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PUBLISHERS' NOTE ON THE COMPLETED WORK

The publication of the Atlas,wh)ch is incorporated in the present edition, completed the plan'of The Century

Dictionary and Cyclopedia. As the Cyclopedia of Names grew out of the Dictionary and supplementetl

it on its encyclopedic side, so the Atlas grew out of the Cyclopedia, and, serves as an extension of its

geographical material. Each of these works deals with a different part of the great field of words,—

common words and names,—while the three, in their unity, constitute a work of reference which prac-

tically covers the whole of that field. The two new volumes now issued make the material of the Dic-

tionary and Cyclopedia complete. The total number of words and names defined or otherwise described

in the completed work is ovpr 500,000.

The special features of each of these several parts of the book are described in the Prefaces which will

be found in the fiFst, ninth, tenth, and eleventh volumes. It need only be said that the definitions of the

common words of the language are for the most part stated encyclopedically, with a vast amount of

technical, historical, and practical information in addition to a wealth of purely philological material ; that

the same encyclopedic method is applied to proper names—names of persons, places,' characters in fiction,

books—ib short, of everything to which a name is given ; and that in the Atlas geographical names, and

much besides, are exhibited with a completeness and serviceableness seldom equaled. Of the Century Dic-

tionary and Cyclopedia as a whole, therefore, it may be said that it is in its own field the most com-

plete presentation of human knowledge— scientific, historical, and practical— that exists.

iMoreover, the method of distributing this encyclopedic material under a large number of headings,

v/hich has been followed throughout, makes each item of this great store of information far more acces-

sible than in works in which a different system is adopted.

The first edition of The Century Dictionary was completed in 1891, that of the Century Cyclopedia of

Names in 1894, that of the Atlas in 1897, and that of the two new volumes in 1909. Each of the works

published at the earlier dates has been subjected to repeated careful revisions, and the results of this scrutiny

are comprised in this edition.
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PREFATORY NOTE.

I

HE CENTORT DrOTTONAEY (1889-91) was mucli the largest collection of the words of

the English language that had been published. In it the number of words and ' phrases

'

at that time defined in general dictionaries of English was increased by upward of one

hundred and twenty thousand. This additional collection included not a few words

which had appeared in special glossaries and technical dictionaries, but much the greater

part of it was obtained by a systematic search through English literature, especially the literature of

science and the arts. The labor and cost of effecting this very notable enlargement of the recorded

English vocabulary have amply been justified by its utility to the many thousands of users of the book

during the past twenty years.

The compilers of the Century were, however, aware that a dictionary record, whatever might be

its degree of completeness at the date of publication, would in the future need to be enlarged on account

of the continuous and rapid increase of the vocabulary of English, both common and technical. It was,

in particular, very obvious that in many branches of science and technology the coinage of new terms

and the development of new meanings would proceed— as they have in fact done— at a greatly accelerated

pace. Accordingly, the work of collection was not ended by the publication of the dictionary, but has

been continued ever since.

The result of this labor is presented in these two volumes, which supplement the original work.

They contain additional words, senses, and defined 'phrases' representing the increase in scientific

and technological terminology, as well as in the ' common ' vocabulary, during the past twenty-five years,

and possessing a high degree of technical importance and general interest. During this period— a period

probably more productive of neologisms than any other of the same length in the history of the lan-

guage — not only have many special sciences, or branches of sciences, been created, and remarkable exten-

sions of the older sciences been effected, but the practical arts also (with commerce, exploration, and the

like) have found innumerable new applications, methods, and objects ; and with all of these advances

have come new vocabularies, often of great extent, or new uses of old terms, which the dictionary must

record. It is necessary to mention only such topics as radioactivity, aeronautics, immunity and se-

rumtherapy, experimental psychology, the recent studies in heredity and organic development, the

advances in cytology and embryology, and the progress in telegraphy and electrical technology in

o-eneral in order to indicate the extent and importance of these accretions. Much the s^me is true of

the increase in the vocabularies of scientific and practical agriculture, of physiological chemistry, of

medicine and of many other subjects, scientific or practical. It should also be noted that a very con-

siderable number of foreign (Spanish, French, etc.) words (names of plants, fabrics, materials, imple-

ments institutions, and so on), especially terais in use in Hawaii, the Philippines, Porto Eico, and Spanish

America generally, have of late acquired a quasi-English value (or, at least, interest) which the dictionary

must recognize. In addition to this superabundant new growth there have also been included many-

words and senses of earlier origin, and also extensions of many encyclopedic articles and definitions. The

total number of words, senses, and 'phrases' thus collected and here defined is about one hundred thousand

g^j^ addition comparable to that made by the original edition of the dictionary. It should be added,

however that the words and forms included, great as their number is, are still a selection, made under the
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general rules stated in the preface to the original edition (Vol. 1.), to which for this and other prefatory-

matter the reader is referred. Many chemical and mineralogical terms, for example, have been added,

but, of course, not aU ; important New Latin names in zoology and botany have been admitted, but (rela-

tively) only a few ; the obvious derivatives (which— actual and possible— are many thousands in number)

from names of families, orders, etc., in zoology and botany are, with a few exceptions, not given ; and

provincialisms (except Americanisms and Australianisms) and obsolete words and expressions have, as a

rule, been excluded.

As regards method of treatment and typographical style, it is enough to say that in these matters

the plan of the main work has been closely followed. The various definitions and articles are designed

to fit into the text of the earlier volumes without diversity of form, interruption of continuity, or repe-

tition of matter. In accordance with this plan the fact that a given word in the supplementa,ry vocabu-

lary is additional or ' new ' is indicated simply by the fact that it is followed by the respelling for

pronunciation and, generally, by an etymological note ; in the case of an additional sense ovphrase, on the

other hand, the title-word is not followed by the pronunciation and derivation ; and the same is true of

mere additions to articles in the main text. Cross-references to material in the supplementary volumes

are distinguished by a star (*) placed before the word under which the material will be found. Refer-

ences not so distinguished are to the original volumes.

The various definitions and articles have been written by the contributors whose names are given in

the list of collaborators and in the second paragraph below. Of the etymologies it should be said that

in only a few cases has more than a brief explanatory statement been necessary, since most of the words

are scientific coinages or other terms of simple and often obvious formation, or are foreign words (intro-

duced into English in some special sense) of which, as a ride, in accordance with the custom of the diction-

ary, only the proximate source (as French or Italian or Spanish, etc.) is indicated.

During the progress of the work upon these volumes, but after the completion of their portions of it,

several of the contributors have been removed by death. Dr. Richard Garnett, keeper of printed books

of the British Museum, an early friend of the dictionary, died on April 12, 1906. On January 6, 1907, the

eminent astronomer Professor Charles A. Young, also a kind and helpful friend of the Century from its

earliest days, passed away. The death of Professor William K. Brooks, of the Johns Hopkins University,

long distinguished for his services to biology, followed on November 12, 1908. On February 11, 1909, came

the announcement of the death of Mr. Russell Sturgis, a learned student of architecture and connoisseur

of art, one of the earliest and most important contributors to the dictionary. Mr. Henry G. Kittredge, an

authority upon the textile industries, died on June 5, 1909. They were men eminent for scientific and

scholarly attainments and all that makes for nobility of character.

It remains only to thank the very numerous helpers who have contributed special items of informa-

tion or material, or have aided in the work of the editorial office or the press. Without the assistance of

all, such completeness and accuracy as may have been attained would have been impossible. Special

mention should be made of the assistance of Professor John Dewey, of Columbia University, in the defining

of pragmatism and related terms ; of the Bureau of Forestry and the Society of\,American Foresters, in

granting through Mr. Gifford Pinchot the use of the manuscript of their glossary of terms in forestiy and

lumbering ; of Dr. Robert Lilley, in contributing many definitions of Oriental (especially Chinese and

Japanese) and other terms, and in aiding editorially in putting a part of the first volume through the

press ; of Mr. David White, of the United States Geological Survey, and Dr. Herbert J. Webber, of the

United States Department of Agriculture, in defining various botanical terms; of Professor J. Bishop

Tingle, of McMaster University, and Dr. Campbell E. Waters, of the United States Bureau of Standards,

in assisting in the work on organic chemistry ; of Dr. Whitman Cross, of the United States Geological

Survey, in writing certain of the earlier definitions in petrography ; of Professor Pierre A. Fish, of Cornell

University, in defining various neurological terms ; of Dr. Frank H. Chittenden, of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture, in giving valued aid in the work on the entomological terms and illustrations

;

of Professor Harold Jacoby, of Columbia University ; of Mr. H. C. Cassell, in contributing the definitions
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relating to chess ; of the late Mr. W. N. Fitzgerald, editor of " The Hub," in defining a large number of

terms relating to vehicles and harness ; of Mr. Benjamin Garno, in supplying definitions in billiards ; of

Mr. Charles De Kay, in defining terms in fencing ; of Professor Edmund K. Alden, of the Packer Institute,

in the definition of terms in general and political history ; of Mr. Herbert H. Smith, in contributing, with

definitions, a number of West Indian words ; of Mr. E. C. Hinckley, in supplying the definitions of terms

relating to tanning and leather-making ; of Professor J. 0. Schlotterbeck, of the University of Michigan,

in defining a number of pharmaceutical terms ; of Miss Edith M. G-reer, of Pratt Institute, in defining

terms in cooking ; of Mrs. C. A. M. Hall of the Drexel Institute, in furnishing information with regard to

needlework and embroidery ; of Mr. James Means and Mr. Augustus Post, in furnishing valuable material

relating to aeronautics; of Mr. Philip S. Smith, in the subject of physiography; of Miss Katharine B.

Wood, in collecting much valuable material relating to common words ; and of Miss Margaret Jackson

and Miss Florence Gilmour, in most efficiently aiding in the work of the editorial office.

In the selection and criticism of the illustrations, which are about one thousand nine hundred in

number, aid has been given by nearly all of the collaborators and also by many others. For the use of

valuable material especial acknowledgment is due to Macmillan and Company, who have granted the use

of cuts from their English edition of von Zittei's " Palaeontology " ; to the Metropolitan Museum of Art

;

to the American Museum of Natural History ; to the Mount Wilson Solar Observatory ; to the New York

Institute for the Blind; to the Westinghouse Company; to the Forest Service, Washington; to the

British School at Athens ; to the British Museum ; and to the Journal of Hellenic Studies.

To the second volume has been added a supplement to the Cyclopedia of Names (Vol. IX. of the

Dictionary and Cyclopedia) of ninety-two pages, comprising a large number of new articles and also of

additions to the articles contained in the various editions of that work.

BENJAMIN E. SMITH.
November 1, 1909.



ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES A>ID DEFINITIONS.

»., adj adjective.

abbr abbreTiation^

abL ablative.

aoc accusative.

accom accommodated,accom-

modation.

act. active.

adv adverb.

AF Anglo-Frencli.

agri. agricnlture.

AL. Anglo-Latin.

alg. algebra.

Amer American.

anat. anatomy.

anc ancient.

antiq antiquity.

aor. aorist.

appar apparently.

At. Arabic.

arch. architecture.

archseol archaeology.

arith. arithmetic.

art article.

AS Anglo Saxon.

astroL astrology.

astron astronomy.

attrib. attributive.

ang augmentative.

Bav Bavarian.

Beng. BengalL

bioL biology.

Bobem. Bohemian.

bot. botany.

Braz^ Brazilian.

Bret. .. -. Breton.

bryoL bryo)e<nr.

Bolg. Bulgarian.

carp cyrpentry.

Cat. Catalan.

Cath. Catholic.

cans causative.

ceram ceramics.

cf. L. confer, compare.

ch church.

ChaL Chaldee.

chem chemical, chemistry.

Chiu Chinese.

chron chronology.

colloq colloquial,colloquially.

com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp. composition, com-

pound.

compar. comparative.

conch. conchology.

con] conjunction.

contr. - . .contracted, contraC'

tion.

Corn Cornish.

craniol craniology.

craniom craniometry.

crystaL crystallography.

D. Dutch.

Dan Danish.

dat dative.

def definite, definition.

deriv. .derivative, derivation.

dial dialect dialectal.

difif. different

dim diminutive.

distrib distributive.

dram dramatic.

dynam dynamics.

E. East

E Bnglish(usuaHym«a»-

ii^modem English).

eccl., eccles. ecclesiastical.

econ economy.

e. g. L. exempli gratia, for

example.

Egypt Egyptian.

E. Ind. East Indian.

elect electricity.

embryoL embryology.

Eng. English.

engin engineering.

entom entomology.

Epis. Episcopal.

equiv. equivalent

esp especially.

Eth Ethiopic.

ethnog. ethnography.

ethnol ethnology.

etym etymology.

Eur. European.

eyclam exclamation.

1, fern. feminine.

¥. French (usuaUy mean-

ing ihodem French).

Flem Flemish.

fort fortification.

freq. frequentative.

Fries. Friesic.

fut future.

G. German(u«uiZ2i/ni£a7i-

ing New High Ger-

man).

Gael Gaelic.

galv. galvanism.

gen genitive.

geog geography.

geoL geology.

geom geometry.

Goth Gothic (Mcesogothic).

Gr. Greek.

gram grammar.

gun gunneiy.

Heb Hebrew.

her. heraldry.

heipet herpetology.

Hind Hindustani.

hist history.

horol horology.

hort horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.

hydraul hydraulics.

hydros hydrostatics.

Ic^l Icelandic (lUuoZZy

meaning Old Ice-

landic, o£A£nff^secaZ^

ed Old Norse).

ichth ichthyology.

i. c L. id est, that is.

impers impersonal

impf. imperfect

impv. imperative.

improp improperly.

Ind Indian.

ind indicative.

Indo-Eur. Indo-European.

indef indefinite.

inf infinitive.

instr. InstrumentaL

inter

j

interjection.

intr.,intranB. ..intransitive.

Ir Irish.

irreg. irregular, irregularly.

It Italian.

Jap. Japanese.

L. Latin (u»uaUy mear^

ing classical Latin).

Lett Lettish.

LG. Low German.

lichenoL llchenology.

lit literal, literally.

lit literature.

Lith Lithuanian.

lithog. lithography.

lithol lithology.

LL Late Latin.

m., masc masculine.

M Middle.

mach machinery.

mammal mammalogy.

manuf. manufacturing.

math mathematics.

MD. Middle Dutch.

ME. Middle English (oOer-

wile called Old Eng-

lish).

mech. mechanics, mechani-

caL

med. medicine.

mensur. mensuration.

metal metallurgy.

metaph metaphysics.

meteor meteorology.

Mex. Mexican.

MGr. Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.

MHG Middle High German.

milit military.

mineraL mineralogy.

ML Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.

ML6 Middle Low German.

mod modem-
mycoL mycology.

myth. mythology.

u noun.

n., neut neuter.

N New.

N. North.

N. Amer. North America.

nat natural.

naut nauticaL

nav '. navigation.

NGr. New Greek, modem
Gre^

NHG New High German
{uxuaUy simply G.,

German).

NL. New Latin, modem
Latin.

nom nominative.

Norm Norman.
north northern.

Norw. Norwegian.

numis numismatics.

O. Old.

obs obsolete.

obstet obstetrics.

OBulg. Old Bulgarian Xother-

wiee called Church

Slavonic, Old Slavic,

Old Slavonic).

OCat .Old Catalan.

OD. Old Dutch.

ODan. Old Danish.

odontog odontography.

odontol odontology.

OF. Old French.

OFlem Old Flemish.

OGaeL Old Gaelic

OHG. Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.

OLG Old Low German.

ONorth. Old Northumbrian.

OFmss. Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.

omith ornithology.

OS. Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.

osteol osteology.

OSw Old Swedish.

OTeut Old Teutonic.

p. a. participial adjective.

paleon paleontology.

part participle.

pass. passive.

pathol pathology.

perf. perfect.

Pers. Persian.

pers person.

perap perspective.

Peruv Peruvian.

petrog. petrography.

Fg Portuguese.

phar pharmacy.

Phen. Pbenlcian.

philol philology.

philos. philosophy.

phonog phonography.

photog photography.

phren phrenology.

phys physical.

physiol physiology.

pL.plur. plural.

poet poetical.

polit politicaL

Pol Polish.

poss possessive.

pp. past participle.

ppr. present participle.

Pr Proveni;al (.umaUy

meaning Old Pro-

vental).

pref. prefix.

prep. preposition.

pres present

pret preterit

priv. privative.

prob probably, probable.

pron pronoun.

pron pronounced, pronim-

ciation.

prop properly.

pros. prosody.

Prot Protestant.

prov. provinciaL

psychol psychology.

q. V L. quod (or pi. qag^

vide, which see.

refl reflexive.

reg -.regular, regularly.

repr. representing.

rhet rhetoric.

Rom Boman.
Bom. Bomanic, Bomance

(languages)!

Buss. Bnssian.

S South.

S. Amer South American.

BC L. acUieel, understand,

supply.

Sc Scotch.

Scand. Scandinavian.

Scrip. Scripture.

sculp. sculpture.

"Serv. Servian.

sing. singular.

Skt Sanskrit

Slav Slavic, S],ivonic.

Sp. Spanish.

suhj subjunctive.

superl superlative.

snrg surgery.

surv surveying.

Sw. Swedish.

syn synonymy.

Syr. Syriac.

technol technology.

teleg. telegraphy.

teratol teratology.

term termination.

Tent Teutonic.

theat theatrical.

theol theology.

therap therapeutics.

toxicol toxicology.

tr., trans. transitive.

trigon trigonometry.

Turk Turkish.

typog. typography.

ult ultimate, ultimately.

V. verb.

var. variant.

vet veterinary.

V. i intransitive verb.

V. t transitive verb.

W. ..., Welsh.

Wall Walloon.

Wallach Wallachian.

W. Ind West Indian.

zoogeog. zoogeography.

zool zoology.

zoOt zootomy.



KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang,

a as in fate, mane, dale,

a as in far, father, guard.

4 as iu fall, talk, naught,

a as in ask, fast, ant.

a as in fare, hair, bear.

e as in met, pen, bless,

e as in mete, meet, meat.

6 as in her, fern, heard.

i as in pin, it, luscuit.

i as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.

6 as in note, poke, floor.

8 as in move, spoon, room.

6 as in nor, song, off.

as in tub, son, blood.

as in mute, acute, few (also new,
tube, duty : see Preface, pp. ix, x)

as in pull, book, could.

German ii, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.

ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates its abbreviation and lighten-

ing, without absolute loss of its distinctive qual-

ity. See Preface, p. xi. Thus

:

a as in prelate, courage, captain.

e as in ablegate, episcopal.

as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.

i. as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates that, even in the mouths of

the best speakers, its sound is variable to, and
in ordinary utterance actually becomes, the

short K-sound (of but, pun, etc.). See Preface,

p. xi. Thus:

a as in errant, republican,

e as in prudent, difference,

i as in charity, density.

o as in valor, actor, idiot.

a as in Persia, peninsula.

e as in the book.

u as in nature, feature.

A mark (w) under the consonants *, d, s, e in-

dicates that they in like manner are variable to

ch, j, sit, zh. Thus

:

J as in nature, adventure.

d as in arduous, education,

g as iu pressure.

z as in seizure.

th as in thin.

TH as in then.

ch as in German ach, Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mouill6) 1.

' denotes a primary, " a secondary accent. (A

secondary accent is not marked if at its regular

interval of two syllables from the primary, or

from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< reaA.from; i. e., derived from.

> read whence; i. e., from which is derived^

+ read and; i. e., compounded with, or with suflix.

= read eognate with; i. e., etymologically parallel with.

•/ read root.

* read theoretical or alleged; i. e., theoretically assumed,-

or asserted but unverified, form.

t read obsolete.

* references so marked are to the supplementary volumes.

SPECIAL EXPLANATIONS.

A superior figure placed after a title-word in-

dicates . that the word so marked is distinct

etymologically from other words, following or

preceding it, spelled in the same manner and

marked with different nranbers. Thus

:

back^ (bak), n. The posterior part, etc.

back^ (bak), a. Lying or being behind, etc.

back^ (bak), V. To furnish with a back, etc.

back^ (bak), adv. Behind, etc.

backet (bak), ». The earlier form of bat^.

back^ (bak), n. A large flst-bottomed boat,

etc.

Various abbreviations have been used in the

credits to the quotations, as " No." for number,

"st." for stanza, "p." tor page, "1." for line,

IF for paragraph, " fol." tov folio. The method

used in indicating the subdivisions of books

will be understood by reference to the follow-

ing plan

:

Section only J 5.

Chapter only xiv.

Canto only xiv.

Book only iii.

Book and chapter

Part and chapter

Book and line

Book and page ^ iii. 10.

Act and scene

Chapter and verse

No. and page

Volume and page II. 34.

Volume and chapter IV. iv.

Part, book, and chapter II. iv. 12.

Part, canto, and stanza II. iv. 12.

Chapter and section or 1 vii. J or H 3.

Volume, part, and section or IT . .1. i. § or II 6.

Book, chapter, and section or IT. .1. i, § or H 6.

Different grammatical phases of the same

word are grouped under one head, and distin-

guished by the Roman numerals I., II., III.,

etc. This applies to transitive and intransi-

tive uses of the same verb, to adjectives used

also as nouns, to nouns used also as adjectives,

to adverbs used also as prepositions or con-

junctions, etc.

The capitalizing and italicizing of certain or

all of the words in a synonym-list indicates

that the words so distinguished are discrimi-

nated in the text immediately following, or

under the title referred to.

The figures by which the synonym-lists are

sometimes divided indicate the senses or defi-

nitions with which they are connected.

The title-words begin with a. small (lower-

case) letter, or with a capital, according to

usage. When usage differs, in this matter,

with the different senses of a word, the abbre-

viations [cap.] for "capital" and [l. c] for

" lower-case " are used to indicate this varia-

tion.

The difference observed in regard to the

capitalizing of the second element in zoologi-

cal and botanical terms is in accordance with

the existing usage in the two sciences. Thus,

in zoology, in a scientific name consisting of

two words the second of which is derived from

a proper name, only the first would be capi-

talized. But a name of similar derivation in

botany would have the second element also

capitalized.

The names of zoological andbotanical classes,

orders, families, genera, etc., have been uni-

formly italicized, in accordance with the pres-

ent usage of scientific writers.





THE
CENTURY DICTIONARY

SUPPLEMENT

, 2 (a). In mime, the A
next above middle G has
(atPreneh pitoh) 435 vibra-
tions per second. In medie-
val music, the final of the
^olian and hyposolian
modes. ((?) In chem., the
symbol for argon.—3. Also
an abbreviation of ampere
and of *A-level(Yrh.ioh see).

AA.,AA. [Prop. Sa, which stands for ana,
Gr. dwd, used in sense of 'throughout,' that is,

' of each one.'] In recipes, an abbreviation
equivalent, when used after the names of sev-
^eral ingredients, to ' of each one take.'

A, §.(&). A Swedish letter representing an
original long a (a), now sounded as English
long open o mform or a in fall.

a-a (S'a), n. [Hawaiian.] A form of cooled
lava-stream of which the surface consists of
jagged and irregtilar blocks. The Mocks represent
the chilled and solidified crust of a molten mass, and were
formed- during a pause. When the onward movement
was resumed the frozen cakes were piled one upon an-
other. Contrasted with pahoehoe, which refers to smooth
or fluted surfaces. Both words are of Hawaiian origin,

but are occasionally used in Euf^lish writings on volca-
noes. C K Dutton, Ann. E-ep. Dire'jtor U. S. Geol. Sur-

vey 188*, p. 95.

Aachenian (a-ke'ni-an), a. and n. [G. Aachen
(F. Aix-la-Chapelle) '\- -ian.'\ In stratigraphy,
noting formations underlying the Chalkin Bel-
gium : nowknown as*Bermssartian(which see )

.

A. A. G. An abbreviation of AssistantA^utant-
Oeneral.

aal, n. See *aU.
Aaleuian (a-le'nl-an), a. and n. [G. Aalen in
Wurtemberg.] In stratigraphy, noting Eu-
ropean subdivision of the Lower 061ite beds of

the Jurassic.

aalii (a"a-le'e), n. [Hawaiian ; <. aa (,= Maori
oka, etc.), roots, -t- lii (= Maori riM), small.]

In Hawaii, a small tree, Dodonssa visoosa, 12 to

25 feet high, it is one of the commonest trees of that
region and is found on all the islands. It also occurs in

tropical America, Kew Zealand, and Australia, and on
probably all of the volcanic island groups of Polynesia.

It is valued for its hard-gi'ain ed, dark wood. Called apiri

in Tahiti.

aannerodite, n. See *annerodite.

aback^, adv. A11 aback (naht), said of sails when
they are all flattened against the masts by the wind act-

ing on them from in front.— All aback forward (noMt.),

said of the square sails on the foremast when the wind
coming from ahead has laid the sails against the mast.

—

Flat aback {naut.), said of sails when the wind is nearly

at a right angle to them, so that they are neither bellied

forward nor pressed against the mast, but just fluttering

or lifting.

Abacola (a-bak'g-la), n. [NL. : origin not ob-

vious.] The typical genus of the family .46a-

colidse. Edwards, 1891.

Abacolidae (ab-a-kol'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Abac-
ola + -idsB.'] A family of parasitic copepod
crustaceans found in holothurians. They have
simple mouth-parts adapted for piercing, and S-jointed

antenna;. The typical genus is AbUcola.

abadejo (a-ba-da'ho), n. [Sp., a codfish, poor-

jack, = Pg. abadejo, badejo : origin uncertain.]

A Cuban name for the scamp Myeteropercafal-

cata, a large species of grouper.

abandond, p-a. A simplified spelling of aban-

doned.

abarticular (ab-ar-tik'u-lar), a. [ab- + articu-

lar.'] Not affecting the joints ; not articular.
— Abarticular gout. See *g<mt i.

S—

1

(a-ba'si-a), n. '[NL., < Gr. *a3aaia (cf.

a/JoTOf, iiot trodden), < a- priv. + flaaig, step-
ping: see basis.] In med., inability to walk,
through defect of muscular action, not neces-
sarily paralysis or inooBrdination.

abasic (a-ba'sik), a. [abasia + -jc] Of, per-
taining to, or affected with abasia.
abask(a-bask'), a(j!«. [ < a3 -t- 6a«fc, ».] Bask-
ing ; bathed in sunlight or genial warmth. J.

M. Neale.

abastardt (a-bas'tard), v.t. [OF. dbastardir, to
stigmatize as bastard or degenerate.] To bas-
tardize; render spurious or corrupt; debase.
Donne, Pseudo-Martyr, p. 226. N. E. D.
abatou (ab'a-ton), ».; pi. abata (-ta). [NL.,
< Gr. d|3aTovj" prop. neut. of aparog, not to be
trodden, < a- priv. + /3aT<if < ^aivetv, go, walk,

step.] A place
sacred from
common entry;
a shrine. Same
as adytum.

abat-£on(a-ba'-
soh), n. [F.,<
abattre, throw
down (see

abate), + son,

sound.] A de-
vice for throw-
ing downward
sound, as that
of a bell.

Abattoir scales,
scales adapted to
the rapid weigh-
ing of dressed
meat in markets,
abattoirs, and

Abattoir Scales. cold-storage ware-
houses. Themeat,

suspended from hooks attached to a trolley travelingon a
telpherage system or overhead ti'ack, is run upon a short
section of track wliich forms the weighing-platform of the
scales. The lev-

er system may
be above the
track, with the
weighing -sec-
tion suspended
from the lev-

ers, and the
weighing-beam
may be below
ataconvenient
distance from
the floor. A
single trolley
with its load
may be
weighed, or as many as the weighing-section of track
will hold may be weighed together. Another form of

scale employs a trolley for weighing materials in transit,

with a scale-beam attached directly to the trolley and
traveling with it. This is called a trolley-scale.

abaxile, a. 2. In bot., turned away from the
axis : said of lateral organs.

abbadia (a-ba-de'a), n. [It. : see abbacy.] An
abbey or, in Italian architecture, more often an
abbey church. Also badia.

abbasi, n. 3. A current, subsidiary coin of

Afghanistan, equivalent to 2 sanars or 10i%
cents.

Abbe-Fizeau dilatometer. See *dilatometer.

Abbe's focimeter, marine nephoscope. See
*focimeter, *ne^hoscope.

Abbreviated numbers. See *number.

abbreviation, n., 4. other marks of abbreviation
are : (1) One indicating that a rest is to extend for several

measures, and consisting either of a general character in

the staff with a figure above, or simply of a figure in the
staff denoting the intended number of measures, thus

:

=10=
--=^1=

(2) Various horizontal dashes, lines, rows of dots, etc. In-

dicating that the force of some preceding character is to

continue as far as the dashes, lines, or dots extend, thus

:

Trolley-scale.

abciss (ab'sis), n. Same as *complem^nt, 8.

abcoillomb (ab'ko-lom"), n. [o6(sotete) + cou-

lomb.] A name proposed for the c. g. s. elec-

tromagnetic unit of electrical quantity ; 10 cou-
lombs. Also abscoulomb.

Abdominal brain, the solar plexus (which see, under
plexus).—Abdominal ganglion, the semilunar ganglion
(which see, under ganglioS).— A\>Aom3jaal geataUon,
gestation occuiTing outside of the uterus.—Abdominal
mat, a padded framework, with a stretcher for the feet,

used in gymnasiums for exercising the abdominal mus-
cles.—Abdominal phthisis, tuberculosis of the perito-

neum, mesenteric glands, or mucous coat of the intestine.
— Abdominal pregnancy. Same as *abdommal getta-

tion.—Abdominal Stalk, in emiryoL^tTae tube of meso-
blast which envelops the stem of the allantois in the
young human and mammalian embryo.—Abdominal
sweetbread, the pancreas. See swee&iread.

abdominalian (ab-dom-i-na'li-an), a. [Abdom-
inales + -ia».] Pertaining to or having the
characteristics of the Abdominales.
abdominothoracic (ab-dom"i-n6-tho-Tas'ik), a.

Relating to both the abdomen and the thorax.

abdominovesical (ab-dom'''i-no-veB'i-kal), a.

Eelating to the abdominal wall and to the
urinary bladder Abdominovesical pouch, the
concave surface of the peritoneum where it is deflected

from the anterior abdominal wall to the distended blad-
der.

Abducens muscle, the external rectus muscle of the
eyeball.—'Abducens nucleus, the center in the me-
dulla oblongata from which the abducens nerve seems to

take its origin.

abduction, n. 3. In the logical system of C.

S. Peirce, reasoning from consequent to ante-
cedent ; the acceptance on probation (or more
absolutely) of a hypothesis to explain observed
facts ; the deriving of a suggestion from obser-
vation Formal abduction, a logical process which
has the form of abduction but does not involve any posi-

tive assertion, and is not, therefore, like positive abduc-
tion, subject to error. Such is the process of adopting a
new word and that of forming an abstraction.

Abelicea (ab-e-lis'e-a).». [NL. (Eafinesque,

1836), < Gr. offeAkEO!,' tfie name of the Cretan
si)ecies.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants of

the family XJlmacex. See Zelkova.

Abe Lincoln bug. See *bug^.

aberglaube (a'ber-glou"be), n. [G. aberglaube,

for *oberglaube, aberglaube, D. overgeloof,
' over-belief.' The first element simulates aber,

but.] Belief beyond what is justified by ex-

perience and knowledge. See the extract.

Our word ' superstition ' had by its derivation this

same meaning, but it has come to be used in a merely
bad sense, and to mean a childish and craven religiosity.

With the German word it is not so ; therefore Goethe can

say with propriety and truth : 'Aherglwube is the poetry

of life.' . . . Extra-belief, that which we hope, augur,

imagine, is the poetry of life.

M. Arnold, Lit. and Dogma, p. 87.

Aberrant duct of the liver, a bile-duct unconnected
with the other portions of the biliary apparatus.



aberrate

aberrate, v.i. 2. In optics, to reifraot, as a lens,
in such a manner that rays varying in wave-
length or passing through different zones will
have different foci. See aberration, i. Dolland.
[Bare.]

Aberration constant. See constant of aberration, under
constant— haieial aberration, in the theory of lensea,
the product of the spherical aberration and the relative
aperture of the lens ; the radius of the circle formed
by rays passing through the edge of a lens and falling
upon a screen placed at the focal point Lateral
spherical aberration. Same as circle of aberration.—
Longitudinal aberration, in the theory of lenses, the
distance between the points in which rays passing
through the central zone and the edges of the lens, re-
spectively, cut the axis ; spherical aberration.— Nega-
uve spherical aberration, in optics, spherical abeiTa-
tion in a divergent lens, where the focal length of the
outer zones is greater than that of the center of the lens.

—Positive -spherical aberration, in optics, spherical
aberration of a convergent lens, where the focal length
of the outer zones is less than that of the center of the
lens.

Aberrational ellipse. See *elUpse.
aberrometer (ab-e-rom'e-tfer), n. [Irreg. < L.
aberrare, aberrate, + Gr. pin-pov, measure.]
An instrument for measuring deviations or er-

rors in delicate experiments or observations.
G. E. Davis, Praot. Microscopy, p. 183.

abevacuation, n. 2. Evacuation through an
abnormal channel.
abfarad (ab'far'ad), n. lab{solute) + farad.']

A name proposed for the c. g. s. unit of elec-

trical capacity; 1 X 10~' farads or 1 X 10 "is

microfarads.
abhenry (ab'hen"ri3, n. [ab{solute) + henry.']

A name proposed for the e. g. s. electromag-
netic unit of inductance; 1 X 10-^ henrys.

Abhidharma (ab-i-dfer'ma), n. [Skt. abhi-

dharma, < abhi, near, to, -1- dharma, order, rule,

Srecept.] The Buddhistic philosophy,

ia (a'bia), n. A Polish silver coin of the
value of one shilling sterling or twenty-five
cents.

abidal (a-bi'dal), n. [abided, v. i., + -al.]

Abiding-place"; abode. A'. E. Z>.

abidl (a-bi-de'), n. [E. Ind.] The silver half-

rupee of Mysore.
Abieteae(ab-i-e'te-e),»i.j)!. [NL. (Spaoh, 1842),

< L. Abies {Abiet-'j+ -ex.] Same as AbieUneae.

abilious (a-bil'yus), a. Indicating or marked
by an absence of bile, as in the stools.

ability, n.— General ability, in polU. econ. ,
" those

faculties and that general knowledge and intelligence

which are in varying degrees the common property of all

the higher grades of industry." A^red Ma/rshaU, Prin-
ciples of Economics, 1. 268.—Gracious ability, the semi-
Pelagian and Arminian teaching that though man by the
fall lost the ability to keep the moral law, yet Qod by his

grace restores it to all men.—Natural ability, a term
used in New England theology in distinction to moral
ability ; i. e., man since the fall h»a all the natural powers
needed to obey God's law, but he is morally unable so to
do since his will is opposed to righteousness.— Flenaiy
ability, the Pelagian doctrine that responsibility is

measured by ability, so that every man has full power at

all times to obey Clod's law.— SpeciaJized ability, " that
manual dexterity and that acquaintance with particular

materials and processes, which are required for the spe-

cial purposes of individual trades." Alfred MarshaU,
Principles of Economics, I. 266.

abilo (a-be']6)j n. [Tagalogname?] A name
in the Philippines of Garuga floribunda, a tree

belonging to the Balsameacese, with pinnate

leaves crowded at the ends of the branches
and with fruit in the form of small, fleshy

drupes. It is fragrant and yields a gum which
is soluble in water, but only slightly so in

alcohol.

abiochemistry (ab'i-o-kem'is-tri), n. [Gr. d-

priv. -I- ptog, life, + fi. chemistry.] Inorganic

chemistry as contrasted with the chemistry of

vital processes.

abiogenetical (ab-i-o-jf-net'i-kal), a. Same as

abiogeneUc.

abiology (ab-i-ol'6-ji), n. [Gr. d- priv. + /3/oc,

life, + -7toyia,< T^tyeiv, speak: cf. biology.] The
scientific study of things that are not alive

;

all science except biology. Saechel (trans.),

Planktonic Studies, p. 578.

abion (ab'i-on), n. [Gr. a^iov, neut. of apioq.

taken in the literal sense 'without (physical)

Ufe,' < d- priv. + piog, life,] Lifeless things

considered collectively, as distinguished from

living things. Haeckel (trans.), Planktonic

Studies, p. 578.

abiophysiology (aMi-o-fiz-i-ol'o-ji), n. [Gr.

apioQ, without life, + (jruaioTMyia, physiology.]

The study of the inorganic or purely physical

and chemical phenomena in living organisms

as distinguished from the biologicalphenomena

proper.

abiosis (ab-i-6'sis), n. [Gr. a- pnv. + /Jiuffi?,

way of life.] Deficienoy of vital force.

abiotic (ab-i-ot'ik), a. [Gr. d- priv. + Pcormdc,

pertaining to life.] Noting those sciences

which deal with inorganic nature, as con-

trasted with the biological sciences. Haeckel

(trans.). Wonders of Life, p. 27. [Bare.]

abiotrophy (ab-i-ot'ro-fi), n. [Gr. d- priv. +
^iog, life, + -Tpo(^ia, < Tpefew, nourish.] Degen-
eration due to congenital deficienoy of vital

force.

abirritation, n. 2. Asthenia.

Abispa (a-bis'pa), n. [NL. (Mitchell, 1838),

< Sp. abispa, now usually avispa, < L. vespa,

a wasp?] A peculiar genus of Australian
solitary wasps compri.siug several species. A
single female constructs a nest with a funnel-shaped
entrance, so large that it appears to he the nest of a
colony of social wasps.

abjoint (ab-joinf), v. t. lab- + joint.] In
mycol. , to separate by a septum, as in the case
of the scores of some fungi. Plow, Brit. Ured.
and Ustil. Gloss., p. 305.

abjunction (ab-jungk'shon), n. [NL. *abjunc-

tio\n-), < L. abjungere, disjoin, separate : see ab-

junctive.] In myeol., the separation of spores
by means of a septum.
ablastic (a-blas'tlk), a. Same as ablastovs.

ablastozoa (a-blas*to-z6'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
d- priv. + /SAaordf, germ, 4- f^ov, animal.] An-
imals without germ-layers; Protozoa. Eimer,
Organic Evolution, p. 70.

ablation, n., i. 0) The washing away by rains ot the
lighter particles yielded by the decay and weather-waste
of rocky ledges, whereby the heavier and more resistant
minerals are left behind in a state of residual concentra-
tion, sometimes affording a body of ore.

able, a.—To spell able, to be able; to have all the
ability or strength needed (for some particular purpose).
[Conoq.]

ablepnaria (ab-le-fa'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. d/3/U-

(papog, without eyelids: see ablepharon.] Same
as *abl^haron.
ablepharon (a-blef'a-ron), n. [Gr. a/SMipapos,

without eyelids, < d-'priv. + ^Uipapm, eyelid.]

Absence, through disease or congenital defect,

of one or both eyelids.

abmho (ab'mo), n. \ab{solute) + mho.] A
name proposed for the c. g. s. electromagnetic
unit of conductance , admittance, or suscep-
tance; 1x10^ mhos.
abmodality (ab-mo-dal'i-ti), n. \_'abmodal +
-ity.] Exception to or deviation from a statis-

tical normalor mode when this is considered,
for statistical purposes, as a fixed standard
which living beings or their measurable quali-

ties may approach or from which they may re-

cede. See mode^, 4.

statistical Biology seeks to determine the exact status
of species as regards variation, expressed in modes, ab-
modalities and abnormalities; the direction, rate, and
causes of variation in species; the suppression of old
modes, the rise of new ones, and the shUtiug of modes

;

and the Inheritance and permanency of these characters
and changes. With such data, accurately determined for
a number of species for a period of years, it will be pos-
sible to test the validity and broad application of some of
the fundamental theories upon which modem Biology is

built. Biometrika, April, 1903, p. 313.

abmortal (ab-m6r'tal), a. [ab- + mortal.]
In med., situated or directed away from the in-

jured or dead part : applied to the course of the
electrical current in an injured muscle.
abneural (ab-nU'ral), a. [ab- + neural.] 'Bie-

lating to or situated on the side of the body
farthest from the neural axis.

abnormative (ab-n6r'ma-tiv), a. \a.b- + nor-
mative.'] Not normative. Applied by Cross, Id-
dings, Pirsson, and Washington (1902), in their quanti-
tative classification of igneous rocks, to the minerals
other than those which go to make up the norm or
standard mineral composition by which a rock is classi-

fied. When the actual mineral composition of 'a rock
differs from its theoretical or standard composition, the
rock is said to have an a^marmaUve mode. See quantir
tative classification qf igneous rocks, under -krock.

abnumerable (ab-nii'me-ra-bl), a. Not nu-
merable; either haying (as a collection) or
being a multitude greater than that of all the
integer numbers taken collectively. The multi-
tude of all the quantities whose values (like that of ir)

can be expressed to indefinitely close approximation by
means of indefinitely extended decimals is the first ab-

nutnerable multitiule. There is a second, third, etc. (up
to any finite ordinal number), abnumerable multitude

;

and there is no highest abnumerable multitude, anymore
than there is a highest enumerable multitude. There is

no multitude greater than all abnumerable multitudes,
since beyond them the individual members of the collec-

tion lose their separate identity and merge into one an-
other in true continuity. The multitude of all the.num-
bers considered in the calculus and theory of functions
is the first abnumerable multitude, and of higher multi-
tudes mathematicians as yet know little more than that
they are logically and mathematically possible. Also
abnumeral.

abnumeral (ab-nii'me-ral), a. [ab- + nu-
meral.] Same as *abriumerable.

absarokite

aboard^, cfdv—to haul the starboard taCks
aboard (»a««.X to bring the weather clues of the

courses (lower square sails) inboard and down to the
tack-irons in the deck by means of the tack-tackles.—

To have the starboard (or port) tacks aboard
inaut.), to be on the starboard (or port) tack, as the
tacks are always boarded on the weather side of the ship.

abol3ra (a-bo'bra), n. [Said to be a Brazilian

name.] A greenhouse tendril-climbing herb,

a member of the family Cucurbitacese, from
Brazil, grown both for its much-divided foliage

and its scarlet, gourd-Uke fruit.

aboideau (a-boi-do'), v. t. [aboideau, n.] To
improve (a tidal river or stream) and prevent

the tidal overflow of its marshes and tidal

meadows by placing tide-gates at its mouth.
At first sight it might seem wise to aboideau all rivers

at their mouths. Sot. Gazette, Sept., 1903, p. 180.

aboma, n. 2. [cap.] A genus of gobies found
in Mexico and Japan, having more than 6 dorsal

snines.

Darter Goby {.glioma hiJteosioma).

{From Bull. 47 U. S. Nat. Museum.)

abondance (a-bon-dans'), n. [P.: see ahunr-

dance.] In solo whist, the naming-of the trump
suit and winning of 9 tricks without the assis-

tance of a partner—Abondance d^clar^e. Same
as -habondance in trumps.—Abondance In trumps, in

solo whist, the winning of 9 tricks with the trump that is

turned up, without the assistance of a partner.

Aboral pore, an opening or pore at the end of the body
farthest from the mouth-opening, as in a few Anthozoa.

aboriginalisni(ab-9-nj'i-nal-izm), n. The rec-

ognition of the rigfits of aboriginal races.

abort, V. t. To render abortive ; check or arrest

the development of : as, to abort a fever.

abortient, a. and n. In pathol., same as abor-

tifacient.

abortion, n.— nissed abortion, expulsion of a fetus

sometime after its death.

abortive, a. 8. Preventing full development

;

arresting the course of, as of a disease: as,

abortive treatment.
Aboth (a'bot), n. pi. [Heb., pi. of 'db, father.]

' The Fathers,' otherwise Pirhe aboth, ' Chap-
ters of the Fathers' : a treatise in the Mishnah
consisting of maxims and aphorisms of ancient
' fathers ' or rabbis : analogous to the Book of

Proverbs in the Old Testament.
aboulic, a. See *abuUc.
abrachiocephalus (a-bra^'ki-o-sefa-lus), n.

;
pi.

abrachiocephaU (-U). [NL., < Gr'.' d- priv. -I-

^pax'ujv (L. brachitim), arm, -I- iie^dk^, head.]
A monster without head and arms.
abrader (ab-ra'der), n. [abrade, v. t., + -erl.]

Any tool or machine used for abrading ; a file,

emery-wheel, grinding-, sandpapering-, or de-
polishing-machine.
Abrahamt, a. See Abram.
Abrahamitic (a'bra-ham-it'ik), a. Same as
Abrdhamitieal.

Abramt, Abrahamt, a. Corrupted forms of
auburn.
abranchial (a-brang'ki-al), a. [Gr. d- priv. +
Ppdyxui, gills, + -al.] Saving no branchiae or
gills, as certain worms, for example the earth-
\vorm, in which respiration is carried on by the
moist skin. •

abranchiaUsm (a-brang'ki-al-izm), n. [dbranr-

chial + -ism.] The condition of being abran-
chial, or without gills, as the Firoloida among
moUusks. Eneye. Brit., XXX. 796.

Abranchiata, n. pi. 2. A group of macru-
rous crustaceans having the gills rudimentary
or absent. It includes the Mysidee, or opossum-

. shrimps.

abrastol (a-bras'tol), n. [Gr. d- priv. + Ppaar-f
< lipd^ein, boil, ferment, -1- -ol.] A technical
name given to the calcium salt of ;8-naphthol-
sulphonic acid, (CioHe(OH)S03)2Ca+3H20.
It is used as a preservative in wines.
abrest, prep. phr. A simplified spelling of
abreast.

abrotine (ab'ro-tin), n. [abrot(anum) + -ine^.]

A crystalline alkaloid, C2iH2^0N2, found in
ArtemisiaAbrotanum . Its solutions give a blue
fluorescence.

absampere (abs'am-par''), n. [abs(olute) +
ampere.] A name proposed for the c. g. s.

electromagnetic unit of current ; 10. amperes.
absarokite (ab-sa'ro-kit),». [Absarok{a) (see
def.) + -»<e2.] Ia petrog., a name applied by
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Iddings (1895) to a group of igneous rocks oc- absorption-tube (ab - s6rp ' shon -

curring in the Absaroka mountains in the east- tub), n. An instrument for the ab- «^
em part of the Yellowstone Park. Absarokite is sorption of gases, consisting of a
usually porphyritic In texture, containing phenocrysts of vertical tube filled with glass beads
ausite and oliTin in a ground-mass of orthoclase, leucite, xnrhinh ara wo+ wit>i fha nhKorhintr
augite, olivin, and masnetite. The ground-maas may be ^°]^'^. a™ wet With the absorfting

glassy and the texture aphanitic or phaneroorystalline. It material. It has been modihed by
occurs in dilies and flows. Absarokite is the basaltic various experimenters,
end of a series containing, in addition, shoshonite and abstat-. [ab(SOlute) + (electro)stai-
?^"'"'"®-

(jc).] In elect, a prefix which it has
abscess, n— Acute abscess, an abscess occurring as been proposed to place before the
the result of acute inflammation.— Cold abscess, a col- r\vapi^oa^ plBpt.nVnl iinitssiiph ast.hfi
lection of pus not associated with the ordinary signs of in-

Practical electrical units suon as tDe

flammation. It is usually located at some distance from O"™) ampere, volt, and coulomb, to
the original point of suppuration, the matter burrowing designate the corresponding abso-
along lines of fascia or within the sheath of a muscle : in lute electrostatic units.
this case also called smtit«a(io» abscess.—Dubois's ab- -Untn+aniTiovA I'nh'atat am nnr'/l
soeases.multipleareasofnecrosisoccurriuginthethymus aDSLaxampere (ao siai am par ;,

glandinyoungohildrenwithoongenitalsyphilis.— Grav- "• L^ee abstat-.j A name pro-
itatlon abscess, a form of coU *abaeeiii Sterile ab- posed for the absolute electrostatic
soess, an abscess containing no microorganisms.— StitcJl unit of current : about 3.3x10-10
abscess, formation of pus after closure of a wound at the o^Tioroa
points where the sutures are inserted. '

ampeies. ,,,,,,,.., ,,, ADsoipuon-

absciss (ab-sis'), n, [See «*.a..a.] Apart cut ^^rSft'Tiamtp- '""

?wA^»r«°ff ^'la"* X^/r**""''
^° abscissa posedfortheabsoluteelectrostatieunitof elec-

(whichsee). Also abseisse
trical quantity; about 3.3 x 10-iOcoulombs.

abscission, n. 7. In bot, the separation of abstatfarad (ab'stat-far"ad), n. [See abstat-.}
spores from a sporophore on the disappear- A name proposed for the electrostatic absolute
anoe of the connecting layer. unit of electrical capacity; about 1.1 X 10-6

absciss-layer (ab-sis'la"er), ». In Bo*., a layer microfarads,
or plane alon^ which separation takes place, abstatbenry (ab'stat-hen'ri), n. [See abstat-.'ii--. ^ name proposed for the absolute electro-as in the fall of leaves.

abscoillomb (abs'ke-lom"), «. Same as *a&-
coulomb.

absentee, n. 3. An escaped or runaway con-
vict: a euphemistic term formerly in use in
Australia.

absobm (abs'om), n. [aba{oVute) + ohm.'] A
name proposed for the o. g. s. electromag-
netic unit of resistance : 1 X 10-9ohms.

Absolute differential limeu or absolute threshold
of difference, mpeychol., the just noticeable difference
of sensory stimulus stated absolutely, that is, without re-

gard to the original stimulus of which it is an increment.
—Absolute forest land, land fit only for forest growth.
Also called absolute forest soil.—Absolute form factor.
See */""»/«««<"•— Absolute eeometiy, scale. See
kgeametry, *8ci>2e.—Absolute sensibility or absolute

static unit ofinductance; about 9XlOH henrys.
abstatohm (ab'stat-6m), n. [See abstat-.'] A
name proposed for the absolute. electrostatic
unit of resistance ; about 9 x lOH ohms.

Abstemii (ab-ste'mi-i), n. pi. A sect of the
early church, so called from their use of water
instead of wine in the euoharist. They also
abstained from all use of wine, and from meat
and marriage, regarding these things as in-

trinsically impure. They were followers of
Tatian.

abstinence, n. 4. The act of abstaining from
the use of, or from the doing of, something

;

specifically, in economics, voluntary abstention
from the consumption of anything which oneBensitivity, in 3)«ycAo/., Fechner's term for sensitivity as _ .-.-.,

measured bythe inverse magnitude of the stimuli applied has the power of consuming or using, with the
to the sense-organ. purpose of increasing one's resources or ac-
ab^olv, V. t. A simplified spelling of absolve. cumulating wealth for future enjoyment
absorbdji?' a. Asimplified spelling of a&so)'&e<f. abstract, v. «.—To abstract from, (i) To separate

Absorbent screen, in optics^ a screen which absorbs cer-
-'—'" '

tain or all of the rays of light falling upon it. Thus ruby
glass is an absorbent screen cutting off all but the red
rays of the visible spectrum.

absorber, n. 2. In a hot-air engine, a ^art
which absorbs heat from the air at one time
and gives it out at another; a regenerator.

absorptiometric (ab-s6rp"shi-6-met'rik), a.

[L. aosorptio{n), absorption, + dr. /jirpov, mea-
sure.] Measuring or determining the amount
of absorption, as of a gas in a given quantity of

a liquid or of radiation iii an opaque medium.
—Absorptiometric equilibrium, the relation between
the amounts of two or more gases absorbed by the same
portion of a liquid with which they are simultaneously
in contact.

absorption, w. 1. («) in e^ct., the property ot the
solid melectric of an electrostatic condenser by which it

takes up a part of the charge and retains a part of the
absorbed charge, after discharge, as residual charge.

2. In Herbart's pedagogic system, the gradual
process of the apprehension of the manifold:
a translation of the German vertiefung. Other-

wise called concentration a,ni self-estrangement.
— Acoustic absorption, the absorption of sound-waves
either by abody which does not perfectly transmit or re- . vT^v' 7"a ViKliM m
flnnf. mmh waves or bv a bodv whose freauencv of vi- '''""" >."""" ^j,"'

itself from ; occupy a plane or position apart ; pursue
an independent course.

Physics, which is wholly the science of the senses, ab-
stractsfrom religion, /j-om morality, and /rom every kind
of knowledge as far as the latter is independent of sense.
I asij "abstractsfrom"; I do not say "rejects," or "re-
pudiates," or "denies." Physical science merely attends
to its own business.

W. S. Lilly, On Bight and Wrong, p. 262.

abstract-concrete (ab'''strakt-kon'kret), a.

Relating both to the abstract and to the con-
crete; in the Spencerian philosophy, noting
those sciences which study abstractly concrete
phenomena (physics and chemistry).

Molar physics, molecular physics, and chemistry, deal-

ing with abstract laws of motion and force that are gained
from experience of concrete phenomena, and appealing

. at every step to the concrete processes of observation
and experiment, may be distinguished as abstract-eon-
Crete sciences. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., II. 44.

abstraction, n. 6. In geol., the tapping of the
head waters of one stream by another the
erosive action of which is more rapid.

Abstractlonal demonstration, a demonstration which
treats characters, relations, operations, and the like as
themselves objects having characters, relations, .opera-
tions, etc.

An ancient
flect'suJh waves or by a body "whose frequency of vi- »'">^'i >"-""". '',".• ^^^^^ *«&«*?]

,

bration corresponds to that of the waves, so that it is Syrian musical instrument, probably a Fan s-

thrown into sympathetic oscillation byresonance.- At- pipes.
mospheric absorption, the loss of sunlight in passing abulic (a-bo'lik), a. Relating to or suffering
through the atmosphere. It increases in proportion to f abulia Also nbmifir
the diitance of the sun from the zenith, and also in pro- irom abulia. Also ooounc.

Be- abundance, n. 3. In cara-playtng, same as
*abondance.

portion to the shortness of waves of heat or light.

sides the general absorption there is also a so-called

'selective absorption" (see srferfira), in accordance with abuTahaye (a'''b6-ra-ha'ye), n. [Jap., < abura.
which each component of the earth's atmosphere absorbs

with special intensity certain speciflc wave-lengths. oil, fat,"+ haye, said to mean 'minnow.'] A
Japanese name of a fish ofthe family Cyprmidse,
Sarcocheilichthys variegatus, found in the wa-
ters of Japan. Also known as higai.

abusefulness (ab-tis'ful-nes), n. Capability of

being abused or put to a wrong use. Buskin,
Unto this Last, p. 124.

Abutilon, »- 2. [7. c] A plant of this genus,
generally of a cultivated species. Qee velvet-

leaf, 3, and American jute, under j'Mfez.

amplitudeof anlnciaentray,AiiiiBampmuueaiperpene- . -V ' . o
,»i Tn a rntarv pnoiTie a nart tiro-

trating to a depth of one wavelength in the absorbing aDUimeni, n. a. (c) m a rotary engine, a part pro

medium, and e the base of natural logarithms.— Dls- '"°''" '° ""* °"

thus causing dark lines in the optical spectrum, inert

bands in the photographic spectrum, and cold bands
in the holographic spectrum. Absorption is to be dis-

tinguished from selective reflection,— Coefficient of ab-
sorption, a physical constant used to express the spe-

cific absorbing power of a substance. Specifically— {a) In
the absorption of gases, the volume of a gas which one
volume of a liquid will dissolve. (6) In optics, the con-

stant K in the equation jr = "T^ip^ where Aa is the

amplitude of an incldentray, Aj its amplitude afterpene-
- . - .. " 1

—

t-^ -- *»-- -1 v.-

—

, ,-, — „ ^ , .

vided to cut off the steam pressure from the back or ex-

iimctive"abs6rption, in nMd., a process by which a haust side of the piston. ,„,.,. „, .Kh is separa™d from healthy tissue, a thin layer of abuttal, n. 2. The fact of abutting or of lying

the latter in immediate contact with the necrosed por- contiguous: as, the abuttal of the land on a
tion being absorbed. —Fluorescence absorption, the hiehwav.
increased absorption of light by a substance which oc- , ^ j

curs when the latter is rendered fluorescent.- Selective aouv, aav. aaaprep.

absorption. ' See selective. above.

A simplified spelling of

Acadian

abuze, v. t. A simplified spelling of abuse.

Abysmal clay. Same as *abyssal clay.

abyssal, a. 3. Inpetrol. , applied byBroggerand
others to deep-seated or plutonic igneous rocks.
— Abyssal benthos. See *bcnthos and -khypobenthos.—
Abyssal clay, fine clay now being deposited on the sea-
floor in depths exceeding 600-700 fathoms. This mateiial
is generally red, purple, chocolate, or brown in color, is

made up of impalpable particles free from organic re-
mains, and is regarded by Murray as constituted of fine

volcanic materials which have been decomposed in sea-
water and have accumulated with excessive slowness dur-
ing immense periods of time. Intermingled with the clay
are particles of metaUic iron and concretions of manga-
nese oxid. Some geologists regard it as doubtful whether
rocks representing such profound oceanic deposits are
present in existing continental masses ; others find paral-
lel conditions suggested in some of the barren and highly
colored Silurian and Cambrian slates.

Abyssinian church, gold. See *chwrch, *gold.—-A\tyB-
sinlan languages, the languages of Abyssinia, some
Semitic and others Hamitic. The Semitic class includes

:

(a) Amharic, derived from the ancient Sabean or Him-
yaritic, introduced from Yemen in southern -Arabia,
and closely related to Geez or Ethiopic. (See next.)
It has been the oiflcial language of Abyssinia since about
the year 1300 (when the capital of Bthiopia was removed
to Shoa), gradually superseding the ancient Geez, but
adopting its syllabic alphabet (with some modifications
and many additions) and a large number of its words.
It is the popular language ; its literature is comparatively
modern and slight. (6) Ethiopic, called by its usere the
Ge'ez, usually written Geez, the language of the Aga'azi,
' emigrants ' from southern Arabia who had settled in

Tigt6 (now a province of Abyssinia) about 836 A. D. Su-
perseded by Amharic as the official language of the coun-
try about the year 1300, it has continued to be the liturgio

language of the Abyssinian Church, somewhat as Latin
in the Roman Catholic Church. Originally written, like

the other Semitic languages, from right to left, the
dire6tion was early changed, under Greek influence, to
the European order (from left to right). The alphabet
consists of peculiar characters of Himyaritic origin.

There is considerable literature, including an ancient
translation of the Bible. The two principal modern rep-
resentatives of Geez are the dialects known as (1) Tigri
{Tigre, Tigral, native Tigral), spoken by nomadic tribes

in the extreme north, and (2) Tigriila, a more corrupt
form largely mixed with Amhanc words, as spoken in
the old province of Tigr& The Hamitic family is repre-
sented in Abyssinia by Agau (^Agmi), spoken by a larget

number of Abyssinians and Tigr6 people, by GaUa, and
by many others.

A, 0. (3) In elect., an abbreviation for alternat-

ing current. (4) An abbreviation of Analytical
Chemist..

aco, aci, aC2, acs, etc. Points of fl.exure in the
heating curves of iron and steel. The point
aci on heating is the same as ar^ on cooling,
etc.

acacanthrax (ak-a-kan'thraks), n. [NL., <
Gr. aKUKog, not bad' (a- priv. + Kaicdg, bad), -I-

avBpa^, carbuncle : see anthrax.] Non-specifie
anthrax; carbuncle.

acacetin (a-ka'se-tin), n. [acacia + -et- -I-

in^.] A compound, CigHiaOs, found in the
leaves of JRobima Pseuducacia. It is probably

,
themonomethyl ether of *apigenin (which see).

acacia, n— Parasol acacia, a variety of the common
locust or false acacia. It forms a compact spherical head
and, though not producing flowers, is much cultivated in
central and northern Europe for decoration and shade.

academic, n. 3. A member of an academy or
learned society ; an academist or academician.
Swinburne, Essays and Studies, p. 372. N. E. D.
academicalism (ak'a-dem'i-kal-izm), m. [aca-
demical, a., + -ism.'] Adherence to academic
rules or methods; conventionalism; formal-
ism. Atheneeum (quoted in N. and Q., 8th ser.,
IV. 363).

academicism, n. 2. A tendency toward Pla-
tonic opinions.

academize (a-kad'em-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

academieed, ppr. aeademizing. [academy -t-

-ise.] To form into an academy, or subject to
the rules ofan academy. Daily Telegraph, May
4, 1868. N.E.D.
Academy of music, (a) A local musical society or cor-
poration, founded either for the support of musical edu-
cation or for research connected with musical science.
(b) An operatic company or choral club organized for the
study and rendering of musical works, (c) A building
devoted to the rendering of musical works. The most
famous of the many Italian academies is that of Bologna,
founded in 1482. The French Academy, which is a royal
subvention for the performance of opera, really dates
from the privilege granted in 1609. The earlier operas of
Handel were largely written for an operatic association
called the Royal Academy.

Acadian. I. a— Acadian halrstreak. See -khair-
streak.— Acadian owL See itowU.

II. n. 2. In geol., the middle division or
stage of the Cambrian system of eastern
North America, named from its typical devel-
opment in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,
but extending into Newfoundland, Cape Bre-
ton, and eastern Massachusetts, and perhaps
farther south in the Appalachian region. Pale-
ontologically it is known as the Paradoxides horizon, con-
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trasting with the Olendlus horizon, or Georgian stage,
below, and with the Dicelloeephalus horiam, or Sarato-
gian stage, above. Its rocks are chiefly slates and shales.

Acajou oil, a fat oil obtained from the acajou or cashew-
nut, Anacardium oceicUntale, used for food and in cook-
ing in Brazil and the West Indies.

Acalephse, n. pi. 2. A class of Ccelenterata,
ineluding medusEB of considerable size, with
gastral filaments, endodermal gonads, and
lobed umbrella-edge, and without true velum

:

contrasted with HyAromedussB and Jctinozoa.
Same as Acraspeda.
acalyptrate (ak-a-lip'trat), a. [0-18 + calyp-
trate!) la hot., not furnished with a oalyptra

;

in entom.,ot or belonging to the Acalyptratx.
acamp (a-kamp'), adv. [o3 + camp.'] To the
camp : campward. J. Barlow, Columbiad, vi.

637.

a candelUere. 2. Said of a style of decoration
frequently found on the majolica of Urbino,
Castel Durante, and other manufactures, con-
sisting of animal grotesques arranged symmet-
rically around the border or on either side of a
central design.

.

acanth (a-kanth'), n. [acanthus.'] Same as
acaHth^l,sj 2.

acanthad (a-kan'thad), n. [NL., (.Acanthus +
-0(Z.] A plant of the Acanthus family.

Acantharchus (ak-an-thar'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. axavSa, a thorn, -I- (?) apx6(, rectum.] A

Mud-sunfish iAcantharchus pomotis),

(From Bull. 47 U. S. Nat. Museum.)

genus of sunfishes of the family Centrarchidx,
ineluding the mud-sunfish, A. pomotis.

Acantharia, ». pi. 2. One of the four sub-
orders into which Haeckel divides the Badio-
laria: characterized by having the capsule-
membrane uniformly perforated and the
skeleton composed of aeanthine spicules.

Acanthephyra (ak-an-thef 'i-ra), n. [NL.]
The typical genus of the family Acanfhephyri-
dss. Milne-Edwards, 1881.

AcantbephyridsB (a-kan-the-fi'ri-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Acanthephyra + -idee.] A family of ma-
cmrous podophthalmous crustaceans mainly
inhabiting the deep sea. They have the body later-

ally compressed, the first antenna with 2 long flagella,

and the first two pairs of trunk-legs slender and subequal.

The typical «enus is Acanthephyra. Also MiergCidae.

Acantherpestes (a-kan-th6r-pes'tez), n. [Gr.

wcavBa, spine, -I- ipir^crr^s, a reptile.] A genus
of Carboniferous myriapods, some of the mem-
bers of which attained a length of a foot. They
were ai'med with branching spines and appear to have
had lateral branchial pores ; hence they are regarded by
Scudder as amphibious.

acanthin, aeanthine (a-kan'thin), n. [Gr.

t
anavda, thorn, -f- -in^, -ine^.] An organic sub-

stancCj allied to horn or chitin, which enters

into the composition of the spicules in the non-

silieious Badiolaria.

aeanthine, a. 3. Inicfta., spine-like; bearing

spines.

acanthinic (ak-an-thin'ik), a. Composed of

or containing *acanthin (which see).

acanthinous (a-kan'thi-nus), a. [acanthin +
-Otis.] Consisting of or resembling acanthin.

acanthion (a-kan'thi-on), n. [NL., < Gr. aK&v-

6urv, dim. of irnvda, a spine.] In craniom., the

extreme point of the nasal spine. Von Torok.

Acanthistius (ak-an-this'ti-us), n. [NL., <

Gr. aicavBa, spine, + IctIov, dim. of lardv, a web.]

A genus of serranoid fishes allied to Flectro-

poma: found in South America and elsewhere.

Acanthobatis (ak-an-thob'a-tis), n. [Gr. aicav-

8a, spine, + park, skate, roach.] A genus of

fossil rays or skates from the Miocene Terti-

ary of France and Wilrtemberg.

Acanthoceras (ak-an-thos'e-ras), n. [Gr. aitav-

0a, spine, + dpag, horn.] The typical genus

of the family Aeanthoceraiidse.

Acanthoceratids (ak-an-thos-e-rat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Acanthoceras + 4dcB.] A family of

tetrabranehiate cephalopods or ammonites

whidi have evolute or loosely coiled whorls

bearingmore orless continuous transverse ribs.

The species are from the Cretaceous system.

Acantnodisetodon (a-kan-tho-ke'to-don), n.

[NL., < Gr. arnvBa, spine, -I- x<^Itv, hair (bristle),

+ o&iic, tooth (see Chsetodon).] A genus of

chsetodontids, the butterfly-fishes of the East
Indies.

Acanthocladia (a-kan-tho-kla'di-a), n. [Gr.

amvBa, spine, + icK6.Sog, a branch.] The typir

cal genus of the family Acanthocladiidse.

Acanthocladiidse (a-kan"th6-kla-di'i-de), n.pl.

A family of cryptostomatous Bryosoa, repre-

sented -by genera which occur in geologic for-

mations from the Silurian to the Permian.

Acanthocottus(a-kan-th6-kot'us), n. [NL., <

Gr. axavBa, spine, + k6ttos, a river-fish (the

bullhead?): see Coitus.] A genus of sea-seul-

pins. Earlier called Myotocephalus.
Acanthocybium (a-kan-tho-si'bi-um), n. [NL.,

< Gr. UKavBa, spine, -I- (?) /cfejSof, a die, a' verte-

bra.] A genus of mackerels, family Sconibridse,

of the tropics, remarkable forthe elongate form
and serrate teeth. The peto or wahoo of the
West Indies, A. petus or A. solandri, belongs
to this genus.
acanthocyst (a-kan'tho-sist), n. [Gr. anavBa,

thorn, + idiang, bladder.] In the Nemertini,
a sac or an enormous cell containing one or
more calcareous stylets.

Acanthodei, n. pi. 2. In Agassiz's classifica-

tion, an order of selachians or sharks having
the endoskeleton and parts of the skull calci-

fied
;

pterygoquadrate articulated with the
cranium and sometimes bearing teeth ; fins, ex-
cept the caudal, with stout anterior spines;
and shagreen scales quadrate and compactly
arranged. The members of this order are all fossil and
belong wholly to the Paleozoic formations. Two families

are distinguished, the Acanthodidee and the Diplcusan-

thidae.

acanthodiau (ak-an-tho'di-an), a. andm. [Acan-
thodes.] I. a. Belonging' to or having the
characters of the genus Acanthodes or the order
Acanthodei.

II. n. A fossil fish of the genus Acanthodes.

Acantholabrus (a-kan-tho-la'brus), n. [NL.J
< Gr. &Kav6a, spine, + L. Idbrum, lip (see

Ldbrvs).] A genus of labroid fishes of the
north of Europe, having an increased number
of anal spines. The species is A. exoletiis.

acanthology (ak-an-thol'o-ji), n. [Gr. axavBa,

thorn, spine, + -/Uyyta, < '^ijeiv, speak.] The
study of the structure and functions of spines,
especially of those of sea-urchins.

Acanthomeridse (a-kan'tho-mer'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Acanthomera, a genus (< Gr. aKavBa, a
thorn, spine, -1- ^e/joj, a part (or fir/pdg, thigh?)),
-I- -idee.] A family of dipterous insects eon-
fined to America and containing only two gen-
era, Acanthomera and Ehaphiorhynchus. They
are allied to the gadflies of the family TabanidsB. The
family contains the largest Dvptera known, some of them
reaching a length of two inches.

acanthometran (a-kan-tho-met'ran), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining or relating to the genus .4ca?i-

tyuymel/ra.

II. n. A member of the genus jlcoTOifeoTOeira.

acanthometridan (a-kan-tho-met'ri-dan), a.

and n. I, a. Pertaining to or resembling the
Aoanthometridse.

II. ». A member of the family Acanfho-
metridsB.

Acanthonida (ak-an-thon'i-da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. aKavda, thorn, + -on- -i- -ida.] An order or
a family of acantharian radiolarians having 20
spines arranged according to Miiller's law (4
equatorial, 8 tropioal, and 8 polar). As an
order it includes the families Asfrolonchidse,
QuadrilonchidsB, and Amphilonchidse.

Acanthonidse (ak-an-thon'i-de), n. pi. Same
as *Acanthonida.
acanthophore (a-kan'tho-fdr), m. [Gr. axavBa,

thorn, -f- -^opog, < (j>ipew, bear.] A somewhat
conical granular masswhich bears the median
stylet in the bottom of the eversible portion of
the proboscis in certain MetanemerUni.
acanthophract (a-kan'tho-frakt), n. One of
the AcanthophractSB.

acanthopodons (ak-an-thop'o-dus), a. [(Jr.

anavda, spine, -f- ttcAq {woS-), foot, -f- -ous.] 1.

In hot., bearing spines on the petiole or pe-
duncle.— 2. Same as acanthopod.

acanthopore (a-kan'tho-p6r), n. [Gr. hxavBa,

spine, + irdpog, pore.] In the extinct tabulate
corals of the family Chsetitidm, one of a set of

pores which emerge on the surface in small
tubercles. Contrasted with *autopore and
*mesopore.

AcanthosHgma ferfiitsiliiim.

a, two perithecia (below), one enlargred (above)

;

b, two spore-cases cut longitudinally to show the
fusiform septate spores.

acarine

acanthopous (a-kan'tho^pus), a. [Gr. aiaaSa,

a spine, + <5^ ("t-), eye.] Having spines on or

about the eye. *

Acanthosoma (a-kan-tho-so'mS), m. [NL.
(Curtis, 1824), < Gr. aKavBa, spine, -I- aafta,

body.] An interesting genus of pentatomid
bugs common to the old and new worlds, a.
grieeum of Europe is remarkable for the solicitude shown
by the female for her young. She not only protects the
eggs, but cares for the young for a considerable period
after hatching.

acanthos^henote (a-kan-tho-sfe'not), a. [Gr.

i,mvBa, spine, + *Bij>Tivun-6(, < aijainovv, v., < cip^v,

a wedge.] A term applied by Mackintosh to

the spines of Echinotdea, which are shown by
transverse section to consist of a number of

wedge-shaped portions ra(iiating£romacentral
axis and separated by bands of porous tissue.

acanthosphere (a-kan'tho-sfer), «. [Gr.

aKavda, thorn, + a<palpa, sphere.] One of the

peculiar spiny bodies contained in the cells of

Niiella : the Stachelkiigeln of the Germans.
Acanthostigma (a-kan-tho-stig'ma), n. [NL.
(De Notaris, 1863), named in allusion to the

spine - like

bristles of
the peri-

thecium, <

Gr. &Kav-

6a, thorn,
-f- OTiy/M,

mark, dot,

spot.] A
genus of
pyrenomy-
eetous fun-
gi hav-
ing small
superficial

perithecia beset with short, stiff bristles. The
spores are mostlyfusiform and hyalinewith several septa.

The species are mostly saprophytic. A. parasiticum is

said to cause a disease of the silver fir, Abies Picea, in

Europe.

Acanthostracion (a-kan-tho-stra' si-on), n.

[NL., < Gr. &Kav0a, spine, + barpaiaov, dim. of

Sarpamv, a shell.] A generic name applied to

the three-angled box-fishes with horn-like

spines above the eyes.

Acanthotelson (a-kan-tho-tel'sgn), n. [Gr.

amvBa, spine, H- Tihjov, limit: see telson.] A
genus of extinct amphipod Crustacea from the

Carboniferous rocks.

acanthozooid (a-kan-tho-zo'oid), ». [Gr.

UKavBa, thorn, + eooid.] The narrow hook-
bearing posterior end of the proscolex of cer-

tain Cestoidea, as Dipylidvum caninum. See
^cystozooid.

a cappella. 2. In music, noting a species of

time which employs four minims or half-notes
in each measure.
acapulco (a-ka-pul'ko)^ n. [Acapulco, a Mexi-
can seaport.] Anamem the Philippine Islands
and Guam of Herpetica alata, an introduced
plant of Mexican origin, the leaves of which
are used as a remedy for ringworm and other
parasitic skin-diseases. See ringworm-shrub.
acara (a-ka-ra'), ». [Tupi acard.] A name
applied to different cichloid fishes found in

South America. From the common name the
genus Acara was named.

acari(ak'a-ri), «.^Z. [Plural of acistrtts.] The
order Acdrina as a whole, or any number of

species or individuals of the order. See Aca-
rus and Aearima.
acariasiS, n—poultry acarlasls, any infection of

poultry by mites {Acanna), as the cutaneous infection
with the chicken-tick (Dermanysirm gaUinse) or the
chicken-mites {Sa/rcopteg ^nutans, S. Isevis gallinse), the
subcutaneous infection with the cystic fowl-mite (iMad-
Twsioptes cystieola), oi the infection of the air-passages
with the internal chicken-mite (Cytoditea nudui).— tBO-
roptic acaiiasis^a highlycontagious cutaneous infection
of certain domesticated animals with mites (.Acari-na) be-
longing to the genus Psoroptes. The best-knowji forms are
the common sheep-scab, and cattle-mange or cattle-scah,
sometimes called Texas itch. Similar infections occur on
the horse, ass, mule, goat, and rabbit.— SarcoBtic aoar
riasis, a highly contagious cutaneous infectionwith mites
{Acanna) belonging to the genus Sareoptes. The most
common form is the itch or scabies of man, caused by the
itch-mite {Sareoptes scdbiei). which burrows irregular
galleries in the epidermis. Norwegian iteh is a specially
severe variety of the disease. Varieties of sarcoptic aca^
riasis or sarcoptic mange also affect the horse, cattle,
goat, camel, llama, hog, rabbit, ferret, dog, wolf, lion,
wombat cafi pigeon, and poultiy.

acariform (a-kar'i-f6rm), a. [NL < Gr. aKopi,

aearus, mite, + L. forma, form.] Same as
aearoia.

acarine (ak'a-rin), a. and n. [NL. *acarinus,
< aearus, aearus.] I. a. Like an acarian; of
or relating to the order Acarina.



acarlne

II. n. Amember of the order Acarma or ofthe
genus Aearus—Acarlne diseases, diseases such as
mange or the Itch.

acarocecidinm (ak"a-ro-se-sid'i-um), %.; pi.

acaroceeidia (-a). A ' plant-gall made by-

mites: practically the same as *phytoptoce-
eidium.
The analogy of these organs to the acaro-ceddia (that

is to say, to galls caused by certain acarids) 6f laurels
and various other plijnts is striking.

Smithsoniam, Report^ 1896, p. 452.

acarodomatia, n. Plural of *acarodomaUum.
acarodomatium (ak''''a-ro-do-ma'sM-um), n.

;

pi. acarodomatia (-shi-'a).' [NL., < Aearus +
Gt. Sa/idTiov, dim. of Sofia, a house : see dome.']

A shelter formed on certain tropical plants for
the protection of mites (acari) when they are
of service to the host.

acarologist (ak-a-rol'o-jist), n. [acarolog-y +
-ist.'\ One who is versed in the study of the
Acarina, or mites and ticks.

If that be so, then it appears to me that Dr. Oudcmans
has proved conclusively that the sense in which acarolo-
gists use the genus Oribata is correct.

Annals and Mag. Nat. 3ist., April, 1902, p. 311.

acarology (ak-a-rol'6-ji), n. [NL. aearus +
Grr. -Xoy«2: see -oZogry'.] The scientific study of
mites.

acatalepsy, n. 3. A weak understanding;
mental deficiency.

acatamatliesia (a-kafa-ma-the'si-ai), n. [NL.,
< Gt. o-priv. + Kora/idft?a<f,tioroughknowledge,

< Kara/iavBdveiv, learn thoroughly,? Kara, intens.,

+ fiavBdvetv, 'know well.] Inability to compre-
hend ordinary conversation, accompanied by a
blunting of the perceptions. Baldwin, Diet, of
Philos. and Psychol.

acatastasia (a-kat-a-sta'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
aKaTaaraaia, instability, < d- priv. -t- KaToaraaii,

stability: seeeatastasis.~\ In jwed., irregularity

in the symptoms or course of a disease.

acatastasis (ak-a-tas'ta-sis), n. [See *acatas-
tasia.'] 1. An unsettling, as of the mind. M.
ffooTcer.— 2. In med., same as *aeatastasia.

Syd. Sao. Lex.
acatastatic (a-kat-a-stat'ik), a. Unsettled ; in-

determinate; irregular.

acategorical (a-kat-e-gor'i-kal), a. [a-, not,
-1- ctetegoi^ical.] Dlogieal; loose; inexact:- as,

acategorical avgrnnents. [Rare.] N. E. D.
acatharsia, n. (c) Amenorrhea.
acathoUc (a-kath'o-lik), a. [o-i8 -|- catholic.']

Un-Catholie; not Catholic; henocj sectarian.

Encyc. Brit, XXX. 525.

A. C. 0. In elect., an abbreviation of Anodic
Closure Contraction.

accelerant (ak-sel'e-rant), a. and n. [L. aecele-

rans, ppr. of aceelerare, hasten : see aeeelerate.]

I. a. That accelerates; accelerating.

II. n. That which quickens ; specifically, one
of the nerves stimulation of which causes in-

creased rapidity of the heart's action.

accelera-te, v. t. 3. To assign a date earlier

than the true or real one
;
give an earlier date

to; antedate. Milman, Hist. Latin Christian-

ity, I. 72._

acceleration, n. («) in Ual., the supposed acquisi-

tion of new characters by adults, and their inheritance

by descendants at earlier and earlier stages of their lite ;

^tachygenesis (which see).—Angular acceleration,
the time-rate of angular velocity. It is measured nu-
merically as radians per second per second.— EOLUation
Of acceleration. The acceleration of a body is equal to

the force acting on it divided by its mass. The accelera-

tion of a moving body at any instant is the rate at which
dv dSa

Its velocity is changing at that instant : "=
Jf^gtS'"

Eanaft>rial acceleration of the sun, the diminution

of the rotation period for points on the sun's equator as

compared with the period at points in higher latitudes.

Between the equator and latitude 40° the difference is

about two days.—Linear acceleration, rate of change

of linear velocity : usually expressed in centimeters per

second per second.— Faxallelogram of accelerations,
a vector diagram for the resolution or composition of ac-

celerations, similar in construction and principle to the

parallelogram, of forces. See/orc«i.— Secular accel-

eration in astron., a slow Increase in the mean orbital

motion of a heavenly body. In the case of the moon it

amounts to about 8 seconds in a century. See accelera-

tion.— TliSiagle of accelerations, avector diagram for

the resolution and composition of accelerations, similar

to the triangle of velocities or of forces. See ^polygon of

vectors.— Vnit of acceleration, the acceleration which

produces unit change of velocity m unit time : usually

one centimeter per second per second.— Unit of angu-
lar acceleration, the acceleration which produces unit

change in the angular velocity of a body in unit time

:

usually a radian in a second.

accelerative, a. 2. In philol, indicating a

notion of acceleration : applied to certain verb-

forms in some agglutinative languages. See

the extract.

The highly agglutinating character of this language

[the KuM-lAisluu of North Kachai- Hills and parts of

Nagaland] is evident from the numerous conjngations
given by Mr. Soppitt, for some of which he has no names,
but which may be called Acceleratives, Ketardatives, Com-
plementatlves, and so on. Eeane, Man Past and Present,

p. 185.

Accelerative force, in physics, a force which produces
positive acceleration and consequently increases the ve-

locity of a moving body : opposed to retardingforce, the
acceleration due to which is negative.

accelerator, n. {e) a device in a motor-car by which
the operator may render inoperative the speed-governor
of the motor. If the governor is of the centrifugal type,

as the speed increases the balls or weights Sy outward
against the action of a spring. The accelerator Increases
the tension of the spring or draws the balls Inward di-

rectly, so that the governor ceases to act to close the
throttle or regulate speed as the motor increases its num-
ber of revolutious above the limit set by the normal ten-

sion of the springs.

accelerator-pedal (ak-sel'e-ra-tor-ped'''al), n.

A pedal used to actuate the rods of the accel-

erator mechanism iu many forms of motor-car.
See ^accelerator (e).

accelerograph (ak-sel'e-ro-graf), n. An ap-
paratus designed formeasuring the succession
of pressures developedin a powder-chamber by
the combustion of a charge. The powder may be
exploded in an inclosed vessel or be placed in the bore
of a gun and act on a projectile,

accelerometer (ak-sel-e-rom'e-t&r), n. 1. An
instrument for measuring the force required
to start a train and keep it going and the cen-
trifugal force when the train rounds a curve.
The instrument consists of two glass vessels connected by
a tube, one containing a liquid such as mercury and the
other red alcohol. Amer. Inventor, July 15, 1904, p. 312.

2. An apparatus for showingby direct registry

the law of the movement, m the function of
time, of a piston subjected to the action of
powder gases.

accensor, n. 2. In the early Christian church,
the one who lighted and extinguished the can-
dles on or about the altar. This office is now
performed by an altar-boy.

accent, n., 8. Musical accent, in general is said to be
transferred, orfalse, when for esthetic reasons it is placed
in some unusual place, contrary to the simple rhythm :

thus in a syncopated passage (see synemation, 2) the ac-

cents are systematically transferred. In violin-i laying,

an accent is called dead when the bow is held firmly

against the strings after beginning an emphatic tone, so

. as to choke the sound.

10. In decorative art, an added relieving or

contrasti-ve touch or tint : as, deep blue or
crimson, with accents of gold.— Logical accent.
(a) The accent or stress placed by the voice on the root-

syllable of a word, as in Anglo-Saxon and other Teutonic
languages : as, for example, Anglo-Saxon gif'an, to give,

fargifennes, forgiveness, etc. (6) The special stress or
emphasis laid on a particular word in a sentence : as, for

example, on ' us ' in the line, " Better lor us, perhaps, it

mightappear "{Pope, Essay on Man, 1. 169). Latham, Eng-
lish, II. 45.—Primary accent, (a) The principal accent
or stress In a word of several syllables. In English, as a
rule, it falls on a root-syllable, as in shep'herdess, unnat-
ural, impos'slble ; or on the first syllable : but the fact

depends upon the history of the word in question, and
cannot be reduced to one or two rules. (&) A character,
usually ('), used to mark such an accented syllable.

—

Rhythmical accent, accent depending on rhythm as

associated with quantity or pitch.— Secondary accent.
(a) A second or minor accent or stress heard in the pro-
nunciation of some words with two or more syllables,

preceding or following that bearing the primary accent.

(6) A character,usually("), used to mark such an accent.

The term often includes minor accents of the third (terti-

ary) or weaker grades, as in ln"'con"tro-ver'ti-ble, hy"per-
caf'arlec'tlc, in'"'com"pre-hen"'si-biri-ty, etc.— Tonic
accent, syllabic stress.

accentualist (ak-sen'tu-al-ist), n. [accentual

+ 4st.] One who hoffls to a particular theory
of accent.

acceptance, n. 4. Acceptableness; the qual-

ity of being acceptable. Browning, Ring and
Book, ii. 835.— Acceptance of persons, favoritism

;

partiality.—Proposal and acceptance. See -kproposal.

acceptive, a. 2. Fitting; appropriate. Mrs.
Browning, Loved Once.
access, n. 8. In the Eom. Cath. Ch., same as

accession, 6.

accession (ak-sesh'on), v. t. To enter in the

accession-book of a liWary. See '^aceession-

hooTc.

accession-book (ak-sesh'on-buk), «. Ablank-
book in which the titles "of the books or vol-

umes received by a library are entered in the

order of their receipt, with all the necessary
details regarding them, such as date of entry,

accession-number, class-number, author, name
of publisher, place and date of publication,

size, number of pages, etc. J. C. Dana, Li-

brary Primer, p. 77.

accession-nniUDer (ak-sesh'on-num'b6r), n.

The number given to a voluriie when it is en-

tered in the accession-book of a library, show-
ing the order of its receipt.

accessorius, a Lateralis accessorius,the accessory

lateral line ; in fishes, one or more series of mucous tubes

in addition to the usual aeries called the lateral line.

accordion

accessory, I. a. 3. In the logical system of

Lotze, adding (as thought) to the coherence of
the matter of thought a notion of the ground
of its coherence. See the extract.

That peculiarity ofthought which will govern the whole
of our subsequent exposition lies in the production of
those accessory and justificatory notions which condition
the form of our apprehension.

Lotze (tra.ns.], Logic, Introd., §7.

4. In geol., noting those minerals which are
present in relatively small quantities in a rock
and are not mentioned in its definition, such as

, zircon, apatite, andmagnetite in granite : con-
trasted with essential,—AxxeBsory germ-plasm.
See *germ-plami.—AceeBaoiy idioplasm. See *idio-
j>Zasm.—Accessory parts or voices, in music, parts or
voices which supply an accompaniment to those which
are principal or essential.—Accessory signs, in pathd.,
customary or constantly attendant signs.

II. n. 4. In orgatir-building, same as acces-

sory *stop.

Accident yield. See *yield.

Accidental variations. See ^variation.

accidentalism, n. 4. In philos., the opinion
that events are sometimes modified without
adequate cause : a use of the word proposed
by J. M. Baldwin.
accipenserin, n. See *acipenserin.

acchmatable (a-kli'ma-ta-bl), a. Acclimatiza-
ble. [Rare.] N. E. b.

"

Acclimation fever. See *feveri-.

acclimatize, v. II. intrans. To become cli-

matically accustomed or habituated to a new
locality, or to new conditions.

accolent (ak'o-lent), a. and n. [L. accolens
(-ent-), ppr. of dccolere, dwell by, < ad, to, +
colere, till, dwell: see cult.'] Dwelling near
by ; one who dwells near by.

The close resemblance between the skulls of the ancient
Clbolans and those of the accolents of the Gila-Salado has
been commented ou by others. J. W. Fewkes, in Smith-
sonian Report, 1896, p. 510.

accommodation, n. 5. In biol., a change
which is brought about in a livingbeing by its

own activity and is not transmitted to its de-
scendants, as contrasted with a variation re-
garded as a congenital change which is not the
effect of the activity of the organism and is

transmitted to descendants ; an acquired char-
acter.— 6. In genetic psychology, the reverse of
habit. It implies modification of function or type, and
finds expression in selective thought, interest, etc. Bald-
win, Handbook of Psychol., p. 49.

7. In- theol., the theory that God in his revela-
tion so modifies its teaching that it meets the
needs of man, who is limited in knowledge and
holiness. So God's law is accommodated to
the hardness of man's heart, and his truth to

ignorance.—8. A public coach with seats inside

for twelve persons, and -with an entrance on
each side. The body was hung on leather thorough-
braces after the manner of the post-chaise. It was first

used inNewYork on BroadwaybetweenWall and Bleecker
streets. Its successors were the sociable and the omnibns,—Absolute accommodation, that of one eye acting
independeiiitly of its fellow.—Accommodation phos-
phenes. See -kphosphene.— Limits of accommodai-
tlon, in physiol. and psychological optics, the nearest and
farthest points at which an objectcan be seen single ; also

termed range of accommodation.— line of accommo-
dation, in psychological optics, the portion of the line of

sight for points in which the same degree of accommodar
tion is sufficient.— Range of accommodation. See
limits of itaccornnwdation— Relative accommoda-
tion, that effected by the two eyes acting together.

accompaniment, n. (a) Au accompaniment is said

to be omligato when it so far differs from that which is ac-

companied that it is necessary for the intended effect,

butadlibitum when itso nearly coincides with thatwhich
is accompanied that It may or may not be used, at wilL

The form of an accompaniment is specifically described
by terms such as arpeggio, figured, pulsatile, harmonic,
contrapuntal, running, etc., and its character is indicated

by naming the instrument or other apparatus by which
it is provided : as, a piano accompaniment, a chorus ac-

companiment, etc.—Accompaniment figure, in mueic,

a small pattern of notes which is used again and again,

with but slight modifications, so as to form a continuous
background or framework for a solo or other principal

melody. The so-called AlberH bass is one variety of ac-

companiment figure ; but the term is extended to cover
much more elaborate melodic figures which are repeated
in accompaniments.

accordatura (a-k6r-da-t6'ra), n. [It., < accor-
' dare, accord, v.] The normal series of tones

to which the strings of a stringed instrument,

such as the violin, are tuned: any deviation

from this series is called scordatura. Some-
times written accord.

according, adv—According to Gunter, reckoned,

determined, ascertained, or laid down in accordance with;

or by means of, the rule, scales, tables, or instruments

devised by Edmund Gunter (1681-1626), a noted English

mathematician; hence, exact or exactly ; accurate or ac-

curately.

accordion, n. II. a. Resembhng m its folds



accordion

the bellows of an accordion : as, an accordion
camera (one that is extensible), accordion
skirts, etc.

accordment (a-tdrd'ment), n. [accord, v., +
-ment.'i Accord: agreement: reconcilement.
N. E.D.
account, n— Bureau of accountB. See *bw-eau.—
Joint account, an account, as in a bank or in some par-
ticular course of business dealings, in which two or more
persons are conjointly interested, as distinguished from
an account in which only one person, firm, or corporation
is interested.—To square accounts, to ascertain, and
to pay or receive, the balance due in any particular
course of business dealings; settle up by paying or re-
ceiving the balance due.

accountant, n— chartered accountant, a certified
public accountant [British.]

The fiftieth anniversary of the incorporation of char-
tered aceountanuia Scotland. Atheneeum, Dec. 19, 1903.

accounter (a-koun't6r), n. [account, v., +
-er.] 1. One who counts or reckons; an ac-
countant; a 'teller.'— 2. One who keeps or
renders, or is required to render, an account,
as a steward of his stewardship.
accounting (a-koun'ting), n. [account, v., +
-ing.'] If. Reckoning; computation; count-
ing.— 2, An examination, reckoning, render-
ing, or balancing of accounts so as to arrive at
the true state of any transaction or course of
transactions : as, the court ordered an account-
ing ; the parties came to an accounting.— 3.
The art or science of keeping accounts ; the
principles or methods of account-keeping; ac-
countancy: as, manufacturing accounting;
mercantile accounting. Amer. Accountants
Manual, I. 183.

accountment (a-koxmt'ment), n. [account, v.,

+ -ment.'] Accounting; responsibility. [Rare.]
accouplement, m. 8. Inarch., the act of plac-
ing two pillars, columns, or pilasters close to-
gether, so as to form a pair, in contrast with
similar pieces which are spaced more widely.
Accouplement is rare in classical buildings as
weknow them, but is common in modern work.

Accra rubber. See *r«B6er.

accrete, a. 2. In 6jo?.,gi'own together: said of
parts normally separate but naturally grafted.
See accretion, 2.

accretion, n. 5. In/oj'es<rj, increase in diam-
eter or height: distinguished from increment,
increase in volume.— 6. In petrol., a. term pro-
posed by Johnston-Lavis for a mass formed in
solution by deposition about a nucleus, as in
oolite, or upon the walls of a cavity, it stands
in contrast to concretum, which is defined by the author
named as a mechanical agglomeration about a nucleus.

—

Accretion borer. See *6ore7-.— Accretion cutting.
Same as -ka^icretion thinning.— Accretion thinning, in
forestry, a thinning made specifically to increase the
rate of growth iu diameter of the trees which are left

standing.

accultural (a-kul'tu-ral), a. [L. ac- for ad- +
cultura, culture, + -dl.^ Obtained by accul-
turation, or by the adoption of foreign cultural
elements.

The invention is at first individual, but when an inven-
tion is aucepted and used by others it i3{accultural, and
the invention of the individual may be added to the in-

' vention of others, so that it may be the invention of
many men.
J. W. Poimll, in Kep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, 1897-98, p. xxi.

acculturation (a-kul-tii-ra'shon), n. [L. ac-

tor ad- + cultura, culture, + -ation,^ The
process of adopting and assimilating foreign
cultural elements.

The process of culture in all the five departments is by
invention and actmlturation.

J. W. Povxll, inBep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, 1897-98, p. xxi.

acculture (a-kul'tiir), n. [See accultural.']

The cultural elements acquired by contact

with foreign forms of culture. G. S. Sail,

Adolescence, II. 726.

acculturize (a-kul'tur-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

acculturized, ppr. acculturizing, [acculture +
-ize.2 To make the culture of a people similar

to that of another; to bring about assimilation

of culture.

The arts and industries of the partially acculturized

Fapago Indians. Smithsonian Report, 1896, p. 44.

accumbent, a. 3. In entom., lying closely, as

the scales on a butterfly's antenna.

accumpaniment, n. A simplified spelling of

accompaniment,
accumpany, v. t. A simplified spelling of ac-

company.
acbumulator, «• 3. (c) in the pressure accumula-

tor the displacement plunger is forced into the hydraulic

cylinder by a piston which fits a second cylinder and

on whose acting face a pressure of steam or air is main-

tained from a steam-boiler orfrom a compressed-airpump
or reservoir of large capacity. The name aeemniUator

is also given to a storage battery, iu electrical engineer-

6

Ing, since the battery may be charged and discharged at

different rates, and in the chemical reaction caused by
the charging current an electrical euergy is accumulated
which is discharged when the circuit is completed through
the line. The energy may also be accumulated or stored

in the form of heat in steam or other heat-transferring
medium. In what has been called the regenerative accu-

Tnutator, for example, steam from the exhaust-pipe of an
intermittent non-condensing engine, such as a hammer,
a hoisting-engine, or a rolling-mill, is received in a sheet-

steel cylinder containing cast-iron plates. The metal
mass acts to condense aud reevaporate this exhaust steam,
and to accumulate the varying energy of the exhaust, so

as to deliver a constant flow of low-pressure steam to

some other form of steam-motor, preferably a condensing
steam-turbine.

Ace in the pot, a dice game in which each player gets

rid of a counter for every ace thrown.

a.-C.-e. mixture. See ^mixture.

aceconitic (as-e-ko-nit'ik), a. [ace{tic) +
{a)conitic^'] Noting an acid, CgHgOe, which
is formed by the action of sodium on the ethyl

ester of bromacetio acid. It is isomeric with
aconitic acid.

acedia (a^sa-de'S,), n. [Cuban use of Sp. ace-

dia, a flounder.] A Cuban name for a species
of tongue-fish or sole, Symphurus plagvMa.
acediamine (as-e-di-am'in), n. [Appar. ace{ttc)

+ di-^ + amine.'] A substance CH3C(NH)-
NH2. Also acetamidine.

aeefalous, a. A simplified spelling of acepha-
lous.

aceitillo (a-sa'i-tel'yo), n. [Porto Eioo Sp.,
dim of Sp. aceite, oil.] In Porto Rico, a small
tree, Simarouha TuUb, the wood of which is

strong, durable, and well suited to all kinds of
coarse carpenter-work.

ace-line (as'lin), n. In hand-baU and similar
sports, a line used in marking the courts.

acenapbthene (as-e-naf'then), n. [ace^tic) +
iMplithene.] A hydrocarbon, Cx^^iq, obtained
from coal-tar and also preparea artificially by
heating a-ethylnaphthalene.
acenaputhylene (as-e-naf'thi-len), n. [ace(Uc)
+ naphtJiylene.] Ahydrocarbon, CigHg, formed
when the vapor of aeenaphthene is passed
over red-hot lead oxid,

Acentrogobius (a-sen-tro-go'bi-us), n. [NL.,
< G-r. aKevrpog, without sting, spine, or spur, -I-

L. gobims, goby.] A genus of Asiatic river
gobies, little different from Ctenogobius.

Acentropus (a-sen'tro-pus), «. [NL. (West-
wood, 1835), < Grr. o-priv. + Khrpov, spine, -I-

Trowf, foot.] An anomalous genus of pyralid
moths of the sabfaxaiiy Schcenobiinee, which
contains the most completely aquatic forms of
the order Lepidoptera. The larvse live below the
surface of the water on the leaves of aquatic plants, but
have no air-gills. Their method of respiration is un-
known.

acentrous (a-sen'trus^, a. [Gr. d- priv. +
Kivrpov, center.] Without a center; specifi-

cally, noting a condition of the vertebral col-

umn found in some batrachians and fishes, in
which bony neural arches are associated with
a persistent notoohord which shows no trace
of segmentation : said also of cells in which a
oentrosome or centrosphere cannotbe detected.

aceptaal, n. 2t. An animal or living being
supposed to be headless; one of the Acephali.
Topsell, Four-footed Beasts. N. M. D.

II. a. Headless; without a head or leader.
acepbalate (a-sef'a-lat), a. [As acephal{ous)
+ -ate^.'] Acephalous; specMoally, of or per-
taining to the Acephala.
acephalic (a-se-fal'ik), a. [acephal-ous + -*c.]

Same as acephalous; headless.

Its evolution has been acephalic, diffuse, or headless.
L. H. Bailey, Survival of the Unlike, p. 16.

Acephalina (a-sef"a-li'na), n. pi. [NL., as
acephal{ous) + 4naM.'\ A group of Eugrega-
rinse, or a suborder of Gregarinida, in which
the body is non-septate and there is no epi-
merite at any stage. They are chiefly coelomic
parasites. Monocystis is an example. Same
as MonocysUdea.
acephaline (a-sef'a-lin), a. [NL. acephaUmis
(neut. pi. Acephalina), < Gr. oK^^a/loc, headless

:

see acephalous.] Resembling the Acephalina,
or having no epimerite, ascertain Gregarinida.

k small sporozoite penetrates into a blood corpuscle
and there grows, assuming all the characters ol a small
acephaline Gregarine. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 814.

acepbalism (a-sef'a-Uzm), n. The opinions
and practices of the aoephalists, or those who
acknowledged no ecclesiastical superior. See
AcephaU.
acephalocyst, n. 2. A sterile echinoooccus
cyst.

acephalophorous (a-sef-a-lof'o-rus), a. [Gr.
o-priv. + K£^\ifi, head, -f'^opof, < i^tpetv, bear.]

acetanilide

Not bearing a distinct head; resembling the

Acepiialophora,

aceraceous (as-e-ra'shius), a. [NL. Aceracese

+ -ous.] In hoi., having the characters of or

belonging to the Aceracese or maple family.

Acerata (a-ser'a-ta), n. pi. [Gr. mepaToc:,

without horns, 'i a- priv. + k^/poc, horn.] In

Kingsley's classification of the Arthropoda^ a

division given rank as a class and coequal with

the Crustacea. It is defined as including branchiate

arthropods in which the branchial folds act either as

gills or as lungs. The body has a well-defined cephalo-

thorax and abdomen, six segments and their appendages
appertaining to the former, and the segments more or

less fused ; a caudal spine or telson ; and no antennse.

The Acerata&re divided into two groups, the Merostomata,

of which Lirnulus is the only existing representative,

and the Arachnida, or spiders, mites, and scorpions.

acerate^ (as'e-rat), a. [L. aceratus, mingled
with chaff (taken here as ' like chaff,^ that is,

'sharp-pointed,' appar. associated with acus

(acu-), a needle), <acM«(ocer-), chaff.] Needle-

shaped or rod-shaped : specifically applied to

monaxon spiculesfound in calcareous sponges;

in hot, same as acerose (6).

a cerquate (a cher-kwa'te). [It. dial. (Peru-

gian) : a, with ; cerquate, pi., < eerqua= Sardin-

ian kerku (= It. querce, querda), < L. quereus,

oak: see Quercus.] Said of decoration con-

sisting of conventionalized oak leaves and
acorns, usually painted in deep yellow on a

blue ground. Such decoration is frejjuently

found on Italian majolica wares, particularly

those of Urbino.

Acervularia (a-s6r-vu-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < L.

acervulus, a little heap, + -aria.] A genus of

extinct tetracorals of the family Cyathophyl-
lidse, abundant in the Silurian and Devonian
formations. They grow In bushy colonies, and have
stout septa, tabulae in the central area, and the peripheral
zone filled with vesicular tissue.

acervulus^ n. 2. The fruiting pustule of cer-
tain fungi, as GUeosporium and related genera,
consisting of small dense masses of conidio-
phores and conidia formed beneath the epi-
dermis of the host, which bursts and permits
the escape of the conidia when they mature.

Acetabularia (as-e-tab-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., <

L. acetabulum, cup, + -iiria.] "See *acetabu-
lum, 5.

acetabulate (as-e-tab'ii-lat), a. Cup-shaped,
as the sucker of certain trematodes.

acetabulum, }t. 6. [cap.] A genus of calcare-
ous green algse, Chlorop'hycese, found in tropi-
cal or subtropi-
cal waters

:

characterized
byanerectaxis
surmounted by
a solid cap
which con-
sists of numer-
ous radiating
chambers.
Also Acetabu-
laria. Tourne-
fort, 1719.

acetabulous
(as-e-tab'u-
lus), a. In hot.,

same as acetab-
uliform, 1.

acetacetic (a-

set-a-se'tik),
a. See *aceto-
acetic.

acetaldehyde
(as-et-al'de-
hid), n. [acet-

ate) + alde-
hyde.] The al-

dehyde CH3CHO, formed by the oxidation of
common or ethyl alcohol. It boils at 21° C,
and has a disagreeable penetrating odor.
acetamidine (as-et-am'i-din), «. Same as
kacediamine.

Acetaminoacetic acid. Same as *'aceluric
add.
acetaminol (as-efc-am'i-nol), n. [acetiic) +
am{monia) + -in^ + -ol.] A trade-name for
TT-acetaminobenzoyleugenol, NH(C2H30)C6-
H4C02.CgH3(OCH3)G3H5. It is a crystalline
substance having antiseptic properties.
acetanilide (as-et-an'i-lid), n. [acet-yl + ani-
lide.] A substance, CgHBNH.CaHgO, formed
by heating aniline and glaijial acetic acid for
several hours, or by the action of acetyl ohlo-
rid or acetic anhydrid on aniline. Fownes.

a, Acetabulutn extgjtum, a thallus en-
rged; ii. Acetabulum exi^tum, spores
tin lid. (From Murray's "Introduction

, . to Seaweeds.")



acetenyl 7 achromatic

acetenyl (a-set'e-nil), «. [ncet(ic) + -ewe + acetoxyl(as-e-tok'sil),«. [acet(ic)+ ox(ygen) Had ... the warm breeze grown o«Aiii ?

-««.] A term used in composition, indioating + -yl.l 1. Kolbe's name for acetyl.— 2. A Jfor™, Eai^thly Paradise, in. iv. 89,

that a compound contains the group CH:C, de- name for the group CH2(0H)C0: as,acetoxyl- Achilles (a-kil'ez), n. An argument, other-
rived from, acetylene (C2H2), as aceten'ylben- glycoUc add, CH2(OH)CO.CH(OH)C02H.— 3. wise called 'Achilles and the Tortoise,' which
zene, CeHsC.-CH. It has also been erroneously A name for the group —O.C2H3O : as, ace- was proposed by Zeno of Elea to prove that
used to designate the group CH2:CH, styrene toxylhutyric ester, CH3CH2CH(O.C2H30)C02- motion is impossible. Suppose that Achilles runs
(CgHsCHtCHo) having also been called aeet- C^r. [Commonly used as a prefix.] parallel to the tortoise, which is moving slowly in the

enylhenzene. acetozorie(a-set'o-z6n),n. iacet{ie) + ozone.-] ^ncS5es"™h\"lJ^ume!;t%sXtTchi?kfSevefwm
acetenylpenzene. See ^acetenyl. A trade-name for *bensoylacetylperoxid (which overtalse the tortoise, because In order to do so he must
acethemin, acethsemin (as-et-he'min), n. see). first move to the point at which the tortoise started, and
[acet{ic) + GcT. aiua, UoodA The term applied acetract (as'e-trakt), n. [L. ace(tum), vine- when he arrives there the tortoise will again be a certain

to a preparationrd34H3304N4ClFe, of Kmin gar + B te)«rac«.] A soUd extract of a drug ,tlrel%tcrAJliSirwTJo't'rr?L'^tK^J.i'sl
said to contain an acetyl group, CH3CO. It made with a menstruum oontammg acetic until he has completed or ended a series of advances
is derived from the colormg matter of the acid. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 65. which has no completion or end. The argument Is ab-

blood. acetum, n. 2. A pharmaceutical preparation ^urd Irom both the logical and the mathematical point

Acetinblue. See*l)lue. usually made by percolating a drug with di- ."J.f^,.. , , .,-,,. , , i-m x _i_ *

acetize (as'e-tiz), v. i.; pret. and pp. aeeUzed, lute acetic acid."^

"^

^?W°A i-^
tin) ». [ac*»H(m) -I- -et

VW-acemng. To undergo acetous fermenta- aceturic (as-e-tu'rik), a. iaceUe + jmc] ijlf/L'^f H^?f?^,fi'JS"^^'?1^ ' T-n -^
twn ; become sour. R. F. Bwrton. Noting an acid, the acetyl derivative (C2H3- *^e action of dilute sulphuric aciS on aohiUein.

acetoacetate (as"e-t6-as'e-tat), n. [acetoa- O.NHCH2CO2H) of glycocoU or glycin. ft Afi^Jf^LH-^^rSl^r^f^'t^^'l r^'^J^/V...
cet{io) + -atei.] A salt of aoetoacetic acid. melts at ^06° C. AlsS called aaetylghjein and achlUodynia (a-kil - o -dm 1 - a), n. [,AcMl(e8

acetoacetic (asVto-a-se'tik), a. Noting an acetamvnoacetio acid.
tendon) -HGr.o<J{*,pam.] Pam in the heel,

acid, CH3COCH2CO2H, scarcely known in the acetylacetdnate (as'e-til-a-set'6-nat),»s. \_ace- Achirinse (ak-i-ri ne), n.pl. [NL., < Achwus
free state because of its instability, it is found tylacetone -1- -afci.] A salt formed from acetyl- + -*"«•] A subfamily of soles, typified by the

in the urine ol persons suffering from diabetes and some- acetone. genus Achirus.
times in that ol those suffering from levers. See •kOm- acetylacetone (as*e-til-as'e-t6n), n. iacetiic) achloihydria (a-klor-M'dri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
M«ioa«d.— Acetoacetio ester, an ester of acetoacetio "V'"J,j^''""7r„ a „„m„„„„i' ptt rnPTT a- nriv. + chlorh/udric + -ia.l Absence of
acid, especially the ethyl ester, CH3COCB0CO2C0HB. It J^'SL 9''"""^-} A compound, OJI3CUCM2- ? .^„ V,„7^ ""VyX^^^
is a coiSrless llduld with a pieasant odOT, and bofls at COCH3, formed by the action of sodium on a hydrochloric acid from the gastric juice.

180°C. It is of very unusual importance, both because its mixture of acetone and ethyl acetate. Itisa achOCOn (a-cho-kon ), n. [A native name in
conduct is typical of a large class of similar compounds liquid which boils at 137° C. It forms salts which are Peru.] A name in Peru of a large tree of
and because it can be used for the synthesis of a great probably derited from the tautomeric form, CHsCOCH*- the violet family, Leonia glycycarna. It bears a
variety of compounds. (OHjCHs. rough yeUow edible fruit the s^e of a p^ch, filled with
acetOChlorhydrose (as''e-t6-kl6r-hi'dr6s), n. acetylate (a-set'i-lat), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. aoet- a soft sweet pulp of the same color, and is held in much

lacet(ic) + chloriin) + hydriogen) + .086.] A yUted,Taw.acetylating. [acetyl + -ateK] To esteem by the PeruTians.
, . , ,,

bitter dextrorotatory compound, CeHvCCaHg- introduce the acetyl group into; especially, acholic (a-kol ik), o. [Gr. o- pnv. + xo^,
O.OgCl, formed by the action of acetyl chlo- to prepare an acetyl derivative of an organic ^]^ = f« cftoiic] Marked by the absence of

rifon <5-glucose. compound containing a hydroxyl- or amino- ^'^f^J'^^
*'°™ ^^«- ^'"^*' ^^^ ^°' ^^^^'

acetol (as'e-tol), m. lacet(ic) + -oW] A com- crroup. P;-^' j.. , , ,, .^, r iq ^ i ^ .. n
pound, CH3COCH2OH, having the ofdcial acetylation (a-set-i-la'shon), n. [.acetyl + achontote (a-kon'dnt), j>. [a-i8 + cftp»dnie.]

name 1-hydroxypropanone. it is a liquid which -ation.] The treatment of"organic substances A meteoric stone, or aerolite, containing little

boUBwithde™mposltionati4rc Variously designated with acetic anhydrid in order to determine the °' "» "°^ ^2 ^^^^J}^^^^? "^e from chon-

f„a"^i&''So^'''^""'""'* ' ^ ^""'^'^ presence and amount of alcoholic hydroxyl. ^T^^^: See*metemte.

a.

°
t7ntu™^ltet-5 lA'tnm^ n Xacetum vine Same as ace/s(fea*«o«.-Acetylation teal the ap-

achondroplasia (a-kon-dro-plasi-a),_». [NL.,
acetolatum (a-set-?-la tum), n. [acetum, vine-

^^^^^^^^ „, thifprocess to glycerol and fatty substancis < G'- "- pnv. + x<>-<'&m, cartilage, +. izTmaii,

gar.] An aromatic liquid preparation o»- Is a part of their chemical examination. molding, conformation.] An anomialy of de-
tained by distilling vinegar containing an es- acetylcarbinol (as"e-til-kar'bi-nol), n. Same velopment marked by deficient cartilaginous
sential oil. j^g *(icetoZ growth resulting in a form of dwarfism. The

*^,?^°ttLtu'-ndSc\?^ntrd''^hi^s?o*^,^g^^^^^^ '^^^i::tJ^<,^^^!s^t^T^^^^^"''^''''"^''''

sr^fiSL%\l*trckmiVi"^^*''"^^"''''''''"'"^°"^- itSnl^n?Ut'?n'?re"rtt'Su"ZStal^^^^^^^^^^^ achondroplastic^ (a-Ln-dro-plas '.tik), a.

. " 7* .. . / "• v 4. -i -A ,r.-a ^ n,rya< gas and watcr-gas ol poor quality. \achondro{vlasm) + plastic] Relating to or
AcetoniC acid, a-hydroxyisobutyrio acid, (CHsJaCfOH)- ".,, .

"
, „.., ,1,., „ „«„„*„>! —n-i, „„i;„«;i«„«i„„i„

CO2H, a orystaUine acid prepared from acltone. It acetylglycm (as''e-til-gli'sm),m. Same as affected with aohondroplasia.

melts at 79° C. *aceturie add. achordal (a-k6r'dal), a. [Gr. a-pnv. + ;{:op(J)J,

acetonine (a-set'6-nin), m. [acetowe H- -jJ8e2.] acetylide (a-set'i-lid), TO. [acetyl + -ide^.] A a cord.] 1. Not connected with or developed

A very unstable 'base, C9H18N2, whose thio- compound formed by the replacement of one from the notochord.— 2. Having no spinal

carbonate is formed by the action of carbon or both of the hydrogen atoms of acetylene by cord,

bisulphid and ammonia on acetone. a metal. Cuprous acetylide (CuaCg) and saver aeet- achoidate (a-k6r'dat), a. and n. [NL. *achor-

acetonitrile (as'e-to-ni'tril), n. [acetone + yUde (AggCg) are highly explosive, while the aoetyUdes datus, < Gr. a- priv. -I- xop^^i chord.] I. a.

mtriU.] Methyl cyanide, CH3CN, the nitrile "'
fltali and alkaline eajth-metals are not explosive. Havingno notochord; invertebrate; belonging

of acetic acid. It is a liquid which boils at Achsemenian, a. II. m. A Persian of the time to the ^cAordato.

g]^
go

(;j
of Achsemenes or the Achsemenidss ; also, the II. m. One of the .icfeordato.

acetonuria (as"e-t6-nii'ri-a), n. [NL., < ace- Persian language of thatperiod (recorded in achoresis (ak-o-re'sis), n. [NL. achoresis, <

tone + QrT. oilpov, urine.]" The elimination of cuneiform inscriptions ). Gr. d- priv. + ;i:"P«i', make room, contain.] A
acetone in the urine : seen notablyin diabetes achascophytum .(a-kas-kot i-tum), n.

;
pi. condition of diminished capacity of any one of

and in febrile diseases achascophyta {-U). [NL.,< Gr. a-priv. H- ;ta'^- the hollow viscera, as the bladder.

acetonvl (a-set'6-nil), n. [acetone + -yl.] A f'". *» open, dehisce, + fvriv, a plant.] In Achorutes (ak-o-ru'tez), n. [NL. (Templeton,

term used in cdmpositionr indicating that a ^ot., a. plant having an indehiseent .fruit. 1835), < Gr. a- priv. + xop^^C, a dancer,

compound contains the group CH3COCH2-,.de- Achatinemda (a-kat-i-nel i-de),«.jj«. [NL., jumper, < ;i;op«'«v dance.] A genus of collem-

rived from acetone, as acetonylacetone, CH3- <Achatmella -)- -idee.] A family of stylomma- bolan insects of the family Podundas. it is re-

nnriTl r<ii nnr<TT Tf io alan nanrl fnr pnm- tophorous, pulmonatc Gosferopooa. They have a markable for the fact that certain of its species, as .4.
^^U^^a2ytl2'^JKJyn.s. 11 is »is,o ubbu lui oum ^^r^^

buUmofd shell, indifferently dextral or sinistral, nivicola of the United States and^. murorum of Europe,
pounds containing tne group (fuU.g)3yj., as and a radula of two types, one having the teeth in veiy occur Irequently in great numbers on the surface of snow,

aeetonylurea, (CH3)2C.NH oblique rows, central, laterals, and marginals all ol the They are sometimes called Sfww-fleas.

>C0. same type, base narrow, head rather broad, with numer- achrematite (a-kre'ma-tit), n. [Gr. drpiyuarof,
no NH ous small denticles (as in .dcAatiJwiia proper, jlM)-w!Si/««ia, w;(.i,„„f rnnnfiv < n "-nriv + vrmiui mnrtftv

1 X 4. / ;i- -1 =»+';; r,5n « and roraoJ«iii»Ki), the other having the central tooth ^^"?^^ ^3.^^'.,^ t ^ i /f^4.^i^^'acetonylacetonate (a-set'o-ml-a-set o-nat), n.
j^jj,], ^,,3 narrow, laterals bicuspid, and marginals as in see chrematistic.] Amineral of doubtful char-

[acetonylaoetone + -ate^.] A salt formed from Helix (AmMtra and Carelia). acter found at the mines of Guanacer6, Mex-
acetonylacetone. See *acetonyl, achenocarp, n. Same as acJise/noearp. ioo. it occurs In masses varying from yellow to red,

acetophenine (as"e-t6-fe'nin), n. [oce<opAe- ^gjiemian^a-kfer'ni-an), a. and«. [Achernar, and consists ol the arseniate and molybdate of lead.

n(,yl) +-ine^.] A weak base, CasHjvN, formed the name of a starj' + -dan.] I. a. Notijig Achroma unguium, in pathol., the presence of white

by the action of ammonia and phosphorus pen- stars similar to Achernar, in the spectrum of „'P^''°"*+%°ft?;=; „.n „ rp „^hrr,«,nf < rw.
toxid on aeetophenone. It crystallizes in nee- which hydrogen, helium, asterium, oxygen, ^P^'^P'^** ^^VT ^i

1" „iS'„™„2T V^ ^'
dies which meft at 135° C. nitrogen; and carbon are predominant: sup- S^ffi™^' <^°i°5ilf„i,'^„? Tl?^o^.oh Tr
aeetophenone (as"e-t6-fe'n6n), n. [acet(ic) + posed by Loekyer to be cooling- *T' l?v Z5=«r l I

«o"eeted fbr

«/.A+-o»^o^Aaompo^^^^^
='

s!^irn^SL??d'oTrd?;;rpSp^r^S'r^%^^^^^^^
formed by the distillation o± a mixture of cal- Acheson graphite, .process. See *grapUte, far advanced beyond those which determined the con-

ciurn acetate and benzoate. it melts at 20.6° and *proceSS. '
• struotion ol the old achromats) and made ol the new

boils at 202= C. It is used as a hypnotic and in thenrepar Acheulian (a-sh6'li-an), a. Of or pertaining Jena glass, which renders it possible to give the achro-

ration of a great variety ol compounds. Also *ethylon- ^~,^J^ Tohaii] in i\\'p. SnTnmP vnllRv nortliprS ™*' » A"' field.— Old achromat, an achromat made of

vhen *vhmulmeth«lket(me, and hypnone. to Baint-AcHeul, m tHe Homme valley, nortnern oia.fashioned crown- and flint-glass, and necessarUy hav-

i' _._ .. ^/.f.AT.m.i'na Cna"B t.o-ra'riTi'l « France— Acheulian deposits, in greoi. and arcA«oJ., ing a field which is not flat.

acetopyrin, acetopyrine tas e to pi rm;, ». paleolithic deposits contamlng carelnlly worked flint achromatic, a. 2. In. biol.: (a) Colorless;
Same as *acopyrm. „ , , , . implements of more recent date than the rude flints v,„„i;„„ fl\ rn«!„,,i+ +„ Htnin • a tprm a,n-

aeet0-S0luble(as"e-t6-S0l'u-bl), a. Soluble in found in the Chell&n beds : so named by Mortillet from '^l^'-Vf-
.,^''> ^^™*'%* T ^^^}^- ^,„?™i,fjl

o „Jti« »niH •
fl s «X.to-«o?M6'te albumin, a form the occurrence of such relics at Saint-Aoheul. phed to the portion of the cell-nucleus which

of serum albu^rie^cribed bySn asT- achiev. v. t. A simplified spelling of achieve, exhibits little or no tendency .to sta n m car-

Pii^X^n theTrine achilia (a-M'U-a), ». [NL., <*acfc««s, Upless: -mine, hasmatoxy in, or certain anilme dyes

areSK(^^XkW. I«^^^^^^^^ - «^o...] -Congenital absence of one or ^^^^^^^^^'^t.^^'^^^JZ^lto-;.
The oxime ((CH3)2C : NOH) of acetone. It is both lips.

r , , i.„n rii,-ii .; posed to the staining portion ol the karyoMnetic figure.

• vniatilfi qolid-vrtiieh melts at 60° and boils at achiU (a-chil'), adv. [a» + emu.] oriiiiea, seeMftroTreoMn.— Achromatic mass, in cj/toJ., any non-

134 8° C chilly. staining portion of the karyokinetio figure, such as the



achromatic
substance which accumulates about the poles of the ach-
romatic spindle.—Adiromatlc ^mirror ^objective,
Aocnlar, AreftacUvitr, ^stereoscope. See the nouns.
— Acliromatlc q)lndle, the protoplasmic threads be-
tween the poles of the spindle in karyokinesis, which do
not stain.

achromatistous (a-kro'ma-tis'tus), a. Of the
nature of or characterized by achromatosis

;

deficient in coloring matter. Syd. Soe. Lex.

achromatizable (a-kro'ma-tJ-za-bl), a. Capa-
ble of being corrected for chromatic aberra-
tion. Also spelled achromatisable.

achromatolysis (a-kro-ma-tol'i-sis), n. [Gr.
axpii/mTOQ, not colored, -H" ^iim^, dissolution.]
In eytol., the breaking down or dissolution of
the achromatic substance of the cell : opposed
to ohromaiolysis.

achromic (a-kro'mik), a. [Gr. d- priv. -1-

%pa/ia, color.] Devoid of color; colorless.
When starch is inverted by diastatic ferments a point is

reached where the solution no longer gives a blue color
with iodine ; this is termed the achromic point of the
starch solution.

achromin (a-kro'min), n. The achromatin or
linin of the nucleus of the cell, as contrasted
with the chromatin.

The most common division of the caryoplasm in the
cells of the animal and plant body is into two chemically
different substances, which are usually called chromatin
(or nuclein) and aehr&min (or linin).

Haeckel (trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 140.

achronism (ak'ro-nizm), n. [Gr. d-priv. -1-

XP^og, time, + -js»».] Lack or deficiency of

time ; absence of time (in which to accomplish
anything). [Rare.] N. E. V.

.

acbroSglycogen (ak - ro - o - gli'ko - jen), n. [Gr.

ixpoos, colorless, + glycogen.'] A colloid carbo-
hydrate which results from snail-muoin on pro-
longed boiling with dilute acids or alkalis. On
decomposition it is said to yield glucose.

achylia (a-M'U-a), n. [NL., < ac%to, without
chyle: see achylous.'] Absence of chyle.

—

AlAylia gastrica, a disease marked by deficient secre-

tion or absence of the gastric juice.

achsnuona (a-ki'mus), a. [NL. *achymits, < Gr.
a- prir. -I- xvf^C, juice : see chyme.] Having
no chyme.
achyrophytmn (ak-i-rof'i-tum), n.; pi. achy-
rophyta (-ta). [NL., < Gr. axvpov, chaff, glume,
-t- ^irrdv, a plant.] In hot., a glumaoeous plant,

as grasses, sedges, etc.

acicnla, n. 5. Ei6o<.: (a) The bristle-like pro-
longation of the raohilla of a grass-spike. (6)

A tooth-like process in the hymenium of cer-

tain fungi.

Aciculina (a-sik-u-li'na), n. pi. [NL., < L.
etdeula, a needle, + -ina.] A suborder of

monaxonidan Demospongise of the order Hadro-
merina, having diactine megaseleres. It in-

cludes the families Epalladdie, Stylocordylidse,

and Tethyidse. Also Aciculinse.

aciculite (a-sik'u-lit), n. [L. a(Acula, a needle,

-I- -jte2.] Same' as aifcireite.

aciculus, n. 2. Same as aeieulum.

acid, a. and n. I. a— Acid alizarin blue, brown,
green. See *6Z«e, *6rozc?i, *^een.— Acid COlor. See
ircolor. For specific acid colors see -kacid-blue, acid-green,

kacid-red, etc—Acid dyestuff. Same as acH -kcolor.—

Acid intoxication. Same as -kacidoais.—AcH leather.
SeeMeotAcr.-Add mordant color. Same as mordant
moid Acoter.-Acid or addic ozid. See Aoxuf.—Add
soap. See*soap.— Acid steel. See -ksteel.— AiAi tax,
impure sulphuric acid which has been used in refining

petroleum. Alsoknown as sludge aeid.—Add test, tide,
gee -kte^l, Mide^.

H, n. — Schaeffer'S acid, the commercial name of

•ae •! the seven isomeric monosulphonic acids of ^-

aphthol. It is an important raw material in the color

iBdustry.— Scheele's add, a 6 per cent, solution of ab-

solute hydrocyanic acid in water.

Acidanthera (as'i-dan-the'ra), n. [NL., appar.

< L. addiis, sour, acid, + Gr. avdijpig, flowering

(or NL. anthera, anther. )] A genus of about 20
African and Australian plants of the family

Iridacese, intermediate between Gladiolus and
Ixia. They are grown indoors in pots, or in the open

in summer. The best-known species is A. Ucolor, with

creamy white, chocolate-blotched fiowers in a simple, lax

spike.

Acidaspis (as-i-das'pis), n. [NL., < L. acidm,

sharp, + aspis (Gr. aanit:), shield.] A genus

of trilobites in which the shield bears numer-

ous spines: characteristic of the Silurian and
Devonian formations.

acid-black (as"id-blak'), n. One of the naph-

tholblaeks Anthracene acid-black, a mordant acid

coal-tar color. In an acid bath it dyes unmordanted wool

a black which becomes niuchfaster when after-chromed.-

Azo add-black, the name assigned to a mixture of va-

rious dyestuffs. It is largely used on account of its good

distributing power and the handsome shade, resembhng

logwood-black, which it produces.

acid-blue (as"id-bl6') ,»• Same as <yyanol*hlue.

—Azo add-Wue, an aciddyeatuff of the monoazo type,

similar to Victoria *violet.—Biebrich acid-blue,an acid

coal-tar color of unpublished constitution, which dyes
wool blue in an acid bath.—Fast add-blue, a coal-tar

color prepared by the action of parapheuetidine upon flu-

orescein chlorid and the sulphonation of the product It

dyes wool and silk violet-blue in an acid bath. Also called

violaTtiine SB.

acid-brown (as*id-broun'), n. An aeid coal-tar

color of the diazo type, which dyes wool and
silk brown in an aeid bath—Azo add-brown, an
acid coal-tar color of unpublished constitution, which
dyes wool very level shades of brown in an acid bath.

acid-carmoisin (as"id-kar'm6-i-sin), n. One of

the fast reds. See fast red, under red^.

acid-cell (as'id-sel), n. One of the cells at the
cardiac extremity of the stomach which secrete

the acid constituent of the gastric juice.

acid-cerise (as'id-se-rez'), n. An impure acid-

magenta.
acid-egg (as'id-eg), n. A form of pumping ap-

paratus for handling liquors which would act

chemicallyupon themovingpartsofan ordinary
piston- or plunger-pump, chambers which have an
elongated spheroidal or egg shape receive the liquor at a
low pressure, and, when they are filled, either air or steam
under pressure is admitted to them, displacjng the liquor

through connecting pipes to the desired point.

The pumping of the acidsupto the top of the towers is

now always performed by means of compressed air, either

in theold "iK!id-es'S'«,"or more economically in "pulsom-
eters." Encyc. Brit., XXV. 44.

acid-fast (as'id-fast), a. A literal translation

of the German "saurfest": applied to a class

of bacteria which, wh^n once stained with
basic aniline dyes, tenaciously hold the dye on
subsequent exposure to acids or alcohol. The
most notable representative of this group is the tubercle

bacillus, and its recognition in the tissues, the sputum,
etc., is essentially based upon this " acid-fastness."

acid-fuchsin (as'id-f5k'sin), n. Same as acid-

magenta.—Fast acid-fUcbslu. Same as fatt *acid-

mag&nta.

acid-gland (as'id-gland), w. 1. One of certain

glands found inthe pedipalp Arachnida, secret-

ing an acid liquid.

In connection with the acid-glands he describes a con-

voluted mass of tubules twisting about on each side of

the central or right gland, and succeeded in tracing two
of these tubules, apparently opening into the left sac.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, II. 171.

2. In entom., one of the glands, found in the

honey-bee and other stinging Hymenoptera,
which secrete an aeid liquid. There are also glands
which secrete an alkaline fluid ; and the poison of the
insect is effective only when both fluids are mixed. A. S.

Packwrd, Text-book of Entom., p. 368.

3. One of the glands of the stomach secreting

the acid portion of the gastric juice.

acid-green, n. 2. An acid dyestuff, a sulpho-

nated triphenylmethane derivative,which dyes
wool and silk green in an acid bath.

Acidic ozid. See aa,d *oxid.

acidifiant (a-sid'i-fi-ant), a. That acidifies

or renders acid ; acidifying.

acidimeter, n— TwicheU's
addlmeter, a form of acidim-
eter shown m the accompany-
ing cut.

acidimetric (as^'i-di-mef-

rik), a. Of or pertaining
to the acidimeter or to

aeidimetry ; acidimetri-
cal.

acidite (as'i-dit), n. [acid
+ Ate.] A term proposed
by Von Gotta (1864) for
all igneous rocks which
are rich in the acid radi-
cal silica, as opposed to
those which are poor in it,

which he called basites.

acidity, ».- coefficient of
addl^, in petrog., a ratio de-
rived fiom the chemical aoaly- J J J .

sis of a rock by dividing the L°£S^"„Ef'iSfl'^'/'.t
number of atoms of oxygen con- sucngO, of the acid teited.
tamed in the various oxid bases
by the number of atoms of oxygen belonging to the acid
radical silica. This ratio is characteristic of certain
groups of igneous rocks.

acidize (as'id-iz), v.t.; pret. and pp. acidised,
ppr. acidizing, [add + 'Ase.] To treat with
an acid; render acid Addlzing process, the
trade-name of a method of vulcanizing india-rubber by
treating it with a solution of calcium or sodium hypo-
chlorite, with or without the addition of an acid.

acid-magenta, n—Azo add-magenta, an acid color
of unpublished constitution, which dyes wool a color
resembling that produced by magenta.— Fast acld-
ma^enta, an acid coal-tar color of the monoazo type.
It is prepared by combining diazotized aniline with
amido-naphthol-disulphonic acid, and dyes wool and silk

a bluish red in an acid bath. Also called fast add-
fuchsin,

acid-maroon (as^id-ma-ron'), n. A crude acid-
magenta.

"

aclythrophytum

acid-mauve (as*id-m6v'), n. An acid coal-tar

color made by sulphonating mauvaniline.

acidophil, acidophile (a-sid'o-fll), a. [NL.

acidum, an aeid, + Gr. ^aof, loving.] Capable

of being dyed vfith acid stains: said of cells

or parts of cells.

acidophilic (as"i-do-fil'ik), a. Same as *acid-

Twichell's Acidimeter.

a, jar filled with water; &,

measure for acid ; c. sodium
acid carbonate to be added

Special attention has been called by Rosin (24), to the

micro-chemical differentiation of the constituents of the

cell body, the HiSsl hpdies reacting to the basic dyes,

while the ground substance is acidophilic in character.

F. B. Bailey, in Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 1, 1901, p. 666.

acidophilous (as-i-dof'i-lus), a. [NL. acidum,

acid, + (ptTieiv, love.] Same as acidophil.

acid-orange (as'id-or'anj), n. Same as orange

II (which see, under orange^).

acidosis (as-i-do'sis), n. [NL. acidum, an acid,

-I- -osis.] Poisoning by certain acids^ such as

uric acid or the fatty acids, formed within the

body under various morbid conditions, such as

cancer, diabetes, or fever. Also called acid

intoxication.

acid-ponceau (as"id-pon-s6'), » An acid coal-

tar color of the monoazo type, it is prepared

by combining diazotized j3-naphthylamine-sulphonic acid

with 0-naphthol, and dyes wool and silk scarlet in an

acid bath. Also called fast acid-ponceau, aeid-acarlet or

fast acid-scarlet, and porweau S.

acid-red (as*id-red'), n. An acid coal-tar color

which dyes wool red in an acid bath. Also
called /a«t acid-red.

acid-rosamine (as'id-roz-am'in), n. An acid

coal-tar color of the xanthene type, which
dyes wool and silk a bluish red. Also called

violamine G.

acid-roseine, acid-rubine (as"id-r6'ze-in,
-ro'bin), n. Same as acid^nagenta.

acid-scarlet (as'id-skar'let), n. Same as *acid-

ponceau. Also called /ast acid-scarlet.

acidulation (a-sid-u-la'shon), n. The act or

process of rendering (something) acid, or of

imparting an acid or subacid quality to it.

Addulous water, a natural mineral water containing a

notable amount of free carbonic acid.

acid-violet (as'''id-vi'o-let), n. A name of two
coal-tar colors {fast acid-violet ABR and B) of

the xanthene type, of similar composition.
They dye wool and silk reddish violet in an
acid bath. Also known as violamine B and vi-

olamine B Fast add-vlolet 10 B, an acid coal-tar

color of the triphenyl-methane-carbinol type. It dyes
wool violet in an acid bath.

acidyl (as'i-dil), n. [a,cid + -yl.] Same as
'^aciyl (the preferable form).

Acinetaria (as"i-ne-ta'ri-a). n. pi. [NL.]
Same as Aometse.

acinetarian (as-i-nf-ta'ri-an), a. and «. I. a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Acinetaria.

II. n. One of the Acinetaria.

acinetic (as-i-net'ik), a. [Gr. d-priv. + KivtjTdg,

moved, movable: seeTiinetic] That prevents
motion ; that deprives of, or causes the loss of,

volxmtary motion.
acinotubular (as*i-n6-tii'bu-lar), a. [NL. aci-

mis, acinus, -I- L. tubuhis, tubule. ] Possessing
both acini and tubules : said of certain glands.

Acinous cancer. See *cancer.

acipenserin (as-i-pen'se-rin), n. [AcJfenser
(see def.) + -in^.] A protamih found m the
testicles of a fish, Acipenser stellatus.

Aciprion (a-sip'ri-on), m. [NL., < (t) Gr. d/u'r,

a point, + irp'ujv,' a saw.] A gelius of true
lizards or LacerUUa of Miocene age.

acknowledgeable (ak-norej-a-bl), a. lack-
nowledge + -able.] That can be acknowledged,
admitted, or recognized; recognizable; no-
ticeable.

acknowledgedly (ak-nol'ejd-li), adv. [ach-

nowledged + -ly.] Admittedly; confessedly.

acleistous. See *aclistmts.

acli (S'kli), n. [Tagalog and Pampanga acli.]

A name in the Philippine Islands of Xylia
xylocarpa, a valuable timber-tree. The wood
is strong and durable and does not take fire easily. It
is used in boatbuilding and for posts and beams of
houses. The bark is saponaceous. Seepyengadu. Also
acle.

aclistous, acleistous (a-kli'stus), a. [Gr.
aK?.€caTog, not closed, not fastened, < d- priv.

+ KTuiordg, closed: see clistocarp, etc.] Not
closed : used in crystallographv to designate
certain open forms of hemimorphic type ; also,

certain crystalline groups characterized by
these forms. See *form, 2 , and *symmeiry, 6.

aclythrophytum (ak-li-throf'i-tum), «.; pi.

aclythrophyta (-ta). [NL.,<Gr. d- priv. + /c^ei-



aclythrophytum
dpov, a bar, + (pvrSv, a plant.] In hot, a plant
with naked or apparently naked seeds ; that
is, one destitute of a pericarp.
acmatic (ak-mat'ik), a. [Irreg. < acme + -atic^.
The normal adj. is acmic.'] Of or pertaining
to an acme. [Rare.] Hyatt, Biol. Lect., p. 141.

acmic (ak'mik), a. [acm(e) + -jc.] Of or per-
taining to an acme, specifically to the acme of a
genetic series of organisms, or the period when
it is richest in genera and species. [Rare.]
Amer. Jour. Sd., Oct., 1903, p. 300.

acmite-trachyte (ak*mit-trak'it), n. See
*trachyte.

acmonoid (ak'mo-noid), a. [Gr. ok/jum, an an-
vil, + eldog, form.] In anthrop., noting a type of
cranium high, long, with straight sides, a slight
swelling of the parietal protuberances situated
very far back, and the occipital resembling a
quadrangular pyramid leaning slightly on its

cranial base. G. Sergi, Var. of the Human
Species, p. 42.

Acne agmlnata, n form of acne in vrhich the lesions are
grouped together, forming patches of various sizes.—
Acne Indurata, a form of acne in which the papules are
hard and shot-like, deep-seated, and inflamed, but do
not always go on to suppuration.—Acne necrotlca, a
form of acne, affecting chiefly the forehead, in which the
papules break down, leaving depressed scars like pock-
marks.—Tar acne, a papular eruption of the skin caused
by the external application of tar in susceptible persons.

acneform (ak'ne-f6rm), a. [Irreg. < NL. aene,
acne, + forma, form.] Resembling acne in
appearance.
acnemia (ak-ne'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aimriiiog,

without the calf of the leg, < a- priv. + KvliiJ.ri,

calf of the leg.] Absence or imperfect forma-
tion of the legs.

acocantherin (ak-o-kan'the-rin), n. [Jcocan-
thera (see def.) +' -in^.'] A poisonous gluoo-
side, C32H50O12, obtained from an African
arrow-poison which is prepared from Acooan-
thera Abyssinica. In physiological action it

resembles the glucosides of Digitalis.

Acoela, n,. pi. 2. A suborder of Bhabdoccelida
in which the cavity of the enteron is obliter-

atedby the concrescence of its walls, the mouth
leading through a simple pharynx directly into
the digestive syncetium. It contains the fam-
ilies PorporidsB and Aphanostomidse.
Acoelomata, n. pi. 2. The ooelenterates and
sponges considered collectively as animals
without a true coeloma, or body-cavity, as dis-

tinct from the enteron or digestive cavity.
Many.zoblogists regard the Metazoa as corrsiating of two
great primary groups : the Acaelomatd, or sponges and
coelenterates, and the Caelomata, or all the remaining
Metazoa.

The cavities of the Acoelomata, except certain ectoder-
mal pits, are in all cases continuations of the primary
central cavity lined by endoderm, and no cavities exist

lined by mesoderm comparable to a ccelom.
A. E. Shipley, Zool. of Invertebrates, p. 36.

acoin (ak'6-in), M. 1. A trade-name for hydro-
chlorid of diparanisylmonophenetylguanidin,
a local anesthetic introduced in 1899-.— 2. A
general name given to a series of derivatives

of guanidin similar to the above.

acolous (ak'o-Jus), a. [Gr. d/cu/lof, limbless, <

o- priv. + KOMv, limb, member.] In teratol.,

without limbs.

acomia (a-ko'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. axo/wc, with-
out hair, < a- priv. + K6ft?i, hair: see comasi.]

Same as alopecia.

aconate (ak o-nat), n. [acon{ic) + -ate^.l A
salt derived from aoonio acid.

acone (a'kon), a. [o-is + cone.'] In entom.,

lacking the cone or crystalline lens, in insects

having acone eyes the cone or refracting body is repre-
sented only by the four primitive cone-cells. Distin-

guished from *eua>ne and itpaeudoame.

Acone eyes, where the cone or refracting body is want-
ing, but is represented by the four primitive cone-cells.

A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 252.

aconic (a-kon'ik), a. [acon(ite) + -Jc] De-
rived from aconite : distinguished in chemistry
fronj aconitic.— Aconic acid, an acid formed by boil-

ing iotadibrompyrotartaric acid with water or with a solu-

tion of sodium carbonate. It is easily soluble in water
and melts at 164' G.

aconital (ak'o-ni'''tal), a. [aconite + -a?.]

Characteristic of aconite : as, aconital bitter-

ness.

aconite, n. 2. An extract or tincture of this

plant, used as a poison and as a medicine.

acoprosis (ak"o-pr6'sis), ». [acopr(ous) +
-osis. ] Absence of fecal matter from the intes-

tine.

acoprous (a-kop'rus), a. [Gr. aieowpog, with no
or little excrement, < d- priv. + Kdivpog, excre-

ment.] Without fecal matter in the bowels

;

characterized by acoprosis.

acopyrin, acopyrine (ak-o-pi'rin), «. [aci, „ ,

+ lanti)pyrine.'i The acetyl salicylate of anti-

pyrin, C6H4(OC2H30)C02H.CiiHi20N2. It is

used as a remedy for headache.
acoria (a-ko'ri-a), n. [NL. , < Gr. anopia, < ampoq,

equiv. to d/aSpEorof, insatiate, < d- priv. + Kopev-

vvvai, sate, satiate, satisfy.] Excessive appe-
tite.

acorin (ak'o-rin), n. [acor(y^) + -in'^.] A name
given to a substance, formerly supposed to be
a glucoside, obtained from Acorus Calamus.
It is of uncertain composition and probably a
mixture.
acormus (a-k6r'mus), n. [Gr. d- priv. + Kop/ioc,

trunk.] In teratol., a monster with a head and
an undeveloped napiform body, without ex-
tremities.

acorn-gall (a'kdm-gai"), n. See gall^ and
knopper.

acosmic (a-koz'mik), a. [a-T-8 -I- cosmic] Sun-
dered; disordered; confused; inharmonious.
Some who have . . . felt utterly lost in this charmed

circle of agnosticism . . . despair of building up again
the world they have lost out of its a£osmic elements.

6. 5. Hall, Adolescence, II. 537.

acospore (ak'o-spor), n. [Gr. aur/, point, -|-

oTtopd, seed.] In phytogeog., a plant (mostly
of the grasses) wnose fruit is provided with
awns to assist dissemination.
Acotylea (a-kot-i-le'a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. d-

priv. + kotMi;, cup, socket.] A group of poly-
clade 2W6eKana without suckers and with the
mouth in the middle of the body or behind it.

It includes the families Planoceridse, Lepto-
planidse, and Cestoplanidse.

acoulation (a-ko-la'shon), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
d/coii(e(v), hear, + L. latio{n-), bearing.] The
telephonic transmission or reproduction of

sounds, with increase of intensity, by means
of a combination of microphone and telephone.
Also spelled akoulation.

acoupa (a-ko'pa), n. [Pg.] A kind of weak-
fish, Cynoseion acoupa.
acousma (a-kSs'ma), n.

;
pi. acousmata (-ta).

[Gr. anovafia, a thing heard, < d/toiieivjhear.] 1.

pi. Things heard or received on authority and
without further inquiry or explanation, as
among the acousmatid or probationary disci-

ples of Pjrthagoras.— 2. A form of auditory
hallucination. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and
Psychol.

Acoustic absorption. See -kabsorption.—Acoustic agra-
phia. See -kagraphia.— Acoustic disk, an instrument
for demonstrating the principles of Savart's wheel, the
siren, and Newton's disk.—Acoustic organ. Same as

organ of Corti.— Acoustic orifice, in entom., an orifice

for the admission of air to the acoustic apparatus, as the
orifice caudad of the prothorax in the Locustidae.—
Acoustic penetration, the carryingpower of articulate
sound measured by the distance in meters at which,
under defined and standard conditions, it is still audible.

-Acoustic resonance. See resonance, 2.—Acoustic
shadow. See AsAaiiow.-Acoustic strias. Same as
strise acusticse (which see, under stria).—Acoustic tet-
anus, muscular contraction induced experimentally by
the application of a faradic current, the number of in-

terruptions being measured by the pitch of the sound
caused by the vibrations.— ACOUStlc tubes, a set of
tubes designed to illustrate the effect of different length
and size on pitch.

acousticolateral (a-kos"tj-ko-lat'e-ral), a.

Having the organs of hearing arranged' later-
ally.

acoustometer (a-kos-tom'e-tferi, n. [acoiist{ic)

+ (Jr. /isTpov, a measure.] An instrument for
determining the acoustic properties of a room
or other inelosure.

acquaintt, n. An acquaintance. Chaucer.

aCQLUiescence, t. 3. Originally, but nowrarely,
contentment ; satisfaction. In the ethics of Spi-

noza, acquiescence in one's very self is an
ignoble self-satisfaction ; but acquiescence of

the soul in the knowledge of God is the high-
est result of virtue.

Acquired character. See *charaeter.

acquisitiveness, n. 3. In psychol. : (a) The
proprietary or collecting instinct. W. Jfames,

Princ. of Psychol., II. 422, 679. (6) The capa-
city for learning or for intellectual acquisition.

Acquittal in law, a judicial act which, in discharging one
person from tlie accusation of a crime, operates to dis-

charge all others who may be accused as accessories in the
commission of the same crime : distinguished from ac-

quittal in fact.
'

acracy (ak'ra-si), n. [Gr. d- priv. + -Kparla,

< Kparelv, to rule.] The extremest form of phys-
iocracy, which reduces all government to the

action of so-called natural laws and amounts
to anarchism. L. F. Ward, Psychic Factors
of Civilization, p. 319.

Acrseides (a-kre'i-dez), n. pi. [NL. (perhaps
erroneously transferred, as if NL., from a P.

acroblastesis

form *aer4ides) for AcrieidiB, < Acrxa + -idee.]

A group of butterflies corresponding to the
AcrseinsB. Acreeides is the form used by most
English entomologists.
acramphibryous (ak-ram-fib'ri-us), a. [Gr.
dicpoc, at the end, + du^l, on both sides, +
l3pvov, a ilower or blossom, + -ous.] In bot.,

producing lateral as well as apical buds.
Jackson, (Jlossary.

Acrasiales (a-kra-si-a'lez), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
aicpama, bad mixture, + -ales.] The lowest of
the three orders Af Myxomycetes, consisting of
two small families of imperfectly known amoe-
boid organisms, some of which are found in
old manure.
acre-foot (a'ker-fut"), n. A unit of volume of
water used in irrigation, equivalent to one
acre covered one foot in depth, or 43,560 cubic
feet. Water fiowing at the rate of one cubic foot a
second for 24 hours will cover an acre to a depth of 1.98
feet. In common usage, a cubic foot per second, or
second-foot, for 24 hours equals 2 acre-feet.

acreophagist, akreophagist (ak-re-of'a-jist),

n. [acreophag-y + -ist.] . One who habitually
abstains from eating meat; a vegetarian.

acreophagy, akreophagy (ak-rf-bfVji), n.

[Gr. d- priv. + Kpeoipayla, eating of flesh, <

upeo^&yoi, flesh-eating: see ereophagous.] A
habitual abstention from meat-eating.

acrepid (a-krep'id), a. [Gr. d- priv. + uppwig,

a boot, a foundation.] Having no crepis or
foundation-spicule : specifically applied, in

sponge-spicules, to desmas in which the crepis

is atrophied.

acribia (ak-ri-bi'a), n. [NL. acribia, < Gr.
aKpipeia, < dxpf/S^fJ' accuratOj precise.] Literal
accuracy; exactness; precision.

acriby (ak'ri-bij, n. Same as *acribia.

acridic (a-krid'ik), a. lacrid(,ine) + -ic]
Derived from acridine Acridic acid, an acid,
C11H7O4N, formed by the oxidation of acridine. It

crystallizes in needles and decomposes at 120°-130° C.
Also called 2, S'quinolinedicarboxylic acid.

Acridiides (ak^ri-di'i-dez), n.pl. [NL., irreg.

(as if from a F.pl.?) for Acrididee, < Acridvum +
-idee.] In the classification of BrunnervonWat-
tenwyl, the ninth tribe of grasshoppers, of the
family .4crM?i<i«,typifiedbythe genus Acridium.
acridine (ak'ri-din), n. [acrid (?) + -»»e2.]

An organic compound derived from anthracene
by replacing one of its CH-gronps with a nitro-
gen atom, its empirical formula being Ci4HgN.
It is important in the color industry Acrlcline
color. See *coJor.—Acridine orange, red, etc. See
korange^, *redi, etc.

acridinic (ak-ri-din'ik), a. [acridine + -ic]
Derived from acridine Acridinic acid. Same as
kacridic acid.

acridioid (a-krid'i-oid), a. Having the char-
acteristics or appearance of grasshoppers or
locusts of the family Acrididee.

acridone (ak'ri-don), n. [a:Crid{ine) + -one.]

CO
A compound, C6H4 < > C6H4, formed by th»

NH
oxidation of acridine. It melts at 354° C.

acridyl (ak'ri-dil), n. [acridiine) + -yl.] The
radical or group CisHgN, derived from acri-
dine (which see).

,

acrinyl (ak-ri'nil), n. In ehem.j a hypotheti-
cal radical, CeH4.OH.CH2, of which the sulpho-
cyanide (C6H4.OH.CH2.NCS) is the yellow,
pungent, vesicating fixed oil formed by the
action of the enzyme myrosin upon the gluco-

side sinalbin contained in white mustard seed,

Brassica alba.

acrite^ (ak'rit), n. [L. acris, sharp, + -ife^.]

The inactive mannite formed by the reduction
of acrose or of inactive mannose.

acrosesthesia (ak"ro-es-the'si-a), n. [Gr.

anpov, a terminal point, an extremity, + c&cBtj-

acg, perception, sensation. The second sense

is not justified bythe meaning of the Gr. axpov.]

1. Pain in the hands or feet.— 2. Excessive
sensibility; hypersesthesia.

acroaspliyxia (ak"r6-as-fik'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

d/cpof, at the end, + ao(^v^ia, "asphyxia.] Ar-

rest of the circulation of the blood in the dis-

tal portion of the extremities.

acrbblast (ak'ro-blast), n. [Gr. aKpov, apex, +
p/Mard;, germ.] In embryol., that portion of

the embryonic germ-layers in vertebrates

which gives rise to the blood and connective

tissue ; the mesenchyme.
acroblastesis (ak-ro-blas-te'sis), n. [NL., < Gv.

dfcpov, apex, + /JAaordf, bud, germ, spore.] In

bot., a condition in lichens in which the gem-
tube proceeds from the end of a spore.



Having the

acr, acrocora-
coid

;
j^rc, pre-

coracoid
I

p»/t
pneumatic fora-

mina ;y, foramen
for nerve.

acroblastic

acroblastic (ak-ro-blas'tik), a. In hot., arising
from a terminal bud: applied to branches of
the inflorescence. Celakovsky.

acrocarp (ak'ro-karp), n. [acroearp(ous).'] An
acrocarpous plant : applied mainly to the Ac-
rocarpi.

:acrocephalous (ak-ro-sefa-lus), a. Same as
acrocephalic.

acroceroid (ak-ros'e-roid), a
characteristics or appearance of
a moth of the family Aeroceridx.

Acrochilus(ak-r6-ki'lu8),». [NL.,
< Gr. axpov, the farthest point, +
;r£i^of, lip.] A genus of chubs
found in the Columbia river,
noted for the bony sheath to the
jaws : hence caUed hardmouth or
chisel-motcth jack.

acrocoracoid (ak-ro-kor'a-koid),
n. [Gr. anpoc, at the end,"+ cor-
ocojd.] In omith., a process or
projection from the distal end
and internal face of the coraooid,
to which the clavicle is usually
attached.

.acrodontisin (ak'ro-don'tizm), n.

laerodont + -ism.'] ' The property
of being acrodont, or ofhaving teeth ankylosed
to the cutting edge of the jaws. [Rare.]

aerodrome (ak'ro-drom), a. Same as *aerod-
romous.

.acrodromous (a-krod'ro-mus), a. [Gr. d/cpov,

point, + -Spo/iog, < 6pa/ielv, run.] In bot., run-
ning to a point : said of a nervation in which
the nerves all terminate in or point to the apex
of the leaf. See nervation (o) (4) and fig. 4.

Acrodus (ak'ro-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. axpog, at

the end, + bdovg, tooth.] A.genus of cestra-

ciont sharks known chiefly by the pavement-
' teeth. They occur in the Jurassic and Creta-
ceous formations.
acrogamoUS (a-krog'a-mus), a. [Gr. o/cpof, at

the end, -I- ya/wg, marriage.] In hot., produc-
ing the ovules at the summit of the embryo-
sac : the usual condition in angiosperms. Van
I^ghem.
acrogamy (a-krog'a-mi), n. [^acroganinous +
-^3.] The state of being acrogamous.

acrogonidiiuu (ak'ro-go-nid'i-um), «.; pi.

acrogonidia (-a). [Gr. o/cpof, at the end, + go-
nidium.] A gbnidium formed at the terminal
end of a fertUe hypha.

J^crogynse (a-kroj'i-ne), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. oKpov,

apex, -1- yw^, female.] In hot., a suborder of

oryptogaraic plants of the order Jungerman-
niales, class Hepatiae, in which the arehegonia
are formed from or near the apical cell. See
*Anacrogynie.

:acrog3rnous (a-kroj'i-nus), a. [As Aerogynse +
-oj<s.] lu bot., having the arehegonia formed
from or near the apical cell, as in the Aerogynse.

JSicrolepis (ak-rol'e-pis), n. [NL., < Gr. o/cpoc,

at the end, -I- 'AekIq, scale.] A genus of ganoid
fishes from the Carboniferous and Permian
rocks.

.acrologue (ak'ro-log), n. [Gr. a/cpof, at the be-
ginning or end, -I- Myog, word.] An aerologic

name, that is, a letter-name beginning with
that letter; an alphabetic name formed on or

exhibiting the principle of aerology, as the

Hebrew aleph beginning with a, beth with 6,

ete. See the extract.

The alphabetic names, considered as pictorial aaro-

logues, may therefore in some cases receive an easier

explanation from the Hieratic characters than from the

Semitic letters as we have them.
laaae Taylof, The Alphabet, 1. 169.

.acromegalia (ak"ro-me-ga'li-a.), n. Same as

*aa'omegaly.

acromegalic {ak"r6-me-gal'ik), a. and n. [As

acromegaly + -ic] I. a. Of the nature of or

relating to acromegaly.

II. n. A victim of the complaint known as

acromegaly.

^acromegaly (ak-ro-meg'a-H), n. [Gr. cKpov, ex-

tremity, +*/ieya?ua,< jityaQ {;ieyal-), great.] A
disease characterized by hypertrophy of the

bones and soft tissues of the face and extremi-

ties. It is thought to be due, possibly, to a morbid
change in the internal secretion of the pituitary body,

since this structure is also enlarged. Most of the so-

called 'giants ' owe their size to this disorder. Also called

Marie's disease.

^acromerOBticll(ak-ro-mer'o-stik),re. [Gr. mpog,

at the beginning or end,+ fupoi, part, + arixog,

line.] A short poem or stanza containing

several acrostics, as in the aeeompanying ex-

10

ample, in which the name 'Jesus' occurs four

times:

I nter cuncta micans I gniti sidera ccel I,

E'xpellit tenebraa Etoto Phoebus ut orb E;
S ic csGcas reniovet lESUS caliginis umbra S
V iviflcansque simul, V eroprsecordiamot U
3 olem JustitisB se S e probat esse beati S.

y. and Q., Feb. 26, 1887.

acromion, n. 3. In ichth., same as supraclavi-

cle; a shoulder-girdle bone above the clavicle.

acromiosternal (a-kro^mi-o-st^r'nal), a. Ec-
lating to the acromion process and the ster-

num.
acronus (ak'ro-nus), n.; pi. aeroni (-ni). [NL.,
<Gr. axpov, apex, summit.] In bot, a termi-
nal ovary; that is, one without a basal disk.

Necker.

Acronycta (ak-ro-nik'ta), n. [NL. (Ochsen-
heimer, 1816, as Acromcta; Treitschke, 1825,

as Acronycta), Gr. aKpdwnroi, of nightfall : see
acronyctous.] Aprominentandverylargegenus
of noctuid moths, synonymous with Apatela
(Hiibner, 1810).

acroparsesthesia (ak^ro-par-es-the'si-a), n.

[Gr. axpov, extremity, -I- jropd, beside, + olabrjaig,

perception, sensation (see parsesthesia). See
remark un^er *acroassifee«Ja.] 1. Parsesthesia
ofthehandsorfeet.—S. Excessive parsesthesia,
or petversion of normal sensation.

acroparalysis (ak''r9-pa-ral'i-sis),». [Gr. aKpov,

extremity, + nap&^vaii', paralysis.] Paralysis
which affects the extremities only.

acropathy (a-krop'a-thi), n. [Gr. oKpov, ex-
tremity, -I- noBog, disease.] Disease of the
hands or feet.

Acrophalll (ak-ro-fal'i), n.pl. [NL.,< Gr. mcpog,

at the extremity, + (jiaMog, phallus.] A group
of nemathelminths in which the cloaeal aper-
ture is at almost the extreme end of the body
on the ventral side.

acrophobia (ak-ro-fo'bi-a), n. [Gr. axpov, top-
most point,

+

(popeiv, fear.]' Morbid fear of great
heights.

acrophonic (ak-ro-fon'ik), a. [Gr. anpov, es.-

tremity, +^1'!^ sound.] Same as aerophoneUc.
acropolitan (ak-ro-pol'i-tan), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the acropolis or citadel of an ancient
Grecian city, especially that of Athens.

acrorhagUS (ak-ro-ra'gus), n.; pi. acrorhagi
(-ji). [NL.,prop. *'acrorrhagus,<Gv. dxpof, atthe
end,+ pa^(pay-), a grape, a berry.] One of the
marginal tubercles on the peristome of Actinia
bearing nematoeysts or stinging-cells.

acroscopic (ak-ro-skop'ik), a. [Gr. CKpov, apex,
-I- oKoireiv, see, + -ic] In bot., lo6king to-

ward (that is, on the side toward) the apex.
acrose (ak'ros), n. [L. acris, sharp,
+ -o«e.] A sugar which has been
shown to be identical with «-fruc-

tose. It has been prepared synthetically in
several ways, especially by the action of a
dilute solution of sodium hydroxid on glycerol
aldehyde. It is of special interest aa being
the first sugar containing six carbon atoms
to be prepared synthetically. It was also used
for the synthesis of ^{-glucose.

acrosome (ak'ro-som), n. [Gr. axpov,

apex, + aa/m, body.] In cyiol, the
body which forms the extreme ante-
riorportionofthespermatozoon. Von
Lenhossek, 1S9T. In the spermatozoa of
some animals the acrosome is spur- or hook-
shaped and is thus adapted for boring itsway
into the egg.

Acrospeira (ak-ro-spi'ra), n. [NL.
(Berkeley and Broome,"1857', < Gr.
aKpov, tip,+ ffjTKpa, coil.] Amonotypic
genus of hyphomycetousfungi having
erect branched sporophores spirally
bent at the tips, and bearing simple
spherical, blaek, rough spores. A.
mirabilis sometimes destroys the ripe
fruit of Spanish chestnuts ( Castanea)

.

acrosperm (aJi'ro-spferm), n. [Gr. j

—

£
anpov, tip, + airepfia, seed.] In bot.,

an angiosperm of the group or class
which are supposed by Treub to have Diagram of

been originally fertilized through the fa,e s'^™°i-
chalaza instead of the mieropyle— tozoan.

the Acrospermse. Compare *pleuro- ._
" =?«'

unprm
" ^

.
body.oracio-

sptrrrn. some; d, nu-

Acrostalagmus (ak"ro-sta-lag'mus),
k^"^;^'^°j'

n. [NL. (Corda, 1838), referring to dupUcel'e,

the drop-like conidia at the tips of
[i^J^',"!',

.

°l

the conidiophores, < Gr. dicpor, tip, aiiai
'

'fUal

-I- arahryfidg, a drop.] A genus of
"j^J^'^''"'''

hyphomycetous fungi having erect
verticillate-branched conidiophores and simple
conidia collected in globular masses at their

act

-/

Acrostaiagmus cinnabarinus.

a, a branching conidiophore, enlarged : b, one of the branchlets,

showing the globular masses of conidia, greatly magnified.

tips. A. cinnabarinus is a common species oc-

curring on decaying vegetable matter.

Acrostichese (a-kros-tik'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Acrostichum + -ex.] A tribe of polypodia-

oeous ferns, typified by the genus Acrostichum.
It comprises genera of varying habit and venation but
readily associated by similarity in fructification, the

naked sporangia overspreading at least a portion of the

under surface of the wholly or partially metamorphosed
fertile frond.

acrosticlioid (a-kros'ti-koid), a. Pertaining
to the fern genus Acrostichum-, or to the tribs

Acrostiehex.

Acrostichum (a-kros'ti-kum), n. [NL., so

called in allusion to the 'acrostic' appearance
of the spores : see aerostic] A genus of tropi-

cal ferns, largely American. The species are di-

verse, and are sometimes referred to other genera. In
general they are long-leaved, rather coarse species, with
mostly simple or pinnate fronds. No less than twenty
species have been advertised in American horticulture
catalogues. They are treated as greenhouse plants,

Acrotidse (a-krot'i-de), n. pi. [Aerotus +
-idx.] A family of deep-sea fishes remotely
allied to the mackerels: notable for the very
soft, rag-like body and the absence of spines
and ventral fins.

Acrotinae (ak-ro-1i'ne), n.pl. lAcrotus + -inx.]
The subfamilybfragfishes, of the family /coste-

idx, typified by Acrotus willoughbyi.

acrotonOUS(a-krot'o-nu8), a. [< Gr. aKpm, apex,
+ rdvog, cord.] In bot., extending to the apex:
applied to the tissue of the pollen-sac of or-

chids when prolonged to the upper end of the
anther.
Acrotreta (ak-ro-tre'ta), n. [NL., < Gr. ciKpog,

at the top, -i- Tp^rdg, bored through, perforated. ]
A genus of extinct brachiopods with a flat dor-
sal valve and a subcorneal ventral valve per-
forated at the top: from the Cambrian and
Silurian beds of Europe and America.

Acrotretidae(ak-ro-tre'ti-de), n.pl. [NL., i Ac-
rotreta + -idx.] A family of inarticulate
brachiopods of early Paleozoic age, embracing
the genera Acrotreta, Conotreta, Acrothele, and
lAnnarssoma.
Acrotus (ak'ro-tus), n. [NL., given as from
Gr. " aKpoTog, without oars (ventral fins)" ; but
there is no such form. Cf . Gr. anparog, without
noise, < d- priv. -f- Kpdrog, a rattling, a clap-
ping.] A genus of deep-sea fishes represented
by A. willoughbyi. This species, once taken on the
coast of Washington, is usually placed in the family
Acrotidse, next to Icosteidse.

act, n—Ballot Act. Same as Beform BUI (which see,
in Cyclopedia of Names).— Carey Act, an act of Congress
donating one million acres of desert land to each State
containing such land, upon condition that the land do-
nated be reclaimed by irrigation at the expense of the
State.—Desert Act. Same as Carey itAct.—'Ra.ia'b. Act,
an act of the United States Congress in 1887 which gave
to each State and Territory $15,000 a year for the estab-
lishment of an agricultural experiment station (see ifogri-
cultural), to be a department of the land-grant college
(see Morrill *A.e^ except where a separate station al-

ready existed. The fund is maintained by an annual
appropriation.—Morrill Act. (a) An act of the United
States Congress in 1862 which provided for the mainte-
nance of at least one college in each State, the chief oi)ject
of which should be instruction in the branches of learn-
ing related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, though
other scientific and classical studies were not excluded
and instruction in military tactics was included. For
this purpose a grant was made of 30,000 acres of public
land for each senator and representative, the proceeds
of sale to be invested as an endowment. (6) A second act
(1890) which provided for an annual appropriation, to be
increased in ten years from $16,000 to a permanent sum
of $26,000 from the proceeds of the sale of public land,
for the more complete endowment of these institutions.
Thia income could be applied only to instrucljon (with
facilities) In agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English



act
language, and other branches directly related to indus-
trial lile.— Scalp Act, in the United States, a statute
which provides for the payment by a State of a bounty
or reward for the destruction of certain animals deemed
to be injurious to agriculture. It is usually provided
that the reward shall be paid upon the production of the
heads or scalps of the animals destroyed.—Sherman
Act, an act of Congress of July U, 1890, directing the
setretary of the treasury to purchase monthly 4,600,000
ounces of fine silver bullion, or so much thereof as might
be offered, at the marlcet rate, not to exceed a for STIJ
grains of 8ne silver. It was repealed In 1893.

Actiad (ak'ti-ad), n. [Gr. 'Axria, the Actian
games, + -acP-. Cf. Olympiad.} The space of
four Actian years ; the four years intervening
between one celebration of the Actian games
and the next. See Actian.

actinally(ak'ti-nal-i), adv. Toward, or having
reference to, the" actinal or oral side of an
echinodermf orally.

Actinaria (ak-ti-na'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of *actinarius,<GrV. aln-k (am-iv-), a ray.] The
flesh-corals, a suborder of Anthozoa, usually
with 6 (or a multiple of 6) simple tentacles and
no skeleton. It includes Actinia, Adamsia, Ce-
rianthus, and other genera.
actine (ak'tin), n. A ray of a monaxon or rod-
like megasclere of a sponge.

actinellidan (ak-ti-nel'i-dan), a. and n. I.
a. Pertaining to or having the characters of
the AcUnellida.

II, n. One of the Actinellida.

acting, p. a. 2. Performing, or used in per-
forming, stage-plays.- Acting edition (of a play),
one which contains full stage-directions for the informa-
tion of the playei's.

II. n. The profession of an actor or player.

actinian (ak-tin'i-an), a. and n. [^Actinia +
-an.'] I. a. Pertaining to or resembling an
actinia. ^

II. n. An animal of the family Actiniidse
or of the order AcUnUdea.
actiniarian (ak-tin-i-a'ri-an), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or having tte characters of the
Actiniaria.

II. n. One of the Actiniaria.

Actinic ^ocus, i^Ilght, Aphotometer. See the nouns.
— Actinic plane a plane of maximum actinic activity in
a system of standing light*waves. According to Wiener,
such planes pass through the loops of the system, and at
right angles to the path of the waves.—Actinic *Tay,
^spectnim. See the nouns.

actinicism (ak-tin'i-sizm), n. {actinic + -dsm.j

Same as actinism.

actinicity (ak-ti-nis'i-ti), n. Chemical or pho-
tographic activity ; a property of rays of the
spectrum by which chemical reactions are pro-
duced or promoted. Same as actinism.

Actinidia (ak-ti-nid'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. oKrig

(oKTiv-), a ray, + dim. -toiov.'] A genus of twin-
ing shrubs, of about eight species, natives of

eastern Asia and members of the family Tern-
Strcemiacese. About half of the species are in cultiva-

tion for covering arbors and porches, A. arguta being the
most common species. The leaves are large and ovate,

and are more or less toothed or serrate ; the flowers are

small and whitlah. The species are hardy and useful

climbers.

Actiniidea (ak-tin-i-id'f-a), n.pl. [NL., Irreg.

< Actinia + -id-ea.] Aii order of zoantharian
Anthozoa consisting of colonial or solitary Zo-
antharia cryptoparamera, with or without a
skeleton The mesenteries are arranged in cycles (each
cycle usually consisting of 12 couples of equal size), and
the tentacles equal the mesenteries in number. It con-

t»ins the Actiniidse, Corallimorphidse, Ilyanthidx, Lipo-

nemides, Amphianthidee, Dendractidm, and Thaiaedan-
thidee.

actinine (ak ' ti - nin), a. ^Actinia + -mei.]

Actinian.

actinioid (ak-tin'i-oid), a. [Actinia + -otd.] Re-
sembling a sea-anemone or actinian.

Actiniomorpha (ak-tin"i-o-m6r'fa), n. pi.

[NL., < Actinia + Gr. uop^ii, form.] A sub-

class of Anthozoa including Actinaria, Antipa-

tharia, and Madreporaria.

actinism, n. 3. In bot., the chemical action

of sunlight on plants.

Actinistia (ak-ti-nis'ti-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

anTk, a ray, + lariov, a web (?).] A suborder

of extinct ganoid fishes ranging from the Car-

boniferous to the Jurassic. They are characterized

among other things by having the interspinous bones of

each dorsal and anal fln fused into a single piece.

actiniumi n. 1. This supposed chemical element, of

a metallic character, was announced by Phipson in 1881

as obtained from a commercial white pigment consisting

mainly of oxid and sulphid of zinc with sulphate of ba-

rium. It was described as forming a white sulphid which

became brown and finally blacit under the aotionof the

sun's rays, the blackening being prevented by screening

the surface with a plate of glass, and removed when the

darkened surface was exposed to air in the absence of

2. A radioactive substance found by Debierne
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to exist in the residues remaining from pitch-

blende after the extraction of the uranium: a
new radio-element closely related in its chem-
ical behavior to lanthanum, from which it has
not as yet been found possible to separate it

completely, it has not been obtained in a state of suf-

ficient purity to give any characteristic spectrum and is

Identified and recognized entirely by its radioactive prop-

erties. Actinium itself has not been found to emit a ra-

diation but undergoes disintegration with the formation

of a series of radioactive products known as radioactin-

ium, actinium-X, actinium emanation, actinium A, actin-

ium B, and actinium C. Of these, the first, second, third,

and ^fth emit alpha-rays, the fourth beta-rays, and the
sixth beta- and gamma-rays (see irobscure rays). These
products are present in all ordinary actinium prepara-

tions. The occurrence of actinium indicates that it is a
disintegration product of uranium, although its genetic

relationship to ionium and radium has not yet been es-

tablished. Actinium is identical with the emanium of

Glesel. See -kemanation.

M. and Mme. Curie, with the collaboration of MM.
Bemont and Debierne, succeeded in establishing the
existence of three new radio-active substances in pitch-

blende : radium associated with the barium in the min-
eral, and closely resembling it in its chemical properties

;

polonium associated with the bismuth, and actinium, with
the thorium. J. J, Thomson, Elect, and Matter, p. 141.

ActlnlniB rays, Becquerel rays emitted by the disinte-

gration products of actinium. See obscure krays.

actinoblast (ak-tin'o-bl&st), n. [Gr. dfcr/f

(anTiv-), ray, + /SXaor'df, germ.] . In sponges,
the mother-cell, in which is formed each ray
of a radiate spicule ; a scleroblast.

actinobranch (ak-tin'o-brank), m. [NL. oc*s-

nolyranchia, < Gr. d/cWf ("aKT4»-),ray, + hranchia,
gill.] One of the gill-like vascular organs
found in certain anthozoans.

actinobranchia (ak*ti-n6-brang'ki-a), n.
;

pi.

actinobranchias (-e). [NL.] Same as *aeUno-
hranch.

actinocarp (ak-tin'o-karp), n. [Gr. axrlg (aicriv-),

ray, + Kapndg, fruit (carpel).] A plant having
the carpels or placentas radiating from the
central axis of the fruit.

actinocarpic (ak"ti-n6-kar'pik), a. In tot., of
the nature of an actinocarp.

Actinocephalidse (ak''''ti-nd-se-fal'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Actinocephalus + 4dse.'i A family of
cephaline Gregarinida. The sporonts are always
solitary; epimerite symmetric, simple or with appen-
dages ; cysts dehiscing by simple rupture; spores navicu-
lar, bicouic, or cylindric, with conic extremities. They
are mostly parasites In the alimentary canal of carniv-
orous arthropods. The family contains Actinocephalus,
Antkorhyrbchus, Stictospora, Schneideria, and other
genera.

Actinocephalus (ak"ti-n6-sef'a-lus), n. [NL.,
< (Jr. d/crif (aKTiv-), ray, + KCipakfi, head.] The
typical genus of the family ActinocephaUdss.
Stein, 1848.

Actinoceras (ak-ti-nog'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.
d/cTi'c (uKTiv-), ray, -f- /c^paf,'liom.] A genus of
nautiloid cephalopods typical of the family
Aotinoceratidee.

actinoceratid (ak'ti-no-ser'a-tid), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to the Actinoceraiidx.

II, n. One of the Aotinoceratidee.

ActinoceratidsB (ak'ti-no-se-rafi-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Actinoceras + -idle.'] A family of lon-
gicoue nautiloid cephalopods. They have the si-

phuncle more or less filled wlth^alcareous deposits which
may radiate into and even fill the chambers of the shell.

The family includes several important genera, namely,
Actiiwcerae, Hormoeeras, and Tretoceras, chiefly of Si-

lurian age.

actinocrinid(ak''''ti-n6-krin'id), o. and». I. a.

Pertaining or related to the Actinoerinidse.

II. n. An encrinite of the family AcUno-
crinidse.

Actinoerinidse, n. pi. 2. In Wachsmuth's
classification, the third family of the camerate
crinoids. They have a monocyclic base, three radial
plates in the cup, fixed brachials large and interradials
numerous, arms stout, usually biserial and simple, with
long pinnules, and food-grooves subtegminal. The family
is a large one and issometimes divided into Actinoerinidse
and Batocrinidse. It Is represented by numerous genera
and species of Paleozoic age occurring in the formations
from the Lower Silurian to the Carboniferous.

actinogram (ak-tin'o-gram), n. [Gr. d/crif

(d/crjc-), ray, + ypd/i/ia, what is written.] 1.

A record of the chemical activity of light

made by means of the actinograph.— 2. An
impression made on a sensitized photographic
plate by the Eontgen or Becquerel rays.

actinograph, ».—Hurter and Driffield's actino-
graph, a slide-and-roUer calculating-machine for deter-
mining photographic exposures. A cylinder, carrying a
chart which shows geographically the intensity of day-
light for every hour ot each day of the year, is fitted in a
light box. The slide next this cylinder is furnished with
two scales, one marked for lens-apertures and the other
set out for exposures. Next to this is a small pointer
slide which is adjusted to a fixed plate-speed scale and

actinometer

Indicates the exposure for each of six selected typical
meteorological conditions. The instrument is plotted
tor any desired latitude.

actinographic (ak"ti-n6-graf'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to actinography or the actinograph;
obtained by means of the actinograph.
actinography (ak"ti-nog'ra-fi), n. [As ac-
tinograph + -y^.] The registration of actinic
power by means of the actinograph.

Actinoidea (ak-ti-noi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
d/o-(f (d/cTfi'-), ray, + ilSog, form.] Same as
Crimoidea.

actinolite, n. 2. A trade-name of an appa-
ratus by which the ultra-violet rays may be
employed in the treatment of cutaneous dis-

eases.

actinologist (ak-ti-nol'o-jist), n. [actinology
+ 4st.] One who is versed in the study of the
Aetinozoa, or the sea-anemones, corals, and
related forms.
actinologue (ak-tin'o-log), n. [Gt. d/cWf (aicnv-),

ray, + A6yog, analogy, proportion (?).] In a
radiate animal, as a sea-anemone or an echi-
noderm, any organ or other part of an actino-
mere which corresponds to another in a differ-

ent actinomere.
actinology, n. 2. The study of the Aetinozoa

:

as, the actinology of the South Atlantic.

actinolyte (ak-tin'o-Ut), n. [Gr. d/cn'f, ray, +
Xvt6c, < Xieiv, dissolvcj separate.] 1. A chemir
cal compound analyzable into its components
by light.— 2. Any substance in which light

effects a marked sensible change.
actinolytic (ak'ti-no-lit'ik), a. Pertaining to
or of the nature of an aetinolyte.

Actinomeris (ak"ti-nom'e-ris), n. [NL., < Gr.
d/cTif (d/cnv-), a ray, + fiipoc, a part.] A small
genus of North American Compositse, of which
one or two are sometimes grown in gardens.
The cultivated species are perennials, to be
treated after the manner of perennial sun-
flowers.

actinometer, n. chemical actinometers measure
the energy of radiation by its chemical effects. Bun-
sen measured the amount of hydrochloric acid made by
sunshine from a mixture of hydrogen and chlorin ; Mar-
chand measured the amount of carbonic-acid gas liber-

ated from a solution of perchlorld of iron and oxalic acid
by the use of his antiphotypimeter. Photographic acti-

nometers measure the Intensity of the shade produced on
a sensitized plate by an exposure during one unit of time.
Vapor actinometers measure the volume of liquid (water,
alcohol, or ether) evaporated in a unit of time. Thermal
actinometers measure the heating effect of radiation by
many different devices: sometimes called pyrheliometers.
De Saussure used the simple hot box ; Sir John Herschel, a
large thermometer-bulb filled with a blue liquid ; PouUlet,
a measured volume of water inplosed in a blackened cyl-

inder, the temperature of the water being given by a ther-
mometer within it ; Crova and Vlolle, a black-bulb ther-
mometer within a large spherical inclosure kept at
uniform temperature ; Arago, as modified by Davy, a ^air
of bright- and black-bulb thermometers each inclosed in a
plane-glass spherical envelop from which the air has been
exhausted : when exposed to the sunshine the black bulb
attains a higher temperature than the bright bulb, and the
difference between the two is an index of the amount of
heat which penetrates the glass envelop. The complete
theory of this action was published by Ferrel in 1886.
Langley used a fine wire coated with lamp-black, the inten-
sity of an electric current flowing thi'ough the wire being
shown by a delicate galvanometer and varying with the
temperature of the wire. Hutchins, following Mellon!
and Tyndall, employed a delicate thermo-electric junc-
tion together with a galvanometer ; Chwolsou, a pair of
plates one of which is exposed to the sunshine while the
other is in the shade, the difference of temperature being
shown by the intensity of a thermo-electric current ; and
Angstrfim, in his electrically compensated actinometer,
two thin strips alternately exposed and shaded, the dif-

ference of tem-
perature being

*

measured by the
intensity of the
electric current
needed to bring
them both to the
same tempera-
ture.-Absolute
actinometer,
an apparatus for
determining in
absolute units
the total quan-
tity of heat re-

ceived at any
place during any
time by radia-
tion, as distin-

guished from
the relative
measurements
made with an
ordinary acti-
nometer.— Dra-
per's actinom-
eter, an ac-
tinometer which
measures the ac-

tion of light by
the weight of

ViolU's Actinometer (cross-section). (Seep.12.) Carbon dloxld



actinometer
disengaged by It from a solution of fenic oxalate. It
was devised by Professor Henry Draper.— BtChardson'S
actLaomelier,aninstrument for measuringandrecording
the intensity of the chemically active rays of the sun by
means of the expansion of dry chlorin gas.— ROBCOe'B ac-
tinometer, an actinometer devised by Sir Henry Roscoe
for measuring the action of light by the use of paper sen-
sitized with silver chlorid. The paper, fixed round a
drum moved by clockwork, is periodically exposed behind
a hole in a thin sheet of brass fastened over the drum.

—

Stajlley*S actinometer, an actinometer for measuring
the actinicity of light by the length of time required to
bring a piece of sensitized paper to a standard tint.—
Vlolle'B actinometer, a black-bulb thermometer placed
at the center of a spherical metallic inclosure wliich is
kept at a known constant temperature by the flow of
water within its double walls. A small aperture allows
sunshine to fall upou the thermometer-bulb, whose rate
of warming is observed.

Actinometric degrees, the calculated quantity of radi-
ant energy received by an actinometer in any given in-
terval of time as expressed on any arbitrary scale.

actinomyces, n. 2. \_cap.'] [>rL. (Harz, 1877).]
A genus of fungi of doubtful relationship. The
type is A. bovis, the ray-fungus. See actino-
myces, 1.

actinomycotic (ak*ti-no-mi-kot'ik), a. \_*acii-

nomycosis{-ot-) + -ic] Resembling, related to,
or caused by the ray-fungus or actinomyces.
Jour. Exper. Med., V. 179.

Actinomyxidia (ak'''ti-n6-mik-sid'i-a), n. pi.
[NL., < Gt. a-KTig (aicnv-), ray, -I- /tifa, slime
+ -idia. ] A group of peculiar parasites found
in fresh-water oligoehsetes. They are regarded by
some as being intermediate between Xyxospt^idia and
Xaozoa, while others consider them as belonging to the
former group. Stole, 1899.

Actinonema (ak'ti-no-ne'ma), n. [NL. (Per-
soon, 1822), < Gr. dxrif, ray

J"
-I- vijim, thread.]

A genus of Fungi Imperfecti characterized by
pycnidia produced upon a superficial layer of
radiating mycelium. The spores aie hyaline and
mostly two-celled. A. roese is a common species wliich
attacks leaves of roses. See -kleaf-blotch.

actinophore, »— Epazlal actlnophores, in ichth.,

uodules of bone or cartilage between the dorsal rays and
the intemeural spines.— Hypaxial actinopbores, in'
icfdh., nodules of bone or cartilage between the anal
rays and the interhemal spines.

Actino^oda (ak-ti-nop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., <
(Jr. anTic (aKTiv-), ray, -1- ttov'c (iroS-), foot.] An
order of Bolothurioidea. The tentacles and podia
are supplied by the five radial canals of the water-vascular
system springing from the circular canal. The order in-

cludes the families Holothuriid/e, CvcumariidsB, Molpa-
diidx, Elpidiidx, and PetagaUiuriidx.

Actinopteria (ak'-'ti-nop-te'ri-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. d/crif (d/cnv-), ray, -I- Trrepiiw^Trrcpii), feather
(wing).] Agenus of Paleozoic aviculoid shells.
They have a well-defined auricle and wing and radial sur-
face-plications which cover the latter. Abundant in the
Devonian fonnations of America and Europe.

Actiliopterygia(ak-ti-nop-te-rij'i-a)^ n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. afcrif (aicni>-), a ray, -I- irTepvyim, a
fin.] A great group of fishes including all of

the living bony fishes except the Dipnoi or
lung-fishes and, usually, the Crassopterygn or
fringe-finned ganoids. The term Teleosiomi is

more commonly used and usually embraces all

of the living bony fishes.

actinosome (ak'ti-no-som), n. Same as aciijio-

s»ma.
addnostome, n. 2. The pentagonal area in
the center of the oral surface of an eehinoderm
which is occupied by the peristome and mouth.

actinostomial (ak'''ti-no-st6'mi-al), a. [NL.
*»ctino$tomiaUs, < acUnostomium, aetinostome. ]

Pertaining or relating to the aetinostome : as,

the actinostomial ring in Asteroidea.

actinostomons (ak-ti-nos'to-mus), a. [Gr.

d(cr/f, ray, + ard/ia, mouth.] In iot., radiating

round the mouth : applied specially to the ra-

diate structure round the ostioles of certain

lichens.

Actinostroma (ak-ti-no-stro'ma), n. [NL., <

Gr. d/cr/f, ray, -1- OTpoi/M, bed.] A genus of

hydrocoralline hydrozoans. They grew in spread-

ing masses and exhibited, in vertical section, a series of

radial pillars extending more or less continuously through
successive layecs. An abundant reef-building organism
in the Devonian.

actinotherapentic (ak'ti-no-ther-a-pu'tik), a.

Pertaining to the therapeutic use of certain

rays of light, especially in the treatment of

cutaneous diseases.

actinotherapy (ak"ti-n6-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.

mcrtf (oKTiv-), ray, -I- Bepairela, cure.] Same as

*r<xd%otherapy.

actinotrocha (ak^ti-no-ti-o'ka), n. [NL., < Gr.

d*rtf (uKTiv-), a ray, + rpoxii (?), a wheel, a

ring.] The peculiar larval form of Phoronis,

an aberrant genus of marine worms of doubtful

affinities, being sometimes classed with the
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Three stages in the Metamorphosis of the Actinotrocha into
Phoronis. A. Actinotrocha larva with the invagination (f), which
will fomi the trunk of the Phoronis larva, beginning to appear.
S, stage with the invagination partly extruded. C, stage when
the extrusion is complete and the alimentary canal has passed into
it. (C is after Metschnikoff.) a, mouth ; b, anus ; c, invagination
which ultimately forms the greater part of the body of the adult.
(From " Cambridge Natural History."}

Gephyrea, sometimes with the Molluscoidea,
and sometimes with the Hemichordata.

action, n,, 1 1 (b). in the pianoforte the action is

said to be neavjif or light, hard or 6agy, according to the
amount of resistance to the finger ; deep or ihaXLow, ac-
cording as the dip of the keys is great or small ; repeating
if th e mechanism permits repetition of the stroke without
allowing the keys to rise to their original position, etc.

;

and the word is also extended to the ped^ mechanism.
In the or^an (besides the above usages) the action is called
an ele<Arie,pmwmaiic, or tracker actum, according as
the mechanism connecting the keys with the valves varies
in construction; and the word is also extended to the
stop mechanism. Furthermore, in the organ the action
is said to be extertded when the keyboards are placed at
some distance from the case in which are the pipes.

13. In psychol., bodily movement, in so far as
it is directly preceded, accompanied, or fol-

lowed by consciousness. Some psychologists dis-

tinguish this as the exterTial voluntary action from an in-

ternal voluntary action, in which the effect of the initial

volition is itself a mental process, a change in the train
of ideas which does not m^iifest itself by any sort of ex-
ternal symptom. Others use the phrase aetimb of the
mind loosely as the equivalent of mentaZfunction or m^n-
tal activity.

A voluntary action consists, in the first place, of a feel-

ing, in which the tendency of the will is manifested ; sec-

ondly, of a change in ideational content which may be
accompanied by an external effect mediated by the or-

gans of movement; and thirdly, of the general idea of
the dependence of this change upon the whole trend of
consciousness.
W. Wundt (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 233.

14, In mech., the sum of the average momenta
of the elements of a moving system, each mul-
tiplied by the distance through which it moves.
—Action consclouaness. See ifeonsciousness.— Action

' ex contractu, a civil action in which the rights of the
parties are subject to the law of contracts as distinguished
from the law of torts.—Action ez delicto, a civil action
in which the rights of the parties are subject to the law
of torts as distinguished from the law of contracts.—Ao
tion tbeory, a psychophysical theory which correlates
the attributes of sensation with definite phases of the pas-
sage from excitation to discharge in the cerebral cortex

:

its quality and intensity with locality and sti'ength of ex-,

citation ; itsvalue and vividnesswith locality and strength
of discharge. B. Muneterberg, Harvard Psychol. Stud., I.

iv.—Automatic action, in psychol., a term used, with
various shades of meaning, to denote action which,
originally voluntary, has become more or less mechani-
cal.— ContlnuouB action, in mech., action in the same
direction, without a reversal. The action of a circular
saw or band-saw or a dynamo is continuous ; that of an
engine-piston is alternating.—Directive action, action
which tends to cause a body possessed of polarity, as a
magnet or a crystal, to take some certain position in the
field of force in which it lies. See the extract.

If the attraction with parallel axes exceeds that with
crossed axes there must be a directive action resisting
the turn from the crossed to the parallel positions.

J. H. Poynting, Smithsonian E«p. 1901, pp. 209, 210.

Dynamic action, in tociol., an action in which the end
is sought mediately : opposed to static action, in which
the end is soughtlmmediately.—Funicular action. See
*/«»»M!Mtor.—Impulsive action, in psychol., a simple
voluntary action determined by a single motive. W.
IFundt (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 232.— In-
stinctive action, in psychol., action founded on a con-
genital, instinctive basis, but consciously motived by ac-
quired experience. Morgan, Habit and Instinct, p. 136.

-—Joint action, a civil action in which several parties,
having the same or similar rights in the subject-matter of
the suit, are joined as plaintiffs or defendants.—Law
of mass action, in pays, ehem., the statement that
when any substance in solution enters into, a chemical
reaction the amount of tlie reaction in the unit of time
is proportional to the active mass of the substance, that

activity

is, to the number of gram-molecules of the substance

contained in one liter of the solution.—Law Of recip-

rocalaction. See *2aw.—Local action. (*) In an elec-

tric battery, the developmcntof electrical energy by chem-

ical action on the elements of the battery even when the

outer circuit is open. Such local internal circuits weaken
the effective or useful current, (c) In dynamo-electric

machines, wasteful internal circuits in the pole-pieces or

cores ; eddy, parasitic, or Foucauit currents.— Multi-
plicity of actions, a term used in equity jurisprudence

wherein a court of chancery has jurisdiction to compel

the consolidation of several suits where the issue in till

can he determined in a single action. A suit in such a

court may be brought to prevent a 'multiplicity of ac-

tions. — FsycJbiomotoraction, in psychol. , action which
occurs as the direct response to a perception or idea.

The term includes ideomotor and sen^oriTnotor action.—

Selective action in psychd., action which results from
the clash in consciousness of two ormore impulses. £. B.

Titehener, Outline of Psychol., p. 266.— Static action.
See dynamic -kaction.— Volitional action, in psychol.,

a term used, with various shades of meaning, to denote
action which involves the exercise of active attention.

action-extension (ak ' shon-eks-ten"shon), n.

In pianoforte-maMng, a wooden rod which
transfers the motion of the key-tail to the

whip. Its length varies with the size and arrangement
of the action. Analogous to sticher in organ-building.

See cut ander pianoforte.

action-rail (ak'shon-ral), n. In pianoforte-

making, abarorraii extending across the action

from side to side, to which are pivoted the

movable parts of all the hammers and damp-
ers. See cut undeT pianoforte.
action-time (ak'shon-tim), n. In psychol., a
term occasionally used for the simple reaction-

time.
activ, a. A simplified spelling of active.

activate,®.*. 2. Inj)A^«Jcs, to render active;

specifically, to make radioactive by exposure
to the influence of a radioactive substance;
to ionize. See *radioactivity.

J. Elster and H. Geitel describe their method of study-
ing the radio-activity of the atmosphere in places removed
from physical or meteorological laboratories.. In these
measurements it is necessary to maintain the body to be
activated for several hours at a negative potential of
several thousand volts.

Sei. Amxr. Sup., Apr. 18, 1903, p. 22816.

activated (ak'ti-va"ted), p. a. In physics, in

a state or condition of acquired radioactivity

;

ionized.

They find that underground air is not like activated
air, but rather resembles radium and thorium com-
pounds, which, Willie neutral themselves, are capable of
ionizing gases by means of the free ions they emit.

Elee. World and Engineer, Jan. 10, 1903, p. 86.

activation (ak-ti-va'shon), n. The act of ren-
dering active or the state of being activated

;

specifically, in physics, the process or method
of producing radioactivity in a body by expo-
sure to the influence of a radioactive substance
or otherwise ; the state or condition of being
radioactive ; ionization.

active, a. 9. In j)s^ctoZ., representative of a
type pf character whose dominant character-
istic is a natural and constantly renewed ten-
dency to action— Active ^congestion, -'^mass,
•pressure, ^principle. See the nouns.—Active de-
posit, in radioactimty, a substance deposited by the
emanation from a radioactive material, as radium or
thorium, and Itself capable of producing excited activity
in neighboring bodies.—Active mateilal (of a storage-
cell), in elect., the substance or substances which change
chemically during charge and discharge.— Active verb,
a verb which expresses action. It may be (a) active
transitive, in which the action passes from the subject or
agent to an object : as, the sun gives light ; or it may be
ib) active intransitive, in which the action is confined to
the subject : as, the sun shines.—Active voice in gram.,
that form or aspect of a verb in which the subject of the
verb a represented as acting. See active, 8.

activital (ak-tiv'i-tal), a. [activity + -al.'] Re-
lating to action as opposed to thought. J. W.
Powell.

Full knowledge of aboriginal character may be gained
only through study of both the actiwJtal habits and the
intellectual systems of the aborigines ; for in every stage
of human development, action and thought are concomi-
tant and complementary.

Hep. Bur. Am. Ethnol., 1897-98, p. 825.

activity, n. 6. In psychol., a self-determina-
tion of mental process, experienced or in-
ferred, especially characteristic of the cona-
tive consciousness. The term has been variously
and loosely used in modern psychology. In those sys-
tems which are still dominated by philosophical influ-
ences it denotes a primary and irreducible experience of
self-causation or free initiative. To the psychologist
who looks upon mind as a system of organic functions
activity is given with the direction of the course of con-
sciousness, knowingly or unknowingly, upon a determi-
nate end : a partic'lar mental process is the first term of
a definite series, the remaining members of which it
evokes in their order, while the series reaches its natural
conclusion when the end is attained. In this sense, how-
ever, mental activity becomes practically synonymous
with mental function itself, since the limiting cases of
anoetlc sentience and involuntary movement are still
self-determined in just so far as consciousness is in-
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yolved in them. Lastly, there are psychologistB who, speak mcorrectly, < aKvpog, unauthorized, im-
Investigating mind as a stream o( mental proceaaes, nmnfir r^ n nHv + idmnr a.ll«lnln^^r^ + /i4v/v
predicate of it neither activity nor passivity, but hold P™P^r iS «- P"^- T ™P°f' auwonty;, + Myog,
that the antithesis of active and paaalve has no more speecii.J J! auJty diction. [Bare.]
place within psychology than the antithesis of subjective AcVStOSporea (a-sis"t6-8p6're-a) ,n.pl. [NL.

,

and objective. However, they still employ the terms, in < &r. a- priv. + Kvarig, bladder,' + airdpog, seed
obedience to traditional usage, as descriptive names of
mental states or mental complexes ; they speak, for ex-
ample, of 'active' attention, meaning attention that is
equivocally conditioned; and of a 'feeling of activity'
which accompanies the state of active attention. Such
a terminology, however harmless in intention, can only
add to the existing confusion.

actol (ak'tol), n. [act + -ol.'\ A trade-name

(see spore).'} A suborder of Sporozoa, of the
order Hxmosporidia. it contains those forms in
which the trophozoite is an ammbold hemamoeba or is of
simple body form and is typically endoglobular through-
oiitthe schizogonous cycle. An alternation of hosts occurs
in many cases, schizogony tallying place usuallyin a warm-
blooded vertebrate host, while sporogony occurs in an
invertebrate host, usually an arthropod. Compare *ff«-

for silver lactate, C^SgOgAg, a substance mosporm.
used as a soluble antiseptic. It must be kept Acystosporidia (a-sis''''t6-spo-rid'i-a), n. pi.
from the sunlight,

Actuality theory, in psyehol., the theory that psychol-
ogy deals with the immediate and underived reality of
experience, while the natural sciences, as abstracting
from the knowing subject, deal only with mediate expe-
rience ; opposed to the theory of suistanticUity or of
mmd-stiietance. W. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol.,
p. 314.

actuarial! (ak-tu-a'ri-an), a. Same as actua-
rial.

acnate, a. 3. Having an elongate smooth
form pointed at one end; needle-shaped: ap-
plied to sponge-spicules.

II. n. An acuate monactinellid sponge-
spicule.

aculeolus (ak-u-le'o-lus), n.; pi. aculeoU (-li).

[NL. (L. as a doubtful reading), dim. of acu-
leus: see aculeits.'\ In hot,, a minute aculeus

[NL., as Acystospor-ea + 4d4a.'\ A group of
protozoan cell-parasites infestingcertain verte-
brates. They are found mainly in red blood-corpuscles,
bu t also in the kidney, liver, and intestinal epithelium. In
blood they cause hypertrophy of the corpuscles and dimi-
nution of the hemoglobin. They are associated with
malaria in man and with Texas fever in cattle. See -kBee-
TnameebidsB and ieOymnoBpondia.

ad, V. A simplified spelling of add.
Ada (a'da), n. [NL., appar. from the feminine
name Ada.} A genus containing two species
of epiphytal orchids native to northern South
America, sometimes grown in choice collec-
tions under the same conditions as Odontoglos-
sum.
adactylia (a-dak-til'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. d- priv.

-f- dd/cTU/lof, finger or toe: see dactyl.'] In tera-

fol., a congenital lack of some or all of the
fingers or toes

Same as *a«toc-

or prickle.

acuminate, a. (c) In ichth., drawn out in a adactylism (a-dak'til-izm)
long point: said of the fins.

acupunctuate (ak-u-pungk'tu-at), V. t.; pret.

and pp. acupuHctuated) ppr. acupunetuaUng.
[L. acus, needle, + punctuare, prick : see punc-
tuate.'] To prick with a needle ; acupuncture.
acupunctuation (ak'''u-pungk-Ju-a'shon), n.

Same as acupuneturaiion.

adagio, adv. and a. Special varieties of movement
or style are indicated by adding other terms, as : adagio
assai or TnoltOj very slow ; adagio non troppo, slow, but
not too much so ; adagio camtaMle or sostenuto, slow, with
a flowing or sustained movement ; adagio patetico, slow
and with pathos ; adagio pesante, slow, with heavy ac-
cents ; adagio religioso, slow and in the church style ; etc.

acuta (a-kii'ta), n. [NL.: see acute, a.] In adalid (ad-a-led'), n. [Sp., a chief or com-
organ-building, an unusually shrill mixture
stop.

Acutalis (ak-u-ta'lis), n. [NL. (Fairmaire,
1846), < L. acutus, pointed.] A genus of tree-

hoppers of the homopterous family Membra-
cidx. A. dorsalin is found in considerable numbers on
grape-vines in the northern United States in July. It is

known as the black-backed tree-hopper.

acUteneSSf n. {e) in musical acoustics, relative ele-

mander, < Ar. aUdaUl, < al, the, -f- dalil, leader,
guide.] A leader or guide. Miss Tonge,
Christians and Moors in Spain, p. 206.

Adam, n.—Adamand Eve. (b) a colloquial name for
Sempermoum tectorwm, the houseleek.— Adam's apple.
{d) A name given to the crape jasmine or East Indian
rosebay, Tabemtemontana c&rtmaria. See crape Jas-
mine, under -^jasmine.— Adam's fig. Sec fig^.

Adamantine layer or substance, the enamel of the
teeth.

vation of pitch in a sound or tone, produced by greater adamautoblast (ad-a-mau'to-blast), n. [G

t'!;t'SthVSr"i?K1?te'Ser'''^-
'^'''''''"''

f"/'"^.
adamant -^ ••/3j^..rdc, germ.] In er,

bryol., one of the cells which produce the
the pitch, the greater

acutilingual (a-ku-ti-ling'gwal), a. [L. acutus,

sharp, + lingua, tongue.] Having a sharp-
pointed tongue.
acutiplantar (a-ku-ti-plan'tar), a. [L. acutus,

sharp, -hplantd, sole.] In ornith., having the
tarsus sharply ridged on its posterior face.

Eidgway, Birds of North and Middle America,
I. 24.

acutish (a-ku'tish), a. [acute + -ish^.] Rather
acute; specifically, in bot., barely acute or
verging toward an acute form,

acutorsion (ak-u-t6r'shon), n.

+ torsio(,n-), twisting.] In surg., an opera-

tion for arresting hemorrhage from a wounded
artery by passing a needle beneath the vessel,

twisting it, and passing it out over the vessel.

r.

ern-

enamel of the teeth. Same as '^ameloblast,

adamellite (ad-a-mel'it), », [(Monte) Ada-
mello, in the middle Alps, -I- -ite^.] Inpetrog.,
a name proposed by Cathrein (1890) as a sub-
stitute for tonalite, and described as a granu-
lar igneous rock of the group intermediate
between granite and diorite, containing ortho-
clase and plagioclase feldspars with hornblende
and biotite. Brogger uses the term for highly
quartzose monzonites.

ri /,/.„<, „^^m^ Adam Kadmon (ad 'am kad'mon). [Heb.
Lu. acMS, neeaie, >g^^m Ipadmon, 'ddam"ha-i:adm6m, 'the first

man.'] In cabalistic doctrine, the primordial
man, the image of God, emanating from the En-
soph, the Infinite, and representing the Eser
Sephiroth, the ten attributes of the deity. See
'*'Sephiroih and *Jfachash Hakadmoni.acutospinous (a-kii-to-spi'nus), a. [h. acutus, .„.„„,„„„ ^,„. . „

sharp, + SiJma; spine.] Having sharp spines. AdamkiCTrtc^^S react^^^^^ "8ee*rea'ction.
acyanoblejpsia (a-si'a-no-blep si-a), n. Same Adams-Stokes disease. Same as Stokes-Ad-

ams ^disease.

adanal (ad-a'nal), a. [L. ad, to, -I- anus, anus.]
Extending to fhe anus: as, the adanal plate,

in Arachnida, a plate-like sclerite reaching, to

the anus.

acyclic, a. 2. In dynam., not having the prop-
erty of whirling or moving in circles.

The system now behaves, as regards the co-ordinates

qi, qg, . . • qm, exactly like thj acyclic type^ there con-

templated.

3. Irregular in course; not occurring with
normal periodicity.— 4. In ohem., containing

no cycle or ring: said of organic compounds
which contain no ring of atoms— Acyclic sur- Adapisoricidse (ad'''a-pi-so-ris'i-de), n. pi

Hrwyc. Bru., xxvil. 670. adaugle (a-dang'gl), adv. [a3 + dangle.]
-i .i.^ Hanging loosely; in a dangling position or

condition ; dangling. Browning, Men and Wo-
men, i. 37. N. E. D.

face, a surface such that any closed curve upon it can
contract to a point without leaving the suiface.

acyesis (a-si-e'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. d- priv. -t-

Kvriaig, conception, < Kvelv, conceive.] 1. In-

ability to conceive; barrenness.— 3. The con-

dition of non-pregnancy.

acyl (as'il), ». [ae{id) + ^l.] Anameintro-
duced by Liebermann to designate an acid adapoid (ad'a-poi'd), a
radical such as acetyl, C2H3O. lated to the 'Adapidx.

acylate (as'i-lat), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. acylated, adapt, v. t. 4. Same as *immunize.

ppr. acylating. [acyl + -ate\] To introduce

an acyi-group into ; especially, to prepare an
acyl derivative of an organic compound con-

taining a hydroxyl- or amino-group.

acyrology (a-si-rol'o-ji), n. [L. acprologia, <

Gr. aKvpo^yia, < "amipoMyog, adj., < aicvpoTioyelv, adaptation, n.

[NL., ( Adapisorex \( Adapis, a genus of
monkeys, + Sorex, a genus of insectivores) +
-idsB.] A family of extinct insectivorous mam-
mals related to the moles, but more highly
specialized. The type genus, Adapisorex, about
the size of a hedgehog, is from the Lower
Eocene of Eeims, Prance.

[Adap-is + -oid.] Ee-

Bordet heated for half an hour to 56° C. some of the
lytic serum secured by adapting the guinea-pig through
subcutaneous injections to the red blood cells of the rab-

bit. He found that it had completely lost its new lytic

power. Med. Eecard, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 246.

4. Same as *immunigation.—

adding-madiine

Adaptation product. See *adaptatimn,product,~
Constitutional adaptation constitutional impregna-
tion. See *impr€g7iation.— Fimctlonal adaptation,
in biol., the adjustment of an organism by its own activity
to changed conditions, considered as a cause of change
in its structure. The notion of functional adaptation as
prior to and the cause of structure rests upon the belief
that an organism can do things for which it has no adap-
tive machinery. H. E. Crampton, Biometrika, March-
July, 1904, p. 114.— Law of adaptation, in social., the
assumption that social groups acting upon one another
universally adapt themselves to a certain end, namely,
further social development.— Ontogenetic adaptation,
an adaptive change which is produced in an organism by
its own activity and is not transmitted to descendants, as
contrasted with a change which is congenita and is
transmitted to descendants ; a useful acquired character.
H. F. Osborn, Science, Oct. 16, 1897.- Visual adapta-
tion, the adjustment of the eye, by the pupilary mecha-
nism and by retinal changes, to a change in the color or
brightness of its surroundings. The eye may become
adapted either to a change of the total field of vision
(general adaptation) or to local and partial changes
within a given field {local adaptation). Adaptation itself
may be partial or complete.

adaptationist (ad-ap-ta'shon-ist), n. One who
believes that social phenomena must be ex-
plained as adaptations to environment and
accounted for by collective causes rather than
by individual efforts.

adaptation-product (ad-ap-ta'shon-prod'''ukt),
«. A substance produced in the body of an
animal of one species by immunization with
cells or cellular products derived from the
body of an animal of an alien species. Also
called reacUon^substance. it has a specific eftect
upon the body used in immunization which, generally
speaking, is antagonistic to the immunizing substance.
In this relation also called antibody or antisubstancc.
Examples are the various antitoxins, cytotoxins, agglu-
tinins, and precipitins. See idmrrmnity.

adapted (a-dap'ted),p. a. Specifically, result-
ing from immunization: as, an adapted sermn.
adapter, n. 6. laphotog., an attachment to a
camera by means of which plates of sizes
other than those for which the camera is de-
signed may be used.
adaxial (ad-ak'si-al), a. [L. ad, to, -I- axial.]
In bot, in a plane facing the axis. See the
extract.

The ovaries [in Gasuarina] are flattened laterally, in
contrast to the adaxial flattening of the wings in Finns.

Bot. Gazette, XXXVI. 104.

A. D. B. .An abbreviation of Artium Domesti-
carum Baccalaurea,BacheloT of Domestic Arts,
a degree conferred by some institutions upon
women.
A. D. C. 1. An abbreviation of Aide-de-camp.— 2. An abbreviation of Anodic Duration Cori-

traction : used in electrotherapy.
add, V. f.—Added part or voice, in music, a part or
voice supplementary to the principal melody or to
the essential harmony. Thus in polyphonic writing a
counterpoint may be called the added part or voice, in
distinction from the cantus ; or when a solo part is com-
bined with a chorus it may be called the ai&d part or
voice.

addental (a-den'tal), re. [ad- -H dental.] In
ichth., one of the bones of the upper jaw,
joined to the premaxillary in front: synony-
mous with maxillary.

adder^, n—Banded adder, Bungarus fasciatm of
southern Asia.—Berg adder, Clotho (or Vipera) atropos
of South Africa.—Blowing-adder, a harmless hog-nosed
snake of North America belonging to the genus Hetero-
doTC.-Homed adder, Clotho cornuta of North Africa:
not to be confounded with the horned viper, Cerastes
cornuta, also of North Africa, but more abundant and
more deadly.

adder's-tongue, «• 2. A name sometimes
given to the hart's-tongue, Phylliiis Scolopen-
drium. See Scolopendrium.— 3, Any of the
eastern species of Erythronium or dog-tooth
violet. The white adder's-tongue is E. albidum.
—Adder's-tongue family, the Ophi^glossaceie, includ-
ing Ophioglossum, the adder's-tongue fera.

Addie's process. See '''process.

addigital (a-dij'i-tal), a. and n . [ad- + digital.]

I. a. In ornith., attached to a digit (the third).
— Addigital remez, the primary attached to the first

phalanx of the third digit of a bird's wing.

II. n. Same as ^addigital remex.

addiment (ad'i-ment), n. [NL. *addimentum,
< L. addere, add.]" A thing added; an addita-
ment; a complement; specifically, same as
*complement, 8. See *alexin.

Dr. Longcope gives a study of the bacteriolytic action
of human blood in disease, and Dr. Walker surveys the
various factors in bacteriolytic action, from which he
deduces the fact that the complement or addiment is a
product of disintegration of leucocytes.

Nature, Feb. 19, 1903, p. 373.

adding-machine, n. its different forms depend
either on the totalizing principle, on the principle of a
train of gears whose ratio is 10 to 1, or on both. In a
convenient form the figures ore arranged like the keys of

a type-writer in vertical rows from 1 to 9. By depressing

the key for the proper figure in the row of units, tens.



adding-machine
hundreds, etc., the result of the addition appears in fig-
ures. Such machines are much used in banks, offices,
and factories.

addition, n— Algebraic addition, addition in which
the signs (+ and — ) of the quantities to be added are
considered. The result is the difference between the
Bums of the positive and of the negative quantities, with
the sign of the greater.— Relative addition, such a
combination of two relative terms as will produce a third
term expressing the relation in which any relate, A, of
the first term added would stand to any correlate, C, of
the second term added if, and only if, every object in the
universe, say X, were either such that A was in the first

relation to X, or such that X was in the second rela-
tion to C. For example, in the universe of whole num-
bers, the number 4 stands to the number 2 in the relation
which results from the relative addition of "is prime to

"

to " is a multiple of," since 4 is prime to every number
unless to a multiple of 2. This operation was introduced
into logical algebra in 1882 by C. S. Peirce, and has gen-
erally been employed, although Whitehead and others
hold it to be of little utility.

addition-compound (a-dish'on-kom"pound),
n. Same as *addition-product.
addition-product (a-dish'qn-prod''ukt), n. In
chem., a compound formed by the direct addi-
tion of one element or compound to another.
It is contrasted with mbstitution-product, in which one
element or group is substituted for another. Also called
addUion-e(ympound.

Additltious force, in astron.^ the radial component of a
disturbing force when it increases the attraction of a sat-

ellite toward its primary, especially of the moon toward
the earth ; opposed to dblatitwus forces which diminishes
the attraction. The force is iZdditUiQV^ when the satel-

lite is in quadrature with the disturbing body (usually
the sun), ablaUtious when in syzygy.

addograph (ad'o-graf), n. [L. addere, add, -I-

Gr. ypdifiecv, write.] An adding-maehine with
a device for recording results on a type-writer.

address, n—Forms of address. See irfarm.

addressing-machine, n. These machines are of

several kinds : (a) A small apparatus, operated by hand,
for cutting from a prepared paper ribbon of printed ad-

dresses one address at a time and pasting it on the wrap-
per, (b) A machine for stenciling addresses, etc., on wrap-
pers or cards. The stencils, made on parchment and
reinforced by a cardboard frame, are prepared by a per-

forating-device attached to a type-writer. When ready,
the stencils are placed in alphabetical order in the hop-
per of a special form of stenciling-press and automati-
cally fed to the inking-roller and then passed to the press,

which forces enough ink through the stencil to make a
clear impression on the wrapper. The stencils are then
relieved of surplus ink and delivered to another hopper,
which retains them in regular order ready for use again.

The machine stencils the .iddresses on a continuous roll of

paper, and cuts off, counts, and delivers the wrappers in

the same order as that of the stencils, (c) A press for print-

ing addresses, etc., from embossed type. The addresses

are embossed in a special form of power type-writer on rib-

bons of type-metal, and are then, in a special machine,
cut apart and fitted with locking hinges, and made up
by hand into chains or ribbons. A ribbon on a spool is

placed in a power printing-press and automatically fed

to the inking-rollers and to the press ; each addressed
type-plate is printed in turn, and the chain is rewound
on another spool. The addresses are printed on a con-

tinuous roll, cut, and counted in regular order. A smaller

'machine of this type is fed byhand and operated by loot-

power.

addreSSOgraph (a-dres'o-grat), n. [address +
Cti. ypdtpeiv, write,] A special form of foot-

power addressing-machine employing endless

chains of embossed metal type or chains of

movable rubber type. See *addressing-ma-

chine.

ade (ad), n, [Detached from lemonade, lime-

ade, orangeade.'] A drink of the lemonade or

orangeade class, [Colloq.]

They make a superior ade which rivals lemon or lime

,ade. Science, Feb. 13, 1903, p. 263.

Adelaide ruby, sovereign. See ''ruby, ''sov-

ereign.

Adelea (ad-e-le'a), n. [NL. (A. Schneider,

1875), appaf. (irireg,) < Gr. aSriT^o^, not mani-
fest, unseen,] A genus of Cocddia, of the fam-

ily PolysporocystidsB, having the dizoic spores

spherical or compressed and the sporoeysts

smooth. The various species are parasitic in

myriapods and insects.

adelite (ad'e-lit), n. [Gr. aSrihig, not manifest,

+ 4te^. Tie allusion is to the indistinct crys-

tallization,] A basic arseniate of calcium and
magnesium, of a grayish color, occurring in

embedded grains and rarely m monoclinic

crystals : found in Sweden,
adeloceratous (ad"e-lo-ser'a-tus), a. Same as

^adelocerous.

adelocerous (ad-e-los'e-rus), a. Having con-

cealed antennsB, Same as eryptocerous.

Adelochprda (ad"e-16-k6r'da), n. pi. [NL,,

< Gr, aSriTtog, not evident, -(- xop^, chord,] A
subphylum and class of Chordata including

the genera Balanoglossus, Ehdbdopleura, and
Cephalodiscus. The distinctive features of the group

are the presence of the presumed rudimentary represen-

tative of a notochord and of the gill-slits. The group is

not homogeneous, and the affinities of its members to

Chordata are denied by some zoologists.
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adelomorphic (ad^f-lo-mdr'Ak), a. [Gr, a6^^o(,

not manifest, + ftoptp^, form,] A term applied

to the so-caUed chief or central cells of the

gSstric mucosa, which supposedly furnish the

pepsin and chymosin. W. D. Halliburton,

Chemical Physiology and Pathology, p. 633.

Adelops (ad'f-lops), n. [NL. (Tellkampf,

1844), < Gr. adri'AoQ, not evident, 4 iy\p, eye.] A
genus of beetles of the family Silphidse. Xhey
mhabit caves, where their larves feed upon the dung of

bats and other cave-inhabiting animals. About 30 spe-

cies are known, maiiily from European caves. Adelops
hirtus lives in the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky.

Adelosipbonia (ad"e-16-si-f6'ni-a), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. adrjhii, not evident, -I- clipuv, pipe.] A
group or section of anomalodesmaceous pe-
leoypod moUusks, or Acephala. They constitute

a subdivision of the superfamily Anatinacea and comprise
those mollusks which have short siphons and a well-de-

fined lithodesma. The genus Paiidora is an example.

adelphiarchal (a-del'fi-ar-kal), «. [Irreg. <

Gr. d6eXil>6;, brother, -I- dpxog, ruler, -H -al.]

Eclating to a form of government exercised by
the men assembled in council, the members of

the council being considered as brothers. See
the extract.

^

In this way the women sitting in clan council consti-

tuted the primary legislative body, while their brothers
Bitting in tribal council formed a senate or final legisla-

tive body whose decisions were binding on the executives
of clans and tiibes ; so that the social organization may
be classed as adelphiarchal (like that of the Seri Indians
described in earlier reports) in principle, though largely

patriarchal in detail, Smithsonian Rep,, 1901, p, 77,

adelphic (a-del'fik), a. [Gr. ade^iicdg, brotherly
or sisterly) < d6e/Sl>di, brother, ddefiipi!, sister.]

In math., pertaining to the connectivity of a
surface.— Adelphic order, in math., the connectivity,

adelphogamy (a-del-fog'a-mi), n. [Gr. aHeh^d^,

brother, + ya/wf, marriage.] That form of

polyandry in which a number of brothers have
a wife in common. J. W. Powell.

Among other privileges bestowed on the bride during
the probationary period are those of receiving the most
intimate attentions from the clanfellowsof thegi'oom;
and these are noteworthy as suggestions of a vestigial

polyandry or adelpkogamy.
Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnol., 1896-96, p. 281.

adelphotaxy (a-del'fo-tak-si), ». [Gr. dSshpdi,

brother, -I- rafif, disposition, order.] In biol.,

the movement of certain motile cells in rela-

tion to each other: a term proposed byHartog
in 1888.

adempted (a-demp ' ted), p. a. Same as

adeemed. See adeem.

adenase (ad'e-nas), n. An autolytic ferment
found in certain glands which transforms
adenin into hypoxanthin.
adendric (a-den'drik), a. [a-i8 -|- dendron -l-

-jc.-] Same as ''adendntie.

adendritic (a-den-drit'ik), a. [a-18 -I- den-

dritic.'] In neurol., having no dendrites: said

of nerve-cells which have only the neuraxon
or axis-cylinder process.

adenin (ad'e-nin), n. [Gr. dcS^v, gland, -I- -in^.]

One of the purin or xanthin bases, C5H5N5.
It has been obtained from the lymph glands,

spleen, thymus gland, kidneys, etc.

adenocheirus (ad^'e-no-ki'ms), «.; pi. adeno-

cheiri (-ri), [NL., < Gr, aiip}, gland, -I- x^^Pi

hand.] In Turbellaria, one of the outgrowths
from the atrial walls in the genvia ArtAoposthia

.

which serve as accessory copulatory organs.

See ''adenodactylus.

adenochondrosarcoma (ad"e-n6-kon*dro-sar-

ko'ma), >i.;pl. adenochondrosarcomata(-Ta2j-t&).

A mixed tumor containing the elements of

adenoma, chondroma, and sarcoma.

adenocyst (ad'e-no-sist), n. Same as '''adeno-

cystoma.
aclenocystic (ad'e-no-sis'tik), a. Same as*ade-
nocystomaUms.
adenocystoma (ad"e-n6-sis-t6'ma), ».; pi. ade-

nocystomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. dtf^v, gland,

-I- KvoTiQ, bladder "(see oyst), -i- -omaT] An
adenoma containing cystic cavities.

adenocystomatous (ad'e-no-sis-to'ma-tus), a.

Relating to or of the nature of adenocystoma.
adenodactylus(ad'''e-n6-dak'ti-lus), n.; pi,

adenodactyli (-li). [NL., < Gr. aii/v, gland, -I-

dd/crulloc, finger.] In Turbellaria, one of the

outgrowths from the atrial walls in the genus
Artioposthia which serve as accessory copula-

tory organs. See '''adenocheirus.

adenofibroma (ad"e-n6-fi-br6'ma), n.; pi. ade-

noflbromata (-ma-ta). A glandular tumor con-

sisting largely of an overgrowth of fibrous

tissue.

adenoid, a.—Adenoid disease, pseudoleucocythemia.

— Adenoidttimor. Same as adenoma.—Adenoidvege-
tations, masses of lymphoid tissue, similar in structure

adharma
to the tonsila, situated at the posterior wall of the upper

end of the phai'ynx. When hypertrophied, as they often

are in children, these vegetations may obstruct the pas-

sage of air through the posterior nares and so necessitate

mouth-breathing. Also called pharyngeal tonsil and
Luschka's tonsil.

11. n. An adenoid growth ; specifically, an
adenoid vegetation.

adenolipoma (ad"e-n6-li-p6'ma), ».; pi. adenoli-

pomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. ad^v, gland, -I-

Alnog, animal fat, + -om<i.] A glandular tumor
consisting largely of fatty substance.

adenolympboma (ad"e-n6-lim-f6'ma), n.j pi.

adenolymphomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. adT/v,

gland, -I- L. lympha, lymph, -)- -oma.] Same
as lymphadenoma.
Adenoma destruens. [L,, destructive adenoma.) An
adenoma, usually of the stomach, intestines, or uterus,

which has taken on malignant characteristics. Also

called adenxicarcinoma.

adenomalacia (ad*e-n6-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL,,

< Gr, dS^, gland, -I- /ia?Micia, softness, < /ia'AoKd;,

soft.] Pathological softening of glands,

adenomatome (ad-e-nom'a-tom ), n. [Gr. ddr/v,

gland, -I- -To/iog, < rafielv, cut.] An instrument
employed in the removal of adenoid growths.

adenomyxoma (ad"e-n6-mik-s6'ma), ».; pi.

adenomyxomata (-ma-ta), [NL,, < Gr. ddi/v,

gland, -H fiij^a, mucus',' -I- -oma.] A tumor
composed of glandular and mucous tissue.

adenomjTXOsarcoma (ad^e-no-mik'so-sar-ko'-

ma), n.; pi. adenomyxosarcomata (-ma-ta).

[IvfL., < Gr. dSv", gland, -1- /lii^a, mucus, -f' irdpf

(ffo/j/c-), flesh, + -oma.] A tumor composed of

glandular, mucous, and sarcomatous elements.

adenopetaly (ad*e-n6-pet'a-li), n. [Gr. dd^,
a gland (nectary), -(- nirahiv, leaf (.petal).]

The transformation of nectaries into petals.

Morren.
adenophlegmon (ad'e-no-fleg'mon), n. [Gr.

di^, gland, -t- ip^-y/iov^, inflammation,] Acute
inflammation of a gland.

adenopodous (ad-e-nop'o-dus), a. [Gr. dd^v,

gland, -I- ffodf (to(J-), foot, + -oiis.] In bat.,

having the petiole or peduncle glandular.

adenoscirrhus (ad*e-n6-sir'us), n.
;
pi, adeno-

scirrhi (-ri). [NL., < Gr. dS^v, gland, -I- scir-

rhus.] A hsird cancer which involves a gland.

adenosclerosis (ad^e-no-sklf-ro'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. dSiiv, gland, + OKJi^puaig, a hardening: see
sclerosis.] Induration of a gland.

adenostemonous (ad'^e-nd-ste'mo-nus), a. [Gr.

dSfft), gland, -I- (rriiixav, taken for ' stamen,' +
-ous.] In iot., having glandular stamens,
adenyl (ad'e-nil), n. [aden(in) + -yl.] The
group C5H4Ni, formerly assumed to be present
in adenin and nypoxanthin. Thisnameis nolonger
used, but these and related compounds are spoken of as
derivatives of -^purin (which see),

adenylic (ad-e-nil'ik), a. \_adenyl -I- -ic] Re-
lating to adenyl—Adenylic acid, a nucleinic acid
obtained from the thymus gland. On decomposition it

yields guanine, adenin, cytosin, and thyminic acid.

Adeps lanse, purified fat of sheep's wool, containing not
over 30 per cent, of water.

adermia (a-d6r'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aSepftoi,

without skin, < d-priv, -1- Sip/ia, skin,] Partial
pr complete congenital absence of the skin,

adessive (ad-es'iv), ». [L. ad, at, -I- esse, be,
+ -ive. Cf. abessive.] In gram., a syntactic
ease expressing position at some spot or lo-

cality. A. S. Gatschet, Grammar of the Klamath
Language, p. 486,

Adetopneusia (ad"e-top-nu'si-S.), «. pi. [NL.,
< (?) Gr, aSsToc, unbound, loose, -t- Trvevaig, a
blowing, < nvEiv, blow, breathe,] An order
of StelleroiSea, the Cryptoeonia.
adetopneustic (ad"e-top-nu'stik), a. [Gr. dSe-

TOf, unbound, loose, -1- 7n>evaTiK6g, < irvelv,

breathe.] Bearing papulee or dermal branchis
beyond the abactinal surface,

ad eund. An abbreviation of the Latin ad
eundem gradum, to the same degree,
adevism (a'da-vizm), n. [Skt. ddeva, hostile
to the gods, < d-priv. + deva, a god (see deva),
-I- -4sm.] Hindu 'atheism' in the sense of a
denial of the old 'devas': a proposed term
distinguished from atheism.

ad fin. An abbreviation .of ad finem (which
see).

adgustal (ad-gus'tal), n. [L. ad, to, -t- gustos,
taste (suggesting 'palate'), + -al.] In ichth.,

a name given by Geoffroy to the pterygoid bone
which forms part of the palatoquadrate arch.
adha (ad'ha), V. [Nepalese ddhd, half,] A
silver coin of Nepal equal to half a muhr or
one fourth of a rupee.
adharma (a-dar'ma), n. [Skt.] Unrighteous-
ness ; injustice : personified in Hindu jnythol-
ogy as the destroyer of all things.



adbeat

adheat (ad-hef), »• *. [ad- + heaf] To su-
perheat (a quantity of steam) by adding to it a
quantity of very highly superheated steam.
adherence, n. 6. In the theory of aggregates,
the aggregate of all those points of a point-
aggregate which are not limiting points (that
is, limits of endless series of points) : called
the adherence of the point-aggregate ; the ag-
gregate of all the remaining points is called
its coherence.

adhesion, «. 10. An expression of, or the act
by which one expresses, acquiescence in, ad-
herence to, and support of some statement, de-
claration, or proposal; assent; concurrence.

Up to June 30, 1,7S7 adlusions to the congreBS had been
received. Scimee, July 29, 1904, p. 167.

Adhesion weight, the weight which is producing fric-

tion ; speciflcally, the weight on the driving-wheels of a
locomotive.— Primary adhesion, secondary adhe-
sion. Baine as bunion by first intention and -kunion &y
tecond intention.— 'Cia.eiiO'n. of adhesion. Same as
friction of rolling (which see, under /ricCion).

adhesional (ad-he'zhon-al), a. [adhesion +
-aZ.] Of the nature of or depending upoii ad-
hesion: applied specifically to the action of
locomotives when the smooth driving-wheel,
running on a plane rail, is prevented, through,
the weight of the engine, from slipping on the
rail by its adhesion thereto, when the power of
the cylinder applied to turn the wheel exceeds this ef-

fect of adhesion, and friction of motion ensues by the
slipping of the wheel on the rail, the tractive power
becomes less. When the gi'ades become too steep for
adhesional traction because the cylinder-diameter neces-
sary to overcome the resistance will cause the wheels
to slii^ the tractive effort must be exerted through
toothed gears meshing into a rack or toothed rail, while
the weight may be still carried on smooth rails by ordi-
nary wheels.

adhesion-rail (ad-he'zhqn-ral), n. In rail-

roading, a traotion-rail as distinguished from
a guard-rail or a third rail; the ordinary rail

of a track. Sometimes called service^ail and
stock-rail.

adhesiv, a. A simplified spelling of adhesive.

Adhesive papilla. See '•papilla.

adhvaryu (ad-var'ye), n. [Skt. adhvaryii, <

adhvara, religious ceremony.] A Brahman
priest who assists in recitiug the prayers of

the Yajur-Veda and performs manual labor
at sacrifices.

adiabat (ad'i-a-bat), n. [Gr. a(!«2/3arof, not to

be passed over : see adiabatic.'\ An adiabatic

curve or line.

Adiabatic compression, compresBion exerted or occur-

ring under conditions in which heat neither leaves nor
enters the substance compressed.— Adiabatic dia-
gram, a graphic method of representing by adiabats
the changes as to temperature, pressure, and condition
experienced by a unit mass of gas by virtue of any pos-
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adiantiform (ad-i-an'ti-f6rm), a. [NL. Adian-
tum, genus of ferns, 4- li.forma, form.] In
bot., having the form or character of Adian-
tum or maidenhair. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 417.

adiaphanous (ad-i-afa-nus), a. [a-is + di-

aphanom.'] Not transparent; opaque.
adiaphon (ad'i-a-fon), n. [G:.,<.adiaphonon.'\

A form of pianoforte (patented in 1882) in

whioli the sound is produced from tuning-
forks instead of from strings : essentially simi-
lar to the older adiaphonon.
adiaphonon (ad-i-af'o-non),». [G., <Gr. a-priv.
+ Staifiuvog, dissonant: see diaphony.'\ A form
of pianoforte, invented by Schuster in 1819, in

which the sound is produced from steel bars
instead of from strings.

adiaphoretic (ad"i-af-o-ret'ik), a. and n. [a-i8

-I- diaphoretic.'] I. a. Relating to, produced
by, or causing diminution or suppression of
perspiration.

II. n. An agent which diminishes or sup-
presses perspiration.

adiathermancy (a-dl-a-thfer'man-si), n. [0-18

+ diathermancy.] The character of being
adiathermanous ; the property by virtue of
which a substance absorbs the invisible heat-
rays of the spectrum: opposed to diather-
manm/.

adiatnernianic(a-di-a-th6r'maTi-ik), a. [a-'^S+

diathermanic] Same as adidihermic.
adiathetic(a-di-a-thet'ik), a. [a-'^^+ diathetic.]

In pathol., occurring without reference to a
preexisting constitutional tendency or diath-
esis.

Adibuddha (a-di-bo'da), n. [Modern Skt,, <
Skt. ddi, the beginning, -I- Buddha, Buddha.]
The first Buddha.
adillah (a-dil'a), n. A money of Malwa, equal
to half a pice.

AdimeridTse (ad"i-mer'i-de), re.jpZ. [NL., <

Adimerus + -idee.] A family of clavicorn
beetles, in these beetles the tarsi appear to have but
two joints, a broad first and a long tei-minal one, but
they have in fact two minute joints between, hidden by
the broad basal joint. This structure is unique among
the Coleoptera and is found only in the American genus
Adivwrus.

Adimerus (a-dim'e-rus), n. [NL. (Sharp,

1894), < Gr. a- priv. -i- ((i//e/o^?,two-parted, two-
jointed.] The typical and sole genus of beetles
of the family Adimeridse, consisting of several
Central and South American species.

Adlnia (a-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. b.Siv6g,

crowded, loud.]" A genus of killifishes of
the family PcecUiidsB, found in the Rio (5rande
region.

adipogenic (ad"i-po-jen'ik), a. [L. adeps
(adip-), fat, + Gr. -yev^q, -producing.] Hav-
ing the property of producing or of storing fat

:

as, the adipogenic function of the digestive
gland in invertebrates. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc,
Feb., 1905, p. 47.

adipogenous (ad-i-poj'e-nus), a. [L. adeps
{amp-), fat, + Gr. -yeviig, -jjroducing.] Pat-
producing

;
productive of adipose.

adipohepatic (ad"i-p6-he-pat'ik), a. [L. adeps
(adip-), fat, -I- Gr. ^7raTiK6g, of the liver : see
hepatic] Same as *adipogenic. Jour. Soy.
Micros. Soc, June, 1904, p. 303..

adipolytic (ad"i-p6-lit'ik), a. [L. adeps (adip-).

fat, -I- (Jr. \vT6g, i Iveiv, dissolve.] See *toj)o-

lyUc.

adipomatous (ad-i-pom'a-tus), a. [adipoma(t-)
+ -om.] Same as Kj

Adiabatic Diagram, the curve a a' showing a lower pressure at

the end of expansion than given for the isothermal diagram i i'

illustrates the typical relations of pressure and volume. Horizontal

abscissas proportional to volumes (V, w); vertical ordinates propor-

tional to pressures (P, /); O, origin.

sible adiabatic change. The adiabatic diagrams for

moist air by Hertz (1884) and Neuhoff (1903), and Cla-

peyron's indicator-curve of the steam-engine, are famil-

iar examples.

adiagnostic (a-di-ag-nos'tik), a. [o-ib + diag-

nostic] Not diagnostic ; specifically, inpetrog.,

a term, proposed by Zirkel (1893), applied to the

phaneroerystalline texture of rocks when the

mineral particles, though recognizable, are

not specifically determinable without special

test : onposed to -^reudiagnostic

Adiantllidae(ad-i-an'thi-de), n.pl. [NL., <Ad-

ianthus, a genus (toT*Adiantu£,<GT. adiavTog,

xmwetted : see Adiantum), + 4dse.] A family

of extinct ungulate mammals of the suborder

TAopterna; found in the Eocene of Patagonia.

Adipose degeneration. See *ifeff«nera(io)i.—Adipose
looe, a small appendage springing from the base of the
ventral fin of some fishes, as the salmon and the trout.

Usually known as an auayiliary scale.

Adiposis dolorosa, a disease of the nervous system
marked by the formation of irregular masses of fat be-
neath the skin, especially that of the arms and legs,

which are the seat of considerable pain. Also called

Dercum's disease.

Adiposorex (ad^'i-po-sc'reks), n. [L. adeps
(adip-), fat, + sorex, a shrew-mole.] A genus
of small shrew-moles from the Lower Eocene.
Adiscota (ad-is-ko'ta), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. a-

priv. -^ Siaicog, disk, -I- -ota (see -ote).] A group
of dipterous insects, it was based by Weismann
upon developmental characters, and includes those forms
in which the parts of the fly's head are developed in

close relation to those of the larva.

aditus (ad'i-tus), n.; pi. aditus. [NL., < L.

aditus, approach : see adit.] An approach ; an
adit. Speciflcally : (a) In sponges, same as prosodus.

(6) In anat, an opening leading into a cavity.— Aditus
ad antrum, the communication between the tympanum
and the mastoid cells.— Aditus ad Infundlhulum, the

opening between the infundibulum and the third ven-

tricle of the brain.— Aditus laryngis, the superior

opening of the larynx, or rima glottidis.

adjustment

adj. An abbreviation of Adjudged, Adjourned.^
adjectiv, a.,n., and v. t. A simplified' spelling
of adjective.

Adjectival phrase, a phrase that is or may be used with
the force of an adjective : as. a much to be desired result;
a never to be forgotten occasion.

adjective, n—Participialadjective, a participleused
in an adjective relation, as in the phrases a running
stream, a cultivated Held, a practised hand, molten iron.

-Proper adjective, an adjective derived from aproper-
name, as American from America, Calvinistic from Cal-
vin, Newtonian from Neivton.

adjectivism (ad'jek-tiv-izm), n. Tendency to-

an excessive use of adjectives. G. S. Hall,
Adolescence, II. 467.

adjectivity (ad-jek-tiv'i-ti), n. [adjective +
-ity.] Tendency to a free use of adjectives.
Athenseum, April 14, 1894, p. 469.

Ai^oint curve. Same as adjunct •''curve.

adjudicative (a-jo'di-ka-tiv), a. That adjudi-
cates or adjudges; that embodies the award,
decision, or decree in an adjudication or ad-
judgment: as, the adjudicative part of a seu-
tence. [Rare.] N. E. D.
Adjunct curve. See *curve.

adjunction, n. 4. In math., the process of ob-
taining the domain S2(a) from the domain B
by adding to it the number a which does not
already belong to it, and adding also all num-
bers arising from a finite number of additions,
subtractions, multiplications^ and divisions,
involving a and all numbers in the domain S2.

See the extract.

By the adjunction of i to the domain of rational num-
bers £2(x) we obtain the domain of complex numbers.
n(i, i). P. Cajori, Theory of Eciuatious, p. 136,

adjum, V. A simplified spelling of adjourn.

Ai^usted drainage. See ^drainage.
adjuster, n. 2. In hardware, any appliance
used to regulate the movemeut of a blind,
sash, hitching-strap, shaft, or other moving
object in a wagon, house, etc.: as, a casement
adjuster, a i^tole-adjiister, a window-stop ad-
juster.— 3. In insurance, an officer of an insur-
ance company whose duty is to determine the
amount to be paid under a policy of insurance
when a partial loss has been sustained.

In Great Britain they are for the most part members of
the Average Adjusters' Association, a body which has
done and is doing much caieful work with a view to
making and keeping the practice uniform and in accord
with right principles. Encyc. Brit., XXVI. 32.

adjustment, n. 6. In an exacter sense than 2^
the operation of modifying the relations be-
tween a set of things or other objects so as to
make these relations conform to some require-
ment^ especially so as to bring them into con-
formity with relations between elements of a.

plan or purpose. Thus the adjustment of a transit,

mstrnment consists, first, in turning it romid a vertical axis
until its axis of rotation (in using it) is nearly enough ini

the plane of the prime vertical ; second, in raising or-

lowering one end of the latter axis until it is nearly
enough in the plane of the horizon ; and, third, in shift-
ing the wires until the coUimation is near enough to zero.

7. Specifically, the modification of a set of
stateinents so as to bring them into harmony
with one aiiother and with some proposition
treated as absolutely true. Thus in geodesy, after
an extensive triangulation is complete it will be found,
that the observed values of the angles do not exactly
agree with the principles of geometry and the assumed
figure of the earth, which would give rise to much in-

convenience. Accordingly by an elaborate series of
modifications skilful computers modify the values so-

that the sum of the squares of all the changes shall be
tile least possible required to bring the values into agree-
ment with the requirements; and this operation is-

termed the adjustment of the triangulation. Owing to the
fact that the rules are deriveil from th* calculus of prob-
abilities, and that the adjusted values are the most
probable that can be assigned, it might be supposed that
the purpose was merely to ascertain the most probable
values; but the superiority of the adjusted values in that
respect is very small and the major consideration is con-
sistency.

8. In biol., a change which is brought about in
a living being by its own activity and is not
transmitted to descendants, as contrasted with
a change which is congenital and hereditary

;

an acquired character. J. M. Baldwin, Devel-
opment and Evolution, p. 142 Methods of ad-
justment, in psychophys., a group of methods employed
for the determination of the relation between stimulua
and sensation. The term is used in two senses : (a) for

methods in which the observer himself varies a given
stimulus until it appears equal to a second, constant
stimulua, for example, Fechner's method of average er-

ror (see irmethod) ; (6) for methods in which a variable

stimulus is adjusted, whether by experimenter or ob-

server, to the required relation to a constant stimulus,

for example, Wundt's method of minimal changes (see

•mctAod).— Processes of adjustment, in physiog.,

changes in the courses of streams by means of which they

come to sustain definite and stable relations to the rock-



adjustment 16 advance
^^<=*»''«''')eneath.— TopograpMc adjustment See noBe : see nasal.'i In tcfttfe.. a name given by kidney; specifically, noting the adrenal or su-

e ex raot.
Geofcoy to the premaxillary bone. prarenal glands.—Adrenal extract, a medicinal

A tributary is in (ojwjTi-opAic a(?;u«t7n«»twlienite era- adnatum (ad-na'tum), n.; pi. adnata (-ta). preparation made from tlie Buprarenal glands and be-

dient is harmonious with its main; TOL^ -^r /7rf««/.^ 1 Tr, hnr^tirultm-e a. smsMor lieved to be the internal secretion of these bodies. It

Cluanterlin and Salulmry, Geol., I. 154. '^^- 'j*®® v ii? l-"- v * "'^^f'^f'^
small or i„„eaae8 blood-pressure and constncts the vessels, and

"' • secondary bulb which forms from the old bulb jj employed to arrest hemorrhage and to diminish mu-
Adjutant's call, in mU. muHc, a signal on the drum and eventually supplants it : a clove. cous secretion. See*o<Jr«noiM>.— Adrenal gland. Same
directing the band to pass to the right of the line. adnephrin (ad-nef'rin), «. Same as *a<irena- as odr«7.<rf. ».-Adr8nal rests. See Marchand; *ad.
adlea (ad-la'a), n. A billon coin of Tripoli, Un

''*"""' ^ " renals.

issued inl827 plated with gold a,nd forced into adnexa(ad-nek'sa), ».jpi. [L., neut. pi. of ad- adrenalin (ad-ren'a.lin) «. |adrei»aZ + -<n2
]

currency at the value of one dollar. ^^^ ^ of adriictere, annectere : see annex.-] The active prmciple of the adrenal glands, first

adlerglas (ad'ler-glas), n. [G., 'eagle-glass.'] Connected or associated things; specifically, i?°'^*?\,^? ,.?;,i^P?;"T wo^ o ni^™°«A large drinMng-glass having on it enameled in anat., appendages or strucfu^es accessed J^l,ri^rtlca\°™trAb\?J°e?fnfpfet?lnd is"apoS
paintings ot tne aoubie-headed eagle of the to a main organ Adneza ocull, the lids, muscles, heartrstimulant and hemostatic See -kadrenal extract.
Holy Roman Empire and armorial bearings of and other parts in relation with the globe of the eye.— _j___„i__g /„j ren'a-lon) n [adrenal +
56 principalities and towns : common in Ger- Adnexa uteri, the Fallopian tubes and ovaries .IJ^T A ketone, (H(5)3C6H3CbCH2NBCH,,
many m the seventeenth and eighteenth cen- adnexal (ad-nek'sal), o. Kelating to adnexa,

^^ed by the Oxidation of a derivative of
tunes. See *wzederkom. especially to the uterine adnexa.

adrenalin
adlumidine (ad-15'mi-din), n. lAdlumia (see adnominally (ad-nom'i-nal-i), adv. ladnomi-

^drianist (a'dri-an-ist), n. Same as Adrian-
def.) + -«Be2.] An alkaloid, CgoHgoOoN, found nal +-ly2.] As an adnoun or adjective: as, a

•*^J^*|""»''
^

in Adlumiafungosa. It melts at 234° C. ^^erb
^^f^^^^'^^^^i^M^^^^ Adriatic, a. 2. In anthrop., of or pertaining

adlomine (ad-lo min), n. lAdlumia + -ine^.] broken stone with adobe clay before it is dried or flred.— to the racial type represented by Albanians
A dextrorotatory alkaloid, C39Hg90i2N, found Adobe mortar, adobe mud prepared specially to serve and Serbo-Croatians, characterized by tall

in Adlumiafungosa.
'

as mortar in laying adobe brick. Stature, elongated face, and short head. Derii-

A. D.M. An abbreviation of Latin JriiMwiiJo- adoccipital (ad-ok-sip'i-tal), a. Noting one fer, Eaees of Man, p. 285.
mestiearum Magister, Master of the Domestic of the fissures of the brain near the occipital adsmith (ad'smith) n One whose business is

.-Afts.
in the caudal portion of the precuneus. ^^^ writing of advertisements : as, the art of

Adm. An abbreviation of admiral. adolescence, n.—TopograpMc adolescence. In the adsmith. W. D. Sowells, Lit. and Life
admedial (ad-me'di-al), a. lad- + medial] pAj/'-JW., a stage in the development of relief which is ogs rHumorous slane 1Qov,^ oo „)i^^M^^ .. /I L J marked by well-estahlished nver-drainage. P- ^"Y\ L-Liumoioii» Bid,iig.j

„^t^™L * ? • vfi .;! 11- 4. .7 adolescent, a. 2. In phys. geog., noting that adsmithing (ad'smith-mg), n. The trade of
admezure,^). *. A simplified speUmg of atimea- stage of land-sculpture, between yout£ and an 'adsmith.' [Humorous slang.]

oj™^'„jc+,.,4.i„„ „ .„ x^ ™ ...... ^ maturity, in which some rapids still remain adsorb (ad-s6rb'), v. t. [L. ad, to, + sorlere,

*&n'Jo^^J??^rg^n*??-S?^U'S?^?J even in'the larger streams.-rAdolescent river. f}><=kin. Cf. a6.or6.]
.
To gather (a gas or

S^, S aU^iS^to ?hrdMiiiSifhed abUlty o7lte
See*rimr. hquid) on the surface in a condensed layer

members.— Limited administration, administration adolescential (ad-o-le-sen'shal), a. Of or per- Thus solids, such as glass, gather gases and
otapersonal estate in which the powers of the adminis- taining to the period of adolescence. liquids with which they are in contact.

i?,SLTud^oa'eS'L\KStr;^rt\Ufin"s;etJS'S
fen^iiliv of1' ^ih^ow^r" teT^^fot—MnT

adsorption, n. 2. The mechanical imbibition
limited letters of administration. sentially ot a tugn-power telepnoto combma- of fluids or gases.

Administrative county. See*coM«««i. *'°?.®°/^! ^? *° tp^smit parallel rays. When adsorptive (ad-s6rp'tiv), a. ladsoi-b(-sorj>-) +
^^ittn-™it_^ 1 /jTn ^ 1 <^»"^a • used in front of an ordinary lensm a 'flxed-focus' camera .tjvfi Of nhonrntitw 1 ranaWn nf nr ohara/.admiralty, n. 1. (6) The members of this bodyare it gives an enlarged image without disturbing the focal -^'^f.

<JC. aosorpme.i ^.apaDle Ot or cnarac-
officially designated as the Commissioners for Executing adjustment. . The elements of the adon are, however, tenzea DV adsorption.
the Office of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdom adjustable so that it can be used with varying effect when adstemal (ad-stfer'nal), a. [L. ad, to, + ster-
of Great Bntam and Ireland. The commissioners include the camera permits of focusing. Used by itself it acts mm. sternum! Situated near or in relation(hvd Lords, Naval or Sea Lmd>, and Secretariet. The as a high-power telephotograpMc lens. ^TT' +i:;^„™ ,-|^

oimaieu near or in relation

First Lard of the Admiralty is a civilian and the respon- „ j„„iL„. ,„ j„„/^ ^iJ\ „ r j^™,-,, / ,-.7 ^ /„ ^."° *"® sternum.
Bible political head of the organization. Absolute power adOHldin (a-doni-din), ». [-4doMJS (-«*) (see a duC (a dS'e). [It.] By twos : in OTM«c, em-
withiu the Admiralty, subject only to the King and Par- def.) + -IW'^.J A glucoside of uncertain com- ployed when two voices or instruments use the
liament, is vested in him. The Sea iords, four in num- position obtained from .4do»is Berrea/Js; said samp staff fn \j\riipatp that fhp t-arn avo tn r^rr.
her, are naval officers, usually admirals. The J^Yrst Sea fo resemble diiritali's in its T.hvsiolo(H(.al aption

s^^/.^Tatt, to inmcate tnat the two are to pro-

Lord makes preparation for war and advises on all large j
resem Die digitalis initspnysiological action, eeed m umson : opposed to dtvist.

questions of naval policy. He is responsible for the effl- 3^0J"1
(ao 9-nin), n. lAOoms (see del.) + adularescence(ad-ii-la-res'ens), «. ladular(ia)

ciencyof the fleet and the distribution of ships. He controls -in'.] A very bitter non-crystaUine glucoside, + -escencel The chatovanev of the adularia-
the Intelligence Hydrographical, and Naval Ordnance C24H40O9, found in Adonis Amurensis. varietv of feldsnar the mooii like Rhpen nf thpdepartments. The Second Sea Lord is responsible for all -jtf_,-f" rad'o-nif> n TAdnnix Irpp flpfl -1-

™"<^i^y "^ i^i^spar, tnemoon-liKesneen ot the
questions relating to the personnel of the navy, including *'*°5'-^^ }**" 9 W'''^- .

L'='o?«»« ^^..^^A^xV moonstone, best visible when the stone is cut
manning of the fleet and appointment of officers. The -«te''-J An optically inactive pentite, C5H7 with a convex dome,
rfttrd Sea ioTui a»id CoTrfroiier has charge of the materiel (0H)5, found in Adonis vemalis and also oHnlt. « Q Snpoifinnllv in\ In ^mi 7«.„ o

itt::^^xt.T^^fn'^LT'z^/i£''rt^. irrdoc'^*'^^
^^''"'^*^°" °'^'°^^- ""^"^ "^l^^iJ-^lr^t'^LiiK^e^^'o^Zn^.

sible for the administration of the Royal Dockyards. The •"'
^"/^ }-'

,.,-,, rA j -^ 1 .-1 teen, or a female infant who has attained the
J-ourtA or ^«mor Sea tord deals with transport, coaling, aaomtol (a-don i-tol), TO. lAs adonite + -ol] age of twelve, (b) In common law one of the
victuaUng, and stores, and with questions relating to pay. Same as ^adoMJte. full ae-e of twentv-onp Rnmiier T.awDiot
medals, uniforms, prisons, collisions, ete. The dvU a<lonPTn,tp Cad-ou'e-ratt v t nrpt and nn ail j ,i ^ .

"twenty one. ^o«iiw, l^aw iJict.

iord deals with public works, the civil staflf, etc. The ^°i^„:?f® if, „5^^„i' !,' 'r^ „5 P^' " / adulterin, a. and TO. A simplified speUing of
ParJiameTrfarj, aild iiVnonc-ai Secretary has charge of

^ated, VW. ad<^eratmg IML. adoperan,< adulterine.
i-

6
finances, accounts, and expenditures. The PermanerU Li. ad, to, + operan, work: see operate.] To adulterism(a-dul'ter-izm) n A name or word

Admiralty ooeffldent See *e<.ejs««««.
adoperation(ad-op-e-;a'shon), to. Application; ^;??3*5??f ^f^'^*^"^)',?-

[«<«««•?. +
-^""^-i^admission, TO. 8. Specifically, m engin.

:
(a) ^J ^^ ^f „iUns to"an end. Fea^ck, Melin- J'l^

° ^/^ ?-'^""
°^^T?]^*^^/

^^^^^-
Entraneeotmotorfluid(assteam, air, or water) gourt H 56 N E D oped: as, m full vigor and adulthood. Cmc-
into a cylinder for the Pypose of driving a adopter, 'to.

'

2. An' apparatus for the rapid t" ^''^-
;,
^^

f^ ^^
piston. (6) The portion of a full traverse of a leveling of a compass, consisting of a spindle, adpibra (ad-um'bra), to.

;
pi. adumbrse (-bre).

piston during which the motor fluid is allowed
jj^jj 3^°^ ball-socket

s f
> fi^g penumbra, m an eclipse of the moon,

to enter the cylinder (c) The point in the adorbital (ad-6r'bi-f.al), to. [L. ad, to, + or- adumbrella (ad-um-brel'a), to. [NL.,<L.ad,
traverse at which such entrance of motor fluid Jj^, orbit: see orMi.T In icftk, the preorbital *°' + «»»6»-eHa, a little shade.] The upper
begins. bone. surface of the velum in jelly-fishes : distin-

admission-line (ad-mish'on-lin). TO. That line Adoxacese (ad-ok-sa'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (Fritseh, guished from exvmbrella.
of an indicator-diagram which is made by the 1891), < Adoxa + -acese.] A family of dicot- aduncirostrate (ar^3un-si-ros'trat), a. [L. ad-
pencil of the indicator while steam is being yledouous, sympetalous plants of the order ^?<'««; hooked, -f rostrum, beak, -I- -afel.]

admitted to the cylinder. -B«6«ite. it contains only the genus ^Aaa, and is
Having a hooked beak, as birds of prey.

admiSSlon-port (ad-mish on -port), TO. The charaoteri2ed chiefly by the split or 2-parted stamens adUTOl (ad-ii'rol), to. A trade-name for two
steam-portor-passagethroughwhiehtheenter- inserted on the tube of the corolla. compounds used as photographic developers
ing steam gains access to an engine-cylinder, adoxaceous (ad-ok-sa'shius), a. [NL. Adaxa- Adurol "Schering " is bromhydroquinone Cr-
In engines of ordinary construction, each port is alter- ee-ee + -ous.] In bot., having the characters HuBrfOH^o- nrfj/ro7 "H'/7»iyr"naohl>>»l.-.7H»An,ii
nately supply and exhaust, though it is usual to apply of or belonging to the tajmilyAdoxacex. none

' •''
eniornyaroqui-

the latter term only to the port which exhausts du'ectly „ J „i_„,-t„^ /JJi _i„o^;_4.,,—\'' rTirj isrr, 1 At „j_ . i-i. .i. , ,
into the atmosphere. {Lockwood.) In Corliss engines the aa piaciiunnaa pias 1 tum;. L^-, J->lJ-l. At adv. An abbreviation of adwcaW.
admission- and exhaust-ports are separate. pleasure: m mustc, notmg a free part in a advaita (ad'vi-ta), to. ISkt. advaita, uon-dnal-
admission-valve (ad-mish'on-valv), ». The contrapuntal work which is not bound by the ity.unity,<a-priv. + d«o»<d,dnality,<rfri-,two.]
valve which controls the admission of steam, strict rules of imitation; especiaUy, in a canon. The pantheistic doctrine of the Vedanta
gas, air, or water to a motor- or compression- noting a voice-part that does not follow the school of Hindu philosophy, taught especially
cylinder. j" 'I- i^^ J?'t> ^ • 4. ;i .,

in Shankara's commentary on the upanishads.
admittance, to. 6. The reciprocal of the im- adradial,o. 2. Pertainmgto an adradius: as. The doctrine is that<J<mo«, self, is -BraAman, the
pedance in an alternating-cWrent circuit or tbe«^''«*f'<>i'g_^n?.<'*af echmodera. Absolute.

the ratio of alternating current divided by the Tijadius (ad-ra di-us), to.; pi adradu
(-j^. advance, n. 13. The angular interval in ex-

electromotive force consumed by the current. l?\'-' < ^..
««;.t°'

,7 ^f"*!
I'ay-] One of the cess of 90° which the center-line of an engine-

See impedance. The components of admit- eightradii which he between the perradii and eccentric makes with the center-line of the
tancearethe*C0Bdactowceandthe*s«*c«ptoTOCe ^^^

"^^^Z ? "^ ^°™'''«. ^^"^
^^J"}^^^ "^^l^^ engine-crank, it u given to enable a valve wUh

(which see)
symmetry. Compare i)CTTad«Ms and interra&JW. lap, which will work th? steam expansively, to bc^n

ailmnfiTrA /ad-mo'tivl a \ad- + motive ^ adrenal, TO—Accessory adrenals. See Marchand's admission of steam at or before the dead-point of theaomocive laa mo nv;, a. \_att- -r ™»™«-J •odrenafo.-Marchand'B adrenals, islets of adrenal piston-traverse. See on^or advance of an eccentric,
Characterized by motion toward : as, admolive ^^^^^^ ,o„„a ;„ ojjgp p^rts. Also called accessory adre- ""der angvlar.

germination. Syd. Soc. Lex. nals and adrenal rests. 14. In fencing, a quick move of the right foot
a^nasal (ad-na'zal), TO. [L. ad, to, + nasus, II. a. Situated near or in contact with the a few inches forward, followed instantly by



advance
the left foot, but so that the fencer keeps his
eqmlibrium and is ready for parry, or the for-
ward lunge of the right foot.

advance-growth (ad-v&ns'groth"), n. Jnfor-
estry, young trees which spring up in acciden-
tal openings in the forest or under the forest
cover, before reproduction cuttings are begun.
See volunteer *growth.
advancement, n. 6. In surg., an operation
for strabismus, consisting in dividing the ten-
don of the healthy muscle, bringing the end
forward, and fastening it to the eyeball forward
of its former point of insertion.

advancing (ad-vS.n'slng), n. The act of tak-
ing or of giving an advanced position: ad-
vancement

;
promotion ; furtherance. [Obso-

lete or rare.]
.

Advent Sunday, the first Sunday in Advent, or that
nearest St. AndrewB day (Nov. 30).

'

adventitial (ad-ven-tish'al), a. Same as ad-
ventitious. Jour. Exper. Med., VI. 69.

adventitious, a. 4. in jpA^tosreo(7., naturalized
from a distant formation : opposed to *vioine.

A term proposed by Pound and Clements.
Compare adventitious, 2.

adventurism Cad-ven'tur-izm), n. The ways,
habits, and schemes of the adventurer or ad-
venturess; the practices, pretenses, or experi-
ences of those who live by their wits.

adventuresum, a. A simplified spelling of

Ana a '-n' .^acid Shield on Coinsname m of saiamts. tFrom " Jour-

adverb, n,— Flat adverb, a substantive or an adjec-
tive placed in an adverbial position (so called by J. Barle,
Fhilol. Eng. Tongue, § 430) : as, /or«at wild; to look bad;
to walk elaw; "with foreheads vUlairwue low," Shak.,
Tempest, iv. 1. 274. Some adverbs of this type are, how-
ever, reduced forms of Middle English or Anglo-Saxon
adverbs with an adverbial suffix (-e), from the adjective
with which they have later become identical in form.
—Flectional adverb, an adverb formed of a case of a
formerly inflected noun, as mamingt, evenings, needs,

dmlMng, upward (genitives), whilom, seldom (datives)

:

as, he is usually at home evenings; "he must needs go
through Samaria," John iv. 4; "the wakeful bird sings
darkUng," MU'un, P. L., iii. 38, 39.— Phrasal adverb,
an adverb consisting of a phrase or clause ; an adverbial
clause : as, of course, of a truth, at ramdom, in aninstant,
litUe by 2tMe. — Relative adverb, an adverb which is

derived from a relative pronoun, relates to an antecedent,
and usually introduces an adverbial clause, as when,
where, whence : as, at the place where the accident oc-

curred ; at a time when he was not expected.

adverbial, a.— Adverbial clause, in gram., a clause

or phrase which serves as an adverb : as, he met with an
accident on Ms way home.

II. n. An adverbial word or clause, as truly,

exceedingly, of course, to-day, as soon as lie

arri/iies.

adverbiation (ad-v6r-bi-a'shon), n. [NL. "ad-
verinatio(n-), < L. a(J»er6mTO,' adverb.] An ex-

tended phrasal adverb. See the quotation.

Koom must be given to the term Adverb to let it take

in all that appertains to the description of the condition

and circumstances attendant upon the verbal predication

of the sentence. ... I would propose that for such ex-

tended phraseological adverbs we adopt the title of

Adverbiation. J. JEarle, Philol. Eng. Tongue, p. 431.

adverbism (ad'v6rb-izm), n. Tendency to an
excessive use of adverbs. G. S. Ball, Adoles-

cence, II. 467.

advertisemental (ad-v6r-tiz-men'tal), a. [ad-

vertisement + -al.'] Relating or pertaining to

advertising or to advertisement. [Bare.]

advisal (ad-vi'zal), n. [advise + -a?.] Ad-
vice ; counsel. 3". S. BlaeUe, .^schylus, I. 197.

[Bare.]

advize, v. A simplified spelling of advise.

advolution (ad-v6-lii'shon), n. [L. ad, to, +
volvere, roll: formed on type of evolution.} An
onward rolling or unfolding; progressive de-

velopment ; the theory of evolution considered

with regard to its trend or ultimate develop-

ments. See the extract.

Why should Evolution stop with the Organic? It is

surely obvious that the complement oJ Evolution is

Advolution, and the inquiry, Whence has all this system

of things come, is, after all, of minor importance com-

pared with the question. Whither does all this tend?

H. Drummond, Nat. Law in Spiritual World, p. 401.

adynamandry (a-din-a-man'dri), w. [Gr.

adiivaiiog, without power, + avi/p (av6p-), man
(male).] In hot., self-sterility; incapability of

self-fertilization. Delpino.

adynamical (a-di-nam'i-kal), a. Not dynami-

cal.

The properties of electric and magnetic force are ex-

plicable upon dynamical principles; so far there is no

known necessity for seeking for adynamical properties

in ether.
Jour. Tnst. Electric Engineers (Brit), 1889-1900, p. 396.

adz-block (adz'blok), n. A solid oblong block

of iron or steel, S(iuare in section, which carries

S.—

2
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the cutters or plane-irons of a wood-planing
machine. Lockwood.
Adzuki bean. See *bean\
iEacid (e'a-sid), n. [L. JSaddes, < Gr. AlaiciSric,

< AloKog, Jfcacus.] A son or descendant of
.^acus (who was a son of

Zeus and .^gina, and after

death a judge in the lower
world), especially : (a) Pe-
leus; (6) Achilles; (c) Te-
lamon; (d) Aiax.—iEacid
shield, the shield of the Tela-
monian Ajax, which was repre-
sented on the coins of ancient
Salamis in Qreece. It assumed
a peculiar form resembling
types found in the Dipylon and
Myceneeau periods.

aeae (a-a-a'a), n. [Ha-
waiian = Maori akeake,
the name of a small tree
(see *afce).]

Hawaii of Lymim Sand- »»' °' Hellenic studies,'
^

J. T, -u by permission of the Coun
vncense, an erect shrub cii.)

from two to three feet
high, with stiff, smooth branches. It grows along
the sea-coast, anci bears a red berry which is edible but
not very palatable. Also called ohelo-kai.

secial (e'shial), a. [< Gr. alda, an injurious
effect.] Same as esddial. J. C. Arthur.

.Scldial form, stElge. Same as secidiostage.

seciospore (e'si-6-sp6r), ». [Gr. ahia, an in-

jurious effect, 4- awopd, 'a spore.] Same as
eeeidiospore. J. C. Arthur.
secium (e'shium), n. [NL., < Gr. cuda, an in-

jurious effect.] A term proposed by J. C.

Arthur for the sscidial stage of the rust fungi,
Vredinales. Same as ascimostage.

Aedes (a-e'dez), n. [NL. (Meigen, 1818), < Gr.
diid^g, unpleasant, odious, < a- priv. + ^Sfjg,

pleasant.] A genus of small mosquitos of the
dipterous family Culicidse. They have the palpi
in Doth sex«s less than half as long as the proboscis (2-

jointed In the male and 4-jointed in j;he female), and
have no bluish scales on the upper side of the thorax and
no bristles below the scutellum. Several species are
known. ASdesfuscus inhabits the northern United States.

segagropila, n. 2. [cap.'] pi. Marine algse

which form more or less spherical masses and
are freely driven from place to place.

aegagropilous(e-ga-grop'i-lus),ffl. [Gr. alyaypoc,

the wild goat,+ li.pila, aball,+ -o«s.] Noting
the dense tufted condition assumed by certain
algse, particularly the cladophoras. Athenaeum,
IV. 363.

segialosaur (e-ji-al'o-s&r), n. A reptile of the
genus Mgialosaurus.
aegicrania (e-ji-kra'ni-a),.TO.pZ. [NL., < Gr. rff

(o'y-)i goat, + Kpaviov, skull.] In Bom. antiq.,

the heads of goats or rams used in the sculp-
tured decoration of altars : suggested by the
custom of hanging up the heads of victims.

.^gicrania.— Altar in the Vatican, Rome.

iEginidae, n.pl. 2. A family of Narcomedmse,
having a circular canal communicating with
the stomach by double peronial canals, with
internemal gastral pouches, and without oto-

porpse. It contains the genera ASgina, .Mgineta,

Mginopsis, and others.

Mglins, Ce-gli'na), n. [NL.,< Gr. Jiiy/l)?, anymph,
-I- -ireoi.] A genus of asaphid trilobites. They
are remarkable for their immense compound eyes, which
give them a strikingly larval aspect : found in the Lower
Silurian of Europe. .

iGgOCera (e-gos'e-ra), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1809),

aerage

<oif {diy-), goat, -f idpag, horn.] An interesting
genus of East Indian moths of the family Aga-
ristidse. The male of.<4.triparti(itmakes apeculiarclick-
ing noise wliile flying ; it is produced by a special struc-
ture on the front wing, which is rubbed against the spinea
of the front feet.

iEgoceratidae (e-go-se-rat'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,<
^JEgoceras,^ Gr. oif {aly6(), goat, -I- idpag (icipa-

Tog), horn, + -idse.] A family of ammonoid
cephalopods or ammonites. They have smooth, dis-
coidal shells with broad umbilicus and highly specialized
complicated septal sutures. The species occur' in the
Triassic formation.

iElurodon (e-lu'ro-don), n. [Gr. aiXovpoc, a cat
or a weasel,+ bSobc (-ovtoq), a tooth.] A genus
of Canidse of the North American Miocene,
with affiliations with the bears.

selurophobia (e-lu-ro-fo'bi-a), n. [Gr. aWoupoc,
eat,+ -^0^8(0, Kijio^eiv, fear.]" A morbid dislike
or fear of eats.

aeneofuscous (a-e"ne-o-fus'kus), a. [L. aeneus,
of brass, -f /itscMS, fuscous.] In entom., of the
color of dirty brass.

aeneolithic (a-e " ne-o-lith ' ik), a, [L. aeneits,

brazen, + Gr. XiBog, stone.] Pertaining to the
period in which both metal and stone imple-
ments were used : a term introduced by Italian

archaeologists.

aeneous (a-e'ne-us), a. [L.oeraeMS, of brass.] In
entom., havingbrassy or metallic reflections.

senigmatite (e-nig'ma-tit), n. A rare triclinic

member of tte amptibole ^oup. it occurs in

black prismatic crystals in the sodalite-syenite of southei'n
Greenland and similarly elsewhere. It is a titano-silicate

of ferrous iron and sodium.

.Solian, n. 2. Same as .^olic.

iEoliC digamma, the digamma (which see)

.

seolidoid (e-ol'i-doid), a. [seolid -\- -old.'] Hav-
ing the form or characters of the .Molididse.

seolina, n. 2. An organ-stop of a thin, deli-

cate tone.

seolipile, n. 2. A form of blast-lamp for use in

chemical laboratories, in which an alcohol
.flame is deflected by a stream of alcohol vapor
escaping from a jet, this vapor being produced
from liquid alcohol in a little boiler over the
original flame.

SEiOlodicon (e-o-lod'i-kon), n. [Gr. AioAof, Mo-
lus, + (jtS^, song, + -ieon, as in harmonicon.]
A musical instrument, played from a key-
board, the tone of which was produced in one
variety by the blows of hammers upon steel
springs, and in another from free reeds, as in
the harmonium. Neither form attained artistic

importance.

seolodion (e-6-16'di-on), n. [Gr. Ajo^of, JEolus,
4- Gr. i/>iii, song, + -ion, as in melodion.] Same
as *SBOlodicon.

seolomelodicon (e"o-lo-me-lod'i-kon), n. [Gr.
AloXog, .^olus, -t- fieX(i>d6g, musical (see melo-
dion), + -icon, as m harmonicon.] A musical
instrument of the pipe-organ class, invented
by Hoffmann of Warsaw about 1825. its chief
peculiarity was that metal tubes were placed in front of
the mouths of the pipes, to impart to them special quali-
ties imitating various instruments and to strengthen the
tone. The use of these resonators was under the control
of the player. Also called choraleon.

seolopantalon (e " o - lo -pan ' ta - ion), n. [Gr.
AloXoq, .^olus ; second element uncertain.] An
SBolomelodicon having a pianoforte attachment
which could be used with or without the organ
tones.

seolophon (e'o-lg-fon), n. [Appar. G., < Molus
+ Gr. -fuvoQ, < pav^, sound.] A form of sera-
phine.

eeolotropism (e-o-lot'ro-pizm), re. The state

or condition of sBolotropy.

eeonial, a. See *eonial.

seonologe (e'on-9-loj), n. [Gr. alav, an age, -t-

-Mytov, < Xeyeiv, tell: formed on type of horo-

loge.'] An imagined clock that measures time
by eons or ages. See the quotation. [Rare.]

The horologe of earth ... is no measure for the
geonologe of heaven.

F. W. Farrar, Early Days of Christianity, p. 511.

seaualis (e-kwa'lis), n. [L., equal.] In gram.,

the case which expresses similarity (like, simi-

lar to). Also called simtoSue. BarMwm, Essen,

of Iimuit, p. 17.

JEquidens (e'kwi-denz), n. [NL., < L. sequus,

equal, + dens, tooth.] A genus or subgenus
of South American Cidhlidse: they resemble
the sunflshes of the north.

aerage (a'e-raj), re. [P. aSrage, < L. aer, < Gr.
a^p, air.] Airing; ventilation.



aerate

aerate, v. t.—ASratlng plants, epiphytes.—Aerat-
ing roots, roots which rise out of the water or mud,
provided with a loose corky tissue with large cellular in-
terspaces adapted to aeration, as the " knees " of the bald
cypress.

aSrenchyma (a-e-reng'ki-ma), n. [Nil., < 6r.
d^p, air, + lyx>>fia, infusion.] A tissue con-
sisting of thin-walled cells with large, inter-
cellular spaces, adapted to aeration. It occurs
in the stems of certain marsh plants. Schenk.

aerialist (a-e'ri-al-ist), n. [aerial + -ist] An
aerial navigator; one skilled in aeronautics.
[Rare.]

aerobia, n. pi— Facultative' aeroWa, bacteria, nor-
mally anaerobic, which have acquired the capacity of
living and growing in the presence of oxygen.

aerobic (a-e-ro'bik), a. Same as aerobian.—
Facnltatlveiy aerobic, having the ability to live either
in the absence or in the presence of oxygen.

aerobiont (a-e-ro-bi'ont), n. Same as aeroie.

aerobioscope (a"e-r6-bi'o-sk6p), n. An appa-
ratus for.coUecting bacteria from the air.

aerobinm (a-e-ro'bi-um), n. Singular of aero-
bia (which see).

aero-club (a'c-ro-klub"), n. [Gr. a^p, air, + E.
club.] A cliib or association devoted to the
promotion and practice of aeronautics or avia-
tion.

aSrocondenser (a*e-ro-kon-den's6r), n. [Gr.

a^p, air, + E. condenser.'j A form of surface-
condenser for changing the vapor of water, or
any other vapor, back into a liquid by the with-
drawal of heat by means of a rapid circulation

. of air. It is much used as a means of cooling and con-
4lensing in motor-vehicles. The vapor to be condensed
is con^ned in a chamber throngh which pass a great
number of tubes, the air being made to move at speed
through the latter.

aeroconlscope (a'e-ro-kon'i-skop), n. [Gr.

a^p, air, + /cdvjf, dust, + ckowuv, view.] An
apparatus for collecting dust for future exam-
ination. Also aerokoniscope. B. E. Maddox.

aerocurve (a'e-ro-kerv), n, [Gr. ar/p, air, + L.
curBus, curve.] A curved surface intended for

the support, in the air, of a gliding- or a flying-

machine. See *aeroplane, 1.

One of the most difiicult questions connected with the
problem of aerial navigation is the longitudinal stability

of a machine supported on aero-planes and aero-curves.

Rep. Srit. Ass. Advaricement of Sci., 1902, p. 524.

aerodrome (a'e-ro-drom), n. [Gr. ar/p, air, +
-Spo/iog, <. Spa/i'elv, Ton.'] 1. A flying-machine
supported by aeroplanes and having a motor
and a rudder for navigjating the air; specifi-

cally, a machine of this kind invented and
named by S. P. Langley.— 2. A course for

testing or practising with aeroplanes or other
flying-machines.

aerodromic (a"e-ro-drom'ik), a. [aerodrome +
-ic] Of or pertaining to aerodromes or flying-

machines. A. G. Bell, in Smithsonian Bep.,

1896, p. 6.

aerodromics (a"e-ro-drom'iks), n. [As aero-

drome + -Jc] The art of navigating the atmo-
sphere by means of engines and balloons, but
especially by means of aeroplanes or aero-

curves driven by machinery. S. P. Langley,

in The Aeronaut. An., 1897, p. 13.

aerodyne (a'e-ro-din), n. [Gr. a^p, air, +
dinia/iii, power.] See the extract.

I use the word "aerodyne" in preference to "flying-

machine," to denote an aeroplane-supported) machine,
driven by mechanical power through the air.

W. R. TurnbvM, in Phys. Hev., March, 1907, p. 286.

aerogram (a'e-ro-gram), n. [Gr. df/p, air, +
ypafi/ia, a writing.] A message transmitted
through the air, especially one transmitted by
wireless telegraphy. L. de Forest, in N. Y.

Com. Advertiser, Jan. 31, 1903.

aerograph (a'e-ro-graf), V. [Gr. dvp, air, -I-

ypd<j)eiv, write.] I. trans. To transmit or send
through the air by wireless telegraphy: as,

to aerograph the state of the money-market to

Iiondon or Paris. N. Y. Com. Advertiser, Jan.

31, 1903.

II. intrans. To communicate by means of

wireless telegraphy; use wireless telegraphy

in communicating with others.

[Eeeent in both uses. ]

aerohydropathy (a"e-ro-hi-drop'a-thi),». [Gr.

af,p, air, + E. hydropathy.'] Combined water-

and air-cure.

aerohypsometer (a'g-ro-hip-som'e-t^r), n.

[Gr. a^p, air, + E. hypsometer.] A simple

form of air-barometer devised by G. Govi of

Turin in 1867 for measuring small differences

of altitude by measuring the expansion under

18

varying pressures of a, short column of air

whose temperature is constant or is known.
Also aerypsometer.

aSroides (a-e-roi'dez), n. A pale sky-blue va-
riety of beryl.

agroklinoscope, aerokoniscope, «. See aero-

clinoseope, *aeroconiscope.

aeromechanics (a'e-ro-me-kan'iks), n. [Gr.
ar/p, air, -f- E. mechanic's.'] l"he mechanics of the
atmosphere or, in general, of gases ; the science
of the action of forces on gases

;
pneumatics.

aeromotor (a'e-ro-m6"tor), n. [L. aer, air, +
motor, motor.]' 1. An'air-ship; a vehicle for

navigating the air.— 3. A form of windmill
using metalUc vanes or sails.

aeronat (a'e-ro-nat), n. [aero- + L. nai(are),

swim, float.] See the extract. [Rare.]

Aeronat is a'dirigible, motor-driven balloon, or air-ship.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 20, 1909.

aeronef (a'e-ro-nef), n. [P. 'a&ronef, < L. aer,

air, -t- P. lief, < L. navis, ship.] An air-ship.

[Rare.]

aerophagia (a^'e-ro-fa'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
afjp, air, + -t^ayia, (. ^yelv, eat.] The swallow-
ing of air sometimes observed in hysteria.

aerophilous (a^e-rof'i-lusl, a. [Gr. d^p, air,

-I- 0('/lof, loving.]' Air-loving: applied to bac-
teria and other organisms which require air
for their development. See aerobian.

aerophobic (a^e-ro-fo'bik), a. Of or pertaining
to aerophobia ; afraid of air ; having a morbid
dread of currents of air.

|

aerophone, n. 2. An instrument having the
functions of both an ear-trumpet and a speak-
ing-trumpet.

aerophore, ». 2. An instrument for filling with
air the lungs of a stiU-bom child.— 3. In tex-
tile spinning-rooms, a device used to diffuse
moisture throughout the air. An excess of mois-
ture is required both to make shrinkage-effect uniform
and to counteract the electrifying action of the rapidly
moving belts and other elements at the machines.

aerophorus (a-e-rof'o-rus), a. [Gr. drip, air,

-I- -^opoi, < ^kpziv, bear.] Containing or con-
veying air : same as aeriferoiis.

aerophysical (a"e-ro-fiz'i-kal), a. [Gr. d^p, air,

-I- (jwauidg, physical.] Of or pertaining to aero-
physios or the physics of the atmosphere ; spe-
cifically, relating to the atmospheric condi-
tions of heat and cold, dryness and humidity.

aerophysics (a'e-ro-fiz'iks), n. [Gr. d^p, air,

+ a.physics.] The physics of the atmosphere.
aeroplane (a'e-ro-plan), n. [Gr. d^p (dep-), air,

+ E. plane.] "1. A plane or curved (see *aero-

sthokirrin

machines, by means of the lifting-power of aeroplanes
(surfaces) were made during the second half of the nine-

teenth century. Models of flying-machines of this type,

more or less successful, were constructed by StringfeUow
in 1847 and 1868 and by Moy in 1874 and Tatin in 1879.

But the most important advances toward the solution of

the problem were made in the aerodynamical investiga-

tions of S. F. Langley and Sir Hiram Maxim, and in the ex-

periments of 0. Cilienthal, 0. Cbannte, and others with
gliding-machines. Langley perfected a model of an aero-

plane (his "aerodrome") propelled by a steam-engine
(burning naphtha), which in November, 1896,- flew about
three quarters of a mile. Experiments with gliding-

machines were begun by Orville and Wilbur Wright in

1900, and on December 17, 1903, an aeroplane constructed

by them and propelled by a gasolene motor rose from the

f
round and made a flight of 260 meters in 59 seconds— the
rst instance of successful mechanical flightby man. From

that time the development of the aeroplaneby the Wrights
and others (Voisin, Farman, Curtiss, Bleriot, Latham, etc.)

has been rapid and extraordinary results have been at-

tained. The machines in successful use are of two general
types: 'biplanes' (Wright, Curtiss, Voisin, Breguet, etc.)

having two aeroplanes (surfaces) placed one above the
other, and * monoplanes ' (Antoinette, Bleriot, etc.) having
one aeroplane (surface) or two laterally disposed. On Dec.

31, 1908, Wilbur Wright made, in France, a flight of 2
hours and 20 minutes, a period surpassed on August 7,

1909, by Sommer (2 hrs. 27J min.) and on Aug. 27, 1909, at
Kheims, by Farman (3 hrs. 4 min. S6| sec. : 111.848 miles

;

his flight was continued (unofiQcially) for about seven
miles more). On July 27, 1909, Orville Wright, at Fort
Meyer, made a cross-country flight of ten miles, with a pas-
senger, at the rate of over 42 miles an hour. A record for

speed was made by Curtiss, in a biplane, at Rheims on
August 28, 1909, when be made 12.42 miles in 15 min. 60^
sec. On July 25, 1909, Bleriot crossed the English Chan-
nel from Calais to Dover in a monoplane, in about 40
minutes.

aeropleustic (a"e-ro-pl6s'tik), a. [Gr. di/p, air,

+ j^varcK6;, adj., C tt^-cIv, sail.] Of or per-

taining to aerialnavigation or the art of sailing

in the air. N. E. D. [Rare.]

aerorthometer (a"er-6r-thom'e-ter),?i. [Gr.

d^p, air, -t- opdog, straight, + pirpov, measure.]
An instrument in which an air-thermometer
and a barometer are combined.
aerosphere, n. 2. The spherical mass of any
gas surrounding a molecule or atom and tem-
porarily constituting a unit with it.

aerostat, n. 3. In entom., a tracheal dilata-

tion forming an air-sac, as in the abdomen
of the honey-bee and certain other insects.

[Rare.]

Aerostatic setae. See *seta.

aerotaxis (a'c-ro-tak'sis), n. [Gr. d^p, air, +
rafif, disposition, order.] The movement of
cells or organisms in relation to a source or
supply of air.

aerotherapy (a,"e-ro-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. d^p,,

air, + depaireia, medical treatment.] Same as
aerotherapeutics.

Wright Brothers' Aeroplane (biplane).

^, rudder; B, dippio^.planes.

Bleriot's Aiiroplane (monoplane).

j4, engine: S, rudder; C. dipping-plane.

curve) surface, used to sustain a flying-machine
or a glid i ng-machine in the air, or in aerodynam-
ical experiments. As the machine moves through
the air, the aeroplane (commonly a light framework cov-
ered with a fabric), set at a small angle above the horizon-
tal, tends to support it by its lifting-power. Flying-
machines in which aeroplanes are so useil are also called
* aeroplanes ' (see det 2) : those in which support in the
air has been sought by the movement ('flapping') of such
surfaces in imitation of the action of the wings of birds
are called 'omithopters.'

2. A flying-machine driven by an engine and
supported by the pressure of the air upon the
under side of plane or curved surfaces known
as 'aeroplanes' or ' aerocurves.' (See def. 1.)
Various attempts to attain flighty in "heavier-than-air"

aerotropism, n. 2. In general, the bending
or grovrth of organisms in relation to a source
or supply of air.

aerypsometer (a'e-rip-som'e-ter), n. Same as
•''aerohypsometer.

"

sesaloid (e'sa-loid), a. [NL. .^salus, a genus of
beetles, + -oid.] Related to or resembling a
beetle'of the family Msalidse. '

seschrolalia (es"kro-la'li-a), n. [NL. , < a'taxpk,
shameful, + 'KaXia,' <. TiaTisiv, talk.] Indecency
of speech in the insane.

.Ssculaceae (es-ku-la'sf-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-

.

ley, 1841), < ^sculus 4- -acese.] A family of

dicotyledonous choripetalous plants of the
order SapindaUs, typified by the genus Msew-
lus. See Hippocastamaeeee.
ssculetic, a. See *esculetic.

sesculotannic, a. See '*'esculotannic.

iffisopic(e-s6'pik), a. [L. JEsopicus, < Gr.Atffu-
vuidg, < AiffUTTOf, w3Esop.] Same as JEsopian.
Jour. Hel. Studies, XIII. 300.
sesthacyte, n. See esthacyte.

sesthesia, n. 2. In bot., the capacity of an
or^n to respond to physical stimuli. Czapek.

sesthesin (es-the'sin), n. [Gr. aloBijaii, feeUng,
+ -Jn2.] A compound, C35H69O3N, formecJ by
the hydrolysis of phreuosin.
sesthesiomania, n. See *esthesiomania.
aesthetal (es-tbe'tal), a. [Gr. aladriTdg, percep-
tible (see esthete, "esthetic), + -aV-.] Sensory.

I propose to call the sensory cells, or sense-centres,
aesthetal cells. Haeekel (trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 14.

sstivo-autumnal, a. See *estwo-autumnal.
sethochroi (e-thok'ro-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. aiflcic,

burnt (see Ethiop), '+ xp^a, color.] Races of
black color; the negroes of Africa, the Me-
lanesians, iPapuans, and Australians. Also
ethochroi.

aethokirrin (e-tho-kir'in), ». [Gr. aWof, ftre
(see ether), + Kippdg, tavniy, yellow.] The
yeUow coloring matter of Linaria lAnaria, the
common toad-flax.



aetiatic 19 after-image

setiatic (e-ti-at'ik), a. [Also aitiatic, < Gr. of a base between two acids or of an acid between two fever, Aftican fever. See */everi.— Atricaa green.
alnaTiiiOC <. alria r-aiisp- kpb wtinlnm/ and an. bases can be computed.— Clang affinity or relation- See *ffree»i.

cmdtZ\ cZsVt^whPn a nnlwvls su^ «?^P- **'" *rfa«j?-ft:ediBPOBijDLg aAnity, in early AMcanistics (af'ri-kan-is'tiks), n. That de-Citsame.J yausai, as Wflen a quality is sup- cftem.,atermeniployed to signify the cause of a chemical TiartrnpntofTiynlolotrvpnTipevTiBH with )-linstii<1i>-posed to exist in an object which is suggested change produced by a substence having an affinity or at-
Partment olpmiology eoncemea with the study

by its name; accusative traction, not for a second substance itself, but for some- ot tne languages 01 Alnca.
, J .. ,'. . ^, ! .. .„ , ^. .... thing producible aa a result of the change. Thus, using AfncanOld (afri-kan-oid), a. r4/W«<l»* + -0*<*-]

thfs i^onfyTnsSuDon to t^' naS'slLe of°He"svch£^s 'i«
lan^^ge of the time it was said that soda, by its In anthrop., resembling African types of man.una 18 ouiy insisiea upon in tne passage oi aesycnius, affinity for phosphoric acid, enables phosphorus to de- -nr ,7 i?»w«„ -Oanaa n*Ti'„T.^T>o t. &nand 18 evidently due to an m«m«« exposition of the ter- compose carbonic acid (whiih without the soda it would .V •^^'9^, ^aces of Europe, p. 397.

mination. „„.„.,. ^^„ „» not do) and form phosphoric acid. This idea has long Afro-Amencan (af"ro-a-mer'i-kan), a. and re.

Ceca SmMh, Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIH. 117. been discarded. [L. Afer (pi. Afri), an African, -1- E. Ameri-
iEtiologlcal myth, a myth accounting for the origin of a Affirmance day general in the English Court of Ex- canA I. a. Of, pertaining to, or composed of
phenomenon. chequer, a day appointed by the judges of the common ^iprsons of African despent hnrn in Amprnpa.
AetobatiniP fa^e to bat'i ne^ n til ^Aetoha- Pl«as »"<> Karons of the exchequer, to be held a few days Persons, ot Aincan aesoent Dorn in Amenca
/„« + y^ 1

^^^-t^O-oat l-ue), n.JJt. \Aemow-
^£ter the beginning of every term, for the general afflr- (specifically in the United States) : as, an J/ro-

2j iT^
A suDiamily 01 sting-rays typi- mance or reversal of judgments. Boitmer, Law Diet. .4merjcam church: Afro-American <ak\7^w&.

fled by the genus ^etofiato. Afltenative pregnant. &ee *pregnant. II. re. A native of America (specifically of
AetObatlS (a-e-tob a-tis), ». mh., < Gr. asrdc, afSx, n. 4. In math., the complex number x + the United States) who is of African descent.

^J*^7- j.^""^' ^ ^^^ (fisn).] A later variant iy is denoted by a single letter, a; the point Afro-EuTOpean (af'ro-ii-ro-pe'an), a. [h. Afer
ot*^eto6nte.

rxrr ^^ . .
P, (a;, 2/), is then called the aja; of the valuer; (pi. J/n), an African, -I- fi. £«ropeaw.] Afri-

AetObatUB (a-e-tob a-tus), re. [NL., < far. aerdf, the number « is also spoken of as the opr of can and European; European with African
eagle, -1- ISdrog, a ray (fish).] A genus of sting- the point P. relations.
rays of the family MyUobaUd^. A. narinariia afflxment (a-fiks'ment), n. [oj^-l- -meref.] Same Afrogsea (af-ro-ie'a), re. [NL., < L. J/«r(J/»-),
the common species and 18 widely diffused. Itisbrown, aa nttni-hmenf if^^o« j. /^« , »7„ ^„«+i, n t„ jLx^^ J.

with many laiieyeUow spots.
as attachm^t. . ^ ,

African, + Gr. yam, earth.] In zoogeog., a.

aetosaur (a'e-to-sar), re. A reptUe belonging affixt.^p. A simplified spelling of <#a;ed. (proposed) division or realm comprising the

to the genus Aetosaurus aflttictionless (a-flik'shon-les), a. laffiiction + part of Afnca that lies south of the equator.

aetosaurian (a"e-to-sa'ri-an), a. and re. I, a. :;?**-l^'"^\^°™^f.^''*^?f
ortrouble. T. mr%. Correlated with Aretogsm. See Afrogiean.

Pertaining to or having iiLe characters of Ae- ^J'''ti°^^^^,
Madding Crowd. N. E. D. Afrogaeic (af-ro-je'ik), a. Same as Afrogsean.

tosaurus affrettando (a-fret-tau'do), a. [It., 'hurrying,' afrown (a-froun'), arfJ^. ia^ + frown.'] In a

II »."Sameas*aefo«aMr ppr. of ajrcitere, hurry.] In wusic, hastening frown; frowning: as, "with brows a/rowre,»

afain't (a-fanf), ads. [a3+faint.2 In a faint- the pace
:
virtually the same as acceZeraredo Joaquin MiOer. N. E. D.

ing state or on the point of fainting. ^ smngendo.
rr^ < i,

• j ,-,
afrunt, prep. phr. as adv. and jw-ep. A simpli-

affect^.re. 3. Inp««cfeoZ.: (a) Thefeltor af- S'frettato (a-fret-ta to), a. [It., 'hurried.'] fied spelling of a/roret.

fectivecomponentof a motive to action; the °?™* ^'^ *«^«**«"i^,''-., „, .^, , ,
a frutti (a frSt'ti). [It.] With fruits: said of

incentive, as opposed to the inducement, to attrettoso (a-tret-to so), o. [it., 'with hurry. J a characteristic style of ma.iolica decoration

act. See the extract. ^me as *affreUando.
, ^ ^ ., ^^^ consisting of foliage and fruits.

Affects. . . are the feeling antecedents of involuntary
affricate (af ri-kat), re. [= G. affrtkata, <NL. aft^ a. and odt'.- To haul aft a head-sheet (»«««,),

movements ; as motives, including affeats [and ends], are "affrzcata, < L. ad, to, -I- fncare, rub : see/nc- to puU on the rope secured to the clue of a staysail, jib,

the inner antecedents of acts of wUl. atioe.] In »feoreo%«, an intimate combination or flying 31b, so as to flatten the sail m a fore-and-aft di-

J.M. Baiaunn, Handbook of Psychol., II. 3U. of a stop With a spirant or ft^icative of thesame ZIt^L^II "^^r^^^^^^i^-^^ZX^r^iA^^
(6) Emotion.— 4. In Spinoza's philosophy, a position, as German j3/(ongmaliy^)inj>/ere»4S', main-boom, so as to bringthat spar more fore-and-aft, or
modification at once of the psychic and the ^/e;^er, etc., or German « or te (originally i) in in line with the keel.— Fore-and-aft rig. Seefme-and-

physical condition, the former element being zinn, tin, kaize, cat, etc. ^i^i'??^
J?*'"" /'"«-'"f^-"i^«-- To have the starboard

called an idea and the latter an a/ec*io». affricate (af'ri-kat),«.t.;pret.andpp.aJncofed, S? ^'iLTto s^S«nhanheTon tt?^^^^^
affection, re. 10. In recent psychol., the ele- p'pi. affricating. {affricate, a.] In phonology, vice versa.

mentary feeling-process; the pure or quali- to utter as an affricate. .Scnptore, Exper. Pho- after, prep. 10. In mineral., derived from;
tatively simple feeling, in which there is no neties, p. 307. having the form of: said of pseudomorphs,
admixture of sensation. See the extract. affricative (a-frik'a-tiv), re. Same as affricate, which retain only the form of the original
They [the mental elements] are very numerous :.. .

^aj^ce, Introd. Sci. Lang., I. 270. mineral: as, malachite pseudomorph after
but they may all be grouped into two great classes, as affirightfully (a-frit'ftll-i), adi). [affrightful cuprite ; cassiterite pseudomorph after feld-
8ensationsand^#|cfa|m +iy.^ In a manner to affrighten, terrify or spar. See i,*e«<iomorpft.- After one's own heart,"^'""""^' ^"""51 oi rsycuoi., p. ii.. alarm temfyingly : as, to dream affnghtfully. that comes up to one's ideas or likmg; entirely worthy
11. In trigon., relation to

J. in right-angled [Bare] of one's admiration and approval : as, he is a man i^fter

spherical triangles, angle A and side a are either both affnint, v. t and re. A simplified spelling of ,!KT,™1-„„ /6f '^p„ i.* ,/ ^ tgreater or both less than J. This is expressed by saymg
affront

ir o alter-DUming (at ter-ber"ning), re. In gr«s-

thatAandaareofthesameo/ecKore. afitomen faf-i-ko'menl re THeb T)rob<Gr erefl-jrees, combustion or burning of the gases
12. In >«;, the making over, pawning, or XSt ikderstood as 'tn ifler mfa^^ ^^^' ^^^ explosion has taken place which
niortgaging of a thing to assure the payment o^Ztim™ neuterof L^^^rofT fo^

«^°^* ^^^« ""^^ ^^1 1^® g^« ^°"e at once with
of a sum of money or the discharge of some °J^

pastime, neuter or emica/w{, oi or tor a res-
^j^ oxygen present.

other duty or service. Bouvier Law Diet.
g^^^l' <

^^^ru'tt QTl^^J^Jo^MllZ^i after-Sfome (af'tSr-krom), v. t.
;

pret. and
affective, a 3. In j,«2,cfeo«., relating to, char- X Se^rSen o/^^^^ w after-chromed, ^^v. after-chro^ng. To
acterized by, or consisting of affection: as,

arelThta oakefof ZeaveneHreTd called
^''^^^ (textiles, after they are dyed or panted)

the affectime side of the mental life; affeeUve *eZcfcivelv^Cohen "lilvFand ' Wel'Tthus '^t^ ^ «°l^*io° "^ some chromium compound,
experienee.-ASfective curve, in vmM,., a graphic ™!,?®"ilti^ fhp wholp Tpwfl Ti«tfnS> ,,=b^ ™ o^^der to fix, or render more fast, the colors
expression of the correlation of some attribute (intensity, lepresentmg the whole Jewish nation),

.
used j^ ^ ^jj j^j^ Sometimes the chromium

quality) of affection with some attribute of stimulus or bythe JewsatthesederservieeonPassovereve. impound aVaf a CrdkntiSeScinle^^^^
Sensation. E. B. TitcJuner, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 106.- It is broken off at the beginning of the service, and hidden aSThe dmositton o?a di °om"umSant^ich com
Affective memory, the revival, in afltective terms, ol by the head of the family, who presides at the seder table, ggje" vJith the dv^t^ • in ShT^es ttie DotMshim
past affective experience. Ribot. Psychol, of Emotions, until the conclusion of the meal After the two whole Somate SmZnlv^s'ed acts as aToric^taSSt
p. IBS.- Affective process, in psychol.: {a) An affec- cakes and the unhidden part of the broken cake have

"looromate commonly useu acts as an oxidizing agent,

tion. (6) A mental complex of which affection is char- been partaken of, with all the proper ceremonies, the aiter-COlOr (at ter-kul"or), re. A colored atter-
acterlstic or in which it is dominant.— Affective tone, aflkomen is eaten. Seeitseder. image. See afterimage.
in psychol, afiection considered with reference to the

g, fi^ji (a fi-6'ri). [It.] "With flowers : said of after-COOler (af'ter-k8"ler), n. A chamber in

sort'im°eVa"ff?cHon co^^^^^^^
a style of pottery decoration which consists of which air or a gas is cooled after it has been

tion. intertwined flowers and birds, characteristic compressed. See compressor.

affectivity (a-fek-tiv'i-ti), n. [affective + -ity.] of certain Italian majolica. after-cure (af'ter-kur), re. A course of treat-

The mental faculty concerned in the emotions, aflicker (a-flik'er), adi;. [a^ -i- JUcker.'] In a ment pursued after convalescence is estab-

affections, and sentiments ; the affective power flickeringstate or condition; flickering. .Browre- lished in order to insure the permanency of

of the mind. ing, Aristoph. Apol., p. 225. the cure.

The frequency of delusions in their multiform charac- aflower (a-flou'er) adv. [a3 -f flower.^ In after-dorken (af'ter-dar"kn) v t. In texUle-

ters of degenerative characteristics, of the loss of a/fec- flower; abloom; flowering. Swinburne, £jreeh- coloring, to deepen (a color) by subsequent
tivity, of heredity, more particularly in the children of theus, 1. 1147. N. E. D. dyeing or by oxidation with a chemical solu-
inebiiate imbecile, idiotic, or epUeptic parents, and g^gygjjl (a.fl„gjj/) ^^,y [o3 -(- ^jfel.] In a tion.

aaTgen'iiis ist f^Z.^fv^e^o^'^Zf^ieXi^ flushed 6v blushing state ; aglow; ablush. after-dinner (af'to-din"6r), «. and a [after +
group. c. iomiiroso (trans.), Manof Genius, p. 359. aflush^ (a-flush'), atii'- [a^ + flusW.} On a dinner.] I.t «. The portion of the day which

„«'.„.4..«««+/>^ Co fpV//+s Tr,n'tn^^ n Tn nminhni Icvel ; iu'the Same plane: as, aflvsh yjith. the follows dinner or the dinner-hour.

^cSf4°'n^S;onal\iX "aL'e wuSs^ul sea ^»ire6«rre«. Stupes in Son^,|. 169. i^.^.D. II. a, Following dinner; postprandial: as,

LrapHv^^- for Pxamtile the iovousness and aflutter (a-flut'er), o.i». [a^ + flutter.] In a after-dtnner eoSee; a.n after-dtnner na,v; a.n

f.,,t?ial a Jt;v;?v of tZnhaseofXXtfon^n AT^tter or commotion; agitated: fluttering, a/ter-dmreer anecdote or speech.

PrrpfiWr fnsrnftv constWute anlffec^ZtZ drowning. Men and Women, ii. lil. aftergrowth, ». 2. In forestry, young trees

stite
"^^'''^y ''°"®*'*'''® ^"^

"*'*''*'""''*'"^afoglie(af61'ye). [It.] With leaves: said of which spring up as the result of reproduction-

offlijoV^ /o «!') 5f> /J and M T n OppimTritiCT a Style of decorativo treatment in which leaves cuttings.

*j^i nositf^n of or recoffidzed as'an St^ »* t^ee« f"™ ^^^ principal motive, seen fre- after-heat (af'ter-het), re. The autumnal or

PTm^ot^I Rrmn^ruh^ir^r^d^i^lf quently on the majolica of Genoa, Venice, and after-summer warm weather which usually
son

;
affiliated. Browmng, Rmg and Book, <i^^^^

^^^^^^ pottery-centers.-A foglie da doz- prevails in the northern United States duiing^„ • . -.,. .„, „„„„„„ „„ j„„+u„K„« zina. [It., 'with leaves of the dozen,' that is, 'in ordi- the period known as 'Indian summer' Monthly
II. re. An affliated person or insti^tion, nary or common style/] Said of a coarse style of decora- TTedther Bev., Jan., 1902.

etc. Tojwg'ee, Fool's Hirrand, p. 12b. JSI.Ji.lt. tion found on certaininfenor majolica wares (particularly ~, ' o in nsi/z^lnZ ati^ .masfi of
aflanitv n 9 In iorojeci/woeorei., a perspective those of Venice), consisting of painted foli^e. alter-image, re. «J. in psychoC.,any paase ot

"™"Wv"li, • f-'.„r„„ ;„«„;*„ ^ . - fa'framl « The A-shaned sunnort sensation which persists after the withdrawal
of which the center is at an infinite distance

^-^^\^^J^^^l^^J^^l^ and cross-CdSes of the exciting stimulus: as, a visual after-
itfo6jM«. -Affinity constants, inM!/«.«A«m..numencal

lor tne cyimaer-Deam. ana cross neaa guiaes
anditorv ofter-imaap an offer-

constants by means of which the relative strength ol acids of a vertical engine ; the housing. image, an anaitoiy ajter-zmage, an ajter

or ol bases can be expressed, or with which the partition AfUcan bread&ult. See *6ieiKyrMJt.— African Coast image ot pressure.



after-impression

after-impression (M'Wr-im-presh«'oii), n. A
sensation which persists after the stimulus
that originally caused it is withdrawn.
after-leech (aftfer-lech), n. The roping on the
after edge of a fore-and-aft sail. The roping
on the forward edge is called by American sea-
men the luff and by English seamen the for-
ward leech. See leech^.

after-mast (af't6r-mast), n. The mast nearest
to the stem of the ship. On a one- or two-masted
vessel it is the mainmast ; on a tliree-masted vessel, the
mizzenmast; on a four-masted vessel, the jiggei^mast;
on a flve-masted vessel, the spanker-mast ; on a six-
masted vessel, the driver-mast ; and on a seven-masted
vessel the pusher-mast. The last three names have been
recently coined by the captains of many-masted vessels
as a convenience when giving orders concerning the
ngglng and sails belonging to the masts in question.
after-milk (after-milk), ». Strippings.
afternoony (af-tfer-nou'i), n. Like a (sum-
mer) afternoon ; languid ; enervating ; inclin-
ing to a siesta, as if in the heat of the day.

There is something idle and afternoony about the air
which whittles away one's resolution. Huxley, Life, IL 96.

after-nose (af't6r-n6z), n. In entom., a trian-
gular piece below the antennae and above the
nasus. Stand. Diet.

after-sensation (af'tfir-sen-sa'shon), n. In
psyehol.: {a) An after-image. (6) A secon-
dary or consequent sensation: as, the after-
sensaUon of pain which follows the sensation
of pressure when the sMn is lightly tapped
wila a needle.

after-shock (af'tfer-shok), n. A shock follow-
ing a primary shock; a succeeding shock.

The periodicity of the aftershocks of the great Indian
earthquake of June 12, 1897, is treated by' Mr. S. D.
Oldham in vol. xxxv. of the Memoirs of the Geological
Survey of India. Nature, April U, 1901, p. 671.

after-sound (af't6r-sound), n. A subjective
sensation of sound which remains after the
soumd itself has ceased.

after-stain (af'ter-stan), n. A stain or dye
employed after another stain, for the purpose
of still further differentiating details of cell or
tissue structure.

after-stain (af't6r-stau), v. t. [after + stain.']

To treat with an after-stain.

after-strain (af'tSr-stran), ». In elastimty, a
strain which develops gradually after the ap-
plication of the stress to which it is due and
which persists after the stress has ceased.
Also called elasticfaUgue.

after-stretch (af't6r-streoh), n. In wool-manuf.,
the elongation of the roving on the spinning-
mule after the delivery-rolls have stopped.
after-taste (af't6r-tast), n. A gustatory sensa-
tion which persists after the stimulus that
originally excited it has ceased to act.

after-vision {kt'tiiT--nzh"on), n. An impres-
sion of an object that remains in the retina
after the object itself is removed from sight.

after-world (af't6r-werld), n. The people of
succeeding generations; future ages.

The language ... in which Shakespeare and Milton
have garnered for the after-world the rich treasures of
their mind. Trench, Eng. Past and Present, iL

after-wort (af't6r-w6rt), n. In brewing, the
second run of wort.

afu (a-fS'). <*• and n. [Perhaps from the Poly-
nesian taipu, tabu: see taboo.] Same as taboo.

[Torres Strait.] Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XVI.
420.

afunction (a-fungk'shon), n. [o-i8 + func-
tion.'] In pathol., loss of function or function-
ating power. Alien, and Neurol., Aug., 1904.

afylloilS, a. A simplified spelling of aphyllous.

Afzelia (af-ze'U-a), n. [NL. (Gmelin. 1791),

named in honor of Adam Afzelms, a Swedish
naturalist.] A genus of scrophulariaceous
plants improperly called Seymeria by many
authors. See Seymeria.

A. G. An abbreviation of Attorney-General.

agada^ (a'ga-da), TO. [Abyssinian?] An Egyp-
tian or Abyssinian pipe sounded by means of

a reed mouthpiece somewhat like that of a
clarinet.

agalactous, a. 2. Not nursed, as a hand-fed
infant.— 3. Serving to check the secretion of

milk; lactifugal.

agalenoid (ag-a-le'noid), a. [NL., Agalena +
-oid.] Of, belon^ng to, or resembling the

spiders of the family Agalenidse.

agalite (ag'a-lit), m. [Appar. < Gr. ayv, wonder,

+ Xidoc, stone.] A fibrous variety of talc, pseu-

domorphous in origin, from St. Lawrence
County, New York: used in the manufacture

of paper. Sometimes written agalith.
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agalith (ag'a-lith), n. Same as *agalite.

agamobium' (ag-a-mo'bi-um), «.; pi. agamo-
bia (-a). [NL., < &r. a-priv. + yd/iof, marriage,
-I- /3ioV, life.] The asexual generation of a
hydroid jellyfish, as contrasted with the sexual
generation or gamobium.
agamogenetical (ag"a-m6-jf-net'i-kal), a,

Same as agamogenetic.

agamospore (ag ' a -mo - spor), n. [Gr. ayaixof,

without marriage, + mropa, seed (spore).] A
spore produced asexually.

Agaon (a-ga'on), n. [NL. (Dalman, 1818),
said to be < Gr. oyduv, ppr. of ayaeiv, var. of
ayaaOat, adore.] A remarkable genus of hymen-
opterous insects of the superfamily Ghalci-

doidea, giving name to the family Agaonidse.
It contains the single species A. paradoxum,
which lives in figs in Sierra Leone.

Agaonidse (ag-a-on'i-de)j n.pl. [NL., < Agaon
+ -idx.] Aji extraordinary family of chal-
cidoid hymenopterous insects. It comprises spe-
cies of small size, distributed in 2 subfamilies and 12
genera, all living in figs and accomplishing the fertiliza-

tion of the flowers of this fruit. Other genera containing
true parasites have been hitherto placed in this family,
but are now separated into other distinctly parasitic
groups. See itBlastophaga.

Agapetidae (ag-a-pet'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Aga-
petes + -idee.] A family of butterflies contain-
ing the forms known in the United States as
mea.dow-'browns and their allies. Prominent
American genera are Cercyoriis, Erebia, Cceno-
nympha, and (Eneis.

agar! (S'gar), TO. [Hind, agar, < Skt.aguru:
see agaUochum.] The aloes-wood or calambac,
Aquilaria Agalloeha. in India it is used for making
jewel-cases, rosaries, and ornaments of various kinds.
The chips are sold in bazaars and are burned in Hindu
temples. See agaUochum and eaglewood. Also aggur.

agar^ (a'gar), TO. Same as agar-agar Glucose
agar. See itagar-agar, 2.—Hydrocele agar, a cultm'e
medium suggested tor the growth of the gonococcus, in
which hydrocele fluid is used as the nutrient medium,
the agar being added to solidify the medium.— Litmus
lactose agar, a culture medium used in bacteriological
work. It is ormnary^ar containing J per cent, of lactose,
with enough litmus tincture added to give the solution a
light-blue color.— Feptone^agar, a bacteriological cul-
ture medium ; it contains a certain amount of peptone.
Also called nutrient agar.— Slant agar, agar that has
been solidified so as to present a slanting surface : used
in bacteriological work. Sderwe, March 14, 1902, p. 406.

agar-agar, to. 2. A gelatinous product from
certain seaweeds often combined with vaKous
nutrient substances to form a solid medium
for the artificial cultivation of bacteria and
other organisms.

agaric, I. n—Deadly agazlc, Amanita ptiaUoides,
a very poisonous fungus.—Ivoryagaric, the mushroom,
Hygrophorus ebumetis.—'lltan.eA agaric. Same as
*hor8etail-<maric.—'Royal agaric, alarge and elegant
edible mushroom, Amanita eeesarea. It has a bright
orange-colored pileus, an annulus, and a large, thick,
leathery volva. It is sometimes contused with the
poisonous fly-agaric, Anmnita muscaria.— Sugar-cane
agaric, Schizophyllum cffmnmne, which is reported to
be sometimes parasitic on sugar-cane.

II. a—Agaric acid, a compound, CxeHsoOs+ HoO,
obtained from agaric in the form of a white powder.
Also called agaridc and agarunnicacid.—Agaric resin,
a red amorphous solid obtained from the larch-fungus.
It is slightly bitter, and melts at 90° C.

Agaricacese (a-gar-i-ka'se-e), to. pi. [Agdri-
cus -h -acese.] The name now adopted for the
family Agaricini.

agaricaceous (a-gar-i-ka'shius), a. [Agariea-
cese.] Having the characteristics of the fam-
ily Agaricaeese, the agarics.

Agaricales (a-gar-i-ka'lez), TO. pi. [NL., <
Agaricus + -ales.] A large order of fungi in-
cluding the greater
part of the Uymeno-
mycetes, as the fam-
ilies Thelephoracese,

Clavariaceee, Hyd-
nacesB,Polyporacese,
and Aparicaceee.

agaricic (ag-a-ris'-

ik), a. [agajric +
-ic.] Same as ag-
aric

agaricinic (a-gar-i-

sin'ik),a. [agaricin
+ -ic] Belated to
agaricin. — Agail-
cinlc add. Same as
-kagaric acid.

Aganun (ag'a-
rum), TO. [NL.
(Postels and Bu-
precht, 1840), < Ma-
lay agar-agar: see
agar-agar!] A ge-
nus of brown algsB

Agarum Tumeri; expanded
blade of a frond.

age-fraternity

{Phxophyceee) inhabiting the Arctic and colder

waters of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The
frond consists of a stipe attached by a branching hold-

fast, and a broadly expanded blade which is perforated

with numerous holes. Popularly called sea-colander.

agasp (a-gasp'), adv. [/fi + gasp.] In a gasp-

ing state or condition
;
panting ; eager. Cole-

ridge, Own Times, II. 395. N. E. D.
Agassizocrinidae (ag-a-siz-6-krin'i-de), to. pi.

lAgassizocrinus + -idse.] A family of fistu-

late Crinmdea characterized by the elongate
dorsal cup composed of thick solid plates, and
by the absence of a column, it is believed that

in early stages these forms were attached by a stem, but
that they subsequently became tree-swimming. They
have been found only in the Easkaskia limestone of the
Lower Carboniferous formation in the United States.

Agassizocrinus (ag-a-siz-6'kri'nus), n. [NL.,

< Agassis + Gr. Kpivov, lily.] The typical ge-

nus of the family Agassizocrinidie.

agast.i). or a. A simplified spelling of aghast.

agate-*, n. 6. Naut., the jewel cup in the cen- .

ter of the compass-card, which rests upon the
upright pivot in the eeliter of the compass-
bowl.—Eye-agate, a variety of agate having the layera

in concentric circles.— Iceland agate, a fine variety of

obsidian (volcanic glass) found in Iceland.

agate-ware (ag'at-war), TO. 1. Pottery mottled
and veined in imitation of agate.— 2, A variety
of enameled iron or steel household ware.

Agathanmas (ag-a-tha'mas), TO. [NL., irreg.

< (?) Gr. ayav, much, + 0av/iaaia, wonder.] A
genus of dinosaurian reptiles from the Laramie
beds of the Bocky Mountains.
agathin (ag'a-thin), TO. [Gr. aya66g, good, -I-

-jto2.] a trade-name for the (2-methylphenylhy-
drazone of salicylic aldehyde, CgHsCHsNN:
CHCQH4OH. It crystallizes in white needles which
melt at 71° C. It has been used as a remedy for rheu-
matism.

agathodsemon, to. 2. In astroh, the eleventh
house of the heavens.
agathology (ag - a - thol'o - ji), TO. [Gr. ayaddg,

good, -t- -koyia, iMyeiv, speak.] The ethical
doctrine of the summum bonum, or that which
is good apart from any ulterior reason.

aigatoid (ag'a-toid), a. Resembling an agate
in structure or appearance.
Agau (a'gou),TO. aftei'*'Ahyssinian'languages(Jb).

agave, n. 2. [2. c] A plant of this genus.
—Soap agave, a name applied to several species of
Agave, the roots or other portions of which, called amoU
by the Mexicans, are used in place of soap for washing.
The principal Boai>-producing species is Agave Lecm-
puiZ2a of northern Mexico. SeeoTno^e.

agavose (a-ga'voz), ». [Agave+-ose.] A sugar,
C12H22O1I) obtained from the stalks of Agave
Americana.
A. G. 0. In astron., an abbreviation of Argen-
tine General Catalogue (of stars).

Age class. See -kdass.—Age coating, the carbonaceous
layer or deposit which gradually accumulates upon the
interior surface of incandescent-lamp bulbs in consen
quence of the disintegration of the filament—Age ofthe
tide. Same as retard <if the tide (which see, under retard)

.

—Copper age, in prehistoric a/rchaol., the period during
whichcopperwasusedforthe manufacture of implements.
In some parts of the world the stone age was followed by a
copper age, while in other regions the stone age was fol-
lowed by the bronze age.— Flint age. Same as stone
age. See archaologUsal ages, under o^e.-Heroic age,
the age of heroes and demigods.—Lacustrine age, in
arcJueol., the period of lake-dwellings ; especially, the
period of lake-dwellings in central Europe.— Topo-
graphic old age, the stage which is produced by long-
continued subjection of a region to the processes of ero-
sion In its present relation to base-level.

age^^, «f. t. Z. To expose (mordanted or dyed
cloth) to the air in order to fix the mordant or
dye in insoluble form.
age2 (a'ha), TO. [Mex. (?). Of. *axin.] The fat
obtained from the Coccus axin of Mexico. Also
called axin.

&^ed,p.a. 4. In geol., approaching peneplana-
tion : said of the topography of a greatly de-
nuded region.— 5. Of a horse, arrived at the age
when the ' pit ' or ' mark ' on the front teeth has
been obliterated by the gradual wearing away
of the crowii

. This change usually occurs in the eighth
or ninth year ; but under racing rules a ' running ' horse
(as distinct from a trotting horse) is said to be aged when
he IS more than seven years old.

age-distribution (aj'dis-tri-bu"shgn), TO. In
social statistics, the number of occurrences,
conditions, or relations (as births, marriages,
or deaths) in a given population in each year
or in each five- or ten-year period of life : as,
50 deaths annually in each 1,000 children under
five years

; 10 deaths annually in each 1,000
males 25 to 30 years of age.
age-fraternity (aj'fra-t6r"ni-ti), to. a frater-
nity of individuals of the same or similar age.
This is a form of social organization found frequently
among primitive tribes, boys, youths, young men, men



age-fraternity
in their prime, and old men being organized each in a
society by themselves. Societies of women of similar
character are rarer than those of men.

On superficial examination various tribes appear to be
organized according to identical principles, but fuller
knowledge generally reveals differences among the simi-
larities. From this it was concluded that such terms as
gens, band, age-fraiernity and dance-society have no
stable or exact meaning and hence little descriptive value,
detailed information being the great desideratum.

Science, May 31, 1901, p. 864.

Agelacrinites (a/e-lak-ri-ni'tez), «. [NL.,
< Gr. dyeTiJi, herd, -I- Kplvov, lily, + -itea.'] A
name introduced by Vanuxem in 1842 for a
Devonian cys-
tidian found in
the Hamilton
rooks of New
York, but also
represented by
species in both
Silurian and
Carboniferous
rocks : typical
of the family
Agelacrinitidse.
Also improperly
written Agela-
crinus.

Agelacrinites kamittonensis.

A group of individuals attacliedto a shell.

Agelacrinitidse (aj*e-lak-ri-nit'i-de), n.^il.

[NL., < Agelacrimtes + -»<?«.] A family of
extinct oystid echinoderms, discoid in form,
sometimes with a short stem, but usually at-
tached to other objects by the entire abaetinal
surface, in typical species the ambulacral arms are
long and curved and the spaces between are filled with
irregular and often scaly plates.

Agelacrinus (aj-e-lak'ri-nus), n. See *Agelac-
rinitea.

agelong (aj'long), a. \_age + lmg.'\ Long as
an age ; that lasts or has lasted for an age

;

unending: as, agelong strife.

agency, n— commercial agency. See mercantUe
fageney.— Mercantile agency, an institution or com-
pany formed for the fiurpose of obtaining, by careful in-

quiry and investigation, and supplying in confidence to
subscribers for their own special use, accurate informa-
tion regarding the character, personal responsibility, and
commercial and financial standing of individuals, firms,

and corporations engaged in mercantile, financial, or in-

dustrial enterpiises, either throughout the country or,

in the case of the larger associations, throughout the
world. Full revised lists and reports giving the ' commer-
cial rating' of each of these individuals, firms, and cor-
porations are issued quarterly in book form, but special
reports with regard to particular cases are made to sub-
scribers on request. Also sometimes called commercial
agency and credit bureau.

agent, n,— Fixing agent, in textile-coloring, any sub-
stance used to fix a mordant or render fast and perma-
nent colors which would otherwise be more or less fugi-

tive.— Insurance agent. See Atruurance.— Reducing
agent, in chem., a substance capable of removing the
electronegative constituent froma compound, setting free

the electropositive constituent, as a metal from one of
its oxids.

agentialis (a-jen-ti-a'lis), a. [NL. : see agen-
tial.'} In gram., noting the case which ex-

presses the subject of a sentence and some-
times the owner of an object. Also called

sulyective. Barnum, Innuit Lang., p. 12.

agentive (a-jen'tlv), a. [agent + -ive.] In
gram., noting the casewhich expresses the sub-
ject of the transitive verb in languages in which
its form differs from that expressing the sub-

ject of the intransitive verb. This case is

found in many American languages, for in-

stance, in Eskimo. Also called subjective.

Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-Mareh, 1903, p. 26.

ager^ (a'j6r), n. [age, v. t. + -eyi.] One who
or that which ages; specifically, a chamber in

which mordanted or dyed cloth is submitted

to the process of aging. A steain-ager is such

a chamber to which both air and steam are

admitted.
agger, ».— Agger nasi, a projection at the anterior ex-

tremity of the middle turbinate bone, being a vestige of

the nasal turbinate bone in certain of the lower animals.

agglomerant (a-glom'e-rant), ». [agglomer-

(ate) + -ant.'] That which causes agglomera-

tion; a material which may be added to a mix-

ture in order to cause the particles of the

latter, when in a fine state of division or in

small lumps, to adhere together and form
I larger lumps or agglomerations. This is necessary
* in some systems of treating ores, and in making artificial

briquets from pulverized fuel. Lime mixed with water

to form a paste is a suitable agglomerant in the first case,

and tar or pitch in the second.

agglomerative, a. 2. In sodol., tending to

combine small social groups into larger organ-

izations. ,.,,...<
agglutinability (a-glS'ti-na-bil'i-ti), n. [ag-

glutinable {-UI-) + -ity.'\ Susceptibility to ag-
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glutination.in any sense. Jour. Exper. Med.,
V. 361.

agglutinable (a-glo'ti-na-bl), a. Capable of
agglutination—Agglutinable substance, a sub-
stance present in bacteria and red blood-corpuscles to
the union with which, on the part of the agglutinins, the
specifi.c agglutination is due.

agglutinant, n. 2. In bacterial., same as *ag-
ghitinating substance.

agglutinate, v. t. 2. In bacteriol., to cause the
coalescence or clumping of (bacteria or red
blood-corpuscles).

If the blood agglutinates a paratyphoid bacillus in
high dilution, and fails to agglutinate the typhoid bacillus
or agglutinates it only in very low dilutions.

Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 267.

agglutinating, p. a.—Agglutinating substance,
in bacterial., the substance which causes agglutination.
Also called -kaggliMrvi/n (which see).

agglutination, n. 3. In Wundt's psychology,
the simplest type of apjjeroeptive connection
of ideas: a connection in which one is still

clearly conscious of the constituent ideas,
while the total idea aroused by their Conjunc-
tion is nevertheless unitary: for example,
watch-tower, steamboat.—4. In bacteriol., the
clumping or coalescence of red blood-corpus-
cles or bacteria brought about by the action
of special agglutinating substances (aggluti-
nins).

Careful observation of this phenomenon has shown
that^ in many cases, a state of coalescence of the cor-
puscles to which the name 'agglutination' is applied,
precedes that of solution ; and, further, that while these
changes are often associated, yet one may occur in the
absence of the other. Science, July 3, 1903, p. 4.

Agglutination test, a test based upon the principle that
specific agglutinins appear in the blood-serum of in-
fected animals or patients which will cause the agglu-
tination of the specific bacteria concerned in the infec-
tion. In this manner it is sometimes possible not only
to identify bacteria, but also to determine whether or
not infection with a given organism exists. Diagnosis
bjr such means is spoken of as serum diagnosis, and con-
stitutes a most important method of recognizing certain
infections. In typhoid fever especially the agglutination
test, or' fFidaZ reaction, as it is also termed, is extensively
utilized in the diagnosis of the disease. Generally speak-
ing, the examination is carried out by^ mixing some
bacilli of the kind under investigation with some of the
diluted blood-serum, when a drop is observed under
the microscope, in order to ascertain whether or not the
bacilli, which at first are evenly scattered through the
field, will gather in clumps, and, if previously motile,
will lose their motility. See serwm irdiagnosis.

agglutinative, a—Agglutinative reaction. Same
as rkagglvtiTiatum, 4.

agglutinator (a-glo'ti-na-tor), n. He who or
that which agglutinates ; specifically, same as
*agglutinin, in contradistinction to *aggluUna-
ble substance.

Thus, if ricin, a strong agglutinator, is permitted to
act upon red corpuscles for periods under thirty minutes,
then upon the addition of venom lysis ensues in about the
average time and proceeds normally.

Jour. Exper. Med., Mar. 17, 1902, p. 289.

agglutinin (a-glo'ti-nin), n. lagglutin(ate) +
4,n'^.i An adaptation-product produced by
immunizationwith the corresponmng cells (red
blood-corpuscles or bacteria), which causes
the clumping or coalescence of the cells used
in immunization. The agglutinins are receptors of
the second order (Ehrlich), being composed of a special
zymophoric group and a baptophoric group, which lat-

ter effects the union with the cell. The bacillary iiggluti-

nins in their action upon motile bacteria cause arrest
of motility. See also -kagglutinaiiim test.—HageUaX
agglutinin, an agglutinin resulting on immunization
with a motile bacillus and supposedly referable to the
specific action of the flagellar substance. As the body
of the organism gives rise to special somatic agglutinins,
the two will coexist in the serum of an animal immunized
with motile bacilli, while the latter only will be found
if a nonmotile organism has been used. Jour, of Med,
Seseareh, Oct., 1904, p. 313.— Somatic agglutinin, an
agglutinin resulting on immunization, which in contra-
distinction to the flagellar type is referable to the special
immunizing effect of the bodies of the bacilli, and is thus
obtained not only with motile but also with non-motile
organisms. Jour, of Med. Research, Oct., 1904, p. 314.

agglutinogen (a-gl6'ti-no-jen), n. A substance
present in bacteria, immimization with which
gives rise to the production of agglutinins.

Jour, of Med. Research, Oct., 1904, p. 314.

agglutinogenous (a-glo*ti-noj'e-nus), a. [Ir-

reg. < agglutin(ation) + -genous, producing.]
Producing agglutination or agglutinins.

NicoUe and Trenel find that agglutinative and aggluti-

nogenous functions are subject to the greatest variations.

Jour. Ray. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1903, p. 78.

aggur

lecular complex of the agglutinins to which
their agglutinating property supposedly is due.
agglutinophoric (a-gl6"ti-D6-for'ik), a. Not-
ing that molecular group of the agglutinins to
which the agglutinating properties are due.
aggradation (ag-ra-da'sbon), n. [aggrade +
-ation.'} The act or process of aggrading, or
the state of being aggraded; in geol., the act
of aggrading, as in depositing detritus upon
a valley floor, the slope of the depositing
stream being maintained at an almost constant
value—Aggradation plain, a plain formed by the
accumulation of clastic material in arid districts under
conditions unfavorable to distant transportation and
where overloading of streams is habitual. . The alluvial
fan and the flood-plain are initial stages.

aggradational (ag-ra-da'shon-al), a. 1. Per-
taining to or effected by means of aggradation.— 2. Effecting an upbuilding of sediments:
contrastedwith degradational agencies or those
which remove material.

aggrade (a-gi'ad'), « *• [L. ad, to, + gradus,
step. Cf. degrade."] In geol., to grade up; fill

up: the opposite of degrade or wear away.

agglutinoid (a-gl6'tin-oid), n. [agglutin(ate)

+ -oid.'] An agglutinin which has lost its

agglntinophoric group, but retains the bapto-
phoric group for the cell. Lancet, April 4,

1903, p. 946.

agglutinophore (a-gl8'ti-no-f6r), n. [agglu-

Un(ate) + (Jr. -fopo^, < ptpeiv, bear.] A mo-

Diagrammatic cross-section of an aggraded valley.

A river aggrades its valley when, owing to an increase in
the load of detritus or to a decrease of carrying power of
its current (as a result of diminution in volume or of
tilting of the land), some of its load has to be laid down
along its course.

aggraded (a-gra'ded), p. a. In geol., more or
less filled vrith detritus by a stream: said of a
valley, basin, or bay.
aggregate, n. 4. In logic, a whole of aggre-
gants which is universally predicable of every
one of its aggregants and is not predicable of
any individual of which none of its aggregants
ispredicable . So, likewise, a proposition which would
be true under any circumstances whatsoever under
whichanyone of a collection of propositions wouldbe true,
but which would under no circumstances be true when
noneofthe propositions ofthat collectionweretrue, would
be the aggregate of those propositions as its aggregants.— Social aggregate, any group or class of animate
creatures, human beings or animals, dwelling together
or working together and leading a social life.— Theory
Of aggregates, in demography, the theory of the group-
ing of population about centers of density ; in sodol., the
theory of the combination of hordes into tribes, tribes
into nations, and nations into federal empires ; in biol.^

the theory that units of structure were once independent
organisms.

aggregation, n. 6. In sodol., the phenom-
enon of the physical concentration of popu-
lation, of animals, and of plants. Giddings,
Inductive Sociol., p. 40.-Aggregationtheory,the
theory that the passage of matter from an imperceptible
to a perceptible condition is necessarily a process of
aggregation. It was held by John Fiske.— Biological
ag^egation, a term used by L. F. Ward to express his.

belieftnatorganismswhich aremorphologically separable
into structural units, such as the Metazoa and metamer-
ized animals, have arisen through the aggregation of
units which were at one time independent.— Genetic
aggregation, in sociol., a group of kinsmen who have
lived together in one locality from their birth ; hence, also,
a population perpetuated chiefly by its birth-rate rather
than by immigration. Oiddings.—'LsiM of aggrega-
tion, the universal tendency of particles and masses of
matter to concentrate. See the extract.

The great law of progress in the universe therefore is
the law of aggregation, and evolution is due to the resis-
tance which this law meets with from the opposite-law
of dispersion. L. F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol., I. 249.

Organic aggregation. Same as biological -kaggrega-
tion.— Primary aggregation, the process by which the
inorganic universe, as contracted with living beings and
with society, has come to be what it is. L.F. Ward.— Sec-
ondary aggregation, the process by which living
beings, as contrasted with the inorganic universe and
vrith society, have come to be what they are. L. F,
Ward.— Tertiary aggregation, in socii)l., the aggre-
gation of individuals into social groups or populations, a
process which completes the sequence of integrations that
constitutes one aspect of universal evolution. The aggre-
gation of atoms in molecules and masses is calledj»*imarj/
aggregation, that of molecules in living cells and organ-
isms secondary aggregation. L. F. Ward.

aggregative, a. 3. In sodol. : (a) Tending
toward a center of density, as concentration
of population. (&) Tending to combine small
groups into large organizations, as hordes into
tribes or small corporations into great corpora-
tions and 'trusts.'

Aggressive character. See *(!Aara(!«cr.—Aggressive
coloring, coloring which serves to hide an animal from
its prey.— Aggressiveresemblance. See*resernblance.

aggri-beaas, ». pi. See aggry-beads.

aggriev, v. A simpUfled spelling of aggrieve.

aggur, n. See *agar^.



aghastness

aghastness (a-gast'nes), n. The state of being
aghast or filled with amazement or horror

:

as, an expression of aghastness in the eyes.
[Rare.] N. E. D.

Agialid (aj-i-al'id), «. [NL. (Adansou, 1763),
from an Egyptian name of the African species
agihalid, nsed by Alpinus.] A genus of di-
cotyledonous plants of the famUy ZygophyUa-
cese.

agiasteriuni^ «. See *fiagiasterium.
agil, a. A simplified spelling of agile.

aging, n. 4. In the preparation of logwood
for dyeing, the process of exposing the wood
(usually in the form of chips) to the air, in
order that the hematoxylin it contains may be
oxidized or developed into hematein, the actual
coloring agent. Also known as curing or ma-
turing.— 5. In elect., the property, exhibited
more or less by iron, of showing an increase of
hysteresis loss when for a long time exposed to
alternating magnetization, especially at a
higher temperature.
aging-macnine (a'jing-ma^shen''), n. In cal-

ico-printing, a machine used in the process of
aging or causing the mordant to decompose
evenly on and in the fiber.

aging-room (a'jing-rom), n. In calico-jyrinting,

a room or chamber in which cloth is aged.
The cloth is hong and eicposed for BereiiLl days to a
temperature of about 80° F. and to a relative humidity
of about 82 per cent., for the purpose of fixing the mor-
dant evenly on and in the fiber.

agitatriz (aj-i-ta'triks), «.; pi. agitatrixes

(-fz) or a^itatrices (-tri-sez). [L. agitatrix,

fein. of agitator, agitator.] A female agitator.-

[Bare.]

Aiglaonema (ag''la-o-ne'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
ay^adg, shining, -I- v^fia, thread.] A genus con-
taining about fifteen species of the family
Aroideae, two or three species of which are
sometimes offered by plant-dealers. They are
indoor subjects, in the manner of Arum, and
are native to Asia and Africa.

Aglaospora (ag-la-os'po-ra), n. [NL. (De No-
taris, 1845), < Gif. a.yia6(j brilliant, -I- oTropa,

spore.] A genus of pyrenomyeetous fungi
having membranous beaked perithecia em-
bedded in a valsoid stroma. The spores are brown
and several-septate. A. pro/usa is the type. It occurs
in Europe and America, and is said to cause the death
of young twigs of the locust, Robinia Pseudacaeia.

Aglaspis (a-glas'pis), n.

[NL., < Gr. ayladQ, beauti-
ful, -I- aairlc;, shield.] A
genus of Cambrian arthro-
pods described by Hall as
a trilobite, but regarded by
Clarke as a primitive mero-
stome of the order Synxi-
phositra. K "has a short trilobed
ccphalothorax, 6 or 7 fiat abdomi-
nal segments, and a long caudal
spine or telson. It is the only rep-
resentative of the family Agla-
spidse.

aglint (a-glinf), adv. [a3

+ glint.'] In momentary
glints or peeps

;
glintingly.

aglitter (a-glit'6r), adv. [aS

+ glitter.] In a glitter;

glittering.

.£glossa, n. pi. 3. A group of MoUusca having
no radula and no head: distinguished from
Glossophora. The group includes only the
Pelecypoda. Same as lApocephala.

aglossi, n. Plural of *aglosstis.

aglossia (a-glos'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ayhjaata,

tonguelessness (used in fig. sense 'inelo-

quence'), < ayXuaaoc, tongueless, < a- priv. -I-

y/Mcaa, tongue.] Congenital defect marked
bv absence of the tongue.

aglossns (a-glos'us), n.
;
pi. aglossi (-i). [NL.,

< Gr. ayAuaaoQ, tongueless: see *aglossia.'\ In

teratol., a monster having no tongue.

Agnatha, n. pi. 2. A class of fishes, or fish-

Se vertebrates, characterized by the absence

of jaws and shonlder-girdle. It contains the

extinct ostracoderms and the existing lam-

preys.

agnathic (ag-nath'ik), a. Same as agnathous.

agnathus (ag'na-thus), n.
;
pi. agnathi (thi).

[NL. : see agnaihous.] In teratol., a monster

having no lower jaw.

aendfication (ag*ni-fi-ka'shon), n. [L. agnus,

lamb, + -Jicare, < facere, make.] The making
or representing of persons as lambs or sheep.

J. M^Neale, Liturgiol. [Rare.] ^V. E. D.

agnosia (ag-no'si-a), n. [Gr. d- priv. + yDoaig,

knowledge: see gnosis.] Same as a^najff.

Aglasfiis Eatoni,
Whitf.

Upper CambriaQ

;

Lodi, Wisconsin.
(From Zittel's " Paleon-
tology.")
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agnosy (ag'no-si), «. [Gr. hyvaaia, ignorance

(cf. ayvwcToq, unknown, unknowing, ignorant

:

see agnostic), < a- priv. -I- yviiais, knowing: see

gnosis.] Ignorance; specifically, an ignorance

common to all mankind.
agnotozoic (ag-no-to-zo'ik), a. and n. [Gr.

ayvuToc, unknown, + fu?, life.] I. a. Not
known to contain fossils : applied to the early

rocks and period of the earth in which definite

evidence of organic life has not been found.

n. n. The rocks and period not yet known
to contain evidences of life : contrasted with

eoeoic and paleozoic, and essentially equiva-

lent, so far as the term has been applied, to

the Huronian of Logan and the Algonhian of

Walcott. Not in general use.

agoge (a-go'je), n. [Gr. ayay^, a leading,

course, mode, etc.] In anc. Greek music : («)

Tempo or pace; rhythmical movement; (6)

Melodic motion upward or downward by suc-

cessive scale-steps : same as ductus in medieval
music. The first use is the more proper.

agogic (a-goj'ik), a. In music, pertaining to

or emphasizing slight variations in rhythm for

the sake of dynamic expression : as, agogic ac-

cent.

agogics (a-goj'iks), n. In musical theory, a
term used by Hugo Riemann (from about 1884)
for the general principle, in performance, that
dynamic variations are, orshould be, combined
with slight variations in rhythmical regularity
if the fuU expressiveness of a phrase is to be
brought out. A^at is called tempo rubato
(which see, under tempo) belongs to the field

of agogics.

agoho (a-go'ho), n. [Bisaya.] A name applied
in the Philippines to the Polynesian ironwood,
Casuarina equisetifolia, a strand tree with very
hard, heavy wood of a reddish-brown color,

much used by the Pacific islanders for spears.

See swamp-oak, 2 (6), and *ironwood, 2.

agoing (a-go'ing), adv. [cfi + going.] In mo-
tion ; in'the act of going : used with set.

agomphosis (a-gom-fd'sis), n. Same as agom-
phiasis.

agonal (ag'o-nal), a. [NL. *agonalis, < Gr.
ay&v, a struggle: see agony.] Relating to or
occurring during the agony or death-struggle.
See the extract.

The lower part of the ileum was of small calibre, a con-
dition which, if not due solely to agonal contraction,
might at least favor the production of diverticula in the
upper part. Jour. Exper. Med., V. 344.

Agoniada bark. See *bark^.
agoniadin (a-go'ni-a-din), n. [agoniada +
-»»2.] A gliicoside, CioHi ^Og, found in agoni-
ada or agonia bark {Plumeria landfolia), which
is used in Brazil as a remedy for. intermittent
fevers. It is bitter, and crystallizes in needles
which melt at 155° C.

agoniatite (a-go'ni-a-tit), n. and a. I, n. A
member of me genus Agoniatites.

H. a. Containing or relating to Agoniatites.
—Agoniatite limestone, a limestone stratum character-
ized by an abundance of Agoniatites expansus, occurring
in the Marcellns shales of Ifew York.

Agoniatites (a-go^ni-arti'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.
d-priv. -1- NL. GoniaUtes.] A genus of nauti-
loid ammonoids or goniatites. They are of very
primitive form, the septal sutures having no angles ex-
cept on the ventral edge about the siphuncle. Agonia-
tites is among the earliest forms of these cephalopods to
appear. They are of Devonian age.

agonism (ag'o-nizm), n. [Gr. ayomiaudc, < ayu-
vi^eiv, contend: see agonize.] 1. Struggle or
contest for a prize, especially at the ancient
Grecian games.— 2. The prize itself. [Rare
in both uses.]

agonistic, a. II. ». The act of combating or
struggling; combat; struggle. G. S. Ball,
Adolescence, H. 251.

agonizantj n. U, a. Being in the death-ag-
ony; moribund.
agonizedly (ag-o-ni'zed-li), adv. As one in
agony; in toues of agonv or anguish. Thack-
eray,_ Paris Sketch Book, p. 166. .V. E. D.
agonizing (ag'o-ni-zing), p. a. [agonize +
-ing^.] 1. That causes or produces agony or
anguish ; characterized by extreme anguish
or painful struggles: as, agonizing suspense;
" agoniziog distress," Rushin, Fors Clavigera,
i. 8.— 2. Indicative of or expressing agony or
anguish: as, an agonizing cry.— 3. In the last
agony; in the throes of death. See the ex-
tract.

An extraordinary Restorative and Cordial!, recovering
frequently with it agonizing persons.

Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), I. 249. N. E. D.

agricolite

Agonomalus (ag-o-nom'a-l"s), «. [NL., < Ag-

onus + Gr. bim'Al;, even.] A genus of sea-

poachers, of the family Agonidse, found in

northern Japan. They are often dried in a dis-

torted form and sold as dragon curiosities.

^onopsis (ag-o-nop'sis), «. [NL., < Agonus
+ d-ijiit, appearance.] A genus of sea-poachers

of the family Agonidee. They are small sea-

fishes found off the coast of southern Chile.

Agonostoma (ag-o-nos'to-ma), «. See *Ago-

Afonostominx (ag'o-nos-to-mi'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Agonostomus + -inx.] A subfamily of

fresh-water mullets, typified by the genus Ago-

nostomus.
Agonostomus (ag-o-nos'to-mus), n. [NL., <

(St. ayuvog, without angle, -I- ardfia, mouth.] A
fenus of fresh-water mullets of the family

fugilidse, found in the swift streams of the

Bast and the West Indies. Also Agonostoma.

Agonyclitse (ag-o-nik'li-te), n.pl. [NL., <

IIGr. aycwKXlrai, '<. Gr. a- priv. + LGr. yomiO.i-

veiv (ef. yovvk?UTelv), bend the knee, < y6vv, knee,

-I- iMveiv, bend.] A sectwho refused to kneel

in prayer : condemned by a synod of Jerusalem
A.D. 726.

agoraphobe (ag'o-ra-fob), n. [A back-forma-
tion tzom agoraphobia.] One who is subject

to agoraphobia.
AgOSia (a-go'si-a), K. [NL., coinerdname.] A
genus of small minnows found in the brooks
of the Rocky Mountain region from British

Columbia to Arizona.
agradolce(a'grad61'ehe),». [It., 'sour sweet';

agra, fern, of agro, < L. acer, sharp, sour ; dolce,

< L. duleis, sweet.] A well-known Italian

sauce used with venison, calf's head, etc. It

contains sugar, chocolate, lemon-peel, cur-

rants, etc., and vinegar. It is poured over the
cooked meat and served hot.

agraffe, n. 4. An appliance used in operations
for harelip to keep the two surfaces of the
wound in apposition.— 5. An iron fastening
used to hold in place the cork of a bottle con-
taining champagne or other effervescing wine
during the final fermentation.

Agrania (a-gra'ni-a), n.pl. [Gr. 'Aypavia, also

'Aypiavia, a festival in Argos (Hesychius)

;

prob. equiv. to 'Aypiimia, a festival of Diony-
sus, prob. < aypcog, rustic, wild : see agriology.]

A festival of Thebes in ancient Greece, it

was celebrated in the night by women, a priest, and an
attendant. It consisted in tearing in pieces a figure made
out of or covered with ivy, and then, like the Tiiyiades
on Faniassus, running over the mountain to look for Di-

onysus.

agrapb (ag'raf), n. [Gr. aypaxjiog, unwritten,
< d- priv. -I- ypa<j>eiv, write.] An unwritten
word ; a word or saying preserved by oral tra-

dition.

agraphia, n—Acoustic or anditory aerapbla, ina-
bility to write from dictation.—Amnemoidc agraphia,
loss of ability to write connected sentences.— Ataxic
agraphia, inability to write resulting from imperfect
muscular coordination.— Literal agraphia, loss of
ability to write the letters of the alphabet.— Musical
agraphia, loss of ability to write musical notation.—Op-
tical agraphia loss of ability to write from copy, while
the power to write from dictation may remain.— Vefbal
agraphia, loss of ability to write words, although the
individual letters may be formed perfect]}'.

Agrauleum (ag-ra-le'um), n. [NL., < NGr.
*'Aypav^u)v, < Gr. 'AypavXoc (see def.).] In Gr.
antiq., a modem name for a shrine of Agraulos
or Aglauros, daughter of Ceerops, on the north-
em slope of the Acropolis at Athens. About
60 meters west of the Ereehtheum a staircase
leads down to it.

Agraulos (a-gra'los), n. [Gr. aypav?^^, living
in the fields, < ayp6;, field, -1- avi.?/, court, hall.]

A genus of Cambrian trilobites having a large
cephalon, small eyes, 16 thoracic segments,
and very small pygidium. Properly Agraulus.
Agr. B. An abbreviation of L. Agriculture
Baccalaureus, Bachelor of Agriculture.
agreement, n—Frankfort agreement, a set of rules
governing craniometry adopted by the Anthropological
Congress at Frankfort in 1882.

agreg^ (a-gra-zha'), a. [F., pp. of agrdger, < L.
aggregare, collect,assemble : see aggregate, v.]
Added; supernumerary: as, protessov agr^gi.
agrestian (a-gres'ti-an), a. and n. I. a. Be-
longing to the country ; rural ; rustic : as, the
agrestian population.

II. «. A rustic; a countryman.
agricolite (a-grik'o-lit), n. iProm Georg Agri-
cola, a Saxon mineralogist, 1490-1555.] A sili-

cate of bismuth, having the same composition
as eulytite, but believed to crystallize in the
monoclinic system.



agricultural

Agricultural botany. See AMoni/.— Agricultural
college, an institution for educatiun in agi'icultural sci-

ence and other brauclies ol knowledge useful to agricul-
turists ; specifically, iu the United States, one of a class
of such institutions organized and maintained under the
provisions of the Morrill Act (see *aet), usually accom-
panied by an agricultural experiment station.—Agricul-
tural engineering. See rwal *engineerinii.—Agriaal-
tural experiment station, an establishment for the in-
vestigation, by scientifically conducted experiments, of
quebtions directly affecting agricultural practice, relating
to varieties of plants and breeds of animals, fertilizers,

methods of culture, insect pests, diet of animals^ etc.

There are now about 800 such stations in 50 dinerent
countries. In the United States there is one or more in
each State and Territory, mostly organized under the
provisions of the Hatch Act (see *act), but partly sup-
ported by individual Stated. The results of investigations
are diffused by means of an extensive free literature.

a^iculturer (ag-ri-kul'tur-fer), n. ' One engaged
in farming operations ;"a husbandman. Cole-

ridge, Own Times, IH. 751. [Rare.] N.E.D.
AgriochoeridSB (ag"ri-o-ke'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
Agriochmrus + -idle.'] A family of extinct ar-

tiodaotyl mammals, whose members are inter-

mediate in character between the pig and the
deer. The type genus, Agrioehcerus, from the White
River Ollgocene, has somewhat claw-shaped hoofs, no
upper incisors, an open urbit, and complex last premolars,

Agriochoerus (ag"ri-o-ke'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
aypioq, wild, + ;foi/)Of,'a pig.] A genus of im-
perfectly known ungulate mammals from the
Tertiary of North America.

Agriotypidse (ag'^ri - o - tip'i - de), n. pi. [NL.;
< Agriotypiis + -idee.'] A family of hymenop-
terous parasites of the superfamily Ichneumon-
Oidea, it contains the single genus Agriotypus and the
single species A. armatuSt whose larva is parasitic on
trichopterous larvae.

Agriotypus (ag-ri-ot'i-pus), n. [NL. (Walker,
1832), < Gr. aypiog, wild, -I- Tvnog, type.] A re-

markable genus of ichneumon old parasites typ-
ical of the family Agriotypidse. Only a sin-

gle species, A. armatus, inhabiting Europe, is

known. It descends under the water to lay its eggs in

caddis-fly larvse. Vi& lai'va lives inside the cases of the
caddis larvae, and undergoes a hypermetamorphosis,
transformiug to pupa in a cocoon attached to the wall of

the case of the host. To the cocoon is attached a long
string-like process, the function of which is unknown.

Agr. M. An abbreviation of L. Agriculturse

Magister, Master of Agriculture.

agromania (ag-ro-ma'ni-a), ». [NL., < Gr. aypoQ,

open country, + fiavla, madness.] A morbid
impulse to wander or dwell away from human
habitations.

Agromyza (ag-ro-mi'zS), n. [NL. (Fallen,

1810), < Gr. aypSf, field, -I- 'fiv^ew, suck.] A genus
of acalyptrate flies, typical of the family Ag-

Ag-rotnyza trifoUU Burgess.

a, larva: *, pupariuin ; c, fly; d, antenna of fly. Much enlarged.
(Riley, U. S. D. A.)

romyzidse, of wide distribution and containing

species which in the larval state damage the

stems of grasses and small grains. A. trifoUi is

a leaf-miner which affects the leaves of clover.

Agromyzida (ag-ro-miz'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Agromyza + -idee.'] A family of acalyptrate

Diptera eomprisiog a series of small dull-col-

ored flies whose larvae burrow in the leaves and
stems of living plants or (as in the genus Leu-

copis) feed on plant-lice and scale-insects.

agronomy, n. 2. Specifically, a group of agri-

cultural subjects, particularly when set off as

a department of instruction in agriculture.

In this use it has not yet acquired a definite meaning, al-

though it is generally held to be limited, properly, to farm
crops and methods of cropping. In this signification it

Includes all forage; hay, cereals, and other general farm

crops, but not fruits and other strictly horticultural crops.

With the department of agronomy are often associated

the subjects of farm-machinery, rural engineering, and

rural architecture. [Eecent.]

Agronomy as here used is restricted to the theory and

practice of the production of farm crops.

T. F. Hunt, The Cereals in America, p. 2.
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Agropyron (ag-ro-pi'ron), n. [NL., < Gr.
ayp6(, a field, -I- i^vp6g, wheat.] A genus
of about 30 annual and perennial species of

grasses in Europe and America. A. repens is a very
common species in America, and is often a troublesome
weed. It is known under many names, as couch-grass,
witch-grass, quitch-grass, quack-grass, etc. It was in-

troduced from Europe. Under certain conditions, it

has merit as a forage-plant.

agrotechny (ag'ro-tek-ni), n. [Gr. aypSs,

field, -I- rexvv, art.] That branch of agricul-

tural science which relates to the conversion
of raw farm-products into manufactured com-
modities as far as it is done on the farm or in
immediate connection with it. This includes dai-

rying, the drying and canning of fruits, and sugar-mak-
,
ing, but not milling nor the spinning and weaving of

cotton, etc.

.d^ofecAny or agricultural technology (including dairy-
ing, sugar-making, etc.). Science, Nov. 27, 1903, p. 684.

a grotesche (a gro-tes'ke). [It.] With g:ro-

tesques : said of a style of decoration consist-

ing of human figures with foliated limbs, in
combination with animals, painted usually in
yellow on darker grounds on majolica ware.
agrypnode (a-grip'nod), a. [Gr. aypvKv&Stjg,

< aypvwvog, seeking sleep, sleepless, < aypelv,

seek, hunt, + inrvog, sleep.] That prevents
sleep : as, agrypnode fever. Syd. Soc. Lex.

aguacate (a-gwa-ka'ta), n. [Nahuatl, ahuacatl :

the name became in colonial Sp. perverted
to *avocate, avocato, avocado, aoogado, etc.,

and so to oHigra<o»'(-pear).] The alligator-pear.

The tree yields a reddish-brown, soft, and
very brittle wood. Also known as the hutter-

pear aid vegetable marrow.
aguacatillo (a"gwa-ka-tel'y6), n. [Sp., dim.
of aguacate, the alligator-pear.] A name in

Porto Rico of two trees, Meliosma obtusifolia

and Jf. Herbertii, belonging to the family Sa-
biaoese. They yield a soft white wood. Also
called cacao hobo.

aguaji (a-gwa'hi), n. [Cuban Sp., from a na-
tive name.] A Cuban name for species of large
bass-like fishes or groupers, especially for
Mycteroperca bonaci.

aguavina (a-gwa-ve'na), n. [Amer. Sp., of un-
ascertained origin.] A serranoid fish, Diplec-
trum fasciculare, found in tropical American
waters.

aguayo (a-gwa'yo), n. [AymarA of Bolivia.]

A many-colored wrap or rectangular piece of
woolen cloth used by the Indian women of Bo-
livia for carrying their children on the back.
Compare *atado.

ague, «

—

Brass-founders' ague, symptoms of zinc-

poisoning in brass-workerswho are exposed to the fumes
of this metal.— Irish ague, typhus fever.— Shaking
ague, the worst form of the malarial paroxysm, begin-
ning with a pronounced chill.

aguilarite (a-gil'a-iit), ». [From Aguilar, a
personal name.] A rare sulphoselenide of

silver found at Guanajuato, Mexico.
aguil-bociuil (a"gel-b6'kel), n. [Native name.]
The Chilean name for the berries of Lardiza-
bala biternata, a climbing plant belonging to

the family Lardizabalacese, with enormously
long stems, which, after the application of heat,
are used in place of ropes.

aguja (a-go'ha), n. [Sp., a needle: see ai-

gmlle.] The Cuban name of the needle-fishes

or garfishes of the genus Tylosurus, as T. ma-
rimis and T. notatus. in Europe the name is also

applied to species of Belone, as B. belone and B. acus.—
Agvia, blanca, the lesser or common spear-fish, Tetrav-
turus imperator. [Cuban.]— AgUja de casta, the great
spear-fish, Tetrapturiis wmplvs, ararefish weighing some-
times 800 pounds. [Cuban.]

agujon (a-go-hon'), »• [Sp., < aguja, a needle.]
The Cuban name of the great garfishes or
houndfishes, as Tylosurus raphidoma and other
species of large size.

agulha (a-gol'ya), k. [Cuban.] A fish be-
longing to the family Charadnidse found in

fresh waters of South America.
agurin (a'gu-rin), «. A trade-name for the
mixture of sodium acetate and the sodium salt

of theobromine. It is used as a febrifuge.

agush (a-gush'), adv. [aS -I- gv^h.] In a gush-
ing state

;
gushing. N. Hawthorne, Fr. and

Ital. Note-books, it. 149. N. E. D.
Agynian(a-jin'i-an), n. [ML.*Agym,*Agynii,m
DuCangeAgynnij'pl. ;<.Gr. aywog, ayvvaiogj-with-

out awife, < d- priv. + yw^, woman, wife.] A
member of a sect of the 7th century who con-
demned all intercourse with women.
ahakea (a-ha-ka'a), n. [Hawaiian.] Aname
in Hawaii of several species of rubiaeeous trees

belonging to the genus Bobea. They yield a yel-

lowish wood used by the natives for the rims of canoes,
and formaking poi-boards, canoe-paddles, etc.

aigues mortes

ahed, prep. phr. as adv. or a. A simplified
spelling of ahead.

ahey (a-ha'), interj. [a-9 + hey'^.] An excla-
mation used to attract attention or to express
mild surprise ; O ! Oho ! hey ! Smollett, Pere-
grine Pickle, II. Ixvi.

angao (ach-ga-o'), n. [Given as the pron. in
Guam ;= Bisaya abgao, Tagalog alagao : see
*alagao.] The name inGuam of Premna Gaudi-
chaudii, a tree with bitter leaves and elder-
like flowers, which, like those of allied species
in the Philippines, the East Indies, and Mada-
gascar, are used medicinally by the natives.
The wood, though often crooked and knotty, is very
durable and is proof against the attacks of termites, so
that it is used for posts of houses and for bridges. See
headache-tree.

ahia (a-he'a), n. [Tahitian.] In Tahiti, a
tree, Caryophyllus Malaccensis, occurring on
all the larger island groups of Polynesia and
in the Malay Archipelago. It is everywhere
valued for its fine crimson fruit.

abinaMna (a-he"na-he'na), n. [Hawaiian, <

a -V hima + hina, gray, hoary.] In Hawaii, a
tall, robust composite plant, Argyroxiphium
Sandwicense, with rose-purple flowers : named
from the lustrous silver-gray down which
thickly covers the leaves. Also called silver-

sword.
ahmedi (a-me-de'), ». [E. Ind.] A gold coin
of Mysore, equal to 16 rupees.

Abnfeltia (an-fel'ti-a), n. [NL. (Pries, 1835),
named in honor oi N. O. Ahnfeli of Lund,
Sweden.] A small genus of red algse (Eho-
dophycese), widely distributed in the colder
waters of both hemispheres : characterized by
a stiff, wiry frond.

ahuehuetl (a-ho-a-hwa'tl), n. [Also ahushuete

;

Nahuatl (central Mexico).] The swamp-cy-
press of Mexico, a tree frequently of very large

size. The ahuehuetls in the former viceregal park of
Ghapultepec, near the city of Mexico, are noted for their
size

_;
but the most famous of all is the big tree at Santa

Maria del Tule, in the Mexican state of Oaxaca. The cir-

cumference of this tree exceeds 130 feet.

alluhu(a-ho'h6), n. [Hawaiian.] A name in
Hawaii of Craccapurpurea, a leguminous plant
used by the natives for stupefying fish.

It possesses a narcotic property affecting the action of the
heart. The plant is spread over a great part of tropical
Asia and Australia. Also called au'hola.

ahum (a-hum'), adv. [a^ \- hum.] In a hum

;

humming: as, the air is all ahum with the
sound of bees.

aliunt(a-hunt'),ad». [a^ -i- hunt.] On the hunt;
hunting. Browning, Aristoph. Apol., p. 272.

ahypnia (a-hip'ni-a), ». [NL., erroneously
formed from Gr. a- priv. -I- vmiog, sleep. The
properform would be *aMjpw'a, <NGr. *avmvia,
< MGr. awTcvoq, sleepless, < Gr. dv-priv. + virvo;,

sleep.] Same as insomnia.

Aianteia (a-yan-te'ya), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Amv-
Tua, neut. pi. of Alavreiog, adj., < Aiaf (Alavr-),

Ajax.] In Gr. antiq., a festival in honor of

Ajax. Three of them were commonly cele-

brated, one at Opus in Locris in honor of

Ajax, son of Oileus ; one at Salamis in honor of

Ajax, son of Teiamon ; and one at Athens in

honor of Ajax, son of Teiamon. In these
festivals a bed was prepared on which was
placed an effigy of the hero, as in the Lecti-

sternium at Rome.
aianthous(a-i-an'thus), a. [Gr. aei (.^olic at),

always, + avBog, flower.] Ever-blooming, that

is, blossoming through a large part of the sea-

son. F. E. Clements.

aichmophobia (ak-mo-fo'bi-a), «. [NL.,more
reg. seehmo-, < Gr. alxii'fi, point of a spear, etc.,

-I- -0oj3(a, <(pol3eiv, fear.] 1. A morbid fear of

touching shai^-pointed objects, such as needles
and pins.— 2. Amorbid fear of being touched
by the finger or any slender object.

aid^, n. 6. In the navy, an officer on the staff

of an admiral whose duties are similar to

those of an aide-de-camp to a general.

—

First aid, immediate attention given to the injured,

with the object of arresting hemorrhage, relieving pain,

and preserving life until the services of a physician can

be obtained.

aidant, a. II. n. A helper or aid ; an adjuvant

or assistant. Hir B. Phillimore, Law Eeps.

Aiden, Aidenn (a'den), n. A fanciful form of

Eden. Poe, Raven.
A. I. G. An abbreviation of Adjutant Inspector-

General.

aigialosaur, n. See *segialosaur.

aigues mortes (ag m6rt). [F., dead wafers.]

Stagnant waters left in an abandoned river-

channel, as when an ox-bow is cut off from a

river. Geihie.



ailantery

ailantery (a-lan't6r-i), «.; pi. ailanteries (-iz).

[aiteniMs + -en/.] A grove of ailantus-trees.
sdlantine, a. n. /,. Silk from the silkworm
which feeds on the ailantus-tree.

ailantus-worm (a-lan'tus-werm'), n. The
larva of the bomtycid motb , Philosamia eynthia
Drury,which feeds on thefoliage ofthe ailantus.
It is a native of Japan and Java, where its silk is utilized
to some extent. It has been introduced for sericicul-
tural purposes into Europe and the United States with-
out practical result, and now occurs coranionly in the
wild state in the coast cities of the United States.

aile, n. A simplified spelling of aisle.

aileron, n. 2. In
arch., that piece of
the end wall, as of
nave or transept,
which covers the
end of the aisle-

roof. It resembles
a wing of the main
or central struc-
ture.

ailurophobia (a-

lu-ro-fo'bi-a), n.

Same as *dluro-
phobia.

aim, n.— Point of
aim, in archery, the
point at which aim
should be taken in

order to hit the target

:

it varies with the dis-

tance, and may be
above or below the
target.

aimak (i'mak), n.

[Mongol.] Agroup
of families, proba-
bly originally re-

lated by blood,
forming the prin-
cipal poUtieal unit
among the Mon-
gols. Each aimak
is governed by its

own chieftain,

aimara (i-ma-ra'), M. [Topi ainiard.'\ A Bra-
zilian name of Macrodon malabaricus, a river

fish of the family Erythrinidse.

Aim^s nephoscope. See *nephoscope.

aimworthiness (am'w6r-thi-nes), n. Excel-
lence of aim. Blaekmore, Loma Doone, liv.

N. E. D.
ain^ (in), n. [At. 'ai«, the letter ain, also an
eye, a fountain, essence, = Heb. 'ayin, the
letter, also an eye.] 1. The eighteenth letter

of the Arabic alphabet, having a vibratory
palatal sound without any equivalent in Eng-
lish.— 2. A spring; a fountain. See the ex-

tract.

Most of the . . . artesian wells [in the oases of the
Libyan desertt kuown locally as " ains" are ancient.

Oeog. Jour. (&. G. 8.), XVI. 655.

ainalite (a'nal-it), n. A variety of cassiterite

containing afeout 9 per cent, of tantalum pen-
toxid.

Ainu (i'no), n. See Aino.

aipim (a-i-pem'), n. [Also aypim, aypi. A
(former) native name (Tupi?).] The name in

Brazil of the sweet cassava. See cassava, 1,

Manihot, and manioc.
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ait^,n. 1. The air constituting the earth's atmosphere,

in addition to the principal gases, nitrogen and oxygen,

and the other gaseous substances long known to be

present, contains in admixture five gases distinguished

by their chemical inertness, viz.: helium, neon, argon,

krypton, and xenon. All of these appear to be elemen-

tary substances. Argon occura to the extent of nearly 1

per cent, by volume or IJ per cent, by weight, the others

in far smaller proportion. Free hydrogen, as well as

methane and perhaps other hydrocarbons, is also prob-

ably present. Within recent years apparatus has been
constructed for the liquefaction of air on a large scale by
compressmg it by means of powerful pumps, cooling it

in the compressed state, and allowing it to expand again.

The only commercial use which has been found for

liquid air is as a source of oxygen gas in a fairly pure
state, in demand mainly for medicinal purposes.— Com-
plemental air. Same as complementary -kair.— Com-
plementary air, the air which can be drawn into the

lungs by an effort after the ordinary inspiration. is com-
pleted.—Emp3Teal air (Scheele) and vital alr(Con-
dorcet), names given to oxygen soon after it became
known in the separate state.—Hampson's liauid-alr
apparatus, an apparatus designed by W. Sampson
for the liquefaction of air. It consists of a purifier (A)

filled with trays spread with moist slaked lime, and a
double-cylinder compression-pump (B and D) worked by
a 5-horse-power electric motor, by which the air is com-
pressed in B to 16 atmospheres, and after being cooled
in the water-jacketed coil is again compressed to 160-

180 atmospheres in D. Again cooled in the coil £, the air

passes to Q, where water used for lubricating the pistons
separates. The vessel H is filled with caustic potash,
which removes the last traces of water and carbon dioxid.

The liquefaction takes place in the next apparatus, known
as the Hqvefier. It has either two or four copper coils

wound coaxially about a spindle and joined at their lower
ends to a vertical jet. The coils fill the whole space KK.

Aileron, from facade of Chuith of
Santa Maria in Via, Rome,

Hampson's Liquid-air Apparatus.

(From Travers's "Exper. Study of Gases.")

The jet L can be closed by means of a rod which screws
down on the top of it and which can be adjusted to form
an annular opening by the milled screw-head M. The
coils are inclosed by a cylinder of insulating material,
except the lower part and the valve, which are contained
in a vacuum vessel, N. The liquid air is run off through
the tap 0. The air which escapes liquefaction passes
upward over the coils and through P and B to A. The
actual quantity of the air which is liquefied is 5 per cent,
of the quantity which passes through the apparatus. The
yield in an apparatus of this size is 1-1.5 liters of liquid
air an hour. In a newer form of liquefier the liquid air
collects in a metal reservoir placed within the insulation,
its quantity being indicated by a glycerol-gage.

—

Liquid
air. See liquefaction of gases, under liquefactimi.—
Mephitlc air, a name early in use to signify an irrespira-
ble gas or mixture of gases. It applied chiefly to carbon
dioxid as in the choke-damp of coal-mines, hut was also
used for the mixture of this gas with nitrogen in air in
which a candle had ceased to bum or an animal to
breathe.— Supplemental air. Same as residual air
(which see, under airl).

air-bag, n. 2. The presser of a pneumatic
molding-machine, it consists of bags inflated with

air-brake

air, by which an elastic and equal pressure is imparted

to the sand. Lockwood, Diet. Mech. Eng. Terms. Air-

bags are also used in cases where a uniformly distributed

pressure is desired, as in blue-printing frames.

air-barometer (ar*ba-rom'e-t6r), n. An ap-

paratus devised bj; F. H. King to detennine

small oscillations in the level of well-water

depending on small oscUlations of atmospheric

Sressure. it consists of a large vesselfnll of air buried

eep ill the soil in order to keep its temperature con-

stant ; some mercury rests at the bottom of the vessel,

and into this dips a tube extending vertically above the

surface of the ground. The changes of air-pressure force

the level of the mercury in the tube to change corre-

ipondingly, and these changes are recorded on a revolv-

ing drum.

air-beat (ar'bet), n. In acoustics, an individual

pulse of air such as may be felt mechanically

where the waves from a vibrating body are of

very low frequency. For frequencies within

the auditory range the air-beats cannot be
separately (distinguished, but blend into a tone.

air-bell (ar'bel), n. 1. In Auronectse, a large

roundish gas-secreting organ, probably a mod-
ified swimming-bell; an aurophore.— 2. A
small bubble which appears on a photographic
plate, sensitized paper, or film.

air-belt (ar'belt), n. An annular space around
the twyer zone of a cupola. The au- passes from
this space into the twyers instead of going directly from
the blast-pipe.

air-billow (Sr'bil-o), n. An air-wave which is

long and gentle; specifically, a wave produced
at the boundary surface between two horizon-

tal layers of air having different velocities and
directions: analogous to the waves on the sur-

face of water.

air-bladder, n. 3. See *air-float.—4. In entom.,

one of the numerous bladder-like endings of

smaller trachese in the bodies of many insects,

which, filled with air, greatly reduce the spe-

cific ^avity of the insect.

air-bound (ar'bound), a. Bound or stopped up
so that the passage of air is prevented: in

plumbing, said of a water- or drain-pipe so ob-
structed.

air-brake, n—Automatic alr-t>rake,aform of air-

brake which automatically applies the brsJce-shoes to the
wheels with maximum pressure on each car in a train,

without the aid or knowledge of the engineer o^ train-

crew, whenever, from any cause, a rupture occurs in the
brake-pipe which runs throughout the length of the train
— as, for example, when the train brealis in two. Com-
pressed air is supplied from large main reservoirs on the
locomotive, through the brake-pipe, to smaller auxiliary
reservoirs on each car, and a 'triple valve' forms the
connection between the brake-pipe, auxiliaiy reservoir,

and brake-cylinder. Any fall in pressure in the brake-
pipe causes the triple valve to connect the brake-cylinder
with the auxiliary reservoir and to apply the brakes.
When the brake-pipe pressure is reinstated, the triple

valve connects the brake-cylinder with the atmosphere
and the auxiliary reservoir with the brake-pijje. The
automatic brake was invented by George Westinghouse
in 1872.—Quick-action automatic air-brake, an un-
proved form of air-brake by which the time required to

apply the brakes in au emergency onatrain offifty freight-
cars was reduced one half. The improvement con-
sisted in enlarging the brake-pipe and changing the triple

valve {see*valveyby enlarging the ports and passage&and
also by adding a secondary valve portion by which, in
emergency application, a part of the brake-pipe pressure
is vented into the brake-cylinder, thereby increasing the
brake-cylinder pressure and hastening the fall of brake-
pipe pressure, thus causing the successive application
upon each car throughout i^e train to occur much more
rapidly. In ordinary service applications the operation
of the quick-action automatic air-brake does not differ

a '

Quick-action Automatic Air-brake.

/, driver
coupling, £, Car Equipment
aiy reservoir; J*, tiain-pipe; r, hose , hose-conpliog-. The tender equipment (omitted) is similar to the car equipment.



air-brake
froiu that of the plain automatic above mentioned. This
Improved form was Invented by George Westinghouse in
1887.— Straight-air brake, the original form of air-
brake, in which the brake-pipe connects the brake-cylin-
der on each car to a valve on the locomotive, by means
of which the engineer can allow air-pressure to flow from
the large reservoirs on the locomotive directly to each
brake-cylinder to apply the brakes, or he can connect the
brake-pipe with the atmosphere to release the brakes.
In this system the brake-pipe is under pressure only dur-
ing an application of the brakes. This form of brake was
first patented in England early in the nineteenth century,
and was first applied to railway service in America by
George Westinghouse in 1869.

air-cataract (ar'kat^a-rakt), n. A device to
cheek the vibrations or oscillations of a body,
and also to cushion or soften the blow of a
body brought suddenly to rest, it consists of an
air-cylihder having a moving piston or disk attached to
the body'whose motion is to be checked or damped. The
confined air, being allowed to escape only through small
openings in the end of the cylinder or through the piston
or dislc, checlcs the vibration or the motion of the piston
and the body to wliich it is attached.

air-chamber, «. 4. A septal chamber in the
nautilus and other chambered cephalopods
like the ammonites, goniatites, and orthooera-
tites. 'iTie name was commonly thus employed in the
belief that these spaces, successively abandoned by the
animal as the forward growth of the shell continues,
were filled with air which facilitated the flotation of the
shell when the animal chose to rise to the surface of the
sea. It is now regarded as doubtful if gases ever enter
these chambers during life. Verrill has pointed out that
water has access to the elastic siphuncular tube, "but
living, as the animal does, under pressure at considerable
depths, the fluid in the chambers is saturated with the
gases in solution. When the Nautilui is rapidly bronght
to tlie surface, some of the gas is liberated in consequence
of diminished pressure and must occupy part of the space
within the chambers by forcing out some of the fluid.

Hence the shell will float until the free gases within ttie

chambers are absorbed or otherwise eliminated." Also
termed camera and locvlus,

5. In hot. : (a) One of the mostly prismatic
interoellalar spaces occurring in aquatic
plants. (6) The intercellular area beneath a
stoma.

air-channel (ar'chan'''el), n. 1. A channel
for the passage of air.— 2. pi. Channels un-
derneath the hearths or in the brickwork of the
walls and fire-bridges of reverberatory fur-

naces, designed to protect the foundations from
the intense heat of the furnace as well as to

preheat the air entering the furnace.

air-compartment (ar'kom-part'''ment), n. An
air-tight subdivision of"a shaft or other mine
passage for the ventilating current.

air-compressor, n. 3. A combined steam-
engine and air-compressing cylinder, or a com-
pressing-oylinder operated by a motor or by
belting. A typical form has 4 horizontal cylinders ar-

ranged in tandem pairs. One. pair is composed of the
high-pressure cylinder of the engine and the first air-

compressing cylinder; the other pair consists of the
larger, low-pressure steam-cylinder and a second and
larger cylinder which recompresses the air already com-
pressed in the first cylinder. Each pair has one piston-

rod which unites the pistons in each cylinder and extends
beyond the steam-cylinder through a connecting-rod to a
fly-wheel, the two rods thns being joined and moving to-

gether through the fly-wheel. Bach air-cylinder is wa-
ter-jacketed to keep it cool and to absorb and carry away
the heat of compression. The air compressedIn the first

cylinder passes to the second cylinder through a group
of pipes inclosed in a large pipe which carries a stream
of cold water that absorbs more of the heat of compres-
sion from the air, and is again compressed. From the
second cylinder the compressed air may pass through a
second cooler or be delivered direct to the air-receiver

for storage and cooling, ready for use in rock-drills or

other air-motors. Other types of air-compressors consist

of single or compound vertical engines or of single-acting

air-compressing cylinders operated by a crank from a
belt-driven fiy-wheel.

air-condenser (ar'kon-den''s6r), re. 1. An elec-

tric condenser made by.having two thin metal
plates separated by a layer of air, one plate

being connected to a positive pole and the

other to a negative pole from the same circuit.

The action of such a condenser is exactly the same as

that of a Leyden jar ; when there is sufllclent potential

to overcome the resistance, the condenser discharges.

2. A condenser for steam in which air is used

for cooling the condensing surface instead of

water : used on some motor-oars.

air-cooled (ar'kSld), p. a. Cooled by a current

of air; having its heat carried oS by passing

cool air over its surface.

air-cube (ar'lmb), n. The amount of air in a

closed space available for respiratory purposes

by each person occupying it. It is expressed

by the cubic contents of the space divided by
the number of persons.

air-cure (ar'kiir), n. Same as aeroiherapeutics.

air-cushion, n., 4. specifically, a volume of air im-

prisoned behind a movable piston in a chamber which it

fits The air, by its compression, gradually arrests the
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motion of the piston. Used as a safety appliance at the
foot of elevator-shafts to catch and stop the fall of the
page in case of the brealdng of the hoisting-rope or other
accident.

air-cylinder, n. 2. Any cylinder in which air

is used, as in an engine run by compressed
air instead of by steam.

air-door (ar'dor), n. A door for the regulation
of currents of air through the workings of a
mine. Coal and Metal Miners' PocTcet-book.

air-drain, ». 3. A pipe or flue built into a
fireplace to insure an ample supply of air.

air-duct, n. 2. In building, same as *air-

drainj 3.— 3. In the heating and ventilation of

buildings, a large pipe, often built of wood or
thin metal, used to transmit air, either cold or
hot.

air-embolism (ar'em"bo-lizm), n. Air-bubbles
in a blood-vessel, causing obstruction of the
flow of blood.

air-extractor (ar ' eks -

trak"tor),M. A device for
separating air from a
liquid,

air-float (ar'flot), ». A
bladder formed in the
fronds of certain Fhsso-
phyoeae, or brown algae

XFucus,Ascophyllum,, Sar-
gassvm, etc.), which
serves to float the plant
in the water and possi-
bly assists fertilization.

Also air-bladder and air-

vesicle.

air-funnel, n. 3. In eool.,

the lower, gas-secreting
portion of the pneumato-
cyst of physophorous si-

phonophores.

air-gap (ar'gap), n. In
elect., theopeningorspace
between the poles of a
magnet or between the
armaturesandpole-pieces
of a dynamo or motor;
that portion of amagnetic
circuit which contains
no iron ; the space between the terminals
of an electrostatic machine, induction-coil, or
discharger.

air-gas, n—Harcourt air-gas pentaae standard, a
milture of 3 cubic feet of air andScubic inches of liquid
pentane, a product of American petroleum distilling at a
temperature below 50° C. and having a specific gravity
between .6298 and .63, producing 4.05 cubic feet of stan-
dard air-gas. This gas is burned at a burner with an
orifice of | inch to produce a flame 2\ inches high, with
a consumption of gas of .48-.52 cubic feet an hour. The
light of this flame is equal to that of a British standard
candle. First suggested by A. G. Vernon-Haroourt in 1877.

air-hoist, n.- cylinder
air-hoist, an air-hoist em-
ploying a long cylinder
fitted with a piston and
piston-rod, the weight to

be lifted being suspended
from the lower end of the
latter. The compressed air

is delivered through hose
to the lower end of the
cylinder, forcing the piston
upward and lifting the
weight. To lower the load
the air is released and the
piston allowed to fall

slowly. The load can be
held at any point of the
hoist and sadety appliances
prevent the too sudden
rise or fall of the piston
through loss of load or loss

of air-pressure. Cylinder-
hoists are hung by a hook
in fixed positions or at-

tached to a trolley travel-

ing on an overhead track,

to the jib of a crane, or to

a traveling-crane. Tele-

scopic cylinders are used
where head-room is lim-
ited.— Motor aix-holst,
a chain-hoist operated by
an air-motor. It may be
suspended in a fixed posi-

tion or from a trolley trav-

eling on an overhead track
or on a traveling-crane.

air-insulated (ar'in'''gu-la-ted), p. a. In elect.

or heat, insulated by means of an intervening

layer of air.

air-jack (ar'jak), n. A lifting-jack operated

by compressed air. it consists of an upright cylinder

with a piston, the piston-rod acting as the lifting-arm of

the jack. In one form the cylinder is telescopic. It is

air-pump

Fucvs vesiculasus.
shbwin^ air-floats.

{From Murray's " Introd.
... to Seaweeds."

<- 4-.' ft
I -I "

' . '

Motor Air-hoist.

A, trolley on flange of I -beam ;

B, chain controlling trolley: C
hoisting-block and chain; /?.

motorfor hoist; Et chain control-

ling D.

Pair of Air-jacks.

A, cylinder; B^ piston-rod used to lift the car; C, wheels, and D,
handle, for moving the air-jack; E, air-hose from compressor.

usually fitted with wheels for transportation, and is used
in railroad car-shops.

air-jacket, «. 2. A space surrounding a steam-
cylinder or other vessel within which is circu-

lated hot air or gas, or within which ordinary
air is confined without circulation: used to
diminish loss of heat by radiation through the
walls of the cylinder and to lessen cylinder-
condensation of steam back to water, its func-
tion is the same as that of the steam-jacket. Since air is

one of the best non-condnctors of heat when it is not
allowed to circulate, an air-jacket may also be used to
keep the cylinders of a refrigerating apparatus from be-
ing warmed by the outside air.

3. A closed space, usually annular, about some
part of a machine or piece of apparatus, de-
signed to secure uniformity of temperature.

air-jacket (ar'jak"et), V. t. To provide with
an air-jacket. See *air-jaScet, n., 2.

air-jig (ar'jig), n. In mining, a machine which
effects the separation of minerals according
to their specific gravity by intermittent rising
currents of air which lift the lighter particles
of gangue and permit the heavier metallic
minerals to settle. The light tailings fiow oif at the
top and the concentrates are discharged from below by
some mechanical device. TheFaddock-Hooper pneumatic
concentrator and the Vrom air-jig are the principal ma-
chines of this cla£s.

air-leak (ai^'lek), n,. In electrostatics, the loss
of charge, in the case of an insulated body,
due to the discharging action of the surround-
ing air.

air-level (ar'tev'^el), n. A level or airway of
former workings made use of in subsequent
deeper mining operations for ventilating pur-
poses. Coal and Metal Miners Pocket-book.

air-llft (ar'lift), n. ' A device for raising water
from deep wells by means of compressed air.
It comprises an air-compressor and two pipes open at the
lower end and placed one within the other in the well.
The compressed air passes down the inside pipe to the
bottom of the well, where it rises through the larger
pipe and thiough the water which fills the lower part of
it, carrying the water upward with it and delivering it

at the surface. The system can be so applied to a group
of wells as to lift several million gallons a day.

air-liq.uefier (ar'lik"we-fi-er), n. An apparatus
for converting air under pressure into liquid
air by the effect of cooling.

air-meter, n— Blram's air-meter, a modification of
the Casella air-meter in which a large light radial fan is

kept in rotation by the current of air to be measured.
The apparatus is usually graduated so as to show the vol-

ume of fresh air that passes through the shaft leading to
a mine or a room that needs ventilation.

air-monger (ar'mung"ger), re. [air + monger.]
One who is taken up with the pursuit of vi-

sionary or impracticable projects. Felltham,
Eesolves, I. xv. [Eare.] N. E. B.
airol (ar'61), n. A greenish-gray, fine, volu-

minous, odorless, and tasteless powder, said

to be an oxyiodide of bismuth subgallate. It

is absorbent and antiseptic.

air-plate (ar'plat), n. A plate perforated to

allow the passage of a limited amount of air;

a perforated bafle.

air-pressure (ar'presh"ur), n. The barometric
pressure or elastic pressure of the atmosphere.
It is expressed in pounds per square inch, or in dynes
per square meter, or, more commonly, by the height of

the mercurial column of the barometer, and sometimes
in units of'one standard atmosphere.

air-proof (ar'prof), v. t. To protect from in-

jurious action of the air or of some of its in-

gredients, as by a suitable varnish applied to

the material to be protected.

air-pump, n—Duplex alr-piunp, a form of air-

pump in yhich two air-pumping cylinders are placed



air-pump
side by side in pairs, the piston-rod of each being the
prolongation of the piston of the steam-cylinders (also
In pairs) which drive them ; speclflcally, a form of air-
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m. The air-tap is placed at the highest point in the series

of pipes. Air-taps in pumps and engines are called pet-

niimn for aii- hi-oiro s<...»i«„ ;» ^.'i.-'H ".~iC 1"" j— cooljs. Lockwood, Dlct. Mech. Eng. Terms.pomp for air-bralce service m which one of the oylmders _i_ i„i__ /s-'I-bs tArl « An H-nTisrahis for18 twice the diameter of the otherbut of the same stroke. air-ieSTier (ar tes-ter;, M. AJa apparatus lor
Both air-cylinders draw in air from withouton the intalte testing the quality of air, as in innaDitea
Btroke, but the lai>-

ger delivers into
the smaller on the
completion of the
intake stroke of the
latter. Hence three
volumes of fiee air
are delivered '

in
each double stroke.
—GeiBslert mer-
cury alr-painp,an
apparatus used for
producing a vacu-
um, consisting es-
sentially of a reser-
voir which can be
filled with or emp-
tied of mercury by
raising or lowering
another containing
mercury and con-
nected with the for-
mer by a flexible
rubber hose. By the
proper adjustment
of stop-codes the air
or gas exhausted
from a vessel at-
tached at a is dried
by passing through
a U-tube containing
a desiccating ma-
terial, usually phos-
phorus pentoxid,
and is either col-

Geissler's Air-pump.

apartments.
air-trap, n. 3. A small funnel of glass fas-

tened in the inside of a barometer-tube to catch
any bubbles of air that would otherwise rise

through the mercury into the vacuum-cham-
ber.

air-twist (ar'twist),

n. A bubble of air

which is sometimes
contained in the
stem of a vessel of
glass, and which, in
twisting, becomes a
hollow spiral.

The secret of the con-
struction of two of the
classes — namely, the
brilliant, and the com-
bined opaque and air-
twist— seems to have
been lost.

Wynn Penny, English
Eighteenth Centui*y
Drlnldng Glasses. Bur-
lington Mag., m. 68.

air-twisted (ar '-

twis'ted), jj. a. Hav-
ingan air-twist. See
*air-ivrist.

Glass Vessel, showing Air-twist.

lected over mercury held in a trough or is driven into air-Valve, 1. 3, In an engine-cylinder, and
the air. A barometer-gage indicates the degree of eX'

haustion. The raising and lowering of the reservoir
holding the mercury are effected either by hand orbythe
use of a simple mechanical device.—Toepler'S mercury
air-pump, a modified form of tlie Geissler air-pump, in
which a glass valve replaces the controlling stop-cock
and a barometer-tube serves to permit the exhausted air.

to escape.

air-regenerator (ar'rf-jen"e-ra-tor), n. The
regenerator through whicli atmospheric air
passes to be heated on its way to a steel-melt-
ing or reheating furnace, a zine furnace, a
coke-oven, etc. It is larger than the corre-
sponding gas-regenerators.

air-register (ar'rej"is-ter), n. Same as regis-
ter^, 8.

air-sac, n. 3. In hot., a cavity in a pollen-
grain of the genus Pinus.

air-separator (ar'sep^a-ra-tor), n. In mining,
a machine which effects the separation of min-
erals according to size or density by air, either
by pulsating rising currents (see *air.jig) ; or
by a continuous blast, as in the Edison, Hoch-
stedt, and other dust-separators ; or by pro-
jecting the particles to be separated by me-
chanical means into still or moving air, as in
the centrifugal separators of the Pape-Hen-
neberg and Clarkson-Stanfield types.

air-ship (ar'ship), M. A buoyant balloon pro-
vided with a motor, propellers, and rudders,
so that it can navigate the air under the con-
trol of an aeronaut ; a dirigible balloon. Such
balloons are made in various elongated, more or less cigar-
shaped, forms and have successfully traversed long dis-

particularly on the locomotive engine, a valve
which is held shut by steam-pressure when the Ajuga (a-jo'ga).

aKasba
axillary, solitary or cymose, yellow flowers. The ten

species are natives of the warmer parts of the old world,

six being found in South Africa and one in Australia,

while the others occur mainly in the Mediterranean region.

The most widely distributed species is A. Canarieme,
which occurs in the Canary and Madeira Islands, in the
Azores, South Africa, and through southern Asia to India.

A. Sispanicum is a characteristic plant of southern Italy

and Spain, also occurring in northern Africa and ex-

tending eastward to Persia.

2. Sometimes used as a specific name for

plants of a lowand tufted, persistentcharacter,
as Anthemis Aizoon, Saxifraga Aizoon.

aja (3.'ya), n. A South-African Dutch form of
the East Indian a^aA, a nurse; a lady's-maid.

ajacol (a-jak'ol), n. An oleaginous fluid, con-
gealing to a crystalline mass at low tempera-
tures. It has the same properties as guaiaeol.
Also called gitaeihol and thanatol.

aji (a-he'), n. [Sp., formerly ax»; ofW. Ind.
(Taino) origin.] A red pepper. See pepper,
chilli, and pimento jy£ dulce, the sweet pepper,
CapsUum annuum.—^AJi picante, the fruits of Cap-
sieumfrutescemi and C. baccatum, the pungent red pep-
pers used in the preparation of Cayenne pepper.

ajo (a'ho), n. [Sp., < L. allium, garlic] 1. The
garlic, Allium sativum.— 3. A very large tree

of Peru and Bolivia, Cordia alliodora, which
when wounded gives forth from its bark and
leaves a penetrating odor of garlic. See garlic.

ajog (a-jog')' <^<f^- [«^ +JoS-^ On a jog; at
a leisurely pace. G. Meredith, The Egoist, 11.

100.

ajonjoli (a-hon-ho-le'), n. [Sp., ajonjoU, aU
jonjoU.'] The sesame, Sesamum orientale, the
seed of which, also called benneseed, yields a
bland oil. See sesame.

[NL., < L. ajuga, name of
a plant.] A genus of hardy, herbaceous,
European perennials, members of the family
Menthacese, creeping by stolons, and commonly
known as *l)ugle-weed. Some of them are grown
as garden plants, in rockeries and borders, although they
are not generally known in America. Of the 30 known
species, A. Genevennis, A.pyraTnidalis, A. repta-ns, and A,
metalliea are most common in gardens.

[a-^S + jugate.] Hav-

throttle-valve is open, but which opens by a
spring to admit atmospheric air when the
throttle is closed and the pistons keep on mov-
ing from the momentum of the mass of engine

,
and train. In the absence of such a valve the pistons
reduce the pressure behind them, after a stroke or two,
to a point at which the pressure in the cylinders is much
less than that of the atmosphere ; and when the exhaust- . . . ...,_,,
passage is opened a rush of air back through it will carry ajUgate (a-jo gat), a.
into the cylinders the products of combustion from the ing no jugum.
smoke-box,includingcindersandgrit,wliichareinjurious aiiit.mPTit. rn^iTit'mPTif^ « TTiTPir (n -1- ™/ 4-
to the working-surfaces. Such air-valves are placed on *i?^f? „2.1?^SL^^* n A " S^?^" ^ «"+.?«« +
the steam-chest or connect with the steam-passages. -^lent, after abutment.] A jutting out; a pro-

air-vesicle, n. 3. Same as *air-float.
jection. [Bare.]

air-washer (ar'wosh-6r), TO. An appliance in The ajM«men«ofa hill toward the sea.

whichacurrentof moving air maybe cleansed Jfarrj/a«, Peter Simple, III. 323. N. E. D^

from dust or other particles, and from some ak (ak), n. [Hind, die, < Skt. arkd, name of a
polluting gases, by passing through water, tree or shrub, lit. ray, or sun.] The red-The cleansing watermayfall in a shower across the mov- fl^wofd tnyrr, nf r>ni!kL,^^^ ™,.„„v.,„ cs

ing air by eicaping from perforated pipes or through
^o^ered form of Calotropis gzgantea. See

perforated metal screens ; or the air may be compelled """tar and yercum. [Northern India.]
to escape by pressure mider the lower edge of a plate aka (a'ka), n. [Maori aka, name of the plant,
which is immersed an inch or two in the water. lit. long fibrous roots : see *aalii.'\ A climbing
air-wave (ar'wav), n. A wave in the atmos- epiphyte of the myrtle family, Metrosideros
phere. It may be either a wave of compression and scandens. It completely envelops the tree on which it
rarefaction, like those of sound ; or a tidal effect like the grows, which ultimately dies, the wood decaying The
ocean tides ; or a wave of progression like that produced epiphyte remaining forms a hollow cone [New Zealand 1by the outburst from Krakatua in 1883. In the case of akaakaaiirn Cii,"lr!i-a"ta a'wn^ « rTTowoiion
the Krakatua outburst, the wave moved around the globe f „fr^„twiir„„,J \„tf ^^>' ^- [Hawaiian,
several times at an average velocity of 700 miles an hour, ^ aKO^aKa (maori Kata), laugh at, -|- awa,
and the accompanying sound-wave was heard several nne rain or mist. The plant is found in
hondred miles away.^_

. _ greatest profusion in humid mountain ravines
aiS (a-es'), n. [Native name.] A name in
Ponape, Caroline Islands, of Parinari laurinum,
a tall tree having oblong leathery leaves.

Airship Zeppelin III.

j^, ..^, eQ^ines; S, rudder; C, C, dipping-planes; V, D, propellers.

tances under good control. The first notably successful Aitken's COke-OVen. See *coTce-oven.

experiments with the dirigible balloon were made by AlZOaceSe (a" i-z6-a'se-e), n,. pi. [NL
Gaston Tissandier, 1884-85 ; he attained a velocity of 13 ~-^— "" toaA\' • .i.-—^.-

miles an hour and was able (as a rule) to return to his
starting-point. In 190O Count Zeppelin made short voy-
ages over Lake Constance in a dirigible of his own design,
which has been remodeled and improved until in 1909 it

made voyages of several hundred miles. Other successful
experimenters have been M. Santos-Dumont, whose air-

(Alex-

near the spray of waterfalls.] Hillebrandia
Sandwicensis, a beautiful plant of the begonia
family, bearing clusters of delicate pink-and-
white flowers. [Hawaii.]
akaakai (a-ka"a-ka'e), n. [Hawaiian.] In
Hawaii, a bog-plant, Scirpus lacustris, the
stems of which are used in making mats and
bags.
akahara (a-ka-ha'ra), n. [Jap., < aka, red, +
hara, belly.] The Japanese name of a large
chub of the family Cyprinidse, Zeueiseus bak-
nensis, found in the waters of Japan. Also
known as ugui.
akala (a-ka'la), n. [Hawaiian.] In Hawaii,
a native species of raspberry, Subug MacrsBi.
The fi-uit often attains a diameter of nearly two inches,
'! Si.,*

deep-red color, is very Juicy, and, although
slightly bitter, is agreeable to the taste. The name is
also sometimes given to another raspberry, Rutmg Ha-
wawrms, the fi-uitof which is not so large and is di-v and
unpalatable.

See *acanthion.

ander Braun, 1864), < Aizoon + -acese.] A .

family of dicotyledonous, archiehlamydeous akanthidn, «.
(apetalous or choripetalous) plants, the carpet- akaroa-tree (a-ka-ro'a-tre), ji! [Maori.] The
weed family, of the order CJienopodiales, New Zealand lace-bark or ribbon-tree See
typified by the genus Aizoon. See Ficoideie. Plagiantlms.

experimenters nave oeen m. aanios-ijuinoni, wnose air- „r„«««.*««« /n//T >.« s/„v.; \ « t-ktt ^. «i --_ x ^ , . -.. .

shi>(successiveraodels) accomplished notable results, es-aiZOaceoUS (a 1-zo-a shius), a. [NL. ^j«o- akaryota (a^kar-i-o'ta), M. ^li. [Gr. a-priv. -I-

pecial]^yin 1900 and 1901, M.Lebaudy and Thomas S.Bald- acese + -ous.]
^
Having the characters of or "apwov, nut (nucleus).] In 6»o?., non-nucleated

cells, as opposed to nucleated cells or karyota.
akasha (a-ka'sha), n. [Skt. dkagd, clear space,
ether.] Ether; one of the five gross elements
(the others being air, fire, water, and earth)
which, according to the Saukhya system of
Indian philosophy, make up the visible world

;

the subtile fluid which fills and pervades infin-
ity and is supposed to be the peculiar vehicle

win. The dirigibles which have been constructed in Eng-
land for military use are especially noteworthy.

alr-stone(ar'st6n),». [air^ + stone.] Amete-
orite. [Rare.] N. E. D.

air-tap (ar'tap), n. A cock or valve fixed in
the air-pipe in hot-water apparatus, to allow of

the escape of air from the series, which with-
out this means of exit would accumulate there-

belonging to the family Aizoacese.

Aizoon (ar-i-z6'on), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1753,
adopted from his "Genera Plantarum," 1737),
< Gr. aeH^iMv, an evergreen plant, supposed to
be the houseleek, < aei, ever, -I- fudf, living.] 1.
A genus of dicotyledonous plants^ type of the
family Aizoacese. They are evergreen spreading
herbs or small shrubs, with fleshy, entire leaves, and



akasha
of life and sound. Unlike air (vdyu), which is

always moving and penetrates only where it

can find an entrance, akasha is perfectly im-
movable and exists everywhere.

itkcha (4kh'cha), n. [Also alcchek, aqcha; <

Turk, akcha, aqcha, money, coin, cash, a
monetary value, an asper ; as adj. rather white,
whitish: see asper^.] A very small Turkish
silver coin of the value of J para.

jlke''' (a'ka), re. [Maori, < ake, onward, ake alee

ake, for ever and ever. The allusion is to the
durable qualities of the wood.] 1. In New
Zealand, a small tree, Dodoneea viscosa, of the
soapberry family, with very hard variegated
wood.— 2. In the Chatham Islands, a small
tree, Shaivia Traversii {Olearia Iraversii of
Hooker), of the aster family.

akea (a-ke'a), n. Same as *akia.

akeratophorous (a-ker-a-tof'o-rus), a. Same
as aeeratophorous.

akerite (ak'e-rit), n. [Norw. Aker, a locality
in Norway, "+ -jfe2.] In petrog., a term ap-
plied by BrBgger (1890) to a syenite contain-
ing much plagioclase, with biotite, augite, and
some quartz.

akermanite (ak'6r-man-it), n. [For Richard
Akerman, a Swedish mineralogist.] An arti-

ficial mineral species closelyrelated to melilite :

identified in certain slags.

Akhmimic (aeh-mim'ik), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to Akhmim or to its langiiage.

II, n. One of the main divisions of Coptic,
spoken in the neighborhood of Akhmim.
akhter (ak'ter), n. [E. Ind.] A copper coin
of Mysore, equal to one fourth of a paissa or
pice.

akhyana (S;-ki-a'na), n. [Skt. akhyana, tale

(cf. akhyd, name), < a- + vkhya, call, name.]
A tale : a story; a legend. Encyc. Brit., XXVI.
431.

akia (a-ke'a), n. [Hawaiian.] A name in

Hawaii of several shrubs belonging to the
genus Capura, of the family DapJmacese, par-
ticularly of C. viridiflora (Wikstrcemia viridi-

flora of Meissner), found also in the Society,

Samoan, and Piji Islands. The bark contains an
acrid narcotic principle, and is used by the natives for

narcotizing flsh in fresh water. The stems yield a strong,

flexible bast-flber. Also spelled akea.

akiahala (a-ke"a-ha'la), n, [Hawaiian.] In
Hawaii, a small shrub, Hibiscus Toungianus,
with pink fiowers.

Akinesia algera. [Gr. dXyitpos, painful.] Loss of the
power of motion as a result oiE pain.

akinesis (ak-i-ne'sis), n. In hiol., direct cell-

division or the amitotic multiplication of cells.

akinete (ak'i-net), «. [Gr. d- priv. -I- Ktvirrdg,

movable : see kinetio.2 The resting-spore of

certain algse formed directly from a vegetative

cell by the simple thickening of the wall and
without rejuvenescence. Same as hypnocyst.

See *aplanospore.

akinetic (ak-i-net'ik), a. [Gr. d-priv. + Kiv?iaig,

change, movement.] 1. Same as akinesic.—
2. In oytol., without perceptible internal

movements: a term applied to that form of

cell-division which is not karyokinetie. Same
as *amitotic, *karyostenotic, or direct (cell-

division).

akkum (ak'kum'), »• [Heb. 'akkum, formed
of the initials of a Hebrew phrase of three

words meaning a worshiper of the stars and
constellations.] A star-worshiper, originally

a Chaldean star-worshiper: applied in the Tal-

mud to heathen idolaters ; a pagan. Also

akum.

akolea (a-ko-la'a), ». [Native name.] A name
in Hawaii of a large fern, Phegopteris Hille-

brandi.

akoulation, «• See *acoulation.

akouphone (ak'o-fon), ». [Incorrectly formed

from Gr. aKoieiv, hear, + f(M^, sound.] The
trade-name of an appliance for enabling the

deaf to hear, constructed on the analogy of

the telephone.

akra (ak'ra), n. [Hind, and Hindi akra.'] In

India, a common name for the vetch or tare,

Vicia satina. See Vida.

akreophagist, n. Same as -^acreoplmgist.

akreophagv, n. Same as *acreophagy.

akrocephalic, a. See acrocephalic.

akromegaly, n. See ''acromegaly.

akule (a-ko'le), n. [Hawaiian.] A Hawaiian

name of the goggle-eyed scad, Trachurops cru-

menophthalmus. Called atule in Samoa.

akum, n. See *akkum.
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akund (a'kund), n. [Hind., < Hindi akund, the
tree.] The dried root-bark of Calotropis gi-

gantea, extensively used in Indian medicine,
especially as a substitute for ipecacuanha in

dysentery.
al^, n. The name is applied in India to several species

of Morinda, especially to Morinda citrifolia and 3f . tine-

taria, trees belonging to the madder family, which grow
spontaneously and are also cultivated for the sake of the
dye obtained from the bark of their roots and stem. The
smallest roots yield the most valuable dye, the stem
the most inferior. The al dye is gradually supplanting the
more expensive red obtained from the Indian madder, or
chaya root (OldAtitandia wmbelUUa), with which the
celebrated Madras handkerchiefs and turbans were for-

merly dyed. Morinda citrifolia, the principal al-tree,

is widely spread throughout the East Indies, the west
coast of Africa, and the islands of the Pacific Ocean,
where its fruit is sometimes eaten by the natives. See
•knonu.

al-*. A nominal prefix, actually a reduction of

alcohol in certain arbitrary formations, as al-

dehyde (and its numerous recent derivatives),

*aithionic, etc. Compare -aP. Compare alk- in

words like *alkamine, etc. (where alk- repre-

sents G. alkohol), and -ol, representing the
last syllable of alcohol.

-al^. In bridal, burial, etc., a nominal sufBx,

associated with -aU, but actually of different

origin, according to the history of each word.
See the etymologies of the words cited.

-al*. [al{cohol), al(dehyde). See *aZ-3.] In
chem., a termination now recognized as signi-

fying that the body named is an aldehyde, or

derived from alcohol. Thus ordinary aldehyde
is also called *ethanal, that is, the aldehyde of

ethane.

A. L. A. An abbreviation of American lAbrary
Association.

Ala magna sphenoldei, in ichth., same as prootic; a
lateral cranialbone Just in front of the exoccipital. As
used by Kallmann it is a synonym of the alisphenoid of

Parker ; as used by Erdl it is a synonym of the sphenotic
of Parker.— Ala orbitalis, in ichth., a term applied by
Stannius to the alisphenoid bone.— Ala parva, in ichth.,

same as opisthotic.— Ala parva sphenoldei, in ichth.,

the basisphenoid bone.— iua temporalis, inichth., the
proQtic bone.

alaalawainui (a"la-a"la-wa'''e-no'e), n. [Ha-
waiian, < alaala. soft, fiabby, -t- wai, water, +
nui, be great. The name refers to the succu-
lent nature of the plant.] In Hawaii, a plant
of the genus Peperomia.
Alabama (al-a-ba'ma), n. [NL. (Grote, 1895),

< Alabama, tHe State.] A genus of noetuid
moths containing one species, A. argiUacea
Huebner. it is notorious as a destroyer of the cotton-

plant in the southern United States, where its larva

is known as the leaf-caterpillar or chenille. Formerly
known as dletiaxyliTia.—Alaiba.TasiCiu.ua.. See*china.
—Alabama shad. See irshad^.

alabandite (al-a-ban'dit), n. See alabandine.

alacreatine (al-'a-kre'a-tin), n. [L. ato,wing (?),

-I- creatine.'] Aoompdund,NH: C(NH2)NHCH-
(CH3)C02H, a combination of cyanamide with
a-aminopropionic acid ; a-guaninopropionic
acid.

alacreatinine (al-a-kre-at'i-nin), n. lalaerea-

tine + -ineK] The anhydrid, C4H7N3O, of ala-

creatine, formed by heating the latter to 180° C.

alagao (a-la-ga'o), n. [Tagalog alagao (also

sahugo, < Sp. sauco) = Bisaya abgao, also

adgao.^ A Philippine tree, Premnavestita, of

the Verbena family, its bitter leaves and its flowers

are used medicinally by the natives. The tree is gener-

ally known to Spaniards living in the Philippines by the

name of saAco (elder), owing to the resemblance of its

flowers to those of Sambucus nigra. In its medicinal
qualities it resembles the allied Premna GavdichoMdii of

the island of Guam and P. integrifolia of the East In-

dies and Madagascar. See headache-tree.

alalonga (a-la-long'ga), re. [Appar. < L. ala

longa,~ long wing.'] Same as long-finned alba-

core.

alang (a'lang), n. See *alang-alang.

alang-alang (a"lang-a'lang), n. [Malay dlang-

dlang.l A grass, Imperata arundinacea, widely
spread in the tropics, growing on land which
has gone out of cultivation. Also aailed. alang

and, in the Philippines, cogon. [Malay Ar-

chipelago.]

alani (a-ia'ne), n. [Hawaiian.] In Hawaii, a

timber-tree of the rutaeeous genus Ptelea.

The wood is used in building canoes.

alantic (a-lan'tik), a. [G. alanf, elecampane,
-I- -ic] Obtained from elecampane.—Alantic
acid, the hydroxyacid OH.C14H20CO2H, corresponding

to alantolactone. It crystallizes in needles which melt
at 9i° C.

alantoic (al-an-to'ik), a. [G. alant, elecam-

pane, + -o-jc] Derived from elecampane.

—

Alantoic acid, a colorless compound, Ci4H2o(OH)-
COOH, found in the drug elecampane.

alantol (a-lan'tol), n. [G. *alantol (?), < alant,

Albion ware

elecampane, -I- -ol.] Same as alant camphor
(which see, under camphor).
alantolactone (a-lau"t6-lak't6n), n. [G. alant,

elecampane, + lactone.] Same as helenin.

Alar membrane, the elongate triangular membrane
lying on the anterior edge of a bird's wing and running
from wrist to shoulder-joint; the prepatagium.

—

Alar septa, in the extmct Tetracoralla, the two
prominent lateral septa or vertical plates in the calyx,
one on each side, from which the adjoining septa branch
pinnatoly: contrasted with the cardiwd and counter
septa.

Alaria, ». 2. A genus of platypodous gas-
tropod moUusks of the family Aporrhaidse.
They have a turreted spire, expanded and spinous outer
lip, and long apertural canal. Shells of this genus are
very abundant in the Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks.

alarm, » stm alarm. see«(t22.i

alarm-buov (a-iarm'boi), n. A buoy provided
with a bell or a whistle to make its presence
known at night or in a fog.

Alaska cedar, dab. See *cedar, *dab^.
alaskite (a-las'kit), n. 1. See alaskaite.— 2.

In petrog.", a name proposed by Spurr (1900)

for igneous rocks composed almost wholly of

alkalic feldspar and quartz without other
essential minerals, it is a group-term embracing
many granular and porpliyritic rocks which have been
called granite, rhyolite, haplite, elvan, graniditt, eurite,

granita, eta. The distinct lava forms corresponding to

alaskite in composition are called tordnUite by SpuiT.

alastor, n. 2. [cap.] A genus of bats from
the Upper Eocene phosphorites of France.

Alaunian (a-lS,'ni-an), a. and n. [L. Alauni,

Gr. 'ATmvvoi', a people of Noricum.] I. a. In
geol., in the Triassic formation of the Medi-
terranean province, noting a substage corre-

sponding to the middle division of the Juvavic
stage, which lies just below the Rhsetic and
above the Carinthian stage. Tlie Juvavic appears
to correspond to the lower Ehcetic of Germany, and^the
Alaunian, therefore, is correlated with the lower part of

that formation.

II. m. The Alaunian substage.

albacore, n— Great albacore, the tunny or tuna.
ThunmiB hynnus.

albabaca (al-ba-ha'ka), re. [Sp. albahaca, basil,

< Ar. al, the, habaq, pennyroyal.] A name
applied in Guain, the Philippines,' Peru, and
Porto Rico to several aromatic plants of the
mint family, especially to Ocimum Basilicum
and 0. sanctum, which are cultivated for culi-

nary and medicinal purposes. See Ocimum,
toolsi, and basil^.

Albany slip, zone. See *slip, ''zone.

albardin (al-bar-den'), n. [Sp., of Ar. origin.]

A shoreweed, I/ygeum Spartum, of southwest-
ern Europe and northern Africa : similar in its

use to esparto and sometimes included under
that name.
Albata metal. See *metal.

Albatrossia (al-ba-tros'i-a), n. [NL., named
for the exploring steamer Albatross, V. S. N.] A
genus of grenadiers of the family Macruridee,

cod-like fishes of the deep seas. A. pectoralis

is found in Bering Sea.

albecore, n. See albacore.
Albedo unguium, the lunula of the nails.

albene (al'ben), n. [L. albu^, white, + -ene.]

The substance formed by boiling melam with
water. It is white and insoluble.

alberello, n. Same as albarello.

Alberini's process. See *process.

albert (al'bert), ». [Named, about 1860, from
Prince Albert, consort of Queen Victoria.] A
short watch-chain made with a cross-bar de-

signed to be passed through a buttonhole.

Albert and Albertine ware. See *ware^.

Albian (al'bi-an), a. and». [So named from
the department of Aube (L. Albia, < albus,

white), France.] I. a. In geol., noting the

lower division of the Upper Cretaceous forma-
tion in Belgium and Prance, equivalent to the

Gait and Upper Greensand of England. The
deposits consist of argillaceous marls, greensand, and
limestone and are highly fossiliferous.

II. n. The Albian division.

albinescent (al-bi-nes'ent), a. [albino +
-escent.] Showing a tendencyto albinism. Na-
ture, March 16, 1893.

albinic (al-bin'ik), a. lalbin(o) + -ic] Marked
by albinism or absence of pigment.

Two of the sons, apparently, married wives who were
'pure dominants,'!. e.,who were entirely free from the

recessive (albinic) character. Science, Jan. 9, 1908, p. 75.

albino, n. 4. In Mexico, a person who has

one eighth negro and seven eighths Spanish

blood ; the child of a Morisoo woman (who is

the daughter of a mulatto mother and a Span-

ish father) and of a Spaniard.

Albion ware. See *ivare^-



albirupean

albirupean (al-bi-rS'pf-an), a. [L. albus,
white, + rupes, rock.] Containing white rocks.
— Albirupean group, in geol,, a series of sand-beds
occurring along Chesapeake Bay and regaided by the
Maryland geologists as of Lower Cretaceous age.

Albite law, the law of twinning of albite. See allnte
tioin, under twin.

albitite (arhi-tit), M. lalbite + -ite^.] Injje-
trog., a name proposed by Turner (1896) for
granular igneous rocks consisting essentially
of albite. Such rocks occur in dikes in the
Sierra Nevada mountains of California.

albitization (al"bi-ti-za'shon), n. [albite +
-ize + -ation.'] The process of transforming
into albite ; the alteration of some preexisting
mineral, suehaslime-soda-feldspar, into albite.

Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 790.

albiventral (al-bi-ven'tral), a. [L. alhus,

white, + venter, belly.] Having a white belly
or under parts, as is the ease with many birds.

albot (al'bo), n. [NL., orig. abl., in the phrase
in albo, of L. album: see album.'] Same as
album.

Albo-carbon burner, a burner provided with a chamber
containing solid naphthalene, which, being volatilized

by the heat of the gas-flame, enriches the inflowing gas
and thus increases its luminosity.

albocracy (al-bok'ra-si), n.; pi. alboarades
(-siz). [Ii. albus, "white, + Gr. -Kpareia, <

(cporeZv, rule.] Government by white men, that
is, by men of European origin. B. N. Gust,

LiuCTistic Essays, p. 303. [Bare.] N. E. D.
albodactylous (al-bo-dak'ti-lus), a. [Ii. albiis,

white, + Gr. (Jd/cr«/lof, finger.] Having white
wings. [Kare.] •

albolene, alboline (al'bo-len,-lin), n. [L. albus,

white, + -ol- + -ene or" -ine^.'] An unctuous
substance derived from petroleum: used for

the same purposes as vaseline.

albo-pruinose (al-bo-prij'i-nos), a. [L. albus,

white, + pruina, frost, + -ose.'] Covered with
a thin white powdery bloom: said of the sur-

face of certain plants, especially the stipes and
caps of some pileate fungi.

albofanite (al-bo-ran'it), n. lAlboran (see

def.) + -ite2.] tn petrog., a name proposed
by Becke (1899) for hyperstheue-andesite rich

in lime, the type occurring in the island of

Alboran. LoewinsOn-Lessing considers albo-

ranite as essentially a hypersthene-basalt with-
out olivin.

Albright (ai'brit), n. One of the 'Albright

People,' the name given to the Evangelical
Association founded by Jacob Albright. See

'Evangelical Association.

albronze (al'bronz), n. [al(uminiwm) + bronze.]

An alloy of aluminium with copper and tin or

of aluminium with bronze, used for bearings

where lightness of weight and durability are

required ; aluminium bronze.

Albuginacese (al-bu-ji-na'se-e), n. pi. [KL.,

< Albugo (Albugin-) + -aeese.] A family of

phyoomycetous fungi typified by the genus
*Albugo.
albugo, ». 2. leap.] [NL. (S. P. Gray, 1821).]

In mycol., a genus of fungi erroneously called

Cystopus (which see).

albullgnosine (aFbu-lig'no-sin),«. [albu(men)

+ lignose + -ine^.] A material obtained by
the action on wood of a solution of sodium
sulphite boiling under pressure, making the
liquid aeid, and adding albumen : proposed for

use as a sizing and mordanting agent.

albumeant (al-bu'me-an)_, o. [Irreg. < album
+ -e-an.] Of or pertaining to albums, or the

pressing invitations of friends or acquain-

tances to contribute to their albums. Lamb,
Letters, xvii. 156. [Rare.]

Albumen color. See •color.—Albumen dyestuff. Same
as (UbuTnen -kcolor.

albumen-gland (al-bti'men-gland"), n. In cer-

tain mollusks, as Eelix, a glandular organ of

whichthe thick viscid secretion probably serves

to envelop the eggs.

I dissected one specimen, but was unable to obtain a

clear view of either the central nervous system or the

reproductive organs. The latter, as usual in this family,

were extremely complicated, both the prostate and

albumen-gUmd appearing to be extensively ramified.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, I. 257.

albumin, « The albumins are highly complex organic

bodies which enter prominently into the composition of

all animal and vegetable tissues and form the ground-

work so to speak, of every living ceU. They are the

most Important food-stuffs of all classes of animal life,

and can be elaborated by the chlorophyl-bearing plants

from such simple substances as water, carbon dioxid, and

certain nitrates or amtoonium salts. All albumins con-

tain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur in

definite proportions which vary but Uttlem the different

members of the group : one albumin, which is found m
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the thyroid, also contains iodine. Other elements are

not met with in albumins proper, but are encountered in

certain compound albumins, in which an albuminous radi-

cal is united with other more or less complex groups. Thus
hemoglobin contains iron, hemocyanin copper, and the

nucleo-albumlna and nuoleoproteids phosphorus. All

albumins also contain variable amounts of mineral salts

in flrm combmation. Their molecular size is very large.

For crystallized egg-albumin Hofmeister established the

formula C239H386N68S2078, which corresponds to a

molecular weight of 6,378. The protamins and histons

apparently have the smallest molecules, while the com-
pomid albumins are proportionately heavier: the weight
of oxyhemoglobin has thus been determined as 14,800.

The greater number of the albumins are amorphous. A
few, hovever, can be obtaiued in crystalline form, such
as egg-albumin, serum-albumin, oxyhemoglobin, and cer-

tain vegetable albumins, as edestiu, etc. The so-called

Bence Jones albumin, which has been met with in the

urine in certain pathological conditions (multiple mye-
loma), also belongs to this order. AH true albumins are

levorotatory, while certain compound albumins (the

nuoleoproteids) turn the plane of polarization to the

right Osborne has shown that this property. In the

case of the nuoleoproteids, is very likely wholly referable
to the nucleinic acid complex which they contain. All

albumins— owing to the great size of the molecule, no
doubt— are incapable of diffusing through animal mem-
brane or vegetable parchment. Some members of the
group are soluble in water, others only in dilute saline

solution, and still others in dilute acids and alkalis.

From their solutions they can be precipitated by min-
eral acids, the salts of the heavy metals,. the so-called

alkaloidal reagents {as tannic acid, phosphotungstic acid,

iodomercuric iodide, etc.), strong alcohol, and certain

neutral salts (sodium chlorid, magnesium sulphate, so-

dium sulphate, and notably ammonium sulphate). All
^bumins further give certain color-reactions, of which
the biuret reaction (production of a bluish or reddish
violet-color on the addition of very dilute copper-sul-

phate solution in the presence of an excess of strong
caustic alkali) is especially characteristic. The true
albumins are all conciliated by heat. As a result they
lose their individual characteristics and are then said to

be denaturized. After this they can be brought into solu-

tion only by means which at the same time will produce
inte^^ changes in their composition. From study of

the various cleavage-products which result from the
albumins on hydrolysis by boiling mineral acids and
alkalis, by digestion with the proteolytic ferments, etc., a
certain insight is now possible Into the complex structui'e

of the albuminous molecule. Thus it appears that various
d-amido acids (as leucin, tyrosin, asparaginic acid, glu-
taminic acid), and the diamido acids (ornithin, lysin,

etc.), exist in the albuminous complex in the form of
Fischer's polypeptides, which have the general structure
represented by the formula NH2. (0Hj.C0.NH)ii.CH2.-
COOH. These in turn are combined with other gioups,
such as the sulphur-containing cystin complex, the
glucosainin-group, etc., to form still more complex
radicals, which are further combined with similar
groups to even larger complexes, which last in turn
are again united with correspondingly large groups to
form the complete molecule. Evidence of the correct-
ness of this supposition is furnished by a study of the
products of albuminous digestion. Here we And among
the primary products of cleavage three complex bodies
which Individually differ from one another and which in
the intact molecule were manifestly in combination.
These are the three primary albumoses, termed proto-
cUbunwse, heteroaXbumoee, and glucotdbwmoae. The first-

mentioned on further decomposition yields diamido
'acids in small amount, much tyrosin, little leucin, no
glycocol, etc. ; while the second contains diamido acids in
large amount, much leucin, no tyrosin, and the total
amount of glycocol of the original substance. Glucoal-
bumose in turn contains the entire carbohydrate-group
and a larger percentage of oxygen, while the amount of
nitrogen and carbon is less than in the two other groups.
(See also *product8 of digeetion.) The albumins may
be divided into 5 classes, namely the native oBiumine, the
nudeo-altyumins, the proteids, the albuminoids, and the
derived albumins. Examples of the first group are the
serum-albumin and serum-globulin of the blood-plasma,
the ovalbumin of white of egg, the lactalbnmin of milk,
and the myosin and myogen of 'muscle;;plaama. The
same group further comprises the glucoalbumins, which
are characterized by the special predominance of a car-
bohydrate-group, and of which the various mucins and
mucoids are common representatives; further, the mark-
edly sulphurous ceratins of the skin and related sub-
stances ^alr, horn, etc.) ; then the histons and the closely
related protamins. These latter represent albumins of
'simplest structure, and are fairly typical representatives
of Fischer's polypeptides. Kossei's salmin thus appa-
rently consists only of an ornithin complex, associated
withtyrosin, serin, tryptophan, and a-pyrrolidin-carbonic
acid. The second group of albumins is formed by the
nucleo-albumins or phosphoglobulins. These are more
complex than the members of the first group in having a
special phosphorized radical in combination with an albu-
minous complex. They comprise many imnortant food-
stuffs, such as the casein of milk, the vitellins of the yolks
of birds 'eggs, theichthnlin of fishes' eggs, besides the phy-
toglobulins or phytovitellins of the leguminous plants.
The third class is represented by the proteida, which are
complex albumins, containing an albuminous group
united with other complex radicals. In the nucleopro-
teids, which are important constituents of cell-nuclei, we
find nucleinic acid, from which the so-called purin or
xanthln bases and uric acid are derived. In the hemo-
globlnswe meet with pigment radicals : so in the common
coloring matter of the blood, the hemoglobin, with hema-
tin. The albuminoids, which form the fourth group, in
contradistinction to those already mentioned, are notably
constituents of intercellular structures and thus espe-
cially abundant in the skeletal parts of the animal body.
To this group belong the collagens or glutins of fibrous
tissue and cartilage, the elastin of elastic tissue, the vari-
ous skeletons found in the supporting structures of the
invertebrates, etc. The last class comprises substances
which are albuminous derivatives, but still possess albu-
minous character, such as the coagulated albumins and
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albumosuria

the various intermediary digestive products, including

thealbuminates, albumoses,and peptones.—Bence Jones
albumin, formerly known as the Bence Jones albumose.

Shown by Magnus Levy and Simon to be a true albumin.

Its presence in the urine seems to be invariably asso-

ciated with a fatal disease known as multiple mye-
loma.—Carculatlne albumin, the albumin which ex-

ists in the fluids oftne body and not in the solid tissues.

— Fenier's albumin process. See *process. —iodized
albumin, in photog., albumin containing an iodide.—

Martin's albumin negative process. See *proce««.

—MayaU'B albumin negative process. See *pro-

cess^-^OXic albumin, a poisonous substance supposedly

of albuminous character ; for example, the specific poison

produced by the diphtheria organism. Also called toxal-

bumin.

albuminate, n— Weyl's albuminate, an insoluble

modification of a globulin which results from the latter

on prolonged exposure to water.

albuminic (al bu min'ik), a. Pertaining to or

derived from albumin : as, albuminic aeid. Ac-
cording to Schmiedeberg, ferratin is a ferri-

albuminic acid.

albuminimeter, n— Esbach's aibumi-
nlmeter, an appai-atus for the estimation of

albumin in urine. The tube is filled with urine

to the mark u, and with the reagent (which
consists of an aqueous solution of citric acid 2

per cent, and picric acid 1 per cent.) to the mark
r. After thorough mixing the tube is set aside

for twenty-four hours. The volume of the pre-

cipitate, as read from the graduations, indi-

cates the parts of albumin per thousand of

urine.

albuminize, i>. ;(.- Albuminized collo-
dion. See iteollodion^

albuminoid, n. The albuminoids represent
a class of albumins which, in contradistinction

to the albumins proper, are essential compo-
nents of the intercellular structures and result

from the albumins, in the narrower sense of

the term, through the activity of cellular ele-

ments. As a class they do not contain all the
typical radicals of the i)ure albumins, and for

this reason, nodoubt^ theirnutritivevalue is dis-

tinctly less than that of the albumins proper.
They are largely found in the supporting tis-

sues of the animal body, namely, the connec-
tive tissue, cartilage, and bone. The group Jft''^'^
comprises collagen (gelatin), elastin, spongin, ^„e™,'
fibroin, albumoid, etc. Also called glutinoid.

'

albuminometer (al-bii-mi-nom'e-ter), foP Tea.

n. Same as albuminimeter. s^^^i
^^'j

albuminometry (al-bu-mi-nom'e-tri), urine; 1-7I

n. The measurement of the amount
fJ^^ '';

of albumin in any fluid, such as the thousand!

urine.

albuminose, a. II. n. Same as *albumose,

albuminuria, n— ciycllc albuminuria, a condition

in which albumin appears in the urine for a short time
at about the same period each day.

albuminuric, a. II. n. One who suffers from
albuminuria.

It was found that, classing all albuminuricsinonegroup,
the percentage of mortality was decidedly increased.

Med. Record, Feb. U, 1903.

albumoid (al'bti-moid), n. [album(en) + -oid.]

An albuminoid found in the cartilage of full-

grown animals. It is insoluble In all neutral solvents

.and dissolves in acids and alkalis only with great diffi-

culty.

albumoscope (al-bu'mo-skdp), n.

[album(ine) + Gr. oKoirelv, view.]
A glass instrument for detecting
and estimating the quantity of al-

bumin in ru'ine. The urine is made
to float on the surface of strong nitric

acid poured gently into a funnel-tube.
The albumin appears at the zone of con-
tact of the two liquids.

albumose (al'bu-mos), ». [albu-
m(en) + -ose. In effect short for
*albuminose.] A name of derived
albumins (see *albumin) which 1

result from the albumins proper,
as also from the albuminoids and
the albuminous radicals of the nucleo-albu-
mins and -proteids, through the action of pro-
teolytic ferments, or on decomposition by
means of acids or alkalis. Their formation is pre-
ceded by the denatnrization of the albuminous molecule

. and, in the case of the use of acids or alkalis, by the forma-
tion of acid albumins and alkaline albuminates respec-

tively. During the process of digestion primary albu-

moses first result, which are subsequently transformed
intosecondary ordeuteroalbnmoses, and these in turn into
peptones and simpler bodies. In their quantitative com-
position the albumoses do hot differ materially from the
original albumins, but their molecular weight is lower.
As a result, no doubt they are more readily soluble, and
as a class not altogether indiffusible through animal
membrane or vegetable parchment. They can be sepa-
rated from one another by fractional precipitation by
means of certain neutral salts, notably ammonium sul-

phate. The albumoses which are derived from the albu-
mins proper, in contradistinction to those resulting from
tlie albuminoids, are also called proteoses. The majority
of the commercial peptone preparations are essentially
mixtures of albumoses.— Toxic albumose, an albumose
with toxic properties.

albumosuria (aFbTi-m9-su'ri-a), n. [albumost



albumosuria

+ Gr. ovpov, urine.] In pathol, the presence
of albumose in the excreted urine.

Alburnus (al-bfer'nus), n. [NL. : see alburn.']

A genus of small minnows, known as bleaks,

found in the waters of Europe. A. alburnus is

the common bleak.

albus (al'bos), n. [G., < L. albm, white.] A
German copper coin equivalent to 12 hellers at
Cassel and Cologne.
alcaldia (al"kal-de'a), n. [8p.] 1. The of-

fice or jurisdiction of an alcalde.— Z. TJte
building where an alcalde transacts the busi-

ness of his office.

alcapton, alcaptonuria. See MlJcapton, *al-
kaptonuria.

alcassuz (&l-kas-s5s'), n. [Pg., alccu^z.'] In
Brazil, the name of the native licorice, Peri-
and/ra Mediterranea, the root of which is used
in medicine, like that of the common licorice.

alcelaphine (al-sel'a-fin), a. [NL. alcela-

phinvs, < Alcelaphus," a, genus of antelopes.]
Belating to the antilopine genus Alcelaphus,
or to this with related genera considered as
forming a division of the family Sovidee.

Flower and Lydekker^ Mammals^p. 334.

Alchemilla (al-ke-mil'S), n. [NL.] A genus
of hard^ perennial herbs of the family Bosa-
Cese, allied to Sanguisorba. The flowers are corym-
bose and inconspicuous. They are suitable for rockeries
and front rows of borders, although little grown. There
are about 85 species, natives of the Old and New Worlds,
most abundant between Mexico and Chile.

Alchornea (al-k6r'ne-a), n. [NL. (Swartz^
1788), named in memory of Stanesby Alchorne,
an English botanist and chemist who died
about 1799.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants
belonging to the family MuphorbiacesB. They are
trees or shrubs with alternateleaves and small flowers
clustered on simple or panicled terminal spikes or
racemes. About 50 species are known, widely distributed

in the warmer parts of both hemispheres. For A. iliei-

folia, see Coelebogyne.

Alcidea (al-sid'e-a), n. [NL., < Gt. ahai, elk, -I-

eWoc, resemblance.] A genus of deep-sea
sculpins of the family CotHdse. A. thobumi
is found off the coast of California.

alcogel (al'ko-jel), n. [^alco(,hot) + gel(aMn).']

Silicic acid separated in gelatinous condition

by means of alcohol.

alcohol, n—Acetone alcohol. Same as Aowto;.—Al-
cohol lamp. See *lamp.—'B7T0ia/a«caiD alcohol.
Same asAaceM.— Tolane alcohol, the name given to a
substance of somewhat uncertain composition, said to be
formed by the action of ethyl alcohol on benzoin.—Whey
alcohol, an alcoholic liquor prepared from milk, after

the separation of the fat and casein, by fermentation of

the lactose or milk-sugar.

alcoholase (al'ko-hol-as"), n. A ferment of

vegetable origin which supposedly causes alco-

holic fermentation during anaerobic respira-

tion.

alcoholic, a. II. n. 1. One who indulges to

excess in alcoholic beverages, or who is suffer-

ing from the systemic effects of alcohol.— 2.

A remedy the chief therapeutic value of which
depends upon the presence of alcohol.

The unadministered alcohoHea are catalogued by genera
on cards and located so that any jar can be found at once.

Smithaonicm, Report, 1900, p. 38.

alcoholize, i>. t— Alcoholized paper, in photog.,

paper prepared with an alcoholic solution containing

milk-sugar, zinc iodide, and zinc bromide. The paper is

afterward sensitized with a solution of silver acetonitrate

acidified with glacial acetic acid.

alcohol-motor (al'ko-hol-m6"tgr), n. An in-

ternal-combustion motor in which alcohol va-

por is burned explosively ; an alcohol-engine

;

an engine which uses alcohol as fuel for its

source of heat.

alcornoco (al-k6r-n6'k6), n. Same as aleor-

noque.

alcove, n. (d) A recess in an escarpment formed by

the more rapid retrogressive erosion of one part than of

another. Alcove system, a method of arranging books

in a library, or of exhibiting specimens in a museum, in

which each subject and each class h»s an alcove or series

of alcoves to itself. _

Alcyonacea (al"si-6-na'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Alcyon + -acea."] An order or suborder of Al-

cyonaria in which the skeleton consists of

loose spicules embedded in a well-developed

canaliferous ooenenchytnawithoutaxial skeletal

rod. The group contains the families XewHdse,

Aleyonidx, and NephthyidsB. Nearly equivalent

to Alcyoniacex.

alcyonacean (al"si-6-na'se-an), a. and«. I.

a. Of, pertaining to, or resembling the Aleyo-

nacea.

II, n. One of the Alcyonacea.

Alcyonaria, n.pl. 2. A subclass of Anthozoa,

containing the orders Stolonifera, Alcyonacea,

Pseudaxonia. Amfera, Stelechotokea, and Cceno-

thecaUa.
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aldane (al'dan), ». [ald{ekyde) + -ane.'] A
name proposed by Riban to designate a com-
poundformed by the condensation of two mole-
cules of an aldehyde with the loss of water.

aldea (al-da'a), ». [Pg., < Ar. al-dai'a, a farm
or village.] A villa or country-seat. Yule and
Bumell. [East Indies.]

aldeament (al-de'a-ment), n. [Brazilian Pg.
aldeamento, < Pg. dldear, lodge in villages, <

ald^a, aldeia, a village : see *aldea.'] In Brazil,

a settlement in which natives who have sub-

mitted to the government, or to missionary
influences, are gathered. See reduction (e).

F. Boas.

While the Government and the missions have suc-

ceeded with great difficulty with others, as for the
Bororo, with their hostile indisposition to link their

interests with those of the colonists and to settle in per-

manent aldewments, the plan to interest them in the
cultivation of the soil did not succeed.

Smithsonian, Beport, 1806, pp. 574, 575.

Aldebaran (SFde-ba-ran' or al-deb'a-ran), n.

[Ar., the follower (i. e. of the Pleiades).] A
chrome star of magnitude 1.0; a Tauri.'

Aldebaranian (al-de-ba-ra'ni-an), a. and n.

I, a. Noting stars which have a spectrum
similar to that of Aldebaran. They have fluted

spectra in which a series of calcium lines, sometimes
called protocalciimt, together with arc lines of iron cal-

cium manganese (protostrontium) and hydrogen, are pre-
dominant. The nutings are incipient. The blue line of

calcium, K 1 4227, is strongly marked.

II. n. An Aldebaranian star.

aldebydase (al"de-hi-das'), n. [aldehyde +
-ase.'] A ferment which oxidizes an aldehyde
to its corresponding acid.

aldehyde, n—Crotonlc aldehyde, a volatile oil with
a disagreeable, penetrating odor, having the formula
CHsCHiCHCHO, and prepared by the distillation of aldol.

It boils at 104° C— Formic aldehyde. See *formic.

aldehydene (al'de-hi-den), n. [aldehyde +
-ene.l 1. Aname formerly applied to the base
formed by heating aldehyde ammonia, now
known to be trimethylpyridine.—2. A name
given by Ladenburg to the bases formed from
aldehydes and hydroohlorids of aromatic or-

thodiamines.
alder^, ».—Alder grah. see •prafti.— California
alder, Alnus rhombifoUa.— 'DwaXi alder. (a) The
alder-leafed buckthorn, Rhammiit alnifoliM. (b) A shrub of

the %eayiaFoihergilla,oi the southeastern United States.—
Green alder, Alnvx Alnobetula, a shrub of the northern
part of both hemispheres and of the AUeghanies farther

south. — Hoary alder, the speckled alder, Alnue in-

eana. —Mountain alder, (a) The green alder, Alnvx
Alnobetula. (6) Alnus rhmiiifolia, of the western United
States, (c) The striped maple, Aeet Pmnsylvanieum.
[North Carolina.]—Narrow-leafed alder, an arbores-

cent species, Alnvs tenuifolia, of western Korth America.
The bark furnished the Indians an orange dye.—Eed
alder, a northwestern species, Alnus Oregona.—SeaaiAe
alder, Alnus manriUma, found in wet ground in Delaware
and Maryland, near the coast, and also in Indian TeiTi-

tory.— Spiked alder, thewhite alder,CTe«Ar<i alnifolia.—

Western alder, the Califomian Alnus rhmnUfolia or

the more northern red alder, Alnus Oregona.

alder-blight (ai'd6r-blit"), «. A plant-louse,

Schizoneura tessellnta. it occurs in great numbers
on the under side of the branches of the alder, and
secretes large quantities of down-like wax. It also

secretes much honeydew, which is attractive to honey-

loving insects and to the resting-spores of certain fungi.

alder-fly (ftl'd6r-fli"')_, n. A name given by
fishermen to a certain neuropterous insect of

the family SialidcB, used as, or imitated for

use as, bait: so named because it occurs

along alder-lined streams in England.
aldermanlike (&rder-man-lik), a. Like an
alderman ; characteristic of an alderman

;

proper or becoming to an alderman ;
alder-

manly.
Aldemey (ard6r-ni), n. [The name of one of

the Channel Islands.] A breed of small-sized

cattle originating in Aldemey, noted for the

abundance and richness of their milk. They
are of light build, with small horns, and are generally of

a fawn color with blackish legs.

aldime (al'dim), n. [ald{ehyde) + 4me.'] A
compound, having the general formula ECH:-
NH, which may be considered as derived from
ammonia and an aldehyde by the loss of water.

The aldimes are stable only in the form of

salts.

aldine^ (al'din), ». [ald(ehyde) + -ine^.] A
name given to those pyrazines (CnH2ii-4N2)

which may be formed by the condensation of

two molecules of an a-aminoaldehyde.

aldo-alcohol (al'do-aVko-hol), n. [ald{ehyde)

+ -0- + alcohol.] An organic compound con-

taining both an aldehyde (CHO) and a hy-

droxyl (OH) group.

aldohezose (al-do-hek's6s), n. [ald(ehyd€)

+ -0- + Gr. ef, six, + -ose.] A general name

alethorama

given to those sugars which have the composi-
tion CgHi 2O6 ^^^ contain an aldehyde group.

aldol (al'aol), n. [ald(ehyde) + -ol.] A com-
pound, CH3CHOHCH2CHO, formed by the
condensation of acetaldehyde by means of zinc

chlorid. The official name is butanaloUZ.—
Aldol condensation^ a condensation of two or more
aldehyde molecules in which an aldehyde alcohol is

formed.

aldose (al'dos), n. [ald(ehyde) + -ose.] A
name given to any monosaccharide which is an
aldehyde to distinguish it from a ketose, which
contains a ketone-group.

aldoxime (al-dok'sim), n. [ald(ehyde)+ oxime.]
A compound, having the general formula R

—

CH:NOH, which is formed by the action of

hydroxylamine on an aldehyde. Also aldoxim.

Aldxich deep. See *deep.

Aldrovandia (al-dro-van'di-S), n. [NL., <

Aldrovandi (1522-1605), an Italian naturalist.]

A genus of deep-sea fishes of the family ffalo-

sauridse. Also called Halosauropsis.

alecithal (a-les'i-thal), a. [Gr. a- priv. -I-

Mictdog, the yolk of an"egg.] Jm embryol., pro-
vided with very little and uniformly distributed
food-yolk: a term applied to certain eggs,
such as those of the sponges, sea-urchins, etc.

Alectis (a-lek'tis), n. [NL., said to be < Gr.
aMxrap, a oock.] A genus of Carangidse re-

markable for its long threadlike fin-rays:

hence known as the cobbler-fish.

alectorioid (a-lek-to'ri-oid), a. [alectoria +
-aid.] Resembling the thallus of the lichen
Alectoria.

Alectryouia (a-lek-tri-6'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
aXeKTpv6v, a cock.] A genu's of oysters in which
the left valve is attached by clasping shelly
processes and has strong divaricate folds on
the upper surface. The genus is living in existing
seas, but was most abundant during Jurassic and Creta-
ceous times.

ale-haunter (al'han-t6r), n. [ale, 2, + haunter.]
A frequenter of ale-houses or ale-drinkings.
JETeylin. [Rare.]
alembicar(a-lem'bik-al), a. [alembic + -al.] Of
or pertaining to, or of the nature of, an alembic.
—Alemhical lamp, a lamp having a capital or head
like an alembic, used to arrest the smoke and unconsnmed
vapors and return them to the oil-reservoir. It was in-

vented by Besnard.

Aleochara (al-f-ok'a-ra), n. [NL. (Graven-
horst, 1802), < Gr. aAEijf,"equiv. to aXeecvdg, open
to the sun, warm, -H ^''-'ip^iv, rejoice.] A genus
of rove-beetles, of the family Staphylinidse,

typical of the tribe Aleoeharini. it has the an-
tennae 10-jointed, tarsi 5-joint^d, head retracted, not
narrowed, and the palpi with accesspry terminal joint.

It is a genus of general distribution, comprising nearly
200 species.

Aleoeharini (al"e-o-'ka-Ti'm),n.pl. [NL.,
< Aleochara + -wii.]' A. large tribe of small
rove-beetles of the family Staphylinidse. They
have the antennee inserted upon the front, the prothoracic
spiracles visible, the front coxse large, and the fotu:th joint
of the maxillary palpi distinct. The tribe comprises more
than 30 North American genera.

Aleposomus (a-lep-6-s6'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.
a- priv. + AeTr/f, scale, + ao/ia, body,] A ge-
nus of deep-sea fishes of the Atlantic, belong-
ing to the family Alepocephalidse.
Aleppo boil, button, evil. See ulcer.—Aleppo gall.
See itgall3.

alerta (a-lar'ta), m. [Sp. See alert.] 1. A call

repeated by sentinels at regular intervals to

indicate their watchfulness.— 2. An alarm by
a sentinel, causing the guard to assemble under
arms.

Alethopteris(al-e-thop'te-ris),M. [NL. (Stem-
berg, 1825), < Gr. aMjB^q, true, + Trrepig, fern.]

A genus of fossil plants usually classed with
the ferns and made the type of a suborder
Alethopterides. it is characterized by large bipinnate
to tripinnate fronds, the thick pinnules being inserted on
the rachis by a broad, decurrent base, sometimes con-
fluent. The fruit is unknown, but the recent discovery
of seeds intimately associated with the fronds renders it

probable that they were borne by this plant, in which
case it will be necessary to remove it from the Pteridophyta
and place it in the class Pteridospermx of Oliver and
Scott. (See kPterUlospermm.) The genus occurs chiefly

in the productive coal-measures of both hemispheres.

alethopteroid (al-e-thop'te-roid), a. [Ale-

thopteris + -oid.] Resembling or pertaining

to the fossil plant genus Aleihopteris.

alethorama (al-e-tho-ra'ma), «. [Gr. ahjOin,

true, + bpafia, what is seen,a sight.] A form of

cinematograph devised by Mortier and Ch6ri-

Rousseau in which the film, instead of hav-
ing the usual interrupted motion, moves con-

tinuously, and the screen, instead of being
alternately light and dark, is illuminated in a
permanent manner by the images. The appara-

tus consists of a wheel of which the peripheral teeth en-



alethorama
gage the perforations of the film and carry it in front of
a brilliant beam of light from an electric arc. The trans-
parent aim permits the light to pass through, and the
picture is reflected from a mirror behind to another at
one side, then through the first lens of the projection-
objective to another mirror or to a reflecting prism, and
finally out of the second lens to the screen. The instru-
ment may also be used as a registering apparatus if a
special shutter is provided. This is done by placing
within the principal drum a smallerone which shfdl have
slits one third as numerous iis the compartments of the
outer drum and shall revolve three times as fast.

aletophyte (a-le'to-fit), n. [Gr. akiiTnq, vaga-
bond -I- fv-bv, plant.] A ruderal plant, or one
sporadically introdneed. Aletophytes are re-
garded by Pound and Clements, the authors ot
the term, as a subclaas of meaophytes.
aleiirodifonn (al-u-ro'di-form), a. Inentom.,
resembling one of the insects of the genus
Aleurodes or family Aleurodidse. Jour. Roy.
Micros. Soc, April, 1904.

aleuronate (a-lja'ro-nat), n. [Irreg. < Gr. aXev-
pov, flour, + -afei.] Albuminous material of
vegetable origin. The so-called aleuronate flour has
been used as a substitute for ordinary flour in making di-
abetic bread. It contains a low percentage of starch.

Our bread was partly carefully dried wheaten biscuits,
and partly aleuronate bread, which I had caused to be
made of wheat flour mixed with about 30 per cent, of
(dewrimate flour (vegetable albumen).

Nansen, Farthest North, II. 126.

aleuroscope (a-lii'ro-skop), n. [Gr. alevpov,

flour, -t- aKoirelv, view.] An instrument, in-
vented by Sellnick, designed, like the aleurom-
eter of Boland, to indicate the fitness ot flour

for making bread.
aleutite (a-lli'iit), n. \Aleut{ian) (islands) +
-ite2.] 1-D.petrog., aname used by Spun- (1900)
for andesites characterized by andesin and
labradorite feldspars. The corresponding gran-
ular rocks are called belugite by Spurr.

A-level (a'lev-el), n. A leveling instrument
used for grading earth-work, leveling ditches,

etc. It consists of a light wooden frame of three pieces
fastened together like the capital letter "A" with a
plumb-line suspended from the vertex. To prepare it for
use, the two feet are flrst brought carefully to the same
level and the position of the plumb-line is marked on the
horizontal crosspiece. In use the two feet may thus be
brought level b^ moving one up or down till the plumb-
line coincides with the mark on the crosspiece. The two
feet of the inclined pieces are frequently placed at some
convenient distance apart, as three yards, ten feet, a rod

;

and the instrumentmay then also be used for stepping off

horizontal distances as well as leveling.

alexandert (al-eg-zan'dfer), V. t. [Alexander:
see def . and cf. lynch, v.'] To treat with harsh-
ness and severity, in the manner of Sir Jerome
Alexander, an Irish judge in the seventeenth
century who Was noted for his harsh and mer-
ciless decisions, especially in regard to Pres-
byterians and other nonconformists; by im-
plication, to hang. [Rare.]

I thank God therobbers in this province are suppressed.
I hear not of one these three weeks. Many I have taken
and keep in jail against the assizes, where I hope they
will be alexandered.
Earl of Orrery, Letter to Ormonde, April 18, 1666 (Trans.

[Boy. Hist. Boc., II. 124).

alexanders, n— Golden alexanders, a yellow-flow-
ered umbelliferous herb of the northeastern United States,

Thaspium trifolwium aureum. The name is less prop-
erly applied to Ziiia aurea.

—

Purple alexanders, Thaa-
pium trifoliatum, a plant similar to the golden alexan-
ders, but with purple flowers.

alexandra (al-eg-zan'dra), n. In angling, an
artfficial fly with silver body and peacock harl.

Alexandra car. See *car^.

Alexandrian clover. See Trifolium and
*l>erseem.

alexia, n.—Motor alexia, a form of aphasia in which
the patient cannot read aloud, though understanding the
printed page.— Optical, sensoiy, or visnal alexia, loss

of ability to comprehend the written or printed page.

Alexian (a-lek'si-an), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to St. Alexius or Alexis, or to the
Alexians.

II. n. A member of the religious congrega-
tion of Alexian brothers, or Cellites. They are
an association of laymen formed about the beginning of

the fourteenth century to take charge of the sick and
infirm : called Alexians from St. Alexius, their patron
saint.

alexin (a-lek'sin), n. [Irreg. < Gr. aM^eiv, ward
off, protect, + -8«2.] A term originally intro-

duced by Buchner to designate certain sub-

stances present in normal blood-serum which
are capable of destroying various foreign cel-

lular elements, such as bacteria, red blood-

corpuscles, etc. In the literature of immunity, this

term has been retained to a certain extent, by French
writers especially, to designate that component of the

serum which renders possible the action of the various

specific immune bodies (amboceptors) and which is de-

stroyed by heating to atemperatare of about 55° C. or on
prolonged standing. In this sense its meaning is the
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same as that of -kcompleiment, 8, a term introduced by
Ehrlich and now the one most commonly used. Such
complemeu1;al action is noted in the case of the hemo-
lysins, the bacteriolysins, and the various cytotoxins.

Same as -kaddirnent and -kcytase.

alexocyte (a-lek'so-sit), n. [Gr. aH^eiv, ward
off, protect, + KvTO(, a hollow (a cell).] A
term introduced by Hankin to designate those
leucocytes which supposedly furnish alexins.

Alexurus (a-lek-sU'rus), n. [NL., < (f) Gr.

d/tifcjv, defend, -I- ovpd, tail.] A genus of

gobies found in Mexico. A. armiger is tound at

La Paz.
alezan (al-e-zan'), n. [P. and OP. alezan, <

Sp. alazan, of undetermined (Ar. ?) origin.]

A sorrel horse. [Rare.]

The snow-white steed of Odo ; the alezan of Fitz-

osbome. Bidwerf Harold. N. E. D.

alfa, n. A simplified spelling of alpha.

alfabet, n. A simplified spelling of alphaiet.

alfalfa, n. —Turkestan alfalfa, a variety ot alfalfa of
great value in the arid region of central Asia. This and
the oasis alfalfa are likely to be valuable in the dry parts
of the western United States, where irrigation is im-
practicable.—Oasis alfalfa, a drought-resisting variety
of thecommon alfalfa, introduced into the western United
States from Tunis.

Alfenld metal. See *metal.
alferfeinpliyTic(al"fer-fem-fir'ik), a. [alfer{ric)

+ fem{ic) + (por) phyr(it)ic.'] In petrog., not-
ing a porphyry containing phenocrysts of both
alierric silicates (hornblende, augite, biotite)

and the simpler ferric or ferromagnesian
minerals (hypersthene, diopside, oUvin) :

proposed by Gross, Iddings, Pirsson, and
Washington (1902) in their quantitative classi-

fication of igneous rocks (which see, under
*roclc).

alferpliyric(al-fer-fir'ik),a. lalfer{ric) + (por)-
phyr{it)ie.'] In petrog., noting a porphyry con-
taining phenocrysts of an aluminous ferro-
magnesian (alferrie) mineral. See quantita-
tive classification of igneoits rocks, under *rocJc.

alferrie (al-fer'ik), a. [al(uminous) + ferr(o-
magnesian) + -ie.'] Pertaining to, belonging
to or having the characteristics of the group
of aluminous, ferromagnesian, and calcic

silicates, rock-making minerals, such as augite,
hornblende, and biotite. See quantitative

classification of igneous rocks, under *roch.

alfilerilla, n—Musky alfllerllla, a weed, Erodium
mogohatuTn, which invades pasture-grounds from Cali-
fornia to Arizona. It has a limited forage value. Also
called ground-needle and musky heron's-bUl.

alfonsin (al-fon'sin), n. [Pg. alfonsim, a fish

so named, also a silver coin, < Alfonso, a royal
name.] Any species of fish of the genus Beryx.
alforjat (al-f6r'ha), n. [Sp., perhaps < Ar.
aUkhorj : al, the, + khorj, store, supply.] A
saddle-bag; knapsack; wallet. [Spanish-
American.]
alfridary (al'fri-da-ri), n. [NL. alfridaria,
prob. of Ar. origin

;
perhaps < Ar. al, the, +

fariydah (fartda), a fixed and defined part, <

farada, he defined, decreed, etc.] In astrol.,

the planet supposed to rule any given septen-
nial period of human life.

alg (alg), n. [= G. alge, < L. alga: see alga.']

A seaweed ; an alga.

alga, n.— Boring alga, one of several of the algae which
have the power of penetrating bivalve-shells, corals, etc
algal, a—Algal fungus, any fungus which shows close
relations to the algse and is supposed to be derived from
them, as the Phycomycetee. '

algalia (al-ga'le-a), n. [Colonial Sp.< Sp. al-

gaUa, civet, alluding to the o4or of the seeds.]
The abelmosk, Abelmoschus Abelmoschus, a
shrub cultivated for its flowers and seeds,
which have a strong odor of musk. See Abel-
moschus, abelmosk, amber-seed, and muskmal-
low, 2.

Algansea (al-gan'se-a), n. [NL.] A genus of
large chubs, of the family Cyprinidee, found in
Mexico.
algebra, n—Double algebra. See *dim6fe.—Uni-
versal algebra, (a) That calculus whose general prin-
ciples are the general definitions which hold for any
process of addition and othprs which hold for any process
of multiplication. (6)Algebra of multiple unite. Sylvester.

algebraic, a—A^ebralc addition. See -kaddition.
—Algebraic configuration, the aggregate of rational
functions of x and y, where y and x are connected by an
algebraic equation.—Algebraic magnitude. See *mag-
Tutude.-Algebraic surface. See surface.

algebraization, algebrization (al"ie-bra-i-za'-
shgn, al"je-bri-za'shpn), n. [algebraize, -brize,

+ -ation.'] Algebraic calculation; reduction
of a calculation or problem to algebraic form.
Nature, LXVn. 203.

algedonic (al-jf-or al-ge-don'ik)^a. and n. [NL.
*algedonicns < Gr. aXyo^, pain + fi6ovTi, plea^
sure.] I. a. In psychol. and estJietics, relating

Algonkian

to the affections of pleasantness and unplea-
santness; pertaining to pleasure and pain.

I shall venture occasionally to use the word algedoni(^

as an adjective to cover the ground of pain and pleasure.

Marshall, Fain, Pleasure and .^thetics, p. 9.

II. II. pi. In psychol. and esthetics, the doc-

trine of afEeotion ; the science of pleasure and
pain.

It would be well it English usage authorized the em-
ployment of the word algedonics to signify the science of

pain and pleasure.
Marshall, Fain, Pleasure and Esthetics, p. 9.

Algerian fir. See *fir.

Alger metal. See *metal.

algesia (al-je'si-a), n. [Gr. aXyT/mg, sense of

pain, < aXyelv, feel pain. Cf. analgesia.] Capa-
city for pain ;

pain sensitivity ; sensitiveness to

Sain.
gesimeter. algesimetric (al-je-sim'e-ter,

al-je-si-met rik). See *algometer, *algometric.

algicide (al' ji-sid), n. [NL., < alga + L.

-cida, < csedere, kill.] Any substance, as cop-
per sulphate, which has the property of de-

stroying algae. Science, XX. 805.

Algid fever, a form of pernicious malarial fever marked
by severe chills.

algin, algine (al'jin), n. [alga + -in^, 4iie^.'i

A mucilaginous substance obtained from cer-

tain algae, Laminaria stenophylla and X. digi-

tata. It slightly resembles gelatin, but differs from that
in not coagulating to a jelly and in not being precipitated
by tannin, from albumin in not coagulating by heat, and
from gum arable in being precipitated by mineral acids
and several organic acids. Insoluble algin is a nitroge-

nous acid, alginic acid. This forms soluble salts with ttie

alkaline metals ; those ot the heavy metals are for the
most part insolnble in water. The solutions ot algin are
very viscid. It has 14 times the viscidity of starch and
37 times that of giun arable. It may be used as a thick-

ener and for fixing iron and aluminium mordants in cal-

ico-printing, as a waterproof dressing for cloth, and for

emulsi^ngoils and clarifying wines and spirits. It may
be obtained in thin transparent sheets, forming a substi-

tute tor parchment paper, gutta-percha, or gelatin ; and
it dries up to a homy substance which may be turned and
polished like ivory or the ivory-nut.

alginate (al'ji-nat), n. [algin{ic) + -ate.] In
chem., a salt of alginic acid.

algine, n. See *algin.

alginic (al-jin'ik), a. [algin + -ic] In chem.,
of or pertaining to algin Alginic acid, the in-

soluble form of algin freed from the basic elements with
which it produces salts, the alginates.

algioglandular (ai"ji-o-glan'du-lar), a. [Ir-

reg. < Gr. oAyoc (gen. alyeo;), pain, -I- E. glandu-
lar.] Relating to glandular action as the
result of painful stimulation.

algiometabolic (aFji-o-met-a-bol'ik), a. [Ir-

reg. < Gr. dXyoc, pain, + IE" metabolic] JRe-

lating to metabolic changes as the result of
painful stimulation.

algiomotor (al"ji-o-m6'tor), a. [Irreg. < Gr.
aJyoc, pain, + E. motor.] Relating to a motor
effect, as the outcome of painful stimulation.
algiomuscular (al"ji-o-mus'ku-lar), a. [Ir-

reg. < Gr. aXyog, pain_, -f- E. muscular.] Rela-
ting to muscular action as the result of pain-
ful stimulation.

algiovascnlar (ar'ji-a-vas'ku-lar), a. [Irreg.

< Gr. alyoe, pain, + E. vascular.] Relating to
vascular changes as the result of painful stim-
ulation.

algivorous (al-jiv'o-ms), a. [L. alga, a sea-
weed, -t- vorare, eat.] Feeding upon sea-
weeds : said of some fishes and of the Galapagos
lizard, Amhlyrhynchus.
Algol (al'gol or al-gol'), ». [Ar.,'the demon.']
A pale star varying in magnitude from 2.3 to
4.0 in a period of 2.89 days; ^ Persei Algol
variable, a starwhich remains most of the time con-
stant in brightness, but which at regular intervals suffers
a comparatively sudden diminution of its light, due to
the interposition of one of the members of a binary pair
between the other member and the observer. Often
called eclipse variable.

algometer (al-gom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. aXyog, pain,
+ /lirpov, measure.] An instrument used in
psychophysical determinations of the stimulus
Bmen and differential limen of cutaneous or
muscular pain. Also algesimeter.

The pressure alg&mHer consists essentially of a strong
spring, by means of which a rubber disc or point is pressed
against the surface to be tested.

Scripture, New Psychol., p. 303.

algometric (al-go-met'rik), a. In psychophys.,
pertaining to the use of the algometer or to
the measurement of sensitivity to pain. Also
algesimetric. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 4.

algometry (al-gom'e-tri), n. [Gr. alyog, pain,
+ -fierpia. < /lirpov, a measure.] The measure-
ment of sensitivity to pain. Also algesimetry.

Algonkian, Algonquian (al-gon'ki-an), a.

[Algonkiin] + -ian.] 1. Same as Algonlkn.— i.



Algonkian
SpeeificaUy,ingieoZ., applied to the Pi-eeambrian
rocks which are either themselves sedimentary
or, if igneous, are later than known sediments.
—Algonkian period, a subdivision of Precambrian
time, as used by the United States Geological Survey,
immediately preceding the Cambrian. It in turn is pre-
ceded by the Archsean in a restricted sense. It is equiva-
lent to the latter part of the ArcTiomn, in the broad sense
of that term used bymany authors: approximately to the
Archceozcic of J. D. Dana or to the Agnotazoie ot B.. D.
Irving. Under the Algonkian are placed all those Pre-
cambrian rocks which are sedimentary or, if igneous, are
later than recognizable sediments.

algophilist (al-gofi-list), n. [algophily + -ist.']

One who takes a morbid pleasure in the con-
templation of mental or physical pain in others
or in himself. 'Alien, and Neurol., May, 1903.

algophily (al-gof'i-li), n. [Gr. aXjog, pain, +
4i-'lla, < (juielv, love.] Love of pain as felt by
others {active algophily) or as experienced in
one's own person {passive algophily). Alien,
and Neurol., May, 1903.

algorism, ».—Isobarlc algorism, the process ot form-
ing the expression for the sum of the products of Tn fac-
tors, each being the same function of m integers whose
sum is p.

algraphy (al'gra-fl), n. [Irreg. < al{iiminium) +
Gr. -ypcupia, < ypiupeiv, write.] The art of
printing from an aluminium plate to which
a design in hardened oily ink has been trans-
ferred . The portions of the plate which are not covered
by the lines ot the design imbibe from a damping-roller
water which resists where it is not needed the deposit
of oily ink made by a second roller. The lines of the
design accept the ink, which can then be neatly trans-
ferred to paper by impression. See tlie extract.

Successful work, especially in colour, has also been
produced lately by algraphy— a process in which alumi-
num takes the place of the stone.

Eruyyc. Brit., XXVIII. 266.

albambra (al-ham'bra), n. A counterpaue or
bedquilt of coarse texture, woven with colored
threads and in Jacquard designs.

al-het (al-dhef), n.' [Heb. 'alhet, 'for the
sin.'] The Jewish ' longer confession of sin':

so called from the first two words of that
confession. Like most of the prayers ia the Jewish
festival ritual, called Tnabzw, it is acrostically arranged.
Each verse asks torgivetiess for a special sin presumed
to have been committed by the person confessing. This,
like the 'lesser confession,* •kaaham.nu (yrhioii see), is

most solemnly chanted by the reader and congregation
several times during the services of the day of Atonement.

alicyclic (al-i-sik'lik), a. [aU{phaUc) + Gr.
KvicAoc;, a circle, + -ic (see cyclic).'] In chem.,

a term introduced by Bamberger to designate
a compound containing a ring of carbon atoms
but at the same time having many of the prop-
erties of the aliphatic or open-chain com-
pounds.
alienation, n. 3. The state in which a person
has completely forgotten his identity and be-
comes a new person, alien to his former self.

This use of the term was proposed when the described
mode of dissolution of personality first attracted atten-
tion ; but the word having already the recognized tech-
nical meaning 1 {d), this employment of it has been
rejected.

alienize (al'yen-iz), v. t.; pret. andpp. alienized,

ppr. alienizing. \aUen + -fee.] To render alien

or foreign; form or conceive in accordance
withforeign notions or ways. G. Meredith, Evan
Harrington, p. 32.

alienocola (a"li-en-ok'o-la), n.
;
pi. alienocolse

(-le). [ML., < L. alienus'j'ot another, + -cola,

< colere, inhabit.] A parthenogenetic insect

which is born upon and inhabits a plant of a
different kind from that upon which its parent

was bora.

In the spring winged females are produced, which mi-
grate to the Larch and give rise parthenogenetically to a

wingless generation which hibernates under the bark.

These alienocolse in the following spring produce par-

thenogenetic winged females.
Phillips, Proc. Amer. Phllos. Soc, 1903, p. 298.

aliethmoidal (al"i-eth-moi'dal), a. \aliethmoid

+ -al.'] Pertaining to the aliethmoid, or wing
of the ethmoid region of the orbitonasal car-

tilage ; relating to that part of the mesethmoid
cartilage from which the aliethmoids are de-

veloped. W. K. Parker, Morphol. of the Skull,

p. 226.

alif (a'lif), n. [Pers. , < Ar. 'aUf= Heb. 'aleph

:

see alpha.'] The first letter of the Persian

(Arabic) alphabet, consisting of a single stroke

;

hence, a mere letter; a jot.

A hair, they say, divides the false and true;

Yes ; and a single alif were the clue.

Could you but find it, to the Treasure-house,

And peradventure to The Master, too.

FUzgercUd, trans. Omar Khayyam, Eubaiyat, quat. 1.

aliipoe (a-le'^e-pa'a), n [Hawaiian.] The com-

mon canna or Indiaitshot, Canna vndica.
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alimentive (ai-i-men'tiv), a. [aliment + -i»e.]

Relating or pertaining to food or to the desire
to eat and drink.

alimentum (al-i-men'tum), n.
;
pi. alimenta

(-ta). [L.:see flsKmera*.] Aliment : food. Pop.
Sd. Mo., LIX. 468.

alinement, n. 4. In archseol., megaliths ar-
ranged in single, parallel, or converging rows.
alinite (al'i-nit), n. [G. alinit, a trade-name.
Prom its use and form it may be conjectured
to be formed from L. al{iment'am), aliment, -I-

-m2 -I- -jfe2.] A preparation in the form of a
yellowish powder containing a pure culture of
Bacillus Ellenha-dhensis a. It is used for soil -in-

oculation, and is said to be an aid to cereals in
assimilating nitrogen. Also alinit.

alinjectiou (al-in-jek'shgn), n. [al{cohol) +
injection.'] In histol., the injection of alcohol
into the tissues for the purpose of hardening
them. B. a. Wilder.

alintatao (a-lin-ta'tou), n. [Said to be a Taga-
log name.] In the Pmlippine Islands, a tree,

Siospyros pilosanthera, of the ebony family.
It has simple alternate entire leayes,small unisexual flow-
ers, and globose edible fruit, and yields a veiy hard, dark-
colored wood like ebony, which is used in cabinet-making.

alipata (a-le-pa'ta), n. [Said to be Bisayan,
but not found.] In the Philippine Islands, the
blinding-tree, Excsecaria Agallocha. See Mx-
ceecaria, Uger's-milk, and *blin,ding-tree.

aliphatic (al-i-fat'ik), a. [NL. aliphatious, <
Gr. a2.ei^ap (-ot-), an unguent, fat, < aXeifetv,

anoint.] Of or pertaining to fat; fatty; specif-
ically, in chem., designating compounds which
have only an open chain of carbon atoms, as
distinguished especially from aromatic com-
pounds, which contain a ring of carbon atoms.
The hatural fats consist chiefly of compounds
of this type.

aliquot (al'i-kwot), v. t. [aliquot, a.] To divide
into equal parts which are a multiple or a sub-
multiple ofanotherquantity. An aliquoting mech-
anism is one which causes one part of a machine to move
n times while the other part moves once. Sci. Amer. Sup,,
Nov. 22, 1902.

Aliquot tones, in aeouiKct, harmonics or overtones.

alisier (a-le-zi-a'), n. [Creole P., same as P.
alizier, the bean-tree.] The stag-bush, Vi-

burnum prunifolium. [Louisian a.]

alism (al'izm), n. [al-, part of the Semitic
name for ' God' (Heb. el-, Ar. il-, ilah, al'lah, Al-
lah), + -ism.] A title adopted by Prancis P.
Barham for his religious system, which honors
'divinity' as the all-supreme good, and de-
scribes religion as the life of God in the soul
of man, a divinity of essential being rather
than formal doctrine.

alisphenoid, ». 2. In ichth., a small lateral
bone of the cranium. It articulates above with the
sphenotic aild an inner descending wing of the frontal,

and behind with the probtic. It usually forms a part of

Rocctts Uneatus, Lateral View of Cranium.

'5 '-5

Roccus Uneatus. Inferior View of Cranium.

/, romer; z, etlimoid; J, prefrontal; ¥> frontal; S. sphenotic; d,

parietal : 7, epiotic ; S. supraoccipital ; 9, pterotic ; 10, opisthotic

;

ZI, exoccipital ; J2, basioccipital ; 13, parasphenoid ; 14, Dasisphe-
noid; is. proiltic; 16, alisphenoid.

the lateral border of the anterior opening of the brain-

case, though sometimes it nearly closes this by bend-
ing inward and meeting its opposite fellow in a median
suture. The 'alisphenoid 'ol Owen is the 'probtic' ol

Parker.

aliturgic (a-li-t§r'jik), a. [ a-18 -f- Uturgic.']

Without liturgy: designating a day in the Chris-

tian yearwhen the liturgical order is dispensed
With. Strictly speaking, this never occurs. The mass
of the presanotifled on Good Friday, referied to below, is

according to the liturgy, though the liturgical order is

curtailed in that ceremony.

alkalic

Meanwhile, both in East and West, the general prac-
tice has contmued unbroken of reserving the Eucharist,
in order that the "mass of the presanotifled " might take
place on certain "aliturgic" days.

Mncyc. Brit., XXXIL 220.

aliturgical (a-li-tfer'ji-kal), a. Same as *ali-
turgic.

alivincular (al"i-ving'ku-lar), a. [L. ala, wing,
-I- vinculum, band, -I- - dr^.] JNoting that
form of ligament in the pelecypod moUusks
which is like a cord or plug extendiugbetween
the beaks of the two valves : it maybe central
or posterior : contrasted vnth parivincular.

alizarate (a-liz'a-rat), «. [alizar-in + - ate^.]
A salt of aUzariii.

alizarin, n. commercial alizarin is sold in the form
of a yellowpaste containing 20 per cent, of dry substance,
and, less frequently, as a dry powder. The diy substance
in the paste is seldom pure alizarin, but contains vary-
ing amounts of flavopurpurin and anthrapurpurin, both
of which have properties similar to alizarin. Natural
alizarin derived from madder contains purpurin in addi-
tion to the above. The nature of the various commer-
cial alizarins is often designated by suflixed letters or
numbers. Thus alizarin I, alizarin P, and alizarin V
are nearly pure alizarin and give bluish reds, while aliza-
rin GA, alizoHn Q, etc., contain anthrapurpurin or flavo-
purpurin, or both, and give yellowish reds.— Alizarin
black, blue, Bordeaux, cardlnsU, etc. See -trblaek,

etc.— Alizarin sapbirol, an acid dyestufl derived from
anthraquinone. It dyes wool a bright and clear blue
which is remarkably fast to light.— Alizarin yeUow,
violet. See Ayellow, •Amolet^.

aljama (al-ha'ma), n. [Sp., <'Ar. al, the, -I-

Ar. jamd'a, a gathering, a congregation.] A
self-governing community of Jews or of Moors
Uving in Spain under Spanish rule during the
middle ages.

aljofaina (al''''ho-fa'e-na), n. [Sp., < Ar. al-ho-

faina, al-hufaina, < al, the, + hofaima, h/ufaina,

< hafna, a cup, porringer (Monlau).] An
earthen Jug or basin.

aljonjoli, n. Same as *ajonjoli.

Alkainaaa pottery. See *pottery.
alkali, «., 3. TMs term, used in the commercial sense,
includes the carbonates of sodium and potassium, for-
merly called mUd alkalis, and the hydroxids ol the same
metals, the caustic alkalis. The alkali industry is one
of great importance, especially the manufacture of soda,
both carbonate and caustic. It is carried on mainly by
three methods : the Leblanc process, the Solvay or ammo-
nia process, and the electrolytic process. In the last of
these, of recent introduction, a solution of common salt
is decomposed by an electric current. The Solvay pro-
cess is not_ practically applicable to the production of
potash ; it is at present the principal source of soda.

4. Amineral compound soluble in water under
ordinary surface conditions. They are chiefly
ehlorids, sulphates, ca^-bonates, and blcarbonates of so-
dium, potassium, magnesium, and calcium. These salts
commonly effloresce and form crusts over surfaces in
dry seasous. They are derived from the decay of racks,
and are carried in solution from these sources, becoming
concentrated enough to be detrimental only in arid or
semi-arid regions. There are two well-known types,
black and wftite.—Alkali blue-grass, brown,bulruBh.
See -kblue-grass, etc.— Alkali flat, a sterile plain or basin
carrying an excess ot alkali in its soil : usually the un-
drained or poorly drained remnant of a former lake in
an arid region.— Alkali manufacture, in a general
sense, the production on the great scale of the alkalis
soda and potash, and their carbonates, but more gener-
ally used in a restricted sense to mean the manufacture
of soda, carbonate and caustic, especially by the Leblanc
process, with the accessory products, as bleacliing-pow-
der, commonly made on the same premises.

—

Alkali
soil, any soil containing an unusual amount of soluble
mineral salts or alkali. More than four tenths ot one
per cent, of such soluble matter is injurious to most vege-
tation, although smaller amounts, on the contrary, are
often advantageous. Soils naturally well drained do not
suffer from these constituents, and alkali soils are con-
fined eitlier to poorly drained or to arid regions.

—

Alkali
spot, an area underlain by waters which drain from
irrigated lands, frequently becoming increasingly sat-

iirated with alkali. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr. 1900,

p. 472.— Alkali waste, in the Leblauc process for the
manufacture of carbonate of soda from common salt, the
insoluble residue left after leaching black ash with
water. It consists chiefiy of calcium sulphid, carbonate,
and hydroxid, and is largely utilized for the recovery of
the sulphur which it contains.— Alkali waters, natural
mineral waters so heavily charged with alkalis as to
be unfit for ordinary uses.— Black alkali, the name
given, in some of the western regions of the United States,

to sodium carbonate existing in the land, because it pro-
duces black spots by its action on the humus of the soil.

Ammonia and sodium carbonate or "black alkali" on
the other hand, break down any aggregates wliich have
been formed, and thus have the effect of " puddling " the
soil, which dries into a hard compact mass.

Yearbook C. S. Dept. of Agr. 1900, p. 209.

Eefined alkali. Same as white -kalkali.—-White alkali,
in the manufacture of carbonate of soda by the Leblanc
process, the product obtained by redissolving soda-ash
in water, clarifying the liquor, and evaporating to dryness.

alkalic (al-kal'ik), a. [alkali + -ic] 1. Same
as alkaline. Elect. World and Engin., Sept. 3,

1904.— 2. Specifically applied to the minerals
of igneous rocks (in the quantitative classifi-

cation ) ortomagmas androcks generally, when
specially characterized by their alkali con-



alkalic

teats: in distinction trom alkaline, which im-
plies the chemical property of alkalinity.

alkalicalcic (aHkal-i-kal'sik), a. [alkali +
caldc.'] In petrog., a term nsed in the quanti-
tative classification of igneous rocks to indi-

cate that certain rocks, tite chemical composi-
tion of which is known, contain alkalis and
lime belonging to the standard salic minerals
(feldspars andfeldspathoids) in equal or nearly
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on the back, with an almost white breast. In northern

Peruvian (Qulohua) it is oaUed cAtJW-ftmte.

alkameine (al-kam'e-in), w. [G. "alkameine;

as alKnm(ine) + -e-ine^.] The carboxylic ester

of an alkamine or alkine. Also called alkeme.

alkamine (al-kara'inj, n.

k{ohol), alcohol, + amin ^ _

by Ladenburg to tertiary bases which contain

an- alcoholic group, as diethylethylol amine,

(C2H6)2NCaHAOH. Also called alkine.
equal amounts. A certain systematic dlviBion of the aiWlTifi fal'kan) n FG. *alkan (?), < alMohol),
oua„titativ« nla«.iflcatio„ is called the aUcaiUalHo rana. ^^^%^^^^^^^^ B.^«e.] A hydrocarbon;

CnHgn+2> of the marsh-gas or methane series

:

quantitative classification is called the alkalicalcic rang,
3ee Quantitative classification qf ignevux rocks, under

alkali-grass, n. 3. Pucdnellia airoides (some-
times called alkali nieadow-grass) and P. Lem-
moni, of the northern Eocky Mountain region.

Sporobolus airoides of the Southwest has been
called alkali finetop.— 3. A species of poison

camass, Zigadenus elegans, dangerous to stock:

so called in the stock-raising regions of Mon-
tana, etc.

alkalimeter, n. 2. An instrument for the quan-
titative analysis of carbonated alkali, it consists

essentially of a thin glass vessel which can be weighed on a

delicatebalance and is so constructed thata Imown weight
of sodium carbonate or acid carbonate contained in one
division is kept from acid contained in another division

during the first weighing. The acid is then run on the

carbonate, causing an evolution of carbon-diozid gas,

which, in passing out of the apparatus, bubbles tluough

allelomorph

gether with urea and allanturic acid, by the

action of nitric acid on allantoin.

allantiasis (al-an-ti'a-sis), «. [NL., < Gr.

a?Mg (aUavT-) + -iasis (noting a disease).]

Same as *l)otulism.

[Gr. *alkamin, < al- aUantoid, a. 2. In hot., sausage-shaped : ap-
I.] A name given pije^ especially to the spores of certain pyre-

nomycetous fungi.

Allantosporae (al-an-tos'po-re), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. d^ioQ (d'/iXavT-), sausage, + aTropd, spore.]

A name applied by Saccardo to artificial

divisions of various families and orders of

fungi, especially those of the Pyrenomyeetes

and Fungi imperfeeti, to include the genera

which have unicellular, cyUndric, or curved
ofScial name.
alkannin (al-kan'in), n. [Alkanna + -tn'-i

A coloring matter, CJ6H14O4, obtained as gpores.
a dark reddish-brown powder from Alkanna allantoxaidin (al-an'tok-sa'i-diii), n. [allan-

tinctoria. toxa(nic) + -id^ + -in^.] A.s\ibsta]xee,Cs'K^g.

alkapton (al-kap'ton), n. [alk{ali) + Gr. Qo + H2O, formed from allantoxanic acid by
diTTeiv, touch.] A term ori^nally introduced

^j^g j^gg (,£ carbon dioxid. It is a weak acid,

to designate a certain urinary constituent allantoxanic (al-an'tok-san'ik), a. [allant{<m)

which is met with on rare occasions, and which ^. gx{ygen) + -an- + -ic] Notiiig an acid,

causes the urine to turn reddish brown or C4H<jN304, formed by the oxidation of allan-

black on standing or upon the addition of an
tojji'ij, an alkaline solution. It exists only in

alkali. The substance to which this reaction is due ^^ form of salts.
has been identified as homogentisinic acid, C6H3(OH)2.-

-ii-nijiet n. Another spelling of alepine.
In one mstanoe UTOleuouiic acid has been axid.liuieT^ '__ ^-^""''"<=' "J;^, .6. J' .CH2.COOH.

found iu the place of homogentisinic acid,

ton. .

alkaptonic (al-kap-ton'ik), a. Of or pertain-

ing to alkapton. Homogentisinic acid and
uroleucinio acid are sometimes collectively

termed alkaptonic adds. See ^alkapton.

alkaptonuria (al-kap-to-nu'ri-a), n. [NL., <

alkapton + oupov, urine.] The presence of al-

kapton in the urine when voided : a rare meta-

bolic anomaly. Also alcaptpnuria.

alkeine, n. Same as *alkameine.

alkene (al'ken), n. [G. *alken, < alk(,ohol), E.

alcohol, + -m, E. -ene.'] A hydroearbonj C«-

H211, of the ethylene or ethene series: ofacial

^A, Mohr's Alkalimeter; S, Wibel's Alkalinieter.

CnH2tt--2» of the acetylene or ethine series : offi-

cial name.— 2. Same as '^alkamine.

alkoxyl (al-kok'sil), n. [G. *alkoxyl, < alk(,o-

hol), alcohol, + B. ox(ygen) + -j/Z.] A general

name foran alkyl-group and oxygen, as ethoxyl,

CoHbO.
alkylate (al'ki-lat), v. t. ;

pret. and pp. alky-

lated, ppr. alkylating, [alkyl + -afel.] To in-

troduce an alkyl in place of a hydrogen atom.
Amer. Chem. Jour., April, 1903

Also alcap- alleged (a-lejd'), p- a. That is or has been

stated to'be (what is specified in the following

word or clause) ; merely stated or asserted

:

much used when one wishes to disclaim re-

sponsibility for the statement, or to intimate

his disbelief in it : as, an alleged fact ; an

alleged interview ; an alleged illness.

We cannot be sure that the alleged second dispatch was

ever sent Sir G. Cox, Gen. Hist. Greece, III. 10.

Alleghanian <al-e-ga'ni-an), a. and n. 1. Of

or pertaining to the AUeghanies.—2, In

anthrop., noting one of the secondary races of

man, established by Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire,

embracing the ' Red Indian.' Also used sub-

stantively. —Allegbanian area. See *area.— -
"•

See *series.

1. Allegory or

alkine (al'kin), n. [G. 'alkin, < alk{ohol), E. Aiwheny EiveTseries."
alcohol, + -in, E. -in^.^ 1. A hydrocarbon, aUeeorism (al'e-go-rizm).

concentrated sulphuric acid or passes over calcium alkvlationfal-ki-la'shon),TO. \alkliUU + -im.'\
^"^SOiicauy. oee "liMcuwrwm,

.j.

ohlorid and is thus deprived of moisture. The apparatus ^^S^^^ytw^^^s -f i ntrodu^^^^^ an alkvl in nlaee allegOnstlC aFe-go-ns'tik), a. Of or pertai

is weighed a second time, the loss iu weight represent^ing The process ot introducing an alfeyl in place
. » ^llegorist or writer of allegories : 1

allegorical writing.—2. AUegorieal interpreta-

tion, especially of the Scriptures. See the

extract.
Allegorism : That explanation of a Scripture passage

which .is baaed upon the supposition that its author,

whether God or man, intended something 'other' than

what is literally expressed. . . . Expositors of this

system may be called allegorists ; the system itself

aUegarimn. Qiiaberg, Jewish Encyc, I. 403.

allegorist, n. 2. Onewho interprets Scripture

allegorically. See *allegorism, 2.
" " .in-

the cSbon dioxid evolved and thus indicating the quality of hydrogen. Nature, July, 9, 1903.

of the carbonate. As a precaution, dry air Is drawn alkvlene (al'M-len), n. (alkyl + -ene.'] Same
as *alkene or olejine.through the apparatus to displace any residual gas.

Special forms have been devised by Bunsen, Fresenius,

Sohroetter, Mohr, and others.

'alkalimirlic (al*kal-i-mer'lik), a. [alkali +
mirlio.'] In petrog., a term used in the quanti-

tative classification of igneous rocks to indi-

cate that certain rocks, the chemical compo-
sition of which is known, contain alkalis and
mirlic constituents belonging to the standard

femic minerals in equal or nearly" equal

alkylidlne (al-kil'i-din), n. [alkyl + -id +
-ine^.'] The term applied,. in organic chemis-
try, to bivalent hydrocarbon radicals, contain-

ing the group >CRE, where E represents hy^ „?i°^„ „„.,..., . . ,

a^iro-n nr- o^Tr VivrlrnpnrVinTi radipal snch as allegTO, a. Special varieties of movement or style
drogen or any nyoroearDon radical, suen as

j
^^jOj^j

J ^ j^^j j^ j^^ „j^ ,^,
methyl, CHo. The ethylidine radicals are •• •'..- ". ' "_-"__,

isomeric with the bivalent ethylene radical.

ui ii..€»iiT vjvi.*u.*
-CE2.CE2~'

amounts. A certain systematic division of the allacll»saesia(aFa-ke8-the'si-a), n. [NL.,

quantitative system is called an alkalimirlic < Gr. aAhixv, elsewhere (< aAAoc, other), +
rana. See quantitative classification of igneous moftymf, feeling.] The perception of a sensa- _ .

rocks under *rock tion elsewhere than at the point where the alleja (a-le'ja), n.

JUkaiine glands. See *ff?a)id.— Alkaline Iodide. See stimulus is applied,

•iodide.— Alkaline metals, the metals of which the allactlte (arak-tit), ». [Gr. aA?iaKT{iK6g),aA}.,
hydroxids constitute the alkalis, namely, sodium, potas-

(^ ^xUaasiv, change, exchange (see allagite),
slum, and the rarer lithium, nibidium, and OKSium.-

, . gn At, arsp^iatn nfmanffaiipsfi occurring
Alkaline tide. See *(i(fo.—Alkaline water, a mineral J -ite-i. J Aii arseniate ot manganese occurring

water occurring in nature with the carbonate of sodium m small brownisn-red prismatic crystals :

or potassium (generally the former) as an ingredient in found in Sweden.
sufficient quantity to give a well-marked reaction to test-

AllagecrinidSB (a-lai-e-krin'-i-de), n. pi [ NL.,
naner and medicinal activity. Thecarbonates of calcium "i.i«*6=»'*"^""»v j . „„'„•%..;„„„ i.

and ma^iesium are also frequeotly present, dissolved by <Alla^ecnnus + -idse.] The name given by
excess of carbonic acid. The waters of Vichy in France Etheridge and Carpenter to a lamily or simple
and Ems in Germany are examples.

alkali-weed (al'ka-li-wed), n. The yerba

mansa, Anemopsis Californica.

alkali-works (al'ka-li-w6rks), n. pi. The
buildings, machinery, and other appliances -tyiagecrinus cai-a jeit n-nus;, m. u^i^-,irreg.

- aductohhe alkali manSacture. <Gr. a^^^, chjinge, + mv'"', lily.] The

the allegoristio style ; allegoristic lessons.

all6gresse (al-a-gres'), n. [F., < alligre, lively

:

see allegro.] Gaiety ; sprightliness
;

glad-

someness; glee. Urquhart. <•

AUegrippus conglomerate. See *emglmn-
erate.

are

agitato,

quick and "with agitation ; allegro assai, very quick

;

allegro con brio or confuoco, quick and with spirit or in-

tensity ; allegro con moto or allegro molto, with decided
quickness ; allegro vivace, quick and with vivacity

;

allegro giusto, quick, but with steady, even movement

;

allegro moderato, moderately quick; allegro ma turn

Irdppo, quick, but not excessively so.

Also allejah,[Anglo-Ind.

inadunate crinoids. They have a very small calyx,

baisal plates anisylosed and supporting sometimes two
arms, sometimes one. They lived in early Carboniferous
seas.

used in the conduct
alkalizer (al'ka-li-zer), n. A chemical agent

which tends to render alkaline.

alkaloid, n Animal aJkalold, a leucomalne or a

ptomaine. See these words.— Artiflcial alkaloid, syn-

thetic alkaloid.—Cadaveric orputrefactive alkaloid

a ptomaine.— Synthetic alkaloid, an alkaloid formed

artificially by chemical processes.

alkamari (al-ka-ma're), n. [Aymara of Bo-

livia.] A bird of prey, Polyphorus tharus, of

the family Falconidse (thoi^h chiefly a scav-

enger), frequently met with in the highlands of

typical and only genus of the family AUqge-
crinidsb.

allalinite (al-a-lin'it), n. [Allaiin, a locality

in Switzerland, -I- -ite^.] tapetrog., aname used
by Eosenbusch for saussurite-gabbro in

which the secondary smaragdite and saussurite
preserve the original texture of the rock in

spite of the complete transformation they rep-

resent. It is distinguished from flaser-gabbro,

in which there has been change in the form pf
the constituents.

Peru and Boli^a. " 'tai^ »*°"' ^ P»*f
'
'X'd « aUanic (a-lan'ik), a. [aUan(toin) -\- -ie.] Not-

vated catches and open spaces, and when disturnea it »^'«»"»' x
ri ir -kt r\ j. xi rx *«.. a 4.

fliesonly a short distance. Its plumage is dark brown ing an acid, C4HBN5O6 + HgO, formed, to-

allacha, alacUa, etc., < Hind. *aldcha, ilaeha,

< Turki aldchah, alajdh, alchah (Yule).] A
silk-and-cotton fabric of central Asia, woven
in wavy effects.

allelomorph (a-lel'o-m6rf), n. [Gr. 'ayi^im',

of one another, -f- fi-opipii, form.] In hiol., one
of a pair of mutually exclusive qualities ex-

hibited respectively by each of two pure races
or varieties of a species, these qualities being
of such a nature that one or the other of the

pair is exhibited in perfection, to the com-
plete exclusion of the other, by each cross-bred
descendant of the two pure races. When the

cross-bred offspring, or the descendants of the cross-

bred offspring, of two pure races or varieties which dif-

fer from each other in respect to some characteristic are
like one or the other parent in respect to this character-
istic, and not intermediate between them, the character-
istic in question, in each parental form, is termed by
Bateson an allelomorph, or in both parental forms, con-
sidered collectively, a pair of allelomorphs. Thus, for

example, .when descendants are reared from a tall (D)

and a short (B) variety of the garden-pea, some are tall

and some snort, but intermediate forms are as rare as

they are in the tall and short varieties of pure blood
when bred true. In this case tallness and shortness may
be considered as a pair of mutually antagonistic or in-

compatible unit cliaracters, or aZldomorphi, each of

which may replace but not combine with the other in

the descendants from a cross between them. According
to Mendel and those who accept his theoretical explana-



allelomorph
tlon of the results of his experiments, the cross-bred in-

dividuals have two sorts of germ-cells in approximately
equal numbers, those which are like the germ-cells of
one pure parental I'ace (D) and those which are like the
£erm-cells of the other (£). It descendants are born
from cross-breeds through the union of two of the D or
tall germ-cells, the shortness (R) of the short variety
will not be represented in the fertilized eggs from which
they arise, and they will be tall and will have none but
tall descendants ; while those which arise from fertilized

eggs formed by the union of the R or short germ-cells
wiU be short and will have none but short descendants.
Those which arise from fertilized eggs formed by the
union of a tall (D) and a short (B) germ-cell may be tall

'Or short but not intermediate.

[If] two similar gametes meet, their offspring will be
no more likely to show the other allelomorph than it no
cross had ever taken place.
Bateaon andSawndere, Bep. Evol. Com. Hoy. Soc. 1902,

[L 159.

allelomorphlc (a-lel-o-mdr'fik); a. [allelomorph
+ -ic] Conoeming or pertaining to an allelo-

morph ; Mendelian.
But besides the strictly oJIeJomorpAtc or Mendelian dis-

tribution of characters among the gametes ... we can
imagine three other arrangements.
Bateton and Saunders, Bep. EvoL Com. Boy. Soc. 1902,

[I. 127.

AUelomoipUc vailety, an analytical variety. See *va-
riatian.

allelomorplllsni (a-lel-o-mdr'flzm), n. [allelo-

morph, (ie) + -ism. J The presence or the trans-

mission or the inheritance of allelomorphic
characters.

It does not appear as yet that simple allelomarphiem
occurs between any two colours, of which neither is

xanthic or albino.
Bateean and Saunders, Bep. Evol. Com. Boy. Soc. 1902,

[1. 142.

allelotazis (a-lel-6-tak'sis), n. [On. aTiTi^TiM/,

of one another, +'rd|(f, arrangement.] In em-
fyryol., the origin of an organ from several em-
bryonic sources, such as that of the hypophy-
sis from the entoderm of the pharynx and the
ectoderm of the brain. Vov, Kvpffer.

allelotropy (a-le-lot,'ro-pi), n. [Gt. cMJiXav,

of each other, +-vp(m'ia^<.TpiKeiv, turn.] The
existence in a tantomeno substance of the two
isomeric forms In such a condition that either

form readily passes over into the other. Knorr.

allene (al'en), n. [L. all{ium), garlic, + -erne.]

Same as *aliylene.

allepigamic (aFep-i-gam'ik), a. [Gr. 4^/lof,

other, + E. ^igamic.'i In biot, concerning or

pertaining to adventitious epigamic characters.

Poulton, Colours of Animals, p. 338. [Bare.]

allesthesia (al-es-the'si-a), n. [NL., <Gr.

oaTuoq, other, + ala6>iaig, sensation.] Same as

allochiria.

all-fives (ai"fivz'), n. A variety of all-

fours in which the points are scored as fast as

made in the trickstaken in. Ace of trumps counts

4, king 8, queen 2, jack 1, ten 10, and five 6. The game-
point is decided by counting these all over again at the
end. Sixty-one points make a game.

.alliance, n.—Farmers' Alliance, a cobperative asso-

ciation of farmers, formed in Texas in 1876, lor mutual
protection and assistance, especially in dealings with
middlemen and against tne encroachments of capital-

ists in their wholesale purchases of lands. In later years

similar associations were formed in different parts of the

United States, and as a result of frequent amalgamations
of these the present Farmers' Alliance and Industrial

Union came into existence as a political body, coBperat-

ingmore or less closely with the People's party.—Grand
Alliance. See Orand Alliance in Cyclopedia of Dames.
— Presbyterian Alliance. See -kPresbyUrUm.

allioholyt (ari-kol-i), a. A jocose perver-

sion of the word ' melancholy. ' Shah, T. G. of

v., iv. 2. 27.

A disconsolate wood-pigeon ... so aUicholy as any-

thing, Walpole, letters, I. 8.

alligator, «. 6. A boat used in handling float-

ing logs. It can be moved overland from one

body of water to another by its own power, usu-

ally applied throngha drum and cable. [U. S.]

Horn alligator, alligator leather made from the back

of the skin, which has the roughest and largest scales,

resembling plates of horn.
,, , „„ ,

.AUigatorellus (aFi-ga-to-rel'u8)j m. [NL., <

Alligator + dim. -ellvs.'] An extinct genus of

small crocodilians from the Jurassic litho-

graphic stone of C^rin, France.

Alllgatorium (al"i-ga-t6'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Alligat(or) + -orium.'] An extinct genus of

small crocodilians of the ta.Tmly Aioposauridse,

from the Jurassic lithographic limestone of

Trance and Bavaria.

alligator-shears (al'i-ga-tor-sherz«!); n. smg.

and pi. Shears used for cutting off puddled

bars in lengths suitable for piling, and also

the crop ends of bars in general. There is a

flxed lower jaw, and an upper movable jaw,

whose fuloi-um is set at the inner end of the

cutting portion. Behind the fulcrum the lever

S.—
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is prolonged, and attached to a connecting-rod
which receives its oscillatory movement from
a crank or eccentric. Also called crocodile- or
oropping-shears. Lockwood, Diet. Mech. Eng.
Terms.
alligator-snapper (aFi-ga-tor-snap'6r), n. The
more common name for the"alligator-terrapin,
Macrochelys lacertina, a species of fresh-water
turtle found along the border of the Gulf of
Mexico from Florida to Texas. It is the largest
fresh-water turtle of North America and pos-
sibly of the world, reaching a length of 5 feet
and a weight of 150 pounds.
Allionia (al-i-6'jii-a), ». [NL. (Loefling, 1758),
named in honor of Carlo AUioni (1725-1804), a
professor of botany at Turin.] A genus of
dicotyledonous plants of the family Nyctagi-
naeese. See Osoybaphus.

alliteral (a-lit'e-ral), a. [Irreg. < L. ad, to, +
litera, letter: iee literal.1 Characterized by
alliteration; alliterational : as, the alliteral

languages of Africa.

alliterate, n. II, a. Formed by or showing
alliteration : as, alUterate words.
alliterational (a-lit-e-ra'shon-^al), a. Charac-
terized by or abounding in alliteration. Penny
Cyc, 1858.

aluturic (al-i-tfl'rik), o. [all(antom) + -it- +
urie('i).'] Notingan acid, CeHe04N4, formedby
boiling a solution of alloxantin with hydro-
chloric acid. It is a yellowish, crystalline pow-
der moderately soluble in hot water.
all-nighter (Al-m't6r), n. A public hack which
Slies during the night. [Slang.]

lo-. 2. In cfeem., a prefix proposed by Michael
to designate an unexplained isomerism. Thus
fnmaric acid would be called tUlmnaleic acid. The prefix
is used for that isomer which is the less stable of the two
compounds considered.

allo-autogamous (al''''d-&-tog'a-mus), a. [Gr.

d/lXof, other, + autogamous.'] "In bot., self-fer-

tilizing, but only when cross-fertilization fails.

allo-autogamy (al"6-4,-tog'a-mi), «. [< allo-

autogamous + -^.] The character of being allo-

autogamous.
allocaffein (al''''6-ka-fe'iD), n. A compound,
CaHgOsNj, formed by decomposing the bro-
mine addition-product of methylcaffein with
water. It melts at 196°-198° C.

allocarpy ('.I'o-kar-pi), n. [Gr. aTiloc, other,

-f- mpTzOQ, fruit.] "The bearing of fruit as a
result of cross-fertilization.

allochiral (al-o-ki'ral), a. [Gr. d^Aof, other,

+ x^'i-Pt hand.] Eelating or related to the other
hand ; related as one hand of an individual is

to the other hand of the same individual ; simi-

lar, correspondent, or identical in form, as the
right hand is to the left, though on opposite
sides of the body and the parts are arranged
in reverse order: opposed to *homochiral. See
also *heterochiral.

allochirally (al-o-ki'ral-i), adv. In an allo-

chiral manner; as one"hand is to the other.

Alloclironiatic precious stones, precious stones of a
variable character, that is, possessing one or more colors

in the same crystal or gem.

allocinnamic (al-o-sin'a-mik), a. [Gr. a/lAof,

other, + cinnamic.'] N'bting an acid isomeric

with ordinary cinnamic acid, but closely re-

lated to it in structure. The two acids are

supposed to be stereomers.

alloclase (al'o-klas), n. [Gr. aUog, other, +
kMbi;, breaking, < kAov, break.] Same as *oi-

loclasite.

alloclasite (a-16'kla^sit), n. [As alloclase +
4te^.'] A mineral related to arsenopyrite, con-

taining sulphur, arsenic, bismuth, cobalt, and
iron: found in Hungary.
allocochick (al-o-ko'chik), n. [N. W. North
Amer. Ind.] The name of Indian shell-money
used in northern California.

allocryptic (al-o-krip'tik), a. [Gr. aMog, other,

+ (cpwrnSf, hidden.] Concerning or pertaining

to the concealment of an organism by objects

which are not part of its body.

allopsychic

other, + de'afta, band, ligament.] The typical
genus of the family Amdesmidse.

allodesmid (al-o-dez'mid), a. and n. I. a.

Having the characters of the Allodesmidse.

II, n. A member of the pelecypod family

Alloeryptie methods may also be used for aggressive

purposes, as the ant-lion larva, almost buried in sand, or

the large frog Ceratophrys, which covers Its back with
earth when waiting for its prey.

Snisyc. Brit., XXVII. 147.

Allodesmidse (al-o-dez'mi-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Allodesma + 4dsB'.'\ A family of extinct pele-
cypods of the order Teleodesmacea having very
primitive characters and regarded by Neu-
mayr as indicating the first stage in the de-
velopment of the teleodesmaeean hinge, as in
Astarie and Cardium. The valves are small and
round, the cardinal area is linear, the ligament is pari-
vincular, the hinge has one or two lateral laminceon each
side of the beak, and the cardinal teeth are radially
grooved. Tliey are Imown only from the Silurian rocks.

Allodon (al ' 0-don), n. [Gr. a^l^lof, other, +
bdoiig (MovT-),' tooth.] A genus of extinct
monotremes from the Upper Jurassic rocks of

North America, having three upper incisors, of

which the second is greatly enlarged. More
correctly written AHodtis.

Allodus (al'o-dus), n. See *Allodon.

AUoeocoela (al-e-o-se'la), n.pl. See *Alloioccela.

alloeogenesis, n. 2. Hie alternation of sexual
and parthenogenetic generations, seen espe-
cially in certain parasitic Trematoaa. Also aU
loiogenesis. Schwa/rze.

allceogenetic (al"e-6-je-net'ik), a. Pertaining
to or produced by aUceogenesis.

allogenic (al-o-jen'ik), a, [Gr. alhig, other, +
,-7ev?f, -producing.] Of a different origin: in

geol., applied to those inclusions in an igneous
rook which are obviously older than the inclos-

ing rock, and to the components of a clastic

rook which have originated elsewhere : con-
trasted with *authigemc.
Alloiocoela (a-loi-6-se'la), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
a7L?Mog, of another sortj + Kol?im>, a hollow.]
An order or a suborder of Turbellaria having
the enteron lobed or an irregularly widened
sac. It contains the families Plagiostomidse,
Monotidee, and Bothrioplanidee. Also Alloeoccela.

alloioccelous (^-loi-o-se'ius), a. Having the
characteristics of or resembling the Alloiocoela.

alloiogenesis (al-oi-6-jen'e-sis), n. See *all€eo-

genesis, 2.

alloisomerism (al"9-i-som'e-rizm), n. [Gr.

d^/kif, other, + isoinerism.] In ehem., a term
introduced by Michael to distinguish certain

cases of isomerism between mfferent sub-
stances of the same percentage composition
(asmaleic acid and fumaric acid), involving, it

isnowbelieved, differentgeometrical positions
of the atoms in space.

alloite (al'6-it), n. [Irreg. < Gr. aXlog, other,

+ .-jfe2.] In petrog., a name proposed .by
Cordier (1816) for volcanic tuff of white or

yellowish color and imperfectly indurated.

allokinetic (al-9-ki--net'ik), a. [Gr. aTiXog,-

other, + Kivijrdg, moved: see Mnetic.'] Moving
in response to an external stimulus : opposed
to *aut-oMnetic.

allomorph (al'o-mdrf), K. [Gr. oA/lof, other, +
fiopf^, form.] lii mineral., aparamorph, that is,

a pseudomorph formed by molecular change
only, the chemical composition remaining the
same, as ealcite after aragonite.

allomorphic, a. 2. In petrog., same as xeno-

morphic.
allopalladium (al'^o-pa-la'di-um), n. A sup-
posed allotropic form of native palladium,
crystallizing in hexagonal plates.

allopelagic (al"o-pe-laj'ik), a. [Gr. aTiXog,

other, + TT^^oyof, sea.] Being in different

parts of the sea (at different times) ; moving
up and down irregularly in the sea in search of

food, for purposes of reproduction, at different

stages of development, or in response to any
stimulus except light or heat, a pelagic fish that
floats as an egg and swims at the surface while young,
afterward wandering in deeper water, is allopelagic. The
word was introduced by Haeckel for the purpose of con-

trasting organisms that wander up and down h'regularly

with those that come to the surface only at night or only
in the winter. See -kbathypelagic, •knyctipelagic, •kchimo.

allophylous (a-lof'i-lus), a. Same as allo-

phylian.

alloplasmatic(aro-plas-mat'ik), a. [Gr. oAaoc,

other, + TrMa/id, anything formed.] Con-
structed out of cells or"by cells, but incapable

of growth by cell-multipUcation.

allopsychic (al-op-si'kik), a. [Gr. dAXof, other,

+ ijwxri, soul, mind.] Pertaining to mind or

consciousness in its relation to the external

Allodesma (al-o-dez'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. aXXog, world. Also allopsychical.

allocutive (a-lok'u-tiv), a. Speaking with au-

thority and in reprehension, as in a papal allo-

cution.

He had been greatly convinced of the great resources

of the vernacular, byhearingan old neighbor, notedforher

aXlocvMve energy, remark that she had just given the hired

man a good tongue-banging. The Atiamtic, 1884, p. 510.



allopsycliic

Consciuusness is a function of the associative mech-
anism, and may be considered in its threefold relation-
ship to the outer world, the body, and self,—oZtopuj/cAw,
samatopeychie, and autopsychic.

Buek, Medical Handbook, IV. 27.

allorhythmia (al-6-rith'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
d/i/lof, other, + Imdiio^, rhyttiin.] In pathol., a
condition in which the rhythm of the pulse
varies fromtime to time. Lancet, Aug. 22, 1903.

allorisma (al-o-riz'mS,), n. [NL., appar. < Gr.
d;4^f, other, -I- Epeto/io, support.] A genus of
extinct peleoypods of Paleozoic age. TheyhavR
valves which gape posteriorly, edentulous hinge, and
parivlncular ligament. The genus embraces species which
show the earliest evidence of retractile siphons.

Allosaurus (al-o-s^'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. aMog,
other, + cavpog, lizard.] A genus of diuosau-
rian reptiles described hy Marsh from the
Upper Jurassic beds of Colorado and closely
allied to the better-known Megalosaurus. They
have very short fore and large hiud legs, the
latter reaching a length of 5 feet.

allosematic (al'o-se-mat'ik), a. [Gr. aX/ioc,

other, + a^pia, mark : see sematic.'] Having or
using the sematio colors of another animal,
which serve for deceptive protection, it has
been suggested that the sea-anemones, which are often
found on the shells of hermit-crabs and on the backs of
decorative crabs, are illustrations of allosematic protec-

tion. PouU'ony Colours of Animals, p. 338,

Allosomus (al-o-s6'mus), n. [NL., < Gr. d/lllof,

other, + aa/^a, body.] A subgeneric name for

the division of the genus Argyrosomus which
contains the tuUibee, A. tulUbee.

'

allothigene (al'o-thi-jen"), a. [Gr. d/i;io0t, else-

where, + -yev^c, -produced.] Same as *allo-

genic.

allothigeuetic (aFo-thi-jf-net'ik), a. [Gr.

aX?.odi, elsewhere,+ yEvemc, origin : see geneiio.}

In geol., composed ofmaterials which have orig-

inated elsewhere : applied to the fragmental,
sedimentary rocks, the components of which
have been derived from" other sources, as con-
trasted with the igneous rocks, whose minerals
have crystallized in situ. See '^allogenic.

allothigenetically (aFp-thi-je-net'i-kal-i),
adv. In an allothigenetic manner or by means
of allothigenetic materials.

allothigenic (al"o-thi-jen'ik), a. [Gr. dAAoft,

elsewhere (< aUoi, other), + -yev^g, -produced.]
Same as *allothigeneUc.

allotMmorphic (al"o-thi-m6r'fik), a. {Gr. d/l-

Aofli, elsewhere (< SMioc, other), + fiofxjrfi, form.]
'ba. petrol., a term applied to particles derived
from older rocks which retain unchanged their

original form in the secondary clastic deposits

where thejr now occur.

allothogenic (al"o-tho-jen'ik), a. Same as *aZ-

lothigenic.

allotriomorpllic (a-lot-ri-o-m6r'fik), a. [Gr.

aXMrpwQ, of another, alien, + fwp^, form.]

Same as xenomorphic.

allotropMc (al-o-trof'ik), a. [Gr. dAAof, other,

+ rpoipt;, nourishment.] Of altered nutritive

value; rendered less nutritious.

Allotropic silver. See *silver.

allotropism, n. The occurrence of more than one form
of a chemical element with difference in physical prop-

erties is explained, in the light of the atomic theory, as

depending on a difference in the number, and possibly in

the arrangement, of the atoms which go to make up the

molecule. Thus it is believed that in the more common
form of oxygen there are two, but in the allotropic ozone

three, atoms to the molecule.

allotropist (a-lot'ro-pist), n. One who explains

the presentation of unusual properties by a
chemical element by assuming the existence of

that element in an allotropic form ; specifically,

an advocate of the theory that allotropic modi-
fications of iron have an important effect in

producing the hardness of suddenly quenched
steel, as distinguished from a *car6onisf(which

see). Nature, May 5, 1904.

alloxuremia (al-ok-su-re'mi-a), n. lalloxur(,ic)

+ Gr. alfta, blood.] A condition resulting from
the presence of any of the alloxuric bases in the

blood.

alloxuric (a-lok-su'rik), a. [aUox(an) + uric.']

Pertaining to or derived from alloxan and uric

acid: noting certain bases comprising xan-

thin, hypoxauthin, episaroin, heteroxanthin,

paraxanthin, theophyllin, theobromine, caf-

ein, guanine, epiguanine, adenin, and carnin.

They are all nuclear derivatives. Also termed
xanthin bases or purin bases.

alloy, n. 1. A metallic alloy possessea the general

physical properties of ametal, but is usually intermediate

in properties between those of its constituents. Alloys

are divided into three classes : (1) Those which form

solid solutions in all proportions ; (2) those which do

not form solid solutions in all proportions, and which

form no chemical compounds ; and (3) those which form
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one or more chemical compounds. An alloy of the first

class forms a homogeneous fluid when melted, and a

homogeneous solid after freezing. Alloys of the second

class form a homogeneous fluid when melted, but on

solidification the components separate from one another

and form microscopic crystals of the different metals in-

timately associated, taut not in chemical combination or

solution. A highly magnified section of such an alloy

wduld not show a homogeneous structure, but the indi-

vidual crystals of the pure components could be dis-

tinguished. Alloys of the third class follow the same
general laws on solidification as the alloys of the second

class, but the crystals which separate do not consist of

the pure components, but some of the crystals will be of

one or more of the pure components, while other crystals

wUl be formed of chemical compounds of the different

components.—Aluminium alloys. See *aluminvum.
— Euteotlc alloy, an alloy having such a composition

that it melts at a lower temperature than an alloy of

the same metals having any other composition. See euteo-

«»c.— Upowltz'S alloy, a fusible alloy consisting of S

parts of cadmium, 8 parts of lead, 1 parts of tin, and 16

parts of bismuth. It melts at 168° R, and is used for

castings of delicate objects, as well as for soldering

Britannia metal and other white articles which cannot
withstand high temperature.— Prinaep'B alloys, in

pyrom., a progressive series of alloys of gold, silver, and
platinum employed by James Prinsep for estimating high
temperature^ on the principle that the fusing-points of

pure metals are fixed. This series consists of 10 alloys of

gold and silver, each increased by A of 8ol<l> S""! l** *1"

loys of gold and platinum with a progressive increase of

tic of gold. The temperature of any furnace can readily

be determined by introducing these alloys and noting the
point where fusion begins. See also phrases under meiffl/
and the words gold, sUmr, etc.—Betz alloy,an alloy com-
posed of 15 parts of copper, 2.34 of tin, 1.82 of lead,

and 1 of antimony. It resists the corrosive action of

alkalis and acids.— Steel alloys. The number of these
alloys is very large, since iron alloys readily with most
metals. In the best known, steel is combined with one
or more of the following ' metals ; manganese, nickel,

chromium, titanium, tungsten, aluminium, vanadium,
boron, uranium, copper, tin, and zinc. The term 'steel

alloy' is applied only to steels containing influencing
quantities of metals other than iron.

allspicy (ai'spi-si), a. [allspice + -y^."] "Warm;
resembling allspice in warmth. Sood, Up the
Ehine, p. 217. [Rare.]

AU-the-Talents Administration. See *ad-
ministration. ,

alluranic (al-u-ran'ik), a. [allipxan) + ur(ea)

+ -an + -ic] Noting a weak acid, C6H4N4O4,
formed from alloxan and urea.

Alluring glands. See *gland.

AUurus (a-lii'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. d/lAof, an-
other, + ovpd, tail.] A subgeneric name for

a small group of snail-fishes, of the family
Liparididse, from the depths of the North Pa-
cific.

alluvial, «. 2. A term applied to the most re-

cent or postglacial deposits, which follow the
diluvial deposits ^Alluvial cone. See *i!om.—Al-
luvial fan. Same as /an, 3.

II. n. Alluvial soil; specifically, in Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, gold-bearing alluvial

soil.

alluviated (a-lii'vi-a-ted), p. a. [aMuvium +
-ate^ + -ed^."] Pertaining to or characterized
by alluvial deposits, such as alluvial fans.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 538.

alluviation (a-lu-vi-a'shon), n. [alluvium +
-ation.2 The process of accumulating rock-de-
bris along the lower reaches of slopes by rain-
wash and along the more slowly flowing
stream-courses by loss of overload. Alluvial
fans or cones, alluvial plains or flood-plains,

and slope-waste are the chief products of
alluviation. ChamberUn, and Salisbv/ry, Geol.,

1. 176.

allwhither .(&l'hwiSH"6r), adv. In all direc-

tions. [Rare.]

The swell . . . crumbled up and ran allwkither oilily.

Kipling, Their Lawful Occasions.

allyl, n.—Sulpbocarbamide of allyl, a crystallized

compound obtained by the action of an excess of am-
monium hydrate on the essential oil of mustard. A few
drops of a saturated a£[ueous solution will reverse the
image on a photographic plate and give a direct positive
in the camera.

allylene (al'i-len), n. [allyl + -ene.] The
name given to two isomeric hydrocarbons,
methyl acetylene or propine, CHgC-CH, and
propadiene, 0H2:C:CH2.
allylin (al'i-lin), n. [allyl + -in^.'] A name
given to three ethers of glycerol and allyl al-

cohol known as monoallylin, diallylin, and
triallylin. The last is 03HgO3(C3HB)3.
alma^ (al'mS.), n. [Turk.] A Turkish mea-
sure of capacity, equal to 1.15 gallons.

almacabala (ai'ma-kab'a-la), n. [ML. alma-
cabala, < Ar. al-miiiqdbalah,'' the comparison':
see etym. of algebra and cf. cabala.] The
mystic explanation of numbers and of relations

of numbers.
almacabalic (al-ma-kab'a-lik), a. Of or per-
taining to almacabala.

aloed

alinacen(al-ma-than'),». [Sp.: see magazine.]

A warehouse; a magazine or storehouse.

Some sheep were procured, and from an akituicen dls-

tart about a mile inland, other articles.

Oeog. Jour. (K.. 6. S.), XV. 604.

almdcigo (al-ma'the-go), ». [Sp. mastic]

The West Indian birch, Ierebinth%s Simaruba,

one of the commonest and most characteris-

tic trees of Porto Eioo. Its wood is soft and
of little value. See cacMbou, and West Indian

birch, under birch. [Porto Rico.]

almagrerite (al-ma-gre'rit), m. [Sp. Alma-

grera (see def.) + -ite^.] Anhydrous zinc

sulphate, occurring as a natural mineral in the

Sierra Almagrera in Spain. Also *ziticosite.

almandite (al'man-dit), n. Same as almaridin.

almasca (al-mas'ka), ». A soft gray resin

soluble in chloroform, ether, and absolute al-

cohol: probably derived from Idea hepta-

phylla. Thorpe, Diet. Applied Chem., I. 61.

almeidina (al-ma-de'na), ». [Pg., from th©

name of the first exporter of the product, Joao
Duarte de Almeida.] The commercial name
for a rubber adulterant obtained from the latex

of Foekeamultiflora and Euphorbia rhipsaloides.

It is exported from Angola, and comes into commerce in

the form of dry, somewhat brittle balls about as large as

the fist and almost white in color.

almendor (ai-man-dor'), n. [Pg., almond-tree.]

Geoffraa superba, a tree of the bean family

common in Brazil and Venezuela. Its fruit is

about the size of a walnut, with a greenish-yellow downy
rind and a fleshy pulp Inclosing a hard, nut-like seed.

The fi-uit is boiled and used as food by the Indians, and
the kernel is also eaten. The tree yields a fine, hard

wood. In northern Brazil the Indians (Tupi) call it mari.

[Brazil.]

ahuendro (al-men'dro), n. [Sp. almendro,

almond-tree : see almond.] A name applied in

Guam, the Philippines, and Porto Eico to

Terminalia Catappa, the nuts of which some-
what resemble almonds in shape and flavor.

See Terminalia^, and country almonds, under
almond.
Almen's solution. See *solution.

Almond black. See *blaok.—'Oi3ia, almonds the seeds

of a large tree, Irmngia Gabonensis, of tropical West Af-

rica. They are rich in mucilage and fat, and when
roasted are used for food. See diha-bread and Irvingia.
— Hard-sliell almond, a type of sweet almond having
a nut sometimes as hard as a peach-stone, little valued

except as a stock.— Malabar almond. Same as coun-

try almond (which see, under almond).- Faper-sheU
almond, a thin-shelled type of sweet almond, of the
highest commercial grade. It includes a false variety

with a double shell.— Soft-sbell almond, the ordinary
commercial almond exclusive of the paper-shell. There
are all gradations of hardness in almond-shells.— Tropi-
cal almond, a common name for Terminalia Catappa,
Also Demerara almond.

almond-butter (a'mond-bufer), n. Same as

almond-meal (a'mond-mel), n. The cake left

from almonds, after the oil has been removed
by pressure, coarsely ground.
almond-oil, n— Artificial bitter-almond oil, nitro-

benzene (C8H6NO2), a yellow liquid with a smell like that
of bitter almonds, sometimes used in perfumery. Same
as Twirbane oU.

almondy (a'mon-di), a. [almond + -y^.] Like
almonds in taste or fragrance. Lyell, Life, ii.

132. N. E. D.
alnein (al'ne-in), n. [L. alneus, adj., < alnus,

alder, + -in^.] A coloring matter extracted
from the bark and wood of the alder, birch,

and beech. It produces colors varying from
yellow to brown-black.
Alnitamian (al-ni-ta'mi-an), a. and n. I, a.

Noting stars whose spectrum is of the type of

that of Alnitam. They are characterized by the pre-
dominance of hydrogen lines of the Huggins series (with
fainter Pickering lines), strong helium, protosilicon,
and a line of unknown origin in the cyan-blue having
A = 4649.2.

II. n. An Alnitamian star.

alnoite (al'no-it), n. [Abm, an island of

Sweden, + -ite^.] inpetrog., a name proposed
by Eosenbusch (1887) for an igneous rock hav-
ing the mineral composition of melilite-basalt,
but occurring in dike form. It may also be
considered as an olivin-rich biotite-monchi-
cniite.

Alocasia (al-o-ka'si-a), n. [NL., appar. arbi-
trarily varied from Colocasia.] A genus of

stove foliage plants of 20 or more species be-
longing to the family Aracese, natives of trop-
ical Asia aaid the Malayan Islands. Closely
allied to Colocasia. See cut under *ape'^, 2.

aloed (al'od), p. a. 1. Flavored with aloes;
mixed with aloes; bitter: as, "death's aloed
portion," Felltham.— 2. Shaded with or formed
of aloes: as, " the atoe^ porch," ^rowwiw^. Men
and Women, ii. 30.



alogtic

*i°^,$''S>
"'— Alogtlo add, tetranitroanthraquinone,

Ci4H402(N02)4 + HoO 0). It is prepared by treating
aloes \¥itn nitric acid and is a tetrAasio acid.

aloft, adv.—Alott tbere ! the hail used to call the at-
tention oi the men who are aloft in the rigging or on the
yards or in the tops.—Lay aloft ! (naut.), an order to the
seamen to mount the rigging for the execution ot some
piece of worlt In the tops or on the yards.—Lay down
&om aloft I (^na/ut), a command forthe seamen to cease
work in the upper rigging and to descend to the declt.

alogia (a-16'ji-a), m. [MXi. : see alogy.'j In
pathol., aphasia due to ideational defect.
aloja (a-16'ha), n. [Sp., a beverage made of
water, honey, and spices.] A fermented bev-
erage made from the sweet pods of several
leguminous trees. In Argentina those of the
algarroba, Prosopis alba, and the chanar,
Gourllea aeoorUeans, are used. See *cha!lar.
[South America.]

Alonsoa (a-lon'so-a), n. [NL., from Z. Alonso,
a Spanish officer.]] A genus of very tender
tropical, American, annualplants of the family
Serophulariacese. The cultivated species come mostly
from Peru and Mexico.' There are 6 distinct species and
varieties ; some authors, however, differ with regard to
the number. These plants are cultivated in the open
and very rarely in pots. A. irudsifolia, A. Wa/racewiczii,
A. myrtifolia, and^. Unifolia are the species most com-
monly used. The seeds are sold by most seedsmen.

Alopecia dynamica, loss of hair due to destruction ot
the hair-follicles byulceration, induration, or some other
pathological process.— Alopecia maligna, a severe and
intractable form of alopecia.— Alopecia neuiltica, loss
of hair over the area of distribution of an injured nerve.— Alopecia neurotica, loss of hair due to some func-
tional nervous disorder or trophoneurosis.- Alopecia
presenilis, premature baldness.-Alopecia toxica, loss
of hair accompanying one of the infectious diseases, such
as typhoid fever : supposedly due to the action of the
toxins of the disease.— Alopecia universalis, the falling
of hair from the face and body as well as from the scalp.

alopeke (a-16p'e-ke), n. [Gr. iiTMireKfj^ Attic
contraction of akwrKSKiri, a fox-skin, Ionic fern,

of ahjKeKeioi; adj., <. aTiomj^, a fox.] An ancient
Thraeian head,-dress of fox-skin.

alorcic (a-16r'sik), a. lal(oes) + orc(in) + -ic.']

Noting au acid, C9H10O3-I-H2O, formed in
small amount by fusing aloes with sodium hy-
droxid. It crystallizes in needles which, when
dry, melt at 115° C.

alorcinic (al-6r-sin'ik), a. [al(,oes) + orcin +
-ic] Same as *alorde.

alouette (al-6-et'), n. [F. alouette, a lark, <

OF. alouete, dim. of aloue, < L. alauda, a lark.]

A device for inducing sleep by tiring the eyes
by a pencil of light reflected from a series of
revolving mirrors.

aloxanthin (al-ok-zan'thin), n. A compound
formed by oxidizing barbaloin and socaloin.
It is piobably tetrahydroxymethylanthraguinone, Cj^Hs-
(0H3X0H)402. It consists of orange-colored needles
which melt at 260°-266° C.

Aloysia (al-o-is'i-a), n. [NL., from a personal
name.] A subgenus of plants, of the large
genus JLippia, which contains the commonly
known lemon verbena (i. citriodora). The lemon
verbena is easily grown in common greenhouses. In the
South it may be grown in the open. It is a low-growing,
tender shrub, with long, narrow, pointed leaves, native
to South America.

alpargata (al-par-ga'ta), n. [Sp.] In Spanish-
speaking countries, a kind of sandal or low shoe
with a hemp or rush sole and cloth upper,

alpha, n. 4. [cap.^ The name given by Carl
Neumann, the mathematical physicist, to a
supposed body to which all motion, especially
motion of rotation, is relative. Ithas been said that
Newton originated this idea, but that is incorrect. New-
ton believed that space is a really existing thing, and
he suggested that there might possibly be a body which
is really in absolute rest relatively to real space. The
conception of the body Alpha, which was originated by
Neumann, arose, on the contrary, from a difficulty which
the theory of Leibnitz (that space is not an existent thing,

but is merely an image embodying certain general laws
of the relations between things) meets in the circum-
stance that,according to theaccepteddoctrine ot Newton's
tliree laws of motion, motion ot rotation (as it is ascer-

tained, for example, by Foucault's pendulum expen-
ment) is absolute and not merely relative motion. Neu-
mann, and others who accept Leibnitz's theory of the

,

entire relativity ot space, seek to explain rotation by
supposing that there is a body Alpha, which is not indeed
absolutely at rest as Newton thought it possible that

some body might be (since these persons are ot opinion
that absolute place and absolute motion are phrases
without meaning), but which is the body to which the

motion spoken ot in the three laws ot motion ought to he
understood to be relative. Ernst Mach undertakes to

show that this body Alpha is really the universe as a
whole, which virtually comes to saying that it is the

starry heavens as a whole. The objection to this is that

it makes objects the most remote from any given body
the principal factors which determine the motions of

that body. Now, according to that epistemological psy-

chology which makes space an image embodying the

laws of the relations of things, this image must be sup-

posed to be so constituted as to make those things which
principally affect one another appear to be near one an-

other. According to Tait. there is no need of any body
Alpha, since, so far as rotation and rectilinearity of mo-
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tion are concerned, we have only to assume, as a defini-
tion, that rotation is relative to lines of force Sxed within
a body having no dynamic effects of rotation.— Alpha
paper. See itpaiier.—Alpha rays. See *rayi.

Alpnabet of lllOUEllt, a list of simple ideas by the
combination of which it was supposed by Kaymond LuUy,
the youthful Leibnitz, and perhaps by Spinoza, that
knowledge could he manufactured.— Blind alphabet.
See *&rai22e.—Oeaf-and-diunb alphabet, uie con-
ventional signs or flnger-gestures used by the deaf and
dumb in lieu ot speech. See deoif-^mute.— Missionary
alphabet, a regulated form of the Roman alphabet used
by missionaries in writing the unwritten or imperfectly
written languages of the peoples among whom they work.
About 1830 English and American missionaries adopted
a scheme, substantially that put forth by Sir William
Jones in 1781, tor the transliteration of Asiatic languages,
based upon the Eoman or Continental values of the
vowels. This was extended by conferences ot scholars
held in 1854 and later. The first definite result was the
publication of Lepslus's "Standard Alphabet" (1856.
second edition 1863), and of F. Max MUller's "Church
Missionary Alphabet," in effect a recension of Lepslus's
scheme. This Lepsius-Miiller alphabet has been applied
to the recording ot many hitherto illiterate languages,and,
in one form or another, is used by missionaries throughout
the world. It promises, in the more scientific form now
being worked out in successive recensions by philologists,
to become the general phonetic alphabet ot the world.
See phUological icalphttbets.— 'PbllOloeical alphabets,
modem phonetic forms ot the Roman alphabet as en-
larged, regulated, and controlled for philological pur-
poses. Conspicuous philological alphabets are Lepslus's
"Standard Alphabet" (1855, second edition, 1863 : see
above); Ellis's "Paleeotype" (1869); Sweet's "Romic"
(1877) ; Murray's scheme of notation in the New English
Dictionary (1884); various Continental forms (since about
1875) associated with the names of Sievers, Victor, Fricke,
Storm, Jespersen, and Passy and the Association Pho-
n^tique Internationale of Paris; and the alphabet rec-
ommended' by the American Philological Association in
1877 (see below). Most of the phonetic redactions put
forth by short-hand promoters (since 1840) are based
upon the so-called 'English' values of the vowels, and
are in no sense scientific or philological.

ALPHABET OF
THE AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIA'nON.



alsike

In moist land. It is a tall, weak-stemmed brancMng
species, with small whitish heads which become pinlt.
It is sometimes known as Swedish eloeer.

Alsine (al'si-ne), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1753), <
6r. a^alvti, a plant of unknown identity, < ahsog,
grove or place grown with trees and grass.]
A genus of dicotyledonous plants belonging to
the family Silenacex. See Stellaria.

alstonidine (al-sto'ni-din), n. lAlstonia (see
def . ) + -id + -ine^. ] An alkaloid found in Pala
(AlstOHia) constricta. It crystallizes in needles
which melt at 181° C.
alstonine (arsta-nin), n. [Alstonia (see def.)
+ -tne2.] An alkaloid, C21H20N2O4+3JH2O,
found in the bark of Pala (Alstonia) constricta.
It IS amorphous and was formerly called chlo-
rogenin.

Alstroemeria (al-stre-me'ri-a), n. [NL., from
a personal name.] A genus of cool-house and
stove plants, members of the family Amaryl-
Udacese, with tuberous roots, treated as bulbs.
The species most common in the United States are na-
tives of Brazil, Peru, Chile, and Mexico. A. Pelegrina is

best adapted for greenhouse purposes. In all there are
about 60 described species, found in the tropical and sub-
tropical regions of South America.

Altamaha grits. See *gri^.
altar-book (ftl'tar-buk), n. Same as missal.

altar-boy (Wtaif-boi), n. A boy who serves a
Sriest while he'is officiating at the altar.

tar-motmd (^rtar-moimd), n. A mound of
earth erected over an altar of clay on which
sacrifices were burned. Altar-mounds have
been discovered principally in Ohio.
alteratio (al-te-ra'shi-o), n. [NL. : see altera-
<Jon.] In mensural mime, the regular doubling
of the time-value of a note in certain relations.

The rules governing this were complicated and
arbitrary.

Altered chord, note, or triad, in rmuic, a chord, note,
or triad affected by an accidental and thus changed in
character or significance.

alteregoism (al-tfer-e'go-izm), n. [L. alter

ego, 'another I,' + -ism.'] A narrow altruism
amounting merely to sympathy with persons
who are in one's own case. Amer. Jour. Psychol.,
Xn.470.

alteregoistic (al-tfer-e-go-ist'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to alteregoism.
Altemaria (al-ter-na'ri-^), n. [NL. (Nees von
Esenbeck, 1816), < L. dltemus, alternate, -1-

-aria,'] A genus of hyphomycetous fungi doubt-
fully distmct from Macrosporium. The conidia
are dark-colored, are both transversely and longitudi-
nally septate, and are borne in chains. A. Braesicse occurs
on the cabbage and cauliflower.

alternate a. 4. In elect, same as *aUernat-
ing.

altemater, alternator (al't6r-na-t6r,-tgr), n.

In elect. , an alternating-current dynamo or gen-
erator. It consists of an armature in which electric

power is produced and a magnetic field which produces
the magnetic flux acting upon the armatiue. Accord-
ing to their construction, altematers are : (1) resolvitig

annatwre alternfUers, having the magnet field station-

aiy and the armature revolving ; (2) remAviiig field al-

Revolving Field Altemater.

J terjMters, having the magnet field revolving and the
armature stationary; (3) indwslor aUematers, having
the field coils and armature stationary and the iron

core revolving ; (4) iitduetion or asjfnchronmis olterTiat-

erg, that is, induction motors running as generators above
synchronism. See MniuctUm generator.—Compensat-
ed altemater, an altemater in which the armature re-

action is compensated by acompensating ^exciter (which

see) and the voltage thereby maintained irrespective of

load or character of load, that is, power-factor.—Inductor
altemater, in elect., an altemating-cnrrent generator,

in which field and armature windings are stationary, and
only a toothed iron structure revolves.
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alternating (al'tfer-na-ting), p. a. Specifically,

in elect, periodicaliyreversing or changing the
direction in such a manner that the total ef-

fect in one direction is the same as in the op-

posite direction. An alternating current is a current

consisting of a series of half-waves of equal duration and
equal intensity but opposite direction. One half-wave

is called an alternatuyn, two successive half-waves, or a
complete wave, a cyde. The number of cycles per sec-

ond is tliefreqmncy. Commercial frequencies are 25, 60,

and 125 cycles per second. Since the alternating current
varies from instant to instant, the square-root of the

mean square of the instantaneous values is commonly
employed and called the effective valve of the alternat-

ing current, since it represents the effect or power of the

latter. Under alternating current, alternating electro-

motive force, etc, usually the effective value Is imder-
stood. If the successive half-waves gradually decrease
in intensity, the current is called an oscillating current.

Oscillating currents usually have frequencies of hundred
thousands and millions of cycles per second. They are

produced by condenser discharges and are used in wire-
less telegraphy, etc.—Alternatinggroup. See *groupi.

—Alternating motion. See*ntocum.—Alternating
synunetiy, in crystal. See itsymmetry.

alternation, n. 5. In phytogeog., the discon-
tinuous occurrence of a plant type due to local

variations in the conditions. See the extract.

The term attemation i^nsed to designate that phenom-
enon of vegetation in which a formation recurs at dif-

ferent places in a region, or a species at different points
In a formation.

F.K Clements, Bot. Surv. Neb., VII. 163.

6. In elect, the time of one reversal, or
one half-wave of alternating current. One alter-

nation therefore is one half-cycle. The frequency of an
alternating current formerly was given in alternations
per minute. See ^attemottn^.—AjltltlietiC alterna-
tion Of generations, the alternation between a sexual
generation and an asexual generation which is unlike it

in form or structure or in both; metagenesis. Encyc.
Bra., XXXII. 211.—Homologoua alternation of gen-
erations, the alternation of a sexual generation with an
asexual generation similar to it in appearance.

Homologovi altemation is illustrated by many Algee
and Fungi where offspring of similar appearance are pro-
duced in two different ways, either vegetatively or sexu-
ally. Muye. Brit, XXXII, 214.

alternative I. a.—^Alternative inheritance. See
•ki-nheritance.

H. n.—^Voltaic alternatives, suddenly reversed

falvanic currents.

temativity (al-tfer-na-tiv'i-ti), n. [alterna-

tive + 4ty.'] The power of choosingbetweentwo
alternatives, as between two courses of action;
decision of character. By some writers con-
fused with the power of ethical self-control or
moral inhibition.

alternative (S.l-ter-na-te'v6), o. [It.] lamusic,
noting a movement or section which alternates
with another or is set in contrast with it.

alternator, n. See ^altemater.

alttaionic (al-thi-on'ik). a. [al^cohol) + Gr.
ticlov, sulphur, + -n + -ic.] Derived from
alconol and sulphur Althlonic acid, an old name,
no longer used, for ethyl-sulphuric acid.

altbo, conj. A simplified spelling of although,.

Alticns (al'ti-kus), n. [NL., prop. HalUcus,
< Gr. alTiKdq, good at leaping, < oMeoBai, leap.]
A genus of blennies similar to Salarias. A. sa-
liens lives on lava-rocks about the reefs in the South
Seas, lurking out of water and leaping like a lizard when
disturbed. It is black in color and about 4 inclies in
length.

altilik (al'ti-lik), n. [Turk. *alUUk, < alti, six,

+-Uk, adj. suffix.] TheTurkish six-piaster piece.
altimetric (al-ti-met'rik), a. Same as *altimet-
rical.

He proposed to carry a chain of altimetric observations
to Kara-koshum and Chaklik.

Oeog. Jour., (K. G. S.), XVI, 472.

altimetrical (al-ti-met'ri-kal), a. [altmetry
+ -ic-al.] Relating or pertaining to altime-
try, or the measurement of heights. Blount.
altimetrically (al-ti-met'ri-kal-i), adv. As re-
gards the measurement of heights.
altinichlic (al-ti-nik'lik), n. [Turk, altin, a
gold coin.] A Turkish silver coin, the one-
piaster piece, which has a legal weight of
18.557 grains and a varying value.

altist (alt'ist), n. lalt{o) + -ist] In music,
one who sings the alto part.

Altitude cinde. See *eir<;2e.— Altitude motion, the
motion ofan instrumentwhen it turns on a horizontal axis.
See sextant.— A. K. altitude, the sextant sight measured
in the morningby the navigator for the purpose of obtain-
ing a base from which to calculate the longitude of the
vesseL—Double altitude, the angle between an object
and its reflection in an artificial horizon (ordinarily a
trough of mercury). Such angles are usually measured
with a sextant by an observer on land.— Observed alti-
tude, the angular height of a heavenly body from the
horizon, as measured on the sextant, or other nautical in-
strument of reflection, or the sextant altitude before cor-
rections for semi-diameter, parallax, dip of the horizon,
and refraction are applied.—F. M. altitude, the sextant
sight measured in the afternoon by the navigator for de-
termining the ship's meridian.

alum-cake

Altitudinalindex.^See*ind«». _,.,..., ^
.Altmann's bioSlasts or granules. See *lnMast.

alto^t, adv. phr. See all, adv., 1.

alto-CUmnlus (al-to-kii'mu-lus), n.
;

pi. alto-

cumuli (-li). [L. alius, high, -I- cumulus, heap
(see cumulus).] A cloud, the highest form of

AltD-cumulus.

(From a phototype by J. Vinceut.)

cumulus, appearing in small masses, bright

on the sunny and shaded on the opposite side

;

in the older terminology, a cumulo-cirrus.
They are frequently arranged In rank and file, generally
disappearing in the sunshine, and are then indicative of

dry, pleasant weather. Sometimes this little cloud has a
definite structure as a vortex-ring.

alto-nimbus (al-to-nim'bus), n.; pi. alto-nimbi

(-bi). [L. alius, high, + nimbus, cloud (see

nim'bus).'] A cloud from which rain falls after

it is completely developed, but which in its

first stages is seen to be a dull-colored cloud
at the summit of a mass of air flowing in under
an advancing cumulus or cumulo-nimbus. Shn-
ilar clouds of much greater extent are formed when
broad sheets of air, blowing from the southwest, approach
near a storm-centerand begin to form clouds beforereach-
ing the rain region.

alto-stratus (al-to-stra'tus), n.
;
pi. alto-strati

(-li). [L. alius, high, -1- NL. stratus.] 1. A
thin horizontal sheet of clouds, usually disap-

pearing slowly : apparently a lower layer of
what under favorable circumstances might
have been a cumulus cloud. The outer surface,

melting away at sunset, gives rise to beautiful
sunset cloud-colors by reflection of light from
the sun or the sky beyond the western horizon.— 2. A rather high cloud covering the sky as
a layer whose lower surface is horizontal.
The extreme boundaries of such an alto-stratus
cloud thin away into a series of alto-cumuli.

altro-nutrition (al'tro-nu-trish'on), n. [Ir-

reg. < L. alter, other, -f- nutrition^ Nutrition
carried over to another: applied in the quota-
tion to reproduction viewed in its social and
ethical consequences.
Reproduction is therefore not only ultra-nutrition, in

going beyond the individual, but it is altro-nutritiaa, in
carrying the process to and into another. It is, as we
shall see, the beginning of altruism.

Ward, Pure SocioL, p. 291.

altrotelic (al-tro-tel'ik), a. See the extract.

The few years of schooling is only the very end of a
process that, in a sense, has run tluough eons. The
school merelyputs on the final touches. . . . Letonrneau
speaks of spontaneous and organic training. Nature
first adjusts the body to the physical environment ; then
the social adjustment marks a higher stage. Heredity
is stored up experience. The second stage or division of
education we may call . . . artificial or telic. Art is

here teleologlcal control of nature ; if it is directed by
another it is o^troeeZic; and when it becomes subjective
it is autotelic. The telic aspect begins when we enter
the social sphere. O. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 447.

altrtdstic, a. 2. Pertaining to that theory of
ethics which regards altruism as the highest
motive.
aludel, n. In modem times it has been applied almost
exclusively to the thin earthen condensers used in the
collection of mercury at the reduction-worlis atAlmad^n,
Spain.

aluff (a-luf), adv. Naut, of sails, in the posi-
tion when the helm is put down, or alee, so
that the vessel is thrown up into the wind and
the sails shake or slat.

alum, n.— Alum bath, a saturated solntion of potas-
sium alum. It is used in photography to check the frill-

ing of plates or the blistering of paper.—Alum scSiSt.
Same as alum shale.— Porous alum, the trade-name of
aluminium sulphate obtained by evaporation of its solu-
tion and to which, just before solidification, a small
quantity of sodium carbonate is added with stirring of
the pasty mass. The evolution of carbon-dioxid gas in
bubbles puffs up the material to a spongy condition,
which becomes permanent on setting.

alum-cake (al'um-kak), ». The dried mass
left after the treatment with strong sulphuric
acid of kaolin or fairly pure clay which has



alum-caEe

been roasted, it consists essentially of alnmininm
sulphate, but includes, mixed witli it, the silica derived
from the clay. Also alum-clay cake.

aJlim-eartll, n. 2. A loose clay containing
iron pyrites from which alum may be made.

oiten occurs with beds of lignite, and usu- especially useful for welding conductor-rails, defective
ally contains rather less silica than the more —" ^ —'" "' *"""' *"' *""'"—

'
*"

oomjjaot alum slate.

alumian (a-lu'mi-an), n. [aXuim^vm) + -an.]
A doubtful alumiiiium sulphate (perhaps AI2-
S2O9) found in Spain.

Alumina cream, freshly precipitated aluminium hydrate
held in suspension in water.

alummium, n. Aluminium melts at 65i.6° C, and
the tensile strength of hars made of it is about 28,000
pounds a square inch. The commercial production of
the metal began about 1888, the process most largely
used, as at Pittsburg and Niagara, being that of Hall, in
which anhydrous alumina from bauxite is dissolved in a
bath of fused cryolite in the presence of carbon and elee-
trolyzed by a current of 6 or 7 volts and 7,000 amperes.
The price has been brought down from $15 to 30 cents a
pound, and the annual output increased from 3 to many
thousand tons per annum. The only moderate strength
of the metal, certain difficulties in working It (as, for in- .. _„ ^. _^
stance, in soldering), and its chemical alterability under nlnmiTint.'hprTnwCfl-li-i'Tni.Tin thhv'jni^ n TNT,some conditions have tended to limit its applications,

aiummounermy (a-lu mi-no-tner mi;, n. LJNIj.

Among the more recent uses made of It may be men- alumxnum + br. rep/*)?, heat.] bame as *alwim-
tioned the etching of designs for theatrical and other nofhermies.
posters, substitution for copper In wire for the ttansmis- alum-meal (arum-mel), ». Alum as obtained
slon of electric currents, the manufacture of a silver-like {„ _„„i, p-vstals at its fiTst nrvRtalli/atioTi bvpaint from the powder, and the production of a very high "^ small crystals, at its Mst crystallization

j
Dy

temperatiu-e by rapid combustion of the powder in ad- rapid cooling, with agitation, ot a hot solution.
mixture with sodium dioxid. See *alummothermics.— allindum (a-lun'dum), n. [L. al(,ms), other, +
Aluminium brass, an alloy of aluminium, ainc, and (eor)'UMdum.'\ An artiflcial abrasivemade in an
cop5er produced either by mtroducmg metallic alu- "lopf-ip (nr^^op, and iisfid a<! a siib<!tit,iitfi forminium Into melted brass, or by Introducing zinc into

eieoiric lurnace ana usea as a suDSiiiuie lor

melted aluminium bronze. The proportion of alumin- corundum.
ium varies from 1 to 5.8 parts, that of copper from 56,8 alllTglte (a-16r'jit), TO. [Gr. alovpyi/i, purple (lit.
to 77.5, and that of zinc from 21 to 43. The metal is 'wrought in the sea,' with reference to the
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other very important application of the aluminothcrmic
process is to welding. In this thermit (which see) is

placed in a specially prepared crucible of refractory ma-
terial and the reaction is started by means of an igniter.
The fluid mass of iron produced is poured Into a mold
placed around the joint to be welded. This process is

especially useful for welding conductor-rails, defective
castings, and parts of broken machinery which must be
repaired at the places where they are in use. When the
aluminothermlc process Is used for the separation of
metals, an important by-product is farmed, namely, the
melted aluminium oxid or alumina. It is an artificial

corundum and has been called coruMn, Its uniform
hardness makes it far superior to natural corundum or
emery for grinding and polishing purposes. A great ob-
stacle in the way of the use of aluminothermlc processes
has been the lack of some means of starting the reaction,
which requires a high temperature. Dr. Goldschmidt
accomplishes this by using an igniter consisting usually
of a readily reducible oxid, such as barium peroxid,
mixed with finely powdered aluminium. The reaction
of this mixture may be started by means of a match. A
pinch of this mixture placed upon the thermit or other
aluminothermlc mixture will serve to start the reaction.
Once started, the main reaction will propagate , Itself,

since the temperature produced Is probably above 3000° C.

,

and higher than can be obtained in any other artificial

way except by the electric arc,

genuine purple dye from the purple-fish as dis

tinguished from imitations made on land, <

oA?, sea, + ipyov, work), + -dte^. ] Amanga-
nese-miea, varying from purple to cochineal
red, froin St. Marcel, Piedrnont.

very ductile and malleable, and its tensile strength is
far above that of ordinary brass.—Aluminium hypo-
chlorite. A solution of tMs salt prepared by the interac-
tion of solutions of bleaohlng-powder and aluminium
sulphate has been used in bleaching under the name
WUion's liqimr. It has been applied chiefly In the prep-
aration of paper stock, but it may also be used as a
preservative and disinfectant and in mordanting cloth Alutera (a-lu'te-rS), n. [NL., < L. aluta, soft

'i'i'„2j'f,i?S™ ^JS^SSH prooesaes. See -tfroeess.- leather.] A genus of file-fishes remarkableAluminium pyrolignite. a trade-name for aluminmm *„„ j.i,„. i„„j.i,„_„ „i,j„ „„j i„„„ t,„j„. i!„„„j
acetate, largely used in sofution as a mordant in dyeing. 10' their leathery skin and lean body : found
— Aluminium solder. Very nearly pure zinc has been m tropical seas, A. monoceros is the oom-
recommended for soldering articles of aluminium, but monest species.
the process is still a difficult and unsatisfactory one, AliraTina ^al-irn'n' 1la^ n TNT. 1 A crAniia nt
chiefly in consequence of the high conducting power and -a-lVanUSJal-va n-us), TO. L^i^-J A genus ot

high specific heat of aluminium.-Alumli&um steeL small darters of the t&mi\j Percidse. A. late-

Bee *<tee;i.^Alumlnium sulphate, a1b(S04)318H20, raUs is found in northern Mexico,
a substance manufactured from Dauxlfe, kaolin, or cryo- a'\'mkat.o Cnl'v5 fit> n FT. nlmentiii >ir>llnwArl
lite, used In makine alnm_ nlarifvinir drinkino..watV.i.,

aiVCaie (al Ve-at), a. lU. OmeatUS, nOllOWea
out like a trough or tray, < alveus, a trough,
tray : see atoeM«.] BsxaQ aa aloeated.

lite, used In making alum, clarifying drinking-water,
purifying sewage, preparing size, etc.—Aluminium
zinc, an alloy of aluminium and zinc. These two metals
are combined In various proportions, and the alloy ob-
tained is generally harder thau aluminium but very
brittle, unless the proportion of zinc Is very small. The
further addition of copper makes a very stiff metal,
well adapted for castings.—Bromide of aluminium, a
salt prepared by saturating hydrobromic acid with gelat-
inous aluminium hydrate and then carefully evaporat-
ing to dryness. It Is used in photograpliy in sensitizing
collodion, one grain to the ounce.—Wolfram alumin-
ium, an alloy of aluminium and tungsten, used largely
for military equipments. The metal rolls, draws, and
spins well.

alvelos (ai've-los), «. The milky resinous juice
of EuphorMa heterodoxa, indigenous to Brazil

:

a yellowish-white syrupy substance used in
medicine.
alveola (al-ve'o-la), to.j pi. alveolee (-le). [NL.
fern.: see ahieolm.] In bot. : (a) One of the
pits in a receptacle after the' removal of the
flowers, especially in the heads of composite
plants. (6) A pore in a fungus, as Polyporus.
(c) The depressed perithecium in certain fungi,

aluminlze (a-lu'mi-mz), v. t.: pret. and pp. W ^neuepr«8seupBnciieciuiDm oerDamiungi.

n^n.) + ,.il^]' To apply al^m^r a salt of ^alu- It^^y^S-X^Jl^* ? °'ni*^^» ,r

°

minium to (a material, as cloth),

alumino-. A oombining form (with siUeate,

phosphate, etc.) of aluminum, aluminium. The
feldspars are all aluminosilicates.

aluminoferric (a-lix"mi-no-fer'ik), a. See the
following.— Aliuninoferric cake, the trade-name for
aluminium sulphate when it contains a considerable
quantity of ferric Efulphate derived from iron occurring as
an Impurity In bauxite or china clay.

altuninol (a-lu'mi-nol), ». [alumin{ium) +
-ol.'] A trade-name for j3-naphtholdisulpho-
nate of aluminium, Al2(CioHgOH(S03)2)3.
It combines the astringency of alum with the
antiseptic power of naphthol.

alununothermic (a-lu"mi-no-th6r'mik), a.

Pertaining to or produced by aluminothermy

;

producing high temperatures by the combus-
tion of finely divided metallic aluminium.
Elect. World and Ungin., Feb. 13, 1904,

contact with the alveolar point of the upper
front teeth, as the consonants *, d, n, I Alveo-
lar abscess, a deep-seated gum-boil.—Alveolar angle,
in anthrop., the angle formed by the lines drawn from
the alveolar point to the baslon and to the nasion.

—

Alveolar hjrpothesis, the doctrine or opinion that the
reticulated appearances in protoplasm are due to the
walls of contiguous vesicles or alveoli, and that this
foam-like structure is the universal fundamental struc-
ture of protoplasm.—Alveolar line, in (franiom., the
continuation of the lateral margin of the anterior na^al
aperture to the anterior nasal spine. Harrison Allen,
Jour. Acad. H^at. ScL, X. 418.

alveolar-dorsal (al-ve'*'o-lar-d6r'sal), a. Alveo-
lar and dorsal. Stiid. iTate Psych.'Lah.,'^. 105.

Alveolites (al^'ve-o-li'tez), n. [NL., < L. alveo-

lus, dim. of aheus, a cavity, -I- 4tes, E. -jfe2.]

Agenus of extinct tabulate corals. They grow in
spreading or branching masses composed of contiguous
corallites opening obliquely on the surface with semi-
lunar apertures ; the septa are represented by rows of
splnules and mural pores are present. This coral is very
abundant in the Silurian and Devonian.aluminotlierillics (a-11i'''mi-n6-th6r'miks), ...

lahminium, + thermics.] A collective name for alveololabial (al-ve"'o-lo-la'bi-al), a. Pertain-

the processes in which high temperatures are ing to the lips and to the alveolar processes,

produced by the chemical combination of alveololingual (al-ve"o-16-ling'gwal), a. Per-

oxygen and aluminium, it has been known for taining to the tongue and to the alveolar pro-

some time that high temperature could be obtained by the cesses,
formation of alumina, but the operation was not practi- alveolonasal (al-ve''''6-16-na'zal), a. In era-

^l?ffl"by' SrHTs'SoW^ciS^^Th^f "tSZ «»««•' -«l^ti?,g to thealveolar point and to the

mixing finely powdered aluminium with some pulverized nasion . as, tne aweQlonasai line,

metallic oxid (e. g., FesO^), and then raising the tempera^ alveolUS, n. (A) In the shells of belemuites or fossil

ture to the point where reaction takes place through dibranchiate cephalopods, the conical cavity at the an-
whioh the aluminium deprives the other metal of its terior end.
oxygen, forming AI2O3. This reaction generates a great Alvine calculi, Intestinal concretions which result from
quantity of heat and a very high temperature. J3t» pro- the inspissation of portions of the fecal contents,
cess is used toitbe production of pure metals which jt -i—ii.- rai'„=n-\ ,» r Jlmt> i-n Wm-wmr -1- «"fo>2 1
has not before been possible to isolate completely and ^i^P® (^ ''

L-,-
<-

-^lorway + -»«B».J

in a pure form, such as chromium, manganese, ,etc. An. A Silicate resembling zircon m form, but oon-

Amanita
tainingyttrium andprobablythorium and other
rare elements : found in Norway.
aly (a'li), a. [ale + -^1.] Of, pertaining to,

like, or characteristic of the use of ale : as, an
aly tale ; an aly taste ; an aly nose.

AlYpia (a-lip'i-a)j n. [NL. (Huebner, 1825),
said to be < Gr. ahmla, freedom from grief.]

A genus of agaristid moths containing several
species which inhabit the United States. One
of them, A. ocUrniavuLata, occurs abundantly in the lai'val

state upon grape-vines, which It Injures by devouring the
foliage.

A. M. A. An abbreviation of American Med-
ical Association.

ama-ama (a''''ma-^'ma), n. [Hawaiian.] A
Hawaiian name of the common mullet, Mugil
cephalus. It is a food-fish of very superior
quality, and is reared in artificial ponds in that
region.

amacrine (a-mak'rin), a. [Gr. a- priv. -I- /^a-

Kp6i, long, "-I- Iq (-IV-), muscle, in pi. fiber.]

Not having long fibers : a term applied to an-
axone nerve-cells, sometimes called spongio-

blasts, found in the inner molecular layer of

the retina of the eye.

amaldar, n. 2. In India, an agent or man-
ager; in some districts, a revenue-collector.
Also written amildar.

Amalgamated plates. See *plate.

amalgamating-pan (a-mal'ga-ma-ting-pan"),
TO. Ingold^ and silver-milling, a pan-shaped ma-
chine with a revolving muller for grinding ores

in order to extract the precious metals from
the resulting pulp with the aid of mercury.
The use of chemicals and heat is sometimes
required, especially for silver ores.

amalgamation, n.—Baxrel amalgamation, a pro-
cess of amalgamation in which the ore to be treated Is

charged into revolving barrels and there the precious
metals are imlted with mercury. In the United States
the barrel-process has been replaced by the pan-process,
while In Europe and In South and Central America it is

still In use.— Kroncke's process of amalgamation,
a Chilean amalgamation process, in use since 1862, adapted
chiefly for ores from the deeper workings, which carry,
besides some native silver and chlorid, much argentlte,
proustite, pyroargyrite, and polybasite. The active re-

agent is a hot solution of cuprous chlorid which is pre-
pared separately. The operation is carried on in rotating
wooden barrels, and lead or zinc is employed as a meana
of decomposing the calomel.—Baw amalgamation,
the amalgamation of silver ore vrithout a preliminary
chlorldizing roast.— Roast amalgamation, amalgama-
tion of silver ore after a preliminary chlorldizing roast.
See chloridize.

amalic (a-mal'ik), a. [Formation not obvious.]
Noting an acid, Oj2Hi4Ni08, formed by the
oxidation of oaffein or wieobromine; tetra-
methyl alloxantin.

Amanist (a-ma'nist), TO. lAmana, a group of
villages in Iowa (< Amana, a mountain men-
tioned in Cant. iv. 8), -1- -is*.] A member of a
German religious community properly known
as the " True Inspiration Society." Itoriglnated
as a religious sect in Germany In the seventeenth cen-
tury, was much persecuted there and elsewhere on the
confinent of E\u-ope, removed to the United States in
1842, and became communistic. The community settled
first at Ebenezer, near Buffalo, New York, but removed,
in 1866 and the following years, to Amana, near Cedar
Sapids, Iowa, where it forms a group of seven villages,
engaged in agriculture and manufactures, and sharing
things in common under the rule of a president and sev-
eral trustees elected by the people. Its members believe
in the plenary Inspiration of the Bible, and make it their
sole creed, differing little in their beliefs from Lutherans.
They have no rite of baptism, do not believe in eternal
punishment, and, like the Quakers, disapprove of war and
are non-resistants.
They disbelieve in
ceremonies and In
gaiety of all kinds,
have no clergy, and
no preaching ex-
cept when God
raises up an 'in-

spired instrument,'
but all are devout
church-^oers. See
insiniraHonut.

Amanita (am'^a-

ni'ta), TO. [NL.,
< (xT. afiavirai,

pi., a sort of

fungi.] 1. In
mycol., a genus
of fungi of the
family Agaricor
ceee, restricted

by recent au-
thors to white-
spored species
having the stem
provided with
bothanannulus,
or ring, and a

Antanitopsis plutnbea.

'After figure in Eneler and Prantl's
" Pflanzenfamilien.'i) ' ' :

*



Amanita
volva. Over 50 species have been described,
a number of which are common and widely dis-
tributed throughout temperate regions.

—

Z.
II. c] A plant of this genus Fly amanita, a
name frequently applied to Amanita mvscaria, a poison-
ous species.— Orange amanita, a common name for A.
esBsaruZt a large edible species having an orange-colored
pileus. — Folson amamta, a name applied to A. phtd-
loiaes, a white species which is extremely poisonous.

Amanitopsis(a-man-i-top'sis), n. [NL.(Eoze,
1879), < Amanita -t- i>\>u:, view.] A genus of
white-spored agarics having a volva but no an-
nulus. A. plumbea is a common and widely dis-
tributed species. See cut on preceding page.

amanous (am'a-nus), a. [Gr. d- priv. + L. ma-
nus, a hand.] Without hands or manus : some-
times applied to birds. [Bare.]
amaranth, ». 4. Sajae a,s purple heart— 5. An
acid dyestuff, of the monoazo type, which dyes
wool and silk a pure bluish red that is moder-
ately fast to light and milling. It is known
by various other names, as azo acid-ruMne, Bor-
deaux S, andfast red.—Amaranth spirit, a trade-
name for one of the solutions of chlorid of tin used
as a mordant in dyeing. These solutions are now much
less used than they were before the introdaction of the
coal-tar dyes.—Low amaranth,one of the tumbleweeds,
Amaranttts blitoideBf of the prauie States resembling A.
^raecizanSf but more spreading. Also prostrate or spread-
ing amaranth.— Roukh amaranth, the pigweed, Ama-
rawthus retroJUceus.— Spiny amaranth, a tropical weed,
Amaranthw spinosus, recently spread in waste places
fwm Virginia to Missouri aud southward. It Is a stout>
bushy species and the stems bear slender spines. Also
caAled eardess-wsed and red careless-weed.— Spreading
amaranth. Same as low *amaranth.—Thorny ama-
ranth. Same as spiny -^amarantft.

amarantite (am-a-ran'tit), n. [amarant, pro-
per form of amaranth, H- -jte2.] A hydrous
iferric sulphate occurring in slender prismatic
crystals and bladed masses of an amaranth-red
«olar. Also called hohmannite. *

amargosa (a-mar-go'sa), n. [Sp. amargoso,
bitter.] A name in Guam and the Philippines
.of -the balsam-pear and the balsam-apple {Mo-
mordiea Charantia and M. Balsamina), gourd-
like plants with palmate leaves and warty,
jeUow fruit which bursts open when ripe, dis-

playing the seeds surrounded by a red aril.

Simaric (a-mar'ik), a. [L. amarus, bitter, -I-

-ic.'] Of a bitter nature Amaxic acid, an acid,
C23H2QO3 + H2O, formed by boiling benzamarone with
alcoholic sodium hydroxid. It is crystalline and easily

forms an anhydrid.

amaril (am'a-ril), n. [L. amarus, bitter + -il.'\

The hypothetical poison of the Bacillus ictero-

ides, regarded by some as the cause of yellow
fever.

amaroid (am'a-roid), n. [L. amarus, bitter, +
-md.'] A name proposed to designate those
bitter substances which have a definite com-
position but do not belong to one of the recog-
nized classes of compounds such as glucosides

or alkaloids.

amaroidal (am-a-roi'dal), a. [amaroid + -asZ.]

1. Somewhat bitter in taste.— 2. In pharm.,
resembling a bitter in properties.

Amasonia (am-a-so'ni-a), n. [NL., named for

Thomas Amason, an early American traveler.]

A genus of greenhouse shrubs from tropical

America, of the family Verbenaceee : sometimes

frown for the long, persistent, hairy, yellow
owers. A. calycina is the only common spe-

cies in the United States. There are about six

species, but they are not much known in cul-

tivation,

amastia (a-mas'ti-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 'a/iaaria,

< a/iaaTO(, without breasts, < a- priv. + /laaro^,

breast.] Congenital absence of the nipples or

of the entire breasts.

amasty (a-mas'ti), n. Same as *amastia.

amaurosis, n. - intoxication amaurosis, blindness

due to the action of some systemic poison, such as alcohol

or tobacco.

Amaurotic family Idiocy, a form of idiocy accompa-
nied by constant and irremediable retinal lesions caus-

ing blindness. Lancet, June 25, 1804.

amaxophobia (am-ak-so-fo'bi-a), n. [Prop.

*hamaa;ophobia, < Gr. a/ia^a, a wagon, -1- -<popia,

< <i>oj3elv, fear.] A morbid fear of vehicles.

amazia (a-ma'zi-a), «. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. -)-

/iaZ6g, breast.] Congenital absence ofthe mam-
mary glands.
Amazoman group, in geol., a term applied to rocks

of Cretaceous age along the Rio Funis, Brazil, and re-

garded as equivalent in part to the Upper Chalk or
Maestrichtian of Europe.

Amazonianism (am-a-z6'ni-an-izm), n. The
state or condition oi Amazons ; Amazonian
customs and conditions which develop in a
certain state of society

;
particularly, the sup-

posed Amazonian revolution of the women
against prevailing hetserism. McLennan.
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Amazonism (am'a-zon-izm), n. The supposed
supremacy and rule of women in primitive

society : an interpretation of the facts of de-

scent traced in the female line, and the con-

sequent supremacy of the male relatives of

the wife over her husband. Ward, Pure So-

ciol., p. 338.

Amazonomachia (am''a-zon-o-mak'i-a), n.

[NL., <Gr. 'Afta^iyv, Amazon, '+ ^d;);?/, fight.]

In Gr. anUq., a battle of Amazons. There were
several of these mythic battles : (1) the invasion of Xiycia

by the Amazons
; (2) the invasion of Phiygia by the

Amazons ; (3) the battle with Hercules, his 9th labor,

in which Hippolyta, queen of the Amazons, was slain

;

(4) the battle with Theseus to liberate Antiope ; (5) the
battle at the close of the Trojan War, when the Amazons
came to the assistance of Priam ; (6) the invasion by the
Amazons of the island of Leuce at the mouth of the
Danube. Since it furnished many interesting arrange-

ments of men, women, and horses in action, the Amazon-
omachia was a favorite subject with Greek aitists. The
finest representation of it now in existence is a series of

Amblystomatidse

ambiciliate (am-bi-sil'i-at), a. [L. avM-, on
both sides, + NL. ciliatus, ciliate.] In ichtk.,

having the scales on both sides of the body
edged with minute teeth. [Rare.]

Ambicolurate fish appear to be always what one may
call * ambiciliate ' also.

Amazonomachia, from a Sarcophagus in the Louvre.

bas-reliefs, in the British Museum, which was found in
the ruins of the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus. It was
often represented in the decoration of vases.

A.M.B. An abbreviation of the Latin Artium
Mechanicarum Baeoalaureus, Bachelor of the
Mechanic Arts, a title conferred by some col-

leges.

ambach, n. Same as *aml>atch.

ambagiousness (am-ba'jus-nes), n. lamba-
gious + -ness."} The quality of being amba-
gious, roundabout, or indirect.

ambatcbi (am'bach), n. [See ambash.'] The
pith-tree of the Nile, .Mschyn^omene Elaphrox-
ylon, a thorny shrub or small tree of extraor-
dinarily quick growth : a characteristic plant
of the waters of tropical Africa. Its xmcom-
monly light, spongy wood is used for floats

and small rafts. See ambash.
ambeer, ambier (am'ber), n. [Perhaps due in
some way to amber, in allusion to its color.]
Tobacco-juice. Joaquin Miller. [Local, XJ. S.]

amber'', n.—Drawn amber, amber which has been
dragged out of the sea with nets and rakes.— Fit amber,
amber mined from pits or diggings. It usually has a
friable brown crust. Distinguished from stra/nd and sea
amber, from which this coating has been worn by the
action of sea and sand.— Sea amber, amber washed up
by the sea (from deposits under the sea or on the coast) or
dredged from its depths. Also called sea-stone.

—

Strand
amber, water-worn amber found on a coast or strand.

amber-beds (am'bfer-bedz), n. pi. A deposit
of glauconitic sands of Lower Oligocene age,
developed along the coast of the Baltic Sea
near Kiinigsberg, in the lower part of which is

a band containing considerable quantities of
amber. The sands carry marine fossils, but the amber
incloses insects, spiders, and centipeds, together with
the fruit, flowers, seeds, and leaves of a large number of
land plants.

amberiferous (am-bfer-if'er-us), a. Amber-
bearing or amber-producing.

The west coast of Denmark ... is included in this
aimberiferaus region. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 208.

amberite (am'be-rit), »!. [amber k--ite^.'^ One
of the modern explosives known as smokeless
powders, it contains 40 per cent, of nitroglycerin,
56 per cent, of soluble guncotton, and 4 per cent, of
camphor, vaseline, or some equivalent substance.

amber-jack (am'b6r-jak), n. A name given to
large species of the genus Seriola, as S. lalandi
and S. dumerili.

amberous (am'b6r-us), a. Amber-colored ; like
amber.

Its chambers paved with aniberovs lights.

The Century, Aug., 1890, p. 600.

amber-snail (am'b6r-snal), n. A species of
Succinea.

amber-tree, n. 2. The extinct tree Pinites
succinifer, which yielded most of the amber of
the Baltic region.

ambiance (an-bi-ans'), n. [F. {Kouveau La-
rousse), < ambiant = E. ambient. The E. form
would be *ambienee.'] Environment: in art,

the arrangement of accessories and surround-
ings to support the main effect intended.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1894, p. 439.

ambicolorate (am-bi-kul'or-at), a. [L. ambi-,

on both sides, + coloratus, colored.] Having
both sides of the body colored: applied specifi-

cally to abnormal examples of flatfishes, colored

on both sides, which are normally white be-

neath. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1894, p. 435.

ambicoloration (am-bi-kul-o-ra'shgn), n. [L.

ambi-, on both sides, + coloration.\ In zool.,

the property or fact of having both sides

colored. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1894, p. 432.

Ambient vein. See *vein.

ambier, n. See *ambeer.

ambilation (am-bi-la'shon), n. [ambi- + (re)-

lation.'] A relation in which every individual

object of the universe of discourse stands to

every other ; a pene-eoexistence.

ambisinistrous (am-bi-sin'is-tms), a. [L.

ambi-, on both sides, + sinister, left.] Same
as ambilevous.

ambital (am'bi-tal), a. [ambit + -ai.] Of or

pertaining to the ambitus or margin of the sheU
or test, as in echinoderms.

ambitty (am-bit'i), a. [Prob. a factory pron.
of P. invitr^ (an!'''vi"tra'), unvitrified, < in-, L.

in-, neg., + vitre, < L. vitrum, glass.] In glass-

manuf., devitrified in the pot duringthe time it

is being worked, as glass.

ambitus, n. 6. In Gregorian music, the range
or compass of a melody.— 7. In the flat sea-
urchins or echinoids, the peripheral or equa-
torial area of the test which is not traiissected
by the ambulacra.
Amblotberiidx (am-bl6-the'ri-i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Amblotherium + -irfas.] A family of
primitive mammals in which the molars bear
a tritubercular blade and a posterior talon:
from the Jurassic of North America and Great
Britain.

Amblotherium (am-bl6-the'ri-um), n. [NL..
for *Amblytherium, < Gr. a/i^^vg, sluggish, +
di/plov, wild beast.] The typical genus of the
family Amblotheriidse : regarded by some au-
thors as synonymous with Peraspalea;, Phas-
colestes, and Stylodon.

AmblycephaUds (am-bli-se-fal'i-de), n.pl.
[NL., < Amilycephalns -\- -idee.] A family of

harmless tropical snakes found in South Amer-
ica and Asia. The pterygoids, which are widely sepa-
rated from the quadrates, do not reach beyond the plane
of the occipital condyle. On account of the size of the
head, the species (about 30 in number) bear some resem-
blance to venomous snakes.

amblyctaromatic (am-bli-kro-mat'ik), a. [6r.

a/j.p?.v(, dim, -I- jfp«i/zo, color.] Feebly stain-

ing : applied to certain myelocytes occurring
in marrow. Opposed to *trachychromatie.

Amblygobius (am-bli-go'bi-us), ». [NL., < Gr.
a/i^Xic, dull, blunt, -I- li.gobius, goby.] A genus
of gobies in the East Indies.

amblyopia, n. Failing sight, as distinguished
from amaurosis or total blindness.
amblyoscope (am'bli-o-skop), n. [Gr. afil3M(,

dim, dull, obtuse, + bko-kcIv, view.] A stereo-
scope each lateral half of which has indepen-
dentmotion , whereby a fusion of the two images
can be effected under any conditions of diver-
gence or convergence of the visual axes. Lan-
cet, July 18, 1903.

ambljrpod (am'bli-pod), n. [Gr. d/i/3/,uf, blunt,
-t- irot;f, foot."] A member of the order Am-
blypoda, a group comprising a large number
of extinct ungulates.
Amblypomacentrus (am"bli-p6-ma^sen'trus),
n. [NL., < Gr. afiPUg, dull, blunt, + (!) Poma-
centrus.] Aname given to a section ofthe genus
Pomacentrns, small reef-fishes known as dam-
sel-fishes or demoiselles.

Amblyrhiza (am-bli-ri'za), n. [NL., '< Gr.
aiipXvi, blunt, + pi^a, root'.] An extinct genus
of rodents, allied to Chinchilla, from the Post-
tertiary of the AntiHes.
amblystegite (am-blis'te-jit), n. [Gr. d/ijSXif,

blunt, -I- arty?!, roof, chamber, -I- -ite'^. The
name alludes to the form of the crystals.] A
variety of hvpersthene from the andesite of
the Laacher See in the Eifel, originally de-
scribed as an independent species.
Amblystomatidae (am'bli-sto-mat'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Amblystoma{t-) +--ida.] .'?ame as Am-
blystomidx.



amboceptor

amboceptor (am-bo-sep'tor), n. [L. a7w6o,both,
+ (,re)ceptm:'i -A. specifio adaptation-product,
the result of immunization, which unites the
corresponding complement with the receptor
of the cell or cellular product for which it has
a special affinity. See *immunity. Also copula,
desmon,fixator, immune body, intermediary body,
jyreparator.

The excessive or lateral cbains, being useless to the
cells in which they are produced, are cast off ahd appear
in the body juices as iutermediary bodies or ' eeptors,'
which, according to their nature, ai'e designated uni-
ceptors (antitoxins, etc.) and amiboceptars (intermediary
bodies). Science, July 8, 1908.

Ambocoelia (am-bo-se'li-a), ». [NL., < Gr.
anjiuv, a raised edge, + leoiXia, belly.] A genus
of small spire-bearingbraohiopodswith smooth
or spinous valves: abundant in the Devonian
and Carboniferous rocks.

Ambonychia (am-bo-nik'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
afiflcM, a raised edge, + Swf, talon.] The
typical genus of the family Ambonychiidse.

Ambonychiidse (am-bo-ni-M'i-de), n. [NL., <

Ambonychia + -idee.'] A family of peleeypod
or acephalous moUusks. They have mytUilorm
shells with no auricle and with the anterior adductor
muscle obsolete, no hinge-teeth, ligament external, and
byssal gape small. It is highly characteristic ot the early
Silurian faunee and has a few Devonian representatives.

Amboyna button or pimple. See *button.

ambroid (am'broid), n. The trade-name of a
substance made from the inferior pieces of
amber. See the extract.

The inferior pieces of amber are made into what is

called arribroid. The pieces are washed and dried, coated
on the outside with some chemical, and are then moulded
with the aid of heat and pressure.

Sdentijic American, Sept. 16, 1890,

ambrosia, m. 3. The food of certain wood-boring
beetles, consisting of various hyphomycetous
fungi found associatedwith the beetles in their
galleries, and said by some authors to be prop-
agated by them, each species of beetle using
a particular species of fungus.

Their [ambrosia-beetles'] food consists not of wood,
but of a substance to which the name ambroHa has been
given, and which is a coating formed by certain minute
fungi and propagated on the walls of their galleries by
the beetles. The action of the fungus produces the char-
acteristic stain in the wood.

Tearbook CT. S. Dept. Agr., 1896, p. 421.

ambrosia-beetle (am-br6'zia-be''''tl), n. Any
one of a group of beetles' of the family Sco-
lyiidx, which burrow in the wood of different

trees, and in their burrows cultivate certain
fungi known as ambrosia. See *ambrosia, 3.

Thirty species belonging to 6 genera in the
United States are known to have this habit.

—

COBmopolilian ambrosia-beetle, a scolytid beetle of
wide distribution, Xyleborus saxeseni.— OsijE ambrosia-
beetle, an American scolytid beetle, Xyleborus affi/nis.

Ambrosiacese (am-bro-zi-a'sf-e), n. pi, [NL.
(Eeichenbaeh, 1828), < Ambrosia + -a^ese.'] A
family of dieotyledonousj sympetalous plants
of the order Campanwlales, the ragweed family

:

chiefly distinguished from the Asteracese, in
which it is included by many authors, by hav-
ing the stamens (usually 5) separate, or the
anthers merely connivent, so as not to be
truly syngenesious. There are 8 genera and about
65 species, mostly American, coarse weeds, some bearing
burs. Amlyromi, the ragweed, is the type, and the two
other best-known genera are Iva and XarUhium.

ambrosial, «. 2. Pertaining to the senses of

taste and smell : a forced use.

While yet in the animal state man learns to enjoy the
ambrosial senses in partaking ot food and drink and in

inhaling the air laden with many paiticles given oB by
natural bodies.

J. W. Powell, Amer. Ethnol. Kep., XIX. llx.

Ambrosian, a—Ambroslanhymn, anyhymn attrib-

uted to St. Ambrose (340-397) or his school. The title is

generally considered as applying to twelve hymns char-

acterized by their lack of rhythm and their austere

simplicity. The 'Te Deum ' commonly called ' Ambro;
sian ' is thought now to be a translation of an ancient

Greek hymn. ,. , i

ambrosine (am'bro-sm), n. [? ambros(ta) +
-»»e2.] A resinous mineral found in the phos-

phate-beds near Charleston, South Carolina.

ambulacral, a. 2. Situated on the side which
bears the ambulacra;, hence, in Stelleroidea

and Crinoidea, oral

—

Ambulacral brush, in spa-

tangoid searurchins, a structure consisting of an ordi-

nary tube-foot of which the terminal disk is extraordi-

narily widened and carries a number of club-shaped or

conical solid appendages, each supported by a calcareous

rod. The brushes occur near the mouth and anus, and

are said to play an important part in the taking in of food

by stirring up the sand.— Ambulacral fields, the areas

or divisions of the surface of an echmoderm which are

covered by the ambulacra.—Ambulacral root, one of

the hollow adhesive locomotive organs of an echmoderm

;
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a tube-foot or tentacle.—Ambulacral pore, one of the
openings between adjacent ambulacral ossicles in star-

Longitudinal section through an ambulacral brush of a spatan*
gold (after Lov&n and Hamann). a, body epithelium ; i>, support-
lug-Tod ; c, supporting plate of the terminal disk ; d, septa ; e, canal
nf the water-vascular system;/*, longitudinal muscles; f, nervp;
/;, circular muscle-6bers. Magnified. (Drawn from Lang's " Com-
parative Anatomy.")

fishes, or through the ambulacral plates in echinoids, for
the passage of the canal which connects a tube-foot with
its ampulla.

II, n. Same as ambulacral ossicle or plate.

ambulance, n— veterinary ambulance, a substan-
tial, heavy wagon with horizontal bottom and a false re-

movable floor which can be rolled in and out, used lor
conveying invalid and disabled horses. The sides are
high and are fitted with slings, etc.

ambulance-chaser (am'bu-lans-cha'''sgr), n.

A person, either a lawyer of the agent of a
lawyer, who follows up cases of accident in the
streets and tries to induce the injured person
to bring suit for damages. [CoUoq.]
ambulancier (am-bu-lan^ser'), n. [F. ambu-
lancier, i ambulance, amjjulance.] An ambu-
lance surgeon or attendant. [Bare.]
Ambulatoria(am"bTi-la-to'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.] A
group or suborder of orthopterous insects, cor-

responding to the Gressoria or walkers, and in-

cluding only the tajaily PhasmidsB. See Gres-

soria.
Ambulatory school, in Sweden, a method of education
resorted to on account of the sparse population of the
country. See the extract.

In so sparsely populated a country the organization of
education (which is hdth free and compulsory) is a special
difficulty, which has been partly overcome by arnibulatory

schools, in which the teacher shifts his quarters twice a
year or oftener within his district. The local manage-
ment of education is part of the duties of the clergy, and
this system seems to work without friction, though Swe-
den has her Nonconformists, perhaps because the latter

are compelled to contribute to the support of the State
Church. Atheneeum, March 18, 1905, p. 333.

ame (a'ma), n. [Jap. ame, a kind of jelly made
of flour.] A form of glucose or starch sugar
made in Japan by the action of barley malt
upon rice paste. It is melted and molded into
numerous fanciful shapes for sale.

amebic, a. See *am<Bbic.

amebonrte, n. See *am(eboeyte.

ameed (a-med), v. t. [a-i + meed.'] To reward;
recompense. J. Barlow, Columbiad, vii. 611.

ameen.(a-™en')) '"•• [-A-r. 'am/in, faithful, trust-

worthy.'] Aperson employed in a confidential

capacity ; a confidential servant or agent ; an
assistant; a bailiff, inspector, or intendant.
[Anglo-Indian.]

iuneiums, n. An earlier spelling of Amiurus.
Amelanchier (am-e-lan'ki-6r), n. [NL. (Medi-
cus, 1789), from Mespilus 4'»telanchier, the Lin-
nean name of the rock-medlar.] A genus of

ornamental dicotyledonous shrubs or trees be-
longing to the family Malacese and including
about 12 species widely distributed in North
America, Europe, northern Africa, and eastern
and southwestern Asia. They have alternate, sim-
ple, entire or serrate leaves, and usually racemose, white
Sowers with persistent sepals and obovate-oblong or spatu-
late petals contracted at the base into slender claws.

The fi'Uit is small, globose or pyriform, with sweet and
juicy flesh. The rock-medlar of central Europe is Ame-
lanchier Amelanchier. See seroice^erry, 3.

amelification (a-mel"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [amiel +
L. -fi^are, ifacere, make.] In embryol., the for-

mation of enamel in the developing tooth.

ameliorant (a-mel'yo-rant), n. That which
ameliorates, lietters, or improves.

amelioration,n.—Latentamelloration,unperceived
progress due to natural causes, for example, increase of

population and migration, which makes possible artifi-

cial amelioration through conscious effort. Ward, Dy-
namic Sociol., II. 209.

ameloblast (a-mel'6-blast), n. \a,mel + Gr.

13^076^, a geiin.] In embryol., same as *ada-
mantoblast.

amemasu (a'ma-ma'su), n. [Jap.] A Japanese
name ot SalveUnus Jcundseha, a trout com-
mon in streams of Kamchatka and occasion-

ally taken in northern Japan.

Amerindian

Amen comer, a place in some Methodist
churches, usually at one side of the pulpit,
where formerly sat the deacons who led the
responsive ' amens ' during the service.

amenomania, n. See amoenomania.
Amentiflorse (a-men-ti-flo're), n. pi. [NL., < L.
amentum (see ament) + flos (flor-), aflower(see
fimier).'] In phytogeog., the catkin-bearing
division of the ecological group Stigmaticw,
consisting of Salix, Populus, and Betula.
amentulum (a-men'tu-lum), n.

;
pi. amentula

(-]a). [NL., dim. of amentum, ament.] The
male inflorescence of Sphagnum compared to a
diminutive catkin.

amenyl (am'en - il), n. The organic radical,

CsHo, derived from amylene, C^\q.
Amer&an blight. See -^MiipM.-American class, a
group of domesticated fowls iucluding those breeds which
have originated in the United States. These are the
Plymouth Rocks, wyandottes, javas, American domi-
nlques, and Jersey blues.—^American ^cockroach,
•copper, •copper hind-wing, ^dagger, Alappet,
•locust, •pottery, etc. See the nouus.—Ameri-
can Protective AsBcclatioB. &ee-kprot6clive. Ameri-
can race, in anthrop., the primitive race of man
inhabiting America. It is closely allied to the Moncol
race, and is characterized by straight black hair, strong
development of the malar bones and nose, and a skin
which ranges from almost white to dark reddish brown
in color. While the types of South and Central America
are not well known, six fundamental types may be dis-

tinguished in North America and northern Mexico : (1)

the Arctic type : short, with long and high head, very
wide and flat face, and narrow nose, and of light color ;

(2) the Northwestern type : of moderate stature, with
short head, wide face, broad and flat nose, and of
darker color ; (3) the Mississippi Valley type : tall, with
moderately elongated head, wide face, broad and high
hooked nose, and of reddish color ; (4) the Southeastern
type : very tall, with rounded and high head, wide face,

and high hooked nose
; (5) the Sonoran type : of mod-

erate stature, with long, rather low head, delicate
face, and of dark color ; (6) the Mexican type ; of mod-
erate stature, with shoit head, moderately heavy face,

and of dark color. A number of subtypes of these may
be distinguished.—American Saw-fly, See -ksaw-Jly.—
American scale, in numis., a measure of one sixteenth

-

ot an inch, used for indicating the sizes of coins.

Americana (a-mer-i-ka'na), n. pi. [NL., neut.
^l.otAmeriednus, American.] Booksandpapers
relating to America, particularly to its early
history, geography, etc.

Americanism, n. 5. A name applied to a
series of opinions at variance with the policy
and practice of the Roman Catholic Church,
supposed for a time to be held by some mem-
bers of that church, especially in the United
States, and condemned by Pope Leo XIII. in
1899 in an apostolical letter addressed to
Cardinal Gibbons. The chief points were : that in
order to attract those who differ from her the c;luirch
should shape her teachings more in accord with the
spirit of the age ; that larger individual independence be
allowed ; that the church should relax some of her
ancient severity and make concessions to new opinions

;

that points of teaching which are of minor importance
be omitted and others toned down ; that the monastic
orders are out of date and their vows have no mural
value ; and that there should be a separation between
church and state in all countries and under all con-
ditions.

We are unable to give approval to these views which,
in this collective sense, are called by some Americanism.
But if by this name are to be understood cei-tain endow-
ments of mind which belong to the American people, just
as other characteristics belong to various other nations,
and moreover by it is intended your politic condition and
the laws and customs by which you are governed, there
is no reason to take exception to the name.
Pope Leo XIII. to Cardinal Gibbons, in Amer. Cath.

Quar. Rev., April, 1899.

Americanistic (a-mer-i-kan-is'tik), a. Of or
pertaining to an Americanist or to his science

;

carried on by Americanists: as, Americanistic
research.

Americanitis (a-mer-i-kan-i'tis), n. Over-
weening national conceit in citizens of the
United States, especially when shown or ex-
pressed by vulgar brag or noisy braggadocio.

The removal(from athletics, etc.) of the real dishonor
so often revealed by the disqualiflcation of men tainted
with professionalism, less perfervid AmericaniUs at
games and in celebrating victories, less newspaper ex-
ploitation, and a better regulation of the rapidly-
growing pecuniary side of these spectacles— these yet
remain to be accomplished.

0. S. EttM, Adolescence, 11. 411.

Amerind (am's-rind*), n. and a. [A back-
formation from Amerindian for Amer(ican)
Indian.] Same as ^Amerindian (which see).

The tribal fraternities of the Amerinds.
An. Bep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-98, p. xlviii.

Amerindian (am-e-rin'di-an), a. andw. [Amer-
{ican) + Indian. " Hence, by back-formation,
Amerind. This word, with the associated

forms Amerind, Amerindic, etc., was originally

suggested by Dr. Charles P. G. Scott to Major
J. W. Powell as a new but intelligible term
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, ppr. amidizing. [amid{e) + -i«ei.] To
treat cotton material (cellulose) with calcium

ehlorid and ammonia at a temperature of 100°

C, in order to increase the affinity of the fiber

for basic colors : not widely used

Amerindian
freed from the ambiguous and false associa-
tions of Indian and American Indian, and
serving the need of a comprehensive term
covering allthe aboriginal tribes and languages
of North and South America. The word was _„
adopted by Major Powell and other ethnolo- amidmost (a-mid'most), adv. andprep. {amid
gists at Washington in 1898, and has been + -most.] In the very middle ; in the midst of

.

much used since. The formation of the word William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. iv. 52.

is analogous with that of £^j-asi«», .EMramtic, amidoazobenzene (am'i-do-az-o-ben'zen), n.

Eurafrican, etc., of aldehyde, albronze, chloro- [amide + azo- + benzene.'} Same as *amino-

form, dyne, glycol, etc., of cosecant, cosine, co- azohenzene and aniline "^yellow,

tangent, etc., and of innumerable names of amidoazobenzol (am'i-do-az-o-ben'zol), ».

genera in zo61ogy and botany.] I. a. Ameri- An azobenzene, C6H5.N=N.C6H5, into which
can Indian, in the widest sense; of or pertain- an amido-(NH2) group has been introduced:

ing to the aboriginal inhabitants of North and C6H6.N=N.CeHA.NH2.
South America (the Amerinds) or their Ian- amidol (am 'i-Q61),». {jo/mide + -oLI Atrade-
guages ; Amerind. name for the hydrochlorid of diaminophenol,

Thetourworldsofwideapread^««ri«d.a»mythology. ^^^ed as a developer in photography. «S for

An. Sep. Bur. Amer. Ethrwl., 1897-98, p. 8S5. mula IS C6H30H(NH2)2.2HC1. The free base
is unstable.

II. n. One of the aboriginal inhabitants of amidothiolactic (am^i-do-thi-o-lat'tik), a.

North and South America; an 'Indian' (with- Noting lactic acid which contains a thio (SH)
out the ambiguity of that term); a 'red man'; and an amido (NH2) group. Cystein (C2H3-
an Amerind. (NH2).(SH).COOH) is generally regarded as
Amerindic (am-e-rin'dik), a. Amerindian in an acid of this order.
the most general sense, especially as applied amidosime (am-i-dok'sim), n. [amide + ox-
to matters of ethnology or philology. ime.] The general name for a class of com-
ameristic, a._ 3: In hot., destitute of a meris- pounds formed by the union of a nitrile with

hydroxyl amine. They have the general lormula
B— C(NH2):N0H. The amidoximes are usually crystal-

line but unstable compounds and have both basic and
acid properties.

amidozyl (am-i-dok'sil), TO. [amide + ox(y-

gen) + -yl.'] The univalent group NHOH, as in
isobutyrio amidoxyl nitrile, (CHs)2C(NH0H)-
CN, which is formed by the addition of hydro-
cyanic acid to acetoxime.

umoeiiular globose or short cylindric hyaline A. M. I. £. E. An abbreviation of Associate

ov colored spores. Member of the Institute of Electrical Engineers.

amesial (a-me'si-al), ffl. [a-^^ + mesial.'] In amigo (a-me'go), ». [Sp., <L.a)»iCMS, a friend.]

hiol., not median. A median or unpaired A friend: used sgeeificaUy, in the Philippine

ammonia
Church In the United States niunbers about 1,200 follow-

ers. They are also called Hookers from their use of hooks

in their clothing.
, . , ,

Amishman (am'ish-ora'mish-man), n. [Amish

+ man.'] A member of the Amish sect of the

Mennonites. See •''Amish.

amitosis (am-i-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dr priv. -(-

tern : applied to the prothalli of certain ferns

which, being inadequately nourished, produce
antheridia only.

Amerosporae (am-e-ros'po-re), n. pi. [NL., <

6r. h- priv. -I- iiipog, partj + anop&, seed.] A
name applied by Saccardo to artificial divisions

of various families and orders of fungi, espe-
cially those <jf the Pyrenomycetes and Fungi
Tmperfecii, to include the genera which have

orgati in a bilateral organism may be said to be
amesial in origin if it arises by the union of

two bilateral rudiments.
ametabole (a-me-tab'o-le), n. Direct develop-
ment without metabole or metamorphosis.
amethenic (am-e-then'ik), a. Noting an acid.

Islands, for a native who is not hostile to the
United States.

Amiichthys (am-i-ik'this), n. [NL., < Grr. &/ila,

a kind of tunny, -I- i%6vg, fish.] A genus of

small cardinal fishes, of the family Apogonidse,
in Cuba.

C7HX4O2, formed by the oxidation of diamy- amildar, n. Same as *amaldar.
lene. It is a liquid with weak acid properties, amimetic (a^mi-met'ik), a. [a-i8 + mimetic.']

amethyst, n. 4. A trade-name for certain Not mimetic : applied to animals, especially in-

artificial dyes of the azine class, as tetramethyl sects, which do not mimic or resemble other

safranine and tetra-amyl safranine.—Burnt species in coloration or behavior,

ametlvst, amethyst obtained by burning out the color amimia, TO.—^Amnesic amlmia, loss of appreciation of
of smwy quartz, which Is occasionally combined with the significance of gestures.—Ataxic amunia, aphasia
the amethystine quartz. with inability to make gestures.

ametoecious (a-me-te'shius), a. [Gr. a -priv. amin (am'in), n. Same as amine.
+ /lerd.'bejonA, + olia>c,ho\ise. Ct m^tcedous.] aminic (a-min'ik), a. [amine + 4c.] Pertain-
Not changing its host : applied to parasitic jng to an amine or to the amino group : as,
plants. Compare metociojM, heiercedous, heter-

CBCiism.

amfibia, n. pi. A simplified spelling of am-
phibia.

amfibian, a. and •«. A simplified spelling of

amphibian.
anwbious, a. A simplified spelling of amphib-
ious.

aminic nitrogen.

amino (am'i-no), a. [Orig. combining form of
amine.] Containing the group NH2 : as, amino-
acetie acid. The word is also used as a prefix or in
compound words with the same meaning. Often written,
Incorrectly, atnuJo.—Amino explosive, an explosive con-
taining an amino compound, usually in the form of a
nitrate, a3 the nitrate of aminoacetic acid, CHgNUoGOo-
H.HNOg.

Amharan (am-har^n), a. and n. Same as aminoazobenzene (am^i-no-az-o-ben'zen),
*Amharic. Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), IX. 315.

Amharic, «. See '^Abyssiman languages (a).

amic (am'ik), a. [am(ide) + 4c.] Having the

properties of an amide and also of an acid:

usually employed in composition : as, oxamic
add, C02SrcONH2. Same as amidic.

[amine -t- azo- -i- benzene.] A yellow crystal-
line compound, CeH6N:NC6H4NH2, formed by
warming diazoaminobenzene with aniline hy-
drochlorid and aniline. Some of its derivatives
are valuable dyes. Also called, less correctly,
*amidoazobenzene.

A. M. I. 0. E, An abbreviation of Assodate aminoform (a-min'o-f&rm), to. [amine + -form.]
Member of the Institute of Cirnl Engineers. Hexamethylene tetramine. Same as *cysto-
Amici's telescope. See *teleseope. gen, -kv/rotropin, and *formin.
amicrobic(a-miir6'bik),a. [a-^8 -{- microbic.] aminoglutaric(am*i-no-glo-tar'ik), a. [amine
Not related to or caused by microbes : as, an -I- glutaric.] Pertaining to glutamic acid in a

relation indicated by the specific prefix Am-
inoelutarlc acid a colorless, dextrorotatory compound,
H00CCH(NH2)CH2CH2C00H, prepared by the action of
dilute sulphuric acid on certain constituents of wheat
gluten. It crystallizes in trimetric tetrahedra, melts at
202° C, and is also called a-amvnoglvtaric tKid or a-glit-

tamdc acid.

amierobic disease

Amicmrse (am^i-krS're), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

a- priv. + juKpdg, sinall, + ovpd, tail. Cf . Mi-
crurse.] A group of Nemertim,, belonging to

the family Linddse, characterized by the ab-

sence of a small filamentous tail : contrasted

with Micrurie. The group includes the genera aminolysis (am-i-nol'i-sis), to. [amine + Gr.

lAneus and Euborlasia. TAaiq, dissolving. ] In chem., the decomposition

amidah (a-me'da), n. [Heb., < 'amad, stand.] of a substance when involving a taking up of

The most solemn prayer in the Jewish liturgy, the elements of ammonia.
also known as the shemonah 'esra (' eighteen Amish (am'ish or a'mish), a. and n. [Also
blessings')- K is repeated thrice daily, sotto Ornish; < *Ammisch, < Amman (see def.), < am-
voce, while standing. The prayer is composed of

eis^te^n short prayers and praises which treat princl-

bally of r^siurection, the restoration of Jerusalem, and
jBie coming-of the Messiah. Nothing should disturb the

plou3 worshiper while he is engaged in this prayer.

ainiden n Amide powder, an explosive mixture con-

'»stiii^ oi nearly equal parts of ammonium nitrate and
niter, with a small amount of charcoal.

amidize (am'i-diz); v. i.; pret. and pp. ami-

dial. form of amtmann, officer: see am-
man.] I. a. Pertaining to Jacob Amman (see
next) or to his followers or their sect.

H. TO. A sect of the Mennonites which arose
in the 17th century in Switzerland, named from
its leader, Jacob Amman. He insisted on the strict
use of the ban, and went so far as to repudiate the use of
buttons and shaving as things of the world. The Amish

Group of celts with amitotically dividing nuclei; ovarian follicular

epithelium of the cockroach. (Wheeler.)

/iiTog, thread, + -osis.] In cytol., direct cell-

division, akinesis or karyostenosis, as opposed
to the indirect form of division (mitosis, karyo-
kinesis, which see): so called from the absence
of thread-like figures in the nucleus.

amitotic (am-i-tot'ik), a. Exhibiting amitosis;

relating to amitosis.

amitotically (am-i-tot'i-kal-i), adv. By ami-
tosis or direct division of cells withoutprelim-
inary karyokinesis. Encye. Brit, XXXI. 514.

Amitra (am'i-tra), n. [NL., < Gr. a/iiTpoc, with-

out girdle or head-band, < a- priv. 4- /itVpo, a
girdle, a head-band : see miter.] A genus of
deep-sea snail-fishes, of the family Liparididse,

lacking ventral fins.

Amitrichthys (am-i-trik'this), n. [NL., < Gr.

a/iiTpoi, without girdle, -I- t;j:^f! fish.] A sub-
genus of deep-sea snail-fidies of the family
Liparididse.

Amitrinse (am-i-tri'ne), to. pi. [NL., < Amitra
+ 4nsB.] A subfamily of Mparididse, lacking
ventral fins : typified by the genus Amitra.
amixia (a-mik'si-a,), n. [NL., < Gr. a/it^ia, <

a/UKTog, unmingledj < a- priv. + /UK-dg, < ficyvvvai,

mix.] In biol., cessation cf interbreeding be-
tween races or varieties.

amixis (a-mik'sis), n. [NL., < o- priv. + /'iff,

mingUng.] Same as *amixia.

"When we reflect that species extinct elsewhere must,
have survived locally, and add to these those local forms
which owe their origin to amixis, we cease to be aston-

ished at the enormous number cf species of Lepidoptera
which we find on the earth at the present day.

Eimer (trans. )t Organic Evolution, p. 131.

amly (am'li), «. [Origin unknown.] The larva
of the hell^ammite-fly, CorydaUs cornuta (,Co-

rydaJ/us cornmtus). [Rhode Jfsland.]

A. M. M. An abbreviation of ArUum Mechan-
icarum Magister, Master of Mechanic Arts: a
degree conferred by some institutions.

ammelide (am'e-lid), TO. [ammel-in + 4de.] A
monamide of cyanuric acid having the formula-
(CN)3(OH)oNH2. It is formed from ammeline
by heating the latterwith sulphuric acid. Also-

called melanurenie add.
ammeline (am'e-Iin), n. [Metathetic form of
melamine.'] The diamide, (CN)30H(NH2)2-
of cyanuric acid. It forms microscopic needles-
which are very difficultly soluble in water. It

is a weak base.

ammine (am'in), m. See metal-ammonia com-
pounds, under *ammonia.
ftmmiolite (am'i-o-Iit), to. [Gr. afi/zum, cinna-
bar in its sandy state (< o/i/zof, sand), + Xi'Soc,

stone.] A mineral from mines in Chile, earthy
in texture and of a red color : supposed to be
an impure antimoniate of copper mixed with
cinnabar.
ammodyte, to. 3. In bot., a plant growing-
habitually in sandy places.
ammonal (am'o-nal), to. a high explosive
mixture consisting of 3 parts of ammonium
nitrate and 1 part of aluminium.
ammonia, to. The great value of ammonia as a ferti-
lizer, chiefly in the form of ammonium sulphate, render*
the question of Its supply on a large scale one of much
importance. Until recent years It was obtained mainly
from the watery ammonlacal liquor which is a by-product-
of the manufacture of coal-gas for illuminating purposes.
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This source of supply bas been serlonsly threatened by
the extension, especially in the United States, of the use
of carbureted water-gas. In making which little or no
ammonia is obtained. Notable improvements, however,
have been made in methods for the recovery of ammonia
from the waste gases of colce-ovens, shale-works, and
blast-fnrnacea^ and veiy considerable amounts are now
obtained from these previously neglected sources. One of
the most interesting results secured with the aid of the
high temperature of the modern electric furnace is the
synthetical production of ammonia from the nitrogen of
atmospheric air and the hydrogen of water. Carbon in
the form of coke is mixed with lime and the mixture in-
tens^y heated in the presence of atmospheric nitrogen,
giving rise to carbon-monoxid gas and calcium cyana-
mlde (CaCNo). The latter, heated with water under
pressure, yields calcium carbonate and ammonia (CaCNg
+ 8H2O = CaCOs -I- 2NH3). It appears thai cyanamide
itself may serve, when used directly as a fertilizer, to
furnish assimilable nitrogen to growing plants.— Albu-
minoid ammonia, the ammoniaformed by the decompo-
sition of organic matter when water, sewage, or other
substances are distilled with an alkaline solution of potas-
sium permanganate. The determination of albuminoid
ammonia is used to secure information as to the amount
of nitrogenous organic matter in potable waters or in
sewage.—Ammonia coll, in refrigeration, a special kind
of gas-piping bent into a coil and used in conveying and
cooling ammonia.—Ammonia condenser, a large coil
of pipe built up with the proper fittings, used in cooling
and condensing hot aminonia gas as it comes from the
compressor. Two types are in use. In one, called a sur-
face condenser, the gas passes through the coil while cold
water flows in a fllm over the outside surface of the pipes.
In the other, called a j^pe condenser, double pipes, one
within the other, are built up as a coil, the ammonia gas
traveling through the smaller inside pipe and the cold
water flowing in the opposite direction through the larger
pipe^ cooling the ammonia gas and condensing it to a
liquid which, when allowed to expand, may be used in
making ice or cooling a cold-storage plant.—Ammonia
fittings, couplings, elbows, tees, and other pipe-flttings
of special shape, size, and weight adapted to pipes used
in conveying ammonia as a liquid or a gas. See irpipe-

/ittin^r.—Ammonia-nitrate process. See *process.~
Ammonia-soda process^ the chief method by which at
present carbona1% of soda is made from common salt. Its
essential feature is the action of ammonia and carbon
dloxid upon strong brine under considerable pressure.
Invented in practical form by E. Solvay.—Ammonia
type, in chem-., the structure characteristic of the mole-
cule of ammonia and analogous compounds, an atom of
nitrogen or some other triad element united to three mo-
nad atoms or radicals of electropositive character. Thus
trimethylamine, NCCHs)^, and tri-ethylphosphine, F(G2-
H6)3> ^^^ compounds of the ammonia type.— Aqua am-
monise (ammonia gas dissolved in water) is used by
lextile-colorists for neutralizing acids and when an alkali

of milder character than caustic soda or potash is desired,

as in the neutralizing of Turkey-red oil. It is also used
as a fixing agent for certain metallic mordants.—Her-
curic cmoild and ammonia process. See *process.
— Metal-ammonia compounds, in chem., a large and
complex series of substances formed by the union of
ammonia in different proportions with the salts of cer-

tain metals, as platinum, cobalt, and copper, new com-
pound radicals being thus produced. : The term ammiine
(not to be confounded with amine) has been proposed
for these substances.

ammoniater (a-m6'ni-a-t6r), n. l*ammoniate,
V. (< ammonia), + -er^.] A substance which
supplies ammonia to a compound fertilizer.

junmonioplatillic (a-m6"ni-o-pla-tin'ik), a.

Derived feom ammonium and' platinum Am-
monioplatinlc cUorid, ammonium chloroplatinate

(NH4)2FtCle, the double chlorid of platinum and am-
monium : a sparingly soluble yellow crystalline precipi-

tate often used as the. form in which to determine, in

chemical analysis, ammonia or its constituent nitrogen.

ammonite^ (am'o-nit), n. \ammon(ium) +
4te^.2 A name applied to certain explosive

materials, patented by Favler, containing am-
monium nitrate with other substances, chiefly

nitro- or dinitro-naphthalene.

ammoniticone (am-mo-nit'i-kon), n. and a.

lAmmonites + cone.'] 'I. n. A cone-shaped
shell coiled in one plane, as in an ammonite

;

the shell of an ammonite, ceratite, or gonia-

tite.

II. a. Having a close-eoiledi symmetrical
shell, as the ammonoid cephalopods.

ammonitiform (am-o-nit'i-f6rm), a. [NL.
ammonites, ammonite, + L. forma, form.]

Resembling an ammonite in shape, as the

young of certain Gasteropoda.

ammonitoid (a-mon'i-toid), a. and n. [ammo-
Hit{e) + -oid.'\ I, a. Belated or belonging to

the ammonites or Ammonoidea; resembling

an ammonite. Zittel (trans.). Textbook of Pa-

leon., I. 547.

II. n. An ammonite (which see) or amom-
noid.

ammonium, ».—Ammonium bicbromate, ammo-
nium pyrochromate ((NH4)2Cr207). By heating this

salt nitrogen gas may be obtained, in accordance with

the reaction (NH4)2Cr207 = Cr208-f4H20 4-N2.-Am-
monium carbonate, (NH4)2C03, a commercial salt

valuable in wool-scouring and also used in medicine

and in common smelling-salts.—Ammonium chlorid,

sal ammoniac, IIH4CL It is usually prepared from
ammonium sulphate by heating with common salt, the

ammonium chlorid subliming, and is used to some ex-

tent in the exciting fluid of the Leolanchd galvanic cell,

in the production of mordants, etc. It is obtained on a

great scale as a by-product of the Solvay or ammonia
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process for making soda from common salt— in this case
used to recover ammonia, which is again applied in a re-
newal of the process.—Ammonium cbloroplatinate.
See itwmrrumioplatinic chlorid.—^Ammonium hydrate.
See kamnwnium, hydro!cid.—Ammomxan. bydroxid, in
chem., the form in which ammonia is assumed to exist

when dissolved In water, NH4.HO, resulting from the ac-
tion of NH3 and H2O upon each other. The solution,

the ordinary liquid ammonia of commerce, behaves in

many respects like the solution of caustic soda (NaHO)
or caustic potash (EHO), but decomposes, on being
heated, into gaseous ammonia and water. Recent investi-

gations of the physical properties of the solution make it

very doubtful whether the hydroxid has any real exis-

tence. Often improperly called ammonium %cfrate.—Am-
monium magnesium pbospbate, in chem., a slightly

soluble crystalline salt (NE4MgF04.6H20) frequently
resorted to in chemical analysis as the form in which to
separate magnesium from other substances. It is often
met with as a constituent of urinary calculi.—Ammo-
nium nitrate, in chem., the salt formed by the union of
ammonia and nitric acid (ifH3-|-HN03= NHi.N03),
chiefly noteworthy as the source from which, by cau-
tiously heating itsomewhatabove its melting-point, nitro-

gen monoxid or nitrous oxid, the so-called laughing-gas,
is prepared tor use as a gaseous anesthetic, most com-
monly by dentists.—Ammonium persulphate, a salt

((NH4)2S208) sparingly used in the development of pho-
tographic pictures.—Ammoniumphosphomoiybdate,
in chem., a salt of the composition (NH^)3P04-|-12Mo-
O3, appearing as a bright-yellow crystalline precipitate
insoluble in a nitric-acid solution of ammonium molyb-
date. It is very commonly used in analytical processes
as the form in which to separate the radical of ortho-
phosphoric acid, for the determination of this radical or
of the phosphorus it contains, and is of great value in
connection with the analysis of fertilizers and of steel.

^Immonium plcrate, a substance crystallizing in
bright-yellow needles, burning on the application of

flame, but exploding by shock less easily than other pic-

rates : used in the preparation of Brug^re's and Abel's
powders. —Ammonium platlnochloiid. Same as
itam,m^mioplatinic chlorid.—Ammonium sulphate, in

chem., the salt foimed by the union of ammonia and sul-

phuric acid (2NH3 H- H2SO4 = (1!TH4)2S04). It is pre-

pared on a larger scale than any other ammonium salt,

chiefly for use as a fertilizer or an ingredient of mixed
fertilizers. See Aommcmm.-Metal-ammonlnm com-
pounds, in cAem., substances in which a metal may be
viewed as replacing part or all of the hydrogen of the
radical ammonium: as, dimercurammonium chlorid,

.NH^Cl, which may be considered as ammonium chlorid,

irH4Cl, with the i atoms of monad hydrogen replaced by
2 atoms of dyad mercury.

ammono-acid (a-m6"n6-as'id), n. A compound
which in solution in liquid ammonia conducts
itself in a manner analogous to the conduct of

ordinary acids in water: as, acetamide, CH3-
CONH2, which reacts with the ammono-base,
KNECo, giving potassium acetamide, CHs-
CONHK, and ammonia.
ammono-base (a-mo'no-bas"),™- Aoompound
which conducts itself "in a solution in. liquid

ammonia as an ordinary base conducts itself

in aqueous solution and which contains the
group —NHo in place of the hydroxyl, OH, of

an ordinary base : as, potassium amide, KNHg.
ammonorbasic (a-mo-no-ba'sik), a. Designat-
ing a compound related to an ammono-salt in

a manner analogous to the relation of a basic

salt to the salt from which it is derived:

that is, an ammono-salt in which a part of the
acid groups have been replaced by NH2 as
OH replaces acid groups in the formation of

ordinary basic salts.

ammonoid, n. II. a. Pertaining to or having
the charabteristics of the Ammonoidea.
ammonol (am'o-nol), n. The trade-name of a
remedy said to consist of aeetanilid, sodium
bicarbonate, and ammonium carbonate. It is

antipyretic and analgesic.

ammonolysis (am-o-nol'i-sis), n. The decom-
position of an ammono-salt in liquid ammonia
in a manner analogous to the hydrolysis of

salts in water.
ammono-salt (a-mo'no-sftlt'''), n. A compound
formed together with ammonia by the action

of an ammono-acid on an ammono-base in a
solution in liquid ammonia.
Ammon's horn. Same as eomu Ammonis.
ammotherapy (am-o-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. a/^/wc,

sand, -I- depairela, medical treatment.] The
employment of sand-baths in the treatment of

disease.

ammunition-conveyer (am -u -nish ' on - kon-
va"6r), n. In a man-of-war, a mechanical ap-
pliance, moved by power, for transporting
ammunition horizontally from the magazines
to the bottom of the ammunition-hoists.

ammunition-hoist (am-u-nish'on-hoist), n. A
mechanical contrivance, worked by hand or

power, by means of which ammunition is

lifted from the magazines or passages in the

lower parts of a war-ship and delivered in the

vicinity of the guns, or on the decks upon
which they are ^aced.
ammunition-passage (am-u-nlsh'on-pas"aj),

n. A passage arranged in the lower parts

amoebocyte

of a war-ship, beneath the protective deck,
through which ammunition is transported from
the magazines to the places from which it is
sent up through the decks to the guns above.
ammunition-room (am-u-nish'on-rSm), n.
Any compartment on a war-ship in which am-
munition is stored for use : usually made wa-
ter-tight and provided with means for flooding
with water in case of fire on board. The term
includes magazines, shell-rooms, and fixed-
ammunition rooms.
ammimition-scuttle (am-u-nish'on-skut"l), n.

In a man-of-war, a scuttle' in a deck or in the-

bulkhead of a magazine through which ammu-
nition is passed on its way to the guns. See-
scuttle^, n., 1.

Amnemonic agraphia. See ^agraphia.
amnesia, n— Auditory amnesia, word-deafness.

Amnesic amimia. See *a»»M»ia.

Amnigenia (am-ni-je'ni-a), n. [NL., < L. am-
nis, a river, -I- -genus, -bom.] A genus of ex-
tinct peleeypod moUusks or clams allied to the
family Unionidee and believed to be of fresh-
er braeMsh-water habitat. Ammigenia Catskill-

ensis is a characteristic fossil in the brackish-water One-
onta sandstones^iug at the base of the Catskill formation.

amnio-allantoic (am"ni-o-al-an-t6'ik), a. Con-
cerning or pertaining to the presence of an
amnion and an allantois.

amnion, n. 5. In echinoderms, the sac in the
pluteus larva inclosing the developing echinus.
—True amnion, the inner of the two embryonic envelops
in reptiles, birds, and mammals, as opposed to the outer
or false amnion.

amniote (am'ni-6t), a. and n. [NL. amniotuSr
< amnion, amnion.] I. a. Possessing an am-
nion; amniotic.

II. n. A member of the Amniota.
Amniotic band, acord-likeformation on the inner surface
of the amnion, sometimes constricting a limb of the
fetus.—Amniotic cord, in ruminants, a band of tissue
persisting for a time after the closure of the amnion
and chorion, and connecting these two structures.—Am-
niotic dropsy. See Hdropsy.

amniotitis (am"ni-p-ti'tis), re. [NL.,irreg. (af-

tisr amniote) < 6r. afiv'wv, amnion, -t- -itis.'] In-
flammation of the amnion.
Amceba coli or dysenteries, an
amoeboid organism believed to
be causative of one form of dys-
entery.

amoebiasis (a-me-bi-a'sis),
n. Morbid condition in-

duced by the presence of
amoebse. '

amoebic (a-me'bik), a.

lammba+ -ic] Of, pertain-
ing to, or characterized by
the presence of amcebse.
Also amebic Amoebic coli-
tis, inflammation of the large in-
testine caused by the presence of
Amoeba coli or dysenierim; amoe-
bic dysentery. Jour. Exper. Med.,
VI. 167.—AmcBblc dysentery,
a form of dysentery due to the
presence of Amoeba coli or dyseviterise in the intestine.
See dyserttery, Jowf, Exper. Med., YI. 89.

Amoeoida (a-me'bi-da), n. pi. [NL., < Amoeba
+ -ida.] An order oi Bhizopoda. They have lo-

bose pseudopodia, are with or without a shell, have one
or more nuclei, and usually have a contractile vacuole.
It includes the families Amaebida, ArceUidse, and .Eu-
glyphidie.

amoeboc^e (a-me'bo-sit), ». [NL. amoeba +
4«/-<7.

o\\ ^

AmtsbacQli, (Magailied,>

Amcebocytes.

Body wall of Clathrina coriacea, Mont., seen from the inside ia

the region of the oscular rim, showing pores {p. /.,/*. 5.)i—**""
"""'"-

cells removed to show the underlying parenchyma,
bocyte; ap^xi, apical formative cell; bjc.

""

cell; sp.c, spicule cell, or scleroblast.
" Zoaiogy.")

the coUar-
a'm-c, anioe-

... basal formative
(From Lankester's



amcebocyte

Gr. miToc, a hollow (a cell).] An amcBboid ceU
or corpuscle, usually of rounded or lobose
shape (frequently packed with granules or
sometimes with particles of pigment), found
everywhere among the cells and tissues and
in the cavities of various invertebrate animals.
Such cells are known also, from their vagrant habits, as
wandering cells. In some organisms, as sponges, they
give rise to the genital products, and they aie also prob-
ably concerned with the functions of nutrition and ex-
cretion. Also spelled ameboeyU.

amoebocytogenous (a-me*b6-si-toj'e-nus), a.

[Nil., < amceba + Gr. Kvrog, a hollow (a cell), +
-yevriQ, -producing.] I'D.pathol., relating to or
producing amcebocytes.
Amoebogeniae (a-me-bo-jen'i-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< amceba + -genus, producing.] A group of

iSporo^oa having amoeboid sporozoites: equiva-
lent to Myxosporidia.

Amoebosporiaia (a-me'bo-spo-rid'i-a,), n. pi.

[NL., < amceba + Gr. mropa, seed, + -idiffl.]

A group of Gregarinida which have a multi-

nucleate amoeboid form and increase by direct

division or by falciform young coming from
spores. They are found in the Malpighian
tubules of some beetles. Same as *Schizo-

gregarinse.

amok (a'mok), fl. and n. [Malay dmol^, dmoq,
pron. a'mok or a'moh: see amuck.} I. a.

Same as amuck (but a form nearer the original)

.

See amuck.
H, n. An affray in which one or more per-

sona,(Malays) run amuck. See the quotailon.

An amok took place last night, by a Malay, which re-

sulted in the loss of his own life and the wounding of 16

persons.
Straits Times, quoted in Giles's Glossary of Reference.
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amok (a'mok), V. i. To run amuck (which see).

amora (a-mo'ra), n.; pi. amoraim (am-o-ra'im).

[Heb. 'o»Jdra, expounder, < Heb. Aram. 'omar,

say, speak.] i. An officer who stood beside

a public teacher or lecturer and announced in

a loud voice, in popular language, what the
teacher had just uttered in a low voice in aca-
demic language: otherwise called 'translator'

or 'interpreter.'— 2. One of the expounders of

the Mishnah, successors of the tannaim. The
expositions of these rabbis and the Mishnah constitute

the oral law called TalmuA. The period of the amoraim
began after the death of Kabbi Judah ha-Nasi (the Prince
Judah), about 200 A. c, and extended to about 600 A. D.

a,moral (a-mor'al), a. [a-i8 + moral.'] Devoid
of moral quality; neither moral nor immoral

;

non-moral. B. L. Stevenson, in Longman's
Mag., I. 70. N. E. D.
Hmonous, a. A simplified spelling of amor-
phous.
Amorgan (a-m6r'gan). a. [L. Amorgus, Amor-
gos, < Gr. 'A/iopyiif.]' Of or pertaining to Amor-
gos, one of the Cyolades, a group of islands in

the .^gean Sea, or to an ancient civilization,

preceding that of Mycenae, shown bynumerous
remains which have been found by recent ex-

cavators. Amorgos is noted as the residence of the

Greek poet Simonides (7th century B. 0.) and for the pro-

duction in ancient times of a very fine kind of flax which
was woven into garments and dyed red.

The material employed, and the simple form of the

vase, seem to show that it belongs to the later prae-

Mycenean or Amorganpenod.
A. J. Evans, in Jour. Hell. Studies, XVII. 350.

Amorgian (a-m6r'gi-an), a. Same as Amorgan.

amorism (am'o-nzm), n. [L. amor, love, +
ism.'] Love-making tendencies or disposition

;

amatory intrigue
;
gallantry.

Full of the romance and colour and sparkle of that

curious life— half old-world Spanish, half topsy-turvy

Oriental in its fatalism and passionateamomm— which
was to be found in California.

Athemeum, Jan. 17, 1903, p. 77.

amorist, «. 2. One who is given to writing

love'sonnets or -songs.

The Angel determines all conceptions of the poet, who
is imagined aa amild and amiable amorist.

Athenxum, April 1, 1905, p. 390.

amoristic(am-o-ris'tik), a. [amorist + -ic]

Amatory. The'Academy, April 9, 1881.

Amorphophallus (a-mdr-fo-fal'us), n. [NL., <

Gr. d/iop<l>og, shapeless, + 0a;Uof, phallus.] A
giant plant of the family Aracese from the

eastern tropics, grown as a curiosity in hot-

houses. It has immense spathes containing many ill-

smelling flowers. The three most commonly cultivated

species are A. Mvieri (commonly called *deml's-tangui),

A. campamdatus, and A. giganteus. See cut in next

column.

amorpbophyte. (»-m6r'fo-fit), n. [Gr. i/iopipog,

shapeless, + <lnrr6v, a plant.] A plant with

flowers of irregular or anomalous form. Necker.

amorphOSe(a-mdr'f6s),a. Amorphous. [Rare.]

AmorphophttUus campanulatus.

{After figure in Engler and Prantl's " Pflanzenfamilien.")

amorphozoary (a-m6r-f6-zo'a-ri), n. [Gr.

a/iopi^Q, formlessj' + NL. 'zoariiim, q. v.] An
irregular or shapeless animal growth, as a
sponge or a colonial coBlenterate.

amorphus (a-m6r'fus), m. ;
pi. amorphi (-fi).

[NL., < Gr. 'afiopipoc, shapeless.] In teratol., a
mole or shapeless monster.
amortisseur (a-m&r-ti-ser'), n. [F., < amorUr,
deaden: see amortize.] In eZec*., an induction
motor secondary winiSng located in the pole-

faces of the magnet-field of electric machines
to dampen any tendency to oscillation. It

usually consists of a ' squirrel cage,' or number
of copper bars passing through the field-iron

and connected with each other by end-rings.

amortizable (a-m6r'ti-za-bl), a. That canbe or
is intended to be amortized or extinguished

:

as, a debt amortizable in ten years.

amotion, n. 3. In law : (o) An unlawful taking
of chattels. (6) The act of turning out an owner
of an estate in land before the termination of

his estate, (c) In corporations, removal of an
official of a corporation before the expiration
of the term for which he was appointed.

amoyong (a-mo'yong), n. [Tagalog "amoyong,
Bisaya amoyon, < Tagalog amoy, scent.] A
name in the Philippines of Fissistigma fulgens
{Melodorumfulgens of Hooker and Thompson),
a large woody climber or small tree of the
custard-apple family, having tawny-orange
colored flowers and pod-like fruit inclosing a
number of cinnamon-colored, somewhat aro-

matic seeds, which are administered medici-
nally in the Philippines under the name of

grains ofparadise.
ampelidaceous (am-pel-i-da'shius), a. [NL.
Ampelidace(ee) + -ous.] Belonging to the Am-
pelidacese (that is, the Vitaceee) or vine family.

amperage (am-par'aj), n. The strength of an
electrical current measured in amperes.
ampere-balance (am-par'bal'ans), n. An in-

strument for measuring electric currents by

.«, P

Ampere-balance.

a, a, fixed coils, between which are moving coils, 6, b. brought to
a balance by sliding^ weight, w, on which is index, fi, indicating on
scale, s.

means of the attraction between a fixed coil,

through which the current flows, and a mova-
ble balanced coil which forms a part of the
same circuit.

ampere-hour (am-par'our), », In elect., a unit
of quantity, the electricity transferred by a
current of one ampere in one hour. It is equal
to 3,600 coulombs.

amphicreatinine

Ampere's frame, rule. See *frame, *rulc.

ampere-turns (am-par'ternz*), n. pi. A mea-

sure of the magnetizing power, or magnetomo-
tive force, of a current of electricity in a con-

ducting-coil, equal to the product of a number
of turns in the coil 'bj the current (in am-
peres) passing through it.

ampharkyocfiiome (am-far'M-o-krom), n.

[Gr. d/iijii, on both sides, + apitvg, net, +
Xpitfia, color.] In neural., a cell in which the

nodal points of the nucleus are connected by
deeply staining bands or bridges.

ampheclezis (amf-ek-lek'sis), n. [Irreg. < Gr.

'a/j»pl, on both sides, + CK^e^ig, selection : see

eclectic] Sexual selection on the part of both

male and female. Compare *gyneclexis and
*andreclexis. "Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 361.

amphiaster, n. 3. [i. c] A sponge-spicule

consisting of a straight axis with a whorl of

rays near each end.

amphibia, n. pi., 2. Boullnger divides the Am-
phSna into four orders, StegocephMia, Apoda, Caudata,

and Eeamdata, the last three being the same as the

Oymnopkiona, Urodela, and Anura of other vrriters, but
bearing the names originaUy applied to them. Recent
researches emphasize the distinctness of the Stegoce.

phalia and show that they approach reptiles in some
structural features. On this account it has been pro-

posed by Seeley to place the two in one class, while Cred-

ner would unite the StegocephaZia with the Shynchoce.
phalia. The order Stegoc^halia is variously divided into

from 2 to 5 suborders, mainly on characters fnmisfaed by

the vertebrse.

amphibichnite (am*fi-bik'nit), n. [Irreg. <

Gr. ajju^i^ioQ, amphibious, + Ixvog, track: see

ichnite.] A fossil marked by ti-acks of am-
phibia.

amphibole, n.—soda ampblbole, a variety of amphl-
bole, or a species of the amphibole group, characterized

by the presence of sodium as a promineut constituent

:

the species riebeckite, glaucophane, arfredsonite, and
barkevikite belong here.

amphibolic^, a. 2. Ambiguous; of a doubt-

ful nature.—AmpUbollc fistula, an opening made
in the gall-bladder of an animal for the purpose of ob-

taining bile for physiological study. The common bile-

duct is left intact, so that when the external opening is

plugged the bile may flow away through the duct.

amphibolitic (am-fib-o-lit'ik), a. [amphibolite

+ -ic] In petrog., same as amphibolic. Gei-

He, Text-book of Geology, p. 8()4.

ampbibolization (am"fi-b61-i-za'shon),n. [flm-

phiboliee + -ation.] In geol., the' metamor-
phio process by which minerals of the am-
phibole group are produced in rocks by the

alteration of other minerals.

amphibrachic (am-fi-brak'ik), a. [amphibrach
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to the amphibrach

;

characterized by amphibrachs. Scripture, Ele-

ments of Experimental Phonetics, p. 510.

amphicarpium (am-fi-kar'pi-um), n.; pi. am-
phicarpia (-&}. [NL., < Gr. a/i^i, on both sides,

-t- KapKdg, friiit.] In bot., an archegoniumthat
persists after fertilization as a fruit-envelop.

amphicarpogenous (am-fi-kar-poj'e-nus), a.

[Gr. dfiij)!, on both sides, + itapwdg, fruit, +
-yev^S, -producing.] In bot., developing the

ftniit above ground and subsequently burying
it, as the peanut.
Amphicerus (am-fis'e-ms), n. [NL. (LeConte,
1861), < Gr. d/jufitKepai; two-homed.] A genus
of bostrychid beetles peculiar to North Amer-
ica. jl.&teaud!atu« is known in the United states asthe
apple-twig borer. It frequently injures apple-orchards
by boring into the small twigs and causing them to break
off. It also injures the canes of the grapes.

Amphichelydia (am*fi-ke-lid'i-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. a/iipt, on both sides, + "x^^vg (stem

X^M)-, assumed to be ;i;e>li«!-), a tortoise.]

A name introduced by LydeHsLer and rede-

fljied by Baur as a suborder to include fos-

sil turtles or ehelonians having free nasals,

a squamosoparietal arch, pelvis not ankyloseJ
to the carapace or plastron, and an intergular
shield. At present itembraces only a single family, the

Pleurostemidse,containing several generalizedforms from
the Jurassic, Cretoceous, and Tertiary rocks.

amphicondylous (am-fi-kon'di-lus), a. [Gr.

d/i^i, on both sides, + nAvdvKog, a joint or knob
(see condyle).] Having two condyles or ar-

ticular facets, as the skull of mammals and
batrachians : contrasted with *monocondiyUym.
amphicotjrledon (am^fl-kot-i-le'don), n. [NL..
< Gr. afxiji'i, on both sides, + NL" cotyledon-']

The cotyledons when united so as to form a

cup. De 'Fries.

amphicreatinbie (am-fi-kre-at'i-mn), n. [am-
jphi- + creatinine.] A base,'C8Hj9N7O4, found
in small amount in lean meat. It forms bright-
yellow crystals and resembles creatine in its

properties.



amphictyonian 43 amphivasal

amphictyonian (am-fik-ti-6'ni-an), a. Same Althongh the study of heredity is greatly complicated resenting the Sonejdas, or shrews, found fossil
as (tmphtetyonic. " ^7 amvhimixU, this miDgling of the hereditary tenden- j^ tjjg Qugrcy phosphorites of Oligoeene age.
A».«i.f««A^jj« /»„//£ • / j-\ 7 rxTT cies of two parents, and even the process of sezualre- >^

<6 - ^j t/iiuoi/i.-^ «.-<. 2- ^ s"*-^"^ "6^-
AmplucyOIudse(am"fi-si-on'i-de),»i.i»i. [NL., production which accompanies it, afford us a much amphlspermOUS (am-fi-sp6r'mus), «. [Gr.

<. Amphtcyon + -^ax.^ A family of Camiwro deeper insight into the process of heredity than we could a/i0(. On both sides, + ff7r^p/«z, Seed.] In hot.,

in which the characters of the teeth and base ever have obtained in any other way. having the seed closely invested by the perl-
of skull are those of the dogs, while the struc- .

Weumutnn (trans.), Germ-plasm, p. 2L g^jp ^thout modifloation of its form, as in an
tnre of the limbs and the plantigrade feet are Ampninesian (am-fi-ne'sian), a. and n. [Gr. achenium.
like those of the bears : found in the Tertiary '^l^h o" both sides, + vfjao^, island.] I. a. Ainpllisphseria(am-fi-8fe'ri-a),n. [NL.(Cesati
rooks of North America, Europe, and Asia. Of or pertaining to the aborigines of Indonesia, and De Notaris, 1863), < Gr. ajlfi, on both sides,

amphidepula (am-fi-dep'u-la), n.
;

pi. ampM- Poljrnesia, and Micronesia, considered as one + a(pa'ipa, sphere.] A genus of sphaeriaeeous
depulee (-le). [_amphi- + aepula.'] In em- racial division of mankind. fungi having mostly superficial scattered peri-

bryol, a phase of the metadepula stage char- 11. n. A member of the Amphinesian race, thecia. The spores are two-celled and dark-
aeteristic of the cyclostomes, ganoids, Dipnoi, Amphineura, «. pi. 2. A class or order of colored. The species are numerous and occur
and Amphibia among vertebrates. Haeckel. marine Mollusca. They have a bilaterally symmet- chiefly on dead wood.

.amphidesmOUS (am-fl-des'mus), a. [Gr. au^i, ^^J
elongated body, with terminal mouth and anus; the AmphisphaeriaceSB (am"fi-sfe"ri-a'se-e), n. pi.

*T~Tv^ ^ \ « "/, • L
^
rr 1 shell either lacking or consisting of 8 median pieces; rxTf y T l- i, i -i a'i? m j>on both Sides, + (5e(7/i(if, a band.] Having a mantle nbt divided into paired lobes ; ctenidia absent oi- L^i^; < AmphisphsBna + -aceee.^l A family of

ligament on each side. variously arranged ; and the odontophoie either present pyrenomycetous fungi, typified by the genus
amphidetic (am-fl-det'ik), a. [Gr. a«0i, on both <" lacking. The class includes the ChitmidiB, Neo- Amphisphssria.
sides, + *<!eT<if, bound, < <5«v, bind.] In the „"if"?;^*'J;°*

^^'"?*™5**'*?-,
^ rn - .,- amphispore (am'fl-spor), ». [Gr. a/i^i, on both

pelecypod moUusks, extending on both sides amphmeurous (am-fi-nu rus), a. [Gr^ a/^<, ^^^ ^ ^„„^^ ^ ^^^e.] A unicellular spore
of th4 beak : noting a type of ligament. ?" ''f^ «"lf«' + T'""'' 'T'^'

"®''''®-^ ^^^^ occurring in certain species of Puecinia, re-

amphidetically(aS-fl-deVi-kal-T),adi.. In an l^° ]^tf^l^^L^Z\^T'^f..n^IJ!y^l1ff^^l sembling a uredospore in its mode of germi-
amphidetic manner ; with the ligament on both ^ * ' ^ charactenstios of the nation, but requiriig a period of rest before it

sides of the beak, as in some moUusks. „Z^S!t^A^L1' / ^/^ - j j-n r/-. ^' ''"U germinate. Amphispores are found in

Amphidiscophora (am"fi-dis-kof'6-ra), n. pi.
amphiodont (am fi-o-dont), a. [Gr. ou^t, on PutKyimia vexans and P. Tripsaei.

[NL., < *amphidiscm, amphidisk, + &rl >w, !l°* h! f-?'. ^Ti!'
^°°*^:] ^ e»tom., having Amphistegina (am"fl-ste-ji'na), n. [NL., < Gr.

< pipecv, bear.] An order of lyssacineThexl
the dentition of the jaws intermediate between ^^f „„ ^^^h sides, + ariyv"^ roof, + -i«a.]

actinellidan spongeshaving amphidisks always
the teleodont and pnodont forms

:
applied to ^ genus of calcareous foraminifers, of the fam-

present in the limiting membraoes and no hex- "^^^P stag-beetles of the family Lueamdx.
jj Nummulitidx, having a lenticular test spi-

asters in the parenchyma. It includes the ^J?^P?^'?pl°'^V*?^"^-® T"^^Y"" t'^t "'^^;^'.,°^ rally enrolled and chambered : very abundant
family ByalonemaUdse. I'oth sides, + ocmg, a dwelling,] In %eht1i., j^ jf^g Miocene Tertiary.

ampMdisbophoran (am"fl-dis-kof'6-ran), a. /™P''hl«wl^?f^.'^^"i 'rm "'/rt 7!1;'T Amphistichus (am-fi-stik'us), n. [NL., < Gr.

anS n. I, a. Peri;aining to or having the char- Amphion (am-fi on), n [NL., < Gr. V^«w. hfi^i, on both sides, + <rn>f, a line.] A genus
acteristics of the AmpUdiscophora. ? f^^^ '? ^P"®*'" I^^f^'l -i^-fT'' "^""^ »* svirf-fishes, of the family Embiotomdse, found

II. n. Anymembev ot the AmphidiseopJiora.
ptroduced by Pander for trilobites character-

off the coast of Califomia. A. argenteus is the

Amphidozotlierilini (am"fl-d6-zo-the'ri-um),
ized by their broad and short cephalon, 15 common species.

™[NL., appar. a misprint for -'Amphidoxo- *°iL!^"??if„^!,1?m6nts, and
py^^^ ampMstrongyle (am-fi-stron'jil), «. [Gr.d^^/,

therium, < Gi. a^L^ido^og, uncertain, -P %/ov, ^f
ended into spines. These trilobites are at both en!s, + orpoyyvM, round.] In the

a wUd beast.] A genus of fossil moles from „:;Ji1j^^w™% 4.\ rn a' v ix.
nomenclature of the spicular elements of

the Tertiary phospliorites of Querey, France, *W?"°2:*iT ^^ ^i,
•' Cp'"//^'' °° ^°<^ sponges, a short monaxial rod with rounded

supposed to be allied to the exiltingfeoWcfe^^ »'
„

''
t
V"

^.T;^'
?,,^®'"^--^ A zygospore or ^^^s Bee ^onge-spi(yuXe.

of /apan and North America. ^1?»? if°f^t^i> *^-Tt J"l? f^fT amphistyly (am-fis'ti-U), n. lampMstyl(ic) +
amphidromic (am-fl-drotn'ik), a. \_Gv. a^lSpo-

lals: specifically applied to one of the two /] The state or condition of being amphi-
^ol miming around: see amphidromia.r'Pe^- ffKK,} ^"f°^*^°.^. °* generations in the

/tylic, or of having (as some sharks) the man-
taining to cStidal lines arranged radially about il^i*?"^^

°* Coemdm. Haeekel. Compare jibular arch attached to the skull by a liga-

a no-tide point.
mononi.

,„ , . _„ , ,, , ,. ., ment and but slightly supported by the hyoid.

amphigean, a. 3. In 60*., bearing flowers from amphlOX (am fi-oks), ». [Gr. a/^i. at both
g^ j^^j^ j

.^^.^.t^J^^^,,^) ;' 1^^^,..
Trootftocb ends, + ofif, sharp.] In the nomenclature of

ifeg^^^(.gia). [^L., < Gr. d/.0Con both siSes,

amphigenetic (am'fl-je-net'ik), a. [Gr. a^^i,
*^e spicular elements of sponges, a slender + ^^ ^ ^^^^ -, ^j^ ^„j the layer of cells at

on both sides, + genetic.-] By means of both S itds^
monaxial type, sharp at ^^^^ surrounding the endothecium in the cap-

sexes. Amphigenetic reproduction is sexual Amlwi,fJv^j«» /„™ « .;t'=,5 .qs \ », txtt / suleofamoss.
reproduction. ^J^n^^^I (^T'f ,!l'^lL^i P n" i amphiton (am'fi-ton), n. [Said to be < Gr.

Amphigenia (am-fi-je'ni-a), ». [NL.: see
4toJ'*»o:c«« -H Gr -id^f (see -^cfes).] A genus

i/^f/, at both ends, -I- rdi^of, a rope.] In the no-
^pUqemys.y A genus of' extinct brachio- °L^?"TiSl''/L*^L**?ii''„^''"f ^^^^ tS^aclature of the'spieular elements of sponges,
pols belongiig to the family Pentam^idie. t^^X r2l^}lf^!^^^rllZl^^^^^^^ a monaxial pencil-like rod with abruptly shfrp-
the shells are of llrge size, and the ventral valve has a "^^^^^ 4' Pelagims, found in the open sea g^^^ ^^^^_

^
g^g gponge-spimle.

small spondylium or pedicle-pit resting on a very short oft Mawau, IS the typical species. aranhitri»Ti(» fam^S-trt'e^t n FGt auAi at
vertical septum. These shells abounded in Devonian amphipeptone (am-fl-pep'tpn), n lampM- + Wen"r+r^J aJrident.]' AnLe'^^en

ptnn'liiffotiii. Cam fi-ien'ik^ a PGr audiytvic
P^P^^/i /" ^^^ sense of Kuehne, the end- to a form of skeletal element in the siliciousampJUgemc jam-n-jen ik;, a. lur. afufiyevti^, product of peptic digestion, a hypothetical snono-ea which nrPRBntH thp a-rmRnranoR nf a

of both kinds, + -Jc] In petrog., a term ap- mixture of anti- and hemi-Tientone Also am- ^^22^1 a^ presents tne appearance ot a

Tilifid to spdimentflrvropka which are nartlv
niixiure 01 anil ana nemi-peptone. Also am- vertical rod bearing a trident at each end«piiea to seaimentaxy rocKs wnion are pariiy pkopeptone. rea-arded as a mndification of the tetraxial

of organic and partly of inorganic origin, such amptiplatyan (am-fi-plat'i-an), a. [Gr. A/.^/, t™ of spfouie
'^°^'*"'^^''"' °' ^^^ *^*'^^'^^

as numerous sihcious and calcareous deep-sea on botli sides, + wMtIc, flat",' -f- -an. ] Of verl aMhitH^nir ram"fl tii e'nik^ a ^Amr,hitri.
deposits. Also amphogemc. tebra; having both of the articular faces of the

^'"V'O^nxmc^iim n-tn-e nit;, a. i_Ampn,itn-

amnTiiffotiitA CaTn-fii'fi-nitl » ramnhinmf -i-
'^eorBB, naying Doin or me articular laces 01 ine agree -f -jc] Of the nature of an amphitnsene.ampJUgenice cam-nj e-mr;, n. lampmgene -i- centra flat or plane. Owen. 9Tnnhit.rirTiniis ram-fi tri'kiisl a ffir liuihl

4te^.^ In petrog., a name sometimes given, amnhintiPiiBtip (am-fiti-niis'tikt n TGr auAi
ampnimcnous (am-n-tn Kus;, a. \\^. ajip,

?sU^Llle4 e^
^"' '''''' *° '^'""^ '?S&S*f}t"4X^^^^ ^t'hrflSlumreicTi^'rS ""

'

a^£|^imS55'ni-a),». [NL.] Same SV^a^^P^e^s^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

A^S?V<"ty..,See*^....^. =t4 ^J^L 1?0?'^^^ *™'^- '"'"-

et^Lt^^XonTeTt^ln^lKl
^^^^'"^ti^tlAa sid^ + ai°P.MPOSitive (<m-fl-pbz;i-tiv), « ln_p%o^_g ^Xf *tL priL%|!'kxis ?s devdoStnto aC t!LJtf^"'l ThaTtta^e of the ^al^

noting a process invented by Sabatier in which cladome. Analogous t^^amphUriLe (which
y6voQ, generation.] Ihat stage ot the mala- the picture is the result of a superposition or seel See also sSonae-smcule

Gl^-''c™;f*».S^Jl """" .?*4?^^^ °^?^° '""^^^' -e Belative and ^Sidtv^A^^-^t'TA a. iampUtrocM

aS^psTsTam-flX^sTsrr- [NL.. <Gr. ^^l^^^b^stTr^hen^pU^reSZron^S^oiff^^^ ^^^ Pertaining to "or"resembling amphi-

au5/, on both sides, + yjixi, a taking, (.Aalieiv, five which is in course of formation, exercise upon it, "">'"»
, , .. v iu

take.] The transmission to an offspring and whatever be the developing agent otherwise employed, a amphl^le (am fi-til), ». [Gr. afi^c, at both

i -V A^„Z.^A^^ia ,^^> /.i,.j.onfamc,n«c, «#^l»«+v, disturbing and Substituting actiou suoh that the develop- ends, + Tv/uoi, a KDob.] In the nomenclature
to Its descendants of characteristics of both ^gj,,. q, <^^ nefrative is stSpped at the moment of con- of the snieular elements of snonees a slender
parents : contrasted with i-monolepm. tact, and the chemical conibination which follows this °t"i^>ftP ™^r^„l™nH ^^
amDilimeSOdichotrisne (am-fl-mes-o-di-ka- contact gives rise to a positive. The substances which Straight, monaxial rod With swollen ends, bee

+.,57sT,^ m rfJv niiihi at hnt.h BTidR -1^ iipnnr exercise this power are probably numerous. Lime-water, sponge-spvcuie.
tri en), n. I W. afifi., at DOin enas,

7; /«fOf, solutions of ammonia, and silver nitrate possess it in ampUtypy (am'fi-ti-pi), n. The character of

S^aomeSure ^f'the ;^riar' eCe"nt^ 'ofp^fdl^el^^!-
^'^ """^ "^ ^""^"^^ ='"*' ^"^^ "^^ el^^i^th type£ ^'See the extract,

of SDOnees, a form of trisene having a thick Amphiprion (am-fip'ri-on), n. [NL., < Gr. In the arrangement of the reproductive organs one

shaft orVabd from near the middle of which a,0T,.on both sides +.,<.., a saw.] A genus
f^^t'.^^S^e'Yn^a^vTdtrS.tT^'efe,^^^^^

arise symmetric sets of branches by threes, of damsel-fishes of the family PowaceJift-jfte

;

of the other. Usually one can he designated as having

It is derived from the tetraxial type of spicular found on the coral reefs of the Pacific, and re- the normal arrangement, but the relative frequency may

structure. Also called amp/itoier. See *a»M- markable for their varied coloration. besuch that neither can be said to be more typ^l than

SXr, 3,' and sponge-spieuU. amphipyrenia (am-fl-pi-re'nin), n. [Gr. hp^l, the other. £«c*. Handbook of Med. Science, TII. 863.

amphimixis (am-fl-mik'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. on both sides, + wofOiv, stone of a frmt (nu- amphivasal (am-fi-va'sal), a. Of or pertain-

iiuAi, on both sides, + i"^f'f. a mingling.] In eleus), + -in.] In iot., a substance, related to ing to the presence of concentric fibrovascular

Woi.', the mingling of the hereditary tenden- pyrenin, forming the nuclear membrane in the bundles.

cies of the two parents in sexual reproduc- cell. Mioare, 1887.
r^-r, , r^ ' . AmongtheCyperaceffiithasbeenfoimdthatomipAtwMaZ

tion, considered abstractly, as distinct from AmphiSOreZ (am-fi-SO reks),«.. [Nlj.,<Gr.a/i0t, bundlesoccurinpracticallyall the nodes of plants bear-

amphigony or the reproductive process. about, near, -1- li.sorex, a shrew.] A genus rep- ing well-developed leaves. Science, Jan. 27, 1906, p. wo.



Same as *am-

See *a»i-

PanathenaicAinphoriskos. (From
"Journal of Hellenic Studies," by
permission of the Council.)

amphogenic

amphogenic (am-fo-jen'ik), a.

phigenic.

amphopeptone (am-fo-pep'ton), n.

phipeptone.

amphophil (am'fo-
fll), a. [Gr. a/ifpu,

both,+ 0i'/of , loving.]
Noting granules, in
certain leneocytes,
whieh have an affin-

ity for both acid and
basic dyes.

amphophilic (am-fa-
fil'ik), a. [Gr. a/t^u,

both, + ^i%elv, love.]
In cytol., eajyable of.

being dyed with both
acid andbasic stains

:

said of certain cells
or parts of cells.

amphophilous (am-
fof'i-lus), a. Same
as ^amphophilic.
amphoiiskos (am-fo-
ris'kos), ??. [NL.,'<
Gr. a/ttjioptaKoc, dim.
of d/njmpevc, am-
phora.] A type of
Greek vase resem-
bling the amphora
but much smaller,
being about 3 or 4
inches high.

adiphotenc, a. 2. In
chem., capable, in different reactions, of ex-
hibiting both acid and basic character, as, for
example, glycocoU or amidoaeetic acid.
amphoteiite (am-fot'e-rit), n. [As amphoter{ic)
+ -iie2.] See *metedrite.

amphoterogenic (am-fo-ter*o-jen'ik), a. [Gr.
a/^^irepog, each of two,"+ yevog, Mud.] Inpe-
trog., a term applied to sedimentary rocks re-
sulting from the mixture of chemical and me-
chanical deposits, as marl and loess.

amphoterotoky (am-fo-te-rot'o-M), n. [Gr.
atujidTepof, each or both, -f- rdiai;, production.]
The production ofboth males and females from
unfertilized eggs ; *heteroparthenogenesis
(which see). See also normal *parthenogen-
esis.

amphotoky (am-fot'o-ki), »». [Gr. d^j^, both,
+ rdnog, production.]' Same as ^amphoterotoky.

amplezicaulilie (am-plek-si-kS,'lin), a. [am-
plexicaul +-»»ei.] In hot, same as amplexicaul.
Syd. Soc. Lex.
Amplexopora (am-plek-sop'o-ra), re. [NL., <

L. amplexus, embraced, + Gr". trdpog, L. porus,
pore.] The typical genus of the family Am-
plexoporidse.

Amplexoporidse (am-plek-so-por'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Amplexopora + -idse.'] A family of
cryptostomatous Bryozoa which assume a va-
riety of forms having simple zooeoial tubes, no
mesopores, and abundant acanthopores. The
species occur fossil in the Silurian and Devo-
nian rocks.

Amplexus (am-plek'sus), re. [NL., < L. am-
plexus, i)p. of amplecti, embrace.] A genus of
Paleozoic tetracorals of the family ZaphrenH-
dse, having simple subcylindrical coralla with
shallow calice, well-marked septal fossula, and
septa not reaching to the center.

ampliation, re. 2. (V) In French law: (1) A
duplicate of an acquittance or other instru-

ment. (2) A notary's copy of acts passed be-
fore him, delivered to the parties. Bouvier,

Law Diet.— 4. In med., dilatation or diBten-

tion of a canal or cavity.

amplitude, ». 4. (c) In function theory, if a;=
f + iri, let the polar coordinates of (f, rj) be
p, 6, then any one of the angles B ot8 + Inw,

where re is any positive or negative integer,

may be called the amplitude of a;.— 6. In me-
teor., the range or difference between the max-
imum andminimum values of the temperature,
pressure, or other meteorological element with-
in a definite time, such as a day, a month, or

a year.

—

Clllef amplitude, the vectorial angle 9q, when
— T < So = " • abbreviated Am x, while any amplitude

is am X.—Periodic amplitude, the difference between
the maiimnm and minimum values computed by a Fou-
rier-Bessel series, as distinguished from the non-periodic

I
amplitude, which is the difference between the absolute

maximum and minimum values, or the means of all the
maxima and minima. Observations made with maxi-

mum and minimum thermometers give the tion-periodic

amplitude; hourly oliservationB can give the periodic

amplitude in temperature
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ampulla, n. 6. hiBydrocoralUnm, a pit formed
in the coenenchyma for the reception of gono-
phores.

ampullation (am-pul-a'shgn), n. An ampul-
lary process or condition.

In Callicthys the (anpuUation of the main canal is de-

scribed as a remarkable phenomenon hitherto unrecorded
in any other animal.

Linnean ZoSl. Soc. Land., Oct., 1898, p. 184.

amputating-knife (am'pu-ta-ting-nif*), re. A
knife with a long narrow blade, used to divide

the muscular tissues in the amputation of a
limb.

Amputation In continuity, amputation through the
segment of a limb and not at a joint.—Dry amputa^
tion, an amputation performed with a minimum loss of

blood.—Grltti's amputatloii, amputation at the knee-
joinf^ the end of the stump being terminated by the pa-
tella, which is turned imder the femur, and the opposing
surfaces of the bones are denuded of cartilage, so that
union occurs between them.— Inteimedlaiy amputa^
tion, amputation of a limb during the period of reaction
following the shock caused by the injury, but before the
occurrence of suppuration in the wound.—Primary
amputation, amputation of a limb within a very short
time after the receipt of the injury necessitating opera-
tion— after the shock has subsided, but before the estab-
lishment of inflammatory symptoms.

—

Secondary am-
putation, amputation ])erformed some time after the
receipt of the injury, when suppuration in the wound
has begun.— Spontaneous amputation, separation of
the dead portion of a limb in case of gangrene ; also, the
division of a limb by constricting bands formed during
intra-uterine life. Jour. Exper. Med., V. 105.

ampyx, n. 3. In the anatomic structure of the
Devonian fish Palmospondylus, an element of
the anterior part of the skull.

So far as it contributes to the floor of the skull it may
be described as a transverse bar or fillet, somewhat higher
in front than behind, providing a supporton each side tor
the terminal half of the low anterior cranial walls. The
thickness of the bar, which for brevity may be called the
'ampyXf*is considerable and it is extended downwards to
the ventral face of the skull where it is seen as a very con-
spicuous ridge.

W. J. and I. B. J. Sottas, in Philos. Trans. Eoy. Soc.
[London, ser. B, 196. 276.

Amsler's Integrator. See *integrator.

Amstelian (am-ste'li-an), a. and re. [D. Am-
stel, a river.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Amstel, a river in the Netherlands.
H. re. In geol., a proposed division of the

Pliocene in Holland.
amuguis (a-mo-ges'), n. [Philippine Sp.]
A name in the PhUippiues of Koordersiodenr-
dron pinnatum, a valuable timber-tree belong-
ing to the cashew family. It occurs also in
Celebes and New Guinea, its wood, which is also
called palosanto, is lightred sometimes marked with lead-
colored spots. It is used in ship-building_ and for the con-
struction of buildings butjt does notresist the attacks of
teiToites.

amusement, re. 4. In music, a brief enter-
taining piece, often one intended to give va-
riety to technical exercises.

amusia (a-mu'si-a), re. [NL.,.< Gr. a/iovao'i, not
musical, < d- priv. + /loiiaa, muse : see muse,
rmisic.1 Loss, through disease, of the ability to
express musical sounds either vocally orinstru-
mentaUy, to write musical notation (the
power of ordinary writing being retained), or
to appreciate musical sounds mentally. See
*tone-deafness.

amusingness (a-mU'zing-nes)^ n. Amusive
quality or effect; the quality of affording
amusement.
amutter, (a-mut'er), ad».pftr. [a-^ + mutter.']
Muttering'; in a muttering state. Mrs. Brown-
ing, Aurora Leigh, p.- 28. N. E. D.
Amyaria (am'-i-a'ri-a), re. pi. [NL., < Gr. d-
priv. + nvQ {iiv-), muscle, + -aria.] A group
of acephalous mollusks having no adductor
muscles. It includes the genus Chlamydocon-
eha. Doll.

amyarian (am-i-a'ri-an)^ a. [Amyaria + -ore.]

Pertaining to or resembling theAmyaria ; hav-
ing no adductor muscles.
Amycteridse (a-mik-ter'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Amyeterus 4- -idle.} A family 6f Australian
short-beakedrhynchophorous booties, of which
Amyeterus is the type.

Amyeterus (a-mik'te-rus), re. [NL. (Sch6n-
herr, 1826), < Gr. a/imriip, without a beak or
nose, < d- priv. + jivkt^p, beak.] A genus of
rhynchophorous beetles of the family CureuU-
onidse, or typical of the Amycteridx, containing
several Australian species characterized by an
excessively short beak.
amyelinic (a-mi-e-lin'ik), a. [Gr. d- priv. +
/iveMg, medulla, + -«» + -»c.] In neural., with-
out a medullary sheath: said of nerve-endings
and embryonic nerves in vertebrates.
Amjrgdalacese (a-mig-da-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Beichenbach, l828), < AmygdaVas + -acem.'] A

amylotype

family of dicotyledonous, choripetalous plants^

of the order Bosales, the almond family, called

by De Candolle Drupacex (which see), and in-

cluded by many authors in the Rosacea as a
subfamily. It embraces 7 genera, of which Amygdalut
(almond, peach) and Prunui (plum, cherry^ are the only
important ones, and about 110 species, mainly of the
north temperatesone of both hemispheres, with a few in
the tropica See Amygdalut, Prumu, and Bosaeea.

amygdalectomy (a-mig-da-lek'to-mi), «. [Cfr.

dfivydahi, tonsils, + iicroup, a cutting out, ex-
cision.] Same as amygdalotomy.
amygdallform (am-ig-dal'i-fdrm), a. [Gr.
dfivySilri, almond, + L. forma, form.] Almond-
shaped.
Amygdaline fissure. See*^sjtre.

amygdalolith (*-mig'da-lo-lith), re. [Gr. aiivy.

dd/h), an almond, + ^og, stone.] A concre-
tion in the substance of a tonsil. Buck, Med.
Handbook, HI. 232.

amygdalotome (a-mig'da-lo-tom), re. [Gr.

dfivyScAa, tonsils, -f -TOfiog, < raftelv, cut,] Same-
as tonsillotome.

amygdophenine (a-mig-do-fe'nin), ». [L.

amygd{ald), almond, + phenyl) + -iree.]

Phenylglycolyl phenetidine, CeH4(OC2H5)-
NHC0CH(0H)C6Hb. Its acetyl derivative is^

a febrifuge ; it is also antiseptic in its prop-
erties.

Amyl acetate, a compound, C2H302.C5Hii, prepared
from fQsel-oil or amyl alcohol and acetic acid. It is much
used in the manufacture of lacquers, and is also used in
a lamp for a primar;y standard iu photometry.— Auiyl-
acetate standard, in photom., a standard of light con-
sisting of the flame of an amyl-acetate lamp. The ac-
cepted form is that devised by Von Hefner Alteneck. Se&
-klight stamdard,

Amylaceous bodies. Same as corpora amylacea (which
see, under corpus).

amylan (am'i-lan), n. [amyl + -an.] The name
given to two compounds, known as a- and /J-

amylan, found in wheat, rye, and oats. Tn

composition and properties they somewhat re-

semble dextrine.

amylase (am'i-las), ». [amyl +-ase, as in dias-

tase.] A ferment which will convert starch
into dextrose : it occurs widely distributed in
both the animal and the vegetable world.
Same as diastase or amylolytic ferment.

amylate, n. 2. A metallic derivative of amy!
alcohol : as, sodium amylate, OgSnONst.
amylobacter (am^iJo-bak'tfer), re. [Gr. afoihin),.

stMch, + ^aKTTipwv, a little rod.] See *amylo-
bacterium.

amylobacteriiun (am*i-16-bak-te'ri-um), re.; pi.

amylobacteria (-a). [NL., < Gr. apvlmi, starch,
+ ^aKTtjpun), a little rod.] A micro-organism,
which has the power of producing butyric;
acid from a large number of substances, in-
cluding lactic, citric, malic, and other acids,
as well as of splitting up certain peetic com-
pounds associated with the cell-walls of many
tissues.

amylocoagulase (am^i-lo-ko-ag'u-las), «.
[amyl -\- coagul{ate) + -ase, as in diastase.] A
ferment wMch coagulates soluble starch:
found in cereals.

amyloid, a. and re. I. a. 2. In pathol., noting &
degenerative change characteristic of larda-
ceous disease (which see, under lardaceous).-
JEncyc. Brit. XXXI. 548. —Amyloid bodies.
Same as corpora amylacea (which see, under corpus).—
Aimaold kidney. See irkidney.

n. ». 2. A precipitate obtained from a
gelatinous solution of cotton which has been
treated with concentrated sulphuric acid.
Vegetable parchment is due to the partial
transformation of the vegetable fibers into this
substance.—3. Xnpath<^., same as lardacein.

amyloin (a-mil'o-in), re. [Gr. d/ivlov, fine
.

flonr,_ + -t«2.] A. name given by Brown audi
Monis to a class of substances formed by the
action of diastase upon starch. They have
the properties of both maltose and dextrine.
amylome (am'i-lom), n. [amyl + -ome (see
-orna).] Xylem parenchyma which contains
starch.

amyloplastic (am»i-16-plas'tik), a. [Gr. a/tv-

Aov, mie meal (starch), + Tr^aarog, < wMaaeiv,
form.] Starch-forming.
amyloplastid (ar-mil-o-plas'tid), re. [Gr. ifiv-

/W, starch, + wAaoTdg, formed, + -id?.] A col-

orless plastid which produces starch in plant
cells.

amylotype (a-mil'o-tip), n. [Gt. aiivlov, fine
meal, + -rimog, type.] In photog., a picture
printed by the action of light ms. paper which
has been "washed in juice extracted from



amylotype

plants or from flowers or in an artificial color-
ing substance. See *anthotype.

lAmylum body. Same as Aomj/fcjjtoW.—Amylum
center. Same as pyrenoid.

JJLmynodon (a-min'o-don), n. [NL., irreg.
<Gr. ajibveiv, ward ofE, + bSovg (odoi/r-), a
tooth.] A genus of rhinoceros-like ungu-
lates from the Eocene of North America.
Amynodontids (am"i-no-don'ti-de), n. pi.
[NL. iAmnodon (< 6r. a/iiveiv, ward oflE, -1-

Moii, tooth + -idsB.'\ A family of ungulates,
related to BMnoceros, from the Tertiary
rocks of North America. They have on each ramus
of the jaw 8 incisors, 1 canine, 4 premolars, and 3 molars.
The manus is regarded as having had 4 digits and the pes 8.

amyotrophia (a^'mi-o-tro'fl-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
d- priy. + /ii)f,_ muscle, + rpo^, nourishment,
< Tptfuv, nourish.] Same as amyotroplnj.

Jlmyoiropblc paralysis, paralysis resulting from mus-
cular atrophy.

amyrilene (a-mir'i-len), n. [amyr {in) + 41
+ -ene.) A triterpene C30H48, formed hy
the action i of phosphorus pentachlorid on
amyriu. A dextro- and levo-rotatory a-amyril-
ene and a dextrorotatory ;8-amyrilene have
been described.

Anabsena (an-a-be'na), n. [NL. (Bory, 1822),
irreg. < Oti. avaSaiveiv, to go up : see anabasis.
The name alludes to the mibit of the plants in
coming to the surface of the water.] One of
the blue-green algaa (Sehieophycex), consisting
•of numerous oval or circular cells united into
a, filament, with intercalary heterooysts. it is

distinguished from Noatoe by the absence of an envelop-
ing gelatinous mass which Incloses a number of filaments.
This genus is responsible for some of the bad odors and
tastes frequently noticeable In water during the warmer
months.

anabix (an'a-biks), ».; pi. anabices (a-nab'i-sez).
[NL., an arbitrary or mistaken formation,
based, according to some, on Gr. avapimv, re-

vive, but perhaps on avd^amg, a going up.]
The part of certain cryptogamic plants, as
lichens, liverworts, and club-mosses, that per-
ishes below while vegetating above.

anabo (a-na'bo), n. [Tagalog?] A name in
the Philippine Islands of Abroma augusta and
allied species, the twigs of which yield a
strong, white bast-fiber which is easily sepa-
rated and is superior to sunn-hemp. The plant
is readily cultivated and yields three crops a
year. See devil's-cotton.

anabolergy (an-ab'o-lSr-ji), n. [Gr. ava^o'Ki/,

a striking up (see ahaboUsm), + Ipyov, work.]
Energy expended in anabolism.
anab^istic (an-ab-o-lis'tik), a. {cmabol{ism)
+ -ist + -Jc] Relating to or consisting in

anabolism or constructive metabolism. Phil.

Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903.

anabranch (an'a-branch), n. [jsma-, in anas-
tomosing, + briineh.'] A branch of a river

which reunites with it lower down, thus form-
ing an island known as a branch-island. Called

"by the aborigines billabong. [Australian.]

A curious history is given of the word "Anabraneh,"
which was applied by Colonel Jackson in the K. 6. S.

Journal of 1834 to the branch of a river which reunites

lower down with the main stream.
Beog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XI. 319.

anabrosis (an-a-bro'sis]), n. [NL., < Gr. ava-

PpudLg, an eating up, < avajSijip^meiV, eat up, <

avd, up, + piPp&aKeiv, eat.] In med., erosion

of the surface ; ulceration.

anabrotic (an-a-brot'ik), a. [anabrosis {-ot-)

+ -Jc] In med,., relating to or consisting in

anabrosis or superflcial erosion of the surface.

anacampsis (an-a-kamp'sis)^ n. [Gr. avdKa/iij/ic,

< avamfinrew, beiiid back, < av&, back, + nd/iir-

Tsiv, bend.] Reflection as of light or sound;
reaction ; reciprocation.

anachloi^hydna (an-a-kl6r-hi'dri-a), n. Ab-
sence of hydrochloric acid in the gastric juice.

'anachoresis (an-a-ko-re'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

avax^piatC, withSrawing, retreating, < &va-

Xi^pslv, withdraw, < ava, baok, H- xupelv, give

way.] In bat, retrograde change in an organ
or whorl.

anachromaticl (an'^a-kro-mafik), a. [Gr. dvd,

up, + xpo/m, color.]" Relating to an ascend-

ing color scale. Buck, Med. Handbook, III.

208.

anachromatic^ (an-ak-ro-mat'ik), n. [aw-3 -I-

achromatic] In photog., a corrective for

achromatism. WooSbury, Diet, of Photog.,

p. 33.

anachronismatical (an-ak"ron-iz-mat'i-kal),

a. [Irreg. < anachronism + -at-ic-al.'] Same
as anachronous. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends,

p. 182. [Rare.] N. M. D.
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anacidity (an-a-sid'i-ti), n. [Gr. av- priv. -I-

E. acidity.'] Reduced or abolished acidity of
the gastric juice or other fluid.

anaclete (an-grklet), n. [Gr. dvd, back, -1- fca-

'Aew, call.] die who is called back.

anaclinal (an-a-kli'nal), a. [Gr. dvd, back, -1-

K/Uveiv, bend.] " In ge'dl., transverse to the dip

:

said of a valley or a river which descends
against the dip.— Anaclinal valley, a valley whose
axial direction is not in accord with the dip of the un-
derlying rocks.

anacostia (an-a-kos'ti-a), n. A twiU-woven
fabric with a worsted warp and a woolen weft.

Anacrogynae (an-ak-ro-ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. av- priv. -f- dxpov, apex, + ywfj, female.]
In bot., a suborder of cryptogamic plants of
the order Jv/ngermanniales, class Hepatiex, in
which the archegonia are formed at a point
below and remote from the apex. It embraces
the thalloid genera of the Jungermanmacese, of
simpler type than the *Aerogynse (which see).

anacrogynous (an-ak-roj'i-nus), a. [Gr. dv-

priv. -r &Kpov, apex, + yw^, female, + -ous.']

In hot, having the archegonia formed at a
point below and remote from the apex, as in
the Anacrogynse.

AjaacyrtUB (an-a-s6r'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. &vd-

Kvprog, curved upward or backward, < avd, up,
+ Kvprds, curved.] A genus of South Ameri-
can toothed shiners of the family Charaoin-
idse.

anadenia (an-a-de'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. dv-

priv. + aoifv, a gland'.'] Insufficiency or ab-
sence of glands, especially of the gastric glands.

anadisene (an-a-di'en), n. [Gr. dvd, up, back,
-t- *diatva, an "assumed form ('two-pronged
staff'), from St-, two, parallel to Tpiaiva,a: tri-

dent.] In the nomenclature of the spieular

elements of sponges, a hexactine spicule hav-
ing a straight rhabd or shaft and an anchor-
shaped head. See sponqe-spieule.

anadipsia (an-a-dip'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. dva-

intensive +" 61^, thirst.] Intense thirst.

anadipsic (an-a-dip'sik), a. Pertaining to or

characterized by anadipsia.

anaerobe, n,—Facultative anaerobe, an organism
usually requiring oxygen, which has become capable of

living in either the presence or the absence of oxygen.

anaSrobia^ (an-a-e-ro'bi-a), n. [NL.j abstract
n oim, fern. sing. ofanaeroVi'us: see anaerobious.']

The ability (on the part of bacteria) to live in

the absence of free oxygen Facultative anaS-
robia, the possibility ol living in either the presence or
the absence ot oxygen.

anaerobic, a— Facultatively anaerobic, having ac-

quired the ability to live in either the presence or the
absence of oxygen.

anaSrobically (an-a-e-rob'i-kal-i), adv. In an
anaerobic manner. J^our. Exper. Med^ VI. 67.

anaSrobiont (an-a-6r-o-bI'ont), n. Same as
anaerobe.

anaerobism (an-a'e-ro-bizm), n. [anaerobe +
-ism.'] That faculty or" power of living without
oxygen which is possessed by some micro-or-

ganisms, particularly certain bacteria.

anaero-oxydase (an-a^e-ro-ok'si-das), n. [Gr.

dv-priv. -I- lii^jO, 33.r, + oiaydase.'] Sameas*^e»'-

ansesthesia, » crossed ansesthesla, a condition in

which ansesthesia exists on one side of the face and on
the opposite side of the body.—General ausesthesia,
total ana)sthesia, with loss of consciousness, induced by
the inhalation of an anesthetic gas or vapor, such as

chloroform, ether, or nitrous oxid.—Infiltration anaes-
thesia, local ansesthesia induced by the injection into

the subcutaneous tissues, in and about the seat of oper-

ation, of large quantities of a very weak solution of co-

caine or other local anesthetic.—^Local ansBStliesla,
ansesthesia of a circumscribed area induced by the hi-

jection of a solution of cocaine, or other substance of

similar action, or by the application of cold.—Medul-
lary ansesthesia, anaesthesia induced by injection be-

neath the membranes covering the spinal cord of a solu-

tion of cocaine or other substance with similar action.

The ansesthesia so produced is very wide iu its extent,

but there is no loss of consciousness, as in general anses-

thesia. — Mixed ansesthesia, general ansesthesia in-

duced by one agent, as nitrous-oxid gas, and maintained

by another, as chloroform or ether.—Primary anses-

thesia, insensibility to pain occurring soon after the

administration of ether is begun. It is of brief duration,

but is usually long enough to permit of the extraction of

a tooth or for the incision into a boil.—Spinal ansesthe-
sia. (a) Ansesthesia of a circumscribed portion of the

body due to a lesion of the spinal cord. (6) Same as

medvUary *(miegtheaia.—Saxsioal ansesthesia, local or

general ansesthesia induced artificially for the purpose of

preventing the pain of a surgical operation.

ansesthesiant, a. and n. See anesthesiant.

ansesthol (an'es-thol), n. A mixture of chloro-

form, ether, and ethyl chlorid recommended
as an anesthetic in place of the mixture of

alcohol, chloroform, and ether.

Anagallis.(an-a-gal'i8), n. [NL., < L. anagallis.

analophic

< Gr. dvaya^Atg, pimpernel.] An annual, bi-

annual, or perennial herb, cultivated in the
open, a member of the family Primulaceie and
sometimes called pimpernel. Only the annual spe-
cies are known in Auienca. A. arvensis is. commonly
known as poor man's weather-gloBS. Twelve species are
known in the temperate zones of Europe, Africa, east
Asia, and South America.

anagap (a-na-gap'), n. [Philippine Sp. anagap,
anagat, from a native dialect.] In the Phil-
ippine islands, a tree, Pithecolobium lobatum,
belonging to the mimosa family, having bipin-
nate leaves with a single pair of leaflets and a
large pod deeply lobed along its lower suture
into round divisions. The wood is durable,
flne-grained, brittle, and of a yellowish-gray
color. It is used in construction and for fur-
niture.

anagenesis (an-a-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr. dvd, up,
+ yivcaig, origin : see genette.'] Evolution by
means of the acquiring of characters and of in-

creasing complexity anddifferentiation. Hyatt.

anagenetic (an^a-je-nefik), a. Tending to the
advancement or propessive development of

organisms. Hyatt, Biol. Lect., p. 146. [Rare.]

anagerontic (an'^a-je-ron'tik), a. [Gr. avd, up,
-I- ytpav (yepavT-),' &n old man: see geronUe.]
Noting the early portion of the gerontic or
senile period in the development of an organ-
ism. Hyatt.
anaglyph, n. 2. In photog., a kind of picture,
inventedby Ducesdu Hauron, with two images
printed nearly in superposition, one in red and
the other in greenish blue. On viewing this double
image through a pair of eye-glasses, one blue and the other
red, the image is seen stereoscopically. On reversing the
glasses the opposite effect, or pseudoscopic vision, is the
result. Three-color heliochromy has also been applied to
the anaglyph. When two slides from a stereoscopic nega-
tive, one with a red image and the other with a blue, are
projected on a screen together, they appear stereoscopi-
cally when viewed through colored glasses.

anaglyphoscope (an-a-glif'o-skop), n. {ana-
glyph + Gr. aiamelv, view.] ' la photog., a pair
of eye-glasses, one red and the other greenish
blue, for viewing anaglyphs so as to produce
a stereoscopic effect.

anago (a-na'go), n. [Jap. anago."] The Japa-
nese name of an eel of the family Leptoc^hali-
dss, Congrelhm anago, found at Nagasaki.

anagyrine (a-naj'i-rin), n. [Anagyris + -JMe2.]

An alkaloid, C15H22N2O, found in Anagyris
fmtida. The free base forms a gummy, amor-
phous mass. It has a powerful toxic action.

Anakim (an'a-kim), n. pi. [Heb. 'andktm, pi.

of 'Andk; etyin. unknown: in one view, from
'anak, neck. ] A pre-Canaanite tribe mentioned
in the Old Testament, otherwise called ' the
Anak' or ' the sons of Anak,' and, as usual in

regard to outlying tribes of which little is

known, reputed to be giants.

Anal flands. See kgland.—kosl margin, the posterior
margin of an insect's wing when expanded.— Anal nerve
or vein, the posterior nerve or vein of an insect's wing
when expanded.— Anal spot, in the Infusorixi, the spot
where the waste-products of digestion are ejected.
Parker and Haswefl, Zoology, I. 81.— Anal vesicle. See
'kvesicle.

analcite-basalt (a-narsit-ba-sait*), n. See
*basalt.

analcitite (a-nal'si-tit), ». [analHte + -ite^.']

In petrog., a basaltic rock rich in primary
analcite and without olivin: proposed by
Pirssouj 1896.

analeptic, a. II. n. In med., a remedy which
exerts a restorative or invigorating action.

Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 694.

analgene (an-al'jen), n. [_analg{ic) + -e»e.]

Ortho -ethoxyanabenzoylaminoquinoline, Cg-
HKN(OC2H5)NHCOC6Hg. It is a white crys-

talline powder, insoluble in water, used in the
treatment of neuralgia.

analgesin (an-al'ge-sin), n. Same as anUpyrin.

analgic (an-al'jik), a. [Gr. dva}i,y^g, painless,

.

< dv- priv. + SXyog, pain.] Same as analgetic.

Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 865.

analog, n. A simplified spelling of analogue.
Analogous tissues, in pathol. , morbid tissues resembling
in th^r structure normal tissues.

analogy, ».—Convergent analogy, resemblance be-

tween organisms or organs which is due to independent
modification on similar lines and not to inheiitance from
a common ancestor.—Elrkwood's analogy, in astron.,

a supposed but now discredited law, announced in 1849,

connecting the distances of the planets and their masses
with their axial rotations by an equation in form analo-

gous to that which expresses Kepler's harmonic law.

analophic (an-a-lof'ik), a. [Gr. dvd, up, -I-

Tidfog, crest.] In craniom., having the incisor

crest in the anterior nasal aperture confined to

the posterior part of the floor of the nares.

Harrison Allen, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sei. X. 419.



analphabetic

analphabetic, a. Z. Non-alphiabetic ^Anai-
ShaoetiC symbols, in plwnetics, symbols or signs \rhich

not denote sounds, but components of sounds, each
simple sound being represented by agroup of symbols re-

sembling a chemical formula, in much the same way as
Itv might he taken to represent * lip-teeth-voice.'

analphabetism (an-arfa-bet-izm), n. 1. H-
literaey; ignorance even of the alphabet.—3.
In phonetics, a system of representing the
articulations of speech-sounds by means of

4g anapborla

[Gr. avd, back, + fierd, beyond, + -Spo^c, < anangioid (an-an^i-odd) «• [^r "v- priv. +

ipaudv, ™.] in l^yol, having the nerves of aryecov, a vessel, + -wd.] Having no retinal

the weaker pinnules anadromous and those of btoodj^essels.-AB^oid disk, the retmal d«k

^^^^Tr2Ed^(^S^ ^SS^S^Sn^-^itlSna.
??l?ir*l£*^l^°.°^f'5;ir*^J i5SLl mals in which the retina has no blood-vessels,

see

analphabetic symbols, proposed by Professor anamirtin (an-a-mer'tin), n. A crystalline ^'^S^- ... , Having no retinal
I. Otto Jespersen of Copenhagen in 1889. See substance, bieflg^Oio, found in small amount, ^S^^f°"^„eST-lninrioid
*analpMl!uc ,.,,.,., , T^"^ ^^'^'^^^AXnZ'tAtt'^Z^l" "''^"h^Xise creS^^^^
analysis,)!. 5. In cricitei, an itemized record Cocculus. It is slightly bitter and not poison- •»^!'".V"k. . „ ^=-,K-=., ^ .,

—

a^ d

of the play of the bowler, intended to show ous.
.

particularlythenumberof runs scored by him anamnesic (an-am-ne'sik), a. [anamnesia +
and the number of wickets obtained.— 6. In -ic] Endowed with a good memory; disposed

to remember. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 345.

anamniote (an-am'ni-6t), a. and «._ [Gr.

amniote ; having no amnion in the fetal state

;

anamniotic.
II. n. A member of the Anamnionata.

' [Gr. avd, up,

back, + *^(iva«wa, assumed form ('one-pronged
stai'), from //liwof, single, parallel to rp'uuva, a

trident.] In the nomenclature of the spieular

chem., intentionally produced decomposition:
often applied to the ascertainment of the com-
position of a substance, whether the constitu-

ents are actually obtained in separate form or

not.— Capillazy analysis, a system of chemical anal-

ysis based upon the fact that solutions of different sub-
stancesarepropagatedatdiffereutTelocitiesbycapiltey anamonsene (an-a-mon'en), »,
attraction through porous material : used chiefly m the «>'_"™v*"'^'rvy \ .. , n
detection of different coloriug matters in a mixture.

—

Partition analysis, a calculus founded upon the theory

of partitions, an important part of combinatory analysis.

— Folariscopic analysis. See itpolarucoptc.—Spher-
ical barmonic analysis. See *harmonic.

Analytic proof, algebraical proof; proof depending upon
a careful analysis of the problem : opposed to synthetic

proof, which appeals to intuition or common-sense and
is thus not strictly apodictic.

Analytical reference, an entry in a library catalogue re-

lating to a particular chapter or section of a book, and
referring the reader to the heading under which the book
itself is entered. Sometimes also called simply an
anaij/tioai.— Analytical variation, variety.
Avariatian, -kvarielii.

analytics, »• pi- — Thermal analytics, the mathe-
matical or, more specifically, the algebraic analysis of

the theory of heat.

analyzer, n, — Harmonic analyzer, a device for

determining the harmonic elements of a periodic curve.

BpeciuUsed, typical Vespei-tilionidse occurred already in

the Eocene. . . . The eyes of these nocturnal creatures

are very small, anangima, and devoid of any traces of

higher development, except that they are also without any

traces of ancestral vestiges, besides the rather common
rudiment of the hyaloid artery.

^_ ,, _ Pftao». 3Va»«. iJoj/. Soc. iond., ser. B, 194, p. 68.

priv. + ^'h. amniotus, amniote.] I. a. Not anantheriun (an*an-the'rum), «.; pi. awajj-

thera (-ra). [NL., < Gr. a- priv. + NL. an-

tlwra, anither.] In hot., a filament without an

anther; a staminode.

ananym (an'a-nim), n. [Erroneously for *an-

onynfi, < Gr. avd, back, + bvofia, dvvfM, name.]

A name written backward, as Noremae for

J . , . 1.V - J Cameron.
elementsof sponges, a tnasne whichhas under- anaoxytriaene (an-a-ok-si-tri'en), n. [Gr. avi,

gone atrophy of two of its axial arms or clad- ^p ir,a(.]j + i;^r gLarp, + rpiaiva, atrident.] In
iska, the third being reflected on the fourth, '^' ' - "^^- — ^ -' 1 ^^-

i

giving the spicale the form of a gafif-hook. See
sponge-spicule.

anamorphic (an-a-m6r'fik,), a. Pertaining to

or resulting from anamorphism. Van Hise,

U. S. Geol. Surv., Monograph 47, p. 169.

See anamorphism (an-a-m6r'fizm), n. In geol.,

that variety of metamorphism which takes
place below the zone in which cavities may

the nomenclature of the spieular elements in

sponges, a form of anatrissne in which the

branches are all acute. See *anatrisme and
sponge-spicule.

anapaite (a-na'pa-it), n. [Named (by A. Sachs,

1902) < Anapa (see def
.
) + -Jte^. ] A hydrated

phosphate of ferrous iron and calcium occur-

ring in colorless triclinic crj'stals and also in

massive forms: found at Anapa on the Black sea.

exist. It results in the production of new anapanapa (a-na*pa-na'pa), n. [Hawaiian.]

l>C" I
I ! I i'it^^

Michelson's Hannonic Analyzer.

c, curve ; s, stylus.

All periodic curves may he regarded as made up of one
or more sine-curves, harmonically related to each other

as regards frequency. By means of a machine so con-

structed as to impart to a stylus a linear oscillatory mo-
tion which is the resultant of the various simple harmonic
motions which go to make up a given curve, it is possible

to trace the curve in question upon a surface moving
uniformly under the stylus. On the other hand, if the

fonn of curve is given it is possible to determine by
means of a suitable mechanism the amplitude and fre-

quency of the elements of which it is the resultant. A
machine of the latter description is called a hamumie
analyzer. Such machines have been devised by Kelvin,

Michelson, and others. That of Kelvin was constructed

with special reference to the analysis of the tides. Since

the number of harmonic elements in a periodic curve

may be indefinitely great, the mechanical analysis is In

some cases only approximate. The harmonic analyzer

of Michelson, however, which permits of a determina-

tion of 80 different elements, gives a very close approxi-

mation for most curves.

anamesitic (an-am-e-sit'ik), a. [anamesite +
-ic] In lithol., having the structure or ap-

pearance of anamesite. Smithsonian Bep., 1899,

p. 233.

anametadromous (an - a -me - tad'ro - mus), a.

minerals under conditions of great pressure
Fan Hise, U. S. Geol. Surv., Monograph 47,

p. 167.—Zone of anamorphism, the deep-seated zone
of the earth in which anamorphism takes place.

anamorphote (an-a-m6r'f6t), a. [Prom the as-

sumed stem of atiamorphosis.J Causing ana-
morphosis ; distortive—Anamorphote lens in

photog., a lens having a cylindric element and therefore

distorting the image like a cylindric mirror. Wall, Diet,

of Photog., p. 32.

ananaplas (a-na-na'plas), n. [Tagalog (f).] A
valuable timber-tree, AUnzzia procera, belong-
ing to the mimosa family. Its heart-wood is hard
and durable, of a brown color with alternate lighter and
darker bands, and a straight grain. It is used for posts

in house-building, and for making rice-pounders and
parts of agricultural implements and machinery. The
bark Is astringent and is used for tanning, and the tree

yields a gum soluble in water. [Philippine Is.]

Ananas oil, ethyl or amyl butyrate diluted with alcohol

:

used to imitate the odor of thepineapple in confectionery,
soda-water syrups, and perfumery. Also called ananas
OTpineapple essence.—^sence Of ananas, an artificial

flavoring essence possessing the odor of pineapple ; ethyl
butyrat^ C3S7.CO.OC2H5 (which see, under butyrate).

Ananchytidee (an-an-kit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ananchytes +-idse.'] A family of spatangoid
echinoids, most of whose representatives are
extinct and belonged to Cretaceous time.

ananeanic (an'a-ne-an'ik), a. [Gr. avd, up, +
veavias, a youth : see neanie.'] Noting the early
portion of the neanie or youthful period in the
development of an organism. Hyatt.

ananepiastic(an*a-ne-pi-a8'tik), a. Noting the
earliest expression of the nepiastic substage
in the ontogeny of the compound individual or
colony, as the bryozoanJ'enesteJte. See *nepias-
tic.

ananepionic (an-a-ne-pi-on'ik), a. [NL., < Gr.
avd, up, + vijinoq, infant.] In the terms of aux-
ology or the development of the individual,
noting a growth condition approaching the
nepionic stage. See *nepionic. Contrasted with
•kparanepknic, which designates the phase which imme-
diately follows the nepionic. The ananepionic stage is

one of immature growth and directly follows the larval
phase. The word was introduced by Hyatt with special
reference to the stages of growth and decline in the fossil
cephalopods.

For about half a volution or less, the shell is smooth,
although lines of growth become more pronounced. At
more or less regiidar intervals stronger lines' of growth

A name in Hawaii of a widely distributed

shrub, Colubrina Asiatica, the bark of which

is used for soap.

anaphase (an'a-faz), n. [NL. anaphasis, < Grr.

dvd, back, again, + ipdaig, appearance, phase.]

In cytol., a stage in mitosis, or karyokinetic

Anaphases of mitosis in cells (spermatocytes) of the
salamander. iDruner.) Magnified.

^. Anaphase ; divergence of the daughter-chromosomes, expos,

in^ the central spindle as the interzonal fibers : contractile fibers

(principal cones of Van Beneden) clearly shown. £. Later ana-

phase (dyaster of Flemming) ; the central spindle fully exposed to

view; mantle fibers attached to the chromosomes. Immediately
afterward the cell dirides.

cell-division, characterized by themoving apart

of the chromosomes destined to enter the two

„ - daughter-nuclei. Strasburger, 1884.
appear (anon«»io»«). In the later portion of the nepionic anaphasis (a-naf'a- n. [NL.] Same as
sta^e(metaneplonic)longitudmalwnukles ornbs appear ""••f""""' y^a, ^a.,. a, ^ a,, .». l-''" j

which characterize the ambital portion of the whorl, and anapnase.
^ ^ , . /

may be traced upward to the suture between the two anaphla (a-naf'i-S.), n. [Gr. av- priv. + a(^1,

c auai zer
^^'""''^ 4m«r. ilTafc, Aug. 1903, p. 618. a touching, < aTTTcir, touch. Cf . Gr. (iva^f, not

determin™ 3'?3'i8i*'l (*""^^'ii;&°)) '* C^'^- «i'- priv. + tobe touched.] In patAoi^, loss of the^sense of

Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol.,dyyuov, a vessel.] Saving no vascular system

:

touch.
applied to certain polychBetous annelids in I. 39.
which the coelomic fluid, whose corpuscles anaphoria (an-a-fo'ri-a), «. [NL., < Gr. 'ovo-

contain hemoglobin, is carried to the various i^opoq, < dvaipipeiv, carry back: see anaphora.]
organs of the body by the action of ciliate The tendency of the axes of vision in the two
cell s which cover the peritoneum along certain eyes to assume too high a plane. Med. Record,
deflnite tracts. April 18, 1903.



anaphylembryonic

anaphylembryonic (an''a-fil-em-bri-on'ik), a.

Noting the earliest expression of the phylem-
bryonic substage in the ontogeny of any or-
ganism. See *p}vylembryonio.

That it ia probably not the most primitive type of gas-
tropod iB suggested by the consideration that the earliest
stage {ana-phylembryonic) of the protoconch Is not coiled,

but rather cap-shaped like modem Patella.
Amur. Nat., Dec, 1902, p. 92L

anaplasia (an*a-pla'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. inict-

vXuau;, reformation, adjustment, < avan^aaauv,
reform, mold anew, < ava, again, + ir^ffffcjv,

form.] 1. InpatfeoJ.,thesumofthemorphologi-
eal, staictural, chemical, and other alterations

which eeUs undergo when assuming the ehar-
aoteristics of malignancy.— 2. Same as *a»a-
plasis.

anaplasis (an-aj)'la-sis), n. [NL., <Gr. avd-

TrMaig, reformation, i dvatrMaaeiv, reform, re-

new, restore.] In Hoi., the history or course
of an organic type during the period or stage of

its rise, as distinguished from the period of its

full maintained vigor (metaplasis) and the
period of its decline or decadence {*cataplasis).

Uaeckel.

Anapterygota (an-ap-ter-i-go'ta), n.pl. [NL.,
appar. < Gr. avd, back, again, + irTepvY(-yfiii,

winged, < Trripv^ {iTTepvy-), wing.] A group of
insects (including the orders Mallophaga and
Siphonaptera and the suborder Anoplura)
which contains only wingless forms, which,
however, are supposed to have descended from
winged ancestors.

anapterygotism (an-ap-ter-i-go'tizm), n.

[Anapterygota + -ism.2 In entom., a condition
of winglessness attained, usuallythrough apar-
asitic life, by forms with a winged ancestry.

In these facts we have a clue to the change from ex-

opterygotism to endopterygotism, namely, by an inter-

mediate period of cmapterygoUsm.
Bneyc. Brit., XXIX. BOS.

anapterygOtOTlS (an-ap-ter-i-go'tus), a. In en-

tom., wingless, although derived from winged
ancestors, as the Mallophaga, Siphonaptera,
and Anoplura.

These cases render it highly probable that insects may
in some circumstances become wingless, thougli their

ancestors were winged. Such insects have been styled
ajiapterygotoits. JEnoye. Brit, XXIX. 603.

anaptyzis (an-ap-tik'sis), n. [Gr. avanrv^ig^ an
opening, unfolding, < avairrvoaetv, unfold, < avd,

back, + irriaaetv, fold.] In phonetics, the in-

voluntary utterance of an auxiliary vowel,
especially before r, I, m, and n, in certain po-
sitions, as in lucre, able, chasm, etc,

aiiaQ.ua (an-S,'kwa), n. Same as anagua. See

47

speaks a language that does not belong to the
Aryan family. Demker, Races of Man, p. 334.

anascope (an'a-skop), n. [Gr. dvd, up, -I- oko-

mlv, view.] An optical arrangement which
enables one to view the image in a camera
right side up. Woodbury, Bncyo. Diet, of Pho-
tog., p. 35.

Anaspida (an-as'pi-da), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. 01;-

priv. -I- dffTTtf, shield.]' An ordinal term intro-

duced by Traquair for a group of singular
fishes, chiefly fii-om the Upper Silurian rocks
of Lanarkshire, without paired fins and hav-
ing a tubereled skin, a heterooercal tail, and a
row of prominent processes along the belly.
In some of the species, as Birkenia elegaTis, the branchial
openings are a series of small lateral perforations.

anaspfdean (an-as-pid'e-an), a. and n. I, a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Anaspidea.

II, n. One of the Anaspidea.
anastasis (an-as'ta-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dvd-
araaig, a raising lip or rising up, < avicrdvai,

stand up.] 1, In me<2., a condition of increas-
ing health and vigor ; convalescence.—2. Res-
urrection.

anastatic, a. 2. In hot., reviving after desic-
cation, as so-called resurrection-plants.

anastigiuat (an-as'tig-mat), n, [G. anastig-
mat : see anastigmatic.'] A system of lenses in
which the astigmatic aberration is overcome
and a flat field obtained, it is of special use in
photography. There are various forms with special trade-
names, as coUinearg, planars, protars, una/rs, etc.

—

Convertible anastigmat (called in German satzana-
stigmat), a combination of two Zeiss anastigmats which
for many purposes can be used separately.— Double an-
astigmat, a combination of two triple cemented lenses,

each anastigmatically aplanatic. Such a system, invented
by Van Hoegh, was put out in 1892 by the Goerz firm.

anchor

anatoid (an'a-toid), a. [L. anas {anat-), a
duck, -t- Gr. cUoc, form.] Resembling a duck

;

duck-like in form or character.
Anatolian ware. See *ware^.
anatomicobiological(an-a-tom'''i-k6-bi-o-loj'i-
kal), a. Anatomical with a view to biology

;

treating of biology as illustrated by anatomy:
as, an anatomicobiological thesis.

anatomicopathological (an-a-tom"i-k6-path-
o-loj'i-kal), a. Relating to pathological anat-
omy.
anatomobiological (a -nat " 6 -mo -bi - o - loj 'i-

kal), a. Same as ^ariatomicobiolbgical!

an'atomopathologlcal(a-nat"o-mo-path-o-loj'-
i-kal), a. Same as '*' anatomicopathological.
Smithsonian Bep. 1890, p. 635.

anatomy, >i.—Medical anatomy, descriptive anat-
omy of the heart, lungs, and other parts, the diseases of
which are not usually amenable to surgical treatment.—
Morbid anatomy. Same as pathologicat anatomy.—
Plastic anatomy, surface anatomy in its relation to art.

-Practical anatomy. Same as anatmny, L—Surface
anatomy, the study of the marldngs and configuration
of the surface of the body.

anatrepsis (an-a-trep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dvd,

back, -t- Tpitpic, a turning.] In embryol., that
movement of certain insect embryos which
brings them back to the ventral surface of the
yolk after they have moved away from it.

Wheeler, 1893.

anatrisene (an-a-tri'en), n. [Gr. dvd, up, back,
-I- Tp'iaiva, a trident.] In the nomenclature of
the spicular elements of sponges, a straight cy-
lindrical rhabd at the end of which three prongs
or cladisks bent backward make a form like

that of an anchor with three arms. It belongs
to the tetraxial system of spicules. See sponge-

anarcestean (an-ar-ses'te-an), a. \Ana/rceste{s)

+ -an.'] 1. Pertaining to"the Devonian ceph-
alopod Anarcestes.— 2. Noting a condition or

growth-stage in any goniatite equivalent, in

flie development of the septa, to the mature
condition in Anarcestes.

Anarcestes (an-ar-ses'tez), n. [NL., said to

be formed < Gr, dv- prjv. + Arcestes, a genus
of ammonites.] A genus of ammonoid ceph-

alopods or goniatites of primitive structure,

having very simple septal sutures with single

broad lateral lobes. It is of Devonian age.

anarcestian, a. Same as *'anarcestean.

anarithmoscope (an-a-rith'mo-skop), «, A
magic lantern having slides which are changed
automatically.

Anarrhichthyinse (an-a-rik-thi-i'ne), n. pi.

[Anarrhichthys + -»»»,] The subfamily of

wolf-fishes typified by the genus AtmrrUch-

thys.

Anarrhichthys (an-a-rik'this), n. [NL. irreg.

< Gr. dvapp{ixda6at), clamber up, + ixm, fish.]

A genus of wolf-fishes of the tsucalj Anarrhich-

adidse. it is distinguished by the very long and tapering

tail, whence the name wolf-eel. A. ocellatui is found on

the coast of California and reaches a length of 8 feet.

Anarsia (an-ar'si-a), n. [NL. (Zeller, 1839),

< Gr. avdpawg, unfavorable, hostile, < av- priv.

-t- apmog, fitting < *apEiv, fit.] A genus of Mi-

crolepidoptera, of the family Gelecthiidse, con-

taining, among others, the very injurious A.

lineatella, whose larva bores into the twigs and
fruit of the peach in Europe and North Amer-
ica.

anarthropod (an-ar'thro-pod), a. and ». [As

Anarthropod-a.] I, a. Without articulated ap-

pendages; having the characters of the Anar-

thrqpoda.

II n. One of the Anarthropoda.

Anaryan (an-Sr'yan or -ar'ian), a. [««-». +
Aryan.] Non-Aryan ; noting a people which

Double Anastigmat.

Several forms with different trade-names have been
since added by the same firm, each with its own special
advantages.— Universal symmetric anastlsmat, a
very rapid system of lenses covering a view-angle of 65°

and consisting of two triple cemented lenses.

anastigmatic (an-as-tig-mat'ik), a. [< an-5 -{-

astigmatic.] Not astigmatic : applied to a lens,

anastomosis, n. 3. In surg., the establishment
of communication between two canals or two
portions of the same canal, usually the diges-
tive tract, not previously in continuity.

Anastomotic artery, a term applied to several small
arteries, in different portions of the body, which serve to
connect two larger vessels.

anastomotica (an-as-to-mot'i-ka), n. See ar-

teria anastomotica,—AnastoToxMea, magna, (a)

A branch of the brachial artery supplying the parts
about the elbow and anastomosing with other branches
of the brachial and of the ulna, (b) A branch of the
femoral artery supplying the parts about the knee-joint
and anastomosing with other articular branches of the
femoral and tibial arteries.

Anastrophia (an-a-stro'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
dvaarpcup^, a twisting about: see anastrophe.]

A genus of pentameraceous braohiopods from
the Silurian and Devonian rocks.

anat. An abbreviation of anatomy and anatomi-
cal.

Anathema cup. See *cup.

anathesis (a-natb'e-sis), n. [Gr. avdOeatc, a
putting off, < avarStvm, put off, etc.: see anath-

ema.] Vowel-mutation; umlaut: a proposed
term, scarcely used. See mutation.

Anatinacea (a-nat-i-na'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <

AnaUna + -acea.] A suborder of EulamelU-
hranchiata. it includes the bivalve mollusks which
have the external branchial fold directed dorsally, not
reflected, sexes united, male and female reproductive

glands with separate orifices, mantle edges largely united,

byssus generally lacking, two adductor muscles, pallial

line variable, and shell usually nacreous within. Among
the families included are Anatinidie, Pandoridse, Pho-
ladomyidse,and Clavagellidie. Bothliving and fossil forms
are found.

anatinacean (a-nat-i-na'si-an), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to or havlng"the characters of

the Anatinacea.

II. n. One of the Anatinacea.

anatriptic (an - a - trip ' tik), a. [anatripsis

(-tript-) + -ic] "Frictional; specfecally, in

med.f of or pertaining to the use of rubbing or
friction for remedial purposes.

anauca (a-na-o'ka), n. . [Native name.] A
tree of the bean family, Erythrina umbrosa, a
native of northeastern South America, which
is used as a shade-tree in the cultivation of
cacao. Also called *6Mcare (which see). [Trini-
dad.]
anautotomic (an-a-to-tom'ik), a. Not self-in-

tersecting.

Anautotomic, unicuspidal, bicuspidal and tricuspidal
quartics admit of a subsidiary division depending on the
number of points of undulation they possess ; and it must
be borne in mind that, although it is convenient to use
the term point of undulation, it is the tangent at this point
and not the point itself which is the actual singularity.

Nature, Nov. 27, 1902, p. 80.

anaxial (an-ak'si-al), a. [Gr. dv- priv. -I- L.
axis, axis, + -al.]

" Without a definite axis or
axes ; of irregular or asymmetrical form.
anaxile (an-ak' sil), a. [Gt. av- priv. -1- L.
axis, axis: see axile.] Noting such inde-
pendent elements or spicules of sponge skele-
tons as do not show derivation from the uni-
axial, tetraxial, or hexactinellid type. Such
spicules are spherical, cylindrical, discoid, or
stellate.

anaxone (an-ak's6n), a. [Gr. dv- priv. + dfuv,
axis.] In newol., having no neuraxon or axis-
cylinder: said of certain nerve-cells. Buck,
Med. Handbook, II. 334.

anaxonial (an-ak-s6'ni-al), a. [Gr. dv- priv. +
dftw, axis, + -dal.] Having no definite axes of
growth. See anaxonia.
ancecerite (an-ses'e-nt), n. [Irreg. < Gr. dy/c^,

the bent arm, -I- 'kipag, horn, + -iie''^.] In
crustaceans, a curved projection at the base of
the peduncle of an antenna.
Ancestral forms, the ancestors of an organism in any
remote generation or generations considered collectively.

—Ancestralheredity, Inheritance. See irinheritance.

Anchieta bark. See *bark^.
anchor^, n. 7. In the tug of war, the man at

the end of the line, who is supposed to hold
while the rest endeavor to pull.— 8, Same as

chapelet, 4.

—

Anchor system,
the mnemonic sys-

tem according to
which the ideas to
be remembered
are rendered read-
ily recoverable by
being deliberately
associated with
other ideas that
are, either by fa-

miliarity or by
their striking
character, already
easily recoverable. Folding Anchot.
Thus it is an ap- ^, anchor open ; B, anchor closed

:_
C-.

plication of the shifting-stock anchor v '
" *

nth stock stowed.
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snchorsystemtoTememberthemapofltalybyitsBiniilai^ ancisttoid (an-sis'troid), a. [Gr. ayKiorpoeid^c, male. Compare *gyneelexis. Ward, Pure So.% to a boot. Also oaUedjwon/iitem. -Folding ajichor. < ayK^m-pov, a fish-hook, + eWof, form.] Hook- eiol.,p. 361.
a boat's anchor having aatock and fluftes which, when not V '^ j'^ i j ct " r^ • anHrn^a Cati-dri'al m »Z TGr avdoela rsnf
in use, can be folded against the shanlt lor convenience shaped. Syd. Soc. Lex. ^^^^f^} -"Ap'^'Jit /^^L /a,T_\ ' ';

in stowing on board. Several styles are in U8e.-Sliiflilng- AnciStrUS (an-sis'trus), n. [NL., < ayiacrpov, pi. of avdpewc, adj., otmen, <. amjp (avOp-), man.]
Etock anchor, a boat's anchor in which the stoclc is kept a fish-hook.] A genus of toothed shiners of the In Gr. antiq.

,
public meals, especiallym Crete

ih?'?hL'S'*/*''*°''''^''®°"°''V^*.Sv*°''°'S?'f¥°^* family Characinidie, found in rivers of South and Sparta.
the shank lor convenience in handling. — StOCkleSB """"J ^"<*' "i-"--"'*)

aniJrowm fan-dri'oTi'^ «, • nl andreia (-S\ rPo.
anchor, a boat's anchor having pivoted flukes which laU America.

.

anOreioncan-an on;,ra., pi.a»omai-aj. ll-er-

into the holding position without the aid ol a stock. ancona (an-ko'na), n. [ML. ancona, an image, haps for Orr. avdpct6>v, avdpcuv, Attic avdpijv, m.,

anchorate, a. 2. As applied to the spicules of a crucifix, prop!' *aneon ; cf. L. ancon, a eon- the men's hall (see andromtis)
; otherwise < Gr.

the sponges, having a pronged anchor-shaped sole or volute, < Gr. oy/ciiw, a bend, a jutting *av6peun>, Cretan avdp^iov.a, public hall where

arrangementat one or both ends, especiaUyin angle in a wall, etc. : see araco».] An altar- meals were served: see *OKrtreja.] A hall in

the monaetinellids. piece or group of pictures elaborately mounted which public meals were served.

II. n. An anchorate spicule. in an architectural setting. Whether Labyrinth, Palace, or Andreioni it is evideut

anchor-ax (ang'kor-aks) n. An anchor-shaped ^his altar-piece now hangs on the north wall ol the
t*St*'|fe?o™^'tolL''«eat"&fo^^^^^^^^

'^°""

ax of stone, formerly used by the natives of choir ol the CoUegiata. It is a Gothic ancoTia in which *" "- '"''"'8a to the
^^*J«^ °*J^^^'ffr .

Brazil. lour scenes are representod. ' « y , p. us.

Anchor-bar (ang'kor-bar), n. A wooden hand- ^- J*™*''". *" Burlington Mag., I. 809. andrenoid (an'dre-noid), a. Having the char-

spike used for prying the anchor off the bill- Ancona ruby. Same as rubasse. acteristics or appearance of a bee of the family

board, that is, the resting-place of the fluke, ancoume (an-kS'ma), m. [Kongo name.] In Andrenidie.

anchor-beam (ang'kor-bem), n. A steel or the Kongo region of West Africa, the fragrant Andreoli process. See_ *process.

iron beam forming a'part of the anchorage of yellow resin of .4»co«wiea £tej»eana, a tree of andrewsite (an'drQ-zit), n. [Named after

the cables or chains of a suspension-bridge. the family Balsameaceie. Thomas Andrews (1813-86).] A bydratedphos-

-anchor-bed (ang'kor-bed), n. In shipbuilding, ancylite (an'si-lit), n. [Gr. dyttfcXof, crooked, phate of iron and copper occurring in bluish-

a support or platform on the deck, forward, on + -ite'^.'] A hydrated carbonate of strontium green radiate forms : found in Cornwall.
_

which the heavyanchors are secured when not and cerium occurring in from yellow to brown Andrias (an'dri-as), n.
_
[NL., < Gr. avdpi&i, an

in use. In war-ships these beds are usually re- prthorhombic crystals with curved faces: image of man, < dv^p (di'dp-)^ man.] Thege-
eessed below the deck-level to keep the an- found in southern Greenland. neric name given by Tsehndi to the giant sal-

chors out of the line of fire of the large guns. Ancylocladus (an-si-lok'la-dus), n. [NL. amander from the Miocene of CEningen, the

anchor-bolt, n. 2. A long bolt which serves to (Kuntze, 1891
;
proposed but iiot establishedby remains of which when found were regarded

hold down a steam-engine or other piece of ma- Wallich in 1832), named in allusion to the con- ^'s human and were characterized by Scnench-
chinery to the masonry foundation on which it torted tendrils, < Gr. ayKvTiog, crooked, curved, ^^^ *s Soma diluvii testis. Andrias scheuch-

rests. The bolt passes down through the bed- or base- + kUSos, branch.] An apocynaeeous genus of ^^^ attained a length of one meter, and there
plate and far enough into the foundation to be securely plants improperly known as Willughheia. See ^ » smaller species of the same geologic age.
lield at its lower end by plates or other holding-devices rj^""" ''"l'"r°*'J' '^"""" """ "•"'»"•'•''"'• "°° 3_j_--_y,*_|« /„„ j_a „„n'»._ilr\ » rfir ««««
to anchor itin place. When thenut above the bed-plate .'*'»««fl'fe6«W- ., . ,, , ,,, . /^^^? o S^li i^V^^^^ „^t™^' A!^ ; •^'^

is tightened down, the machine Is securely lastened to Ancylopoda (an-si-lop'6-da), n. pi. [NL., < ("vdpo-), a male, + Kevrpov, center.] Centenng
the mass ol the foundation. Gr. dy&Tioc, crooked, -t-" woiic (wod-), a foot.] around the male ; relating to the theory that

anchor-bracket(ang'kor-brak''et),».Abracket An order of extinct ungulate mammals, pro- *!' animal lite normally centers around the

or block which carries "the fulcrum of a lever; posed by Cope for such genera as Ancylothe- male. Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 291.

a bracket to which the stationary end of a nwrn and CfeaMco«feeri?<TO, based on fragmentary androclinium (an-dro-klin'i-um), ».; pi. an-

brake-band is attached. remains from the early Tertiary deposits. droclinia (-a). [NL. < Gr. dvlip (ai/Sp-), man
anchor-crane (ang'kor-kran), n. In shipbuild- ancylopodous (an-si-lop'6-dus), a. Eelating (male), + Kkivji, coueh.]_ See cWmandrium.
ing, a, crane mounted"on the deck of a ship for to or resembling in structure or appearance androconia (an-dro-ko'ni-a), n.pl. [NL., <Gr.

handling the anchor from the hawse-pipe to the Ancylopoda. avi/p {avdpo-), male, + (f) miwf, dust.] Certain

the bill-board or anchor-bed after the anchor ancylostome (an-sil'o-stom) n [Gr dy/aiJ^of
specialized scales occurring in limited areas

is weighed. See cut of ^batOe-ship. bent, -1- aT6im, mouth'.] A blood-sucking para- °° ^^^ m.-ass of the males of certain Lepidop-

anchor-dragger (ang'kor-drag*6r), «. Onewho sitic worm of the genus PrecJwana, sometimes *f"l Theylunction as scent-scales and arise Irom scent-

makes a business of ' dragging' harbors and found in the humf intestine. . fShave'k'S'o ^'e'ent^d ontorwVSf aTaddtliy
other anchoTing-places for snips' anchors ancylostonuasis (an-si-los-to-mi'a-sis),^. (ifyaeaciades jnoMtata).— Androconia glands, groups
which have been lost during gales or other- [NL., < Anoylostoma (see def.) + -dasis.] A ol lormative specialized cells which secrete an odorous

wise. W. M. Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog. disease characterized chiefly by a profound *'"i^- , j , ., ,„ ,

anchored, i>. a. 4. In 6«iaj-<fa, said of two anemia, sometimes associated with dirt-eating ^?'H°''^*°y (an-drok'ra-si), m. IQv.av^p

object-balls which, with the cue-ball near, as cause or effect, due to the presence of one (""oP"-). man, -1- Kparew, govern.] Authonty

straddle a short line close to the cushion, be- of several species of blood-sucking intestinal ?? if" .
"y ™a"; hence, society organized on

cause a player can hold them long in that po- parasites of the genus Aneylostoma. Also ™^ "^^'^ of male supremacy. Compare gyne-

sition by playing alternately from side to called doohmiasis, uncinariasis, tunnel-disease, ''"cracy. Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 341.
_

side. This is possible only in games of balk- brickmakers' OT miners' anemia, axid Egyptian ^1'^"^^^^"^'' (an-dro-krat ik), a. Pertaining

line billiards, and since 1893 has been barred chlorosis. t° androcracy or the supremacy of man over

among the best players. Anda-assu oil. See *oil. woman in social relations, or having the qual-

anchor-light (ang'kor-lit), n. The light ex- andabatarian (an-dab-a-ta'ri-au), a. landab- ^^^^ ^^''°- supremacy. Ward, Pure Sociol.,

hibited on anchored vessels between sunset ata + -arian.'\ Pertaining to or characteristic Pj j.
and sunrise ^Anchor-light law, that section ol the of an andabata or gladiator who fought blind- androdioecism (an* dro-di-e ' sizm), a. The
international regulations ol July 1, 1897, which provides folded : hence misdirected • said of blind character of being androdioecious.

^"/nl'fSonr''""''
""''*''

'° '""^ * ""*""" "" *° "" Struggling endeavor. ' Andrcdiceemn. signifies that the same species has both

anchor-line'(ang'kor-lin), «. A line attached andalusitic/an-da-lu-sit'ik), a. [andaluHte + «>ale and l>ermaphr^ite pl^^

to a small buoyW to one fluke of an anchor
: aI'^^o^ Zlflt w-!:^^^"'« "'ir»'^''''*^^- ^ * • , !. .' ,

used in towing a raft of logs and to free the Andaman buUet-wood. See *bullet-wood. androgametangium (an"dro-gam-e-tan'n-
onnliAr wViBTi fant tn rnr>ks nr <!Tiai»s ITT SI anaante, a. Special varieties ol movement or style um), n.

;
pi. anarooOTOetonoia (-a). rNL.,<Gr.anchor wHen tast to rocks or snags. \M-^-\ are indicated by adding other terms, as : aniavu irni dvi/p (dvdp.) male -I- i-aucrac SBOuse fsee oam-

anchor-money (ang'kor-mun"'i;, n. An Eng- moto, in flowing style, with some quickness ; andarUe ma. gJ! +Twrf„„ vb««pT 1%?,^<f^^^!y*^iZ
lish colonial coinage, so named from its de- »°" "-"HP", i" flowing style, but not too slow ; andavu ***/' + ayyuov, vessel.] Same as anthendmm.

vicB fii-Rt struck for Mauritius in 1820 cantaM^ with the movement ol a song
; andante maes- anorogamete (an-dro-gam'et), n. [Gr. av^Pvice, nrst sirucK ror maunmis in ±o^u.

^ ^jj^ ^ ^j^j^j movement ; andante pastorale, in the (dvdo-) male -^ yauf^,^ sT>nii«B ^ane ijnmeM-i
anchor-plate, K. 3. iVaw*., the metal resting- easy style ofa pastoral melody.

(<^op), T^aiei- yafieriK, spouse (Bee gamete).]

place for the fluke of the anchor when the lat- Andaauies wax See wax^
Inbot., a male sexual cell,

ter is fished. See^fti,6(6). i^dtr^n nroceks Se7*»TOce^s
antoogenetic (an'dro-je-net'ik), o. [Gr.di^p

anchor-rod (ang'k^rod),^ The rod or bolt fffll^n -^a'^ic aiideX%ee *asperUe. ^Zt^'oZ^'l^J-ZT'^^L^:^^!'^.
rn'^^^rornCtnSfh^fluSdatr "• C^»*™ + ^^3 ^olS^tio'^^/m^s'fffit^^u'li^a^fll'r
an anchor-plate Dunett in tne tounaation. Same as *swnnarm,ne. notoky. See *homopart?ienogenesis

anchor-wing (ang'kor-wing), n. The Austra- andorite (an'do-rit), n. [ Andor (Andor von androgonldium (an''dr6-g6-nid''i-um), n. ;
pi.

lian black-cheeked falcon, iJ'aico meto?70flrCT!^s : Semsey (?), a Hungarian) -(- -«te2.] A sulphid androgonidia (-a,). [NL.',<Gr dv*d(dvrfp-)male,
so named from the fancied resemblance of its of antimony, lead, and silver occurring in + NL. gonidium.'j 1 One of the male cells
outspread wings to the fiukes of an anchor. , steel-gray orthorhombic crystals with brilliant formed in Volvox which later subdivides into

Anchovia (an-ko'vi-a), n. [NL., < E. an- metallic luster: found inHungary and Bolivia, numerous spermatozoSids. Cohn.-^2. S&me
chovy.'i A genus of anchovies of the family Also called sundtite and webnerite. as androspore.
Engraulididse, now usually defined so as to in- Andresaceae (an-dre-e-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < andxogynic (an^drp-jin'ik), a. Having two
elude nearly all the tropical species, it is dis- Andresea + -acex.'] A family of mosses con- sexes ; androgynous ; hermaphroditic Sud.
tinguished Irom the anchovies ol temperate regions (in- taimng the genus .4nd»-easa only. For charac- Soc Lex

rXft'orL^
*"' """ ™''"'™' ^° '^""^'^ '"^'"'

*T '^^
^'"*'-«r- .,---,!.• s

androlepsia (an-dro-lep'si-a), n. [Gr. avSpo-

aichovr«.-SUve^ anchovy, a name ol AneMvia ^^^,T+^°,^^ ^^''''^^aW^^2^lT^' "^ t^*^^*" ^^'''' ?"=="'^ °* "'«°-] ^ international Uiu,,

frrownt.-- Striped andttovy, Anchmna brmmi, found on ««ceas -r -otw.j ueiongmg to or having the the seizure by one nation of the citizens or

the Atlantic coast ol North America. Characters ot mosses of the family Andreaea- subjects of another, and the holding of them,
Ancient house, one which has stood lon^ enough to ac- cese. to compel the performance of an act by the
quire an easement of support. B<«<»«r, Law Diet Ajldroseales (an-dre-e-a'lez), ». _pZ. [NL., < latter in favor of the former. Also a»droLs!/.
ancientism (an' shent-izm), n. [an^t + Andrexa + -otes ] An order of mosses coex- androlepsy (an'dro-lep-si), n. Same as *a«-
-ism.2 Favor to things ancient; the belief that tensive with the family .4»K?re«ace«. drolepsia. .

r u

ancient times were better than the present, andreclezis (an-drek-lek'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. andrology (an-droro-ii) n TGr avho (avM
J. W. PoweU, First An. Eep. Bur. Ethnol., av^p (av6p-), man, + E/c^lefff, selection.] Sex- man, -1- -^oym, <Uyetv,aveakS In the termi-
p. 33. ual selection through choice exercised by the nology of J. W. Powell, the whole theoretical



andrology

science of individual man, physiological and
psychological.

Man 1b preeminently the psychic animal, so that hu-
man psychology is sot over against the other attributes of
man, which are grouped under the term somatology;
therefore man studied as a human body gives rise to the
science of somatology and the science of psychology. To
these two sciences as a group I give the name andrology,
while andrology and demology constitute anthropology,
which Is the customary term ; but as the science is coor-
dinate with the greater systems, I shall use the term
anthroponomy,
J. W. Powell, in Amer. Antliropologist, Oot.-Dec., 1901,

[p. 604.

andromedid (an-drom'e-did), m. [Lit. 'de-
scendant of Andromeda' ; < Andromeda +
-»(J2.] Same as andromed.
andromedotoxin (an-drom"e-do-tok'sin), n.

[Andromeda, a genus of plants, + toxin.] Same
as *asebotoxin. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr.
1897, p..97.

andrombnoecism (an'^dro-mo-ne'sizm), n. [cm-
dromoncec(ious) + Asm.]' The character or con-
dition of being andromonoeoious.

AndrmmoncRcism signifies that the same plant bears
both male and hermaphrodite flowers.

Henalaw, Origin of Floral Struct., p. 227.

andronia (an-dro'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. avfjii

(av6p-), man (?).] A name given by Winterl in
1800 to a supposed new earth vrhich was shown
by a committee of the French Academy of
Sciences to be merely a mixture of well-known
substances.
androphobia (an-dro-fo'bi-a), ». [NL., < Gr.
a.v//p {dvSp-), man, 4- -^o^ik, < tpopelv, fear.]

Fear of or repugnance to the male sex.

androphore, w. 1. (6) A stalk supporting an
androecium.
androphyl ^an'dro-fil), a. [Gr. av^p (avSp-),

male, -I- ifmXkov, leaf.] A male sporophyl; a
stamen.
androplasm (an'dro-plazm), n. The material
that IS supposed, by Haeckel and others, to

enter int/O the composition of male cells and
to give them their distinctive character, and
to be unlike anythiug that enters into the com-
position of female cells.

This "sex-sense" of the two gonocytes, or elective af-

finity of the male androplasm and-the female gynoplastn,

is the cause of mutual attraction and union.
Haeckel (trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 245.

androrhopy (an-dror'p-ni), n. [Gr. avrip, male,

-f- poidi, dx)wnward inclination.] The state or

cohdition of a species in which the males de-

part more widely than the females from the

ancestral condition, as exhibited by the young
of both sexes or by allied species.

Androsace (an-dros'a-se),*^. [NL., < L. andro-

saces, <. Gt. av6p6aaKC(:', an uncertain plant.] A
genus of small tufted perennial plants of the

family Frimulacese, commonly called rock-jas-

mine, cultivated in alpine gardens. The only
species much known in the United States are A. larmgi-

nosa, A. iarmentoea, A. camea, and A. eximea. There
are about 60 species, most of which are found in the
mountains of the northern hemisphere.

androsporangiiun (an-dro-spo-ran'ji-um), %.;

pi. androsporangia (-a). [Gr. aviip (avSp-), male,

-I- NL., sporangium.] A sporangium contain-

ing androspores.

androtauric (an-dro-tfi'rik), a. [Gr. av^p (dvdp-)

man, + ravpog, bull.] In Gr. anUq., a term
applied to mythologio monsters in which the

forms of bull and man are combined, as an
androeephalous bull or a taurocephalous man.
-ane. 3. A sufSx applied to the names of

classes in the quantitative classification of

igneous rocks. See *rock^.

anecdoted (an'ek-do-ted), p. a. Made the

subject of an anecdote.

It is a story they tell in Kome, where everybody is

anecdoted. »". D. Howells, Ital. Jour., p. 170.

anectobranchiate (a-nek-tp-brang'ki-at), a.

[Gr. dr-, priv. + kicrdQ, without, + jSpdyxta,

gills.] Having no external gills, as the

Melonitoida among echinoids.

anelectrotonically (an-e-lek-tro-ton'i-kal-i),

adv. In a manner having relation to anelec-

trotonus.

anemia^, «.— Brictanakers' ormlners' anemia, an-

emia due to the presence of Ancyloitoma in the intestine.

—Polar anemia, a condition of blood impoverishment

to which explorers and others wintering in the polar

regions are liable : probably due tolaok of fresh food, the

inability to take sufBoient exercise, and the absence ol

sunlight. — Primary anemia, anemia arising from no

discoverable cause. — Secondary anemia, anemia due

to some manifest cause, suoh as frequent losses of blood,

malaria, cancer, etc. — Splenic anemia, a condition m
which anemia Is associated with enlargement of the

spleen, but without enlargement of the lymphatic glands.

S.-4
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Anemia^ (a-ne'mi-a), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1806),
irreg. < Gr. ave/^uvj naked.] A genus of small,
simply pinnate or decompound, schizssaceous
ferns, characterized by having the ovate, ses-

sile sporangia borne biserially upon the two
elongate, rachiform-panioulate, lowermost piii-

nse, or, if the genus is accepted in a wide
sense, sometimes upon separate fertile fronds,
strictly delimited, thebulk of the species usually referred
here will be placed under OmithopterU, a genus techni-
cally distinguished from the typical Anemia by its free

venation. The species are mainly tropical American.

Anemic gangrene. See -^gatigrene.

anemobarometer (an"e - mo- ba- rom'e -tfer)^ n.

An instrument consisting of two tubes leading
from closed vessels containing barometers up
to a free exposure to the wind. One tube opens
to the windward so that its barometer indicates the static

atmospheric pressure plus the wind-pressure ; the other
tube opens to the leeward and gives the atmos-
pheric pressure diminished by the wind-pressure or
some portion thereof. From a comparison of the two
readings one obtains the correct air-pressure and wind-
pressure separately. As modified in 1887, only one tube
is used, opening into the space between two horizontal
planes.

anemochore (a-nem'o-kor), n. [Gr. avE/iog,

wind, + x'^P^'v, spread' abroad.] In phytogeog.,
a plant whose seed is disseminated by the wind,
as by means of pappus, etc. /''. E. Clements.

anemochorous (an-e-mok'6-rus), a. [anemo-
chore -I- -ow.] Having tte character of an
anemochore. F. E. Clements.

anemogen (a-nem'o-jen), n. [F. an^mogdne ;

< Gr. avepiog, wind, '+ -yevZ/c, -producing.] An
api)aratus for experimentally produciiig, mea-
suring, and studying currents of air analogous
to the natural currents in the earth's atmo-
sphere.

anemometer, n.— Blram's anemometer, a special
foimof wind-gage.— Call1>ratiou Of anemometer, the
study of an ane-
mometer bymeans
of the standard
whirling appara-
tus so as to convert
its instrumental
readings into true
wind-velocities or
wind - pressures.
— Hagemann's
anemometer, a
form of suction-
anemometer ; a
vertical tube
whose lower end
opens in a manom-
eter aud whose
upper end is ex-

posed to the free
wind and has a
smalltip and an or-

ifice across which
the wind blows.
The velocity ofthe
wind is deduced
from the suction
or rarefaction pro-
duced within the tube by the action of the wind. Special

modifications of this Instrument have been introduced

by Abbe and Dines.— Helicoidal anemometer, a modi-
fication of Woltman's anemometer in which the radial

arms are dispensed with and plates bent into helicoidal

surfaces, similar to those of the screw-propeller, are used

to receive the impulse of the wind.— Hooke's ane-
mometer, the pendulum anemometer ; a plate of metal
hung aa a pendulum broadside to the wind, and whose
deflection from the vertical can be measured on a scale.

First described in 1666.— Lander's anemometer, an
anemometer (more properly anemograph) in which a
delicately counterpoised rubber bellows is inflated by
the pressure of the wind and lifts a small conical float

suspended in glycerin so as to damp its oscillations. The
movement of the float and the direction of the wind are

both recorded.— KeflectitiK, anemometer, the name
originally given to what is Ireteer known as Ai7n4's n^pho-

scope.— Boblnson's anemometer, four hollow hemi-
spheric metallic cnps revolving, when exposed to the

wind, on a vertical axis, to which they are attached by

angel

arms crossing at right angles. The motion is transmitted
by an appropriate mechanism to a hand over the dial
where the velocity of the wind is indicated.

anemophily (an-e-mof'i-li), n. lanemophiHous)
+ -^3.] In i)Qt,j the fact or character of being
anemophilous.
anemopbobia (an"e-mo-f6'bi-a), n. [Gr. ave/iog,

wind, -I- -(po^ia, fear.] ' A morbid fear of high
winds.. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, 11. 185.

anemotropic (a-nem-o-trop'ik), a. [Gr. ave/io(,

wind,+ rporrog, a turning.] Concerning or per-
taining to the attitude or movement of organ-
isms in relation to the direction of the wind.
anemotropism (an-e-mot'ro-pizm), n. [anem-
otrop{ic) + -ism.} The movement of organ-
isms or the attitude of their bodies in relation
to the direction of the wind.
This peculiarity ... is an orientation of the body

with respect to the wind. As it appears to be a true
tropism 1 shall call it anemotropism,
W. M. Wheeler, Archiv f. Entwicklungsmechanik, 8. 873.

anencepbalotrophic (an-en-sef'a-lo-trof'lk),

a. Characterized by anencephalotrophia or
atrophy of the brain.

anephebic (an-e-fe'bik), a. [Gr. avd, up, -1-

i(p?!^o(, adult : see ephebic.'] The early portion
of the ephebic or adult stage in the develop-
ment of an organism. Hyatt.

aneretic, a. See anseretic.

anergia (an-er'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. dvepjia, a
doubted reading, 'equiv. to depyia (at. doepyog,

not done), < dv- priv. + epyov, work.] Lack of

energy
;
passivity. Also anergy.

anergic (an-er'jik), a. [anergia + -Jc] Defi-

[NL. anergia.1 Same

An aqueous solution of

Biram's Anemometer.

Robinson's Anemometer.

cient in energy.
anergy (an-6r'ji), n.

as ^anergia.

aneson (a-ne'son), n.

acetone-chloroform.
anesthetic, a— Anesthetic ether, leprosy. See
eOieri, 3 (6), lepra.— Schlelch's anesthetic mixture, a
mixture of ether, petroleum ether, and chloroform, used
by inhalation in the production of general anaesthesia.

anethical (an-eth'i-kal), a. Devoid of ethical
quality ; neither ethical nor anti-ethical. Ward,
Pure Sociol., p. 303.

aneuria (a-nu'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. dvevpog,

without sinews (nerves), < d- priv. -t- vevpov,

sinew : see nerve.] Lack of nerve force.

aneuric (a-nu'rik), a. Lacking in nerve force

;

neurasthenic.
aneurism, n. 2. In thermom., an enlargement
of the capillary tube of the thermometer. Tait,

in Nature, XXV. 90—External anenriBm, dila-

tatiou of an artery outside of the visceral cavities of the
body and therefore accessible to surgical methods of
treatment. Also called surgical aneurism.—Gelatin
treatment for aneurism, the administration of gela-
tin, which has the property of rendering the blood more
coagulable and therefore favors clotting wlthiu the
aneurismal sac—Internal aneurism, dilatation of an
artery within one of the cavities of the body and which is

therefore not amenable to sui'gical treatment. Also called
•kmedical aneurism. —Medical aneurism. Same as irb-

temal -kaneurism,— Miliary aneurisms, minute aneu-
risms affecting one or more of the small arteries of the
brain, rupture of which is a common cause of apoplexy. .—Racemose aneurism, a condition of dilatation,

lengthening, and tortuosity of the blood-vessels (aiteries,

capillaries, and veins) of a part.—Surgical aneurism.
Same as external -kaneurism.—Valvular aneurism, a
cavity containing bl6od and sometimes pus, formed be-
tween the layers of one of the valves of the heart.

—

Worm aneurism, an aneurism in horses caused by
roundworm larvse belonging to the species Strongylus
vulgaris.

aneurism-needle (an'ii-rizm-ne"dl), n. A
curved, blunt-pointed rod with an eye at the
point, used for passing a ligature around an
artery which it is desired to obliterate in the
treatment of aneurism.
angarep (an'ga-rep), n. [Native name in Abys-
sinia (?). Appar. not in Egyptian Ar.] A light

bedstead used by the Arabs, consisting of a
simple framework set upon legs and covered
with a network of green rawhide which hardens
to the tightness of a drum when dry. On this

is laid the mat. Sir S. W. Baker, Nile Trib.

Abyssinia (ed. 1867), p. 113.

angarilla (an-ga-rel'ya), n. [Sp. ; in pi. a

hand-barrow, panniers, etc.] 1. A litter.— 2.

pi. In South America, a pair of uncovered
boxes made of rawhide, fastened to each end
of a pole also covered with hide. The pole is

Slaced across the back of a mule or a donkey, so that the

oxes or chests hang on each side of the animaL Chil-

dren are frequently carried on long journeys in angaril.

las.

3. A net used for carrying things.

angekok (an'je-kok), ri. [Eskimo angakoh.]

Among the Eskimos of Arctic America, a medir

cine-man ; a sorcerer ; a shaman.
angel, n. 6. In modern theat. slang, one who
ac^ances money to put a new play on the



angel

boards ; a financial backer.—7. Same as angel-

fish.—sisLck angel, a Bahaman name of the chirivita
iPomacatithus paru) , a West Indian species of Chatodon-
tidsP:

angel-cake (an'jel-kak), ». White sponge-
cake.

angeldom (an'jel-dum), }». [angel+ -clom.'] The
realm of angels.

All the light of angeldom.
Mrs. Brovming, Drama of Exile, Chorus of Angels, sc. 3.

angel-fish, n—Yellow ansel-fisb, the isabelita,
HMocanthtu ciliariSt a gorgeously colored fish of the West
Indies, of the family Chsetodontidse. Also called blue

angel-food (an'jel-f6d), n . Same as *angel-cake.

angelica, n.—odofangelica, an essence or essential oil

obtained from the seeds of plants of the genus Angelica.

angelica-root (an-jel'i-ka-ret), n. The aro-
matic root of Coleopleur'um Cfmelini and An-
gelica atropurpurea.

angelicin (an-jel'i-sin), n. [angelica + -in^.'i

An amarwd, CigHopO. obtained from Cole-

a± 126.50c.

opleurum Gmelini. It is crystalline and melts

Angelina (an-je-li'na), n. [NL., < Angelin, a
Swedish paleontologist.] A genas of trilobites,

of which A. sedgwicM is an example, having a
conic glabella with faint or no lateral fur-

rows, long genal spines, 15 thoracic segments,
and a small pygidium. It is of Upper Cam-
brian age.

angeline (an'je-lin), n. Same as *surinamine.

angelito (an-he-le'to), n. [Sp., 'little angel';

dim. of angel, angel.'J A stingless honey-bee,
belonging to the genus Melipona, found in

tropical America. It forms its nests in trees,

and keeps its honey in cups about the size of

pigeons' eggs.

angelograpny (an-je-log'ra-fi), n. A treatise

on angels. [Kare.] N. E. D.
Angelonia (an-je-16'ni-a), n. [NL.] A genus
of perennial herbs and sub-shrubs of the family
Scrophulariaeeee, with handsome, irregular, 2-

lipped, axillary flowers, grown as pot-plants in

warm glass bouses. There are about 24 species
in the northern part of South America, Mexico,
and the West Indies.

angico (an-je'kd), n. [AEuropean (Sp.?)form,
also angica, eanjiea, of a supposed native name
in Brazil.] The name in Brazil and Paraguay
for a tree of the mimosa family, Staehychrysum
rigidum, which yields an extremely hard, dura-
ble, dark-brown wood, and agum similartogum
arable. Both the gum and the astringent bark
are used medicinally by the natives. See Pip-
tadenia.

angiectopia (an"ji-ek-to'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
ayyelov, vessel, + inTOKOQ, out of place.] An
abnormal position of one or more of the impor-
tant blood-vessels.

angiitis, n.—consecutive angiitis, inflammation of

the vessels caused by extension of the process from neigh-

boring inflamed tissues.

angina, ».—Angina dyspeptlca, a spmious angina
pectoris caused by gaseous distention of the stomach.
—Vincent's angina, a sore throat resembling diphtheria
but associated with the presence of a different var^bty of

bacillus.

anginiform(an-jin'i-f6rm), a. [L. angina,' 3,-a-

gina, + forma, form.] Resembling angina,

especially angina pectoris.

angioblast (an'ji-6-blast), n . [Gr. d)'}'fioi',ves-

sel, -I- p^arog, germ.] In embryol., an em-
bryonic cell which takes part in the forma-
tion of the blood-vessels and -corpuscles.

angioblastic (an'ji-o-blas'tik), a. 1. Of or

pertaining to angioblasts.— 2. Forming blood-

vessels or -corpuscles.

angiocarpic (an*ji-o-kar'pik), a. Same as
angiocarpojis.

angioceratoma (an'ji-o-ser-a-to'ma), TO.
;
pi.

angioceratomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. ayyelov,

vessel, + nepag (nepaT-), horn, + -oma.] An
eruption of homy reddish nodides caused by
hypertrophy of the epidermis over circum-

scribed dilatations of the cutaneous capilla-

ries. Also angiokeratoma.

angioclast (an'ji-o-klast), TO. [Gr. ayyelov, ves-

sel, -I- itMardg, < iiKav, break.] An instrument

shaped like a forceps, used to compress a
bleeding artery. Biidk, Med. Handbook, IV.

635.

angioda (an-ji-6'da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ay-

yelmi, vessel. The form suggests Gr. ayyetddijc,

like a vessel, hollow, but the sense differs.]

A collective name for those mammals in which
the retina is provided with blood-vessels.

angiofibroma (an-'ji-o-fi-bro'ma)^ m. ; pi.angio-

nbromata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. ayyelov, vessel.
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-1- L. fibra, fiber, -h -awia.] A mixed angioma
and fibroma.

angioid (an'ji-oid), a. [Gr. *ayyeioetSr/g, ayyci-

(j^f, < ayyelov, vessel, -I- tldog, form.] Resem-
bling a blood-vessel or lymphatic. Bvck, Med.
Handbook, VI. 955.

angiolithic (an-ji-6-lith'ik), a. [Gr. ayyelov.

vessel, -I- Xi'flof, stone.] Noting hardening of

the vessels Angiolithic degeneration. See -kde-

generation.

Angioma serpiginoBum. [See serpigo.] An eruption of

prominent red dots arranged in ring-shaped figures.—

Cavernous angioma, avascular tumor containing large

open spaces filled with blood.

angiomatosis (an^ji-o-ma-to'sis), n. [NL., <

a7igioma(t) + -osis.'] A general diseased state

of the blood-vessels or lymphatics.

angioneoplasm (an"ji-o-ne'o-plazm), TO. [Gr.

ayyelov, vessel, + E. neoplasm.] Same as an-

gioma.
angioneurectomy (an"ji-o-nii-rek'to-mi), n.

[Gr. ayyelov, vessel, -I- E! neurectomy.' Ex-
cision of vessels and nerves ; specifically, ex-

section of a portion of the spermatic cord as a
means of inducing atrophy of the prostate
gland.

Angioneurotic edema, the occurrence of urticaiial
swellings on the skin and mucous membranes, due to

morbid vasomotor action.

angioparalytic (an*ji-o-par-a-lit'ik), a. [Gr.
ayyelov, vessel, + napaXvaif, paralysis, -1- -ic]

Relating to paralysis of the vasomotor nerves,
resulting in dilatation of the blood-vessels.

angiopathy (an-ji-op'a-thi), TO. [Gr. ayyelov,

vessel, -t- TToBoCi disease.] Disease of the lym-
pathics dr blood-vessels.

angiosclerosiS (an'ji-o-skle-ro'sis), TO. [NL.,
< Gr. ayyelov, vessel, -I- aiMipaaig, hardening.]
Fibrous induration of the walls of the vessels,

usually of the arteries ; arteriosclerosis. Jour,
Exper. Med., V. 105.

angiosclerotic (an'ji-o-skle-rot'ik), a. . Per-
taining to or characterized' by angioselerosis.
— Angiosclerotic neuiilSs^ degenerative inflammation
of a nerve-trunk associated with angioselerosis of its nutri-
tive arteries.

The combination of arteritis with intense degeneration
and inflammation of the nerves causes the angiosclerotic
neuritis of JotFroy and Achard, Dutil and Lamy, and
Schlesinger ; the vasomotor and sensory irritation with-
out the endarteritis causes acroparesthesia.

Jour. Exper. Med., V. 106.

angiospastic (an^ji-o-spas'tik), a. [Gr. ayyelov,

vessel, -I- oTraariKdg, < atrav, draw.] Relating to
stimulation of the vasomotor nerves ; causing
contraction of the blood-vessels. Buck, Med.
Handbook, IV. 550.

anglospermic (an"ji-o-sper'mik), a. [angio-
sperm -i- -jc] In the sphere'of or pertaining to
the Angiospermee : as, angiospermic evolution;
angiospermic anatomy.
Angiosporea (an"ji-o-sp6're-a), to. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. ayyelov, vessel, -H oTrop'aj'a seed (spore).]
A subtribe of cephaline Eugregarinse having
well-developed spores with double sporocysts
composed of epispore and endospore. It com-
prises the families Gregarinidse, Dactylophori-
dse, ActinocephalidaB, Acanthosporidse, and oth-
ers.

angiostenosis (an"ji-o-ste-n6'sis), TO. [NL., <
Gr. ayyelov, vessel, -f- arevuaig, narrowing, con-
traction.] Morbid contraction of the blood-
vessels.

angiosthenia (an*ii-o-sthe'ni-a), TO. [Gr.
ayyelov, vessel, -I- akvo'g, strength'.'] Arterial
tension.

angiotelectasia (an " ji - - te - lek - ta'si - a), to.

[NL., < Gr. ayyelov, vessel, + rijAe, far, +iKTaaig,
extension.] Same as telangiectasia.

angiotribe (an'ji-o-trib), n. [ Gr. ayyelov, ves-
sel, -I- TpifieLv, rub, crush.] A strong forceps-
like instrument used in surgical operations to

Tuffier's Angiotribe.
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Angle of Contact,

arrest hemorrhage by crushing the bleeding
vessels with the tissues surrounding them.
angiotripsy (au'ii-o-trip'si), to. [Gr. ayyelov,

vessel, + Tpiij)ig, irpipeiv, rutj,, crush.] The use
of the angiotribe in arrestii^ hemorrhage.
Anglaise (ang-glaz'), to. [P. fem. of Anglais,

angle

English.] A country-dance ; also, the music
for such a dance.

angle^, «. 6. In projective geom., a piece of a

flat pencil bounded by two of the straights

as sides. See the extract.

A portion of a sheaf of rays hounded by two rays of the

sheaf as 'sides ' is called a 'complete plane angle.' This
consists of two 'simple' angles which are vertically op-

posite to each other.

T. F. Holgate, Geometry of Position by Reye, p. 12.

Angle of contact. (6) in the mechanics of li-

quids, the angle 8 which the surface of a liquid

in contact with a solid makes
with the surface of the latter.

The angle of contact may be
greater or less than 90°. In the
latter case the liquid wets the
surface of the solid. In the
former case it does not do so.

—

Angle of deviation, the angle
which a branch or other organ
makes with the axis of the plant
to which it belongs.- Angle of
emergence, in geol., the angle
at which the path of an earth-
quake-wave intersects the hori-

zontal plane at the surface.

Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p.

366.—Angle of field, in pho-
tog., width of angle ; the angle
at which the circular picture of

the object to be photographed,
projected by the objective upon
the ground-glass, appears as
seen from the optical center
of the lens.— Angle of heel,
in naval architecture, the angle
of transverse inclination mea-
sured from the vertical when a
vessel heels over from any cause.— Angle Of Ia£. See
*2a;i.—Angle of lead. See *<eadi.— Angle ofLouii
or of IiUdovlCi, a bend in the sternum at the
junction of its upper segment with the body,
sometimes present in chronic affections of the lungs.

—Angle of mandibles, in craniom., the angle
formed by the lower surface of the lower jaw with the
posterior border of the ramus. Also called gonial angle.
— Angle of ordination, in analyt. geom., the angle
made Dy the coordinate axes.—Angle of paiallellBm,
the angle made by one of two parallels with a perpen-
dicular to the other. Lobachevski writes it n(p). Inhis
non-Euclidean geometry it is a function of p, the perpen-
dicular.—Angle Of plunge, in geol., the angle between a
dipping stratum and the surface of the ground. It difiers

from true dip in all cases where the surface is not a
horizontal plane, being greater if the ground rises in the
direction of dip and less if it descends.— Angle of pro-
jection, in the theory of lenses, the angle which tbe
exit^pupil of a system subtends at the focus conjugate to

the point (object) from which the light enters the system.

—Angle Of shear, the angle through which a plane
within a body subjected to a shearing stress (the plane
having been originally perpendicular to the du'ection of

the stress) is displaced.- An^le of slope, in geol., the
angle formed by the intersection of an inclined sui^ace,
as of a mountain, wi|;h tbe hoi-izontal plane. Compare
angle of repose.— Angle of stability, in imch., the
largest angle at which a body placed upon an inclined
plane will remain at rest. Same as an{ile of repose or
angle of friction.— Angle Of the iris, the angle at the
peripheral portion of the anterior chamber of the eye
formed by the cornea in front and the iris behind.— Angle
of the vertical, in astron., the angle at any place be-
tween the direction of gravity and a line drawn to the
center of the earth. It is the difference between the
astronomic and the geocentric latitudes, the former being
always the greater. The angle is at maximum in latitude
45° when it amounts to uy. It is zero at the poles and
equator.— Angle Of upset, the angle through which the
upper part of a portable balance-crane can swing, from its

position parallel to the center line of the truck, before it

would upset with the weight of the load.— Angleofview,
in phctog., the central portion of the angle of field, which
is distinct and sharp. It is extended by the use of

stops.— Angles of displacement. See itdisplaeemenl.—^Axlal angle, the angle between the optic axes of a
biaxial crystal.—Bounding-angle, in shipbuilding, an
angle-bar forming the boundary of a bulkhead- or flat by
means of which it is attached to the other parts of an
iron or steel vessel.— Brocard angle, the acute angle w
related to A, B, C, the angles of a plane triangle, by the
equation cot. co = cot. A + cot. B + cot. C. It is one of
the three equal acute angles formed at the vertices by tlie

sides of a triangle and the straight lines from a Brocard
point to the vertices. See Brocard itpoint.— 'Brocaii.
angle ofa polygon, that polygon being cyclic, the com-
plement ofhalf the angle subtended by any side of the poly-
gon, the vertex of the angle being at the symmedian point.

-Epigastric angle, the angle which the ensifurm carti-

lage makes with the body of the sternum.— Extinction
angle. See *extinclion.— Gonlac aJlgle. Same as
Wangle o/mandibles.— Inscribed angle, an angle whose
sides are chords from the same point on the circle.— In-
ternal angle. S&me as interior angle. See angled, 1.—
Limiting ailgle, in meeh., the largest angle with the
normal at which a force can be applied to a ioty resting
upon a horizontal surface withoutproducing motion. Tlie

limiting angle is independent of the size of the force and
depends only upon the cpeflicient of friction of the quan-
tity of which it affords a measure. It is equal to the
angle of repose or angle of friction.— MaxlUary angle,
the angle formed by lines drawn from the most prominent
points of the forehead and of the chin to meet at the roost

projecting point of the upper jaw.— Nasial angle. See

*tMsial.— Non-repoBlng angle. See reposing *angle.

—Polyhedral angle, a solid angle.— Reposing
angle, in the design of parts of a machine which are to

roll one upon another, an angle between the resultant
pressm'e and the plane tangent to the bearing surface
such that when a limiting value is exceeded there is no



angle
tendency for the rolling aurtiice to slip without rolling.
When the angle is less tlian this limiting value the roll
tends to slip and to become polygonal from wear. This
angle may also be measured from the normal iustead of
from the tajigent. It must be determined for any two
materials by experiment, since it bears a relation to the
so-called ain^U of friction or angle qfrepotie in experi-
ments uu sliding. An angle beyond the critical value
would then be called h non^epoHrtg angle,—Rolau^C
angle, the angle formed by the upper edge of the hemi-
sphere of the brain and the fissure of JSx>lando.— Soma-
tosplanclmlc angle, the angle formed in the vertebrate
embryo by the junction of the somatic and splanchnic
layers of mesoblast.— Supplementalaugles, two angles
whose sum equals two right angles.— Supplementary
angles. Same as supplemental Aan^Ie*.—Tanchord
angle, an angle between a tangent to a circle and a
chord from the point of contact.— View angle, in photog.,
tlie angle inclosed by a lens,

angle* (ang'gl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. angled, ppr.

angling, [angle^, n.'] To lead off or deflect (a

body or element) from a direction parallel or

perpendicular to another body or element to

which or from which it is to move: as, to

angle a rope.

The continuous change in direction experienced by the
rope between the head-gear pulley and the drum in coil-

ing on or off (the so-called " angling " of the rope) is a
sooi'ce of wear when the depth becomes considerable.

Eneyc. Brit., XXVII. 121.

angle-bar, ». 3. In pnreWngr, an iron bar which
turns at a right angle a printed web of paper
and mates it with another printed web.

Two general classes of the web press are made. In
one, what is called the "angle-bar" is utilized to turn
the sheets in order to assemble them from the different
webs. The other is designated the " straight line," the
sheet being run through the press without being diverted
from a straight course.

Cenius Bulletin 216 (June 2S, 1902), p. 63.

angle-bearing (ang'gl-bap"ing), n. A crank-
shaft bearing attached to an engine-bed, the
center line of its joint being placed at an angle
of about 45° with the bed, the purpose of which
is to effect that disposition of the metal best
calculated to withstand the resultants of the
strains due to the motion of the crank and con-
necting-rod. Lochwood, Diet. Meoh. Eng.
Terms.
angleberry (ang'gl-ber-i), n. [A perversion of
anbury.'] A fleshy excrescence found growing
on the feet and other parts of sheep and cattle.

Also spelled anleherry.

angle-board (ang'gl-bord), n. A board upon
which pattern-makers plane their angles and
hollows. It is traversed longitudinally with vee'd

grooves of different depths to suit angles of different

sizes, in which grooves the stuff is laid while being planed,

a transverse strip near the end acting as a stop. Lock-
wood, Diet. Mech. Eng. Terms.

angle-blllb (ang'gl-bulb), n. A rolled bar of

steel or iron, in the form of an angle with a
bulb at the lower end of its long arm, used
principally for deck-beams on steel ships.

angle-cutter (ang'gl-kut'^r), n. A heavy
machine used for cutting iron or steel angle-

bars.

angled, a. Z. A term applied to a billiard-ball

which, when resting near the edge of a pocket,

is so masked by the cushion that it cannot hit

the desired object.

angle-frame (ang'gl-fram), n. A type of con-

struction for the frame or skeleton of motor-
vehicles in which the members that carry the

weight and transfer it to the supporting springs,

and thus to the axles, are made of steel angle

or channel shapes to give gi-eatest strength

and stiffness with least weight of material.

Sometimes for additional stiffness these angle-

or channel -irons are reinforced with tough
wood securelv bolted to the steel. Sci. Amer.,

LXXXVIII. 91.

angle-gage (ang'gl-gaj), n. 1. A gage or

standard carefully made to the exact value of

the desired angle, used in testing the accuracy

of the angles of screw-threads, cutting-tools,

or machine-work of any kind.— 3. Specifi-

cally, an instrument for setting the angle or

incline of the top comb of a Heilmann cotton-

combing machine . Thornley, Cotton-combing

Machines, p. 166.

angle-hoop (ang'gl-h6p), n. A hoop made of

angle-iron. Such hoops are sometimes used

for stiffening the furnaces in Scotch boilers.

angle-joint (ang'gl-joint), m. In carp., a joint

between two pieces which are mitered to-

gether.
.

angle-meter, n. 2. An instrument designed

to show the variations in angular velocity of

the revolving shaft of an engine. Sci. Amer.

Sup., Oct. 15, 1904.

angle-mirror (aug'gl-mir"'or), ». A surveyor's

instrument tor obsei-ving and measuring angles
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and the positions of distant objects in relation
to one another. It consists of two mirrors, one being
sometimes adjustable to the other, supported in a metal
frame.

angle-plate (ang'gl-plat), n. An angle-chuck.
angle-prism (ang'gl-prizm), n. An instrument
similar to the angle-mirror, employing prisms
instead of mirrors.

angler, ». 3. A general name of the pedicu-
late fishes, from the presence of a modified
free dorsal spine, or ' fishing-rod,' above the
mouth.— Marbled angler, Pterophryne histrio, a fish

of the family Antennariidx, found in tropical pails of the
Atlantic. It is remarkable, as are all of its relatives, for
its form, color, and nest-building habits.

Aaglesea penny. See *penny.
angle-smith (ang'gl-smith), n. A blacksmith
sMlled in for^ng angle-bars, beams, and other
profiled bars into the various forms in which
they are used in shipbuilding.

angle-valve (ang'gtvalv), n. A form of lift-

ing- or spindle-valve, in a globular casing,
in which the sjjindle or stem enters the valve
in the same axis as one of the openings, and
the other outlet is at right angles to the axis
of the spindle ; much usedwith steam-radiators
and in other places where a right-angled corner
is to be turned and a valve is also required.
The angle-valve opposes less resistance to the
flow of fl.uid through it than the globe-valve.

—

Angle check-valve, an angle-valve which opens only
to steam or water flowing in one direction.— Angle Stopi-
valve, an angle-valve which has to be closed by hand to
stop the flow in the pipes.

angle-wheel (ang'gl-hwel), n. Any gear in
which the teeth, instead of being parallel to
the axis, make an angle with it ; a helical gear

;

a twisted gear.

angle-wing (ang'gl-wing), n. Any one of sev-
eral species of nymphalid butterflies whose
wings are angular and excised, as species of
the genera Vanessa, Polygonia, Aglais, and Evr-

Vanessa.

Anglicist (ang'gli-sist), n. One who favors or
supports some proposition or movement re-

lating to English or the English: specifically

applied in history to one of those who favored
the proposal to make the English language (and
not Arabic or Sanskrit) the vehicle of instruc-
tion in those schools and colleges in India that
were subsidized by the government during
the administration of Lord William Bentinck
(1828-35).
In describing the controversy between the "Oriental-

ists " and the "^Anglicists" [of the Committee of Public
Instruction] which evoked Macaulay's famous minute
. . . not a word is said [in Boulger's Life of Lord William
Bentinck] of the champion Orientalist, Horace Wilson.

Athmamm, Sept 24, 1892, p. 411.

AngUcity (ang-glis'i-ti), n. [NL. *AngUcitas,
< LL. Anglicus, Anglic] Distinctively Eng-
lish quality, style, or character: as, Aiiglicity

of speech

.

Anglo-African (ang'^glo-afri-kan), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to Africans, or persons of
African descent, living among English-speak-
ing peoples, as the Africans in the United
States. Eeane, Ethnology, p. 380.

II. n. An AJfrican living among English-
speaking peoples.

Anglo-Ainerican pottery. See *poitery.

Anglo-Asian (ang'glo-a'shian), a. and ra. I. a.

Of or pertaining to England and Asia or to the
Ei^lish in Asia : as, Anglo-A^ian enterprises.

II. '!. An Anglo-Asiatic.

Anglo-Asiatic (aEg"gl6-a-shi-at'ik), a. and n.

I. o. 1. Of or pertaining to both England (that
is, Grreat Britain and Ireland) and Asia.— 2.

Belating to those Asiatics who are British sub-
jects or are under British control, or who have
become assimilated to the English in educa-
tion, culture, etc.

II. n. An Asiatic who is under British rule.

Anglo-Australian (ang"gld-as-tra'Ii-an), a.

and n. I. a. Pertaining to Australians of
English descent. Keane, Ethnology, p. 380.

II. n. An Australian of English descent.

Anglo-Chinese (ang"gl6-chi-nes'), a. and n.

1. a. 1. Of or pertaining to both England and
China or to their inhabitants, etc. : as, Anglo-
Chinese lelatioiis : an Anglo-Chinese alliance.

—

2. Established by the English in China or for

the (Chinese: as. an Anglo-Chinese college.
—3. Written in English and Chinese, or pre-

pared for the use of both English and Chinese
readers: as, an Anglo-Chinese calendar; an
Anglo-Chinese dictionary.

n, n. A Chinese who is under British rule

or who is a British subject: as, the Anglo-
Chinese of the Straits Settlements.

angular

Anglo-Grallic (ang-glo-gal'ik), a. English and
French ; common to England and France.
—Anglo-Gallic money. See -knwney.

angloid (ang'gloid), II. [angle'^ + -aid. The
more proper form would be *angvloid.] A fig-

ure determined by three or more rays from the
same point, taken in a certain order and such
that no three consecutive rays are coplanar.

Anglo-Japanese (ang"gl6-jap-a-nes'), a. Of
or pertaining to both England and Japan : as,

an Anglo-Japanese alliance or understanding.

Anglomanist (ang'glo-ma-nist), n. [Irreg.

< Anglomania + -ist.] An Anglomaniac : as,

a rampant Anglomanist. Macmillan's Mag.,
XLV. 475. [Bare.] N.E.D.
Anglophile, Anglophil (ang'glo-fil), a. and
n. [LL. Angli. Englishmen, -(- Grr. (pih)g, lov-
ing.] I. a. F'riendlyto England and English
institutions ; fond of English social life, man-
ners, customs, etc.

When prudence dictated assistance to the Dutch, the
Huguenots, or the ' Anglophile ' pai*ty in Scotland— tSie

vile but convenient adjective is Mi'. Beesly's— that aid
was scanty and underhand.

AthensEum, March 26, 1892, p. 40O.

II. n. One who admires or is friendly to
England ; a lover or admirer of English insti-

tutions, social life, manners, customs, etc.

Anglophone (ang'glo-fon), n. [LGr. 'kyyloi,

L. Angli, the Angles (English), -I- ^(jmj, sound.]
A person who speaks the English language.
Deniker, Races of Man, p. 508.

Anglo-Venetian (ang'gl6-ve-ne'shian), a. and
n. I. a. Connected with both England and
Venice; specifically of Venetian origin but
domiciled in England : as, an Anglo - Venetian
seaman. Geog. Jow. (E. G. S.), XIU. 205.

II. n. A Venetian domiciled in or engaged
in the service of England.
Anglovemacular (ang"gl6-v6r-nak'u-lar), a.

Of or pertaining to both English and' the ver-
nacular : as, an Anglovemacular school. JEneyc.
Brit., XXX. 467. [Bare.]
ango (an'go), n. [Native name.] In Samoa,
a name applied totheturmerio-plant (CwrcMwai
longa), the fleshy rhizome of which yields a
yellow coloring matter which the natives use
in ornamenting their bark cloth and for paint-
ing their skin. See turmeric and huldee.

angosturin (an-gos-to'rin), n. [Angostura +
-inl^.^ A compound, with the empirical for-
mula CgHi205, found in Angostura bark. It
is bitter and is apparently a glucoside.

Angoumian (an-go'mi-an), a. and n. [F.
Angoumois, a former name of the district (de-
partment of Charente) in which Angouldme is

situated.] I. a. In geol., noting a division or
substage of the Cretaceous system as recog-
nized by the French geologists and constituting
the upper part of the Turonian: essentially
equivalent to the English Middle Chalk of the
Uwer Cretaceous.
n. n. The Angoumian division.

Angoumois grain-moth. See *grain-moth.
Angrsecum (an-gre'kum), n. [NL.] A genus
of epiphytal orchids of tropical Africa, Mada-
fascar, and Japan. There are at least 25 species
nown, of which the following are most common in

cultivation in America ; A, articulatum, citratum, dis-
tichum, ebumeum, Ellisii, HumboUii, faleatum, Leonis,
nwdestum, pertusuin, and superbum. Most of these
species need warm-house treatment.

angrite ^ang'grit), n. [Angra (Angrados Beis
in Brazil, locality of a meteorite) + -ite^.]

See *meteorite.

angster (ang'ster), n. [Late MHG. (Swiss)
angster.] An early Swiss copper coin, struck
in Zurich, of the value of half a rapen, or seven
jtwelfths of a German pfennig.

Angstrom pyrheliometer, unit. See *acti-
nometer and *unit.

Angulllula Stercoralis, a parasitic species of worm which
has been found in the intestine in certain cases of tropical
diarrhea. Jour. Exper. Med., VI. 84.

anguilluloid (ang-gwil'u-loid), a. [Anguillula
+ -Old. ] Eel-like ; resembling the Anguillula.

angular, a. 5. In astrol., placed in one of the
four angles of a nativity. Raphael, Manual
of Astrol., p. 154. —Angular acceleration. See
'ka/xeleratimi and unit of atigvlar ^acceleration.—
Angular energy. See *en£rgy.—Angalax lead. See
*ieadl.-Angular leaf-spot. See *leaf-spot.—ADealax
momentum. See innomentum. —Angtdar point, the
vertex; the point common to the two rays of jtn angle.
— Unit of angular velocity, the velocity which causes
a rotating body to turn through a unit angle in unit time

;

an angular velocity of one radian per second.

II. n. In ichth., a small tjone on the lower
posterior corner of the articulare : same as
angular lone.



angulare

angulare (ang-gu-la're), n. [NL. (se. os, bone)

:

see angularj] Same as angular bone (which
see, under angular).

angularization (ang''gu-la-ri-za'shon), n. The
act of angularizing or rendering angular ; in
deeoraUve art, the transformation of a curved
motive into a rectilinear one by the use of
anglesi Saddon, Evolution in Art, p. 112.

angularize (ang'gu-la-riz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

angularized, ppr. angularizing. [angular +
-ize.'] To render angiiJar. Haddon, Evolution
in Art, p. 112.

Anglllatidse (an-gu-lat'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Angulata, a group of the ammonites, + -idx.]
A family of ammonoid cephalopods or ammon-
ites. They have compressed urabilicate shells with
strong continuous ribs crossing the whorls and inter-
rupted on the outer edge by a depressed zone. The sep-
tal sutures are highly complicated. Species occur in the
Lias formation.

auguliform (ang'gu-li-f6rm"), a. [L. angulu^,
angle, + forma, form.] Bluntly pointed or
bent. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist, Jan., 1903,

p. 114.

angUStisellate (an-gus-ti-sel'at), a. [L. an-
gustus, narrow, + sella, a saddle.] Having a
narrow saddle : noting the form of the earliest

septal suture in the coiled cephalopod shells

and referring to the naiTow saddle or forward
prolongation of the suture in crossing the
outer curve or venter of the shell. Contrasted
with latisellate and aseUate. .The angustisellate stage

characteiizes only advanced and late forms of the ammon-
oids.

anhaline (an'ha-Un), n. [Anhalionium) -f

-ine^.'] A crystalline alkaloid, Cj2H]5N03,
found in Anhalonium fissuratum. It melts at
115° C. It produces, in frogs, a paralysis of

the central nervous system.

anhalonidine (an-ha-lon'i-din), n. [Anhalonr-

(iiim) + -id + -ine'^.'] An alkaloid, C12H15-
NO3, found in Anhalonium Lewinii, a cactus
trom which mescal buttons are obtained. It

is crystalline and melts at 154° C.

anlialoilil>e (an-hal'o-nin), n. lAnhalon{inm)
+ -»»2.] Same as anhalonidine,

anhedonia (an-he-do'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
av^Sovog, giving no pleasure, < av- priv. +
ilSovii, pleasure : see hedonism.'] In psychol.,

inability to feel pleasure: the opposite of

analgesia.

One can distinguish many kinds of pathological de-
pression. Sometimes it is mere passive joylessness and
dreariness, discouragement, dejection, lack of taste and
zest and spring. Professor Kibot has proposed the name
anfudonia to designate this condition.

W. James, Var. of Religious Exper., p. 145.

anbedral (an-he'dral), a. In mineral. andj>e-
trog., characterized by the absence of the ex-

ternal form of a crystal, though having its

molecular structure.

anhedron (an-he'dron), n.
;
pi. anhedra (-dra).

[Gr. av- priv. + eSpa, base (side).] A mineral
individual, for example, a constituent of a
rock having the molecular structiire of a crys-

tal but not its external form.

anbistic (an-his'tik), a. Same as anhistous.

anbydrid, n— phosphoric anliydrid, phosphorus
pentoxiil, P2O6. By union with the elements of water
in different proportions it forms meta-, pyro-, and ortho-

phosphoric acids.

ailliydrochromic (an-hi-dro-kro'mik), a. Not-
ing the acid (H2Cr207) wti.eb corresponds to

ordinary red ehromate of potash. Also known
as dichromic acid and pyrochromic acid.

Anhydrous steam. See *steam.

aniconic (an-i-kon'ik), a. [Gr. av- priv. -t-ei/oiii,

an image.] Not presenting an image or por-

traiture: in 6fr. antiq., applied to the rudest

agalmata, or symbols of a divinity, consisting

of a simple pillar or block without human at-

tributes. See agalma.

He [Dr. Waldstein] does, however, point oat that among
the ten-a-cottas we have representations of the various

stages of development of her [Hera's] agalmata : the rud-

est of all, the aTiiftOTitc. ... He promises, moreover, to

publish ... a curious pillar which may have been the

actual aniktmic image of the goddess.
Athenseum, July 1, 1893, p. 38.

anidalin (a-nid'a-lin), n. Same as *aristol.

aniP (an-il'), n." lanil{ine).'] A derivative of

aniline containing the group NCgHs.
anil (an'yil), n. [Sp. aflil, lit. indigo : see an-

iline.] A Cuban name of the blue variety of

the vaqueta, a bass-like fish of the West In-

dies, Hypoplectrus unicolor (variety indigo of

Poey).
anilao (a-ne'lou), n. [Philippine name.] A
name in the Philippines of Colona serratifolia,

a shrub belonging to the linden family, the

bark of which yields a strong bast fiber.
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anllido. [,anil+ -id-+-oi.'] Noting the group

NHCeHs, derived from aniline: as, anilido-

acetic acid, CH2NHC6H5CO2H : also used as

an adjective : as, the anilido-gronii.

Aniline *black, •green, *orange, *proceBS. See the

nouns.—^lllne salt, a commercial name for the color-

less crystalline salt formed by neutralizing aniline with

hydrochloric acid. It has the formula O6H5NH2HCI,
and is known chemically as aniline hydrochlorid. Large

quantities are used in the dyeing and printing of aniline

black. — Aniline spirits, yellow. See tin *spiriti,

•kyeUaw.

anilism (an'i-lizm), n. An illness caused by
inhaling the vapor of aniline, not uncommon
in workers in aniline-black dye-houses. It

comes on suddenly, the lips turn purpi3, and
temporary unconsciousness often ensues.
Animal color. See *coior.—Animal Mngdom. Accord-
ing to recent conservative estimates, the animal king-

dom consists of about 386,000 species of living animals
and about 160,000 described species of fossil animals, or
of about 650,000 species in all.—Animal mechanics. See
•mecAani<».—Al^mal mound. See the extract.

The next class is composed of the "animcd mounds ," or
mounds in which the gi-ound plan is more or less irregu-

lar, and is thought to resemble animals, birds, and even
human beings, though it is admitted that this resemblance
is often imaginary, and that there is no evidence that the
builders of these works intended to copy any such forms.
. . . Mouuds of this class are common in Wisconsin, and
are also found in Ohio and Geoi-gia. They are not burial
mounds, though they are not unfrequently grouped with
conical mounds that inclose human remains, as they are
also with embankments and inclosures,—the grouping
being always without any apparent order.

Smithsonian Heportt 1891, p. 559.

Animal photography. See -kpiiotography.—Animal
pole. See *pole.

animate, a. 4. In gram., referring to living

things as indicated by a dififerenee of form in

the designating word : said of gender in some
languages. See the quotation.

The distinction between animate and inanimate gender
is still preserved in both Penobscot and Abenaki.

Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 27.

Animated oat. Same as animal oat ; see oat,

1(6).
animatism (an'i-ma-tizm), n. [animate, a., +
-ism.] That form of animism in which objects
and phenomena, are vaguely regarded as hav-
ing personality and will-power, but not as pos-
sessing separable souls.

animato (a-ni-ma'to), a. [It.] In mi<«ic, lively

;

with animation ; usually, somewhat quick and
with spirit.

animatog^raph (an - i -mat'o - graf),n. [L. ani-
matus, alive (see animate, a.), + ypaijielv, write.]
1. A cinematograph.—3. A special form of
photographic camera for taking a series of pic-

tures on films.

anime, n—^Brazilian anlme. Same as anime, 3.

anime (an-i-ma'), a. [F., < L. animatus, ani-
mate : see animate, a.] In her., animated, ex-
cited ; showing a desire to fight : said of an ani-
mal and represented by giving the eyes, etc.,

a tincture different from that of the body.
animetta (an-i-met'a), n. [It.] A medieval
term for the veil or" cloth used to cover the
chalice or eucharistie cup.

animi, n. Same as anime.
Animikie (a-nim'i-M), n. [A local name.] A
name proposed by T. Sterry Hunt in 1873, and
used by the Geological Survey of Canada and
by the Natural History Survey of Minnesota,
for a group of iron-bearing rocks, slates,
schists, and sandstones which form the middle
subdivision of the Algonkian as the latter term
is used by the United States Geological Sur-
vey. In Canada the group is regarded as Cambrian in
age, but in the Lake Superior district, especially in Min-
nesota, where these rocks carry the iron ore of the Mesaba
range, they are referred to the Precamhrian.

animikite (a-nim'i-kit), «. [Said to be from
Ind.animJfee, thunder, + -ite^.] Anantimonide
of silver from Silver Islet, Lake Superior.
animosity, n. 3. In Spinoza's philosophy, the
desire by which each man endeavors to pre-
serve his own being after the guidance of reason
alone ; or, as sometimes interpreted, the stead-
fast and intelligent purpose to promote one's
own welfare.

animotheism (an"i-mo-the'izm), n. [L. anima,
soul, life (or animus, mind^), + dedg, God, +
-ism.] The belief that all things, but especially
plants, animals, and the heavenly bodies, are
conscious or animate beings, and that they
possess supernatural, divinepowers. See ani-
mism. Ward, Dynamic Soeiol., II. 258.

anis, n. A simplified spelling of anise.

anisado (a-ni-sa'do), n. [Sp.: see anisated.]
A native drink made in the Philippine Islands.
It contains the poisonous principle of wood
alcohol, and United States soldiers and em-

anisol

ployees have been forbidden its use. Army
and Navy Journal, Dec. 7, 1901.

anisamic (an-i-sam'ik), a. [anis(ie) + am(ine)

+ -ic] Noting an acid, a derivative of tri-

methyl benzene, found in balsam of Tolu and
of Peru,
anisated (an'i-sa^ted), p. a. [NL. *anisatuii,

< L. anisum, anise.] Mixed or flavored with
anise-seed. Syd. Soc. Lex.

Anisian (a-niz'i-an), a. and w. A name given

by Austrian geologists to a division of the

Mediterranean Triassio deposits holding a
position at the top of the Lower Trias;

anisidine (a-nis'i-din), n. . [L. anisum., anise, +
-idi-+ -ine^.] The methyl ether of aminor
phenol, C6H4(NH2)OCH3. The name is ap-

plied especially to the ormo compound, which
is an oil that boils at 218° C, and to the para
compound, a solid which melts at 56° C. and
boils at 240° C—Anisidine ponceau, scarlet. See
*scarlet.

anisil (an'i-sil), n. [L. anisum, anise, + -il]

The dimethyl ether of paradihydroxybenzil,
CH3OC6H4COCOC6H4OCH3. It crystalUzes

in golden-yellow neeales which melt at 133° C.

anisiUc (an-i-sU'ik), a. Noting an acid, (CgHi-
OH)2C(OH)C02H, the dimethyl ether of dihy-

droxydiphenyl glycoUo acid. It is formed together
with anisic acid when anisil is boiled with alcoholic pot-

ash. It crystallizes in needles which melt at 164° C. It

is named officially the dimethyl ether of diphenylolmeth-
anolmethylic acid.

Anisoceratidse (a - ni - so - se - rat'i - de) n. pi.

[NL., < Anisoeeras (<Gr. aviaog, unequal, -I- m-
pag^Kepar-), horn), + -idse.] A family of ammon-
oid cephalopods or ammonites having un-
coiled shells terminating in a crook, the volu-

tions bearing tubercles and ribs. The species

are found in the Cretaceous formation.

Anisochsetodon (a-ni-so-ke'to-don), n. [NL.,

< Gr. aviaoQ, unequal, + Chseiodon.] A genus
of butterfly-fishes of the family Chaetodontids.

anisochela (a-ni-so-ke'la), n.
; pi. anisochelm

(-le). Same as *anisocliele,

anisochele (a-ni's6-kel), n. [Gr. awoof, unequal,
+ XV^, a crab's claw.] In the nomenclature
of the spieular elements of sponges, a C-shaped
monaxial rhabd having different arrangements
of the processes at the two ends. See sponge-
spicule.

anisocnemic (a-ni-so-ne'mik), a. [Gr. av- priv.

-t- isocnemic] In anthozoans, a term used to

distinguish a unilateral pair composed of two
unequal mesenteries : contrasted vrithisocn emic.
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist, Aug., 1902, p. 105.

anisocoria (a-nl-so-ko'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
avtaog, unequal, -1- K6pt/, pupil of the eye.] In-

equality in size of the pupils of the two eyes.

anisocotyly (a-ni-so-kot'i-li), 11. In hot, the
unequal development of cotyledons in dicoty-
ledonous plants.

anisocytosis (an-i-so-si-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
aviaog, unequal, + kvtos, a hollow (a cell), +
-om.] Inequsility in size of the cells of a
system, specifically of the red blood-corpuscles.

anisogamons (an-i-sog'a-mus), a. Character-
ized by anisogamy, or" conjugation between
sharply differentiated male and female gam-
etes.

anisogamy (an-i-sog'a-mi), n. [Gr. dv«70f, un-
equal, -I- yd/tog, marriage.] In hiol., conjuga-
tion between dissimilar gametes or reproduc-
tive cells.

anisoh3rpercytosis(an*i-s6-hi''p6r-si-t6'sis),«.
[NL., \ Gr. dwooc, unequal, + intip, over, +
KVTOQ, a hollow (a cell), + -osis.] An increase
in the number of the leucocytes, with abnormal
percentage relations of the neutrophilic cells,

as regards the distribution of the different

nuclear forms.
anisohypocytosis (an'i-so-hi'po-si-to'sis), ».

[NL., < Gr. dwffof, unequal. + iind, under, +
iAtoq, a hollow (aeell), + -osls.] Adecreasein
the number of the leucocytes with abnormal
relations of the neutrophilic cells, as regards
the percentage distribution of the different
nuclear forms.
anisoin (an-is'o-in), n. [L. anisum, anise, +
-m2.] The dimethyl ether of paradihydroxy-
benzoin,CH30C6HiCH3COC6H40CH3. Iteon-
sists of needles which melt at 110° C.

anisol (an'i-sol), n. [M&o anisoU \ ; 1,. anisum,
anise, -I- -ol.] 1. Methyl phenyl ether. CeHs-
OCH3, formed by distuUng anisic acid with
barium hydroxid. It is an oil with a pleasant
odor and boils at 154° C.— 2. A general name
of derivatives of methyl phenyl ether.



anisoline

anisoline (a-nis'o-lin), n. [As anisol + -ine^.]
A basic color of the xanthene group. It is
comparatively fast to light. Also called rho-
damine 3 B.

Anisometric texture, in petrog., the texture of granular
rocks when the mineral grains are of various sizes. It is

contrasted with the isometrw granular texture, where the
grains are approximately of the same size.

anisometrope (a-iii"so-met'rop), «. [See ani-

sometropia.i One who suffers from aniso-
metropia, or inequality of refraction in the two

It was thought that anismnetropes who fixed correctly
could not have binocular vision.

Optical Jour., June 2, 1904, p. 975.

Anisomyaria (a-ni-s6-mi-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< G-r. tviaoi;, unequal, + iivg (ftv-) muscle, +
-aria.'] A group of the pelecypod moUusks, or
^cepfeate, holding an intermediate position be-
tween theMonamyaria, or thosewithbut one ad-
ductor muscle, and the Dimyaria, or those hav-
ing two, the normal number, fully developed.
In the Anisomyaria the anterior adductors are muchmore
prominently developed than the posterior. These muscu-
lar differences have frequently been used as a basis of clas-
sification ; but it is now recognized that the terms Mono-
m/yaria and Anisomyaria designate different stages of
degeneration in the musculature.

anisomsrarian (a-ni-sd-mi-a'ri-an), a. and n.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Anisomyaria. Also used substantively.
anisonormocytosis (a-ni'so-nor'mo-si-to'sis),

». [NL.. < Grr. aviaog. unequal, -I- L. norma, rule,

norm, -f- icvTog, a hollow (a cell), -I- osis.] A nor-
mal number of the leucocytes with abnormal
relations of the neutrophilic cells, as regards
the percentage distribution of th« difEerent nu-
clear forms.
anisophylly (a-ni-sof'i-li)j n. [Gr. avimc, un-
equal, + ipv?CM>v, leaf.] Dissimilarity in leaves
due to difference of position, as in floating and
submersed leaves. Krasser.

Anisoplia (a-ni-sop'li-a), n. [NL. (Megerle,

1825), < Gr. avtaoq, unequal, -I- 8jr/la, arms.] An
important genus of lamelUcorn beetles of old-

world distribution, it includes some serious pests,

especially A, Auatriaca, which occasionally does great
damage to the wheat crop of Russia. About 40 species

are known.

anisopod (a-ni'so-pod), a. and n. [NL. aniso-

pus (.-pod), < Gr. aviao^, unequal, + nave (irod-),

foot.]*I. a. Having unequal feet; specifically,

having the characters of the Anisopoda.

n. n. One of the Anisopoda.
Anisopoda (a-ni-sop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of anisopus (-pod/)': see *anisopod.'\ A tribe

or suborder of arthrostracous crustaceans hav-
ing a body more or less resembling that of an
amphlpod, andthe abdomen withtwo-branched
swimming-feet which do not function as gjills,

or with fin-like feet. It includes the families

Tanaidee and Pranizidee.

Anisoptera (a-ni-sop'te-ra), n. jpl. [NL., <

Gr. avtaoQ, unequal, + "rrTepiv, wing.] A sub-

order of insects of the order Odonata or drag-
on-fiies. it includes the families in which the hind
wings are slightly larger than the front wings, as distin-

guished from the Zygoptera, in which the wings arc of

equal size or the hind pair are somewhat the smaller.

anisospore (a-ni'so-sp6r), n. [NL. *aniso-

spora, < G-r. aviaog, unequal, + anopd, seed

(spore).] A form of spore produced among
colonial radiolarians by the union of gametes
ofunlike size, as microspores and macrospores

:

contrasted with Msospore, 3.

Anisotremus (a-m-so-tre'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

dwCTOf, unequal, + rpTJim, hole.] A genus of

grunts of the family Hsemulonidss, having
numerous species in tropical America. They
are remarkable for their broad bodies and sometimes for

bright colors. A. 8urina7nen»i8, the pompon, is the com-
monest species.

anisotropic, a. 3. Having predetermined

axes: opposed to »*o*ropJc

—

Anisotropic me-
dium, a medium in which the strain due to a given stress

varies with the direction in which the stress is applied ;

an ceolotropic medium.

anisotropical (a-ni-so-trop i-kal), a. Same as

anisotropic; seolotropic.

Mr. A. Broca a short time ago stated that in a powerful

field there are produced simultaneously both ordinai-y

cathode rays, around the field according to well-known

laws, and another kind of rays following the lines of force.

These phenomena Jiave likewise been investigated by Mr.

Pellat, who accounted for them on the hypothesis of an

anisotropical friction the cathode ray particles undergo in

the magnetic field.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Aug. 27, 1904, p.
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certain differentiated animal ova : opposed to
isotropy.

anito (a-ne'to), n. [Tagalog
;
perhaps altered,

under 8p. influences, from an orig. *antu, Ma-
lay antu, hantu, a spirit.] An ancestral spirit

worshiped as a protecting household deity by
the pagan Malay peoples of the Philippine
Islands, and frequently represented by an
image of wood or other material which is care-
fully preserved.

But, before Islam, ancestor worship, as has long been
known, was widely prevalent. In almost every locality,

every nut has its Anito with its special place, its own
- dwelling ; there are Anito pictures ani images, certain
trees and, indeed, certain animals in which some Anito
resides. SmUhsmaan Rep., 1899, p. 622.

ankee (ang'ke), n. [Indian name in Califor-
nia.] The barn-yard grass Eehinochloa Crus-
galli, the seeds of which are ground into flour

by the Mohave Indians. [Southern Califor-

nia.]

anker, n. and v. A simplified spelling of an-
chor.

ankle, n.— cocked ankle, knuckling or partial dislo-

cation of the fetlock-joint of the horse, an unsoundness
predisposing the animal to stumbling and to fracture of
the pastern-bone.

anklong (ang'klong), n. [Also "anMung (?), Ma-
lay and Jav. anklung.'] A musical instrument
used in Java and other parts of Malaysia, con-
sisting of bamboo tubes so cut thatwhen struck

anisotropically (a-ni-s6-trop'i-kal-i), adv. In

an anisotropic manner.

anisotropy, n. 3. In embryol., the condition

of having the axes predetermined : apphed to

Anklong.
(After original in'therMetropalitan Museum, New York.)

or shaken they give definite tones. Usually
the tubes are in pairs tuned at the interval of
the fifth.

ankoot (an'kot), V. i. [Eskimo, angakut,
angdkok, angekok, a shaman: see angekok.] To
perform shamanistic ceremonies : a term used
by whalers who frequent Hudson and Baffin

bays.
ankylite (an'ki-lit), n. Same as *ancylite.

ankyloglossia (ang"ki-lo-glos'si-a), n. See
*am,kyloglossus.

ankyloglossus (ang" ki - 16 - glos 'us), n. [Gr.

dyK.ih>(, bent, + yAoaaa, tongue.] Impeded
movements of the tongue due to adhesions to

the neighboring parts. Also called ankylo-

glossia.

ankylosed (ang'ki-lost), ^. a. [See ankyloses
Grown together: said of bones which are

primitively separate.

Ankylostoma (ang-ki-los'to-ma), ». Same as
Ancylostoma.
ankylostomiasis, n. Same as *ancylostomiasis.

anlage (an'la"ge) n.; pi. anlagen (-gen). [G.,

foundation, < anlegen, < an, on, + legen, lay,

found.] In embryol.; the first indication of a
developing organ in the embryo ; a rudiment,
in the sense of a simple beginning.

annaline (an'a-Un), m. [Formation doubtful.]

A name sometimes given to an artificially pre-

pared calcium sulphate used by paper-makers.

annalism (an'a-Iizm), n. The writing of an-
nals. W. Tayhr. [Bare.] N. E. D.
Annam ulcer. See ^ulcer.

Annealing lamp. See *lamp.
annealing-machine (a-nel'ing-ma-shen"), «.

A heating-furnace consisting of a long box of

steel lined with some refractory material, open
at each end, and fitted with a number of gas-

burners. Within the furnace and extending beyond it

at each end is a series of rolls connected by link-belting

and turning together, all being supported by bearings in-

side the furnace or by tables at each end outside the fur-

nace. The bars, rods, strips, and tubes to be annealed

are laid on the rolls outside the furnace, carried by their

motion into and through the furnace at a speed just suf-

ficient for the annealing, and discharged at the distant

end. In another form, for large pipe, a link-belt con-

veyer is used to carry the pipes through the furnace.

annerodite (a-ner'6-^t),.». [Also annerodite,

aannerodite, aanerodite; Annerod, Aannerod (see

annulus

def.) + -ite^.l A rare niobate of uranium,
yttrium,and other elements, near samarskite in
composition but related to columbite in form

:

found at AnnerSd, Norway.
Anneslia (a-nes'K-a), n. [NL. (Salisbury, 1807),
named in honor of Seorge Annesley (1769-1844),
Viscount Valentia in Ireland and Earl of Mount-
morris, who traveled and botanized in India.]
A genus of plants belonging to the family Mi-
mosaceae, to which Bentham in 1840 gave the
name CaUiandra. See Calliandra.

annexable, annexible (a^neks'a-bl, i-bl), a.

That may be annexed or added ; attachable.
Cockeram.
annexive (a-nek'siv), a. Expressing or serv-
ing to express annexion or addition ; additive

:

as, an annexive conjunction.
annidalin (a-nid'a-Un), n. See *aristol.

Anniellidse, n. pi" Same as Aniellidse.

annihilability (a-m"hi-la-biri-ti), n. The
capability of being annihilated'. Dr. H. More,
Immortal, of the Soul, p. 228.

annotative (an'o-ta-tiv), a. Of the nature of

annotation : as, annotative remarks.
annotine, n. 2. A tree that bears fruit of two
years at the same time, the fruit of the past
year persisting, while that of the present year
is growing.
announcement, n. Z. In card-playing, a bid

;

a meld.

The player [at boston] who makes the highest an-
nouncement Is entitled, if successful, to the contents of
the pool, and a certain number of counters from each of
the players ; but if he be unsuccessful he must pay to the
pool and to each of the other players a certain number
of counters. American Hoyle, p. 243.

annual. I. a—Annual equation. See -kemation.
—^Annual range, in meteor., that portion of the total
yearly range which may be supposed to be periodic and
the simple and direct result of the annual revolution of
the earth in its orbit ; that portion of the annual range
that is represented by the first term of the harmonic
series or Fourier-Bessel series, depending on the simple <

mean longitude of the earth in its orbit around the sun.
—Annual vaxiation, in meteor., the departure from the
annual mean ; the extreme total range during a year

;

the diiference between the absolute maximum and abso-

.

lute minimum or between their departures from the an-
nual mean. The normal annual variation is the average
of the annual variations formany years and is less than the
extreme or absolute variation for those years.

—

^Annual
working. See Irviarldng.

II, n., 3. Plants become annuals because of the
limitations of the seasons. Some plants die outright at
the approach of cold or dry weather and leave only
their seeds to carry the species over to another season

;

these are the true annuals. Others, truly perennial in
their native climates, become annual in short-season
climates by being killed by frost ; these are plur-annutUfi.
others carry themselves over by means of bulbs ; these
are p8evd.annu(ilB.'

annualize (an'u-al-iz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. an-

mtalized, ppr. annualizing. To contribute to
an annual publication; write for an annual.
See annual, 4. [Rare.]
annuity, n—consolidated annuities, certain annui-
ties or annual payments representing interest on various
stocks issued by the British government at different

times and at different rates, which were consolidated,

'

under an act of 1751, into one fund, commonly known as
consols (which see).

Annular kiln. See *KIn.—Annular ligament, id) A
ligament attached at each extremity to a tubercle on the
inner surface of the articular process of the atlas, which
serves to retain the odontoid process of the axis, (d)

The ligament which attaches the stapes to the rim of tiie

fenestra ovalis.

Annularia (an-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Sternberg,.

1822), <L. annularis, annular.] A genus of

fossil plants of the family CalamariacesB, hav-
ing slender, branching, usually striate stems
bearing whorls of lanceolate or spatulate
leaves with a median nerve, which are fused at
their bases into a sheath or annulus. The fruit

is a heterosporous spike or strobile. It is not yet certain

whether the specimens referred to this genus represent
independent herbaceous plants or the smaller ultimate
branches of calamitean plants. They are very abundant in

the Carboniferous formation and range from the Devo-
nian to the Permian.

Annulosiphonata (an"u-16-si-fo-na'ta), n. pi.

[L. annulus, a ring, -t- iipho, siphon, pipe, -I-

-ata^.] In Hyatt's classification, a group of

extinct cephalopods, including straight and
curved shells, in which the siphuncle is

thickened by organic deposits into solid rays

extending into the septal chambers. Actino-

ceras and Hiironia are examples. The species

are chiefly from Silurian rocks.

annulus, n. 3. (d) In the Equisetacess. the

sheath below the spike formed by the union
of the bases of the leaves, (e) In diatoms,

the rim of silex formed within the fnistules of

some genera. (/) The fleshy rim of the



annulus

corolla in milkweeds.— 4. (c) One of the ex-
ternal subdivisions of the hody of a leech,

resembling a segment of the body of an earth-
worm. A single annulus, however, does not corre-
spond to an internal segment. From 3 to 5 or even 12
annuli correspond to a segment in different genera.

Anodal difTuslon, cataphoresis.

anodic^, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the anode.
— Anodic rays. In elect., radiations issuing from the
positive terminal or anode of a vacuum-tube.

anodyne, n Hoffmann's anodjme, a mixture ol
ether, alcohol, and ethereal oil, the last-named constituent
containing ethyl sulphate, much used in medicine as a
stimulant, antispasmodic, and anodyne.

anodjrnin (a-nod'i-nin), n. Same as antipyrin.

anoesis (an-o-e'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. d- priv. -t-

v6Tiai(;, understanding.] In psychol., a hypo-
thetic state of consciousness in which there is

54 anosinic

II. a. A member of the order Anomalodes-

macea.
^

anomalodesmaceous (a-nom*a-]o-des-ma -

shius), a. [Gr. avufid'Xoc, irregular, -I- 6ec!/i6g

or dsa/M, a band, + -aceous.'\ Same as *anom-
alodesm,acean.

Anomalon (a-nom'a-lon), n. [NL. (Jurine,

1807), < Gr. "aviiimTMQ, neut. av6/M?L0v, irregu-

lar : see anomalous.'] An important genus of

hymenopterous insects of the family /cfenea-

monidse and typical of the subfamily Anoma-
linse. It comprises more than 150 species, many of them
impoi'tant enemies of injurious insects. Most of the de-

scribed species occui* in Europe and North America, but

the genus is still more widely distributed. AnoplOgaster (an-op-lo-gas'tfer), n. [NL., <

Anomalousdispersion. See d»8pem'o».—Anomalous qj. i^oTrAof, unarmed, '+ yaar^p, belly.]

anoplan (an-op'lan), a. andn. {Anopla + -(in.]

I. a. Pertaining'to or resembling the Anopla.

11. n. A nemertean worm of the section

Anopla.
Anoplia (an-op'li-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. avo-

jrAof, not armed, < av-, not, + oTrXa, arms.] A
tribe of lithistidan TetractinelUda, having no

ectosomal spicules or microscleres. It contains

the families Azoricidee and Anomocladidse, to-

gether with extinct forms.

anoplian (an-op'li-an), a. and n. {Anoplia +
-an.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the char-

acters of the Anwplia.

II, n. One of the Anoplia.

_ ____. double rettaotion. Se<i*refraction.

sentience but no thought ; immediate experi- anomaly, n. 4. In meteor., the amount by which
Atlantic

enoe without reference to an object. Anoesis is
\given observed quantity is greater or less

y^o^f-nWa (kn-op-lof'o-ra), ». [>
sometimes predicated of primitive organisms, sometimes than an assumed ideal or normal value

;
a de-

^jjj^"*^"^3^j^ed + -<t>opoi "<<pepuv I
of the mai^inal processes of the human consciousness, parture.
It is used, more correctly simply as a limiting concep- Anomiacea (a-no-mi-a'se-a), M. pi. [NL., < Ano-

'''^:,!^}?^^^!^^r^^];;'f'^^'!!^^: mia + -acL:\ a sub6raer of bivalve mol-
But it is eonoeivable that they [items or particulars]

should be given and no inte^ectual synthesis ensue

;

such a consciousness has been happily named anoetic.
Whether or no it actually exists is another matter : it is

a conceivable limit, and has the theoretical usefulness of
limiting conceptions generally. But relative anoeeift

suffices here. Encyc. Brit, XS.X1I. es.

anoestrous (an-es'trus), a. [Gr. av- priv. -t-

olarpoi, vehement desire.] In zool., without
sexual desire ; relating to the completed period
of sexual desire in female mammals. —Anoes-
trous cycle, a single completed period of sexual desire , , _ _ .

not immediately followed by another. This comprises anomurc (an 0-mur)
the irprooBstrum, •kcestrug, and irmetcestrum. ^ " "

anoestrum (an-es'trum), n.
;

pi. ancestra (-tra)

[NL.: aee *an(estrous.'] In zool., an interval anomy, b. 3. As used by Pearson and others-

Seebetween periods in 'heat' when the female
mammal has no sexual desire.

anoetic, a. 2. lapsychoL, relating to or char-
acterized by anoesis. G. F. Stout, Anal. Psy-
chol., i. 51.

anogenic, a. 2. In petrol, noting igneous
rocks which originate by ascension from the anon,
earth's interior : synonymous with erapiiw. ymously.

anogenital (an-o-jen'i-tal), a. Relating to the anoopsia (an-o-op'si-a), n.^ [NL., < Gr. avu,

genus of beryooid fishes found in the abysses

of the Atlantic.
[NL., < Gr.
bear.] A

genus of naiads ifrom the Triassic formation

lusks of the irder FilibrancUata. it includes Anoplotheca (a"-"?:^*^
jl^^)'

"
^^b'tt't

forms which have the heart dorsal to the rectum, a single avowh>i, unarmed, -I- ft?/c7, ease.] A genus of

convexoeoncave, spine-bearing braeniopods,

having a median dorsal septum and the jugum
articulating into a depression in the ventral

valve : characteristic of Devonian faunee.

anoplous (an-op'lus), a. Relating or pertain-

ing to the Anopla; having the proboscis un-

armed, as certain nemertines.

anoplurous (an-o-pl6'rus), a. Resembling the

insects of the hemipterous suborder Anophra.
Anor group. See *group^.

anorectal (a"n6-rek'tal), a. 'L. anus, anus, -I-

NL. rectum, rectum.] Relating to both the

forms which have the heart dorsal to the rectum, a single

aorta, small foot, and verjrsmall anterior adductor. The
shell is oyster-shaped, without hinge-teeth, and is at-

tached by a calcified byssus which passes through a lobe

in the right valve. It includes the single family Anomi-
idx.

anomocephalus (an^o-mp-sefa-lus), «. ;
pi.

anomocephali (-li). [Gr. avo/wc, irregular, +
Kz<pa7.ri, head.] One with an irregularly shaped
head.

n. [As NL. Anomura.]
One of the anomural or irregular-tailed crus-

taceans ; an anomuran.

a breach in the routine of perceptions,
the extract.

In our ignorance we ought to consider before experi-

ence that nature may consist of all routines, all anowAAiB,

or a mixture of the two in any proportion whatever.
K. Fearaim, Gram, of Sci., iv. 15.

An abbreviation of anonymous and anon-

Therapeutic Gazette,

[anorect-ous + -ic]

anus and the genital organs ; noting the region
of the body including these parts.—Anogenital
band, the rudimentai'y perineum in the embryo.

anol (an'ol), n. [aniise) + -ol.] Parapro-
penyl phenol, CH3CH : CHCoHiOH, usually
called para-anol. It crystallizes in leaflets

which melt at 93°. Its methyl ether, anethol,
is found in anise-oil.

Anomala, «. 4. pi. A tribe of brachyurous
crustaceans containing the families Dromidie,
HomoUdse, and Baninidae.

Anomalocladina (a-nom"a-l9-kla-di'na), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. ava/iaMg, irregular, -I- (t^ddof, twig,
-1- -ina^.] In Zittel's classification, a suborder
of tetractinelUd lithistid sponges. In this group
the slceletal spicules are mostly short rays with inflated

heads which are often digitate or branched and united
with the processes of adjacent rays,

Anomalociinidse (a-nom*'a-16-krin'i-de), n.pl.

[NL., < Anomaloerinus (<'6r. ava/iaTioc, irregu-

lar, 4- Kpcvov, a lily (see erinoid) + 4dse.] A
family of fistulate crinoids having radial

plates of very irregular form and arms with
pinnules on one side only. It is represented

by a single genus, Anomaloerinus, from the

Silurian of North America.
Anomalocystidse (a-nom^a-lo-sis'ti-de)^. pi.

[NL., < AnomalocysUtes -t- -idse.] In Wood-
ward's classification, a family of cystidean
eohinoderms which have a compressed calyx,

the sides of which are dissimilarly plated, gen-

erally with two free arms and a short stem.

They occur in rocks of Cambrian and Silu-

rian age. Properly, in uneonlracted form.

upward, -I- 6i/«f) vision.] Strabismus in which anorgic (an-6r'jik)

the axis of vision is directed upward.
Anopheles (a-nof'e-lez), n. [NL. (Meigen,
1818), < Gr. dvu0E^TC) useless.] 1. Agenus of true

Malarial Mosquito (.Anopheles maculipennis^.

Male at left; female at right. Enlarged. (After Howard,
U.S. D.A.I

mosquitos (dipterous family CuUcidse), distin-
guishedfromthe typical genus C«tea;by the long
palpi of the female. The mosquitos of this genus are
the ti'ue secondary hosts of the causative organisms of
malaria, which undergo their sexual development only in
the stomach of an anopheles. From this fact it results

anus and the rectum.
May 15, 1903, p. 344.

anorectic (an-o-rek'tik), a.

Same as anorectous.

anorganon (an-6r'ga-non), n.
;

pi. anwgana
(-na) . [NL. , < Gr. avdpyavov, neut. of avopyavo;,

without organs, < dv- priv. -I- bpyavov, instru-

ment, organ.] A body without organs, that

is, an inorganic body.
_ [Gr. ov(i/97(avof), with-

out organs (inorganic), -I- -ic] A general des-

ignation, proposed by Haeckel, for the sciences

that deal with inorganic nature, as contrasted
with the biological sciences.

anorthoclase (an-6r'tho-klaz). It. [Gr. avopOof,

not straight, + itXdatg, fracture. See ortho-

close.] A triclinic feldspar allied to microcline
but containing a considerable amount of soda

:

characteristic of certain igneous rocks, as the

andesite of Pantelleria.,

anorthograpMc (an-6r-tho-graf'ik), a. [Gr.

dv- priv. -I- orthographic] That deviates from
or is at variance with orthography or the ac-

cepted rules of spelling.

anorthographical (ah-6r-tbo-graf'i-kal), a.

Characterized by irregular or incorrect spell-

ing; incorrectly spelled.

anorthographically (an-6r-tho-graf'i-kal-i),

adv. Irregularly as regards spelling. See the

quotation.

A fresco painting has been discovered . . . represent-
ing the two martyrs, one ofwhom IHyacinthus] bears Ids

name written artorthographically thus, laquintus.
Athensum, July 14, 1894, p. 72.

Anomalocystites (a-nom^a-lo-sis-ti'tez), n.

[NL., < Gr. dvu^a/lof," irregular, + kvbth; blad-

anortho^aphy (an-6r-thog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. dv-

priv. -I- opdoypcKpia, correct writing.] Same as

agraphia.

anorthoscopic (an-6r-tho-skop'ik), a. [anor-

thoscope + -ic] Pertaining to the anortho-
scope or to the visu,al illusion which that in-

strument produces. Amer. Jour. Psycliol., II.

that these mosquitos convey the disease from malarial anorthOSe (an-or'thos), a. [Gr. dv- priv. +
patients to healthy individuals.

[I. c] An insect of this genus
der, -I- -tTi;g, -ite^.] The typical genus of the Anophelins (a-nof-e-li'ne), n. pi. [ISTL., < .jie2,

tarnQj Anrnnaloeystidse.
''" "—'— -^ .---.t a t-j-—n

—

n =i__

Anomalodesmacea (ar-nom'a-lo-des-ma'se-a),

n.pl. [NL., < Gr. dvufiakog, irregular, + iia'jia,

a band, + -acea.] In Dall's classification of

the Pelecypoda, an order comprising burrow-

ing shells with nearly edentulous hinge, the

+ -inae.] A subfamily of mosquitos
(family CuUcidse), comprising Anopheles and
its immediate allies. In both sexes the palp! are
about as long as the proboscis, and the terminal joint is

spatulate or clubbed in the male ; in the wings the first

submarginal cell Is as long as or longer than the second
^ _ _ _ ^ posterior cell.

mantle lobes more or less completely united, anopisthographic (an-o-pis-tho-graf'ik), a. anosmatic (an-os-mat'ik), a.

leaving two siphonal openings, a pedal open- '•'^- -- —^- j- =--0- -^ j.i-- t---i- ... . . , ,

ing, and sometimes a fourth opening. The
valves are generally unequal. The group includes many
recent and late fossil forms, and in general expression is

archaic, specially in regard to hinge-structure, which re-

nrodiices that of the Silurian and Devonian paleoconchs.

bp66(, straight, -I- -ose.] Same as *anorfhoelase.
anorthosite (an-6r'tho-sit), n. [anorthose +
-ite^.] In petrog., a granular or gneissoid ig-

neous rock of eastern Canada, consisting chiefly

of the plagioclase feldspar, labradorite. The
name (first used by Hunt in 1863) is now applied t* rocks
composed largely of any lime-soda feldspar (plagioclase).
The anorthosites are regarded by some petrographers as
the highly feldspathlc extreme of the gabbro family of

igneous rocks.

anomalodesmacean (a-nom"a-16-des-ma se

an), a. and «. I. a. Having the characters

of or pertaining to the Anomalodesmacea.

- , _ _ . - . _ ., , „ -. [Irreg. < Gr. av-

[Gr. av- pnv. -I- omadev, at the back, -I- ypd(peLv, priv. -I- ba/iii, smell, + -aUc A more correct
write.] Not written or printed upon at the form would be anosmic, 'anosmetic, or *anos-
back ; written or printed upon on one side only, motic] Having the sense of smell or the olfac-
as a proof or a broadside. tory organs small or wanting, as in porpoises.
Ano^lagonus (an-o-plag'o-nus).^ n. [NL., < Amer. Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec, 1903, p. 638.
Gr. avo7r?Log, unarmed, -1- Agonus.] A genus of anosmic (an-os'mik), a. [anosmia + -ic] 1.
sea-poachers of the family Agonidee, found in Having no odor.— 2. Of or affected with an-
the North Pacific. osmia.



anounou

anoiinou (a-no'o-no'o), n. [Hawaiian.] In
Hawaii, a species of peppergrass, Lepidium
Owaihiense, found in all the islands of the
group.
iuiQuetilia (an-kwe-til'i-a,), n. [NL. (De-
caiane, 1848), named in memory of A. H. An-
quetil-Duperron (1731-1805), a French oriental-

ist.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants of the
family liutaceee. 8ee Skimmia.

Ansate fissure or sulcus. See *flssure.

anselmino (an-sel-me'no), n. [It.] A silver

coin of Mantua: so named from the effigy and
name on the reverse.

Anseremme limestone. See ^limestone.

auserifonu (an-ser'i-form), a. [NL. anseri-

formis, < L. anser, goose, + forma, shape.]
Eesembling a goose; pertaining to the Anseri-

formes, a group of birds which contains the
ducks and geese.

Anspach porcelain. See *porcelain^.

ant^, n.—Black ant, Monomorium minutum, a com-
mon species in the United States, frequently entering
liouses. Also called little black ant.—Bulldog ant,
any ant of ttie genus Myrniecia, which is conimed to
Australia and Tasmania and contains about 30 species.

Tliey form large mounds of earth for their nests, and are
the mostformidable of all ants, possessing large jaws and
stinging severely. — Com-louse ant, litmus brttnneus,
a small brown ant which nests in fields and cares for
certain plant-Uce that feed on the roots of grains and
grasses.—Imbauba ant, a Brazilian arboreal ant, of the
genus Azteca, which forms small nests in the interior of
plants and is thought to protect them from the attacks
of the leaf-cutting ants.—Leaf-CUttingaut, Attafer-
vens, a large brown ant which defoliates trees: common
throughout Central America, and found also abundantly
in southern Texas.—Mound-bUilcUng ant, Formica
exuectoides, a species in the United States which builds
large mounds. Some of these mounds are 10 or 12 feet in

diameter. The head and thorax of this ant are rust-red
and the legs aud abdomen are black.—Forcuplne-graBB
ant, an Australian ant, Hypodinea flayipes, which
makes its nest at the roots of the porcupine-grass, fre-

<;uently covering the leaves with sand brought up from
the ground.-Ked ant. See recti.-Shed-builder ant,
Cremagtogaster lineolata, a species, common in the
southern United States, which sometimes builds sheds,
composed of a paper-like pulp, over herds of aphids or
scale-insects, from which they obtain honeydew. Corn-

stock.—SvaSbU yellow ant, Sokmpsis deWlis.

anta^ (an-ta'), n. [Native name.] A name in

northwestern South America of the ivory-nut
palm, Phytelephas macrocarpa. See Phytele-

phas.
Antsean (an-te'an), a. [L. Antseus, < Gr.
'AvraloQ.'] Of, pertaining to, or resembling
AntBBus, a giant, in Greek legend, slain by
Hercules. Antseus was invincible as long as he re-

mained in contact with his mother Gsea, the earth ; but
Hercules, who discovered the source of his strength, lifted

him into the air and crushed him.

antagonal (an-tag'o-nal), a. Antagonistic : as,

"cmtagonal principles' of faith and sight," J.

Woodford. N. E. D.
antagonistic, a. 2. In the psychology of visual

sensation, complementary : as, blue and yellow

are antagonistic colors.

Antarctogaea (an-tark-to-je'a), n. Imoogebg.,
a name proposed by Sclater for an area chiefly

in' the southern hemisphere and embracing
Central and South America, Australasia, Poly-

nesia, and Austro-Malaysia. The association

is based upon the faunal relationships.

Antarctogeean (an-tark-to-je'an), a. Of or per-

taining to the zoogeographical area known as

Antarctogssa. Also Antarctogseal and Antarc-

See the extract.
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antecedent, a. 2, tnphys. geog., noting rivers

or streams which have persisted in their

courses in spite of an uplift of the land : thus
the Meuse is an antecedent river, because it

has persisted in its course by cutting a deep
gorge through the uplifted area of the Ar-
dennes.
Streams which hold their courses in spite of changes

which have taken place since their courses were assumed
are said to be antecedent. They antedate the crustal
movements which, but for preexistent streams, would
have given origin to a very different arrangement of
river courses. Chiiimtierlman$iS^Usiwy, Geol., 1. 161.

Antecedent; diain^e, the^ drainaige' of antecedent
' streams.

—

A^teceddnt vall^, a^'valley which has per-
sisted throughout a period marked by crustal movement
that has materially changed the attitude of the under-
lying strata.

antecilial (an-te-sil'i-al), a. [L. ante, before,
+ dlium, eyebrow, 4-' -o?.] Same as *ante-

TheAntarctooamtt area thus includes what are regarded
by Blandford, Lydekker and others as two separate

realms, i. «., Neogasa (South and Central America) and
Ifotogsea (Australasia, Polynesia and Austro-Malaysia),

while Africa south of the Sahara was regarded as a re-

gion or dependence of Arotogsea.'
Science, Feb. B, 1904, p. 220.

Antarian (an-ta'ri-au), a. and n. , I. a. Per-

taining to or resembling the star Antares.

—

Antarian stars, stars of Secohi's third type, resembling

Antares in having a fluted spectrum in which the dark

flutlngs are sharply defined at their upper edge (toward

the blue end of the spectrum) and fade out toward the

red. They are far less abundant than Sirian and Arc-

turlan stars, but still are not very rare.

II. n. A star of the type of Antares.

ant-cattle (ant'kaf'l), n. See ant-cow.

ant-disk (^nt'disk), ». A circular space cleared

of herbage around the nests of agricultural

ants. Stand. Diet.

anteal, a. 11. n. In ichth., the vomev; the

anterior median bone of the cranium, imme-
diately behind and below the maxillary bones.

Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 508.

Antebrachial index. See*index.

antebrachium, n. 2. In ichth., the hypercora-

eoid, a bone of the shoulder-girdle. Starks,

Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 522.

anteciliary (an-te-sil'i-a-ri), a. In the Lepi-

doptera, situated before'the ciliary band, that
is, before the band in front of the marginal
fringe of the wings. Proc. Zool. Soc. Land.,
1902, n. 118.

anteclypeus (an-te-klip'e-us), n. In entom.,
the anterior part of the" elypeus when that
sclerite is divided into two parts.

antecrochet (an-te-kroch'et), n. [L. ante, be-
fore, -f- crochet^.'] A fold of enamel directed
posteriorly from the anterior cross-crest, or

protoloph, in such a tooth as the molar of a
rhinoceros. Sometimes erroneously spelled

anUcrochet. See out under *iooth.

antecubital (an"te-kii'bi-tal), a. [L. ante, be-
fore, -I- c«6itMS,forearm : see cubitus.'] In anat.,

situated in front of the cubitus or forearm.

antedoctorial (an"tf-dok-t6'ri-al), a. Prior to

becoming a doctor.

Our doctor in his wntedocttyriaX age was a student in

Leyden. SoutliiCy, Doctor.

anteSssive (an-tf-es'iv), a. [Irreg. < L. ante,

before, -I- esse, be, -t- Ave."] In gram., noting
the case which expresses position in front of.

Amer. Anthropologist, Jau.-Maroh, 1903, p. 26.

antefix, n. 2. An ornament on a vase so placed
as to conceal the part where the handle joins

the body.
antefixal (an-te-flk'sal), a. [antefix + -at]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an ante-

fix. S. Birch, Anc. Pottery, II. 7. N. E. D.
antefnrcal (an-te-ffer'kal), a. [antefurca +
-al.] In entom., "relating or pertaining to the
antefurca.

antehumeral (an-tf-hu'me-ral), a. In entom.,
situated in front of' the fo"re legs. Proc. Zool.

Soc. Lond., 1902j I. 77.

antelios (au-te'li-os), n. [Gr. avrrikuoi;, opposite
to the sun, < ami, opposite, -1- ^X«of, sun. Cf

.

anthelion.] The point in the heavens opposite
to the sun.. [Eare.]

antelo^e-beetle (an'te-lop-be''''tl), n. Aii

American beetle, Borcus parallelus, of the
family Lucanidee, with shorter jaws than the
stag-beetles proper of the genus Zucanus.

antemedial (an-te-me'di-al), a. In entom.,

situated before the middle," or cephalad of the
theoretical middle transverse line, of the
thorax: especially used in eoleopterology.

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1902, 1. 184.

antemedian (an"te-me'di-an), a. Same as

^'antemedial.

antenna, n. 2. (6) In BoUfera, a sjjur-like pro-

cess bearing a tuft of setse and projecting from
the mid-dorsal line close to the troohal disk.

Same as coZcar1, 4.^-4. In e/eci., thevertical con-

ductor used in wireless telegraphy to send out
electric waves (fiender) or receive them {re-

ceiver). Phys. Bev., Sept., 1904, p. 197.

Antennal gland, lobes. See ''gland, ^lohe.

Anteimary feet, the second and most important pair of

swimming-feet in the Nauplius larva of crustaceans.

These feetbecome the antennae of the adult.-Antennary
gland. See *gland.

antennular (an-ten'u-lar), a. Of the nature

of or resembling an aiitennula or small an-

tenna : as, antennular organs. Huxley.

anteuodal (an-te-no'dal), a. [L. ante, before,

-f- nodus, node.] In en'iom., situated before the

nodus: referring to a vein, or nervure, or

space, as in the wings of dragon-flies. Proc.

Zool. Soc. Lond., 1902, I. 49.

ante-partum (an-te-par'tum), a. [L. ante

partum, before delivery.] In dbstet., prior to

the delivery of the child.

antephenomenal (an"te-fe-nom'e-nal), a. [L.

ante, before, -I- NL. phsenomena : see phenom-
enon.] Antecedent to phenomena; related

to consciousness, considered as generating

anthem

phenomena, as a condition to contemplating
them.
antephenomenalism (an'te - ff - nom 'e - nal-
izm),». The character of being antephenom-
enal; the state of consciousness in so far as
it generates phenomena.
anteposition, ». 3. In jjaifeoZ., a forward dis-
placement in the horizontal plane, especially
a misplacement of the uterus.

anteriad (an-te'ri-ad), adv. [anteri(or) + -ad^.]
Toward the anterior end or surface of the body

;

anteriorly.

The rudiment of the gall-bladder which in the previous
sta^e is very shallow and basin-like, and opens dorsad
within the primary evagination of the proton, is, in ttie

present stage, a somewhat deeper evagination of the
ventral part of the posterior wall, and opens anteriad.

Tra/ns. Amer. Micros. Soc, Nov., 1903, p. 66.

anterodistal (an"te-r6-dis'tal), a. [L. 'an-
terus, assumed positive of anterior, anterior,
+ distal.] In entom., situated at the front end
and away from the body. Proc. Zool. Soc.
Lond., 1902, II. 275.

anterodistally (an"te-ro-dis'ta.l-i), adv. In
entom., at the front end and e"xtending away
from the body : as, an antennal joint prolonged
anterodistally into a strong spine. Proc. Zool.

Soc. Lond., 1900, I. 26.

anterodorsal (an"te-r6-d6r'sal), a. Situated
in front and on or toward "the back. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., 1903, I. 282.

antero-external (an"te-i6-eks-t6r'nal), a. Sit-

uated in front and on the outer side. Amer.
Jour. Sci., Jan., 1904, p. 29.

anterofixation (an"te-ro-fik-sa'shgn), n. [L.
*anterus, positive of anterior, anterior, + E.
fixaUon.] Fixation anteriorly, as of the uterus
to the anterior abdominal wall in cases of retro-
version of that organ.

anteroflexion (an'te-r6-flek"shgn), n. A bend-
ing forward.
antero-inferior (an"te-r6-in-fe'ri-or), a. Situ-
ated in front and below or on the under side.

Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 413.

antero-internal (an"te-r6-in-ter'nal), a. Situ--

ated in front and on the inner side. Amer.
Jour. Sci., Jan., 1904, p. 32.

anterolaterally (an"te-r6-lat'e-ral-i), adv. In
an anterolateral position or manner.
anteromedial (an"te-r6-me'di-al), a. Situated
in front and toward the median line. Also
anteromesial. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1901, 1. 258.

anteromesial (an'^te-ro-mes'l-al or -me'zi-al),
a. Same as *anteromedial.
anteroposteriad (an"te-r6-pos-te'ri-ad), adv.
[anter{ior) + posteri(or) + -ad^.] From in
front backward, that is, from the anterior
to.ward the posteriorend or surface of the body

j

anteroposteriorly.

The vitelline veins extend antero-posteriad in the ex-
treme dorsal portion of the septum transversum.

Trans. Amer. Micros. Soc., Nov., 1903, p- 58.

anteroposteriorly (an'-'te-ro-pos-te'ri-or-li),

adv. From the front to the back; fore and
aft.

anteropygal (an"te-r6-pi'gal), n. The median
bony plate of a turtle's carapace immediately
behind the posterior neural plate, which is

borne upon the spinous process of a vertebra.
In the cut under Chetonia, the line from Py runs to the
anteropygal. The pygal plates are unsupported by any
vertebrse, and may be three in number, in which case they
are termed anteropygal, posteropygal, and marginal-py*
gal.

anterosuperior (an'te-ro-su-pe'ri-or), a. Situ-

ated in front and on the upper part. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., 1901, I. 133.

anteroventral (an"te-ro-ven'tral), a. Situ-

ated in front and below or toward the ventral
side. Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. 708.

anteroventrally (an"te-r6-ven'tral-,i), adv.

Forward and downward, or ventrally.

antescript (an'te-skript), n. The writing which
precedes (some other writing) as a prefatory

note, or all that part of a letter which precedes
the postscript, if there is one. Mrs. Browning,
Letters, II. 164. [Bare.] J^. E. D.
anthem, ». Hence— 2. A song or hymn ex-

pressive of praise, patriotism, loyalty, etc., and
set to music N'ational anthem, a song or hymn
adopted by a particular country, either officially or by
common consent, as a distinctive expression of devotion

to it or to its ruler, such as "God Save the King," the so-

call^l national anthem of the British people, and the

"Star-Spangled Banner," the national anthem of the

United States. The former is said to have been written

and composed by Henry Carey (1698-1743) and first sung

by him at a patriotic dinner in 1740. The "Star-Spangled

Banner " was written by Francis Scott Key (1780-1843) in

1814, while a prisoner on a British ship; was set, by his



anthem
desire, to the tune of "To Anacreon in Heaven," com-
posed by John Stafford Smith (1760-1886) ; and was first
Bung in Baltimore by Ferdinand Durang.

anthemene (an'the-mea), n. [Anthemis +
-ene.] A hydrocarbon, CjsHag, found in the
blossoms of Anthemis nobilis. It melts at 64° C.

anthemic (an'the-mik), a. Pertaining to or
derived from Anthemis Anthemic acid, a color-
less, silky, crystalline principle of bitter taste contained
in Qerman camomile (Matricaria Chamomilla) and in
Anthemis arvensie

anthemidin (an-them'i-din), n. A tasteless
crystalline principle contained in German
camomile (Matricaria Chamomilla).
anthemol (an'the-mol), n. lAnthemis + -oJ.]

A compound, CioHigC), found in the oil of
camomile as esters of tiglie and angelic acids.
It is a viscous oil with an odor like camphor.

antheridiophore (an-the-rid'i-o-for), n. [NL.
antheridium + Gr. -^opoQ, < ^ipeiv, bear.] A
gametophore bearing antheridia only.
antherless (an'th6r-les), a. [anther + -less.']

Without anthers ; anantherous.

antheromania (an"ther-o-ma'ni-a), ». [NL., <
antliera, anther, + Gr. /iavia, mania.] In hot.

,

an excessive development of anthers.
antherpetic (ant-her-pet'ik), a. Preventive
or curative of herpes.

anther-smut (an'th6r-smut), n. A fungus

( Ustilago violacea) which attacks the anthers of
the carnation and of other nearly related
plants.

Anthias (an'thi-as), n. [NL., < Gr. avBiaq, a
sea-fish, Labrus or Serranus anthias, prob. <
avBog, a flower.] A genus of brilliantly colored
fishes found in warm seas, the species longest
known being the barbier, A. anthias, of the
Mediterranean.
anthion (an'thi-on), n. [Gr. avri, against, +
8slov, sulphur.] The trade-name of a solution
of potassium persulphate used by photog-
raphers to remove from their prints the last

traces of sodium thiosulphate employed in
washing.
anthocarp (an'tho-karp), n. [Gr. av6og, flower,

-I- KapwoQ, fruit.]
' Same as pseuctocarp.

anthocarpium (an-tho-kar'pi-um), n.
;
pi. an-

thocarpia (-a). [NL.] Same as *anthoearp.

anthocaulus (au-tho-k4'lus), n.
; pi, anthooauU

(-U). [NL., < Gr. &v6og, flower, -t- KoxUq, stalk.]

The pedicel or stalk of the trophozooid, the
upper part of which becomes expanded and
disk-shaped during development and is finally

set free as the adult Fungia

Anthoceros (an-thos'e-ros), n. [NL. (Lin-

nsBus, 1753), referring'to the long-horned cap-
sule ; < Gr. avdog, flower, + xepas, homed.]
A genus of bryophy;tie plants, type of the fam-
ily AnthoeerotacesB. it is distinguished from the
other two genera of the family by having the prolonged
capsule inclosed in a sheath only at the base, and by the
clearly developed columella. There are 79 species, found
growing on moist ground (rarely on decaying logs) in

nearly all parts of the world.

Anthocerotacese (an-thos^e-ro-ta'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Sohiffner, 1895), < "Anthoceros (Antho-

cerot-) + -acese.'] A family of bryophytie
plants of the class Hepatic^, typified by the

genus Anthoceros and containing the two other

genera Notothylas and Dendroceros. it is char-

acterized by the thalloid proembryonal generation, mo-
noecious reproductive organs, the antheridia inclosed at

first in the depressions of the thallus, the archegonia de-

pressed, and the sporogonia with the Z-lobed capsules

much prolonged beyond the thallus. There are more
than 100 species, small plants resembling liverworts,

widely distributed over the globe.

Anthocerotales (an-thos'''e-r6-ta'lez), n. pi.

[NL. (Sohiffner, 1895), < 'Anthoceros (Antho-

cerot-) + -ales.] An order of cryptogamie

plants of the phylum Bryophyta, class Bepat-

iesB, coextensive with the family Anthocerota-

cese, and regarded as intermediate between the

Marchantiales and the Jungermanniales.

antbocerote (an-thos'e-rot), ». [NL. Anthoce-

ros.] A plant of the family Anthocerotaeeee.

Amer. Nat., June, 1904, p. 479.

anthocodium (an"th6-k6'di-um), «.; pi. antho-

codia (-a). [NL., < Crr. awfof, flower, -I- kuS'm,

lUideui, li'ead, esp. of a poppy or similar plant.]

The free distal, tentacle-bearing portion of the

body, as in alcyonarian polyps. Compare
*anthostele,

anthocyan, n. 2. A red coloring matter de-

veloped in the young leaves of shade-loving

plants when exposed to more light than they

usually encounter.— 3. A preparation from

the juice of the sweet or purple violet used m
making syrup of violets and to color and flavor
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liquors. Also anthokyan. Thorpe, Diet. Ap-
plied Chem., I. 174.

anthocyathus (an-tho-si'a-thus),>i.;pl. antho-
cyathi (-tM). [NL.," < Gr. avdoc, flower, -I-

KvaBoQ, cup.] The free discoid adult formed
by the expansion of the upper part of the caly-

cle of the trophozooid ia Fungia. Compare
*anthocauliis.

Anthodon (an'tho-don), n. [Gr. avBog, flower,

+ bSovQ (oSavT-),' tooth.] A genus of thero-
morphous reptiles of the family Paretagaand*
from the Karoo formation of South Africa.

antho-ecologist (an"tho-e-kol'o-jist), n. A
student of flowers as correlated with their en-
vironment ; a floral ecologist.

antho-ecology (an"th6-e-kol'o-ji), n. [Gr. avdoQ,

flower, -I- ecology.] 'the study of flowers in
correlation with their environment; floral

ecology.

anthogenetic (an-thp-je-net'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to anthogenesis.

anthomaniac (an-tho-ma'ni-ak), n. [antho-
mania + -ac (after majiioc).] One who is

extravagantly fond of flowers. B. Smith,
Moneyed Man, II. 321. [Rare.] N. E. D.
Anthomedusse (an"tho-me-dii'se), n. pi. 1.
An order of Sydromedussi marked by a regu-
lar alternation of a sterile hydroid generation
with a sexual generation of medusoids or other
fonophores. Rigid permanent gouothecse and hy-
rothecee Into which the hydroids are completely re-

tractile are not formed. The sense-organs of the medu-
soids are ocelli, and the generative organs lie in the
wall of the manubilum. The hydroid may be colonial or
not, fixed or free. Same as Gynmoblastea.

2. [I.e.] The medussebuddedfrom polyps of the
Tubularix, as distinguished from those budded
from the polyps of the Campanularise. Com-
pare LeptomedusiB. Baedkel.

anthony (an'to-ni), n. [Orig. Anthony pig,
also Tantony pig.] The smallest pig of a litter

:

from the fact that one of a litter was vowed to

St. Anthony, patron saint of swineherds.
anthophagOUS (an-thof'a-gus), a. [Gr. avdog,

flower, + {jiayelv, eat.] blower-eating.

anthophobia (an-tho-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

of0of, flower, + -0o/3k, < ipojielv, fear.] A mor-
bid dislike or even fear of flowers.

Anthophorab'ia (an"tho-fo-ra,'bi-a), n. [NL.
(Newport, 1849), irreg.' iAnthopiiora + Gr.

pioc, life.] A curious genus of hymenopterous
parasites of the family Chalcididse. its species
live, as A.retv^a, iuvthe nests of the wild bees of the
genus Aiithopkora. They are remarkable in structure,
the males having no compound eyes.

Anthophoridse (an-tho-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Anthophora + -idie.'l A family of solitary

bees, of the superfamily Apoidea. it com-
prises forms usually thickly clothed with hair and usually
burrowing Into the earth, where they form earthen cells

which they supply with pollen and honey for the sus-
tenance of their young.

Anthophyta (an-thof'i-ta), ». pi. [Gr. avdoq,

flower, + <^vt6v, plant.] 'The flowering plants:
only occasionally used. A. Braun.
a,ntnophyte (an'tho-fit), n. [Gr. a,vdog, flower,

-I- ipmiv, plant.] One of the flowering plants.

See *Anthophyta.
anthopoma(an-tho-p6'ma), ».; ipl. anthopomata
(-ma-ta). [NL., <<jrr. avdo'c, flower, -t- na/ia, lid.]

One'of the spicular defenses, as calicos and
opercula, found among the alcyonarian polyps.

anthoptosis (an-thop-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
avBoc, a flower, -f- irraaii, a falling.] The fall

or shedding of flowers.

anthostele (an'tho-stel), n. [Gr. avdog, flower,
-f- aTijMi, a pillar : see stele.] The proximal
portion of the body of an alcyonarian polyp by
which it is fused to the neighboring members
of the colony. Compare *anthocoMwm.
Anthostoma (an-thos'to-ma), n. [NL. (Nit-
schke, 1869), <Gr. dvfof, "flower, -t- ardim,
mouth.] A large genus of pyrenomyeetous
fungi, mostly saprophytic. The perithecia are bur-
ied in the bark or wood and are provided with necks.
The spores are simple and are brown or black in color.

Anthostomella (an"th6-sto-mel'a), n. [NL.
(Saccardo, 1875), < AntJiostoma + 3im. -ella.] A
large genus of pyrenomyeetous fungi having
the perithecia covered by the epidermis of the
host anda thin circular layer of dark mycelium.
The spores are simple and are brown in color. Most of
the species are saprophytic, but A.pisana attacks and
kills the leaves of Cham^rops humius,

anthotype (an'tho-tip), n. [Gr. dvflof, flower,
-1- TvTTog, type.] A. furtive photographic print
produced by the action of light upon paper
treated with the expressed juice of flowers or

plants. The petals of fresh floweijs are crushed to a

pulp and moistened with water or alcohol ; the juice ex-

pressed is strained through cloth and spread upon paper

;

Anthrapalaemon

and the paper thus prepared is exposed beneath a nega-

tive. The light produces a change of color. The antho-

type process was discovered by Sir John Herschel. Ee-

cently the use of artificial coloring matters, as quinoline

blue, curcuma, and a rapidly fadmg led, has been sug-

anthracene, n. 2. A poisonous ptomaine ob-

tained from cultures of the anthrax bacillus.

—Anthracene acld-Uack, etc. see *aeid-hlaek, etc.

anthracitization (an"thra-si-ti-za'shon), «.

[anthracite -I- 4ze + -ation.'] The process of

changing lignite orbituminous coal into anthra-
cite. Athenseum, Oct. 17, 1903.

anthracnose, n. 2. A name given to those

diseases of plants which are caused by the

attacks of fungi of the genera Glmosporium
and Colletotrichum. Among the important diseases

caused by Gloeosporium are : anthracnose of the almond,
due to &. a/mygdalvn/wm ; anthracnose of the apple,
caused by Q. fructigenum; anthracnose of the black-

berry and raspberry, caused by O. Venetum ; anthrac-
nose of the currant, caused by 6. Ribis; and anthrac-
nose of the rose, caused by 6. RoHse. Among the diseases
produced by Colletotrichum are : anthracnose of beans,
caused by C. Linderrmthianum ; anthracnose of cotton,
caused by C. Qoeaypii; anthracnose of the hollyhock,
caused by C. Malvarum; anthracnose of melons, caused
by C. lagenarium; and anthracnose of tomatoes, caused
by C. phomoides.

anthracnosis (an-thrak-no'sis), n. [NL.] Same
as anthracnose.

anthracolithic (an"thra-ko-lith'ik), a. [Gr.
avdpa^, coal, + ?iWos, stone.] In geol., con-
taining anthracite coal : specifically applied by
the Geological Survey of India to a series of
Permian strata metamorphosed tomica schists,

with graphitic and anthracitie seams. Nature,
May 26, 1904, p. 86.

Anthracomartus(an "thra-k6-mar'tus),M. [NL.
< Gr. avdpa^, coal, + (?) /idprvg, a witness.]
A genus of fossil spiders in which the cephaP
othorax is quadrangular and the abdomen is

composed of 7 segments. It is found in the
coal-measures of North America and Europe.
Anthraconectes (an'^hra-ko-nek'tez), n.

[NL., < (Jr. avBpa?, coal, -l-""i^/cr!?f, a swimmer.]
A genus of extinct merostome crustaceans
from the coal-measures of Illinois.

anthraconene (an-thrak'o-nen), n. [Gr. avOpa^
(avdpaK-), coal, -I- -»- -I- -ene.] A resin found be-
tween the coal strata near Schlan, in Bohe-
mia. It is brownish black or, in thin layers,

hyacinth-red.

Anthracosia (an-thra-ko'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
avBpa^, coal, -I- L. -"o«(«s) + 4a^.] A fresh-
water or estuarine genus of pelecypod mol-
lusks, allied to living unios, found in the
Carboniferous and Permian rocks.

anthracotic (an-thra-kot'ik), a. [anthracosis
(-ot-) + -ie.] Relating to or affected by an-
thracosis. Jour. Exper. Med., V. 156.

anthracotypy (an'thra-ko-ti*pi), n. [Gr. av-

8pa^(a.v8paK-), coal, -I- rimog, type.] Printing
bymeans of powdered charcoal or other colors

;

inphotog., a process of reproducing subjects in
tint oh thin transparent paper. The image on a
bichromated gelatin film is treated with warm water,
which causes it to swell and become sticky at the parts
not affected by light. These parts are thereby adapted
to receive and hold powdered colors, which by printing
may be transferred to pajter.

anthxaflavic (an"thra-flav'ik), a. [Prob. < an-
thra(cene) + L. favus, yellow.] Noting an
acid, ] .6-dihydroxyanthraquinone, CgHsOH-
(CO)2C6H30H. It is isomeric with alizarin,

and crystallizes in yellow needles which melt
above 330° C.

anthranil (an'thra-nil), n. [anthra{cene) +
anil (indigo).] TTie anhydrid of anthranilie

CO
or orthoaminobenzoic acid, CfiHi < I . It is

NH
an oil with an odor resembling that of oil of
bitter almonds.
anthranilie (an-thra-nil'ik), a. [anthranil -t-

-ic] Noting an acicf, orthoaminobenzoic acid,
C6H4(NH^)C02H : so named because it was
first obtamed by boiling indigo with potas-
sium hydroxid, it has acquired great commercial
importance in the manufacture of synthetic indigo. It
melts at 115° C. and has a sweet taste. f

anthranol (an'tkra-nol), n. [anthran{il) + -ol.]

A substance, 9-hy"droxyanthracene,

CeHi <^(^-^)>C6H4. It crystallizes in needles
(-/

whichm elt, with decomposition , at 163°-170° C.
Anthrapalaemon (an"thra-pa-le'mon), n.

[NL., irreg. < Gr. avBpa^, coal, -I- NL. PalsB-
mon, a genus of crustaceans.] The generic
name of an extinct crawfish from the coal-
measures of Illinois and Scotland.



anthrapurpurin

anthrapurpnrin, anthrapurpurine (an'thra-
pfer'pu-rin), n. \anth^a(eene) + purpurin"^
A mordant color, a trihydroxyanthraquinone,
C6H30H(CO)gC6H2(OH)2, iaomerie with pur-
purin: sometimes called isoptirpurin, itisap-
plisd in the same manner as alizarin, but produces a
yellower or more flery red. The so-called yellow 'shades
ot alizarin often contain anthrapurpnrin. See iralizarin.

anthraquinolineCan'thra-kwin'o-lin), n. \an-
thra(cene) + guinolme.]' A base, Ci7HiiN,
formedbydistiUing alizarin'blTiewitliziiic-duftt.
It melts at 170° and boils at 446° C. It is related to both
anthracene and quinoline in its structure.

Anthraquinone red. See *redi.

anthrarobin {an"thra-ro'bin), n. [anthracCene)
+ Boh(inia) + -wi^.H A compound, 1.2-dihy-
droxyanthranol, or 1.2.9-dihydToxyanthracene,

C6H4<^°^>CH2(OH)2, formed by the reduc-
CH

tion of alizarin. It crystallizes in yellow leaf-

lets or needles which melt at 208° C. Also
called desoxyalizarin.

anthrarufin (an"thra-ro'fin), re. lanihra(cene)

+ ruf{pus) + drfi.'i A compound, 1.5-dihy-

droxyanthraquinone, HOC6H3(CO)2CgH30H,
isomeric with alizarin. It crystallizes in yel-

low leaflets which melt at 280° C, and is used
as a dyestuff.

anthrasol (an'thra-sol), n. An oily substance
possessing soothing and aitipruritio powers.
anthrol (an'throl), n. [anthrlaeene) + -ol.'] A
substance, 2-hydroxyanthracene, C6H4(CH)2-
CeHsOH. It consists of leather-colored leaf-

lets or needles which decompose at 200° C.

anthrophotoscope (an-thro-fo'to-skop), n.

[Irreg. < Gr. audpuiro^, man, '+ photoscope.] A
photographic instrument having rotating glass

disks on the marginal edges of which back-
grounds and figures are mounted : these, when
viewed through a long-focus lens, produce the
effect of a peep-show. Also used in rephoto-
graphing to change tbe grouping or back^
ground.

anthropic, a- 2. [cap,] In geol., a term in-

troduced by Sir J. W. Dawson to designate the

human period, or the period of such Pleisto-

cene and recent deposits as are found to con-

tain human relics. It was divided by him into

an early, or Palanthropio, and a late, or Nean-
thropic, stage. See human ^period.

anthropinism fan-thro'pin-izm), n. [Gr. avdp'i-

Kivof, of man (< avtppanog, man), + -ism.} The
habit of considering everything as subordinate

to man, or of considering things in relation to

man and his needs and destiny, (xrant Allen.

[Rare.]

anthropinistic (an-thro-pin-is'tik), a. Of the

nature of anthropinism ; considering things

from a purely human standpoint, or in their

relation to man only, firant Allen. [Rare. ]

anthropism (an'thro-pizm), n. The doctrine

or opinion that man is essentially different

from, and contrasted with, everything else in

nature, and the end for which the natural

world was made.
anthropistic (an-thro-pis'tik), a. Of or per-

taining to the doctrine or opinion of anthro-

pism. .

anthropocentricism (an " thro -po- sen tn-

sizm), n. The doctrine or opinion that the

world, or the universe, has been made for man,

and for the pui-pose of securinghuman welfare.

anthropoclimatologist (an " thro -po ; kli -ma-
tol'o-iist), n. One who makes a special study

of tte relations of the weather or the climate

to mankind.
anthropoclimatology (an"thro-p9-kh-ma-toi -

0-ii), n. [Gt. dv0pu7rof, man, + climatology.]

I'he study of the mutual relations of climate

and mankind, including all human interests

;

the environment of a race or a nation ; the in-

fluence of climate on the evolution of man.

antliropocosmic(an'''thr6-po-koz'mik), a. [Gr.

avBpu'Kot, man, + Kda/iiK, world.] Of man and

nature. J. G. Schurman.

anthropofagy, ». A simplified spelling of a»-

thropophagy.
'

- ,

anthropogeographer (an'thro-po-je-og ra-

fer), n. A person who is versed in anthropo-

geographical science. Brinton, Basis of Social

Relations, p. 181.

anthropogeographic (an"thr6-po-je-o-graf ik),

a. Of or pertaining to anthropogeography.

anthropogeography (an"thr6-po-je-og ra-fi),

n. I Gr. avdp(M-o(, ma.r>, + geography.] Geog-

raphy as related to man and the conditions

of his habitat.
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In our" estimation, anthropogeography is a convenient

term imder which to include all those aspects of geog-
raphy that deal with the relations of humanity, as a
whole or divided into communities, to the earth, with
which alone physical geography has to deal. "Applied
Geography" might be taken as an alternative term,
tliough on the whole it has a wider scope. " Political

Geography " may be regarded as a subdivision or special
application of anthropogeography, and therefore Prof.

Katzel's latest work is a natural sequel to that on the
more general subjects. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 171.

anthropoidometry (an"thro-poi-dom'e-tri), n.

[Gr. avSpuTToeidrK, like a man (see anthropoid),
+ -/ierpta, < jierpov, measure.] The measure-
ment of the bodies of anthropoid apes. Amer.
Anthropol., Oct.-Dec, 1903, p. 708.

anthropolatric (an-thro-pol'a-trik), a. Of or
pertaining to anthropolatry.
anthropouth (an'thro-po-lith), n. Same as
anthropoUte.

anthropologically (an "thro -po - loj ' i - kal - i
),

adv. In an anthropological way or direction.

anthropology, n— criminal antliropology, that
branch of anthropology which deals with the physical
and mental characteristics of criminals.— Culture an-
thropology, that branch ot anthropology which deals
with the mental life of mankind, or with human activi-

ties: opposed to physical anthropology, or somatology,
which deals with the physical characteristics of man.

anthropometer, ». 3. An instrument used for
anthropometric measurements.
anthropometrician (an "thro-po-mf-trish'an),
n. [anthropometric + -ian.'] Same as aniivro-

pometer, 1. Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 563.

anthropometrics (an"thTo-po-met'riks), n.

Same as anthropometry.
anthropometrist (an-thro-pom'e-trist), n.

One versed in anthropometry, or engaged in

anthropometric investigations.

Anthropiymetrista think growth in'height to be more or

less antagonistic to growth in girth.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 10.

anthropomorph (an'thro-po-
morf), re. [Gr. av0puffo,uop0of,

of human, form, < avBpomoi,

man, + /iopij>^, form.] An ele-

ment in decorative act, de-
rived from the human form.,

Saddon, Evolution in Art,

p. 41.

anthropomorphism, n. 3.

In pragmatisUc philos., that
philosophic tendency which,
recognizing an absolute im-
possibility in the attainment
by man of any conception

; that does not refer to human
"

life, proposes frankly to sub-
mit to this as a decree of ex-

perience and to shape meta- A""\^;p7,°'^p^^ p^"-

physics to agreement with it.

The term was first used in this sense by F. C. S.

Schiller (Riddles of the Sphinx). See *humun-
ism.

anthropomorphological (an"thro -po -m6r -fo-

loj'i-kal), a. Characterized by or of the nature

of antfiropomorphology.
-anthropomorphologically (an'thro -po -mor-

fo - loj i - kal - i), adv. With anthropomorphic
language. " McCosh, Divine Gov., p. 475.

anthropomorphously (an"thro-po-m6r'fus-li),

ado. In an anthropomorphous manner.

anthropopsychic (an'''thro-po-si'kik), a. Of or

pertaining to *anthropopsyehism (which see).

anthropopsychism (an"thro-p6-sik'izm), n.

[Gr. midpunog, man, + fvxv, soul, + -ism.]

The doctrine of a God who is anthropomorphic

in the vaguely magnified sense of bein^ per-

sonal and spiritual, but not necessarily m the

sense of having a human body : a term pro-

posed by the Duke of Argyll, somewhat unnec-

essarily, since none but the mostprimitive men
believe in any other anthropomorphism than

this.

anthroposociologist (annhro-po-so-shi-ol o-

jist), re. [Gr. dvdpavoq, man, -I- sociologist.] A
sociologist who is primarily an anthropologist

and who explains social phenomena for the

most part by anthropologic principles; espe-

cially, one of a group of writers, headed by

Lapouge, who base their classification mainly

on the cephalic index and hold that the doli-

chocephalous races are superior and are des-

tined to dominate all- others. Ward, Pure

Sociol., p. 231. - - I,. „- "s
anthroposociology (an"thro- po-so-shi-ol o-ji),

n [Gr. avdpuwoc, man, + sociology.} boeiol-

ogy as studied primarily from the point of view

of the physical oharacteristicfe of population

constituting social groups; specifically, the

anti-apex

science, or alleged science, which classifies the
human races primarily by the cephalic index,
arranging those of Europe in a hierarchy with
the dolichocephalous races at the head. Jour.
Polit. Econ., Dec, 1900, p. 76.

anthropoteleological(an"thro-po-tel"e-o-loj'i-
kal), a. [Gr. avdpavog, man, + teleological.]

Pertaining to the teleological working of the
human mind which adapts means to ends : dis-

tmgm8h.ed.tiom.*theotekological, which applies
to the teleological working'of the divine mind.
Ward, Dynamic Sociol., I. 28.

anthropoteleology(an"thr6-po-tel-e-oro-ji),».
[Gr. avSpomoc, man, + teleology.'] Tte doctrine
that the human mind always works teleologi-
cally. Ward, Dynamic Sociol., I. 28.

antnropotheism (an"thro-po-the'izm), n. [Gr.
avBpomog, man, -I- 8e6c, God, + -ism.] A stage
in the evolution of religion in which deities are
conceived in the image of man and are often
believed to be the surviving spirits of once
powerful men. Ward, Dynamic Sociol., II. 257.

anthropotoxin (an'thro - po - tok'sin), n. [Gr.
avBpaizog, man, + To^{ui6v), poison, + -in^. ] A
poisonous substance given off from the lungs.

anthropozoic (an"thro-po-z6'ik), a. and n.

[Gr. av6pai70(, man, 4- fw^, life.] I, a. Of
the time of the existence of man; belonging to
those recent geologic formations which have
been deposited since the appearance of man
upon the earth.

II, «.. [cap.] The final member in the series
Azoic, Eozoic, Paleozoic, Mesozoic, Csenozoic,
Anthropozoic, or Psychozoic.
anthropozoomprphic (an"thro- po- zo- o- m6r'-
fik), a. [Gr. avSpuTToc, man, -I- f^ov, animal,
-I- /lopipv, form, -I- -ic] In anthrop., partaking
of the character of both man and animal: said
in reference to animals which are believed by
primitive tribes to be, or to have been, endowed
with all the characteristics of their species and
also with those of human beings, and to be
able to assume animal or human form at will.

It is rather a worship of the ancestors of the Snake
clans, which are anthropo-zoomorphic beings, called the
Snake youth and the Snake maid.

An. Rep. Bur. Anwr. Ethnol,, 1897-98, p. 10O8.

Anthuxium, re. 2. \l.c.] A plant of the genus
Anthurium. A. Veitchii &nd A. jyarocgweanwrn are cul-
tivated lor their foliage ; others, conspicuously A. Ait-
drsmmim, for their showy spathes and spadices. The
last-named has the spathe cordate and spreading, some-
times very large, of an orange-red color varying to white.

anthurus (an-thu'rus), re. [NL. < Gr. avOog,

flower, -i- ovpa, tail.] A cluster of flowers at
the end of a long stalk. Jackson. [Rare.]
anthypophoretic (anf'hi-pof-o-ret'ik), a. Of
the nature of an anthypophora. Urguhart,
Works, p. 292.

anti (an'ti), n. [Short for anti-monopolist, -pro-

hibitionist, -imperialist, etc., according to the
case.] One who is opposed to some proposed
or undertaken course of action, policy, mea-
sure, movement, or enactment, as, for example,
to imperialism. [CoUoq.]

anti-. (3) In ehem., a prefix used to indicate that two
groups or two atoms which might react with each other
are so separated in space that they do not readily do this.

It is contrasted with the prefix eyn-. Thus in antiben-
zaldoxime, CbHb-CH, the H and OH do not readily com-

flON
bine to form water, while in s^benzaldoxime, CgHs-CH,

II

such a combination takes place easily. NOH
anti-abrin (an-ti-a'brin), re. [anti- + ab'rin.]

The antibody to abrin.

anti-albumid (au-ti-arbii-mid), re. A product
of albuminous digestion characterized by its

resistance to proteolytic ferments.
anti-albumose, re. 2. In immun., a specific pre-
cipitin corresponding to albumose.
anti-amaryllic (an'ti-am-a-ril'lk), a. Noting
a serum suggested for the treatment of yellow
fever. Also anti-amarillic.

anti- amboceptor (an - ti - am'bo - sep - tor), ».

The antibody to an amboceptor.
anti-antibody (an-ti-an'ti-bod-i), re.; pi. anti-

antibodies (-iz). The antibody to any adapta-
tion-product.

anti-antidote (an-ti-an'ti-dot), n. A sub-
stance that inhibits the action of an antidote.

anti-antitoxin (an"ti-an-ti-tok'sin), n. An
antibody resulting on immunization with an
antitoxin, which counteracts the effect of the
latter.

anti-apex (an-ti-a'peks), re. The point oppo-
site the " apex of the sun's way," toward
which his motion in space is directed. Amer.
Jour. Sci., Aug., 1903, p. 136.



Antiarcha 58 antihemolytic

Antiarcha (an-ti-ar'ka),- ». j?Z. [NL., said to anticipatorily (an-tis'i-pa-to-ri-li), adv. In anticytotoxin (an-ti-si-to-tok'sin), n. 8ame
be < Gr. dvri, against,' + ap^yd^, rectum.] An anticipation ; beforehand. 'BtisMn, Notes, I. 71. as *antiajtolysin.
ordinal term introduced by Cope for a group [Rare.] N. E. D. antidiabetic (an-ti-di-a-bet'ik), n. An agent
of extinct ostraeoderm fishes characterized by anticipatoriness (au-tis'i-pa-to-ri-nes), n. In or medicine that will prevent or cure diabetes',
their heavily plated head and abdomen. The psyehol., a complex feeling accompanying the specifically, a drug which diminishes the elim-
head is articulated to the trunlt and two paddle-like pec- antecedent image in volition. ination of sugar.

^^y.'''^^^Z^^:^''^Si^VtJ.^'%.tnrfpt ,^- -t«-dent image is not a volition, unless it in- anti-diastase (an-ti-di>s-tas), n An antibody

richthys anil Asterolepie all its representatives are re eludes a certain realized anticipatoriness, which we may which inhibits the action ot diastase,
stricted to the Devonian lonnations. describe roughly as -thE thought of a real happening.' AntidiCOmarian (an"ti - di - ko - ma'ri - an), n.

antiarigenin (an"ti-a-rij'e-mn), «. lantiar ^\f
^"''^»*' '"*™'^- *° P»>''*°'-- P- ««»• Same as JriiMcoitanamte. '

+ L. -gen, produce," + -i)(2.] A crystalline antlClzS (an tik-iz), i). ».; pret. and pp. aji- antidiphtheritic (an''ti-dif- or -dip-the-rit'ik),
compound, C21H30O5, obtained by the decom- ticized, ppr. antimzing. [antic + -»«e.] To „. ^„^u- + diphtheriiis + -ie.] Antagonistic
position of antiarin. It melts at about 180° C. play antics

;
cut capers

;
caper about

;
frolic, to the toxin of diphtheria : as, antidiphtheritic

anti^arthrin (an-ti-ar'thrin), rt. [Gr. avH, Browning, Prince Hohenstiel, 1.1307. [Rare.] gerum.
against, + apdpov, a, joint.] A compound ^-..{P-. ^. „ , „ ^««idip/i(A«Wtic serum has, in the few short years of
formed by the condensation of tannin and anticlinal, a—An'ticlmal cells, parent-cells that per- its existence, so thoroughly proved its value and leliabil-

saliffenin It is iispd as. a rATnerlv in nciite sist and do not produce antipodal cells. They may be (a) ity that the failure of other antitoxic serums to produce

and Xnnl,. Lift ^^H vlff„^»H^^ inert (b) active (albuminigenousX or (c) cotyloid. Yeeque. equally good results has resulted in disappointment, andand Chrome ^out and rheumatism. -Anticlinal planes. , Same as *a»rfic!inaJ woJte.- in some distrust of serum therapy in general.
antl-autOlysin (an'ti-a-tol i-sin), ». An anti- Anticlinal vauey, a valley whose general course follows Therapevtic Gazette Feb. 16, 1903, p. 97.

body which will inhibit the action of the cor- the arch of folded strata: contrasted with a synclinal antidote, «.- Chemical antidote, an antidote which
rfiHtioTirlinir aii+nWain ^^V' '^^'"^ lollows the trough.-Anticlinalvertebra. comMnps Jhemicanv^ith^hTnoiam^ an innocu-responclmg autolysin. See *»er«e6ra.- Anticlinal walls, walls cutting the

comtaMs chemically with the poison to toim an innocu

antibacterial, a. 2. Preventing the action surface, or periclinal walls at right angles. Also an«- °"i.j°'"P°"i . .^ ... ....
or development of bacteria. Med. Record, elinalvlaneg. antidromal, a.-Antidromal torsion, a twisting of

Mar. 28, 1903, p. 511. anticfinorium (an-ti-kli-no'ri-um), ».
;

pi.
atwming stem or organ m a direction opposite to that ot

antibacteriolytic (an'''ti-bak-te"ri-o-lit'ik), a. antielinoria (-a). [NL., < anticlme + -orium.-] antidrome (an'ti-drom), n. and a. [Gr. avrl-
ianti- + hacteriolyUc.'] Antagonistic to bae- A mountain formed by an anticline

;
a series Sooimc : see anUdromous.'] I. m. Same as */ie*-

teriolytic action. of folds in which the anticlinal type predomi- erodrome.
antiballooner (an'ti-ba-16n'6r), n. In textile- nates: a series of great arches with many jj „ Same as o«fi«?roTOO«s
manuf., a device employed on a ring-spinning minor undulations. The blaze reaction, whether unequivocal (homodrome)
frame to restrict the centrifugal bulging of antl-ClOCKWlSe (an-ti-klok wiz), a. and adv. or equivocal (aratidrome), requires short strong currents

the yarn during spinning. Nasmith, Cotton I. a. Noting or characterized by a rotatory for its manifestation. Nature, Sept. 18, 1902, p. 191.

Spinning, p. 356.
,

motion contrary to that of the hands of a anti-enzym (an-ti-en'zim), n. The antibody
antibenzenepyrine (an'^ti-ben-zen-pi'rin), n. clock : as, an anti-clockwise direction. to an enzym. Also antiferment.
[Gr. avTi, against, + E. benzene + dr. irvp, II. adv. In an anti-clockwise manner. We have already seen that bacteria aie not digested in

fire, + -ine^.'] The trade name of a material anticoagulant (an'''ti-k6-ag'ii-lant), a. and n. the alimentary canal and it is a familiar fact that ascar-

for use in scouring clothing and textile fabrics \anti-+ coagulant.'] I. a. Possessing the prop- Wes can survive the digestive jmces and it has recently

generally, it is used in order to avoid or to diminish erty of v.^vAvas or preventing coagulation, "S.!^^ '^%Xt^t ^Sat fs'mTrl^Sip°o?tatt\S3
the danger of flre from using ordinary benzin, which is especially Ot the blood. Buck, Med. Handbook, interesting is the fact that the human stomach wall con-
liable to become ignited by electric sparks produced by V. 493 tains an anti-enzyme to its own ferment.

ffs'ifd"?rctS'^?6S'6rpe?ctt.tSrrs?S II.». Any agent wMch retards orprevents Xa»«« April4,i903 p 946.

gravity .700, 20-25 per cent, hydrocarbon oil of specific coagulation. antl-epitneuai (an-ti-ep-i-the li-al;, a. Noting
gravity .825.-8.30, and 10-12 per cent, magnesia soap. anticoagulin (an'''ti-ko-ag'u-lin), ». An anti- a serum obtained on immunization with epi-

antibiotic, a. 2. In Mol., injurious or deadly body to a eoagulin. ' " thelial cells and accordingly containing epi-

to the living substance: as, an arettftjoijc antiC(Elous(an'''ti-se'lus), o. InorwiW*., noting theliotoxins.

secretion. that condition of the intestine in which its anti-expansionist (an'ti-eks-pan'shon-ist), «.

Glandular powers directed to the production of a
^"^^^ ^^^ united by the mesentery and are al- In recent United States polities, one who is

bactericidal, or at least antibiotic substance. temately turned in opposite directions. opposed to the expansion of the United States
Pftaos. rrans. JJoy. Soc. (London), 1894, ser. B, 186. 312. anticoherer (an'''ti-kp-her'6r), n. [anti- + by acquisition or conquest of new territory

atitiMpriTinrrTininV Can'ti hlnn n rai'ik^ n coherer.] A device which, like a coherer, is a beyond the seas,

and « ff +yrorrAS + L^V "^^tector of electric waves, but whose resist- antifebrine (an-ti-feb'rin), n. Acetanilide

:

Curative ^ Ltarrh 0^07 ^rrhel Buck ^'""e ^^ increased by them. employed in medicine as an antipyretic.
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anticomplement (an-ti-kom'ple-ment), ». The antiferment, ». 2. A specific antibody which

TT' » A remedv nosspssinff thic tironertv antibody to a complement. Substances of this will inhibit the action of the corresponding

o««V/,^'™ i^^'t- ^^^ \ „ T „Trh„^-^/ \ order result by immunizing animals with normal serum; ferment. The gastio-intestinal mucous membrane andaullDOOy lan ti-ooa-i;, n.
,
pi. antiooaies (-iz^ they inhibit the action of the corresponding complements, possibly all the tissues of the animal body probably pro-

[anti- + body.] A body or substance which anticor (an'ti-kor*), m. [Also antieore, antecor, t«<^' themselves against autodigestion by such means,
inhibits the action of another substance. Also anticour- anti- + L cor heart] A circum- antife'ver-tree (an-ti-fe'v6r-tre), n. Same as
called antisubstance and, as a general term, scribed swelling or 'slough on the neck of a fever-tree, 1.

adaptation-product. See *adaptation-product horse in the region of the collar, resulting from antlfony, «. A simplified spelling of am%fe(»iy.
and Hmm'unity. pressure ofbadly fitting harness or from irritat- antifrasis, n. A simplified spelling of anUph-

The reaction' is caused by the development within the ing masses of dirt, sweat, or hair under the '"/?*• . c , ^

blood-serum of the injected animal of an a?iii-6odj/ or a harness antlircezing (an-ti-fre zing), J), a. Not capable
property or substance which causes a certain reaction A_tJ„„n'i-i crrrm-n Sep *n™«nl ot freezing: preventive of freezing,
wjththeserum homologous to the one injected. AntlCOStl grOUp. bee 'groups.

antifflolml™ ran-ti-rfoh'i-i linl « A sT>finJfin
Med. Record, June 13 1903, p. 953. anticrecp (an'ti-krep), a. In mech., prevent- antlglODUim (an-ti-gloD Y-^mi,n. A specitic

. , ^. ^,-, ., , ^ r .• _L ing creeping: applied specifically to devices for J>r??iPitp corresponding to globuhns.
antlbrqnuc (an-ti-bro'mik), a. andn. [antt- + keeping the rails of a railway from creeping Antlgonia (an-ti-go'ni-a), n. [NL., < (?) Gr.
Gr./3p(J/«)f, smell, + -«c.] I. a. Deodorant. or moving lengthwise, and for diminishing the 'Avnyowf or 'Afn)'(}i7?, a personal name.] A

II. n. A deodorant. lengthwise motion of flat leather belts upon genus of fishes allied to the boar-fish, Capros,
anticatnode (an-ti-kath'od), ». The plate,

their pulleys. found in tropical seas. The color is salmon-
often of platinum, placed opposite the cathode „„*j.j^_«g /g^jj.ti.ijjip'tik) „ [Qp i^^/ red and the body is much compressed, being
in a vacuum-tube, on which the cathode rays, against" + /cpijrrdf, hidden.] In 'hiol., serving deeper than it is long.
or streams of electrified particles, impinge

to conceal or fitted for concealing one organ- Antlgonild8B(an-ti-go-ni'i-de),«.jpi. Thefam-
and thus produce the Rontgen rays. jg^ to the disadvantage of another : as con- ^l/ ot boar-fishes. The principal genera are
anticeltma (an'ti-sel-ti na), ». A compound ot trasted with procrypUc serving to hide an Capros ana Antigonia. Also Caproidae.
urea and mercury which does not precipitate organism for its own 'welfare. -Anticryptlc ^°*^°P?»er-plant (an -ti-go 'fer-plant), n.
albumen : used hjrpodermically in alfections of ooFors, in zosl., those colors which cause an aninM to [<»»<»- + goplier + plant.] Same as mole-tree.
the cornea and iris. resemble its surroundings, or some other species, and antigtavltate (an-ti-grav'i-tat), v. i. [anti- +
anticephalalgic (an'''ti-sef-a-larjik;, a. and n. thus facilitate the capture of prey. Thus some spiders gravitate.] To rise from the surface of the
[Gr aj^n, against + .e^Xi^Xyia, headache + "i^Trins^cS.Vht alwe^f sorai?2or^^^^^^ earth ; to be repelled, instead of being attracted
-tc] I. o. Preventive or curative ot headache, snow in winter and the earth in summer that it can ap- like ordinary matter, in a gravitational field

II. n. A remedy possessing such properties, proach itsprey unnoticed. . of force.

antichlorin (an-ti-kl6'rin), m. Same as anii- anticyclic (an-ti-si'klik), a. In mai/j., two on The author refers to Hovenden's theory of a substance

chlor a circle, the other two inverse as to that circle : or fluid which, when uninfluenced by external forces,

antichretiC (an-ti-ki-e'tik), a. [antichresis said of four points. rises from the surface of the earth or "a«%ram«a«««"

"e^)+ LjVf the nature of antichresis :as, anticyclonar(an-ti-si'klo-nal), a. Same as ^.. , ^.
^';""':"n^. June, 1904, p. 250.

an anfc/srertc agreemeut or contract. an«c!/ciowic.-Anticyclonal gradient, the baromet- antinalation (an ti-ha-la suon), a. Counter-

atitiphromeCan'ti-krom), ». [anti- + chrome.] ric gradient directed away from the center of an anti- acting the ettects Ot Halation—Antlhalatlon
A „^o „^,^T, tr, oortoin niirmpnta whioh are cyclone, especially in the outer portions ot the anti- plate, a photographic dry plate so prepared that the raysA name given to certain pigments wnien are

„y„,o„e. reflected from the glass-support do not affect the sensi-

free from the defects of those m which chrome anticyclonic, «.-Galton'santicyclonlc law. See "7. «'™-
, . , ,,. ^- ,,- -.

or chromium IS an ingredient. *law. antlhemolysm (an''ti-he-mol'i-sin), «. In
antichymosin (an-ti-ki'mo-sin), n. An anti- anticytolysin^ (an-ti-sl-tol'i-sin), n. The anti- physiol. chem., an adaptation-product which
body which will inhibit the coagulating action body to a cytolysin. inhibits the action of the corresponding hemol-
of chymosin on milk. These cytolytic or, as some prefer to call them, cy- y^™. Its action is dependent upon the simul-

anticipant a. II. ». One who anticipates or totoxic sera, when introduced into the living bodies of taneous formation of an anti-amboceptor and
looks forward to something; an anticipator: the species from which the cells inciting their forma- an anticomplement. Also anUhsemolysin.

\s,"t],esweetanUcipantot%wn," B.Taylor, ^^^f^^rJi^'^^^^^^^yX^^^J^lZT^.^t^^^^^raolytic^^^^
Poems of the Orient, p. 396. toxic substances. These are called anticytolysine or i^g hemolysis. Saence, May 27, 1904, p. 831.

Anticipating intermittent. See*intermittent. anticytotoxlns. Jfed. Uecord, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 247.- Also antiheemolytic.



antiheterolysin

antiheterolysin (aTi"ti-het-e-rol'i-sin), n. An
antibody resulting on immunization with a
heterolysin.

antihidrotic (an-ti-M-drot'ik), a. Same as
anhidrotic.

antihydrophobic (an«'ti-hi-dro-f6'bik) , a. [anti-

+ hydrophobia + -ic] Preventive or curative
of rabies.

antihydropic (an"ti-lu-drop'ik), a. and n. [anti-

+ hydrop{sy) + -ic.} I. a. Curative of dropsy.
li, n. A medical agent employed in the

treatment of dropsy.

anti-immune (an-ti-i-mun'), a. Adverse to an
immune body— Anti-immune body, the aotibody
to an amboceptor. Such bodies result on immunization
with specific immune bodies (amboceptors).

The " anti-body " prevents the linking of the immune
body to the cell receptor and hence acts as an anti-im-
mune body. Med, Record, Feb. U, 1908, p. 247.

anti-imperialism (an"ti-im-pe'ri-al-izm), n.

The principles or spirit of the anti-imperialists.

anti-imperialist (an"ti-im-pe'ri-a,l-ist), a. and
n. I. a. Pertaining to the idea's of the anti-

imperiaUsts.

n. ». One who is opposed to imperialism,
or to the spirit, principle, or methods of em-
pire; specitically, in United States polities, one
who is opposed to the acquisition and govern-
ment of dependencies beyond the seas by the
arbitrary will of President or Congress, with-
out regard to the rights of the people to self-

government. In use especially since the Span-
ish-American war of 1898.

anti-imperialistic (an"ti-im-pe"ri-a-lis'tik), a.

Same as *anti-impenalist.

anti-intermediary (an"ti-in-ter-me'di-a-ri), a.

Used only in the following phrase Anti-Inter-
mediary body. Same as -kanti-amJbocept&r.

The next experiment was to determine whether any
action was exerted by venom upon the complements of
these sera. For the purpose of obtaining the serum-com-
plement free from the intermediary body, the rabbit was
treated with dog's serum heated to 56° C. In this way
the anti-intet'Tnediary body was obtained, which, when
heated to 66° C. (to remove rabbit's complement) and
added to fresh dog's serum, neutralized the action of the
latter upon rabbit's corpuscles. From this it could be
concluded that the intermediary body of the dog's serum

'

was neutralized by the anti-intermediary body contained
in the immunized rabbit's serum, leaving behind the
pure dog's complement in the fluid.

Jour. Exper. Med., VI. 299.

anti-isolysin (an'''ti-I-sori-sin), n. An anti-

body which will inhibit the action of the cor-

responding isolysin.

antikamnia (an-ti-kam'ni-a), n. [Irreg. < Grr.

avri, against, -I- Kctfivetv, suffer, be ill.] The
trade-name of a preparation for medicinal use,

antipyretic and anodyne in its action. It is

said to contain acetanilide.

antikinase (an-ti-Hn'as), n. Inphysiol. chem.,

a substance "which inhibits or prevents the ac-

tion of a kinase : such bodies occur in blood-

serum.
antilactase (an-ti-lak'tas), «. An antiferment
which will inhibit the cleavage of lactose into

glucose and galactose by means of lactase.

antilactoserum (an'''ti-lak-to-se'rum), n.; pi.

antilactosera (-ra). A serum containing the

antiprecipitin corresponding to lactoserum,

which will therefore inhibit the action of the

latter.

antileucotozin (an'*'ti-]ii-k6-tok'sin), n. The
antibody to a leucotoxin.

Antilopine kangaroo. See *Tcangaroo.

antilysin (an-ti-li'sin), n. [Also erron. antili-

«i».] The antibody to a given lysin.

antilytic, a. 2. Inhibiting the lytic action of

a substance.
antimalarial (an''''ti-ma-la'ri-al), a. [anti- +
malaria + -al.} Preventive or curative of ma-
laria.

^

antimephitic (an'''ti-me-fit'ik), a. lanti- +
mephitis + -ic] Tending to purify the atmos-
phere ; destructive of noxious emanations.

antimeron (an-tim'e-ron), «.; pi. antimera (-ra).

[NL.: see antimere.^ Same as anUmere.

antimerous (an-tim'e-rus), a. Antimerie
;
per-

taining to paired organs.

antimetrically (an-ti-met'ri-kal-i), adv. As
against the metidc system of weights and mea-
sures. [Nonce-word.]

The questions propounded . . . are clearly biassed a»-

tiTnetricaUi/.

Electrical World and Engineer, Nov. 28, 1903, p. 867.

antimetropia (an''''ti-me-tr6'pi-a), «.
_
[NL., <

avri, against, + fierpov, measure, + uf, eye.]

A condition in which myopia exists in one eye

and hypermetropia in the other.
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antimetropic (an''''ti-me-trop'ik), a. Relating
to or of the nature of antimetropia. Optical
Jour., June 2, 1904, y. 977.

antimiasmatic (au'"ti-mi-az-mat'ik), a. [anU-
+ miasma{t-) + -ic] Same as *antvmalarial.
Amer. Physician, Jan., 1903, p. 14.

antimicrobic (an'''ti-mi-kr6'bik), a. [anti- +
microbe + -jc] Destructive to, or inimical to
the development of micro-organisms : as, anti-

microhic sera. Encyc. Brit.,AXVl. 69.

Anttmonial cup, a driuking-cup made of glass of anti-
mony, claimed to impart the emetic antimony compounds
to the contained liquid.—Autlmonial nickel, powder.
See *nickel, powder.

AUtimonious sulphid, a substanceoccumng as anatural
mineral, stibnite, the chief source from which antimony
and its other compounds are obtained. Artificially pre-
paredj it was formerly called mineral kermea and golden
svlphid of anUmony; it ia still occasionally used in medi-
cine, but the official preparation usually contains a little

of the oidd of the metal.

antimonsoon (an'''ti-mon-s8n'), n. [anti- +
monsoon.'] 1. A current of air moving in a
direction opposite to that of the monsoon : it

may lie above the monsoon proper, but is gen-
erally strongest on the west side of it; the
northerly wind which opposes the principal
southwest monsoon of India, and is overcome
by it.—3, A northerly wind of the Gulf States
opposed to the southeasterly winds that draw
inward from the Gulf toward the dome of the
western continent in the spring and summer
seasons and constitute light monsoon winds.
Antimony glass. See glass of anitimwny, under glass.—
Antimony OClier, a name sometimes given to oxi-
dized ores of antimony when of earthy or pulverulent
texture.—^Feathered antimony, refined metallic anti-
mony showing distinct crystalline structure by feather-
like markings on the surfaceof the ingot.—Plumose an-
timony. Same as feathered -kantimony.—Taxtatlzed
antimony. Same as tartar emetic.

antimonyl (an'ti-mo-nil), n. [antimon{y) +
-yl, < Gr. v\ii, matter, substance.] In chem., a
compound radical having the constitution SbO
and exhibiting the valence of a monad.
antimony-salt (an'ti-mo-ni-sMt''''), n. A trade-
name for a double salt of antimony fluoride

and ammonium sulphate which has the formula
SbF3(NH4)2S04. It is sold as a substitute for

tartar emetic, and is used chiefly as a fixing

agent for tannin in the application of the basic

colors.

Antimora (an-tim'o-ra), n. [NL., < (?) Gr.

avHfiopoi, corresponding, part to part, < dvrl,

opposite to, -I- ftepog, part {fiApog, lot).] A genus
of deep-sea Gadidse, allied to the ling.

antinenralgic (an'''ti-nu-ral'jik), a. and n.

[anti- + neuralgia + -ic.] I. a. Curative of

neuralgia.

II. n. A remedy employed in the treatment
of neuralgia.

anting-anting (an'ting-an"ting), rt. [Tagalog
anting-anting, a charm, amulet : same as Malay
anting-anting, an ear-ring.] A charm supposed
to protect th6 owner from injury, especially

from bullets. [Philippine Is.]

antiniad (an-tin'i-ad), adv. [Appar. irreg., < L.

ante, before, + 4%"^ + 4- + -adfi.] Forward

;

toward the anterior portion of the cranium,

like the horns of a musk-ox. [Bare.] Sir J.

Richardson, Zool. of the ' Herald.'

antinion (an-tin'i-on), n. [Gr. avri, against,

opposite to, + Iv'ujv, the back of the head.]

The antinial region. See anUnial.

autinonnin (an-ti-non'in), n. A trade-name
for a mixture of orthodinitrocresol, soap, and
glycerol, used in very dilute solution as a dis-

infectant and preservative.

antinosine (an-tin'o-sin), n. [Gr. avri, against,

-I- voaoc, disease.] The sodium salt of nosophen
(tetra-iodo-phenolphtalein), a bluish, water-

soluble powder, used as a substitute for iodo-

form.
antiodontalgic (an'^ti-o-flon-tarjik), a. [anti-

+ odontalgia + -ic] I. a. Relieving tooth-

ac'he. •

II. n. A remedy for toothache.

Antiopa butterfly. See butterfly.

antiqphidic (an"ti-o-fid'ik), a. A term applied

by Vital to a serum devised for the treatment

of snakebite, and supposedly of universal effi-

cacy. It is a mixture of equal parts of bothropic

and antierotalic serum.

antiparallelogram (an'^'ti-par-a-lero-gram), n.

Same as ^contraparallelogram.

antiparamoecious (an'^ti-par-a-me'shus), a.

Applied to a serum resulting on immunization

with paramoscium, an organism belonging to

the protozoa.

antiparasitic (an'ti-par-a-sit'ik), a. and n.

antipole

[anti- + parasite + -ic.} I, a. Inimical to
parasites.

II. n. A remedy employed for the destruc-
tion or removal of parasites.

antipathacean (an'^ti-pa-tha'se-an), a. and n.

lAntipathaeea -t- -an.] I. a. I'ertaining to or
having the characters of the Antipathacea.

II. n. One of the Antipathacea.
Antipatharia, n. pi. 2. An order or a suborder
of Zoantharia. They are colonial and tree-like in form,
with tentacles and mesenteries 6 to 24 in number and a
skeleton in the form of a branched chitinoid axis, devel-
oped from the ectoderm, which extends throughout the
colony. The "black corals" belong in this group, which
includes the families Savagliidse, Antipathidee, and Den-
drobrachiidee,

Antipathldea (an'ti-pa-thid'e-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Antipathes + -idea.] An order of colonial
Zoantharia paramera with a spinose, horny,
usually branching axial skeleton on which the
zooids are seated. Six tentacles are usually longer
than the others, and six primary mesenteries are always
present. It includes the families AnHpathidse, Leio-
pathidas, and Dendrobrachiidee.

antipedal (an-tip'f-dal), a. [Gr. avri, against,
+ Jj.pes (ped-), foot, -t- -al.] Situated opposite
to the foot : as, the antipedal area of a mollusk.
Lankester.

antipepsin (an-ti-pep'sin), n. The antibody
to pepsin, which inhibits the action of the lat-

ter.

antipeptone, n. 2. In immunity, a specific pre-
cipitin corresponding to peptones Fibrin an-
tipeptone, antipeptone obtained from fibrin.

autipericcelous (an''''ti-per-i-se'lus), a. In
ornith., having ^hesecondintestinal loop open,
right-handed, and inclosing the third, which
is left-handed and closed.

anti-pest (an '''ti- pest), a. Same as *anti-
plague.

antiphagocytic (an^'ti-fag-o-sifik), a. De-
structive to phagocytes.—Antiphagocytic serum,
a serum which causes the destruction of phagocytes.

An antiphagocytic serum, prepared in this sense, has
produced its demolishing effect not only upon the mac-
rophages, but also upon their enemies, the useful micro-

Med. Record, July 18, 1903, p. 83.

antiphase (an'ti-faz), n. and a. I. n. Oppo-
sition of phase, or difference of phase amount-
ing to one half period or 180 degrees.

II. a. Of or pertaining to an antiphase.

antiphonic, a. 2. In anc. Gr. music, of or per-

taining to the interval of an octave : opposed
to *paraphonic.
antiphthisical (an-ti-tiz'i-kal), a. [anti- +
phthisic + -al.] Same as aniiphthisic.

anti-plague (an'^ti-plag'), «• Used in the

treatment or as a preventive of plague : as,

anti-plague serum.
antiplanat (an''''ti-pla-nat'), n. [G. antiplanat,

< Gr. avTi, against, -f L. planatus, made plane

:

see planation.] A combination of lenses, in-

vented in 1881 by Adolph Steinheil, in which
there are two members having large opposite

aberrations which correct each other.

antiplanatic (an''''ti-pla-nat'ik), a. Used, er-

roneously, for aplanatic.

antiplateau (an'''ti-pla-t6'). n. An area in

the general ocean-floor which sinks to a greater

depm than the average sea ; a deep. Such areas

are contrasted with plateaus, and extend downward
from the ocean-floor in much the same manner in which
plateaus protrude above the continental surface. Cham-
berlin and SaM»bury, Geol., I. 8.

antiplenist (an-ti-ple'nist), n. [anti + plenum
-I- -ist.] One who does not believe that space

ii a plenum (wholly occupied with matter) ; a

vacuist.

antipneumococcic (an''''ti-nii-mo-kok'sik), a.

[antt- -t- pnewmococcus + -ic] Tending to

destroy or prevent the development of pneu-

mococci : as, an anUpnev/moeoeeie serum.. Mn-
cyc. Brit., XXXL 526.

antipodagric (an"ti-po-dag'rik), a. and n.

[anti- +podagra + -ic.] I. a. Curative of gout.

II. n. A remedy for gout.

Antipodal cone, triangle. See *cone and

^'triangle.

antipoint, «. (6) Given any system of coaxal

circles, another system of coaxal circles may
be constructed such that every circle of either

system cuts orthogonally every circle of the

other system. The limiting points of either

system are the antipoints of the limiting points

of the other svstem.

antipole, «• 3. In cytol, a term applied to

one of the two poles of the karyokinetic

spindle of the dividing cell, the term pole be-

ing reserved for the one under immediate con-

sideration.



antipole

antipolo (an-te-p6'16), n. [Tagalog name.]
A name in the Philippines of the fertile bread-
fruit tree (Artocarpus communis), the sterile
form of which is called (in Bisayan) coW. The
seeds, sometimes called bread-nuts, are roasted and
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Jews. The name is given especially to those who have
participated in the agitation against the Jews in Germany,
Russia, and Austria which began about 1878.

Anti-Semitic (an'ti-sf-mit'ik), a. Of or per-

taining to the Anti-Semites
t _xf o jAi / //4.: ««™.':eaten like those of the jackfruit, ank the milky latex is Anti-Semitism (an"ti-sem'it-izm), n. The agi-

tation conducted by the Anti-Semites or its

motives ; antagonism to the Jews.
antisepsine (an-ti-sep'sin), n. A colorless

crystalline compound, C6H4Br.NH.CH3CO, ob-
tained by addiiag bromine to a solution of

acetanilide in glacial acetic acid
;
para-brom-

acetanilid. It is antipyretic. Also called asep-

sine.

used for bii'd-lime and as pitch for calking boats.' Canoes
are made of the logs, but they do not resist exposure to
the weather and must be painted and kept covered when
out of the water. The wood is soft and of a yellow color.
It is used for interior woodwork in construction, but is

not suitable for posts or sleepers. Also called tipolo, and
on the island of Guam dugdug. See Artocarpua, bread-
fruit, -kbread-nut, and -irdugdtig.

antiprecipitin (an'ti-pre-sip'i-tin), n. The

^^fl^L'lA^l^':^'"^'^:}^!^,'^^^^ anti^eptol (an-ti-sep'tol), n, lani^epmthe action of the latter. See ^antibody.
antipruritic, a. II. «. A remedy which tends
to relieve itching.

antipudic (an-ti-pli'dik), a. Used or worn to
prevent shame ; intended to cover the puden-
dum, for the sake of decency.

The men in certain islands [of Melanesia] wear only
aniipudic garments. Deniker, Eaces of Man, p. 499.

-oi.] A trade-name for a solution of 25 parts
of cinchonine sulphate in 2,000 parts of water,
mixed with a solution of 10 parts of iodine and
10 parts of potassium iodide in 1,000 parts of

water. It is used as an antiseptic.

antiserum (an-ti-se'rum), n.
;

pi. antiserums

antitoxic

destroy or hinder the development of staphy-

lococci. Med. Record, March 28, 1903, p. 510.

antisteapsin (an-ti-ste-ap'sin), n. An anti-

body which win inhibit the action of steapsin.

antistrephon (an-tis'tre-fon), n. [Gr. iivn-

arpiijujv, ppr. of avTiarpiipeiv, turn against: see

antistroplie.j In logic, an argument in a law-
suit which is of such a nature that either party
may urge it against the other with some ap-

pearance of conclusiveness. Antistrephons belong

to the general class of crocodiles, the following stock ex-

ample being from Aulus Gellius. Euathlus agieed to pay
Protagoras, his teacher in rhetoric, a large sum of money
should he win his first case in court. Having received the
instruction, but not having had any case in court, he waa
sued by Protagoras for the amount, on the ground that
should Euathlus win the suit he must pay, according to

the contract (and a second suit would compel him to do
so), while it the suit went the other way the court would
compel payment. Euathlus replied that if the court
decided in his favor that must be final, while if the court

decided against him a further proceeding would award
the money to him.

serum, etc. See *immunity,

The author has produced a specific antieeruTn by the
successive inoculation of animals with this toxin. Such
an antiserum absolutely destroys the action of the toxin
when the two are mixed in vitro. It also causes the
symptoms produced by the toxin to rapidly disappear if

inoculated subcutaiieously or instilled into the eye of a _
susceptible individual shortly after such a toxin has been antistTOplliC, U,
similarly Introduced. •

Med. Record, March 28, 1903, p. 611.

antisicular (an-ti-sik'u-lar), a. [NL. amU, op-
posite to, + sicula, sicula.] Opposite the
sicula : used to designate the part of the grap-
toUte rhabdogomevmichis opposite the sicula-

bearing or sicular end.
antisilverite (an-ti-sil'v6r-it), ». In recent
United States politics, one who is opposed to g^^tjg^Vj^j^g-^ (anni-sii-do-rif'ik), a. and

antiputrid (an-ti-pii'trid), a. and n. I. a.

Antiputreseent; antiputrefactive; antiseptic.

U. n. Any substance which has the power
of inhibiting, preventing, or destroying pu-
trefaction. Diseases of the Horse, U. S. Dept.
Ag., 1903, p. 511.

antipjrresis (an-ti-pir'f-sis), «. [Gr. avTi,

against, + Trvperdg, fever.] Reduction of

fever ; treatment for the reduction of fever.

antit^uarianize (an-ti-kwa'ri-an-iz), V. i.
;
pret.

and pp. anUquarianised, ppr. "antiquarianizing.

To engage in antiquarian pursuits or research.

LyeU.
antiQtuarianly (an-ti-kwa'ri-an-li), adv. As an
antiquarian ; in the manner of an antiquarian.
Walpole, Letters, I. 37. [Bare.] N. E. D.

Antlrabic serum, a serum intended to inhibit the action
of the specific virus of rabies. Encyc. Brit., XXIX 377.

antirattler (an-ti-rat'16r), n. A device for

holding a bolt and eye together to prevent
rattling without interfering with the move-
ment.
antirealism (an-ti-re'al-izm), n. [anii- + real

+ -ism.'] The doctrine that there is nothing
whose characters are independent of all actual
thought about them.

The " anti-realiwi," which takes the lion's share in
^

"transfigured realism," is simply a development of the Antislavery china. See '^chinu,
phenomenalism of Hume. Emyc. Brit., XXX. 676. antisocial, a. 3. Specifically^ in SOciol., per-

antirennet (an-ti-ren'et), n. The antibody to

the action of rennin (ohymosin). See *anti-

body.

antirentism (an-ti-ren'tizm), n. [anUrent +
-ism.] The principles of the Antirent party
(which see).

antirevisionist (an"ti-re-vizh'on-ist), n. One
who is opposed to a particular measure of re

(-rumz) or antisera (-rS,). A serum contain- antistreptococcal (an'''ti-strep-t6- kok'al),

ing the antibody to a given immunizing sub- a. Same as antistreptococcic.

stance, as antidiphtheria serum, antitetanus antistreptococcic (an*ti-strep-to-kok'sik), a.

\anU- -k- streptococcus + -ic] Tending to de-
stroy or hinder the development of strepto-

cocci : as, antistreptococcic serum. Nature,
July 9, 1903, p. 227.

antistrofe, n. A simplified spelling of antis-

2. Enantiomorphous.
antistrophize (an-tis'tro-fiz), v. i.

;
pret. and

pp. antistrophized, ppr. dntistrophizing. lantis-

trophe + -ize.] To form an antistrophe ; cor-

respond, but in inverse order. De Qwincey,
Blackwood's Mag., LI. 12. [Rare.] N. E. D.

antisubstance (an'ti-sub-stans), n. Same as
*antibody. See *adaptatio'n -product. Jour.
Exper. Med., V. 62.

the free coinage of silver.

antisiphonal (an-ti-si'fo-nal), a. [NL., < Gr.

dvr^ opposite to, + atfuv, pipe: see siphon.]

Lying opposite to the siphonal (lobe) : in the—j-"p "ft-
—'"""" — „.^^-— ^„_.^. ._-_„ ^ ^_ A remeay possessing tnis property.

i'^^'^°EZ''^%^?T^.^'':T^'?^°i^tt antisun (an-ti-sun'-y, »... l,/ThepSinrin>e

lanU- + sudorific] I. a. Tending to repress
the secretion of sweat. Buck, Med. Handbook,
I. 338.

U. n. A remedy possessing this property.

noting a lobe of the suture which lies on the
inner dorsal side of the whorl and opposite to

that on the ventral surface, called the siphonal
lobe. Both of these are present in, and are indicative

of, primitive stages, and become modified in progressed
conditions.

lllljisociai, «. o, opeciueaiiy, in souwi., pei--

taining to a class of persons devoid of normal
social instincts and showing criminal tenden-

Prin. of Sociol., p. 72.

antisociality (an"ti-s6-shi-al'i-ti), n. A qual-

ity, act, or habit of an individual, class, or group
which is antagonistic to social feeling, habit,

or interest. . Extreme antisociality is criminal-

ity. Amer. Jour. Psychol., XIII. 586,

vision, as, in recent French history, one who is antisolar (an-ti-s6'lar), a. Situated at the

sky diametrically opposite the sun.—2. A point
in the sky opposite the sun in azimuth, but;

having the same altitude as the sun, and there-
fore not diametrically opposite to it. This
use of the word is common only in describing
halos and parhelia. Encyc. Brit., XXX. 705.

antitegula (an-ti-te^'u-la), n.; pi. anUtegulse
(-le). [Nil., < Gr. avrj, against, + L. tegula,

tile.] Same as *antisquama.

antiteleology (an'''ti-tel-f-oro-ji), n. lanti- +
teleology.] That attitude of mind which fails

or refuses to see any proof of tteleology in
nature ; the doctrine or tendency which dis-

putes all attempts to show that there are
actions in nature determined by anything
which is to be in the future.

opposed to a revision of the constitution.

antirheumatic (an"ti-r6-mat'ik), a. and n
a. In med., tending
to prevent or cure
rheumatism.

II. n. A remedy
for rheumatism.
antiricin (an-ti-n'-

sin), n. The anti-

body to ricin. See
*anUbody.
antirrheoscope
(an-ti-re'o-sko^), n.

[Gr. avTt', against,

-I- jiieiv, flow, + (TKo-

wclv, view.] Injjs^-

chol., the artificial

waterfall ; an ap-
paratus in which a
band of horizon-

tally striped cloth

moves up or down
upon a stationary

background of the

same material

I.

point in the heavens opposite the sun, as the antltetanic (an"ti-tet'a-nik), a. {anU- + teta

Antirrheoscope.

center of the rainbow, or the ' gegensehein.

antispace (an'ti-spas), n. In math., that jjart

of the complete spatial manifold which is vpith-

out the absolute : that part which is inclosed

within the absolute is called space.

antispectroscopic (an-ti-spek-tro-skop'ik), a.

Such as to counteract the spectroscopic effect.

Wall, Diet, of Photography, p. 44.

antispermotoxin (an-ti-sp6r-m6-tok'sin)j n.

S!r^^^riKr°»<isr'''"' ^^^^^i^r^^^^^'^. «.

antispermy (an-ti-sper'mi), n. [Gr. avrl,

against, + airip/ia, seed.] In spermatophytes,
the coalescence of the fertile divisions of the

phyllome into a single fertile body opposed
to and superposed upon the sterile division.

Delpino.

antisporangism (an-ti-sp6-ran'jizm), n. [Gr.

dvri, against, + sporangium + -ism.] In pten-
dophytes, the condition corresponding to anti-

spermy in spermatophytes. Delpino. -

antisciuama (an-ti-skwa'ma), n. ;
pi. antisqua-

TO« (-me). [NL., < Gr. avrt, against, + L. . . .

squama, scale.] The middle one of three basal a?ji*^?31?*ic (an-tith-e^^^^^ a.

lobes of the wing of a dipterous insect, the

inner one being the squama and the outer one
the alula. A. S. Packard, Text-book of En-
tomology, p. 124,

used for the demonstration of after-images of

motion.
antiscion (an-tis'i-on), n. [NIj. anttsmon, <

Gt. avriaiaov, nevt. ot avrhiaoi : 866 antiscian.] c ^

In asirol a sign of the zodiac equidistant with antisquanuc (an-ti-skwam ik), a. and «. lantt-

another sign on the opposite side. Signs hav- + L. sgMama, scale, + -ic] I. a. In med.,

^

ing north declination are called commaiMJinff,

those with south declination obeying.

Anti-Semite (an"ti-sem'it), n. One who seeks

bv political or other means to lessen the com-

mercial, political, or social iniluence of the

+ -ic] Tending to destroy or prevent
the development of tetanus bacilli

;
preventive

or curative of tetanus : as, anUtetanic serum.
Science, June 26, 1903, p. 1006.

antitetanin (an'ti-tet'a-nin), n. The antitoxin
to the soluble poison produced by the tetanus
bacillus.

antitetanolysin (an-ti-tet-an-ol'i-sin), n. The
antibody to tetanolysin.

[Gr. avTi,

against, + 6ep/i6(, heat, + -ic] Inmed., same
as antipyretic. Med. Record, March 7, 1903,

p. 376.

antithermin (an-ti-ther'min), n. [Gr. avri,

against, + 6tpiJ.ri, heat, + -in^.] Phenylhy-
drazinelevulinic acid. It has been used as an
antipyretic agent in medicine under this trade-
name.
antithesism (an-tith'e-sizm), n. [Irreg. < an-
tithes(is) + -ism.] An antithetic sentence ; an
example or instance of antithesis. [Rare.]
N. E. D.

[frreg. <
antithes(is) + -istic] Presenting an antithesis;
contrary: as, anUthesistic ideas. Dr. E. Dar-
win, Zoonomia, IV. 234. [Rare.] N. E. D.

antithesize (an-tith'e-az), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

antithesized, ppr. aniithesizing. To put into

_ the form of an antithesis. Burns. N. E. D.

tending'to prevent or cure scaly affections of antithrombin (an-ti-throm'bin), n. A sub-

the skin. stance which inhibits the action of thrombin.

II. n. A remedy used for this purpose. antitoxic (an-ti-tok'sik), a. and n. I. a. Serv-

antistaphylococcic (an'ti-staf-i-lo-kok'sik), a. ing to inhibit or neutralize toxic action; hav-

\_anti- + staphylococcus + -Jc.]
' Tending to ing the character of antitoxin.



antitoxic

Tlie term anUtoxia signifies that the serum has the
power of neutralizing the action of the toxin.

ETtcyc. Brit., XXVI 67.
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Tony), dim. of Antonio, Antony.] ACubanname
of the_ mackerel-scad, Decapterus macarellus.

apasanca
to be cut being laid upon the cutting edge and
struck with a hammer or sledge.

Antitoxic Immunity. See *t»wn««««.- Antitoxic Z^?}}„ ' ?'~. J^?'*^ ^H**?' '" *""*• ^^^ anvil-paper (an'vil-pa"p6r), m. See *»aoer""""— -"'"'"' ' -^•^^^tOSC
rVaXrV%'?„rss"of*?h\ri'S''*'''

'^'^'^ '"" "'"'"'' ^d.^k.ZP^^'^AA ^^i^. or pew^seflpartserum, serum containing antitoxin, as aiitidiphtheritic
senim and antitetanic serum— Antitoxic unit, the unit
of antitoxin, of such strength that it will just neutralize
the hundredfold minimal fatal dose of the corresponding
toxin.

II. n. An antitoxic remedy.
antitoxin (an'ti-toks'in), n. [anti- + toxin.']

1. A substance which neutralizes the action

the maxillary process of the nasal.

II. ». 1. In»cA<A.,the preorbitalbone.— 2.
In ornith., a bony plate morphologically the
equivalent of the prefrontal of reptiles, stand-
ing at an obtuse angle to the interorbital sep-
tum and forming the anterior border of the
orbit of the eye.

of a poison.-2. Specifically
: (a) The antibody ant-orchis (aift'dr"kis), n. An Australian and

•" rilZf
^?^t«"^l

°J f.l'^'e'l origin which Tasmanian terrestrial orchid, Chiloglom Gun-
is produced as the result of immunization with nii

^yi^fnn ixun

^nhtS^antZxin^Ind f^^'^'^}^^
^'^ *?' antlrice (ant'ris) «. A gr^ss, Aristida oUgan-

3-^ ?M ?^T., ^\ * ® tetanus anti- tha, growing in the clearings around the neststoxm (6) In hot a substance secreted by a of the agricultural ants of Texas, which feedplant which protects it agamst destructive upon its seeds.
», wmcn leea

(an-tro'fi-um).
microbes— Fernbacli's antitoxin flask, a special
form of culture-flaak used for cultures of diphtheria.—
Streptococcus antitoxin, an antitoxin obtained by
repeated inoculations of horses with streptococcus cul-
tures : employed by hypodermic injection in the treat-
ment of erysipelas, puerperal fever, septicemia, and
other conditions in which there Is infection by strepto-
cocci. Also called aTitistreptococcus serum.

antitragal (an-tlt'ra-gal), a. Of or pertaining
to the antitragus, or projection on the inferior
side of the opening of the ear.-Antitragal notch,m Mol., the notch or emargination at the base of and
behind the antitragus, which marks its posterior boun-
dary. The phrase is much used in describing the ears of
bats. Annals and Hag. Nat. BCet., May, 1904, p. 386.

antitrust (an-ti-trusf), a. Opposed to the
power or development of trusts, or of large
combinations of capital.

antitrypsin (an-ti-trip'sin), ». An antibody
which inhibits the action of trypsin. Normal

- . — , „ n. [NL. (Kaul-
russ, 1824), < Ur. avrpov, cavity, groove, +
(pveev, grow.] Agenus of polypodiaceous ferns,
with simple linear-lanceolate to oblong-ellip-
tical fronds and sori borne in continuous lines
(either superficial or in shallow grooves,
whence the name) following the reticulate

for anxious mquuers,' or those who are concernedafcut
tneir souls salvation and desire advice or comfort : often
figurative. BaCilmrton, The Clookmaker.
anytin (an'i-tin), n. A trade-name for a deriva-
tive of iohthyol which is usedindermatological
practice.

anytol (an'i-tol), re. A solution of such a sub-
stance as phenol or guaiaeol in water eontain-

. mg anytin.

A. 0. In astron., an abbreviation of Argelan-
der-Oeltzen, referring to a catalogue of south-
ern stars observed by Argelander in zones and
reduced to a regular catalogue by Oeltzen.
aoa (a-6'a), n. [Polynesian name.] A name,
throughout Polynesia, of the banian-tree {Mcus
Aoa and other species). These trees were thought
by the natives to be the luiking-places of spirits, and in
some islands were planted near temples. Though not
uccuiTing in Hawaii, the aoa is mentioned in the ancient
songs of the aboriginal inhabitants. See haniani.
A. 0. M. An abbreviation of Artium Obstetri-
carum Magister, Master of Obstetric Arts.

venation. There are about 25 species, widely aorta, n. 2. In the higher invertebrates, the
distributed throughout the- humid tropics of large blood-vessel leading from the heart.
both hemispheres.
antrorse, a. 2. In ichth., turned forward : said
of spines.

antroversion (an-tro-ver'shon), 11. [See *an-
trovert.} A turning forward : same as ante-
version. Syd. Soc. Lex.
antrovert (an-tro-verf), V. t. [antro- for an-
tero- + L. vertere, turn.] To tip, turn, or bend
forward. Owen,

usually anteriorly and posteriorly. —Aorta
Chlorotica, the small-sized aorta sometimes present in
one suifering from chlorosis.

Aortic cartilage, the second costal cartilage on theifeht
side, behind which is the arch of the aorta.—Aortic in-
competence, or insufficiency, failure of the aortic
valve of the heart to close completely, thus allowing of
regurgitation of blood into the left ventricle at each
diastole. -Aortic isthmus, a narrow portion of the
aorta, most marked in the fetus, at the point of attach,
ment of the dtictus arteriosue. —AorUc murmur a
cardiac murmm- indicating obstruction or insufiiciency
at the aortic orifice.—Aortic notch, a point in sphyg-
mographic tracing indicating the time of closure of the
Mrtio valve.—Aortic olistruction, a condition in which
there are adhesions or thickening of the cusps of the
aortic valve, preventing the free flow of blood from the
left ventricle into the aorta.- Aortic splndle, a slight

^ ,, -

fusiform dllatationof the aoi-ta just below the isthmus.

spiders which closely resemble ant's,"forming *>snuc (a-oz'mik), a. [Gr. aoa/ioc, equiv. to

... . , ^. ^ ,. ,
- .. notable examples of aggressive mimicry. ovoffiUof, without odor

:
see anomia.] Same as

antltussm (an-ti-tus'm), «. [See *am«te««e.] Antwerp (ant'werp), Ji? The name of a city
*<'^osmic.

w P \ f/o^?"- „• °1' "fSrant compound (C^- in Belgium, used to distinguish a breed of do- A" ?• ^: -^P abbreviation of American Pro-

blood sometimes contains such a body. Science, Antrum femininnm, the small tubular entrance to the

[anti- -f tryp-

Mecord, June

female generative passage in polyclads.—Antrum mas-
cullnum, the outer tubular opening of the male genera-
tive organs in polyclads.—Mastoid antrum, the cells
in the mastoid process of the temporal bone taken col-
lectively.—Maxillary antrum. Same as antrum High-

Aug. 19, 1904, p. 243.

antitryptic (an-ti-trip'tik), a.
tie.'] Antifermentative. Med,
27, 1903, p. 1043.

against, -|- L. tussis, a cough.] I. a.

[Gr. avTi,

Prevent-

H4F2), usedm ointments jdifluordiphenyl. it. mesticated pigeons having a large, massive
te^t^ve Associ

IS used as an antispasmodic and hypnotic in head and short, stout beak with a Imall wattle
Apache blue

whooping-cough. atthebase. They are bred in a variety of colors, but
*""'"

antitussive (an-tl-tus'iv), a. and re. [Gr. avri, silver, silver-checkered, "oreamies," and black are
- . - _ 1- those preferred. These birds fly well and have a strong

homing sense: during the Franco-German war they were
used for carrying despatches.—Antwerp rose. See
•krose^.

agent which possesses this anubing (a-no'bing), n. [Philippine Sp. anu-
Hng, anubiong, anubin, anubion, < Tagalog ano-
bing.] A valuable timber-tree, Artocarpus
Cumingiana. it yields a fine-grained wood of a yel-
lowish-gray color, which is light and very durable if
properly seasoned. It also resists dampness, and is used
for posts in house-building. [Philippine Is.l

ing or relieving cough. Buck, Med. Handbook,
Vi. oto.

II. n. Any
property.

anti-twilight (au-ti-twi'Ut), n. The bright
arc, or twilight arc, when &st seen near the
eastern horizon opposite the sun just before
sunset, due to sunlight reflected from the
illunainated portion of the atmosphere.
twilight arc rises, as the sun sinks lower, and ^nuclear (a-nukle-ar) a. Non-nucleated ; con
eventually passes westward over the zenith.

cerning or pertaining to the alleged absence of

antityphoid (an-ti-ti;foid), a. Tending to pre- ^ ''^"^^^^ ^?.J'?T^<'^ 1?.^ organisms,

vent or cure typhoid fever: as, antityphoid
serum. Med. Record, June 27, 1903, p. 1043.
antivaccination (an"ti-vak-si-na'shpn), a.
Opposed to the practice of vaccination"; con-
sidering or dealing with the subject of anti-
vaccination : as, an antivaccination lecture

;

the anUvaccination movement.
antivenene (an-'ti-ve-nen'), n. [anti- + *ve-

!.] The antibody to venene, which inhibits

anuhe (a-no'ha), n. [Maori anuhe, a large cat
erpillar, = Hawaiian anuhe, Samoan anufe,
etc., a worm, a caterpillar.] The New Zealand
catei-pillar-fungus, a species of Cordyceps,
which attacks certainlepidopterous larvse,

*aweto.
anunu (a-no'no), n. [Hawaiian, <

Association.

- grass. See *blue-grass.
apachicta (ap-a-chek'ta), n. [Also apachita,
apachecta; Quiehua of Peru and Aymard.]
In Peru and Bolivia, a heap of stones and
twigs raised by the Indians at any prominent
landmark, such as a pass, divide, crest, or
height. The twigs are symbols of prayers offered on
the site to spirits supposed to dwell on or about it, and
the stones symbolize an offering. A quid or cud of chewed
coca-leaves is invariably deposited there also in sacriflce.

apachite (a-pach'it), n. [Apache (mountains),
in Texas, -I- -ite^.] In petrog., a variety of the
igneous rock phonoUte, first observed in the
Apache mountains of Texas, characterized by
sodic amphiboles and senigmatite as associal es
of the usual sodic pyroxenes, and by micro-
perthite feldspar. Osann, 1896.

apagogically (ap-a-goj'i-kal-i), adv. In an
apagogical manner; by indirect demonstration
or proof ; by reductio ad absurdum. E. Caird,

_ . Philos. of Kant, II. 568. N. E. D.
See apaidtjiJ. a. [ME. apaied, etc., pp. of apay.]

Satisfied
;
pleased ; repaid. Robert c^Gloucester,

anunu, ^. e. D.

of climbing or prostrate herbs belonging to the

the action of the latter. Buck, Med. Handbook, aMretii>*%if-'ii-ret'ik?°ffl ""ram^il* ( ref\ + .»> i
VT. 716 Also naiiaH r,r,ti„^i« nmUr^A,i«^ anuTenic tan-u-rot IK;, a. \_anuresis (-ret) + -ic]

Same as *anunc.
VI. 716. Also called antiveriin, antivenine,

antivenenian (an'''ti-vf-ne'ni-an), a. [Gr. avri,

against, + venenum, poison, -i^'-ian.] Same as
antidotal.

antivenin, antivenine (an-ti-ven'in), n. [L.
anti- + venienum), poison, -I- -in'^.] Same as^

*anti/iienene.

antiyenomous (an-ti-ven'o-mus), a. Antago-
nistic to the action of siiake-poison. Bu^k,
Med. Handbook, VI. 715.

antivivisectionist (an^ti-viv-i-sek'shgn-ist),
n. [anti- + vivisection + -ist.] One who is

opposed to the making of physiologic and
therapeutic experiments on living animals.
Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 264.

Anversian ran ver'sian) a
antlerite (ant'ler-tt), n. [AnUer (see def.) + ^^twe^p^^ i a. ol orjer
;»te'.] A hydrated copper sulphate occurring — ^- - ..•^. .

in soft lumps of a light-green color: from the
Antler mine. Yucca Station, Arizona,

antodonin (an-to'do-nin), n. A pigment found
in certain invertebrate animals, notably cri-

noids. Science, May 31, 1901, p. 847.

antonino (iin-to-ne'no), re. [Sp. (equiv. to E.

f*!?l!l;i„?„?fI!?iiL"^™°l'^r®^l!P®°Jf^ apalit (ipa'let), n. [Phil. Sp.] A name in
» .„ „ „. _ ....i

- the Philippines of PferocflJ-^MS ^iorecoj, a tree
with pinnate leaves, smooth, winged pods, and
red wood with an aromatic odor. Like other spe-
cies of Pterocarpus, it is sometimes called narra and
asana, and is used for furniture; but it is distinguished
by its fragrance, and is sometimes called Philippine
sandalwood.

anuric (a-nii'rik), a. [anuria -t- -ic] Resulting
from or relating to anuria.
Anus cerebri, the anterior opening of the aqueduct of
Sylvius. —Anus vestibularis or vulvovaglnalls, a
malformation in which the anus is imperforate, the rec-
tum terminating at the vulva.—Arflflcial anus, an
opening made into the large intestine for the purpose of
giving exit to the fecal contents in cases of complete
obstruction below,

anusim (a-n8'sem), M. J??. [Heb., 'the forced,'
< anas, compel, force, constrain.] Jews who apandry (a-pan'dri), n.

were forced to accept the Catholic religion at av^p (avSp-), man, male.]
the time of their expulsion from Spain (1492),
but who secretly observed the principal tenets
of their faith : same as maranos.

and n. [F. Anvers,
pertaining to Antwerp.

II. re. In geol., a division of the Miocene
in the vicinity of Antwerp, Belgium.

anvil, re.—Flattner's anvil, a small polished steel
block used in blowpipe analysis.

anvil-cutter (au'vil-kuf'Sr), n. A chisel-like

cutting instrument whose shank is inserted in

a square hole in the face of an anvil, the bar

Apama (a-pa'ma), re. [NL. (Lamarck, 1783),
from an Indian name of the type species of the
genus.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants of
the family Aristolochiaeem, characterized by
the short, three-Iobed, campanulate corolla.

See Bragantia.
[Gr. awd, without, +
In 6o<., fusion of the

antheridium with the oBgonium : also extended
to the corresponding organs in spermato-
phytes. M'Ndb.
aparaphysate (a-pa-raf'i-sat), a. [a-is -l- pa-
raphysis + -ate^.] In bot., destitute of pa-
raphyses.

apasanca (a-pa-san'ka), re. [Sp. in Peru and Bo-
livia, < Peruv. (Quiehua) apasanca (Tschudi)

;

also used in Bolivia among the Aymard,.] The
bush-spider, or great Mygale, of which a
smaller variety is found as high as 13,000 feet
and more in the Bolivian Andes.



apasote

apasote (a-pa-s6'ta), n. [Also pasote, and in
Porto Rico hasote; Mex. Sp., < yepateotl, the
Nahuatl uame of the plant.] A name in Guam
and the PhUippine Islands of Chenopodium am-
brosioides, an aromatic plant of Mexican ori-
gin now widely spread over the warmer re-
gions of the earth and commonly known as
Mexican tea (which see, under Mexieau).
Apate (ap'a-te), «. [NL. (Fabrieius, 1775), < Gr.
airarij, deceit, fraud.] A gentts of bostrychid
beetles which has been subdivided into sev-
veral genera by recent authors. A. terehrans
Pall, is an inhabitant of Africa.
apatetic (ap-a-tet'ik), a. [Gr. airarriTiKdg, serv-
ing to deceive, < amrTi, deceit.] Concerning
or pertaining to the copying, in an animal, of
some useful characteristic of another species
for the sake of obtaining the like advantage.
—Apatetic colors, those colors which cause au animal
to resemble some part of its surruundiugs, or cause it to
be mistaken for another species. PmUtonj Colours of
Animals, p. 338.

apathetic, a. 2. In biol., of or pertaining to
the Apathetica of Lamarck.
apathetic-active (ap-a-thet"ik-ak'tiv), a. In
psyehol., noting a composite character or tem-
perament of the moral or stoical type. Bibot
(trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 400.

apathetic-sensitive (ap-a-thet"ik-sen'si-tiv),

a. In psyehol., noting a composite character
or temperament which finds its highest ex-
pression in the martyr, the hero, and the crea-
tive artist. Bibot (trans.), Psychol, of Emo-
tions, p. 401.

apathic (a-path'ik), a. [As apath-y + de.']

Without feeUng or sensation. Todd, Cyc. Anat.

,

I. 107.

Apathus (ap'a-thus), •«. [NL. (Newman,1834),
< Gr. anaBriq, without suffering : see apathy.'}

A genus of true bees, of the family Apidse, al-

lied to the bumblebees of the genus Bombus,
which they mimic and in whose nests they lead
an inquiline life. The word is a synonym of
Psithyrus (St. Fargeau, 1832), and the genus
is now generally referred to under that name.
apathy, >t. 2. in the Stoic philos., a, eertainim-
perturbabilityproduced in the wise man's soul
by sincere rejection of the notion that pleasure
is in itself desirable, or pain in itself undesir-
able and hy trained watchfulness to exclude all

unreasonable passions (all passions affecting
conduct being regarded as unreasonable).
Apatosaurus (ap-a-to-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
airaTt/, deceit, + aaiipoc, lizard.] A genus of
dinosaurian reptiles of the family Camara-
sauridse, described by Marsh from the Upper
Jurassic rocks of Colorado.

A. P. D. An abbreviation of Army Pay Depart-
ment.

ape'^ (a'pa), «. [Hawaiian.] 1, Ghinnera peta-
undea, a plant of the high mountain slopes of
Hawaii, bearing large, broad, reniform leaves
from two to three feet in width.— 2. A name
in the Hawaiian and Society islands of Aloca-

Ape {Alocasia tnacrorhiza).

At inflorescence with spathe removed : a, female flowers at base
of spadix ; d, male flowers ; c, neutral zone ; d, terminal appendage.

(After figure in Engler and Prantl's " Pflanzenfamihen.")

sia macrorhiza, an aroid plant with large, oval,

sagittate leaves, it is cultivated in India, China,

and many of the Polynesian islands, where the leaves of

the very young plant and the corms are eaten after vola-

tilizing the acrid principle by drying or the application of

heat. Also called apii in Hawaii.

ape-cleft (ap'kleft), n. Same as *ape-fissure.

^Mcfc, Med. Handbook, IL 278.

apediOSCOpe (a-ped'i-o-skop), n. [Gr. a-

priv. + irediov, a plain (taken as 'plane ')> +
aiameiv, view.] An apparatus for observing ste-

reoscopic projections. It consists of a wooden box

having two apertures for the eye» of a spectator, who
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views one picture in a direct line while the other picture
is superposed on the first by the aid of a couple of mir-
rors.

ape-fissure (ap'fish"ur), «. A deep fissure in

tte occipital lobe of the brain, present in the
ape and occasionally also in man. Also called
exoccipital fissure.

ape-hand (ap'hand), «. Inpathol., a deformity
of the hand in which it resembles the fore paw
of the ape in consequence of atrophy of the
muscles of the thumb.
apeiiry (a-pi'ri), «. [Gr. aixetpia, the boundless-
ness of space, < arreipog, boundless.] In geom.
topics, a number associated with a place of
three or more dimensions and indicating how
many places it contains for unbounded solid
bodies that have no room within it to shrink to
nothing. The apeiry of real space may be assumed to
be either or 1. If space, though inlinite, be limited,
so that there is no geometrical impossibility in the ex-
pansion of a small homogeneous mass without any union
of parts that had been separate, so as to fill all space, the
apeiry is : but if that substrate fluid which the vortex-
atom theory supposes to fill all space geometrically could
not, even if it were compressible, be so deformed as to
leave any part of space empty, then the apeiry is at least
1 ; aud while it is easy to imagine that even after a first
rupture of that fluid there would still be a geometrical
impossibility in its shrinking indefinitely toward occupy-
ing no solid space, which would make the apeiry of space
greater than 1, there is nothing in experience to warrant
or make pertinent such a suggestion.

Ascites (a-pel'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. -I-

m?iTJi, a shield.] A genus of American stickle-
backs of the family GasterosteidsB, having the
pelvic shield divided and the skin naked.
apena (a-pe'na), n. [NL., < Gr. an^;;.] In Gr.
antiq., a wagon or chariot, four-wheeled or two-
wheeled, sometimes used for racing. The ve-
hicle sometimes had a tilt or cover with win-
dows at the sides.

apertometry (ap-6r-tom'e-tri), n. [Irreg. < L.
aperfus, open, + Gr. -/lerpia, < /lerpav, measure. ]
In optics, the art of measuring the effective or
equivalent apertures of a lens or system of
lenses. Jour. Boy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1903,

p. 94.

aperturate (a-p6r'tu-rat), a. [NL. apertun
ratus, < L. operfetre, "aperture.] Having aper-
tures ; specifically, having reference to that di-

vision of the brachiopod genus Spirifer, termed
the AperturaU, which is typified by the species
8. apertwratus and characterized by the plica-

tions on the fold and sinus of the valves.

aperture, n—Absolute aperture, the actual or mea-
sured size of the aperture of a diaphragm, generally stated
in giving its diameter: used in contradistinction to effective

aperture.— Pedal aperture, the opening in the mantle
of moUusks through which the foot is protruded.

—

Rela-
tive aperture of a lens, the radius of the actual ap-
ertiu'e divided by the focal length of the lens.

Apetala (a-pet'ar-la), n.pl. [Gr. o-priv. + iri-

TaTiov, a leaf.] In some classifications, a sec-
tion or division of the eehinoids belonging to
the family Spatangidse, characterized by apet-
alous ambulacra crossed by fascioles.

apetalous, a. 2. In the eehinoids or sea-
urchins, having one of the five ambulacral rays
more or less imperfectly developed.
apex, n. 1. (J) In projective geom., the point
determined by 3 planes.— 3. pi. The abacus-
marks. Boethius. The apices of Gerberfs abacus are
symbols for the digits from 1 to 9, but without the zero.

See the extract.

In the tenth and eleventh centuries there appeared a
large number of authors, belonging chiefly to the clergy,

who wrote on abacus-reckoning with apices but without
the zero and without the Hindu-Arab methods.

Beman atid STnith, Hist, of Math., p. 39.

aphakial (a-fa'ki-al), a. Same as aphaeic.

Aphaneura (af-a-iiii'rS,), n. pi. [NL., irreg. <

Gr. aijiavtiq, unseen, -I- vevpoii, sinew (nerve).]

A family of OUgochseta, containing the single

fresh-water genus Mlosoma. it is peculiar in hav-
ing the central nervous system reduced to the central
ganglia, which, moreover, retain the embryonic character
of connection with the epidermis. Tlie worms are small
and their transparent bodies contain droplets of brightly
colored oil.

aphanlsis (a-fan'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. atjiavcatg,

abolition, suppression, < aijiaviCeiv, abolish, sup-
press, hide, < a^av^q, unseen, invisible.] In
bat., the suppression or abortion.of parts re-

quired by morphological analogy.
aphanophyre (a-fan'o-fir), n. [aphan^iHc) +
-o- -I- (por)phyr(y).'i

' In petrog., a porphyry
with aphanitio ground-mass : analogous to

granophyre, melaphyre, felsophyre, etc.

aphasia, n—AsBOClatlve aphasia, aphasia due to

lesion in the association-area of the brain intercepting
one or more of the pathways of impulses between the
various centers.

—

Auditory apbasla, aphasia due to

lesion in the hearing-center of the brain, the patient hav-
ing lost the ability to understand spoken words ; word-
deafness.— Motor apbasla, loss of power to employ

aphorisming

words in phrases, although the ability to read, write,

and understand spoken words is unimpaired.— Optic
aphasia, a form oi aphasia in which the patient isunable

to recall the name of an ol>ject when he sees it

—

Visual
aphasia, a form of aphasia in which the patient is unable
to appreciate the signiticance of printed or written words,
although he sees the words distinctly.— Wernicke's
aphasia ofconduction. Same as word-dea/ness.

Aphelandra (af-e-lan'dra), «. [NL.] A genus
containing about 60 species of the family Acan-
thacese, evergreen, tropical, American shrubs
grown in hothouses for the fine foliage and
showy 4-sided terminal spikes of red or yellow
gaudy-bracted flowers. The species most com-
mon in trade are A. aurantiaca (Including A.
Bcezlii), A. sqiiarrosa {ehrysops), and A. Fasci-
nator.

Aphelops (af'e-lops), ». [Gr. apeX^c, level,

smooth, -I- i>tli, eye, face.] In Cope's classi-

fication of the extinct rhinoceroses, a group,
represented chiefly by North American species,

having but three digits on the manus. These are
considered as belonging to the acerathine or hornless di-

vision of the genus. They occur in the Tertiary beds.

aphengoscope (a-feng'go-skop), n. Same as
aphengescope.

aphestic (a-fes'tik), a. [Gr. a^^<rr«of, far from
hearth and home, (av6, from, + karia, hearth,
family.] Relating to matters outside the home
circle. A. Sutherland.

aphidein, aphideine (a-fid'e-in), n. [aphis
{aphid-) -i- -e+ -in2.] The red coloring matter
of the Aphididee, a composite substance which
maybe separated into three constituents called
by Sorby aphidiluteine, aphidiluteoline, and
aphidirltodeine.

Aphidiides (af-i-di'i-dez), n. pi. [NL., prop.
AphidiidaeoT Aphidiadee, < Aphidius.'] A group
of hymenopterouB parasites, of the family Bra-
conidse, typified by the genus Aphidiics.

Aphidiinse (af-i-di-i'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Aphid-
ius + -inas/] A subfamily of the hymenop-
terous family Braconidse. All of its members are
parasitic upon aphides, and they constitute one of the
principal checks to the multiplication of these very in-
jurious insects.

Aphidius (a-fid'i-us), n. [NL. (Nees, 1818),
< NL. aphis (aphid-).'] An important genus
of hymenopterous insects, of the family Bra-
conidse, typical of the subfamily Aphidiinas or
Aphidiides, comprising a host of minute spe-
cies, all of which are parasitic on aphides.

aphidoid (af'i-doid), a. [NL. aphis (aphid-) +
-oid.] Belonging to or resembling the family
AphididsB.

aphidologist (af-i-dol'o-jist), n. One who is
learned in the study of the Aphididee.

aphidophagous (af-i-dof'a-gus), a. Same as

aphikomon, aphikomen. See *afikomen.
aphis, n. -(Black or brown a^hls, an aphis, Bhopa-
Undphum violx, which injures violets, especially those
in greenhouses.— Corn aphis. See Acora-apAu.-wm-
root aphis, an American aphidid. Aphis rtwadi^radicis,
found commonly on the roofs of Indian corn.—Feach
aphis. See •^peach'aphis.

aphis-fly (a'fis-fli), ». Any species of any
one of numerous genera of flies of the family
Syrphidse, the larvse of which prey upon
aphides.

aphis-wolf (a'fis-wulf), n. The larva of any
species of Hemero'bius, as distinguished from
the aphis-lions of the genus Chrysopa.

Aphlebia (a-fle'bi-a), n. [NL. (Presl, 1838),
< Gr. a- priv. -I- ^/UV' (f^P-), vein.] A sup-
posed genus of fossil plants with lobed, flabel-
lately pinnatifid, or pinnate fronds destitute
of veins, found attached to or apparently
climbing over other plants, especially Pecop-
teris, Neuropteris, and Sphemapteris. There is now
little doubt that they are stipellar outgrowths or adven-
titious pinnse of these plants. See BhacophyUum and
Schizopteris.

aphodal (af'o-dal), a. [aphodus + -o^i.] Per-
taining to an aphodus; possessing aphodi: as,
the aphodal type of canal system in sponges.

aphodus (af'o-dus), n.
;
pi. a^j^hodi (-di). [NL.,

< Gr. iu^6og, a ^oing out, < airi, off, + 666g, a,

way.] In eertam sponges, a small canal lead-
ing from a flagellated chamber to the excnr-
rent canal.

aphonic (a-fon'ik), o. [Gr. a- priv. + phonic.']
1. Having no sound or pronunciation. N.E.D.
— 2. Having no voiced quality; not voiced.
Scripture, Elements of Experimental Phonet-
ics, p. 443.

aphorisming (af'o-riz-ming), p. a. Affecting
the use of aphorisms in speaking and writing.
Milton, Reform, II. 33. N.E.D.



apnorizer

aphorizer (af'o-ri-zer), ». One who indulges
m aphorisms in speaking and writing; an
aphorist.

Aphoruridae (af - o rii'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Aphorura (Gr. aipopoi;, not bearing, + oiipi, tail)

+ -idee.] A family of thysanurous insects, of

the suborder Collemhola, having no veutral
spring below the abdomen. It is composed of

very small soft-bodied insects which are not
uncommon, although seldom noticed.

aphotic (a-fo'tik), a. [Gr. d-priv. + ^uf, light,

+ -jc] luphytogeog., without light: applied
to the deep level iu a body of water in Tmich
only non-assimilating organisms can exist.

Schimper (trans.), Plant Geog., p. 782.

aphotometric (a-fo-to-met'nk), a. [Gr. d-

priv. + foe {(JHJT-), ligtt, + iiirpov, measure.]
Noting zoSspores which not only take up a
definite position with regard to the direction

of light-rays (phototaotie), but which invari-

ably present the same end to the light.

apbbtotropic (a-fo-to-trop'ik), a. [Gr. d- priv.

+ 0UC (^uT-), light, A- rp&Koe, a turning.] P,er-

taining to or e^uiibiting the absence of growth
with reference to light ; not phototropio.
The direct tropic effect of liglit is greatest in the green

rays, absent in the blue, and reversed in the red. The
effect is mudi&ed by the absorbing or scattering char-
acter of the bacliground, and by the age of the animal.
At the moment of hatciiing, Couvolutais aphototropic.

Nature, July 9, 1903, p. 237.

aphrasia (a-fra'zi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. d- priv.

+ ippdaig, speech : see phrase.} In pathol. , loss,

through disease, of the power of expressing
one's self in formed sentences.

aphrodsescin (af-ro-des'in), n. [Gr. afp&Srie,

foamy, + L. «sc(mZms), horse-chestnut, -I- -i«2.j

A glucoside, C50H82O23, occurring in the cotj*-

ledons of the norse-ohestnut. It forms an
amorphous powder easily soluble in water.

aphrodisia^ (af-ro-diz'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

'kfpodiaiog: see Aphrodisia^.'} 1, Eroticism.
— 2. The sexual act.

Aphroditeum (af'ro-di-te'um), ». [NL., <

Aphrodite, Aphrodite.] In Gr. antiq., a tem-
ple, shrine, or precinct sacred to Aphrodite.
There,was such a temple at Cnidos, which con-
tained the famous statue of the divinity by
Praxiteles.

Aphrothoraca (af'ro-tho-ra'ka), n. pi. [Gr.

d0pdf, foam, + dapa^, breast.] Same as *Aphro-
thoraeida.

Aphrothoracida (af-ro-tho-ras'i-da), n.pl.

[NL., < Gr. aippdg, foain, ( Biipa^, breast, +
-ida.'\ An order of Heliozoa having no skele-

ton, but with the power of amceboid motion
and with plastic or stiff pseudopodia, the lat-

ter possessing axial filaments. It includes

the genera Vampyrella, Nuclearia, Myxastrum,
AeUnophrys, Actinosphserium, and others.

aphtha, «— Aphthae troplcse, a digestive disorder,

accompanied by an aphthous eruption, occurring in tropi-

cal regions.— Bednar'S aphtbse, an eruption of yellow-

ish spots on the mucous membrane of the hard palate in

infants.

Aphthartodocetic(af-thar'''t6-do-se'tik), a. Of
or pertaining to the Aphthartodocetse or their

teachings. See Aphthartodocetse.

aphthite (af'thit), n. An alloy composed of

800 parts of copper, 25 of platinum, 10 of tung-

sten, and 170 of gold. Thorpe, Diet. Applied
Chem., I. 189.

aphthongal (af'thong-al), a. laphthong + -ah']

Of the nature of an apfithong ; written but not

pronounced; mute.
aphthongia (af-thong'gi-a), n. [Gr. a^oyyog,

voiceless, < d- priv. + ^eyyeiv, speak.] In

pathol., spasmodic contraction of the muscles

supplied by the hypoglossal nerve, resulting

in loss of voice.

Aphyllltes (a-fi-li'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. 0- priv.

+ fvlUv, a leaf, -I- -ites.l See *AgoniaUtes.

aphyric (a-fir'ik), a. [Gr. d- priv. + (por)-

phyric.'] Non-porphyritie : a term applied to an
igneous rook which does not possess the por-

phyritic texture.

Apiacese (a-pi-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lmdley,

1836), < Apium + '-acex.'] A family of dicoty-

ledonous, choripetalous plants of the order

Apiales, the parsley, carrot, or celery family,

based on the genus Apium as the type. See

XJmhelliferx and *Apium.
apiaceous (a-pi-a'shius), a. [NL. Apiacese +
-ous.'] Belonging to the Apiacese; umbellifer-

ous.

apiacere (api-a-cha're). [It., 'at pleasure :

see pleasure.] In music, same as ad libitum.

Apiales (a-pi-a'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Ward, 1905),

< Apium -t- -ales.] An order of dicotyledon-
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ous, choripetalous plants embracing the fami-
lies Apiacese, Araliacese, and Cornacese, and
characterized chiefly by having flowers in um-
bels. See Umbellales.

apicad (ap'i-kad), adv. [L. apex, apex, + ad,
toward.] Toward the apex: introduced by
Hyatt in the terminology of the cephalopod
shell, and used to express the relation of parts
to the apex. Zittel (trans.), Textbook of Pa-
leon., I. 574.

apical, a.— Apical axis, in diatoms, the line through
the center of the pervalvar axis in the direction of the
raphe.— Apical body. Same as *acrosome.—Apical
cone, the growing pomt.— Apical growth, growth from
the apex which lengthens the axis.— Apical organ. Same
as -Aapical plate.— A^icalTgllaiie, in dialoms, the plane
perpendiculai' to the valvar plane passing through the
pervalvar and apical axis.— Apical plasm, the idioplasm
to which the growth of a new shoot in a plant is due
according to Weismann's doctrine of germ-plasm .— Api-
cal plate^ a thickening in the anterior end of a trocho-
sphere or larval staere of certain invertebrates which is the
nerve-center of the larva.— Apical system, in the eclil-

noids or sea-urchins, the system of plates at the summit
of the test or corona. Also called the dorsocentraZ system.

apicasm (ap'i-kazm), n. [Gr. cnreiicaa/j.a, a copy,
< aireiK&^civ, form from a model, copy, < dTro,

from, -1- elK&^eiv, make like to, represent, <

EiKi>v, likeness, image.] A sign whose signifi-

cance is due to characters which might con-
ceivably equally belong to it although the
object it represents had never existed ; a copy
or analogue ; an icon. C. S. Peirce.

apicasy (a-pik'a-si), n. [Gr. airnmaia, repre-

sentation'by a copy or analogue.] Represen-
tation in an apicasm. See *apicasm.

apicular (a-pik'u-iar), a. paii. apiculus + -ar.]

In hot., situated or occurring at the apex : as,

apicular dehiscence.

apiculation (a-pik-u-la'shon), n. [NL. 'apio-

ulatio(nr-), < apiculdtus, < apiculus : see apicu-

lus.] In bat, a short and abrupt but not stiff

point at the apex of an organ ; an apiculus.

apigenin (a-pij'e-nin), n. [api(in) -I- -gen,

-produced, + -in'^.] A compound, Cis^ioOai
formed by the hydrolysis of apiin. It erystial-

lizes in bright-yellow needles.

apikoros (a-pi-ko'ros), n.; pi. a^ilcorsim (§,-

pi-kor'sem). [Gr. 'Emicovpog, Epicurus: see

epicure. The word has been referred to an
Aram, source, pdkar, be free, break through.]

In Jewish use, one who is unsound in belief

or lax in the observance of religion or cere-

mony; one who is irreverent to rabbis; a

skeptic or heretic.

apio (a'pe-o), n. [A colonial use of Sp. apio,

celery, < L. apium, parsley.] A biennial, um-
belliferous plant, Arracada Arracacha, a na-

tive of tie Andes of northern South America.
Its large, fleshy yellow roots contain from 20 to 22 per

cent, ct starch, and from the expressed juice of the root

alcohol is made. See arraeaclm.

Apiocera (ap-i-os'e-ra), n. [NL. ("Westwood,

1835), < amog, distant, + Kepaq, horn.] A ge-

nus of bombylioid Diptera typical of the fam-

ily Apioeeridse. A. haruspex inhabits the Yo-

semite valley.

Apioeeridse (ap-'i-o-se'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Apiocera + 4dse.]
' A family of brachycerous

Diptera, of the superfamily Bombylibidea, hav-

ing the wings provided with five posterior cells.

They are large and slender flies somewhat resembling

the robber-flies, and the North American species all in-

habit the western portions of the continent.

apioid, n. 2. A solid of revolution shaped

something like a pear: a form assumed by a

rotating liquid spheroid when the speed be-

comes too great for the persistence of the

ellipsoid which followed the spheroid as the

speed increased.

apioidal (ap-i-oi'dal), a. Having an incipient

dumb-bell form resembling the apioid. Know-

ledge, Nov., 1903, p. 253.

apiol, »• 3. In »»«^- and phar., the green li-

quid alcoholic extract of parsley-seeds used as

an emmenagogue and antiperiodie.

aniolic (ap-i-ol'ik), a. \_apiol (?) + -«c.]

Xting an acid, CH2:02:C6fe(OCH3)2C02H,

formed by the oxidation of apiol. It consists

of needles which melt at 175° C.

apione (ap'i-6n), n. [apiiin) + -one.] Kaom-
pound, C&2:02:C6H2(OCH3)2, formed by heat-

ing apiolic acid with dilute sulphune acid. It

crystallizes in needles which melt at 79° C.

apionic (ap-i-on'ik), a. iapwne + -^c.] Not-

ing an acid, CuHiaOe or CuHioOg, formed

by the oxidation of isapiol. It consists o±

small needles which melt with decomposition

at 252° C
Apionichthys (ap"i-o-nik'this), «.

^
[NL., < (?)

Gr. airUn>, not fat {< hr pnv. + mow, fat), +

aplanospore

Ix^vg, fish.] A genus of small soles or tongue-
fishes of the family Soleidse, found in South
America.
Apiosoma (ap"i-o-s6'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. diriov,

pear, -I- ci>fia, body.] "A genus of amoeboid
organisms found in the red corpuscles of the
blood of cattle affected by Texas fever, the in-
fection of which is carried by ticks : a syno-
nym of *Piroplasma.
Apiosporium (ap"i-o-sp6'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Kunze, 1817), < Gr. airiov, pear, + awopd,
spore.] A genus of fungi of the order oiPeri-
sporiales, having spherical perithecia, and asci
containing eight brown spores with transverse
septa. Many of the described species are known only
in their conldial forms, which grow on leaves and
branches, where the honeydew of plant-lice is present,
causing what is called sooty mold.

apili (a-pe're), n. See *aalii.

Apis^, ». 2. A small southern constellation
situatedbetween the Cross and the Chameleon.

.

Same as Musca.
apism (ap'izm), n. ^ape + -ism.] The prac-
tice of aping ; mimicry. Carlyle, Past and
Present.

apiton (a-pe't6n),M. [Philippine Sp., < Bisayan
apitong, the resin of the tree ' dragon's-blood. ' ]
In the Philippine Islands, a large forest-tree,

Dipterocarpus grandiflorus, which yields a fine-

grained wood of a grayish or greenish-gray
color, used in construction and for the planking
of boats. Like many of its congeners, this tree yields
an oleoresin, which, however, is inferior to that of the
panao ormalapaho (Dipterocarpus vemicifluus). See Dip-
terocarpus and -kpa/nao.

Apium (a'pi-um), n. [NL. (LinnsBus, 1753,

adopted from Toumefort, 1700), < L. apium, the
name of parsley and related plants : see ache^.]

A genus of dicotyledonous plants, type of the
family Apiacese. They are erect or prostrate glabrous
herbs with compound leaves and umbels of white flowers.

They are distinguished by the laterally flattened tniit and
by the solitary oil-tubes in the intervals between the
usually prominent ribs of the carpels. The genus in-

cludes about 20 species, natives of the eastern hemi-
sphere, with theexception of A. Ammi, which occursfrom
North Carolina to Florida and Mexico and extends into

South America. Two or three introduced species oc8nr
locally in the eastern United States and in California. For
A. graveolens see celery, marsh-parsley, 1, and smallage.

apjohnite (ap'jon- it), n. [Named after James
Apjohn, . an English chemist, who first de-

scribed it.] A manganese alum occurring in

silky white fibrous masses and also in crusts.

Aplacophora (ap - la - kof'o - ra), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. d-priv. -t- Gr. Tr/ldf (TrXa/c-), a flat piece or

part, + -6opog, < fipuv, bear.] A suborder of

Amphineura, having the body vermiform, foot

absent or merely a groove, and the cuticle more
or less covered with spicules. It includes

the families Neomeniidse and Chsetodermatidse.

Same as Solenogastres. Compare Polyplaco-

phora.
aplauat *(ap'la-nat), n. [G. a^lanat: see

aplanatic] A' system of lenses invented by
Adolph Steinheil, in 1866, for use in photog-

raphy, consisting of a biconvex crown-glass

lens placed between two concavo-convex

lenses of flint-glass. The invention of these

objectives was a great improvement in photog-

raphy, since before that time no objective gave

awide view-fleldundistorted and with suflicient

illumination. — Group aplanat, an aplanat of

large aperture with the members at a moder-

ately great distance, effecting high illumination. Aplanat.

Aplanatic points, in optics, two points, lying

upon any straight line passing through the center of a

sphere, which serve to locate the path of a refracted ray

within the sphere. They are situated at distances n r and

^ r from the center

of the sphere, where
r is the radius of the

sphere and n is its

index of refraction.

Let a ray of light

meet the surface of

the sphere at A and
let B be the point in

which the continua-

tion of the ray meeta
a circle drawn in the

plane of incidence Aplanatic Points.

with radius nr and t m. ,-

having the same center O as the sphere. Let the Ime

B from the center of the sphere cut a circle drawn

with radius ir at D. The line AD Is the path of the re-

fracted ray within the sphere, and the pomts B and D
are aplanatic points.—Aplanatic avxfaxie, in optics, a

surface from every point of which the sum of the optical

paths to two given points, with reference to which the

surface is defined, is constant.-Aplanatic system, m
optics, a system of lenses tree from aberration for two

dering, + aTvopd, spore.] Same as hypnospore.

See Ookinete.
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aplasmic (a-plaz'mik), a. [Gr. a- priv. + tinal type.—Uniradlalapocentrioity, in ornifA., com- atrandom, or without conscious or unconscious
.Tlaaiw. : see plasma.'i Containing little or no

S®an^'™a*'ttv'elMse'™
"^ '*'' "''estmal loops, uot due preference

;
pangamy.

protoplasm, sarcoplasm, or other form of. '"'I_4.^?
'*''°^»!.' 4._„„ /„„ ;= „ n. indiscriminate isolation allows free interbreeding of

plasma. Bucfc, Med. Handbook, III. 269.
apocentron, apocentrmn (ap - o - sen tron, aU varieties, or opo^amy.

aplastic, a. 2. Not molded, formed, or de-
-t™™)- «• ; Pl- apoeent,-a (-tra). [NL.

:
see B„c*. Med. Handbook, IV. sa

veloped; imperfectly developed: as, Va««c *«^'"'«»*^-^ Same as •opocent^ 1. apogeny (a-poj'e-ni), «. [NL. "opoffenia, < Gr.
organs. B«cfc, Med. Handbook, I. 140. Apoceras (a-pos e-ras),«. [JVU (Coyille, 1905), r.

^^^^.^ _^_ .yeveia, < -yeviyf, -producing.]

apUtic (ap-Ut'ik), a. See *haplitic. <^^- <^'"\ away from, + wpof, horn.] A genus Sexualimpotence.bothmale and female organs
Aplocheilus (ap-lo-ki'lus), n. [NL., prop. «* trees belongmg to the iJjftocea and charac- having lost their functions.
*aaplochilus, < Gr. airAdog, single, + xs'^e- tended by five horn-like diver^g ovaries, four apoglucic (ap-6-glo'sik), o. lapo- + glvc(ose)
lip.] A genus of top-minnows of the family of which disappear m tie fruit. Itisimprop- + .jc.] Derived from glucose.-Apoglucic acid,
Pceciliidse, found mainly in India. ^"y called fentaceras by many authors. See an acid, CisHiqOt, found in cane-juice and formed by

Anlnomln r!^n-lo-RS'la^ n ti7 TNT, Tiirm Pentaceros. the action of an alliali on glucose.

'^i'a°&,WdoT,sf4le,"/Lxo&ra Apocheilichthys (ap'o-ki-lik'this), n [NL apogyny (a-poj'i-ni), «. INI. *apogynia,<Gv

Sa,me ^s*NemerUni. Blanchard. < Gr. ami, off, -I- ;i:«Ao!:, lip, -I- t;^eif, fish.] A airo, away, -I- r««?, female + -j,3.] Loss of

Aplodinotinse, AplodinotUS. See*Haplodino- f.«"Hf..ot ^%'y ^^^^l top-mmnows of the family reproductive power m the female organs.

tinse Haplodinotus Jfoscitofia, found in the nce-ditches of Japan. aponyal.M. 2. In *c/(«i., tUe basihyal tione.

Aplo'dontidae (ap-lo-don'ti-de), n. pi. The apochromat (ap'o-kro-mat), ».[apocferoma«c.] <StorA;s Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 517

first published form "of BaplodonUdd. A lens system, designed by Abbe, consisting of apoid (ap oid), a Of or belonging to bees ot

Aplysioidea (ap-li-si-oid'e-a), n.pl. [NL., < a combination of ten lenses with homogeneous the typical tamily 4p8cr«.

Aplysia + -oidea.l Agroupoftectibranehiate immersion. It is achromatic for three colors, Apoidea (a-poi'de-a), «. 2)i. [NL. (Ashmead,

gastropods of the order Opisthobranchiata, and therefore free from secondary spectra, and \9&9), < Apis + -oidea.'] The true bees, cou-

consisting of the family Aplysiidie. The other aplanatio for two colors. sidered as a superfamily and including the

subdivisions of the order are Btdlaidea, Plmrobranchoi- a poco (a po'ko). [It., ' by little' : see pococu- families Apidse, Bonibidse, Anthophoridse, No-
dea, and Siphonanoidea. TOwie.] Gradually: used to qualifyseveral terms madidee, Ceratinidfs, Xylocopidee, Megachilidse,
aplysiopmpurm (ap - Ls"i - o - p6r pu - nn), n. foj, njTisieal style or expression : as, a poco piu Stelidee, Andrmidse, Colletidse, and Frosopidse.
\Aplysia (see def.) -I- purpunn.\ A. purple Jento, gradually slower ; o poco uii; mosso, grad- apoikogenic (a-poi-ko-jen'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr.
pigment tound in the secretion of the dermal uaUy faster. aTO«/cof, absent from' home, + -y™jf, -prod u-
glainas ot Aplysui. apocodeine(ap-o-ko-de'in), n. [apo-+ codeine. 1 cing.] Concerningorpertainingto eggs which
apnea, «. nee apnma.

. „ . j. An alkaloid, CigHigNOo, prepared by heating are abundantly supplied with food-yolk, and
apneustlC (ap-nus tik), a. [Gr. airvsmrog, not codeine hydroehlorid wiSi a concentrated solu- which at an early stage of development leave
blown through, < a- pnv. -I- mi^ardQ <, irvuv, tion of zinc ohlorid. Both the base and its salts the foUicle in which they were formed and
breathe.] In eniom., having a tracheal system are amorphous. pass into the cavity of the ovarian tube to
which IB closed, that is, without stigmata or apocopation (a-pok-6-pa'shon), m. [See apoc- complete their development: contrasted with
spiracles: or if these are present they are ^pg] The dropping or omission of a letter or *katoikogenie. Nat. Sci., Oct., 1896, p. 232.
functionless. The apneu^tic system is found only in gyUable from the end of a word ; abbreviation [Bare.]
certain aquatic or paraaitic larvBe m which the blood 18 vX .

' «««i«>* /« ^.,: ^\ .-.7,. •-„•* j_ ,- -i T>„i a.
oxygenated through tracheal gills or through a very by apocope. apOlSG (a-poiz ), adv. l«* f.POiSe-'i Poised;
delicate general body-integument. 4. 5. PocSard, Text- apOCienate (ap-6-kren'at), ». [apo(yren(ic) + m a poised or balanced position. [Bare.]
book of Entom., p. 440. -ate^.] Any salt of apocrenic acid, CgiHioOio. apolar, a. 2. In greom., having no determinate

apo-. In cftem., this prefix is sometimes used to indicate Some of the salts are found in the humus of polar.

S^f^^^?L,'4Te;fp're?rr^rfJLLT^Sia^^"caic!S |0il, in sinter deposits, and, sometimes, in apolarity (a-po-lar^^ In

change. lapetrog., it is used with the name of an Igneous ferrugmeous waters. Seotn. ,
the condition of being apolar.

rock to indicate that the rock has been altered from an ADOClita (a-pok'ri-ta) n vl [NL < Gr apolaUSt (ap o-last), n. [A back-formation
original glassy state to a more or less completely crystal- i^/„n,-„. RnnaTatpd " < dm'in/iPi'/i. sp^aTufB 1 Oom apolaustic.2 1. A pleasure-seeker.— 2.
Ute conation: as, apobMian, aparhyolUe, apoandesite,

"^OKptTOC, separatea, <,
omjKptmv, separate.J a „4.„dfnt of aTiola,iistic or esthfitics

etc. These devitrifled rocks are commonly of crypto- A suborder of insects of the order Hymenop- „„„, °„+^„.°™?°'*?,3°^ r^„„7„,
crystalline or microcrystalline texture and exhibit traces iera, having the abdomen connected with the "POiausiilciBm lap-p-ias ii-sizm;, n. lapotaub-

of perlitic or other textures of the original glass. Bojicom, thorax by a deep constriction. It comprises **<' + -4«m.] The philosophy of taste or enjoy-

anoatronin ran o-at'ro-Bin) » [avo- + Atrova the vast majority of the hymenopterous in- ment; apolaustics.

S. S>? A ;-;,I<.„iii"„? „iVoiU;^ r -a wrt sects, ineludmg the three great series Para- He was indeed only fervent in his apolausticigm.

l^tiLi:7oTTM^l'''^l^^^2^k ^Ucd,TuMWefa.u^A^l^ta. Brauer.
.

A^JHam^a^u^^im,. Him.

also prepared by treating atropin with nitric apocryfal, a. A simphfled spelhng of apoc- apolegamic (ap-o-le-gam ik), a. [En-oneously

acid. It melts at 60° C. ryphal.
, , .,

f?rme<i <Gr. otto/IW pick out, + ya^f mar-

apobiosiS (ap-o-bi'o-sis), n. [Gr. hwoB'mai^, de- apocryph (ap'o-knf), ». An apocryphal writ- nage.] Pertaining to or characterized by the

parture from •Ufe,<d7ro/3<oi„, depart from life, "^S- .
, , . ,, „ ,,,, . . ,

conscious and intentional selection of mates

+ dTrd. awav, + 0'mc, Ufe.] Death as a physio- apocytial (ap-o-sish'al), a. [NL. *apocyUum, < rn pairing or mamage.-Apolegamlc mating. See

Inm,. Lnf •" ^^ "' " ^ ^
Gr. OTrd, from, -1- Kirog, a hollow (a cell).] *matmg.

agalyps.n. A simplified spelling of a.oco- ^.^^ ^T,t -^,:^^'Cf^^^^^^^^

SeeApo^nar.

carpels. J«cfc«o«, Glossary ^poda; a c^cihan. M„cye. Bnt.,XXY.ZS3. eheTtSn'fn'enSTnToVby jT'^^U^^^^^^^
apocarpy (ap'o-kar-pi), ». In 60*., the charac- LK^e-J

^ ,- , ^ Hesse-Darmstadt, but first Manufactured in
ter of being _apoca,rpous. apodete (a-pod'e-te), «. [NL apodete < Gr. i828inLondon. itwnsessentiallyapipe-organwhich
apocatastatlC (ap'o-kat-a-stat ik), a. Of, per- an-<5, off, -I- der)/, fagot, fem. of tferiif, bound, could be played either mechanically bycylinders or, as it

taining to, or of the nature of apocatastasis Ci. *anthodete Sbjid *syndete.'i Thatregionin had six keyboards, by several players, each taking part of

or restoration. a bunch of alcyonarian polyps where the a concerted effect

apocenter (ap'6-sen"ter), n. [Gr. CTud, from, zooids are separate. Compare *syndete.\ ApoUomze (a-pol on-iz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

+ K^i^rpov. center.] 1. In the orbit of a heaven- Apodichthys (ap-6-dik'this), «. [NL., < Gr. Apollomzed, ppr. Apollomgmg. [Gr. 'ATrdUuv,

ly body, the point most distant from the body i^mg (a^oS-), wittout feet (allusion not ap- ^f°^\ +
"*^f]

^°. act the Apollo, the god

or point around which it revolves. Science, parent), + 'lySiic, fish.] A genus of ribbon- °* *l^e fine arts, music, literature, poetry, elo-

Feb. 7, 1902, p. 221.-2. In Uol., an organism shaped blennies found on the coast of CaU- qiience
;
hence, to speak or decide oracularly

or organ which may be regarded as a special- forma. on these subjects. [Rare.] iV. E. D.

ized or divergent descendant from a more Apodina (ap-6-di'na), ». pJ. [NL., < Gv.anovg apolog, «. A simplified spelling otopotog-Me.

primitive or less specialized organism or organ. (InoS-), footiess, +"-vm.'\ A suborder or sec- apologete (a-pol o-jet), n. One skilled in that

apocentric (ap-6-sen'trik), a. [Gr. a.v6, from, tion of Gastrotncha, containing forms having oranch of theology which has to do with the

^-K^vrpov, center.] 1. Of or pertaining to no pedal appendages, as Dewj^detes and Gos«ea. grounds and defense of the Christian faith,

an apocenter, in either sense. Encyc. Brit., S,ee*Emchthydina. apolysin (a-pol i-sin)«,. A yellowish-white

XXVUI. 343.-2. Departing more or less from apogmbryony (ap-6-em'bri-on-i), «. Tapo- + pryftaUine powder, differing from phenacetin

the primitive or average type; specifically, in ''^^ZT-^s}] ^Suppression of tiie embryo- 'J! *^illrall-f *Tt^^,*^«n^i•^'^'7^
'""

ornith., departing from the primitive type of gtagJ, in which tiie o6sphere gives rise im-
f"""^

°* *^^ *"«*•«• " '^ antipyretic and ano-

intestine. mediately to the vascular members. A^motis (ap-o-mo'tis), «. [NL.] A genus of
Markedly<^o»««<™though they mayhem ae matter apOgalacteum(ap''o-ga-lak-te'um), ».; pi. apo- ffesh-water lukfishes abounding inthe Missis-

of their intestinal coils. jFatere, July 3, 1902, p. Z3B. galactea (-&). [Nh. *apogalactseum, < Gv. oTrd, gippi valley

apocentrically (ap-6-sen'tri-kal-i), adv. In *fr°™' + ?«^f'°f(J'«^°'''"-)' *''«-,^l'?y ^^y- + aponeurosis, ^ 3ee*giw

an apocentric manner, or the ianner that is -««'?. ^s mapogamm, apogee^] The point of gaj.-PaJniar'apoiieiirosifl. «ee •^^i^ar

^Wa^tflri«tiV of anocentricitv Trans Uri- maximum distance fifom the Milky Waym the Aponogeton (ap^o-np-je'ton), m. [NL. (Lin-

^f w^««*,« ^etmii 204 O'-I'it of a star supposed to be revolving in an n»us fflius, 1781), < Gr. dWf without trouble

aPOcefeitrS''o^-ren-&&), n^^ l^apo- ^J^t within the galactic ring. Amer. Jour. (?),-hGr.ya/™v, neighbor (as in Potomp^eton).]

SS + 4^.] Thepropertyofbeingapocen- Sa., Aug., 1903, pp. 185 136 A genus of ornanaental monocotyledonous

trie or of pertaining to anapoeenter. apogalactic (ap"o-ga-lak'tik), a. At a max,- plants, the type and only genus of the family
"' "1 "J- F"* & I- mum distance from the Galaxy. See *apoga- Aponogetonacese. The species most frequent
It is obvious that the mere opoMjrfrfcity of a character

lacteum. in cultivation is J. (fjstocfewon. See Ouviran-
canbenoguidetotheafflmtie^^its^^sejm-^^^^^ apOgamOUS, a. 2. In Wo?., illustrative of, per- dra.

,. , ., ,,. taining to, or due to apogamy, or the substi- Aponogetonacese (ap'o-no-je-to-na'se-e), n.
Multlradial apocentrlcitor.moraitt., adaptive

n^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ vegetative for sexual reproduction. pi. [NL. (Engler, 1886),^4poMOflre«om -t-" -acea'.'\

aty%^Sk,'^htdtpl^^^t^V^^^^ apogamy, «. 2. Mating, pairing, or marriage X famUy ot monocotyledonous plants of the



Aponogetonaceae

order Naiadales, the lattice-leaf family, con-
taining the genus Aponogeton only. See *Apo-
nogeton and Ouvirandra.
aponogetonaceous (ap"9-no;ge-t6-na,'shius), a.
[AponogetonacesB + -o«s.] ' In hot., belonging
to the family Aponogetonaceee.
apophantic, a. II. n. The logical theory of
the proposition. Sir W. HamUton.
apopnony (a-pof'o-ni), n. [F. apophonie, < NL.
'apophonia, < Gr. dird, off, + <l>ov^, sound.]
Vowel-gradation ; the vowel-differentiation of
words known as ablaut (-which see). JV^ and Q.,
8th ser., IX. 222.

apopliysal (a-pof'i-sal), a. Pertaining to or
having the characters of an apophysis. Amer.
Jour. Sci., 4th ser., XV. 280.

apopliysary, a— Trousseau's apophysary points,
various points on the spine, pressure upon which causes
pain in certain cases of neuralgia.

jipophysls ma.millarlB, the olfactory bulb.—Cerebral
apopuvsls, the pineal body.— Genial apophysis. See
•kgenial^.

apoplectoid (ap-o-plek'toid), a. Resembling
or of the nature of apoplexy ; apoplectiform.
apoplexy, ».— Bulhar apoplexy, hemorrhage into
the substance of the pons Varolii.— (uioroid apoplexy,
hemorrhage between the choroid and the retina.—Heat
apoplexy, sunstroke.—Hepatic apoplexy, hemor-
rhage into the substance of the liver.—Nervous apo-
plexy, the occurrence of symptoms of apoplexy without
hemorrhage or other injury of the brain.— Placental
apoplexy, hemorrhage into the substance of the pla-
centa—Pulmonary apoplexy, an effusion of blood
from the capillary vessels into the aii'-vesicles and inter-
vening lung substance.— Serous apoplexy, a condi-
tion in which symptoms of apoplexy are due to an effu-

sion of serum into the ventricles of the brain.— Ver-
minous apoplexy, coma occurring as a reflex symptom
of the presence of parasitic worms in the intestine.

apopyle (ap'o-pil), n. [Gr. air6, off, + iriiXr/,

gate.] In the rhagon type of sponge, the open-

fr/£.

A:
/y oac. i\

\
oc '^

Diagrams of the rhagon type of canal system. A, simple type,
with separate radial tubes. B, more complex type, with radial

tubes fused and thickened distally to form cortex and incurrent
canals; a portion only of the wall is represented. (7j^., ostia; I'ff.c

incurrent canals; pr.p,, prosopylej JI.C., flagellated chamber;
ap.p,, apopyle ; osc, osculum : G.C., gastral cavity. The arrows
show the direction of the currents. The thick black line repre-

sents the gastral layer, and the dotted portion represents the
dermal layer. (From Lankester's " Zoology.")

ing by which a flagellated chamber communi-
cates with the cloacal cavity.

aporetin (ap-o-re'tin), n. [Gr. djr<i, from, -t-

PITtv?!, resin.] One of the resinous substances
remaining after the crystalline substances
have been removed from rhubarb extract.

aporrhaoid (ap-o-ra'oid), a. [Aporrhais +
-oid.'i Resembling the Aporrhaidse. <

aporrhysa (ap-o-ri'za), n. pi. [NL., irreg. pi.

based on Gr. dirdppvhig, otherwise dwdppevaig, a
flowing off, < inzoppelv, flow off, < and, off, +
pelv, flow. Cf. epirrhysa.'] In Rauff's ter-

minology of sponge morpiiology, the exhalant
canals terminating on the cloacal surface.

aposematic (ap^o-se-mafik), a. [Gr. and,

away, -I- ay/ia, inark : see sematic.'] Of a
nature to warn or alarm ; serving to warn or

alarm enemies : noting characteristics of or-

ganisms which, when displayed, effect this.

We often see the combination of cryptic and sematic
methods, the animal being concealed until disturbed,

when it instantly assumes an aposematic attitude.

i;neyc. Brit, XXVII. 147.

Aposematic character, any characteristic of a danger-
ous, poisonous, or unpalatable organism which, when
displayed, serns to warn or alarm an enemy ; a warning
character. The hood of the cobra, the rattle of the
rattlesnake, and the large white tail of the skunk are

familiar examples.— Aposematic coloring, in danger-
ous, poisonous, or unpalatable organisms, conspicuous
colors which warn or alarm enemies ; warning colors.

apositic (ap-0-sit'ik), a. laposit{ia) + -ic]

Causing aposltia or loathing of food ; tending
to diminish appetite.

aposorbic (ap-6-sdr'bik), a. [Gr. an6, from,

+ (?) sorh(J,n6se) + -ic] Noting an acid,

CgHg07, prepared by oxidizing sorbinose with
nitric acid. It crystallizes in leaflets, is bi-

basic, and melts at 110° C.

S.—
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apostatic (ap-o-stat'ik), a. [apostate + -ic]
Characterized ' by apostasy ; apostate ; back-
sliding. Golding. [Rare.] N. E. D.
apostatism (a-pos'ta-tizm), n. [apostate +
-ism.l Departure from or relinquishment of
the faith: as, "political apostatism." Sir E.
Wilson, Diary, 11. 308. iV. E. D.

Apostolic delegate, an ambassador or diplomatic agent
of second rank commissioned by the pope to a national
church or to a government. —Apostoll method. See
*meJAori.— Apostolic party. See apo«eoJic«, in Cyclo-
pedia of Nameg. —Vzefect apostolic. See *prefect.

apostroflze, v. A simplified spelling of apos-
trophise.

apostrpphifnn (a-pos'tro-fi8:m), n. Apostrophic
mode of address. Morning Star (London), Dee.
18, 1866. [Rare.] N. E. D.
apotactical (ap-o-tak'ti-kal), a. [Gr. aitorann-
Koi, also airdraKTol, certain heretics, < arr&raKTo;,
set apart, < anoriaaew, set apart, arrange, < inrd,

from, -f- TdaasLv, arrange.] Recreant. Bp. Hall,
No Peace with Rome, p. 661.

apothecal (ap-o-the'kal), a. [L. apotheea, a
shop : see apothecary.J Of or pertaining to a
shopman ; shopkeeper's : as, " bueoUc menace
and apothecal Ubel," Mortimer Collins. [Rare. 1

N.E.D.
Apothecaries' measure. See measure.
apothegmatically (^ap-o-theg-mat'i-kal-i), adv.
In an apothegmatic manner^; senteiitiously

;

pithily.

apotheose (a-poth'e-6z), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
apotheosed, ppr. apbtheosmg. [apotheosis.] To
place or rank among the gods ; apotheosize

;

exalt; glorify. [Rare.]

He must be apotheosed, or more than mortality or man-
kind will permit, and so omnipresent.

F. Philippe, Beg. Necess., p. 269.

a poiiori (a p6-shi-6'ri or a p6-ti-6're). [L.]
Literally, from the stronger or more impor-
tant ; hence, in logic, from the prevailing trend,
or principal contents, of an argument or ex-
position.

apotype (ap'o-tip), ». One of a series of speci-
mens upon which are based supplementary
descriptions, giving additional details about
some previously described species: proposed
to take the place of *hypotype, which is used
in another sense. Science, N. S., XXI, 900.

Appalachia (ap-a-lach'i-a), n. [NL.] A con-
tinental area of Paleozoic time which occupied
in part the geijeral position of the present Ap-
palachian region.

Appalachian, a. 2. In geol., specially noting
an anticlinal fold, slightly overthrown so as to
have one flank dipping more steeply than the
other. See the extract.

The folding in the rocks of the ai'ea is of three types

:

minute crinkling, small unsymmetrical wavy folds, and
broad Appalachian ones in which tlie.~fj^3u&tment ap-
pears to have taken place along the bedding. -

Amer. Jour. Sci., Teb., 1904, Ij). 150.

apparatus, n—Arsenic apparatus' of l^'^^nius
and Babo, an apparatus for the reduction of arsenious
sulphid by means of potassium cyauld in a current of
carbon-dioxid gas, which excludes air. Arsenic appears
as a mirror at the narrow exit-tube.— Buck's extension
apparatus, an apparatus for making extension of the

leg, in order to counteract muscular action and prevent
displacement of the fragments in cases of fracture of the
thigh-bone.- Carbonlc-acld apparatus, an apparatus
for the gravimetric estimation of carbonic dioxid in al-

kali. See cUkalvmetry. Various forms have been devised

by Fresenius, Geissler, Mohr, Kipp, Schroetter, and
others.— Clayton's apparatus, an apparatus for the
generation of anhydrous sulphurous and sulphuric acids

in the hold of a ship, for the purpose of disinfection and
to kill the rats.— Elliott's-apparatus, an apparatus for

the rapid analysis of gaseous mixtures, such as illumi-

nating gas. The sample is collected in the giaduated eu-

diometer. It is then transferred to the laboratory-tube,

where it is subjected to the action of a solvent. The
residual gas is then returned to the graduated tube and
the loss in volume measured.— Fell-0'Dwyer appara-
tus, an appliance for forcing air into the lungs through

an intubation-tube by means of a bellows.— Finsen's

apparatus, a system of lenses for concentrating the

Kipp's Apparatus.

Finsen's Apparatus.

Drawn from Buck's " Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.

• apparatus
violet rays of light, used in the lighttreatment of lupus
andotherUiseases.-Fresenius's drying apparatus a
form of drying-oven. The temperature of the interior is
controlled by a thermostat attachment.— Hempel's gaa-
analysis apparatus, an apparatus for the rapid and
exact analysis of a mixtiu-e of gases, whereby a sample mea-

sured volume contained in a graduated bu-
rette is successively transferred to absorp-
tiou pipettes, or other vessels containing re-
agents, the effect of which is determined by
remeasuring the gaseous volume after sub-
jecting it to each test. The gas is collected
over mercury, though in some cases water
may serve.— Hofmann's apparatus, an
apparatus designed to demonstrate the
combination of gases by volume. The one
shown in the illustration is for the synthe-
sis of water from its elements, hydrogen and
'oxygen.— Hiiflier's apparatus, an appa^
ratus designed for the quantitative estima-
tion of lu-ea.-Ja4erln apparatus, a base-
line measuring apparatus comprising two
wires of different thermal expansion placed
side by side, whose relative lengths are ob-
served and used to determine the tempera-
ture of the wires and from this the tem-
perature-conections to the lengths of the
wiles and of the line measured.—Zlpp's
apparatus, an apparatus for the evolution
of gases at a uniform rate. It consists of
three globular communicating glass vessels.

Hofmann's A Solid put into the central one is subjected
Apparatus, to the action of some liquid, as water or an

acid. The gas generated is pei'mitted to
escape through a lateral stop-
cock which regulates the flow.
When an excess of gas is set free
it causes a pressure within the
globe and pushes the liquid
away from the solid into the
lower globe, and thence by the
long centraltube into the upper
reservoir. The mutual action
of the chemicals is also thus sus-
pended when the gas is not
needed.— Kjeldahl's appara-
tus, an apparatus for the deter-
mination of nitrogen in organic
compouuds by its conversion to
ammonia, the weight of which
is ascertained from its neutral-
izing a standard acid.— Lan-
gen's apparatus, an appara-
tus for collecting the waste

^

gases in a blast-furnace byclos-
ing the mouth of the furnace. It
has the form of a bell-shaped
tube resting in an inverted coni-
cal ring. It is raised and low-
ered by means of a lever, and is

provided at the extremity with a lip which dips into a
water-trough in the gas-main, forming a perfectly air-

tight joint. At the time of charging, the bell is lifted

and, sliding in the water-joint on the ^as-tube, allows the
charge in the cup-shaped ring to fall into the furnace.

—

Idndeman's oxygen apparatus, an apparatus for the
determination of oxygen in gaseous mixtures, based on
its removal by union with phosphorus. The gas is col-

lected in a measuring-eudiometer and transfeiTed to a
vessel containing small sticks of phosphorus. On being
brought again to the graduated tube, the loss in volume
indicates the amount of oxygen absorbed.— Marsh's
arsenic apparatus, the form of apparatus origiually

proposed by Marsh for the application of his method of

detecting minute quantities of arsenic. It consisted of a
U-shaped tube of glass, with a bulb on each limb, and
a stop-cock ending in a small jet from which the ar-

seniureted hydrogen gas was allowed to escape and be
ignited. It is now superseded by a simpler but more ef-

flfient arrangement.— Memory apparatus. See -kmem,-

ory.— Oettel's apparatus, an apparatus for the volu-

metric determination of fluorin. Silicon tetrafluorid is

evolved by heating the fluorid, under analysis, with

quartz and sulphuric acid. The fluorin is calculated

from the volume of the gas set free.— Orsat's appara-
tus, a portable apparatus for the rapid analysis of gases.

It consists of a graduated burette, surrounded by a water-

jacket, connected with a movable two-necked bottle by
a rubber hose, and capable of being filled with gas from
a stack, flue, etc., through the capillary tube and stop-

cock attached thereto. The measured volume can then

be transferred to any one of the absoi-ption pipettes by
opening the stop-cock connecting the pipette with the

capillary. The gaseous volume is then returned to the

burette and the loss due to absorption determined. Thus
several constituents may rapidly be removed in succes-

sion. These are usually carbon dioxid, carbon monoxid,

and oxygen. The reagents used are aqueous potassinm

hydrate, ammoniaoal cuprous chlorid, and a solution

of pyrogallol in potassium hydrate, respectively. Hydro-

gen is determined by means of palladium warmed by a

spirit-flame and contahied in a capillary tube connected

with a pipette filled with water, which is displaced by

the gases not acted on by any of the reagents.— PuddUng
apparatus (of Godfrey and Howson), an arrangement

for the conversion of castriron into malleable iron or mild

steel by means of a blast of previously heated gas and

air directed into a rotating vessel liued with infusi-

ble material.— Reaction apparatus. See •reaction.-

Koese-Stutzer apparatus, an apparatus for ttie de-

termination of fusel-oil. The spirit to be tested is shaken

with chloroform and dilute sulphuric acid. The increase

in the volume of the chloroform indicates the proportion

of fusel-oil present.— Root's calibrating apparatus.

See *caii6rate.-Sclieibler'S apparatus, an apparatus

for the estimation of calcium carbonate in bone-WacK.

The carbon dioxid, liberated by the action of hydrochlonc

acid on a given weight of bone-black, displaces air, the

volume so displaced being measured with accmacy by

means of the graduated eudiometer. The volume of gas

being ascertained, the weight of the calcium carbonate

maybe calculated.-Schelllne's apparatus, an appa-

ratus for the determination of the specific gravity of gases



apparaxus
according to the Bunsen metbod, by ascertaining tlie
rate of effusion.— Schilling's blast apparatus a sim-
ple device for combining an aapirator and an air-blast,
operated bywater-pressure.— Sozhlet'S extraction ap-
paratus, an apparatus tor the extraction of soluble con-
stituents, as fat, with a minimum quantity of solvent, as
ether. The solvent is boiled in the lower flask (see the

illustration), the vapor is condensed in the
water-cooled spiral, and the liquid drops upon
the substance contained in the central vessel,
where it accumulates until it reaches the top of
the siphon, when it runs into the lower flask.

This operation is repeated until the extraction
is complete. The extract is obtained by boiling
off the solvent.— S^uibbs's urea apparatus.
See *urea.— Telesmatic apparatus. -See
^telesmatic.— Time-sense apparatus. See
Mime-iense.— Triple-effect apparatus, an
important modification of the vacuum-pan used
in sugar-refining and other branches of indus-
try. Involving the use of latent heat from the
vapor of a first pan to boil the liquid contained
in a second pan in which a higher vacuum is

maintained, and in like manner applying the
vapor from the second to a
third pan. Sometimes even a
larger number of vessels than
three is employed.—Wlborgh'S
apparatus, an apparatus for
the rapid estimation of sulphur

:ioxniet s in iron and steel. About .5

^^: gram of drillings are heated in

JJipa^. a flask with water. Sulphuric

tus. acid is then run in from the
side-funnel and hydrogen sul-

phid is evolved. This reacts with the
cadmium acetate with which a cloth fas-

tened over the mouth of the upper fun-
nel-like vessel has been saturated. The
shade of yellow developed is compared
with a set of standards.—WinMer's
apparatus for gas analysis, a con-
venient form of gas burette. It consists

of an accurately graduated eudiometer
with a simple stop-cock at its upper and
'a three-way stop-cock at its lower end.
The lower end is connected by means of
rubber hose to the leveling tube. The
gas may be collected over mercury or
water.—Taxyan ajpparatus or evap-
orator, an Ingenious and successful
arrangement for evaporation by mul-
tiple effect, introduced in 1886 : applicable to the evap-
oration of solutions of sugar and the concentration of
liquids for many other purposes.

appareling (a-par'el-ing), n. Clothes; cloth-

ing.

Fishing and hunting the abundant waterfowl, as well
as other game, contribute to the tribal subsistence, and
during recent years part of the com, beans, and peas is

carried on horseback to Yuma, where it is bartered
chiefly for appareling. Smithgimian Rep., 1901, p. 72.

Apparent celestial latitude. See *2aeitu(ie.— Appa-
rent danger. See Aditnfrer.—Apparent efficiency.
See ireffit^ncy.—AVVaxent energy. Same as apparent
•power.- Apparent power. See *|xnoerl.—Apparent
resistance. See imjjedaTue.-Apparent solar day.
See -kdayK

apparition (ap-a-rlsh'on), V. t. To cause to

to appear in ptantom form. Mrs. .Whittiey,

Sights and Insights, II. 468. [Bare.] N. E. D.
appassionato (ar-pa-si-o-na'to), a. [It., < ML.
aa- + passionatus, passionate.] Impassioned

;

emotional : in music, noting passages to be so

rendered.
appatriation (a-pa-tri-a'shon), n. [L. ad, to,
^- patria, country, -I- -ation.'] The assignment,
a^ of a song or a saying, to the country or place
where it originated. Athenseum, July 7, 1883.

[Rare.]
appeal, t;. i.—To appeal from the chair, to take
exception to a decision of the chairman or presiding officer

of a deliberative body, and ask the sense of th^^eeting
or assembly in regard to it ; to appeal to the house from

' a decision of the chair.

appeal, n— circuit court of appeals, a federal court

of appellate jurisdiction established for the hearing of ap-

peals from judgments, orders, or decrees of the various

federal district and circuit courts throughout the United

appel, »». (6) A stroke on the opponent's foil

or svyord designed to notify him that the bout

is to begin, (c) The stamping of the foot

,
during ceremonial salutes prior to the bout.

appellatived (a-pel'a-tivd), p. a. Called;

named. Bulwer, Disowned, i. [Rare.]

Appendages of the eye, the lacrymal apparatus, ocular

muscles, eyelids, eyelashes, and eyebrows. — Appen-
dages of the fetus, the umbilical cord, placenta, and
membranes.—Appendages of the skin, the sweat and

sebaceous glands, nails, and hair.—Appendages of the
uterus. Same as kadnexa.—Auricular appendage.
Same ?is appendix aurvyulse (which see, under appendix).

—Cffical appendage, vermicular appendage, the

vermiform appendix.

appendant, «—Appendant powers, those powers

which the donee is authorized to exercise out of the estate

limited to him, and which depend for theu- validity upon

the estate which is in him. A life-estate limited to a man,

with a power to grant leases in possession, is an example.

Boumer, Law Diet
, , „- .^ » v _i.

appendectomy (ap-en-dek to-mi), n. A short-

ened form of *appen(liceeU>my. Med. Be^ord,

July 11, 1903, p. 46.
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appendical, a- 2. Relating to an appendix,
specifically to the vermiform appendix.

appendicectomy (a-pen-di-sek'to-mi), n.

[NLi. appendix {vermiformis) + Gr. eKTO/i^, ex-

cision.] Excision of the vermiform appendix.
Med. Becord, March 28, 1903, p. 484.

appendicitis (a-pen-di-si'tis), n. [L. appendix
(-die-) + -itis.2, 'In pathol., inflammation of
the vermiform' appendix (which see, under
appendix). The ditease occurs at all ages, but most
commonly in young adults, especially young men. The
apparently increased prevalence of the affection .in late

years is to be accounted for chiefly by greater skill in
diagnosis. The exciting causes of inflammation of the
appendix are digestive disturbances (especially intestinal
indigestion attended with much flatulenceX influenza,
rheumatism, and blows on the abdomen ; the presence of
seeds in the appendix is not, contrary to the popular
belief, a frequent cause of the disease. The inflammation
may be acute or chronic. The most prominent symptoms
of the acute form are pain of a colicky nature, usually
beginning in the neighborhood of the umbilicus and later
becoming localized in the light lower abdominal region

;

rigidity of the abdominal muscles on the right side ; and
tenderness to pressure. The last, at the beginning, is

nearly always most acute at "McBui-ney's point," which
is situated about two inches from the anterior spinous
process of the ilium on a line joining this process with
the umbilicus. Nauseaand vomiting, prostration, fever,
rapid pulse, constipation or more rarely diarrhea, and
chills are other symptoms usually present in varying
degrees. In chronic appendicitis, the most prominent
manifestation is constant pain in the right iliac region,
which is aggravated by exertion or fatigue ; but the condi-
tion may be seriously prejudicial to health in many other
ways, while there is also the ever present danger of an
acute exacerbation with all its perils. In the treatment
of acute appendicitis surgeons usually advise operation as
soon as the diagnosis is made. " Interval operations " are
those in which the appendix is removed after the subsi-
dence of an acute attack, so as to prevent a recurrence of
the disease.— Chronic, recurrent, or relapsing ap-
pendicitis, alowgrade of inflammation of the vermiform
appendix, conthming without marked symptoms, but in-

terrupted from time to time by acute exacerbations.

—

Perforative appendicitis, inflammation of the vermi-
foim appendixin which perforation of this part occurs.

appendicula (ap-en-dik'u-la), n. ; pi. appen-
dicidee (-le). [L., dim. of appendix; see appen-
dix."] A fine hair-like growth borne at the
apex of hymenomycetons fungi.

appendicular, a. Z. Relating to an appendi-
cle, specifically to the appendix vermiformis:
as, appendicular colic. Buck, Med. Handbook,
I. 39.

appendiculocsecal (ap-en-dik"u-lo-se'kal), a.

Relating to both the esecum and the vermiform
appendix. Lancet, Aug. 29, 1903, p. 600.

appending"(a-pen'ding), p. a. Attached; ap-
pend*nt„
appending (a-pen'ding), n. Addition ; an ad-
dition. Mlieneeum, April 27, 1895, p. 532.

Appendix cerebri, the pituitary body.

appendix (a-pen'diks), v. t. To add as an
appendix. "[Bare.] N. E. D.
apperception, »• 5. In Wundt's psychology,
me process whereby a perception or idea at-

tains to clearness in consciousness; also, the
introspective contents of this process, that is,

the clear idea itself and the changes resulting
in consciousness from the induction of the
attentive state.

Here we understand by aj)perception a psychological
process in which, on the objective side, a certain con-
tents becomes clear in consciousness and, on the subjec-
tive, certain feelings arise which, as referred to any given
contents, we ordinarily term the state of 'attention.*

W. Wvndt (trans.), Physiol. Psychol., 1; 316.

Apperception center. See -kcenter.

apperceptionism (ap-6r-sep'shgn-izm), n. In
psychol., the explanation and systematization
of mental phenomena in terms not only of the
mental elements and their physiological con-
ditions but also of the process of apperception.
The word is usually applied, in current controversy, to
the psychological attitude represented by Wundt's sys-

tem , that is, to a specific form of voluntarism : contrasted
with assoeiatitmiivi.

But without returning to apperceptionism we can over-
come the one-sidedness of associatlonism.

H. Miinsterberg, Harvard Psychol. Btud., 1. 644.

apperceptionist (ap-6r-sep'shon-ist), n. An
epistemologistwho embraces apperceptionism.
The idealist's view is that of the ' apperceptionists

.'

Jour. PhUoB., Psychol, and Sci. Methods, Aug. 18, 1904,

[p. 466.

apperceptionistic (ap-fer-sep^shon-is'tik), a.

In psychol., pertaining to or characterized by
apperceptionism. H. Miinsterberg, Harvard
Psychol. Stud., I. 653.

apperceptive, a. 2. In current psychol. '. (a)

characterized by clearness, or by the state of
attention; (6) resulting from or pertaining to
the psychological process of apperception.

In almost every moment of the waking life an apper-
ceptire process is taking place. Whenever an object is

attended to, the presentation of it is apperceived.
G. F. Stout, Anal. Psychol., II. 113.

apple, n.
wide rang

apple

We may distinguish intellectual processes from asso-

ciations, on the purely psychological basis, as appercep-

tive connections of ideas.

W. Wundt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 312.

Apperceptive signal, in psuchophys., a premonitory
signal to the observer to concentrate his attention on the

coming impression.

apperceptively (ap * 6r - sep ' tiv - li), od«. In

psychol., in an apperceptive manner ; by way
of the process of apperception : as, appercep-

tively'ksioyra ; apperceptively constituted.

appercipient (ap-6r-sip'i-ent), a. [NL. apper-

cipiens, ppr. of apperdper'e, apperceive.] Ap-
perceiving; capable of apperception. G. F.

Stout, Anal. Psychol., II. 128.

Appert glass. See *glass.

appetizement (ap-f-tiz'ment), n. [appetize +
. -menf] Appetite;' eraviiig for food ; hunger.
Scott, Woodstock. [Rare.]

appetizingly (ap'e-ti-zing-li), adv. In an ap-

petizing manner ; in a way to whet appetite

:

as, food cooked appetizingly.

applanation (ap-la-na'shpn), n. [NL. ^appla-

naUo{n^), < *appldnare, < L. op- for ad-, to, +
LL. planare, make plane : see plane^, v.] Flat-

tening : said of the crystalline lens.

In some cases the eye becomes myopic, which fact can
be explained only by the assumption that the crystalline

lens in toto is pressed forward toward the cornea, and
that, in spito of the fact that in this manner the zonule
of Zinn is stretched, and that an applanation of the lens
is tsJdng place. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 361.

1 and 2. The apple thrives under a very
)e range of conditions, and in practically all temperate

regions. In North America the chief regions in whicli it is

produced commercially are the Eastern Canadian region,

comprising parte of Ontario, Qnebec, and the maritime
provinces ; the New England and New York region ; the
Piedmont region of Virginia; the Michigan-Ohio re^on ;

the prairie-plains region, from Indiana and Illinois to
Missouri and Kansas, in which the Ben Davis variety is

the leading factor ; the Ozark region, comprising part of
Missouri and Arkansas, often known as "the land of the
big red apple " ; and the rapidly developing regions of
theBocky Mountain States and the Coast States. In all

these sectionsthere are certain dominant varieties, which
are usually less successful in other localities. As a country
grows older, it usually happens that the list of desirable
apples Increases in length, because of the choosing of va-
rieties to suit special locaUties and special needs. It is

impossible to' give lists of varieties for planting in all

parts of the country, either for market or home use. The
number of varieties of apples runs into the thousands.
A generation and more ago, the great emphasis in apple-
growing was placed on varieties, and the old fruit-books
testify to tlie great development of systematic pomology.
The choice of varieties is not less important now ; but
other subjecte have greatly increased in importance with
the rise of commercial fruit-growing, such as the neces-
sity and means of tilling the soil, fertilization and cover-
cropping, the combating of insects and diseases (espe-
cially by means of spraying), and revised methods of
handling, storing, and marketing. The result is the trans-
fer of the emphasis to scientific andcommercial questions.
The apple has been generally referred to the rosaceous
genus Pyrus, although some recent authors reinstate the
old genus JXalus. Under the former genus it is known
as Pyrus Malus ; under the latter as JUalus Maius. The
nearest generic allies are the pears, comprising the typi-
cal genus Pyrus. The pears are distinguished, among
other things, by having the styles free to the base ; the
apples by having the styles more or less united below.
The species Xtuus Malus has run into almost numberless
forms under the influence of long domestication. These
forms are distinguished not only by differences in fruit,

but by habit of tree and marked botanical characteristics.
Thus the bloomless apple (see seedless dapple) has more
or less diclinous flowers, and it was early described as a
distinct species under the name of Pyrus dii^ica. There
are many forms of dwarf apple-trees, the beat-known of
which is the paradise or garden-apple. On this and similar
stocks any variety of apple may be grafted or budded
if very small or dwarf trees are desired. Tliere are ap-
ple-trees with variegated foliage, others with double
flowers, and others with a weeping or drooping habit
In China and Japan there is a double-fiowered and showy-
fiowered apple of a very closely allied but apparently dis-

tinct species, Malus spectabilis. See also ^crah-apple.—
Apple bark-beetle, apple-blight, apple bud-worm,
apple case-bearer, see -khark-heme, -kUight, *bud-
worm, -kcase-hearer.—Apple cajlker. See kcanker.—
Apple family, the Maiacea, often treated as a subfamily
of Jtosaceee.—kpple flrult-beetle. See kfruit-beetle.—
Apple leaf-miner, apple Lyonetla, apple saw-fly.
ai>ple twig-borer, apple-wood stainer. See -kleaf-
Tniner, kLyonetia, -ksauhfiy, ktioiff-borer, •kstainer.—
Argyll apple. Eucalyptus dnerea, a gregarious species
of New South Wales, yielding, with others, eucalyptus-
oil.—Bitter-rot Ofapple. See*Mtter-rot—Black ap-
ple, the native or wild plum, so callefl, of Australia,
Sideroxylon australe, bearing edible frtnt of an insipid
flavor. Also called &iuA-a^e. SeemMpiMm,(«), under
plunO-, and Suieroxi/ion.— Black-rot Of apple. See
Atincir-ro;.-Bush-apple. Same as Uack-kappie, above.
— Cannibal apple, the fruit of Sotanum Uporo. It is

red like a tomato and is 5 or 6 cm. in diameter. It was
formerly eaten by the Fijians at their cannibal feasts.

In their vernacular it was called 6oro dina, or 'true
boro.' In Samoa it is called polo. See Solanum and
cannibal's tomato, under tomato.— Greeo. apple leaf-
tier. See*«ea/-tier.— Lesser apple leaf-folder. See
*Jeffl/-/oMer.— Mooley apple. See •em«-aj)pfe.— Os-
age apple, the Osage orange, Toxylon pomiferttm.
[Tennessee.]— FoBBum-POCket apple, the papaw, Asi-
mina triloba. [Dismal Swamp region.]— Seedless ap-
ple, a variety of apple which normally has no seeds.



apple

Such apples are not new, lieiiig mentioned In ancient
times ; nor has any seedless apple yet received general
commendation. 'Seedless' apples are of two kinds—
apples of normal form and structure in which the core
is reduced to a minimum, and apples with nearly or quite
apetalous and more or less imperfect flowers. The
latter group comprises the so-called 'bloomless' ap-

ples, which have heen known for centuries. The mere
fact of comparative seedlessness has no significance in

the choice of a variety, for the apple-grower must have
a variety of certain quality, color, and form, with a high
degree of productivity and other desirable qualities.—
Seven-year a^ple, a West Indian tree, Qenipa cltma-
/otia, nr its fruit. See Chtdpa,— Sooty blotch Of apple.
See irUotch,

apple-aphis (ap'l-a"fis), n. The common leaf-

louse, Aphis mali, of the apple, especially
abundant in the late spring and early summer.
Also apple-leaf aphis and apple-louse. See cut
junder Aphis.

apple-borer (ap'l-bor'er), n. An insect which
bores into apple-trees, as the round-headed
apple-borer (larva of Saperda Candida), or the
flat-headed apple-tree borer (larva of Chryso-
hothris femorata). See cuts under iSopercJa and
Chrysobothris.

apple-coal (ap'l-kol), n. Free or soft coal;

coal which mines easily. [Scotch.]

Applecross group. See *group^.
apple-dowdy (ap-1-dou'di), n. Same as *ap-
ple-slump.

apple-essence(ap'l-es"ens), n. Sameas*ap;pJe-
oil.

apple-faced (ap'1-fast), a. Having a face
round like an apple. Dickens, Dombey and
Son. . [Rare.]

apple-fly (ap'l-fli), n. 1. A little fruit-fly, Dro-
sopMla ampelophila, of the family Drosophil-

idse, which lays its eggs in overripe apples
and other fruit, and especially swarms around
eider-mills. See cut under fruit-fly.—2. A
trypetid &y {Trypeta pomonella) -whose larva,

known as the apple-maggot or railroad-worm, in-

fests apples in the northeastern United States.

See cut under Trypeta.

apple-gall (ap'l-gftl), n. A gall resembling an
apple. — Grape-Tine apple-gall, a gall, globular,

fleshy, greenish in color, and nearly an inch in diameter,
attaclied to the stems of grape-vines : produced by the
larva of a fly, Cecidofnvyia mtifs-pomum.

apple-grinder (ap'l-grin"der), ». Agrinding-
niill for pulping apples, grapes, peaches, etc.,-

or for grinding roots as food for cattle ; a
grinding-mill.

apple-gum (ap'l-gum), n. A medium-sized
tree. Eucalyptus Stuariiana, resembling the
common apple. It yields a useful hard, brown
timber, and a kino. Also called turpentine-tree,

peppermint-tree, and apple-scented gum. [Vic-

toria.]

apple-leaf (ap'l-lef), n. A leaf of the apple-

tree Apple-leaf BucculatrlX, a tineid moth, ZJmccm-

Apple-leaf Bucculatrix i^Bucculatrix pomifolietta^.

*. apple twig covered with cocoons: b, cocoon, enlarged;

c, moth, much enlarged (Riley).

*

latrix pomifoKdla, whose larva feeds abundantly on the

leaves of the apple in the eastern United States and hiber-

Hates within a whitish elongate, longitudinally ribbed

cocoon attached to the twigs or trunk of the tree. Apple-
leaf flea-weevil. See -irjlea-weeml.

apple-leather (ap'UetpH"6r), ». A sort of tough

paste of a leathery consistency, made of apples

partly cooked and dried in a hot sun.

apple-louse (ap'l-lous), n. Same as *apple-

aphis Woolly apple-louse, ScMzonenra Americana.
See American -kblight.

apple-maggot (ap'l-mag"ot), n. The larva of

Trypeta pomonella, a dipterous insect which
damages apples in the New England States.

apple-midge (ap'l-mij), n. A small chironomid

fly, Molohrus mali. whose larva feeds on the

flesh of ripe and stored apples, hastening their

decay.

apple-nuts (ap'l-nuts), n. pi. A commercial

name for the apple-shaped fruits of the ivory-
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nut palms, Coelococeus Amicarum and C. Solomo-
nensis, of the Caroline and Solomon Islands.
See ivory-nut.

apple-oil (ap'l-oil), n. Ethyl or amyl valeri-
anate diluted with alcohol : used to imitate the
odor oi apples in confectionery and soda-water
syrups. Also apple-essence.

apple-scab (ap'1-skab), n. A disease of the
apple-tree wmch attacks both the leaves and
fruit, caused by the fungus Fusicladium den^
driticum. See Fusicladium and scab, 5.

apple-scale (ap'1-skal), n. Any one of several
species of scale-insects or bark-Uee that infest
the apple, notably, the oyster-shell bark-louse
of the apple (Lepidosaphes ulmi. formerly My-
tilaspis pomorum) and the scurfy scale (CMo-
naspis furfiirus)

.

apple-slicer (ap'^sir'sfer), n. An instrument
for cutting apples into slices for culinary use.

apple-slump (ap'1-slump), «. Hot apple-sauce
covered with a rich dough and cooked. [U.S.]
apple-sphinx (ap'l-sfingks), ». A sphingid
moth, Sphinx gordius. Its apple-green larva
feeds on the foliage of the apple in Canada and
the United States, from the Mssissippi valley
eastward.
apple-thrips (ap'l-thrips), n. A minute thy-
sanopterous insect, Phloeothrips mali, which is

often found on young withered apples.

apple-toddy (ap'l-tod"i), «. A toddy into
which the pulp of baked or roasted apples is

stirred ; also, a toddy made of apple-jack. •

Apple-tree borer. See *6orer.—Apple-tree canker.
See -kcanker.—^Apple-tree pninei. See *pruner.—
Apple-tree shot-hole borer. See *borer and irthoU
borer. —iUiple-tree tent-caterpillar. See •kterit-aiiter-

pUlar.— Bronze apple-tree weevlL See -^weevil.—
Red-humped apple-tree caterpillar. See -kcater-

in22ar.—Yellow-necked apple-tree caterpillar. See
*caterpUlar.

apple-worm (ap'l-werm), n. The larva of

tke codling-moth, Carpocapsa pomonella, a
cosmopolitan tortrieid moth. See codling-

moth.— nany-Aotteii apple-worm, the larva of a

noctuid moth, Boiea malana, two generations or broods
of whicli appear during the summer, often feeding in

numbers ou the foliage of the apple. It is an inch or

more in length and light green in color, with longitudi-

nal white lines and many whitish dots.

apply, i>. «. 5. In,as«?-o!., of a heavenly jbody,

to approach to the conjunction or aspect of

another.
appointment, n—Bureau ofappointments. See

fmtrcciu.—Illusory appointment, such an appoint-

ment or disposition of property under a power as is

merely nominal and not substantia]. Boumer, Law Diet.

Appplt coke-oven. See *coke-oven.

apport (a-p6rt' or, as F., a-p6r'), n. [F., < ap-

porter,<'L. apportare, bring to, introduce.] The
introduction, professedly by occult or super-

normal means, of flowers, musical instru-

ments, etc.: used with reference to perform-

ances of spiritualistic mediums.
Some of the physical phenomena which I have adduced

as among those proclaimed to have occurred, such as

amarts, scent, movement of objects, passage of matter

through matter, bear a perilous resemblance to conjuring

tricks, of a kind fairly well known ; which tricks if well

done can be very deceptive. „,..,„
Sir Oliver Lodge, in Proc. Soc. Psychical Research,

XVII. 48.

apportionable (a-p6r'shon-a-bl), a. lappor-

tion + -able.'] Liable to be apportioned. Sir

E. Coke.

apposal (a-p6'zal), n. The act of apposing.

Apposal of BherlA, in Mnglieh law, the charging them

mth money received upon account of the Exchequer.

Boumer, hnv/ Diet. ,.„ , „. .

apposit, a. A simplified spelling of apposite.

a;ppositlon2 (ap-o-zish'gn), [OF. apposition,

var. of opposition. See appose^.] A public

disputation or examination : now used only as

a name of Speech Day in St. Paul's School,

London. ,.^ , ^
appositively (a-poz'i-tiv-h), adv. In apposi-

tion or so as to stand in apposition ; apposi-

tionaUy: as, substantive expressions put ap-

positwem. ,, ,. . ,

appraisable (a-praz'a-bl), a. [appraise +
-able.] Capable of being appraised or of

having the value fixed.

appreciation, n.-The world of appreciation, the

WOTld as it appears to spiritual insight, to the broadest

and wisest conception of the most human good sense.

Opposed to the worM af description, or world of facts,

under a materialistic and, as far as possible, scientiflcally

theoretical aspect. The word apprematwn in this phrase

is to be understood in sense 2, as "sympathetic undei-

standing" which "estimates the qualities of things and

gives them their due value." The world of appreciation

Is a world of real, living, and purposmg beings, m some

sense the childreA of God. The term was mtroduced m
1892 by J. Eoyce. See the extract.

We shall be led to make a provisional sundering of the

two points of view, viz. (1) that of our appreciative or

apron
most explicitly volitional consciousness, and <2) that of
our descriptive or more theoretical consciousness. . . .

We shall express theopposition of the two points of view
by calling the realm of Being, as more abstractly theo-
retical consciousness defines it, tlie World of Description;
while the world as otherwise interpreted is the world of
life,— the World of Appreciation. . . . The only justifica-
tion for the more abstractly theoretical conception of
the World of Description is its value as a means of organ-
izing our conduct and our conception of what the will
seeks.

Bttyce, The World and the Individual, 2d ser., p. 26.

appreciativeneSs (a-pre'shi-a-tiv-nes), n.
[appreciative -t- -mess.] The character of being
appreciative; disposition to recognize excel-
lence.

apprehension, n—ImpUclt apprehension, in pey-
chol., the understanding of a whole in its unity and dis-
tinctness, without discernment of all or even any of its

component details.

This circumstance suggests a name for that apprehen-
sion of a whole which takes place without discernment-of
its parts. We may call it implicit apprehension.

G. F. Stout, Anal. Psychol., I. 95.

apprenticement (a-pren'tis-ment), n. [ap-
prentice +' -ment.] The act of"apprenticing

;

apprenticeship. [Rare.]

The premature apprenticements of these tender victims.
Lamb, Essays of Elia, Praise of the Chimney Sweeper.

appressor (a-pres'or), n. Same as *appreaso-
rium.

appressorium (a-pre-s6'ri-um), n.
;

pi. ap-
pressoria (-a). [NL., < L. apprimere, pp. ap-
pressus, press to: see oppressed.] The organ
by which parasitic fungi attach themselves to
their hosts, consisting usually of the flattened
or swollen end of a hypha.

Appressoria are also formed by some parasitic Fungi,
as a minute flattening of the tip of a very shoit branch
(Erysiphe), or the swollen end of any hypha which comes
in contact with the surface of the host (Piptocephalis,
Syncephalis), haustoria piercing in each case the cell-wall

below. In Botrytis the appressoria assume the form of

dense tassels of short branches.
mege. Brit., XXVIII. 655.

approach, n. 6. In golf, the play by which a
player endeavors to get his ball on to the put-
ting-green.

approbatory, a—Articles approbatory. See *ar-
ticle.

,

Approver in the marches. See *march'^.

Approximate numbers. See *number.
approximator (arprok'si-ma-tgr), n. One who
approximates or comes near.

Appunn's lamella or reed. See *lamella.

apricot, n—Essence of apricot, amyl butyrate mixed
with ayml alcohol and diluted with ordinary alcohol:

used 1^ imitate the odor of apricots in confectionery and
soda-water syrups.

apricot-oil (a"pri-kot-oil'), n. A fat oil ex-

pressed from the kernels of apricots : now of-

ten substituted for almond-oil.

a prima vista (apre'ma vis'ta). [It.: see

prime and vista.] At first sight : as, to read a
piece of music a prima vista.

Aprion (a-pri'on), n. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
Trpioyp, saw.] A genus of snappers of the

family Lutianidse, found in the tropical seas

:

distinguishedby the scaleless fins. A. vvrescens

of the Pacific is an excellent food-fish.

apriorist, «. II. a. Of or pertaining to a priori

cognition, or to apriomsm.

The a/pri&riM notion that among free competitors wealth

must go to the industrious.

G. B. Shaw, Fabian Essays in Socialism, p. 177.

aproctia (a-prok'ti-a), n. [NL., < Gr. o- priv.

-1- KpQK.rdg, anus.] The condition of having an
imperforate anus.

apron, ». 2. O) in mining, a block of timber forming

an ofl-set to a pump-rod. (*) In gold-milling, the

amalgamated copper plates outside of a stamp-batteiy,

used to collect the gold from the pulp which flows over

these plates in a thin stream from the mortar. Also

apriM^^l^te.

4. (6) The vertical portion of the slide-rest of an engine-

lathe which cairies the clasp-nut and tlie gearing for the

feed, (c) The slide or grate of a punching- or shearing-

machine.

5. (d) A platform built of timbers at the foot of a

slide which guides in the desired direction logs leaving

the slide, (e) The shield in front of the face of an

imdershot water-wheel, intended to keep the water in

action upon the buckets.
, . j

6. An overwashed deposit of gravel and sand

such as is commonly spread southward from

the greater moraines of the northeastern

United States. Also frontal apron and mo-

rainic apron.

Where the topography was not nigged, numerous ice-

derived streams built sloping plains resembling low al-

luvial fans. These are well seen on long Island and

Martha's Vineyard, and to those o£ the latter place

Professor Shaler has given the very desci]|>tive name of

frontal aprons. Bulletin Amer. Geog. Soc. AAA. im.



apron 68 arabesquely

7. A trough or channel, or a shallow vat, of In pathol, diminution or suppression of the made by evaporating a watery solution of tlie diug.-

considerable width as compared with its depth, salivary secretion.
Aqueouslava. Same^rmya

over which water or other liquid flows in a AptychUB beds, rock strata in the Alps of Upper Jurassic AciUia Creefe group. aee'^graup .

thin wide sheet, or in which it stands; spe- *^^ characterized by the abundance of aptychi. See aqilicolOUS(a-kwik'o-lus), a. [h. aqua, water,

cifieally the wide shallow channel through apykJioinorphous (a-pik-n6-m6r'fus), a. [Gr. +
f"'''

<^''^" ''^^ '"« """"^ Inhabiting the

which the water flows to the periphery of a ^^ not dense« d- priV. + nvJl, dense), ^^*^^-
Dreast-wheel or overshot wheel.— 8. In salt- + „„ ^^ form.! Noting the character of a cell The larvae possess a proboscis armed with hooks and

nX^onofttris^Tpo^dtothe'su'^l: which! in consequence of the fact that its chro- rjl^ToZ^:^i:^:lViZt''^
'"'''''''"''''''

?-„ „„„ „ \ ^ J ^ ! 4. i^ matic or staining element IS not compactly ar-
'

£»«•*, Med. Handbook, VI. 224.

«Srnn'Pt^^*®'^*^"^,''°°''^°*^**^'*•-°°"*''^* 'anged, takes the ordinary dyes less readily .,,,,.,,,
'

. a. ^apron. Same as *ta!iii«r. than i« iiwial or irrPOTilai-lv
^ aouifer (ak'wi-f6r), ». [L. ngwa, water, + -/ej",

apron-conveyor (a'prun-kon-va-'Sr), n. See t^^^" '« i^^^^^' ""^ '"egularly.
T^Tre, bear.] In^eoZ., a water-bearing bed or

*conveyer, i. in others, the chromatic elements are more loosely dis- stratum, necessarilv of some open-textured
apron-fall (a'prun-f41), «. A piece of leather tributed, and these cells staining less intensely, aie said , '

cSe • wls'^CotXtht'rwt^
'" TT^TnT„ri?per. Med., V. .3. "l" ^^sian system shows four or five «,...., or

?hTlXr iTfoldeV
'^"" ""'"^

apyonime (a-pi'o-nim), n. [Formation not iZ^^^l^^' ^^^
Zi^!,Tor^'l^f^1^.

.

apronful (a'prun-ful), n. lapron + -ful.2 As clear.] Same as auramme.
much as can be held in an apron: as, "an apyrene (ap'i-ren), n. [Gr. d-priv., without, Aquifoliacese (ak*wi-f6-li-a'se-e), «. i>i. [LL.

apronful of flowers," Miss Braddon. + Trvpi/v, the stone of a fruit (nucleus).] De- (A. P. de Candolle, 1813), < Aquifolium, Tourne-

apron-hook (a'pruu-huk), n. A short hook ficient in nuclear substance: noting certain fort's name for the genus Ilex (< L. aqua,

with an eye by which it is secured to the dash abnormal or unusual forms of spermatozoa. water, +/oZiMTO, leaf). ] A family of dicoty-

of a carriage. Together with a ring, it holds apyrite (a-pi'rit), n. [Gr. d-priv. -I- nvp, &re, ledonous, ohorlpetalons plants of the order

the apron in place when folded. + -ite^.] A refractory substance containing Sapindales, the holly family, it is characterized by

apron-plate (a'prun-plat), ,.. Same as *apron, about 93 per cent of siUca : used at some Ger- ^^.^e^tS^liavt"mX'™wiSt1tfpSerVh°ey^W-
. ,,. . r^rr . r.

man iron-works fOr furnace-linings. are trees or shrubs with watei-y sap. The family embraces
aprosexia (ap-rp-sek'si-a)^ n. [NL., < Gr. A. Q. M. G. An abbreviation of Assistant four genera, of which only Ilex is specially important
ajrpoaefia, inattention, < a- priv. + irpdae^ic;, Qiiartermaster-General. See Hex a.nd Nemopanthes.

attention, < Kpockx^iv, attend, hold to, < irpdQ, aqua, n. 3. In phar., a solution of an essen- aquifoliaceous (ak'''wi-f6-li-a'shius), a. [NL.
toward, -I- ix^'^t hold.] Lack of power to tial oil or gas in water, a solution of any other Aquifoliacese + -ous.'] Belonging to the plant
keep the attention fixed on any subject ; an substance being termed liquor. In the British family Aquifoliaceee.
extreme degree of mind-wandering. Buck, pharmacopoeia, only a solution of an essential aquilin, a. A simplified spelling of aquiline.

Med. Handbook, VI. 112. oil is called aqua, that of a gas being called aquilino (a-kwi-le'no), n. [It. : see aquila.}

Apseudes (ap-su'dez), JJ. [NL., < Gr. dVevJfe, liquor—Aqua dolce sauce. See *8o«c8.—Aqua A small silver coin, bearing an eagle, which was
without deceit, < d- priv. + tpevdog, lie, deceit : fontis, in pter spring water.-Aqua pura, to phar., gtruck in Padua during the republican epoch
see i)se«<to-.] The th>ieal genus of the family P™«^»^;''»'l''^'f^ "»**'>•

,,. ,, „ , ,. (1200-1300).
Apseudidie. Leach, 18U. aquacultural (a-kwa-kul tm-al), a. Relating aqmloid (ak'wi-loid), a. [L. aquila, eagle, +
Apseudid* (ap-sii'di-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ap- "^T^PrTeaTle and rive^r'food*Zffs pfscicul-

^'''^'
"""^-J. ^-^f^^^^S ^^ I'm^- form

;

smdes + -id^.^ A small family of cheliferous ?,!^!i .^^ „!; „' !°i^!!L °°„;^^^^ noting particularly a nose which resembles
l«,po^, havini the body depre^ssed, the cara- j^^^^^^^s^^^l^X^^.I^ZZt^t^r- -/"T »? ^^""r

"°''- ^'""*' """^ ^^''

pace with a well-developed rostrum, and the Aquseductus Cotunnii. Sameaaaquieductusvestibuli. anaJrTesent, p. 4/u.

£rst antenna with two many-jointed flagella. aquamanile (ak"wa-ma-ni'le), n. [ML., also Aquilonian (ak-wi-16'ni-an), a. and n. [See
The typical genus is Apseudes. aqusemanile, etc.] 'Same as aquaemanale. aqvilon.'] In geol., noting a division of the

Apsilus (ap-si'lus), n. [NL., < Gr. d- priv. -I- aquamarine-chrysolite (a"kwa-ma-ren'kris'- Jurassic formation in the Syzran district of

i\>Mq, smooth.] A genus of snappers of the o-lit), n. The pale-yellow variety of beryl Russia.

family Lutianidee, found in tropical seas and (aquamarine). aquincubital (a-kwin-kii'bi-tal), a. [Irreg. <

often handsomely colored. aquarial (a-kwa'ri-al), a. Same as aquarian. Gr. d- priv. + L. quin(tus), fllth, -I- cubitus,

apterion (ap-te'ri-on), n.
; pi. apteria (-'A). [Eare.] "

"
forearm, -I- -aA.] Noting that condition of

Same as apterium. aquarian, w. 2. One who keeps an aquarium, a bird's wing in which the fifth secondary

apteros (ap'te-ros), a, [Gr. aizrepoQ, wingless.] fEare.] N. E. D. is absent, although the coverts are present.

Wingless: an epithet of Nike (Victory) as Aquarid (a-kwa'rid), m. Same as *^g'«anjU JFra^, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 348.

represented, unusually, withoutwings (signify- Aquarii (a-kwa'ri-i), n. pi. [See Aquarius.'] A aquintocubital (a-kwin-to-kii'bi-tal), a. A
ing that she did not intend to leave the pre- sect of the early church who used water in- later, partlv amended form of aqmncubital.
cinet favored by her presence). There was a stead of wine in the Lord's Supper. See Pycraft, 1899.

temple of Nike Apteros at Athens. See cut *Abstemii.
. „ ., aquintocubitalism (a-kwin-to-ku'bi-tal-izm),

under Ionic. Aquarild (a-kwa vi-id), n.lAguan{us) + -id-i.] „. i^ grnith., the state or condition of lacking
Apterura (ap-te-ru'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Or. One of the meteors of the flock which about the fifth secondary. Also called diastataxy.
anrepoc, wingless, -I- ovpd, tail.] A division of May 4 radiate from the constellation ot jyans. Linnean Soc. London, Zool., Oct., 1901,
anomurous crustaceans in wMch the appen- A<li3.rius. p. 221.

dages of the sixth segment of the pleon are aquate (a'kwat), m. imu.'aquatum, ili.aqua, aquiparous (a-kwip'a-rus), a. [L. ogMO, water,
not expanded and wing-like: contrasted with water.] In cAewi., same as %dm<e. + jjorere, prd'duce.] 'troducing water : applied
Pterygura. aquatic, a.-Aqua,tlc plants, in Aort., those plante to the parotid glands, which secrete a thinner
ADterygOgenea. (ap-tern-go-jen'e-a), n. pi :^l%^,;Z^l^^^^fZlle^:ti:^.m:^Zto^r flmd than the other salivary glands.
[NLi., ^ Cxr. a-pnv. -I- 7rT£pv^ (TTTEpi))'-;, wmg, -i- usage the term is sometimes applied to species that grow Aquitanian, a. and n. 2. In geol., noting a
-yev^g, -producing.] In Brauers classification, in bogs or other very wet places as well as to those that division or stage in the Tertiary formations of
one of two principal divisions of the class

g°^t3°°^,Vnrrmanent%'*iE?Sld the Paris basin representing the latest Oligo-
Insecta, the other bemg the Pterygogenea. it

^^ ^^^ bottom of the water, but some of them eventually cene. The deposits of this stage were essentially lacus-
includes only the order Ihysanura {Aptera break loose and for a part of then- existence may float trine, and the fossils are fresh-water and terrestrial

of Sharp's system). free. moUusks, especially Helix, to^tether with the remains uf

Ajterygota (ap-ter-i-go'ta), m. i)«. [NL., < aquation (a-kwa'shon), m. [1,. aquatio{n-), < -Rft™of<w and other mammals.

(&. a- priv. + nTepyyardg, winged, < Trrepuf, aquari, bring or fetch water, < aqua, water.] aquo-lgneous (a-kwo-ig'ne-us), a. Same as

wing.] A group of insects including only the 1. "The procurement of a supply of water : as, *aq'«eo-igneous.

order Tkysanura, which contains wingless "conveniently situated for agMaiiow." &J6so«, ar, «>. A simplified spelling of are.

forms only that are supposed to have de- Camden's Brit.— 2. Disposal of the dead by Aro, Ari, Ar2, Als, etc. Points of flexure in

scended from wingless ancestors. sea-burial. <Sci. 4mer., Jan. 7, 1899. [Rare in the curves of cooling of iron and steel.

apterygotism (ap-ter-i-go'tizm), n. laptery- both uses.] -A- "• •A- ah. abbreviation of Associate of the

got{ous) + -ism.] In entom., the state of be- aquativeness (a-kwat'iv-nes), n. [*aquative B,oyal Academy.

ing wingless and also of being descended (< L. aquari, get water) -I- -ness.] In phren., araban (ar'a-ban), «. Same as arabvn. Jour.

from wingless ancestors. a propensity for water. ^'"'- Ohem. Industry, XI. 931.

apterygotous (ap-ter-i-go'tus), a. [Gr.d-priv. aquavalent (a-kwa-va'lent), n. [L. aqua, Arabellites (ar-a-be-li'tez), m. [KL. Arabella,

+ TZTepvyuTdg, winged.] In entom., witnout water, -t- E. i)ate»t.J In c/iem. , the proportion a genus of worms, -I- -ties.] A genus of fossil

wings and derived probably from wingless an- of water, counted by molecules, which is worms based on detached jaws which are pre-

oestors, as the Thysanura and Collembola. needed by a single molecule of a salt to form served as black and highly lustrous objects,

Werean«i,(«rw<.«>«Hnsectgraduallytodevelopwings, with it a cryohydrate. andwhich are occasionally found in sets of like

it would be on the exopterygotous system. aqueOglacial(a''kwe-o-gla'shial),a. laqueo{us) pairs. They are very variable in fonn, and certain
Encyc. Brit., XS.IX. 502. + alaaal.] Formed or acted upon by glacial phases of them have been referred to other genera, as

Aptian(ap'ti-an),a.and». [^^* in Vaucluse, ice^r water from glacial streams, or exhibit- I«j^ug^t^e pSSclSs. ''"' ^""'^''"'•

Trance.] "^In geol., noting a geologic stage or "^X }'tJL^TheGvZl^'MeTm ^ 'abesche (a ra-bes'ke). [It.] With ara-

division at the top of the Lower Cretaceous ooth.
_
J. freiteej iheUreat lee Age, P- 4i».

besques: said of decoration with motives of

formation in France and Belgium, it comprises ^illiefcisneous (a kwe-o-ig ne-us), a J^ ff^^^^ arabesque form usually painted on a light
marls, clays, and impure limesf»nls, and in places ai^ resulting from the action of heat i^.the pres- ^^^ frequently seen on the majoUca wares
tains a thickness of 1,800 feet, divisible into an upper ence of much steam or of its dissociated ele- ^. (Jenoa and Venice
and a lower group and abounding in fossils. ments : applied to those rocks which, like , , / / i,

'

i i-\ j t iu ^ ,

antyalia (ap-ti-a'li-a), n. [Gr. "aTTTiaMg, with- pegmatitef exhibit the effects both of igneous
^'?'?if

^quely (ar a-besk-h), adv. ti the style

out spittle. ^d-priv." -I- ^r{,a;io>.,spittie.] Same Action and of aqueous solution.
of the Arabians. [Bare.] N. E. D.

as *apiualism. Aqueous chambers of the eye. Seeebamhersqftheeye, .Aratogueiy shapen barks of Carthaginian lands.

aptyaUSm (ap-ti'a-lizm), re. [See aptyalia.] undercAamJer.—AqueoUsertrac*,iiiiiA«r.,anextract Htr»«, Poems, p. 66.



Axabianize

Arabianize (a-ra'bi-an-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
Arabianized, ppr. Arabianizmg. To make Ara-
bian ; to assimilate to Arabian form and usage.

It is probable that the Persian Pereianized in this way
neighboring tongues, that the Arabian Arabiamzed\lherxi.

Tarde (trans.), Laws of Imitation, p. 268.

Arabicism (a-rab'i-sizm), n. [Arabic + -ism.']

A word, idiom, or expression peculiar to Ara-
bic. Southey.

Arabic pottery. See *pottery.

arabinone (ar'a-bi-non), n. [arabin + -one.']

A compound, CfiqHigOg, intermediate between
arabin and arabinose, as dextrine is interme-
diate between starch and glucose. It is syrupy
and sweet.

arabite (ar'a-bit), n, [arab{in) + -ite^.] A
pentaeid alcohol, C5H7(OH)5, formed by the
reduction of arabinose. It is an optically in-

active compound, sweet, and soluble in water.
arabonic (ar-a-bon'ik), a. Noting an acid,

CsHipOg, formed by the oxidation of arabinose
with bromine. It is monobasic, and the opti-

cally active form melts at 89° C.

arabotedesco (ar"a-bo-te-des'k6), a. [It., 'Ara-
bic-German': see Arab a,ndi Dutch.'] Having,
or supposed to have, the characteristics at
once of Saracenic and of German building or

Arabotedesco Mosaic,

From the Royal Chapel, Palermo,

design: applied to Romanesque of the more
florid sort and suggested by the use of the
German Byzantinisch for the German round-
arched building.

Axaby (ar'a-bi), a. and n. [ME. Arahy, < OF.
Arabi, < Id.'Arabius: see Arabian.'] I, a. Ara-
bian; Arabic: as, "the Arabye language," Ar-
nold's Chronicle, p. 158. [Now only poetic]

lit. n. 1. A native of Arabia. Trevisa.— 2.

An Arabian horse.

Elfaydes, and ArrdbySt and olifanntez noble.
Marte d'Arthur, 1. 2288, If. E. D.

araQa (a-ra-sa'), n. [Tupi aragd.] A general
name in Brazil of several varieties of guava,
shrubs or trees of the genus Psidium, distin-

guished by qualifying words : as, araga-guazu
(P. Gmtjava), aragaAba (P. Araca), araga-

mirim {P. Araca), and araga de Praya {P.

Cattleyanum).

arachic (a-rak'ik), a. [Arachis + -ic] Same
as arachinic.

arachinic (ar-a-kin'ik), a. Pertaining to or

derived from t'te earth-nut, Arachis hypogsea:

as, arachinic acid.

arachnean (a-rak'ne-an), a. [Gr. apaxvcuog,

< apaxvri, a spider.] Of the nature of or re-

sembling a spider's web in texture.

Arachnites (ar-ak-ni'tez), n. [NL. (F. W.
Schmidt, 1793), in allusion to the form of the

flowers, < Gr. apaxvlrvQ, spider-like, < apaxn,
spider.J A genus of orchidaceous plants allied

to Orchis : characterizedby two pollen-glands

inclosed in' separate sacs. The genus is im-

properly called Ophryshy many authors. See

Ophrys.

Aracnnoidinse (a-rak-noi-di'ne), n.pl. [NL.,

< Arachnoidius (a genus of coleoptera) + -«?»«.]

A group of ClypeastridsB, containing the low,

flat forms with open petals.

arachnophagtous (ar-ak-nof'a-gus), a. [Gr.

apaxyri, a spider, + fayclv, eat.] Spider-eat-

ing ; feeding upon spiders or other arachnids :

said of some birds.

arada (a-ra'da), n. [Sp., < arar, < L. arare,

plow.] Plowed or cultivated land ; arable

land. [Southwestern U. S.]

Aragallus (ar-a-gal'us), n. [NL. (Neeker,

1790), appar. an anagram or an analogical

formation from Astragallus, a form used by
the same author for Astragalus.] A genus of

dicotyledonous plants of the family Fabacese.

See Oxytropis.

Arago-Davy photometer. See '•photometer.

Alagonite group, the isomorphous orthorhombio

69

species: aragonite, CaCOs; hromlite, (Ca, Ba)C03; wither-
ite, BaCOo; stiontianite, SrCOa ; and cerusite, PbCOs.
Arago'slaw of polarization. See *polariga-
tion.

araguane (a-ra-gwa'na), n. [Native name in
Venezuela.] In Venezuela, a tree of the big-
nonia family, Teeoma spectabilis, yielding a
very hard wood of a dark-olive color.

araiocardia (a-ra-6-kar'di-a), «. [NL,, <Gr.
dpaidg, thin, porous, with intervals, 4- mpSia,
heart.] Same as *6rac7wco}-dia. Lancet, Ams.
22, 190ii, p. 529.

Arales (a-ra'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley, 1833),
< Arwm + -ales.] An order of monocotyledon-
ous plants embracing the families Aracese and
Lemnaeese (which see). The inflorescence is usu-
ally a spadix inclosed In a spathe, whence the name Spa-
thijlorm, but it is sometimes naked. In Lindley's system
the aral alliance included also the Pandarmceae and Ty-
phaceas.

araliad (a-ra'li-ad). n. [NL. Aralia, + -orfi.]

A plant of the family Araliaceee.

aralie (a-ra-le'), n. [F. form of a native
name(?) Ct Aralia.] A name in the West In-
dies of two parasitic trees, Clusia alba and C.
rosea. Also called Scotch attorney, strangler-
tree, murderer-tree, *chigoe-poison, and '^cupay.
See the last two names and Clusia.

araliin (a-ra'li-in), n. [Aralia + -in^.] A
crystalline glucoside of unknown composition
found in Aralia spinosa.

Aralo-Caspian (a"ra-16-kas'pi-an), a. Of or
pertaining to the Aral and Caspian Seas.

—

Aralo-Caspiaubasin, the original area of sea^water cut
off from the ancient and greater Mediterranean by the
uprising of its floor in recent geologic times, and embra-
cing the present Caspian Sea, the Sea of Aral, and the ex-
tensive salt-lagoons and marshes about them. The waters
of these seas are still tenanted by seals and other animals
elsewhere inhabiting the ocean. The Black Sea had a
similar origin, but has been separated from the Caspian
region, and the ridge that divides it from the Mediter-
ranean has been cut through so that it now communicates
therewith. It is believed that the Caspian and Aral Seas
are still shrinking by evaporation.

A. R. A. M. An abbreviation of Associate of
the Royal Academy of Music.
aramaca (a"ra-ma-ka'), n. [Tupi aranmed.] A
Brazilian name of a wide-eyed flounder, Sya-

arboroid

Arami^us (a-ram'i-gus), n. [NL. (Horn^ 1876),
formation not obvious.] A genus of otiorhyn-
chid beetles. It contains two North Americah species,

one of which, A. fvUeri, is a serious enemy to the rose,

its larvsB living on the roots, while the adults feed on the
foliage and flowers. See cut imder roee-ieeOe.

aramina (a-ra-me'na), ». [Brazilian Pg., <Pg.
arame, wire.] The commercial name in Bra-
zil of the flber obtained from the guaxima or
c8Bsar-weed, Urena lobata. it is white and strong,

and is considered a good substitute for jute in the manu-
facture of sacking and twine. See -kcsesar-weed, *guaxi-
ma, and Vrena.

aranga (a-ran'ga), n. [Sp. aranga, from a na-
tive name (in Tayabas province?).] In the
Philippine Islands, a large forest-tree, Homa-
liumLuzoniense, of the i^tecottrfe'a family, which
yields straight logs often 75 feet long. The
wood is hard and durable, of a reddish color streaked

with violet, and is used for building purposes, cabinet-

work, and the piles of wharves. It has the property of

resisting the attacks of ship-worms.

Aran's ether. Same as ethylidene *chlorid.

Arapaho group. See *group^.

Arapaimidae (ar-a-pi'mi-de), n.pl. <NL., <

Arapaima + -idee.] A family of osteoglossoid

fishes found in fresh waters of the tropics.

It includes the gigantic Arapaima gigas, which reaches

a length uf 15 feet and a weight of 400 pounds and is an
important food-fish.

arara, ". 2. A fish, Sxmulon plumieri, found

in abundance from Rio Janiero to Cape Hat-

arariba (a-ra"re-ba'), «. [Tupi *arariba, <

Tupi ardra, parrot, + -iba, fruit, tree.] A le-

guminous tree of Brazil, Centrolobitimrobustum,

the beautiful striped wood of which is one of

the kinds known as zebra-wood. Also called

araroba.

araticu (a-ra-te-ko'), »• [Native name m Bra-

zil.] In Brazil, one of several trees, belong-

ing to the genus Anona and to the related

genus MoUinia, which bear edible fruits: as,

araticu do br^o (A. palustris), araticu do rio

(A. spinescens), and araticu do mato (iJ. syh

vatica).

Araucarioxylon (ar"a-ka-ri-ok'si-lonJ, n. [NL.

(Kraus, 1870), < Araucaria + Gr. ^iiTMv, wood.]

A genus of fossil coniferous plants, based en-

tirely on the internal structure of the wood,

which has not been connected with other parts,

and which agrees in most respects with that

of ArauMiria. The leading character is the hexagonal

Araiicarioxylon Virginianum, From the Trias of Taylorsville,
Virginia.

I. Radial section: a. a, medullary rays ; b, trache'ids with two
rows of hexagonal pi ts ; f , walls of tracheMs dislocated by pressure.

z. Transverse section: a, a, a, medullary rays ; b, b, intercellular
spaces,

3, Tangential section: a. sections of bordered pits on radial
walls.

4, Radial section further enlarged; a, single row of rounded
pits ; b. double row of hexagonal pits,

areolate punctations of the tracheids shown in radial
section, which are always in two or more rows. The
genns is properly Mesozoic, and chiefly Triassic, but cer-
tain Paleozoic foiins have been referred to it. See Da-
doxylon, Pinites, and fo&sU wood (a), under woodi.

araxina (S,-ra-she'na), n. [Native name.] A
name applied to a tree of southern Brazil,

Voehy gummiferum, which yields large quanti-
ties of a useful gum, similar in appearance
and properties to gum arable.

arbacin (ar'ba-sin), n. [Arbacia + 4n^.] A
histon obtained from the spermatozoa of Ar-
bada pustulosa. Simon, Physiological Chem.,
p. 7L
Arbacina (ar-ba-si'na), n. pi. [NL., < Arbacia
+ -ina^.] A suborder of Biademoida contain-
ing echinoids in which the ambulacral plates

are simple primaries near the apical area,

while at the ambitus they are compound. The
interambulacral plates and the peristome are

large.

Arbaciosa (ar-ba-si-o'sa), n. [NL., < Arba,cia

+ -osa.] A genus of cling-fishes of the family
Gobiesocidie. They live in rook-pools with the
sea-urchin, Arbacia, which the fishes mimic in

color.

arbalistryt (ar'ba-Us-tri), n. [Also arbdlestry;

as arbalist + -ry!\ The art of shgoting with the

arbalist.

arbelon (Sr-be'lon), n. [Gr. *apP7ihn>, other-

wise dp^)?/U)f.] In Greek use, a peculiar ax-

shaped, round-edged knife employed in work-

ing leather, a symbol similai- to the arbelon is often

found in Cretan pictographs and gems.

This symbol which is the most frequent of all, occur-

ring no less than eleven times in the present series, may
represent an instrument like an arbelon— lov cutting

leather. A. J. Evans, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIV.
305.

arbitragist (ar'bi-tra-jist), «. [arbitrage +
-ist.] On exchange, one who carries on an ar-

bitrage business.

arbor^, n. 5. A platform of boards upon
which sea-island cotton is dried to prevent

heating and improve the luster. [Islands of

South Carolina.]

arborean (ar-bo're-an), a. Same as arboreal.

arborescent, a. '2. In bacterial., specifically

applied to the branched, tree-like colony

formed by certain bacteria in stab-cultures.

arborescently (ar-bo-res'ent-li), adv. In the

manner of an arborescent plant; branchingly.

arborize, ». II. intrans. To divide into nu-

merous branches.

One limb of each fibre turning caudad, . . .
finally to

arboHze about the cells of the spinal nucleus associated

with this tract. Buclc, Med, Handbook, I. 632.

arboroid (ar'bo-roid), a. [L. arbor, tree, +
Gr. eMof, form'.] Tree-like or bush-like in

shape : as, an arboroid colony of Protozoa.



arborolater

arborolater (ar-bo-Tol'a-ter), H. [L. arbor, a
tree, + -o-later as in iiiolater.'] A tree-wor-
shiper.

arbor-press (ar'bor-pres*), n. See *mandiel-
press.

Arbroath flags. See *flagi.
arbustum, ». 2. A woody branching plant
without a distinct trunk.— 3. A treatise on
the woody plants of any region ; a sylva.
Arc rectifier. See -krectifter (e).

—

Arcs of parallel, por-
tions of a parallel ol latitude on the earth's surface mea-
sured both astronomically and geodetically, in order to
determine the length of a degree of longitude in that lat-
itude. Such arcs fnrnish data for determining the di-
mensions of the earth.—Arc-spectrum. See ^spectrum.
—B^onial arc, in anthrop., the arc which extends along
the inferior border of the lower jaw from one gonion to
the other.—Brocard arcs, if a and n' are theBrocard
points of the triangle ABC,then the arcs AnC, An'B, BnA,
Bn'C, Ci2B, and CIl'A are the Brocard area of the triangle.—Grater ofan arc, in elect, same as crater, 6.

—

^Elec^C
arc, the passage of current across the gap between two
conductors or terminals, thi-ongh a bridge of conducting
vapors consisting of and continuously replenished by the
material of the electrodes. The arc must be started by
forming this vapor-bridge, which is usually done by
bringing the electrodes into contact and then withdraw-
ing them from each other. The mechanism for this, and
for maintaining the electrodes at a constant distance from
each other, is called an arc-lamp. The voltage consumed
by an arc is usually moderate, beiOjg from 40 to 80 volts.

Tttie temperature of the arc-sti-eara is the boiling-point of
the electrodes, hence it is extremely high with carbon
terminals, so that these terminals, and especially the
positive, get very hot and luminous. The electric arc
between carbons is therefore used for illumination in the
carbon arc-lamp. With £ree access of air these carhon
terminals rapitUy consume, and therefore have to be re-

placed daily in the open arc-lamp. To increase the life of
the carbons, in the inclosed arc-lamp the arc is surrounded
by ail inner globe which incloses it almost air-tight, so
that the life of the carbons is increased about tenfold and
they have to be renewed less frequently. The arc
proper, or the vapor-bridge, with carbon electrodes, gives
very little light, but moat of the light comes from the in-

candescent tip of the positive carbon. To increase the
amount of light, and thereby the efBciency, mineral
salts (as calcium fluorid in the Brehmer arc-lamp) are
mixed with the carbon and by entering the arc-stream
make it luminous. Such prepared carbons are called
fiam£-earbons, or effect^carbons, ajadthQiT arcs JUim£-arc8.
They are more efficient, but must be used in an open
arc-lamp, since they give off some smoke and there-
fore require daily renewal. In the magnetite arc-lamp,
the use of carbon electrodes has been eliminated alto-

gether. Positive terminal copper is used, which does
not consume and so requires no renewal, while the neg-
ative electrode consists of the condncting oxids of iron,

titanium, etc. These do not consume in the air and
therefore have a life several times longer than even the
inclosed carbon arc, together with a very much greater
efficiency, due to the great brilliancy and whiteness
of the iron-titanium spectrum. In the mercury arc-

lamp, mercury is used as the negative teiminal and
carbon, iron, or mercury as the positive. The -tempera-
ture of this arc is so low that it is inclosed in an ex-

hausted glass tube. The mercury arc is very long, of

low voltf^e, and brilliant, but of a greenish color. Such
arcs as the magnetite and mercury are^ in which the
light is given by the arc-flame, are called luminous arcs,

since the light is due probably to electroluminescence,
i. e., to direct transformation of electric energy into

light. They are the most efficient illumlnants known.—
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chord of the arc, nor, if the arc be minor, is it greater
than the sum of the sects on the tangents from the ex-

tremities of the arc to their intersection ; thissect itself, or
itslength, may be called the tenothofthearc.—lMmilums
arc. See electric *arc.—MaJsnetlte arc-lamp. See
electric Aarc—Maximum transTerse arc, in aiuhrop.,
an arc extending transversely over the skull between the
external auditory meatus.

—

Mercury arc. -See electric

-karc.—Nasomalar arc, in an^Aro;)., an arc between the
outer margins of the orbits over the nasion.

—

Occipital
arc, in amthrop., an arc extending ^om the lambda to the
opisthion.—Parietal arc, in a-iM.rop., an arc extending

A. Magnetite ArC'lanip.

a, outer casing ; *, globe-holder; c, reflector ; rf, globe ; e, chiin-

nev ; f. negative electrode ; £-, electrode-holder : h. ash-pan ;
t, ash-

pan chain; i. ash-pan spring ; /.body-casting; »!,leads; », name-

plate : a, wind-shield.

B. Mercury Arc-lamp.

a arc-tube: *,- holophane globe; c, guard; rf, solenoid cap;

e solenoid case: /. shade-support ; ^. negative lead; A, positive

lead ; i. positive lamp terminal ; i. reflector; /, ventilator screen :

m, m, hood terminals.

Flame-arc. See eUclrie •«)•(;.—Frontal arc, in on-

fhrop., an arc extending from the nasion to the bregma

over the surface of the frontal bone.—Length Of an
arc Assume that with every are is connected a sect

such that if an arc be cut into 2 ai-cs, this sect is the sum

of their sects ; moreover, this sect is not less than the

nt 6 m', maximum transverse arc; en e', nasomalar arc; to,
occipital arc; b I, parietal arc; tn g m', pr«-auricular arc; n 6,
frontal arc ; n b t o, sagittal arc. («' and m' are the points on
the left side corresponding respectively to e and m.)

from the bregma to the lambda.—Pre-auricular arc, in
anthrop., an arc extending from the external auditory
meatus over the glabella.—Reflex arc, in physiol., the
course of nervous action originating in the periphery,
where the stimulus is applied, traversing the afferent
nerve to the spinal-cord center, and then passing out-
ward along the efferent nerve to the organ or muscle
where the reflex act takes place.— Sagittal arc, in
anthrop,, an arc extending from the nasion over the
bregma and lambda to the opisthion.

—

Supra-aUTicu-
lar. arc, in anthrop.^ an ai'c extending transversely
over the skull from the superior borders of the external
auditory processes.—Total horizontal arc, in anthrop.,
the horizontal circumference of the skull taken at the
height of the glabella.

Arcacea (ar-ka'se-a), n. pi. [Nli., < Area (a
genus of molliisis) + -acea.^ A group of
asiphonate, bivalve mollusks of the order Mli-
hranchiata. They have the mantle edge open ; 2 well-
developed adductors ; heart with 2 aortee ; branchiEB fi'ee,

without interlamellar junctions ; and the renal and
generative apertures distinot. The group includes the
families Arcadee and Trigoniida.

Area clay. See *cXay.

arcade, n. 5. In anat. and zool., those por-
tions of the cranium having an areh-Uke struc-

ture and running from the postero-extemal to

the orbital region. The inferior temporal arcade
corresponds to the zygoma of mammals and is largely or
entirely formed by the squamosal and ju^al. The
superior arcade, lacking in most vertebrates, is* formed
by the postorbital. A. S. Woodward, Vertebrate False-

ontol., p. 144. See cuts under ItDiapsida and *Synr
apsida.

Arcadianly (ar-ka'di-an-li), adv. In Arcadian
fashion; to or toward"Aroadianism.

If ArcadiarUy given, he might fancy the yellow butter-

cups were asphodel. Froude, Carlyle, II. 162.

arcading (ar-ka'ding), n. Construction or

decoration by means of arcades, as in Boman-
esque and Gothic architecture, where arcad-
ing is a common adornment and also increases
the rigidity of the walls.

arcanite (ar'ka-nit), n. [arcanum + -ite^.']

Native potassium sulphate crystalliziiig in the
orthorhombic system.
arcato (ar-ka'to), a. [It., 'bowed,' < areo, a
bow: see arcfti.] Bowed: in music for bowed
instruments, marking passages to be played
with the bow : opposed to piseicato.

Arcestes (ar-ses'tez), ». [NL. : origin not
obvious.] The typical genus of the family
Arcestidse.

Arcestids (ar-ses'ti-de), n.pl. [NL., < Arcestes
+ -ida.] A family of ammonites having
smooth and deeply involute shells with con-
tracted outer whorl and phyUiform septal su-

tures. The species are chiefly Triassio.

arch^ , "—Braced arch, an arch of articulated members
of timber, iron, or steel, kept in position by articulated

bracing above the arch and usually extending up to the
horizontal top-member on a level with or slightly above
the crown of the arch.

—

Carpal arches. See -^carpal.
— Chord of an arch. See v^cAord.- Compound arch,
an arch made up of several rings of voussoirs, each pro-
jecting beyond that next below, so that the section is in

steps. Compare compfmnd *pier.

—

Dry arch, an arch
built of voussoirs without mortar : peculiar care in fitting

and setting the stones is required.—Hyoid arch. See
Mj/oid.-unperfect arch, an arch the first sign or alti-

tude of which is less than half its span. Also called
diminished arch and Skene arch, [Not in use among
builders or technical writers.]— MazUlojugal arch,
in amith., the slender bar of bone nulling from the beak
to the quadrate, composed of the mSlxillary, jugal, and
quadrate] ngal bones. Proe. Zool. Soc. London, 1903,

I. 265.—Farahyal arch, in some parrots (notably the

archeeopsychism

lories), a slender loop of bone formed by the union of

two processes (parahyal processes) directed forward, up-
ward, and at their ends inward from the superior face of

the posterior portion of the basihyal.

—

Frecoracold
arch, a bony arch found in the salmon, carp, and most
other soft-rayed fishes, on the inside of the shoulder-gir-

dle, near the base of the clavicle. Also called trwsocora-

coid (ircA.— Relieving arch. Same as arch of discharge

(which see, under arcA 1).— Rising arch. Same as ram-
»a7>t(tri;A (which see, under ramnant).- Straight arch.
Same as flat arch (which see, under arcAi).—SubOCUlar
arch, the inverted arch of cartilage which extends down-
ward and outward from the basal plate of the craiiiimi

of the lamprey, forming a support for the eye. Parker
and Haswdl, Textbook of Zool., II. 118.—Twilight arch.
See twilight bow, under -kbow'^.

Archsean, a.—AAdisean pfotakls,' that portion of

North America, c&slsting tot the most ancient rocks,

about which as an axis the later sediments were deposited.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), Xlll, 231.

Archaeic (ar-ke'ik), a. Same as archsean.

ArcliaBOCnelys(ar"ke-ok'e-lis), H. [NL., < Gr.

djo;faiof, ancient, + x^TiVg, a tortoise.] A genus
of chelonians or turtles, from the English
Wealden formation, in which the paired shields

of the plastron were separated by a median
series of azygous shields extending backward
from the intergular to the extremity of the

xiphiplastral.

Archseocidaridae (ar'ke-o-si-dar'i-de), n. pi.

[NL,, < Archseocidaris + '-idss.2 A family of

extinct sea-urchins, or Palseoechinoidea, with
a spherical test in which the ambulacra are
narrow, two rows of perforated ambulacral
plates, and interambulacrals beveled and fre-

quently with strong spines. They occur only
in the Paleozoic formations.

Arcliaeocyathids (ar*ke-o-si-ath'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. apxaloq, ancient, + ici/aJdoQ, a cup,
+ -idee.'] A family of fossils from the Cam-
brian rocks, originally regarded as sponges
but now construed as a generalized type of
perforate Bexacoralla, having a simple tur-

binate form, porous septa and outer wall, and
a distinct inner wall which leaves an empty
central tube or cone.

ATChs()CyathllS (ar'kf-o-si'a-thus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. apxaloQ, ancient, -I- KvaSog, cup.] The
typical genus of the family Archseocyathidm.

arcliseocyte (ar'ke-o-sit), n. [Gr. apxalog,

primitive, + iciiTog, a hollow (a cell).] la em-
hryol., one of the undifferentiated blastomeres
of the sponge embryo which give rise to the
wandering and reproductive cells of the adult
organism.

The archmoeytea may be considered from two points of
view : firsts as wandering cells, or amcebocytes ; secondly,
as reproductive cells, ortokocytes. These two categories
are not, however, to be regarded as two distinct classes
of cells, but simply as two different phases in the activity
of one aud the same kind of cell.

B. B, LarUcester, Treatise on Zool., II. 58.

archseographic (iir-kf-o-graf 'ik), a. Of or
peri;aining to archseography or the cleseriptiQn
of antiquities.

Archseoliyracidse (ar*kf-o-hi-ras'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Archseohyrax, the type genus (< Gr.
apxaloQ, ancient, + ipa^, shrew), + idsB.'] A
family of extinct ungulates of small size and
supposedly related to the existing hyrax, Pro-
eavia, from the Miocene of Pat-agouia. Ame-
_ghino, 1897.

archseolithic (ar"ke-o-lith'ik), a. [Gr. apxalag,
ancient, -I- /uSof, stone.] Of or pertaining to
the earliest stone age.

archaeomor^hic (ar^kf-o-mdr'fik), a. [Gr.
apxaloQ, ancient, + fiopip^, form.] Inpetrog., a
term applied to rocks of which the component
mineral particles have been formed in place
and have retained their original form. Unal-
tered igneous rocks are archxomorphic as con-
trasted with metamorphic rocks.

archseontological (ar-ke-on-to-loj'i-kal), a.

Of or pertaining to arehseontology.

archseontology (ar'kf-on-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr.
apxalos, ancient, -t- Iji (ovt-), being, -I- -^oryia,

< Akyeiv, speak.] ArehsBologywhich deals with
the remotest antiquity or with prehistoric man.

Archaeopitliecidse (ar'kf-o-pi-thes'i-de), n.pl.
[NL., < Archeeopitliecus, the type genus (< Gr.
apxalog, primitive, + ttWiikoi, ape), + -idee.'] A
family of extinct primitive primates, of mod-
erate size, whose bones occur in the Mio-
cene (?) of Patagonia. Ameghino, 1897.

Archseoplax (ar'kf-o-plaks), n. [Gr. apxalog,
ancient, H- wWf, something flat, a plank.] A
genus of fossil crabs from the Miocene Tertiary
formation at Gay Head, Massachusetts.
archsopsychism (ar"ke-op-si'kizm), n. [Gr.
dpxaiog, ancient, + \\rvxv, mind, + E. ism.'] A
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vestigial mental function ; a mental process
which is atavistically conditioned. Cf . S. Sail,
Adolescence, II. 65.

Archsopteris (arke-op'te-ris), n. [NL. (Daw-
son, 1871), < Gr. apxalog, ancient, + irrepig,

fern.] A genus of fossil ferns, found chiefly in

the Devonian, characterized by bi-to tripiimate
archecentricity (ar"ke-sen-tris'i-ti)

fronds mth oval pinnules nai-rowed toward the
checentHo + 4ty\:i In ornm.;thi

sometimes as a cognitive principle; at other times as a
cause of any kind, au element, etc.

archecentric (ar-ke-sen'trik), a. [Irreg. < Gr.

"PXV: beginniag, +' icevrpov, center.] In ornith

.

,

relating to or having the characters of the
primitive type of intestine. P. Chalmers
Mitchell, 1901.

{_ar-

the state or
condition of having the intestine of a primi-
tive type.

Archegoniatae (ar"ke-go-ni-a'te),». pi. [NL.
(Engler, 1887), < Arehegonium + -atee.'] A

The fertile pinnules, which are borne above the
sterile ones on the same pinnae, consist of a naked axis

bearing on the upper side two rows of stalked sporangia.
Thegenus isregarded bysome authors as probably belong-
ing to the Marattiaceas. See Palaeopteris.

archseopterygoid (ar'^ke-op-ter'i-goid), a. Be-
lated or pertaining to the genus Archssopteryx.

ArchSBOrnitlies (ar-ke-6r'ni-thez), n. pi. [Gr.

apxaioSj ancient, + opvi(, pi. bpvSsQ, a bird.]

An ordinal name introduced to include fossil

birds of the genus Arohseopteryx which have
a bird-like skull, conical socketed teeth, am-
phicoelous vertebrae, and a long, lizard-like

tail. Archegoniata by Sachs.

Archaeotherium (ar"ke-o-the'ri-um), m. [NL., archegosaurian (ar"ke-go-sa'ri-an), a. and ».

<Gr. dpxaloe, ancient, -f Orjpiov, wild beast.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters

One of several names which have been given to of Archegosaurus.

a genus of extinct swine, of the family Chsero- II. n. An amphibian of the genus Arche-
potamidx, in which the last lower true molar gosaurus.

has no third lobe, the premolars are large, the archegosauroid (ar"ke-g6-sa'roid), a. and n.

canines are strong, and the functional digits

are reduced to two. other names are Elotherivm,
Entelodon, Oltinotherium, and PetoTiax, the first of these
being preferred. Its remains have been found in the ^^^, ^^
Tertiary of Quercy and Ronzon, France, in the Isle of "J^'^'*°' y.: i -/ . . i • / ••\

Wight, and in North America. archcion (ar-ki'on), ». ;_pl._arcfte»a (-a).

Archseozoic (ar"ke-o-z6'ik), a. and n. LGJ"-

apxalog, ancient, H- fu^, life.] I. a. In geol.,

having reference to the earliest life-forms

found in the rocks : a term introduced by Le
Conte and employed by Dana to designate a
hypothetical division or eon of Archsean time
contradistinguished from the Azoic eon. This
division is founded on the assumption of the existence of

life on the earth doi'ing the later stiiges of Archsean time,

although the rocks of this age are chiefly orystjilline or
altered by metamorphism and vulcanism . Onpresumptive
physical conditions Dana divided-the Archseozoic into two
eras: (1) that of the first plants, such as algse and bacteria,

which might exist in an ocean having a temperature of
150° F., and of the deposition of limestone, silica, carbon,

iron oxids and carbonates, in the accumulation of which
plant Ufe may have played an intermediary part ; (2) that

of the first animal life, hivolving a reduction of mean archer, n. 4. A Persian gold com, the darie,

oceanic temperature from about 115° F. at the beginning bearing the figure of an archer,
to 90° F. or less at the end, the deposits being such lime archerT-ground (ar'chfer-i-ground), n. A field
silica, and .ron compounds as might result from ammai ^^^Sed and marked for an archery meeting.silica, and iron compounds as might result

secretions or decomposition. Actual evidences of organic

remains in the rocks (Huronian or Algonkian) of this eon

are still of the most dubious character, although a con-

siderable number Of objects have been described as such.

The Eomim, found in Archsean rooks in various parts of

the world and described as a gigantic foraminifer ; the

Archaeophyton, a supposed plant ; and alleged sponge and
radiolarian spicules from Brittany and New Brunswick,

are no longer regarded as of organic origin. Other re-

mains more palpably organic, and described as from
Archiean rocks, are not yet generally admitted to be of

Archseoznio age, as their geologic position is not fully d e-

termined. Also Archizoie, Archiozoic.

II. n. The Archseozoic eon.

Arcliaeozonites (ar"ke-o-zo-ni'tez), n. [NL.,

< Gr. apxalog, ancient, + i^v?/, a girdle, +
-ites.] A genus of pulmonate gastropods of

the family ZoniUdse, from the Oligoeene and
Miocene Tertiary, having helix-shaped shells.

archaicism, n. 2. Inbiol, abnormal or excep-

tional resemblance to ancestors; atavism;

reversion. [Rare.] Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc.

(London), ser. B, 1903, p. 185.

archangelical (ark-an-jel'i-kal), a. Archan-

gelic: as, " Archangelical Orders," Cudworth,

Intell. Syst., p. 565.

Archanodon (ar-kan'6-don), n. [Gr. apx^,

beginning, + NL. Anodon, a genus of mol-

lusks.] A genus of extinct fresh- or brackish

-

water pelecypods. Sitme a,s*Amnigenia. Also

Arohanodonta.

Archasterinse (ar"kas-te-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.,

< Arehaster (a genus) + -«««.] A group of

asteroid Stellaroidea of the order Phmerozoma,

family Archasteridx. It includes the forms with a

definite median line of abactinal plates, the remamder

being arranged in oblique rows and with pedicellanse

present.

archdeaconess (areh-de'kn-es), n. The wife

of an archdeacon.
_ . . . -.

arches (ar'ke), n. [Gr. apx^, beginning, origin.]

Something, having some mode of real being,

from the understanding of which facts of ex-

archigonoc3rte

Here amid the scrawled
Uncouth recordings of the dupes of this
Old arch-yenettUiac, lie my life's results I

Browning, Paracelsus, ii. 25.

archibenthal (ar-ki-ben'thal), a. \archibe--\-

thos + -al.] Of or pertaining to the depths of
the primitive ocean or archibenthos.
The archibenthal species, as was to be expected, have a

greater range than those restricted to the more variable
environment of the shallow waters of the coast.

Sffience, Oct. 7, 1904, p. 463.

archibenthos (ar-ki-ben'thos), n. [NL., < Gr.
apxi-, primitive, + fihiBog, depth.] The depths

_ ., , . -, . - of the primitive or Paleozoic ocean,
great group or subkingdom of cryptoganuc archicarp, n. 2. In aseomyeetous fungi, the
plants (also called by Engler the Embryophyta cell or group of cells fertilized by a sexual act.
asiphomgama), embracing the Bryophyta archicembalo (ar-M-chem'ba-lo), n. [It.] A
(mosses and liverworts) and Pteridophyta form of cembalo, said to have been made in
(ferns and fern allies), and made coordinate Italy about 1537, provided with an enharmonic
with the Embryophyta siphonogama (phanero- scale, 31 tones to the octave. See cembalo, 2.
gams, spermatophytes). Generation is by archicenter (ar-ki-sen't6r), n. [Gr. ipxi-, first,

mea,ns of antheridia and archegonia. Called + nevrpov, center.] An archetype ; an organ-
ism or an organ which may be regarded as the
primitive or ancestral or central or unspeeial-
izedtype from which allied organisms or homol-
ogous organs are descended. Also archeceii-

ter. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 343.

archicentric (ar-ki-sen'trik), a. Of or per-
taining to an archicenter; archetypal. An
ai'chicentric organism or organ is one which may be re-

garded as the common ancestor of allied organisms or
homologous organs. Also archecentric.

When a series of the modifications of an anatomical
structure has been sufficiently examined, it is frequently
possible to decide that one particular condition is primi-
tive, ancestral, or central, and that the other conditions
have been deilved from It. Such a condilion has been
termed . . . archecentric. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 343.

archicentricity (ar"ki-sen-tris'i-ti), n. [archi-

centric + -iif/.] The property of Ijeing or of
pertaining to an archetype or archicenter.

archicerebrum (iir-ki-ser'f-brum), n. ; pi.

arehicerehra (-bra). [NL., <'Gr. apxi-, first, +
L. cerebrum, brain.] The primary brain of ar-

thropods. The brain of an arthropod is to be regarded
as a compound structure or syncerebrum consisting of

the archicerebrum fused with the morphological equiva-
lents of two or more ganglionic portions of the ventral
nervous system.

Archichsetopoda (ar"ki-ke-top'o-da), n. pi.

[NL.,< Gr. apxi-, first, + NL. Chdtopoda.'] An
order of Polychmta consisting of aberrant or

primitive forms in which the nervous system
is not separated from the epidermis and the
ventral nerve-cord is not segmented into gan-
glia. Saccocirrus is the only genus.

" '" "
"

n.

I. a. Having characters similar to those of
Archegosaurus.

II. n. An amphibian related to Archego-
saurus.

[Gr.

dpxeiov : see archive.'} In Gr. antiq., originally

the name of the office or official residence of a
magistracy; later, the body of magistrates
itself, and, afterward, the depot in wMch pub-
lic archives were preserved. Kuins of the
aroheia of Megalopolis have been recovered by
excavation.

archencephalic, a. 2. In craniom., having a
hypsicepnalic skull curving from the glabella

to the occipital protuberance so as to form a
more or less regular arch. A. Meigs.

archenema (ar-kf-ne'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

dpxe-, primitive, + v^/ia, a thread.] A gameto-
phytic structure in the lower cryptogams.
C. Macmillan.

4.

Usually the targets are in two parallel rows facing each

r-



archigonous

archigonous (ar-kig'o-nus), a. [NL. *archigo-
nus, *arekeg(mm, <Gr. apx^yovo^, first-born,
< apxe-, apxi-, first, + -yovog, -born, -produced.]
Produced at the beginning ; originating as first
of living beings. Haeckel (trans.), Wonders of
Life, p. 157.

archigony (ar-kig'o-ni), n. [Gr. *apxiym>ia for
*dpxeryovm, iapxryovog, flrst-bom, of the prime-
val race : see '^archigonotis.'] Archigenesis.
arcllikaryon (Sr-ki-kar'i-on), n.; pi. archikarya
(-a)- [Crr- ap;tr«-. first, -I- Kapwm, nut (nucleus).]
In embryol., the nucleus of the fertilized egg;
the cleavage-nucleus. Also archicaryon.

Archil extract. Same as *archU substitute.— AxdbH
substitute. Thefe are three so-called archil substitutes,
all artiflcialdyestufFsoIthemouoazo-sulphonic-acid type.
See Apollo *red.— Brilliant axdlil 0, an acid coal-tar
color of unpublished composition, which dyes wool and
Bilk red in an acid bath.—Canary archil, a lichen, Hoc-
cella tinetoria. See archU.— Flat archil, a name some-
times applied to the lichen BoceeUa/turiformis.

archilltnic (ar-M-lith'ik), a. [Gr. dpxi-, first,

+ /Uflof, rock.] In geol., noting the period of
primitive rocks. [Rare.]
archimartyr (ar-M-mar't6r), n. [Gr. apxi-,
&st, + fiiprrop, martyr.] The most eminent or
onief among a group of martyrs in a given
period or country.
A group of sufferers called the Madaurian martyrs seems

to belong to the same period : for in the correspondence
of SL Augustine, Namphamo, one of their number, is

spoken of as " arGhimartyr" which appears to mean pro-
tomortyr of Africa. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 462.

Archimedes (ar*ki-me'dez), «. [NL., < L.
Archimedes, < Gr. 'Apxifv^K, a Greek philos-
opher. The allusion is to Arehimede^s sarew.']

A genius of extinct cryptostomatous bryozoans
having a broadly spiral zoarium coiled about
a solid vertical axis. It is very abundant in
the Lower Carboniferous limestones Archi-
medes limestone, a formation of Lower Carboniferous
age, well developed in the Mississippi valley, especially
in Missouri and Iowa. It was defined by Swulow as
lying below the St. Louis limestone and as characterized
by the screw-shaped bryozoan Archimedes.

arctaimillie (ar'ki-mim), n. [L. arcMmimus, <
Gr. dpxi/iiftog, < dpxt-, chief, -I- filiMg, mime.]
The chief mime ; the hero of the Koman low
comedy ; also, the chief buffoon at a Koman
funeral. See mime.
archimorphic (ar-ki-m6r'fik), a. [Gr. dpxt-,

first, -I- ftopipTi, form.] Of the first form, or of
the form shown in the earlier ages : as applied
in anthrop., characteristic of races which for
very long periods have had a fixed habitat,

as the Mediterranean, Mongolian, and negro
races: distinguished from protomorphic and
metamorphic. Amer. Anthropol., July-Sept.,
1902, p. 539.

Archimycetes (ar*ki-nu-se'tez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. dpxt-, first, + /iviaiTEC, pi. of jui/o?f, fungus.]
A subclass of the Plvycomyeetes, including the
single order Chytridiales.

Arcnimylacris (ar"ki-mi-lak'ris), n. [Gr.

dpxi-, first, -I- jivKaKplg, a cockroach.] A genus
of extinct cockroaches from the Carboniferous
rocks.

Arcllipithecus (ar'''ki-pi-the'kus), n. [Gr.

dpxt-, first, + mBijicoc, ape.] A supposed ape-
form, assumed as the ancestor of the Pithecan-

thropus.

archiplasm (ar'ki-plazm), n. [Gr. dpxt-, first,

+Tr/iaaiia, anything formed.] 1. The simplest

and most primitive living matte*, homo-
geneous, undifferentiated into nucleus and
ceU-body. Haeckel (trans.). Wonders of Life,

p. 158.— 2. In embryol., the substance of which
the fertilized ovum consists : not to be con-

founded with *archoplasm (which see).

archipresbyteral (ar*ki-pres'bit-e-ral), a. Per-

taining to the of6.ee of arehipresbyter, which
arose in the churchin the fourth century. His
duty was to preside over worship and to

take the place of the bishop in his absence.

arcMpterygial (ar*kip-te-rig'i-al), a. Per-

taining to or like an. arehipterygium, the

theoretical primitive fin from which the limbs

of vertebrates have been developed.

As regards the Dipneusti, in the course of some inter-

esting remarks on vertebrate limb theories, the author

adopts DoUo's view as to their probable derivation from

the Crossopterygii, the corollary to which, as the present

writer has also pointed out, is that the "arcMpterygial"

form of limb must have been diphyletically realised, on

the one hand, by the Heuracauthid Selachii, and on the

other by the Holoptyohii and the Inng-flshes.

Nature, Aug. 7, 1802, p. 840.

archisperm (ar'ki-sperm), n. [See Archi-

spermse.'l 1. A member of the *Arehispermse

(which see).— 2. A structure formed before

fertilization, or at an early stage in the mae-

rospore. Boulger.
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Archisperms (ar-M-sper'me), n. pi. [NL.
(Strasburger, 1872), fem. of L. archispeimus,
adj., < Gr. dpx'-, first, + ampiia, seed.] Same
as Gymnospermie(^\aQ,h see) !md*Meiasperm«.
The term is designed to emphasize the fact that these
plants appeared early in the geologic series, occurring
as they do in the Paleozoic, See *Archichlamydeas.

archispore (ar'ki-spor), «. [Gr. dpxi; first, -I-

airopog, seed (see spore).} In certain Cocci-
diidea, one of the uninucleate masses of pro-
toplasm into which the sporont divides and
from which later spores arise. Labbe, 1899.
Same as sporoblast. Also archespore.

In general, it may be stated that the entire organism
takes part in the formation of archispores (or sporoblasts),
each archispore giving rise to spores, and each spore to
sporozoites, either directly or indirectly.

Calkins, Infusoria, p. 151.

Arcfistes (ar-kis'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. (?) dp^g,
a leader, -I- -isUes (?).] A genus of small scul-
pins of the family CotUdse, found in the Kurile
islands.

architecturalization (ar-M-tek^'tu-rai-i-za'-
shon), n. Adaptation to architectural pur-
poses : as, " the architecturalizaUonottoMa^e,"
G. G. Scott, Lectures on Med. Arch., I. 103.

architecturalize (ar-ki-tek'tu-ral-iz), v. t.;

pret. and pp. architectaralized, ppr. architec-
turalitHng. To adapt to architectural purposes.
G. G. Scott, Lectures on Med. Arch., II. 139.

arcUtecture, n.— Celtic architecture, the mega-
lithic monuments of western Europe.— Ohalul^an
architecture, architecture as developed under the in-
fluence of the family of Chalukya, or the Ch^nkyas, who
ruled in the Deccan, in the southern part of the Indian
peninsula, from the sixth to the thirteenth century A. D.—Columnar architecture, architecture characterized
by a tree use of columns, especially in classic and neo-
classic styles. The style of the Grecian temples, the Ro-
man porticos, and a)l buildit)gs not vaulted was colum-
nar.— Cottage architecture, architectm-e displayed in
the careful planning and designing of modern cottages,
from either an artistic ora sanitaiy point of view.— l)ra-
Tldian architecture. See Indian architecture, under
/TCdian.—Federalarchitecture. See */ederoJ.—Flem-
ish architecture, the architecture of ancient Flanders,
including the important cities of loumai, Bruges, Ypres,
Uouai, and Oudenarde.— Garden ar^tecture. (a)
The design and regulation of pleasure-grounds, especially
formal gardens, (b) The design of the strictly architec-
tural buildings in such pleasure-grouuds (pavilions, ca-
sinos, terrace walls, parapets, perrons, and pedestals for
statues).— Georgian architecture, architecture as de-
veloped in England under the four Georges, especially
the earlier sovereigns of that name. Its reproduction in
the American colonies produced what has been called
in the United States colonial architecture (which see, un-
der colonial).— Gieco-'Romaii. architecture, architec-
ture as developed at Rome or under the influence of
the Roman dominion, but founded on Greek models.
Throughout the empire the tendency was steadily away
from the purely Greek type, and the buildings of the fourth
century can hardly be classed as Greco-Roman except
that porticos of purelycolumnar architecture were still iu
favor. See cutunder hexastyle.—Indo-Aryan architec-
ture. ' See Sanskrit ttixhitecture, under Sanskrit.—Indo-
Saracenic architecture, the architecture of the Mos-
lem dominion in northern India, beginning with the
Moslem conquest in the twelfth century A. n. See Sara-
.cenic architecture, imderSaracenic, and iTidian-Saracenic.
— Jewish architecture, the architecture of the Jews,
especially at two important periods of their history : (a)
that of the kingdom of David and Solomon (about 1033-
953 & C.X of which very little is known and which is sup-
posed to have been a mere variant of Phenician art; (o)

Ihat of the time of Herod Agrippa (37-44 A. s.), under
^hom the system of design wns Roman, with only such
modification as was common in the cities of Syria.—Emer
or Ebmer architecture, the ancient acchitecture of
Cambodia and of some neighboring districts in farther
India. It is known chiefly by important sculptures
which have been brought to France and are stored in
the Louvre museum.— Landscape architecture. See
•^landscapC'architecture.—Mesopotamian architec-
ture, the architecture of the great plains between the
Tigris and the Euphrates and near those rivers on the
east and the west. It includes the well-known styles
called Assyrian and Babylonian, and also the as yet lit-

tle-known styles of primitive times, such as the Accadian
and the Chaldean, the last including the Babylonian
style.—Mohammedan architecture. Same as Mos-
lem ^architecture.— Monastic architecture. See *mo-
luM^.—Monolithic architecture, (a) Eock-cutwork,
as in the case of the Buddhist caves. See chaitya and
Buddhist architecture, (bj Architecture in which the
work is cast in a solid mass (as in pis^, or rammed clay),
in recent times by means of artificial stone.— Moorish
architecture, the architecture of the Moslems in North
Africa and in Spain. The most importantbulldingwhich
has been studied is the mosque of Cordova, now the ca-
thedral. The best-known is the palace of the Alhambra,
on a hill above Granada. See Saracenic architecture,
under Saracenic, and cuts under Alhambraic, arcade,
court, Moorish art.—Moslem architecture, the archi-
tecture of the peoples conquered by the Arabs. It has
existed in Egypt, Syria, and Persia since the seventh cen-
tury A. s. ; in North Africa and Spain since the eighth
centui^; and in India since about 1260. The style may
be divided into several substyles, with marked variations.

See cuts under Arabic architecture, Mogul archUecture,
mosque, stilted arch.—Mudejar architecture, Spani^
architecture from the fourteenth to the sixteenth cen-
tury, exhibiting Moorish influence : often covered with
ornament and showing a mixture of OHental and Gothic
detail.—Neo-dassic archltectun, the architecture
which has been used in modem Europe since the Italian

arcocentrous

risorgimenio at the beginning of the fifteenth centui^.

It iucludes the Renaissance proper ; the Italian clasa-
dumo and decadenza of the sixteenth century ; the French
and German styles as they gi-ew to a close following of
classic types about 1660 ; and the Jacobean of England,
at least from the time of Inigo Jones. Tiie succeeding
styles (called baroque, rocaiUe, or rococo\ the revived
classic of the eighteenth centui'y, and the buildings of
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries founded on the
above-named styles, are all included under this term. In
careful writing it may be used to distinguish that which
is closely Greco-Roman in style from that which shows
much modern influence.—Persepolitan architecture,
the architecture of Persia during the sixth and fifth cen-
turies B. c., or from about the conquests of Cyrus (649
B. 0.) to the conquests of Alexander (334 B. c.) : named
from the ruins at Persepolis near Shiraz.— Persian ar-
chitecture, the architectui'e of tlie countiy now known
as the kingdom of Persia. It is generally divided into
three great schools, or epochs, the Persepolitan, the
Parthian, and the Mohammedan, beginning with the
Moslem conquest in the ninth century and existing to
the present day.— Peruvian architecture, the archi-
tecture of western South America before the invasion of
the Spaniards in the sixteenth century. The epoch of
the most important buildings cannot be fixed with pre-
cision. They consist largely of tombs, in the form both
of mounds and of masonry towers. The ancient city of
Cuzco near Lake Titicaca contains the most impor^mt
residential ai-chitecture and the most elaborate sculp-
tured decorations.— Phenician architecture, the ar-
chitecture of the people of Syria before the strong Greco-
Roman influence was felt The Phenicians were hardly
a building race, but used largely a monolithic architec-
ture, mainly in the form of rock-cut caves. Their col-
onies on the shores of the Mediterranean developed
styles of their own, as at Carthage, though these have
been little studied. The buildings of the Roman empire
superseded and often replaced those of the Phenicians.

architrave, n—Banded architrave, an architrave,
as iu the case of a window opening, of which the molded
parts forming the usual architrave of the order employed
are cut across, or interrupted by plain projecting blocks

:

a device of the latest neo-classic ^architecture (which
see).

archive, n—sureau of Indexes and Archives. See
*}mreau.

archivolt, n— interlacing aichivolts, an arcade
apparently formed by a series of arches, generally semi-
circular, crossing one another so that the actual openings
are pointed arches below and triangular spandrels above;
a feature peculiar to Romanesque architectm-e. The con-
struction may be strictly arcuate, but is oftener a fitting
together of stones cut to produce the decorative effect
required. The arcades so produced were a common Eng-
lish wall decoration in the twelfth century. See cut at
interladvg arches, under interlace.— Returned archi-
volt, an archivolt in which the band forming it is carried
off horizontally, making a sharp angle with the curve-
part, or, more rarely, is curved up again to meet another
archivolt, as was often done in Syrian churches of the
sixth and seventh centuries. See cut under return.

Archizoic (ar-ki-z6'ik), a. and h. [Gr. dpxi-,
first, + fuiy, life.] In geol., noting the period
of earliest life. Same as *Archseozoic.
archontal (ar'kon-tal), a. \^arohon{t-) + -aA.]
Of or pertaining to the office of areton. Atlie-
nseum, Aug. 22, 1891, p. 257.

archoplasm (ar'ko-plazm), n. [Gr. dpxog,
ruler, -I- 7rXda/m, anything formed.] In cytol.,

the substance which forms the attraction-
spheres, astral rays, and spindle-fibers in the
karyokinetie figure of dividing animal and
plant cells. Boveri, 1888.

archoplasma (ar'ko-plaz-'ma), n. [NL.] Same
as "^archoplasm.

archoplasmic (ar-ko-plaz'mik), a. Consisting
of or pertaining to archoplasm.
Archosargns (ar-ko-sar'gus), n. [NL., <Gr.
dpxdg, chief (?), -I- hapyog, a fish": see Sargm.}
A genus of sparoid fishes, containing the well-
known sheepshead, A. probatocephalus, of the
Atlantic coast of the United States.
Archosauria (ar-ko-sft'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
dpxAg, chief (i), -1- aavpog, a lizard]. A name
introduced by (Jope to distinguish those orders
of reptiles which have two temporal arches,
the Ehynchocephalia, Crocodilia, Dinosauria,
and Pterosauria. According to Zittel, the group
properly includes the Squamata in which one or both
arches have become obsolete.

archosaurian (ar-ko-sS,'ri-an), a. and n. I, a.
Of or relating to the Archosauria.

II. n. A member of that group.
Archozoic (ar-ko-zo'ik), a. Same as *Arehxo-
zoic.

arch-solid (areh'soV'id), n. Same as arch-stone.
archt.i An abbreviation of architect.

archt^, p. a. A simplified spelling of arched.
arciform, a. 2. Having the form or structure
of the shell of the molluscan genus Area.
arc-lamp (ark 'lamp), n. See electric lamp,
under electric, and electric *arc Differential
arc-lamp, an arc-lamp the operation of which is con-
trolled by the opposing magnetic forces of a shunt coil
and a series coil. This is the mostcommon type of lamp.

A. B, C. 0. An abbreviation of Associate of the
Royal College of Organists.

arcocentrous (ar-ko - sen ' trus), a. [Irreg. < L.
arcus, arch, -1- Gr. Ki'vrpm, center.] Having the



arcocentrous

vertebral centra formed by the developmentof
tlie arches about the sheath of the notochord

;

areogenous.

The vertebrjB dp not possess, and cannot form, iieuro-
central sutures, lieeause their bodies^re exquisitely orco-
cmtraus, formed, in fact, by the arches proper, namely,
by the basidorsalia and basiventralia, while the interba-
aalia produce the ventral, intervertebral mass.

£f. Oadow, in Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1896,
( ser. B, 187. U.

areogenous (ar-koj'e-hus), a. [L. arcus, arch,
+ -gems, -producing.] Having the centra of
the vertebrae developedfrom areuaUa, or arches
formed about the sheath of the notochord, and
not from ossifications arising in the chordal
sheath. Such vertebrae are found in Amphibia
and their centra are called arch-centra. Philos.
Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1896, ser. B, 187. 51.

arcose, ». See arkose.

Arcot rupee. See ''rupee.

Arctatlantis (arkt-at-lan'tis), «. [NL., < Gr.
apicTOC, the north, + 'AtMvti^, the Atlantic
(ocean).] In zoogeog., a sea-region proposed
by Sclater, consisting of the northern portion
of the Atlantic down to about 40° north lati-
tude.

The North Atlantic Sea-region, or Arctatlantia, con-
sisting of the northern portion of the Atlantic down to
about 40° K lat Oeog. Jour. (K G. S.), X. 219.

arctian, ». II. a. Of or belonging to the
lepidopterous genus Arctia or to the family
Arctiidss.

Arctic ^flounder, Agrayling, *Iiiglilander, *migra-
tlon, ^skipper, -^perm-oU. See the nouns.

Arctica (ark'ti-ka), n. [NL., said to be < Gr.
apKTtKog, of the ij'eginning, < apxeadai, begin.]
A genus of teleodesmaceous pelecypods be-
longing to the family Fleiwophoridse. They
have ova! or rounded valves, prominent curved beaks,
and three cardinals in each valve. The genus abounds in
the .Turassic and Cretaceous formations, and also exists
in present seas. ,

arcticize (iirk'ti-siz), v. t. . pret. and pp. arc-
ticized, ppr. arcUdzing. [arctic + 4ze.'] To ac-
custom or inure to arctic conditions. Kane,
Grinnell Exped., p._261.

Arctirenia (ark-ti-re'ni-a), «. [Gr. apKTog, the
north, -1- upS/vn, peace.] In zoogeog., a sea-
region proposed by Sclater, comprising the
northern portion of the Pacific Ocean down to
about the tropic of Cancer.

The North Pacific Sea-region, or ArctireTtia, contain-
ing the northern portion of the Pacific Ocean to about the
tropic of Cancer. Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 220.

Arctium (ark'ti-um), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1753),
< Gr. apKTiov, a plant mentioned by Dioscori-
des, supposed by some of the early German
botanists to be the burdock.] A genus of di-

cotyledonous plants of the family Asteracess.
They are coarse, branching herbs with broad alternate
leavesand heads of purple or white flowers : distinguished
from Carduuh-f a related genus, by the bracts of the invo-
lucre ending in a long stiff point hooked at the extremity.
There are about six species, natives of Europe and Asia.
Tiiree have been introduced into the UnitedStates. For
A. Lappa see batweed, burdock, kardock, and harebur.

Arctogseic (ark-to-je'ik), a. Same as Areto-
gseal and Arctogsean.

arctoidean (ark-toi'df-an), a. 1. Pertaining
to or resembling the Arctoidea.—2. Loosely,
same as arctoid.

Arctopithecus, n. 2. A genus of three-toed
sloths comprising those species in which the
pterygoids are not inflated. Gray, 1850. Con-
sidered by some as synonymous with Bradypns.
ArctOS (ark'tos), n. [Gr. apKTog, bear.] The
constellation of the Great Bear, Ursa Major.
Arcturian (ark-tii'ri-an), a. andn. I. a. Per-
taining to or resembling the star Arcturus.
—Arcturian stars, those of Secchi's second type, which

I
have a spectrum resembling that of 4''''*'''™^ (" Uootse).

In the main it is like the solar spectrum, with extremely
numerous metallic lines. Next to the Sirlan stars these
are the most abundant.

II. n. A star of the type of Arcturus.

arcuale (ar-ku-a'le), n.
;

pi. arcuaHa-Qi-Sj).

[NL., neut. ot'*arcuaUs, adj., < L. arcvs, abow,
an arch: see arc''^, arch^.'\ The name given
by Gadow to one of the paired cartilages which
form on the superior and inferior faces of the
notochord in amphibians and by their exten-

sion and ossification form the centra, spinous
processes, and hemapophyses of the vertebrae.
There are typically fourpairs of arcnaUa, the two above
being the basidorsalia and interdorsalia, and the two
inferior pairs the basiventralia and interventralia. See
"^arcocentrous, -kgastrocentrous, and -Anotocentrous.

arculite (ar'ku-lit), n. [L. arculum, a hoop,
dim. of arms, a bow, + -ite^.'] lapetrog., a
term proposed by Eutley, 1891, to denote
minute bow-shaped aggregates of crystallites,

such as are commonly found on the micro-
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seopical study of semi-vitreous volcanic rocks,
especially rhyolites and pitchstones.

Arcus juvenalis [L., 'bow of youth'], an opacity encir-
cling the cornea, sometimes seen in the young, which
greatly resembles the arcus senilis.

arcyid' (ar'si-id), a. and n. I. a. Having the
characteristics of or pertaining to the spider
family Arcyidse.

n. n. A spider of the family Arcyidx.
Ardisia (ar-dis'i-a), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1788)
< Gr. apdti, a point.] A verv large genus of
tropical trees and shrubs of" the family Jlfwr-
mnacesE, a very few of which are grown in hot-
houses and conservatories. About a dozen species
are in cultivation, but only two are generally known
and these are grown as pot-plants for their berries'
Ihey are A. erenvlata, red-berried, and A. Japonica
white-berried. The former from eastern Asia, is one of
the popular pot-plants, with persistent foliage and ber-
ries that remain for months or even for a year or more
It IS a synonym of Icacorea.

ardite (ar-de'te), M. [Sp. ; referred by some to
Basque ardia, sheep.] An ancient copper
coin of Catalonia.

ib:dois lantern, signal system. See *lantern,
''Signal.

Ardor urins, a scalding sensation on urination in cases
of urethritis.—Ardor ventricuU, pyrosis ; heartburn.

-are. A sufSx applied to the names of orders in
the quantitative classification ofigneous rocks
proposed byCross, Iddings, Pirsson, and Wash-
ington : as, canadare, columbare. See classifi-
cation of igneous rocks, under *rock.
area, n. 5. In conch., a space behind the apex
of the shell, in certain bivalves, including the
dorsal posterior side.— 6. In Polyzoa, the cal-
careous surface outUued on the zocecium by a
raised ridge—Abysmal area, that part of the litho-
sphere which is more than 10,000 feet below sea-level.—
Allegliaiilan (faunal or floral) area, the eastern humid
division of Merriam's transition life zone. (See *zone.)
It covers part of Nova Scotia, a large part of New Eng-
land, New York and Pennsylvania, middle Ontario and
Michigan, most of Wisconsin, a large part of Minnesota,
and parts of the Dakotas.— Area amniotica, the trans-
parent portion in the human embryo corresponding in
general to the area pellucida in the chick.— Area orib-
rosa ['sieve-like tract'] or cribriform area. In anat.

:

(a) The anterior surface of the nipple, marked by the
orifices of the milk-pores, (b) The area at the bottom of
the internal auditory meatus giving passage to branches
of the auditory nerve.—Area of characterization, a
region in which the several varieties of plants and animals
inhabiting it have been able to preserve their indivld-
Jiality through geographical isolation. W. Z. Ripley,
Races of Europe, p. 48.—Area Of high pressure, any
region on the earth over which barometric pressure is

higherthan in the neighboring region. There ai-e perma-
nent tropical areas of high pressure, the pressure being
slightly higher under the tropicaof Cancer and Capricorn
than to the north or south. This increase is specially
marked over the continents in the winter and over the
oceans in the summer season. Small areas of high pres-
sure move from the poles toward the equator at irregular
intervals, especially in the respective winter seasons, and
are usually designated on the; daily weather-maps as
" highs."— Areas ofLangerhans, minute collections of
cells in the interstitial connective tissue of the pancreas

;

more commonly called islands of Langerhans.— A1&3. Of
low pressure, any regionfon the eaith over which at-

mospheric or barometric pressure is lower than in the
neighboring regions. A large region of this kind occupies
the antarctic circle and there is a 1 ess marked region in the
arctic circle ; these are called polar areas. Continental
areas of low pressure develop over the continents in their
summer seasons and oceanic areas over the extreme North
Atlantic and North Pacific oceans in the summer season.
There is a belt of areas of low pressure {equatorial areas)
lying within the torridzoneneartheequator. Thesmaller
areas of low pressure which occupy the central portions
of all cyclonic storms, and are usually designated on the
weather-maps as "lows," are called storrrtrareas.— Area
opaca, in embryol., that portion of the blastodisc l^nown

arecaidine
ovum, which is in intimate contact with the wall of theuterus.— Area system, iDphotog., a system of calculatiuE
relative exposures with various stops and lenses, based on

iv.io'^w ''"^'^";T^^^ transition (faunal or floral)area, that part of Merriam's transition zone, (see *zonA
ying west of the hundredth meridian and merging atlength mto the Pacific coast humid are.a. Its outlines arevery iiregular, being much affected by altitude. It ex-tends interruptedly from British America frn- into themountains of Mexico.— Association areas, portions ofthe cerebral cortex in which there are apparently nomotor nor sensory centers, their function seeming to be
to correlate the various impressions received and excitemotor impulses consistent with them ; in other words
to exercise the functions of the mmd.— Austrorlparlail.
(faunal or floral) area, the eastern humid division of
Mei-stam s lower austral life zone (see *2om), alternatively
called Louisianmnarea. Beginning in southern Virginia
It extends along the coast-plain to Florida, thence west
oyer a large portion of the Gulf States to middle Texas In
the Mississippi valley it reaches north to the boundaries of
Illinois and Indiana. The semitropicaJ or gull strip is a
subdivision of this. The southern extremities of Florida
and Texas belong to the tropical region.— Brooa'B area.
the portion of gray matter in the brain between the pe-
duncle of the corpus callosum and themiddle olfactorylobe
where are stored the memories of the movements neces-
sary to articulate speech.— Carolinian (faunal or floral)
area, the eastern moist division of Merriam's upper aus-
tral life zone (see *zone). It extends along the coast from
Connecticut to Virginia, thence along the base of the
mountains to Alabama, north through Tennessee, to On-
tario, and from there west over Indiana and succeeding
States to the hundredth meridian.— Conservation Of
areas, the description of equal areas in equal times by
the radius vector in all orbits described under the action
of a central force.— Cord area, the portion of the bi-ain
injury to which is often followed by degenerative processes
in the spinal cord.— Culture area, an area in which the
loims of human culture have assumed a definite shape,
owing to the influence of geographical environment.

—

Distributional area, germinal area, hyperbolic
area. See *distribuUomil, itgerminal, •khyperbolie.
Louislanian area. Same as austroriparian itarea.—
Lower Sonoran (faunal or floral) area, the dry western
division of Merriam's lower australlife zone. (See *zone).
It extends from western Texas to New Mexico, reaching
far south into Mexico at middle altitudes. It reappears
west of the Rocky Mountains, occupying irregularand in-
terrupted areas in Arizona, California, Mexico, and Lower
California.—Motor area, that portion of the anterior
and posterior central coAvolutions of the brain where the
nerv^-eenters for motion are believed to reside.— Padflc
coa^t transition (faunal or floral) area, the humid
western division ofMerriam 's transition zone. (See *z<me. )
It comprises poi'tionsof western Washington and Oregon
and northern California, togetherwith a large part of the
California coast— Principle of the preservation or
conservation of areas, in mech., Kepler's law that the
radius vector of a planet revolving in an ellipse aboutthe
sun describes equal areas in equal times in all parts of the
orbit. Newton showed that this is a necessary conse-
quence of the laws of motion of a body attracted or re-
pelled by central forces only. In meteorology Ferrel
showed that the same law applies to the motions of tlie
atmosphere and of all bodies on the earth's surface held
there by gravitation if friction is neglected ; and H. Bruua
(1883) showed that this law holds good even if the friction
is appreciable, as the latter dimhiishes the area but does
not affect the constancy.— Eolandlc area. Same as
mo*or •area.— Sensation or sense area, (a) The sur-
face of distribution, peripheral or central, of a particular
sensory nerve or nerve-branch. (6) A term sometimes
used to denote the separation that must be given to two
esthesiometric points impressed upon the skin if the two
stimuli are to be separately sensed ; the limen of dual im-
pression.— Sensory area, that portion of the brain cor-
tex, embracing the superior temporal convolution and the
posterior part of the occipital lobe, where the centers for
receiving sensory , impressions are believed to reside.

—

Silent area, an area of the surface of the brain injury to
which is not expressed by special motor or sensory symp-
toms : now usually called association *area.

But as it is in the association areas (hitherto termed the
" silerU areas " because, forsooth, we understood them not)
that the higher intellectual activities are carried on, it is

in these portions of the cortex that the higher feelings as-

sume shape and control or influence the somaesthetic areas
with which they are connected. Herein it is that the
mind of man differs most from that of the brute.

Amer. Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec, 1903, p. 609.

The yollc of a hen's egg at the-"end-of the third day of incubation.

AD, area pellucida of the blastoderm. AK, area opaca. AV,
llosa. EM, embryo. SM, vitelline membrane. (From

as the opaque as distinguished from the pellucidlxrea

(area pettuada), especially in the embryonic bird.— Area
placentalis, that portion of the ectoderm, in the human

Subpermanent areas of pressure. See -kpressure.—
Upper Sonoran (faunal or floral) area, the western
arid division of Merriam's upper australjife zone. (See
*zone.) It occupies Irregular and discontinuous spaces,

determuied largely by altitude, west of the hundredth
meridian from Montana and Washington to far south in

Mexico.—Vascular area, in the amniote embryo, that
portion of the extra-embryonic blastodisc which gives

rise to the first blood-vessels. See cut at *area opaca.

area-drain (a're-a-dran), n. An area near the
foundation-walls of a building, having a slight

slope to carry the moisture off.

Areal geology, stimulation, etc. See ''geol-

ogy, etc.

area-wall (a'rf-a-wai"), «• The wall which re-

tains the earth" on either side of an area. In

cities it is becoming increasingly common to set buildings

of all kinds in what seems a pit formed by areas on all

the street-fronts ; the area-wall then becomes an impor-

tant construction, like the counterscarp of a fortification.

arecaidine (ar-e-ka'i-din), n. [Irreg. < arcca

+ -id + -»Me2.] 'An alkaloid, C7H11NO2+H2O,
formed by the saponification of areeoline with

barium hydroxid. It is crystalline, melts at

223° C, and is not poisonous. It is an acid as

well as a base.



arecaine

arecaine (ar'e-ka-in), n. [Irreg. < areca +
-»ie2.] An alkaloid, C7H11NO2 + H2O, found
in the betel-nut from Areca Catechu. It is crys-
talline and melts at 213° C.
arecollne (ar'e-ko-lin), II. lareea+ -0I-+ -ine".]
The chief altaloid, CgHjgNOg, of the betel-
nut from Areca Catechu, it is an oil, is easily sol-
uble in water, boils at 220° C, and is very poisonous. It
is tlie metliyl ester of arecaidine, and is used in medinine,
principally as arecoline liydrobromate, as a vermifuge.

Arenacea (ar-e-na'se-a), 7(.p?. [NL., neut.pl.
of arenaeeus, of sand: see arenaceous.] A
group of Foraminifera in -which the test is not
secreted by the organism, but is constructed
by it from particles of sand, shell, sponge-spic-
nles, and other adventitious bodies picked up
by it and cemented together by a modification
of the sareode. The name does not indicate a
true_ zoological group.
axenicole (a-ren'i-kol), a. [L. arena, harena,
sand, + colere, dwell in: see cult.] Living or
burrowing in the sand, as certain marine
worms; arenicolous.

areniferous (ar-e-nif'e-rus), a. Bearing or con-
taining particles of sand, as the horny fibers
of certain sponges.
Arenig group. See *group^.
arenoid (ar'g-noid), a. [L. arena, sand, +
eMof, form.] Resembling sand. Buck, Med.
Handbook, IV. 114.

arenosity (ar-e-nos'i-ti), n. [arenose + -ity.]

Sandy character or quality ; sandiness. Dr.
H. More.
areographer (a-rf-og'ra-fer), n. One who
writes upon or describes the physical features
of the planet Mars.

areola, «. 2. (6) A tessellation in the thallus
of some lichens—Areola umbiiioalis, a dark oiiole
surrounding tlie umbilicus in pregnancy.

Areolar cancer. See *eancer.

Areolate mildew of cotton. Same as *leaf-
mold of cotton.

areolatin (ar'e-o-la-tin), n. A white crystal-
line neutral compound, C12H10O7, found in
the lichen Pertusaria rupestris. it melts at
270° C.

areolin (a-re'6-lin), n. A white crystalline
substance, Ciefii407, found in the lichen Per~
tusaria rupestris. It melts at 243° C.

areometrically (ar*e-o-met'ri-kal-i), adv. By
means of the areometer or hydrometer.
Arethnsina (ar-f-thu-si'na), n. [NL., < L.
Arethusa, < Gr. 'Ap^Bovca, a proper name, +
4na^.] A genus of trilobites belonging to the
family Proetidse. It is characterized by a broad cepha-
lon wiui small glabella and ocular ridges running out to
tlie eyes, a thorax with 22 segments, and a small pygld-
ium. It occurs in the Silurian rocks.

a reverbero (a ra-ver'be-ro). [It.: see re-

verberate.] With reflection : noting a peculiar
tint of luster found on the old Moorish and ma-
jolica wares, consisting of iridescent metallic
pigments.
Argand diagram. See *diagram.
arganin (ar'ga-nin), «. A glueoside, probably
identical -mtTa *sapotin.

argantld (ar-gan'tid), a. and n. I. a. Having
the characteristics of or belonging to the family
Argantidai.

II. n. A tick of the family Argantidie.

Argelander's method, scale. See ^method,
*scale^.

argentamine (ar-jent-am'in), n. [As argent

+ amine.] A solution of silver phosphate in

an aqueous solution of ethylene diamine ; ethy-

lene-diamine silver phosphate. It is used as

an antiseptic.

argentan, n,. l . This alloy, also known as German
silver, is often made with manganese instead of with
nickel, th's othev constituents, copper and zinc, being the

same in either case.

argentine, »• 7. Metallic tin in a state of fine

subdivision, precipitated by zinc from a dilute

solution of a tin salt : used for tinplating and
for printing upon paper and cloth.— 8. A gold

coin of the Argentine Republic, equivalent to

S4.824.

argentio (ar-jen'to), n. [It.] A silver coin

struck by Pope Clement V. at Carpentras near

Avignon in the early part of the fourteenth

century.
argentol (ar-jen'tol), n. [L. argentum, silver,

+ -ol.] The trade-name of silver hydroxy-

quinolinesulphonate, HOCgHsNSOsAg. It is

a yellow, pulverulent compound used in sur-

gery as a dusting-powder.

argentotype (ar-jen'to-tip), «. 1. Apieture

printed by exposure behind a negative, on

paper previously prepared by the use of feme

74

oxalate and silver nitrate solutions. The pro-
cess was devised fay Mailman.— 2. A special
make of gelatinobromide paper.

argillomagnesian (ar-jiKo-mag-ne'sian), a.

[Gr. apyiXln, clay, + NL. magnesia, magne-
sia.] Containing both clay and magnesia, as
a limestone or a cement made from it.

argillophyre (ar-jil'o-fir), «, [L. argilla, clay,

-t- (por)phyr(y).] In petrog., a porphyry, with
a ground-mass rich in clay, resulting from the
decomposition of the original feldspar parti-
cles contained in it.

arginase (ar'ji-nas), «. largin(in) + -ase.] A
ferment which causes the decomposition of
arginin into ornithin and urea. It has been
found in the liver, the thymus, lymph glands,
the mucosa of the small intestine, etc. Na-
ture, June 16, 1904, p. 160.

arginin (ar'iin-in), n. [Gr. apytv(6ei(), bright,
smning, white (< apydg, white), -I- -in^.] A con-
stant decomposition product of the protamins
and possibly of all albumins. It is a hexone
base, C6H14N4O2. On hydrolysis it yields
urea and ornithin.

Argiope (ar-ji'o-pe), n. [L. Argiope, < Gr. apyi-
Airri, a proper name.] A genus of brachiopods
having a straight hinge-line, plicate shells, dor-
sal valve with from three to five septa, and a
broad continuous brachidium divided into lobes
by the septa. It occurs fossil in Mesozoic and
Tertiary rocks, and also exists in present seas.
Argoan (ar'go-an), a. [L. Argons, < Gr. 'Apy^g,
< 'Apya, Argo. ] Of or pertaining to the ship
Argo, in which Jason sailed for the golden
fieece.

argon (ar'gon), n. [Gr. apySv, neut. of apydg,

inert.] A gaseous element having, in the pure
state as a gas, a density of 19.96 (H=l) and an
atomic weight of 39.6. It exists in the atmosphere,
and is also obtained from the gases yielded by the water of
some springs, and, with helium (which see), from certain

' minerals and from meteoric iron. It was first recognized
in 1895 by Lord Kayleigh and Professor W. Kamsay, who
separated it from the nitrogen with which it had till then
been confounded largely because of its chemical inert-
ness, it being more indifferent to reagents than even that
element. It yields two characteristic spectra, marked
respectively by certain prominent red and blue lines.
This element, the first of five previously unknown gases
existing in the atmosphere, exhibits the same chemical
inertness or incapacity for combination as the others,
with which wheni&st examined it'was more or less mixed.
It can now be separated from them by reduction to the

. liquid state and fractional distillation of the mixture.
When liquefied it boils under normal pressure at—186.1"
C, and in the solid state it melts at —189.5° C. Argon is

nearly 2^ times as soluble in water as nitrogen. As. a gas
it is more opaque to the Rontgen rays than either nitro-

gen or oxygen. It forms about .94 per cent, by volume
or 1.33 per cent by weight of the atmosphere. The fact
that this substance was actually obtained by Cavendish
in 1785 is interesting, although he did not pursue its ex-
amination or ascertain its elementary character.

Argonian (ar-go'ni-an), a. and n. [Argo + -n- +
-'ian. The normal "adj. from Argo "is Argoan
(Gr. 'Apyijioc).] I. a. Noting stars having spec-
tra like those of y Argus and f Puppis (the

stars shown in the figure of the constellation
on page 305, the former (*) on the deck a little

forward of the mast, the latter ( t^) north of it

and just overboard). These spectra are characterized
by the predominance of the two series of hydrogen lines.

They are considered by Lockyer to be the hottest of all

stars, and some of them show bright lines.

II. n. An Argonian star.

argonin (ar'go-nin), n. [Gr. apySg, white, -1- -on
+ -in^.] A white, amorphous, practically neu
tral compound of silver (4 per cent.) and ca-
sein. It is used as a bactericide in cases of

gonorrhoea.

argosy, n. 2. A fleet of ships.

Fun enough to float an argosy of second rates.

Forster, Life of Dickens.

argotic (ar-got'ik), a. Of the nature of argot
or slang : as, argoUc locutions.

Argovian (S,r-go'vi-an), a. andw. [NL. Argovia,
F. Argovie, G. Aargati, a canton of Switzer-
land.] In geol., noting a division of the Middle
Jurassic or Oxfordian in France and the Jura,
corresponding to the upper part of the Oxford-
ian.

Arguesian (ar-ge'si-an), a. l(Des)argues +
-ian.] Of or pertaining to the French mathe-
matician Gerard Desargues (1593-1661) at-
gnesian transformation. See tramtfrntnatian.

argument, n. 8. (c) When one variable is

dependent upon another, the dependent vari-

able is called a function of the other variable,

which is then called the argument of the func-
tion.

The graph of an equation shows very clearly how the
function varies as the argument changes.

G. A. Gibson, Introd. to the Calculus, p. 3.

Arietes

argumentarian (ar-gu-men-ta'ri-an), n. An
arguer or debater. [Oolloq.]

Argumentum a contingentia mundi [L., 'argument
from the indetenuinate nature of the universe'], the
argument that because the universe was not by any a
priori necessity arranged exactly as it is, therefore it

must have a preexistent and independent cause.

argUS-bUtterfly (ar-gus-but'6r-fli), «. Any
one of the meadow-browns of the family Aga-
petidse, as the little wood-satyr, Cissia eurytiis: :

so called on account of the numerous eye-spots

on the wings.
argus-tortoise (ar'gus-t6r'tis), n. A tortoise-

beetle of the family Cassididse, Chelymorpha
argus, a large brick-red American species with
many black dots. It feeds on herbaceous
plants of different families.

Argyll-Robertson phenomena. See •kpheiwmeTum.—
Argyll-Robertson's sign. Same as ArgyilSobertson
pupu (which see, under pupit'^).

argyrsescin (Sr-ji-res'in), n. {Gt. dpyvpog,

silver, + L. eesc{ulus), horse-chestnut, -f -in^.]

A glueoside found in the horse-chestnut.

argyrol (ar'ji-rol), n. [Gr. apyvpoQ, silver, -I-

-ol.] The trade-name of a compound of
silver with proteid material said to be ob-
tained from wheat : used as an antiseptic in-

stead of the more irritant mineral salts of
silver.

argyropyrite (ar"ji-ro-pi'rit), n. [Gr. apyvpoQ,

silver, + TTvphrjQ, pyrites.] A sulphid of sil-

ver and iron from Freiberg in Saxony. It is

allied to the more definitely known species sternbergite.
Argentopyrite from Joachimsthal in Bohemia is a closely
related compound.

argyrosis (ar-ji-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dpyvpoQ,

silver, + -osis.] Same as argyrism.

Argyrosomus (ar"ji-ro-s6'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.
apyvpog, silver, -I- ai>iia, body.] A genus of
ciseos or lake-herrings of the family Salmoni-
dsB. It is distinguished by the relatively large mouth
in connection with the large scales and small teeth. A.
artedi, the laKe-cisco or Michigan heiTing, is the com-
monest of the numerous American species.

arhinencephalus, n. See *arrhinencephalus.
arhythmia, arhythmic- See arrhythmia, ar-
rhythmic.

ari (a're), M. [Telugu.] A small crooked tree,
Bauhinia racemosa, distributed from India to
Burma, Chiaa, and Malaysia. It yields a
strong fiber used for cordage.
ana, n. special varieties of movement or style are
indicated by adding vaiious terms : as, aria cantatnte,
an aria in a flowing, connected style, with but slight
accompaniment : aria concertato, an aria of large dimen-
sions, with an elaborate or concerted accompaniment

;

aria parlante, an aria in which the dramatic delivery t-f

the text is conspicuous ; aria di bravura or d'agiiitA, an
aria in which special opportunity is given for vocal dis-
play through rapid passages and figures, trills and other
embellishments, extreme notes, and the like ; aria d'imi-
tazioTie, an aria in which the music recalls some physical
sound like the song of birds, the noises of battle, etc.

aribine (ar'i-bin), n. [NL. Ar(ar)iba (< Tupi
arariba, < arara, a (red) parrot, -t- iba, fruit
(tree), -t- -ine^.] An alkaloid, C25H20N4 -1-

8HgO, found in the bark of Arariba, rubra,
which is used in Brazil as a red dye. The al-
kaloid is crystalline and melts at 229° C.

Arid region, a region where the rainfall is decidedly less
than the annual evaporation, such as the great deserts of
Sahara, Arabia, and Persia, and portions of Nevada, Utah,
southern California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Spain.

aridian (a-rid'i-an), a. [NL. 'Aridia, the arid
region (<'L. ariSm, arid) -I- -an.] Relating to
the arid countries of the southwestern parts
of the United States;—Aridian culture, the cul-
ture of the pueblos of tl)e southwest F. JV. Cushing.

Aridine red. See *red^.
aridium (a-rid'i-um), n. [NL., < L. aridus, dry

:

see arid.] A supposed new chemical element
announced by UUgren in 1850 : later shown to
consist of the oxids of iron, chromium, and
phosphorus.

ariegite (ar'i-erjit), n. [Ariige, a locality in
the French Pyrenees, -I- -ite'^.] In petrog., a
granular igneous rock consisting essentially
of pyroxenes (diopside, diaUage, bronzite) and
spinel, with or without garnet (pyrope) and
hornblende. This rook was named by La-
croix in 1901.

Aries, ».—First of Aries or first point of Aries, the
point at which the sun crosses the celestial equator in the
spring ; the vernal equinox, from which right-ascension
and (celestial) longitude are reckoned ; the Greenwich of
the celestial sphere.

arietean (a-ri-e'tf-an), a. Pertaining to or
having the characters of the cephalopod genus
Arietes.

Arietes (ar'i-e-tez or a-ri'e-tez), n. [NL., <
L. aries (ariet-), a ram!]] The typical genus of
the family Arietidse.



Arietidse

Alietids (a-ri-et'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Arietes
+ -idsB.'l A family of ammonoid cephalopods
comprising diseoidal and widely umbilicate
shells having a channeled periphery, strong
ribs on the sides of the whorls, and highly
complex septal sutures : characteristic of the
Lower Lias beds.

arigue (a-re'ga), n. [Philippine Sp. (Blumen-
tritt), a form of Tagalog and Bisaya haUgi.'\

In the Philippine Islands, timber, especially
when whole, used in the construction of build-
ings ; a post or pile.

a-ripple (a-rip'l), adv. [aS + ripple.'i In a
ripple ; rippling.

That young man,
The muscles all a ripple down his back.

Brovming, Cleon.

Arissema (ar-i-se'ma), n. [NL.] A genus of
about 50widely di stributed speciesof tuberous-
rooted herbs of the family Araeem, The tropical
species are sometimes grown as hothouse subjects ; but
those commonly known are the two native species, A.
llramntium, the dragon-root, arid A. triphytlum, the
Indian turnip or jack-in-the-pulpit. These two species
are easily transferred' to the garden, and they can be
grown in pots indoors for very early spring bloom.

Arisaig series. See *series.

aristiform (a-ris'ti-f6rm), a. [L. arista, awn,
+ forma, form.] Of the form of an arista, in
either sense ; awn-like,

aristochin (a-ris'to-kin), n. A white tasteless
derivative of quinine ; diquinine - carbonic-
ether. It possesses antimalarial properties.
Also aristoquin.

Aristoclesia (ar'is-to-kle'zi-a), n. [NL. (Co-
ville, 1905), < Grr. 'ApiBTOK?i^c, Aristoeles, the
early name of Plato, the Greek philosopher.
See Flatmiia.'i A genus of trees belonging to
the family Clusiacese, improperly known by
the name Platonia (which see).

AristocystidSB (ar'^is-to-sis'ti-de), n.pl. [NL.,
<.*Ari8tocyst(ites) + -ideB.'\ Afamilyof cystoid
echinoderms or cystids having a spherical or
pear-shaped calyx composed of numerous very
irregular plates which are traversed by simple
canals. The ambulacral grooves lie beneath the plates.
These echinoderms are without arms or stem. Tliey are
found only in the Silurian rocks.

Aristocystites (ar"is-to-sis-ti'tez), n. .[NL.,
<Gr. apiOTog, best, -I- kvbtiq, bladder, -I- -ites.'\

The typical genus of the family Aristocystidse.

aristodemocratical (ar " is - to -dem - o - krat ' i-

kal), a. Of the nature of an aristodemocracy

;

combining both aristocratic and democratic
features of government, as the Swiss Con-
federacy.

We may conclude that those authors have erred who
call the government of Soleure ariato-democratvidi, for
it is certainly a most complete aristocracy.

Coxe, Trav. in Switzerland, I, letter xx.

aristogen (a-ris'to-jen), n. [Gr. aptaroc, the
best, + -yevijQ, -producing.] In pfeotog'., a trade-

name for a concentrated solution of hydro-
quinoue used in developing faintly printed
pictures on printing-out paper.

aristol (a-ris'tol), n. [Gr. apiaroc, best, -I- -oZ.]

A pale-brown amorphous compound, C^Hy.-
CH3.C6H2(OI)2, of faint odor, containing
45.8%' iodine, obtained by treating thymol
with sodium hydrate, iodine, and ;potassium

iodide ; di-thymol-di-iodide ; thymol iodide. It

is used as a substitute for iodoform. Also
called annidalin.

aristolic (ar-is-tol'ik), a. \_Aristol(ocMa) + -»c.]

Derived from Aristolochia— Aristolic acid, an
orange-red compound, CisHnOjN or C16H13O7N, con-

tained in Virginia and Texas sniikeroot^ Aristolochia ar-

r/entina. It crystallizes in needles and melts at 260°-

270° C.

Aristoloclliales (ar'''is-t6-16-ki-a'lez), n. pi.

[NL. (Lindley, 1833), < Aristolochia + -ales.']

An order of dicotyledonous, apetalous (mono-
chlamydeous) plants, characterized chiefly by
the thick, leathery, tubular, coroUine calyx.

It embraces the families Aristolochiacex, Raf-

flesiacese, and Bydnoracese.

aristolochine (ar"is-t6-16'kin), n. [Aristolo-

ehia + -ine'^.'] An alkaloid, C32H22N2O3, found
in the seeds of Aristolochia Clematitis. It crys-

tallizes in orange-yellow needles which decom-
pose at 215° C. It is a violent poison for

animals.

Aristotelian experiment. See *expertment.

Aristotelism (ar"is-tot'el-izm), n. Same as

AristOtelianism.

aristotype (a-ris'to-tip), n. [Gr. apujTog, best,

+ riiTTOf, type.] A photograph printed on pa-

per on which silver salts are spread with col-

lodion or gelatin. The name was originally
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given by Liesegang to the gelatinochlorid or
coUodiochlorid printing-out process. Wood-
bury, Encyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 42.
Aristozoe (ar'is-to-zo'e), n. [NL., < Gr. apia-
Tog, best, + fu^,'life.] A genus of extinct
crustaceans of the order PkyUocarida. They
have a bivalved nodose carapace jointed by symphysis
along the back, and a long cyllndiical abdominal segment
curiously articulated with the caudal spine. Typical spe-
cies are from the Devonian of Bohemia.
arithmacMne (a-rith'ma-shen"), H. [Irreg. <
Gr. apiti(fi6(), number, -I-'!E. machine.] A form
of computing-machine. Its principal parts aie ilg-
ure-wheels operated by endless chains moved by a stylus,
and sundry mechanisms wherebyfundamental arithmeti-
cal operations and much of the labor of involution and
evolution may be pei-formed. A machine of this kind,
invented by Qoldman, may be earned in the pocket.

arithmachinist (a-rith'ma-she-nist), n. One
.who is versed in tlfie theory, construction,.and
operation of an arithmachine.
arithmechanical (a-rith-mf-kan'i-kal), a. Of
or pertaining to devices for computation by
mechanical means or by machines.

arithmetic, n—Mechanical arithmetic, the science
of the constructive principles and the practical use of
mechanical aids to arithmetical computation.

arithmetization (a-rith"me-ti-za'shon), n.

[arithmet{ic) + 4ke + -ation.] The process
by which any part of mathematics is so recast
as to be made to depend only upon purely
arithmetical concepts, to the exclusion of all

measurement.
The Theory of Functions' of Heal Variables as it has

been remodelled in the process of complete arithmeti-
zation. Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 644.

arithmetize (a-rith'me-tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

arithmetized, ppr. arUhmetizing. To render
arithmetical. See *arithmetization.

arithmetizer (a-rith'me-ti-zer), n. One who
arithmetizes. Specifically : (a) One who builds the
entire number system, irrational numbers, and the
mathematical continuum without any use of measure-
ment or intuition or geometric magnitudes. DedeHnd
and Oeorg Camtor. (b) One who would abolish iiTational
numbers and the modern extensions of the number
concept, substituting for them equivalents expressed in
terms of whole numbers only. KronecTcer.

arithmogram (a-rith'mo-gram), n. [Gr.
dpid/idg, a number, + ypd/i/ia, a letter.] The
number obtained by summing the numerical
values of the letters of a word.
arithmography (ar-ith-mog'ra-fi), n. [As
arithmograph + -j/*.] A formal presentation
of the properties of numbers.
arithmological (a-rith"mo-loj'i-kal), n. In
math., of or pertaining to' arithmiblogy; per-

taining to the rigorous treatment of numbers.
arithmology (ar-ith-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. dpt6ft6(,

number, -I- -Xoyia, < \eryuv, speak.] The theory
of numbers ; higher arithmetic. Andr4, 1873.

arithmomania (a-rith'''mo-ma'ni-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. apSudg, number, -t- 'pavla, madness.] In
pathol., a morbid impulse to work over mathe-
matical problems, or to count objects or acts,

such as buttons, steps, etc. Baldwin, Diet, of

Philos. and Psychol., I. 68.

arithmomechanics (a-rith"m9-me-kan'iks), n.

pi. [Gr. apidndg, number, -1- mechanics.'] Me-
chanical principles and devices employed in

the construction of machines for performing
arithmetical operations.

Ariyalur group. See *group^.

arize, v. i. and n. A simplified spelling of arise.

Arizonian (ar-i-z6'ni-an), a. and n. [Arizona
+ -ian.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Arizona.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Arizona.

A. B. jug. 8Be*jitgt^.
_

arkyochrome (ar'ki-o-krom), ». [Gr. apKvg,

net, + XP"!^' color.j In newol.,^ somato-

chrome nerve-cell in which the stainable por-

tion of the cytoplasm appears in the form of a

network or reticulum. Nissl.

Arkyochromes or cells in which the chromatic substance

is present in the form of anastomosing chains, making a

coarser or finer meshwork ; as, for example, in the Pur-

kinje cells of the cerebellum and in the mitral cells of the

olfactory lobe. Jmr. Exper. Med., V. 662.

arkyostichochrome (ar"ki-6-stik'o-krom), n.

[Gr. apKvc, net, + arixog, row, + ;rpa/i(J, color.]

A somatochrome nerve-cell in which the stain-

able cytoplasmic substance combines a striate

with a reticular arrangement. Typical exam-

ples of such cells are the Purkinje cells of the

cerebellar cortex. Nissl.

In the cerebellum, the only cells of special interest,

when subjected to the method of Nissl, are those of

Purkinje. Formerly classed as arkyostiehochromes, these

cells Nissl now includes in the arkyochrome gronp. They

lie as a distinct row of cells at the junction of the molec-

ular layer with the granular layer, their cell bodies em-

bedded in the latter. Jour. Exper. Med., V. 668.

Armeniaca
arm^, n. 7. In violin-playing, the arm or its
action in reference to the style of bowing: as,
he plays with a good arm.—8. In archery, the
longitudinal half of a bow, extending from the
handle to the end of the bowstaff ; limb : classi-
fied as upper and lower arm, according to their
relative position when the bow is held perpen-
^cularly, as in shooting.-At arm's end, beyond
the reach of one's arm ; hence, at a distance, or at such
a distance as to prevent contact or familiarity in personal,
social, or other relations : as, to keep one at arm's end.—
At arm's length, (a) At arm's end ; at a distance as
regai-ds personal relations, (b) At a disadvantage : as,
to work at arm's kn^^A.—Base-ball pitcher's arm, a
condition of sprain, with pain and soreness over the
points of insertion of the muscles, occurring sometimes
as a result of overuse by base-ball players.— Glass
arm, a neurosis, analogous to writers' cramp, marked
by spasm of the pronator teres muscle, occurring in
base-ball pitchers.— Golf arm, a neurosis, analogous to
writers' cramp, which interferes with the motions of
driving or putting at golf.

arm^, n—cessation of arms, suspension of hostili-
ties; an ai-mistice or truce.

—

Manual of arms, a pre-
scribed method of using a military ai'm.

Armadillidae (ar-ma-dil'i-de), n. pi. Same as
*Armadillididee.

Armadillidids (ar-ma-di-lid'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< ArmadilUdium -t- -idee.] A family of land
isopods having the body very convex and con-
tractile into a globular form. ArmadilUdium
is the typical genus.
Armadillidium (ar-ma-di-lid'i-um), n. [NL.,
< Armadillo, n., 2, + "dim. -idium, Gr. -idiov.]

The typical genus of the family Armadillididx.
Brandt, 1833.

armament, n. 2, in a large war-ship, the arma-
ment is distinguished as the main armament, including
all the largest guns,
usually mounted in
barbettes or turrets
in the largest vessels;
the secondary or in-
termediate arma-
ment, including all

the medium-caliber
guns such as 5-inch
or 6-inch ; and the
tertiary or minor ar-
mamevt, including
the smallergunssuch
as 3-inch, 6-poundei's
etc.

armature, n. 6.

(6) That part of
an electric ma-
chine in which
electric power is

generated (gen-
erator) or con-
sumed (motor).
Sometimes the

Revolving Armature,

a, commutator; b, commutation-leads;
c, soldered clips ; d, armature-winding ;

e, binding-wires ; /, top stick ; ff, lami-
nations; k, ventilating ducts.

Stationary Armature.

a, foot; b, frame; c, holding-down bolts; d, armature-leads; e,

couplings;^ lead inlets; ^.connection-board; A, name-plate: i,

rating; U, clamping-Ijolts; /, armature-windings; m, soldered

clips ; ft, clamping-ring ; o, top-stick ; p, laminations ; g, ventilating-

ducts.

rotating element is called armature, irrespec-

tive of its function. See field, 13.

arm-chair, ». II. a. In one's arm-chair; seated

comfortably at home ; fireside ; hence, theoreti-

cal, not practical: as, arm-chair geographers.

Much of the objection to horizontal fishing had no

greater weight than belongs to armchair disputations on

the subject. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 153.

Armeniaca (ar-me-ni'a-ka), n. [NL., < L. Ar-

meniacus, adj., < Gr. 'ApfieviaKvc, < 'Ap/ievia, L.

Armenia, Armenia.] AJn old generic name of

the common apricot, but now most commonly
used as a specific name in Prunus, as P. Arme-

niaca. The purple apricot is Prunus (Armeni-

aca) dasycarpa. The 'Japanese apricot is P.

or (A.) Mume.



armenlaceous

armeniaceous (ar-me-ui-a'shus), a. Having
the color of an aprieot, Frunus Armeniaca;
dull orange.

Armenioid (ar-me'ni-oid),a. [L. Armenii, <
Gr. 'Apfjevioc, Armenians, + elSog, form.] Re-
sembling the Armenian; in anthrop., noting a
type of man found in Armenia and throughout
Asia Minor, and in a few places in Syria and
Mesopotamia: a branch of the Melanochroi
characterized by a very short and high head
and narrow, high nose. W. Z. RipUy, Races
of Europe, p. 444.

Armenoid^ a. Same as *Armenioid.
Armeria (ar-me'ri-a), «. [NL.] A genus of

plants of the ta,mily"Plumbagmacex, commonly
called sea-pink or thrift. They are small
perennial herbs, with rosettes of narrow, ever-

green leaves on the ground. The species are
much confused. They are used chiefly for

border-planting in the open.

armes parlantes (arm par-lant'). [F.] Allu-
sive or canting heraldry. See allrtswe arms,
under arrrfi.

arm-guard, n. 3. In archery, a guard of leather,

metS, ivory, or other substance to protect the
bow-arm and wrist from the friction of the
bow-string, and to prevent the string from
catching on the sleeve ; a bracer.

armied (ar'mid), a. [army^ + -ed^.'] Forming
an army: army-like. Bailey, Festus, xxxui.
358. N.E.D.
armilla, n. 6. In hot., the frill originally cov-
ering the hymenium of agarics and adhering
to the stipe after the expansion of the pileus.

Armillaria (ar-mi-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Endlicher,

1836), < L. armilla, ring,"-!- -aria.] A genus of

white-spored agarics having the gills decurrent
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In 1861 the British Government began the construction

ot eleven armour-clads, six of which, including the Hector
and Valiant, sister sliips of 6700 tons, were iron vessels.

Encye. Brit., XXXII. 5U.

Armored scale, wood. See *seale3, *woocP^.

Armorial porcelain. See *poreelairO-.

Armorlcan sandstone, in geol., the lowest division of the
Silurian series of northwestern France.

armor-plating (ar'mor-pla'ting), n. The pro-

tective sheets or masses of steel which are used
to cover the hull of a war-ship or cruiser, in

whole or in part, to resist the perforating im-

pact of projectiles.

arm-ossicle (arm'os*i-kl), n. One of the elon-

gate ambulaaral plates which form a roof over
the ambulacral furrows of the Asterozoa.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1896, p. 1029.

arm-plate (arm'plat), n. One of the constitu-

ent plates in the arm of a erinoid or ophiurid

;

a brachial.

armstake (arm'stak), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
arrrtstaked,-pyT. armstdking. In leatJier-working,

to stake or soften by means of a crutch.

Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 162.

arm-viol (arm'vi-ol), n. A viola da braeeio
(which see, under viola^).

Army blanket. See" *blanTcet.

army-ant (ar'mi-ant), 11. The foraging ant.

See Edton.
army-worm, n—Beet army-worm, the larva of a
cosmopolitan noctuid moth, Caradrina exigua, which
damages sugar-beet plantations.— Cotton army-WOim,
the larva of a noctuid moth, Alabama argMacea, occur-
ring abundantly in tropical America and in the southern
United States. Ig former years it damaged the cotton
crop of the United States very seriously, the estimated
annual money loss amounting to $16,000,000.— Fall
army-worm. See grase-worm.—ToieBt aimy-worm,
another name for the 'so-called forest tent-caterpillar
larva of MalacoBoma disetria.— Sclara anny-worm,
the larva of any one of several species of midges of the
genus ScCara. These larvffi are gregarious and travel in
large snake-like masses, whence the name army-imrmor
worm-anake.

Arnica yellow. See *yellow.

amillo (ar-nel'yo), n. [Cuban Sp., < Sp. ar-
nilla, a small beehive.] The Cuban name of
a snapper-like fish of the species Apsilus den-

Artftillaria mettea.

Fruiting plants arisingf from the mycelium {Rhieomorfiha).
(After figure in Engler and Prantl's " Pflanzenfamilien.")r figure

and the stipe furnished with an annulus. A.
mdlea is a common and widely distributed species, grow-
ing about old stumps, and regarded as the cause of cer-

tain root-diseases of trees.

'Arminianizer (ar-min'i-an-i-z6r), n. [Armin-
ianize + -erl.] One who spreads or seeks to

spread Arminian doctrines ; a promoter of Ar-
minianism.

,arm-lyre (arm'lir), n. A lira da braeeio (which
see, imder lira^).

armor, «. 5. In paleobotany, the thick cover-

ing or jacket which surrounds the woody axis

of fossil cyeadean trunks, consisting of the

persistent leaf-bases and the copious ramen-
tum which fills the interstices between them.
The ramentum is firmly silicified, forming walls around

the leaf-bases ; and where, as is usually the case, only the

lower portion of tlie leaf-bases is preserved, the triangu-

lar cavities remaining give to the trunks a honeycomb-
like appearance.

'armor-bar (ar'mor-bar), n. In a man-of-war,

a heavy steel bar'J about an inch thick and six

inches to a foot deep, used to protect an open-

ing in a protective deck from shot or splinters.

An assemblage of such bars constitutes an
armor-grating (which see).

armor-belt (ar'mor-belt), n. The portion of the

armor of a war-ship in the vicinity of the water-

line. In a battle-ship, it is usually thickerthan the armor

above it. A emnplete armor-belt extends the whole length

of the vessel ; a partiai belt covers only the middle por-

tions, behind which are the engines and boilers.

armor-clad (ar'mor-klad), n. A war-vessel pro-

tected by external armor; an ironclad. Mod-
em armor-olads inelufle battle-ships, armored

cruisers, and armored coast-defense vessels.

amimite (ar'nim-it), n. [Named after the
German family "Von Arnim. ] Ahydrated cop-
per sulphate occurring as a green incrustation
in porcelain-jasper: found at Planitz, near
Zwickau, Bohemia.
Amoglossus (ar-no-glos'us), n. [NL., < Gr.
apv6( (gen.), lamb, + yXixsaa, tongue.] A ge-
nus of small, thin-bodied flounders found in
southern Europe.
Arnold's canal, fold. See *canalX, *foW-.
Amusian (ar-nii'si-an), a. and n. [Irreg. < It.

Arno, L. Arnus, a river of Italy, whose valley
(Val d'Arno) is famous.] Noting the upper-
most stage in the Pliocene Tertiary deposits
of the Mediterranean.
aroar (a-ror'), adv. [cfi + roar.] In a roar;
roaring.

Hail ! day of storms ! with thy woods aroar like rivers

and thy rivers aroar like seas. •

Bladewood's Mag., XXXIX. 842. N. B. D.

aroast (a-rosf), adv. [a^ + roast.] In pro-
cess of roasting.

He smelleth not his ilesh

A-roast, nor yet the sandal and the spice
They burn. Edwin Arnold, Light of Asia, iii.

aroeira, n. 2. The name of several other
trees of the cashew family, especially Schimis
terebinthifoUus of Brazil and Astronium frax-
inifolium, an allied Brazilian tree. All of

these yield medicinal resins, and the last-

named yields a very hard, valuable wood.
aroid, n. II. a. Like or representing the
genus Arum or the family Aracese : as, an aroid
type.

Axoides (a-ro-i'dez), n. [NL. (Heister, 1768),
< Arum + -oides.] A genus of monocotyledo-
nous plants of the family Araceee. See Bich-
ardia and Zantedesehia.

Aromatic species, a mixture of the leaves and stems of
several aromatic plants.—^Aromatic wine. See 'kwine.

aromaticalness (ar-o-mat'i-kal-nes), n. Aro-
matic quality ; spiciness. Smley, 1781.

aromaticness (ar-o-mat'ik-nes), n. Same as
*aromaticalness.

aromite (a-ro'mit), n. [Aroma (see def.) +
-ite^.] A'tydrated sulpluite of aluminium and
magnesium from the Pampa de Aroma, Tara-
paca, Chile.

aromo (a-ro'mo), n. [Sp. aromo, prob. < aroma,
fragrance.] The sponge-tree, Acacia Farnesi-

ana. it yields a reddish gum similar to gum arable,

and its wood is very heavy, hard, reddish-brown in color,

and handsomely grained. See Acacia and epojtge-iree.

arriccio

aroze, preterit of arize. A simplified spelling

of arose.

Arpaditidse (ar-pa-dit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

'Arpadites (?) + -idx.] A family of ammon-
oid cephalopods or ammonites. They have later-

ally compressed whorls with low transverse ribs, a
channeled periphery or venter, and comparatively
simple ceratitoid sutures. The species occur in the
IMassic formation.

arpeggione (Sr-pej-i-o'ne), n. [It., < arpeggio:

see arpeggio. ] A small six-stringed violoncello,

invented by Staufer of Vienna in 1828, having
a body shaped somewhat like that of a guitar

:

hence also called guitar-violoncello.

arpenteur (ar-pan-t6r'), n. [F., < arpent, ar-

pent.] A land-surveyor. Arthur Young, Trav.
France, p. 149.

arras^ (a'ras), n. [Sp., < L. arrlia : see arrha.]

In Spanish law, a voluntary gift made by a hus-
band to his wife upon marriage in considera-

tion of the portion which he receives from her.
If made, and the property is not more than one-tenth of
the husband's estate, it becomes the absolute property of
the wife, free from all debts of the husband.

array, n. 10. In statistics, the values of one
variable which are correlated with a certain,

definite value of another variable. See *cor-
relaUon, 5.— CommlSBioner of array, the officer

who held, in England, a 'commission of array' for a
county: now superseded by the lord lieutenant of the
county. See array, 8, and commission of array, under
ctmimission'i.

arrayado (a-ra-ya'do), n. [Cuban Sp.] The
Cuban name of the fish sailor's-choioe, HsBmu-
lonparra.
arrayan (a-ra-yan'), »• [Sp. arrayan, myrtle.]
1. Eugenia apiculata, a small Chilean tree or
shrub of the myrtle family, which has been in-

troduced in the milder regions of the United
States and Europe as an ornamental plant.

—

2. A similar shrub of Ecuador and Colombia,
Eugenia Arayan, first collected by Humboldt
in the Andes.

arre' (ar'e), n. [Also in a more English-look-
ing form arrie, NL. arra (Pallas), from a na-
tive name in the Aleutian Islands, based upon
the harsh cry of the birds, represented by
arrr, arrr.] A name given by the Aleutian
natives to the Pacific murres, Uria troile eali-

fornica and Uria lomvia arra.

arrest, n— Nerve of arrest. See *nerve.

arrested (a-res'ted), ^.a. Retaining through
life an infantile or a juvenile state of develop-
ment with respect to any organ. Modifica-
tions of structure from arrested development,
so great or so serious as to deserve to be called
monstrosities, are of common occurrence.
Darwin, Variation of Animals and Plants, 11.

379.

arretted (a-ret'ed), p. a. 1. Convened before
a judge andcharged with a crime . Bouvier, Law
Diet.—2. Imputed or laid to one's charge:
as, no folly may be .arretted to any one under
age. Bouvier, Law Diet.

arrhenal (a-re'nal), «. A name of the sodium
salt of monometltyl arsenite, Na2CH3As03 +
6H2O.
Arrhenius's theory of electrolysis. See

arrhenoid (ar'e-noid), n. [Gr. apfnjv, male,
-H eMo(;, form.] In emhryol., the attraction-

sphere or aster belonging to the sperm
during the fertilization or the egg. Henking^
1890.

arrhepsia (a-rejj'si-a), re. [NL., <Gr. appeijiia,

equilibrium, < a- priv. + *peirTdc, < piirew, in-
cline, as a balance.] Mental equilibrium:
same as ataraxia.

Arrhlna (a-ri'na), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi.] An
ordinal name formerly applied to a division of
the fishes including the extinct genera Pteras-
pis and Cephalaspis : not now recognized.

arrtaine (ar'in), a. and n. [NL. arrhimis,

< Gr. appt(, noseless, < a- priv. -I- Mc (A'"-),
nose.] I. a. Noseless : applied specifically

to the Arrhina, an extinct order of fishes, in-

cluding Pteraspis and Cephalaspis.

II. n. One of the Arrhina.

arrtainencephalus (ar-in-en-sef'a-lus), n.; pi.

arrhimencephali {-IS). [NL., < Gr.'apptf {appw-),

without nose (power of smell), + bfid^7j>(,

brain.] A monster without the olfactory lobe
of the brain, or rhinencephalon. Also spelled

arhinencephalus.

arriccio (a-rich'6), n. [It., < arricciare, bristle

up, < riecio, < L. ericius, a hedgehog : see ur-

chin.] In Italian art, generallya coatof plaster
prepared for mural painting, but not usually
a final coat. See in^naeo.



anogater

arrogater, arrogator (ar'o-ga-t6r, -or), n. One
who makes unwarrantable or pretentious
claims.

Against all Merlinical arrogatora.
Gaule, Magastron., p. 376.

arrow, W., 1. Arrows now used in archery are of two
kinds, the self-arrow and the footed arrow. The former
has a shaft made of a single piece of wood, the latter a
foreshaft or tooting of hard wood about 7 inches long
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arabic, arsenious acid, red sulphid of mercui'y, charcoal
aud water: used as a caustic application in the treatment
of cancer.

II. n. A substancewhichowes its effleieney

for the purpose to which it is to be applied to
the presence of arsenic or some of its com-
pounds, as medicinally employed remedies, in-

secticides applied to cultivated plants, etc.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1896, p. 619,

nextthehead. The parts of an arrow are the Aor» at the arseiUC-glasS, «. 2. Ihe white OXid ot arsenic
(AS2O3) when first sublimed, in an amorphous
and therefore tranfeparent state. In time it

crystallizes and becomes white, nearly opaque,
aud porcelain-like.—Yellow arsenic-^lass, an iin-

pure sulphid of arsenic obtained by subliming white ar-

senic with sulphur. It contains much oxid and is there-
fore very poisonous.

Same as arseniU'

butt (the end resting upon the bowstring), in which Is cut

a nock for the string ; the sh€^t or staff of soft wood ; the
feathers, glued upon the shaft neai' the butt ; the/ore-

tha/t (in a footed arrow) ; and the head or pile at the point

or striking end. Arrows are now usually from 25 to 28

inches long, and theii' weight is measured by that ot new
(British) silver coins : as, a 4s. 6d. arrow. They are made
in four shapes : bobtaUt with the greatest diameter at the . ,

point; chested, with the greatest diameter at a point be- arsenide, n Hydrogen arsenide,
tween the middle and the nock ; barreled, with the great- reted hydrogen.
est Aiameter at the middle ; and parallel ov eylindrical, arseniopleite (ar-se' ni-6-ple'it), «. farse-
with a unWorm diameter throughout.

nio(,US)+ (?) Gr. TrMcg, full, + -ite'^i.^ A basic

fati?e,I^\tr^:-^^er^o^.lul^htfZ- pseniate It manganese occurring in brown-

lation of the French ;!8<!/ie« d'amour. Also called Venus's ish-red masses : louud m bweden.
iatr-stoBM.—Rankling arrow, an an-ow the head of arseniosiderite(ar-se"ni-6-sid'e-rit), B. larse-
which is loosely attached to the sliatt, so th^ it stays in „io(^) -|- siderite.'] A basic arseniate of ferric
the wound while the shaft drops off. O. T. mason.— -ji. . . n .t_t_
Retrtevliig arrow, an arrow ^th a barbed head de- iron and calcium occurringm yellowish-brown

signed for retrieving flsh or burrowing animals. fibrous forms.

arrow v. i. 3. To blossom : said particularly ArseniouB add. This acid, corresponding to the ortho-

of sugar-cane, which throws out an arrow- arsenites, has the fomulaHgAsOs, while the acid corre-

11 ""B"^ . ' " u IV, .o « u cu - V,..
sponding to the meta-arsemtes IS HAS O2; but neither

like nowenng StaiK.
^ of these has been obtained in the separate and pure state.

arrow-head, w. 4. The pointed member of an —Arsenious ajihydrld. Same as arieniotw oxid (As^Oj),

egg-and-dart molding; the 'dart' or 'tongue.' arsenoliaeiliol (ar"se-no-he'm61), m

arthemis
Hitherto the various branches of art had followed differ-

ent courses. The most beautiful paintings were often
hung in surroundings grievously lacking in taste. Now
arose the ambition to make the room itself a work of art

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 460

Arts of design, those arts in which graphic or plastic
methods are employed, as distinguished from music,
poetiy, dancing, etc Graphic arts. See graphic, 3.-
Intermedlate arts, the intermediate gitule in any par-
ticular course of study in the faculty of ai-ts, as distinct
from the 'junior' and 'advanced' grades.— liberal
arts. Sec art», 6.—Social art, the application ot social
science to human betterment, especially through legisla-
tion and government. L. F. Ward, Outlines of SooioL,
p. 271.-sThe art preservative of all arts, printing.—
The manly art or the art of self-defense, boxing.

artanthic (ar-tan'thik), a. lArtanthe + -jc]
Noting an acid found in the oil from the mat-
ico. Piper angusUfolium (Artanihe elongata).

artarine (ar'ta-rin), n. An amorphous alka-
loid, C21H23O4N, from the root-bark of Zan-
thoxylon Senegalense.

artel (ar-tel'), ». [Buss. artSlu.'] In Russia,
a voluntary association of workingmen for any
general or specific purpose, it is an ancient in-

stitution. Formerly the members of an artel usually
dwelt together commuuistically, and the practice is still

found among the peasantry.

artemisin (ar-tem'i-sin), n. [^Artemisia + -in^.']

A compound sometimes found as an impurity
in commercial santonin.

Arteria profunda cerebri, a branch ot the basilar artery

^^, distributed to the temporosphenoidal and occipital lobes.

A^tarown ArtCTlal constitution, the florid habit in which the
blood is rich in flbiin and contains a relatively large pro-

See out at egg ana dart, under egg^—Arrow- powder consisting ot hsemol containing one portion of red blood-globules.—Arterial sclerosis,

liead and feather illusion. _ See -Elusion. per cent, of arsenious acid.
,

Same as arteriosclerosis.

arrow-maker (ar'6-ma-ker), n. One who arsenoid (ar'se-noid), n. [^arsenic + -oid.} arterin (ar'te-rin), n. larter(y) + -in^.'\ A
makes arrows.

There the ancient Arrow-maker
Made his arrow-heads of sandstone.
Arrow-heads of chalcedony,
An'ow-heads of flint and jasper.

LongfeUow, Hiawatha, iv.

arroW-DOCket (ar'6-pok-et), ». In archery, a POSed allotropic form of native arsemc.

pocket in a coat, used instead of a quiver by arsenous (ar'se-nus), a. Same as arsenious.

an archer to hol^ his arrows while shooting. Arsmoite (ar-sm'9-it), a. Of, pertaining to,

or made at Arsinoe in the Payum, ligyprt : as,

the Arsinoite collection of antiquities.

Arsinoitherium (ar-sin"o-i-the^ri-um), n.

arrow-point (ar'6-point), n. Same as arrow-

head.

arrow-poison (ar'6-poi-zon), n. See poison.

arrowroot, «—Florida arrowroot. See Zamia.

arrow-shaft (ar'o-shaft), n. The shaft of an
arrow Arrow-shaft polisher, an implement made
ot stone, with a groove extending across one surface

:

often found in pairs. The shaft of the arrow was placed

in the groove, or in the tube formed by the two grooves

of the pair ot polishers placed face to face ; then the sur-

face of the anow-shaft was rubbed down.

arrow-Staff (ar'6-staf), n. 1. The wooden
shaft or main part of an arrow, from the nook
or horn at the butt to the head or pile at the

end.— 3. A selected and prepared piece of

wood for an arrow ; the arrow in a rough state.

arrow-straightener (ar'6-strat"ner), n. An
implementused for straightening arrow-shafts,
consisting of a strong piece of bone perforated

at one end. By means of this implement the

arrow-shaft when steamed is bent until it is

straight.

arrow-weed (ar'6-wed), n. Same as *cacht-

milla.

arrow-wood, n. 2. Same as *eachimilla.

'Arry (ar'i), n. [The cockney form of the very

common Eng. name Sarry.'\ A type of the

London cockney of the lowest middle class,

whose animal spirits and good-natured vul-

garity of manner (as displayed in public, fre-

quently in the company of his sweetheart or

wife, 'Arriet) are made prominent in the comic

papers. [Eng.]

'Arryish (ar'i-ish), a. Like 'Arry ; vulgarly

jovial. [Eng.]
. „

A. R. S. A. An abbreviation of Associate of

the Boyal Scottish Academy.
arseneted, arsenetted (ar'se-net-ed), a. Same
as arseniureted.

arseniated (ar-se'ni-a-ted), a. Same as arse-

Arsenic mirror. See *argenical mirror.—^Benic test,

any one ot several methods tor detecting minute quanti-

ties ot arsenic, often required in cases of supposed poison-

ing. The most impoitent ot these are known as the JlfarsA

test, the Reinseh test, and the electrolytic test, the last of

which has been improved and rendered more delicate by

Thorpe. In using the first and last of these the arseni?

is obtained in the elementary or metallic form deposited

upon the surface of a piece of porcelain or a small glass

tube ; in the direct application of the Eeinsch test a like

The trade-name applied to various commercial hypothetic compound of oxyhemoglobin and
arsenical insecticides pink arsenoid, the trade- lecithin occurring in arterial blood.
name for an insecticide preparation consisting essentially arteriofibrosis (ar-te'ri-o-fi-bro'sis), n. [NL.,
of lead arsenlte.

, , -^^ r < arteno, artery, + ^6ra,' fiber, -t- -om.] Same
arsenolamprite (ar" se-no-lam pnt), n. [ar-

g^g arteriosclerosis.
sen«c + 6t. Xo/iTrpdf, bright, + -J<e2.] A sup-

3^j.(.gjj„y|.jj (Sr-te'ri-o-lith), ii. [Gr. afyr^pia,

artery, + Xwof, stone.] A concretion formed
in an artery; arterial calculus.

arteriometer (ar-te-ri-om'e-ter), n. [Gr.
apTijpia, artery, -I- /drpov, a measure.] An in-

strument for determiningthe changes in caliber
of an artery caused by ttie cardiac pulsations.

[NL., < Gr. •kpaivtyq, a queen of Egypt (who ^„gfr ^g^. Handbook, I. 130.
had a palace in the region where the fossils arteriosclerosis, ». An increase ot connective tissue

in the walls ot the arteries, especially in the inner coat.

The resulting progressive thickening and contraction ot

the vessels interfere with the blood-supply of their own
walls so that these become degenerated and weak^ while
at the same time their abnormal rigidity makes it diffi-

cult or impossible for the normal variations in caliber, in

response to nervous stimuli, to take place. Local areas
of fatty degeneration with the subsequent deposition ot

lime salts are apt to form, especially in the larger vessels,

and are called atheromatous patches. A pulse ot high
tension with enlargement of the heart, due to the in-

creased resistance to the blood-flow, and Bright's disease
owing to the involvement of the small vessels ot the
kidney, frequently accompany arteriosclerosis. Various
disorders ot the brain, including a tendency to apoplexy,

and a predisposition to gangrene of the extremities, are

other common consequences of the disease. In old

age there is usually a greater or less degree of arterio-

sclerosis, and its presence then indicates that the bodily

machine is beginning to wear out, but certain other fac-

tors, notably intemperance in eating and drinking, may
cause it to appear early in life.— Diffuse arterioscle-
rosis, general fibrous thickening ot the walls ot the

arteries.— Nodular arteriosclerosis, a disease of the

arteries marked by the presence ot nodules ot fibrous

tissue in the lining membrane at points where special

strain occurs.— Senile arteriosclerosis, fibrous thick-

ening of the walls of the arteries, characteristic ot senile

degeneration.

arteriosclerotic (ar-te'^ri-o-skle-rofik), a. Re-
lating to or affected with arteriosclerosis.

-Smc*;. Med. Handbook, H. 107.

have been discovered), + dijptov, a wild beast.] Arteritis deformans, a condition ot roughness and cal-

A CTfin n s of extinct uneulate mammals recently careous infiltration of the inner walls of the ai-teries fol-

discovered in the Upper Eocene rocks of the lowing upon atheromatous ulceration.
uisuuvBiou iii i-iic 1.^^,1,^

.^ • .J arterv. » celiac artery, same as c^tac
Libyan desert. The creature seems to have attained ^rrery^ a^^^& arteries of
the size of a large rhinoceros, and bore a pau- of very i" ' . . . _' -^ ^__._- „„ ^^-

heavy bony horns over the nose. The form of the feet

and legs suggests relationship to the elephants and

JHnocerata.

Skull and lower jaw of Arsinoitherium Zitteli, from the

Upper Eocene of the Fayuni, Egypt.

About one-twentieth natural size-

(From " A Guide to the Fossil Mammals of the British Museum,"
by pennission of the Trustees.)

arsonist (ar'son-ist), n. \_arson + -ist:\ One

who commits arson.

Those whose houses were first seen infiames were im-

prisoned at the Yevo-gan's quarters, but they were not

proved to be the real arsonists.
.

S. F. Burton, Mission to Gelele, 11. 306.

arsoninm (iir-so'o-um), n. [Formation not

obvious; appar. an arbitrary formation, ar-

s(enic) + -on- + -ivm.1 A hypothetical group,

ASH4, known only in derivatives: as, tetra-

methyl arsordum hydroxid, (CH3)4AsOH.
crafts, industrial art. The name was

1 to a society founded by William Moms, Walter
deposit is formed upon a strip of P^e copper foa.— ,"!""";' i ""». industrial art The'name was origi-

Fresenius test for arsenic. See *te^i.--Flowers ^^^l^
^J^^JoX^^^^^^^

Of arsenic, the white oxid of arsemc (AS2O3) m fine ga^y/i™"
^jfg^She encour^ement of artistic design

powder. '

arsenical, a.-Arsenical mirror, the lustrous deposit

of metallic arsenic obtained upon the surface of a glass

tube by means of the Mai'sh test. See -karsenuUst.--

AiBenical paste of Frere Cflmo, a paste made of gum

in utilities.

It was momentous for the painter's art that in Ger-

many"no less than in England and Frauce^anewmove.

ment at this time set in -the so-called "arts and erafts.
'

lowing upon atheromatous ulceration.

axis (which
the brain

See *eerdral.— Dental arteries. See -kdental.— Gas-
serianartery, a branch of the middle meningeal or inter-

nal carotid artery which supplies the Gasserian ganglion.

Hemorrhoidal arteries, three sets of arteries, su-

perior, middle, and inferior, which supply the rectum

and anus.— Interosseous arteries, numerous small

arteries running between the metacarpal bones of the

hand and the metataraal bones ot the foot. There are

two sets of each, dorsal and palmar in the hand, and dor-

sal and plantar in the foot.—Mammary arteries. See

•Tnammory.— Metatarsal artery, an artery crossing

transversely the dorsum of the foot and giving off

branches to the interosseous muscles.— Kasal artery.

See •TMMOi.— FaUlal artery, either ot two branches

which arise from the lesser aorta in certain cephalo-

pods and run forward and backward respectivelyto sup-

ply the mantle and other organs.- Pipe-Stem arteries,

a late stage of arteriosclerosis in which the walls of the

arteries have become calcified and converted into hard

inelastic tubes.— Terminal artery, an artery which

has no anastomotic connection with another.

arthemis (ar'the-mis), n. [NL. ; appar. a fac-

titious name.] A nymphalid butterfly, ISasir-

larchia arthemis, inhabiting the northern At-



arthemis

lantie United States. The upper surface of the
wings IS velvety chocolate-black, with a conspicuous
white arch extending across each pair. The larva lives
on the foliage of birch, poplar, and the shad-bush. Also
called the banded purple.

Arthonia (ar-tho'ni-a), «. [NL. (Aoharius),
said to be formed (erroneously) < 6r. apdeiv,

Arthonia radiata.

^' * group of star-shaped apothecia showing the habit of the
lichen; *, hynienium with spore-case; r, spores. (* and c highly
magnified.) (Drawn from Engler and Prantl's " Fflanzenfamilien.")

sprinkle, water.] A genus of discolichens of
the family Arthoniaceee, having a erustaceous
thallus and spcr?s. mostly hyaline, wdth two
or more cells. The species are numerous, oc-
curring on rocks and the bark of trees.

Axthoniaces (ar-tho-ni-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL;, <
Arthonia + -acese.'i A family of discolichens
typified by the genus Arthonia.
artnrectomy (ar-threk'to-mi), n. [Gr. apBpov,

a joint, + EKTo/it/, excision.] Exsection of a
joint.

ArthritlB interna, gout of the stomach or other internal
organ.—Diaphragmatic artliritis. Same as angina
pecforis.—Navloular arthritis, an inflammation of the
cartilage covering the small bone (navicular bone^ situ-
ated on the back of the joint within the hoof of the
horse. It frequently extends to the bone itself and some-
times iuvolves the pedal joint.—^Rheumatic arthritis,
acute rheumatism.—Urethral arthritis, inflammation
of one or more joints associated with urethritis or fol-
lowing the passage of a catheter or sound.—Viscerai
arthritis. Same as -karthritis intertut.

arthritism (ar'thri-tizm), n. larthrit(is) +
-ism.l A predisposition to rheumatic or gouty
joint-affections ; urio-acid diathesis.

arthrobranch (Sr'thro-brangk), n. [NL.
arthrobranchia.'] Same as arthrobranchia.
Arthroclema (ar-thro-kle'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
apBpov, joint, -1- kI^iio., twig.]' A genus of ex-i

tinet cryptostomatous Bryozoa having seg-
mented zoaria, cellnliferous on all sides

:

widely distributed in Silurian and Devonian
formations.
arthrodesis (ar-throd'e-sis), re. [NL., < Gr.
apBpov, joint, -|- SiaiQ, a binding.] In surg.,

the operative production of ankylosis in a
joint. Lamcet, June 18, 1904.

Arthrodira (ar-thro-di'ra), n. vl. [NL., < Gr.
apBpov, joint, -I- deip?/, neck.] In Woodward's
classification, a subclass of Paleozoic fishes
with persistent notochord and head and trunk
covered with symmetrically arranged bony
plates, the head-shield being movably articu-
lated to the body-shield. The group embraces
the coccostean fishes formerly included in the Pla£0-
dermi, an4 its species are among the most striking and
enormous of the ancient fishes, Dinichthye and TitaTi-
ichthys. All belong to the Devonian formations, espe-
cially to the black Upper Devonian shale of Ohio and the
Old Ked Sandstone of Great Britain.

arthrodiran (ar-tbro-di'ran), a. Of or per-
taining to fishes of the order Arthrodira.
axthrodire (ar'thro-dir), n. A fish of the sub-
class Arthrodira. Science, Nov. 7, 1902, p. 749.

arthrodirous (ar'thro-di'ms), a. [Gr. apdpov,

joint, + Secp^, the neck.] Same as *arthrodi-
ran.

Artlirodontese (ar-thro-don'te-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. apBpov, joint, -I- bSov^ (oSovt-), tooth.] A
division of the stegooarpous mosses in which
the teeth of the peristome are transversely
septate, it embraces by far the greater number, in-

cluding some in which the teeth are wanting. Compare
Nematodaniteie. Also written ArthrodoMei.

artirogastran (ar-thro-gas'tran), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to or resembling the Arthrogaa-

tra.

II. n. A member of the Arthrogastra.

artlirogenO'llS(ar-throj'e-nus),a. [Gr. apBpov,

joint, + -yef^c, -produced.] Originating from
a joint ; noting any deformity caused by gout

or other articular disease. Stick, Med. Hand-
book, IV. 496.

Arthrognatha (ar-throg'na-tha), n. pi [NL.,

neut. pi., < Gr. apdpov, joint, -t- yviBog, jaw.]

A term applied by Dean to the group of fossil

fishes commonly called Arthrodira, the latter

name being restricted by him to those having

the coat of mail jointed at the nape.
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arthrolite (ar'thro-lit), «. [Gr. dpflpov, joint,

-I- ?aflof, stone.] In geol., a cylindrical con-
cretion with transverse segmentation, occa-
sionally found in marls and clays. Tschersky,
1887.

Arthrolycosa (ar"thro-K-k6'sa), re. [NL., <

Gr. apBpov, joint, + Xmog, a wolJ, also by trans-
fer a spider.] A genus df fossil spiders be-
longing to the order AkthraeomarU, obtained
from the ironstone nodules in the coal-mea-
sures of Mazon creek, Illinois.

arthromeningitis (ar-thro-men-in-ji'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. apBpov, joint, + NL. meningitis.']

Same as synovitis.

arthroncus (ar-throug'kus), «. [NL., < Gr.
apBpov, joint, + 6yK0(, bulk, mass.] Swelling
of a joint.

arthropatMc (ar-thro-path'ik), a. Eelating to
arthropathy. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 512.

arthropathy, n— Charcot's arthropathy, a dis-

ease of the joints (usually of the larger joints, though
even the fingers may at limes suffer) occurring as a re-

sult of trophic disturbances in certain diseases of the
spinal cord, especially locomotor ataxia and syringomy-
elia

—

Osteopulmonary arthropathy, an enlargement
of the ends of the long bones occurring in connection
with chronic disease of the lungs.

arthroplastic (ar-thro-plas'tik), a. Eelating
to or of the nature' of arthroplasty. Med.
Record, May 30, 1903, p. 877.

arthroplasty (ar'thro-plas-ti), n. [Gr. apBpm,
joint, + ir//zoT(5f, formed.] In surg., the oper-
ative establishment of an artificial joint in
cases of ankylosis.

Arthropleura' (ar-thro-pl6'ra), re. pi [NL.,
< Gr. apBpov^ joint, + nAevpdv, rib.] A genus
of extinct isopod crustaceans_, or sow-bugs,
from the Carboniferous formation.
arthropodal (ar-throp'o-dal), a. [arthropod +
-aU.] Same as arthropodbus.
arthrosteitis (ar-thros-tf-i'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
apBpov, joint, + oar'av, fcone, + -itis.] Same
as ^osteoarthritis.

arthrostome (ar'thrc-stom), re. [Gr. apdpov,

joint, + ard/ia, moutii.j 'Jhe mouth of an ar-
thropod.
Arthrostraca, re. pi 3. An order of Arihrop-
oda, including those malacostracous crusta-
ceans which have the first, and sometimes the
second, thoracic segment fused with the head
and bearing maxillipeds, while the remaining
seven are free and bear legs, the eyes usually
being sessile^ The order includes the Amphip-
oda and the Isopoda.
Arthrostylidse (ar-thro-sti'li-de), re. pi [NL.,
< ArthrostyVus + -idas.] A family of crypto-
stomatous Bryozoa in which the zoaria are
composed of rod-shaped articulated segments
united into pinnate colonies. Usually all sides of
the segments are celluliferous. Kepresentatives of the
family are common in the Silurian formations.

Arthrostylus (ar-thi-o-sti'lus), n. [NL., < Gr.
apBpov, joint, -I-. gtv^oq, pillar.] The typical
genus of the family Arthrostylidse.

arthroxesis (ar-throk'se-sis), re. [NL., < Gr.
apdpov, joint, -I- f^oif, scraping, < feav, scrape.]
In surg., the process of scraping the articular
surfaces for the removal of fungosities.

artichoke, re.— Chinese artichoke, Stoc/tifs sieboldi,
a species from China beaiing tubers somewhat like those
of the Jerusalem artichoke. Known in France as crosnes.

article, re

—

Articles approbatory, in Scotch law,
that part of the proceedings which corresponds to the
answer to the charge in an English bill m chancery.
Bouvier, Law Diet—Articles Improbatlve, in Scotch
law. (a) Articulate averments setting forth the facts

relied upon, (p) That part of the proceedings which cor-

responds to the charge in our English bill in chancery to

set aside a deed. The answer is called articles approba^
tory. Bouvfer, Law Diet. -Articles of partnership, a
written agreement between two or more parties stating

the conditions and teims upon which an enterprise for

profit shall be carried on by the parties.- Articles Of
roup, in Scotch law, the conditions under which prop-
erty is offered for sale at auction.—Articla3 of set, in
Scotch law, an agreement for a lease. BouvUr, Law Diet.

—FToprletary articles, patent medicines and other
patented articles the manufacture and sale of which are
restricted to the patentee or patentees or their assigns.—

The Schwahach articles, seventeen articles of faith

drawn up by Luther and presented' to the princes of the
evangelically minded states at Schwabach (Oct. 16, 1529)

as the foundation for their political combination. The
articles are directed mainly against Zwinglianism ; hence
the prominence of the doctrine of original sin, of bap-
tism, and of the doctrine of the real presence of Christ's

body and blood in the eucharist. These articles fur-

nished the material for the positive (first) part of the
Augsburg Confession.-TheTorgau articles, ten arti-

cles drawn up by Luther, Melanchthon, and Jonas, by
order of the Elector, at Torgau, Mar. 20, 1B30. They were
a kind of apologia for the Elector, stating that he had
established a true service of God and had proscribed cer-

tain abuses of the Roman Church! These articles fur-

nished the material for the polemical part of the Augs-
burg Confession.

artlike

articulability (ar-tik-u-la-bil'i-ti), re. The
quality of being articulable.

articulable (a,r-tik'u-la-bl), a. Capable of
being articulated or uttered as distinct syl-

lables or words.
articulamentum (ar-tik'u-la-men'tum), v.; pi.

articulamenta{-ta,). [NL., (.'h. articulare, join,

articulate: see articulate, v.] In the chitons or
amphineurous mollusks, the inner or poreela-
nous layer of the shell-substance, the outer
being termed the tegmentum, in many of the
chitons the articulamentum projects beyond the outer
layer of the shell and its ends are firmly inserted in the
flexible girdle which binds the shell-valves together.

Articular arteries, (a) Five small arteries, three su-
perior and two interior, derived from the popliteal and
surrounding the knee-joint. (6) The circumflex arteries
of the arm (which see, under circunyieas).—Articular
dropsy. See *ciTOi;8j/. —Articular sense, the con-
sciousness which attends movementof a joint.

articulary, a. II, n. In ichth., the articular
bone, or bone at the joint or insertion of the
lower jaw. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish
Skeleton, p. 515.

Articulata, re. pi. (/) An order of the Crinoidea
which includes all recent and later fossil forms of this
class, characterized by having the mouth and food-
grooves exposed or supratcgmiual and the lower brachial
plates incorporated into the calyx.

articulation, n—Axis of articulation, in arthro-
pods, a line drawn between the right and left hinges of
the segments of the abdomen.—Feg-and-aocket ar-
ticulation, a term apjDlied to the insertion of scales of
ganoid and other primitive fishes having bony scales, in
which each scale has a produced point or peg, which is

inserted into a socket or cavity in a scale above or below
it. The structure is sometimes complicated by the
presence of two pegs.

articulationist (ar-tik-u-la'shon-ist), re. One
who teaches articulation to deaf-mutes.
N. E. D.
articulo-angular (ar-tik'u-lo-ang'gu-lar), a.
Relating to the articular and angular'elements
of the jaw collectively. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon-
don, 1901, 1. 173.

articulo-kinesthetic (ar-tik"u-lo-kin-es-thet'-
ik), a. In psychol, pertaining to the sensa-
tions aroused by the movements of articula-
tion: opposed to *graphokinestheMc. Psych.
Rev. Mo. Sup., HI. xiv. 26.

articulus, «. 2. In the pelecypod mollusks,
the hinge : a term comprising the whole articu-
lating apparatus, hinge-plate, teeth, and liga-
ment.

artifactitious (ar'ti-fak-tish'us), re. {^artifact

+ -itious (after facUUous).] Possessing the
character of an artifact ; caused by manipula-
tion and not existing in nature. Buck, Med.
Handbook, H. 40.

artificery (ar-tif'i-se-ri), n. [artifice + -ery.']

Workmanship; skill' as an artificer. Scottish
Rev., VI. 246. N. E. D.
artificialism (ar-ti-fish'al-izm), re. [artificial
+ -ism.'] -An artificial principle or practice.

Made up of artificialigm^— for nothing seemed real
about him but his ill-temper.

Mre. H. Wood, Roland Yorke, IIL 166.

artificing (ar-tif'i-sing), n. ["artifice, v. (a
back-formation from artifi;Cer), + 4ngl.] Ar-
tificers' work ; craftsmanship.

Yet in spite of all this backwardness in invention, the
city is full of beautiful workmanship in every branch of
artifteing. W. D. Howells, Venetian Life, p. 300.

artinite (ilr'ti-nit), n. [Named for E. Artini of
Milan.] A basic hydrated magnesium carbo-
nate occurringin spherical forms with radiated
structure : found at the asbestos-mines of Val
Lanterna, Italy.

Artinskian (ar-tinsk'i-an), a. and re, I. a. Of
or pertaining to -Ajtinst in the UraU: in geol,
noting the lowest division or stage in the de-
velopment of the Pertr.ian system in the Ural
Mountains. It consists of sandstones, conglomerates,
shales, and lime&tones which carry a marine faurja hav-
ing many species of the Carboniferous formation below
and show no unconformity with those strata. This stage
is named from Artinsk, but its rocks are distributed from
the Arctic Ocean to the Kirghiz steppe. It apparently
corresponds in age, as it does in position, to the Autunian
of France, which bears a terrestrial flora.

II. re. The Artinskian division.
artiphyllous (ar-tif'i-lus), a. [Gr. apBpov, a
joint, -I- fv72xiv, leaf.] In hot., bearing buds
or leaves on the nodes or joints.

Artique's process. See ^process.
artisticism (Sr-tis'ti-sizm), «. [artistic + -ism.]
Artistic pursuits ortheoiies ; artistic tendency.
Our present-day, lackadaisical, sham artisticism.

H. Herman, His Angel, p. 40.

artlike (art'lik), adv. and a. I. adv. Accord-
ing to the rules of art: a^, "not artlike writ."
W. P. Taylor, 1630.

'



artlike

II. a. Having the appearance of art.

It is among birds that we find specific modes of nest-
bullding aud a highly artUke, almost artistic soug.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., xiv. 289.

art nouveau (ar nS-vo'). [F., 'new art.'] A
name given to a secession movement in art
which had its origin in Paris at the close of the
nineteenth century, and is still in process of
development. It is concerned with architecture and
the decorative arts chiefly. So far as the movement has
any definite underlying principle, it is the negation of
the conventional types which have attached themselves
to art in the course of centuries and the realization of
beauty by the proper management of necessary lines and
values. In the hands of the practitioners, however,
liberty has become libertinism, and results have been
produced which have thrown discredit upon the move-
ment.

artois (ar-two'), n^ [Artois, an ancient prov-
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Asaheim (as ' a - ham), n. [Icel. "Asa lieimr,
' home of the gods.'] Same as Asgard.
asana (a-sa-na'), n. [Tagalog mand (Bisaya
naga, whence Sp. narra).'] A name in the Phil-
ippine Islands of Pterocarpus Indieug and P.
echinatus, valuable timber-trees, the wood of
which is sometimes called Philippine mahog-
any. The trunks are surrounded at their base by radiat-
ing buttresses which yield planks of extraordinary width.
The wood is of a beautiful red color ofteh variegated with
yellow, hard and durable, but porous and very brittle.
It takes aflne polish and is much used in the Philippines
for cabinet work and for furniture, handsome large table-
tops being often made of single slabs. P. Indieua is known
in the East Indies as Burtn^se rosewood, Andaman red-
wood, and kiaboocorwood. In the Fhilippines it is also
called narra. P. iehlnatus, known as ncmra pula, or
"red narra," is distinguished by having spiny seed-pods.

Ascitan
asbestos which become incandescent
in the flame. Such burners are used
with gas-logs and gas fireplace-heat-
ers.—Asbestos cloth, a fabric com-
posed of woven fibrous asbestos

:

used in making gloves for protection
against heat and acids, as a covering
for dining-tables and for steam-
heated rolls, as a strainer in filtering
acids, and for other purposes. — As-
hestOS curtain, a curtain of asbes-
tos cloth hung before an open fire-
place. When drawn down it acts as
a fire-screen and a blower. Large
and heavy curtains of this material
are hung in the proscenium arch of
theaters as a protection against the
spread of flre.—Asbestos porce-
lain.

.
See *porcelain.— AaiestoB

torch, a metal vessel or cresset sus-
pended from a pole and packed with
asbestos which is saturated with oil : used to destroy the
nests of caterpillars.

Asbestos Torch.

_ See Pterocarpus and kidbooca'wood,

race of northern France.] A long coat worn asaphia (as-a-fi'a), n. [NL., < Gr. aadipeca, in-
by women about 1790. It had several capes, *^'S*i'^<'*'i6SS, < dffo0^f, indistinct, < a- priv. + a dp "A^"oi;i:;;~:„+i„„ „<• ^„ o . „
and lapels and revers like a box-coat. ^ ' <^«^r,.clear, distinct.] Defective speech, heard asca'lSihMd fas ka&
artophagOUS (ar-tof'^a-gus), o. [Gr. dprof, especially in cases of cleft nalate. ' ^^5?:t?'P??^?

(^^-^_^' 3'?°*"^^'. ?,•
Belonging tc

bread, + ipa '

(trtophagous

to

Aruncus
Gr. ^pv)ryo(.

a plant
'

nial herbs of the iazaiij Eosaeese, often referred
to the genus Spireea, with numerous small, ^'f' T^^vii^r' °* ^^^p'^ ^'^^l1™. '^« ->;-™ - "-''^icoid wo™

scribed. Also Asaphitic.

dioecious flowers. There are two species, 4. ^IrMnciw asaphid (as'a-fld), a. and n. I. a. Pertain
in the northern parts of America and Europe, and A
astUboides from Japan. Aruncus is often confounded
with AstUbe. The latter Is much used for forcing.

Arundel group. See *group^.
Arvemian (ar-v6r'ni-an), a. 1. Of or pertain-
ing to the Arverni, a tribe of ancient Gaul
which occupied a region corresponding to the
modem Auvergne.—3. In ethnol., relating to
or exhibiting the European type, commonly
known as Alpine, of which the inhabitants of
Auvergne are typical representatives.

Arvonian (ar-v6'ni-an), a. and n. [W. Arfon

ing to or having the characters of the trilobite
family Asaphidk.

II. ». A member of the family Asaphidse.
Asaphids (a-saf'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <Asaphiis
+ 4dse.'] A family of trilobites which have a
large and subequal cephalon and a pygidium,
in both of which the lobes and furrows are
rather obscure,

parasitic in the small intestine of the horse. It measures
from 15 to 37 centimeters in length, aud in most cases is
without serious effect. Goeie, 1782. — Ascaris megalo-
cephala. Same as ^a^caris equorum. Cloquet, 1824.

Ascelichthys (as-e-lik'this), n. [NL., < Gr.
aaKSA^c, without legs (without fins), + ix^k,
fish.] A genus of small seulpins found in the
rock-pools along the coast of California. It is
characterized by the absence of ventral fins.
A. rhodorus is the known species.

Same as ancestry.
Theeyesarelarge; thefacialsutures aeppTirlnti/-iT « O

cut the posterior margin of the head-shield within the "o^-dUd-ncy, n. ti

genal angles and unite at the middle of the frontal bor-
der ; and the thorax has from 6 to 10 segments. The fam-
ily includes highly important genera of Silui'ian trilo-

(pron. ar^on) in Wiles.] A term Applied by ^^'t^t^' ^'^f^:^.^^' "^"^ ''"^"'^^
, ,

.

Hicks to a division of rocks in Pembroke re-
-A.saphltlC (as-a-fit ik), «• Same &i*Asaphie.

garded by him (together with the Dimetian AM-phus (as a-fus), «. [Also^«apfees. NL.,
Ascension theorv mrn.minaaea the theorv that-• "•" -- <j^^'^j^3^f^J^^^tmct.] The typical genus of A^5fJ?^^^^^

Same as "^ahrasiol.

below and the Pebidian above) as of 'Preoam-
brian age, but by others considered as purely a^TMoHa'sl^Sn;finmtive int.nisioTis into ra.mhria.n rockR. asaproi (.a sar-proi;, «,

Epilepsy is followed chiefly hy brain affections in
childhood, while phthisis and alcoholism are prominent
in the ascendency. Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 87.

Ascending Megeneration, neuritis. See the
nouns.

ores
of up-

or bour-

eruptive intrusions into Cambrian rocks.
I regard the so-called "Dimetian" as agranite which _„„„L_,-" „4.„„„„i /„„ „'„„„//: „= j. /ai\--•--

"e "Jrcoremn" in- asaresinotannol (as-a-rez"i-no-tan ol), / Anhas invaded the Cambrian rocks ; the
eludes the quartz porphyries which appear as apophyses
of the granite; while the "Pebidian is an interesting
group of basic lavas which form here the lowest visible
part of the Cambrian system. GeHde, Text-book of Oeol.

Aryanization.(ar"yan-i-za'shon) «. Theprp-
^ (^^.^.^.^l) \_A^arum +, -ol.-] A color-

;\ri^nTXr°a^ct,tp-ratrftc'.^^'' ^^^^ "^"^ deitroroUry alcohol,^ C,pH,,0,

The Aryanization of Europe doubtless resembled that
of India. 7. Taylor, Origin of Aryan, p. 212.

rising solutions.—Rigfit-ascension circle
circle. _

See_ -kdrde.

ascensionist (a-sen'shon-ist), n. One who
makes ascensions ; a mountain-climber; also,
a balloonist who makes ascensions.
Ascensiontide (a-sen'shon-tid), n. The period
comprising the ten days from Ascension day
to Whitsunday.
ascent, n—song of ascentB. Same as song of degrees
(which see, under degree).

containedin oU of Canadian snakerootr^sa^ ascesis _(_a-se'sis), n. [Gr. dOT^oif, training.

S,sar, n.

isaresi
. . ,,

amorphous compound, C48Hgg08(OH)2 or C04
H3304.(OH), existing in smallquantities in th(

free state, but principally combined as a fer-

ulic acid ester in the resin of asafetida.

aryballoid (ar-i-bal'oid), a. {aryhallus + -oid.'\

Like an aryballus.

aryl (ar'il), n. \ar{omaUc) + -yl.'] A name
introduced by Vorlander to designate a radical
derived from an aromatic hydrocarbon, as
phenyl, CgHs, tolyl, C7H7.
arzrunite (arts-ro'nit), ». [Named after A. Arz-
r«wj, aGerman mineralogist.] Amineral con-
sisting of basic copper sulj)hate and copper
chlorid, and occurring in bluish-green crystal-

line crusts : found in Chile.

&S (S,s), «.; pi. dsar (&'sar). [Sw. (is.] Same as
osS or eskar.

rum Canadense. It boils at 196°-199° C. and is

probably identical with linalool.

asaronic (as-a-rou'ik), a. [asarone + -ic] De-
rived from asarone; noting an acid, the tri-

methyl ether of 2, 4, 6-trihydroxybenzoic acid

walk of life, monastic life : see ascetic.'] Self-
discipline ; self-denial.

Ascetta (a-set'a), n. [NL. ; origin not obvi-
ous.] A genu's of sponges containing the
simplest and most primitive forms, of which
A. primordialis is an example.

^e^'^^^^^^^ft^^tall^elin'^ntV^ which ^^'^^:^^ (a-shaf'it), ». \Aschaffienlurg), a
It crystallizes in neeoies wmen

^jjy -^ Bavaria, + -!ie2.] In petrog., a nameof asarone.
melt at 144° C
asarotum (as-a-ro'tum), n. [L. asarotum, neut.

of asarotos, applied to floors painted in spots

or divisions as if not swept cleai\ < Gr. acdporog,

unswept, < d-priv. + "aapoTdg, iaapovv, sweep,
<(rdpoj', abroom, <(Ta«peiv, sweep.] inanc.arch.,

a species of painted pavement used by the Ro-
mans beforethe invention ofmosaicwork. Stur-

gis, Diet, of Arch.

Asarum, n oil ofAsarum Canadense, an essential

oil or essence used in perfumery and soap.

asbarg. (as'barg), .. A dyestuff consisthig of ^^^f^^T^^^/ra^trL"-!?' ^. i^L^
the dried flowers and flowering stems of Z)e^ ^ S^;^^

^^^'^^ ^ ^^^^^
'

pUnmmZaU, imported from Afghanistan and
^^ sphteropsidaceous fungi having the

t-ersia:, used in native calico-prmtmg and |yemdia buried iS a pulvinate, fleshy stroma,

proposed by Gumbel, in 1865, for an igneous
rock of the diorite family rich in quartz, feld-

spar, and mica. It is now considered as be-
longing to kersantite.

ascham, n. 2. A box for carrying bows, ar-
rows, and other archery equipment from place
to place ; a bow-box.
ascnarite (ash'a-nt), n. A hydrated magne-
sium isorate occurring in white lumps with
boracite : found near Asehersleben, Germany.

""on-
a

German botanist who wrote about fungi.] A

for dyeing silk a bright sulphur-yellow. See

asbestic, a. II. «. A local commercial name for

massive asbestos reduced to a fibrous pulp and

used for wall-plaster, etc.

asbestin, a. A simplified spelling of asbestine.

asbestinize (as-bes'ti-niz), v.t; pret. andpp.
ashestinized, ppr. ashesUnizing. To treat (cot-

ton goods) chemically in order to render them
fire-proof or not easily inflammable.

asbestolith (as-bes'to-lith), 71. [Gr. dtr^eorof,

asbestos, + Vidoi;. stone.] The trade-name of

a material made from short-fiber asbestos,

with the addition of cementing and coloring

Asana.

Pterocarpus Indictts. (From a photograph by Warburg.)

(Drawn from Engler and Prantl's " Pflanzenfamilien.")

and the hyaline, Ifusiform spores borne on fili-

form sporophores. The species are mostly tropical,

growing on leaves. A. Aleurodis grows on Aleurodes
Citri, a plant-louse on Citrus in Florida.

Ascherson's haptogenic membrane. See
*haptogenic membrane.
aschistic (a-skis'tik), a. [Gr. aaxi-oToi;, undi-
vided, + -ic] In petrol., a term applie(3 to

hypoabyssal igneous rocks occurring in dikes

which are considered to represent undifferen-

tiated magmas of the depths, and thus to stand

in contrast to *hapUtic and lamprophyric dike

rocks, considered as complementary differen-

tiation pro(iuets of deep-seated magmas.

Rubstanees for use in the construction of'thi ascidicolous (as-i-dik'o-lus), a. INh.ascidimn

floofsanTwX of houses. It has the advan- +h.colere, dwell m.] Inhabitmg or parasitic

L^es of lieht weight, durability, and eapa- "i9f oil an aseidian.
., . ^ -

^^llt^frangfi^e 'and dampness.
^pr*<Tj;c:lS.]"- im^^i^b f

^^^^i^Snltf^^t^^^^trorZ'^^^AlZ Skhoot o'f the Mintanists, which appeared
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in Galatia about 173 A. D. in their religious revels
they danced around skin bottles, declaring them to be
the ones referred to in Mat. ix. 17.

asclepiadin (as-kle-pi'a-din), n. lAscleplas
{-ad-) + -8b2.] j^ glueoside of uncertain com-
position derived from Asclepias vincetoxicum.
Asclepieum (as-kle-pi-e'um), n. [Gr. 'AaiAv-
irieiov, < 'Ao/iJlTTrjof, '^sculapius.] A temple or
shrine sacred to ..Esculapius.
asclepione (as-kle'pi-6n), n. [Asclepias +
-one.2 A neutral, tasteless, crystalline com-
pound, C20H34O3, formed in the juice of the
milkweed, Asclepias siinaca L. It melts at
104° C.

ascobacterium (as*k6-bak-te'ri-um), ». ;
pi.

ascobacteria (-a). [NL., < Gr. dmof, a bag, +
PaKxripiov, a staff or rod.] In baoteriol., a bac-
terium whose cells form masses embedded in
or surrounded by gelatinous matter.

Ascobolaceee (as-ko-bo-la'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Ascobolus + -acese. ] A family of saprophytic,
discomyeetous fungi occurring mostly on dung.
Ascobolus is the typical genus. Also errone-
ously written Aseobolese.

Ascoboleae (as-ko-bo'le-e), n. pi. See *Asco-
bolacese.

Ascobolus (as-

kob'o-lus), «.

[NL. (Persoon,
1791), in allusion
to the forcible
projection of the
a,sci, < Gr. aoKdg,

sac, asous, + 136-

/lof, a throw.] A
genus of disco-
myeetous fungi
iaving a fleshy
ascoma and sim-
ple brown or vio-

let spores^. The
asci when mature are
projected from the
disk and the spores
forcibly expelled.
The species are
mostly saprophytic
and occur on old
dung.

Ascoceras (as -

kos ' e - ras), n.

[Gt. aaxA;, a
leather bag, -I-

Kepag, a horn.] A
singular genus of
nautiloid eepha-
lopods. In early
growth it had a regu-
larly septate shell
withasiphuncle, but
in old age the septal a, a plant showing the habit, enlarged

;

chambers were con- *• a» ascus with paraphy^es, cut longitu-

traotedbytheincom- dinally to show the spores, greatly mag.
^^^^^ A^,f^T^^.^^^* ^* nified; c, upper end of an ascus, showing
plete development of ,he lid sprung open for the forcible el-
Xhe septa, leavmg a pulsion of the spores, greatly magnified.
,long tubular living- (Drawn from Eugler and Prantl's"Pflan-

chamber with the zenfamliien.')

septa of later growth
at one side. It occurs in the Silurian rocks and is typical
of the family Aeeoceraiidse.

Ascochyta (as-kok'i-ta), n. [NL. (Libert,

1831), < Gr. aoKdg, saC, + ;i;t)r(if, poured out, <

xciv, pour.] A genus of sphseropsidaceous
fungi having membranous'pycnidia embedded
in discolored spots on the leaves and twigs of

the host. The pycnospores are hyaline and uniseptate.

About 250 species have been described. A. Pisi attacks

the leaves and pods of the pea. See Mea/spot ofpea.

Ascococcus (as^ko-kok'us), n.
;

pi. ascococd
(-si). [NL., < Gr." aaxdg, sac, + ndKnog, berry.]

In ftacimo?., a generic name generally regarded
as a synonym of Micrococcus. See Micrococcus.

Ascocorticiaceae (as"ko-k6r'ti-si-a'8e-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Ascocorticium '+ -acese."] A family of

simple, saprophytic, asoomycetous fungi con-

taining the single genus Ascocorticium.

Ascocorticium (as'ko-k6r-tis'i-um), n. [NL.
(Brefeld, 1891), < Gr.'dmiJf, sac, ascus, + Cor-

tidum (which see).] A genus of simple, as-

eomycetous fungi in which the asci are borne
on a thin membranous, mycelial layer and the

spores are simple and colorless.

Ascoglossa (as"k6-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

aaxdc, a bag, + y^aaaa, tongue.] A group of

gasteropods of the order Opisthobranchiata.

The branchisB, mantle cavity, and shell are generally

wanting; the liver is ramified, with its branches in-

closed in external papillffl called cerata, or beneath the

dorsal surface ; the radula has one series of strong teeth,

and the worn-out teeth at the front end do not drop off,

but are preserved in a special sac, or ascus, whence the

name of the group. It inclndes the families Oxymeicise,

HermxCdse, Mygiida, and lAmapontiidx.

ascoglossan (as-ko-glos'an), a. and n. [Asco-
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glossa + -an.'] I. a. Resembling or pertaining
to the Ascoglossa.

II. «. One of the Ascoglossa.

ascogonial (as-ko-go'ni-al), a. [ascogoniwm +
-al.\ Of or pertaining to an asoogonium.

When the fertilized oospore of Sphserotheca develops
it puts out an ascogonial filament, destined to form the
ascus. Erusyc. Brit., XXVIII. 662.

Ascolichenes (as-ko-li-ke'nez), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. da/£(if, sac, ascus, + Liclienes (which see).]

A large group of lichens, including all those
which produce asci. They are divided into
two subgroups, the Discoliehenes and Pyreno-
lichenes.

^

ascoma (as-ko'ma), n.; pi. asdbmata (-ma-ta).
[NL., < Gr. aoKu/la, a leather pad or bellows,
< dmof, a leather bag : see ascus.'] The sporo-
carp of discomyeetous fungi and truffles.

It seems probable that the ascomata of the trufile are
formed in the late autumn, and lie over the winter in a
practically mature state.

Bot. Gazette, Jnne, 1903, p. 428.

ascomycetal(as-ko-mi-se'tal), a. Same as

Ascoboins imntersus.

ascomycete (as'ko-mi-set), n. Any member
of the class Asconiycetes.

Ascospora (as-kos'po-ra), n. [NL. (Fries, 1825),
< Gr. dffKOf, a leather bag, + anopi, seed.] A
genus of pyrenomycetous fungi having small
perithecia and asci and simple hyaline spores.
A. Beyerinchii produces a leaf-spot of cherries, peaches,
plums, etc. Coryneum, Beyerinekii is said to be its conld-
ial form, and to cause gummosis of cherry-trees.

ascosporic (as'ko-spo-rik), a. Of or pertaining
to an ascospore.'

ascript, a. II. n. An annexed remark, note, or
explanation; a gloss. Athenseum, Aug. 27,

1892, p. 280.

ascription, n. 3. A prayer at the end of a ser-
mon, ascribing praise to God.
-ase. [An assumed suffix taken from diastase
(prop, dia-sta-se, where only -se is suffixal),

used parallel to -ose.] 1. In chem., a suffix

used to designate the different kinds of fer-

ments, as argiuase, lipase, maltose, etc., as
well as diastose. See the etymology.— 2. A
suffix applied to the names of rangs in the
quantitative classification of igneous rocks

:

as, Uparase. See classification <tfigneous rocks,
under *rock^.

asebotin (a-se'bo-tiu), n. lasebo(fyscin, etc.)
+ .t--i- -in^.'] A glucoside, C24H28O12, which
is the active poison of Pieris japonioa. It

crystallizes in colorless needles which melt at
148° C.

asebotoxin (a-se-bo-tok'sin), n. lasebo^fuscin,
etc.) + toxin.] An extremely poisonous neu-
tral crystalline compound, C31H50O10, found in
Japan in the leaves of Pieris japoniea and in
the United States in laurel {Rhododendron
maximum). It is often fatal to sheep and
cows.
asellate (a-sel'at), a. [Gr. d- priv. -I- L. sella,

a seat, saddle.] Without saddle : applied to
the primitive septal suture in the ammonoid
cephalopods or goniatites, in which the course
of the suture over the venter is direct, or with-
out curve.

asellin (a-sel'in), n. [L. asellus, a sea-fish
taken to be a cod or haddock, -I- -in^.] A
ptomaine (C25HJ2N4) found in cod-liver oil.

asepsine (a-sep'sin), n. Same as *antisepsine.

Aseptic surgery. See *surgery.

aseptically (a-sep'ti-kal-i), adv. In an aseptic
manner ; by means of asepsis.

asepticism (a-sep'ti-sizm), n. The state of be-
ing aseptic; the carrying out of measures
which insure asepsis.

Popliteal, carotid, and other aneurysms, which are not
of traumatic origin, are sometimes most successfully
dealt with on this plan [dissecting out the aneurysm],
which is the old " Method of Antyllus " under the infiu-

ence ot asepticism. Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 76.

aseptol (a-sep'tol), n. lasept(ic) + -ol.] The
trade-name for an antiseptic solution contain-
ing 3.3J per cent, of orthophenolsulphurie acid,
C6H4(OH)S03H.
aseptolin (a-sep'to-lin), n. A solution said to
contain 2.74 per cent, of phenol and .018 per
cent, of pilocarpine. It is used subcutaneously
in phthisis.

aseQUence (a-se'kwens), n. [a-is + sequence.]

In pathol., a lack of normal sequence ; spe-
cifically, an irregularity in relation between
the auricular and ventricular contractions of
the heart.

The blood pressure ... is also fauly high when some
simple ratio is maintained between the rate of the auricu-

ashen light

lar and ventricular beats and is lowest when the ase-

quence of the two chambers is most marked.
Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 680.

asexuality (a-sek-su-al'i-ti), n. The quality of

being asexual ; absence of sex.

asexualization (a-sek*su-al-i-za'shon), n.

[asexuahse + -ation.] The" act of rendering
sexually incompetent, as by castration . Buck,
Med. Handbook, II. 713.

asfalt, n. and v. t. A simplified spelling of as-

phalt.

asfsrxia, n. A simplified spelling of asphyxia.

&s-gravel (3.s'grav"el), n. The water-worn con-
stituents of eskars.

This theory seems to account satisfactorily for tlie pas-
sage of the ds-gravels into morainic matter, and for tlie fact
that tlie gravels in th<} upper part of an as are often not
well rounded. J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 171.

ash^, n. 1. (d) In Australia, the name of va-
rious trees having a real or fancied resemblance
to those of the genus Fraxinus, especia,lly of
trees of the genera Elseocarpus and Flindersia.
— American ash, specifically, the white asb, Fraxinus
Americana.—Arizona aBb, the leatherlcaf ash, Fraxinus
velutina.— Basket-asll, the black asb, Fraxinux nigra :

so called because it affords basket splints. [Massachu-
setts.] — Berlandierasb, Fraxinus Berlanderiana of the
Mexican boundary region.—Blue ash. (a) See asAl, 1, ,

(a), {b) Fraxinus tanceolata. [Arkansas and Iowa.] (c)

A small Australian tree, Meeodendrum austraie, whose
close-grained pinkish wood is used for staves, oai-s, and
shingles. Also called ofo't>e-u>ood.— Blueberry-ash, an
Australian tree, Elseocarpxts holopetalus, yielding a close-
grained white wood valuable for turning and cabinet-
work.— Brown ash, Fraxinus nigra ; also, F. Pennsgl-
vaniea.— Cane-ash, the white tab, FraxiTVUsAmericana

:

so called because it grows in cane-brakes. [6ulf States.]—Crow*B ash, a very large tree, Flindersia aiistralis, of
Queensland and New South Wales. Also called beech,
red cedar, and rasp-pod. See rasp-pod and Flinder-
sia.— Dwarf ash, a shrub, Fraxinus anomala, of
Utah and elsewhere. The trifoliate dwarf ash is P. amo-
mala trtj>%2Ia.— Frlnge-ash, Fraxinus euspidata of
Mexico and the adjacent United States. The shiubby
fringe-ash is F. dipetala of California.— Gregg ash, Frax-
inus Qreggii of the Mexican boundary region.— Leather-
leaf ash, Fraxinus velutina of the southwestern United
States.—MoretonBay ash, a very large tree. Eucalyptus
tesseUaris, of central and northeastern Australia, yielding
a timber, tough but not hard, which is excellent for build-
ing purposes. It also yields a kino from which a varnish
may be made.— New Zealand ash. See -ktitoki.— Ore-
gon ash, Fraannu^ Oregona of the northwestern coast of
North America.— Fop-ash, Qoppy-asb, the water-ash,
Fraxinus Caroliniana. [Floridaand Alabama.]—Pump-
kin-ash, Fraxinus profunda, found in river-swamps in
the eastern United States.

—

BiTer-ash, the red ash,
Fraxinus Pennsylvanica. [Rhode Island and Ontario.]—
Swamprash. ia) S&me as hoop-ash. (b) The green ash,
Fraxinus lanceolata. [Gulf States.J—Texas E^, Frax-
inus Texensis. Also called m/)uniain-ash.

ash^, n. 4. The involatile constituents of wine
;

the solid residue evaporated to dryness.
As a distinctive mark of genuine wine the ash is of the

greatest value. Encyc. Brit., 1. 173.

Canada ashes, a ti^ade-name for ashes from Canada
valued as a fertilizer.— In sackcloth and ashes, clothed
in sackcloth and sitting in ashes, in sign of deep mourn-
ing: a custom among Orientals. Also used figuratively.
Mat. xi. 21.

ashamnu (a-sham'nS), n. [Heb. ashamnu,
' we have trespassed,' < asham, trespass.] The
Jewish ' short confession of sin.' It is com-
posed of twenty-four acrostic sections which
begin with the letters of the Hebrew alphabet
in consecutive order (the twenty-first letter,

the last, being used three a,dditional times).
ash-bed (ash'bed), n. A bed of ashes ; specifi-
cally, in geol., a greatly decomposed amygda-
loidal basalt on Keweenaw Point, Michigan,
which is locally impregnated with native cop-
per

—

Ash-bed ^hase. See *diabate.

Ashberry metal. See *metal.
ash-canker (ash'kang-k6r), n. A disease of
ash-trees which has been attributed to bac-
teria.

ash-cart (ash'kart), n. A cart in which ashes
and other refuse are carried.

ash-chute (ash'shot), n. Same as ash-shoot.
ash-conveyer (ash'kon-va'^r), ». Any form
of conveyer used in removing ashes, as from a
boiler-room or locomotive-engine house. Ex-
amples are : (1) a screw-conveyer which removes the
ashes as fast as they fall from the locomotives into the
ash-pit of an engine-house, and delivers them to a trav-
eling-apron or carrier ; and (2) a combined conveyer and
elevator which passes through a series of ash-t>its in an
engine-house, conveying and lifting the ashes to an ele-
vated hopper, where they may be discharged into cars.
These machines are made in a gi'eat variety of foi-ms.

Ashdown sand. See *sandi.
ash-dump (ash'dump), n. 1. A place where
ashes are put, either temporarily or perma-
nently.—2. A device for dumping the ashes
from a furnace or conveyer.
ash-elevator (ash'eFf-va-tgr), n. Same as
*ash-hoist.

ashen light. See *light^.



asherah

asherah (ash'e-ra), n. [Heb,
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^ 'asherah, pi.
'asherun, or, rarely, asheroth ; Assyr. ashirtu, .,-

,

T)\. ashrdti.'] 1. A wooden post or pole planted asilld (a-sil'id), a. and n.

in eastern Asia, and including tlie bralimas, cocliins, and
langslians.

near the altars of various Semitic gods : in the
authorized version of the Bible erroneously
translated 'grove.'— 2. [cop.] A Semitic god-
dess not mentioned in the Bible except in
three dubious passages, but whose name is
certified by early tablets. Slie was sometimes con

characteristics of or belonging to the dipter-
ous family Asilidm.

11. n.'An insect of the family Asilidm.
asiminine (a-sim'i-nin), n. lAsimina + -ine^.l
An alkaloid obtained from the fruit of Asimina
triloba.

fused with Ashtoreth. Baal seems to liave been the con- ^Simmer (a-sim'er), ad«. [a^ + simmer.! In—» ». A.i,.™>, in,. * .» .,_ , . .. j^ simmering state.

Noon smote fierce the roofs red tiles to heart's desire,
Xhe court a-sinvmer with smoke.

asperite
If witheachunitofacolleotiona, 6, e, . . . of » units

T „ TT • .1. [? * J? "' ?' "' ?*?' »r« absolutely indistinguishable, so
L. a. Having the that there isnothing to determine which unitis a, which

*> 6tc.] of any form we mentally associate one of a given
discrete heap of n marljB [if, for example, we distinguish
the units by numbers arbitrarily attached to them, or by
proper names,] so that each nnit thereby becomes dis-
tinguished from each of the others and from all other
units, we obtain what I have termed an aspect of a, b,
"' • A. B. Kempe.

in connection with the idolatrous worship of Israel
2 Ki. Miii. 4 ; 2 Chron. xxxiii. 3 ; Judges iii. 7. See Ash-
toreth.

ash-hoist (ash'hoist), n. An apparatus for • i.

lifting ashes, as from the ash-pit of a locomo- Asiphonacea
< Gr. a- priv.^^ A

- " -

Browning, Ned Bratts, st. iv.

(a-si-fo-na'se-S), n. pi. [NL.,
+ aul)oni',-pipe,'+'-acea.] A group

of alcyonarian polyps of the order Stelechotokea.
The colony is erect, simple or branching, consisting of an
elongated axial zooid with thickened walls containing
solenia from which secondary zooids are formed. The
cavity of the axial zooid is not divided by a partition.

askeletal(a-skel'e-tal), a. Havingno skeleton.
In most of the aalceletal vermaliathe subdermal muscle

divides mto two layers.
Baeckel (trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 277.

Asklepieion (as-klg-pi-i'on), n.
;
pi.

I .;l.^^^)^^^^».W)rf/-^^-^ AatottErifeiVit^."^-Jt^->ftWi

Locomotive Ash-hoist.

(-a)- [Gr. 'AaxTi^mElov, a temple of Asklepios
(.(Esculapius), neut. of 'XaK^rcttiog, adj., < 'AaKlr/-
mdg. Dor. 'AoKhzmdg, L. j^sculapius, a Thes-
salian prince famous as a physician, later the

tutelary god of medicine.] A
temple of Asklepios (.^scula-
pius).

If we regard with reverence the
dim traditional form of Asklepios as
a founder of our art, and the Askle-
pieia where throughout Greece and
Magna Grsecia medicine was prac-
tised and taught, in greater degree
should we reverence the much more

venerable I-em-hotep and view with interest the primeeval
medicine temples and hospitals of Kgypt.

Lancet, June 25, 1904, p. 1771.

A, section across the tracks, showing the inclined screw-conveyers which lift the ashes to
the longitudinal bucket-conveyer shown in S. B, section along the tracks, showing the
long conveyer by which the ashes are transferred to the dump,

tive-engine house, the boiler-room in a build-
ing, or the stoke-room of a vessel. The simplest
form is a telescopic frame which when open extends from
the basement of a building upward through an opening asmolder, asiUOulder (a-smol'der), adv. [flS

M'^iS^t'thTsTde^^lkf vJEL**^^^^^^^^
+ moZ<i«..] In a smoldering state. Swir..

dumped into a cart. When closed the frame sinKS be-
low the walk and the opening is covered. A more com-
plicated form consists of a telescopic frame inclosing a
drain-and-bucket elevator for lifting ashes from a sub-
cellar to the street and discharging them through a
chute into a cart.—Pneumatic ash-hoist, a traveling-
crane having a pneumatic hoisting-cylinder which lifts

the body of a car loaded with ashes and travels with it

across the tracks to an ash-car, into which it is dumped.
—Skip ash-hoist, a skip traveling upon an inclined
track from the ash-pit of a boiler-house to the top of a
tower over a railroad track. The ashes are discharged
through a hopper Into the skip, which is then hoisted by

- cable to the top of the tower, where it is dumped into a
hopper, which delivers its load to a car on the track below.

ash-hopper (ash'hop-6f), n. Same as leaeh-

tub. [Local, U. S.]

ashiver (a-shiv'er), adv. [aS -I- shiver.] In a
shiver; quivering,

ashler, n. 4. In carp., studding or furring used

Aspect of the sky, the appearance of the sky as to
clouds or rain or color, especially with reference to the
possibility of forecasting from it an approaching change
of the weather.—Aspect Of the weather-map, the ap-
pearance of the isobars, isotherms, and other details given
in the daily weather-maps, with special reference to the
changes then progressing toward a given station : spe-
cifically, the du-ection of the gradient at any given sta-
tion. If the gradient rises toward the northwest the
aspectIS northwest.— Barometric aspect, in a weather-
map, the direction toward which the principal barometric
gradient is rising ; the direction from which the baro-
metric pressure appears to be pushing hardest toward a
given station.- Dexter aspect, in astrol, one cast m
the reverse order of the signs.— Doctrine of two as-
pects or double-aspect theory, a variety of psycho-
physical parallelism consisting in the opinion that the
external physical world and the mental world (whether
this is understood as synonymous with the internal world
or not) are two aspects, though not necessarily aspects
of any third more substantive being.

From causal theories we must distinguish sharply what
may be called ultimate theories of the relation of mind
and body : theories, that is, which seek to explain and
make intelligible to us why mind and body are connected
at all. The double aspect theory, with its assertion of
one reality manifesting itself under two diverse forms, is
an example of such a theory.

C. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 3.

Globe aspect, the presentation of features upon the
surface of a sphere as seen from the outside, i. e. as given
upon a terrestrial or celestial globe, or upon a geographi-
cal map : opposed to sky aspect, which represents things
as seen from inside the sphere, as in star-maps. In the
globe aspect, north being at the top of the map, east is
at the right ; in the sky aspect east is at the left.— Sky
aspect, the presentation of features of a sphere as viewed
from a point within it : used in maps of portions of the
celestial sphere, which show the relative positions of
stars as seen by one looking up to the sky : opposed to
globe -kaspeet (which see).—Thermal aspect, in a wea-
ther-map, the direction toward which the principal ther-
mometric or temperature gradient is moving ; the direc-
tion from which a higher or a lower temperature appears
to be advancing toward a given station.

aspectabundt, a. [NL. *aspectabundus, < L.
"Of

asoka (S^-so'kS.), n. [Skt. dsoka (dgoka), a tree
so called (lit., free ftom sorrow) < a- priv. -I-

soka (goka), name, anguish, sorrow.] 1. A
low-spreading, leguminous tree, Saraca Indica,
bearing large sweet-scented, pale orange-
scarlet flowers. It is found from southeastern
India and Ceylon to Burma and the Malay peninsula and
archipelago, and is much cultivated for its beauty and
the odor of its flowers. It is a sacred tree of the Hindus,
and figures prominently in their legends and literature.

3. The mast-tree or Indian fir, Polyalthia
',ia, of the custard-apple family. It is asperated (as'pe-ra-ted), p. a. Eoughened

;

characterized by unevenness or harshness.
Boyle, in Phil. Trans., XI. 806.

aspectare, look at, observe : see aspect, «.]
expressive countenance ; expressive in face
[Rare.]

On the stage he [Dogget] is very aspectabund, wearing
a farce on his face, his thoughts deliberating, framing
his utterance congruous to his look. He is the only
comic original now extant.

Doumes, Koscius Anglicanns, p. 52.

cultivated for the sake of its flowers, and is

planted in avenues and near temples. See *van-
Jula.

asonant (a-so'nant), a. [a-is + sonanW] With-

M-.... ... -. . . - -^ ". -." out sound; not"sonant.

to"cut'off fhe'angie at"the^oorTn'a garret,"so aSQUth (a-south'), adv. phr. [aS -f- south.] In

that the room inclosed will have a vertical wall or on the south; to or toward the south.

of some height.—Coursed ashler, ashler masonry in '• Barlow, Columbiad, i. 571.

which the stones form regular courses, all the blocks lu asparaginate (as-par'a-ji-nat), n. [^asparagin
onecoursebeingof the same height.—Random-coursed + -ateKl A salt of a'sparagin: as, silver as-

!!f^^Sf'Siforrhe^^t^f4w^hft^^^^^^ para^inal^, NHjCOCHCNHalcHaCd^Ag. Also asperger (as-p6r'j6r), ». iasperge + -er^.l One
are made up in part of smaller stones, two or three of ammosucctnamidate. ^'^" bprmjcies.

which together make the height of the course. See cut asparagUS-kllife(as-par'a-gus-nif), n. A knife This (Htperg'er personates the oldTcamahia of Wukoki,
nnder(MWer(a,6,ande).—Roughashler.quarrled"*""" ' = ' t '^ > Jf •''' i-;~.i i-i-j- -'-- --'' -'-•-'• •

-

selected for ashler masonry, but not dressed.

ashlered, ashlared (ash'Wrd, -lard)
Paced with ashler : said of a wall

Ashley beds. See *bed^.
Ashmolean (ash-mo'lf-an), a. Of or pertain-

aspergation (as-per-ga'shon), n. [Erron.
formed from L. aspergere, sprinkle, -I- -ation.']

The act of sprinkling ; aspersion.

They [the Indians and Iranians] had common words
for priest, sacrifice, song of praise, religious aspergation,
for the sacred soma drink, for God, Lord, for heroes and
demons, and for Mithra, the god of light.

Isaac Taylor, Origin of the Aryans, p. 190.

led stone having a long bent handle with a chisel-blade "ho Paj-ted from the Snake clans at that pueblo to seek
,,, ° J ° J. ... AT . « . .

his fortune in the east, finding it at Acoma.
„ at the end, used in cutting the stems of aspara- ^„. s^p. Bur. A^ier. Ethml., 1897-98, p. 689.

' ^' ' gus. The chisel-blade IS pushed into the soil . .,, , „ ,. ..,-,-., , ,„^
to cut off the blanched portion of the stem AsperglUacesB (as'p6r-ji-la'se-e), «. j??. [NL
below the surface. 5 ^«pe»"fl'»««^ (see Aspergillus, 2) -I- -acea.] a

ing to Blias Ashmole, an eminent English anti- asparagllS-miner .(as - par a - gus - mi*n6r) n

quary (1617-92), who founded the Ashmolean The larva of a dipterous insect of the .amily

Museum at Oxford University in 1679. Hiscol-
Agromymdse, Agromyza simplex.

lections, which were presented to the university, con- asparagUS-rUSt (as-par a-gus-rust"), »• A
sisted of books, manuscripts, coins, curiosities, and anti- serious disease of asparagus, caused by the
quities. The Ashmolean Society, founded in 1828, was faJigua Puccinia Asparagi.

A pan under the grate asparkle (a-spar'kl), adv. phr. [a3 -I- sparkle.]
named in his honor.

ash-pan (ash'pan), n
of a boiler or other fire, into which ashes and
eliaker may fall and be eaughtwhen the fire is

sliced or the fireplace cleaned.

ash-pumpkin (ash'pump"kin),m.Casfc2 -I-^«»jp-
kin. It IS covered with an ashy bloom.] The
wax-gourd, Benincasa hispida. See Benincdsa
and *condol. [East Indies.]

ashrafi (ash'ra-fe), n. [Also ash/rafee, ashraffi ;

Hind. Peis." ashrafi, < ashrdf, < At. ashraf,

gentle, refined, urbane, ashrdf, n., nobles,

gentry.] The gold mohur of India.

ash-trolley (ash'trol-i), n. An overhead trol-

ley from which ash-buckets are suspended for

transporting ashes from ash-pits to the place
of disposal.

Asiatic class, a group of domesticated fowls comprising
those breeds which ai-e supposed to have originated

1S.-6.

In a sparkling state ; sparkling.

titho, free to judge of both,

Ecelin the unready, harsh and loth,

And this more plausible and facile wight

With every point a-sparkle, chose the right.

Browning, Sordello, iv. 685-588.

aspect, n. 9. In /oresfry, the direction toward

which a slope faces. The eight main points

of the compass, north, northeast, east, south-

east, south, southwest, west, northwest, are dis-

tinguished in forest description. Also called

exposure.— 10. In logic, the concept of a com-

pound object, or this object itself, resulting

from mentally connecting a definite concep-

tion to an indefinite or partially indesignate

object, the compound being regarded as iden-

tical with the previously indefinite object.

family of the lower ascomycetous fungi in-
cluding Aspergillus.

Aspergillales (as'per-ji-la'lez), n. pi. [NL., <
Aspergillus -t- -ales.] An order of ascomyce-
tous fungi including six families and a great
diversity of forms. The ascocarp is mostly small
and without an opening. The conidial forms include the
common molds Aspergillus and PeniiaUiwm.

Aspergillida (as-pfer-jil'i-de), n. pi. Same as
*Brechitidm.

aspergillin (as-p6r-jirin), n. {^Aspergillus, 2 (f),
+ -i»2.] Same as palmellin.

aspergillosis (as - per - ji - 16 ' sis), n. [NL. , <

Aspergillus -(- -osis.] A morbid condition re-

sulting from the presence in the ear, some-
times in the lungs, of certain forms of Asper-
gillus.

other forms of fungus disease or Mycoses are de-

scribed. Aspergillosis, or pigeon-breeders' disease, is

.the result of the infection with the Aspergillus fumiga-

tus. Eneyc. Brit., XXXI. 634.

asperite (as'pe-rit), «. [L. asper, rough, +.-ite^. ]

Inpetrog., a term proposed by Becker for an-

desitic lavas of light color which are porous in

texture and consequently rough or harsh to



asperite

the touoh. The asperites are contrasted with
the darker, denser andesites of basaltic habit.
They are more commonly called trachytic an-
desites.

aspermia (a-spfer'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aampfiog:
see aspermatism.'] Same as aspermatism.

asperolite (as'pe-ro-lit), n. [L. asper, rough,
+ Grr. TJBoq, stone.^ A variety of chrysocolla
copper ore from Tagilsk, Russia.

Asperula (as-per'u-la), ». [NL., fern, dim.,
< L. asper, rough.j A genus of dwarf hardy
herbs, used for borders, rockeries, and shady
places, containing almost 80 species of ill-

defined plants of the family Bubiacese, two of
which, A. odorata, commonly called sweet
woodruff, and A. hexaphylla are commonly
cultivated in America.

asperulous (as-per'u-lus), a. [NL. "asperulus,
dim. of L. asper, rough.] In hot., minutely
roughened.

asphaleia (as-fa-le'ya), n. [Gr. aa^\eta, se-
curity, safety, certainty, <a(70aA^f, secure, safe.]
A name applied to a safety system of stage
mechanism in which the stage-floor and the
overhead scenic appliances are all moved by
hydraulic power.
Asphalt brown, process. See *brown, *pro-
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San Josfi Scale iAsfidiotus jierrticiosus).

A, infested fruit ; B, branch ; C, enlarged scales. (Howard,
U. S. D. A.)

asphaltene (as-fal'ten), n. lasphalt + -ene.]

A name originally given by Boussingault to a

Aspidistra (as-pi-dis'tra), n. [NL.] A genus
of the LiliaeesB, one species of which (A. lurida)

from China is a common florists' plant. It is

grown for its handsome crown of long, shining, recurv-
ing foliage, in the north in pots and as a window deco-
ration, in the south in the open in moist ground. There
is a striped-leafed form. T^e flowers are inconspicuous.

aspidium, »i. 3. In pftar., therhizonieofi»r3^- aspienioid"(as-pliB'ni-oid), a
optens Mux-mas and D. margmalis, the oleo- .(Jj^.] Resemblii
resin obtained from which is used for the ex-

'
-

residue left-ondiitUling asphalt from an oil-
is'^itobrinliala'c^sV-do-brang-ki-a'ta), n.

batn. The name IS now used to designate that portion" 7 rArrna„™„„\, £».,«!,».„», »jS„
"

of asphalt which is soluble in boiling turpentine or cold i*'- . -I-^-] S?^^ ^? ScuUirancMa.
chloroform, but not in gasolene, ether, or acetone. The aSpidObrancluate (as"pi-do-brang ki-at), a.
portion soluble in the latter solvents is called pamlene. and n. [NL. aspidobranchiatlis, < Gr. aumf
asphaltum, >i—Gum asphaltum, a term sometimes (aaini-), a shield, -I- Bpayxm, gills.] I,

LP&"alt*^t\§"'Jh\°mriJfa!K^
ter^ols*''^

^' bipectinate, as certain gas-

Asphodeline (as".fo-de-U'ne), n. [NL
, < Gr. ^]^°„.^bne of the Aspidobrandhiata.

off^orfaiwc, adj., <ao-0<ideAo<; asphodel.] A genus Aspidocepliali(as'pi-d6-sef'a-li),».i)2. [NL.,
of hardy herbs of the family i«Zmce«._ About U < &r. aawlq, shield, + /c^0oXi^,"head.] A Pale-

ozoic order of singular ostracoderm fishes.
They have a large, heavily plated head-shield composed
of three layers ; orbits close together ; body, in the typical
genera, covered with quadrangular scales ; no paired fins

;

and heterocercal tail. The best-known of these forms is

Cevhalasms. The species have been found only in the aermrmrpTiniia ^a.a-nn-1>^-i'n-T111g^
u/per SUurian beds of Great Britain and the Baltic *SP°™ff^° n ^^.??° 'i5„L^,-.1.i„ >,-.
provinces and in the Old Red Sandstone. sporogenous.^ Not reproducing by

species are found along the Mediterranean Sea and ex-

tending into Persia and Caucasia. A. lutea is most com-
monly grown in the United States, but other species are
not unlikely to be found under cultivation.

Asphodelus (as-fod'e-lns), n. [NL. : see aspho-
deT.] A genus of hardy, stemless herbs, with
white, my-like flowers in long racemes, mem-
bers of the family lAliacese. There are 6 or 7 spe-

cies natives of the Mediterranean region, Western Asia,

the East Indies, and Madagascar, some of which are
found in flower-gardens. A. rarrwsus and A. albue are
the only common trade-names in America. Most of the
species are found along the MediteiTanean Sea.

asphyxia, n—secondary asphyxia, as ohyzia which
sometimes recurs with fatal result after apparent recov-
ery from drowning or other form of suffocation.

asphyxiater (as-fik'si-a-tfir), n. l. A device
or apparatus for producing suffocation by sur-

rounding the victim with an irrespirable gas.— 2. Specifically, a portable fire-extinguisher

which operates by filling the air or space about
the fire with a gas which does not support com-
bustion.

asphyxied (as-fik'sid),^.a. Asphyxiated. Car-
me:

assaying

Theycounected a series of four air-tight cages by means
of rubber tubing and aspirated a steady cunent of air

tlirough them. Buck, Med. Handbook.

aspiration, »t. 7. The staccato mark (which

see, under stoccoto).—8. The drawing forward,
in flight, against the direction of motion of a
wind-current. See the extract.

It would not account for those flights in which the
bird maintains his altitude without turning upon his
course, as he so often does when the winds are high.
This feat . . . is known as " aspiratiOTt."

E. C. Hufaker, in The Aeronaut An., 1897, pp. 130, 131.

Aspiration pneumonia, pneumonia due to the inhala-

tion of infectious material, as of vomited matter in a
patient recovering from surgical anaesthesia.— Aspira-
tion psychrom^er. See -kpsychrorneter.

aspirin (as'pi-i-in), n. A white crystalline com-
pound, obtained by the action of acetic anhy-
drid or acetyl ehlorid on salicylic acid: ace-
tylsalicylio acid. It is used in the treatment
of chorea.

Aspleniese (as-ple-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < As-
plmium + -ese.'] A large tribe of polypodi-
aceous ferns, typified by the genus Asplenium.
It contains many important genera of various types,
with fronds uniform or dimorphoas, venation tree or
anastomosing, and usually with the sori distinct, oblong to
elongate, uniserial or biserial, mostly lateral and in-

dusiate ; or, as in Stenochtana, with the naked sori dif-

fused over the parenchyma of the under surface.
'"

'_ ^'~' "\_ [Asplenium +
Besembling or pertaining to the fern

genus Asplenium.
Asporea (a-spo're-a), n. pi. In Labb6's clas-

sification of Sporozoa, a group in which the
oocyte gives direct origin to sporozoites. It

includes the single genus Mmeria. Also
Monogenica.

^' Asporocystea (as"po-rp-sis'te-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. d-priv. + tmopa, a seed '(spore), + iciaric,

bladder.] One of two divisions, the other be-
ing Sporoeystea, proposed by Mesnil for the
CoccAdia,

asporogenic (a-spo-ro-jen'ik), a. [Gr. a- priv.
-I- cjropi, a seed (spore), -I- -yevtjq, -producing.]
Not spore-bearing : applied to bacteria, algse,

and similar simple plants which have no
spores.

a. [a-18 -I-

means

Aspidoceras (as-pi-dos'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.
dtTTTif (do-TTjd-), shield, + K^jdof, horn.] A genus
of Jurassic ammonites with wide umbilicus Asporomycetes (as'^pp-ro-npi-se tez), n. pi.

of spores; asporous.
I. 712.

Buck, Med. Handbook,

and rounded whorls having ribs in young
stages and tubercles at full growth.
Aspidoceratidse (as^pi-do-se-rat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Aspidoceras + -idx.'] A family of

ammonoid cephalopods from the Jurassic
formation.
Aspidocotylea (as'pi-do-ko-til'e-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. dom'c (damd-'j, shield, + kotvmi,

socket, -l--ea.] Agrouporanorderoftrematode

[NL., < Gr. d-priV. -f Wopd, seed (sj^ore), +
Mycetes (see Mycetes^).'] A name given by
Wallroth to a heterogeneous group of fungi,
including sterile and imperfect forms, as well
as the work of insects (erineum).
asporulate (a-spor'p-lat), a. [0-18 -f sporvr-

late.'} Not producing spores or encysted
bodies : as, the asporulate cycle in the de-
velopment of certain coccidla.

platyhelminths having a large ventral round Asprol (as'pro), n. [NL., < (?) LGr. aajrpog,

or oval adhesive apparatus, with numerous
suckers in one or several rows. They are parasitic

in the gall-bladder and alimentary canal of clielonians

and fishes and in various organs of mollusks. The group
contains the single family Aspidoiothridse.aspidate (as'pi-dat), a. [Gr. aawi( (-«5-), shield

-f-flsfel.] Shield-shaped; having the form of j^gpidoganoidei (as''pi-d6-ga-noi'de-i), n.pl.
a flat plate. Zittel (trans.). Textbook of Pa- [jfL., < Gr. duTr^f (aairt6-j, shield, -f- NL. Ga-
leon., II. 143. noidei, the ganoid fishes.] The proper name
aspidin (as'pi-din), n. [A^dium + -JK^.] A for the group of fishes, including extinct spe

white, or (?) < L. a^er (It. aspro), rough.] A
genus of Europeah river-fishes of the family
Pereidfe. They live in swift waters, lying close to the
bottom and moving with great quickness from one
station to another, .in the fashion of the American
darters {Btheoetomatinss), to which they are closely re-
lated.

aspro^ (as'pro), n. A silver coin of the Knights
of St. John of Jerusalem at Rhodes, in the

c^stalline principle, C23H32O7, said to be cies, commonly called Ostracodermi ov Ostra-
atlriver fas^riv''er/« ^^^^^^^

poisonous, which is contained in the rhizome cophori. Gill,m%.
_ wHcrist%X^'iV^- c,lEl!l wJt« il^,^poisonous,

of themale-fem, Dryopteris {Aspidium) Filix- Aspidophoroides (as'pi-dof-o-ro-i'dez), n.

mas.

Aspidiotus (as-pi-di-6'tus), n. [NL. (Bouch6,

1834), < Gr. aamdiaTj/;, shielded, or provided
with a shield.] A very im-
portant genus of diaspine
scale -insects, comprising
many note
fruit-trees,
small and
round, those
of the males
being some-
what oblong

;

the pellicles

of the female
are com-
pletelysuper-
posed, and
in both sexes
are more or
less centrally
located ; the pellicles are sur-

rounded by a broad secretionary

supplement; and the circnmgenital

elands occur in not more &an five groups. To this genus

Selone the San Jos§ scale (A. pemieiome), the CTape-

scale (A. ma), the walnut^soale (4. jtiaJamf^-efft*), the

oleander-scale (A. nerii), the quince-scale (A. eydonase),

and many other destructive speijieB.

which is so related to glacial waste as to ac-
cumulate gravelly debris iu the form of long
ridges or eskars.[NL., < Aspidophorus + -ides.} A genus of

very small fishes (sometimes called sea-poach-

ers), of the family Agonidse, found iu the At-
lantic and North Pacific. It is characterized
by the absence of the first dorsal fin. A. mo-
nopterygius is the common species.

many notorious pests of Aspidosoma (as"pi-do-s6'ma), n. [(3t. dan-if
""•"* *"""" The scales are {aamS-), shield, -I- aaim, body.] A genus of assailableness (a-sal'a-bl-nes), n. The qual-

Paleozoic star-fishes of the order Asterozoa. ity of being assailable"or open to attack.
They have broad ambulacral fields with well-defined Assam feVCr. Same as *kala-azar.

!S?i«*"iJl?''Jf^',.rl*SLi'ffn'J°.?.*\«.^^^^^^^^^^ Assamese. La. 3. Pertaining to the languages

There can be no doubt, tor example, that the &sar are
in some way connected in their origin with the great
ice-sheet. Dr. Hoist therefore accepts Hummel's main
contention. He thinlcs however, that the Striven
flowed upon and not underneath the mer de glace.

J. GeUcie, The Great Ice Age, p. 171.

European fruit-scale

(Aspidiotus ostreafor.
mis),

a, scales on twiff; o im-

mature stage ; d, female

;

e, male ; f and g, inside

of scales. (Marlatt, U. S.

D. A.)

disk. The genus, represented by the species A. peta.
l&ides, occurs in the Lo}ver Devonian of the Rhine.

aspidospermatine (as*pi-do-sp6r'ma-tin), n.

lAspidosperma(t-) ( -ine^.'\ A c^stalline.

of Assam.
II, n. 2. A language of Assam, one of the

Aryan family, akin to Bengali.

(Asj>idi. Strongly basic, bitter alkaloid, CgaHasOoN,! assassin-bUg (a-sas'in-bug), n. Same as *can-
j-«f,«j. found in quebracho bark. It melts at 162° C.

n^oat-bug.
Walnut-scale , , _ .

i'"d"'"ffes'ttdtm"s'
^o^""^ "^ qucbracho

(How^rf?u! I. dTa.) aspidospermine (as"pi-do-sper'min), n. \_As- _
pidosperma + -ine^.} A crystalline alkaloid,

assavinff m'
C22S30ON2, found ia Aspidosperma Quebracho,

t,, t^e ascertai
It melts at 206° and is very difficultly soluble

in water.

aspirate, v. t. 2. To impel by aspiration or
suction : as, to aspirate a curfent of air through
a tube.

Assault at arms. (6) A hand-to-hand contest.

—^Brightening of assay. See bliek.

_. In chem., this term is usually applied
the ascertainment of the presence and amount of one

or more metals in a given substance, and commonly re-
fers to the precious metals, gold and silver. But it is
sometimes used in the more general sense, the testing
or examination of any substance, as, tor example, the
determination of the proportion of pure sulphur in a
sample of the crude material.



assay-office

assay-office (a-sa'of-is), n. A laboratory where
ores or metals are assayed.

assedation (as-e-da'shon), n. In Scotch law,

a term formerly used to signify the right of

any inferior tenant in the feudal system.
assemblage, n. 4. In the logicomathematical
science of multitude, otherwise called the
theory of cardinal numbers, a collection, not
in the sense that the objects are assembled or
collected, but merely in the sense that many
things are regarded in thought as constituting
one thing. Tims, in this sense, all the variable stars

make np an assemblage, althuu^h they are scuttered
through all the universe. The word collection lias from
ancient times been used in this sense, but assemblage has
only recently been so used, by a small number of
persons who are either unacquainted with or indifferent

to the established terminology of logic.

assemble^, v. t. 4. In entom., to collect to-

gether (the males of certain moths and other
insects) by exposing a female in a wire-gauze
cage : an insect-collector's device.

assembler, n. 4. That part of a linotype type-
making machine which groups and holds
together, against the mold, the matrices ar-

ranged in order for one line of type.

When a key is depressed, the matrix to which it corre-
sponds emerges from its channel, is caught upon an in-

clined traveling belt, and is then carried to the assembler.
Cermu BvUetin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 67.

assembling-box (a-sem'bling-boks), n. In a
type-easting machine, a box in which the
matrices are assembled prior to their delivery

to the casting position.

As the keys are struck on the keyboard the matrices
and spacers descend into the ossemiliTig-box, traveling a
distance of about four inches, and the bars are dropped
more or less, according to the position of the letter to'be
brought in line to be casL

Census Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 58.

assembling-line (a-sem'bling-lin), n. A line

which unites the head of a harpoon to the shaft,

and is carried down the shaft, to which it is

made fast here and there with knots, thus hold-

ing the pieces together in ease of a break. J.

Murdoch.
The connecting line of a barbed harpoon at first was

only a bit of string or thong uniting the head to the

Shalt. If there be no connecting line between head and
shaft, the weapon is called a rankling arrow, because the
bead stays in the animal and causes death. However,
the rude Fuegian inventors have gotten beyond that, for

the thong is carried halfway down the shaft and made
fast here and there with knots. The same happy thought
is called by Murdoch an "ossemMimg line," since it

serves in case of a break in the shaft to save the pieces.

Smithsonian Jtep., 1900, p. 200.

assembling-shop (a-sem'bling-shop), n. A
shop, room, yard, or other place where the

parts, as of machines, barrels, vehicles, motors,

pumps, watches, etc.. are put together to

form the > finished product. Also called set-

Ung-up shop.

assentaneous (as-en-ta'nf-us), a. [assent +
-aneous, as in consentaneous.'i Inclined to as-

sent; deferential. Lander.
assentations (as-en-ta'shius), a. [assenta-

U{on) + -OKS.] Ready to assent; compliant.

asseitoric, a. II. n. A proposition capable

of being stated absolutely but not affirmed as

necessary.

Symbolic logic is confined exclusively to one kind ol

propositions, viz. assertorics.
Athenaeum, April 8, 1906, p. 439.

assertorically (a-s6r-tor'i-kal-i), adv. [Brron.

< assertor + -ic-al + -ly^.'\ In an assertorial

manner ; as an assertion. J. Martineau, Es-

says, n. 190.

asservilize (a-s6r'vil-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

asservilized, ppr. asserviUzing. [asservile +
-ise.'i To make servile; reduce to the condi-

tion of a serf. [Bare.] N. E. D.

assessment, ». 5. In marine insurance, the

fixing of that part of a loss which saved prop-

erty must bear to compensate for property

voluntarily sacrificed to prevent a total loss.

assessment-roll (a-ses'ment-rol), n. The offi-

cial list filed witfi the tax department of a

municipality, containing the names of the

property-holders and the amount of property

upon which the tax is to be levied.

assest, pp. A simplified spelling of assessed.

assets, n. pi AssetsentermaiJiB. property comingat

once to an executor, administrator, or trustee to satisfy the

debts of the estate.-Assets per descent, real property

of an heir which may be charged to satisfy the debts ol

his ancestor.—Liquid assets. aee*liqwd.

asseverantly (a-sev'e-rant-h), adv. By way
of assertion. Abp. Abbot, Expos, on Jonah,

p. 562. JV^, E. D.
. ^^ .

assi (as'i), n. [Creek Indian assv, abbrev. ot

83

assi lupuVski, said tomean ' small leaves.'] The
yapon, Ilex Cassine, or the drink made from it.

Also assi-shrub.

The Creeks made use of the assi as we use fermented
liquors, to promote conviviality.

Qattchet, quoted in Bulletin 14, Botany, U.S. Dept.
[Agr., p. 13.

assideration (a-sid-6r-a'shon), n. [=It. assid-
eraiione, < ML. *assiderati6(n-), < *assiderare,
pass, 'assiderari (It. assiderare), in pp. assid-
eraius, benumbed, < L. ad- + siderari, be be-
numbed, paralyzed, or planet-struck, < sidus
(sider-), a constellation, star: see sidereal.] A
form of homicide, especially of infanticide, in
which death is caused by placing the victim in
ice-cold water.
assiette (a-si-ef), n. [F., seat, base, founda-
tion, < asseoir, sit : see <M«»«e.] In bookbinding,
a compound appliedto the trimmed edges of the
leaves of books before the application of gold-
leaf. It is usuallymade of bole, bloodstone, and
galena.
assify (as'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. ossified, ppr
ossifying, [ass + ^-fy.] To make an ass of

:

as, to ossify one's self. Southey. [Humorous.]
assigned (a-sind'), i). a. Allotted; appointed

;

transferred; prescribed: as,an assigmedposition;
an assigned quantity ^Assigned serrant, during
the early history of Now South Wales and other British
colonies, a convict assigned or allotted to a settler as an
unpaid servant, " bound to perform diligently from sun-
rise to sunset all usual and reasonable labor." The sys-
tem of assigning convicts from the British Islands in this
way was established in, Australia in 1804. See assigmment,
7, and *assignee, 2.

assignee, n. 2. An assigned servant ; a eon-
viot formerly assigned to an Australian settler
as an xmpaid servant. See *assigned and
assignment, 7.

assigneeship (as-i-ne'ship), n. The official po-
sition of an assignee.

assignment, n—^Equitable aSBienment, the sale or
transfer of property, or rights of property not in exist-

ence, or not capable of delivery at the time of the sale,

but which may come into existence in the future. Such
a sale or transfer is not enforceable except in courts of

chancery.

assimilater, assimilator (a-sim'i-la-ter,-tpr),

n. One who or that which assimilates.

assimilation, n. (e) in physiol. , the conversion of chyle
into material suitable for appropriation by the tissues.

(/) In psyehol. : (1) The process whereby new contents are

received into a given consciousness ; a general term cover-

ing the processes of fusion, association contrast, recog-

nition, etc. (2)In Wundt's terminology, a particularform
of the simultaneous association of ideas.

Simultaneous associations made up of elements from
different psychical compounds may be divided into two
classes : into assimilations, or associations between the
elements of like compounds, and complications, or asso-

ciations between elements of unlike compounds.
IF. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of PsychoL, p. 227.

(g) In petirog., a term used to express the theory that mol-

ten magmas, when forced upward into the solid rocks,

may, through fusion of included fragments or wall rock,

absorb or assimilate a certain amount of these foreign ma-
terials, thus changing in some degree the chemical com-
position of the magma as a whole.—Primary assimila-
tion, in physiol., the taking up of chyle by the lacteals.

—^Progressive assimilation, in philol., assimilation of

a sound to the grade or nature of one that precedes it, as

of d (a medial) to S: (a tenuis) in the word looked, namely,

by becoming t (a tenuisX

assishness (as'ish-nes), n. The quality of be-

ing like an ass, as in stupidity, stubbornness,

etc.; asinine quality or character. Florio,

1598.

assistant, a. 3. Assisting; hence, subordinate

in rank; specifically, as an official designa-

tion, occupying the next lower grade : as, an
assistant adjutant-general.

assistful (a-sist'ful), a. [assist + -fuW] Help-

ful. Chapman, tr. of Iliad, v. 120.

assize, n. 10. [F. assise.] In geological

classification, the French equivalent of the

term bed, constituting one of the minor sub-

divisions in geology. An assize, or bed, is

composed of two or more zones ; two or more
assizes, or beds, constitute a group, stage, or

^((We.—Tholed an assize, a plea in bar in Scotland, in

a criminal case, to the effect that the accused has once

been tried for the offense charged. Bouvier, Law Diet.

Assmann's aspiration psychrometer. See

Associate. I. a Associate antagonists, muscles

which, when acting singly, are antagonists, but when

acting together move the part in an intermediate direc-

tion.—Associate movements, in physiol., movements

which take place in a paralyzed part when the non-

paralyzed fellow is moved.—Associate muscles, mus-

cles which act together to effect a certain movement.

II. «. 6. In tojic, a unit not contained in the

collection which is paired with each unit of

the collection so as to make a pair distinguished

from every pair consisting of the associate and

association

a unit not a member of the collection. Thus if

we consider a number of indistinguishable regular tetra-
hedrons each with a point at its center, the point at the
center of any one of &ese is an associate of the collection
of Its summits. According as the pairs of the associate
with the different units of the collection are all, some
but not all, or none, distinguished from one another, it

may be called a discrete pair associate, a various pair
associate, or a uniform pair associate; but Kempe terms
the last two multiple pair associate and single pair asso-
ciate.

7. In law : {a) An officer in each of the su-
perior courts of common law in England whose
duty it was to keep the records of his court, to
attend its nisiprius sittings, and to enter the
verdict, make up the postea, and deliver the
record to the party entitled thereto. Abbott,
Law Diet. (6) A person associated with the
judges and clerks of assize in commission of

feneral jail delivery. Moeley and Whiteley
Hct, (fiouvier. Law Dictionary.)

associated (a-s6'shi-a-ted), p. a. United into
or forming an association; showing associa-
tion ; specifically, in phys. cliem., noting liquids
some of whose molecules consist of aggregates
of two or more of the molecules in which the
substance exists when in the state of vapor.
Thus water in the state of vapor has molecules whose
weight is eighteen times the weight of an atom of hydro-
gen ; but in the liquid state it is believed that many of its

molecules are two or three times as heavy, or that wa-
ter is an associfUed liquid. See -kassociation, 3. Amer.
Jour. Sei., June, 1904, p. 428.—Associated Press, an
association of newspapers (originally confined to New
York) for the collection and distribution of telegraphic
news throughout the United States, with central bureaus

I
in New York, Chicago, Cincinnati, and Washington.

associatedness (a^so'gi-a-ted-nes), n. The con-
dition or fact of Being associated. Fitzedward
Hall, Hindu Philos. Syst., p. 226.

association, n. 3. In phys. chem., the union of
chemical molecules to form more complex ag-
gregates; especially, the union of the mole-
cules of a vapor to form more complex aggre-
gates when the temperature is reduced nearly
to the boiUng-poiut, or when they condense
into liquids. Acetic acid at 260° C. consists of mole-
cules weighing sixty times the atom of hydrogen, but at
126° C. about half of the molecules weigh twice as much,
which proves thattwo thirds of its gaseous molecules show
association of two normal molecules into one. Amer.
Jour. Sd., June, 1904, p. 428.

4. In phytogeog., the aggregation of plant in-

dividuals initiated by reproduction on the spot
of growth, but finally determined by environ-
ment. See *formation and plant ^association.

Association is divided into several kinds, according to
the factor determining in specific cases, e. g. light associ-

ation, water-content association.

F. E. Clements, Bot. Surv. Neb., VII. 9.

Anthropogenic association, in sodol., an assumed
stage of social evolution in which ape-like creatures,
once merely animal, were becoming human, through' in-

creasingly close association and cooperation ; the stage
in which language, religion, and other distinctively hu-
man acquisitions were evolved. GHddings, Prin. of So-

ciol., p. 74.—Association area that portion of the brain

surface which is not occupied by centers of sensation

:

believed to be the seat of the intellectual activities of
perception, ideation, memory, etc.—Assodatlon cen-

'

ter, a nerve-center which regulates associated move-
ments.—Association consciousness or associative
consciousness. See -kconsdoumess.—Association dis-
ease, myoclonus epilepsy ; the coexistence of myoclonus
and epilepsy.—Association factor, in phys. chem., a
factor which defines the amount of association in a given
liquid.— Association fiber, association reaction or
associative reaction. See -kfiber, -kreaction.— Associ-
ation theory, the theory that association governs all

the actions of the mind, except where disturbed by dis-

sociation.—Demogenlc association, in sociol., a stage

of social evolution in which individuals live together and
coSperate without regard to kinship relations, the asso-

ciation constituting a demos or people : contrasted with
ethnogenic (tribal) association. Giddings, Prin. of Sociol.,

p. 74.—Etlinogenlc association, in ttocio2., a stage of so-

cial evolution m which individuals are socially organized

on the basis of kinship, traced through clan and tribal re-

lations; a tribal or gentile association. Giddings, Piin.

of Sociol., p. 74.—External or extrinsic association,
inpsychol., a connection of ideas resulting from associa-

tive practice ; association by contiguity.— Internal or

ilLtr&sic association, in psyehol., a connection of ideas

resulting from associative relationship; association by
similarity.-Mediate association, in psyehol., asso-

ciation by miconscious or unnoticed intermediaries.

—

MiiUerian association, all the organisms which ex-

hibit the same sort of Miillerian mimiciy in the same
locality considered collectively. See *mimicry.— Plant
asS0(^ation, in phytogeog.: (a) A plant formation in a

limited application : see itformation, 6. (6) A local ag-

gregation of plants within a formation characterized

more by the species which compose it than by any bio-

logical peculiarity. T. H. Kearney, Contr. Nat. Herb.,

V. 269.—ReUglOUS association law. See *religious.

—Simultaneous association, in psyehol., a form of

association of ideas in which the process of connection

is given to introspection as a single instantaneous act.—

Successive association, in psyehol, a form of associa-

tion of ideas in which the process of connection falls, lor

introspection, into two stages: the appearance of the

reproducing elements, and the appearance of the ele-

ments reproduced. W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psy-



association

chol.
, p. 286.— Writ of association, in English practice,

a writ whereby certain persons (usually the clerk of assize
and his subordinate officers) are directed to associate
thomselves with the justices and sergeants ; and they are
required to admit the said persons into their society in
order to take the assizes. Boumer, Law Diet.—Zoo-
genlc association, in toeiol., a stage of social evolution

1 the lower animals in which the animals consorting in
bands, swarms, flocks, or herds find in mutual aid a pow-
erful arm in the struggle for existence, and iu which
social instincts greatly affect the processes of natural
and sexual selection. Giddings, Prin. of Sociol., p. 74.

associationistic (a-so'si-a-shon-is'tik), a.
Pertaining to the theory of associationism.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., XDI. 164.

association-time (a-so-gi-a'shon-tim'), n. In
psychophys., the ti'ine required for the com-
pletion of a mental association. The term is used
most commonly for the time obtained by subtracting the
simple from the associative reaction-time ; sometimes
used for the total duration of the associative reaction.

Associative "^aphasia, *comparison, con-
sciousness, memory, reaction. See the
nouns.

associatively (a - so ' shi - a - tiv - li), adv. In
psychol., by way of association of ideas.

associatory (a-s6'§i-a-to-ri), a. Associative
;

having the quality of associating : as, the
associatory activity of the senses.
Assoc. Sc. An abbreviation of Associate in

Science.

Assonia (a-s6'ni-a), n. [NL. (Cavanilles, 1786),
named in honor' of Ignacio Jordan de Asso y
del Kio (1742-1814), a Spanish botanist.] A
genus of stereuliaceous trees or shrubs, usually
with cordate leaves and axillary or terminal
eymose flowers. See Bombeya.
assortative (a-s6r'ta-tiv), a. [assort + -ative.'\

Involving a sorting of objects which brings
together those of one kind and separates them
from all other kinds Assortative mating. See
-^mating.

assertive (a-sdr'tiv), a. [assort+ -ive.'] Same
as *assortdtive.

assumentum (as-u-men'tum), ». ;
pi. assu-

menta (-ta). [NXi., < LL. assumentum, a patch

:

see assunient.l In hot., one of the valves of a
silique.

assumingness (a-sil'ming-nes), n. The quality
of assuming, or of taking upon one's self more
than is proper or just. Bentham, 1832.

assumption, n—ArcliiinedeB's assumption, the fol-

lowing : let Ai be any point on a straight line between
any given points A and B ; then take the points Ag, A3,
A4 such that Ai lies between A and A2, Ag be-
tween Ai and A3, A3 between A2 and A4, and so on, and
also such that the sects AAi, A1A2, A2A3, A^A^
are congruent ; then in the series of points Aq, A3, A4,
. . . , there is always such a point. An, that B lies between
A and An.

assurant (a-sher'aut), m. [assure .+ -ant. The
word should mean the assurer, not the as-
sured.] One whose life or whose property is

covered by insurance. [Eare.] JSf. E. D.

Assyro-Aramean (a-si'ro-ar-a-me'au), a. In
eluding Assyrian an'S^ Babylonian on one side,

and Aramean and its cognates on the other : a
group-name in a classification of Semitic lan-
guages.
Assyro-Babylonian (a-si"r9-bab-i-16'ni-an), a.

Pertaining to or common to both Assyria and
Babylonia.
Assyroid (a - a'roid), a. [More prop. *As-
syridd, (.'L'.'Assyrii, Gr. 'Aaavpioi, Assyrians, +
eiSoQ, form.] Of or pertaining to a race of
western Asia, the purest representatives of

which are pictured on ancient Assyrian monu-
ments: characterized by a prominent hooked
nose and thick lips. Deniker, Eaces of Man,
p. 290.

Astacidea (as-ta-sid'e-a), n. pi. [Astacus +
-idea.'] A tribe of maorurous decapod crus-

taceans including the families EryonUdie, Ne-
phropsidee, Potamobiidee, and Parastacidse.

astacoid, a. 2. Eesembling a lobster or craw-
fish.—Astacoid rash, a diffuse reddish form of eruption

in smallpox, the color of which resembles that of the shell

of a boiled lobster.

astacomorph (as-tak'o-m&rf), n. [Astaco-

morph-a.'] One of the Astacomorpha.

Astacomorpha (as"ta-ko-m6r'fa.), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. aaraKSg, a lobster, -I- uo'p^, form.] A
group of crustaceans which includes the

crawfishes and lobsters. Suxley.

astacomorphous (as'ta-ko-mdr'fus), a. [As
astacomorph + -ous.] 'Resembling or having

the characters of the Astacomorpha.

astalk (a-stak'), adv. [aS + stalk.'] Stalking

about; afoot ; lurking about. M. N. Murfree,

Broomsedge Cove, p. 471.

A-standard (a'stan'dSrd), n. A vertical fram-

ing shaped like the capital letter A : used as a
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support for the parts of vertical pumps and
engines. Also called *A-frame.
astarboard, adv. 2. Specifically, said of the
tiUer when it is shovea or drawn over to the
starboard side of the vessel ^Hard astarboard
(nauU), a phrase signifying that the tiller is jammed to
starboard to its fullest extent^ so that the rudder is

thrown to the port side aa far as it will go.

Astartian (a - star ' ti - an), a. and n. [NL.
Astarte, a genus of moU'iisks.] In geol., noting
a subdivision of the Jurassic system in France
and the Jura, constituting the upper substage
of the Sequanian, which lies between tne
Kimmeridgiau below and the Oxfordian above
and corresponds to the Corallian or Coral Eag
of Britain.

astartoid (as-tar'toid), a. and n. [NL. Astarte,
a genus of mollusks, -I- -oid.] I. a. Similar
to the genus Astarte.

II. n. Apelecypod mollusk allied to Jsiarie.
Astasia, n. 2. [l. c] Inability to stand in
consequence of defective muscular action,
which is not necessarily incoordination or
paralysis.

astatki (as-tat'ki), n. [Appar. a trade corrup-
tion of Euss. ostatoku, residue.] The residuum
from the distillation of Eussian petroleum
after the more volatile hydrocarbons, up to
and including kerosene or illuminating oil,

have been driven off. it occurs m the proportion
of 10 to 15 per cent, and has a specific gravity of .9 to
.B5. This material is to some extent treated for the pro-
duction of lubricating oil, but is for the most part util-
ized as fuel,

Astbury ware. See *ware'^.

astegorrhine (as-teg'o-rin), a. [Gr. d- priv.
-I- ariyoQ, roof, + l>ig ( ))iv-), nose.] In craniom.,
having a flat nose, like apes. Von Torok.
astelic (a-stel'ik), a. In hot., destitute of a
stele or axial cylinder,

astely (a-ste'li), n. [NL. "astelia, < Gr. a- priv.

+ artihi, piUar : see stele^ In 6ot., absence of a
stele or axial cylinder,

asterl, n. 6. In sponges, a multiaetinate
microsclere: same as euaster.—7. In cytol.,

asterium

Aster Tripolium, a salt-marsh species of Europe and Rus-
sian Asia.—Starved aster. Same as calico-aKter, above.

—WMte heath-aster, a pasture weed. Aster ericoides,

with small white heads : very abundant in the eastern
United States.—White-wreath aster. Aster mtdti-
fiorus : so called from its densely crowded small white
'heads.—Wood-aster, one of several woodland species,

especially A. cordtfolitts, the blue wood-aster.

-aster. From its use in oleaster, etc., this suffix has
been used in new formations, implying 'false,' as in ver.

tieCllaster, false verticil. The Latin form appears in new
systematic names, as Lupinaster, Malvastrum, etc.

Asteraces (as-te-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1836), < 'Aster +' -acex.'] A family of
dicotyledonous sympetalous plants, the aster
family, usually included in the Composites, of
which it constitutes the TubuUfiorse, except
that the Ambrosiacex are now segregated.
Called Cardnacea? by some authors. See Com-
positse^, Tubuliflorse, Cichoriaceas, lAguUflorse,
and *Ambrosiacese.

asteraceous (as-te-ra'shius), a. [Asteracese +
-o«s.] Belonging to or having the characters
of the Asteracese.

astereognosis (as-te'''ri-og-n6'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. a- priv. + arspcdq, solid, + yvaaig, know-
ledge.] A defect in tactile sensation, which
causes inability to estimate the form or sub-
stance of a body by touch.

Isolated loss of muscle sense usually shows itself in

one of two ways : as loss of power to appreciate the posi-
tion of the limbs, and as astereognosis, or failure to esti-

mate the size, shape and weight of objects. The former
is more marked in the legs and is seen in some cases of
locomotor ataxia and miUtiple sclerosis ; the latter is

more often found in the arms and is a rare accompani-
ment of organic brain disease.

Buoh, Med. Handbook, VII. 120.

Asteriidse, n. pi. 2. A family of asteroid
Stellaroidea, of the order Cryptozonia, having
opposite ambulacral ossicles, tube-feet in four
rows, and an abactinal skeleton reticular and
consisting of small unequal plates. It includes
Asterias, Anasterias, Vniophora, and several
other genera.
Asterina, n,.

_
2. In hot., & genus of perispori-

aceous fungi having the peritheeia covered
with or seated on a dark-colored radiating
layer of hyphse. The spores are uniseptate and brown.
Many of the species are tropical and occur on leaves and
stems. LiveuU, 1846.

Asterinidae, n.pl. 2. A fanuly of asteroid
Stellaroidea, of the order Phanerozmiia. They
have opposite ambulacral ossicles, small inconspicuous
marginal plates whose axes are convergent, and inter-
mediate plates imbricate and without pedicellaria. The
family includes Asterina, RiuHaxler, Nepanthia, Palmi-
pes, and other genera.

asterioid (as-te'ri-oid), a. [Asterias -t- -oid.']

Shaped like a starfish.

asterion, n. 2. [cap.'] The northern of the
two ' hunting-dogs ' in the constellation Canes
Venutid. The other is Chara.

Asterionella (as-te"ri-o-nel 'a), n. [NL., irreg.
< Gr. aaripiog (neut. aoTepiov), starlike (< &aT^p,
star), -I- dim. -ella.] A genus of diatoms

Spermatogfoniuin of Salamander. (Oriiner.)

The nucleus lies below. Above is the enormous aster, the cen-
trosome at its center, its rays showing indications of nine concen-
tric circles of microsomes. The area within the second circle

probably represents the " attraction-sphere " of Van Beneden.
Highly magnified. From Wilson's " The Cell."

the star-shaped structure at either pole of the
karyoMnetic figure during cell-division : same
as *karyaster (which see).—8. Two small
arches of precious metal, transversely riveted
(said to have been invented by St. John
Chrysostom), placed over the sacred wafer in
the paten in preparation for the eueharistic
sacrmce, to prevent the veil from touching it

:

now out of use.

The aster consists of two crossed half-hoops of silver
and is used to place over the wafer,

Eneyc. Brit., XXVII. 238.

Calico-aster, Aster latenflorus : so called on account
of the calico-like effect of its dull purple-and-whitish
heads. Also called starved aster.—FTOStweed-aster.
Same as white heatli-aster, below.—NewEl^and aster,
AMer Nmm-A'ngUm, a tall species bearing large heads
with deep-purple rays.—New York aster, an Atlantic
coast species. Aster Novi-Belgii, the heads of which
have violet rays.—Flume-aster, a species. Aster pfu-
tnarius, on ^orth Carolina mountain-tops, which has a
long violet inflorescence.—Purple-stem aster, a large
swamp species, A. punieeus, ranging from Nova Scotia to
Minnesota and south to North Carolina, with mmierous
smallish, violet-purple flowers and thick, rough-hairy,
purple stems. See *eoeash.—Rayless aster, a plant of

the asteraceous genus Braehyaetu, the heads of which
have the rays very short or wanting.—Rlce-t>utton
aster. Aster dumosus, a delicate species with small white-
rayed heads on slender branchlets.—Sea-Bhore aster,

Asttriomllaformosa. Hass. Greatly magnified. (From
West's " British Freshwater Alg£e.")

characterized by the arrangement of the frus-
tules into stellar shapes : one of the organisms
responsible for a bad odor and taste in drink-
ing-water.

asterisk (as'te-risk), V. t. To insert an aste-
risk (in a text) as the reference to a foot-note
or for any other reason for which an asterisk
is used. See asterisk, 1.

asterismal (as-te-riz'mal), a. Of or pertain-
ing to asterisms.'or groups of stars.

asterium (as-te ri-um), n. [NL^ < Gr. aoH/p,
a star.] The name given by Lockyer to a
supposed element the presence of which in
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the atmosphere of certain stars seemed to be asthenoid (as-then'oid), a.

indicated by spectroscopic examination of the " '

light received from them. At one time it waa sus-

pected tliat belium was compound in character and as-

terium one of its constituents ; but the more careful

study of lielium by Ramsay has rendered It improbable
that this is the case or that asterium really exists.

Astemata fas-t6r-na'ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. a- asthenope^ (as'the-nog), n.

Weak
;
prone to the gro-wth-stages of the simple individual or-

decay or die out ; lacking in persistency. ganism.

The dwindling or aMhenmd species, by failing with astomatal (as-to'ma-tal), n. Same as astoma-
different successive periods of time have a value of *""'"

prlv. + aripvov, stemiim, + -oto^.] A sub-

order of irregular Echinoidea, of the order
Atelostomata, The peiistome is central and never
bilabiate ; the ambulacra are simple, petaloid, and gen-

erally all similar ; the floscelle is usually present ; and
there is no sternum.

Asternopteryx (as-t^r-nop'te-riks), n. [NL.,

< Gr. o-priv. + orepvov, breast, + Trrepv^, wing,
fin.] A genus of small blennies without ven-

tral fins, found on the coast of Greenland.

asterol (as'te-rol), n. [Gr. aarvp, a star, + -ol.'i

A trade-name for a double salt of mercuric

another kind in associating rocl^s together in groups.
mheridge, Man. of Geol. , I. 437.

[Back-formation

tons.

Astomea (as-to'me-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. d-

priv. + ardfia, mouth.'] A group of Protozoa,
of the class Mastigophora and the order Poly-
mastigida, having many flagella and no mouth-
opening. It includes the genera Multicilia and
Grassia.

paraphenolsulphonate and ammonium tar-

trate, (C6H5(OH)S03)2Hg.4C4H406(NH4)2 + ,^ ^ ^
8H2O. It is used as an antiseptic in place of astnma-IierD (ast ma-6rb), n.

from asthenopia.'] Diie who sufEers from
asthenopia or weak vision. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, I. 581.

Asthma crystals. See Charcot-Leyden crj/etois, under astonua (as-to'mi-a), a. [NL., <Gr. aardfuo^,
crystal. — BroncMal asthma, true asthma, due to aarofiOQ, without a mouth, < d- priv. + aroua,

spasm of the smaUer broncliial tubes and not dependent mouth.] Congenital absence of the mouth.upon any evident orgamc lesion.—Essential asthma. „„4.„_j_i1_jX,„_„ ^„ 'f""/T„i;,q „„J\ ?ni.„
, Same as ironcAiai *<MtAjua or (Mtftmo (without qualiftr- aStoni^edneSS (a^ston ishd-nes), n. The
Ing word).—Furriers' astluna, chronic bronchitis, due State ofbeing astonished ; astonishment. Pals-
to the inhalation of hair-dust and particles of dyes, to grave. [Rare.] N. E. D.
which workers in furare exposed.—Heberden's asth- ARtnrin shnlps Spb «».o7p2
ma, angina peotoriB.-Humid asthma, asthma acoom- n,+™{ft,^™ « o rt +V« tl,'/!^ «* +!.<> ,„.^^„
panied by profuse expectoration ; edema of the lungs. aStrSBlIorm, a. g. In the study of the madre-
Eppp's astluna, laryngismus stridulus. — Miners' porarian corals, noting colonies of ealycles, all

asthma, anthracosis. — Potters'
coniosis.

asthma, pneumono-

A spurgewort,
Euphorbia hirta, found in the tropics of the
whole world, and of repute in Australia as a
remedy for asthma.
asthma-paper {ast'ma-pa'''per), n. Bibulous
paper moistened with a definite-strength solu-
tion of potassium nitrate and dried. The
fumes from the ignited paper are inhaled by
asthmatics.

asthmatic, n. Z. Any agent or medicine ca-
pable of preventing or relieving asthmatic— .- „ , «-^ i, „ T,:k„^ i t attacks, as stramonium, chloroform, etc.

rZ'^S'^ri'^^ J'^'^.^^^^nr^Tn 3r Astian (as'ti-an), a. and ». [It. Ati, a town

mercuric chlorid,

asterolepid (as-te-ro-lep'id), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or Saving the characters of .4s-

terolepis, a genus of fossil fishes.

The theory which explains atteroUpid limbs as the pro-

duced and jointed head-angles, or ' cornua,' of forms like

CepTtalaspis. Amer. Jour. Sm., Aug., 1904, p. 141.

II, n. A member of the genus Asterolepis.

Asterolepidse (as"te-ro-lep^i-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Asterolepis + -idsB.^ A family of extinct and

tions of Great Britain, Germany, and Canada,
of which Pteriehthys, Asterolepis, and Bothrio-

Upis are the best-lniown genera, in Ptmehthys
the head and trunk are heavily plated, the former being
articulated to the latter and having a movable plate be-

tween the orbits ; the tail is scaly and bears a single dor-

sal fin and a heterocercal caudal fin ; and a pair of lat-

eral plated appendages is jointed to the anterior part of

in Piedmont.3 In geol., noting the middle
stage in the Pliocene series of the Mediter-
ranean region, consisting of fluviatile and
fluviolaoustrine sands interbedded with marine
deposits. These beds abound in fossils, among them
being remains of rhinoceroses, mastodons, the Asiatic
apes, and the African antelopes.

the trunk. These were articulated near the middle and astigmatic, a. 3. In hot., without a stigma:
njopa nrnhahlv iisaH in p.rAwlini7 over Tniiddv bottoms. MPo«*e***MPw*v, JT » ' *^were probably used in crawling over muddy bottoms.

asterolithology (as"te-ro-li-thol'o-ji), n.

Same as astrolithology.

Asteroma fas-te-ro'ma), n. [NL. (De Candolle,
1815), < Gr. aarrip, star, + -oma.'\ A genus of

sphseropsidaceous fungi having the small

of which reach the same height and seem to
exhibit no tendency to grow or bud indepen-
dently : from the coral genus Agtrsea.

The true astrseiform colony is therefore that built up
by a caliclewhich is by habit low and whose buds spread
laterally over the substratum all round the parent.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan., 1904, p. 27.

astragal, n. 5. The game of knuckle-bones

;

knuckle-downs. Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-
March, 1902, p. 1.54.

astra^alectomy (as-trag-a-lek'to-mi), n. [Gr.
aaTpayaTMf, astragalus, +'eicTo/i^, excision.] In
svurg., excision of the astragalus.

astragallzont (as'tra-gal-i-zont), n. [Gr. aarpa-
yaTd^uw (-ow) ppr. of aaTpaya7di,etv, pla^y with
astragali, < aarpayakot, astragalus.] In Gr.
anUq., an astragalus or hucklebone player.
This was a favorite subject with Greek artists, and sev-
eral statues representing it are to be found in European
museums. There was afamous statue of an astragalizont
by Polycletus.

astragalocalcanean (as - trag'*'a - lo - kal - ka'-
ne-an), a. In anat., relating to both the as-
tragalus and the calcaneum. Buck, Med.Hand-
book, IV. 192.

astragalocrural (as-trag"a-l9-krvi'ral), a. In
anat., relating to the astragalus and to the leg

;

specifically, noting the ankle-joint. Buck, Med.
Handbook, IV. 194.

applied to the flowers of gymnosperms from
an ecological point of view. See *SUgmaticss.
F. E. Clements ^Astigmatic difference, in the the-

ory of lenses, the distance between the two focal lines

in the image of a luminous point, formed by the passage

of any elementary ray through an astigmatic system.

pyenidia seated on star-like, d"ark mycelial astigmatically (as-tig-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In astragalus, n. 3. pi. The small carpal and
patches. The pycnospores are minute, simple, and an astigmatic manner, as when, in the forma- tarsal bones of animals, used by the ancients

hyaline. The species are numerous and widely distrib- tion of images, the beam of light is oblique to in games of chance. Different sides had dif-

the axis of a lens system or mirror, or when ferent numbers and different names. There
the reflecting or refracting surface has two were many artificial astragali, some of which
different curvatures. were decorated.
Astigmatism against tlie rule, a condition of astigma- astral, a. 3. In oytol., of or pertaining to an
tism in which the curvature of the refraotmg surface is „.i.„_ .' .„ ii,. „,fr„i «„ vs in the karvokinetic
greater in the horizontal meridians.—Astigmatism aster

.
as, tne astrai_ rays in me Karyojnpetic

nted, occurring mostly as parasites on leaves,

Asterophora (as-te-rof'p-ra), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. aarfip, star, -I- -0opof, < i^zpeiv, bear.] Same
as *Astrophora.
Asterospondvli {as"te-ro-spon'di-li), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. acrr)ip, star, + airMvTiog, a verte-

bra.] A suborder or division of sharks con-

taining those species in which the vertebral

ossifications radiate from the centers of the

vertebrsB, which are largely cartilaginous : cor-

related with *Cyclospondyli.

asterospondylous (as^te - ro - spon'di-lus), a.

Having vertebrse
- - - •••

ir^iswhich are partly
cartilaginous and
partly ossified by
the deposit of bone
radiating from the
center: this, when
seen in cross-sec-

tion, has a starlike

pattern.

Asterozoa (as'^te-

ro-z6'a), n. pi,

[NL., <' Gr. dcrr^p,

with the rule, the usual form of astigmatism, in which
the curvature of the refracting surface is greater in the

vertical meridians.—Compound astigmatism, astig-

matism combined with myopia or hypermetropia.— Cor-

neal astigmatism, astijnnatism due to irregular refrac-

tion in the cornea.— ^permetroplc astigmatism,
astigmatism in which hypermetropia coexists in one

meridian (simple) or in both meridians (compoujid).-

Irregiilar astigmatism, astigmatism the degree of

which varies in different portions of the same meridian.

—

Lenticular astigmatism, astigmatism due to irregular

refraction in the crystalline lens.—Mixed astigmatism,
astigmatism in which hypermetropia coexists in one

or mitotic division-figure of the cell.—4. In
some geologic classifications, noting the
primitive period or era in the earth's mstory
characterized as "that of the fluid globe, hav-
ing a heavy vaporous envelop containing the

future water of the globe or its dissociated

elements and other heavy vapors or gases."

Dama, Manual of Geology, p. 440— Astral
light, in theoeophy, the light supposed to be derived

from the stars.- Astral world, in theosophy, the world
of stars and stellar spaces with the spirits supposed to

mendian and myopia in the other.—Myopia astigma- inhabit them.
j „7 j. i„2 i n

tism astigmatism in which myopiTcoexists in one astralin (as'tra-lm), n. [astral + -»«2 ] One
meridian (simple) or in both meridians (anmound).— of the grades of illuminating oil from Russian
Regular astigmatism, astigmatism in which the mend- petroleum.
Hv^jt greatest refraction axe at right angles to each

astrally (as'tral-i), adv. 1. By means of or ac-

[NL.] Same as cording to the stars.— 2. In Wieos., with refer-

ence to or by means of astral bodies, the as-

\astigm (a- tral fluid, etc.

-i-'Gr.'(7K0OTic,view.] Same as os^mom- astrapophobi
_ . o --,„„„ n

L^,x^., s vix. ..u../,-, ^ et^r
Gr. aorpBTT^, lightning, + -^o/3ia, < ^ko/Seii-, fear.]

star, + f<fiw, animal.] One of the groups (the . x.;. f„„ tii'bel n [NL.] A genusof peren- A morbid fear of Ughtmng.

others being Pelmatozoa a.nd Echinozoa) into
-^jalplants belonging to the family ;Scu;»/m<?a- Astrapotheria (as-tra-po-the'n-a),

""""' """

Th«r„'«vB some 7 or 8 snecies in Asia and North gili., V^. oS Astrapotherium,

other.

astigmia (as-tig'mi-a), n.

Asterospondylous vertebra of a

BiB^^^^ 'S^^^^ll^fll^^'^^S^^ a^Sapophobia (asnr,-5o-fo;bH), - [NL., <

which Haeekel divided the Echinodermata. It

includes the Ophiuroidea and the Asteroidea.

asterozoan (as"te-r6-z6'an), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or faving the characters of the

II. n. A member of the branch or order

Asterozoa.

asthenic. I. a ^Asthenic emotions. See-kemotim.

II. n. One who is asthenic or physically un-

developed or run down.
asthenical (as-then'i-kal), a. Relating to as-

thenics or asthenic conditions or persons

;

asthenic.

Asthenodonta (as'the-no-don'ta), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. iweevriu feeble, + 'o6ohi (-vrof), a tooth.] ^ _

A group of pelecypod moUusks of subordmal astogenetic (as-to-je-net ik)

cex
'
There' are some 7 or 8 species in Asia and North U^-i^.-i if^- "^ .^.=»u;j/yi,«..,^-«i the ^e genus, <

America AJa^oS with large, conical or pyramidal Q,v. acrpanfi, lightmng, +%».», beast.] The

terminal clusters of many small, white flowers, is much Astrapotheriidx considered as a suborder,

used for forcing, particularly lor early spring bloom. AgtraPOthcriidSB (as-tra-p6-the-ri'i-de), n. pi.
„. . ,.„ K. „.„„. ,. fh„ n^n. This genus

^^^^ Zistrapotherium, tlie t^ie genus, + -idee.]

A family of extinct ungulate mammals of large

size, with molars much like those of a rhino-

ceros, a pair of tusk-like upper incisors, and
tusk-like lower canines. Their bones are found

in the Miocene of Patagonia. Ameghino, 1887.

These plants may also be grown in the open. ,

is often confounded with the rosaceous genus -^runciM.

The genera Aruneus and Sjnrsea are characterized by hav-

ing many stamens and usually several or many pistils

;

AstUbe has 8 or 10 stamens and a single 2-3-lobed pistil.

Astilbe Lemmnei is said to be a hybnd between AstiCbe

Japonica and Aruncus aetUboides.

astipulate (as-tip'u-lat), a. [a-18 +sUptdate,

a.] Same as exstipulate. „ . , -, t
astite (as'tit), «. [From Cima dMsto.] In

petrog., the name proposed by Salomon, in

1898,. for homfels consisting of mica and an-

dalusite. ,., ^ ,._-
a. [Gr. aoTV,

conspic7ouB''myophore is developed. The group also P
. itTi'stinction from ontogenetic series,

includes themw corbulas, saxicavas, and teredos. series, in uisumi.

astrochemistry (as-tro-kem'is-tri), n. [Gr.

aarpov, star, + E. chemistry.] That part of as-

tronomy which treats of what is known of the

chemistry of the celestial bodies.

astrocoele (as'tro-sel), n. [Gr. aarpov, star, -f-

Kol?M(, hollow.] In cytol, the space m which

the eentrosome lies at the center of the astro-

karyokinetic spindle.

„„„^,, ^ ^ ____i'i-de),m.i?«. [NL., <

Astrocrinus (< Gr. aarpov, star, + Kphov, a lily)
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+ -idsB.'i The only family of the irregular omy) chiefly as astrophysics. G. S. Hall, Ad- proximation toward symmetry, and thus dis-
blastoid echinoderms of the order Irregulares. olescence, II. 548. tinguished from unsymmetrical Asymmetrical
T^y are unpedunculated forms in which one ambulacrum astrODhVSiCS (as'tro-fiz'iks), n. Astronomi- fertilization. See*/ertaizaHon.

ffi?ni?ei?,^ltaeaton^'"
*'''"''' ^''''' "''"'""'*''" cal physics.

" Asymmetron (a-sim'e-tron) ». [NL <Gr.

aQti.n™+o /oc.'f^sTii\ „ rn • * , Astrophytonida (asnro-fi-ton'i-de), n. pZ. QOT^/i/ier/oof: see a«2/?Hme«nc.] A genus of lanee-

,^oWoltw?rn«lV^S Ti^S/TrAn*^'''1; t^^^^^ The correct for. lets constituting the family Branchiosto^uit-

^^k^.or^Zl^C^^il.^J •' ^ ^°rT?i^ nation is "AitrophyUd^.-] A family of ophi- «<*«• n is distinguished by having the reproductive
or bone-corpuscle : so called on account of Its ^rana having the arms much brannhpd a/fha structures developed on one side only. Substantially
starUke form.

b^ k t fl^ oranonett, as the
equivalent to EpCgonichthya, an earlier name.

astrographic (as-tro-graf'ik), a. DeiaJing with __if_™i_ /„o'+.;^ ™n «. nai / r> • asymmetry, ». 3. In cA*TO., absence of sym-
or pertaining to astrography, or the charting of ^l°^lZikT^Xfl^ T^ ^ii? ;^^1 „f ;i,Tf"^' metry in the positions particular atoms are
the stars. At present this charting is done 'Mlike^roWtfonaof^f^«,^w»l =L ^ t-eMeved to occupy in the molecule of a com-
mainly by means of photograph^^ mture, Xt^^^I^^Ca^mil

"'«"'^'^°« ^"^""""^ pound substance. See *a^mm««ric.
June 4, 1903, p. lll.-Astrographlc (fliart. See asteorMza « T f? c • bI mtr<yrUz^^ In asymptote,™. 2. In ;sod7., either of two straight

asSin (as-tr5'i-din), ... A yellowpigment ^Ka/droLi^ii^e's t.^r^T.L^- ^^^^^^^, J- '^l.Zl^^^^oSZ'^.
found in cprtBiTi Iowbt iTivfirtph™tfls rmdea, one of the shallow stellate furrows on J ? ^°^^^^ P;" m .^-v

P'>™e™"i-one in loe
loimu in certain lower inverie orates. , „,'_,„„„_ . „„„„„„„„ i„„j„„ „i:.„i: „j- belemnites or fossil dibranchiate eephalopods.
astrolarva (as - tro - lar'va), n.

;
pi. astrolarvx *^e surfaces of successive laminse which radi- ^he smaller ot the smlaces bounded by these liiKs oc-

(-ve) . The swimming bilateral larval stage of .*''? outwara trom numerous centers. cupies about one fourth of the circumference of the aper-

an echinoderm AstroriUZldea(as*tr6-ri-zid'e-a), n.'pl. [NL., ture and is marked with loop-lines of growth curving

< Astrorhiza + -ideaJ] An order of Foram- forward.—Asymptote cone, in geom., the cone gene-
TheUttleostroJamo has no muscles, and no water-ves- inifera containinir the familifia Astmrhiintlsp rated by the asymptotes of the generating hyperbola of

sels nor blood-vessels.
JWCT-a containing me lamiues ASVrorntziaee, a hyperboloid of revolution.—ParaboUc asymptote, a

Haecfrei (trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 279. J^tMlimOse, baecammvmose, and Rhabdam- parabola having 6-pointic contact with the cubic at influ-

ffiinidsBw ity.

astrolater (as-trol'a-t6r), «. A worshiper of astrorhizidean (as'tro-ri-zid'e-an), a. and n. asynartetic (a-sin-ar-tet'ik), a. Same as
the stars and other heavenly bodies. j. „. Pertaining to or resembliig the Astro- asynartete.

*IS5-ol°TRaie'l
"^"'^' " ^^''°^°^''^^- rh^ea ^ Asynchronous generator. See*generator.

jjgivn. Livaie.j II. M. One Ot the ^Sirormzjtfea. naimilo+.ipnllir ^aa in f^At'i-V!lI-i^ nrfil kocnrA

''S'EC^^^^.^''^^Ei.'ll.t^o^l\ t^™fff n-*:^r'a^; "l- f'^•' '
^'i '^S ort'licordan^ ^S^thf'hetorical

the stars, as contradistmguished trom jKituroJ osfTOiom,
a'^/'o") siar, -1- OKOffOf, watcner.J A genus ot figure known as asyndeton: by omission of

which treats of the supposed influence of the stars upon nshes belonging to the family Uranoseopidee connectives,
mankind, but does not attempt prediction. (star-gazers), found along the Atlantic coast „ ,' x /•• •\ o j,

Astrolytes(as-trol'i-tez),». [NL.,<Gr.aarpov, of the^United States. ^ a^^ergia (as-i-n6r>a), «. Same as *a^«-

star, -i- (?)-XOT!?f, <;it.e(i;, loose.] A genus of astrospectroscopic (as-tro-spek-tro-skop'ik), »»•,.,. ... .yrj / ar a -nriv
seulpins found on the coast of California. a. Pertaining to the observation of the spec- +'Z„,,f^-i „!,^«r™«L .' .Jrl^Z.'^^^i rJf^J'
astro^ancer (as'tro-man-ser), ». Anastrol- tra^of heavenly bodies. i^a*».., July 14, 1^904, LZlZ'^':r^i:^^i:tZTyi^l o^^^'s]

astrometeoroscope (as"tro-me'te-o-ro-sk6p), astrosphereCas'tro-sfer), n. [Gr.darpov.star,
«' muscles whose actions are normally coordi-

n. An instrument used to project, by means + ff^ai/ja, ball, sphere.] In cytol.: (a) In the __ '
, , -^ rr^ • •

of the optical lantern, geometrical designs karyokinetie figure, the central portion of the asyngamy (a-sm ga-mi), n. [Gr. a- pnv. +
which constantly change their form. aster, inclusive of the region in which the ^"J"",

marriage, < avyya/wf mamed, < avv,

astrometrlcal (as-tro-met'ri-kal), a. Pertain- centrosome Hes, but exclusive of the astral
together, -I- ya/*of marriage.] Absence of syn-

ing to astrometry oi designed to furnish, in rays; the attraction-sphere of Van Beneden. genesis or sexual reproduetion; the relation

astronomical work, quantitative measures of Fol,lS91; Strasburger,1892. Seeeutat*fl«teri, of two types in which fertile interbreeding is

magnitude, position, distance, and motion. 7. (6) The whole aster, exclusive of the oeu- impossible. See syngenesis.

„,,,,., J ,.. .. , , ^ , trosome ; the astral sphere of Mark. Boveri, a. t. In elect, an abbreviation of ampere-turn.
Badial-veloeity determinations, for example, are baaed tqqk

""q "o-^"' oi-^ciD «i iu.a,ijx. ^u«^, „,
r-ai^A Ui^j: t)„_„ r> i- -t-

largely upon astrophysical methods, but the direct re- 1895. ata (a ta), n. [Hind. Hindi Pers. Bengali ata,

suits are mostly as«rome«r«!(rf. astr0Z05n (as-tro-zo'on), 71.
;
pi. a^trozoa (-&). a\%0 ata; said to be of Brazilian origin.] The

.4«(ropAi^sicai ./oMr., Sept,l903, p. 156. An echinoderm. " name in Bengal, Assam, and other parts of

Astaronomical eeography. See *geography.—ABis:o- By a very curious modlflcation the small bilateral India of the sweet-sop, Anona squamosa. See
nomlcal meridian, a great circle passing through the astrolarva is transformed into the totally different penta- *atis (with cut), *atta^, 2, Anona, and sweet-
zenith and the celestial poles.—Astronomical ^e- radia<l astrozwrn^ the lai-ge sexually mature echiuodei'm sop.
elver, telescope, *unlt, ^zenith. See the nouns. with a pronounced flve-rayed structure. 4. i- t> a j •

astronomy,™, several other branches of the science Haeckel (trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 279. atactic, O. 3. Same as fflteJC.

are recognized : gravitational astronomy or astrvnomical ogtvlic (a, sti'likl a Same as astvlar atactliorm (a-tak ti-form), a. [^ataxia {atact-)
mecAanic., replacing the temj)ftj,OT-caia««ro«(OT3/, which j^/^ Vjjt , -1- L. /orma.] Eesembling ataxia; slightly
is now generally discarded because of the danger of con- '»*yiiOSppngia (as two-spon Jl-a), ». Li^lj., (, + j

•'
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taaion vflth astronomical phygice OT astrophymis ; nauti- Gr. aarvTioQ, without a pillar, + mrayyoc, a ^"^^^"l" ^/"-^^ ^'^ea.^anaoooK, ii. iMU.

coZ owtroTComy, astronomy applied to navigation ; sidereo/ sponge.] A genus of silicious lithistid sponges, atajO la-xa no;, TO. L"P-> * separation, a sepa-
astrotumy, the branch of the science which deals with spherical in form, depressed a,t the summit, ^*? P^"' ^}^-<^ atajar,evt off, separate, < li-

the stars; sptom ostronom!/, which treats of the appa- ^.,. ,^^ exhalant orifice numerous radiai + *'»"'' •^'i* °^- ^ee taipi.^ 1. A fence, or an
rent position and motions of bodies on the celestial wnn large exnaiani orince, numerous raoiai jj,„i^„„i nlace for pnirailiTicr nnttlo O A
sphere; eAeoreJtcai aseronomj/, which deals with thecal- canals, and larger Circular canals. The skeleton

"'^^"''«" P^a^-e lor corralling catiie.— <J. A
culation of orbits and perturbations. These various consists of 4-rayed spicules with their aims fused to those orove 01 mules or Uorses. [bpanish America.]
branches interlace in alldirection8.—ABtronomyof the adjoining, forming a continuous network. The species AtatUOSCO (at-a-mos'ko), TO. [NL. (Adanson
Invisible, that branch of the science which deals with are highly characteristic of the Silurian formations. MKi^ nftar a-n' Xmttrina-n TtiHiot, T,o.v,a Col
heavenly todies which cannot be seen, and deduces in- asudden (a-Bud'n). ad«). {aS + sudden.! Of ii„l^i,„„ i ^ i, .l ?!.' °®
ferences concerning them from their effects on those that „,„?!" \"„,rtHe^^^

atamasco.^ A genus of monocotyledonous
are visible. Thus Bessel ascertained the existence of the

»su<i"e"> Buuueniy
,
ai once. plants of the family^OTaryJ^Miocea. SeeZephy-

companions of Sirius and Procyon long before any tele- A-ewiden stood I in a glowing sphere. ranthes.
scope was made which would show them. Knowledge £. Toyior, tr. of Goethe's JFaust, I. Iv. Afaiia cArino Raa Itaari^o

:£^^^ilT:^Z-t^il\ FNL <G^ a8Ulcar(a-sul'kar),a. [«-X8priv. +a«?c«. + ftltehitlTa-'tach'itrr [Mount .4*a*cft, aastrophobia (as-tro-fo bi-a)^ to. p^ .„^_ The preferable form would be anUsulear.-\ peak of the Ural Mountains, Russia, + -ifeH.]^pov, star, + -^Pia, < ^^uv, fear.] Morbid i^ Anfhozoa, pertaining to that aspect of the hipetrog., anigneous rock, a vitro-orthophvre

a'cToudlelfnisht '

°' ^*""^ '' """ ^"^^ ^^"'^ is opposite to the sulcus
;
dorsal, consisting of Sdase! auyCwot^eSl

Aa+ranlinra ffa t'rnf'n T'ii^ n rtl FNTi ^ Or The zooids so oriented that thefr suloar (ventral) as- netite, siUimanite, and cordierite, in a glassyAStropnora (as^moi o ra;, TO. ^i. LP^ pecte are abaxial, their .amJcar (dorsal) aspects axial. base. The rock is dark and compact, with
(TffT/joi;, star, -I- -^opof,< ^^ped-, bear.] A group rran.. Li»»«t» 5<w. iondon, Zo51., March, 1900, p. 627. hvaloniUtic texture Mornsmio^ Wm
of choristidan, tetractinellid sponges one or . , .,, r <! 1 *i t

"yaiopmrae lexture. Morozemcz, liivi.

more of whose microscleres are astirs. asweat (a-swef), a. [aS + sweat.^ In a atavist (at'a-vist), to. [atoB(Js»») -1- -is*.] In

astrophotographic (as-tro-fo-to-graf'ik), a.
sweating state; sweaty; sweating; moist. 6«o?.j an organic being which exhibits atavism.

lastrophotograpHy) + -ic]
'
Of or pertaining to ^^ Xoft ISSe^ with blood. **i^?ien^n?Swn ms"asf^h4"e'X\'^

astro^otography or astrographic work carried J. Long, tr. of JEneld, 11. 739. ."™ aepennent upon disease ot the cerebellum.

on b/mea£s of photograpTiy = also sometimes -.-ii-hi- u si-la'bi a) to A form of word
ataxiagraph (a-tak si-ft-gi-af), to. [Irreg. < Gr.

applied to any astronomical work into which ^^CS otIVsLi InCiat Xch thTna ?
^'"'

,'^'^f
"^^^ <«?« f"^^' Z W-^^v, write ]

i%w^bTa,T.hv enters • as the ffeneral investi-
P.'™?^ess or visual apnasia in wnicn tne pa- In^«ycfeop%«., an instrument for recording the

?atirT^?ftC "Conditions of MaS^™ ?^°* recognizes the letters but is unable to involuntary movements of the body, the sub-

fma^ncv in Astrovh^aSc Work "Xr" ^°T *''^™ '"*" ^y^''^^^^' ject standing upright and endeavoring to main-Bflicieney m Asmmol^grapmc wotk, ASiro asylum, ».-ABylumof Ignorance [L. ain/lnm igm>. tain a constant attitude. J A Saneock Pedphysical Jour., XVI. 672.-A8tropliotograpliic „?»«»«], a phrase used by^pinoza to denote the pro- o.^ ffl lo"''
»''"''""«• "'• ^- J^ancocK, rea.

campaign, the combined operations of various observa- noimcing of any matterto be amystery in order to evade '="""•> ^^- ^o.

torles for forming a complete photographic chaii ot the arguments against its reality. Ataxic agraphia, a.ni1inia., See -^agraphia, Hamimid.
heavens : begun in 1888. asymmetric, o.—Asymmetric carbon atom, a car- r-*'**^'' Salt, an irregular jerky walk charatteristic of

astrophotometry (as-tro-f6-tom'e-tri), to. [Gr. bon atom com&ned direoUy with four different atims or
l"™™™"' ataxto and of other disorders of coiSrdination.

aarom star -{ vhotomeiry.'] The science and groups. Alloptlcallyactiveoarboncompouudshavebeen ataxiiorm (a-tak'si-f6rm), a. Same as *atac-
__*.,*' „onL,^^» flio Hi^AtnBfia nf atara or n"™* *<> contain such an atom.—Asymmetric com- tiform.
art of measuring the bngntness ot stars or

pound, a compound in which the atdms are not sym- „t.i.^i.^ ,„ + ., -x. rn • r' j- ^
other heavenly bodies ; astronomical photom- metrically arranged; especially, a derivative of benzene ataXlte (artak sit), to. [Gr. arafia, disorder,

etry having atoms or groups in the position 1,2,4—Asym- (see ataxia), + -ite^.'] 1. A meteoric iron, or

9.atroDhvsicist (as-tro-fiz'i-sist), to. An as- metrlogTOup,in(!rM(<rf. See*s»mme(rv.--ABymmet- siderite,which is destitute of distinct and regu-

^tSmrX iocuples Mmseli witj astro- ?f.£S^f^r^if^™S!sTadrur?f"n7^e'^S lar c^stallinestructure.-2. Inp^fro^ anaL
physics. S<A. Amer. Sup., Nov. 22, 1903, parallel strands.—Asymmetric syntliesls. See -ksyn- proposed by Loewinson-Lessing, in 1888, for

p. 22487. thesis. '

_

lavas characterized by the presence of maily

astrophysicize (as-tro-flz'i-Mz), v. i. To turn a^mmetrical, a. 4. In the terminology of angular fragments, of irregular arrangeme^t,

(astronomy) into astrophysics ; study (astron- Herbert Spencer, entirely destitute of ap- the fragments being regarded as the result of
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the differentiation of the magma containing atheromatosis (ath'e-ro-ma-to'sis), n. [NL.,
them and not as derived from any foreign < atlieroma{t-) + -osis'.] A morbid condition
source. See *taxite. marked by the presence of atheroma.
ataxonomic (a-tak-so-nom'ik), a. [a-18 + atherospermilie (ath"e-ro-sper'min), n. [Ath-
taxonomie.'i In&ot., incapable of classification; erosperma + -jme^.] An amorphous bitter al-

abnormal; teratologicaP. said of some struc- kaloid, C30H40N2O5 (f), found in the bark of
tures. Atherosperma moschatum. See Australian sas-

-ate^ (2>). In ehem., eerious mistakes may arise in re- Safra8(a) under sassafras.

atisine (at'i-
sin), n. An
amorphous al-

kaloid, C23-
HgiNOaifound
in the root of
Aconitum hete-

„„ >-,- — , ^ . „_^„,
._,

rophyllum.
gord to the meaning of this and analogous suffixes by atnetesis (ar-thet'e-sis), n. [Gt. aeiTJiaic, < ade- Atka fish.
failure to observe the proper use and translation of New „7 a«tj)si<1n < n/)Unr satasuta nut, nairlB • kbb manlra'pal Soo
Latin forms. New Latin forms as used by Germans are ™''. »et asiM, «. oOCTOf, sei asiae, pui asiae

. see macKerei. bee

often eiToneously translated or transferred into English atlieUze.] The act or fact of setting aside as *flsh.

in druggists' circulars and elsewhere. Thus New Latin spunous ; rejection as spurious ; invalidation. Atalanta but-
calcium mUfuratwrn, ifuifuricumt and sulfuroswm as used
by Qermans answer to what are called in the prevalent ab-
breviated English phrasing ealeium tulphid or aulphide,
TO/j)Aa«e, and «rfi)St«e respectively, (c) hipetrog., &

No serious objection, apart from athetesia of a few single
lines [of the Iliad] has been raised to nny passage, except,
etc. Leaf, The Iliad, II. 439..

suffix added to the names of grads in the quan- athetosic (ath-e-to'sik), a. \_athetosis + -ic]
,.=...,.:_. „i„.„j«„„« *; »i.„ o„„ T,.,-x.— X- _.,.-i..-_,_

^Kcfc, Med. Handbook,Seetitative classification of igneous rocks.

*roclc>:

ateknia (a-tek'ni-a,), n.

childless, < o- priv. +
lessness.

ateleiosis, ateliosis (at-e-li-6'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. "ciTeTieiaaig, < dre/lEjuTof, uncompleted, <

a- priv. + *TeAe«i)Tdf, completed, < reTiCidecv,

make complete or perfect, < riTicio^, complete,
perfect, < teXoc, end, completion,] A form of

terfly. See
*butterfly.

Atlantic, a. 3.
[/. c] Relat-
ing to the atlas
or first verte-
bra ofthe neck.
atlanto - axial
(at-lan-to-ak'-

si-al), o. Same
as atlo-axoid.

Buck, Med.
Handbook, I.

553.

Atis, the Sweet-sop i^jionn sqtmtnosa).

Belating to athetosis
II. 448.

fGr. arsKvia, < areicvog, Athlennes (ath-len'ez), n. [NL., a blunder
EKvov, child.] Child- for Ablennes, < Gr. aBXtwfn, -without mucus, <

a- priv. + ;3/Ictvo, Pmvvoq, mucus, slime : see
Vlermy.'\ A genus of needle-fishes of the fam-
ily Belonidse, characterized by the ribbon-
shaped body. The single species A. Mam reaches a
length of i feet and more, and is found throughout the

Dxicv^ty X..-'." w"« v-viAA ^^uxi^.4. .ta. jLvjL.^ wt West Indies and in Hawaii.

SwaSsin due''to"rmperfeet"or arrTsted"de- Athletic heart, simple hypertrophy of the heart without Atlanto-Mediteixanean (at-lan'to-med-i-te-

velopment. Med. Record, July 18, 1903, p. 96. itT^^I
disease, occumng in athletes. ra'ne-an), a. Of or pertaining to both the At-

[SocailedbeoauseatUothete{ath'lo-thet), ». l&v. ad^Jrvi,

>WT, wItfiT, th« rr,™- •<^^> P"^e, + -fcrw, < rcBivac, place.] Same
as agonothete.

at-home (at-hom'), n. A reception announced
by a card stating that on a specified day a host
or hostess will be "at home" during certain
hours to receive and entertain visitors.

[Appar.

atelestite (at-e-les'tit), n.

the composition was unknown when the min-
eral was first described: Gr. aTeTiearoc, un-
completed, < d- priv. + *TiXeaTOC, < reXeZv,

complete, fulfil.] A bismuth arseniate which
occurs in minute yellow monocllnic crystals

Atel08tomata(at^e-16-st5'ma-ta),».:pi [NL.,
athrogenic (ath-ro-jen'ik), a

lantic and the Mediterranean ; specifically, in

anthrop., of or pertaining to the dark, dolicho-

cephalic, tall European type inhabiting the

shores of the Mediterranean from Gibraltar
to the mouth of the Tiber and several points

of the Atlantic coast. Also called littoral.

Deniker, Races of Man, p. 331.

irreg. atlantosaUT (at-lan'to-sS.r*), n. A reptile of

order of irregular Eclwnoidea in which there
.y^^^^ -produced.]

heaps, or masses, + the genus Atlantosaurus.
- , . ,. . , -Kci/ns,, -uiuunuDii.! In neiroi., a term applied AtlantoaaurUB beds, one of the divisions of the Juras-

are no jaws, teeth, perignathic ^rdle, or ex- -/ E^^l^er to clastic rocks the materials of 'j£ formation m Colorado, Wyoming, and. Montana,
temal branchiBB. It includes the families '- . . .

™.— ,— j ^.^ —
.

1 — .> —
CassiduUdie, Spatangidx,
others.

Pourtalesiidx, and which are
lapilli, etc,

of volcanic origin, such as tuff.

a tempo, various qualif3[ing terms are often added

:

as, a tempo emmnodo or ordinario, at any convenient or

ordinary pace ; a tempo rubato (see ruhato).

atemporal (a-temWal), a. [a-lS + tem- "» 'his atA»m» and nostal^a^
^^._^^ ^^ ^^^

poraL] Free from time relations or limita-

tions; timeless. D._Simon, Domer's Person a^wartwise (a-thw|Lpt'-vnz)^ a^. Crosswise,

These beds are regarded as of lacustrine origin, and are
underiain by similar lacustrine dex>osits, named the
Baptawidon heds, which rest on marine strata of Lower
Jurassic age. They are from 100 to 300 feet thick and
contain abundant remains of reptiles and of marsupial

The Danes slily remark that a good appointment and and oviparous mammals,
the easy temptation of rixdoUars would greatly modify

j^_tiafl orange. Same as orange II (which see, under

athumia (a-thU'mi-a), n. Same as afhymia.

of Christ, II. 273. [Eare.J N. E. D.
athanatism (a-than'a-tizm), n. [Gr. addvarog,

deathless, + -ism.'] "The doctrine of immor-
tality.

athaumasia (ath-a-ma'si-a), «.
.

[NL., < Gr.

aSaviiaaia, erroneous form of dnav/iaaria, <

<^avfuujTog,not wondering, <d- priv. + davnaarSg,

< Baviii^etv, wonder.] The state of being sur-

prised at nothing (nil admirari), which, ae-

through the early rocks and having great ver-

tical range, it is characterized by its laterally di-

rected brachial cones, or spiralia, and its frequently

highly complicated scissors-shaped jugum. It is very

abundant in the Paleozoic rocks everywhere and is con-

tinued upward into the Mesozolc.

Congenital absence Athyris (ath'i-ris), n. [NL., <Gr. d-priv. +
Bvpa, door. It was thus named on the suppo-

sition that it has no perforation for the pedi-

cording to the Stoics, is characteristic of the Athyrida (a-thir'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Athyris

Wiseman. ' '^-'' ' =i--*t - ^-5" .!« o«--oo,i

atheciferous (a-the-sif'e-rus), a. [Gr. d-priv.

+ driKi/, box, L. -^er, <"ferre, bear.] Bearing

no thecse, as certain graptolites.

athelia (a-the'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr, dMof, not
havingnipples (found in the sense 'unsuckled '),

<d-pnv. + Mi^, nipple.] '^ "-^ ..i.o™~=

of the nipples.

atheologically (anhe-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. [a-is

+ thiologically.'i As one who is opposed to

theology or who is no theologian ; in opposition

to theology.

Atherestnes (ath-e-res'thez), n. [NL., etym.

dubious.] A genii's of flounders of the North
Pacific; the arrow-toothed halibut: distin-

guished by the slender body and arrow-shaped
teeth.

Atherfield clay. See*cio2^.

Atherinella (ath'^e -ri-nel'a), ». [NL., <Ath-
erina + -ella.] A" genus of silversides of the

orangei).—'Atlas powder, red. See *powder, -kredi:

atlas-weave (at'las-wev), n. Same as satin-

weave.

atlatl (at'latl), m. [Mex.] The throwing-stick

of the Mexicans, used for propelling spears

with great force. See throwing-sUck.

Among the accessories to the harpoon, the throwing
sticli or board, called atlati by the Mexicans, must not be
omitted. True, the cunning device was used all around
the Pacific Ocean and across the .Arctic for projecting

spears as well as harpoons, and there are other methods
of using the harpoon eflfectively ; but the elaboration of

the atlati throughout was greatly stimulated by associa-

tion with the harpoon. Smithsonian Sep., 1900, p. 212.

+'^dx?i~ Xfamily of bracfiiopods wide-spread atman (at'man), n. [Skt. dtmdn, breath, soul.

Hawthorne, Amer. Note-book, H. 223,

athyreosis (a-thir-e-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. d-

priv. + 6vpa, door '(see thyroid), + -osis.'] A
morbid condition due to loss or impairment of

function of the thyroid gland.

athyria (a-thlr'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. d- priv. +
diipa, door : see tKyroid."] In pathol., 'a consti-

tutional state induced by functional defect or

absence of the thyroid gland,

life, self, universal soul.] The soul as it is

conceived by the Brahman philosophers: the

existence of it is denied by the Buddhists.

The soul of the universe is equally called

atman. .

Kapila's dualism proclaimed that a distinction existed

between soul and body, yet Kapila regarded man's sen-

sations and thoughts and desires as materiaL The soul

was to him a transcendent being, which by a kind of sub-« ,^ ^ T_ T." ,3 'j-i. was to mm atransctjuueiii' uciiig, w"**/" "J <* •""" *" °""^

cle.] A genus of Paleozoic braeniopoas witn
u^jatei body (similar to the so-called astral body of our

elaborate brachidium usually consisting of a modem theosophiate, and supposed to reside in the

^^JLtt^blltKhateSop^.^"^^^^^^^
from this loop extend backward, and may be

produced between the primary lamellse of the

spirals.

athyroid (ath'i-roid), a. Similar or pertaining

to Athyris.

athyroidea (a-thi-roi'de-a),M. Same as

*athyria. -tawcet, April 4, 1903, p. 939

This metaphysical t „ -- -- , - - ,-,

was supposed to be the apprehending principle m all

psychic activities. It was said that the eye does not see,

the ear does not hear, and the thoughts do not think, but

it is that mysterious something called dtmam, i.e., self or

soul, which is the smeller in the nose, the taster in the

tongue, the seer in the eye, the thinker of our thoughts,

and the doer of our acts.
^ ,^ „^ . ^. - -„ . „ „.

P. Carua, Buddhism and its Christian Critics, p. 24.

atmiatry (at-mi'a-tri), n. [Gr. dr/idf, vapor,
J- '. ~~ T,.>oHr,<. 1 The treatment of diseasefamily ^«A«r»»Jd«, found in the region about g^^jlyjQj^igm (a- thi-roi'dizm), ». Same as + Jarpero, healing.]" - .. - ^y, jjjgj^jjg j,£ inhalations or fumigation.

[Pg.] The Portuguese atmidalbumose (at-mi-dal'bu-mos), n.

*aihyria.Panama.
Atherinops (ath-e-ri'nops), n. [NL., <Ath-

erina (t) + i>^ (im-), eye, face.] A g
silversides of the family AtheriTddse, found on
the coast of California. A. aj^ms is a common _«"{« (^tina'gl). adv.

food-fish sold as " small smelt."
aimgie vr s s /,

Atherinopsis (a-the-ri-nop'sis), n. [NL., <

Atherina (?) + (Jr. iiitc, look, aspect.] A genus
of silversides of the family Afherinidm, found
on the coastof California. A. ealifomiemis le^hes

[Gr.

m»« (»)+ uV (6W-), eye, face.] A genus of n^me of the porcupine-fish, Uiodoro diottom, and i^utf, vapor, + aiSMWOse.] An albumose-hke
-^i.--—-J

„oi„i.o/i cr^omoa Taody which is formed from albumins through
[aS + Ungle.^ Tin-

^.j^g action of superheated steam in neutral or

gling. alkaHne solution. It is essentially an albu-

Some thinkflrefliespretty, when they mi, in theoomand mose of the anti-group which has lost a cer-

a length of 18 inches and is highly valued as a food-flsh.

It is known in the markets as Uue imeU, although it has

mingle tain amount of its nitrogen and sulphur.

Or thrid the stinkinghemp till the stalks of it seem a-tin-
j^tjuidometer, n. Atmidometers may be classed as

:

gle.
Browning, Up at a Villa, viii.

[It.] With a stripe or
Uttle in common with the true smelt a tirata (? *^;'^f'!?;V „^ = atrati-work and" foli-

atheroid(ath'e-roid),a [Gr. dft^p an ear of ^:^-J^^t'ln^bri:SveV^^too^
grain, + ridor, form.] Having the form of or

t^*?^^™ °Vares.
^

resembling an ear of ^ain.
< atia(S.'tL) n [Hind. Hindi Pers. a«a, the same

of atheroma ; atheromatous condition. of the sweet-sop and *atta^ (which see).

(1) Mia-ometric, such as Lament's, in which the gradual

iallof the surface of the water in a shallow pan is meas-

ured by the turning of a micrometer-screw, or 'scounter-

Sbythelniiowof additional waterpushedfromareser-

voir by means of a micrometer-screw. .(.\^<^^,^-
S^r,, in which the loss of water is shown by loss

of weight. (S) The Piche evaporometer, in which the

eUSgsurfaceisasmall disk of porous paperclosing

the lower end of a vertical tube <=o"«y"'g.,^''J*'lh,^!
amount of evaporation is shown ty "neasunng the de-

scent of the fee^-water in the tube. See cut on page 88.



n

atmidometer
(4) The Stelling evaporometer, in which the evaporating-
pan floats on the surface of a river or lake and the loss of
water is measured from hour to hour by
measuring either weight or volume. (6)
The lydmeter, in which the evaporation
from the surface of growing plants is
measured by establishing the plant in a
largevesselrestingonthepanotabalance.

atmidometric (at "mi -do-met '-

rik), a. Of or pertaining to the
atmidometer or to atmidometry.
atmidometiy (at-mi-dom'e-tri),
«. [As atmidometer + -y^.] The
art of constructing and using at-
midometers and of discussing the
results given by them ; the scien-
tific study and measurement of
the evaporation of water under
natural conditions in the open
air.

atmocausis (at-mo-k4'sis), n.

[Gr. aTfi6(, steam, + xavacc, a
burning.] In SMri/., cauterization
by means of steam.
atmocauterization (at-mo-k4'<'-
tfer-i-za'shon), n, [Gr. ar/idg,

steam, vapor +
'E. cauterization.']

Cauterization bymeans of steam.
atmogenic (at-mo-jeil'ik), a. [Gr.
oT/idf, vapor, steam, + -yev^g, EvaporomeMr.
-producing, + -ic] In petrol., o.eyebywhich
a term applied to formations «"''= "s suspend-
j i XT i 1 . ,. ed; *, tube con-
aue to the metamorphosing action taining water; c,

of volcanic vapors or gases upon Si„°'iaceb''"
rocks adjacent to fumarolic vents.

"

It is also used as a synonym of
eeolian.

atmograph (at'mo-graf), n. [Gr.
ciTftdg, vapor (breath), + ypdijieiv,

write.] 1. An instrument for
recording mechanically the fre-

quency and extent of the respira-
tory movements. - 2. In photog.,
a picture obtained or developed
by the action of smoke or va-
pors. See *vapograph. Wall, Diet, of Pho-
tog., p. 60

atmokausis, n See *atmocausis.

atmologic (at-mo-loj'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to atmology.

A simplified spelling of atmo

metallic spriug,
d, attached to a
slitted collar, e,

that moves along
the tube. Each
scale number
corresponds to a
cubic centimeter
of water or the
evaporation of a
layer 0.0264 inch
deep, from a free
water surface in
the instrument-
shelter.

A simplified spelling of atmo-

atmosfere, n.

sphere.

atmosferic, a.

spheric.

atmosphere, n—Homogeneous atmosphere, an
atmosphere identical in composition and density through-
out. The height of a homogeneous atmosphere is the
vertical height of a body of gas, of density equal to
that of the air at the surface of the earth, which would
exert a pressure of one atmosphere. See pressure
*height.—Soil atmosphere, the gases (mostly atmo-
spheric air) contained In the interstices of the soil, in-
cluding those absorbed by the capillary films of water
utilized in symbiosis and otherwise affecting the growth
of plants. This air expands and contracts with changes
of pressure and temperature, and thereby in turn modilies
the distribution of the water in the soiL—^Yearly swing
of the atmosphere. See *swing.

Atmospheric absorption. See *absorption.—Atmo-
sphenc electric gradient, the rate at which the elec-
tric charge or potential varies in the free air. The horizon-
;tal gradient varies greatly with the advent of an electric
storm ; the vertical gradient has systematic diurnal and
annual variations in addition to the irregular ones which
attend electric storms. A cumulus cloud of one kilo-
meter radius, with its center three kilometers above
the earth's surface, will, by the induction due to its own
internal change, produce a diversion of downward gradi-
ent of about UjOOO volts per meter of vertical distance.
—Atmospheric radiation. See Eradiation.—Atmo-
spheric recorder. See *r«!o)-iier.—Atmospheric spec-
trum. See -kspectrum.

atmospherics (at-mgs-fer'iks), n. The study
of atmospheres and of all their phenomena

;

meteorology.

atmospherology (afmos-ff-roro-ji), n. [B. at-

mosphere + Gr. -Tioyid, < 'Myeiv, speak.] The
study of the phenomena of the atmosphere of

any planet or satellite, or of the sun itself

;

specifically, the study of the earth's atmo-
sphere ; meteorology.

atocia (a-t6'si-a)j n. [NL., <Gr. aroKia, < Atokoc,

childless, < a-pnv., + tSkoq, offspring.] Child-

lessness; barrenness.

atokal (at'o-kal), a. [Gr. d- priv. + Tti/cof, off-

spring, + -iilK'\ Non-sexual, or not producing
sexual cells, as certain regions of the bodies

of worms, for example Nereis.

At the end of October (1897) the Samoan reef was
•' literally alive with Palolo," which were discovered by
prising o8f pieces of rock with a crowbar. . . . The total

length averages 400 mm., about one-fourth of which is in

the anterior Mokal part.

Jour. Btry. Micros. Soc, April, 1904, p. 188.
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atoke (at'ok), a. and «. [Gr. aroitoc, without
offspring, <a- priv. + rdieog, offspring.] I. a.

Same as *atokal.

II. n. The sexless portion of certain Poly-
chieta. See *epitoke.

In other Polychaetes the sexual part(epitoke)separates
from the sexless atoke portion and swims freely, while
the aioke produces new epltokes.

Hertimg (trans.). Zoology, p. Sll.

atokous (at'o-kus), a. Same as atokal.

atole, atolle'(a-t6'Ia), n. [Mex. Sp., < Na-
huatl atolli.] A mush made of Indian com,
also diluted and used as a drink : a favorite
food in Spanish-American countries.

atoll, n—Sphagnum atoll, an annular island occur-
ring in certain ponds in Minnesota, covered with sphag-
num and other vegetation, the surrounding water being
shallow and the lagoon deep. C Macmillan, Minn.
Bot Stud., IX. 2.

atoUe, n. See *atole.

atom, n. 1 . (c) Recent investigations on the discharge
of electricity in gases and on the phenomena of radio-
activity have suggested reasons for believing that the
atom of a chemical element, as hitherto imagined, instead
of being primordial and indivisible, may consist of
numerous and far smaller particles, to which the name
electrons has provisionally been given. See ifelectron.—
Atom of electricity. See ieelectrieitn.^BTaja atom.
See *gramZ.

atomechanics (at-o-me-kan'iks), n. [aio(OT-)
mechanics.'] The mechanics of atoms; the
science of the motions of atoms and of atomic
forces.

atomic, a. 3. In chem., existing in the con-
dition of isolated atoms of the same kind ; not
united into groups to constitute molecules:
as, for example, active oxygen at the instant
of its separation from hydrogen dioxid ^Atomic
capacity, the equivalence or valence of an atom.

—

Atomic mass, a term preferable to the more common
(Uomie weight.—^Atomic value, a term sometimes, but
not well, substituted for valence.—^Atomic weight. The
weight (or mass) of the atom of a chemical element was
for a long time expressed in terms of the weight (or mass)
of an atom of hydrogen taken as the unit^ and it was long
supposed thai^ so expressed, the atomic weight (or mass)
of oxygen was 16. But it having been found that this value
is not correct and that the true number is more nearly
16.88, while the numbers for most of the other elements
have been directly compared with that for oxygen, many
chemists prefer to represent the oxygen atom by 16, and
thus to assign to hydrogen the value 1.0079 or 1.008.
Under ^element will be found lists of atomic weights
both on the basis of H=l and of 0=16.

Atomiosoma (a-tom"i-o-s6'ma), n. pi. [NL.,
for *atomosoma, < Gr. aro/ioc, not cut (see
atom), + aafta, body.] Same as Monooyttaria.
atonement, n.—Day of Atonement. Same as Yom
Kippur. See Jewish *fasts.

atonia (a-to'ni-a), n. [NL.] Same as atony.

atonicity (a-to-nis'i-ti), n. [atonic + -ity.']

Same as atony!

atonied (at'o-nid), a. [atony + -ed.'] Marked
by atony. BucTc, Med. Handbook, II. 751.

atoning (a-ton'ing), p. a. Expiatory; that
makes or is intended to make amends for of-

fenses; reconciling: as, Christ's oforoinjr blood.

Dion's atonitig friendliness has a ring of artificiality.

Qeorge Eliot, Theo. Such, p. 122.

atoningly (a-ton'ing-li), adv. By way of atone-
ment.

Being just, I had slain their slayer atoningly.
Swinburne, Atalanta, 1. 1647.

atopomenorrhea, atopomenorrhoea (at'o-po-

men-o-re'a), ». [Gr. droTrof, out of place,
+ NL. menorrhcea.] Vicarious menstruation
(which see, under vicarious).

Atoposaiiridse (at'''o-po-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.
*Atoposaurus (< Gr. aroTrof, strange, + aavpoi,

lizard) + -idse.'] A family of extinct erocodil-

ians of small size, with small triangular skull

and dorsal armor composed of paired longitu-
dinal series of oblong plates. Its members
are found only in the Upper Jurassic rocks.

Atops (at'ops), n. [NL., for *Atopops, < Gr.
droTTof, strange, + &f, visage.] A genus of
trilobites described by Emmons from the Ta-
conic or Cambrian rocks of New York, it has
a long-lobed glabella, semicircular cephalon, 17 thoracic
segments, and a small pygidium. It is the first trilobite

recognized from rocks earlier than the Potsdam sand-
stone of New York and the Silurian of Europe.

atractylic (at-rak-til'ik), a. [Atractylis + -jc]

Derived from Atraeiylis—Atractylic acid, a crys-

talline acid, C3oH54S^Oi8, found as a potassium salt in

the roots of Atractylisgummifera.

atractylin (a-trak'ti-lin), n. [atractyl{ic) +
-m2.] An amorphous, gummy, sweet gluco-

side, C20H30O6; formed by the decomposition
of atractylic acid.

atranoracid (at-ra-nor'a-sid), n, [atranor(ic)

+ add.] Atrandrie acid.

a trofei

The products [of metabolism in lichens] he has deter-

mined are atranoracid, one of the most wide-spread
lichen compounds. . . .

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Aug., 1903, p. 637.

atranoric (at-ra-nor'ik), a. [Irreg. < L. atra

+ {Leca)nora (see def.) + -ic] Noting an
acidj a crystalline compound, Cj^gHigOo, found
in Lecanora atra and other lichens. It melts
at 196° C. Also called atranorin.

atranorin (at-ra-no'rin), n, [atranor{ic) +
-i«2.] Atranoric acid.

atranorinic (at-ra-no-rin'ik), a. [<ttranor{ie)

+ -in-^ + -ic] Noting an acid, a compound,
formed by the decomposition of atranoric acid,

to which Patemo gave the formula CgHjoO^,
but which Hesse has shown to be 1, 3, 5-tn-
hydroxytoluene, CqH2(OH)3CH3. It crystal-

lizes in needles which melt at 1()4° C. Called
by Hesse physciol.

atraric (a-tra'rik), a. [atra(,no)ric.'] Derived
from atranoric acid ^Atraric acld,betorcinol car-

boxylic methyl ester, (CH3)2CeH(OH)2COQCH3. It is

formed together with Irihydroxytoluene (physciol) by
the decomposition of atranoric acid. It crystallizes in
leaflets which melt at 141° C. Also called ceratophyUin
and physnanin.

Atremata (a-trem'a-ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. d-

priv. + Tp^ua, a hole.'] In Beecher's classifi-

cation of the brachiopods, the primary order
including inarticulate shells with the pedicle
emerging from between the two valves, both
sharing the pedicle-opening. Contrasted with Neo-
tremata, which are also inarticulate, bnt which have the
pedicle-opening restricted to the ventral valve. Ohdlus
and Lingvla&TQ examples ol Atremata. The species are
mostly Paleozoic.

atrematous (a - trem ' a - tus), a. Having the
characters of the Atremata.
atremble (a-trem'bl), adv. [aS + trernble.] In
a trembling state

;
quivering.

I'll write about her presently

;

My hand 's a-tremhle as I had just caught up
My heart to write with, in the place of it.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vi.

atremia (a-tre'mi-a), n. A condition in which
there is inability to maintain an upright posi-
tion, but no loss of the power of voluntary
movements.
atresic (a-tre'sik), a. Same as atresial. Na-
ture. Aug. 20, 1903, p. 384.

atretic (a-tret'ik), a. [atresia (atret-) + -ic]
Of or pertaining to atresia ; characterized by
atresia; imperforate.

The atretic follicle differs from the developing corpus
luteum in the absence of any discharge to the exterior;
the membrana granulosa degenerates and disappears
prior to any considerable ingrowth from the connective-
tissue walL Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Aug., 1903, p. .485.

Atrichia, n. 3. [l. c] Inpathol., absence of
hair ; alopecia or atriehosis.

atrioporal (a'tri-o-po'ral), a. Relating to the
atriopore.

atriopore (a'tri-o-por), n. [L. atrium, hall,
+ Gr. wdpoQ, passage.] The posterior opening
of the body-cavity of the lancelet, Branchios-
toma, from which issues the water taken in at
the mouth. Parker and Saswell, Zoology, II. 39.

atripaic (at-ri-pa'ik), a. Noting a crystalline
acid, CeHgOi2 + 6H2O, found in sugar-beets.
It may be reduced to hydroxycitrie acid,

CeHeOg.
Atrium genltale. (a) In Turtellaria, a cavity into
which open the ducts from the male and female sexual
glands, the uteri, and the yolk-glands. (6) In Oligo-
chseta, a dilatation on the vas d^ereru close to its open-
ing.— Atrium laryngls, the portion of the larynx
which lies above the superior or false vocal cords.—Atri-
umofinfection,mpathoL, the point of entx'ance into the
body of the contagium of disease.—Atrium vaglnse.
Same as vestibule, 2 (b).—Corinthian atrium, an atri-
um of which the compluvium is large and the curb or
plate of the roof is supported by a number of columns
(which need not be of the Corinthian style).— Dlspln-
Vlate atrium, an atrium in which the roof sloped out-
ward, BO that the water did not run toward the complu-
vium and into a cistern, but was thrown outward as in a
modem house : a rare form.— Testudlnate atrium, an
atrium of which the root had no opening, so that it was
merely a large central room out of which other rooms
opened. As the atrium was the only important room of
the unpretentious early Roman house, this form must
have been common, especially in places more exposed to
cold than was the city of Rome.— Tetrastyle atrium,
an atrium in which four columns only were used at the
four comers of the opening ; differing from the Corin-
thian form, in which there was a row of columns on either
side.—Tuscan atrium, an atrium in which the root is
supported on girders, having no columns even at the cor-
ners of the compluvium.
atrochal (at'ro-kal), a. [Gr. d- priv. + rpoxAg,
a wheel, + -dU.'i In Polychseta, having thp
surface of the larva uniformly covered with
cilia and the preoral circlet of cilia absent.
a trofei (a tro-fa'i), [It.] "With trophies : said
of decorative motives consisting of musical in-



a trofei

struments, arms, tools, and other trophies,
painted on certain majolica wares, particularly
those of Urbino, Italy.

atrofy, n. and V. i. A simplified spelling of
atrophy.

atronene (at'ro-nen), n. A hydrocarbon,
CgHs-CioHg, formed by the slow distillation of
isatropic acid. It boils at 325° C.

atronic (a-tron'ik), a. Notingan acid, C^T-HiiOg,
formed by distillation of isatropic acid. It is

amorphous and melts at 164° C.

Atronic nasal catarrh. See *c(itarrh.

atrophy, »•—Acute yellow atrophy of the liver.
See v«uow.—Atrophy of disuse, atrophy resulting
fiom lack of normal use, as of the musclea in an immo-
bilized limb.—Compression atrophy, in pathol., wast-
ing due to the action of continuous pressure.—Con-
centric atrophy, diminution in size of a hollow organ,
as the heart, with reduced capacity of its cavity.—Ec-
centelc atrophy, pathological increase in the size of

the cavity of a hollow organ, as the heart, with attenua-
tion of the walls.—Granular atrophy of the kidney,
chronic interstitial inflammation resulting in compres-
sion and atrophy of the parenchyma of the Isiduey,

usually associated with arteriosclerosis. See granidar
Hdney, under granulwr.— Gray atrophy, a form of de-
generation of the spinal cord and also of the optic disk in
which the nerve matter becomes of a grayish color.—In-
flammatory atrophy, atrophy of the functionating ele-

ments of an organ, as the kidney, due to overgrowth of

the fibrous structures consequent upon chronic inflam-
mation.—Progressive muscular atrophy. See pro-
gressive.—SenUe atrophy, normal shrinkage of the tis-

sues in the aged.

atropiC, a—Atropic acid, a-phenyl-acrylllc acid,

CIl2=C(C6H5)C02H, formed by boiling atropin with
barium hydroxid. It crystallizes in scales or needles
which melt at 106° C.

Atropid8e(a-trop'i-de), «. pi. [Nh., <. Atropos
+ -idle.'] A family of corrodentian insects,

distinct from the Psocidse, including the minute
forms known as hook-lice. They are widely distrib-

uted, and are commonly found on book-shelves and in

old volumes and records, where they feed on the starch

paste used in binding. They also feed on flour and meal.

atropinization (at"ro-pin-i-za'shon), n. [atro-

pinize + -ation.] Tie act of bringing under
the influence of atropin; specifically, of induc-
ing the mydriatic effects of that drug.

Atropos, n. 4. [I. c] A neuropterous insect

of the genus Atropos Divining atropos, Atropos
divinatorvus of Europe, so named on account of its sup-

posed ability to predict death.

atroscine (at'ro-sin), /<. The dihydrate of the
optically inactive scopolamine, C17H21O4N -I-

H2O. It is crystalline and melts at 37° C. The
levorotatory form of the base is sometimes
called hyosdne.

A-truss (a'trus") n. A roof- or bridge-truss

shaped like the letter A spread out. It is

either a simple truss consisting of two rafters

and a tie-beam only, or it is a braced truss.

Lockwood.
atta^ (at'a), n. [Brazilian.] 1. The name in

Brazil of "the fruits of several trees belong-

ing to the genus Anona, especially of those of

A. obtusiflora, a native of the Antilles and
cultivated in Brazil.—2. The name given by
the Singalese to the sweet-sop, Anona squa-

mosa, which was introduced into India and
Ceylon by the Portuguese several centuries

ago. In India the name is represented by ata,

and in Gruam and the Philippines by atis. See

Anona, *atis (with cut), and sweet-sop.

attach, V. t ^Attaching system, the mnemonic sys-

tem which consists in physically attaching an object to

be remembered to another that is sure to be thought of.

Thus a man may adopt the habit, in visiting, of putting

his hat over his umbrella, lest he should otherwise forget

the latter.

attacher (a-taeh'er), n. One who arrests or

seizes person or property under a writ of at-

tachment. [Obsolete or rare.]

attachment, n ^Attachment of privilege. See

*primlege.—SolaX attachment. See *solar.

attachment-disk (a-taeh'ment-disk), n. The
holdfast of an alga.

attachment-pad (a-tach'ment-pad), n. The
disk-like end of the narrow stem growing from

the aboral pole of certain medusae, as Halicly-

stus, used for temporary fixation. Proc. Boy.

Soc. (London), 1903, II. 186.

attacht, pp. A simplified spelling of attached.

attacine (at'a-sin), a. Of or belonging to the

genus Attacus, or resembling the moths of that

group. A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom.,

p. 634.

attack, »i.-Cozlo counter-attack, incA«««:^Jajgw, a

variation of the lP-K4,P-Kf,; 2Kt-KB8 P-K
B4 variation in the King's Knight's gambit.—Donop s

or6hulamKasBim'sattack,ln(!ft««»-j>to!/w,avanation
of the King's Knight's gambit, first playef by Colonel

Donopof Brussels, namely, 5P-Q4. See Kirig iKnfM

s

*g<KMt.-Fxa.Ber'a attack,in "^^.^fW^'p^S""*]?":
ation or variation of the Scotch gambit (4 Kt x P, Q—K 5 ,
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6 Kt— KB 3).— Grimm's attack, in chess-playing, a cer-
tain continuation against an old-fashioned defense to the
King's Bishop's gambit.

—

Jj}lii'Ba,ttax!kjiachess-playing,
a contiimation of the Muzio gambit, white sacrificing a
second piece, namely theking s bishop, on his fifth move.
However, this attacit is considered unsound.— Macdon-
nell's attack, in chess-playing, a variation of the king's
bishop's opening wherein the fiist player sacriflces two
pawns at tlie outset.—Mortimer's attack, in chess-play-
vng, a variation of the Evans gambit (which see, under
gamMt).— Fonzlani's attack, in chess-playing, one of
the forms of the King's Knight's opening (3P—QB 3).

Also called Staunton's opening.

attacolite (a-tak'o-lit), n. [Gr. arTanog, also
iiTTaioiQ, a kind of locust, -I- TJBog, stone. The
name is said to refer to the color.] A hydrated
phosphate of aluminium and manganese oc-
curring in light-red massive forms : found in
Sweden.
Attacus (at'a-kus), n. [NL. (Hiibner, 1816),
<Gr. uTTaKog, also arrdKric, a kind of locust.]
A genus of satumiid moths, comprising some
of the largest and most beautiful species, now
mostly merged in the genera Samia, Philosa-
mia, and Callosamia.

Attagenus (at-a-je'nus), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1802), < Gr. aTTayip}, a bird: see attagen.'] A
genus of dermestid beetles, some of them of
world-wide distribution. The European 4. ^leiiio is Lamh' 'E\'ia
a well-known museum pest and a general enemy of furs "'"") ^;ia-

and skins, and A. piceus, common to Europe, Asia, and attenuabion, n.

North America, has similar habits, damaging carpets and
woolen goods in the United States.

Attagides (a-taj'i-dez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

Attagis.'] A group of wading birds compris-
ing the genera Attagis and Thinocorus. The
family Thinocoridx is considered to have the atteniiative (a-ten'u^tiv), a. and n,

rank of a suborder. uant.
Attalid (at'a-lid), a. Of or pertaining to one attestant (a - tes ' tant), a. and n. I. a.

of the three kings named Attains, who reigned Bearing witness.
at Pergamon in the second century B. c. II. n. An attesting witness ; an attester.

Naturally the island which stood in the closest relation attestment (artest'ment), n. [attest + -merit.']

to the Attalid capital as a centre of Art was Bhodes. Testimony ; attestation. J. M. Neale, Medieev.
L. £. Pamell, Jour. Hellenic Stud., XI. 203. Hymns, p. 155. N. E. I).

attar, n. Xhe chemical composition of this valuaWeper- attic^, n. 3. The upper portion of the tym
fume lias been carefully studied, and its principal con- panic cavi "" --._ -„.-.

attraction

At the same time, it appears that certain special phe-
nomena, usually referred to the center, are in reality due
to changes at the periphery of the organism ; thus it is
very doubtful whether ' fiuctuatiuns of attention ' are not
due to fluctuations of excitatory process in the sense-
organ. It may be, too, that psychology has tended to
make the attentive state uuitaiy when actually it is di-
verse, and that we ought rather to speak of xrismal atten-
tion, eutaneovis attention, etc., than of attention iu the
abstract.— Attention wave, in psychol., a single pulse
or rise and fall of the attention, considered as a fluctu-
ating or periodic proces8.—Fieltt of attention, (a) The
range of clear consciousness ; the contents of conscious-
ness at any moment attended to. (b) The whole of con-
sciousness, regarded as made up of contents which may
successively become clear under attention. 'I'he first
usage is based on the analogy of the visual field of regard,
the second on tlie analogy of the field of vision.—To call
attention. See *caai, v. t.

attentional (a-ten'shon-al), a. [attention -I-

-aU.'] Of or pertaining' to attention; due to
or conditioned by attention.

The experiments on attentional time-displacement form
one of tlie most interesting and most difficult chapters
of experimental psychology.

K B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 206.

attenuated (a-ten'u-a-ted), p. a. 1. Thin;
slender : as, long attenuated fingers ; attenu-
ated parchment.— 3. Thin in consistency ; di-

luted ; rarefied : as, "attenuated small beer,"

5. In elect.: (a) The decrease
of telephonic currents with increasing dis-

tance, due to the absorption of current by the
electrostatic capacity of the telephone line.

(6) More generally, the decrease of electrical

effects with increasing distance.
- - .

.

. - Atten-

stituent, geraniol (CioHiaO), obtained from cheaper
sources (as from the essential oil of Indian grass or Turk-
ish geranium), isnow—withperhaps the addition of some
of the minor constituents, also from relatively cheap
sources— offered for sale as synthetic attar of roses.

attention, n. 1 . The concept of attention has come
toplayan increasingly large part in the psychological sys-

tems worked out under the influence of the experimental

method. Looked at contentwise, as a certain modiflca-

tion of the make-up or structure of consciousness atten-
____^ ^^_^^^^ ^ ^

tion consists essentially of a distribution of clearness
decorative ouroose

values (the ideas attended to being clear, the ideas at-
_+4.,-____t /„if; /4p„t1 „ TouphiTio' or corn-

tended from obscure), accompanied by organic sensations atTingent (a-tm jentj, a. louomng-or corn-

due to the adjustment of the observing sense-organ or to mg m contact witn each Other, as the elytra

the general bodily attitude (as in the scout, the eaves- of a beetle or the tegmina of a grasshopper,
dropper, etc.), and by afliective process Looked at from

attitude, M. 3. In geol, the particular posi-
the point of view.of mental function,_attention,ss™^^^

tion or relation which the land bears at any

panic cavity of the ear. Med. Record, Feb. 14,

1903, p. 279.—4. Figuratively, a man's ' top
story ' ; the skull.

Here a gentleman present, who had in his attic

More pepper than brains, shrieked^-The man's a fanatic.
Lowell, Fable for Critics, St. 60.

False attic. In arch,, an external division of the wall re-

sembling an attic, but having no story of rooms behind
it : in this sense often used for a dwarf wall built above
the main cornice to receive an inscription or for a purely

the mind at work, the concentration or focalization of

consciousness upon a given topic, whether of perception

or of thought. " If and so far as any content of conscious-

ness is a perception, idea, conception, apprehension or

awareness of somewhat, the activity in and through which

this content exists is attentive activity." (Stout.) It is

customary to distinguish types of attention as passive and

active or as involuntary and voluntary. The difference,

however, is simply a difference of condition. Passive at-

tention is constrained attention, attention which one

cannot help giving, unequivocally conditioned attention :

a loud sound, a moving object in the visual field, things

that fit in with the present contents of consciousness—
such stimuli compel attention, whether one will or not

;

and the reasons for their compelling power are to be

sought in biology, not in psychology. Active attention is

attention under difficulties, attention with distraction,

attention to which there are rival claimants,—in short,

an equivocally conditioned attention which is accom-

panied by the experience of effort : the organism is called

upon, so to speak, to adjust itself to two different situa-

tions at one and the same momenta It is important to

notice that with repetition of the conflict some one of the

rival claimants will gain a permanent victory, so that

active passes over into a secondary passive attention.

The man of science immersed in his special study has

traveled beyond the stage of active to this ultimate stage

time to the ocean. The geologist's point of view is

that the land either has emerged from the oceanic waters
or is to be again buried by them, and therefore at any
particular time assumes an attitude with relation to the
ocean. The term is also applied to the position and
structural relations of any bed or mass of rock to others.

Perhaps a word of general explanation is necessary in

speaking of the attitude of the land. Geologists are prone
to talk of elevation and subsidence—of the uprising of the

earth's crust at one place or at one time, and of its down-
sinking at another place or another time. Their language

usually seems to imply the rise or fall of an area all to-

gether, without any relative displacement of its parts

;

but you will readily see that, unless a rising or sinking

tract is torn asunder from its surroundings, there must
be all about it a belt in which the surface assumes an in-

clined position, or, in other words, where the attitude of

the land is changed. Smithsonian Report, 1890, p. 239.

Crucifixion attitude, a posture assumed in certain

oases of hystero-epilepsy, in which the arms are extended

at right angles to the body, the lower extremities being

together and in the axis of the trunk.—Illo^cal atti-

tudes, various strange and seemingly almost impossible

attitudes sometimes assumed by subjects of hystero-epi-

lepsy.

of secondary passive attention. Experimental work upon a,ttitudinization(at-i-tu-di-ni-za'shon), n. At-

tSiUKent^™! ^oft^nrtioTofa^sfngl*? at^SSfe titudinizing
;
posturing or the striking of atti-

effort or concentration ; the range or scope of attention, tudes.

or the number of ideas to which one can attend at one attorney^, n—^Attorney's certlflcate. (a) In Bn^-

time • the effects of complication, or the subjective lem- j^^ j„^ ^ certificate of the commissioners of stamps that

Dorai displacement of disparate impressions simultane- j^g attorney therein named has paid the annual duty,

onslv presented; distraction, or the behavior of atten- Boomer,Law Diet. (6) In £r««C(i States iaw, the certificate

tion when rival claimants of varying compulsive power
^j jjjg court admitting an attorney to practise, which tes-

are artificially introduced Into the attentive conscious- y^gg ^^^j ^^g attorney has qualified and taken his oath

ness • the organic concomitants of attention, changes of
^^ office.-Prosecuting attorney. State's attorney,

Dulse' respiration, ete.,which accompany the mduction of jg^^g usually synonymous with distmit attorrwy. Itey

the attentive state : and the effects of attention upon spe-
jn^jcatg the persons representing the people of the State

rial mental functions, such as reproduction, retention,
j^ ^ CTiminal action. They are to be distinguished from

discrimination, action, etc. No adequate theory of at- attorney-general and deputy attorney-general, whose du-

tention has as yet been propounded. It cannot be de-
jjgg ^^g ^^ represent the State in civil actions,

rived from affective process, from intensity »' s™?*™^!
attraction. n.-Crystallic attraction, the attraction

or from any.special^roup of sensation
^^^^^^^^ ^S?een cVlline'^m^^^ i",?"?^' ?">

"'^Z^.Z^
posite solids. "There is evidence that the large crystaUme

masses in solids have an attractive force for the smaller

particles of the same kind, and under suitable condihons

Sraw them to themselves." J. E Stead •""^Roy-

Micros. Soc, April, 1904,
J).

264. -Law Of attractton

and repulsion, a rhetonoal name for the assumption

S''lt seems probable that attention is paraUeled

m the Physiological Bide, by processes of remforcemeni

(oVfacilitJtion) and processes of inhibition running their

course in the cerebral cortex, and that tlie feehngs and

organic sensations which accompany attention are in

?Ictmerfconcomitants and not essential constituents.



attraction

that the fundamental processes of society are identical
with those of the physical world ; that the drawing
together and the separations of men are inevitable effects
of their natures, like chemical afUnities and oppositions.
Qumplomcz, Outlines of Soclol., p. S3.—Mass attrac-
tion, the mutual attraction between masses, taken as a
whole, as distinguished from the attraction between
the individual molecules of a body ; molar attraction.
—Newtonian attraction, the gravitational attraction
which each portion of matter in the universe has for
every other i)ortion.

attraction-cone (a-trak'shon-kon), n. Ill em-
bryol., the conic protrusion'of the surface pro-
toplasm of the egg at the point where the
spermatozoon is about to enter.

attraction-sphere (a-trak'shon-sfer), n. Same
as *astro^here and "^centrosphere.
attributal (at'ri-bu-tal), a. Of the nature of
an attributive: as, attributal or descriptive,
names. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Jan.-March,
1902, p. 14.

attritive (at'ri-tiv), a. Involving attrition or
wearing away by attrition: as, "subjected to
some further attritive process," Hugh Miller,

Rambles Geol., II. 246.

attuite (a-tii'it), V. i. and t.; pret. and pp. attu-

ited, ppr. attuiting. [L. ad, to, -I- ttieri (pp.
tuitus), look to, regard : see tuition and intuit.^

In psychol., to have attuition ; to become con-
scious of objects outside ourselves. The term
was introduced by S. S. Laurie.

He carries its operation before reason still further,
supposing that " attuition " makes particular inferences
about outside objects, and that a man, or a dog, through
association, "attuites" sequence and invariableness of
succession, and, in fact, gets as fai' in the direction of
causation aa Hume thought it possible to go at all.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 677.

attuition (at-u-ish'gn), n. In psychol., a hy-
pothetical process which is more than sensa-
tion and less than perception, involving the
coordination of sensations into an aggregate
and the reference of this aggregate to the out-
side world.

His [S. S. Laurie's] psychology is founded on a proposed
distinction between '* attuition " and reason. His theory
of " attuUion," by which he supposes that we become con-
scious of objects outside ourselves, is his " return to
dualism," . . . "attuition." It is, according to him,
something more than sensation, but less than perception

;

it is common to us with lower animals such as dogs ; its

operation consists in co-ordinating sensations into an ag-

gregate which the subject throws back into space, and
thereby has a consciousness of a total object outside itself,

e. g., a stone or a stick, a man or a moon.
Bncye. Brit., XSX. 677.

atty. A contraction of attorney.

atua (a-to'Sl), n. [Polynesian, Maori, Samoan,
Tahitian atva, Tongan otiia, Marquesan etua,

etc., a god, demon.] The supernatural powers

;

more particularly the gods and deified human
beings, but also guardian spirits, in some cases

even hostile spirits.

AtvlUB (at'i-lus), n. [NL. (Salisbury, 1807),

< &r. a- priv. + rd^f, callosity. The name
alludes to the absence of the four hypogynous
glands or scales which occur in some of the
related genera.] A genus of dicotyledonous

plants belonging to the family ProteacesB.

See Petrophila^.

Atypical children, a term suggested to designate chil-

dren who are not strictly abnormal or degenerate, yet

who are potentially so ; children on the border-line be-

tween normality and degeneracy.

atypy (at'i-pi), n. [Grr. *aTmla, < anmog, not
typie : see atypie.'] Departure from the typic

or normal condition. Amer. Anthropologist,

Oct.-Dec., 1903, p. 610.

ana (a'o-a), n. [Maori aua, a sea-mullet, =
Tahitian and Samoan aua, a small fish.] A
name of Agonostomus forsteri, one of the mul-

lets found in abundance on the coasts of New
Zealand and Tasmania.

aub^pine (6-ba-pen'), n. [F., hawthorn : see

albespine.'] A trade-name for anisaldehyde.

It is used as a perfume.

Aubergine purple. See *purple.

aubernage (o-ber-nSzh'), ». [F., a local term

in the department of Tonne.] A disease of

the grape-vine caused by a fungus, Dema-
tophora necatrix, which attacks the roots.

Aubert diaphragm. See ^diaphragm:

aubonne (6-bon'), n. A silver crown of Lor-

raine in the 18th century, named from M.

d'Aubonne, director of the mint 1724-1728.

Aubrey group. See *groupK

Aubrieta (a-bri-e'ta), n. [NL. (Adanson,

1763) for Claude Aubriet, a botanical drafts-

man.] A genus of perennial, bright-flowered

plants, more or less ever^een trailers, of the

family .Brossicocets, sometimes grown forrock-
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work or edgings. Twelve species are found
in Italy, Greece, Asia Minor, and Persia. A.
deltoidea (including A. Grseca) is commonest
in America.
Auchenaspis (a-kf-nas'pis), n. [Gr. aiix^,

neck, + aawt(, shield.] A name given by
Bgerton to cephalaspid fish remains from the
Upper Silurian and lower Old Red Sandstone
passage-beds of Hereford : equivalent to Thy-
estes of the Baltic Upper Silurian.

Auchenopterus (a"ke-nop'te-ms), n. [NL.,

< Gr. avxir", neck, -1- wrepdv, wing.] A genus
of small blennies found in the rock-pools of

the West Indies and the west coast of Mexico

:

characterized by having the soft dorsalreduced
to a single ray.

au clou (6 kle'). [F.] "With the nail: appUed
to gold which has been burnished with a nail

fixed in a wooden handle, as that of the old
soft-paste porcelain of S&vres. This style of bur-
nishiug may be recognized by the scratches which are
found on the gilding. The nail was replaced by the agate
burnisher about the beginning of the nineteentli century.

auction-penuchle (4k"shon-pe'nuk-l), «. A
variety of penuehle in wfiich the players bid
for the privilege of making the trump, naming
the number of points they will make. It is always
played by four hands, the bidder's side having the first

count. See itpenuchle.

auction-pool, n. On shipboard, the number of miles
the ship will run next day is assumed, and 10 or 15 above
and below this number are subscribed for and drawn.
Each number is then put up at auction, and may be
bought in by the owner or by any other passenger, half
the amount realized being returned to the subscriber for
that immber. Choice of the highest and lowest numbers
is usually sold separately at the end. The holder of the
number agreeing with the ship's run next day, or the one
nearest to it if it is below or above any number drawn,
takes the entire pool.

aucubin (4'ku-bin), n. lAucuba + -in^.2 A
slightly bitter crystalline glucoside found in

Aucuba Japonica. It melts at 181° C.

audad (ou'dad), n. Same as aoudad. Geog.
Jour. (E. G. S.), XI. 601.

audiclare (§.'di-klar), n. [Irreg. < L. audire,

hear, -I- cMrus, clear. Cf. clairaudient.'] An
apparatus for use in defective hearing, con-
sisting of a tube with a diaphragm attachment
at one end and a bell-shaped expansion at the
other.

audiential (d'-di-en'shal), a. Of or pertaining
to an audience.
There must be audie-ntial response or the actor's por-

trayal is dead.
Marcella Sembrich, in Kew York Independent, Oct. 6,

(1899.

audile, '». II, a. Of, pertaining to, or acting
through the auditory nerves and tracts ; ear-

minded.
audist (&'dist), n. One who has an ear-memory;
one whose memory is more tenacious of things
heard than of things only seen.

Charcot, who classified people into "visualists"—those
whose recollections were chiefly of things seen, who had
to read a name in order to remember it; "audists"—
those whose memories were of things heard, whose audi-
tory sense was paramount, etc.

Pop. Set. Mo., April, 1895, p. 732.

Audit certiflcate, the certificate issued by an auditor on
the completion of an audit.

The efficiency. In most cases, of audits conducted by
skilled accoimtants has led the public to attach excep-
tional value to their wudU certificateg, and to demand
extensive knowledge and ability in the conduct of the
audit of the accounts of public companies.

~ ye. Brit., XXV. 25.

augitoptajrre

nei've-center for hearing in the first temporosphenoidal
convolution of the brain. — AuditOiy epithelium.
Same as auditory haire. (See extracts under auditory.)

audition, n—chromatic audition, a subjective im-
pression of color excited by sounds.

auditization (S,-di-ti-za'shon), n. [audiUee +
-ation.'] hipsychol., representation in auditory
terms ; imaging in sound.

In silent reading there is a similar motorization, or
auditization.

E. B. Huey, Amer. Jour. Psychol., XII. 309.

auditize (&'di-taz), v.; pret. and pp. auditized,

ppr. auditizing. [audit + -i«e.] In psychol., to
represent in auditory terms; to image in

sounds. Amer. Jour. Psychol. , XII. 119.

Auditor of the imprest. See *imprest.

auditor-general (a''''di-tor-jen'e-ral), ». In
some states, the title given to the ctief auditor

of the State.

auditorially (Sr-di-to'ri-al-i), adv. As a hearer
or auditor; through ttie ear (as opposed to

through the eye). Bolleston, Memoirs, p. 910.

Auditory agraphia. See Ao^apAia. — Auditory
aphasia. See *apAana.—Auditory area. Same as

(o) -kauiilory center and (6) aitdtto^/ieid.—Auditory
capsule, in embryol., the cartilaginous capsule surround-
ing the membranous labyrinth of the ear in the vertebrate

embryo : same as otic capintte. (See cut In next column.)

—Audltoiy cells, cells in the internal ear which bear
the auditory hairs.— Auditory center, the supposed

Auditory Capsule.

The skull of a 12 mm. tadpole, seen from the right side. The
notochord, the brain, and the entire head are represented in out-

line, in order to show the relations of the slcull to them. Magnified
30 times.

BB, basibranchial ; BH, roof of hind-biain; BM, roof of mid-
brain; BR.i, BR.2, BR.3, BR,4, first, second, third, and fourth
l>ranchial bars; BS, cerebral hemisphere; CH, notochord; EC,
auditory capsule ; HO, urohyal; HQ, articulation of ceratohyal
with quadrate ; HR, ceratohyal ; JL, lower jaw; J U, upperjaw:
LI, upper lip; LJ, lower lip; L-L.lower labial cartilage; LU,
upper labial cartilage: MC, Meckel's cartilage; FN. pineal
body'; Q, quadrate ; QO, orbital process of quadrate: QR> con-
nection of quadrate with trabecula ; RL, trabecula cranii ; SA.
membranous patch in the outer wall of the auditory capsule, in

which the stapes is developed at a slightly later stage; X,
choroid plexus of third ventricle. (From Marshall's " Vertebrate
Embryology.")

—^Auditoiy field, the space throughout which a sound
can be heard.— Auditory ganglion. Same as aeaiatie
tvberde (which see, under acoustic).—Auditory hairs,
(b) In entom., certain hairs of the antennee of the male
Culicida and Chironomidsc, which experimental tests
seem to prove to have an auditory function.— Auditory
hyperssthesia, abnormal acuteness of hearing.

—

Auditory meatus. Same as auditory canal.—^Audi-
tory nuclei, the nuclei of origin, within the brain, of
the auditory nerves. — Auditory plate. (A) An ex-
panse of epithelium which receives the terminations of

the auditory nerve, (c) The portion of the temporal
bone which forms the roof of the tympanum.—Auditory
saucer, in embryol., the saucer-shaped invagination of
the ectoderm, which eventually gives rise to the otocyst
or membranous labyrinth of the ear.

Auer burner, light. See *burner, flight.

Auerbacb. ganglion of. See ^ganglion.

auerlite (ou'6r-lit), n. [Named after Carl
Alter von Welsbach.] A rare mineral occur-
ring in from yellow to red tetragonal crystals
and consisting of the sUicate and phosphate
of thorium : found in North Carolina.

auge^ (ou'ge), n.
; pi. augen (-gen). [G. auge,

AS. eage, E. ^e.] A word adopted from the
German by many English and American pe-
trographers to designate a round or lenticular
nodule, either a single mineral particle or an
aggregate, often found in gneissie or schistose
rocks, which in comparison with the inclosing
finer-grained material produces an appearance
compared to that of an eye. The term eye is

less extensively used in this sense.

augeli'te (S.'je-lit), n. [Irreg. < Gr. avy^, light,

luster, + XWog, stone.] A hydrated phosphate
of aluminium occurring in tabular monoclinic
crystals and in cleavable masses with strong
pearly cleavage: first found in Sweden, and
now also in Bolivia.

augenj^eis (ou'gen-gnis), n. [G. augen, eyes,
+ gneis, gneiss.] A variety of gneiss which
has lenticular nuclei, of one mineral or of sev-
eral, more coarsely crystalline than the nor-
mal components of the rock, and around which
the foliation forks and passes, so as to suggest
eyes within eyebrows and eyelashes.

augite, n. The name of this member of the
pyroxene group of silicate minerals is fre-
quently used in petrography in composition
with the name of any rock in which it occurs
as a prominent or noteworthy constituent:
as, augite-andesite, augite-syenite, augite-gneiss,
etc.

augite-rock (ft'jit-rok), n. In petrog., a term
formerly applied to igneous or metamoiyhic
rooks of granular texture consisting chiefify of
augite. Most of the rocks once so named are
now called pyroxenite.

augltite (3,'ji-tit), n. [augite + -ite^.'\ In pe-
trog., a non-feldspathic, basaltic rock con-
sisting essentially of augite and magnetite
with a generally scanty glass base. Augitite
is_ closely related to limbnrgite, from which it

differs in its freedom from olivin.

augitopbyre (ft'ji-to-fir), n. [augite + (por)-
phyr(y).2 Inpetrog., a porphyry in which the
most prominent pjuenocrysts are of augite:



augitophyre

analogous to orthophyre. The term was first ap-

filied by Scacchi to the augitic and leacitic lavas of Italy
D which the augite is niegascopically the moreprominent.

augitopbyric (a"ji-t6-flr'ik), a. laugitophyre

+ -ic.] Porphyritie through the presence of
augite phenocrysts. See taugitmhyre.
augltoporphyric (a'ji-to-pdr-flr'ik), a. \_augite

+ porphyr(.it)ie.'] Auntie and porphyritie:
applied to a porph^tie igneous ro(St whose
phenocrysts are augitic.

augmental (^g-men'tal), a. and n. ^augment
+ -dlK] Formed by augmentation, as a
number. See ^augmentation, 6.

In tracing vestiges in the form of augmentals, it is

clearly to be borne in mind that their significance, like
that of the primary numbers, is mystical rather than
quantitative.

An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnd., 1897-98, p. 848.

augmentation, n. 6. A hypothesis relating
to the development of number systems, accord-
ing to which the primary number-concept was
based on the idea of the self and of the four
directions front, hack, right, left, and some-
times, in addition to these, above and below.

Augmentation was the process of forming higher num-
bers by multiplying the directions by 2, 3, etc., while the
self remained single. Thus the augmentals of the forfuer
system are 1+2x4, 1+3x4, etc.; those of the latter
1+2XB. 1+3x8, etc.

W.J. McBee, An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-98,

[pp. 839-842.

7. In astron., the excess of the moon's ap-
parent diameter, seen from a given point, over
its diameter as it would be if seen from the
center of the earth. The excess is due to the
fact that themoon, except when on the horizon,
is nearer to the observer than to the earth's
center.— 8. In 6o*., same as mulUplicaUon, 3.— 9. In la/w, a share of the great tithes tem-
porarily granted to the vicars by the appro-
griators, and made perpetual by a statute of
harles II. : also used in a similar sense in the

Canadian law. Bouvier, Law Diet Coefficient
ofaugmentation. See *coefflinent.

augmentor (&g-men'tor), a. Causing to in-

crease ; specifically, rioting the nerves stimu-
lation of which causes an increase in force and
size of the cardiac contractions.

Wundt goes so far as to assume a differentiation of the
bodies of nerve-cells into two parts, the anabolic inhib-
itory and the katabolic aug-mentor parts, and applies this

hypothesis to the explanation of the valve-like nature of
the patlis of the spinal cord. Nature, Nov. 6, 1902, p. 3.

augratin (6 gra-tan'). [F.] With a breaded
or browned crust.

Augusta limestone. See *lim€stone.

Augustan, a. II, n. One who belongs to the
Augustan age or school of literature. See
*A'ugustanism.
Poetry is a spiritual thing, and, like the soul of man, it

is fluent and fluctuating and impalpable. Wordsworth
was half a Eomantic and half an Auguttan, and in the
end his romanticism was subjugated by "anausterer
mode," by his didactic passion.

Aihenaum, March 18, 1906, p. 328.

Augustanism (6-gus'tan-izm), n. Qualities

such as those which characterized the reign of

the Boman emperor Augustus (63 B. C.-14

A. D.) or (especially) the Roman literature of

that period.

Perhaps the most profound passages in this essay are

those dealing with the period of Augustanigm in English
literature— that age of acceptance which began after

Milton and ended witli Gray and Collins,

Athenieum, Jan. 16, 1901, p. 73.

Augustin,». 4. [i.e.] A silver coin of Mexico,
the dollar or peso, of 1822, of Itnrbide or Au-
gustinl.

auhi (ou'he), n. [Tigr6.] A name in Abys-
sinia of a small tree of the borage family, Cor-

dia Abyssinica, which yields a valuable timber
and very sweet, edible fruits. It is much cul-

tivated in the native gardens and is planted

around the villages. Also called wanza.

auhola (a-ii-ho'la), n. Same as *ahiAu.

aukery (ftk'e-ri), n. A place to which aiiks

resort : as, Aukery, Nameless Bay, NovayaZem-
lya. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), xi, 335.

Aulacocephalus (4na-ko-sef'a-lus), n. [NL.
< Gr. avla^ (-««-), a furrow, + ne^alij, head.]

A genus of serranoid fishes found in the Pa-
cific and Indian oceans.
Aulacoceras(S.-la-ko8'e-ras), n. [Gr. avM,^

{-UK-), a furrow, + /ctpof, a horn.] A genus of

belemnitoid dibranchiate eephalopods from
the Triassic rocks, characterized by the long,

slender guard and very long phragmocone, in

which are retained the septa perforated by a

siphuncle. ^ ^ .

Anld Uoht, one of the party in the Scottish church, dimng
the Utter part of the eighteenth century, which held by
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the traditions of the original seceders. The party was
made up of the conservative members of the Burghers and
Antiburghers, the two divisions uf the seceders.

aulete (a-le'te), n. Same as auletes.

Aulopidse (a-lop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Aulopus
+ Jd«.] A family of lizard-fishes allied to the
Synodontidse. The typical genus is Aulopus.
Auloporidse (ft-lo-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Aulopora + -idse.^ A primitive family of tabu-
late corals having areptantand branching co-
rallum composed of trumpet-shaped corallites
multiplying by lateral and basal gemmation.
The septa are reduced to marginal strise, and tabulss are
present in greater or less degree. They are confined to
the Paleozoic rocks.

Aulopus (4-16'pus), n. [NL., <Gr. avUg, a
flute, pipe, + i>ili (uff-), eye, face.] A genus
of lizard-flshes characterized by the roughish
skull, the well-developed maxillary, and the
presence of the adipose fin.

aulos (a'los), n.
;
pi. auloi (-loi). [Gr. aiiUg, a

flute, pipe.] The Greek flute, which was of the
direct or flageolet class, it was often double, and
was provided with several finger-holes, in which stopples
were sometimes inserted, probably to alter the pitch
slightly. It is possible that the name aulas was also ap-
plied to pipes sounded by a reed, in which case they
shoidd be called oboes rather than flutes. Flute-players
often wore the capistrum, a tight band encircling the head
so as to support the cheeks in blowing.

Aulosteges (S,-los'te-jez), n. [Gr. aMc, a flute,

pipe, -1- are-y^, a roof, valve.] A genus of
brachiopods having short but broad cardinal
areas on both valves, the deltidium covered
with spinules, and the surface of both valves
thickly set with spines. It was allied to Stro-
phalosia, but the valves were not adherent. It

is characteristic of the Permian formation.
aulu(a'o-lo),m. [Hawaiian.] A largeHawaiian
tree, Sideroxylon Sandwicense, of the sapota
family, the thick milk-sap of which is used by
the natives as bird-lime ; also, a tree, Sapindus
Oahuensis, belonging to the soapberry family.

aumil (a'mil), n. [Also amil, Hind, 'dmil, <

Ar. 'dmil, an agent, < 'amala, he performed a
task or of5ce.] In India, a collector of revenue
in some of the native states, and the chief au-
thority in his district. See amaldar.
auntly (ant'U), a. \awnt + -J^l.] Natural to

or characteristic of an aunt : as, auntly bless-

ings : auntly affection. [Rare.] N. E. D.
aupaka (a-6-pa'ka), n. [Hawaiian.] Isoden-

drion pyrifolium, a shrub of the violet family
with sweet-scented greenish-white flowers.

aur (our), n. [Assumed stem of Icel. aurar
(gen. auro, dat. aurum), pi. of eyrir, (gen.

eyris, dat. and ace. eyri), an ounce of silver,

money in general, perhaps < L. aurum, gold.]

A current subsidiary coin of Iceland, equiva-

lent to .27 of a cent or .01 of a krona.

aural, n. 4. leap."] In Gr. myth., a personi-

flcation of the lighter winds or breezes, the

divinities of the air. it was a subject frequently

Aurs from Terra Cotta Astragalus.

employed in Greek art. Pliny describes two marble

statues of Anrce sailing by aid of their garments. The so-

called Nereids of the famous Xanthian sepulchral monu-

ment in the British Museum are probably Auras.— Intel-

lectual aura, a peculiar dreamy reminiscent mental

state preceding an epileptic attack.

aurally (a'raU), adv. By means of the ear or

of audition
;' in an auditory manner.

auramine, n. The name is applied to two basic dye-

stuffs of the diphenyl-methane type. The older was dis-

covered in 1888 ; the suffixes 0, /, and II indicate vari-

ous degrees of its purity and strength. The otlier, known

as auramine 0, was discovered in 1892, and differs from

the former in that it contains a tolyl in place of a phenyl

groui>.

Aurantia screen, a collodion film dyed with aurantia

and used in orthochromatic photography. Woodbury,

Encyc. Diet of Photog., p. 48. ... mi.
aurantiamarin (a-ran-ti-am a-rm), n. ine

bitter constituent of the rind of bitter orange

(Citrus Aurantium vulgaris).

aurantiin(a-ran'ti-in),m. [auranti(um) orange,

+ -in^.l Same as *naringin.

aurantine (a-ran 'tin), n. [ ? ML. aurant(ium)

+ 4ne^.'] Sameas'^
''"

aurifex

aurantium (a-ran'shi-um), n. [NL., < ML.
aurantium, orange: see orange.'] In bot, same
as hesperidium.

Aureobasidium (a're-6-ba-sid'i-um), n. [NL.
(Viala andBoyer, 1891), <'L. aurem, golden, -I-

NL. basidium.l A genus of simple basidiomy-
eetous fungi having a thin byssoid hymenial
layer and basidia bearing a variable number of
sterigmata with light-yellow cylindrical spores.
Only one species, A. vU-it, is known ; it is the cause of a
disease of the fruit and leaves of the giape in France.
See -kscald of grape.

aureole, n. 2. The zone of eontact-meta-
morphism about an intrusive igneous mass.
It is equivalent to *contact-zone.

Auric a&d, auric hydroxid, Au(H0)3. It behaves as a
weak acid, forming with causticpotash potassium aurate,
an unstable^substance which has been used in gilding.

auricMorid (ft-ri-klo'rid), n. [L. aurum, gold,
+ ehlorid.'] In chem., a double chlorid of gold
and some more electropositive metal or com-
pound radical, in which the gold exhibits triad
valence : as, for example, potassium aurichlorid
(KAUCI4).

auricle, n. 3. (d)pl. in the echinoids or sea-urchins
having dentary apparatus, a structure composed of ambu-
lacral processes and interambulacral ridges which to-
gether underlie the jaws and afford attachment for their
muscles : equivalent to perigiuzthic girdle, (e) In lobate
ctenophorans, one of the elongated plate-bearing pro-
cesses found at the base of each of the four shorter swim-
ining-plates. (/) In Sotifera, one of a pair of lateral hol-
low ciliated pits on the body which can be everted to serve
as additional swimming-organs.—Cat's auricle, a con-
dition in the human subject in which the auricle is folded
over on itself.—Darwinian auricle, a pointed auricle

:

so called from the fact that Charles Darwin first called
attention to its evolutionarysi^ificance.—Wildermuth
auricle, a condition of the auricle in which the antihelix
is larger than the helix.

Auricular angle, in cranioTn., any angle formed by two
lines which meet at the center of the external auditory
meatus.-Auricular appendage or appendix. Same
as appendix auriculee (which see, under appendix).—
Auricular crura. See Acnu.—Auricular height, in
craniom., the distance of the auricular point from the
horizontal plane tangent to the vertex.—Aurloular in-
dex, the relation of the length of the external ear to its

breadth.—Auricular septum. Same as septnm auric-
ularwm (which see, under septum,).—^Auiicular SinUB.
Same as sirms venosus (which see, under sinus).—^Auric-
ular triangle, a triangle formed by lines drawn be-
tween the tip of the auricle and the two extremities of
its base of insertion.

auriculare (^-rik-u-la're), n. In eraniom., the
point above the middle of the auditory meatus
on the superior border of the external auditory
process. Von Torok.

auricularia, n. 3. leap.] [NL. (Bulliard,

1786).] A genus of fungi, type of the family
AuriculwriacesB, having an irregular gela,tinous

more or less ear-shaped sporocarp, with a
smooth or somewhat wrinkled hymenium. A.
Auricula-Judse is a common and widely distrib-

uted species. See Jeufs-ear.

Auriculariacese (a-rlk"u-la-ri-a'se-e), n. pi.

[jNL., < Awicularia + -aeese.'] A family of

basidiomyeetous fungi, belonging to the group
Protobasidiomycetes. Auricularia is the most
common and widely distributed genus.
Auriculariales (fi.-rik^'u-la-ri-a'lez), n. pi.

[NL., < Auricularia + -ales.] A small order
of basidiomyeetous fungi including two fam-
ilies, the best-known hemgthe Auriculariacese.

auricularis, n. 2. One of the muscles at-

tached to the concha of the ear.

auriculately (S,-rik'u-lat-li), adv. In an anric-

ulate manner.
auriculation (&-rik-u-la'shgn), n. {auriculate

+ -ion.] The development or possession of

ear-like projections, as in the shells of the

pelecjrpod mollusks.

auriculo-infraorbital (a-rik'''u-lo-in"fra-6r'bi-

tal), a. lacraniom., relating to a plane pass-

ing through the upper borders of the auricular

foramina and the lower borders of the orbits,

accepted by German anthropologists as the

horizontal plane of the skull.

auriculospinal (a-rik'u-lo-spi'nal), a. Of or

pertaining to the auricular foramina and the

spine Auriculospinal plane. Same as Campei's

plane (which see, under »ia»iel).

auricyanide (a-ri-siVnid), n. [L. aurum, gold,

-I- E. oyanide.] In chem., a double cyanide of

gold and some more electropositive metal or

compound radical, it is distinguished from an anro-

cyanide by the fact that the gold in the latter exhib-

its monad valence, whereas in an auricyanide the valence

is triad. For example, potassium aurocyanide formed in

the impoitant McArthm'-Forrest process for the metal-

lurgical extraction of gold, and also largely used in elec-

trogilding),has the composition KAu(0N)2, while potas-

sium auricyanide is KAu(CH)4.

aurifex (ft'ri-feks), n. [L. aunfex,^ < aurum,

gold, +facere, do, make.] A worker m gold.

Athenxum, Aag.30,1862,^.276. [Rare.] A'-.-B.i).



aurificatioii

auriflcation (S.'ri-fi-ka'shgn), n. [L. aurum,
gold, + -/care, </ocere, make.] 1. The work-
ing of gold

;
goldsmith's work.— 2. The stop-

ping or filling of teeth with gold. Times (Lon-
don), Feb. 2, 1881. [Rare.] N. E. D.
auTochlorid, aurochloride (&-ro-klo'rid), n.
[L. aurum, gold, + E. ehlorid.']

' In chem., a
double ehlorid of gold and some more electro-
positive metal or compound radical in which
the gold exhibits monad valence, as, for ex-
ample, potassium aurochlorid (KAuClg).
auroduct (4'ro-dukt), n. [L. aura (< Gr. avpa),
air, + dMCftts,'duct.] The central canal of an
aurophore.

auronect (a'ro-nekt), n. One of the Auronectie.

Auronectae (S.-ro-nek'te), n. pi. [NL., <Gr.
avpa^ air in motion, + v^kttiq, a swimmer.] A
section or other group of siphonanthous Sipho-
nophora, having a large pneumatophore, a co-
rona of nectocalyxes, and a network of canals
in the jelly of the thickened trunk. The sipho-
some is rounded in shape. They are deep-sea
forms.
aurophore (S,'r6-f6r), n. [Gr. avpa, air in mo-
tion, -f- -ijtopoi, i ijicpEiv, bear.] In SiphonopJiora,

an appendage to the pneumatocyst, containing
a central tube which puts the cavity of the
pneumatocyst in communication with the ex-
terior

; possibly it serves as a gas-secreting
gland.

aurora, n. 5. In elect., an electric glow-dis-

cbarge, appearing at very high voltages and
somewhat resembling the aurora boreaUs.
It first appears as a blue glow at surfaces and especially
at points ; at higher electric pressures or voltages pink
streamers issue, which gradually lengthen with increas-

ing voltage until ultimately a disruptive spark occurs.
See dectrie spark. Also called corona.—Aurora belt,
the belt of maximum auroral frequency extending from
Alaska to the southern part of Canada, thence east to
Labrador, northeast to northern Sweden and ITorway,
and east over Siberia to the starting-point.

Auroral arch, an arch of auroral light, usually symmet-
rical with reference to the magnetic meridian. Some-
times several concentric arches are seen, separated by
diffuse light; below the lowest arch is a dark space
(the 'dark segment'), but above the highest arch the
light gradually fades away toward the zenith. Every
effort that has been made to determine the altitude of
these sharply defined arches has only accumulated more
evidence to show that no two persons see the same arch,

and that the whole phenomenon is some form of per-
spective illusion.—Auroral beams, straight beams or
bars of auroral light, usual]^ perpendicular to the auroral
arch, but often visible alone when the arch is not well
formed or when it is entirely below the horizon.—Auro-
ral corona, an arrangement of small auroral beams
symmetrically surrounding a central point that lies in

the direction of the freely suspended magnetic needle.

Within the corona thus formed only faint diffuse light, if

any, prevails. The small beams ("daggers" or "swords")
forming the corona generally have a movement toward
the center. Xhe whole phenomenon is a perspective
illusion ; the beams of light are really parallel to each
other and moving away from the observer ; perspectively
they point and move toward their vanishing-point.

—

Auroral distribution, the distribution of auroral fre-

quency over the earth's siu-face. It was first shown by
Fritz that a zone of maximum auroral frequency passes

in an irregular way through southern Canada, Iceland,

northern Norway, and Sweden around the north pole.

Observers north of this belt see the aurora to the south
of them rather than to the north. The aurora is veiy
rarely seen at stations within thirty degrees of the
equator, and it is less frequent at any latitude in the
southern than in the northern hemisphere. The gen-

eral distribution of auroras is shown by charts of auroral

isochasmic lines.—Auroral flasbes, variations in bright-

ness of the auroral light : the beams and rays usually

^ grow longer and broader as they brighten ; specifically,

the upward flashing movement of the short beams or

spots of light which form the auroral corona.

—

^Auroral

glory, an auroral corona ; auroral beams encircling a
small region of the sky and pointing or converging to-

ward Its center. See corona.—^Auroral needles, the

finest elementary lines of aui-oral light. The appa-

rent character of the perspective phenomena, such

as arches, drapery, coronse, waves, and diffuse light,

depends upon the varying arrangements of the auroral

needles.—Auroral period, (a) The season of frequent

auroras, (ft) The length of tune elapsing between suc-

cessive maxima or minima of auroral displays, as the

diurnal, the annual, the sun-spot, and the 56-year period.

The last is possibly equivalent to 5 sun-spot periods.

See *aur<yral periodioity.—Aaioral periodicity, the

periodic changes in hrightneas and frequency of the

auroral display. Such changes are more frequent

at 9 or 10 P. H., which indicate a diurnal maximum;
they are more frequent in certain months of the

year (after allowance is made for the Interruptions by
moonshine and by tvfilight), the annual maximum oc-

ciuTing in September ; they are also more frequent in or

near the years of maximum sun-spot frequency.—Auro-

ral waves, local periodic variations in brightness run-

ning rapidly along each auroral beam or converging

from all directions toward the center of an auroral

corona. When only a single beam crosses the sky It

sometimes appears broken up into individual parts,

auroral cloud^ or transverse stri^, each of which has a

rapid progressive motion along the beam. It seems

likely that the lines or needles of auroral li^ht are ar-

ranged in obedience to magnetic or electric mfluences,

and that when the latter undergo rapid disturbances, as

in magnetic storms, the lines of light are also mfluenced.
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so that the perspective effect, which is called an auroral

arch, beam, or flash, shows uorrespondiug symmetrical
periodical changes.

aurorium (S.-r6'ri-um), n. Ahypothetic chem-
ical element the existence of wliich has been
supposed to be indicated by a particular line

observed by Angstrom in the spectrum of au-

roral light.

Still awaiting discovery by the fortunate spectroscopist

are the unknown celestial elements aurorium^ with a
characteristic line at 6,670.7, and nebulum, having two
bright lines at 6,007.06 and 4,969.02.

Sir W. Crookes, Address to the Brit. Assoc, 1898.

aurotin (S.'ro-tin), n. [L. aurum, gold, + -t- +
-i»2.] A mordant acid color of the triphenyl-

earbinol type. It dyes wool an orange-yeUow.

aurotypc (fi'ro-tip), n. [L. aurum, gold, +
Gr. TVTTog, type'. ] A photograph upon paper im-
pregnated with a solution of gold salt. Stand,

Diet.

aurulent (&'ru-lent), a. [LL. aurulentus, < L.
aurum, gold.'] d-old-colored. Bailey. [Rare.]

AurunL mosalcum or muslvum. (ft) stannic sulphid
or tin disulphid, Sn S2. This substance has been used to
rub over the silk cushion of an electric machine.

Ausgleich (ous'glioh), n. [G., a compromise,
< ausgleichen, make equal, even or smooth, bal-
ance, compromise, < aus, out, + gleichen, make
like or equal: see like^.] In German or Aus-
trian poUtics^ a compromise or agreement be-
tween conflicting parties; particularly an
agreement made in 1867 between Austria and
Hungary, renewable every ten years, by which
autonomy was granted to Hungary.
austenite (S:s'ten-it), n. {Austen, a surname,
+ 4te^.'\ A constituent of steel, obtained by
quenehmg high carbon steel from a tempera-
ture of 1000° 0. in a menstruum such as iced
brine, which will produce very rapid cooling.
It is probable that austenite is a true solid solution of
carbon in iron, and that martensite, troostit^ and sorbite
are stages in the decomposition of the solid solution

—

that is, are intermediate steps between austenite on the
one hand and pearlite on the other. On the subject of
the constituents of hardened steel there exists at the pres-
ent time a great deal of confusion In the nomenclature,
nor is it possible to say definitely what is the true nature
of any of these constituents.

austenitic (S,s-te-nit'ik), a. Of, pertaining to,

or characteristic of austenite.

Except that the polyhedral or " austenitic " type of struc-
ture has never been obtained alone in a pure carbon steel,

the types of the high-speed tool steels miglit all be ob-
tained from pure iron carbon steels by appropriate ther-
mal treatment. The austenitic structure appears to be
that of the nose of the tool in actual use.

UTature, May 18, 1903, p. 69.

Austin limestone. See *Umestone.

austral, a. 2. {cap.'] Of or pertaining to the
great ^oup of islands in the southern hemi-
sphere of which New Zealand, Tasmania, and
the continental island of Australia are the
chief ; Australasian.—Austral continent, the sup-
posed continent in the south-polar re^on.

—

Austral-
Enffllsb, English as spoken in Austraha and New Zea-
land, its distinguishing features being a certain number
of English words and phrases and names of animals and
plants used with Australian applications, a number of
slang terms and idioms, and, finally, a considerable
number of words from the native Australian and Maori
languages. E. E, Morris, Austral English, pi. xi.

Australian ballot. See AftaSot.— Australian blight.
Same as itangioneurotic edema.—Australian brome-
grass. See kbrome-ffrass.—AustrsJiaa harebell.
Same as Ta»manian -^bluebell.—Austoallan ladybug.
See itladybug.—AasitaliaD. region, a zoageographic
division including Australia, Tasmania, and the immedi-
ate adjacent islands. By some authorities it is extended
to include New Guinea,

Australic (^s-tra'lik), a. Same as Australioid.

australium (&s-tra'li-um), n. [NL., < Aus-
tralia.] The name given by Wedgewood in

1790 to a supposed new chemical element. The
sand fiom Australia in which it was believed to be pres-

ent proved on more careful examination to contain only
substances already well known. The name gydtieium
was proposed as a synonym.

austraterebinthene (as'tra-ter-f-bin'then), n.

{Austra{lene) + terebinth + -ene.] Same as
australene. See *pinene.

austriacujn (S.s-tri' a-knm), n. [NL., < Au^-
triacus, adj., < Austria, Austria.] The name
proposed hj Bramier (of Prague, Austria) for

a hypothetic chemical element of high atomic
weight, of the probable presence of which in
tellurium as hitherto known he supposed he
had found some evidence, if really present this

would serve to explain the failure of tellurium, with its

usually accepted atomic weight, to fall into its proper
place m the periodic claBBiflcation of the elements.

Austrian brome-grass, cinnabar. See
*hr(rme-grass, *cinnahar.

auslrium (fts'tri-um), n. [NL., < Austria, Aus-
tria. ] Thename proposedin1886byLinnemann
for a supposed new chemical element which
he believedhe had found in the mineral orthite.
It proved to be identical with galliam. In 1900 Pribram

author

announced that he had found spectroscopic evidence of
the presence in orthite of traces of another new element,

not that of Linnemann, to whichit was proposed thatthe
name auatrium should be transferred. To prevent con-
fusion the latter has been distinguished as auatrium II.

austrocentral (as-tro-sen'tral), a. [L. auster,

south wind, + centrum, center, + -aV-.] Of the
south-central region.

Austro-Hungarian (&s'''tr6-hung-ga'ri-an), a.

Of or pertaining to Austria-Hungary.
Austronesian (Is-tro-ne'gian), a. [L. auster,

the south (wind), + Gr. vijaoQ, island.] Same
as Malay-Polynesian.
Father Schmidt rejects Miiller's idea that the Polyne-

sians were the first, the Melanesians a second, section of
the migration represented by the oceanic peoples, but
accepts that part of his theory which sees in the Melane-
sians a mixed race sprung from the Papuan aborigines
and Austriynesian (Malayo-Polynesian) immigrants.

Amer. ATUhropologist, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 164.

austro-occidental (S^s-tro-ok-si-den'tal), a. Of
the southwestern region."

austro-oriental (S/S-tro-6-ri-en'tal), a. Of the
southeastern region.

austroriparian (fi. - stro - ri - pa'ri - an), a. [L.

auster, the south (wind), + ripariiis, riparian.]
Pertaining to or situated on the southern bank
or border ; specifically, belongingto the austro-
riparian area : as, an austroriparian species,
the austroriparian fauna. See *area.

It was early shown by the division that the Austrori-
parian is the direct continuation of the arid Lower
Sonoran fauna of the table-land of Mexico and the soutli-

westem United States, and that this same fauna belt
occupies the interior valley of California and most of the
peninsula of Lower California.

Yearbook, U. S. Dept. Agr., 1894, p. 208.

Austroriparian zone. Same as austroriparia,n -karea.

ausubo (ou-so'bo), n. [W. Ind. native name.]
The name in Porto Eico of the West Indian
mastic-tree, Sideroicylon fwUdissimum. Its

timber is the most important and widely used
on the island, being noted for its great du-
rability.

autarch (fi.'tark), n. [LGr. avrapxog, an auto-
crat, noun use of Gr. avrapxoc, self-ruling:

see autarchy."] An absolute ruler. [Bare.]

autarchic ^S.-tar'kik), a. [autarchy + -ic]
Of or pertaining to autarchy ; specifically, per-
taining to a stage of social evolution in which
groups are held together in larger wholes in-

voluntarily and by force. Amer. Jour. Sodol.,
Jan., 1901, p. 505.

autarith. (ft'ta-rith), n. [Irreg. < Gr. airdf,

self, + dpt8(fi6g), number.] An automatic
calculating-machine capable of performing the
four fundamental arithmetical operations of
adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing.
Buttons are moved by the operator along certain slots
corresponding to the figures with which the operation
is to be ^ei-formed. All further movements are effected
automatically through the action of a weight or spring-
motor which supplies the requisite energy. Sd. Amer.
Sup., Feb. 21, 1903, p. 22,689.

aute (a'o-ta), n, [Maori and Tahltian.] A
name in Tahiti andNew Zealand of the paper-
mulberry, Papyrius papyrifera. See Brous-
sonetia.

Auteu^uccinia (fii'-tu-puk-siu'l-a), «. [NL.,
< Gr. avT6g, self, + ev, well (good), H- Puccinia.]
The name applied by De Bary to a section of
the genus Puceinia characterized by having
the spermagonia, SBcidia, uredospores, and te-
leutospores borne on the same host-plant.

authenticater, authenticator (S/-then'ti-ka-

t^r, -tor), n. One who authenticates a docu-
ment, statement, fact, or the like, or estab-
lishes or guarantees its genuineness, validity,

or credibility.

autbigenetic (S,'''thi-je-net'ik), a. See -*'authi-

authigenic (8.-thi-jen'ik), a. [Gr. avdiytv^q, born
on the spot, < avdt, there, 4- -yevr/c, -bom.] Origi-
nating where found : applied to the minerals
of an igneous or metamorphio rock which
have crystallized in place, as contrasted with
the fragments of preSxisting rocks which form
the sediments. Also authigeneUc 8.Ti6.authige-

nous. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 90.

authigenous (&-thij'e-nus), a. See *aufhigenic.
author, n. 7. pi. A game of cards played
with a special pack bearing the names of au-
thors and their works. The pack is dealt out one at
a time as far as it will go for the players engaged. "The
one on the left of the dealer begins by asking any player
he chooses for a card of the same denomination as one
in his hand, naming the suit he wants. If the player
asked has it he must give it up, and the same player may
ask again ; if he has not the card it becomes his turn to
ask. As soon as any player gets four of the same de-
nomination (a * book '^ he lays them aside. The winner is

the one who lays aside the greatest number of ' books
In this way.—Author's prOOt See irproqf.



author-catalogue

author-catalogue, author-catalog (i^'thor-

kat'a-log), n. A library catalogue in which
the Books are arranged alphabetically accord-
ing to authors.

authorcraft (a'thgr-ki-aft), n. The craft of
the author ; the exercise of the skill of an au-
thor; authorship: as, " the mysteries of aM<fcor-

craft," Scott, Antiquary, xiv.

author-entry (ft'thor-en"tri), n. In library-
cataloguing, the entry of a book under the
name of the author, as distinct from a subject-
entry.

authorially (a-tho'ri-al-i), adv. As an author;
after the manner of an author or writer of
books.

I was, authtrrially speaking, behind the door.
Tupper, Twins, p. 170. [Bare.] S. E. D.

authorish (ft'thor-ish), a. {author + -isfei.]

Somewhat like an author.

Yet it hath an authorish twang about it.

Lamb, Final Mem., p. 257.

authorized (&'thgr-izd), p. a. 1. Duly em-
powered: as, a,n"authorized agent.— 3. For-
mally sanctioned by those having the right or
power to sanction, as a reprint or translation
of a book: as, an authorized edition; the ait-

thorizedyersion of the Bible. Also authorised.

authorless (&'thor-les), a. [author + -less.']

1. Of unknown or unadmitted authorship;
anonymous : as, an authorless rumor.
As I am not ignorant, so I ought to be sensible of the

false aspersions some authorless tongues have laid upon
me. Mrs. T. SackvUle, Guardian, Aug. 13, 1713, ISo. 133.

2. That never had an author ; unoriginated
by any one ; uncreated. Mtzedward Hall,
Hindu Philos. Syst., p. 64.-3. Without au-
thors or writers : as, "an interval of authorless

yeaxB," B. Wheatley. [Rare.] N.E.J).
author-number (sl'thor-num''''ber), n. The
number which, when appended to the initial

letter of an author's name, is used throughout
a library catalogue to represent that name:
for example, F5i for John Fiske, F87 for E.
A. Freeman, etc.

authotype (a'tho-tip), n. [Appar. an error for

autotype. Confused with author.'] In print-

ing: (a) The -printed facsimile of a signature

or design, (o) The block or plate by which
the facsimile is produced.
autic (S,'tik), a. laut(o)^ + -ic.'] Of, pertain-

ing to, or consisting of autos or real existences.

We should also bear in mind that behind and above
the great universe of natural objects, and the true cause
of all the rest, stands the autic universe.

6. J. Stoney, reprinted in Smithsonian Ueport, 1899,

[p. 221.

auto^ (&'to), n. A colloquial abbreviation of

automobile; a motor-ear. Amer. Inventor, Feb.

15, 1904, p. 79,

auto^ (fi.'to), m.
;
pi. OMfos (-toz). [A detached

use of auto-.'] A real existence ; what actually

exists, in contradistinction to what only appar-
ently exists.
An auto, then, is a thing that really exists and in no

wise depends on the way we, human minds, may happen
to regard it. Our impressions or beliefs about it may be
correct or may be erroneous, but the teim auto means
the thing itself.

G. J. Stoney, Proo. Eoy. Dub. Soc, VI. (If. S.) 478, 1896.

auto-abstract (a-to-ab'strakt), n. A summary
or abstract of an address or communication, as

before a learned society, prepared bjr the

speaker himself for insertion in the printed

proceedings. Nature, LXVII. 253.

auto-active (a-to-ak'tiv), a. Self-active or

self-acting : as, auto-actioe minds.

auto-anticoherer (4"to-an-ti-ko-her'6r), n. In

elect., an anticoherer which recovers spontan-

eously. See *anticoherer.

auto-anticomplement (a"t6 - an -ti -kom'ple -

ment), n. An antioomplement which is formed

within the same body against its own comple-

ments. See *complement, 8.

Autobasidii (a*t6-ba-sid'i-i), n. pi. [Nh.. pi.

of adj. from autobasidium.'] Same as >'Auto-

Autobasidiomycetes (a"to-ba-sid"i-o - mi-se

tez), n.pl. [NL., <Gr. avrdq, self, + Basidio-

mycetes.'] A group of Basidiomycetes having

unicellular basidia with sterigmata borne at

the apex which produce a single spore. Also

Autobasidii.

autobasidium (a"t6-ba-sid'i-um),m.; pi. auto-

hasidia (-a). [NL.,'<Gfr. avrdq, self, -I- basidmm

(which see).] A simple basidium without sep-

tation, as in the Autobasidiomycetes.

autobiografer, ». A simplified spelling of auto-

biographer.
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autobiografy, n. A simplified spelling of auto-
biography.

autobiographal (ft^'to-bi-og'ra-fal), a. Same
as autobiographical. [Rare.] "

2!t. E. D.
autoboat (S.'to-bot'*'), n. A boat equipped with
an automobile engine which, by virtue of its

ability to make many more revolutions per
minute than the regular marine type of engine,
fives a high rate of speed. The flrstregular auto-
oat race in America took place on May 30, 1901, under

the charge of the Manhasset Bay Yacht Club of New
York. See irmotorboat.

autoboating (ft'tp-bofing), n. The sailing or
navigation of an autoboat for pleasure or rec-
reation.

autobolide (6-t6-b6-ledM, n, [F. "autoboUde,
< Gr. airrdg, self, -f- ^oTiig {poTuS-), a missile.]
An automobile car designed to be projected
through the air from a specially constructed
track : an exhibition of daring devised in
France. The car and operator descend a steep aerial
incline which curves inward and backward at the foot.
The car is held from falling by guard-rails as it turns up-
side down at the foot of the incline. The stored momen-
tum of the car sends it across an air-gap in the track, and
a couuter-weight under the car causes It to turn a half-
somersault in the air, landing against a curved surface
which passes into a gentle incline on which the car, now
right side up, is gradually retarded until itruns easily oS
on the ground and is brought to rest. The track is less
than 200 feet long, and the act Occupies about 4 seconds.

autobus (a'to-bus"), «. [auto- + 6ms.] An
automobile omnibus ; a vehicle propelled by
its own motor and capable of carrying a dozen
or more passengers.
autocar (S,'to-kar), n. [auto(-mobile) + car.]

1. An automobile car ; a car which contains
in itself a motor with its source of power.—2.

A trade-name of a special form of motor-car.

autocarette (&"to-ka-ret'), n. [auto- + carette.]

A commercial name for a type of motor-
driven omnibus or wagonette used in cities.

autocarpous, a. (6) Self-fruiting, that is, fruit-

ing as the result of self-fertilization.

autocarpy (&'to-kar-pi), n. [NL. "autocarpia,

< Gr. avrdKapirbg, self-fructifying, < Gr. avrdc,

self, + Kaprdg, fruit.] The condition of self-

fruiting, or fruiting as the result of self-fer-

tilization.

autocarriage (S.'t6-kar-aj), n. [auto- + car-

riage.] A motor-driven vehicle or motor-ear,

usually of the pleasure-vehicle class and car-

rying more than two persons.

autocatalysis (3."to-ka-tal'i-sis), n. [auto- +
catalysis.] laphys. chem., the catalytic action

of a complex substance upon itself, in which
one of its functions accelerates the velocity

of reaction of another function.

autocatalytic (^''to-kat-a-lifik), a. In phys.

chem., acting by autocatalysis, or exhibiting

the phenomenon of autocatalysis.

autochore (Si'to-kor), n. [Gr. airSs, self, +
X^p^'v, spread aliroad.] In phytogeog., a plant

distributed by its own motility : applied to the

same plants as mastigospore, but in a different

sense. F. E. Clements.

autochrome (4'to-kr6m), a. [Gr. avrds, self,

+ XP^P"^} color.] ' A term applied to the Lu-
mifere process of color *photography (which

see). The Century, Jan., 1908, p. 326.

autochthon, n. 3. That element or portion of

the fauna of a given regionwhich hasdescended
directly from animals which occupied the re-

gion at a much earlier period : contrasted with

fwterochthon.

autochthonous, o. 3. In^e«?-oZ., noting rocks

which have originated in situ, such as peat,

rock-salt, and stalagmitic limestone ; also ap-

Elied to constituent minerals of rocks which

ave crystallized in the place they now occupy.

Autochthonous materials are contrasted with

the mechanically derived particles of clastic

rocks.
,

autoclastic (a-to-klas'tik), a. [Gr. avrdc, self,

+ KXaardg, < KXav, break.] In geol., noting a

fragmental rock produced by dynamic crushing

or granulation, without loss of cohesion : con-

trasted with sediments the particles of which

come from a distance.

Another term, "autoclastic," introduced by American

writers and frequently used in this memou-, might with

advantage be changed to " authiclastic (= brecciated m
situ). Nature, April 16, 1903, p. 555.

autoclave, n. 3. A form of digester in which

mixtures of chemicals can be safely heated

under great pressure : largely used in the man-

ufacture of coal-tar dyestuffis.—3. A device

for the sterilization by steam under pressure of

bacterial cultures or culture media, milk, and

other substances.

autodiagnostic

autocoherer (a^to-ko-her'fer), n. [auto- + co.
herer.] In elect., a coherer which spontane-
ously recovers its resistance after the passing
of the electric wave. See *coherer.
autocolony (ft'to-kol-o-ni), n. [auto- + colony.]
In hot, the union in'the form of a colony of

Caelastrum spharicum, NSg.

;

daugfhter-coenoDia (autocolooies).
' Freshwater Algse.")

large ccenobia giving rise to
X 475.) (From West's " British

several autospores at the time of their expul-
sion.

autoconduction (S;'to-kon-duk'shon), n. [auto-
+ conduction.] A method of employing high-
frequency currents by placing the part to be
acted upon within the solenoid, but not in
direct connection with the circuit.

autoconverter (a.*to-kon-ver'ter), n. See
*autotransformer.

autOCOpyist (&-to-kop'i-ist), n. [Gr. avrdg,

self, + copyist] Inj>ftotop.,asimplifiedmethod
of printing from sheets of bichromated gelatin
in an ordinary letter-copying press.

autocratress C^-tok'ra-tres), n. A female auto-
crat ; an autocratrix."

autocriticism (&-to-krit'i-sizm), ». Critieiem

of one's self or of one's own productions ; self-

criticism.

autocycle (ft'to-sl-kl), n. [auto- + cycle.] 1.

The trade-name of a combination of two tan-

dem bicycles side byside,betweenwhich are the

tanks and appliances appropriate to a chemical
fire-extinguisher, and a propelling motor. The
saddles of the bicycles will carry four men, and
the motor will propel the machine at high
speed. See also *autoquadrioycle.— 2. Same
as *motor-cycle.

autOCytolysin (3;"t6-si-tol'i-sin), n. [Gr. aiirdq,

self, -I- Kvrog, a hollow (a cell), -I- Xiaig, disso-

lution, -I- -i»2.] Same as *autolysin.

autocytolytic (a'to-si-to-lifik), a. [auto-

cytolysis(-lyt-) + -ic'.] Of or pertaining to the

destruction of cells by cytotoxins produced in

the body of the same animal.

Justwhat the agencies are underwhich in normal living

tissues cells are protected from the action of the auto-

cytolytic substances is not yet clear.

Med. Becord, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 247.

autocytotoxin (4-to-si-to-tok'sin), n. [auto- +
cytotoxin.] A cytotoxin produced in the body
of an animal against its own cells. The for-

mation of such bodies is rare, but it seems to

occur at times. See *autohetaolysin.

In a few instances avtocytotoscins for blood-cells have
been produced. Science, May 2, 1902, p. 697.

autodermalium (a"to-d6r-ma'li-um), n.
;
pi.

autodermalia(-a,). [iJL., <Gr. airof, self, -I-

dipfia, skin : see dermal.] In sponges, one of the

spicules which support the dermal membrane.
They are usually hexactmal or pentactinal,with4 similar

rays lying embedded in the membrane and with the axial

cross placed within the latter. Compare hypodermale.

AutodetUS (a-tod'e-tus), n. [Gr. aMSeros,

self-bound, < avrdg, self, -I- *6sT6q, < 6dv, bind.]

A genus of tubicolous annelids which make a

regularly spiral tube attached by the apical

whorls : erroneously regarded by some authors

as gastropod mollusks. The species are all

extinct and are found in Silurian and Devonian

formations. , .. .

autodiagnosis (a"t6-di-ag-n6'sis), n. [auto- +
diagnosis.] Diagnosis of one's own disease or

state of health.

autodiagnostic (a'to-di-ag-nos'tik), a. [auto-

+ diagnostic.] Relating to or effecting auto-

diagnosis.

The same hand must not be used tor •autodiagnostic

purposes aU the time, but it is advisable to change hands

metliodically, using the right hand at one stance and

the left at another. »«<«• Heeord, Lilll, ie».



antodifferentiation

autodiflferentiation (^''to-dif-e-ren' shi-a'-
shon), n. In bioL, differentiation produced by
intrinsic causes or due to conditions resident
in the organism. A. W. Trettien, Amer. Jour.
Psychol., XII. p. 25.

autodigestion (&"tordi-jes'tyon), n. lauto- +
digesUon.'\ Digestion by the gastric juice of
portions of the mucous membrane of the
stomach which have lost their vitality. See
^autolysis.

autodrome (&'to-dr6m), ». [auto^ + -drome,
as in hippodrome. Cf . Gv. ai/roSpo/wc, running of
itself, < alrSg, self, + -ipofuig, < 6pa/ielv, run.]
A circus or course for the running of auto-
mobiles, especially for speeding or raeiug.

autoecioilS, a. Z. in mycol., passing through
all its stages of development on the same host,

as certain species of the genus Pitcdnia.

autoecism (a-te'sizm), n. [autwc{ious) + -ism.]

The state or condition of an autoecious para-
site.

auto-epigraph (a-to-ep'i-graf), «. [auto- +
epigrrapft.] An epigraph written by the subject
of it; an inscription composed by one's self

for one's own tomb or monument.
auto-erotism (S,'to-e-rot'izm), n. lauto- +
erot(ic) + -ton.] A. form of sexual perversion
in which the presence or thought of another
person is not necessary to arouse desire.

autogamic (fi.-to-gam'ik), o. 1. In lot., of, per-
taining to, or exhibiting self-fertilization.—2.
In hiol., of or pertaining to the pairing or
mating of like with like.

Pearson adds, "Yariations do not occur accidentally,
or in isolated instances ; a%tU>gamie and assortative mat-
ing are realities."

T. B. Morgan, Evol. and Adapt., p. 269.

Aatogamlc mating. See -kmating.

autogamy, n. Z. In hiol., the pairing or mat-
ing of like with like.

autogastrallum (a"to-gas-tra'li-um), n.; pi.

autogastralia (-a). [Gr. avrSg, self, + gastralis,

gaStfii; Cf. gastralium.'} One of the spicules
which support the gastral membrane in

sponges. Also gastralium.

autogen (&'to-jen), n. [Gr. avToyev^g, self-

produced.] A self-sustaining organism, as
contrasted with one that is dependent upon
others. [Rare.]

The broadest distinction that can be named is that
which separates the manufacturing organisms from the
non-.viaiiiifaeturing organisms, the autogen from the
parasite. L, F. Ward, Dynamic SocioL, 1. 412.

autogeneric (a'''to-je-ner'ik), a. [auto- + gen-

ericr] Pertaining to other individuals of the
same living type : used by K!. Pearson in such
phrases as autogeneric influence, autogeneric

selection, etc.

autogenetic, a. 2, Inp%«.jreoj., pertaining to
a stream of which the course has not been de-
termined by the slope of the original surface

of the land— Autogenetlc drainage, drainage
(streams) of which the course lias not been determined
by the original surface of the land. Such streams are
characteristic of many plains and of the valley-sides of

master-streams. — Autogenetlc topography, land re-

lief which has been produced by the work of autogenetlc
streams.

autogenic, a. 2. Same as *auiMgenic.

Autogenous soldering. This process is now carried out
with metals, in addition to the older methods, by means
of the oxyacetylene blowpipe and of the aluminothermy
of Goldschmidt—Autogenous valley, a valley formed
by an autogenetlc stream.

autograft a., n., and v.t. A simplified spelling

of autograph.

autogram (A'to-gram), m. fGrr. airiif , self, +
ypaft/m, vmtin'g.] 1. A telegraphic message
sent and received in the handwriting of the

sender. See telautograph.—Z. An autograph.
Autograpll recorder, a time-recording device which,

when the autograph of an arriving or leaving employee

is inscribed on a tape or tablet, simultaneously records

the time of the inscription.

autographism (a'to-graf-ism), ». [As auto-

graph + -ism.) A condition in which tracings

made on the skin with the end of a stick or

other hard object persist for a time as eleva-

tions on the surface; dermographism.

autographize (a'ta-gra-fiz), v. i.; pret. and

pp. autographized, ppr. autograpMzing. [auto-

graph + -ize.'] To collect autographs. Dibdin.

[Bare.] N. E. D.
autographizer (a'to-gra-fi'z6r), n. One who
is engaged in making a collection of auto-

graphs. Dibdin. [Kare.] N. E. B.

autographometer (a"to-gra-fom'e-ter), n. [Gr.

avT6ypa<j>oc, "self-wntten, + /lerpov, measure.]

An instrument which registers the topography

of surfaces over which it is rolled.
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autogravure (&"to-gra-vTir'),. » [auto- + F.
gravure, < graver, engrave, record.] A photo-
mechanical modification of the etchingprocess.
The placing of a bitiuninous ground on copper is fol-

lowed by the transfer of a photographic image from a
reversed transparency, etching being accomplished by
solutions of ferric chlorid. Woodbury, Encyc. Diet, of
Fhotog., p. 49.

autoharp (3,'to-harp), n. [auto- + harp.] A
musical instrument of the zither class, having

Autoharp.

across the strings several bars provided with
projecting dampers so arranged that when one
of the bars is pressed down all strings are
damped or rendered mute except those of some
particular chord. By supplying such bars for a num-
ber of chords usually required in simple accompani-
ments, the instrument is made usable for convenient
arpeggio eifects with but little technical knowledge or
skill on the part of the player.

autohemolysin (a"to-he-mol'i-sin), n. A he-
molysin directed against the red corpuscles of
the same individual.

autohemolysis (^''to-he-mol'i-sis), n. Hemol-
ysis referable to the action of autohemolysins.
It is of rare occurrence. Also autohsmiolysii.

Some observations are recorded in which, after profuse
internal hemorrhage, hsematuria has developed, mdicat-
ing the possibility of autohssmolysis under special condi-
tions. Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 247.

autohemolytic (4"to-hem-o-lit'ik), a. Refer-
ring to the action of autohemolysins. Also

autohypnosis (S,"t6-hip-n6'sis), n. [auto- +
hypnosis.] Seli-in5uced hypnotic trance.

autohypnotic (El."to-hip-not'ik), a. and n. I,

a. Relating to or of the nature of autohypnosis.

II. n. One who has the power to put him-
self into the hypnotic state.

autohypuotism (&-to-hip'no-tizm), n. [auto-

+ hypnotism.] Self-induced hypnotism.
autohypnotization (§.-to-hip"no-ti-za'shon),

n. The induction of hypnosis by autosugges-
tion ; self-hypnotizing.

The conduct of our witch-burning ancestors now be-

comes intelligible, a step on the way to being pardonable.
With their methods and inherited prejudices, they could
scarcely have reasoned otherwise than they did in certain
cases of hysteria and autohypnotization.

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. SS.

autO-immuni'bT' (S."to-i-mil'ni-ti), n. [auto- +
immwrnty.] finmunity acquired through dis-

ease, or congenital, as distinguished from that
effected by the injection of prophylactic se-

rums.
auto-immunization (ft'to-i-mti-ni-za'shon), n.

The immunization of an animal with cells or
cellular products derived from the same ani-

mal. The resulting adaptation-products are toxic for

the same cells which gave rise to their formation. Such
an occurrence is rare. See -kauiohenwlysin.

auto-infection (^''to-in-fek'shon), n. Self-

infection ; infection of the body from within,

in contradistinction to exogenic infection ; the

act whereby an organism infects itself with
parasites, as sometimes happens in cases of

tapeworm, pinworms, bacterial diseases, etc.

Some are short-lived, and from knowledge of their life

history one may conclude that they are not likely to be
met with in large numbers, while in other cases auto-in-

fection renders a considerable increase in numbers prob-
able as is the case with the pinworms, Oxyuris vermi-

cnlaris, or threatens to infest the host with dangerous
larval stages as in the pork tapeworm, Teenia solium.

Trana. Amer. Micros. Soc, Nov. 1903, p. 111.

autoing (&'to-ing), n. The use of automobiles
for business' or pleasure traveling.

auto-intoxication (a'to-in-tok-si-ka'shon), n.

Poisoning with substances produced within the

body ; systemic poisoning by toxic material

formed within one's own body during the pro-

cess of intestinal digestion, or by the waste
products of metabolism.

The common starting-point of auto-intoxication theories

is the influence of certain products of decomposition of

living substance upon the continuance of cell-activity.

H. B. Foster; Amer. Jour. Psychol., XII. leo.

autoist (ft'to-ist), n. [auto + ist.] One who
owns, uses, or runs an 'auto' or automobile.

Sci. Amer. LXXXVIII. 134.

autolysis

autokinesis (ft'to-M-ne'sis), n. [See autoki-

nesy.] In physiol., spontaneous motion,

autollmnitlc (&*to-lim-nit'ik), a. [Gr. airrff,

self, + Xifivn, late, + -it-ic.] Floating or

swimming in fresh water and confined to the

superficial layer of water. See *bathyUmmtic,
*limnitic, *zonolimnitic. Maeokel (trans.)

Planktonie Studies, p. 580.

autologist (a-tol'o-jist), n. One who is en-
gaged in the scientific study of self. See
autology.

autoluminescence (a^to-lu-mi-nes'ens), n.

The spontaneous emission of Ught. See *lu-

minescence.

Of more popular interest was Prof. George F. Barker's

"Note on Kadio-activlty and Autoluminescence."
SeL Amer. , May 7, 1904, p. 386.

autoluminescent (&'''to-lu-mi-nes'ent), n.

[auto- + luminescent.] Capable of emitting
luminous rays spontaneously and without ex-

citation from other bodies : said of ,the so-

called radioactive substances. See *lumi-
nescenee.

autolysin (S.-tol'i-sin), n. [autolysis + -in^.]

A lysin which will cause the dissolution of

cells in the body of the animal in which it is

formed. The formation of such bodies is

rare. Also autocytolysin.

autolysis (fi.-tol'i-sis), n. [Gr. aird;, self, +
liaig, dissolution.] Self-dissolution; ia phys-
iol., self-digestion ; autodigestion. JJnta re-

cently it was generally held that the only ferments oc-

curring in the animal body were the common ferments
of the digestive secretions, and that cellular digestion,

in contradistinction to gastro-intestiiial digestion, waa
referable to the peculiar activity of living protoplasm.
Salkowski, however, demonstrated as early as 1890 that
liver-tissue, when finely minced and kept in saturated
chloroform water, will undergo changes which are .mani-
festly analogous to those occurring during pancreatic
digestion. For this form of tissue-digestion Salkowski
proposed the term autodigestion, and he suggested that
probably the process was referable to the action of fer-

ments contained in the liver-cells which were liberated
after the death of the latter by the chlorofoi-m. Similar
changes could be demonstrated in the case of muscle-
tissue. Other investigators, while admitting that auto-
digestion of organs does occur, explained the phenome-
non on the basis of a supposed absorption of gastro-in-

testinal zymogens and their transformation into the cor-

responding enzyms lay the chloroform. This view has
been definitely abandoned, it having been satisfactorily
demonstrated that Salkowski's interpretation of the pro-
cess of autodigestion, or autolysis, as it is now more
commonly termed, is correct, and that cellular digestion
is undoubtedly referable to intracellular ferment-action.
This is in accord with observations made in vegetable
physiology, where it had already been shown that the
ti-ansformation of starch in developing seeds, in tubers,
and in rhizomes was referable to an intracellular dias-
tase, and that the solution of glucosides and fats was de-
pendent upon the action of enzyms. Nevertheless the
full import of intracellular ferment-action was not fully
recognized until Biichner showed that even though fer-

ments cannot be extracted from all dead cells by ordi-
nary means, they can be demonstrated after the destruc-
tion of the cell-envelop by high pressure, by repeated
freezing and thawing, etc. These researches, which
were essentially conducted with yeast-cells, and led to
the discovery of the intracellular zymose, are now clas-
sical. In their general behavior the intracellular auto-
lytic ferments are similar to the common digestive fer-
ments. Here, as there, are proteolytic ferments, diastatic
ferments, and lipolytic ferments. There is, however,
a greater multiplicity ; for in certain cells is recognized
the existence also of oxidizing ferments, of ferments
which are capable of causing the cleavajge of nucleins, of
others which can transform amido-acids into amides,
and of still others which are capable of splitting off carbon
dioxid from certain bodies, etc. Apparently we are only
on the threshold of knowledge of these ferments, the
number of which in a single cell may be remarkable, as
in the liver-cell, where at least 12 different ferments,
side by side, have been demonstrated. Autolytic pro-
teolysis is strictly analogous to peptic and tryptic diges-
tion, but it is noteworthy that the autolytic proteases
are more specific in their action. Generally speaking,
they cause the cleavage of the albumins of their respec-
tive tissues more readily than of heterologous tissues,
and certain members of the group, such as the proteoly-
tic ferment of the liver, are totally incapable of acting
upon the albumins of other organs, as lung-tissue, for
example. Therefore .Tacobi has suggested restricting
the term autolysis to the destructive action of the fer-
ments of a given organ or tissue upon the corresponding
tissue, and designating the action of a given ferment
upon a foreign tissue as heterolysis. WheUier the auto-
lytic ferments are also capable of constructive action
has not yet been ascertained. A prioH this appears
likely, and it may be imagined that under nornial condi-
tions a certain equilibrium of reaction exists between the
complex cellular components and the corresponding radi-
cals. The recognition of this principle will lead to a
more satisfactory understanding of many problems con-
nected with cell-nutrition, not only under normal but
also under pathological conditions. Jacob! has already
shown that liver autolysis is much accelerated (in a cata-
bolic direction) in animals poisoned by phosphorus,
thus furnishinga satisfactory explanation ofmany obscure
phenomena noted in this condition as well as in allied
degenerative changes. The importance of autolytic pro-
cesses is further exemplified in pneumonia, where the
resolution of the exudate is unquestionably largely ef-
fected in this manner. There is evidence to show that
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autolytic processes may be active in the defense of thfi <>ii4'^»_x i. y. ,

animal body against bacteria and bacteria] proSuetL and
automatograpll (4 - to - mat'6 - grkt),

hence of moment in the t
^.

he production of immunity. Know- -P*2'C^''i'%«v an instrument for reeordine theledge of the subject is stiU in its infancy, but it may
safely be asserted that the discovery of autolysis is one
of the most important in the domain of physiolosty and
physiological chemistry. "
autolytic (a-to-lit'ik), a. lautolysis (-lyt-) +
-tc.] Relating to or of the nature of autolysis.

One can readily convince himself of the energetic
action of autolytu ferments by the simple experiment
of placing a piece of fresh pneumonic lung in the stage
of gray hepatization under chloroform and noting Se
rapid solution of the exudate, In contrast with the
absence of this process in earlier stages of the disease

Science, Nov. 28, 1902, p. 858.

autolyze (a'td-liz), v. t; pret. and pp. auto-
lyzed, ppr. autolyzing. [autoMsis) 4 (-i)ze
Cf. analyse from analysis.'] To undergo or
cause to undergo autolytie digestion. Science,
July 3, 1903, p. 15.

automacy. (a-tom'a-si), n. [Gr. avTonaria (re-
corded only as a name for the goddess of
chance), < avrdfrnroc, self-moving.] Same as
automatism, 1; action determined by outer
conditions and not by the will.

The several comparisons seem to define that course
of volitional development arising in the chemical and
mechanical affinities of the mineral realm, burgeonin"
in sunple vitality, multiplying iathe motUity of animal
We, greatly expanding in the collective activity of demotic
organization, and culminating in the conquest of na-
ture through the mind-guided powers of enlightened
mankmd. Expressed briefly, this course of develop-
ment may be characterized as the progressive passage
from aiUomaey to autonomy.

W. J. McQee, An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., XVII. 177.

automat (4'to-mat), «. [G., < Gr., avrd/iarov

:

see automaton.'] 1. A photogi-aphie lens-
shutter which is opened and kept open by
means of a pneumatic bulb.—2. An appara-
tus consisting of a series of lifts in compart-
ments from which, by means of automatic
machinery, separate articles of food at stated
prices are delivered to any one who will drop
the necessary coin into a slot ; also, a restau-
rant which serves its customers by means of
such an apparatus. The aim is to do away
with the intermediation of waiters. [Recent.]
flUtomatic. I. o. —Automatic combustion or
automatic fire. Same as spontaneoits cmiibustion.
Automatic feeder. See */ee(i«r.—Automatic flre-
ann, a firearm in which the recoil, or part of the force
of the explosive, is used to eject the spent cartridge-
shell, introduce a new cartridge, cock the striker, and
close the breech. It will continue to flre as long as
there are cartridges supplied and the gunner presses
the trigger. See kparabeUum.—AxOovaatic photog-
raphy, -Apiano-player. See the nouns.—Automatic
prmter, m photog., a machine for automatically print-
ing upon slips of sensitized bromide or chlorid paper :

devised by Urie. The strip is pressed by a pad against a
negative for a suitable period, such as two seconds, and
exposed during this time to the action of electric light.
The lights aie then turned down, and the strip is moved
and a fresh portion exposed. All movements are actu-
ated by clockwork. The strips are developed 1^ being
passed through chemical baths, and are then washed
and dried. In this way several thousand prints a day
can be secured. -Automatic reel. See -kreen.—
Automatic writing, writing performed unconsciously
or subconsciously, while the attention of the writer is
otherwise engaged : the term is applied to planchette-
writing, on the theory that the writing done with that
instrument is not always done with some degree of in-
tention to deceive or entertain.

II. n. One who is subject to automatism.
automatism, ». 4. Specifically, in psychol:
(a) An action performed unconsciously oi
subconsciously while the agent's attention is
otherwise engaged, or while he is in a trance
or sleep-like state. (6) The mental state of
the agent during such a performance.

automorph
less shock from the roadway to the controlling hand, and
IS universal on al but light cars. The rear^irels ttS
^h^ o^wf' "''^'"''S jto motion either by drive-chains

,^=.?fi? 'n*?*'
*ni8=ar«- In the electric car the motors (two

?ednct^in"^?h*i'^
axle by spur-gears, giving convenS

reduction. The motors ai-e controlled by a controllerwhich IS operated by a combined lever and switch. Thecar IS fitted with two brakes, one a service-brake and theother a more powerful one for emergencies. The driving-

IL„n„ °Ji?'''^?""'i'^
fitted with a compensatiug-geS-

to allow the outer wheel on turning a curve to travel alonger path than the wheel which is nearer the center

»?„*.^T'™^""''T ^^ '*« 'B"'**™ «ff«tea by electric

?£^^,*K ® i«ter»Mi.o<«»4M8Mon *nwtor), and caS be con-
trolled by a Uirottle-valve and by advancing or retardin-
the spark. Such motors must also have change-speed
gears for varying resistances and to permit the direction
of the motor to be reversed ; a clutch must also be placedbetween motor- and driving-wheels to aUowthe cai to bestopped without stopping the motor. In steam-cars the
flash or semi-flash type of boiler is much used, eliminat-

Automatograph.

involuntary movements of hand and arm; a
scientific form of the planchette. J. Jastrow.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., IV. 400.
automnesia (a-tom-ne'si-a), «. [Gr. airdc,
sell, -I- /iv^mf, memory.] la'psychol, spontane-
ous memory

; the revival of past experience
without apparent conditions in association.
M^bot (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 153.

^ww^"]*- K
"•• «;-AutomobUe chair, a chair onwheels, dnyen by an electric motor and stor^e-battery

used at exhibitions and fairs for carrying visitors about
the buildings and grounds. The chair has somewhat the
lines of a low phaeton, the larger wheels nndei the body
being the driving-wheels, and the two smaller ones in
front under the foot-rest being used for steering and
steadying. The operator sita at the rear. The batteriesand motors give a speed of about three miles an hour—
Automobile cycle.. See -trcyalel.

II. n. 2. Any device or apparatus which is
movable by a force placed within itself and ia
self-acting as to direction and control ; specif-
ically—(a) A torpedo, carrying within itself a
store of accumulated energy, which can be
launched froma vessel or fort, and which, when
properly directed and adjusted, will move
through the water until it reaches the object
at which it is aimed. (&) A vehicle, carrying
within itself the source of themeehanicalpower
which propels it, designed to move on common
roads orhighways : a motor-car. The automobile
or motor-car is not strictly an automobile, since a human
intelligence always steers it and controls the power. The
motor-car diflfers from the locomotive in that it does not
travel on rails, and from the traction-engine or tractor in
that it carries the load instead of drawing it after itself
in other wheeled vehicles. The motor-bicycle and motor-
tricycle differ from the motor-car in that the latter has
nearly always four wheels. The types of vehicle included
under the name avtomobUe fall under one of four groups :

(1) The racing-car (rarely called an 'automobile 'X de-

Electric Automobile.
^, A, receptacles for storage-batteries ; B, motor control ; C, steer-

ing-gear; D, motor.

mg some troubles connected with the fire-tnbe types.
For night use motor-cars are equipped with powerful re-
flector- or lens-lanterns, fed by acetylene gas from gen-
erators on the car. The spee-l of racing-cars ia not fixed,
but 120 miles an hour has been reached with motors of
from 80 to 100 horse-power. The carrying capacity of trucks

Gasolene Automobile.
A. cooler (or radiator)

; B, connecting steering-rod ; C, change-
speed lever; J3, emergency-brake le»er; E, steering-wheel, witb
spark and throttle controls.

Chassis of Automobile,

j4, cooler; S, tan ; C, C, steering-knuckles; D, carbureter; S,
water-circulating pipe ; ^, inlet manifold; C, exhaust; N, fly-

wheel and clutch; /, speed-lerer; J, emergency-brake leTer; K',
gear-set; L, muffler; M, inclosed shaft drive; JV, brake-beami;
O, O, brakes; P, gasolene-tank

; Q, differential casing.

This leads us to the chief field of research in " autom-
afo'TOM," or actions of the subconscious or " subliminal

"

self. The prototype of such things is found in the per-
formances of natural somnambulists, who in all ages
have seemed to exhibit faculties beyond their power
when in a normal condition. ^

•c. Brit, XXXII. 62.

automatlst, ». 3. Specifically, in j»«^c^o2., the
subject of automatism ; one who writes, etc.,

automatically.

Trance is a name applied to a form of automatism,
whether healthy or morbid, in which the automatist ap-
pears to be in some way altered, or even asleep, but in
which he may speak or write certain matter of which his
normal personality is ignorant at the time, and which it

rarely remembers on his return to waking life. If there
appears to be not merely a modification but a substitu-
tion of personality in the trance, it is called possession.
Trance occurs spontaneously in so-called somnambulism,
as a result of disease in hysteria, and as a result of sug-
gestion, etc., in hypnotic states. A fuller analysis shows
Classes which slide into each other in variotis ways.

F. W. II. Myers, Proo. Soc. Psychical Research,
[XVII. 67.

signed for greatspeed on prepared special tracks or speed-
ways, carrying one or at most two persona, and made as
light as is consistent with high power

; (2) the touring-
car, designed to carry four or five persons, made to secure
comfort on long trips, and of high power in the moderate
class

; (3) the service-car, intended for uae in cities or
suburban districts, of moderate power and speed, and
caiTying two or more persons

; (4) the business wagon or
truck, intended for the delivery of merchandise, having
considerable carrying capacity but slow speed. Again,
motor-cars may be grouped, according to their source qt
propelling energy, into : (1) electric-cars, driven by elec-

tric motors energized from storage-batteries
; (2) steam-

cars, in which a boiler supplies steam to an engine geared
to the driving-axles; (3) gasolene-cars (more properly
termed internal-combustion motor-cars), in which the ex-

pansive force of a mixture of gasolene vapor and air, on
being ignited, is used to drive the motor-piston. Com-
pressed air has also been used to drive motor-cars. The
wheels of the motor-car usually have rubber tires, pneu-
matic on the lighter and speedier vehicle, and solid on
the motor-truck and -cab. The axle-bearings are fitted

with steel balls in runways to reduce friction. The vehi-

cle is usually steered by the front pair of wheels, which
are carried on special mountingafrom the front axle, and
the proper direction is given by a steering-lever or -wheel

at the diver's seat. The wheel-steering device transmits

has been limited to about 10 tons on account of dUBcnl-
Hea from the road-bed. Touring-cara have a capacity of
from 16 to 60 horse-power, and speeds ranging up to 40
or 60 miles an hour. Light electrics have a radius of ac-
tion of about 30 miles from a charging-station, or a 60-
mile limit. Increasing comfort and luxnry are secured by
inclosing the rear or tonneau part of the touring-car,
making It a vehicle for all weathers and tempei-atui-ea
and not a pleasure-vehicle only.

automobile (a-to-md'bil), v. i. To ride in an
automobile vehicle. [Recent.] Cosmopolitan,
XXV. 485.

automobilism (a-to-mo'bil-izm), n. The use of
automobile vehicles. [Recent.]
automobilist (&-to-m6'bil-ist), ». One who
uses an automobile vehicle.

automobility (3, -to-mo-bil'i-ti), n. lautomo-
hile + -ity (or auto-' + mobility).] 1. The
character or fact of being automobile ; ca-
pacity for making automatic movements. See
automatic, 2.—2. The use of automobiles as a
means of locomotion ; travel by means of au-
tomobiles. Nature, Nov. 26, 1903 (advt.).

[Rare.]

automobillze (i-to-mo'bil-iz), v.i.; pret. andpp.
automohilized, ppr. automobilizing. [automobile
+ -ize.] To use, ride in, or drive an automo-
bile as a means of locomotion or for pleasure.

N. Y. Times, March 26, 1902. [Rare.]

automorph (a't6-m6rf), n. [Gr. avrog, self, +
/lopf^, form.] in math., the product of a form
by its unit form.

As to the fonns(m!i;2/^«j/2), (xZ/^mny^), mere ore-

tomorphs of the same form, i.e., products of the form by
its unit-form r2

—

mn u2 =1, are not to be considered as
distinct forms.

Sep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement ofSd., 1901, p. C54,
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automorphic, a: 2. In math., characterized by
automorphism. See *automorphism, 2.— 3.
Same as idiomorphic— Automorpliic fimctioii,
In math., a function which is unchanged hy all the sub-
stitutions of any group of linear transformations.

Two classes of automorphic /unctions are known by
which this uniformisation may be effected: namely,
one which was first given by Weber in GSttinger Nach-
nchten, 1886, and one which was first given by the author,
Phil. Trans., 1898.

E. T. Whittaker, Modern Analysis, p. 339.

automorpllism, «. 2. In math., the property
of remaining unchanged by all the substitu-
tions of any group of linear transformations.
Science, June 5, 1903, p. 904.— 3. Anthropomor-
phism

; the conception of the lower animals by
a,nalogy with man. H. M. Stanley, Evol. Psy-
chol, of Feeling, p. 297.

automorphous (4-t6-m6r'fus), a. Same as au-
tomorphic

automotive (&-to-m6'tiv), a. lauto-+ motive.']

Propelled by its' own power; automobile.
automotor (&-to-m6'tor), n. lauto- + motor.]
A motor-propelled vehicle; an automobile
Automotor crane. See *cranez.

autonephrotoxm (a-to-nef-ro-tok'sin), n.
[auto- + nephrotoxin.] ' A nephi-otoxin which
has resulted in the body of an animal as the
result of an auto-immunization, and which is

directed against the renal epithelium of the
same individual.

autonoetic (S;*to-n6-et'ik), a. [Gr. avrSg, self,

-I- vo^Tticd;, < v'mrroc, perceiving; see noetic]
Self-perceiving. Clairvoyant : as, the autorwelic ac-
tion of the mind. JIT. E. D.

autonomical (4-to-nom'i-kal), a. Autonomous;
same as autonomic.
autonomically (ft-to-nom'i-kal-i), adv. In an
autonomic manner.
autononusni (a-ton'o-mizm), n. [autonomy +
-ism.] 1. The principle of autonomy or the in-
dependence of municipalities or of communi-
ties each containing but a single municipality.
J. Fiske.—2. The theory that the forms into
which animals and plants develop are deter-
mined by an inward agency. Biol. Bull., Sept.
1904, p. 201.

autonomistic (4-ton-o-mis'tik), a. Of or per-
taining to autonomisin. Biol. Bull., Sept., 1904,
p. 20]

.

autonomize (S,-ton'o-miz), v. t; pret. and pp.
autonomized, ppr. auionondeing. [autonom{ous)
-I- -fee.] To make autonomous; render self-

governing.
aut0U3nil, 'i- 4. Inajitferoj)., the nameby which
a people call themselves.

auto-objective (a"tp - ob - jek'tiv), a. Subjec-
tively objective; relating to an olojeet residing
in the subject. Thus an objective sensation is one
aroused by the action of an external stimulus— sound,
for example ; a subjective sensation is a sensation pro-

\ duced in the absence of peripheral stimulation— an
'image ' of an objective sensation ; an auto-objective sen-
sation is a sensation aroused by a stimulus residing in
the body of the subject— an organic sensation (as pain,
hunger, etc.).

The second class of objective sensations may be called
indirect objective or auto-objective. This .class of sensa-
tions includes hunger, thirst, suffocation, pain, fatigue,
etc. It will be noted that these auto^^bjective sensations
all arise from different conditions that exist within the
aystem, the first three named being manifestations of
needs of the body for more matter, the last two, mani-
festations of overstimulation or overwork. Suck, Med.
Handbook, VIL 742.

auto-oplithalmoscope (^''to-of-thal'mo-skop),

n. See autophthalmosoope.'

auto-ophthalmoscopy (^''to-of-thal'mo-sko-
pi), n. [auto- + ophmalmdscopy.] Inspection
of the interior of one's own eye by means of a
specially devised instrument, the autophthal-
mosoope.
autopelagic (3/*to-pe-laj'ik), a. [Gr. aM^, self,

-f niWayoQ, sea.] Living only at the surface

of the water, or, in stormy weather, at slight

depths. See pelagic, *bathypelagic, *spanipe-

lagic. Haedkel (trans.), Planitonic Studies, p.

582.

autophonia (ft-to-fo'ni-a), n. [Gr. am-dq, self,

-)- ^(Mii, voice.] A condition in which one's

own voice is heard with abnormal distinctness

and volume, as if one were speaking into a
barrel.

autophonic (S/-to-fon'ik), a. Pertaining to

autophony : as, autophonic resonance.

autophotograph (4-to-f6'tp-grftf), n. A print

obt^ned by the exposure, in the dark, of a

sensitive surface to the radioaction of mine-

rals and other objects. Nature, Feb. 25, 1904,

p. 403.

autophya (&-t6'fl-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. avTOi^i,

Negative Autophytography, showing the im-
ftression of a fossil plant, Fitcoides BoUtnsis,
rom the Lias of
Seward.)

BoUensis,
oil, Wiirtemberg. (After
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self-grown, < oirfif, self, + ^ea6ai, grow.] A
name given by Haeokel to the skeleton ele-

ments secreted by the sponge itself, as distin-

guished from the admixture of foreign part-

icles (as sand grains), the latter being desig-

nated xenophya.

autophyte (&'t6-fit), n. [Gr. oiT<if, self, -I-

^m-6v, plant.] In phytogeog., an autotrophic
plant.

autophytograpli (a-to-fi'to-graf), n. [auto-

+ phytograph.] An impression, tracing, or

outline of a plant upon a rock, due to the effect

of the plant in staining the matrix or in re-

moving its natural color.

For such plant pictures, or plant writings, in which
the traces or outlines of plants are distinguishable by
their color, and in which the
variation of color from the
matrix is due to chemical
change brought about by the
plant reproduced, the name
a/utopkytograph ... is pro-
posed.

C. H. White, in Amer. Jour.
Soi., March, 1905, pp. 231-232.

autophytography (ft'to-

fi-tog'ra-fi), n. [auto- +
phytography.] The natu- sL°Si7; ^e'TmS-'S
ral process by which au- some plant, protably Mi-

tOpnytOgrapnS are pro- on the polished surface of a

duced. That of staining pebble found on a bar of

,v J • . n J ' gravel on Cub Creek,
tne matrix is calleu posi- wiikesboro, n. c.

tive, that of removing its

original col-

or negative
autophytog-
rapny. C.S.
White.

Autoplastic
fraft. See
grafts.

autoplate
(a 'to -plat),

n. [auto- +
plate.] A
curved
stereotype
which has

been automatically cast, shaved, and beveled.
In stereotyping, a device known as the autoplate was

invented in 1900 by means of which the time required for
casting plates was considerably reduced.

Cemui Bulletin, June 28, 1902, p. 51.

Autoplate maclline, a combination machine «ontaining
a papier-m&ch6 matrix or mold for rapidly and automat-
icEdly casting, shaving, and beveling curved stereotypes

:

used principally in newspaper-printing.

autopoisonoUB (&'*'to-poi'zn-us), a. Acting as a
poison to the organism by which it is formed.
BucJc, Med. Handbook, Iv. 184.

autopore (a'to-por), n. [Gr. avrdg, self, +
nSpoc, a pore.] In the tabulate Hexacoralla of
the extinct family Chsetetidee, one of the larger
tubes of the corallites, which are surrounded
on all sides by smaller tubes or mesopores.
autoprint (^'to-print), n. Same as *autc^hoto-
graph.
autopsy (&'top-si), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. autop-

sied, ppr. autopsying. [autopsy, n.] To make
a post-mortem examination of; perform an
autopsy on. Jour. Exper. Med., V. 257.

autopsychlc (S-to-si'kik), a. [auto- + psychic.]

Pertaining to consciousness in its relation to

the self, or to self-consciousness.
Consciousness is a. function of the associative mechan-

ism and maybe considered in its threefold relationship to
the outer world, the body and self—allopsychic, somato-
psychic, and autopsychic. Buck, Med. Handboolc, V. 27.

autopsychical (a-to-si'ki-kal), a. Same as
*autopsychic.
autopticity (fi.-top-tis'i-ti), n. [autopUc + -ity.]

Autoptic quality, character, or nature. Jour.
Sacred Lit., XIV. 169. N. E. D.
autoquadricycle (Srto-kwod'ri-si-kl), n. [auto-
+ qaadricycle.] A four-wheeled motor-cycle
having accommodation for two persons tan-
dem. One sits on a saddle and steers and controls
the motor, while the other (the passenger) sits on a small
seat witha back andadash, supported by thefrontwheels.
Hiseox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 213.

autoradiograph (ft-to-ra'di-o-graf), n. Same
as *autophotograph.
Another exhibit which naturally attracted much atten-

tion was that by Sir William Crookes, illustrative of the
properties of theemanations of radium. There were auto-
radiograpks, photographs of radium emanations, lumi-
nous effects of radium emanations.

Science, June 19, 1908, p. 976.

autoreduction (S,''to-re-duk'shon), n. In chem.,

the reduction to the state of metallic silver or

mercury of either of these metals when its

'shgn), n. Self-

autotozic

cyanide is simply heated with water in asealed
tube. Nature, Jan. 8, 1903, p. 238.

autoregulation (a*to-reg-u-la's

regulation.

autoscope, n. 2. Any instrument for the ex-
amination of an organ of one's own body.
autositic (fi,-to-sit'ik), a. [autosite + -ic] That
is, oris of the nature of, an autosite (which see).

autoskeleton (a-to-skel'e-ton), n. [NL., <Gr.
avrdi, self, + antAerdv, skeleton.] In sponges,
the true skeleton secreted by the cells of the
sponge itself, it consists of mineral sclerites or spic-
ules, or of an organic substance called spongiti, which
usually occurs either as a cementing substance or asflbers.

Distinguished from -trpteudoikeleton.

autosoteric (ft'to-so-ter'ik), a. [Gr. aMg,
self, -I- aurrriptKog, saving, delivering, < auniip, a
saver, savior.] Self-saving ; based on the prin-
ciple of salvation by one's own efforts or char-
acter. [Rare.]
autospore (S.'to-sp6r), n. [Gr. avT6i, self, +
aiTopa, seed.] A daughter-cell arising
from a mother-cell of certain of the
unicellular algss and possessing the
exact shape and structure of the origi-
nal cell.

autospray (8.'to-spra), ». [Gr. avrdg,

self, -I- E. spray.] A small tubular
glass with one or two narrow necks
having capillary orifices and armed
with metaUic caps to retain a volatile

f^y-
™S»

liquid such as ethyl-ehlorid. When a ofauw-""
cap is removed and the liquid is allowed to spores,

flow to that end, a spray is ejected, owing to w'^i?
the pressure of the vapor within the tube. "British
autostage (4'to-staj), n. [auto- + Fresh-

stage.] Amotor-driven vehicle oapa-
jJJ^.",

ble of carrying a number of passen-
gers ; a motor-driven stage. See ^autoius.
autostarter (S.'to-star"ter), n. An autotrans-
former used for'starting motors. See *auto-
transformsr.
Each induction motor is started by the manipulation

of a four-pole, double-throw, oil-break switch that is

combined with its auto-converter in a single oil tank—
the combination being termed an " oil-break autostarter "

switch. Elect. Bev., Sept. 17, 1901, p. 469.

autostyly (&-tos'ti-li), n. [Gr. avrdg, self, +
btvTmc, pillar: see style^.] The condition of
having the palatoquadrate fused with the car-
tilaginous cranium, the second visceral arch
broken up and not acting as a suspensorium,
and the hyomandibular small and united with
the cranium. In this restricted sense autos-
tyly occurs in the Dipnoi and Amphibia. Bio-
logical Bulletin, June, 1904.

autosuggestion (&"t6-su-jes'chou), n. hi psy-
chol., self-suggestion, especially the voluntary
arousal and fixation of the idea that one will
fall into the hypnotic sleep.
The confirmed hypnotic will try in every possible way

to procure the enjoyment which he craves. And he has
in automggestion a means lying always ready to his hand.
W. Wundt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 331.

autotelic (S.-t6-tel'ik), a. [Gr. aM;, self, +
rlXof, end.] In esthetics, being an end in it-

self ; existing or proceeding for its own sake

:

opposed to *heterotelic. Baldwin, Diet, of
Philos. and Psychol., I. 96.

autotomize (&-tot'o-miz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

autotomized, ppr. dutotomizing. [autotomy +
-fee.] To practise autotomy ; to cut off an or-
gan or part of an organ : said of certain ani-
mals, as crabs, which drop their claws or legs,

and lizards, which drop their tails, when rudely
handled. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 153.

autotomous (S^-tot'o-mus), a. Relating to or
of the nature of autotomy. See *autotomy.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p. 926.

autotomy (&-tot'o-mi), n. [Gr. avrdg, self, +
-To/iia, < ra/ielv, ciit.] The reflex throwing off

of certain parts of the body, as the rays in
starfishes and the legs of some arthropods,
which do not, as in fission and budding, de-
velop into new individuals. This property
may be of use to animals by enabling them to
escape from their captors at the expense of
only the part seized.

One of the most remarkable oases of autotomy is that
in the holothnrians, in which the Cuvierian organs, and
even the entire viscera, may be ejected when the animal
is disturbed. Morgan, Begeneration, p. 154.

autotoxemia (ft'to-tok-se'mi-a), n. [auto- +
toxemia.] Same as *auto-int6xicaUon.
autotoxic (Srto-tok'sik), a. [Gr. aMg, self, +
To^iK&i), jjoison: see toxic] Self-poisoning ; of
or pertaining to the action of autocytotoxins.

_
In considering the developinent of the disease, we be-

lieve the excitant is a toxic or autotoxic agent.
Med. Record, May 30, 1903, p. 857.



autotoxication

autotozication (a*to-tok-si-ka'shon), n. Same
as *auto-intoxication.

autot03dci^ (ft'to-tok-sis'i-ti), n. [autotoxic
+ -i*^.] The character 6t being autotoxic;
toxicity directed against the individual in
whose body the toxin has been produced.
autotoxin (a-to-tok'sin), n. lautotox(ic) +
-j»'^.] A poisonous substance formed in the
body of an animal and directed against its

own tissues.

antotoxis (a-to-tok'sis), n. [NL., < GrT. aM;,
self, + To^(iKdv), poison, + (s)is, as in abstract
nouns from Gr., as sepsis, etc.] Same as *auto-
intoxication.

autotransformer (&''to-trans-f6r'm6r), ». In
eleot., a transformer, in which a part of the
primary coil is used as secondary coil, or in-

versely. Frequently this part of the coil may be
variable and so permit a regulation of the voltage. The
autotranstomter has the advantage, compared with the
transloimer, of smaller size and higher efficiency, but
the disadvantage of connecting the primary and the
secondary circuit together electrically. See trari^former.
Also called compensator.

autotransfUSion (fi."to-trans-fu'zhon), n.

[auto- + ti-ansfvMon.'] A method of forcing
the mass of the blood to the internal organs
by the application of tight bandages to the ex-
tremities.

autotrophic (Si-to-trof'ik), a. [Gr. avrog, self,

+ -Tpoipng, < Tpi(j>Eiv, nourish.] Self-nourishing

:

said of plants which derive their nourishment
directly from inorganic matter, that is, of all

plants except parasites and saprophytes. See
the quotation under *hemiparasite and com-
pare holophytic.

The root-difference between plants and animals is one
of nutrition. Plants are autotrophic, animals hetero-
trophic.

Bep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1901, p. 208.

autotruck (3.'to-truk), n. [auto- + truck.'] A
motor-driven wagon for carrying freight or

Autotruck.

a,n, front or leading-wheels: *, *, driving.wheels; c, steering-

wheel; a, brake-lever; e, controlling-levers on post of steering-

wheel; y, alarin-horn : ^, radiator to cool circulating water; A,

casing surrounding motor ;y,y, drive-chains; ^, compensating or

differential shaft; /> starting-crank; m.m. battery-box, tools, and
supplies.

bundles, as distinguished from a passenger
vehicle ; a delivery-wagon propelled mechani-
cally ; the commercial motor-car. Usually
they have a carrying capacity of from a half-

ton to 10 tons.

autotypic, a. 2. Setting one's own standard

;

determining by reference to one's self what
shall be considered as typical.

Man the measurer—has always been and still is more
autotypic than he knows, reproducing in his representa-

tion of the human form the type of his own race.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 124.

autotypy (a'to-ti-pi), n. The art of making
facsimiles by printing.

autovaccination (& " to - vak - si - na ' shon), «.

[auU>- + vaeeination.] Same as auto4nocula-
tion.

autovalve (4'to-valv), n. In a prepayment
meter, a valve which automatically shuts off

the gas-supply. W. L. Dibdin, Public Light-

ing, p. 176.

autoxenous (a-tok'se-nus), a. [6r. airiif, self,

+ f^vo?, host. Same as *autOBeious.

autoxeny (a-tok'se-ni), n. Same as MuUecism.

autoxidation (fi,-tok-si-da'shon), n. [aut{o-)

+ oxidation.] 1. A process in which the oxy-

gen in a compound oxidizes another portion

of the molecule of the same compound.—2. -A

process in which a substance undergoing oxi-

dation in air or oxygen causes a portion of the

oxygen to assume an active condition, as

ozone, hydrogen peroxid, or a peroxid of the

substance, which may, in turn, cause the

further oxidation of the same or of some other

compound. Amer. Chem. Jour., March, 1903,

p. 179.

autoxidizable (fl,-tok-si-di'za-bl), o. In chem.,

capable of spontaneously undergoing oxida-

S.—7'
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tion, as by mere contact vyith the oxygen of
the air.

autOZoSid (ft^to-zd'oid), n. [Gr. avrdg, self,

+eodid.'i In alcyonarians, the ordinary nor-
mal zoSid as distinguished from the siphono-
zooid.

Autumnal cataxrli. See AcotarrA.—Autumnal fever.
See */(!Jwrl.—Autumnalpoint, the point of the celestial
equator crossed by the sun at the autumnal equinox,
autumnize (ft'tum-niz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
autumnieed, ppr. autumnining. [L. autumnus,
autumn, -f- 4ze.'] To give an autumnal ap-
pearance to.

When first the maple begins to autumnize the grove.
Jesse, Jour. Nature, p. 109. N. B, D.

Autunian (ft-tii'ni-an), a. and n. Of or per-
taining to Autun, in Prance : in geol., noting
the lowest subdivision of the Permian in
France : so called from Autun, where it carries
a terrestrial flora. See *Ar1mskian.
aiixanogram (slk-san'o-gram), n. [Gr. av^dveiv,

increase, -I- -ypaft/ia, anything written.] The
result obtained by growing colonies of micro-
organisms according to *auxanography (which
see).

auxanography (^k-sa-nog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. ai^d-
vecv, increase, -t- -ypaAta, < ypaipuv, write.] A
method devised by Beyerinck for testing the
effect of various nutrient media upon bacteria.
The bacteria are plated out in a medium known to be
poorly adapted for their nourishment, and there are then
added to the surface of the plate a few drops of the so-
lution to be tested. If the requisite nutrient has been
added the bacteria will develop rapidly in these spots.

auxesis, n. 3. In6ot, the method of increase
in size of the valves of diatoms.
auxetophone (ftk-set'o-fon), n. [Gr. avinrdi,
that may be increased, -I- ^myfi, sound.] A
device for increasing the loudn ess of the sounds
produced by a phonograph. See the extract.

The Hon. G. A. Parsons, the inventor of the steam
turbine, also had a highly interesting exliibit, the avxeto-
phone. This may b& described as a kind of pneumatic-
acting stylus for the phonograph. Instead of the record-
ing stylus of the instrument causing the diaphragm to
vibrate in the usual manner, the sound waves operate a
minute air-valve on the same principle as a relay. This
air-valve controls the admission of air into the trumpet
of the talking machine under a pressure of two pounds
to the square inch.

Sci. Amer. Sup., June 2, 1904, p. 23832.

auxiliary. I. a—Auxiliary note or tone, in mMsic,
any note or tone a degree above (or occasionally below)
one that is essential to the harmony, and attached to the
latter for some purpose of embellishment. Thus both
appoggiaturas and suspensions may be called auxHiary
notes.—Auxiliary sailing-vessel, one that has full

sail-power, and boilers and engines of moderate horse-

power. In this type of vessel sail is the main, and steam
the auxiliary power.— AuzUiaxy BCale, (6). Same as

kadipose 2o(e.—Auxiliary steam-vessel, one that has
full steam-power and a moderate sailing rig, so that steam
is the main and sail the auxiliary power.

II. n. 5. In the nomenclature of the su-

tural infl.ections in the ammonoid cephalopods,

a lobe or saddle lying between the umbilical

curve or line of involution and the second
lateral lobe.—6. In mech., any machine ex-

cept the principal one : a term applied specif-

ically to the feed-pumps, fire-pumps, etc., in

power plants.— 7. A vessel fitted with power
other than sails for propulsion but depending
ordinarily on the lattet.

Auxis (ak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. av^k, the young
of the tunny.] A genus of fishes of the family

Scornbridse, known as frigate-mackerels. They
range widely in large schools over the warm seas, though
occasionally coming to the New England coast. The only

well-known species is A. thazard.

auXOChrome (fi.k's6-kr6m), a. and n. [Gr.

av^aveiv, increase, + XP"/^"; color.] In chem.,

noting those groups contamed in dyes which
enable them to combine with the fiber of the

cloth or with a mordant. The most important

of these are the hydroxyl-, amino-, sulpho-,

and carboxyl-groups. Athensmm, July 15,

1893, p. 100.

auxocbromous (ak-so-kro'mus), a. [Gr. owf

(dveiv), increase, + XP"I^) color.] Capable of

increasing or developing color—Auxocliromous
group, a group of elements which if introduced into a

chromogen will develop a dyestuff. According to Witt's

theory the coloring power of a dyestutt depends largely

upon the simultaneous presence of an auxochromous

group and a chromophorous group.
_ _

auxocyte (ak'so-sit), n. [Irreg. < Gr. av$aveiv,

increase, + Kurof, a hollow (a cell).] A cell

which has to do with growth and reproduc-

tion, such as a spermatocyte. Buck, Med.

Handbook, III. 72.
, . , ,

auxology (ak-sol'o-ii), n. [Irreg. < ««? (w),
growth, -)- -f^oyia, < Myeiv, speak.] That branch

of biology which deals with the growth of or-

ganisms. Natural Science, Sept., 1898, p. 153.

avengingly

auxospore, n. 2. The resting-spore of the
diatoms, it may be formed in at least five different
ways, the most common methods being the foUowing : (1)
the valves of a single diatom open, the contents emerge.

A, Navicula Itmosa (Kiitz.), from the New Forest, Ifants, (x 450)
B, Achnanthes Jfexella (Kfitz; Brfib.), from Craig-an-Lochan,
Scotland (x 450). C, Na-vicula ATnphisbana (Bory), from Barnes
Common, Surrey (x 450). D, N. inridis CKiitz.), from Clough,
Antrim, Ireland (x (350). C and D illustrate the first method of
auxospore formation, B the third method, and A the fifth method.
(From West's " British Freshwater Algae.")

become inclosed in a thin membrane, and increase in
volume

; (2) the contents of two diatoms emerge and
unite to form a single spore; (3) the contents of two
diatoms, after emerging, are held together by a com-
mon gelatinous envelop, each mass producing a spore
without fusion.

Aux Vases sandstone. See ^sandstone.

A. V. -Aji abbreviation of Authorized Version.

availer (a-val'er), n. One who is helpful or
proves serviceable. Florio. [Bare.]
availing (a-val'ing), p. a. Profitable, advan-
tageous.

A truly valuable or availing thing.
RusHn, Unto this Last, p. 118. N. E. D.

Avalanche conduction, in neurol., the kind of conduc-
tion of nerve-currents which is made possible when the
terminals of the neuraxon of one cell come in contact
with the cell-bodies of several or many other neura.

avalanclline (av-a-lanch'in), a. Of the nature
of an avalanche;" overpowering: as, avalanch-

ine weight. W. Gaspey, Doom. Ciesii. N.E.D.
avalent (a-va'lent), a. [a-l8 + valent.] In
chem., having zero valence, as argon, helium,
and the other newly discovered gases of the
atmosphere, which appear to be incapable of

entering into chemical combination with one
another or with any of the elements.

avania (a-va-ne'a), II. [= P. avenie, Sp. Pg.
avania. It. avania, NGr. dpavia, Turk. Ar.
'awdni, 'awdn, 'awania : origin uncertain.] An
imposition or tax levied by Turkish officials

on merchants; as generally considered, an
extortionate tax.

avant-COUrier (a-vant'ko"ri-er), V. t. To an-
nounce as by herald ; herald. Lowell, Among
my Books, 1st ser., p. 167.

avaremotemo (a-va"ra-m6-ta'm6), n. [Tupi
(in Piso).] A tree of the mimosa family,l'«*fte-

colobium Avaremotemo, the bitterbark of which
is used medicinally. [Brazil.]

avascular (a-vas'ku-lar), a. [a- ^ 8-(- vascular.]

Without blood-vessel's or lymphatics, or scant-

ily supplied with them. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, IV. 573.

A. V. D. -Aji abbreviation of Army Veterinary

Department.

Ave. A contraction of Avenue (in an address).

avellano (a-vel-ya'no), n. [Sp. avellano, a

hazel-tree : see avellane.] The hazel-tree of

South America, Guevina Avellana. The nut-

like seeds are rich in oil and are edible. The
wood is used for veneering. See hazel-tree, 2.

avenaUn (a-ven'a-Un), «. [L. *avenalis, adj.,

iavena, oa,ta, +"-in^.] A crystallizable vege-

table globulin found in the kernels of oats

:

similar to *excelsin.

Avenger of blood. See *Uood.

avengingly (a-ven'jing-li), adv. In an aven-

ging manner; with an avenging purpose

;

vengefuUy. Gaii, Kothelan. [Kare.] N.E.D.



avenolith

ayenolith (a-ve'no-lith), n. [L. avena, oats, +
/iiflof, stone.] An intestinal concretion having
the husk or other indigestible part of oats as a
nucleus.
avenue, n. 5. In archmoh, a series of mega-
lithic stones arranged in a row!
average^, n. 4. A mode of estimating, by com-
parison, the strength or weakness of a billiard
play. The total points divided by the number of inn-
ings give t^fae average ot a game, and the aggregated
point^f all'the games, divided by their total innings
(but not tli6 combined single averages divided by the
number of games) gives the general or grand average.

5. In ericket: (a) The aggregate number of
runs a batsman has scored, divided by the
number of his completed innings. (6) The ag-
gregate number of runs scored from a bowler,
divided by the number of batsmen he has ' dis-
missed.'

avemal (a-v6r'nal), a. and n. [L. Avernalis,
< AvefTms: see Avernian.'i I, a. 1. Relating
or pertaining to Avernus. See Avernian.—2.
Destructive of bird life : as, avernal places,
StanUy, Hist. Philos. (in allusion to the an-
cient statement that birds attempting to fly

across Lake Avernus were killed by its me-
phitic vapors. See etymology of Avernian).

II, n. A demon or other inhabitant of the
infernal regions.

Averrimcus (av-e-rung'kus), n. [NL., < L.
Averrunciis, an averting deity : see averrun-
cate.'i A genus of sea-poachers of the family
Agonidse, found in deep water off the coast of

California and northward.
avertedly (a-v6r'ted-li), adv. In an averted
position or manner; with aversion or repug-
nance ; unfavorably.
Richard was silent; not avertedly; he was simply not

outwardly responsive. Mrs. Whitney, Hitherto, p. 812.

avezacite (av'e-za-slt), n. lAveeac(-Prat), a
locality in the French Pyrenees, + -4te^.'] In
petrog., the name proposed by Lacroix in 1901
for an ultra-basic igneous rock of granular tex-
ture, consisting principally of augite, horn-
blende, ilmenite, and magnetite, with some
apatite, and titanite. It occurs in narrow dikes
in Iherzolite.

aviado (a-vi-a'do), TO. [Amer. Sp., pp. of aviar,

provide articles for a journey, prepare, < a, to,

+ via, < L. via, way : see via."] One who works
ii, (silver-) mine with means furnished by an-
other (called the avia,dor).

aviatics (a-vi-at'iks), n. - [Compare aviation.']

The science or art of aviation. fRare.]

aviation (a- vi-a'shgn), n. [L., avis, a bird.]

The art or act of flying ; specifically, the science
or art of directing and controlling flying-

machines; the art of navigating the air with
machines heavier than air.

This mode of navigation [in air] is considered as an
aviation, or support by mechanical means only.

Proc. Internal. Confer, on Aerial Navigatimi, Chicago,
(1S93, p. 834.

aviator (a'vi-a-tor), n. 1. A flying-machine
employing the principle of the aeroplane. [Re-
cent.]—2. One who directs the course of a
flying-machine or who practises the art of fly-

ing or gliding through the air.

These types of gliders have been taken up in France by,
' Captain Ferber, of the Artillery, and subsequently by
Mr. Ernest Archdeacon, both of whom have become
enthusiastic 'aviators,' and have in their turn brought
gliding experiments into considerable popularity iu that
country. - G. U. Brya/n, in Nature, 1905, p. 465.

avichi (a-ve'chi), n. [Skt. avichi, heU, lit.

waveless, < a -priv. + vtehi, wave.] The Bud-
dhist hell.

avicidal (av-i-si'dal), a. Relating or pertain-
ing to the killing or slaughter of birds.

avicide (av'i-sid), n. [NL. *avicidium, <L.
avis, bird, + -cidium, < csedere, kill.] The kill-

ing or slaughter of birds.

avicolous (a-vik'6-lus), a. [L. avis, bird, H-

colere, inhabit.] Living on birds, as the bird-

ticks of the suborder Mallophaga.

Aviculopinna (a^vik"u-16-pin'a), TO. [NL., <

Avieula + Pinna, genera of P'eleoypoda.'] A
genus of Paleozoic peleoypods of the family
PinnidsBi having a very small wing in front of

the beaks.
aviculturist (av'i-kulftur-ist),™. lavieulture

+ -ist] One who rears or keeps birds, espe-

cially small birds, in a state of domestication.

The title of this work must therefore be interpreted in

the sense in which it is generally used by avictdturistg.

Nature, March 81, 1904, p. 507.

avidity, n. 3. In phi/s. chem., a constant by
means of which can be expressed the distribu-
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tion of a base between two acids each sufBcient

to neutralize the whole of the base, or con-
versely ; that is, the relative energy with which
the acids tend to seize their shares of base : a
term employed to avoid the use of the word
affinity.

avidly (av'id-U), adv. Eagerly
;
greedily.

avidya (a-vid'ya), TO. [Skt. avidya, < avidya,

ignorant, < a-, without, + vidya, knowledge,
understanding, < •/ vid, see : see Veda and wit^,

v.] Ignorance ; specifically, in Buddha's meta-
physical system, the ignorance which mistakes
the illusory phenomena of this world for reali-

ties. It is the first of the 12 niddnas, or links

in the closed chain of cause and efi'eet, in the
whole range of sentient existence.

avio (a'vi-o), TO. [Sp.] Money furnished the
owners of a mine to work it, by another per-

son, the aviador.—Avlo contract, a contract between
two parties for worlcing a mine, by which one of the par-
ties, the aviador, furnishes the money to the proprietors
for working the mine. Coai and Metal Miners:' Pocket-
book.

aviolite (a-vi-6'lit), to. [Monte Aviolo.] In
petrog., a term proposed by Salomon in 1898
for hornfels consisting of mica and cordierite.

Avisseau pottery. See *pottery.

avo (a'vo), TO. [Name in Timor?] A current
subsidiary coin of Macao, Timor, equivalent to
.42 of a cent.

Avocettina (av-o-set'i-na), TO. [NL., < avocetta,

avosetta, avoset.] A geniis of snipe-eels of the
i&milj Memichthyidse : found iu ^eep seas.

avoidance, n,^ 6. The custom which forbids
one member of a family to meet or address an-
other member. This custom is found among
many primitive tribes, and relates most fre-

quently to a man and his mother-in-law.

It is assumed that the junior male would be allowed to
remain only on condition that he respected the marital
privileges of the senior; hence he would have to seek his
mate from without the band; and the conditions in which
he lived with the female members of his own family gave
origin to the curious etiquette of "avoidances" which is

still to be found amongst some savage races and the his-
tory of which has been such a puzzle to anthropologists.

Lancet, Aug. 23, 1903, p. 532.

avoidment (a-void'ment), TO. The act of avoid-
ing; avoidance. [Bare.]

avoird. An abbreviation of Avoirdupois.
avolitional (a-vp-lish'gn-al), a. [a-i8 + voli-

tional.] Not volitional"; involuntary: as, avo-
litional motility.

Avon pottery. See *pottery.

avowaoleness (a-vou'a-bl-nes), TO. The qual-
ity of being avdwable "or openly acknowledg-
able. Donne, Sermons, iv. 549.

avowedness (a-vou'ed-nes), TO. The quality
or fact of being avowed.
avoyership (a-voi'6r-ship), «. The office or
position of avoyer (which see).

aw, TO. and V. t. A simplified spelling of awe.
awa (a'wa)j TO. [Hawaiian awa (= Samoan
ava,=. Maori kawa, kawa-kdwa), the plant and
the drink, < Hawaiian awa, etc., sour, bitter,
sharp, pungent. See kava.] 1. A name, in
Hawaii and other islands of Polynesia, of a
plant of the pepper family, Piper methysticum,
from which the natives prepare a beverage.

—

, 2. The beverage prepared from atoa. See
kava.

awa^ (S,'wa), TO. [Hawaiian.] The common
Hawaiian name of the milk-fish, Chanos
charMS. It is found in the gulf of California and about
the Hawaiian islands, where it is an important food-fish,

reaching a length of from 2 to 5 feet.

Awaji ware. See *ware^.
awaKable (a-wa'ka-bl), a. [awake, v., + -able.]

Liable to awake or be awakened. Blackwood's
Mag., iv. 631.

_

awapnhi (a-wa-po'he), to. [Hawaiian andTahi-
tian.] 1. A plant of the ginger family, Zinzi-
ber Zerumbet, which is dismbuted over all the
volcanic islands of Polynesia and in India.
See also *beta^. [Hawaii.]—2. The name in
Tahiti of another plant of the same family,

. Amomum Cevuga.

awardable (a-ward'a-^l)> «• [aieard + -able.]

'That is or may properly be awarded.
awaredom (a-war'dum), «. [Irreg. < aware +
-dom.] The state of being aware or on one's
guard. Walpole, Letters, IH. 60. . [Rare.]
N. E. D.
awaruite (a-wa-r6'it), to. [Awarua (see dpf.)

+ -ite^. The bay owes its name to Maori
awariM, a ditch, channel. Cf. awa, stream,
river, and rim, a hole.] A,native alloy of iron
and nickel (FeNi2) occurring in river-gravel
with gold, platinum, tinstone, etc., and prob-

axial

ably derived from a peridotite: found near
Awarua bay. New Zealand.

awash, adv—Heave awash (naut), an order to the
men at the capstan to heave round once more so as to

bring the anchor into view at the surface of the water.

awatch (a-woeh'), adv. [aS -)- watch.] On
the watcfi; watching. Mrs. Browning, Au-
rora Leigh, vii.

away.iJrep. phr. as adv.—io do away with, to
eliminate ; remove entirely ; dispense with

; put an end
to ; abolisli.—To wallc away ftom, to outrun with ease,

as if in a walk.

awebound (S.'bound), a. Restrained or held
in check or submissiveness by awe, or fear
mingled with reverence or respect. [Rare.]

awelessness ( $<'les-nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being aweless ; utter lack of awe.
Golding, Calvin on Dent., li. [Rare.] N. E. D.
aweoweo (a-wa-o-wa'o), to. [Hawaiian.] A
Hawaiian shrub or small tree, Chenopodium
Sandivicheum, found on all of the islands, and
sometimes eaten by the natives.

awesomely (d.'sum-li), adv. In an awesome
manner. [Bare.]

awesomeness (S/'sum-nes), n. The fact or
quality of being awesome. Mrs. Whitney,
Sights and Insights, II. 609. N. E. D.
awest (a-wesf), adv. [a3 + west.] In or
toward the west; westward. J. Barlow, Co-
lumbiad, i. 670.

aweto (a-wa'to), TO. [Maori.] The so-called
vegetable caterpillar, the larva of a bepialid
moth, Hepialus virescens. it Is attacked by a fungus,
SphseHa JRobertHi, which destroys it without altering its

form, sending out a strong shoot from between the head
and thorax. [New Zealand.]

A. W. G. In wire-manuf,, an abbreviation of
American wire-gage. The American wire-gage dif-

fers somewhat from tno standard gage used in England,
loiown as the Birmingham wire-gage (B. W. G.), and
sometimes called StiM'a wire-gage or British wire-gage.
The American wire-gage is characterized by a regular geo-
metric progression in the increase of standard diameters

;

the British wire-gage is slightly irregular in progression.

awhir (a-hw6r'), atii). la^ + whir.] In a whir;
whirring.

awhirl (a-hw6rl'), adm. [a? + whirl.] In a
whirl ; whirling.

awikiwiki (a-we-ke-we'ke), n. [Hawaiian, <

awiki, to be quick.] A tall climbing bean,
Canavali galeatum. [Hawaii.]
awink (a-wingk'), adv. [a? + wink.] Wink-
ing. Edwin Arnold, Ind. Idylls, p. 59. N. E. D.
awiwi (a-we'we), to. [Hawaiian, < awiwi,
hasten.] A species of centaury, Centaurion
sabeeoides (Erythrsea sabseoides of Gray), a small
herb with pink flowers which grows on grassy
plains near the coast. [Hawaii.]

awmryt, to. An obsolete form of ambry.
awning-deck (3.'ning-dek), n. See *deck.

awning-decked (S:'ning-dekt), a. In ship-

building, noting a type of merchant steamer in

which the highest continuous deck and the
closed-in side just below it are of light con-
struction.

awning-stanchion (ft'ning-stan"shon), n.

One of the series of metal or wooden posts
on the side of a ship al)ove the rail, which sup-
port the ridge-rope to which the outer edges
of the awnings are attached when they are
spread to cover the decks.

awrack (a-rak'), a*). laS+ wrack.] Wrecked;
ruined.

If she [the ship] split or sink, she Is OMrraeke.

Capt. John Smith, Seaman's Gram.
, p. 41.

awreck (a-rek'), adv. [a3 + wreck.] In a
wrecked condition ; wrecked. Joaquin Miller,

Songs of Italy, p. 122.

awsum, a. A simplified spelling of awsome,
awesome.
axbreaker (aks'bra-kfer), to. A medium-sized
tree, Notelsea longifolia, of the olive family,
found from New South Wales to Queensland.
It yields a hard, close-grained wood. Also
called mock-oUve and cooiagum.
axed, a. 2. Furnished with an ax or with
axes. F. W. Farrar, St Paul, IV. [Rare.]

axial, a.—Axial anele, a piece of tlie axial bounded by
two of its planes as sides.—Axial canial, (6), In sponges,
the cavity, in calcareous and silicious spicules, occupied
by the axial thread or core of organic matter about which
the mineral substance is deposited. — Azlal cell, in
Dicyemida, the single central cell of the body within
which germ-cells arise.—Axial cord, in Crinmdea : (a)

A thickening of the endothelium in the cocloma which
gives rise to the gonads. (6) A nerve running in a special
groove on the floor of the main brachial groove and
proceeding from the aboral or dorsal nervous system.
It sends branches to the muscles ot the arms and
to the supposed sensory endings in the ectoderm.

—

Axial crOBB. (a) In spicules of Heaxuitvnettida, a cross
formod by the union of the six axial threads or canals.
(b) The projection of tliecrystallographicaxesof agiven



axial

Bpecies, as used, (orexample, in thedrawlngof crystals.—

Azlal current. The central portion of the blood-stream

In the smaller vessels, in which the red corpuscles are

chiefly found, the white corpuscles moTing sluggishly

along in contactwith the walls of the vessels in the su-

called still layer.—Axial duplicity. See *duplictty.—

Azlal eject. See *eject.—Jijsial, nber, the delicate con-
tractile thread contained in the stalk of certain sessile

CUiata among the Infusoria (for example, Varticella).

Contraction of it causes the stalk to shorten and coil up
into a close spiral.—Axial organ, a structure of enig-

matic function found in the axial sinus of Echijiodermatat
e-Kclusive of the Uolothuroidea. It is finely lobed,

usually brownish, and pear-shaped, and consists of a com-
plicated arrangement of tissue strands. It has been vari-

ously regarded as a heart, blood-plexus, chromatogen
organ, lymph-gland, kidney, etc. Also called dorsal

organ.—Asialvitch. See AjnteAi.-Aslal projection.
See Ajn-ci^ectton.-Ailal ratio, the relative lengths of

accepted fundamental crystallographic axes of a given
species, expressed in terms of one of the axes taken as

unity ; also, the relative lengths of the axes pertaining

to a given form.—Axial BinuB, the vascular sinus which
surrounds the ovoid gland of an echinoderm.—^Axial

symmetry, in geom., symmetry with respect to an axis.

—Axial tiureaa, a thread of organic substance which
occupies the axis of each sponge-spicule and of Its pri-

mary branches.—Harmonic azlal pencil. See -kpencil.

II. n. In math., an axial pencil.

axiality (ak-si-al'i-ti), n. Axial quality or
character : as, the axiality of a building.

Axifera (ak-sife-rS), ». pi. [NL., < L. axis,

axis, + ferre, be'ar.'^ An order of alcyonarian
Antnogoa, consisting of Synalcyonaeea that
form colonies made up of a coenenchymatous
rind investing a horny or calcified axis. Same
as Qorgonacea.

axilemma (ak-si-lem'a), n. Same as *axo-
lemma.

axilla, n. 2. In iot., same as axil, 2.

axillanr. I. a—Axillary line, a line descending
vertically from the anterior fold of the axilla (anterior

axillary line), the center of the axilla (midcueillary line),

or the posterior fold of the axilla (posterior amUary line).

n. n. 2. In the Crinoidea, the pentagonal
plate which supports the branched arms. The
axillaries may be of diSereut orders, according to the
degree of branching in the arms. The first axillary in

each ray is often a fixed part of the calyx, but may be
free, and this is called by some writers the patnuw. Also
termed aaMary radial.

axin (ak'sln), n. A substance secreted by a
Mexican cocoid {Llaveia axinus). it is chiefly

fatty and contains axinic acid. It is used in medicine as

an external application, and also as a varnish, drying and
hardening on exposure to the air.

Axinella (ak-si-nel'a), n. [NL., < (Jr. a^iinj,

ax, + dim. -ella.'\ the typical genus of the

family AxtnelUdse. Schmidt, 1862.

axinellid (ak-si-nel'id), a. Pertaining to or

Tesemhlmg the AxinelUdee ; specifically, resem-
bling the Axinellidee in arrangement of the

spicules of the skeleton-fibers ; that is, having
each component spicule inclined at an angle,

usually acute, to the axis of the fiber, thus

giving the latter a feathery or plutnose appear-

ance.

Axinellidae (ak-si-nel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Axinella + -idsB.'] A family of haliohondrine

sponges having the skeleton typically non-
reticulate, with the skeleton-fibers plumose,

megascleres chiefly styli, and microsoleres,

if present, never chelate. It contains Axinella,

AuUtta, Halicnemia, and other genera.

axinic (ak-sin'ik), a. [axin + -ic] Derived
from axin Axinic acid, an oily acid, C18H28O271

obtained by saponifying axin.

axiniform (ak-sin'i-f6rm), a. [Grr. a^ivv, ax, +
li. forma, form.] Ax-shaped: as, "a broad,

axiniform process." Dana, Crust., II. 769.

axiom, » Middle axiom [L. aoeioma medium,^ one of

those generalizations of ordinary experience which no-

body doubts, and which are soon replaced by scientiflc

formulations, which latter are also, but less properly,

termed middle oasoms.—Playfalr'S axiom, the axiom,

"two straight lines which intersect one another cannot

be both parallel to the same straight line." It is given in

Playfair's Euclid (1813), where Playfair says: "This Axi-

om has been assumed by others, particularly by Ludlam,

in his very useful little tract, entitled Rwdiments of

Matkematics."

axioscotic (ak'-'si-o-skot'ik), a. [Gr. affof, cor-

rect, +aKAfo(, darkness, shadow.] Correct in

showing the relation of colors; orthoehro-

matio; isochromatic.
axisi, n. 11. In arch., one of several lines,

either imagined or laid down in the plans, etc.,

which pass through the middle of an impor-

tant feature. Thus the axis of an entrance-hall will

probably be carried through the middle of the outer

doorway, the vestibule and inner doorway, and the haJl

proper. In symmetrical planning and designmg the parts

on one side of the axis are exactly like those on the other

side. Any feature, as a door or a window, may or may
not be on the axis. Compare *en CKce.—Apioal.aflfl, a

line passing through the center of the mam longitudinal

axis of a diatom in the direction of the raphe and at the

same distance from homologous points of the girdle.—

Axis Of a Btorm, the nearly vertical line about which,

99 azadon
as the older cyclonologists assumed, the storm-winds
circulate; the severest part of a storm; the region
of heaviest wind.—Ads Of COlllmatlon, the line
with reference to which a meridian telescope
other optical instrument having motion in one plane
only is adjusted; the line of coUimation. See col-

liination—^Axis of curvature. See *eurvature.-—Axis
Of elevation, a line along which an uplift of the earth's
crust has occurred.

—
"

'

line along which the i

place.—Azls of similitude. It ABC, A'B'C be ho'mo-
thetic triangles, and OX a straight line through their cen- _- J -jj T-n mnfh « fflirvB traffiil hv a
ter of simUitude, and A"B"C" a triangle symmetric to axoia, a. 11. n. mmam., a curve tracea Dy a
A'B'C with regard to OX as an axis of symmetry, then OX pomt rotating about a moving center.
is the am^ (^ simUitwle ot the triangles ABC, A"B"C".— axoideau (ak-soi'de-an), a. Same as axoid.
Axis of auspenalon, the line passing through the cen- axolemma (ak-so-lem'a), n.; pi. axolemmata
ter of mass (of abody suspended from a single P^"g|nJ

(.^-ta). [^L., "for *axonolemma < Gr. dfo,.

lee*sym- (iJ. axis), asis, + Gv.Xi/i/ia, a husk, skin.] In

way.] In meek., the path of the instantaneous
axis of a body moving in a plane.

axodendrite (ak-so-den'drit), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
a^av, axis, + 6ev6porv, tree, -|- -ite^.] lu anat.,

a fibril arising from the axon before it receives
a sheath.

1.—Axis of glacial movement, the axogamy (ak-sog a-mi), n. [L. axis (Gr. ofuv),

lie fastest movement of a glacier fakes axis, + yafwg, marriage.] In tot., bearing
i™<nt„H» Tf iKo A'ur.' .>= i,„v„„. sexual organs on the axis or stem.

~
n.

(of a body suspended from a single point) and
the point of suspension.-Axis of aj
binary axis, triad or ternary axis, etc.). 'See'
metry.—A^a of the horizon. See *horizon ^Declina-
tion axis, the axis of an equatorial telescope which is

perpendicular to the polar axis : so called because when
the telescope is moved by turning the declination axis,
the declination of the point viewed is altered, but not
its hour-angle or right ascension.—Hemal axis. Same
as aorto.—Optic axis, (b) In crystal., that direction in a
ciystal for which there is only one wave and one wave-
velocity. Crystals having only one optic axis are said to be
uniaxial, those with two such axes biaxial.—Fervalvar
axis, the main longitudinal axis of a diatom.—Ray axis,
in geometrical optics, a straight line joining the center of

neurol., a membrane investing the neuraxon or
axis-cylinder of a nerve-fiber.

axon, n. 2. The efferent or axis-cylinder pro-

cess of a nerve-cell. Also spelled axone.

A single filament or axon, startingfrom the perikaryon
bV a cone of origin containing no chromatic elements.

Eneyc. Brit., XXV. 894.

Axon hillock, the slight protuberance formed by the
junction of the axon with the body of a nerve-cell.

—

Naked axon, an axon which is not inclosed in a medul-
... -™ . - -., .- ^ i ^ --.. ... lary sheath.
the Fresnel wave-surface in a crystal to one of the points ~~rma (a\!'inr,\ r> RnmB hh nron
of intersection of the inner and outer sheets of the wave- aXOnO (aK zon), n.

_
ftame asmon.

..... ... ... ... nVAVlAWlA /n1r'C9/\_Tl£11V, \ Vt lW/\f
surface ; any direction, in a doubly refracting crystal, in
which the ray-velocities of the two waves become the
same.—Secondary axis, in optics: (a) of a mirror, any
radius which does not passthrough the center of the mir-
ror ; (6) of a lens, any straight line through the center of . .,. , , ^ 1/. ..\ 7 rxTT yn
the lens which does not coincide with the radii of curva- AXOnolipa (ak-SO-nol 1-pa), n. pi. [JN U., < (jr,

axoneme (ak'so-nem), n. [For *axononeme,
<Gr. a^iov, axis, + v^fui, thread.] One of the
threads or strands in the central portion of the
contractile sta,lk of VorUcellidse.

ture. (Used only in the approximate theory of lenses, in
which the thickness is ignored.)—^l^ansapical axis, a
line passing at right angles to the apical axis of a dia-
tom and through the center of the main longitudinal
axis.

axis-band (ak' sis -band), n. Same as axis-

cylinder.

a^uv, axis, t Xmo-, < Xeiireiv, be wanting.] An
order of the graptolites in which a virgula or

solid axis is absent. They comprise the earliest

(jh'aptoloidea, and appear in the Upper Cambrian, but do
not extend beyond the Lower Silurian. Dichograptus,

Tetragraptus, and Didymograptus ai'e the most impoitant
genera of the order.

axis-plane (ak'sis-plan), n. In geol., a plane axonolipous (ak-s6-nori-pus), a. [Gr. a^av,

which symmetrically bisects a fold and passes axis,+ Mtto-, < /ie'mkv, Imelv, be wanting.] Per-
through its axis. taining to or having the characters of the

axis-traction (ak'sis-trak''''shon), n. Traction Axonolipa.
through an axis ; specifically, in o&ste«., trac- Axonopnora (ak-so-nof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
tion made with the forceps along a curved <Gr. dfuv, axle, + -0opof,'<^'^pe/>', bear.] An
line corresponding to the axis of the pelvis,

Axle safety-strap, in a car-truck, a curved strap hang-
ing under the axle to support It in case of breakage. It

takes the place of the axle-sleeve no longer used. See
ear-tnuslc.—Coached axle, an axle-body which is square
at the end. At the collar, next to the square, there is a
short octagonal section, the rest of the body being round.
Theteimisusedof the body only.— Concord axle, an = ,

-- , „, ,, _,, ._

axle with a slightly tapered spindle : named from Con- aXOnOpnOIOUS (ak-SO-not 0-rus), a. \\^. a^u

cord, New Hampshire, where it originated.- Cranked axis, t -^po^, \ (fiepeiv, bear.j Pertaining to (

axle. Same as cranked •«An/'<-— Fantall axle, an axle- having the characters of the Axonophora.
body drawn down thin and wide at the end where the __„_ °j. r^Tr'ar, nnat^ n rCir nPi.w rnris -I-

center is welded : a term applied to the body only, with- aXOnOSt (ak SO-nost),_ n.
L*'J-^,"5^^i

a^S,
7;

order of the Graptoloidea, or graptolites, in

which the rhabdosome is strengthened by a
virgula or solid axis embedded in the dorsal

periderm. The Axonophora appear in the later Lower
Silurian after the 'Axonolipa. Their most typical genus
is Diplograptus, and Monograptus is the predominating
genus in the Upper Silurian.

' ' "" ' [Gtr. a^uv,

or

out regard to the form of the spindle.— Long-distance
axle, an axle with the spindle or box grooved so as to

draw oil from an oil-chamber and distribute it when the

wheel is in motion ; also, an axle with a packing of felt

which absorbs the oil and distributes it over the bearing

surfaces.—Mali patent axle, a coach-axle with

bariov, bone.] ' In ichth., one of the interspinal

bones ; one of the rays of bones which support

the dorsal and anal fins, their distal ends be-

ing typically inserted between the neural and
the hemal spines. Cope.

straightspindle and without an'axle-nut. Its peculiar- aXOphvte (ak'so-fit), n. [Irreg. <Gr. a^mi,

Ity consists in two large plates, one of which bcMTs ^ +ilmT&n, plant.] A plant with stem and
against the rear of the,collar and ^he other aBa,insUhe ^«^. ^^^^'^^^ ^^ ^^i

^
^ cormophyte.

pi. aaiopodia
front end of the hub, the two plates being connected by , . _ .

long bolts which pass lengthwise through the hub and axopodium (ak-so-po ai-um), i

(-aJ. [NL., for *axonopodium, < Gr. ofuv, axis,

-^"^ro{lf (ffod-), foot.] A motionless pseudopo-
dium with an axial filament, seen in certain

Mastigophora, as Dimorpha, and in Radiolaria.

axospongium (ak-so-spon'ji-um), n.
;
pi. axo-

spongia(-a,). [Grr. a^irv, axis, + awoyyia, sponge.]

n. A lubricant of Thenetworkofextremelydelicatefibrillsefound
in the protoplasm of the axis-cylinder or neu-

_ raxon of nerve-cells.

is eeneraliva mixture of' semisolid oils"with ayangao (a-yang'ou), «. [Native name in the

soETO and resin Philippines.] Same as *ananaplas.

axl&!euide (ak'sl-Md), n. On a locomotive, a Aymarist (i'ma-rist), n. [Bolivian S^. Ayma-

ffide which holds the boxes on the axles from rista, < Aymard, name of a people and their

moving endwise while leaving them free to language.] One who is proficient m the

move a certain distance vertically. Some- AymarS, language. „ .,. ,

times the guide is formed on the frame and at Aymestrey nmestone. See *hmestone.

others it is a separate piece. Also called ayrampu(i' ram-po),>i. [Quichua of Peru

vedestal
'" ^ ^

(Tsohudi) and Aymar4 of Bolivia.] A vege-

are tightened by nuts.— Roller-bearing axle, an axle

provided with long steel rollers, placed parallel to or at

an angle with the arm, which bear upon the spindle and
reduce friction.

axle-cap (ak'sl-kap), n. A metamc cap which
covers the axle-nut and the end of the axle-

arm.
axle-grease (ak'sl-gres),

fatty character, used to dimmish the friction

of an axle, as of a vehicle, in its bearing. It

axle-lathe (ak'sl-lara), ». A speciallathe for table dye; of red'oolor much used m Boli^a

rapidly and exactly turning car-axles to di- like cochineal. It comes from the seed of the

mension and saee. It is made very strong and fruit of a small cactus.S and has^everal cutting tools. Ayrshire (ar'sh^r), ». The name of a county

arfe lieht fak'sl-lit), «. See the following in .Scotland, used to distinguish a breed of

phr^se^-A^de-Il^hts^^^^^^
medium-sized cattle, with short mcurved

Sghting by^ns^ a dySo driven by the car-axle. homs, originating in that county and largely

arie-setter (ak'sl-set'Sr), n. A machine which bred for dairy purposes. The general color is

fets the spmdles on the ends of axle-trees, reddish brown, more or less mixed with white,

making theS true and giving them the rel ayudante (a-yo-dan'te), n [Sp.: see adju-

mriS set and eather. tont.] An assistant ; a hired man on a ranch

alTe-wad(ak'sl?wod),«. A washer of papier- or hacienda in some Spanish-American conn-

TTiSch^ or wood, placed in the back part of an tries. __

Sde box to protect the bearing from the entry azadon (a-tha-don'), n. [Sp <a0a<te, OSp.

ofdustandSrt. It is divided across the mid- axada (=Vs. «"^«'««' ?' ™^"°«i)' I'^^^ii^
die with beveled edges. Lockwood. a.cia. a mattock.] A kind of mattock or heavy

axode (ak'sod), n. [Gr. af(iJJ'), axis, + &S6^, hoe.



azafran

azafran (a-tha-fran'), n. [Sp., saffron: see
saffron.] 1. In Porto Rico, the Philippines,
Mexico, and other Spanish-speaking countries,
the safflower.— 2. In Mexico, Corytliea filipes
of the spurge familyand Escohedia Isenis of the
figwort family ; in Peru, E. scabrifoUa. The
roots of these plants yield a yellow dye. In
Guam and the Philippines this name is also ap-
plied to the turmeric plant (Curcuma longa).
azalea, n— Clammy azalea,tlie swamp honeysnckle,
Azalea vwcoaa .- so called from the viscid tube ol the co-
rolla.—^Flame azalea. Azalea lutea, anAlleghany species
presenting in the spring immense masses of flame-colored
bloom.—Hoary azalea or mountain azalea, Azalea
catiescenSj a shrub of the rocky woods and mountains of
eastern North America, with gray pubescent leaves and
flowers less showy than in other species.—Smooth aza-
lea or tree-azalea, (a) See tree-azalea. (6) Azalea
arborescenSj a species growing in the Alleghanies, forming
a small tree and bearing innumerable white and pink
spicy-scented flowers.

azallll (az'a-lin), re. \az{ure) + -al + -«j2.]

A mixture of quinoline blue and quinoline red:
used in the manufacture of orthochromatio
photographic dry plates.

azelaic (az-e-la'ik), a. \azo- + Gr. iTjuov, oil

(see oil), + -ic] Noting an acid, CO2H-
(CH2)7C02H, formed by the oxidation of cas-
tor-oil, cocoanut oil, or Chinese wax. It crys-
tallizes in leaflets which melt at 106° C. Also
called lepargylic add, and anchoic add.

azilliene (az'i-men), n. [Originunknown
;
per-

haps At.] In astrol., weak or tame degrees
which, when ascending at birth, were supposed
to afflict the native with infirmity.

Azimghar pottery. See *pottery.

azimidO-. Same as *azimino-.

azimino-. [,ax(o')- + imine (troTo. amine).'] The
initial part of some chemical names, desig-
nating a compound containing the group N3H,
as aziminobemene, C6H4.N3H, which is formed
by the action of nitrous acid on orthodiamino-
benzene.
Azimuth circle. See Actrcte.—Azimuth error, the
amoimt by which the axis of a meridian instrument de-
viates from its correct east-and-west position : a matter
of adjustment; sometimes used to desig^nate the cor-
rection (to an observation) required by tMs deviation.

—

Azimuth of the plane of polarization, in optica, the
angle made by the plane of polarization of a reflected ray
of light with the plane of incidence.

.

azin, azine (az'in), n. [ae{ote) + in^.] One
of a group of organic compounds derived from
various hydrocarbons of the benzene series by
the replacement of two CH-groups with two
nitrogen atoms. The simplest azin is derived from
benzene and has the formula C4H4N2. The azins ai'e of
considerable importance in the color industry. Also
called (ftozin.—Azin Ahlue, *color,*gTeen, Scarlet.
See the nouns.

azo. Same as azo-, used adjeetively without
the hyphen—Azo ^add-hlack, *acid-blue, *acid-
brovn, ^add-mageuta, *black-blue, color, uavy
*blue, etc. See the nouns.

azo-alizarin (az'*'o-al-i-za'rin), n. A mordant
color of the diazo-salieylic-sulphonie-acid
type. It dyes chromium-mordanted wool a
vinous-red color. Also called Bordeaux W.
azo-black (az-o-blak'), re. An acid color of
the diazo-sulphonie-aeid type. It is closely
allied to naphthol black.

azo-blue (az-6-blo'), »• A direct cotton coal-
tar color of tie diazo-sulphonic-acid type, it

is prepared bycombining diazotizedtoluldine with a-naph-
thol-monosulphonic acid, and dyes unmordanted cotton
a grayish violet in a soap bath.—Diamine azo-blue, a
direct cotton coal-tar color which dyes unmordanted cot-
ton a dark reddish blue in a salt bath. By subsequent
diazotizing and development the blues produced are ren-
dered both clearer and faster.

azo-brown (az-o-broun'), n. Same as rmph-
fhylamine *brown.

azo-chxomilie (az-o-kro'min), re. A mordant
color of the monoazo type. It is prepared by com-
bining diazotized para-amidophenol with pyrogallol, and
produces dark brown when dyed with a chromium mor-
dant.

azo-COCCine (az-o-kok'sin), re. 1. A diazo-

eompound (azo-cocdne IB) prepared by com-
bining diazotized amidoazo-benzene with
a-naphthol-monosulphonie acid. Same as
eloth-*red G (6).— 2. A monoazo-compound
(aeo-cocdrte 2B) prepared by combining diazo-

tized xyloidinewith o-naphthol-monosiUphonic
acid. Also called double scarlet B.

azo-cochineal (az-o-koeh'i-nel), n. An acid

color of the monoazo-sulphonic-acid type, pre-

pared by combining diazotized orthoanisidine

with a-naphthol-monosulphonic acid : so called

because it dyes wool in an acid bath a color

resembling that produced by cochineal.

azo-coralline (az-o-kor'a-lin), re. An acid

color of the monbazo-sulphonic-acid type,

which dyes wool red in an acid bath.
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azo-corinth (az-o-kor'inth), re. A direct cotton
coal-tar color of the triazo-sulphonie-acid type,

whichdyesunmordantedcotton brownishviolet
in a soap bath.

Azo-diijnenyl blue. See *blue.

azo-eosin (az-o-e'o-sin), n. An acid color of

the monoazo-siilphonic-acid type. It is pre-
pared by combining diazotized orthoanisidine with a-

naphthol-monosulphonic acid, and dyes wool an eosin-

color iu an acid bath.

azoflavin, azoflavine (az-o-fla'vin), re. [azo
+ flavin.] An acid color of the monoazo type :

so called because it resembles flavin in its

coloring properties.

azo-fucfisin (az-o-fok'sin), n. 1. An acid
color (a«o-/M(;7wre.B) of the monoazo-sulphonic-
acid type. It is prepared by combining diazotized
toluidinewithdiliydroxy-naphthalene-sulphoiiicacid,and
dyes wool magenta-red in an acid bath.

2. An acid coal-tar color of the monoazo-sul-
phonic-aeid type. It is prepared by combining dia-

zotized sulphaiulic acid with dihydroxy-naphthalene-
sulphonic acid, and dyes wool magenta-red in an acid
bath.

azo-galleln (az - 9 - gal ' f - in), re. A mordant
color of the monoazo-pyrogallol type, it is pre-
pared by combining diazotized dimethyl-paraphenylene-
diamine with pyrogallol, and gives a purple color with a
cbi'omium mordant.

azo-green (az-o-gren'), n. Amordant color of
the monoazo-triphenyl-methane-carbinol type

:

but little used.

azo-grenadin (az-o-gren'a-din), re. The name
applied to two different acid colors, of unpub-
lished composition, which dye wool red in an
acid bath.

azo^e, re. 2. A poor silver ore.

azo-imide (az-o-i'mid), n. lazo- + imide.]
In chem., same as *hydrazoic add.

azole (az'61), n. [az(o)- + -ole.] A general
name given to a class of carbon-compounds
containing a five-membered heteroatomie ring
in which at least one atom is nitrogen, as
*pyrazole, *oxazole, *tliiazole (which see).

Azolla fa-zol'a), n. [NL. (Lamarck, 1783),
< Gr. a^Eiv, to dry, + oMvvai, kill (the plants
being killed by drought).] A genus of small.

Axolla Carotiniana.

a, plant, natural size; b, branch with sporocarps; c. a large
spoTOcarp burst open showings the microsporangia ; d, microspor-
angia with four microspores; e, a single microspore, b. c, d. and
e highly magnified. (From Brittoa and Brown's '* Illus. Flora of
Nor^ern States and Canada.")

communal, moBS-Uke, floating plants of the
family Sahiniacese, having pinnately branched
stems closely covered by minute, imbricate
leaves and with descending, filiform, villous

rootlets. There are 4 or 5 species of wide distribution,

of which A. Cardliniana and A. JUiculoides occur in the
United States.

azo-mauve (az-o-mov'), re. 1. A direct cotton
coal-tar color {azo-mauve B) of the diazo-sul-

phonic-acid type, derived from toluidine. It

dyes unmordanted cotton a blackish-blue vio-

let in a soap bath.— 2. A direct cotton coal-

tar color (azo-mauve B) similar to azo-mauve
B, but derived from benzidine instead of tolui-

dine.

azonal (a-zo'nal), a. [Gr. afuvof, zoneless, <

d- priv. + fuj^, a zone, + -aP-.] iaphytogeog.,
not in or according to zones; without zones.
See *zonal.

azonation (a-zo-na'shon), re. [Gr. a^iwoc,

zoneless, + -ation.] Inphytogeog., an arrange-
ment other than in zones.

An entire absence of zones, i. e., ozonation, is excep-
tional in vegetation.

F. E. ClemenU, Bot. Surv. Neb., VIL 155.

azo-nigrin (az-o-m'grin), n. An acid color of
the monoazo-stdphonie-acid type which dyes
wool a brownish black in an acid solution.

azygospenn

azoninm (a-z6'ni-um), re. A compound con-
taining a quinquevalent nitrogen atom to-

gether with a second nitrogen atom in the
same molecule: used chiefly as a final com-
bining form: as, ethyl phenazonium iodide.

azo-orange (az-o-or'ang), n. A direct cotton
color of the tetrakisazo type, derived from
toluidine, which dyes unmordanted cotton
orange in a salt bath.

azo-orchil (az-o-6r'kil), re. An acid color of un-
published composition which dyes wool brown-
ish red in an acid bath.

azo-orseillin (az'6-6r-sa'lin), re. A direct cot-

ton coal-tar color of the diazo type, derived
from benzidine, which dyes unmordanted cot-
ton brownish red in a soap bath.
azophenylene (az-o-fe'ni-len), n. [azo-

+

phenyl + -ene.] Same as *phenazine.
azopnor (az'o-for), re. [azo + Gr. -<JHipo( =
bearer.] See the etymology.— Azophor blue.
See*blue.—Azophor recL See*redi.

azophosphine (az-o-fos'fiu), n. [azo + phos-
p'h(orus) + -ine^.] A coal-tar color of the
monoazo type derived from resorcin. it acts as
a basic color, and at the same time will dye cotton di-
rectly in an acid bath. It is employed in the dyeing of
cotton-and-wool union goods.

azote (a-thd'te), re. [Sp., < Ar. aJ-sat: al,

the, + s&t, whip.] A whip or switch. [Span-
ish America.]

azotea (a-tho-ta'a), re. [Sp., < Ar. al-sath : al,

the, + sat^, a flat roof.] A flat roof or a plat-

formon the top of a house. [Spanish America. ]

azotemia (az-o-te'mi-a), n. [NL. azotsemia, <

Gr. a- priv. -f- 'furiSfJ' < (uetv, live (see azote),

+ Gr. alfia, blood.] A disease of solipeds
characterized by sudden paralysis of the hind
quarters and the passage of blood-colored
urine. Commonly called paralysis.

azotometer, n— Bunte'a azotom-
eter, an apparatus for the estima-
tion of nitrogen. It consists of a water-
jacketed, graduated eudiometer, pro-
vided at its upper end with a funnel
and a three-way stop-cock. It is also
sei-viceable in general gas analysis.

—

Horn's azotometer, an npparatus for
measuring the nitrogen liberated from
gunpowder.— Johnson's azotome-
ter, an apparatus for collecting and
measuring nitrogen gas liberated
in analysis, particularly in that of
organic compounds. It consists of a
water-jacketed, graduated eudiometer
with a tubnlus at its lower end for the
admission of gas, and a side-tubnlus
connected with a reservoir containing
mercury, which serves for adjusting
the internal pressure.— Lunge's azo-
tometer, a form of azotometer which
permits of the manipulation of larger
gaseous volumes than usuaL—Wink- a. gn»duaied eudi-
ler's azotometer, an instrument ometer; e: tubuius
which serves not only for the deter- for admission of gas;

mination of nitrogen, but which is
f'

opening in tubu-

also of general applicability in gas
ll'ater^i'iuSet""''

' '"

analysis.

azoxy-, azoxy (az'ok-si). [az(ote) + oxy(gen).]
A prefix, or separate adjective, denoting that
thecompound to the name ofwhich it is prefixed
contains the azoxy group. See the following
phrase.—^Azoxygroup,abivalentgronp ofelements or
radicals consistiug of an azo-group into which an oxygen

/ \
atom has been introduced. Its formula is —N—N—

.

Azulin yellow. See *yellow.

azulmic (az-ul'mik), a. Noting an amorphous
brown acid, C4H5N5O, formed by passing cy-
anogen into ammonia.
azure, n. spring azure, a small blue American lycs-
nid butterfly, Cyanirit Imdon, of wide distribution and
remarkable for its complicated polymorphism. Its larva
feeds on dogwood, spirsea, sumac, and other shrubs and
plants.

azureous (a-zu're-us), a. Azure; of a clear
blue color. [Rare.]
azurlne, n. 4. Acrystallinebase, C35H32N4O3,
formed by heating a mixture of oiibhotoluene
diamine and salicylic aldehyde. It melts at
251° C—Brilliant azurine, a direct cotton coal-tar
color of the diazo type, derived from dianisidine, which
dyes unmordanted cotton in a salt bath.

azygobranch (az'i-go-brangk), n. . [Azygo-
branchia.] A member of the Azygobranehi^.
Azygobranchiata (az'i-go-brang-ki-a'ta), n.

pi. [NL., < Gr. a-priv. + i^vyiv, yoke, + Ppayx'a,
gills.] A group of rhipidoglossate gasteropods
of the order Prosobranchiata, in which only
one ctenldium, the left, is present: contrasted
with Zygobranchiata. It includes the families
Trochidee, Turbinidx, Helidnidse, Neritidse, Pro-
serpinidse, and several others.

azygospenn (az'i-go-sp6rm), n. [0-I8 -I- zygo-
sperm.] Same as azygospore.

Johnson's Azo.
tometer.



3. (a) The B next above
middle C has (at Prenoh
pitch) about 488 vibrations
per second. (2) The final

of the rarely used Loerian
mode. (<jf) In logic, the
initial of the name of a
logical mood signifying
that the mood is to be re-

duced to Barbara, (li) In
elect.: (1) the symbol lor magnetic induction,

or the number of lines of magnetic force per
square centimeter or square inch. (2) [I. c]
The symbol for susceptanee in alternating cur-

rent circuits.— 4. (e) An abbreviation for

best.

Baalitic (ba-al-it'ik)^ a. Same as *Baalitical.

Baalitical (ba'al-it'ikal), a. Of or pertaining

to Baal or the Baalites.

babbitted (bab'i-ted), p. a. Lined or faced
with Babbitt metal.

Mr. Van Alatine attributes the low mileage shown by
English truclc axles to the fact that these are babbitted

brasses. Jour. Franklin Inst., July, 1903, p. 63.

babbitt-lined (bab'it-lind), p. a. Having a
lining of Babbitt or antifriction metal. Whit-
ham, Const. Steam Eng., p. 78.

Babcock test. See *test^.

Babeldom (ba'bel-dum), n. The confusion and
noise of Babel ; "a state of confusion and noise

resembling that of Babel. Contemporary Bev.,

Nov., 1882.

Babelize (ba'bel-iz), v. t; pret. and pp. Babel-

ized, ppr. BabeUzing. To throwinto confusion

;

render unintelligible ; confound.

Babi (ba'be), n. [Pers. Mbi, < bob, a gate.]

Babism (which see).

babicbe (ba-besh'), n. [Canadian F. babiclie,

said to be from a Micmac *ababich, string,

cord; cf. Micmac abe, a cord.] A rawhide
thong.

The trader brought along with hlni the gun and the

cuiTed knife, with which men built better canoes and
women cut the finest leather, called boMehe. Kesult:

better boats lor water travel, better snow-shoes lor snow
travel and also better men and women.

0. T. Mason, Pop. Sol. Mo., Feb., 1902, p. 340.

Babinet's compensator. See *i _

Babinski phenomenon or reflex. See *phe-

nomenon.
babooism, n. See *babwism.

baboracka (ba-bo-raeh'ka), n. [Cf. *babordk.'\

A Bohemian dance, or the music for it, which
is in triple rhythm, akin to the Tyrolienne

(which see).

baborAk (ba-bo-rak'), «• [Bohem., < Babor,

Bawor, Bavarian.] ABohemian dance, or the

music for it. The latter properly consists o£ three

strains, of which the second ends in the key of the domi-

nant. In each strain two measures are in triple rhytlim

and two in duple rhythm.

Babo's gas-generator. See *gas-generator.

babracot (ba-bra-ko'), n. A French variant

of *barbacot.

babuism (ba-b5'izm), TO. [.AJso babooism.'] The
language, culture, or manners of the English-

speaking native clerks of India. Their English

is characterized by fluency, with a misplaced

eloquence and pathos which produces a ludi-

crous effect. See babu.

Babul gum. See *g'wnfi.

baby, to.—Blue baby, an Inlant suffering from congen-

ital cyanosis or blue disease.

baby-blue-eyes (ba-bi-blu'iz), ». The Cali-

fornian bluebell, NemopMla insignis. See

Nemophila. The name biOry-eyes is applied to the

variety intermedia, which has less azure flowers, and

either name is applied to the family BydrophyUama.

baby-eyes (ba'bi-iz), n. See *baby-blue-eijes.

Babylonian. I. a— Babylonian or Babylonish
captivity, (a) The deportation of a large nurnber of

Jews to Babylonia, and their captivity there, after the

capture ol Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzarm 697 B.O., and

on two later occasions (686 and 582 B.O.), the total

number deported being estimated at about one eighth

ol the whole population. About 639 B.O. a portion of
the exiles then living returned to Judea under conduct
ol Ezra. (6) Kguratively, the term of years (1309-76)
during which the papal court was at Avignon.

II. TO. 4. A variety of ball game played
with a large ball called a medidne-ball.
Babylonism (bab'i-lon-izm), n. 1. A word or
phrase peculiar to the Babylonians. — 2t.
Popery ; the papal power. Bp. Hall.

babyolatry (ba-bi-ol'a-tri), TO. Child-worship.
Chambers's Journal, Feb., 1846, p. 129.

baby's-breath (ba'biz-breth), n. The com-
mon name of GypsopMla paniculata, a diffuse
and rather tall-growing herb. The leaves are
linear-lanceolate, the largest being about three inches
long, becoming smaller toward the inflorescence, and
shan)-pointed. The flowers are white and very numer-
ous, with pedicels f times as long as the calyx. It
is a very graceful European plant ol the family Silena-
cese, and on account of its wiry, stiff stem Is excellent for
cutting. Belated species of G^fpeophila are grown in
gardens.

bacalao (ba-ka-la'o), n. [Also baccalao, ba-
callao, baccalio, bacalow, eto.,< Sp. bacalao, ba-
callao, Pg. bacalhao, L(J. bakkeljau, bakeljauw,
also inverted liG. Jcabeljau, D. kabeljaauw, G.
kabeljau, F. cabMiau, cabliau, cdbliau, cabillaud,

a word originating in the Newfoundland fish-

eries, in which Dutch, French, and Basque
fishermen were engaged, < Basque haecallada,

a codfish.] If. A codfish. 2. A Cuban name
of the green grouper, especially the scamp,
Mycteroperca falcata.

bacao (ba-kou'), n. [Pampanga.] Same as
baoauan.
bacauan (ba-kou-an'), TO. [Also balcauan; <

Philippine Sp. bacauan, < Tagalog "bacauan

=

Pampanga bacao.] A name in the Philippine
Islands of mangroves and their allies, espe-

cially Bhizophora mucronata, Bruguiera gyra-

norhiza, and Bruguiera eriopetala. See man-
' grove and *mangrove. Also called bacao.

bacca (bak'a), to. [L., a berry.] A berry, es-

pecially a succulent berry, like the gooseberry,
in which seeds are distributed throughout a
pulpy mass Bacca cortlcata, a beiTy with a rind

;

also an ovary.

baccarine (bak'a-rin), TO. [For *baccharine, <

Baccharis + -4»e2.] Same as baccarinime.

baccetum (bak-se'tum), TO. [< L. bacca, a

berry, + -etum (see *-etum).'\ Same as syn-

carp (a). Dumortier.

bacchanalism (bak'a-nal-izm), TO. Bacchanali-

anism.
bacchanalize (bak'a-nal-iz), v.

;
pret. and pp.

bacchanalized, -g-pr." bacchanaliimg. I. trans.

To convert into a drunken orgy.

II. intrans. To indulge in drunken revelry

or crystallites, in the glassy eruptive rocks,
which are composed of parallel longulites or
little cylindrio rods : a term suggested by P.
Eutley. Mineralogical Mag., EX. 263.

bacillophobia (ba-sil-o-fo'bi-a), n. [NL. ba-
cillus + Gr. -ipopia, < (jiopelv, fear.] A morbid
fear of infection by bacilli.

bacilluria (bas-i-lii'ri-a), to. [NL., < bacillus

+ Gr. oipof, urine.] The presence of bacilli

in the urine when voided.
bacillus, TO. 6. In sponges, a mierostrongyle

;

a foi-m of spicule.—Acid-resisting bacUlus, any
one of a small grou^ ol bacteria, including Bacterium
(Bacillus) tubercvZosis, B. leprse, etc., v/hich stain with
difficulty, but are very resistant to the mineral acids
when these are used as decolorizing agents.—Bacillus
botulinus ['sausage bacillus'], a bacterium discovered
by Van Ermengen and shown to be the cause ol meat-
poisoning.— BacUlUS bovia morblficans ['disease-
producing heel bacillus'], an organism described by
Basenau as a possible cause of certain cases of meat-
poisoning: perhaps .i variety of the colon bacillus.

—

Bacillus coli communis, a bacterium, having the form
of single or paired rods, present in the human intestine
in health, and also found associated with other micro-or-
ganisms in the blood and other fluids ol the body in the
course of various diseases. It is lound also in water,
milk, and food-stuffs, and is one of the most widely dis-

seminated of saprophytic bacteria.—BacUlUS mallei
['bacillus of thehammer!], apathogenic micro-organism.

or orgies.

Baccheion (ba-M'on), m. [Gr. BaKxelov, prop,

neut. of BaKxeloc, adj., < Bdicxog, Bacchus.] A
temple or shrine of Bacchus, or Dionysus. The
Baccheion at Athens has been discovered be-

tween the Pnyx and Areopagus, and excavated

by Dr. Dorpfeld.
bacciocolo(ba-ch6'k6-16), n. A Tuscanvariety

of guitar.

B. Acct. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Ac-

counts.

bachelor, n. 7. One of the young male fur-

seals which are forced, through fear of the

adult bulls, to herd by themselves at a distance

from the breeding-grounds

—

Bachelor girl, a

young unmarried woman (especially one who earns her

own living) who lives more or less independently, often

keeping house by herself or in the company of another

or others similarly situated.

bachelorly (baoh'e-lor-li), a. Bachelor-like.

bachi (bak'he), to. [Native name on Batanes

islands.] A distilled liquor used by the natives

of the Batanes. „ .^ ,

bacillicidal (ba-sil-i-si'dal), a. [bacaUmde +
-al.] Destructive of bacilli; bacillicidie.

bacilligenic (ba-sil-i-jen'ik), a. Of bacillary

origin ; caused by the presence of a bacillus.

baciilite (ba-sil'it), to. [L. bacillus, a Httle

rod +4te^.'\ One of those embryonic crystals
'
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Bacillus tnallet, magnified i,ooo times. (From Buck's
" Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.")

the bacillus of glanders. Morphologically It resembles
the bacillus of tuberculosis. It occurs in the form of
rods from 2 to 5 microns long and actively motile.—
Bacillus pyocyaneus, a bacillus found in certain cases
of suppuration ^vhere the pus has a bluish coloration.

—

Boa^-Oppler baciUua, a long bacillus which is found
in the stomach contents almost exclusively in cases of

cancer of the stomach. It is a marked lactic acid pro-

du<3er.—Bubonic-plague bacillus, Bacillus pestis, in-

Bubonic-plague bacillus {Bacillits pestis), from Agar culture.

Magnified i.ooo times. (From Buck's "Reference Handbook of

the Medical Sciences.")

variably associated with the bubonic plague, and gener-

ally accepted as the speciHc cause of the disease,—Butter

bacillus, the Bacillus 41 of Conn, used to improve the

flavor of biitter.—Dipbtberia bacillus. Same as Klebs-

Loe^rirba<dllu8.—ZyieTtla.'B^ia>ciilVLBfBacUlustyphom8,



bacillus

the probalile causal agent of typhoid fever. See typhoid
tmd haoaius.-rrleemnAei'B bacUlUB, the organism
Jlaetenum (BaeiUuii) pneumonieum, discovered by Fricd-

102 backfire

(Baciilus) pseudotuberculosis, which resemble and pro-
duce effects similar to the tubercle bacillus.—Sll^^'s ba-
cillus, Bacillus Shigx, which is fouud quite generally
in cases of diarrhea, dysentery, and cholera infantum,
and is believed to be their cause.—Smegma baclllUB,
the Bacterium smegmatis of Migula, found on the

Eberth's bacillus iBaciUits tyfi/tostcs). Magnified i.ooo times.
(From Buck's " Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.*')

lander and believed by him to be the cause of fibrinous
pneumonia. Later investigations have not confirmed this
belief.—Glanders bacillus, £acte>-tum(£act2iii8)nuz2i£i,
the bacillus of glanders. See-lrBttcillusrnallei.—Icteroid
bacillus, the Bacillus icteroides of Sanarelli, who declared
it to be tne specific cause of yellow fever. This opinion
has not been generally accepted by investigators of the
disease.—Influenza bacillus. Bacterium (Bacillus) in-

Pseudo-tubercle bacilli, certain bacteria, as Bucierium back-balance (bak'bal-ans), n. A self-aotins
incline in the mine, wnere a balance-car and a
carriage in which the mine-car is placed are
used. The loaded car upon the carriage will hoist the
balance-car, and the balance-car will hoist the carriage
and empty car. Coal and Metal Miners Pocket-book.

genital organs of man. It is not generally regarded as back-bar, «. 2. In a carriage, a curved bar of
pathogenic- Tubercle bacillus, Bacterium (BacUlus) ornamental character used to connect the tops

of the rear springs and to act as a support for
the pump-handles or bodyJoops.
back-block^ (bak'blok), a. From the interior
or back coimtry : as, baek-bloek youngsters.
[Australia.]

back-blocker (bak'blok -6r), ». A settler or
resident in the back-blocks of Australia; a
bushman from the back-blocks. [Australia.]
back-blocks (bak'bloka), n. pi. 1. A collec-
tive name in Australia for those sections which
lie back of or away from the settled regions

;

the back country; the far interior: so called
from the fact that on the survey-maps the coun-
try is divided into " blocks, " or sections.

In tbe back-blocks of New South Wales, he had known
both hunger and thirst, and had suffered from sunstroke.
Haddon Clrnmbers, Thumbnail Sketches of Australian

(Life, p. SS.

2. Those parts of a station which are distant
from the river-front. See ^frontage. [Aus-
tralia.]

backboard (bak'bord), v. t. In leather-rmnuf.,
to board on the flesh side instead of on the grain

^ .„ „ .
side as in regular boarding

Kr;;£to"^^'S'^.'^^°'''
'""^'"'- '^^ back-box (bak'boks), y. t In turp^Une-mak-

backl, «., 12. Half-back and /rfModfc are also ap- V"^: *° ff^T ""^^ "^ ® ^"^^"^ ^^""^^ °*

plied to similar positious in field-hockey, roller-polo, and \^ Doxea treej.

other games. In American foot-ball there are two half- back-CCIlter, n. 2. The position of the link-
backs, who playatvaryjng distancesbehindtherush-line. blockof a Stephenson-linkreversins-eearwhen
They render assistance to the tackles and ends as a sec- f>,„ o-nmna io T.nT.T,4.io. 'ho>.t'woi..i . 0,2 ««„;«„_
ondary line of defense, and on the attack are the men *2® J?"?P,^ if,

running backward
;
the position

most used for running with the ball. In field-hockey '>^ ™e Imk-blooK when It IS controlled by the
there are usually three half-backs, the center, the right, backward eccentric.

w^df* '*"' ^^° ^**°'* ^'"'"' ^ ^'^^ ''*'''°'* '*'° '""^ back-choir (bak'kwir), n. A secondary choir

13. A change in the direction of the wind ^^^"^^ (*''?* '^' -*° *^« eastward of) the great

Tubercle bacillus {Bacterium {Bacillus) tudercttlosis) in sputum.
Magnified 1,000 times. (From Buck's " Reference Handbook of
the Medical Sciences.")

tvhermdosiSy the oi^anisro demonstrated by Eoch to be
the cause of tuberculosis. A\&o called Eoeh's tubercle

in the order east, north, west, and south—that
is, against the sun or against the hands of a

one ot the mam joints, verticalor nearly so, by aUp^ed to carry home with them. [Scotch.]
en.J—BacK Kn.i»lrj>mniiio' Ch!l.k'lnlm*7T,o•^ m T1,a miyiino.

choir, as in a large church. In the Targe
Spanish churches it is often called the greater
chapel (*capilla mayor, which see, with out).

which strata ai'e intersected. [Scotch.'
of a lode or vein, in mining, the outcrop.-

'

back. Some as ^panel-back.—Repeating
-^Pa^!ed back-coming (bak'kum^ing), n. The mining
back, in of coal in the pillars back toward the shaft.

photog., a form of siugle plate-holder by means of wiiich See ha,ck-spUnUng. [Scotch.]

kri?K'?.=:'^r^r^ "Z^f.nr„ttS"..r^iPlf':^;T back-cross (bak'ta-6s),.,;. i. To cross or inter-

Influenza bacillus (^Af/eW»7» (£aftV/»j) infiuenza). Magnified
1,000 times. (From Buck's " Reference Handbook of the Medical
Sciences.")

fiuenzee, considered by Pfeiffer to be the specific cause
of epidemic influenza.—Elebs-Loeffler bacillus, .Sac-

Reversing back, an arrangement of that portion of a
camera which holds-the focusing-screen and dark-slide
by which oblong plates may be exposed either horizon-
tally or vertically.

back^, a. 5. InpAoMO?., formed at the back
of the mouth by raising or lowering the pos-
terior part, or back, of the tongue ^Back num-
ber. See -knumber.—To take the back track. See
*«rac*2.

back^, adn—^From "way back, (o) From a locality
which is 'away back,' or far behind or remote, from the _ ,.1/,
place where the speaker is, or from civilization ; from back-CUtting (bak kuVing), n.
some indefinitely distant, out-of-the-way, little-known, -' '^ " i-j,-.
or rural region, (ii) From the beginning, or from early
times ; hence, with systematic thoroughness : as, he ex-
plained the whole thing /rom Vay back. [Colloq.]—^To
send back, in erick^, to get <a batsman) out; to cause
him to return to the pavilion. [Colloq.] —To whip
_ba(^ See itwhip.

breed between a MendeUan hybrid and one of
the pure parental forms.

The correctness of Mendel's hypothesis of the purity of
the germ-cells and of their production in equal numbers,
is shown by back-crossing of a hybrid with one of the
parental forms. For example, in a case of simple domi-
nance the first generation will all be D (R). Any one ot
them back-crossed with the recessive parent will produce
60 p.c pure recessives and 60 p.c. hybrids.

Jour. Roy. JUieros. Soc., Feb. 1904, p. 62.

1. In civil

Klebs-Loeffler bacillus {Bacterium IBaciliits) diphtheria).
Mag:nifled i.ooo times. (From Buck's " Reference Handbook of
the Medical Sciences.")

terium, {Bacillus) diphtherix, the organism invariably
found associated with true diphtheria. Its causal re-

lation to this disease is regarded as demonstrated.

—

Koch's bacillus, the tubercle bacillus. See-Mubereulosis.

Eocb's comma bacillUB, Microspira (,Bacillus) comma.
It is found associated witn Asiatic cholera, ana there is

much evidence to support the general belief that it is the
cause of this disease. See •kSiivrospira.—Eoch-Weeks
badllUB, a micro-organism which causes one form
of acute conjunctivitis.— Leprosy bacillus, Bacterium
{BacUlus) leprse. It is usually found in leprous tissue,

but its causal relation to the disease has not yet been
demonstrated.—Neumann's bacillus, a microbe (Bacil-

lus TMningitidis purvlentm (found associated with cases

of purulent meningitis.— Nlcolaier's bacillus, a bacil-

lus found by Nicolaier in a post-mortem examination of

an abscess of tbe kidney.—Paracolon bacillus, a micro-

organism found in tbe blood in certain cases of fever

resembling in general typhoid fever, but not responding

to Widal's test.— Ffelffer bacillus. Same as influenza

'*'ftact22tu.—F8eudodlphtberia bacilli, a name applied

to certain bacteria resembling the diphtheria bacillus.

They are found in the throat, but are not virulent.

—

engin., earth or other material brought from a
place where there is an excess to iill up a
cutting or place where there is a deficiency.— 3. The place whence this extra earth is

brought ; the excavation made in procuring

^ft^tULlw J^r*^!'S;5f^f±L^>?/.^^^^^ back-deed (bak'ded), n. In Scots law, sameat the back or rear by building or by covering
back-bond (which see). It corresponds toor finishing something: often used with up. (.,,„ j„„i„„„+;„„ „«*"„*,' -pI^i-.C „„ „

(6) To finilh at the balk by cutting off, trim-
t^^ declaration of trust m English conveyan-

^"I'n"^™ r-^«wf."jnn*)?»^^ '^^^i'^^:^?, backdown (bak'doun), n. The actof backing
(c) To give a new back to (as a wall), by cut- ^^,^ See iacfcl vtingaway some part of the material: generaUy

back-draft (bak'(iraft), «.
used with off.-lf To move (coal) along the

^^^^ tnml,e, a draft^of ai

ZSiiTfrhnt^ ^^tfh^Tt^l Z^ti:l^« Z° direction contrary to the normardireotion andprovide (a bow) with a back made of a sep-
^fj^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ .^^^ ^^^ ^

A reverse current

;

air or gas going in a

arate piece or of different material from that
of the belly.

back-action, a. II. n
tached to and drawn by a larger one, for the
transpprtation of freight. [Pacific States.]

backfill (bak-fil'), v. i. and *.
back-ainng(bak'ar'''ing),ji. The providing of "„^".L°„„x i!;*:, „„".;
ventilation, by means of pipes, to the lower or
outer side of a trap, to prevent the accumula-

room or through the firing-door or ash-pit,

A .__ii „„ „4. backed, p. a. 2. In acc/jerw, having the backA small wa^on at- ^^^^ ^/^ separate piece from the belly : said
of a bow. See bow.

In engin., to fill

(a depression) with material taken from a

outer siae 01 a trap, to prevent tne accumuia- vont <ni<.„™ /u„i,»«i«„™\ «. i -d^ i, _

^Sf '°^'^^^^^'^'''""- ^--ll^-^*-*^ 's^o'LTSigthe'^bac^'of-a L^-l^ ^k^e"

back-^ngle (bak'ang'gl), n.l. The angle See'S rZ^^ed^th^elrthrfiUeitn.^'^'"'

&wffio™a"ivSe TreSSa back&e(bak'fir), J. .. ;
pret. and pp. 6ac^^...,

„„i,,° "rtu. ^-^. -_^,. --...^: :i,„t"* ti,°X.. PPr. backflrmg. 1. To stop an advancing firevalue of the back-angle equals that of the for-

ward or direct angle, but the bearings or azi-

muths of its sides are reversed.—2. The third
angle of a triangle which has been found by
calculation from the observed values of the
other two angles.
back-bag (bsuc'bag), n. A bag carried on the
back, especially the rucksack of the Tyrolese.

ppr. backfiring. 1. To stop an advancing fire

by setting in front of it, or around threatened
buildings, woods, etc., another fire, which is
then beaten out, thus producing a protective
burnt area.

In dry times we patrol especially exposed parts. In
spring and autumn, during dry weather, our woodsmen
all have orders, no matter what they are doing, whenever
they see smoke arise to go to it and put out the flre. It



^ac^fire 103 bactericide

^r^'^^iZ'^'r^tl^i^l^'^rXt^trr^^^l Fin'^f."' iPT^^rr^^r"' ^^''\''^^f.
»« backstope(ba.k'st6p),«.i.;pret.andpp. hack.

we liave kept BerioiisflreB from our timber when we are ^ f,°^
abutment for tile engraved printing- stoped, ppr. lachstapmg. To mine a stope by

working. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1899, p. 424. rollers. working from below.

2. To light before the proper time: said spe- backlashing (bak'lash"uig), n. Same as lack- back-stretch (bak-strech'), n. That part of a
cifioally of a gas-engine when the charge ''"*(»> };

circular or oval race-course which is at the

explodes before the admission-valve closes, bacK-lme (bak lin), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. baek- side opposite to the finish ; the part opposite

thus making an explosion in the admission- ,»*«««> Pp'' back-lining. See to *h(ml hack. the home-stretch.

passage, or before the working-piston reaches >>ack-mine (bak'mm), n. A cross-cut passage back-stroke, n. 3. In teleg., the return-stroke

Its dead-center, which it must do before be-
t'"'*™ the dip of the strata. Also hack-set of the lever in a telegraph-sounder. Standard

ginning its working stroke. See *6acfc-/nno. x.*"*^- J°^°*''2l-] ;,. , , „, >
-Eieci.ZWct.—4. Diastolic impulse of the heart,

back-fire (bak'fir), w. Afire started purposely oaCK-ODservatlon (bak'ob-z6r-va*shon), n. a famt beat occurring as the blood enters the

some distance ahead of a fire which is to be ^ observation made, as in surveying, in a ventricles.

fought. Tlie back-fire is often so set as to bum against
"ireotion contrary to the direction of.progress, back-SWOrdman (bak'sord- man), n. Same as

tlie wind, so that wlien the two flres meet, both must go o"" contrary to the usual direction. hack-swordsman. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

out for lack of fuel. Also called cotrnter-^re. back-palming (bak'pa'ming), n. In conjuring, back-SW0rdsmail(bak's6rdz-man),». Afeucer
back-firing (bak'fir"ing), n. 1. The action of the art of passing cards or coins to the back ''"th the single-stick or back-sword,
the burner of an explosive mixture, usually of the hand through the fingers, and then back-turn (bak'tem), n. In music, same as
of gas and air, by which the flame runs back back again to the palm, as the hand is turned turn, 6.

through the mixing- or eombining-tube to the in full view of the spectators. back-up (bak'up), n. Mechanism or levers by
jet which delivers the fuel: due to the fact ^^^^^ ,„„^ „^^ 3,^. j.^^ „^^^ introduced from ''I'if.^.^e forward motion of a motor-car or
that the flow in the mixmg-tube is slower than America. These consist in aS amplification of the method -vehicle is reversed.

the rate at which the flame travels in such a of concealing coins and cards at the back of the fingers. The single lever which by a forward and backward
mixture.— 2. The pre-ignition of a mixture of Theprinciple has received the incongruous title of "6ac*- movement, through the space of about 12 inches, starts

gas and air, in the cylinder of an internal- ??;w?.",,.i.?'f?^TiK™®',!'''''''°''' '!''''''!."?
''''''I*

the engine, and controls the forward speeds and the 6ac*-

^nmhiiRtimi motor hv which thn Tiistn,r io
°'.*e hand alternately can be shown empty, while, not- Kp, doing away with the confusion arising from a muiti-combustion motor, by wnicb tJie piston is withstandmg its apparent emptiness, the hand neverthe- plication of levers. Hiscoa;, Horseless Vehicles, p. 262.

strongly driven backward and a partial rota- less conceals a com or card. JEncyc. BrCt, XZX. 428.

tion of the shaft in reverse direction results: backnedal fbak'ned'aH v i In Ueucllno to
Tjack-valye (bak'valv), n. A check-valve; a

due to a very combustible mixture with high S dow upon^the ne^^^^^^
valve which automatically prevents a fluidfrom

compressioninrelationtoitscomposition,orto ?rcheSe movement of tCwS' 1.^°^°^ '^ .....
advanced spark-adjustment. See MgnUion, 5, backoTate « TTnMe ot% bolted

^ack-vent (bak'vent), n. In mvmng, in wide
and internaUombusUon *motor.

oacKpiare, n. a. a plate or cast-iron bo tea rooms with center pack-walls, the air-course

baSTrbakSiT". r Of a flame which
against the back or outer edge 'of mo ding- alongside the pillar. Bar^owman, Gloss.DacJsnaBii),ud,B. MaBu;, ». (. v^i a, name wnicn boxes, for the purpose of preventing the liqmd rSpn?r.Ti 1

,8 consuminga combustible gas to move ba,ek „etal from forcing the sand ouWd and back wJli fbak'woshl r, t 1 To r.lP«„,«through the current of gas and burn at a point escaping from the mold : also applied to the fromTu as wool Xr comW -2 To subfarther back than is desired. This happens when nlate used on the back of the wind box of the • ?l ll \. ?
alter combing.—^. io sub-

the rate of fiow of the mixture in the current is less than fcfi^ f ° ™®
P*<"^

"^ ^^^ wintt-box ot tne ject.to the back-wash of a boat which is ahead
the rate at which flame propagates itself through such a Jiessemer converter. qj. jg passing.
mixture. „,,„., r> i j i,^ i ..i.

back-poppet (bak'pop"et), ». The tail-stock back-wash (bak ' wosh), ». 1. In worsted
back;flow (bak flo), n. Back-draft; also, the m a lathe. [Eng.J manuf., a process of cleaningthe carded sliver
flowing back of a flame in gas-engines. back-positive (bak'pozn-tiv), n. In German of wool by passing it through hot suds. C.
back-flue (bak flu), «. The reverse of a re- organ-building, that division of the instru- FicfterwaM, Woolen Spinning, p. 225.— 2. The
turn-flue; a flue for conducting hot gases from ment which is placed behind the playei^'s disturbed water thrown aft by the action of
the front to the rear end of a boiler. geat and between him and the church. It is the oars, paddle-wheels, or propeller of a boat.
back;fold (bak fold), ». A backward fold or usually played from the lower bank of keys, backwasfier (bak'wosh-er), ». \n worsUd
folding; the English equivalent of the Ger- Compare cAoir-orfl-an and c7(OM--o/-flra». manuf., a machine for cleansing the carded
manr«cfc/aKM»Mf,suggestedbyJ!i.buess tor the Back-pressure line, that line of an indicator-card sliver by passing it through hot soap-suds and
following condition: A mountain-range which has which is traced by the pencil of the Indicator while the ^ater, over hot copper drums, and through a
been upheaved by folding later experiences a strike-fault end of the cylinder to which the indicator is attached is „„„„™ ~;n !,„_ 6 ™
whose inner side, away from the bounding plains, sinks, exhausting. screw gill-DOX.

, . ,

Later a cross-folding is developed at right angles to this back-ouarter (bak'kwar"t6r), n. A strip of back-workmg (bak wfer-kmg), n. In mimng,
break, and to the axis of the older folds, which causes i .-thfir st, a r-pnr pornfir of a how-ton farriai™ working a coal-bed back or working toward
great upheaval and tilting. This last-formed fold is called leatner at a rear corner 01 a DOW-top carriage. +i^ i^

"J^. rs„nt„i, i
^

llxuk-foU. ^Tner. Geo?., Aug., 1904, p. 16. backset, M. 3. In iocfe-mafcrngr, the honzoutal ^^' Ĵ"1J^-
,
L^cot^

rT+»;.„„«7„„
back-furrow (bak'fur"6), v. i. To lay a see- distance between the front of the lock and the bacological (bak-o-lo] i-kal), a. lit. hacolog-

ond furrow-slice against the face of a first by center of the keyhole : an essential measure- '?? (< ^^- *1>aaologicus),< *hacologw,,fh6 art of

plowing in the revlrse direction. ment in lock-fitting.
silkworm culture < 6«co reduced from bom-

backgammon, ».-RussiajQ backgammon, a va- back-shot (bak'shot), n. A back-firing; the l«^\ ""^^"^ hombace, < ML 6om6aa: var. of L.

rietfff b™lS'mon in which tee nie^SSdo'f being firing of the charge in the cylinder of an inter- iomhyx, silkworm {see bombast, homhyx) + Gr.

setuponvariouspoints at tlie beginning of the game, nal-eombustion engine before the admission- :f>"°
< ^y"^' .fPeak.] Of or pertaining to

are entered by throws of the dice, both players entering , , i ^ ^E Pausing an extiloRion in ^^^ culture of Silkworms; sericultural.
upon the same table and going round the board m the valve nas ciosea, inus causing an explosion in

Baconian theory, the theory that Bacon wrote the plays
same direction. the admiSSion-passage. usually attributed to Shakspere. This theory, first dis-

back-eear n. 2. pi. Gears for changing the back-shutter (bak'shut"6r), n. That part of tinctly put forth by Delia Bacon in 1867, has had many

speed%f k shaft b^ transferring the power to a shutter whic\i is hinged to the stile^ 'trartirreroftreXremlTn?u^'^-'"cotSf
a secondary shaft and then back to the tost back-slanging (bak'slang-mg), n. The cus- ascribed to both Baqon and Shakspere could exist as

shaft, or one concentric or parallel with it. torn of travelers in the back-blocks of Aus- contemporaries.
.

Such a set of gears is commonly used on lathes tralia, where hotels are scarce, of seeking ac- Baconianism (ba-ko'ni-an-izm), n. Baconism.
for driving the live spindle when cutting metal, oommodations at the settlers' stations on their Baconist (ba'kpn-ist), ». 1. An adherent of

back-geared (bak'gerd), J), a. So geared that route. [Australia.] the Baconian p'Jiilosophjr.— 2. One who holds

the power is brought back to a shaft concen- back-slippage (bak'slip"aj), n. Of pumps, to or favors the Baconian theory as to the

trie with the driving-shaft, or parallel to it, game asslip^, to., 6.
"

plays usually recognized as Shakspere's.

but turning at a different speed. back-spin (bak'spin), n. A backward rota- Bacony degeneration. Same as lardaceous

back-gray (bak'gra), ra. A piece of unbleached tion, as of a golf-ball. It cheeks the forward (ijsease (which see, under ZardaceoMs).

cotton cloth placed on a calico-printing ma- motion of the ball. Bacopa (ba-ko'pa), n. [NL. (Aublet, 1775),

chine between the cloth which is being printed back-Stamp (bak'stamp), ». An imprint upon prob. after a native Guiana name of the type

and the back-blanket, to keep the latter clean thereversesideofmailedmatterindieatingthe species.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants

as long as possible. • time and place of its receipt at a post-office. of the family Scrophulariaceae. The type species.

Back-hand stroke, in tennis and similar games. played backstay, n. 8. In mining an inclined strut B^a^uatu:a.^. ^nMye^fGm^^^

with a racket or bat, a stroke in executing which the ^r brace of a shaft-head frame, designed to h °PtP?»miT m An imnronertoS" of *hae-
player turns (he back of his hand toward the direction . . j, jj j jj^g hoisting-engine—Back- Dacteraemia, n. An improper term ot "Oac-

in which he is sending the ball-for a right-handed '?^„ A the gun radiating b^^^ tenemia.
player the ball on the. left side, and for a left-handed gfyVehin^ a^oud near theTrizon ; ^^^^ bacterfa-bed (bak-te'ri-a-bed"), n. In sewage
player the ball on the right Bide.

shining between distant clouds and illuminating the disposal, same as *CMZ<i«ai«0J!-6ed (which see).

backing, n. 3. (i) Jn archery: (1) A reinforcement lower hazy, dusty atmosphere. When these beams de- Bacterial blight, a name given to certain bacterial

of wood sinew, or other elastic material forming the scend to the earth or ocean in front of the observer it is diseases of plants : as, the bacterial blight of the walnut,

back of a composite bow. (See6oa)2.) Backing of sinew is said that the sun is "drawing water."—Shifting back- whichhasbeenreportedfrom Califoi-nia,!ind theiiacfenoJ

free (simply bound or laced upon the bow) or ciose (molded stay, a stay used on a fore-and-aft vessel only as ueces- Uight of potatoes (JiaciUus solanacearum), which causes

or glued upon the bow). (2) The art or process of afllxing • sity requires. Such stays are shifted when the vessel goes the death of the leaves and stems, and also the rotting of

such a reinforcement. 0) 1° masonry, the rough stone- about, so that the weather ones will be taut and the lee the tubers.—Bacterial lamp, a glass flask of 1-2 liters

work brickwork or concrete of a wall whose face is of ones slack. Shifting backstays are set up with their own capacity,containingacultureof phosphorescent bacteria,

finer 'material or workmanship; in orcft. comtruetion, pei-manenttackleandact as preventer stays for the top- —Bacterial protems. See *protew.—Bacterial spot,

the masonry which rests immediately upon an arch, mast when the vessel is imder a press of sail, when not adiseaseof carnations,of bacterialorigin.whichproduces

sometimes necessary to keep it from deformation. (It) ;„ ^je they are secured in the after part of the channels spots on the leaves and finally kills them. It is regarded

In mining planks or poles placed behind the main tim- or standing rigging of the mast to which they belong. as distinct from bacteriosis of the carnation, attributed

hers. '
, T ,. ba,ck-st0D ». 2. In 6ase-6aZi, the catcher. See ^io Bacillus Dianthi.

backing-cloth (bak'ing-kl6th), n. In eahco-
"|gf fjl'g a stop or pawl designed to check bactena-tank (bak-te'n-a^tangk"), «• Insew-

j)n»<jwf?, an endless cloth, consisting of several ^hebackward movement of a wheel ; a detent, age disposal, same as *septic tank (which

layers of stout cotton cloth fastened together _Baok-Btop net, coarse netting used on athletic grounds see).
, ^ .,

with caoutchouc run immediately back of the ^ prevent the balls used in tennis or base-ball from pass- bactenc (bak-ter'ik), a. Same as bactenal.

fabric to be urinted. to increase the elasticity ing beyond certain limits. -. . . ,. Bactericidal immunity. See*mmunity.

of wLstoe o?"he eAgraved rollers. back-stope (bak'stop), n. Inmnrnp. a working- bactericide, ^.-Specific bactericide, a term inti-o-

i,.„t;l.!^niil^ ^hfv'frur Ril"in-d6r). n. In place over a drift or level in which the ore is juced by Pfeiffer to Sesiguate the active substance of a

^ife^S? thi S«^^^^^
on a attacked from below. bacteriolytic immune scrum

:
same as *bacUHolysin.



bacteriemia

bacteriemia (bak-te-ri-e'mi-a), n. [NL. bacte-
rieemia, <Gr. ^axriipiov, a rod. (see bacieriuni),

+ aiiM, blood.] Presence of bacteria in the
blood.

'bacteriofluorescin (bak-te'ri-o-flu-o-res'in), n.

A g^een fluorescent pigment prodiiced by Ba-
dUus pyocyaneus.
bacterioid, a. H, n. An organism shaped like

a bacterium ; specifically, the branched form
of bacteria found in the root-nodules of legu-
minous plants.

bacterioidal (bak-te-ri-oi'dal), a. Having the
shape of a bacterium ; bacterioid.

bacteriologic (bak-te'ri-o-loj'ik), a. Same as
bacteriological.

Bacteriological *incubator, *sterilizer. See
the nouns.
bacteriologlcall^ (bak-te"ri-o-lo3'i-kal-i), adv.
In a bacteriological sense or relation.

bacteriolysin (bak"te-ri-ol'i-sin), «. [bacteri-

olys(is) + -in?.'] A substance of the character
of an amboceptor, which will cause the de-
struction of bacteria in the presence of a cor-

responding complement. (See "^complement,

8. ) Its action is, generally speaking, specific, that is, a
certain bacteriolysin will destroy only a certain definite

species of bacteria.

In hisCroonian lecture (1900) Ehrlicli says: "From
this it appears that in the therapeutic application of

anti-bacterial sera to man therapeutical success is only
to be attained if we use either a hacteriolygin with a
complement which is stable in mau, or at least a bacteri-

olysin the amboceptor of which finds in human serum
an appropriate complement. The latter condition will

be the more readily fulfilled the nearer the species em-
ployed in the immunisation process is to man.

'

Lancet, April i, 1903, p. 943.

bacteriolysis (bak''te-ri-ol'i-sis), n. [NL., <

bacterium + Gr. Xvatg, dissolution.] Destruc-
tion of bacteria by some specific lysin.

But inasmuch as the results of the studies form an in-

tegral part of the work on hemolysis and bacteriolysis,

which is now attracting so much attention among bacte-

riologists and pathologists, and as they contain certain

facts of fundamental importance bearing on the theory
of these phenomena, it seems best not to delay publica-

tion untU the entire series of researches shall have been
completed. Jour. Exper. Med., March 17, 1902, p. 278.

bacteriolytic (bak-te'ri-o-lifik), a. [bacteri-

olysis (-lyt-) + -ic] Per'taimug to or of the

nature of bacteriolysis ; destructive to bac-
teria through the action of specific lysius.

The colon and typhoid bacillus were employed to check
one another. It was found that in nearly every case the
bacteriolytic power of the blood was sufiicient to destroy

the typhoid bacillus, even if alcohol was not employed.
Therapewlie Gazette, May 16, 1903, p. 292.

bacterioprotein (bak-te^'ri-o-pro'te-in), n.

An albuminous substance derived from bac-
teria. Same as bacterial *protem.

bacteriopurpurin (bak-te'ri-o-pfer'pu-rin), n.

[Li. bacterium + purpwreus, purple, -H -j»2.]

The reddish-purple coloring matter contained

in certain bacteria.

bacterioscopically (bak-te*ri-o-skop'i-kal-i),

adv. By bacterioseopic methods ; by means
of a search for bacteria with the microscope

or by culture methods. Nature, LXVII. 370.

bacterioscopist (bak-te-ri-os'ka-pist), n. One
engaged or skilled in the mioroseopioal in-

vestigation of bacteria.

bacteriosis (bak-te-ri-d'sis), m. Any plant-

disease caused by bacteria—^Bacteriosis of the
carnation, a disease of carnations attributed by Arthur
and Eolley to Bacillus iKontAi.—Bacteriosis of the
cucumber, a disease of cucumbers caused by BacHhts
traeAeipAiliM.—Bacteriosis of the hyacinth, a disease

of hyacintlis caused (according to Walker) by Pseudo-

numas HyaeintM.— Bacterlosls of the melon, a dis-

ease which destroys the leaves and vines of melons

;

caused by BaeUius tracheipkUus.— Bacteriosis Of the
mulherry, a disease of the mulberry attributed to Ba.
eillus (Tuftonianus.—Bacteriosis of the potato, a dis-

ease which attacks the leaves, stems, and tubers of

potatoes : said to be caused by BadUus solanaceamm.—
Fink bacteriosis of wheat, a disease of wheat at-

tributed to Jlicroeoeeas TriticL

bacteriotoxin (bak-te'rl-o-tok'sin), n. 1. . A
toxin of bacterial origin.—2. Same as *6oc-

teriolysin.

bacterium, n Hog-cholera bacteria, a group of

varieties or species, including Bacillus Salvumi, found

associated with hog-cholera.—Involution forms of

bacteria, irregular forms due to constrictions or swell-

ing of the cells. They occur especially in old cultures,

where the organisms have little vitality or are dead.

—

Uron-bacter&l, certain of the higher bacteria, as species

of Crenothrix, which make use of the iron compounds,

especially iron carbonate. See -ACrenothrix.—Luminous
bacteria, species which possess luminous properties.

The luminosity appears to be due to the vital processes

of the cell acting m the presence of free oxygen.— Mes-
OPhillC bacteria, a class of bacteria so called on ac-

oountof the temperature atwhioh they grow. Theraiui-

mum is 10°-15' C, optimum ST C, and maximum about

104
45° C. The forms which produce pathogenic action in

man belong to this class.

—

Nodule-bacteria, the bac-

Nodule-bacteria.

\^, a few cells hifrhly magnified to show the bacteria; four. cells

with nuclei ; £, branching forms from clover tubercle ; C, rod-
fonns from fenugreek tubercle.

teria which produce nodules upon leguminous plants,
enabling them to use atmospheric nitrogen. — Figxnent-
bacterjk, bacteria which exhibit color.—Fsychrophil-
Ic bact^ia, bacteria which develop at a minimum
temperature of 0° C, optimum 15'*-20° C, and maximum
about 30° C. The water-inhabiting bacteria generally be-
long to this class.—Pus-produclng bacteria, the group
of forms which are active In suppurative processes, of
which Streptococcus pyogenes is a frequenUy found ex-

ample.— Sulldinr bacteria, atiame applied to certain
bacteria frequently found iu sulphur-springs. The most
common forms belong to itBeggiaioa (see cut), and
ieThiothrix.—Thermophilic bacteria, a group of bac-
teria which* require a high temperature for successful
growth. The minimum is 40° - 49° C, optimum 60° - 55°

C., and maximum 60° -70° C. Many of the soil-bacteria

belong to this group.

bacteriuria (bak-te-ri-ii'ri-a). n. [NL., < Gr.
BaicT^piov, a rod (see bacterium), ¥ ovpov, urine.]
Presence of bacteria in the urine when voided.

Bactrian. I. a—Sactrlan sage, Zoroaster.

n. n. The language of Baotria. —Old Bae-
trian,the old language of Bactria : usually called Avestan
or Zend.

Bactrites (bak-tri'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. pdicrpov,

a cudgel, -I- -ites.] An early genus of fossil

cephalopods in which the shell is straight, the
protoconch round and calcified^ and the septa
regularly saucer-shaped, with a lateral si-

phonal lobe. Some writers regard this genus, which
occurs only in the Devonian, as a derived form of the
nautiloids because of its shape, the variability of its

siphonal lobe, and the fact that some nautiloids, like

Orthoceras, possess a calcified protoconch. Others re-

gard the genus as a primitive form of the ammonoids

;

but this view is not now well supported.

bactriticone (bak-trit'i-kon), n. [NL., KBac-
trites, -h Gr. kSivoq, cone.] The elongate-conic
shell of the cephalopod genus Bactrites. The
word was employed by Hyatt to distinguish this shell

from the similar but stouter cones of nautiloids like

Orthoceras (orthoceracones), on the assumption tliat

Bactrites is an ammonoid genus and the only represen-
tative of that group with a straight and smooth sbdll.

This view is not generally accepted, and the term bactrit-

icone is held to be essentially equivalent to orthocera-

cone.

bacuba (ba-ko'ba), n. [A native "W. Ind. name

:

cf. Oyambi bacowe, Galibi baccoHcou, baloulaca,

banana.] A name, in the Danish West Indies,

of the cultivated dwarf banana, Musa Cavert-

bacule (bak'iil), n. [MF. bacule.l Same as

bascule, 2.

baculiferous (bak-u-lif'e-rus), a. Bearing
reeds or canes.

baculiform (ba-ku'li-f6rm), a. [L. baculum,
rod, -I- forma, form.] Rod-shaped ; strai^t.

baculiticone (bak-u-lit'i-kon), n. [NL.,
iBaculites + Gr. kHvoq, cone.] A shell like that
of the ammonoid cephalopod genus Baculites;

a shell close-coiled in early stages but in later

growth becoming uncoiled and finally straight.

baddeckite (ba-dek'it), ». [Baddeck (see Aef.)

+ -ite"^. ] A highly ferriferous mica occurring
in small isolated scales embedded in a plastic

clay: found near Baddeck, Nova Scotia.

baddeleyite (bad'li-it), ». [Named after Jo-

seph Baddeley, who brought the first specimen

baff

from Ceylon.] Zirconium dioxid (ZrOg), oc-

curring in tabular monoclinic crystals from
yellow to brown or black in color : first found
inthegem-sandsofBakwana, Ceylon, and later

in Brazil (there called brazilite) and in Sweden.
badenite (bad'e-nit), ». [Rumanian Badevi
(seedef.) +-ite2.] An arsenide ofcobalt, nickel,

and iron, containing also a small amount of
bismuth. It occurs in steel-gray granular to
fibrous masses at Badeni-Ungureni, Rumania.

badge'^, «. 5. A breed of domesticated pigeons,
so named because of the sprinkling of white
about the head and 10 white flight-feathers.—Badge of fraud, in law, an act or omission innocent
in itself, but so out of the usual course that a presump-
tion of fraudulent dealing arises, which must be over-
come by positive evidence.

badger^, n. 5. An erroneous translation, in
the English version of the Bible, of the He-
brew tahash, an animal whoso skins are men-
tioned 13 times in the Old Testament as cover-
ings for the ark of the covenant, the table of
showbread, and the tabernacle itself, and once
(in Ezek. xvi. 10) as a material for the shoes
or sandals worn by women. Badgers are not known
to occur in Asia as far south as Palestine and Arabia.
The particular animal which furnished these skins has
not yet been identified.

6. In Australia, (a) the bandicoot, Perameles,
and, rarely, (6) the rock-kangaroo, Petro-
gale.— 7. A soldier who wears short whiskers.
[CoUoq., tr. S.]—8. In angling, an artificial

fly having a hackle of badger cock with a dark-
brown, nearly black center and cream-colored
points.—Badgergame, ablackmailingscherne inwhich
a man of means is enticed byawoman into a compromis-
ing relation, and is then pounced upon by her alleged hus-
band and compelled to pay smart-money.

badger-box (baj'6r-boks), TO. A roughly con-
structed dwelling, shaped like an inverted V
and covered with bark, much used by Tasma-
nian pioneers. [Australia.]

badhan (bad'ehan), n. [Yiddish, from Tal-
mudic (Syr.) beduh, cheer up, amuse.] A pro-
fessional jester ; one who entertains the guests
at a Jewish marriage by reciting Hebrew and
Yiddish popular songs, anecdotes, etc. , andwho
also addresses the bride and bridegroom. Al-
though his chief occupation (as his name signifies) is

merrymaking, his addresses to the couple before the mar-
riage ceremony assume a solemn character. Also called
Ttuirshalok or marshallik, from the German marschalk, a
sort of leader in festivities.

badia (ba-de'a), «. [It., shortened form of db-
badia.'] Same as *abbadia (which see).

Badiotites (bad-i-o-ti'tez), n. [NL. ; formation
not obvious.] A genus of ammonoid cephalo-
pods with closely coiled discoidal shells, rela-

tively simple septal sutures,and stronglyribbed
and keeled whorls. It occurs in the Triassie
rocks of the Mediterranean province.

badjong (bad'jong), n. [Aboriginal name.] The
name, in western Australia, of a tall shrub,
Acacia mierobotrya. it produces a large quantity of
good gum, similar to gum arable, which has a pleasant
sweetish taste; the aboriginals gather and store it in
hollow trees for use as food in winter.

bad-wing (bad'wing), n. A geometrid moth,
Byspteris aborUvaria, inhabiting the Atlantic
United States, the hind wings of which are
greatly reduced in size, it is pea-green in color,

with two white bands on each of the fore wings and one
on each of the hind wings. Its larvee roll the leaves of
grape.

Baelz's disease of tbe lip. See *iip.

Baena (be'na), n. [NL. ; formation not ob-
vious.] A genus of fossil turtles from the
Cretaceous and Eocene of North America.
bsenomere (be'no-mer), n. [Irreg. < Gr. paiveiv,

go (see base^, basis), + /lipog, part.] One of
the thoracic segments of an arthropod.

bsenopod (be'no-pod), n. [Irreg. < Gr. jiaivnv,

go, -F wotif {iroS-), foot.] One of the thoracic
legs of an arthropod.

bsenosome (be'no-som), «. [Gr. paivcw, go,
-(- aafm, body.] The thoracic region of an
arthropod. Packard.
baer, to. Same as *bei:
BSBtyl coin, an ancient coin representing a sacred mete-
orite, like those of Elenthera, Myrina, and other Greek
cities.

bsetylic (be-til'ik), a. Of or pertaining to a
bsetylus or sacred meteoric stone.

In the later palace a series of finds illustrated the
' beetylie' cult of the Double Axe and its associated divini-

ties. A gem showed a female figure— apparently a god-
dess— bearing this sacred emblem.

Bep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement o/Sci. 1902, p. 468.

baetzner (betz'nfer), to. A small billon coin of
Strassburg in Alsace, worth 8 deniers.

baff3(baf),a. [Prob. aformof 6a«cfe.] Worth-
less; useless. [Prov. Eng.]—Baff week, the week



baff 105
in which no pay Is received, fortnightly payment of wages of a village, destroying the hread-fruit and coconut crona

S&toy°rSi;?u?r;o?CffVr' ^"^^--^^ uprooti^ the treerS? ItfipptSg t™m omei?'leaves?soSMUraay, ine aaturuay ot batf week. that it takes them a long time to recover.
baffle, n. 4. An artihcial obstruction (in the Plant World, May, 190S,p.lOO
form of a board, plate, or cleat placed in the bago (ba'go), n. [Tagalog.] A name in the
channel) to the continuous smooth flow of a Philippine Islands of Gnetum Gnemon, an ever-
liquid or gas. it is used for the purpose of produclii;,
a thorough mixture of the flowing medium, or of cheek-
ing its velocity, or of detaining solid matters tiauis-
ported or propelled by the flowing medium.

baffle-block (baf'l-blok), n. A thick piece of

balance

Bairdiella (bar-di-el'a), re. [NL., named for
Spencer F. Baird, an' American natm'alist.]
A genus of American scisenoid fishes, includ-
ingthemademoiselle, orsilver-eroaker, B. chry-
sura. Gill.

green shrub or small tree with jointed, knotty Ijait-bug (bat'bug), re. A small burrowing
branches, opposite leaves, and catkin-like in- crustacean, Hima talpoidea, found on the At-
florescence. The bark yields cordage ; the seeds are 1*"*"= coast of North America.
roasted and eaten by the natives, and the young leaves are DaiZ, re. A simplified spelling of haize.

metal, sometimes hollow, used to baffle," o^ CTIXTV'^V^^'^'^,
Also called m6„. bajara (ba-ya'ra), n. A form of pump or

deflect eases in a furnace bag-rack (bag'rak), ». A rack attached to the water-lift used for irrigation purposes, itcom-
'
^ side or bulkheads of a ship to support the bass P™®^ a large vertical wheel carrying on its circuiufer-

in which the crew keep their clothing. ^^Tffol^'^l^sri^^^^t^fli^l'^^'JUJ,!''^^'^
«^"-

I
gases

baffle-ring (baf'l-ring), n. A ring placed in a
bearing to prevent leakage. ing from a whim operated by a horse or mule.
baffle-tank (baf'1-tangk), »i. A tank in which "fJ^^%iSS ( "'S'-g'^ d^^^^^ [NL. 6oflrra*i Bajocian group. See *^roMpi
baffles, or cross-partitions, are placed to check
the flow of a liquid or vapor through the tank.
baffle-tube (baf'l-ttib), n. A tube placed in
the path of the hot gases from a furnace, to
deflect them and make them take a more cir-

(Stai, 1862), from a native name ?] A pentat-
omid Toils Bagrada hilaris, common in South Bajuvarian series. See *series.
Africa, where it damages cabbage and cauli- bakam (ba'kam), re. [E. Indian.] A name
b»n^''fi/' ^°^f- *^? f^^"^ ^^^''^?&"'l^

?*^- applied in the East Indies to Biancxa Sappan,h^ge-\>ag(MurganUa htstnomca) mtheVmted the sapan-wood of commerce.. See sapan-
cuitous path, so as to retard their passage out i,°'!fL'!f''/vK/ -\ ro t. n » ,„ ,

wood. Also eaMed bookum and bukkum-wood,
of the tubes until all hea,thpshPfi,f<ri™Snff DagTe (ba gra), re. [Sp., Pg ] A sea-catfish, a bakauan, re.

"of the tubes until all heat has been given ofE. „„„„;„„ „j!-/n„ i., ----„- , , , '

baffling (baf 'ling), re. An arrangement or Knfsh Amerir7'
"" ^ ''^'*'^ ^'''"'

system of partitions, plates, or rings whereby vL^St^^ /i?; ,®"°^V r-o- ^^ -, .

a tendency to motion in an undesired direction
''^^^sang {hs^'^an^)^ re. [Bisaya Mgsan^.^ A

See baffle-plate, *baffle-ring.is prevented.

baffy (baf'i),

*baffy-spoon.

baffy-spoon (baf'i-spon).

^^--

[6of2 -I- .^a.] Same as

A wooden club

name in the Philippine Islands of the starchy
pith of several palms, especially that of Caryota
Mumphiana. The pith yields a kind of sago which is
highly nutritious, and which is eaten by the natives either
in the form of gruel or as a substitute for rice.

baguet, re. 2. In cytol., a rod-shaped mass of
chromatin in the nuclear division of some In-
fusoria.

baguilumban (ba-ge-lom'ban), re. Same as
*balokanag.
baguio, re. See *bagio.

, See *bacauan.
Baker's leg or knee, knock-knee.— Bakers' spomre
test. See*(esfi.

bakerite (ba'ker-it), re. [Named after R. C.
Baker, a director of the mining company.] A
hydrated calcium borosilicate occurring in
massive white forms at the borax-mines in San
Bernardino county, California.

Bakewellia (bak-wel'i-a), re. IBakewell, a mar-
ket-town in Derbyshire.'] A genus of extinct
peleoypod mollusks belonging to the family
Pernidse, having elongate-alate shells with a
multivincular ligament and denticulations
under the beaks. It occurs in the Permian

A, baffy-spoon ; S, long spoon.

, - . - formation. Also written Bakevellia.
Dag-worm, ».-^Abbot's bag;-wonn, the case-bearing baking-paper (ba'king-pa"per), re. In cooking,
larva of a psyohid moth, (Mefic™ aftioiii (Grote), occur- a thin slipet of si-shfiR^s fahrln ni- toU „=o,q iX
ring in the southern United States. See Psi/chidie.—

™>n sneei or asDestos laDrie or telt, used to

wit>i B alinrt ahnff ot,^ vor,rrv„i«>, i„ffo/i i„ +1, QiUncebag-worm, the larva ofTAj/rMiopeerj/ajepAemcr*- control the baking of bread or cake, when thewitn a snort snatt ana very much lotted m the formis. See hag-worm.
r

, e
hre&i. or cake is sufttciently browned in the oven, the

face, used in golf for playing approaches. bahag (ba'hag), re. FTaealoe and Bisava 1 A fPf'' '*o
'*'* °^™ ''• ^Seotually shutting off excess of

bagi, ».. XZ. l^base-ball a base-bag.- 14. loin-!lothwornV the nativeLf the Philippine bakiMoowdP^^^ •A swelling on a boiler-plate, it is frequentlyfound Islands. the nS't??^!?^^'
"'- ™e baking-powdeis m use m

in wrought-irou boiler-plates, and is due to the presence Bahama, Ianpplpt ?^e(^*l/inee1pt
uiumu oiaLea

of cinder inside the plate, which causes that part of the K5ir,™,f,t?7?r^^^ , , ,
plate which is exposed to the heat to expand more than Danawtlry (ba-ha dri), n. [Also bafiaudry,
the side next to the water and to separate from it. bahadry, < Hind, bahdduri, adj., < bahddur, ba-
15. In leather-mamtf., fullness in the middle hadur.] The star pagoda in Mysore. See
of a skin, which prevents it from lying out pagoda, 3.

flat and smooth. It is more marked in large bahawdur (ba-h&'dor), re. Same as bahadur.
skins—Barnes's bag, an hourglass-shaped rubber bag BaMaU gTOUp. See *group1:
^]^^''y^^,^*^j'}'*'}"e fie OS^teTi.-~FaxaAa,7'B electric baho(ba'ho), re. IKoT^i baho,paho.]
bag, an instrument devised by
Faraday to show that a charge
of static electricity is distrib-
uted on the exterior surface
of bodies. A metal ring on an
insulated support has a gauze
bag fitted to it. After electrlB-
cation by use of a proof-plane,
it may be shown that the charge
is on the exterior, for when the
bag is drawn inside out by pull-
ing the silk strings the charge
wUl still be found on the exte-
rior.— Politzer bag, a rubber
bulb with a tube attached, used
to force open the Eustachian
tube in cases of catarrhal clos-
ure. See politzerize.

hacrl, V. t.—To bag a brace, in cricket, said (humor

*pa}io.

bahur (ha'chor), re. ; pi. bdhurim (ba-cho'rem).
[Yiddish bocher, Heb. bahUr, pi. bahurim, <
5(ifear, choose, select.] 1. In biblical Hebrew,
a young man. Gesenius.— 2. In modem use

the United States belong virtually to the following
classes : (a) bicarbonate of soda with cream of tartar

;

(6) acid calcium phosphate ; (c) dry soda-alum ; (d) both
acid calcium phosphate and dry soda-alum ; and in all
starch to absorb hygroscopic moisture from the air and
prevent premature loss of carbon-dioxid gas.

baking-soda (ba'king-s6"da), re. Sodium acid
carbonate or bicarbonate of soda, NaHCOs.

_ Baktrian, a. and re. See Bactrian.
bameas ijakuiji (bak'6-in), re. [Russ. *bakuinu, <

Baku in Transcaucasia, a great petroleum
center.] A Russian mineral lubricating-oil
having a high viscosity and low cold test.
Compare "bakurin. Thorpe, Diet. Applied
Chem., I. 263.

fc *.'i'n'Tirl«T*;7£v^S".^^^^^^^^^^ f^kuol (bak-8-61'), re.^ [Russ. r^afc^p/., appar,

Faraday's Electric Bag.

Talmud in a rabbinical college (yeshiba), espe
cially now in Russia and Poland.
baia (bi'a), re. [Said to be Siamese.] Amoney-
shell, as'a cowry.

baidarki, re. See bidarkee.

Baiera (bi'e-ra), re. [NL. (Priedrich Braun,
1843), named in honor of Johann Jacob Baier
(1677 - 1735), an eminentman of science.] See
JeanpauUa.

ouslylof a batsman when he tails to score a run in either bail^, re. 7. In Careatiiare Zaw, a demise of realty.
ofhistwoinnings. [Colloq.] Hutchinson, Cricket, jt. 322,

bagatel, re. A simplified spelling of bagatelle,

'bagatelle, n. 3. Specifically, in mtisic, a short
and light piece, usually for the piano,

bag-filler, re. 3. In milling, a machine for fill-

ing paper bags or cloth sacks with fiour, bran,
meal, etc. One form consists of a short conveyer,
operated by hand, for drawing a fixed quantity of flour
from a hopper and loading it in the bag. In other forms
the empty hag is placed in a machine, where it is firmly
held and raised to a filling-cylinder by which a fixed

quantity of fiour isplaced in it, the filled hag or sack being
released and removed by hand.

baggage-room (bag'aj-rom), re. 1. A room at
a railway-station, steamship-pier, or the like,

where baggage is received, registered, dated,
checked, etc.— 2. A room where baggage may

< Baku (see *bakmn) + L. ol(eum), oil.] A
name given by Mendel^eff to an illuminating-
oil made by mixing oils of differenfr specific
gravities and of different flashing-points.

bakurin (bak'6-rin), re. IBaku (see *bakuin)
+ -r- + -ire2.] A lubricating-oil made by mix-
ing 100 parts crude Baku oil, 25 parts castor-
oil, and 60-70 parts sulphuric acid of 66° B6.,
followed by washing with water and sodium
hydroxid. Thorpe, Diet. Applied Chem., I.

264.

^ Bala group. See *group^.
nionbaUr_(a)See[iaa2,S. (6)Inpractice,tlieformalenter- balaad (ba-lad'), re. [Given as Somali, but

Bail court. See ^court.—Bail emphyteotiotue, a
lease for a long term, with right to renew indefinitely,

practically amounting to an absolute conveyance.—Com-
monbail. (a)Se6bail2,H. (&)Inpi'actice,theformalenter
ing of flctitions bail when special bail is not required. It is

intended merely to express the appearance of a defendant.

baiP, V. II. intrans. To halt or surrender
when '

' bailed up " or " held up " by a highway-
man. [Australia.]

Bailable process, an attachment requiring the arrest of

perhaps representing Ar. bildd, country.] A
native name in Somaliland for a small tabanid
fly resembling Ssematopota,v!h\eh bites camels,
sometimes causing their death. Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, 1900, I. 9.
Kbl^aUAC ^XU^CDa, all a.uuai>iiiii,^iii/ L^y^uxmi^ uucaiii^ou iji _ _ ,_ ' ' .j.
a defendant, and his release upon giving to the officer of DalaenOia (ba-le noid), a. [li. balsena, a whale.
the court to whom the attachment is directed suitable bail

for his appearance.

bail-drive (bal ' driv), n. A universal-joint

drive ; a Hooke's gearing,

bailer^ (ba'ler), re. lbaiPln.,+ -er^.2 In cricket,

a ball that strikes the bails : usually applied

u„ 1 ., , ., IT J 1 „<;:- „-. T, -_ to a ball that strikes the bails after pitching.
be left untd called for, a receipt or number

^ail-former (bal'f6r"mer), re. A wire-cutting
bemg given. [U. S. in both senses.] ^^^ -shaping machine for making bails.
baggatiway (ba-gat'i-wa), re. lOji-bwapagaa- ^^^^ re.-wtter-bailiff. (6) m English port towns,
aowe, to play ball.] The game ot lacrosse, an officer appointed to search ships, ic) In London, an
J. M. Cooley, Michigan, p. 61. officer who supervises the inspection of fish brought into

baggingl, re.-Cotton bagging, a jute fabric of very the city. .,,-,,.„ ,, .. k a
coarse texture for baling cotton : same as gunny bag- baillff-errant (ba'lif-er"ant), re. An under-

bailiff ; a deputy to a bailiffgmg.
Baggy group. See *•

bagio (ba'ge-6), re.

bugvio^ < Tagalog, Bisajya,

group'-.

[Also baguio; Sp. bdgio,

Pampanga^ etc.,

hagio, Ilocan bagguio, a tempest. ] In the Philip-

bailing-net (ba'ling-net), re. A scoop- or gath-

ering-net used in lifting live fish out of a trap

or seine.

Baillarger's layer-line. See *?4ree2

pine Islands, a native name for a whirlwind baiochetto (ba-yo-ket 6), re. [It., dim. of

storm, hurricane, typhoon, or cyclone. baiocco: see baiocco.'\ A small silver coin of

n V ii«j !,,„.= =o.m tn ho nf tho Pamesi, dukes of Castro, in the sixteenth
Bagmos, as hurricanes are called here, seem to be of """ •''""

'
'

frequent occurrence. They often blow down all the huts century.

-I- -oid.^ 1. Resembling or pertaining to a
whale ; whale-like.—2. Pertaining to the genus
Balsena.

balafong, «. Same as balafo. See also

*marimba.
balagan(bara-gan),re. [Siberian.] A thatched
pyramidal wooden hut of eastern Siberia,

raised on piles to a height of about 10 feet, and
reached by a ladder consisting of a notched
tree-stem.

The little village of Earaga consists of seventeen
straggling batagans, six yurts and one small tent.

Geog. Jour. (K. G. S.), XII. 286.

balance, re. 14. In engines, a condition in

which the forces at play due to the masses of

the moving mechanism are balanced by others

which operate in a contrary sense, so that the

engine has no tendency to lift or slide upon
its foundation, but would run without jar even
if not secured to such foundation. Balance is of

great importance in locomotive and motor-car engines,

since, from the nature of their service, the bed-plates



Jolly's Balance.

a, b, spiral spring

;

c, d, pans; m, grad-
uated mirror.

Mohr's Specific-grav-
ity Balance.

balance
or trames of these machmes cannot be fastened to the
ground.—Automatic balance, a weighing-machine
which automatically cuts off the material being placed
upon it when a fixed amount is in the weigliing-pan.—
Inertia balance, an instrument which,
by means of oscillations controlled by
adjustable weights, enables moments
of inertia to be determined without the
use of stop-watches.—Jol^s balance,
a delicate spiral spring of elastic brass
wire, intended chiefly for determining
the specific gravity of small fragments
of minerals.—^Kelvin's ampere-bal-
ance, an apparatus for measuring the
strength of an electric current in abso-
lute terms by balancing its attracting
force against a weight.—UobT's spe-
cific-gravity baliuice, a couTenient
form of balance suited to the determi-
nation of the specific gravity of botii
solids and liquids. A rider on the grad-
uated arm is used instead of the smaller
weights.— Flattner'Bbalance, a small
assay-balance so constructed as to be
easily taken apart and packed in a
small box for st^e transportation: used
in rough mining regions.—Quartz-
tbiead gravity-balance, an instru-
ment, devised by Thrclfdl and Fol-
locl^ for statically measuring varia-
tions in gravity. It consists of a
quartz thread 30.S cm. long and .0038
cm. in diameter, held rigidly at one
end and capable of torsion at the
other. A gilded brass wire 5.3 cm.
long and weigliing .018 gram is sol-
dered to the thread in such a way that

its center of gravity is a little on one
side of the quartz thread. Twisting
the thread brings the wire into a hori-
zontal position and on the cross-wire
of an observing microscope. In use
the twist put on the quart^ thread to
bring it into the horizontal position is

determined. If gravity increases, the
movement of the weight of tlie wire
increases and a greater twist is re-
quired.—Spedfic-gTavlty balance,
a balance used for determining the
specific gravity of a substance. See
above.—Tangent balance. See
Aten^ent.— Toision-balance. (6)

Besides the Coulomb torsion-balance, used principally for
electric and magnetic measurements, an instrument so
named has been made for ordinary weighings, in which
the beam turns upon a horizontal wire subject to torsion
instead of upon a knife-edge.—^Troemner's ba^uice,
a form of dispensing-scale,— Wbeatstone's balance.
Same as WhadiAom^s bridge. See resistance, 3.

balance, v. t—Balanced ration. See -itration.

balance-box (bal'aiis-boks), n. A box which
counterbalances tte load lifted hj a balance-
crane. It is usually a east-iron box loaded
with small weights or kentledge. Lockwood,
Diet. Meeh. Eng. Terms.
balance-cylinder (bal'a,ns-Bil"in-der), n. A
small steam-cylindeT sometimes placed on top
of the valve-chest of large vertical engines, so
that steam acting on the under side of the
piston will relieve the valve-gear of the weight
of the vgilve and valve-rod. A similar cylinder is

sometimes used, though rarely, to b^nce the weight
of the engine-piston and piston-rod. Also halandng-
cylinder.

balance-lever (bal'ans-lev*6r), ». In textile-

manuf,, a device for controlling the oounter-
faller of a spinning-mule.

balance-lug (bal'ans-lug), n. Naut., a lug-sail

contracted into a narrower compass by rolling

\\p a portion of the canvas on its yard.

balance-rail (bal'ans-ral), n. In the key-
board of the organ or piano, the rail or raised
strip which carries the pins on which the keys
are balanced and operated. See cut imder
piarmforte.

balance-reef (bal'ans-ref), v. t. To close-reef;

take in all the reefs.

balance-rope (bal'ans-rop), n. In mining, a
rope hung under the cage in a shaft to coun-
terbalance the weight of the winding-rope.

• Barrowman, Gloss.

balance-rudder, n.— compound balance-mdder,
a~-type of balance-rudder, formerly used in some war-
ships, in which the forward part could be locked in a
fore-and-utt line when under sail, but the whole used as

an ordinary balance-rudder when steaming.—Twinbal-
ance-rudders, a special arrangement of rudders for
torpedo-boats, devised by Thorneycroft, There is a bal-

ance-rudder on each side of the screw, hollowed out
toward the screw, thus forming a sort of tunnel in which
the screw revolves.

balancing-cylinder (bal'an-sing-siFin-dSr), n.

Same as *balance-q/Under.

balancing-lever (Toal'an-sing-lev'er), n. Same
as equalizing-bar (which see, under bar^).

balancing-machine (baran-sing-ma-shen"), n.

A machine for finding and correcting any va-

riation in the weight of different parts of a

pulley-machine knife or cutter aaid causing it

to run true at high speed— Enlfe-balancing ma-
Cblne, a scale-balance for testing the distribution of

weight in machine-luilves and rotary cutters. Uneven-
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ness in the distribution of weight in a knife is found by
weighing it in different positions in the scale, and is cor-
rected bj^ filing the heavy portions until, after repeated
tests, it is exactly uniform in weight in all positions.
Knives used in pairs .ai'e tested until they balance in all

the positions in which they will be placed in the cutter-

balk-lining

weight, recognized in commercial usage as a legal ten-

der in trade, for example, a cotton-bale rectangular in
form and weighing about 600 pounds.—Running bale,
any bale just as it is, for example^ a cotton-bale as it

comes from the pre8S.--4ea-i8land bale, a marketable
package of sea-island cotton, weigliing atwut 890 pounds.

head ofa wood-working machine.—Botaiy balancing- balc-baud (bal'band), M. Naut., a, hie shackle-
machine, a machine for testing pulleys by causing them ghaped iron at the masthead, secured to the
to revolve in a horizontal plane, any variations in the S. j 4. i.- i.

"'"'"'=™"'.''"^"""°" "" ""^

rotation caused by unequal distribution of weight being cap-Dana, to which the Standing part of the
indicated by the machine. Weights may then be added flying-jib stay is made fast,
to the pulley in such positions as to cause it to run true bale-Breaker (bal'bra-kfer), n. A machine form the balancing-machine. opening or loosening the hard-packed layers
balancing-organ (bal'an-siM-6r'gan) n. of a cotton-bale._Porcuplnebale:breaker,abaIe.
bame as balancer, a. JtCep. JSnt. Ass'n Aa- breaker equipped with a rapidly revolving cylinder or
vancement of Sci., 1901, p. 695. beater, consisting of a number of teeth, spikes, or blades.

balancing-way (baran-sing-wa')^ n. A device bale-sling (bal'sling), n. Naut., a simple strap
for finding any want of balance m a wheel or (circle of rope) passed around a bale or bag, the
arbor by suspending it upon carefully adjusted
supports, or ways, and causing it to revolve.
When it comes to rest the heavy side is downward, show-
ing a want of balance at that place, and this is corrected
by filing that point or adding weight at opposite points.

two ends meeting on top, one dipping (pass-
ing) through the other. The hook of the hoisting-
tackle is slipped into the loop formed by the rope, and
when a strain is brought upon the taclde the rope strap
tightens about the article hoisted and holds it securely.

balaneutics (bal-a-nu'tiks), n. [Gr. fiaXavev- Balfouria(bal-f8'ri-a),n. [NL. (EobertBrown,
'" .-.-• ..„. , , 1810), named in memory of Sir Andrew Bal-

four (1630-1694), founder of the Eoyal Botan-
ical Garden at Edinburgh.] Agenusof dicoty-
ledonous plants belonging to the family
Apoeynaoese. See Wrightia.

TiKii, fem. of pahivevTiKdg, < Pa^veveiv, attend
at the bath, < jiaTiavelov, a bath : see balneum.']
The science of administering baths; balne-
ology.

balangay (ba-lan-^'), ji. &(>& *barangay. * .- — »

balanophoraceous (baFa-no-fo-ra'shius), a. ballbago (ba-le-ba'go), n. [Tagalog and Bt
^liili.,< Balanophoracese -f -(ms."] Having the saya. Cf. Guam jjagro, Fijian »o«,Samoan/a«,
characters of or belonging to the Balanopho-
racese.

balanoposthitis (baKa-no-pos-thi'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. fiakavog, acorn' (glans), -I- ndoBri,

penis, -I- -itis.] Inflammation of the prepuce
and glans penis.

Balantidium (bal-an-tid'i-um), n. [NIj.
(ClaparMe and Laehcmann, 1858), < Gr. jSoAav-
Tidiov, dim, of /Sa^XoiTiov, PaXavrurv, a bag,
pouch.J A genus of heterotriehous ciliate

Infusoria, of tbe family Bursarina, having a
large peristome and well-marked anal aperture.
Its species are found in the rectum of batra-
chians, the large intestine of man, and the
eoeloma of annelids.
balaol (ba-la-6'), 71. [Cuban Sp. balad; cf.

Sp. balaou, a kind of sprat.] The halfbeak,
Semiramphus brasiliensis. [Cuba.]

balao^ (ba-la'o), n. [Tagalog.] A name in the
Philippine Islands of Dipterocarpus vernid-
fhius, a forest-tree which yields a fragrant
resin called balao balsam or malapaho balsam,
highly prized by artists as a varnish for
pictures. See *panao. balif, n. A simplified spelling of bailiff.

balarao (ba-la-ra'6), n. [Tagalog (whence balimbing, n. See *baUngbing.
Pampanga ftatorao), a dagger, prob. orig. refer- balingbing (ba-ling-bing'), ». [Tagalog and
ring to an attached thong; cf . Bisaya &a{aZao,

^' j.-j----i.-_- .' tr-i i.i.„.x--.__ ,.. ,,

a coil of string or rope, a skein of thread or
silk.] In the Philippine Islands, a dagger with
a rather broad blade.

balastre, n. See baluster.

balata-gum, n. Almost the entire output of balata-
gum is produced in Guiana and Venezuela, and comes
into commerce in the form of sheets and blocks. It is

usually considered a kind ofgutta-percha, but differsfrom
the latter in that it is softer at the ordinary temperatm*e,
more elastic, cools more slowly after being heated, and
is much more durable when exposed to light and air.

Balibago iPariti tUiaceutn).

Hawaiian feoM.] In the Philippines, a tree,
Pariti tiliaeeum, widely distributed in the trop-
ics. Its bark yields a valuable bast-fiber from which
the natives of Guam and other Pacific islands make cord-
age. Its wood is very lights and is used for outilggers fur
canoes, floatsfor fishing-nets, and for kindling fire by fric-

tion. See corkwood and mdhae, 1.

Bisaya baUngbing, < Malay bilimbing (belim-
bing, balimbing) : see bilimbi.] A Philippine
name of the tree and fruit bilimbi or bilimbing
(which see).

balisier (ba-le-ze-a'), n. [P. balisier, the canna
or Indian shot.] Aname in some of the West
Indies of several species of banana-like plants
of the genus Bihai, the flowers of which are
protected by large red or yellow bracts which
give them a very showy appearance. Also
called wild banana. See Heliconia.

soles, dress-shields, and belts for transmitting power.

balate (ba-la'te), n. [Philippine Sp. balate,

< Tagalog balat, skin, hide.] A sea-cucumber,
dried and smoked, eaten as a relish ; trepang.
balatong (ba-ia-tong'), n. [Tagalog and Bi-

Islands of Ficuslndica and several allied spe-
cies having aerial roots and the habit of growth
of the banians of India. From the inner bark of
some of the species the Negritos prepare bark-cloth simi-
lar to the tapa of the Polynesians, which they use for
clothing. See baniar^.

saya balatong.] A name applied in the PhUip- balfcl, ». 9. (c) (2) in England, a beam of a certain size
pines to Phaseolus Mungo, one of the most im-
portant food-staples of the natives. See green
gram, under gram^.
Balatonian group. See '•group^.

balaustre (ba-la-6s'tre), n. [Sp. balaustra,
flower of the wild pomegranate.] The name
in Venezuela of the valuable timber-tree Cen-
trolobium robvstum. See *arariba.

Balbach process. See *process.

balboa (bal-bo'a), n. [Panama Sp. balboa,

named for Balboa, who discovered the Pacific

Ocean.] A new gold coin of the republic of
Panama, worth $1 in United States gold: 1-,

received from the Baltic. The size is stated at 4-8 iuches
in width, 6-12 inches in thickness, and of any consider-
able length. The word generally denotes a whole trunk
roughly squared and therefore tapering from end to end.
((2) Any heavy mass of timber, such as the stoing-piece of
a wooden pier or bridge.

15. In wool-manitf., a fullness and suppleness
of texture.—16. The failure of a jumper or
vaulter to jump after taking his run. Three
balks usually count as a trial-jump Double
balk, in billiards (now almost exclusively in the English
game), a term used when the incoming striker's ball is in
hand and the other two within the string.—^To ma^e a
balk, in bUliards, to force one's own ball and the.red (or
both reds, in the American game) within the sti4ng-line
when one's opponent is at hand.

2i-, 5-, 10-, and 20-dollar balboas are coined. ,

balbus (bal ' bus), 71. [L., stammering.] A "^^ j
"• *—J*,^^^ <??^. •» "rO'^e, to lay out

_+__,_,.„„, " • ' •
° cards for the dealer^s crib which are unlikely to matchsiammerer.

„,. -j a any that he wiU lay out. Such would be a king and a 9.

baldface (baid'fas), n. The widgeon, ^>ias balk-lining (bak'li''ning),n. A system of balk-
arnencana. See *baldhead, 4. lines in carom-biUiards introduced in 1874 and
baldnead, n. 4. The widgeon, Anas ameri-
cana : so called from its wmte head.
baldio (bal-de'o), n. [Sp. baldio, a., untilled,

waste.] Waste or common land.

Baldwin's phosphorus. See *phosphorus.

bale^, n.—Commercial bale, a bale of certain form and

later modifled. it now consists of eight short lines,
two in each comer, intersecting the ori^al continuous
line running parallel to and either 14 or 18 inclies from
each section of the cushion. Thus there are nine panels
representing four different areas. Eight of the panels
are balks. The central panel, having an area nearly as
great as that of all the others combined, is tree, and yet



balk-lining

is neglected by the best players. Starting at 8 inches, the
continuous line has been changed, in public games, to 10,

12, 12i, 14, and 18 inches. The only ones now in force are
brieUy expressed as 14:2, 18:2, and 18:1, the final figures
indicating the number of shots allowed on two object-
balls in any one balk. Shots are not necessarily counts,
and at 18:1 there can be no count at all unless a balk-ball
is sent out, while at 1£:2 or 14:2 there cannot be two in
succession. Return of the ball to the same balk imposes
no penalty.

balk-pocket (bak ' pok " et), ». One of two
comer pockets at the foot of an English and
the head of an American billiard-table.

ball^ n. 25. In the manufacture of soda by
the Leblanc process, the batch of pasty mate-
rial produced by heating together sodium
sulphate or salt-cake, calcium carbonate (lime-
stone or chalk), and coal as discharged from
the furnace.— 26. In arch., a spherical orna-
ment. Specifically— (a) A sphere cut out of stone and
serving as the crowning feature of a gate-post or the
like. (6) A hollow sphere of thin metal, made as light
as possiule and braced with iron bars, set above a cupola
or dome. The ball of St. Peter's at Eome is 8 feet in
diameter.

27., pi. Iron ore occurring in balls or nodules.
Also ball-ironstone. [Scotch.]—BaU-amd-socket
joint. <P) In geol., a cup-shaped joint produced by the
lougltudinal contractions of basaltic columns during
cooling.— BaJl tbruBt-beaxlng. Same as *ball-thruat.
—Best ball In games like golf or croquet, where there
are three players, the best player' matches his score
against the best ball of the other two.—Four-ball
match, in ffolf, a match in which four players engage,
two on each side, each playing his own ball, only the
best ball on either side counting.— CrUUty ball or dan-
ger ball, in croquet, the ball to be played against on
an opponent's side.—Hanging ball, in golf, a ball which
lies on ground that slopes downward in the direction in
which the ball is to be driven.— Illegal ball, in base-
ball, a ball delivered to the batsman by the pitcher
when the latter is not in his prescribed position.
— Innocent ball, in croquet and similar games, the
ball last played.—Leg baJl, in cricket, a ball bowled
so that if its course is not altered by the batsman
it will pass behind his legs.— Length ball, in cricket,

a ball bowled with the proper length or pitch ; a
ball 60 pitched as to cause the batsman difficulty

in playing it.— Liberia balls and flakes, a trade-
name for crude india-rubber of good quality brought
in large balls from Liberia.— Lined baUs, in billiards,

balls so much in alinement that the first object cannot
be hit for a count without hitting the second also, such a
situation being commonly, thcugh not always, a tie-up.

—Lopori balls, a trade-name for a kind of crude india-
rubber brought fa small balls, black on the outside and
white within, from the Kongo region in Africa.—New
Guinea balls, a trade-name for a kind of crude india-
iiibber in strings of small balls, black on the outside and
white or pink within, the product of Ficus rigo, im-
ported from New Caledonia.—No ball, in cricket, a ball
delivered or bowled unfairly as regards either action or
position.—Passed ball, in bam-boM, a ball which is de-
livered by the pitcher- within the catcher's reach, but
which the catcher fails to hold, so that it goes beyond
him and the runner succeeds in gaining abase.—FlaiU
ball, in biUiards, the clear white as distinguished from
the spotted white ball. In I'rance (for no good reason)
both are clear, with the result that the wrong one is often
played with us a cue-ball.—Running ball, in baae-ball,

foot-ball, golf, lawn-bowls, and other games, a rolling ball.

— Short bajl, in crictet, a ball which pitches too far in
front of the batsman to cause him difficulty in playing it

;

a ball bowled short of a length. See length -kbail.—

Three-ball match. In golf, a match in which three
players play against one another, each with his own ball

;

or a match in which one plays his ball against the
best ball of two others. The latter is usually referred
to as a best-ball match.—To break the bails. See
kbreak.—^o smother the baJl, in erickel, to play for-

ward with the bat upon the ground, so as to stop the
ball soon after it pitches.—Wide ball, in cricket, a ball

bowled out of the batsman's reach.

balF, ». 3. A belt of sand a short distance off-

shore on which waves break in rough weather.
[Local, Eng.]

The sands exposed at low tide were mostly smooth

;

only in the low between the beach and the " 6oK " were
there well-preserved tidal sand-ridges.

Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XVIII. 183.

ballade, «. 3. In music, a term variously ap-
plied to melodies for ballads, to extended nar-
rative or dramatic works for a solo voice, oc-

casionally to concerted choral cantatas, and
to instrumental pieces of a melodic character
— in the last case often without obvious rea-

son.

ballahoo (bal-a-ho'), »• [Also ballahou, hulla-

hoo ; appar. another use of ballahou, W. Ind.

name of a schooner : see ballahou.'] A garfish.

[Australia.]

ballast, n. 5. The rough masonry of the in-

terior of a wall, or that laid upon the vault

;

masonry used where weight and solidity are
needed. Compare *flUinff, 7, and ''back-filling.

—Ballaat fever, formerly, anyepidemiodisease occurring
on board a ship from a tropical port, supposed to be due
to a contagium present in the ballast.-To freshen bal-
last. See -kfreshm.

ballast-car (bal'ast-kar), n. In railroading,

a gondola- or hopper-car used in conveying,

dumping, and distributing gravel, broken stone,

or other ballast along a roadway.
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ballast-fin (bal'ast-fin), n. A heavy metal ex-
tension bolted to the keel of a yacht, designed
to give her great stabilityby carrying the ballast
low down. It is on the principle of flie fin-keel.

ballast-line (bal'ast-liu), n. The water-line of
a vessel when she is in ballast.

ballast-loaded (bal'ast-16d*ed), p. a. Said of a
vessel when she has nothing but ballast in her
hold.

ballast-shovel (bal'ast-shuv'a), n. A shovel
employed in handling earth ballast.

ballast-tank (bal'ast-tank), m. Id. shipbuilding,
one of a series of compartments built in a ship,
made water-tight, and provided with pipes by
means of which it may be filled with water
from the sea or pumped out by the ship's
pumps. When the tank is filled the water acts as bal-
last. Such tanks are usually formed in the space between
the inner and outer bottoms, though additional ballast-
tanks are frequently placed elsewhere for special reasons.

In other words, the volume of the hcdlaet-toMk is not
included in the under-deck tonnage ; and shipbuilders are
left free to choose their methods of constructing the
hulls for water-baUast purposes.

White, Manual of Naval Architecture, p. 55.

BaU-beartng axle, an axle with steel balls (held by a
box or sheave) which bear upon the axle-arm to reduce
friction.

ball-clay (bftl'kla), n. A plastic clay used in
making pottery. Also known as pipe-clay.

ball-dance (b&l'dans), n. A ceremonial dance
connected with the ball-games of some Indian
tribes.

bailer (b&'16r), n. A workman who charges
puddled bars into a balling- or reheating-fur-
nace.

ballet^, n. 4. The music to which a ballet is
danced.—5. In the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, especially in England, a light glee-
like madrigal or part-song, often vfith a fa-la
burden. See/a-te.— 6. In the eighteenth cen-
tury, a series of instrumental dances properly
in the same key and usually for stringed in-
struments; a suite (which see). The dramatic
ballet (see def. 2) was the national form of drama in
France ; it originated In the sixteenth century, and in the
seventeenth coalesced with the Italian musical drama,
giving rise to the early type of French opera.— Ballet of
Ballets, the name in the Bishops' Bible (1568) of the
Song of Songs.

ballet-dancer (bara-dan'''ser), n. One who
dances in a theatrical or operatic ballet. See
ballet^, 1.

ballet-girl (bal'a-gferl), n. A female ballet-
dancer.
ballet-master (bara-m&s"t6r), n. The trainer
or director of a ballet. See ballet^, 1.

ballet-music (bara-mu''zik), n. Same as *6aZ-
?e<2, 4.

ball-float (b&l'flot), a. A float in the form of
a sphere, used either as a valve or for operat-
ing a valve. See hall-cock.

ball-furnace (bftrffir'-'nas), n. The reverber-
atory furnace used in the Leblanc process of
soda-manufacture. See *6aMi, 25. Also called
black-ash furnace.

ball-furnaceman (b&l'f6r'''nas-man), n. A
workman whose duty it is to turn over and ul-

timately to discharge the material from a ball-

fumace.
ballhooter (bftl'hij-ter), n. In lumbering, one
who rolls logs down a hillside. [U. S.]

ballhornize (barh6rn-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

ballhornized, ppr. batlhornising. [G. ballhorrm-

siren, spoil while trying to mend, < Ballhom, a
man's name. "John Ballhom was a printer

at Lubeck, who flourished between the years
1531 and 1599, andwho printed, amongst other
things, a primer or A B C book, on the last

page of which he substituted for the embellish-

ment which was usual at that time, of a cock
with spurs, a cock without spurs, but with a

couple of eggs beside him ; and on the strength

ofthis substitution announced on the title-page
' Amended by John Ballhom.' The expression

has since become proverbial [in Germany];
and ballhornisiren. or ver-ballhornen signifies

'to make unmeaning or useless alterations in

anything— to make anything worse, instead

of making it better.' " Ghwilt, Review of De-

signs for Rebuilding the Royal Exchange.] To
spoil while professing tomend ; make unmean-
ing or useless alterations in. See the etymol-

ogy-

balling^, n. 2. In the manufacture of soda, the

firing, working back and forth, and discharging

of the black-ash mixture. See *6a«A, 25.-3.

In textile-bleaching and -coloring, the collecting

of the material into balls, to the detriment of

balloon-guard

the process. It occurs most frequently in loose
cotton or wool.— 4. In the process of nuclear
development, the fusing of two or more nuclei
into one.

ball-iron (b41'i"6rn), n. Concretionary clay
ironstone.

BalllBtlc board (milit.), a tablet containing ballistic
data so arranged that the allowances and corrections
required to insure accurate firing with sea-coast can-
non may be quickly determined.— Ballistic fTult, one
which projects its seed (or cuntaining-segments) or
spores by elasticity; a catapult fruit. Compare *bolo-
cAore.—Ballistic instrument, an instrument measuring
an electric impulse by the throw or momentary deflection
of the instrument-needle. It differs from an ordinai-v
electric measuring-instrument in having the moving part
heavier and not damped.—Ballistic test, a trial of ord-
nance or armor by firing witii projectiles. A test of a gun
is made by firing it with proof charges ; that of an armor-
plate by tiring at it with armor-piercing projectiles.

ballistics, ». pi—Exterior baUlstlcs, that depart-
ment of ballistics which treats of the motion of a projec-
tile in the air.—Interior ballistics, that department of
ballistics which treats of the motion of a projeciile in tiie

hereof agun. ,
•

ballistite (ba-lis'tit), n. A smokeless" powder
containing a large percentage of nitroglycerin

:

similar to cordite, it was originally introduced by
Nobel, and was one of the earliest forms of smokeless
powder, it has been modified as to exact composition
and mode of manufacture, but at present consists of
equal pai'ts of nitroglycerin and soluble guncotton,
with about one per cent, of diphenylamine. As made for
military purposes by the Italian government it is pressed
into small threads known as Jilite.

ball-lightning (b41"lit'ning), «. An electric
discharge which appears as a ball of fire de-
scending from the atmosphere to the earth,
rolling slowly along the ground or the rigging
of a vessel, and eventually exploding violently,
leaving a strong sulphurous or ozone odor : a,

form of natural atmospheric lightning. Al-
though rare, the reality of this phenomenon is

supported by several well-authenticated cases.
ball-machine (bai'ma-shen'''), ». In candy-
making, a machine for cutting and forming a
great variety of small candies, such as goose-
berries, butter-cups, balls, bonbons, etc. it
consists essentially of rolls of a special form adapted to
the various shapes of candies, and in large machines is

used with a blower for chilling and hardening the candies
as fast as they are formed between the rolls and delivered
to a traveling-apron which conveys them through the
air-blast from the blower.

ball-mill (b^l'mil), n. Same as ball-grinder.

ballonet (ba-lo-na ), n. [P., dim. of ballon,

balloon.] A small balloon containing air,

placed inside a larger balloon containing a gas
lighter than air.

To secure rigidity they put an air balloon, or ballonet,

inside the gas balloon, and when a cooling cloud or
change of temperature contracts the gas, they pump air
as needed into the ballonet, which makes the entire bag
tight and snug.

P. I/yle, Jr., Smithsonian Eep., 1901, p. 683.

balloon^, n. 8. In cricket and base-ball, a
lofty hit which gives a fielder the chance to
catch a batsman out. [Slang.] — 9. In spin-
ning, the convex curve assumed by yarn on a
ring-frame—^Registration balloon, exploring bal-
loon, a small balloon to which recording instruments are
attached for registering conditions in the upper air.

balloon^ (ba-lon'), ». [balloon^j n.] I. trans.

1. To carry up or transport in, or as in, a
balloon.

Thy pinions next baUooned me from the schools to
town. Cdlman the Younger, Broad Grins, vi.

2. To distend with air, gas, or water, as the
abdomen in tympanites, or the rectum or

vagina with specially constructed apparatus.

II. intrans. 1. To make ascents in a bal-

loon.

When Wise the father tracked the son, ballooning through
the skies.

He taught a lesson to the old,— go thou and do like

Wise. 0. W. Holmes, Meeting of Harvard Alumni.

2. To swell out like a balloon ; in ring-spin'

ning, to fly outward centrifugally from the spin-

dle: said of yam.
balloon-cloua (ba - 16n ' kloud), n. A small

cumulus or alto-cumulus cloud upon which the

sun is shining so that the top warms and rises

rapidly, while the cooler bottom follows

slowly, the whole cloud assuming the form ol

a rising balloon, until it reaches some upper

level where it dverflows and forms a thin

stratum of false cirrus, alto-stratus, or analo-

gous cloud.

balloon-foresail (ba-lon "for 'sal), n. See

*foresail.

balloon-guard (ba-16n'gard), n. A device foi

keeping the yams on a ring-spinning frame

from interfering with one another during th<

process of spinning.



balloonine

balloonine (ba-lon'in), n. [AtterF. *balloni>ie,

< balloon + -ine'^.'] A varnish intended to
render the silk of balloons impervious to gas.
It is made by dissolving india-rubber in a mix-
ture of benzin and carbon disulphid. Sei.
Ainer. Sup., Oct. 10, 1903, p. 23221.

ballooning, «. 3. In a steam-boiler, the lift-

ing of scum on the surface of the water by the
liberation of steam from it. Neivnes, Tech.
and Sei. Diet.

balloon-kite (ba-16n'kit), n. A combination
of the balloon and the Mte, first designed by
Abercromby for meteorological research, but
subsequently modified in an entirely novel
way for military purposes by Ausfeldt and
Sigsfeld of the Prussian army, in this construc-
tion the kite itself is a balloon consisting of a gaS'bag
about 80 feet long and 20 feet wide, held at its upper and
lower ends by ropes, so that its central plane is inclined
to the ground and the wind like a kite. The buoyancy is

sufficient to carry a military observer up to a height of
200 or 300 feet, so that he may overlook the surrounding
country. See itHte^bdlloon.

balloon-rail (ba-lon'ral), n. The support for

the balloon-guards on a rjng-spinning frame.
ball-ore (b£i.l'6r), n. Iron ore (limonite or side-

rite) occurring in layers of more or less closely
united nodules. [Local, U. S.]

Ballostoma (bal-os'to-ma), n. pi. [NL.] A
suborder of minute fossil thysanuran insects
found in the Florissant shales of Colorado.

ballot^, n.—^Australian ballot, a system of balloting
of which the principal features are the placing of the
names of all the candidates on each ballot, the printing
of the ballots by the government, the arrangement and
conti'ol of the polling-places, and devices for securing
secrecy in marking and casting the ballots. The system,
with numerous variations, has been extensively adopted
in the United States.—Ballot Act. Same as Reform
£i;2(which see, in the Cyclopedia of Names).—BlaiUcet-
liallot, a ballot containing the names of all candidates
for public office to be voted for at a specified election.
It is voted by each elector, whose choice is indicated
by certain precise methods prescribed by law. In the
United States it has been adopted in various States to
prevent fraud by insuring secrecy as to the candidate
chosen by the elector.—Letter-ballot, a ballot sent by
mail to be voted for a candidate for office. Trustees of
institutions and officers of private corporations may often
be voted for by letter-ballot.

ballotage (ba-lo-tazh'), n. [F.] The French
custom of casting a second ballot to elect one
of two candidates who have come nearest to a
legal majority.

balloting-macbine (barot-ing-ma-shen"), n.

Same as *voUng-maGhine.
ballottement, n. it consists of palpation, to deter-
mine the presence of a movable body in the abdomen,
such as a child in the womb, a floating kidney, etc., by a
sudden tap with the finger from below ; this forces the
body upward, and it can be felt again as it settles down
upon the tip of the finger. Also called reperciisHon.

ball-planting (bS,rplan"ting), n. A method
of transplanting trees with balls or lumps of
earth around the roots.

ball-point (b&l'point), n. An attachment to a
compass or pair of dividers, fitted to one leg

to form a seat over a hole when a circle is to

be described about the hole.

ball-race (bai'ras), n. The cup, track, or
groove in which the balls of a ball-'bearing run.

Elect. World and Engin., Dec. 5, 1903, p. 931.

ball-rubber (bWrub'er), n. Thetrade-name of

crude india-rubber in the form of large balls

from Peru, the product of species of Sevea.
It is superior in quality to the best Para rub-
ber.

ball-thrombus (barthrom'bus), n. A blood-
clot of spherical shape which forms in the
heart before death.

ball-thrust (bS,l' thrust), n. A ball-bearing

arranged to take the end-thrust of a shaft.

Jour. Brit. Inst, of Electr. Engineers, 1902-

1903, p. 937.

Ball-turning lathe. See *lathe^.

ball-warping (bal'w&r'ping), n. A method,
formerly practised in textile-mills, of winding
from a reel into a round package a series of

warp-threads for the subsequent forming of

the web for weaving: introduced about 1760.

ballyrag (bal'i-rag), V. t. Same as bullyrag.

balm, W.—Copalm balm. Same as copal or copaim
balsam. See Liquidambar and balsam,

Balmain's paint. See *paint.

Balmer's law. See *law^.

balmor»l, «• 2. A Scotch cap, originally of

wool. [Not in use in U. S.]

balnearium (bal-ne-a'ii-um), n.
;

pi. balnearia

(-&). [L. : see ba{neary.~i In Bom. archseol.

:

(a) A small or private bath-room ; a room with

a small bath. (6) That part of a great bathing

establishmentwhich was devoted to the smaller
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balokanag (ba ' lo - ka^nag'), n. [Pampanga
balucanag.] A name in the Philippine Islands

of Aleurites saponaria, a tree allied to the

candleberry and the tung-tree. The nuts yield

oil which is utilized in ,making the soap commonly
found in the markets of Manila and other towns. Also
called balokanad and baguilumian.

Baloskion (ba - los ' ki - on), \n. [NL. (Rafin-

esque, 1836), with the ascribed meaning ' ball

rush,' in allusion to the spherical flowers,

probably < Gr. ^dUuv, throw, + cxoIvoq,

rush.] A genus of monocotyledonous plants,

type of the family Baloskionaceie. See JRestio.

Baloskionaceae (ba-los"ki-6-na'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Wight, 1905), < Baloslcion + -acess.'] A
family of monocotyledonous plants of the

order Xyridales, the cord-leaf family, typified

by the genus Baloslcion. See BesUacese.

balsa, n. 3. On Lake Titicaca, an aboriginal

flat-bottomed boat or canoe, sometimes ca-

pable of conveying as many as 30 persons or a
dozen donkeys, it is made of bundles of the totora

reed tied together. While the balsa is a very rude and
clumsy craft, incapable of speed, it has the advantage of

keeping afloat in any circumstances. When small it is

propelled by a sail made of thesame material ; for coast-

ing and as a ferry, poles, an occasional oar, and paddles
are used. The Aymar^ call it yampu.

balsam, n Balao balsam. See AMao.—Balsam of
flr. Same as Caiiada balsam. —Balsam of GUead.
Same as balm oj Gitead. —BiSLCVi balsam. Same as

balsam qf Peru.— Carpathian balsam, a colorless

oleoresin with a pleasant odor and an acnd flavor, de-

rived from the l^uropean Pinus Cemhra. See stoTie-

pine (6), under pinei.—Friars' balsam. See friar.—
He-balsam, the black spruce, Picea Maria/na : opposed
to AMes Fraseri, tbe she-balsam.—^Hungarian balsam.
See Hungarian.—^Lagam balsam. See lagam-balsam.
—Malapalio balsam. See *balao.— Sonsonate bal-
sam. Same as balsam of Peru: so called from the region
in Salvador from which it is sent to market.—Sweet bal-
sam. Same as balsam-weed.—^Tamacoarl balsam, a
balsam, derived from the heart-wood of Caraipafascicu-
UUa, used as a remedy for parasitic skin diseases. See
•Mamacoari.—Turlington's balsam. See benzoin—
TJmlrl balsam, the fragrant yellow balsam yielded by
the umirL See *Eumiri.—West-Indian balsam, the
gum-resin obtained from any one of several species of
the genus Clumt, especially C. mvltiJUyra.— White bal-
sam. Same as vweet *balsam.

Balsamea (bal-sam'e-a), n. [NL. (Gleditsch,

1782), < L. balsameus, or balsam, < Gr. pd'Aaa-

iwv, balsam-tree.] A genus of dicotyledonous
plants, type of the t&ro.ily,Balsameaceie. See
Commipliora.
Balsameaceee (bal-sam-e-a'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Dumortier, 1829), < Balsamea + -aeeee.'] A
family of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants
of the order Geraniales, typifled by the genus
Balsamea, and characterized mainly by regu-
lar 5-merous unisexual flowers and 2-5-seeded
drupes. They are woody plants of the tropics, yielding
important commercial products. The family contains
19 genera and about 320 species. See Boswellia, Bur-
seracesSf CaTiaHum, Commiphora and Protium.

balsamina, n. Z. A name in Guam and the
Philippine Islands of Momordica Charantia
and Momordica Balsamina. See *amargosa
and *balsam-pear.

balsam-pear (bal'sam-par), n. The orange-
colored warty fruit" of Momordica Cliarantia,

of the gourd family. See Momordica and
compare balsam-apple.

Baltimore heater, shlUing. See itheater, -kehUling.—
Baltimore penny. See Lord BaXtimore penny under
penny.

baltimore (b3,rti-m6r), n, [Prob. with refer-

ence to the coloring of the Baltimore oriole].

In entom., an American nymphalid butterfly,

Euphydryas phseton. It has black wings margined
with rows of reddish and pale-yellow spots. It occiu's in
the eastern United States, and its larvee feed on the
snakehead (Chelone) and other plants. Comstoek, How
to £now the Butterflies, Index, p. 125.

balu''* (ba'16), n. See *b}ialu.

baluster-column (bal'us-tfer-kol'um), n. A
small column, especially one not of the recog-
nized orders and in a subordinate position, as

in the thickness of a wall or when used to

divide windows or the like : a common featijre

of early medieval architecture.

Baly's pump. See *pump\
bamban (bam-ban'), ». [Tagalog.] A name
in the Philippine Islands of Donax Arunda-
strum,a, plant belonging to the Marantacese.
In the Philippines this plant is of little economic impor-
tance, but in Bengal its split stems are used for making
awnings and mats of the finest quality.

Bamberger's pulse. See *pulse^.
Bamboo fiber, spliced stems of the bamboo about i inch
in width and 6-7 uiches in length.— Blowpipe bamboo,
a tall bamboo-like grass, Arthrostylidium Schamburgki,,
of northern South America. It attains a height of 50-60
feet and a diameter of 1^ inches. The lower part of the
stem for 15 or 16 feet has no joints and forms a continu-
ous smooth hollow tube. It is used by the Indians of

banana-wine

the Orinoco and the Amazon as a blowpipe or blow-gun
called by them sarbacane. See blow-gun and sarbacane.—

Female bamboo, the large bamboo of Bengaland Assam,
Bamios Balcooa, with stems 50-70 feet high. It is used
chiefly for building puiposes Male bamboo, the name
in India of Dendrocalamus gtrietus, which is widely dis-

tributed throughout India, attaining a height of 100 feet

or more. Its stems are strong, elastic, and nearly solid,

and on account of their size it is one of tbe most useful
bamboos. It is used like the ordinary bamboo, especially

for walking-sticks, spear- and lance-shafts, and for fen-

cing.—Spiny bamboo, a name in India and the Philip-

pine Islands of Bamios Bambos (Aruitdo BamAos of
Linnseus, Barribos arundinacea of PersoonX a large bam-
boo armed with recurved spines. It is much used in
construction, and sections of its hollow stems serve as
water-vessels. The seeds are eaten by the Cingalese.

—

Thorny bamboo of India. Same as spiny *bamioo.

bamboo-brier, n. 2. In the southern United
States, Smilax Bona-nox and other prickly
species of Smilax. See *stretchberry.

bamboo-grass (bam-bo'gras), n. A cane-like
Australian grass, Panictilaria ramigera, largely
used for thatching purposes. Cattle eat the
young shoots freely. Another grass, Stipa
micrantha, is also called by this name. See
bamboo, 1 (c).

bamboo-pheasant (bam-bS'fez"ant), n. A
general name for pheasants of the genus Bam-
busicola, found in India and China.

Bambos (bam'bos), n. [NL. (Eetzius, 1789),
from the East-Indian name : see bamboo.'] A
genus of monocotyledonous plants of the fam-
ily Poacese. See Bambusa.
bambnro (bam-bo'ro), «. [Cingalese?] A
wild bee of Ceylon, either Apis indica or A.
dorsata, whose honey is collected in large
quantities by the natives. Kirby and Spence,
Entomology, p. 187.

ban^ (ban), n.
;

pi. 6am (ba'ni). [Rumanian.]
A Rumanian coin and money of account : its

value is that of the French centime.

banaba (ba-na-ba'), n. [Tagalog.J A name
in the Philippine Islands of a valuable timber-
tree, Lagerstrwmia speciosa, with large showy
rose-purple or red flowers and strong, tough,
durable wood. Two varieties are recognized, one
{banaba colorada), of a deep-red color, used in boat-build-
ing on account of its durability under water, and the
other (ba/naba blan£a), of lighter color and coarser grain,
used in ordinary construction. See Lagerstrcemia.

banago (ba-na'go),. ». [Bisaya banago.] A
name in the Philippine Islands of two tim-
ber-trees : (a) Thespesiapopulnea, belonging to

the mallow family, called Polynesian rosewood
and milo in Polynesia ; and (6) Cordia subeor-
data, belonging to the borage family, called
tou or kou in Polynesia. Though of not much
economic importance in the PhiUppine Islands, these
woods are highly valued by the Hawaiians, who make
polished bowls of them for holding their food. See AmiZo,
*kou, ThespeHa, and Cordia.

banaibanai (ba-ni"ba-ni'), n. [Tagalog? Bi-

saya banay banay.] A name in the Philippiue
Islands of several species of Radermaehera be-
longing to the trumpet-creeper family, having
opposite pinnate or bipinnate leaves, bell-

shaped flowers, and membranous-winged seeds
inclosed in long slender capsules. Badermachera
Banaibanai yields heavy, durable timber of a grayish-
brown color. It does not readily decay underground and
is used in constructing posts.

banalo (ba-na'16), n. [Philippine Sp.] Same
as *banago.
banana, n. 2. The papaw, Asimina triloba.

[Arkansas.] Also called /ajse banana. [Illi-

nois.]—Abysslnlaji banana. See Musa.—Banana
liquid or vamlsh, a solution of celluloid in amixture of
amyl acetate and acetone, used as a vehicle for the appli-

cation of bronze-powders, so called because of the strong
banana-like odor of the amyl acetate.—Bruce's bajiana.
Same as Ahystsinian *baaarM— Chinese banana, the
dwarf banana, Musa Camndishii. It produces edible
fruit of good quality and endures more cold than most
bananas. It is extensively cultivated in Florida and the
West Indies.—Dwarf banana. Same as Chinese Irba-

nana.— False banana. Same as -kbanana,!.—Japa-
nese banana, Musa Ba^oo, a native of the Liu-Kiu
Islands, cultivated as an ornamental plant, and grown
commercially in southern Japan for Its fiber, which re-

sembles abaca.— Wild banana. Same as -kbalitAer.

banana-disease (ba-nan'a-di-zez''), «. See
*disease.

banana-fish (ba-nan'a-fish), n. 1. A species
of goby, Awaous tai-asica, found in West mdian
rivers.— 2. Same as ten-pounder, 3.

bananaland (ba-nan'a-land), n. Queensland,
where bananas are abundant. [Local, Aus-
tralia.]

bananalander (ba-nan'a-land*6r), n. An in-

habitant of Queensland ; a Queenslander.
[Local, Australia.]

banana-wine (ba - nan ' a - win), n. A drink
made of sliced bananas wltiich are covered with
water and allowed to ferment.
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« , ". This power-tool has in recent years be-
come one of the most important used in woodworking.
Band-saws range from small machines, employing fine,
slender saws in cabinet-work, up to large machines usedm sawing logs. They are used in scroll-sawing, as cut-off

banatite, n ^Pjtrog.>& name originally pro- bander^ (ban'dfer), n. An apparatus for mak-
posed by yon Lotta (1865) for certain dioritic ing or applying material in the form of bands.
rocks ot the Banat in Austria. The term is now baildicoy (ban'di-koi), n. [Tamil vendai-khai,
more commonly used in the sense proposed by BrBgger, to vendai Hind yihenaV +Iia froo 1 "riama ai
describe monzonite moderately rich in silica. SeeSm- ij^lr!?'/

Oft«»«», tne tree.J bame as

ionife and -kacUtmaiite. _^Oamaka.

banca (bSng'ka), n. [Philippine Spanish bana-music (band'mu"zik), n. Music intended
ianca, Tagalog bangca.l A dugout covered .'"'i*^

made by a brass or military band.
with a roof of bamboo. [Philippine Is.] bandoline, n. 2. A mucilage prepared from
banco, ». 2. In baccara, a proposal to play <=arrageeu moss (Cfeo»dr«s cmj>M«) mixed with
against the banker for his entire capital at one scented spirit : used to stiffen silk goods.
coup. See fioccara.— sailing banco. SeeskaUngs. bandoline-wood (ban'do-lin- wild), ». The
banco-daler (ban'ko - da"16r), n. A Swedish wodof alauraeeoustree, -afacTjiZttsTtemftergiM,

bank-note issued by the national bank, equal native to China, Formosa, Japan, and Korea.
to about 35 United States cents. ^™ jl? considerable trade in China in chips andshav-

Tianrniil (hfln-kori « FA FtotipIi fn-rm r.t
'"Ss of the wood. When soaked in water these yield aOanCOUJ. loan-KOl ),n. \_A. avenan lorm of mucilage which is used by Chinese ladies for stiffen-

the native name.] The candleberry, Aleuntes ing the hair.

Moluccana. bandonion (ban-do'ni-on), ». Iband^ + (harm)
band^, n. 6. In bot., the band-like space be- onium + -o».] A large and elaborate variety
tween the two mericarps of a cremocarp.— of concertina.
Am^otic band. See •amnMKic.—Anogenltal band, band-plant (band'plant), ». See Finca.
See •oTOfferaiffli.—Band of proliferation. See *2>ro- band-room fband'Tfim'^ « A stnro rnnry, nr, o
Jiftro(iim.-Geneva bands, two white linen bands /om S^r„JS- ^ v- i,°5?''' ^ j»- store-room on a
at the neck as part of the clerical garb : originally worn ?ag-smp m wluoh the bandsmen keep their
by the Swiss clergy In Geneva. See def. 4.— Germinal lustruments and music.
band or germ-baild, in eytol., a band- or ribbon-shaped band-Saw
portion of the blastoderm from which the body of the

'

embryo arises, especially In insects.—Landolt band, a
dark band in the field of view of polarization instruments
in which crossed Nicol prisms are employed. It is due
to the unequal polarization of different parts of the field.

It is used as a sensitive criterion in making polariscopic
measurements.— Moderator band, an exaggerated co-
lumna cameawhich sometimes stretches across the right
ventricle in man : it is normal in certain of the lower ani-
mals.— Frlmitive band, in entomological embryol., the
first indication of the embryo as a whitish band or streak
on the ventral side of the egg. Packard, Textbook of
Entom., p. S3I.—Vocal bands. Same as vocal cords
(which see, under cordl).— Zodiacal band. See -kzodi-
acal.

band^, »—chamber band, a group of players who
play chamber music, either with stringed instruments
only or with these and a few other instruments, such as
flutes.—Marine band, a band attached to a naval es-
tablishment.— Regimental band. Same as military
tand.—Street band, an itinerant group of players who
play in city streets for such gifts as they can collect from
chance listeners.—Town band, in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, especially in Germany, a group of
instrumentalists organized and supported by the muni-
cipality for service on civic and religious occasions.—
String band, wood band or wood-wind band, reed
band, wind band, various sections of a concert orches-
tra, which is often called collectively a band.

banda^ (ban'da), n. [? Sp. banda, a band.]
A mother-of-pearl shell found about the Phil-
ippine Islands and in adjacent waters.
banda^ (ban'da), ». [Native name.] InKame-
rim, the fruit of Buchholzia coriacea, a shrub
of the capei family. It is green in color, about
the size of a walnut, and is used as a medi-
cine for colds.

bandage, n—Barton's bandage, a bandage so ap-
plied as to support the lower jaw in fracture of that
part.—Borsch's bandage, a bandage for the eyes which
covers the sound as well as the diseased eye.—Gapeline
bandage, a recurrent bandage applied to the head, or
to the stump of a limb after amputation, to retain the
dressings.—<9rcular bandage,a bandage applied by re-

peated turns round a limb or the head.—Crucial ban-
dage. Same as T'-Aamfe^e.-Elastic bandage, abandage
of india-rubber or other elastic material. — Esmarcb
bandage, a rubber bandage applied tightly to a limb to
expel the blood, the return of the circulation being pre-
vented by a rubber cord which constricts the part close
to the trunk. After this is applied the rubber bandage
is removed and an operation can be performed with little

loss of blood.—Figure-of-eight bandage, a roller-ban-
dage passed back and forth round two projecting points,
crossing midway so as to resemble the figure 8.—Galen's
bandage, a square of cloth cut at the sides and folded
in such a way as to make a cap enveloping the head.—
Many-tailed bandage, a bandagemade of a number of
strips fastened at one end to a cross-strip and applied so
as to overlap.—Plaster bandage, plaster-of-Faxls

Double-cutting Telescopic Band-saw.

a, band-saw with teeth on each edge ; i, upper and lower wheels
supporting saw and supported by frame having^ a vertical traverse,

shown in the highest position to bring the cutting edge of the saw
to the large log; c, gearing controlling sliding saw frame; d,

counter balance ; log carriage traversing track (y) in two working
directions ; J) track for carriage. Capacity 50,000 feet of hemlock
boards a day.

saws, rip-saws, and resaws, and In the largest sawmills.

The smaller saws are fitted with tilting work-tables, and
the resaws have feed-rolls to guide the material to the

saw. Band-sawmills are supplied with log-carriages and
are fitted with all the log-handling machines and tools

used in first-class sawmills. In all types appliances are

provided to secure the proper tension of the saw on the
wheels. In sawmills the aim is to bring the log close up
to the point where the band leaves the upper wheel, this

being the most effective sawing-point. The chief ad-

vantage of the band-saw over the circular saw is in econ-

omy of material because of the narrow band-saw kerf.

bandage, a bandage of cheese-cloth into which gypsum band-wagOn (band wag on), n. A wagon
has been rubbed. It is applied wet, and soon hardens so arranged to accommodate a band of musicians,
as to form a splmt to the part.—Recurrent bandage, jt jg generallvlarge and ornate, with the seats
a bandage covering the head, or the stump of an ampu- „i__„ +i,„ oIiIao
tatedlimb,made bypassingstripsforwardandback over ^s-io^is

''i'"
=}"*==• „ _,, , -, ,,

the convexity, the folds being held in place by repeated band-Wneel, n. 3. The large wooden pulley
turns ot a circular bandage.—Reversed bandage, a of a well-boring rig : it is driven by a belt
bandage in which the strip is made to describe a Tialf-

f ^j^ engine, and in turn drives the bull-
turn backward at each revolution round the limb in or-

i; ,,\, "„„_/! „„™« ^ooi oT.,q fiiQ TOm-Wr,™
der to make it lie smoothly when encircling the swelling wheel, the sand-pump reel, and the working-

portion of the member.—Silicate bandage, a bandage beam. Bee oil-aernck.
impregnated with silicate of sodium and potassium, used Sa,iiff series. See *series.
like the. plaster-of-Paris bandage.-- Suspensory ban- i,__ff4 (bane), n. The Cuban sardine, Sardi-
dage. See *m«rpensorj/.—Velpeau's bandage, a system """^S '^ j°j!"'i^. rTJahaw,!. To l
ofTandagingusM to support and immobilizethe arm in nella pseudohtspamea. IBahamals.]
cases of fracture of the clavicle. banga (bang-ga'), n. [Tagalog.] Alargespheri-

bandaka (ban-da-ka'), n. [Cingalese name.] cal water-jar made of baked clay. [Philip-

The gumbo-plant or okra {Abelmoschits eseu- pine Is.]

lentils), the mucilaginous pods of which are bangalay(bang'ga-li),». [Native Australian.]

eaten green as a vegetable and are used as a The hard, tough, durable timber of the swamp
thickening for soup. It is called by the Hin- or bastard mahogany, Eucalyptus botryoides.

dus bhmdi. Also written bandikai. See ohra. [Southeastern Australia.]

bandaree (ban-da-re'), n. [Also bhundaree; bangalow (bang'ga-16), n. [Native Austra-

Marathi bhandan.'] One of the low-caste Han.] An ornamental pinnately leaved palm,

native Indians about Bombay who tend cocoa- Ptychosperma elegans, of northeastern Aus-

nut-palms, gather the nuts, and draw the oil. tralia. The tender young terminal bud is eaten either

[Anglo-Indian . ]
raw or boUed by the natives and somethnes by the colo-

banket
nists. The small stems are called Moreton Bay canea.
See Ptychosperma.

bangca, n. See *banea.
banger (bang'Sr), ». One who or that which
bangs. Specifically—(a) Something very large ; espe-
cially, a lie. [Slang.) (6) Alarge, heavycane. [Slaug, U.S.]
banger-rush (bang"6r-rush'), n. A cane-rush,
common in colleges, in which two sides strug-
gle for the possession of a cane or banger.
banging-iron (bang'ing-i"em), n. See *crimp-
ing-brake.

bangkal(bang-kal'),re. [Bisaya 6an<?co«.] A
tree, Sareocephalus cordatus, belonging to the
madder family, with globose heads of flowers
fused together by their fleshy calyx-tubes, fol-
lowed by solid fleshy, succulent fruit. The wood,
which is yellow, light, and rather soft, is used in the con-
struction of houses and for furniture, tubs, barrels, and
small canoes. It is said to stand exposure to the wea-
ther. The roots yield a yellow dye. [Philippine Is.]

bang-tail (bang'tal), «. A tail which has been
banged, or cut horizontally across ; also, an
animal with a banged or docked tail— Bang-
tail muster, a periodical muster or round-up of all the
cattle on an Australian station, theoretically for the pur-
pose of having the long hairs at the ends of the tails cut
off square. The practical object is to find out the actual
number of cattle on the run. [Australian.]

bang-tailed (^bang'tald), a. Having a docked
or banged tail : as, a bang-tailed horse.
banig (ba'nig), n. [Tagalog and Bisaya banig.'\
Amat; especially, a sleeping-mat. Msopetate.
[Philippine Is.]

banilad(ba-ne-lad'),m. [Bisaya.] Atree./Sier-
cuUa urens, vvith large 5-lobed leaves, which
yields a mucilaginous gum resembling traga-
canth. In India a bast-fiber is obtained from the bark
and is used for rope-making, and the seeds are some-
times roasted and eaten, though they possess cathartic
properties. See Stereulia, and Indian tragacanth, under
tragacanth. [Philippine Is.]

banister, w. 2. Ahandle-brushusedinspinning-
and weaving-mills for cleaning the gearing of
machinery.
banjeaurine, n. Same as *banjorine.
banjo, m. 3. A form of automatic railway
signaling-apparatus in which a flat circular
disk, with an arm projecting from one side,
is alternately exhibited in front of a glass
opening in the signal-box and withdrawn from
sight by the make and break of an electric
circuit. The shape of the disk and its arm
has suggested the name.
The enclosed disc signal, commonly called a "banjo,"

is a circular box about 4 feet in diameter, with a glass-
covered opening, beliind which a red disc is shown to
indicate stop. Encye. Brit., XXXII. 147.

4. In mining, an iron frame for carrying a
false clack. Barrowman. Gloss. [Scotch.]
banjore, banjor (ban'jdr), «. An obsolete or
dialectal form of banjo. Thomas Nelson Page,
The Old South.
banjorine (ban-jo-ren'), m. A variety of banjo,
smaller than the usual form and properly
higher in pitch. Also written banjeaurine.

banjula (ban-jo'la), n. Same as *vanjula.

bank^, n. 14. In lumbering. Same as landing,
9.—15. A small pottery. [Eng.]_Bank fish-
eries, fisheries on submarine banks, especially the New-
foundland Banks.—Bank to bank, in mining, a shift
or working-day.

bank^, v. i. 3. To fish on submarine banks,
especially the Newfoundland Banks.
bank^, n. In lumbering, the logs cut or skidded
above the amount required in a day and held
over by the saw-crew or sMdders, to be re-
ported when the daily quota is not reached.
bank-barn (ban^k'bam), n. A bam built on
a hillside or sloping ground, so that three sides
of the lower story are surrounded by earth,
the fourth being unbanked. Forest and Stream,
Feb. 21, 1903 (advt.). [U. S.]

bank-claim (bangk'klam), n. A mining right
on the bank of a stream. Coal and Metal
Miners' Pocket-book.

bank-engine (bangk'en"jin), ». 1. The en-
gine at the mouth of a mine-shaft. [Eng.]—
2. A locomotive employed to assist trains up
inclines. [Eng.]
banker^, n. 9. One who makes,a business of
picking up wreckage on the coast. [Cali-

fornia.]

banket^ (bang'ket), n. [Cape D., appar. a par-
ticular use of D. banket, sweetmeat, confec-
tionery, a feast, banquet, also banquette : see
banquet, banquette.'] A formation of ore found
on the Witwatersrand in the Transvaal, South
Africa. It is a conglomerate of water-worn pebbles of

translucent quartz set in a matrix composed mainly of

oxids of iron and silica. Near the surface the gold occurs

almost entirely free in the cement, while at a moderate



banket
depth the raids of iron are gradaally replaced bysulphids

;

but the gold can still be extracted kively by amalKa-
mation.

The oxidized banliet ore, however, was not easily ame-
nable to concentration and the percentage of concentrates
caught was small. These concentrates were worked in
varions kinds of amalgamation pans or stored for future
treatment. Thetotalgold recovered in those daysprobably
did not amount to more than 60 per cent of the original
value of an ore, then going about an ounce to the ton or
over. Electrochmnicallnduetry, Jane, 190i, p. 215. baphuil (baf'i-in), n. {_Baphia (see def.) +

110

ten thousand, a myriad ; sai, sei, Chinese sui,

etc., year.] In Japan, a shout of patriotic joy
or encouragement : somewhat like the English
hurrah. Often used, in English books, as a

A large crowd had assembled on the shore to see the
prize, and she was greeted with loud and oft-repeated
ba-mais. ' N. Y. Svening Sun, June 2, 1905.

bank-filling (bangk'fish''ing), n. Fishing on
submarine banks, especiaily the Newfound-
land Banks.
banking-game (bang'king-gam), «. Any game
in which one player pays and takes the bets
made by all the other players.
banking-ground (bang'king-ground),n. Same
as landing, 9.

banking-room (bang'king-rom), n. 1. That
room of a bank or private banking-house in
which the greater number of the clerks work,
and to which the public has access to deposit
or to draw money. Hence— 2. In any large
financial business, as an. insurance company,
the principal, more pubUo business-room.
[U.^]
bank-lock (bangk'lok), n. Any form of lock
adapted for use on a safe or vault of a bank or
safe-deposit company.
bankman (bangk'man), n. In printing-offices

(generally newspaper offices), one who attends
to the bank or rack on which standing matter
is kept.

Banko jpottery. Same as banko-ware.

bank-nght (bangk'rit), n. The right to divert
water to a bank-claim. Coal and Metal Miners
Pocket-book.

bankside (bangk'sid), n. The shelving or slop-

ing bank of a river, brook, or the like.

bankul-nut (bangk-ul-nuf ), n. [Malay hangkal,
the tree, -I- B. mit*.]

" Same as iMndleherry, 1.

—

Bankul-nut oil. Same as kekune-oU : used in the East
for lighting and cooking, and exported to Europe for
soap-maldng. See Aleurites, and kekune-oUf under oU.

banner-cloud (ban'^r-kloud), ». A cloud which
streams horizontally from the summit of a
mountain. Sometimes It is produced by snow carried
from the surface of the mountain by the wind; at other
times it is due to the expansion of the moist air which
flows into the discontinuous space in the wind to the lee-

ward of the mountain. It may also be a thin layer of
haze caused by the mixture of warm air with the surface
of a stream of cold air.

banner-fish (ban'er-fish), n. A scombroid fish,

of the genus Istiophorus, found in allwarm seas.

banner-net (ban'6r-net), n. Netting made of

strong twine and with a large mesh, used as a
support or backing for street banners and
theatrical scenery.

Bannisdale flags. See*flagK
bananet-ring (bang ' kwet-
ring), n. A quaint or exceed-
ingly large, rich, or highly
decorated ring, too ornamen-
tal for general use, but worn
on state occasions. Such rings
often extend as far back on
the hand as they project on
the finger. Also called dinner-

rinq. „ . .

banquette, ». 5. -^ elevated B»°i""->e-

platform made of stones, running along the

walls of cliff-dwellings and kivas. [Bare.]

Broad lateral ianquettai are prominent features in the
most complicated caves, and there are many recesses

and small closets or cists.

nth An. Sep. Bur. Arrwr. Ethnol., II. 641.

Bangui rubber. See ^rubber.

bantam-weight (ban'tam-wat), n. A light-

weight boxer.

bantay (ban-ti'), n. [Tagalog and Pampangan
bantay, a sentinel.] A person api>ointed to

keep watch in a bantayan. [Philippine Is.]

bantayan (ban-ti-an'), «• [Tagalog and Pam-
pangan bantayan, < bantay : see*6a»to^.] .An

outlook or station near a village which serves

as an armory and as a signal-station. Two ban-

tays keep watch in the bantayan and give the alarm in

case of danger. The bantays are inhabitants of the vil-

lage. [Philippine Is.)

Banti's disease. See *disea8e.

banty (ban'ti), n. and a. lbant(am) + -y^.]

I. n.
;
pi. banOes (-tiz). A bantam chicken

;

hence, a very diminutive, cocky person.

[Slang.]

II a. Saucy; impudent. [Thieves' slang.]

banzai (ban-zi'), interj. [Jap. barv-eai, for *ban-

sai, 'ten thousand years': ban, Chinese wan,

-m2.] A neutral substance, C12H1PO4, ex-

tracted by ether from barwood, Baphia niUda.
It crystallizes in leaflets.

B. Ap. Sc. An abbreviation of Bachelor ofAp-
plied Science, a degree conferred by some in-

stitutions. Also B. A. S.

Baptanodon (bap-tan'o-don), n. [NL., <Gr.
^aTTTeiv, dip, + avoSovg, without teeth : see Ano-
don.'] A genus of large Jurassic enaliosaurs
from the Baptanodon beds of the BockyMoun-
tain region. These animals attained a length of 8 or
9 f^etj and had toothless jaws, orbits of great sitse, and
a conic sclerotic ring of S plates. The genus is closely
allied to Ichthyoeauna. The species is B, discus.—Bap-
tanodon beds, the name given by Marsh to a series of
beds of Upper Jurassic age in Colorado, Wyoming, and
Montana which contain marine with some lacustrine re-

mains and are characterized by the presence of the
sea-saurian Baptanodon discus, from which the forma-
tion takes its name. These strata lie on red beds referred
to the Triassic and are overlain by the itAtlantosaurvs
beds (which see).

baptigenin (bap-tij'e-nin), n. [bapti(sin) +
-gen + -iw^.] A crystalline compound, Cj^-
H12O6, formed by the hydrolysis of baptism.
It turns brown at 250° C, without melting.

baptin (bap'tin), n. A crystalline glucoside
of undetermined composition contained in the
root of wild indigo, BapUsia tinctoria.

baptisin (bap'ti-sin), n. [Baptisia (see def.)

-l--i»2.] A crystalline non-poisonous glucoside,
C26H32OX4 + 9H2O, foimd in the North Amer-
ican plant BapUsia tinctoria. It melts at 240°

C. and gives rhamnose and baptigenin by hy-
drolysis.

baptist, n—Landmark Baptists, a Baptist party,
strong in the southwestern United States, which advo-
cates a revival of the old landmark of non-ministerial in-

tercourse between Baptists and pedo-baptists. They re-

fuse to recognize the churches and ministers of the latter
and hold their baptism to be invalid.

baptitoxine (bap-ti-tok'sin), n. A colorless

crystalline alkaloid, C11H14ON2, contained in
the root of wild indigo, BapUsia tinctoria.

BaptosaUTUS (bap-to-sS;'rus), n. [NL., <G'r.

jianTuv, dip, -I- aavpoc, a lizard.] A genus of
mosasaurs described by Marsh from the Cre-
taceous (Upper Grreensand) formation of New
Jersey.

baquid (bS'Md), n. [Tagalog baquid, a basket
for fruit, etc., =Bisaya baquid, a measure for

grain, =Ilocan baqui, a basket used as a hen's
nest.] In the Philippine Islands, a basket,
usually of cane, somewhat oval in shape.

bar^, n. 8. (6) In England, the space behind
the bar, often large enough to form a small
office. Also called bar-parlor.—18. In anat.:

(a) A general term for any of the cranial

arches, such as Meckel's cartilage, or the hy-
oid and branchial arches, which have the form
of more or less continuous rods or bars. (6)

Less often used for portions of the cranium
which have a rod-like shape, as the jugal or
postorbital bars. In this sense synonymous
with ''arcade or arch.—19. In meteor., a long
cigar-shaped cloud, generally nearly station-

ary, but sometimes moving broadside on across

the sky ; specifically, the stationary cloud to

the leeward of the hehn-cloud over the Cross-

fell range in England during easterly winds.
— 30. The division between the two tables

of a backgammon-board on which captured
pieces are placed.—21. . Specifically, in violinr

making, the same as bass-bar.—22. Same as

*pennant-bar.—Bsx calculator. See *caIculator.

—Bax dlg^ngs. See -kdiggir^.—Bax money. See

*monei/.—iax of MichelaHeelo, in sculp., the pro-

jection of the frontal bone at the base of the forehead,

called in anatomy the supercUiary ridge. It is especially

prominent in the heads of Michelangelo's statues and in

certain,Greek worlds.

Below this starts the lower forehead swelling above
the brow in the 'bar tf Michel Anffdo.' Certainly this

bar is one of the most characteristic features of Scopaic

S. F. Benson, Jour. Hellenic Studies, XV. 199.

Bulb-angle bar. Same as itangle-biUb.—Cape baf, a
long yoke used with the Cape cart in South Africa.—

Dotted bar, in musicdl notaUon, a double bar with two
or foul' dots before or after it, Indicalang that a strain or

section is to be repeated, the position of the dots showing
whether it Is the preceding or the following section that

barbarism

is intended. — Gallon bar, in peychophys., aflat rod of
ebonite or blackened wood, plain upon the face and
scaled upon tlie back, along wnich slides a light brass
clip, carrying iu front a tightly stretched white thread.
The problem is to set the thread, by moving the clip to

and fro, so that it bisects the length of the bar. The
error made can be read off from the scale at the back. S.
C. Sanford, Exper. Psychol., p. 402.—*Hyold bar,
ik-vlsceral bar. See the adjectives.—Jugal bar. Same
as -kjugal arch or 2!/0O7na.— MeckeliailDar. Same as
Medcdian rod (which see, under rmfl). — Pentathlon
bars. See *penUithlttn.

bar 1, V. t—To bar a bet. (a) in faro, to notify the
dealer that a bet does not go for that turn. (6) In any
betting transaction, to exclude one of the possibilities

:

as, to bet 4 to 1, bar one, in a horse-race, meaning that a
certain horse is not included.

B. At. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Archi-
tecture, a degree conferred by some institu-

tions.

bar. .An abbreviation of barometer.

barabara (ba-ra-ba'ra), n. [Aleutian.] A hut
of the Aleuts, £alf underground and covered
with soil. Also barrdbarra. Jour. Amer. Folk-
lore, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 16.

barad (ba-rad'), n. [Gr. Papitg, heavy + -ad as
va. farad.'] The unit of pressure in the centi-
meter-gram-second system, equal to one dyne
per square centimeter.

barsesthesiometric, a. Same as *baresthesio-
metric.

barangay (ba-rSn-^'), n. [Philippine Sp. 60-

rangay, < Tagalog and Bisaya bamnggay, Pam-
pangan baranggay, Hocaxt. baranggay."] 1. A
kind of boat used by the natives of the PhU-
Uppine Islands at the time of the conquest.
The modem boat of this kind is called bdran-
gayan.—2. In the Philippine Islands, the
community which, under tiie Spanish govern-
ment, formed the constituent element of the
pueblo. The chief of such a group is called cdbeza de
bara'ngay. Originally it was the name of the independ-
ent village communities (which were so called as being
expected to equip each one barangay or boat).

barangayan (ba-ran-gi-yan'), n. [Philippine

Sp. : see barangay.] A light vessel, low in the
water, having a deck and a mast : used in the
Philippine Islands, particularly in the Bisayan
Archipelago and in Mindanao.

barasingha (ba-ra-sing'ga), n. [East Indian f]

Aname applied to two orthree species of East
Indian deer, such as Cervus wallichi and C.

(Bueervus) duvauceli. Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1903, n. 3.

BarathrodemuB (bar-a-throd'e-mus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. pdpoBpov, pit, -f- (?) ivf'og, people.] A
genus of deep-sea orotulid fishes.

barauna (ba-ra-S'nSi), n. Same as brauna.
The wood and bark are used by the natives in
the preparation of a beautiful red dye.

barb^, v. i. 2. To bend or hook the points of
wire teeth in the card-clothing used in card-
ing textile fibers. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning,
p. 141.

barbacot (bar'ba-kot), n. [A F. spelling of a
native form (Arawak) of (Haitian) barbacoa

:

see barbecue, n.] A frame over a fire for
drying or cooking meat.

barbacot (bar'ba-kot), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. bar-

bacoted, barbacotted, ppr. barbacoting, barba-
cotUng. To dry (meat) on a barbacot or frame
over a fire.

Barbados earth. See *earth^.

Barbados lily. See Mily.

barbari, n. 2. Also improperly used for
baralipton, 1.

barbarian, n. and a. I. n. 7. A member of
a barbarian people. See U., 5,

Some of the tribes of America are organized on a some-
what different plan which may be set forth. When they
are organized on this new plan we call them barbariann,
and thus distinguish them from tribes that are organized
on the clanship system.

nth An. Bep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., L xxxiiL

n. a. 5. In anthrop., pertaining to a state
of society in which descent is reckoned in the
paternal line, and in which the members of

the paternal family of all generations form an
exogamous social unit called a gens.

barbarism, n. 5. In anthrop., the conditions
of barbarian society. See *barbarian, a., 5.

Second, for the group which is called the clan in sav-
agery there is substituted the gens in barbarism; this
group embraces all of those persons who reckon kinship
through fathers, so that the father and his brothers and
sisters, together with the grandfather and his brothers
and sisters, and all other consanguineal kindred back in

past generations and forward in future generations are
caUed a gens.

nth An. Bep. Bur. Amer. Ethruil., I. xxxiiL



baroarocracy

barbarocracy (bar-ba-rok'-ra-si), n
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Pertaining to the lichen Usnea'"*""*—*";•' .^T"- r7?
*
o" 'K->"^i "-i.pl- iar- def.) + uric.^ i-eriaining to tne licnen Usnea

baroeracies (-siz) [Gr. pap^apo^, foreign, bar- hmlata&jiA to uric acid.-JarbituiicaoKLmalonyl
barous, + -(cpom, < Kpareiv, rule.] Govern- urea. COf*'H-CO.„„ ,

„„ „ .„,„T,,,,„ t
ment bv barbarians ; barbarian rule. Felton ^ <^''<NH-C0>CH2 + 2H2O, acrystaUine compound

Barbarbthea (bar-ba-ro'the-a), n. [NL., <
J^™«'ll'y'»eatingaUoxantln with concentrated sulphuric

Gr. ^appapog, barbarian heatfien -1- fed, god- Barbizet pottery. See ^potUry.
dess.] A genus of fossil butterflies from the Barbizon schooh See *schooll

ri«««;7'rolo?ir
"^ '*'^*'' °* ^*°- *a'^°^e (bar-bo'ne), n. [It., appar. same as

rissant, Colorado. j„^6o^^ ^ 1^^,^ t,^^,^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^j j^^j
barbasco (bar-bas ko), n. [Porto Riean Sp., beard.] 1. A fatal contagious disease of the
< native name.] Aname in Porto Rico, Cuba, buffalo, identical with hemorrhagic septicemia
and other Spamsh-speaking countries of a of cattle and deer : caused by a minute polar-
number of shrubs and trees bearing poisonous stained organism of the swine-plague group,
seeds, it is applied especially to yaejuiniaormiiian's, B&fi a\so '^'buffalo-cholera.— 3. A silver coin of
the joewood or bracelet-wood of the West Indies, and to Lucca weigMng 44.25 grains,

^ _. . -, Polydactyly vir-
these plants are used to poison ilsh. ginicus. [Florida and West Indies.]
barbatimao (bar-ba-te-ma'6), Ji. [Tupiftarfto- barbudo (bar-bo'do), TO. [Sp.: see barbu.}
Umdo, corrupted from parova tu4m tamune. Same as *barbu, 3.

(Martins).] A small tree of the mimosa family, barbule, ». 4. In 6o«., the inner row of teeth
Stryphnodendron adstringens (Acacia ddstrin- in the peristome of certain mosses.
gens of Martins), yielding an astringent bark Barbullfer (bar-bu'li-f&r), n. [NL., < L. bar-
rich in tannin: used in medicine. [Southern 6«tifl!, barbule, -I- /%»-re, bear.] A genus of small
Brazil.] gobies found at Key West.
barbatin G)ar'ba-tin), n. [NL. barhata (see barb-wire (biirb'wir), to. Barbed wire (which
def.) + -in2.] A crystalline neutral compound, see, under 6ar6e(ii).

C9H14O, found in the lichen Usnea barhata barchan (bar-kSn'),)
, n. A crescentic sand-dune

occurring commonlyin the deserts of Turkes-
tan. Also barkhan, barkan. See *medano.

If very little more sand were supplied, the floor of the
fulj might be left as a bare space half enclosed by the
horns of a barchan, the windward side of the lulj being
the lee cliff of the ba/rchan.

Oeog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XV. 24.

ceraiihd. It melts at 209° C.

barbeau (bar-bo'), n. [F. bleu barbeau, ' blue-
bottle blue.'] A decorative pattern, consisting
of small blue flowerets, often seen on French
porcelain. See corn-flower.

barbe du capucin (barb' dii kap-il-san'). [F.

,

'Capuchin's beard.'] A winter salad and veg- t,„_„i /v/n- ^ o « «
etable consisting of the young blanched leaves

garclayan (bar kla-au), n. Same as Berean, 2.

of the common chicory. The roots, with the tops ?ffCp.°^lSease or rrt^^ See*disease
trimmed short, are placed horizontally in a sloping heap Dar-OlggingS (bar dlg"ingz), n. pi. 1. River
between layers of sand or earth in a dark warm place, placers suDJect to • overflow.— 2. Auriferous
and the projecting crowns emit tults of white attenuated claims on shallow streams. Coal and Metal
leaves. Compare wiaoof. Miners' Pocket-book
barbeiro (bar-ba'r^; to. [Pg.: see barber.1 barei, a. II. to. That part of a clapboard.
The surgeon-fish or tang,^ TeutUs hepatus, and roof-si ate, or the like, which is exposed to the
other species. [Portugal.]
bar-bell (bar'bel), to. A bar of steel with a
ball of iron at each end, used as a dumb-bell.
barber^, n. 3. A fish, Csesioperca rasor, of the
family Serranidse. Also called red perch.
[Tasmania.]— Barber's itch. See*itch.

weather when the roof is complete, as distin-
guished from the lap.

barefoot, a. 2. In carp., set up on end with-
out having its foot held in a tenon or socket,
as, in balloon-framing, a post which is held
merely by nailing it into place.

barber^ (bar'bSr), n. [Said* to be identical barem (ba-rem'), to. la ofgan-building, & sto^,
with ba/rberi, as if alluding to the lathering of usually of the stopped diapason class, with a
the face, but the alleged variant berber points quiet, sweet tone.
to a different origin.] A gale of wind with baresthesiometric (bar-es-the-si-6-met'rik), a.
damp snow or sleet and spray that freezes Of, pertaining to, or determined by means of
upon every object, especially the beard and
hair. Said to be called berber by wharfmen
in New York. [Canada and N. S.]

barbering (bar'ber-ing), n. In ceram., the
process of shaving or grinding the jagged
edges of a fracture or the chipped tops of ves-

the baresthesiometer. Also spelled barsesthe-

siometric.

Barffed (barft), p. a. Subjected to Barff's pro-
cess, as ironwork : thus the iron pliigs of plug
cooks so treated are termed "Barffed plugs."

..J. .. See Bower-Barff ^process.
sels to render them smooth and even. Chinese bar-folder (bar'f61'''d6r), to. A folding-ma-
porcelain is cut in this manner on the jade- chine adapted to forming square joints or
cutter's lathe. angles, turning round edges, and forming locks
barbero (bar-ba'ro), TO. [Sp.] Same as *6ar- of all kinds in sheet metals.
beiro— Baxbero negro, a surgeon-flsh of western Mez- bar-frame, ». 2. 'The typical American con-
iao, Tevihiscrestmis. -

struction for the frame or skeleton of the loco-
barberry, »— Indian barberry, a name applied to
Berberis aristata, a shrub resembling the common bar-

berry (B. vidgaris), but with foliage evergreen or nearly
so, long-peduncled compound racemes of flowers, and
usually coarsely spinous-dentate leaves. The fruit is

purple, with a white bloom. The root-bark of this and
of one or two other closely allied species is used in India
as a bitter tonic in fevers, and an extract from the wood,
known as rasoutt is used as a local application in chronic
ophthalmia. Several varieties of this plant are cultivated
in Europe under different names.

barbette, n. 2. A cylindrical armored strue

motive, in which the elements of the frame are

of rectangular section, nearly as wide as they
are deep, instead of being made up of thin and
deep plates, as in English and European de-

signs.

bargain-counter (bar'gan-koun"t6r), to. A
counter on which goods that are supposed to

be remnants, or goods that have been " marked
down" inprice, are displayedfor sale "at a bar-
gain " or a price professed to be much lower

tnre built up in the interior of a war-ship and than that at which the same or like goods are
projecting above the deck. The barbette contains usually sold. [U. S.]
a rotary platform and its supports, with part of the bareain-daV (bar'gan-da), TO. The particular
machmery by means of which the platform IS turned. On j-°i_ ^.i-'—^Uoi, nVi'-nrVii/Oi ''hnTCTpiriS" arp nf-
the rotary platform one or more heavy guns are mounted 0^7 V^

each week on wnicn^ Dargains are ot-

sothat they can be flred over the top of the barbette, fered at the bargam-counters. [U. b.J
The top of the barbette and the guns are protected to a bargC^, TO. 8. pi. In miming, sheets of iron,
greater or less extent by a shield carried on the gun-plat- ^iuc, or wood used for shedding water in wet

bark-beetle

which serves as the headquarters of the armed
force in an Italian town. The bargello at
Florence is now the national museum.
barge-stone (barj'ston), n. In a gable-wall of
masonry, one of the stones which form the
sloping edge.
Banc wind-rose. See *wind-rnse.
baricyanide (bar-i-si'a-nid or -nid), n. A com-
pound cyanide of wHich barium cyanide is a
part—Platinum baricyanide. See -trbariurnplatina-
cyanide.

barie (ba-re'), to. [F. barie, < NL. *baria, heavi-
ness, pressure, < Gr. /Sapwf, fem. I3apeia, heavy.]
An absolute unit of gaseous pressure ; a pres-
sure such that the force on each square centi-
meter of surface is one dyne. Also barye.
baril (ba-rel'), n. [Sp. : see barrel.], ASpanish-
American liquid measure containing about 20
United States gallons.

barilla, «. 2. Grains of native copper dis-
seminated in sandstone. Also called copper
barilla (Sp. barilla de cobre).

bariolage (ba-re-6-iazh'), n. [P.] In music, a
cadenza or series of cadenzas in an instru-
mental piece ; sometimes, more specifically,
in music for stringed instruments, a rapid
passage to be played chiefiy on the open
strings, without the aid of stopping.
Barisal gun. See *guni.
baritenor, n. See *barytenor.
baritic (ba-rit'ik)^ a. In chem., containing
barium as a constituent.
Barium dlozld or perozid, a compound, BaO^, pre-
pai'ed in considerable quantity by passing atmospheric
oxygen over heated barium monoxldor baryta, BaO,
to be used in the preparation of hydrogen dioxid or
peroxid, H2O2.—Barium platinocyanide, a substance,
BaPt(CN)4.4H20, largely used for the sm-face of the
screen on which the Rantgen rays or X-rays are allowed
to fall, serving by Its fluorescence to render the pictures
formed by these rays visible. The salt is dlchroic, ap-
pearing in one direction yellow and in another green
when seen by the light reflected from the crystals.

bark^, n—Agoniada bark, the bark of a Brazilian
plant) Plumena lanei/olia, used in intermittent fever.
—Anctaleta bark, the root-bark of AnchUta mlutarie, a
shrub native to BraziL It is used in syphilis and skin
diseases.—Cabbage-bark, the bark of the cabbage-tree

:

same as worm-bark. See mbbage-tree, 2.—Caxony bark.
Same as Angostura bark (which see, under bark^).—
Cotton-root bark, the voot-bark of the common cotton,
Gossypium Mrsutum, and other species, constituting an
ofiicinal drug with the action of ergot. The active prin-
ciple appears to reside in a red resin.— Gueuca bark,
one of the many varieties of pale cinchona bark (Cim-
chona Qj^iei/nalU, etc.).— Gray bark. See Cinchona.
—Huanuco bark. See Cinchona.—Leieei bark, the
bark of CiTichona Ledgerimui, sometimes considered
a variety of C. Calisaya, the richest of the cinchona
barks.— Loja bark. Siime as loxa bark (which see,
under &arJ;2).—Magellanic bark, a kind of Peruvian
bark.

An equal quantl^ of the Peruvian and Magellanic
bark. Sir B. Barry, Observ. Wines, p. 221.

Monesla bark, the bark of Pradosia laeteseem of Bra-
ziL See A&unmAem.-Panococo bark. See Swartzia.
—Paracoto bark, a bark resembling Goto bark in its me-
dicinal properties.—^Porto RiCO bark, the bark of Colur
brina redinata. See nakedvmod and irmabi.—Snouba
bark, the inner bark of the Aleppo pine, Pinus hiero-
solymitana. It contains about 26 per cent, of tannin
and is imported from Tunis and Algeria tor tanning
leather.—Tengah baik, the bark of Ceriops Candeolle-
wna, of the mangrove family, used for tanning leather.

barkan, n. See *barchan.
bark-beetle (bark'be-tl), to. A member of the
coleopterous family Scolytidse, nearly all of
which make burrows between the bark and the
wood of woody plants.— Apple-bark beetle, a
name given by Saunders to (a) Monarihrum 7nali, which,
however, is not a bark-beetle but an ambrosia-beetle.
Better called applepin-borer. (b) Xyleboruspyri, a scolytid
beetle which perforates the bark of the apple and pear.
Also called apiie shot-bmrer.— Ooax&e-WiUailS baik-
beetle. &eepine-kbark-beMe.—Douglas spruce bark-
beetle, a scolytid beetle, Asemum niUdum, which bores
into the trunks and branches of the Douglas spruce.

—

Blm bark-beetle, a scolytid beetle, Phlceophthorue lirta-

narig, which bores the bark of elm-trees and also occasion-
ally attacks the peach and the cheiry.— FTuit-tree
bark-beetle, a very injurious scolytid beetle, Scolytus

form. The covering shield may become so extensive and
so heavily armored as completely to cover the rear part
of the guns, the loading and sighting mechanism, etc.

The rotary part is then called a turret and the combination
is called a barbette-turret. The heavy guns of almost all

modern battle-ships are mounted in barbette-turrets.

barbette-turret (bar-bet'tur"et), n. See bar-
bette, 2.

barbicanage (bar'bi-kan-aj), n. In old Euro-
pean law, money for t£e support and mainte-
nance of a barbican or watch-tower.
barbier (bar-bya'), TO. [F., barber.] A name
of certain serranoid fishes of thegenus Anthias.

shafts or workings. Barrowman, Glossary.

rge, an elaborate house-boat
: It is peculiar to English col-

[Scotch.]— College barge, an elaborate house-boat

designed for students', use :
1" "'

leges, Keble at Oxford possessing some notably beau-

tiful ones.—Crane-barge, a beamy, flat-bottomed vessel

which bears a crane for liftuig and placing heavy weights.

—Dumb-barge, a lighter which has no means of propul-

sion in the way of sail- or engine-power, but which must
be towed or allowed to drift under the influence of tide-

currents. This class of barge is verycommon in England,

especially on the Thames, where these vessels carry cargo

from one part of the river to another by means of tide-

streams.- Hopper-barge. SeeAojjperi, 5.—Tide-barge.
Same as dumb-*barge.

barbiton, «. A term loosely applied, in the barge-bed (barj'bed), to. The bed or interior

middle ages, to one or more varieties of viol. of a barge. . ,„.^ „^., _,, , .,,.

barbituric (bar-bi-tu'rik), a. iharbata (see bargello (bar-jel'lo), n. [It.] The building

Fruit-tree Bark-beetle {Scolytus rwgulosus).

a, b, beetle; c, pupa; d, larva; all enlarged.
(Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

rugtUosus, which hores into the trunks and branches ol

peach-, pear-, apple-, and plum-trees, rarely, however, at-

tacking perfectly healthy trees.—Hickory bark-beetle»
one of the largest of the North American Scolytidm, ScO'

{2/tu«9uac2ri8pi/io«u0,whichbore8into the trunk, branchee^



bark-beetle

and twigs of hickory in many parts of the United States.
Little bark-beetle. See piw *barlc-beetle.—S&tlye
peach bark-beetle. Same as elm bark-beetle.—Kss
bark-beetle, any one of numerous species of scolytid
beetles which bore into and work in or under pine-bark,
as the coarse-writing bark-beetle, ToTnicus calligraphus

;

the little bark-beetle, Pityophthorut annecteTig ; and many
others.—Wood-engraver bark-beetle. See *wood-
engraver.

bark-blazer (bark'bla-zer), n. See *scratcher.
— Cruiser's bark-blazer. See -kgcratcher.

bark-borer (bark'bor-er), n. Same as *6orfc-
heetle—Western hemlock bark-borer, a buprestid
beetle, Uelanophila drumnumdi (Kirby), which bores into
the trunks and branches of pine and hemlock in western
North America, from Alaska south to New Mexico.
bark-bug (bark'bug), n. An insect that lives
in or under bark— Flat bark-bug, any member of
the heteropterous family Aradidee. See Aradua, Ara-
diJMe, and AradideB.

bark-conveyer (bark'kgn-va"6r), ?t. In tan-
ning, an endless-ehaiu device for carrying
bark from one place or room to another.
Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 68.

bark-cutter (bark'kuf'er), n. A machine for
cutting or grinding bark for use in tanning

:

used principally for oak and hemlock bark.
Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 65.

bar-keel (bar'kel), n. In shipbuilding, a keel
composed of a line of heavy rectangular iron
or steel bars, with the greater dimension ver-
tical and projecting below the bottom of the
ship, to which the keel is attached by the gar-
board-plates. The inner edges of the garboard-
plates are flanged down and riveted to the bar-
keel.

barkevikite (bar'ke-vik-it), n. [Barkemk, a,

locality in southern Norway, -I- -ite^.] a mem-
ber of the amphibole group, near arfvedsonite
in composition.
bark-gouge (bark'gouj), n. See *seratcher.

bark-graning (bark'graf'ting), n. Same as
rind-grafting, which see, under grafting.

Barking sands. See singing *sands.

barking-deer (bar'king-der"), n. The East-
Indian muntjac, Cervulus aureus.

The small barking deer, called "pause "by the natives.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 602.

bark-louse, n—Armored bark-louse, any member
of the coccid subfamily IHagjnnae, all of which are pro-
tected by a shield-like covering. Yearbook U. S. Dept
^gr. 1894, p. 251.—Blackberrybark-louse, (o) Adias-
pine scale, AvZacaspis rouse, (b) An undeteiTnined leca-

nine, J/eeunium sp.— Currant bark-louse, (a) A
coccmeacale,Euleoaniumribis. {b) A diaspine scale, ^s-
pidiotus aiict/JiM.— Grape-Vine bark-louse, (o) A
cocclne scale, Pvlmnaria innumerabUis or P. vtHs. (b)

A diaspine scale, Aspidiotus uvx.— Harris's bark-
louse, a diaspine scale, ChionaspUfurfurus. Also called
the «cur/j/i>arJ;-2(m«e(ot the apple).-Oyster-Shellbark-
louse. Seeo2/s««r-«Ae«i. — Peach-tree baxk-louse. (a)

A cocclne scale, Eulecaniumjfyri. (b) A diaspine scale,

Aiipidiotut pyri. (c) A diaspine scale, Duupw^ri. {d)

The San Jos^ scale, Aspidiotus p^^ieiosus.— Scojcty
bark-louse, a diaspine scale, Chiormspis furfureus,
found commonly on the apple and pear in the United
States.

barklylte (bar'kli-it), n. [BarMy in Victoria,

Australia, + -ite^.'] A more or less opaque
magenta-colored rubyfromVictoria. Australia.

bark-mark (bark'mark), n. A symbol chopped
into the side of a log to indicate ownership.
It serves as a means of identification. [U. S.]

bark-marker (bark'mar"k6r), n. Onewho cuts
the bark-mark on logs.

barkslipper (bark'slip"er), n. A beetle of the
cerambycid genus Phymatodes, as P. arrumius

or P. variabilis, whose larvse loosen the bark of
oak cord-wood, causing it to slip off. [Woods-
men's term.]
bark-worm (bark'werm), n. A fishermen's term
for the larva of any one of the wood-boring
beetles of the families Buprestidse or Ceramby-
cidse.

barley^, n—Naked barley. (6) A variety, Hordeum
distichon nudum, of the two-rowed barley in which the
chaff is not adherent to the grain, as in other barleys.— Barley straw-worm. See *8traw-'worm,

barley-candy (bar'li-kan"di), «. Same as
barley-sugar.

barley-grass (bar'li-gras"), n. Any grass of

the genus Hordeum other than the cultivated
barley.

barling-spar (bar 'ling -spar), n. A small
light spar or pole.

Barlow's disease, plate. See *disease, *plate.

bar-machine (bar'ma-shen"), n. A form of

coal-cutting machine.

In this machine [the bar^maehiTiej, a bar carrying cut-

ting tools, of rather a different pattern to those used
with the disc machine, revolves horizontally, under
or in the coal, cutting a parallel groove, similar to that

cut by the disc The bar has a reciprocating motion
given to it, and behind the bar is an iron plate which is

also carried by the machine, and which with the spirally
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arranged cutting tools forms an orchlmedean screw, and
acts as a conveyor to bring out the dirt made by the
machine. The frame of the machine is very similar to

that of the disc machine.
Elec. Beview, Feb. 7, 190i), p. 187.

bar-mitsvah (bSr-mits'va), n. [Heb., lit. ' son
of commandment.'] 1. A youth of an age to

obey the commandments : applied to a Jewish
boy on his thirteenth birthday, when, accord-
ing to rabbinical law, he has reached the
age of responsibility. Before this the father is re-

sponsible for his son's actions. The occasion is solem-
nized in the synagogue on the following Saturday, and is

followed by a festive gathering.

2. The celebration of a Jewish boy's thirteenth
birthday.

barmy, <i. Hence— 2. Barmy-brained ; empty-
headed.

Y're dull if yer can't take the 'int

;

Indeed ! yer must be barmy.
War's BrigMer Side, p. 278.

Barnacle scale. See *soale\ n.

bamacle-eater (bar'na-kl-e"t&r), n. A name
applied to different species of file-fish of the
family Monacanthidse.
barn-dance (bam'dans), n. A dance or dan-
cing-party given in a barn.

The Washington Post, Pas de Quatre, and several va-
rieties of Bam Dance are of American origin, and have re-
cently become fashionable. Eneye. Brit. XXVII. 376.

Bamegat limestone. See ^limestone.

barn-yard, n—Noah's barn-yard, a mass of bmied
vegetsQ debris of interglacial origin. [CoUoq., Illinoisand
Indiana.]

bare (ba'ro), n. [Tagalog.] A sort of blouse or
loose shirt, usually brightly colored, worn by
natives of the Philippine Islands.

barocyclonoscope (bar"o-si-klon'6-sk6p), n.

[Gr. /Sdpof, weight, -t- cyclone + &r. amwelv,
view.] Ananeroidbarometermodifiedbythead-
dition of three indexes showing respectively the
direction of the wind, the direction of the storm-
center, and the direction which the navigator
must take in order to avoid that center. It was
constructed especially for use in the Philippine Islands,
and needs appropriate modifications for use in other re-
gions. See stiyrm-card.

barogyroscope (bar-o-ji'ro-skop), n. [Gr.
pdpo(, weight, -1- yvpo;, circle, -I- okoweiv, view.]
An instrument which consists of a rapidly
rotated gyrostat mounted on knife-edges by
an axis perpendicular to its axis of rotation
and pointing east and west. It demonstrates ex-
perimentally the rotation of the earth. It was devised by
Gilbert. Mncyc. Brit., XXIX. 195.

barolite, » 2. Injjeirogr., a term proposed by
Wadsworth (1892) for rocks, formed by chemi-
cal precipitation, composed mainly of barite
andcelestite : itrefers to thehighspecific gravity
of these substances.

barometer, n— siakesley portable barometer, a
tube of small bore, closed at one end, partly filled with
air, and carrying a thread of quicksilver. The position of
the mercury when the closed end of the tube is uppermost,
and again when the open end is uppermost, gives the data
for determining the pressure in terms of the weight or
length of the thread of quicksilver.— CaplUaxy depres-
sion of the barometer, the amount by which the mer-
curial column in the barometric tube is depressed by the
repulsion between the glass and the mercury. This repul-
sion varies with the purity of the mercury, the cleanness
and diameter of the tube, the temperature, the overlying
gas, and other factors. It differs within the vacuum-
chamber from that in the open leg of the siphon or the
open cistern. The difference of the depressions at these
two mercurial surfaces is the total effect upon the mea^
aured atmospheric pressure, and is an impoi'tant source of
en'or liable to large variations.— Dlnes'S TninlTniiTn ba-
rometer, an arrangement of two empty tubes which be-
come filled with two different liquids on descending from
any great height attained by a balloon : analogous to Sir

William Thomson's tubular sounding apparatus.—Gly-
cerin barometer, a barometer in which a column of gly-
cerin replaces the mercury of the ordinary Torricellian
barometer. These instruments are large and not portable,
and are used principally for public display and storm-
warning.— HowBOn'S barometer, a mercurial barom-
eter in which the tube is fixed, but whose cistern is free

to move, being supported by the pressure of the atmo-
sphere which corresponds to the area of the ring-section
of the glass tube. The rise and fall of the cistern indi-

cate the variations of this pressure on a large scale.

—

Mascart's gravity barometer, a barometer designed
to determine the variations in the force or acceleration of
gravity by measuring the elastic pressure of a mass of car-
bonic-acid gas whose temperature is accurately known,
and which is confiLued under the pressure of a column of
mercury about one meter in height. The same result is

also attempted by Mohn by the comparison of pressures
determined by both the mercurial barometer and the boil-

ing-point thermometer.— Moreland's barometer, a
mercurial barometer in which the cistern is fixed, but in
which the tube is tree to move and is attached to the lever-

arm ofabalance. The motion of the lever-armindicatesthe
variationsoftbeatmosphericpressureon anydesired scale.

—mountain barometer, a mercurial barometer in
which the tube and cistern are adapted to a very large
range of pressures and are especially constructed to avoid
breakage in mountaineering work.— Sub-standard ba-

barothermograph

rometer, a barometer useil for intercomparison of ordi-

nary barometers and serving as an intermediary between
normal barometers and ordinary instruments.

barometer-tube (ba-rom'e-t6r-tiib), n. The
glass tube, hermetically sealed at the top,

within which the mercurial column of a barom-
eter is contained. The tube is flUed with meiouiy
when inverted, and many methods have been devised to
accomplish this satisfactoiily. By Fortin's method, the
mercury is introduced little by little, and boiled withi n the
tube by gently beating it so as to expel all gag or vapor. In
George's method the mercury is not boiled but is stirred,

and the air-bubbles are removed with a feather. In
Bogen's method the mercury is made to flow from end to
end until all bubbles escape: the open end is then
attached to an air-pump and the last traces of air are
pumped out In Sprung's automatic method the tube is

placed open end up and warmed ; the mercury is placed
in a separate vessel over a lamp and is continuously dis-

tilled over, through an intei-mediate tube, into the tube,
where it collects under a perfect vacuum until the tube
is fuU: a clean tube, a perfect vacuum, and distilled

mercury are thus obtained by one operation.

Barometric elevation, an area of high pressure at sea-
level ; a rise of atmospheric pressure above the normal
value ; the center of an area of high pressure or a
barometric maximum.—Barometric fog. See itfog.—
Barometric gradient. See •prodteTK.— Barometric
hypsometry. See *A!(p«om«!rj/.— Barometric maxi-
mum, (a) An area on the weather-map within which
the barometric pressure at any time is decidedly above
that which prevails over adjacent portions of the map

;

an area of high pressure. (&) An area in which the cur-
rent barometric pressure is decidedly above the noi-mal
value for that place and date.—Barometric Tninimnm
(a) An area on the weather-map within which the baro-
metric pressiu'e at anytime is decidedly below that which
prevails over adjacent portions of the map ; an area of
low pressure. (6) An area in which the current baro-
metric pressure is decidedly below the normal value for
that place and date.—Barometric rate, the rapidity
with which atmospheric pressure rises or falls within a
standard unit of time, usually one hour.— Barometric
surface, a surface for which the barometric pressure is

unifoi'm. Owing to the influence of the temperature
and of the wind, the barometric surfaces in the free air
are continually changing. During gentle winds and in
the midst of a large area of high pressure the barometric
surfaces are horizontal ; but iu strong winds they are in-
clined to the level surface, and in revoMng storms they
become funnel-shaped. A critical baroTnetrie surface is

one theoretically appropriate to steady winds, or a
steady system of winds, and calls for a corresponding
critical barometric ^odient.— Barometric surge, an
oscillation of the atmospheric pressure occurring simul-
taneously over large areas, such as the whole of India,
and usually traveling from the west eastward in the
norfh temperate zone: nearly equivalent to barometric
wave.— Barometric wind-rose. See baric Irwind-rose.

barong (ba'rong), ». [Sulu.] A large, broad-
bladed knife or cleaver used by the Moros of

the southern Philippine Islands.

baronomy (ba-ron'o-mi), n. [Gr. jSapof, weight,
-I- v6/wi, law.] The science of the laws of the
gravitant forces (gravitation, weight) : a pro-
posed substitute for barology when used in
that sense.

baroQLue, n. 3. Specifically, in music, a style

of composition which abounds in extreme,
irregular, or unpleasant harmonies or metrical
patterns.

Barosma camphor. Same as *diosphenol.

.

barosmin (ba-ros'min), n. lBarosm(a) + -»b3.]

A finely crystalline glucoside, perhaps identi-
cal with hesperidin, contained in buchu, the
leaves of Barosma crenulata, B. serratifolia,

and B. betulina. Also known as diosmin.

barotaxis (bar-o-tak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ^apo(,

weight, -I- rdfif, disposition.] Stimulation
brought about by change of pressure.

barothermograph (bar-o-th6r'mo-graf), n.

[Gr. pdpoc, weight, + ffc'p/iij, heat, + ypaipeiv,

write.] An ap-
paratus for re-

cording simul-
taneously the
atmospheric
pressure and
temperature ; a
combination of

-t barograph and
thermograph,
especially such
as are made
portable and
very light to
be sent up
with kites and
sounding-bal-
loons. Assmann's
barothermograph,
used with sounding-

Assmami's Barothennograph. baUoons, records a

«. aneroid barometer which gives hori. Pressure - lempera-
zontal motion to the cylinder, a I, ther. tUTe CUrve Without
mometer inside a protecting tube, r, r, any time COOrdi-
which gives vertical motion to the pen,/, nate and by means

of one pen only.]
The cylinder or sheet of paper is pushed in one direction
by the action of the barometer while the pen is pushed



barothermograph

in the perpendicular direction by tbe action ol the ther-
mometer. In all other forms of apparatus each instru-
ment makes its own record by its own pen and bas its

own independent time-scale. Sometimes called uneteoro-
graph. Monthly Weather Mev., Sept., 1896, p. 323.

barothermolyrgrograph (bar - 9 - tWr*m6-hi'-
gro-graf), n. [Gr. tlapog, weight, + Oep^ir/, heat,
-t- iypig, moist, + ypdipeiv, write.] A barother-
mographto wmoh a self-registering hygrometer
is i^ded : made of the lightest material for use
with kites and balloons, but more solidly for
station-work.

baTOthermometer (bar-o-ther-mom'e-tfer), n.

[6r. jSdpof, weight, -I- E. thermometer.'] An in-

strument for indicating the pressure and the
temperature of the air.

baroto (ba-ro'to), «.' [Philippine Sp. haroto, <

Bisaya taloto.'] A small sea-going vessel.

[Philippine Is.]

bar-parlor (bar'par"lor), n. Same as *6ari, 8

(6). The bar-parlor'in old English houses is

sometimes a room of considerable size where
favored guests are received.

barrack^ (bar'ak), v. [barrack, ».] I. trans. To
house in barracks ; lodge in barracks, as troops.

II. intrans. To lodge or reside in barracks.
Hugli Miller, Scenes and Legends, p. 478.

barrack^ (bar'ak), v. i. [An alteration, con-
formed to harfack^, of earlier borack, borak,

banter, chaff, from a New South Wales native
term meaning something like 'what is not.'

Cf . *barrikin^ To jeer at or deride opponents

;

specifically, with for (like the equivalent
United States slang root), to support, as a
pavtizan, by cheers, shouts, and other demon-
strations of approval, or hj jeering at and
noisily disturbing and interrupting the oppo-
site side or party : as, to barrack for the school
team. [Australia.]

To use a football phrase, they all to a man barrackfor
the British Lion. Melbourne Punch, Aug. 14, 1890.

barracker (bar'ak-6r), n. One who barracks

;

a noisy partizan in a contest, originally in foot-

ball ; a rooter. [Australia.]

The 'most unkindest cut of all ' was that the Premier,
who was Mr. Kogers's principal ba/rracker during the
elections, turned his back upon the prophet and did not
deign to discuss his plan. The Argus, Nov. 29, 1894, p. 4.

barracoota (bar-a-k6'ta), n. Same as barra-
cuda.

barracuda, n. 2. Thyrsites atun, a gempyloid
fish of Australia and New Zealand : not the
barracuda of American waters— Califomla bar-
lacuda, Sphyrema argentea, of southern California.

—European barracuda, Sphyreena sphyrana of the
Mediterranean.— Great barracuda, Sphyrama barra-

mia, a West Indian species.— Northern barracuda,
^hyrsena borealie, a small fish of the coasts about New
York.

barragan^ (bar'a-gan), n. [Native Australian.]
A variety of the Australian boomerang.
barrage, ». 3. In playing instruments like the
guitar, the application of the finger of the left

hand across all or some of the strings near
the nut, so as to shorten them uniformly and
thus raise their pitch; a temporary nut. (See
nut, 3, (/) (1) and capo tasto.) When the
finger stops part of the strings the barrage is

little; if all, great or grand,.—Dtvim-taita^o, a
Bjiecies of movable dam used in the canalization of rivers.

A sector of ahollow circular drum or cylinder rotates on
a horizontal axis fixed in masonry. In one form the drum
itself comprises the dam or water-baiTier. In others the

dam proper is formed of plane wickets. In either form
the admission of water from the upper pool to or from the

different compartments of the drum furnishes the power
to raise or lower the barrier and thus raise or lower the

water-surface up-stream from the dam.

Barrandeocrinus (ba-ran*de-6-kri'nus), n.

[NL., < Barraride, a Bohemian geologist, +
Gt. npivov, lily (see erinoid).'] A genus of fos-

sil crinoids, the only representative of the fam-
ily Barrandeocrimdse. it is characterized by themono-
cyclic base, 3 basals, and heavy biserial arms which are

recumbent and completely inclose the calyx : found in the

Upper Silurian beds of Gotland.

barrandite (ba-ran'dit), n. [Named after J.

Barrande, a Bohemian geologist (1799-1883).]

A hydrated phosphate of ferric iron and alu-

minium occurring in gray spheroidal concre-

tions: found in Bohemia.
Barred C, barred semicircle, in mumial notation, the

sign for duple rhythm.—Barred teeth, molar teeth with

spreading, irregular roots.
.

barrel, n. 6. In mining, a vessel by which
water is lifted by engine or windlass from a

sinking-shaft Barrel amalgamation. See -kamal-

gamation.
, ..^ »

barrelage (bar'el-aj), n. The total quantity of

any commodity, as measured by barrels, pro-

duced during a specified period or used for a

particular purpose.
S.—

8
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barrel-cactus (bar'el-kak"tus), n. The bis-
Ti&%&, Eehinocactvs : so named from its form
and size. See Echinocactus and *visnaga.

barrel-car (bar'el-kar), n. In car-buildvng, a
long flat-oar fitted with open framework and
used for carrying empty barrels.
barrel-cart (bar'el-kart), ». A cart or truck
carrying a barrel, swung so that it can be
tipped, used chiefly in gardens as a receptacle
for leaves and other rubbish.
barrel-cbest (bar'el-chest), n. Permanent
rounded expansion of the chest occurring in
chronic pulmonary emphysema.

barrel-cfiime (bar'el-ehjm), n. A chime of
bells rung by mean's of a barrel-mechanism
instead of by hand.
barreled, p. a. 4. In archery, gradually re-
duced in diameter from the center to each end

:

said of an arrow.
barrel-header (bar'el-hed"6r), n. A simple
form of screw- or lever-press for pressing the
head of a barrel into place and holding it in
position until it is secured by the hoops or by
nailing.

barrel^eater (bar'el-he"t6r), n. A cylindric
stove or heating-drum for heating and drying
barrel-staves when formed into a barrel ready
for putting on the hoops and closing the ends.
The green barrel is placed over the stove, and a hood is
lowered over it to keep in the heat. When the barrel is
heated the hood is raised, automatically lifting the bar-
rel and discharging it outside of the heater.

barrel-motion (bar'el-mo'shon), n. A tappet-
mechanism attached to a loom for operating
the harnesses. Also called barrel-tappet. Fox,
Mechanism of Weaving, p. 25.

Barrel-sanding machine. See

barrel-scald (bar'el-skald), n. A discoloration
of apples and pears when packed in barrels.
It is probably associated with harmful condi-
tions of temperature and moisture.
barrel-tappet (bar- el- tap 'et), n. Same as
*barrel-moUon.

barrel-tree (bar'el-tre), n. See ^bottle-tree, 2.

barrel-wheel (bar ' el - hwel), n. The large
wheel which is keyed upon the same shaft as
the lifting-barrel of a crane, and by which the
barrel is directly revolved. It is the last one
in the train of gearing. Lockwood, Diet. Mech.
Eng. Terms (App.).
barrel-work (bar'el-wferk), n. Barrel amalga-
mation. See *amalgamation. Coal and Metal
Miners' Pocket-book.

Barremian (ba-ra'mi-an), a. and n. [P. Bar-
rkme, a canton in the "department of Basses-
Alpes.] In geol., a name sometimes used by
French geologists, in place of ITrgonian, to
designate a stage of the Lower Cretaceous de-
posits iminediately overlying the Neoeomian.
barreta (bar-ra'ta), n. [Mex. Sp.] A shrub,
Heliettaparvifolid, belonging to the rue family.

Barreta {Helietia ^arvi/olia),

' .<4, flowering: branch ; ^.fruiting branch. (From Sargrent's
" Manual of Trees of North America.")

with opposite 3-foliate leaves and panicles of

small purplish-white flowers. The obconic fruit

separates at maturity into 3 or 4 samaras. It iscommon
on the bluffs of the Kio Grande. [Northern Mexico and
Texas.]

barreto (ba-ra'to), n. [Cuban Sp.] A goby of

the genus Gobioiaes. [Cuba.]

barrette (ba-ref), n. [F.: see barret^.] The
crossbar in the hilt of old rapiers over which
the forefinger was placed.

barretter (bar'et-er), n. A receiving device

used in wireless telegraphy, in which the elec-

tric wave is caused to vary the current in a
local electric circuit.

barrier, »• 9. The starting apparatus used in

races: designed to keep the horses behind a

certain line imtil the word is given, and thus

prevent unfair advantage in starting.—10. In

phytogeog., any obstacle which prevents or re-

stricts the migration of plants.. Clements distin-

guishes physical barriers, such as large bodies of water.

bar-stop
mountain-ranges, and deserts, and biological barriers, in-
cluding vegetation, man and animals, and plant parasites.— Surf barrier, in phytogeog., an aggregation of plants
(cumaphytes) serving to resist the action of waves. C
MacMiUan.

barriguda (ba-rf-gO'da), n. [Pg.. orig. fern, of
barrigudo, big-bellied,"< barriga, belly.] A ma-
jestic palm, Iriartea ventricosa, which reaches
a height of 80-100 feet. The trunk is generally
cylindrical to a height of 40 or 60 feet, where it swells
out to double, or more than double, its former diameter
for 10 or 16 feet, diminishing again, and becoming cylin-
drical for the remaining distance to the summit. The
wood is black, hard, and very heavy, and is used by the
Indians for making harpoons and spears. The swollen
part of the stem is sometimes made into a canoe. [Brazil.]

barrikin (bar'i-kin), n. [Cf. baragouin and
I'barrack^.] Unintelligible talk

;
jargon.

barrimba (ba-rim'ba), ni A gold colonial coin
of Portugal of low standard, struck for Mo-
zambique, 1847-53.

barring^, n. 2. In machine-sewing, the sewing
of a decorative bar or tack upon a fabric or
upon leather, the bar being composed of a
series of long stitches crossed by short stitches.
Sometimes called tacking. See *buttonkole-
machine.
barring-engine (bar'tng-en^jin), ». See *tum-
ing-engine.

barring-machine (bar'ing-ma-shen"), n. A
machine for forming a bar or turned edge in
tinware. Allied to edging-machine (which see)".

Barringtonia (bar-ing-to'nj-a), n. [NL. (For-
ster, 1776), named in honor oi Daines Barring-
ton (1727-1800), a British lawyer and natu-
ralist.] A genus of dicotyledonous trees of
the family Lecythidaceie,. It is characterized by the
alternate entire or sUghtly crenate leaves crowded toward
the ends of the branches, and flowei's in elongated ter-
minal or lateral racemes or interrupted spikes. About
60 species are recognized, distiibuted from Mozambique
to the East Indies, Australia, and the Samoan Islands.

—

Barringtonia formation, a dense belt of shrubs and
trees, including several arborescent species of Barring-
tonia, growing next the tidal sand on Kast Indian shores.
A. P. W. Sehvmper.

barrio (ba'ri-6), n. [Sp. barrio = Pg. bairro =
Cat. 6am, a village, prob. < Ar. barr, land.]
1. A village or small town wliich has no inde-
pendent administration, but which is subor-
dinated to a larger town. Seepueblo. [Philip-
pine Is.]—2. Award; a division of a^termino
or municipal district in Cuba.

These [terminos], in turn, are subdivided into barrios,
or wards, of which there were between 1100 and 1200.

Eneyc. Brit., XXVII. 303.

barrister, ro.—junior barrister, in Eng. law, a bar-
rister who has not heen admitted to the rank of king's
counsel ; also, the assistant of the chief counsel on one side
of a case.—Vacation baiTiBter, in Eng. law, a newly
qualified barrister who is to attend the exercises of the
House for several long vacations.

barristerial (bar-is-te'ri-al), a. Of or pertain-
ing to a barrister.

Barroussia (ba-rS'si-a), n. [NL. (A. Schnei-
der, 1885).] A genus"of Cocddia, of the fam-
ily PolysporocysUdse, in which the monozoie
spores are spherical, with a smooth bivalve

K shell or sporocyst. The species are parasitic

in myriapods and insects.

barrow-hole (bar'o-hol), n. In a building in
course of construction^ a hole, about 6 feet high
and 3 feet wide, left m the wall for the work-
men to pass through carrying hand-barrows
with stones or biricks, or pushing wheelbar-
rows.
Barrowlst (bar'6-ist), n. A follower of Henry
Barrowe, one of the leaders in the Independent
movement in England in the latter part of
the sixteenth century. He objected to the whole
system of ecclesiastical government, and condemned the
use of all set prayers. He is regarded as one of the
founders of Congregationalism.

barrow-pulley (bar'6-pul-i), n. A pulley, gear,

or wheel compounded on the same shaft with
another of a larger size. Taggart, Cotton
Spinning, I. 182.

barrow-wheel (bar'6-h\\rel), k. A pinion-gear

that drives the dofFer-eylinder on a cotton-

carding machine. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning,

p. 145.

bar-screen (bSlr'skren), n. In mining, a screen

or grating made of bars.

bar-stays (bar'staz), n.pl. Boiler-stays which
are solid rods screwed at their ends, as distin-

guished from *tube-stays or *stay-tubes. Lock-

wood, Diet. Mech. Eng. Terms.
bar-Stop (bar'stop), n. In mech. : (a) A stop

which Umits the movement of a bar, as of a
number-bearing bar in a computing-machine.

(6) A bar which stops,or limits the movement
of other mechanism.



bartholinitis

bartholinitis (bar * to - li - ni ' tis), n. [Irreg. <
Bartholin('s gland) 4- -^tis.} Inflammation of
the vulvovaginal (Bartholin's) gland.

Bartlett's fume paint. See *paint.
Barton clay. See Bartonian *group.
Bartonia (bar-to'ni-a), n. A genus of plants
of the family Loasacese, now referred to Ment-
zelia. See Mentzelia.

Bartonian group. See *group^.
Barton's bandage, fracture. See *bandage,
*fracture.

Barus camphor. Same as Borneo camphor
(which see, under camphor).

Barybrotes (bar-i-bro'tez), n. [NL. (Sehiodte
and Meinert, 1879), < Gr. /Sa/roc, heavy, +
Ppm-6^, eatingj. The typical and only genus
of the family Barybrotidas.

Barybrotidse (bar-i-brot'i-de), n. ^l. [NL., <

Barybrotes + -idse.'] A small family of oymo-
thoid isopod crustaceans found in the open
sea: typified by the genus Barybrotes.

Barycrinus (ba^-rik'ri-nus), TO. [NL.,= < Gr.
^apvf, heavy, + npivov, lily (see mnowi).] A
genus of extinct orinoids of the family Cyatho-
crinidx, having stout plates and heavy massive
arms: from the Lower Carboniferous of the
Mississippi valley.

barjrmorphosis (bar-i-m6r'fo-sis), n. [Gr.
/Sopuf, heavy, + ii6p<l>uaic, shape.] The effect

• of gravitation in producing changes in the or-

gans or parts of plants. Saclis.

baryphonous (bar-if'o-nus), a. Deep-sound-
ing; low in pitch.

barysiUte (bar-i-sil'it), n. [Gr. ^apbi, heavy,
-1- sil(ica) + -ite^.'i A rare lead silicate occur-
ring in white lamellar masses : found in Swe-
den.
barysphere (bar'i-sfer), n. [Gr. jSapv^, heavy,
+ aijiaipa, sphere.] The earth's interior, an
inner core known to be of greater densitythan
the crust : so named from this property.

Even as late as 1893, at the World's Fair Cougress, at
Chicago, it was argued by Fosepny that the ores came
from the barysphere^ or heavy-sphere, from well down
within the earth ; though even Fosepny conceded that
the agent which transported and deposited the metals at
the places where they are now found was underground
water. Scieriee, Nov. 15, 1901, p. 74T.

Baryta paper. See *j>aj)er.— Baxyta white, barium
sulphate used as a pigment.

barytenor (bar'i-ten-or), to. A low tenor or
barytone. Also baritienor.

Barytic white. See *whitei.

bar^onesis (bar-i-to-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
j3api)TovoQ, barytone, + -esis, &sva.phoriesis, etc.]

The prevalence of a baryitoue quality or ac-
cent. J. Clark, Manual of Linguistics, p. 155.

bas (ba), «. [F., low : see 6a«ei.] In roulette,

a bet placed at the bottom of a vertical column
of numbers, taking in 12 of them Bas k cheval
['low astride*], a bet placed between two vertical col-

umns, taking in 24 numbers.

B. A. S. An abbreviation of (a) Bachelor of
Agricultural Science ; (b) Bachelor of Applied
/SeieKce: degrees couferredby some institutions.

basal, I. a— BasaJarea. (6) In /ore«(ry, the area
of a cross-section of a tree, or the sum of such areas.

—

Ba^al growth, tu bot,, growth or increase near the base,
as distinguisbeii from apical gi'owth. See -^apical.—
Basal length. See -trlmgth—Basal placenta, a pla-
centa at the base of the ovary, as in /)i«n«a.—Basal
plate. (<t) In embryol., the dorsal portion of the closed
medullary tube. (6) In a typical solitary coral, as Caryo-
phylliaj that part of the skeleton which is between the
zo5id and the surface of attachment.

II. TO. SameasffeMttoi/itote (which see, under
genital).

basale, to. 4. pi. In the nomenclature of the
skeletal parts of sponges, recent and fossil,

the root-tuft at the base of a silieious hexacti-
nellid sponge, by means of which it attaches
itself to the sediment. This tuft is composed of
silieious Hbers or rods, each of which may terminate in

a hook or anchor to facilitate attachment.— Basale In-
feriua. Same as hypocoracoid. Starku, Synonymy of

the Fish Skeleton, p. 522.— Basals madlum. Same as
kypercoracoid. Starka, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton,

p. 521.—Basale SupeilUS. a&measpostclamcle: abone
joined to the inner posterior surface ot the clavicle of

fishes. It is usually in two parts ; baxale superius refers

to the upper part only. Storks, Synonymy of the Fish
Skeletoti, p. 521.

basalium (ba-sa'U-um), TO.; pi. basalia (-S,).

[NL.] Same as *basale, 4.

basally (ba'sal-i), adv. In entom., at or near
the base ;

proximally. Biick, Med. Handbook,
V. 868.

basalt, TO. 2. Proposed as a field term, in pe-

trog., for all dark-colored aphanitic, noupor-

phyritic (aphyrio), igneous rocks. The basalts,

thus defined, include many dense andesites, diabases,

and numerous lavas commonly grouped as basalt be-

fore their varying composition was revealed by micvo-
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scopical study. Basalt in this sense is opposed to felrite,

which includes light-colored rocks. See /e!«'te.— Anal-
dte-basalt, in petrog., a term applied to a basalt con-

taining analcite as a notable primary constituent in place

of the usual feldspar.— Deccan basalt, in India, great
flows of cretaceous basalt covering 200,000 square miles.
— EUlpsoidal, spheroidal basalt. See pillow *ba»alt.

—Melilite-bas^t, a very basic variety of basalt char-

acterized by the mineral melilite. Nephellte and perov-

skite are usually abundant in the melilite^scUts, but
feldspars are absent or subordinate.—Pillow basalt, a
term sometimes applied to basaltic masses composed of

spheroidal, ellipsoidal, or pillow-shaped bodies formed
when the rock consolidated and generally of vaiiolitic

nature. The terms ellipsoidal baudt, spheroidal basalt,

and concretionary dolerite have also been applied to rocks
exhibiting this structure. See variolite.

basaltine (ba-sS.rtin), a. [basalt + -JTOei.]

Same as basaltic.

basaree (ba-sa-re'), «. [Better "basuri, < Hind.
basuri, basri,' bdsri, baiisi, poetic forms of

bdnsri, bdfisli, < Skt. vamgi, a flute.] A Hindu
direct flute or flageolet with 7 holes. It may
be blown either by the mouth or by the nose.

base^, TO. 6. In chem., this term is properly applied to

the hydroxid ot a distinctly electropositive metal or com-
pound radical, which easily exchanges hydroxyl for an
acid radical, producing a salt ; but the same term is often
applied in a looser and more general way to other sub-
stances of more or lesselecLropositive character, although
not containing hydroxyl, as, for example, to ammonia and
compounds of analogous structure.

22. In the gasteropod Mollusca, the flattened
lower surface of the final whorl Alloxurlc,
nuclelnic base, purin base.—Base hit. See *hU^,—
Blleger*B bases, several ptomaines which bear Brieger's

name. One (C2HsN'2), supposedly ethylidene diamine,
is obtained from putrefying fish ; another (CaH}^Il02),
probably a betaiji, is formed on the decomposition of
tetanin. Tlu'ee ptomames of the formula C7H17NO2
have also been described by Brieger, of which one,
gadinin, is obtained from putrid fish, another, typJwtomn,
from' cultures of the typhoid bacillus, and a third from
horse-flesh.—De Conlnck'S base, a ptomaine (CgHxiN)
obtained from putrid jellyfish.—Del^Zlnier's base, a
ptomaine (C30H31N) described by Oel^zinicr,' which in its

general reactions resembles veratrine. Its origin is not
stated.— Guareschi and Hoaso's base, a ptomaine
(CiflHisN) obtained from putrefying fibrin.— &au-
tler and Etard'S base, a ptomaine (CgHi^N) obtained
from the products of putrefaction of fish.—Gautierand
Mourgues'S base, a ptomaine (C7H11N) obtained from
brown cod-liver oil.— Lepierre's base, a ptomaine
(Ci6H23N204)obtained from poisonous cheese.—Morln's
base, a nitrogenous base formed during alcoholic fermen-
tation : found in fusel-oil.—Nencki'S base, a ptomaine
(CgHxiN) obtained from a mixture of putrefying pancreas
and gelatin.— Newtonian base, a hypothetical fixed

point in space to which absolute motion, in the sense in

which Newton used that teim, may be referred.

Foucault's pendulum is another example of motion
relative to the earth which exhibits the fact that the earth
is not a Newtonian base. Eneyc. Brit., XXXI. 10.

Oser's base, a nitrogenous haise (C13H20N4) formed dur-
ing the fermentation of saccharose by yeast— Fouchet's
bases, C5H12N2O4 and C7H18N2O6 ; they are probably
not products of putrefaction, but are formed duilng the
treatment of animal refuse with sulphuric acid.— Purin,
xauthln base. See *p»rin.— Salkowsld's base, a
ptomaine (C5HiiN02) obtained from decomposing fibrin

and meat.—Thenius's base. Same as -kcoridiiie.— Tfti-

acid base, in chfm., a baae containing three combining
units of the radical hydroxyl which can be exchanged for

three units of a monad acid-radical to produce a noiTua!

salt, as bismuth hydroxid, Bi(flO)3, which gives rise to

such salts as bismuth chlorid, BiCls, and bismuth nitrate,

BiiNOsl-j. A tri-acid base is the coiTelative of a tri-

basic acid.

base-ball, «—indoor base-ball, a game developed
from the outdoor game and 'played in rinks or halls.

The base-lines are shortened from 90 to 27 feet, although
in some large halls they are 45 feet in length. The rest

of the field is in proportion, and the ball is a larger

and softer one than that used out of doors. The number
of players may be smaller, although S or 9 are usually
considered a side.

base-bed (bas'bed), «. A name given on the
Island of Portland to a limestone of Jurassic

age largely used as a buildiog-stone. [Local,

Eng.]
base-board, n. 2. In pliotog., the foundation
of the camera, which carries the lens, front,

bellows, and back. Woodbury, Eneyc. Diet,

of Photog., p. 58.

basecphysis (ba-sek'fi-sis), to. ;
pi. basecphyses

<-sezJ. [NL., < Gr. ^img, base, + ifc^ffff, out-

growth.] In crustaceans, an appendage ^ow-
ing from the basis or second joint of a limb

;

an exopodite.

In this species IPontophilut avst alis] . . . the
basal joint bears a short appendage (basecphysis) not
reaching to the extremity of the meroi.

Trans. Linneam. Soc. London, Feb., 1903, p. 435.

base-level (bas 'lev- el), «. 1. In jreoJ., the

ideal level surface witt reference to which the
erosive action of a stream is carried on ; also,

but less generally, the slope at which the

erosive action of a stream practically ceases.
The general base-level is the level of the ocean. A local

base-level may be determined by a rock-sill in a river,

or by a lake : in the latter case it Inay be below sea-level,

as in the basin of the Dead Sea.

2. The level of the bottom plane of an engine

basic

or machinery ; the level at which the bottom
of the base is set.—Base-level plain, the near'y
level surface to which a land-form would be reduced if

acted on by the agencies of subaerial erosion for a suffi-

ciently long time.

baselevel (bas'lev-el), v.t. and t.; pret. and pp.
baseleveled or baselevetled ; ppr. baselevelivg or

baselevelling. In geol., to wear down or de-

grade (a surface) nearly to base-level.
Some of the salient problems of the outer lithosphere

are the origin and maintenance of the 'cuntininial plat-

forms—with their superposed mountains and plateaus

—

and the abysmal basins, involving questions of liuidity,

isostasy, etc.; the agencies and conditions that niak<; pos-

sible the prolonged periods of criL^tal quietjcence rihuwn
in baseleveling, and the antithetical tpnchs of cruhtal
disturbance. Carnegie Imt. Beport, 1902, p. 3L

base-line, n— Beld's base-Ilne, a Hue running from
the infraorbital ridge to the back of the head, cutting
the center of the external auditory meatus.

Basella (ba-sel'a), TO. A genus of plants, type
of the family BasellacesB. it contains only one spe-

cies, B. rubra, a very variable annual or biennial climbing
herb, which is cultivated in the tropics as a pot-lierb. It

is a native of tropical Asia and Afi-ica, and is commonly
known as Malabar nightshade (which see).

Basellaces (ba-se-la'se-e), to. pi. [NL. (Mo-
qtiin-Tandon^ 1840), (.'Basella + -acem.'] A
family of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous
plants of the order Chenopodiales, typified by
the genus Basella, and characterized by flow-

ers with 2 sepals, 5 petals, a stamens opposite
the petals, a 3-merous gynoecium, and utricu-
lar fruit. There are 5 genera and 14 species, mostly
tropical American, but the monotypic type genus is a
uative of tropical Asia, and Anredera extends northward
into Texas. Boussinf/aultia baseltoides, the Madeira-vine,
has become established in southern Texas and Florida.
See Malabar nightshade, under nightshade.

basellaceous (ba-se-la'shius) a. [NL., < £a-
sellaeeee + -ous.'^ In bot., having the characters
of or belonging to the family Basellacese.
Basement complex, a series of much metamorphosed
and masked rocks(gneisses and schists), intricatelyfolded,
of unknown thickness and obscure nrigin, lying at the
base of the geologic column. - They have been mostly
derived from original igneous rocks, but some appear to

have been sediments. They are the oldest known rocks.

^ana.—Basement rocks, in a series of rockf, ihe belt

which olfers least resistance to the wear of streams ; the
weaker strata. Dana. — Basement substance, in

histol., a substance foi-med at the basal endsof epithelial

cells.

baseost (ba'sf-ost), to. [Gr. /3dffif, foundation,
-1- bareov, bones.] In the fishes, especially those
of the extinct family Boloptychiidee, one of the
series of small bones which support the der-

mal rays of the dorsal and anal fins and are
subservient to the axonost which is the princi-

pal support of these fins.

base-rocker (bas'rok-er), to. A rocking-chair
with a curved-topped base, to which it is at-

tached and on which it rocks.

base-runner (bas'run"er), «. In base-ball, a
player who is running the bases. The batsman
becomes a base-runner immediately after he has made a
fair hit, or after four balls have been called by the um-
pire, or after three strikes, or after the umpire calls a foul
balk on the pitcher.

bas-fond (ba-fon'), to. [P. : bas, low, fond,
bottom.] The fundus of a hollow organ ; es-
pecially, the base of the urinary bladder.

Basham's mixture. See ^mixture.

basha'W, to. 3. The mud-cat, Leptops olivaris.

[Louisiana.]—Bashaw cat. See*cat.

bashofu (ba-sho'fii), «. [Jap., < Chin, pa-ehiao
pu, banana cloth, ^a-c7iJao (Jap. basho), plan-
tain (banana); pu, cloth.] A kind of cloth
woven from the fiber of the Japanese banana,
Musa Basjoo. It is lighter in weight than that woven
from hemp or flax, and U used in Japan for summer under-
wear. A ct-arser kind is used for wall decoration.

basi (ba-se'), re. [Bisa- a 6o«J.] 1. A native
drink in the Philippine Islands, containing a
large proportion of the poisonous principle of
wood-alcohol, insanity, crime, and frequently death
in a few ilays resnlt from its use. Amencan soldiers and
civilian employees of the government have been forbidden
to drink it. Army and Navy Jour., Dec. 7, 190L

2. A native wine from northern Luzon.
basiale (M-si-a'le), n.; pi. basialia (-li-a).

[NL., nent. of basialis, < L. basis, base : see
6ase2.] In ichth., same as *hypohyal ; one of a

Eair of small bones anterior to the eerato-

yal.

basibranchiostegal(ba'si-brang-ki-os'tf-gal),
TO. [L. ba».s, base, + branchix, gills, + Gr.
ffriyof, cover.j Same as *urohyal, 2.

basibregmatic (ba-si-breg-mat'ik), a. [Gr.

fidatg, base, + Ppiyiia{T-), sinciput, + -tc] In
anthrop., relating to basion and bregma
Basibregmatic height, the distance between basion
and bregma.

Basic border, in geol, the outer portion or shell ot an
iiiirnded mass of igneous rock ofteu found, as a matter
of exiierieiice, to be lower in silica or more buic than
tile interior.



basic

Secondary and less important causes may explain tlie
existence of complementary diltes, banc borders and
segregations.

S. A. Daly, Amer. Jonr. Set, April, 1903, p. 292.

Basic color. See •coior.—Basic dye. (a) In hUtol.,
same as kbasus (tain. (6) See basic color under itcolor.

—Basic lines. These liifes apparently common to the
spectra of two or more substances, and formerly sup-
posed by Lockyer to indicate a common snbstance, have
since been shown to be merely double or multiple lines
with components very close together, and resolvable only
by spectroscopes of higher power than lie then possessed.
—Basic OZid, in ehem., an oxid ol a distinctly eleclro-
positive metal or compound radical, which may by
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king: see basilica.)
the archon basileus at Athens. She enjoyed
special privileges and perfonned special func-
tions in the state.

DBrpfeld points out that, according to Demosthenes,
the oath which the Geraiai had to swear at the sacred
marriage of the baeilinna in the Anthesteria was in-
scribed on a stele.

Ceea Smith, Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVI. 835.

basiliscan (bas-i-lis'kan), a. Of or pertaining
,.,.., . - , , z- — —J ~j to a basilisk: aa, basiliscan eyes.

union with the elements of water produce a hydroxid or basiliasa (has i lis'ii^ m
~

base, or by union with the elements of an acid oxid pro-
oasillSSaj,Das-i-U8 a;, «.

duce a salt.—Basic reagent. Same as *6a»M;««ai».— - —
Basic salt, in chem., a compound in which an electro- w) xne case ot tne sinill and the vomer Basilo-
positiye metal or compound radical is partly united to vomeric angle, in craniom., the angle between the lower
an acid radical and partly to hydroxyl or to oxygen, as surface of the basioccipital and basisphenoid and the
in basic bismuth mti-ate, Bi(H0)2(N03), or in Monsell's lower edge of the vomer. An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Mthnol
salt, Fe20(SOj)3.—Basic Slag. See •sJajl.—Basic XVII. pt. 1, p. 143.

'

basket-meeting
form parallel to aaaOuaaa, fern, of PaaiMc, baslpodium (ba-si-p6'di-um), ».; pi. basipodia
feino-. =»» h„oiii.„ 1 xn Gr_ anHq.,Jb.e -wile of (-a). [NL.,_< Gr. pdaiCj base, + noig (^o6-),

foot.] In Polychseta, ike basal portion of a
parapodium, or foot.

basipterygium (ba-sip-te-rij'i-um) ».; pi. basip-
terygia ( -a). [NL., < Gr. ^amg, base, -I-

nrepvyLov, a fin.] lu ielith., the basal bone of
a fin. Zittel (trans.), Textbook of Paleon., II.

basis, n. 10. Same as basipodite Basis sphen-
Oidj,liS, in ichth., same as parasphenoid, 2. Mot the
basisphenaid of Huxley."" 0' basilissa (bas-i-lis'a), «. Same as *6as«7Mma. Ko<„-™t.«„„5j o t t.^.. u ^ ^^

i^- basilovomeric(ba8''i-lo-v6-mer'ik), a. Relating basicphenoid, «. 2. In jcfe«fe., a bone attached

ctro- to the base of the skull" and the vomer.- BasUi^ ^S ''"*®™f
«"* °* t^e inner wings of the

Stsun, in AMfor, a non-acid dye, such as the methyl and v,oo;in.oi<. /-h^ di'i =i^\ „ mrr
phenyl derivatives of rosaniline, fuchaln, etc., employed OaSllySlS (ba-sil 1-SlS), n. [NL,
to color elements for microscopical examination.—Basic "8'Se, + /.WJf, dissolution.] In (

< Gr. /3o(7(f,

. , ., ^ -1 o6«fet., the op-
steel. See *ateeli. eration of crushing the base of the skull of the
basichromatin (ba-si-krS'ma-tin), n. [Gr. fetus to make its extraction possible.
iSdffif, base, + xP<->/'<'t color.] "In cj/tol., ehro- basilyst <bas'i-list), n. [Irreg. < basilysis +
matin which takes on a deep stain with basic -*] -A-n instrument for performing basilysis.
dyes only. Same as chromatin in the usual basin, m. •" ^ ' .,

sense.

basicity, n. 2. In foundry-work, the propor-
tion of metallic oxid present in, and the ab-
sence of silica from, a furnace-lining, a cinder,
flux, or slag. The fettling of a puddling-furnace de-
pends for its efficacy on its basic character, as does also
the magnesia limestone of a Bessemer converter. Lock-
wood, Diet. Mech. Eng. Terms.

Basicranial flexure. See *flemre.
basid (ba'sid), n. lbasid(ium).} Same as ba-

prootics. which roof themyodome. it is probably
not homologous with the bone so named in mammals,
Gill has given it the special name ot di^st. It is not
synonymous with the bone in fishes called basisphenoid
by Owen.

Starks, Synonymy of the Pish Skeleton, p. 612.

basite (ba'sit), n. [bas(ic) + -i*e2.] lapetrog.,
a term proposed by Von Cotta (1864) as a col-
lective name for igneous rocks of low content
in sUiea, as opposed to those rich in silica
(addites).

Pro-basidiogenetic (ba-sid'''i-o-je-net'ik), a.

duced by or upon a basidium.
basidiogonidium (ba-sid"i-o-go-nid'i-um), n. ;

pi. basidiogonidia (-a). Same as basidiospore.

Basidiolichenes (ha - sid"i - o -li-ke'nez), n. pi
[NL., < basidium -i- lichen, lichen.] Agroup of
lichens including those in which the fungous
portion is a basidiomyeete. They are divided
into 2 smaller groups, BymenolicJienes and Gms-
teroliehenes. Only a few genera are known,
most of which are tropical.

basidiopbore (ba-sid'i-o-for), n. [NL., < basid-
ium + Gr. -ipopoQ, < <j>ipetv, bear.] A portion of
the fructification of certain fungi which bears Torsion basin, a basin formed by torsional deformation
basidia. of the earth's crust,

basidorsal (ba-si-ddr'sal), Ji. {^li.basidorsalis, basin-beel (bas'n-hel), n. The talon, or pos-

camty— Closed basin, a depression on the land-surface
from which water does not escape to the sea. That of
Great Salt Lake is to-day a closed basin, but under the
moister climate of the glacial period it was filled to over-
flowing and then belonged to the Columbia fiiver system.— HaU-tlde basin, la) A dock or basin whose gates
are closed at half ebb-tide to retain a navigable depth
of water within the basin. (6) An intermediato basin
between a wet dock and the sea or tidal portion of a
river or harbor. This intermediate basin is operated in
the same manner as an ordinary lock, and differs from it
only in being larger and thus in locking in or out several
vessels at a time.— Enob-and-basin topography, the
undulatory topography characteristic of a moraine.

Speaking in general terms, the terminal moraine is a
rough, irregular, complex ridge of drift, deposited in
part directly by the ice, and in part by the waters which
were active at its margin during the time of its accumu-
lation. The time of its accumulation was a time during
which the edge of the ice remained stationary, or nearly
BO, for a considerable period ot time. The most distinc-
tive single characteristic of the terminal moraine is its
undulatory topography, which is often designated a
" hnob-aTidrbasin" topography,
S. D. Salisbury, Qeol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1892, p. 40.

basag, rice, Bisaya, bdsac, a crop of rice, etc.,

under water.] An alcoholic drink made by the
Igorrotes, principally of rice and buri (Cory-
pha umbrnculifera), but also of sugar-cane.
[Philippine Is.]

basigamous (ba-sig'a-mus), a. In bot., having
the egg-apparatus at the lower end of the
mother-cell of the endosperm, the reverse of

the normal condition. Van Tieghem.

basigamy (ba-sig'a-mi), n. The condition of

being basigamous.
basigenoas (ba-sij'e-nus), a. In chem., capa-
ble of forming a base, as, for example, potas-
sium, the hydroxid of which is the base potash.

basignathite (ba-sig'na-thit), n. [Gr. iBdatg,

. basis, + yvaffoq, jaw, -I- -ite'^.'] In crustaceans,
the second joint of a gnathite.

basilad, adv. 2. Downward; toward the in-

ferior face of the cranium. Sir J. Richardson,
Zoology of the Herald. [Rare.]

basilar, a. 2 " "

fundamental Basilar apophysis, the basilar pro-

cess.- Basilar length of Hensel, in anat., the distance
in a straig it line from the posterior margin of the alveoli

of the median incisors to the anterior edge of the fora-

men magnum : used in noting the size of mammalian
skulls.— Basilar membrane of the eye, in entom.

apex of poLtce'^us^f^its^Lip^eS peat! ^I^r^'?^
(ba-si-ven'tral), n [NL. basiven-

The calyx or eye sits in' the ^^asin. T^e dt On^clf thf basiV^'^tra^li^'
'
^'"^'^

pression at the opposite end is known as the i«=f™l;~iwl/ • + -'i-^ 7 rwr -.

caw<«._ci™adh«in^.d„nrP,»i„„„n*h.i,.....!..L! basivcntrale (ba-si-ven-tra'le), n. pi. [NL,]
One ot a pair of ossifications on the inferior
face of the notoehord from which the centrum
is developed. See *arcuale.
basket-ball (bas'ket-bftl),7i. A game played
with a ball resembling a foot-ball, in which the
object is to throw the ball into one of two bas-
kets (the goals) placed at opposite ends of the
field. It is played by any number of persons (five or nine
are preferred for championship games) upon a field (out
of doors or wil.hin) of any convenient size. The rales ar«
designed especiallyto eliminate thoroughness offoot-baU.
A well-defined line is marked around the floor or field,
with the side-boundaricB at least 3 feet from the widl or
fence and the end-boundaries directly below the surface
against'which the goal is placed. The goals consist of
baskets or hammock-nets of cords suspended from metal
rings of 18 inches' inside . diameter. These rings are
placed 10 feet above the giound in the middle of tlie end-
lines. The inside rim is 6 inches from the surface ot a
flat perpendicular screen, or very rigid surface, measm--
ing at least 6 feet horizontally by 4 feet veitically. If a
screen is used, it slionld not extend more than one foot
below the upper edge of the goal. Teams should consist
of 5 persons, and the officials are the referee, 2 umpires,
a scorer, and a timekeeper. The ball is round, and con-
sists of a rubber bladder covered with leather not less
than 30 nor more than 32 inches in circumference and
weighing not less than IS nor more than 20 ounces. It
should be tightly inflated. The referee's duties are to
decide when the ball is in play, to whom it belongs, and
when a goal has been made ; to approve of the timekeeper
and scorer before the game begins ; and, when ^e ball is
put in play, to toss it up in a plane at right angles to the
side-lines, so that it will drop near the center ot the field,
which is indicated by a conspicuous mai'k. Tills is done
at the opening of the game, at the beginning ot the second
half, and alter eacligoal. After the referee puts the ball
in play in the center, it must be first touched by one of
the center players who shall have been previously indi-
cated to the umpire. Tlie game then continues for 20
minutes, when there is an intermission of 10 minutes and
the teams change goals. The umpires call all fouls, and
a foul called by one shall not be questioned by the other.
A goal is made bythrowingtheballfairly, so that it lands
in the basket. A goal made from the field counts .2
points and a goal from a foul counts 1 point. Tlie game
is decided by the winning of the most points in 40
minutes' play consisting of two 20-minute halves with an
intermission of 10 minutes. In case of a tie the game
continues until eitlier sidehas made twondditional points.
When a foul has been made the opposite side has a free
throw for the goal at a distance of 15 feet from a point on
the fioor directly beneath the center of the goaL Mx>
player shall stand nearer than 6 feet to the thrower, nor
in a lane 6 feet wide from the thrower to the goaJ, nor
interfere with the ball until after it reaches the goal. A
player is not allowed to cany the ball in his hand^ but
must play it from the spot on wli ich he catehesjt. Hecan
bat the ball with one hand. There should be no takmg
hold of nor pushing of an opponent, and the arms may
not be used in any way to interfere with t^e player vfho
has not the ball. There may be no shouldering, tripping,

striking, kicking, hacking,' or roughness ot any kind.

When the ball has gone out of hounds the player "first

touching it returns it to the field of play. He may throw
the ball in any direction into the field uf play from any
spot, outside of bounds, on a line drawn at riglit angles
to the boundai'V-line at n point where the ball crossed it.

The game was invented by James Naismith.

basket-boat (bas'ket-bot), n. A skin-covered
frame of basketry used as a boat in India.

terior cusp of a tooth, when slightly hollowed
out like a basin.

Trigonid and especially the protoconid lower than in
Amphicyon, and marked badn heel.

Bull. Armr. Mus. Nat. Hist., XVI. 285.

< Gr. /JdiTjf, base, -f- 'h. dorsum, back: see dor-
sal.'\ One of the basidorsaUa.
basidorsale (ba-si-d6r-sa'le), n.; pi. basidorsalia
(-li-a). [NL.] One of a pair of ossifications
on the superior side of the notoehord from
which the neural arch with its zygapophyses basining (bas'n-ing\ n. The formation of ba-
is developed. See *arcuale. sins or depressed areas by local subsidence of
basiempb^lc (ba-si-em-fit'ik), a. [Grr. pdaig, the strata: produced sometimes by removal of
base, + £/KpvTog, implanted: see imp.2 At- soluble constituents from underlying beds,
taehed or fixed by the base, as certain sponges, sometimes by gentle infolding,

basig (ba'sig), M. [Philippine Sp., appar. from basin-range (bas'n-ranj), «. Thetypeof moun-
an Igorrote_form corresponding to Tagalog tain-range found in the Great Basin of Utah

and Nevada. It consists of greatly faulted
and tilted strata. ,

Recently attention has been called to the geologic struc-
ture of the mountain ranges of Nevada and southeastern
Califomia. An attempt hasbeen made to show that they
are generally anticlinal in structure, and that the tilted-

block type which Gilbert has described, and which is

generally known as basin-range structme, is ot i-are oc-

currence. Science, Feb. 20, 1903, p. 302.

basiobregmatic (ba''''si-o-breg-mat'ik),o. Same
as *basibregmatie.

basioccipital, n. 2. In ichth., the lowest of

the occipital bones, it is in the posterior jiart of
the cranium, directly under the foramen magnum, and
forms, usually with the' assistance of the exoccipitals,

the occipital condyle. The parasph-Mioid underlai s it

anteriorly, while it articulates above with the exoccipitals

and prootics.

basioceratochondroglossus (bas'l-o-ser'a-to-

kon"dro-glos'us), n. [NL., < Gr. lidmg, base,

+ Kepag (Kepar-), horn, + x^^poc, cartilage, +
yXaaaa, tongue.] The hyoglossus muscle.

Lying or situated at the base
; basioopticon (ba-si-o-op'ti-kon), n. Same as

foraminooptic *Une. Harrison Allen, Jour.

Acad. Nat. Sci., X. 410. ^ , . , ^^ ^ „ .,,..^x . * t, •

basioptathalmous (ba'si-of-thal'mus), a. Of basket-cloth (bas'ket-kloth), ». Any fabric

the nature of or resembling the basiophthal- woven in imitation of the plaiting of a basket.

mite of the eye of a stalk-eyed crustacean. basket-elm (bas'ket-eJm), n. See *elm.

thin membrane in the eye which separates the optic
basiotribe (ba'si-6-trIb), n. [Gr. fldmc. base, basket-fence (bas'ket-fens), n. A wattled

iXUSo'^^ofXe"mrm'ir'a"n'l^l?£S'^e?^^^f + rpipuy, U, cnish.] An instrument for stake-fence
I'^^'tf^l , ,

-
- performing basiotnpsy. basket-fired (basket-fird), a. Cured or pre-

basiotripsy (ba"si-o-trip'si), n. [Gr. jSdiT'f, pared by roasting in baskets over a charcoal

base, + rpi^if, rubbing, crushing.] Itx obstet.i &Te: SiS, basket-fired tea,.

the operation of crushing the base of the skull basket-meeting (bas'ket-me"ting), «. A ^th-

of the fetus to render its extraction possible, ering, usually in connection with religious

the brain.— Basilar vertebra, the last lumbar vertebra.

basileiolatry (bas-i-li-ol'a-tri), n. [Gr. /3a(T(-

^vg, king, + Aarpeia, worship. ] The worship
of kings. N. E. D. [Nonce-word.]

basilinna (bas-i-lin'a), n. [Gr. /SaaiTuvm, a



basket^meeting

matters and lasting all day, at which no regu-
lar luncheon is served, those in attendance
bringing their luncheon with them in baskets.

basket-phaeton (bas'ket^fa'e-ton), n. A phae-
ton having a body-frame of lig&t iron secured
to wooden rockers and covered with willow or
ratan basketwork: of English origin.

basket-pot (b4,s'ket-pot), m. A water-tight
basket which serves as a pot.

basket-rack (bas'ket-rak), «. In car-huilding,
an openwork shelf of wire or the like supported
by brackets placed on the side of a car over
the seats ; a bundle-rack.
basketry, n—Colled basketry, basketry made by
- sewing coils of fibers together; These coils may consist
of one or more rods or of a bundle of vegetable fibers.

Generally they are wrapped with a tough strip of root,
bark, or wood, which serves at the same time for sewing
the coils together.— Plicated basketry, basketry made
by weaving, as by checker-weaving, twilling, or twin-
ing.—Twilled basketry, basketry woven like twill.—
Twined basketiy, basketry woven by twining a double
or triple soft weft around a rigid wai-p.'

JJOi

Til

j4, coiled basketry; B, plicated basketry, ciiecker ornament in
two colors ; C, twilled basketry iu two colors ; D, twined basketry.
(From'Report of Nat'l Museum, 1902.)'-

basket-shell (bas'ket-shel), n. Any corbuloid
bivalve.

basket-stitch (bas'ket-stich), n. In emhroi-
dery, a stitch that interlaces with another, like

basket-plaiting.

basket-stone (bas'ket - ston)', n. In the fossil

Crinoidea, one of the joints of the columns.
basket-weave (bas'ket -wev), n. The inter-

locking of the warp and weft in imitation of

the plaiting of a basket.

basket-worm, n.-^-drange basket-worm, the larva
of an American psychidmoth, Platcecettcus gloveri, which
forms a small oblong-6val case of silk interwoven with bits

of leaf or twigs in which it lives and which it carries about
with Itsell as a protection against birds and other natural
enemies.

Baskish (b&sk'ish), n. [_Bask + -ish^.} Same
as Bask, Basque.

Baskonize (bas'kqn - iz), V. t.; pret. and pp.
Bashonized, ppr. Saskonizing. [Bask + -on (as

in original Fascones) +' -lee.l To turn into

Basque.

Baskish z had, and still sometimes has, the sound of

tz as in German. Salabe'rry in his Dictionary notes
'*botz" as meaning "voiz, suffrage." Castilian "voz =
voice " would be baakonized as " boz.

'*

N. and, Q., 10th ser., 1. 18.

basogenous (ba-soj'e-nus), a. Sameas*6a-
sigenoua.

basophil, basophile (ba'so-fil), a. and m. [NL.,
<Gi'. ^dmf, base, + piMv, love.] In cytol.,

staining deeply viith basic dyes only :' said of a
cell or part of a cell : opposed to aiAdopMl. Also
used substantively.

basophilia (ba-so-fil'i-a), «. [NL., < Gr. paaiq,

base, + 0(/lof, loving.] A condition in which
many leucocjiies taMng only basic stains are

present.

basophilic (ba-so-fil'ik), d. Same as *l>asophil.

basophilous (ba^sof'i-lus) " *=— " "- **"»"o. Same as *iaso-

basophobia (ba-so-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

pdaiQ, walking, + -0o/3«i, < ^Pelv, fear.]

Morbid fear of walking.

basote (ba-so'ta), n. A Porto-Eican form of

•1

basrook (bas'rOk), n. See *budgrook.

baSS^, n BankUCkbass. Sime sis calico-bats. [Local,

Indiana.]— Bayonbass, the large-mouthed black-bass,

Micrppterug salmoidei.— GTW bass. Same as gray

mapper.—Oswego baas, thelarge-mouthed black-bass,

Microptervs edlmoida. [Local, New York.]— Otsego
bass, the whiteflsh, Coreganus dupeiformie, of Otsego

I^e at the head of the Susquehanna river.—Bound
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bass, a kind of sunflsh, Centrarehns maeropterue, com-
monly called /iier.

bass^, n. 4. The commercial name of a fiber, re-

sembling horsehair or wire, obtained from the
sheathing leaf-bases or the leaf-stalks of

certain palms. It is dark brown or black in

color, and is used for brooms, brushes, ropes,

and cables. Also called piassa/va. See bast-

aim, piassava, and *bassitie. Hannan, Textile

'ibers of Commerce, pp. 145-149—Cape bass.
Same as Wett African Miua.—Madagascar bass, the
round, tapering deep-brown fibers obtained from the
leaf-stalks of Victyosperma Jibroeum, a ^alm native to

Madagascar. Called by the natives ^(nittra.-Uonkey
bass, the dark-brown wiry fiber obtained from the
sheatning leaf-bases of Leopoldinia Piaasaba.— Para
bass. Same as monkey itbast.— West AfHcan liass,
the brown, stiff, wire-like fiber obtained from the leaf-

stalks of the bamboo palm, Raphia vini/era, after soak-
ing them in water.

baSS^, a— Bass flute, trumpet. See */lute, -tctrum^
• pet.~ Bass horn, in the ear^ nineteenth century, a
wooden trumpet with an S-shaped tube and a brass
bell, allied to the serpent (which see), with a com-
pass of about two octaves both above and below
middle C.— BaSB lute. Bee irchitarrone and theorbo.

-Bass tuba. See (lomliardon.-First bass, second
bass, in part-musie, especially for male voices, the
upper and lower bass voices or paits respectively.

—

General bass. Same as figured bass or thorough-bass.

—Spectacle bass, apopnlar term in drum- 4^.^
music for certain passages consisting of
two tones struck alternately, the name
coming from the fact that, as commonly
abbreviated, the notes suggest a pair of spectacles.

bassanello (bas-a-nell'o), n. [It.] Amusicalin-
strument sounded by a double-reed in a cup-
shaped mouthpiece, which was joined by a
metal tube curved like an S to a long, straight
wooden body in which were 7 finger-holes.
Compare Siouam and bassoon. It was invented
by Giovanni Bassani of Venice early in the seventeenth
century, deriving from him its name, and was enough
used for a time to be made in three sizes or pitches

—

bass, teinor, and alto.

bassarid (bas'a-rid), to. \GtT. paaaapk,< Paaa&pa,
a Thraeian bacchanal, lit. a fox.] In classical

myth., a votary of Bacchus ; a bacchante.
bass-beam (bas'bem), n. Same as bass-bar.

bass-bridge (bas'brij), n. Same as bass-bar.

basset^ (bas'et), n. [F. basset, a breed of
dogs so called, < OF. basset = It. bassetto, low

:

see basset^, basset^.l Same as '^basset-hound.

basset-hound (bas'et-hound), M. [basset^ -I-

hound.'\ A long-bodied, short-legged breed
of dogs, similar in build to the dachshund,
but larger and heavier. The color varies, but
it is frequently white with liver-colored or
black blotches.

bassine (bas-en'), n. Ibass^, 4, -\- -ine^.l A
commercial name for the stiff, wiry fiber ob-
tained from the sheathing leaf-bases of the
palmyra, Borassus fldbell^er. It is used in
making brushes and for ropes. See *bass'^, 4,
and palmyra. Hannan, Textile Fibers of Com-
merce,, p. 149.

Bassini's operation. See *(meration.

bassist (bas'ist), n. One who sings bass or
plays a bass instrument.
baSSO^, n—Basso buffo or comlco, a singer in comic
opera and similar works.—^Basso cantSAte, a high
bass, suited for solo-singing : opposed to basso profondo.
—Basso concertajlte. See ba^so c&ntinuo, And figured
bass, under 6am3 Basso Ilpieno, a supplementary
singer in a chorus or player in an orchestra : used only
in full, or iutti passages.

Bassogigas (bas-o-ji'gas), n. [NL., < L. bassus,
low (deep), -4- Gr. yiya^, giant.] A genus of
deep-sea brotulid fishes.

Bassozetus (bas-o-ze'tus), n. [NL., <L. bas-
sus, low (deep), + Gr. ZjitsIv, seek.] A genus
of deep-sea brotulid fishes.

bass-^layer (bas'pla'fir), n. One who plays a
bass instrument, especially the bass viol.

bass-singer (bas'sing'6r), n. One who sings
bass ; a bass or basso.
Basswood cheese. Ha^neassapsago *chee8e{b).
Basswood leaf-roller. See ^leaf-roller.

basswood-oil. See *oj<.

basti, n. 4. A name sometimes given to the
portion of raw-silk fiber which envelops the
fibroin : virtually the same as the sericin.— 5.
A trade-name of the piassava-fiber. See bast-

palm, piassava, and *bass^, 4 Bast-cells. See
def. 2.—Bast-collencbyma, tissue inwhich the walls are
thickened on all sides. See coUenchyma.— Bast-flberS.
See def. 2.— Bast sheath, the sheath surrounding the
fibrovascular ])uudle next within the cortex. Also called
periphloem Bast soap. See *soa^.—Bast-tlssue.
Same as phloem.— Bast-vesseL Same as sieve-cell.—
Cuba bast, a commercial name for guana. See def. I.

and iiguanaS,—Bard bast. Same as liber^, 1.—Russian
bast, the inner fibrous bark of the common European
linden, TUia Europaa. Much of it was formerly ex-
ported and used by nurserymen and gardeners for tying
plants, but its place has almost entirely been talcen by
rataa. See bastl, 1, and Tilia.— Soft bast. See def. 2.

Batesian

Bastard boz, *dory, ^halibut, ^measles, etc.

See the nouns.
bastardization(bas-tar-di-za'shon), n. The
act of declaring or oif rendering" bastard or
illegitimate. N. E. D.
Baste the bear. See *bear^.
Bastion series. See *<«rt'e«.—Full bastion. Bee hollow
kbastion.—HoUOW bastion a bastion in which the
parade is at a lower level than the terre-plein. In contradis-
tinction to a /!£/£ bastion, in which the parade and ten'e-
plein are practically at the same level.

bastose (bas'tos), n. [bast -f -ose.] Same as
*UgnoceUulose.

The blending of the bastose and plumose fibers to
make one complete yarn is not feasible to begin with.
Cotton fibers are unicellular, and flax fibers are multi-
cellular, while the structure of the two is antagonistic
to their union in a combined thread.

Hannan, Textile Fibers of Commerce, p. 17.

bastringlie (bas-trang'), n. The French name
for a form of furnace used in the first stage of
the Leblanc process for making carbonate of
soda from common salt. It serves for the
treatment of the salt with sulphuric acid.

bati, n. 15. A paddle or blade in a coal-pul-
verizer. These bats are carried on rapidly
rotating arms, and break the coal into very
fine particles.— 16. pi. (o) Heavy laced boots
with hobnails. [Prov. Eng.] (6) Low-cut
laced shoes formerly worn by women, (c)

Boots in bad repair. [CoUoq.]—To ground the
bat, in cricket, to bring the bat in contact with the ground,
either before playing the ball, iu the act of playing it, or
while running between the wickets.

bat6, n. 3. [Siamese bat, < Hind, bat.'] A
Siamese silver coin, the same as the tical.

batad (ba'tad), «. [Philippine Islands.] A
name in the Philippine Islands of Indian
millet, introduced and cultivated for forage,
and in some places growing spontaneously.
The natives sometimes make an intoxicating drink of
the seed which they also eat in place of rice in times of
scarcity ; the stem yields sugar. See sorghum, 1, and
Indian millet, under millet.

batala, n. See *bathala.

batan (ba-tan'), n. [Sp., a fulling-mill, <

batir, beat, pound : see bate^, batK] A stone
hand-mill in general use in western South
America. It is a heavy slab without legs or
carvings of any kind, and is much ruder than
the metate of Mexico. See *metate.

batanga (ba-taug'ga), n. [Sp. batanga, <

Bisaya batangan (baianggan), a beam, an out-
rigger ; = Tagalog batang, a floating log.] In
the Philippine Islands, an outrigger of a ca-
noe, made of bamboo.
Batavia weave. See *weave\
batching-tackle (bach'ing-tak'l), n. A
mechanical appliance attached to a calico-
printing machine for massing the cloth after

it leaves the machine.
bate^, n.—Coal-tar bate, a bate made from chemicals
instead of from manures.

bateau-board (ba-td'bord), n. Same as bat-
toule-board.

batelo (ba-ta'16), n. [Also botella ; < Pg. batell

:

see bateau.] A boat with a square stem like a
dhow's: used in western India. [Anglo-In-
dian.] ¥ule and Burnell, Anglo-Indian Gloss.

bate-prick (bat'prik), n. In tanning, a small
hole on the grain side of a skin, caused by the
putrefying of the bate while the skin is in
the liquor. Flemming, Practical Tanning, p.
98.

Batesian (bats'i-an), a. Pertaining to H. W.
Bates, an English naturalist and explorer, and,
in particular, to his theory, that certain ani-
mals exhibit protective resemblance to others
(mimicry) that have effective means of pro-
tection or defense, such as the resemblance of
some harmless snakes to venomous ones.'
According to this theory, individuals of certain species
accidentally resembling certain other species especially
protected from their natural enemies, as by a nauseous
odor or tast^ are supposed by natural selection to per-
petuate and intensify this resemblance in their descen-
dants, thus ultimately bringing protection to the species
by mimicry alone, non-mimicking strains of the race
lapsing.

In South Africa entomologists have found several ex-
cellent examples of those forms of mimicry which are
known as "Ba(««ia?i" and "Miillerian"mimiciy respec-
tively. It was clearly important to test experimentally
the value of the colors of these Insects as a protection
from their enemies. This Mr. Marshall has done with
results which are as interesting as they are remarkable.
The fact that Mantidm and spiders exhibit unmis.
takable signs that certain species of Lepldoptera are dis-
tasteful to them, but are unaffected by colors, whether
warning or cryptic in character, suggests that birds and
other vertebrates are the principal enemies which have
caused the evolution of the color patterns of these In-
sectB. nature, Apr. 16, 1903, p. 572.



Koch's Filtering-bath.

bat-fish

bat-fish, n. 3. Monodactylus argenteus, of the
family Scorpididee, a silvery fish with the body
deeper than long. The name alludes to the
high fins. [New South Wales.]—short-nosed
bat-flsh, a species of Ogeocephalua (O. radiatu») found
in Florida.

bat-gage (bat'gaj), n. An instrument for
measuring the breadth of the blade of a
erieket-bat.

bath^, «. 9. In elect., the solution in which
electrochemical action takes place, as in
electroplating, electrotyping, electrometal-
lurg.y, etc—Brand bath, a cool or cold bath employed
to reduce the temperature and calm the nervous symp-
toms in typhoid fever.—Copper bath, the solution of
copper sulphate, or other salt of copper, in which articles
are immersed to be coated with copper by electrolysis, or
from which electrotype caste are to be made.—Cutting
bath, a solution of chemicals for discharging, or cutting,
certain pigments printed on fabric. Thus a solution of
sulphuiic and oxalic acids, of proper strength and tem-
perature, may be used as an indigo-cutting bath.—Elec-
tric bath, a bath in water through which a current of
electricity is passing.—Greenbath, a bath usedin dyeing
the hair on rabbit-skins black : so called on account of its

color, which is due to green vitriol and other chemicals.
—Hydro-electric bath. Same as electric *bath.—
Koch's fllterlng-bath, a device
for hot filtration. The mass in a
funnel Is kept warm by an outer
doubie-walled vessel which is

filled with water. The water is

heated by a flame applied to an
offset—Long bath, in dyeing, a
dilute dye-bath : a term used in
contradistinction to short *bath
(which see).- Nauhelm bath, a
bath in water charged with car-
bonic-acid gas, employed in the
treatment of heart-disease.—

Needle bath, a form of douche
in which water is projected with
considerable force, through a
number of fine openings, against
the surface of the bather.— Sheet
bath, a form of hydropathic treat-

ment in wbich tbe patient is en-
veloped in a cool wet sheet.— Sbort bath, in dyeing, a
concentrated dye-bath ; a dye-bath in which the amount
of water used is reduced to a minimum-— Single bath,
in dyeing, a dye-bath in which the complete operation
of dyeing is carried on.— Standing bath, in dyeing, a
dye-bath which is used continuously by adding, after

each dyeing operation, sufficient quantities of dyestuffs
and other necessary chemicals to replace those which
have been extracted by the material previously colored.

bath'^ (b&th), n. Same as *bath-flower.
Bath coup. See *coup^.
bathala (bat-ha'la), n. [Also batata, Philip-

pine Sp. batala, < Tagalog bathala, Bisaya bat-

hala or bahdla, a deity ; Pampanga batala, a
bird supposed to be controlled by a sorcerer or

a deity, and called in Tagalog Ugmamanoquin.']
1. In the Philippine Islands, a god (in the

- heathen sense) ; a deity ; in later use, the in-

. fant Jesus.

bath-flower (bath'flou"6r), n. [bath (a corrup-
tion of birth- in birthroot) + flower.'] The birth-

root, Trillium, especially T. grandiflorum. .Also

bath^ and beth.

Bathgate mineral, naphtha. See ^'mineral,

*naphtha.

bathic (bath'ik), a. [Gv. pdBog, depth : see

bathos.'] Of or concerning depth, as of the sea.

bathism (bath'izm), n. Same as bathmism.
Natural S<^enee, June, 1897, p. 380.

bathmic, a. 2. Illustrative of or brought about
by bathmism, or growth-force, considered as a
cause or agent in the origin of species : as, bath-

mic evolution. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 34.

bathmotropic (bath - mo - tro ' pik), a. [Gr.

^a$ft6(, threshold, + TpoiriKoc, turning.] Influ-

encing the response of the nerves and muscu-
lar tissue to stimuli. Sci. Amer. Sup., July 4,

1903, p. 22992.

Oathmotropism (bath-mot'ro-pizm), «. [bath-

nwtrop-ie -f -««»».] Interference with the ex-

citability of a muscle.

batholite (bath'o-lit), n. Same as *bathoUth.

batholith (bath'o-lith), n. [Gr. /3d0of, depth,
-I- Wog, stone.] A large mass of deep-seated
igneous rook which may be exposed by erosion.
The texture is granitoid and the shape indefinite. Batho-
liths of granite may cover hundreds of square miles. Con-
trasted with laccolith, -kbysnudith, -kinlruded sheet, etc.

Also batholite, bathylite, and bathylith.

Yet it is clear from a survey of geological literature,

that tlie field evidence for such a view is but negative in

the great majority of stocks and so-called " batholitlis."

Most of them are not true laccoliths, as they character-

istically occur in regious of great structural complexity,

whore igneous contacts have none but the most remote
sympathy with the structural planes of any one bedded
series. R. A. Daly, Amer. Jour. Sci., April, 1903, p. 270.

batholithic (bath-6-lith'ik), a. Ibatholith + -ic]

Relating to, originating in, or derived from a

batholith.
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batholitic (bath-o-lit'ik), a. Same as *batho-
lithic.

Bathonian group. See *group^.
Bathe's furnace. See -''furnace.

bath-sponge, «.—Egyptian bath-sponge. Same as
sponge-gourd or Luffa j^gyptiaca.

Bathurst bur. See *bur^.
bathybic (ba-thib'ik), a. \bathyb{ius) + -ic.]

Living in the depths of the water, or near the
bottom under the deep water.

The deepest part of this zoiiary fauna forms the bathybic
plankton. . . . One might also call them 'abyss^ plank-
ton ' if it were not more practicable to limit the term
' abyssal ' to the vagrant and sessile benthos of the deep
sea. Haeckel (trans.), Flanktonic Studies.

Bathybic plankton. See kplarUclm.

Bathyclupea (bath-i-kl6'pe-a), «. [NL., <Gr.
^aSiiQ, deep, + L. clupea, herring.] A genus of
deep-sea fishes of peculiar stmeture, allied to
Beryx.
bathyclupeid (bath-i-klo'pf-id), a. and n. I.
a. Ot or pertainingto the family Bathyclupeidse.

II. n. A fish of the family Bathyclupeidse.
Bathyclupeidse (bath-i - kl8 - pe' 1 - de), n. pi
[NL., < Bathyclupea+ -idse. ] A family of deep-
sea fishes typified by the genus Bathyclupea,
with compressed body, long anal fin, and the
spinous dorsal Uttle developed.
bathycurrent (bath-i-kur'ent), n. [Gr. paSvg,
deep, -I- L. currens, current.] A submarine
stream or current which does not involve or
affectthe water at the surface.

The epicurreiits, orthe surface streams, furnish no evi-
dence relative to tbe understreams to be found below,
which we name bathycurrents.

HaecW (trans.), Flanktonic Studies, p. 626.

Bathyergidae (bath-i-er'ji-de), n. pi: [NL.,
< Bafhyergus + -idse.] The Bathyei-ginie aonaiA.-

ered as a family. See cut under Bathyergus.
Bathygadinae (ba-thig'a-di'ne), ». pi. [NL.,
< Bathygadus + -inse.] A section of the family
Macrurida, typified by the genus Bathygadus,
lackingthe peculiargill-structures of Macrurus.
Bathygadus (ba-thig'a-dus), n. [NL., < Gr.
^aOvQ, deep, + yddof, >C gadus, cod.] A genus
of deep-sea grenadiers, or Macruridse.
bathygraphic(bath-i-graf'ik), a. Showing
graphically the depth of a body of water : as, a
bathygraphic ohaxt—Bathygraphicnet. See*nefi.

bathygraphical (bath-i-graf'i-kal), a. Same as
bathygraphic.

Bathylaginse (bath"i-la-ji'ne), n.pl. [NL., <

Bathylagus+ -inse.] A group of deep-sea fishes

of the family Microstomidse, typified by the
genus Bathylagus.

BathylagUS (ba-thil'a-gus), n. [NL., < Gr.
fioBiig, deep, -I- 7iaya(, a hare, also a kind of

fish.] A genus of deep-sea fishes, with small
mouth and of fragile structure, of the family
Microstomidse.

bathylimnitic (bath"i-lim-nit'ik), a. [Gr.

/iafliic, deep, -I- Tii/ivt;, lake, -I- -4t-ic.'} Floating
or swimming in the depths of fresh water. See
also *limnitic, *autolimnitie, *sonolimnitic.

Also spelled bathylimnetie.

bathylite, bathylith (bath'i-lit, -lith), n.

Same as -^batholith.

bathylithic,bathylitic (bath-i-lith'ik, -lit'ik),

a. Same as *batholithic.

bathymeter, n. 2. A simple apparatus for ga-

f;ing the depth of liquids in wells and tanks.
t consists of an air-tube dipping into the liquid to be

measured, and an air-compressor connected both with
this tube and with a reservoir of liquid into which there

dips a gage-glass. When the air-compressor is worked the

liquid rises in the gage until the pressure is sufficient to

force air out of the bottom ot tbe air-tube.

Bathymyzon (bath-i-mi'zon), n. [NL., < Gr>

PM(, deep, + ftvl^tjv, ppr. of /iv^Etv, mutter,

grumble.] A genus of deep-sea lampreys re-

puted to be without teeth. Cfill.

Bathyopsis beds. See bed'-.

bathypelagic (bath"'i-pe-laj'ik), a. [Gr. /3a%,

deep, + Tre^ayog, sea.] Swimming or floating

both at the surface of the sea and in its depths

;

pelagic. Most pelagic organisms are bathypelagic, some
coming to the surface only at night, some only in winter,

and some wandering up and down irregularly. See also

ifnyctipelagic, irchimopelagic, -kallopelagic.

I call bathypelagic all those organisms which occur not
merely at the surface, but also extend down iuto the

depths. Haeckel (trans.), Flanktonic Studies.

Bathypelagic net. See *ne(i.

Bathypteroidae (bath-ip-te-ro'i-de) n. pi.

[NL., < Bathypterois + -idse.] A family of

deep-sea fishes with the pectoral fins provided

with long feelers, typified by the genus Bathyp-

terois.

Bathypterois (bath-ip-ter'o-is), n. [NL.,

Batis

< Gr. PaSbg, deep, + Ttrepdv, wing.] A genua
of deep-sea fishes allied to the lizard-fishes.

Bathysaurus (bath-i-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
paSvQ, deep, -I- aaiipoc, lizard.] A genus of
deep-sea lizard-fishes.

bathyssal (ba-this'al), a. [An ignorant or
capricious mixture of bathos (the deep sea) and
abyssal.] Pertaining to or inhabiting the deep
sea.

There are many vividly colored bathyssal animals be-
longing to all the classes of the animal kingdom and
possessing nearly all the hues found in living types in
littoral waters.

Quoted in Science, May 81, 1901, p. 847.

Bathystoma (ba-this'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
padui;, deep, + ard/ia, mouth.] A genus of
grunts, or' hsemulid fishes, found in the West
Indies.

batiator-root, n. 2. The root of a plant grow-
ing in tropical Africa, said to be Vernonia
nigritiana : used as a febrifuge.

Batidacese (ba-ti-da'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Al-
phouse de Candolle, 1^73), < BaUs (^Batid-) +
-acese.]_ A family of dicotyledonous apetalous
plants of the order Chenopodiales, containing
only the monotypic genus *Batis (which see).

bati£ (ba-tik'), n. [Malay batik, Jav. batik, de-
signing in color upon cloth.] 1. A process
employed by the natives of the Dutch East In-
dies in executing designs on a material, as a
cotton fabric in one or more colors. By cover-
ing the design with hot wax the remaining portions
of the material may be dyed any color desired, after
which the wax is removed- in boiling water, leaving the
design-color intact. The liquid and process are now used,
in the manufactures of Europe, upon velvets, velours,

plushes, etc
2. The fabric so decorated.

batikuling (ba/te-k6-ling'), «. [Philippine Sp.
baticulin,oaticuUng; from a native name.] A
large tree, Litsea Perottetii, of the laurel fam-
ily, the wood of which is soft, fragrant when
fresh, easy to work, and not subject to the at-

tacks of termites, or white ants. It is one of

the most useful woods of the Philippine Is-

lands, and is used for making writing-desks

and other articles, taking the place of pine.

[Philippine Is.]

batillUB (ba-til'us), M. A rude contrivance,

consisting of a board struck by a mallet, once
used in the Armenian church service when
bells were prohibited. Stainer and Barrett.

batino (ba-te'no), n. [Philippine Sp. ; from an
unidentified Tagalog name.] Bala macrophylla
{Alstonia macrophylla of Wallich), an apocy-
naeeous tree with milky latex, allied to the
dita, or devil-tree. It has horizontal whorls of

branches, and whorls of obovate-lanceolate leaves nar-

rowing at tlie base. The wood, which is white and dura-

ble if protected from the weather, is usedin construction

by the natives. See devil-tree. [Philippine Is.]

Batisi (ba'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. park, a flatfish,

perhaps the skate or ray.] A generic name

BitCis ilitna.

a, a flowering branch, somewhat reduced ; b, an open staminate

flower; £, section ol a stem showing a spilte of female flowers in the

axil of aleaf, enlarged; d, a staminate spilte, enlarged, (l-roin

Engler and Prantl's " Pflanzenfaniilien. ')



Batis

applied to the rays or skates: equivalent to
Baia.

Batis^ (ba'tis), «. [NL. (proposed by Linnseus
in 1759, established in 1763) : said to be in
aUosion to the resemblance of the fruit to a
blackberry, < Gr. /JarijJ3dror, bramble, black-
berry.] A genus of dicotyledonous shrubs,
the type and only genus of the family Batida-
cese. The single speijies, B. maritima, is a pale-green,
strong scented sliruli with opposite fleshy, linear or
clavate, entire leaves, and small dioecions flowers in
axillary cones. It occurs in sand along the coast and
in salt-marshes Irom North Carolina to norida, Texas,
theWest Indies, and northern South America.

batitinan (ba-te-te'nan), n. [Also hatitinang;
Philippine Sp., < Tagalog hatitinang (Blum-
entritt).] A large forest-tree, Lagerstramia
Batitinan, with straight trunk, exfoliating
bark, alternate simple leaves, and the
young branches more or less square in
cross-section, it yields logs the lai'gest of which
are about 40 feet long by 18 inches square. The wood is

highly prized for building purposes, and is suitable for
making furniture, as a substitute for teak. However, it

is subject to the attacks of ship-worms, and in ship-
buildinj? is used only for planking above the water-line.
Wlien properly seasoned it stands exposure to the
weather, but in house-building and other construction
it cannot be used for posts or sleepers, as it decays in
contact with the ground. See Lagerstroemia. [Philip-
pine Is.]

batlan (bat-lan'), n.\ pi, hatlanim (bat-la-
nem'). [Heb. feaf/an, 'unemployed man.'] In
Hebrew usage, one of ten men of leisure n)at-
lanim) who are expected to devote their Whole
time to the affairs of a congregation, and espe-
cially to attend divine service in the syna-
gogue. Many synagogues which adhere to the
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orthodox ritual hire men to attend service, so
as to be sure of the requisite ten.

bat-louse (bat'lous), n. Any member of the
heteropterous family Polyctenidae, which, al-

though true bugs, resemble lice and are para-
sitic on bats of the genus Molossus. Four or
five species are known.
Batocrinus (bat-o-kri'nus), ». [Gr. piroq, a
bramble, -I- Kpiv6v, a lily (see crinoid).'\ A
genus of extinct ciinoi^ having ^a pyriform
calyx with numerous biserial simple arms and
a highly developed and projecting proboscis.
It occurs in the Lower Carboniferous of the
Mississippi valley.

Baton Biver series. See •''series.

bat-parrakeet (bat'par'a-ket), ». Any one of
some 20 species of small parrots of the genus
LoriciUus, or Coryllis, which have the habit of
hanging suspended by their feet, especially
when sleeping. Theyiuhabit the Indo-Malay
region. Also known as hanging-parrots, hang-
ing-parrakeets, and bat-parrots.

batracMate (ba-tra'ki-at), n. An erroneous
form for batrachian. Encyc. Brit., XXVUI.
139. [Rare.]

Batrachoides (bat'ra-ko-i'dez), n. [NL., <
Gr. *liaTpaxouofi(, paTpaxi>6iK, frog-like, < pd-
Tpaxos, afrog -1- ei6og, form.] A genus of toad-
fishes found in tropical America, distinguished
by the scaly skin.

Batrachoidids (bat'ra-ko-id'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Batrachoides -t- -idk.} The family of
toad-fishes typified by the genus Batrachoides.
Also Batrachidie.

bats (bats), n. pi. Colic. See 6o<l, etym.

battering-ram

[Scotch.]—The bats, ill humor or condition; the
blues : as, to be troubled with the bats. IColloq.J

Batsman's box, on a base-ball field, the space in which
the batsman must stand when endeavoring to strike the
ball delivered by the pitcher.

battement, n. 2. opposed to the cadence (see ra-
dence, 4 (e)) in that in the latter the trill begins with the
principal note.

batten'^, » Z. (b) A log less than 11 inches
in diameter at the small end. [Maine,]
—Batten observationB, a metbod of detcrmiu-
ing a vessel's angle of rolling by observing the rise
and fall of the hutlzon-Iine on the edge of a suitably
marked vertical batten or strip of wood several feet dis-
tant from a sight-hole at which the eye of the observer
is placed.

Battenberg lace. See *lace.

batten-floor (bat'n-flor), ». A floor of narrow
strips. [Eng.]

batter-board (bat'er-bord), n. 1. One of two
or more adjustable boards or straight-edges
used in connection with plumb-lines to lay
off the batter of a masonry wall.— 2. One of
two or more horizontal boards, fastened to
posts near the comers of an excavation for a
wall or building, to which strings are stretched
to mark the outlines of the wall or building.

batter-dock (bat'6r-dok), n. 1. The butter-
bur, Petasites Petasites.— 2. The floatingpond-
weed, Potamogeton natans.

battering-ram, n. 3. A child's game in which
all the players except two form a circle, one
of the latter being inside and the other out-
side. The one inside the circle endeavors to
break through, the player outside assisting
him. Should he succeed, that player in the

BERTH DECK

United States Battle-ships Connecticut and I^ouisiana.

Length on waterline, 450 ft., beam, 76 ft., 10 in., mean draft, 24 ft., 6 in. Displacement, 16,000 tons. Indicated horsepower of propelling machiner>', 16,500. Speed, 18 knots.

Armament, 4 12-inch guns in pairs in turrets; 8 S-inch guns in pairs in turrets; 13 7-inch guns in casemates ; 20 3-iuch guns on decks, and miscellaneous smaller guns, 4 submerged torpedo
tubes. Complement, 41 officers, 815 men, B L R = breech-loading rifle, R F = rapid-lire gun, 3 P D R = 3-pounder gun, 1 P D R = i.pounder gun, 30 cal. auto.= .30 caliber automatic gun.
P = port side, S = starboard side. The figures indicate the thicknesses of armor on the different paru: a. protective deck ; b, belt armor; c, lower casejnate armor; d, upper casemate armor;
c, conning tower; f, signal tower; g, i24nch barbette; h, 12-inch turret; k, boat crane; 1, anchor crane.



Dattenng-ram

circle who is responsible for his escape takes

his place.

battery, » IQ- In lumbering, two or more
donkey-engines for dragging logs, set at inter-

vals on along skid-road.— 1 7. In indigo-marmf. ,

a series of vats which are conducted as a unit.

They may be either steeping-vats or beating-

vats. See *vat.— 18. A set of stamps in a
stamp-mill, comprising the number which fall

in one mortar.— 19. In coelenterates, a group

of stinging-cells.— 20. A shield or shelter de-

signed to hide the shooters in a grouse-drive

;

a butt used on English and Scotch moors.

They are usually formed of blocks of peat or

turf, cut with a spade and built up in the form
of a wall, circular, horseshoe, or semicircular

in shape.— 21. In harpsichord music, an effect

produced by striking a chord in quick repeti-

tion for greater sonority. It was indicated by
prefixing a vertical curve to the notes of the

chord.—Coal battery, a form ot galvanic battery in

which it is proposed to utilize the oxidation of carbon

as tlie means of generating an electric current.—Dry
battery, a battery of dry cells. See *i»H.—In bat-
tery, in the position for firing; said of a gun.—
Lamp battery, an arrangement of electric incandescent

lamps ' wliereby a current ot the required amount and
tension may be drawn from the common source of sup-

ply. The lamp battery, was devised as a means for the

distribution of the electric current in psychological labo-

ratories. Seripture, New Psychol., p. 483.—Main bat-
tery, seconilary battery, tertiary battery. Same
as maiii, t^undary, and lerliary ^armament.

battery-room (bat'er-i-rSm), n. A room in

which electric batteries are located.

batting-board (bat'ing-bord), n. In weaving,

a device in a Jacquard loom for forcing the

needles forward.

batting-flake (bat'ing - flak), n. • A kind of

stout frame, about 3 feet square, standing 3

feet hi^, strung with cords about half an inch
apart, upon which seed-cotton is batted with
sticks for the purpose of preparing it for card-

ing and spinning : a contrivance for use in the

home, now seldom employed.

battle-gaff (bat'1-gaf ), ». In a man-of-war, a

gaJE placed on a military mast from which 1;o

display the national flag when the flagstaff is

removed to clear the guns in action.

battle-quoit (bat'l-kwoit), n. See ^chakra.

Battlesden cart. See *cart.

battle-ship (bat'1-ship), n. A ship of "war;

specifically, a powerful war-ship designed to

fight in the line of battle; in recent use, a

heavily armored and armed sea-goingwar-ship

intended for the line of battle. The change from
the wooden war-ship propelled by sail-power to the mod-
ern armored iron and steel steam battle-ship dates from
about the middle of the nineteenth century. The flrat

war-sMp propelled by a screw was the United States ship

Princeton, and the first ironclad (with the exception of a

number of floating batteries built by the French for use

in the Crimean war, and copied by the English) the

Irenoh armored wooden frigate La Gloire, launched in

1860. This was followed by the English Warrior, launched

in 1861. From this date the development of the war-ship,

largely influenced by the success of the monitor (which

see), has been very rapid, resulting in a great diversity

of types (as regards aiTangement and weight of protective

aimor, character of armament, and adaptation of design to

special ends), and accompanied by an equally rapid prog-

ress in the perfection of ordnance (see ordnance, gun),

avmor-plate (which see), and explosives. The Warrior, an

iron vessel, was of 9,210 tons' displacement, had IJ-inch

iron armor, carried 32 muzzle-loading guns, of which the

largest were of 8-inch caliber and of small power, and had

no torpedo-ejectors ; the Lepanto, of the Italian navy,

launched in 1S83, one of the largest war-ships yet con-

structed, is of 16,900 tons' displacement, has steel armor

19 inches in maximum thickness, carries 16 guns, of which

i are of 17-inch caliber, and has 4 torpedo-ejectors. See

*nmry. Modern war-vessels are classifled, according to

the service for which they are specially designed, as

battle-ships, coast-defense and harbor-defense ships,

cruisers (which are classed as armored, protected, or un-

armored, according to their degree of defensive power),

lookout ships, gunboats, despatch-vessels, rams, torpedo-

boats, torpedo-boat destroyers, etc. The develmment
of rapid-firing guns in recent years has resulted in in-

creasing the area on the side of the ship covered by armor

and the number of guns protected by armor. This involves

making the armor of less thiokn ess and compensating for

this by improvements in manufacture bywhich its resist-

ing power is increased. See armor-plate. On the other

hand, it has resulted in placing armor on high-speed

cruisers, sacrificing something of the speed for this pur-

pose, accompanied by a great increase of size. The mod-

ern battle-ship is intended to combine in one vessel the

most powerful offensive and defensive weapons of float-

ing warfare. To be eifective it is necessarily ot large

size, with a tendency toward continual increase, limited

only by the depth of water in the harbors which it must

necessarily frequent. The battle-ship may be divided

into three portions, namely, the part under water, that

in the vicinity of the water-line, and the upper works.

In the fli-st are carried the propulsive machinery and

boilers, coal, the steering-gear, the submerged torpedo-

tubes, the ammunition, and thegreater part of the stores.

Upontlie integrity of this part depends the floating ot

the ship. It is subject to attack by mines and torpedoes,

and the machinery within it is liable to destruction by
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fragments of exploding shells or by mortar flr& To pro- sulpharsenite of lead (PbAAsoSis) from the
tect it from mines and torpedoes, the under-water body dolomite of the Bin nenthal, Switzerland,
is divided into a great number of compartments by an y,-„^.„ .^.^„. /K„„'tj! „*;;„\ ., rT^oi hri„t„
outer and inner skin and a number of water-tight trans- baUta-StOne (bou ta-ston), n. lleel. bauta-

verse and longitudinal frames and bulkheads, so that tlie steinn, bautarsteinn, pi. hautarsteinar, orig.
space to which water can gain access by a single explosion
will be limited and will not seriously impair the floating

power. This is, however, the most vulnerable part of a
battle-ship. Attempts to armor the bottom against ex-

plosions under water have not yet been made to any ex-

tent, because the weight required is prohibitive. To
prevent the penetration of projectiles from above, there
is a protective or armored deck, usually from 2 to 4 inches
thick, the middle part of which is a little above the water-
line. This deck extends out to the side at the top of the ^^
belt-armor, or, in the most recent ships, slopes down at Sa,uxite brickS See *brick^.
the sides to the bottom edge of the armor-belt from 4 to , ... , ..\ ' ro i, j. j. i -i.

6 feet under water. There is sometimes a second pro- bava (ba va), n. [fcjp. Oava, baba, slaver, spit-

tectivedeckbelow the first one to catch fragments which tie: see bavette.'^ In the West Indies, partic-
mightpass through the first, and this Is sometimes called ularly in Trinidad, the sUmy pulp which ad-

?h?^;^t^S?f-de^^riL°V^c!,5?j^on^l1JSlfri^ herestotheseedsofthecacao27.«o6r«m«Ca«ao.

sometimes called the rajt-body. Upon its integrity de- Inrndad Mwror, Apnl i, 190d.

pendsthestability of the ship, for it a sufficient part of it bave (bav), n. [P.] The double fiber as it

is open to the sea, the ship will" turnturtle." It is pro- issues from the silkworm. It is devoid of cellular

*brautasteinar, ' road-stones, ' < braut, road (

<

byota = AS. breotan, break : see brit, brittle, and
cf . route, ' a way broken '), + steinn = E. stone.']

One of the stone monuments set up in Sweden
and Denmark, along the highways, in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries and earlier, in

memory of the dead (or, sometimes, of the
absent living).

tected from the enemy's projectiles by a heavy armor-
belt. In modern battle-ships the armor-belt extends
over the whole or the greater part of the length, but it

Is usually thicker in the middle portions over the engines,

boilers, and magazines. Tlie raft-body is further pro-

tected by subdivision into a large number of water-tight
compartments in which coal and stores are can'ied and
in some of which are quarters for officers and crew. The
compartments just inside the armor-belt are called cof-

fer-dams and are frequently packed with obturating ma-
terial, such as cork or the compressed pith of corn-stalks,

which, when wet by the water entering a shot-hole, swells

up and closes the hole. In the upper part ot the ship is

carried the principal offensive power, its battery of guns.

structure and is nearly homogeneous in appearance. The
single fiber is known as the brtn.

Thereelable cocoon thread or have is composed of two
cylindrical fibers or hrins, consisting of homogeneous mat-
ter (fibroin Schorlemmer) surrounded and cemented
together by a substance resembling gelatine (sericin or
silk-gelatine, Schorlemmer).

Bannan, Textile Fibers of Commerce, p. 166.

bayi, n—Swamp bay, or swamp red bay, Persea

pubescens, formerly considered a variety of P. Bwbonia.
Both belong to the coast of the southeastern United
States.

n. 10. In hydraul. engin., an opening
tlirough a dam or bulkhead for the passage of

water, generally capable of regulation by
gates or sluices : as, a head-bay, an opening in

a dam at the head of a flume or canal.

This consists of heavy guns, medium guns, and small bay^, n,—Juniper bay, a swamp of white cedar or

guns. See *ormam«nt. The heaviest guns on the mod- "jymivet,'' Cha/mseeypaTUthyoides,yiWiioTvilt'iiO\itvi\aie

em battle-ship are usually of 12-inch caliber, fli-ing a bay. Magnolia Yirgiraana. [Dismal Swamp region.]

projectile weighing aboutSSDpounds. These are mounted
in barbette-turrets. See -kbarhette. The largest battle-

ships carry four of these guns in pairs in two turrets,

one forward and the other att on the center line. The
majority of United States battle-ships have also from
four to eight 8-inch guns, also in turrets. In some
cases an 8-inch turret is placed on top of a 12-inch turret,

, -, rm. tli
foiTOing what is called a sMperpoged turret. This plan has baya (bl'ya), n. [Mex.] 'ihe JMexican name
been adopted only on United States battle-ships. The of g, species of fish, Mycteroperca jordani, a
guns of medium caliber, such as the 6-inch and V-inch, ^ j grouper found in the Gulf of California,
areusuallycaniedinoasematesorinanarmoredcitadel """i" 6 ^ , ^(j ™,«„/,J,rt <r,iava 1
subdivided by splinter-bulkheads. The side of the ship bayabas (ba-ya bas), '!•[»?• ^M«2/ooa, guava. J

in the vicinity of these guns is usually covered by armor. A name applied in the Jr'hilippines to the guava
The tendency is to put more and more guns into turrets, (Psidium Guajava). See guava.
and in battle-ships of French design the gieater part of . ^ cha "v3 -kH-ro ' ) m The hiffhlv astrin-
these meflium-caliber guns are in small turrets. In the DayaCUrU (Da ya-Ko-ro J, w. J.nemgmy abinn

upper part of the ship, usually well forward, is the con- gent root of Stattce Brazihensis. Also baycuru
ning-tower, from which the captain directs the ship in ^nd biacwu,
battle. It contains a steering-wheel, speaking-tubes,

,^ j, ,y^.. _k/i/\ „ pAr hmidd whiteness
battle-order transmitters, engine-telegraphs, and other bayatt (ba-yatt ), n. lAX oawfi, wniieness,

instruments by means ot which orders are given to the white of eggs, plaster.] Bagrus bayad, a large

engineers below, the officers commanding the guns, etc. siluroid fish found in the NUe.
On the military masts above are small guns for repelling , , „ A weave of fabrics in which
the attack of torpedo-boats, instruments tor finding the Dayaaere, n. 4,. a weaye oi iamxoB m wixiuii

range and yards tor displaying signals, and on them aie stripes run transversely instead ot longitudi-

freouently placed the search-lights. The most vulnerable nallv.
part of a battle-ship being that subject to torpedo attack,

the modern tendency is to fight at long range, beyond the

effective limit of the automobile torpedo. At long range

the heavy guns are much more effective and accurate

than those of medium caliber. Hence the tendency is

to build battle-ships carrying a greater number of heavy

guns, reducing in number or abolishing the medium guns,

but retaining a large number of small guns, such as the

3-inch, to repel the attacks of torpedo-boats and other

unarmored vessels. As so much weight is required for

II. a. Applied as a distinctive epithet to

textile fabrics horizontally striped, of which
various kinds were used for curtains, skirts,

etc. : as, a bayadere grenadine, a bayadere

skirt. The word is also applied to the stripes them-
selves. Balmoral petticoats when first introduced were
ornamented with many-colored horizontal stripes around

the bottom, and were said to be " ioi/iKfere-striped

"

or " skiits & la bayadere."
guns and armor in a battle-ship, comparatively little can ,,....,.. ,-.. > rrr »
be devoted to the propelling machinery; hence battle- bayag-kambing (ba-yag-kam bing), n. L^aga-
shins are ot moderate speed as compared with cruisers j^g iavaa cambimg, < bayag, testicles, + camb-
and torpedo-boala, ^Tli^e modern battte-ship^usually h^^ .^|^ ^^g^^^^. -| ^
a maximum speed of between 18 and 19 knots. The

desire for a type of vessel having much higher speed

combined with considerable offensive and defensive power

has led to the building in recent years of a class of vessel

called armored *eruuers (which see). These vessels may

be regarded as a special class of battle-ships in which

offensive and defensive power have been sacrificed to

speed (20 to 23 knots) and coal-endurance.

Battley's solution. See *solution.

batule-board, «. See battoule-board.

Bauera (bou'e-ra), n. [NL. (Banks, 1801),

named in honor of the brothers Francis Bauer

(1758 - 1840) and Ferdinand Bawer (1760 - 1826),

botanic artists of Austrian birth.] 1. Agenus

of dicotyledonous shrubs of the family iiaxi-

fragaceee, including 8 'species, natives of Aus- ^

tralasia. It is characterized by its opposite prickly leaves,

three-lobed sessile leaves, which have the ap- The seeds are in;

pearance of a six-leaved whorl, and by Its axil- closed m short

lary soUtary flowers.- 3. [Z.C.] The Tasma- bioadl

nian name for Bauera rubioides, a handsome

shrub with pink or wUte flowers and thin wiry

branches which become so entangled as to term

almost impenetrable thickets. Also called na-

tive rose, tanglefoot, and leg-ropes.

name applied

in the Philip-

pines to the
hard, smooth,
stony seeds
of Guilandina
Crista, a prick-
ly shrub of

the Csesalpinia

family, with
loosely spread-

ing or climb-

ing branches
and bipinnate.

broadly ovate
pricklypods. They
are used medici-
nally. Their chief

interest lies in the

fact that an air-

space is inclosed

between the ker-

Bauhinia retusa gum, Bauhinia variegata n^.a»dthe^heii,

_gUm. ,
See *fir«m^.^ _ „.v„„,^„«.„ .f "a.«nrrl- remarkable buoy-

ancy and makes it

possible for them
to be transported

B°aume (bo-ml,'). An abbreviation of "accord-

ing totheBaum6 scale of a hydrometer." See

hydrometer, and Baume *degree. Abbreviated

B^iimes-Chaudes race. See *Cro-Magnon

baumhauerite(boum'hour-it), n. [Namedafter

Prof. H. Baumhauer of Freiburg, Baden.] A

Eayag-kambing {Guilatidina Crista),

all over the earth by ocean currents. They are some-

times called femmiOs, nicker-nvM, or f"""."^ "^^fl
and in Samoa a»M.o. In Span sh countiies the plant

is often called uftas de gato ('cats-claws), from the

sharp recurved prickles with which it is armed.



Bayogo {Le»s phaseoioides.)

bayan
bayan (ba-yan'), ». [Tagalog?] Apolitical
division comparable to a township ; also, a
district of the country. [Philippine Is.]

bayate (ba-ya'te), n. [Local Cuban ; origin not
ascertained.] A siliclous rock, consisting of
dense amorphous jasper, associated with the
manganese deposits of the province of Santiago
de Cuba. Bulletin 213, D. S. Geol. Survey,
1902, p. 252.

Bayberry fat. Same as bay-oil.

bay-head (ba'hed), «. , The head or upper
part of a bay.
bayldonite (bal'don-it), n. [Named after Dr.
John Bayldon.'] An arseniate of copper and
lead occurring in small green concretions:
found in Cornwall.

bayocks (ba'oks), «. pi. [Appar. due to the
otherwise obsolete *bayock, baiock, an Italian
coin : see baiocco.^ Inferior ostrich-feathers.

bayogo (ba-yo'go), n. [A Philippine name.] In
the Philippine
Islands, the
match-box sea-
bean, or siml-
tar-pod {Lens
phaseoloides), a
giant climber
of the mimosa
family, its stem,
which is sapona-
ceous, is pounded
between stones
and is used by the
natives of those is-

lands for washing.
Hee sea-bean, sivni-

tar pod, and ca-

. coon. Also called
gogo (Bisaya) in
the Philippine Is-

lands and gaye in
Guam.

bay-oil, «. 3.
A volatile oil or
essence ob-
tained by dis-

tilling the
leaves of the
West Indian
bay-tree {Pi-

nienta acris).

bayok (ba-yok'), n. [A Philippine name, said
to be Tagalog. Cf. Bisaya baydg, name of a
ti'ee.] In the Philippine Islands, Pentapetes
acerifolia, a tree with winged seeds belonging
to the family StercuUacese. The wood is used in the
Philippines for malcing oars and paddles, and in India
for furniture. See Pterospermum.

ba^on (ba-yon'), n.; Sp. pi. bayones. [Philip-
pine Sp., < Tagalog bayong.] In the Philip-
pine Islands, a basket or bag made of palm-
leaves or rushes. Such bags are used for
shipping coffee or rice. Also bayong.
bayonel^engine (ba'o-net-en"jin), n. An
engine in which the beii-plate is curved to- one
side at the end of the guide, so as not to in-

terfere with the crank. Such an engine-bed has,
in plan, somewhat the form of a bayonet for which the
cylinder is the end of the gun-barrel ; hence the term.

bayong (ba-y6ng'), n. [Tagalog.] Same as
*^bayon.

bayou, ». 2. An abandoned portion' of a
river-channel forming a lake or swamp follow-
ing the general course of the main stream : a
special ease of " ox-bow lake." The bayous
of the lower Mississippi river are typical.
Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geol., 1. 181.

bay-plum (ba'plum), n. A name in the West
Indies for the guava, Psidium Guajava.
bay-shark (ba'shark), n. See *sharlc^.

bay-sore (ba'sor), n. An ulcer which affects

many of the natives of Honduras (as observed
on the coast of the Bay or Gulf of Honduras,
or of the Bay Islands).

•bazarucco (ba-za-ro'ko), m. [Also basarucco,
basarueo, B. budgerook, budgrook, etc., appar-
ently from a native Indian name at Goa,
given as Canarese bajdra-rokkha, ' market-
money': see bazaar, and cf. Canarese raka, a
copper coin, Marathi rukd or rukkd, one twelfth

of an anna. (Tule).'] A coin of copper, tin,

or lead, of small and varying value, formerly
current at Goa and elsewhere on the western
coast of India.

B. B. An abbreviation (6) of best best, which
see under *6cs*, a., 5; (c) of bail-bond.

B. B. B. An abbreviation of best best best,

which see under *hest, a., 5.

B. 0. An abbreviation (6) of Bachelor of
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(c) of Bachelor of Commerce ; {d)

same as *C. B. (d)
;

(e) of bail court.

B. Chem. Same as *B. C. (6).

B. Chir. Same as *C. B. (d).

B. 0. L, An abbreviation of Bachelor of Civil

Law.
B. 0. S. An abbreviation (a) of Bachelor of
Chemical Science ; (6) of Bachelor of Commer-
cial Science ; (c) of Bengal Civil Service.

Bd. An abbreviation of board.

bdellid (del'id), a. and n. I. a. Having the
characteristics of or belonging to the lepidop-
terous faniily Bdellidse.

II. A mite of the family BdeHirfas.

bdelloid (del'oid), a. [NL. *bdelloides, < Gr.
jidtXAa, leech, + eldog, form. Cf. Bdelloida.] Of
or pertainingto a leech orto thegroup Bdelloida

.

Bdellura (de-18'ra), n. [NL., <Gr. pHeAAa, a
leech, + otipd, tail.] The typical genus of 5cte?-

luridee. Leidy, 1848. Also Bdelloura.
Bdelluridse (de-lo'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Bdel-
lura +-idse.] A family of trielad turbellarians
having a caudal appendage for fixation, it con-
tains the genera Bdellura and SynMelidmm, both of which
are parasitic on the king-crab (Limulvjl). Also Bdd-
lovridtB.

B. D. M., B. D., In astron., abbreviations of
Argelander's Bonn Durchm,usterung of the
northern heavens. See *durchmusterung.
B6. An abbreviation of *Baumi.
B. E. An abbreviation (a) of Bachelor of En-
gineering ; (6) oi Bachelor of Elements ; (c) of
Bachelor of Elocution.
beach, ».— Barrier beach, an off-shore sand-reef in-
closing a lagoon or ami of the sea. Strictly speaking,
the beach is only the outer slope of the Ijairiei-.— Roll-
ing beach, a beach on which stones and pebbles are
rolled back and forth by the waves.

In times of storm the stones of a rolling beach, some-
times to the depth of two or three feet, are carried to and
fro with the advance and retreat of the waves. In thisi
movement the bits roll over one another much in the
manner of millstones.

Shaler, Nat. Geog. Mouographs,

Storm-beach, a beach formed by a storm.

beam
impressing a bead upon tinware, boxes, cans,
covers, collars, gutters, and other objects or
parts of objects. The essential features of the many
forms of beading-machines are the beading-rolls, placed
in pairs, one each on two parallel shafts, and turning to-

gether, the face of each roll being of some concave or

Bench Beadiiig-machine,

a, standard, and clamp for securing it to bench; d, spindles
c, handle for turning spindles ; rf, beading rolls ; e, sample roll:

showing different styles of beading ;y, pressure control.

corresponding convex form. The sheet-metal to be beaded
is passed between the moving rolls and is impressed with
the bead or form of the roll-face. Power-machines, by
the use of supplementary parts, may also be used as
flanging-, forming-, trimming-, and crimping-machines.
See crimper, Jlanffing-machine, and forming-machine.

1*3. beading-oil (be'ding-oil), n. See beading, 3.

beading-roll (be'ding-rol), n. See *beading-
beach-chicken (bech'ehik"n), n. One of many machine.
names for the tumstone, Arenaria interpres: beadlehood (be'dl-hud), n. The office or dig-
used particularly in North. Carolina. • nity of a beadle. Dickens.

beach-combing (beeh'kom-ing), n. In mining, beadleism, n. 2. Same as ^beadlehood.
working the sands on a beach for gold, tin, or beadlet (bed'let), n. {bead + -let.'] 1. A small
platinum. Coal and Metal Miners' Pocket- bead or bead-like drop.—2. Asmallsea-anem
book.

beach-crab (bech'krab), n A name
to any crab living on the sea-beaches, but es-

pecially to Ocypoda arenaria of the southern
coast of the United States.

beach-cusp (bech'kusp), n. One of a number
of small points of gravel or sand 20 or 30 feet
apart on a beach.
The author comes to the conclusion that beach cusps

are produced by the interference of two sets of waves of
translation on the beach.

Geog. Jour., (R. G. S.), XVI. 704.

beachless (bech'les), a. Without a beach : as,
•' black rocks, and beachless," William Morris,
Love is Enough, p. 64.

beach-ranger (bech'ran-j6r), n. Same as
beacli-comber, 2.

beach-robin (bech'rob-in), n. The robin-snipe
or red-breasted sandpiper ; the tumstone.

one. Actinia mesembryanthemum.
applied bead-lightning (bed-lit'ning), v„. , A rare form

of lightning having the appearance of a string
of brilliant beads stretching through a cloud
or from cloud to cloud.

According to the testimony of an intelligent eye-wit-
ness, who described the rare phenomenon of bead-light,
nin^ within an hour after it had been seen, it is a very
beautiful luminous appearance, like a string of beads
hung in a cloud, the beads being somewhat elliptical and
the ends of their axes in the line of their discharge being
colored red and purple respectively.

Smithsonian B^p. 1899, p. 129.

bead-tree, n— Coial bead-tree, Adenanthera pavo-
nina, a tree belonging to the mimosa family, bearing
scarlet, orbicular, hard, glossy seeds. See Adenanthera.—Mexican bead-tree, ErythHma cmalloides. See
*eolorin and itchilicote.—Texas bead-tree, Sophora
secuiidifiora, a stout shrub or small tree bearing hard
red beans in wooden pods constricted at each division
between the beans. Also called frigolUo. See Sophora,
and coral bean, nuder bean'i-.

beach-sap (beeh sap), n A species of sea- beagling (beg'ling), n. Hunting with beagles,
rocket, CofeteCTMi)TOa«t, found alongthe shores feeaki, n. 1. (g) (3) In the shells of the Bra-
ot the txult htates. chiopoda (MoUuscoidea) a.uA Peleeypoda (MoU
beach-tramper (bech tram-p6r), n. A mem- j^ca), the projecting, usuaUy arched, part of
berof the British coast-guard service. [Slang.] the valves; the initili part of the shell about
beacon-mark (be kon-mark),« The rude fig- ^hieh accretions by growth have been added
ure of a beacon painted m blue on pieces of
stanniferous faience made at Genoa, Italy, in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

bead, n. 11. In weaviit^, a roughness of yarn
due to fraying by friction or rubbing Part-
ing-bead, a separating bead or rounded strip.

Beaded hair, diseased hairhaving a series of alternate con-

unequally. Beaks in the two valves of the Brachtopoda
are usually of unequal size and prominence, but in the
Peleeypoda, they are generally alike. Often termed
«wi6o.

2. (j) Specifically, the mouthpiece of instru-
ments like the clarinet and some varieties of
flageolets or direct flutes.

strictions and beady swellmgs.—Beaded ribs, ribs the beakl, V. t. 2. To ram (a ship) with the beak
endsofwhichaieenlargedattheirjunctionwithlhecostal or prow SO as to penetrate the hull in an en-

header, «. 2. A wood-working tool resembling p^P^eoge (^ek sej), ». Same as 6eafc-ritsft.

a spoke-shave, having anumber of interchange- bea,k-wattle (bek wot"l), n. The large carun-

able cutting-irons or -bits: used in reeding, ^ulate wattle found at the base of the beak in

fluting, beading, and routing straight or irreg- various breeds of domesticated pigeons, uota-

ular surfaces ; a reeder or molding-tool. See , "^y,J° *^,^. ''^'"^^^v i.- -i a

combination *plane.— 3. A *beading-machine "^^]r (°^H' "- [Native name.] AsweetAns-
(whioh see).-single-handed header, a form of ™lian drink made by steeping honey-bearing
header for reeding or fluting diagonal lines upon wood, flowers in water. Also called bool and bldl.
It has but one handle. beala, n. Same as *belah.

bead-frame (bed'fram), ». A frame holding beam, n. 2. (j) In lace-manuf, a tin drum of
beads strung on wires, used in calculating ; an small diameter, varying in length with the
abacus. width of the machine, upon which the yarn is

beading-machine (be'ding-ma-shen'), n. In wound.— 8. In currying, an inclined table or
slieet-metal work, a hand- or power-machine for stand on which the skin is placed while it is



beam
beamed or scraped. C. T. Davis, Mannf. of
Leather, p. 250.—Bent beam, a beam which has a
camber, natural or artificial. In English wooden roofs
such pieces were chosen for the horizontal chord of the
truss, replacing the tie-beam and supporting a kiug-post.
— Compression lieam, in bridge-building and conntruc-
tive workf a beam in a truss, bridge, car, or other struc-
ture designed to resist pressure or compression ; a com-
pression member : the opposite member of a truss to the
tension member, usually called the (eiwion rod. Seebridge
and (rtus.— Faper-boazd beam, a weighing-beam for
ascertaining the numberof sheets of board in fifty pounds
by weighing one board.—To tip the beam, to prove
heavier than the weight at the other end of the beam
of a balance ; weigh or have a weight of (so much) : as,

to tip the beam at 300 pounds. Same aa to tip the scales.

— YaXU-numberlng beam, a small and very delicate
woighing-beam for ascertaining the trade number of any
particular lot of yarn. A bunch of fltty yards of yarn is

tied by a single thread and hung by the thread on Lhe
beam at a point where it balances the beam ; the mark
on the beam under the thread then indicates the yarn
number.

beam, ». *. 6. To burnish, as morocco leather,

with a beaming-machine ; also, in currying, to

flesh or shave on the flesh side.

beamage (be'maj), n. [beam + -age.^ An al-

lowance in the weight of the dressed carcass
of an animal as shown at the beam, to com-
pensate for loss of weight by evaporation in
cooling.

beam-arm (bem'arm), n. In sMp-huilding, the
outer end of a beam where it joing the framing
at the ship's side.

In wood ships, working at the beam-arms was vei-y

common during heavy rolling at sea.

White, Manual of I^aval Arch., p. 326.

beam-element (bem'el"e-meut), n. An infini-

tesimal longitudinal element of any beam ; an
elementary fiber. In a beam of uniform cross-sec-

tion, the beam-element is parallel to any element in the
surface of the beam.

beam-face (bem'fas), n. In currying, the sur-

face of the beam on which a skin is placed
for shaving. C. T. Davis, Manuf . of Leather,

p. 301.

beam-hanger (bem'haDg"6r), «. Same as
*stirrup-iron, 2.

beam-house (bem'hous), n. The room or por-

tion of a curriery in which the unhairing of

the skins is done. Flamming, Practical Tan-
ning, p. 1.—Beam-house machine. Same asiieam-
ijig-machiTie, 2.

beaminess (bem'i-nes), ». 1 . Breadth ofbeam

:

as, a ship of great ieaminess.— 3. Radiance.
Richardson, Pamela, IV. 384.

beamit (be'mit), n. [Appar. an arbitrary for-

mation from beam, v. t., + -it.] The commer-
cial name of a compound made for unhairing
hides and pelts. Flemming, Practical Tan-
ning, p. 431.

beam-£nee (bem'ne), n. In ship-building, a re-

inforcement of the end of a deck-beam where it

is attached to the side of a vessel to strengthen

the whole against the racking effects of roll-

ing at sea. in a wooden ship with wood beams the

knees are sepai'ate knee-shaped pieces, of timber. See

knee, 3. (a). Insteelshipsthey are sometimes triangular

pieces of plate riveted to the beam and to the frame, and
sometimes are formed by bending down the lower part

of the beam itself and welding in a piece of plate forming
a triangular prolongation which is riveted to the frame
and called a welded beam-knee.

beam-motion (bem'm6"shon), n. A motion in-

volving the use of a reciprocating lever or

walking-beam.
beam-scale (bem'skal), n. A weigh-beam
(which see).

beam-shaft (bem'shaft), ». The shaft which
carries the walking-beam of an engine.

beamsman (bemz'man), ».; pi. beamsmen
(-men). A man who works in a beam-house:
same as beamster. Modern Amer. Tanning,

p. 54.

beam-supports (bem'su-jjorts"), n. pi. The
brackets or standards which carry the bear-

ings for the shaft of a walking-beam.

beam-trawling (bem'tr&l"uig), n. A method
of fishing with a trawl attached to a beam and
dragged on the bottom. Science, March 29,

1901, p. 510.

beam-wheel (bem'hwel), n. In weaving, a gear

attached to the cloth beam or roller of a loom.

beam-work (bem'werk), «. Work done in a

beam-house. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 41.

bean^^, n Adzuki bean, a variety of the gram, Phase-

olus Mungo, much cultivated in Japan for making bean-

flour and confectionery.—Banana bean. Same as ml-

i;e«-*iea7i.—Bean cutworm. See *cutwoTm.—Bewi
ladybird. Same as itbean-beetle.—'Beaii leaf-beetle.

See *leaf-beette.—'Bean, vine-borer. See *inne-borer.

—Black bean. (a)SeeEgyptianbeans,VLn6eTbeaml. (6)

The seed of the bean-tree or Moreton Bay chestnut,

Castanospermum australe, which, though poisonous when
green, is rendered harmless by cooking and forms part of
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the diet of the aborigines.-Bonavlst bean, a West
Indian name for the lablab or hyacinth bean, Dolichos
Lablab.—Coral bean, a name applied to various legu-
minous plants of the genus Erythrina, as B. arborea,
bearing bright scarletbeans in podswhich burst afterma-
turing. See ^rj/tArtiuc-Esplnoza bean. See Mexican
*eoffee.—YloiiAa, bean, a name applied to both the sea-
bean and the oxeye bean, which are often washed up on
the coast of Florida.—Jack bean, the sword-bean. Can-
avail ensifcrme, growing well in the southern TJnited
States, but not much eaten by animals.—Jumby beans,
a name in the West Indies for the seeds of the lead-tree,
Leucaena ^{(tuca.—Leichhardt's bean. Same as
QueenslaTicl ' -kbean.—^Lima-bean stem-borer. See
*s(em-6orer.

—

Lima^bean vine-borer. See -kmne-
borer.—HadagascaX bean. Same as Egyptian bean.
See Dolichos and bean^. Match-bOZ bean, the simitar-
pod, Lens phaseoUndtee, the large, flat seeds of which are
sometimes made into suuff-boxes, match-boxes, and
other small articles. See Entada.—W.eicaii& bean,
Phaseolus retusus at the table-lands of New Mexico, etc.,

a promising forage-plant.—Mexican coral bean, the
seeds of Erythrina coralloldes and'of Dolicholus phaseol-
aides. See *colorin, '^chUicote, and Mexican rosary irpea.

—Navy bean, the common white variety of the kidney- or
garden-bean.—Negro bean, a woody climber of eastern
India and Ceylon, Stizolobium monA)sperm/um. The round-
ish, hairy pods each contain a single flat seed, about an
inch in diameter, which is used as food and medicine.

—

FlchU3im-bean fat, a fixed oilfrom Fichurim bean, Acro-
dielidium Puchury-major, said to contain the glyceride
of lanric acid.—Queensland bean, the Australian name
for the simitar-pod, Lens phaseoloides. Also called
LeichhardVs bean.—^Battle-snaJce bean, the cedron,
Simaba Cedron, so called from its use in the treatment
of snake-bites.—Seeweebean, the small lima, or butter-
bean, preferred in the southern United States to the large
lima.—Snap-bean, a string-bean: so called because
the pods thus used break witli a snap ; often simply
snap, and used mostly in the plural.—Turkish bean.
Same as irjire-bean.—Velvet-bean, Stizolobium utilis

{Mucuna utUis of Wallich), widely grown in the tropics
and much cultivated in the southern TJnited States as a
forage and green-manure crop. See Mucuna and ox-eye
bean, under fceanl.— Wild bean, (b) Any native species
of Phaseolus.

bean-bag (ben'bag), n. Abag containing, or de-
signed to contain, beans; specifically, a child's

game played with bags full of beans. Various
games are played with bags of beans, oats,

sand, or other material.

bean-beetle (ben'be'tl), «. A coeeinellid bee-
tle, Epilachna corrupta, which damages grow-
ing beans in the western United States, differ-

ing in this phytophagous habit (together with
other members of the same genus) from the
usually carnivorous members of the family
Coccinellidse.

bean-blight (ben'blit), n. A disease of beans
caused by Bacillus Fhaseoli.

bean-harvester (ben'har"ves-ter), n. A horse-
power machine for cutting, gathering, and de-

bear-cat

bean-weevil, n— commonEuropeanbean-weevll,
a cosmopolitan bruchid beetle, Bruchus rvtimanus, of
?rabable Europeau origin, infesting beans.—Tour-spot-
ed bean-weevil, a bi'uchid beetle, Bruchus quadri-

maculatus, probably from the tropical Orient originally,
but now of wide distribution. It infests beans and cow-
peas.—Mexican bean-weevll, an American bruchid
beetle, Spermophagv^ pectoralis, which infests beans in
Central America and the West Indies.

bear^, v.i.—To bear back, to fall back: Shak., J. C,
III. ii.—To bear down, speciflcally in obstet., to make a
straining effort to supplement the contraction of the
uterus dming childbirth.

bear''^, n. 10.TheTp!Lnd.a,,Mlurusfulgens,oth.ei-
wise called bear-cat— Baste the bear, a child's
game in which one of the players acts the part of the
bear and another that of the bear's master. The others
endeavor to hit the bear with knotted handkerchiefs.
The bear's master, still holding the bear by a rope, en-
deavors to touch one who is doing this. If he succeeds
in touching a player who is trying to strike the bear, with-
out pulling the bear out of a marked ring in which he is

placed, the one struck becomes the bear.- Glacier
bear, Ursus emmonsi, a small species, allied to the black

Bean-harvester.

», rake ; i, b, knives for cutting off plants.

positing in windrows field bean-plants prepara-

tory to threshing. It resembles in general design a

hay-rake, having in addition inclined knives placed in

advance of the rake.

bean-louse (ben'lous), n. An aphis which at-

tacks the bean, as Aphis rumids.

bean-mildew (ben'mil^du), «. A disease of

beans attackingparticularly the pods, although

occasionally the leaves and stems. It is caused

by Phytophthora Fhaseoli.

bean-stick (ben'stik), n. A form of coagulated

legumin or vegetable casein.

bean-thresher (ben' thresh ""er), n. A large

power threshing-machine adapted to threshing

bean-plants and resembling in general plan

the wheat-threshing machine. It is fltted with a

self-feeder or feed appliance, a bolting appliance, a dii-t-

couveyer for removing the dirt or waste to a distance, a

dust-collector-and-conveyer for removing the duat from

the machine, a wind-stacker, and a recleaner for cleaning

the threshed beans. See threshmg-machine and -^wind-

stacker.

bean-vine (ben'vin), n. 1. The plant of any

climbing bean.— 3. The wild kidney-bean,

Phaseolus perennis ; also Strophostyles helvola.

See Strophostyles.

The Glacier Bear ( Ursus entmonsi—Dall).

bear, but of a general bluish-gray color. The outer side

of the limbs and a stripe down the back are black ; the
muzzle and front of the cheeks are tan-color. It is rare

and is apparently conflned to the vicinity of Mount St.

Elias, Alaska Eadlak bear, U. middendorjfi, a huge

The Great Kadiak Bear {[/fsus tniddendorffi—Meinam),

species, perhaps the largest of all bears, related to the
brown bears of Europe and Asia. It is of a dark reddish-
brown color in summer, lighter in winter ; but the color

appears to be variable. A number of related species

have been described from Alaska, as the Sitka hear, U.
sitkensis, the Yakvtat bear, U. dalli, etc, but they are

of doubtful validity. Several species of black bear are
now recognized, among them the Louisiana and Florida
bears, U.luteolus and U.fiaridama. A bear of a yellowish-

white color, though belonging to the black-bear group,

The Infand White Bear { llrstis iermot/ei—HoinaAay).

has been described from British Columbia under the name
of Ursus kermodei.—ThB Bear, a familiar name for

Kussia.

bear-brush (bar'bmsh), ». A shrub, Garrya

Fremontii, of the Californian mountains. Also

called -''quinine-bush (which see).

bear-cat (bar'kat), ». The panda, Mlurusfuh



bear-clover

beax-clover (bar-kl6'v6r), n. See *elover.
beard, ». 6. (6) Also, a projecting flap of
metal soldered to a pipe close to its mouth to
improve its "speech." Beards are common
on either side of the mouth, and in some kinds
of pipe are tarried across below the mouth as
well. The former are side-beards, the latter
cross-beards.—11. pi. A breed of pigeons of
which the most distinctive character is a cres-
cent-shaped patch of white on the throat just
below the beak.
bearded, a. 4. In bot. : (o) Awned; especially,
having long stout awns, as bearded wheat.
(6) Having a special growth of hairs on certain
organs, as on the inside of the corolla in many
flowers, for example, those of Pentstemon.

beardlet(berd'let),)». [beard + -let.'} Asmall
beard or awn.
beardom (bar'dum), «. l. The domain of
bears; bears collectively.—2. Bearish per-
sonality or character. Mrs. Browning, Greek
Christian Poets, p. 191.

beard-token (berd't6"ken), n. A copper coin
struck by Peter the Great of Eussia in 1724, to
be given to those who had paid the tax of 50
rubles every year for the privilege of wearing
their beards.
beardy, «. 3. A fish, Lotella marginata, of the
family Gadidee, resemblingthe loach : so named
from the barbel under its chin. Also called
ling. [New South Wales.]

bearer, n. 13. In sMpbtdlding, a support or
foundation in the interior of a vessel for
engines or boilers : usually in the plural : as,

engine-bearers, boiler-bearers.— 14. A person,
usually a woman or girl, who formerly carried
coal in baskets from the workings to the shaft,
and in many cases up the ladders to the surface.
The bearer was usually the miner's wife or
daughter. Barrowman, Glossary. [Scotch.]— 15. In geom., a system of costraight points
is called a range, of which the straight is the
bearer. A system of copunetal straights is

called a pencil, of which the intersection point
is the bearer.— 16. pi. In mining, pieces of tim-
ber 3 or 4 feet longer than the breadth of a
shaft, which are fixed into the solid rook at the
sides at certain intervals: used as foun-
dations for sets of timber. Coal and Metal
Miners Pocket-book—^Bearer's way, in mining, an
underground road or passage along which the bearers
carried their burdens. See -kbearer, 14. Barrovnnan,
Glossary. [Scotch. ]

bearer-plate (bar'er-plat), n. A metal plate
placed under a beam or girder where it rests
on a wall or foundation.
bear-grass, n, 2. A bunch-grass, Stipa se-

tigera, ranging from the mountains of Cali-
fornia, where it is considered valuable, to
Oregon and Texas.

bearing, n. 7. (6) That part of a construc-
tion which receives a superincumbent weight,
(c) The act or condition of taking or support-
ing that weight: thus, the upper bed of a
block or pier affords a bearing of so many
square inches ; or may be said not to give a
good bearing, or to need an iron plate to
provide a better bearing, (d) That part of a
superincumbent mass which rests directly

upon the supporting member: thus, a lintel

has 6 inches' (or 48 square inches') bearing at
either end—^Absolute bearins inaut.), the direction
of an object as determined by the compass, that is, with
reference to the north point of the heavens.—Combi-
nation bearing, a form of bearing for shafts or axles
in which the contact and load-carrying surfaces are made
up of combinations of rollers and balls (making a com-
bination oi ball-bearing and roller-bearing) to diminish
friction and loss of power.—Compass bearing. Same
as absolute bearing.—Tl^sa beajing, the resting of a
weight, as a piece of wall or a pier, upon a support
which is not continued straight down to the foundation,
as when the windows in a front are not placed exactly

one over another, so that the piers between the upper
windows come partly over the openings below. Parts of a
building supported on corbels or brackets or girders may
be said to have false bearing.—Liquid bearing, a fomi of

bearing in which qpme liquid, such as oil or water, is

forced under pressure between the two metallic surfaces
which mutually restrain each other's motion, so as to keep
them apart Liquid friction replaces the sliding friction

of the metals, and is less than the mediate friction be-

tween lubricated surfaces. Hee water-bearing.—Vlain
bearing, a common cylindrical bearing, as distinguished

from a roller-, ball-, or comifinatitm bearing.—Relative
bearing, direction observed or stated in relation to the

ship's bead.

bearing-bar (bar'ing-bar), n. A bar at the

back end of a boiler-furnace which carries the

ends of the grate-bars.

bearing-doors (bar'ing-d6rz),n.2)i. In mining,

double air-doors on a main airway. Barrow-

man, Glossary. [Scotch.]
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bearing-pit (bSr'ing-pit), n. In mining,
a shaft up which coal was formerly carried

by bearers. Barrowman, Glossary. [Scotch.]

bearing-plate (bar'ing-plat), n. A carrying or
supporting plate ; a plate used to furnish a
proper bearing- surface for a heavy load.

bearing-road (bar'ing-rod), n. A road on the
line ofbearing; a road used by bearers. See
*bearer, 14. Barrowman, Glossary. [Scotch.]

bearishly (bar'ish-li), adv. In a bearish man-
ner (in either sense of the adjective).

bear-jug (bar-jug), n. A stoneware vessel at
one time popular in certain localities in Eng-

^ land. It was made in the form of a bear, was usually
dark brown in color, had a rough surface produced by
the application of small shavings of clay, and was used
either as a tobacco-jar or a beer-jug, the detachable head
or cover serving the purpose of a drinking-cup. Also
called bear.

Bearnaise sauce. See ^satwe.

bear-oak (bar'ok), n. Same as scrub-oak (c).

bear-pipe (bar'pip), n. An obsolete organ-stop
with pipes so covered or inclosed that they
gave a hoarse, muffed sound.

bear's-foot, n. 2. A stout composite plant,
Polymnia UvedaUa; or, especially, its root,

vaguely claimed to be an alterative.

Bear-trap dam, 'weir. See *dami.
bearwood, n. 3. Also Bhamnus crocea, the
evergreen bearwood.
beastdom (best'dum), n. 1. The domain of
beasts; beasts collectively.— 2. The condition
of beasts ; beasthood.
beast-gate (best'gat), n. In Suffolk, England,
land and common for one beast. Black, Law
Diet.

The right [a right of common in gross] is then gener-
ally known as a cattle-gate or beast-gate.

Eneyc. Brit., XXVII. 168.

beast-god (best'god), n. A deity conceived in
animal form.

beastling (best'ling), n. A little beast ; a little

animal. Miss Braddon, Bitter End, p. 51.

beat-, V. t. 20. In cricket, to break through (a
batsman's defense) : said of the bowler or the
ball—To beat a retreat, to give the signal by drum-
beat to retreat: hence, simply, to retreat.—To beat out
of (something), to secure the surrender or relinquish-
ment of (something) by persistent effort.—To beat the
Dutch.—See Dutch.—To beat the hoof, to go on foot.

beatl, n. 12. In fencing, a smart tap on the
adversary's blade to disconcert him or drive the
blade aside for the thrust.— 13. The act of
overcomiiig or surpassing; specifically (in
newspaper cant), the securing and publishing
of some news item by a newspaper m advance
of its competitors.— 14. The news item itself.— 15. The act of beating or ranging over a
cover for game ; the company, collectively, of
those engaged in beating for game ^Primary
beat, in acmteties, a beat produced by the interference
of two musical tones which are nearly in unison.

—

Secondary beat, in acoustics, a beat produced by the
interference or combination of two primary beats.

beatable (bet'a-bl), a. Capable of being
beaten. Cotgrdve.

bea't-borough (befbur^o), n. Same as *beat-
hill.

beat-earth (bet'6rth), n. An earth of black
color containing iron ore, found in some of the
western islands of Scotland.
beatee (be-te'), n. One who is beaten.
beater, ».—Porcupine beater, a cylinder or beater
consisting of a number of spikes or blades for opening
and mixing the matted layers of cotton from the. bale

;

part of a machine known in the cotton-factory as an
opeTier. Also called porcupiTie cylinder.

beat-hill (bet'hil), n. [heat^, n., + Mil.'] A
heap of beat or land-parings ready for burning.
Also called beat-borough.

beating-'vat (be'ting-vat), n. A vat in which
the liquor extracted from the fermenting in-

digo-plant is agitated to expose it to the air,

in order that the indigo white it contains may
be oxidized to indigo blue. The operation was for-

merly done by natives who beat the liquor with paddles,
but it is now done mechanically.

Beatson's operation. See *operation.

beat^tone (bet'ton), n. In acoustics, a musical
tone produced by a beat too rapid to enable the
separate pulses to be distinguished, and having
a frequency falling with therange of audibility.
Combination-tones, which are described by Koenig 'as

beat-toTies, are held by some authorities, notably by von
Helmholtz, to have a different explanation.

What becomes of the beats when they occur too rapidly
to produce on the ear a discontinuous sensation ? On this

matter there have Iteen several conflicting opinions, some
holding, with Lagrange and Young, that they blend into a
separate tone ; others, with von Helmholtz, maintaining
that the combinational tones can not be so explained and
arise from a differentcause. Let it be observed that, even

Beckyrith's clover

if beat-tones exist, it is quite possible for beats and beat-

toiies to be simultaneously heard.
Smithsonian Rep. 1890, p. 342.

beau-catcher (bo'kacb-6r), ». A small flat curl
worn by women on the temples. [Humorous.]
Beaufort beds, scale. See *6edi, *ccfl?e», «.

Beau gregory. See *gregory.

beau-idealize (b6'''i-de'a-liz), v. t. To invest
with ideal qualities. [iTonee-word.]

Beaujard process. See ^process.

beaumontage (bo-mon-tSzh'), n. [Beaumont,
a surname, -I- -age.'] A name of various com-
pounds used for filling up holes which it is de-
sired should be concealed. For this purpose pat-
tern-makers use a mixture of chalk and varnish, and
iron-founders a mixture of borings and sal ammoniac.

beaupleader (bo'ple''''d6r), n. In old Eng. law,

a writ directed to the sheriff, bailiff, or other
olfieer, forbidding him to take the fine for-

merly imposed for not pleading aptly and to
the purpose.
beauregarde (bo're-gard), ». A corruption of
*budgerigar.

beauty, «— Fainted beauty, a nymphalid butterfly,
Vanessa huntera, common to the United States and the
Mexican table-land. Its larva feeds on the everlasting
(Onaphalium) and allied plants. The wings above are
dark brown, with large irregular spots of golden orange
and several white spots at the apex of the front pair.
The hind wings each have two submarginal eye-spots on
the under side.

beautyship (bii'ti-ship), n. The personality of
a beauty: as, your beautyship: formed on the
analogy of ladyship. Bailey, Pestus. N. E. D.
Beauvais tapestry. See •'•tapestry.

Beaver parasite, a peculiar coleopterous Insect, Platy-
psyllus castoris, type and sole species of the family Platy-
psyllidse, occuiring upon European and American
beavers, where it may feed on the hair or epithelial
scales, or upon a parasitic mite, Schizocarpus mvagavM.

beaverish (be'vfer-ish), a. Like a beaver. Gar-
lyle. [Bare.]

beavensm (be'vfer-izm), n. The condition of
a beaver ; a beaverish trait. Carlyle.

bea'very (be'v6r-i), n.j pi. beaveries (-iz). A
place where beavers live or are kept. Bv^k-
land. N. E. D.

beblast (be-blasf), v. t. To blast completely;
dry or wither up: as, "beblasted with light-

ning," Phaer, JEneid.

beblood (be-blud'), v. t. To smear or cover
with blood.' North, Plutarch, p. 16.

bebog (be-bog'), V. t. ; pret. and pp. bebogged,
pmn>ebo'gging. To entangle in a bog. [Rare.]
bebung,M. 2. Specifically— (a) Aneffectpro-
duced upon the obsolete clavichord by balan-
cing the finger on the key so as slightly to rub
the tangent against the string and thus pro-
long the tone with a gentle pulsation. (6) An
effect, common in violin-playing, produced by
rocking the finger of the left hand in stopping
a string so as to produce a slight waver or
tremolo in the jiitoh. (c) An effect In singing
produced by a slight unsteadiness in the breat^
so as to cause a waver both in pitch and in

resonance. See tremolo and vibrato.

Bec-Carcel (bek-kar-sel
' ) , «. The Carcel lamp,

used as a standard of light in France. See lighi

*standard.
Becchi test. See *tesfi.

bSche (bash), n. [P.] A hollow cone-shaped
grip for drawing a broken rod from a bore-
hole. Barrowman, Glossary.
bechiUte (bek'i-lit), n. [Named after B. Bechi,
an Italian mineralogist.] A hydrous calcium
borate occurring as an incrustation at the
boric-acid lagoons in Tuscany.

beckelite (bek'el-it), n. [After Professor
Friedrich Beeke, of Vienna.] A silicate of the
cerium metals and calcium (perhaps essen-
tially Ca3(Ce, La, Di)iSi30i5), occurring in
octahedrons and dodecahedrons, also in coarse
yellow grains, in the rock of the eleo-

lite-syenite type called mariupolite

:

found on the shore of the sea of
Azov.
Becker's sodium process. See
*process.

becket^^ n. (/) A large hook used
in loading logs on cars by means of
tackle, (g) In marine hardware, a
brass or iron ring forming a part of
a metal block, the block and becket
being east in one piece.

becket-block (bek'et-blok), n. A
pulley-block having a rope-eye or
becket.

becket-hitch (bek'et-hich), n. See
hitch.

Beckwith's clover. See *clover.



beclaw

beclaw (be-kl&'), v. t. To scratch and claw all

over. Holland, Plutarch.

beclog (he-klog'), V. t.; pret. and pp. beelogged,
ppr. beclogging. To clog thoroughly, as with
something sticky,

beclothe (be-kloSH'), v.t. To cover fully with
clothes; clothe.

BecqLuerel ray. See -krayi, n. Becquerel's electro-
chemicaJ photometer. See -^photometeK—Bectiuer-
el's volumenometer. See itvotumenometer.

becross (be-kr6s'), V. t. To mark with the
sign of the cross; decorate with a cross or
crosses.

becrown (bf-kroun'), v. t. To crown: as,
" the forest which hecrowns the isle," Monthly
Mag., VIII. 806.

becudgel (bf-kuj'el), v. t; pret. and pp. le-
cudgeled or oecudgelled, ppr. beeudgeling or be-
euc^elling. To belabor with a cudgel ; cudgel
soundly.

becuiba fat. Same as becuiba-tallow (which
see, under tallow).

becum, v. A simplified spelling of become.
bed^, «., 7. (n) The curved piece of wood which forms
the main section of the platform carriage-partof avehicle.
—Arzzarola beds, in geol., a member of the Jthatic or
Upper Triassic strata in the Lomhardy Alps.—^AsUey
beds, in geol., a name introduced by Tuomey for beds in
South Cai'olina, along the Ashley river, consisting of
calcareous marls of Eocene age and lying above the
Santee beds. They abound in fossils, among which re-
mains of the extinct whale, Zeuglodon, are notable.

—

Back-set &ed, an inclined layer deposited at the head
of a glacial sand-plain as theice-mass retreats.—Bathy-
opsls beds, the organic or paleontologic name given to
the Wind Kiver'group of the Lower Eocene in the Bocliy
Mountain region. See Wind River itgrmip.—Beaufort
beds, in geol., a division of the Karoo formation in South
Africa, regarded as of Permian age, consisting of nearly
horizontal sand and shale beds with intercalated volcanic
rocks, and constituting the middle division of that group.
They contain a considerable flora, In which the genus
QlosBopteris is conspicuous, and a remarkable reptilian
fauna.—^Bed Of State, a richly decorated and finely ap-
pointed bed for show, or for use on state occasions, as
when the dead body of some great personage is lying in
state. See *8<ate-6e(i.—Belsrano beds, in geol., a divi-
sion of the Cretaceous rocks in Patagonia.—Blackheath
beds, in geol., a division of the Lower Eocene of the
London basin lying below the London clay and above
the Woolwich beds. These strata, though of slight
thickness (20-40 feet) and almost wholly composed of
rolled flints, have afforded numerous fossils, mostly ma-
rine, but partly estuarine.—Bognor beds, in geol., the
representative in Hampshire of the London clay or the
upper division of the Lower Eocene. They consist of
clays and sands, and contain many fossils. See Loti-

don clay.—Bononiau beds [LL. Bononia, later Bolo-

nia, F. Bouiogne], a division or substage of the Upper
Jurassic, equivalent in part to the Kimmeridge clay of
Britain and typically exposed along the coast at Bou-
logne- sur-Mer. The rocks are clays, sands, and sand-
stones ; the fossils in them are abundant and indicate a
littoral deposit.—Borkholm beds, in geol., a division of

the Baltic Silurian formations lying at the top of the
Lower Silurian and consisting chiefly of limestones which
are composed of calcareous algse and carry an abmidant
fauna.—Bottom-set bed, in geol., flne sediments carried
by a stream some distance beyond its debouchment, and
settling into essentially horizontal beds in advance of
the delta-front. In time the inclined fore-set beds of

coarser material encroach upon them, causing continuous
migration seaward.—Boulder-bed, in geol., a forniatiou

made up of rounded boulders, of glacia^ origin. The term
is used especially in reference to the boulder accumula-
tions supposed to indicate glacial periods in early geologic
time. J. Oeibie, The Great Ice Age, p. 820.—Brackle-
^am beds, ingeol.; the Middle Eocene deposits as devel-

oped in the basin of Hampshire, England. They are com-
posed of clays, sands, marls, and lignites, with a thick-

ness of 1,000 feet at Braoklesham, on the coast of Sussex.

The beds are extremely rich Tn remains of sharks, sea-

snakes, moUnsks of various classes, and Foraminifera—
a strictly marine deposit.—^BrowgUI beds, in geol., a
division of the Upper Silurian formation in Westmore-
land and Cumberland, England.—Buchenstein beds, in

geol., a division of the Norio stage of the Triassic rocks

in the southern Alps.—Campil beds, in geol., the lowest

beds of the Triassic bunter-sandstein formation in the

southern Alps.—Cape Fairweather beds, in geol., the

Upper or Pliocene Tertiary beds in Patagonia and
adjacent parts of South America.— CaSBlau beds. See
St. Casmm ieds.-Cattaraugusbeds,inthegeologyof
New York, the lowest division of the Carboniferous

system.— Chattahoochee beds, ia geol., a division of

the Lower Miocene Tertiary, of marine origin and ex-

tensively developed in southern Georgia and northern

Florida.—Cheltenham beds, in Eng. geol., the upper-
most member of the Interior OBlite or Bajocian group
in Yorkshire.—Chesapeake beds. See YorMown
Meds.— Concealed bed, abed permanently built into

a recess and concealed with folding-doors when not in

use: much used in Scotland.— Coslna beds, ingeol., a
subdivision of the Lower Eocene Tertiary deposits of

the southern Alps, cairying a peculiar fresh-water fauna.—

Cuboides beds, in geol., a zone or division at the base

of the Upper Devonian recognized in England, Gei-many,

and New York, and characterized by the brachiopod By-
pothyris cuboides.— VeJliaon beds [Dmison, a town m
Texas], in geol., a division of the Lower Cretaceous forma-

tion of Texas.— Des Moines beds, in geol., a division of

the Carboniferous of Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, and Indian

TeiTitory, underlain by the Kaskaskia formation and

overlain by the Missouri formation. It is regarded by

lowan geologists as equivalent to a part of the Pennsyl-

vania series. Its fossils (plants in sandstone and

coal, marine forms in limestone) ai-e those of the Lower
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Coal-measures.— Dingle beds [Dingle, a town in County
Kerry, Ireland), strata lying at the base of the Old Bed
Sandstone in Ireland.— Dossena beds [It. Dosiena, a
locality in Bergamo, Italy], in geol., a division of the
Middle Triassic or Keuper formation in the southern
Alps.— Egeln beds IG. Egdn, a town in Pi-ussia], in
geol., a subdivision of the Tertiary series in Germany.
It is regarded by German geologists as equivalent to the
top of the Lower Oligocene. It is preceded by the
Lower Brown-coal series and overlain by Middle Oligo-
cene beds. Its chaiticteristic fauna consists of marine
lamellibrauchs (Ostrea ventrUabrum), gasteropoda, and
corals.—Equus beds, in geol., a subdivision of the
Pleistocene series in the non-glaciated regions of the
great plains between South Dakota and Texas. It has
been correlated with a part of the glacial series and
has furnished remains of fossil horses, camels, mam-
moths, sloths, together with remains of existing prairie
animals. See Sheridan -kitage.—Folding-bed, a mov-
able bed so contrived that it may be folded up when not
In use, assuming the appearance of a wardrobe, a bu-
reau, a sideboard, or other article of furniture.—Fore-
set bed, an inclined layer of sediment that is deposited
on the front of a delta, as it is built forward in a body of
standing water.— Gosau beds [Gosau in Austria], in
the geology of the Alps, a facies of the Blysch in the
northeastern partof these mountains, consisting of lime-
stones and marls with intercalated coal-bearing fresh-
water beds, all lying unconfoimably on the early Creta-
ceous rocks beneath. They are regarded, from their
fauna, which is profuse, as being of Upper Cretaceous
age.— Hampstead beds, in geol., a stage of the Oligo-
cene Tertiary lying at the top of the series in Hamp-
shire and the Isle of Wight The uppermost beds are of
marine origin, and the lower represent a fresh-water or
estuarine stage. Below them lie the Bembridge beds,
which are largely fresh-water deposits.—Harlng beds,
in geol., a division of the Fiysch or Upper Eocene de-
Sosits in the northern Alps. See J'Jysc/i.—Hawthom
eds, in geol., a division of the older Miocene Tertiary

of central Florida equivalent to the Chattahoochee group
of Georgia.—Headon beds, in geol., the lowest member
of the Oligocene Tertiary in the Hampshire basin and
the Isle of Wight. The deposits are estuarine, and the
fossils are partly of fluviatile and partly of marine ori-
gin.—Horsetown beds, in gedl., the middle division
of the Cretaceous formation or Shasta-Chico series in
California, lying above the KnoxviUe and below the Chico
beds. It is regarded as representing the Lower Creta-
ceousbeds of Europe above the Neocomian, and contains
many fossils, some of them identical with European
species.—Hospital bed, a bed In a hospital, especially
one provided and maintained by an endowment fund.

—

Hytbe beds [Hythe in Kent], in geol., a division of the
Lower Greensand of the Cretaceous formation as de-
veloped on the Isle of Wight. It lies on the Atherfleld
clay and below the Sandgate beds, and contains many
fossils, of which the cephalopods are similar to those of
the Aptian stage of the Continent.— Indian bed, a pile
of clams placed close together on the ground with the
hinges uppermost, and covered with brush which is set
afire to roast the clams. [Local, U. S.]— Insect-beds,
rock strata in which the remains of insects abound.
Such deposits are known in the Lias and Teitiary rocks
of Europe and America.— Intumescens beds
[named from the prevalence of the cephalopod spe-
cies Manticoceras intumescens], in geol.. a name applied
to a certain facies or life-zone in the lower Upper
Devonian. It is developed in Devonshire, Germany,
Poland, the Urals, Siberia, and Hew York.—Itfer
beds [Itfer in Baltic Russia], in geoL. a division of
the Lower Silurian beds in the Baltic basin, lying be-
tween the Jeve zone and above the Kuckers shale, and
consisting of limestones with abundant fossils.—Jack-
son beds, in geol., a subdivision of the Eocene Ter-
tiary in the State of Mississippi and adjoining territory,

lying beneath the Vicksburg beds and above the Clai-

borne beds.—John Day beds, in geol., a formation of
Middle Miocene age in eastern Oregon, Nevada, and
Washington, taking its name from the John Day Patch.
Though in large part composed of volcanic tuffs, the inter-

bedded layers carry a very rich vertebrate fauna— horses,

rhinoceroses, pigs, carnivores, oreodonts, rodents of va-

rious genera, etc.—Jorden beds, in geol., a division of

the Upper Silurian beds of the Baltic provinces lying near
the base of the series.—^Earoo beds. Same as Xaroo
series.—Ehussak beds, in geol., a subdivision of the
Cambrian system in the Salt Range of India which is

about 100 feet thicic It is underlain by the Salt Marl
add correlated byIndian geologists with the paradoxidian
group..—Kiltorcan beds, in geol., an upper division of

the Old Red Sandstone in the south of Ireland (Cork). It

is underlain by the red sandstones of Kerry and overlain

by the Carboniferous slate. The beds contain fishes

(Bothriolepis, Coccosteus, Glyptolejns), Merostomata (Beli-

nurus, Pterygotus), the clam Amnigeniajvltesii, and some
forms of brackish-water habit.—EnoX beds, in geol., a
group of shales, limestone, and sandstone forming a thick

teirain in Tennessee, which is barren of fossils, but by
its stratigiaphic position is referred to the Lower Cam-
brian.— Enosvllle beds, in geol., a subdivision of the

Lower Cretaceous system in the Pacific border region of

the United States. It is the upper part of the Shasta

group, overlying the Horsetown group, and is correlated

with the Neocomian of Europe. Like the Horsetown
beds, it has an enormous distribution, extending from
California to Alaska, and attains a thickness of not less

than 20,000 feet.—Eome beds, in geol., a series of beds

in western Greenland, in the vicinity of Disko Island,

which have afforded a Cretaceous plant fauna (Heer), in-

cluding feiTis, cycads, conifers, a few endogens, and but

one angiosperm (Popului primseva). They are correlated

with the Konteuay and Potomac beds of North America.

^Eossen beds, in geol., the uppermost subdivision of

the Triassic system in the Alps. It is underlain by the

Main Dolomite (Hauptdolmnit) and correlated with the

RhsBtic stage.—Eressenberg beds, in geol., a subdivis-

ion of the Eocene series in the northern Alps which is

preceded by the Burberg beds, followed by the Fiysch or

Vienna sandstone, and correlated with the calcaire gros-

sier of the' Paris basin. Its most characteristic fossils

are nummulites, and the division is iometimes termed

the Lower Nummulitic group.—Lagrange beds. See

bed
La/ayeUe *group.—'LeDtajn beds, in geol., a division of
the Pliocene Tertiary in Britain lying near the base of
the series, below the coralline crag. In Kent it overlaps
the Chalk, and yet its fotsils show that it is not Eariy but
Middle Tertiary. It is the equivalent of the Diestian
stage of the Continent.—Lenticular bed. See itlentic-
iitar.—Loup Fork beds, in geol, a division of the Mio-
cene Tertiary in the interior of the United Slates consti-
tuting the uppermost part of the series above the Deep
River beds. Its strata are partly of lacustrine and partly
of fluviatile origin.—Uagellanlan beds, a series of
Oligocene or Upper Eocene beds in Patagonia, named
from the Strait of Magellan.—^Nanalmo beds, in geol.,
a series of coal-bearing strata of Cretaceous age on Van-
couver Island.—Naples beds, in geol., a series of Upper
Devonian strata In western New York characterized by
the presence of a pelagic fauna abounding in goniatites.
—Narrabeen beds^ in geol., a subdivision of the Trias-
sic Hawkesbury series in New South Wales lying at the
base of the formation and overlain by the Hawkesbury
sandstone. These beds are sandstones and shale, risingto
a thickness of about 2,000 feet—Nodule beds, in geol.,
a local term applied to conglomeritic deposits which lie at
the base of the red and coralline crags, belonging to the
Pliocene Tertiary of England. Also known as boxstones.—Osborne beds. See Osborne series, under series.—^PalO
Duro beds, in geol^ the lower member of tlie lacustrine
Pliocene series of Texas and Kansas, identical with the
Goodnight beds, and containmg a fossil fauna of horses,
rhinoceroses, and camels.—FantOlambda beds, in
geol., the biotic designation of the Torrejon group of the
basfd Eocene Tertiary in New Mexico, named from the
characteristic genus of its mammalian fauna.—Para-
dozides beds, in geol., those beds of the Middle Cam-
brian series which contain the fauna characterized by
the trilobite genus Paradoxide^ (which see).—Fartna^h
beds, in geol., a series of sandy clays and limestones
forming tlie upper member of the lowest division of the
Alpine Middle Trias of central Emope. It is a local
facies of the German Muschelkalk.— Fenarth beds, in
geol., the uppermost member of the British Triassic,
representing the Rbeetic and uppermost Keuper of cen-
tral Europe. It consists of limestones, black paper-
shales, and basal green and gray marls, aggregating dO
to ISO feet in thickness, which contain an abundant
fauna of moUusks, fish, saurians, and some insect re-
mains.—Fen-y-glog beds. In geol., a series of sTiales and
giits forming a local phase or facies of the Wenlock
shales of Upper Silurian age In Denbighshire, North
Wales.—Fikeimi beds, in geol., a series of red clays and
gravels deposited during the Flaisancian stage of Plio-
cene time at Pikermi and elsewhere in Greece, and noted
for its profusion of vertebrate fossil remains, which in-
clude various types of carnivores, rodents, proboscid-
eans, perissodactyls, artiodactyls, birds, tortoises, an^
lizards, many of which are of colossal size.—Freston
beds, in geol., the basal member of the Washita division
of the Upper Cretaceous of Texas.—^Funfield beds, in
geol., a local basal member of the Lower Greensand of
the Cretaceous system developed in the vicinity of Pun-
field Cove, Swanage Bay, England.—Eaibl beds, in
geol., a division of the I'riassic rocks of the Alps, re-
garded as equivalent to the Keuper of Germany and
pertaining to the Carinthian stage. It mai'ks the close
of the separation of the two great marine Triassic prov-
inces of the northern and southern Alps as they extend
through both regions, lying above the Wetterstein lime-
stone in the former and above the Esino limestone in

the latter.—Raikiill beds. In geol., a division of the
Upper Silurian rocks in the Baltic provinces of Russia,
lying near the middle of the series and comprising about
lOO feet of coral reefs and flagstones.—Ran^ot beds, in
geol., the lowest division of the Eocene Tertiary in the
Sind district of India, containing an abundant marine
fauna with some species of Cretaceous affinities.—Read-
ing beds, in geol., the lowest division of the Eocene
Tertiary in the Hampshire basin in England, and lying
above the Thanet sand in the London basin.—Ehstic
beds. See Bhsetic. Rbenan beds, in geol., the
lower division of the Devonian system In the Rhine-
land, subdivided in ascending order into the Gedinnian,
Taunusian, and Coblentzian.— Saarbrticken beds, in

geol., the lower or main coal-bearing beds of the Carbon-
iferous system in North Germany. These are from 5,000
to 9,000 feet thick, with 82 workable and 142 unworkable
coal-seams, or in all between 350 and 40O feet of coal.

—

St. Erth beds, in geol., the uppei-most division of the
older Pliocene Tertiary in Britain, limited to a patch of
clay in Cornwall which has produced a considerable
number of organic remains.^SalJna beds, in ge(A., the
saliferous deposits of New York, forming the final stage
of the Silurian : formerly termed the Onondaga salt-

group (which see). It is subdivided as follows, in ascend-
ing order : Pittsford shale, Vernon shale, Syracuse salt,

Gamillus shale, Bertie water-lime.—Sandgate beds, in

geol., a subdivision of the Lower Greensand strata on the
Isle of Wight, lying under the Folkestone beds and over
the Hythe beds.— Sandllng beds, in geol., a subdivision
of the Triassic rocks in the Mediterranean basin pertain-

ing to the Carinthian stage and lying over the Baibl beds.

—San Pedro beds, in geol., a Pleistocene series of sedi-

ments named from San Pedro, Cal., their typical locality.

— Santee beds. See Santee.—SeiS beds, in geol., the
lowest subdivision of the Ti-iassic rocks in the southern
Alps.— Skelgll beds, in geol., a series of strata in West-
moreland and Cumberland, of Upper^Bilurian age, essen-

tially equivalent to the Llandovery group and character-

ized by their graptolite zones.—Stormberg beds, in

geol., the upper division of the so-called Karoo series of

South Africa, regarded as probably of the age of the

Rhsetic Trias of Europe, while the lower division of this

series is recognized as of Carboniferous age. The Storm-

berg beds carry a flora very similar to that of the Hawkes-
bur}' series of New South Wales. See Karoo series, under
karoo.—Tealby beds, ingeol., a local development of the

Lower Greensand of the Jurassic system in the vicinity of

Tealby, Lincolnshire, England. They comprise about 20

feet of unfossiliferouB ferruginous snnds lying beneath
80-90 feet of sands and limestones containing an abundant
Middle Neocomian fauna of cephalopods, pelecypods, and
brachiopods.—Telmatotherium beds, in geol., the bi-

otic nameforthe lower Uinta beds of the Upper Eocene of

Utah, characterized by the presence of several species of



bed
the titanothere Telmatotherimn Timber-belt beds,
in geol., a division of tlie Eocene system of Texas : same
as the Sabine River beds.—To lie or sleep on the bed
one lias made, to reap the fniits or suffer the,natural
results of one's own conduct or acts.— Top-set bed, a
nearly level layer of sediment that is deposited on the
upper surface of a delta as it is built forvfard.—Uinta-
tneriumbeds. See Brtd^er+^roap.—Vicksburgbeds.
See Vicksburg ffroup.— Warminster beds, in geol.,
the uppermost beds of the gait of the Upper Greensand
as developed in Wiltshire, Kngland.—Warp bed, ingeoL,
a bed of estuarine silt. J. GeiHe, The Great Ice Age,
p. 406.—Wengen beds, in the subdivision of the pelagic
Trias of the Mediterranean province, a member lying
above the Marmolada limestone and below the St. Cas-
sian beds : regarded as the upper division of the Noric
stage, which is the lowermost of the stages ot the Upper
Trias.—Werfen beds, in geol., the lowest division of the
pelagic Trias in the eastern and southern Alps.— Willow
Creek beds, in geol,, a division of the Lower Laramie
beds of the Upper Cretaceous in the Canadian Northwest
Territory— Woolwicli and Keading beds, in Eng.
geol., tlie lowest beds of the Eocene in the Hampshire
Tertiary basin, which cousist of lenticular sheets of plas-
tic clay loam and sand and are very variable in local com-
position. The Woolwich type consists of sands crowded
with estuarine fossils, while the Beading type is com-
posed of unfossiliferous gravels.—Yorktown beds, in
geol., the upper division of tlie Eocene Tertiary, forming
a belt through the Atlantic border States and well de-
veloped at Yorktown, Va. Also named Chesapeake beds
from their development on Chesapealce Bay.
bed^, V. t.—To bed a tree, to level up the place in
which a tree is to fall, so that it may not be shattered.
[U. S.]

bedamn (bf-dam'), v. t. To damn or euise
roundly or with iteration and emphasis.

bed-and-platen (bed-and-plat'en), a. Of or
pertaining to the bed and the platen of a print-
ing-press—Bed-and-platen movement, a printing-
press movement by wliich the types on the bed and the
platen above are at once brought together to print the
sheet between : in contradistinction to a cylvr^£r move-
ment, which impresses the types that pass under it upon
an oscillating bed-plate.—Bed-and-platen press. Same
as platen press (which see, under platmX).

bedangled (be-dang'gld), p. a. Beset with
dangling things. Swift.

bedbug, n— Gigantic bedbug, areduviid bug, Cono-
rhinuis sanguisuga, of North and Central America, It
was probably at first an inhabitant of the nests of field-

mice and gophers, but it now often infests houses, espe-
cially in the southwestern United States.

bedbug-hunter
(bed'bug-hun"ter),
n. A reduviid bug,
Eedv/m,v,B persona-
tus, of cosmopoli-
tan distribution,
which inhabits
houses, where it

preys upon bed-
bugs, mes, and
other household
Sests. When young it

isguises its appear-
ance by covering itself

with dust and fibers,

whichadhere to asticlsy

secretion of the body.
Galled the marked beOr-

bug-hunter.

bed-claim (bed'-
klam), n. In min-
ing, a claim which
includes the bed of

a river or creek.
Australia.]

Bedded volcano- See *volcano.

bedding-fault (bed'ing-fait), n. See *fault.

bedding-plane (bed'ing-plan), n. The plane
of stratification or beddmg in a sedimentary
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id'ier-i;, «. [Australian, corrupted
from pituri, the native name.] Same as *j)j-

bedgery(bed'j6r-i),

«

from »
turi, 2.

Bedbug-hunter or Kissing-bug
iReduviMpersoKattis). Twice natu-

ral size.

(Howard, U. S. D. A.)

Bedding-plane.

series of rocks, it marlss the surface upon which each

succeeding layer of sediment was deposited, and, unless

subsequently disturbed, is usually almost level.

bedeckt, pp. A si mplifled spelling of bedecked.

bedewmentt (be- dii'ment), n. Dew-like moist-

ening.

Bedford cord, shale. See *cord^, *shale^.

bedidlik (be-did'Uk), ». [Egypt. Ar.] A gold
coin of Egypt, equal to 100 piasters or about
$4.97.

bedikah (ba-di-ka'), " [Heb. bedikah, exam-
ination, < hadak, examine.] In Jewish ritual,

the examination of a ceremonial act or of its

accompaniments : as of the manner of slaugh-
tering an animal or of its parts ; or of a house,
to remove any portion of leaven before the
Passover, in order to assure the proper ob-
servance of the prescribed rules.

bed-lathe (bed'lasn), ». A lathe having a bed
which is so massive that no feet or legs are
used to lift the. center-line of the spindle to a
convenient height.

Bedlington (bed'ling-ton), n. [From Bedling-
ton, a parish in Northumberland.] A breed of
moderate-sized short-haired terriers with nar-
row head, short body, and rather long legs.
The ears and tail are slightly fringed, and the
color is bluish, liver-colored, or sandy.
bedog (bf-dog'), V. t. 1. To assail with the
epithet 'dog.'— 2. To follow like a dog; dog:
as, "hatred bedogged his steps," Trelawney,
Becords of Shelley, etc.

bed-plane (bed'plan), n. In geol., the junction
between two layers or strata. Dana, Manual
of Geol., p. 111.

bed-plank (bed'plangk), n. In mining, a plank
in the lining or floor on the foot-wall side of
an inclined shaft on which the hoisting-bucket
slides.

bed-plate, n. 2. An iron plate on the bed of
a carriage, serving as a support to the king-
bolt socket.

bedpost, n— Devil's bedposts, a nicliname for the
four of clubs.

bedropt, pp. A simplified spelling of bedropped.
bedrug (bf-drug'), v. t. To drug thoroughly;
saturate v?ith drugs. [Rare.]
bedsted, n. A simplified spelling of bedstead.

bee^, n. 4. [cap.] In astron., the constella-
tion generally called Apis or Musca Blunt-
tongued burrowing bee, any aculeate hymenopterous
insect ot the family Colletidee.—'Daxainax bee, a wild
East Indian bee, Melipona vidua.—MOTOBd. bee, a
European megachilid bee, Osmia rufa (formerly 0. bi-
corms), which has a two-homed head.—Leaf-CUttlng
bee, any aculeate hymenopterous insect of the genus
Megaehue, which cuts fragments of leaves with which to
construct its cells.— MosciUitO bee, any one of the
stingless tropical bees of the genera Melipona and
arripojM.— Pioneer bee, the European solitary bee,
OdyneruB m,uraHus.—Potter-bee, any one of certain
bees of the aculeate hymenopterous family MegaehUidee,
which construct small globular cells of earth and attach
them to the stem ot a plant.—Sbarp-tongued bur-
rowing bee, any aculeate hymenopterous insect of the
family .Indrejiid*.-Solitary long-tongued bee, any
long-tongued bee except those belonging to the sociu
families ApMte and Bombidee.

B. £. E. An abbreviation of Bachelor ofMUc-
trical Engineering.

bee-apron (be'a-prun), n. An apron worn by
bee-keepers as a protection against stings.

bee-balm (be'bam), n. See balm, 7.

bee-beetle (be'be-tl), n. A European beetle,
Trichodes apiarius, of the family Cteridae, red
and blue in color, which destroys the larvse of
the honey-bee. Other species of the same ge-
nus live in the nests of wild bees.

bee-brush (be'bmsh), n. In beekeeping, a soft
brush used in handling live bees.

beech^, «. 2. Any one of several trees of
different genera having a real or fancied re-

semblance to the true beeches ; especially,
Cryptocarya glaucescens, of the laurel family.
Also called ahe-beech and black beech. [Aus-
tralia.]— Beech pottery. See American itpottery.—
Beecb seedling mildew. See*mildew.—'Beeeh tar.
See iktarl.—Black beech. Same aaitbeechl, 2.—Copper
beech, a highly ornamental variety of the common
l)eech, Fagus sylvaiica, with red sap in the cells of the
epidermis of the leaves which gives them a copper color
and somewhat metallic luster. Also called purple beech.—£vei%reen beech, the name in Australia of Notho-
/agm Ounninghami, the only tree there properly called
biech.— Native beech, the name in Australia ot CalH-
coma serraiifolia, a tree of the saxifrage family.—(Queens-
land beech. Same as AustrailUm beech (which, see,
under 6«ei!Al).^Water-beech. See woter-SeecA.-White
beech. See white.

beech-blight (bech'blit), n. An American
plant-louse, Pemphigus fagi.
beech-drops, n Carolina beech-drops, the sweet
pine-sap, Monotropeis odorata. See Schweinitzia.

beech-fern, n Broad beech-fern, Phegopterls
hexagonoptera, of eastern North America.

beech-moth (beeh'm6th), to. ,A European
moth, Stauropus fagi, whose larva feeds on
the beech. Kirby and Spenee.

bee-plant

bee-escape (be'es-kap"), n. An attachment
to a hive designed to control the movements
of the bees wmle the honeycomb is being re-

moved from the hive.

beef, >>—Albany beef, the cured flesh of the stur-

geon, which was formerly caught and prepared near
Albauy, N. Y.—Beefham. Same aa collared bee/.—Oilei
beef, beef which has been salted, dried and (frequently)
smolied, being then eatable in thin slices without cooking.

beef-dodger (bef'doj"6r), n. A meat biscuit.

[U. S.]

beef-fat (bef'fat), a. In stock-raising, fat and
in high condition, or ready for market. [U. S.]

Twenty-five or more years ago, while ranges were un-
restricted and grass was free, it was no uncommon sight
to see five- and six-year-old Texas steers coming into
market beef-fat off the range.

i{«p. Kam. State Board Agr., 1901-1902, p_60.

beef-headed (bef'hed-ed),^. a. Stupid ; thick-
headed.

beefing^, n. II. a. Beef-forming; beef-pro-
ducing : as, good beefing as well as good milk-
ing qualities. Yearbook V. S. Sept. Agr.
1901, p. 230.

beefisnness (bef'ish-nes), n. Ox-like stupidity.

bee-fly, ». 2. Any dipterous insect of the
family Bombyliidse: so called on account of
its resemblance to a bee.

beef-measles (bef'me"zlz), ». Infection of
cattle with CysUeercus bovis, the larval stage
of Teerua saginaia (the most common of the
larger tapeworms of man), in cattle the parasites
are found especially in the tongue and the muscles ot
the jaws. When the infection is very severe this condi-
tion is sometimes called acute cestode tuberculosis.

bee-glove (be'gluv), n. A cotton glove soaked
in Unseed-oil and dried in the sim, worn by
bee-keepers to protect the hand.
beehive, n. 3. A covered cup or jug for hold-
ing honey, sugar, etc.—4. [cop.] In astron.,
a name for Freesepe, the cluster of stars in
Cancer—Beehive kiln. See *i:{2n.—Beehive tomb,
an artificial subterranean sepulcher of the Myceneean
age in Greece. It is composed ot two parts, a horizontal
trench, called the dromos, cut into the sloping side of a
hill, and a circular chamber, called the Hwlos, In which
it terminates. The tholos is excavated vertically from

Beehive Tomb.
Section and plan of the Treasury of Atreus at Mycenx, Greece.

the face of the rock to the level ot the dromos, and has
the form of an old-fashioned beehive. There is some-
times a rectangular chamber connected with it. The
entire interior was faced with masonry aud decorated.
A fine example is the so-called Treasmy of Atreus at
Mycena3.

bee-hunter (be'hun-t6r), n. One who hunts
or searches for swarms of wild bees.
bee-keeper (be'ke-p6r), n. One who keeps
honey-bees; an apiarist.

beekite (bek'it), n. [Named after Dr. Henry
Beeke (1751-1837), dean of Bristol.] A kind
of chalcedony replacing shells, corals, etc., in
the New Bed conglomerate of South Devon,
England.

bee-kite (be'kit), n. The honey-buzzard, Pernis
mellivora, which feeds on bees and honey.
Beekmantown limestone. See *limestone.

been*, ». See vina.

beena, beenah (be'na), n. In Ceylon 8, form
of marriage in whict the husband joins the
wife's tribe and lives in it on sufferance.
McLennanjThe Patriarchal Theory, p. 42.

bee-plant (be'plant), n. Any plant which is

specially useful in furnishing nectar to bees

;

a honey-plant. Among well-knowu bee-plants are the



bee-plant

UndenB (see bee-tree), the common red and white clovers,
the sweet clover, and the common buckwheat. The name
has been applied specifically to Serophularia MaryUvn,-
dica and to S. Califomioa. The Bscky Mountain bee-
plant (also called ie&-weed) is one of the spider-flowers,
Cleome aerrvlata.

beerl, n— Brstga beer, a kind of beer brewed In Rus-
sia.— La^er-beer. The name is often loosely applied to
any Gei-man beer, or any beer made by German methods.
—MUk beer, a name sometimes given to kumiss.—
WelBB-beer, the German name for beer made chiefly
from wheat malt and sold for consumption while the sec-
ondary fermentation is still in progress.

beerbachite (ber'bak-it), n. [G. Beerbach
('Berry brook'?), a stream in the Odenwald,
Baden, + -ite^.'\ In petrog., the name of an
igneous rook of panautomorphic granular tex-
ture, consisting of labradorite, diallage, and
magnetite, with other subordinate minerals.
It was first named by Chelius (1894), and con-
sidered to be a haplitio differentiation-product
of the gabbroic magma.
beer-wort (ber'w6rt), n. Wort prepared by
the infusion of malt with water, intended to be
converted into beer.

bee-smoker (be'smo'^kSr), n. In hee-keeping,

a small portable furnace fitted with a bellows:
used to produce a cloud of smoke and to blow
it into a hive to stupefy thebees and keep them
quiet when the hive is opened to remove the
honeycomb.
Beeswax cement. See *cement.
Beetarmy-worm, carrion-beetle. 8ee*army-
worm, *carrionr-l>eetle.—Chytridiose of beet.
See *c}iytridiose.

bee-tent (be'tent), n. A cover or tent placed
over a hive to protect it from the bees of other
hives.

beetle^, »—Aberrantlong-homed beetle, any mem-
ber of the cerambycid series belonging to the small and
somewhat discrepant family Spondylitics. Four species
are known in North America, and all live under the bark
of pine-trees.—Brazilian beetle.
See Brazilian irbug.—CheolSBXeA
beetle, anymember of the coleop-
terous family Cleridse, the species
of which are usually beautifully
marked with strongly contrasting
colors.—Elm leaf-beetle. See
irieaf-beetle.—Feather-Wing bee-
tle, any member of the coleopter-
ous family Triehopterygidm, an
assemblage ofjvery small species
having long narrow wings so
fringed with long hairs as to ap-
pear feather-like.-HometB'-nest
beetle, a large and powerful Eu-
ropean Staph] linid or rove-beetle,
Velleius dilatatus, which lives only
iu the nests of Wasps and hornets,
feeding on the wasp larvce and
piipse which fall from their cells,

and on the other organic refuse of the nest.— OalE-
pnmer beetle, acerambycid beetle of the genvsElaphid-
wn (which see).— Fear ambrosia-beetle, a scolytid
beetle, Xyleborue pyri, which also aflects the peach and
plum.—Fear-bllgnt beetle. Same as apple-tree kalwt-
borer.—Ftne-destroylng beetle, any beetle which de-
stroys pine-trees ; speciflcally, Devdroctonua ponderosx,
one of the most destructive enemies of western United
States pine forests.— Ship-timber beetle, a coleopter-
ous insect, Lymexykm na/vale, of the family LymexyUm-
id«, formerly noted in Europe as very injurious to
timber used for ship-building, from its habit of drilling

cylindrical holes in the hard wood.—Tan-bark beetle,
a small black bostrychid beetle, Dindderus siibstriatus,

which atl^ks hemlock bark which has been stripped
and piled for tanning purposes.

beet-leaf maggot, miner, Fegomya. See
*maggot, *leaf-miner, tPegomya.
beetle-crusher (be'tl-krush"6r), n. A large
foot. [Slang.]

beetle-sticker (be'tl-stik"6r), n. A jocular

name for an entomologist.

beetle-weed (be'tl-wed), n. See *Galax.
Beet-root gum. See *s'"™^.—Beet-root sugar. The
manufacture of sugar from beets has attained an enor-

mous development, a larger product from this source
than from sugar-cane being made, in ordinaiy years, for

the general commerce of the world. Sugar from these
two plants is, when purified, absolutely the same sub-

stance.

beet-scab (bet'skab), n. A disease of beet-

roots caused by the fungus Oospora scabies.

See *scab.

beet-sugar (bet'shiig'''ar), n. Same as beet-

root sugar, under 6ee*-foo*.— Beet-sugar indus-
try, the commercial production of sugar from the beet.

In the United States this business after many failures be-

came successful from 1888 onward. In 1903 there were
66 factories in operation with a total annual capacity of

328,104 tons of sugar. The State of Michigan led, fol-

lowed at rather long intervals by California, Colorado,

Utah, Nebraska, and New York, five other States having
one factory each. See k!iugaa--beet. The annual period
of working up the crop, called the campaign, occupies

about 100 days. In the factory the beets, after being
washed and weighed, are sliced into cossettes (see kcoe-

eette) and the sugar is extracted in a "diffusion battery,"

consisting of 14 air-tight cylindrical steel vats, each hold-

ing several tons, in which, under some pressure, the cos-

settes are subjected to 14 applications of hot water, the li-

Fine.de5troyii)g Bee-
tle of the Black Hrlls
(Dendractonus ponder-
osa Hopk.). Five times
natural size. (Hopkins,
U. S. D. A.)
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quid passing from one vat to another. The sugary water
is defecated by being mixed with lime, " carbonated " (see
carbotuitMn'), and filtered, the process being once re-
peated, then, after being treated with sulphur fumes,
evaporated to "thick Juice," and through several further
stages brought to the state of gianulated sugar. The local
requisites for a factory are, besides a supply of beets with
high sugar content, a sufficiency of pure water, of fuel
(coal most often used), and of limestone, together with
transportation facilities.

bee-van (be'van), n. A wagon used in in-
struction in bee-culture.
County councils have already done good work in pro-

viding lectures and demonstrations by means of travel-
ling bee-vans. Natural Science, Oct., 1896, p. 273.

bee-veil (be'val), «. A veil or netting worn
over the head to protect the face from the
attacks of bees while removing honey from a
hive or working about it. It is worn over the
hat and tucked under the coat, or drawn over
a light metal frame which covers the head and
rests on the shoulders.

bee-weed (be'wed), n. See *bee-plant.

beewise (be'wiz), adv. In the manner of the
bee. [Eare.]

On every side occurred suggestive germs
Of that— the tree, the flower— or take the fruit,

—

Some rosy shape, continuing the peach.
Curved beewise o'er its bough.

Brov/ning, Fippa Passes, II. 90.

befeast (be-fesf), v. t. To treat to a feast;
feast.

befel, pret. A simplified spelling of befell.

befreeze (bf-frez'), v. t.; pret. befroze, pp. be-

frozen, ppr. befreezing. To freeze up or over;
freeze thoroughly or completely.
befrend, v. t. A simplified spelling of befriend.

befriender (be-frend'6r), m. One who befriends
another.

Love and serve Man, angelical B^frienders.
Edwin Arnold, Light of the World, p. 24.

beg, V.i— To go a-begging, to go about begging ; figu-

ratively, to have difficulty in finding a pmchaser (for
Something offered for sale) or an incumbent (for an office

to be filled), etc. ; hence, to be in little demand ; have
little or no value or acceptance.

begar (be-gar'), n. [Hind, begdr, forced labor
(begari, a forced laborer), < Pers. bikdr, with-
out work, unemployed {Inkari, idleness), < bi,

without, -I- kdr, work.] Forced labor in some
parts of India, as in the construction of roads,
irrigating banks, etc. [Anglo-Indian.]

begarry (be-ga'ri), «. ;
pi. begarries (-riz).

[Hind, begdri: S6&*begar.'] One who is en-
gaged in forced labor. See *begar. [Anglo-
&idian.]

beggar, n— Beggar's ultramarine black. Same as

Spanish black (which see, under Mac*).— Beggar's vel-
vet, the loose, fuzzy, wool-like particles which collect in

the seams of clothing and under fumitui;e, carpets, etc.

beggar's-lice, n. 3. A name of the European
stickseed, Lappula Lappula; of the houud's-

tongue, Cynoglossum officinale; of the species

of Meibomia (see *beggar-weed, 2) ; and proba-

bly of other plants with adhesive seeds or pods.

beggar-weeo, »• 2. A plant of any species of

Meibomia, the tick-trefoil, particularly of M.
tortuosa, the Florida beggarweed. This is a tall

species, native in the West Indies
and probably in southern Florida,

now found veiy valuable for for-

age and soiling purposes on light

sandy soils in the wannest parts
of the southern United States.

Beggiatoa (bej-i-at'o-a), n.

[NL. (Trevisan, 1842),

named after Beggiato, an
Italian botanist.] A genus
of filamentous bacteria
consisting of non-septate,
mostly colorless filaments
containing sulphur gran-
ules and possessing an un-
dulatory motion. They occur
chieiay in sulphur springs and sea-

water. B. alba is the most com-
mon species ; it occurs on decay-
lug plants in sulphur springs and
reduces slimy flakes.

toacese (bej"i-a-t6-

a'se-e), n.pl. [NL., < Beg-
giatoa + -aceee.'i A family
of filamentous bacteria,

typified by the genus Beg-
giatoa.

beggingly (beg'ing-li), adv.

In the manner of a beggar

;

as a beggar. Florio.

Even my bonnet . . . how beg-

gingly she looks at that.

Beggiatoa alba. Miss Mitford, Our Village, I. 61.

4''s'uth^ofg';i„"SiS°T begift (be-giff), v.t. To
filament after treatment thruSt glltS Upon. Varlyle.

^tj^^"
'"*°"""°- begigged (he-gigd'), p. a.

bejnco

Infatuated; crazy: as, begigged about bridge
whist. [Colloq., southern U. S.]

begon, V. A simplified spelling of begone.
begoniad (be-go'ni-ad), «. [NL., < Begonia -I-

-flf?!.] A plant of the family Begoniaceee.
betaarad (ba-ha-rad'), n. A mnemonic word
representing the four letters B H R D, which
indicate, according to Hebrew chronology, the
first molad of creation. See *motod. The numer-
ical value of the four Hebrew letters is 2, 6, 200, and 4.

The 2 stands for Monday (the day when the "great
lights " were created), the 6 for the fifth hour (11 A. M.),
and the 204 for the parts of an hour. Since an hour con-
tains 1,080 parts, and the lunar month contains 29 days,
12 hours, and 793 parts of an hour, the first molad would
fall on Monday at 6^% or about 11.12 A. M.

behead, v. t. 3. To tap (a stream) and divert
its upper watersthrough new channels: said of
the encroachment of one stream upon another
in such a way as to ' capture ' its head and
upper tributaries—Bebeaded river. In phys. geog.,
the remaining, lower course of a river s^ter its former
upper waters have been captured or diverted to another
stream.

beheadal (be-hed'al), n. [behead -\- -al.'] Be-
heading; decapitation.

behed, v. t. A simplified spelling of behead.
beben, n. aIso, same as ben\— Oil of beben. Same
as benroU.

behenic (be-hen'ik), a. Same as benic Be-
benic acid, a crystalline acid, C22H44O2, found in behen-
oil from the seeds of Moringa Moringa, it melts at 73° C.

behen-oil (be'hen-oil), n. Same as ben-oil.

behenolic (be-he-no'lik), a. [behen -f -ol -I- -ic]
Derived from behenic acid Behenolic acid, a
crystalline acid, CasHigOg, obtained by treating dibrom-
behenic acid with alcoholic potash. It melts at 57.6° C.

Behmenism, n. Same as *Boehtnenism.
Behmenist, n. Same as *Boehmenist.
behold, V. t. 4. In astrol., to cast (an aspect).

behram (ba'ram)j n. A copper coin of Mysore,
equal to half a pice.

beige, a. II. n. A thin, wiry dress-fabric of
worsted, originally unbleached, but now made
in all colors and many designs.

beignet(ban-ya'),ji. [P.] A fritter composed
of various ingredients.

beiju (ba-e-zh6'), n. [Pg., from Braz.] The
name in Brazil for cassava-bread. See cassava.

being, ». 7. A living; livelihood; means of
subsistence; home. Sjpectotor, No. 544. [Ob-
solete or prov. Eng.]

"1 shall have enough to do to keep a beein for you "

(Mrs. Gummidge meant a home) " again you come back—
to keep a beein here for any that may hap to come back,
Dan'l. Dickens, David Copperfleld, xxxil.

Truth of being, the totality of that which is such as it

is independently of any assertion about it ; tinth in the
objective sense.

beingless (be'ing-les), a. Without being; non-
existent. Gait.

beingness (be'ing-nes), n. Actual existence;
entity. J. Chandler.

be-in£ed (be-inkf), p. a. Smeared or daubed
with ink. bharlotte Bronte, Villette, xxxv.
beisa (ba'i-sa), «. [Northeast African.] A
large antelope. Oryx beisa, of northeastern Af-

Be

Beisa l.Otyx beisa).

rica, of a light-gray color with black markings.

The horns are long, almost straight, and di-

rected backward. It is a near relative of the

South African oryx, 0. gazella. See oryx.

bejant (be'jant), n. Same as b^an.

bejUCO, n. '2. A name applied especially to

climbing palms, species of Calamus and Dee-

moBorops, Known commercially as ratans. The
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stems are remarkable for their tenacity, flexibility, and
length, and are used in the construction of bridges,
houses, and flsh-corrals. They also furnish material for
cordage, for the cane bottoms of beds aud chairs, and
for hats, mats, and fine cigar-oases. See ratan, 2, and
calamus, S. [Philippine Is.]

beknown (be-non'), a. Known: as, "the sea-
man was helcn/"im to me," Dickens, Mutu&l
Friend, I. ii. ID.

bel, «. A simplified spelling of bell.

B. £. L. An abbreviation of Bachelm- of Ei\g-
lish Literature : same as *B. lAt.

belah (be'la), rt. [Native Australian.] Tlie
desert she-oalc, Casuarina glaiusa, widely dis-

tributed throughout Australia, yielding a "hard,

durable wood. Also beala, belar, billa, and
beal; known among the colonists as bull-oak.

See she-oak.

belamarine (bel-am'a-rin), n. [Appar. bel-

ladonna), + Amar{ylUs) + -ine^.'] An alkaloid
formed in the tubers of Amaryllis belladonna,

which grows in the islands of the Caribbean
Sea. It crystallizes in colorless needles.

Belamcancia (bel-am-kan'da), n. [NL. (Adan-
son, 1763, adopted from Rheede, 1692), fromthe
Malabar name of the plant.] Agenus of mono-
cotyledonous plants belonging to the family
Iridacese. See Pardanthus.

belay, v. t.—Belay, there) hold on! stop! enough!—
an order to sailors preparatory to making fast the rope
on which they are hauling.

belduque (bel-do'ka), n. [Mex. Sp.; said to be
a corruption of Sp. verdugo, a sword.] A large,

heavy sheath-knife, used in Mexico and some
parts of the western United States.

belemnitoid (be-lem'ni-toid), a. [_Belemnites

+ -Old.'] Allied to Belemniies.

Belemnocrinus (be-lem-nok'ri-nus), n. [NL.,
< Gt. peAe/ivov, a dart, + Kpivov, a lily.] The
only genus of an extinct family of the Crinoi-

dea, or fossil encrinites, termed Belemnoerini-

dse. It occurs in the Lower Carboniferous
rocks of the Mississippi valley.

belemnoid, a. II. n. One ot the Belemnoidea; a
'

' beleranite or fossil dibranchiate cephalopod,
or a related form.
Belemnoidea (be-lem-noi'de-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gt. licXefivov, a dart, + eldog, form.] An order
or suborder of the dibranchiate cephalopods,
now almost extinct, but very abundant in the
Mesozoic age. They have internal chambered shells

with septa traversed by a siphuncle, the posterior pai't

of the shell bearing a calcareous guard or sheath. The
arms, 10 in number, are provided with booklets. Some
authors include in this suborder the coiled living Hpinda.
In several of the fossil species the head, arms, and ink-bag
of the auimal have not infrequently been preserved.

Belemnoteuthidee (be-lem-no-tii'thi-de), n.pl.

[NL., < Belemnoteuthis + 4dse.'] A family of

Belemnoidea, or dibranchiate cephalopods, with

a shell composed of a conic phragmacoue and
proBstracum, and the rostrum or guard greatly

reduced. The species are found in the Trias-

sie and Jurassic rocks.

Belemnoteuthis (be-lem-no-tu'this), n. [NL.,

< Gt. jikXeiivov, a dart, -I- revBi^, a squid.] The
typical genus of the family BelemnoteuthidsB.

beletter (.be-let'er), v. t. 1. To write letters

to ; invite or inform by letter.

The University-orator . . . belettered all the lords of

the privy-council. Fuller, Hist. Camb., p. 179. N. E. D.

2. To decorate with letters or with appended
abbreviations of oflSce or title, such as F. B.

G. S., M. E. A. 8., LL.D., etc. [Kare in both
uses.]

The mania prevalent among people of more ambition
than performance for belettering themselves.

AthensBum, May 19, 1899, p. 638. y. E. D.

bele'^e, v. An obsolete form of believe.

Belgian blouks, nearly cubical blocks of granite, trap

or other suitable stone used for pavements.— Belgian
canary. See Acanory.-Belglan-Silesian furnace.
See ir/umace.

belief, ».—Primary belief, in the philosophy of com-
mon sense, one of the irresistible beliefs which no man
sane enough for the business of life can really doubt,

and which, nol. in the least doubtinir, we really regard as

infallible truths,^ whethtr we set down a doubt of them
on paper or othdrwise make believe to doubt them, or

not.

beUefless (be-lef'les), a. Having no belief ; in-

disposed to believe.

And most beliefless, that had most believed.
Clough, Easter Day, i. 10.

believ, f. A simplified spelling of believe.

Belinuridse (bel-i-nn'ri-de). n. pi. [NL., <

BeUnurus + -ste.] A family of merostome
crustaceans closely allied to the living limulus

and resembling a larval phase of that crab.

The eephalothorax is broad, abdomen with distinct seg-

ments, and the telson a long spine. They occur in the

Devonian and Carboniferous rocks.
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Belinurus (bel-i-nU'rus), ». [NL., appar. an
error for *Belonurus, <Grr. ^eMvri, a needle, +
ovpa, tail.] The typical genus of the family

Belis (be'lis), n. [NL. (Salisbury, 1807), in

allusion to the form of the leaves, < 6r. iScAof,

a dart.] A genus of trees of the family Pina-
cese. See Cunninghamia.

bell^, n. 2. (g) The movable cap of a blast-fnmace.
It is lowered to put in the charge of ore, and rises after

the charging to keep the top gas-tight. (A) An enlarged
section at the end of a cast-iron pipe, the purpose of
which is to furnish a means of making a joint with the
next pipe.

5. A bell-shaped rock-mass of somewhat
doubtful origin occurring occasionally in
sedimentary rocks. The inverted position of
of these masses leads to the theory that they
were the result of some local disturbance of
sedimentation. Some may be due to contem-
poraneous erosion Bell and spigot, a form of
cast-iron pipe commonly used for underground pipe-

Cross-section of BeU-and-spigot.

lines. Each length of pipe has one straight end, the
other end forming a bell large enough to receive the
straight end of the next length.—^Belldollar, the silver glocken-
thaler of Brunswick, which has j(3r^.

on it the representation of a belL—Bow bellB,the celebrated peal
of bells of Bow Church (properly
the Church of St. Mary le BowX
situated in Cheapside, near the
center of the City of London.

—

Cap and bells. See *capi.—
Liberty bell, the bell which
was in the tower of the state-

house (,sluceeaUei Independence
Ha^ in Philadelphia, and which
was rung on the occasion of the
proclamation of Independence
made July i, 1776. It happened
to bear a biblical inscription
("Proclaim liberty throughout
the land unto all the inhabitants
thereof ") which made its use on
that occasion especially appro-
priate, and established its popu-
lar name.— Savart's bell and
reBonator, an apparatus used
to show the influence of boxes
in strengthening sound. A hemi-
spherical brass vessel is set in
vibration by means of a violin
bow. A cardboard cylinder,

closed at one end. Is then placed
at varying distances and inclina-

tions, to show its effect as a
resonator.— Uterine bell, one
of the peculiar bell-shaped or
funnel-like structures, with mus-
cular walls, found in the ne-
mathelminth Echinm-hynchus,
whose contractions serve to draw
into the bell the Impregnated
eggs which float freely in the
body-cavity, and to force them
along into the uterus and vagina
and thence to the exterior.

—

Within the sound of Bow
bells, within the limits of the
City of London.

Havin;; been bom urithin the sound of Bow-bells he can-

not help b^ing a son of Cockaigne.
Punch, Dec. 30, 1894, p. 294.

Bell process. See *process.

belladonna, n—Japanese belladonna, Scapolina
Japonica, the rhizome of which appears in trade as a
substitute for belladonna.

belladonnine (bel-a-don'iu), n. {belladonna

+ -ine^.'i An amorpTious alkaloid, CiYHgj^NOjj,
associated with atropine or hyoseyamine in

Atropa Belladonna.

Bellahi lucimeter.^ See *lucimeter.

bella-motb (bel'a-moth"). n. Amoth, Vtetheisa

bella (which see with cut).

belland (bel'and), n. A form of lead-poison-

ing to which lead-miners are subject. Coal
and Metal Miners' Pocket-book.

bell-bearer (bel'bar-Sr), n. A leaf-hopper,

Bocydium tintinnabuliferum.

bell-binder (bel'bin-<l6r), n
bind.

bell-bird, «. 4^ In New Zealand, one of the
Meliphagidse, Anthomis melanura.—5. In Aus-
tralia, Oreoica gntturalis, one of the shrikes.

bell-bottomed (berbofumd), a. Having flar-

ing bottoms: as, bell-bottomed tto\iseis.

bell-cord n—^Bell-cord hanger, a swinging strap or

rod suspended from the roof of a passenger-car and
carrying a guide-ring for a bell-cord.

Belleek ware. See *M)are.—Op,rved Belleek.
See American ^porcelain.

Belleville boiler. See *boiler.

uterine Bell.

Female Genital Appara-
tus of EchinorkyncHits.
Diagrammatic, a, ovaries;

i, ligament ; c, anterior
aperture of uterine bell ; d,

posterior ditto; «, anterior
aperture of one of the two
oviducti {£) ; y, uterine
bell; A, uterus; ,', female
aperture; /, vagina. The
arrows indicate the course
taken by the eegs in pass-
ing from the body cavity
to the exterior. (From
" Lang's Comparative
Anatomy.")

Same as bell-

belly-bax

bell-faced (bel'fast), a. Having the striking

face convex or rounded : said of a hammer.
bell-horse (bel'hdrs), ». 1. A horse wearing
a bell ; especially, a horse adorned with bells,

ribbons, etc., used in celebrating May-day,
which, in consequence, is called bell-horse day.

[Eng.]

—

2. A workman who finds it to his ad-

vantage to exert himself more than his fellow
employees, in order to give grounds for the
discharge of those who cannot keep up with
the pace set by him. [Slang, Eng.] ,

bellicosity (bel-i-kos'i-ti), n.
;

pi. bellicosities

(-tiz). Bellicose tendency or (Jisposition; war-
like intention or desire. Manchester Examiner,
July 9, 1884.

bellite (bel'it),». [SeM^ a proper name, + -ite^.]

An explosive, of Swedish inyention, consisting
of a mixture of 5 parts of ammonium nitrate

with 1 part of meta-dinitrobenzene, melted to-

gether^ pressed while warm, and granulated.

bell-jOint (be! 'joint), n. An abbreviation of

bell-and-spigot joint.

bell-moth (bel'mdth), n. The oblique-banded
leaf-roller, Archips rosaceana, an American
tortricid moth which when at rest holds its

wings in the shape of a bell ; also, any other
tortrieid moth of similar shape.
Bellocq's cannula. See cannula.

bellows, n. sing, and pi. 2. In photog., that
part of a camera which connects the front and
back portions and is capable of being extended
or closed as desired.—3. In organ-building, the
extensive apparatus by which air is supplied
and compressed for the sounding of the pipes.
It usually includes two distinct parts, an oblique bellows,
or feeder (resembling the ordinary household bellows,
but on a large scale), by which the air is pumped into
the reservoir, and a reservou', called the storaffe-bellows,
which is a horizontal bellows (having its top and bottom
boards parallel and connected by creased folds of leather)
so loaded by blocks of lead or other weights that the air
within is maintained at a constant compression or ten-
sion. From the reservoir lead off the wind-trunks by
which the compressed air is supplied to all parts of the
instrument. Furthermore, on the wind-trunks are usu-
ally placed small bellows with springs, called concussion-
bellows, panting-bellows, or winkers, by which sudden ir-

regularities in pressure are taken up and counteracted.—^FadngB bellows, infoundry-toork, a hand-blower for
distributing fine dust or facings over a mold, to give a
finished surface to it, preparatory to casting.

—

Hesslan
bellows, a blower invented in Tiiuringia about 1621. It
consists of a flat vane having an inlet-valve for air, which
reciprocates in a sector-shaped box. The air-outlet is

close to the hinge.

bellows-leather (ber6z-leTH"6r), «. Leather
used in the manufacture of bellows : usually
made from side leather.

bellows-tongue (bel'oz - tung), n. A large
tongue stitched in each side of a shoe (usually
high-laced) to the top, for protection against
snow and water.

bell-pipe (bel'pip), «. A pipe with a bell or
socket at one end to make the joint with the
next length.

bell-pit (bel'ijit), n. In mining salt and other
minerals, a pit which is gradually widened to
100 or 200 feet in diameter, becoming cylindri-
cal below.

bell-scale (bel'skal), n. In bell-founding, a
scale or standard of reference of any sort by
which the dimensions, proportions, or pitch
of a bell are measured.

bell-strap (bel'strap), n. A strap running
lengthwise through a railway or other car and
attached to a signal-gong.

belltopper (bel'top-6r), ». A colloquial name
in Australia and to some extent in Great
Britain for a tall silk hat.

bell-tree (bertre),n. 1. The silverbell, iJfoftro-

dendron Carolinum.— 2. A tall branching frame
bearing several small bells which can thus be
shaken at once : usually a mere toy, but occa-

'

sionally used in popular band-music.

Bellvale flags. See *flagi.

bell-wheel (bel'hwel), n. A form of toothed
wheel in which the pitch-surface is a frustum
of a hyperboloid of revolution. This gives to the
wheel a shape which, in projection, suggests the usual
profile of a church bell. It was used in textile practice
in former times to give a special and varying velocity-
ratio of the driving and the driven shaft.

belly-ache, n—Dry belly-aChe, gu:dle-pain in the
abdomen, due to disease of the spine.

belly-bar (bel 'i-bar), n. A bar used in piano-
forte-making. See the extract.

Beneath the strings from where the hammers rise, to
the bent side, bark, and end of the case, is the sound-
board of spruce fir, barred beneath with batons, usu-
ally of the same wood, technically **belly-bars," which
strengthen the belly, and by increasing its elasticity, ex-
tend its power to form nodes or centers of vibration, and
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tbus respond more promptly and effectively to the vibra-
tions which are passed to it from the strings, when set
in movement, through the hardwood belly bridge,

Sei. Amur. Sup., May 6, 1905, p. 24536.

bell7-btunp (bel'i-bump), adv. Prone on a
sled, as a child ia sliding down hill. Dialect
Notes, in. iii, 181. [New England.]
belly-bumper (bel'i-biini''per), n. The act of
slimng down hill prone on the sled. In New
York, etc., belly^whomier. Also nsed adverb-
ially. [New EngJandt]
bellyman (bel'i-man), n.

;
pi. bellymen (-men).

In pianoforte-making, one who makes or fits

the soundboards.

Belly Eiver series. See *ser%es.

belly-stay, n. 2. A plate on a locomotive
which goes under the belly of the boiler, act-
ing as a support for the latter and binding the
frame-plates together. When the locomotive
has inside cylinders the belly-stay also carries
the cross-bead guides.

belodont (bel'o-dont), n. [Belodon.'] A mem-
ber of the reptilian family Belodontidx.

Beloidea (bel-o-i'df-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
pt'Ajo;, a dart, -I- eJ(!oc,"form.] A family of sol-

itary or colonial peripylsean radiolarians hav-
ing a skeleton of loose silicious needles. It

contains the genera Thalassospheera, Thalas-
sopUincta, PhysemaUum, Belonozoum, and
Sphseroeoum.
belonesite (be-lon'e-sit), ». [Said to be < Gr.
peMv>i, a needle (referring to the form of the
crystals), + -ite^. The proper form belonite is

used in another appUeation.] A magnesium
molybdate ooouiring in white acicular tetrag-
onal crystals: found on Vesuvius in the lava
of 1872.

Belonesox (be-lon'e-soks), ». [NL.j < Gr.
fieAdvri, a needle, + L. esox^ a kind of pike (see
Esox).} A genus of poeciUoid fishes found in
Honduras : characterized by the elongate jaws.
B. belizanus is the known species.

belonopliobia (bel-o-no-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. pMvri, a needle, -H -(jiofiia, <. ipopelv, fear.]

A morbi4 fear of needles and pins.

belonospherite (bel"o-no-sfe'rit), n. [Gr. f!e-

UiiTi, a needle, + afalpa, sphere, + -jte^,] A.

term devised by Vogelsang (1872) for minute
spherulites with radiate crystalline texture,

often found in partly glassy lavas, especially

the more silicious ones, such as rhyolite, and in

artificial glasses. Compare globospherite and
*granospherite.

Belosepia (bel-o-se'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. l3e?koc,

a dart, 4- aijiria, a cuttlefish.] A genus of

dibranehiate cephalopods or cuttlefishes from
the Eocene Tertiary rocks.

Belou (bel'6), n. [NL. (Adanson, 1763, adopted
from Bheede, 1682), from one of the forms of

(Bengali?) bel, a mndu name of the Bengal
quince, Belou Marmelos.] A genus of dicoty-

ledonous plants belonging to the family JRu-

tacees. See Mgle.
Belpaire fire-box. See *flre-box.

belt, n. 6. In a war-ship, the side of the ves-

sel, in the vicinity of the water-line, protected
by external armor-plating. A complete belt is

one in which the armor extends from stem to

stem: a. partial belt extends over only part of

the length.—7. In archery, a strap for sus-

pending the quiver: usually worn round the
waist of the archer.—Belt of hlgli pressure, belt
oflow pressure. See itpreesure.—Belt of rains. See
*rainl.—Cotton belt, the poi'tion of the southern
United .states adjoining the Gulf of Mexico and the At-
lantic (including North Carolina), where cotton is best

and most extensively cultivated. See Cotton States, un-
der eottoni.—^Thermal belt. See -ttthermal.

belt-armor, n. it extends from 4 to 6 feet below the

surface of the water and to varying heights above it. In

vessels with a partial belt the armor-protection is com-
pleted at the ends by a diagonal or athwartships belt in

the inierior from side to side. In modern vessels the
armoring of the side is continued above the belt by the

casemate armor.

belt-concentrator (belfkon^sen-tra-tor), n.

See *concentrator.
belt-conveyer (belt'kgn-va'^r), n. See *con-

veyer, 4.

belt-coupled (belt'kup"ld), a. Connected by
a belt: applied specifically to a machine which
is driven by an engine through a belt instead

of directly or by gears.

belt-course (belt'kors), n. Same as string-

course.

belt-driven (belt'driv''n), a. In mack., driven

by means of a flexible belt. It is used of pumps,
air-compressors, electric generators, etc., somewhat in

opposition to airect-connected, which indicates that no
transmission element intei-venes; and speciflcaUy of

a form of motor-cycle or motor-car in which a flat or
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angular belt la used 'to transmit power to the driving-
wheels instead of a chain or a shaft and gears.

Belted cruiser. See ircruiter.—Beltei plains. See
* plain.—^Belted slllp, an early type of armored war-
ship in which the hull protection was concentrated in
the water-line armor-belt. White, Manual of Naval
Arch., p. 33.

belt-fork (belt'fdrk), n. A two-pronged de-
vice for shifting the operating belt of a ma-
chine from one pulley to another.
belt-frame (belt ' fram), n. In shipbuilding,
a frame to which a belt of protective armor
is to be attached, and hence built up of plates
and angles much deeper and stronger than
those of the ordinary frames: same as*roe6-
frame.

belting, n—out belting, machine belting made of
catgut. It is usually round and quite small.

belt-knife (belt'nif), n. A knife which re-
volves over wheels, as a band-saw or circular
saw : used in splitting hides or skins. Modern
Ainer. Tanning, p. 110.

belt-perch (belt'pferch), n. A wooden or metal
bar placed beside a belt-pulley to support the
belt when it js thrown off the pulley for re-
pairs. This prevents the belt from being
caught on the revolving shaft.

belt-pump (belt 'pump), n. A belt-driven
pump.
belt-punch (belt 'punch), n. A pimch made
up in the form of jjliers for piercing holes in
belting through which the lacing or rivets are
passed when the ends are coupled together.
Beltrami's equation. See *equation.

belt-stretcher (belt'strech"6r), n. A piece of
mechanism for stretching new leather belts,

especially when they are to be laced or ce-
mented, so as to make them grip the pulleys
tightly.

belt-table (belt'ta"bl), w. Same as *belt-con-
centrator.

belt-tightener, n. Z. A device used for pull-

ing the ends of a belt together when they are
to be laeed or cemented. Clamps are attached
to the ends of the belt, and are then drawn
together by screws.

belugite (be-lu'^t), n. [beluga + -itc^.'] In
petrog., the name proposed by Spurr (1900) for

granular igneous ro^s intermediate in compo-
sition between diorite and diabase, especially
as to the lime-soda feldspar, which is andesine
or labradorite.

belying (be-li'ing), n. The telling of lies about
one; calumniation: as, "backbiting and 6e?^-

ing," Swinburne, Essays and Studies, Pref . x.

bemaim (bf-mam'), v. t. To maim seriously;

wound.

Spoiled of their goods, bemaimed and slaine.

Stem, Annals, p. 673.

bemaster (bf-mas'ter), v. t. To master com-
pletely. B. Taylor, Trans! of Goethe's Faust.

Bembecides (bem-bes'i-dez), n. pi. [NL., <

Bembex {-bee-) + 4des.'] The Benbeddse consid-

ered as a group of less than family rank: vir-

tually synonymous with Bembecinee.

bembil (bem'bil), n. [Australian.] In Aus-
tralia, Eucalyptus populnea, a tree yielding a
hard, heavy timber used for building purposes,

posts, and mauls. Prom the leaves is obtained

an oil resembling cajeput. Also called poplar-

box and red box.

bementite (be'ment-it), n. [Named after C.

S. Bement of Philadelphia.] A hydrated man-
ganese silicate occurring in grayish-yellow

stellate forms with micaceous structure : found

at Franklin Furnace, New Jersey.

ben^, adv. 2. In mining, inward; toward the

workings. [Scotch.]

ben^, n. Z. In mining : (a) The right to enter

the mine and work. A workman may claim

his ben, have his right to cars acknowledged,

and delegate it to his boys. Hence—-(6) A
day's work. The terms quarter-ben, half-ben,

three-quarters-ben are used to denote the pro-

portion of a man's darg, or day's output of

mineral, which a youth is able or allowed to

put out. Barrowman, Glossary. [Scotch.]

benab (ba-nab'), »• lAXaobenaboo ; from a na-

tive name (Carib?) in Guiana.] A temporary

shelter made of leaves and branches and sup-

ported on aframework of poles. Also benaboo.

[Guiana.]
Bence-Jones albumin, albuminuria, albu-

mose. See *albumin.

bench ». 8. (6) (2) A horizontal subdivision

of a bed of coal or other mineral.—11. A
glass tray in which microscopical slides can be

placed, in a vertical position, for staining or

bending-machine

other purposes—Anzloas bencta. See *anxmi»
seat.—Mourners' bench. See Amoumeri Optical
bench, an apparatus suitable for experiments in optic5.
particularly on the interference of light. It consists of a
properly supported horizontal brass bar, accurately gradu-
ated, along which vertical uprights can slide (rcely. a
vernier is attached to each upright An adjustable slit,

a metal plate for holding special instruments, and a mi-
crometer eyepiece with cross-wireform the usual ontllt.— Sloid bench. See -tttloid.

bench-board (bench'bord), ». A board used by
molders, on which the pattern is laid when
starting to fill the flask with sand. This board
is removed after the flask is turned over, so
that the cope can be put on.

bench-diggings (bench'dig'^ingz), n. pi. In
mining, nver placers not subject to overfow.
bench-grinder (beneh'grin"der), «. A small
machine for grinding which, having short legs,

is set on a bench to bring it to a convenient
height.

benchlet (bench'let), n. [bench -i- -let.] A
small bench ; a stool. Carlyle.

bench-level, n. 2. The elevation of a sur-
veyor's bench-mark above a given or datum-
plane.

benchucha (ben-cho'cha), n. [From some
S. Amer. source ?] A large South American
reduviid bug, probably of thegenus Conorhinus,
which sucks the blood of warm-blooded ani-

mals, including man.
benchy (bench'i), a. In mining, characterized
by benches, as a lode or bed.

bend^, n. 13. Power; ability: as, that is above
mybend. [Colloq., western U. S.j— 14. Aseg-
mental plate or ring on which the movable
carding-surfaces of a revolving flat cotton-
carding machine run and are adjusted in their
relation to the main cylinder or drum. Na-
smith. Cotton Spinning, p. 101.— 15. pi. Same
as caisson-disease. The Century, Nov., 1903,

p. 45. [Colloq.]

benda (ben'da), n. An Ashanti gold coin.

bender, n. 6.' A mechanical device for bend-
ing or drawing a crossbow.
bendigo (ben'di-go), n. A rough fur cap named
from a noted English pugilist. Stand. Diet.

bending-form (ben ' ding-fdrm), n. In hard-
ware, a form of bench-anvil used in bending
steam-, gas-, and water-pipes.

bending-machine, n. Z. In wood-working, a
power-machine for bending wood into the va-
rious forms required in making vehicles, agri-

cultural tools, and furniture. Two types are in
use : in one the wood, while soft and hot from the steam-
Ing-bath, is bent without additional heat; in the other
the machine itself is steam-heated to assist in keeping
the steamed wood hot until the bending is complete. In
all machines there is a master-form of metal fixed in the
machine, to give the wood the required shape, and a
second form lor holding the wood in place until bent.

In some machines the form is removed with the wood
to keep it bent until cold and rigid ; in others the wood
is bound by a shackle or other device for r taining Its bent
form, and removed from the machine and allowed to cool,

when the shackle can be removed.—Hydraulic bend-
ing-xaacbine, a machine for bending metal rails, beams,
plates, etc., used in ship-building. It consists of a mas-
sive anvil, former, or table for supporting and guiding the

Ship's-plate Bendinjr-machine.

a, table supporting anvil or lower die i *, i, i. guideways and

supporting posts ; c, c, hydraulic cylinders : rf, rf. rams :
e, e, cross-

heads carrying former or upper die \/, former.

beam, rail, or plate while it is subjected to the pressure

of one or two hydraulic rams. The large machines are

essentially double hydraulic presses, employiug two ver-

tical rams that carry a long former which bends the

metal laid on the table under it into the required shape.
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bending-rolls (ben'ding-rolz), n. pi. A ma- though further research may show that this

ehinenaving a set of rolls, either horizontal should be divided into several families,

or vertical, so arranged that a plate passed be- Bennettites (ben-e-ti'tez),». [NL.(Carruthers,
tween them while they revolve will be curved 1871), named in honor of John Joseph Bennett,

to any desired radius. If it is desired to curve the
plate until its two edges meet, the bending-roUs must be
80 made that the bearinE at one end can be removed to
provide lor talcing out tfie plate.

benduqi (ben-do-ke'), n. [Also benduky, ben-

diky ; < Ar. bundugt, a Venetian sequin or ducat,
lit. 'Venetian,' < Bunduq, Turk. Vendik, G.
Venedig, Venice, < L. VeneUcus, adj., < Venetia,

Venice.] A gold coin of Morocco. ^ ^

benedicence (bf-ned'i-sens), n. [NL. as if Bennington pottery. %&& American *pottery.
'benedicentia, <'L. Jenedicere^bless : see bene- l)eno (be'no), n. An English spelling of Span-
dicW] Kindly speech. M. Williams.

Benedictinism (ben-§-dik'tin-izm), n. The sys-

tem and method of religious life and thought
exemplified in the Benedictine order.

benedictional, n. U. a. Pertaining to or of

the nature of a benediction; pertaining to

blessings given according to the prescribed

rite ; also, relating to objects so blessed.

Small benedietional crosses belong to each altar, and bent^, o.
processional crosses are common.

JEneye. Brtt., XXVII. 238.

benedictive, a. 2. Expressing desire or wish;

precative: a form of the optative mood in

Sanskrit verbs

and plants that live upon or in the bottom of the waters

in the vicinity of the coast.

Benthosauridse (ben-tho-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Benthosaurus + -idse'.] A small family of

deep-sea fishes with well-developed maxillary

and very long ventrals, allied to the Synodon-

.-.„«.>,v.^ ..^-. w» - . . ***"•

byae^resenceof^se^dsbOTne^^^ BenthOSauTUS (ben-tho-sa'rus), n. [NL., <
embedded in the silioifled armor. These seeds have been Gr. flEvflof, depth, -H ffaupof, lizard.] A genus
discovered in only a lew specimens, and those in which ^f fishes, typical of the family Benthosauridee.

The species B. grallator is found in the Gulf
Stream.
Benthosema (ben-tho-se'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

jitvdoi, depth, + arjiia, a sign, mark, token.]

A genus of lantern-fishes of the family Myc-
tophidx, found in the waters about Greenland.

Benton shale. See *shale^.

an English botanist.] A genus of gymnosper-
mous fossil plants, type of the family Bennet-
titacexamAovAer BennettiUdes. it is characterized

they do not occur are referred to the genus Cycadeoidea,

a name which has priority. It is probable that all the
fertile plants actually bore them, and therefore the dis-

tinction is purely artificial. See -kCycadeoidea.

ish vino, wine, applied in the Philippine Islands
to aguardiente.

In viewol the vile whiskey and "heno" selling dens bentonite (ben'tqn-it), n. [^Benton + 4te^.']
which have sprung up around the army posts since the
canteen was abolished, the military authorities herehave
asked the Commission to prohibit the sale of liquors

within two miles ol a military post, except in the case of
a tew stations located in large towns.

Med. Becord, April 4, 1908, p. 617.

3. In mining, said of a coal-seam

A variety of clay occurring extensively in the

Fort Benton strata of the Cretaceous of Wyo-
ming. While containing chiefly silica, alumina, and
water, with about 60per cent; or more of the first-named,

it nevertheless has so many other bases as not to be re-

fractory, but rather to resemble fuUera' earth. Engin.
and Itin. Jour., Oct. 22, 1898, p. 491.

Which is difficult to work on account of the
^ent-wood (bent'wiid), ».' Wood in rods, bars,

unequal distribution of theweight of the over- ^^^ ^^.^^^ y^^^^^ ^^^ moldings softened i^

steam and fastened while hot into a curvedIjring strata. [Scotch.]—4. Bound in some
direction or toward an aim; set; pointing
toward something.

The aorist has also an optative, of somewhat peculiar bent^, m. 8. (6) The articulated group of mem-
""—'-— "• —"-" "•- --»—*""' '— Iu."/./^.v.»...»^ ^gpg forming a planeframe of a framed struc-

ture, such as a bridge-truss, a braced pier, or a
building-frame. Abent of trestle would com-

inflection, usually called the precative (or ftenedicMDe).

WIvOmxh, Sansk. Oram., § 533.

benedictively (ben-f-dik'tiv-li), adv. With
the force of the bene'dictive mood. See *bene-

dicUve, 2.

.benedite (ben'e-dit), n. An explosive con-

taining 92-95 parts of ammonium nitrate and
5-7 parts of colophony.

benefactorship (ben-e-fak'tor-ship), n. The
position or relation of benefactor: as, "his
benefactorship to his country," Hales.

benefactory (ben-f-fak'to-ri), a. Benefit-con-

ferring; beneficial': as, benefactory results.

benefice (ben'e-fis), v. t.; pret. and pp. bene-

ficed, ppr. beneficing, [benefice, re.] To endow
or invest with a benefice. WycUf.

beneficial, II. ». 2. In zod7., an animal which
benefits man by destroying or checking the

increase of animals injurious to him.

Group G.— Animals which are known as "bena^cials,"

on account of their being destructive to or checking the
increase of the injurious animals classed under Groups

clamp to give it a bent form. When cold and
removed from the clamp it retains its form.
Used in boat-building and in furniture-making.
— Bent-wood fumlture, chaii-s and other furniture
made of round rods of wood bent into various artistic

^ _ _ ._ forms and usually having cane seats.

prise all the members in one transverse plane, benum, v. t. A simplified spelling of benumb.

including the sill, cap, vertical and iBclined benylene (ben'i-len), n. {ben{eem) + -yl +
posts, and transverse bracing-members.— 11. -ene.'] A hydrocarbon, Ci6H2g, of the acety-

A cleavage-plate of slate whose sides are lene series, formed by the action of alcoholic

slightly curved, cut from gently folded beds. potash on triamylene bromide.

The rock surface may be but a few inches below the turf bcnzal (ben'zal), «. \benz(ene) + *-a^-^ 1

.

or may be buried beneath 30 to 40 feet of glacial deposits. An organic radical having the formula CeHsCH
There is frequently a fiexure of the cleavage (" curl ") for

" ' " " — .

A few inches near the ribbon ; more rarely there is a cur-
vature ol the cleavage across the entii'e bed. Slates cut
from such beds are called '

' bents, "and are used lor cover-
ing curved or conical rools.

Cantarib. to Econ. Geol., U. S. Geol. Surv., 1902, p. 362.

bent^, n.—Blackbent. (!>) The switch-grass, Panicum
virgatum.—English bent, the redtop, AgrotUi alba.—
IiOns-leafed bent, the sand^ass, CalamovOfa Umgi-
folia.— Panic bent, the Munro-grass, Panicum, agros-
toides.— Rhode Island bent, the dog-bent, Agrogtis
eanina, one of the best lawn grasses. Less properly, A.
(ri6a.—Eougllbent,.4»rost»g%e»noii».—Rough-leafed
bent, Agrostis asperifolia.—Sea-COast bent, Agrostia

S:i^fi^?l?^:^is^ ^^<^t:^'^-.;^^^;^tlJ^T^
predacious insects, acari, myriopods, etc.

Jour. Soy. Micros. Sac, April, 1904, p. 172.

upon the bottom as distinguished from living

in the water above ; submarine ; benthonic.

Benefit of cesBion, in mvU law, immunity from future BentilOCOmeteS (ben'tho-ko-me'tez), n. [NL.,
imprisonment ol a debtor for his present debts upon sur- < Gr. piv6o(, depth, + Ko/i^s, hairy (or comet?)

:

render of his property for the benefit ol his creditors. gge comet.) A genus of deep-sea fishes of the
Bengal blue, isinglass. See *blue, ^tsmglass. family Brotididee.
bengalin (ben'ga-lm), n. [Bengal + -tna.] Benthodesmus (ben-tho-des'mus), n. [NL., <
One of the Janus coal-tar colors. Same as q^ pivBoc, depth, -1- dea'fidg, band.] A genus of
indoin *blue. Also bengaline. deep-sea fishes allied to the mackerel, belong-
bei^aline (ben'ga-lm), n. [Bengal + -me^.^ i„g ^^ the family Lepidopodidm.
A fine, corded dress-fabne for women's wear, benthonic (ben-thon'ik), a. [Irreg. < benthos
It has a sUk warp and a worsted weft. The latter is so , , , T,i_:_-. ,,«„„ or i-n thn hottnm nf
introducedastoiormacord, though entirely concealed +-on-lc.i Liiving upon or mtne DOttom ot

the sea as distingmshed from the water ; sub'

and a valence of two.— 3. A prefix sometimes
used to indicate that a compound is derived
from benzaldehyde—Benzal green. Same as ben-
zaidehyde green (which see, under ^e«ni).

benzaldoxime (ben-zal-dok'sim), n. [benzal-

d{ehyde) + oxime.^ The oxime, C6H5CH:NOH,
of benzaldehy^de. It exists in two forms

—

antibenzaldoxim, which melts at 35° C, and
synbenzaldoxim, which melts at 128°-130° C.

benzamarone (ben-zam'a-ron), n. [bem(al-
dehyde) + L. amar(us), bitter, 4- -one.] A crys-

talline compound formed by allowing an alco-

holic solution of desoxybenzoin, benzalde-
hyde, and potassium hydroxid to stand. It

melts at 218° C.
benzanilide (ben-zan'i-lid), n. [benz(oyl) +
anil{ine) + -dde^.] The benzoyl derivative of
aniline, CgHsNHCOCgHs. It crystallizes in
leaflets which melt at 161° C.

benzoin (ben'ze-in), n. [bens(oin) + -e-iit^.l

A triphenyl car'binol or one of its derivatives
in which two of the benzene nuclei are hydrox-

ylated: as, phenol bemein, CoHkCC/^^^* r\'

The benzoins are formed by the condensation

on both surfaces by the silk warp.

bengaza (ben-ga'za), n. A sponge of some-
what coarse texture found in deep water and
used by the Turks as a bath-sponge.

beni (ba'ne), n. The name ('Japanese beni ')

of Caryopteris (Mastacanthus) incana, a hardy

shrub native to China and Japan, cultivated

for its late summer bloom. The leaves are petio-

late, ovate, or oblong, the flowers small, violet-blue, or

lavender-blue. Itisknownin the trade as the blue spiraea.

benighted (be-nit'ed), y. a. Overtaken with benthos (ben'thos), re,

night; hence,' involved in moral darkness or

ignorance : as, benighted Hottentots.

benjamin^, n. 2. In Australian Pidgin-Eng-

lish, a married man ; a husband.

Benjamite (ben'ja-mit), re. A descendant of

the patriarch Benjamin, son of Jacob.

Bonnet's fracture. See *fraeture.

BennettitaceaB (beu'e-ti-ta'se-e), n.pl. [NL.

(Salms-Laubach, 1887), < Bennettites + -acese.l

A family of gymnospermous fossil plants of

the order Bennettitales. It is distinguished from the

Cucadaceie by having the reproductive organs, which con-

s£t of spadices surrounded by involucral bracts, em-

bedded in a thick jacket or armor (see *armor), and pro-

jecting only slightly or not at all beyond it. It contains

the genera -kBennettites and -kCycadeoidea (which see).

The numerous trunks of this family have all been found

in Mesozoic strata, chiefly Jurassic and Lower Creta-

ceous, especially in England, France, Italy, Maryland,

and South Dakota.
^. ^-„- v , pxtt

Bennettitales (ben-erti-ta'lez), n. pi. [NL.

(Engler, 1892), < Bennettites + -ales.] An or-

der of fossil plante, of the class Gymnosper-

mx containing the family Bennettitacex only.

of benzotrichlorid with phenols, and are dyes,

marine. Benthonic organisms are contrasted with those Benzene nucleus. See Antwfeus.— Benzene ring, the

thatarewater-dwelllngorplanktonic. Many animals are graphic^ or structural representation of amoleculeof
benthonic during part of their lives and planktonic during
another part. Most hydroids are fixed to the bottom, or
benthonic, while the medusse which they produce and set

free swim in the water and are planktonic. ' See bentlial

and -kplanktoimc.

The Challenger observations have shown that the bot-
tom in this neighbourhood is covered by an exceedingly
rich benOumie launa. Qeog. Jour. (£. G. S.), XIII. 58.

[Gr. jitvBoq, depth, akin

benzene by the closed chain or ring, proposed by Kekule
in 1865. It is usually written in the lorm of a hexagon,
as follows

:

H—

C

I

H —

C

\
C—

H

C
/ \

-C^
I
^C-H

^ /
C

Kekule's Fonnula.

H— C^l'^C-

I

H
Centric Formula.

H
to ;3dSof, depth: see bathos.'] The plants and
animals that live in the sea-bottom, and those
that are attached to its surface, and those
that creep or run over it: a collective noun
introduced by Haeekel. The benthos is con-

trasted with the plankton, or floating and swim-
ming fauna and flora of the sea. It includes benzenoid (ben'ze-noid), a. [benzene + -otd.]

all the marine macrophytio algse, also some Derived from or related to benzene. Rep. Brit.

phanerogams, the sea-grasses (see seo-jrras*,!), Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1900, p. 166.

as well as 'an abundance of microphytic algse benzerythrene (ben-zer'i-thren), re. [bem-
(diatoms, etc.). It is divided into the sefJerotor^ (ene) + Qtr. epvdpdi, tei, + -ene.] A colorless

and the vagile or vagrant benthos, the former
including organisms attached to the bottom,
the latter those moving over it. See plankton,

*nekton.

hydrocarbon, CgiHig, contained in anthracene
oil and formed by passing benzene through a
red-hot tube. It crystallizes in leaflets and
melts at 307°-308° C.

Others again have no natatory organs, and are either benzhydrol (benz-hi'drol), n. [benz{ene) +
permanently fixed, like Zoophytes and Stalked Crinoids, hydr(ogen) + -ol.] Diphenylmethanol or di-
or move by creeping over the sea-bottom, like Startshes, phenyloarbinol, (CeHB)2CH0H, a compound
Holothunans, Chsstopods, etc.; such forms constitute S„_„ij v . j.i,„ 'i 5«™ „*t,„«,,^ ^t,„„™- tj.

the benthos, or "bottSm fauna." formed by the reduction of benzophenone. It

Parker and Haswell, Zoology, II. 600. crystallizes in needles which melt at 68° C.

Abyssal benthos, the animals that live upon or in the bonzidam (ben'zi-dam), ». [benz(,ene) + -dd^

bottom of the deep sea Littoral benthos, the animals -r am{monium).] The name given to aniline
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byZinin in 1840, when he prepared it byre- zoic acid, CgHsCN. It is an oil withan odor like Berdan pan. See *j)a«i.

duoing nitrobenzene with ammonium sulphid. that of bitter almonds. It boils at 190.6° C. berduque, n. Same as *belduque.
[Now obsolete.] benzo-olive (ben-zo-ol'iv), re. A direct cotton Berea grit. Same as Berea sandstone.

benzidine (ben'zi-din), n. Ibenz^ene) + -id^ coal-tar color of tlie trisazo type, derived from Bere^nthian (ber-i-sin'thi-an), a. [Grr. Be-
+ -ine^.'i The common name for para-diamino. benzidine. It dyes unmordanted cotton a peiarvSioq, 'BspeKyvrtoQ, adj., from BepiKwrrog, a
diphenyl, one of the aromatic bases having the greenish olive in a neutral salt bath. place in Phrygia.] Of or pertaining to Bere-
formula NH2.C6H4-CBH4.NH2. It is an ira- benzo-orange (ben-zo-or'anj), n. A direct cot- cynthos, a place in ancient Phrygia.—Berecyn-
portantrawmaterialinthepreparationofmanv ton coal-tar color ot the diazo type, derived thlan mother, Cybele, who was called 'themotherof

of the direct cotton colors.-Benzidine hlue, from benzidine and containing a salicylic-acid \ll&l^l7^T^T^^^S^^'^F'°''^^^7^^'''
colors. See Mlu.. *«oZor.- Benzidine reamS?|: group. It dyes unmordanted cotto/ orange ^BTBnX^^hlfen'fl'm^ n'"^^^ment, a molecular rearrangement by which benzidine is from an allcnliTiB salt hn+h DerengeUie (,pe-ren ge-llt;, re. \_lierengela

fomed from hydrazobenzene, CsHrNHNHCbHs, or by .
i„™ ^? „„„™S ^^"^^ „ /•^_l_ (see del) -1- -ite^.] A substance resembling

which other hydrazo compounds undergo a similar trans- Denzopnenone (ben-zo-fe non),TO. \imzo{%c)+ bitumen or asphalt, found in the province of
formaUon. The rearrangement takes place under the phen(yl) + -one.^ Diphenylketone, (CeH6)2CO, g„n Juan de Bereno'nla Pbtii Inoallv nspA fnr
influence of dilute acids and is important a« a step in a compound formed by the dry distiflaflon o^ eamnTand t,av^n^^shi?>s

'
^

the preparation of many dyes, especially those of the palciiim hen/oatfi It mplts at 48° C, anfl hnlla
•'^IKing ana paying snips.

"Kongo" series.- Benzidine red. See *recll.
at 306^0 Berenicea (ber-e-nis'e-a)^ re. [NL., < L. Bere-

benzilam (ben'zi-lam), ji. [6eresa -I- a)»(TOO- v,-_„„»„s_«_« /i,o„ „= ^,™i„/s„^ », r7,™.„/-»\ «Jce, Gr. BeofviK^, a feminine proper name.] A
nia) m ye compound triphenyloxaz^ole, ^f^f^Tilmels'^:^' " ^"^'"^'"^ ^enns of /yclostomatous br^oz^oans gro^ng
CbHk-C-Ov i,n„»no«i ciTqt.'^^ =«n 0? rj.««»/^.7\ J. „„^ J. as thm discoid crusts on foreign bodies, the

OH ^ N>^«^^-
^^'''^^^^^^^^^^P^^^^ -"riHolorir^^^^^ zo«cia being arranged in irregu^rlyalt^^^^a mcTt at 115° C.

VOunA, CeH^OCri.OCOCeHe, obtained by the Sfhe ^^ai^feS'^??l?rbuTda'S??n' K^c'SiS'e*
Tteiudllc acid. diohenylKlycolic or dinhenylhydroxvacetic ^'^^^Z^

°*benzoyl chloridupon guaiacol
;
guaia- and are present in existing seas.

^cldnC6H5feC((5H)C02H. Itisformedby warming beuzil fpl benzoate
;
benzoyl guaiacol. It is some- beresovite (be-res'6-iat), re. [_Berezof,a. min-

with alcoholic potash. It crystallizes in needles which times taken internally for intestinal tuberou- ing district and place in Bussia, in the govem-
meltatl60°C. losis and diarrhea. ment of Perm, -H -i«e2.] A chromate and caiv
benzunino (ben-zim m-o), n. Noting an ester benzotncnlorid (ben"zo-tri-kl6'nd), re. [ben- bonate of lead occurring in deep-red crystalline
of the general formula CgHpNII-O-E, salts of eo(ie) + trieUorid.'] Phenyltrichlormethane laniellse : found at Berezof in the Ural,
which are formed by the action of hydrochloric or 1', 1', I'-trichlortoluene, CeHgCCls, acolor- bergamiol (b6r-gam'i-61), n. [bergam(ot) +
acid and an alcohol on benzonitrile. The ethyl less liquid formed by the action of ehlorin on -i-ol] Linaloyl acetate, the prmcipal constit-
ester is an oil which forms a crystalline hy- boiling toluene. It has a penetrative, irritating odor, uent of the essence or essential oil of berga-
droehlorid. Also called, less correctly, ben- and boQs at 2U' C. it is used in the preparation of a mot, now prepared in separate form and used
_,-AM**i/i ^fhM' number of dyes. . * _n *^ *^ ^
gmmoeinei.

i, _„ 4. i _ Benzoyl ohlorid, the chlorld of benzoic acid, CbHbCOCI. in perfumery.
benZO-. A combining term ot benzene, some- it is a colorless oil with a pungent odor. Ita vapor is bergaptene (b6r-gap'ten), n. A lactone, Ci«-
times used to indicate that a compound is re- very irritating to the eyes. It boils at 196° C. H8O4) corresponding to ethenylol-phentriol-
lated to benzene or one of its homologaes. Its benzoylacetylperoxid (ben"z6-il-as"e-til-p6r- propenylic acid, HO.CH:CHC6H(OH)sCH:-
signifioance is not definite, as is the case with such pre- ok'sid), re. [bemo(ic) + aeeh/l + peroxid.l CHCOoH : found in oil of bergamot. It erys-

SJ^'^nT&fKVt^eit lXi"cotr^ iutr A eompound having, the formula Ce&CO.O.- talUzel in needles which melt at 188° C.

Utte, teiao-purparin, etc. The direct cotton coal-tar O.COCH3, a solid which melts at 40° C. It is a Bergen game. See *paTOel.

colors are sometimes spolcen of as the ftejwo colore.— powerful germicide and has been used in medi- bergenin (b<ir'je-mn), re. An indifferent, crys-
Benzo-Waclc, blue, etc See the *nouns.—Benzo sky- cine. A trade-name, acetoeone, is sometimes talline, bitter substance, CsHmOs + HoO. It
blue. Same_as(itamtn«*sftj^-62««. used for this compound. melts at 130° CI

i s lu o i

benzo-azurine (ben-zo-azh'u-rin), re. Either of Benzyl aceUte, an important constituent of the natural bergschrund (berg'shront), re. [G., < berg,
two direct cotton coal-tar colors (6e»«o-a»««»e essential om of jasmine and ylang.y^^^^^ mountain, + sehrund, a gap, crevice.] A
G and 3G) of the diazo type, deiived from ery.-Benzyl blue, vlrtet. See *MM«,*iiMiea.

pvovipo between a elaeier and the roekv wall
dianisidine. They dye unmordanted cotton benzyhdene (ben-zil'i-den), re. Ibmzyl + ^d-

'^^''^^^^f^^'Ze^^^^^n^^t^^^^
hlue in an alkaline salt bath. vT^'llvij ASl^^l,+'\ ^ „ ivr,.„l, „„ f-^ ing under the sun's rays during the day and of freezing at

benZO-black (ben-zg-blak'), «. A direct cot- bepatcned (be-paeht ), p. a. JXlucn or tre-
„igi,t, and along it frost is very destructive, furnishing

ton coal-tar color of unpublished composition, quently patched ; wearing patched clothes. the loose rocks for moraines. Jmir. of Geol, Ifov.-Dec.,

yiBTi»n.b1iifi Cben-z6-bl6'^ re A name applied You ragged vagabond... you (wputeAeif and bespattered ^^^' P- **"
,.,x r^ , j.. x. , ,Oeiizp-Dl\l0 [oenzo uw ), n. .a. namv ajjpi.i<syx ^ =s e

^idigon. Sir Eoger de Coverley. bergStOCk(berg'stok),TO. [G.-'mountamstlck':
to three distinct cotton coal-tar colors (&ere«o- ™*''^- ^»» .«., g <.

snn w« ari,1 sMz-fr 1 ArT alTieriatopk- a lone-
blue BB, BX, and 3G), of the diazo type, de- ber (bar), re. [Hindi 6er.] The name in India Xk wfth a snike at the erS used iii moun?
rived from benzidine or tolidine. They dye of the jujube or Chinese date, Z^zyphvs Ji0uba. f^-r'Xbitif
unmordanted cotton various hues of blue in a Also called badari B^^ jujube, 1, and Chimse ^ '^^^i (berg'til), re. Glacial debris carried
neutral salt bath. They are similar to some date, under *<ioteS. ,,,,., and denosited bv leeberes
of the diamine blues. berafcah (be-ra'ka), re.; pi. Jemtoft (-k6t).

and deposited by icebergs

, . ,, ., ,» a„™„ „o rTTfib i harak Ar baraka bend the knee When icebergs bearing till or bowlders floated out into
benZO-brOWn (ben-ZO-broun'), re. Same as

j-^^r' n™i«ri ' A WfisZ£^^ rbenediS lakes which bordered tfe ice-sheet, deposits were made
aifcoZi *6rOM)re.—Benzo-brown B and G, two direct b'ess, praise.J A Diessmg, a Deneaioiion.

jn j^e water which bear resemblances both to tiU and to

cotton coal-tar colS-s of the tetrakisazo 'type. The ^hebl^essings and thanks^ivii^ generally b^^^^
lacustrine clays. If the icebergs bore tUl, this might be

former is produced by combining diazotized sulphanilic words Bare* atah ^<?TOaM''BIessed
^^^ deposited intact if the icebergs grounded. If the berg,

acid, and the latter diazotized naphthionic acid, with The pious Hebrew eats or drinks notlung without a bene- ^^^ onlylbowlders and stones, these were dropped into

Bismarck brown. Theydyeunmordautedcotton various diction betore and alter. the lacustrine clay. The stones and the clay or mud
shades of brown from a neutral salt bath. beraKOtn, re. Jb'iural 01 ^oeramn. might be in the relative proportions appropriate to tilL

Iwnyn oiraniTiA ChBn-70-si'a-nin') K A direct beiaSCal (be-ras'kal), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. beras- Such deposits would be, in some respects, unlike ground

DenZO-Cyanine (Oen-zo-si amn;, re. A uiiPLi, "f*"^^" \ •,,•;,'' Lrasmlina or beras- moraine, both in physical constitution and in topography,
cotton coal-tar color of unpublished composi- caled or bm ascauea, y^v.oerascMmg or oer^

^^^ ^.^^ .^^^ classes of deposits may so closely resemble

tioD. It dyes unmordanted cotton a bright calUng. lo brand as a rascal, rate as a ras- ^^^^ gjj,gj ^^^^ their local differentiation is no simple

blue from a salt bath "al. iJ^eMiregr, Jon. Wild, II. Ul. matter. Deposits of fters'taj are quite certainly existent

benzo-flavin (ben-zo-flav'in;, « A basic coal- l^erbamine (ber ' ba - min)^^
j

m gewjers^y^
_^ ^^^^ ^^_ ^^ ^^^ ^

tar color of the acridine type. It dyes unmor- armne.j A crystalline aiitaioia, CigU-igiNUs »
x , ., . • -,

danted wool and silk and tannin-mordanted + 2H2O, found ]^Berbens vulgans the com- berilic (be-ril'ik) a. [her(fienne) +/^ +^c.]

nnHnn a i,r.iV>i+ vpllow mon barberry. The anhydrous alkaloid melts Notmg a crystalline, monobasic acid, C2oHig-

benzoi?ayfbe/z5^^^^^^ , ,^ . . ,. « NOg, obtained by tAe oxidation of berberine

coal tSor of the trisazo type, derived from berber2(ber'b6r), re. [Origin uncertain See mtfi potassium permanganate. It melts at

bfin7iHinB Tt dves unmordanted cotton srav ^barber'^.^ A cold fog, analogous to fine sleet, 198°-200° C.

from a neutral saTbaZ which freezes to one's face and hair or beard, berfth milah (be-ret'me'la), re. [Heb. berith,

teScsX^de Same as «fflccAaW», 2.- German See *6ar6er2. [New York City.] covenant, + mJtoA, circumcision.] The cove-

benzoic acid, a term formerly applied to benzoic acid berbeilc (b6r ' be-rik), a. lBerber(zs) + -zc.} nant of circumcision. The rite of circumcision is

made from horse-urine. Derived from berberine.—BerbeilC acid, a orys- performed on every Jewish male infant on the eighth day

benzoin, re. 2. [cai?.] A genus of aromatic di- talline acid, CgHgOi -I- HaO, obtained by melting ber-
'^*f-L!;i,^?3j'''S-,. „, „„„ imit^l

ootyledonous trees or shrubs of the family berine with potassium hyfipxid. It melts with decom- Berkefeld filter. See *^?<eri.

Lmra^^ SeTLMera-S. A compound, position at about 166" c, giving homopyrocatechinol Berkeleyite (berk'le-it), re. Same as Berke-
i^auraceie. bee ^"*™- .''• ^^ "benzalde berberid (ber'be-rid , re. lBerber{is) (see bar- Man.
\,'^f^2^{l?^T^'J^^^ToZf2^^ fterra) + -ici2.] A plant of the family 5e»-6er«- Berkshire (bferk'shir or bark'shir), n. [A
hyde IS boiled vnth alcohol containmg a lim^ oot^ J V

shireofEngland.] Abreedof pigswhichhadits

"^^^U^^^^lu^di^^vufMmfon^ berberilic (b^r-be-ril'ik), a. [Berberm + 41 origin in Berkshire, England^ \hese pigs are of
atcJ44°C. Also dtphenyletnanoione. uciucxi

j^^ • ^ f ^gr^grine._BerberUlc moderate size, with short legs and straight backs, and the

benzol, «.-Ninety-per-cent., tenzol, the mixture of +-^ei
_„i^^^XqNOnormed by oxidizing birtS: color is mainly black.

&r±?s%t't"cfcll'^c"ri'ia^^^^^^^^^ ^e^^t^'t^^nC'f^>^-m%/^ ""'"^ -*'' *-« berley (ber'li), re .[Origin. unknown. Morris

pe"SrfftdLturMSwor^ It usually con- formationof ananhydrid at 177 -182 C ,-,.,, suggests that it is aboriginal Australian.]

tains about 70 per cent, benzene and 26 per cent, toluene, borberonic (ber-be-ron ik), a. lJieroer(tS) T Among Australian fishermen, ground-bait,
and is used in the manufacture of nitrobenzene (oil of _^^^ + _^-i Derived from berberine. —Berbe- Ijerlinl ». 3. A dance similar to a polka (which
roirbane) and of aniline oil, from which aniline dyes are ^ j^ ^ ^ 5-pyridine trlearboxyllic acid, CbH^N- , _>^ ^ ^ ^^ f ^ g^ ^ool „ged for

z^'Tr^-^^"^"^*'"^"**-
^'"°'*' ^^^^ BCTCbemia(ber-ke'mi-a), re. [NL. (proposed goods.- Berlin black. See *Wacft.-Berlln coach.

zoMood. ,^
„ - .to^Tn^'ln'* « bvNecker 1790,estabashedbyDe Candolle, the name given to a berlin when made up with a paneled

benzometadiazine(ben"zo-met-a-di-az in), re. %^eo&ev,uvv,ei,v^^^ ,

bootmsteadof a hammer-cloth seat-Berlm defense.

fbemlene) + metadiaeine (?).] Same as *qmn- 1825), of unknown sig^^^ancej ah ^ubu
*de/e7ise.- Berlin rockaway, a carn^e in which

S-Jf ^ able name for CBreopZia a genus of usually
tb e characteristic features of the berUn and the rockaway

am»ree. -
„,/+„in « rhpmo(ic) + climbing shrubs belonging to the family JJAom- are combined.-Berlln warehouse, a shop where Berhn

benzonitnle (ben-ZO-ni tril), re. LOff^^VViT InZZ %>.P *fEnovlia wool and fancy articles are sold.

nitrile.} Phenyl cyanide or the nitnle of ben- nacex. hee ^UMopi.ta.

S.—9.



berlinet

berlinet (bfer-lin et'), «. [berlin + -eil.] A
small berlin with interior seats for two persons.
berlingot (ber-lan-go'), ». [P. herlingot, for-
merly brelingot, < berlingufi, brelingue, variations
of berlinde, berlien, a berlin.] A carriage of
the berlin type, with the front quarter removed
and cut longitudinally to half its original width

:

fitted for only one passenger.
Berlinism (ber'lin-izm), n. A manner of
of speech or method of doing things peculiar to
Berlin, or to some persons tiere.

He [Prof. Steindorfl] contrives also— more Gentian-
orum— to introduce into liis memoir some extraordi-
nary spellings, such as "Gize" for Ghizeh, "Otlioes" for
Teta, " Phlops " for Pepi, "P3emtelc"forPsammetichus,
and "Echenaten " for Khueiiaten, witii the appai'ent in-
tention of showing that, even when deprived of the com-
mas and crotchets of "Berlinism," German scholars can
yet render unrecognizable to the unlearned reader the
most familiar names in Egyptian history.

Athenseum, Sept. 19, 190S, p. 387.

berlinite (ber'lin-it), n. [Named after Prof.
N. H. Berlin of Lund,] Ahydrated aluminium
phosphate occurring in from gray to rose-red
massive forms : found in Sweden.
berm, n. 3. In railroad engin., the narrow hori-
zontal plane between the foot of the embank-
ment or excavation slope and the top of the
slope of the side-ditch.

Bermuda *bluefisli, *catfish, *lily, *sliil-

ling. See the nouns.
Bernardston series. See *series.

Bernician group. See *group^.
Bemissartian (ber-ni-sar'ti-an), a. and n.

IBernissartia (see def.) + -on!] In geol., no-
ting a group of clays andsands in Belgium lying
at the base of the Cretaceous system. They lie
beneath beds of tJpper Neocomian age and represent in
part Neocomian time. The name is derived from Ber-
uissart, Belgium, "where in a buried system of Cretaceous
ravines remains of the terrestrial and fluviatile life of the
time have been well preserved " (Geikie). Formerly
termed *Aachenian (which see).

Beroida (be-ro-i'da), n. pi. [NL., < Beroe, a
genus, + -oida.] ' An order of Ctenophora.
They have an elongate, somewhat compressed body, no
tentacles, wide mouth and spacious stomodseum, and
the meridional vessels produced into a complex system of
anastomosing branches. The order contains the family
Seroidae. Also Beraidea.

berri-berri, n. See beriberi.

berro (ber'ro), n. [Sp. berro, water-cress.]
The name in Porto Eioo for the common water-
cress, Boripa Nasturtium.
berrugate (be-ro-ga'te), re. [Sp. (Dominguez),
appar. equiv. to *berrugado, verrugato, warty,
< berruga, verruga, < L. verruca, a wart.] A
serranoidfish, Lobotes pacificus, found on the
Pacific coast of Central America.
berry*, n— Baked-apple berry. Same as baked-
apple.— Cblna berry. Same as china-tree.— Gall
beny. See -^gall-berry.—Holm berry, a berry of the
butcher's-broom, Rueeus acvXeaivA (so CEuled from its re-
semblance to a holly berry), or the plant Itself. Some-
times called ineeAoIm.—Kiiraculous berry, a shrub be-
longing to the family Sa^tacem, Sjfmepiilum didciAcum,
native to Upper Guhiea, West Africa : so named by the
English colonists from the exceedingly sweet fruits and
from the long duration of the sweet flavor upon the
palate. The natives use the fruits for sweetening stale

[ and sour food and palm-wine. —Molkaberry, the cloud-
berry, llubui Chamsmiorus. [Alaska.]—Purple berry,
a Xasmanian evergreen twining shrub, BiUardiera longi-

Jlora, of the family Pittoeporaceie, bearing showy greenish-
yellow flowers and purple berries.

berseem (bfer'sem), «. [Egypt. Ar. barsim
(Spiro)'.] The Alexandrian orEgyptian clover,

TrifoUum Alexandrinum, the principal forage-

plant and soil-plant of Egypt. Itisan annual and
of great value as a winter crop in warm countries where
in'igation is practised. It has been introiiuced into

America for trial, especially along the Eio Grande.

berth'-^ w. I. trans. 2. To find a berth for

;

provide with a "job" or "situation."

Comfortably berthed in the City Chamberlainship.
Leslie and Taylor, Sir Joshua Keynolds, II. 365.

II. intrans. To occupy as living-quarters on
shipboard: used with in.

A part of the crew berth in the forward part of the
'tween deck. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 519.

Berthelot calorimeter. See •''calorimeter.

Bertie dolomite, water-lime. See *dolomite,

Salina *beds.

Bertillon system. See *system.

bertillonage(ber-te-yo-nazh'),M. [F., < Bertil-

lon, a personal name.] The identification of

criminals by the Bertillon system. See^system.

Bertin's ligament. See Migament.

Bertolonia (ber-to-lo'ni-a), n. [NL. (Raddi,

1820), named in tonor of Antonio Bertoloni

( 1775 - 1869), an Italian botanist.] An unten-

able name for Triblemma, a genus of plants of

the family Melastomacex. See*Triblemma.
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Berycinse (ber-i-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Beryx
(Beryc-) + -inse.] A subfamily of fishes typi-

fied by the genus Beryx.

beryl, «— Golden heryl, a golden-yellow transparent
variety of beryl found in Connecticut and elsewhere : used
as A semiprecious stone.

beryllium, n. some evidence has lately been brought
forward which indicates that another element may per-
haps be present in beryllium, which has heretofore been
supposed to be simple.

beryllonite (be-ril'on-it), n. {berylliium) -\-

-OH- ( ?) + -ite^.'i A phosphate of sodium and
beryllium (glueinum), NaBePO/, occurring in
colorless orthorhombic crystals: found in
Maine.
berzelium (ber-ze'li-um), «. [NL. (Ch. Basker-
ville), (.Berzelius, a Swedish chemist (1779-
1848).] A supposed new chemical element of
which the chlorid was obtained by fractional
sublimation of thorium chlorid. The oxid of ber-
zelium, it is said, has a greenish color and does not phos-
phoresce with ultra-violet light.

Berzelius's lamp. Bee^lamp.
besa^ (ba'sa), ». [E. African coast.] A cur-
rent coin of Benadir, equivalent to one fourth
of an anna, or about half a cent.

besan (ba-san'), n. A Creole name of the
Moorish idol, Zanclus canescens, a fish of the
tropical Pacific.

bescoundrel (be-skoun'drel), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. bescoundreied or besooundrelled, ppr. be-

scoundreling orbescoundrelling. To call 'scoun-
drel'; apply the epithet 'scoundrel' to.

"Where surly Sam . . . Nassau besctmndrels.
Wolcott, To Boswell, Works, I. 313.

beshade (bf-shad'), v. t. To put in the shade

;

envelop in shade ; shade.

The highe tre the ground beshadeth. Oorwer.

beshadow (be-shad'6), v. t. To cast a shadow
upon ; overshadow : as, , beshadowed by huge
trees.

beshame (be-sham'), v. t. To put to shame.
Abp. Parker.

beshear (be-sher'), v. t. To shear or shave all

round : used chiefiy in the past participle.

besil, n. Same as bezel.

besonnet (bf-son'et), v. t. To address or cele-

brate in sonnets.

Belles, who had been besonneted ... for ten years be-

fore. J, P. Kennedy, Swallow Barn, p. 60.

besoot(be-sut'),«. *• To soil with soot; blacken
with soot ; besmut.
Was it fit that hee should besout his face with the same

paintings?
Maibbe, Alemao's Guzman d'Alf., I. 12. N. E. D.

besouled (be-s61d'), p. a. Ensouled ; endowed
with a soul.

Besovled with earnest human nobleness.
Carlyle, Past and Present.

bespectacled (be-spek'ta-kld), p. a. Wearing
spectacles ; having spectacles on : as, a prim,
bespectacled schoolmaster.

bespeed (be-sped'), v. t. To speed; cause to

prosper.
Men set to woo . . . for others take often opportunity

to bespeed themselves. Jackson, Creed. N, E. D.

bespined (be-spind'), o,- Covered with spines,

or furnished with many spines.

bespirit (bf-spir'it), v. t. 1. To fill or endow
wifii spirit.— 3. To possess with a familiar

spirit.

The letter had no spirit in it ; . . . but he aduised
me, that be which wr<ote it should be beespirited.

Hellowes, Gueuara's Epistles, p. 55.

besplash (be-splash'), V. t. To splash all over;

wet with splashing.

He besplashes and bemires the ladies who are walking.
W. Tayliyr, in Annual Review, II. 288.

bespout (be-spouf), V. t. 1. To recite in

a pompous or affected manner.— 3. To pester
with too much "spouting" or oratory.

Woe for the age, woe for the man, quack-ridden, be-
speeched, bespouted. Carlyle, Miscellanies, IV. 138.

bespred, v. t. A simplified spelling of bespread.

bess-bug (bes'bug), re. [Origin not obvious.]

A large American beetle, Passalus cornutus.

bessemerize (bes'e-m6r-iz), u. <.; pret. and^p.
bessemsrized, ppr. bessemerizing. To subject

(metal) to the Bessemer process; remove car-

bon, sulphur, or other combustible elements
from (iron or steel) by forcing air through the
material to be treated in a melted condition,

as in the process, invented by Bessemer, for

the production of mild steel or fused wrought-
iron from cast-iron. See Bessemer process, un-
der process, and Bessemer copper ^process.

bessroot (bes'rot), re. A provincial corruption

of birthroot. Small, Flora Southeastern u. S.

bethphany

bessy-cerka (bes-i-ser'kS), n. [Origin not as-

certained.] Same as of^wife, 2 (e).

best, a. 5. Specifically, noting a certain grade
of WTOught-iron, which is generally divided
into four grades : crown, best, best best, and
best best best or treble best. This classiflcation

is largely arbitrary, and there is considerable diiference
between the same grades of different manufacturers.

bestar (bf-star'), v. t. To sprinkle with stars;
adorn with stars. Sylvester, Trophies.
bestialism (bes'tial-izm), n. Bestial condi-
tion or state; irrationality. Bossetti.

bestialist (bes'tial-ist), re. One who makes a
study of beasts. "Swinburne.

bestiarianJLSm (bes-ti-a'ri-an-izm), re. Bestia-
rian principles ; the principles of the bestia-
rians or friends of the beasts.

bestrewment (be-stro'ment), n. The act of
strewing about : as, the bestrewment of flowers.
Blackwood?s Mag., LVII. 526.

besugO (ba-s6'g6), re. [Sp. besugo, the sea-
bream, Sparuspagrus L.] The Cuban name of
the red porgy, Pagrus pagrus.

bet^, re. 3. In faro, a card which is a case,
that is, the only one of that denomination re-

maining in the box: so called because the
player cannot be split. Amer. Hoyle, p. 348.

—

Heeled bet, mfaro and some other games, a het which
plays two different events, the lowest chip being on oiie

card and the remainder of the chips tilted toward the
other. — Moutll bet, a bet, especially in poker, made
without putting np any money or counters. [Slang.]—
Open toet, in faro, a bet which is not coppered.—To bar
a bet. See *bar'i^.—'IO press a bet, to increase the
amount of a bet after losing one, in order to regain what
has been lost.—To raise a bet, in poirer, to increase Uie
bet of the preceding player.—TO String a bet, in /arc,
to lay the chips composing a het so that they are spread
out instead of being stacked up, to indicate either that
the bet takes in a remote card or that it is on odd or on
even cards only.

Beta! (be'ta), ». [NL. (Linnnus, 1753, adopted
from.Tournefort, 1700), < L. beta, the beet.]
A genus of dicotyledonous plants belonging
to the family Chenopodiacese. They are annual
or biennial heros with fleshy roots, distinguished from
Chenopodium by the three small bracts at the base of
each flower and by the fact that the ovary is embedded
in the succulent base of the perianth, which thickens
and hardens as the fruit ripens, becoming angular and
sometimes toothed or prickly. The genus includes 5 or
6 species, natives of Europe, the Orient, and noi-thern
Africa. Some of the species are ornamental. For £.
vulgaris, see beet, 1, and see beet-chards, under ehard2.

beta^ (ba'ta), re. [Fijian name.] In the Fiji
Islands, a plant of the ginger family, Zinziber
Zerumbet. See *awapuhi.
beta-galactan (be'ta-ga-lak''tan), n. Same
as MupeoSe.
beta-naphthol (be-ta-naf'thol), ». A naphthol
having the hydroxyl (OH) group in the beta
position; /3-uaphthol. See naphthol.—b^Xol-
napbthol orange. See Irorange^.

betanglement (bf-tang'gl-ment), re. A tan-
gled condition. J. Hawthorne" Fort, Fool, I. ii.

beta-rays (be'ta-raz), re. pi. See *rayl.
Betelgeuze (bet-el-gfez'), n. [F., explained
as < Ar. ibt-al-Jauza, 'the giant's shoulder.']
A reddish star of the first magnitude, situated
in the right shoulder of the constellation
Orion, andknown to astronomers as a Orionis.
bSte-rouge ([bat-rozh'), n. [F., 'red beast.']
A larval mite of the spurious genus Leptus,
probably a larval Trombidium, which in the
West Indies corresponds to the so-called 'red
bug' or 'jigger' of the southern United States.
It infests low-growing shrubbery and readily transfers
itself to the legs of pedestrians, penetrating the outer
Sinn and causing much inflammation.

beth^ (beth; Heb. bat), n. [Heb. beth (bet),
construct form of bayith Cbayii), a house.] The
second letter (3) of the Hebrew alphabet, cor-
responding to the English B. Its numerical
value is II.

betbabara (beth-a-ba'ra), n. A trade-name of
the wood of the wasahba-tree, a native of
British Guiana. It resembles black walnut in color,
is hard and of close grain, and because of its strength,
toughness, and resiliency is used for making bows and
flshing-rods. Also called brm-wood.

beth-din (bat'-den'), n. [Heb. beth (bet) din,
lit. 'house of judgment.'] Among Jewish
orthodox communities, a tribunal "which is
composed of the rabbi and two or more daya-
nim (judges). Cases in dispute, whether ritual or
secular, are brought before this tribunal for decision.
After careful deliberation and research in Talmudic and
other standard rabbinical authorities, judgment is given,
from which there is no appeal.

betheral (beth'er-al), re. A variant of Scotch
bedraV-. Gait, Annals of the Parish.
bethphany (beth'fa-ni), re. [ML. bethplmnia,
an artificial term, <; Heb. beth, house, + Gr.
(Enc)ipdvEm, epiphany.] In the artificial Ian-



bethphany

guage of the schoolmen, the 'third divine
manifestatioa' of Christ, namely in the mira-
cle of the wine at the house in Cana, commemo-
rated on the feast of the Epiphany.
bethomb (bf-thum'), v. t. To soil or mark
with frequent thumbing, as in turning the
leaves of a much-read or much-studied book.
Bethylidse (be-thil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Bethy-
Im + -idse.] A curious family of proetotrypoid
hymenopterous parasites, containing about
twenty wide-spread genera and many species
parasitic upon insects of several different

orders.

betimbered (be-tim'b6rd), p. a. Timbered;
furnished with "timbers; built.

Venerable buildings betimbered with darlc oak.
Hugh MiUer, Mrst Impressions, p. 172.

betis (ba'tes), n. [Philippine Sp., said to be from
a Tagalog name.] A name applied in the Philip-
pines to a large forest tree, Madhuca Betis
(Azaola Betis of Blanco), belonging to the
sapodilla family. It has simple oblanceolate leaves
which are clustered near the ends of the branches, and
clusters of greenish, many-stamened flowers with long
peduncles. The wood is brownish or red with lighter
niarkiiiga. It resists the attacks of the ship-worm and
is highly prized for piles for wharves and piers, and for
keels and.other timbers in ship-building. It jrields logs
from 40 to 65 feet long and from 16 to 20 inches square.

betol (be'tol), n. [beta + -ol.'\ A trade-name
of the (8-naphthyl ester of salicylic acid,
HO.C6H4CO2C10H7. It is crystalline and melts
at 95° G. It is an antiseptic and febrifuge.

betone (bf-tou'), v. t. To give a special tone
to ; lay stress upon ; accentuate ; emphasize.

betrail (bf-tral'), v. t. To trail over or about.
Fuller, Joseph's Coat, p. 221.

betrample (be-tram'pl), v. t. To trample over

;

affect by much trampling: as, "a field . . .

betrampled every day with horse," GoMing.
betrodden (bf-trod'en), p. a. Trodden again
and again, barlyle.

betrumpet (be-trum'pet), v. t. To trumpet the
praises of. Carlyle.

betrunk (be-trungk'), V. t. To deprive (a river)

of its lower course or trunk by submergence
or by the erosion of the land by the sea.

The former rivers have been beVtunked by subsidence.
/. C. Ruaeell, Rivers of Noi-th America, p. 218.

better^, adv.—to tblnk better of, to reconsider and
change one's mind or one's plans.

Betterment tax. See ^tax.

Betts's process. See *process.

betty, 1—Brown betty a baked pudding made of

sliced apples, bread-crumbs, and molasses or brown
sugar. ^
Betula resin. See *resm.
betulaceous (bet-u-la'shius), a. Belonging to

the family of plants known as Betulacese ; re-

sembling or allied to the birches.

between-brain (be-twen'bran), n. Same as

'tween-brain.

betweenness(be-twen'nes), m. 1. The quality

or fact of being "between.— 2. In math. , the or-

dinal quality possessed by one of every three

points on a straight line, in virtue of which it

may be said to lie between the other two
points.

Of Hubert's betweenness assumptions, axioms of order,

one of the Tive is redundant.
Science, March 11, 1904, p. 410.
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Bevel-gear drive, a mechanism which comprises a pair
of bevel-gears with the necessary sbalts, etc., for driving
a machine or motor-car.

bevel-pinion (bev'el-pin"yon)7'». The smaller
of two toothed wheels in gear, the axes of
whose shafts intersect one another. The teeth
are formed on the surfaces of two cones, whose elemente
all intersect at the common point of the axes. The shafts
are most frequently at right angles ; when both wheels
are of the saTne diameter they are called miter-gears,
because the angle of the equal cones is 45°. See bevel-
gear and gearing, 2.— Skew bevel-pinion, a toothed
wheel or gear-wheel which drives another on a shaft
whose axis is neither parallel to the first nor intersects
it. The teeth of the larger gear or the smaller pinion
are formed on surfaces which are hyperboloids of revolu-
tion. If the two gears are formed upon cylinders devel-
oped on the circles at the gorge of the two hyperboloids,
skew bevel-gears become the same as helical gears. See
skew gearing.

bevel-tool (bev'el-tiSl), n. A tool with a bevel
edge : usedby wood-turners forforming grooves
and tapers.

bevel-wheel, n—skew bevel-wheel, in a skew-
bevel transmission, the larger of two such wheels in gear.
The other is the pinion. See skew, -kbevel-pinion.

bewig (be-wig'), V. t. To provide or cover with
a wig.

Beyrichia (bi-rik'i-a), n. [NL., named after
E. Beyrieh, a German geologist.] A genus of
ostracode crustaceans, or ancient water-fleas,
in which each of the two valves bears three
lobes or nodes. The shells of these creatures often
occur in great quantities in the Paleozoic rocks.

beyrichite (bi'rik-it), n. [Named after E.
Beyrieh, a German mineralogist.] A nickel
sulphid, Ni3S4, of lead-gray color and metallic
luster.

bezoar, n.— German bezoar, bezoar obtained from
the chamois, made up for the most part of vegetable
fibers or animal hairs in an entangled mass.—Occidental
bezoar, bezoar obtained from the llama and vicugna of
South America, consisting chiefly of calcium phosphate.
— Oriental bezoar (the original bezoar), concretions
found in the bodies of certain species of goat and ^azel
in Persia and India, and containing either ellagic acid or
lithofellic acid with a coloring substance apparently bile-

pigment.

bezzo (bet'so), n. [It., < MHG. betz, G. bdtz,

etc. : see batz.] A small Venetian coin, of the
value of a farthing.

B. F. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Finance.

B. F, A. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Fine
Arts.

b. g. An abbreviation of bay gelding.

b. n. An abbreviation of bay horse (that is,

betyl, n. See
beuteous, a. A simplified spelling of beauteous

beutiful, a. A simplified spelling of beautiful.

beuty, n. A simplified spelling of beauty.

bevel, n Combination bevel, a bevel having a

straight stock to which is pivoted a split blade which,

by means of a set-screw, may be set at any angle with

the stock, in combination with a slotted auxiliary blade

that may be set at any angle with the first blade, thus

making the instrument useful in measuring any angle.—

Universal Bevel. Combination Bevel.

a, stiaight-edge ; b, slotted auxiliary blade ; c, ofTset blade
;

e, split

blade ; /, stud and set screws.

Universal bevel, a bevel having a bent blade that in-

creases its usefulness in measuring minute angles. An-
other type of universal bevel has a large slot in the stock

which increases its range of work.

bevel-disk (bev'el-disk), n. A disk having a

beveled edge. Such disks are used for transmitting

power by friction-drives from one shaft to another which

makes an angle with it.

bhabar (ba'bar), n. [Hind, bhdbar.'] In India.
— 1. A grass, Spodiopogon angustifolius, ex-

tensively used for making string, mats, and
paper.— 2. A sedge, Eriophorum comosum,
frequently associated and mixed with the pre-

ceding and used for the same purposes ; also

used in the construction of rope bridges. Also
called bhabar grass.

bhalu (ba'lo), ». [Also balu, baloo ; < Hind.
bhalU, also bhal, a bear, < Skt. bhallnka, a bear
(Macdonell).] A general name for any species

of bear ; in particular, the sloth-bear, Melursus
ursinus.

bharal (bur'al), n. The blue sheep of northern
India, Ovis li'ahura or O. burhel.

bherwa (bar'wa), n. [E. Ind.] An extraor-

dinary locustid, Schisodactylus monstrosus, in-

habiting India. It lives inburrows onthesandybanks
of rivers, and sometimes damages the roots of tobacco

and other crops on high ground. The extremities of the
tegmina and wings are much prolonged and curled.

bhikku (bik'o), n. [Pali bhikku, < Skt.

bhikshu, a beggar, esp. a religion,s beggar (a

Brahman in the fourth stage), < bhiksh, beg,

ask alms.] In mod. theos., a disciple (at a

specified stage of his 'progress').

Amongst the notes is an invitation to western students

to join the great brotherhood of the Yellow Robe, with

a very explicit statement of the conditions under which
candidates will be accepted. "Bhikkus of occidental

nationalities " are first invited, " who in due time would
be able to return to their own countries, there to spread

the knowledge of Buddhism"— in short, missionaries.

Amongst these Bhikkus there may be some who may be

willing to take the Robe, but they are candidly warned
that the conditions of life in the order are " somewhat
severe for occidentals." Nature, Dec. 17, 1903, p. 163.

bhindi (bin'de), n. [Hind, name.] A name
in India of the okra or gumbo. See *bandaka
and okra.

bhousa, w. See *bhusa.

B H BD See *beharad.

bhusa (bo'sa), n. [Also bhousa ; < Hind. bhOsd,

ftfews, husk, straw.] Chopped straw. li. Kipling.

A few donkey loads of bhusa and a little corn brought

from Polu enabled me to keep the few animals requisite

for carrying the tents, instruments, etc., till the work
was finished. Oeog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XIII. 168.

bibliophilistic

B. Hy. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Hy-
giene.

bia (be'a), n. [Siamese 610, a shell used as a
coin.] "A round, thick copper coin of Siam,
of the value of 200 cowries.
biacromial (bi-a-kro'mi-al), a. [Ji-2 -t- a<yro-

mial.'] Eelating to both 'acromial processes.
biacuru, »- Same as *bayacuru.
biajaiba (be"a-hi'ba), n. [Cuban Spanish,
from a native name.] The Cuban name of the
lane-snapper, Lutjanus synagris, a, fish found
about the West Indies.

bialveolar (bi-al-ve'o-lar), n. [6»-2 -t- alveo-

lar.l Eelating to the two sides of the alveolar
processes— Bialveolar breadth, the distance be-
tween the outer sides of the alveolar processes.

bianchetto (be-an-ket'o), n.
;
pi. bianchetti{-i).

[It., white, white lead, dim. of bianco, white.]
A billon coin of the marquisate of Montefer-
rato, under the Palseologi.

biannulation (bi-an-u-la'shon), n. [bi-^ +
annulation.'] A circular or ring-like formation
consisting of two rings. Annals and Mag.
Nat. Hist., Jan., 1903, p. 75.

biasterial (bi-as-te'ri-al), a. [6i-2 -I- asteria +
-al.'] Same as *biasteric.

biasteric (bi-as-ter'ik), a. [bi-^ + asteria +
-ic] In craniom., relating to the asteria, the
points where the occipital, temporal, and
parietal bones meet.—Biasteric diameter, the dis-

tance between the asteria.

biasterlonic (bi-as-te-ri-on 'ik) , a. [Irreg. < 6i-2

+ asterion + -ic] Eelating to the two asteria;

noting a diameter of the skuU, the distance be-
tween the two asteria.

biatomic (bi-a-tom'ik), a. In chem., same as
diatomic.

biauricular (bi-S,-rik'n-lar), a. \bi-^ + auricu-
lar.'] In craniom., rela"ting to the auricular
points.— Biauricular diameter, the transversal di-

ameter of the skull, measured between the centers of the
outer ears by French anthropologists, and between the
central points of the upper rims of the outer ears by Ger-
man anthropologists.

biaurite (bi-a'rit), a. [L. bi-, two-, + auntus,
eared.] See biauriculate.

bib^j n—Best bib and tucker, best clothes : originally

used with regard to children, and now, humorously, ap-
plied to grown persons.

bibinca (be-bfng-ka'), n. [Philippine Sp., <

Tagalog Mbin'gcd (not verified), perhaps same
as bibingga, a potsherd.] A kind of pastry
made ofboiled rice and cocoanut-milk. [Philip-

pine Is.]

Bible, n.—Cranmer'S Bible. Same as Oreat irBible.—
Great Bible, a large folio Bible (called 'great' because
of its size) published in April, 1539, in England, under the
supervision of Coverdale. It is a revision of ttie versions

of Tyhdale, Matthew, and Coverdale. From it we have
the Psalter of the Book of Common Prayer. Also called

Cranmer's Bible.— Mebiew Bible. See *Tono*.—
Printers' Bible, an early edition of the Bible in which
Ps. cxix. 161 was made to read, "Printershave persecuted
me without a cause, " prvnces being intended. Stand. Diet.

-Treacle Kble, a black-letter Bible of the time of

Queen Elizabeth, in which Jer. viii. 22 reads, " Is there
no treacle in Gilead?" (treacle meaning an antidote for

poison).

biblioclast (bib'li-o-klast), m. [Gr. pi^Jiov, a
book, + -nXaaTTig, <!icXav, break : cf. iconoclast,']

A mutilator or destroyer of books.

Made bonfires of the Maya and Aztec manuscripts. . . .

May these bishops expiate their crimes in the purgatory
of biblioclasts. Atheneeum,, June 7, 1884.

bibliogenesis (bib'''li-6-3en'e-sis), n.
;
pi. biblio-

geneses (-sez). [Gr. jBtl3?iiov, a book, + yiveaig,

generation.] The act or process of creating
books or literature.

bibliognostical (bib''''li-og-nos'ti-kal), a. Same
as hibliognostic.

bibliografer, n. A simplified spelling of bib-

liographer.

bibliografy, n. A simplified spelling of 6*6-

lioqraphy.

bibliographist (bib-li-og'ra-fist), n. One who
is interested in bibliograpliy.

bibliographize (bib-li-og'ra-fiz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. bibliographized, ppr. bibliographizing. [bib-

liograph{y) + -ise.J To write a bibliography

of.
bibliomanism (bib''''li-om'a-nizm), n. Biblio-

mania.
bibliopegistical (biVli-o-pe-jis'ti-kal), a.

Same as bibliopegistic.

bibliophagic (bib-li-of'a-jik) , n. lUbliophag(y)
+ -ic] Book-devouring: as, a bibliophagic

appetite.

bibliophagist (bib-li-of'a- jist), «. One who
reads books omnivorously.

bibliophilistic (bib"li-of-i-lis'tik), a. Of or

pertaining to a bibliophilist.



bibliophilus 132 bi-impressed

bibliophiloUS (bib-li-of'i-lus), a. [Gt. Pi^^ov, driven. The name is still used in France lor all types of bifilar n. 2. An electric circuit doubled back
a book, + <l,t^li>, love.] Book-loving; addicted MeycleswUcharechMndiiven have wheeU of equal size, „po„ j^g^jf g^ tjj^t the conductor is closely ad-

_^to bibjiophily.
'

_
^[ and are geared forbad use, as distrngmshed from racing,

ja^^ent to the retum-eonductor and the indue-
/.-.,_ ,__,,,,„ ^„ „.. .

\ a. [jbicycle + -ic-al, tanee of the circuit is thereby, reduced to a
1 hicyclie^, minimum.

. J
. . . . -, ,. -^- bicylincllicar(bi-si-lin'dri-kal), a. [6i-2 + cj/- biflex (bi'fleks), a. [L. 6i-, two-, + ^x«», a

-*?'J OI7 pertaining to, or characteristic of a Undrical.'] Having two cylindrical surfaces or bending: see ^a;.] Having two opposite

v-vvl'?'^^V-v 1- *^es of curvature : noting a form of lens. flexures or bends.
DlbUOtlCS (bib-li-ot iks), n. [irreg. < Gr. 'jii^- bid, v. j.-To bid to the board, in card-piayitig, to bid Bifocal *lens, *spectacles. See the nouns.
MOV, book, + E. -otic, adj- ending.] The study for the privily of naming the trump if the points are bifoveate (bi-fo've-at), a. [NL. "bifoveatus,
of the essential -character of documents, and not to be credited to any player. < L. 6i-, two-, + fovea, a pit.] Having two
the determination of the individual character bldacryc (bi-dak nk), a. [64-2 -I- daery(on) + fovete
of handwritino-. -(«)c.] In anthrop., relating to the two daerya.

.^T^^'^^Z^^'^^t^t^^^^f^t,^^;^^^^-'^'^^-- [6i-^ + *»%.] Appear- dlfKM?SLX*s'iM^affi'r?ti'c''n'la^^':
the Study of D^iSenS" ^ ' ing or occurring twice a day. middle lobe raised at the base. Scutellnm roundly

^o„...PVa„*«ni«..AprU,1905,p.m Each of the ^«^« ^rec^ts fuT^rAX^^r" '°"« ''''*'''"• '^"''""'*'-

biborate (bi-bo'rat), n. A salt of boric acid : ^jj,„, ,^.-A , „? ^/-ff t^- !°f',

^' ^»''«'» «"<' ^'^- -»^'"- ^**«- *'"'">' i«>*' » ^^a-

as, 6i6om!!e of sodium or borax. bldarra (binia ra), n. [RusS. 6a«idm (Alexan-
„ o -^ „ •

Bibra alloy See*a?tov • arow;, oaMtom (Kein), a skin canoe; perhaps bifurcation, «. 3. Specifically, in yeop., the

bicalcic (bi-kal'sik), a.-Imcaldc phospliate. in
<>* Alaskan origin :cf.6J(fotrfca,6Jdarfcee.] Same division of a stream into two pari:s, each of

cAem., calcium phosphate (CaHPOA in which one tlJird ^.^*<'"«'"'- ,. , _, .
which connects With a different nver system :

of the hydrogen of i>hosphoric acid is present, the re- Bluder, ganglia of. See *ganglion. as, the UfurcaUon of the upper Orinoco,
niainingtwothlrdsbeingrephicedbycalcium. This sub- biddy-bld (bld'i-bid"), n. [A colonial English hiffl a — Trnnina.1 M? Iw Same as nn^ifdennuistance is found in some urinary calculi, and occurs in the pornmtion nf thn Munri namn niri niri 1 Tho v-^ *

— ^^}^, "^ '^i- s 1 paenyamnia.
"reverted "phosphate of fertilizera,ai also occasionally

corruption ot tbe Maori name jjm-iwn. J The bigamously (big'a-mus-li), adv. In a biga-
in the superphosphate of lime as originally manufactured name in xsewzieaianaoi eitner oi two trouble- mous manner; so as to commit, or be charge-
for agricultural use. A3»o known as biealeium plio^hate. some weeds belongingtotherosefamilj,.4ca5na able with bigamy.

bicapsular. a. 2. Having a biloeular capsule. Sanguisorbse and A. ovina, or of their fruits, bigarrean (be-ga-r6'), n. [F. See Ugaroon.'\
bicarpellate (bi-kar'pel-at), a. [6i-2 + NL. which clingto the clothing of passers-by and to Same as %aroo».
carpeUum + -ate^.'i BameashUiarpellary. animals. See »ft«g>-j)est, 2. bigas (be-gas'),m. In the Philippines, a name

bicefalons, a. A simplified spelling of hiceph- bldentate, a. 2. In iot., doubly dentate, the for uncooked rice.
alous. principal teeth, as of a dentate leaf, being less bigatus (bi-ga'tns), n. ; pZ. bigaU (t) [L., <bi-
Bicherquz's fnmace. See*furnace. deeply dentate. 3», a two-horse chariot.]^ A Koman silver de-
bichlorid, ». 2. An abbreviation of fticftZo- bldlmensional (bi-di-men'shon-al), a. [6i-2 -^ nanus, bearingthefigureofatwo-horse chariot.
»-«d o/mercary, mercuric chlorid or corrosive dimension + -al.J Having two dimensions; of bigeminal (bi-jem 'i-iml), a. [L. Ugeminus,
sublimate : often carelessly used in reference °^ relating to space so characterized. twin (see *bigeminous), + -fl^i.J 1. In the echi-
to this substance as an antiseptic and disin- The mechanical symbol is complicated, and eventually noids or sea-nrehins, noting an arrangement

ol^^S'i;;;:^?'*''""'-"'-*''"'^-
«*--''«°^- So°nTrira^^niL^SS;^z'lSie°**"''"™- ot the pairs of ambulacral pores such that

mJ^h^^'Xm « THr, j^^h^ o 11 A'a.IUp.Bur.Amer.Ethnol.,-im-a8,v.Ul. tbere are two vertical rows extending from

^i^eJfVJ^IicZi^^o^'^ii^kTTi^nl^^ 2.J^ alloy, called also 6^^ peristome to apex. Also>ert«i.-2. Of or

reri'Soth'rn'aL'L'^is&lmS^ (or iide^) ^toZ, used^by Indian metal3^ l^^^^J^J^'^^e^^s.^'frCfi^l^^r'^

^^^teie&ffil^fZrSesignedtohold of^lWe^^liS'Sfz^nl* Wr^^olc^plt^an^^S^ bigOI^^
^f^l^^oll^^SViSl^^'^lmTll^eJif^. •" »«?d, which are .melted\gether 4ith 'some resm and U-, two-, +gemtn^Awm.j Double, as a tooth
fore the objective : used with orthochromatio plates and ^^i.*"

Prevent oxidaUon. In other countries the pro- apparently formed by the union of two teeth

;

in securing fine cloud-effects.—MCSromate ray-filter.
Portions differ considerably. The aUoy is very resistive bigeminal. W. Bateson, Study of Variation,

See*ii?«erl —~—«.re ic^, iure*.
to corrosion and does not oxidize m air or moisture. In _ ^no _, , ,

' /. ^ . ,
«»*».;»"",

WoliT-nmoVm ti.nmM « r^i,.J.™».//.*^ „<'„„<„. In^Ua it » used '<» tJie manufacture of various utensils. P-/f»•—Blgemlnous pulse, onewhich intermits eveiy

Sr^^^J^oTat^rofpSrsStat; *^r£a?;**.?i^t^^^Tei&i^]^^S ^^^(m'^-^),a. it.U.,t.o.,^.genus,

^Ji^^'Trfi^tll'T-./-^'"'^'""''^'"^'^"^ bu^^th'^tKcti^^ralm^t'^Lti^u^ J?°--:\
I"^«rited from both parents

:
dis-

Calico-pnnting, p. 56. naRHTu? as itwe™ ovpt two<lavB> inrt«„t>.,
tinguished from wwmo^ejiowa, referring to one

bichrone (bi'kron), a. [L. 6i-, two-, + Gr. lllfrKSrlir^aSfrer'^S^wiirh^},^^^^ parent. Philos Trans. Roy. Soc. (fondon),
XpovoQ, time.J .Noting a type of internal- ysms are of such long duration that the fever is nearly 1895, Ser. B, 186; 784.
combustion motor having two cylinders set continuous. _ „ . _, bigging, n. 2. In mining, a pack-wall. Bar-
at an angle of less than 90° vrith one an- Bldyan ruff. See •r«JB.

, ^ c,
roSma», Glossary. [Scotch.]

other and communicating motion to a common Biebricn aad-blue, blacK, scarlet. See jjjgjjg^j „ 2. Afish,£Zeo<mn«dJce«g, of the
crank-shaft. Such cylinders give more frequent work- *«f»-'''««>

***«<'&, *«co»'«et. family Goftitda. [Australia.]
ing impulses and more equable turning effort than one BlOla S COmet. i3ee*Comet. \lilr^anniA rhi-frle'rioirl^ n rW-2 -I- „7«,/„-/j T
cyUnder does, and can be used in places where the op- bieleotrolvsis fbi-e-lek-trol'i-sisl n r6i-2 -I-

RlBienoiQ (,oi gie iioiuj, a. yt -rgienoia.j

K^o,S:.i"rro«^,^tori'Strs1^e^?-i «"^^^^
Relat,ngtebo«iglenoidcavities,asofthetem-

blSSl7biWi^:T-75^«r(Tr[^^^ aml^UeoXrs^ts.''"
*^' '''''*"'^"^ "'

hi^0^^Y&°'''^-'''%t)''-'7'^TI-''^-
< ifw^two- + ca^e sii^ 1 A mileal com' Welid (bi-a'lid), n. and a. Same as andromed :

^NL., < L. 6»-, two-, + globulus, globule.] In

positt; or plrfor^cTfol two v^esfa «° ^^^'^ becafuse these meteors are supposed
f^^^""'

^ P*" "^ -ocecia growing on an inter-

Suet to be connected with Biela's comet and move """"• _ ™, j, , „ , ,

bicircuition(bl-ser-ku-i8h'on),». Ibi-^ + eir-
in its orbit. See Biela's^comet. ^If^^h^' rCahfoS ' *^

euitionl The result of two siiccpBRiVn pirciii- A weU-marked shower of Biei« meteors was observed , V'^''*'";'^;'!'*-
.)-™"^"™a-J

, ,. . ,.
«ZT^f +1,; =.^o „i;„™„;r

successive cireui-
atprfnceton on the evening of November 24. At ten blgnai (beg-m'), n. [Tagalog bignai, bignay.^

tions of the same characters. See *eircuiUon. ^.^^^^ the meteors averaged two or three per minute at A name in the PhilippinTlslands of kntide^
blCoUaterallty (bi^ko-lat-e-ral i-ti), ». In times. Scf. ^mer., Dec. 9, 1899. £«„»««, a small tree of the spurge family, with
6ot., the state of being bicollateral. biennium (bi-en'i-um), n.; pi. biennia (-a), loose spikes of very small unteexual flowers

biconcavity (bi-kon-kav i-ti), n. [biconcave + [L. : see biennial.^ A period of two years. and a small juicy acidulous fruit, red at first
-ity.) 1 he condition ot being biconcave or of bier, n.-Half-Wer, twenty warp-threads, or half of the and turning black when ripe, used for making
having two opposed concave surfaces, like a bier measure used in weaving in English textile-mills, preserves
biconcave lens or the red blood-corpuscles of bieremus (bi-er'e-mus), n.; pi. bieremi (-mi). ».j„„„„,.„ j'/u:„ „=/„• „js „ r».-™„ j. ji t
man. TL. bi-, two-, + eremi^, a hermit.] In 6ot.,

blgnoniad(big-no m-ad),». lBignoma + -adi.-i

bicondylar (bi-kon'di-lar), a. Ibi-'^ + condyle a two-celled fruit in which the locuU are f plant of the family ^j<?«o»ia^«.

+ -arl] In anthrop.,-TeLting to two corfe- widely separated. blgnomal (big-no ni-al) a. Related to, re-

sponding condyles, particularly to the condyles Bier's operation. See *operaUon. sembling, or having the characters of Big-

ot the lower jaw.—Bicondylar breadth, the dis- bifacial, a. 4. In geom., having two distin- r^l^-.. ,v,t „s'„; -vi „ r»»L2 -t- n^iy, a.^«-\
tancebetweenthe two condyles of the lower jaw at the guisbable sides or faces.- Bifacial surface. See

Wgoniac (bi-go ni-ak), a. lln-^-i-gonia+ -ac.^

middle of the transverse axis. %surface Incran«)m.,relatingtothe twogonia—^Blgoniac

bicordal (bi-k6r'dal), a. [L. M- two-, + bifanged (bi'fangd), a [,bi^ + fanged,-i l^ ^^^^•.^^^'^*^{^t'l^''^'^:rA^^i:^t
chorda, cord, -I- -al.} Relating to two cords ; anat., having two roots or fangs, as is the 144.

'

specifically, noting the vocal cords. case with some of the premolars of many car- bigonial (bi-go'ni-al) a [bi-^ + gonia+ al^
bicornate (bi-k6r'nat), o. [As 6icfl^-n .+ -ateZ.] nivores. sime as *6ioOBiac.-Mg^ arc. See*««.
Two-homed: said ot tne uterus when the cor- The molars are sharply distinguished from the pre- bieauis fbes kes'^ n TTaealoe 1 A belt made
nua are abnormally large and projectmg. mo^ar^ which are !«/a«j,«i teeth with simple, laterally

^f^^^^0 womby the Aatiles of the Philippine
bicycle, »>. 2 A travelmg block used on a ca-

-ompi^s^i
'''°^'"'-Amer. Jour. Sci.. April, 1904, p. 322. Islands.

Sde?a1XbWfich^^ay^d mSflfflSiS^a biff (bif), n [An imitative var. of buffS^.a ^j^SeTJ (big-wig'er-i), n. Same as *big-

dtamond-frame wheel for mens use or intoa drop-frame 6aff2.] A brief, sharp sound, as of a blow ungism.
. . .->~. . , ^. ,

(or women by the adjustment of a removable bar iu the wfth the fist. DlgWlglsm (big wig-izm), TO. Official display
frame. ,^- . , , .,„ rm n a v • j_: biff (bif), «. «. To strike with a sharp blow, as of importance; pomposity: as, "empty big.

bicyclette(bi-si-klet'),»- [F.] Achain-dnven of the fist. tw^^ism," Georg'e £Ho*, Middlemarch.
bicycle: so firstnamed in Prance, to distinguish < Ef we aliw/e<f you now, these same men youve been bi-iliac (bi-il'i-ak),(i. m-^ + iliac] Relating
such bicycles from the high-wheel type wbien as dead anxious to kill 'u'd call us off. Guess we'll wait to the two Uiae bones. Russell.
nreeeded them. There were transition forms, such as tiU they go back to the haouse, an' youTl have time to ^j j___.„„_j /,-,. „„^\ „ „ ri..-o_i_-_
tawson's. in which the large-diameter front wheel was re- think cool an' quiet," said Eod. Dl-impreSSeO (bl im-prest), p. a. [bl-^+ %m.

tained, but the smaller back wheel was geared and ohaiu- iJ. .KtliiiTi^, A Walking Delegate, pressed. \ Impressed twice.



bi-impressed

The propygidium is bUmpremed aud, like the pygidium,
is clearly not closely punctared.

Annala and Mag. Nat. Hist., Aug., 1904, p. 144.

bijugal (bi-jo'gal), o. [bi-'^ + jugal.'] In cra-

niom., of or pertaining to the two jugal points.
—BlJugal breadth, the distance between the two jugal
points.

bijUgTllar (bi-jo'gij-lar), a., [bi-^ + jugular.']

Relating to tlie point of meeting of the jugular

process and the masto-occipital suture on each
side of the skull.

bike''' (bik), n. and v. A corruption of Meyele.

bike-sulky (bik'sul'ki), n. [bike^ + sulky, re.]

A sulky having a high-arched axle, short

shafts, and low wooden or wire-spoked wheels
with rubber tires. [Colloq.]

bike-wagon (bik'wag'on), n. [hike^ + wagon.']

A light buggy having' high-arched axles and
low wheels with rubber tires. [Colloq.]

Bikllkulla (bi-ku-kul'a), n. [NL. (Adanson,
1763) for *bicueuila. N'amed in reference to the
form of the corolla, < L. bi-, two-, -I- oucullus,

hood.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants be-

longing to the family Papaveracess. See Di-

centra.

bil, n. and v. A simplified spelling of bill.

bilabial (bi-la'bi-al), a. [L. bi-, two-, + la-

bium, lip: see labial.'] Involving the two
lips.

Thus F came to be the representative of the unvoiced
labiodental spirant instead of that for the bilabial voiced

spirant. Eneyc. Brit., XXXIII. 897.

bilango (bi-lang'go), n. [Tagalog bilango, a
constable; cf. bilango, Bisaya bilanggo, take,

arrest.] A peace officer or constable. [Phil-

ippine Is.]

bilangoan (bi-lang-go'an), n. [Tagalog U-
langoan, Bisaya bilanggoan, a, -priso-D.: see *bi-

lango.'] In the Philippine Islands, a prison.

bilati-pani (bi-la'ti-pa'ni), n. [Hind, bilydti

pdni; bilydti, foreign, European, pant, wa-
ter.] Literally, 'European water'; an Anglo-
Indian name for soda-water. Also bilatee-

panee.
Bile salt, the salt of a bile acid, for example, sodium
glycocholate.— Cystic bile, that portion of the bile

which is stored for a time in the gall-bladder before

passing into the intestine. See extract under hepatic.—
PettenlcofeF'B test for bile acids, a careful admixture
of sulphuric' acid and sugar with a fluid thought to con-

tain bile.' , If bile is present, the mixture will show a

play of colors, resulting finally in a bright purple.— Flat-
ner'S bUe, the bile-acid salts, in crystalline foi-m, ob-

tained from the bile by precipitating its alcoholic ex-

tract with ether. This forms the stai-ting-point for the

isolation of the individual members of the group.

bile-papilla (bil'pa-pil'a), n. An elevation at

the pomt where tHe common bile-duct enters

the duodenum.
bile-vessel (birves"el), n. One of the chan-

nels in the liver which conduct bile.

Bilge-and-cantline. See *cantline.

bilge-block (bilj'blok), n. In ship-building,

one of a series of blocks of timber used to sup-

port the bilges of a ship when it is building or is

in a dry-dock. The bilge-blocks in a dry-dock are

supported on transverse sliding ways, and provided

with ropes or chains leading up to the top of the dock,

by means of which the blocks can be pulled under the

ship to help support it while they are BtiU under water.

The reduction of transverse bending strains by these

special supports is easily explained ; for instead of an

upward pressureW at the middle line and the downward
force yr forming a couple, the resultant of the pressure

on the keel-blocks and bUge-blodcs will necessarily he some

distance out from the middle and closer to the Ime of

action of the downward force W.
, , -

White, Manual of Naval Arch. p. 32B.

bilge-saw (bilj'sft), n. A saw resembling the

barrel-saw (which see), having a convex or

barrel-shaped cylinder.

bilge-shore (bilj'shor), n. In sMp-bmmng, a

prop, or shore, which supports a ship at the turn

of the bilge when it is on a building-slip or m
a dry-dock. , ., ,.

bilge-Strake (bilj'strak), n. In ship-bmlding,

a strake of planking or plating at the turn of

the bilge. , ^ .

bilge-Stringer (bUj'string"6r), /i. In iron ship-

bvMing, a stringer in the vicinity of the turn

of the bilge. „ .,.,,

bilbarziaT(bil-har'zi-al), a. Same as *bilhar-

zie. Jour. Trap. Med., Jan. 1, 1903, p. 1.

bilharzic (bil-hSr'zik), a. Eelating to or caused

by infection with Bilhamia. Phil. Med. Jour.,

Jan. 31, 1903, p. 208.

biUiarziosis (bil-har-zi-o'sis), ». .[NL., < mu
harzia + -osis.'] The state of being infected

with Bilhargia.

Water serves as the vehicle and medium of existenoe

of the bilharzia. Water taken as a beverage is very rare y

the source of the parasite in man. Cultures of bilharzia

133
have been negative so far. All kinds of mollusca have biUa n
been examined for the intermediate host in vain. Dr. ullQimnir
RuHer, of Alexandria, does not believe that the parasites .5" ^W

Biloculina

enter through the skin. In the Transvaal, where bUhar-
zioeia is very frequent, baths are rare. There may be
fibrous lesions in which there are no eggs, and rough
superficial lesions in which eggs are to be found.

Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 208.

bilianic (bU-i-au'ik), a. [L. bills, bile, -I- -an
+ -ic] Pertaining to or derived from bile.
—Bilianic acid, an oxidation-product, Cg^Hs^Og, of
cholalic acid.

BUlary add, any bile acid.—Biliary apparatus, the
secreting cells of the liver, bile-ducts, and gall-bladder

Same as *belah.
ong (bil'a-bong), n. [Australian; Wira-

dhuri (New Soiith Wales) billa, river, + bong,
dead : see *6M«gr.] In Australia, a stream which
flows away from the main stream (in some
cases returning to it at a farther point) ; an
effiuent. Also billibong, billybong.

Billabong is often regardedas a synonymfor Anabranch

;

but there is a distinction. From the original idea, the
Anabranch impUes rejoining the river; whilst the BUla-
6ons< implies continued separation from it: though what
are called BiUdhongs often do rejoin. A ustrdl English.

wliich are concerned in the 'elaboration, conduction, and bill-beetle (birbe"tl), n. Any beetle with a
storage of the bile.—Biliary canal Same as hepatic long rostrum, as a member of the family Cwr-
dttct (which see, under too.-BmaryciiThOBis,aform culionidx; specifically, a *6ii«-6MO (which see).
of cirrhosis of the liver in which the organ IS enlarged, ac- -u.-n v»n..4S ^ o *«„!,„+ „p „3™;„„i *« »
companied by jaundice.- Biliary concretions, biliary blll-board^, K. 2. A ticket of admiss on to a
calculi:— Biliary fistula, a fistula communicating with theatrical performance, circus, or the like,
the gall-bladder. given to shopkeepers, etc., in return for bill-

bilic (bil'ik), a. [L. biUs, bile, -I- -ic] De- board privileges accorded. [Theater cant.]
rived from bile

—

bIUo acid, a crystalline bibasic biU-bug (bil'bug), n. Any ealandrid beetle of
add, CigHgjOa,, obtained by oxidizing cholic acid with the genus Sphenophorus, as the corn bill-bug.
chromic acid. It melts, when heated quickly, at 190° C.

biliferous (bi-lif'e-ms), a. [L. bilis, bile, +
ferre, bear.] Conveying bile.

bilinear, a. 3. Linear in two ways. Thus the
form Si Sj ay xi yj is a bilinear form, that
is, lineolinear.— Bilinear transformation. See
•ktrati^formaUon.

bilineiirine (bil-i-nu'rin), n. [L. bilis, bile, +
Gr. vEvpov, nerve (sinew), + -iree^.] game as
choline.

bilingualism (bi-ling'gwal-izm), n. [bilingual

+ -ism.'] The habitual colloquial use of two
languages by the same person in different re-

lations. Batzel, Hist, of Mankind, II. 20.

bilingually (bi-ling'gwal-i), adv. In two Ian
guages: as, "a certain fact bilingually re

peated," J. Earle, Philol. Eng. Tongue, if 77,

Sphenophorus sculptilis. See Sphenophorus, with
cut. They breed in the roots and stems of

grains and grasses.

One of the most serious outbreaks of the com billbug,

Sphenophorus sculptilis, occurred in a field of timothy
of three years' standing, containing 35 acres, which was
broken during March of the present year, and on the 13th
of May was planted with corn.

F. M. Webster, in Fioc. Assoc. Econ. Ent., 1900, p. 86.

Blue-graBSbill-bug,an American calandridbeetle,£[pAe-
nophorue parvulus.— Calloused bill-bug, Sphenophorus
catlosus.— Clay-colored biU-bug, Splienophbrus segua-
lis.— Sculptured com bill-bug, an American ca^

landrid beetle, Sphenophorus sculptilis, which damages
growing corn. See cut under Sphenophorus.— Tenacious
bill-bug, Sphenophorus pertinax.

. billete (bil-ya'ta), n. [Sp. : see billet.] In

poawu, u. ^wrvv, jrmiui. x-.ug. iunguc, n ... Spanish-speaking countries, a ticket of any

biliprasinate (bil-i-pra'sin-at), ». IMliprasin ,^?d; espeeiaUy, a lottery ticket.
. ^ . ^^

-I- -atei .] A salt of biliprasin. billiard-green (bil - yard - gren'), n. A bright

bilipurpurin (bil-i-p6r'pu-rin), n. [L. bilis, yellowish-green color: so named because bil-

bile, + purpura, purple.] "A dark-violet col- hard-tables are covered with cloth of this color.

oring matter, C32H34O5N4, obtained from the blUlonism (bil'yon-izm), n^ The financial posi

bile of oxen and apparently formed by oxida- tion ot a billionaire. 0. W. Holmes, Elsie Ven-

tion from another substance originally present
in the bile.

bilirubinate (bil-i-rS'bin-at), n. [bilirubin +
-ate^.] A salt of bilirubin.

bilirubiuic (bil-i-ro-bin'ik), a. Of or pertain-

ing to bilirubin.

bilirubinuria (biHi-ro-bi-nu'ri-j), re. [NL.
bilirubin -I- Gr, ovpov, urine.]

bilirubin in the urine.

ner, vii.

billionth (bil'yonth), a. and m. I. a. 1. Com-
ing last in a set of a billion terms : an ordinal

numeral.— 3. Being oneof abillion equal parts.

II. n. One of a billion equal parts ; the
quotient of imity divided by a billion.

_ bUloW, »•—Atmospheric billow. See -kair-Ullow.

fixcretion of biUy^ (bil'i), ».; pl- billies (-iz). [Prob. from
the familiar name Billy.'] A tin can or pail

bilithon (bi'lith-on), n.
;
pl. Ulitha (-a). [L. with an arched handle and a, detachable lid,

U-, two-, + Gr. ;i(8of, stone:] A name invented ^f^^7 bushmen m Australia as a kettle.-

by Jam^s Pergusso^k to describe a table-like ^^b^S'gTtee ffl^C'™'"^
rj^i^t^".T"Srll°rt^fn^«^"*

''°"- bi4.ca/(bll'i-kan), n. Th'etin can used by
zontal stone resting on a vertical one,

biliverdinate (bil-i-v6r'din-at), n. [biliverdin

+ -ate^.] A salt of biliverdin.

biliverdinic (bil-i-ver-din'ik), a. Of or per-

taining to biliverdin.—BUiverdlnic acid. Same as

biUverdvn,

bilixanttain (bil-i-zan'thin), n. [L. bilis, bile,

-1- Gr. favedf, yellow, + -ire2.] The final oxida-

tion-product of the common bile-pigments ; a

brownish amorphous substance having the

formula CieHigNgOg : same as *choleteUn

Australian bushmen as a kettle. See *biUy^.

Billy Flayfair. A mechanical contrivance for

weighing coal, consisting of an iron trough
with a sort of hopper bottom, into which all the

small coal passing through the screen is con-
ducted and weighed off and emptied from time
to time. Coal and Metal Miners Pocket-booh.

bilobal(bi-16'bal),a. [6i-2 -f ie>6« H- -oU.] Hav-
ing two lobes: used specificallyin mechanism :

as, a bilobal cam; a bilobal eccentric gear.

bill 1, re. s: A'ieadland: as, the Bill of Port- bilpbe (bi'lob), ». 1; pret. and pp. bilobed, ppr.

land fEngland) biloUng. [6i-2 -I- lobe.] To produce two lobes.

The contrastbetween the three headlands of SelseyBiii, The UlMng of the anterior wall is adventitious, but

BeachvHead and Dungeness . . . is remarkable. the MJo6cd condition of the ventral wall is a constant char-

Geoa. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 21.5. acter of the development.
'

. ., Trans. Amer. Micros. Soc., Nov., 1903, p. 64.

Bill at Bight, a negotiable instrument payable by the ,.,,.. ,,-,.„. .,. , ^xtt »i-i i., ,
drawer upon presentment.—Bin Obligatory, in oJd^n?. bllobiate (bi-lo'bi-at), a. [NL. *bilobiatus, <

law, a promissory note under seal ; a single billunderseal. *l)ilobmm, < L. bi-, two-, -I- lobus, lobe.] Hay-
— Bill of costs, an Itemized statement of the amounts . ^_^ InliPH or forminff a double lobe • Hi-
ofttTcosts and disbursements allowed by law to the pre- V^^^° ^*>*>®^' °' 10™iing a aouDie lone, Di

vailing paity in an action.- Bill of discovery, a hni in lobate.
„.,,., -, .,

equity filed to obtain information of facts within the blloblte (bl-lo'bit), m. [Sit. BiloUtes.] A fos-

knowledge of a defendant, or of deeds or other instru-
gjj gf t^e genus Bilobites. See *Bilobites, 2.

ments or things in his custody or power.— Bill Of CTpSB oilobites fbi-16-bi'tez1. re. fNL., < L. bi-, two-,
adventure, in Fremsh maritime law, an instrument in iSllODlWB voi 10 01 vBe.),ii.. l-^ioj., njj. "^ ) """ ;

the nat™ of a bond given to secure k marithne loan.- -t- lobus, lobe, -I- -%tes.] 1 .
A name given by

Bill of imprest. See kimpreat.—'RXa. penal, in con- Linnseus, in 1775, to a genus of fossil braohio-
tracts, a bond.by which a debtor confessed to his debt hi pods, of small size, in which both valves are
a certain sum and bound himself for payment to a larger

Jt„„„»„i.^i,^i„iip^hv a, median sinus. These were
sum. It is now superseded by a bond with conditions.—

Bill aula timet, in law, a bUl in equity filed by a

plaintiff because he apprehends injury to his property or

rights on account of the fault or neglect of another. It is

employed to guard against possible orfuturemjuries, and

strongly bilobed by a median sinus. These were
subsequently recognized to have the essential structure

of Orthis, and were so designated, although King, in 1860,

proposed for them the name Diccelosia. The name Bilo-

bites is now generally recognized. They are found in

Silurian and Devonian rocks.

{^crdTa?n?t"'priWeWu^?v!r«S^^^ 37A~name-given by post-Linnean authors to

bill a proposed act of a legislature that has been en- certain lobed (usually bilobed) markmgs, in

grossed before bemg called /or final passage.— Enrolled
^j^g Q^^gj. Paleozoic rocks, which have been va-

SsedffiTafsfg1by'iSfh^'u*feVint^ad"eTa'/y1S^ riously regarded as fossil fucoids, the cast^ of

toe annroval ofdfeapproval of the Executive.- Single impressions produced by worms, crustaceans,

bill in contracts, a written instrument, without oondi- and iellyfishes, and also as of purely meehan-
tlons, and which does hot depend upon any future event

^ ^ origin.
to give it validity, forthe absolute payment of a certam

biloculina (bi-lok-ii-li'na), re. [NL., < L. M-,
sum of money at a oertam t™e ^.^^

^.^^^ ^^
'^ _^

^^^^^^ ^^ ^^
^-

j + .^„„i.]

advertisements fplacard: as, to bill the town. A genus of ForamMfera in which each succes-



Bilocnlina

sive segment completely envelops the others.
Shells of this genus enter largely into the composition of
calcareous deposits now being formed In the Korth Sea,
and have abounded throughout Tertiary times.

biloculme (bi-lok'u-lin), a. [NL. Hloculinun,
< L. hi-, two-, + loculus, a compartment. ] Hav-
ing two chambers or compartments ; specifi-
cally, having the structure or the mode of
growth of BilocuUna.

It is not until many chambers have been formed that
the bUoeulitie plan, characteristic of the genus, is assumed.

Sedgviick, Text-book of Zool., I. 9.

Biloxi pottery. See American '^pottery.

Bilston enamel. See *enamel.
bimalar (bi-ma'lar), a. Ibi-^ + malar.'] Of or
pertaining to the two malar points or to the two
malar bones.— Blmalax breadtb, in eranimn.,
the breadth between the two malar points.

bimanually (bi-man'n-al-i), adv. By means of

both hands. Buck, MeiJ. Handbook, V. 357.

bimarian (bi-mar'i-an), a. [L. bimaris, lying
between two seas, < bi-, two-, + mare, sea.]

Of or pertaining to two seas. Bailey.

bimastoid (bi-mas'toid), a. [bi-^ + mastoid.']

Relating to both mastoid processes.
liiina.-gi1Ta.ry (bi-mak'si-la-ri), a. [bi^ + max-
illa + -ary.] In anthrop'., relating to the two
maxillsB BlmaxUlaty .breadth, the maximum
breadth of the maxillce.

bimetameric (bi-met-a-mer' ik), a. [bi-^ +
mstamsre + -ic] In morpliol., consisting of

two metameres or segments.
bimodal (bi-mo'dal), a. [L. bi-, two, + modus,
mode, + -aP-.] Having two modes. In a table

of frequencies the mode is the most frequent
measure. If the curve of frequencies has two
maxima it is called bimodal.
Field studies showed that the stamens vary from to 13,

forming a bimodal curve with principal maximum on 3
and secondary maximum on 5. The relative prominence
of the maxima, the value of the mean, and the coeffi.

cient of variability depend upon habitat and time at
which collections are made.

Bot. Gazette, Dec, 1903, p. 477.

bimodality (bi-mo-dal'i-ti), n. The fact or
quality of being bimodal.

In the case of the curve forthe prostemal teeth, which
is strongly bimodal, the bimodaXity is due to the ten-

dency towards bilateral symmetry.
Amer. Nat., May, 1903, p. 303.

bimolecular (bi-mo-lek'u-lar), a. Concern-
ing or consisting of two molecules ^Bimolecular
reaction, in phys. chem., a reaction in which one mole-
cule of one substance and one molecule of a second sub-
stance disappear, so that the active mass of two sub-
stances ctumges.

bin* (bin), n. A heap or pile. [Scotch.]

binaguan (be-na-go-an'), n. [Native name,
not traced.] A valuable timber-tree, Diptero-
carpus affinis. See Dipterocarpus. [Philip-

pine Is.]

Binah(be'na), n. [Heb. binah, understanding.]
The third Sephira, attribute, or intelligence

forming the Adam Eadmon, according to the
teaching of the Cabala. See '^SepMroth and
*Adam Kadmon.
binary. I. a—Binary numeration, a system of nu-
merals in which 2 is the higher unit, so that the numer-
als express the ideas 1,2, 2 -1-1, 2 x2, 2x24-1, 2x2-1-2.
—Blnazy Star, a double star whose components revolve

in oval orbits, presumably about their common center of

gravity. About 70 of these oi'bite have been computed
with more or less precision, the periods ranging from 5

to SCO years. At least 200 other pairs show distinct evi-

dence of physical connection, but have not yet been suf-

ficiently observed to permit a determination of the orbit.

It is liiely that the great majority of double stars will

ultimately be found to belong to this class, since the the-

ory of probabilities indicates that optical doubles should
he comparatively few.—Binary system, (a) See binary
elastijieation. (6) In astron., a pair of stars which revolve

around their commou center of gravity; a binary star.

JJ,,n.—Spectroscopic biliary, a binary star ofwhich
the components are too near each other to be separated

by the telescope, but of which the biliary character is

shown by spectroscopic observations, being indicated by
the periodic doubling and undoubling of the lines in the

spectrum, or by the periodic shift of its lines relative to

the lines of some element in a comparison-spectrum.

About 60 such pairs are now known. Their periods range
from about a day and a half to nearly a year, and their

relative orbital velocity from 4 or 5 miles a second up to

400. The discovery of such objects (by.Vogel and Pick-

ering) dates from 1889. At present the list is rapidly

growing.—Twin binary, a star which in the telescope is

seen to consist of two pairs of stars, each pair binary: for

example, e Lyrse.

binanricular (bin-a-rik'u-lar), a. [L. Jnni,

both, + auricula, auricula.] Same as *biau-

rieular.

binbasM, bimbashi (bin-, bim-bash i), ».

[Turk, m/ng basM (pron. bin- or bim-), headot a

thousand (a chiliarch), < bing, a thousand, +
bash, head.] In the Turkish and Egyptian ar-

mies, an officer of the rank of major.

Bincne lace. See *lace.
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bind, V, t.—Binding note or tone, in mu»ic, a note or

tone commou to two successive chords, by which in pass-

ing from one to the other the harmony is bound together.

binder, ». 10. In lumbering, a springy pole
used to tighten a binding-chain. Also called

a jim-binder.— 11. In maeh., a crank-shaft
journal-box or bearing on an en^ne.— 12.
In obstet., a broad cloth band applied snugly
to the abdomen after the termination of labor.— 13. A firm leaf inclosing the filler in a cigar
and itself surrounded by the wrapper. It

grades, in market value, below the wrapper
and above the filler.— 14. Indurated argilla-

ceous shales or clay very commonly forming
the roof of a coal-seam and frequently contain-
ing clay ironstone. Coal and Metal Miners'
Pocket-book—Binder's title, the name of a book
(usually abbreviated) placed on the nan'ow back of its

cover.

binder-twine (bin'der-twin), n. A special
kind of twine for use in the binding appliance
attached to a harvester; twine for a binder.
See harvester.

binding, n—Groller binding. Same asGrolier design.

—Loose-leaf binding, a system of bookbinding which
admits of the removal of any one or of all the pages of
the book at will. The loose leaves can be reinserted in
the book and practically rebound within the covers.
Loose-leaf books are bound in many ways, all admitting
of the ready removal of the pages, and yet holding all

the leaves in place when locked to the covers.

binding-bar (bin'ding-bar), n. Any bar used
for binding the parts of a structure together.

binding-beam (bin'ding -bem), n. A girder
upon which rest the smaller beams of a floor.

binding-bolt (bin 'ding-bolt), n. A bolt used
in binding machinery to a foundation. Bar-
rowman, Glossary.

binding-cbain (bin'ding-chan), n. A chain
used to bind together a load of logs. Also
called wrapper-chain.

binding-log (bin'ding-log), n. One of the logs
placed on the top of the chain which binds a
load in order to take up the slack.

Bindscbedler's green. See green*^.

bindweed, n—Bracted,great, or bedge bindweed.
Convolvulus septum.— EnigllBb or small bindweed,
Cimvolvulusarvensis.—tvjXxiixS.weei. Seeivy-Mndweed.

bingle-bangle (bin'gl-ban"gl), a. [Imitative

derivate of bang^.] Vacillating- fickle. [Dia-
lectal.]

bingo (bing'go), «. [Origin obscure; 'Bingo'
and ' the Bingo farm ' figure in the refrain of

a college song.] A game of dominoes essen-

tially identical with the card game of sixty-

six. See sixty-six.

bingoi (bing-go-e'), n. [Jap.] The common
rush, Juncus effusus, from which Japanese mat-
ting is made.
biniodide (bin-i'o-did), n. [L. bini, two by
two, + E. iodide.] In chem., an iodide con-
taining two atoms of iodine in the molecule

:

as, biniodide of mercury or mercuric iodide

(Hgia).
bink^ (bingk), V. i. To play the part of ' Binks
the bagman'; act in the manner of a binkser.

See quotation imder *binkser.

binkser (bingk'sfer), n. [Also binxer. See the
extract below.] A vulgar, loud-taUdng,
blustering person; especially, a commercial
traveler of this kind.

Among commercial travellers a " bmxer " or " binkser
"

is a slang term for that type of bagman, " the gushing
personage, with shiny hat and loud voice, who scours
the county, establishing a character for being the nui-
sance of the calling."

—

Globe, 21 December, 1B97. The
word probably had its origin in a one-act farce by Stir-

ling Coyne, entitled * Binks the Bagman.' Binks is there
depicted as a bragging, blustering upstart, a "bounder,"
although his deportment during commercial transactions
is not alluded to, his vulgar behaviour being there
confined to the inn at which he puts up.

N. and Q., March 9, 1901, p. 182.

binnacle-lamp (bin'a-kl-lamp), n. On a vessel,

the small lamp which fits into the binnacle-
hood and lights up the compass-card.

binnacle-lignt (bin'a-kl-lit), n. Same as *6i»-

nacle-lamp.

binocular. I. <i.— Binocular camera. See itcam-

eraK — Binocular loop. See*2oqpl.

n. n. An optical instrument, such as a field-

glass, with two objectives and two eyepieces,

adjusted so as to permit the simultaneous use

of both eyes. The word binocular has almost
entirely supplanted the older and grammati-
cally preferable form binocle—Porroprism bi-
nocular, a binocular field- or opera-glass,having a special
combination of prisms, for the pm-pose of erecting the

image, of increasing the interobjective distance, of ma-
terially shortening the length of the tubes, and of reduc-

ing the weight of the instrument : an adaptation of the
work of the Italian engineer Porro.—Prismatic binocu-
lar, a field-glass or other binocular telescope in which

biochemistry

compactness of form with great focal length is obtained
by the use of a system of reflecting-prisms. Ordinary
opera- and field-glasses are telescopes of the Galilean

type, consisting of a positive objective and a negative

eye-lens. This is a compact construction, since the focal

length of the instrument is equal to the difference of the

focal lengths of the two lenses, and because it is unneces-
sary to use an erecting-lens. It is practicable, however,
only for magnifying powers of less than 3 diameters. To
obtain the advantaged of a telescope with positive eye-

piece, a form which has a larger field and admits of much
higher magnifying power without increasing the actual

Figure i. Figure 2.

length of the instrument, the optical system shown in
Fig. 1 is employed. It consists of an objective, o, two
reflecting-prisms, p and pi, and an eyepiece, e, for the
right eye of the observer, and of asimilar system symmet-
rically placed for the left eye. The series of reflections
within the prisms gives an erect image without the in-

troduction of the erecting-lens used in ordinary terres-
trial telescopes. In field-glasses of this type a magnify-
ing power of from 4 to 8 diameters is easily obtained. In
theprismatic binocular the interobjectivedistance oo(Fig.
2) is greater than the interocular distance ee : an arrange-
ment which affords greater stereoscopic power than is

obtained in ordinary binocular vision or with fleld-glasses
in which the interobjective and interocular distances are
equaL

Binodal area, a region of the ocean where, according
to H. A. Harris, it becomes possible for the water to
oscillate as a mass about two nodal lines, giving rise to
a binodal tide.

binograph (bi'no-gjraf), n. [li. bini, two by-

two, + ypd^uv, write.] A picture in which
the two elements of a stereogram are united
in one : also applied to pictures in which all

possible intermediate views are united. Wall,
Diet, of Photog., p. 81.

binographic (bi-no-graf'ik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to binography—^Binograpblcwork.lnjjAadi;.,
the production of pictures by the blending of the two
elements of a stereogram. Weill, Diet of Photog., p. 81.

binography (bi-nog'ra-fi), «. [As binograph
+ -y.] Jn photog., the art of producing bino-
graphs. TFall, Diet, of Photog., p. 81.

binomenclature (bi-nd'men-klartur), n. A
binominal system of names or naming.
Binomial curve. See ^cune.-Binomial law, the law
of chance according to which the probability that an
event, whose probability on each one of n occasions iap,
should occur r times among these n occasions is equiil
to the term containing ^i- in the development of ip+q)',
where q = 1—p. See prolMbUily.

To those acquainted with the so-called binomiai or
serial law, according to which no phenomenon occurs
singly— each one bemg, on the contrary, the expression
of a series of less well-defined but analogous facts

—

such frequent occurrence of epilepsy among the most
distinguished of distinguished men can but indicate a
greater prevalence of this disease among men of genius
than was previously thought possible, and suggests the
hypothesis of theSepileptoid nature of genius itself.

C. Lombroso (trans.), Man of Genius, p. 338.

binukao (be-no-kou'), n. [A Philippine name.]
A tree, Gareinia Cambogia, belonging to the
family Chisiacex. It yields a gum resin which is

inferior to gamboge on account of its insolubility in
water. However, it is soluble in turpentine and may be
used as a varnish. The acid rind of the fruit is dried by
the natives of India and Ceylon and is used in curries.
See Gareinia. [Philippine Is.]

bioblast, ».—Altman'S bioblasts, minute granules,
of which (embedded in a homogeneous substance) proto-
plasm is composed, according to the theory of Altman.

bioblastology (bi''o-blas-tol'9-ji), n. [Gr. /3tof,

life, + ^TMarSc^eira, + -h>yia, < -^.oyof, < Xf-

yew, speak.] The study or discussion of the
properties or characteristics of germs or em-
bryos in their relation to the adult properties
or characteristics of ancestors. Hyatt, Biol.

Lect., 1899, p. 141. [Bare.]

biochemical (bi-o-kem'i-kal), a. [Or. ^iog, life,

+ E. chemical.] Of or pertaining to biochemis-
try; biochemic; also, chemicophysiological.

A constant constructive and destructive biochemical
process occurs in the neurones of a healthy nervous sys-
tem. Emyc. Brit, XXXI. 589.

biochemistry (bi-o-kem'is-tri), n. [Gr. piog,

life, + E. chemistry.] The chemical study of
living matter ; also, physiological chemistry.

The chair of biochemistry recently founded in Univer-
sity College. Nature, Aug. 14, 1902, p. SSL



biocrystal

biocrystal (bi-o-kris'tal), n.

Haeekel to designate a skeleton or shell that
admits of mathematical description.

Midway between the organic plasma-products and in-

organic crystals we have the Ho-crystals^ . , . for in-

litance, the crystalline flint or chalk skeletons of many
of the ajionges, corals, etc.

Haeekel (trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 41.
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A term used by Biologic form, a number of organisms with some com-
- -- '-

' mon characteristic that is due to some constant external
influence.

Within the last two years the existence of 'Hotogie
Soma ' in the Erysiphacese has been definitely proved.

Btfp. Brit. Aa^n Advancement ofSei., 1903, p. 850.

biophore
questions. That is where our exact science must begin-
Otherwise we may one day see those huge foundations of
biovietry in ruins.

Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p. xi.

biomplecular(bi"6-m6-lek'u-lar), a. Of or per-
taining to the biomoleoules.

Biolqgic geology. See *jreoiow—Biologic hemolysis, biomolecule (bi-6-mol'e-kiil), n. [Gt. Qioc, life,

biocular (bi-ok'u-lar), a. [L. 6i-, two-, +
eye : see ocular.'i In anthrop., relating to the

hemolysis caused by lysins, the products of cellular ac-
tivity, on the part of animals and plants : for example, the
hemolysin produced by the tetanus bacillus, that found
in snake-venom, the crotin of Croton tiglvus, etc.

view of biology and natural selection exclu-
sively, as opposed to sociological, which implies
that other considerations are taken into ac-
count.

It we call biological processes natural, we must call

social processes artiflciaL The fundamental principle of
biology is natural selection, that of sociology is artificial

selection. And so it is throughout. The terms are all

reveraed.
L. F. Ward, Psychic Factors of Civilization, p. 135.

Biological aggregation. See kaggregation.—'Sio-
loglciQ survey, a systematic examination of the or-
ganisms of any given region, involving their collection
and identification and the determination of their distri-

bution, life-histories, interrelations, and economic im-
portance.

The BiAilogical Survey ^vty^et carries on field explora^
tions in all parts of the country, but does most of its

detailed work in the west. It collects data and prepares
maps showing the actual distribution of various species

two eyes : as, external })iocular breadth, the dis- biological, a. 3. Regarded from the point of

tance between the outer corners of the eyes.

biodendry (bi'6-den-dri), n. [Improp. formed
from Gt. ^'ioq, life, + dkvSpov, tree, + -y'^. The
formation means ' life-treeness,' 'the quality

of being a life-tree '— a notion not really ex-

istent. The proper form would be *dendrobia

or *dendroby, 'tree-life.'] The economy of

tree life ; tree physiology.

Because a tree may take up only one millionth part of

the carbon dioxid which comes to it in the air during its

period of growth, is no reason for saying that this con-

stituent of the air is of little consequence in biodendry,
H. W. Wiley, Science, May 15, 1903, p. 794.

biogen, n. Z. In biol., one of the smallest
theoretical units of living substance : same
as *plasome, *l)iophore, etc. Verworn, 1895.

Biogenetic law. See *law^.

biogenetical (bi"o-je-net'i-kal), a. Same as
biogenetic.

biogeographic (bi"o-je-o-graf'ik), a. Of or per-

taining to biogeograpby or the geographical
distribution of life.

biogeographical (bi"o-je-o-graf'i-kal), a. [bio-

geography + 4c-al.'] Of or pertaining to bio-

geography, the geography of living things or

geographical biology.

It has been thought expedient to employ " Association
"

for the more restricted assemblages, which are peculiar

to each biogeographical area.
Kearney, Contrib. Nat. Herb., V. 269.

biogeography (bi"o-3e-og'ra-fi), «. [Gr. ISiog,

life, + y^uypa^ia, geography.] That branch of

biology which treats of the geographical dis-

tribution of living things
;
geographical biol-

ogy-

Bio^eography, the geographical distribution of life,

arises direcUy from physical geography, which dominates
it, but it is full of complex questions which involve the

biological nature of the organism and ^he influence of

physical environment, in which geographical elements,

although predominant, do not act alone.

Sep. Brit. Am 'n Advancement of Sd., 1901, p. 705.

ph (bi'6-graf), n. [Gr. phg, life, + ypcujietv,

write,] 1. A meohanieal device, invented by

+ E. moleeule.2 The smallest quantity of living
matter that can exhibit some of the chemical
phenomena of life ; a molecule of living sub-
stance, in contradistinction to a molecule
of lifeless or inorganic substance.

Tills view of the subject has led some thinkers, and
notably Brmano Giglio-Toa of Turin, in a remarkable book
entitled 'Les Problfemes de la Vie, to form the concep-
tion of a biomolecule, or living molecule, that is to say the
smallest quantity of living matter that can exhibit some
of the chemical phenomena of life, such as respiratory ex-

change, the function of chlorophyll, the starch-forming
function, and functions of disassimilation and secretion.

'

£ep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sei., 1901, p. 810.

biomonad (bi-o-mon'ad), B. [Gr. piog, life, +
E. monad.'] One of the granules in protoplasm.
Living matter, when examined by the highest powers,

presenii some of the characters of an emulsion ; that is to

say, it is composed of minute particles with fluid matter
between them. These minute particles, built up of bio-

molecules, have been termed by Tos biomones. Bio-

mones, in their turn, form inowAmads or bioplasm, or
molecular or granular protoplasm, and this again forms
the cell.

Bep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sei., 1901, p. 810.
of mammals, birds, reptiles, trees and shrubs, and de-

/-, o- ,i, i

terinines the boundaries between the several life-zones biomone (bi o-mon), n. [Gr. /Siof, life, +
and areas. By a study of the associations of species dis- /i6vo(, single.]' One of the minute particles of
tinctive of the several zones in connection with the crops
found to thrive best in parts of these zones, it prepares
lists of the particular varieties of fruits and other agri-

cultural products adapted to each belt.

Seience, XVII. 929.

Biological zones. See *ione.

biology, n—Geographical biology. Sameas*Mofffl-
ography. — FhlloBopMcal biology, tiajascendental

living matter, visible with che microscope and
built up of biomolecules. See the extract

under *biomonad.
biomore (bi'g-mor), n. [Gr. /3iof, life, + iidptov,

piece.] In hiol., a mass of biomolecules con-
stituting one of the organs of the ceU, like a
chromosome, centrosome, etc.

biology, that study which carries speculations concern- ..^ , /->.>'« ™A-f^ «,
'

vCr. ai^^ Mta -U
ing bioligy, and especially organic evolution, further blOmorpn (bl 0-m6rf ), n. [trr. jSmq, lite, +
than strict empirical science can, as yet, go. AW/D^^, form.] A decorative form representing

We find the phrase transcendental biology employed
by French writers, and elsewhere we meet with the sig-

nificant title philosophical biology. Still more signifi-

cantly Mr. Spencer, whose treatise on biology is occupied
with researches of this high order, speaks of them as con-

stituting a domain of "special philosophy."
J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 61.

a living being or a part of a living being:
opposed to *st:euomorph. Baddon, Evolution
in Art, p. 126.

biomorpnic (bi-o-m6r'fik), a. [Uomorph+ -ic]

Having the form of or relating to a biomorph.
Saddon, Evolution in Art, p. 188.

bion (bi'on), n. [NL., neuter form based on
Gr. /3i'of, life.] A term introduced by Haeekel
to designate a physiological individual as con-

trasted with a morphon or morphological in-

dividual.

The physiological individual (or bion), characterized

by definiteness and independence of function.
Encyc. Brit., XVL 842.'

Structural biology, vegetable and animal morphology,
or structural botany and zoblogy, considered collectively

as the branch of science which treats of the structure or

form of living beings.

—Systematic biology, systematic botany and system-
atic zo&logy, considered collectively as the branch of

science which treats of the taxonomy of living beings, or

their arrangement in groups according to their degree of

likeness or genetic afllnity.

biolysis, n. 2. The chemical decomposition, 1,101110 (bi-on'ik), a. [Gr. /Stof, life, + -o»^4C.]

or breaking up into simpler comjjounds, of in 6ioZ., having the properties peculiar to living

organic matter, brought about by living bae- organisms; especially, being able to repeat

terial or other minute organisms, as in the ease the same morphological characters in succes-

of sewage. sive generations.

biometric (bi-o-met'rik), a. Of or pertaining bionomic (bi-o-nom'ik), a. and n. {bionomy +
to biometry ; biometrical. - jc] I, a. Same as *bionomical.

The analysis of composite characters into their Individ- H, n. Same OS *bionomicS.
ual units and statistical inquiry into the behavior of the l^jQmjjUigal (bi-6-nom'i-kal), O. [bionomy +
units would seem to be a necessary pMt of bimnetricm-

_ ^^^^-j q^ ^j, pertaining to the conditions under
Encyc. Brit, XXVIIL 344.

(bi-6-met'ri-kal), a. Same
vestigation,

biometrical
*biometric.

biometrician (bi"o-me-trish'an), n. One who
devotes himself to biometry ;' a biometricist.

To the biometrician. . . variation is a quantity deter-
^jionomically (bi-0-nom'i-kal-i), adv.

mined by the class or group without reference to its an-

which an organism lives in its natural home

;

oecological. See *bionomics.

A large number of the continually increasing body of

investigators have turned again to biononrdcal work.
Encyc. Brit, XXVIIL 344.

In rela-

tion to the conditions under which an organ-

ism passes its life in its natural home ; oeco-

logicaUy. See *bionomics.

bionomics (bi-6-nom'iks), n. [PI. oi*bionomic

:

ics.} That branch of biologic science

Biograph Mechanism.

n. electric arc-lamp ; i, mechanism for moTing Mm -.c, objective for

iprojection ; d, fire-proof magazines for film.

which treats of the conditions under which
organisms live in their natural homes ; the eco-

nomies of biology ; oecology (which see) .
'^
"
"Lan-

Herman Casler for projecting upon a screen vj J^gtry, n.

pictures of moving objects.-2. Abiographioal ''3^°^n„e whi.
sketch or notice ; a brief biography. E. Bur-

biograph (bi-o-graf), «;. t. To write abiograph

of: prepare a brief biographical sketch ot.

biographee (bi-6-graf-e'), n. lUograpHer) +
-eel.] One of whom a biography is written.

biolith (bi'6-lith),.w. [Gr. /3tof, life, +Mm,
stone.] In petrog. , a term proposed bylihren-

berg as a general name for a rock composed

exclusively of organic debris. Also organo-

lith. „ ., _. ,

biologia (bi-o-16'ji-a), ». [NL.] Biology:

used in the quotation for the flora and fauna ot

a region considered as a whole.

We shall be enabled to work out a Biologia of the

cestry. Pop. Sci. Mo., Jan., 1903, p. 262.

biometricist (bi-6-met'ri-sist), n. A biometri-

cian. Uncyc. Brit, XXVIII. 344.

biometrics (bi-o-met'riks), n. Same as *biom-

etry, 2.

biometrics.— Within quite recent years,, however, a

special school has arisen with the main object of treating

the processes of evolution quantitatively.

Eneyc. Brit, XXVIII. 344.

2 That branch of statistical bionomist (bi-ou'o-mist), n. [bionomy + -isL]

scieTnoe which treats of the measurable or quan- One who studies bionomics or oseology.

titative properties of living beings (as weight biontology (bi-on-tol o-ji), n. [Gr. ^'of, W

e

or stature), or of their parts (as the stamens (see*6Jo«),+ oretoZosr?/.] That branch of science

and petals of flowers), or of their activities (as which treats of the activities of the bion, or

speed). More specifically, it is the branch of science physiologic individual,

rtiich treats the measurable or quantitative properties of blOnUClCin (bl-O-nu kle-m),

)

living beings, or of thetr parts, or ot their activities, as

logically or intellectually separable from these beings and

as common or general to many of them, for the purpose

of establishmg laws of inheritance or other general laws.

Since it is only as individual and particular living beings

that organisms exist in the natural world, and since they

are organized and coordinated wholes and not bundles of

qualities, many biologists, who admit that the study of

biometry is valuable and important, hold that it is not

[Gr. /3iof, life, +
nuelein.] A hypothetic iron containing nuelein

with both oxidizing and reducing properties.

biopMlous (bi-of'i-lus), a. [Gr. /3iOf, life, +
^i?i£lv, love.] luphytogeog., parasitic in or on

the leaves and stems of the higher plants, or

upon animal organisms: said of a class of

fungi.

biology but ligic, sinciit deals with' human intellectuaJ
TjioBhote (bi'o-for), n. [Gr. /3/oc, life, + -(jiopo^,

conceptions or ideas rather than with the actual living
°l°M"-°;%l^^^ i 1 cell, as the vital unit. G. C.

"^0^^ Bourne.— 2. The hypothetical bearer, in the

country now under investigation. ,q„, „
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1897, p.

an'S\%^eXs'^fnVwf™Vn"s^r^^^^^^^^^
ge7m:piasmVsubs-tance-of inheritance, of one



biophore

«f the hereditary qualities of an organism.
-Also biophor. See ^germ-plasm.

Weismann's estimates as to the dimensions of the vital
unit to which he gives the name of biophor may be shortly
stated. He takes the diameter of a molecule at ,,;,hm
of a millimetre (instead of the one millionth) and he
assumes that the biophor contains 1,000 molecules. Sup-
pose the biophor to be cubical, it would contain ten in a
row, or 10 X 10 X 10 = 1,000. Then the diameter of the
Biophor would be the sum of ten molecules, or ,mjj5, x
J9

= unAiW or jinAtiii of a millimetre. Two hundred
buyohors would therefore measure ^m^ or ,^5 mm. or 1
ji (micron = ^^, mm.). Thus a cube one side of which
was 1 (4 would contain 200 x 200 x 200= 8,000,000 biophors.A human red blood corpuscle measures about 7*7 ^ ; sup-
pose it to be cubed, it would contain as many as 3,632,-
264,000 biophors. If the biophor had a diameter of
TooAooH mm. the number would be much smaller.

Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advaruiement of Sci., 1901, p. 814.

biophorid (bi-of'6-rid), n. [Gr. Uophorid (Weis-
mann) ; as biopttore + -id^.] A hypothetical
living being consisting of biophores. in Weis-
mann s notion, the lowest and most primitive organisms
that we know are descended from biophorids. In the
earliest biophorids all the biophores were alike (Aotko-
btophorids), but these were followed by those in which
the biophores were of several kinds (heterobiophorids),
from which all known organisms are descended.

These two kinds of hypothetical beings might be respec-
tively distinguished as homobiophorids and heUrobi-
oph(yrid8. Weisnmnn (trans.), Germ-plasm, p. 450.

biophysics (bi-o-fiz'iks), n. [Gr. /3iof, life,

+ (j)vacKd, physics.] A science (not yet exis-
tent) which applies the principles of physics to
explain the phenomena not merely of physiol-
ogy but also of embryology and biological mor-
phology. The term was introduced by K. Pear-
son in 1892.

Applied mathematics and biophysics are thus the two
links between the three great divisions of science, and
only when their work has been fully accomplished, shall
we b^ able to realize von Helmholtz's prediction and con-
ceive all scientific formulse, all natural laws, as laws of
motion. K. Pearson, Gram, of Sci., 1st ed., p. 470.

bioplasson (bi'6-plas-on), n. [G-r. /S/of, life,

+ TrXacaav, ppr. of kMouuv, form : see plasm.']
Same as bioplasm,.

biopsy (bl-op'si), n. [Gr. jiiog, life, + 6ft;,
sight.] Examination, for diagnostic purposes,
of a piece of tissue severed from the living
body.
biopsychic (bi-o-si'kik), a. [Gr. /J/of, life,

-I- ifivxij, mind : see psychic.l Pertaining to
life and mind; psychophysiological.

But with more precision one can also aver, even outside
the conditions profoundly pathologic, that there are a
great number of cases in which the bio-psychic anomalies
of the criminals maybe the effect of an environment which
is physically and morally meiihitic.

Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 639.

biopsychological (bi"o-si-ko-loj'i-kal), a. Of
or pertaining to biopsychology.

biopsychologist (bi"o-si-kol'o-jist), ». A stu-
dent of mind in its relations to life ; one who
approaches psychology by way of biology (this

taken in its widest sense to include evolution-
ary theory, anthropology, sociology, etc.).

Some biopsychologists almost wish to take the pulpit to
bring out aright the old anthems of Pauline conviction of
sin and Socratic conviction of human ignorance.

O. S. Hall, Amer. Jour. Relig. Psychol., I. 3.

biopsychology (bi"o-si-koro-ji), n. The in-
vestigation of mind in its relations to life;

psychology as based upon or approached by
way of biology.

bioral (bi-6'ral), a. [L. 6i-, two -, + o« (or-),

mouth: see oral.'] Having two mouths, as
certain polyps during fission.

biorbital (bi-6r'bi-tal), a. In craniom., of or
pertaining to the two orbits—External blorbltal
breadth, the distance between the external orbital

points.

biorgan (bi'6r-gan), n. [Gr. Biog, life, + opya-

vov, organ,] Ain organ in the functional or
physiological sense, as contrasted with an or-

gan in the structural or morphological sense.

bios (bi'os), n. [NL., < Gr. /Jior, life, state of

life, course of life, the world we live in.] Liv-

ing things considered collectively and in con-

trast with things that are not alive. Haeckel

(trans.), Planktonie Studies, p. 578.

bioscope (bi'o-skop), n. [Gr. ISioc, life, + oko-

mlv, view.] It, A view of life, or anything

which gives such a view: as, "Bagman's Bio-

scope : V arious Views of Men and Manners "

(a book-title).—2. A cinematograph or vita-

scope. Science, Feb. 7, 1902, p. 235.

bioscopic (bi'o-skop'ik), a. Pertaining to or

connected with a bioscope: as, a bioscopic

camera. Atheneeum, Dec. 12, 1903, p. 799.

biose (bi'os), n. [6«-2 + -ose.] A carbohy-

drate which on decomposition yields two mole-

cules of a simpler sugar, as cane-sugar, which
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gives rise to equal molecules of dextrose and
fructose.

biosphere (bi'6-sfer), n. [Gr. ^loc, life,+ ir^aipn,

sphere.] The sum of the living things on the
earth (ionsidered as a stratum in contrast with
the atmosphere and the lithosphere. Encyc.
Bn*., XXVIII. 625.

biota^ (bi'6-ta), n. [NL., < Gr. /3(ot^, beside
PioTOf, life,' way of life, <j3<of, life.] 1. The
sum total of animal and ^lant life of a given
region or period : the equivalent of fauna and
flora combined.— 2. A treatise upon the
animals and plants of any geographic area or
geologic period. St^neger, Amer. Nat., 1901,
p. 89.

Biota^ (bi'6-ta), ». [NL. (proposed by Don,
1828), < Gr. 3(077, life : see biota^. The name
alludes to the common name of these trees,
arbor-vitse.] A group of conifers, now com-
monly referred to Thuja, the arbor-vitte. The
name, however, is frequent in nurserymen's
catalogues.

biotic, a. 2, Pertaining to or treating of a
biota, or the combined fauna and flora of
a region or period : as, a biotic publication ; a
biotic region. Stejneger, Amer. Nat., 1901, p.
89. —Biotic geology. See -kgeology.

biotomy (bi-ot'o-mi), n. [Gr. ^Sfor, life, + -roiiia,

< rafielv, cut.] The study of the structure of
animals and plants by dissection : a compre-
hensive term for zootomy and phytotomy.

biotonic (bi-o-ton'ik), a. Of or pertaining to
biotonus. (r. S. Sail, Adolescence, II. 112.

biotonus (bi-ot'o-nus), n. [Gr. /3iof, life, -I-

t6vo;, tone, intensity.] In pJvysiol., the relative
amount of assimilation and dissimilation ex-
hibited by any mass of living protoplasm in a
^ven unit of time.
Biot's ^hemispheres, *polariscope. See these
words.

Bipallidse (bi-pa-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Bi-
palium + -idse.] A family of terrestrial Tri-
cladida, having marginal eyes and the body
broadened out to form a semicircular cephalic
plate. It includes the genera Sipalium, Perocephalus,
and Placocephalus,thememhen of some ofwhich are very
large, reaching a length of from 6 to 18 niches.

Bipalium (bi-pa'll-um),.™. [NL., < L. bi-,

two-, + (f)pato, a spade.] The typical genus
of the family Bipaliidee. Stimpson, 1857.

biparasitic (bi-par-a-sit'ik), a. [6i-2 +para-
sitic.] Parasitic in or on another parasite.

biparental (bi-pa-ren'tal), a. [L. bi-, two-, +
parens, parent, + -al.] "Amphigonic

;
pertain-

ing to or derived from two parents.

Be the source what it may, the existence of this assor-
tative mating most substantially modifies the foim of bi-

parental inheritance. Biometrika, Nov., 1903, p. 396.

bipartite, a. 3. In ma£%., containing two sep-
arate sets of variable values ; made up of two
continuous, but non-intersecting, curves.

bipectinate, a. 2. In Mollusca, having 2 rows
of ijlates on the ctenidium, or gill, arranged,
typically, perpendicularly to the axis, as in
Aspidom-ancmata and Tectibranchiata. Also

bipectinated (bi-pek'ti-na-ted), a. Same as

biped, n. —Diagonal biped, a term applied by some
veterinary writers to the off fore and near hind leg, or the
near fore and off hind leg, of the horse, referred to as a
pair.— I,ateral bljped,a term applied by some veterinary
writers to the off fore and hind leg or the near fore and
hind leg, referred to as a pair.

—

Posterior biped, the two
hind legs of the|horse, referred to as a pair.

bipedally (bi-ped'al-i), adv. On two feet : as,

the Mexican iguanoid lizard also runs bi-

bird-pepper

between the two rays traversing the biplate thus foniied
will be complementaiy. Such an ai'rangemeut is very
sensitive to traces of double refraction, to changes of
phase, etc. ; hence its importance in polarlscopic experi-
ments.

bipocillate (bi-pos'i-lat), a. [L. bi; two-, +
pocillum, a little cup, dim. of poculum, a cup.]
Having a cup-shaped process at each end, as
certain monaetinellid sponge-spicules.
bipocillum (bi-po-sirum), «.;pl. bipociUa{-V&).
[NL. : «ee *bipocillate.] A bipocillate sponge-
spicule.

bipolar, a, 3. In elect, pertaining to an elec-
tric machine having two poles.—4. In zooL,
occurring in the north and south polar regions,
but not in the intervening tropical ocean. See
extract under *hipolarity, 2.— Bipolar staining,
in Gytol., taking the stain only at the two poles, or stain-
ing differently at the two poles : said of cells or cell-struc-
tures.—Bipolar tbeory of distribution of species, a
view advocated by Dr. John Murray, that many identical
or closely allied species of marine organisms, both plant
and animal, occur around both poles, but are absent from
the intervening ocean.

bipolarity, n. 2. In biol., the occurrence of
organisms, mostly marine, in both polar areas,
but not in the tropics. See discontinuous *dis-
tribution.

Bipolarity in the distilbution of maiine organisms is a
fact, however much naturalists may differ as to its extent
and the way in which it has originated.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 419.

biprism, >>•-Fresnel's biprlsm, a prism with two re-

fractive edges, each of small angle, its cross-section being
an obtuse-angled isosceles triangle. The wliole prism is

as if made up of two prisms, hence the name. Used in
experiments on the interference of light

biprotovertebral (bi"pr6-to-v6r'te-bral), a.
[5J.2 -I- protovertebra + -aO-.]' In embryol.'l com-
prising or consisting of two protovertebrse or
mesoblastic somites. Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc.
(London), 1895, p. 214.

bipyramid (bi-pir'a-mid), n. [68-2 Jr pyramid.]
See *pyramid.
biquadrantal (bi-kwod-ran'tal), a. ihi-^

+ qimdrantal.] In spherical trigon., said of a
triangle if each of two of its sides is a great-
circle quadrant.

biradial (bi-ra'di-al), a. and n. [L. bi-, two-,
+ radius, spoke (ray), + -al^.] I. a. Having
the radii aiTanged bilaterally, as in sea-anem-
ones and corals.

II. n. In geom., the figure formed by two
rays which go out from the same point ; an
angle.

Birago trestle. See tresrtei.

Biram's *air-ineter, ^anemometer. See
these words.
birational (bi-rash'gn-al), a. [6i-2 + rational]
In math., characteristic of a transformation
such that each of two sets of variables is ex-
pressible rationally by means of the other set.

birch, n. * 4. In New Zealand, a name of any
one of several species of Nothofagus Black
birch (c), Sothtifagusjusca, a tree 60 to 90 feet high : so
called from the color of the bark.— Bog bircb, the Caro-
lina buckthorn, Rhammus Caroliniana. [Minnesota.)

—

CaSion-blrcll, Betvla occidentalis, a species inhabiting
mountain caflons in the central and northwestern paiil
of the Nortli Ameilcan Continent—nragraat b^Cb, a
subspecies (fidorata) of the European Betula alba.—
Oray birch, (o) See birch, 1. (6) Same as white *lnrch
(6).- Indian Paper-btrch, Betula utUis, a medium-
sized tree of Nepal and the higher ranges of the Hima-
layas. Its bark is the material upon which the an-
cient Sanskrit manuscripts of nortliem India are written.

bipennate, a. 3. In Mollusca, same as *bi-
pectimate, 2.

bipenniform (bi-pen'i-f6rm), a. [bi-^ +penni-
form.] Having the parts arranged along both
sides of a median axis or rachis, like the barbs
of a feather.

biphase (bi'faz), a. [bi-^ +phase.] In elect.,

same as '^quarterphase.

biphasic (bi-fa'zik), a. Of two phases.

biplane, n. 2. A flying- or a gliding-machine
in which two principal superposed aSroplane
surfaces are depended upon to sustain the ma-
chine in the air.

biplate (bi'plat), ». [L. bi-, two-, + E. plate.]
An optical device, invented by Auguste Bra-
vais, for the study of polarization phenomena
in crystals. It consists of a quartz plate, cut parallel
to the axis, and of such thickness as to show color when
placed between crossed Nicol prisms. The plate is cut
through in the direction which bisects its planes of vibra-
tion, and one of the halves is reversed so that the color-

changes caused by variations in the difference of phase

tulapubescens.—Ola AeM-miai. Same as white Itbirch
(6).—Red birch. |Same as black itbirch (c) : so called from
the color of the wood.—Water-blrcll. to) Tlie river-
birch, Betula nigra. (6) Same as CBfloM-AWrcA.-White
birch, (a) The European Betula alba. See birch, 1. (6)
The Atlantic coast birch, B. populifolia. (c) The paper-
or canoe-birch, B. papyrifera. (d) Nothofagus Solandri,
a beautiful evergreen tree 100 feet high : so called from
the color of the Dark.

bird^, «'.— Speckled bird, a person of blemished char-
acter or reputation. (Slang, U. S.]

bird-cage, n. 2. In textile-manuf., a small
skeleton creel for holding yam on a hank-
winding machine.—Blrd-ca«e twine. See Mwine.
bird-cherry (b6rd'cher-i), n. See clterryi, 1.

birdeen (b6r-den'), n. [Appar. < bird^' -(- Ir:

Gael. dim.-ee)i(-OTi), asincoHeeii, etc.] 'Birdie':
a pet name. Fiona Macleod, Mountain Lovers.

bird-grasshopper (b6rd'gras'hop-6r), «. Any
grasshopper of the genus Schistocerca, which
contains large migratory forms, as S. ameri-
cana, S. peruviana, etc. Science, July 29, 1904,
p. 156.

birdlet (bferd'let), n. [ftsrdi + -let] A little

bird; a nestling.

bird-pepper (b6rd'pep-6r) n. See Capsicum.



bird-pox

bird-pox (bSrd'poks), n. A disease of chickens,
pigeons, turkeys, etc., characterized by the
eruption about the head of yellow nodules
varying in size from that of a pinhead to that
of a pea. Also called hen-pox and sorehead.
bird'B-beak (bferdz'bek), n. In aroh., a pro-
file, as of a molding, supposed to resemble the
sharp beak of a bird: used especially for drip-
moldings, whether to shed water or to give
a sharp-edged dark shadow.
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biscoyol (bis-ko-yol'), n. See *huiseoyol.
biscuit, «.—Biscuit Tortoni. Same aa -kbisqueH.—
Naples Dlscnit, lady'a-fingers.— Parian biscuit, a fine,
unglazed, soft-paste porcelain resembling Carraramarble :

used for objects of alt and ornament, and made by the
casting process.

biscuit-beetle (bis'kit-be''tl), n. A coleopter-
ous insect, Sitodrepa panicea, of the family

Bird'S'beak Moldings.

rt. From the Theseion, Athens ; *, Temple, Agrigentum (Akragas);
c, Farnese Palace, Rome ; d, Ely Cathedral ; e, Netley Abbey.

Bird's-dung spider. See *spider.

bird's-eye. I. «. 1. (<i)i)?. A Californian wild
flower, Gilia tricolor, sometimes carpeting
whole slopes. The funnel-shaped corollas are azure
or whitish, wiUi purple spots in the throat bounded by
bright gold.

'

n. a—'Bird's-eye grain, a slight roughness or
grainy appeai'ance on the grain side of rough leather

:

contrasted with a smooth grain. Modem Amer. Tanning,
p. 171.— Bird's-eye -Amaxble, *porpliyry. See the
nouns.

Blrd's-foot fern. See •/«™i.—Blrd's-foot star, a star-
fish of the asterinoid type ; a sea^star.

Blrd'S-nest moss. See resurrection-plant (b).—Bird's-
nest pudding. See -kpuAding.

birds'-nest (berdz'nest), v.i. To search for
birds' nests or their eggs : as to go birds'-

nesUng.

bird-vine (b6rd'vin), ». See the extract.

These plants, called bird-vin^s (Loranthacess), are, like
the stranglers, distributed by birds. The seeds are
covered with glutinous pulp, which, when they are drop-
ped by birds, enables them to adhere to the branches of
the trees. Here they sprout, and with their young leaves,
produce aerial roots, covered with suckers, which run
along and insinuate themselves into the cracks of the
bark, continually nourishing themselves on the life-blood
of their victims. Smithsoniwn Sep., 1891, p. 339.

bird-wave (berd'wav), n. In ornith., the sud-
den arrival of birds during the spring or fall

migration in such numbers as to make their
coming noticeable.

birefringence (bi-rf-frin'jens), n. [6i-2 -I- re-

fringence (see refringeney).'] 1. Double re-

fraction.—2. The strength of the double re-

fraction, that is, the difference between the
two indices of refraction for a uniaxial crystal
and that between the maximum and minimum
indices for a biaxial crystal. See refracUon, 1.

biremal (bi-re'mal), a. [L. li-, two-, -t- remus,
oar.] Having a dorsal and a ventral parapod-
ium on each segment, as certain polychsetous
annelids.

Birkhill shales. See *shale^.

birl^, V. t. 2, In lumbering, to cause a floatiug
log to rotate rapidly by treading upon it.

Birmingham gage, platinum. See *gage^,
*plaUnmn.
birmite, n. See *burmite,
Blrtb palsy. See -kpalsy.

Birthday card. See *carcP:

birth-opening (b6rth'6p*ning), n. In the liver-

fluke, an opening in the wall of the redia
through which the ceroari» escape. See cer-

caria. Parker and ffaswell. Zoology, I. 231.

birth-stone (berth'ston), n. A name applied
to any precious or semi-precious stone which
is imagined, according to a long-cherished
supersntion, to protect the wearer from harm,
ill luck, and the evil eye. Lists of "appropriate"
birth- stones for different persons to wear are often
printed.—Blrth-stone Jewelry, birth-stones set in a
jewel which is made up of the signs of the zodiac, the
flower of the month, the jewel of the day, the gem of the
guardian angel, and other emblematic devices.

biscalar (bi-ska'lar), n. [bi-^ + scalar.'] A
complex number, a; + iy; the sum of a real

number, x, and a neomonic number, y /— i-

See the extract.

In like manner, an expression of the form <S), or ic* =
s+t V^Ti, where s and t are two real scalers, but y'— i is

still the ordinary imaginary of algebra, may be said by
analogy to be a biscalar. Imaginary roots of algebtaic

equations are thus, in general, biscalars.

Sir W. Rowan Harralton, Elem. of Quaternions, p. 219.

Bischoff sauce. See *sauce.

bischofite (bish'of-it), n. [Named after Dr.

K. G. Bischof (1792 - 1870).] A hydrated mag-
nesium chlorid found in the salt-mines of Leo-
poldshaU, in northern Germany.

Biscuit-beetle f,Sitodrefia paiticea).

a, larva; A, pupa; f, adult; rf, adult from side ; e, antenna, a, t,
c, and d, all greatly enlarged : e, still more enlarged. iChittenden,
U. S. D. A.

)

Ptinidee, which feeds on hard biscuits, giving
rise to the expression ' weevily biscuit.' it also
feeds on stored fruit and drugs, and is frequently so
abundant in apothecary-shops as to be called the itdrug-
beetle.

biscuit-weevil (bis'kit-we'M), n. Same as
*biscuit-beetle.

biscuit-worm (bis'kit-werm), n. The larva of
the biscuit-beetle or biscuit-weevil.

biseaut6 (be-s6-ta'), n. [¥., 'cut obliquely,'

pp. of biseauter, to out obliquely, < biseau, 6b-
Uque : see bezel.'] A playing-card so trimmed
that it can be distinguished by the fingers,

and so can be withdrawn from the pack at

will : used in conjuring and in cheating.

Bisection of a star, the accurate setting of a reticule

wire in a telescope upon the center of a star-image, or
the observation of the instant when that center crosses a
wire.

biserial, a. 3. In the Crinoidea, or encrinites,

noting a double arrangement, in the arms,
of interlocking plates beveled toward each
other and thickened on the margins of the
arms. Contrasted with uniserial.

II. n. In decorative art, a double series in

which the elements face toward each other,

Biserial Motive, Mexican.

bisque

bisischiatic (bis-ls-ki-at'ik), a. Ibis- -^ ischia-
Uc] Relating to both ischia.

bisk2, bisque^ n. 3. la golf, a stroke allowed
a player, which may be taken after a hole is
played out and before the next tee-shot is
made.
Biskra, or Biskara, boil. Same as Aleppo
vlcer.

bismal (biz'mal), n. [bism(uth) -I- *-al'.] A
bluish-gray voluminous powder, consisting of
the bismuth salt of methylene-digallic acid,
the latter being a condensation-product of
formaldehyde and gallic acid (4Ci6Hi20io +
3Bi(OH)3). It is an internal astrmgent.
Bismarckian (biz-mar'ki-an), a. Of or per-
taining to Prince Bismarc:f(1815-98), a famous
Prussian statesman, the unifier of the German
people and the first chancellor of the German
empire.
bismuth, n.— Basic gallate of bismuth. Same as
•kbismvtkuTn subgdllicum.—Bismuth chiysophanate.
See •kehrysophanaU.—'RiBmvXIl spiral, in elect., a spiral
of bismuth wire, which increases in resistance by a mag-
netic field and is therefore used to measure magnetic
fields.—Bismuth subnltrate, a compound of bismuth,
largely used in medicine, and to some extent as a cos-
metic. It varies somewhat in composition, but usually
consists of bismuth hydroxy-nitrate, BifHO^aNOa.-
Joachlmsthal process for the eztracraon of bis-
muth. The crushed ore, mixed with 28 per cent of iron
turnings, 16 to 20 per cent of carbonate of sodium, 6 per
cent of lime, and 6 per cent of fluor-spar, is charged into
earthen crucibles and fused in a wind-furnace. The
fused mass is then ladled into inverted conical iron molds,
on the bottom of which the bismuth collects. The metal
obtained sometimes contains a certain amount of silver,
which may be reduced by cupellation.— Matthey's
method of refining bismuth, a method consisting in
removing the arsenic by heating impure bismutli to a
temperature of 395" C. for a considerable time in the air,
so that the arsenic volatilizes without loss of bismuth.
The antimony is removed by poling the bismuth, raised
to the oxidization-point of antimony, with a piece of wood,
and removing the scum which forms on the siuface of the
bath.—Naphthol bismuth, a basic or normal bismuth
salt of fl-naphthol, [(CioH^OjaBi] + BioOa or(CioH70)s
Bi.3H20. It is a neutral, non-iiritant, light-brown pow-
der of very slight odor. It acts as an intestinal sedative
and antiseptic in diarrhea and dysenter)-.—Kadloactlve
bismuth, the first substance, separated from the resi-
dues of the working of pitchblende for uranium, in which •

the phenomena of radio-activity were observed and
studied by Mme. Curie. The substance, associated with
and chemically similar' to bismuth, whicli gives rise to
these phenomena, was afterward named volonium., in
honor of Hme. Curie's native country, and is probably
identical with the radio-tellurium ot Marckwaltl— Sub-
gallate of bismuth. Same as Itbimrnthum subgaili-
cwm.

bismuthate (biz'muth-at), n. In eliem., a salt
derived from bismuthic acid.

bismuthose (biz'muth-6s), n. [bismuth -I-

-ose.] An albuminous compound containing
21-22 per cent, of bismuth, prepared by coagu-
lating egg-albumin with a solution of bismuth
subnitrate in saline solution.

bismuthum (bis-mu'thum), n. [NL.: see bis-

muth.]— Bismattatm subgalUcnm, subgaUic bis-
muth ; an amorphous, bright yellow. Inodorous and taste-

less powder, somewhat variable in composition, obtained
by precipitating a solution of bismuth trinitrate with a
solution of gallic acid. It is used as a dry antiseptic in
surgery. Also called derTnatol, basic gallate of bismuth,
and svhgailate of bismuth.

bismuthyl (biz'muth-il), n. [bismuth + -yl.]

In chem., bismuth of which one atom is united
to one atom of oxygen. This compound (in-

capable of separate existence) occurs as a,

compound radical..

bismutosmaltite (biz^mu-to-smftl'tit), ».

[bismuth + smalUte.] A skutterudite contain-
ing bismuth.
bisnada (bis-na'da), n. See *visnaga.

bisnaga (bis-na'ga), n. See *visnaga.

bison, n. 4. A name applied by In(Uan sports-

men to the gaur, Bibos (or Gavseus) gaurus, in
distinction to ' buffalo,' which is used for Bos

look away from each other, or alternately look

toward or away from each other.

bisexual, a. 3. In ethnol., characterized by
an equal social development of both sexes.

0. T. Mason, in Pop. Sci. Mo., LX. 341.

Bishop's circle. Same as Bishop's •rijifl'.-Bishop's
gambit, m chess, playing 3.B-QB 4. See ffewreWf.-Blsll-

op's purple. See kmolet d'ivhque.—Bishop's Ting.

See *ri»ffl.—Two bishops' opening. See -kopening.

bishop's-head (bish'ups-hed), n. An iron cast-

ing at the top of the king-post of a balance-

bob, to which the iron straps are attached.

bisiliac (bis-il'i-ak), a. [bis- + E. iliac] Ec-

lating to both iliac bones, especially to their
AVIA0^0

bisilicic (bi-si-lis'ik), a. In chem., noting

metasilieic acid. £[28103, viewed as derived

from silicon dioxid (Si02) and water (H2O),

with two atoms of oxygen in the former for

one in the latter.

bisonance (bi - so ' nans), n. [L. bi-, two-, -1-

sonans, sonant: see sonaney.] In pspcliol.

acoustics, pure dissonance; the intrinsic in-

ability of certain tonal qualities to blend or

fuse.
^

Ordinary dissonance is made up of a mixture of beats,

or harslmess, and pure dissonance. . . . This lack of ac-

cord in tones, due to the relation of their pure qualities,

may be designated bisonance.

W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 100.

bispatulate [bi-spat'u-lat), a. [L. 6i-, two-,

-H spatula, a broad piece (see spatula) .] Doubly
spatulate; having the form of a spatula at

both ends, as a sponge-spicule.

bisphenoid (bi-sfe'noid), n. See *sphenoid.

bispore, ». 3. An ascus which has only 2 in-

stead of the usual 8 spores.

bisque'^, « 2. An ice-cream with which pow-
dered macaroons are mixed before freezing.



bisQue

Called also biscuit Tortoni Tomato bisque,
strained tomatoes into whicli milk thickened with a little

corn-starch is poured after cooking.

bisque^, it. See *bisk^.

bistelic (bi-stel'ik), a. In hot., having two
steles or axial cylinders.

bister, n. —Mansanese bister. Same as manganese
broum.

bisti (be'ste), ». [Pers. Mst, twenty.] A Per-
sian copper and silver coin, also current in
Georgia, equal to 4 cos.

bistratose (bi-stra'tos), a. Having the cells

disposed in two layers or strata.

bisulcated (bi-sul'ka-ted), p. a. Bisnlcate.

bisulphite, ".—Blsnlplllte of llme, the commercial
name for calcimn sulphite dissolved in water with the
aid of sulphurous acid. The solution probably contains
calcium acid sulphite, CaH2(S03)2, and is used on a very
large scale in the manufacture of paper-pulp from wood,
as also in sugar-making and brewing.

bit^, M. 10. Inmining: (a) The cuttingedge of a
drill for boring rock by hand or by machine
drilling. (6) A sharpened steel bar used for
drilling rock by hand or by machine. A chisel-

bit has a simple cutting edge, a cross-bit has two cutting
edges crossing each other at right angles ; similarly the
X-bit, the L-oit, the horseshoe-bit, and the crown-bit have
cutting edges disposed as indicated by the several names.
—Barrel-nead bit, a bit having oblong heads on the
mouthpiece for the rein-rings.— Bauclier bit, a curb-bit
with long, stiaight cheeks and a high port : used in con-
nection with a jointed bridoon. The curb-reins are at-

tached to the lower ends of the curb-cheeks and the rid-

ing-reins to the rings of the bridoon.—Bentlnck bit, a
bit having a long movable port in the mouth, standing
above where the port is usually placed.—Bnzton bit, a
coach-bit with long, curved cheeks and a sliding mouth-
piece which plays up and down upon a short section of
the cheek ; the lower ends are connected by a bar.—Cam-
bridge bit, a stiff cheek-bit with a port. The tops of
the cheeks have rings for the bridle-straps and loose hooks
for the gag-chain ; the lower arms have loose rings at the
ends, and on each tliere is a small loop for a strap.—Cres-
cendo bit, a bit with a double or triple mouthpiece,
jointed or stiff ; the rein-rings are attached to the long
heads on the mouthpiece by branches having pins that
enterthe heads.

—

^D'Orsay bit, abitwith a Buxton mouth-
and cheek-piece, a ring around the center bar, and solid
rings at the ends of the upper and lower cheek-pieces.

—

Double mouth-blt, a bit having two mouthpieces which
connect with the cheek-pieces, generally with a long and
a short section on each, so placed that a short section is

near each cheek.

—

^Duke bit, a bit in which the ends of
the cheek-pieces are shaped like a flattened S.

—

Green-
wood bit, a coach-bit with a segundo mouthpiece and
elbow-cheeks.—^Hanging bits, small iron plates with
projecting studs which strike the caster-backs, attached
to the vertical bars of a stocking-fiume.

—

Leather
mouth-blt, a bit having a mouthpiece wholly of leather,
or of metal with a leather cover.

—

Liverpool bit, a
coach-bit with a loose mouthpiece which slides on a
center-bar cheek-piece encircled by rings. The lower
ends of the cheeks have center loopholes. Above the
rings are loops for the bridle-straps and gag-hooks.—
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man, U. S. A., characterized by a snap-book which revolves
on the outside of the head of the cheek-piece. The hook
is used to attach the bit to the bridle. It can be attached
or released quickly.—Wlmble-blt, a bit which has a
screw at the point for making it feed. Frequently called
a witnble.—WinA-BViCklnB bit, a bit with a perforated
tubular mouthpiece, designed for cribbing horses.

bit^, n. 8. In ceram., a small piece of stone
for separating the pieces of pottery in the
kiln : used before the invention of stilts, cock-
spurs, and triangles. "Ware so made was called
bit-stone ware.—Ciimbal bits, French coins made
tor the Windward Islands ; said to be so called after the
person who introduced them into Barbados.

bitanbol (be-tan-hol'), «. [Philippine Sp., <
Bisaya. bitanghol.'] Calophyllum Inophyllum, a
tree widely spread on tropical shores, it has

A, double mouth-bit; B, wind-sucking bit; C, humane round
leather mouth-bit.

Mameluke bit, an Oriental bit; it has a lai^e ring

jointed on the top of a high-port hunting-bit

—

Melton
bit, a bit with long, straight cheeks, having loops for the
bridle-straps at the top, loose rings at the lower ends, and
small side-loops below the mouth. The mouthpiece is a

port The cheeks pass through the ends of the mouth-
piece and are loose, but do not slide.—Mexican bit, a

bit with solid mouth- and cheek-pieces. The mouthpiece
is provided with players, and the cheeks are of the gag
variety and ornamental in character. This class of bits

includes the California, Texas, and ranch bit, all of which
embody the same general principle.—Mullin bit, a
double-ring bit with a bow mouthpiece.—Felliam bit, a
bit with a jointed or stiff mouthpiece. The cheek-pieces

are long, and have bridle-loops at the tops, rein-rings at

the mouth, gag-rein rings at the lower ends, and chin-

strap loops above between the rein-rings.—Flercel bit,

a small bit commonly used for boring a vent in a barrel

or keg. Often called a j7ierc«i.—Kolllng Buzton bit, a

Buxton bit so constructed that the mouthpiece both rolls

and slides.—Rubber bit, a bit with a solid metal, chain,

or linked mouthpiece, covered with hard or soft india-

rubber.

—

Segundo bit, a bit mth ahomed port and long

cheeks which are solid on the mouthpiece. The rein-

rings are at the lower ends of the cheeks.— Spiral bit, a

form of auger for boring holes in wood in which the steel

of the shaft is twisted into a helical ribbon, so as to form

a channel or groove between the helices up which the

chips may pass as the tool penetrates.—Weymouth bit,

a riding-bit with a sliding mouthpiece and one rein-ring.

—Whftman bit, a bit invented by Colonel R. E. Wliit-

Bitanhol (.Caiofihylium iTtophytlunt). Branch with Flower-stalk.

a, lengthwise section of ripe fruit. (After Greshoff.)

(From Sadebeck's "Die Kulturgew^chse der deutschen Kolonien.")

beautiful feather-veined leaves and tough, durable wood.
It yields an aromatic resin and from its seeds a bitter oil is

obtained. Also called ^dio Maria, or St. Mwry's wood, and
in Guam daog. See tamanu, tacmnahac, 1, poonay-oU, and
Calophyllum. [Philippine Is.]

bitcn, n. 3. pi. A set of three chains for sling-
ing pipes.

bitcn-chain (bich'chan), n. A short, heavy
chain with hook and ring, used to fasten the
lower end of a ^n-pole to a sled or ear when
loading logs. [TJ. S.]

bitemporal (bi-tem'po-ral), a. [hi-^ + tem-
poral?] In cranioni,., of or pertaining to the
two temporal bones Bitemporal breadth, the
maximum distance between the temporal bones.

Bithjmis (bi-thi'nis), n. [NL. (Philippi, I860),
< 6r. Bjflw/f, Bithynian, < BiBvmi, the inhabi-
tants of Bithynia, a district in Asia Minor.]
A genus of crustaceans. Same as Palsemon.
bitogo (be-;t6'g6), n. [Philippine name.] A
name applied in the Philippines to Cycas cir-

cinalis. See *fadang and Cycas, 1.

bitrochanteric (bi"tro-kan-ter'ik), a. [6j-2 -f-

trochanter + -ic] In anthropometry, of or per-
taining to the two trochanters Bitrochanteric
breadl^, the distance between the two trochanters.

Bit-stone ware. See *bit^, 8.

Bittacomorpha (bit"a-k6-m8r'fa), n. [NL.
(Westwood, 1835), < (Jr. ^maMii, var. of V«Tra-

K(5f, a parrot, -I- jiop^fi, form.] A remarkable
American genus of dipterous insects of the
famUy Tipulidse, having short wings, banded
legs, and swollen feet. The larvae are eubaquatic
and bear a long anal respiratory tube with two spiracles

at the end. The respiratory tube of the pupa projects
from tlie opposite end of the body.

Bittacus (bit'a-kus), n. [NL. (LatreiQe, 1804),

< Gr. ptTTOiiog, var. of ijJiTTaiiog^ a parrot.] A
genus of curious mecopterous insects, of very
wide distribution and predatory habits, re-

sembling crane-flies in general appearance.
They use uie hind instead of the front legs fbr grasping
their prey, and their larval live near the surface of the
ground and feed upon dead animal matter.

Bitter salts. Same as epsom salts.

bitter-apple (bit-6r-ap'I), n. See colocynth.

bitter-bark (bit '6r- bark), n. 1. An Aus-
tralianeuphorbiaceoustree, Petalostigma quad-
riloculare, the bark of which contains a power-
ful bitter principle which is used medicinally.

Also called emu-apple, crab-tree, and naimie

quince.— 3. Either one of two trees of the dog-
bane family, Taberneemontana orientalis and
Pala constricta {Alstonia constricta of P. von
Miiller), the barks of which are also used in

medicine. The latter is better known a,8fever-

bark. See also Alstonia bark, under bark'^.

bitter-buttons (bit-fer-but'nz), n. The tansy,

Tanacetum vulgare.

bivariant

bitter-cup (bit'6r-kup), n. A cup turned from
quassia or bitter-wood. Water allowed to stand in
such a cup soon acquires a bitter taste and is by many
considered a beneficial tonic. See Quassia, 2.

bitter-leaf (bit'6r-lef), «. The Tasmanian
native or wild hop, Daviesia latifoUa, of the
bean family. [Australia.]

bitter-root, ». —Natal bitter-root, a climbing vine
of the gourd family, Gerrardanthus macrorhiza, having
tuberous roots, from 2 to 3 feet in diameter, which are in-

tensely bitter and are used by the natives in medicine.

bitter-rot (bit'er-rot), n. A fungous disease
of fruits which gives them a bitter taste.

—

Bitter-rot of apple. See anthracnose of apple, under
•kanthracTwse.—^Bffcter-rot Of grape, a disease of grapes
caused by Melanconium fvligineum.

bitters, n. pi—^Aromatlc bitters, bitters containing
aromatic oil, but little tannin.—Astringent bitters,
bitters containing considerable tannin, butlittle aromatic
oiL—Simple bitters, bitters containing but little tannin
or aromatic oils.

bitting (bit'ing), n. 1, The act of putting
the bit into a horse's mouth, one of the steps
in horse-breaking; bridling.—2. In weaving,
the piecing of warp-threads in the loom with
short bits of yam, to aid in drawing in

through the harnesses and reed of wider
warps than are commonly used, and for other
purposes.
Bittium (bit'i-um), n. [NL., appar. < Gr.
BiTTiov, a woman's name.] A genus of gastro-
pod moUusks belonging to the family Cerithi-

idse, having high-turreted spiral shells with
granulated spiral ribs. It is common in Ju-
rassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary rocks, and
also exists in the present seas.

bitty (bit'i), n. Refuse left after the starch
has been removed from such plants as arrow-
root, cassava, etc. [West Indies.]

bitubercular (bi-tu-b6r'ku-lar), a. Having
two tubercles, as a tooth. W. Bateson, Study
of Variation, p. 217.

bituminoid (bi-tii'mi-noid), a. [bitumen (-min-)

+ -oid.] Bitumen-like ; havingthe general char-
acter of bitumen,

bitypic (bi-tip'ik), a. [6i-2 + type -1- -jc] Con-
sisting of two types only : said of a genus con-
taining but two species. Compare mmivotypic.

JSe found thatmany of the characteristic genera of east-

em America, and a number of the monotypic and bitypic
genera, occur also in the Japanese region.

L. H. Bailey, Survival of the Unlike, p. 270.

biuncinate (bi-un'si-nat), a. [6J-2 -I- uncinate.]
Having two hooks.
biunial (bi-ii'ni-al), a. [Irreg. < L. bi-, two-,

-I- -umis, one, -I- -i-a/.] Having or consisting
of two combined in one : as, the biunial magic
lantern. N. E. D.
biuniform (bi-u'ni-f6rm), a. [6J-2 -I- wniform.]
In math., one-to-one.

This results from the definition which Hilbert gives of
movement To be a movement, a transformation must
satisfy many conditions ; first it must be continuous and
transform two points infinitely near into two points infin-

itely near; then it must be biuniform, that is to say, tliat

every point of the plane must have one transform^ and
only one, and be the transform^ of one point and of only
one. Science, Sept 16, 1904, p. 360.

Biuniform trajisformation. See ktramtformatimi.

Biur (be'iir), n.; pi. Biwim (-em). [Heb. Uur,
a commentary.] A comprehensive commen-
tary on the Old Testament prepared by Moses
Mendelssohn and others.

biurate (bi-fi'rat), n. [bi-^ + vrate.] A neu-
tral salt of uric acid. Gouty tophi are com-
posed of sodium biurate.

Biuret reaction, a color reaction which is produced by all
true albumins with a dilute solution of copper sulphate in
the presence of strong caustic alkali. It is referable to the
production of potassium cupricoxid biuret

—

Biuret test,
the red or reddish-violet color which is produced when so-
dium hydroxid and a dilute solution of copper sulphate are
added to a solution of a protein.

Blvalence of the chromosomes, in cytol., the double as
distinguished from the single (univalent) condition of the
chromosomes, for example, in the oocytes and spermato-
cytes of one of the forms of Asearis m^gaXocephata.

bivalent, a. 2. Jn eytol., having double as
distinguished from single (univalent) ohromo-
somes in the oocytes and spermatocytes, as
in one of the varieties of the roundworm of
the horse {Asearis megalocephala).

,

bivariant (bi-va'ri-ant), a. [bi-'^ + variant.]
In phys. chem., having two degrees of freedom.
See degree offreedom.— Bivaximit system, a ther-
modynamic system in which two of the magnitudes which
determine it may be made to vary independently without
destroying the system by altering the number of phaaes
of which it consists. If we place one pound of pure
water and one pound of dry carbon dloxid in a cylinder
provided with an air-tight piston, we shall have two
phases present, one a solution of carbon dioxid in liquid
water, and ttie other a mixture of gaseous carbon dioxid
with water vapor. The composition of these two phases
will be determined by the temperature and the pressure,
and we can within limits vary each wiUiout regard to the



bivariant

other and yet have the two phases still existing. The
system is bivariant. If, however, we raise the tempera-
ture till all the water evaporates, or increase the pressure
till all the carbon dioxld is dissolved, one phase disappears,
and the system becomes monovariant,

bivocal (bi-v6'kal), n. [L. 64-, two-, + vocalis,
a vowel.] A coalition or union of two vowels
pronounced in one syllable; a diphthong: as
ai in ' rain,' oi in ' noise,' etc.

bivoltin (bi-vol'tin), n. [F. *UvolUn, <L. bi-,

two, + volte, a turn, revolution (see volfi,
volta), + Ei -i«i.] A race of domestic silk-
worms that have two generations each year.
biweekly, a. and adv. III. n. A periodical
issued once every two weeks ; a fortnightly
publication.

Bixa (bik'sa); n. [NL. (Linneeus, 1753, first

used by him in his ' Genera plantarum,' 1737),
< bixa, a Spanish spelling of bicha, bischa, the
name of the plant among the Arawak Indians
of Guiana.] A genus of dicotyledonous trees
constituting the family Bixacese. it is character-
ized by its large cordate-ovate entire leaves, showy pinkish
flowers in terminal panicles, and prickly capsules. The
only species, B. Oreltwna, is a native of tropical America,
but has been introduced in the tropics of fee Old World.
See achiote and arTiotto.

bixaceous (bik-sa'shius), a. Belonging to the
plant family Bixacese.

bixbyite (biks'bi-it), n. [Named after May-
nard Bixby of Salt Lake City.] A rare man-
ganate of iron (essentially FeMnOs), occur-
ring in black cubic crystals with brilliant
metallic luster. It is related to perovskite,
and occurs in rhyolite in southern IJtah.

bixein (bik'se-in), n. Same as bixin.

bizet (bi-zef ), n. [Thought to be an arbitrary
or mistaken form of bieel, bezel : see bezel.'i The
upper part of a brilliant between the table and
the girdle in a full brilliant having 32 facets,
and supposed to occupy one third of the depth
of the gem.
biznaga (beth-na'ga), n. [Sp. biznaga.'] See
*visnaga.

bizug (bi-zog'), n. A Syrian lute.

The smallest distance observed between frets is the
above-cited 14 mm., except that the Syrian lute, bizug
(No. 96,144, U. S. N. M.), has two spaces of 12 and 13 mm.

Smithsonian Sep., 1900, p. 434.

bizz (biz), n. A dialectal (Scotch) variant
of buez^.

bkr. An abbreviation of barkometer.
B. L. An abbreviation (c) of Bachelor of
Letters or of Literature; (d) miUt., of breech-
loading.

B. L. A, An abbreviation of Bachelor of Lib-
eral Arts. Same as B. A. (a).

blaazop (blaz'op), n. [Cape Dutch,

<

blaaz ...op
(inf. opblazen), blazen, blow (see blaze^, bleeze^),

+ op, up : see «j).] A South African insect of
the genus Pneumora, family AcridUdse, which
is said to inflate its abdomen and to make a
tremulous noise at night. Kirby and Spence,
Entomology, p. 495.

Blabera (blab'e-ra), n. [NL. (Serville^ 1831),
<6r. /8^/3e/a(if,' hurtful', pernicious, (. ^Tm^ti,

hurt, harm, injury, < fiTidirreiv, hurt, injure.] A
genus of very large tropical and subtropical
cockroaches of the orthopterous family Blat-
tidsB. They are known in the West Indies as
drummers and are supposed to make a noise at
night.

Blaberides (bla-bfer'i-dez), re. pi. [NL., < Blab-
era + -ides, taken as a plural suffix.] A tribe of
cockroaches of which Blabera is the type.
They have the thighs unarmed beneath, no pad between
the claws, the pronotum smooth, and the wings with a
tan-like folded anal field.

black, I. a. 10. Dark-complexioned.

How if she be Blache and Witty ?

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

Took up Mr. Hater and his wife. ... I found her to
be a very pretty, modest. Mack woman.

Pepys, Diary, April 30, 1661.

Black Mangel, *ant,At>eecb. See these words. Black
belt. (6) Same as -kcane-brake region.— 'Bla/aTi body,
in phys., a body which completely absorbs fee radi-

ation falling upon it, reflecting none and transmitting
none. No actual knovra substance rigorously fulfils this

definition, and fee black body thus specified is therefore
commonly termed the ideal black body. See-^ radiation.—
Bla^k -f^Cancaalan, *drop, •fern. See the nou,ns.—
Black-fignred style. See A«t;/2<:i.— Black hand. (6)

A criminal conspiracy among certain Italian immigrants
in the United States for the purpose of blackmail and
deedsof violence.—Black house. See *Ao«8el.— Black
line, in Auetralian hint., the line of about 6,000 armed
men which in 1830, by order of the governor, swept across

Tasmania from north to southeast in the attempt to drive

the aboriginal tribes into that part of fee island known
as Tasman Peninsula. See -kblack war.—Black lung.
See *;«Jiff.—Black mark, a mark indicating failure,

offense, or demerit.- BlaOK money. See -kmoney.—

Black pod. See *pod.— 'Blaje'k pooL See *po«J2.—
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Black rot. (6) A black appearance on hides, caused by
the application of hot liquor to green stock. C. T. Davis,
Manuf. of Leafeer, p. 183.— Black salt. See *salt.—
Black Thursday, in Australian hist., Thursday, Febru-
ary 6, 1861, remarkable for a great heat-wave (112° F. in
the shade) and a disastrous bush-fire which affected the
whole colony of Victoria. Strutt's celebrated painting.
Black Thursday,' commemorates the event.— Blaok-
tracker, a member of a special force of aboriginal Aus-
tralian police, skilled in following trails and employed in
running down criminals.— Black War, in Australian
hist., a bloodless military expedition undertaken in 1830
by the governor of Tasmania for the purpose of driving the
troublesome aboriginal tribes into Tasman Peninsula.
Only two natives were captured. See irblack line.

—

Black
Will. See *Will.

II. re. 13. In archery: (a) The fourth and
next to the outermost circle of the target,
which is colored black. See target, (b) An
arrow which hits this circle ; a hit in the black.
According to the present method of scoring
such a hit counts 3.— 14. pi. Black or coaly
shale. Ba/rrowman, Glossary. [Scotch.]—
15. pi. The larvsB of the black *eaterpillar
(which see)

—

Alizarin black, a mordant dyestufl,
derived from anthracene, which dyes chromium-mor-
danted wool a very fast black. It is a trihydroxyanthra-
quinone quinoline.—Allzarin-cyanlne black, a mor-
dant coal-tar color similar in character to alizarin cyanine.
It produces blue-black shades with a chromium mordant.— Almond black, a black pigment prepared by carbon-
izing almond- and coooanutshells.—AnUlne black. It
is an insoluble substance produced by the oxidation of
aniline, usually in the form of aniline salt. Its chemical
composition is unknown. There are feree stages in fee
oxidation of aniline : (1) the formation of emeraldine or
azurine, (2) the oxidation of emeraldine to nigraniline, and
(3) the oxidation ot the nigraniline to the so-called 'un-
^reenable black ' which is the color desired. The color
IS always made as used, the formation of the black taking
place within and upon the fiber during the dyeing pro-
cess. It is largely used in calico-printing and in hosiery-
dyeing, and whenever an extra-fast black is desired. It
is commonly applied to cotton, but processes have been
devised by which it may be applied to cotton-and-wool
union goods.—Anthracite black, an acid coal-tar color
of the sulphonated azo type, derived trom a-naphthyla-
mine. It dyes wool black in an acid bath. Also called
phenylene Wac7t.—Anthraqulnone black, a sulphid
coal-tar color made by fusing dinitro-anthraquinone with
sodium polysulphid. It dyes unmordanted cotton black,
and possesses fee common properties of the sulphid colors.—Auronal black, a sulphid coal-tar color prepared by
the fusion of dinitro-paramido-diphenylamine with so-
dium polysulphid. It dyes unmordanted cotton black,
and possesses the common properties of the sulphid colors.—Antogene black, a sulphid colorprepared by the fusion
of sodium polysulphid with the product formed by the con-
densation of amido-hydroxy-diphenylamine with the pro-
duct of the action of sulphur chlorid upon phenol, cresol,
or amines. It dyes cotton black, and possesses fee common
properties of fee sulphid colors.

—

Beggar's ultramaxine
black. See *beggar.—'Beilin. black, a black varnish
used in coating ironwork. It gives a dull finish.

—

Ble-
brlch black AN, iAN, 6AN, AO, 4BN, 3B0, and KO,
acid coal-tar colors of unpublished composition which
dye various shades of black on wool in an acid bath.

—

Black-wMte series, in psychophys., the series of color-
less visual sensations, passing from black through gray to
white. E. B.Titehener, Exper. Psychol., L ii. 5.—Bonsor's
black, a mixture of logwood, ferrous sulphate, copper
sulphate, and oxalic acid in proper proportions to produce
a one-dip logwood black.

—

Brllllajlt black. Same as
naphthol -kblack 6B.^Gaxblde black, a direct cotton
coal-tar color of unpublished composition which dyes un-
mordanted cotton black in a salt bath.

—

Chromanll
black, one of several direct cotton coal-tar colors of un-
published composition which dye unmordanted cotton in
a salt bath, but which are rendered faster by an after-

chroming.—Chromatrope black, a color developed
from one of fee chromatropes. See -kchromatrope^, —
Coffeeblack, a black pigmentmade by carbonizing coffee-
berries.—Columbia black, thename applied to a number
of direct cotton coal-tar colors of the triazo type. They dye
unmordanted cotton black in a neutral salt bath.— Cross-
dye black, a coal-tar color of the sulphid type, used in

dyeing cotton warps. It gives a deep blue-black. Also
called cross-dye n.avy.—Cuba black. Same as diam.il

•kblack.—Dea!d black, a preparation of lampblack for

painting brass and white metals.

—

Diamine beta-black,
a direct cotton coal-tar color of the triazo type derived
from benzidine. It dyes unmordanted cotton in a salt

bath a black which, upon being diazotized and developed
with /3-naphthol, becomesmuch faster.—Diamine black,
the name of several direct cotton coal-tar colors, related
to benzidine, which dye unmordanted cotton black in a
salt bafe.—DiamlneraJ black B, 3B, 6B, and K, direct
cotton coal-tar colors. They dye unmordanted cotton
black in a salt bath, but for the best results they should be
after-treated with potassium bichromate or copper sul-

phate.

—

Dianjl black, a direct cotton coal-tar color of

the tetrakisazo type derived from benzidine. It dyes un-
mordanted cotton in an alkaline salt bath. Also called

Ciiba black.—Diazin black, a basic coal-tar color of

the monoazo type derived from safranine. It dyes tan-

nin-mordanted yam black of a good degree of fastness.

—

Dia20 black, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the diazo

type derived from benzidine. It dyes unmordanted cot^

ton in a salt bath, but for the best results requires sub-

sequent diazotizing and developing.—Dlazo brilliant
black, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the diazo type de-

rived from tolidine. It dyes unmordanted cotton in a
salt bath, but for fee best results it requires a subsequent
diazotizing and developing.— Direct black, (a) Same
as one-dip kblack. (b) Any direct cotton black.— Fast
black, a basic coal-tar color of the oxazin type, but of

uncertain composition. It dyes cotton mordanted with
tannin and iron a very fast black.—Fast black B and BS,
two sulphid coal-tar colors prepared by the action of so-

dium sulphid upon dinitronaphthalene. They dye un-

mordanted cotton from an alkaline bafe.— fialena black,

blackberry
a black pigment made from native lead sulphid.— Graph-
ite black, a black pigment consisting of powdered
graphite.— Inuuedlal black, a coal-tar color of the
sulphid type, similar to Vidal black. Its composition is
unknown. It dyes unmordanted cotton a very fast black
in a sodium-sulphid bath.—Kumassiblack, an acid coal-
tar color of the diazo type derived from diamido-naphtha-
lene-sulphonic acid. It dyes wool a deep black in an acid
bath.—Kumassi union black, a coal-tar color of the
triazo type derived from diamido-naphfealene-sulphonic
acid. It is particularly well suited for the dyeing of cotr
ton-and-wool union material.—Kumassi wool black E
and S, acid coal-tar colors of the diazo type derived from
diamido-naphthalene. They dye wool black in an" acid
bath.—Liege black, a black pigment obtained by car-
bonizing vine-twigs. It consists of a pme form of char-
coal. Also called blue-black.— Naphthol black, an acid
dyestuff of the sulphonated azo type, derived from naph-
thalene. There are several naphthol blacks which vary
slightly in composition, although they are all of the same
general character.—Naphthol black B, 3B, and 6B, acid
coal-tar colors of the diazo type containing three naph-
thalene nuclei. They dye wool black in an acid bath.—
Naphthol black 12B. Same as naphthol kbliw-black.——Haphthylamlne black, an acid coal-tar color of the
diazo type derived from a-naphthylamine. It dyes wool a
blue-black in an acid bafe.

—

Nyanza black, a direct
cotton coal-tar color of fee diazo type. It dyes unmor-
danted cotton in a salt bafe, and is also well suited for
wool-dyeing.- One-dtp black, a logwood black dyed in
a single bath, the mordant and dyestuff being applied
simultaneously. The mordant first unites wife the log-
wood to form a color-lake which dissolves and is held in
solution by some acid, usually oxalic. From such a solu-
tion fee color-lake gradually deposits upon the fiber.—
Ozamlne black, a name applied to several direct cotton
coal-tar colors which dye unmordanted cotton black in a
salt bath.—Oxidation black, a name by which aniline
black is sometimes designated, from fee fact that it is
produced by the oxidation of aniline.— Oxydiamlne
black, a name applied to several direct cotton coal-tar
colors which dye unmordanted cotton black in a salt bath.
—Palatine black, one of the wool blacks.—Pienylene
black. Same as anthracite kblack. — Prudhomme's
black, a name sometimes given to aniline black when
produced by using potassium ferrocyanide.

—

Reduced
black, a prepared mixture for the production of a one-
dip logwood black which has been subjected to a reducing
action.—Salzburg black, a logwood black, so called be-
cause Salzburg vitriol is used in its production.—Single-
bath black. Same as 01^-dip kblack.—Spear-marked
black, a geometrid moth, Hheumaptera hastata, common
in Europe and the northern United States, black in color
and striped and spotted with white. One white spot and
band somewhat resemble a spear-head, hence the name.
Its larvffl are gregarious and feed upon birch and sweet-
gale.—Sulphone black, a mordant acid coal-tar color
sunilar to diamond black.—Tabora black, a direct cot^
ton coal-tar color of unpublished constitution, which dyes
unmordanted cotton from a salt bath.—Union black, a
name given to several direct cotton coal-tar colore which
are particularly well suited for dyeing cotton-and-wool
union goods black.—Victoria black, an acid coal-tar
color of the diazo type. It dyes wool black in an acid
bafe.—Vldal black, a sulphid coal-tar color, prepared by
the fusion of amido-phenol and ofeer compounds with
sodium polysulphid : one of the earliest sulphid colore.
It was discovered in 1893 and named after its discoverer.
It dyes unmordanted cotton a very fast black.—Whlte-
Strlped.black, an American geometrid mofe, Eucheeca
alboviltata, black in color, with a broad white band ex-
tending across the fore-wing.—WOOl black, a name as-
signed to several acid colore of the diazo type which dye
wool black in an acid bath.— Zambesi black, a direct
cotton coal-tar color, which dyes unmordanted cotton in a
salt bath, but is rendered faster by subsequent diazotizing
and developing.

black-and-tan (blak-and-tan'), n. A cab of
the coup6 type, introduced in New York in
1883: so named from its colors. [CoUoq.]

Black-ash furnace. See *furnace.

blackback, n. 3. The Menomonee whitefish,
Coregonus guadrilateralis. [Lake Michigan.]

blackball, re. 4. Same as black ash.

blackberry, «
. , 1 . in Norfe America the term black-

berry is applied to those edible-fi'uited membere of the
genus Rubus in which the drupelets and torus ('core')
adhere into one mass and in feis form sepai'ate from the
plant. The blackberry is now more extensively cultivated
in the United States fean elsewhere in the world. These
fruits are the ameliomted products of native species, and
fee evolution has taken place within about half a cen-
tury. The species of blackberry are much confused, but
as now understood the forms cultivated for their fruit
have been derived chiefly from Ridms nigrobaccus, the
common wild blackberry. Some have come from R. ar-

gutus, and a veiy few from R. cuneifoliux. The dew-
berries (trailing blackberries) are derived from R. pro-
cumbens (R. mllosus of Aiton) and R, invisus. A few
blackberries are hybrids between blackberi'ies and dew-
berries. The blackberries are of vei'y easy culture. If

fee ground is fertile and the plants free from disease, the
crop is very heavy ; and as this crop matures in mid-
summer, it is important that the soil be retentive of
moisture. As in related plants, the fruit arises from
canes that grew fee previous year, and these canes usu-
ally bear but once and never more than one good crop

;

therefore the old canes are wholly removed after they
have borne, and the growing canes take their places.

This removal of the old canes not only conserves the
energy of the plant and removes objectionable brush, but
also serves to keep disease in check. The chief diseases

are the anthracnose and the red rust. The former causes
discolorations and spots on the canes. It can be kept in

check to some extent by thorough and repeated spraying
wife Bordeaux mixture ; but the best procedure is to

keep it out by timely removal of affected canes and by
changing the patch to a new area every few years. The
red rust, yellow rust, or yellows is due to a fungus that

affects the entire plant, but fruits on the under side of

the leaves and is therefore often mistaken for a foliage



blackberry
disease. The only remedy is to uproot tlie plantand bum
It. The varieties of blaclcberry are many, and new Itinds
are constantly taldng the place of the old. Probably the
Snyder is now the most wide-spread, although not the
best in quality.—Blackberry bark-loose, *cane-
Dorer, •crown-borer, -Aroot-borer. See these words.—Blackberry blight, a disease of blackberry canes
and leaves, thought to be due to bacteria.—Blackberry
gall-maJcer. See *gatt-maker.—SUiiy blackberry-
gaU, a large woody growth on the stems of the blackberry,
polythalamous in character and produced by the cynipid
Diastrophus iiebvlosus,

blackbird, n. 5. A native of the islands of
Torres Strait. [Australia.]-Brewer'sblackblrd,
Scolecophague cyanoeephalus, a member of the oriole fam-
ily common in the western United States.

blackbirder (blak'b&r-dSr;, n. A slaver; a
slave-ship. [Cant.]
blackbirding (blak'bfer-ding), n. and o. I. n.
The kidnapping of negroes or Polynesians to
be sold into slavery.

In the early days of sugar-planting [in Queensland]
there may have been blackbirding, but it was confined to
a very few, and it is done away with altogether now.

Gilbert Parker, Bound the Compass in Australia, p. 78.

II. a. Engaged in the kidnapping of negroes
or Polynesians to be sold as slaves: as, a
hlaeJcbirding crew.
black-blue (blak'blo"), n. A blue so dark
that it is nearly black. Similar to blue-black.—^Azo black-blue, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the
diazo-sulphonic-acid type, prepared by combining diazo-
tized toluidine with a mixture of hydroxy-diphenylamine
and amido-naphthol-disulphonic acid; also called azo
navy-blue. It dyes unmordanted cotton from a boiling
salt bath.—Benzo black-blne, a' name given to several
similar direct cotton coal-tar colors of the trisazo type,
derived from benzidine or tolidine. They dye unmor-
danted cotton black-blue shades from a salt bath.—
Diamine black-blue, a direct cotton coal-tar color de-
rived from benzidine, which dyes unmordanted cotton a
black-blue shade from an alkaline salt bath.

black-brown (blak'broun"), n. A brown so
dark that it is nearly black ^Benzo black-brown,
a direct cotton coal-tar color of unpublished constitution,
which dyes a black-brown from a salt bath.—Katlgen
black-brown, a sulphid color similar to ircachou de
Laval.

black-buck (blak'buk), n. A sportsman's
name for the Indian antelope, Antilope cervi-
eapra. See cut under sasin.

Black-bulb thermometer. See solar-radia-
tion thermometer, under thermometer.
blackbutt (blak'but), n. A valuable timber-
tree, Macdlyptus pilularis, of southeastern
Australia. it is straight in the grain, moderately
heavy, light reddish brown in color (though the lower
part of the trunk is black), and is adapted for bent work.
It is found to thrive in California near the coast Its
wood is of general excellence for house- and ship-building,
etc., and on account of branching high is specially availa-
ble for telegraph-poles. Also called Jlintwood, willow,
white-top, and mourUain-ash.

black-chaser (blak'cha,"ser), w. The blaek-
snake, Bascanion constrictor.

black-dog, n. S, A general name for the de-
based and counterfeit subsidiary coinage cur-
rent in the British West Indies.

blacken, !>. J. 3. In founding, to ooat (the ia,oe

of a mold) with graphite, or any mixture
used for the ^urpos^, in order to create a sur-

face which will gasifjr under the heat of the
molten metal. The thin film of gas so produced
grevents any impression of the grain of the mold-sui-face
eing made and gives a smooth finish.

black-ends (blak'endz), n. pi. Befnsc coke
from cooking-ovens.

blackeyed Susan (blak-id sn'zn). One of

several plants having flowers or heads with a
dark center. One of these is Ftemingia alata (see

Tkunbergia) ; another the flower-of-an-hour. Hibiscus
Trionum ; a third, Rudbeckia hirta (see Jiudbeckia).

blackfellow (blak'fel"o), n. An aboriginal

Australian. [CoUoq. E. among the colonists.]

Black-fin snapper. See *snapper^.

blackfish, »., 1. (.g) In Australia : (1) A sea-

fish, Incisidens simplex. (2) A sea-fish, Girella

tricuspidata. (3) A fresh-water fish, GadopsJs

marmoratits.-Blackflsh oil. See-koil. Grant black-
fish, the black grunt (Roneo Prieto), Hxmulon bonari-

ense, a fish of the West Indies and southward.

black-fly, » — innoxious black-fly; a dipterous in-

sect, Simvliwm pictipea, of the family Simuliida, which

in central New York does not appear to bite.

blackgard, n.,a., and v. A simplified spelling

of blackguard.

black-grouse (blak'grous), n. The European
blackcock (which see).

black-gum, n. 2. The water-tupelo, Nyssa

biflora, a tree inhabiting wet ground along the

Atlantic and Gulf coasts. In the Dismal Swamp
(southeast Virginia) it dominates areas of deciduous

forest called bUick-gwm, or (on account of density) dark

swamp. See *gum swamp. These areas when cleared

form black-gum land, a type highly adapted to the culti-

vation of Indian com. Compare jumper swamp, under

•kjuniper.

3. Eucalyptus stellulata.
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black-haw' (blak'ha"), n. 1. Either of two
species of arrow-wood, Viburnum prunifolium
or V. rufotomentosum.—2. One of two shrubs
or small trees, Bumelia lanuginosa and S.
tenax, of the southern United States.

blackhead, n. 3. In entom., the larva of an
American tortrioid moth, Eudemis vaccirdana,
which feeds on the leaves of the cranberry.
Also called fire-worm.—4. Acommon name for
comedo. See comedo.
Blackheath beds. See *6e(Ji.

black-hot (blak'hot), a. Hot but not glowing;
less hot than red-hot.

Blackiston's trout. SeeMrout.
black-jack, n. 10. Candy made of dark
molasses.

Black-knot of the filbert, a disease which attacks the
branches of the filbert^ Corylus Avellana, and also those
of C. Americana. It is caused by the pyrenomycetous
fungus, Cryptospordla anamaia, which produces enlarged
black stromata.—Black-knot Of the gooseberry, a
disease of the gooseberry caused by Plowrightia Sibeaa.—
Black-knot of the hazel. Same as *black-knot of the
filbert

blanch

black-walnut (blak-wftl'nat), n. St
—California black-walnnt, Juglans Califomiea, a
smaller and less valuable tree than the black-walnut of
the eastern United States, found on the Pacific slope and
ranging into Arizona, New Mexico, and Sonora.

Black-water fever. See *feoer^.

Blackwood series. See *series.

bladder, n., 4. (c) A membranous inflated
fruit, as that of KoeVreuteria or the pericarp of

PhysaUs.—-'BiaAiSt fever, acute cystitis; also pem-
phigus.—Fasdcnlated bladder, a condition associated
with obstruction to the flow of urine, in which the hyper-
trophied muscular coat of the bladder foims ridges or
columns on the inner surface of the organ.—Stammer-
ing bladder. See stamjmer, v.

bladder-fish (b1ad'6r-fish), n. Same as globe-

fish and puffer, 3.

bladder-lard (blad'6r-lard), n. 1. Lard put
up for sale in bladders.

—

2. A trade-name for
lard of the best quality from the kidney fat of
the animal.

bladder-nut, n—African bladder-nut, a small

A simplified spelling ofblack-led, n. and V.

black-lead.

blackleg, n. 5. A laborer who is not a mem-
ber of a trade-gild or trade-union; a 'scab.'

The saddlers threw the blame [of bad saddles] on the
joiners ; and the joiners seem to have in their turn pushed
it back on an illegal or '* blackleg" labour encouraged by
the saddlers for their own advantage. ... As to the in-
troduction of "blackleg" labour by the Masters, it was
decreed that no stiunger was to be brought into the
trades till he had been received at the busting by the
assent of eight respectable men of the ciaft
Mrs. J. R. Green, Town Life in 16th Century, II. 163-166.

blackmailer (blak'mal-6r), «. One who levies,
or attempts to levy, blackmail.

Tile Herald Building cannot be in the least degree
affected by the Quixotic enterprise of the lobbyists and
blackmailers of the Arcade E,ailroad.

New York Berald, April 24, 1868, p. 6.

blackmark (blak'mark), V. t. To put a black
mark against the name of (some one).

Ostracise and black mark all who do not come into their
confederacy.

D. Masson, Drummond of Hawthomden, xiii.

black-meat (blak'met), n. MoUusks of the
genus Sissoa in the larval, or veliger, stage,
occurring in masses on the surface of the sea,
and furnishing food for mackerel, herring,
and other fishes.

blackneck (blak'nek), TO. Either one of the
scaup-ducks, Ayfhya marila iiearctica and A.
afflnis, which have the head and upper part of
the neck black. More commonly called broad-
bill or bluebill.

blackpoll (blak'pol), TO. The black-poll war-
bler, Dendroiea striata, which has the top of the
head black.

black-print (blak'print), n. A photographic
print, resembling the blue-print, giving black
lines on a white ground.
black-printing (blak'prin'''ting), TO. In ceram.,
the process of printingonpottery in black over
the glaze ; it antedates blue-printing.

Black-process paper. See *paper.
Black Biver limestone. See Himestone.
black-rust (Wak'rust), to. See rust^.

black-saddler (blak'sad''''16r), n. A maker of
gig-saddles. [Eng.]

black-shank (blak'shangk), to. Same as black
*rot of the sweet potato.

blacksmith (blak'smith), V. i. To follow the
trade of a blacksmith ; work as a blacksmith.

You have made me work very hard at this wild-goose
chase, digging, and tramping, and blacksmithimg, and you
got me into a scrape that miglit have cost me my life.

M. N. Murfree, Despot of Broom sedge Cove, xx.

Blacksmiths' chisel. See *chisel^.

black-stick (blak'stik), n. A blackish, resin-

ous mass, sometimes molded into sticks, which
consists of a mixture of impure alkaloids sep-
arated from the mother-liquors in the manu-
facture of quinine. It is used as a substitute

for quinine. Also known as chinoidine and
quinoidine.

black-stone (blak'stdn), n. A carbonaceous
shale.

black-stripe, to. 2. A disease of the tomato-
plant caused by the fungus Alternaria Solani.

BlacksvlUe limestone. See *Umestone.

black-tooth (blak'tSth), n. A condition of

hogs in which the teeth are black from accu-
mulation of tartar. The condition produces no ill

effect upon tlie health of the animal, .and is not, as is

commonly supposed, a disease.

blacktree (blak'tre), to. Same as blackwood, 3.

Bladder-nut (Hayei

anch; 6, fruit; c, lo
(Drawn from En^ler and Frantl's
flowering branch; 6, fruit; c, longitudinal section of a fruit,

from Engler and Frantl's " Fflanzenfamilien.")

South African tree of the ebony family, Royena lucida, or
its fruit Its wood is much used. Also called African
snowdrop. See Royena.

bladder-plum (blad'6r-plum), to. Same as
*plumr-pocket.

bladder-sedge (blad'6r-sej), to. A species of
sedge, Carex vesicaria of the temperate Old
World, having the perigynia (seed-cases) much
inflated, in ite dried state this sedge was worn, on
Nansen's polar expedition, inside boots and shoes, to keep
the feet warm and dry.

bladder-seed (blad'6r-sed), to. See Physbsper-
mum.
bladder-worm, to— aid bladder-worm, a cestode
worm Caenurus cerebralis, whose larval stage is passed in
the brain of the sheep, ox, and other grazing animals,^in
which it causes gid, tumsick, or staggers. If eaten by a
dog the larva develops into a tapeworm. Taenia coenurus,
which produces numerous eggs. These, if scattered about
a farm or along roadsides, may in turn infect grazing ani-
mals. See 9uii.—Thin-necked bladder-worm, a ces-

tode worm whose larval stage, Cysticereus tenuicollis, oc-
curs in the omentum of grazing animals and sometimes
causes their death. In the alimentary canal of the dog
the larva develops into a tapeworm, Temia marginata,
whose eggs, if swallowed, may infect such animals as
naturally harbor the larval stage.

blade, to., 3. (k) That part of an iron head of a
golf-club which forms the face or striking-
surface. (I) The broad part of a cricket-bat.
4. A swords-man.

The short man I felt quite confident Hugh could han-
dle, and was surprised, seeing his build, that Pike should
have declared him a good blade.

S. Weir Mitchell, Hugh Wynne, I. 214.

blady-grass (bla'di-gras), n. The alang-alang
grass, Imperata arundinacea : so named appar-
ently from the abundance of leaf-blades, it is

common throughout the warmer parts of the globe and is

recommended as a binder of soil and sand. See kalang-
alang and -kcog&n.

Blaes and balls, in mining, shale with embedded nodules
of iron ore. Rarrowman, Grlossary.

Blair process. See ^process.

Blake crusher. See *ertisher.

Blakiston's line. See *Une'^.

blanchi, »., 3. (6) Lead ore mixed with other
minerals.

blanch-^, v. t.—To bUmch silver, to oxidize copper super-
flcially,|when present in an alloy with silver, by heating to
redness in the air, and then dissolving outtheoxid of cop-
per by dilute sulphuric acid, thus leaving the surface of
the object with the white appearance of pure silver.



blanching-machine

blanching-machine (bUn'cbing-ma-shen''''), n.

A machine for removing the dark skins of al-

monds and peanuts, it breaks the skin, brushes it

away, and leaves tlie nut clean, white, or blanched.

Blanco group. See *groupK

Blanjulidse (bIaii-i6']i-de),n.j)J. [NL., < Blan^
julus + -idee.} A family of ehilognath myria-
pods having a thin cylindrical body with more
than 30 rings, and either with no eyes or with
a simple row of eyes beneath the edge of the
forehead.

Blanjulus (blan'jS-lus), n. [NL. (Gervais,

1837).] Agenus of blind ehilognath myriapods,
typical of the family BlanjuUdss.

blank. I. a—Blank wall, a flat wall without open-
ings; a dead waU.

U.K. 12. An opening in a forest where from
any cause very few or no trees are growing.
—In blimk, with parts left blank, to be filled in later by
another hand : as, to sign a check in blmUc.

blank, v. t. 5. To leave (a card) so that it must
be played when the suit Is led To blank out,
in prvnUng, to extend the length of (a short page) by the
insertion of leads, lines of quadrats, or low furniture.

blanket. I. n-—^Army blanket, a coarse, extra

strong wool blanket of a gray-brown color, napped on
both sides, 60 by 90 inches in size, and weighing pounds
a pair.—MattrOBB blanket, a blanket of a cottony char-
acter, with a nap on both sides, though the face shows a
distinct wave, produced in the finishing process. The
size varies from 60 by 70 'to 60 by 74 inches, and the
weight from 5 to 10 pounds a pair.—Navy blanket,
a heavy white blanket of wool, napped on both
sides, 60 by 72 inches in size, and weighing ID pounds a
pair.— Spanish blanket, a showy wool blanket, with a
white Iwdy and stripes of strong, contrasting colors,

from 7 to 10 inches in width, running from list to list

through the entire blanket

IL a. That covers, or is intended (like a
blanket) to cover, many different but more or
less closely related things, conditions, con-
tingencies, requirements, or the like; as a
^2anfcef^mortgage ; a hlanket-aXaaso in a deed
or resolution.

No such objection can be urged against such use of the
word "art," as its significance in this connection has
long . . . become conventional. . . . Therefore I have
long been in favor of what has been called a blanket de-
gree. Science, May 27, 1904, p. 818.

blanket, v, t—To blanket tbe fire (of a ship;, to

interpose between the firing vessel and the vessel aimed
at BO as to screen the latter.

blanket-ballot ( blang'ket-bal'ot), to. See
*ballot^.

blanket-cattle (blang'ket-kat*l), n. The
Dutch belted cattle (vrtiich see, under *caWte).

blanket-flower (blang'ket-flour), ». A plant

of the genus Gaillardia.

blanket-moss (blang'ket-mds), 'n. A local

name for the felted mat of dead algss, gener-

ally some species of Spirogyra, Zygnema, or

Cladophora, which forms along the border of

receding waters.

blanket-patent (blang'ket-pat'ent), to. Let-

ters patent covering a variety ofmatters, each
of which may be the subject of a single patent.

blanket-poUcy (blang'ket-pol'i-si), TO. In »»-

surance tew, a contract of insurance applied to

a class of property rather than to any particular

property, in which the risk assumed is shifting

and varying according as different articles or

things in the class are brought within the

terms of the contract.

blanket-scum (blang'ket-skum), to. In the

manufacture of sugar from the cane, the first-

formed thick layer of coagulated material

which appears on the surface of the oane-juioe

which has been treated with milk of lime and
heated in open kettles, it consists chiefly of cal-

cium salts, coagulated proteid matter, and mechanically

entangled particles of vegetable fiber. Sadtler, Handbook
of Indust Chem., p. 129.

blanket-strake (blan^'ket-strak), to. In min-

ing and metal., a sloping table or sluice con-

taining coarse cloth, used for catching gold.

See blanket-sluice. [Australia.]

blanket-table (blang'ket-ta"bl), n. Inmining,

an inclined plane covered with blankets or

other coarse cloth, to catch the heavier miner-

als which pass over it. See blanket-sluice.

blanket-twill (blang'ket-twil), n. Same as

*cassimere-twiU.

blanket-vote (blang'ket-vot), «. Same as

blanket-*baUot.

blanking-die (blang'king-di), «. Same as

*cutting-die.

blarei, n. 4. Inpainting, a broad and brilliant

effect of color, as in the representation of

flowers.

This is a thing uniqiie in painting, unique in the sense

of freshness and ambiance in which the "blare" of the

flowers is rendered. ,. ^ ,, „„„
C. Micketts, Velasquez, in Burlington Mag., y. 339.
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blasfeme, blasfemous, blasfemy. Simplified
spellings of blaspheme, blasphemous, blasphemy.

blast!, TO. i3_ In TOmrtg', a fall of water down
a mine-shaft designed to produce or quicken
ventilation. Barrowman. [Scotch.]—14. Inthe
West Indies, a disease of the sugar-cane, prob-
ably caused by an acarid now known as the
sugar-cane mite. The species is still ,uiide-
scribed— Cranberry blast, a disease caused by the
pycnidial form of a species of Guignardia, which attacks
the very young fruit and prevents its further develop-
ment.—Wblte blast, a disease of rice along the Soufli
Atlantic coast of the United States. The forming head
of the rice-plant attacked by it turns snow-white. The
cause of the disease is not known.

blast^ (blast), TO. [Gr. PTmotSc, a sprout, shoot,
germ, < pXaardvEiv, sprout, bud, grow.] In
eool., one of the spindle-shaped, spore-like
bodies in the life-cycle of certain Sporozoa,
such as the malarial parasite.

blast-area (blast'a"re-a), TO. The area over
which a blast of air or steam is distrijjuted

;

the cross-section of the blast.

blastesis (blas-te'sis), n. [NL., <Gr. ^XdaTJiai;,

a budding.] The reproduction of a lichen
thallus by means of gonidia. Minks.
Blaat-famace gas, the mixture of gases discharged from
the top of a blast-furnace used in smelting iron. It con-
sists essentially of carbon monoxid, carbon dioxid, and
nitrogen, and in view of the combustibility of the first of
these is becoming a very important source of power
hitherto wasted, being used as fuel in intenial-combus-
tlon engines.—Blast-fomace oil, a tar-like mixture of
hydrocarbons, phenols, etc., recovered from coal used in
blast-tumaces.—Bnttgenbacb's blast-fomace, a blast-
furnace in which the lumace-top is supported by pillars

of cast- or wrought-iron, tliereby relieving the stick of
its weight—Styrlan charcoal blast-ftamace, a blast-

furnace for the production of white iron. The ores
treated are chiefly spathic carbonates, poor in manganese
and containing from 35 to 55 per cent of iron. The use
of charcoal as a fuel is confined to the production of fine
grades of iron.

blastidium (blas-tid'i-um),TO.; pi. blastidia(-a).

[NL., < Gr. ISTMord;, germ, cell, -t- dim. -((Jioi).]

A secondary cell generated within another; a
daughter-cell. Schleiden.

blasting-powder (blas'ting-pou'dfer), n. An
explosive agent, commonly gunpowder, used
in blasting rock. Gunpowder for this purpose is

often made with nitrate of soda instead of nitrate of pot-

ash, although the farmer salt, which is the cheaper, tends
to take up hygroscopic moisture, and the powder is there-

by reduced in strength.—BorllnettO'S blasting-pow-
der, an explosive, made by mixing intimately 10 parts of

picric acid, 10 parts of sodium nitrate, and 8.5 parts of

potassium chromate.—Brain's blasttng-powder, an
explosive, 40 per cent nitroglycerin and 60 per cent, a
mixture of charcoal, wood-pulp, and nitrate and chlorate

of potassium. The last-named ingredient renders it a
very dangerous material.

blastocele, n. Same as blastoemle.

blastochore (blas'to-kor), to. [Irreg. < Gr.

P?MaT6g, a germ, sprout, + ;(u/)£<i', spread.]

In phytogeog., a plant disseminated by off-

shoots. F. E. Clements.

blastochyle (blas'to-kil), to. [Gr. ^hioTds, a
germ, -I- x'''^^^^! jnice, liquid.] In embryol.,

the liquid which fills the blastoooele, or cavity

of the blastula.

blastogenetiC (blas"to-je-net'ik), a. [Gr.

/3/loorof, a germ, -I- ysveaig, production: see

genetic.'] In biol., of or pertaining to charac-

ters which have their origin in the reproduc-

tive cells, or germ-cells, as distinguished from
the acquired or somatogenetic characters, which
make their appearance in the soma, or body,

of the animal or plant.

blastogenic (b]as"to-jen'ik), a. 1. Pertain-

ing to or produced' by means of budding or

blastogenesis.

The same is true as regards the formation of a new
polyp from a blastogenic cell and from an ovum. In

both cases the final result is the same, or very similar,

though the method by which it is attained is different

Weigmann (trans.). Germ-plasm, p. 174.

3. Concerning or pertaining to origin from
germ-plasm, or the substance of germ-cells, as

contrasted with origin from the soma or body.

[I] contrast them [somatogenic characters] with the

blastogenic characters of an individual, or those which
' originate solely in the primary constituent of the germ.

Weismann (trans.). Germ-plasm, p. 392.

Blastogenic germ-plasm. Idioplasm. See -trgerm-

plasm, •idioptesm.—Blastogenic variation, diversity

among germ-cells considered as variation, and, according

to Weismann's doctrine of germ-plasm, the only variation,

which can be inherited or transmitted to descendants.

Weimiann (trans.). Germ-plasm, p. 411.

blastoidean (blas-toi'de-an), a. and TO. I. a.

Having the characters of or pertaining to the

Blastoidea.

II TO. One of the Blastoidea.

blastokinesis (blas"to-ki-ne'sis), TO. [(Jr.

0?jiaT6g, a germ, + Kivriatc, movement.] In

embryol., the movements of the whole insect

embryo within the egg. Wheeler, 1893.

blatgang

blastokinetic(blas'<'to-ki-net'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to blastokinesis.

Blastomyces (blas-to-mi'sez), n. [NL. (Cos-
tantiu and RoUand,' 1888), < Gr. ^laard^, a
germ, -I- /ivKTjg, a fungus.] A genus of hy-
phomyeetous fungi having a scantily branched
mycelium with somewhat polyhedral simple
conidia produced on short lateral conidio-
phores. The single species, B. luteua, was found on
bear-dung. B«cently various writers on animal pathol-
ogy have incorrectly referred to this genus certain fungi
of obscure relationship which have been isolated from
tumors, ulcers, and cancerous growths.

blastomycete (blas-ta-mi'set), n. One of the

Blastomycetes (blas'^to-mi-se'tez), TO. pi.
[NL., < ^hiardg, a germ, -I- //{i/o/f (pi. fiiiaiTe{),

a fungus, a mushroom.] A name applied
chiefly by animal pathologists to a heterogene-
ous [group of fungi occurring as parasites |on
man and some of the lower animals. Some of
the species included appear closely related to such genera
as Oospora and OidiuTn. They are of simple structure,
consisting chiefly of simple cells arranged in chains or
small groups.

blastomycetic (blas*'to-mi-se'tik), a. Pertain-
ing to or due to Blastomycetes Blastomycetic
dermatitis, a form of inflammation of the skin caused by
the presence of a fungus of the yeast-plant family.

blastomycetous (blas-to-mi-se'tns), a. Per-
taining to or caused by any of the so-called

Blastomycetes; blastomycetic.
blastomycosis (blas'to-mi-ko'sis), to. [NL.,
< Gr. plaaTdq, a germ, -I- fihic^Cj a fungus, +
-osis.] Inflammation due to the presence in

the tissues, especially on the skin, of a vege-
table parasite belonging to the family of bud-
ding fungi.

Blastophaga (blas-tof'a-ga), to. [NL. (Graven-
horst, 1829), < Gr. p^aarig, a gei-m, sprout, +

Fiff-insect {Blasiophaffu ^ossorutn),

a, adult female ; &. head from below ; c, head from side ; d, male
impreg:nating: female; e, female issumg from gall; /, male— en.
larged. (After Westwood.)

^ayelv, eat.] A remarkable genus of ohalcidoid

insects of the family Agaonidse, having winged
females and wingless males of peculiar struc-

ture. They inhabit the flower receptacles of the fig, and
act as fertilizers, bringing about the production of the so-

called fruit in the pistillate varieties. B. grossorum fer-

tilizes the Smyrna fig of commerce, which is absolutely

dependent upon this insect for the production of seed.

Both plant and insect have been introduced by the United
States Department of Agriculture into California, where
large crops of Smyrna flgs are now grown.

blastophor, to. Same as blastophore. ^
blastophoral (blas-tof'o-ral), a. [blastophore

+ -aP^.J Relating to a'blastophore.

blastophore, to. 2. One of the nucleated por-

tions of protoplasm formed in an oocyst of

Sporozoa, comparable to a sporoblast.
Blastoporic seam, in embryol., the suture or seam formed
by the closing of the lips of the blastopore.

blastostroma (blas-to-stro'ma), TO.
;
pi. blasto-

stromata (-ma-ta). [Gr. pTiaaroi, a germ, -I-

arpafia, a bed, iaattress.] In embryol., that

portion of the egg which participates actively

in forming the blastoderm.

blastous (blas'tus), a. Of or pertaining to a
germ.
Blastozoa (blas-to-z6'a), TO. pi. [Gr. B^arog,

a germ, -I- fcjov, 'life.] Animals with germ-
layers; Metazoa.
blast-stove (blast ' stov), to. See hot-blast

*stove.

blastular (blas'tu-lar), a. Of or pertaining to

the blastula.

blastule (blas'tiil), to. Same as blastula.

blast-wheel (blast'hwel), ». The wheel in a

centrifugal disk- or pressure-blower ; an im-

peller.

blat (Wat), v.; pret. and pp. blatted, ppr. Mat-

ting. [Imitative: cf. blatter, blather, bleat.]

I. trans. To utter heedlessly ; blurt out : as, he

blatted the news.
II. intrans. 1. To "talk inconsiderately or

nonsensically; blather.— 3. To bleat.

blatjang (bla'chang),[TO. In South Africa, chut-

ney ; a condiment.



Blatti

Blatti (blat'i), >i. [NL. (Adanson, 1763, adopted
from Rheede, 1682), from a Malabar name of
one of the species of the genus, B. caseolaris.']

A genus of dicotyledonous plants, type of the
family Blattiacex. See Sonneratia.

Blattiaceae (hlat-i-a'se-e'), /(. pi. [NL. (Nie-
denzu, 1892), < Blatti'+ -acese.'] A family of
dicotyledonous archiehlamydeous plants of the
order Myrtales, typified by the genus Blatti, and
mostly with the characters of that genus, it
contains only one other genus. They are trees or shrubs
of tropical Asia, the Malay Archipelago, and the Hima-
layas. See Sonneratia and kambala.

Blattidium (bla-tid'i-um), n. [NL., < L. Uatta,
a cockroach, + Gr. dim. -iSLov.'\ A genus of

extinct cockroaches from the Jurassic rocks.

blaze^, n. 6. In physiol., an electric current
traversing normal living tissue in a positive
direction when a mechanical stimulus is ap-
plied; the electric response of living tissue to

stimulation. See *blaze-current.

This " blaze" response is the algebraic sum of post-anodic
and posMiathodic cuiTents; the resultant is commonly
homodrome, but an antidrome blaze, distinguished from
polarisation by its much greater order of magnitude, is also

seen. Mature, July 9, 1903, p. 238.

blaze-current (blaz'kur"ent), n. An electric

current aroused in living tissue by stimulation.

In another paper, A. Durig describes observations which
make it impossible, he says, to regard the appearance of

Maze-currents as a apeciflc property of living tissue. It is

much more probable that they are to be considered as
special manifestations of certain epithelial tissues.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., Oct, 1903, p. 699.

blazed (blazd), p. a. Having a white mark,
properly a streak, on the forehead: said of

horses and cattle.

blaze-reaction (blaz-re-ak'shon),M. A reaction
obtained when living tissue is stimulated by a
mechanical or an electrical stimulant. It consists

of an electric cun'ent traversing the living tissue in a
positive direction, and it is thought to be an electrical cri-

terion of vite,lity. See 'kblaze, n., 6, and itblaze-current.

Jour. Boy. Micros. Soc, Oct., 1903, p. 699.

blazing-star, n., 2. (rf) in California, Mentzelia Isevi-

caulis, a white-stemmed plant with cream-colored or

light-yellow flowers 3 or 4 inches broad ; also M. Lindleyi,

with smaller golden flowers.

bleachl, n. 3. An abbreviation of 'bleaohing-

powder,' or chlorid of lime.—Madder bleach,
the most thorough calico-bleaching process: so named
because it was first applied to goods to be printed or dyed
with madder colors. Its object is the complete removal
of every impurity wliich can attract coloring matter other
than that desired.—Market bleach, a bleaching process

for cotton goods suitable to meet the ordinary require-

ments of the trade. It differs from that for printed goods
essentially in the absence of the boiling with resin soap
and in the introduction of tinting with a blue coloring

matter.

bleach-croft (blech'kroft), m. A field of grow-
ing grass upon which linen or cotton cloth is

spread for bleaching.

bleacher, »• 4. Same as *bleacherij, 2.

bleacherite (ble'chfer-it), n. One who must
be content to stand or occupy a bench in the

open air while witnessing a base-ball or other

game. [Slang, U. S.]

bleaohery, » 2. An outdoor stand from which
spectators may view something, especially a

game of foot-ball or base-ball. [Slang, TJ. S.]

bleaching-engine (ble'ching-en"3in), ». In

paper-manuf., a machine for bleaching, clean-

ing, and preparing wood-pulp for use in a

paper-making machine. It is essentially a

fonn of beating-engine (which see).

bleaching-liquor (ble'ching-lik"or), n. Bleaeh-

ing-liquid ; as usually understood, the solution

obtained by the action of water on bleaohing-

powder or chlorid of lime, but also applied to

solutions of the alkaline hypochlorites, bleach-

ing-liquor being now made directly by the

electrolysis of an aqueous solution of common
salt.

bleach-liquor (blech'lik-or), n. Same as

*bleadhing-Uquor.

bleach-works (blech'werks), n.pl. Same as

bleachery.

Blechniun (blek'num), n. [NL. (Lmnseus,

1753), < Gr. pXnxi'ov, a kind of fern. (Blechnon

was used by Pliny.)] A genus of hardy poly-

podiaeeous ferns. The fronds are nearly or quite

uniform and mostly pinnatifld or pinnate; the sterile

veinlets are free, those of the fertile pinna: bemg con-

nected near their base by a transverse contmuous recep-

tacle which bears a linear sorus parallel to the midvem

and provided with an elongate superior indusium free

and it length reflexed from the inner margin. ITie spe-

cies in cifltivation are rather coarse greenhonse fenis

which are very useful to florists for jardiniferes and for

specimen ferns. The following are most commonly cul-

tivated "b. Brasiliense, B. mtidum, and B. C<yrcomiense

of Brazil • B. oocideniale, found in Mexico, the West
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Blechnutn •volubilt.

A, a sterile frond : B, portion of a fertile pinna showing the
sori and spores. tDrawn from Engler and Fiantl's

" Pflanzenfamilien,")

Indies, and Brazil ; and B. serr^Uatum, found in the re-

fions between Florida and Brazil. B. cartilagineum, B.
laiiceola, and othei's are also under cultivation.

bleed, ». t. 6. To allow an escape of (liquid

or gas) through a cock or valve from a higher
pressure to a lower. Specifically-(a) To let(8team)
escape by a by-pass from a high-pressure cylinder of a
compound engine to one of the low-pressure cylinders.

(6) To let (air or condensed water) escape into the atmos-
phere from the train-pipe or reservoirs of an air-brake blondure (blen'diir), »

Comljined Feeder, Sifter, and Blender.

a, feed-box with three compartments: *, feed-gates rdgulating

Eropordons of mixtures ; c, distributing-shaft : </, mixer with spiiat

rushes for spreading material over sieve {not shown) through which
it falls to blender; f, blender ;y, agitator ; ^, point of discharge;
k, pulley for belt delivering power. Front of c, d, and e open to

show construcdon. Machine 15 to 20 feet high.

„,, . [&Je»Kfl -I- -we (ef.

mixture).'] A bfend or mixture.
blend-word (blend'werd), n. An invented
word, made up of two or more known words
taken and combined without regard to etymo-
logical usage or rule, the object (which may
not be consciously present in the inventor's
mind) beingtoproduce an absolutelynew word,
which shall not appear to be a compound or
derivateof known words. Examples are frequent in

humorous formations, as in the works of " Lewis CaiToll "

;

as snark from sMake) and (.sh)ark, chortle from ch(.uck)le

+ (8n)ort, etc. So brunch, in Oxford University slang,

from br(eakfast) + ([)uneh. See trbrunch'Word. Blend-
words of this nature differ only in spirit from a class of

chemical and other technical compounds in which two or
more words are arbitrarily reduced for mere convenience,

as aldehyde from aUcohol) dehyd(rogenatus), chloroform
from chlor(in) +formiyl), etc

blendy (blend'i), a. Containing the mineral
blende.

system, (c) To remove (condensation) from a gas-main
or a steam-pipe by opening a drip-valve.

7. In making turpentine, to obtain resin from
(living trees) by cutting into them To bleed
a sack, to make a slit in it^ as in loading sacked wheat
for export See the extract

In loading sacked wheat for export a ntunber of sacks
in each row are "bled." In other words, a slit is made in

the sack, which allows a small quantity of the wheat to

escape and fill in the spaces around the comers and sides

of the sack, thus making a more compact cargo, which is

less liable to shift than would be the case if the sacks
were loaded without "bleeding."

Yearbook IT. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. S76.

bleeder, ». 3. In mech., a pipe which leads
steam from the pressure-line to the interme-
diate! or low-pressure cylinder of the engine
or to the condenser.

bleeding-heart, }i. 4. S&me a,8*coral-creeper.
—Califomia bleeding-heart, Bikukulla formosa, a
beautiful species of theSierras and Coast Range.

—

Wild . , . , ,,tt y ,1
bleeding-heart, Bikutulla eximia of the Alleghany blonnemesiS (ble-nem e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

P?i.ewa, mucus, + ifieai^, vomiting.] The vomit-
ing of mucus.
Blennicottus (blen-i-kot'us), n. [NL., < L.
blennius, Gr. pXhvoq, blenny, -I- Gr. k&ttoc, a
fish (see Coitus).^ A genus of cottoid fishes of

the North Pacific: the typical species is B.
fjlobiceps.

blennostasis (blen-o-sta'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

/3Xewof, sUme (mucus), + araaig, standing.]

^ ^ J. . ,_ . i, ,»t ,
Suppression of a discharge of mucus.

can be denoted by reference to" a common scale, the law .-i'f;. /vi^- ,=/_; a \ «, rMT f mi,„,n^
assumes of course that the inhentance will be, to use Gal- blenmma (blen-u ri-a)

, m. [N L.
, < pZ-evvo^,

ton'sterm.iiejMfod. namely, that the zygote resulting from slime (mucus), + owpow, unne.] Discharge of

mucus in the urine.

region.

bleeding-valve (ble'ding-valv), ». A valve
used to bleed or drain a mechanical system.

See *bleed, v. t., 6, and *bleeder, 3.

Bleiberg process. See ^process.

blend^, v. i. 3. In biol., to exhibit or trans-

mit to descendants the resultant or combina-
tion of resemblances to the two parents in in-

heritance.
In the former case where A and a are characters which

ton's term, blended, namely, that the zygote resulting from
the union of A with a will on the average be more like a
than if A had been united with A; and converaejy ttiat

^^^^ (bla'6), n. [Native name.] PeresUa Bleo
an Aa zygote will on the average be more
an aa zygote would be.

W. Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p. 20.

4. In psyekol., to combine in such a way that
the combining qualities are thrust more or less

into the background by the total impression
which results from their combination; fuse.

blend.!, M. 3. in paychol., a. tasiou; a connec-

of the cactus family, a thorny shrub found in

Colombia and Brazil. It bears flesh-colored flowers
and smooth, pear-shaped edible fruit the size of a large

plum. The plant serves as a good stock on which to gi'f^t

the more ornamental species of cacti and is planted for

hedges. See Pereskia. [Colombia]

blephara (blef'a-ra), n.
;

pi. blepliarse (-re).

Fxeuu 2 '• -. — ^«j^ , ~. ^ — .. , [NL., <Gr. /3/le0apovJ eyelid.] One of the teeth
tion of mental processes in which the constit- of the peristome in mosses. [Rare.]

uents are forced into the background by the blephaiic (ble-far'ik), a. [Gr. pMipapov, eyelid,

total impression. + -jc] Same as palpebral.
There is no trace of fusing, of being fused, when the blopharis (blef'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. ^TiCipapii,

tones sound :
they form a blend; and this blend, the eyelash, eyelid',' < BM<bapov, eyelid, appar. <

sound-whole, |thefusto^^^
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^ .. ^^ ^^^^^^^ j ^^ at.] In certain crustaceans the

blend2, n. A simplified spelling of blende. ^'''^^^ °f^^f 'V^ ^^« ^^S^ "^ ^^^ P'* 1° ^^^"^ ^^^

blende, » Sldot blende, an artificially prepared zinc -f/^ J? ^'™^,V, „ , ..s „ rwr /»/r
sulphid, in finely crystaUine powder, exhibiting phospho- BlephaXOCera (biet-ar-ros e-ra), n. ISSU. (ll&c-

resoenoe on exposure to sunlightj by friction, and by the quart, 1843) (also Blepharicera), < Gr. pAeijiapov,

impact of the radiation from salts of radium. Science,

Oct 28, 1904, p. 669.

blender, n. 2. A machine for mixing or blend-
ing together different kinds of flour, dry paints,

or other powders, it consists of a cylinder of wood
or iron in Uie axis of which is a shaft, called an agitator,

fitted with spiral fans which when revolved stir and mix
together the various powders or flours placed in the ma-
chine. It is usually combined with some form of sifting-

machine, and is then called a sifter and blender. Large
machines have also a feeder.

blending, «. 2. The combination of the char-

acteristics of both parents as a resultant in

cross-breeding.
In some cases there was obvious blending, as for ex-

ample when white crossed with red or daret gave pink.

Bateson and Saunders, B,ep. EvoL Com. Roy. Soc, 1902,

[L 46.

eyelid {^^ijxipig, eyelash), + /c^pof,horn.] 1.

A genus of dipterous insects typical of the
family Blepharoceridse.— 2. A genus of tiueid

moths. Chambers, 1877.

Blepharoceridse (blef'Vro-ser'i-de), n. i>Z.

[NL., < Blepharocera + -»<?«.] A family of

small bibionoid dipterous insects which have
the wings furnished with a network of creased
lines, from which they have been called the
net-^ei/ned midges. The adults are mosquito-like in

form, and the larvae, which are aquatic, resemble Crus-

tacea more than insects. They attach themselves to
rocks in swift-running streams, and have apparently but
7 segments.

blepharoclisis (blefa-ro-kli'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. jiMtjiapov, eyelid, + KAdaiQ, M'^aig, shut-



Diepucirocusis

ting up.] Union, to a varying extent, of the
opposing eyelids, of congenital origin.

blepharoconjunctivitis (blefarro-kon-jungk*
ti-vi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. l3Ai<jiap6v, eyelid, +
Nil. conjunctmUs.'] Inflammation of the eon-
junetiva of the eyelid.

blepharoplast (blef'a-ro-plast), n. [Gr. pie-

<liapi(, eyelash, + TrAauTiif, formed.] 1. A spe-
cialized cilia-forming protoplasmic organ of
the sperm-cells of certain plants, it first appears
in the speimatozoid mother-oeUs in the form of a round
body with radiating rays of kinoplasm, and through its

growth and development gives rise to tlie motile cilia of
the sperraatozoids. The organ resembles a centrosome
or centrosphere, and may be a modified homologue of

that organ of the cell. In Zamia, Cyca%, Ginkgo, and
certain ferns, two of these organs appear in each sperma-
tozoid mother-cell, one going to eaoh of the two spemia-
tozoids formed therefrom. H. J. Webber, Development
of the Antherozoids of Zamia, in Bot. Gazette, July 16,

1897, p. 24.

2. In protozoans, a minute granule, of un-
known function, at the base of each flagellum,

as in MuUidlia.
blepharoplastoid (blef'a-ro-plas'toid), II.

[Gr. ^^(jiapic, eyelash, +"7r^aaT6c, formed, +
eldo(, form.] In bot., a structure resembling
the blepharoplast in the spermatids of certain
plants, such as Marsilia,

blepharostat (blef'a-ro-stat), 10. [Gr, pu^apov,
eyelid, + irrardf, fixed,^ laTavat, cause to stand.]
An instrument for keeping the eyeUds apart

;

an eye-speculum. Jour. Trop. Med., Mar. 2,

1903, p. 71.

blepharosymphysis (blef'a-ro-sim'fi-sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. pkk^apov, eyelid, -I- avii^vai^, a
growing together.] Union, to a varying ex-

tent, of the opposing eyelids, occurring as a
result of disease.

blepharosjmechia (blef"a-ro-sin-e-ki'a) , n.

[Mj., < Gr. jiAeibapov, eyeli3, -f- ovvtx^i-^t con-
tinuity, < cvve%yg, continuous, < avvexeiv, con-
tinue, hold together, < ovv, with, -I- E%eiv,

hold.] Adhesion between the margins of the
opposing eyelids.

blepharotomy (blef-a-rot'o-mi), n. [Gr. /3/le-

(jiapm, eyelid, -I- toji^, a cutting.] In surg.,

incision of the eyelid.

Blessed bread. Same as eulogia.

blet (blet), n. [blet, v.] A soft spot in a fruit

;

an early stage of decay.

Bletia (ble'ti-a), re. [NL. (Ruiz and Pavon,
1794), named'in honor of I ' ^ Blet, a Spanish
pharmacist and botanist. ] A widely distributed
genus of terrestrial or epiphytal herbs of the

family Orchidaeese. The leaves are plicate, mem-
branaceous, erect, and have a sheathing base. The terres-

trial species are most commonly grown by gardeners. There
are about 20 species of Bletia found in the American trop-

ics, and one species is found in China and Japan. B. hya-
cinthina, B. vereeunda, B. Sherratiana, B. paltUa, and B.

campanulata are most commonly grown.

bleu (ble), re. [F.] Blue Bleu celeste, in oeram.,

same as -kbleu turqteoise.—Bleu dC del, a shade of blue
found in Chinese porcelain ; sky-blue. Also called bleu

d'asMr.—Bleu de Nanking, a dark-blue color found on
Nanking or 'East India' stoneware and porcelain.—Bleu
de Sevres, a deep, rich cobalt blue color used at the Sfevres

factory near Paris. Same as bleu de rm (which see).—

Bleu fouett^, a blue color used on Chinese ceramic ware :

so called from its whipped aspect. It is less deep in shade
than the lapis iazidi, and has a mottled appearance. See
powder -kblue.— Bleu lapis, a veined dark-blue color, or

gros bleu, used on French porcelain, paitioularly that of

S6vres.—Bleu tUIC, a pale grayish or 'Turkish' blue,

used as a ground-color on Sfevres porcelain.—Bleu tur-
quoise, in ceram., a highly prized turquoise-blue color in-

vented in the reign of Louis XV.

blibe (blib), re. [Appar. a dial, variant of hleh.']

In glass-making, a defect in the glass, caused by
the retention of gas-bubbles formed during the

melting. Also called blister.

blicksifber (blik'sil^bfer), n. [G.J Silver as it

appears after the removal of the impure lith-

arge or abstrich in a cupeling-fumaee. Blick-

silber still contains some lead and has to be
further refined. Phillips and Bauerman, Ele-

ments of Metallurgy, p. 707.

blight, re., 8. (c) Purulent conjunctivitis.—4.

An inseet, usually inconspicuous or hidden,

which causes trees orplantsto become diseased

or to die, as the American blight.— American
blight, a name given in England and the English colonies

to the woolly root^louse of the apple (Schizomura lani-

gera) on account of its supposed American origin. Its nar

tive home, however, is not satisfactorily determined, and
it may quite possibly have been Europe or Asia.—Apple-
blteht. Same as pear-blight.—'BaxAeiialVUgbXi. See

•Sacterioi.-Black Wight, (a) A disease of the mango,

Mangifera Indica, caused by the fungus Dimerosponum
mangiferum, which produces velvety black patches on the

leaves, especially where insects that produce honeydew are

present. tb)B&tDeas,mosqmto-kblight. &ee&}so tea-bug.—

Cane-bllgnt, a disease of raspberries doubtfully ascribed

to a species of Pluyma.— Com-bllght. Same as *leaf-

blight qf corn.— Dovigla.s flr blight, a disease of seed-
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lings and young trees of Pseudotsuga Tnucronata and
Sequma Washingtoniana, caused by thefungus 5c?^roiima
Douglassii. Botrytig Douglaaaii is regarded as the coni-
dial condition of the fungus.—Egg-plant bUght, a dis-
ease of the egg-plant attributed to Bacillus solanacearum.— Gr^e-leafblight. See *leaf-blight ofgrape.— Gray
blight, a disease of the tea-plant in India caused by Pes-
talotia Guepini, which produces brownish-gray spots on
the leaves.— Greenblight, the greenfly; any green plant-
louse, especially one of those forms which damage hot-
house plants.

—

Maple-blight, a disease of young shoots
of the maple, Acer campestre, in Europe, caused by the
fungus Septoglaeum Hartigianum.— MosqultO^bllgbt,
a blight of the tea-plant produced by the punctures of
several species of plant-bugs of the genus Helopeltis. See
«ea-6«3.— plneapple-bllght, a serious disease of the
pineapple, causing the death of tlie plant. It has been
attributed to a species of Fusariwm. Pineapple-blight
has been injurious in Florida, causing large losses.— Po-
tato early blight, a disease affecting the leaves of the
potato, caused by the fungus Altemaria [Macrosporium]
Solani. Same aspotato leaf-curl.—Potato late blight,
a disease of potato-leaves and tubers caused by Phytoph-
thora ivfestans. . See potato-rot.—Rlce-bllght, a very
destructive disease of rice, attacking the stem near the
top and preventing the development of the grain. It is

supposed to be due to a fungus.

—

Sorghum-bllght, a
disease of the leaves of sorghum ascribed to Baeilltig Sor-
ghi.— Thread bUght, a disease which attacks the twigs
and leaves of the tea-plant in India. It is said to be caused
by the fungus Stilbum inamtm, whose mycelium forms
thread-like strands on the twigs and leaves.— Straw-
berry-bllght, a disease of strawberries supposed to be
of bacterial origin.—Tomato-blight, a disease of tomato-
plants caused by BacUlus solanacearum; also, in the
southern United States, a disease caused by a Sclerotium.— Wbeat-bllght, a disease of wheat attributed to Mys-
trosporiuw, abrodens.

blight-powder (blit'pou-d6r), ». A mixture
of sulphur with a small proportion of anhy-
drous copper sulphate in fine powder, for dust-
ing as a fungicide over cultivated plants.
Blikoor (blik'dr), n. [Cape D., < hlik, bare,
galled, sore, + oor, ear.] A South African
nickname for a person from the Transvaal.

blindi, a. 14. In hart., said of a shoot that
does not bloom, it is most frequently applied to roses,

chrysanthemums, and other twiggy growers. Such shoots
are often spoken of as blind wood. Shoots which do not
fulfil their promise, or fulfil the expectations of ttie gar-
dener in producing flowers, are said to "come blind."—
Blind alphabet. See *6raffle.—Blind cat, a siluroid
fish, Amiurus nigrolabris, found in caves and having
the eyes functionless.

—

Blind COaX (b) Coal, containing
little volatile matter, which bums without smoke ; an-
thracite. [Scotch.]

—

Blind door. (!>) A door made of
slats likti a window-blind, and intended to allow of the
passage of air while sight is prevented.

—

Blind gut,
the csecimi.

—

Blind hole. (6) In golf, a hole so situ-

ated that a given player cannot see the flag which marks
its position.

—

Blmd hookey. See -khookeys.—Blind
insects, any insects in which the eyes are absent or
are functionless, as in a number of the forms of different
orders which inhabit caves, in the curious orthopterous
insects of the family Hefnimeridse, In certain cockroaches,
in the full-grown females of many Coccidse, in certain
species of fig-insects of the chalcidoid family Agaonidx,
and in others.

—

Blind pit, in mining, a shaft which does
not reach the surface, as a shaft from an upper to a lower
seam.—Blind pocket. See^pocAret.-Blind shearblg,
in coal-mining, a side-cutting without undercutting.
Barrovmmn, Glossary.

—

Blind spot. (&) In cricket, that
spot of ground in front of the batsman where, if the ball

pitches, he is in doubt as to whether to play back or for-

ward.-Blind tiger, a place where intoxicating liquors
are sold surreptitiously. [Local U. S.]—Blind wall, a
wall without openings.

blinded, a. 3. In mining, not opposite, but
nearly so, as two level drifts on either side of

a slope. Barrowman, Glossary. [Scotch.]

blind-fish, ». 3. Any of the several species of

fishes whichinhabit caves and havemore or less

rudimentary eyes Cuban bllnd-flsh, either of

two species of blind-fishes found in the caves of Cuba,

Lucifuga subterranea and Stygicola dentatum. They
belong to the isaaUyBrotulidse, a group otherwise strictly

marine.

blindfold chess. See *chess^.

blindfoldedness (blind'f61"ded-nes), n. The
state of being blindfolded. N. E. D.

blinding -tree (blin'ding-tre), n. [Ppr. of

hlind^ + tree.] A littoral tree, Exccecaria

Agallocha, belonging to the sjiurge family, the

acrid milky juice of which is said to cause
blindness. See Excsecaria and tiger's-milk.

[Bast Indies.]

blindlingt (blind'ling), n. [blind + -ling^.'] A
blind person. N. E. D.

blind-lobster (blind'''lob'st6r). re. Phoberus

cxous, found in the Gulf of Mexico and the

Indian seas.

blindness, ».-Blue-yeUow blindness, a form of

partial color-blindness in which the short-wave end of

the spectrum is very dark and but little colored, and

yellow is confused with white, while red and blue-green

are still distinguished.—Cortical blindness, loss of

sight due to a lesion in the cortical portion of the brain.

—Mental blindness, psychical blindness, a patho-

logical state in which the patient, though able to see

objects before him, cannot recognize them by their

visual properties.
, , . ,

blind-tooling {blmd't61''mg), «. In bookbind-

ing, an effect produced by various instruments

upon the leather without the assistance of

gold-leaf.

bloat
Blind -tooling is the impression of the tools upon

the leather without gold or color. It is produced by the
tools, slightly warmed, being impressed upon the leather
when damped, and by the same impression being often
repeated to brighten its effect.

W. Matthews, Bookbinding, p. 65.

blind-work (blind'werk), n. Same as *blind-
tooling.

blind-your-eyes (blind'ySr-iz), n. [Austra-
lian.] Same as *blinding-tree.

blinker, «. 3. pi. Goggles; spectacles used
for protecting the eyes from the light, dust,
glare of the snow^ etc.—4. A small mackerel

:

a name used bv fishermen.

blinking, n. Jl, a. l.- Winking with half-
opened eyelids, as when the eyes cannot bear
full Ught.— 2. Having twinkling eyes. Scott,

Nigel, xvii.

blippo (blip'po), n. [African.] A shrub or
small tree, Eand/ia melleifera, belonging to the
madder family, with the inky sap of which
the natives of North Central Africa dye their
bodies.

blister, re. 6. A swelling on a metal plate; a
bag.— 7. A young oyster. [U. S.] — 8. In
photog., a defect in a plate or on a paper in

the process of coating with gelatin, albumin,
or collodion.— 9. In glass-making, a defect in

the glass caused by the retention of gas-
bubbles formed during the melting—Larch-
blister, a disease of the branches of the European larch

caused by a discomycetous fungus, Dasyscypha Wilt-

7comntM.— Pear-leafblister. (a) A disease of pear- and
quince-leaves in Europe, causing swollen blister-like

patches, due to the fungus Taphria bullata. (b) A com-
mon disease of pear-leaves produced by a mit«, Phytoptus
pyri, commonly called the pear-leaf blister mite. Each
blisl^er is a swelling of the leaf, producing a cavity in wliicli

the mites are found.— Pine blister, a disease of pines
caused by species of Periderjreiiim which form blisters on
the leaves.—Flmn-leaf blister, a disease of the plum
caused by Polystigma rvhrum which produces reddish
patches on the leaves.

blister-beetle, ».-Blackbllster-beetle. SeePenn-
sylvania *i>K8ter-Seet(e.— Black-strlped blister-bee-
tle, an American meloid beetle, Macrobasis atrivit-

tata, which damages garden plants in the Mississippi
valley.

—

Immaculate blister-beetle, an American me-
loid beetle, Macrobasis immacvZata, which damages
garden vegetables in
the Western States.

—

Lean blister-beetle,
an American meloid
beetle, Epicauta Stri-

gosa, common in the
southern United States,

where it damages
flower-gardens in the
late summer and au-
tumn. — Pear-tree
blister-beetle, a me-
loidbeetle,PompAopasa
aenea, greenish blue in
color. It injures pear-
blossoms in the north-
em United States.

—

Pennsylvania blis-
ter-beetle, a black
meloid beetle,^^'ca«ta
Pennsylvanica, of wide
Korth American distri-

bution. It is common
on certain field crops,
as beets, beans, and
peas, occurs frequently
on goldenrod, and is

abundant in fiower-
gardens on late bloom-
ing plants such as asters and chrysanthemums. Usu-
ally called black blister-beetle; also aster-bug.— Striped
blister-beetle, a meloid beetle, Epicauta vrittata, yel-

lowish in color with two black stripes on each cover. It

is a common and wide-spread North American species.

—

Three-lined blister-beetle, an American meloid beetle,

Epicauta lemniscata, common throughout the Southern
and Western States.—Two-spotted blister-beetle, an
American meloid beetle, Macrobasis albida, common in

the southwestern United States.

blister-blight (blis'ter-blit), n. A disease of

the tea-plant in India, caused by Exobasidvum
vexans, which produces velvety convex blisters

on the leaves pine blister-blight, a disease at-

tacking the leaves of Pinus sylvestris in Europe, caused

by Peridermium Cornui.

blister-copper (blis'ter-kop"er), n. Metallic

copper produced in the smelting of the metal
by heating together copper sulphid and copper

oxid, the escape of sulphur dioxid in bubbles

giving rise to small cavities or blisters in the

mass.
blister-furnace (blis-ter-f6r'nas), n. The fur-

nace in which blister-copper is melted. It is

a form of reverberatory furnace.

The multiple system anodes are sometimes cast direct-

ly from the blister-furnace or the converter.
Encyc. Brit, XXVIL 237.

B . Lit. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Utera-

B LL. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Laws.

bloatl, a. II. n. The bloater whitefish,.4r(7!/ro-

somns 'I

Pennsylvania Blister-beetle {Epi-
cauta Pennsylvanica). Adult.

Three times natural size. (Chit,

tenden, U. S. D. A.)



bloat-clover

bloat-clover (bl6t'kl6''v6r), n. See bear-*clover.
Bloater whiteflsli. See *wnitefish..
blob, n. 5. In crieket, no score ; zero ; a duck's-
egg (which see).

blocage (blo-kazh'), n. [F., < iloe, block.]
Eough masonry made by bedding small stones
in masses of mortar, as in the interior of heavy
walls.

Blochius (blok'i-us), m. [NL., named after
M. E. Block (1723-99), a German ichthyolo-
gist.] A genus of singular elongate teleost
fishes with a beak-like snout and finely toothed
iaws. The body is covered with rhombic bony and
eeled (scales; the dorsal fln extends from occiput to tail

and is composed of a spaced series of long spines ; and the
anal fln is of similar character. It is the only genus of the
family Bloehiidx, and occurs only in the Upper Eocene
rocks of Monte Bolca.

block!, n., 6. (6) A block-like form of oast-
iron or steel used by angle-smiths in ship-
building instead of an anvil. They are of
various shapes and are named from their spe-
cial uses, as splitting-blocks, bending-blocks,
welding-blocks, joggling-and-offsetUng blocks,
etc.—10. Hence

—

(d) The engraving or plate
itself.— 16. One of the sections into which
the colonies of Australia are divided. See
*back-bloeks.— 16. In railroading, the space or
distance on a track between two signals ; one
of the short divisions into which a railroad is

divided for signaling purposes, irrespective of
the particular signal-system employed. See
*block-signal, and "^signaling.— 17. In ceram.,
the original model from which the block-
mold is cast. See *6iocfc-moM.— 18, lugeol..

—SlX-CtVtL-

Portion of earth's crust, showing geological blocks.

a portion of the earth's crust separated by
fracture from the adjacent parts, and usually
uplifted or depressed with respect to them.— 19. In molirir-making, a triangular piece of
wood within one of the projecting corners of
the waist, to which the ribs, belly, and back
are glued andby which the solidityand strength
of the whole is largely secured. Usually called
corner-block. As the waist has two comers on either
side, the number of blocks is four. The introduction of
comers and blocks in the fifteenth century marks a de-
cided transition in the evolution of the true violin from the
older lute.

20. Xnforesiry, the unit of management treated
in a working-plan. A block contains always
two, but usually many more, compartments.— 21. In stock-raising, any animal of a stocky,
stout, compact, and well-made form : opposed
to a loosely formed or rangy animal.

Fifth on the list was Lucifer, a " block " with fine spread
of fore rib, a strong loin, level lines, and a bull's head.

Rep. Kan. State Board Agr., 1901-1902, p. 204.

Block coefficient. See -kcoeffiment of fineness.— Block
system, (a) in geol., a mountain system in which the

Application of Water by Block System.

rangesaredislocatedblocksoftheearth'scrust (b) Inim-
gatum, the method of applying water to the ground within
small, regularly placed levees or dikes.—Block teeth,
false teeth cut out of ivory or other suitable material, two
or more on one piece.

—

Fercliedblock^ a glacial boulder,

usually of large size, left in a high position by the melting
of the ice. GeiMe, Text-book of GeoL, p. 161.—Process
block, a printing block obtained by photographic pro-

cesses.

—

The Block, a certain fashionable promenade in

Melbourneand another in Sydney (Australia). See def. 15.

—To do the Block, to lounge, promenade, or drive on
'the Block' (see above). [Local, Australia.]

—

Volcanic
block, a relatively large and irregular fragment of vol-

canic rock, blown out by an explosive eruption which has
(usually) shattered lava previously consolidated. Qeikie,

Text-book of Geol., p. 172.

block^, 1!. t. 7. To secure (an electrotype or

photo-engraved plate) upon a block of wood or

metal, to make it type-high.— 8. In sugar-beet

growing, to remove, by the hoe or a machine,
sections from thickly sown rows so as to leave
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blocks or bunches from 6 to 10 inches apart,
which are then thinned by hand to one plant
each; to biinch—To block out. (b) In photog., to
screen or cover a portion of the negative in order to pre-
vent printing.

block^, n. 3. In cricket: (a)A batsman's guard

;

the position in which he holds his bat upon
the ground previous to striking. (6) A block-
hole, (c) The stopping with the bat of a ball
which is pitched in the block-hole, (d) A
batsman who acts entirely on the defensive.
[Colloq.]—Lock-and-blook, a systeih of operating
railroad-trains by which a holder is locked by a preceding
train so as to block the following train, which cannot
proceed until the forward train is out of the section. The
presence of a train on a section prevents the release of a
staff from the holder ; no engineman is allowed to pass
such a holder without withdrawing the staff from it

" Lock-and-block" has been used to a limited extent on
a good many lines in England and a half-dozen in America,
but of extensive installations there were in 1901 only four.

Encyc. Brit, XXXU. 146.

block^, V. t. 2. In card^laying, to hold up a
high card in order to prevent an adversary
from making smaller ones later on.

block-ball (blok'bftl), «. In base-ball, a ball
which goes out into the crowd or is stopped
by some one who is not connected with the
game.
block-chain (blok'chan), n. A form of drive-
chain for transmitting motion or power, in
which the alternate links are solid blocks con-
nected by side-pieces or links which are held
in place by pins through the blocks near their
ends. The pins and flat links give flexibility. Newer
designs use flat links edgewise, rather than the altemate
block and links.

block-cutting (blok'kuf'ing), n. In ceram.,
the process of carving, out of gypsum or clay,
molds from which- the working-molds are to
be made.
block-fuel (blok'fu"el), n. Small coal or coal-
dust mixed with pitch or other binding-ma-
terial and pressed into blocks for use as fuel.
Also aaX\6Ci patentfuel. Thorpe, Diet. Applied
Chem.,I. 329.

block-game (blok'gam), n. A game of domi-
noes in which each player starts with seven
pieces, the object being to block the adver-
sary so that he cannot play. The winner
counts the points on his opponent's pieces.
blockhead-board (blok'hed-bord"), n. Same
as *dom, 2.

block-hole (blok'hol), n. .In cricket, a mark or
depression just inside the popping-erease and
in front of the wicket, upon which, for the pur-
pose of determining his position, the batsman
usually rests his bat previous to striking.

block-model (blok'mod-el), n. In ship-building,
a model made from a number of flat pieces of
wood called lifts, bolted or glued together into
a block and carved to represent the shape of a
vessel on a reduced scale. The joints between
the pieces show the form of the water-lines of
the vessel.

block-mold (blok'mold), n. In ceram., a hollow
plaster east taken directly from the original
block, or clay model, piaster of Paris is poured into
this to make the case or case-mold, and from the latter the
hollow working-molds, which are replicas of the block-
mold, are made. See •kcase-'mold and -^working-rrwld.

block-printer (blok'priu-tfer), n. One who
prints colored patterns on cloth with hand-
blocks.

block-printing, n. 3. Any process in which,
by the aid of photography, a block is produced
which may be printed from in an ordinary
?rinting-press together with the letterpress,
he half-tones of the photograph must be broken up into

lines, dots, stippling, or grain in order to hold the ink.

block-riffles (blok'rif'lz), n. pi. Wooden bars
fastened to the bottom of the sluice to retain
the gold. Instead of being sawn horizontally with the
grain of the wood, like ordinaiy riffle-bars, block-riflles ai'e

cut across the tree, and stand in the sluice with the grain
upward. They are said to be more durable than riJHe-
bai-s.

block-signal (blok'sig^nal), n. An automatic
signal placed at one end'of a section of a rail-

road to block the section by warning trains
coming into it of the presence in it of another
train. When the latter train leaves the section, the sig-

nal is changed automatically or by hand to indicate that
the track is clear.

block-sugar (blok'shug"ar), n. Same as cut
sugar (which see, under sugar).

bloc^-SWitch (blok'swieh), n. Arailway-switch
connected with a block-signal and operated
with it at the same time and with a single move-
ment. »

block-train (blok'tran), n. A railway-train

blood

made up of cars which together form one unit
of unvarying composition. [Eng.]

In block-traint, where the component coaches are per-
manently coupled together, one dynamo sometimes lights
all the carriages ; but usually each has its own dynamo,
and so becomes an independent unit.

Eneyc. Brit, XXXII. 164.

blockwood (blok'wud), n. Same as logwood, 1.

bloedite, ». See blddite.

bloUy (blol ' i), n. [Prom loblolly, perhaps
taken as low-bloUy."] A tree, Pisonia longi-

folia, of the West Indies and southern Florida.
The name is probably given also to P. enicordata, the
loblolly-tree.

blomstrandite (blom'stran-dit), n. [Named
after Prof. C. W. Blomstrand of Lund.] A
tantalate and niobate of uranium, related to
samarskite : found in Sweden.

blondinette (blon-di-nef), n. [blond + -ine

+ -ette.'} A breed of oriental frilled pigeons,
of small size, plump, compact form, feathered
legs, and tricolored -wings. "The markings are the
same in the different varieties, but the colors, usually
light, vary considerably.

Blondlot rays. See *rayK .

blood, n,, 1. The blood is a slightly alkaline, albumi-
nous fluid with a specific gravity of 1.050, and is equal in
amount to about one thirteenth of the body-weight It
transfera food and oxygen to the tissues, from which it

also removes carbon dioxid and other waste products. Its

fluid portion, the plasma, and its solid [constituents, the
cells, are present in about equal amounts. The plasma is

a clear yellowish fluid containingserum albumin, globulin,
flbrinogen, and inorganic salts. The formed elements are

• the red corpuscles, the white corpuscles or leucocytes, and
the blood-plates. The red corpuscles are non-nucleated,
biconcave disks of an average diameter ofj7 micromilli-
meters, and it is their presence that gives the blood its

red color and its opacity. Their chief constituent is the
hemoglobin, and they number about 4,500,000 to the cubic
millimeter. In disease three types of nucleated red cells
are observed, named, according to their size, microblasts,
normoblasts, and megaloblasts, as well as abnormal non-
nucleated cells, the microcytes, megalocytes, and poikilo-
cytes. The leucocytes are nucleated, number about 8,000
to the cubic millimeter, and Ave normal varieties are rec-
ognized—^the polymorphonuclear neutrophiles, the lym-
phocytes, the large mononuclears, the eosinophiles, and
the basophiles. In certain infectious diseases, such as
appendicitis and pneumonia, the number of leucocytes
maybemuch increased, while in typhoid fever the number
is diminished. The blood-plates are supposed to take part
in the clotting of the blood. In recent yeara the study of
the blood has greatly increased in importance, and its ex-
amination furnishes indispensable information in certain
diseases. The determination of the amount of hemoglo-
bin, of the freezing-point of the blood, the enumeration
of the red and white cells and of the different varieties of
the latter, bacteriological reactions such as those of ty-
phoid or Malta iever, and the search for microscopic par-
asitic organisms such as those of malaria, filariasis, and
relapsing fever form some of the more important methods
of examination. A recent development has been the elab-
oration of a method for differentiating the blood of man
and animals by means of thellrprecipitin test (which see).

A9?9^.m?®^f?
Blood.

^, Types of Leucocytes, a, polymorphonuclear neutrophile;
d, polymoiphonuclear eosinophile; f, myelocyte (neutrophilic); d,
eosinophilic myelocyte ; e, large lymphocyte (large mononuclear)

;

y, small lympnocyte (small mononuclear), i/, Normal Blood.
Field contains one neutrophile. Reds are nnrmal, C, Anemia,
post-operative (secondary). The reds are fewer than normal, and
are deficient in hemoglobin and somewhat irregular in form. One
normoblast is seen in the field, and two neutrophiles and one small
lymphocyte, showing a marked post-hemorriiagic anemia, with
leucocvtosis. Z>, Spleno-myelogenous leucemia. The reds show a
secondary anemia. Two normoblasts are shown. The leucocytosis
is massive. Twenty leucocytes are shown, consisting of nine neu-
trophiles, seven myelocytes, two small lymphocytes, one eosino.
phile (polymorphonuclear), and one eosinophilic myelocyte. Note
the polymorphous condition of the leucocytes, that is, their varia-
tions from the typical in size and form. £, Varieties of red cor-
puscles, a, normal red corpuscle (normocyte); i, c, anemic red
corpuscles; rf-.f, poikilocytes ; A, microcyte; », megalocyte; j'-n,
nucleated red corpuscles

; y, .&, normoblasts; /. microblast; m, »,
megaloblasts. (From Dunglison's " Medical Dictionary.")

The diseases of the blood are lencemia and anemia. Leu-
cemia, or leucocythemia, may be of two varieties, lym-
phatic and myelogenous. In the former there is a^eat
increase in the number of lymphocytes, which may reach
400,000 to 500,000 to t^e cubic millimeter, the hemoglobin
Is very low, and there is an enlargement of the lymph-
nodes. In the myel<^enoua form there is in addition great
enlai^ement of the spleen, and leucocytes of a special
type, called myelocytes, appear in large numbers. Nu-
cleated and degenerated red cells occur in both forms of
the disease, which is accompanied by progressively in-
creasing weakness with hemorrhages into the skin and
mucous membranes, and is usually fatal. Anemia is a
condition in which the quality of the blood is impaired
through reduction either in the red cells, or in the hemo-
globin, or in both. Numerous forms are recognized, and
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it may occur in all grades of severity, from the mildest,
which require only fresh air and attention to the general
health for their cure, to the severest, which prove fatal
in spite of all treatment The priniaiy or essential ane-
mias include pernicious anemia and chlorosis, wliich are
conditions whose cause has not yet been discovered. In
peiTiicious anemia there is extreme destruction of the red
cells, so that counts of less than 1,000,000 to the cubic
millimeter (instead of the normal 4,600,000) are not un-
common. In contradistinction to the conditions obtain-
ing in chlorosis and the so-called secondary anemias, the
relative fall in hemoglobin is less thau that of the red
cells, so that each corpuscle contains more than its nor-
mal share of hemoglobin. Abnormal forms of red cells

are a conspicuous feature. The symptoms include pallor
of a yellowish tinge, progressively increasing weakness,
shortness of breath, cardiac weakness and irregularity,
and sometimes fever. The symptoms develop insidiously,
and tliere may be periods of improvement ; but though
the patients sometimes live for several years, the disease
usually terminates fatally. Chlorosis is a curable disease
chieily seen in young women, and is characterized by
great reduction in the hemoglobin, while the number of
red corpuscles is not diminished to nearly the same de-
gree. The chief symptoms are a greenish pallor, general
debility, headache, dizziness and fainting attacks, palpi-
tation of the heart, menstrual disorders, and indigestion.
The secondary anemias are those which are directly
traceable to some other condition, and may be' produced
by profuse or long-continued hemorrhage, by wasting dis-

eases, such as nephritis or tuberculosis, by malignant
growths, malaria, lead-poisoning, improper or insufficient
food, etc. A form due to the uncinaria or hook-worm
common in southern latitudes is sometimes known as tun-
nel-workers', miners', or Egyptian anemia. The symptoms
of secondary anemia of course vary according to the grav-
ity of the anemia and the nature of its exciting cause, but
the condition is usually amenable to treatment.

8. In animalr-breeding, and by analogy in plant-
breeding, the peculiar character of an individ-
ual conceived as transmissible. —Avenger of
l}l00d, the nearest relative of a man who had been
murdered, whose duty it was, according to the laws of
Moses, to seek out and slay the murderer.— Blackblood,
venous blood. — Blood line, a particular transmissible
character in an animal, or, analogically, in a plant. —
Blood quotient, the figure obtained by dividing the
amount of hemoglobin in a given quantity of blood by the
number of red blood-corpuscles in the same.—Full blood.
See itfvU-blood, n. — LalEy blood. See -klaky. — Red
blood, arterial blood.

blood, V. II. trans. In leather-coloring, to

apply a coating of blood to, in order to obtain
a good black. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 110.

bloodberry' (blud'ber'''i), n. A name in the
West Indies of the rouge-berry, Bivina humilis.

Also called cat's-blood.

blood-bird (blud'berd), n. An Australian
honey-eater, Myzomela sanguineolenta\ so
called from the red color of its plumage.

blood-blister (blud'blis''''t6r), n. An effusion

of blood-stained serum beneath the epidermis,
forming a blister-like elevation.

blood-bond (blud'boud), n. The tie of consan-
guinity or blood-relationship.
blood-Drother(blud'bruTH''''6r),M. 1. Abrother
by birth.— 3. One who has become a brother
by the ceremony of mutual mingling of blood,
as among the Ainerican Indians and others.

blood-brotberhood (blud'bruTH''''6r-hud), n. A'

bond between two ormore persons made sacred
by the mingling of their blood: a primitive

custom symbolic of the establishment of blood-

relationship.

blood-earner <blud'kar'''i-6r), n. In a view of

primitive society in which descent is reckoned
in the maternal line, the female, through whom
blood-relationship is established and reckoned.

The confinement of their display to the recognized
blood-carriers of the clan attests, perhaps more clearly

than any other phenomena thus far noted, the strength

of that semi-instinctive feeling expressed in maternal or-

ganization. Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 62.

blood-clam (blud'klam), n. An ark-shell, Area
Nose, whoseblood contains some red corpuscles.
See blood-quaJiog, under guahog.

blood-count (blud'kount), n. A determina-

tion of the number of red and white cells in a

given quantity of blood, and also of the rela-

tive numbers of the different varieties of white

cells: this latter is called the differential blood-

count.

blood-crisis (blud'kri"sis), n. A sudden inva-

sion of the circulating blood with red cells

from the bone-marrow, many of which are nu-

cleated : observed at times in cases of anemia
where marked regenerative processes are go-

ing on.

blood-cyst (blud'sist), n. In embryol., one of

the cysts, or islets of Reil, which early make
their appearance in the vascular area of the

vertebrate embryo, and which give ris6 to the

blood-corpusties and to the walls of the em-
bryonic blood-vessels.

blood-drop (blud'drop), n. A red worm, espe-

cially Enoplobranchus sangvinevs or Polydrrus

eximius, which is cbntractile into a red spot:

S.— 10
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found living on muddy bottoms as well as on
and under oysters.
blood-drops (blud'drops), n. A variety of the
wind-poppy, Papaver heterophyllum crassifo-
lium, bearing many small red flowers: found
in California.

blood-dust (blud'dust), n. Minute granules
floating free in the blood-plasma. Their origin
is unknown, as is also the funcnon, if any, which they
perform in the economy. Also called henwconia.

blood-eagle (blud'e^gl), n. The lungs, liver,
etc., when torn by a conqueror out of an
enemy's body. Tennyson, The Dead Prophet.
blood-elder (blud'el"d6r), n. See *elderK
blood-feud (blud'fud), n. A feud arising from
vengeance for a murder. See vendetta.
The benefits accruing to trade by the settlement of

blood-feuds. Qeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 63.

blood-frenzy (blud'fren-zi), n. An irresistible
mania for the shedding of blood.
blood-gill (blud'gil), m. 1. A branchial organ
containing blood-vessels, found in some sea-
worms : usually a parapodial, sometimes a ce-
phalic, structure.

—

2.pl. In entom., those gills
in aquatic and subaquatie insects, as trichop-
terous larvsB and the larvse of Eristalis and cer-
tain other Diptera, which are not provided
with tracheae and to and from which the blood
flows directly. A. S. Packard, Text-book of
Entom., p. 475.

blood-gland (blud'gland), n. In Mollusca, a
cellular structure, in the course of the circula-
tion, supposed to have a blood-forming func-
tion.

blood-groove (blud'grSv), n. A groove cut
into the head, and sometimes in the shaft, of
an arrow or spear, supposed to increase the
flow of blood from the wound made by the
weapon.
Arrowheads and spears, many of them curiously barbed

and twisted, and some showing a knowledge of the value
of the "blood-groove." Qeog. Jour. (E. G. S.), X. 156.

bloodied (blud'id), j). a.

blood.
Bloody; stained with a]

blow-fish

occurring throughout Europe and northern and
western Asia.

bloodweed (blud'wed), n. Same as blood-
flower, 2.

bloodwood, n— Norfolk Island bloodwood, a small
tree of the spurge family, BalogMalucida, found in eastern
Australia, Norfolk Island, and New Caledonia. The blood-
red sap which oozes from the trunk, wheu wounded, forms,
without any admixture, a red indelible pigment, formerly
used for marking bags, blankets, and other articles. Its
wood is fine and close-grained and of alight reddish-brown
color. Also called scrub or brush bloodvlood.— Scrub
bloodwood. Same as NorfolkIsland -kbloodwood.

—

Yel-
low bloodwood, a tree of New South Wales, Eucalyplvi
eximia, which yields a kino (whence the name) and a soft,
light-colored wood, having very lasting properties when
kept under water.

Bloody angle. Same as *death-angle.

bloomage (blo'maj), n. The blossoms or
bloom of a plant or area taken collectively.

bloom-colored (blom'kul-ord), a. Of a pale
rose-color.

• "Well, let me tell you," said Goldsmitli, "when the
tailor brought home my blomn-coloured coat, he said,
' Sir, . . . when anybody asks you who made your clothes
be pleased to mention John Filby.'"

. Irving, Oliver Goldsmith, p. 248.

Bloomeria (bl5-me'ri-a), ». [NL. (Kellogg,
1863), named in honor of H. G. Bloomer, a
pioneer botanist of California.] A genus of
plants of the family lAliaceae, closely allied to
Hoohera, from which they differ by having the
perianth parted nearly to the base. There are
only two species, B. crocea (B. aurea of £ellogg) and B.
Clevelandi, natives of southern California. They have a
flattish corm covered with fiber ; the leaves ai'e slender
and grass-like ; the scape is slender butstiff, and from 6 to
18 inches high ; the flowers are nearly rotate, less than an
inch across, and orange in color. They are sometimes
seen in choice gardens.

blooming-rolls (ble'ming-rolz), n. pi. The
rolls in which ingots are broken down to
blooms. Lockwood, Diet. Mech. Eng. Terms.
blotch, n. 4. In bot., a disease of fruit or
leaves, wliich cause the formation of spots,
usually black in color.— sooty blotch of the

After him came spurring hard
A gentleman, almost forspent with speed.
That stopp'd by me to breathe his bloodied horse.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1.

blood-leaf (blud'lef), n. See Iresine.

blood-lily (blud'lil-i), n. A name given to

plants of the genus Hsemanthus, especially
those with red flowers, as S. eoccineus and S.
puniceua. See Hsemanthus.
Blood-lye salt. See *salti.

blood-money, n. (c) a percentage of the earnings
of compositors working on profitable piece-work exacted
for the benefit of brother workmen on less profitable

work ; practised in a few newspaper houses only, and
almost obsolete. ISlang.]

bloodnoun (blud'noun), n. [Also bloodynoun

;

< blood 'n 'ouns, orig. blood and wounds, a pro-

fane exclamation, used vaguely in nursery
narratives, like raw head and bloody bones, and
fe-fi-fo-fum, td express something fearful.. The
hoarse, croaking of a bullfrog suggests the

like.] A local name of the bullfrog, Bana
catesbiana. [Southern U. S.]

blood-orange (blud'or"anj), n. See orangeK

blood-plant (blud'plant), n. Same as *blood-

lily. See also Hsemanthus.

blood-plastid (blud'plas'tid), n. A plastid.

or specialized cytoplasmic particle, supposed
to give rise to a non-nucleated blood-corpuscle.

Smithsonian Sep., 1890, p. 430.

blood-rain (blud'ran), n. See rain^-, 2.

blood-revenge (blud're-venj"), n. The aveng-

, ing of the murder of a man by his next of Mn,
in accordance with the ancient custom of de-

manding a; life for a life. Also called blood-

.jPPle, a disease of the apple doubtfully attributed to
Phyllachora pomigena.

blowi, V. t. 11. In the tobacco industry, to
sprinkle lightly with water before sweating:
a disapproved practice.

The tobacco is frequently blown, that is, lightly sprin-
kled with water, etc.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Farmers' Bulletin No. 60 (1898), p. 5.

blood-sign (blud'an), n. A tattoo-mark or other

mark by which members of a consanguineous

group are recognized.

The restriction of the painted symbols to the females

and the especially conspicuous use of them by matrons be-

token the strength and exclusiveness of ,that sense of ma-

ternal descent which is normal to the lowest stage of cul-

ture; the devices are at once blood-signs, definite as the

face-marks of gregarious animals, and clan-standards, sig-

nificant as tartan or pibroch; and the confinement of their

display to the recognized blood-carriers of the clan attests,

perhaps more clearly than any other phenomena thus far

noted, the strength of that semi-lnstinctive feehng ex-

pressed in maternal organizatioi^
Snathmntam, Rep., 1900, p. 62.

blood-snow (blud'sno), n. The red snow of the

arctic regions, due to the growth of a minute

alga, KJUIVOUI WVW .BBU«--w- -^ . , , .. ,

blood-vein (blud'van), n. A British collectors'

Bame for a geometridmoth, Timandra amataria,

To blow out, (c) In a hi^h or shaft fumiace, such as a
blast-furnace for smelting iron from an ore, to stop the
production of metal. It is done by gradually impoveiish-
ing the charges at the top by diminishing the propoitlon
of ore and flux to fuel, imtU the furnace stops running
iron and slag and contains only ashes and paiily burned
fuel. The blast can then be gradually reduced and Anally
shut off and the furnace left to cool. If the blast were
shut off and cooling allowed to occur with normal charg-
ing, the contents would chill solid, and the furnace could
be emptied only by blasting.—To blow the gaff, to be-
tray a confidence : disclose a secret Marryat, Peter Sim-
ple, xliii. [Naut slang.]—To blow the grampus, to
souse or drench one, especially a dawdler or a shirk, with
water.

blow^, *i. 5. Boastfulness ; bloTving: as, mere
Uow. [Slang.]- After-blow, that period of the
basic Bessemer operation for the manufacture of steel in

which the phosphorus is being burned and after the
carbon has been burned. In the acid Bessemer process
the operation is ended when the carbon is eliminated
from the bath. In the basic process, however, the phos-
phorus is not oxidized until after all of the carbon, which
in turn follows manganese and Bilicon. In the basic
Bessemer operation, atmospheric air is blown through
Uie bath until the manganese, silicon, and carbqn have
been oxidized and eliminated from the pig-iron. This
period constitutes the * fore-blow ' and is not very differ-

ent in character from the total blow of the acid Bessemer
process. In the basic process, however, the fore-blow is

followed by an after-blow, which continues for a stated
length of time and during which the phosphorus is

oxidized and passes into the slag.

blow^, W. —Body blow, (a) In boxing, a blow upon
the body. (6) In billiards, a stroke in which the player,

losing confidence, not simply lifts his shoulder, but also

tibrows his whole body at the ball in essaying a ' draw ' or
' spread.'

blow-can (blo'kan), w. In foundry work, a
combined can and spraying-tube used in

sprinkling liquids on a mold ; a spraying-ean.

blower-nozle (blo'6r-noz*l), n. 1. A blast-

nozle ; the end of a blast-pipe.—2. An orifice

for measuring a blast; a hole in a flat plate or

a hole with its edges curved to form a nozle,

used to insure a constant cross-section to the

stream of gas or vapor flowing through the

aperture.

blower-room (blo'er-rom), w. Naut, a com-
partment in a ship containing forced-draft

blowers or ventilating blowers.

blow-fish (blo'fish), n. The wall-eyed pike,

Stiisostedion w^reww. — Sptny-back blow-flsh, a

common name of one of the puffera, Spheroides marmo-
ratus.
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blow-hole, «. 5. An orifloe on a rooky coast
connected with a passage which gives access to
the waves. When a heavy roller dashes into
the latter it spouts from the blow-hole.
The cliffs are cut into numberless naiTow inlets, and

their summits ai'e often completely bare of vegetation for
some distance from the sea- Blow-holes are very numer-
ous, and several columns of spray rising high above the
trees may often be seen at once.

Geog. Jour. (B. G. S.), XIIL 26.

blowing-bottle (blo'ing-bofl), n. In ceram.,
an apparatus for distributing color over the
ware as a background for decoration ; an atom-
izer. See blowing-pot, Mocha *ware, and *dip-
ware.

blowing-cone (blo'ing-kon), n. A volcanic
driblet-cone directly connected with a subter-
ranean molten lake from which there is much
gas escaping. The incessant explosion and
escape of the vapors often produces a noise re-
sembling the blowing of steam. Dana, Manual
of Geol., p. 279.

blowing-machine, n. 2. In hat-making, a ma-
chine for cleaning and separating the fine hair
of fur-bearing animals, such as rabbits, hares,
etc., and preparing it for making felt. It con-
sists essentially of a long chamber of which the sides are
formed of fine' wire netting and which is fitted with a
series of rotary beaters. The raw hair cut from the skin
is fed to the machine under a heavy air-pressure, and
under the blast, aided by the beaters, is torn apart, cleaned
and separated, and reduced to a cloud of loose hair ready
to be blown through pipes to the forming-machine. See
formiiig-machine.

blowing-mold (blo'ing-mold), n. In glass-

manuf., a metal mold or box in two or more

Blowing-mold.

parts, hinged together,inwhich bottles orother
hollow objects are blown.
blow-lamp (blo'lamp), n. A hand-torch; a
portable torch used for heating a small spot on
any material. Kaphtha is the fuel generally used : it is

vaporized by the heat of the burner itself and forced
through the orifice of the latter by vapor-tension of air or
gas.

Blow-off valve. Same as blow-off cock (which
see, under blow-off).

blow-out, n. 3. A recess or hollow in a sand-
dune formedby the action of the wind in carry-
ing away the lighter particles. A false blow-out
may be formed by me wind carrying forward and deposit-
ing a mass of sand so as to leave a hollow region. Blow-
outs are usually formed in the rear of an obstacle by the
action of the wind as it curves around behind it.

It sometimes happens that settlers [in the sand-hill
region] a few years after breaking their land find a field

transformed into a big blow-out
P. A. Rydberg, Contrib. U. S. Nat Herb., III. 135.

3. In elect., a device for blowing out by an air-

blastj a magnetic field, etc., th« are formed in

opening an electric circuit— Blow-out grass, one
of sever^ grasses -chai-acteristic of blow-outs in the Ne-
braska sand-hills. The blow-out grasses are : Hedjieldut

fiexuosa and Muhletibergia pungens (the most abundant,
found almost exclusively in blow-outs) ; Erloc&ma euspi-

data and Eragrostis trichodes (less abundant); SUpa.
camata and Calamovil/a longifolia (bunch-gi-aases, grow-
ing also in other situations). Poufid and Clements.

blowpipe^, ». 3f. A blast-pipe or blower-pipe;
hence the steam-pipe for a steam-blast— Blow-
pipe bamboo, fuiliace. See Irbamboo, kfumace.—.
Oxyacetylene blowpipe, a piece of apparatus similar

in genem character to the oxyhydrogen Wowpipe, but
serving tobum a mixture of oxygen with acetylene instead

of hydrogen, and thus producmg a much higher temper-

ature. Special precautions against explosion are necessary

in the construction of the instrument, which has been
found valuable iu the autogenic soldering of iron and

blow-torch (blo'tfirch), n. An apparatus for

applyingheat to a small area; a small porta-

ble heater. See gasolene '''torch.

Bloxaming (blok'sam-in^), n. A method of

obtaining a smoothed series or smooth curve

from a series of irregular observed values and
thus detecting any regular periodicity that

may be concealed in those values : rntrodueed

into English meteorology by John C. Bloxam
in 1858, but used in modified foi-ms by many
others previously. Bloxam adopted the rule that

the mean value of 9 or 11 consecutive days gives the

normal value for the centra] date more accurately than

the identical value observed on that date. If, therefore,

one desires the normal mean temperatures for a aeries of
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days, he takes the sums and means for consecutive
decads, 1-10, 2-11, 3-12, etc. The dates for these mean
values are, therefore, for the first mean 6J, for the second
mean 6i, etc. Having carried this process through the
whole year, the resulting seiies of mean decadal daily
values is treated again in the same way, so that the new
decadal values belong to dates that are whole numbers,
such aa 5, 6, etc. This process is repeated until the result-

ing values constitute regularly increasing and decreasing
quantities for dates that represent whole numbers, and
accident^ irregularities are smoothed out Bloxam
states that by repeating the process twenty-two times the
annual curve of temperature at' Newport, England, was
reduced to one line of constant aacent and one of com-
mon descent Usually two or four repetitions are sufii-

cient for climat4>logicaI studies; but the great labor
involved in the process, and the absence of any clearly de-
fined theoretical basis, make theharmonic analysis prefer-
able to this numerical method.

B. L, S. An abbreviation of Bachelor of library
Sdenee.
blubber-guy (blub'6r-gi), n. A device, pecu-
liar to a whaling-vessel, consisting of a stout
rope secured between the two forward mastS)
having a tackle hooked into it : employed for
turning the whale over as it is stripped of its

blubber.
blubber-hook (blub'6r-huk), n. In whaling, a
hook used to remove and handle a whale's
blubber.
In boarding the blubber-hook is detached.

Fisheries of the U. S., ser. 6, II. 28.

blue. I. a—Bine asb, baby. See *ashi, *baby.—
Blue band, a band of ice in a glacier which owes its

blue color to the absence of air-bubbles. Dana, Manual
of Geol-, p- 243.—Blue butter. Same as mercurial
ointment (which see, under ointment).—Blue '^calz,
"^drajson, 'A^heat. See the nouns.—Blue Iron earth.
See vivianAte.—Blue lead. See irlead^.—Blue line, a
bluish discoloration of the edge of the gums present in
chronic lead-poisoning.—Blue Oil, oxld, powder, sil-
ver. See *oil, etc.—Blue water, the deep sea.—Blue-
yeilow zone. See *z<me.

H. n. 10. In archery : (a) The third circle

of the target, which is now usually, colored
blue. See target, (b) An arrow which hits

this circle ; a hit in the blue. By the present
method of scoring, such a hit eoimts 5 Acetln
blue. Same as spint-solnble induliiie.—Acid alizarin
blue, a mordant acid coal-tar color derived from anthra-
cene. It is rendered extremely fast when subjected to
an after-chroming.—Acid blue. See itacid-blue.—Ali-
zarinblue, a mordant dyestuff derived from anthracene,
which dyes chromium mordanted wool a very fast blue.
^It is a di-hydroxy-anthraquinoife-beta«iuinoline, and is

sold in the form of a paste.—Alizarin blue powder,
a sulphonic-acid derivative of alizarin blue-—Alizarin
Indigo blue, a mordant dyestufi derived from anthra-
cene. It is the sodium bisulphite compound of penta- and
tetra-hydroxy anthraquinone-quinoline. With a chro-
-mium mordant it produces a color similar to indigo blue.

—Alpine blue, an acid coal-tar color of the triphenyl-
metlmne-carbinol sulphonic-acid type.—Azindone blue.
Same as irindamine.-^Asine blue. Same as spirit-sol-

uble induline.—Azodlpbenyl blue. Same as spirit-sol-

uble induline.—Azonavy blue. Same as azo itblaek-

blue.—Azophor blue. Same as dianisidine '^blue.—
Basel blue, a name given to two basic coal-tar colors
of the azoninm chlorid type, of similar constitution.

They give a bright blue.—Basel blue S, an acid color

produced by the sulphonation of Basel blue.—Bengal
blue, (ffl) Same as -tcbemo-azurine. (M A name some-
times given to water-soluble induline.—Bengal blue S.
Same as *bemo-azurine.—Benzidine blue, a direct

cotton coal-tar color similar to benzo-azui'ine. [Now ob-
solete.]—Benzo-pure blue. Same as diamine •ksky'-

blue.—Benzyl blue, abasic coal-t^rcolor of the triphenyl-
methaue type : but little used.—Brilliant cotton blue.
Same as Bavarian "ifblue.—Gaprl blue, a basic coal-tar

color of the oxazin type which dyes tannin-mordanted
cotton a bluish greeii.—Celestlne blue, a mordant coal-

' tar color of the oxazin type, derived from gallocyanine.-

It dyes chromium-mordanted wool a bright blue. Same
as -/^(^reinie 2J?.—CSlleagO blue, the name given to several

' direct cotton coal-tar colors of the diazo type, derived from
' benzidine,toluidine, or dianisidine. They dye unmordanted
. cotton brightblues in a saltbath.—Chinolineblue. Same
as quinoline blue.—Glllorazol blue, a direct cotton coal-

tar color of the diazo type, derived from dianisidine, which
dyesunmordanted cotton blue in a salt bath. It is very fast

' -when after-treated with copper sulphate.—Cobalt Ul-
tramarine blue, one of the cobalt blues.—Columbia
blue R and G; direct cotton coal-tar colors of the diazo
type, derived from benzidine : similar to the Chicago

" blues. They dye unmordanted cotton in a salt bath, and
are well suited for the dyeing of cotton-and-wool union

foods.— Columbiafastblue,i dye similar to*ColumMa
lue R and G.—Cresyl blue, a basic coal-tar color of the

' oxazin typebut of uncertain constitution. It dyes tanniu-
mordanted cotton a bright blue.—Cryogen blue, a coal-

tar color of the sulplud "type, of unpublished constituUon,
which dyes unmordanted cotton blue in a salt bath.^

, Cyanol blue, an acid coal-tar color related to triphenyl-

. methane. It dyes wool and silk a remarkably bright and
pure blue in an acid bath. Also called acid-blue.—Del-
pldn blue, a mordant coal-tar color of the oxazin type.

It dyes chromium-mordanted wool a blue resembling
indigo which is very fast to light and milling : also used
in calico-printing.—Diamine blue B, 2B, SB, BX, 3K,
BW, etc., names applied to certain direct cotton coal-tar

colors of the diazo type, derived frombenzidine ortolui-
dine. They dye unmordanted cotton various hues of

blue in a nentnd salt bath : similar to the benzo-blues.

—

Diamine blue 6G, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the

diazo type, derived from diazotized B-naphthylamine
disulphonic acid. It dyes unmordanted cotton blue in a

salt bath.—Diamine brlUlant blue) a direct cotton

coal-tar color-of the diazo type, derived from dianisidine.

In a salt bath it dyes unmordanted cotton a blue resem-

blue

bling indigo.—Diamine new blue O and B, direct cot-

ton coal-tar colors which dye unmordanted cotton a dull

blue in an alkaline salt bath, and unmordanted wool blue
or dull blue in a slightly acid salt bath.—Diamine pure
blue. Same as diamine -ksky-blue.— Dlanil blue, a
direct cotton coal-tar color of the diazo type which dyes
unmordanted cotton blue in a salt bath.—Dianisidine
blue, a reddish-blue ingrain color of the insoluble azo
type. It is formed when cotton material prepared with
sodium ;3-naphtholate is passed through a cold solution
or printed with a cold paste of diazotized dianisidine in

the presence of a copper salt It is fast to washing and
fairly fast to light and chlorin.—Dlazln bine. Same as
"^Tidoin ifblue.—Dlazo blue, a dU'ect cotton coal-tar color
of the diazo type. It dyes unmordanted cotton in a salt

bath, but for the best results a subsequent diazotizing
and developing is necessary.—Dlpbenyl blue B, 2G,
and 2B, direct cotton coal-tar colors of unpublished con-
stitution which dye unmordanted cotton blue in a salt

bafh.—Direct blue B, 2BX, and 3BZ, direct cotton coal-

tar coloi-s of the diazo type, derived from dianisidine.
They dye unmordanted cotton blue in an alkaline bath.

—Direct blue B, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the
diazo type, derived from toluidine. It dyes unmordanted
cotton violet-blue in a salt bath.—Electric blue, a tiade
name for a light, greenish blue.—Erie blue, a direct cot-

ton coal-tar color which dyes unmordanted cotton blue in

a ^It bath. An after-treatment with copper sulphate
renders the blue faster but duller.—Fast marine blue
CM, MM,. and BM. Same as the new -kbliies.—Fast
navy blue BM, G, GM, MM, B, and BM. Same as the
new itblue8,—raat neutralblue, a basic coal-tar color
of the azonium chlorid type which dyes tannin-mordanted
cotton blue.—Fine blue. Same as spirit-blue.—Flown
blue. Sameias itflow-blue.—Gallamme blue, a mordant
coal-tar color of the oxazin type. It is an amide of gallocy-
anine, and dyes chromium-mordanted wool blue : also
used in calico-printing.—Gentian blue. Same siBspirit-

&Zue..— GlycUL blue, a direct cotton coal-tai' color of the
diazo type, derived from benzidine sulphone. It dyes
nnmordanted cotton blue in a soap bath.—rHelgOland
blue, a direct- cotton coal-tar color which dyes unmor-
danted cotton blue in a salt bath.—Hesslan blue. Same
as spirit-blue.—Soethst new blue, an acid coal-tar
color of the triphenyl-methane-carbinol type which dyes
wool and silk bright blue in an acid bath.—Immedlal
blue, a coal-tar color of the sulphid type, of unpublished
constitution, which dyes unmordanted cotton blue in
a sodium sulphid bath.—Indamlne blue, a basic coal-
tar color of the azonium chlorid type.— TiirtagriTi blue,
a basic coal-tar color of the azonium chlorid type.—
Indoln blue, a Janus coal-tar color prepared by com-
bining diazotized safianine with ^-naphthoL It dyes
both unmordanted and tannin-moi'danted yam a vei-y

fast blue which resembles indigo blue.— lodol blue.
Same as indmn MZ-ue.- Intensive blue, the name
under which an ^id coal-tar color possessing great
coloring power is sometimes sold.—Iridium blue, a
blue pigment composed of iridium oxid.—Janus blue.
Same as indoin -kblue.—Ketone blue, an acid coal-tar

color of the triphenyl-methane type which dyes wool blue
in an acid bath.—^ng'B blue, (a) A blue pigment com-
posed of the carbonate of cobalt (6) Sam6 as bleu-de-roi
(which see).—Kongo blue 2B, BE, BX, and 2BX, direct
cotton coal-tar colors similar to the diamine blues.

—

Kongo fast blue B and B, direct cotton coal-tar colors
of the triazo type, the former derived from dianisidine,
the latter from toluidine. They dye unmordanted cotton
blue in a salt bath.—Kongo pure bine. Same as dia-
mine itsky-blue.—Kamaasl navy blue, an acid coal-tar
color of the diazo type, similar in constitution to Kumassi
blaok. It dyes wool navy blue in an acid bath.—Lanacyl
blue, an acid coal-tar color of the monoazo type, prepared
from diazotized amido-naphthol-disulphonic acid. It dyes
wool dark-reddish blue in an acid bath.—Llchner'B blue,
a -variety of smalt.—Llgbt blue. Same as diphenyl
y^Mue.—I,offler'sblue,an alkaline solution of methylene-
blue used for staining bacteria. It is composed of 30 c.a
of a concentrated alcoholic solution of methylene-blue,
diluted to 100 c.c. with an aqueous solution of potassium
hydrate (1 : 10,000).— London blue. Same as soluble
blue.—Madras blue, a name sometimes applied to a
mixture of gallocyanine and logwood extract—Marine
blue, (a) Same as methyl-blue. (&) A mixture of methyl-
ene-blue and methyl-violet—Melaola's blue. Same as
rtew blue.—Metamlne blue B or G. See -kmetamine.—
Metapbenylene blue, a basic coal-tar color of the azo-

" nium chlorid type which dyes tannin-mordahted cotton a
shitde of blue resembling indigo.— Methyl alkali blue,
an acid coal-tar color of the triphenyl-methane-carbinol
:type; similar to alkali blue.—Mming blue, amordant
coal-tar color of the azonium chlorid type which ^ves

, blue shades on a chromium mordant—Mohammedan
blue, a co}>alt blue of a brilliant col^ supposed tio have
been imported by Chinese potters. The Chinese term is

. hui hui cKing.

Then followed the Yunglo period (1403 to 1424), during
which much white porcelain, with ornamentation in blue
under the glaze, was manufactured. The blue employed
in these periods is said to have been brought from some
Mohammedan country as tribute, and hence was'known
as " Moha/mmedan blue."

Sd. Amer. Sup., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 22,711.

Molybdenum blue, a blue pigment composed of the di-

oxid and trioxid of molybdenum.— Naphthalene blue,
an acid coal-tar color which dyes wool 'blue in an acid
bath.—Naphthaleneblue B. Same as new W««.—Naph-
thazln blue, an acid coal-tar color of the azoninm type
which dyes wool blue in an acid bath.—Naphthyl blue,
an acid coal-tar color prepared by sulphonating milling-

blue.— Naphtliyl blue 2B, a direct cotton coal-tar color
of the diazo type, derived from dlammo-diphenic acid. It

dyes unmordanted cotton blue in a salt bath.—Naph-
tbylene blue. Same as new blue.—Vew blue B or G,
a basic coal-tar color of the oxazin type, prepared by
condensing new blue K. with dimethyl-paraphenylene-
diamine. It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton a fast deep
blue.—New fast, blue, a basic coal-tar color of the
oxazin type. It dyes umnin-mordanted cotton blue.

—

Nicholson's blue. Same as alkali f>2ue.— Nlgbt blue.
(d) A coal-tar color, the hydrochlorid of tetramethyl-tolyl-
triamido-diphenyl-naphttayl-carbinol, used in dyeing silk,

wool, and cotton goods : so named on account of the pur-



blue

ity of the color by artifloial light—Nile bine, the names
by which two Bimlla.1' basic coal-tar colors of the oxazin
type are known. They dye tannin-mordanted cotton a
greenish blae.—Oxamine blue, a name applied to sev-

eral direct cotton coal-tar colors. They dye unmordanted
cotton blue in a salt bath.— Parapbenylene blue, a
basic coal-tar color of uncertain constitution.—Patent
blue, an acid dyestuff, related to trlphenyl-methane,
similar in constitution and properties to oyanol blue.—
Peacock blue, a deep, greenish blue. See peacock-bliie.—
Pelicanblue. Same as spirit-soluble indiUine.

—

Pbeny-
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bunch-grass, Agropyr'on <Jiiieraen«.— California bluS-
grasB, the mutton-grass, Poa.jrendlenoiut.-Canadian
or flat-stalked blue-grass, Poa comvressa.— Hun-

boardman
shirt or •'blonse made of bluey, worn over the
coat in the wilderness of western Tasmania.

arlaibiS?-i?aaTS:S vTwWgiSssffXrra^aS^ -To bump bluey, to ..o. pn the. tamp as in search of

loraSata IWue-CTMl. Same as Apacbe •blue- _Y<'i*.can7ing one's bmiSle wrapped m^luey.

Same as Nue *groper.
praine
bluing,

2. An isolated group of trees on the
[Manitoba.]
4. A disease of pine timber which

causes' it to assume a blue color. It is due
to the pyrenomycetous fungus, Ceratostomella
pilifera.

blunderliead, )i. Z. A dipterous insect of the

Of parafen crystals with heavy hydrocarbon t|*w ^1 !^l^' t^- ;^f-f t^^f ' V^J.,
Oils, one of the commercial products from ozo- ^;,E- w.v^fR!,.\X^^ M

^.<"'^'^'- "f^"^
n«ritfi or Tnir,«rn.l wa.v. XnAtUr. TTa.T„1hnnk nf allurgy (c) of Bachelor of MmiC. __ , ,

Brass.—Nevada blne-^ass, Poa 7i«7nomIi8.—Seaside bluf, a., n., and v. A simplified spelling of
blue-grass, Poa macrantha, a species native on the sand- J)li4.-~
dunes of the Pacific coast, valued as a sand-binder and jLi|||
promising for forage. Uiuj

bluehead_(bl6'hed),

«

iene'bliite. Same as 7WW Mm«.— Potash blue, a blue C'^^'Spania^^

produced on wool by using logwood and potassium fer- DiUe-Jay (Dio ja), )t. 1. See^a^'^.— 2. oeeroaa
rocyanide.—Powder blue, a blue pigment consisting of ^monkey.
smalt ground to a very fine powder.— Printing blue. M„p.n,nTio ChlH'mSn'^ « fiama avhliifihonnpf 1
Same m spirit-soluble i»Mfuiin«.- Soudder's blue, an "^"^e-mppe (WO mop;,m. bame as omeooBwet, l.

American fycffinid butterBy, Rmtiewi scudderi, ocoori'ing blUe-OU (Dlo Oil), n. A sott, semisolid mixture
in Canada and the northeastern United States. Its larva "

""

lives on wild lupine.— Sevres blue. Same as -kbleu de
S8t>re«.— Silvery blue, an American lycsenid butterfly, „„_:+„„„ _,:_„_.i _,_.,, v^atl^^ TT<,^,1Vi^«t «f <

NomMes lygdlrms, occurring e^t of the Mississippi. ?^?*^ °'p?"",«'^*l ^^^'^ '^"''*^'^' Handbook of
^ m.' Anabbreviation (a) of hay mare; (6) of

Its early stages are unknown.— Solid blue. Same as Indust. Chem., p. 26. h^h mnrh- (p\^f hnnT^Jn^n^i.r-i
water-soluble ineJ«Im«.-Spirit-soluble blue. Same Blue-plgeon flier, one who steals lead pipes and the like. J'®"*."'^™? (C)Otooa,ra-measure.

as awaine 6te.—Tailed blue, an American lycsenid [Thieves' cant] B. M. £. An abbreviation (0) or Bachelor of
butterfly, Bveres comyntas, dark purplish violet in color, blue-point (blS'point), n. Same as BUte Point Mechanical Engineering.
and of very wide distribution, feeding, in the larval state,

oygfer. B. M. S. An abbreviation of Bachelor ofMedi-
on the flowers of clover and other legummous plants. "»"""•

. ,.,-, • 111.1 \ a 1, 1 i- li
-Viennablue,oneofthecobaltblues.-Zambeslblne, Dlue-pomter (blo'poin"t6r), «. k &h.a.y:]s., Isu- cal Science.

, .,^ .
a direct cotton coal-tar color. It dyes unmordanted cot- ropsis flrteitca, of the family XaTOn«d«, found B nai B ntn (bni bnth). [Heb., 'children of

throughout the Indian region. [Australia.] the covenant' (i.e., circumcision).] Auinde-
blue-poll (blS'pol), n. A trout, Salmo trutta pendent Jewish order.

co»j6ncMS, found in rivers in Wales. B. N. S. An abbreviation of .BocfeeZoro/JTatorai

blue-print, ».—Electric blue-print machine, a ma- Science.
chine in which the sensitized paper is exposed behind B O An abbreviation ot Bachelor of Oratory.

„- „, tracings to a series ot electric lights instead otto sunlight ^j,3^gg^jj/^5/a.ga,n)„_ [Manx, = W. 6u)ffO», a
Argwoeomua artedi. [Lake Michigan.] blue-printing,>. 2. The process of printing. goMin: ai. "boggard, bogU, 6to.2 One of the

bluebell, m..—CaUfqmla bluebell, the baby-blue- on china in blue beneath the glaze (first em- ?blaok spirits' orgoblins which figure inManx
BXf^K'i=yT?'S^a'*n&ir^^h' ployed by English potters.about 1780), as dis- ^uperstitin. ^

^
nodding blue flowers, cultivated and adventive in the tingmshed from *6tecfc-pn»fe«flr .

rAt an exneoted birth menl hanir un their hats over the
United States ; the apple of Peru.-Tasmanlan blue- bluer (blo'6r), n. One whose business it is to Jw to friSt toe 60^.^8
^'?l-t-}l^'^SLE^f^?J^"}°Ll^^^^^^'^^!i, '™"J' Wue gun-metal, etc. Gentleman's Mag., XVII. * ^hoU Caine, The Deemster, p. 13.

The ^03,ntliropy (bo -an 'thro- pi), ». [Gr. /Soir,

ox, -I- avffpomog, man.] A form of madness in

ton in a salt bath a blue which is rendered faster by sub.

sequent diazotizing and developing.

blueback n. 5. The lake-herring, Argyroso-
mus artedi, of the Great Lakes.—6. A bank-
note of the Confederate States. Compare

;—Michigan blueback, the lake-herring,

blue-ribbonism (bl8-rib'on-izan),

wearing of a blue ribbon as a badge of ad-
herence to total-abstinence principles; total

abstinence.
blue-ribbonist (bl6-rib'pn-ist), n. A total ab-
stainer who wears a blue ribbon as a badge of

his principles. ' -

blue-rock, n. 2. A dark-blue ejay pigeon used

Cenicina margmata (Campanula marginata of Thun-
berg), bearing blue flowers. Also cultivated under the
name of Australiam, harebell.

blueberry, «. 2. In Australia: (a) The fruit

of the blueberry-tree, or the tree itself. (6)

The berry-like fruit of JJianella Isemis, of the
lily family.

blueberry-ash (bl6'ber-i-ash), n. See *ash^.

blueberry-root (blS'ber-i-rot"), ». The rhi-

zome and rootlets of the blue cohosh, Caulo-
.

.

phMum thalictroides. Also called pfipoose-roo* .™ t™p-?booting.
, , ...

fwhioh see) and sauawroot. blue-Slghted (blo'sit-ed), a. In psychol. optics,

vi^-.v....^.. 4.T.oa /•WK'V.o,. 5 +r.s^ « Tha -nol sceiug as if through bluo glassBS. The eye which
blueberry-tree (bio ber-l-tre),». Ihe pal-

hag become adapted 1»yellow (for example, to lampUght)
berry, Myoporum serratum. Also called cock- jg blue-sighted when placed in the daik or in white light

;

atoo-bush, naUve currant, and native juniper, it sees everything as it tinged with the oomplenientary

See *paderry. [Australia.] blue. R B. Titoh^ner, Exper. PsychoL, 1: 1. 22.

blue-black, n. 3. In making black leathers, blue-stem, m.-Blg blue-stem, ^mirop(.Mn,/«rca«««.

the foundaW for the flnaf color, a bluish -fZ^L.^t^'SirstSnriJS-^V'rC^r
black which when finished isajet-black on the

blue-top (blo'top), re. The bull-nettle, SoiowMm
grain side.—Alizarin blue-black, a name sometimes elwaanifolium.
assigned tooiizann *Wac*.—Blue-black B and E, acid ..^ •'-,,„ ,/N

r7i7«/> -^ oHp^ A hrnad
coal-tar colors similar to •azo-6iac*.-Diamine blue- bluette (blo-et ), »J. [blue -f -ette.\ A. Dreea

black, a direct coal-tar color derived from benzidine of oriental frilled pigeons 01 small Size and
which dyes unmordanted cotton a blue-black shade in an
alkaline salt bath,—Dlazo blue-black, a direct coal-tar

color ot the diazo type. It dyes unmordanted cotton in a
salt bath, but for the best results subsequent diazotizing

and developing are necessary.—Naphthol blue-black,
an acid coal-tar color of the diazo type, prepared by com-
bining a diazotized mixture of paranitraniline and ani-

line with amido-naphthol-disulphonio acid. Also called

naphthol black 12fi.—Naphthyl blue-black, an acid

co^-tar color similar to ihaphthylamine -kblack.

blue-blindness(bl6'blind'''nes), n. A supposed
form of color-blindness in which the subject is

unable to distinguish the fundamental color

blue. Stud. Tale Psych. Lab., VIII. 14.

blue-blossom (bl6'blos"um), n. The blue

myrtle or California lilac, Ceanothus thyrsifio-

rus.

bluebottle, »»., 1. (&)i>2- The grape-hyacinth,

Muscari bolryoides and M. racemosum. See
Muscari. [Pennsylvania.]
bluebush, n. 2. A species of salt-bush, -Kocfejo!

pyramidata, belonging to the goosefoot family,

native to southeastern Australia. It is a valu-

able forage-plant in times of drought.

blue-chat (blS'chat), n. An Anglo-Indian name
for a bird of the genus Larvivora.

blue-devil (bl8'dev'il)j ,n. The blueweed,

Echium vulgdre, a pestm the middle Atlantic

States.

blue-dicks (blo'diks), n. One of the vyild

plump form. The shoulders are clear, pale blue, and

the tail blue with white spots or bands. The wing-bajs

.are white, graduating into warm brown and edged with-

' black.

which the victim imagines himself to be an ox.

The exact form of the disease, which would be Boan-
thropy, I have not found any notice of. [though] Arnold
(on Insanity) suggests that such may have been meant by
the stoiT of the Proetidis in Virgil Eel.

Pueey, Daniel, Lecture VIL 427.

board, n. 15. In an Australian wool-shed, the

flooron which the sheep are.sheared ; hence, the

shearers there. [Australia.]— Ballistic board.
See *baiHslic. —Board and board (imut.), side by side

;

m parallel courses. —Duplicate whist board, a boai-d

or tray with 4 pockets, each capable ot holding 13 cards,

and so marked that one side of it will always be laid

on the table to the north and each player will lead in
turn : used for whist aud bridge. — Fullers' board,
the best grade of binders' boaid: not used exten-
sively except in the very best bindings.— Perforated
board, a thin pasteboard, perforated with small holes at
regular distances apart, for embroidery and similar work.
— TaJke-Off board, in athletics, a bar or section of plank
set in the ground from or behind which the running
l)road-jumper must jump.—TO bid tO the board. See
*Md.— Trade board, in Great Britain, a peiTnanent
committee of employers and woilc-people in a paiticular
trade, appointed-for the consideration of matters affecting
the intorests of both sides, with a view to preventing
strikes and lockouts.

Voluntary ttade boards, however (i.e., permanent joint
boards representing employers and work-people in paitic-
ular trades), are at once the most firmly established and
the. most important agencies in Great Britain for the
prevention and settlement ot labour disputes.

Bncyc. Brit, XXV. 550.

board, v. I, trans.—ro board a card, to play !a
^ card if called for, as must be done when it is shown,—Tp
Iboaxd a tack, (naut.), to haul the lower comer ot'a

course down to the deck, bumkin, or chess-trees.

II, intrans '^o board round, to board in tmii at;

the different houses in a community : a custom to which
school-teachers in country districts were in some places

expected to conform, their, board'being charged against
their hosts, ' who thus pai^ then* ^portion of the school
taxes. " '

boarded (bor'ded), p. a. Specifically said of

a card that "is played and cainot be taken
back.

•

.

.

board-foot (bord'fut), h. Theeubic contents

of a board one foot squ3,re and one inch thick

(144 cubic inches) : used as a unit of measure'

in selling logs and lumber.

The unit of measm'e m^st commonly used in this coun-
try for selling logs arid lumber is the hoard foot.

. Woodsman's Handbook, L i

bre:dyeinK7bW'd?-ing),». The process Of dye- StrTra^TnalMso'iisan.dregardedasapest,- ,fo? serving meals
:
used by the crew of a con-

i?gXhi& though its tubers are eaten by hogs audits foli- struction-train or by. awrecking-erew.

ll^e^h,::^T-Girellacyarrea,.hfBm^oii&sK age, &i dry seasons, by cattle. Itisthe camote boardmg-gag^bor^din|^^^^^

Xe^s and Bermuda south to Brazil :
common in the West AustraUanbushman's

^^^^^^^^^^
- called from ^edge^^^^

^^.^^, ^^^^ ^ . ^^

blanketealled'aW«e2/ismade.-3. Thebun- (-men). A man who perambulates thp

d"apped up in a bluey, carried by a bush- streets carrying an advertising-board ;
a sand-

man when he sets out on a tramp.— 4. Arough wioh-man.

bluegill (blS'gil), n. One of the largest of the

sunnshes, Lepomis pallidus.

blue-grass, n Alkall blue-crass, the west j

ican Poa ^umci/biia.— Apache blue-grass, the
Amer-
wire



Combustion Boat.

board-measure

board-measure (bor(i'mezh''ur), n. In menmr.,
a cubic measure or measure of volume where-
in the unit is the board-foot.

The unit of board measure is the board loot, which is

the contents of a board 1 foot square and 1 inch thiclc.

Wood«mans Handbook, I. 12,

board-room (bord'rom), n. 1. The room or
ofSce in which a board meets to transact bus-
iness.— 2. In mining, the space excavated in
driving a board. Tlie term is used in connection with
the " ridding " of the fallen stone in old boai'ds when driv-
ing roads across them in pillu* working. Also bord-room.
Coal and Metal Miners' Pocket-book.

board-scale (bord'skal), n. Same as *6oord-
measure.

boardy (bor'di), a. Hard and non-flexible:
said of the wire teeth of card-clothing when
they become worn and stumpy.
boar-grunt (bor'grunt), n. A food-fish, Hse-
mulon adurus, found in the West Indies, it is

supposed by fishermen to be the male of the duller-colored

species H. plumieri. [Key West]

bearwood (bor'wid), n. The poison-sumac,
Rhus Vernix. [Dismal Swamp region, Vir-

ginia.]

Boas-Oppler bacillus. See *Jiacill'us.

boat, n. 5. A narrow, shallow vessel of plati-

num or porcelain
which serves to
hold a substance
that is to be sub-
jected to tdtimate
analysis, or to the action of gases, and which
for that purpose is placed in a glass or porce-
lain tube.

Moissan illustrates the vaporization of carbon by heat-
ing "the outside of a carbon tube containing a boat filled
with silicon, with an arc, and describes the formation of
silicon carbide from the combination of the vapors of
silicon and carbon.

Electrochem. Industry, August, 1904, p. 331.

6. A small device attached to each side of a
loom for weaving a plain selvage in a fabric
having a twill or figured weave.
By means of a contrivance known as a boat, a selvage

approximating to plain cloth is readily obtained.
Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 482.

Automobile boat. See kavioboat.—BoaX log. See
*2oi72.—Combustion boat. Same as -kbodt, 5.—Pbldlng
boat, a collapsible boat used in the army for transport-
ing men from one river-bank to another. These boats
have a wooden keel and light wooden longitudinal ribs
covered with water-tight canvas. —Loose boat, in
whaling, a boat that bias not succeeded in striking a
whale.

The duty of a loose boat, if near by and not certain of a
capture, is to keep within hailing distance of the fast
boat Fisheries^ of the U. S., Ser. 6, 11. 262.

Paddle-box boat, a boat of peculiar construction which
when inverted, or turned upside down, forms the top
section of a paddle-box on a paddle-wheel steamer.

—

Umbrella boat. See -kumlfreua-boat.

boatbill, n. 2. One of the broadbills, Eury-
leemidx, a group of perching birds character-
istic of the Indo-Malayan region ; in particu-
lar, Cynibirliynchus macrorhynchus. See cut
under gaper.

boat-boom (bot'bBm), n. A longboom project-

ing transversely from each side of a war-ship or
ayacht at anchorin a harbor, withhanging pen-
dants to which boats may be made fast, in the
days of sailing men-of-wai' the lower studdingsail-booms
were used for this purpose ; now special booms are fitted.

Also called gvringing-boom.

boat-car (bot'kar), n. A wheeled conveyance
used in the Ufe-saving service for facilitating

the launching of boats.

boat-crane (bot'kran), n. A rotary crane
fitted on each side of a war-ship for lifting the
heavier boats out of the water or lowering
them into it, particularly the steam-launches
and yedette-boats. Such cranes are usually supplied

with steam or electric hoisting and turning apparatus.

See cut under kbatUe-ship.

boat-nall (bot'nal), ». A form of naU, made
of soft and ductile iron or steel and tinned,

suitable for fastening the strakes or skin of a

small boat to the ribs or along the seams. It

must be capable of being effectively clinched

in the wood of the strakes.

boat-pan (bot'pan), n. A pan of wrought- or

cast-iron, shaped like a boat, usedj in the Le-

blanc process for making carbonate of soda, to

boil down the crude tank-liquor.

boat-shell, n. 2. The common slipper-limpet

or half-deck, Crepidula fornicata. [TJ. 8.]

Boatswain's call, pipe,or whistle, a small whistle used

by a boatswain in giving signals.—Boatswain's cbalr
(naut.), a piece of board in the shape of a parallelogram,

or scup-seat, having a hole in each end through which a

short length of rope in the form of a bridle is passed, and

the ends knotted on the under side to prevent them from

pulling through. It is hoisted aloft by a whip, and is used
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by seamen to sit on while at work in the rigging where
foothold is not obtainable, as when scraping down masts,
etc.

boat-yoke (bot'yok), n. A horizontal piece
of wood or metal placed across the head of a
boat's rudder. To each end of the yoke a line is se-

cured, known as a yoke-line, by means of which the rudder
is turned and the boat steered.

bob^, n. 14. A piece of clay placed beneath a
vessel in a kiln. An old English name for bafi,

13 (6).

bob^, v. t.— 3. To transport (a load, as of logs) on a bob
or sled.

bobachi (bob'a-chi), n. [Hind. idwarcM, popu-
lar bavarchi, iBiterate babarchi, prob. of Turk-
ish origin.] A male cook. [Anglo-Indian.]
bob-apple (bob'ap"l), n. The Hallowe'en pas-
time of 'ducking for apples' while they floa't

in a tub of water, or trying to bite one as it

swings from a string. See bob-cherry.

bobber5[-bob (bob'6r-i-bob*), interj. The An-
glo-Indian form of the Hindu exclamation of
surprise, baprebap ("OFather!"). See bobbery.

bobbin-cradle (bob'in-kra'dl), n. A horizontal
holder for a bobbin upon which is wound the
yarn from the hankon ahank-windingmachine.
bobbin-lead (bob'in-led), n. In textile-manuf.,

the excess of the surface-speed of the bobbin
over the speed of the spindle-flier on a roving-
frame.
bobbin-rail (bob'in-ral), n. An iron bar or
rail supporting the bobbins of a roving-ma-
chine.

bobbin-reel (bob'in-rel), n. In cotton-manuf.,
a machine for winding yam from bobbins into
hanks.

bobbin-wheel (bob'in-hwel), «. In textile-

manuf., the principal gear in a series for driv-

ing the bobbin on a roving-frame.
bobble, V. i. 2. In golf, to run unevenly on a
green : said of a ball. W. Park, Game of Golf,

p. 202.

bobcat (bob'kat), n. .A popular name for the
bay lynx, Lynx rufus, and its various subspe-
cies, all of which have short tails.

bobeche (bo-bash'), n. [F. bobdche, OF. bui-
beche; origin unknown.] A glass disk or shal-
low cup with a central perforation, made to
surround the base of a candle or of a gas-light.
In the latter case the glass is ground to diffuse
the light.

To adapt this to microscopic work we add a * bobeche ' as
used for Welsbach lights made of finely ground imported
glass. Science, April 3, 1903, p. 536.

bob-fly (bob'fli), n. In angling, an artificial

fly attached to thia leader above the stretcher-
fly. Also called bobber,'dropper, and drojJ-fly.

Bobierre metal. See *metal.

bobierrite (bo-bi-ar'it), n. [Named after Bobi-
erre, who first described it.] A hydrated mag-
nesium phosphate from the guano of Mexfl-
lones, off the western coast of South America.
bob-jerom (bob-jer'um), ». [£o61_, n., 10, -H

Jerome, a proper name.] A bob-wig.

What I say is, leteverybody follow their nature; . . . and
then if they pay every one his own, who 's a right to call
'em to account, whether they wear a. bob-jerom,, or a pig-
tail down to the calves of their legs?

Miss Bumey, Cecilia, ix. 1.

bob-lever (bob'lev*6r), n. A lever carrying a
bob-weight. The bob-weight is used to bal-
ance one or more reciprocating parts on a ma-
chine.

bobo (bo'bo), n. [A W. Ind. use of Sp. bobo,
a dolt, fool : see booby.'] A species of mullet,
Joturus pilchardi, found in the mountain tor-
rents of the larger islands of the West Indies.
It is characterized by the simple stomach and
the coarse truncate incisors.

bobong (b6-b6ng'), n. [Bisaya bobong, Taga-
log bobongan, the roof: bobong, cover, roof.]
In the Philippine Islands, the roof of a build-
ing.

bob-runner (bob'mn-Sr), %. One of a pair of
short runners placed on the arms of an axle in-
stead of wheels, to enable a carriage or wagon
to be used as a sleigh. [New Eng.]

bobtail, n. 5. In poker, a four-card flush or
straight.

bobtailed, a. 2. In archery, gradually decreas-
ing in diameterfrom the point to the nock : said
of an arrow.
bocca^ (bok'a), M. [Native name.] A name ap-
plied by the natives of French Congo to a shrub
of the dogbane family, Tabernanthe Bocca,
which is planted about their villages for the
sake of its medicinal roots. Compare *iboga.

body-brace

bocon (bo-kon'), n. [Cuban use of Sp. bocdn, a
wide-mouthed person, < boca, mouth.] A Cu-
ban name of a small anchovy, Anehovia cubana.

bodenite (bo'den-it), n. [Named iromBoden,
near Marienberg, Saxony.] A silicate related to
allanite, containing a relatively large amount
of the yttrium and cerium metals.

bodhi (bo'di), n. [Skt. : see Buddha.'] Know-
ledge; enlightenment: a term of Buddhism.
bodhisattva, n. 2. Also, any reUgious teacher.

Bodianus (bo-di-a'nus), n. [NL., < Sp. bodian
=Pg. ftorfiSb, a sea-fish so called.] 1. A genus
of large labroid fishes of the West Indies, of

numerous species, usually known by the later

name of JBarpe. B. rufus is the best-known
species.—2. A genus of sea-bass, Serranidse,

of the warm seas, more properly called Cepha-
lopholis.

Bodo (bo'do), n. [NL. (Stein, 1878).] The
typical genus of the family Bodonidse : some-
times called the hooked or springing monad.

bodock (bo'dok), n. Same as bodark.

Bodonidse (bo-don'i-de), n. pi. [NL. Bodo(n-)
+ -jfte.] A family of flagellate protozoans oiE

the order Heteromastigidse, consisting of small,

naked forms in which there is litfle, if any,
difference between the flagella. It contains
the genera Bodo, Phyllomitus, Colponema, and
Oxyrrhis.

body, n. 14. All the strapping of a harness
back of the collar; speciflcally, that part of
the breeching and other straps which bears
against the horse.— 15. In ceram., the sub-
stance or base of pottery and porcelain. See
frit body, kaolinic *body.— 16. An ore body,
or pocket of mineral deposit.— 17. The thick-
ness of a lubricating oil or other liquid : also
the measure of that thickness expressed in
the number of seconds in which a given quan-
tity of the oil at a given temperature flows
through a given aperture. Coal and Metal
Miners' Pocket-book Alloxurbody. See -kaUoxiir
j>cis«.—Antl-lmmnne body. See iantir-immune.—
Antl-lnteimedlaiybody. ^mQaa-kantiramboceptar.—
Body blow. See *6i(m>3.—Brown body. See*brami-—
Central body, a term used to denote the aggregation of
protoplasmic matter in the interior of many bactena and
blue-green algae. It is believed by some to represent a
true nucleus.

—

Comallan bodies. See •kconmlian.—
Directive body. See directive corpuscle and -kpolar
body.—Fat body, in ento)n., a more or less lobulated or
net-like mass of large cells iilled with small drops of fat,

covering parts of the viscera and lining the integument—Guarnlerl body, a protozoan parasite, Cytoryctes
variola Guamieri, thought to be the cause of smallpox
and vaccinia.

—

Harting's bodies, granular concretions
of carbonate of lime obtained by allowing carbonic-acid
alkalis to aot upon albumin or other nitrogenous sub-
stances. This action has been said to explain the^mode
of formation of the shells of moUusks and protozoa.

—

Hassall or Hassall's bodies, m histol., the remains of
the epithelium which during embryologic development
makes up themain portion of thethymus gland.—Hyaloid
body. See ^A^aJaid—Immune body. Sameas^am<K>-
ceptor. See inTtvmune.— TmniiiTiiglTig hnily, See ^m-
munity.—^Intermediary body. S&jneasitamboceptor.—
Kaollnlcbody, a porcelain composition consisting lai'gely

of kaolin, as hard-paste porcelain.

—

LelslmiaJUl-Dono-
van body, a small rounded or ovoid body, occurring singly
or in groups of several, embedded in a matrix but not intra-
corpuscular, in tropical splenomegaly or kala-azar, and
probably also in Oriental sore. Ross considers these bodies

. to belong toanew genus of ,Sj»>rdzoaand suggestsfor them
the name Leishmannia donovar^—liUmmer-Brodhim
body, a device, used in certain photometers and spectro-
photometers, for rectifying or renderini; parallel the two
beams of light to be compared. It consists of two right-
angled prisms of glass cemented together so as to form a
cube the diagonal section of which is partly cut away. See
spectrophotometer.— JBaiassaefa body, a tactile cor-

Suscle.

—

Melon-seed bodies. Same as rice *bodies.—
[usbroom body, in ent&m., one of two stalked aud

capped bodies arising from the procerebral lobe of an
insect's brain, which resemble minute mushFooms. They
are more highly developed in bees, ants, and wasps than
in other insects, and it is therefore supposed that the in-

telligence of insects bears a direct relation to the size of
these bodies.— Nlssl or Nissl's \m6iBB, inneurol., small

- bodies which are found in the cytoplasm of nerve-cells
and which take on a deep stain with methylene blue.

—

Onionbody, a concentrically arranged mass of epithelial
cells sometimes seen in carcinomatous tumors. Also
called epithelial pearl or ?i«»«.—Pllnuner bodies, cer-
tain ceU-inclusions found in malignant growths which
were thought to be parasitic protozoa and concerned in
the production of thegrowths.—FresegmentlllKbodies,
in zobl., the malarial parasites before they undergo seg-
mentation.—Pjrramldal body. Same as pyramid, 4.— Rice bodies, small growths, resembling rice-grains,
which form in the sheaths of the tendons in hygroma and,
becoming detached, float free in the fluid.—Rosemniil-
ler's body, the parovarium.—Russell facbsln bodies,
hyaline bodies which stain readily with fuchsin, some-
times seen in carcinomatous tumors.

—

Spongy body.
Same as corpus spongiosum.—The body Alpna. See
•kalpha, 4.—Turbinate body. See turbinate bone, under
turbinate.

body-brace (bod'i-bras), n. 1. A brace which
crosses a whole frame or one parallelogram of
a frame diagonally from comer to opposite
comer. See *brace^, 1 (6).— 2. Specifically,



body-brace

in car-building, an inclined timber extending
from one end of the body center-plate of a
long oar to the middle of the ear. Two braces,
Qnited to a compression-beam, form a truss built into the
side of ttie car under the windows.

body-plasm (bod'i-plazm"), n. In Uol., the
substance of the body of an animal or plant,
in contradistinction to the germ^lasm, or the
substance of the reproductive organs. Same
as somai, somatoplasm.
body-plate (bod'i-plat), n. A shell-plate for
a boiler located anywhere except in heads or
domes.
body-wood (bod'i-wud), n. Cord-wood cut
from those portions of the trunks which are
clear of branches.
Boebmenism (be'men-izm), n. The theosophi-
cal view of God and the world set forth by
Jacob Boehme (1575-1624), a mystical German
philosopher. He contemplated deity iia "the eternal
one, the silent nothing," from which nature proceeds as
the expression of spiritual principles. He endeavored to
show that material powers and mond forces are one, that
evil is the manifestation of the wrath of God, and that
good will finally be victorious. Also -kBehmenism.

Boehmenist (bfe'men-ist), n. One who follows
the teachings of Boehmenism. Also *Beh-
menist.

Boetamenite (bS'men-it), ». A Boehmenist.
Boethian (bo-e'thi-an), a. Pertaining to or
derived from Boethius, a distinguished Roman
official, philosopher, and writer on music, who
died about 524 a. d. Less correctly *Boetian,
Boetiau (bo-e'ti-an), a. Same as *Boethian.
Boettcber's crystals. See ^crystal.

bog'^, n—Anchored bog, an originally floating bog
wiiicn has become fixed by roots and rhizomes from its

bottom orby growthsfrom shore-plants into it, or by both.
C. MacMillan.— Climbing bog, the rim of a normal bog,
nourished at a higher level by the capillary elevation of
water.—Emerged bog, a bog growing above water-level.— Floatingbog, a natural floating island (see Mand^),
named ' bog ' from its morassio character.

In some of the lakes of Minnesota these floatiyig bogs are
very prominent features and constitute the so-called
"floating islands." C. MacMillan.

Immersedbog,abog whose chiefgrowth is below water-
level.— QuaklBg bog, a bog whose matted, peaty growth
has covered comparatively unstable and treacherous
gi'ound tliat shakes under foot.— Sphagnous or sphag-
num bog, a stagnant swamp with acid soil, chai'acterized
by the growth of sphagnum mosses ; a muskeg. A deep
swamp of this kind becomes at length a peat-bog.

boga^ (bo'ga), re. fSp.] A species of Small fish
of the genus Orestias, common in the waters of
Lake Titieaca in Bolivia and Peru. There are sev-
eral species of Orestias in the lake, and they constitute the
aquatic food of the inhabitants of those regions.

Bogardus mill. See *»jMi.

bogart (bog'art), n. See *boggard, 4.

bog-bircb (bog'bSrch), n. The Carolina buck-
thorn, Bhamnus CaroUniana. [Minnesota.]

bog-burst (bog'bferst), n. An outbreak or flow
of peaty materials which are saturated with
water, so that barriers no longer restrain them.
Also hog-flow.

A discussion of bog-bursts, with special reference to the
great outbui'st of a bog in the Killamey district in 1896.

Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XI. 206.

bog-flow (bog'flo), n. See ^hog-hurst.

boggard^, n. 4. The hellgrammite. [Local,

U.S.]
bogie^, »'. 4. A small wheelbarrow or box
upon wheels, made of light boiler-plate iron,

used in the removal from the furnace of black-

ash in the manufacture of soda by the Leblane
process.

Bogie, Colonel. See Colonel Bogie.

bogie-frame (bo'gi-fram), ». The pivoted or

swinging frame under the front end of a loco-

motive; the truck-frame.

bogie-locomotive (b6'gi-16-c9-m6"tiv), n.

Same as bogie-engine.

bogie-spring (bo'gi-spring), «. One of the

springs which are interposed between the

truck of a locomotive and the parts supported

by it, to take up the shocks and jars due to

inequalities in the road.

Bognor beds. See *bed^.

bogong (bo'gong), n. [Native Australian.]

An Australian noctuid moth, Agrotis spina,

which occurs in enormous numbers in Vic-

toria, where the hibernating adults were eaten

by the aborigines.

bog-ore (bog'6r), n. Same as bog4ron ore.

Bogoslovius (bog-o-sl6'vi-us), n. [NL.,

named from the volcanic island of St. John
Bogoslof (Bogoslovii), near which the typical

species was dredged.] A ^enus of macruroid

fishes taken in deep water in Bering Sea.

bog-slide (bog' slid), n. Same as *bog-burst.
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bog-torches (bog't6r"ches), n. The golden-
club, Orontium aquaticum: so called from the
shape and color of its flower-stalk and flowers.
See cut under OronUum. Small, Flora South-
eastern U. S.

bogum (bo'gum), n. [Australian. '\ The name
in New South Wales of the bean-tree or More-
ton Bay chestnut, Castanospermum australe.
It yields a soft, fine-grained, beautifully figured, brown
wood, which is not very durable. See black -kbean (b).

Bohairic (bo-hi'rik), n. [Bohaireh. Bolieyreh,
a district in the Delta of the Nile, -f- -jc] One
of the main divisions of Coptic ; the dialect of
the coast district, spoken in the northwestern
Delta of the Nile: formerly named Memphite
(which see). Saludio and Bohairic are the most im-
portant dialects of Coptic. Since the fifteenth century the
latter has been the language of the sacred books of Chris-
tianity throughout tile country. Eneue. Brit, XXVII.
727.

boheic (bo-he'ik), a. IBoTwa + -ic] Derived
from Thea .Bofeea.—Boheic acid, a bibasic acid,
C7H10O8, obtained fropi black tea.

Bohemian, n. 6. As employed by the French
geologists, the later deposits of Silurian time,
from the fine development of these strata in
the Bohemian basin : equivalent to Upper Si-
lurian or to Silurian in its restricted sense.

bohio (bo-he'6), n. [Sp. bohio, bojio, from a
native W. Ind. name.] A West Indian hut; a
thatched hut of the kind used by the negroes
of the West Indies.

boil,i n—Aleppo, Delhi, oriental, tropical boa
Same as Aleppo vlcer (which see, under ulcer).—^Bllnd
boll, a sluggish boil in which pus forms slowly and there
is no slough or core.—Bulama boll [Afr. Bulama, island
of W. Africa], a phlegmon caused by the presence of a
worm or the lai-va of an insect beneath the skin.—Bur-
mese boll, an endemic sore, probably of the same nature
as the Delhi boil or Aleppo ulcer.

boil,^ n. 3. The period during which the car-
bon is being burned out of the iron in a pud-
dling-furnace. During this period jets of burning
carbonic oxid cover the suitace of the bath. Loclcwood,
Diet Mecli. Eng. Terms.

boiler, ». , 5. A small isolated reef or atoll

below water. [West Indies and Bermuda.]
—Belleville boiler, a type of sectional boiler much used
at one time in the British navy, in which the generating
units are water-tubes of moderate diameter : named after
its designer.—Doable boiler, a cooking-utensil consist-

ing of two metal or glazed-ware vessels nesting one
within the other. The larger vessel is partly filled with
water, the smaller -is put inside of it, and both are placed
over the fire. The boiling of the water and the result-

ing partly inclosed steam cook the contents of- the
inside vessel without danger of burning from direct con-
tact with the fire.-Drop-flue boiler, a boiler having
fines coming in from the sides and joining a central fiue

which is open at the bottom. The hot gases come in the
horizontal flues and descend the center, or drop, flue.—

Elephant boiler, a horizontal cylindrical boiler having
one or more shells belowP the main shell and connected to

the latter by necks.— Elliptical boUer. (a) A round-
ended or oval-ended boiler. (6) A boiler whose cross-

section is an oval or an ellipse.—Field boiler, a boiler

having double tubes, the inner one for getting water
to the lower end of the outer tube, in which the steam
is generated. These tubes ai-e either vertical or inclined.

Hiseox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 47.— Flash bollef.
See */!asA-6otter.— Lancashire boiler, a horizontal

cylindrical boiler having two horizontal flues each con-

taining a fumace. The combustion gases pass through
the flues and return to the front end along the outside of

the shell, and then pass back underneath the shell.—

Multitubular boiler, (a) A boiler having a lai'ge num-
ber of small tubes for the hot gases to pass through. (6)

A boiler made up of a number of tubes in which steam
is generated ; a water-tube boiler.—Nlclausse boiler, a

type of sectional boiler which has been used in the British

navy, in which the generating units are water-tubes of

moderate diameter.— Oval boiler. Same as elliptical

*boiler(a) and (6).— Sectional boiler, a steam-generator

in which the plan of a single enveloping shell to contain

the water and steam is abandoned, and is replaced by a

number of small generating vessels so joined together

that the steam formed in all of these separate units or

sections is delivered from a common disengagement sur-

face into a common steam-space. The units may be spher-

ical or they may be cylindrical water-tubes. Such sec-

tional boilers are safer because stronger to resist internal

pressure, and rupture of one unit is not usually followed

by a destruction of the structure as a whole.—Semi-
flash boiler. See irflash-boiler.—TahvlOTia boiler.

Same as water-tube boiler (which see, under water-tube).

boiler-brace (boi'16r-bras), n. A stay or tie-

rod between the shell and the flat end of a

steam-boi ler, or a tension-rodrunning from end
to end of the boiler to tie the flat surfaces to-

gether and prevent bulging or other deforma-

tion under pressure.

boiler-cement (boi'ler-se-ment"), n. A mix-

ture of various substances, such as clay, mag-
nesia, etc., which is used for covering boilers

and steam-pipes to prevent or check the radia-

tion of heat.

boiler-compound (boi'ler-kom"pound), n. Any
substance used to prevent the formation of a

hard scale In steam-boilers which use impure
feed-water . As the impurities are of somany varieties.

Boleosoma
the boiler-compounds have to be adapted to each case.
Some compound of soda is the most common ingiedient
of such mixtures.

boiler-felt (boi'16r-felt), n. Anon-conducting
covering for boilers, steam-pipes, etc., made
of matted hair. In appearance it resembles
felt.

boiler-maker (boi'16r-ma"k6r), ». l. One who
makes boilers ; a boiler-smith.— 2. A petty of-
ficer in the United States navy.
boiler-palm (boi'16r-pam), n. 1. A pad or foot
on a bracket which is used to fasten or support
a boiler.— 3. The flattened end of a boiler-
stay, where it is enlarged to take the rivets

;

specifically, that part of the knee, bracket, or
tension-stay which goes against the boiler and
is fastened to it.

boiler-scale (boi'16r-skal). n. A substance de-
posited on the surfaces of boilers which are in
contact with the water. This scale is due to im-
purities in the water precipitated as solids on heating, and
is sometimes hard and difficult to remove.

boiler-smith (boi'16r-smith"), n Asmith who
forges boiler-plates ; a boiler-maker.
boiling-basket (boi'ling-b4s"ket), n. Among
primitive races, a water-tight basket in
which liquids are boiled. Generally the contents
are heated by means of red-hot stones which are thrown
into the basket.

boiling-house (boi'ling-hous), n. A local
West Indian term for the building, at a sugar-
mill, in which the cane-jxuce, expressed in the
cane-mill, is boiled down to the syrup from
which sugar is made.

Such of the negroes as are employed in the mill and
boUing-houses often work very late.

Bryan Edwards, A Hist of the Brit W. Indies, II. 160.

Bolllng-polnt of the thermometer, (a) a small nick
on the glass,tube of the mercurial thermometer showing
the observed height of the mercury when the instrument
is wholly immersed in steam from boiling water, for-
merly tne bulb only was placed in boiling water, but now

- the whole instrument is immersed in the steam. (6) A
scale-division near the above-mentioned nick, indicating
the boiling-point under standard pressure of one atmo-
sphere, (c) The thermometric temperature of standard
boiling water or'its steam, that is, 100°C., 80"Il., or 212°F.
(d) Tlie coiTect reading of the thei-mometer immersed in
steam from boiling water under some special low pressure,
such as that on the summit-of a mountain. This boiling-
point depends dii'cctly on the atmospheric pressure and
is utilized to ascertain the latter when the mercmlal
barometer is not available.

Bojan gneiss. See *gneiss.

boje (bo'ha), n. [Native name.] A name in
Porto Eioo of a rubiaeeous tree, Antirhea cor-
iacea, native to the West Indies, it fmnishes
a heavy, strong, durable yellow wood used for carpenter
work, furniture, and the framework of houses. Also
called quina.

B. 0. Ii. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Ori-
ental Literature.

bola (bo'la), n. [Native name.] A name in
Bengal of the mahqe or majagua, Pariti tilia-

ceum. See mahoe,' 1, and *majagua, 1.

bolboporite (bol-bio-po'rit), n. [NL., < Gr.
pdl^oQ, a bulb, -t- wdpoc, a pore, -I- -ite^.'l One
of certain fossil bodies found in the Silurian
rocks of Bussia, Canada, and New York, in-

versely conical or clavate in form, and having
the narrower end smooth but the broader
pitted. They have been regaided by some authors as
corals, and probably some of the bodies to which this
name has been applied are of this nature ; but the affilia-

tions of the typic^ bolboporites are still dubious, though
their microscojiic structure is very similar to that of the
tost of the Echinodermata.

Bolderian stage. See *stage.

boldoin (bol'do-in), n. {boldo + -in^.'i Same
as boldine.

bole^, n. 3. In medieval and early Renaissance
art, an earthy paste added over gesso as a
ground for tempera painting and gilding.

Directly on this, and without the usual preparation of
bole, gold leaf was laid over the whole surface.

Burlington Magazine, II. 89.

Boleichthys (bo-le-ik'this), n. [NL., < Gr.

Polfj, a throw, -f' lx^(, fish.] A genus of
darter-fishes, typified by the species B.fusi-
formis.

boleite (bo'le-it), n. [Boleo (see def.) + 4te^.]

An oxychlorid of lead, copper, and silver, oc-

curring in deep-blue cubic crystals and related

to percylite: found at Boleo, Lower California.

Bolelia (bo-le'li-a), n. [NL. (Eafinesque,

1832), an anagram of Lobelia.'] A genus of

dicotyledonous plants of the family Campanu-
lacem. See Downingia.
Boleosoma (b6*le-o-so'ma), n. [NL., irreg.

< Gr. ^o'^, a throw, + aaiia, body.] A genus
of tessellated darters, small quick-moving
fishes of the brooks of the eastern United
States. B. olmstedi is the best-known species.
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of road-wagon used for speeding purposes.
The body is hung on side-bars the ends of
which rest on bolsters over the axles; no
springs are used.

boltl, n.—Cremome bolt, a casement-tastening con-
sisting of two long bolts, cue engaging the top of the
window-frame and the other the window-sill, both being

bax—Bombax cotton, the seed-hair of the bombax,
known in commerce as vegetable down, red-silk cotton,
God-tree cotton, silk-cotton, etc. The fiber is smooth,
flossy, pliable, rectilinear, and from white to yellow-brown
m color, but it is without spiral twist, and the cell-walls
are thin and weak, making it unsuitable for spinning

;

hence it is chiefly used for such purposes as stuffing mat-
tresses, etc.

bolero, n. 3. A short jacket, ending about bolster-wagon (b6rst^r-wag''pn), n. Aform Bombax,». 3. [J. c] A plant of the genus 5om-
three inches above the waist-line : originally " -

in imitation of the Spanish jacket, but now
made in many fashions, and trimmed either
simply or with extremely elaborate ornament.
boletoid (bo-le'toid), a. ^Boletus + -oid.]
Like or pertaining to- the genus Boletus.
Boliche furnace. Same as Spanish furnace.
bolivar, n. 2. A large ginger-cake. [TJ. S.]

Bollmannia (bol-man'i-a), n. [NL., from C.
H. Bollman, an American' scientist.] A genus
of goboid fishes inhabiting the depths of the
tropical Pacific, typified by tte species B.
chlamydei.

boUo (bol'o), n. A ^rick of amalgamated sil-

ver ore, so shaped that six bricks form a eir-
cular cake with a hole- in the center to allow bolti, v. t.

inclosed in a casing and operated by a handle at the bombod (bomd), a. Ibomb + -ed?. Cf. F.
middle of the casement It is sometimes provided with
a third bolt which locks the casements togetjier and is

operated by the same handle.—Espagnolette bolt, a
casement-fastening consisting of a long rod placed on tfie

edge of the casement and fitted with catches at the top
bottom. By means of a handle the rod can be rotated

bombi.'] Bounded: as, a 6om6e(J frontal bone.
Keane, Ethnology, p. 185.

That bombid brow, that eye a kindling chiysoprase.
Brovming, Fiflne, x. 22.

to cause the catches to engage the opposite caaements BombinaB fbom'bi-ne'). n. J)Z TNL < limnhiis
and lock them together at the top and bottom.-In-and- a. i„trn yr'V.^v^^Z^J. J^ -J- J' ^ ^'^"^
out bolt, a bolt which extends trough the pieces to be

:*" "'"^-^
.
The BomUdas considered as a sub-

joined.

See cotton-boll

Same as -kcotton-

the mercurial vapors.to escape during the dis-

tillation process.
boU-Weevll (bol'we-vl), n.

*weevil—Mexican boll-weevil.
boll weevil.

bolo (bo'lo), n _

resembling a Cuban machete, used in the
Philippine Islands, for domestip and agri-
cultural purposes, and in war.'

family of Apidse.

In arcliery, to loose too soon bombom (bom'bom), n.

after drawing the bow. See *hold.—10. In *o"?- Philippine Sp.]

golf, to putt with so much force that the ball bombonne (bom-bon'),

0. [Also bombon, bom-
Same as *bongbong.

[F. bombonne, <Pr.
will go some distance past the hole if it fails
to go into it.

bolt-die (bolt'di), n. 1. A die or hob for
[Bisaya bolo.'] 1. A long knife cutting the thread on a bolt.—2. A die for

•shaping blanks for bolts.

bolt-dog (bolt'dog), ». An attachment to a
"lathe for driving bolts. „ .

bolter^, n. 2. A machine for sawing logs into bomb-signals (bom'sig"nalz),»».j)Z.

a size suitable for cutting into small strips. J***'-

The pieces cut by a bolter are called Mte, and "0™^yces (bom-bi'sez), n.pl. [NL., pi

boumbouno, < boumbo, a bomb, a bottle, = F.
bombe, a bomb : see bomb^.'} A hollow vessel,
usually of salt-glazed stoneware, either egg-
shaped or cylindrio, with three necks at the top
and an exit-tap at one side near the bottom :

used in the condensation of acids on a manu-
facturing scale : essentially a Woulfe's bottle.

See *sig-

these bolts are sawed into laths, pickets, etc.,
(From an origEnal in the Amer. Museum of Nat. History, New York.) iu a gang-SaW.—3. In avckery, an aTOher who,

after drawing the bow, looses too soon.
bolting-reel {bol'tuig-rel), n. A reel, covered
with bolting-cloth, used inseparatingflouT, etc.

bolochore (bo'lo-kor), n. [Irreg. < Gr. poli),

a throw, -I- x^peiv, spread abroad.] In phyto-
geog., a fruit with some adaptation for the bolting-saw (bprting-sft), n. See 'bolter, 2.

"sion of its seeds or spores, bolt-machine (bolt'ma-shen"), », "

oFthe bolt. It consists of a series of forging
dies which vary in size and through which the
body of the bolt is passed in a proper succes-
sion.

[NL. (L-H^ritier,

mechanical propulsion oi its seeas or spores,
or a plant bearing such fruit ; a sling-fruit ; a
ballistic or catapult fruit. Bolochores. are
divided by P. E. Clements, the author of the
term, into *pladoboles, "*'edoboles, *xeriboles,
and *tonoboles. See these terms.
bolocborous (bo-lok'o-nis), M. [bolochore + _, , .

-ous.l Having the character of or periiaining Boltoma (bol-to'ni-a)

to bolochores.
r -s T,aa\ „„™„/i i„ v,

—

Bologna fla^, hemp, vial. See *flas]c,
*hemp, *mal.
bolograph (bo'lo-graf), n. [Gr. /3oX^, a throw,
-f ypd^ww, write.] An automatic record of the
indications of a bolometer. , Bplographs of the
solar spectrum are made by passing the spectrum at a
constant rate over the face of the l^lometer and photo-
graphing upon a moving sheet the deflections of a sensi-
tive galvanometer In circuit with the bolometer. The bolt-ling (bolt'ring), n. A small ring with a

. . , ^- of
Bombyx.] An old group of Lepidoptera, cor-
responding to the modem family Bombycidse.
Bombjrlioidea (bom-biFi-o-id'e-a), n. pi. [NL.
(Coquillett, 1901), KBombylms y'-oidea.] A su-
perfamily of dipterous insects comprising the
so-called bee-flies of the family BombyUidae and
their allies, including the Apioeeridee and My-
daidse.

,, A machine
used for forging the shanks of bolts from stock
which has been roUed to the size of the head Bombyx, n. 3. [I. c] A wind-instrument of the

ancient Greeks, probably sounded by a reed
mouthpiece: so called from its shape.
bonanza, n. II. a. Very extensive and prof-
itable. Compare bonanza, n., 2 Bonanza farm
in the great wheat^producing regions of the United StatesI
a farm of gieat extent, operated on a gigantic scale-
Bonanza farmer, one who owns and operates a bonanza
farm.

result is a curve giving in graphic foiTn the distiibution
of energy in the sun s snectram at the time when the
bolograph is taken. Such records are termed spectra-
bolographs.

1788), named in honor of James 'Bolton (fl.

1775-95), an English botanist.] A genus of
plants of the family 4«temcea5. There are 4 or 5 bonasi (bo-nS^se'), n. [Cuban bonasi, from a
species, natives of the United States. They are some- TiativA Tiamp fWoharAnS 1 The Cnhar, r,«,v,o
times known la/alse canumiU. They are tall, leafy, as-

°|'"^® "^™^ (rtcnarao;.J lUe Cuban name
ter-like, glabrous and often glaucous perennial plants, o* ^ species ot grouper, Mycteroperca bonaci,
blooming profusely in late summer and autumn, and are a food-fish of the West Indies,
excellent for the hardy border. B. os<eroi(«e8and & ?a«i- v____-_+{. /i,„t> o ^oTl'o^,o^ », rn_j~;
soiMBMi are sometimes planted in gardens for their showy DOnaventia (bon-a-ven sha), n. [Origin un-

'

known.] A buggy with a wooden dash and a
standing top. [Pennsylvania.]

bloom.

spring-and-bolt arrangement, much used in Bonaventure formation. See ''forniation.
modern jewelry for holding small or large gems Bonaveria (bo-na-ve'ri-a), n. [NL. (Scopoli,

. . or to secure necklaces. 1777), named in 'honor of J. B. Bonaveria, an
A study of the yearly variations of the selective absorp-

^olt-saw (bolt'sa), ». A saw for cutting off the ItaUan botanical artist of the 18th century.]
^.. nf tho i?.w^h'. .».t..i...>...». k.. ».„ ..-.I „c _ I :.. barK-eovered slabs from a log and forming A genus of dicotyledonous plants of the family

them into squared bolts; a saw for the rough Fabaceie. See Securigera.
dressing of logs in the forest. Bonavist bean. See *6ea»l.

Of, pertaining "^.^tf^SSi^er O^^^^'^^^^'^lli^- _Ai^^^^^f> bonbo (bon'bo), n. [Tibetan Bon (in Eastern

tion of the Earth's atmosphere by the aid of a long series
of bolographs.

S. P. Lamgley, Astrophysical Jom., March, 1903, p. 93.

bolographic (b6"lo-graf'ik), a.

to, or effected by means of a bolograph. or device used to cut the thread on bolts.

™ . , . . ^. J . , J u- ,, ,. • bolt-wire (bolt'wir), n. Wire which is to be
Tlie bolograpkus method can be employed, which, being „,,<. ;_+„ v-loTilra fni- gryioll TinUa

independent of circle readings, and involving mstead a •''V'°.'^°
''\*°™™'^™*"

"^^^^ _, . .

clockwoikof extreme accuracy, gives diaeienoes of devia- ISOlyaian (bol-yi an), a. Ot or pertaining to
tion with extraordinary precision, ra^hing, as we said in John Bolyai (in Hungarian, Solyai Jdnos), a
last year's report, to within a second of arc.

' Simthstmian Hep.

boloman (bo'Io-man), n.

1898, p. 72.

A man armed with

Hungarian geometer who was bom at Kolozs-

Tibet Bhon) the name of this religion, -f- Bod
(Eastern Bho), Tibet. ] The form of shamanism
which forms the indigenous religion of Tibet.
It is rapidly waning in the presence of the
Lamaistic form of Buddhism which is now the
dominant cult.

in 1860— Bolyalanor Bolyaigeometry. See *geome-
try.

. icating the distribution of bom, ». A simplified spelling of 6(W»6.
energy in the spectrum as detormined Vy measui-ements boma (bo'ma), n. [Central African.] An in-

closure of bushes, thorn, or stakes formed as a

a bolo. [Philippine Is.T
Bolometrlc curve, a curveindl
energy in the specti
with the bolomel^r.

bolsa (bdl'SU), n. [Sp. bolia, a purse.] An ex-
change ^here merchants and others meet to
transact their business. [Spanisb-Ameriean
and the Philippine Is.]

bolson (bol-son'), n. [Sp., augm. of bolso,

a purse, < bolsa, a purse : see burse, pvrse.]
In phys. geog., a basin-shaped depression in-

closed on nearly all sides by mountains.
[Southwestern U. S.]

bolson-plain (bol - son ' plan), n. {bolson +
plain.] A plain, forriied of land-^waste occupy-
ing basin-like depressions among mountains
in Mexico and contiguous portions of

United States. See *&ote07i.

r.fi«fin^^°,f',*"f''''^'\'^*/*^T'"Y'^'f'''^'''^<>Ill>OllJ»i*re (bon-bon-iar'), «. [F.] A box
lor holdmg bonbons or confections,

bondi, »., 12. (c) Same as bond-timber.— 14.
In elect., the rod, heavy copper wire, or weld

The bolson plains may be considered as sections of an
upraised peneplain surface in its earliest infancy, at a
stage in which they are as yet untouched by stream-action.

They could not exist under present hypsometric condt

The whole country spoke of this boat . . . with a crew
that spoke like' Bombardiers.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XL 82.

^^i^ir^t's^veS' "«i°ir':'^^cSptri9S.T?«! ^^^^'it':^^hi-^°'^'^'"^'^''"'^''''*-
'"

bolster, n., 2. (p) same as bunk, 2. (q) In arch., a

horizontal piece of wood set on the top of a post and pro-

jecting on one or both sides.:- intended to. diminish the

unsupported steeteh of a girder or beam, or to act as

a corbel, allowing a post tobe set upright in false bearing

beyond the axis of the lower post (r) In paleobot., same
Bsiflet^-cushion. _. ..^ -

which is used to connect the abutting rails of
a railway-track to form an electric circuit.

—

Bond and disposition In Beenrity, an expression
equivalent to bond and mortgage on land.—Double
bond. In certain cases the atoms in chemical compounds
do not exhibit their full valency. This behavior can some-
times be expressed by the assumption of a double union
or bond between two polyvalent atoms, as in ethylene,
HgC : CH2. The double bond is not stronger than two
single bonds, nor in any way equivalent to them, except
arithmetically. Ck>mpounds assumed to possess them are
usually most readily attacked at the position of the
double bond, either by reagents or by decomposing agen-
cies, such as heat. In general, organic compounds with
a double bond, such as defined, are distinguished by their
ability to form derivatives by addition, while those with-
out double unions, as paraffins, form derivatives by sub-
stitution.—Joln;t bond, In law, an undertaking executed
by two or more parties all of whom must be joined as
defendants in an action upon the bond.— Resignation
bond, (a) In eccles. law, an instrument^ usually attested
by a notary, by which a beneficed cleivyman voluntarily
surrendera his benefice. (I>) In Scots taw, the surrender
of a fee to a superior.—Tax bond. See *«ffl!c— Tlrree-

pact of the molecules oFa vapor or gas against *sub. . '''^'' """'^ ^T' "^ heart^ond.

merged body or agjiiiistany_wall which forms a boundary DOntt^, «. f. D. 1 unite the ends of (two adja-
cent rails,) either by copper wires or cables,

protection for a camp or village.

I went out on a saudspit into the lake and camped,
cutting down the bush and placing it across the shore end
of the bank so as to form a bonui. At one o'clock in tjie

morning the Turkana attacked and succeeded in breaking
through the boma, a few of them getting into camp.

Geog. Jour. (B. G. S.), XI. 389.

Bomb calorimeter. See •kcalorimeter.—Bread-crust
bomb, a somewhat rounded mass of igneous rock, ejected
in a volcanic eruption, whose surface presents an appear-

' ance similar to that of baked bread, as if the Interior had
expanded beyond the stretehing capacity of the surface

' crust. The more or less vitrified surface and the seamed
cnist are characteristic,

the bombardier, n. 4. [cap.] A former name,
among the Portuguese, for a Fleming or other
foreigner.

to the gaseous volume. The resultant eifect is the pres-

sure which the vapor exerts. * Under high electrostatic

strain, especially in a high vacuum, such bombardment
may exert considerable power on the bodies struck, caus-

ing them, for example, to give off X-rays or heat, and even
fusing very refractory substances, as platinum.

or by welding;, in order to secure a low-resist-
ance retum-oircuit for the electric current.

Briefly, my experience In bonding rails is that in the
cast weld made since 1898 the bond at the beginning of



bond
the pour is of lower resistance than a 90-poand rail of the
same length as the weld.

Jour. Franklin /»»«., April, 1904, p. 287.

Bondon cheese. See *cheese^.

bond-wire (bond'wir), n. A wire iised to
make a good joint for the conduction of elec-

tricity from one railway rail to another.

bone^, n., 6, (e) hicard-playing, achip of the smallest

value.

10. A piece of horn or wood-fiber inserted in

the sole of a wooden golf-club to prevent in-

jury to the face of the club at the bottom.

—

11. The midrib of a leaf, especially that of a
suftar-cane leaf or the large midrib of a palm-
leaf. [Colloq., "West Indies.]—Bone-wire. See
irmrel.— Cavalry ItJOne, 'a bone sometimes developed
in the adductor muscle of the thigh in men who are con-

stantly in the saddle.—Dissolved bone, bone which
has been treated with sulphuric acid so as to produce

the soluble monocalcic phosphate for use as a fer-

tilizer. The term has often been used as a trade-name

to include mineral phosphates similarly treated, these

in some cases consisting of or containing the debris of

fossil bonci-Exercise bone. Same as cavalry *bone or
•rfrfli-Some.—Ground bone. Same as bone-dint and
itbone-meal.—Incabone, Same as interparietal bone

(which see, undermterj)arie(ai).—Ligamentbone. Same
as nemmoid bone.—Lingual bone, the hyoid bone.—
RlOlon'B bones, small detached bones, lilce Wormian
bones, occasionally present in the suture between the

occipital bone and the petrous portion of the temporal

bone.—Suspensory bones, in the flsh skull, the chain

of bones connecting the mandible to the cranium, con-

sisting of the hyomandibular, the symplectic, and the

quadrate.—Ungual bone. See^ungual.

bone^, V. t. 5. To 'hold up' with a demand or

importunate request fot something, as for a
small loan : as, to bone one fora 'fiver.' [Colloq.]

bone-body (b6n'bod'''i), n. In eeram., 1;he com-
position of natural soft-paste porcelain, which
contains a certain proportion of calcined bone.

His body was neither that of the French potters nor the

true bone of the English, but partook of the characteris-

tics of both, the proportion of phosphate of lune, as shown
by analysis, being about eight per cent., a very much
smaller percentage than in the English bone-bady.

E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the U. S., p. 126.

bone-cell (bon'sel), n. In histol., one of the

stellate cells which produce bone; an osteo-

blast.

bone-conduction (bon' kgn - duk " shon)^ n.

Transmission of sound-waves to the auditory

apparatus through the bones of the face.

bone-corpuscle (b6n'k6r"pus-l), n. Same as

*bone-cell or osteoblast.

bone-dry (bon'dri), a. Very dry; as dry as a
bone. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 189.

bone-fat (bon'fat), n. Fatty matter, of soft,

semisolid consistence, extracted from bones
by melting or by the use of solvents : used in

making cheap soaps. Jour. Soe. Chem. Indus-

try, VI. 825.

bone-flour (bon'flour), n. The most finely di-

vided portion of ground bones, separated from
the coarserparts by sifting : used as a fertilizer.

Jour. Soc. Chem. Industry, VII. 821.

bone-heap (bon'hep), n. 1. A heap of bones.
—2. In arcAasoi., arefuse-pilecontainingbones
and other remnants of food of a prehistoric

village. Bone-heaps are also found near vil-

lages of modem primitive tribes.

bonellein (bo-nerf-in), n. [Bonell-ia + -e- +
-jb2.] a green pigment obtained from BoneU
lia viridis.

bone-meal (bon'mel), n. Bones reduced to a

rather coarse powder by grinding: used in

agriculture as a fertilizer. Jour. Soc. Chem.

Industry, X. 151.

bone-oil, n. 2. Fatty matter, of liquid consis-

tence at common atmospheric temperature,

extracted from bones by heating them with

-water or by the use of solvents : used in soap-

making.
bone-painting (bon'pan"ting), n. The custom
.of painting the bones of skeletons, partiou-

larly those of friends and relations. This cus-

tom seems to have prevailed in many parts of

prehistoric America and also in other conti-

nents.

bone-powder (bon'pon"d6r), n. Bones reduced

to powder by grinding : used in agriculture as

a fertilizer, and in the manufacture of mixed
fertilizers. Jour. Soc. Chem.. Industry, VII. 133.

bonery (bo'ne-ri), n. [bone^ + -ei-y.} A place

where bones are depositeid..

boneseti^i.—Bastard boneset. Same as upland *bttne-

««(.—Blue boneset, the mist-flower, Eupatoriwm ccaes-

tinum.— Climbing boneset, the climbing hempweed,
WiUughbxa scaiMfejw.- False boneset, any plant of the

genus Kuhnia.— Purple boneset, the joepye-weed,

Eupatorium purpureum.— Vplanci boneset, Eupa-
torium sessUifolium, a species with sessile but not con-

11&t^ IfiAVfiR

bone-shaker (bon'sha-ker), n, A humorous
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name applied to the bicycle before the intro-

duction of rubber or pneumatic tires and other
improvements.

He propelled and steered the cycle, known as a bone-
shaker, by the front wheel [in 1866].

Enayc. Brit, XXVII. 324.

bone-tankage (bon'tangk'aj), n. Meat offal

containing more or less bone in fragments

:

used in the manufacture of fertilizers.

bonga (b6ng'ga), ». [Tagalog and Bisaya
bonga (bongga).] The betel-nut palm (.ireca

Cathecu), the nuts of which, together with the
leaves of the betel-pepper and a little lime,
form a masticatory called buyo. See areca-nut.
[Philippine Is.]

bongbong (b6ng'b6ng), n. [Bisaya and Taga-
log bongbong."] A vessel or pipe for water,
made from a joint of bamboo. [Philippine Is.]

bonifacial (bon'i-fa"shal), o. [boniface + -ial.]

Of or pertaining to a boniface or the landlord
of an inn. G. A. Sala.

boning^ (bd'ning), n. A form of machine-sew-
ing in which two or more parallel lines of
stitches are made in the fabric : used espe-
cially in corset-making as a means of holding
the bones in place. See two-needle machine,
under *sewing-maeMne.
boning-knife (bo'ning-nif), n. Akitchen-knife
with a short, wide, and pointed blade, used in
boning.
boning-stick (bo'ning-stik), n. Same as bon-

ing-rod.

boninite (bo-nin'-it), n. [Bonin (Islands of
Japan)-l--ite2.] x term proposed by Petersen
(i891) for a glassy andesite containing bron-
zite, diallage, and olivine, occurring in the
Bonin Islands, Japan.
bonism (bo'nizm), n. [L. bon{us), good, -I- -ism.']

The doctrine that the world is good, but not
the best possible. See optimism,

bonist (b6'nist),». [boniism) +-ist.'] One who
believes that the world is good, but not the
best possible.

bonitO^, n. ig) In Australia, the oceanic bonito, Gyrtmo-
sarda pelamis.

bonito^ (bo-ne'to), a. [Sp., dim. of bueno, < L.
6om«s, good: see 6oo«2.] Pretty; nice; fine;

graceful : an epithet in use in Spanish-speak-
ing countries or regions originally settled by
Spaniards.
bonnet, n., 8. (6) A poriiion of a coal-seam
left for a roof, (c) A flat piece of wood on'the

top of a prop, {d) pi. Gas-coal or shale over-

lying a coal-seam or worked with it. [Scotch in

senses 6, c, and <?.]—15. The lid or cover of a
hole by which access may be had to valves or

other apparatus in a closed chamber.—16.

The protecting hood over the machinery or

motor of a motor-vehicle, in front of the dash-

board.—17. The plate on the motor-crank
case, or on the transmission gear, normally

. closed, through which the cranks and gears of

a motor-car can be inspected and cleaned and
roiled. — 18. pi. The sjiatter-dock, JV^»ipfe««

a(i»e»Miand the other species. Bee Nymphiea^, 1.

bonnet, v. t. 2. To provide with an iron shield

or bonnet: as, to bonnet a safety-lamp. Jowr.

Inst. Elect. Eng. (houd.), 1900-1901, p. 834.
,

bonnethead (bon'et-hed), n. A species of

hammerhead, Sphyma tiburo, abundant on the

Atlantic coast of the United States. The head

is kidney-shaped, rather than hammer-shaped
as in the true hammerhead {S. zygiend).

bonnet-press (bon'et-pres), n. An apparatus

for shapingabonnet by pressing and ironingit.

bonnet-skate (bon'et-skat), n. In ichth; the

common skate.

bonnet-stack (bon'et-stak), n. A metal chim-

ney-staek having a cover or lid over its top,

at a slight distance above the opening, to pre-

vent snow and rain from falling into it. Some-

times the bonnet is made part of a spark-ar-

rester netting over the top. .„,.»,
bonnet-wire (bon'et-wir), n. A wire for stiff-

ening hats and bonnets.

Bononian beds. See *bed'i-.

Bonsor's black. See*6tecj.
_

bont-tick (bont'tik), n. [D. bont, variegated, +
E. tick.] A South African ixodid, Amblyomma
hebrxum, parasitic on live stock: so called be-

cause of the variegated color of the dorsum of

the adult male. See bont-leg *tiek.

The tick of greatest importance, because of its injuries

to stock, is Ai^lyommahebraium Koch, commonly known

as the bont tick. "Bonf is a put«h word, equivalent to

"variegated," and its application m this case has refer-

ence to the mixed coloring on the back of the msOe.

C P Lounsbury, in Proc. Assoc. Econ. Ent, 1900, p. 41.

book-stamp

bon voyage (bon vwo-yazh'). [F.] A parting
salutation meaning, I wish you 'a pleasant
journey' (or 'voyage' if by water).

bony-fish, «. 2. A common name of the ten-
pounder. Slops saurus, of the family Elopidte,
an abundant and widely distributed fish in
tropical seas.

bony-tail (bo'ni-tal), ». A fish of the Gila
river, Gila elegans. Also called Gila trout.

boobook (bo-bok'), n. [In allusion to the cry
of the bird.] A small owl, Athene boobook, of
a rusty red color, found in Australia and Tas-
mania: so named on account of its peculiar
call or hoot.

Booby prize. See *prize^.

boobyalla (bo-bi-a'la), n. [Aboriginal name.]
A tree of southeastern Australia and of Tas-
mania, Acacia longifolia, a shrubby form of
which is common in the coast regions and is

of service in binding the sands. Also called
native willow.

boodle^, n. 4. Same as newmarket, 1.

boodlerism (bod'16r-izm), n. The practice,

by persons in public office, of asking or ac-

cepting bribes, or of making corrupt bargains
for their own profit, as in selling votes for

money, office, or influence. [Slang, U. S.]

Boohoo fever. See *fever.

boojery, n. See *budgeree.

boojum (bo'jum), n. [A made word based
unconsciously on boo, with a Latin-looking
termination, -jum, -ium.] An imaginary ani-

mal introduced by C. L. Dodgson ("Lewis Car-
roll") as a particularly dangerous variety of

'snark,' into his "Hunting of the Snark."
Book of responaes, in Scots law, the account, kept by
the directors of the chancery, for entering all non-entry
and relief duties payable by heirs taking precepts from
chancery.—Book Of the Covenant, a code of laws
which, according to Exodus xxiv., is ascribed to Moses.
Becent writers consider the substance of the code to be
found in Exodus xx. 24-xxiii. 19. Also called Greater
Book cf the Comnant.—'RooTs. Of the Dead, a papyrus
which the Egyptians placed with the mmnmy in the
coffin, to furnish the deceased with needful directions for

the journey to the life beyond.—Book value, in book-

kee^ng, the value of any commodity as shown by the
books of a firm or commercial concern, as distinguished
from its market value (which see, under market).— Caro-
line Books, four books written under the direction of

Charlemagne, during the contioversy of the eighth cen-

tury concerning image-worship. The books contain a
censure of the decrees of the council of Nicsea on the
adoration of images, and established the principle of the
freedom of Christian art in representing Christian ideas.

— CSolden book. See kgolden.—lAWSle Book of the
Covenant, the name given by critics to the brief legisla-

tive section in Exodus xxxiv. 12-26, the contents of which
are similar to pai-ts of the Book of the Covenant.—Red
book. SeeAretfl.

Bookbinders' varnish, wire. See *varnish,

*wire.

book-buyer (buk'bi-6r), n. One who buys
books.
book-crab (buk'krab), n. Same as book-scor-

pion.

booker (buk'6r), m. If. A writer of books ; a
scribe.— 3. A 'spotter.' All the Year Round,
July 11, 1863.— 3. An entry-clerk or book-
keeper.—4. One who makes up finished goods
•into 'books.'

book-gill (b<ik'gil), n. The. respiratory or-

gan of lAmulus, whieh is regarded as com-
parable to the lung-book of a scorpion everted

and adapted for aquatic respiration.

booking (buk'ing), n. The act of engaging or

securing beforehand -(by registry or payment)
a box or seat at tbe opera, a passage on a

- steamer or train, etc.

book-lung (bfik'lung), n. The lung-book of a-

scorpion. See *lung-bdok. Parker and Sag-
' well, Zoology, T. 605. .

book-marker (biik'mark-fer), n. Same as book-

mark.

book-number (buk'num-b6r), n. In library-

cataloguing, a particular number (or a number
and a letter) designating the book in its proper

sequence in the smallest division to which if

belongs, it is the number that is individual to the book

itself or any copy of it, and with the class-number (which

may be borne by a thousand books) makes up its identifica-

tion-number not only in the given library, but in eveir. li-

brary ustag the same system. The accession-number,which

marks the order of receipt, belongs only to the particular

copy which bears it. In the Cutter and Dewey systems

the book-number consists of the initial letter oj letters of

the author's name, followed by a number which mdicatea

in a printed list the rest of the name.

book-sewer (buk's6"6r), n. One whose occu-

pation is to fasten together with thread the

different sections or foldings of a book.

book-Stamp (buk'stamp), ». The plate of

hard metal (usuaUy of br^ss) which contains



book-stamp

the decoration or letters selected for stamping
the covers of a book.
booky' (buk'i), a. [6ooA,-l--yi.] 1. Bookish;
given to reading: as, a 600% person.— 2. De-
rived from books: as, booky lessons. Mark
Tioain. [CoUoq.]

booky (buk'i), n. [book + -^2.] Same as book-
maker, 3. [Slang.]
booF (bol), H. [Australian.] Same as *beal^.
boom^, n. 6. A pole fastened lengthwise of a
load of hay to bind the load. Stand. Diet.
—Down booms! (naut), an order to send on deck the
etuddingsail-boomB from the yard-arms.— Sheer boom,
a boom so secured that it guides floating logs in the de-
sired direction. Also called fender boom and glancing
boom.

The formation of the gorge is supposed to have been
caused by the driving of piles in the Mississippi River at
a point a few miles above Alma, Wis., to hold a sheer
boom for the purpose of running the logs which had been
loosened from the sandbars and shores of the Chippewa
and Mississippi rivers by the recent heavy rains into the
Zumbra Kiver for safe harbor.

U. S. Monthly Weather Bev., Nov., 1896, p. 407.

boomah (bo'ma), n. A false spelling of Boomeri,
1 (a kangaroo), used on the supposition that
the name was native Australian.
boom-band (bom'band), n. A band for the
boom of a sail-boat, it is made in two parts held
together on the boom by bolts and nuts, and fitted with
an extra half-band for holding the hook of a block.

boom-buoy (bom'boi), n. Same as *boom-stay.
boom-cham (bom'ehan), n. A short chain
which fastens boom-sticks end to end.

boom^COmpany (bSm'kum-pa-ni), n. A cor-
poration engaged in handling floating logs,
and owning booms and booming privileges.

[U. S.]

boom-crane (bom'kran), n. A crane having a
vertical mast, steadied at the heSid and foot
by proper pivots, and a horizontal boom pro-
jecting at right angles from the mast, and
braced to it by an inclined strut ; a *iib-crane
(which see).

booming^ (bom'ing), n. In mining, ground-
sluicing on a large scale by emptying the con-
tents of a reservoir at once on material col-
lected below, thus removing boulders. Coal
and Metal Miners' Pocketbook.

boom-rat (bom'rat), n. In lumbering, one who
works on a boom. [Slang.]

boom-stay (bom'sta), «. A heavyjweightused
to anchor booms in deep water, its- position
being indicated by a pole or float attached to
it. Also caUed a boom-buoy.

boom-stick (bom'stik), n. In lumbering, a
timber which forms part of a boom. [U. S.]

boom-town (bom'toun), n. A town or com-
munity which has acquired sudden wealth and
notoriety through land speculation, etc. ; also,

a town which originated in a real estate
'boom.' [Western U. S.] .

boomy (bS'mi), a. [boorn^ + -yl]. Hollow;
deeply resonant : as, the boomy tone of surf, or
of a beU. [CoUoq.]
Boone formation. See '''formation.

boorga (bSr'ga), n. See *burga.

booster (bo'ster), n. [boosf^ + -«rl.] 1. One
who boosts.

—

2, In elect., a device by which
the electromotive force in an electric circuit

is regulated.

boot^, n. 11. In agri., the uppermost leaf-

sheath, just below the brush or head, of a
broom-corn plant ; also the lowest leaf-bearing
intemode on a stalk of wheat. — Jnnod's boot, a
surgical appliance for exhausting the air surrounding a
limb in order to draw blood to it.

boot-grain (bbt'gran), n. A leather made from
cowhide: used for heavy boots. Modern Amer.
Tanning, p. 114.

boothite (both'it), n. [Named after Prof.

Edward Booth of California.] A hy^drated

copper sulphate _(CuSOi+7H20), similar in

form to melanterite and pisanite: found in

California.

boot-leg, n. 3. One of the levers connected
with the winding mechanism of a spinning-

mule: so named from its shape. Nasmith,

Cotton Spinning, p. 269.

boot-lick (bot'lik), n. A mean, cringing per-

son ; a toady. [U. S.]

booz, V. i. and n. A simpUfled spelling of booze,

boose.

boquin (b6-ken')> »• [Sp-] A baize of coarse

bora^ (bo'ra), n. [Native Australian.] A cere-

mony of tfie natives of eastern Australia by
which a boy is admitted to the rights of man-

hood.
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The great mystery of the Blacks is the B<yra—a cere-

mony at which the young men found worthy receive the
rank of waiTiore. R. m. Praed, Australian Life, p. 24.

boracha (bo-ra'tsha), n. [Braz. Pg., a partic-
ular use of Pg. borracha, a leather bottle, a
rubber bag, etc. : seeboraehio.'\ Aconventional
weight of crude india-rubber, used to designate,
in the Amazonian rubber districts, the bundle
in which india-rubber is shipped.

borage, n—Cevlon borage, a coarse, hardy annual
plant, BoToginmaes Zeylanicum(Borago Zeyla/nioa of Bur-
man), a native of southern India and Ceylon, and nat-
uralized in Australia and Tasmania.— Native borage, a
name in Australia of the Ceylon borage.

Borago (bo-ra'go), n. [NL. (Linnasus, 1753,
adopted from Toumefort, 1700) : see borage.]

Borago officinalis L.

a, top of flowering branch (one-half natural size); b, fruit (en-
larged) ; c, a stamen (enlarged). (From Britton and Brown's "111.

Flora of the Northern States and Canada."}

A genus of dicotyledonous plants, type of the
fanaily Boraginaeese, including 3 species all

natives of the Mediterranean region. They are
annual or biennial herbs, with hirsute or hispid foliage
and showy blue flowers in terminal racemes. In some
parts of Europe, B. i^U^naliB is used as a pot-herb and
sometimes with salads. Only the young leaves are palar

table. See bee-bread^ 2.

boragoid (bo'ra-goid), a. IBorago, type-genus
ot the Boraginaeese, +-oid.Ji Eesembling^ora-
go : applied specially to the extreme extra-
axillary inflorescence of certain boraginace-
ous plants, as Anchusa. Schumann.

"baiaSs.^ (bor ' ak), n. [See *6arracfc2.] An
aboriginal Australian term for banter ; chaS

;

fun, especially at the expense of another : as,

to poke borak at one, that is, to make game of

him. [CoUoq., Australia.]

On telling him my adventures, how Bob in my misery
had "poked borack" at me.

AustraZaeUin Printers' Keepsake, p. 75.

borak^ (bo'rak), n. Spirit distilled from rice.

When quiet had been restored we all sat down, and
bordk (rice spirit) was produced, healths drunk, and
speeches made. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), Xvl. 49.

Borate of lime, a salt, more correctly called calcium bo-

rate, which occurs as the mineral colemanite in great
abundance in California, and is used as a material from
which to make boracic acid and borax.—Borate Ofman-
ganese, a salt extensively used as a dryer to hasten the
absorption of oxygen from the air by linseed-oil and the
consequent hardening of paints made with this oil as a
vehicle.

berated (bo'ra-ted), a. Mixed or treated with
boracic acid or borax or with both— Berated
gauze, gauze prepared with boracic acid for surgical use
m dressing wountls.— Borated milk, milk to which bo-
racic acid or borax, or both, have been added as preservar

tives. Careful experiments, made by the United States

Department of Agnculture, have shown thatsuch additions
to food, although not in the ordinary sense of the term
poisonous, are unwholesome and, in time, injurious.

—

Borated talcum, finely pulverized talc to which boracic
acid has been added.

borax, n.—Burned borax, borax which has been de-

8
rived of its water of crystaUization by being heated.

—

Ctaiiedral borax, in cfteTre., sodium pyrohorate when
crystallized under special conditions with 6 molecules of

water of crystallization (Na«B407.5H20) ; it then assumes
the form of the regular octaliedron. Theicommon or pris-

matic borax contains 10 molecules of water and crystallizes

in monoclinic forms.

borer

Borboridse (bdr-bor'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Bor-
borus + -idee.'] A family of acalyptrate flies,

comprising small, stout species, usually of dark
color and with clear wings. They occur in large
numbers on the dung of animals and breed exclusively in

this substance.

Borborus (b6r'bo-rus), n. [NL. (Meigen,
1830), < Gr. ^dpflopoc, mud, mire.] A genus of
small acalyptrate flies tjrpioal of the family
Borboridse, containing black or blackish-brown
species, some ofwhichhaverudimentary wings.
Bordeaux, n—Alizarin Bordeaux, a mordant dye-
stuff derived from anthracene. It is sunilar in properties
to alizarin, butproduces colors of a much bluer character.

—Bordeaux B, BL, and R, synonymous names for an
acid coal-tar color of the monoazo type, prepared by com-
bining diazotized a-naphthylamine with ^-naphthol-di-
sulphonic acid. It dyes wool a vinous red in an acid bath.

—Bordeaux BX, a name applied to two acid coal-tar

colors of the diazo type which differ but slightly in com-
position. They both dye wool a vinous red in an acid bath.

—Bordeaux DH and S, synonymous names for an acid
coal-tar color, the same safast -kred D.—Bordeaux 'ex-
tra and GOV, synonymous names for a direct cotton coal-

tar color, the same as Kongo *m'o2et.—Bordeaux G. (a)

An acid coal-tar color similar to -kBordeaux BX. (b)

Same as •kBordeaua: B.—'Bordeauxhammer. See •kham-
meri.—Bordeaux mixture. See AmiicteJ-e.—Bordeaux
Pottery. See Apotteri/.—Brilliant Bordeaux, an acid
coal-tar color which dyes wool a vinous red in an acid bath.

—Cotton Bordeaux, a direct coal-tar color of the diazo
type, derived from diamido-diphenyl-ketoxim. It dyes
unmordanted cotton a bluish red in a salt bath.—Dia-
mine BordeauxB and S, two direct coal-tar colors of the
diazo type, derived from benzidine. They dye unmor-
danted cotton a claret red in an alkaline salt bath.—'Di-
azo Bordeaux, a direct coal-tar color closely allied to
primulin. It dyes unmordanted cotton in a salt bath, but
for the best results subsequent diazotizing and developing
are necessary.—Fast Bordeaux, a mordant acid coal-

tar color, same as cloth -kred B.—Hessian Bordeaux, a
direct coal-tar color of the diazo type, derived from dia-

mido-stilbene. It dyes unmordanted cotton a claret red
in an alkaline salt bath.—Naphthylamlne Bordeaux.
Same as aip?ia-naphthylamin£ -kred.

bordereau (b6r-dr6')i ».; pi. bordereaus or bor-
dereaux (-droz'). [F., OP. borderel, bordrel, <

bord, edge, strip of paper, etc.: see board'^,

border.} A memorandum or note, especially
one containing a more or less detailed list of
documents.

bordered, p. a. 2. In bot., having the margin
distinct from the rest of the organ either in
texture or color Bordered pit, one of the pits in

coniferous and other kinds of wood which are surrounded
by a thickened border. They consist of thin spots, pervious
to water, and regulate the passage of the sap from one
cell to another. They are best seen in radial section. See
cuts under kAraucarioxylon and -kCupressinoxylon.—
Bordered pore. Same as -kbordered pit.

borderism (b6r'd6r-izm), n. A word, an ex-
pression, or conduct characteristic of the bor-
ders, especially the English and Scottish
Border.
border-pen (b6r'd6r-pen), n. A drawing-pen
ha'ving several points, used in making broad
decorative edges or borders.
border-shears (b6r'd6r-sherz), n. Long-
handled clipping-shears for trimming the
edges of lawns: often fitted with a smaU. wheef
to support their weight.
borealize (bo'rf-al-iz), v. i.; pret. and pp. bore-
alized; ppr. bor'ealizing. To adopt northern
manners or ways of thiiking and speaking.

Gill gives a Northern origin to geaun for gown and
Spenser borealized in his pastorals.

Lowell, Introduction to Biglow Papers, 2nd ser., p. 174.

tore-bit (bor'bit), n. A piece of steel which
forms the cutting-edge of a rock-boring drill.

boree^ (bo -re), n. [Prob. from aboriginal
Australian (in Queensland) booreah, fire. It is

especially preferred by the natives for fire-

wood.] The weeping myall. Acacia pendula,
which yields a hard, close-grained, -violet-

scented wood used by turners and cabinet-
makers. [Eastern Australia.]

borele (bor'e-le), n. [Bechuana.] The na-
tive (Bechuana) name 6f the black rhinoceros,
Bhinoceros bicornis, used frequently as a book-
name.
bore-meal (bor'mel), «. The fine material
taken from a hole which is being bored through
rock which is comminuted by the action of the
drill.

Boreogadus (bo-re-og'a-dus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Popiag, the north (^dpetog, of the north), -t- yadof,

a fish (see Gadus).'] A genus of small codfishes
of the arctic seas, typified by the species B.
saida.

borer, n. 8. A marine snail, as Urosalpinx
dnerea : so named because of its habit of bor-
ing through the shells of oysters and other
moUusks—Acetetlon borer, an instrument for de-
termining the growth in diameter of standing trees. It
consists of a hollow auger, which, when bored into a
tree, extracts a section showing the annual rings.

—



borer

Apple-tree borer (a) The larva of the American ce-
ranibycid beetle, Saperda Candida (which see, with cut)

;

the round-headed apple-tree borer, (b) The larva of the
American buprestid beetle, Chrytobothris femorata
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Accretion Borer.

rt, hollow auger; *, hollow hapdle in which other parts are
carried ; c, rod for extracting wood section.

(which see, with out) ; the flat-headed apple-tree borer.

—

Blackberry saw-fly borer, the larva of an American
insect, Janusfumipennu.—aieax-Wiag borer, any one
of several species of moths of the lepidopterous family
SesiidiB, whose larvse bore into trees, as Sesia acerni, the
clear-wing borer of the maple.— Cucumber caterpil-
lar borer, a pyralid moth, Diaphania nitidaiis, found
in North and South America and the West Indies, whose
larvse bore into the fruit of cucumbers and melons. The
larva is also called the pickle-tvtyrm.— Flatbead borer,
the larva of any one of many species of beetles of the fam-
ily Euprestidx which bore into the branches and trunks
of trees and which have an enlarged and flattened thorax
and head : as, the flat-headed apple-tree -kborer, larva of
Chrysobothrisfemorata.— Hammer-head borer. Same
as fiathead -kborer (which see).

—

Increment borer. See
accretion -kborer.—Jaxger corn-stalk borer. Same as
suijar-cane borer (which see).

—

Long-horned borer, a
name of any wood-boring ;beetle of the family Cerambyd'
te.—Pacificpeach-treeborer,the larva of a sesiidmoth,
Sanninoidea opalescens, which bores into the trunks and
larger branches of the peach on the Paoiflp coast of the
United States.— Peach-tree borer. (6) Same as peaehr
borer, 1.—Pear-tree borer, the larva of a sesiid moth,
Sesia pyri, which feeds on the inner layer of the bark of
the pear-tree in the eastern United States.

—

Red borer,
tile larva of an oriental cossid moth, Zeuzera coffesE,

which bores into the stems of the coffee-plant'in the East
Indies.—Round-headed borer, the larva of any one of
many species of beetles of the family Cerambyddee, which
bore into the trunks and branches of trees : in contradis-
tinction to the ilat-headed borers of the coleopterous fam-
ily Buprestidee ; specifically, the round-headed borer of
the apple, Saperda Candida.— Sequolarborer, the larva
of a sesiid moth, Vespamima seguoise, which bores into
the branches of the sequoias of the Pacific coast.—
Smallercorn-stalk borer, an American phycitid moth,
Laodamia lignosellits, occurring in the eastern United
States and South America, whose larva bores into the
lower sections of corn-stalks.- Sugar-cane borer, (a)

See suffar-cane. (6) The larva of a crambid moth, Iha-
trsea saecharalis, which bores in sugar-cane in -the West
Indies and the southern United States, where it is also
known as the larger corn-stalk borer, (c) A scolytid bee-
tle, Xyleborus perforans. (d) The larva of the sugar-

cane weevil, a calandrid beetle, Sphenophorus obscuruSf
common in the islands of the Pacific.— Sweet-potatO
borer, a brenthid beetle,- Cylas forrmcaritis, also called
sweet-potato weevil, occurring in Cochin China, Madagas-
car, the Antilles, and in the southern United States. It

bores in tiie tubers of the sweet potato.

—

Tulip-tree
borer, any one of several coleopterous insects which bore
into the tulip-tree, notably tlie cerambycid Centrodera
decolorata, whose larva bores into the heart-wood.

—

Wine-cask borer, a scolytid beetle, Xyleborusperforans,
which frequently perforates wine-casks in the East and
West Indies. It also attacks sugar-cane.

bore-rod (bor'rod), n. A long rod, usually-

made up in sections, which is used for drill-

ing deep wells, the drill being carried at the
lower end of the rod.

BoreuB (bo-re'us), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1825),

< Gr. p6peu)Q, boreal.] A genus of curious

mecopterous insects of the family Panorpidse,

composed of wingless species which look like

small wingless grasshoppers. They are often

found on snow in the winter.

Borhysnidse (bo-ri-e'ni-de), n. pi. [NTJ. Bor-
hysena, the type-genus, -I- -idse, family ending.]
A family of extinct creodont mammals whose
members have some points of resemblance to

the living marsupial Thyladnus. The angle of

the jaw is somewhat mflected, and very few of the teeth

aie known to have had milk predecessors. The known
species are from the Santa Cruz formation (Miocene?) of

Patagonia. AmeghinOj 1894.

borickite (bo'rik-it), n. [Named after Prof. E.

Boricky of Prague.] A hydrated phosphate of

ferric iron and calcium, occurring in reddish-

brown reniform masses.
boring-machine, n. This term includes a great vari-

ety of wood-boring machines used in the building of cars

and wagons, in making furniture and agricultural ma-
chinery, etc. They are named from the work they do, or

from the number and arrangement of the augers. They
are often combined with other machines. Many are auto-

matic in action and adjustable for spacing the distances

between the holes or tor boring holes at different angles,

and they range in size from a single-auger bench-machine
up to very large multiple borers having ten or more augers

making holes at diBerent angles and of different sizes.—

Multiple Wood-boring Machine.

a, table with verrical traverse ; *, adjustable stop for holding
work on table ; c, treadle operating table to bring work up to
augers; li, spindles carrying augers, adjustable to any position ;

e, belt operating all spindles.

Borlng-and-drilling machine, a boring-machine that
can also be used for drilling, tapping, and screw-cutting.
Both horizontal and vertical forms are in use.' One type
has a vertical spindle supported by a saddle which has a
traverse on a cross-rail supported between two columns.
The saddle and the cross-rail are swiveled, enabling the
operator to present the boring-tool to the work in any direp-
tion. The cross-rail has a traverse up and down the whole
height of the columns to admit large work under the point
of the boring-tool. Other types have horizontal spindles,
with a fixed or a movable table. When the table is given
a feed-motion, the machine can also be used in milling.— Borlng-and-facing machine, a boring-machine hav-
ing an attachment called afadng-tiead on the boring-bar
for facing or finishing the outside surfaces of the work,
the ends of cylinders, ete.— Bortag-and-turnlng ma-
chine, a boring-machine having a horizontal revolving

Boring-and-turning Machine.

a,' revolving table \h,b, housing ; c, cross-rail ; d, d, saddles trav-

ersing cross-rail, one in inclined position ; e, tool-bar;./', slotting

attachment : g, bed on which housing travels forward and back

:

housing shown in forward position. Boring-bar carried on extra

saddle not shown. ^

table and vertical boring and cutting-tools, upheld by a
tool-bar or boring-bar supported from saddles that trav-

erse a cross-rail supported by housings. In essential feat-

ures it is a modification of a lathe, set on end, the rotary

table takingthe place of the vertical face-plate of the lathe.

The cross-rail carrying cutting-tools is also an adaptation

from the planer, the only difference being that in this ma-
chine the traversing table hasa rotary motion, the cutting

being done in circles : hence the name tuming-machine.
In small machines only one tool-bar is used ; in the turret

boring-and-turning machine the tools aie carried in a
turret over the table. In large machines a boring-bar is

placed on the cross-rail between the cutter-bars, boring

and cutting being done at the same time. Supplementary

horizontal tool-bars at the side of the table and slotting

attachments are also used. In large machines the housing

has a traverse, forward and back, to bring the boring-bar

to the center of the work. See kmilling-maehine and
kdriUing-mMhine.—BOTtDB-, drilling-, and milllng-

macblne, a machine of which the spindle is supported

by a saddle that can traverse up and down a column. In

one type the work is placed on a fixed table'or on the floor,

and the column also has a traverse. This makes itpossible

to use the machine in milling. In another type the col-

umn is fixed and the table has a traverse to nght and left

and, by the addition of a supplementaiy table, a rotary

motion. Sometimes called floor dnUmg- machine.—
Craik boring-machine, a machine with a single verti-

cal spindle supporting a cutter-head having three cut-

ters working in a circle and cutting a very large hole.

—Oyllnder-boring machine, a machine for bonng out

and finishing engine-cylinders. The boring-bar may be

horizontal or vertical and may have a fixed cutter-head

for the tools, the bar being fed to the work ; or the cutter-

head may travel upon the boring-bar, turning with it and

having its own feed. In some machines one of the heads

supporting the boring-bar may travel upon the bed of the

machine for convenience in adapting the machine to the

cylmder ; in others two or three boring-bars are used for

compound cylinders and valve-chambers. Larger ma-

chines have attachments for boring the ports of cylinders

and adjusting the boring-bar to various sizes of cylinders.

—Elbow boring-machine, a single vertical-spindle

borough council

machine supported by a horizontal jointed aim to enable
the workmen to bore holes at irregular distances over a
wide surface.-Hnb-borlng machine, a large machine
for boring holes in blocks of wood preparatory to turning
down the blocks in a lathe in making wagon-hubs. In
some forms the augers are automatically fed to the work

;

in others the work is fed to the angers.

—

Locomotlve-
rod boring-machine, a boring-macliine having two ver-
tical spindles mounted upon a rail that is supported bymas-
sive columns. The spindles travel upon the rail in either
direction to bring them to the work laid upon the table-
Postborlng-machihe, aboring-machine affixed to a post.
It has a single vertical spindle and an adjustable table to
bring the work to the auger at any angle.

—

TIniversal
boring-machine, a boring-machine in which the auger
may be used to bore a hole in any direction. In one type
the auger is supported on a bracketed arm thit swings in
any direction over a table on which 'the work is laid ; in
another the auger is fixed and the table can be so' adjusted
as to present the work to the auger at any angle ; and in
still another the anger can be moved up and down on an
upright column which is free to turn on its axis.

—

Verti-
cal chord-boring machine, a very large machine used
for boring holes in bridge-work. It has two spindles
carried by vertical heads, one of which travels upon the
bed of the machine for convenience of adjustment.

boring-ram (bor'-ing-ram), n. In miming, a
machine-drill provided with a hammer-head
that can be used for driving wedges.
borize (bo'riz), v. t., pret. and pp. borised, ppr.
horizing. [bor(^ax) -I- -j«e.] To heat with
boracic acid ; specifically, to inject a solution
of boracic acid into the circulatory apparatus
of a slaughtered animal with the object of pre-
serving the meat.

.

Borkholm beds. See *&edi.

borlase (bor'las), «. [Origin not ascertained.]
The blackflsli or black ruff, Centrolop'hus niger,

of the coasts of southern Europe.

Borneo camphene, tallow. See *camphene,
*tallow.

bornesite (b6r'ne-si)t), n. \*Bornese ( < Borneo
-t- -ese) -t- -4te^.] The monomethyl ether of
inosite, CeHiiOgCHs. It is found in the
caoutchouc of Borneo. It is crystalline, easily
soluble in water, and melts at 175° C.

Bornhardt's machine. See *machine.

borofluoric] (b6"ro-fl6-or'ik), a. Same as Jluo-

boric.

borofluoride (bo-ro-flS'o-rid or -rid), n. Same
as fuohoride.

borogl^cerate (bo-ro-glis'e-rat), n. A trade-
name for each of two antiseptic preparations
made by heating sodium borate (borax) or
calcium borate with glycerin.

boroglyceric (b6'''r6-gli-ser'ik), a. {bor(ax) -f

glycer(ol) -+ -jc] derived from boracic acid
and glycerol

—

Boroglyceric acid (H3BO3), a com-
pound of boracic acid with glycerol, supposed to exist in
solutions containing both substances. It reacts as a mono-
basic acid, requiring for neutralization one molecule of
sodium hydroxid for each molecule of boracic acid.

boroglycerin (bo-ro-glis'e-rin), n. [bor(ax) -+

glycer(ol) -+ -in^.'\ An antiseptic patented by
Barff and used for fruits and wines. It is pre-
pared by heating 92 parts of glycerol and 62

parts of boracic acid to 200° C.

borol (bo'rol), n. [boriax) +- -ol.'i Amaterial,
patented under this name in Germany, which
is made by melting boracic acid with alkaline
bisulphates, it is soluble in water, and is proposed
for use in the bating or removal of lime from hides in pre-

paring them for tanning.

Boron nitride, in chem., a curious white solid substance,
insoluble in water and in most acids, obtainable by the
direct action of the two elements, boron and nitrogen,

upon each other at a high temperature, or more conve-
niently by heating to redness a mixture of borax and sal

ammoniac and washing out all matter soluble in water
and hydrochloric acid. Its composition is represented
by the formula BN.—Boron triozld, in chem., the an-

hydrid of boracic acid, obtained by heating this acid as

long as vapor of water is given off. The formula for the
oxid is B2O3.—Diamond boron, an extremely hard crys-

tallized form of boron.

boron-bronze (bo'ron-bronz"), n. An alloy of

aluminium and copper containing some boron,
which last makes the alloy more dense and
tough than aluminium bronze.

Boronia (bo-ro'ni-a), n. [NL. (J. E.^ Smith,

1798), named in honor of Francesco Borone
(1769-94), an Italian botanist.] A genus of

Australian shrubs of the family Butacese. They
have opposite leaves, odd-pinnate, tnfoliate, or simple,

pink-purplish, red, or white 4-merous flowers with a rue-

like fragrance. There are about 60 species.' The horti-

cultural value of these plants is in their fragrance; a

small specimen will perfume a whole house for two or

three weeks. B. pinnata, B. m^egaetigma, B. denticvlata,

B. elatior, B. heterophylla, B. erenvlata, are some of the

species grown.

borophenate (bo-ro-fe'nat), n. [bor{ax)+phe-
n{ol) + -ate^.] A mixture of salts of boracic

acid and of phenol : as, bismuth borophenate,

an antiseptic dusting-powder.

Borough council. See *coMma7.—county bor-
ough. See kcountyl



boroughmongery

boroughinongery (bur'6-mung'g6r-i), n. The
buying and sellmg of parliamentary represen-
tation; boroughmongering. H. Marttneau.
boiracha (bo-ra'oha), n. [Braz., <Pg. borror-
cha, a leather bottle. This is the usual form in
which the substance is prepared for market.]
Caoutchouc or crude rubber when in the form
of large balls or bottles, it is composed of many
layers of the dried and smoked rubber-milk which have
been built up on a central stick or paddle during the
smoking process. These layers are easily separated, and
when stretched are very transparent. The rubber smells
not unlike smoked bacon. See caotUchoti£, iTidia-rubber,
and -kruhber. [Brazil.]

borroto (bor-o'to), n. See *baroto.
borrow^, n. 5. Same as borroiv-pit.

borrow^, v. I. trans. 5. A term used specifi-
cally in organ-building: (a) of a pipe which
improperly takes the wind from another and
sounds at the latter's expense

; (6) of a stop
or set of pipes which is incomplete iu itself,

but which is filled out by using some of the
pipes of another stop or set: within certain
limits the latter arrangement is entirely legit-

imate, since it renders possible the use of the
same pipes in two distinct connections To
borrow trouble, to be needlessly or unduly anxious, es-
pecially over misfortunes that are still contingent.

II. intrans. 2. In golf, when putting across
sloping ground, to play the ball a little up the
slope to counteract its effect.

borrowed, p. a. 3. In organ-building, said of
pipes or a stop. See *borrow, v. t., 5 (6). Bor-
rowed dajrs, in Cheshire, the first eleven days of May,
regarded as taken, in the change from old style, from
April.—Borrowed light, reflected light, as the light of
the moon, which is merely borrowed from the sun.

bort, n—^DutCllbort, a localname given at theKimberley
diamond-mines to zircon.

Borzor dog. See *dog.
boschveldt (bosh'velt), n. [D., 'bush land.']

A South African name for an open plain cov-
ered with bush.
Boscovichian (bos-ko-vioh'i-an), a. Pertain-
ing to Euggiero Giuseppe Bosijovioh ^1711-87),
an Italian Jesuit philosopher, physicist, and
mathematician, and particularly to his "The-
ory of Natural Philosophy.,." published in 1758.
Discarding the unveriflable metaphysical hypothesis that
within a certain spherical surface about the center of
each atom its inertia and attractive and repulsive force
is distributed through space, so that at that surface there
is a discontinuity and an infinite force, he supposed that
the matter within that surface wafl, like the matter we
see, to be explained atomically. He therefo;;e made each
atom to be confined to an absolute point where its inertia
was concentrated, while in its attractive-repulsive force it

was dilTused throughout space, thus allowing this force
to be infinite and repulsive at a spherical surface, should
experiment require that hy]>othesi8, although he held
that in the existing stat« of knowledge the force seemed
to vary so as to be attractive at some distances and re-

pulsive at others.—Boscovlclllan point or 'atom, an
atom, as above described, whose inertia is confined to a
point.

bosh-water (bosh'w&"tfer), n. Water which is

circulated around the outside of the boshes of
a blast-fumaoe to prevent them from getting
too hot.

Most of the power houses for these plants have their

steam boilers supplied by the waste blast gases, no addi-
tional fuel being required ; the bosh water which is circu-

lated around the tuyeres and cooling plates of the fur-

naces can be used as condensing water, so that power can
be generated very economically, as the power plants for

this purpose generally use compound condensing engines
of good steam economy.

Sci. Amer. Sup., March 7, 1903, p. 22727.

Bosnian group. See *groupK
bosom-knee (biiz'um-ne), n. A knee secured

to a vessel's side and the after side of a deck-

beam. Also called lap-knee.

boss^, n. 10. In geol., an irregular knob-like

outcrop of eruptive rock, especially of granite.

Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 722— Boss of tbe
stern-post, in sMp-buUdiTig, that part of the stem-post

of a screw-steamship where it is swelled out to permit

the propeller-shaft to pass through it

bOSS^, »• H. Jniran*. —To boss up, to form a boss

or projection on the face of a forging, either by upset-

ting the metal of the forging or by weldmg on a piece.

Sometimes machining the edges of such bosses is also

called boating up.

bOSS^ (bos), n. The worked-out portion of

a mine; the goaf. Barrowman, Glossary.

[Scotch.]

bOSS^ (bos), V. t. In mining, to hole or undercut.

Barrowman, Glossary. [Scotch.]

Bossardville limestone. See *limestone.

boss-COCkie (bos'kok"i), ». A slang name in

the Australian bush for a farmer whose hold-

ing is large enough to require the employment

of laborers to assist him in working it.

E. E. Morris, Austral English.

bossed (host), ffl. [6os«i + -ed^.] Having a boss

or bosses; specifically, in ship-building, swelled
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out or enlarged to form a boss or rounded pro-
tuberance.

boss-frame (bos'fram), n. See *frame, 5, (6).

bossing^ (bos'ing), n. In mining, the holing or
undercutting of a thick seam, as of limestone,
the height of the undercut being suflloient for
a man to work therein. [Scotch.]

bossing-macMne (bos' ing-ma -shen'), n. A
steam-hammer used for welding the bosses on
built-up car-wheels.

boss-plate (bos'plat), n. In ship-building, one
of the sharply curved plates of the outside
shell of a screw-steamship, fitted around the
boss of the stem-frame and forming an en-
largement of the thin part of the dead-wood
to receive the propeller-shaft.

boss-roll (bos'rol), n. An iron roll (formed
with collars) over which a cylindrical boss, or
shell, turns loosely : used in cotton-manufac-
turing as one of the draft-rolls of a drawing-
frame. Also called shell-roll.

boss-tool (bos'tol), n. A tool called a sleeker,
used by molders for smoothing the sides and
faces of boss-molds. The body of the tool is a cres-
cent in cross-section and a fiat foot turns off at right
angles at one end ; at the other end is a long handle or
shank.

Boston de Fontainebleau. See boston, i. — Frencb
boston, the French method of declaring and paying in
the game of boston.

T,..iiM^„ ^„iA ^f Boston chaise, fern. See *chaise, *fern.

,?/TA? t l«>8tOIlite(b6s'ton-it),«. iBoston + -ite^.-\ 1.
A trade-name for Canadian asbestos, a variety
of chrysotile or fibrous serpentine.— 2. Inj>e-

trog., a term proposed by Eosenbusch (1882)
for certain fine-grained igneous rocks of the
syenite family, consisting ehiefiy of alkali feld-

spars (mieroeline, microcline-microperthite,
anorthoclase or orthoolase) . The texture is panau-
tomorphic granular, with common tabular form and fluidal
arrangement of the feldspars. Kosenbusch regards bos-
tonite as a leucocratic differentiation-product of syenitic
magmas and as a typical < dike-rock. ' It is nearly the
same as keratophure. First described from Marblehead
Neck, not far from Boston, whence the name.

bostrychid (bos'tri-Md), a. and n. I. a. Of or
belonging to the coleopterous family Bostry-
chidcB.

II. n. A member of the Bostrychidce.

Bostr7cbold cyme. Same as bostryx.—Bostryc'b.oid
dichotomy. Same as helicoid dichotomy (which see,
mider helicoid).

bosua (bo-sB'a), n. [Native name.] A tree of
the rue familyj Fagara monoph^lla, which yields

a yellow wood. Its bark contains berberine
and is used as a yellow dye. [Venezuela.]

boswellic (boz-wel'ik), a. [Boswellia + -ic.']

Derived from plants of the genus Boswellia.
—BoswelUc acid, an acid of unknown composition
found in ollbanum. Also called boawellinic add.

bot-^, n, —^Emasculating bot, the larva of a fly of the
family (Estridse, Cuterebra emasculator, which lives in

the genital and axillary regions of gophers and squirrels.

bot^ (bot), n. [From the initials of " Board of

Trade ".] The English Board of Trade unit of

electrical supply.

bot8 (bot), n. 1. A dialectal form of &aii in
various senses. Also spelled liot^.— 2. lafouncl^
ing, a clay plug used to tslose a hole against
molten iron.

B. 0. T. An abbreviation of Board of Trade.

botallackite (bo - tal'ak - it), n. [Botallack -\-

-ite^.'] A mineral containing copper as hy^
droxy-chlorid, found at the Bottallack mines,
Cornwall, closely related to if not identical
with atacamite.

Botal's duct. Same as ductus Botalli.
Botanic pbyslclaa, a physician who uses no drugs ex-

cept those of vegetable origin.

botany, n.—Agricultural botany, that branch of the
science of plants which relates to their utility in agri-

culture.— Commercial botany, that branch of botany
which relates to planta or plant products which enter into

trade.- Crypt<^ainlc botany, that branch of botany
which relates to tJie Cryptogarnia, or flowerless plants.
— Domestic botany, a body of simplifled botanical
information suited tohome use.—Economicbotany, the
science of plants with reference to their uses, including,
therefore, agriculturaL commercial, medical, etc., botany.
— Medical botany, the science of plants with reference
to their medical uses.— (Ecological botany, that divi-

sion of botany which relates to the correlation of plants
with their environment; plant oecology. See -kphytogeog-

ravAy.-—Phanerogamic I botany, the botany of the
Phanerogamia or flowering plants.—Tropical botany,
that branch of botany which deals with tne plants of the
tropics,

bote* (bo'ta), n. [Jap.] The Japanese name
of a deep-bodied shiner ofthe family Cyprinidce,

Jcheilognathus rhombeus, found in the waters
of Japan. Also known as tabira.

botete (bo-ta'ta), n. [Mex. Sp.?] One of the
sweU-fishes, Spheroides lobatus, found from the
Gulf of California to the Galapagos.

bothragonus (bo-thrag' o-nus), ». [NL., <

botryomycosis

pddpog, a pit, + NL. Agonus.'] A genus of sea-

poachers typified by tiie species B. swanii of

Puget Sound.
bothridium (bo-thrid'i-um), ».; pi. bothndia-
(-a). [Nil., < Crr. /Sdflpof, a pit, + dim. -l6iov.'\

1. Same as both/rium. Van Beneden.—2. In
Cestoidea, the cup or sucker carried by the
phyUidium. Benham.
bOthriocephaline (both'^ri-o-sef'a-lin), a.

Having the characters of or resembling the
Bothriocephalidse.

Bothriocidaiis (both''ri-9-sid'a-ris), n. [NL.,
< Gr. poBptov, dim. of p68poc, a pit, 4- Kiiapi^, a
Persian head-dress.] The only genus repre-
senting the extinct echinoids or sea-urchins of

the order Bothriocidaroida. They are nearly spheri-

cal bodies, the ambulacra carrying 2 vertical rows of plates
in 5 series, and the interambulacra but a single row. The
genus occurs in the Lower Silurian of Esthonia.

Bothriolepis (both-ri-ol'e-pis), n. [NL., < Gr.

fioBpiov, dim. of ^Mpog, a pit, + ^n-if, a scale,]

A genus of fossil fishes belonging to the
family Asterolepidse, of the order Antiarcha.
They are allied to Pterichthys, but have the remarkable
pectoral appendages much longer. Like the other mem-
bers of this family, it is found m the Old Bed Sandstone
deposits of Europe and America. See -kAntiarcha,
•kAgterolepidsc, and Pterichthys.

Bothriothorax (both^ri-o-tho'raks), n. [NL.
(Eatzeburg, 1844), < Gr. podpiov, dim of p66pog,

a pit, -I- Bapa^, breastplate.] A notable genus
of chalcidold hymenopterous parasites of the
family Encyrtidse. They have very coarse and thick
punctures on the head and scutellum and along mesoscu-
tum. The species whose habits are known are pai'asitic on
dipterous larvse, inflating the skin of the host in pupating.

Bothrocara (bo-throk'a-ra), n. [NL., < Gr.
pdBpoQ, a pit, -I- (t) xdpa, head.] A genus of
zoarcid fishes typified by the species B. jtusilla

of Bering Sea.

bothrocraspedote (both'<'ro-kras'pe-dot), a.

[Gr. ^6po(, a hollow, + Kpaaireiov, edge.] In
anthrop., having a hollow margin: said of the
nasal skeleton. Jour. Anthrop. Inst., 1900,

p. 147.

bothropic (bo-throp'ik), a. [NL. *bothrops, a
generic name ( < Gr. f)66pog, a pit, -1- uili, eye,
face), + -ic] Noting a form of snake poison
derived from the genus Lachesis.

Dr. Vital, ... on further experiment, made the
important discovery that there are two classes of snake
poison, the bothropic and the crotalic, the flrst belonging
to the genus Lachesis and the second to thegenus Crotalus.

Sci. Amer., Aug. 18, 1904, p. 110.

Bothus (bo'thus), n. [NL., origin not ascer-
tained.] A genus of flatfishes typified by the
European brill, B. rhombus: distinguished
from the turbot, Scophihalmus Ueoia, by the
presence of true scales.

boton (bo-ton'), n.; pi. botones (to'nez.) [Sp.]
A button ; specificallyj the knot at the end of
a rope used as a lanat. [Mex. and south-
western U. S.]

botong (bo-tong'), n. [Philip-
pine Sp.; also intung, bitoon,

bitog, < Tagalog botong-botong
^

(Blumentritt), Bisaya bitodn.

Not the same as Bisaya botong,
the name of a large reed and of 1

a liana.] A handsome littoral

tree, Barringtonia spedosa, be-
longing to the Leeythidacex,
havmglarge, glossy leaves and
white fiowers with crimson r'<^i^ot aoto«e^Sar

,
rtng'tonta sfitciosa}.

Stamens. Thefour-angledpyramidal aboutone fifth natu.

fruit is widely used in tile East Indies ral size,

and on the tropical islands of the Pa-
cific as a fish-intoxicant. In Guam it is called putting
and in Samoa/tctu. See itBarringUmia. [Philippine Is.]

'

botociue (bo-to'ke), n. [Pg. botoque, a stone
worn by tfie Indians (Lacerda), appar. con-
nected with botoque, a hole in a cask or pipe

;

a bunghole.] An ornament worn in a perfor-
ation of the lower lip ; a labret. [Brazil.]

botrycjrmose (bot-ri-si'mos), a. [Gr. piTfwg,
a cluster of grapes, + E. cymose. Consisting
of racemes or any Dotryose clusters cymosely
aggregated. A. Gray.

Botryoldal tissue, in certain leeches, a peculiar growth
surrounding the enteric canal, blood-vessels, and main
lacunae of Uie cceloma, and consisting of branched rows
of swollen cells containing dark pigment.

botryomyces (bot^ri-om'i-sez), ». [NL., < Gr.
/SoT/TOf,a cluster, -l-/itiK?/f, afungus.] Amicrococ-
cus. Staphylococcus botryomyces, which causes
the formation of small fibrous tumors in the
lungs and other structures in the horse.

botryomycosis (bofri-o-mi-ko'sis), n. [NL.,
< botryomye(es) + -osis.] A morbid condition
caused by the presence of Botryomyces.



Mariotte's Bottle.

Reischauer's Spe-
cific-gravity

Bottle.

iGramcsl

botryotherapy

botryotherapy (bot<'ri-o-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.

li6Tpv(, a cluster of grapes, + 'Bepaireia, cure.]
Same as grape-cure.

Bottger's test. See *te«*i.

Bottini's operation. See *operation.

bottle^, n.—Cublc-fOOt bottle, an eee-shaped metallic
vessel having glass tubes at the top and bottom and ot a
capacity of exactly one cubic
foot between the water-lines of

the two tubes : used in testing the
correctness of gas-meters. W. L.

Dibdin, Public Lighting, p. 83.

—HlckS's bottles, certain long,

delicate tubes, each with a bottle-

like inner extremity, found in the
antenna: of bees and ants, 12 in

the terminal segment and one or
two in each of the others. Lub-
bock suggests that they may be
microscopic stethoscopes, and Ley-

dig thmks that they are chordo-
tonal organs. A.

f~-\ S. Packard, Text^

( ) book of Entom.,
-,V y_ p. 292. — Jenny
)i,\r a Und bottle, a

bottle with a glob-
ular body and
long,slenderneck,
extensively made
by Ameiican glass-manufacturers. This
type was originated in the year 1860,
when the famous singer came
to America. See cut under
•kblovfing^mold.—Mariotte's
bottle, an apparatus for se-

curing a uniform flow of a
liquid, such as water. The
liquid is placed in a two-
necked bottle(with bothnecks
on the top, or one on the top
and the other at the side)

fitted with air-tight stoppers,
an inlet-tube for air, and a
siphon or a stop-cock for
outlet. The outflow will be
regular, owing to the influence
of atmospheric pressure, and
the difference of pressure

within and without the bottle is always equal
to a column of the liquid used whose height
equals the difference between the level be-
tween band o.— BelBcbauer's bottle, a
special form of pycnometer in use by brewers;,
— Sozblet bottle, a special apparatus used
for the extraction of fat in milk or other sub- squibb's
stances.— Specific-gravity bottle, a flask specific

for the determination of tlie specific gravity gravity

of gases, liquids, or solids.— Squibb's spe- Bottle.

Clflc-gravlty bottle, a special form of pyc-
nometer which permits the liquid to expand without loss

of vapor during the process of weighing.

bottle-atom (bot'l-afum), n. Same as tottle-

tit.

bottle-butted (bot'l-but"ed), j). a. See *swell-

Inttted.

bottle-coal (bot'l-kol), n. Gas-coal. Barrow-
man, Glossary. [Scotch.]

bottle-kiln (bot'1-kil), n. A pottery kiln

shaped like a bottle.

Bottlenose oil. See *oil.

bottle-pool (bot'l-pol),n. An American game
of pool played under various and conflicting

rules. Its chief feature is that a leather bottle is plaeed,
' bottom upward, in the center of the table. To knock this

over, under certain conditions, with the cue-ball increases

the score. Two red balls and one cue-ball are used, and
pockets and caroms count

bottle-stone (bot'l-ston), n. [Tr. G. Bouteil-

lenstein.] A green and very pure glass, or

glassy roek, -v^ieh is found as rolled pebbles

in the Moldau river, Bohemia : otherwise called

moldauite and pseudoehrysoUte. Smithsonian

Rep. (Nat. Mus.), 1900, p. 516.

bottle-swallow (bot'l-swoVo), n. A local

name for the fairy-martin, Hirundo {Lageno-

plastes) ariel, referring to the shape of its nest,

which is built under eaves or overhanging

rocks like the nests of the American cliff-swal-

low. The bird is widely distributed through

Australia and has been found in Tasmania.

bottle-tight (bot'1-tit), a. So tight as to admit

of no leakage: used to signify that a boiler is

without a leak at any rivet, seam, or joint

when tested under steam pressure.

bottle-tree, n. 2. Any tree with a swollen

trunk. In examples of the dry, thorny bush of central

Brazil Wavamllesia arborea and other Bomiaeaeeee) ttie

trunks are expanded like a cask up to a thickness of five

meters. These trunks serve as water-reservoirs to carry

the tree through the dry season.

bottom, n., 4. (6) The lowest landing m a

shaft or incline; the lowest workingma mine,

(c) The lower portion of a seam or bed, as of

coal. Barrowman, Glossary. [Scotch.] (d)

In goldrmining, the old river-bed upon which

the wash-dirt rests, and upon which the nch-

est alluvial gold is found. Sometimes called

the gutter. Austral English.—\S. In golf, a.

backward rotation of the ball which tends to

cheek its motion after it touches the
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ground.— 19. In saddlery, the portion of a
martingale which passes between the horse's
belly and the belly-band—American bottom>
an aunvial plain bordering the east side of the Mississippi
river in southern Illinois. Science, Mar. 18, 1904, p. 460.—
Bottom disease. Same as kcrotaliim.—CeJlalax bot-
tom. Same as double kbottom.—Double bottom, in

shipbuilding, the space between the outside and the inner
bottom plating of an iron or steel ship. The inner and
outer plating^ are separated by the frames and longitudi-

nals, or framing of the double bottom. A certain number
of these frames and longitudinals are made water-tight.

^' ^Pi_
^^yy^O^^ B̂^
\5- S d ^

Cellular Double Bottom on the Bracket System.of a War-ship.

Cellular Double Bottom on the Bracket System of a
Merchant Vessel.

a, inner keel-plate; i. outer keel-plate; c, outside plating; d,

inner bottom-plating; e, inner keel- or keelson-plate; y, vertical
keel ; ^, s. longitudinals ; k, margin-plate ; J,J,J, bracket-floors

;

&, frame-bar; m, reverse frame-bar.

thus dividing the double bottom into a number of cells,

and the whole is sometimes called a eeUvlar bottom. The
cells are usually arranged to contain water ballast in

merchant ships, and are then called baUast-tanke. Some
of them are fitted for the storage of feed-water for the
boilers or drinking-water for the crew. Hence the double-
bottom is sometimes called the water-bottom.—Water-
bottom. Same as double -kbotiffm.

bottom, V. i. 3. In hot., to form a bulb or

other underground expansion, as an onion.

—

4. In gold-min,ing, to get to the bed-rock, or

clay, below which it is-useless to sink. M. E.

Morris, Austral English.

bottom-blow (bot'um-blo), n. Same as *mud-
blow.

bottom-broth (bot'um-brdth), n. A fanciful

name applied to the ooze or slime found cov-

ering the floor oJE the sea, and formerly sup-

posed to be living matter (called hathyUus by
Huxley).

Bathybius, then, is now no longer known as Bathybins,

but as 'ftottom broth,' an exceedingly suggestive term, and
it is supposed to be the inexhaustible supply of nourish-

ment, the basal food store-house of the innumerable crea-

tures that live and move, or simply live without move-
ment, at or near the bottom of the sea.

Science, May 31, 1901, p. 847.

bottomer (bot'um-fer) ,n. In mining, the person

who loads the cages at the pit-bottom and
gives the signal to bank. Coal and Metal

Miners' Pocketbook.

bottoming (bot'um-ing), n. The act of form-

ing a bottom or of placing on a bottom or

foundation, as the fitting of a structure with a

bottom, the placing of the ballast for a road-

bed, or the Telford foundation for a pstvement.

bottoming-piston (bot'um-ing-pis"ton), n. A
piston that touches the end of the cylinder

and hence has no clearance.

bottom-line (bot'um-lin), n. A fishing-line

stretched on the bottom and having attached

to it short lines with hooks.

bottom-moraine (bot'um-m6-ran5), ». A
ground-moraine. J. Geikie, The Great Ice

Age, p. 39.
, , ^ X,

bottom-rot (bot'um-rot), n. A decay of the

base of trees, especially flrs and spruces,

caused by fungi, particularly Polyporus

bougie

common name in Martinique of the black-fin
snapper, Lutjanus buccanella.

boucnarde (b8-shard'), n. [F., origin un-
known.] A hammer having a head with
many points, used by stone-cutters in dressing
the surface of stone ; also, a similar tool used
by sculptors.

boucharde (b8-shard'), v. t. To dress (stone)
with a boucharde.
Bouchardia (bo-shar'di-a), n. I'STu.jiBouchard,

¥roper name.] A genus of braehiopods.
hey have elongate, smooth, radially colored shells, with

elevated beak on the larger valve, the smaller or dorsal
valve having a large-lobed cardinal process. The bra-
chidium consists of curved triangular processes uniting
with a median septum. They live in the Caribbean Sea.

boucherism (bo'sher-izm), n. The practice or
process of impregnating timber with sulphate
of copper, in order to preserve it. Notes and
Queries, Sept. 10, 1892.

boucherize, v. t. 2. To impregnate (timber)

with any preservative liquid by means of ca-

pillary absorption in a still living tree. The liquid
is applied at the base of the trunk, neneath the bark,
either with or without hydrostatic pressure.

boucl^e (b6-kla'), n. [P., < fiOMcter, buckle

:

see Imckle, u.] The French name for what in

billiards elsewhere isknown as the hook-bridge,

the forefinger of the bridge-hand infolding the

cue in its narrowest part. Broadfoot, Billiards,

p. 109. See cut at *bridge.

bouderie (bo'd6-re), ». [F., <bouder, pout:
see b0udoir.2 Pouting; sulks. Thackeray,
Newcomes, II. 239.

Bougainvillia (bo-gan-vil'i-a), n. [NL., < Bou-
gainville (1729-1814), a French navigator.]

The typical genus of the ta,xm\y BougainviHidx.
Lesson, 1843. Same as Hippoerene, 2 (6).

Mertens, 1829.

bottom-set (bot'um-set), p. a. Deposited con-

formably upon the sea floor, as in delta-build-

ing. See bottom-set *bed. Chamberlin and

Salisbury, Geol., I. 191. .,„,,,. ,
botulism (bot'ii-Uzm), n. [NL. botulmnus, <

L. botulus, sausage, -I- 4sm.'] Poisoning with

ptomaines of decomposing meat, especially

potted meat or sausage, referable to a toxin

produced by the Bacillus botulinus. Also botu-

The varieties of meat which have most frequently given

rise to poisoning (Botulismua) are pork, ham, veal, sau-

sages, brawn, various kinds of meat pies, and potted meats.^^
Encyc. Brtt, XJLX. 609.

botuto (b6-t8't6), n. [S. Amer.] A large

.

clay trumpet formerly used by certain Indian

tribes of the Orinoco region. Smithsonian

Sep., 1896, p. 652.
.

boucanelle (bo-ka-nel'), n. [Martinique F.,

< NL. buccanella, < (?) L. bucca, mouth.] A

Sous^ainvillia ramasa.

A, entire colony, about two thirds natural size ; S, portion of

the same magnified ; C, immature medusa ; cir. c. circular canal

;

cu., cuticle or perisarc ; ent. ca-v.. enteric cavity ; kyd.. polyp or

hydranth; Ay,^., hypostoma or manubrium; wierf., medusa ; mnb„
manubrium ; rad. c, radial canal : t. tentacle ; v, velum. (From
Parker and Haswell's " Zoologyi" after Allman.)

Bougainvillidse (bb-gan-vil'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Bougainvillia + -idsB.I A family of tubularian

Hydromedusse, with a conical hypostoma hav-

ing a single row of filiform tentacles around
its base. It contains Bougainvillia, Dieoryne, Peri-

gonitnus, and several other genera.

boughif, ,,. I. trans. 2. To strip of boughs.

Fiteheriert, Husb., §132.

n. intrans. To send out boughs.

bougie, n. 3. A pencil of paraffin or other

material which melts at the temperature of

the body, with which some medicinal sub-

stance has been incorporated: employed for

local medication of the urethra, uterus, or

other canal into which it is introduced, the

melting of the bougie liberating the drug. —
Boogie ^boule ['ball bougie'), a bougie having a bul-

boiw expansion at its extremity, employed to locate a

constriction in a canal.—Bougie d^ctmale, mphotom.,

a standard of light defined as one twentieth of the Violle

platinum standard and represented in practice by the

light from a Hefner standard lamp. See tight^standard.

—Bougie de I'^tolle, a French standard candle formeriy

used in photometry. See standard *candle.—TmX0Tm
bougie, a very slender bougie of whalebone or other

elastic material.



bougie-meter

bougie-meter (bo'ji-me'Wr) n. A unit of illu-
mination used in photometry; the illumination
produced by the flame of the standard Hefner
lamp at a distance of one meter. Same as
*lux.

bougong, n. See*bogong.
bouillon, «. 3. A puff on a lady's dress; a
puffed fold of the same material.
bouillotte (bo-lyof), «. [P., a little boiler,
< bouUlir, boil.] A device for heating and
moistening the compressed air on a com-
pressed-air locomotive by passing it through a
tank of hot water on its wayfrom the storage-
reservoir to the motor-cylinder. Sci. Amer.
Sup., Oct. 17. 1903, p. 23236.
bouked (bokt), a. In mining, increased in
size : for example, when a winding-drum is

increased in diameter by lagging-stnps, or the
cylinder of a pump is enlarged by wear. Also
bowked. Barrmoman, Glossary. [Scotch.]
bouking (bo'king), n. In mining, segments of
wood or other material used for increasing the
diameter of a winding-drum (see lagging, 3)

;

hence, winding, when a rope is not coiling evenly
on a drum it is said not to be bovking welL Barrovrman,
Glossary. [Scotch.]

Boulangism (bS-lon'jizm), n. The political

policy and methods represented in France by
General Georges Ernest Jean Marie Boulanger
(1837-91) from about 1886 to 1889. Its chief
features were militarism and revenge upon
Germany. *

Boulangist (bo-lon'jist), ». Apolitical follower
of General Boulanger.
boulder-bed (b61'd6r-bed), n. See *bed^.

boulder-belt (bol'der-belt), n. A train of
boulders deposited by a glacier on melting.
J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 742.

boulder-clay, n— Great chalky boulder-clay, an
nnstratifled mass of pale, dirty gray clay, more or less

abundantly crammed with fragments of chalk and flint.

This deposit is one of the lowest members of the glacial

series of southern England. J. GeUae, The Great Ice Age,
p. 342.

boulder-cracker (bol'der-krak^er), n. Aheavy
iron rod to be dropped upon a rook encoun-
tered by the drill in a deep well-boring. Stand.
Diet.

boulderet (bol-der-ef), "• A small boulder.
R. D. Salisbury, Geol. Surv. of New Jersey,

1893, p. 291.

boulder-fern (bol'der-fem), n. See */errei.

boulder-pavement (bol'der-pav'ment), n. An
exposed bed of boulders such as might result

from the removal of sand or clay, by waves
or currents, from unsorted glacial deposits.

J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 523.

boulder-train (bol'der-tran), n. A train of

boulders, once a lateral moraine upon a glacier,

now left stranded in lineal arrangement bythe
melting of the ice-sheet.

boulder -wall (bol ' d6r-wai), n. A frontal

moraine composed almost entirely of boulders.

J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 467.

bouleutai (bo - lii ' ti), n. pi. [Gr. Povlemcu, pi.

of jSou/lftn-jyf, < jiovTieveiv, take counsel, < ^ovIti,

counsel: see boule.'\ In Gr. antiq., members
of the council or boule of a Greek city. See
bmUe"^.

bonleutic (bo-lu'tii), «. [Gr. PovTievTiKdc, <

jSou/lfOTW.membet of a council : see *b(mleuta4.^

In Gr. antiq., pertaining to the boule or coun-

cil of a Greek city : as, the hoideutie oath.

boulevardist (bo ' le - var - dist), n. [boulevard

+ -ist.] Same as boulevardier.

bound'*, JJ. a Bound energy. See*e7iergy.

boundary-rider (boun'da-ri-ri''der), n. A man
employed on an Australian farm or 'station'

to ride over the estate, inspecting the fences

and gates.

The manager's lieutenants are the ^boundary-riders,'

whose duty it is to patrol the estate and keep him in-

formed upon every portion of it"
SmlmerS Mag., Feb., 1902, p. 147.

bounder. «. 4. A dos-a-dos dog-cart brought

out in England in 1843.— 5. A four-wheeled

eab.—6. A vulgar, ill-mannered swell; aloud,

boisterous person. [Eng. slang.]

The beautiful art [of dancing] . . . has fallen largely into

the hands— or perhaps we should say feet— of hoydens,

bounders, and acrobats. . WorU (London).

bouquet, n. 3. See the extract. Also called

bouquet of herbs andfagot of herbs.

Parsley wrapped around peppercorns, cloves, bay-

leaves, and other herbs excepting sage, and tied, makes

what s caUed a bouquet In this shape the herbs are

more easUy removed. Century Cook Book.

boudueted (bS-kad'), a. Furnished with a

bouquet or with bouquets.
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bourbe, burbe (borb), k. [P. bourbe (La- 2. Having recesses or hollow places : as, " the
rousse) ; name in Tunis.] A copper coin and bowelled cavern," Thomson, Summer, p. 133.

money of account in Tunis, of the value of Bower-Barff process. See ^process.

half an asper,

Bourbon metal. See *metal.

bourdon^, «. (c) In the hurdy-gurdy, the lowest
open string, usually tuned to the C below mid-
dle C or to theG below that Bourdon lace, tube.
See -klace, irtube.

Bourg la Beine porcelain. See *porcelainK
Bourgueticrinus (bor-get-ik'ii-nus), II. [NL.,

bowP, n. 7. "The main cylinder or drum of a
calico-printing machine, against which are
pressed the engraved copper rollers ; a calen-
der-roller.— 8. An antifriction roller in the
pedal-motion of the feeding-device of a cotton-
scutcher or picking-machine stocksandbowls,
a set of loom-Jevers, either circular or oblong, connected

_ witii the harnesses for operating them when the same

<F. Sourguet, apropername, + Gr. ipiww,a lily °"™bfr >b required to be lifted at each pick of the weft

(see crinoid).^ A genus of Crinoidea, or en- °S^},' ."v '—TS ''T^,''^h°?®'f ?^'- '" "^^'i'
*"

* . .. ,
'•-'

T J!^ c ^ T>
"""™^> *;' .5" bowl (a batsman) by a ball which strikes him on the leg-

cnnites, typical of a family Bourguetuyrmtdae. guards. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 312.

JilSLlr,^.*! '^^ ^r^^IS Sir "^^ remarkably large bowl-baU (bol'bai), n. A game of the natives
centrodorsal plate, 5 basal plates, and 5 ladials. This j, xt -Tl a a i- • x- *_ n- i, n
member of the famUy has been found in Jurassic, Creta- »* ^orth Australia, consisting m rolling a ball
ceous, and Tertiary rocks, but Rhiioorinus, another rep- or disk along a sloping place and discharging
resentative, is found living to-day In the greater depths small spears at it as it rolls,
of the ocean. See ieA«o«™«,.

bowl-disk (bol'disk), H. Same SiS *bowl-ball.
boumeene (bor ne-en), n. A liquid hydrocar- bow-light (bou'lit), n. A large lantern, usually
bon from Dryobalamops camphora: now con- ^ith a Fresnel globe, placed at a ship's bow.
sidered to be a mixture of the decomposition- bowlin, n. A simplified spelling of bowUne.
products of eamphene. Bowline lizard. See*Umrd.
DOUrrelet, ».—Bucc^ bqnrrelets, in certain echi-

" "

noids or searui'chins, fossil and recent^ especially those be-
longing to the family Cassidulidee, lip-shaped ridges
formed when the ambulacral areas about the peristome
are sunken and the interambulacra ai-e swollen. The en-
tii'e combination forms a floscelle about the mouth.

bowling^, n.—Break bowllns, in cricket, bowling in
which the ball, after pitching on the ground, changes its

course. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. ii3.—LengUl bowling,
in cricket, bowling which has the proper length or pitcH.
See length -kball.

bowly (bo'li), My pi. bowlies (-liz). [Also
bowlee, bowry. Hindi baoli, bdori, Marathi
bdvadi, Telugu bdvidi.'^ A large rectangular
well, provided with steps leading down to the
water, and with recesses for travelers to rest
in. l/he providing and maintenance of such

bourrette (bo-ref), «• [P. bourrette, coarse
silk, < bowrre, refuse silk, etc.: see 6«ri, n., 7.J
An inferior gmde of spun silk, made from the
waste in the manufacture of sehappe silk.
It is often used as weft for dress-goods, knit goods, fancy
fabrics, insulating lagging for steam-pipes, etc.

Boussingaultia (bos-in-g&rti-a), n. [KL.
(Humboldt, Bonpland, and Kiinth, 1825),
named in honor of Jean Baptiste Joseph Dieu- bowmanite (bo'man-it), n
donn6 Boussingault (1802-87), a French chem- man of Oxford, England.]
ist, who traveled in South America.] A genus
of plants of the family Basellacese. it contains
about 10 species, all climbing herbs of tropical America.
B. baselloides, commonly known as Madeira-vine or mi-
gnonette-vine, a native of Ecuador, is a popular perennial-
rooted but tender twiner, used for porches, in green-
houses, and in window-gardens. It produces a profusion »,._. _.__si /i,«'„„.,*..;i\ „
of smaU white fragrant flowers in racemes. See also pOW-peuCll (DO pen'sil), n

tanks is a favorite object of native benevo-
lence. [Anglo-Indian.]

"

[PorH. L. Bow-
A rare phosphate

of aluminium and calcium, related to hamlin-
ite. It occurs in rosettes of thin rhombohedral crystals
of honey-yellow color, and is found in the dolomite of the
Binnenthal, Switzerland.

bow-mark (bo'mark), n. In archery, a target
or mark to be shot at.

See bow-pen.
Ma4eira-vine.

boutellt, n. Same as boltel.

boutgate (bout'gat), n. In mining, a road by
which the miners can reach the surface; a
traveling-way ai'ound a shaft at a landing; a
traveling-road from one seam to another. Bar-
rowman. Glossary.

bouticiue (bo-tek'), «. [F.: see bodega, apo-
thec.'i A shop or place where goods are sold bOW-rest (bo rest), n,

bow-plating (bou'pla-ting), n. In ship-build-

ing, the outside shell-plates of a steel or iron
vessel, covering the bows and extending to the
stem.
A portion of the heavy iron stem of the former was nearly

wrenched ont of place, and the armour and bow-plating,
etc., abutting on the stem were considerably distm'bed.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 839.

An iron projection

at retail.
" "

placed at the rear corner of a carriage-seat as

bouto (bo'to), n. [Pg. bouto, bote, bodo, from ^ support for the lower end of the top-joint,

a Brazilian name.] A large dolphin, Inia geof-
^'i" *'s° ^°^ ^"^ "°^^ vfben the top is lowered.

/re««is, of the Amazonriver. It is of variable color, bow-rudder (bou'rud'fir), n. A rudder some-
often pink or pink and black, attains a length of 8 feet, times fitted at the bows or under the fore part

of the keel of vessels intended for special pur-
poses, as torpedo-boats, to give great turning
power, or to permit the vessel to steer more
easily when going astern.

Of the auxiliary appliances fitted to increase the steer-
ing power of ships, the most important are bow rudders.
These rudders are rarely fitted except in vessels which are
required to steam with either end foremost; to avoid the
necessity for turning, or to be capable of service in rivers
or naiTow waters where there is little room for turning,
or to meet some other special requirement

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 699.

bow-socket (bo'sok'et), n. A long metallic
socketused in place of slat-irons on the bows of
a carriage-top.

and is regarded with superstitious reverence by the In-
dians.-

bonton, n. 2. In entom., the spoon-like or
button-like extremity of the tongue of the
honey-bee. A. S. Packard, Text-book of En-
tom., p. 80.

boutonni6re (bo-ton-iar'), n. [P.] 1. A but-
tonhole bouquet.—3. In surg., an incision
into the urethra for the removal of an im-
pacted calculus.

Bovey-Tracey lignites. See *lignite.

bovicide (bo'vi-sid), n. [L. 60s (bov-), ox, -I-

-cida, < csedere, kill.] A slayer ,of oxen; a
butcher. E. PhilUps.

bOW^, M., 4. (7) A curved piece of metal nsed to make bow-Spring (bo'spring), n. In elect, traction,
contactwith an electric wire to get current for operating the sprinsr which keeps the bow spread out.
acar. This bow is used in place of a trolley.—Composite when a hnwiaiiRnd tntalcp piirrptit frnm n frnl
bow. in archery, a bow made of two or more pieces of

wnen a DOW 18 usea to taKe current trom a trol-

wood, bone, sinew, or other material joined together ley-wire, bee *bow^, 4 (J).
longitudinally. See bow2, 2.—BefiezbOW,in an;A«ry, a Bowsprit bitts, perpendicular timbera which extend
bow, concave on the back when unstrung, the curve of above the upper deck, and between which the heel of the
which is reversed in stringing it— Springing bOW, in bowsprit is secured.
violin-playing, same as saltato.—Twi&moow or twl- bowstave (bo'stav), B. Same as bOWStaff.
light arch. Same as twilight curve. Mis most distinct

]jo^gt]^ij^..(a.g-pe]. (bo ' string - kre " p6r), n.when the sun IS only a few degrees below the horizon, """°"''"»s^"''i>«>j. \^^ =« .».g ».xo t"='/,

and is then reddish at the upper edge. As it rises (after ,
"3™° 3.8 jeetee.

_

snnseQit becomes more. indistinct, and piacticaJly disap- bowstnng-truss (bo string-trus^), n. A form
peara before reaching the zenith. of truss in which the upper chord or compres-
bow^, »—In bowl an order given to the bow-oaisman sion flange is made in the form of a 'bow ' or
of a single-banked boat, signifying that he is to cease row-
ing, ship or boat his oar, and stand up wlUi his boat-hook
to catch hold of the dock, float-stage, or vessel's side to
hold the boat steady after the landing ha^ been made.
The plural form, in bows, is used in the case of a double-
banked boat, where there are two bow-oarsmen.

bowback (bo'bak), n. Thewhitefish, Coregonus
elupeiformis.

bow-cnock (bou'chok), n. In marine hardware,
a chock with two arms which are bent over
and nearly touch in the middle : used on yachts
to keep the mooring-rope in place.

bow-cithem (bo'sith^em), m. See *cithern, 2.

boweled, bowelled (bou'eld),^. a. It. Dis-
emboweled: as, "a hare already bowelled."—

curve, preferably a parabola, and the lower
chord or tension-member is a straight line.

The truss resembles a bow and string, whence
its name.
bow-wave (bou'wav), n. The wave set up at
the bows of a vessel under way. The crest of
the wave is inclined diagonally outward and
aft on each side from the bow.
During each interval occupied by a ship in advancing

through a distance equal to the length of her entrance the
sets of particles then contiguous thereto undergo acceler-
ations which lead to the production of the bow-wave ; and
this interval of time depends upon the ratio at the length
of entrance to the speed of the ship.

• White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 457.



bowyer

bowyerl, «— Master bowyer, the chief bowyer.
boxi, »• 2. A name in Australia (usually with
a distinctive epithet, as bastard, black, white,

etc.) of many euoalypts, and of a few trees of
the genus Triatania, belonging to the same fam-
ily: applied chiefly because of the qualities of
their timber, which more or less resembles
true boxwood. See the phrases below. In Australia
the name is also applied to several shrubs or trees on
account of their odor, which resembles that of the true
box (see China kbox), or of their dwarf habit with leaves
like the true box (see heath -kbox and native -kbox).— Bas-
tard box, Eucalyptus goniucalyx, E. bicolor (also called
cooburn), E. l<mgi/olia, E. microtheea, E. polyantlwmog,
E. populnea (also called bembil or red box), Tristania covr
ferta, and T. laurina.—Slaa'k box, Eucalyptus obliqua,
E. bicolor, and E. microtlieca.— Box family, the plant
family kBwmcese (which See), including the genus Buxus,
which contains the common box.— Box reaction. See
•kreaction.— BTiabajieTaoXfTrisianiacon/erta.—Broad-
leafed box. Eucalyptus acmsnioides,— BrOwn' box.
Eucalyptus polyanthemos.— Brush box, Tristania con-
/erfa.— Cape box, agiayish spiny shrub, Celaetrus buxi-
folia, common in South Afilea; itresembles the ordinarybox
in growth.— China box, Chalcas Camuneng, of the rue
family, a perfume plant : found also in India and China.
—Dwarf or flooded box. Eucalyptus microtheea. Also
called ffoborro aai.swamp-gum, from its habit of growing
on land inundated at flood time.— Gray box. Eucalyptus
goniocalyx, E. kemipfdoia, E. bicolor, E. polyanthemos, and
E. saligna.—HeaW box, Gymnopogon bwxifolia, of the
dog's-bane family.

—

Ironbark box. Eucalyptus obliqua.
— Native box, Bursaria spinoga, a forage-plant belong-
ing to the Pittosporace^. Also called box-thorn and
native olive.— Poplar h0X,E^tcalyptus populnea.—Red
box, Eucalyptus populnea, E. polyanthemos, and Tris-
tania con/erta. See bastard kbox anAkbembil.— Tas-
manian box. Same as native kbox. See kbox-thorn, 2.—Tbozet's box. Eucalyptus Raveretiama.—Wbite.box,
Eucalyptus h&miphloia, E. odorata, E. populnea, and
Tnstania conferta.—Yellow box, (o) Eucalyptus hemji-
phloia and E. bicolor.

box^, n., 9, In much. : (g) A die for cutting the
thread on a wooden screw.—16. In irrigation,

a device for measuring water through a small
flume of rectangular section.—17. In turpen-
tine^mahi/ng, the cavity cut in a pine-tree to re-

ceive the resin which flows from the scarified
surface above.—18. In mining, a small mine-
ear; a hutch; a tub.—19. A mix-up of things
that should be kept apart, as different flocks
or mobs of sheep. [Australia.]

Great care must of course be taken that no two flocks

come into collision, for a box, as it is technically called,
causes an infinity of trouble, which is the reason that the
stations are so far apart;

C. II. Eden, My Wife and I in Queensland, p. 67.

Batsman's box. See kbatsman.— Box of tricks. Same
as kbuUding-motion.— Circular box, a cylinder with
chambers for shuttles, attached to the lathe of a loom and
moved forward and backward asmay be necessai-y to bring
the desired shuttle and yam within striking ranee of the
picker. Also called revolving box. [Bng.]— Clifford's
box, in math., ahollow purface with tubes runningthrough
it, into the form of which a Hiemann's surface may be
distorted.— Tbree-part box, a molding-box or -flask con-
sisting of three pai-tc, and used for molding those patterns
in which the middle section mustbe distinct from the top
and bottom, as in the case of a grooved pulley. Lockwood,
Diet Hech. Eng. Terms.

box^, V. t. 6, To mix up or allow to be mixed
up (things, such as different flocks of sheep,
which should be kept apart). [Australia.]

All the mobs of diflerent-aeed lambs which had been
hitherto kept apart were boxed up together.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, p. 263.

7. To grain or board on the grain side with a
gi'aining-board, to give skin arough or pebbled
effect. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 83.

box* (boks), n. [L. box, < Gr. ,3uf, 86a^, a cer-

tain fish, prob. an imitativename. Seebogue^.]
A sparoid fish, Box boops, known from the
Mediterranean to the southern coast of Eng-
land.

box-bill (boks'bil), n. A tool for recovering
boring-rods.

box-cage (boks'kaj), n. A bird-cage opening
in front.

box-calf (boks'kaf ), n. Originally, calf leather
of a rough or thick variety, as used in box-toes;

now, a chrome-tanned calfskin, either in black
or colors and usually grained or boarded.

box-canon (boks'kan"yon), m. Inphys. geog.,

a narrow, flat-floored valley inclosed by nearly
vertical walls or cliffs. [Western U. 8.]

box-chisel (boks'chiz'''el), *. See *chi8el^.

box-chronometer (boks'kro-nom'''e-t6r), n. A
marine clock of great acour'aey, set to the time
of a certain prime meridian, and employed in

the calculation of the longitude at sea. it de-

rives its name from the box inside which it is hung in

gimbals, so that it may always maintain a horizontal po-
sition irrespective of the rolling and pitching of the ship.

box-colored (boks'kul'-'ord), a. In leather-

. manuf., colored in a box or tray of dye. Flem-
ming, Practical Tanning, p. 80.

box-coupling (boks'kup"ling), «. A coupling
for connecting two shafts. A collar is fastened on
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the end of each of the shafts to be joined, the two are
brought together, and a box or rim is slipped over them
and keyed to both.

Box-dressing machine. See *dressing-ma-
chine.

box-drift (boks'drift), ». A drift which has
been boxed. See *drift.
box-edged (boks'ejd), a. With a border of
box, as a parterre or path in a garden.
box-elder (boks-el'dfer), n. See elder'^ and Ne-
gundo—Box-elder leaf-roller,plant-bng. See kteaf-
roller, kplant-bug.

boxer^, n. 2. leap.] A metaber of a Chinese
association known as Fi Ho Ch'uan Hwuy,
"The Eighteousness, Harmony, and Fists So-
ciety," organized in China in 1900 or earlier,
ostensibly for the practice of athletics, but
really as a league for the expulsion of foreign-
ers and the uprooting of Christianity. Aided by
the regular army, and egged on and led by ofScials and
persons of the highest standing, the Boxers murdered
large numbers of native Christians, missionaries, and
other foreigners, destroyed much property, attacked the
foreign legations in Peking, and besieged the British lega-
tion there for over two months, until the rising was sup-
pressed by the military forces of the principal treaty pow-
ers.

boxer^ (bok'sSr), n. A bowler or low-crowned
stiff felt hat ; a billycock hat. [Australia.]

box-gear- (boks'ger), n. A differential gear
used on bending-rolls and motor-vehicles, in
the former case it prevents a calendering action on the
plate by either roll ; in the latter it enables the driving-
wheels to move over different distances when turning cor-
ners or curves, or when for any reason the two wheels are
of differing diameter.

box-groove (boks'grov), n. A close groove be-
tween two rolls, formed by a collar on one roll
fitting between collars on another roll.

boxhead (boks'hed), ». The squaw-fish, Pty-
chocheiUis oregonensis, one of the largest of the
minnows, rangingfrom British Columbia south-
ward to Oregon.
box-honey (boks'hun'^i), «. Honey stored by
the bees in specially prepared boxes.
boxingi, n. 7. in mining, a method of secur-
ing shafts solely by slabs and wooden pegs.
Coal and Metal Miners' Pocketbook.

boxing-up (bok-sing-up'), n. Specifically, the
process of constructing large patterns by
making them hollow instead of by using solid
planks.

box-keel (boks'kel), ». In iron shipbuilding, a
keel built of plates and angles in box form.
Not now used.
box-keelson (boks'kel"son), n. A heavy keel-
son consisting of plates and angles arranged
to give a closed, rectangular section.

box-kid (boks'kid), n. See *box-calf.

box-level (boks'lev'-'el), n. A metallic box
(generally circular) with a glass cover used as
a spirit-level. The bubble of inclosed air is

brought into coincidence with a circle en-
graved at the center of the cover.

box-link (boks'lingk), n. A slotted link each
side of which is of U-section, so as partly
to embrace the sliding-block and prevent it

from dropping out.

box-loom (boks'lom), ». A loom with two or

more shuttle-boxes at either end of the lathe.

T. W. Fox. Mechanism of Weaving, p. 388.

box-loop (boks'lop), n. A long leather loop
pressed or worked up square, creased and
ornamented, used in a harness in place of a

number of short loops.

box-mangle (boks'mang"gl), n. A mangling
apparatus, consisting of a rectangular wooden
box weighted with stone or iron and run
to and fro over rollers upon which the fabrics

to be mangled are wound. Also called chest-

mangle. See mangle^.

box-mill (boks'mil), n. See *box-tool.

box-motion!(boks'm6"shon),»i. Themeohanism
for- operating the shuttle-boxes of a loom.

Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 352.—Eccentric
box-motion, a mechanism for operating the drop-boxes

for shuttles in a loom by means of two or fnore eccentrics

capable of being moved either independently or con-

jointly.

Box-nailing machine. See *naiUng-macMne.

box-nut (boks'nut), n. A nut which is closed

on one end ; one which does not have a hole

clear through ; a cup-nut. Such nuts are commonly
used on the axles of wagons to hold the wheels on.

box-package (boks'pak"aj), n. A package in

the form of a box: used on the Pacific coast

for packing fruit for shipment.

The box-package is preferable to the barrel.

Yearbook, U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 606.

box-piston (boks'pis'ton), n. A hollow piston

made by coring out the interior of the piston

when casting it.
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box-spanner (boks'span'-'tr), n. A spanner
for turning or holding bolts whose heads are
in recesses and so cannot be caught by an
ordinary wrench.
box-standard (boks'stan"dard), n. The col-
umn or standard which forms the main frame
of a machine and is hollow, thus obtaining
strength and rigidity with little material.
box-staple (boks'sta"pl), n. The staple or
keeper into which the bolt of a lock is shot,
when the staple is so made as to box in, or
cover, the end of the bolt.

box-step (boks'step), n. In car-building, a step
or a short flight of steps inclosed at the sides
by a stringer or guard; a platform-step in a
passenger-ear.

boxstones (boks'stonz), n. pi. See nodule
*beds.

box-stoop (boks'stOp), n. A stoop of which
the steps are divided into two or more flights,

which therefore has a platform and projects
into the street as a mass of some height.
box-tappet (boks'tap-'et), n. A cam on a
loom for working the shuttle-boxes. T. W. Fox,
Mechanism of Weaving, p. 305.

box-thaler (boks'ta'-'lfer), n. A coin made to
open like a box and contain objects : confined
to certain German states and Savoy.
box-thorn, «. 2. A spiny, bushy tree of
Tasmania, Bursaria spinosa, yielding a hard
white wood resembling boxwood and used in
turnery.

box-tool (boks'tol), n. An attachment to a
lathe for holding cutting-tools used in cutting
the exterior surfaces of objects turned in the
lathe ; a turner, it is named from the shape of the
tool-holder. A box-tool used, with special cutter, for
finishing the ends of rods is called a pointing-box. A
modified form carrying several cutters is called a box-
mill. Another form of box-tool is used on screw-machines.

box-tubular (boks'tii"bu-lar), a. A name ap-
plied to tubular boilers inwhich the envelop-
ing shell was made up of flat surfaces, care-
fully stayed against bulging, with the hot
gases passing through tubes between the par-
allel surfaces. The shape suggested a box.
box-wallah (boks'wol"a), n. [Hind, bakas-
wdld, < bakas, < E. 60a;, + wold, a man, agent.]
Anative peddler oritinerantmerchant. [Anglo-
Indian.]

boxwood, n—Cape boxwood, the wood of Buxws
Macowani, a medium-sized tree of Cape Colony. It is

nearly identical with the common boxwood and can be
split easily into thin plates. The kamassi is also known
commercially by this name and as knysna boxtvood. See
/roTnam.-^lysnabOXWOOd. S&ecapekboxwood.—TStew
Zealand boxwood (Maori Tnaire), a species of olive,

Olea lanceolata, used locally for making woodcuts, and
said to be superior to the true boxwood for that purpose.—Rule boxwood, the hard golden-yellow wood of
Macaglia Vargasii, a tree of the dog's-bane family native
to Venezuela. It is used for measuriug-rules, loom-shut-
tles, etc., and in turning and pyrography. Also called
zapatera and amarillo.—West IndianbOXWOOd. Same
as rule kboxwood. The wood usually reaches the markets
by way of the West Indies.

boy^, «.—Bowery boy. A young rowdy of a type once
common in the Bowery, in New York city, the analogue
of the London *'Arry (which see). See Bowery in the Cen-
tury Cyclopedia of Names.

—

Cape boy. A South
African half-breed resulting from the union of a native
black and a settler of another ra£e.

boyla (boi'la), n. An aboriginal Australian
sorcerer. [Australia.]

B. P. An abbreviation of (a) Bachelor of
Painting ; ( 6 ) Bachelor of Philosophy ; ( c

)

British Pharmacopoeia ; (d) British public.

B. P. B. An abbreviation of Bank post-bill.

B. Ph. An abbreviation (a) of Bachelor ofPhil-
osophy ; (6) of British Pharmaeopceia.

Br. An abbreviation of British.

brab (brab), n. [Anglo-Indian form of Pg.
*braba, brava, wild (sc. palmeira, palm-tree).]

The palmyra-palm, Borassus flabellifer. See
palmyra, 1.

brabant (bra-banf), »• A foreign base coin

current in England in the time of Edward I.

Brabant crown, sovereign. See *crou-n,

ksovereign.

brab-tree (brab'tre), n. Same as *brab.

bra^a (bra'sa), n. See brass^, 2.

bracel, n., 1. (6) In any frame, a stiff piece,

as a bar or strip, put in to prevent a parallel-

ogram or the like from changing its shape

under pressure or strain, it acts usually by di-

viding the parallelogram into triangles or by foi-ming a

smaller triangle at one comer of the parallelogram, thus

stiffening that part of the frame.

14. (6) Same as brace-head.—17. A short,

thick bar lying above the suture between two

pyramids in the dental apparatus of Echinus.

—18. In saddlery, the short strap which con-

nects the hip-strap and the breeching-body.—



brace

19. An old measure of weight. A Hurley
brace was equal to 4 ewt. [Scotch.]—20. In
mining, a platform at the top of a shaft on
which miners stand to work the tackle. Coal
and Metal Miners Focketbook.— Brace-game.
See itgamel.

brace-boz (bras'boks), n. A box from which
the cards can be taken two at a time at the
pleasure of the dealer: used in dealing faro.
Braced arch. See *arehi.
bracelet-wood (bras'let-wtid), n. A name in
the West Indies of a small tree of the family
MyrsinaeeaB, Jacquinia armillaris, so called on
account of its hard seeds, which are made
into bracelets. Also called currant-tree, har-
basco, ani.joe-wood.
brace-wrench (bras'rench), n. A tool with a
square head boxed out to receive a threaded
nut. The head is attached to a branch shank, which is

joined at the top and is fitted with a square head tapered
to enter the brace-stock : used for turning nuts on bolts.

brachial, I. a—Brachial cavity, in a brachiopod,
the anterior part of the shell-cavity, in which lie the
arms or brachia.

—

Brachial disk, a horizontal structure
which occupies the center of the subumbrellar surface of
^hizostomx and which is formed by the fusion of the
proximal ends of the arms. The mouth is thus completely
closed, and food is invested through the numerous small
suctorial mouths leadmg into the network of canals in the
arms and thence into the stomach.

—

Brachial ossicles.
Same as actinoets.—Brachial Slnoses. In certain
Paleozoic nautiloid cephalopods, the aperture of the shell
is greatly contracted about the base of the tentacles and
hyponome, giving the opening a T- or Y-shaped figure.

The shorter arms of this opening, which may be variously
lobed, are termed brachial sinuses, the longer arm the
hyponomic sinus,—Brachial thecse. See -ktheca.

II. n. 4. In the morphology of the Cnreoidea,
one of the calcareous plates which compose
the arms. The application of the term has varied with
different writers, some restricting it to the plates of the
fi'ee alius, others applying it to all plates in the radial
series lying above tlie lowermost circlet or true radials.

In the latter case the mdials include some of the body-
plates, and these have been subdivided into costals, dig-

tichals, and palmars, whether free or fixed.

brachiation (brak-i-a'shon), n. [Nil. *brachi-
atio(n-), < *brachiare, swing by the arms, < L.
brctcMum, arm.] The act of swinging by the
arms from tree to tree, a method of locomo-
tion eniployed by the gibbons. [Eare.]

The hand of the chimpanzee is adapted for brachiation.
Proc. Zool.^Soc. London, 1899, p. 306.

brachiator (brak'i-a-tgr), n. An animal that
swings by its arms from tree to tree. [Bare.]

The arm of the chimpanzee is that of the brachiators,
anthropoids like the orang and gibbon which use the
arms as one of. the main organs of locomotion.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 355.

brachidium (bra-kid'i-um), n.; pi. hrachidia

(-a). [NL.,< Gv.jSpaxQiJv) (L.iracMum), arm,
-f' Crr. -I'dtov.] The shelly calcareous spiral or
loop-shaped supports of the fleshy arms or
hrachia in the Brachiopoda ; used collectively

of the entire apparatus irrespective of division

into symmetrical parts.

brachigerous (bra-kij'e-ms), a. [L. braehium,
arm, + gerere, bear.] "Same as hraehiferous.

braclliocoele (brak'i-o-sel), n. [NL., < Gr.

ppaxiMv, an arm, -f- koVAoq, a hollow.] In the
Brachiopoda, the anterior portion of the cav-
ity of the valves, wherein lie the brachia.

Brachionocephala (bra-ki"o-n6-sef'a-la), n.pl.

[NL., < Gr. ^paxiiM, an arm, -t- mifial^, a head.]
A name proposed in 1862 by Bronn as a sub-
stitute for Brachiopoda (Dumeril, 1806).

Brachiopoda, ri. pi. in recent years extensive studies

of the Brachiopoda aave been made : by Joubin on the
anatomy of recent species, by Hall and Clarke on the anat-

omy and taxonomy of fossil forms, and by Beecher on
ontogeny and phylogeny. It is now generally conceded
that a classification based on the absence or presence of

hinge-teeth, which is the foundation of that introduced

by Deshayes, Owen, Bronn, and Huxley, or on the per-

foration or closing of the anus, as in King's scheme,
has a value restricted to fully accomplished phylogenetic
phases or ontogenetic conditions. In Beecher's classifi-

cation, variation in the nature of the pedicle-opening is

assiuned as the basis of ordinal divisions, and the stages

of shell-growth and its accessory developments of those

of minor value. This classification establishes the follow-

ing orders : (1) Atremata, in which the valves are un-

hinged and the pedicle emerges freely between them.
These are subcircular or elongate shells in which growth
takes place freely in all directions except posteriorly.

Obolus and Lingvla are typical genera. (2) Xeotremata,

in which the valves are also hingeless, cone-shaped, with
the pedicle restricted to the ventral valve and the pedicle-

aperture modified by a deltidium or listrium. These are

circular, often largely calcareous shells (Acrotreta, Orbi-

cvloidea, Discina). Crania and its allies have lost the

pedicle by atrophy and are either attached by cementar

tion of theii- valves or aie wholly free. (3) Protremata, in

which an articulate hinge is developed in progressed

forms, the pedicle is restricted to the ventral valve, the

deltidium originates on the dorsal side of the larval body

but becomes ankylosed to the ventral shell and modifies

the pedicle-passage, and the brachia are unsupported by

calcareous processes. (Strophcmena, Theeidium, Pro-
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ductus, Orthis, Pentatnerus.) (4) Telotremata, in which
the pedicle-passage is shared by both valves in eai'ly

growth, but is confined to the ventral valve at maturity
and modified by deltidial plates which are morphologi-
cally distinct from the deltidium and have a later origin
in ontogeny. The valves are hinged, the brachia sup-
ported by (^careous crura, loops, and spirals. (Rhyncho-
nella, Terebratula, Spiri/er, Atrypa.) With the in-

creased knowledge of the structure, distribution, and
vertical range of the extinct brachiopoda, the number of
genera has been augmented to about 400, living and ex-

tinctt represented by some thousands of species, 2000 spe-
cies being recognized in the Paleozoic rocks of North
America alone, while about 160 species are now living.

brachiopodist (brak-i-op'o-dist), n. One who
is proficient in knowledge' of the Brachiopoda.
brachioradialis (brak'i-o-ra-di-g'lis), ». ;

pi.

hrachioradiales (-lez). One of the muscles of
the arm, the long supinator of the radius.

Brachiospongia (brak'i-o-spon'ji-a), n. [NL.

,

< Gr. flpax'u-iv, an arm, -t- tnrdyyog, a sponge.]
A genus of hexactinellid sponges having the
form of a broad-mouthed, shallow vase with a
single series of broad pouch-like hollow exten-
sions about the base. It occurs in the SUurian
rocks of the Mississippi valley.

brachisthode (brak'is-thod), n. [Gr. j3pa%i(7Toc,

shortest, + 666^, way.] The shortest line be-
tween two points on the earth's surface; the
geodetic line. Jfep. U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Surv.,_ 1896, p. 293.

brachistocephalous (bra-kis-to-sef'a-lus), a.

Same as brachistocephalie.

brachistocephaly (bra^kis-to-sef'a-li), n. In
anthrop., the character, state, or condition of
being brachistocephalie.

bracmstochronic (bra-kis-to-kron'ik), a. [Gr.
PpdxuJToc, shortest, -I- xp^vog, time.] That can
be traversed, accomplished, etc., in the short-
est possible time under the conditions then
prevailing ; of or pertaining to the brachisto-
chronc: as, a ball may roll from A down to B,
or an earthquake wave may pass from a to 6,

by the bradliistoehronie path. Mep. Brit. As^n
Advancement of Sd., 1900, p. 76 Brachlsto-
chronlc curve, a curve representmg the path which a
body moving freely in a field of force must follow in order
to reach a given point in the least time. See braehisto-
chrone.

Brachlnm Inferlua 'cerehelll, the inferior peduncle of
the cerebelliun.

—

Braehium optlcum, one of the pro-
cesses which extend from the corpora quadrigemina to
the optic thalamus.'—Brachlnm qnadrigemlnum.
Same as kbrachium o^jficiim.—Brachlum snperlUS
cerehelll, the superior peduncle of the cerebellum.

brachyaxis (brak-i-ak'sis), «. I&t. Ppap^g,
short, -1- L. aM,s, axis : see ams.l The braehy-
diagonal axis, that is, the shorter lateral axis
of an orthorhombie (or triclinic) crystal.

brachybiostigmatic (brak^i-bi^o-stig-mat'ik),
a. [Gr. Ppaxv^iog, short-livedj -I- arl-y/M for
'stigma.'] In plant cecol., having the stigma
short-lived: said of proterogynous flowers in
which the stigma quickly withers. Opposed
to *macrobiostigmatic. F. Delpino.

brachybiostigmatous (brak " i - hi " o - stig'ma-
tus), a. Same as *braehyhiostigmatic.

brachybioty (brak-i-bi'6-ti), «. [Gr. Ppaxvq,
short, + /3iOTOf, life.] Brevity of life as con-
trasted with longevity and considered in rela-

tion to inheritance. [Rare.]

Miss Beaton working solely at the material thus pro-
vided was enabled to form fairly extensive tables for the
inheritance of longevity in the female line, and also with
somewhat less extensive data for the deaths of infants to
form some appreciation of what we have elsewhere termed
the inheritance of brachybioty.

Biometrika, Oct., 1901, p. 61.

brachycardia (brak-i-kar'di-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. fipaxvi, short, -I- mpdta, heart.] Same as
*bradycardia.
brachycephal (brak-i-sef'al), n. One of the
brachycephali ; a brachyeephalic person.

Tile braehycepIuUs had also larger heads than the doli-

chocephals. Geog. Jour. (K. G. S.), XVI. 290.

brachyceral (bra-kis'e-ral), a. [Gr. ppaxvi,
short, -f- idpag, horn, -f- -al.^ Same as braehy-
cerous.

brachycercici (hrak-i-s6r'sik), a. [Gr. Ppaxk,
short, + KipKog, tail.] Having a short tail.

Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc. (London), ser. B,
189, 173.

brachycercic^ (brak-i-sfer'sik), a. [Gr. ppaxvc,
short, -I- KEpKVQ, the radius, the tibia, a rod or
comb of a loom, < Kipmc, tail, handle.] Having
a short forearm; in anthrop., having a radio-
humeral index less than 75. Turner.

brachycnemic (brak-ik-ne'mik), a. [Gr. ^paxiiQ,

short, + Ktrfifiri, tibia.] In anthrop., having a
tibiofemoral index less than 83. Tuirner.

brachycranial (brak-i-kra'ni-al), a. [Gr.

ppaxvg, short, + Kpaviov, cranium, + -aZ.] In

Brachyopsis

anthrop., characterized by or exhibiting a
skull of less than middle length.

In both races platycephaly is associated with brachy-
cranial characters— the association vanishing, however,
for the Naqada males, and being more marked for the
French. Biometrika, Aug., 1902, p. 462.

brachydactylism (brak-i-dak'ti-lizm), n.

[brachydactyly + -ism.] A condition in which
the fingers or toes are abnormally short. Buck,
Med. Handbook, IV. 493.

brachydactylous (brak-i-dak'ti-lus), a. [Gr.
ppaxiiQ, short, -I- 6dicrv^g, finger.] Having
abnormally snort fingers.

brachydactyly (brak-i-dak'ti-Ii), n. [Gr.

PpaxvQ, short, + rfd/cru^f, finger.] Same as
*brachydactylism. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV.
494.

Brachydeuterus (brak-i-dii'te-rus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ppaxvg, short, + deurepdc second.] A
genus of grunts of the family JBsemulidse. B.
tmritus is found in western Africa. The other species are
chiefly American.

brachydomal (brak-i-dd'mal), a. Same as
brachydomaUe.
brachydont (brak'i-dont), a. Same as hrachyo-
dont. Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc. (London),March,
1903, p. 110.

bracaydontism (brak'i-don-tizm), n. Same as
*bracli/yodmiUsm.

brachyelUpsoid (brak-i-e-lip'soid), «. [Gr.

ppaxii, short, -I- eUipsoid.] In anthrop., a
short cranium of ellipsoid form. G. Sergi,

Var. of the Human Species, p. 49.

brachyfacial (brak-i-fa'shal), a. and n. [Gr.
Bpaxys, short, + L. /acies, "face, + -aW] I. a.

Having a short face. Buck, Med. Handbook,
VII. 231.

n. n. Same as *ehamseprosope. Deniker,
Baces of Man, p. 60.

Brachygenys (bra-ki^'e-nis),_ n. [NL., < Gr.
^paxiii, short, + yivvg, chin.] A genus of
grunts of the family HeemuUdee, characterized
by the small mouth. The one species known, B.
chrysargyreus, 6 inches in length, is abundant about Key
West and Havana.

brachygnathism (bra-kig'na-thizm), n. [Gr.

Ijpaxvg, short, -I- yvddog, jaw, -}- -ism.] The con-
dition ofhaving an abnormally short lower jaW.
brachygraphic (brak-i-graf'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to brachygraphy, or shorthand: as,

brachygraphic characters.

brachygraphical (brak-i-graf'i-kal), a. Same
as *brachygraphic.

brachyhieric (brak-i-M-er'ik), a. [Gr. Ppaxk,
short, + lep6v (bariov), sacrum, -1- -ic] Hav-
ing a short sacrum. See *platyhieric. Amer.
Anthropologist, Jan. - Maroh^ 1901, p. 34.

brachyhypsicephalic (brak-i-hip"si- se-fal'ik),

a. [Gr. Ppaxvg, short, + vTpi-, on high,, 4-

Ke<paX^, head, + -ic] In anthrop., having a
short andhigh head or skull. Man, 1901, p. 190.

BrachylstillS (brak-i-is'ti- us), ». [NL., < &r.
0paxvQ, short, -I- iariov, sail (alluding to the dor-
sal fin).] A genus of surf-fishes' of the family
Ji^nibiotocidee. it comprises a single Species, B. frena-
tus, a small carnivorous fish, living on sandy shores from
Vancouver Island to Guadaloupe.

brachykerkic, a. Same as *hrachycercic.

Brachymetopus (brak"i-me-t6'pus), n. [NL., <

Gr. 0paxvQ, short, -I- iiixumov, front, face.] A
genus of trilobites, belonging to the family
Proetidse, having a semioval head and tail-

shield (the latter being large), the glabellum
small, and the entire surface covered with
bead-Kke ornament. It is found in Carboniferous
rocks and is one of the last representatives of these an-

cient cmstaceans.

brachyodontism (brak'i-o-dont"izm), n. The
state or condition of being hrachyodont or hav-
ing short-crowned molars : used in describing,

teeth of mammals. Also brachydontism. ProQ.

;

Zool. Soc. London, 1893, p. 180. ;'

brachyodonty (brak'i-o-don'''ti), n. Same as
*brachyodon&m. Trans. Linnean Soc. Lon-
don, Zool., Nov., 1899, p. 446.

;

brachyome (brak'i-om), n. [NL., < Gr. Ppa;^ig,

short, + 6)/«)f, shoulder (see feMTOe}'«s).] In the
nomenclature of the spicular parts in the
sponge, the abbreviated arm of a *trider

(which see).

Brachyopsinse (brak"i-op-si'ne), V. pi. TNL.,
< Brachyopsis + -inx.] A subfamily of sea-

poachers of the family Agonidse, containing 3
geneva, Stellerina, Brachyopsis, and Pallasina.

Brachyopsis (brak-i-op'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

PpaxiiC, short,+ iipig, face.] A genus of fishes of
the family Agonidx, found in the North Pacific,

comprising 2 species, B. rostratns and B. sega-

liensis. The latter attains a length of 7 inches.



brachypentagonoides

brachypeutagonoides (brak^i-pen'ta-go'iio-i'
dez), n. lOr-BpaxiiC, short, + nevTayavo(, five-

cornered, + eioo(, form.] In anthrop., a craniam
the norma vertiealis of whieh has the form of
a pentagon with rounded corners, and with
short distances between the parietal and fron-
tal protuberances. Sergi, Var. of the Human
Species, p. 30.

Brachypnyllum (brak-i-fil'um), n. [NL.
^B^ongniart, 1828), < Gr. fipaxyc, short, +
(fvTilov, leaf.] A genus of fossil coniferous
plants characterized by short and thick scale-

like leaves tightly appressed to the stems, for
the most part rhombic in shape and regularly
arranged so as to form a graceful pattern.
It is most abundant in the Rheetic, but ranees from the
Trias to the Lower Cietaceoua, being found in both Europe
and America.

Brachyptera (bra-kip'te-ra), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr. ppaxvg, short, + izrepdv, wing.] An old
name for the rove-beetles of the coleopterous
family Staphylinidse.

brachyrhomDoides (brak"i-rom"bo-i'dez), n.

[Gr. ppaxvQ, short, 4- NL. rhomboides, rhom-
boid.] In anthrop., a cranium the norma ver-
tiealis of which has a rhomboid form, the
rhomboid being wide in transversal direction.

Sergi, Var. of the Human Species, p. 31.

brachysclereid (brak-i-skle 're-id), n. [Gr.

pfutx^s, short, + E. selereid.'] In hot., one of
the sclereids or stone cells that occur in bark
and iu fruits.

Brachyscome (bra-kis'ko-me), n. [NL. (Cas-
sini, 1816), < Gr. ^paxvc, short, -1- K6/i?i, hair;
in allusion to the short pappus.] A genus of
herbaceous plants of the family Asteraeese.
There are about 50 species, chiefly Austr^ian. The only
species under cultivation, B. iberid\folia, is commonly
known as the Swan River daisy, a very graceful aater-

like annual of easiest cultivation. It has blue or white
daisy-like flowers.

brachystaphyline (brak-i-staf'i-lin), a. [Gr.

Ppaxvg, short, + aTo^v^, the (swollen) uvula,
+ -ine^.} In anthrop., having a short palate,
especially having a palate with an index more
than 85. Virehow.

In both sexes there is sensible correlation between the
palate and orbital indices, hypsiconchy being associated
with brachystaphyline characters.

Biometrika, Aug., 1902, p. 460.

brachystaphyly (brak-i-staf'i-li), n. [brachy-

staphyHous) + -y^.'i In antJiropi, the character
of having a short palate. Biometrika, March-
July, 1904, p. 236.

Biacuystegia (brak-i-ste'ji-a), n. [NL. (Ben-
tham, 1866-67), < Gr. fipaxvi, short, -I- criyri,

covering. The name refers to the scantiness
of the floral protective organs.] A genus of

trees of the family CsesalpiniacesB, with even-
pinuate leaves and terminal racemes, or ra-

ceme-like panicles of small flowers. These have
no calyx and only rudimentary petals. The stamens and
pistil are covered in the bud by a pair of bracts. There
are about 12 species, natives of tropical Africa. Seveiul

of them have tough fibrous inner bark, which is used by
the natives for m^ucing bark-cloth. The most important
are Brachystegia spicseformis of the Zanzibar coast and
B. appendiculata of southeast Africa.

bracnytmema (brak-it-me'ma), n. [NL., <

Gt. 8paxvg, short, -I- Tjirjiia, section.] In bryol.,

a disk-shaped cell which on rupturing sets

free a gemma. Correns.

brachyuranic (brak-i-u-ran'ik), a. [Gr. jipaxOg,

short, -I- oiipavdg, palate, -I- -ic] Having a
short palate ; speciBcally, in eraniom., having a
palatomaxillary index of more than 115. Amer.
Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1901, p. 42.

bracingness (bras'ing-nes), n. Bracing quality

or effect.

bracket,™. II. a. Brackish; salt; briny: as,

"living upon beef and brack water." Southey,

Quarterly Kev., XXXV. 117.

brack* (brak), v. i. [G. bracken, inspect and
assort (goods), < brack, inferior goods, refuse:

see bracks n. Cf. oidP-, v. and ».] To inspect

and assort (produce, etc.) at the Baltic ports

by sworn selectors.

All flax and hemp shipped from Memel must be bracked
or assorted. Hamdns, Cyolo. of Commerce, p. 1343.

brack* (brak), n. Ibrack^, v.'] A long-estab-

Ushed system of ofBleial inspection and assort-

ing of produce and other goods at the Baltic

seaports.

brackebuschite (brak'e-bush-lt), n. [Named
after D. Luis Brackebusch of Buenos Aires.]

A vanadate of lead, iron, and manganese,
found in Argentina.
bracker (brak'Sr), n. [G. Iraeker, < bracken,

inspect and assort (goods) : see brack*, v.'] An
oflcial inspector and assorter of goods in ports

on the Baltic. See *6racfc*, v. t.
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bracket^, n. l. (e) In carriages, a heavy embryol., applied to certain eggs which have
standard placed at an incline at the front end much yolk, such as the eggs of sharks, reptiles,
of the boot of a coach as a support for the and birds.
foot-board.—8. A stifEening-rib on a casting, bradynosus (bra-din'o-sus), n. [Gr. Ppaivg,—9. (a) In wood! slow, -I- vduoc, disease.'] A chronic disease.

sMp-building, a bradypepsia (brad-i-pep'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
short crooked Ppa&vnefla, < ppadiig, slow, 4- weipig, digestion,
timber, resem- < jr^irrHv, digest.] Slow digestion.
blingaknee,for bradypepsy (brad'i-pep-si), ». Same as *6rad^-

^ support or oma- pepsia.
'^rScArf ment. Knowles, bradypeptic (brad- i- pep 'tik), a. Suffering"

Naval Arch. (6) from bradypepsia, or slow digestion.
In iron ship- bradypncea (brad-ip-ne'a), n. [NL., < Gr.
building, a piece *Ppao\mvota, < Bpadimvoog,' breathing slowly, <

Bracket. of plate of a tri- ppaSv;, slow, T vvelv, breathe.] Slowness of
angular shape respiration.

uniting, at their junction, two parts which meet bradyseism (brad'i-sizm), n. [Gr. Ppadig,
at an angle to strengthen the joint against slow, -I- aeiofiig, an earthquake.] In geol.,&

Seethe

margin
plate

flexure., A bracket differs from a gusset in that
it meets at least one of the suifaces to which it is
attached angularly, being secured thereto by a riveted
flange or a piece of angle^ar. The two terms ai-e loosely
used interchangeably. Seeitgueaet.—'BeaisnX, l)racket,a
shaft-hanger ; a fixture projecting below a ceiling to sup-
port the journal of a shaft —Pendulum bracket,

single slow rise or fall of the land
extract.

Prof. Milne commences with the discussion of brady.
geimiB, the slow and gentle movements of elevation or de-
pression in the Earth s ci'ust

Oeog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XIIL 644.

hinged bracket connected with the win.ling-motion of a bradyseismic (brad-i-sis'mik), a. In

3. In ship-building, to unite by
pertaining to or characterized by the slow rise
and fall of the land with regard to the sea.

The fact that round the borders and upon the summit
of hidden domes and tablelands there ai'e at present dis-
plays of seismic and volcanic activity, leads to the belief
that sub-oceanic bradyseimiic'MiUon is yet in progress.

.Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 13L

bradyseismical (brad-i-sis'mi-kal), a. Same
as ^bradyseismic.
bradytrophic (brad-i-trof'ik), a. [Gr. Ppadv^,
slow, -I- -Tpo^oi, < Tpkipuv, nourish.] Marked
by slowly acting nutritive processes.

spinning-mule.

bracket^, v. t.

a bracket.

bracket-floor (brak'et-flor), m In iron ship-
building, a floor-plate of bracket form uniting
the frame, reverse frame, and longitudinal in
the framing of a double bottom. See cut un-
der *bottom.
bracket-frame (brak'et-fram), n. In iron ship-
building, a frame composed of a frame-bar, re-
verse firame-bar, and bracket-floors.

bracket-fungus (brak'et-fung^gus), ». A fun- . .. „
gus growing on a tree-trunk and forming a bradyuria (brad-i-U'ri-a), re. [NL., < Gr. ySpadiif,

bracket or shelf-like projection, as many of slow, -^ oipov, urine.] "Slow and difficult urina-

the polyporoid fungi. See Polyporus (cut a), tion.

bracket-plate (brak'et-plat), n. In ship-build- brae, ». 3. An inclined roadway in a mine

:

ing, same as *6rocfceJi, 9 (b). commonly used in compounds : as, eiiddy-brae.

At the turn of the bilge there is a continuous water-
^arrowman. Glossary.

tight longitudinal frame, and upon this the vertical Drag, n. a. It is played with 3 cards in the hand of

frames are stopped short, their heels being connected to each player, something like poker, but the ace and nine
the longitudinal by bracket-plates. of diamonds and the jack of clubs are braggers, and may

Wkite, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 371. be called anything the holder pleases, 2 kings and a

V i-i- /i.i/j.-\ J Til. bragger being equal to 3 kings.
bracketwise (brak et-wiz), adv. In the man- bragger, n. 2. In the game of brag, the ace,
ner of a bracket; so as to resemble a bracket, the nine of diamonds, the jack of clubs. The
Bracklesham beds. See *bed\ holder of any of these cards can call it any-
braconid (brak'o-nid), n. A member of the thing he pleases.
parasitic hymenopterous family Braconidss bra^« (brag 'it), n. [Perhaps from Norw.
(which see).

, a. , • ^ 6mflr, gleam, flicker of light, -I- -Jte2.] A va-
bract, n., a. (6) The oval distal exite on the riety of fergusonite from Norway,
appendages of certain segments of phyllopod braguero (bra-ga'ro), n. [Sp., a truss, band,
crustaceans, as Apus, probably serving a res- < i^aga, a cord ( pi. bragas, also breeches).]
piratory function.

bractea (brak'tf-a), re.; pi. bractese (-e). [NL.:
see bract.^ One "of the seale-lik6 protective
structures found on certain Siphonophora and
considered to be greatly modified medusoids.
Same as bract, 2.

bracteated (brak'tf-a-ted), a. Same as brac-

teate.

bracteose (brak'te-6s"), a. [NL. *bracteosus,

bractea, a bract.] ' Furnished with numerous
or large bracts ; conspicuously braeteate.

bractiferous (brak-tif'er-us), a. In bot., bract-

bearing.

A girth. [Western U. S.]

Braumanda (bra-man'da), n. [Skt. brali-

manda, < brahman, Bralima, + anda, egg.]
In Hindu myth., the 'egg of Brahma': desig-

nating a division of infinite time.

Brahmani, Brabmini, ». See Brahmanee.
Brahmanian stage. See *stage.

Brahmanization (bra - man - iz - a ' shon ) , n.

Conversion to Brahmanism. Also Brahmin-

Caste is in a state of transition owing to the rapid Bralv-
Tnanization of the Dravidian races of the mountain region.

Geog. Jour. (K. G. S.), X. 120.

bract-scale (brakt'skal), n. In bot., a bract Brahmaputra (bra-ma-p6'tra), re. [Named
constituting a proper scale of the cone in eon
ifers, and bearing or subtending the seed-

bearing scale when this is present. It may
surpass or be surpassed by the latter.

Bradford clay. See clay:

Bradleyanism (brad'lf-an-izm), re. The doc-

trine of F. H. Bradley, an English metaphy-
sician, a mixture of intellectualism, absolute

idealism, and skepticism,

from the Brahmaputra, river of northeastern
India.] A variety of the domestic hen better
known as brahma. See brahma^.
Brahminization. Same as *Brahmanization.
Brahmism (bra'mism), n. Same as Brah-
manism.
braid^, re.— Honiton braid, narrow machine-made
braid of ornamental oval figures connected by narrow
bars.

This is Aristotelianism in contrast with Bradleianiim braided (bra'ded), p. a. Specifically, anasto-

in metaphysics. Encyc. Brit, XXX. 678.

Bradley's process. See aluminium ^processes.

brad-punc£ (brad'punch), re. A small nail-

set ; a steel rod about 3 inches long, tapered to

a blunt point at one end and usedJor driving^

mosed or interlaced: said of a stream.

This extensive deposii^ in some places 500 feet thick, is

the product of aggradation by braided or laced streams,

whose load of material from the mountains could not all

be carried across the gentle slope of the plains.

Science, Nov. 16, 1901, p. 778.

brads, or small nails, so deeply into the wood
|,j.a,ic[.fem (brad'fern), re. See *fern.

that the heads will be below the surface.

bradycardia (brad-i-kar'di-a), re. [NL., < Gr.

Ppadhg, slow, -I- napdla, heart.] Abnormally

slow pulsation of the heart.

The opposite condition to tachycai'dia, namely, brady-

cardia, is frequently met with in applicants for life in--

surance Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 206.

braid-stitcb (brad'stich), «. In sewlmg-ma-

chine work, a method of stitching with a coarse

thread designed to give to the fabric an orna-

mental finish resembling braid.

brail, re. 3. A section of a log-raft, six of

which make an average tow. [U. S.]—Foot-
brails, the lowest brails on a sail.

bradycrotic (brad-i-krot'ik), a. [Gr. fipaSk, braille (bral, F. bra'y), re. [Named from the

slow, -I- Kp&rrK, rattle (pulse).] Marked by a French inventor, Louis BrailU.'\ A method

slow pulse
"'

'^
of writing or printing for the blind in which

bradvlecitiial(brad-i-les'i-thal),a. [Gr. ;8pa- combinations of tangible dots or points are

6i( slow + UkiSog, the yolk of an egg.] In used to represent alphabetical letters. There
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are several systems, which difter considerably in details
and have undergone various modifications. Thus in the
British system the base is a group of six dots in two
columns ot three dote each • •

, from which the letters
are made as follows: A;i,B:|,C;;, etc. In
the New York point system, which is extensively used in
the United States, : is the first base, : : the second,
: : : the third, and : : : : the fourth; and the letters
are : A ! ! ; ; , B : : r ; , c : r ; ; , etc. This
notation is adapted to indicate capital and lower-case
letters, numerals, punctuation, abbreviations, syllables,
and musical notes and signs.

brain, ».—Abdominal brain. See «oiarp!eaats, under
plexus.—Bxaln center. See center.— CaOyx of tbe
brain. See *oalyx.—Central ganglia ofthe brain.
See *!7a»jrKo7i—Dropsy Of the bratn, hydrocephalus.
— Great brain, the cerebrum.—Little brain, the cere-
bellum.—Silent regions of the brain. Same as agsod-
ation •oreas.—viallanes's trltocerebral lobes ofthe
brain, in entom., Fa division of the embryonic brain inter-
calated between the antennal and mandibular segments.
A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 61.

brainal (bran'al), 0. [brain + -al.^ Of or
relating to the brain: as, brainal normality.
Science, May 2, 1902. [Eare.]
brain-cap (bran'kap), n. Same as brain-box.

The braiji-cap of many savages has been found to be
larger and heavier than that of some higher races.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 46.

brain-cast (bran'kast), n. A cast or filling,

natural or artificial, of the cranial cavity.

Restorations of the Brain in Successive Genera of Ungrulates. -4,

Dinoceras (Eocene) ; B, Brontotherium CMiocene)

;

C, Modern Horse. (From Marsh.)

Brain-casts are approximate restoiations of the brain sur-

face and the principal nerve-trunks departing therefrom.

brain-eye (bran'i), n. In polyclads, one of a
group of eyes lying Above the brain : distin-

guished from tentacular _ *eyes and marginal
*eyes.

The eye-spots have an arrangement very similar to that
found in tlie latter species. There is a dense cluster at
the base,of each tentacle ; the paired group of brain-eyes
lying in front of the brain is more extensive than that be-
hind it Proc. Zool. Soe. London, 1903, IL 100.

brain-stem (bran'stem), n. The crura cerebri,

pons Varolii, and medulla oblongata.

braird, v. II. trans. In coal-mining, to widen
the undercut or holing in a coal-seam. Barrow-
man, Glossary. [Scotch.]

brairding (brar'ding), n. In coal-mining, the
height of undercut or holing in front. Barrow-
man, Glossary. [Scotch.]

brake^, n. 13. In cracker-baking, a machine
for rolling dough, to be used in making gin-

gersnaps and other thin cakes, into sheets

ready for the panning-machine. It consists essen-

tially of rolls between which the dough is passed to press

it into a sheet A reversible brake is one having aprons

on each side of the rolls to enable the operator to pass

the sheet through in opposite dii'ections by reversing the

1*0118. See pamning-Trmchine.

14. In sheet-metal work, a machine for bend-
ing and forming sheet-metal, used in making
larger forms such as metal cornices ; a cornice-

brake.—Alden brake, a device for absorbing and meas-

uring the power developed by an engine. The power is

absorbed by overcoming the friction developed by one
disk pressing on another against which it is forced by
water-pressure which can be varied to suit the power to

be absorbed.—Atmospheric brake. Same as vacuum-
brake.— BiaJse horse-POWer. See -khorse-power.—
Counter-pressure brake, an air-brake so constructed

that a certain pressure must be overcome to release the

brake. This makes a very sensitive brake, particularly

suitable for controlling the speed of a train on down
glades.—Differential brake, a brake which is applied by

a differential motion.—Electric brake, any brake worked

by electricity, either by a magnet or by a solenoid, or other-

wise. See magnetic -kbrake.-Emergency.brake, a brake

for use in case it is desired to stop a train or car as quickly

as possible, without regard to the inconvenience caused by

the shock due to the quickarrestof motion.—Expand-
ing brake, a brake, applied to the inner side of a wheel-

rim, usually made of two or more parts which are pushed

apart or expanded from within, instead of clasping the

rim from without—Hand-brake, in car-buOding, abrake

operated by hand ; the most simple form of brake ; a me-

chanical brake as distinguished from an air-brake.—High-

speed brake, a form of Westinghouse air-brake designed

to secure greater safety for high-speed railway-trains from

a quick and powerful application of the brakes, if desired.

The system uses an air-pressure of 110 pounds per squaie
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inch, instead of 70 pounds, in train-pipe and reservoirs.

The brake-cylinder under each car has a special reducine-
valve, the function of which is to allow high-pressure air
from the ti-ain-pipe to vent into the biake-cylinder, caus-
ing a momentary pressure there in excess of that permis-
sible at the time of the stop. This type, in experiments
at 80 miles per hour, reduced the distance required for
the stopping of a train by 20 per cent as compared with
the length passed over when the same train was equipped
with the quick-action brake only.—Hydraulic brake, a
form of power train-brake in which the brake-beams that
force the brake-shoes against the wheels of the oar are
actuated by pistons in hydraulic cylinders. When the
brakes are to be applied, water or other liquid under
pressure is admitted by pipes and valves to the cylindera,
and the brakes are applied with the necessary power.
The difficulty in getting and keeping the water-pressure
and that from freezing in cold weather prevent extensive
or satisfactory use of this system.—Hydropneumatlc
brake, a brake which is operated by compressed air and
the resistance offered by a liqmd flowing ttirough a con-
fined channel. Such brakes are often used to take up the
recoil of guns. The flrat shock is taken up by the com-
pressed air and the rest of the recoil by forcing a liquid
through a passage that is smaller at the back end than at
the front, thus making an augmented resistance.— In-
step braJie, a crimping-brake which uses a special form
of fomiing-die to shape tlie shoe to the histep.—Mag-
netic brake, any brake which is actuated by a magnet
Sometimes it is applied by the magnet, and sometimes
the magnet is used to release the brake which is applied
by a spring.—Mechanical brake, a brake which is ap-
phed by the action of levers, rods, cranks, etc., and
not by an electric cm-rent or air-pressure. — Pneu-
matic brake, an air-brake.—Prony*s brake. Same as
Prony's dynamometer (which see).—Seversible brake,
an apparatus used in cracker-bakeries to prepare cake-
dough in sheets for the panning-machine. It consists of
rollers with a platform, or table, each side of which has
an apron on which the dough is run back and forth through
the rollere. It is fitted with three pulleys, two loose and
one tight, to change the motion of the rolls.— Westing-
house brake, a fSrm of air-brake invented by George
Westinghouse. See *air-brake.

brake^, n— cedar brakes. See -kcedar.

brake^, n—Chinese brake, Pterisserrulata, a Chinese
species established in the southeastern United States.

—

Winter brake, Pellsea atropurpurea : so called because
it remains green throughout the winter.

brakeage (brak'aj), m. Ibrake + -age.] Brak-
ing power or action. See brake^, n., 9, and
brake'^, v. t., 2.

brake-band (brak'band), n. Same as brake-

brake-dog (brak'dog), n. The pawl of a brake-
ratchet.

brake-finger
.
(brak ' fing " gfer), n. Same as

*brake-dog.
brake-gear (brak'ger), n. In car-building, the
brake-system of a railroad-ear, including all

its component parts. It includes all the pipes, hose,
air-cylin(fers, chains, rods, brake-shoes, etc.

brake-handle (brak'han"dl), n. In car-build-

ing, a hand-lever for controlling a brake, used
only in a special tjrpe of brake-gear. It takes
the place of the ordinary brake-wheel.
brake-hose (brak'hoz), n. A superior grade
of air-hose, composed of rubber and cotton
fabric, used in short lengths to connect the
brake-pipes under a railroad-ear and to convey
compressed air to the brake-gear Armored
brake-hose, brake-hose protected by wire wound tightly

round the outside to prevent injury by abrasion. Any
hose protected by wire may be termed 'an armored hose.

— Brake-hose conpllng, a self-locking coupler for con-
necting the ends of brake-hose between railway cars and
forming an air-tight connection between them.

brake-pipe (brak'pip), n. A pipe for carrying
compressed siir to an air-brake cylinder. En-
eye. Brit., XXVI. 342.

brake-power (brak-pou'^r), n. Same as brake
'^horse-power.

brake-rod (brak'rod), n. The rod by which a
brake is operated ; the rod connecting the oper-
ating lever to the brake.

brake-rubber (brak'rub"6r), n. A brake-shoe.

brake-sieve (brak'siv), ». A jigger operated
by a hand-lever. See jigger^, 2 (a).

brake-signal (bra.k'sig"nal), n. In car-build-

ing aad railroading, any signal that the brakes
are to be put on ; a *train-signal (which see).

brake-sled (brak'sled), n. A logging-sled so
constructed that, when the pole-team holds
back, a heavy iron is forced into the road-bed
on the side of each runner of the forward
sled.

braking-machine (bra'king-ma-shen'*'), n. A
machine used to soften skins, it consists of a
large wheel with seveiul dull blades projecting from the
rim which come in contact with the skin.

bramathere (bra'ma-ther), n. An animal of

the genus Bramatherium.
bramble-shark (bram'bl- shark), n. See
*sharki.

branch, «. 2. (m) In math., some one determi-
nation of a many-valued function selected for

consideration. Thus the values log. x, log. x -i- 2 ir t,

log. X -\- iiri may be said to belong to different

branches of the funcjtion log. x. (n) In coal-miningi a

branchiostegal

road in long-wall working leading off a level, heading, or
other main road.

branchage (branch'aj), n. [branch, n., + -age.

Cf. leafage.] Branches collectively or in the

Leafage and branchage, vulgar eyes admire.
Browning, Ring and Book, x. 275.

branch-climber (brS.nch'kli"mfer), ti. A liana
supported by irritable curling branches, not
otherwise different from the ordinary climber,
that is, from one bearing leaves and lateral

shoots. It is exclusively tropical and sub-
tropical. See *tendril-cUmber.

branch-cut (branch'kut), n. In math., a line,

quite arbitrary (except that it cannot inter-

sect itself), which either passes from a
branch-point to infinity or joins two branch-
points.

brancher, n. 3. l-a flower-making, one who at-

taches the branches to the main stems.
branch-grass (braneh'gras), n. The creek-
sedge, Spartina stricta maritima. It grows
along channels in salt-marshes. See Spartina.

branchiae, >i. j)2

—

Dermal branchla, prolongations
(like glove-fingers) of the interior membrane of echino-
deims, as the starfishes, which protrude through the
dermal pores and serve as respiratory organs. They are
retractile and are covered with ciliated epithelium. —
Secondarybranchlse, structures of various foim which,
as in mollusks, periorm the respiratory lunction in case
of the absence or atrophy of the true ctenidia.

Branchial cartilage, one of the cartilaginous rods or
bara in the branchial arches of shai'ks or of the embryos
of higher animals. — Branchial filament. Same as
gUl-fiCamevjt. — Branchial fistula. See -kjtstuia. —
Branchial formula, a table showing the number and
arrangement of the gills, as in crustaceans.—Branchial
junction, a transverse band uniting the first-formed or
primary septa of the branchial apparatus of the lancelet,
£rancAio8toma. — Branchial pocket, in zodl., a pouch-
like dilatation of the branchial slits in the cyclostomes,
larval Balanoglosgus, etc. — Branchial rod, a chitiuous
rod formingthesupportof the lamella, orseptum, between
each pair of branchial openings in the lancelet

branchicolous (brang-kik'o-lus), a. [L.
branchia, gill, + colere, till, dwell.] Living
in or on the gills of fishes or other aquatic
animals : said of certain parasites, as Dis-
toma, etc.

branchihyal, n. — Azlal branchlhyals, the basi-
branchials; the lower median unpaired bones in the
branchial arches or gill-arches of fishes. — Lateral
branchlhyals, the ceratobranchlals ; bones of tlie gill-

ai-ches of fishes Detween the hypobranchials and the epi-
branchials.

branchiogasteropod (brang"ki- o -gas ' te- ro-

pod), n. One of liie Branchiogasteropoda.
branchiomere (brang'ki-o-mer), n. [NL., <

Gr. Pp&yxia, gills, + liipoq, part, segment.]
In embrybl., one of the segments of the verte-
brate embryo as indicated by the presence of
a visceral arch and cleft ; a branchial segment
or metamere.
branchiomeric (brang-ki-o-mer'ik), a. Eelat-
ing to the division of the cranial region into
segments, each furnished with a gill-arch or
respiratory pouch.

branchiomerism (brang-ki-om'Sr-izm)^ n. In
embryol., the development of branchial seg-
ments as indicated by the so-called visceral
skeleton and the metameric diverticularization
of the fore-gut in the vertebrate embryo.

branchiopalatal (brang'ki-o-para-tal), a. Of
or pertaining to the chain of palatine bones in
the roof of the mouth of bony fishes. Nature,
Nov. 19, 1903, p. 64.

b^anchioparietal (brang^ki-o-pa-ri'e-tal), a.

[Gr. Ppayxiu, giUs,- + L. paries, wall: see
parietal.} Relating to the gills and the wall
of the atrium in mollusks.
Branchiopoda, n. 3. An order of entomos-
traoous crustaceans containing the Phylloca-
rida, Phyllopoda, Cladocera, and Branchiura.

branchiosaurian (brang'''ki-o-sS,'ri-an), n. and
a. I. n. A fossil amphibian of "the genus
Branchiosaurus.

II. a. Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of Branchiosaurus.
Branchiosaurus (brang'<'ki-o-BS.'rus)_, n. [NL.,
< Gt. j3pdy;|;to, gills, + aaipvc, a lizard.] A
genus of small extinct amphibians of lizard-
like form, with broad, obtusely rounded heads
and large orbits. The ventral surface of the body
was covered wi^h overlapping cycloidal scales aiTanged
in several different series ; tlie tail was long and partly
unossified. The genus occurs abundantly in the Permian
rocks of Saxony and Bohemia.

branchiostegal, a. II. n. One of the bony
rays under the head of a fish below the oper-
cular bones and behind the lower jaw. They
are connected by a membrane called the
branchiostegal or gill-membrane.



Branchiostomatidse

Branchiostomatidae ( brang'ki - 6 - sto -mat 'i -

de), n. pi. [NL., < Branchio9toma{1r)'+ -idse.']

The family of lancelets, the lowest of
known fishes, comprising 2 or 3 genera and 8
or 10 species. They are small translucent creatui'es
found embedded in the sand on warm coasts throughout
the world. The recognized genera are Branchiostama,
Eyigonichthy8, and Amphioxidee.

branchiotreme (brang'ki-o-trem), n. [Gr.
lipdyxM, gills, + Tp^fta, a hole.] Same as gill-

slit.

branch-island (braneh'i-land), n. The island
formed by an *anabranch" (which see). [Aus-
tralia.]

branch-lacqner (braneh'lak"er), n. The juice
obtained from the branches of the lacquer-
tree. See sesMme lacquer (under lacquer).
branch-line (branch'lin), n. Same as *braneh-
cut.

branch-section (branch'sek/'shon), n. Same
as *branch-cut.

brand, >>.— Sugar-cane brand, a disease of the leaves
of sugar-cane caused by the smut, Ustilaffo Sacehari.

brand-book (brand'bdk), n. In stock-raising,

a record-book showing , the various cattle-
brands and their owners.
brander^, n. 3. pi. Furnace-bars ; the grate-
bars of a ventilating-fumace. Barrawman,
Glossary. [Scotch.]

brander^, v. t. 2. To nail furring-strips or
the like to a girder or other timber as a prep-
aration for lathing and plastering.

Brandes's test for quinine. See *testi.

branding-chute (bran'ding-shSt), n. A nar-
row lane or guideway through which cattle
are driven one at a time to be branded.
branding-helmet (bran'ding-hel"met). n. A
helmet-like cage placed over the head and
face in branding the cheek of a criminal who
had pleaded benefit of clergy: in use in the
sixteenth century.

brandise (bran'dis), n. [Ult. < AS. hrandisen

:

see brand^ron and brander^.] A trivet on
which to set a pot or kettle.

And there was a great black crock upon the brandise,
with his legs sticking out.

T. Hardy, Madding Crowd, p. 17a

brandisite (bran'dis -it), n. [Said to be
named after W. T. Brande^ an English chem-
ist; if so, with dubious ending, -is- (?) + -ite^.']

A micaceous mineral closely related to sey-
hertite.

bran-drench (bran'drench), v. t. In leather-

maiiuf., to wash in sour bran to remove the
lime. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 161.

Brand's method. See *method.
brandtite (brand'tit), n. [Named after Georg
Brandt, master of the Swedish mint.] A hy-
drated arseniate of calcium and manganese
occurring in from colorless to white triclinio
crystals : found at Pajsberg, Sweden.
brandy^, n—WWte brandy, brandy as it comes, color-
less, from the still, not having taken up coloring matter
from the casks in which it is commonly stored, nor hav-
ing been artificially colored.

brandy-cowe (bran'di-kou), n. In wine-mak-
ing, the washings of a brandy-cask, used to
adulterate port-wine. Encyc. BtH.^I. 173.

brandy-faced (bran'di-fasf), a. Having a
face which shows the effects of brandy-drink-
ing.

Where you have to elbow and jostle your way ... by
hulking labourers and braitdy-faeed viragos, squabbling
at tavern doors.

Q. A. Sala, Twice round the Clock, p. 266.

brandy-oil (bran'di-oil), n— Marc brandy-oil.
Same as fusel-oil.

brandy-smash (bran'di-smash), «. A drink
made by mixing brandy with crushed ice and
putting a few sprigs of mint in the glass. See
smash, 3.

branner (bran'fer), n. {brarO-, v., -I- -eri.] A
machine for applying bran for cleansing pur-
poses. It consists of a box filled with bran and slaked
lime, and an endless belt on which tin plates, coated with
oil as they come from the tin-pot, are carried through the
bran and lime. Set. Amer., Nov. 1, 1902, p. 290.

branning, n. 2. The process of removing the
oil from tin plates during their manufacture,
by passing them through a mixture of bran and
slaked lime.

brant^, n.— Cblna brant, a Califoniian name for
fiutchins's goose, Branta canadensis hutchinsi, a sub-
species of the Canada goose.—HntClllnS'S brant. Same
!is HutcMns's goose.— lllesicatl brant. Same as China
Mraut.

Brasenia (bra-se'ni-a), n. [NL. (Schreber,
1789): formation not indicated bythenaraer.]
A genus of dicotyledonous aquatic plants be-
longing to the family Nymphseacea!. The only spe-

S.-U
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Brasenia Sckreberi.
a, a |Iowerin£r biaoch with peltate leaves ; d, flower, three fourths

natural sizej c, ripe fruit showiug the separate carpels, enlarged
twice. (From Engler and Prantrs"Pflanzpnfamilieu.")

cies, B. Sehreberi, has alternate, peltate, oval, entire, float-
ing leaves and axillary purple flowers. It is widely distrib-
uted in North America, eastern and tropical Asia, western
tropical Africa, and Australia. It is sometimes cultivatedm ponds,alone with
water-lilies, chiefly
for its floating foli-

age ; the flowera are
inconspicuous.

brasero (bra-
sa'ro), n. [Sp.

:

see brazier^.']

1. Abrazierfor
holding burn-
ing charcoal for
heating pur-
poses.— 2. In
Mexico, a
hearth or fire-

place.

brash^.w —span-
Ing brash. Same
as weaning brash
(which see, under
brashZ).

brashy^ a. 2.
Brittle ; crum-
bly ; fragment-

bray

braSS^, v. t— to brass it, to brazen it out ; behave bra-
zen-facedly or with effrontery. [Colloq.j

brassart, n. 2. A band of any material worn
about the arm above the elbow. Hospital-corps-
men on the battle-field wear a white cloth brassart marked
with a red cross.

The private wears on the left arm above the elbow a
brassart of white cloth, three inches wide, with a cross of
red cloth in the centre.

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 485.

Brass-founders' ague. See *ague.
brassic (bras'ik), a. [L. hrassiica), cabbage,

-I- -Jc] Same as *brassidic.

Brassicaceae(bras-i-ka'se-e),m. nZ. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1836), < Brassica -I-' -aeeeel) A family of
dicotyledonous choripetalous plants of the or-
der Papaverales, the mustard family, typified
by the genus Brassica. it is the same as the Cmei-
ferse (which see), and is the name adopted by botanists
who require that family names be derived from those of
the type genera.

brassicaeeous (bras-i-ka'shius), a. Belonging
to the BrassicacesBj or mustard family.

brassidic (bra-sid'ik), a. [brass(ic) + -id + -ic]
Noting an acid, C8Hi7CH:CHC]]H22C02H,
formed by the action of nitrous acid on erucio
acid and probably stereomerio with the latter.

It is monobasic and melts at 66° C. This acid
is also called brassic acid.

brass-molder (bras'm61'''d6r), n. One who
makes brass castings. As brass requires quite dif-

ferent treatment from iron, special men do the bi'ass-

molding.

brass-shirted (bras'sh6r"ted), a. Covered or
incased with brass: as, a brass-shirted roller.

Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 465.

brassware (bras'war), n. Things made of
brass ; brazen utensils.

brass-work (bras'wferk), n. Articles or finish-

ings of brass, as the small mountings or trim-
mings about a boiler or machine.

brassyi, a. II. n. A wooden golf-club shod
with brass on the sole.

^
ary: as,

sandstone.^— 3. Brasero, with paddle for sfrriiig fire.

Showery : as,
6ras7(yweather; a 6ras7»y, cold spring.—4. Sub-
ject to slight attacks of sickness or indispo-
sition, especially when connected with acidity
of the stomach. Hence— 5. Acid or bitter:

as, a brasky taste.

braSS^, n. 1 . The following are varieties of brass, with
the pai-ts, by weight, of their components

:

%=

Name.



braza

braza (bra'tha), n. [Sp.: see braee^, «.] Tne
Spanish fathom (see brass'^, 2) ; in the Philip-
pines, a measure of length somewhat less than
6 feet.

brazenry (bra'zen-ri), n. [brazen + -ry.'i
Brazen assertion ; efErontery.

Coming from Lord Lucan, this language was no TUlgar
brazenry ; it represented the irrepressible strength ot his
real though mistaken conviction.

Einglake, Crimea, IV. 67.

braziery (bra'zi6r-i), M. Braziers' work; brass-
ware.

brazilein (bra-zil'e-in), n. [Appar. < brazil, +
-e-iTO^.] game as braziHn.

Brazilian anime. Same as anime, 3.—Brazilian bng
or beetle. See*6«ff2.—Brazilian cedar. See-kcedar.
—Brazilian cherry. Same aa Surinam ircherry (6).

—

Brazilian emerald, mby, etc. See *emerald, irruby,
etc.

brazilite (bra-zil'it), n. [Brazil + -ite^.] See
*baddeleyite."

brazing-clamp (bra'zing-klamp), n. A clamp
used in repairing saws and in brazing together
the ends of band-saws, it consists of a strong frame
with two or more set-screws for holding the saw-web in
position, and is fitted with a screw-press. The ends of
the band-saw are beveled to match, placed in the clamp
with the ends joined, and supplied with solder under the
press. Ked-hot irons are then placed above and below
the joint and firmly held together by the press. The hot
irons cause the solder to flow and make a brazed joint. A
pair of brazing-tongs (which see) can be used instead of
the press.

brazmg-macMne (bra'zin^-ma-shen'''), n. A
heating-machine fitted with a conveyer by
which small articles to be brazed are carried
under the gas-flames in the furnace.

brazing-metal (bra' zing-met "al), n. Any
metal suitable for brazing; specifically, an
alloy used formaking flanges for copper steam-
pipes and facings for valves. This alloy is usually
98 parts copper ana 2 parts tin, the proportion of copper
being high, so that the flange will not melt when it is

brazed to the pipe.

brazing-table (bra' zing- ta"bl), n. An iron
table supporting a flat slab of fire-clay and
fitted with gas-burners for using producer-gas
under an air-blast and giving blowpipe flames
that may be concentrated upon any point on
the table. The table is also provided with a number
of loose fire-bricks that may be used to guide and concen-
trate the heat ui>on tlie metals to be brazed. The illus-

tration shows a simple form of brazing-table. Other and
larger tables have several burners and fixed fire-clay

bricks arranged in convenient positions for the work.
See itheating-TnachiTie.

Brazinif-table.

a, fire-brick slab on iron table; *, loose fire-brick to conceatrate

heat; t:, blowpipes; d, gas-pipes; e, air-pipes;/; compressed-air

reservoir; £, pressure control; A, gas supply; r, air supply; A,

standard, with set-screw, supporting pipes.

brazing-wire (bra' zing- wir), n. Soft brass

wire of small diameter boimd around a joint

to be brazed. The joint is then heated, and the flux,

usually borax, is sprinkled on the joint, which is then

filled by the molten metal from the wire.

brea (bra'a), n. [Sp. tar, resin: of. F. brai,

resin, etc.] 1. A small thorny tree, CsesaU

pinia precox, with light-green bark, found in

northern Argentina. It yields a pale-brown

gum resembling gum arable and known com-
mercially as goma brea.— 2. A variety of

asphaltum which is fluid at ordinary tempera-

tures; maltha.

In regard to hrea and ohapapote, usage seems to make
them synonymous, unless it be that the solidity of chapa-

Dote is a degree greater than that of brea, by no means an

issured distinction. U. S. Geol. Sum., 1902, p. 299.

brea-blanca (bra"a-blang'ka), n. [Sp. brea,

pitch, + blanca, white.] A soft resin obtained

from the pilaui-tree (Canarium Luzonicum),
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used in the arts to toughen varnish and pre-

vent it from cracking, but not suitable for

varnish alone. Also called Manila elemi. See
eUmi and *pilaui. [Philippine Is.]

Breach of faith, betrayal of confidence or implied trust

;

as, "vicious breach of faith," Maseinffer, Bashful Lover,
iv. 2.— Clean breach (navt.), a boarding sea which
strips the deck-furniture from a vesseL—Glearibreach
(naut.),a. sea that sweeps, across the deck without break-
ing.—To mount a breach, to assault a breach in a
foitiflcation.

bread^, ».—Black bread, bread made of rye flour,

often with the addition of caraway seeds. See ryel.—
Bread oil. See -kaU.— 'Feast ot unleavened bread.
See Jewish ^estiooZs.—Indian bread. See tmkahoe, 2.

Fulled bread, pieces of the crumb of fresh bread or bis-

cuit dried in a slow oven until slightly colored : served
with chocolate, coffee, or bouillon.

breadi, v. t. 2. To clean by rubbing with dry
bread or with a bread-crust, as a drawing.

—

3. To provide with daily bread.

They had enough to bread themselves.
Tourgie, Fool's Errand, p. 91.

bread-board (bred'bord), n. 1. A board upon
which to knead, roll, or mold flour-mixtures

;

a kneading-board ; a molding-board ; a rolling-
board.— 2. A board upon which bread is cut
on the table during the serving of a meal.

bread-crust (bred'krust), n. A crust of bread.
— Bread-cmst bomb. See *Iiom6.— Bread-cmst
stmctore or texture, in geol., the vesicular structiu'e
exhibited by the outer portions of many volcanic bombs,
resembling the crust of a loaf of bread, (jfeikie. Text-
book of GeoL, p. 274.

breadfruit, ?:.—African breadfruit, a tree of the
mulberry family, Trecvlia Africama. The large round
fruits contain numerous starchy seeds, buried in a spongy
substance, which are ground into meal and eaten by me
natives.

bread-maker (bred'ma'''k6r), n. A household
machine for mixing and kneading dough.
It consists of a tin vessel containing a curved blade
suspended from a vertical rod passing through the
cover of the vessel. By means of a horizontal handle
fixed to the rod the blade can be made to turn in the ves-

seL The materials are placed in the vessel, the cover
is jilaced over it and fastened, and the handle is turned
rapidly for a few minutes, when the dough is found
to be well kneaded and ready to be left to rise.

bread-nut, ». 2. The seeds of the fertile bread-
fruit, Artoearpus communis, which form a food
staple on many Paciflo islands and in the East
In^es. They are somewhat like European
chestnuts in flavor. See Artoearpus, bread-

fruit, *antipolo, and *dugdug.

bread-sticks (bred'stiks), n. pi. Bread-dough
rolled into sticks and baked: served with
bouillon, soup, or tea.

Breadth extreme, in gkip-bmtding, an expression used to
designate the greatest breadth of the ship to the outside of
planking or plating, whether above or below water.

—

Breadth for tonnage, in ehip'buOding, the breadth of a
vessel'used in calciilating the tonnage by an obsolete rule

called "builders' old measurement" It differs from
breadth extreme in the exclusion of extrathickness of out-

side plank worked in certain places over the average thick-
ness.—Breadth index. Same as cephalic index (which
see, under cephalic).—Internal blorbital breadth, in

anthrop., the distance between the inner sides of the two
orbits.—Interpterion breadth, the distance between
the pteria.—Minimum frontal breadth, in anthrop.,

the minimum distance between the temporal ridges.

—

Minimum ramus breadth, in anthrop., the minimum
breadth between the ascending branches of the lower jaw.

—Nasal breadth, the greatest breadth of the nose.

—

Orbital breadth, in anthrop., the greatest horizontal
diameter of orbit; also, the greatest distance from the
dacryon to the opposite side of orbit—Palatal breadth,
in anthrop. , the breadth of the palate, generally measured
between the canines as anterior and between the second
molars as posterior palatal breadth.— Straight of
breaAttXfbiship-building, s&me aB*middle-bocly. [Great
Britain.]

The "middle body" or "straight of breadth," is that
part of a ship amidships where the cross-sections main-
tain the form of the midship section.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 457.

breadwinning (bred'winding), n. The earning
of a livelihood.

breadwinning (bred'win'ing), a. Serving to
earn a livelihood: as, breadwinning pursuits
or labors.

break, v. I. trans. 14. In cricket, to cause (the
ball) to change its course after the pitch, by
imparting to it a twist or spin at the moment
of leaving the hand. Also used intransitively.

—To bre& a landing. See -klandmg.—To break a
will, to secure a judicial determination that an instru-

ment purporting to be a will is not a legal will by reason
of defects, either in the forms required for its proper exe-
cution or in the substance of the instrument.—To break
broadcast, to plow throughout ; in cotton-growing, con-
trasted with merely forming the beds. [Southern U. S.)

—To break (one) all up, to unsettle or disturb greatly.

[CoUoq.]-To break the balls, to open the game at
English billiards or ball-pool.—To break up. (/) To
confuse; disconcert, as a public speaker. [Slang.]—To
break up a fox, in hunting, after the fox is killed, to
take him away from the dogs, take off the mask, brush,
and pads, and then throw the remains to them to worry.

breaking-cap

—To break water. (*) To soften water for washing, in

case it contains much lime or magnesia, by the addition

of carbonate of soda or borax.

II. intrans. 15. In /e»njs and other games,
to bound: as, the ball breaks in a contrary

direction.— 16. In trap-shooting, to hit the tar-

get. Forest and Stream, Jan. 34, 1903, p. 80.

17. In cricket. See I. *14—To break back, in

cncket, said of a ball when it breaks from the off, that is,

as the bowler views it, from left to right. See Itoff-break.

Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 60.— To break down. (/) To
lose homogeneity : said of a composite fluid or semisolid

in the flrst stage df decomposition.—TO break even, in

faro, to bet tliat each card will win or lose an even num-
ber of times on the deal.— To break Off. (c) Said of the
wind when it comes more ahead, compelling a vessel to

to
off from her course in order to keep her sails fulL—To

reak up. (c) Naut., of a ship, to go to pieces in a
heavy sea ; of a storm, to cease.

break, n. 20. An unlucky remark, or a breach
of propriety, etiquette, or the Uke. [CoUoq.,

U. S.]— 21. In elect., the opening of an elec-

tric circuit.— 22. pi. Ini)%«. g'eoo., the broken
land at the border of an upland that is dis-

sected by ravines. [Western U. S.]— 23. An
apparatus for breaking the stalks of hemp,
etc.,withthe object of facilitating the separa-

tion of the bast froin the woody tissue. Also
called breaker.— 2^. The bound of the ball in

tennis service.— 25. A reduction in the rate of

wages. [Scotch.]— 26. In cncfcei.a ball which,
because of a twist or spin imparted to it by the

bowler, changes its course after the pitch.

—

27. In boxing and prize-fighting, the act of
separating after the contestants have come to
close quarters and seized each other. Certain
rules provide whether they may or may not
strike at each other upon 'breaking away,'
thatis, separating All-round break or mn, in 6a-
liards, one into whicha variety of billiard-strokes enter, and
the bails are never close together for more than three or
four shots at a time.—Hammer break. See kharrnner-
break.

breakaway (brak'a-wa), n. 1. An animal
which breaks away from a herd or flock.— 2.
A panic rush of sheep, cattle, horses, or other
animals at the sight or smell of water; a
stampede. [Australian in both senses.]

The smartest stock horse that ever brought his rider up
within whip distance of a breakaway or dodged the horas
of a sulky beast took the chance.

£. E. Morris, Austral English.

break-back (brak'bak), n. An off-break
(which see). Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 64.

breakbones, n. 2. A book-name for the giant
fulmar, Ossifragagigantea: usually called cope-
hen by sailors ; also, rarely used in books lor
the osprey, PanMon haliaetus and the lammer-
geier, Gypaetits barbatus.

break-club (brak'Mub), n. In golf, a stone or
other obstacle lying near the ball which might
break or injure the club in the act of playing.

breakdo'wn, n. II. a. Used or employed in
repairing a breakdown, specifically in the rail-

way service : as, a breakdown crew ; a break-
down train. Called wrecking-train, etc., in the
United States.

When the Westbound's ditched, and the tool-cai''s

hitched.
And it's 'Way for the Breakdown gang (Tai'a-ra

!)

'Way for the Breakdown gang

!

B. Kipling, .007

We moved off, . . . the flrst [train] being a slioit
" breakdown " pilot train.

Julian Ralph, War's Brighter Side, p. 89.

breaker, Ti.; 1. (A) in «Iect.,'a device tor opening an
electric cu-cuit,

breaker-scutcher (bra'k^r-skueh'fer), n. A
machine used iu preparing cotton for carding;
the first seutching-machine.
breakfaster (brek'fas-t6r), n. One who break-
fasts.

"Oh, don't you know what has happened?" said the
sacred breakfaster.

Sydney Smith, Irish £om. Cath. Church.

breakhead (brak'hed), n. Powerfully rein-
forced stem and bows, peculiar to certain ves-
sels used for breaking channels through heavy
ice.

In order to be able to maintain this ferry service in win-
ter the " Mecklenburg " has been constructed as an ice-
breaker. The hull has a breakhead such as is usually only
carried by ice-breakers, and other important reinforce-
ments. Sd. Amer. Sup., Jan. 9, 1904, p. 23422.

breaking-cap (bra'king-kap), n. 1. A cap
placed over an opening in the cylinder of a
steam-engine, so that if water collects in the
cylinder the cap will be broken and thus open
an outlet for it and prevent injury to the en-
gine.— 2. A cap or cup-shaped easting, used
in machines for rolUng iron or steel, such that
if a piece is fed t-o the rolls too cool, or too
hard, the casting will yield first and save the
more costly roll.
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breaking-harness (bra'king-har"'Des), n. A
harness of special design used in breaking
colts to familiarize them with the strapping
breaking-joint (bra'king-joint), n. The joint
or surface where an injured portion of the
body of an organism is thrown off and a new
one regenerated.
There is a definite brealdng-joint at the base of the

crabs leg, at which the sepaiation talces place.
T. H. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 100.

breaking-pin (bra'king-pin), n. In a con-
veyer or elevator, a small safety-pin inserted
at some point between the shafting or gearing
which operates the conveyer and a sprocket-
wheel which controls the belts or chains. Any
unusual strain breaks the pin, releases the
wheel, and causes the whole system to ston

breaking-snaflle (bra'king-snaf"l), «. AheaW d^^M^Tl^^'^l:^
'^°°^-

and three or more players hanging on it.

breaking-strength (bra'king-strength), n. In
mech., the strength of a body as measured by
the load, per unit of cross-section, necessary
to produce rupture.

break-off, n. 2. The act of breaking off, sep-
arating, or severing connection, company, or
relations.

break-vnnd (brak'wind), n. A rude shelter,
constructed of sticks, bushes, bark, or other
material, used by primitive tribes, such as the
former natives of Tasmania, and the Athapas-
cans of northwestern North America, in place breccial (brech'i-al), a. [breccia + -al^.l
of a tent or a hut. pertaining to, or of the nature of breccia . „=,
Ignorant of agrionltore, with no dwellings but rough one solid 6reccja? mass. ^Tane, GrinnellExped.,

huts or (ircai-MMMJs of sticks and barlj, . . . tliese sav- P """

brest

tett°S, „?ILl^,^:LTi/;;..^ri"? l'?«?l':?.l?g_fe^'=h'plug),,«.. In<,.dnan«.,thefrom a vertical or steeply inclined face of ore.

T
i°^'">^il ™ins this is a variety of underhand stoplng.

in Hat deposits the term is applied to an extended face
ot work, as distinguished from room-work.
breastwise (brest'wiz), adv. Abreast; side
by side.

To form the two bridges, two lines of ships . . . were
moored across the strait breastwise.

Qrote, Greece, IL iv. 38.

breathiness (breth'i-nes), n. In a vocal or
similar sound, the state, quality, or eflfect re-
sulting from an esqape of unvocalized air with
the sound proper, as in clumsy vocalization,
apprehensionorterror, whispering, etc. : some- 1. j- j, „ ,
times equivalent to ro/jee^JMess, which, how- "r^eain^-grouna (ore ding -ground), n. A
ever, is usually applied to mechanical sounds P

, ?
^"1**°'^ or used for breeding

: as " ducks
as to a poor organ tone. ' seeking their breeding-grounds," Kane, Arctic

>reatMng,m.-AMomHial breatMng. See ab- CSIz^^^-'a--. r,. ^ _l n „ ..
domMMiJre8pira(iom,underai)(«omi»ioi.—oheyne-stokes "'eeay (ore di), a. [breed + -yi]. Breeding
breathing. See CAej/jie-SioterespiTOJiion.underresmra- '^— '"''" i-t-ij.- t-^-
Uon. — Moutll breatlllllg, habitual breathing through
the open mouth instead of through the nose : often in
children a sign of obstruction of the posterior nares bv
adenoid vegetations.

Steel plug which closes the bore of a breech-
loading gun at the rear end. Breech-plugs are of
vanous forms, but are usually of the general shape of a
cylrader or truncated cone, on the suiface of which is an
Interrupted screw-thread corresponding to a similarfemale
interrupted thread in the breech of the gun. When the
plug IS entered into the breech of the gun, the threads on
tne plug enter the blanks between the threads in the
breech, and the two pai-ts are locked together by a quarter
or sirtli turn of the plug which engages the threads. See
oreeon^bCock and breecli^mechamsrn, with cut
breedmg, m.—Line breeding, in stoct-romnff, another
name for m- and- in breeding.— SiiaigiO, breeding
breeding within the limits of a breed : opposed to crosS-

readily, as rabbits
;
prolific.

Blockheads too are breedy, and double themselves every
ten years. Blackwood's Mag., XIL 65.

breathy (breth'i), a. [breath + -yi l 1 pep. J'eez, w. A simplified spelling of ftree^e (wind),

taining to or of the nature of breath —2 In '"^?®,^.®,' ?• ?• ^, electrotherap., a discharge

phonetics, accompanied with breath
;

pro-
nounced with open glottis ; uttered with
breath.—3. Characterized by a conspicuous
use of the bj-eath : said usually of vocal sounds
in which breath is needlessly and faultily
wasted.

Of,

of high tension electricity from a pointed or
brush electrode, causing a sensation as of a
spray falling on the sMn Mountain breeze,
valley breeze, cool winds blowing down a mountain-side
orthrough a valley, gorge, oreafion : especially felt dmiug
the late hours of clear nights in the summer season.

—

Topgallant breeze, a wind of such power as to permit
the carrying of topgallant sails only.

Brehmer arc-lamp. See electric *are.
breidin (bre'i-din), n. [Sp. brea, resin, -I- -id
+ -in^.']_ A compound of uncertain identity

?gar4"ea.S&'df'"n^Yn:\l'f '^^v' ^7°,^j^*°
(brech'i-at), .. * • preiand pp. brec- rlTf^.f-^^?'"''^

as occurring in elemi.
ji#H,yi,. i.™., AAV. 4ts/. cMted, -ppv. brecciating. [breccia + -ateX^ To brein (bre'in)^ m.

_
[Sp. 6rea, resin, -I- -j»2.]

.. (a) A fish, SparuB austra-
Callei' • ~ • -

bream^, n—Black bream.
lie, of the famUy Sparidee. Called in Tasmania silver
bream. [Australia.] (6) Girella tricuapidata, of the

family Kyphoddie. [Tasmania.]—Bony breom, a clu-
geoid fish, Darosoma erebi, found iu Australia.— Red
ream. Same as red swffi^er.—Ked-breasted bream,

a species of sunflsh, Lepomis auHtus, of the famUy C«»-
trarchidee, which reaches a length of from 6 to 8 inches :

.abundant from Maine to Louisiana in streams east of the
Alleghanies.— Silver bream, (a) Same as black -kbream
(a), (b) Same as white *bream (6).—White bream \b),

a flsh of New South Wales, Xystaema ovatum, of the brecciform (brech'i-fdrm), a,

vTj'il^n*'^
Also called mW6rf?j,.

,^ L. forma, form.1 Having th,
bream-backed (brem'bakt), a. Having the
back straight or slightly arched: said of a
horse.

He [a horse] was not jogged under the jaw, . . . hol-
low-backed, bream-backed, long-backed or broken-backed.

Southey, Doctor, V. cxliii.

brean2 (brean), n. [G. *brean, < Sp. brea, resin, bred, n. A simplified spelling of bread.
+ -an.^ A crystalline resm obtained from bredbergite (bred'berg-it), n. [Named after

break or shatter (the solid rock): a process com- A coinppund described by Baup as occurring
mon in the faulting and folding of strata. It ^^ elemi. It is probably impure amyrin.
is one of the' methods of origin of the rock breislakite (bris'lak-it), n. [Named after Sei-
1, »„ !,„—..

pione Breisldk, an Italian geologist (1748-
1826).] A mineral occurring at Vesuvius in
wool-like forms. Its exact character is uncer-
tain, but it has been referred to pyroxene, to
amphibole, and also to fayalite.

brekfast, n.. and V. A simplified spelling of
breakfast.

brelan (bra-Ion), B. [F.] 1. In games, three
of a kind.^2. An ancient French game very
much like poker, but played with only three
cards in each player's hand. It is now super-
sede4 by bouillotte.

same Bremia (bre'mi-a), n. [NL. (Kegel, 1843),
named for J. J. 'Bremi-'Wdlt, a Swiss natural-

known as breccia.

The folding which is almost certainly present would
easily joint or breeciate the brittle Niobrara limestone to
such an extent as to make it no banler to the accumular
tion of oil above from the carbonaceous constituents of
the beds below. (I. S. Oeol. Sure., 1902, p. 331.

[E. breccia +
L. forma, form.] Having the form of a brec-
cia. GeiMe, Text-book of Geol., p. 1071.
Brechitids (bre-kit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < £re-
chites + -idx."] A family of moUusks contain-
ing the genus Brechites, or Aspergillum, now
generally included in the Clamagellidse

B. G. Bredberg, a Swedish chemist, who ana-
, . ,.

(A) The front part of the first of a set of lyzed it.] An iron garnet from Sala, Sweden,
wool-carding machines for openmg the locks of wool pre- ».„n,,ij„_ j„ *i,„4. ;* „ .._: --^ i.,

*

elemi,

breast, n., 7.
wool-carding macmnesior openmg tne locks of wool pre- rleciiHar" in that itr pontains » <.nr,'ol/loi.»-hlo
paratory to passing them to the caiding- cylinders.—

Peculiar in mar it contains a considerable

Breast-dofTer, in wool-carding, the cylinder that doffs amount ot magnesium.
and conveys the wool from the breast, or first part, of the bredi (bra'di), n. [Cape Dutch.] In South
carding-maohine tothe main cylinder, or drum.-Broken Africa, vegetables stewed with meat.

abscessof thebreast--.rt^
^jredthi n

ng-

breast, gatbered. breast, »».,».,.,.,». ...^ »^,,„»-
nel breast, adeformity of the chest consisting in a
depression at the lower end of the sternum.— Hysteri-
cal breast, simulation of a tumor of the breast, sometimes
seen in young nervous women.
breast-board, n. 2. pi. In mining, retaining-
boards in the face of a heading in running
ground.

breast-bore (brest'bor), n. In mining, a bore-
hole in front. Barroioman, Glossary.

breast-brace (brest'bras), n. Any brace hav-
ing a knob or breastplate, so that the operator
can push on it with his breast to feed the
drill. See brace, 14.

breast-collar (brest'kol-ar), n. A harness-
strap passing round a horse's breast, to which
the traces are attached.

breast-high, a. As high as the breast; specifi

A simplified spelling of breadth.

breech, n. 5. The lowest quality or sort of
wool from the fleece of the sheep: it is taken
from the hinder part.

breech-cloth (brech'kldth), n. Same as breech-
clout.

breeches, ». pi— Fairofbreeches, in Eng. billiards,

making a winning and a losing hazard in two different
pockets by the one stroke, when playing from balk only.— Scotchmen's breeches, a kilt, it is a popular saying
that when enough blue sky appears after a stoim to make
a pair of Scotchman's breeches the weather will clear.
[Humorous.]

breeches-flue (brich'ez-fl6), n. An uptake; a
flue having conduits for gases of combustion
which join so as to discharge into one stack.

breeches-pipe (brieh 'ez-pip), n. A ^ipe which
divides into legs or branches ; a Y-pipe.

oally, in iM»»6mng', having a height of 4J^ feet breeches-tube (brich'ez-tiib), n. A boiler-

above the ground. tube or -flue which divides into two parts

breast-hole (brest'hol), n. The arched hole, which either run parallel or diverge,

at the base of a foundry cupola, used for breeching-body (brich'ing-bod'i), n. That
lighting the flre and taking out the cinder and part of the breeching of a harness which en-

slag after the iron has been drawn off. The
hole is covered by a sheet-iron door while the
blast is on.

breasting, n. 4. Same as *breast-stoping.

breast-mining (brest'mi"ning), n. Same as
*breast-stoping.

circles the rump of a horse. Itis held in place

SL^r*S;e t^'eVdf̂ rZe^cSt^^^

Sremia LactiKa.

a. a branching conidiophore showing the expansions and pro-
cesses on which the conidia are borne, much enlarged ; b, a ripe
conidium, highly magnified; c. a conidium after germination has
begun, highly magnified.

ist (1791-1857).] A genus of peronospor-
aoeous fungi. Tliey have the conidiophores expanded
into a cup-like disk, from the margin of which aiise short
processes bearing the spores. The single species, B. Lac-
tucee, is the downy mildew of lettuce. It also occurs on
several other closely related plants.

rings to receive the side or breeching-straps,

breeching-loop (brieh'ing-lop), ». 2. A
leather or metal loop used as a substitute for

the breeching-hook in a harness

[NL., < Gr. iipeifog, the young of any animal, -I-

-a/lo?, a mere termination.] The first larval

stage of a crustacean after leaving the egg.

breastplati n. 7 The iron plate used for breechmg-^trap (bricVing-strap), ». Astrap ^'^ephicitl':;'^^' f^ ^^I't^^^l.^^'It^i
covering the breast-hole ot a cupola.

breast-More (brest'shor), n. In ship-building,

one of a line of props or shores, nearly hori-

zontal, supporting transversely a ship in dry-

dock, in the vicinity of her load water-line.

Also called wale-shore. WJiite, Manual of

Naval Arch., p. 324.

by which the breeching is connected with the
trace in double harness, or with the shaft in

single harness.

breeching-tug (brich'ing-tug), n. In a har-

ness, a short tug provided with a buckle and
loops, attached to the breeching-body or braces

to receive the hip-strap.

fetus, embryo.] In biol., pertaining to an early

developmental stage.

brer (bmr, bru), n. A dialectal contraction of

the word 'brother' in use among the negroes
of the southern United States : as, brer Fox,
brer Rabbit, etc. J. C. Harris, Uncle Eemus.

brest, n. and v. A simplified spelling of breast.



bretas

bretas (bret'as), »!.; pi. bretea (-e-a). [Gr.
ppirai, pi. Bpirea.'] In Gr. antiq., a. small idol
or Image having slight resemblance to the
human form. There may be found indications
of a head, and sometimes of hair and drapery.
Bretea are often seated.

bretelles (bre-telz'), n. pi. [P.] In dressmak-
ing, straps running from the belt in front over
the shoulders to the belt in the back, with
more or less elaboration of trimming and out-
line. They usually broaden at the shoulder
and narrow toward the waist.
breth, n. A simplified spelling of breath.

Brethrenism (bresn'ren-izm), ». The prin-
ciples or doctrines of the sect known as Chris-
tian Brethren, Plymouth Brethren, and some-
times Darhyites. See Plymouth Brethren, under
hrotlier.

BretOIlj TO—^Low Breton, same as Breton, 2.

Bretonian (brf-td'ni-an), a. and n. [Cape
Breton or Cape Breton Island.] In geol., a
divisional name applied by Matthew to the
uppermost stage of Cambrian deposits in New
Brunswick. The rocks carry many fossils, among
them Dietyonema; pibelliftyrmA, a ^raptolite which in
other countries also marlss tlie sommit of the sediments
of Cambrian time.

bretonne (bre-ton'), »• [F., fem. of hreton,

Breton.] A pur6e of red onions.

Brev. An abbreviation of hrevet.

breviary, n—MozaraMc breviary, the breviary as
arranged according to the Mozarabic lituigy, now extant
only in the city of Toledo, Spain.

breviconic (brev-i-kon'ik), a. [L. brems,shott,
+ Gr. Kuwf, cone.] Having a short cone, as the
shells of certain fossil cephalopods.
brevipalatal (brev-i-pal'a-tal), a. Same as
^hraehyuranie. Turner.

Brevoortia, TO. 2. A genns of California plants
of the family lAUacex. B. Ida-Maia, the only
species, is a slender, grassy, half-hardy plant
with beautiful and lasting scarlet and green
flowers often called florial fire-cradkers.

Brewer's mask. See *mask'^.

brewst (brost), to. A brewing. Same as
hrowst.

brew-wife (bro'wif), to. [ME. 'bru^wyf.'\ A
woman who brews ; a brewster.

For the sei(d) gold smyth hath marled a hruewyf, and
keepeth the brue haus. Paston Letters, III. 244.

Brianchon hexagon, luster, point. See *hex-
agon, Muster^, *point^.

Briasse limestone. See *Umestone.

brick^, n. 1. Commercial bricks are divided into two
general classes, Tiard brick,^ and soft brick, A hm-d brick
IS any brick burned sufficiently hard to resist moisture,
heavy pressure, and moderate heat ; it ranges in color
from deep blue-black, through dark reds, to dark brown;
and reddish yellows, and is used for pavements, side-

walks, hearths, ovens, foundations, bridges, subways, and
exterior walls of buildings. A soft brick is a partly burned
brick, ranging in color from pale yellow to salmon, used
only for interior walls and partitions in dry places, such
as the backing of exterior walls, for filling in piers, and
in other places exposed to moderate temperature and
pressure. Each class is divided into many kinds, chiefly

described by their character or use, as hard building,
rough hard, ctynvmon hard, etc., and^'o^e, light, filling-in,

backing-up, ingide wall, etc.—AlTimlnons bricks,
bricks consisting principally of alumina. These bricks
are neutral in character, not being easily attacked by
either an acid or a basic slag. They are used as linings

of furnaces, where they will come in contact with the
slag or other corrosive material, or at a point of junction
between an acid and a basic lining.—Bauxite bricks,
refractory bricks made of calcined bauxite, mixed with
clay or plumbago. They are used for lining furnaces,

and are neutral in character.—Boston brick, a rough
face-brick much used in old colonial buildings. It is

made in shades of red.—BrOwn bllck, a hard flre-brick

used in constructing coke-ovens. It measures 9 inches
long by 4i by 2J at one end and i by 2J at the other end.
— Pace- or front-brick, any hard bnck suitable for the
front exterior walls of buildings of soine architectural

character.— Gage-brick, a special kind of flre-brick that
under the influence of heat changes color : used in bake-
ovens to serve as a crude guide to the temperature.

—

Glass brick, a street-paving material made of broken or

scrap glass, which is melted and compressed into shape.

By this treatment the glass is strengthened and its resist-

ing quality is increased.—Glazed bllCk, brick having
one face coated with enamel.—Honeycomb brick, flre-

brick of a special form, shown in the

figure, patented for use in the inte-

rior construction of the Cowper
regenerative hot-blast stove. Built

up together, these bricks form a

honeycomb-like structure with hex-

agonal channels, through which the

flame of blast-furnace waste gas

passes for two or three hours, heat-

ing up tie fire-brick, and is then re-

placed by air, which takes up the

heat ttius stored and is sent on to the ^„ „
furnace at a temperature of about l,60(r F.— Magneslte
brick a fire-brick made of impure magnesia mixed with

water, dried, and burned.—Muley brick, a brick-yard

term for an imperfect brick.—Natural brick, clays

Radial Brick.

ji, peiforation.
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baked or sintered by some natural source of heat, such as
a molten lava-flow or the spontaneous combustion of a
coal-seam. Set. Amer. Sup., July 23, 1904, p. 23872.—
Neutral brick, in metal., a brick coni^ining a large pro-
portion of alumina and capable of resisting well the action
of both acid and basic oxids at a high temperature with-
out slagging or melting down.— Fluladelpllla brick, a
flne quality of hard smooth-faced brick of a deep red color.

— Radial brick, a form of

refractoiy perforated brick
used in buUding tall chim-
neys. It is in the form of
the keystone of an arch and
has two rows of perfora- '

tions. Built into a circu-
lar chimney, radial bricks
break joint with each line
of perforations in line with
those in the briclcs below,
the mortar flUing the perforations through each tier of
bricks and binding them together verticidly.— Sand-Ilme
bllCk, a brick made from silicious sand, with a small ad-
mixture of lime to serve as cementing material, and
burned at a very high temperature.— Sewex^brlck, very
hard brick suitable for sewer or other- submerged or bur-
ied work.— Stock brick, any hai-d brick for general ex-
terior work.-WWte brlqk, brick made of clay that in
burning turns white : a flne decorative brick for interior
walls.

brick^, V. t.—To brick In, to inclose with brickwork

:

used of timber constructions the open spaces of which
have to be filled in with brickwork.—TO brick up, to
close with brickworit, as an opening ; to strengthen.with
brickwork, as a wall or pier.

brickbat, n. 3. Hornblende schist, which
upon weathering breaks up into rectangular
blocks from three sets of joints. Bulletin 213,
U. S. Geol. Surv., 1902, p. 59. [Local name
near Dahlonega^ Ga.]
brick-chisel (bnk'chiz"el), to. A short, heavy
steel chisel having a wide cutting-edge, used
by bricklayers in cutting fine face-brick.

Brlck-dnst depbslt, a urinary sediment of a brick-red
color, consisting of urates.

Brlckmakers' anemia. See -kan^miai.

bricknogged (brik'nogd), a. Filled with briok-
nogging, as a timber construction the open
spaces of which are to be filled in this way.
bnck-top (brik'top), TO. An edible agarica-
ceous fungus, Bypholoma suhlateritium.

bricole, to. 4. In MlUards, the act of causing
the cue-ball to hit a cushion first ; cushioning.
Banding, hanking, benching, and waiting are all

equivalents of cushioning in this sense.
brideship (brid'ship), TO. The standing or
status of a bride.

Wilhelmiiia's wedding day arrived, after a brideship of
eight months. Carlyle, Frederick the Great, II. viii. 276.

bridge^, TO. 13. (6) An arrangement of circuits,
electric or magnetic, whereby the bridge cir-

cuit connects from a point of one circuit to a
point of another circuit, and thereby permits
a comparison of the parts of the two circuits.— 14. In billiards: (o) A notched piece of
wood, attached to a long handle, used as a sup-

bridge

placed across an opening, for supporting some-
thing without closing too much of the open-
ing. Also bridge-bar, bridge-piece. Trautivine,
Engin.Pocket-book.

—

2 1 . In aDowcomposing-
machine, the place on the raceway where the
justification of a line of characters begins.
—Cytoplasmic bridge. See *cytoplamiic.—nytag
bridge, in ship-building, (b) The uppermost bridge, par-
ticularly in war-ships, of light construction, BUppoited
from below by open framework.—Hanging bridge.
(b) A partition hanging down from a boiler to deflect the
hot gases. This is sometimes a water-leg and sometimes
is made of flre-brick.^Low bridge I a cry of warning
on a canal-boat to duck the head when about to pass
under a bridge.

"Wa'al,"saysl, "Iwasthinkin"tI'dliketobet you. ..

that if all them fellers we seen this afternoon, that air
over fifty, c'd be got together, an' some one was suddenly
to holler 'Zow Bridge, that nineteen out o' twenty 'd

duck their heads." B. N. Westcott, David Harum, xxviiL

Natural bridge, a natural span of rock across a stream
or hollow, usually a remnant of the former roof of a cave.

^.1^

Honeycomb Brick.

Bridge-

port for the cue when the ball is in such a
position that the hand cannot conveniently be
used as a rest. (6) The thumb and forefinger
used as a rest over which the billiard-cue glides.

The best players now use the hooked fore-
finger, infolding the small end of the cue.

—

15. In math., the crossing-place of two sheets
of a Riemann's surface. It may run from to oo

along an arbitrary line, say along the ray of positive real
numbers. Along the bridge the surface intersects itseU.

16. A narrow-railed, movable plank extend-
ing across the flies of a theater : used in rais-

ing angels, fairies, etc., in spectacular plays,
and worked by ropes and pulleys from the
gridiron.— 17. A platform or scaffold hung by
ropes, used by mechanics in painting or fin-

ishing walls.— 18. An arched casting fastened
to the cover of a pump which guides the free
end of the plunger or piston-rod.— 19. In min-
ing: (a) A platform on wheels running on
rails for covering the mouth of a shaft or
slope. (6) A track or platform which passes
over an inclined haulage-way and can be
raised out of the wa^of ascendingand descend-
ing cars, (c) An air-crossing. Coal and Metal
Miner^ Pooketbook. — 20. A narrow strip,

The 'Caroline' Natural Bridge, San Juan County, Utah.

Height, from surface of water to lower center of arch, 197 feet;

width, from buttress to buttress at bottom of canon. 308 feet 6

inches; thickness of sandstone arch at highest point, 125 feet.

which after the destruction of adjacent parts of the for-

mation may leave a bridge-like structure. Famous natural

bridges occur in Virginia and Utah.—Supracondylar
brl&e. See ksupracondylar.—tra.v&mg bridge, a
porSble bridge mounted on a form of truck. Such bridges
are generally used for transporting materials such as coal

or ore from cars to storage-bins or from the storage-bins

to cars.

bridge^, v. I. trans. 4. In card-playing, to
bend (a card) so that a confederate can cut the
pack wherever the bent card is placed.

II. intrans. In wrestling, to make a bridge
of the body by pressing the head and feet ort

the ground and bowing up the back, to prevent
the opponent from securing a fall.

bridge^ fbrij), n. [Short for bridge whist, prop.
bridge whist, < bridge'^ + whist. The allusion

is not determined. It is not the same as in

bridge^, v. 4. The "Russian britch," cited as
the source of the Eng. word, must be recently
borrowed from the Eng.] A card game for

four players, a variant of whist, called also
(originally) bridge whist. The players cut for part-
nership and deal, each drawing from a full pack of 62
cards, spread face downward on the table. The two low-
est pair against the two highest, and the lowest of the
four has the choice of seats and cards and takes the first

deal. In cutting, the ace is low ; in play it is high, the
other cards ranking from the king down to the deuce.
Partners sit opposite each other, the petitions at the table
being as in the diagram

:

Dummy

The leader and the pone are known as the adversaries.
The dealer presents the pack to the pone to be cut^ and
then distributes the cards one at a time until each player
has 13. No trump is'<tumed. If any cai'd is found faced
in the pack, or il the last card does not come in its proper
order to the dealer, or if any player has more or less than
13 cards, there must be a new deal by the same dealer.
No matter what irregularity occurs, the deider cannot lose
his deaL The dummy shuffles the still pacl: for the next
deal. The dealer looks at his hand and announces the
suit he selects as a trump for that deal, or declares to

Slay without a trump, or passes the declaration over to
is partner, wh» must decide on something without con-

sultation. Should the dimrniy declare before being asked



bridge

to do BO, the leader may demand that the declaration shall
Btand, or that there shall be a new deal. If the dummy
asks the dealer to make the declaration, the leader may
ask for a new deal or insist on the dummy declaring. If
either of the adversaries makes a declaration, the dealer
may either deal again or ignore the irregularity. Bridge
is played in rubbers, two out of three games of 30 points
each winning. If the same partners win the first two
games, the third is not played. All tricks over six taken
by one side count toward the game, bui. tba value o; these
tricks varies with the declaration. When spades are
trumps, each trick above six counts 2 ; when clubs are
trumps, 4 ; diamonds, 6 ; hearts, 8 ; and when there is no
trump, 12. No matter how much more than enough to
win the game may be made, it is all counted. In addi-
tion to the trick scores there are 6 honors in the trump
suit (ace, king, queen, jack, and ten), the value of which
varies with the declaration. When there is no trump the
four aces are the only honors. The honors count nothing
toward the game, but they add to the value of the rubber
as follows

:

Declaration



brilliantine

brilliantine (bril-yan-ten'), ». IbrilHant +
-iiie^.\ 1, A dress-goods for women's wear,
similar to alpaca, but superior to it in richness
of material and finish. -^2. A name freely and
generally employed to desi^ate toilet prepara-
tions of variable composition for the face or
hair.

brimade (brl-mad'), n. [F. slang.] A hazing
(at certain civil and military schoolsin France).
brimborion (brim-bo'ri-on), «. |[Also brim-
borium. F. brimborion, a bauble, a gewgaw,
formerly one of a series of prayers that were
mumbled over. OF. breborion, perhaps a cor-
ruption of ML. breviarium, a breviary: see
breviary. Cf. the etym. of bead.'] A trifling

object kept as a charm orgewgaw ; a trifle : as,

"handing 6rtTO6orio»«, baubles, kniekknacks,"
etc. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, III. 8.

brin^, n. 2. One of the two circular fibers that
issue from the silkworm. It consists of two
parts, the inner of fibroin, or true silk, and the
outer of sericin, or silk-glue.

Biindle disease. See ''disease.

brine^-j ». 4. In»"e/nper.,asolution of alkaline
salts m water, which has a solidifying point
below the temperature at which the solution
is to be used—Leach brine, the brine which drains
away from common salt crystallized by boiling when this

is staked up in piles ready to be returned to the boiling-
pans.

brine-cooler (brm'ko"ler), ». A coil of pipes
used for cooling the brine used in a cold-stor-
age warehouse orin an ice-machine. Itisidenti-
cal with the pipe ammonia condenser, except that the pipes
ai-e larger and the brine flows downward through a small
interior pipe, while the ammonia flows upward through
the larger pipe inclosing the brine-pipe, the expansion of
the ammonia absorbing the heat of the brine and reducing
it to a low temperature. See ^aitimonia condenser.

brine-fly (bnn'fli), n. Any one of a number
of insects of the dipterous family Epkydridse,
whose larvsB live in alkaline lakes and salt-

wells. See Ephydra and JSphydridss.

brine-gage (brin'gaj), n. A saUnometer.
brine-well (bnn'wel), n. A well from which
natural brine is obtained.

A description of the great field of brine-welU which has
accumulated a population of a million people in the town
of Tze-liu-tsin. deog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XII. 95.

bring, v. t. to bring in, in whist or bridge, to get the
lead with (a suit) after establishing it.—To bring to
grass, to bring to the surface, as ore.

II. intrans—To bring up all standing, said of a
vessel when she comes to anchor without taking in her
sails, or when she strikes an obstruction and is suddenly
halted while all sail is set

brinjarree (brin-ja're), n, [Also brimjarry; a
perverted form (perhaps by confusion with
Pers. birinj, rice) of binjarree for bunjarree, a
grain merchant: see bunjarree.] In India, a
grain merchant : same as bunjarree.

Brinjarree dog, a long-haired, rough-coated,
tan-colored East Indian breed of greyhound,
used in hunting jackals. [East Indian.]

brio (bre'6), ». [It.: see con brio.] Spirit,

animation ; especially, in music, in the expres-

sion eon bno, spiritedly,

Briovarian system. See *system.

bri^Uet^, W., 2, The production of such blocks now
constitutes an important industi-y. Cohesion is obtained

by pressing in heated molds (in the case of bituminous
coal), or by addition of tar or pitch, or of clay or hydraulic

cement. Ball's, solid cylinders, or most commonly brick-

shaped blocks are thus formed by molding.—Petroleum
briquet, a briquet made of a mixture consisting of 1

liter of petroleum, 150 grams of soft soap, 150 grams of

resin, and 300 grams of caustic soda-lye wash. This

mixture is well heated and allowed to solidify, and then

run into molds of the required size, in which it is heated

again in a furnace for about 15 minutes. The briquets

produced in this way are said to yield three times as

much heat as ordinary coal and are much lighter. Their

solidity can be increased by adding sawdust or sand to

the mixture.

brigueti (bri-kef), ». *.; pret. and pp. briqueted,

briquetted, ppr. briqueUng, briquetUng. To
compress (minerals or mineral dust) into

bricks ; form into briquets.

The slag is a waste product, and the flue-dust, collected

by speoifl devioes in dust-chambers, is briqmtted by

machinery. Eneye. Brit, XXX 173.

briftuet^ (bri-ka'). n. A silver coin of the

fifteenth century, current in Holland: so called

from the figure it bears of a short thrusting

sword (briquet) held in a lion's claw.

briQUetage(bri-ke-tazh'). » [F., brickwork,

<

brique, brick: see JncA;2.] Jn prehistoric ar-

cliseol., masses of oven-baked clay found in

some parts of western Europe, and supposed

to be remains of an ancient salt industry.

Am£r. Anthropol, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 162.

Brisbane box. See *boxK
. .

brisling (bris'hng), n. [Ongm unknown.] A
elupeoid &sh, Sardinellapilchardus, caaght m
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great numbers in the English Channel, in the
seas of Spain and Portugal, and in the Med-
iterranean. They are cooked and packed in
oil in tin cans.

Brislington delf. See *delf^.

brisqiue (brisk), «. [F., origin unknown, per-
haps from brisk.] A privileged card in certain
games: as, in the game of bezique, the aces
and tens of the various suits, all of which
count toward the game.

bristle-bird (bris'l-berd), n. Any one of the
Australian reed-warblers of the genus Sphe-
nura: so called from the bristles about the
comers of the mouth.

bristle-cell (bris'l-sel), n. One of the eiliate
cells of the auditory-nerve terminations.

bristletail, n. 2. One of the many names
borne by the ruddy duck, Erismatura rubida,
given on account of the stiff tail-feathers.

bristUng^, n. Same as *brisUng.
Bristol delf. 8ee*delf^.
britannia (bri-tan'i-a), n. Same as Britannia
metal (which see, under metal).

britch (brich), n. Same as breech, n., 5.

britholite (brith'o-lit), n. [So called in allu-
sion to its high specific gravity ; < Gr. pp26og,

weight, M0OQ stone.] A rare silicate and phos-
phate of the cerium metals and calcium, oc-
curring in brown, pseudohexagonal crystals:
found in southern Greenland.

British Board of Trade unit, British dollar,
British standard candle. See *unii,*doliar,
standard *eandle.

Britishism (brit'ish-ism), «. Same as Briti-
cism.

Brito-arctic (brit-o-ark'tik), a. British and
arctic.

It is evident, therefore, that the basalts of Cape Flora
and Hooker Island are similar to types widely distributed
in the Brito-arctic volcanic province.

Oeog. Jour., XI. 134.

brittle-fern (brit'l-fem), n. See *fern.i.

brittlelyt (brit'1-li ), adv. In a brittle or fragUe
manner.
briza (bre'za), «.. [Sp. brisa, Pg. brigd : see
breeze''^.] A local afternoon and evening
breeze at San Juan, Porto Rico, it is the regular
northeast trade-wind deflected to an east wind by the in-

fluence of the land surface.

broach'^, n. 21. An occasional name for the
hurdy-gurdy (which see).—22. In quarrying,
a tool used in a machine-drill to break down
the walls between a row of boreholes in order
to form a continuous channel. Also called
broaching-bit.

broach^Tbroch), «. [Short for Broach cotton,

from Broach, Baroach^ Hind. Bharoch,
Bhroch, orig. (Gujarati) Bhrigu-kachchha,
Bhdru-Jcachchha, an ancient and modern city
of Gujarat (Guzerat) (Yule).] A short-stapled
cotton grown in the Broach district of the
Bombay Presidency, British India.

broaching-bit (bro'ching-bit), n. Same as
*broachi, 22.
Broad Scotch, the unliterary vernacular of the Lowlands
of Scotland.

broadcast (br^d'kast), v. t. To sow broad-
cast. [Recent.]

In the spring wheat districts, the winds tend to lay
bare the seeds when broadcasted.

T. F. Hunt, Cereals in America, 1904, p. 85.

broadhead (br&d'bead), n. The name of a
fish, the Grubber broadhead, a species of an-
chovy, Anchovia producta, of the family JSn-

broken-haired

commonest of the American katydids, Cyrtophyllus con-
cavus. See katydid.

brocade (bro-kad'),».*.
;
pret.andpp.ftrocoderf,

ppr. brocading. 'To weave with a pattern in

relief, for the ornamentation and enrichment
of the fabric.

brocaded, a. 4. Figuratively, heavily 'em-
broidered' with pompous diction: as, "much
of the language is stiffly brocaded," Athemeum,
Jan. 23, 1904.

Brocard angle, Brocard angle of a polygon,
Brocardarcs, points, triangles. See-^'angleS,

*arc, etc.

Brocardist (bro-kar'dist), n. A geometer who
works along the particular line of research
concerning the geometry of the triangle

started by H. Brocard in 1875 and 1881.
Broca's area, convolution, point, stereograph. See
irarea, etc.—Broca's center. Same as speech-center.—
Broca's gyrus. Same as iv/erior frontal gyrus. See
frontal gyri, under gyrus.

brochidodrome (brok'i-do-drom), a. [Gr.

I^poxk (PpoxiS-), dim. of 'Pp6xo(, a loop, +
-Spo/ioc, < dpafielv, to run.] Forming loops
within the blade of the leaf : said of the nerves.
See nervation (a) (3).

brockage, «. 2. Broken or damaged material;
broken glass, pottery, etc.

broderie (brod-re'), n. [F.] 1. In ceram., a
style of decoration first used at Rouen and
later at other French factories : suggested by

broad-headed (brad'hed"ed), a. Same as
brachycephalie.

broad-headedness (brftd'hed*ed-nes), n. Same
as brachycephalism. The vague term broad-headed-
ness hasbeen employed by recent writers, because brachy-
cephalism has been used as if implying in all cases racial
unity among the persons concerned.

broadleaf, n. 2, Also in New Zealand a name
for a large tree of the dogwood family, De-
costea littoralis (Griselinia Uttoralis of Raoul),
yielding a bard, red, durable wood. Called
by the natives ^a«7i;atea.

broadman, broadsman (brftd-'or br&dz'man),
n.; pi. broadmen, broadsmen (-men). One who
resides near the Norfolk; broads. See broad,
n., 1.

broad-minded (brM'min"ded), a. Character-
ized by breadth of view and freedom from big-

otry ; liberal and unprejudiced : as, a broad-
minded man.
broadsheet (br4d'shet), n. Same as broad-
side, 4.

broad-winged (br4d'wing* d), a. Having
broad wings— Broad-winged katydid, one of the

Broderie.—Plate, design in blue, Rouen, France.
In tlie Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia.

the embroidery patterns of the same period.— 2. pi. In music, embellishments or highly
figured variations or accompaniments.
Brodisea (bro-di-e'a), n. [NL. (Smith, 1811),
named in honor of James Brodie, a Scotch
botanist who lived about the year 1800.] 1.
An untenable name for Hookera, a genus of
plants of the family Liliacese. By some authors
the name is used to include also plants of the related
genera Triteleia and Milla. Among the brodiseas some-
times cultivated in the United States are Hookera eoron-
aria,^ H. terrestris, H. Californica. Triteleia laxa, T.
ca7idida,MiA T. peduTieularis.

2. [?. c] A plant of the genus ^oofcera. The
brodiaias are bulbous plants of the Pacific coast, some of
great beauty and gathered wild or cultivated for orna-
ment. From the habit of some species has arisen the
name California hyacinth. See itolue-dicks.

broguery (br6g'6r-i), n. [brogue + -ery.]

Characteristic brogue : as, "by dint of swag-
gering, impudence, and broguery," Erasers
Mag., XIX. 443.

broild, i?. a. A simplified spelling of broiled.

broiler^, «. 4. In railroading, a parlor-car
fitted with a grill kitchen or a kitchen in which
broiling of chops, etc., can be done without
the more elaborate cooking of a dining-car ; a
grill-room ear.— 5. An attachment to a gas-
stove, or a special gas-stove, adapted to broil-
ing meat or fish. Two types are in use, the horizon-
tal oroiler in which the steak or fish to be broiled is laid
on a grid under a broad flat gas-flame ; and the vertical
broiler in which the steak is placed in a hinged grid on
edge between two 'sheets of metal kept red hot by gas-
flames.

Broken hand. See Mand.—Broken over, (a) In book-
binding, a phrase applied to the creasing down of a small
part of an inserted print near the binding margin, for the
piupose of giving support to the binding thread. (6) In
printing, said of the fault of a sheet of paper which shows
on its surface the creasing marks of broken fibers.

—

Broken weather, unsettled weather.

broken-backed, a. 8. Of ahorse, a loose term
for *hollow-backed.

He was not . . . long-backed or broken-backed.
Sovihey, Doctor, cxliiL

broken-haired (bro'kn-hard), a. Rough-
coated : said of such dogs as the Scotch and
Irish terriers.



broken-knees

broken-knees (bro'kn-nez), n. pi. A conditiou
seen in badly kuee-sprung horses in which the
animal cannot keep permanently in the up-
right position but is liable at any time to fall

upon the knees.

Broken-wing fever. Same as dengue.
broker^^, n—Odd-lot broker, one who deals in lots of
less than 50 or 100 shares of stock.

broker^ (bro'kfer), ». [broke, p. a., + -eri.]

One who has 'gone broke'; a 'dead broke,'
ruined, or bankrupt man. [Slang, Australia.]
hiokes (hvoks), n. pi. [broke, p. a.^ The low-
est grade of wool fleece, taken from the neck
and belly of the sheep.

broking (brok'ing), n. [A back-formation
from brok-er + -ing^.} The business of a bro-
ker ; the brokei''s trade : as, tumituve-broking

:

Tp&^nbroking.

bromacetic (bro-ma-set'ik), a. [brom(ine)
+ acetic:] Derived from acetic acid by the
substitution of bromine for hydrogen.—Broma-
cetic aoidi an acid made hy^ the action of bromine upon
acetic acid. Monobromacetic add is a crystalline sub-
stance, CHoBr.COOH, which melts at 60-51° C. Dibro-
macetic aeid, CHBrg-COOH, forms crystals which melt at
45-60" C. Tribromacetie add,, CBrs-COOH, is a crystalline
compound which melts at 135" C.

bromalin (bro'ma-lin), n. [brom{we) + -al^

+ -4»2.] A colorless, nearly tasteless crystal-

line compound, (CH2)6NH.C2H5Br, obtained
by the action of eth^l bromide on hexamethy-
lene-tetramiue. It is used as a substitute for
alkaline bromides. Also known as bromethyl-
formin.
bromamide (brom ' am - id), n. [brom(ine)
+ amide.] A colorless, odorless, and taste-
less compound, C6H2Br3NH2HBr, obtained lay

the action of hydrobromic acid upon amido
tribrombenzol. It is analgesic, sedative, and
antipyretic.

bromargyrite (brom-ar'ji-nt), n. [brom(ide)
+ argyrite.] Same as bromyrite.

bromatologist (bro-ma-tol'o-jist), n. [broma-
iology + 4st.] One who is skilled in the
science of dietetics.

bromatotoxicon (bro'-'ma-to-tok'si-kon), n.

[NL., < Gr. flpCi/ia{T-), food, '+ to^ik6v, poison.]
Any poisonous substance produced in an arti-

cle of food.

bromatotoxin (bro'^ma-to-tok'sin), n. [bro-

matotox{icon) + -»»''*.] A basic poison gene-
rated in foodby the growth of bacteria orfungi

.

bromatotOXism (br6"ma-to-toks'izm), n. [bro-

matoiox{ic) + -ism.] Poisoning with broma-
totoxin in some article of food.

brome, ra. 3. Sanaensbrome-grass Redbrome.
Same as red -kchess.

brome-grass, ».—Australian brome-grass. Same
as /MjiMJ-jcrass.— Austrian, awnless, beardless, Hun-
gsurlan brome-grass.— Same as smooth -kbrome-gram.

—Eusslan brome-grass, chiefly the smooth -kbrome-

f^rnw.- Short-awned brome-^ass, Bromus brevia-

ristatus, a Eooky Mountain species, valuable in meadows
at high altitudes.— Smooth brome-grass, a beardless

species, Brwmts inermis, native in the dry regions of Rus-
sia, prized as a hay grass in Europe, and now proving very
valuable in the semi-arid parts of the northwestern United
States. It is a perennial grass foiining a turf in loose

soils and very resistant to drought.— western brome-
grass, Bromus Pumpelliarms, a native of the northern
Eocky Mountain region, similar to the smooth brome-grass
and perhaps of like value.— Wlllaxd's brome-grass, the
chess or cheat, Bromus secalinus.

bromeliaoeous(br6-me-li-a'shius), n. Belong-
ing to the Bromeliacese or pineapple family.

bromelin (brom'f-lin), n. [JBromelia, a former
name of the pineapple (Ananas Ananas), +
-j»2.] A proteolytic ferment derived from the

juice of the pineapple.

bromhydric (brom-hi'drik), a. [An inversion

of hydrobromic] Same as hydrobromic.

Bromian (bro'mi-an), a. [Gr. ^p^tiiog, noisy,

an epithet of Bacchus, < ^pofws, noise, roar,

< ^pi/iecv, roar.] Of or pertaining to Bromius
or Bacchus ; Bacchic. Shelley.

bromide, n Alkaline bromide, a compound obtained

when bromine acts on alkaline metals.—Bromide emul-
sloiL See *eTOirfm(m.—Bromide ofetbyl, the old term
for ethyl *6romide.—Bromide paper. See *paper.

Lbromide, aci
U2ii5Br. ItisanestL ,

less liquid, CgH^Bro, of chloroform odor, used as an anti;

— -.nw( - -

Ethyl bromide, a colorless, limpid, inflammable liquid,

C2HjBr. It is anesthetic.—Etiiylene bromide, a color-

less liqUia, tJ2^4^^2» o^ cnioroioilll uuur, uacu aa iwi auvi-

epileptic—Potassium bromide, a salt largely prepared

and used. In medicine it is employed to allay nervous

irritability, and hence as an indirect hypnotic, in epilepsy,

hysteria, alcoholic mania, etc It is also used m photog-

raphy.-Kadlnm bromide. See *radium.

bromin, ». A simplified spelling of bromine.

brominate (bro'mi-nat), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.

brominated, ppr. brominating. [bromine +
>afel.] To cause to react with bromine ; espe-

cially, to replace hydrogen with bromine in an
organic compoimd.
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Their properties of being chlorinating or brominating

agents, of being susceptible to hydrolysis, and of being
readily reaiTanged into acyl derivatives of chlorinated or
brominated anilines, NHgCCeHiX), would agree equally
well with either of the above constitutions (I. and II.).

Amer. Chem. Jour., April, 1903, p. 292.

bromination (bro-mi-na'shon), n. [bromine +
-ation.] The process of treating a substance
with bromine : especially, for the introduction
of a bromine atom in place of hydrogen (in an
organic compound). Nature, July 9, 1903,
p. 238.
womlne water, in chem., water holding bromine in solu-
tion ; often used with advantage in analytical chemistry
as a substitute for chlorine water.

broinil)in (bro'mi-pin), n. A yellow, oily, non-
irritating liquid consisting of 10 parts bro-
mine and 90 parts oil of sesame. It is said to
be of value in epilepsy and neurasthenia.
bromization (bro-mi-za'shon), n. [bromize +
-ation.] 1. Impregnation with bromine or the
bromides.— 2. Induction of a toxic state by
means of large doses of the bromides.
bromized (bro'mizd), p. d. Under the influ-
ence of large doses of one of the bromides, as
bromide of potassium or sodium. Buck, Med.
Handbook, II. 484.

bromo-albmnin (br5"m6-al-bTi'min), ». A
compound of bromine and peptone, albumose,
or protogen given internally for general ner-
vous conditions.

bromohematin (bro-mo-hem'a-tin), n. [brom-
(ine) + hematin.] A substance analogous to
hemin, in which hydrobromic acid is combined
with hematin in the place of hydrochloric acid.

bromobemol (bro-mo-hem'ol), n. Ared-browu
compound of bromine and hemol containing
2.7 per cent, bromine. It is hematinic and
sedative.

bromohydrate (bro-mo-hi'drat), n. [brom(ine)
+ hydr\ogen) + -ate^.] Same as hydrobrom-
ate.

bromol (bro'mol), n. [brom(ine) + -ol.] Same
as tribromphenol.

bromomania (bro-mo-ma'ni-a), n. [brom(ide)
+ Gr. /iavia, madness.] The condition of being
morbidly addicted to the use of any of the
medicinal bromides.
bromophenol (bro-mo-fe'nol), n. Same as
tribromphenol.

bronchadenitis (brong"kad-e-nI'tis), n. [Gr.
Bpdyxog, windpipe, + dd^v, gland, + -itis.]

Inflammation of the bronchial glands.

Bronchial asthma, catarrh. See ^asthma,
*catarrh.

bronchiectasia (brong"ki-ek-ta'si-a), n. [NL.]
Same as bronchiectasis.

broncMectatic (brong-ki-ek-tat'ik), o. Same
as bronchiectasic. Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31,

1903, p. 200.

broncniogenic (brong"ki-o-3en'ik), a. [Gr.

.ppdyxia, the bronchial tubes, -t- -yej^f, pro-

duced.] Of bronchial origin. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, IV. 356.

bronchiolitis (brong^'ki-q-li'tis), n. [NL., <

bronchiole + -itis.] Capillary bronchitis.

bronchiospasm (brong'ki-o-spazm), n. [Gr.

jjpdyxia, bronchia, + anaa/i6(, contraction.]

•Spasmodic narrowing of the bronchia.

bronchismus (brong-kis'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

pp6yxog, windpipe.] Same as ^bronchiospasm.

bronchitis, » catarrhal bronchitis, simple bron-

chial inflammation with profuse secretion.—Croupous,
exudative bronchitis. Same as pseudomembranous
bronchitis.— retid. bronchitis, bronchitis accompanied
with a foul-smelling expectoration.—Fibrinous, mem-
branous bronchitis. Same aspseudomembranous bron-

cMfis.—Potters' bronchitis. Same as potters'-kasthma.

Productive bronchitis, bronchial inflammation ac-

companied by an irregular formation of fibrous tissue in and

around the bronchial tubes.—Putrid bronchitis. Same
as fetid •ftroncAifts.— Staphylococcus bronchitis,

bronchial inflammation excited by the presence of staphy-

iococci.-Streptococcus bronchitis, bronchial mflam-

mation excited by the presence of streptococm.— Sunoca^
tlve bronchitis. Same as capillary bronchitis.— Ver-
minous bronchitis, a bronchial inflammation in cattle

due to the presence in the bronchial tubes of a parasitic

worm, Strongylus Maria, called in sheep husk, in calves

Aoose.—Vesicular bronchitis. Same as bronchopneu-

monia.

bronchocavernous (brong-k6-kav'6r-nus), a.

[Gr. Ppdyxoc, the windpipe, + L. cavernosus,

cavernous.] Relating to the bronchi and to a

pulmonary cavity ; noting a quality of sound

heard on auscultation of the chest. Buck,

Medical Handbook, II. 818.

bronchopleuropneumonia (brong"k6-pl6"r6-

nii-mo'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Pp6yxoQ, windpipe,

^pleuropneumonia.] Pneumonia complicated

by bronchitis and pleurisy.

bronchopneumonia (brong-'ko-nfl-mon ik), a.

brontothere

Relating to,eausedby,or affected withbroncho-
pneumonia. Jour. Exper. Med., V. 165.

bronchopulmonary (brong-ko-pul'mo-na-ri),
a. [Gr. pp&yxoQ, the windpipe, -1- h. pulm6(,n-),
lung, + -ary.] Relating to the bronchi and
the lungs. Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 848.
bronchoscope (brong'ko-skop), ». [Gr. PpdyxoQ,
windpipe, -I- mowelv, view.] An instrument
used in examining the interior of the trachea
and the beginning of the bronchi.
A bronchoscope, which consists of a tube, the inner sur-

face of which is highly polished to serve aa a reflector, with
an electric lamp aiTanged so as to throw a strong light on
the tube, was passed into the bronchial tube and then
withdrawn. Sleet. World and Engin. , Jan. 16, 1904, p. 14a

bronchoscopy (broug-kos'ko-pi), n. [Gr.
Ppdyxos, windpipe, -I- oKovelv, view.] Inspection
of the larger bronchial tubes by means of re-
flected light, usually through an opening into
the trachea.

Bronchoscopy allows the whole bronchial tree to be
searched. Therapeutic Gazette, Jan., 1903, p. 60.

bronchovesicular (brong"k6-ve-sik'u-lar), a.

Relating to both bronchial tube's and pulmon-
ary air-cells—^Bronchovesicular murmur, a sound
heard in cases of partial consolidation of the lung, in

which the normal vesicular murmur is present, but more
or less obscured by the bronchial respiration. See
respiration.

bronco-buster (brong'k6-bus"t6r), n . One who
subdues or breaks a bronco to the saddle.
[Western U. S. slang.]

He y/OB accordingly given the belt and declared to be
the "champion bronco-buster" of the world.

Wide World Mag., April, 1903, p. 647.

bronco-busting (brong'ko-bus"ting), n. The
process of breaking broncos to the saddle.
[Western U. S. slang.] <

bronco-grass (brong'ko-gras), n. A brome-
grass, Bromus maximus Giissoni, native in the
Mediterraneau region, introduced into CaU-
fomia and a troublesome weed in the region
of San Francisco bay.
Bronsil shales. See *shale^.

bironteion (bron-te'ou), n.; pi. bronteia (-a).

[Gr.] Same as bronteum.
brontogram (bron'to-gram), n. [Gr. Ppavrri,

thunder, -I- ypamia, writing.] The record-sheet
fromthebrontometerorbrontograph ; also any
diagram of lines on a map showing the phe-
nomena of thunder-storms.
brontograph (bron'to-graf), n. [Gr. ppovrti,

thunder, -I- y/ad^av, write.] 1. Same as ftrOK-

Marviu's Brontograph.

a b, largfe metallic box to which the frame c d, the rapidly revolv-
ing cylinders, the aneroid boxy*, the post^, the pivots h andt, are
firmly attached. The levers k I and / p cause the pen at fi to
make a magnified record of the motions of the pivot k attached to

' the upper movable surface of the aneroid box. The air within the
box is first brought into equilibrium with the outside air by open-
ing and closing the stopcock s just before an observation is to be
made. A slow wave of compression and expansion causes the exter-
nal air to contract and expand : the aneroid pivot k, and eventually
the pen, follows these changes sluggishly but still approximately.
Rapid or high pitch sound-waves cannot be recorded by this bron-
tograph.

tomster. 2. An apparatus devised by Marvin
(1899) for recording any wave of sound, as
thunder or the discharge of a cannon.— 3. A
map or diagram showing the progress of the
front of a thunder-storm by means of isobronts
or equivalent lines for successive hours.

brOntometer (bron-tom'e-ter), n. [Gr. ^povTij,

thunder, + /ihpov, measure.] An instrument
devised by G. W. Symons, and constructed in

1888, for registering simultaneously the time
of beginning and ending of lightning, thunder,

rain, wind, and other phenomena of thunder-

storms. More properly a brontograph.

Brontops (bron'tops), n. [Gr. ^pavrij, thunder,

-I- 6i^, voice.] See Titanotherium.

Brontornis (bron-tfir'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.

ppavT?!, thunder, -f- opvi^, bird.] A genus of

gigantic extinct birds, related to Phororhaeos,

whose bones are found in the Santa Cruz Mio-

cene of Patagonia. See cut under ^Flwror-

hacos.

brontothere (bron'to-ther), «. An animal of

the genus Brontofherium.



bronze

bronze, n.—Blsmath bronze, a bronze in which bis-
muth replaces the copper of the copper-tin aUoy.—^Boron
bronze. See -Ahoron-bronze. —Bronze posiUve. See
Aixm'ttve.—Deoxidized bronze. See Tobin Itbrome.—
Diamine bronze, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the
triazo type, derived from benzidine. It dyes unmordanted
cotton a bronzy brown from an alkaline salt bath. When
after-treated with copper sulphate or chromium fluoride
the shade is rendered faster and darker. — Magenta
bronze. See tungsten -khronze.—Manganese bronze.
(6) Same as manganese brown (which see,|under brown).^
Nickel bronze. See •knickel-brome.—'Piaatic bronze,
a copper, lead, tin, and nickel alloy which casta readily,
gives good castings, and can be easily machined.—Platl-
nnm bronze. See *platinum^bronze.—SaSrtOIl bronze.
See tungsten *6)-onze.—Tobln bronze, an alloy resem-
bling in its properties deltarmetal (which see), and com-
posed chiefly of copper, zinc, tin, iron, and lead, in vary-
mg proportions. Tobin bronze is used extensively for
household articles, ornaments, parts of machinery, etc.

One sort of Tobin bronze—composed, before oxidation,
of 82.67 per cent, copper, 12.40 per cent tin, 3.23 per cent.
zinc, 2.14 per cent, lead, and some iron and silver—is sold
under the name of "deoxidized bronze."—Tungsten
bronze, a substance made by dissolvingtungsten trioxid in
fused potassium or sodium tungstate. With the potassium
compound the product is called magenta bronze, and
consists of violet crystals with a coppery luster. With
the sodium compound the product is called saffron bronze
and the resulting crystals have a golden luster. When
ground they are used as pigments.

Bronzed diabetes. See *diabetes.

bronze-steel (bronz'stel), n. A hard, tough
alloy of copper, tin, and iron: used as a gun-
metal.

bronziness (bron'zi-nes), n. Bronze-like qual-
ity or color.

Autumnal browns . . . rise gradually . . . from a
sort of buif to broniartess.

AtTienseum, May 4, 1896, p. 576.

brood^, n. 6. Oyster spat in the second year
of development.— Foul brood, a disease of the
honey-bee caused hy tfiacillus cdvei. It affects both early

stages (brood) and adults.

brood^, V. t. 4. To incubate: as, 6j-oo<te«i eggs.
Jour, Exper. Med., VI. 251.

brood-chamber (brod'cham"ber), n. A cham-
ber which is folded off from the uterus and
closed around each embryo in some species of
Peripatus; any chamber for holding the devel-
oping eggs or young of an animal.

broo&r, n. Z. Same as couveitse, 2. Buck,
Med. Handbook, VI. 749.

broodered (brO'dferd), a. Hatched or reared
in a brooder; artificially reared: as, broodered
chickens. [Kare.]

brood-food (brod'fed), n. A prepared food
for bees in their early stage : in one form it is

a pap prepared from pollen.

broodineSS (bro'di-nes), n. Inclination to

brood or sit, as in a hen.

broodingly (bro'ding-U), adv. In a brooding
manner; while brooding. Bulwer, PUg. Ehine,
xxvi.

brood-lamella (brSd'la-mel'a), n.
;
pi. irood-

lamellse (-§). In crustaceans, a part of an ap-

pendage modified to form a protective cover
for the eggs or young.

In the female of the Arthrostaca, Schizopoda, and Cu-
rnacea the brood-la/mellse on the basal joints of the tho-

racic feet . . . develop at the approach oif sexual maturity.
Lang (trans.), Comp. Anat., p. 380.

broodlet (brSd'let), n. gyrood + -let.'] A young
bird; a chick.

brpokable (brtik'a-bl), a. [hrook^ + -able.']

Capable of being brooked, put up with, or en-

dured; endurable. Bogg, Tales and Sketches,

V. 41.

brook-grass (bruk'gras), n. Andropogon glo-

meratus, a broom-like species found in low
grounds. In the southern United States it is,

in its young state, valuable for pasturage.

brook-lamprey (bruk'lam''pri), n. Same as

river-lamprey.

brook-ninner (bruk'run-6r), n. The water-

rail, BallviS aquaticus.

brook-silk (bruk'silk), n. A popular name for

Spirogyra, (Edogonium, and other filamentous

algse.

brook-stickleback (bruk'stik'l-bak), n. See
''stickleback.

brook-tongue (bruk'tung), n. The water-hem-

lock, Cicuta maculata, and perhaps other spe-

cies.

brook-trout (bruk'trout), n. See trout^.

brool (brBl), n. [Imitative. Of. G, Iriill, n., <

brullen, roar.] A murmuring sound as of wind
blowing through a forest.

List to the brool of that royal forest-voice.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 2.

broom^, « Native broom, swamp-broom, in Aus-

tralia, same as mamp-oak, 2 (a). It yields a soft, spongy

wood.—FneumatlO broom. See -kpneumatic.—Purple
broom Cmneeperma retunum, an Australasian plant of the

family 'Polygalacese, bearing racemes of small purple

flowers.—Sweet broom Same as sweet broomweed (see.

168
broomweed) and licorice-weed.—WUi broom, the deer-
weed, Lotus glaber, a plant somewhat resembling the
common broom. [California.J

broomer (brom'er), n. One who uses a broom,
as in street-cleaning; a street-sweeper; a
broom-man. [Kare.J N. E. D.
broom-rape, n—Americanbroom-rape, tlie squaw-
root, ConophoHs Americana, a fleshy light-brown root-
parasite.—Branched broom-rape. Same as hemp
kbroom-rape.—Broom-rape family. See Orobanaha-
cese. —Clover broom-rape. Same as lesser -A-broom-
rape,—Hemp broom-rape, Orobanche ramosa, an Old
World species, in Kentucky now an annoying parasite
on the roots of hemp and tobacco.—Leaserbroom-rape,
Orobanche minor. See Orobanche.—Louisiana broom-
rape, Orobanche Ludoviciana, a species native to the
western United States.—Naked broom-rape. (a) See
naked. (6) Same as pale or one-jiowered •kbroom^rape,—
Pale or one-flowered broom-rape, Thalesia unifiora,
SL woodland plant ofthebroom-rape family, widely diffused
in North America, sending up from near the ground one
to four slender peduncles with single nodding white or
violet flowers.

broom-squarer (br8m'skwar*6r), n. See
*broom-squire.
broom-squire (brSm'skwir), %. In certain parts
of England, a squatter on a moor who lives by
making brooms of heath. Also in West Surrey
called broom-squarer.

" Broonirsquires f" " So we call in Berkshire squatters on
the moor, who live by tying heath into brooms/"

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xiv.

broomstick, n—To marry- over the broomstick,
to go tlu-ough a make-believe marriage ceremony in which
both parties jump over a broomstick ; a sort of play in which
the parties are children or a grown person and a child

:

hence, by allusion, a mock marriage ceremony.

There's some as think she was m^irried over the bromn-
stick, if she was married at alL

J. Hawthorne, Fort. Fool, iv.

broom-wire (brom'wlr), n. The wire used by
broom-makers in bindingthehead to the broom-
stick,

Broseley dragon, porcelain. See ^dragon,
*porcelain^.

brosingCbro'zing), «, Meal-time, Alaobrosing-
time. [Scotch.]

Brosmophycins (bros-mo-fi-si'ne), n.pl. [Nil.,

< Brosmophyds + -inse.'] A subfamily of fishes
of the family BrotuUdse, includingtwo genera,
Brosmophyds and Ogilbia.

Brosmophycis (bros-mo-fi'sis), n. [NL,, <
Norw, orosme (see Brosmms), + Gr, ^xrig,
fern, ^i^k, a fish living in seaweed (the forked
hake ?), < 0ii/cof, seaweed.] A genus of fishes of
the family BrotuUdse, represented by a single
species, B. marginatus, found on the California
coast.

brostenite (bros'te-nit), n. [Brost4m (see def.)
-I- -ite^.J A hydrated manganite of ferrous
iron and manganese, occurring in black friable
masses in crystalline schists near Brostdni in
Bumania.

brother, n.—Brethren of the Sack, an association of
mendicant monks in the thirteenth century, who were
vulgarly so called from the coarse sack they wore as an
outer garment.

Brotherist (bruTH'6r-ist), n. A follower of
Richard Brothers (1757-1824), a fanatic who
predicted the destruction of the world. He an-
nounced himself as the nephew of the Almighty and prince
of the Hebrews, appointed to lead them to a new Jeru-
salem on the banks of the Jordan.

brotherlike (bru9PH'6r-lik), a. Brotherly ; fra-

ternal ; like a brother.

Welcome, good Clarence ; this is brother-like.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 1.

brothership (bruTH'er-ship), n. 1. Brother-
liness.— 2. A fraternity or gild ; a brother-
hood.
brotochore (bro'to-kor), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ^pordg,
a mortal, + x'^P^l'"). spread abroad.] In phyto-
geog., a plantdisseininated through the agency
of man. F. E. Clements.

brotuliform (bro-tu'li-form), a. Formed like a
brotuloid fish,

brougham-hansom (bra'am-han^sum), n. A
public cab having the driver's seat at the front
and the entrance at the rear: originated by a
London firm of carriage-builders.

Broun's rule. See *rule^.

brow-ache (brou'ak), n. Supraorbital neural-
gia. Also brow-pang.

browed (broud), a. Having a brow or brows
(of some specified kind) : as, low-6rowe^, dark-
browed, etc.

Browgill beds. See *bed^.

brown, I, a—Brown ash. See *asAi.—Brown
body, the pigmented remnants of the old polypide which
breaks down and is replaced by a new polypide in the
Polyzoa.

The periodical histolysis of the polypide, leading to the
formation of a brown body, may partly be due to the ac-
cumulation of excretory substances in the cells of the ali-

mentary canal (Harmer, Quart. J. ilicr. Sci., xxxiiL p.

brown
123) ; but the effects of artificially Introduced pigments
(indigo-carmine, etc.) suggest that the excretory function
is in part performed by some of the mesodermic tissues.

Bncyc. BHt, XXil. 827.

Brown Body (Fiustra pnpyrea Pall.) Naples x 50. Illustrating
the development of a new polypide after the lormation of^a

broimt body.

A. a. two masses formed from the alimentary canal ; b, degene-
rating tentacles ; c, connective tissue ; d, young polypide butf. B.
Another zocecium, later stage; b, brown body; t, retractor mus.
cles;^ tentacle-sheath ; g, stomach; h, tentacle, C. The same
zocecium, 191 hours later; letters as in B. A and B are seen from
the front, C from the back.

(After figure in " Cambridge Natural History.")

—Brown disease. See *disease.—Brown NP, a mor-
dant coal-tar color pepared by combining diazotized
para-nitraniline with pyrogallol. It dyes chromium-mor-
danted wool a brown.—Brown-pzint paper. See i^pa-
iier.-Brown rot, mst, vltrioL See *rot, *n«», *mt-
rial.

n. n.—Acid alizarin brown, a mordant^acid coal-
tar color. It is rendered extremely fast when subjected
to an after-chroming.— Acid brown. See *acid-brown.
—Alizarin brown. Same as anthracene -kbrown.— Al-
kali brown, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the moiio-
azo type. It dyes unmordanted cotton a reddish brown
in an alkaline bath. Also called benzo-brown 5R.— An-
thracene brown, a mordant coal-tar color derived from
anthraquinone. It is a trihydroxyanthraquinone and is

therefore isomeric with anthrapurpurin, flaAropurpurin,
and purpurin. With a chromium mordant it gives very
fast bi'owns, particularly on wooL Sometimes called ali-

zarin brown.—Asphalt brown, a brown pitch originally
obtained from the Dead Sea, but now from the residue
of the distillation of bituminous matter. In the powdered
form it is used as a pigment. Its solution hi turpentine
is called asphalt paint.—Benzo dark brown, a direct
cotton coal-tar color of unpublished composition. It

dyes unmordanted cotton black-brown shades in a salt
bath.— Catechu brown, (a) a direct cotton coal-tar
color of the tetrakisazo type, derived from Bismarck
brown. It dyes unmordanted cotton brown in a salt

bath, {b) A brown produced upon textile material with
catechu. Also csHleAcutch brown. See catechu.— Chlor-
amlne brown, a direct cotton coal-tar color of unpub-
lished composition.- Cologne brown, a pigment of
humus-like character, similar to Cassel brown.— Colum-
bia brown, a direct coal-tar color used for dyeing cot-
ton. In a salt bath it dyes unmordanted cotton a brown
which becomes darker when diazotized and developed
with phenylene diamine.— Cryogen brown, a coal-tar
color of the sulphid type, of unknown constitution. It

dyes unmordajited cotton brown in a salt bath.— Gutch
brown. Same as catechu *brown.—Diamine brown,
the name given to several direct cotton coal-tar colors of
the diazo type, derived from benzidine. They dye un^
mordanted cotton various shades of brown.—Diamond
brown, a mordant-acid coal-tar color of unpublished
composition. It dyes wool brown in an acid bath, the
shade becoming exceedingly fast when after-treated with
potassium bichromate. It may also be applied upon
chi'omium-mordanted wool.— Diazin brOwn, a basic
coal-tar color of unpublished composition, but probably
of the monoazo type and derived from safranine. It dyes
tannin-mordanted cotton a brown of good fastness.-
Diazo brown, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the diazo
type. It dyes unmordanted cotton brown in a salt bath,
but for the best results a subsequent diazotizing and de-
veloping is necessary.- Dlphenyl brown, a duect cot-
ton coal-tar color of the diazo type, derived from benzi-
dine. It dyes unmordanted cotton brown in a salt bath.— Direct brown J, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the
tetrakisazo type, prepared by combining two molecules
of diazotized meta-amido-benzoic acid with Bismarck
brown. It dyes unmordanted cotton brown in a salt
bath.—Direct brown R, a color obtained by dyeing
with polychromine and subsequently diazotizing and
developing with meta-phenylene diamine.—Dnrophe-
nine brown, a coal-tar color of unceitain composi-
tion, prepared by boiling nitroso-phenol with sulphuric
acid. It dyes unmordanted cotton brown in a sodimn-
stdphid bath, the shade being rendered faster by an
after-chroming.— Egyptian brown. Same as mummy
kbrown.-rlije6. brown, an American agapetid butter-
fly, Satyrodeseanthus, occuiTingeaatof the Mississippi and
feeding in its larval stages on sedges and grasses.— Fast
brown. Same as naphthylamine •kbrovjn.—Gemmed
brown, an American agapetid butterfly, Neonympha
gemma, occurring in the southern United States and feed-
ing in its larval stages on grasses.— CiOld brown. Same
as phenylene brown (which see, under brown).— Hessian
brown, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the tetrakisazo
type, derived from benzidine or toluidine, sulphanilic
acid, and resorcinol. It dyes unmordanted cotton brown
in an alkaline salt bath.— Janus brown, a Janus coal.tar
color. It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton brown in a neu-
tral bath and unmordanted cotton in an acid bath ; similar
to diazm -tibroum.— Kongo brown G and R, direct cot-
ton coal-tar colors of tlie triazo type, derived from ben-
zidine. They dye unmordanted cotton brown in a salt

bath.—Mikado brown, a direct cotton coal-tar color o!
the stilbene type, prepared by the action of caustic-soda



brown
iDlntion upon para-nitrotolnene-sulphonic acid. It dyes
cotton brown in a salt bath.— Mlimny brown, a brown
pigment consisting of a bituminous matter mixed with
animal remains brought from the catacombs, where bitu-
men was employed in embalming.-^ Naphthylamlne
brown, an acid coal-tar color prepared by combining di-

azotized naphthionic acid with a-naphthol. . It dyes wool
brown in an acid bath.—Pioryl brown, an acid coal-tar
color, now obsolete.—Figment brown. Same as Sudan
Adrmun.- Seal brown, a rich, dark brown. See seal-

brmvn.— Sudan brown, an insoluble colored azo com-
pound prepared by combining diazotized a-naphthylamine
with d-naphthoL It is not used in textile-coloring, but is of
value for the coloring of oU, soap, and spirit varnishes.

—

Bulpbone brown, a sulphone coal-tar color of unpub-
lished composition. It dyes wool brown in a salt bath
containing ammonium acetate or a little acetic acid.

—

Toluylene brown G, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the
diazo type, derived from tolylene diamine. It dyes,unmor-
danted cotton a yellowish brown in a salt bath, and is very
fast to soaping.—Toluylene brown R, a direct cotton
coal-tai' colorofthe tetrakisazo type, derived from tolylene
diamine and naphthionic acid. It dyes unmordanted
cotton brown in a salt bath.—Zambesi brown, a direct
cotton coal-tar color. It dyes unmordanted cotton in a
salt bath dull purplish browns, which when diazotized
and developed are converted into dark yellowish browns.

browneyed-Susan (broun-id-sti'zan), n. The
common cone-flower, Budbeckia Mrta: the
same as *blackeyed-Su^an (which see).

brownie-bug (brou'ni-bug), n. Any one of
many species of the homopterous family Mem,-
braeidsB, so called on account of their bizarre
appearance. Sei. Amer. Sup., Dee. 6, 1902,

p. 22520.

browning, n. 3. In plastering, the second
ooat. The first coat, called the scratch coat,

is generally deeply scored to receive and hold
the browning.— 4. In bot., the discoloration
which takes place in vegetable cells when they
are injured, as by cutting. It is probably due
to chemical changes.

If a suitable mass of living cells is neatly cut with a
sharp razor the flist perceptible change is one of color

;

the white "flesh" of a potato or an apple, for instance,
turns brown as the air enters the cut cells, and the micro-
scope shows tliat this browning affects cell-walls and
contents alike. M. Ward, Disease in Plants, p. 122.

brown-saddler (broun'saddler), n. One who
makes riding-saddles. [Eng.]
brownstone,. ». 2. Decomposed iron pyrites.

browntail (broun'tal), n. A local name for
the Tasmauian tit, Acanthiza diemenensis.

brown-top (broun'top), n. 1. A panic-grass,
Panieum fuscum, having the panicle brown.
It is native in tropical America, also in Florida and Texas,
and is similar in habit and value to the Texas millet (see
under IrmiUet).

2. The redtop, Agrostis alba.

browny, «. 2. A kind of currant loaf in com-
mon use in Australia.

Roast mutton and brownie are given us to eat
Gilbert Parker, Round the Compass, p. 36.

brow-pang (brou'pang), n. Same as *brow-
ache.

browse^, ».—Slag-hearth browse, partly reduced
lead ore mixed witti cinder, obtained in smelting gray
Blag in the slag-hearth. The lead from the slag-hearth
browse is extracted by resmelting.

brow-skid (brou'skid), n. The chief beam in

a frame to which tackle for loading logs on
ears is fastened. Also called draw-skid and
lead-log.

brow-tined (brou'tind), a. Having a brow-
tine or branch starting just above the bur and
bending forward : said of antlers. This condition

is characteristic of the genus Cervus and related forms.

Contrasted with *fork-tmed.

If this be not enough, we may refer to p. 291, where it

is suggested that the extinct Sedgwick's deer may be allied

to the Oriental rusine group. Evidently the author
(Sir H. Johnston] does not know the difference between a
brow-lined and a fork-tined antler, as, indeed, may be
gathered from certain statements in regard to supposed
roe-antlers later on in the work.

Nature, Dec. 31, 1903, p. 194.

Bmce's banana. See *hanana.
bracia (bro'si-a), n. [NL.] Same as brucine.

Brugtee's picrate powder. See *powder.

Briinl's receiver. See *receiver.

bruisable (broz'a-bl), a. [Also Iruiseable;

bruise + -able.] "Capable of being bruised;
friable. Cotgrave.

bruise, v. t to bmlaewater (naut), said of a vessel

when she pitches heavily into a head sea.

bruise, « ^Dry bruise, a bruise without ecchymosis,

or subcutaneous effusion of blood.

bruisewater (broz'waf'er), n. A bluff-bowed

vessel which creates much disturbance under
the bows when forcing its way through the

water.

bruit, n. —Aneurlsmal bruit, a murmur heard on
auscultating over an aneurism. — Brult de chOC [r.,

'sound of impact'], the second sound of the heart accom-

panied by an impression of impact, such as is noted in

auscultating over an aneurism of the aorta.—Bruit de
cnlrneuf [F., 'sound of new leather'), a sound resembling
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the creaking of leather sometimes heard in pericarditis.
—Bruit de dra pean (F., 'sound of (flapping) cloth'], a
napping sound produced by the to-and-fro movement of a
polypus in the ti-achea.-Bruit de POt f^l^ [F., 'sound of
cracked pot'], a sound heard on percussion over a cavity in
the lung which is fllled with air and communicates with
the bronchia by a narrow opening.—^Brult de aoufflet [F.,
' sound of bellows '], a blowing sound heard in certain affec-
tions of the heait and also over an artery when it is com-
pressed.—Systolic bruit, an abnormal sound heard, on
auscultation, with the contraction of the heart

bruiter (brS'tfer), ». [brmt + -eri.J One -who
bruits or spreads abroad reports or rumors.
Vdall.

brum^ (brum), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. brwmmed, ppr.

brumming. [Imitative var. of bum^, «.] To
humj murmur. Blackwood's Mag., LVI. 207.
brum' (brum), a. and n. A slangy contraction
of brummagem.
brumby (brum'bi), n. [Native Australian.]
A name.used originally in Australia to denote
a wild or unbroken horse and adopted in other
English colonies.

People who lost money on him called him a brumby.
£. Kipling, The Broken-link Handicap.

brummagem, a. II. n. A piece of brum-
magem ware; hence, an imitation; sham.
In these days one is so used to sham and imitation and

Brummagem, that when by chance one comes to the real
thing it is hard to believe in it

Miss Thaekeray, Village, p. 9.

brummer (bro'mer), n. [G., < brummen, hum,
buzz : see oomb^, etc.] Same as bombard, 6.

brummish (brum'ish), a. [brum^ +,-««fei.]

Brummagem ; counterfeit ; of counterfeit char-
acter : applied to coin. Colman the Founger.
[Slang.]

brunch (brunch), n. [br(eakfast) -I- {l)unch.']

In Oxford University slang, a meal which
takes the place of breakfast and lunch.
brunch-word (bmnch'werd), n. A word made
on the model of ' brunch,' that is, by blend-
ing parts of two other words ; a *blend-word
(much see).

brunella (brS-nel'a), n. [An improper form
of prunella."] A plant of the genus Prunella.
These plants ai'e little perennial weeds, sometimes grown
in rockeries and slightly shaded paits of the border. Pru-
nella vulgaris, commonly called selj'-heal or heal-all, is

found wild in America, Asia, and Europe, often invading
poor lawns and causing annoyance. See prunella^, 2.

brunetness (bro-net'nes), n. In anthrop., the
character of being brunette.
brunettism (bre-net'ism), n. Same as *bru-
netness. Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March,
1902, p. 157.

Brunfelsia (brun-fel'si-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus,
1753, adopted from Plumier, 1703), named in
honor of Otto Brunfels (1488?-1534:), an early
German botanist and physician.] A genus
of plants of the family Solanacese, containing
about 30 species; native in tropical America.
A few of thp species are grown In warm glass houses.
B. Hopeana and B. paudflora are the most common, the
latter being a veiy handsome plant, flowering in succession
most of the year. B. Americana, B. hydran^exformis,
and others are also in cultivation. See Franeiscea.

brunissure (bru-ni-siir' or brii'nis-ur), n.

[F., browning, < brunir, brown: see burnish, v.]

A disease of grape-vines characterized by the
formation of brown spots covering more or less

of the surface of the leaves. The cause of it

is uncertain.

Brunistic (bro-nis'tik), a. Of or pertaining
to the doctrines of Giordano Bruno, the Italian

philosopher (1548-1600). Encyc. Brit., XXX.
651.

brunneous (brun'f-us), a. [ML. brunneus,

bruneu^, < brunus, brown : see brown.] Dark
brown : used chiefly in entomology: as, brun-

neous-gray wings. Humphreys, Brito. Mths,

I.S137.

brunsvlgite (brunz'vig-it), n. [Dan. Brunsvig,

Brunswick, + -ite^.] A kind of chlorite occur-

ing in gabbro in the Eadauthal, Germany.
Brunswick stew. See *stew^.

Brunton's calciner. See *calciner.

brush, »., 7. (6) One of the ends of the sta-

tionary circuit of an electric machine which
receive the current from or supply it to the
revolving circuit: so called because they had
formerly a brush -like structure. Now the
' brushes ' are solid blocks of carbon or graphite, or pack-

ages of wiie gauze or of metal leaves. The pai-t of the

revolving circuit with which the brushes make contact is

called the coTnmutator or collector.

13. The hair on the upper end of a grain of

wheat. It furnishes a distinction between
varieties Ambnlacral brush. See -kambidacral.—

Brush discharge, electrode. See -kdischarge, -kelec-

trode.— Faradle brush, a brush-electrode; a wire brush

attached to one pole of a battery and used m the appli-

cation of electricity to the surface of the body.—TO be In

the brush, to be embarrassed or confused, as a public

brush-turpentine

Electric Brush-holder.

a, Drush ; d, brush-box ; c, brush.box stud ; d, washer ; e, brush-
holder shank; f, clamping-screw; ^.spring-box; A, spring-box
bolt; I, tension-lever; k, tension-lever head ; /, brusn-spring

;

m, pig-tail connection; 71, thumb-screw; 0, adjustment notches.

speaker. [Western U.S.]—Wire bmBh,anybrushmade
entirely, or neai'ly so, of wires. SpeciflcaUy : (a) a hair-
brush made with metal wires in place of bristles ; (b) a
gilder's brush of brass wire used for spreading gilding
and for cleaning metal siulaces; (c) a brush made wim
iron wires used for street-sweeping

; id) a carding brush

;

ete.

brush, V. t. 6. In »»im»gr, to remove, by blast-
ing or otherwise, rock from (the floor or roof
of a level or roadway) to increase its height.

brush-cherry (brush'cher-i),K. 1. See cherry^.— 2. An Australian tree, Caryophyllus myrtifo-
Uus {Eugenia myrtifolia of Sims), which yields
alight-reddish, elastic timber, used for staves,
oars, boat-building, boomerangs, and shields.
Its red, acid fruit makes a good preserve.

brush-clutch (brush'kluch), n. A clutch in

which a semipositive contact is obtained by
having wire brushes on one face catch into
grooves on the other face.

brush-coal (brush'kol), n. In mining, the coal
taken down when the top of a level is brushed.

brush-deal (brush'del), n. A slender Austra-
lian tree, Cupaniopsis anaeardioides, of the
soapberry family. It yields a tough, close-
grained, pinkish timber, sometimes used for
house-building.

brusher, n. 3. A miner who enlarges the
roadways by breaking down the roof-rook or

j
by taking up rook from the floor.— 4. A local
Australian name for tne small, active kanga-
roos which inhabit the scrub, or brush.
brusher-Off (brush'er-6f), n. A worker in a
pottery who brushes off the ware before it

goes to the kiln.

The atmosphere which the brushers-o^, the finishers,

and the porcelain makers generally work in lin the Limo-
ges potteries] contained 640,000,000 of dust-particles to
the cubic metre. Buck, Med. Handbook, VL 324.

brush-grain (bmsl^gran), n. In the painting
of woodworli, an effect produced when the
second coat is made to show through the third,
of another color, by passing the brush over it

while the second coat is still wet. N. and Q.
9th ser., VIII. 310.

brush-harrow (brush'har'''6), n. Same as
brush, 6.

brush-holder (brush'h61'''d6r), n. A device
for holding the brushes of an electric machine.
See *brush, 13, with cut.

brush-hook (brush ' huk), n. A bush-hook
(which see).

brushing (brush'ing), n. In mining, that part
of the roof or floor of a roadway which is re-

moved to increase its height. Barrowman,
Glossary.

brush-line (bmsh'Iin), n. A fishing-line sus-

pended from a branch of a tree, with the hook
immersedin the waterbeneath: usedfor catch-
ing catfish in a Mississippi river overflow.

Practically all the fishing is done with "trot-lines" and
"brush-lines."
Jordan and Evermann, Amer. Food and Game Fishes,

[p. 18.

brush-scythe (brush'siTH), n. A *bush-scythe
(which see).

brush-turkey, n. The name is also loosely applied

to various megapods, or mound-builders, besides the
curious TcdegaHus lathami. Among these is the maUee,
Leipoa ocellata. It is also given to the bustard, Eupodo-
tis australis.

brush-turpentine (brush'ter'^pen-tin), n. In

Australia, either one of two trees of the myrtle

family, Syncarpia leptopetala and Bhodamia
trinervia, both yielding useful timber. The
latter is also called ved scrub tea-tree and three-

veined myrtle. See Syncarpia and compare tur-

pentine-tree, 2.



brush-wire

brush-wire (brush 'wir),n. Wire which is made
especially for coarse brushes such as are used
in street-sweepers.
bruski, brusque (brusk), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
brushed, hritsqued, ppr. hrusJdng, brusquing

' [brusk^, o.] To treat with scant courtesy or
in a brusk, offhand way : as, " in this first dia-
logue he brusques Tasso," Fraser's Mag., XIII.
530—To bmsk It, to assume a brusk manner ; act with
bruakness: as, "111 i)r««o««i«alittle," ScoK, Woodstock,
I. 160.

bruskly, brusquely (brusk'li), adv. In a brusk
manner; offhandedly and with scant cour-
tesy.

brusque, brusquely. See *brus1c^, *brusMy.
brut (brut), a. and n. [F. brut, fem. brute,
rude, rough, unfashioned, < L. brutus, brute.
See brute, «.] I. a. Kaw; rough; rude; as
applied to wines, dry ; not sweet.

n. n. \¥ . diamant brut."] Arough diarcond
or other gem. Eoughing out a gem is often
called Iruting. M. Bauer, Precious Stones,
V. 243.

brute, n. 3. ATiui., a yacht that to some extent
saerinoes fineness of lines to fullness of form,
so that great initial stability and sail-carrying
power are obtained.

"Reliance," however, is a brute of the most pronounced
type, tlie term brute being used in its present accepted
sense among yachtsmen as meaning a vessel tliat sacri-
fices fineness of folln to fullness, great initial stability,
and large sail-carrying power.

Set. Amer., May 9, 1903, p. 354.

bruter (bru'tSr), n. \brut^ + -ej-l.] One who
roughs out or roughly shapes gems either by
chipping or by grinding them. M. Bauer,
Precious Stones, p. 244.

bruting (brii'ting), »fc. [hrui^ +-ing^.'] Eough-
ing out or shaping gems by chipping or grind-
ing.

brutting (brut'ing), n. \brutT- + -ing\'\ 1.
Browsing; nibbling of young shoots.— 2. The
breaking off of young shoots (or branches?).
[Provincial in all uses.]—Brutting crew, a crew
which rolls logs down slopes too steep for teams.

Bruxellian (bruk-zel'i-an), a. and n. [F.
Bruxetles, E. Brussels, in Belgium.] In geol.,

noting a local division of the Middle Eocene
in Belgium, corresponding in part to the lower
portion of the limestones of the Paris basin.
See *Lutetian.

bryaceous (bri-a'shius). a. Belonging or per-
taining to the family Bryacese or to the order
Bryales, that is, to the true mosses.
Bryales (bri-a'lez), n.pl. [NL., < Bryum +
-ates.] An order of mosses, the true mosses,
characterized by having the spore-ease sepa-
rated from the wall of the capsule by a hollow
cylindrical intercellular space. It is divided into
the Acrocarpi and Pleurocarpi (ranked as suborders)
and embraces by far the greater Q^rt of all mosses.

Bryanthus (bri-an'thus), «. [NL. (Gmelin,
1769), < Gtr. ffpiiov, moss, + avfloQ, flower, in
allusion to the habit of the plant.] A genus
of plants of the family Ericacese. The only spe-

cies, B. Gmelini, is a moss-like or heather-like plant of
eastern Siberia. The use of the name is sometimes ex-

tended to include the allied genus Phyltodoce. This con-
sists of about 6 species, belonging to the arctic-alpine

regions of both hemispheres. They are low, evergreen,

heat^-like shrubs with handsome yellow, red, or purplish
flowers. Bryanthxts empetriformie and other species are
occasionally cultivated.

Brycon (bii'kon),, n. [NL., < Gr. Ppiiicuv, ppr.

of ^piiiceiv, eat greedily.] A genus of fishes of

the family Charaoinidse, of numerous species,

the typical one being B. dentex, found on the
coast of South America.
Bryophyllum (bri-o-fil'um), n. [NL. (Salis-

bury, 1805), < Gr. p'pvmi, moss, + i^Xhcm, leaf.]

A genus of succulent plants of the family

Crassulacex, containing 4 species, natives of

tropical Africa. B.pinrmtum, (B. ccdydnum of Salis-

bury) is the only species under cultivation. If the leaves

are laid on moist sand or moss, after a time new plants

will appear at the indentations ; it is therefore frequently

grown for students' use. It runs wild in some of the-

warm countries. Sometimes known as the life-plant.

bryophytogeographic (bri-o-fi-to-je-o-graf-

ik), a. lNL.bryophytum, bryophyte, + geo-

graphieus, geographic] Relating to the geo-

graphical distribution of mosses or of bryo-

phytes generally.

Bryssetaeres (bris-e-te'rez), n. [NL., ureg.

< Gr. lipiiaaog, a kind of sea-urchin, + iraipog,

companion.] A genus of cling-fishes of the

family GobiesoaidsB, represented by a single

species, B. pinniger, a small fish abundant in

the Gulf of California.

Bryssophilus (bri-sof'i-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Pfwaaoi, a kind of sea-urchin, + <pi.Miv, love.]
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A subgenus of cling-fishes of the family Go-
biesoeidie, typified by the single species Gobie-
sox papillifer.

Brython (brith'on), ». [W. Brython: see
Briton.] In eihnog., a Briton of Wales, Corn-
wall, or ancient Cambria, as distinct from a
GadheUc Celt.

Brythonic (bri-thon'ik), a. Of or pertaining to
the Brythons.
The god's Insh name Nuada assumes on Brythonic

f
round the form of Nodens, genitive Nodentis, to be
ound in Latin inscriptions, of which more anon.

Bhys, Celtic Heathendom, p. 125.

B. S. An abbreviation of (a) Bachelor of Sur-
gery ; (b) Bachelor of Science.

B. S. A. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Scien-
tific Agriculture.

B. S. C. An abbreviation of Bengal Staff Corps.
B. S. D. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Scien-
tific Didactics.

B. S. F. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Scien-
tific Forestry.

B. S. G. An abbreviation of British Standard
Gage.

Bt. A contraction of Baronet.
B. Th. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Theol-
ogy.

B. T. U. An abbreviation of British Thermal
Unit.

buabua (bo-a-bo'a), n. [Fijian, also simply
bua = Tongan bua = Samoan and Tahitian
pua, n|,me of several different trees, = Maori
piia, Hawaiian pua, puwa, a flower.] In the
Fiji Islands, a small evergreen tree, Guettarda
speeiosa, of the madder family, with opposite
obovate leaves and very fragrant jasnijne-like
flowers, which are strung in garlands by the
natives. The tree is widely distributed on tropical
shores from East Africa and the adjoining islands to
eastern Polynesia. It is highly esteemed on account of
its delicious perfume.

buba (bo ' ba), n. [Swahili buba.] Frambmsia.
Jour. Trop. Med., Feb. 16, 1908, p. 62.

bubal (bii'bal), n. [Also bubale; < L. bubalus <
Gr. povlSa'Ao'i: see buffle, buffalo, bubalis, Buba-
to.] A large ox-like antelope of South Africa,
otherwise known as the bubalis.

Bubastic (bfl-bas'tik), a. Of or pertaining to
the ancient Egyptian city Bubastis, in Lower
Egypt, the present Tel Basta.—Bubastic dy-
nasty, the twenty-second Egyptian dynasty, which was
of Semitic origin, had its seat at Bubastis, and lasted
through 170 years, beginning with about 980 B. 0.

bubble-boyt (bub'1-boi), «. Same as bubble-

bow.
bubble-foot (bub'1-fut), ». Any insect of the
order Thysanoptera or I'hysapoda. Amer. In-
ventor, June 1, 1904, p. 244.

bubo^, w— Malignant bubo, bubo occuirlng as the
characteristic symptom of one of the forms of plague.

—

Sympathetic bubo, swelling of the inguinal glands due
to an irritation or wound of some paiii of the leg or foot

—Venereal bubo, one associated with venereal disease.

bubonic, a. 2. Accompanied by the forma-
tion of bubos; affected with bubos.
From the fact that bacilli are hardly ever found in the

blood of bubonic cases, it may be inferred that they are
arrested by the lymphatic glands next above the seat of
inoculation, and that the fight—which is the illness

—

lakes place largely in the bubo. Encyc. Brit, XXXL 788.

Bubonic plague, a form of the plague characterized
by the formation of bubos in the groins and sometimes
in the axillae. See plague, 2.—Bubonic-plague bacil-
lus. See •kbadXtus.

bubui (bo-bo-e'), »• [Said to be Tagalog, but
not traced.]
The sUk-cot-
ton, Ceiba pen-
tandra, a
tree belongmg
to the famUy
Bombacaceae,
with a straight

trunk, whorls
of radiating
branches, digi-

tate leaves,and
mallow like

flowers. The
seed-pods yield a
silky floss, called
pjdu in Ceylon and
kapok in the Malay
archipelago, which
is brittle and elas-

tic and not suita-

ble for spinning,
but is used for
stuffing pillows
and cushions. It is

very inflammable
and is used in In-

dia in the manu-
facture of fire-

works. See kapok, Rabui {Ceiba petUandra).

buck
and silk-cotton tree, under silk-cotton.—Bubni gubat ('for-

est-bubui '), a name applied to an allied tree, Bomliax
Ceiba, called in the East Indies simool or red *silk-cotton
tree. See silk-cotton, under cotton^, and simool. [Phil-
ippine Is.]

bucan, n. 4. Meat prepared on a bucan.
[Guiana.]
Bucania (bii-ka'ni-a), re. [NL., < Gr. PvKavri,

a trumpet ; see buceina.'] A genus of proso-
branchiate gasteropod mollusks of the family
SellerophontidsB. They have nautiloid, synmietri-
cal, spirally enrolled shells with all the volutions exposed,
the flnal whorl ending in an explanate peristome. Typical
species are from the Silurian rocks.

bucaramangite (bo''ka-ra-man'jit), n. [Prom
a local name?] A fossil resin from Col-
ombia. It is like amber in appearance, but
does not yield succinic acid.

bucare (bo-ka'ra), re. [S. Amer.; orig. lan-
guage not traced.] The name in Venezuela,
Porto Rico, Trinidad, and other islands of the
West Indies of several leguminous trees be-
longing to the genus Erythrina, especially E.
umbrosa and E. velutina. These are used as
shade-trees in the cultivation of cacao and
coffee. See *anauca.

Buccal chamber, hi holothurians, the cavity into which
the mouth leads. See buccal cavity.— Buccal shield,
in Ophiuroidea, a shield-sliaped plate, inten-adial in posi-
tion, lying in the angle between the two jaws of one
segment Also called oral plate, mouth-plate, and scutum
buccale.—Buccal tube, in certain trematodes, the pas-
sage from the mouth to the pharynx.

buccia (bo'cha), re. [It., bark, peel, hull, etc.]
The marc or solid residue from the second
pressing of olives in the production of oUve-
oU.

buccimte(buk'si-mt), re. {_BMCcin{um) -t--ite2.]

A fossil Buccinum, or some shell allied to tha.t

genus.
bucco^ (buk'o), re. Same as buchu.
buccofacial (buk-6-fa'shal), a. [L. bucca,
cheek (mouth), + fades, 'face.] Relating to
the mouth and adjoining portion of the face.
Philos. Ti-ans. Boy. Sac. (London), ser. B, 183.

102.

buccopharyngeal (buk-6-fa-i'in'je-al), a. [L.
bucca, mouth, -I- (Jr. ipapruy^, pharynx.] Per-
taining to the cavity of the mouth and to the
pharynx—^Buccopharyngeal aponeurosis, a fibrous
band sti'etching between the pterygoid process and the
posterior part of tlie alveolus of the lower jaw, and giving
attachment to the superior constrictor pharyngis a^id the
buccinator muscles.— Buccophar^Hgesd muscle, pait
of the superior constrictor pharyngis muscle.

Bucephalus, n. 4. [I. c] A jocose name for
a riding-horse, implying ' a spirited or raging
steed, ' in allusion to the spirited steed of Alex-
ander the Great.

Buchan's rule. See*rM!ei.
Buchiola (bo-M'o-la), re. [NL., < G. von Buck,
aGerman geologist) + L.dim. iota.] Agenusof
pelecypod mollusks. They have the genei-al form of
Vardium, but are of very primitive aspect, being
without hinge-structure except for minute denticulations
along the hinge-line. The surface is usually covered with
festooned ribs. On account of the primitive expression of
this and some contemporary genera, they were put together
by Neumayr into a group termed Palseoconeha ; but the
genus Buchiola is not of primitive age and is now regarded
as a degenerative pelagic type. Same as •kQlyptoaardia.

Biichner funnel. See ^funnel.

buchnerite (bok'ner-it), n. [^Buchner (Otto
Buchner, an authority on meteorites) + -ite'^.]

Inpetrog., a name given by Wadsworth (1884)
to certain ultrabasicigneous rocks, both terres-
trial and meteoric, of granular texture and
consisting of olivin, enstatite (orbronzite) and
augite. Buchnerite is a kind of peridotite.
Bnchn camphor. See *diosphenol.— i,ong buchu, the
leaves of rnnpleurwm ensatum, a shi-ub of southwestern
Cape Colony, related to the plants which produce the
true buchu, and used for adulterating that drug. See
cut on following page.

bucfcl, re—Goldenbuck, a 'rabbit 'with a poached egg
placed on the cheese mixture.

buck2, V. t. 3. To saw (felled trees) into logs.
[Western U. S.]— 4. To bring or carry : as, to
buck water or wood. [U. S.]— 5. To cut to a
proper shape for a baiTel-stave.— 6. To at-
tempt to control (a bucking or obstreperous
beast or a difficult affair or proposition) : used
only in the phrase to buck the Uger. See to

fight the tiger, under fight.

buck^, n. 2. In poker, any article placed in
the pool with the chips, to be taken down by
the winner, indicating that when he deals it

'

shall be a jack-pot. in straight poker, since the
winner of the pool always deals, the buck is passed round
to mark whose turn it is to ante for all the luayers.

buck*, V. t. 5. In football, to charge into (the
line of opponents) with the ball.

buck^, n. (c) An apparatus used in the northwestern Uni-
ted States for gathering hay from the swath and transfer-
ring itdirectly to thefootof thestack. It consists of a coarse



buck

Long Buchu (.Empleurum ettsaium).

a, branch with flowers and fruit ; <5, a male flower : c, a hermaphro-
dite flower. (From Engler and Prantl's " Pflanzenfamilien.")

rake or cradle with horizontal teeth, supported at the two
ends by wheels and propelled by horses at the rear. A
drag-buck used on rougher ground is similar but without
the wheels. The hay is elevated by means of a slide (see
irslide^.

buck" (buk), V. t. To cut (wood) with a buck-
saw. [Canada.]
buck^l (but), n. A dollar. [Slang.]

A man . . . passed around some gold watches. . . .

Twenty bucks they cost you over the counter. At three
dollars the crowd fought for the tickers.

McClure's Mag., Feb., 1903, p. 428.

buckberry (buk'ber-i), n. 1. The squaw-
huekleberry or deerberry, Polycodium stami-
neum. and other species. [Southern U. S.] —
2. The bear-huckleberry, Gaylussacia ursina,

a species with a sweet fruit, much used in
North Carolina. Lounsberry, Southern Wild
Flowers, p. 396.

buckboard-barouche (buk'-'bord-ba-rosh'), «.

A large bnckboard used as a stage-coach.
[Western U. S.]

buckboard-mail (buk"b6rd-inal';i n. A form
of buckbbard-wagon with accommodation for

six passengers, used for passenger and mail
service in the western United States, especi-
ally in Yellowstone Park.

buck-brush (buk'bmsh), «. One of several

plants associated in the western United States
with the feeding of deer: (a) In the moun-
tains of California, Xotws glaber, also called

deer-weed and wild broom. (6) In Oregon, the
shrub Kunzia trideniata. (c) In Colorado,
various shrubby composites of the genera
Chrysothamnus and Isocoma.

buckeen''' (buk-en'), » [Guiana D. *bolcm,

fern, of bok, goat, buck: see buck^, n., 4.] An
Indian woman : a term adopted from the Dutch
in Guiana.
The Indian men and women were called by the Dutch

"Bucks" and " Buckeens," and these rather inelegant ex-

pressions are still in common use.

W. H. Brett, Indian Tribes of Guiana, p. 34, note.

buckeen^ (buk-en '), ». \buck + -een, an Ir. dim.

(-m), used as in squireen.'] In Ireland one
belonging to the less wealthy section of the

class known as gentry, who, without a profes-

sion or any settled income, tries to play the

buck. See buck^, n., 3.

buckeri, «. 4. One who saws felled trees into

logs. Also calleda cros«-cM«er. [Western U.S.]

—5. One who brings or carries. See *buck^,

V. t., 4.

bucker* (buk'Sr), n. A machine for shaping
staves for barrels or kegs, it consists of a steel

caniage into which the stave is clamped by a lever. The
caiTiage is then forced by a ram into such a position that

the stave passes between two cutters, which shave it to

the proper proportions, the width in the center being

greater than at the ends to give the bareel the.proper

bulge or belly.

bucketi, n. 7. A letter full of abuse. [Local,

U. S. slang.]—8. A scoop or digger used for

taking up loose material such as coal or

ore, and often for digging under water. Such
buckets are operated by power and can lift a ton or more
at a time. The most common form is tile clam-shell

bucket, which is made in two parts hinged together. It

is lowered with the jaws open, and they are closed while
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the bucket rests on the material to be lifted. It is heavy
enough to dig in as the jaws close and so pick up its load.

9. In turbines and centrifugal pumps, the
space between two adjacent vanes on the
revolving wheel—Bucket fever. See */everi.-
Orange-peel bucket, a self-filling bucket for a dredg-
mg-maohine or for a coal-hoisting plant. It consists of
four steel leaves hinged together and resembling the sec-
tions of half an orange when the skin is out into four
quarters. Dropped upon a mass of coal the pointed ends
of the four leaves sink into the coal, and when the bucket
is raised by its hoisting-chain the strain causes the leaves
to come together, inclosing and lifting one or more cubic
yards of coal. It is a modification of the more familiar
clam-shell bucket (see clam-shell, 3).

bucket, V. i.—To bucket an oar, to recover the stroke
with a hurried forward swing of the body.

bucket^ (buk'et), n. [Appar. <0F. buquet, a
balance: see bucket^, «.] A beam or pole on
which anything may "be hung or carried. Lev-
ins, Manipulus Vocab., col. 86.

bucket-conveyer (buk'et-kon-va"er), n. A
device for transporting material, consisting of
a chain on which buckets are fixed at regular
intervals. The material to be transported is put in
the buckets and caiTied to the desired pointy where it is
dumped. See ^conveyer, 4.

bucket-door (buk'et-dor), n. The cover of an
opening in a pump designed to give access to
tJhe pump-buckets.
bucket-elevator (buk'et-el"e-va-tor), n. An
apparatus for raising ore, grain, of other ma-
terial, consisting of a number of metal buckets
attached to an endless belt or chain. '

bucket-float (buk'et-flot), n. The float of a
paddle-wheel.
bucket-lid (buk'et-lid), n. The flap of a
bucket-valve.
bucket-light (buk'et-lit), n. A very short
candle, consisting of stearin poured, in the
melted state, into a shallow cylinder of tin-

plate with a slender wick iii the center : in-
tended for use in bedrooms at night and for
outdoor illumination of colored lamps. Groves
and. Thorp, Chem. TechnoL, II. 96.

bucket-mounting (buk'et-moun"ting), ,1. The
leather or rubber packing of a pump-bucket.
bucket-piece (buk'et-pes), n. The casting of
a mine-pump which carries the bucket-door.
bucket-pump (buk'et-pump), n. A chain or
lifting-pump which employs small buckets in
place of pistons. See chain-pump.
bucket-recall (buk'et-re-kai"), n. A sphere
formed of bucket-hoop's and canvas : it is

hoisted aloft by whalers as a signal for the
boats to return to the ship.

bucket-ring (buk ' et - ring), «. Same as
*bucket-strap.

bucket-shell (buk'et-shel), n. The metal
frame of the bucket of a pump.

-bucket-strap (buk'et-strap), n. An iron ring
which clasps the leather of a bucket-valve.

bucket-trap (buk'et-trap), n. A form of

steam-trap in which a bucket or open vessel
is used as the float or weight to operate the
valve.

bucket-wheel (buk'et-hwel), ». The rotating

part of the turbine wheel (using either steam
or water) in which a jet impinges upon curved
surfaces, called buckets, and imparts velocity

and energy to the rotor which is fastened to

the revolving shaft. These vanes, or buckets,
are either cut or molded from the solid edge
of the wheel, or are made separately and care-
fully fitted on the edge.

buckety (buk'et-i), a. Like abucket ; clumsy.
[Bare.] .2V: E. D.

buckeye, n. 4. In entom., an American nym-
phalid butterfly, Junonia ccenia. it occurs through-

out the southeastern United States, and feeds in the larval

state upon plantain, snapdragon, and the flgwoi'ts. It

derives its popular name from the eye-spots on the wings.

buckwheat
Red buckeye. See red.—.shrubbybuckeye, a low spe-
cies, .r«;scMiM«arpM(a, found on plains and prairies west of
the Mississippi.—Small buckeye, jEscvIvs parvifiora, a
low southern species with pure white Howere, sometimes
cultivated.—Stinking buckeye, the fetid buckeye. See
buckeye, 1.-Texas buckeye. Same as Spanish buckeye
(which see, under ()Mctej/e).— Yellow buckeye, jEscmIus
octandra, a large tree of the eastern United States, with
yellow flowers.

buck-fly (buk'flJ), n. Same as buck-moth.
buck-heap (buk'hep), n. See the extract.

The great majority of the rabbits captm-ed (in Anstralial
are sui'e to be males, because the male rabbits have the
habit of congregating in certain spots called " buck-heaps.

"

In these spots they are easily caught by the trappers.
Nature, Nov. 13, 1902, p. 43.

buckhorn, n. 3. See deerhorn.

bucking-hammer (buk'ing-ham-6r), n. An
iron disk, provided with a handle, used for
breaking up minerals by hand. Coal and
Metal Miners Pocketbook.

bucking-table (buk'ing-ta"bl), n. A strong
table, usually of cast-iron, on which crushed
ore is placed to be pulverized.

buck-jump (buk'jump), n. A leap like that of
a buck or a bucking horse or mule. [U. S.

and Australia.]

buckjump (buk'jump), V. i. To jump in the
manner of a bucking horse or mule. Same as
buek^j 3. [U. S. and Australia.]

buck-jumping (buk'jump-ing), TO. The plung-
ing and leaping of horses and mules addicted
to bucking. See buck'^, v. i., 3.

bucklandite (buk'lan-dit), n. [Named after
W. Buckland, anEnglishgeologist(1784-1856).]
A variety of allanite from Arendal, Norway.
buckle^, V. t. 2. To do up (the hair) in curl-
papers; curl; crimp. See buckle^, «., 3.

Another word, buckle, used in the sense of "to curl,"
is a localism perhaps. I have heai'd it used much in New-
port, where the ladies spoke of " buckling their hair," i. e.

rolling it up on a bit of paper or cloth.

Letter from P. M. C.

Buckeye Butterfly (Junottia ceenia).

(From " Amer. iVIuseum Journal.")

—Big or large buckeye. Same as yellow kbuckeye.—
Forple or purplish buckeye, a variety (hybrida) of the

yellow buckeye, which has purplish or pink'flowers.—

buckler-head (buk'ler-hed), n. Same as buek-
ler-fish.

buckling^ (buk 'ling), TO. [G. buckling.'] A
large smoked and salted herring.
buck-plate (buk'plat), n. Same as bucking-
plate.

buck-q,uartz (buk-kwslrts'), n. Hard, non-
auriferous quartz. Coal and Metal Miners'
Pocketbook.

Buck's extension apparatus. See *appa-
ratus.

buck-shell (bnk'shel), n. A dugout canoe
with straight sides, the wood not being spread
in the middle by heating. See *shell, 19.

[Guiana.]
buck-shot, TO. 3. A lava of granulated struc-
ture, occurring in Australia, embedded in

sandy alluvium. [Australia.]

The plain under our feet was everywhere furrowed by
dead men's graves, and generally covered with the granu-
lated lava, aptly named by the settlers buck-shot, and
found throughout the counti*y on these trappean fonua-
tions. Buck-shot is always imbedded in a sandy alluviuni,
sometimes several feet thick.
Austral. Quart., 1861, p. 459, quoted by E. E. Morris in

[Austral English.

Buck-shot cinder. See *CT"mder.— Buck-shot land,
land whose soil carries rounded lumps of the size of buck-
shot, or that caiTies or produces concretionary pellets.

—

Buck-shot SOU. Same as -^buck-shot land.

buck-sick (buk'sik), n. See the extract.

Epidemic gangrenous rectitis, known here as " caribi

'

or "buck-sick,'* is said to be common amongst the Abo-
riginal Indians. I have only seen one or two cases, simply,
I presume, because these Indians so rarely come to hos-
pital for treatment.

Jour. Trop. Med., Nov. 15, 1904, p. 367.

buckskinned (buk'skind), a. Wearing buck-
skin; clothed in buckskin.

Our buckskinned justices expound tlie law.
Scott, The Poacher.

buck-stave (buk'stav), n. Same as *bucl,-

stay.

buck-stay (buk'sta), to. One of the vertical
beams which are run up the outside of a briek
boiler-setting or furnace to keep it from buck-
ling, or cracking.

buckthorn, «. 3. In the southern United
States any species of the genus Bumelia, par-
ticularly B. lycioides. The tough buckthorn is B.

tenax, and the wooly buckthorn of the coast region is B.

lanuginosa. Both of these are also called black-haw and
ironwood.— Gascara buckthorn, Rhamnus Purshiana,
the source of the cascara sagrada bark. See Rhamnus and
6ar*2.

Buckwheat swarm. See kswarm'i:— Copse-buck-
wheat, Polygonum dwmetorurfi, a climbing species, nat-

uralized from Europe in parts of the United States. This
and P. scaiidens have been called hedge-buckwheat.—
Crested false buckwheat. Polygonum cristatum, a

smaller species of the eastern and southern United States,

having the wings of the fruiting calyx incised.— Hcdge-
buckwheat. See copse--^buckwheat.



buckwheater

buckwheater (buk'hwe-tfer), ». A novice at
lumbering. [Slang, U. S.]

bucolism (bu'kol-izm), n. [bucol{ic) + -ism.^
A bueolie phrase or characteristic. H. JV.

Coleridge, Greek Poets, p. 7. [Rare.] N. E. D.
bucorvine (bu-k6r'vin), a. and n. [NL. 6m-
corvus ( < Gr. ^ovc, ox, + L. corvus, crow) +
-inei.] I. a. Of or periiaining to the horn-
bills of the genus Bucorvus or family Bucer-
otidse.

II. n. A hornbUl of this family.
bud^, n—Imaglnalbnda, the slight projections in full-

grown larvse andsemipupa; of insects from which the wings
and legs are developed. Packard, Textbook of Entom.,
p. 652.

bud-beetle (bud'be"tl), n. A beetle which in-
fests the buds of various plants Kaspberry-
bud beetle, an American dermestid beetle, Byturus uni-
color, which feeds on the buds and blossoms of the rasp-
berry and blackberry.

bud-brush (bud'brush), n. A species of sage-
brush, Artemisia spinescens, especially abun-
dant in the Red Desert of Wyoming, it is a
low plant with bud-like bunches of leaves and flowers
much relished by sheep, and is the most valuable of the
sage-brushes. Also called buA-sage and spring sage.

buddawong-nut (bud'a-wdng-nut"), «. Same
as burrawang-nut.
Budde effect. See *effect.

Buddeize (bud'iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. Btid-

deized, ppr. Buddeizing. [Sw. Budde, name of
the inventor of the process, + -ize.] To sterilize

(milk) by heating to 48°-55° C. (118.4°-
131° F.), with the addition of hydrie oxid. At
this temperature the enzymes of the milk de-
compose the hydrie oxid, and the nascent
oxygen destroys all spores as well as microbes.
Sd. Amer., May 30, 1903, p. 413.

Buddhadharma (bo'da-dar-m^), n. [Skt.] The
ethical code and religious system of Gautama
Buddha.
Buddha's rays. See *rayi.

Buddhic (bS'dik), a. IBuddha + -ic] Same
as Buddhistic.

Buddhism, n—Esoteric Buddblsm, a phrase applied
to recent theosophical speculations.

budding, n.—Axial budding, the multiplication of a
bilateral organism by transverse fission accompanied by
regeneration.

In the rhabdocoel turbellarians, and in some of the an-

nelids, we often find chains of new individuals produced
by a process tlmt is often spoken of as budding. It is con-

venient, however, to distinguish these cases of axial bud-
ding from those of lateral budding.

T. H. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 149.

Lateral budding, the production by an organism of buds
which become new organisms with their planes of sym-
metry different from those of the budding organism.

Buddleja (bud-le'ja), TO. [NL.(Linn8Bus, 1737-

53), named in hoiior of Adam Buddie (died

1715), an English clergyman and botanist.]

A genus of trees or shrubs of the family Loga-
niacese, usually with quadrangular branches.
There are about 70 species in the tropical and temperate
regions of America, Asia, and South Africa. The flowers

are in racemes, panicles, or clusters ; the corolla is tubular

or campanulate and 4-lobed. The shrubs are ornamental
and the fruit is a two-celled capsule with numerous seeds.

It is not hardy in the north ; B. Japonica, B. globosa, B.

LindieyaTUi, B. variabilis, and B. ColvUiei, however, will

stand many degrees of frost.

buddler (bud'16r), n. One who uses a buddle

in washing ore. See buddle'^^, n. and v. t.

buddy (bud'i), a. [Also huddie.1 1. Full of

buds. Florio.—2. Like a bud. Cotgra/ve.

budge^, n. 4. Same as booze. [Local, TJ. S.

slang.]

budgeree (buj-e-re'), a- [Also boQJ^y, etc. Aus-

tralian.] An afcoriglnal commendatory expres-

sion meaning 'good' : used colloquially in the

Australian bush.

budgerigar (buj"e-ri-gar'), «• [Also budgeree-

gdh, betcherrygah, betshiregah, beauregarde, etc.

Native Australian budgery, good, + ga, gah

(misspelled gar), a cockatoo or other bird.]

An Australian name of the grass-parrakeet,

Melopsittacus undulatus.

budgerook (buj'e-ruk), n. [Also budgrook,

buserook, basrook, etc. Pg. bazarucoo, basa-

rucco, basaruco: see *bazarucco.'] Same as

*bazarucco.

Budge's center. See *eenter of Budge.

budgetary (buj'e-ta-ri), a. Of or pertaining to

the budget or governmental financial estimates

for the year ; relating to or compared with the

budget : as, budgetary arrangements ; a budge-

tary surplus.

budgeteer(buj-et-er'),»- Ibudget + -eer.] One

who makes up a budget, as the chancellor of

the exchequer of Great Britain when he pre-

sents his financial statement for the year.

budgrook (buj'ruk), «. l8ee*budgerook. Also
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buserook, basrook, etc. Pg. bazaruceo, prob. <

Canarese bdzar-rHka or bajdra-rokkha, 'mar-
ket-money' (see Yule, 1903, p. 121).] A coiji

of low denomination, made of copper, tin, lead,

etc., formerly current on the western coast of
India. [Anglo-Indian.]

bud-moth (bud'mdth), n. A tortricid moth,
Tmetocera oeellana. it is common to Europe and the
northern United States, and its larva damages apple-trees
by destroying the blossoms, newly formed fruit, and ter-

minal twigs. Also called eye-motted bud^mioth.

bud-sage (bud'saj), n. Same as ^bud-brush.

bud-scale (bud'sksll), n. The scale-like outer
leaves of a leaf-bud. See seale\ 2.

bud-stick (bud'stik), n. A twig from which
one who practises budding cuts tne buds. The
twig is not more than one ye^ md, so that the buds have
never yet started into growth. These buds, when removed
from the twig, or stick, are inserted into the stock, there
to grow. See budding.

bud-worm (bud'wSrm), n. The larva of an
American noctuid moth, Chloridea vireseens,

which affects the bud of the tobacco-plant,
frequently doing much damage.—Apple bnd-
WOim, the larva of a tortricid moth, Tmetocera oeellana
Schiff., which bores into the blossoms and newly formed
fruit of the apple in the eastern United States.

—

Rose
bud-worm, the larva of an American tortricid moth,
Olethreutes nimbatarM, which bores into the flower-buds
of roses.

o e
Bud-worm (.Chioridea vireseens).

a, adult moth ; b, full-grown larva, from side ; c, same, from
above; d, seed pod bored into by larva; e, pupa. Natural size.

(Howard, U. S. D.^A.)

Rose Bud-worm (Oiethreutes {Penthina) ntfnfiatana).

a, moth ; d, larva ; e, empty chrysalis skin ; d, terminal secfment
of pupa; e, rosebud, showing larva at work

;
^, leaves folded by

larva. All enlarged one third, except d, which is greatly Enlarged.
(Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

budzart, «. See *budzat.

Why the shaitan didn't you come before, you lazy old
budzart f Cholmondeley, Dawk Bungalow, p. 215.

budzat (bud'zat), n. [Also budzart; < Hind.
badzdt, of evil race, low-bom.] A black-
guard ; a low fellow. [Anglo-Indian.]

but, ». and V. t. A simplified spelling of buff.

bufP, V. t. 2. In leather-manuf., to grind or
shave with a buff-wheel.

buffa (buffa), a. and n. [It. : see buffo.'] I. a.

Comic : as, opera buffa, aria buffa.

II. n. A female singer of comic music. See
buffo and bouffe^.

buffalo, n—Blg-moutlied buffalo, the common bnf-
falo-flsh, Ictiobus cyprirwlla, of the family CatoetomidiB,[A
species which reaches a weight of 50 pounds or more

:

found in certain lakes of the Mississippi valley. Also
called gourdhead.—'BlaiB'k buffalo, a buSalo-flsh, Ictio-

bus urus, of the family Catostomidm : found |in the
Mississippi river.—Buffalo cbOlera. See -kcholera.—
Buffalo-Clover, (o) See daoer, L (6) See itbufalo-pea.

— Gourd-head buffalo, a name m Louisiana of the
buifalo-fish, Ictiobus cyprinella. Also called red-mouthed
and big-mouthed buffalo, and gourdhead.—Vloii^rel
buffalo, a fish, Ictiobus urns, of tJie famUy Catostomidse,
found in streams of the Mississippi valley.— Small-
moutbed buffalo, the most abundant and best-known
of the buffalo-fishes, Ictiobus bvbalMS, ol the family Cato-
stomidee.—White bnffalO. Same as smaU-mauthed
-kbuffalo.

•

bug

buffalo-bur (buf'a-ld-bgr"), ». Same as sand-
bur.

buffalo-fly (bufa-lo-fli*), n. Same as buffalo-
gnat.

buffalo-pea (buf'a-16-pe*), n. 2. In Texas the
term is used iniliscrirainately of species of
Astragalus and Lupinus forming natural pas-
turage. In the latter sense bi^alo-clover has
also Deen used. [Western U. S.]

buff-coated (buf'kot-ed), a. Wearing a buffl-

eoat : as, buff-coated cavalry.

buffed (buft), a. [buff^ + -edX.] 1. Clad in
buff.—2. Coated or covered with buff; having
a buffy coat. A'^, E. I).

buffer^, n. 2. Any instrument or contrivance used in
buffing or polishing, such as the thin, sharp-edg^d steel
plate used by woodworkers to bring out the grain ; the
chamois-covered pad or ball used in polishing the finger-
nails ; the bufilng-lathe, buff-stick, buffing-machine, buJI-
wheel, etc., used by different workers in different mate-
rials, and usually with some kind of powder.

3. One who buffs orpolishes (knives, glass, cut
precious stones, daguerreotype plates, wood-
work, etc.)—Buffer's consumption, consumption pre-
valent among metal-polishers or -buffers.

buffer-beam, n. 3. In mining, a beam fixed
across a shaft to prevent the pump-rods from
moving too far.

buffer-box (buf'6r-boks), n. The casing which
incloses the buffer-spring and -rod at the end
of a railway-car.

buffer-rod ^buf'6r-rod), n. In a railway-car,
the rod which carries a buffer; the rod which
transfers the shock or bump from the buffer to
the spring or cushion which is intended to re-
ceive it.

buffer-state (buf'Sr-stat"), n. A state which
lies between two larger and supposedly hos-
tile states, and thus serves as a ' buffer.'

buffet-car (buf'et or bu-fa'-kar), n. A parlor-
ear or sleeper fitted with a small kitchen for
preparing Ught meals, which are" served on
temporarytables placed between the car-seats.

buffet-organ (buf'et or bU-fa'-dr'gan), n. A
small, portable organ.

buffo, n. II, a. Comic: as, basso buffo. See
bouffe"^ and *6tt/a.

bufidin (bii'fi-din), n. [L. bufo, toad, + -id^ +
-in2.] A poisonous substance. formed in the
skin-glands of toads.

bufonin (bu'fo-nin), n. [L. bufo(n-), toad, +
-j»2.] A name given by Faust to a substance
obtained from the skin and parotid gland of
the common toad, Bufo vulgaris L. Later in-
vestigations indicate that it was impure cho-
lesterol containing some bufotalin.

bufotalin (bu-fot'a-lin), ». [L. bufo, toad, -I-

-t- + -al +^in^.2 An amorphous, bitter, poi-
sonous compound, C119H171O25 (t), found in
the parotid glands of the toad. It is very
poisonous to toads, acting on the heart and
stopping it in systole.

bufotenia (bti-fot'e-nin), n. [L. bufo, toad, -I-

-t- + -en(e) + -i»2.] ^ poisonous compound
obtained from the secretion of the parotid
glands of the toad. It acts upon the central
nervous system, producing paralysis.

bug^, n—'Abe Lincoln bug, a name in some parte of
Georgia of the harlequin cabbage-bug, Murgantia histri-
(m*ca.;^See cabbage-bug. Also called third-party bug,
fire-bug, and terrapvtirbug.—Brazilian bug or beetle,
any one of several beautiful Brazilian clirysomelid or
curculionid beetles, sometimes worn alive as ornaments,
and frequently set in gold and used in scarf-pins ancl
other articles of jewelry. Among the species so used are
the chrysomelid Desmonota uanoZoaa and 'the curculionid
EntimvM spJendidtM.-Destructive mealy bug, Dacty-
lopius dastructor, found commonly on citrus-trees in
Florida.—Electric-Ught bug, either one of two large
American water-bugs, Belostoma Americanum and
Benacus griseus. See Belostoma.—Golden bug, any
one of several species of tortoise-beetles, notably Copto-
cyda aurichatcea, which feed on the sweet potato and
other convolvulaceous plants.— Green bug. Same as
greenfiu, 2; any one of several species of plant-lice.—
GreennoUBe-bUg, a scale-insect or coccid Coccus (Leca-
niirni) heeperidum L., a common cosmopolitan species
found in greenhouses on various plants. Also called
flat scale.—Leat-tOOt bug. Same as leaf-footed -kplant-
ougr.-Long-homed bug, any heteropterous insect of
the series Gymnocerata (which see).—Long-threaded
mealy bug, Dactylopvus longitilis, a species found in
Flori(Ia and in northern greenhouses.— Military bug,
an American capsid bug, Hadronemxi militaris, which
sometimes damages the sugar-beet plant. — Mlona
bug. Same as Persian lebug—Veisicai bug, a tick,
Argas peraieus or persicse. See Arms. — Sandy-
ground bug, an American lygseid bug, Jlmblethis aren-
arius, of wide distribution.—Semi^uatic bug, any
heteropterous insect of the family Saldidse, Veliidse,
Hydrobatidse, or iiTTmodaiida!.- Short-homed bug,
any heteroptertms insect of the series Cryptocerata, in-
cluding the families Belostomidse, Coriaiase, Oalgulidae,
Nav£oridm, Nepidee, and Notonectidee. —Thln-Wtnged
bug, any species of the aberrant heteropterous family
flenicocepAoZida.-Third-party bug, Murgantia hit-



bug
trionica. Also called Abe Lincoln -kbuff. [Local Texas.]
— Ttiread-legged bug, any member of the family Eme-
xidx (which see).—Toad-snaped bog. Same as -ktoad-

bug.

bug-agaric (bug'a-gar"ik), n. Same as fly-
agaric. See *Amanita.
bug-fly (bug'fli), n. The chinch-bug of the
United States, Blissus leucopterus. Kirhy and
Spence, Entomol., p. 92.

buggy'^i «•— Concord buggy, a side-spring, three-perch
buggy having a low-sided body. It originated in Concord,
New Hampshire, and is the original of side-spring wagons.
—Fantall buggy, a buggy with the real' cut down from
the seat-baclc to a shallow depth at the rear end of the
body.

buggyette (bug-i-ef), «. [.huggy + -ette."]

A vehicle of novel design, built at Calcutta,

India, by a local firm of coach-builders.

bug-hole (bug'hol), «. A small cavity usually
lined with crystals. See vug. Coal and Metal
Miners Pocketbook.

bug-juice (bug'jBs), n. Poor liquor. [Slang,

U.S.]
buglet (bti'glet), n. A small bugle, as that
carried by bicyclists. N. E. D.
bugle-weed (bn'gl-wed), n. Bavness^Ajuga.
bug-light (bug'lit), n. A small incandescent
electric light, used either in street- or house-
lighting, as distinguished from the more
powerful are-light. [CoUoq.]

Buhl's disease. See ^disease.

Bubrstone fornLation, a cellular silicious roclcfrom which
calcareous shells have been dissolved out, occurring in

South Carolina, where it attains a thiclcness of 200 feet

and was formerly largely used for millstones. It is of

Eocene Tertiary age. The name was introduced into
geological nomenclature by Tuomey.

build, V. i. 4. In casino, to combine certain

cards so that their total pip-value equals that

of a single card in the player's hand.
Builders' hoist, lock. See *hoist, *lockK
builder-cam (bil'der-kam), n. A heart-shaped
cam placed on a ring-spinning frame to reg-

ulate the wind of the yam on the bobbin.
builder-screw (bil'dfer-skro), n. A part of the
mechanism of a spinning-mule for building

or forming the yarn cop.

builder-wheel (bil'dfer-hwel), n. One of the
gears of a cotton-roving machine for regulat-

ing the wind of the roving on the bobbin.

building, ». 4. In mining, a wall or pillar

built of stone to support the roof in long-wall

mining; a pack-wall. Barrowman, Glossary.

[Scotch.]

building-berth (bil'ding-berth), n. In ship-

building, a place in a shipyard on which a ves-

sel is built, with its accessories of piling,

blocking, staging, etc. ; a building-slip.

As an example mention may be made of the overhead
cranes fitted at the Union Ironworks of San Francisco. A
frameworlc of wood is built up over tile entire buUding
birth, the structure being well braced in all directions

for carrying two travelling girder cranes.

Bmyae. BHt., XXXII. 593, 694.

building-motion (birding-m6'''shon), n. A
mechanical contrivance on a cotton-roving

machine for regulating the speed of the bob-

bin and the wind of the roving thereon. Some-
times called box of tricks.

building-paper (bil'ding-pa'per), n. Paper
intended to be inclosed between the sheathing

and clapboards of a wall or the sheathing and
shingles of a roof, chiefly to give additional

warmth and dryness.

building-wheel (bil'ding-hwel), «. Part of

the mechanism of a spinning-mule for build-

ing or shaping the cop of yarn on the spindle.

buire (bwer), n. [F. huire, dial, buie, bie, OF.
buire, buie, < ML. *buca, < OLG. *6«c, AS. bUc,

a pitcher, also the belly: see buek^, bouk^.l

A jug or flagon with a handle and spout. Com-
pare burette.

buitenlander (bi'ten-lan-dfir), n. [S. African

D. : buiten, outside (see but^), + land, land.]

Aforeigner ; an alien.

buko (bS'ko), n. Same as buchu.

Bukowka sandstone. See *sandstone.

bul, n. A simplified spelling of bull.

Bui (b61), n. [Heb. bul, a word of Canaanite

origin.] An ancient name of the second

month of the Jewish civil year, now called

Hesvan or Mar-hesvan. As the name of a

month it occurs only once in the Hebrew
Bible (1 Ki. vi. 38). There are several ren-

derings of the word. See Hesvan.

bulak (bS'lak), n. [Tagalog bulak, bulac, cot-

ton; = Bi8aya bolac, a flower, esp. the flower

of cotton.] 1. A general name in the Philip-

pine Islands for cotton (Gosgypium).—Z. A
name sometimes applied in those islands to
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the silk-cotton tree, Ceiba pentandra, and to
other plants yielding down resembling cotton.
See *bubui (with cut) Bulak-damo ('cotton-
weed '), Asclepias cxtrassavica, a millcweed ; so called on
account of the silky pappus of its seeds. See kapok.

bulakan, bulacan (bo-la-kan'), n. [Visayan
name.] Either of the species Thespesiamacro-
phylla and T. populnea, two closely allied trees
belonging to the mallow family, yielding fine
cabinet-wood. Also called banago and banalo.
See Thespesia, *banalo, ^milo, and Polynesian
^rosewood. [Philippine Is.]

Bulama fever. See •''fever^.

Bulb of percussion, a shell-like projection found on the
fractured surface of flints.—Bulb Of the vestibule,
VUlVOVaflual bulb. Same as vulvovaginal gland.—
Conjugate bulbs, a pair of thermometers inclosed in
copper globes, respectively bright and black, for the pur-
pose of determining the total effect of daylight (that is,

skylight plus sunshine).— Fractionation bulb, a small

bulkhead

enlargement or bulb, and used in connection
with angle-bars riveted to the other edge for
deck-beams, stringers, etc. Modem facilities

in steel-rolling have resulted in the general
substitution of angle-bulb and T-bulb bars for
these purposes.
bulb-rot (bulb'rot), n. A disease of bulbs of
bacterial or fungous origin : as, the bulb-rot of
the lily, said to be due to the fungus Bhizopus

bulb-scab (bulb'skab), //. A fungus disease
of Iris reticulata, caused by Mystrosporium
adustnm, which produces black patches on the

. sheath of the bulb.

bulb-scale (bulb'skal), n. One of the fleshy
leaves or coats of a bulb.

bulb-tee (bulb'te),»i. A deck-beam;'
a bar, rolled from iron or steel,

which has a web with a double
flange at one end and a cylindrical

head at the other end, thus

:

buie, «. Same as boule^.

Bulgaria (bul-ga'ri-a;, ». [NL. (Pries, 1823),
in allusion to the somewhat coriaceous ascom-
ata; < h. bulga, a leather sac: see bouge^^.}

A genus of discomycetous fungi having rather

Fractionation Bulb.

a, tube throuffli which argon enters bulb : d, fractionation bulb
in which it is liqueiied ; c, tube connecting: Fieuss pump with liquid
air contained in a vacuum-vessel ; rf, tap for communicating with
mercury gas-hoiders : e, mercury gas-holder. (From Travers's
" £xper. Study of Gases.")

glass bulb surrounded by liquid air held in a vacuum-ves-
sel : used in separating the rare gaseous elements of the
atmosphere.— Gas-washing bulb, a glass apparatus es-

pecially designed to expose gases to absorbent liquids.

—

Lleblg'S bulb, a form of pot-
ash-bulb devised by Liebig for
the absorption of the carbon
dioxid produced in the com-
bustion of carbon compounds
in ultimate analysis : fre-

quently used for the absorp-
tion of gases by liquids.—Ni-
trogen-bulb,a glass appara^
tusfor the absorption of the
ammonia gas set free in the
analysis of nitrogenous com-
pounds. The bulbs are filled

witli standard acid. The vari- ,.,..,„„.
ous shapes are known by the '-'='"8 = ^''"'•

names of their designers.—Potash bulb, a light glass

apparatus designed to contain a strong solution of potas-

sium hydrate, so arranged that the gas (carbon dioxid)

must bubble through several bulbs or tlirough a length of

tubing to effect complete absorption. The apparatus in-

creases in weight in proportion to the gas absorbed. There
are many forms.

Bulb-angle bar. Same as ^angle-bulb.
Bulbar apoplexy. See -kapoplexg.—Bulbar arteries,
small arteries, derived from the anterior spinal artery,

wliich supply the medulla oblongata,— Bulbar mye-
litis, a slow inflammatory process in the medulla oblon-

gata, leading to bulbar paralysis.

bulb-bar (bulb'bar), n. A rolled section of

iron or steel which has a cylindrical rib along
one edge of its flange or tension-edge. See
*bulb-tee.

bulb-beam (bulb'bem), n. Same as *bulb-bar.

bulbilla (bul-bil'a), n.; pi. bulbillx (-e). [NL.,

dim. of L. 6M/6Mg,'bulb.] In hydroidzoSphytes,
a bud which becomes detached at an early

stage and is capable of independent develop-

ment.
bulb-iron (bulb'i'''em), n. Same as *bulb-bar.

bulb-mite (bulb'mit), n. A tyroglyphid mite,

Bhizoglyphus hyaeinthi, which often d.oes great

damage to bulbs in hothouses by burrowing
into healthy tissue and giving entrance to de-

structive fungi and bacteria.

bulbocapniue (bul-bo-kap'nin), n. [NL. Bul-
+ -j»e2.]

' A crystalline alkaloid.

C19H19NO4, found in the roots of Corydalus

cava of Bulbocapnus cavus. It melts at 199° C,

bulbocavernosus (bul"bo-kav-6r-n6'sus), n.

[NL., < L. bulbus, bulb, + cavernosus, caver-

nous.] The accelerator urinse muscle.

bulbocavernous (bul-bo-kav'6r-nus), a. Per-

taining to the enlargement at the root of the

corpus oavemosum—Bulbocavernous glands.

Same as Cowperian glands.

bulbosin (bul'bo-sin), n. [bulb + -ose +
A poison extracted from certain fungi.

bulbo-urethral (bul"bo-u-re'thral), a.

bulbus, bulb, + LL. urethra, urethra.]

taining to the bulb of the urethra.—Bulbo-
nretbral glands. Same as Cowperian glands

bulb-plate (bulb'plat), n. In iron ship-building,

a rolled plate or bar having on one edge an

-Ml2.]

[L.

Per-

Bulgaria poiymorfiha.

a, the fungus, showing the habit, growing between the ridges
of oalc bark; b. fruiting body in longitudinal section. Twice
natural size.

large, dark-colored gelatinous ascomata which
are hard and horny when dry. The spores are
simple and brown. B. polymorpha is a com-
mon species occurring on oaks and said to
cause their decay and death.

bulge, n. 3. A rapid rise in price, of stock,

grain, cotton, or the like, followed by an
equally rapid fall, owing to some temporary
causes. The name has reference to the curve in

a diagram of prices. [Colloq.]

bulge, v. II. trans. 1. To cause to swell out and
become protuberant.

How his Majesty is crushed down ; quite bulged out of
shape in that sad way, by the weight of time and its

pressui-es ! Carlyle, Frederick the Great, II. x. 7.

2. To bilge or stave in the bottom of, as a
ship.

Here I found the ship was bulged and had a great deal
of water in her hold. Defoe, Bobinson Crusoe, p. 5L

bulger (bul'jfer), n. That which bulges ; in

golf, a club with a convex face.

bulger-driver (bul-jer-dri'v6r), n. A wooden
golf-club with a convex face.

bulging-stress (bul'jing-stres), n. The force

which tends to make a metal plate bulge,
whether the plate is flat or curved.

bulimuloid (bii-lim'u-loid), a. [Bulimulus +
-oJ(J.] Having the characters of or resem-
bling the gastropods of the genus Bulimulus.

bulk^, n. 8. A pile of tobacco laid up in

courses for the purpose of sweating.

Before the sweat is completed the bulk is pulled down
and built up eight or ten times.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Farmers' Bulletin, No. 60 (1898), p. 7.

Bulk modulus. See -kmodulus.—Ion. of bulk. See
«onl, 2.

bulk^, V. t. 2. In the tobacco industry, to

form into a bulk or bulks; to leave in the

state of bulks : used in this sense with down.

These are tied into hands and bulked down for a short

time. U. S. Dept. Agr., Farmers'Bulletin, No.60(1898), p. 9.

3. To pile in heaps, as flsh for salting.

bulkeri, n. 3. One who bulks tobacco, fish,

or the like.

bulkhead, n. 4. In hydraulic mining the

pressure-box or -tank at the end of a water-

ditch or flume from which the water-pipes

lead to the nozles

—

Partial bulkhead, in ship-

building, a bulkhead extending only part way across the

ship from the side ; also, by extension, a name given to

very deep plate-frames (5-10 feet deep) fitted on high-

power passenger-steameis between the decks and in the

hold at the side. In the longitudinal system proposed bjr

Scott Russell, and carried out on the " Great Eastern,

there were no transverse frames except such partial bulk-



bulkhead
heads. In modem steamers they are used m conjunction
with ordinai-y frames.— Splinter bulkhead, a bulkhead
or partition of thin armor (usually 1-2 inches thiclc) of
nickel-steel, fitted in the interior of large war-ships, be-
tween the guns in the citadel or casemates, to localize
the damage from the explosion of shells in the interior.
In the newest ships there are both longitudinal and
athwartship splinter bulkheads, dividing the citadel into
a number of compartments, in each of which tliere are
one or two medium-caliber guns.
bulktaeaded (bulk'hed"ed), a. Furnished with
(water-tight) bulkheads: applied to ships.
buUi, n. H. In mining, an iron rod used in
ramming clay to line a shot-hole. Coal and
Metal Miners' Focketbook.—-Bvia In the ring, a
child's game, played by a number joining hands in a cir-
cle to prevent one in the center from getting away.
buUB (bul), n. Same as ^beais.
bull-ant (bul'ant), ». Same as bull-dog *ant.
buUation, n. 2. In bot., one of the elevations
which, with alternating depressions, occur in
considerable numbers nearly parallel with the
margin of the lamina of Laminaria bullata.

bull-Berry (bul'ber-i), n. The buffalo-berry,
Lapargyrea argentea. See Shepherdia.
bull-block (biil'blok), ». A machine for taper-
ing a wire so that it can enter a drawing-die.
bull-cham (bul'chan), n. 1. A very heavy
chain to which a number of short chains with
hooks on one end and dogs on the other are
attached : used to draw logs from a mill-pond
up a gangway.— 3. Same &a jack-chain.
bull-clover (biQ'kl6"v6r), n. See *elover.
bull-daisy (bul'da'zi), n. The ox-eye daisy.
bulldog, n. 8. Same as bulldog *ant.
bulldozer, n. 3. A horizontal geared press
for bending, shaping, forming, upsetting, and
welding heavy bars, rods, and other metal
shapes, it consists of a massive frame which supports
bending-, punching-, and shaping-dies, one die being con-
trolled by crank-shafts from the gearing. By using dou-
ble dies, two bends may be given to any piece of work at
one stroke of the machine.
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bullfinch^, n. This name is applied locally to many buU-redfish (blil' red 'fish), n. The red-drum,
very different birds, ^ the pine-grosbeak, Pin'usola enu- Scismops ocelluta, of the family Sciseiridx, acleator:thehoiiae-anch,Carpodacusmezimmis frontalis; „„ii i,„„.„^ „ j' t j

iaujuj' oi-tecniuar, a

the black-breasted plover, Charadrim squatarola; the
well-known and abundant food-fish of the

golietieye Glaucionetta elarigula mnericana ; etc. sandy shores from Virginia tO Texas. See
bullhead, n. 1. tO Ashaik of Tasmania and South redfish, 4.
Australia, heterodontusphmpiiLacipMe, of the family bull-ring, «. 2. A bronze or copper ring de-
Heterodontidae, of small size and harmless, with teeth siffTipri to hfi insprtfirl iti iha aontn^ nt a hi.il'o
formed for crushing shells. AUo callei bulldoff shark,

Slgnea 10 06 insertea in the septum Ot a bull s

and in Sydney, where it is common, Port Jacksmi shark, pose, ana used to lead and control the animal
The aboriginal name viwktabbigan. Austral English.

6. A local name for a river-mussel, Pleuro-
bema sesopus, found in the Mississippi, the shell
of which is used in the manufacture of pearl
buttons— Bear Lake huUhead, a species of sculpin,
Cottvscognatus, of the family Cottidk, found in Great Bear

by means of a wooden handle having a snap-
hook at the end. The snap-hook, when caught in the
ring, makes it possible to lead the bull in safety. The
handle is called a bull-leader or bull-staff.

3. The main part of the piston in an engine

;

the spider of the piston.
Lake andin the Yukon.—Black buIUiead,'the common buU-rope, n. 2. In well-borinq, the rope on
species of horn-pout, Amiurus melas, found especially whioh thp horiiio-tonls ara siisTiBnflnH »nil
in western New York and southwestward.-BTmhead u ?

ooring-toois are suspenoett ana
shark. See *«A«rii.— Prickly bullhead, a species of

which operates them: so called from the fact
sculpin, Cottus asper, of the femily Cottidee, found in that it passes over the bull-wheel,
streams of the Cascade range.—Eocky Mountain bull- buU-rOUt (bul'rout), %. A
head, a species of sculpin, Cottus semisaaber, of the fam- - -

ily Cottidee, found in clear streams in the Rocky Mountain
region. ters.

bull-headed, a. 3. Having a blunt, thick, or buU'S-eye, n. 14. In meteor.: (a) A small

scorpeenoid fish,

Centropogon robustm, found in Australian wa-

massive head—Bull-headed rail, a rail which has a
thick, heavy head, over 50 per cent, of the metal in the
cross-section being located in its head.

bull-headedness (bul'hed"ed-nes), n. 1. The
quality ofbeing bull-headed.— 2. Figuratively,
blind, unreasoning impetuosity or obstinacy;
stupid aggressiveness ; blockheadedness.

bull-hide (bfd'hid), n. The hide of a bull;
loosely, any very heavy hide or skin.

bull-leader (biil'le"der), n. See *bull-ring, 2.

bull-metal (bul'mefal), m. A form of bronze
which is used for hydraulic and marine work,
both in rolled sections and eastings.

cloud of ruddy aspect which off the coast of
South Africa rapidly develops into a local
storm. (6) The center of a system of circular
isobars, such as characterizes an extensive
storm. The isobars suggest the appearance
of a target with its bull's-eye. Hence— (c)

The severest part of a storm or the center
of a hurricane.— 15. A fish of New South
Wales, Priacanthus macraeanthus. E. E. Mor-
ris, Austral English.— 16. The labradorite
variety of feldspar, with a dusky sheen. Also
<BiZ-(ie-6flSM/.—Bull'B-eye cringle, lens. See-kcnngle,
irlens.

Bulldozer,

a, forming-die sliding on bed ; 6, fixed die ; c. c, screws lor adjust-
ment ot b; d. d, connecting-rods operating a : e, pulley for belt-de-
livering power ;y. controller:,^, sample steel bar bent in machine.
Machine i6 feet long.

buUer^ (bul'Sr), n. Same as ^bull^shot.— 2.
In stock-raising, a cow of iiTegular reproduc-
tive habit. Eep. Kansas State Board Agr.
1901-1903, p. 253.

bullet, n. 4. In poker, an ace : as, a pair of
bullets. [Slang.]—Bullet gall. See *gaU3.—jiiim-
dum bullet, a half-covered bullet with an expansible soft
core : named from the Dumdum ammunition-works at
Calcutta.— Soft-nose bullet, a bullet in which the nose
is made of softer metal than the rest in order that it may
flatten out, or mushroom, on impact,

bullet-head (bid'et-hed), n. Around head like

a typical bullet ; a person having such a head,
and, figuratively, a pig-headed, obstinate per-

son.

bulletin, n—international bulletin, in meteor. -. (a)

The bulletin of weather telegrams published in Paris since

1859 as the Bulletin International. (6) The bulletin pub-
lished by the chief signal officer of the United States army
from 1875 to 1889, containing the daily reports and charts

and monthly and annual summaries of the international

simultaneous meteorological observations for the whole
northern hemisphere.

bullet-money (bul'et-mim"i), n. A Siamese
gold and silver ingot coinage : so called from
Its form.
bullet-wood, n Andaman bullet-wood, the tim-

ber of Mimusops littoralis, a tree of the Andaman and
TTicobar islands and Tenasserim. It is reddish brown,

close-grained, very hard, durable, and heavy, and is used
especially for gun-stocks,

buUety (bul'eM), a. [bullet + -y^. Bullet-

like as regards form; shaped like a buUet: as,

a bullety brow. Poe, Works, III. 111.

bull-fiddle (bul'fid"l), n. A device consisting

of a tin can with a siring so inserted that when
it is twanged a harsh, noisy tone is produced.

buU-fighting (biil'fit-ing), TO. A sport among
Spaniards, and peoples of Spanish origin, in

wnieh mounted men attack bulls. See bull-

fight.

The
metal becomes tougher and more ductile as its bull-shot (bul'shot), to. In mining, a blown-
temperature is increased. out shot ; a blast that has blown out the tamp-
buU-nettle (bul'nefl), m. A perennial weed, ing. Also buller.
Solanum elseagnifoUum, often prickly, which bufl-staff (bul'staf), n. See *bulU-ing, 2.

bull-tongue (bul'tung), n. In cotton-culture, a
heavy plow having a vertical mold-board. It

is more of a digger than a plow. [Local, south-
em U. S.]

bull-trout, n. 2. Salvelinus malma, of north-
ern and western North America and Kam-
chatka.

buUule (burul),TO. [LL. bullula, dim. of bulla,

a bubble : see bulla.'] A minute vesicle.

bull-wheel, ». 3. In the machine for boring
wells, the wheel on which the part of the bull-
rope which is not in use is wound. It usually
consists of a drum with a wheel on each end.

bullyl, m. 6. In ^eid-ftocie^, the beginning of
a game and the starting of each goal. A
player from each side stands facing the side-
line, and strikes first the ground and then the
stick of his opponent alternately three times,
after which either player may strike the ball

:

as soon as it is so struckthe ball is in play.

—

7t. A foot-ball scrimmage.— 8. The foreman
or boss of a logging-camp. [U. 8.]
bullyS (bul'i), TO. [F. bouilli, boiled beef : see
bouilli. The E. use is prob. often associated
with bulU.] Canned or pickled beef. Also
attrib., as bully beef.

Anything more ridiculous than the possibility of my re-
turn to Africa never occurred to me as I wearily munched
my ration of everlasting bully beef and rice during the
Matabele war of 1896.

E. S. Orogan, in Geog. Jour., Aug., 1900, p. 431.

Bull-nettle {Soianum elixagnifoHum).

a, upper portion of a plant in (lower and fruit ; b, portion of a leaf
magnified to show stellate pubescence,

(From Britton and Brown's " lllus. Flora of the Northern States
and Canada,")

causes trouble in the region from Kansas to
New Mexico. The leaves are silvery like

those of species of Elsea^nus.

bull-oak (bid ' ok), TO. Same as *belah.

bullock-puncher (bul'ok-punch'^r), to. Same
as *bull-puneher.

bully* (bul'i), TO. [An assumed sing, of bullis
(sometimes written bullies), a form of bullace,
q. v.] The bullace or sloe.

bullock-sling (bul' ok -sling), to. a strong, buUyB (bul'i), to. [Prob. a different applica-
broad slin^ of canvas, employed for hoisting tion, alluding to the similar fruit, of bully*:,

live cattle in and out of a vessel.

bullock-wagon (bid'ok-wag"on), n. A crude
vehicle, with solid plank wfieels, drawn by
bullock^ : used in South Africa.

bullocky (bill ' ok -i), to.
;

pi. bullockies (-iz).

The driver of a bullock -cart or -wagon.
[Australia.]

By George, Jack, you're a regular bullocky boy.
Jioif Boldrewood, Colonial lUformer, xii. Austral

[English.

BuUoidea (biil-6-id'e-a),TO.i,J. i^^.,< Bulla bufpiss (bul'pisTTO [mtive
(a genus) -1- .o^dea.] A group of tectibranchi- a cutaneous affection, probably parasitic", en-ate gasteropods of the order Optsthobranchi- jemic among the Mosq^to Indians in Nieara-

either directly or in the compound bully-tree.']

Same as bully-tree. Also called bully-bay and
bully-berry tree.

buUsnsm (bul'i-izm), TO. The practices and
conduct of a bully.

The Outises who practice this species of bullyism are,
as a matter of course, anonymous.
Poe, Mr. Longfellow and Other Plagiarists,Works,III. 320.

bully-oflf (biil-i-6f'), to. In field-hockey, the
starting of the game. See*bully\6.

in Nicaragua.]

ata. They have the more or less spiral shell either
external or internal ; epipodiamore or less well developed

;

a broad cephalic shield distinct from the dorsal region

;

usually no tentacles', and the eyes sessile. It includes
the Actxonidse, Bullidse, Doridiidx, and other families,

bullon (bo-lon'), TO. [Cf. Sp. bullon, a kind of
knife. ] The Cuhanname of a species of wrasse-
fishes, Searus croicensis, of the family Labri-
dse, found about the West Indies.

bull-puncher (bul ' punch * er), TO. A bullock-
driver. [Australia.]

gua. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 516.

bulrush, TO—Alkali bulrush. See American *bul-
rush.—AiaeTlcan bulrush, Seirput Americanut, a
species widely diffused in North America, sometimes
called thre.e-square in allusion to its triangular stem, and
chuir-maker's bulrush, doubtless with reference to its
use. In the West, often called alkali bulrush because it
endures alkali soils.— Chair-maker's bulTUSh. See
American *i>u<ru»A.—Greatbulrush, Scirpus laeuetris.
See Scirpus.- Prairie bulrush, Scirpus campestris, a
species with a three-angled stem, lower tlian the stem of
the American bulrush, found on wet prairies from Mani-



bulrush
toba to Mexico.— Salt-maish bulrush, Seirpus robug-
tus, a stout species found on the North American coast
from Nova Scotia to Texas.

bultong (bWtong), n. See liltong.

Bulwark plain. See *plaini.
bumi, n. 11. a. Of poor quality ; low-down : as,

a bum show: a hum performance. fSlang.
U. S.]

Bumba rubber. See *rubber.
bumVarge (bum'barj), n. Same as humboat.
bumble, n. 3. A jumble or confused heap;
confusion.— 4. An awkward person.

Hadst thou taen aflf some drowsy buyrvmle^
Wha can do naught but fylce an' fumble,

Twad been nae plea.
Burns, On a Scotch Bard, st 4.

Bumble flower-beetle. See -kflower-beetle.

bumblebee, ».—Trumpeter bumblebee, an indi-
vidual worker in a colony of bumblebees whose function
it is to awaken the others in the early morning.

bumbo^ (bum'bo), re. A native name in Sierra
Leone for a fragrant resin resembling incense,
which is yielded by the bumbo- or bungo-tree,
Daniellia thurifera, as a result of punctures of
the twigs and branches by an insect. See
hunqn-tree.

bumDOating (bum'bot-ing), n. The business
of a bumboat-man (or -woman). Marryat.
bummer, n. 3. A small truck with two low
wheels and a long pole, used in skidding logs.
Also called a drag-eart.

bumming (bum'ing), «. In mining : (a) The
heaving or rising of the floor. ,(6) The emit-
ting of a hollow sound when struck. [Scotch.]
buinp2, n. 6. In cricket, the act of rising
higher than usual from the pitch after being
bowled: said of the ball.

bumper^, n. 3. A species of pompano-like
fish, Chloroscombrus chrysurus, of the family
Carangidse, found on the South Atlantic coast
and about Cuba. Also called casabe. [Baha-
mas.]—4. la felt-hat manuf., a machine used
for consolidating the felted material.—5. In
Eng. whist, a rubber of 8 points.

bumper^, a. Brimming; abundant; very good;
as, a bumper ci-op.

bumper^, v. I. trans. 2. To toast by drink-
ing off a bumper.

II. intrans. To drink bumpers : as, "we all

sang and bumpered away," M. Scott, Tom
Cringle, p. 510.

bumper^ (bum'p6r), n. In pianoforte-making,
same as *counter-check, 2.

bumping-table (bump'ing-ta''''bl), n. In min-
ing, a concentrating-table with a jolting mo-
tion. Also bump-table. Coal and Metal Miners^
Pocketbook.

'bump-joint (bump'joint), n. A joint for fast-

ening flanges on pipes by expanding or bunrp-
ing the end of the pipe into a recess in the
flange, thus preventing the flange from pull-

ing off.

bumpkinet (bump'kin-et"), «• [bumpkin +
-e<i.l A little bumpkin. [Bare.]

Peggy was a little vulgar bumpkifiet.
Times (London), Jan. 12, 1881.

bunch\ n. 7. In minin^r, the expanded por-
tion of a pipe-line ; a place where the pipe
does not maintain a uniform cross-section,

but is expanded Miners' bunches, circumscribed
edematous infiltrations in various parts of the surface in

cases of ankylostomiasis. Nature, Sept 22, 1904, p. 620.

bunch^j V. t. 2. In sugar-beet growing, see
*bloek'i, V. t., 8.—To bunch a load, in lumbering, to

encircle several logs with a chain and load them at once,

by steam or horse-power.—To bunch logs, to collect

logs in one place for loading.

bimcher (bun'ehfer), n. One who or that

which bunches; specifically, an attachment
to a mower designed to collect the clover,

grass, etc., as fast as it is cut, and to deliver

it in regular lots called bunches, it consists of

a series of steel bands trailing on the ground behind the

cutter-bar, and a rear stop or gate composed of steel rods

resembling a hay-rake. The grass, cut by the mower,
falls on the buncher and is prevented from reaching the

ground by the gate. When the buncher is full the gate

IS released by the operator, and the grass is delivered in a

compact bundle caUed a bunch.—Asparagus-buucher,
a self-locking cylindric, hinged holder in which asparagus-

stems are placed and compressed and tied into convenient
and uniform bunches for transportation. It has a guide
for the knife used in trimming off the end of the bunch.
— Side-delivery buncher, a form of buncher designed
to deliver the grass at the side of the mower instead of at

the back. See kwindrower.

buncb-evergreen (bunoh'ev'er-gren), n. See

bunch-grass, n. 2. In general, any grass

which grows in scattered tufts or bunches as

distinguished from one which forms a continu-

ous sod. Pound and Cleifients— Black bunch-
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grass, principally Hilaria mutica; also several other
grasses of different genera.— Early bunch-grass, a
tender grass, Eatonia obtusata, reacfily eaten by cattle,

ranging across the American continent and valuable
where abundant—Feather bunch-grass, a slender
grass, Stipa mridula, growing in and along the Rocky
Mountains. It is the best of its genus for hay, free from
the objectionable awns of S. spartea, the porcupine-grass.
— Great bunch^rass, Festuca scabrella, a valuable
mountain-grass of the western United States.— Pine
bunch-grass, the sheep's fescue, Festuca ovina. [North-
western United States.]- Wire bunch-grass, a wheat-
grass of the western United States, Agropyron divergens,
mdicatiiig agricultural value.— Woodland bunch-
grass, Eragrostis gtomerata, a useful summer grass of
moist grounds in the Gulf States.

bunching (bun'ching), n. In sugar-beet grow-
ing, same as blocking.

bunch-oyster (bunch 'oi8'''t6r), n. A wild oys-
ter found growing in clusters. Same as coon-
oyster.

bunch-word (bunch' wferd), n. A word formed
by ' bunching' several words together, that is,

in technical phrase, by agglutination. /Sir D.
Wilson, Prehistoric Man, 11. 136.

bund2 (bimt), re. [G., < binden = E. bind. The
noun answers in meaning to E. band^, feoredl.]

A leaguBj society, or association: asj Sanger-
bund, a 'singing association' ; a shooting bund.
The institution of revolver shooting is regarded likely

to create much interest, as many members of the buTids
favor this sort of work.

Forest and Stream, Jan 24, 1903, p. 78.

bunding (bun'ding), n. A staging or scaffold
in a mine-level for carrying debris.

bundle, n—Aberrant bundle, a collection of nerve
fibers in the callosal gyrus.—Anterior marginal bun-
dle, the anterior portion of the descending cerebellar
tract in the spinal cord.—Bundle of Vlcq d'Azyr, a
collection of nerve-fibers around the anterior nucleus of
the optic thalamus.—OratiOlet'S bundle, a band of
nerve-fibers which pass from the optic thalamus to the
optic center in the occipital lobe of the brain.—Ground
bundle, one of two groups of nerve-flbers, anterior and
lateral, forming part of the lateral tract of the spinal
cord.—LenhOSSek'S bundle, the ascending root of the
glossopharyngeal and pneumogastric nerves.—Meynert's
bundle, a collection of nerve-fibers connecting the gan-
glion interpedunculare and ganglion habenulse.

bundling-press (bun'dling-pres), n. A ma-
chine for compressing yarns or textile mate-
rials into packages for shipment.
bundling-wire (bun'dling-wir), re. Baling-
wire ; wire used for securing bundles or bales.

bundobust (bun'do-bust), re. [Also bandobast.
Hind. Pers. batid-o-bast, 'tying and binding.']
System; discipline; orderliness. Yule; Kip-
ling. [Anglo-Indian.]

bung^ (bung), a. and adv. [Also bong. Native
Australian bong, die.] Dead To go bung, (a)

To die: as, "suppose you poiun^, then you go to heaven.
[Australia.] (6) To fail; go to smash; collapse; become
bankrupt: as, the bank has gone bung. [Eng. Slang.]

bung-lathe (bung'laxH), n. A lathe specially

equipped for tumingbungs for barrels.

bungy (bung'i), n. [Hind, bhangi.'] An Anglo-
Indian term peculiar to Bombay, denoting a
servant of the low class of sweepers : equiva-
lent to mehiar, a scavenger in Bengal.
bunjairree (bun-ja're), n. [Also bunjary, hin-

jarree, binjarry, benjary {^Biud. banjari; adj.),

prop, bunjara, < Hind, banjdrd, in Bombay
vanjdrd, a grain-merchant, grain-carrier, <
Skt. bauij, trade (see banyan) + -kdra, suffix

of agent.] In India, a grain-merchant; a
carrier of grain.

bunk, re. 3. The cross-beam on which the
logs rest on a log-ear or truck. [U. S.]—4.
A log-car or truck. [U. S.]

bunk^, V. II. trans. To place upon the bunks

:

as, to bunk a log.

bunk^ (bungk),«). i. To make off; run away;
decamp. [Colloq.]

bunk-chain (bungk'chan), n. Same as *toggle-

ehmn.
bunker^, re. 4. pi. The coal carried in bunk-
ers for consumption on board ship. See coal-

bunker.

bunker^ (bung'kfer), v. t. 1. Naut., to load
(coal) into a steamer's bunkers for its own use
as distinguished from loading it as cargo.

The export of coal from Natal in 1901 amounted to 204,-

788 tons, of which 66,767 tons were exported from Durban
by sea, 1,866 tons overland to Orange River and Transvaal
colonies, and 241,166 tons were bunkered by vessels at Dur-
ban. Soi. Arner., Jan. 17, 1903, p. 36.

2. In golf, to place (a ball) in play in a difficult

position, from which it must be played out; to

strike (a ball) into a bunker: said also of the

player whose ball is so placed—To be bunkered
(from the meaning in golf), to be placed in a situation of

diiBculty, from which it is hard to extricate one's sell.

[CoUoq.]

In the long narrow ice-bound valleys which lead up
from the Hindu £ush to the Pamirs, where one can only

see, towering thousands of feet above, the lower knobs and

bunt-rush
buttresses of gigantic spurs which intersect the glaciers
of the mighty ranges on either hand— where the wind
whistles down with the force of steam and the tempera-
ture of ice, we were once, to use a familiar term, fairly
bunkered. Qeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIIL 474.

bunker-coal (bun'Wr-kol), re. Coal carried in
a steamer for its own use as distinguished from
coal carried as cargo.

bunkering (bung'k^r-ing), «. The act of fetow-
ing the bimkers with eoal ; the operation of
filling the coal-bunkers.

bunk-nook (bungk'huk), n. The hook, at-
tached to the end of the bunk on a logging-
car, which may be raised to hold the logs in
place or lowered to release them.
bunk-load (bungk'lod), ». A load of logs not
over one log deep, that is, one in which every
log rests on the bunks.
bunk-spike (bungk'spik), n.. One of the sharp
spikes set upright in the bunks of a logging-
sled to hold the logs in place.

Bunodes (bii-no'dez), re. [NL., < Gr. jSomiJdiK,

< fiovvdg, a mound, hill, + eidog, form.] A ge-
nus of merostomatous crustaceans belonging
to the family Jlemiaspidee of the order Synxi-
phoswra. They have a semicirculai' cephalothorax, no
eyes and no facial sutures, abdomen divided into six
anterior broad segments, four posterior narrow segments,
and an acuminate telson. The genus occurs in Upper Si-

lurian rocks of the Baltic Sea.

bun-okra (bun'6-kra), n. [Said to be native
in Bengal.] The name in India of two cosmo-
politan malvaoeous shrubs, Triumfetta rhom-
boidea and Urena lobata. See *ardmina, *Cse-
sar-weed, Triumfetta, and Urena.
bunolopnodont (bii-no-lof'o-dont), a. Having
tuberoulate teeth in whici the tubercles are
arranged more or less in the form of cross-
crests.

bunow (bu-nou'), n. [Also bunnow. Hind.
banao, preparation, embellishment, decoration,
< bamand, paint, varnish, gild.] A mere fabri-

cation; anything that is fictitious; a sham.
[Anglo-Indian.]

Bunsen combustion-furnace, eudiometer,
etc. See *eombusiion-furnace, '^eudiometer, etc.

Btmsen's and Boscoe's photometer. See
*plwtometer.
bunti, V. II.
trans. In base-
ball, to block
(the ball) with
the bat, so that
it goes to the
ground and
rolls only a
short distance.

bunti, re. 2. A
blunt stone ar-

row-head with
rounded edge in Bum.

place of apoint—Foul bunt, in dase-iia!!, a hit which
goes outside of the fair-lines or is hit unfairly.

bunt^, V. i—Bunt up I (naut), an order given in fml-
ing sail to haul the bunt of the squaresail up on the yard
by aid of the buntlines.

buntal (biin-tal'), n. [Philippine name.] A
fiber prepared from the petioles, or leaf-stems,
of the talipot or buri palm (Corypha umbracu-
lifera), from which hats of the finest quality
are made in the Philippine Islands. See *buri
and talipot.

hunter^ (bim'tfer), a. and n. [Short for G.
bnnter-sandstein, 'variegated sandstone' (see
bumting*:).] I. a. In geol., noting the lowest
division or group of strata in the Triassic sys-

tem in Europe. The word has reference to the varie-

fited colors of these strata. The lower division of the
unter is a sandstone several hundred feet thick (also

locally known as the Vosgesian, gris des Vosges, and gris
bigarr£), resting conformably on the uppermost layers of
the Permian (Zechstein) and passing insensibly into them.
The middle and upper divisions, from 1,000 to 2,000 feet

thick, are sandstones passing into dolomites and red and
green marls, the upper beds being known in Geimany as
the 'Roth.' The Bunter is overlain by the Muschelkalk
in the German Triassic Basin and by the Keuper in Great
Britain.

II. n. [cap.'] The bunter-sandstein division.

Bunte's azotometer. See *azotometer.

bunting^ (bun'ting), a. and re. [Belated to

bunting'^ as bunch^ to bunch^. Cf. bunting^,

«., 3.] I. a. Short and thick-set. [Prov. Eng.]

II, re. A short and thick-set person. [Prov.

Bug.]

bunting'' (bun'ting), «. [Prob. another use

of buntings, w.] The common shrimp, Crangon

vulgaris. [Gr. Brit.]

Buntline lizard. See *lizard.

bunt-rush (bunt-rush'), n. In foot-ball, a rush

made by all the attacking side at once.



bunyip

bunyip (bun'jdp), n. [Also bunyup; aborigi-
nal Australian. ] 1 , Afabulous animal supposed
to inhabit water-holes and rivers. [Australia.]

Certain lar^e fossil bones, found in various parts of
Australia Felix, have been referred by the natives, when
consulted on the subject by the colonists, to a huge ani-
mal of exti'aordinary appearance, called in some districts
the Bunyup, in others the Kianpraty, which they aasert
to be Still alive. It is described as of amphibious char-
acter, mhabiting deep rivers, and permanent water-holes,
having a round head, an elongated neck, with a body and
tail resembling an ox.
W. Weatgarth, Australia Felix, p. 391. Quoted in Austral

[English.

2. An impostor. [Australia.]
buoy, n—Automatic buoy, either a bell-buoy or a
whistling-buoy, which is operated by the action of the
waves.—Electric buoy, a buoy which carries an elec-
tric lamp.—Luminous buoy, a buoy provided with

a, spherical or swin^in^-buoy ; 6, electric or luminous buoy

;

c, automatic bell-buoy.

either an electric or a gas lamp carried on a stand at
the top.—Spberical buoy, a buoy in the shape of a
globe.— Swlnglng-buoys, a number of mooring-buoys
placed more or less in a circle as a convenience in swing-
ing a ship around to different points of the compass when
it is being adjusted or compensated for deviation.

buoyancy, «.— curve of buoyancy, in naval arch., a
curve whose ordinates are the areas of the cross-sections
up to the load water-line at each point in the length of a
vessel. This curve represents the longitudinal distribu-

tion of the buoyancy of the ship, and its area the total

buoyancy or displacement.—Reserve of buoyancy, in
naval arch., the volume of a vessel above the water-line
which can be considered as part of the water-tight hull.

It is usually expressed as a percentage of the total volume
of the vessel or total buoyancy, and is thus a measure of
the additional weight which could be placed on the ship
before she would sink beneath the surface. It is thus, to
a certain extent, a measure of the seaworthiness of the
vessel.—Total buoyancy, in naval arch., the total float-

ing-power of the water-ti^ht hull of a vessel (including its

own weight) up to the point where it is about to sink be-
neath the surface of the water.

buoying (boi'ing), n. The act of sustaining or
keeping afloat ; support.

Without some such buoyinff as M. Simon's he would be
likely to let Caro and Chevalier sink altogether.

Athenieum, July 8, 1893, p. 62.

buoy-safe (boi'saf), n. A large, floating me-
tallic vessel divided into compartments for
protecting merchandise against water.

buphthalmia (buf-thal'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
'poiKjiBaX/io^, ox-eyed, < /3oS?, ox, -I- b<p8a^/i6Q, eye. ]

Forward projection of the iris and cornea
caused byan increase in the amount of vitreous
humor. See buphthalmos.

buphthalmic (biif-tharmik), a. Relating to

or affected with buphthalmia. Lancet, July
11, 1903, p. 101.

buplever (bu-plev'6r), n. [Appar. from a Sp.

form of the NL. bupleurum.'] Any plant of

the umbelliferous genus Buplmrwm. aiie most
noticeable species is the hare's-ear or thoroughwax, Bu-
pleurumrotund^oHum, naturalized In parts of the United
States.

bur^,n. 14. An abnormal outgrowth of wood,
frequently of large size, occurring on the trunk
or branch of a tree, usually as the result of

some injury. See burl\ 2.

Turning now to outgrowths of a woody nature, the
well-known burrs, or "knaurs," so common on elms and
other trees are cases in point. They are due to some in-

juiY— e. g., bruising by a cartwheel, insects—having
started a callus on which adventitious buds arise, or to

the destruction of buds at an early stage.

Aicyc. Brit., XXXI. 677.

Batbnrstbur.the spiny clot-bur or codsle-b\iT,Xanthium
tmnoium. See Xanthium.—Creeplns bur, an ambro-
siaceous weed, Oartneria discolor, spreading by creeping

rootstocks. It is found over the southern part of the

Great Plains region.—French bur. Same as French
burstcme (which see, under fturstone).—Paraguay bur,
either of two composite weeds, Acanthospermum xanthi-

aides, from Brazil (also called sheep-bur), and A. humile,

from the West Indies, both introduced mto the southern

United States. Their bur-like fruits are damaging to

wool.—Sheep-bur. See Paragvay *&ur.— Spanish
bur a malvaceoua plant, Urena lobata, with a bristly
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fruit, It has become a weed in Florida and Alabama.
See Urena and *C»«ar-TOeed.—Taamanlan bur, a name
applied to several species of Acsena or their fruits. See
kMddy-bid and sheep-pest, 2.

burl (b6r), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. burred, ppr. bur-

ring. [6«ri, M.] 1. To extract (burs and other
extraneous matter) from (wool) by chemical
or mechanical means.— 2. To use a dental bur
in the excavation of (a footh-oavity).

bur* (ber), n. [Also burr; < Hind, bar.'] The
native Indian name for the banian-tree.

buranhem (bo-ran-yem'), n. [Native name.]
A name applied in Brazil to a large tree of the
family Sapotacex, Pradosia lactescens, the
thick, sweet bark of which is used in medicine
under the name of monesia bark. The tree yields
a very hard wood, used in ship-building, and from the
roasted seeds a beverage like coifee is prepared. Also
called guranhem and casoa-doce. See monesia.

burbung (bfer'bung), n. The ceremony of ad-
mitting a young man to the privileges of man-
hood. Also burbong. [New South Wales.]
Some Australian tribes have typical and elaborate in-

itiative ceremonies, called Burbung or Bora, for their
adolescents. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 240.

bur-cbisel (b6r'chiz'''el), n. A three-edged
chisel used to clear out the corners of mor-
tises.

bur-ciov.er (b6r'kl6"ver), n. Either of two
species of medic, Medicago Arabica and M. den-
Uculata, so called from their prickly spiral
seed-cases. Both are valuable forage-plants, theformer
extensively introduced in the eastern United States, the
latter in California, where it furnishes an important late-
summer feed. Since the burs become entangled in wool,
the smooth bur-clov0r, more properly snail-clover, M. ru-
gosa, is preferred for sheep-ranges.

bur-cucumber (b6r'ku"kum-b6r), n. See *CJt-

cumber.
burdekin-vine (bnr'de-kin-vin), n. A name
applied in Australia to a grapevine, Vitis opaea,
bearing large edible tubers and pungent ber-
ries.

Burdiehouse group. See *groupK
Burdigalian stage. See *stage.

bureau, n—^Bureau of Accounts, a division of the
United States Department of State, charged with depart-
ment appropriations and property, and with indemnity
funds and bonds.—Bureau Of Animal Industry, a
division of the United States Department of Agriculture,
charged with investigation of matters relating to tlie

raising of live stock, with inspection of live stock, and
with the collection and dissemination of information
of value to this industry and allied industries.—^Bureau
of Appointments, a division of the United States
Department of State, charged with appointments to
office, with commissions, etc., and with the care of the
great seal.—Bureau Of Chemistry, a division of the
United States Department of Agriculture, charged with
investigation of food-products and fertilizers.^Bureau
of Construction and Repair, a division of the United
States Navy Department, charged with the construction
and repair of vessels. —Bureau Of Corporations, a
division of the United States Depai-tment of Commerce
and Labor, charged with the investigation of corporations
and joint-stock companies, and with tbe publication of

information relating to them.—^Bureau Of Equipment,
a division of the United States Navy Department, chai-ged
with the equipment of vessels and with the care of the
Naval Observatory, the Nautical Almanac, the Hydro-
graphic Office, etc.—Bureau of Fisheries. Same as
United States Comfmission of Fish and Fisheries.

See commission.—Bvaea.}! Of Foreign Commerce, a
division of the United States Department of State, charged
with the publication of consular and other foreign trade
reports.—Bureau Of Forestry, a division of the United
States Department of Agriculture, charged with the in-

vestigation of matters relating to forestry. Officially

known as the Forest Service.—Bureau Of Immigration,
a division of the United States Department of Commerce
and Labor, charged with the execution of the laws relating
to immigration and Chinese exclusion and to alien con-
tract^labor.-Bureau of Indexes and Archives, a
division of the United States Department of State,

charged with the care of the department correspondence
and with the archives.—Bureau of Insular Affairs, a
division of the United States War Department, charged
with matters relating to the civil government of the Phil-
ippine Islands, and with certain records of various insular
affairs.—^Bureau of Intelligence. Same as intelligence
department (which see, under intelligeruie).—'B\}Xeaa Of
Labor, a division of the United States Department of
Commerce and Labor, charged with the investigation of
matters pertaining to labor, and with the publication of
bulletins and other information relating tolabor.—Bureau
Of Medicine and Surgery, a division of the United
States Navy Departments chained with laboratories, hos-

Sitals, dispensaries, and medical supplies.—Bureau of
favjgatlon. (a) A division of the United States Navy

Department, charged with fleet orders, enlistment and
discharge, various' branches of naval education, and va-

rious codes, records," etc. (6) A division of the United
States Department of Commerce and Labor, charged with
a general superintendence of many matters connected
with the merchant marine.—Bureau Of Plant Indus-
try, a branch of the United States Department of Agri-
culture, devoted to the investigation of plants in their
economic aspects. Its subjects include plant diseases,

plant-breeding, fiber, forage, and stock-poisoning plants,

fniitrgrowing, etc. It introduces foreign seeds and
plants, operates experiment-grounds, conducts seed-tests,

and manages the congressional seed-distribution.—Bu-
reau Of Bolls and Library, a division of the United
States Department of State, charged with the promulga-
tion of laws and with the care of treaties and various

Russian

burette

^

burking
other documents.—Bureau of Soils, a branch of the
United States Depaitment of Agriculture, charged with
the investigation of soils in their relation to agriculture.
Among its subjects are the physical and chemical proper-
ties of soils, the materials and methods of artificial fertil-

ization, the reclamation of old lands, alkali problems,
and the adaptations of particular soils, the study of the
last involving a Soil Survey, in which are mapped the
soils of particular agricultural regions. — Bureau of
Standards, a division of the United States Department
of Commerce and Labor, charged with the custody and
investigation of the standards of weight and measure.

—

Bureau of Steam Engineering, a division of the
United States Navy Departmen^charged with matters
relating to the steam-machinery of vessels.—Bureau Of
Supplies and Accounts, a division of the United States
Navy Department^ charged with matters relating to
clothing, provisions, and other stores.—Bureau Of the
Census, a division of the United States Department of
Commerce and Labor, cliarged with the taking of the
census.—Bureau Of Trade Relations, a division of the
United States Department of State, charged with the in-

structions for consular reports and with the transmission
of such reports, and with the compilation of various in-

formation with regard to tmde.—Bureau of Yards and
Docks, a division of the United States Navy Depaitment,
charged with the care of docks,wharves, navy-yards, and
similar matters.—Consular Bureau, a division of the
United States Department of State, in charge of consular
correspondence.—CreditBureau. See mercantile*agen-
cy.—^Diplomatic Bureau, a division of the United States
Depaiiiment of State, in charge of diplomatic correspon-
dence—International Bureau of the American Re-
publics, a bureau established to promote closer relations
among the republics in America. It is charged with car-
rying out the mandates of the international American
conferences, and is the custodian of their archives.

—

Passport Bureau, a division of the United States De-
partment of State, charged with the issuing of passports.

bureaucratism (bu-ro'kra-tizm), n. Grovern-
ment by bureaus; officialism: as,

bureaucratism.

burette, n— Constant-volume burette,
connected directly with a mercury reseiToir and with a
barometer. By adjusting the reservoir the
gas in the burette is made to occupy the f^
volume indicated by some flducial mark. (- J
The difference of level between the mercury
in the burette and the top of the column of
mercury in the barometer indicates the pres-
sure exerted by the gas when occupying a
known or definite volume. From this it is

possible to calculate the volume of the gas at
,

normal pressure.— Explosion burette,
form of burette used in gas analysis.

burga (bor'ga), «. [Appar. a dial,

var. of Rxiss"purga: seepurga.'] A
storm of wind and sleet in Alaska.
This storm is similar to the pm;ga of Kussia
and Siberia in which fine snow or snow-sand
is raised by the wind a few feet from the
ground and whirled rapidly around. Not to
be confounded with the blizzard of Norih
America which ischai'acterized by less snow,
freater cold, and fiercer winds. Also spelled
oorga.

burgator (b6r-ga'tor), n. [NL.,
equiv. to burgulator: see burglar.']

A burglar.

burgher, n. 3. In South Africa, a
citizen of the former Transvaal Republic or
of the Orange Free State.

The British troops under my command having entered
the Orange Free S^te, I feel it my duty to make known to
all Burghers the cause of our coming, ... I therefore
warn all Burghers to desist from further hostility.

Lord Roberts, Proclamation to the Burghers, etc.

bur-head (bto'hed), n. A plant of the alis-

maceous genus Echinodorus. The fruits form
smallj bur-like heads.

burhel, n. Same as *bharal.

buri(bb-re'), n. [Philippine name.] The tali-

pot palm, Corypha umbraculifera, of great
economic importance. The blades of the large fan-
shaped leaves yield a material for mats, sacks, and thatch

;

the vascular fiber of their petioles, called buntal, is the
materialfrom which the celebrated buntal hats ai'e braided ;

the sap, collected by cutting off the immature inflorescence,
yields a cider-like drink, molasses, sugar, vinegar, and a
distilled liquor called vino ; the small edible fruit is made
into preserves ; and the starchy pith of the trunk yields a
kind of sago called ymro. It is from this palm that the
island of Burias in the Philippine archipelago takes its

name. See talipot. [Philippine Is.]

Burial society. See ^society.

burial-aisle (ber'i-al-il"), '« An aisle, in a
church or other religious building, underwhich
bodies are buried.
To send his body and his heart to be buried in Avenal

burial aisle, in the monastery of Saint Mary's.
Scott, The Abbot, xxxviL

burial-hill (ber'i-al-hil), n. Same as burial-

mound.
burial-robe ('ber'i-al-rob), n. A dress or robe
for the dead ; a shroud.

burial-vault (ber'i-al-vait), n. A vault in
which the dead are buried.

burk, V. t. A simplified spelling of burke.

burking, n. 2. Killing by suffocation; figura-
tively, a private suppression of a proposition,
bill, ortbe like.—3. Speeifloally, inmed., suffo-

cation due to tonic spasm of the muscles of
respiration.

Explosion
Burette.



burking
H we had diaphragm spasm alone, the symptoms then

would rather resemble burking.
Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 688.

burkism (bSrk'izm), «. IBurke (aeeburlce, v.)
+ -ism.'] The practices of Burke, the mur-
derer (see hurke, v.); that is, murder of kid-
napped victims by smothering.
burkundaz (bfer'kun-daz), n. [Hind. (< Ar.)
Ar. Pers. barkanddz, lit. 'lightning-darter.']
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add a fresh part to an injured or incomplete casting by
running a stream of molten iron through the mold of the
new part. The molten metal fuses the surface on which
it is to be joined and produces perfect union between the
two.—To bum one's boats or bridges, to cut oft all
chances of retreat (usually in order to prevent one's self
from considering that policy in case ofadverse conditions).
n. intrans. 10. To become acidified as the

burro
generated by the burner. Also called Smio heater.—
Welsbach burner, a burner for illuminating gas devised
by Auer von Welsbach. It consists essentially of a Bun-
sen burner about the non-luminous flame of which a man-
tle of cotton gauze impregnated with certain metallic
oxids (chiefly thorium oxid) is placed. When first ignited
the cotton bums away and leaves a skeleton of the oxids,
which becomes incandescent and emits a brilliant light.

An armed retainer, policeman
unmounted armed employee of
partment in India. Also spelled hurkendoss.
[Anglo-Indian.]

burley2 (bfir'li), n. [Prob. from a proper
name Bwrley.'] A well-known American vari-
ety of tobacco, having two subvarieties, red
and white.

Burlington group. See *grovpK
burly-boned (ber'li-bond), a. Having large,
massive bones ; of massive build ; stout : as,
hurly-boned soldiers. Naslie.

burly-headed (ber'li-hed"ed), a. Massive-
headed ; of great or commanding intellect.

Destiny has work for that swart ftjiriy-Aeaifed Mirabeau.
CarlyU, Trench Kev., I. iv. 4.

Surmannia ( bfer-man 'i-a), n. [NL. (LinnsBus,
proposed 1737, established 1753), named in
honor of Jo-
hannes Bur-
man, (1706-

79), profes-
sor of botany
at Amster-
dam.] A ge-
nus of mono-
cotyledonous
plants, type
of the family
Burmannia-
cese. They are
annual, erect
herbs with en-
siform basal
leaves, or with
these some-
times wanting,
and acape-like
-stems, the cau-
line leaves be-
ing reduced to
"bracts or scales.

There are about
20 species, na-
tives of the
wanner parts of
the world. Two
species, B. bi-

.Jlora and B.
capitata, occur
in the United
States from Vir-
ginia southward
to Florida and
Louisiana.

Burmanni-
acese (bfer-

man-i-a'se- ^' Burmannta loftgifolia, in flower; a,

a\ 7 r\rT ^"^ anther, enlEir^ed; d, a seed, enlargred;B,
OKB.pt. [_JNJu. Burmattnia tttberosa. an entire plant.

(Blume
,

1827), < Burmannia + -acex.'\ A family
of monoeotyledonous plants of the order
Orchidales, typified by the genus Burmannia,
and characterized by flowers with a double
3-merous perianth, 6 stamens, 3 styles, and
capsular many-seeded fruits. There are 13 genera
and about 60 species, natives of the tropics of both hemi-
spheres, with a few in temperate Australasia. They are
herbs growing from rhizomes or tubers, sometimes sapro-
phytic and destitute of chlorophyl, and with flowers in

racemes, often nodding or pendulous. -

burmanniaceous (ber-man-i-a'shius), a. Be-
longing to the plant family Burmanniacese.

Burmese gold, ringworm. See *goU, *Ti/nea

imbricate.

burmite (ber'mit), n. [Burma + -iie^.] A
variety of- amber, often of a light-sherry color,

pale red and yellow, found in Burma, occa-

sionally in masses of ten pounds or more.
Many Chinese art-objects are made of it.

burni, v.
j I. trans. 9. To vulcanize (india-

rubber) by mixing it with sulphur or metallic

sulphids and.heatmg to a properly determined
temperature. SadUer, Handbook of Indust.

Chem., p. 106.—10. To alter by means of heat,

as a gem. Thus yellow topaz may be burned
to pink, smoky quartz tobrown and yellow (so-

-ealled Spanish topaz), chalcedony to cameUan,
yellow or bluish zircon to the colorless variety,

etc.—11. To injure (plants) as if by scorch-

ing: said of the action of strong fertilizers.

—To be burned out, to have one's house or shop gutted

T)y fire.-To buma hole In one's pocket, said ofmoney
when the owner is eager to spend it.—TO bum away, to

remove by burning.—To bum on, in foundry-work, to

S.— 12

effect of an excess of green^herbage which has bumer-dome (ber'ner-dom"), n. A metallic
„ ^i_ .J .._j -_!j _„ ., . dome-shaped plate used in connection with an

Argand lamp to deflect the ascending current
of air, throwing it on the flame, and thus in-
creasing the temperature, and hence the
brightness of the light.

U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 165. (6) A damage burner-gas (bfer'nfer-gas), n. In the manufac-

^ci. J
^^®" plowed under : s"aid of a soil'

or other burnj, n. 5. In the tobacco trade : (a) The
a civil de- Quality of leaf considered with reference to

the completeness or incompleteness of its re-
duction to ash in being smoked. Yearbook

sometimes suffered by tobacco in the process
of curing (drying), due to excessive moisture
in the_ air. Specifically termed house-burn
when it takes place indoors, and pole-burn
when the leaves are dried hanging on poles.
bum-baiting (bfem'ba-ting), n. Same as burn-
beatkig. See burn-beaUng and *burn-beat.
The paring of land is a practice of long standing in this

ture of sulphuric acid, the mixture of gases
from the kiln or burner in which sulphur as
such, or the sulphur of iron pyrites, is con-
verted into sulphur dioxid by union with at-
mospheric oxygen. This mixture consists
mainly of sulphur dioxid, surplus oxygen, and
the whole of the nitrogen of the air used. G.
Lunge, Sulphuric Acid, I. 579.

island, particularly in the west of England,where it is also bumet^^ n ^Native bnmet ^of Anatralial thp shpon.denominMted fin <-nniiii,nt.inn with C^i^nN ,i=„.=i,!ri„™
uuiiicu , «. riaiive Dumei (01 Australia), me sneep-denominated (in conjunction with burning) den-shiring,

burn-baiting, or sod-burning.
W. Freaim, The Complete Grazier, p. 861.

burn-bakingt (bfem'ba-king), «. Same as
hurn-beating.

bum-beat (bfern'bet), v. i. To perform the op-
eration ofburn-beating, or paring and burning
(see rmiev paring). See also *burn-baiting.

burned, a—^Bnmed coating, a technical term applied,
in a figurative sense, by electroplaters to a metallic de-
posit of unsatisfactory appearance and character.

burner, n. 3. A device for heating a painted
surface so that the paint can be removed.

pest or biddy-bid, Acasna ovina. See sheep-pest, 2, and
*hiddy-bid.

Bumetan (b6r-net'an), n. [Burnet, a town
and county in Texas.] The lowest subdivision
of the Precambrian series of Texas. As used
by T. W. Comstock, probably equivalent to
Laurentian of eastern Canada.
bume't-rose, n. See rosei, I, 1 (2), and cant-
robin.

burnettism (bfer-net'izm), n. The impregna-
tion of wood with Burnett's liquid as a pre-

_ _ _ servative. N. and Q., Sept. 10, 1892.

it has a lamp to which a blowpipe is attached, by which buming, n. 4. Oxidation of iron by keeping
the flame from naphtha is driven with great force against
the paint, softening it so that it can be scraped off.

—

Albo-carbon burner. See *albo-carbon.—AB\)eatos
burner. See -ttasbestoi. — Aviei burner. Same as
ITeisftacft *!iMr»er.—Clamond burner, an inverted air- !„,_„{__ „ji /ka,/„:„.^„;i\ „
and-gas burner so arranged that a conical basket made of "P^^'??p^tJ \._ j °™f^'?_/y',, \
twisted threads of calcined mag-
nesia, supported by platinum wire,
is heated to incandescence.—Frled-
burcT burner, a form of gas-burner
in which the air to be. mixed with
the gas is admitted at the top and
is preheated. The regulation of air
is efliected by sliding the outer tube
up and down. Either a luminous
or a non-luminous flame is thus ob-
tained.—Incandescent oll-vapor
burner, a burner which uses an
oil vapor mixed with air for fuel
and in which the flame heats a
mantle of an infusible substance to
incandescence.—Koch burner, a

Friedburg: Burner.

it too long at a welding heat. Burnt iron is prao-
ticaUy worthless, although it is sometimes used after re-
peated reheatiugs and hammerings, which partially
remedy the damage.

A trade-name
for allTiquid products distilled from petroleum
which are used for illuminating purposes.
[U.S.]

burning-point (bfer'ning-point), n. The tem-
perature at which the vapor from the free sur-
face of an illuminating-oil contained in an
open vessel, when ignited by contact with a
flame, will continue to burn: distinguished
from the ^asWngr-;joi»t which is the tempera-
ture at which the first momentary ignition be-
comes possible.

Burn-nose tree. Same as bonace-tree.

special form of gas-burner with k safety-device. Aslong ^i^?:??* &'rA^i?-
The melting of a wire

as the flame continues it heats two spiral springs which °^ °*'^^'^ electno conductor by an electric cur-
control a lever at- rent of too great quantity—Burn-out fuse, at-
tached to the stop- loy, in elee. wiring, a fuse or alloy which melts readily at
cock of the gas- a comparatively low temperature when placed in circuit,
supply. Whenever The melting of the fuse forms an arc across the space for
the flame is extin- an instant, and the current is cut out from the main line
p;uished the cool- before other harm is done.

iefea°ses'ttil^lCTl?
b^rusides (bfern'sidz), n. pi. A style of beard

and the stop-cock ^^<^^ as tiat affected by General Bumside
is automatically (1824-81), consisting of a mustache, whiskers,
closed. It is of and a clean-shaven chin.
especial use where gumt amethyst, brass, card, coal. See *amethyst,
names are leit -kbrassi, etc.—Burnt logwood. Same as over-aged log-

M™unl°™'b'^te'
"'°'"'" See •oucr-a^ed and •offinff, 4.

ilologioal ovens.— bUTUt-Stuff (bernt'stuf), n. A miners' term
maletra burner, for the oxidized surfieial facies of certain ore-
a simple and val- deposits. [Australia.!

SS-^uS^oiTae burnut (b6r;nut), n. [Appar. from burT.-i-nut,

sulphur from iron in an allusion reflected also in its other name,
caltrop.} A plant of the genus Tribulus (which
see).

Burow's veins. See *veins of Burow.
burra-kbana (bu-ra-ka''na), «. [Hind, bard
ftftama, ' big dinner.'] * A ' big spread ' ; an en-
tertainment or feast ; a banquet. [Anglo-In-
dian.]

' " A thin circular
plate with a serrated edge, used in a burring-
maehine.

burring-wheel (ber'ing-hwel), n. A drum
having teeth on the outside, used in burring
wool.

[Sp., so called from its

Koch Burner.

pyrites in the manufacture of sulphuric acid. The 'py-

rites small ' (dust and coarse powder) having been placed
on a succession of superposed shelves of flre-clay, and the
combustion started by flame from ordinary fuel, the hot
gases are led from one shelf to another over the material,
the buming of the sulphur producing heat enough to
keep the process going.—Hantle burner, a gas-burner
in which a non-luminouS flame impinges on a man-
tle, making it incandescent. See Welsbach -kburner.
Naphtha burner, a burner so arranged as to vaporize burrlug-saw (b6r'ing-s&), n.
or atomize the naphtha and then bum it with an admix- ' "

'

. - ,

ture of air.—Fetroletun burner, any burner which
atomizes and vaporizes petroleum and, mixing the finely
divided particles with air, burns the oil as a vapor.

—

Katchet-Wbeel burner, a burner the valve of which is

operated by a ratehet and pawl.—Recuperative burner,
a burner in which the gas or the air or both are pre- .

heatedbeforereachingthepointof inflammation.—Scott- bUTritO (bo-re to), n.

Snell burner, a self-intensifying mantle burner in which
heated air is fed to the burner under pressure. The air

is compressed by the aid of a displacer attached to a dia-

phi-agm, which forms a small caloric engine operated by
the waste heat of the gas flame.— Self-intensifying
burner, a fomi of mantle burner provided with a draft-

chimney which forces all of the gas and all the air intro-

duced at the base of the burner to pass through the man-
tle.—Siemens burner, a form of regenerative burner

grunting noise ; dim. of burro, a donkey.] A
species of grunt, Pomadasis branicki, of the
family Heemulidee, found on the sandy shores
of the Pacific coast of America and reaching a
length of 7 inches. The name is also applied

to other related species, as

leucisctis, also of the family Heemulidee.
specially useful m the illumination of large spaces, the Krirro^ n.— 2. Aname of species of grunts of
large sizes (100-200 candle-power) being the most efficient. tiTo foinnir ff/»M.«7ir?3. na V^nntlnvist mnrrnpfin-
The light is diffused downward.— Sugg burner, an iD.e t&mily Miemuliase, a.s romaoammacracan-
Argand gas-bumer of standard form sometimes used in thus of the Pacific coast of tropical America,
the photometry of illuminating gas.— Suvlo burner, —Burro bianco, a species of grunt , Brachydeuterus
the trade name of a gas-heater. It is a Bunsen burner axUlaris, of the family Hiemulidie : fomid only about

having a small drum attached to radiate the heat Guaymas and Mazatlan.



bur-mbber

bur-rubber (bi'v'rub"6r), «. A block of emery
and eetaent used in facing and dressing mill-
stones.

Burrum formation. See *formation.
bursa, n. 2. [cap.'\ A genus of dicotyledon-
ous plants of the family Brassicacese. See
Capsella and shepherd's-purse Adventitious or
aruflclal bursa, a bursa formed over a bony surface
when the part is subjected to intermittent pressure.—
Boyer*s bursa, a bursa between the thyrohyoid mem-
brane and the hyoid bone.

—

Bursa VlrUls, the scrotum.—Luschka's bursa, a sac in the mucous membrane of
the posterior wall of the pharynx.— Elder's bursa, an
adventitious bursa formed in the thigh from pressure of
the saddle.

Bursal apertures. Same as -kbursal fissures.—Bxasal
fissures, in the Ophiuroidea, or brittle-stars, slits border-
ing each margin of the arms and communicating with the
bullae or pouches, which receive the generative products.
These fissures are sometimes discontinuous and, in fossil

species, are Icnown to be reduced to rows of pores.

—

Bursal scales, iu the Ophiuroidea, or brittle-stars, the
scales or plates which bound the *bursal flssui'es (which
see). —Bursal slits. Same as irbursal fissures.

bursatti (ber-sat'i), n. Same as *biirsautee.

bursautee (ber-so'te), n. [Also bursatti, bur-

sattee ; < Hind, barsdti, adj. < barsdt, the rains.]

1. A disease of horses thought to be caused
by a fungus. It is characterized by peculiar
swellings under the skin which finally rupture
and are converted into chronic ulcers.— 2. A
waterproof coat; a rain-coat. [Anglo-Indian.]

bnrseed (ber'sed), n. A species of stickseed,

Lappula Lappula, introduced into the United
States from Europe.

burst, V. i. 4. In pin-pool billiards, to go be-
yond a score of 31; in ball-pool, to smash at

the pyramid.
burster, «. 2. In mining, a blast-hole bored in
solid coal not previously made ready for blast-

ing by shearing or holing.

bur-tnimble (b6r'thim"bl), n. A dentists'
thimble.

burweed, »—Yellow burweed, an annual boragina-
ceous weed, Anudnclda intermedia, troublesome in Cali-

fornia graui-fields and vineyards. The burs are formed
by the hispid calyces.

bus^ (bus), n. Short for ^bw-bar. Same as
'''bus-bar.

busain, «. Same as ^btisaun.

busaun (bo-zoun'), n. [G. *busaun, posaune,
etc., trombone : see posaune.^ In organ-
building, a soft reed stop, usually of 16-feet

pitch.

bus-bar (bus'bar), n. [{omni-)bus + 6ari.] A
system of conductors, in an electric generat-
ing-station, on which the power of all the gen-
erators is collected for distribution into the
system, or (in an electric receiving-station)
on which the power from the generating-sta-
tion is received for distribution to the appa-
ratus consuming it.

busenna (bo-sen'a), n. Same as mesenna.

bUSh^, 1>. t—To bush a road, to mark the course of

a loggmg-road across a marsh or the ice by setting up
bushes. [U. S.]

bnsh^, n. 3. In milling, a packing of wooden
blocks placed in the eye of the bedstone and
forming the upper bearing of the spindle.

bush^ (btish), V. t. 4. To dress a stone with a
bush-hammer.
busha (bush'a), n. [Negro ? Appar. not native

W. Ind.] Tlte ma.nager or overseer of an es-

tate in Jamaica. [West Indies.] .

bush-beater (bush'be"t6r), n. Same as bush-

whacker, 1.

Such was the legion of sturdy bush-beaters that poured
in at the grand gate of New Amsterdam.

Irving, Kniclserbocker, vi. B.

bush-boy (bush'boi), n. An Australian bush-

man.
bush-bred (bush'bred), a. Bred or reared in

the bush. [Australia.]

bushbuck, n. 2. The harnessed antelope, Tra-

gelaphus pietus ; also, the rare T. bor.

Bushbuck l^Tragelaphus bor).

bush-cattle (bush'kaf'l), n. In Australia, cat-

tle lost from a herd and running wild in the

bush.
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bush-clover (bush'kl6-v6r), n. Any species of

the genus Lespedeza (which see). The bush-
clovers are either erect, prostrate, or ascend-
ing "plants, with numerous yellowish or pur-
plish pea-like flowers. The only species of

special economic value is the Japan clover

(which see, under Japan).

bush-coral (bush'kor"al), n. A bushy gorgo-
nian, Jcanella normaiii, found in the North
Atlantic.

bush-cow (bush'kou), n. The tapir. [British

Gruiana.]

Of the quadrupeds foimd in these forests, the largest is

the tapir, or maipuri, commonly called the bush^cow.
W. B. Brett, Indian Tribes of Ouiana, p. 20.

bush-drive (bush'driv), n. A hunt or shooting
expedition in which the game is driven from
cover in the bush toward the sportsmen.
[South Africa.]

At the bush-drives so common in the [Cape] Colony
Blue-buck are seldom turned out.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 831.

bushed, a. Hence— 2. Bewildered ; at a loss

;

'lost'; all at sea.

The poor youth, new to the wilds, had, in the expressive
phrase of the colonials, got bushed, that is, utterly be-
wildered, and thus lost all idea of the direction that he
ought to pursue. W. Howitt, Australia, I. 283.

busheling (bush'el-ing), n. In iron-worMng,
the process of heating iron scrap and forming
it into a solid block in a furnace.

busheling-fumace (bu8h'el-ing-fer"nas), n.

A furnace used in working scrap-iron into a
solid block. The scrap, consisting of turnings, chips,
nails, etc., is heated to a welding heat, and gathered into
a ball about as large as a bushel basket While still hot
and soft it is taken to a hammer aud welded by hammer-
ing into a billet or is blown.

bush-faller (bush'f4F6r), n. A bushman who
fells or cuts down timber in the bush. [Aus-
tralia.]

bush-fighter (bush'fi'''ter), n. One who fires

from tbe shelter of bushes ; a bushwhacker.
bush-fruit (bush'frSt), n. A term recently
adopted in the United States from English
usage to designate those cultivated fruits

which are borne on bushes or shrubs, as the
raspberry, blackberry, gooseberry, and cur-

rant. The term small-fruit comprises the same
ai)d also the strawberry.

bushhammer (bush'ham'''6r), v. t. To break
or dress (stones) by means of a bush-hammer.
bush-harrow (biish'har-o), v. t. To treat with a
bush-harrow.
Bush^harrow after sowing.

W. Fream, The Complete Grazier, p. 826.

bush-hawk (bush'hak), n. One of the smaller
hawks of New Zealand and Australia, Hiera-
cidea novse-zealandise.

bush-hog (bush'hog), n. 1. Same as*bush-pig.
— 2. A name given in British Guiana to the
peccary, Dicotyles (or Tayassu) tajacu.

bush-honeysuckle (bush"hun'i-8uk-l), ». 1. A
plant of the genus JJiervilla. See honeysuckle, 2.

— 2. Any species of true honeysuckle with a
bushy habit, including, therefore, the fly-

honeysuckles
;
particularly, Lonicera Tatarica,

the Tatarian bush-honeysuckle, an ornamental
species native in southeast Bussia and Siberia.

bush-horse (bush'h6rs), n. A horse which is

lost andrunning wild in the bush. [Australia.]

bushido(bo'shi-d6''), «. [Chino-Jap.,<6M (Chin.

wu), military, warrior, + ski, officer, -I- do
(Chin, too), way.] The code of moral princi-

ples which the knights and warriors of feudal
Japan were required to put into practice in
all circumstances and relations of life ; knightly
spirit and conduct; chivalry; gentlemanly po-
liteness and honor; integrity, devotion, and
duty to one's superiors, and unswerving loy-

alty to the mikado.
Bu-shi-do means literally *Militai*y-kiiigh1>-ways''— the

ways which fighting nobles should observe in their daily
life as well as in their vocation ; in a word, the 'precepts
of knighthood,' the noblesse oblige of the warrior class.

Nitobe, Bushido, p. 7.

bushloper (bush'16''''p6r), n. [New York D.
*boscltrlooper%: see bush^, lope^, and loper. Cf.

int&rloper.'] One who»tramps through the bush
or wilderness; a peddler: as, "a romantic
young bushloper" (of the earlier period of the
Dutch occupation of New York). E. Eggleston,

Duffels, Preface.

bush-magpie (bush'mag'''pi), «. A name of

the Australian piping-crows, or crow-shrikes,

belonging to the genus (rymnorhina, from their

black-and-white coloration. »

bushman, n. 3. A settler in the bush of

Australia, as distinguished from one who

busking

dwells in a town or city; specifically, one who
is acquainted with the bush and its ways.
bushmanite (bush'man-it), n. [Also bomes-
manite and boschjesmdnite. Bushman (D. Bos-
jesman) -t- 4te^.'] A native alum, in composi-
tion intermediate between pickeringite and
apjohnite.

bushmanship (bush'man-ship), ». Knowledge
and experience of the lf>ush and its ways ; skill

in the methods and practical work of the
bushman.
bush-pea (bush'pe), n. A plant of the legu-

minous genus Thermopsis; false *lupine (which
see). The Montana bush-pea, T. Montana, a tall herb
with a cluster of erect stems, is regarded as possessing
some value as forage.

bush-pig (bush'pig), n. An African pig of the
genus Potamochcerus, either P. africanus or P.
porcus; a boschvark. Also bush-hog.

bush-ranging (bush'ran''''jing), n. The lawless
life of a bush-ranger.
bush-rider (bush'ri''''d6r), n. One employed in

riding over a bush farm, or station, round-
ing up the cattle, inspecting the fences, etc.

[Australia.]

bush-rope (bush'rop), n. A name given to
various species of woody vines (bejuco, etc.),

the stems of which (lianas) are used as a sub-
stitute for ropes, and in the place of nails for

securing to one another the timbers of a house.
[West &dies and British Gruiana.]

bush-scrubber (biish'skrub''''6r), n. A bump-
Mn; a boor; a slattern: as, she's a lady!
she 's no bush-scrubber. See scrubber^. [Bush-
man's Eng., Australia.]

bush-scythe (bilsh'siTH), n. A scythe having
a short, wide, and strong blade for cutting
brush and briers.

The primitive reaping knife or hemp cutter, which is

something between a corn-cutter and a bush-scythe.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 547.

bush-tamarind (bush'tam^a-rind), n. A tall

tree of Guiana, Machasrium Schomburgkii,
which yields a valuable wood. See itakor-wood

and Machseriv/m.

bush-telegraph (bush'teF'e-graf), n. A eon-
federate of the bush-rangers of Australia,
who keeps them informed with regard to the
movements of the police, etc. [Australia.]

bush-turkey (bush ' t6r '' ki), n. A name in

Guiana of the larger curassows.

bush-warbler (bush' wfir^bler), ». 1. SecK'or-
bler.—2. Any species of Gerygone, a genus of
small birds generally placed with the flycatch-
ers. They are inhabitants of the Australian
region.

bush-water (bush'wfi,''''t6r), n. Rain-water
which collects in low places in forests. [West
Indies.]

bushwhack (bush'hwak), v. i. 1. To act in
the manner of a bushwhacker: (a) sojourn in
or beat about the bush; (6) engage in guer-
rilla warfare and fire from behind the bushes.— 2. To cut bushes with a bushwhacker.— 3.
To hunt ducks by approaching them in a boat
which has a screen around it to conceal the
occupants. Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903.

bushwoman (bush'wum'''an), n.; pi. bushwonien
(-wim'en). A woman living in the bush and
playing her part in the settlement and devel-
opment of tbe country.

bushwood (bush'wud), n. See *woodland.
bush-wren (bush'ren), n. A small passerine
bird, Xenicm longipes, of New Zealand: so
called from its general resemblance to the
wren of England.
bushy^ (bush'i), n. [bush + dim. -^2.] A coun-
tryman. [Australia.]

business-wagon (biz'nes-wag'on), n. A
wagon, with or without an inclosed top, used
for carrying merchandise.
busk^, ». ». 3. To cruise as a pirate.— 4. To
earn a livelihood by going about singing, play-
ing, and selling ballads, or as an acrobat, jug-
gler, etc., in public houses, steamboats, on the
street, etc. [Slang, Eng.]
busker (busk'er), «. [6««fc3-(--eri.] A strolling

singei^ player, ballad-seller, or the like. See
*busk^, 4.

The words and tune of which I remember hearing
from the lips of a busker at Margate.

Referee, June 29, 1884. [Encyc. Ditt.]

busking (busk'ing), n. [busl^ + -ing'^.] The
practice of going about as an itinerant singer,
player, juggler, ballad-seller, or the like, in

pursuit of a livelihood. Mwyliew, L6ndon La-
bour, I. 215. [Slang, Eng.]



Bussira rubber

Bussira rubber. See *rul)ber.
busti, V. t. 2. To break to the saddle, as an
intractable bronco. [Slang, western U. S.]

It is upon the cowboys that the task falls of breaking to
the saddle, or busting, the almost untractable " bronchos

"

that are raised both for this puipose and for the open
market Wide World Mag., April, 1903, p. 545.

bustamite (bos'ta-mit), n. [Named after its
discoverer, Bustamante.']

. A variety of the
manganese sUioate, rhodonite, peculiar in con-
taining calcium.
bustard-quail (bus'tard-kwal), n. Any of the
small, three-toed quails or hemipods of the
family Turniddse, found in the Old World ; in
particular, the East Indian Turmx taigoor.

buster, n. 5. In Australia, a sudden violent
squall from the south.
The cold wind or southerly buster which . . . carries

a thick cloud of dust . . across the city.
F. Fowler, in Athenaeum, Feb. 21, 1863, p. 264.

6. One who breaks intractable horses to the
saddle; a bronco-buster. [Slang, U. S.]

Naturally, on a large ranch which employs many cow-
boys, there is much rivalry among them as to who is the
best rider, or buster.

Wide Wcyrld Mag., April, 1903, p. 546.

bustite (bus'tit), TO. IBustu, in India, + -j*e2.]

See *meteorite.

busy, a. 8. In decoration, full of detail; over-
crowded ; fussy. [Trade cant.]

The decoration, in dealer's language, being too busy tor
broad effects. Burlington Mag., III., p. 86.

busybodied (biz'i-bod"id), a. Of the nature
of a busybody ; meddlesome. N. E. D.
butalanine (bii-tal'a-mn), n. [Gr. /3owf, ox, +
-t- + -al + -iree2.] jQpha-aminoisovaleric aeid,

(0H3)2CHCHNH2CO2H : foundinthepanereas
of the ox.

butane (bii'tan), n. [L. hut(yrum), butter, -1-

-ane.'\ In chem., the fourthmember ofthe paraf-
fin series of hydrocarbons, CaBliq. Two isomeric
forms are known, noi-mal butane and isoDUtane ; both are
at ordinary temperature and pressure gaseous, colorless,
almost odorless, very slightly soluble in water, and readily
combustible. Normal butane occurs in small quantity in
American petroleum, and has been to a limited extent
condensed from the most volatile portion, by means of a
freezing mixtm-e, as a colorless, very light liquid boiling
at r C. (or about 34° F.), forming almost the whole of the
commercial product chymogene.

butcha (bu'eha), a. [Hind, baehcha.'] A young
one ; a boy, babe, bairn, urchin, chit, chicken,
sapling, etc. [Anglo-Indian.]
butcher, n. 5. Along drink of beer. Austral
English. [Slang, South Australia.]

butcher-bird, ». 2. In Australia, a name of
birds of the genus CracUeus. Gould, Birds of
Australia.

butene (btl'ten), n. [L. iut(yrum), butter, +
-ene.) The official name of the hydrocarbon
CiHg. It exists in three isomeric forms. Also
called butylene.

butenyl (bti'te-nil), m. [L. &M«(^r««m), butter, +
-e)i(e) + -yl.] The radical C4H 7 : as in butenyl
glycerol, C^'j(,0Ii)3.

butic (bii'tik), a. [L. but(yrum), butter, + -Jc]

Derived from butine.—Bntlc acid. Same as Metro-
lie acid.

butine (bfi'tin), n. [G. buUn, < L. but(yrum),
butter, + -ine^.'\ The official name of the
hydrocarbon €4^0. Four isomeric forms are
possible, and at least three of these are known.
Butoiuacese (bii-to-ma'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (S.

F. Gray, 1821), < Butomus + -aceae.'] A fam-
ily of monocotyledonous plants of the order
Naiadales, typified by the genus Butonms, and

• characterized by regular, hermaphrodite, 3-

merous flowers, usually with a larger number
of stamens and carpels and many seeds. They
are swamp or aquatic herbs with linear leaves or with a
broad blade having a lattice-like nervation. There are

4 genera, 3 of which are monotypio, and 6 species, widely
distributed.

Butomaceous (bii-to-ma'shius), a. [< Butoma-
cex + -OMS.] Belonging to. the plant family

Butomus (bu'to-mus), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1753,

adopted from T'oumefort, 1700), < Gr. povro/joc,

some aquatic plant, probably the flowering

rush.] A genus of plants, type of the family

Butomacese. B. umbellatus, the only species, is a

hardy perennial aquatic, easily grown on the margins of

ponds. Itis^naovmasjloweringrush. SeerasW.

butt*^, »., 1. (e) In archery, the end of an ar-

row which is held against the bowstring in

shooting: opposed to point.— 14. A shelter

or concealment, built of blocks of peat or turf,

for the gunner in grouse-driving on English

and Scotch moors. Also called a battery.

Where possible, the butts should always be placed in a

hollow of the ground ; this not only helps to conceal them
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from the birds, but also produces higher and prettier
shots. ... He [the sportsman] should not crouch in his
butt nor seek to conceal himself by stooping, but remain
perfectly motionless, until the moment when he throws
his gun up to his shoulder to fire.

Eneye. Brit., XXXII. 604.

15. In the tobacco trade, a box 12 inches
square, holding from 15 to 50 pounds. Stand.
Diet.— 16. pi. The ends or 'cuttings' of jute
rejected by the manufacturer of cloth or bag-
ging. They are used in making coarse kinds of
paper. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust. Chem. p.

282.— Butt cut. (a) The first lo^ cut above the stump.
(6) In gathering tan-bark, the section of bark taken from
the butt of a tree before felling it for further peeling.

—

Shift of butts, in ship-building, an arrangement of any
extensive surface of plating or planking by which the
various butts between plates or planks are distributed
over the surface in a regular manner to give the greatest
possible strength to the plating as a whole. In iron ship-
building, for outside plating, the rule is that butts in ad-
jacent strakes of plating must not be less than two frame-
spaces apart and that there must be at least two solid
passing-strakes between butts over each other in the same
frame-space.

butt^, V. I. trans. 3. To challenge to a trial

of skill in wood-cutting.

I had an uncle . . . who was a famous chopper. . . .

When he was past seventy, he had a man working for
him who thought himself pretty smart, and my uncle
offered to butt him.

E. Ingersoll, Country Cousins, i.

II. intrans. 2. In lumbering, to undertake,
as a trial of skill, to cut off the butt-end of a
prostrate log while an opponent is cutting
through the smaller end.

butt-box (but'boks), n. The bearing or box
at the cross-head end of a connecting-rod.
butted (but'ed), a. Furnished with a butt (of
some specified kind): as, butted with ivory.
Used chiefly in combination : as, hrasa-butted.

butter^, TO.—Bambara, bambul, or bambuk butter.
Same as shea-butter.— Blue butter. Same as mercurial
ointment (which see, under ointment).—Butter bacil-
lus. See *iia(!iHM».—Butter substitute or surrogate.
Same as ole&margarin.— Cay-cay butter, the fat ob-
tained from the seeds of Irmngia Malayana of Malacca
and I. Oliveri of Cochin China. It is used In the manu-
facture of soaps and candles.—Dika butter, the fat ob-
tained from the roasted seeds of Irmngia Gabonensis,
used as food by the natives of tropical West Africa, and
in Europe for the manufacture of soaps and pomades.
See dika-bread and Irmngia.—Diseased butter, in
dairyvng, a general though not strictly correct term ap-
plied to several kinds of altered, contaminated, infected,
or fermented butter, the so-called diseased condition ori-

ginating in milk or appearing first in the butter itself as
a fermentation arising from some bacterial forms added
accidentally to the butter through want of cleanliness in
its manufacture or care. The following are recognized
vaiieties of contaminated butter: Bitter butter, a fer-

mented condition that appears in butter made from bit^

ter milk or fermented milk having a bitter taste. Blue
butter, butter made from the. infected milk called blue
milk (which see). Dappled, butter, butter marked by
grayish spots originating from the contamination of the
milk in the bam. The bacteria causing the abnoi*maI
condition of the blitter can be removed by heat. It is

sometimes called mottled butter or mottles. Moldy but-
ter, butter infected by mold-fungi. Off-Jlavor butter, dry,
soft, and unclean butter. Oily butter, a condition marked
by a disagreeable oily odor and the presence of a white
coagulum. Boot-, or turnip-taste butter, butter marked
by a disagreeable bitter taste suggestive of a raw turnip.
It has been commonly supposed to be caused by turnips fed
to the cow, but is now known to be of bacterial origin. Bot-
ten-taste butter, a fermentation in butter caused, accord-
ing to Jensen, by the presence of Bacillus foetidus lactis.

—^DntCh butter. Same as oleomargarin. Thorpe, Diet.
Applied Chem., I. 702. [CoUoq.]— CrOa butter. Same
as cocumr-butter.—IOlpi butter. Same as shea-butter.—
Kafir butter, a solid fat obtained from the seeds of
Combretum> butyrosum by the natives of southeastern
Africa.—Lard butter, artificial or imitation butter the
basis of which has been obtained from lard ; butterin.

—

Laurel butter. Same as ftajz-oa.—Mineral butter, in
early, chem., a name given to certain soft, semi solid me-
tallic clilorids : as butter of antinwny (antimonious
eWorld), etc.—Nungu butter. Same as shea^butter.—
Prlnt-bUtter, in dairying, butter pressed in a mold to
give it a convenient shape and weight for sale and trans-
portation : so named because the mold prints the maker's
name or trade-mark on the butter. The opposite of tuh-
butter, or butter packed in bulk in tubs.— Process but-
ter, an inferior imitation or adulterated butter. Also
called renovated Suiter.—Kenovated butter. Same as
process -Abutter.—Tub-butter. See print-ifbuiter.—
Whey butter, in dairying, an inferior butter made from
the fat in whey : sometimes used as a dressing in the
manufacture of cheese and called cheese-grease. Year-
book U. S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p. 628.

butter^, v. i. 2. In cricket, to fail to make a
simple and easy catch ; to muff. [Slang.]

but'ter-bush (but'er-bush), TO. The name in

Australia of a small tTee,,Pittosporum phyllM-se-

oides, bearing bitter, non-poisonous berries,

which were pounded into flour by the aborigi-

nes for use as food, it yields a very hard, close-

grained, light-colored wood, useful for turnery. The
leaves furnish an excellent fodder, and cattle are so fond
of it that the trees are in danger of extinction.

but'ter-carrier (but'er-kar"i-6r), to. A refrig-

erator-box or -case for transporting print-but-

butterfly

ter in ice without bringing the ice into con-
tact with it.

butter-cloth (but'6r-kl6th), TO. A thin, loosely
woven cloth, like cheese-cloth, but with a
slightly finer mesh.

Butter- or cheese-cloth is almost universally used at pres-
ent for a wound dressing. Buck, Med. Handbook, 1. 568.

butter-cross (but'6r-kr6s), «. A market-cross
near which butter is sold. [Eng.] N. E. D.
buttercup, ». 2. A small, square sugar-plum,
colored in a variety of tints, and somewhat
creamy inside

—

Acrid buttercup. Same as tall

buttercup.—Bulbous buttercup, Banunculus bulbosus,
a species with the stem arising from a bulbous thickened
base, native in Europe and now common in fields, etc., in
the eastern United States.-Buttercup oU-beetle. See
ifoil-beetle.—Creeping buttercup, Banunculus repens,
in England a bad weed creeping by runners, introduced
in the eastern United States.- Meadow buttercup.
Same as tall buttercup.—Swaxos- or marsh-buttercup.
(a) See marsh-buttercup, (b) Banunculus septentriona-
lis, a vigorous species growing on wet ground in the east-

em half of the United States, with the later branches
prostrate and rooting.

butter-daisy (but'er-da'^zi), ». See *d{tisy.

butter-dish (buffer -dish), «. 1. A small
plate or dish, often with a cover and strainer,

for holding and serving butter ; also an individ-

ual plate for butter.— 2. In dairying, a thin

wooden dish or platter for packing or deliver-

ing tub- or print-butter.

butter-drier (but'6r-dri''''er), to. In dairying,

a centrifugal drier used to extract the water
from newly made butter.

butter-extractor (but'er-eks-trak"tor), n. A
combined milk-separator and churn for mak-
ing butter directly from fresh milk ; a butter-

making machine.

butter-fat (but'er-fat), n. The fat which en-
ters the composition of butter : essentially a
mixture of 68 per cent, of palmitin and 30 per
cent of olein.

butterfly, ». 5. A local name for a mussel,
Plagiola securis, found in the Mississippi river

:

so called from the shape of the valves. The
shell is used in the pearl-button industry.
—American copper butterfly, an American lycsenid
butterfiy, Heodes hypophlceas, common in the eastern
United States, where its larva feeds on sorrel and clover.

—Antiopa butterfly, a common Eiu'opean and North
American nymphalid butterfly, Euvanessa antiopa, also
called mourning-cloak from its somber colors. The wings
are purplish brown with a yellow outer margin. The
-larvse live gregariously on the willow, elm, poplar, and
hackberry.— AlgUB butterfly. See irargus-butterjly.
—^Atalanta butterfly, a nymphalid butterfly, Vanessa
atalanta, also knowti as the red adm,iral, which occurs
in Europe and the United States.—Brush-fOOted but-
terfly, any one of the butterflies in which the front legs
are imperfect, including those of the families Agapetidse,
Heliconiid3e,^NymphcUid3e, and Lymnadidse.—Butter-
fly lupus. See *f«i)MS.—CllcMlfe butterfly, any but-
terfly of the South American nymphalid genus Ageronia.
These butterflies make a clicking noise when in flight or
by moving the wings when at rest, probably by means of
two hooks at the base of the fore wings and two other
hooks on the thorax.—Cosmopolitan butterfly, a nym-
phalid butterfly, Vanessa cardui, of general distribution,
whose larvae feed on thistles and other Compositie.—
Cresphontes butterfly, a large black-and-yellow swal-
low-tailed butterfly, PapUio cresphontes, extending up
the Atlantic coast of the United States from Florida to
New England. Its larvae feed on the leaves of orange-
and lemon-trees, prickly-ash, Lombardy poplar, and other
trees.—Dead-leaf butterfly, any one of the Oriental
nymphalid butterflies of the genus KaUvma. The under
sides of the wings ai'c so colored and marked that the
butterflies when at rest almost precisely resemble dead
leaves.— Gossamer-Winged butterfly, any butterfly of
the family Lycaenidse (which see).—Harils's buttei^y,
an American nymphalid butterfly, Cinolidia harrisii, re-
sembling the species of Phydodes. It occurs in the
northeastem United States, and its larvse feed on asters.

—Little sulphur butterfly, an American pierid butter-
fly, Eurema euterpe, of wide distribution, and feeding in
the larva stage on Cassia and other leguminous plants.

—

Milkweed butterfly. See archippus.—monaxcb but-
terfly, a large red cosmopolitan lymnadid butterfly,
Anosia plexippus, whose larvse feed on milkweed. It is

especially common all tlu-ough the United States and
Canada, but hibernates only in the Southern States,
migrating northward in the spring and early summer,
and returning southward in the autumn.—Roadside
butterfly, an American pierid butterfiy, Eurymus philo-
dice, yellow in color with black-margined wings, common
on roadsides from Canada to South Carolina and west to
the Rocky Mountains. Its larvse feed on clover, vetch,
lupine, and similar plants.— Southern dog-face but-
terfly, an American pierid butterfly, Zerene csesonia, of
wide though principally southern distribution, yellow in

color, bordered with black. Its larvse feed on clover and
false indigo.— White Mountain butterfly, an American
agapetid butterfly, (Eneis noma, of Arctic disti-ibution

and occurring also on the tops of the White Mountains of
New Hampshire and among the Rocky Mountains in
Colorado. Its larvfe feed on Carex vulgaris.—Wood-
white butterfly. See the extract.

Again, a contributor to the Speaker recently pointed
out the resemblance of the resting "wood white" butter-

fiy {Leucophasia sinapis) to the flower buds of the corn
wheat—a plant invariably abundant in the woods fre-

quented by this dainty insect. .

Sci. Amer. Sup., Apr. 29, 1906, p. 24520.



butterfly-conch

butterfly-conch (but'6r-fli-kongk),»i. Amarine
univalve mollusk of Tasmania, Voluta papu-
losa.

butterfly-damper (biit'6r-fli-dam"p6r), n. A
thin plate of metal whicli turns on an axis
across a pipe so that it controls the amount of
the passage left open in the pipe. The pipe may
be o! various cross-sections, but, if round, the axis of the
plate or damper is at the middle of the pipe.

butterfly-dock (but'er-fli-dok), n. Same as
*haUer-dock \.

butterfly-fish, ». 3. The common name of the
species of fishes of the family Chestodontidee
found in tropical seas, noted for their singular
form, bright colors, and great activity. The
family comprises 8 or 10 genera and nearly
200 species.

butterfly-lesion (buffer - fll-le " zhon), n. A
common form of the eruption of lupus erythe-
matosus, in which there is apateh on each side
of the nose, joined by a narrow strip across
the bridge, suggesting a buttei^y in shape.

butterfly-lily (but'6r-fli-lil"i), n. The mari-
posa-lily; any species of Cdloekortus. The
more appropriate name butierfly-tuUp seems
to be gaining favor.

butterfly-lobster (but'6r-fli-lob"st6r), n. A
crustacean, Ibaetis peronii, in which the cara-
pace is broadly extended into wing-like pro-
jections. [Tasmania.]

butterfly-nut (but'er-fli-nut), n. A thumb-
nut.

butterfly-tulip (but'6r-fla-tu"lip), ». See
*butterfly-Uly.

butter-ladle (but'er-la"dl), «. A wooden spoon
used in handling newly made butter. One type
is called a spoon-ladle^ and anotherform (used in England),
having a perforated bowl, a butter-scoop.

Butterman schooner. See *schooner.
butter-oil (but'6r-oil), n. The part of refined
cotton-seed oil which is used in making oleo-
margarin, or butter substitute. U. S. JDept.

Agr., BuUeUn 33, 1896, p. 372.

butter-paddle (but'er-pad"l;, n. Same as
*buUer-spade.
butter-paper (but'6r-pa"p6r), n. A tough,
semitransparent waterproof paper used for
wrapping print-butter, cream-cheese, and
other materials requiring protection from air,

water, or oil.

butter-pear (but'6r-par), ». Same as *agua-
cate.

butter-press (but'6r-pres), n. In eandy-mak-
ing, a screw or hydraulic press for extracting
the essential oil or cacao-butter from ground
cacao. A common type is a filter-press.

butter-print, n. 2. The Indian mallow, Abti^

tilon AbuUlon. The name alludes to the large round
seed-capsule, which is neatly marked above with radiat-

ing furrows. Also called sta/mp-weed.

butter-salt (but'er-s&lt), n. Common salt in
small crystals, obtained by rapid evaporation
of brine at the boiling temperature. On ac-

count of its fine texture it is preferred for use
in salting butter.

butter-scoop (but'6r-sk8p), II. See *hutter-

ladle.

butter-spade (but ' er - spad), n. A wooden
spatula used in cutting butter from a firkin or
other vessel. When grooved in parallel lines, butter-
spades are used, in pairs, for rolling lumps of butter into

balls for the table.

butter-tree, «—Indian butter-tree, the fulwa,

Madhuca butyracea.

butter-worker, »., a creamery apparatus for press-

ing the buttermilk out of freshly made butter, working
in the salt, and bringing the butter to a condition for use

or shipment to market. There are several types of such
machines, all consisting essentially of one or more Jilain

or fluted rolls that traverse with a rolling motion over or

through the butter, which is spread out in a thin cake upon
a tray. In small hand-machines the trays are stationary

;

in power-machines the trays revolve and carry the butter

under rolls revolving in a fixed position. In one type of

machine the butter is placed in a revolving drum. Butter-

workers and chuma are sometimes united in one machine.

See churn.

butter-yellow (but'6r-yel"o), n. A monoazo
coal-tar color produced by combining diazo-

tized aniline with dimethylaniline. It is used

for coloring butter, oils, etc.

butt-gage (but'gaj), ». Ameasuring- and mark-
ing-tool used, in hanging doors, to mark the

positions of the hinges upon the door and

upon the door-frame.

butt-hook (but'huk), n. In lumbering, the

hook by which the cable is attached to the

tackle on the logs. [tJ. 8.]

butt-lap (but'lap), «. In ship-building, a junc-

tion of plates or bar? at their ends or butts by

lapping the end of one over the adjacent end
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of the other and riveting the lapped parts to-

gether.

butt-measurement (but'mezh^fir-ment), n.

Measurement from a shoulder or projection

;

a measurement taken by placing one end of the
rule against the projection from which the
measurement is taken

.

button, n., 4. (d) A finger-knob or key on the
concertina and some accordions.— 15. In
pathol., any small, rounded, circumscribed ele-

vation on the cutaneous or mucous surface.

According to Welch and Clement, more characteristic
lesions, but less often met in experimental cases, axe the
so-called buttons, viz., certain elevated, circumscribed,
round or oval areas of necrotic inflammation of firm con-
sistence, which implicate the mucous and submucous
coats, and sometimes all of the coats of the bowel.

Jour. Mxper. Med., V. 269.

Amboyna button or pimple. An aflection of the skin,
possibly of syphilitic origin, endemic in the island of Am-

' boyna.—Button- and buttonhole-marking macliliie,
in shoe-Tnanufacturing, a machine for marking on the
edges of a partly made shoe the positions of the buttons
to be stitched on and those of the corresponding button-
holes to be cut.— Button-sewing machine, a machine
having a device for clamping the button to the ma-
chine while it is sewed down on the fabric. One type of
machine employs the vibrating needle-bar of the ^'^over-

seaming machine (which see) and sews two- and four-hole
flat buttons and bar-buttons, and fastens and cuts the
thread when the work is done. Another type makes a
barring-stitch on foui'-hole and bar-buttons. It is also
adapted to sew on buckles, curtain-rings, ete.— Mes-
cal button. See *m«sca!.— Murphy's button, an in-

strument consisting of two button-shaped pieces joined
by a screw employed to retain in apposition the two ends
of divided intestine in the operation of intestinsQ anasto-
mosis or that of gastro-enterostomy.

—

Naples button,
a bubo of venereal origin.—To press the button, to
push an external button or Knob, and thereby, according
to its connections with a prepared system, to close an
electric circuit, or to release a spring that operates the
shutter of a camera in instantaneous photography ; hence,
colloquially, to start by a simple act what may be fol-

lowed by important results.

button, V. i. 2. To bud or form imperfect
heads, offsets, rosettes, tubers, or bulbs : for
example, the cauliflower buttons when the
head sends up imperfect and irregular glom-
erules, thus destroying the symmetry and so-
lidity of the head.
button-balance (but'n-bal"ans), n. A small,
very delicate balance used for weighing assay-
buttons. Coal and Metal Miners^ PocJcetbook.

button-blanket (but'n-blang'ket), n. A blue
blanket, generally bordered with red, set
with numerous pearl buttons which either
edge the blanket or are arranged in patterns.
Such blankets are worn by the Indians of Brit-

ish Columbia and Alaska at festivals.

Button-bush dodder. See *dodder^.
button-cautery (but'n-kS,"t6r-i), ». Same as
Corrigan's button (which see under button).

button-eared (but'n-erd), a. Having button-
ears, as certain dogs.

button-gage (but'n-gaj), ». A slide caliber-

rule having two sets of gage-marks, used in
precise measurements of button-blanks, -dies,

etc.

button-grass (but'n-gras), n. A name applied
in Tasmania to a sedge, Gymnosehoenus sphse-

roeephalus, covering barren, boggy land
and bearing a capitate flower-cluster on the
end of a slender stalk 4 or 5 feet in length.

buttonholdt (but'n-hold), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

buttonheld, ppr. buttonholding. An obsolete
form of buttonhole.

buttonholdert (bufn-hol-dfer), n. An obsolete
form of *buttonholer.

buttonhole, n. 3. In surg., any small straight
incision into a cavity or canal. See *bouton-
nih'e, 2.— 4. A buttonhole bouquet. [Eng.]
—Buttonhole stitch, the stitch used in makmg button-
holes . The edge of the buttonhole is sewed over and over,
leaving a knot on the inside edge with each stitch, to
strengthen it and prevent fraying against the button.

buttonhole, v. t. 3. To sew with the stitch

used in making buttonholes : used in sewing,
lacework, and embroidery.
buttonhole-machine (but'n-hol-ma-shen*), n.

A machine for cutting, sewing, and finishing
buttonholes in leather and fabrics. In button-
hole-making the slit in the fabric may be cut with a knife
by hand, or by a pivoted knife attached to the machine, or
by a knife operated by the machine, and either before or
after sewing up the hole. Two types of machine are used.
In one the needle, as in an ordinary sewing-machine, re-
mains in a flxed position, and the work, by a suitable
mechanism attached to the machine, is fed foi'ward and
backward at each stroke of the needle to form the over-
seaming-stitch, and is also carried round the ends of the
slit to sew up the opposite side. This feed-mechanism is

adjustable to all sizes of buttonholes. In the other type
the work is held in one position while the sewing is done,
and the needle-bar supporting the needle vibrates to and
fro in forming the stitch, as in the *overseaming-machine
(which see). With this machine the ends of the button-
hole are reinforced by barring or a bend of long stitches.

butyro-refractometer

buttonholer (but'n-hol-fer), n. 1. One who
makes buttonholes ; also, a machine designed
to be used in making buttonholes.— 2. One
who buttonholes another.

button-press (but'n-pres), n. A machine for

making buttons, it is usually an upright press which
can be fitted to cut the blanks, impress a design on a
blank, or assemble the parts.

button-scar (but'n-skar), n. A scar drawn up
into a button-shape, used for ornamentation of

the body by African negroes and correspond-
ing to the tattoo-marks of people with lighter

skin. Batzel (trans.). Hist, of Mankind, II. 394.

button-shell (but'n-shel), n. A small marine
gastropod of the genus Eotella, having a
rounded, lenticular polished shell.

button-valve (but'n-valv), n. A valve in which
the plug has a head or button forged on the end
of the stem.
buttress, 71. 4. A wall or abutment built along
a stream to prevent the logs in a drive from
cutting the bank or jamming. [U. S.]— 5.
The angle formed on the plantar surface of
the hoof by the junction of the wall with the
bar.

buttressed (but'rest), p. a. Furnished with a
buttress or buttresses : said of an arch, or of a
building or part of a building, as a .Gothic
church.

buttress-thread (but'res-thred), n. A thread
intended to resist a force in one direction only,
and hence having one face at right angles to
the axis of the shaft or bolt.

butt-riveting (bufriv'-'et-ing), n. A term used
instead of butt-conneeted, when two plates have
their edges brought against each other and are
each riveted into a covering-plate or -strap:
distinguished from *lap-riveting.

butt-strap (but'strap), n. The covering-plate
which is used for connecting two plates which
are to be butt-riveted ; in ship-building, a piece
of plate or bar covering the joint of two plates
or bars at their ends where they abut against
each other, to give continuity of strength.
The strap covers the two adjacent ends and is riveted to
each. When plates are thus joined, a strap is sometimes
placed on each surface of the plates, and the two straps
together are called a douhle-butt strap. Straps are fur-
ther distinguished according to the number of rows of riv-

ets in them on each side parallel to the butt-joint, as a sin-
gle-riveted butt-strap, a double-riveted butt-strap, a treble-
riveted butt-strap, or a quadruple-riveted butt-strap.

Butt-strap and Seams in Outside Pladng.

a, double-riveted butt-strap; i, 6, b, double-riveted seam-laps ;

c, c, c, frames ; d, longitudinal bar.

butt-strip (but'strip), 11. Same as *butt-strap.

butty, n. 3. In archery, one of a pair of arch-
ers who shoot together at a target : as, when
the leader has shot his first arrow his butty
takes his place.

butyroin (bii-tir'o-in), n. [L. butyrum, butter,
+ -0- + -irfi.'] Octanol-4-1-5, C3H7COCHO-
HCqHij. It is an oil which can be distilled

with slight decomposition under a low pressure

.

butyrometer (bu-ti-rom'e-t6r), n. [(Jr. PovTv-
pov, butter, -1- /iirpov, measure.] An apparatus
for ascertaining the amount of butter-fat in
milk.

The butyroTneter is extremely useful, alike for measur-
ing periodically the fat-producing capacity of individual
cows in a herd, for rapidly ascertaining the percentage of
fat in milk delivered to factories and paying for such milk
on the basis of quality, and for determining the richness
in fat of milk supplied for the urban milk trade.

Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 380.

butyrone (bii'ti-ron), 11. [L. butyrum, butter,
+ -one.'] Four-heptanone or diprojjylketone,
(C3H7)2CO. It is prepared by the distillation

of calcium butyrate.

butyro-refractometer (bu''ti-To-re-frak-tom'e-
t6r), n. [L. butyrum, butter, +' refractometer.']

A refractometer adapted for the measurement



butyro-refractometer

of the refractive power of butter-fat, whereby
evidence as to its degree of purity can be ob-
tained.

butyrousness (bu'ti-ms-nes), n. Butteiy or
butyraceous quality. H. Stubbe. [Kare.]
Buzaceae (bux-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Dumor-
tier, 1822), < Bwcus + -oceas.] A family of di-
cotyledonous archiehlamydeous (apetalous)
plants of the order SapmcUdes, the box family,
typified by the genus Bitxms, the box. it is char-
acterized by unisexual regular braoted flowers, the stam-
inate with four or more stamens and sometimes a rudi-
mentary pistil, the fertile with a 2-4-celled ovary and as
many simple styles. It embraces 6 genera and 30 species— trees, shrubs, or perennial herbs, chiefly with evergreen
leaves, widely scattered over the globe. See boxl, Biams,
and Pachyecmdra.

buzaceous (buks-a'shius), as. Belonging to the
Buxacese, or box family of plants.
buxinidine (buk-sin'i-din), n. [Buxus + -in
+ 4d + -i»e2.] An amorphous alkaloid of un-
certain composition, found in the green leaves
of Buxus sempervirens.

buxum, a. A simplified spelling of buxom.
buyo (bo'yo), n. [Tagalog.] In the Philippine
Islands the leaves of the betel-pepper (Piper
Betle), which, together with the nuts of the
betel-palm (Areca Cathecu) and a pinch of
slaked lime, are used by the natives as a mas-
ticatory. Also called itmo. See betel and
*bonga.

Buys Ballot's law, system of weather-sig-
nals. See *law^, *signal.

buz, V. and n. A simplified spelling of buzz.

buzz^, V. I. intrans. 3. To move hurriedly or
with fuss ; run; fuss about : as, to bv^z along

;

to buzz about ; to buzz against a person. [Prov.
Eng.] 4. To pick pockets. [Slang, Eng.]
Hotten.

II. trans. 4. To throwwith violence. [Prov.
Eng.)— 5. To drink (a bottle) till it is empty.
[Prov. Eng.]

buzz^, n. 4. In angling, & beetle or its artifi-

cial imitation used as bait.

buzz^ (buz), n. [Assumed sing, of *buzzes, dial.

gronunciation of *burses, double pi. of bur^.

ompare dial./w and/«2« tor furze.] A bul;
prickly calyx. [Prov. Eng.]
buzz5 (buz), a. [Also buz : a, vague use of buzz^,

v., in composition, implying something large,

as in *buzz-wig (q. v.), but sometimes vmtten
detached; as an adjective.] 1. See *buzz-
wig.— 2. Of an artificial fly, having the hackle
wrapped closely under the wings.

A fly is said to be buz when the hackle is wrapped on
thicl^ and it lool^s bushy, as we Americans would term it.

T. Norris, Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 599.

buzz -cove (buz'kov), n. A pickpocket.
[Thieves' cant.]

buzzer, ». 4. A pickpocket. [Thieves' cant.]

buzz-fly (buz'fli), n. A yellow Australian sar-

cophagid fly.

buzzing (buz'ing), «. 1. The act or sound of

anything that buzzes; humming. — 2. The
picking of pockets. [Slang, Eng.]

Buzzing is the name given to the crime. A gang of

thieves surround a man and while one robs him the rest

maintain a buzzing noise.
Standard (England), May 23, 1904.

buzz-planer (buz'^la^nfer), n. A machine for

smoothing or planing wood, it consists simply of

a table and a revolving head which carries two or four

. knives. The head or spindle makes about 3,600 revolu-

tions per minute, and the wood is passed over It One
part of the table can be raised or lowered to get the

depth of cut desired.

buzz-wig (buz'wig), n. [buzz)-, used vaguely

to imply something large or imposing (cf.

humming, whopping, eta.), +wig3.2 1. A large

wig. [CoUoq. or slang.]

The reverend gentleman was equipped in a buzz wig.
Scott, Antiquary, xvii.

2. A person wearing a buzz-wig ; hence, a

bigwig.

Whom the old Spanish 6t«;s!OT5'a doated on.

De Quincey, Works, III. 69.

B. V. M. An abbreviation of Blessed Virgin

Mary.
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B. W. G. An abbreviation of Birmingham
wire-gage.

by^i bye^, ».—to draw a by, to go up into the next
round without play.

by-act (bi'akt), n. An act that is secondary
or incidental to a main act.

by-alley (WaPi), ». An alley at the side or
somewhat out of the way.

Ijy-bill (bi'bil), n. An incidental bill, or a
bill for incidentals; a casual item.
by-blow, n. St. A calamity or disaster out of
the common.—-4t. A blow that misses its aim.
Bunyan, Pilg. Prog., II. 103.

by-ceremony (bi'ser"e-mo-ni), n. A secondary
or incidental ceremony; a ceremony that has
its origin in an afterthought or is suggested or
rendered necessary by some incidental cir-

cumstance.
by-cha^mber (bi'eham-'''b6r), n. A chamber; a
secluded chamber.
by-channel (bi'chan"el), n. A side-channel
or -stream apart from the main channel : as, a
network of by-channels.

by-chapel (bi'chap"el), n. A chapel subordi-
nate to the principal church.
by-day (bi'da), n. A leisure day; an off day.
by-effect (bi'e-fekt"), « A secondary or un-
intended effect.

byerite (bi'e-rit), n. [Appar. < Byers, a
town in Arapahoe county, Colorado.] A cak-
ing bituminous coal resembling albertite and
torbanite': first found in Colorado.
by-form (bi'f6rm), n. A collateral or minor
form.
The English masque is a by-farm of the English drama

which flourished between the years 1597 and 1658, and is

absolutely deflnite in its nature and charaeteristics.
Science, May 26, 1906, p. 802.

bygon, a. and n. A' simplified spelling of by-

gone.

by-hint (bi'hint), n. An indirect hint; a
side-hint.

by-letter (bi'lefer), n. In the early history
of the postal service of England, a letter for-

warded by a local postmaster ' to any place but
London or beyond.'
The by-letters occasioned uneasiness to Whitley [deputy

postmaster-general 1672-77] because he was entirely in

the hands of the postmasters for the accounting of them.
Hyde, The Post in Grant and Farm, p. 315.

by-note (bi'not), n. In music, either a grace-

note or an overtone.

byon (bi'on), ». A name given by the natives
of Upper Burma to a clay which there contains
rubies and other gems. The byon is supposed to

result from the decomposition of a marble which has been
affected by contact-metamorphism.

by-pass, n. 2. In wash-bottles and similar

apparatus for the handling of gases, a tube
with a stop-cock connecting the ingress and
egress tubes, so that by opening the stop-

cock the gas may pass with-
out flowing through the
apparatus itself.— 3. Any
passage for conducting
around an obstruotion,such
as a closed valve, a part of

the fluid or material which
goes through the main
channel, a by-pass is frequent-

ly placed on large steam- or water-
valves to relieve the pressure on
the valve so that it can be opened
and closed easily. Also bye-pass.

by-pass, v. t. 2. To per-

mit (a liqtiid) to flow through an auxiliary

channel, around a valve or a cj'linder or back
into a reservoir, instead of pursuing the usual
or direct course through the main or normal
channel.

by-pit (bi'pit), n. In coat-mining, a shaft

nearer the outcrop than the hoisting-shaft; an
air-shaft.

by-production (bi'pro-duk"shon), n. Same as

by-prodttct.

by-regard (bi're-^ard"), »• A side-look or

-glance ; a mere glimpse.

Byronian (bi-ro'ni-an), a. and n. I. a. Of or

pertaining to Byron, the poet; resembling
Byron.

m person.

Byzantinize

II. n. An admirer or imitator of Byron: as,

the French Byronians.
Byronical (bi-ron'i-kal), a. Same as Byronic.

Byronize (bi'ron-iz)," v. ; pret. and pp. By-
ronized, ppr. Byronizing. I. trans. To invest
with the characteristics of Byron.
Let others prepare their parchment-bound portfolios,

throw their visages into the penseroso, fling their curls
back from their brows, unbutton their shirt-collars, and,
thus Byronised, begin. Blackwood's Magazine, LXI. 430.

II. intrans. To imitate Byron
habits, or style.

Indeed, under any circumstances, his [Kirke White's]
gentleness and devoutness would have Byronized but ill.

Edinburgh Review, LXII. 299.

byrsoid (b^r'sold), n. [Gr. ^vpaa, a skin (> L.
bursa, a skin bag, a purse: see bursa, burse,

purse), -I- ddoq, form.] In anthrop., a cranium
the norma vertioalis of which shows an elon-

gated, rounded form, narrow in front but with
wide forehead, widest near the occiput, similar

inform to an elongated purse. <?. Sergi (trans.),

Var. of the Human Species, p. 37.

bysmalith (biz'ma-lith), n. [Ignorantly formed
as if from *bysma, deep, depth, or bottom,
wrongly assumed as the stem of abysm, + Gr.

Mdog, stone.] In geol., a large and rudely cy-
lindric mass of igneous rock which has been
driven upward through overlying strata as a
punch goes through a sheet of metal.

byssinosis (bis-i-no'sis), n. [NL., < byssinus,

of cotton, 4- -osis.] A form of pneumonoco-
niosis due to the inhalation of cotton-fibers.

Byssns gland. See
•kgland.—Byssus silk,
mussel silk. It is made
from the fllamentous
beard of a mussel in-

habiting the Mediterra-
nean, particularly near
the Dalmatian and Ital-

ian coasts. Tile silk is

golden brown in color,

vei7 softand elastic, and
is manufactured into
small garments, purses,
gloves, and fancy goods.
—Provisionalbyssns,
a thread secreted by a
gland in the midventral
region of the body of the
Glochidium laiva of
fresh-water mussels
(Anodonta, Unio).

by-start (bi'start),

n. A deviation
from the right di-

rection.

by-station (bi'sta'''

shgn), n. A way-
station.

by-step (bi'step), n.

A step to one side
or in the wrong di-

rection.

bythium (bith'i-
um), n. [NL., < Gr.
/Swede, depth.] A
supposed new ele-

ment, said to have

Three 'Stagres i^, S, C) in the
Metamorphosis of Anodonia.
a, enteric canal ; b, provisional

byssus; c, foot; d, lateral pits;

e, rudiments of gills ; f, mouth : g,
shell ; h. adductor muscle ; z, sense
organs ; j, cilia. (Drawn from Par-
ker and Haswell's " Zoology," after
Korschelt and Heider.)

By-pass,

ingress tube ; f , egress
e; .r, stop-cock.

been obtained from sulphur by electrolysis.

The alleged facts in regard to it have been
completely disproved.

by-touch (bi'tuch), n. An incidental or unin-
tended touch or stroke.

by-work (bi'werk), n. 1. Work done at odd
times or in addition to one's regular work; an
occasional task or performance.
To make Keligion the great business and concern of

their Lives, and not as most do a By-work.
Norris, Chr. Prud., p. 386.

2t. A work that has failed in the doing; a
work that has proved a failure.

Aristetle thiuketh that the female is a by-work.
Crooke, Body of Man, p. 271.

Byzantine Greek, Greek of Byzantium, especially of the
later Byzantine empire

;
practically, medieval Greek.

Byzantinesque (bi-zan-ti-nesk'), a. In the
Byzantine style.

Byzantinize (bi-zan'tin-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
Byzantinized, ppr. Byzantinizing. To render
Byzantine ; impart a Byzantine character to

;

affect or influence by Byzantinism.



3. (a) (4) The tone given by such a
key, or a tone in unison with such a
tone. What is called middXe C has
(at French pitch) about 259 vibrations
per second. (6) The staff-degree as-

signed to such a key or tone : as, with
the treble clef, the third space or the
first added line below. (6) A note
placed on such a degree and indicat-
ing such a key or tone. (7) The key-

note of the major key of no sharps or flats (C major), or of
the minor key of three flats (C minor) ; also, in medieval
music, the final of the Ionian and Hypoionian modes. (8)

In the fixed system of solmization, the first tone of the
scale, technically called either ut or do : hence, C is called
ut absolutely by French, Italian, and Spanish musicians,
(e) In elect. : Q.) The symbol for electrostatic capacity.

(2) An abbreviation of current.

4, An abbreviation of Court and [I. c] of centimeter.—
C clef. See clef.—Wlllte C, an Amencan nymphalid
butterfly, Polygonia faunus, common in the northern
United States and Canada. Its larvae feed on the alder,
willow, black birch, currant, and gooseberry. Also known
as the green comma.

C. A. An abbreviation (a) of Court of Appeal ;

(6)of Court of Arches ; (c) of Chancery Appeals

;

(d) of commercial agent; (e) of Confederate
army; (/) of county alderman.

ca. An abbreviation (6) of cases; (c) of cen-

tare.

caable (ka-a'ble), n. [OF. cadble, chaable, a
ballista, also throwing down, prostration, =
Pr. OSp. ealabre (ML. reflex cadabula, *cada-
bulus, cabuhis), <ML. *catabola (recorded as
catabolum, payment), < Gr. KaraPo^ri, a throw-
ing down, paying down, etc. : see catabolism.']

In medieval (French) use, a ballista or cata-
pult.

caapeba (ka-a-pa'ba), n. [Tupi.J 1. Either of
two plants, Heckeria peltata and H. umbellata,

of the pepperfamily, natives of SouthAmerica
and the Antilles. Their aromatic roots are
used medicinally, and their edible berries yield
an oil resembling anise-oil.— 2. Same aapar-
eira.

caatinga (ka-a-ten'ga), m. [Also catinga;
<Tupicaa*i>is'a,'whiteleat,"light(thatis,open,
leafless) forest': caa, leaf, plant, tree, etc.]

A type of sparse, stunted woodland occupying
extensive tracts, alternating with savanna, in

the dry region of eastern and central Brazil.
The vegetation consists of thorny bushes (chiefly Mimo-
sacese), with some low trees of several families, including
different bottle or barrel-trees (see -kbotUC'tree, 2) and col-

umnar Cactacese, with prickly Bromeliaceee (herbaceous).
Diuing the dry season all is nearly or quite leafless and
as if dead, but with the advent of rain it bursts into leaf

and flower. Phytogeographically this belongs to the
category of bush-wood. Also (by translation), light forest.

cab^ (kab), n. [Short for cabbage^, ».] A
translation (usually literal) of a classical or

other work in a foreign language, surrepti-

tiously used by school-boys and students in

preparing their lessons or recitations ; a crib.

[Eng. school slang.]

cab^ (kab), v. t. [Short for cabbage^, ».] To
appropriate dishonestly and on the sly ; crib

;

purloin. [Eng. school slang.]

caba^ (ka'ba), n. [Philippine Sp.] In the

Philippine Islands, a measure of capacity

equal to about one and one third United States

bushels.

cabalic (ka-bal'ik), a. [Also cabbalic, cabbal-

ick, < ML. cabbalicus, < cabbala, cabala.] Same
as cabalistic.

caballada (ka-bai-ya'da), re. [Sp., a stud of

horses, < caballo, a horse.] A reserve stud or

'mob' of horses from which remounts may be
drawn by cavalry or any mounted expedition

while on the march. [Spanish America.]

caballerote (ka-bal-ye-ro'ta), n. [Cuban use

of Sp. caballerote, a gentleman, < caballero,

a gentleman: see cavalier.'} A Cuban name
of a food-fish called the gray snapper, Lutianus

griseus.

cabal-system (ka-bal'sis'tem), n. A mnemo-
nic system bywhich one remembers a vocable

whose letters (or all except certain vowels)

are the initials of the words to be remembered.

The name alludes to the fancy mentioned under

cabal^, 4.

Cabbage, gall-weevil, leaf-miner, Pionea,
web-worm. See *gaU-weevil, etc.

cabbage^, n—Eergnelen cabbage, the cabbage-like
Pringlea antiscorbutica. See Pringlea.—Native cab-
bage, in Australia, the yellow-flowered marsh-cress. Bo-
ripa palustris.—Savoy cabbage. Same as savoy.

cabbage^, v. t. or i. 3. To crib or appropriate
dishonestly ; use surreptitiously ; cab. [School-
boy slang.]

cabbage^, n. 2. A cab or crib, used surrepti-
tiously by a school-boy in preparing his les-
sons or writing his exercises.
cabbage-apbis (kab'aj-a"fis), n. Same as cab-
bage *plant-louse.

cabbage-bark (kab'aj-bark), re. See *barVP:
cabbage-beetle (kab'aj-be"tl), re. Same as
cabbage-flea.

cabbage-butterfly, re.—Large cabbage-butterfly,
an American pierid butterfly, Pontia monuste, white m
color, and of tropical and subtropical distribution. Its
larvae feed on cabbage, lettuce, and turnip.

cabbage-curcnlio (kab'aj-ker-kii'''li-o), re. A
curculionid beetle, Ceutliorhynchus rapse, com-
mon to Europe ana North America. It bores
into the crown and roots of young eabbage-
and cauliflower-plants, and attacks the stems
of kale and mustard.

cabbage-head (kab'aj-hed), re. 1. The mass
of crowded and incurved leaves which form
the edible part of the cabbage.— 2. Figura-
tively, abrainlessfellow; ablockhead. N.E.D.
cabbage-looper (kab'aj-lo"p6r), re. The larva
of a noctuid moth, Autographa brassieee, com-
mon in the United States where it feeds on
cabbage and other cruciferous plants.

cabbage-louse (kab'aj-lous), re. Same as cab-
bage *plant-louse.

cabbage-oil, re.—Chinese cabbage-oil, oil expressed
from the seeds of Brassica sinenxis.

cabbage-patcb (kab'aj-pach), n. A patch of
ground where cabbages are grown.

The Wiggses lived in the Cabbage Patch. It was not a
real cabbage patch, but a queer neighborhood, where ram-
shackle cottages played hop-scotch over the railroad
tracks.

A. C. Began, Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch, p. 4.

cabbage-red (kab'aj-red), re. The coloring-
matter of red cabbaige. See *cauUne.
Cabbage-root maggot. See *maggot.
cabbage-thrips (kab'aj-thrips), re. Any one of
several species of tlmps found on cabbage-
leaves : usually, and most abundantly, Thrips
tritici.

Cabbage-tree bat, a large, low hat made of the leaves of
the cabbage-tree. [Australia.]

cabbage - worm, «.— Cross-striped cabbage-
worm, the larva of an American pyralid moth, Evergestis
nmosaKs.—Sonthem cabbage-worm, the larva of an
American pierid butterfly, Pontia protodice.

cabbagy (kab'aj-i), a. [cabbage^ + -yi.] Cab-
bage-Eke : as, a cabbagy green.

cabbalism, ». Another spelling of cabalism.

cabber (kab'Sr), re. 1. A cab-horse, or a horse
well suited for use as a cab-horse.— 2. One
much given to riding in cabs.

cabbing (kab'ing), re. The business of owning,
letting, or driving cabs. N. E. D.

cab-bit (kab 'bit), re. A French bit, the cheeks
of which are made up of a series of rings solid
upon one side.

cabcaban (kab-ka'ban), n. [Bisaya cabodban.']

An epiphjrtal fern, Drynaria quercifolia. See
*pakpalc-lamn.

cabecera (ka-ba-tha'ra), re. [Sp., < cabeza, a
head, chief.] In the Philippine Islands, a pro-
vincial capital.

cabeceria (ka-ba-tha-re'a), re. [Sp. cabeceria,

< cabecera : see cabecera."] In the Philippine
Islands, the taxpaying population of a bar-
angay ; also, a barangay.
cabestro (ka-bes'tro), re. [Sp., a halter, etc.,

< L. capistrum, a halter : see eapistrum.'] A
hair lariat.

cabeza (ka-ba'tha), re. [Sp., = Pg. eabega,
head, chief: see cabeca.'} in the Philippine
Islands, a chief.
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cabezon, n. Z. Larimus brevieeps, a seissnoid

fish of the West Indies.

cabezote (ka-ba-tho'ta), n. [Sp. cabeeota, a big-

headed person, < caieza, head.] The Ijroad-

head silverside, Atherina stipes. [Cuba.]

cabildo (karbil'do), re. [Sp., < L. capitulum,
chapter: see chapter.'] The chapter-house of

a cathedral or collegiate church. [Southern
U. S., etc.]

The cathedral, and standing beside it, like Sancho
beside Don Quixgte, the squat hall of the cabildo with the
calabozo in the rear.

G. W. Cable, The Grandissimes, p. 320.

cabin, re. 5. In mining, a small room parti-
tioned off inside the mine for the use of the
mine officials.

Cabinet finish, finish with delicate joinery, as in haid
wood finely polished or varnished.

—

Cabinet picture, in
photog., a small and generally highly finished picture
about 4^ by 6^ inches in size.

cabinet-beetle (kab'i-net-be"tl), re. Any one
of several species of injurious beetles of the
family Dermestidse, as Dermestes cadaverinua,
Anfhrenus varius, orAnthrenusmuseorum, which
infest cabinets of natural history.

cabinet-maker, «. 2. One who busies himself
unauthorizedly with constructing a govern-
mental cabinet; a politician or busybody who
speculates on or needlessly troubles himself
with the selection of cabinet ministers and the
formation of a cabinet.
cabinet-making (kab'i-net-ma"king), re. 1. The
occupation of a cabinet-maker; the making of
fine furniture and the like.— 3. The selection
of cabinet ministers; the formation of apoliti-
cal cabinet.

cabinet-work (kab'i-net-w6rk), re. Fine wood-
work used in cabinet-making : thus, veneered
doors or polished paneled dados, mantelpieces,
and the like are spoken of as fine cabinet-work.
Cabiria (ka-bi'ri-a), n.pl. [NL., also Cabeiria,
<Qr. Ka;3ei/5«o, neut. pi., KKdfieipoi, Cabiri.] In
Gr. antiq., mysteries connected with the cult
of the Cabiri, or Pelasgic gods of the .^gean
Sea. Their chief seat was Samothraoe.
Cabirion (ka-bir'i-on), re. [Gr. Kapeipiov, <
Ka^eipoc, Cabiri.] In Gr. antiq., a temple or
shrine sacred to the Cabiri. The most important
was that near Thebes in Bceotia, which was excavated in
1888, yielding vases and terra- cottas.

Cabirops (ka-bi'rops), re. [NL. ; formation not
certain; appar. <6r. KdjSwpot, Cabiri, +of,
eye, face.] The typical genus of the family
Cdbvropsidee. Kossmann, 1884.

Cabiropsidse (kab-i-rop'si-de), re. pi. [NL.,
irreg. for "Cabiropidee, < Cabirops (Cabirop-)
+ -idee.] A family of parasitic isopod crus-
taceans typified by the genus Cabirops.
cable, re. 4. A long, narrow strip of land.
[Prov. Eng.]— 5. Acable^am; a cable mes-
sage : as, a cable announcing their departure
has just been received.— 6. An abbreviation
of cable-car: as, to take the cable up-town.—
Concentric cable, in elect., a cable containmg two or
more conductors, ofwhich the inner one is a wire and the
others are concentric tubes surrounding the inner wire and
insulated therefrom and from the outer armor.

—

Pupin
cable, in elect., a cable the telegraphic or telephonic
transmission of which is enhanced by the insertion of in-
ductance at stated intervals.

—

Telodynamlc cable, a
transmission-rope ; an endless rope used as a belt for the
transmission of power.—Ten cables, an Englisli nautical
measure, equal to 1,000 nautical fathoms, or 6,080.3 feet

;

a nautical mile.— Three-Wire cable, in elect, a cable
consisting of three insulated conductors, for use in three-
wire or three-phase circuits.

cable, V. t. 4. To make into a cable ; specifi-
cally, to twist two threads together andthen to
twist three of these doubled threads into one,
as in the manufacture of sewing-thread.
cable-bell (ka'bl-bel), re. In elect., a bell-shaped
enlargement at the end of the cable armor,
filled with an insulating compound.
cable-box (ka'bl-boks), re. A box or fixture in
which the ends ofan electric cable are fastened.
cable-buoy (ka'bl-boi), n. A small buoy which
rests upon the surface of the water over the
anchor, to the ring of which it is secured by a
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ifiJ^i'^?* ^"Jtu
The position of the buoy betrays the Cab-master (kab'mas*t6r), n.resting-place of the anchor, over which it is also left as a - ."T"""^* V^"" "'"=' "f "

sentinel in case it becomes necessary to slip the cable.
cabled, a. 3. In her., formed of a cable : ap-
plied to a cross formed of the two ends of a
ship's cable.

cable-grip (ka'bl-grip), n. A clutch or jaw ,

attached to a car for the purpose of gripping ''** *"'* * convex top.

the moving cable by which the car is propelled, cabo-negro (ka-bo-na'gro),

_ , ,, One who owns
a cab or cabs; one who maintains a public
cab-service.

cabochon, ».—Double cabochon, a gem which is
domed, that is, convex on the upper and lower sides
with a girdle-line separating the two.— Single cabo-
cbon, a^stone which is cut with a flat or slightly rounded

[Sp. : eabo,
rope (see caSle) + negro, black (see negro).'] A
name, in the Philippines, of Saguerus pinnatus,
a palm yielding a beautiful black, horsehair-
like fiber which is very durable under water
and is used for making cables for towing and
ropes for the standing rigging of vessels. The

cable-hanger (ka'bl-hang"er), n. A person
who unlawfully dredges for oysters. [CoUoq.,
Eng.]
cable-rope (ka'bl-rop), n. A cable ; a cable-
laid rope.

cable-tank (ka'bl-Jangk), «. A strong, water- _ . „
tight tank placed On a cable-ship and provided i=iame is also applied to the jaggery-palm,
for holding a coiled section of cabfe that is Caryota urens, which yields the kittul fiber of
ready for laying. Houston, Diet. Elect. commerce. See gomuU, 2, ejoo, medrinack, and

cableway, n. In general, any conveying appa- ^Ht^h 2.

ratus in which the lotid is carried in a bucket caboose, n. 3. An inclosed wagon for convey-
ing workmen to mines. [Western U. S.]
Cabotian (ka-bo'ti-an), a. Of or pertaining to
either or both of the navigators and explorers,
John and Sebastian Cabot (father and son),
who, in the fifteenth century, discovered the
mainland of North America.
ca,b-phaeton (kab'fa."e-ton), re. A combina-
tion of the cabriolet and the phaeton in which
the driver's seat was placed at the rear, it was
one of a class of vehicles originating in a fashion in voguem the middle of the nineteenth ' century in accordance
with which styles of carriages designed for two wheels
were combined and suspended on four wheels, the cabrio-
let being used for the rear portion and the phaeton for
the front of the body.

or carrier traveling with or on a wire cable cab-rank (kab'rank), n. A row of cabs on awhich IS suspended between struts or towers, cab-stand
" • "'^ ^""= ""^ »

The most simple type is an endless cable which is sup- „.i,_;n_ ' ,^ „ .

ported by means of pulleys or sheaves, placed at the tops caorma, re. (dj Mpinep/ielus maculoms, an American
of two head towers, and is made to travel continuously in grouper, (e) In Chi.

one direction or alternately forward and back between
the towers. The material to be transpoi-ted is placed in
a bucket which is suspended under the cable and moves
with it from one tower to the other. On reaching the
-tower the bucket may be removed or unloaded and is cabliolet, re. 2. In furniture, a light arm-
then oaiTied by the cable back to the loading-tower If chair. Cabriolets are first mentioned in athe cable moves m one direction two or more buckets t?„„„„^, i„„ t„ °„° * 1 7Kn

"Jcuviv/uou.

may be used by transferring the buckets when unloaded ^ re^cn inventory ot 1 tOU.

-to the returning cable. Where the cableway descends a CabriOlet-phaeton (kab-ri-6-la' fa^e-ton), re. A
hillside, and the trafBc is down grade, the weight of the carriage similar to the *dab-pha6toii (which
loaded buckets may be used to operate the plant without gop-v nx/ioTit, that thp rtrivBr'a aont- wna nlnooH
the aid of a motor, the movement of the cable being con- ^^y/ ^^°^V^ '^''^.t tne driver's seat was placed
trolled by a brake. In another type, largely used in the ^\ ^"^ iront.
construction of docks, breakwaters, canals, subways, and cab-runner (kab'run"6r), re. A tout who, in
reservoirs, a single cable is suspended between struts or expectation of a fee, calls cabs for travelers
towers and the bucket is suspended from a trolley havmg „f „ _oJi,„„„ -j.o4.;„„ „+„„_,-u„„f i„„ j,- j
flanged wheels which ti-avel on the cable, the trolley anS f' ^,

railway-station, steamboat-landing, and
its bucket being hauled in either direction by means of tne like.

an endless wire rope passing through blocks at the tops cab-Slgnal fkab'sig^nal), re. In
of the towers and controlled by a wmding engine. Two '

.
..' ~ .-

Cableway.

a, barge from which coal is hoisted up to cable ; 6, fixed cable on
-which trolley supporting hoisting-bucket travels; f, bucket sus-
pended from trolley; rf, tower supporting cable; e, small return
•cable hauling trolley (drawing-cable not shown)

; y, anchorage
; g-,

supports for drawing cable ; A, combined tower and crane ; i, trolley.

grouper, (e) In Chile, the rookflsh, Sebastodes oculatus.— Cabrllla verde, the green grouper of the genus
Paralabrax, a bass-like flsh of the Pacific coast.—Spotted
cabrllla, Paralabrax mmmlatofasciatus, a bass-like fish
of California.

•cables are also used with two haulage ropes, and, to pre^
vent the sagging of the ropes, they are passed through
carriers that travel on a separate cable. When the bucket
is at the tower the rope-carriers are bunched near the
tower, and when the bucket is drawn over, the carriers

Cableway Head-tower.

a, open tower at loading point of cableway; b, cable extending

to unloading tower (not shown); c, hauling-cable ; af, returning

cable ; e, trolley, with hoist ;/, bucket with load ; £r, s, anchor rods

;

ht overhanging crane which brings bucket over car or boat.

are automatically distributed along the cable sustaining

the ropes. The haulage-ropes are also passed through
blocks on the trolley and can be used to raise or lower _ _
the buckets at any point of the cable. The cable may cacanthraX (ka-kan'thraks), re. [NL., < Gr.
also be connected by overheadswiijchestorunthebuckets „„„"<" t,„T + hv6aal anthrax 1 Malitrnant
from the cable to the tracks of a telpherage system. The

'"^"°f
' "^^> ^ avapa^, antnrax.j Maugnant

towers may be stationary, as in building a dam; or may pustule.
be mounted upon trucks and moved along parallel tracks, cacaO, re.—Cacao-pOd disease. See *diseage.—Clbaie
as in digging canals ; or one tower may be stationary and ^g cacao. See *crtme.
-the other may travel upon a circular track. Self-fllling

cacao-bcetle (ka-ka'o-be"tl), re. A longieorn
beetle, Stirastoma aepresswm, which attacks

an adaptation of the automatic block-signaling
system by which signal-lights are displayed in
the cab of an engine. 'The-electric rail-circuit, con-
trolled by a train (as in the block-system), causes the
proper signals to be displayed in the cab of the next fol-
lowing engine, the current following the rails and the
wheels of the engine into the cab to the signal.

cabureiba (ka-bo-ra-e-ba'), re. [Braz., <
Guarani cahure, name of a bird, -I- iba, tree,
fruit.] A tall leguminous tree, Myroearpus
fasUgiatus, a native of southern Brazil and
northern Argentina. It yields a fine cabinet-
wood and a balsam resembling balsam of
Peru. Also called incienso, the balsam having
been used for incense.
cabuya (ka-bo'ya), re. [Sp., agave, < W. Ind.
eabuya, a cord of vegetable fiber, as of the
agave, etc. ; Galibi cdbuyo, a species of pine-
apple.] 1. A species of agave, -Jgrave rtfifida,

which yields sisal hemp.— 2. In CentralAmer-
ica and the West Indies, the cajun, Furcrsea
Cuhensis.

cacafuego (ka-ka-fo-a'go), re. [Sp., < cagar, <
L. cacare (see caek), + fiiego, fire. This was
the name of a Spanish galleon taken by Drake
in 1579.] A spit-fire; a bragging, vaporing
fellow.

cacahuate (ka-ka-hwa'te), re. [Nah. tlalcaca-
huatl, earth-cacao, < tlalU, earth, -f- cacahuatl,
cacao.] The name in Mexico and the Philip-
pine Islands of the peanut, Araehis hypogsea.

cacodemonic
of the cacao-butter from roasted and shelled
cacao-beans and pulverizing the resultant
hard mass.
Cacara (ka -ka ' ra), re. [NL. (Thenars, 1806,
adopted from Eumph, 1747), < Malay Jcakara,
name of the edible sim bean of India, DoUehos
LaMdb.'\ A genus of dicotyledonous plants
of the family Fabacese. See Pachyrhiz'us.
cacesthesia (kak-es-the'si-a), re. [NL. cac-
sesthesia, < Gr. KaK6(, bad, + alaBriaig, feeling.]
Malaise.
cachectic, a. II. n. One who suffers from a
cachexy.
cachet, re. 2. A distinguishing mark or stamp.

All his works have a grand cocA^t; he never did any-
thing mean. Thackeray, Paris Sketch Book, p. 61.

3. Inphar., a hollow wafer containing medi-
cine in powder form. Buck, Med. Handbook,
in. 1.

Cachexia thyreoprlva. Same as myxedema.— Car-
chexia vligliiimi, chlorosis.— Cancerous cacbexia, a
morbid condition marked by emaciation, weakness, etc.,
accompanying the growth of a malignant tumor.—Mar
ilarlal cachexia, chronic malaria, marked by enlarged
spleen, anemia, sallow complexion, and little or no fever.
— Saturnine cacbexla,|chronio lead-poisoning, marked
by anemia, the presence of a bluish ^line at the edge of
the gums, obstinate constipation, often wrist-drop or
paralysis of other parts, and arteriosclerosis.— Splenic
cachexia, a state of malnutrition accompanying disease
of the spleen.—Strumous cacbexla, scrofula.—Thy-
roid cachexia. Same &3exophthal7nicgoiter (which see,
under exophthalmic),—Venous cachexia. Same as ve-

nosity, 3.—Verminous cacbexla, constitutional symp-
toms (anemia, debility, etc.) accompanying the presence
of intestinal parasite^ especially of Ankylostoma.

cachexy, re. 2. A perverted or depraved habit
of thought or feeling.

cachil (ka-chel'), re. [Philippine Sp., prob.
ult. < Malay kecMl, little, small. Cf. cachila,

' applied by the natives to the Spaniards.] A
prince of the reigning house in the Moham-
medan parts of western Mindanao. [Philip-
pine Is.]

cachimilla (kach-i-mel'ya), re. [Mex. Sp.] A
west American composite shrub, Pluchea seri-

cea, called arrow-wood by travelers because it is

used by the Indians in making arrows. It ranges
from western Texas to California and northern Mexico.
Also called arrow-weed.

cachinnate (kak'i-nat), v. i. ; pret. and pp.
cachinnated, ppr. cachinnating. [L. cachinnare,
laugh: see cachinnation.'\ To indulge in loud,
continued laughter; to laugh immoderately.
De Quincey.

cachinnator (kak'i-na-tgr), re. [NL. "cachinna-
tor, < L. cachinnare, laugh.] One who cachin-
nates; one who indulges in loud or immod-
erate laughter.

cachou de Laval (ka- she 'de la-val'). [P.,

'Laval's cachou.'] An artificial dyestuff, first

prepared in 1873 by fusing various vegetable
and animal products, such as sawdust, bran,
blood, and horn, with sodium sulphid. it dyes
unmordanted cotton brown in a salt bath, and the color is

fixed by an after treatment in a warm solution of some
acid, as sulphuric, or a metallic salt, as copper sulphate
or potassium bichromate. Various shades of a fast brown
are produced, depending in character upon the after treat-
ment. It is of interest as being the &-st of that impor-
tant class of dyestuffs known as the sulphid colors.

cachucho (ka-cho'cho), re. [Sp. oaehucho, an
earthen pot, a cartridge, etc.] A Cuban name
for a food-fish, Etelis oculatus, of the family
LutianidsB, remarkable for its brilliant red
color.

caciqueship (ka-sek'ship), re. The position of
a cacique or chief.

cack^, V. II. t trans. To void, ar excrement.
cackle^ (kak'l), v. t. Naut., to wind right and
left alternately: as, to cackle a cable.

cacochylous (kak-o-ki'lus), a. [Gr. Koi/ciif, bad,
+ ;ft)A(if, juice, chyle.] Eelating to or affected
with cacochylia; indigestible.

cacochymic, a. 2. Dyspeptic.
cacochymical (kak-o-kim'i-kal), a. Same as
cacochymic.

cacochymioust (kak-o-kim'i-us), a. Same as
cacochymic.

cacochymy (ka-kok'i-mi), re. Same as cacho-

buekets and automatic dumping-buckets are extensively

used in handling sand, coal, etc. Cableways are also

nsed in coaling war-ships at sea, the masts of the collier

:and the battle-ship acting as the towers of the cableway.

The coal, in sacks, is hoisted to the cable, hauled to the

ship, and lowered to the deck, while the war-ship tows
the collier. Another type employs very long cables sup- ,.,.,._,,.
ported at intervals upon towers, with the hauling-rope cacao-disease (ka-ka o-di-zez"),

resting on brackets that are placed at short distances gjj^g
apart or running over guide-roUers on the towers. This "

„.._,j-- Cka - ka ' 6 -DOU " dev) n
type is used for transporting large quantities of material CacaO-pOWaer K^^^ LLJ;^™ !. * ^
•over rough and mounlainous countries, rivers, andvaUeys. product obtained after pressing out a portion

cacao-trees, boring into the trunks and
branches. In some parts of the West Indies
and Guiana it has been very destructive. Also
cocoa-beetle.

See *dis-

The

cacodemonia (kak"6-de-m6'ni-a), «. [NL.,
cacodsemonia, < Gr. KaKoSai/zovia, i KaKodal/xuv,

possessed by an evil spirit: see cacodemon.']
1. Possession by an evil spirit: possibly orig-

inally an alteration of personality.— 2. The
delusion that one is possessed by an evil spirit.

cacodemoniac (kak-o-df-mo'ni-ak), re. One
possessed by an evil spirit. N. E. D.
cacodemonic (kak-o-de-mo'nik), a. [Gr. miw-
dacfiovcKog, bringing evil fortune, < KOKoSaifiav,

possessed by an evil spirit: see cacodemon.']

Of or pertaining to a cacodemon.



cacodemonomania

cacodemonomania (kak^o-de-mo-no-mai'm-a),
II. Same as ^cacodemoniii.

'

cacodorous (kak-o'dor-ns), a. [Gr. mitiq, bad,
+ L. odor, odor, + -ous.1 Hl-smelling ; malo-
dorous.
He paid his shiUing at the hideous door ot the Alham-

bra, made his way through a matderaus crowd to the
supper-room, and ordered some grilled oysters.

MorU'msr Collins, Marq. and Merch. xxii.

cacodoxian (kak-o-dok'si-an), a. Same as
eacodoxieal.

cacodyl, n— cyanide of cacodyl, a compomid of
cyanogen and cacodyl : an extremely poisonous substance,
more powerful in its action than prussic acid.

cacodylate, (kak-6-dil'at), n. [_caoodyl(ic) +
-ofei.] A salt of (saoodylie (dimethyl arsenic)
acid.

Cacodylic acid. This remarlcable compound of arsenic
is now used, or its salts are used, in medicine, much
Iai]ger doses than of the ordinary arsenical preparations
bemg prescribed without poisonous elfects.

cacoepistic (kak-o-e-pis'tik), a. \eaooep-y +
-ist + -ic] Characterized by caeoSpy or erro-

neous pronunciation ; misprononnoed.
This is a very . . . complex subject which . . . requires

entirely new treatment in reference to . . . those abnor-
mal, cacoepistiCy rare, vulgar, and dialectic forms.

A. J. Ellis, Early Eng. Pron., I. 224.

cacofony, ». A simplified spelling of cacoph-
ony.

cacogalactic (kak-o-ga-lak'tik), a. {eaeogalac-

tia + -jc] Characterized by cacogalactia or
a bad condition of the milk.

cacogenesis, n. 2. The quality, common in

mixed breeds, of having a low vitality and of

being infertile.

cacografy, »• A simplified spelling of cacog-

raphy.
cacographer (ka-kog'ra-f6r), n. A bad writer
or a bad speller.

cacomagician (kak"o-ma-jish'an), «. [Gr.

Kamig, bad, -I- E. magidan.J One who is skilled

in the black art ; a magician in league with the
devil.

The great adversaiy of Fludd . . who denounced
the Itosacrusian to Europe as a caeo-magician.

I. D'leraeli, Amenities of Lit., II. 281.

cacophonize (ka-kof'o-niz), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. cacophordzed, -p^T. Cacophonizing. [eaco-

phon-y + -ize.1 To render cacophonous or ill-

sounding.
cacorhyuunic (kak-o-rith'mik), a. [Gr. laiKdg,

bad, + jmBfiog, rhyttm, r%yfhm-y + -ic.'\ Hi-
modulated ; characterized by irregularity of
rhythm; in bad rhythm: as, a caeorhythmic
production; a Cflscoffe^ifcmic pulse.

cacothanasia (kak^o-tha-na'si-a), «. [NL.,
< Gr. Kamdavaala, < KaK6^, bad, + ddvarogf

death.] A painful or distressing death.

Cacotopia (kak-o-to'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

/ca/cdf, bad, + T6noc, place; formed in contrast
to Utopia, prop, 'no place,' but understood
and formerly often written as Eutopia, 'a
place where all is well. '] An imagined place
where government is of the worst ; the opposite,

in the character of its political institutions,

of the ideal commonwealth which Sir Thomas
More (1516) placed on his imaginary island

Utopia ('No-where')- See Wqpja. [A nonce-
word used by Bentham.]

cacotropllia (kak-6-trof'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

KaKorpofla, < KaK6(, bad, + rpoijifi, nourish-
ment.] Defective nutrition.

cacotrophy (ka-kot'ro-fl), n. [NL. caco-

trophia.'i Same as *eacotrophia.

cacotype (kak'o-tip), n. [Gr. KUKd;, bad, +
riiTTof, type.] A bad type or imperfect re-

production.
How tame my cacotype of these words compared with

what they were 1 C. Reade, Peg Wofangton, p. 64.

Oactales (kak-ta'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,

1847), < Cactus + -ales.'S An order of dicoty-

ledonous plants containing the family Cao-
"ffippsp OTllv

cactoid (kak'toid), a. [cactus + -oid.] Hav-
ing the aspect of a cactaceous plant : said, for

example, of fleshy euphorbias. Booker and

Ball, Marocco, p. 328.

Cactus ladybird, see *?a#Mrd—Prlckly-pear cac-

tus Same as pricMy-jpcar.—Russian cactUB. Same
as Russian •Stotte.—Yucca cactus, the Joshua-tree,

Yucca arborescBTts. See Yucca.

cacuminal, a. 3. In anat., relating to the

caoumen or upper surface of the vermis of the

brain. , . .

cacilinillOUS(ka-ku'mi-nus), a. [_cacumen{-min-)

+-OUS.'] Having a conical or pointed top.

Cad^ n. 1. (g) A young fellow of the town or vicinage

who Jiangs about a coUege or university and does chance

services lor the collegians. [Eng.]
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cad^ (kad), n. [Appar. a capricious use ('na-
tive cads') of cad^. Not a reduction of cicada
as pronounced si-cad'a ?.] A name in Queens-
land for the cicada.

I^m the trees sounds the shrill chirp of large green
cicada (native cads, as the bushmen call them).

Austraiasian, Jan. 11, 1896, quoted by K B. Morris,
[Austral English.

Cadaveric or putrefactive alkaloid. See
*aXkaloid.

cadaverin (ka-dav'er-in), n. [Also cadaverine;
cadaver + -j»2.] a ptomaine first found in

decomposing cadavers : a product of bacterial
action in mostinstances, but sometimes formed
in the body in the absence of microbes in cases
of cystinuria. It is a derivative of lysin, and
is known as pentamethylene-diamihe (CHo
(NH2)(CH2)4(NH2)).

cadaverize (ka-dav'er-iz), i). t.; pret. and pp.
cadaverized, ppr. cadaverising. [cadaver + -ize. ]
To make cadaverous or corpse-like.

To eifect a temporary suspension of the circulation,
and cadaverise his countenance.

Fraser's Mag., April, 1841, p. 421.

cad-bit (kad'bit), n. Same as cad-bait.

cad-bote (li;ad'bdt), n. The caddis-worm.
[Prov. Eng.]

cad-catcher (kad'kach-6r), n. A picture in-
tended to ' catch ' or attract ' cads ' or undis-
criminating persons. [Artists' cant.]

caddie^ (kad'i), ». An Australian bushmau's
name for a slouch hat, usually worn with the
brim turned down at the back.
caddie-bag (kad'i-bag), n. A bag, about three
feet long, usually made of leather or canvas,
for carrying golf-clubs.

caddow^(kad'6),n. [Alaocaddo, cadd6e,cadow;
at. caddis^.'\ A woolen garment or covering
of a rough or coarse texture.

caddy*, n. 4. A tin can with a lid, for holding
water, etc. [U. S.]— 5. In the tobacco trade,
a box 6 to 8 inches square, holding from 10 to
20 pounds. Stand. Diet.

cade^ (kad), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. coded, ppr.

coding. To put into a cade or keg
;
pack in a

cade : as, to cade herring. Nosh.
cadeau (ka-do'), n.: pi. codeaux (do '). [P.]
A present or gift ; a gratuity ; a cumshaw.
caoence, n. 9. The modulation or manner of
utterance peculiar to a particular locality or
language.

I retiu^ed an answer in that language, hoping at least
that the cadence might be more agreeable to his ears.

Swift, Gulliver, III. ii.

10. In music, a trill-like ornament, the reverse
of the batiement (which see) Immediate ca-
dence, in music, a cadence that is not prolonged or ex-

tended ; one in which the dominant or subdominant chord
passes atonce into that of the tonic.—Inverted cadence,
in rmtsic, a cadence in which the penultimate chord is in-

verted.

cadenced (ka'denst), p. a. Measured ; rhyth-
mical; regular; expressed or executed with
measured regularity: as, a cadenced step;

cadenced sound ; "the cadenced surges of an un-
seen ocean," Lowell.

cadent, a. II. n. In old music, a grace or em-
bellishment consisting of an after-note one
degree below the principal note : as,

Written. Played.

=!S=)=
=z±z

cadential (ka-den'shal), a. [L. cadenUa, ca-

dence, -f- 4al.'] Eelating or pertaining to ca-

dence, or a cadence.

cadet^, n. 5. A young man who, for the sake
of the practical experience to be gained, works
with the men on a sheep- or cattle-farm with-
out pay. [Australia.]— 6. A student in en-
gineering or any of the applied sciences who,
in completion of his course (or earlier), seeks
practical experience by entering the service of

some large establishment where the principles

he has been studying are applied, and works
there for little or no pay.— 7. One who pros-

titutes awoman and lives on her earnings as a
prostitute while cohabiting with her ; also, one
who seduces young women and sells them to

houses of prostitution. [New York.]

The most degraded class that ever disgraced the name
of man— the creatures who live upon the earnings of in-

dividual prostitutes, with whom they cohabit. They are
called souteneurs m Hiance, louis in Germany, cadets in

New York, and by various slang names in Great Britain.

Eneyc. Brit.^ XXXII. 32.

Cadet engineer. See -kengiiiBer.

cadette (ka-def), »• [P., fem. of cadet, ca-

Oseoma

det.] A younger daughter or sister ; a female
cadet. See cadet, 2.

cadging (kaj'ing), ». The occupation or prac-

tices of a cadger.

Cadie gum. See *gum^.
cadi^re (ka-dyar'), n. [South P. .cadiire, Prov.

cadeira, <L. cathedra, chair: see chair, ehaise.2

A name given to a gold currency of Brittany
and to a billon coinage struck under Charles

VI. of Prance for Dauphiny, containing a fig-

ure seated on a chair. Compare chaise, n., 3.

cadillo (ka-del'yo), n. [Sp. eadillo, a name of
several plants blearing burs.] A name in Ven-
ezuela of the Csesar-weed, Ureno lobata. See
*C«sar-weed, *guaxima, &nd Vrena.

cadjan (kaj'an), «. [Malay and Jav. kdjang.J

1. The matted cocoa-palm leaves used in

southern India for thatch.— 2. A section or
strip of palm-leaf prepared for use as writing-

material. The leaf generally used for this pmpose is

that of the palmyrarpalni or the talipot (Corypha um-
iraculifera) of Ceylon. [Anglo-Indian in both uses.)

Cadjen (kaj'en), a. and n. [Also Cajun; from
P. I'Acadien, taken as Cadien with the article

la, fe.] An Acadian; a descendant of the
Preneh Acadians. [Louisiana.]

cadju (kaj'o), n. Same as cashew.

cadmic (kad'mik), a. [cadmium + -»c.] Per-
taining to or containing cadmium : as, cadmie
chlorid orsulphid.
Cadmium cell, a voltaic cell (invented by Weston) in

which the metal 'cadmium is employed for the positive

metal. It is extensively used as a standard of electro-

motive force.

—

Cadmium ocher, cadmium sulphid oc-

curring as a deposit of earthy texture on the smfece ol
other minerals.

Cadogan tea-pot. See *tea-pot.

Cadorine (ka-do'rin), a. Of or pertaining to
Cadore (more fully Pieve-di-Cadore), in North-
em Italy, the birthplace of the painter Titian.

CsGcal appendage, Same as appendix vemviformis.—
Csecalpouches, in entom., the cseca of the mid-intestine-

cseciform (se'si-fdrm), a. [NL. cseciom + L.
forma, form.] Of the nature or having the
form of a csecum : as, ceeeiform appendages.
ceecocolic (se-ko-kol'ik), a. Relating to the
cBBcum and the colon, the ceecocolic valve heing
the valve between the two.
caecum, n.—Cseca of the mld-lntestlne, in entom.,
a number of blind diverticula from the anterior end of
the stomach, diifering in shape and nimiber. In the
Locustid^ they are two in number and are lar^e and
short ; in the BlatHdee there are 8 and in the Acridiidai 6.

Certain Diptera have two long, slender csBca, while in the
Coleoptera there are very numerous minute villi or tu-
bule^ They are probably pancreatic in function. A. S.

Packard, Text-book of Bntom., p. 300.—Hepatic csecum,
in embryol., the outpouching or evagination from the em-
bryonic intestine that gives rise to the liver.—Pyloric
cseca. (a) and (b) Seepyloric. (c) In starfishes, the bifm-
cated multilobular prolongations of the pyloric region of
the stomach, the walls being glandhlar and secreting a
digestive fluid.—SU)honal caecum, in ceplialopods, the

"

blind end of the siphimcular tube.—Spiral CSecum, in
cephalopods, the coscal appendage, which in some sjwcies
is arranged in a more or less spim manner.

Ceelum Sculptorium (se'lum skulp-to'ri-um).
[NL., ' the sculptor's sky.'] The ' Graver,' a
constellation introduced by Lacaille between
Eridanus and Columba : not to be confounded
with the Sculptor.

csenogenesis, caenogenetic, etc. Same as
kenogenesis, kenogenetic, etc.

Caenolestes (se-no-les'tez), re. [NL., < Gr.
KaivdQ, recent, + Xyar^g, robber.] A genus of
small diprotodont marsupials, belonging to .

the family Epanorthidse, having a shrew-like
form and long skull. Thegenus is remarkable from
the fact that two species are found living in the highlands
of Ecuador and Colombia, while others are found fossil

in the Miocene of Patagonia. The genus was first named
Hyracodon, but this was originally applied to a genus
of ungulates and is hence untenable.

Caenopithecus (se"no-pi-the'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. KatvdQ, recent, -t- jtIB^koc, ape.] An e;x-

tinctgenus oflemurid monkeys from the Upper
Eocene beds of Switzerland.

caenostylic (se-no-stil'ik), o. Eelating to that
condition of the visceral arches known as
csenostyly.

caenostyly (se-nos'ti-li), n. [Gr. muvdi, recent,
-I- arvMq, a pillar.] That state or condition
of the cephalic skeleton in which the first and
second visceral arches do not bear gills, but are
modified to serve in taking food and have one
or more of their parts attached to the cra-
nium. It occurs in amphibians, chimeeras,
and sharks. W. K. Gregory, 1904.

caenozoology, ». Same as *cenozo6logy.

Caeoma (se-6'ma),». [NL. (Link, 1809), irreg.,

< Gr. icaleiv, burn, + -oma. The allusion is to
Its effect in giving a burnt or scorched appear-
ance to the leaves on which it grows.] A



Cseoma
name formerly applied to certain aecidia of
the Uredinales which laokaperidium about the
soras.

Cseomospore (Bf-o'mo-spor), n. [NL., Cseoma
+ mropa, seed (spore).] A term sometimes
applied to the aecidiospores of the form-genus
CsBoma. See *Cseoma.

Oseretan (se-re'tan), a. [L. Caeretanus, <

Cseretes (also Ca&rites), inhabitants of Ceere,
< Cffire, Csere.] Pertaining to Csere, an an-
cient Etruscan town, now Cerveteri, in Italy:
usually applied to a collection of so-called
Corinthian vases which were discovered in
Cerveteri and are now in the museum of the
Louvre.

In the hydriee of the Caeretan fabric we have constant
evidence of Egyptian influence.

Cedl Smith, Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIII. 112.

(ses-al-pin''''i-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Klotzsch and Garcke, 18625,< Cxsal-
pinia + -aceee.'\ A family of dicotyledonous
choripetalous plants of the order Mosales, the
senna family, typified by the genus Ciesalpinia.
It is chaiaoterized T)y clustered, mostly heimapnrodite
5-merous flowers, the petals imbricated in the bud, and
alternate stipulate leaves which are sometimes simple-
and when compound are zygomorphous. There are' 107
genera and over 1000 species, trees, shrubs or herbs,
chiefly tropical, but including such genera as Cassia,
Cerds, and Gleditsia that are found in temperate regions.
See Legwminossa,

csesalpiniaceous (ses"al-pin''i-a'shius), a.
Belonging to the plant-family Csesalpiniacese.

Csesar, n. 3. [2. c] A name in the Bahamas
of the small grunt or Tom Tate, Bathystoma
rimator, a food-fish of the family SsemuUdm.
Csesarist (se'zar-ist), n. An imperialist.

Caesar's mushroom. See ^mushroom.
Osesar-weed (se'zar-wed), n. A shrubby tropi-
cal weed, Urena lobata, introduced into Florida,
where it is thus called, and where it is some-
times taken for the ramie-plant. See Urena
and Spanish *bur.

Ca,t6 au lait (ka-fa'o la') [F., coffee with milk], a light
yellowish-gray color.—Caf^ftapp^. Seei^frappi.—CaS6
parfalt. (a) After-dinner conee. (b) A form of ice-

cream consisting chiefly of a well-beaten mixture of yolks
of eggs, sugar syrup, and drained whipped cream, flavored
with strong coffee and frozen without stirring.

caffea (ka-fe'S), n. [NL. : see coffee, caf4.']

Same as caffein.

caffeidine (ka-fe'i-din), n. [ca^e(a) + -id^ +
-ine^.l A crystalline alkaloid, C7Hi^0N4,
formed by the action of barium hydroxid on
caffein. It melts at 94° C.

caffeol (kaf'e-61), n. [eaffe(a) + -ol.'] An oil,

CgHioOg; with a pleasant odor like that of

coffee, obtained in roasting the green coffee-

berries. It boils at 196° C. Later observers
have failed to obtain the compound.

caffuric (ka-fu'rik), a. Derived from coffee

and related to uric acid—Oaffnrio acid, a crystal-

line acid, CBH9O4N3, which is foimed, together with apo-

caflein, by the oxidation of caffein. It is easily soluble

in water.

cafuso (ka-fo's6), n. [Brazilian.] In Brazil,

an Indian and negro half-breed.

cag2 (kag), V. t.; pret. and pp. cagged, ppr.

cogging. [Origin obscure.] To affront; of-

fend. [Prov. Eng.]
cage, n. 7. A drum or cylinder in a cotton-

scutching machine, covered with wire netting,

against which the cotton is thrown in the form
of a sheet, the dust being removed by a suc-

tion-fan.— 8. In hase-ball, the mask worn by
the catcher.—steel cage. See -ksteeli.

cage-mount (kaj 'mount), n. In ordnance, a
gun-mount for light guns in which the lower
fixed part is a stand or pedestal having heavy
bars radiating in a conical shape downward
to the base and roughly resembling a cage.

cage-stand (kaj ' stand), ». The lower fixed

part of a cage-mount.
cageway (caj'wa), n. 1. The guides for a

mine-cage.—2. The part of a mine-shaft in

which the cage is hoisted and lowered.

cagework (kaj'w^rk), n. 1. Openwork like

that of a cage.—3. The carved upper works
of a ship's hull, especially on the poop and
forecastle. [Obsolete.]

caggy (kag'i), a. [Of. cagmag.'\ Decaying;

tainted ; unwholesome ; loathsome. [Vulgar.]

Mouldy bread, caggy mutton. „ „ „
Marryat, Rattlin the Reefer, XV., N. E. D.

cagmag, n. II. a. Unwholesome ; decaying

;

caggy: a,s, cag<mag.vaea,t; hence, inferior :-a8,

cagmag wares. [Vulgar or dialectal.]

cago (ka'go, Fijian pron. thang'6), n. [Fijian.]

A name in the Fiji Islands of turmeric. Curcuma
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tonga. See Curcuma, 2, huldee, turmeric, *olena,
and *rea.

cahar (ka'har), n. [Jav. and Malayan hahar,
< D. kar = E. car^."] In Malayan countries, a
one-horse carriage or cart ; a one-horse spring-
cart for the conveyance of passengers. Forces,
Nat. Wand, in East. Arch., 1885, p. 51.

Cahenslyism (ka-hens'U-izm), ». A plan, pro-
posed in 1891, and attributed to Peter Paul
Cahensly (a member of the Uerman Eeichstag
and president of the Leo Society for the pro-
tection of German immigrants in the United
States), to appoint to those Eoman Catholic
sees and parishes in the United States, where
there might be a dominant or large foreign
population, bishops and priests of the same
nationality, in order to preserve their religious
traditions and practices; by extension, the
propagation of foreignism among Eoman
Catholics in the United States.

cahincin (ka-hin'sin), «. [cahinca + 4n^.'] A
glucoside, C4oHg40ig, found in the root-bark
of Chicocoa racemosa. It has an astringent,
bitter taste and acid reaction. Also cavncini

cahot (ka-ho'), n. [F. eahot, a jolt or jerk,
also dial, as def.; origin unknown, but prob.
interjectional, < ca-, introductory syllable, -t-

fco, interjection.] A bank or ridge of snow
which has been heaped up across a road by
passing sleighs, leaving a corresponding de-
pression behind ; hence, a surface-undulation
or ridge-like inequality which, with the cor-

responding depression, is known in the United
States as a 'thank-you^ma'qm.' [Canadian
French.]

Corresponding undulations sometimes produced by
sledge-driving ou snow-covered roads are familiar in
Canada, where they are called cahots (jolts). The author
saw these in and near Montreal in the wmter 1900-1901.

They averaged 13 feet in length from crest to crest, and 8
inches appeared to be a not uncommon amplitude.

Hep. Brit. Ass'n Advwncement of Sci., 1902, p. 731.

cahowt (ka-hou'), n. [Also cahowe; origin
unknown.] A local name for a sea-bird, pre-
sumably a species of Puffinus, formerly abun-
dant on the Bermudas, now supposed to be
extinct. By some ornithologists it is consid-
ered to be the existing Puffinus ohscurus.

cahuy (ka-ho 'i), ». [Tagalog.] A tree; also,

wood ; fire-wood. [Philippine Is.]

caidos (ka'e-dos), n. pi. [Sp.] Unpaid or
overdue rents or taxes. [Philippine Is.]

cailcedrin(kil-sed'rin),M. [Cailcedri^a) + -in^.l

A resinous compound present to a minute ex-
tent in the bark of the eailcedra.

cailian (ka-i-le-an'), «.; pi. cailianes (-a'naz).
[Philippine Sp. caiUdn (pi. cailianes), < Ilocan
caylidn.'] Among the Hooans and Igorrotes of
Luzon, a poor manwho dwells as a denizen in

a commune, without tribal rights, and is in

effect a serf or peon.
caillasses (ka-e-yas'), n. pi. [F., gravels.]

In geol., a name given by French geologists to

the upper part of the Middle Eocene or Upper
Calcaire grossier of the Paris Tertiary basin.

caimito (ki-me'to), n. [Peruv. caymiia.Ji 1.

A tree of the family Sapotacete, Pouieria Cai-
mito, or its fruit, which resembles the marma-
lade-plum, but is smaller and superior in
flavor.—2. Sometimes the same as cainito

(which see) and star-apple (see out).

cainana (M-na'na), n. [Given as Braz.] The
Brazilian snakeroot, Chiococca brachiata, a
rubiaceous plant the root of which is used in
medicine.
Cainitic (ka-nit'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

Cain or the Cainites.

cainosite (M'no-sit), ». See *cenosite.

cainozoology (Id-no-zo-ol'o-ji), ». See *eeno-

Calamariacese

Cuban name of the snapper, Lutianvs apodus,
called the schoolmaster.
cajon, n. 3. In phys. geog., a small basin in-
closed on nearly all sides by steep hills or
mountains. [Southwestern U. S.]

cajun(ka-h6n'),». [Sp.Amer.] A fiber-plant,
Furcrsea Cubensis, of the amaryllis family, a
native of tropical America. It yields a strong
white fiberusedfor cordage. Compare *cocuiza.
Oajun, n,. See *Cadjen.
cajuputol (kaj'-'ju-pTi-tol'), n. {cajuput + -ol.\

Same as *cmeol.

cakei, n. 7. A stupid fellow ; a noodle. [Dia-
lectal, Eng.]— 8. [Figurative extension of
def. 2.] A good thing ; a dainty or delicacy,
as in. the phrase ' cakes and ale ' Cakes and
ale, dainties ; the good things and the enjoyments of life ;

• all play and no work or worry.

'

Dost thou think, because thou art virtuous, there shall
be no more cakes and ale ?

Shak., Twelfth Night, ii. 3.

Genoa'cake. (a) A currant-cake with almonds on top for
ornament, (b) A rich cake glazed and fllled with nuts.

—

Genoese cake, a sponge-cake, sometimes baked as a
layer-cake, or used as a jelly-roll.— Kungu cake. See
*kungm.— SavOT cakes, lady's-flngers.— Soul-mass
caket, a soul-cake (which see).—The Land O' Cakes,
Scotland. Bums.—To take the cake, to take the prize ;

carry off the honors : as, for downright impudence he
takes the cake. See irca^e-walk. [^ang.]—Venetian
cake, a small almond-cake.

cake-house (kak'hous), «. If. A place where
cakes are made or sold. Pepys, Diary.— 3. A
place where cakes, as of soap, indigo, etc., are
stored.

cake-ink (kak'ingk), n. China or India ink,
which is made into cakes or slabs.

cake-meal (kak'mel), n. Same as cotton-cake.

cake-mold (kak'mold), n. A mold in which
cakes, as of ink, soap, lac, etc., are formed.
cake-walk (kak'w§.k), n. A promenade or
march in which a number of couples walk in
competition before judges and an audience,
the most graceful, eccentric, or fantastic per-
formers receiving cakes as prizes. It origi-

natedamongthenegroesof the southern United

cai^LUejee (ki'ek-je), n. [Turk, qayiqii, < qayiq,

caique.] One of the oarsmen of a caique.

cairdman (kard'man), n. Same as caird.

Caissa (ka-is'a), »'.' [NL., artificially formed
from chess, appar. on the model of cha^e'^ = P.

caisse, with -issa conforming to the L. and Gr.

fem. suffix -issa (E. -e«s).] The goddess of

chess : a modern invention of chess-players.

caitif, n. A simplified spelling of caitiff.

cajeput, n. 3. The spice-tree of California : so

named on account of the properties of its oil.

See spjce-iree.—Essence of cajeput. ' See -kessemie.

cajeputene (kaj'e-pu-ten"), n. Same as cajii-

putene.

cajeputol (kaj'e-pu-tol'O, n. [cajeput + -oi.]

Same as *cineot.

caji (ka-he'), «. [Cuban, of native origin.] A

Caking-coal. See *coal.

caky (ka-ki), a. [cake + y'^.'] Cake-like; of
the nature of or in the form of a cake.

cal. An abbreviation (a) of calory ; (6) of cal-

eium; (c) oi calender; (d) ot calomel.

calabacilla, n. See calabaeilla.

Calabar swelling. See ^swelling.

calabash', «. 5. The head, with an implication
of emptiness. [Slang, U. S.]

calabazita (kal-a-ba-ze'ta), n. [Mex. Sp. (?),
either a parallel"form (dim. -i*a) or a mistake
for calahazilla.'] Same as calabazilla.

calabOZO (ka-la-bo'tho), n. [Sp.] The Span-
ish form of calaboose.

Calabrasella, n. The Spanish pack is used, which has
no 8's, 9's, or 10 s. The cards rank 3, 2, A, K, Q, J, 7, 6, 5, 4.

Twelve cards are given to each player, 4 at a time, and 4
are left on the table. There are 35 points to play for, the
lower score being deducted from the higher on each hand.
There are no trumps. The 6 highest cards in each suitcount
1 each, except the ace, which counts 3, and the last tiick
counts 3, all counts being to those who win the tricks with
counting cards in them. Each player in turn declares to
play or pass. If he plays he may ask for the 3 of any suit
in exchange for one of his own cards. If the 3 asked
for is in the stock, the player loses his ask. After asking
he may discard from 1 to 4 cards. He then turns the stock
face up and takes from it as many as he has discarded.
Those left in the stock and the discards go to the winner
of the last trick.' The eldest hand always leads. If the
bidder fails to reach 18 he loses to both adversaries ; if he
passes 18 he wins from both.

calafate (ka-la-fa'te), n. [Cuban Sp. (also
*galafate, q. v.), thief, rogue, lit. 'calker.']
A Cuban name of the black oldwife, Melichthys
pieeus, a fish of the family Balistidse.

calalu (ka-la-lS'), n. [Also calalue, calaloo,

calaloe, caleloe < Cuban Sp. calaM.'i A West
Indian name for various plants, both wild and
cultivated, which are used as pot-herbs and
culinary vegetables.—Branched calalu, Solanum
nigrum.—Prickly calalu, Arnaranthus spinosus.—
Spanish calalu, Phytolacca octandra.

calamansanay (ka-la-man-sa'ni), re. [Also
kalamansanai ; < Tagalog calamansanay.] A
timber-tree of the Philippine Islands.

Calamariaceae (kal"a-ma-ri-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Potoni6, 1899), <; *C'alamaria, a nominal
genus included in Calamites,tem.ot Calamarius,
pertaining to a reed (see calamary), + -acex.']

A family of Paleozoic plants, the probable an-

cestors "of the modern Eguisetacese, but attain-

ing greater dimensions and often exhibiting

an exogenous structure. They are found in great

abundance in the coal-measures of all countries, but range
from the Devonian to the Peimian. A large number of gen-



Calamaxiacese
era are recognized, most ol which were formerly included
in the group called Catamitm (which see), but Annularia
has always been regarded as distinct. See -trAnmtlaria
and Asterophyllites.

calamariaceous (kaFa-ma-ri-a'shius), a. Be-
longing or relating to"ih.%'CalariMriacese.
Calamariales (kal"a-ma-ri-a'lezj, H.pl. [NL.
(Potoni6, 1900), < "Calamaria (see Calamaria-
cese) + -ales.'] An order of pteridophytio fos-
sil plants of the class Equisetineee, coordinate
with the order Eguisetales, of which they are
the probable ancestors. They are characterized by
having their reproduction take place by means ot micro-
spores and macrosporea, by their superposed leaves, and
frequently by an exogenous structure. The order con-
tains the two families CalamariacesB and Protocalama-
riaceae.

calamaiian^ (kal-a-ma'ri-an), a. [NL. *Cala-
maria + -an.] Same as *'ealamariaceous.
calamay (ka-la'mi), n. [Tagalog.] A dish,

made of eoeoanut flour or riee, used as a des-
sert by natives of the Philippine Islands.

calameon (ka-la'mf-on), «. [calamus + -eon,
a mere ending.] A neutral crystalline com-
pound, Cj^6H2602, obtained from the high-boil-
ing fractions of calamus-oil. It melts at 168° C.
calamiform (ka-lam'i-fdrm), a. [L. ealarmis,

reed, pen, + forma, form.] Having the form
of a reed or feather.

Calamln brass. See Aivassi.—Electric calamln, a
name sometimes used to distinguish zinc hydrogen
silicate from zinc carbonate as naturally occurring min-
erals, or ores of zinc. Tlie silicate becomes electric on
being heated.

calamin (kal'a-min), v. t. [calamin, to.] To
wash or coat (pottery) with calamin.
calamine^ (kal'a-min), ». lcalamus+ -ine^.]

An alkaloid contained in the rhizome of sweet-
flag, Aeorus Calamus, and found to he identical
with choline.

calamintlione (kal-a-min'thon), TO. [Calamin-
tha + -one.] A ketone, CjoHieOi obtained
from the volatile oil of Glinopodium Nepeta or
marjolaine, which is found in Prance. It is a
colorless oil which boils at 209° C.

calamitean (kal-a-mi'te-an), a. ICalamites +
-ean.] Belonging or relating to Calamites or
to the Calamariaeese.

Thus such transitions are well known, though of a rela-
tively simplified form, in the structure of the calamitean
steiji. Amer, Nat, April, 1904, p. 250.

calamographer (kal'-'a-mog'rarfer), TO. [Gr.
*Ka?iafioypaij)og, implied in KaXa/ioypcujiia, writing
with a reed, < KaTiafiog, reed, + ypa^ew, write.]
One who writes with a reed. G. Smith.

Calamqsperma (kal"a-m6-sper'me), n. pi.
[NL. (Ward, 1904), <"Gr. m?ia/Mi, a reed, -I-

awepiJM, a seed.] A class of fossil plants of
the phylum Pteridospermaphyta. They have the
external aspect of the Cdtamarialea, but bear seeds instead
of macrospores. The genus Arthropitys seems to be an
example, as it probably bore the seeds called Stephana-
spervnum.

calamus, n. 8. [cap.] A genus of fishes, the
porgies, belonging to the family Sparidse.
The group is characterized by the great development of
the interhemal bone at the base of uie anal spines. This
is greatly enlarged and quill-shaped, its open end receiv-

ing the posterior end of the large air-bladder. To this
structui'e the Spanish name pez de pluma (quill-fish) and
the name Calanvus refer. The species are all confined to
tropical America and are all esteemed as food.

calan (ka-lan'), TO. [Philippine Sp. calan, <

Tagalog calan.] In the Philippine Islands, a
native brazier, hearth, fireplace, or kitchen fire.

Calandrinia (kal-an-drin'i-a), TO. [NL. (Hum-
boldt, Bonpland, and Kunth, 1823), named in
honor of J. L. Calandrini (1703-1758), a chief
magistrate of Geneva.] An untenable name
for Baitaria, a genus of plants of the family
Portulacacex.

calantas, n. See *kalantas.

calapia, « See *kalapia.

calasag (ka-la'sag), TO. [Tagalog.] A large

shield used by the natives of Nneva Vizcaya
and Benguet in Luzon.

calash, to. 4. A primitive one-horse springless

cart of the island of Nantucket, Massachusetts,
house-chairs being used for seats. It is still

used to a limited extent.—Calash coacli, a coach

having a bow top over the rear seat. The doors are in two
parts, hinged separately. It can be converted from a

closed into an open carriage.

calash (ka-lash'), v. t. [calash, to.] To furnish

with a eaiash.

Well caltash'd without, and well bolster'd within.

Irving, Salmagundi, p. 33.

Calathea (kal-a-the'a), n. [NL. (Meyer, 1818),

< Gr. Kd?iado(, a basli'et. The Indians of the

Essequibo river use the split stems of some of

the species for basket-making.] A genus of

perennial foliage-plants, of the family Maran-
tacex, which are commonly cultivated as
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marantas, from which they differ in having a
three-seeded instead of a one-seeded fruit.
The genus includes about 60 species, mostly from trop-
ical America, but a few from tropical Africa. The leaves,
for which the plants are grown, are marked with shades
of green, red, brown, yellow, and white ; they are among
the handsomest of ornamental stove-plants.

Calathian (ka-la'thi-an), a. [L. Calathiana
(sc. viola) in tliny, otherwise taken as Cala-
tiana and CalaUna, appar. from a proper name,
perhaps identical with * CalaUna, fem. of
Calatinus, in pi. CalaUni, < CalaMa, a town
in Campania.] .An epithet (see etym.) in
Calathian violet, a plant-name in Pliny, which
modern writers identify with Gentiana Pneu-
monanfhe.
calavance (kal-a-vans'), to. [Also caUevance,
callivancy, etc., earavance, etc., orig. garvance,
< Sp. garbanzo, chick-pea.] In the West In-
dies, a name for several species of beans be-
longing to the genus Dolichos, especially D.
sphasrospermus.

When I was in the Navy, haricot beans were in constant
use as a substitute for potatoes, and, in Brazil and else-
where, were called ealavances.

J. D. Hooker, in Yule and Bumell Gloss.

Calaveras skull. See *skull.

calcaneus (kal-ka'ne-us), TO. [NL.] Same as
talipes calcaneus.

Calcar^, to. 9. In entom., one of the spines at
the tips of the tibise of certain insects, es-
pecially the Bymmoptera. Also called spur.
calcarenite (kal-kar'e-nit), TO. [L. calx (calc-),

lime, + arena, harena, sand, + -ite^.] In
petrog., a term proposed by A. W. Grabau
(1903) for a limestone or dolomite composed
of coral- or shell-sand, or of lime-sand derived
from the erosion of older limestones. In
structure it resembles psammites or silicious

sandstones, being generally known by the
term sandstone.

Calcarlne complex, ordinarily synonymous with hippo-
campiis minor. G. EUiot Smith applies the term to a
triradiate pattern of sulci situated behind the splenium
of the corpus callosum ; the ventral limb he distinguishes
as caicarine, the caudal as retrocalcarine, and the dorsal
as paracalcarin£,

Calcarius (kal-ka'ri-us), TO. [NL., < L. calcar,
spur.] A genus of fringilline birds whose
members have the hind claw exceedingly long.
The typical species is the Lapland lougspui-,
Calca/rius lapponicus.

calcation (kal-ka'shon), TO. [NL. *calcaUo(nr),
< L. calcare, trample upon.] The act of tram-
pling under the heel ; a treading or stamping.
BlovMt.

Calceate fatbers, in the Rom. Cath. Ch., those religious
fraternities whose members wear shoes, in contradistinc-
tion to those whose members go barefooted.

Calceocrinus (kal-sf-ok'ri-nus), TO. [ NL. cal-

ceus, a slipper, -f Gr. xpivov, a lily (see crinoid).]

A genus of fossil erinoids of the order Mstulaia,
characterized by the sharp flexion of the calyx
against the column and the extraordinary de-
velopment of two of the arms. Species occur
in Silurian and Devonian rocks.

Calceola (kal-se'o-la), n. [NL. (fem.), < L. caU
eeolus (masc), dini. of calceus, a shoe.] A
genus of fossil oper-
culate corals grow-
ing as simple, slip-

per-shaped coralla
and very abundant
in the Middle De-
vonian rocks of
Europe. — Calceola
group, in p£oL,adivision
of the Middle Devonian
in the Bhineland, taking
its name from the preva-
lence of the coral Calceola
sandalina.

calceolus (kal-se'o-

lus), TO.
;

pi. calcie-

oli (-li). [NL. use
of L. calceolus, dim.
of calceus, a shoe, a
boot: see calceate.]

One of the sense-
organs, possibly olfactory or auditory, on the
antenna} of amphipods. Trans. lAnnean Soc.

London, Zool., May, 1897, p. 39.

calcicole, a. Same as *calcicolous.

calcicolous (kal-sik'o-lus), a. [L. calx {calc-),

lime, -t- -cola, < colere, dwell.] In phytogeog.,
inhabiting calcareous soils.

calcicosis (kal-si-ko'sis), to. [NL., irreg. < L.
calx (calc-), limestone, + -ic- + -osis.] Pneu-
monoconiosis occuning in stone-cutters.

Calciferous canals, small canals containbig lime salts in
cai'tilage undergoing ossification.—CalCiferous sand-
rock. See •ksandrock.

calciphyre

calciform^ (kal'si-fdrm), a. [L. calx (calc-),

heel, + forma, form.] Having a projection
like a heel. Syd. Soc. Lex.

calcifugal (kal-sif'u-gal), a. Same as calcifu-

gous.

calcifuge (kal'si-fiii), a. [L. cala (calc-), lime,

+ fugere, flee.] In phytogeog., avoiding lime-
stone or lime-containing soils; calciphobous

f

caleifugous.
CalcUterous cells, osteoblasts in which calcareous de-

posits occur in the process of ossification.

calcilutite (kal-sil'ii-tit), to. [L. calx (calc-),

lime, + lutum, mud, + -ite^.] In petrog., a
term proposed by A. W. Grabau (1903) for a
limestone or dolomite made up of rock-flour,

the composition of which is typically non-sili-

cious, though many calcilutites have an inter-

mixture of clayey material. They conespond to
the pelites among the silicious rocks. The purest calci-

lutites have generally a compact structure with a con-
choidal fi'acture.

calcimiric (kal-si-mir'ik), a. [calci(c) + m(ag
nesium) + vr(on) + 4c. Of. ^miric] Inpetrog.,

equally calcic and miric, or nearly so ; that is,

having magnesia and ferrous iron in a ratio to

the femic lime between the limits < f > f : used
in the quantitative system of classifying igne-
ous rocks.

calcination, n. 3. The reduction to ashes of

combustible substances by burning; a turn-
ing into ashes by combustion. Bullohar.— 4.
A calcined state or condition. Lyell, Prin. of
Geol.— 5. A product of calcination, acalcinate.
calcinatory, to. II, a. That is or may be used
in the process of calcination : as, a calcinatory
furnace.

calcine, v.i. 4. To consume by burning; bum
to ashes.

Caleining the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah condemned
them with overthrow.

Farrar, £arly Days of Christianity, L x.

5. To purify or refine by fire.— 6. To desic-
cate by subjection to heat so as to destroy
contained organisms, etc. : as, to caUAne air.
— Calcining kUn, a -kiln or furnace in which a metallic
ore, as iron ore, is heated, with or without access of air,

but without undergoing the reducing or deoxidizing ac-
tion of the fuel.

calcine (kal'sin), to. [calcine, v.] Fragments
of already burnt fire-clay vessels, as the sag-
gars of porcelain manufacture, ground up and
used in making new vessels, with addition of
fresh fire-clay. Also ehamotte Calcine plaster.

vmm

Calceola sandalina, I.am. De-
vonian ; Eifel. Natural size. (From
Zittel's " Paljeontology.")

Calcinea (kal-sin'f-a), n. pi. [NL., < L. calx
(calc-), lime, chalk', '+ -in- + -ea.] A subdi-
vision of Calcarea, including sponges like the
Clathrinidas, having the form reticulate, trira-

diate spicules equiangular, collar-cells with
basal nucleus, and the larva aparenchymula.
calcined (kal'sind), j). a. 1. Reduced by fire

to powder or ashes.— 2. Prepared by calcina-
tion: as, calcined magnesia; calcined ore.—3.
Refined or purified by subjection to heat or
the action of fire : as, calcined air.

Calciner, n—Brunton's calclner, a reverberating fur-
nace for roasting tin ore, in which the bed of flre-brick
rests on a cast-irbn frame and is turned by power. The
bed makes about li revolutions an hour, and the furnace
has a capacity of from 2 to 24 tons of ore in 24 hours. The
calciner has been abandoned in many works.

calcino (kai-che'no), to. [It.] A disease of silk-

worms, probably synonymous with the French
musoardine.

It is a microscopic parasite, composed of white fungoid
fiocculi, analogous to the Botrytus or pai'asitic fungus
that produces "calcino" in the silkwonn.

Knowledge, Nov., 1904, p. 261.

calcioferrite (kal"si-o-fer'it), to. [calcium +
ferr{ic) + -ite'^.] A' hydrated phosphate of
ferric iron and calcium, occurring in from
yellow to ^-een nodular forms.
calciothorite (kal"si-6-tho'iit), n. [calcium
+ thorium + -ite^.] A thorium silicate from
Norway. It is near thorite, but contains a
considerable amount of calcium.
calciovolborthite (kal"si-9-vol'b6r-thit), TO.

[calcium + volborthite.] A vanadate of copper
and calcium, occurring in green or yelww
tabular crystals and in gray granular masses.
calciphilous (kal-sif'i-lus), a. [L. calx (calc-),
lime, -I- Gr. fi^lv, love.] Lime-loving: said
of plants which grow chiefly or wholly in cal-
careous soils.

calciphobous (kal-sif'o-bus), a. [L. calx
(calc-), lime, -I- Gr. (pop'elv, fear.] Avei-se to
lime: said of plants which avoid calcareous
soils.

calciphyre (kal'si-fir), n. [L. calx (calc-), lime,
+ (por)phyr(ites), porphyry.] A oalcareoue



calciphyre

rock which has become recrystallized by meta-
morjihism.

calcirudite (kal-sir'u-dit), n. [L. calx {calc-),
lime, + rudus, rubble, + -ite^.) In petrog., a
term proposed by A. W. Grabau (1903) for a
limestone or dolomite composed of broken or
worn fragments of coral or shells or of lime-
stone fragments, the interstices filled with
lime-sand or mud and with a lime cement, it
corresponds to psephite among the silicioas rocks. Cal-
cirudites embrace rocks known as coral-, shell-, or lime-
stone-breccia and conglomerate.

calcisponge (kal'si-spunj), ». [L. calx {calc-),
lime, + spongia, sponge.] A sponge whose
skeleton consists of calcareous spicules; one
of the Calcarea.

calcitestaceous (kal"si-tes-ta'sMus), a. [L.
calx (calc-), lime, -I- testaceus, of a shell: see
testaceoics.^ Havinga shell of lime carbonate.
Amer. Geol., April, 1903, p. 202.

Calcium acetate, a substance saved in large quantity as
a by-product in the manufacture of wood-alcohol, and em-
ployed in making acetone, acetic acid, and the acetates
of aluminium and iron used as dyers' mordants.— Calci-
um bicarbonate, a substance, CaH2(C03)2. Calcium
carbonate dissolves in much larger proportion in water
containing carbon-dioxld gas or carbonic acid than in
pure water. It is very commonly assumed that in the
former case calcium acid-carbonate or bicarbonate is

formed. Such a compound, however, cannot be obtained
in a separate state; the solution, on being heated or
simply exposed at common temperature, gives off oarbon-
dioxid gas, and noiTnal calcium carbonate separates in
solid form. This separation occurs in the softening of
some natural waters by boiling, in the production of one
kind of scale on the interior surface of steam-boilers, and
in the formation of stalactites in limestone caverns. A
like behavior is observed in magnesium bicarbonate (used
medicinally), manganese bicarbonate, and iron (ferrous)
bicarbonate. The last-named occurs in natural chaly-
beate waters, which cannot long be kept clear, but must
be used at the source or soon after removal from it.

—

Cal-
cium bisulphite, a salt of calcium prepared in solution
by passing an excess of sulphur-dioxid gas into milk of
lime, largely used in making paper-pulp from wood, as a
means of preventing acid fermentation in the manufac-
ture of cane-sugar and in brewing.

—

Calcium carbide.
This material is produced on a very large scale by apply-
ing the intense heat of an electric furnace to a mixture of
anthracite or coke with limestone. The action of water
on the product causes an abundant evolution of acetylene
gas, which is used for illuminating purposes.

—

Calcium
carbonate,^ a substance, often called carbonate of lime,
both found in nature (see calcite and liTnestone) and arti-

ficially prepared. It Is of great industrial importance,
and Unds numerous applications, both mechanical and
chemical.— Calcium cUorid, a waste-product on a large
scale of the Solvay pi'ocess for making carbonate of soda

;

not to be confounded with chlorid of lime or bleaching-
powder. It is used in the scientific laboratory for drying
gases, and to some extent Industrially to remove moisture
from the air in drying fruits, etc.— Calcium-chlorid
tube. See *eu6e.—Calcium cyanamide, a recent and
probably very valuable product of the electric furnace,
obtained by the action of atmospheric nitrogen on a mix-
ture of anthracite or coke with lime. The reaction is

CaO -t- Cg -f N2 = CO -f CaCN2. This substance may
by simple treatment be made to yield ammonia or alka^

line cyanides, or may itself be used as a fertilizer, furnish-

ing nitarogen in available form for growing 'plants.

—

Cal-
cium fluoride, a compound occurring in nature as the
mineral fluor-spar. It is the chief source from which hy-
drofluoric acid and other fluorin compounds are obtained.—Calcium bydroxid. Same as slaked lime.—Calcium
hypochlorite. See hypochlorite.— Calclum perman-
ganate, a salt used, under special cii'cumstances, in free-

ing drinking water from unwholesome organic matter.

—

calcium phosphate, in chem., a salt in which calcium,
the metallic basis of lime, partially or wholly replaces the
hydrogen of phosphoric acid. All such salts as found in

nature and all those usually met with in commerce are

derivatives of orthophosphoric acid. The replacement of

1, 2, and 3 atoms of hydrogen gives rise to monocalcic
phosphate (CaH4(P04)2), dicalcic phosphate (CaHP04),
and tricalcic or normal calcium phosphate (Ca3(P04)a).

Tlie fli'st of these is pretty freely soluble in water ; the
second and thu-d are practically insoluble. Monocalcic
phosphate is prepared upon a veiy large scale by the ac-

tion of sulphuric acid in proper quantity upon the normal
phosphate of bones, coprolites, "phosphate rock," etc.,

and in admixture with the calcium sulphate produced at

the same time forms the so-called superphosphate of lime

so largely used in agriculture.— Calcium phosphide, a
compound produced by the action at a red heat of phos-

phorus on lime. On contact with water it evolves phos-

phureted hydrogen gas which at once takes flre in the air

and bums with a bright light. It has been proposed to

make use of this fact in rendering visible the position of

a life-buoy thrown overboard at sea,

—

Calcium plum-
bate, a salt, Ca2PbOi, which gives oft oxygen on being

strongly heated, and has been utilized for the prepara-

tion of that gas on a large scale by Kassner's process.—

Calcium silicate, a substance which forms the essential

constituent of hycuraulic cement after it has become set

and hardened. It also constitutes the binding material

which unites the grains of quartz-sand in artificial stone

made of a mixture of such sand with a strong solution of

sodium silicate, molded into shape, and hardened by im-

mersion in a solution of calcium chlorid. Also called

Utm sUicate.—Calcium sulphate. See gypsum.— Cal-

cium snlphid, CaS, a substance which becomes lumm-
ous after exposure to sunlight. See BaZmain's kpaint—
Calcium sulphite. See -kcalcium bisulphite.

—

Calcium
tungstate, a crystalline powder used to form the fluo-

rescent surface of a screen on which images produced by
the Rontgen rays are rendered visible.

calc-nodule (kalk'-nod'''iU), n. [L. calx (calc-),
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Ume, -I- E. nodule.] A nodule of rock composed
largely of lime carbonate.
calcoglobulin (kal-ko-glob'u-lin), n. [Irreg. <
L. calx (calc-), lime,'+ E. giobulin.'] A combi-
nation of an albumin with calcium salts formed
during ossification. Rainey.
calcograpllic (kal-ko-graf'ik), a. Same as
calcographical.

calcosphseritic (kal"ko-sfe-rit'ik), a. [L. calx
(calc-), lime, E. + spheerite + -ic] Consisting of
lime and spherical: used only in the following
phrase

—

Calcosphseritlc body, a congretion some-
times found in tlie mantle or other tissues of a pearl-pro-
ducing mollusk, formed apparently by free crystallisation,
and not, as a true pearl is formed, in a cuticular sac.

" Concretions " are, again, distinguished from pearls as
calcosphairitic bodies which have not a cuticular origin
from an epithelium, butseem to arise by free crystallisation
in the mantle or other tissues.

Nature, Jan. 22, 1903, p. 280.

calcrete (kal'kret or kal-kret'), n. [cal(care-
ous) +\(con)crete.'\ A calcareous mass of con-
siderable size formed on the sea-bottom by
calcareous incrusting Polyzoa which cement
the sand and other loose material together.
In the Gulf of Manaar, calcareous masses (" ealcretes")

of great extent are formed in situ on the sea-bottom by the
cementing of sandand other loose material by calcareous
inorustmg Polyzoa. Nature, Oct. 22, 1903, p. 614.

calc-sac (kalk'sak), n. [L. calx (calc-) + E.
sac."] Same as dart-sac. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon-
don, 1895, p. 247.

calcular (kal'ku-lar), a. \calculus + -arS.] In
math., of or pertaining to a calculus or algo-
rithm.
calculational (kal-ku-la'shon-al), a. [(Mlcula-
Uon -i- -aP-.l Used in calculations.

Knowing well the numerical value and calculatioruil
quantity of tt. Piazzi Smyth, Our Inheritance, I. ii.

calculator, n—Bar calculator, any one of a class of
computing-machines (rarely performing more than addi-
tion and subtraction) in which movable bars bearing in-
scribed numbers are caused by prescribed movements to
actuate dials or figure-wheels in a manner that indicates
totals or diflerences.— Single-azls calcillator, a sliding-
rule mechanism in which the numbered scales are rotated
on a single supporting axial shaft or journal, according to
a prescribed system. See sliding rule.

calculifrage (kal'ku-li-fraj), n. [L. calculus, a
little stone, -I- -;fragus', < frangers, break.]
Same as lithotrite.

calculist (kal'ku-list), n. ^calculus + -jsf.] A
computer or calculator.

Mathesis, of which it has been said, many a great Cal-
culist has not even a notion.

Caaiyle, For. Eev. and Cont Misc., iv. 138. N. E. D.

calculograph (kal'ku-lo-graf), n. [Irreg. < L.
calculare, calculate, -f Gr. ypaxpeiv, write.] An
apparatus for recording elapsed time, consist-
ing essentially of a clock combined with two
?rinting-stamps operated by means of levers,
o record the number of hours and minutes between the

beginning and the end of any piece of work or other opera-
tion, a card is inserted in the apparatus and by a move-
ment of the first lever is stamped with the exact time at
that instant. On the completion of the work the same card
is inserted in the apparatus and the second lever is moved,
when the card is stamped with the elapsed time, or the

. difference in hours and minutes between the two printings
on the card. In place of the actual elapsed time, the ap-
paratus may be used to record the money value of the time,
expressed in dollars and cents, according to any predeter-
mined ratio.

calculus, n—^Alternating calculus, a urinary calculus
formed of successive layers of differing chemical compo-
sition.—Alvlne calclUl See iralvine.—Calculus Of
extension, a special algebra invented by Grassmann for
space-analysis.

—

Coral calculus, a calculus formed in
the pelvis of the kidney, with branches extending into the
calyces.

—

Directional calculus. Same as ircalculus of
extension.—SeAonlc calculus, or calculus of plea-
sure, a systematic method of deducing consequences from
assumed principles of economics and ethics by exact rea-

soning, so as to take advantage of mathematical results

concerning continuous variations wherever such results

are germane. Such a calculus exists, and its results have
sometimes been of value ; but great caution is needed in

interpreting results. Of course, as in the less difficult

problems of bridge-building, the steam-engine, and the
like, no such calculation can take into account all the
features of an actual situation.

—

Hemp-seed calculi,
renal calculi of small size and smooth exterior, formed of
calcium oxalate.— Sect calculus, a geometric algorithm
for sects ; a graphic algebra for pieces of straight lines.

He constructs a sect Calculus in which he shows that
the theory of proportion can be founded without the intro-

duction of irrational numbers.
J. W. Withers, Euclid's Parallel Postulate, p. 56.

calcumeter (kal-kii'me-ter), n. [Irreg. < L.

calcu(lare), calculate, + Gr. ficTpov, measure.]

An adding-machine which has a perforated

plate supporting stationary dials superim-
posed over movable dials operated with a
stylus. Engin. Mag., July, 1904, p. 611.

caldariuia (kal-da'ri-um), n.\ pi. caldaria (-a).

[L., also calidarium, < calidus, caldus, hot:

see calid.J 1. The Eoman name for a stove

or heating apparatus.— 2. A room in the

calends

Roman thermre, or public baths, in which
water was heated to the highest temperature.
See bath^, 5.

calderilla (kal-de-rel'ya), n. [Sp., dim., also a
holy-water pot, dim. of caldera, a kettle.] A
Spanish copper coin, the cuarto ; also, any
copper coin current among Spanish-speaking
people.

calderite (kal'de-rit), «. A massive iron-gamet
from India.

caldron-bottom (kai'dron-bofum), n. The
fossil remains or cast of the trunk of a plant
of the genus Sigillaria which have remained
vertical above or below a coal-bed.

Caldwell's crucible, extractor. See *cruci-

hle, ^extractor.

calean (ka-le-an'), ». [Also callean, Jcalean,

etc. Pers. qaliyan, also qaUyun, whence E.

caleoon.'] The Persian 'waterpipe' otherwise
known as narghile.

calendal (kal'end-al), a. [calend + -a?i.] Re-
lating to the calends: as, the most ancient
calendal system.

Calendar year, the year as given in the accepted or legal

calendar, namely, at present, the interval between mid-
night of December Sl-Januai-y 1 and the same hour a year
later. The beginning of the calendar yearhas varied widely
in different countries and at different times. For many
years before 1751 it began in England on March 25. In
1751 a legal enactment placed the beginning at January
1, in accordance with the usage then prevalent in most
other Christian nations.— Greek calendar. The Greek
year was lunar, and consisted of 12 months of 29 or 30
days each—354 days altogether, 11 days short of the solar
year. To establish some correspondence between the
lunar and solar years, every third, sixth, and eighth year
an extra month of 29 or 30 days was inserted, bringing
those years to the excessive number of 383 or 384 days.
The month itself was divided into three periods of 10 (or

9) days each.

—

Mexican calendar, a combination of an
astrological and solar calendar which was in use in Mexico
and Yucatan in pre-Columbian times. The days were
arranged in groups of 20, each day being designated by
the name of an object. There were thirteen numbered
periods of this kind, giving an astrological period of 260
days, called tmudamau in Mexico, ch'ol Jc'ih in Guatemala,
and kin katun by the Maya, Eighteen periods of 20 days
each formed a year of 360 day^ to which were added 5
days to fill the solar year. While the 360 days were all

assigned to cei'tain deities, the 5 remaining days were
not so assigned, and were considered unlucky. According
to this system the same combination of name and number
for the first day of the year occurs every 52 years.

—

Per-
petual calendar, a calendar with movable parts, which
can be easily adjusted so as to be correct for any date,
past, present, or future.

calendarer (kal'en-dar-er), n. One who cal-

endars, or who registers or enters in a calendar.

To a calendarer the work of writing a Preface must be
something like a holiday in Switzerland to an overworked
lawyer. S. S. Gardiner, Academy, Jan. 29, 1881, p. 74.

calendarian (kal-en-da'ri-an), a. and n. [cal-

endar + -ian.'\ I. a. Of or pertaining to the
calendar: as, calendarian teetivals.

II, n. A calendar-maker.
calendaric (kal-en-dar'ik), a. Same as calen-

One of the most interesting features of aboriginal cul-

ture to the scholars of the world is the series of highly
developed calendaric systems extending from Mexico on

' the north to Peru on the south.
Smithsonian Bep., 1900, p. 67.

calendarium (kal-en-da'ri-um), n.
;

pi. calen-

daria (-'A). [L.] 1. "A calendar.— 2. An ap-
paratus "for showing the variations in the tem-
perature of the air; specifically, the large,

crude air-thermometer first erected in the
open air by Otto von Guericke, about 1655, at

Magdeburg.
calender-bouse (kal'en-der-hous), n. An estab-

lishment where calendering operations are car-

ried on ; a calendry.

calender-mill (kal'en-der-mil), n. Acalender-
ing-machine.
calender-roll (kal'en-der-rol), n. Same as
*calender-roller.

calender-roller (kal'en-der-r6''''ler), TO. A com-
pression-roller used on textile-machinery to

smooth and condense the fleece, lap, sliver, or

fabric.

calendry (kal'en-dri), n.; pi. calendries (-driz).

An establishment where the process of calen-

dering is carried on : same as calender'^, 2.

calends, n. pi. B\. In some translations of the

Old Testament, the Jewish festival of the new
moon.
David seide to Jonathan, loo ! Kalendis ben to morwe.

Wyclif, 1 Sam. xx. 6.

4. A calendar or orderly record, primarily of

dates, but also sometimes of other facts.

For eternity,

Measured by ages limitless to man.

Has intervals and periods of bliss

And high recurring festivals that stand

On the sidereal calends mark'd in light

Bickersteth, Yesterday, To-day and Forever, xii. 317.



calends

5. An appointed day; a day set for the pay-
ment of a debt or the payment of interest due.
While our enemies expect to see the expectation of the

Church tired out with dependencies and independencies,
how they will compound and in what calendi.

Milton^ Divorce.

calentural (kal'en-tu-ral), a. {calenture +
-aJi.] Belating to or'of'the nature of a calen-
ture. Carlyle.

calenture, n. 2. Figuratively, fever; burning
passion or zeal; heat: as, the "calenture of
primitive devotion, " Jer. Taylor; "the calen^
tures of baneful lust, " Bp. Ken.

caleoon (ka-le-6n'), ». [Also teKo«n ;< Pers.
qaliyun, var. of qaliydn.'] Same as *calean.
calepine (kal'e-pin), n. [Also ealepin, calapyne;
< F. ealepin, < Calepin, < It. Calepimo, NL. Cale-
pinus, < Calepio, a town in Italy (see the def.).]

1. A dictionary ; one's main dictionary or
book of reference : in allusion to a polyglot

,
dictionary originally compiled by Ambi'ogio
Calepino, an Augustine friar, it was first printed
in 1602, and constituted, in many enlarged editions, one
of the lexicographic standards of the sixteenth century.

An edition m one huge volume, published in 1690 and
1606, included eleven languages in its scope, English
being the very last, after Hungarian and Polish.

Taxations, monopolies, tolls . . . and such impositions

as would trouble many caXcpines to give names unto.

DrummoTid of Hawthor7iden,M3si<i Mirror, p. 174.

3. A memorandum-book ; a note-book.
calesa (ka-la'sa), n. [Sp. See calash.'] A
springless one-horse vehicle with a bamboo
body, used in the Philippine Islands.

calescent (ka-les'ent), a. [L. calescens, ppr.

of calescere, grow "warm, inceptive of calere,

be warm.] Increasing in warmth
;
growing

warm.
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caliciform, calicinal, calicinated, calicine.
See calyciform, calyeinal, *ealycinated, calycine.

Caliciutn hyptrttlunt.

A, a number of plantsshowi ng Ihe habitof^iowing on de
wood; B, three fruiting bodies; C, spores. (From Hngl<
Prantl's " Pflanzenfamilien.")

calligraph

urements. Usually the pivot is midway between the
points of the two ends, so that if an outside measurement
be made with one end, the other end will be set to an
equal inside dimension.—Compass caliper, a two-legged
jointed tool having one leg curved as m a caliper, the
other straight as in a compass, and' pointed. It is used
tor scribing lines from the edge or outline of a piece of

work, the curved leg being slid along in contact with the
edge, while the point of the straight leg draws a line par-

allel therewith ; a scriber.—Double calipers, calipers

having secondary legs pivoted to the end of the first pair

of lega

—

Miciometer caliper, an instrument for mea-
suring thickness (as of wire or sheet-metal) with precision.
— Spherometer caliper. See irepheroTneter.

calipeva,. caUipeva (kal-i-pe'va), n. [Also
calipeever, calUpiver, etc. : appar. from a native
name.] A mullet, Mugil curema, found in the

West Indies.

Calippic cycle. Same as CaUppicperiod (which
see, under Calippic.)

decaying S^Jk\ .CaOlk. (kfi,k), «. [Cfflifcl, V.] A Calk-
-•er and ing ; jn a slaug usc, a surreptitious nap; a

snooze.

calesin (ka-la-sen'), «. [Sp. dim. of calesa;

see ^calesa] In the Philippine Islands, a
two-wheeled chaise or gig.

calesso (ka-les'6), n. [It.: see calash.'] A
modem Italian two-wheeled gig with a bow
top.

CalP-, W.— Ciolden calf, the idol made by Aaron which
the Israelites worshiped (Exod. xxxii), or either of the two
similar idols which Jeroboam placed, one at Bethel, and
the other at Dan (1 Ki. xii. 28, 29) ; figuratively, wealth
regarded as an object of undue regard.—In calf, bound
in calf.

—

Ooze calf, leather which is given a plush-like

finish on the flesh side.

calf^, »• 2. The part of a stocking which
covers the calf of the leg.

calf-kill, n. 3. Leitcoihoe Catesbxi, a shrub

of the southern Alleghanies, poisonous to cattle

and sheep. Also called ''dog-hobUe (which
gee).—3. The velvet-grass, Holcus lanatus.

calf-lympll (kat'limf), «. The lymph, used in

vaccination, obtained from calves.

calhun (kal'hSn), n. [Aboriginal name in

Queensland.] Same as blue *flg.

Caliban (kal'i-ban), n. [A name either bor-

rowed or formed by Shakspere, prob. origin-

ating in eanibal, cannibal.] In Shakspere's

play "The Tempest," a "savage and de-

formed" slave of Prospero, represented as the

offspring of the devU and the witch Sycorax

;

hence, figuratively, a person of a low, bestial

nature.
calibrater (kal'i-bra-ter), n. [calibrate + -er^.]

An instrument for determining the caliber of

any tube, specifically, in pathol., the caliber of

the urethra or of its orifice. .

Calibration of anemometer, calibration

shunt. See ^anemometer, *shunt.

calibration-chamber (kal-i-bra'shon-cham"-

bSr), n. A small vacuous bulb at the top of

the stem of a normal mercurial thermometer,

in which a part of the mercury may be stored

temporarily to facilitate calibration.

Caliciales (karU-si-a'lez), n. pi. [NL., < Cali-

cium, + -ales.] An order of discohehens hav-

ing cnistaceous thalli and usually stipitate

black apothecia. See *Calioinm.

Calicium (ka-lis'i-um), n. [NL. (Persoon),
<L. calix {calie-), a cup.] A genus of erusta-
ceous lichens of the order Caliciales, having
black stipitate, gregarious apothecia and two-
celled dark-colored spores. The species are
widely distributed, occurring chiefly on the
bark of trees.

calico disease, marble. See mosaic *disease,
*marble.
calico-aster (kari-k6-as"ter), n. See ^aster^.

calico-back, n. 3. In entom., the harlequin
cabbage-bug (which see, under cabbage-'bug).
Comstock, Manual of Insects, p. 145.

calico-ball (kal'i-ko-bS,!"), n. A ball at which
the ladies are gowned in calico.

calico-bird (kal'i-ko-berd), n. Same as cali-

co-back.

calicoblast (kal'i-ko -blast), n. [L. calix

{calie-), cup, + 6r. ^fioardg, germ.] One of
the cells of eotodermic origin which secrete
the calcareous particles of the skeleton in An^
thoeoa.

calico-bug (kal'i-ko-bug), n. The harlequin
cabbage-bug. See cabbage-bug.

calico-flower (kari-k6-flou''6r), n. Same as
caUco-bush.

calico-jacket (kal'i-kd-jak"et), n. Same as
calico-back and *calico-bird.

calico-salmon (kal'i-k6-sam"un), ». A name
in Alaska of the dog-salmon, Oncorhynchus
keta, in allusion to its mottled coloration in

the summer, the body being silvery with red-
dish blotches and obscure blackish cross-

bands.
calicular. See calycular.

caliculated, a. See calyculated.

calidarium (kal-i-da'ri-um), n. See *caldarium.

califal, caliphal (ka'lif-al), a. [calif -I- -al]
Of or pertaining to a oalif

.

California alder, black walnut, etc. See -kalderi, black
*walnut, etc.— Caltfoniiaji centaury. Same as can-
chatagua. t

califomite (kal-i-f6r'nit), n. [California -i-

-ite^.] A compact, massive variety of vesuvi-
anite, of an olive-green to grass-green color,

resembling some kinds of jade. It is found in

California and has been used as an ornamental
stone.

CallgO comese, an opacity of the cornea which obscures
vision.— Callgo lentis, cataract— CallgO pupillse.
Same as synizesis, L

cali-nut (kal'lf-nut), n, A flattened circular

seed, about one inch in diameter, obtained
from the African plant Mucuna oylindrosperma.

It is occasionally found as an adulterant of

Calabar bean, but contains no physostigmine.
caliologist (kal-i-ol'o-jist), ». [caliolog-y +
-ist.] A student of birds' nests.

caliology, n. 2. In bot., the dynamics of the
young cell ; juvenescence. J. C. Arthur.

caliper, n. 2. In forestry, an instrument for

measuring the diameter oftrees orlogs. it usually
consists of a graduated beam to which are attached one
fixed and one sliding arm.— Combination caliper, a cali-

per the legs of which are pivoted at or near the center, one
end being used for inside and the other for outside meas-

Micrometer Caliper.

It was my middle watch and I was signal man at the
time,, so of course I had no time to take a caulk if I was
inclined. Marryat, Peter Simple, p. 284.

calkage (k&'kaj), n. Naut., oakum, cotton
fiber, or other material used in calking the
seams of a vessel's planking.
calking-boot (ka'king-bot"), n. Same as *calk-
ing-roll.

ca&ing-iron, n. 2. A broad-bladed, dull-

edged chisel used in driving waterproofing ma-
terial between the cracks of a stone sidewalk.

calking-roU (k3,'king-r61), n. A horse-boot
used to prevent a horse from calking himself.
It consists of a heavy leather diSk which surrounds tlie

horse's ankle and is secured to it by sti'aps and buckles.

calking-strip (ka'king-strip*), n. A strip of
malleable sheet-metal interposed between the
body of a wrought- or east-iron structure and
a cast-iron piece attached thereto, which can
be upset into the joint by hammering on its

edge to make a tight joint, its employment is ren-
dered necessary by the impossibility of calking the cast-

iron Itself. Calking-strips are used between boiler-shells

and the flanges of brittle cast-iron manhole, safety-valve,
and stop-valve seatings.

Call-^, ».—A close call, a narrow escape. [CoUoq.]—
Adjutant's call. See •kadjviant.—CaSl ball-and-
pocket. See -kcaU game.—Call game, in billiards, a
game in which the striker must name tlie balls as well as
the mode of play before his shot. In pool the ball is now
called but not the pocket, unless by agreement in special
contests or in the opening shot of some games.

Calla, n— Wild calla, the spoon-flower, Peltandra
sagittsefolia.

callais (kal'a-is), n. [Gr. xaXXaif, or icdAatf, a
precious stone of a greenish blue, thought to
be turquoise.] A blue- or yellow-green variety
of gem found in prehistoric graves of England.
It is identifiedwith turquoise, discolored either
before or after burial.

callapa (ka-lya'pa), n. [Native name in Bo-
liviar] A double, long, flat-bottomed raft with
low sides, made of balsa-wood, much in use on
the streams of the india-rubber districts of
central South America. It will accommodate a
considerable! cargo and is the only craft still used on
the smaller rivers of the Beni region in Bolivia.

call-circuit (kftl'ser'kit), n. See *circuit.

call-duck (kai'dui), n. A decoy-duck.
Callechelys (ka-lek'e-lis), n. [NL. for *Cal-
lenchelys, < KaU(i-), beautiful, + lyx^^vi, an
eel.] A genus of snake-eels of the family
Ophichthyidse, comprising a few species widely
distributed in tropical seas.

callesthetical (kal-es-thet'i-kal), a. Same as
esthetic : as, callesthetical truth. Also callses-

thsUcal. H. Whewell.
Callianassa (kal-i-a-nas'a), n. [NL., < Gr.
m>Ai^, beautiful, -I- avaaaa, queen.] The typi-
cal genus of the family Callianassid^. c. Stimp-
soni is found in deep burrows along the eastern coast of
the United States, teach, 1814.

Callianassidae (kal-i-a-nas'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Callianassa + -idee.] A family of macrurous
decapod crustaceans, having the carapace
laterally compressed, the rostrum small or
absent.^ only thoracic gills, and the external
maxilhpeds operculiform. The typical genus
is Callianassa.

callianassoid (kal-i-a-nas'oid), a. [Callia-
nassa + -oid.] Kesembling or having the form
of the Callianassidse.

Calliclinus (kal-i-kli'nus), n. [NL., < Gr.
KoXKi^, beautiful, + NL. Clinus.] A genus of
blennie^ found in tropical seas.

calligrafy, n. A simplified spelling of callig-

raphy.

calligraph (kal'i-graf), n. 1. One skilled in
the art of beautiful writing; a calligrapher.

—

'

2. A transcriber of manuscripts.— 3. A speci-
men of beautiful penmanship.



calligrapli

calligraph (kal'i-graf), v. t. To write or tran-
scribe in a beautiful manner; produce or
reproduce in the best style of the ealligrapher's
art: as, "a roll finely calUgraphed and illu-

minated," Athenseum.
calligrapher, n. 2. One whose business is

the transcribing of manuscripts.
1 would have taught him in three weeks a Arm, current,

clear, and legible hand—he should have been a callig-
rapker. ' Scott, Guy Mannering, xv.

Calliopsis (kal-i-op'sis), n. [NL. (Reichen-
bach, 1824), < Gr. koXaj-, beautifvil, + iftg,
appearance.] 1. A former genus name of a
group of plants of the family Jsteracese, now
referred to Coreopsis.— 2. [I. c] A popidar
name of various cultivated species of Coreopsis,
especially C. tinctoria (Calliopsis marmorata
of florists) and C. lanceolata.

callisthenlcal (kal-is-then'i-kal), a. Icallis-

thenic + -al.'i Fond of callistfienie exercises;
practised in callisthenics.

callithlimp (kal'i-thump), n. [See calUthum-
pian.'] A charivari (which see). [U. S.]

callithump (kal'i-thump), V. .t. To treat to a
callithumpian concert. (TJ. S.]

Callitrichacese (ka^lit-ri-ka'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1836), < Callitriohe -f- -aceeeTi, A fam-
ily of dicotyledonous achlamydeous plants of
the order Geraniales, the water-starwort fam-
ily, containing the genus CalUtriche only
(which see).

callitrolic (ka-li-trol'ik), a. [CalXitris + -ol +
-*c.] Obtained from CalUtris quadrivalvis.
— Callitrolic acid, an amorphous acid, C3oH4g05, ob-
tained from sandarac.

callitvpy (kal'i-ti-pi), n. [Gr. xaXh-, beauti-
ful, T Tvvog, type.] A method of forming
connected lines by a type-writing machine,
applicable to the production of music and other
forms of difBeult type-setting.
The comparatively difficult and expensive kind of type-

composition known as intersecting-rule and rule-and-
flgure work, which has always been a stumbling block to
line-casting and type-setting machines, seems to be the
destined particular field of ccUlitypy.

Sci. Amer., Sept. 26, 1903, p. 222.

Galliums (kal-i-ti'rus), n. [NL., < Or. /ca/l/l<-,

beautiful, + ovpd, tail.] An obsolete name of

the black bass of the family CentrarchidsB.

Callocystites (kal'o-sis-ti'tez), n. [NL., <
Gr. /cd'Aof, beauty, -1- Kvang, a bladder, + -injg,

-ite^,] A genus of Cystoidea having four pin-
nulatearms, three or four pairs ofpore-rhombs,
and a short tapering stem. It is character-
istic of the Upper Silurian of North America.

call-office (karof'is), n. In telephony, an
office or central station where the call-signals

from the various telephones of the system are
received and transmitted, and where the con-
nections necessary to intercommunication are

made.
Callogobius (kal-o-go'bi-us), n. [NL., < Gr.

/cffiAXj-, beautiful (/cdA/lof, beauty), + L. gobivs,

goby.] A genus of small gobies found in the

East Indies.

callomania (kal-o-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

mk\oQ, beauty, +'iiavia, madness.] Excessive
love of beauty.

calloo (ka-lo'), n. [So called from the sound
of its evening call.] The oldwife or long-

tailed duck (Harelda glacialis) of the arctic

regions. See Harelda.

CallorhyncllUS (kal-o-ring'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. mXAL-, beautiful (/cdAAof, beauty), + i>vy%og,

snout, beak.] A genus of chimseras found in

the antarctic seas. The common species is C.

Callorhynchus. It ranges northward to Peru.

Callosal fissure. See *flssure.

callosity, n, sternal callosity, a thickening and
hardening of the skin beneath the breast-bone, occurring

in animals that habitually rest upon the breast, notably

the camel and ostrich.

Callovian (ka-lo'vi-an), a. and n. [NL. Cal-

lovia, E. Eelloways.];' Ingeol, noting a division

of the Jurassic system, derived from Kello-

ways in Wiltshire. The term is not as much in use

in dfreat Britain as on the continent of Europe, where it

is applied to beds generally regarded as equivalent to the

lower part of the Oxford Clay and the Kelloways Eock.

In France the Callovian is divided into a lower and an

upper (Divesian) division, and its position m the Jurassic

series is below the Oxfordian and above the_Bathonian,

lying at the base of the Middle OBlite

callowi, n. 2. In entom., an insect just

emerged from its cocoon : especially applied

to ants.

The queen manifestly recognized the odor borne by the

callows, and at once snuggled with them. They each rec-

ognized in her and in each other the only ant-odor they

had ever known, that of their own bodies.

Biol. Bulletin, Oct, 1904, p. 231.
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call-slip (kal'slip), n. The slip used by a
reader or borrower in a library, in calling for
a book or books, it is a blank form with spaces for
the name and address of the borrower (or the number of
the borrower's card), the shelf-number, a brief title of the
book called for, the date, etc.

callum (kal'um), «.; pi. calla (-a). [L. cal-

lum, a callus : see caZte.] In the burrowing
pelecypod moUusk Pholas, a calcareous septum
secreted after the completion of the burrow
and occupying the pedal gape of the valves.

callunetum (kal-u-ne'tum), n. [Callvma,
heather, -I- -etum.'] In pkytogeog., a formation
consisting of heather, Call/una vulgaris.

callus. >>.—Definitive or permanent callas, material
exuded between the ends of a broken bone, which later
is converted into true osseous tissue.— Provisional or
temporary callus, callus thrown out around the ends
of a broken bone and in the medullary cavity, which
serves as a splint and is later in great part or wholly ab-
sorbed.

callutanuic (kal-u-tan'ik), a. lCallu(na) +
tannic.'] Derived from CalVwna vulgaris, and
having a tannic relation Callntaimlc acid, an
amorphous compound, 0i4Hi409(?}, obtained from, Ca^
Iwna wlgariB.

call-vrire (k&l'wir), n. In telephony, a wire
over which call-signals between the call-office

or central station and any individual instru-

ment or between individual instruments are
transmitted ; a call-circuit. .

CalUl'^, n.~ Callus of Cancer, the region of high pres-
sure and light wind under the greater part of the tropic
of Cancer in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, but a little

north of it over the eastern and western continents. On
the Atlantic Ocean this calm region was known to the
early English navigators as the horse latitudes.

Calomel electrode;. . See *eieotrode.

Calonectria (kal-6-nek'tri-a), n. [NL. (De
Notaris), < Gr. Koldt, beautiful, -I- Neetria, a
genus of fungi.] Agenus of pyrenomycetous
fungi havingmembranous, bright-colored peri-

thecia and mostly two or more septate, hyaline
spores. C. pyrochroa Is said to cause the death of

young leaves of the sycamore, Platanus occidentalis.

calool (ka-lbl'), n. [Aboriginal name in north-

ern New South Wales.] An Australian tree,

Sterculia quadrifida. See Stereulia, 1.

Caloric theory of heat. See heat.

Calorific capacity, the capacity of a body forheat, usually

expressed in calories per degree centigrade ; theitnal ca-

pacity.—Calorific Intensity, the heating effect of a fuel,

expressed by means of the temperature that may be
attained from it by complete combustion. Also called

pyrometric e/ect.—Calorific power, the quantity of heat,

in gram-calories, obtained by the complete combustion of

a gram of a fuel ; heat of combustion.—Calorific value,
the heat-value ; the calories or.thermal units contained in

one unit of the substance, and released when it is burned.

calorifier (ka-lor'i-fi-6r), n. An apparatus for

heating fluids.

calorify (ka-lor'i-fi), v. t. [L. ealor, heat, -I-

-j-f^.] To make hot ; affect with heat.

calorimeter, n. The calorimeter is used to determine,

in thermal units, the heat liberated or absorbed in the
course of any physical or chemical process, such as change

of temperature, change of state, the solution of a solid in

a liquid, the mixture of liquids, chemical action, or any
mechanical, electric or magnetic process involving trans-

formations of energy. The thermal unit almost univer-

sally employed is the calory, that is, the amount of heat

required to raise one gram, or sometimes one kilog^m,
of water from C C. to 1° C; but other thermal quantities,

the relation of which to the calory is definitely known
(such as the heat of fusion of ice, or the heat of vaporiza-

tion of water), are sometimes used. For the determina-

tion of specific heat the calorimeter commonly consists of

a metal vessel, the water-equivalent of which is known,
containing a known quantity of water of known temper-

ature. The substance the specific heat of which is to be
determined is weighed, heated to some carefully mea-
sured higher temperature, and plunged into the water,

and the change in the temperature of the latter is ob-

served. The most serious error in this operation is that

arising from the exchange of heat between the calorime-

ter and its surroundings, and numerous devices have been

employed to reduce this error to a minimum. For this

purpose the calorimeter(C) is sometimes suspended within

an outer chamber (o, o) by non-conducting supports as

shown in Fig. 1. The outer sur-

face of the calorimeter and the in-

ner surface of the containing-ves-

sel, both of which are metal, are

highly polished in order to dimin-

ish radiation. In the Waterman
calorimeter the substance to be
tested is heated in a vessel sur-

rounded by a coil of wire through
which an electric current flows.

It is then placed in a cup (C, Fig.
"

2) with double walls, which serves

as the bulb of an air-thermometer.

calorimeter
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Dewar Flask.

the fusion of ice was first suggested by Black, in the eigh-

teenth ceutury, who employed for this purpose a block of

Buiisen's Ice-calor-
imeter.

Fig. 4.

cleBx ice (Kig. 4). The sub-
stance the specific heat of which
is desired is heated and then
placed in a cavity (C) within
the block. A slab of ice {S)
serves as a cover. The amount
of water melted by the inclosed
body in cooling to O'C. mea^
sures the specific heat. Lavois-
ier and Laplace substituted for
Black's ice-block a calorimeter
consisting of an inner cage containing the body to be
tested, surrounded by a double-walled vessel packed with
broken ice at tlie melting-point. The ice melted by the
heat liberated from the cooling body was collected and
weighed. In Bunsen's ice-calorimeter the amount of ice
melted is determined by the change in volume which that
substance undergoes when converted into the liquid form.
The apparatus, which is shown in Fig. 5, consists of an
inner tube of glass (a) sealed into a lai^er vessel of the
same substance (&), the neck of which (n) is bent upward
and ends in a horizontal capillary tube (c). The upper
portion of the outer vessel surrounding the tube a is filled

with water, below which is mercury extending continu-
ously through the neck into the capillary tube. By means
of a freezing-mixture in a, a mantle of ice is formed around
the outeide of the inner tube, after which the freezitig-

mixture is removed and the whole apparatus is packed in
melting ice. If now a body the specific heat of which is to be
determined is introduced into a, a portion of the ice-man-
tle win be melted, and, in consequence of the diminution
of volume, the mercury column in the capillary tube will

recede toward the neck of the calorimeter. Its movement
affords a measure of the volume of ice melted, and thus of
the heat liberated by the cooling body. The Bunseii ice-

calorimeter is an instrument of great delicacy and is

specially adapted for the measui'ement of very small quan-
tities of heat Unfortunately, the density of the ice de-
pends somewhat upon the rapidity with which it is formed,
and considerable errors are thus introduced. The heat of
vaporization of water has been utilized by Joly and others
for calorimetric purposes. The Joly steam-calorimeter
depends upon the determination of the amount of mois-
ture condensed upon the surface of a substance when the
latter is plunged into an atmosphere of steam. This ap-
paratus consists of a steam-chamber with thin metal walls,

within which, suspended from an arm of a balance, hangs
a small platinum scale-pan of conical form. A known
weight of the substance the specific heat of which is to
be determined is placed on the pan, and iU temperature
is noted. Steam is then introduced into the chamber, and
condensation occurs on the surface of the cool body, add-
ing to its weight. When the substance has attained the
temperature of the steam, and condensation is complete,
the increase of weight is determined. For the determi-
nation of the specific heat of liquids and gases, various

forms of calorimeter have been devised. One of these,

the continuous-Jlow calorimeter of Callendar and Barnes,
which has been employed in the determination of the
specific heat of water at various temperatures, is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 6. It consists essentially of a

Fig. I.

Ice-cold water is

added in quantity just sufficient to counterbalance the

rise of temperature. The mercurycolumn in the manom-
eter tube (m) indicates the temperature of the cup.

Much more perfect isolation may be obtained by using as

a calorimeter a Dewar flask. This consists of a glass ves-

sel (Fig. 3) with double walls, from the space between
which the air lias been carefully removed. The outer sur-

face of the inner flask and the interior of the outer one are

silvered. The exchange of heat under these conditions is

exceedingly slow, and such flasks form excellent calorim-

eters. The determination of specific heats by means of

Fig^. 6. Continuous-flow Calorimeter of,CaUendar and Barnes.

capillary tube (AB) connecting at the ends with larger

tubes and sealed into a glass vacuum-jacket. The liquid

the specific heat of which is to be determined enters the

tube at i and flows out at o at a measured rate. By means
of a fine wire stretched through the bore of the capillary-

tube and supplied with a known electric current, heat is

imparted to the liquid. The temperatures of the inflow-

ing liquid at A and of the outflowing liquid at B are de-
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termined by means of the resistance of coils of platinum
wire inserted In the larger tubes. From the amount of
liquid passing in a given time and the amount of heat de-
livered to it electrically from the heating-wire, together
with the difference of temperature at the ends of the tube,
the specific heat of the liquid can be determined with
great accuracy. For the determination of heats of com-
bustion, heats of solution, and other thermochemical pro-
cesses, a number of special forms of calorimeter have been
devised. Among these are the Favre and SUberman cal-
orimeter, in which the heat of a chemical reaction is im-
parted to mercury contained in a bulb with a capillary
neck, and the expansion of the liquid is noted ; the Jun-
ker calorimeter and the bmnb calorimeters of Berthelot
and Stohmann, for the study of heats of combustion ; and
the respiration calorimeter, for the determination of the
heat evolved by animalsorbyhuman subjects. Otherforms,
called electrocalorimeters, are employed for measuring
the heat developed by the electric current— Berthelot
calorimeter, (a) An apparatus for measuring the latent
heat of vaporization. It consists essentially of a glass
vessel with central outlet-tube (o) connecting with a glass
worm (w) for condensing the vapor formed by the evapo-
i-ation of the liquid in the vessel. The
worm 'and receiver (r) for the condensed
vapor are submerged in a water-bath, the
rise of temperature of which is noted. (6) f\
A form of bomb calorimeter for the deter-
mination of the heat of combustion. See
iecaiorimeter.—Respiration calorime-
ter, a calorimeter for measuring the heat
given off by a man or other animal, with
appliances for respiration such that the
heat and chemicEd components of the
products of respiration which are carried
away in the ventilating current of air may
be measm'ed; or the carbon dioxid and
water-vapor of respiration maybe absorbed
and removed and a measured quantity of
oxygen supplied in lieu of fresh air. The
apparatus has been used to Investigate
problems in physiological chemistry both
with man and with domestic animals such
as the hoi-se, cow, and sheep. The best-
known form of respiration calorimeter is

that of Professors Atwater and Bosa, with
which they carried out an extended se-

ries of investigations at Wesleyan Univer- Berthelot

sity, Middletown, Connecticut to verify Calorimeter,

the law of conservation of energy in the human body.
Such a test involves a determination of the total energy
received by the body, during a given period, in the food
and drink taken, and the total energy given off by the
body in the same time, chiefly heat radiated from the
body and carried away in respired air, but to some extent
contained in the solid and liquid excreta of the body. If

musculai' work is done by the body, it also must be mea-
sured and included in the output of energy. The law of
the conservation of energy requii-es that the total energy
supplied to the body in a given time shall equal the total
energy given out in the same time, plus whatever increase
of energy there"may have been in the body during that
period, or minus any decrease of energy, as the case may
be. A series of experiments extending through sev-
eral yeai's gave very close balances of income and outgo,
and demonstrated, as was of course expected, that the
law is fulfilled in animals as well as in inorganic systems.
The essential features of the calorimeter ai-e the follow-
ing : (1) a metal chamber, furnished with a chair, table,

and bed, in which the subject of the experiment (usually
a man) lives, eats, drinks, sleeps, and sometimes works,
duiing a period of several days and nights. (2) Arnmge-
meuts for ventilating the chamber and for aualyziug and
measm'ing the air supplied to and received from the cham-
ber. (3) Facilities for passing food and drink into the
chamber and for removing excreta. These materials are
weighed and analyzed by sample, and their heat of com-
bustion determined. (4) Facilities for measurmg the heat
given off by the body and the heat-equivalent of any mus-
cular work done. The income and outgo of energy,of the
body are expressed in terms of heat, t^e total heat of com-
bustion of the food eaten being compared with the total

heat given off by the body. The analyses of the food and
excreta also show the digestibility of the food; that is,

the proportion of the nutrients actually utilized in the
body. The complete apparatus is complicated, and each
experiment is laborious and expensive. Observations are
taken constantly, day and night, by several observers dur-
ing the entire period of the experiment, usually lasting

from four to eight days. The results obtained have been
of the highest scientific value.—Throttling calorime-
ter, a device for ascertaining the moisture in steam by
throttling the steam and then allowing it to expand to

about atmospheric pressure. The expanded steam is some-
what superheated, the degree of superheating depending
on the moisture in the steam before throttling.

Calorimetric bomb. Same as *€xplosion-bomb.

caloripimcture (kar'o-ri-pungk'Jur), n. [L.

color, heat, H- punctura, puncture.] Same as

ignipuncture.

caloristic (kal-o-ris'tik), a. [calorist + -ic]

Of or pertaining to the calorists, a school of

physicists, chiefly of the eighteenth century,

who assumed as the basis of their theory of

heat the existence of an imponderable fluid

called caloric,

caloritropic (kaFo-ri-trop'ik), a. [L. calor,

heat, + G-r. rpSfzog, a turn : see tropic.^ Same
as thermotropic. Klercker.

caloritropism (kal-o-rlt'ro-pizm), n. [calori-

trop~ic + -ism.l Same as thermotropism,

Klercker..

calorizator (kaKo-ri-za'tor), n. [L. calor, heat,

+ 4:se + -ator.]
' A cylinder, used in the dif-

fusion process for the extraction of sugar from

beets, which serves to warm the juice to the

proper temperature in passing from one difhi-
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Sadtler, Handbooksion-cylinder to another,
of Indust. Chem., p. 139.

calory, n— 15° water calory, a calory in which the
water used as a standard of tneiTnal capacity is taken
at 15° C, mean temperature, and the thermometric scale
is that of the hydrogen thermometer.— Qram-calory.
See Cesser *caior?/.— Greater calory, the quantity of heat
necessary to raise a kilogram of water from 0° to T C.

;

1,000 gram-calories.— KUogrram cal-
ory, a unit of heat in which the quan-
tity of heat designated is that necessary
to raise one kilogram of water 1° C.

Usually called a large or greater calory
as distinguished from the gram-calory
or lesser calory.— "Lesser calory, the
quantity of heat necessary to raise a
gram of water from 0° to 1° C. Also
called small calory and gramircalory.
See calory.—Ostwald calory, the
amount of heat required to heat one
gram of water from the freezing-point
to the boiling-point: a unit called by
Ostwald the rational calory, which is

nearly equal to one hundred common
calories.

Galosozna, n.— copper - colored
GaJosoma. Same as -kcopper-spot
(which see).

Galosphseria (ka-ia-sfe'ri-a), n.

[NL.(Tulasne),<Gfr.Ka^(5f,i)eau-
tiful,+ otpaipaf sphere (cf. Sphae-
ria).'\ Agenus of pyrenomyee-
tous fungi having the perithecia
arranged in groups beneath the
outerbark of the host. The spores ^l V*^
are one-celled, hyaline, and sausage- ^ ^lai

shaped. About 35 species have been
described. C. princeps iscommon on the
cherry and pliun in Europe and Amer-
ica.

CalOStOma (ka-lOS'to-ma), n.Caiosioma/utesce»s.

[NL. (Desvaux), < Gr. «a/l(5f, a fruiting body

beautiful, + OTd/ia, mouth.] A Se'Srvllop^d^BJaJe".
genus of terrieoloUS puffballS (From Engler and

of the order Lyeoperdales, hav- 3"™"'.''= .',' pnanzen.

ing the peridium at the apex
of a stalk composed of interlaced strands of
gelatinous hypn» and opening by means of a
stellate mouth which is bright-colored in one
species, C cinndbarinum.

calotte, n. 6. In geol., an ice-cap or a glacier

covering a large land area. J. Geikie; The Great
lee Age, p. 711.— 7. In zool. : (a) The pole of
attachment of Dicyemidse which are parasitic
in the kidneys of certain cephalopods; the
polar cap. (6) In Polyzoa, a retractile disk
formed at the aboral pole in the developing
larva.

f.li

A, Larva of Bugula ptumosa; B, Sagittal Section ot Larva of

Bu^la (diagrammatic), a, calotte or retractile disk; b, paren-
chyma ; c, corona ; d, ectodermal groove ; e, sucker. (From Parkar
and Haswelt's " Zoology," after Korschelt and Heider.)

calotypic (kal-o-tip'ik), a. [calotype + -»c.]

Of or pertaining to a calotype picture : as, calo-

typic impressions.

Calpicarpum (kal-pi-kar'pum), n. [NL. (G.
Don, 1838), < Gr. KaXirtq, pitcher, urn, + xapTrdc,

fruit.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants of
the family Apoq/nacesB. The fruit consists of two
obovoid, obliquely quadrate,' coriaceous, or somewhat
fleshy carpels. See Eopsia.

calpis, n. See kalpis.

calpulli (kal-pol'ye), n. [Mexican, aug. of
calli, house.] A quarter of a town ; a district

;

also, the people inhabiting a quarter of a town.
caltrop, «. 4. In the nomenclature of the
spicular elements of sponges, a tetraxial spic-

ule having the form of a caltrop, with four
equal simple smooth arms radiating from a
central point.— 5. pi. In entom., the short,

sharp, curved spines which occur in scattered
groups in J;he integument of certain lepidop-
terous larvsB of the family lAmacodidm, and
which are responsible for the urtioating effect

produced on the human skin by these larvte.

A. S.Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 189.

calumba, n. —American calumba. Same as Amen-
can columho (which see, under columho).

calumbin (ka-lum'bin), n. Same as coVumbin.

calumny, fz.—oath of calumny. SeeAoatA.

Calyconects

calumpang (ka'Ium-pSng), n. [Also kalum-

panff; Philippine Sp. CMumpang, calompaug.
calumpan; < Pampanga, saJuBipangr.] See *fca-

lumpang.
calumpit (ka-lum-pef), w. [Also kalumpit:
Philippine Sp., from an untraced native name.]
See '^kalmnpit.

calut (ka-l6t'), n. [Philippine Sp. calut, also

carut, carot (see *earot), < Pampanga calut.']

A plant {IHoscorea triphylla) of the Philippine
Islands the root of which is sometimes cooked
and eaten, and in times of scarcitymay become
the staple article of food among the moun-
taineers. Also carote and ttanii.

calvarial (kal-va'ri-al), a. [L. calvaria, the
skull, + -oZ.] Of or pertaining to that portion
of the skull which is known as the ealvarium,
or calvaria: as, the calvarial sutures ; cranial.

Oalvatia (kal-va'shia), n. [NL., (Fries, 1849),

< L. calvus, bald, from the manner in which
the mass of
spores is laid
bare.] A ge-
nus of gaster-
omycetous
fungi of the
order Z^coper-
dales. The peri-
dium is sessile

and has a more
or less thick-
ened sterile base,
which at matu-
rity breaks away
in angular frag-
ments from the
top, leaving ex-
posed the pow-
dery mass of 'yZY''
spores. This ge-

^'"'
'

nUS includes the Cat-vatia calata.

largest of the Fruiting body, three quarters natural size.

puifhalls. C.max- (prom Engler and Prantls "PBanzenla-
zTnai an edible milieu, "j

species, some-
times called the giant puffball, has been reported as at-
taining a size of tliree feet in diameter. C. cxlata and C.

cyath^fyrmis are common species growing in old pastm'es.

Calvinistic Methodists. See ^Methodists.
calx, 7i.—Blue calx, a kind of Thenard's blue made by
roasting a mixture of cobalt oxid with a chuia-clay and
quartz, and grin(ling the resulting mass to great fineness
in water. Lanffenbeek, Chem. of Pottery, p. 120.

calycanth (kal'i-kanth), n. A plant of the
genus Butneria (Calycanthus) or family Caly-
canthaceee.

calycanthaceous (kal'M-kan-tha'shius), a.

[Calycanthaceee + -ous.'] Belonging to the
plant family Calycanthacese.

calycanthin (kal-i-kan'thin), n. \Calycantk-iis
+ -i»2.] A glucoside, C26H2a07, found in
Butneria florida {Calycanthvs floridus). It is

easily soluble in water, giving a fluorescent
solution.

calycantMne (kal-i-kan'thin), n. [calycanthus
+ -ineK] An alkaloid, CjiHiiNa + iH20,
found in Butneria (Calycanthus) firtilis. it is a
monacid base and is a violent poison, somewhat resem-
bling strychuiue in its action. The ahhydi-ous alkaloid
melts at 244° C.

Calycilepidotus (kal'i-si-lep''i-d6'tus), «.

[NL., < Gr. Koh)^, cup, -I- 7ieni6urr6(, scaled,
scaly.] A genus of sculpins with rough scales,
found on the coast of California. The known
species is C. spinosus.

calycin (kal'i-sin), n. [Gr. xdAwf {koKvk.-), cup,
+ -im2.] A crystalline reddish-yellow com-
pound, C18H12O5! found in a number of li-

chens. It melts at 243° C.

Calycina (kal-i-si'na), ». pi. [NL. : see caly-
cine.'] A suborder of Viademoida in which the
apical system is very large and includes one or
more supplementary supra-anal plates.

Calyclnal gemmation, in the Anthozoa, the production
of new individuals by the process of budding within
the calice of the parent polyp. This may be effected in
two ways : either certain septa become enlarged and pro-
duced so that they inclose a new calycinal disk (septal
gemmation) or tabulee are produced upward in the form
of pockets from which new calices are developed (tabular
gemmation).—Calyclnal theory, a theory of the origin
of the echinoderms based upon the opinion that they all
show evidence of the presence, or former presence, of
a system of symmetrically placed polygonal calcareous
plates comparable to, or homologous with, -the calycinal
system of a stalked crinoid. According to this theory all
the classes are the more or less modified descendants of
a primitive, probably stalked, ancestral form which is
best exeraplined in the stalked crinoids, which are held
to be the most primitive of all known echinoderms. See
*Pentaetsea theory, -kPelmatozaie theory.

calycinated (ka-lis'i-na-ted), p. a. [calycine
+ -afei + -ed^.] Made cup-shaped; fashioned
in the form of a cup.

Galyconectse (kal'i-ko-nek'te), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. Kdlvi, cup, -I- vijKTiK, swimmer.] A section



Calyconectse

or suborder of siphonanthous Siphonophora,
having one or more neetocalyxes, no pneuma-
tocyst or palpons, and with the cormidia or-
dinate.

calyculate, a. 2. la eodl.-. (6) Having the
surface furnished with depressions formed by
the reticulate folding of the skin : specifically
applied by Cope to the structure of the hemi-
penes of various snakes.
"Hemipenis calycvXate, Bpinous; sulcus simple; no

disc . . Colubrinee."
Cope, in Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1898, p. 732.

Calyptosjpora (ka-lip-tos'po-ra), n. [NL. (J.

Kuhn), < Gr. rnXmrrdc, oovereil, + anopa, seed
(spore).] A genus of fungi of the order Ure-

Calyptosfiora Gcepfiertiana.

a, branch of the cranberry deformed by the fundus; b, longi-
tudinal radial section through the bark of a stem of the cranberry
showing the germinating teleutospores. (From Engler and Prantl's
" Fflanzenfamilien.")

dinales. The eecidial stage occurs on leaves of conifers,
especially Abies Picea in Europe. The teleutospore form
attacks the branches of various species of Vaccinium,
forming a smooth brown elevated layer. The sin^e spe-

;
cies, C. Gceppertiana, is widely distributed in Europe
and North America.

calyptrogen, n. (6) The layer of tissue cov-
ering the young embryo, as in ferns. Jackson,
Glossary.
Calystegia (kal-i-ste'ji-a), n. [NL. (Robert
Brown, 1810), irreg. < Gr" ra/luf, calyx, + ariyT!,

roof, covering. The name alludes to the two
iarge bracts covering the base of the calyx.]

1. A former genus name of several plants of

the family Corwolvulacese, now referred to Con-
volvulus.— a. [I. c] A plant of this group.
The species are annual or perennial herbs, sometimes
suflrutescent) twining, trailing, erect, or ascending, with
filiform creeping rootstocks. The commonest cultivated
plants of this group are the California rose {Convolvulus
Japonic-US) and Rutland beauty (C. sepium), both herba-
ceous perennial twiners with pink or white flowers, re-

sembling in form those of the morning-glory.

calyx, »., 3. if) The expanded, cup-like, de-
ciduous.structure on the ends of the stems of

certain entoprootous Polyzoa, containing most
of the organs and hence practically an indi-

vidual, (g) A depression formed by the more
or less reticulate folding of the skin, as in the

intromittent organs of snakes.

"The surface is reticulate like tripe, the inclosed

areas forming calyces, which may have a suctorial func-

tion." Cope, in Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1898, p. 701.

4. A cup-shaped excavation on the surface of

the ovary which remains after the rupture of

a Graafian vesicle.— 5. Any circular piece

which resembles in form the calyx of a flower.

—Calyx drill. See *dj-«i.—Calyx of the brain, in

entom., the cap of one of the mushroom bodies. See
mushroom -kbody. A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom.,

p. 233.

calzada (kal-tha'da), n. [8p. : see causey,

causeway.] A paved road or highway; a

causeway.
cailia^ (ka'ma), n. [Sp., a couch, lair.] In

phys. geog., a prairie-like basin-floor inclosed

by hills or uplands. [Western U. S.]

camagon, ». See *kamagon.
Camaldolensian (ka-mal'-'do-len'si-an), a. and
n. [ML., *Camaldulmsis, adj., < Camaldules,

name of the order. See Camaldolite.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Camaldolites.

II. n. A Camaldolite.

Camaldolese (ka-mal-do-les' or -lez), n. and a.

I. n. Same as Camaldolite.

II a. Of or pertaining to the Camaldolites.

Camaldoli (ka-mal'do-li), n. pi. [ML. See

Camaldolite.] Same as CamaldoUtes.-

camalig (ka-ma-lig'),»- [Tagalog.] In the

Philippine Islands, a warehouse for storing

goods ; also a small house or cabin.
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camanchile (ka-man-che'le), n. A Mexican
tree introduced into the Philippines. See
*kamachiles.
camansi (ka-man'se), n. See *kamangsi.
camarasaur (kam'a-ra-s&r), n. A member of
the genus Camarasdufus.
Oamares ware. See *ware^.
camarilla, n. Z. a small chamber or cell, as
in the brain. Emerson.
camaron (ka-mii-ron'), ». [Sp., < camaro,
< L. cammarus, camarus, a sea-crab.] Same
as cammaron. [West Indies.]
camarostome (kam'a-ro-stom), m. [Gr. mftapa,
a vault, -I- crT6/^a, mbut"h.] Same as labrum

:

used by writers on the Jrachnida,.
camass, n— Polson oamass, white camass, the
death camass, Zigadenus venenosus, a plant which causes
severe losses of sheep in Montana and elsewhere. In
cases of poisoning, a solution pf permanganate of potash
and sulphate of aluminium has been found an effective
remedy. According to some the death camass includes
several species.

cambism (kam'bizm), «. The theory and
practice of exchange. See cambist.

Cfambodian (kam-bo'di-an), a. and n. ICam-
bodia + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Cam-
bodia, a French dependency in southeastern
Asia.

II. n. A native of Cambodia.
cam-box (kam'boks), »i. 1. A frame surrounding
a cam and designed to compel the rod which
the cam drives to follow the return motion of
the projecting lobe.—2. A casing inclosing
the cam and its rollers in order that copious
lubrication may be secured by having the cams
revolve in a bath of oil.

Cambridge cheese, greensand. See *cheese^,
*greensand.
cameist (kam'f-ist), n. [cameo + -ist.] A
gem-engraver ;'one who cuts or carves cameos

;

also, one who is a collector or connoisseur of
cameos.
camel, n— Giraffe camel, giraffe-necked camel, an
extinct species of camel, having the neck and leg-bones as
long as those of a giraffe. Remains of it are found in the
White River Oligocene.

camel-back (kam'el-bak), n. 1, A form of

steam-boiler, of large water-capacity, in which
a second drum or shell is placed over the prin-
cipal one, somewhat as is done in an elephant-
boiler.—2. A form of locomotive engine in.

which the fire-box has an unusual width so as
to secure a low rate of combustion per square
foot of grate. The engineer's cab has to be
placed in front of the fire-box, and is somewhat
in the same relative position on the boiler as is

the hump of the camel on its back.
Camelina oil. See *oJ2.

camel-kneed (kam'el-ned), a. Having cal-

losities on the knees like those of a camel.

Camellia scale. See *scale^.

camellin (ka-mel'in), m. [Camsnia + -in^.] A
glucoside, C53H840]9 ( ?), found in the seeds of

Thea (Camellia) Japoniea.

camelopard, n. 3. [cap.] In astron., the con-
stellation Camelopardalis or Camelopardus.

camel-wasp (kam'el-wosp), n. Any one of the
homtails of the genus Xiphydria: All have
large beads and long necks.

camera, n. 5. A chamber, as of a house, a
mine, a gun, etc. ; any inclosure with a roof.

— 6. A box-shaped device for viewing tubes
containing colored solutions by transmitted

camomile

Vertical Photomicrographic
Camera.

the bmning of a fuse.

—

Magazlne-camera,a cam-
era in which batches of
sensitive plates are inserted
and exposed in succession,— Panoramic camera.
See panoramic. — Photo-
micrographic camera,
a photographic camera used
in conjunction with a mi-
croscope, the image of the
obj ectunder the microscope
being focused on the sen-
sitive plate. — Pinhole
camera^, a photographic
camera m which a pinhole
in the front board replaces
the objective, the rays of
light being brought to a
focus on the ground glass or
sensitive surface and pro-
ducing an image.—Polaxl-
scoplc camera, a camera
provided with -polarizing
apparatus, usually a double-
image prism interposed in
the path of the light-rays,

and used to investigate the

Pateliiocrtiiits lepto-
dactyius, Ang. sp. Silu-

rian ; Gotland.

Natural size (after
Angelin). (From Zit-

tel's "Palaeontology.")

Binocular Camera.

Draw-slides out, plates exposed,

light, the eyes being shielded froni other light.

— 7. Imool., same as *air-chamber, 4

—

Binoc-
ular camera, a photographic camera with two objec-

tives, used in obtaining stereoscopic pictures.

—

Cyolo-
ramlc camera, a camera designed to make a complete
panoramic picture at one exposure. This is accomplished

by means of a mechanism which revolves the camera
in one direction about a pivot directly below the center of

the lens, while the film is simultanepusly moved by
clockwork in the opposite direction.r^Kite-camera, a
photographic camera attached to a kite for taking

views from an elevation. The shutter is operated through

polarization of the light from an object : especially used in

investigating the solar corona.— Prismatic or spectro-
scopic camera, a form of objective prism spectroscope
(which see), consisting of a pliotographic camera with a
lens of rather long focus, and a prism or series of prisms
in front of the lens. It is of especial use in photographing
the phenomena of a solar eclipse during the time of total

obscuration.

—

WatCh-camera, a camera of the size and
shape of a watch.

Camerata (kam-e-ra'ta), n.

pi. [NL., neut. "pi. of L.
cameratus, arched, vaulted.]
In Wachsmuth and Spring-
er's classification of the Cri-
noidea, now generally adopt-
ed, the second and largest of
the five orders of these or-
ganisms. It is characterized by
having the lower radial plates in-

corporated into the dorsal cup,
the tegmen vaulted, with mouth
and food-grooves covered, and the
anal opennig frequently at the end
of a proboscis-like tube inclosed
by the free arms. These forms oc-
cur only in the Paleozoic rocks.
The' accompanying illustration
shows a fossil criuoid, PateUiocri-
nus leptodactylus (Angelin), of the
Silurian system, and order Came-
rata.

camerate (kam'e-rat), a.

[L. cameratus, vaulted: see
camerate, v.] Same as
camerated.

camerated, p. a. 3. Bearing cameras, as the
shells of the Cephalopoda, Foraminifera, etc.

camerist (kam'e-rist), n. [camera + -ist.] One
who operates a photographic camera; a pho-
tographer.

Then, when a high wind is encountered, the cloth at
one end can be buttoned around the camera, and at the
other around the head or face of the camerist.

Boston Traiucript, Feb. 23, 1900.

camfene, «. A simplified spelling of ca?»pfee»e.

camfor, n. A simplified spelling of camphor.
cam-gear (kam'ger), n. A gear which is set
eccentrically on the shaft; a gear the outline
of which is not circular.

camik (ka'mik), ri. [Eskimo kamik, a pair of
boots.] A native boot made of soft sealskin,
used by the Labrador and New England
whalers.

CamillllS shale. See Salina *beds.

camino (ka-me'no), n. [Sp. = F. chemin, a
road.] A road.

camisa (ka-me'sa), n. [Sp. : see camis, cliem-

ise.] A shirt; a chemise; specifically, a waist
made of pina, white or dyed, embroidered,
and with loose sleeves, worn by the native
women of the Philippine Islands.

camlee, camly (kum'li), n. [Hind, kamli, <

Skt. kambala.] Same as cumbly.

camlet-flyt (kam'let-fli), n. A fly with mottled
wings. N. E. D.

camline (kam'lin), n. [Shortened from came-
lina: see camelina^ and cameline'^.] The false

flax, Camelina sativa.

cam-loom (kam'lom), ». Aloom whose heddle-
shafts are operated by means of cams.

cammac (kam'ak), n. A copper halfpenny
current in Ireland in the early part of the

nineteenth century: so called from the name
of the maker, a proprietor of copper-mines.

Oammarum (kam'a-rum), n. [NL. (Hill, 1756),

< Gr. K&fifiapoc, a kind of aconite.] A genus of

dicotyledonous plants of the family Ranuncn-
lacese. See Eranthis.

camomile, n False camomile. Same as *Bo((oma.



camomile-oil

camomile-oil (karn'o-mil-oil), n. A light-blue
volatile oil of strong but pleasant odor, ob-
tained by the distillation of the flower-heads
of Boman camomile, Antheniis nobilis. Under
the influence of light and air it changes to
greenish and brownish yellow.
camomile-shark (kam'o-mH-sh^rk), n. A
British collectors' name for a nootuid moth,
Cucullia chamomillse, whose larva feeds on the
wild camomile or feverfew.
eamote (ka-mo'te), n. [Mex. Sp., < Nahuatl
camotli.'] A name in Mexico and other Span-
ish-speaking countries of the sweet potato,
Ipomcea Batatas.
camp^, V. II, trans. To surpass, excel, or
outrank (others) in a contest. Compare kemp'^.
[Australia.]

camp^, n. 4. A musteringiplace for cattle.

[Australia.]—5. [cap.^ In the early history of
Australian colonization, the name popularly
applied to Sydney, New South Wales, and to
Hobart in Tasmania, the British forces being
stationed in those places.

It is the old resident^ . . . who still calls Sydney . . .

the Ca/nip,— that can appreciate these things.

P. Cunningham, Two Years in New South Wales, II. 70.

6. A camping-out expedition, as for fishing,

shooting, recreation, or the like ; a camp-out.
[Austraba.] —Camp diarrhea. See -Adiarrhea.—
Campi^ ' ' ' " ,--.-., ...

devolve
body of an army
commander-in-chief; the chief body of troops with the
commander-in-chief ; hence, a lai'ge number ; a host : as,

a camp royal of false witnesses. Nastie.— Goncentrar
tipn camp, a camp in which are collected the hostile

non-combatants of a country to prevent them from giving
aid and information to the hostile aimed forces.

campagna (kam-pan'ya), n. [It. : see cam-
paign, champaign, campania.'] If. The open
country ; the plain.

To Marino, 6 miles through the like flat campagna,
though ascending insensibly. Berkeley, Works, IV. 668.

2+. Same as campaign, n., 2 Campagna dl
Roma. See the Century Cyclopedia of Names.

campaign, li. 5. Amore or less extended trip,

excursion, or journey for a definite purpose,
such as for botanizing or geologizing Astro-
phOtOgTaphic campaign. See -^astrophotographic.

campaigned ^kam-pand'), p. a. That has
been sent on or has taken part in military cam-
paigns : as, " an old soldier . . . campaigned
... to death in the service," Sterne, Senti-

mental Journey.
campanarian(kam-pa-na'ri-an), a. [LL. cam-
panarius, a bell-maker (< L. campana, a bell),

-I- -AM.] Pertaining to the making or the use
of bells.

Campanian^ (kam-pa'ni-an), a. and n. [ML.
Campania, F. Champagne.] I. a. Of or per-

taining to Campania (modern Champagne)

:

applied specifically to a geological formation.

II. n. In the extensive development of the

Cretaceous system in Prance and Belgium, the

uppermost division of the Senonian, equiva-

lent to the uppermost Cretaceous of Great
Britain, where the final stage, the Da,nian, is

wanting.
campanist (kam'pa-nist), n. [L. campana, a

bell) -1- -Jst.] Same as campanologist.

campanistic (kam-pa-nis'tik), a. Of or per-

taining to a campanist or to campanology.

campanologer (kam-pa-nol'o-jer), n. Same as

campanologist.

campanological (kam-pa-no-loj'i-kal), a. Of

or pertaining to campanology or to campa-
.nologers : as, campanological literature.

Campanulales (kam-pan-u-la'lez), n. pi. [NL.

(Britton, 1901), < Campanula + -ales.] An
order of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants,

regarded as the most highly developed in the

vegetable Idngdom and last to make their ap-

pearance in the geological history of the globe.

It is characterized by 6-merous flowers, the stamens cou-

nivent and frequently united (syngenesious). It contains

the families Cucurbitacess, Campanulacese, Ooodeniacex,

CandoUeaceee, Calyeeraceee, Cichariaceai, Ambrogiacese,

and Asteracex. They are chiefly herbs, but occasionally

shrubs and occur in all warm and temperate regions.

campanular (kam-pan'u-lar), a. [NL. "cam-

panularis, < ML. campanula, a bell : see cam-

panula.] Same as campanulate.

campanulated (kam-pan'u-lat-ed), a. Same as

campanulate.

campanulin (kam-pan'u-hn), «. {campanula

+ -in^.] A basic coal-tar color: 8ameas*mMS-

carine, 2.
, , » o

campanidous (kam-pan'u-lus), a. Sam:; as

campanulate. ^ . , i j^

Camper's angle. Same as facial angle of

Camper. See craniometry.
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campestrian, a. H. ». leap.] A zobgeographic
region proposed byJ. A. Allen as a subprovinoe
of the arid or western province of North
America.
camphane (kam-fan'), n. lcamph(or) + -ane.]

A hypothetical hydrocarbon, CjoHig, known
only by its derivatives. It is assumed to be
constituted by the substitution of two hydro-
gen atoms for the oxygen atom of camphor.
campbanic (kam-fan'ik), a. [camphane +
-ie.] Derived from camphane.— Camphanlc
acid, the lactone or anhydrid, C1PH14O4, of hydroxy-
camphoric acid. It is formed by the oxidation of cam-
phoric acid, or by treating bromcamphoric anhydrid with
water. It melts at 201° C.

camphene, n. 1. Dextrocamphene(ttustracamphene)
and levocamphen^ (terecamphene) are made by heating
oil of turpentine, saturated with hydrochloric-acid gas,
with alcoholic potash. They are crystalline and melt at
61-62" C. They rotate plane-polarized light in opposite
directions. Inactive a-coTnphene is simuar to the pre-
ceding, but it is optically inactive and melts at 47° C.—
Borneo campliene or camphor camphene, camphene
made from Borneo camphor or from ordinary camphor.
It melts at 63.5-54° C, and is optically inactive. When
fused it is dextrorotatory.

camphidone (kam'fi-don), n. lcamph{or) +
-idi -I- -one. ] A crystalline compound,

Cs^li ^ rjH ^ NH, obtained by the electrolytic

reduction of camphoric imide in acid solution,
using a lead cathode. It has a faint odor like
that of camphor and melts at 220° C.
camphoid (kam'foid), n. A thick colorless
liquid obtained by dissolving 1 part of gun-
cotton (pyroxylin) in a saturated alcoholic
solution of 20 parts of camphor. It dries
rapidly, leaving a thin elastic film when ap-
plied to the skin, and is used as a vehicle for
tannic acid, iodoform, etc. .

campholene (kam'fo-len), n. [eamphol +
-ene.] A hydrocarbon, CgHje, obtained by
the decomposition of eampholenic acid. It is

an oil which boils at 134° C. and has an odor
like that of turpentine.
eampholenic (kam-fo-len'ik), a. [campholene
+ -ic] Pertaining' to or derived from cam-
pholene : as, eampholenic acid.—Alpharcamplio-
lenlc acid, an acid, C9H15CO2H, obtained by saponifying
the nitrile formed by the action of dilute sulphuric acid
on camphoroxime. It is an oil which boils at 256° C—
Beta-campholenlc acid, an isomeric compound ob-
tained by saponifying the p-nitrile which is formed by the
-action of acids on the n-nitrile. It Aielts at 63° C. and
boils at 248° C.

campholid, campholide (kam'fol-id), n. [cam-
phot + -id.] A crystalline compound, CgHj^

< QQ^ > O, obtained by the oxidation of cam-

phor. It melts at 211° C.

campholytic (kam-fo-lit'ik), a. [eamph(or) +
. {electro)lytic.] Obtained from camphor by an
electrolytic method.—Alpharcampholytlc acid,
an acid obtained in its optically active form by the decom-
position of dihydroamino-campholytic acid with nitivus
acid. It is an oil which boils at 240-242° C.—Beta-cam-
pholytlc acid, an isomer which melts at 133° C. and boils
at 266° C.

camphor, n.—Anemone camphor, a crystalline sub-
stance found in Anem-one pulsatiUa. It has a strong,

pungent odor and decomposes spontaneously into ane-
monlcaud isoanemonicacid.—d&sarum camphor. Same
as agarin.—Barosma camphor. Same as -kdiosphenol.
— Barus camphor. Same as Borneo camiphor.—BuchU
camphor. Same as kdiogphenol.—Ci&ax camphor.
Same as cedrene camphor (which see, under camphor).—
Chloral camphor, a thick, somewhat pungent, colorless

liquid resulting when equal parts of chloral hydrate and
camphor are mixed. Upon addition of water, camphor
is thrown out of solution. It is used externally for neu-
ralgia rand internally as a nei-ve sedative.— Colophene
camphor, a crystalline compomid, CxoHigO, resembling
Borneo camphor, which separates fiom that portion of
the product of the action of sulphuric acid on turpen-
tine which is volatilized with steam.—Cubeb camphor, a
colorless, cn'stalline compound, C1&H26O, which separates
from old oil of cubeb on refrigemtion.—Inactive cam-
phor, a substance obtained by mixing equal parts of dex-
tro- or ordinary canii)hor and levo-camphor in alcoholic
solution, or by oxidizing inactive camphene and borneol.
It melts at 178.6° C— Diula camphor. Same as alant
camphor (which see, under caraphor).—Ledum cam-
phor, a colorless, feebly dextrorotatory, alcoholic sesqui-
terpene, C15H26O, contamed in oil-of-Labrador tea from
Ledum patustre, Lin, It crystallizes in long needles,
melts at 104-106° C., and boils at 282-283° C—Matlco
camphor, a white, nearly odorless, crystalline compound,
Cj^HgoO, which sepai'at«s from matico-oil, obtained from
Piper angustifolium. It meltsat94° C.—Menthacam-
phor. Same as menthol.— tSLtehonil camphor, a name
formerly applied to patchouli alcohol.—Plchurim cam-
phor, an oleoresin, consisting mainly of laui'ostearin,

which is found in Plchurim beans. Also called Pichurim
/ai.—Pyrethrum camphor. Same as itpyrethrm.—
Sage camphor, a term first applied to a stearoptene
which GeoH'roy separated from oU of sage in 1720. It is

now applied to a bomeol-like substance which is derived
from and probably also exists in oil of sage, Salvia offic-

inalis.— Salol camphor, an aromatic, colorless liijuid

resulting when 20 parts of camphor are intimately mixed
with 30 parts of salol and warmed : a stimulating antisep-
tic.-Sandalwood camphor, a compound, C15H24O2,

camp-robber

contained in the oil of sandalwood. It melts at 104-105° C.

—Tar camphor. Same as nopAtAoieTie.—Thyme cam-
phor, a term sometimes applied to thyrtwl.

camphorated (kam'fg-ra-ted), p. a. Impreg-
nated or treated with camphor.

camphor-glass (kam'for-glis), n. A small glass

tube fiUed with a solution of camphor or other

chemicals and hermetically sealed so that nei-

ther hygrometric nor barometric changes can
affect it. The camphor becomes flocculent at low tem-
peratures and dissolves at high temperatures, so that the

camphor-glass is essentially a thermoscope or crude ther-

mometer.

camphorid (kam'fo-rid), n. A yellow, crystal-

line compound, O'igHjgOe + HgO, found in

galangal root. It melts at 229° C.

camphorize (kam'fo-riz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp.

eamphorized, ppr. oamphorizing. To impreg-
nate or medicate with camphor: as, campho-
rfeed tincture of opium.
camphorous (kam'for-us), a. [camphor +
-Otis.] Camphor-like ; resembling camphor : as,

a camphorous smell.

camphory (kam'for-i), a. [camphor + -y^.]

Somewhat camphor-like.

camphylamine (kam-fil-am'in), a. [camphyl +
amine!] A base, C10H17NH2, formed by the re-

duction of eampholenic nitrfle. It isan oilwhich
boils at 196° C.

campilan (kam-pi-lan'), n. [Tagalog.] In the

Philippine Islands, a sword of the Tagalogs,

having a straight single-edged blade, a broad
back, and a triangular point.

Campil beds. See *bed^.

campimeter (kam-pim'e-ter), n. [L. campm,
field, -1- Crr. /iirpov, measure.] In psycliol.,

a vertical or
horizontal
screen for the
mapping, in
plane pro-
jection, of

the area of

the blind
spot of the
eye, therange
of color-sen-
sitivity of
the rQtina,

etc. The cam-
pimeter is re-

lated to the pe-
rimeter as the
plane-table is to
the theodolite.

campimetry
(kam-pim'e-
tri), n. In
psychol., the
mapping, in
plane projec-
tion, of reti-

nal zones or
areas; the use
of the campimeter.
Psychol., I. ii. 17.

Campinian (kam7pin'i-an), a. [F. Campine,
Flem., Kempenland, in Belgium.] Of or per-
taining to Campine (see the etymology) cam-
Sislan sands, in geol., a division of the Quatemaiy
eposits of Belgium.

campit (kam-pet')j n. [Tagalog campit.] In
Luzon, a short knife.

cam-plate (kam'plat), n. A plate having an
irregular outline which gives an irregular mo-
tion to the elements which it drives ; a plate
having projections on its face which act as
cams ; a cam.
camp-marshalt (kamp'mar"shal), n. An of-
ficer who supervised the camp or quarters of an
army ; a quartermaster-general.

Campobello yellow. Same as *chryseinic add.
campodean (kam-pd'de-an), a. [Campodea +
-an?] Kesembling or belonging to the genus
Campodea.
campodeiform (kam-po-de'i-f6rm), a. Resem-
bling the thysanurous insects of the genus Cam-
podea or family Campodeidee (which see).

campodeoid (kam-po'df-oid), a. [Campodea +
-dd.] Same as *cam^oaeJ/"or»!. A. S.Packard,
Text-book of Entom., p. 600.

campoo (kam-po'), n. [Hind, karnp-u, < Pg.
campo, a camp : see camp^.] 1 . A camp.— 2t.
A brigade of native Mahratta troops drilled
and commanded by European officers. [Anglo-
Indian.]

camp-robber (kamp'rob^fer), n. A local name
of the Canada jay, Perisoreus canadensis.

The Herin|r Campimeter with Color-mixer,

a, campimeter screen; i, eye- rest; '', disks
mounted on color-mixer, which may be ro-

tated by hand id) or foot [£J.

E. B. ntchener, Exper.



camp-shed

camp-shed (kamp'shed), V. t. To face or bank
up with piles and planks, as the soft bank of a
river, the foot of an embankment, etc.; pro-
tect by piles and planks. See camp-sheathing.
campsho, n. See *camshoch.
camptodrome (kamp'to-drom), a. [Gr. Ka/iin-ds,

curved, -1- -dpo/io^, < dpa/nelv, run.] Having a
curved course : said of the nerves of a leaf.

See nervation (a) (2), with cut (Fig. 1).

camptodromous (kamp-tod'rp-mus), a. Same
as *camptodrome.
camptonite (kamp'ton-it), n. [Campton, a
township in the Peiiiigewasset valley, New
Hampshire, + -ite^.] lupetrog., a name given
by Rosenbusoh (1887) to certain porphyries
and aphanitic rocks composed of abundant
hornblende and lime-soda feldspars, with
augite and sometimes biotite. when porphyritio
the phenocrysts are chiefly hornblende, with subordinate
biotite and augite. The feldspar is confined to the
ground-mass, and is generally andesine or a more calcic
variety. Camptonite usually occurs in dikes.

Camptosaurus (kamp-to-s^'rus), n. [NL., <

(Jr. KaftTTTd;, curved, -f aavpog, a lizard.] A
genus of extinct iguanodont dinosaurian rep-
tiles, of great size, found in the Upper Juras-
sic rocks of Colorado and Wyoming and also

in England. The genus had short cervical ribs,

amphiplatyan dorsal vertebrse, the sacrals not ankylosed,
and lar^e pendent inner fourth trochanter of femur. It

is described by Marsh.

camptotrich (kamp'to-trik), n. [Gr. KafiTrdg,

bent, -f- 6pi^ (i"P';f-), hair.] A bony, branched,
jointed, dermal fin-ray of the Dipnoi. E. S.

Goodrich, Quart. Jour. Micros. Sci., March,
1904, p. 486.

Campylaspidae (kam-pi-las'pi-d§),».ijZ. [NL.,

< Gampylaspis + -id«.] A family of sessile-

eyed crustaceans having a strongly vaulted
carapace, which sometimes partly overarches
some of the free segments of the trunk, and
no telson. The typical and sole genus is

Gampylaspis.
Gampylaspididae (kam"pi-las-pid'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Gampylaspis {aspid-) + -idse.^ Same as

*Gampylasjyidse.

Gampylaspis (kam-pi-las'pis), n. [NL., < Gr.

nafivvAog, bent, H- domf, shield.] The typical

genus of the famUy Campylaspidse. Sars,

1865.

campylodrome (kam'pi-lo-drom), a. [Gr. m/i-

Tzli'kog, bent, + -dpofUK, < 'Spa/^elv, run.] Curv-

ing gently outward and inward from the base

to the apex of a leaf : said of nerves. See
nervation (a) (10), with cut (Fig. 9).

campylodromous (kam-pi-lod'ro-mus), a.

Same as *campylodrome.
campylograph (kam-pil'o-graf), n. [Gr. Kan-

ttxiTloc, bent, -1- ypa^efi', write.] An instrument
designed for drawing geometric figures and
algebraic curves.

Campyloneuron Qs.am"pi-\o-Tm'voTi),n. [NL.
(Presl, 1836), < Gr. KafivvAoQ, arched, + vevpov,

nerve, from the character of the nervation.]

A genus of polypodiaceous ferns, related to

Polypodium. in most of the species the fronds are

simpU, lineaT-lanceolate or somewhat elliptical, 1 to 3

feet long, the parallel primary veins being connected by
numerous transverse veins, with one or several once-

soriferous, excurrent, free veinlets included within each

areola. The genua is essentially middle American. C.

Phyllitidit and C. angustifolium occui- in Florida.

campylorhynchous (kam"pi-16-ring ' kus), a.

[Gr. KafiwiXoi, curved, -1- />vyxo(, a snout.]

Having a curved snout or mandible, as some
extinct saurians.

camshachle (kam-sha'chl), V. t. [Also oam-

shauchel ; < cam^ + Sc. shachle, distort.] To

twist out of shape; distort; make crooked.

[Scotch.]
, „

camshell (kam'shel), n. [Also camshall ;

origin not ascertained.] Cuttlefish -bone.

[Orkney and Shetland Islands.]

camsho! ». See *camshoeh. \

camshoch (kam'shoch), a. [Also camsheugh,

camsho, etc.; <cam^ + -shoch, perhaps < AS.

sceoh, skew (cf. Sc. shachle, shochle, distort);

see sfcewji.] 1. Camshachled; crooked; de-

formed.— 2. Perverse; contrary. [Scotch in

both uses.]

camsin, n. See khamsin.

camstone (kam'ston), «. 1. A term used m
Scotland for a common compact, whitish lime-

stone.— 2. A white or bluish-white clay used

for whitingpurposes on hearths, door-steps, etc.

Can you? in Mng. long whist, when one side is within 2

points of game, and either partner holds 2 honors, the

Conventional question asked by him of his paitner, mean-

ing, ' Have you a third 7
' H he has, the two partners win

thi game.- Can you one ? Same as *can you ?

can^, ». 4. A chimney-pot.

8.— 13
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can. An abbreviation (a) of canon; (6) of

canto; (c) of cantoris.

Canada ashes. See *ash^.
Canadian, a. 2. In Amer. geol., noting a pe-
riod which includes the epochs of the calcifer-

ous sandrock (Beekmantown limestone) and
the Chazy limestone, and constitutes the ear-

liest time-division of the Silurian: it also

notes the rock-formations of this period.—
Canadian blue -grass, skipper. See ^blim-grass,
•kshipperl.

canadine (kan'a-din),ra. lCanad(ensis)+ me^.']
A crystalline alkaloid, C20H21O4N, found in
small amounts m Hydrastis Ganadensis. It

melts at 132.5° C, and is related in structure
to berberine.
canadol (kan'a-dol), n. A trade-name for gas-
olene or petroleum ether having a boiling-
point of 70-90° C.
caSafistula (kan-ya-fis'tu-la), n. [Sp. adap-
tation of the botanical name.] A name ap-
plied in Guam and the Philippine Islands, and
in other tropical countries settled by the
Spanish, to the purging cassia {Gassia fistula).

See Gassia, 1, and cut.

canage (kan'aj), M. [cane^, n., + -age.1 1. In
Scotland, the payment of rent in kind (now
discontinued), or the amount so paid.— 2. The
exaction of the tax or duty called cane: as,

the canage of wool or hides. See cane^.

canaglia (ka-na'lya), n. [It.] Same as *ea-
naille, 3. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

canagua (ka-na'gwa), n. A shiny earth of

volcanic origin found in certain South Amer-
ican localities. Also called koth.

Canaigre, «• it is native on the arid plains from Texas
to California, and has become prominent as a commercial
source of tannin. The tuberous roots contain about 35

canal
where it opens by a minute pore.—Canal rays. See
*ro!/l.—Canals of Mars, certain long, naiTow dark lines
upon the suilace of the planet discovered by Schiaparelli
in 1878. At one time they were imaguied by some to
be actual artificial canals. Their real uatm'e is quite
unknown.—Canals of ReckUngbausen. (a) The sys-
tem of canals In the cornea. (6) The juice-canals or ulti-

mate radicals of the lymph-vessels.—Canals Of Scbla-
Sarelll, Schiaparellian canals. See -kcanals of Mars.—
anal system, (a) in coi-als, the network of canals

permeating the porous thecse and placing the cavities of
the various zodids in communication with one another.
(6) In sponges, all of the cavities of the body, taken col-

lectively, travei-sed by the cmrents of water whicli nour-
ish the sponge from the time they enter at the pores until
they pass out at the osculum.—Catapophyslal canaL
See Iteatapophysial.—Centripetal canals, in Hydro-
medusx, canals which, in old specimens of many species,
grow backward from the circular canal toward the apex
of the bell but end blindly and never reach the gas-
tric cavity.-Cervical canal, the passage through the
neck of the womb.—ClTCnlar canal, in medusolds of the
Hydromedusse, a canal which rans around the circumfer-

ence of the bell and communicates with the gastric cavity

through the four perradial canals.—Cystic canal. Same
as cystic dvct (which see, under duct).—Dorsal canal,
in the arms of crinoids, the canal in which lies the nerve
known as the axial cord—Hemal canal, (a) The canal

in the vertebrate tail inclosed by the hemal ridges on the
ventral side of the perichordal tube. The hemal canal

contains the caudal Mi^ry and caudal vein, and in some
of the lower vertebrates also a vestige of the postanal gut.

See hemal cavity, (b) A channel which passes through the

series of hemal arches beneath the backbone of a fish.

—

InftmdibrQar canal, in certain ctenophorans, a tube
leading from the infundibulum to the aboral pole where
it branches and opens to the exterior through excretory

pores.—Jacobson's canal, a canal in the peti-ous portion

of the temporal bone giving passage to Jacobson's nerve.—
Julce-canalB, minute channels hi the connective tis-

sue, believed to constitute the ultimate radicals of the

lymphatic system.—Laurer's canal, in trematodes, a
small paired or unpaired canal,, of undetermined function,

opening externally in the dorsal middle line by a minute
pore or laterally through two warts on the sides of the

body, and internally into the oviduct, where it joins the
yolk-ducts, or into the yolk-ducts neai' this point.—Med-
ullary canal. Same as medullary cavity (6).— Merid-
ional canal, in ctenophorans, one of the branches of

Canaigre (Rumex hymejiosepalus).

Plant, one-eighth natural size. Fruit, three-fourths natural size.

per cent, of tannic acid. These had long been utilized by
the Mexicans as a medicine and for tanning saddle-leather

when an export trade in them was stalled, at first in bulk,

then as dried chips, then as extract. The natural supply

being insufficient, cultivation with irrigation has been
undei'taken on a large scale.

canaille, n. 3. A pack (as of hounds) : as, the

whole canaille of miscreants ; a canaille (or

canaglia) of poltroons.

canali, n. 6. A long, narrow arm of the sea

penetrating far inland: as, Lynn canal, Port-

land canal, etc.—Apertural canal, in UoL, a canal

found in some Gasteropoda, for example ACaria, extend-

ing from the anterior peristome : caused by an inbending

of the margin and serving for the lodgment of the siphon.

—Arnold's canal, a canal in the petrous portion of the

temporal bone through which passes Arnold's nerve.

—

Biliary canal. Same as hepatic duct (which see, under
dwt).—Calclferons canals. See *calciferom.—C3XLal

of Botal. Same as dwctrn BotaWi.- Canal Of Cuvler.
Same as ductus Cm-wot.- Canal of Ferrein, a channel

formed between the edges of the eyelids, when closed, and

the eyeball.—Canal of Hensen, a minute communica-
tion between the ductus cochlearis and the sacculus in

the membranous labyrinth of the ear : also called canalis

reuniens.—Caaal Of Laurer, in certain platyhehninths,

a canal leading from the oviduct to the dorsal surface.

Meridional Canal, Hormipkora plumosa, diagrrammatic longitu-

dinal {A) and transverse C^S) sections. The ectoderm is dotted, the
endoderm striated, thfmesogloea black, and the muscular axis of the

tentacles gray, a, meridional canal ; .^, interradial canal; c, ad-
radial canal ; f^, preradial canal ; f, infundibular canal ;,/-, stomodeat
canal ; s, tentacular canal ; k. tentacular sheath ; i. mouth ; 7, ten-

tacle ; k, swimming-plate ; /, stomod:£um ; m, sense-organ ; », excre-

tory pore; o, infundibulum. (From Parker and Haswell's "Zool-

ogy.")

the enteric system extending upward and downward be-

neath the corresponding swimming-plate.— Nutrient
canal Same as Raiacrsian canal.— Obstetric or par-
turient canal, the channel formed, after complete dila-

tation of the OS, by the cavity of the uterus and the
vagina.—Fore-canEU, a canal leading from tlie cavity of

the proboscis, collar, or other part of the body of Adelo-
chorda and opening to the exterior by a pore.— Pnlp-
canal, the canal which runs through the root of a tootli

and gives passage to the nerves and blood-vessels of the
pulp-cavity.—Radial canal, {a) in echinoderms, one

of the aquiferous canals
running from the cir-

cumorjd water-canal to
the tube-feet. (6) In
sponges, one of the
canals which are con-
tinuous with the para-
gastric cavity, as dis-

tinguished from an iii-

curreiit canal — Sen-
sory canal, any of the
numerous tubes found
just beneath the skin
of fishes, as the lateral-

line canal. They con-
tain nerve-endings and
are usually filled with
mucus. Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1897, p. 271.

— Serous canals.
Same as juice-'kcanals.

—Stomodeal canal,
m ctenophorans, one of

the two canals given off

by the perradial canals

and passing downward,
parallel to and in close

Radial Canal, Sycan gtlatinosum. a contact with the Stomo-

portion slightly magnified; one cylin- dseum.— SubtentaCU-
der (that to the right) bisected longi- igj caual, in crinoids,
tudinally to show the central paragas- ^j ^ „^y^ of canals,
trie cavity opening on the exterior by _,.„,„n„atinn« nf the
the oscuium, and the position of the piolongations 01 tne

incurrent and radial canals; the former Ctelom into the arms
indicated by the black bands, the lat- and pinnules, separated
ter dotted, b marks the position of from each other by a
three of the groups of inhalent pores at ™o(jjan septum under-
the outer ends of the incurrent canals ; ,„- „ tliA amhiilflnral
a, theosculum. (From Parkerand Has- '^^"8.. ™^„5I!l...r,i„-
well's " Zoology.") groove.— Tentacular



canal

canal, (a) See tentacular, (p) In otenophorane, a branch
of the perradial canal extending into the base ol the corre-
sponding tentacle.—Tympanic canal Same as Jaeobton'g
*canal. Vestibular canal. Same as urogenital sinus.—Volkmann's canal, one of the nutrient canals in the
periosteal layer of bone which does not form the center of
a Uaversian system.

canalage (ka-nal'aj), n. [canal + -age.'] 1.
Canals as a means of transportation.— 2,
Canal dues,— 3. The cost of transportation
by canal.

canal-boat, n— Canal-boat scales, an arrangement
of a canal-lock which makes it possible to weigh a canal-
boat

canal-cell (ka-nal'sel), n. See ^cell.

canaler, canaller (ka-nal'er), n. [canal +
-eri.J 1. A canal-boat.
At the wharf-boat were one or two dim lanteiTis, and

near the bow of each canaler was a lantern of uncertain
hue, but intended to be white.

The Century, Aug., 1887, p. 487.

2, One employed on a canal-boat or engaged
in the business of canal transportation.

After making a tour of the water front with Captain C,
the old-time canaller, Mr. C. announced that he would
call a meeting of maritime interests next week to frame a
petition to the special session of the Legislature.

N. Y. Times, Jmie 29, 1906.

canalete (ka-ua-la'ta), n. [Venezuelan.]
Same as paddlewood.
canaliculation (kan-a-lik"u-la'shon), n, A
minutely grooved or chambered formation.
canalicnle (ka-nari-ktil), n. [L. canaliculus, a
small channel,] A small canal.

canaliculization (kau-a-lik"u-li-za'shou), n.

[canaliculus + -iee + -ation.] The formation
of canaUeuli in cartilage, constituting the
preliminary stage of ossification, \

Canalicnlas laqueiformis, the loop-tubule of Heule

;

that part of the uriniferous tubule which bends upon i1>

self.

canaliform (ka-nari-f6rm), a. [L, canalis, a
canal, + forma, form.] Having the form of
a canal or of a tube,

canalization, «. 3. In neural., figuratively,

the formation or opening of a path of nervous
conduction or nervous discharge.

Under suitable conditions, the stimulation may strike
out new paths within the central substance ; we may ac-
cordingly designate this latter effect of practice, in con-
tradistinction to direct practice by repetition of function,
as path-making or canalization.

W. Wundt (trans.), Physiol. Psychol., p. 100.

4. In surg., drainage by means of artificially

formed channels without the insertion of
tubes.

canalize, v. II. intrans. To form a channel
or canal. Buck, Med. Handbook, II, 255,

canaller, n. See *canaler.

canapes (kan-a-pa'), n. pi. [P., lit. 'cano-
pies . see canopy.] Narrow slices of thin
bread toasted or fried in hot fat 6r dipped in
melted butter, browned in the oven, and then
covered with a seasoned mixture of cheese,
ham, sardines, or anchovy and served hot,

canard (ka-nard'), v. i. [P. canarder, < canard,
duck, false report: see canard, «.] 1. To
fly or float about, or circulate as a canard or
false report: as, certain stories canardvng
about the hotels.— 3, To imitate or produce
the peculiar harsh cr^ of the duck, as an un-
skilled player on a wind-instrument.

night before the window ... is a ragged starveling

canarding on a clarionet. Fraser's Mag., XXIII. 399.

canary. I. n. 8. In Australia, a name of

Clitonyx ochrocepkala, a relative of the lyre-

bird.—Belgian canary, a breed of canary-birds of

Dutch origin, bred chiefly for shape and pose, and having a
small head and a long body.—Norwich canaiT, a breed
of canary-birds named from Norwich, England, bred for

size and color rather than for song. There are three va-

rieties, the clear yeUow, the variegated, and the crested.

II, a.— Canary archil. See -karchil.

canary-grass, ». The reed canary-grass (also called

reed-grass) is widely diffused in wet places over the

northern hemisphere. In the northwestern United States

it is called crazy-grass, on account of its supposed effect

on horaes. which, however, is probably due to ergot with

which it is infested. The Southern or American canary-

grass Phalaris CaroJinimMi,ranging through the Southern

States to California, is regarded in the Eastern States as

valuable for winter and spring pasture. This, or a form

with an inflorescence appeanng much like Phlewm, is

called Southern or Apache timothy. The blue or purple

canary-grass is Phalaris amcthystina, a native Califor-

nian species of moderate value. P. minor and P. para-

doxa are Mediterranean species introduced into Cali-

fornia. , . - . ,-CI J J.

canary-vine (ka-na'n-vm), n (.Supposed to

have been brought from the Canary Islands.]

The climbing fumitory, Adlumia fungosa. See

Adlumia. ^^,^ rrr- j A

canaut, kanaut (ka-nftf), n. [Hmd., Ar,

qandt-i The side of a tent, or of a canvas

inelosure. Yule and Burnell. [Anglo-Indian.l
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cancan (kan'kan), v. i.
;
pret, andpp, eaneanned,

ppr. cancanning. [cancan, n.] To perforin
the dance known as the cancan (which see).

cancel, n. 4, An order canceling or counter-
manding a previous order.

If an order is fairly executed it is a rare thing to receive
a cancel. Manchester Examiner, May 12, 1884.

cancel, v. t. 5. (a) In printing, to mark on
copy or proof (words or lines that are to be
omitted), (6) In bookbinding, to destroy (a
1eaf or section that is to be entirely suppressed)

,

cancelable, cancellable (kan'sel-a-bl), a.

That may be canceled ; capable of being can-
celed, crossed out, or rendered null or void,

canceleert, «• »• 2. Figuratively, to turn aside

;

digress.

canceling-press (kan'sel-ing -pros'), n. A
machine for defacing the stamps on letters or
postal matter in order to prevent their re-use,

cancellation, n. 3, Iq gastropods, the system
of intersecting ridges on the surface of the
shell.

Of the ten or twelve examples we have examined, two
only possess the epidermis ; this is dark fuscous, cover-
ing the whole surface, and emitting a bristle at regular
intervals on the three spiral ribs, viz. at the point of
junction with the cancellations.

Proe. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, II. 361.

cancer, n. 3, The term cancer, as commonly em-
ployed, includes those new growths which possess certain
attributes that render them especially dangerous to life,

and which are therefore called malignant. Malignant
tumorsgrowby infiltration and destruction of the surround-
ing tissues, and are characterized by a tendency to recur
after removal, by the property of spreading to other parts
of the body by a process of dissemination known as metas-
tasis, and by producing a general disturbance of health
termed cachexia. From the standpoint of the pathologist
two chief groups of cancerous tumors are recognized : the
cai'cinomata, or true cancel's, and the sarcomata- The
fundamental difference between these two is the fact that
carcinoma originates in the epithelial tissues of the body,
whereas sarcoma develops from the connective tissues.
This difference in origin gives rise to certain structural
characteristics which enable the microscopist readily to
distinguish one type from the other. Carcinoma is rare
before the age of thirty ; it is somewhat commoner in
women than m men ; and it is most often seen in the
uterus, skin, breast, and stomacli. Sarcoma is a disease
of early adult life, is more prone to attack men than wo-
men, and is commonly found In the subcutaneous tissue,
bony structm'es, and lymph-nodes. Carcinoma is con-
veyed from one part of the body to another through the
lymphatic vessels, sarcoma by way of the blood-stream.
In si)ite of an enoiTnous amount of research devoted to
this subject, the exciting cause of cancer is still unknown.
The influences of heredity, climate, food, race, social con-
dition, and local injury have all been invoked as factors
concerned, but without arriving at any degree of cer-
tainty. The theory referring the development of malignant
tumors to the presence of minute animal or vegetable
organisms has numerous adherents, but it has not been
definitely established, and many prominent authorities
consider that the explanation is to be sought for in a dis-

turbance of some still undiscovered fundamental law
governing the growth of cells. Although it appears that
cancer is increasing somewhat in frequency, the percent-
age of cures is increasing much/more rapidly, owing to the
earlier diagnoses and more thoiough operations which are
now possible. Extirpation by the knife as promptly and
as completely as possible, when the growth is accessible,

is regarded as the method of treatment that offers the
greatest hope of a cure ; but the employment of the X-rays
or otherformof radioactivity has in a number of instances
given excellent results.

5, Figuratively, a moral or social evil likened
to a cancer in its malignant character and cor-
roding tendency : as, " sloth is a cancer," Sp.
Ken.—Acinous cancer, a malignant growth originating
in the epithelium of acinous glands.— Areolar cancer.
Same as colloid catwer.—Calms Of Cancer, See *calml.
—Cancer aquatlcus. Same as noma.—Cancer en
cuirasse or cuirass cancer, a supei'ficial scirrhous can-
cer involving a wide area of the anterior chest-wall : it

resembles remotely a shield.— Cancer Galeni. Same as
Galen's irbandage.— Ce'Uxilsx cancer, cerebiiform
cancer. Same as encephaloid cancer. —Chimney-
sweeps' cancer, epithelioma of the scrotum.- Chon-
droia cancer, a form of scin'hous cancerhavingatexture
like that of cartilage.— Cylinder-cell cancer. Same as
cylindroma.— Cystic cancer. Same sscolloid cancer.—
Dendritic cancer, malignant papilloma.—Epithelial
cancer, a malignant growth originatiiig in squamous or
cylindrical epithelium ; epithelioma— Fungous cancer.
Same asfungus hematodes.— Crlandular cancer. Same
as adenocarcinoT/ia and adenosareoma.— Green cancer.
Same as chloroma.—'Ea.Td cancer. Same as scirrhus.—
Hematoid cancer. Same as fungus hematodes.—
Mucous cancer. Same as colloid cancer.— Papillary
cancer, malignant papilloma.— Pigmentary cancer.
Same as rfielanocarcinoma and melano8areom.a.—Rodent
cancer. Same as rodent -kulcer.—Soft cancer. Same
as encephaloid cancer.— Spider cancer, a form of neevus
marked by a central red area with red lines radiating from
it. It is not of a cancerous or malignant nature. Also
called spider nsevus.—Tubular cancer. Same as cylin-
droma.

cancer (kan'sfer), V. t. To corrode or eat into,

in the mannerandwith the steadily destructive
persistency of a cancer.

Other things advance per saltum— they do not silently
caneer their way onwards.

De Quincey, Works, III. 280.

candle

cancer-drops (kan's^r-drops), n, pi. Same as
beech-drops.

cancered (kan's6rd),a. Affected with a cancer.

Your lordship must have taken notice of a paragraph m
the papers with regard to tile application of toads to a
cancered breast

Qoldsmitk, Hist Fishes, Reptiles, Insects, p. 215.

cancer-jalap (kan'sfer-jarap), n. The poke-
weed, Phytolacca Americana.
cancer-nest (kan'sSr-nest), n. A rounded mass
of concentrically arranged cells found in cer-

tain cancerous growths.

The second is the finding of cancer nests in the stomach
contents ; but several of these should be fomid before a
positive diagnosis is made.

Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 280.

Cancerous cachexia. See ^cachexia.

cancer-parasite (kan'ser-par"a-sit), n. A gen-
eral name, of no classifieatory"value, given by
different observers to various bodies found in

or among the cells of cancerous growths, on
the supposition that they were parasitic organ-
isms and the cause of the growths.

cancer-serum (kan's6r-se"rum), n. An anti-

toxic serum supposed to be curative of cancer,

cancha (kan'cha), n. [Quichua (of Peru and
Bolivia) canchdj a yard, cattle-yard, church-
yard, etc, (Tschudi).] ' An inelosure for cattle,

etc,

cancrite (kang'krit), n. [L. cancer, a crab, -I-

-ite^.] A fossil crab or other crustacean, or a
fossil body resembling a crab,

cancro, interj. [It,] An imprecation meaning
originally 'the cancer (take you)!'

Cancro ! What thy husband's body?
Chapman, Widow's Tears, vi. 1.

Cancroid corpuscles. Same as *cancer-nests.

c. and b. In cricket, an abbreviation of caught
and bowled, a phrase applied to the batsman
when he is caught out by the bowler.
candescence, n. 2, The luminescence of ra-

dioactive substances ; autoluminescenoe, Tlie

Reader, May, 1904, p, 620.

Candia carrot. See ''carrot.

candicans (kan'di-kanz), n. [L., ppr. of can-
dicare, be whitish, < candere, be white : see
candent, candid.] Same as albicans.

candid, a. 4. Pure; clear; fair.

Where does the figment touch her candid fame?
Browning, Ring and Book, ix. 476.

candidate, n. 2. One who seeks or ie an aspir-
ant for something other than ofSce or prefer-
ment: as, a candidate for literary fame; "a
candidate of heaven," Dryden.
And whether the happiness of a candidate for literai'y

fame be not subject to the same uncertainty.
Johnson, Rambler, No. 21.

3t, A member of the white-robed body-guard
of the Koman emperors, established about 237
A. D, by Gordianus the Younger. Blount.
candier (kan'di-er), n. One who candies.
Florio.

candil (kan-del'), n. [Sp., a lamp, < Ar. qandil,
a lamp, < L. candela, a candle: see candle.]
In the West Indies, a Spanish name of the
flame-colored fish Myripristis jacobus, of the
family HolocentridsB. The name is also applied
to the common red soldier-fish or squirrel-fish,
JSolocentru^ ascensionis.

can-disk (kan'disk), n. In cotton-man uf., the
revolving plate on which a sliver-can is placed
as part of the coiler-motion,

candle, »—Association candle. Same as German
candle. See standard *candle.— British standard
candle. See standard -kcandle.— Composite candle,
a candle made of two materials of different fusibility, as
hai'd stearic acid from tallow and stearin from cocoanut-
oil.—Decimal candle. Same as bougie diaimdle (which
see, under -klight standard).—Dra'Wn candle, a candle
made by winding a long wick off one cylindrical drum to
another, drawing it through a pan of melted wax, and
stripping off the excess of wax which adheres to the
wick by passing it through holes of proper diameter in a
perforated plate. The process is applied chiefiy to the
manufacture of lighting-tapers, or spills, and the small
candles used on Christmas trees, and for these stearic acid
or paraffin is often substituted for wax

—

English can-
dle. See standard -keandle.—German Standard
candle. See standard -keandle.— Green candle, in
photom., a standard of light sometimes used in the com-
parison of dissimilar light-som'ces. It consists of a stand-
ard candle the rays from which pass through a screen of
green glass.—Hemispherical candle, a unit of light-
nux in which the source is a standard candle and the unit
of solid angle is the angle subtended by a hemisphere.
The British hemispherical candle is approximately 7.14
lumens. The term is sometimes used as the equivalent
of mean hemispherical intensity, in which case the mean
radius vector of the surface of hemispherical disti*ibution
is meant See •^illumination.—lodme candle, a candle
in which iodine has been intei'mixed with the grease or
pai'affin, so that as the candle bums the disinfecting vapor
of iodine is given off.-Medicated candle, a candle
made from combustible material to which some substance.
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such a« iodine or eucalyptus-oil, has been added, in order
to evolte disinfectant vapor when the candle is burned in
a siclt-room.—Munloll candle. See atmdard -kccmdle.— Rett candle, a photometric candle screened with red
gla^B to permit an unpractised eye more readily to com-
pare the relative intensity of lights.— Spberlcal candle,
a unit of light-flux in which the source is a standard can-
dle and the unit of solid angle is the angle subtended by
a sphere. The British spherical candle's approximately
14.28 lumens. The term is sometimes used as the equiva-
lent of mean spherical intensity, in which case the mean
radius vector of the surface of spherical distribution is
meant. See ^UlumiTiaUon.— Standard cajldle, a can-
dle used in photometry as a standard of illuminating
power. For many years the recognized legal standard in
England and the United States has been the light of the

,
British standard candle, and in Prussia that of a standard
candle known as the 'union-candle' {Vereinskerze). In
France a standard candle called the 'star-candle' (bougie
de VitoUe) has been much used in photometry. The
British standard candle is made of spermaceti wa;i£ ex-
tracted from crude sperm-oil and having a melting-point
between 112" and 115° r. A sufHoient quantity of bees-
wax is added to prevent undue brittleness. The candle is

made in a conical mold 10 inches long and .9 inch in
diameter at the bottom and .8 inch in diameter at the
top. The wick is of plaited cotton so constructed as to
supply 120 grains of the melted wax per hour, under nor-
mal conditions of burning. The German candle (Vm-eins-
kerze) is made of paraffin having a melting-point of 56° C.
It has a diameter of 20 millimeters and is 314 millimeters
long. The wick is of twisted cotton consisting of 25
threads, and when burning under normal conditions the
height of the flame should be 50 millimeters. Another
standard candle, formerly used in Germany, is the Munich
candle. It is a conical candle of stearin, 20.5 millimeters
in diameter at the top and 23 millimeters at the base.
The wick is made of 60 strands. The normal consump-
tion is from 10.2 to 10.6 grams an hour and the normal
flame-height 66 millimeters. The French star-candle is

also of stearin, of which material it should burn 10 grams
an hour and have a flame-height of 52.4 millimeters. It
is impossible to give a deflnifie comparison of the various
standard candles, on account of the variable performance
of these sources of light. Candles taken from the same
package often differ in brightness by from 10 to 15 per cent.
The following table contains the results of the attempts
of three weU-known observers to, compare the candles
used in different countries, taking the Munich candle as
a unit (The data are from Palaz, "Industrial Ehoto-
metry," p. 131.)
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candle-snuff (kan'dl-snuf),K.- The burnt wick Canet gun. See*oM«i
of a candle. ' .... .

candle-'nraster, n. 2. A small part of burnt
wiek that comes into contact with the melt-
ing wax or tallow of a candle and causes it to
run.

candle-\irlck (kan'dl-wik), n. [ME. candyl-
weke, AS. candelweoca/] The wick of a candle.

Candle. Schilling.

Munich 100.00
Qermatn {Vereinskerze) 88.7
British 90.7

For other standards of photometric intensity, see Might
standard. — Star-candle, See standard -keandle. —
Sulphur-candle, a- medicated candle with the fatty
ma|berial of which sulphur has been mixed, so that
as the candle burns sulphur dioxid is given off, serv-
ing as an atmospheric disinfectant. For this purpose
cylinders made of sulphur and charcoal in powder, with
the addition of a very little niter, are also sometimes used.

candle (kan'dl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. candled,

ppr. candling. To examine (an egg) in an egg-
tester by means of a lighted candle to deter-
mine its freshness. See *egg-candling.

candle-carriage (kan'dl-kar''''a3), n. In pho-
tometry, a carriage supporting the standard
candle or pair of candles. W. L. Dibdin, Public
Lighting, p. 48.

candled (kan'dld), p. a. Tested by means of
a lighted candle : as, candled eggs.

candle-foot (kan'dl-fut), ». A unit of illu-

mination; the illumination from one standard
candle at a distance of one foot. The British
candle-foot is about 12.2 luxes. See *illu-

mmation, 1. A\so foot-candle.

candle-hour (kan'dl-our), n. Inphotom., aunit
of quantity of light; the energy derived in one
hour from the total light-flux from a source of

light of one candle-power.
candle-meter (kan'dl-me'''ter), n. A unit of

illumination; the illumination from a standard
candle at a distance of one meter. See *illu-

minaiion, 1. Also called meter-candle.

candlenut-Oil (kan'dl-nut-oil), n. A limpid
flxed.oil with properties similar to castor-oil,

obtained from the nuts of Aleurites Molluccana
(Euphorbiacess), a tree growing in the tropics.
The natives of the South Sea Islands tie the nuts, which
contain over 60 per cent, of oil, on the ends of sticks and
use them as candles. Also known as eboc-oil, artist's oil,

and country-walnut oil.

candle-po'nrer, « Horizontal candle-power, the

intensity of a source of light as determined by photometric
measurements in the horizontal plane.— Mean horizon-
tal candle-power, the mean value of the radius vector

of the polar curve of horizontal distribution of light ; the
average value, expressed in candle-power, of the horizontal

intensity of a source of light.—Mean spherical candle-
power, the mean spherical intensity of a source of light,

expressed in candle-power; the mean radius vector of the

surface of spherical liglit-distribution of a source of light.

See •atoTOHMtton,— Spherical candle-power. See
Might standard. — Zonal candle-power, the photo-

netric intensity, in candles, of a source of light, averaged

for a given zone upon the imaginary sphere of which the

source is the center ; the zonal light-flux from a source

divided by the area of the zone.

candler(kan'dler), n. One whocandles (eggs).

See *egg-candler.

Beg my pardon, or be sure a kindly bullet through your
skull

Lets in light and teaches maimers to wliat brain it finds

;

Choose quick

—

Have your life snuffed out or, kneeling, pray me trim yon
candle-viick! Browning, Clive, 1. 124.

candle'wood, n. 3. Any resinous wood used
for torches or as a substitute for candles.
CandoUea (kan-do'le-a), n. [NL. (Labillar-
di&re, 1805), named after the Swiss botanist
Augustin Pyramus de Candolle (1778-1841).]
A genus of dicotyledonous plants belonging
to the family CandoUeaceee, of which it is the
type. See Stylidium.

CandoUeacese (kan-do-le-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Sohonlaud, 1889), < CandoUea + -acese.) A
family of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants
of the order Campanulales, typified by the
genus CandoUea.
CandoUeaceous (kan-do-le-a'shius), a. Be-
longing to the plant-family Candolleaeex.
cane^, «. 6. A slender stick or rod of some
substance such as sealing-wax, sulphur, glass,
or tobacco.

Letters . . . concerning the effects oi a Cane of black
sealing-wax, and a Came of brimstone in Electrical Ex-
periments. Philos. Trans., XLIV. i. 27.

African cane, the pearl-millet, Pennisetum spicaium.
—Maiden cane, a panic-grass, Panicum digitarioides,
affording good grazing in wet places in the southern
United States.—Mutton cane, (a) The seedlings of the
lai'ge and small canes which furnish good pasture and
which are specially sought by bears. [Alabama.] (6) A
slender panic-grass, Panicum dichotom/um, a valuable
native forage for sheep in the southern United States.—

Ktiiss. Voit. Ribbon-cane, a variety of sugai-cane native to America
in which the stems are striped longitudinally with red

100.00 100.00 and purple.—Spanlsh-cane, the reed Arundo Donex.—
97.6 96.6 Sweet-cane. Same as sweet-flag.
86.8 94.4 cane-ash (kan'ash), n. See ^ask^.

cane-hlight (kan'blit), ». A disease which
attacks the canes or branches of small fruits,

such as currants or raspberries, ascribed to
fungus parasites.

cane-borer (kan'bor-er), n. An insect which
bores in the canes of plants Blackberry cane-
borer, an American buprestid beetle, AgriLus ruficoUis,
which bores the canes of the raspben-y, forming swellings
known as gouty-galls. See Agrilus, with cut.

—

Rasp-
berry cane-borer, an American longlcom beetle, Oberea
bimaculata, whose larva bores in the canes of the rasp-
berry and the blackberry.

Cane-brake region, specifically, an extensive belt in
central Alabama and extending into Mississippi, formerly
dominated by cane-brakes, but highly adapted to agri-
culture, and especially celebrated for the production of
cotton. Also called the black belt, on account of the color
of the soil, and (also chiefiy from the character of the soil)

the prairie rejiojj.— Cane-braJie soil, the soil of the
cane-brake region, consisting typically of disintegrated
rotten limestone combined with abundant humus, giving
it a very black color.

cane-fruit (kan'frot), n. A commercial name
for fruits borne by plants of the genus Rubus,
chiefly blackberries and raspberries.

cane-knife (kan'nif), n. A large knife, with
a wide blade and a sharp barb or hook at the
back of the blade, used in cutting sugar-cane.

canellin (ka-nel'in), n. [eanella + -j«2.] a
name given to the mannite found in Canalla
alba by Petros a,nd Roninet, who mistook it

for a peculiar kind of sugar.

canello (ka-nel'o), n. [Pg. canelo, piece of a
horseshoe, < canela, eanella, cinnamon : see
canneP.I A name at Goa for the pataca, equal
to 4 crusados.
canephora (ka-nef'o-ra), n. [L.j Same as
canephore.
cane-press (kan'pres), n. In stigar-manuf., a
cane-mill. See sugar-mill.

cane-rush (kan'rush), n. In some American col-

leges, a concerted tussle between two classes
in which they struggle for the retention or

capture of a cane.

cane-rust (kan'rust), «. 1. The anthracnose
of blackberry and raspberry. See *authrac-
nose.— 3. The red rust of blackberries, due to
the secidial stage of Pur.cinia iaterstitialis.

canestrella (kan-es-trel'a), «.. [It., fem., < ca-

nestrello, m., dim. of canestro, < L. canistrum,

a basket: see canister.'] A majolica fruit-

basket, usually with openwork siides.

Canes '7enatici(ka'nez vS-nat'i-si). [L.] The
hunting dogs or hounds, Asterion and Cleara,

a modern constellation formed by Hevelius
between Bootes and Ursa Major.

canework (kan'wSrk), n. 1. Interwoven or
braided strips of cane used to form or fill in
the seats or backs of chairs or settles, panels
in carriage-bodies, etc.— 2. In carriage-paint-
ing, an imitation of braided cane painted upon
a carriage-panel.

canfieldite (kan'feld-it), n. [Named after F.
A. Canfield of Dover, New Jersey, a mining
engineer.] A rare sulphid of tin and silver,
containing also a small amount of germanium,
found in black octahedrons with brilliant me-
tallic luster at La Paz, Bolivia.

can-filler (kan'fil'fer), n. A machine used for
filling cans, as with soups or vegetables, pre-
pared paints, etc. The tank may also be fixed in one
position and the cans placed on a traveling-apron or con-
veyer and pass under the tank to be filled.

cangene'tt, «. A distortion or misprint of can-
zonet. Shak., L. L. L., iv. 2.

cangiante (kan-jf-an'te), a. [It. cangiante,
changing in color.] Changeable; in ceram.,
noting a metallic luster of changing tints,

when viewed from different points, found on
old Moorish and majolica wares.
cangue (kang), v. t.; pret. and pp. cangued,
ppr. canguing. To sentence to the cangue.
can-hoop (kan'hSp), n. An American shrub,
the smooth winterberry. Also called hoop-
wood.
canicide (kan'i-sid), ». [NL. 'canioida, < L.
canis, dog, -1- -cida, < cxdere, kill.] A dog-
killer.

The dead dog is hung by his heels, so that his nose just
touches the ground, and the canicide is compelled to heap
wheat about him, till he is entirely covered.

N. P. Willis, Summer Cruise in Medit., xli.

canicular, a. 2. Relating to the dog: as, a
canicular tale.

It is well if your friend or mistress be content with
these canicular probations. -

Lamb, Essays of Elia, Pop. Fallacies.

Canicular cycle or period, othei-wise Sotblac or So-
thlcperiod [tr. Gr. SudtaKTjTrepioSo;, 'thedog-starperiod,'
< 2u>0i$ or 2b)0e', the Egyptian name of the dog-star], a
cycle recognized in ancient Egypt, equal to 1,461 years of
366 days each, or 1,460 Julian years of 366i days each.

canin (ka'nen), n. [Tagalog canin, food, bread.]
Rice boiled in water, eaten by the natives in
place of bread. [Philippine Is.]

canine, n. 4. One of the sharp teeth which
project beyond the others in the jaw of a fish.

caninity (ka - nin ' i - ti), n. Canine nature
;

a canine trait.

cani'vorous (ka-niv'o-jTis), a. [L. cams, dog, -t-

^oriis, < vor'are, devour.] Dog-devouring.
N. E. D.
canjar (kan'jar orkun'jar), n. [Also canjiar,
eangiar, cunjur, cunger, <! Hind. *khanjar, < Ar.
khanjar, a dagger. The Ar. word also ap-
pears in European use as handjar.l A small
two-edged Arab cutlass or poniard.

The marabout . . . sprung forward with the bound of a
tiger, . . . and brandished aloft the eangiar, or poniard,
which he had hidden in his sleeve.

Scott, Talisman, xxi.

canker, n. 1 . Ip) (2) An irregular excrescence on the
trunks or branches of woody plants, caused by the peren-
nial effort ofthe tissues to overcome an injury. Cankers
may be originated by various causes, such as accidental
wounds, injuries by frost, insects, fungi or bacteria, or
various combinations of these.

But undoubtedly the most important of the woody ex-
crescences on trees are cankers. A canker is the result of
repeated frustrated attempts on the pait of the callus to
heal up a wound. . . . The dead parts, of course, remain
unthickened, and the portion in which the Fungus is at
work may for the time being grow more rapidly. Such
cankers often commence in mere insect punctures, frosted
buds, cmcks in the cortex, &c., into which a germinating
spore sends its hypha. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 677.

(d) A disease of fowls affecting the mouth and wind-
pipe. It produces ulceration and often ends in death.—
Apple-tree canker, a disease of the apple-tree which
usually causes the rupture of the bark and the death of

larger or smaller areas of the wood. One form is at-

tributed to the fungus Sphseropsis Malorum, another to

Neetria ditissinm. It has been shown that some cankers
are produced by bacteria.—Hemp canker, a de-

structive disease of hemp due to a species of Sclero-

tinia.—Iyy canker, a disease of unknown origin

producing cankerous growths upon ivy twigs, which
may result in the death of the plant— Larch
canker, a cankerous formation "on the larch, said to be

due to the discomycetous fungus Dasysci/pha Willkommii.
—Oai cailker, a disease of twigs and young stems of

oak, attributed to the pyrenomycetons fungus Diaporthe

Taleola Plum canker, a disease of plum-trees, said to

be due to Neetria ditiasima.

canker-sore (kang'ker-sor). n. Aphthous
ulcer of the mucous membrane in the angle

between the lip and the gum.

cannabin, «• 2. A brown liquid alkaloid

said to be isolated from Indian hemp,
Cannabis Indieci. It is hypnotic— Cannabin tan-
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nate, a yellowish-gray bitter and astringent powder of
undetermined composition, prepared by precipitating a
solution of cannabin with tannic acid. It is hypnotic and
narcotic.

cannabinaceous (kan^a-bi-na'sMus), a. Of
the nature of or resembling plants of the hemp
family.

cannabindone (kan-a-bin'don), n. [Appar. <
NL. eannaX{is) indiicd) + -one.'] A red syrup-
like compound, C8Hx20, obtained from Indian
homp. It has a narcotic efEeet.

cannabinine (kan-a-bin'in), «. [cannabin +
-ine^.] A volatile" alkaloid found in small
quantities in Indian hemp.
cannabinol (kan'a-bi-nol), n. [cannabin +
-oZ.] A colorless resinous and very poisonous
compound, C2iH2e02, found in Indian hemp
(Cannabis Indica).

cannabism (kan'a-bizm), n. [L. cannabiis) +
-ism.'] Addiction to the use of Indian hemp
or hashish.

Cannaceae (ka-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Link,
1821), < Canna + -dcesB.] A family of mono-
eotyledonous plants of the order Sdtaminales,
the canna family, containing the single genus
Canna (which see).

canna-disease (kan'a-di-zez"), «. Qe^'*'disease.

canned (kand), p. d. Packed in cans or tin

boxes.—Canned goods, articles of food, chiefly meats,
fish, vegetables, and fruit, preserved by inclosure in tin

cans or other vessels, which are heated to or somewhat
beyond the boiling-point of water and while at that tem-
perature are sealed, generally by soldering, thus destroy-
ing the vitality of ferment-organisms and excluding air.

The manufacture of such goods is now very extensive,
some 72,000,000 cans of peas, 235,000,000 cans of tomatoes,
264,000,000 cans of sweet com, and 206,000,000 cans of
salmon alone being put up annually in the United States.

Called in Great Britain tinned goods.

cannelon (ka-nel-6n'), n. [F. cannelon, a chan-
neled moid for cheese; Pg. canelSes, pi. (see
def. 2) < canela, cinnamon: see cannel^.] 1.

Puff-paste baked in the form of a cane.— 2. A
sort of cake. See the extract.

CanelSes, s. pL canelon^, great long comfits, with
pieces of cinnamon mixed in them ; so they also called
the pieces of citron covered with sugar and some other
dainties which made part of a festival.

iMcerda, New Diet. Port, and Eng. Lang., p. 191.

canner (kan'er), n. One who cans fish, meat,
fruit, or other things for preservation.

Cannibal apple. See *apple.

cannibal-bug (kan'i-bal-bug), n. Any one of
the predatory heteropterous insects of the
family Beduviidse. Also called pirate-bug and
assassin-biig. Familiar examples are the ' cone-
noses ' (ConorMnus), and the ' kissing-bug.'

cannibalic (kah-i-bal'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to a cannibal ; characteristic of a cannibal.
cannibality (kan-i-bal'i-ti), n. Cannibalism;
the eating of human flesh. N. E. D.
Cannon douax. See *Aollar.—'S\aaersr cannons, in
English billiards, caroming by keeping the balls together.

devolving cannon. See machine-ffun.

cannon, f . II. trans. In loading logs by steam-
er horse-power, to send up (a log) so that it

swings crosswise, instead of parallel to the
load.

cannonarchy (kau'on-ar*ki)> n. [cannon +
Get. -apxla, rule.] "Government by military

force: as, "the cannonarchy of Napoleon,"
Mrs. Gore. [Rare.]

cannoned (kan'ond), p. a. Furnished with or

defended by cannon.

There, where Gibraltar's cannon'd steep
O'erfrowns the wave.

M. Arnold, Southern Ifiglit, st. 6.

Cannstatt skull. See *skulP-.

Canoe landau. See -trlandau.—lXm'tiie canoe, a pecu-
liar form of canoe used in some of the Polynesian islands,

consisting of two canoes connected by a platform. Only
one of the canoes is provided with a sail, while the other

serves the purpose of an outrigger.

canoe-burial (ka-n6'ber"i-al), n. The cus-

tom of depositing corpses in canoes, practised

by the Indians of the coast of Washington.

canomai (ka-no'mi), n. [Bisaya.] In the

Philippine Islands, a tree, Diospyros multi-

flora, belonging to the ebony family, having

dark, ebony-like heart-woodstriped with lighter

hands. The fruit is used by the natives to in-

toxicate fish.

canon^, ».—DouWe canon, in mime, a canon with two

subjects used nearly simultaneously.— Infinite canon.

Same as nrmlar canon (which see, under ca«orel).

Canon spring. See -^spring.

canon v. i. 2. To become narrow and steep-

walled : said of a valley.

canon-finch (kan'yon-finch), n. The south-

western towtee, Fipilofuscus mesoleucus. Also

called caHon-towhee.
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canonic, ». 2. (a) The theory of music. (6)

One who practises music.
Canonical distribution, in math., a distribution of

groups of systems, in statistical mechanics, such that the
index of probability of phase Is a linear function of the
energy.

This distribution, on account of its unique importance
in the tlieory of statistical equilibrium, I have ventured
to call canonical. J. W. Gibbs, Statistical Mech., p. xi.

Canonical ensemble, in statistical mechanics, an en-
semble of systems so distributed that the index of prob-
ability of phase is a linear function of the energy.

canonics (ka-non'iks), n. In theol., the
study of the formation and authority of the
canon of Scripture.

canonist, n. 2. One who lays down canons or
laws for guidance in the systematic or scientific

treatment of a subject. Home Tooke.

canonistical (kan-o-nis 'ti-kal), a. Belating
to canonists or to their expositions of the
canons.
canon-towliee (kan'yon-tou"he), n. Same as
'*ca%on-finch.

canon-valley (kan'yon-val"i), H. A narrow,
steep-walled valley.

Mother-Lode (Cal., Hansome) exhibits parts of the up-
lifted and dissected peneplain of the Sierra Nevada; it

Avas strewn with gmvels and flooded with lavas and vol-
canic conglomerates before uplift ; it is now trenched by
canyon-valleys. Science, June 14, 1901, p. 950.

canoodle (ka-no'dl), v.; pret. and pp. ca-
noodled, ppv"canoodling. [Origin obscure.] I.

trans. 1. To pet; fondle. —2. To paddle (a
canoe). [A punning use.]

II. intrans. 1. To bill and coo; spoon.

Now Emperor William wants to kiss his majesty, the
Sultan, who he says is a daisy of moderation. The first

thing Germany know^, WiUiam will be rushing off to
canoodle with Mr. Gladstone's "Assassin!"

Daily Newspaper.

2. To go snacks ; share the profits. [Slang in
all uses.]

canoodler (ka-nod'ler), n. One who canoo-
dles. [Slang.]

canope (ka-nop'), n. Same as *cano2}'US^.

Under a block of stone I came across a chest containing
camopes. J. de Morgan, Smithsonian Rep., 1896, p. 602.

canophilist (ka-nof'i-list), n. [L. canis, dog,
+ w. ipi^lv, love, + -ist.] One who loves
dogs.

A distinguished author, well known as a canophilist.
Lindsay, Mind in the Lower Animals, 1. 24.

canopus^ (ka-no'pus), n. [NL., also eanopos

;

a back-formation from Canopicus, Canopic:
see Canopic.] In Gr. archseol., a modem name
for a cinerary jar representing the human fig-

ure, somewhat like the ancient Egyptian Ca-
nopic vases.
Canopy standard, in carriage^making, a light iron or
steelpost with bolts and nuts on the lower end and fiat-

turned lugs at the top.—Canopy top, in carriage-mak-
ing, SL light top made with ribs like an umbrella, or on a
light frame, and attached to the carriage-body by one or
more iron posts.

canroy (kan'roi), n. [Origin not ascertained.]
A machine for brushing the lint from the sur-

face of cotton cloth: used in calico-printing
establishments preparatory to printing. G.
Duerr, Bleaching and Calico-printing, p. 26.

cant^, n. 11. An oblique line which cuts off

a comer of a rectangle ; an oblique side of a
polygon; an oblique plane which cuts off the
corner of a cuboid ; an oblique face of a crys-

tal; a slanting face of a bank.— 12. A sudden
movement, as on board ship, resulting in a tilt-

ing Up.— 13. One of the pieces which form
the ends of the buckets on a water-wheel.
canti, V. t.— Canting motion. See '''motion.

cant^, n. 6. A canting person.

cant^ (kant), n. 1. A portion, share, or divi-

sion ; a parcel or bundle : as, a cant of hay ; a
cant of growing grain assigned to a reaper.
[Chiefly dialectal.]— 2. In civil law, a method
of partitioning property the title to which is

vested in two or more parties in common.
Cant. An abbreviation of Canticles.

cantabile, a. II. n. A piece or passage of mu-
sic in a flowing, song-like style.

Cantabrize (kan'ta-bnz), v. i. [NL. Canta-
br(igia.), Cambridge, + -ize.] To imitate or
pattern after Cambridge or its university.
FulUr, Ch. Hist., IX. vii. J 47.

Cantai cheese. See *cheese^

.

Cantaliver crane. See *a-ane^.

cantankerate (kan-tang'ke-rat), v. t; pret. and
pp. cantankerated, ppr. cantankerating. To
make cantankerous; provoke to auger; 'rile.'

You may happify your enemies, cantankerate yom' op-
ponents, and injure youi- own cause by it

Halibtirton, Clockmaker, XXIV.

cantharidated

cantankersome (kan-tang'k6r-sum), a. Can-
tankerous. [U. S.]

cantaro (kan'ta-ro), n. [Sp. edntaro = It.

cantaro, < L. cantharus, < Gr. xavOapoc, a pot,

tankard: see can-

tharus.] A vessel

of hammered brass
or copper used in

Spain for holding
or carrying water.

Cantate Sunday.
See *Stinday.

cantator (kan'ta-
tdr), n. [L.] A male
singer. [Rare.]

cantatorium (kan-
ta-to'ri-um), «.; pi.

cdntatoria ( -a ).

[ML.] A Roman
Catholic service-
book including the
antiphons and the
gradual.

cant-board, n. 2.
In carriage-nwiking,
aboard upon which camaro.

are placed the geo-
metrical lines that govern the framing and
the ;exterior curved surface of a coach or
other carriage-body of a similar character.

cantem, kantem (kan'tem), n. [Belgian, ap-
par. from a Picard form of F. centime.] The Bel-
gian centime.
canteri, v. i— cantering rhythm. See *rhythm.

canter^ (kan'ter), n. In a sawmill, a machine
placed over the carriage and used to cant or
roll over the log on the carriage in making the
firstcuts; a canting-machine. It consists of a chain
wound round a drum or shaft and carrying, at the end, a
cant-hook that engages the log, the revolution of the shaft
lifting the chain and hook and turning the log.

Canterburian (kan-t6r-bii'ri-an), a. 1. Of or
pertaining to the city of Canterbury in Eng-
land, the seat of the Anglican archbishop who
is also the Primate of all England.— 2. Of or
pertaining to the arohiepiscopal see itself.

Canterburianism (kan-ter-bn'ri-an-izm), n.

[Canterburian + -^sm.] The Higt-churchism
of England during the seventeenth century as
represented by the see of Canterbury.

The Canterburianism of the times of Charles the Fii-st

did that hapless monarch much harm.
Hugh Miller, First Impressions, xx.

Canterbury tale. See ^tale^.

canteroy (kan'te-roi), n. [InMysore Kanthiravi
hun, named from Eanthirava Rayd, 'the lion-
voiced king,' who reigned in Mysore from 1638
to 1659 (Skt. kanthirava, lion, < kantha, throat,
+ rava, noise).] A name in Mysore for an
Indian gold coin, the sultani fanam.

canthal (kan'thal), a. [Gr. KavBo;, the angle of
the eye, -1- -al^.l 1. Of or relating to a can-
thus, in any use of that
word.
A black canthal and tem-

poral streak [is] sometimes
present
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903,

[p. 126.

Canthal scale, canthal /-
.

shield, a scale covering or ly- /•<«(:

I ing on the canthus rostralis, -^

that angular part of a reptile's

head which lies in front of the
eye and between the top and
side of the head. The rela-
tions of this scale or scales are
much used in giving the char-
acters of reptues.

cantharene (kan ' tha -

ren), «. [canthar{ic)-'r

-ewe.] Dmydro-orthox-
ylene, CeHB(CHQ)2. It
i^ ..1.1 -Jr jr. t i.'- ocular disk: e, occi
IS Obtained OJ heating supraorbital semicircl

eantharic acid with
lime. It has an odor like that of turpentine
and camphor and boils at 135° C. '

eantharic (kan-thar'ik), a. [canthar(is) + -ic]
Pertaining to or derived from cantharidin
Caatharlc acid, a crystalline, monobasic acid, CioHioOj,
obtained by treating canthai'idin with hydriodic acid? It
melts at 278° C.

Cantharidal collodion. See *collodion.

cantharidate (kan-thar'i-dat), V. t; pret. and
pp. cantharidated, ppr. cantharidating. [can-
tharid + -ate'''.] To treat or impregnate with
pantharides or any of its preparations.

cantharidated (kan-thar'i-da-ted), p. a. Con-
taining cantharides.

Scutellation of Top o( Head
of Anolis.

a, rostral ; b, cauthus rostra
lis; r. sunerciliaries; (/.supra-
ocular disic ; e, occipital; J,



cantharidism

cantharidlsm (kan-thar'i-dizm), n. [eanthar-
id + -JSTO.] A state induced by the use of
cantharides in poisonous amount, the chief
symptoms of which are strangury and the pas-
sage of blood in the urine.
cantharidize (kan-thar'i-diz), v. t.-, pret. and
pp. cantharidized, ppr. cantharidizing. Ican-
tharid + -ize.'] To treat with cantharides.
cantharoid (kan'tha-roid), a. Resembling a
cantharus, or large "two-handled cup: said of
Greek vases. See cantharus, 1.

cantharophilous (kan-tha-rof'i-lus), a. [Gt.
Kdvdapo(, beetle (see Cantharis),+ (ji'OMg, loving.]
In hot, pollinated, or having the flowers pol-
linated, by beetles.

cantharus, n. 5. A chandelierused in churches,
described as a disk of metal having candles
fixed upon it.

canthectomy (kan-thek'to-mi), n. [Gr. KavdSg,
the comer of the eye, -I- ekrofi^, excision.] In
surg., excision of a portion of the canthus of
the eye.

Cantherines (kan-the-ri'nez), n. [Nil., prop.
Canthorhimis, < L. cmithus, wheel (?), -f- Gr.
pig (l>Lv-), nose.] A genus of file-fishes of the
family Monacanfhidse, found in the tropical
seas, distinguished by the smooth dorsal spine.
C. sandwichensis of the Hawaiian Islands is
the typical species.

cantholysis (kan-thol'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
mvddg, Uie corner of the eye, + TLvmg, dissolu-
tion.] An operation for division of the can-
thus.

canthorrhaphy (kan-thor'a-fi), n. [Gr. KavOdg,

the corner of the eye, + /5a^, sewing, stitch-
ing.] Ttie stitching together of the two edges
of the divided canthus of the eye.
canthotomy (kan-thot'o-mi), n. [Gr. KavBdg,

the corner of the eye, + -ro/^ia, < ra/ielv, cut.]
In surg., division of either canthus of the eye.
Canthus rostralis, the angular portion of the head of a
reptile in front of the eye and between the top and side
of the head.

canticle, n. 5. Any song or hymn, properly
one that is brief and simple.
cantico, canticoy, n. See IcanUkoy.

canting, p. a. 3. Of the nature of professional
cant or jargon : used by or peculiar to a par-
ticular class, profession, or subject: as, cant-
ing terms ; canting language Canting coat. (!>)

A term opprobiously applied in the seventeenth century
to the Geneva gown worn by Presbyterian ministers, and
others.

canting (kan'ting), n. [eanl^, v., + -ing^.}

1. The act of speaking in a whining tone; an
apparently insincere use of religious or pious
phraseology.—2. The use of the terms or phra-
seology of a particular class, as of beggars,
thieves, gipsies, tramps, etc., or of a particu-
lar profession or subject.— 3. Sale ty auction.

canting-macMne (kan'ting-ma-snen"), n.

Same as *canter*'.

cantiont, n. 2. Incantation ; a magic spell.

The Arcane Cantion . . . harps much upon this Point.
Cudworth, IntelL Syst, I. 349.

cantline (kant'lin), n. Naut., the space be-
tween the sides or ends of barrels when they
are stowed side by side. Should' the bilge of one
barrel be stowed so that it rests in the cantline of two
other barrels, it would be said to be stowed bilge and
canUine. Also called cutline.

canton^, n. 6. In arch., a thickened or em-
phasized comer of a building, as where two
pilasters are set one on each side of the ex-
treme angle. See cantoned (with cut).

canton^, v. I. trans. 3. In her., to furnish

with a canton, or furnish a canton with : as, a
cross argent cantoned with four scallop-shells.

II. intrans. To quarter one's self in a tem-
porary hut or cantonment.
cantonalism (kan'ton-al-izm), n. [cantonal +
-ism.l The cantonal system of administrative

government. See canton^, n., 3.

Canton china. See *china.

Cantonese (kan-ton-es'), a. and n. I, a. Of
or pertaining to Canton.
n..«. 1. A native of Canton.— 3. The

Chinese dialect of Canton.—3. A person who
speaks the Cantonese dialect;

cantonist (kan'ton-ist), n. A child bom in a

Eussian military"cantonment. JV. E. J).

The so-called military cantonists, who supply a yearly,

contingent of recruits. Eraser's Mag., L. 481.

cantonment, n. 3. The placing of troops in

, temporary quarters.

Canton's phosphorus. See *phosphorus.

cantor, n. 2. SpeeifleaUy, in Germany, the

music-master in a choir-school or similar insti-
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tution, or the kapellmeister of a church. See

Cantorian (kan-to'ri-an), a. Of or pertaining
to Dr. Georg Cantor, mathematical professor in
the University of Halle-on-the-Saale.— Can-
torian ordinal number, one ol a collection of designa-
tions which distinguish individually all the positions of
members in each Cantorian series, the first number desig-
nating the first position both between all the numbers and
all the positions and between any part of the numbers and
the positions designated by them. The first class of Can-
torian ordinals consists of those numbers of the series
which are not preceded by innumerable others. The
second class is composed of those numbers of the series
only each of which is preceded by a denumeral collection
of others.— Cantorian series, a series of objects, called
its members, so arranged that every part of the series has
a first member : called by Cantor himself a well-ordered
collection (wohlgeordnete Menge).

cant-purchase (kant'per'chas), n. Naut., a
tackle having one of its blocks secured to the
masthead and the other to the hook in the
blubber of a dead whale alongside : used for
turning the whale over while it is being stripped
or flensed.

cant-rail,n. 4. Thetoprailofacoach-orother
heavy carriage-body. The outer side determines the
curve lengthwise, and by it the turn-under of the standing
pillars and all other curves of the body'are defined.

cant-splice (kant'splis), n. Same as cont-
splice.

Cantuar. An abbreviation of the Latin Can-
fuarensis, 'of Canterbury': used, for example,
in the abbreviated signature of the Archbishop
of Canterbury.
cantuta (kan-to'ta), n. [Also Tmntuta. Peru-
vian (Quichua aiid Aymar4).] A flowering
shrub, Kantuta buxifolia, fromthe high plateaus
of southern Pera and Bolivia, where it grows in
clusters in altitudes not exceeding 13,000 feet.
There are red, scarlet, yellow, and white varieties. The
flower is often represented on ancient pottery and textiles.

cant-window (kant'wiu"d6), m. A projecting
bay- or oriel-window the sides of which are
canted, that is, sloped with relation to the main
wall.

canun, n. Same as kanun.
canvas, «., 1. (c) In cricket, a sheet of white
canvas stretched on the boundary as a back-
ground behind the bowler, to aid the batsman
in seeing the ball. [CoUoq.]— 4. A painting
executed on canvas.

A much damaged canvas of this subject in the Wallace
collection, at Hertford House, may be the laigei of these.

Claude Phillips, in Portfolio, N. S., XXV. 99.

5. Words written to an air without reference
to the sense, simply to indicate to the poet or
song-writer the measure of the verses he is to
supply. [Chiefly French.]—Roofing-canvas, a
thick, heavy duck used to cover the roofs of street-cars,
the decks of steamboats, etc. It is nailed do^vn on thick
fresh paint and is given several coats of paint to make it

water-tight— Wlllesden canvas, a compact waterproof
and rot-proof canvas prepared by passing ordinary canvas
through a bath of Schweitzer's reagent and then drying it.

It is of a green color.

caoutchouc, n. products more or less resembling
caoutchouc are obtained by the application of the vul-
canizing process to colza and other oils, and are employed
to mix with or partly replace real indiarmbber. A sub-
stance which seems to be identical with natural caout-
chouc has been obtained in the scientific laboratory by
polymerization of isoprene, a hydrocarbon derived from
turpentine ; but the process has not become commercially
practical.

—

Caoutchouc naphtha^ a mixture of liquid
hydrocarbons obteined by subjecting india-rubber to
destructive distillation.

caoutchouc-oil (ko'chuk-oil), n. A mixture
of hydrocarbons obtained by the destructive
distillation of caoutchouc, and consisting of
isoprene (CsHg), kautschin (CjoHje), and
hevene (CsHg)-
capl, »., 2. (a)(2)Thecalyptraofamoss. (m) A cover
or leather or other material for the lens of a camera to
exclude light and dust. If a shutter is not used, the ex-
posure is usually made by removing and replacing the
cap. (n) In carriage-trimming, a funnel-shaped leather
pocket used to cover the lower ends of carriage-bows and
the ends of the bow-irons, (o) In arch. : (1) Same as cap-
ital: in common use among masons. (2) A coping or
other finish of the top of a post or pier or wall, especially
anything projecting slightly beyond the vertical faces.

Hence— (3) The horizontal molding finishing at the top
a window-trim, door-trim or architrave. (4) The upper-
most member of a hand-rail, as in a balustrade or the
like ; that part of a hand-rail 'which is molded to allow
the hand to grasp it. (p) One of the white spots which
appear at the poles of Mars and increase and decrease with
the changes of the planet's seasons, (q) In steam^sHdding,
a cone of sheetiiron or steel, with a hole in the end
through which a chain passes, which is fitted over the
end of a log before snaking it, to prevent it from catch-

ing on stumps, roots, or other obstacles, (r) In mining,
a horizontal timber resting on a prop or on one or more
legs, used to support the roof.—Cap and bells, (a) A
head-dress consisting of a cap set with bells, worn by
court fools in the middle ages. (6) Same as marotte.—
Cap and gown, the cap (mortar-board) and scholastic

gown worn by students in English and some American
universities and colleges ; hence, a scholar or professional

man.— If the cap flts.if the remark applies.— Invisible

Capemaitical
cap, a cap the wearing of which is supposed to render
one invisible.—Nuclear cap. In neurol., a mass of
staining-substance found on one side of the nucleus in
nerve-cells.—Pitch cap, a firm pitch plaster applied to
the scalp until it is set, and then quickly torn off : used
foimerly as a rapid depilatoiy.—Polar cap Of cold air,
the mass of cold air which covei-s the north or the south
polai- region of the earth, flowing equator-ward into the
westerly currents and combining with them to make the
general circulation of the atmosphere.—Polar cap Of
Mars. See *cap^, 2 (p).—To put on one's thinking
(or considering) cap, to pause and consider caiefully
before deciding or acting.

Capl, V. t—To cap all, to crown all ; in addition to
everything else.—To cap the hocks, so to injure the
hocks of a horse as to cause the formation of swellings
over their prominences behind.

Cap2, «.— To kiss caps with, to drink out of the same
cup or bowl with. [Scotch.]

capacitance (ka-pas'i-tans), n. [capaeit{y)

+ -ance.'i In elect., a term proposed for capa-
city reactance. See capacity of a conductor and
*reactance.

capacity, «. 7. The ability of a stream to

transport land-waste, measured by the quan-
tity carried past a given point in a given time.
—Atomic capacity. See *a(ontic.— Calorific capa-
city. See *(;atori^(!.— Capacityforvapor. See*vapor.
— Capacity ratio, ratio of volume; ratio of cubic con-

tents : used in referring to the relative volume of engine-
cylinders.— Capillary storage capacity. See *stor-

affe.—Dynamical capacity. See^dj/namiicai.- Evap-
orative capacity. See -ttevaporative.— Testamentary
capacity, legal ability to make a valid will.

cap-bar (kap'bar), n. In cotton-spinning, an
attachment to a drawing-frame for supporting
the bearings of draft-rolls.

cap-cell (kap'sel), n. See *ceW.

cap-cloud (kap'kloud), n. A smooth white
cloud surmounting the summit of a mountain

;

a cloud-cap.

cape^, 1. 3. A Cape diamond Capeaxtlchoke-
flower, LcuaadeTidron Cinaroides. See Leucadendron.
—Cape bar, bass, boys, box, cart, cotton, cowslip,
honeysuckle. See *bari, etc.—Cape diamonds, dia-
monds from the Cape of Good Hope (South Africa): dis-
tinguished elliptically as Cape, fine Cape, silver Cape.—
Cape Girardeau sandstone. See /rsandstojie.—Ca.'pe

'

gum, hansom, harness. See -^gum^, etc.

capeador (ka'pa-a-dor'), n. [Sp., Kcapear,
<eapa, cape: see cape^.] In bull-fights, the
person who excites the bull and distracts his
attention by using a red cape.
cape-chisel (kap'ohiz'el), n. [*cape for chape
+ chisel.~\ A narrow cold-chisel; a narrow
chisel used for cutting grooves or slots in
metal.

cape-cloud (kap'kloud), n. A stationary cloud
or cloud-mass above a cape or promontory, at
the summit of a standing wave of air pushed
up by the resistance of the cape to the wind

;

specifically \_cap.^, the cloud-bank around the
Cape of Agulhas at the southern end of Africa.

cai)e-hen (kap'hen), n. A name given i by
sailors to the giant fulmar, Ossifraga gigantea,
and to the great southern skua, Megalestris
antarcticus.

capellbne (kSnpel-lo'ne), n. [It. dial., <ca-
pello, < L. capillUfS, hair.] A silver coin of Mo-
dena, equal to 6 soldi or 8 denarii.

capelocracy (kap-e-lok'ra-si), n. [Gr. KaTni^og,

atradesman,huckster.eha^man, -I- -Kpana, < icpa-

Tclv, rule.] The shopkeeping class or their in-
terests. Bulwer.
cape-net (kap'net), n. Icape^ + me^i.] A kind
of netting similar to bobbinet.
caper-berry (ka'per-ber'i), n. The fruit of the
common caper-bush, Capparis spinosa, or of an
African species, C. deddua : sometimes used •

like capers.

caperer, n. 2. The caddis-fly: so named from
its dancing flight.

caperidin (ka-per'i-din), n. lcaper{ata) (see
def.) -I- -id + -in^.] A crystalline neutral
compound, C24H4oOg, obtained from the lichen
Parmelia caperata. It melts at 262° C.

caperin (ka'pe-rin), n. lcaper{ata) + -!w2.] A
crystalline compound, CsgHgoOs, found in the
lichen Parmelia caperata. It melts at 243° C.

Capernaism (ka-per'na-izm), n. The material-
istic doctrine of transubstantiation held by the
Capernaites. Also Capharnaism.
Capernaite (ka-per'na-it), n. [NL. * Caperna-
ites, < L. Capernaum, Qr. Kairepvaoii/J.'] 1. An
inhabitant of Capernaum.— 2. A designa-
tion applied figuratively, in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, to those who, from John
vi. 52, 59, held to the doctrine of transubstanti-

ation in its gross form. Also Cnpharnaite.

Capernaitic (ka-per-na-it'ik), a. Character-

ized by materialistic conceptions like those of

the Capernaites.
Capemaitical (ka-p6r-na-it'i-kal), n. Same as

Capernaitic.
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ciliated organs, no cirri, buccal region evereible, pharynx
not armed, and setsB unjointed. They are blood-red bur-

rowing worms.

Capemaitically (ka - per -na - it'i - kal - i), adv.
After the maimer of the Capernaites.

'^S;:^,^!' shrub'??^^lu"SSI'o?'?lnin?^r'Jforida Oaipitoiina°(kap-i-to-li'na), ». i)i. [L.] Same as
and the Keys, ranging to Jamaica. Capitoline games.
cap-fungus (kap'fung*'gus), n. A fungus hav- capitoul (ka-pi-tol'), « [Pr.] The head or
iug an expanded pileus or cap at the apex of chief of the P61ibres in the south of France,
the stipe or stem, as an agaric or mushroom, capitular, o.—Vlear capitular. See *mcar.

Capharnaitic (ka-fSr-na-it'ik), a. Same as capitulum, n. 6. In actinians, the upper part
*Capernaitic,

"
otthecolumnasdistinguishedfromthescapus.

Capias ad audlendom Indicium, a writ to bring a pris- cap-jewel {kap'jb"el), n. Same as end-stone.
onertojudgmentafterconvictionof a misdemeanor, it he -, j- ._ ,i ;;/j; „™\ „ rivrr n j
is not in court when caUed.—Capias ad testificandum, CapnOQlum (kap-no di-um), K. LJ>l^-! allutt-

a wilt to compel the attendance of a witness who has re- ing to the color, < Gr. Kairvudr/g, smoky, < nair-
lused or neglected to obey a subpoena.— Capias utlaga- v(if, smoke.] A genus of fungi proposed by
turn, m oW £«{/. iow, a writ to arrest an outlaw : when MnntoffriB annnrfintlv not. disHnot frrvm /duo-
general it directs the outlaw to be brought to court on a

Montagne, apparently not aisunet rrom Ap%0-
general return-day ; when special it directs, in addition to SX)Onum.
the arrest, the seizure of the property of the outlaw, and CapUOidCS (kap-no-i'dez), n. [NL. (Adanson,
the summoning of a jury to assess its value. Bouvier, ^7^3 adopted from Toumefort, 1700), < Gr.Law Diet.

capilla mayor (ka-pel'ya ma-yor'). [Sp.,
larger chapel.] In Spanish churches, a sec-

ondary choir, or else the eastward part of the

iiairv6(, smoke,, the name applied by Theo-
phrastus and Dioscorides to the fumitory plant
on account of its sooty odor, -I- eWoq, form.] A
genus of dicotyledonous plants of the family
PapaveracesB. See Corydalis.

caporal (ka-po-ral'), n. [Sp. and F. : see cor-

poral^.'] 1. A chief; a leader.— 3. An over-
seer; one who has charge of a cattle-ranch.
[Mexico.]— 3. A brand of tobacco (alluding
perhaps to lepetit caporal, '

' the little corporal,"
a nickname of Napoleon) : often qualified as
sweet caporal.

Couldn't find a bit of tobacco fit to smoke till we came
to Strasburg, where 1 got some Caporal.

Thackeray, Pendennis, II. xxxi.

Cafiriola Daciyton.

a, top of a plant, showing the digitate spikes ; *. a single fiower:

c, longitudinal section through a portion of a spike, enlarged; rf-

exteiior view of ' ' " " ' ' '" ' ^"
ler and Prantl's

V of a portion of a spike, enlarged. (Drawn from Eng-
tl's " Pflanzenfamihen.")

capote, n. 3. A small bonnet, shaped some-
what like a nightcap.

capotemeut (ka-p6t'ment), n. [F. "capote-

ment, < capoter, upset'.'] A splashing sound

Capilla Mayor, Barcelona Cathedral.

choir, separated from the western part usually
by the whole width of the transept, which is

left open, in no other land is this feature common.
The high altar stands in the capilla mayor, which is raised

by steps above the aisles, while the choir proper remains
on their level, as at Barcelona, Avila, and L(

"

Caproidea (ka-pro-id'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr,

/covrpof , a sea-ftsh,'+ -oiSea.'] A g:roup of fishes

containing a single family, AnUgonidse. They
are probably related to the ohsetodonts, but their afBnitiea

are somewhat uncertain. Also called Caprmdee, or boar-

w Jishes.

sometimes'heard in cases of dilatation of the Caprotina limestone. See *limeatone.

stomach. caproylamine (kap'ro-il-am'in), n. [caproiic)

capped (kapt),^. a. Having a cap; covered + -yl ¥ amine.'] Same a,s *hexylamine.
with a cap—Capped elbow, in set. «irj;., a swelling caprylene (kap'ri-len), n. lcapr(ic) + -yl +
composed ol fibrous tissue, occurring at the point of the -1 gj^^g j^g octulene or *0Ctene.
elbow. It is caused by repeated injunes from lying on „. ' _ - a_ „iri™„.^„«„„ „* /.«.«,*«i,.
hard floors or with the front feet doubled under the body. capS. An abbreviation ot capitals.

See *8Aoe-i>o«.—Capped hock, a swelling at the point capsacutin (kap-sa-kii'tin), n. [caps{ioam) +
of the hock, due to injury.—Capped knee, in vet. surg., acute + -in^.'\ A erystalline, neutralcompound,
an abnormal condition of the knee following an injury, p ,tt n M„ oii-rantaA fvnm nnnaimm annwum
It consists of a swelling due flist to a collection of in- l^35-p54V^^3iextracte(ltrom L,apsicum annuum,

flammatory serum under the skin, and later to fibrous or Spanish pepper. It has a very sharp taste,

tissue formation.—Capped nut. See •nut.—Capped cansalcln (kap-sa'i-sin), n. The crystalline,
shot or shell, a projectile to the point of which a short „*V;™*C."i„!ii„ /n _tt _Mr --'-. !

Leon. Also
called baek-chair.

capillaritis (kap"i-la-ri'tis), TO. [NL., < L.
capillaris + -itis.'] ' Inflammation of the eapil- cylindrical piece "of 'soft steel is fastened, to facilitate

lary vessels. penetration of armor.

capillarity, n— constant of capmartty. See cappelenite (ka-pel'e-nit), n. [Named after
capi«arj/*con«to»it.—Laplace'stheoryof capillarity, j), Cavvelen of Holfien, Norway.] A boro-
a mathematical theory of surface-tension based upon the „;!;„»+« nf vftriiim and barium occurrini? in
assumption of molecuto attraction, very intense at smaU silicate ot yttrium ana oarium occurring in

distances, but diminishing rapidly as the distance in- greenish-brown hexagonal crystals: tound in

creases. At a certain distance, cadled the range of mo- Norway.
lecular attraction, it becomes negligible. Laplace's work -o nrjerl TO 3 The workman who takes the

CaS^ S?f£;ils"."se';«S-cSmary clrcu- filled inol<i« away from a brick-machine.

latlon, the passage of blood through the capillaries from capping (kap 'ing), TO. 1 . A cover used to capsize, «

the arteries to the veins during which it gives up its oxy- fl^^fj,^ „^ tiroteet anvthii
gen to the tissues and takes from them the waste prod-

ucts.—CaplUanr depression of the barometer. See
-kbarcmeter. — Capillary dimple. See -kdimple. —
Capillary lake, the entire mass of blood contained

within the capillary vessels of the body.—Capillary
nsevus, pulse, etc. See -kTixmig, -kpvlse^, etc.

capilliculture (ka-pil'i-kul-Jur), TO. [L. capil-

lus, hair, -1- cultura, culture.] Methodical care

of the hair.

finish or protect anything; in building, a.eopmg.
— 2. In mining, the rock between a vein of ore

and the overlying soil.— 3. higeol., the upper-

most formation of an area, usually a more
resistant stratum than those immediately
underlying: sometimes used also to designate

the Quaternary covering of drift or alluvium.

The gravel capping of the Navesink Highlands, with a
maximum altitude of about 300 feei^ is to be correlated

with that of the other localities mentioned.
R. D. Salisbury, GeoL Surv. of New Jersey, 1893, p. 40.

capischol (kap'i-skol), to. Same as *capischolus.

capischolus (ka-pis'ko-lus), TO. [ML., also

capiscoltis, a. popular tovmot caput scholsB,hea.d. ,.,,-.., , n^TT y

of the school.] A precentor or kapellmeister. Oaprellldea (ka-pre-hd e-a), n. pi. \_Nh., (.

Also capiscolus. Caprella + -id-ea.] A tribe of amphipodous

capital^ TO.- Lotus capital or column, in Egypt, crustaceans having the maxillipefJs elongated

arch, a capital or column the form or decoration of which and palpiform and the abdomen obsolete.

is suggested by the blue lotus of the NUe. There are two QaDri blue, green, etc. See *blue, *green, etc.
commontypes, the open or bell-shaped and the closed or i:"'*"-i'

"""'> s*" „> ,., - . ' ." '- ..

bud-shaped. See lotus, 3.
Capricorn, ,n. 3. \l. c]

active principle (C18H27NO3) of Spanish and
Cayennepepper(CapsJCM«j«rmM!t?»an<l C. min-

imum).
capsitis (kap-si'tis), TO. [caps(ule) + -itis.'] In-

flammation of the capsule of the crystalline

lens of the eye..

capsizal (kap-siz'al), J>. [capsise+ -aU.] The
act or the fact of capsizing ; overturning ; an
upset ; a capsize.

i. 2. See the extract.

Sometimes a wine will "capsize" : the alcohol and the
acid disappear arid what was wine becomes an insipid
undrinkable liquid. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 603.

capsomania (kap-so-ma'ni-a), to. [Gr. mfa, a
box (taken for an ovary or pistil). -1- fiavla,

mania.] In hot., an abnormal multiplication
of pistils.

cap-spinning (kap'spin'''ing), TO. A method of

spinning worsted yarn with a cap or cup over
the spindle and bobbin.
capstan, n—Electric capstan, a dock capstan oper-
ated by an electric motor inclosed in a suitable structure
below the level of the dock, the motor being geared di-

rectly to the base of the capstan. It can also be used in
a railroad-yard for hauling cars for short distances.

capstan-lathe (kap'stan-lasH), n. A lathe
having a revolving tool-head ; a turret-lathe.

A member "of "the capstan-screw (kap'stan-skro), to. An elevat-

In 1886 Marcel Dieulafoy made the first systematic ef-

fort to connect the volutes of the Egyptian lotus capitals

with the volutes of the Greek Ionic.
, , ,

Goodyear, Grammar of the Lotus, p. 72.

coleopterous family Ceramhycidse.

II. a. [I.e.] Of or belonging to the coleop-

terous family CerambycidsB.

caprilic (ka-pril'ik), a. [capr{ic) + -il + -ic]

Derived from a like source with capric acid.
— Caprilic acid, a colorless, crystalline compound, CHg
(CH2)aC0OH, found, in combination with glycerol, in

butter, cocoanut-oil, Limburger cheese, and fusel-oU. It

melts at 17° C. and boils at 237° C. Also called octoic acid.

ing screw; a small screw provided with a
collar having holes in its periphery in which
a wrench or pin may be inserted: used for
leveling a plate or an instrument. There are
usually three or four such screws for one plate.

capsular, a. 2. In bot., having for fruit a dry
dehiscent seed-vessel or capsule : as, a capsular
plant.

Mam.] meitsatrru.anaooiisa..., ^. ^iso caireu .o.„» ..o.a
capSUlatiOU (kap-sii-la'shon), TO. [capsulate +

mpi- Caprimulgl (kap-n-mul ji), to. i)«. [NL., pi. of .^^„ -, rphe act of 'inclosmg a drug in.a eap-
Caprimulguf] The goatsuckers considered as ^^^^\^ ^^.^er that it maybe swauSwedmore

See *Kmestone.

SvTian capital, a corbeled capital of one of the forms

used in Syria during the fourth century and latea H. C.

Butler Arch, and Other Arts, p. 29.—Tuscan capital, a

capital of the Tuscan order (which see).

capitan (kap-i-tan'), TO. [Sp. : see captain.)

1. A leader; a captain.— 3. Same as

/•Initkte (kap'i-tat). ". t.; pret. and pp. capi- a superfamily or suborder

fSvwcapitatiL. [See capitate, a.] To Capnna limestone. See1^
^utkhekdTpon; specifically, in math., to Capnola (ka-pn'o-la),TO [NL (Adanson, 1763),

Srpfix to (a svmbol a number not less than the a name among early botamoal writers for Ber-

Iflhest di^Sined in it: thus 12 may be muda srrass. < L. caver, goat; cf. caprtole.] A

capitated into 212. ,..,,..., 7

OapitelUformia (^^
'J*^'g;''4a'i ™n "^;,eMtec —

ture) + ^forZi'X^'.]' ITuborder^Jf Poly- boar; +
^^"f^(f^'"r-±^°^J'^^^^^^ copulition, containing a liquid and also minute spermati:ture;, -r jurmu,, j

without pre- fishes belonging to the family Serra«ict», tound phores or spermatocysts. IftcAaei, l892.-8tliiglng-cap-

stomM pS^,'' but wJth' a*^plHiK re?^ile in the Pacific Ocean. Inle. Same as urtiiatmg capsule and stin^t^^^

I grass, < L. caper, goat; ei. capriole.]
" )nous- "

to the family Poacese. See Cynodon.

Capro'
boar,Tifi., < h.^'^^teWum, a capital (in "architec- Oaprodon ^kap'ro-don), to. [NL., < Gr. «d,rpof, otthe,Ugherjer^bT^u^-Svejm^^^^^

may I

easUy.
capsule, TO—^Andltoiycapsule. See *aMd):(or«/.— Cap-
sule of Miiller. Same as Bowman's capsule.-—Nasal
capsule. Same as olfactory *capsule.— Olfactory cap-
sule, in embryol., the cartilaginous case inclosing the
olfactory bulbs in sharks and in the embryos of higher
vertebrates.- Optic capsule, in CTnbryol., the cartilagi-
nous case inclosing the eye in sharks and the embryos
of the higher vertebrates.- Spermatic capsule, a cap-,

sule ejected by the males of certain gamasid mites in

a name among early botanical writers for Ber-

muda grass, < L. caper, goat; cL capriole.] A
«* ^\.„ ^^n^-.,{o.ir.wU-,-,a. Ulo^to ViolnnXiT,™ ouactory bulbs in sharks ana in tne embryos 01 nigl

f®°1^? ?!J?,J^° .1^„ ° Ji /?™?iL ^^^ vertebrate8.-0ptlc capsule, in emi-rj/oi., the oart.ira«i.



capsule

capsule (kap'sul), v. t.; pret. and pp. cap-
suled, ppr. capsuling, [capsule, ».] To fur-
nish (a bottle, medicinal powder, etc.) with a
capsule.

capsullgenous (kap-su-lij'e-nus), a. [NL.
,
capsula, capsule, + L". -gemts, -producing.]
In hot., producing capsules.
capsulotome (kap'su-lo-tom), n. [L. capsula,
capsule, + GcT. -ro/iog, '< Ta/ielv, cut.] A small

I
knife used to divide the capsule of the crys-

; talline lens in operations for cataract.
captaculum (kap-tak'u-lum), ;:.; pi. captacula
(-la). [NL., < L. captare, take, + -culum, as in
NL. tentaculum, tentacle.] Oneofthenumerous
ciliated, contractile filaments, swollen at the
end, which spring from each side of the mouth
in Dentalium. They appear to act as tactile
organs for seizing the food.

captain, »., l. (g) in anhery.- (1) The winner of a
captaincy at a Bhootiil^-match. (2) A competitor at a
shooting-match or public meeting assigned to a paiticulai'
ta^et to score for the other ai'chers and to Iteep order.— Captain Of Industry, an employer of many laborers

;

one who controls a large industrial establishment ; a
leader in the industrial world.

The Leaders of Industry, if Industry is ever to be led,
aie virtually the Captains of the World ; if there be no
nobleness in them, there will never be an Aristocracy
more. But let the Captains of Industry consider.

Carlyle, Fast and Fiesent, iv. i.

captaincy, n. 2. In archery, a rank or prize
usually awarded to the archer who makes the
most hits in a shooting-match, without regard
to his score, or who first hits the innermost
circle or the gold.

captation, n. 3. In French law, infiuence
brought to bear upon one party by another so
that the will ot the former becomes subject to
that of the latter : generally used in an oppro-
brious sense.

captioned (kap'shond), a. Headed ; entitled;

having the heading or title of : as, an effective

poem captioned the "Song of the Innuit."

Science, Nov. 22, 1901, p. 808.

captivative (kap'ti-va-tiv), a. [captivate +
-i«e.] Serving or fitted to captivate.

captol (kap'tol), n. [L. ccm(u)t, head, + -ol.2

A dark-brown powder soluble in water and
alcohol, a condensation-product of tannic acid
and chloral : used in the form of a lotion or

wash to remove dandruff.

capture, ». 3. In phys. geog., the process by
which a stream, lengtitening its valley by head-
ward erosion and thus encroaching upon a
neighboring drainage-basin of greater alti-

tude, eventually taps another stream, whose
upper waters are thus diverted and whose
lower waters are left ' beheaded ' : said also of
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carl (kar), V. I. trans. To carry or transport
on a car.

II. intrans. To travel by car
;
go in a car

:

sometimes with an indefinite it,

car^ (kar), n. [Perhaps another use of cor3.]
A yellowish brown sediment deposited from
water which contains salts of iron, as in the
drainage from coal-mines. Also carr. [North
of Eng.]
carabao (ka-ra-ba'6), n. [Philippine Sp. c«ra-
hao, Bisaya calahaa, < Malay fcer6o«.] The

carbazol

fishes of larpe size, widely distributed through-
out the tropics, some of them excellent as food-
fishes. C. hippos and C. latus, called Iiorse-maclterel
or eavally, are abundant in the western Atlantic. C./ortteri
is the ulua of the Pacific, one of the best and most valued
of food-flshes. The genus is often called Caranx, but the
original type of the latter, C. speciosus, is without teeth
and belongs to a different genus.

carapacic (kar-a-pa'sik), a. Of or relating to
the carapace : as, the carapacic portion of the
dorsal scute. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist,
1903, p. 442.

carapato (ka-ra-pa'to), n. Same as garapata.— Carapato disease, a disease of tropical Africa, prob-
ably due to the presence of a protozoan organism in the
Wood. Jour. Trap. Med., Nov. 2, 1903, p. 341.

carapo (ka-ra'po), n. [Tupi.] The Brazilian
name of Giton faseiatus, a fish of the family

M. Meunier explains the distribution of erratics in the
neighbourhood of the Alps by the "capture" of one
glacier by another, the head of which waa eaten back
through the dividing wall, and thus tapped the ice-supply.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 441.

capture, v. t. 3. In phys. geog., to divert part

of (a river) to a new course : said of the action

of a stream that erodes its valley headward
into the basin of another river and thus cap-

tures or diverts the upper waters of the latter

to its own course.

It may then have happened that whole basins, like that

of Lake Mascardi, drained formerly towards Nahuelhuapi,

have been captured towai'ds the Pacific slopes.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVL 36.

{.apnt Draconls, in astrol., the ascending node of the

moon ; also, a figure in geomancy. See dragon's head and
tail (under dragon).

Car^, n. —Alexandra car, a dos-4-dos pleasure-cart in

which the body has a cut-under, to permit it to be hmig
very low without coming in contact with the axle.

—

Com-
bination car, on a railroad, any car designed to be used

for more than one purpose, as a combined day-coach and
baggage-car, a smoker and express-and-baggage oar. A
corMnation baggage-car is one having compartnjents for

mail or express matter.- Convertible ear, an electric

street or surburban car of which the sides are divided

into sliding-panels which can be pushed up into pockets

in the roof, thus changing it from a closed to an open car.

Sonble-decked car, a car having seats on top as well

as inside ; one having a second or upper deck for carry-

ing passengers or live stock. See also double-decker, S.—

Electric ear, any car which is operated by electric

power.- Foreign car, a railroad car which does not be-

long to the company operating the line, but is borrowed

or hired for temporary use.- Governess car, a two-

wheeled vehicle with side seats but no outside seat, the

driver sitting sidewise inside ; a pony-carriage. The body

is generally of basketwork and the entrance is at the

back.— Pile-driver car, See *pile-driver.— VTiva.te

oar a passenger- or freight-car owned by pnvate persons

•or by corporations other than the railroad companies who
haul them for specified payment.--PuBll-pole car, a

flat-car having a permanent push-pole hmged to the siU

and used between the engine and the cara to be dnlled

!by poling.— Eefreshment car, a buffet- or dinmg-car

on a railway.- Tourist car. See *tounst.

Carabao iStis {.Biidalus) buffeius).

common local name of the small water-buffalo,
Bos (Bubalits) hwffelus, peculiar to the Philip-
pine Islands.

carabinero (ka-ra-bi-na'ro), n. [Sp.] 1. A
carbineer.— 2. A soldier appointed to prevent
smuggling; a custom-house guard or coast-
guard. [Philippiue Is.]

caracho (ka-ra'cho), n. [Porto Eican.] A
kind of musical instrument made from a gourd,
Lagenaria lagenaria, on which have been cut
a number of grooves.

caracoa (ka-ra-ko'a), n. [Philippine Sp., <

Malay korakora, etc.] A large, fast boat used
particularly inthe southern parts of the Philip-
pine Islands.

caracolillo (ka-ra-ko-lel'yo), n. [Sp., dim. of

caraeol, a snail: see caracole.] 1. Coffee-
seeds which are round instead of having the
ordinary flat form. This is the form taken by
the seed when but one develops in the berry.
Also ea.]ledpeaberry coffee.— 2. A Porto Eican
leguminous shrub, Sdbineapunicea.
Caradoc group. See Bala *group.
caraguata (ka-ra-gua-ta'), n. [Tupi, also
written caragoatd, caraquatd, caraotd, said to

mean 'scratcher of wayfarers,' < cardnhe,
scratch, prick, -I- goatd, oatd, go.] The name
in Paraguay and northwestern Argentina for

a plant of the pineapple family, Bromelia
Serra, which yields a long silky fiber resem-
bling pineapple fiber. It is used by the natives
for making cordage, sacks, etc.

carambole, n. 2. [F.] The 6cu of Flanders
struck by Louis XIV. for 80 sols, with the
quartered arms of France and Burgundy.
caramel (kar'a-mel), V. i. and t. In candy- and
cheese-makingj to become burned and browned

:

said of the sugar dissolved in milk or syrups
under the influence of heat; caramelize. See
caramel, n.

The sugar in the milk caramels in baking and browns
the crust. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p. 515.

caramel-cutter (kar'a-mel-kut"6r), n. In
candy-making, a machine for cutting flat cakes
of caramel, or other confection, into blocks,

squares, dominoes, and other forms. It con-
sists of revolving circular knives placed side

by side on an arbor over a traveling apron or
table.

caramousal, n. See *caramusal.
caramusal (ka-ra'^mS-sal'), n. [Also cara-

mousal, caramoussal, caramueel, caramozil,

etc. ; also earmousal, earnizale, carmozell, etc.

;

F. carmoussal ; Sp. caramuzai; Cat. caramussal;
It. caramusali, earamusalino ; ML. caramus-
sallus; Turk, qardmusdl: ult. origin uncer-
tain.] A Turkish merchant vessel.

When you are alongside, if you see the cartmmzel's
mainsaU being furled. Poole, Barbary Corsairs, p. 231.

carang (ka'rang), n. [Tagalog, a cover.] In
the Philippine Islands, a mat woven of palm
leaves, used as a cover for the banoa or dug-
out canoe.
Carangoides (ka-rang-go-i'dez), n. [NL., <

Carangus + Gtr. el6o(, form.] A genus of

fishes of the family Carangidse, differing from
Carangiis in the weak teeth.

Carangops (kar-rang'gops), n. [NL., < Caran-
gvs + Gr. i>f"(fiv-), face.] A genus of fishes

of the family Carangidse, allied to Carangus.

Carangus (ka-rang'gus), n. [NL., < Sp.
carangtie, caranga, Pg. caranga."] A genus of

Oarapus(kar'a,-pus), n. [NL., < Tupi carapo.}
1. The obsolete generic name of a Braziliaji

fish of the family GymnoUdie, properly Ster-

narchu^s.— 2. A generic name of the pearl-
fishes commonly called Merasfer.
carasa (kS-ra'sa), n. [Philippine Sp. carasa,
also caraea (Morga), also calasag, < Bisaya
calasag^, Igorrote calata (Blumentritt).] In
the Philippine Islands, a light wooden shield
with fixed handles.
carassin (ka-ras'in), n. [F. carassin, carrassin

:

see earassius.} A name of Carassius vulgaris,
a carp found in the fresh waters of central and
northern Europe and closely related to the
common goldfish.

carat, n. 5. An Arabian coin of base silver,

current in Mecca, Medina, and Mocha.
caratcht (ka-rach'), n. [Prop, 'kharaj, < Turk.
khardj, tribute.] Tribute exacted by the Turks
from their Christian subjects and from heret-
ical Mohammedans.
carat-goods (kar'at-gudz), n. pi. Parcels of
diamonds which are of an average weight of
about one carat each. M. Bauer, (trsms.) Pre-
cious Stones, p. 242.

carau (ka-ra-o'), ». [Tupi carau, otherwise
recorded as coraii, carao, cardo.] A South
American bird, the courlan.
caravel, «. 2. The fioatiug marine gastropod
lanthina. N. E. D.
caraway-worm (kar'a-wa-werm"), n. The
larva of an American papilionid butterfly,
Papilio polyxenes, which feeds on caraway,
celery, parsley, wild carrot, and other umbellif-
erous plants.

carballylic (kar - ba - lil'ik), a. [earb{on) +
allyl + -ic] Same"as Mricariallylic.

Carbamlc (or carbamlnic) chlorld, the chlorid of car-
bamic acid, NH2COCI. Also called ofdoroformamide.

carbamidin (kar-bam'i-din), n. [carbon) +
amide + -irfi.'] Same as *guanidvn, the amidin
of carbonic acid.

carbamine (karb-am'in), n. Same as Msoeya-
•nide. The name was due to an erroneous belief
that the isocyanides are bases. . Also called
carhylamine and isonitrile.

carbamlnic (karb-a-min'ik), a. Same as car-

carbanil (kar'ba-nil), -re. [carh{on) -(- anil.}

The anil of carfconic acid, CgHsNtCO. It is

an oil with a powerful, irritating odor. It boils
at 166° C. Also called phenyl carbimide or ear-
bonindde and phenyl isocyanate.

carbanilic (kar-ba-nil'ik), a. [carbanil -I- -ic]
Derived from carbonic acid and aniline Car-
banilic acid, the half-anilide of carbonic acid, HO. CO.
NHCkHs. It exists only in the form of its esters. Also
called phenyl carbamic acid.

carbanilide (karb-an'i-lid), n. [carb(on) +
anilide.} The anilide of carbonic acid, CO
(NHC6Hg)2. It is crystalline and difScultly
soluble m water. It melts at 235° C. Also
called symmetric diphenyl urea.

carbazide (kar'ba-zid), n. [carb(on) + az(,ote)

+ -ide^.} A crystalline, volatile, and very
explosive compound, CO(N3)2, formed by the
action of sodium nitrite on the hydrochlorid
of carbohydrazide.
carbazin (kar'ba-zin), n. [carb{on) + az(ote)

NH
-I- -j»2.] A hypothetical compound, C0< | ,

whose derivatives were once supposed to have
been formed by the action of phosgen on de-

rivatives of phenyl hydrazin.

carbazol (kar'ba-zol), n. [Also carbazole ; <

carblon) -I- as{ote) + -ol.} A substance, C12
Hg.NH, which occurs in colorless, easily subli-

mable plates obtained in the distillation ol
" coal-tar in the fractions between 320° C. and
360°C—Carbazol yellow. See *yeUow.



carbazoline

carbazoline (kar-ba-zo'lin), n. icarhaeol +
-ine^.J A base, C12H15N, formed by the re-
duction of carbazol with nydriodio aeid and
phosphorus. It melts at 99° C. and boils at
296° C.
Carbide Mack. See irblack.—CaxM&e of Iron. See
•kircen.—Iron carbide, a chemical compound of iron with
carbon. More than one such compomid exists in ordinary
castlron and in steel.

carbimide (kar'bi-mid), n. [cor6(o») + imide.']

Isooyanic acid or the imide of carbonic acid,
CO:NH, It is uncertain whether free cyanic acid has
this or an isomeric structure, or is a mixture of both
forms. The esters of isooyanic acid are derivatives of a
compound of the structure given. Also called carbfmi-
mide.

carbinol (kar'bi-n61),»i. [carb(on) + 4n + -oZ.]

Methyl alcohol, CH3OH. The name is used
almost exclusively in designating derivatives
of methyl alcohol: as, triphenyl carbinol,

(CgH5)oC0H.
carbinyl (kar'bi-nil), n. lcari(on) + -in + -yl.}

A designation for an alkyl or aryl correspond-
ing to a carbinol: as, triphenyl cariim/l,

(CfiH6)C.
carblot(kar-bl6'), m. A cartridge containing
calcium carbide for use in acetylene lamps.
Sci. Amer., April 15, 1899.

carbo, n. 2. In pilar., charcoal Carbo ani-
malis, animal charcoal; bone-black, or ivory-black.

—

Carbo Ugnl or vegetabills, wood charcoal.

carbo-azotin (kar-bo-az'o-tin), n. [earl)o{n)

+ azote + -irflJ] A trade-name for an explo-

sive designed to be used in blasting. It con-

sists of potassium nitrate, sulphur, lampblack,
sawdust, and ferrous sulphate.

carbocyclic (kar-bo-sik'lik), a. lca/r}>o{n) +
eyelic.l Containing a ring of carbon atoms:
used especially of carbon compounds, which
contain rings composed exclusively of carbon
atoms, as distinguished from heterocyclic com-
pounds, which contain rings composed of the
atoms of two or more elements. Also called

isocyclic compounds.

The second part of the work is concerned with stereo-

chemistry unaccompanied by stereoisomerism, under
which head are treated such matters as tlie stability of
earbocycUc and heterocyclic chains.

Nature, Aug. 11, 1904, p. 341.

carbodynamite (kar-bo-di'na-mit), n. \_car-

bo{n) + dynamite.'] A patented explosive for

use in blasting, consisting of 90 parts (or less,

for lower grades) of nitroglycerin and 10 parts

of a very absorbent charcoal made from cork,

to whicfi are added for each 100 parts of the
explosive l-J parts of sodium or ammonium
carbonate.

carbogelatin (kar-bo-jel'a-tin), n. A low-
grade dynamite containing from 37 to 40 per
cent, of nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin.

caTbohemoglobin (kar"bo-hem-o-gl6'bin), n.

[carboin) + hemoglobin.'] A compound of car-

bon dioxid with hemoglobin. Also carbohsem-

oglobin.

carbohydrazide (kar-bo-hi'dra-zid), n. [car-

l>o(n-) + hydr(ogen) + dz(ote) -f- -ide^.] Same
as *earbaeide.

carbolate (kar'bo-lat),». [carboliic) + -ate^.]

A salt of carbolic acid.

carbol-broth (kar'bol-brdth), n. A medium
occasionally used in testing water for sewage-
bacteria. It consists of ordinary meat-broth to which
about one tenth of one per cent, of carbolic acid is added.

The carbolic acid inhibits the growth of many common
water-bacteria and permits the development of Bacillm

coH.

carbol-fachsin (kar"b61-f6k'sin), n. A solution

of basic fuehsin in which the staining power
of the dye has been enforced by the addition

of carbolic acid. As a rule, the solution has

the composition : 1 part of fuehsin, 100 parts of

a 5-per-cent. aqueous solution of carbolic acid,

and 10 parts of absolute alcohol.

carboUnenin (kar-bo-lin'e-um), n. [carboUne

-t- L. -ejtJB.] Anthracene oU which has been

heated and treated with ehlorin. It is nsed,

especially in Germany, for preserving wood.

ScJ. Amer., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 73.

carbolism(kar'bol-izm), n. learboHic) + 4sm.]

Poisoning with carbolic acid.

carbolite (kar'bo-lit), n. Icarbol + -ite^.] A
product obtained by the interaction of blast-

furnace slag and coke in an electric furnace,

patented as a mixture of the carbides of cal-

cium, aluminium, and silicon: a substitute

for calcium carbide. , , ,

carbolutite (kar-bo-lu'tit), ». [L. cario(n.),

coal, + lutum, clay, mud, + -»<e2.] A clastic

rock of very fine grain and carbonaceous com-

position ; a bed of coal-dust or mud.
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carbolzylol (kar-bol-zi'lol), n. Icarbol + xy-
lol.] A mixture of phenol and xylene.

carbon, n Asymmetric carbon atom. See*asym-
metric.— Csgrbon dioxid. This term is very commonly
used as synonymous with carbonic acid. In modem chem-
istry, however, carbon dioxid (COo) is assumed to form car-

bonic acid (H2CO3) by union with the elements of water,
and the term carbonic add should be restricted to the prod-
uct of such union.—Carbon disulphld. See-kdisvlphid.
—Carbon monoxld. Same as carbonic or carbonous o!nd.
—Carbon pencils. Same as carbon-points (which see un-
dercarSon).—Carbonstars. See *stoj'i.—Carbontem-
per. See temper.—Carbon tetrachlorld, CCI4, a
compound of great value as a non-inflammable solvent
for grease, paint, etc. : used also as a surgical anesthetic,
though not as available for this purpose as chloroform
or ether.—Carbon theory, in bioL, the theory that liv-

ing substance or protoplasm arose from inorganic carbon-
ates.— Carbon wool, a material, composed of a mass of
fine tliread-lilce filaments of carbon, which is obtained as
a by-product from some forms of coke-furnaces.-Com-
bined carbon, carbon in a state of cliemical combination
with some other element or elements; speciflcilly, the
carbon of iron carbide (see -kcementite). If the carbon
exists in solid solution in iron or steel it is not usually
designated as combined carbon, although the state of
solution is in one sense a form of chemical combination.
The dissolved state is distinguished from the chemically
combined state by the fact that the carbon may be in any
proportion from zero to 2 per cent, and sometimes up to
4 per cent, or slightly more, under special conditions,
while cementite has a constant perceniage of carbon and
iron. The combination is eiiected either by heating the
iron in contact with gaseous fuel, or by exposing it to a
high temperature in contact with solid carbon. Pig iron
containing carbon chiefly in the combined form is Iniown
as 'white iron' ; if free carbon, or graphite, is predomi-
nant, it is called 'gray iron.' In some varieties of iron
the carbon is partly combined and partly free, and the
fractured iron has a speckled appearance and is known as
'mottled iron.'—Effect-carbon, flame-carbon. See
e(cceric*arc.—Graphitic carbon, carbon crystalUzed in
rhombohedral forms and having the other properties of
natural graphite. It separates Sx)m solution in metallic
iron on cooling, and hence is found in gi-ay cast-iron, and
often in masses of considerable size in the slag of blast-fur-
naces : now manufactured on a commercial scale by in-

tensely heating amorphous carbon in an electric furnace.
—Betort-caxbon, Same as gas-carbon (which see, un-
der carbon).

carbon (kar'bon) V. t. [carbon, n.] To put
carbons in (an arc lamp). W. L. Dibdin, Pub-
lic Lightiiig, p. 445.

carbonate, n—Lead carbonate, the chief constit-
uent in white lead as used by painters: this pigment
contains also lead hydroxid.

carbonating-colunm (kar'bo-na-ting-kol''''um)

,

n. A part of the plant for making carbonate
of soda from common salt by the Solvay or
ammonia process, it consists of an iron cylmder, 40
or 50 feet high and 6 or 7 feet in diameter, containing a
number of dome-shaped partitions perforated with small
holes. It is filled with strong brine charged with am-
monia, and carbon-dioxid gas is then forced in at the bot-

tom, which forms and precipitates the acid carbonate of
soda to be afterward converted by heating into the nor-
mal carbonate.

'

carbonating-tO'Wer (kar'bo-na-ting-tou''''6r), n.

Same as *carborwting-columm..

carbonation, n. 3. In the Leblanc process for

the manufacture of carbonate of soda, the
treatment with carbon-dioxid gas of the crude
liquor obtained by leaching the black ash, or,

after evaporation of this crude liquor to dry-

ness, the roasting of the residue, to which saw-
dust has been added. The object of the pro-
cess is the conversion of some caustic soda
and sodium sulphid present into sodium car-

bonate.—3. In petrog., the union of carbonic
acid and a base, or the substitution of carbonic
acid for another combined acid, in either case
producing carbonates.

carbonat^ation (kar'^bo-na-ti-za'shon), «.

The process by which, from the action of cir-

culating subterranean waters containing car-

bonates, the feldspars and other rock-forming
silicates are replaced by calcite, dolomite, or
some other carbonate.

carbonemia (kar-bo-ne'mi-S), n. [NL,, car-

bonismia, < L. carbo{n-), coal (carbon)^ + Gr.

alfta, blood.] Poisoning with carbonic oxid.

carbonero (kSr-bo-na'ro), n. [Sp., charcoal-

man, coal-man.] A Cuban name of the fish

Carangus ruber.
Carbonic acid. This gas, liquefied by pressure and
transported in strong steel cylinders, is now prepared on
a commercial scale, chiefly as a by-product of brewing,
and is used in. rendering beverages effervescent, as a
means of extrnguishihg fire, in making agrated bread, and
for various otherpurposes.-Carbonlc-acld apparatus.
See itapparatus.— Carbonic anhydrid. Same as -Acar-

bon dioxid.— Ska.1x>l carbonic acid, C10H9NO0, a pro-

duct of albuminous putrefaction : a derivative of skatoL

carbonification (kar'''bo-nif-i-ka'shon), n. Con-
version into carbon or coal.

carbonify (kar-bon'i-fi), V. t. [carbon + -i-fy.]

Same as ca/rbonize.

carbonigenoilS (kar-bo-nij'e-nus), a. [ccurbon

+ L. -genus, -producing.] Producing carbon.

carbonuuide (kar-bon-i'mid), n. [carbon -i-

imide/] Same as *ca,rbimide.

carbunculo

carbonist (kar'bg-nist), ». [carbon + -ist.]

One who holds a certain theory with regard to

carbon ; specifically, an advocate of the theory
that the hardness of quickly cooled steel is due
altogether to the carbon contained therein, as
opposed to an *allotropist (which see). At tlie

present time there are very few metallurgists who are

eitjier allotropists or carbonists ; the majority agree that
the hardness of quickly cooled steel is due both to allo-

tropic modifications of iron and the infiuenoe of carbon.
Nature, May 6, 1904, p. 2.

carbonite (kar'bp-nit\ n. [carbon + -ite^.]

1. A trade-name of an explosive for use in

blasting, consisting of nitroglycerin, sodium
nitrate, wood-meal, and a little sodium car-

bonate.— 2; Same as native *coke.

carbonitride (kar-bo-ni'trid), «. [carbo{n) -i-

nitr(ogen) + 4de'^.]" A compound of carbon
and nitrogen with some other element: as,

silicon carbonitride, Si2C2N, which is formed
by heating silicon, carbon, and nitrogen to-

gether.
carbonizable4(kar'bg-ni-za-bl), a. [carbonize

+ -able.] Capable of conversion into charcoal.

carbonization, n. 4. In cytol., a method of re-

ducing the cell-wall in plants by charring.

carbonize, v. t. 4. To destroy (the vegetable
matter mixed with wool or other animal fibers)

by chemical means (as a dilute solution of
sulphuric or hydrochloric acid) and high tem-
perature (210° F.).—Carbonlzing-fnmaee. (b) A
gas-furnace used for carbonizing the filaments of electric
lamps. The filaments are placed in an air-tight fire-clay

retort which is put in the furnace and raised to a high
temperature by the gas-fiames.

carbonizing (kar'bo-ni-zing), n. Specifically,

in the treatment of textile materials, the pro-
cess by which wool and similar animal fibers
are freed from vegetable matter such as cot-
ton, burs, straw, etc. it consists in saturating the
material with a solution of some acid (as sulphuric acidV
or other chemical compound (as aluminium chlorid), and
drying it at a high temperatm'e while thus satmateo. As
'a result the vegetable matter becomes carbonized and
drops away from the wool as a gray powder. This is
known as wet carbonizing. Dry carbonizing consists in
subjecting the material for some time to the action of dry
hydrochloric-acid gas at a temperature of 100° C. Dry
carbonizing is chiefly employed for the carbonization of
rags in the preparation of shoddy.

carbon-printing (kar'bon-prin'ting), n. Same
as carbon process (which see, under carbon).

carbonyl, n—iron carbonyl. See -Hron—Nickel
carbonyl. See ^nickel.

'

carbopyridic (kar'bo-pi-rid'ik), a. [carboin)
+ pyrid(ine) + -ic] Pertaining to pyridine
and carbon.—Carbopyridic acid. Same as *pyrid-
inscarboxylic acid.

carbora (kar bo'ra), n. [Native Australian.)
A wood-burrowing worm which lives between
high and low water in a tidal river. [Aus-
tralia.]

carborudlte (kar-bo-ru'dit), n. [L. earbo(n-),
coal, + rudus, rubble, -1- -ite^.] A coarse
fragmental rock of carbonaceous matter; a
coal-breccia or conglomerate.
carborundum (kar -bo- run'dum), n. Silicon
carbide, SiC, a product of the electric fur-
nace used as an abrasive material. The reaction
of the furnace is SiOa+SC = SiC+2C0. This substance
is manufactured in powerful electric furnaces upon a large
scale. It is used as a powder of various degrees of fine-
ness and is also consolidated into blocks for grinding-
wheels. Carborundum is substituted for ferrosilicon in
steel-making and is mixed with a strong solution of water-
glass (sodium silicate) to form a paste for application to-

the lining of a furnace, protecting it from injury by very
high temperature. It has been identified in tiie meteoric
iron of Cafion Diablo, Arizona, and named moissanite.

carbosilicon (kar-bo-sil'i-kon), n. A trade-
name for a fused material consisting of silicon
and silicon carbide (carborundum), possiblv
combined, more probably merely mixed witt
each other. It is compact and very hard and
tough.
carboxid (kar-bok'sid), n. [carb^on) + oxid.]
In chem., a compound consisting of carbonyl
or carbon monoxid united to an electropositive
metal.
carboxylic (kar-bok-sil'ik), a. [carboxyl -I- -ic]
Containing carboxyl, CO.OH Carboxyliclacld^.
an acid containing the carboxyl group.

carbuncle, ».—contagious carbuncle. Same as
malignant puettde.

carbunculo (kar-bon'ko-16), n. [Sp. : see car-
buncle.] A fabulous animal, the existence of
which is generally believed in some parts of
South America. The myth is of Spanish introduc-
tion, but the Indians believe in it even more than the
mestizos. The animal is represented as a large wildcat
haying in its forehead a carbuncle-stone of large size, or
a red gem of great value. This gem the animal covera up
at will with a lid. At night the stone, when uncovered,
is believed to emit a brilliant light like that of a red
lantern.



carbunculosis

carbunculosis (kar - bung- ku- lo'sis), n. [NL.
carbuneulus + -osis.'] The morbid state char-
acterized by the occurrence of carbuncles.
caxbtinculus (kar-bung'ku-lus), n.

;
pi. car-

bunculi (-li). [NL.] Same as cariuncle.
carburant (kar'bu - rant), n. lcarbur(et) +
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and the exudation of an acrid sap. Treas.
Bot.

carcmomatoid (kar-si-nom'a-toid), a. [6r.
Kapidvafia(r-), carcinoma, + eidoc, form.] Re-
sembling carcinoma. Med. Record, Feb. 14,
1903, p. 271,

^r^i tt «dd Pprhn; tn^f ^' ^^' or vapor, carcinomatosis (kar-si-no-ma-to'sis), n. [NL.,

V./h,?™«d w1f?,^^?i f ^''T"\f'^'^i*° <cam»OTOa(<-) 4- -osis.;!
' Generalized cancer

Hon orH»y;tTr\^^ • t*° *t*^^'
the produc- disseminated throughout the body. Also calledtion 01 lignt or, as in mtemal-combustion en- carcinosis

gines, the production of mechanical enerev. «...„.«._.- /i . . -, . ^

carburation(kar-bu-ra'shon),,^. IcarbiLt) *=?;^^J°°f^
(kar-si-no'sis) n

+ -ationA the Drocfiss of xJ^v^Jhii^Vl^^th ".'""S'
"anoer, + -o«m.] San

-bu-ra __._,, ... ^ ^..,
+ -ation.'] The process of impregnating with

ij-<
of ' •' - -

tosis.

[NL., < Gr. mp-
Same as *carcim>ma-

a mist of particles of liquid hydrocarbon, „o_™-_„„_ /!,«,'„• \ m
which vaporize in their finely divided state ''cer T „J^ rTr±,»- '^*^'- ""'""""'

either at atmospheric temperatlires or on heat-
^^''' ^ -°'^.:^

,

Cancerous.

!?!• ..^!?„??P?^°.'^-. - I??-?-'?* forms a ga. which ^f«°°° felt°V' "^Ji .!.°.TTL,fTf£< Mahr. kdrkun, Pers. te-feww.] A clerk. [An-
glo-Indian.]

Carbureters are also used for Car-cylinder (kar'sil"in-d6r), n. The cylinder

may be ignited and used in Internal-combustion motors.
See *caroureter.

carbureter, n. l.
impregnating a current of atmospheric air with a mist or
vapor from a liquid hydrocarbon so that it becomes a
combustible or explosive mixture suitable for use in in-
ternal-combustion motors. In the early forms of [car-
bureter the air moved over a surface lilie a wick, by the
capillary action in which gasolene was evaporated into
the air. In later forma the air was caused to bubble
through a thin layer of liquid gasolene, or was blown over
the surface of the latter. In those now in use a small jet
of gasolene is forced through a needle-hole, by difference
of pressure, into the current of moving air at each aspir-
ation of the working cylinder. In the float.carbureters
the jet is controlled by a valve actuated by a float. As
the ;float rises, when the float-chamber fills, the needle-
hole is closed. In others the gasolene inlet is opened by
the same difference in air-pressure which causes the air-
valve to lift Xhe same valve-surface may control and
close both inlets. Carbureters may use alcohol or kero-
sene as sources of carbon, but with the less volatile liquids
the carbureters must be vaporizers as well as atomizers,
that the fuel may not separate from the air by liquation
or condensation. This vaporization is eifected by using
heat above that of the atmosphere, either from an outside
flame or by conducting waste heat from exhaust gases.
When the carbureter supplies too much fuel, the mixture
bums badly in the cylinder, and imbumed fuel in the
exhaust gases makes them visible as smoke and produces
an offensive odor. When the needle-hole becomes clogged,
the motor gets no fuel and will not run.— Compensating
carbureter, a carbureter which automatically regulates
the amount of fuel supplied to the engine as the demand
for fuel varies with speed or power of the motor.

carbylamine (kar-bil-am'in), n. lcarb(on) +
-yl + amine.'] A basic substance found in the
venom of toads.

carcake (kar'kak), n. [Also careeahefhercahe:
< care, as in Care Sunday, + cake.] A small
cake baked on a griddle and eaten on Shrove
Tuesday in parts of Scotland Blood carcake,
a cake made of blood and oatmeal, formerly used in the
south of Scotland. Jarmeson.

carcana (kar-ka'na), n, [Also careonna, Jcar-

kana; < Hind., karkhdna < Pers. karkhdna, <

kar, work, business, + khdna, house.] Awork-
shop; a departmental establishment in the
military service. [Anglo-Indian.]

carcass (kSr'kas), v. t. To erect or set up the
carcass or framework of a building or a ship.

carcel (kar-sel'), n. [See Carcel lamp.] A
French unit of illuminating power, equal to

the light emitted by a standard lamp with a
flame 40 millimeters high and burning 42 grams
of colza-oil an hour.

carcel-hour (kar-sel'our), m. A unit of lumi-
; the quantity of light-energy emit-nous energy;

ted in one hour by a source whose Ught-flux

equals that from a Carcel standard lamp.

carcel-meter (kar-sel'me"t6r), n. A unit of caraY»^-;-Reyolvln^-flat card, a cotto^^

illumination in which the source of light is the

for an air-brake system in which air under
pressure is stored under each ear.

Card^, n—Birthday card, a complimentary cai'd,

usually of an artistic design, sent to one on the anniver-
sary of Ms birthday.—Burnt card, the card which is
turned face up on the bottom of the pack, in some bank-
ing games. In baccara the banker may bum two cards it

he pleases.—By cards, in whist and bridge, noting the
number of tricks over the book won by the same side : as,
two by cards at no 'trump.—Card Of reentry, in whist
and bridge, a winning card in one suit wliich will bring
the established cards of another suit into play.— Card-
repeating machine, a machine for copying or repeating
a set of pattern-cards for a Jacquard loom after they have
been cut by the piano-machine.— Christmas card. See
Christmas.—Dovbttvl card, in whist, a card led which
may or may not win the trick.— Dumb-card, a compass-
card to which no m^netic needle is attached.—Easter
card, a card containing suitable emblems and greetings
sent to friends and presented to Sunday-school scholars,
etc., at Easter.—latablished cards, cai-ds which have
become the best of the suit from the fact that the higher
cards have been played.—Exposed card, any card played
in error or dropped on the table, which must be left on the
table and can be called by the adversary in a partnership
game.—Faced card. See */<w!e(J.—False card, any card
played with the object of deceiving the adversary as to
the true holding in the suit : as, to win a trick at bridge
with the ace while holding the king.—Glass card, a
transparency of gelatin in the form of a card.- Hockelty-
card. See soda -kcard.—Indifferent cards, cai'ds of
the same value, so far as winning tricks is concerned : as
the king and queen.— Eing-ca3rd. See master -keard.
—Long cards, all the cards of a suit that are left, when
they are in the hand of one player.—Losing cards, in
whist and bridge, cards which will lose tricks if they are
not got rid of early.—Master card, the best remaining
card of a suit in which the better cards have been played.
—New-year card, a more or less elaborately ornamental
complimentary card with the season's greetings and best
wishes for the New-year.—Short-card player. See
kplayer.—Soda card, in faro, the card which shows
face up in the box before the deal begins : the opposite of
ftoci:e%-car(Z.— Strengthening card, in whist and
bridge, a card led from one hand for the purpose of giving
the third hand some advantage, as a jack led through
dummy's queen or king.—Sure card, something which
when called into play will insure success.—The card,
the correct thing. — Thirds card, the usual size in the
United Kingdom for a man's calling-card— 3 inches in
length and IJ in breadth.—To be put to a card, said of
a player when he is obliged to discard one of two cards
and does not know which to keep.—TO have the cards
in one's own hand, to possess the means of winning if

they aie rightly used.—To play one's best card, to use
one's best endeavor; take the step which it is thought
will be most likely to result in success.—TO play one's
cards well, to make a judicious use of the means at one's
command.—To throw up One's cards, to abandon the
game (or the hand) through lack of winning cards or of
the means of attainmg success.—Wide cards, in eribbage,
cards which cannot be connected so as to form sequences
by the play of any intermediate card,

cardinal-fish

cardamine, cardamin (kar'da-min), ». A
plant ofthe genus Cardamine (which see).
Cardan joint, shaft. See *joint, *shaft^.
Cardanic (kar-dan'ik), a. Of, pertaining to,
or devised by Cardan (Girolamo Cardano, 1501-
1576), a noted physician, mathematician, and
astrologer of Italy: as, Cardanic suspension
(suspension from gimbals).
card-board^ (kard'bord), n. A thin board, with
a short handle, 5 inches wide and 12 inches
long, to which is fastened card-clothing for
carding wool, cotton, and the like by hand.
cardboard-press (kard'bord-pres), n. Cal-
endering-roUs for surfacingand finishing press-
board or smooth, hard cardboard used for
book-covers and Jacquard cards.

card-case, «. 2. A case of drawers in which
catalogue-cards are arranged.
card-cheat (kard'chet), n. One who cheats
at cards.

card-cradle (kard'kra"dl), n. A curved metal
frame secured beneath the card-cylinder of a
Jacquard loom to receive the cards as they
are discharged from the cylinder.

card-cutter, ». 2. One who operates a machine
for cutting pattern-cards for a Jacquard loom.
card-cylinder (kard'siFin-der), n. Same as
cylinder, 2 (fe).

cardenal (kar-de-nai'), «. [Sp.] See car-

chine m which the top flats revolve or travel over the top

flame of a Carcel lamp placed at a distance of

one meter. The carcel-meter is approximately
10.9 luxes. See Mllumination.

carcel-second (kar-sersek'und), n. A unit of

luminous energy in which the Carcel lamp is

taken as the standard of intensity,

career (kar's6r),». L. pi. carcere* (-ez) [L.] 1.

A prison ; a lock-up ; especially, one in a Ger-

man school or university.—2. One of the 8 to

12 stalls, closed with bars, from which races

were started in a Koman circus. They were
arranged with slanting axes in order not to

give an unfair advantage to any competitor.

carceration (kar-se-ra'shgn), n. [See incar-

ceration.] Incarceration; imprisonment. TroU
lope.

Carcharodontinse (kar-kar"o-don-ti'ne), n. pi.

[CarclMrodon(t-) + -»»«.] A subfamily of

sharks, including the great man-eater, typi-

fied by the genus Carchwrodon.

carcinemia (kar-si-ne'mi-a), n. [NL. carcir-

nsemia, < Gr. mpidvoc, cancer, + aifia, blood.]

Cancerous cachexia.

carcinoma, n. Z. In bot, a disease of trees

characterized by the separation of the bark Card,

Revolving-flat Card,

a, frame; d, main cylinder; c, flats; rf, lap of cotton ; «, lap-roller

;

f, dish-plate ; p; feed-roll ; A, taker-in : i, brush ;J, doffer; ^. comb ;

/, calender-rollers ; fn.coilen », can; i?, sliver.

of the main cylinder.—Roller-and-clearer card, a
cotton-carding machine equipped with revolving rollers

or cylinders for working the stock : chiefly used for card-
ing cotton waste and coarse yams.—Set ofcards, a series

of two or more carding-engines consisting, if of three
(which is the usual number), of a breaker, a second breaker
or intermediate, and a finisher. This series is the statis-

tical unit or unit of capacity of a woolen-factory.— Sta-
tionary flat card, a cotton-carding machine having its

top carding-surfaces or flats stationary.

An abbreviation of cardinal.

carder^, n. 3. Same as carder-bee (which see).

card-gatherer (kard'gaTH"er-er), n. A gath-
erer of teazels or carding-thistles.

Cardiac diuretic, dropsy, etc. See *diuretic, *dropsy,
etc.—Cardiac Ina^e^uacy. Same as -^cardiac insu£i-
ciency.— Caxdiae insnfficiency, inability of the heart
to perform its function of maintaining the circulation of
the blood in an adequate manner.— Cardiac neuralgia.
See *neuralgia.—CaxdiajB sac. (b) In Annidata, a
bulb-like contractile portion of the dorsal blood-vessel.

—

Cardiac valvule, in ent<mi., an invagination of the
esophagus into the proventriculus, producing a valvule
which prevents the larger bits of food from passing into
the chyliflc stomach. A. S. Packard, Text-book of Bntom.,
p. 312.

Cardiacea, «. pi. 3. A suborder of Eulamel-
libranehiata, having the gills much folded, foot
oylindric and more or less elongate, and si-

phons generally lacking. It contains the fam-
ilies CardiddsP; Iridaonidse, Chamidse, and
others.

cardiacean (kar-di-a'sf-an), a. and n. I. a.
Having the characters of the Cardiacea.

II. n. A bivalve moUusk belonging to the
suborder Cardiacea.

cardiagraph (kar'di-a-graf), n. Same as car-
diograph.

cardial (kar'di-al), a. [Gr. Kapdia, heart, +
-al^.] Of or pertaining to the heart ; cardiac.
cardialgic (kar-di-al'jik), a. Relating to or
suffering from cardialgia.

cardiameter (kar-di-am'e-t6r), n. Same as
*cardiome1er.

cardianeuria (kar-di-a-nu'ri-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. Kapdia, heart, -I- avevpog, without sinews or
nerves, < a- priv. -I- veiipov, sinew, nerve.] In
pathol., lack of tone in the heart.

cardiant (kar'di-ant), n. [Gr. Kapdia, heart, +
-ant.] A remedy which acts upon the heart.

cardiata^a (kar-di-a-tak'si-a), n. [Gr. mpSiai
heart, + ara^ia, disorder : see ataxy.] Irregu--
lar action of the heart.

cardiatrophy (kar-di-at'ro-fi), n. Same as
cardiatrophia.

cardinal. I. a—Cardinal area, in the structure of
the shells of the Brachiopoda, a flattened or curved tri-

angular area between the hinge-line
and the beaks of the valves, specially
prominent on the ventral valve, and
medially divided by the delthyrial
opening. A true cardinal area is not
present in all orders of Brachiopoda,
but in the orders Atreraata and.JTeo-
tremata it is represented by a poste-
rior flattening of the valves termed
a faXse cardinal area.—Cardinal
number. (6) Multitude ; the degree
in which the members of a collection
are many: so used erroneously by
some logicomathematicians.—Car-
dinal point. See *j)oi»«i.—Caxdi- —
dinal process, in bi-achiopods, a ""B •"?'!

.
"='

""'J
projection at the posterior edge of ^^StfSfri^rot
the dorsal valve which interlocks with 2ittel 's " Paiaeontol-
the hinge-teeth on the ventral valve, ogy.")
thus formmg the hinge.— Cardinal
septa. See*se^twm.—Cardinal value. See-A-wa^ue.

II. M-.—Alizarin cardinal. Same as alizarin -kgar-

?ict.— Cardinal in petto, one whom the Pope intends

to create a cardinal, but whose name has not been for-

mally published.

carcUiial-fish (kar'di-nal-fish^), n. A fish of

the family ApogoTddaSy t£e red species of which
is called cardenal in Spanish : they are found

Cyrtina heteroclyta,
Defr. sp.

Dorsal view show-



cardinal-fish

in tropical waters, and are especially abundant
in the East Indies.

cardin&lic (kar-di-nal'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to the office of a cardinal; like a cardinal.
cardinalism (kar'di-nal-lzm), n. [cardinal +
'ism.^ The system of the college of cardinals

;

the theory of the institution of the college of
cardinals.

cardinalist (kar'di-nal-ist), 71. 1. An advocate
or adherent of the system of the college of
cardinals.—2. A follower of Cardinal Antoine
Perrenot, prime minister to Margaret ofParma
in the sixteenth century.
cardinalitian (ka'di-na-lish'ian), a. Same as
eardinalitial.

card-index (kard'in'''deks), n. An index con-
sisting of cards arranged alphabetically.

Carding-SCale (kar'ding-skal), n. A scale or
table, used by those who card wool on com-
mission, giving the amount of carding to be
done and the relative price.

carding-stock (kar'ding-stok), n. A bench,
upon one end of which is nailed card-clothing,
the other end serving as a seat for the oper-
ator in carding fibrous material, as wool and
cotton, with hand-cards in conjunction with
the fixed card.

carding-surface (kar'ding-s6r'''fas), n. In
texUle-manuf., the extremities of the card-
clothing teeth on the carding-machine that
card the stock.

cardio-arterial (kar^di-o-ar-te'ri-al), o. Ee-
lating to both the heart and tte arteries.—CaraiO-arterial Interval, the difference in time,

sometimes quite appreciable, between the apex-beat of the
heart and the pulse at the wrist or elsewhere.

cardioblast (kar'di-o-blast), n. [Gr. xapSia,

heart, -I- ^Tiaardg, germ.] In insect embryol.,

any one of a long row of cells bordering the
mesodermal layer of the primitive band and
affording the first indication of the dorsal
vessel. A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom.,
p. 572.

cardioclasis (kar"di-ok'la-sis), n. [Gr. Kapdta,

heart, + kMou; breaking.] Rupture of the
heart.

cafclioccBlomic (kar " di - - se -lom ' ik), a. In
insect anat., pertaining to the pericardial eoe-

loma or heart-cavity.

These openings, called cardio-coeloTnic apertures, are
visible to the naked eye, being situated on conical papil-

Ise of the walls of the heart.

A. S. Pac'ard, Text-book of Entom., p. 400.

CardiOCOnch (kar'di-o-kongk), n. [Gr. KapSia,

heart, -1- xdyxv, a moUuscan shell.] One of

the so-called Cardioconchse.

Cardioconchae (kar-di-o-kong'ke), n. pi. A
factitious group of pelecypod mollusks char-

acterized by their tenuous shells and the ab-
sence of dentition and other critical structures.
It was conceived by Neumayr that this apparently primi-

tive condition was actual, and he designated the group
by the name Palxoeonchse^ which was subsequently
changed by Benshausen to Cardwconchse because shells

of this type are not of primitive age. Clarke has shown
that the Cardioconchse or Paleeoconchee represent merely
a condition of degeneration or convergence largely due
to pelagic life, and similarly affecting genera of diverse

phylogeny. Such pelecypods are specially characteristic

of the Bohemian Upper Silurian and of the lower Upper
Devonian throughout the northern hemisphere.

cardiogram, n. Electric cardiogram, a tracing
* showing the electric currents which traverse the animal
body with every heart-beat.

cardiographic (kar"di-6-graf'ik), a. Of orper-

taining to cardiography.

cardio-inhibition (kar"di-o-in-hi-bish'on), n.

Slowing of the action of the heart. Philos.

Trans. Soy. Soc. (London), ser. B, 182. 242.

cardiokinetic (kar"di-o-ki-net'ik), a. [Gr.

Kapdia, heart, -I- KivrrrdQ, < ncveiv, move.] Causing

or accelerating the action of the heart.

cardiolitll(kar'di-6-lith), n. [Gr. /capJ/o, heart,

-I- Xidag, stone.] A calcareous deposit in or

upon the heart.

cardiolysin (kar-di-ol'i-sin), n. [cardiolysis +
-irC^.I A cytotoxin directed against heart-

muscle tissue.

cardiolysis (kar-di-ol'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

mpSia,heaxt, + 'M)aiQ, dissolution.] Keseetion

of a portion of the sternum and of the costal

cartilages in the cardiac area, in order to per-

mit of greater freedom of movement in eases

of adhesions following chronic mediastinoperi-

carditis. Lancet, July 18, 1903, p. 188.

cardiometer (kar-di-om'e-t6r), n. [Gr. KapSla,

heart, + ^^rpov, measure.] 1. An instrument

for measuring the intracardiac blood-pressure.

— 2 An instrument for recording the extent

and frequency of the cardiac pulsations.
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cardionietric(kar'''di-o-met'rik), a. Of or per-
taining to cardiometry. Nature, May 26, 1904,

p. 88.

cardiometry, It. 2. Measurement of the blood-
pressure.

cardiopathy (kar-di-op'a-thi), n. [Gr. xapSia,

heart, -t- -iraBem, < jraBog, disease.] Disease of

the heart. Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903,

p. 207.

cardioplegia (kar'''di-o-ple'ii-a), n.
.
[Gr. mpdia,

heart, -I- ir?i7iy^, stroke, df. apoplexy.'] 1.

Paralysis of the heart muscles.— 2. Irreg^ular

muscular contractions of the esophageal orifice

of the stomach.
cardioptosis (kar-di-op-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
napdia, heart, -t- iTTuaLQ, falling.] Downward
dislocation of the heart. Med. Record, Jan.
24, 1903, p. 157.

cardiopuncture (kar^di-o-pungk'tur), n. [Gr.
KapSia, heart, + ii.punctura, puncture.] Same
as cardioc&ntesis.

cardiorespiratory (kar^di-o-rf-spir'a- or res'-

pi-ra-to-n), a. [Gr. KapSia) fieart, -t- E. re-

spirdtdry.'] Relating to change in the rhythm
and frequency of respiration dependent upon
varying heart-action ; relating to or caused by
both respiratory and cardiac movements : as,

a cardiorespiratory murmur. Med. Record,
Feb. 7, 1903, p. 202.

cardiosclerosis (kar*di-o-skle-ro'sis), n. [NL.,
<Gr. KapSia, heart, + aK?iJiptoaig, hardening.]
Overgrowth of fibrous connective tissue in the
walls of the heart.

cardiospasm (kar'di-o-spazm), n. [Gr. KapSia,

heart, -I- cTraaiidg, contraction : see sjjasjM.]

Irregular muscular contractions at the esopha-
geal opening of the stomach.
Cardiospermum (kar"di-6-sper'mum), n. [NL.
(Liunseua, 1735-53), < Gr. KapSia, heart, +
anepiia, seed. The name alludes to the heart-
shaped aril on the seeds of some species.] A
genusof plants of thei&rca\j SapincUteeie, which
comprises about 30 tropical American species
of climbing herbs, with alternate bitemate
leaves, coarsely serrate leaflets, andsmall white
flowers. The most popular species is the balloon-vine
(C Hcdviacabum), arapid-growing,easily cultivated tender
annual, curious for its inflated seed-vessels. See balloiyn'

mne (cut), Indian-heart, and ?ieartseed.

cardiosphygmograph (kar"di-o-sfig'm9-graf)
n. [Gr. KapSia, heart, -I- E. sphygmograph.] A
combined cardiograph and sphygmograph.
cardiostenoma (kar"di-9-ste-n6'ma,), n. [NL.,
<Gr. KapSia, heart, + arevu/la, a narrow place,

< arevSetv, make narrow, < arevSi, narrow.]
Same as cardiostenosis.

cardiotoxic (kar"di-o-tok'sik), a. [Gr. KapSia,

heart,-!- rofiKiiv, poison.] Having a poisonous
effect upon the heart.

cardiovalvulitis (kar"di-o-val-vu-li'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. KapSia, heart, -I- NL. vdlvula, valve,

-t- -itis.'i Inflammation of the valves of the
heart.

,

cardiovasal (kar"di-o-va'sal), a. [Gr. KapSia,

heart, -t- L. vas, vessel, -f- -nA.] Same as
*cardiovascular.

cardiovascular (kar"di-6-vas'ku-lar), a. [Gr.
KapSia, heart, + L. vasculiim, a vessel : see vas-

CMlar.2 Relating to both the heart and the
blood-vessels. Med. Record, March 28, 1903,

p. 508.

cardiovisceral (kar"di-o-vis'e-ral), ff. Con-
nected with the heart anS the viscera Cardio-
visceral vessel, in ascidians, a vessel arising from the
dorsal end of the heart and breaking up into branches
which run over the surface of the alimentary canal and
other organs.

Cardita (kar-di'ta), n. [NL., < Gr. KapSia, heart,

-I- -tDis, E. -ifeS.] The typical genus of the
famUy Carditidse. Bruguieres, 1791.

cardite (kar'dit), «. [NL. Cardiia.] A bivalve
moUusk 6i the genus Cardita.

carditian (kar-dit'i-an), a. Of or allied to the
genus Cardita.

Carditidse (kar-dit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Car-
dita + 4dse.'] 1. A family of Pe?ec^poda with
a cockle-like shell, external parivincular lig-

ament, and fully developed hinge with long
posterior cardinal tooth. The genera are all

marine. They began their existence in the
Triassic and have continued to the present.

—

2. A family of bivalve mollusks of the order
EulameUi-branchiata. They have a single mantle-
fusion, branchiae large and unequal, the foot Keeled and
often byssiferous, and the shell radiately grooved. The
family includes the genera Cardita, CarditeUa, Veneri-

cardia, and others.

Caxdlum clay, in geol., a late division of the Pleistocene

deposits in Scandinavia containing fossils of the genus
Cardium.

Carenchelyi

card-lacing (kard'la'sing), n. The act of

tying together the pattern-cards of a Jacquard
ready for the loom.
card-money (kard ' mun * i), n. A kind of
paper-currency issued by theFrench in Canada
in 1685.

card-nippers (kard'nip'ferz), n. pi. A hand-
punch for making holes in the pattern-cards
of a Jacquard loom.

cardo, «. 4. In the pelecypod mollusks, the
primitive hinge : contrasted with the articulus

or adult hinge.— 5. One of the two inter-

secting centrfl streets of the Roman military

camp or castrum, the other being the decu-
manus. A similar arrangement isfoundintho
prehistoric pile-settlements of northern Italy.

First a rectangular'space was marked out ^th the help
of two straight lines (the Cardo and Decmnanus) inter-

secting at right angles, their direction being probably
determined by some simple astronomical observations.

F. van Duhn, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVI. 129.

cardol, n. 2. Tribrom-salol, made by the action

of bromine, in excess, upon salol. It is a
crystalline substance used for allaying gastric

uneasiness, cramps, etc.

cardon (kar-don'), n. [Mex. use of Sp. car-

don, teazel: see cardoon."] Either of two
species of giant cactus, Cereus pecten-aborig-
inum and C. Pringlei, which in the arid cape
region of Lower California form extensive
leafless forests known as cardon forests. The
dead wood is used for fuel, etc., and the seeds
are ground to mix with meal.
card-pocket (kard'pok"et), n. A pocket for
carrying cards; specifically, a pocket in the
inside cover of a book for holding the readei''s

library-card.

card-recorder (kard're-k6r"d6r), n. A clock
which is correlated with mechanism for re-

cording on cards the time spent in any special
piece of work : used in card-systems of indus-
trial cost-keeping.

card-room (kard'rom), n. A room devoted to
card-playing or in which card-playing is car-

ried on.

card-sharping (kard'shar"ping), n. The prac-
tice of cheating at cards ; the profession of the
card-sharper.

card-system (kard'sis"tem), n. 1. A system
of keeping records, in which each item is en-
tered on a separate card. The cards for any series

are of uniform size, are an-anged in alphabetic order, and,
in series of any length, are marked by division-cards at
appropriate points. Cards (items) can be inserted or
withdrawn at will.

card-teazel (kard'te'zl), n. The wild teazel,
Dipsacus sylmestris.

card-thistle (kard'this"!), n. Same as *card-

Carduaces (kar-du-a'sf-e), n.pl. [NL. (Neek-
er, 1770), < Cafduus + -acese.'] The name
adopted for the plant-family Asteracese by au-
thors who take the genus Carduus as the type
of the family. It has priority over all other properly
formed names, but Carduus is not typical, and would re-

quire it to be called the thistle family. See *Asterace£B, 2,

and Co?wpo«f«l.

card-wiring ^kard'wir"ing), n. The insertion
of straight wires at regular intervals between
the pattern-cards of a Jacquard loom, in such
a manner as to cause the cards to be sus-
pended from the card-cradle.

careen, n. 2. The submerged figure or body
which is cut off from a floating vessel by the
plane of the surface of the water ; the sub-
merged portion of a floating vessel; a figure

bounded by the plane of the surface of the
water and the wetted surface of a floating body.—3. A careening or lurching motion or move-
ment; a lurch.

The charm [of the camel] is not in the figure . . . nor in
the movement, the noiseless stepping, or the broad ca-
reen. L. Wailace, Ben-Hur, I. i.

careless-weed (kSr'les-wed), n. One of sev-
eral coarse species of amaranth springing up
in neglected gardens, as Amaranthus retroflexus

;
(pigweed) and A. hybridus. The spiny care-
less-weed is the same as the spiny amaranth,
A. spinosus.

Careliparis (kar-e-lip'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr.
K&pa, (Ionic Ko/M/), tead, -1- Liparis.^ A subge-
nus of snail-fishes of the genus Liparis.

Caremitra (kar-e-mi' tra), n. [NL., < Gr. Kdpa
(Ionic Kapr)), head, +p.iTpa, girdle.] A subge-
nus of snail-fishes of the genus Careproctus.

Carenchelyi (ka-reng-ke'Ti-i), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. Kdpa, head, -1- lyxeh)^, eel.] An order of
long-necked eels found in the deep sea : dis-

tinguished by the well-developed bones of the
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jaw, which are joined immovably to the cra-
nium. Only one species is known, DericKthys,
serpentinus, constituting the family Deridi-
thyidx.

Gaxentonian (kar-en-to'ni-an), a. [ML. Car-
antonm, Charente, + -jaw.'] In the geology
o£ northern Prance and Belgium, noting a sub-
stage of the Middle Cretaceous or Cenomanian

:

named from the river Charente. It is in part
equivalent to the Lower Chalk of England.
Also used substantively.
Careproctus ^kar-e-prok'tus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kapa, (Ionic mpv), head, -I- Trpuicrdg, anus.] A
genus of snail-fishes, of the family of Liparidse,
distinguished by the attenuated body and
small'^disk.

ca. resp. An abbreviation of the Latin capias
ad respondendum. See capias.

caressant (ka-res'ant), a. Caressing: as, the
caressant airs of heaven. N. E. D.
caressive (ka-res'iv), a. Of the nature of a
caress or caresses ; caressing.

carette (kar-ef), n. [Irreg. < -car^ + -ette.']

1. A street-car consisting essentially of the
body of an ordinary street-car mounted on
wooden spoke-wheels, with crank-axles. It is

low, runs easily, and does not require rails.

—

3. A motor-vehicle like a wagonette. There
are seats on both sides of the body, with a
door at th'e rear, and the operator's seat is in
front.

Carey act. See *act.

carferal (kar'fe-ral),». [L. car{ho), charcoal,
-I- fer{re), bear, -t- al(umina).'] A trade-name
for a mixture of charcoal, metallic iron, and
clay intended for filtering and piirifying sew-
age and also drinking-water.

Gargile membrane. See *membrane.
cargo-book (kar'go-buk), n. The book in
which are entered the particulars of a ship's
cargo.

cargo-port (kar'go-port), n. A large rectangu-
lar f>ort or opening in a ship's side for use in
loading or discharging cargo.

car-haul (kar'hftl), n. In transportation, any
short industrial railroad in which the cars, or
skips, are hauled by means of endless cables
or chain-belts running on sheaves laid directly
on the surface between the rails. The cars are
pushed or pulled along by lugs on the chain that engages
the body of the car. On inclines, as in coal-breakers, the
lug may drag the car up the incline or merely hold it back
from running away as it is lowered by the moving chain.

! In standard-gage drill-yards an endless wire cable car-

haul is often used in moving cars or to bring coal-cars to
the elevator of a coal-storage plant. The cable runs over
sheaves placed beside the track, a clip and rope or other
device being used to connect the cars with the traveling-
cable.—Caniaul chain, a special type of chain having
lugs or projections inserted at intervals among the links.

Carib ba^et. See *pegaU.
carib-fish (kar'ib-flsh), n. Same as caribe.

caribou, n. No fewer than 10 species of caribou have
been described from North America, some being restricted

to a comparatively limited area. Such are Bangi/er ter-

ranov3R of Newfoundland and R. daweoni from the Queen
Charlotte Islands. The most eastern species is H. ^raen-
landicus from Greenland, the westernmost It. granti from
the end of the Alaska peninsula.

caricatural (kar'i-ka-tur-al), a. Of the nature
of caricature ; caricature-like : as, a caricatural

biography.
Caricature photograph. See *pJiotograph.

caricology (kar-i-kol'o-ji), n. [L. carex (caric-),

sedge, + Gr. -Xoyiaj < Xiyeiv, speak.] That
department of botany which is concerned with
a study of the sedge family. See caricography

and caricologist.

Caricyphidse (kar-i-sifi-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Carieyphus + -idai.'] An ill-defined family of

maerurous decapod crustaceans containing
the genera Carieyphus, Bhomaleocaris, and
Anebocaris, of which the first is the type.

Carieyphus (kar-i-sl'fus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kapig, a small crustacean, prob. a shrimj) or

prawn, -I- /cu^df, bent, humped.] The typical

genus of the family Caricyphidse. C. Spence
Bate, 1888.

caridoid (kar'i-doid), a. [Gr. xapig (mpiS-), a
small crustacean, prob. a shrimp or prawn, +
eWof, form.] Resembling in form the shrimps
or members of the crustacean family Carididee.

caries, n ^Dry carles or caries sicca, molecular dis-

integration of bone not attended by suppuration.

carillouueur (ka-ri-lon-n6r'), n. [F., < cariU

lonner, v., < carillon, a carillon.] A bell-ringer

or player on a carillon or chime.

carina, «., 1. (c) [cap.] in astron., one of the four

parts into which the constellation Argo is divided. See

Argo.

S. One of the vertical cross-bars on the
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septa of a coral.—4. In entom., any keel-like
elevation of the body-wall of an insect, as the
pronotal carina of many grasshoppers. Proc.
Zool. Soc. London, March, 1899, p. 340.—carina
tiacbese, the projecting ridge at the pomt of bifurcation
of the trachea.

Carinate folds, in geol., isoclinal folds.

carinately (kar'i-nat-li), adv. In a keeled or
carinate manner ; with a carina or keel.
carination (kar-i-na'shon), n. [carinate +
4on.'\ A keeled condition: used in descrip-
tive biology and anatomy to express the ex-
istence of ridges or carinse on the organic
body or test.

Behind they are long and narrow, showing a double
caHTMtion with a concavity dividing them.

Amer. Mat, Jan., 1904, p. 28.

Carinthian process, stage. See
^process, *stage.

carisq.uis, n. See *kariskis.

carking.i). a. 2. Worrying; fretful; anxious;
solicitous.

Every where you may find the selfish and the sensual,
the earkuig and the careful, the cunning and the credu-
lous, the worldling and the reckless. Southey, Doctor, Ixv.

carline^ (kar'lin), n. A Russian game of bil-

liards which employs five balls, one of them
blue and another black or yellow, it scores for
both caroms and pockets and is cumulative in its counts
and penalties. It was a favorite in the United States when
pocket tables were in fashion.

carline-boz (kar'lin-boks), n. A shallow,
portable box, for storage of miscellaneous
articles, secured under the deck of a ship, in
the rectangular spaces between the beams and
the earlines.

car-loader (kar'16'''d6r), n. In transportation,
any machine used in loading a freight-oar with
grain, coke, sand, coal, or other material in
bulk. The most common form is a combined delivery-
and trimming-spout, used in loading a box-car with wheat,
com, etc. It may be a single flexible spout or a two-way
spout for filling both ends of the car at the same time.
In one type a pair of fans plaeed at the end of the delivery-
pipe is.used to blow the grain in equal quantities into
each end of the car, trimming the load as fast as delivered.
It will load 6,000 bushels an hour. Belt- and bucket-con-
[veyers, fitted to a swinging-boom, are also used as car-
loaders. In loading flat- or hopper-cars with sand or
broken stone a short conveyer mayextend from the ground

' to the car to deliver the material to the car as fast as it is

shoveled into the conveyer. Conveyers, supported on
swinging-booms over a hopper-car or in the door of a
box-car, are also used to load coke, ashes, coal, etc., upon
cars. See ^conveyer, ircoaling-etation, and ifcoal-storage.

CarlylesoLUe (kar-lll-esk'), a. iCarlyle +
-esque.'] Characteristic of Thomas Carlyle or
his style.

Carmelitess (kar'mel-i-tes), n. [Carmelite +
-ess.] A member of the Carmelite order of
women.
carmeloite (kar-mel'o-it), n. [Carmelo Bay,
California, + -ite^.1 A name given by A. C.
Lawson to eruptive rocks at Carmelo Bay,
California, having the character of andesitic
basalt. The texture is like that common in andesite,
the phenociysts being pyroxene, lime-soda feldspar, and
olivin altered to iddingsite.

car-mile (kar'mil), n. The unit in which the
number of miles covered by the rolling-stock

of a railway system within a certain time is

measured.
carmilion (kar-mil'yon), n. [carnitine) +
(verm)ilion.'] A carmine preparation in which
the coloring properties are not brought to a
dry state, as with other pigments.
carminaph (kar'mi-naf), n. [Also carminnaph

:

< carmi{ne) + naph(tha).'\ Same as *Suda» I.
— Carminaph garnet. Same as alpha-naphthylmrvme
•kred.

carmine, w. —Alizarin carmine, a mordant coal-tar

color related to anthracene. It is the sodium saltof alizarin

monosulphonic acid, and is prepared by the action of

fuming sulphuric acid upon alizarin. Also called alizarin

red S and alizarin powder.—Caxmins lake, a pigment
made from the second washing of carmine.

—

Carmine
red. See *re(il.—Orseille carmine, a dyestuff made
by treating lichens with an aqueous solution of ammonia,
exposing the liquid to the air until a crimson color has
developed, and heating with alum.

carmoisin, carmoisine (kar'mo-i-sin), n.

[car^mine) + {cra)mois(y) + -irfi.'] An acid

coal-tar color : same as fast *red C.

carmoot (kav-mof), »• [Ax. garmut.l A fish,

Clarias anguillaris, found in the Nile.

carnation^, n.— Bacterlosis of carnation. See

Macteriosis.— Carnation disease. See •disease.—Car-
nation fairy-ring. See -kHeterosporium,.

carnelian, n. 2. The beautiful red or reddish

color of this stone. The distinctive colors of

Cornell University are carnelian and white.

carnic (kar'nik), a. [L. caro {carn^), flesh,

-I- -ic.'] Pertaining to or derived from flesh

—

Camic acid, a substance, CjoHisOsNs, isolated by Sieg-

fried from the end-products of proteolytic digestion.

carolinium

carniferous (kar-nif'e-rus), a. [L. caro {cam-),
flesh, -I- -ferus, < ferre, bear.] Flesh-bearing.
There is also a milk tree ; but we nowhere And a car-

niferou9, a fiesh-bearing tree.

Leigh Hunt, Seer, p. 27. N. E. D.

camiferrin (kar-ni-fer'in), n. [L. caro (earn-),
flesh, +ferrum, iron, -1- -i«2.] a bland, taste-
less powder said to be a compound of iron and
phosphocamic acid containing 30 per cent, of
iron.

carniflcial (kar-ni-fish'al), a. [L. carnifex
{-fie-) + -ial.] Of or pertaining to a carnifex
or executioner, or a butcher.
See my poor dexter, abridged to one thumb, one finger

and a stump,—by the blow of my adversary's weapon,
however, and not by any camificial knife.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, II. xiii.

carniform (kar'ni-f6rm), a. [L. caro {earn-),

flesh, -H/ormo, form.] Flesh-like; resembling
flesh.

Camiolan (kar-ni-6'lan), a. [Carniola + -an.]

Of or pertaining to Carniola, an elevated Alpine
province of Austria.

—

Camiolan hee, one of a race
of very gentle large gray honey-bees from Carniola. The
abdomen presents a ringed appearance due to bands of
silvery-white hail's.

Carnosa (kSr-no'sa), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of carnosus, fleshy": see earnose.'] An order
of Demospongix containing Tetraxonida with
spicules greatly reduced in size or wanting,
and no diaetinal megascleres or trisenes with
long rhabdomes. It contains the families Coj-
Uddx, Plakinidse, Chondrosidse, and others.

B (^^s melli/era) (Benton, U. S. D. A.)

^. drone ; B, queen.

carnosin (kar'no-sin), n. [earnose + -irfi.'] A
leucomaine (C9H14N4OS) belonging to the
purin group.
carnotine (kar'no-tin), n. [A. Carnot, a mem-
ber of the School of Mines, Paris, + 4ne^.}
Same as *primulin.

carnotite (kar'no-tit), n. [A. Carnot (see car-
notine) + -ite^.'} A more or less impure hy-
drated vanadate of uranium and potash, oc-
curring somewhat abundantly in Montrose
county and elsewhere in Colorado : found as a
yellow crystalline powder or in loosely cohe-
rent masses. It contains radium and is said
to be highly radio-active.

caro (ka'ro), n. [Porto Rican.] Any one of
several vines indigenous to Porto Rico, be-
longing to the genus Cissus, as C. sicyoides.

caroba (ka-ro'ba), n. [Braz.] The name of
several Brazilian trees of the family Bignoni-
aeeas, especially Jacaranda procera and J. Ca-
roba. The leaves are bitter and astringent and
are used in the treatment of syphilitic and
scrofulous affections.

carobin (kar'o-bin), n. [caroba + -in^.} A
crystalline constituent, not well studied, con-
tained in the leaves of caroba (Jacaranda Ca-
roba and J. procera), a tree native to Guiana
and belonging to the family Bignoniacese.

caroid (kar'oid), n. [Car(ica) + -oid.'] A
medicinal preparation containing a proteolytic
ferment, papayotin. It is obtained from the
fruit of Carica Papaya (papaw).

Carolina beech-drops, locust. See *beech-
drops, *locust^.

Caroline, a. II. n. [I.e.'] 1. Asmall6clair
with coffee filling and fondant icing.—2. A
Swedish silver coin of the value of about 38

United States cents.

Caroline Books. See *boolc.

Carolinian area, satyr. See *area, ''satyr^.

carolinium (kar-o-lin'i-um), n. [NL. Carolina

(North Carolina) + -ium.'} A name given by
Baskerville to a supposed element of which the

chlorid was obtained by heating in chlorin a

mixture of carbon and what had generally

been regarded as the oxid of thorium, a second

new substance, which has been named berzelium, was at

the same time separated as clilorid, so that the thorium

of earlier chemistry apparently contains these two sup-

posed elements, along with a third, for which the name
thorium is retained. The atomic weight of carolinium is

apparently higher than that of either of the others. The
oxid is said to have a pinkish color.



Carolus dollar 204 carriage-cloth

Carolus dollar. See *dol\ar. for pasture and lawns. The name is also carposperm (kar'po-spferm), n. [Gr. (cap7r<5f,

caromata, » Same as *carromoto. applied to the *smut-grass (which see), to fruit, + awip/ia, seed.] In algse, same as

caromic (ka-rom'ik), a. hi billiards, ot or -per- PanicMjn ciiioiwsJmMm of Texas, and probably earpospore.

taining to earoms or the making of caroms. to other grasses of a matted habit. carposporangial (kar-po-sp6-ran'ji-al), a.

carone (kar'on), ». A ketone, CioHieO, pre- carpet-loom (kar'pet-lbm), n. A loom for icarposporangium + -aP-i} 1. In ai(/«,' bear-
pared by the addition of hydroehlorie acid to weaving carpets, usually having a Jacquard jng carpospores.— 2. In myeoL, having the
dihydrocarvone and its subsequent . removal equipment. sporogenie organs furnished with an integu-

by alcoholic sodium hydroxid. carpet-pick (kar'pet-pik), «. In weaving, a ment of hyphse, as fungi of the family Mor-
carosa (ka-ro'sa), n. [Philippine Sp. (?), < form of picking-motion directly connected tiereUacex. Compare *eiosporonsia?.
Sulu karosah, a cart, a wagon, < Sp. carroza, with the crank-shaft for throwing the shuttle carposporangium (kar-po-spo-ran'ji-um), n.

;

aeoaeh: see caroeheJ] In the Philippine Is- across the loom. _ pi carposporangia (-a). [NL., < Gr. KapnoQ,
lands, a sled for conveying goods, used particu- carpet-sewingmachine. See*sewing-machine. fruit, + E. sporangium.^ A specially differ-

larly in the country. carpet-shark (kar'pet-shark), n. A shark, entiated body containing sexually formed
caret (ka-rof), n. [PhiUppine Sp. *carot, Oreciolobus barbatus, of the family HemiscyU spores in certain of the red algffi.

<Bisaya 'calot (=Pampauga calut) Iloean Kirfa? ; found m Australia. carposporous (kar-po-spd'rus), o. In hot.,

cardt, a root eaten after steeping in water to carpet-shell (kar'pet-shel), n. A small edible producing carpospores, as certain red algse.

improve it.] In the Philippine Islands, a tuber clam, Tapes stoTOmeo, found along the Pacific
^,^^2^.^^,^^ (kar ' p6 - strot), n. [Gr. mf)w6{,

which is steeped or cooked and eaten by the coast.
^ ^. , , . ^.^ , truit, + arpoTdg, atiewn.]

' In phytogeog., a,

natives. carpet-stltch (kar pet-stieh), n. A stitch
pjant in which the fruit (achene,peri|ynium,

carotlcum(ka-rot'i-kum),n.;pl.caTOfoca(-ka). used m sewing carpets
: for mgrain an over-

Jtc.) is the unit of distribution. F.JS. Clements.
[NL.] In eraniom., the extreme medial or and-over stitch, for Brussels a through-and- „„„„'i.^„ „ ,,,«,. r.^ t,.nr.'^v^ /» rOi- «-/T/.™r

lateral point of the carotid canal on the outer through stitch. J^^^+^^^nJ-^Ar'lTavl^^^A^n^ to a turn or
surface of the skull. Fon Toroh. carphospore (kar'fo-spor), ». [Gr. mp^of, a ^"^l-J^.^f^.^fyi^lSed^T^^^
Carotid triangles. See -"triangle. stalk, clip, bit, -1- a^opd, seed (spore).] In '^S'or the diUemination ^ sLd™^^^^^^^^^

carotte (ka-rof), n. [French Creole, intro- inatiou. F.E.Clements. made only onee.

duced through Louisiana.] Same ascarro<,4. Carpiodes(kar-pi-6'dez),». [NL.,<carpio,carp, car-puller (kar'pul^er), n. In transportation

carp2«. 6. A name of various fishes of the +Gr. -<idw, -like.] The generic name of the a small portable capstan having a horizontal

genus Chilodactylus in Australia, New Zea- group of fishes called carp-suckers, of the fam- -mnding-drum, used m hauling gyain-cars m
land, and Tasmania. These fishes are not re- ily Catostomidse. C. cyprinvs is tonnd in the the yard of a gram-elevator; a *car-haul

latedto the European carp, which is a cypri- Potomac, and several other species in the (^^'c^i see). It is operated by means of a

noid fish.-Lake-ciT),a sucker! Carpiode, th^psoni, Mississippi valley streams. belt from the elevator and has winding-ropes

found in the Great Lakes.— Lookillg-glass carp, a va- carpitis (kar-pi'tis), n. [NL., < carp{us) + to control tne cars.

riety of the true carp having a few large scales scat -itis.'] An inflammation of the synovial mem- carpuS, n. 4. In entom. : (6) The club of the

^ofn^lTMiZliX^Ik^I^Y^Z^^.l\^i branes covering the articular surfaces of the stigmal vein in the fore ,^g of an insect of

in Australia. bones of the carpus or knee-joint of domestic the lamily LliaUytaiase.— 5. In icntn, same as

carp3 (karp), V. i. To prepare teazels for the animals (wrist of man), causing pain, swelling, acUnost.

napping-maohine for dressing woolen cloth. and lameness. car-pusher (kar'puBh''er), «. 1. A hand-lever

carpaine (kar'pa-in), n. \Car{ica) Pa{paya) Oarpoasci (kar-po-as'i), n. pi. [NL., < /capirdf, having a pivoted fulcrum, used as a pinch-bar
-1- -tne'-i.J A crystalline, intensely bitter alka^ fruit, -t- dm6g, a sac : see ascus.'] A group of to move a railroad-ear by pinching the face of

loid, CiiH25N02, found in the leaves of Carica aseomyeetous fungi including all those pro- a wheel and causing it to revolve slowly.— 2.

Papaya, the melon-tree of South America, vided with a sporoearp, as the Pyrenomycetes A machine used to push heavy oars; specifi-

It is a not very powerful poison affecting the and the Diseomycetes. cally, a machine used to push cars carrying

heart, spinal cord, and respiration. carpoaSCOUS (kar-po-as'kus), a. \_Carpoasc{i) very hot material, such as steel ingots which

carpal. I. as.- Carpal arches, various small-arteries
+ -ous.] Belonging to the fungus-group Car- have just been poured. In its ordinary form it is a

which supply the region of the wrist.
"

poasci. hydi-aulic machine having a ram or head which pushes

U.n Z. ].nicfe«».,sameas aotinost Asci enclosed in ..fructiilcations,'M.ec»™»co,« *^a^e".%"Si;?rrk3byTJhrti^rhyiri^^^^^^^^^^
Carpathian balsam. See Stone-pzne (6), under ^^vc- Bnt, XXVIII. 668.

g,gjtri(,ity being sometimes used, and It is operated from
^inel and *&ateam. carpocarpal (kar-po-karpal), a. Icarpus + a convenient platfoi-m at some distance from the machine.

carpellized (kar'pel-izd), a. In 6o<., converted carp(us) + -al.^ Belating to twoparts of the carrao (ka-ra'o), ». Same as *caraM.
or transformed into carpels: said of other or- carpus: said of the articulation between the carr6, n. 2. in roulette, a bet that takes in
gans of a flower. two rows of carpal bones. four numbers in a square, the money being

Carpetlised stamens of the wall-Bower. carpodermis (kar-po-der'mis), n. [NL., < Gr. placed on the intersecting lines.
Nature, July 28, 1904, p. 312. aapTrdg, fruit, + Sep/ia, skin.] Same as peri- carreau, n. 4. A kind of cushion upon which

carpene (kar'pen), n. [(podo)txirp(ic) + -ene.^ carp. Bischoff.
_ , , ^., , lace is made, it has the front part lower than the

A hydrocarbon. CoHi ., prepared by distilling carpodlte (kar po - dit), n. lcar{po)podite.i back and holds from 6 to 28 pairs of small spools or spm-^ujiuiui-n.uuu, v^gij.14, mopaicu uj- uiBLiiiui); q^ fiamonodtte dies, the lace as it is made being wound on a cylinder,
the calcium sail of podocarpie acid. It boils °ame as carpopomie.

- » -4. s^Amsr Sup.. June 25, 1904, p. 23817.

at 156° C. *'i'P'?Sam (kar po-gam), » [GrKapTToc, fruit,
^^-^JT.^^^^^^ See renlacer

parnoTitnr M H ^n pnt/rni an-mp !Mi*onrr>Pntpr + ya/iOC, marriage.] In 6o«., the organ of a Car-repiaCOr ^Kar re pia ser;, rs. oee repiacer.
carpenter, n. cs. in ewtoro., same as ''carpenter- '„„'!!' i,;.u ^".j^.., tv. 't„porn carreta (ka-ra'ta), ». [Sp., a narrow cart, <
ant or carpew«er-6ee.- Carpenters' gage, rule of

procarp wrnen proances me oystoearp.
mrra a ear cart- see ca?i 1 A rudelv built

threc-fonr-lve. See *gage2, irulei. Carpogamy (kar-pog'a-mi), »• [Gr. Kapndg, ""'^f v' • '
i V tf f,„™jtJ^^^Zi ^/i;

ca^nter-ant (kar'ien-ter-ant") »• Any fruit, + -W«, < 7'i/«'f, marriage.] In6of.,the ?*'''^ '^^'T'^S ^1°°^ bottom-frame prm^ded with

wood-working ant, suc¥asCamponote**7i«)p/, process in the proearp which produces the large "^gs for jopes that hold t^^^^

Lasius ftavus, or L. fuliginos£ of Europe, or eystocarp. place: usedm the southwestern Umted States

C.Pe»n*i/?OTTOCMSofAmerica.-Blackcaipenter- carpognathite (kar-pog'nar-thit), ». [carpus antt Mexico.
ro . . 7 ,•

ant, Camponotus Penmylvanicus, a common species in -I- gnathite.] In crustaceans, the fifth joint of carretela (ka-re-ta la), n. [pp. carreteta (in

the Cnit<d States, where it forms large colonies in dead ^ gnathite Philippine Islands t), < carreta, a narrow cart

:

T^^T^^^^^^^^^'ll^i^r^^l c4ogonial (kar-po-go'ni-al), a [carpogo-
|f *««7*tLi™\'tTe°pVn?p^ta;lSS^^

same as Ma.k *carpe„t^.arU. nmrn + -al.J Of or pertainmg to the carpo-
f^^^J^^l °S u'Led by the'na?&t LutS^ Also

carpenter-bird (kar'pen-t6r-b6rd"), n. The gomum of the red seaweeds. ^^Afl^Zi.
California red-headed woodpecker, Melanerpes carpoUth (kar po-lith), re. [NL. Carpohthus,

carretera (ka-re-ta'ra), n. [Sp., < earreta

:

/ormici«or««, whiohoutsholesindeadbranches, < Gr. Kapjrdg, frmt, -I- AiOot, stone.] Same as gee *carreto.] la Spanish-speaMng countries,
in which it inserts acorns. earpoUte. a wagon-road or highway.

•^TaWnK ^i«.aVe5r(b^^^^^^^^
],t'tr£^ Tbu&;X?^nd tt^ro^e- genu's name foffossil fruits, originally bised - ^-'^ • ^JZ^^th^n^Z^^n—
ierry, Rioina humilis. on specimens from the Upper Miocene of Pied- l^

»' <^^y ^^^ed m bpanisn spealang coun

carpenter-worm (kar'pen-ter-w6rm), n. The ™o°> "^ly?, P-^o^.^^ly ^|l°°F°g *? t'^^.
S^"%„„etonero rka-ra^to-na'^ TSd <carre-

7^^&Xs!idU^eS^Zl '-''"'' aS^X Cr^fesfilS^ny^C/gmtt ^^Je^e^?a|e^^^rT^jfc
o^a^ca^r^e'^t'::

carDer2(kar'per),n. One who prepares thistle- The name has since been indiscriminately Li-niuppme is.j
, t. j,

teazels for the cloth-napping machine. but unwarrantably applied to fossil fruits in carnage, n. 15. Iji saddlery, a long handle

carpet, n. 4. A British collectors' name for general.
,,,„ , ^

fitted at one end with a knob and at the other

any oAe of several species of geometrid moths carpomania (kar-po-ma'm-a), n. [NL., < Gr with a branch for receiving a small circular

whnofi wino--! hear a camet-like desien as the nnpizoi, fruit, + uavm, mania.] In agri. and tool: used for ornamenting leather—Hydran-

t^e.c':^t''<^^^r^o^i'r^tr^nf'^ Jr.,'lhe excess!^ bearing of fruit.
_
[Bare.] ^r^!%^^S^^.l^^A^^%X^l^Z

Jiazel-earpet (Cidaria corylata). carpophalangeal (kar"po-ia-lan je-al), a. inc pistons attached to the carriage and its slide so as to

/.ornnt Vinirffonr rkar'T)Rt-bae'''e-ri'> n Same [carpus + phalanges + -al.] Relating to the trfe up the recoil of the gun.— Motor-carriage, an

aJcaJ^e^ffffi ^st and the phalanges: as, the carpophalan- automobile carnage.

.n^pPhPeZ T' Black camet-beetle Same as geal articulation. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. carnage-bndle (kar'aj-bri"dl), n. A very

i^S^^^'
caipei-Deeiie. aame as

|^^ ^^j^^ bridle with square winkers and without

carwrt^llg (kar'pet-bug), n. Same as carpet- carpophyte (kar'po-fit), «. [Gr. Kopirdg, fruit, a nose-band or chin-piece.

6eew«. + 0w<}i', plant.] lixfiot., sameasi>Aanero4ra»!. carriage-cloth (kar'aj-kl6th), n. A woven

carpet-grass (kar'pet-gras), n. A grass, Ax- See Phanerogamia and *Spei-matophyta. fabric with a short, stiff nap, differing from
r/»op««C(Mnpre*SM,?,ofadensespreadinggrowth, carpos (kSr'pos), re. [NL., < Gr. <£op7r<if, Iruit.] other nap-cloths in that the nap cannot be

highly valued in the southern United States Same as carpopodite. brushed down smooth.



carriage-gain

carriage-gain (kar'aj-gan), n. In mule-spin-
ning, the gain over the delivery of the roving
in the outward traverse of the" carriage which
carries the spindles.

carriage-gear (kar'aj-ger), n. The various
pieces of wood used in building a carriage, cut
to shape but not ironed.

carriage-hoist (kar'aj-hoist), K. A set of sheers
for lifting locomotives or oar-bodies from their
trucks to facilitate making repairs. In the
United States, a gauutree or traveling-erane
is generally used for the same purpose.

carriage-horse (kar'aj-h6rs), n. A horse more
lightly bijilt than a 'draft-horse, and suitable
for use with a carriage. The typical carriage-
horse stands 15.1-15.3 hands high and weighs
950-1,150 pounds.

carriage-jack (kar'aj-jak), n. A special type
of wagon-jack adapted to lifting light car-
riages: made in several forms. See wagon-
jack.

carriage-lamp (kar'aj-lamp), n. Any form of
lamp designed to be carried on a carriage.
Such lamps are made, in many forms, to burn
candles, oil, or acetylene gas, or to employ
electricity.

carriage-porch (kar'aj-porch), n. A porch
projecting over the carriage-drive at the en-
trance-doorway of a building, it differs from the
marquise in being a solid structure, usually ol masonry.
The ground story of a tower sometimes serves as a car-
riage-porch.

carriage-robe (kar'aj-rob), n. A robe or
blanket for use in carriages, made either of
furs or of textile materials.

carriage-varnish (kar'aj-var'-'nish), n. Any
varnish used for carriages. The name does
not designate varnish of a special composition.
Oarrickmacross lace. See *lac€.

carricoche (ka-ri-ko'che), n. [Sp., < earro, cart,
H- cocJie, coach.] A two-wheeled vehicle com-
mon in Buenos Aires. The body resembles the
square coach. It has a door at the rear and sliding win-
dows in the sides, and is suspended upon ropes made of
untanued hides. When used in towns it is di'awn by one
or two horses, with a postilion. It has accommodations
for six passengers, sitting three on a side as in an omni-
bus.

carrier^, w., 5. (g) In transportaUon, a system
of endless traveling-chains supporting slats,

trays, or buckets, used in transporting various
materials or articles in bulk or in packages
over short distances, as in a factorjr. The most
simple or platform type consists of two chains supported
by flanged wheels i*uuning upon i-ails at each side and carry-
ing steel or wooden slata that form a moving platform
on which the load is placed. See fig. 1. The traveling-
sidewallc and the ramp are carriers of this type. Another
form consists of a series of platform-trucks moving upon
rails, the trucks being secured to a single chain which
travels between the rails, hauling the trucks in either
direction, carrying them round the wheel at the turn of
the caiTier (see wheel in fig. 1), and, when reversed, on
the return trip. Other types have broad alat» which lap
one over another to prevent the material from falling be-
tween them. Buckets of various shapes are used In place
of slats, either fixed to the chains or suspended from
pivots on the chains and free to adjust themselves to
changes in the travel from a horizontal to a vertical direc-

tion. The buckets, when moving in a horizontal direction,
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charge. This use of pivoted buckets allies the carrier to
both the conveyer and the elevator, and makes it possible
to use one system or machine asa conveyer in a horizontal
direction and as an elevator in a vertical direction. In
one type of bucket-carrier, used in handling coal, the
buckets are provided with a hinged bottom for conve-
nience in unloading and a tipping device causing each
bucket to open and discharge its load at any desired point.
All types of carriers are fed at intervals or continuously,
and by hand or by means of automatic feeders, and all are
automatic unloaders or are fitted with tripping and dis-
charging appliances. See fig. 2. Carriers are given,
various names, as apron-ca/rnert pivoted bucket-carrier^
slat-carrier, etc. See itconveyer, -keXevator, -Ara/mp,
kfeeder, and -kdiacharger. (fe) In tube systems for
post-office or store use, the cylindrical vessel
or holder in which the letters or packages are
inclosed. The holder, being inserted into the
tube, is forced by air-pressure to the in-
tended point.—7. In jahotog. : (a) A device for
holding films or sensitive paper for exposure
in a camera. (6) A framework which adapts
the holder for carrying a smaller-sized plate
than that for which the camera is intended.—
8. A local name in Australia for a water-bag
so contrived as to be suitable for transporta-
tion on the back of a pack-animal, with or with-
out a pack-saddle.— 9. Same as carriage, 13.—10. One who serves as a scout for robbers
and .highwaymen, and who carries information
to them in regard to likely victims ; a robbers'
lookout. [Thieves' cant"]
carrier-pigeon, ». 2. A breed of domesticated
pigeon, having as its most apparent character-
istic a huge wattle, like a miniature cauli-
flower, about the base of the stout beak, and
a small wattle around the eye. The skull
is narrow, the general build slender, and the length about
17 inches. The favorite color is solid black or dun ;

but there are silver and blue breeds. This breed does
not carry messages, being bred for points only ; not only
does the bird fly indifferently, but its sight is partly ob-
scured by the wattles. The birds used during the Franco-
German war were largely Antwerps, and the birds now
trained for long-distance Sights are homers.

carrier-pulley (kar'i - er - pul "i), n. A pulley
or baud-wheel, intermediate between shafts
which are connected by an endless driving-
belt, used to support the weight of the belt and
prevent undue sagging; in belt-conveying
machinery, a supporting wheel which steadies
and guides the endless moving belt and its

load.

Carrington's law of solar rotation. See
*law^.

carriole (kar'i-61), n. [F. : see cariole.'\ A cart
for passengers, used in the north of France.
The body is suspended upon long poles which serve both
as shafts and as springs.

carrion-beetle, n— Beet canrlon-beetle, a Emo-
pean silphid beetle, SUpka opaca, which feeds on the
leaves of mangolds.

carritch, n—^ro give one his carritch, to put one
through his catechism or give him a scolding. [Scotch.]

carritch (kar'ieh), v.t. To catechize: as, to

carritch the bairns. [Scotch.]

carroche, carroch, n. Same as earache. Brown-
ing,

carromata (ka-ro-ma'ta), n. [Philippine
Sp. carromata (fem.), an insular form (cf.

Bisaya calomdta, a brooch) of Sp. carromata,

Carrot'beetle iLigyrus gib-

cartilage

chlorid of mercury, and
then drying it by expo-
sure to the open air or
by artificial heat, the
former method of dry-
ing producing a whitish
color (white carrot), and
the latter method a yel-
lowish color ( yellow
carrot). Sci.Amer.Sup.,
June 4, 1904, p. 23767.

carrot-beetle (kar"ot-
be'tl), n. A scarabseid
beetle, Ligyrusgibbosus,
whose larva damages
the tubers of the carrot.

fS^nde„^S:'s'. DfA'r'- cajTot-dise^e (kar'ot-
di-zez"),™. Se6*msease.

carrot-fly (kar'ot-fli), n. Same as carrot*rust-M
carrotin, n. Same as carotin.

carrot-weed (kar'ot-wed), n. The common
ragweed, Ambrosia artemisisefolia : so called

from some resemblance in the foliage to that
of the carrot.

carry, v. I. trans.— "So carry down, in chem.,

when a precipitated saline or other solid substance is

found to be aecompanied by another solid, of itself soluble

in the liquid, the foimer is said to have carried down the
latter. Thus barium sulphate when formed by precipi-

tation is apt to be accompanied by small quantities of

salts of iron and other metals, altliough these salts are
soluble when alone.—To carry up, to extend upward as
by the addition of successive courses : as, the building
was carried up as high as the law allows.—To carry
weight, (a) To have influence. (6) To be handicapped
by carrying additional weight, as in horse-racing.

II, intrans.—To cany through, in golf and tennis,

to allow the bat or club, in making a stroke, to 'follow'

the ball, that is, to keep it in contact with the ball afi long
as possible.

carry, n. 8. In golf, the distance from the
spot from which a ball is driven to the place
where it first alights. W. Park, Jr.

carse-clay (kars'kla), n. The clay deposited
at the bottom of a fen; swamp-clay. See
*carse-deposit.

carse-deposit (kars'de-poz"it), n. An estua-
rine deposit, partly refilling an erosion valley.
The chief constituents are clay and silt, and on the up-
stream margin they pass gradually into fluviatile deposits
of sand, gravel, and silt. J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p.
295.

carse-land (kars'land), n. The land surface
formed by the reelevation of a drowned valley

;

an emerged carse-deposit. J. Geikie, The Great
Ice Age, p. 291.

car-sil^neSS (kar'sik"nes), n. A condition
analogous to seasickness sometimes affecting
travelers on a railway.

Carstone (kar'stou), n. [_*Carstone, a local
name.] In geol., a minor division of the Cre-
taceous system in Norfolk and Lincolnshire,
England, constituting the uppermost member
of the Neooomian or Lower Cretaceous.

cart, n— Battlesden cart a two-wheeled pleasure-
vehicle of English origin.— Cape cart, a two-wheeled
vehicle peculiar to South Africa. The body is generally
of the dog-cart type, the seat being made to slide, and is

provided with a canvas-covered bow-top. It is fitted with
a pole for two horses.— Cockillg-cart, an Englisii sport-
ing-cartwith a short
body : originally fit-

ted to carry game-
cocks to the pits.

It waa built very
high from the
ground and used
only for tandem.

cartan (kar-
tau'), n. [Na-
tive name.]
Same
austre.

Carth.

as *6aZ-
Cockiag-cart.

1. Platform-carrier. «, endless band of wooden slats fastened to

link-belt chains ; «, chains; c, flanged wheels in pairs; A tracks ;

^. driving-wheel and point of discharge of load. Arrow shows travel

of load. 2. Bucket-carrier. «, buckets pivoted to link-belt chain:

.al, moving horizontally; a^, changing position and direction ;
«S,

traveling vertically; ai. passing through discharger; rt5, inverted,

returning empty: 6, automatic feed; c, guide-wheel controUing

feed-gate; rf, automatic discharger or dumper; e, guide-wheel ;y,

equalizing gear controlling chains. Flanged wheels on chains

travel on horizontal tracks not shown.

overlap to form a continuous series, and are of various

shapes to prevent the spilling of the load when changmg
direction of travel. This is cleai-ly shown m flg. |, where

the loaded buckets are seen moving m three different

directions between the feeding-point and the pomt of dis-

a one-horse vehicle, a long, narrow cart, <

carro, cart, -I- mato, rough, coarse, poor : see

mate^.'i A light, two-wheeled covered vehicle,

usually drawn by a single horse. [Philippine

Is.]

Recourse [in the Philippines] was therefore had to light

native wagons, carromatas, and to litters carried by hired
coolies. Buck, Med. Handbook, L 481.

carrot, n Candla carrot. Same as Candy carrot,

under carrot, which is a corruption of Candia carrot —
Carrot rust-fly. See *rust-fly.—Cuba3i carrot, a

carrot of tobacco-leaves consisting oftour hands tied with
Cuba bast—Peruvian carrot, the arracacha, Arracada
Arracacha. See arracacha.

carrot, v. t. 2. To prepare, for felting pur-

poses, plucked fui on skins by subjecting it to

a solution of quicksilver and nitric acid or

An abbreviation of Carthaginian.

carthamin, >t.— Plate carthamln, the trade-name
of an extract of safflower of superior quality which has
been dried as a film or crust on the surface of an earthen-
ware plate.

cartilage, n—^Aortic cartilage. See *aortic.—Au-
ricular cartilage, cartilage of the pinna of the ear.

—

Branchial cartilage. See *iramcAia!.—Calcified car-
tilage, cartilage hai-dened by the deposition in or on it

of spicules of bone, as in the sternal ribs of old mammals
or the crania of sharks. It has a granular structure very

different from true bone.— Cartilage Of ossification.
Same as terdpffrary cartilage. — Cephalic cartilage.
Same as cranial -kcartUage.— Ciliary cartilage. Same
as tarsal cartilage.—CtamaX cartilage, in cephalopods,

a portion of the internal skeleton that protects the prin-

cipal nerve-centers, incloses the auditory organ, and gives

support to the eyes. Also caUed cephalic cartilage.—Va.-

vesting cartilage. Same as articular cartilage.—33.-

cohson's cartilage, a small independent cartilage in

the nasal septum.—Luschka'S cartilages, small car-

tilaginousnodulesinthevocalcords.— Nasal cartilages.
See •nasai.—Nuchal cartUage. See nuchicartUage.—

Eeichert's cartilage, a cartilage in the fetus from which



cartilage

is developed a part of the hyoid bone.— Septal carti-
lage, the cartilaginous portion of the nasal septum.—
Sternal cartilage, in man, one of the seven costal carti-
lages on each side articulating with the sternum.-True
cartilage. Same as hyaXine cartilage.

cartilage-pit (kar'ti-laj-pit), n. In the peleey-
pod molliisks, one of the resillfers, or concave,
often spoon-shaped, depressions intowhich are
fitted the ends of the resilium or internal liga-
ment.
cartilaginiform (kar''ti-la-jin'i-f6rni), a. [L.
eartilago (-gin-), cartilage, -I- forma, form.]
Same as cartilaginoid.

cartographical, cartographically. See char-
tograpMcal, chartographically.
cartograpMst, n. See *chartographist.
cartridge, n. 2. A case of metal, paper, or
other material containing some chemical prep-
aration used in photography, such as magne-
sium mixture for flash-light or material for
developing, toning, or fixing solutions Hy-
draulic miimig-cartridge, a device for breaking down
coal in mines by the application of hydraulic pressure,
thus avoiding the danger attending the use of explosives
for this purpose.

cartridge-clip (kar'trij-klip), n. A light sheet-
metal device for clasping several cartridges at
the base and so arranged as to permit the quick
insertion of all the cartridges into the maga-
zine of a repeating firearm.

cartridge-fuse (kar'trij-fuz), n. In elect, a
fuse consisting of a conductor which at over-
load melts and so opens the circuit. It is in-

closed in a cailridge-like insulating-tube, usually of fiber,

intended as a protection from the melted metal which,
when the fuse blows out, would be thrown around.

cartridge-stick (kar'trij-stik), «. In mining,
a round stickon which cartridge-paper is rolled
to form a case for blasting-powder.
cart-wheel (kart'hwel), n. A wheel of a cart,

or, figuratively, something resembling one, as,

by exaggeration, the United States silver dol-

lar (1873-1900).—To turn (or make) a cart-wheel,
to move like a rotating wheel, by turning somersaults side-

wise, touching alternately upon the hands and feet.

cart-whip (kart'hwip), n. A teamster's whip,
made with a short, stiff handle and heavy
thong.
carua (ka-ro'a), n. [S. Amer.] A plant of

the pineapple family, Neoglaziovia variegata,

found in northern Brazil, and yielding an im-
portant fiber called by the same name.
carubio (ka-r6'be-6), n. [Porto Rican.] Same
as *bosua.

caruncle, «., 3. (6) A smaU homy protuber-
ance, at the tip of a young bird's beak, which
serves to break the egg-shell at the time of

hatching: same as egg-tooth.— 5. A peculiar
leaf-like sense-organ found on the dorsal side

of the segments at the anterior end of certain
polyehsetous anneUds, especially those belong-
ing to the family AmpMnomidse.
car-unloader (kSj-'un-lo'der), ». In railroad-

ing, a machine for unloading flat- or gondola-
cars. Two types are in use, one in which the load is

pushed or plowed off the car while it is at rest or in mo-
tion, and anottier in which the car itself is tilted up or
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turned over to discharge the load. The first type is used
in railroad construction and the second to unload ore- and
coal-cars. The railroad-construction machine consists of

a double-share or single-share plow, as wide as the top
of the car, which is drawn along the whole length of a
train by means of a cable. The gondola-cars are made
without end-frames and have the brake-wheel at the
side, and the side-frames have doors which are hinged at
the top and swing outward, a train thus forming, with
the flat iron bridges between the cars, a continuous trough
for its whole length. A complete train consists of a loco-

motive, a flat-car carrying a winding-engine (using steam
from the locomotive), sixteen or more cars, and the plow
and its cable. When the filled train reaches the point of

discharge, it may stop to distribute the load along the
length of the train, or may be kept in motion to deposit
the load over a greater distance, or may be backed at the
same speed as the unloading, when the entire train-load
will be deposited at one point. Whatever plan is used,
the operation of the machine is the same, the winding-
engine by means of the cable dragging the plow along the
length of the train, and the two plow-shares throwing off

the load, through the swinging doors, on each side of the
track. With fiat-cars a plow having one share is used,
which discharges the load on one side only. Another plan
is to place a guide-rail on the top of a train of flat-cars

and to use a double plow, the locomotive being detached
and the train anchored. The engine then drags the plow
along the train by means of the cable. The car-unloading
machines are massive structures supporting a section of
track upon a cradle. The loaded cai' is run into the ma-
chine, locked in the cradle, and then turned over to dis-
charge the load.

carv, V. A simplified spelling of carve.
carvel, i, trans. 7t. To make a private sign
to, at table. See II., 3.

II. inirans. Sf. To make a private sign with
the little finger at table, as when one carves
(def. II., 2) or pretends to carve, or raises a
glass to one's lips.

He can carue too, and lispe : Why this is he
That kist away his hand in courtesie.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2 (ed. 1628).

carvenone (kar'vf-non), n. [G. carve, cara-
way (see carvy), 4- -ene + -one.] A ketone,
CioHigO, prepared by dropping dihydroear-
vone into cold concentrated sulphuric acid
aud diluting the solution with ice-water. It

may also be prepared from camphor. It is an
oil which boils at 237° C.

carver, ». 3. A carving-machine Panel carver
and fnezer, a carving- or shaping-machine consisting of
a table on which the work is laid and a vertical cutter-
head carrying the cuttei's, hung from a bracket over the
table. See shajter, i.

carving-machine (kar'ving-ma-shen"), n. In
wood-working, a machine for making ornamen-
tal carvings in wood Spindle carving-machine,
the most simple form of carving-machine, consisting of a

Car-unloading Machine.—End View.

a cVadle containing loaded cartiltedanddischargingitsloadinto

the hopper 1 *, the hopper with chutes; c, bucltets on flat-car; rf,

the next car to be unloaded which pushes empty car out of cradle

(after it has assumed its normal position) which runs by gravity

out of the machine; f, machinery handling the cradle;/; point of

control.

Spindle Carving-machine.

a, bench-stand supporting horizontal spindle; *, spindle;
c, place where the belt is applied ; rf, cutter.

horizontal spindle supported in bearings at the top of a
column or a bench-stand, and carrying at the end a cui>
ting-tool which may be of any form required in carving
foliage, scrolls, flutings, rosettes, etc. The cutters re-
semble, except in size, the cutters of a milling-machine.
It may be operated at a speed of 7,000 revolutions a
minute. Larger machines are practically shapers (which
see).

carving-table (kar'ving-ta"bl), n. A heated
table on which meats are kept warm.
carvone (kar'von), n. [Gr. carve, caraway, -I-

-one.'\ A ketone, C10H14O, which occurs in
the two optically active forms— the dextro-
gyrate form in the oils of dill and caraway,
and the levogyrate form in the oils of spear-
mint and kuromoji. It is an oil which smells
of caraway and boils at 228° C. Formerly
called carvol.

carvotanacetone (kar'^vo-tan-as's-ton), n. [Gr.

carve, caraway, + tan(nic), + acetone.'] A
ketone, CigHigO, prepared by the reduction
of carvonehydrobromide. It is an oil which
boUs at 228° C.

caryatidal (kar-i-at'i-dal), a. Having the
characteristics of a caryatid : as, a caryaUdal
figure or statue.

caryatidic (kar i-a-tid'ik), a. Same as *cary-
atidal.

Caryocaracese (kar-i-o-ka-ra'se-e),m.p?. [NL.
(Szyszylowicz, 1893), < Caryocar + -acese.] A
family of dicotyledonous, archichlamydeous
plants of the order Hypericales, typified by the
genus Caryocar (which see), and containing
one other tropical American genus. It was for-
merly included m the family Theacem, from which it dif-

fers in its coherent petals and separate styles.

casca-doce

caryocerite (kar'^i-o-se'rit), n. [Gr. mpuov,

nut, -I- cer-ium + -ite^.] A silicate of thorium,

the cerium metals, yttrium, and other ele-

ments, found in Norway.
caryochrome (kar'i-o-toom), a. and n. [Gr.
Kapvov, nut, kernel (nucleus),-)- xP^M^y color.]

I, a. In neurol., staining when treated by the
Nissl method.
H, n. In newol., a term applied to certain

nerve-cells in the cerebellum, reticular mem-
brane, and olfactory bulbs which exhibit a
staining of the nucleus only when treated by
the Nissl method.
CaryocrinilS (kar-i-ok'ri-nus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kaf)vov, a chestnut, -I- Kpivov, a lily.] A genus
of cystid Echinodermata or oystideans estab-

lished by Say and highly characteristic of the
Upper Silurian beds of New York and Ten-
nessee. They are nut-shaped bodies, the calyx plates
being large and generally perforate. The summit bears a
crown of short, feeble arms, and the stem is long and free.

caryolymph (kar'i-6-limf), n. [Gr. Kapvov, nut,

-I- L. lympha, lymph.] The liquid portion of
the substance of the nucleus of a cell; the nu-
clear sap. Haeckel (trans.). Wonders of Life,

p. 141.

caryolysis (kar-i-ol'i-sis), n. [NL. , < Gr. mpvm,
nut, kernel (nucleus), + Twai^, dissolution.]

Same as caryodnesis.

caryomicrosome (kar^i-o-mi'kro-som), n. [Grr.

Kapvov, nut, kernel (nucleus), -I- /iiKpig, small,
+ aa/m, body.] In cytol., one of the minute
granules of which the nucleus of the cell is

supposed to consist.

caryophyllic (kar"i-o-fil'ik), a. [caryophylUn
+ -ic] Derived from caryophyUin Oaryo-
phylUc acid, a crystalline, biba£ic acid, C^oHa^Oe, ob-
tained by oxidizing caryophyUin with nitric acid.

caryoplasm, n. Same as karyoplasm.

Caryopteris (kar-i-op'te-ris), 'n. [NL. (Bunge,
1835), in allusion to tte wings on the fruit-

carpels; < Gr. Kdpvov, nut, -t- wrepdv, wing.] A
genus of plants of the family Verbenacese, con-
taining about 10 species, native in Japan,
China, and the Himalayas. They are shrubby or
suffrutescent, with opposite, entire or toothed leaves, and
cymes of blue, violet, or red flowers situated either in the
axils of the leaves or grouped opposite each other toward
the ends of the branches. The four carpels of the fruit

have one margin incm-ved about the seed, tlie other form-
ing a wing. V. incana is in cultivation imder the name
Japanese beni, which see, under -kbem.

caryorrhexis (kar"i-o-rek'sis)-, n. [NL., < Gr.
Kapvov, nut, -1-

p7f(f,' breaking.] Kupture of

the cell-nucleus.

caryotheca (kar'''i-o-the'ka), n. ;
pi. caryothecx

(-se). [Gr. Kapvov', niit, kernel (nucleus), -I-

fl^M?, case, box.] In cytol., the wall of the nu-
cleus in the animal or plant cell. Also karyo-
theca.

caryozymogen (kar"i-o-zi'mo-jen), 11. [Gr.
Kapvov, a nut, kernel (nucleus), -i- zymogem.]
Small masses of nuclear material^ which enter
into the composition of the zymogens.

C. A. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of the Con-
necticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

casabe (ka-sa'be), n. [Cuban Sp., prob. <

casabe, cazabe, cassava.] The Cuban name of

Chloroscombrus chrysurus, a small fish of the
family Carangidse.

casanthrol (ka-san'throl), n. . [cas^ein) + au'-

thr\acene) + -ol.] Athick, neutral, gelatinous
emulsion consisting of casein ointment and
certain constituents of coal-tar soluble in ben-
zol and ether. It constitutes a water-soluble
varnish applied to the skin in chronic eczema
and other sldn affections.

cascade^, ». 5. In manuf. chem., a series of
vessels, frequently of stoneware, from one to

the next of which a liquid successively over-
flows, thus presenting a large absorbing sur-
face to a gas with which it is to be charged.— Cascade method, in the liquefaction of gases, tlie

method of continuous cooling by means of a refrigerant
such as carbon dioxid. The refrigerant, compressed and
subsequently cooled, is caused to flow around the recep-
tacle containing the gas to be liquefied until the lowest
temperature thus attainable is reached. The final cooling,
necessary to liquefaction, is then produced by the sud-
den expansion of the gas itself.

cascade-bottle (kas-kad'bot"l), n. In manuf.
chem., a hollow vessel, commonly of stone-
ware, having an opening at the top through
which passes a moderately wide tube filled

with coke or other suitable porous material,
over which water or some other liquid flows so
as to become charged vrith a gas or vapor passed
through the vessel.

casca-doce (kas-ka-do'sa), n. [Pg. casca,
bark, + doce, sweet, < L. dulds, sweet.] Same
as *imranhem.



cascalote

cascalote (kas-kar-Io'ta), n. [gp. Amer.] Same
asdivi-divi, 1.

Cascara buckthorn. Se6*luckthorn.
cascara^ (kas'ka-ra), n. [Sp. cdscara, bark.]
A bark canoe. [Spanish. America.]
cascarin (kas'ka-rin), re. [cascara + -irfi.'\ A
name given to a compound, C12H10O5, sup-
posed to be found in cascara sagrada. Later
investigators question its identity.

cascaron (kas-ka-rou'), re. [8. Amer. Sp., ap-
par. < Sp. cascar&n, an egg-shell.] A tall

leguminous tree of Argentina, Cascaronia as-
tragalina, having a corky bark under which is

found a red gum. Its leaves, flowers, and
pods possess a strong odor of rue.

case^ n. 9, In the tobacco trade, the state of
the leaf, during and after the process of curing,
with respect to moisture-content and pliability

:

common in such phrases as in case (more or less

moist), in good case (with the right degree of
moisture), too high case, etc. See *order, 17.

It must be stretched gently over the ends of the fingers
and knuckles, and if it Is in good case, i. e. plight, or con-
dition, it will discover an elastic capacity, etc.

'

W. Tathoim, Cult and Com. of Tobacco, p. 37.

Case BTBtem, an inductive method of teaching law. It

was first introduced at the Harvard Law School in 1889 by
Professor Langdell and has since been widely Adopted by
various law schools. By this system students are required
to deduce legal principles from the study of reported
cases, rather than taught such principles by the use of
text-books and commentaries. Also called Langdell sys-

tem Leading case, a reported case which is regarded
by the legal profession generally as finally establishing or
settling uie point or points determined in the case.

—

Test
case, (a) One of several causes |)endiug in the same
court the determination of which will be held to apply to
the several causes. (&) An action brought, usually by agree-
ment between parties, in which the constitutionality or
validity of an act will be brought in question and judi-

cially determined.

case^, V. t. 2. To bring into the desired ' case

'

or condition ; specifically, in the tobacco trade,

to bring the leaf into the desired condition as

tomoisture and pliability, and the admixture of

ingredients to give flavor, etc. See *casei, n.,

9, *caser, n., and ^casing^, re. Also spelled in

the trade, lease.

case^, re. 16. In the j?os*a2 service, a series of

open boxes or large pigeonholes in which let-

ters are placed in assorting them for distribu-

tion. Each box is for a particular place, and
the distributor, standing at a table in a post-

office or railway postal car, throws each letter

into the proper box in the case.— 17. Naut,
the outside planking of a vessel.— 18. In whal-
ing, the well or hole in the head of a sperm-
whale, which contains, in a free state, the most
valuable oil given by it.— 19, In faro, a card
when it is the only one of its denomination re-

maining in the dealing-box Case examination,
in civil-service examinations, a test of the ability of an ap-
plicant for the position of postal clerk to read the addresses
of letters and to distribute the letters in a case rapidly and
accurately.

casease (ka'se-as), re. \_case{in) + -ase."] A
proteolytic ferment, found in the cell-sap of

many plants and in the culture-fluids of Tyro-

thrix, capable of digesting casein beyond the

peptone to the acid amide stage.

case-bearer, re—Apple case-bearer, Coleophora

maUvorella, a moth of the family Blaohistidse, whose

Apple Case-bearer {.CoUophora mali-voreUa^.

a, cases on leaves and twigs, slightly reduced; «. larva; c, pupa;

(f, moth— enlarged. (Riley.)

case-bearing larva sometimes skeletonizes the leaves of

the apple in the eastern United States. Also pistol case-

bearer.-CigaX case-beaxer, the larva of an American

tineid moth, Coleophora Jletcherella, which feeds on the

foliage of the apple and pear and constructs for itself a

cigar-shaped o^e which protects it from its natural

enemies. . , , . t_. -.

case-book (kas'biik), n. A book m which a

physician keeps the medical record ot his

case-fly (kas'fli), n. A caddis-fly.
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casefy (ka'se-fi), v. t. and i.
;

pret. and pp.
.^casefied, ppr.' casefying. [L. casetis, cheese, +
ficare, make.] To render or become cheesy.
case-hardening, n. 2. A process of induration
affecting surfaces of rocks, it accompanies
evaporation of moisture from the capillary system of ex-
posed surfaces, and consequent deposition of such min-
eral matter as is held in solution. The result is a hard
film or layer produced by extra cementation. In arid
regions such hardened films, polished by blown sand, are
known as desert varnish. Yam, Hise, U. S. Geol. Surv.,
Monograph 47, p. 647.

caseid (ka'se-id), re. [case(in) + 4d.'\ A
name given to any of those nitrogenous com-
pounds contained in cheese which remain
after the water and fat have been removed.
caseiform (ka'se-i-fdrm), a. [L. caseus, cheese,
+ forma, form.] Same as caseous.

Casein lime, a preparation made from inferior skim-
milk cheese and used in the arts as a glue. It consists of
dried and powdered cheese mixed with burnt chalk.
Also called casern cement,—Casein Ointment. See
kointment
casein-dyspeptone (ka"se-in-dis-pep't6n), re.

An insoluble substance obtained when milk-
casein is digestedwith pepsin and hydrochloric
acid.

caseinogen (ka-se-in'6-jen), n. [casein +
L. -gen, -producing.] A substance contained
in milk which forms casein in the presence
of a digestive ferment.
case-keeper (kas'ke"p6r), re. In faro, the
player who marks the cards as they come from
the dealing-box, so that the number of each card
still to come shall be known. Small buttons
are pushed along wires for this purpose, as in
an abacus.
casement, re.— French casement, a casement or a
casement-window fitted with an espagnolette and open-
ing nearly to the floor.

case-mold (kas'mold), re. In ceram., an exact
replica of an original clay model, as a jug, cov-
ered dish, etc., made in clay or plaster from the
block-mold or hollow cast of the model. From
this case or case-mold, plaster casts, or working-molds, are
taken as frequently as they are needed. See •Ablock-mold
and 'kworking-wAjld.

caseoiodine (ka"se-6-ro-din), re. [L. caseus,

cheese, -I- E. iodine.'] A white powder, similar

to thyroiodiue, prepared from periodocasein
and containing 8.7 per cent, of iodine: used
internally in myxedema.
caseone (ka'sf-on), re. [L. caseus, cheese, +
-oree.] A name given to those compounds in
cheese which are extracted by strong alcohol
and by water, a recent authority proposes to apply
the name 'to the compounds extracted by alcohol only.

The amount of these compounds is an indication of the
progress of the ripening of the cheese.

caseose (ka'sf-os), re. [case(in) + -o«e.] An
albumose resulting from casein.

caseoserum (ka"se-6-se'rum), ». An anti-

serum which results on immunization with
casein.

Caseous pneumonia. See *pneumor(ia.

caser (ka's^r), re. [Also spelled, in the trade,

leaser; < case'-, v. t, 2, + -eri.] In the tobacco

trade, a device for moistening the tobacco

leaf. See *case^, v. t., 2, and *casingK

case-smoother (kas'smb"TH6r), re. A machine
which passes glued cloth and its stiffening-

board between ealendering-rollers, and firmly

attaches them together.

Cash^, re Spot cash, cash paid or to be paid on the

spot, upon actual or constructive delivery of the thing

sold; cash 'on the nail.' See riaiZ.

cash. An abbreviation of cashier.

Oashaqua shale. See *shale^.

cashaw^ (ka-sha'), re. See *cushaw.

cashew^, re. See *cushaw.

cashew-apple (ka-sh8'ap"l), «. The pear-

shaped 'edible stalk which bears the cashew-

nut. See Anacardium and cashew-nut.

Cashmere goat. See *goat^.

cash-register (kash'rej"is-ter), n. A cash-box

fitted witha hand-operated mechanism for ex-

hibiting to the purchaser the amount of his

purchase, unlocking and opening the cash

drawer and recording and adding up all sums
deposited in the drawer. Some machines also record

and add up sums paid out. Closing the drawer looks the

mechanism. The autographic cash-register is a small cabi-

net containingacash-drawerand a recording-ribbon placed

upon a spool in the cabinet and carried under a narrow

opening in the top of the cabinet to a second spool which

is controlled by a hand-lever. After a sale, or other transac-

tion, a record is made in pencil on the ribbon through the

opening ; then, on moving the lever, the cash-drawer is

unlocked and automatically opened and the ribbon is

moved onward under a glass plate where it can be read

but cannot be changed ; on closing the cash-drawer the

cabinet is locked and cannot be used again untU a new
record is made or the lever moved. In some registers,

combination locks control the lever and tlie record may
be duplicated or manifolded, one record being delivered

cassie

outside the cabinet as a receipt or bill of sale, and another
being retained in the cabinet More complicated machines
have one or more drawers controlled by separate locks,
for one or more salesmen. Larger machines employ keys
or levers of various forms for recording sales on accounts
or other data.—Caah-reglster bank, a steel box for
small savings in which the value of each coin is registered
as it is deposited in the box, the index on the outside
showing the total sum in the box.

cash-sword (kash'sord), n. A Chinese orna-
ment or charm made of coins or cash tied
with cord.

cash-tree (kash'tre), re. A number of Chinese
coins imited by connecting bands of metal,
as originally cast in stone or metal molds.

This, indeed, appeal's also to be the case with a large
number of the specimens of tin cash. They are cast in
the form of trees, which are called cash-trees, the three
specimens ot which, obtained by the expedition, are, I

believe, unique in this country. The general type is that
of the round cash, with a circular holem the centre, though
one kind, the half-cash of Trengganu, is a solid round
coin (without -the hole).

Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sd., 1901, p. 420.

Casimiroa (kaz-i-mir'o-a), n. [NL. (La Lave,
1825), named in honor of Casimiro Gomez Or-
tega (1740-1818), a Spanish botanist.] A
genus of trees of the family Butaceee. There are

four species, native in Mexico and Nicaragua. They have
alternate digitately 3-7-follolate leaves with stalked leaf-

lets, and small greenish flowers in short axillary panicles.

For Casvmiroa ediUis, see ircochilsapote.

casing^ (ka'sing), re. [Also spelled, in the trade,

leasing; < castA, v. t., 2, -I- -ing^."] The process
of putting tobacco leaf into the desired 'case'

or condition, namely by moistening, and add-
ing the ingredients used to give flavor, etc.

See *case\ re., 9.

casing-boards (ka'sing-bordz), n.pl. ln.mining,

planks spiked to bimtons or dividing-timbers
to form a partition or brattice in a mme-shaft.
C. Le N. Foster, Ore and Stone Mining, p. 238.

casino, re.—Royal casino, a variety of casino in which
the king, queen, and jack have a pip-value of 13, 12, and
'11, respectively, and may be combined with smaller cards,

"or may win them,—a jack, for instance, winning a 9 and 2.

— Spade casino, a variety of casino in which every spade
counts a point and the scores are pegged as fast as made,
usually on a oribbage-board, 61 points being game.—
Twenty-one-polnt casino, a variety of casino in which
the game is twenty-one points, the points going out in

order if it is a tie at the end, cards first, then spades, big

casino, little casino, aces, and sweeps. If the aces have
to decide it, their order is : spades, clubs, hearts, and dia-

monds.

casoy, re. See *lcasoi.

cassabanana (kas''''a-ba-nan'a), «. A plant

of the family Cucurbitacess {Sicana odorifera),

a native of the American tropics, and some-
times grown as an herbaceous arbor-plant

in the Southern States. The fruit is sometimes two
feet long, and squash-like, orange or crimson in color, and
with a veiT ai'omatic odor. There are two or three re-

lated species, all taU-climbing by means of tendrils.

cassage (ka-sazh'), n. The process of change
known as ' casse' which wine sometimes under-

goes. . See *casse^, 3.

casse^ (kas), re. [F. casse. breaking, < casser,

break.] 1. A bridle for a kite; also, a check-

piece or fastener by which the string o£ a
subordinate kite is attached to the line of the

main kite.— 3. A safety-Hue; technically;, a
small copper wire inserted into the bridle

of a kite by Marvin, in order that when
the strain becomes too great in strong winds
the wire may break and save the main struc-

ture of the kite and the line-wire. See *Jn-
die, 10.— 3. The breaking down or incipient

souring of wine, even in closed vessels.

Cassel earth. See ''earthK

cassette, ». 2. Taphotog., a flat box holding
one or two plates which are to be exposed in a

camera ; a plate-holder.

Cassia-flower oil. See *oil.

Oassidulina (ka-si-du-li'na), re. [NL., < Cassi-

dula + -dna.l The typical genus of the family

CassiduUnidse. JfOrUgny, 1839.

Cassidulinidse (ka-si-du-lin'i-de), ». pi. [NL.,

< Cassidulina + -idse.'\ AtamilyotForaminifera,

of the order Textularidea. The test consiste of a

aeries of alternating chambers, more or less coiled upon

itself in a planispiral manner. It contains the genera

Cassidulina and Bhrenbergia.

cassiduloid (ka-sid'H-loid), n. and a. I. re.

An echinoid or sea-urchin allied or belonging

to the la,mily Cassidulidse.

II. a. Resembling sea-urchins of the tamiJy

Cassidulidss.

cassie (kas'e), re. [F. cassie < Proy. caeio < L
acacia; see Acacia.-] In the southern United

States and in France, the flower-heads ot

Acacia Farnesiana. See Acacia and sponge-

tree.
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A four-
blanket-,

horee, but only on the forelegs of other species, which are

likewise rudimentair, or vestigial, structures.

Amer. Inventor, June 1, 1904, p. 260.

cassimere-twill (kas'i-mer-twil"), n
harness twill-weave. Also called

do7n u!c7mu'
^'"y""^''-' '"'<''' *«'""'*-

caster-and-setter"(kas''t67and-;Vt';;)r»: 'ii

cassine2 fka-sen") n FN Atopt Ind 1 A printing, a machine (or two mutuaUy depen-

ff^i^Liii h!?^v'J +V, T i^ f K ^ent machines) that casts and composes type.
ceremonial dnnk of the Indians of eastern x^e linotype combines the two operations in one mac6i5ie;
JNorth America. the Lanston, the Goodson, and othera require two

CaSSini division. See *dwision. separate machines. Census Bulletin21ii,}vme28,1902,ji.b9.

cassio-berry (kas'i-o-ber"i), n. A shrub, Vi- caster-sugar (kas'ter-shug^ar), )(. Powdered
hurnum obovatum, of the southeastern United sugar: so called from the caster with a per-

States, with shining evergreen leaves and forated top in which it is sometimes served.

black, edible drupes. The yapon, ilex vomitoria, N. and Q., IX. 418.
which somewhat resembles it, is called cassio-6erry 6m«A in castigablc (kas ' ti - ga - bl). a. Worthy or de
Sontli Carolina^ and that name has been applied to the

gerving of castigation or chastisement.
smooth winterberry. Ilex leevigata.

cassonic (ka-son'ik), a. Noting a bibasie, non-

crystalline acid, C5H8O7, formed by the oxida-

tion of cane-sugar.
cast^, V. t. 21. In agri., to replow (old ridges)

with the furrows all in one direction. See

serving ot castigati

castigative (kas'ti-ga-tiv), a. Of or pertaining
to castigation or chastisement ; eastigatory.

Castila (kas-te'la), n. [Philippine Sp.] A
Spaniai'd; also, any person of white race.

[Philippine Is.]wim tne lurrows aii in one aire«„ion. o««
gastiUon (kas-tel-y6n'),«. [Sp.] A Spanish

*castofir,_ 13. [Great Bntam.D-^a^tlng-ajid-set- .^ „„• ^.^-^.-d^ =0 named from its bearins
ting machine, that part of the monotype type-setting

and -casting machine which casts the types, sets the let-

gold coin : probably so named from its bearing
the arms of Castile,

ters in the proper sequence to form the words of the copy, casting, n. 10. pi. The pellets of hair and
spaces and justifies the lines, and places the finished line

on the galley. It weighs about 1,500 pounds, and occu-

pies a floor space of about 4 by 6 feet.— Casting of the
withers, eversion of the womb in a mare after foaling.

—To cast on end, to make (iron castings) with the long
dimension vertical. This is usually done in the case of

cast-iron pipes or other long, hollow pieces, because it is

easier to hold the core in position than when casting on
the side, and also because the castings are sounder. When
castings are made in this manner, it is customary to pour
the iron into a vertical gate at one side of the mold and
let it flow into the mold at the bottom. This method is

less liable to injure the mold than that of pouring direct,

and gives a chance for air carried down by the falling iron

to escape.

castl, ». 14. Specifically, the impression of

the interior surface of the test or skeleton

of an organism, usually animal: contradistin-

guished from mold or imprint, which is the im-
pression of the exterior. By the removal, through
solution, of the substance of the fossil the filling of the
cavity from within may produce an impression of the in-

terior carrying also some of the features of the exterior

surface, and this combination is termed a scidpture-ca&t

bones cast up by owls and hawks.—11. A pre-

mature shedding or falling of leaves which may
be due to any one of various causes, but es-

pecially to drought, crowding of plants, or the
attacks of parasitic fungi. See *Lophodermivm.

Casting or premature withering and fall of needles is not
uncommon in nurseries of pine.

Jubevf and Smith, Diseases of Plants, p. 2S6.

12. In the fine arts, the arrangement of dra-

peries and accessories.
Note, in the draped female statues, the easting of the

drapery ; surely that was not copied from the folds which
the gai-ment made as it was worn in daily life.

R. Sturgis, Appreciation of Sculpture, p. 25.

13. In agri., replowing old 'ridges' or ' lands,'

with all the furrows of each in one direction.
By this method two adjoining ridges are made into a
single broad one, the crown occupying the place of the old
water-furrow ; or each retains its form, the water-furrow
being kept clear. [Great Britain.] — Casting hall roller,
in glasi-manuf., same as running-roll (which see).

—

^Dry-
fly casting. See *dr!/-/!/.—Inlay casting, in ceram.,

29. In archery, the act or property of throw- the process of painting designs in the intenor of a mold

ing or propelling an arrow : thus a bow is said ""'- " -'=" "' " "" * ""'"- *— *•"" "* "''° ''"-'" """

to have a good or a bad cosi.—ratty casts, renal

tube-casts containing oil-globules,

casts, n. A simplified spelling of casts'^.

castagnole (kas-tan-y61'),re. [P.] The 5rnma
rayi. See pomfret. 3.

Gastalia, «. 5. (Salisbury, 1805.) In hot., see

Nymphsea, 2.

with a slip of a different color from that of the body slip.

When the latter is poured into the mold it takes up the
colored design, which appeal's in the cast piece as an
inlay of a different color. See -kthimble surfaee.—Malle-
able castings, small articles made by pouring into
suitable mcMs cast-iron, which is afterward made soft

and tough by heating to redness while embedded in a
material, commonly oxid of iron, which furnishes oxygen
to combine with and remove carbon from the casting, thus
converting it into wrought-iron from the surface inward.

castanean (kas-ta'ne-an), a. [Castanea + -an.l casting-macUne (kas'ting-ma-shen'O, n. 1

Belonging to the geniis Ca«tome«, or relating in

any way to the chestnut.

castaneopiceoUS (kas-ta"ne-o-pish'ius), a. [L.

castanea, chestnut, +pice%is, pitchy.] Blackish-

chestnut or blackish-brown in color. Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1901, II. 523.

oastanha-nut (kas-tan'ya-nut), n. [Pg. cas-

tanha, chestnut : see chesien.'i Same as Bra-
zil-nut.

castanin (kas'ta-nin), n. [L. castanea, chest-

nut, + 4rfi.'\ "A globulin found in Spanish
chestnuts.

castanite (kas'ta-nit),m. [L. castonea, achest-

A machine for easting molten iron from a
blast-furnace into pigs. Several types are in

use. One is a conveyer, controlled by means of endless
chains, and having overlapping, pressed-steel buckets,
supported by wheels which travel on a track, each bucket
being a mold for the metal. The machine may be
placed in the casting-house and fed directly from the
furnace, or it may be placed outside in any convenient
place that can be reached by a ladle-car on an Industrial
railroad. When ready for operation the conveyer is set

in motion, and the buckets pass under the pouring-spout
of the ladle at a speed that enables the operator to fill

each in turn with the hot metal. As the filled buckets
move away horizontally in the open air (under slight pro-
tection from the rain) the metal solidifies, and at the
delivery end the conveyer travels up an incline until it

,d:iiEd,m I,

ViTTflrntBd feme siilnhatfi reaches the tnrnmg-wheel where each bucket is mverted,
nut, + ii. -%teK\ A nyaratea temc suipnate

ajgoharging its contents as a hot yet solid casting of the
occurring rn chestnut-brown prismatic crystals general shape and size of a blast-furnace pig. The cast-

and crystalline aggregates: found in Chile.

caste^, n. 3. In entom., any one of the dis-

tinct forms found among the polymorphic so-

cial insects, especially the true ants and the

white ants or termites.— 4. Same as half-

caste.— Caste production, the producing or intensify-

ing of polymorphism among social insects, caused by the

workers through differentiation of the food given to the

young.

Castellanos powder. See *powder.

castellate (kas'te-lat), V.
;
pret. and pp. cas-

tellated, ppr. castellating. I. trans. To give a

eastle-like form or appearance to ; furnish with

turrets and battlements in the manner of a

castle.
,, ,.,

II. intrans. To assume castle-like forms,

as moving clouds.

castellate (kas'te-lat), a. Same as castellated.

caster, n., 1. (e) in angling, one who casts the fly as

distinguished from one who fishes with bait.

It is more successful ;
your flsh wiU average larger, and

although at times you will not get a long string, you will

eet sumoient to reward your patience and skilL The big

fiah is what we are all after, and the caster gets them if

any one does. Firrest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 160.

6 One of the small callosities on the inner

side of a horse's leg: more commonlyknown as

chestnut.

More remarkable stUIare the caUosities, "chestnuts"

ot "castm" found on the inner sides of both limbs m the

ings then slide down an incline and fall into a long and
narrow tank filled with water. In the tank is a traveling
apron, and the pigs fall upon this apron and are carried
by it under wat«r to the end of the tank. Here the
apron travels up an incline out of the water and, turning
over a large wheel, delivers the now cold pigs dii-ect to a
car. The process is continuous and comparatively rapid,

and the machine saves all the hard and costly labor of
casting pig-iron in sand. As the empty molds travel back

Casting-machine.

a, conveyer composed of molds, travelinsf on Hanged wlieels, just
filled with hot metal, at right (point not shown) : *, returning, in-

verted, empty molds : c, point of discharge to second conveyer: d,

second conveyer traversing long water-tank (to cool pigs) and then
upward to point of discharge to chute ; *;, water-tank ; f, chute de-
livering cold pigs to car.

to the feeding-point they are passed through a smoky fire

or treated by some other process to coat the inside of each
with a refractory film to prevent the hot metal from
clinging to the molds. The process of cooling the pigs is

Casuarinales

also hastened by spraying the castings with cold water

while in the molds. A second type employs a conveyer

having sheet^steel molds. As fast as they are filled the

molds are gradually submerged in water under which

they ti-avel until the pigs aie sufficiently solid to be de-

livered. When the metal is solid, the buckets are caused

to travel up an incline to the delivery-point where they

are upset and deliver the castings directly to the car. A
third type employs a large number of molds which are

placed radially on the edge of a large, horizontal turn-

table. The turning of the table causes the molds to pass

in order under the ladle-car to be filled, when they travel

in a circular path until the castmgs are sufiloiently solid

to be discharged by the upsetting of the molds. Pig-iron

cast in such machines is said to be cleaner and in better

condition for immediate use than that cast by hand labor

in sand. The name is also sometimes given to small

machines used in casting metals in foundries. Such
machines are properly called molding-maohines (which

see).

3. A mechanism which founds types.

The monotype produces single types cast in the order of

their use, and set in automatically justified lines. It con-

sists of two machines— a perforating device operated by a
keyboard, and a casting-TnachiTie.

Census Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 58.

casting-on (kas'ting-on), w. The process of

casting iron around a wrought-iron core or of

making a cast-iron addition to a forging.

cast-iron, n malleable cast-iron. See malleable

iron-castings, under iron.

castle, ».—The Castle, Dublin Castle, the seat of the

viceroy of Ireland, and of the high officials who are at the

hea(i of the administrative machinery of the country;

hence, the governmental authority centered there. Fre-

quently used attributively^: .as. Castle infiuence ; Caetle

government. [Anglo-Irish.]

Castleford ware. See *ware^.

cast-line (kast'lin), «. Same as casting-line.

See line^.

cast-me-down (kast'me-doun), n. [A corrup-
tion of cassidony : see cassidany'^^.l Same as
cassidony^. Prom this transformed name cor-

responding properties were ascribed to the

plant.

Castner process. See *process.

castor^, n. 6. (jtlove-leather made from goat-
skins. The^grain of the skin is removed and it is given
a very soft finish, usually gray in color. Ftemming, Prac-

tical Taiming, p. 56.

Castor ware. See *ware^.
Castor-bean tick. See *UchK
castoromorph (kas'to-ro-m5rf), a. [Gr. maTup,
a beaver, + iwp^, form.] Having characters

similar to those of the beavers.
The Castoromorph characters, on the other hand, ap-

pear to be such as would indicate real relationship. . . .

Bulletin Amer. Mus. Nat. Eist., XVI. 29!).

castor-pomace (kas'tor-pum"as), n. Same as

pomace, 3. Castor-pomace is' sold as a nitro-

genous fertilizer.

castral (kas'tral), a. [L. castra, camp.] Of,

characteristic of, or peculiar to, a camp : as,

castral life ; castral arrangements. Kinglake.

castration, n. Z. In boU: .(a) The removal
of anthers in the artificial crossing of plants.

(6) The destruction of the pollen in the anthec^
of certain flowers by parasitic fungi, as in the

case of Lychnis dioica and other silenaeeous
plants attacked by the smut, Vstilago violaceo.

castrator (kas'tra-tgr), n. Same as castrater.

Southey.

castrensic (kas-tren'sik), a. [L. castrensis,

belonging to a camp.] Of or pertaining to a
camp.

cast-steel, n Cast-steel fumacBj a furnace capable
of bringing iron containing carbon to a temperature of

fusion, and keeping the metal molten long enough for

the chemical reactions and mechanical separation of hn-

purities to take place.

—

Soft cast-steel, a form of iron

made by a fusion process, such as the open-hearth or Bes-

semer process, in which the percentage of carbon or other
hardening elements is so low that the metal is ductile or
non-brittle and has a low modulus of elasticity : suitable

for use where shocks or deforming sti-ains must be re-

sisted, rather than where liai'ciness of surface or edge is

required.

Casual water, in golf, any temporary accumulation of

water (whether caused by rainfall or othenvise) which is

not one of the ordinary and recognized hazards of the
course.

casualty, «. 4. pi. In the military service,

the losses in a command due to any cause
whatsoever, as resignation, discharge, dis-

missal, desertion, capture, wounds, or death.

casuarinaceous (kas-u-ar-i-na'shius), a. [Cas-
uarinaceae + -ous.'j Belonging to the plant
family Casuarinacese ; resembling the genus
Casuarina. Also casuarineous.
Casuarinales (kas-u-ar-i-na'lez), n. pi. [NL.
(Britton, 1901), < Casuarina + -ales.'] An
order of dicotyledonous, arehichlamydeous
plants. It is characterized by moncecious flowers, the
staminate, with two sepal-like organs and one ceiiti-al

stamen, arranged in terminal spikes or catkins ; the fertile,
destitute of floral envelops, arranged in short heads at
the ends of lateral branchlets. The order is coextensive
with the family Casuarinacese, which contains the genus
Casuarina only, with about 23 species, chiefly Australa-
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Bian, but found also in tropical Asia and the Snnda and
Mascarene islands. One species, Camarina equiaetifolia,
has become established in many tropical countries and
occurs m penmsular Florida and the Keys.

casuarineous (kas'u-a-rin'e-us), a. Same as
*easuarinaceous.

casuistics, n. 2. The record and study of in-
dividual oases of disease.

On the ccuuiiities of malignant growths of the abdom-
mal cavity. Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 203.

casuistry, n. 3. In med., a recent, rare, and
improper use for casuistics.

casus (ka'sus), n. [L.] In law, a chance, an
accident, or an event: used frequently with
other words to express some technical meaning.— Casus fcederis. (a) in intematumal law, the precise
situation, event, or occurrence contemplated by a treaty,
stipulated for in a treaty, or made to come within its
teiTOS. (6) In commercial law, that which is oontem-
pla^d by the pai-ties to a contract, or that which is stipu-
lated for or brought within the terms of the contract

—

Casus fortultus, in civil law, inevitable accident; an
act of God ; the happening of an event that could not be
foreseen and guarded against by the highest exercise of
prudence or care.—Casus major, in civil law, an ex-
traordinary accident, as shipwreck, fire, etc.—Casus
omissus, a case not provided for ; an event or contin-
gency not covered by a statute on the general subject,
and which must be left to be governed by the common
law.

caswellite (kaz'wel-it), n. [After John H.
Caswell of New York.] A copper-red micaceous
mineral of bronze-like luster, probably derived
from the alteration of biotite : found at Frank-
lin Furnace, New Jersey.

cat^, n, 18. In medieval warfare, a machine
resembling the pluteus, under the protection
of which soldiers worked in sapping walls and
fosses.— 19. pi. lu mining, burnt clay used
for tamping. [Scotch.]—Bashaw cat, the long-
jawed catfish, LeptovB olivaris.—BrOwn cat, a species of
catfish, Ameiurug platycephaluB, of the family SUuridsc,
found in streams of the Carolinas and Georgia.—Cat's
auricle. See Hauricle.—Chartreuse cat, a variety of
cat said to have been developed by the monks of Char-
treuse. It is of a bluish-gray or Maltese color.— Chinese
cat, a variety of cat with hanging ears.—Chuckle-
headed cat, the fork-tailed channel catfish, Ictalurus
/urcitti».—nat-headed cat, the mud catfish of Caro-
lina, ATneiurus platycephalus.—Florida cat, in Florida,
the channel catfish, Ictalunut furcatus.—Gay cat, that
member of a bank-burglar gang whose business it is to
enter a bank as a crippled beggar, peddler, or the like, in
order to ascertain if the bank is protected by burglar-
alarms, etc. ; a burglar's 'pathfinder.' See kyeggman.
[Thieves' cant.]— Greatforktalled cat, the great catfish
of the Lakes, Airheiwrus 2acMstri».—Little yellow cat, a
common name of Noturus Jlaime, a catfish found in the
Great Lake region and south and westward to Montana,
Wyoming, and Texas.—Malay cat, a variety of cat from
the Malay Peninsula having a peculiar bend, orkink in the
tailasif ithad been broken.—Mississippi cat. Same as
chuckle-headed*cat.—OneOld cat.agame of ball in which
only a pitcher, catcher, and batsman are necessary, tliough
more may play.—Opelonsas cat, the long-jawed catfish,
Leptops olivaris.—ViB&caX, Same as OpeJotMO* -kcat—
Potomac cat, the common fork-tailed catfish of the
Potomac river, Ameiurus catus.—Russian cat. Same as
Opeloums Acai.—Sacramento cat, the catfish or horn-
pout, Ameiurus tiebulosus, introduced from the Potomac
into the Sacramento.^ Schuylkill cat, the common
horn-pout or small catfish of the northeastom United
States, Am^urus nebuiosus.—Siamese cat, a variety of
cat said to be bred by the nobility of Siam, of small size,
fawn-colored body, and chocolate-colored face and legs.
Occasionally the entire animal is chocolate-colored.

—

Spanish cat. Same as tortoise-shell i^cat.—Spotted
cat. (a) See spotted, (b) Same as channel-cat.— Thieves*
cat, the caW-nine-tails.—To let the Old cat die, to let
a swing stop of itself: a phrase used by children.—Tor-
tOlse-shell cat, a variety of cat marbled with black,
yellow, and white. Occasionally called Spanish cat.—
TellOW cat, Ameiurus natalis, a catfish found from the
Great Lakes southwai'd to Texas.

cati, V. I. trans—To cat and flsh, to lift (the an-
clior of a vessel) to the cat-head and draw up Its nuke so
that the latter rests on the rail or on the anchor-rest.

II. intrans. 2. To act after the manner of

soft clay or mortar in filling crevices.

Similar lesions cannot be produced by the injection of

tuberculin into the lungs of a healthy animal ; in animals,
it is true, tlie conditions are different. The tuberculin
when injected is rapidly absorbed, and produces generally
toxic instead of local lesions. The material which cats

here is in a state not capable of ready absorption, and
mu?t act locally. It represents the soluble products
mixed with mucus, possibly with particles of tissue.

Bmk, Med. Handbook, VIL 901.

Cat. An abbreviation (a) of Catalan ; (6) [I. c]
of catalogue ; (c) of catechism.

cata. Au abbreviation of catalogue.

catabasial (kat-a-ba'si-al), a. [Gr. (card, down,
+ I3daie, basis (see basion), + -aU.'i In anthrop.,

having a skull-base in which the basion is

lower under the assumed horizontal than the

opisthion.

catabatic (kat-a-bat'ik), a. [Gt. naTa^aTucdg,

< Kardpamg, descent : see eatabasis.'i Declin-

ing : said of the stage of defervescence of an

catabibazon (kat^a-bi-ba'zon), n. [Gr. koto-

ySi/Saftw, ppr. of mTafitfiaieiv, bring down, cause

S.— 14
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to go down, < (card, down, -1- ^ipal^Eiv, cause to
go, < paivetv, go: see basis."] In astrol., the
moon's descending node; the dragon's taU.
See dragon. Lilly.

catabiosis (kafa-bi-o'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Karapiuais, passing life, living, < Kard, down, +
/3«jff(f, mode of life.] In physiol, that property
of living substance which 'enables it to make
adjoining cells or structures develop adaptively
or in harmony with itself.

catabiotic (kat"a-bi-ot'ik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to catabiosis.

catachthonian (kat-ak-tho'ni-an), a. [Gr.
KajaxBdvioQ, underground, < m-ra, down, +
Xddvioc, < xdav, the ground : see chthonic] Un-
derground; subterranean.
cataclasm (kat'a-klazm), n. [Gr. mTdiAaa/j.a,
a breakage, < mfaitXav, break down, break off,
< /card, down, -t- kTmv, break.] A violent dis-
ruption or breaking up. Southey.
cataclastic (kat-a-klas'tik), a. and n. [Gr.
KaTaKhi(rrog, broken ^see *cataclasm), + -ic]
I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or resulting frem,
a cataclasm.—2. lupetrog., noting a structure
produced in rocks by crushing or shearing,
whereby the minerals are broken into frag-
ments. Kjerulf.

II. n. A fragmental texture in a rock or
mineral produced by crushing instead of sedi-
mentation. Geikie, Textbook of Geol., p. 135.

cataclinal (kat-a-kli'nal), a. [Gr. KaraK^ivriQ,
sloping, + -oJl.] Sloping : a descriptive term
applied to a dip-slope ; that is, a land-surface
which follows the dip of the underlying strata.— Cataclinal valley, a valley whose course follows the
dip of the strata.

cataclysmatic (kat*a-kliz-mat'ik), a. Of the
nature of a cataclysm ; of or relating to the
cataclysmists or their theories.

Cataclysmic theoi

catalyze

2. Any of the fishes belonging to the genus
Holacanthus,
catallactic (kat-a-lak'tik), a. [See eatallac-
tics.} Pertaining to exchange, orto the science
of exchanges.

catalo (kat'a-lo), n. lcat(tle) + {buff)alo.'\
The offspring of a cross between the American
bison and domesticated cattle : in common use
in the southwestern United States.
Vernon Bailey spoke on 'The Goodnight Herd of

Buffaloes and Cataloes in Texas,' saying that this com-
prised fifty buffaloes and about seventy cataZoes, or
crosses between the buffalo and domesticated cattle.

Science, March 6, 1903, p. 386.

catalogd, pp. A simplified spelling of cata-
logued.

cataloger, n. A simplified spelling of cata-

period
history is marked by distinctively characteristic faunas
and floras ; that no species is common to two successive
periods; that tremendous convulsions of nature (cata-
clysms) occurred at the close of each cycle and annihilated
the whole organic world ; and that by means of special
creative acts the renovated earth became time and again
populated with new animals and plants which bore m>so-
lutely no connection either with previous or with subse-
quently introduced types." Zittd itmna.). Textbook of
PaJeoa., I. i. Also theory of cataclysms (which see, under
cataclysm).

Oatacrotic pulse. See *pulse\
catacrotism (kat-ak'ro-tizm), n. [catacrot(ic)
+ -ism.} The occurrence of a catacrotic pulse.
catacumbal (kat-a-kum'bal), a. [LL. caia-
cumba, catacomb, "+ -a?i.]' Of, pertaining to,

resembling, or characteristic of, a catacomb.
[Rare.]

Catadicrotic pulse. See *pM?sei.

catadicrotism (kat-a-dik'ro-tizm), n. [Gr.
Kara, down, + Si-, two-, + upSrog, beating,
pulse, + -ism.] The condition of the pulse in
which the descending line of the sphygmo-
graphic tracing is broken by an upward notch
representing a faint beat following the maia.
pulsation.

catadidymus (kat-a-did'i-mus), n.; pi. cata^

didymi (-mi). [NL., < Gr. icard, down, + dlSviiog,

double.] in teratol., a monster double below
but single above.
catadromous, a. 2. In bot., having the first

set of nerves (in each segment of a fern frond)
given off on the basal side of the midrib, as in

Osmunda. Compare anadromous (6).

Catsetyz (ka-te'tiks), n. [NL., < Gr. Karakv^,

a low helmet or cap of leather.] A genus of

deep-sea fishes of the family Brotulidx.

cataforite, n. Same as *cataphorite.

cata^enetic (kat'''a-je-net'ik), a. Of or per-

taining to catagenesis.

The eatagenetic energies tend to the creation of a stable

equilibrium. A. Hyatt, Biol. Lect., p. 146.

catalase (kat'a-las), ». [Also katalase ; < catal-

(ysis) + -awe.] An oxidation-ferment which de-

composes hydrogen peroxid catalytieally with
the liberation of oxygen.

catalects (kat'a-lekts), n. pi. [L. catalecta.]

A collection of short poems ascribed to Vergil;

in general, short pieces or fragments of litera-

ture. Holland.
catalina (ka-ta-le'na), ». [Mex. Sp., from the

fern, name Catalina.] The Mexican name of

Anisotremtis tsmiatus, a fish of the Pacific coast

allied to the pork-fish of the Atlantic.

catalineta (ka-ta-li-na'ta), n. [Cuban Sp.,

dim. of the fem. name Catalina.] 1. The
Cuban name of the striped pork-fish, Aniso-

tremus vi/rginicus, of the family Beemulidse.—

catalogic (kat-a-loj'ik), a. Of the nature of or
pertaining to a catalogue.
catalogical (kat-a-loj'i-kal), a. Same as *cata-
logic.

cataloglstic (kat-a-lo-jis'tik), a. Enumerative

:

as, "the Sankhya, the catoiopjsiic philosophy,"
W. H. Mill : so called from its numerical classi-
fications, and the importance attached by
Sankhyans to the establishment of their
twenty-five principles. See Sankhya.
catalogue, n.—Aisentlne General Cataloene, a
star-catalogue made from observations at the National
Observatory of Argentina (at Cordoba), and including
stars in all portions of the southern heavens : in distinc-
tion to the "zones," catalogues which are limited to cer-
tain belts of the celestial sphere.—Author-catalogue,
a catalogue in which the various works composing a
library are arranged alphabetically accorduig to theii
authors.—Dictionary catalogue, a catalogue arranged
alphabetically.— Subject-catalogue, a catalogue ol
books or the like arranged according to subjects.— Sys-
tematic catalogue, a catalogue which is logically ar-
ranged.

catalona (ka-ta-lo'na), ». [Philippine Sp.,
taken as fem. of catalonan, which is then
treated as masc: see *catalonan.] Tagalog
sorceress or witch.

catalonan (ka-ta-16'nan), n. [Philippine Sp.,
< Tagalog catalonan, a sorceress or witch.]
Among the pagan Tagalogs, a sorceress or
witch ; also (in Spanish use), a male sorcerer
or priest.

Catalpic (ka-tal'pik), a. [catalpa + -ic] Per-
taining to or derived from the catalpa catal-
pic acid, a crystalline bibasic acid, Ci^Hx^O^, found in
the unripe seeds of Catalpa bignoniomes. it melts at
207" C.

catalpin (ka-tal'pin), n. [catalpa + -in"^.] A
crystalline glucoside obtained from the seeds
and bark of Catalpa bignonioides.

catalufa (ka-ta-16'fa), ». [Cuban Sp. use of
Sp. catalufa, a kind of carpet, = Pg. catalufa,
a sort of woolen cloth.] A Spanish name of a
bright red bass-like fish of the genus Priacan-
thus, known in English as the big-eye Cata-
lufa de lo alto, a name applied to species of the genus
Pempheris, deep-water fishes of a red color which bear a
superficial resemblance to Priacanthus.

catalysotype (kat-a-lis'o-tip), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. catalysotyped, ppr. catalysotyping. Same

catalyst (kat'a-list), n. lcataly(sis) + -(«),«<.]

In phys. ehem" Same as catalytic agent (which
see).

The change, however, does not occur spontaneously, but
is undoubtedly dependent on the presence of a catalyst,
as equilibrium is established with great rapidity if a trace
of alkali be added. Nature, Sept. 3, 1903, p. 431.

catalytic, a. 2. A term applied to evolution-
ary stages or conditions in which organisms
are degenerating toward sterility, as a result

either of too wide cross-breeding or of too nar-
rowinbreeding. Aberrant or mutative hybrids
and abrupt mutative variations or sports ap-
pear in the catalytic stages. Compare *dia-
lytic, i, *hemilytic, and *prostholytic. 0. F.

Cook.

II, n. Same as catalytic agent.

catalyzator (kat'a-li-za'tor), n. [catalyze +
-ator.] A substance whicti acts catalytieally,

causingby its presence chemical changes while
apparentlyremaining itself unchanged : a cata-

lytic agent. Also eatalysator.

Free hydrogen-ions are therefore without doubt exceed-

ingly active catalysators of a general character.

Smithsonian Rep., 1893, p. 237.

catalyze (kat'a-liz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. cata-

lysed, ppr. catalysing. [Also catalyse; < cataly-

sis (cf. analyse).] In phys. chem., to act upon
by catalysis : said of a substance which accel-

erates a chemical reaction whileit is itself left

unchanged at the end of the reaction.

. . . the prevalent view that an enzyme acts as a ccttaiyz-

ing agentand that the action of a catalyzer is the foi-mation



catalyze

of a labile intermediate product which instantly decom-
poses, restoring the catalyzer to its original condition.

Science, April 3, 1903, p. 338.

catalyzer (kat'a-li-z6r), n. In phys. chem., a
catalytic agent ; a catalyzator.

Measurements were made of the effect of catalyzers on
the formation of CjHsCl and CgHgClg from benzene and
chlorine. Jour. Phys. Chem., May, 1904, p. 373.

catamaran, n. 4. In lumbering, a, small raft
carrying a windlass and grapple, used to re-
cover sunken logs. [U. S.]

Catamblyrliyncmdse (kat-am-bli-ring'ki-de),
n. pi. [NL., < Catamblyrhyncus (< Gr. Kara.,

down, + auPXhq, blunt, 4- }myxo?, snout, beak)
+ -idee.'] A family of South American passe-
rine birds related to the sparrows.
catan (ka-tan'), n. [Philippine Sp. eatdn
(Morga), < Jap. katana, a sword, a knife.] A
Mnd of Japanese or Chinese eutlas.
catapetasma ( kat'a-pe-taz'ma ), n. [Also
katapetasma ; < Gr" KaTaireraana, a veil, <

KaraireTavvdvai, spread out, < Kara, down, -I-

Treravvvvai, spread out.] 1. In the Gr. Ch.,

ihe veil or curtain ofthe holy doors.— 3. The
veil which is used in Oriental churches to

cover the chalice and paten.— 3. In the Gr.
Ch., the veil which is hung on the canopy
standing over the altar.

cataphebe (kat'a-feb), n. [Origin unknown.]
Hypoplectms unicolor, a serranoid fish of the
West Indies. Also called vaca.

cataphoresis (kat"a-fo-re'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
KaraipopElv, carry down, < Kara, down, -I- iptpeiv,

carry.] The action of conveying something
downward or through something else ; specifi-

cally, electrical endosmosis, especially elec-

tric endosmosis employed to cause medicinal
substances (such as cocaine, quinine, or the
like) to pass through or into living tissues in
the direction of flow of a positive electric cur-
rent, or from the anode to the cathode. See
endosmosis—Anemic cataphoresis, cataphoresis in
wMch the action of the remedy is limited to the seat of
application, in consequence of the temporary arrest of
the blood-supply to the part

cataphoretic (kat"a-fo-ret'ik), a. [cataphore-
sis (-ret-) + -ic] I'ertaining to or of the na-
ture of cataphoresis: cataphoric Cataphoretic
demedication, the withdrawal of foreign material from
the tissues by cataphoresis.

—

Cataphoretic medica-
tion, the impregnation of the tissues of a part with any
mateiial by cataphoresis.

cataphoria (kat-a-fo'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
KOT^opo;, bearing or going down, < Karaipopew,

bear down, < Kara, down, H- ^tpuv, bear.] Incli-

nation of the visual axis below the horizontal
plane.

cataphoric, a. 3. Eelating to *eataphoresis,
to *oataphoria. See these words. <->.

The cataphoric electrode, covered with a thickness of
lintine, or similar material saturated with adrenalin, is

connected with the positive pole of the battery, or other
electric source. Med. Record, March 7, 1903, p. 363.

cataphorite (ka-taf'o-rit), «. [Gr. Kardipopog,

bearing or going down, + -»<e2.] An alkali-

iron amphibole nearbarkevikite, first described
from Norway. Also written kataphorite.

cataplasis (ka-tap'la-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. koto,

down, + ir7\,aacg, < 'nrXaaaetv, form, mold.] In
evolution, the stage of the decline or decadence
of an organic type, in distinction from the
stage of its rise {anaplaHs) and the stage of

its full vigor (metopia«Js). Haeckel.

catapophysiai (kat"a-po-fiz'i-al), a. [cata-

pophysis + -al.'] Of or pertaining to a cata-

pophysis—Catapophysiai canal, in ornith., the
canal on the ventral face of the cervical vertebrte, bounded
by the catapophyses and containing the carotid artery.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, L 370.

catapophysis (kat-a-pof i-sis), ».; pi. cata-

pophyses (-sez). [SfL., < Gr. Kara, down, -(•

air6<lnx7ig, an outgrowth, a process.] 1. In anat.,

any process, usually of bone or of brain tissue.

Also called hypapophysis.— 3. One of a pair of

processes developed on the sides of the ven-

tral face of the cervical vertebrse in birds.
They vary in size from a slight projection near the base

of a transverse process to a long incurved process that

almost or quite meets its fellow of the opposite side to

form the catapophysiai canal. On the posterior cervicals

the catapophyses may be moved downward on to the

hypapophysis. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, March, 1899, p.

40fi.

Catapult fruit. Same as *iallistic fruit.

catapult (kat'a-pult), V. I. trans. 1. To hurl,

as a missile, as from a catapult.

At last . . . the throne itself was catapulted into the

square, and the last symbol of royalty reduced to a heap

of ashes. Blackwood s Mag., LXIII. 499.

3. To shoot at with a catapult : as, to catapult

birds.
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II. intrans. To use a catapult in hurling

missiles.

cataract, «. 7. In mech., a device for regu-

lating the number of strokes per minute in a
Cornish pumping-engine, in which the velocity

of a falling weight, or a spring-weighted piston,
is governed by the flow of water through a
variable opening, whose cross-section can be
controlled at wUl, so that the period of the
stroke or the interval between strokes can be
made longer or shorter.—Black cataract, opacity

of the crystalline lens discolored by the absorption of

pigment from the blood.

—

Cortical cataract, opacity

of the crystalline lens beginning at the margin and ex-

tending toward the center.—Diabetic cataract, a cata-

ract occurring prematurely in one sujfering from diabetes.— Glacier cataract, an abrupt precipitous descent in
the course of a glacier, analogous to a cataract in a
river. Dana, Manual of Geol., 4th ed., p. 238.

—

La-
mellar cataract. Same as zonular cataract (which
see, under zonular).— Senile cataract, a hard opacity
of the lens-nucleus of the eye, occurring not infrequently
in the aged.

—

Soft cataract, a cataract of the eye in
which the opaque lens is of semi-fluid consistency, as
happens when the opacity occurs before the nucleus of
the lens has formed.—Zonular cataract. See zonular.

cataract (kat'a-rakt), V. I. intrans. To form
cataracts.

II. trans. To pour, like a cataract.

My poems have been reviewed. The Monthly has
cataroAited panegyric on me \ the Critical cascaded it, and
the Analytical dribbled it with civility.

Coleridge, Letter in Sup. Biographia Literaria, II. 739.

cataract-box (kat'a-rakt-boks), n. A dash-
pot ; a damper or retarder in the form of a
piston which must move a liquid whenever it

changes position. The movement of the liquid
through an orifice of adjusted size determines
the rate at which the piston moves.
cataract-knife (kat'arrakt-nif"), n. A knife
for section of the cornea in operations for cat-
aract : it is so shaped as to prevent the escape
of the aqueous humor while the incision is

being made and the knife remains in the
wound.
cataract-lens (kat'a-rakt-lenz), n. A power-
ful spectacle-lens used after an operation for
cataract.

cataract-needle (kafa-rakt-ne^dl), n. A fine
steel rod, set in a handle, with a pointed or
lance-shaped extremity: used to disintegrate
a lenticular cataract and so promote its ab-
sorption.

catarinite (kat'a-rin-it), n. See *meteoriie.

catarrh, »

—

^Acutenasalcatarrh, coryza.—Atrophic
nasal catarrh, chronic inflammation of the nasal mu-
cous membrane leading to atrophy : usually the underly-
ing condition of ozsena.

—

^Autumnal catarrh, hay-fever.—Bronchial catarrh,bronchitis.—Epidemic catarrh,
influenza.— Gastric catarrh, simple inflammation of
the mucous membrane of the stomach.— Lightning
catarrh, a severe and i-apidly developing nasal catarrh.—Nasal catarrh. Same as coryza (acute foim) and
ozsena (chronic fetid form).

—

Russian catarrh, influ-
enza.— Suffocative catarrh, capillary bronchitis.-
Vernal catarrh, a form of conjunctivitis which prevails
in the spring.

catarrhal croup, gastritis, jaundice. See
*crowp'^, gastric *catarrh, *jaundice.
Catasetum (kat-a-se'tum), m. [NL. (L. C.
Richard, 1822) . ] Agenus of plants of the family
Orchidacese, several species of which are grown
in choice collections. They have globose expanded
flowers land plaited membranaceous leaves ; the flowers
are in racemes, and the columns are provided with sensi-
tive appendages which, when touched, cause the pollen-
masses to fly out. There are some 30 species in the Ameri-
can tropics, eitherterrestrial or epiphytic. C. Bungerothi,
C. macrocarpum, C. discolor, and others are under culti-
vation. They require a high temperature.

catasta (ka-tas'ta), n. [L., a corruption of
Gr. KardaTaaig, a setting down : see catastasis.']

1. A stage or block on which slaves were
formerly exposed for sale.

She will be taken to Borne, and sold as a slave. And
in spite of a few discomforts in the transfer, and the prej-
udice . . . against standing an hour on the catasta to
be handled from head to foot in the minimum of clothing,
she will most probably end in being far better housed.

Kingsley, Hypatia, xiii.

3. A bed or rack of torture.—3. An obsolete
English name for the stocks.

catastrofe, n. A simplified spelling of catas-
trophe.

catastrophal (ka-tas'tro-fal), a. Same as cat-

astrophic.

catastrophical (kat-as-trof'i-kal), a. Same as
catastrophic.

catastrophically (kat-as-trof'i-kal-i), adv. In
a catastrophic manner; with the suddenness
and the disastrous effect of a catastrophe.

catasyllogism(kat-a-siro-jizm), n. [ML. cata-
syllogismus (cf. Gr. KaTaavMoyi^eadm, have a
conclusion drawn against onej, < Gr. Kara,

down, -I- avX7Myia/t6g, syllogism.] A syllogism
by which the principal contention of an oppo-

catch-block

nent is absolutely refuted from premises sup-

plied by him. Bisler attributes the introduction of

the term to John of Salisbury ; but, in fact, Boethius has

it, the conesponding infinitive having been used by Aris-

totle in the nineteenth chapter of the second "Piior

Analytics.'

catatasis (kat-at'a-sis), «• [NL., < Gr. mrd-

Taaiq, stretching, straining, extension, < nara-

rdveiv, stretch, strain, draw tight, < nard, down,
-f reiveiv, stretch.] Extension employed in

the reduction of a dislocation or of the defor-

mity attending fracture of one of the long

bones.
catatonia, » See katatonia.

catatonic, a. See *katatonic.

catatricrotism (kat-a-trik'ro-tizm), n. [Gr.

Kard, down, + rpi-, three-, + /tpdrof, a beating,

clapping (pulse), 4- -ism.] A condition of the
puUe inwhich the descending line of the sphyg-
mographic tracing is broken by two upward
notches representing two faint beats after the
main pulsation.

catattut (ka-ta't6t), n. [Said to be a native
name in Amboina.] The cocoanut crab, Bir-
gus latro.

catatype (kat'a-tip), n. [Also katatype; <
(jr. Kara, down,"+ tvttoc, type.] In photog., a
print made from a negative without the aid of
light, but by the use of a chemical catalyzer
or accelerator. Ostwald and Gros of Leipzig found
that by flowing a negative with an ethereal solution of
hydrogen peroxid the peroxid is instantly decomposed
more or less completely wherever it comes in contact
with the silver of the film, which acts as a catalyte, and
on the evaporation of the resulting water leaves on the
plate an invisible picture in unaltered peroxid which is

densest where the negative is least dense, and is therefore
a positive. The negative is next pressed on paper flowed
with ferrous sulphate, which is then washed and devel-
oped by gallic acid to produce a dark-violet picture in

writing-ink. Other chemicals, as manganese salts, may
be used instead of the iron solution. A similar process is

employed for the production of gelatin plates for printing
in lithographic ink. Set. Atner., Nov. 28, 1903, p. 382.

catatypic (kat-a-tip'ik), a. [catatype -^ -ic]

IJi photog., of or pertaining to a catatype, or to

the process of inducing chemical change with-
out the use of light.

catatypy (kat'a-ti-pi), n. [catatype -i- -^3.]

In photog., a printing process which utilizes

the chemical agents which act as does light to
accelerate changes of a chemical character.
See *catatype. Sci. Amer. Sup., Aug. 1, 1903,

p. 23,055.

catavertebral (kat-a-v6r'te-bral), a. [Gr.
Kara, down, -I- E. veftelral.]' Situated below
the centrum of the vertebrse Catavertebral
element, in ichtK : (a) One of the bones attached to the
sides of the vertebrte, usually surrounding the abdominal
cavity. (6) The hemapophysis, or arch below the centrum
of the vertebrae.

catawampous (kat-a-wom'pus), a. [A made
word, from cata- -i-"wamp-, vaguely imitative
(cf. wap, whop), -f -0M«.] Fierce ; voracious;
devouring; destructive. [Slang, U. S.].

catberry (kat'ber'i), n. 1. The mountain
holly, Nemopanthes mucronata.— 3. The wild
gooseberry.
catbird, n. Z. An Australian name of mem-
bers of the genus .3l!lurcedus : so called on ac-
count of the resemblance of their notes to the
calls of a cat.

The cat-bird (jElurcedus m4icu2omts) which makes its
appearance towards evening, and has a voice strikingly
like the mewing of a cat.

C. LuTnholtz, Among Cannibals, vii.

catch^, V. i. 8. In agri., to germinate and
grow, as a crop : as, the wheat will catch if
the seed and season are good and the land
well prepared—To catch and bowl, in ericket, to
bowl the ball to a batsman and cateh him out on the hit

:

said of the bowler.

catchi, n. 18. In agrri., the extent or condi-
tion of the geimination of a crop : as, a good
catch ot clover; if a good catefe continues to
thrive it will result in a good stand.— 14. In
lock-making, a small lock-case containing a
sliding bolt but having no key. The beveled- or
latoh-bolt is kept in an extended position by a spring or
by gravity, and is controlled by a knob which slides in a
slot in the case.—Dolly catch, a ball mis-hit by the
batsman, which goes slowly in the air to one of the flelders

;

an apparently easy cateh. [Cricket slang.]— Fair catch,
vafoot-hall, a ball so caught as to entitle the catcher's side to
a tree kick.—Holdlng-OUt catch, a device attached to a
spmnmg-mule for retaming the carriage In position at the
end of its outward run.—fiiocMng-off catch, a tappet

;

stop ; trip ; part of a machine used to strike another piece
at a particular time in its travel, so as to operate a stop or
reverse.

catch-block (kach'blok), n. A block having
teeth which engage with teeth on another part
of the mechanism to form a temporary con-
nection : sometimes used on the vidve-gear of
certain automatic cut-ofE engines.
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catch-bolt, n. 2. The pm or bolt on the valve- catechizable (kat'e-ki"za^bl), a. That may he
ami of the admission-valve of a Corliss engine catechized or instructe'a catechetically: as,
which IS caught by the crab or claw. catechizable persons
catch-boom (kaeh'bom), to. A boom fastened catechol (kat'e-chol), n. Same as *pvrocate.
across a stream to catch and hold floating chol or *pyrocatechin
logs. -

catch-box (kach'boks), n. A clutch in which
one element enters a box-like cavity and is
there caught by projections which cause one
part to drive the other. Nasmitli, Cotton Spin-
ning, p. 320.

catch-cropping (kach'fcrop-ing), TO. The em-
ployment of a catch crop in a system of fallow-
ing. See catch *crop.

catechu, n. it is used extensively in cotton-dyeing, under
tlie name of cutch, for tlie production of tan sliades. It
consists chiefly of two principles, catechu-tannic acid,
and catechin or catechuic acid, which are accompanied by
a brown amorphous substance called japonic acid. Ja-
ponic acid is the final oxidation-product of catechuic acid,
and catechu-tannic acid is an intermediate oxidation-pro-
duct. Bombay catechu, obtained from the heart-wood of
the catechu palm, Areca Catechu, is considered the best
quahty for dyeing purposes ; its principal constituent is
catechu-tannic acid. Bengal catechu, obtained from the

catch-fake (kach'fak), n. Naut., an accidental Pods and twigs of the acacia, is less soluble than Bombay
(-,,7^ rvr fa-nrrla in o -r.^^-!^ „„;i„.i ca,techu. Cube catechu is the same as oamhier catjichit.turn or tangle in a poorly coiled rope.
catch-pan (kaeh'pan), to. A pan, usually of
thin sheet-metal, placed under a machine to
catch the oil or water which drips from it.

catch-pawl (kach'p&l), n. A swinging catch
provided on a winch to hold the crank-shaft
endwise in either of its two possible positions.
Also used to hold the feed-shafts of some ma-
chines in either the ahead or the reverse po-
sition.

catch-piece (kach'pes), «. A stop; a buffer; a ^
spring-bumper used to limit the stroke of a catechumenship (kat-e-kii'men-ship), to. The
Cornish pump. state of being a catecliumen.
catch-pit (kach'pit), TO. A pit or depression catechu-tannic
in which water is collected;
basin.

The late Devonian subsidence then culminated in the
formation of a profound catchpit, where sank the coai-se
sand and pebbles. Amer, Geol., Aug., 1903, p. 104.

.
catechu is the same aa gamMer catechu,

which IB a product of the leaves of Ouronparia Gambier
and IS sold inthetoi-mof yellow cubes.— Catechubrown
See *brown.— Terra catechu. Same as catechu.

catechumenism (kat-e-ku'men-izm), n. The
system of instruction 'and discipline prepara-
tory to the reception of baptism,
catechumenize (kat-e-ku'me-niz), V. t.

;
pret.

and pp. catechumenized, ppr. catechumenizing.
[catechumen + 4ze.'] To instruct in the doc-
trines and practices of the church in prepara-
tion for baptism.

(kat"e-ch6-tan'ik), a. Per-
a deep catch- taining to catechu and tannin.— catechu-tannlc

acid, a tannin, C13HJ2O5, found in catechu and foitning
about one half its weight. See *cateehu.

categoric (kat-e-gor'ik), a. and to. Same as
categorical.

catch-plate (kach'plat), to. 1. a plate or categorico-alternative(kat-e-gor"i-k6-al-t6r'-

block so placed as to be caughtby a claw when
the latter reaches a certain position. Such a
part is used on many forms of tripping-valve
gear.— 2. A small face-plate used on a lathe
to carry a pin which engages a straight-tailed
dog and so drives the piece to be turned.
catch-rack (kaeh'rak), n. A form of straight-
toothed rack into the teeth of which a wheel
may be slid from the side, so that the teeth
engage and the wheel drives the rack, or the
reverse.

catch-rod (kach'rod), TO. A horizontal connect-
ing-rod

;
part of the arrangement for holding

the carriage of a spinning-mule in position
when at the end of its outward run.

catch-siding (kach'si-ding), TO. A siding along
a steep railway grade so placed as to catch
runaway cars. [Eng.J
catch-station (kach'sta-shgn), ». A railroad
way-statiou where mail-pouches are dropped
from passing trains.

catchwater, TO. 2. In^%s., a conical receiver
placed beneath a bulb, flask, or other vessel to
catch the water which is condensed upon its

outer surface. M. W. Travers, Bxper. Study of
Grases, p. 33.

catch-wheel (kach'hwel), TO. A ratchet-wheel

;

a wheel having a catch to prevent it from turn-
ing in one direction.
Catchword entrF, an entry of a book in a library-cata-
logue by some prominent word in the title which can be
easily remembered and which will readily catch the eye
of a reader who is not quite certain of the exact title.

catchwork, n. 2. Any mechanical appliance
used to arrest motion by means of ratchets,
pawls, dogs, and friction gripping-surfaces,
such are elevatior safety-appliances which come into ac-
tion when cables break, overwinding safety-devices in
collieries, pile-driving weight-clutches, and the like.

catchy (kach'i), a. Same as catching, 2. [Col-
loq.]

cat-crane (kat'kran), TO. Naut., an overhang-
ing iron beam stepped like a boat-davit, situ-

ated on the forecastle. It takes the place of

a cat-head in catting the anchor.
cat-davit (kat'dav"it), n. Same as *eat-crane.

catechesis (kat-e-ke'sis), m. [LL. catechesis, <
Gr. mTfixvoie, oral instruction, < KaTtixuv, teach
bywordof mouth: see cotectem.] 1. Oral in-

struction given in the early church to candi-
dates for baptism, it consisted of lectures or ad-
dresses, chiefly on the ten commandments, the Apostles'

Creed, and the Lord's Prayer, and formed a kind of outline

or summary of Christian doctrine.

2. A book prepared for such instruction, as

the sixteen books of catechetical discourses by
Cyril of Jerusalem.

Specimens of these addresses and their contents are pre-

served in the Catechesis ot Cyril of Jerusalem (315-386

A. v.). Middle, Christian Antiquities, p. 460.

catechin, n Diamine catecbin B and Cf, two direct

cotton cod-tar colors of unpublished composition which

dye unmordanted cotton brown in a salt bath An after-

treatment with potassium bichromate or copper sulphate

renders the brown faster.

na-tiv), a. Having for its premises an'alterna-
tive proposition and a categorical proposition
which denies one of the members of the former.
The term was introduced in 1890 by E. E. Constance
Jones. A categorico-altemative inference is what is or-
dinarilyxalled a disjunctive syllogism.

category, to. l. The categories are those general
concepts or ideas which mai'k the most fundamental dis-
tinctions. Such are those of different attitudes of thought
which may, or may not, be supposed to correspond to dif-
ferences in things, regardless of how anybody thinks.
The different schemes of categories that are influential in
philosophy may be classified according as they make divi-
sions into two, three, four, or more members. Of dualistic,
or dyadic, schemes, those which distinguish two modes
of thought have never been successfully attacked ; espe-
cially the distinction between aiflimation and negation,
under which head are to be ranged a multitude of dyadic
distinctions, such as the iriie and the false, the good and
the bad. Other dyadic distinctions of fundamental im-
portance depend upon special metaphysical theories, such
as the distinction of body and soul. Still others are open
to doubt on the ground that one of the two members may
be a name for a heterogeneous collection, such as the dis-
tinction of things and thought, where, under 'thought,'
there may be included both physical phenomena and gen-
eral agencies, not in themselves phenomena and yet not
things. Ot triadic systems of categories, the most re-

markable is that of Hegel, which very few students now
accept in all its details, but which is mai'ked throughout
by profomid analyses. Hegel's governing idea is a philo-
sophical unitailanism. As soon as he finds himself forced
to admit that absolute reality involves a rational element,
this unitarianism compels him to deny that there is any
other element but rationality in it. Accordingly, he af-

firms that the real is the rational, and the rational is the
real. Thence (largely influenced by experiments) he is

led to believe that any abstract idea, allowed to brood
over itself, will hatch out of itself a flat denial of itself

;

and from the struggle between the two is generated a
more complex or involved conception nearer to the very
reality. This he not only asserts in genei*al terms, but he
boldly attempts to give an actual epitome of the evolution
of reality out of the barest abstraction of thought, mai'k-

ing the stages at which thought makes its chief halts.

The concepts which mark those halts are called by Hegel
the categories. Of course the list will be fuller or more
meager according to the degree of detail with which the
march, of thought is described. As given by him, it falls

into triads. He sometimes seems to speak as if this tri-

adic character were merely a feature of the style of de-
scription, but he must have thought that the different

conceptions were of three kinds, which he might well
enough have cgilled categories of another order. In his

list are : quality, quantity, Trwasure ; essence (as reason
of existence), appearance, actuality; the s^ective con-

cept, the object, the idea ; etc. A large number of triads

of categories have been signalized at different times.

Such are: beginning, imdcUe, end; body, spirit, soul;
matter, energy, consciousness; svbsta/nce, attribute, rela-

tion; objects, events, relations (B. Erdmann); time,

space, casuaUty (Paul Deussen) ; identity in diversity, simi-

larity in otherness, unity of whole and parts (E. E. Con-
stance Jones), etc. Schelling and others have advocated
quadrate schemes of categories. Other notable lists of cate-

gories are : J. S. Mill's "things denoted by names," which
are feelings, substances, qualities, relations, quantity

;

H. A. Aikins's five fundamental relations, indimdual iden-

tity, subject and attribute, causal relations, notircausal re-

latione between different things, thought and Us object;

Herbert Nichols's categories, quality, quantity, change-
dbleness, lawfulness, presentativeness, persoiuuUy.

catelectrotonically(kat'''e-lek-tr6-ton'i-kal-i),

adv. In a cateleetrotonus manner. Buck,
Med. Handbook, IH. 780.

catenoid (kat'e-noid), a. and to. [L. catena,

a chain, + dr. adof, form.] I. a. Chain-

caterpillar

shaped; catenary, a catenoid colony of Protozoa
IS such as would arise from the miion of cells end to end,
or side to side, or through the continuous division of cells
in one plane.

II. TO. The surface of revolution of the cate-
nary. Meusnier found (1776) that every min.
imal surface of revolution is the catenoid.

catenulate, a. 3. In zodl., same as catenate.
Annals and Mag. Nat. Bist., May, 1903, p. 452.

caterpillar, n. Black caterpUlar, the larva of a
European saw-fly, Atknlia spinarum, known as the turnip
saw-Jiy. The larvse are also known as blacks, black palm-
ers, and niggers. They feed on turnip, charlock, and
mustard.—Blue-spangled peach-tree caterpillar, a
velvety-black catei-pillar, with an orange stripe along the
back and steel-blue warts, the larva of the arctiid moth
Haploa colona orfulmcosta, which feeds upon the foliage of
peach and other rosaceous fruit-trees in the eastern
United States.—Bulmsh caterpillar. Ssaaeasitplant-
eaterpUlar.— Geometric caterpillar, any one of very
many larvse of the lepidopterous family Oeometridx, which,
lacking abdominal prolegs, move with a looping motion
as though measuring the sm-face over which they walk.
-Harlequin caterpillar, the larva of an American
ai'ctiid moth, Euchsetes egle, which is found commonly on
milkweed and is clothed with tufts of orange, black, and
white hair.—Hedgebog caterpillar, the larva of an
ai'ctiid moth, Isia Isabella', also called woolly bear.^
Hickory horned-devil caterpillar. See walnut-moth.
Also called royal homed walnut-caterpillar.— Moth-
borer caterpular, a name used by the planters in the
British West Indies for the larva of the sugar-cane borer-
moth, Diatrsea sacckaralis. Nature, Sept. 3, 1903, p. 423.— Orange-dog caterpillar, the larva of an Ameri-
can papilionid butterfly, Papilio thoas, found com-
monly on citrus-trees in Florida and Louisiana and
also in Mexico and Central Ameiica.

—

Frocesslonaiy
caterpillar, (a) See processionary. (6) The larva of
an Australian lymantriid moth, Teara melanosticta,
which forms in columns like the European Cnetho-
campa processionea.—Red-bumped apple-tree cat-
erpillar, the larva of a notodontid moth, Schizura con-

Red-huinped apple-tree caterpillar iSchizura conctnna}.
a, moth ; b, caterpillar. Natural size.

einna. It feeds on the leaves of the apple, pear, and other
rosaceous trees. Its body is longitudinally striped with
slender white, black, and yellow lines, the head is coral-
red, and there is a coral-red hump on the back of the
fourth^segment, whence tlie populai* name.

—

Scale-cat-
erpillar, the larva of any phycitid moth which feeds on
scde-insects as th European Eraetria scitula, whose

Scale-caterpillar {Erastria scitula).

a, moth ; b, larva in case; c, pupa. (All more than twice natural
size.) (After Riley, U. S. D. A.)

larva preys on the black scale and which has been im-
ported into California, and the American Lietilia coccidi-

vora, whose larva feeds on the cottony maple-scale.

—

Vegetable caterpillar, a name applied to certain species

of Cordyceps which grow upon caterpillars. See Cordy-
ceps and caterpillar-fungics.

H. HUl publishes a historical and descriptive account of

this fungus which has been called the vegetable cater-

pillar. It is found all over the North Island of New Zea-

land. The author has not been able to determine the

species of caterpillar attacked by the fungus, and his

attempts to germinate the spores on other caterpillai's liave

been as yet unsuccessful.
Jour. Boy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1903, p. 69.

Wbeat false caterpillar, the larva of an American saw-

fly, Dolerus arvensis.— Yellow-necked apple-tree cat-

erpillar, the larva of a notodontid moth, Datana mmis-
tra. It feeds gregai-iously on the leaves of the apple, and
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(often translated 'a purging of the passions') a mental the optical effects of the X-rays. It comprises

^"?f*
o' the contemplation of works of high art, espe- ^ fluoroscope, a vacuum-tube, batteries, etc.

clallyoftheohoralbutseverelysirapleand solemn Greek __.j_",.„^s,„K\ „ r-ParioVna 1 Tli<. lo,.,.„
tragedies. He has been supposed to mean a cleansing CatlVa (ka-te va), ». [Fanama.J_ iHe large

from sin ; but it is certain that he does not mean this or
--'^'^i-- ""n^" «» i>™«™

any strictly moral effect. On the other hand, he was of a
edible seeds ot Prioria copaifera, a leguminous
tree of Jamaica and Central America.

medical family, and himself compares catharsit to the „_4.j-_„ tlrafiit-nti'l n TA T)iitp>i annlliTxr nf
elfect of a cathartic. He probably means the brightening Catjang (l£at mng;, n. L-ai^Uien spelling ot

and clearing of the emotional state by reUe?ing the
^"'^"«" ° ™''=° "'="+ <"• Mola-o^ I-/,*./.™ tl,„

thoughts of the burden of sordid cares and of sensual de-
sires ; and something like this is now usually understood
by the word.

cathartic, a.-
kpilia.

cathartin (ka-thar'tin), ». \_cathart-ie + -irfi.'i

1. A name once given to a mixture of sub- „„«.___ /t„+'„<,„^ „
stances obtained from senna.— 2. A bitter SSi^t^iVT /i °Zl''"'i

-Componnd catbartic pills. See

kachang, a pulse blant, as Malay ka^an, the
CajanCajan, eto. SeeCajamis.2 1. The pigeon-
pea or Kongo pea, Cajati Cajan. See *Cajan
and dlioll.—2. The cow-pea or ehowlee, Vigna
Sinensis. See Vigna, axA cow-pea, undersea.
Catlin's Eiver series. See '•series.

catmon, n. See *katmon.
catnep (kat'nep), n. Same as catnip.

srb"staue7foArd"in'bueWh7m belriet iJAa)^ Catocala (ka-tokVla), ». [NL.. < Gr. ,«i™,

nus catharUm.
' below, + «a?.of beautiful.] A notable genus

of noctmd moths containing many very beau-

Yellow-necked Apple.tree Caterpillar (Daiana inint'stm).
a, caterpillar; b, moth ; c and d, eg^gfs, natural size and enlarged.

has other food-plants as well. The body is longitudinally
striped with black and yellow, except the neck, which is

uniformly orange-yellow. The head is black.

caterpillar-fern (kat'er-pil-ar-f6m), n. See
*fem'^.

caterpillar-himter, n areen caterpillar hunt-
er, an American predatory carabid beetle, Calosoma scru-
tatoTf of a metallic green color. See Calosirma, with cut.

cateye (kat'i), n. A seorpaeDoid fish, Selico-
lenusmadeirensis, found in Madeira. Also boca
negra.

Cali-face (kat'fas), n. In forestry, a partly
healed-over flre-scar on the stem of a, tree.
[U. S.]

cat-faced (kat'fast), a. 1. Full of knots: ap-
plied to sawn timber.— 2. An opprobrious or
contemptuous epithet used in the north of
England. [Slang.]

catfish, n. 7. In Victoria and New South
Wales, a fresh-water fish, Copidoglanis tan-
danus. it inhabits the rivers of the Murray system, but
not those of the center of the continent. Also called eel-Jish

and tandaTi. In Sydney the same name is applied also to
Cnidofflanis megastoma.—Beimuda catfish. Same as
itrabbit-fishj 4 (of Madeira).—Electric catfish, Malapter-
urus electncus, a catfish found in the Nile, having the
power of giving an electric shock. The electric organ is

said to extend over the entire body.

cat-flea (kat'fle), n. See Fulex.

cat-fluke (kat'flok), ». A trematoid worm,
Opisthordhis felineus (Kivolta, 1884), from 8 to
13 millimeters long, found in the liver in cats,

dogs, and men, and producing Siberian opis-
thorchiasis.

cat-foot (kat'fut), adv. With silent foot, as
a eat; in the manner of a catf stealthily;
[Prov.]

He [a bear] catches the dinin'-room deserted . . . an'
goes roraancin' over, catfoot and surreptitious, an' cleans
np the tables. A. H. Lewis, Wolfville Nights, xv.

catgut, n— (mromic (orchromlclzed) catgut, catgut
impregnated with chromic acid, in consequence of which
it is less quickly absorbed when used for sutures or liga-
tures in surgical operations.—Iodized catgut, cat%ut
steeped in iodine whereby it is rendered aseptic and less
readily absorbable.

Cath. An abbreviation (6) of cathedral.

cathamma (ka-tham'a), n.
;

pi. cathammata
(a-ta). [NL.,<Gr. Kdda/iua,a,inot,iKa6dirTeiv,

fasten, </caTo, upon, -|- a-n-retv, touch, fasten.]
In zoot, a place at which the dorsal and ven-
tral walls of the umbrella are grown together,
as in certain jellyfishes.

cathammal (ka-tham'al), a. [cathamma +
-aP.] 1. Relating to a cathamma.— 2. Of or
pertaining to rudimentary endoderm. The
^yer of degenerated endoderm which persists in some
med .lase, in areas where the endodermal canal-system has
been obliterated, is termed a vascular lamella or catham-
mal plate.

Catharistic (kath-a-ris'tik), a. Of or per-

taining to the Catfiarists (which see); puri-

tanical.

catharsis, n- 2. Used in English to express
whatever Aristotle is supposed to have meant
by the same word. But he has been understood in

five different ways. A passage of his " Poetics " to which
we are referred in his " Politics " for the full explanation

of his meaning does not appear in the "Poetics," as ex-

tant. The word was apphed in Greek to the ritual puri-

fication of temples, etc. Plato and Xenophon (the latter

using only the adjective Ka0ap6f, clean), both disciples of

Socrates, use it to mean a clarification of the mind in-

duced by dying and even at the near approach of death.

Aristotle means by his phrase /eiSapiri! riiw ira^TjfiaTuv

mis catharUea
cathartogenin (kath-ar-toj'e-nin), n. [cafhar-
t-ic + -gen + -j»2.] Same as cathartic add.

cat-head, n. 4. An attachment to a lathe to
assist in supporting long bars when they are
being turned, it is a ring having set-screws that bind
the work, when not circular, and hold it in a Urcentering-
rest (which see).

cathedralesque (ka-the-dra-lesk'), a Cathe-
dral-like : as, eathe'iralesque churches.
cathedralism (ka-the'dral-izm), n. The sys-
tem that arises irom the administration and
regulations of a diocese.
cathedralist (ka-the'dral-ist), n. 1. An ad-
vocate or supporter of eathedraUsm.— 2. A
clergyman attached to a cathedral church.
cathedralized (ka-the'dral-izd), p. a. Con-
verted into a catiedral : as, a cathedralised
church.
cathedratically (kath-f-drat'i-kal-i), adv.
With the authority of one who speaks ex ca-
thedra; authoritatively.

catheter, ».—Elhowed catheter, a catheter with an
angular bend near the tip: used in cases of enlarged
prostate.—Female catheter, a short, nearly straight

tlful species. They are known as underwing moths,
from the fact that the hind wings are often striped and
colored in striking contrast to the fore wings. The
genus is widely distributed, but North America is its

metropolis, more than 100 species occurring on that con-
tinent.

catoctin (ka-tok'tin), n. \CatocUn, a local
name in Maryland, ofIndian origin. Ct. monad-
nock.'X A boss of rock which rises above the
general level because of its greater resistance
to erosion—Catoctin schists. See *catoctm type.—
Catoctin tjrpe, the type of ore-deposit occurring m the
Catoctin schists, a belt of metamorphosed basic volcanic
rocks of Algonkian age, forming the mountain-core of
Maryland and Virginia.

Catonic (ka-ton'ik), a. [NL. Catonicus, < L.
Cato, a Roman cognomen, < catus, sagacious.]
1. Of or pertaining to, or having the character
of, Cato the Censor, a type of old-fashioned,
prejudiced, pragmatical, ungracious, hard
Roman virtue.— 2. Of or pertaining to Cato
of Utica, a type of stubborn but impractical
virtue.— 3. In the style of a medieval book of
apothegms which goes by the name of Cato or
Caton.

catheter for passage intothe female bladder.—Prostatic n«4.J^«4.-._._xj- /i * i - ij..i \

catheter, a catheter with a wide curve, employed in CatOptromantlC (ka-top-tro-man'tik), a.
certain cases of enlarged prostate.

catheterostat (kath-e-ter'o-stat), n. [Gr.
KoBerr/p, catheter, + arardc, '< iaravat, place,
stand.] A receptacle for holding and steriliz-
ing catheters. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 754.

cathetometric (kath-e-to-met'rik), a. Of, per-
taining to, or obtained 'by means of a cathe-
tometer.
cathion (kath'i-on), n. An erroneous form of

Cathode photograph. Sameasscio^rapA, 2.— Cathode c^t's-Wood (kats'blud), n.

photography, rays. See-kplu>tography,*rayi.— Ca,th- Oerry.
ode streams. Same as cathode -krays.

cathodic, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the cathode:
as, the cathodic discharge in a vacuum-tube.
Also spelled fcoftodjc—Cathodic dark space, the
dark space in a vacuum-tube traversed by the electric
dischaige which surrounds the cathode. See Crookes's
•kspace.

[ca-
toptromaney.l Of) pertaining to, or of the
nature of catoptromancy.
cat-piece (kat'pes), n. In logging, a small
stick, in which holes are made at regular in-
tervals, placed on the top of uprights firmly
set in floating booms. The uprights are fitted to
enter the holes in the cat-piece so as to narrow or widen
the space between the booms at the entrance to a sluice-
way or sorting-jack. The cat-piece is held by the up-
rights high enough above water to allow logs to fioat freely
under it

Same as *hlood-

cat^s-claw, n. 3. See *bayag-kamUng.
cat's-eye, n. 3. Jupathol., an opalescent ap

.

pea,ranee of the eye in certain eases of amau-
rosis.— 4. See ^tiger's-eye.— 5. The oper-
culum of a marine moUusk, Turbo smaragdus.
[Australia.]— Cat's-eye shutter. See *shutter.

cathodograph (ka-tho'do-graf), n. [cathode + Cat's-head molding, in liomanesaue arch., a molding, as

Gr. ypdipstv, write.] A photograph taken with
the X-rays. See *rayi.

cathodography (kath-6-dog'ra-fi), n. [catho-
dograph + -yS.I The taking of sciagraphs by
means of the Rontgen, or X-, or cathode rays.

cathodo-luminescence (ka-tho'do-lu-mi-nes

that under the cornice, adorned with the heads of beasts
or grotesque monsters. Compaie irtrird's-beak.

cat's-nose (kats'noz), re. l. A strong, cool, dry
northwest wind which pushes under and lifts

up a warmer southwest wind. Dunwoody, Pop-
ular Phrases, p. 30. —2. The cloud at the front
of such a wind . [CoUoq. , Eng. , in both senses. ]ens), m. A phosphorescent or fluorescent glow cat's-tail, »., 3. (6) A form of cirrus in which

excited by the action of cathode rays. See the delicate cloudy filaments resemble a bushy,
Iu7fiiuesc6uc6, curved cat's tail

cathography(ka-thog'ra-fi),n. An erroneous cat-stitch (kat'stich), n. A variety of oma-
fovm tot i'cathodography. mental stitching used in fancy sewing-ma-

CatholicEplstles, a title given to agroup of seven epistles chine work.

episSlsX^^f^-?A^o^'5 .^ItS?^ or/ohTan^
cafs-tongue (kats'tung), «. A slender, worth-

those of Jamesand Jude. The term 'catholic 'probably re- '®^^ oyster: also called strap-OVSter.
fers to the destination of the epistles as encyclical letters, Cattail, ». 5. In cotton-manuf., any corded,

l"'^SI?ir'cll£SS?^;??h":a°'c^n?S?.''^Si,?^^^^^^ fS'nf °' "°"°"' ^""^ *" ^^'^^ '""'"^ °'

1896 by John Alexander Dowie, a Scotchman, who claimed ^ ™»<'I'l°e-

to be the promised Elijah, come to establish the kingdom wattaraUgUS DCdS. See *6e(P.

^i„S,^ *"'.°^^'l-
..^e.ph^te™"" tenets of the cattle, ft.-Banded cattle. See Dutch belted itcatOe.

K^\t^\ faith-healing, literal interpretation of the -Cattle and game disease. See •disease.-Devon
Bible, strict morals, and abstinence from the use of to-
bacco, alcohol, and medicinal remedies.

catholically (ka-thol'i-kal-i), adv. In a cath-
olic manner ; as a Catholic.

The Duchess . . . stated expressly that Augustus of
Saxony was to consent that his niece "should live Catholi-
cally after the marriage."

Motley, Dutch Kepublic, I. 304.

catholyte(kath'9-lit),M. [eath(ode) + (electr)o-
lyte.J In phys. chem.j that portion of the
electrolyte which adjoins the cathode. Elec-
trochem. Industry, March, 1904, p. 99.
cat-hop (kat'hop), n. Infaro, two cards of the
same denomination left in the dealing-box for
the last turn. See/aro.
cathoscope (kath'o-skop), n. [catho{de) +
Gr. oKomlv, view.] ' A machine for exhibiting

Dutch Belted Bull, Duke of Ralph, 25s. Age, three years.

cattle, a breed of small-sized, compactly built cattle of a
rich red color, raised mainly for beef, though latterly for
dairy purposes.—Dutch belted cattle, a Dutch breed



cattle

of cattle, noted for their milk-giving qualities. They are
of a jet-black color, with the exception of a broad belt or
blanket' of pure white around the middle of the body.
Hence also called blanket- or bwnded caU2&—Holsteln-
Frleslan cattle, a breed of dairy-cattle of large size, from
North Holland and Friesland, reputed to be of great anti-
quity. Its most evident color-character is the striking
mixture of large blotches of pure white and jet-black.
They have been variously called Dutch cattle, Holland
cattle. North Hollanders, Holsteins, and Dutch'FrieHans,
but the name now adopted is Holitein^Frieeian, as above.
—Malarial fever of cattle. Same as Texag fever.—
Fandollan cattle, an Italian breed of long-homed cat-
tle.— Bed polled cattle, a red, hornless breed of cattle.
It is the only hornless English breed, and was formerly
known as East Anglian potts.

cattle-bush (kat'1-b^h), n. Ad Australian
shrub or small tree, Atalaya hemiglauca, be-
longing to the Sapindaceae. The leaves are

freedily eaten by cattle and are utilized for
odder in the dry season.

cattle-camp (kat'1-kamp), n. A halting- or
musteriug-place for cattle ; a rounding-up
place. [Australia.]

cattle-car (kat'l-kar), n. A stock-car (which
see).

cattle-duffer (kat'l-duf"6r), n. One who alters

the brand on cattle and steals them ; a cattle

thief who 'duffs' the cattle by altering the
brand. [Australia.]

cattle-farm (kat'l-farm), n. A farm on which
cattle are raised ; a ranch.
cattle-fever (kat'l-fe^vfer), n. Same as Texas
fever.—Southern cattle-fever. Same as Texas fever.

cattle-gate (kat'1-gat), n. In Eng. law, right

of pasturage in the land of another. It is

a distinct and several interest in land, and
passes by lease and release.

The right (a right of common in gross] is then generally
known as a cattle-gate or beast-gate.

Smj/c. Brit., XXVII. 168.

cattle-louse (kat'1-lous), n. Any one of sev-

eral pedieulid or mallophagous insects which
infest cattle : as, (a) HsBmatopinus eurysternus,

sometimes called short-nosed ox-louse; (6)

Ssematopinus vituli, sometimes called long-

nosed ox-louse; and (c) Trichodectes scalaris.

cattleman (kat'1-man), n. One who is engaged
in rearing cattle on a ranch ; a ranchman.
cattle-ranch (kat'l-raneh), n. A ranch or farm
on which cattle are reared.

cattle-scab (kat'1-skab), n. A contagious skin
disease of cattle, caused by a parasitic mite
and characterized by the loss of hair and the
formation of crusts or scabs.

cattle-station (kat'l-sta"shqn), n. A cattle-run

with a homestead and all the necessary build-

ings. [Australia.]

cattle-tick (kat'1-tik), n. Same as *co'w-

tick. — Australian cattle-tick, an Australian ixodid,

Boophilus australis, common throughout Australasia, and
especially abundant in Australia and the Philippine
Islands, where it attacks cattle.—Southern cattle-tick,
an American ixodid, Boophilus bovis, thai: carries the
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cattle-trade (kat ' 1 - trad), n. The rearing,
buying, selling, or transportation of cattle.

cattle-way (kat'l-wa), n. See *eattle-track.

cattyman (kat'i-man), n. In lumbering, an
expert river-driver."

caturai (ka-tb'ri), ». [Philippine name.] See
*katurai.

cat-witted (kat'wit"ed), a. Having the wits
of a cat ; small-minded and spiteful.

Very cat-witted woman.
Cartyle, Frederick the Great, IV. 260. N. E. D.

Caucasian, n—Black Caucasians, the dark people of
North Africa who resemble in features the Caucasian race.
In this group are included the Gallas, the Abyssinians,
and many tribes of the Sudan.

Caucasic (k4-ka'sik), a. and n. Same as Cau-
casian.

Caucasoid (k&'ka-soid), a. and n. Same as Cau-
casian, including Huxley's divisions melano-
chroic andxanthochroic. Encyc.Brit. , XXV. 372.

caucho (ka-6'ch6), n. [Peruvian cahuchu : see
caoutchouc.'i A commercial variety of rubber
prepared on the Peruvian rivers tributary to
the Amazon, and particularly on the Jurud.
It comes to market in the form of balls, strips, or slabs,
and is not cured by smoking as is' the Para rubber, to
which it is inferior, although it is included in the exports
of rubber from the Amazon region, which are generally
known as Para rubber. Caucho is obtained from several
species of trees belonging to the genus Sapiwfn of the
spurge family, and from Castilla Ulei of the mulbeiTy
family. The rubber obtained from the latter species is

usually distinguished as caucho negro, and that from the
species of Sapium as caii^ho bianco.

Cauda, n—Canda draconls, in astrol., lit. 'dragon's
tail,' the descending node of the moon; also, a figure in
geomancy. See dragon's tail, under dragon.
Caudal artery, in lower vertebrates, as the fishes, the
continuation of the aorta into the tail.— Caudal gland,
peduncle. See -kgland, -peduncle.— Caudal ray, a ray
of the posterior fin, or tail-fin, of fishes.—Caudal style,
one of the long processes borne by the anal segment of
certain arthropods, as Apas.—Caudal vertebrae. See
•kvertebra.—Caudal vesicle, the posterior, swollen end
of a cysticercus, forming the ' bladder ' of a bladder-worm.
—Caudal vomer. Same as

causticize

Cauliflower Cloud.

Eruption of Mont Pel6 in igoz.

Southern Cattle-tick {Boop/tilus dovis Riley).

/, male, from above ; z. female, from above ; 3, male, from below

:

4, female from below; J, claw and pulvDlusi 6, lower surface of

first, second, and third segments of leg: 7, spiracle or pentreme.

(After Curtice.) Enlarged.

blood-inhabiting parasite of Texas fever from Texas cattle

to non-immune cattle in northern States.

cattle-track (kat'1-trak), n. A route formed
merely by the treading of herds : used in con-

tradistinction to cattle-way, a road formed by
man for the use of his cattle.

caudally (ka'dal-i), ado. Toward the tail;

caudad.
caudate, a. II. n. A member of the amphib-
ian order Caudata; a tailed batrachian.

caudiciform (ka-dis'i-f6rm), a. [L. eaudex
{camdic), eaudex, + forma, form.] In hot., hav-
ing the form of a eaudex.
caudiform (kS,'di-f6rm), a. [L. Cauda, a tail,,

-f- forma, shape.] Resembling or having the
shape of a tail.

caudle-pot (kS,'dl-pot), n. Same as *caudle-

wrn.

caudle-urn (k&'dl-fem), n. A vessel with a lid,

handles, and spout, for holding caudle, made
by English potters in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries: usual in tin-enameled
ware or Delftware. See caudle.

caudodorsal (ka-do-d6r'sal), a. Relating to

the tail and the back.

caudofemoral (ka-do-fem'o-ral), a. Relating

to the tail and the thigh: as, the caudofemoral
membrane of a bat, which is the membrane
between the tail and the leg.

caudolateral (ka-do-lat'e-ral), a. Behind and
toward the side of the body.

cauliculus, n. 3. In insect anat., the larger

of the two elements of the double stalk of the

so-called mushroom bodies in the brain of

certain insects. See mushroom *body. A. S.

Packard, Textbook of Entom., p. 233.

caulifloral (k&'li-flo-ral), a. Same as *cauU-

florous.

caulifloria (k4-li-flo'ri-a), n. Same as *cauli-

flory.

cauliflorous (ka-li-flo'rus), a. [NL. *cauliflo-

rus, < L. caulis, stalk, +flos (flor-), a flower:

see flower.'] Bearing flowers on trunk or

branches. See *cauUflory.

cauliflory (ka'li-flo-ri), n. [NL. "caulifloria, <

*oauliflorus: see *caulifloroiis.'] The bearing

of flowers directly on the trunk or branches.

See cut under Crescentia.

In cauliflory the flowers appear sometimes only on
main stems, sometimes only on branches, sometimes, and
this is most usuaL on both main stem and branches alike.

A. F. W. Schimper (trans.), Plant Geog., p. 336.

cauliflower, n. Z. A cloud (especially a vol-

canic cloud) having the form of a cauliflower.

The reddish dust 'cauliflowers' accumulated about

every half-hour and rolled down the gorge of the Eivi^re

Blanche from the cone. Sometimes this phenomenon was
followed by a low rumbling roar.

Amer. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1904, p. 34.

Cauliflower ear, pyralid, ware.
lid, -kware^.

See *earl, -kpyra-

cauline^ (kft'-

lin), n. [Also
caulin ; < L.
caulis, a stalk,

cabbage, +
ine^.] The
coloring mat-
ter of red cab-
bage. It is

largely used
in the color-
ing of bogus
wines.

*' See *calkage.

caulobulb
(ksl'lo-bulb),

re. [L. caulis,

Gr. KavMq,
stem, -I- L.
bmlbus, bulb.]
The bulbous
base of a
stem.
caulomic (kft-

lo'mik), a.

[caulome +
-ic] Of or
pertaining to

a caulome.
causa (k&'zd),

re. [L.] "A
cause Causa

causans, a causing cause, that is, aprimary cause; the first

cause.—Causa causata. a caused cause, that is, a sec-
ondary cause ; an eifect which has in turn become a cause.

—Causa sul, literally, the cause of itself ; in the philoso-
phy of Spinoza, that whose essence involves existence.

—

Honoris caus&, for the sake of honor ; in order to honor

;

out of respect : as, a university degree conferred honoris
causd.—Vera causa, a true or real cause.

causability (kaz-a-bil'i-ti), n. The capability
of being caused.

'

Causal conjunction, in gram., a coordinate conjunction
that implies cause, such a&for, because, since, therefore,

etc.— Causal sequence, the succession of events in the
order of causation.— Causal treatment. See -ktreat-

ment.

cause, n—Accidental cause, in med., a cause of dis-

ease which acts only occasionally and which does not
always then give rise to the same morbid condition.

—

Cause of itself. See -kcausa 8«.—Centrifugal cause,
in Hoi., the interaction between a cell and the other cells

of the body, considered as a cause of its development.
Hertwig, who holds that all the cells of the body of a
multicellular organism are identical, attributes the spe-
cialization and differentiation of a cell during develop-
ment in part to centrifugal causes, or the interaction be-
tween it and its fellow cells, and in part to centripetal
causes, or the interaction between it and the external
environment—Centripetal cause, in biol., the external
environment of a cell, or of an organism, considered as
a cause of its development. See centrifugal -kcause.—
Short cause, in law, a cause which may be advanced for

hearing by either party, under a rule of the court allowing
such advancement upon proof that the trial will not oc-

cupy more time than that specified in the rule.—Testa-
mentary cause, in law, a cause within the jurisdiction

of a probate court. It relates to the probate of wills, the
granting of administration, and generally to anyproceed-
mgs necessary to the settlement and distribution of the es-

tate of a decedent.— Title Of a cause. See ktitle.

causerie (koz're), n. [F., < causer, talk, chat,

< L. causari, plead, dispute, < causa, a cause,
case, suit.] Chat; familiar conversation ; in-

formal talk; free and unconventional discus-
sion and criticism, such as the Causeries du
Zjmd* ("Monday Chats") of the French critic

and essayist Sainte-Beuve (1804-69). See
Sainte-Beuve in the Century Cyclopedia of

Names.

caustic, I. a Caustic arrow, a slim, sharp-pointed
pencil of dried caustic paste inserted into a tumor or tis-

sue which is to be deeply cauterized.—Caustic collo-
dion. See Itcollodion:—Caustic dart. Same as *ca!is-

tie arrow.— Caustic lime, calcium hydroxid ; also,

calcium oxid.—Caustic liquor, in the manufacture of

soda by the Leblanc process, the solution of caustic soda
before its evaporation to dryness.— Caustic paste. See

*paste^.—Causticsllver, lunar caustic— Caustic sur-
face, in optics : (a) The curved surface to which all the

rays reflected from a concave mirror are tangential, (b)

The curved surface to which all the rays of a conical pen-

cil of light entering a refractive medium are tangential.

B. W. Wood, in Nature, Aug. 9, 1900, p. 344.— Green-
bank caustic soda, caustic soda made at the Greenbank

alkali works in England.

II. n Canquoin's caustic. Same as Canquoin's

paste.— Cream caustic, a particular gi-ade of caustic

soda, made by the Leblanc process, of a faint yellowish

tinge and usually containing from 60 to 70 per cent of

real sodium hydroxid—mitigated oaustlc, nitrate of

silver which has been fused with an equal amount ol ni-

trate of potassium in order to lessen the caustic effect.

causticize (kas'ti-siz), v.t.; pret. and pp.

causticized, ppr. causticizing. [caustic + -ize.}

Same as caustify. G. Lunge, Sulphuric Acid

and Allied Industries, H. 465.



causticly

causticly (kas'tik-li), adv. Like caustic; in
the iDanner of caustic.

cauterant, n. II. a. Having a caustic or cau-
terizing action.

cautery, n— Solar cautery, a lens for concentrating
the heat-rays of the sun and directing them upon any
part where a cauteiizing effect is to be produced.—Vir-
tual cautery', cautei? by means of a caustic substance,
as distinguished from actual cautery. Also potential
cautery.

cautery-knife (ka't6r-i-nif), n. A knife the
blade of which is connected with an electric

battery, so that it can be made incandescent
and thus sear the tissues, preventing bleeding
while cutting.

Cautionary signal. See ^signal.

Cautivos, n. pi. [Sp., pi. of cautwo, < L. eapU-
vus, captive.] 1. The name of an order (Orden
de la Merced) established in Barcelona, Spain,
by San Pedro Nolasco (1189-1256) for the pur-

pose of liberating the Christian captives from
the Saracens. It was confirmed by Pope
'iregory IX. (1230).—2. The name given to a
fund established at a later date among Spanish
Jews, having forits object the ransom of their

brethren captured by Mohammedan pirates

under Barbarossa.
Cav. An abbreviation of cavalry.

cavaletta (kav-a-let'a), n. Same as cdbaletta.

cavalla (ka-val'ya"), n. [Cf. cavally.'i A
scombroid fish, Scomberomorus cavalla, found
in the open seas, it comes in large numbers to the

American South Atlantic coasts, and ranges southward to

Africa and BrazlL

Ca.valry bone. See *6o»ei.

cavate (ka'vat), a. [L. cavatus, pp. : see cOr-

vate, ».] Thathasbeen made hollow ; hollowed;

hollow
;
produced by excavation. The term has

been applied somewhat specifically to a class of prehistoric

habitations, in the southwestern parts of the United
States, consisting of an artificial cave dug into the face of

a cliff, the entrance often closed with masonry, but the
side-walls, rear wall, and roof formed of the natural rock.

cavation, «. 2. (6) In modem fetmng, also a
side- blow, delivered after quitting the oppo-
ent's blade, carrying the guard to left or right

in an effort to reach around his position. The
move exposes the fencer dangerously, and
should be employed only with careless oppo-
nents.

cave^, n. 7. A cave-in— Cave period. See *period.—^Trophonian cave. See-kTropnonian.

cave-beetle (kav'be"tl), n. One of the blind
or partly blind beetles which live in eaves.

Many of them belong to the silphid genera
Bathyscia and Adelops and to the carabid genus
Anophtlialmus.

cave canem (ka've ka'nem). [L.] Beware
of the dog ! A warning frequently inscribed
at the entrances of Boman houses, as in the
Casa del Poeta Tragico in Pompeii.

cave-drawing (kav'dr§/"ing), n. One of the
specimens of rude pictorial art which have
been found in caves in different parts of the
world. They are supposed to be the work of the pre-

historic cave-dwellers ; some of those found in France are
thought to have been preglacial.

cave-dwelling (kav'dwel"ing), n. 1. A cave
used as a dwelling by primitive, prehistoric,

and recent tribes.— 2. In Coloraao and the ad-
joining region, a cliff-dwelling.

cave-eart£ (kav'erth), n. In geol., the earthy
deposit on the floor of a cave, including traces
and remains of animals which have made it a
shelter or a home. The use of such natural
retreats by primitive man has led to numerous
discoveries ofhuman remains in these deposits.

That position in cave-earth under thick stalagmite beds
does not of itself alone necessarily Imply great age.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 76.

cave-hunter (kav'hun"t6r), «. A student of

prehistoric-arehseology who pays special atten-

tion to the remains of the cavemen and makes
special search for their eaves.

It is more than probable that they offer as wide a field

for the research of the cave-hunrter as caves do in any
other country, and from them a rich harvest of facts re-

lating to prehistoric times has yet to be reaped.
Keane, Ethnology, p. 94.

cave-in (kav'in), n. A caving in of the roof

strata of a mine, or of the sides of a shaft or

pit, sometimes extending to the surface. Also
cave.

If inspection of the vault roof reveals displacements
and fissures therein, the only thing to be done is to desert

the chamber, which will thus become unworkable because

of these cracks and threatened cave-ine. Such cave-ins

have many chances of extending to the surface and of

involving the ruin of the entire work as well as that of

the hoisting machines installed above on the surface.

Sci. Amer. Sup.. Dec. 6, 1902, p. 22612.

Cavern period. Same as cave ^period.
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cavernous, a. 3. In petrog., porous or vesicu-

lar: applied to rocks some of whose minerals

have been removed by solution. Geikie, Text-

book of Geol., p. 133.—Cayemoua angioma. See

•on^ioma.— Cavernous voice, in ausciUtation, a hol-

low sound heard when the patient speaks, indicative of a

cavity in the lung-substance or of a dilated bronchus.

cavemously (kav'6r-nus-li), a. In a cavern-

ous manner.
cavemulated (ka-ver'nu-la-ted), a. [caver-

nule + -ate^ + -ed^.'] Formed with eavemules
or minute cavities : as, a cawerjMrfatedstructure.

cave-tomb (kav'tbm), n. A tomb cut directly

in the solid rock. Such tombs are abundant in the

l-ycian Cave-tomb.

ruins of many early civilizations, the Mycenaean in Greece,
the Egyptian, and the Indian. The cave-tombs in the
hills of Asia Minor are especially interesting.

Cavitary myelitis. See *myelitis.

cavitate (kav'i-tat), v. i.; pret. and pp. cavi-

tated, ppr. cavitating. [cavity + -afe2.] To form
holes or cavities within an agitated liquid;
react upon the water with *eavitation (which
see) : said of a screw propeller.

cavitation (kav-i-ta'shon), n. [cavitate +
-ion.^ The formation oi holes or cavities
within an agitated liquid. Cavitation results from
violent motion which breaks up the liquid into inde-
pendently moving masses, each with its surface of sepa-
ration, as when water is churned by the screw of a steam-
vessel. The phenomenon is specially noticeable in the
high-speed propellers of torpedo-boats and turbine-pro-
pelled vessels.

The name cavitation is given to the phenomenon met
with when a screw is driven in water at speeds above a
certain limiting value. Nature. Nov. 6, 1902, p. 24.

cavity, n. 3. In hort. See *basin, 12.—Atrial
cavity. Same as irperibranchiat cavity.—Cavity tone.
See •fonei.— Neural, peribrancbial.'peripodal, pul-
monary, subgerminal cavity. See Imeural, etc.

cavoscope (kav'o-skop), n. [Improp. cavaseope,
< L. cavus, hollow, -1- Grr. amirelv, view.] In med.,
an instrument for illuminating a cavity to
facilitate its examination.
cawdyt (k4'di), n. An obsolete form of caddie.

Caxton, n. -2. A printing-type of Flemish
design used by William Caxton in 1477.

^^ie ie moiermjei Caxton tgjje.

Caxtonian (kaks-to'ni-an), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to William Caxton, the printer
(1422-91).

II. n. An admirer of Caxton, his books,
devices, or methods.
Cay-cay butter. See *6M«*eri.

cayenne (M-en'), v. l. Same as Cayennepepper
(which see, under pepper.)— 2. A card turned
up in cayenne whist to determine the rank of
the suits, but not as a trump Cayenne cherry.
[Same as Surinam ircherry (b).— Cayenne Whlat. See
irwhiet^.

cayenne (M-en'), v. t.; pret. and pp. cayenned,
ppr. cayenning. To season with Cayenne
pepper.
Oayfeyan, n. II. a. Of or pertaining to
Arthur Oayley, an English mathematician
(1821-95).

cayman, n. 2. A gobioid fish, Dormitator
maculatus, found in great abundance on both
coasts of America. It lives in fresh and brackish
water, ranges from South Carolina, through the West
Indies, to ParA, Cape San Lucas and Panama, and is much
used for food. See sleeper^, 8 (c).

cayo (ki'yo), n. [Sp.] Same as cay.

cayolac (ki'o-lak), n. [Malay kdyu, wood, -1-

Idka, the name in western Java for the tree
Myristica iners.'] A fine red wood, especially

the aromatic heart-wood, of Myristica iners, a
tree of the Dutch East Indies: used as incense.

Cayugan (ka-yti'gan), a. and n. In geol., noting

Cecropia cbalcis-fly

a period or group of New York formations

which includes the Salina beds at the bottom,

the Cobleskill limestone, Rondout water-lime,

and the Manlius limestone, and constitutes the

uppermost division of the Ontario or Upper
Silurian.

cazadores (ka-tha-do'res), «. pi. [Sp., pi. of

eazador, hunter.] Certain nomadic ants of

Peru. They lead a nomadic life, entering the houses of

the natives in immense armies, killing rats, mice, snakes,

and all sorts of vermin, playing the part of scavengers,

and passing on, when the dispossessed natives return.

The Atlantic, Feb., 1892, p. 179.

C. B. An abbreviation (6) of Cape Breton ; {c)

of Chief Baron {of the Exchequer) (see baron,

2); (rf) of the Latin Chirurgise Baeealaureus,

Bachelor of Surgery: a degree conferred by
certain institutions at the end of the third

year of a four years' course for the degree of

M. D.; (e) of Common Bench'; (/) Milit., of con-

fined to barracks.

C. B. S. An abbreviation of Confraternity of

the Blessed Sacrament.

C. C. All abbreviation (6) of Caiiis College ; (c)

of Catholic clergyman ; (d) of cepi corpus ; (e)

of Chancery cases; {f) of Circuit Court; (g) of

City Court; (A) of Civil Code; (i) of Civil

Court; (j) of consular clerk; (fc) of contra

credit; (Z) of county clerk; (m) ot county coun-

cilor; (n) in ceram., of cream-colored; (o) of

Cricket Club ; {p) of crown cases ; (g) of crown
clerk; (r) in Freemasonry, of Celestial Canopy.

C. C. All abbreviation (a) of the French compte
courante (account current)

; (6) of cubic centi-

meter.

0. C. A. An abbreviation of Chief Clerk of the

Admiralty.
C. C. C. An abbreviation of Corpus ChrisU

College.

C. c. m. Same as *c. c. (6).

C. C. P. An abbreviation of Code of Civil Pro-

cedure.

C. Cr. P. An abbreviation of Code of Criminal
Procedure.

CCS. An abbreviation for Ceylon Ciml Ser-

vice.

C D. An abbreviation of cathodal duration.

C D. S. 0. An abbreviation of Companion of
the Distinguished Service Order.

C. d. V. An abbreviation of the French carte

de visite (visiting-card).

C E. An abbreviation (6) of Canada East.

ceanothine (se-a-no'thin), n. \Ceanoth-us +
-ine^.'] A difacultly crystallizable alkaloid con-
tained in redroot, Ceanothus Americanus.

cebian (se'bi-an), a. [L. cebus, < Gr. (07|8of,

monkey, -I- -idh. ] Same as *cebine : contrasted
with *pithecian. [Eare.]

cebine (se'bin), a. [NL. cebinu.s, < L. cebus, <

Gr. (c^/Sof, monkey: see Ceftus.] Relating to or

characteristic of the monkeys of the family
Cebidse, which includes the larger species of

America; cebian: contrasted with *pj*feeci«e.

cebocephalic (se"b6-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik), a.

[Gr. Ki7/3of, monkey, + ke^oa^, head.] Having
an ape-like head.
ceboid (se'boid), a. [Gr. Kp^, monkey, +
-oid.'] Resembling or pertaining to the Cebidee

:

as, a ceboid type of dentition : correlative with
lemuroid and pithecoid.

cecidia, n. Plural of *cecidium.

cecidiological (se-sid-i-o-loj'i-kal), a. Of or

pertaining to cecidiology.

cecidiologist (se-sid-i-ol'o-jist), n. A student
of galls and gall-insects.

cecidiology (se-sid-i-ol'o-ji), «. [Gr. /cWf
{icrimS-), a gallnut, -I- -loyia, < ^yeiv, speak.]
The scientific study of galls and gall-insects.

cecidium (se-sid'i-um), ji.
;

pi. cemdia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. KtiniSiov (found only in sense of
'ink from galls'), dim. of /o?Kif (laiiaA-), a gall-

nut, a dye made therefrom, orig. anything
that oozes forth; cf. laiideiv, gush, bubble, or
ooze forth.] An abnormal growth in a plant
caused by gall-making insects, mites, and
fungi; a gall; a gallnut.

A great variety ofdeformationsandgrowths produced by
insects and mites as well as byfungihave been described

—

The whole are now included under the term Cecidia ; a
prefix gives the name of the organism to which the at-
tacks are due, e. g., Phytoptocecidia are the galls formed
by the Phytoptid mites. Erwyc. Brit., XXIX. 499.

cecidomyiid, n. II. a. Of or belonging to the
dipterous family Ceddomyiidee.

Cecily, n. Same as cicely.

cecomorphous (se-ko-m6r'fus), a. Same as
cecomorphic.

Cecropia chalcis-fly. See *cMlcis-fly.



cedar

cedar, «

—

Alaska cedar, the yellow cedar, Chamse-
cypans NootkatejiMS. See yellow cypress under yellow.
—Brazilian cedar, a tall tree, Cedrela fisfiUs, of south-
em Brazil and Argentina. It yields a valuable timber
used for building purposes, furniture, cabinet-work, and
interior decoration.—Brown cedar, a small tree of the
borage family, Ehretia acuminata, of eastern Australia.
It yields a light-brown coarse-grained wood which resem-
bles that of the elm.— Cedar brakes, cedar glades, a
type of forest in Tennessee and Alabama found on dry
limestone uplands. It consists of a dense, almost un-
mixed growth of red cedar {Juniperus Virginiana). C.
Mohr.— Cedar hammock. See *hammock^.— Chilean
cedar, a valuable timber-tree, Fitzroya Patagonica, of
the pine family, uative in the island of Cliiloe.— Cigar-
l>OX,tcedar, the Spanish cedar, Cedrela odorata. See
Cedrela.— CypiesB cedar. Same as New Zealand
-kcedar.—Ground cedar, the common juniper, Juni-
perus communis.—Japan cedar, Cryptomeria Japonica,
a graceful tree, of large size, a native of China and Japan,
where it Is planted as an ornamental tree and also for
reforesting mountains and treeless areas.. It is much
planted in Europe and America in pai'ks and lawns, and
is hardy as far north as New York. The wood resembles
that of tlie white pine, but takes a fine polish. See
*Crj/j)«omeria.—Moulmeln cedar, a commercial name
lor the timber of the toon, Toona Toana. See (oomS,
cedar, 3, and East India/n mahogany, MiaAev mahogany.'—New Zealand cedar, Libocedrus Voniana, a fine tim-
ber-tree from eo to 100 feet high, yielding a heavy, flne-

grained, useful wood. The name is sometimes applied to
another species, L. BidwiUii, which yields a soft wood use-
less for timber. Called by the nativeskawaka.

—

Fink ce-
dar, the timber of the shingle-tree, Acrocarput fraxini
foliui, used by the tea-planters of northeastern India for
tea-boxes.—Prickly cedar, an ornamental evergreen
shrub, Styphelia Ox^cedrus, of the epacrid family, from
Tasmania aud Victoria, with erect branches, linear leaves,

and white flowers.—Queensland cedar, a large rutace-
ous tree, Apocerasaustralis, yielding close-grained, tough,
Arm wood. Also called scrub white cedar. See Pentace-
ras.—Rock cedar, the mountain jumper, Juniperus sain-

noides.—Salt cedar, creeping wiry ^rass, Monanthochloe
littoralis, with many short bristle-pointed leaves on short
branches, forming a good sand-binder. It is found along
the coast of southern California and Lower California, and
in southern Texas and southern Florida.—Scruh White
cedar. Same as Queensland "kcedar.— Singapore ce-
dar. Same as Movimein -kcedar.

cedar-elm (se'dar-elm), n. A valuable Amer-
ican tree, Ulmus crassifolia, of the lower Mis-
sissippi valley and Texas, it is the principal elm
of Texas, and sometimes attains a height of 80 feet, free

from branches for nearly half that distance. The wood is

hard, heavy, and strong, and is used for wagon-hubs and
for furniture. It is a very good shade-tree.

Cedarville limestone. See *UMestone.

cedilla, n. 2. (a) In old Eng. law, a schedule.

(&) In Sp. law: (1) An act by which a debtor
acknowledges his debt and binds himself to

pay at a specified time or on demand. (f2)

The notice or summons fixed to the door of a
fugitive criminal requiring his appearance be-

fore the court.

cee (se), n. 1. The name of the third letter of

the alphabet, C, c. Also ce.— 2. An old name
in the English universities for a certain quan-
tity of beer (probably an abbreviation of the
Latin cerevisia, beer) : as, to eat eues and drink
cees. See eue^, 2 (6).

cefalic, a. A simplified spelling of cephalic.

cefalo (sef'a-lo), n. [Sp. cefalo < NL. cephalus

< Gr. xe^a^, Head.] The common mullet, Mu-
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celandine, n .—Brook celandine, the jewel-weed, Im-
patient di/ioro.-Wild celandine, the pale touch-me-
not, iTnpatiens a urea.

celastrineous (sel-as-trin'f-us), a. Same as
celastraceons.

Gelation (se-la'shgn), n. [NL. "celatioin-), <
L. celart, eoncealj hide.] In med. juris., the
concealing of pregnancy or delivery of a child.

celative (sel'a-tiv), a. [NL. *celaUvus, < L.
celare, hide : see conceal.] Of or pertaining to
the concealment of an organism from enemies
or from its prey.
celebe, n. See helebe.

Celebesian (sel-e-bez'i-an), a. {^Celebes +
-ian.1 Of or pertaining "to Celebes; specifi-
cally, noting a zoBgeographieal subregion pro-
posed by Selater to include only the island of
Celebes.

celebrative (sel'e-bra-tiv), a. [celebrate+
-ive.]

_ Serving to'celebrate.

celelminth, n. See cwlelminth.
celery, ».—wild celery, (a) Alexanders, Smymium
Olusatrum. (6) See Vallisneria. (c) On tlie Pacific coast,
an aquatic umbelliferous plant, (Enanthe sarmentosa, the
stems of which have the taste of celery and were eaten
by the Indians. The poisonous Oregon water-hemlock
is said to be sometimes mistaken for this.

celery-caterpillar (sere-ri-kat"er-pil-ar), >..

The larva ofan American papilionid butterfly,
Papilio polyxenes. Also called parsley-worm.

celery-cutter (sel'e-ri-kut"er), ». A knife
for cutting the stalts of celery. It has a long
handle and a blade placed at the end at right
angles to it.

celery-fly (sere-ri-fli"), n. A European trypetid
fly, Tephritis onoperdinis, whose larvse mine

cell

Celestine, n. 4. [l. c] In mineral., same as
celesUte—Celestine blue. See *blue.

Celiac arteiy. Same as celiac axis (which see, under
aa;i8l).— Celiac flux, diarrhea with the discharge of un-
digested food and chyle.— Celiac ganglion. Same as
semilunar ganglion (which see, under ganglion).

celibatory (sel'l-ba-to'ri), %. [celibate + -^y.]
A celibate or one who favors celibacy.
celiotomy (se-li-ot'6-mi), 71. [Grr. KoMa, a cav-
ity, + -Toiita, < Tafieiv, cut.] Same as laparot-
omy.

cell, w. 11. One of the water-tight compart-
ments into which the space between the inner
and outer shells of a war-vessel, or other metal
ship, is divided.— 12. In archxol., the inner
chamber of megalithio structures, which con-
sists of a space walled by large stones and cov-
ered with a slab.— 13. In spectroscopy, a small
glass vessel with parallel sides designed to hold
liquids for examination by transmitted light.

—

14. In kinematics, a symmetrical combination
of an even number of links.

A veiy good idea of the form and operation of a nega-
tive cell may be gained by putting together the fore-fin-

gers and ring-fingers of the two hands, and placing one
middle finger a little over the other so as to keep all six
fingei'S in the same plane.

Sylvester, On Converaion of Motion, p. 5.

Accessory cell, in bot, the sister-cell of a guard-cell in a
stoma. — Adhe-
sive cell, a pe-
culiar gland-like ua.C—
lasso-cell found on
the tentacles of
the Ctenophora.
—Aluminium
cell, in elect,
a battery - cell

which consists of
two aluminium
plates immersed
in a solution of
Bochelle salt,

alum, citric acid,

or other sub-
stance, and which
with alternating
currents acts in
somewhat the
same manner as
an electrostat-

ic condenser
—Archesporial
cells. Seeitarche-
sporial. — Audi-
tory cells. See
kauditory. —
Auxiliary cell,
a specialized cell

cefalopod, n. "A simplified spelling of cephalo-

pod.
ceile (kya'le), n. [Ir.; Olr. cele.'] In the ancient

organization of Irish society, a free tribesman
who became a vassal.

It is by taking stock that the free Irish tribesman be-

comes the Ceile or Kyle, the vassal or man of his chief,

owing him not only rent but service and homage.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 158.

ceiling, ».-Metallic celling, an ornamental flre-proof

ceiling made of embossed and stamped sheets of metal

used in place of lath and plaster.

ceiling-plate (se'ling-plat), n. A protective

ring placed round a steam-pipe at the point

where it passes through the ceiling, it is made
in various ornamental forms. A plate used for the same
purpose where a steam-pipe passes through a floor is a

fioor-mlate.

ceja (tha'ha), n. [Sp., lit. 'eyebrow,' < L. ahum,
pi. dlia, eyebrow: see cilium.] In phys.geog.,

the brow or cliffed margin of a mesa or up-

land. [Southwestern U. S.]

eel, n. and v. A simplified spelling of cell.

Oel., Oels. Abbreviations of Celsius.

CelEldon de cnlvre, a pale sea-green color in the glaze of

Chinese stoneware or hard-paste porcelain, replacing the

red or copper-green color intended. It is caused by im-

perfect oxidization in the firing.— Celadon fleure, a

variety of Chinese stoneware or coarse porcelain with

relief decoration of flowers, geometric figures, etc., cov-

ered with a celadon or sea-green glaze. Designs are fre-

quently engraved in the paste and filled in with a paste

of a different tone. _ , , , . . o ,

Celadonite (sel'a-don-it), n. [celadon + -i*e2.]

A green earthy silicate of iron, magnesiuin,

and potassium, first described from cavities in

amygdaloid near Verona : hence called green

earth of Verona.

Celery.fly ( Tephritis onoperdittis).

Adult, enlarged ; 1arv.-e and method of work, natural size.

(After Curtis.)

the leaves of celery and the parsnip. Also
called parsnip-fly.

celery-niller (sere-ri-hil"6r), n. In agri., a
double-shovel plow used to lift the earth be-
tween two rows of celery and throw and pack
it against the plants on each side.

celery-looper (sel'e-ri-lo"p6r), ». The larva

of an American noctuid moth, Autographa
simplex, which is widely distributed throughout
the United States.

celesta (se-les'ta), n. [Irreg. Latinized from
F. cSlestej < L. ceelestis, heavenly.] A musical
instrument, played from a keyboard of five

octaves, in which the sound is produced by
the blows of hammers upon steel plates placed
over resonators of wood. It was invented by
Mustel of Paris in 1886, and has been intro-

duced into some orchestral and operatic scores.

celeste (se-lesf), «. [F. cSleste, heavenly: see

celesfi 1'. In organ-building, same as vox angel-

ica. See vox.— 2. In pianoforte-making, a
variety of soft pedal.

celestial, a.—Apparent celestlallatltnde. Seeklat-

i««(fe.— Celestial mechanics, sphere. See*m«<!A(m-
ics, ksphere.

Oelestialism (se-les'tial-izm), n. [Celestial +
-ism.] The characteiistics of 'Celestial' or

Chinese life.

celestialite (sf-les'tial-it), n. [celestial + -ite^.']

A supposed siilphohydrocarbon obtained from
some meteoric irons, as those from Sevier,

Tennessee, and Alais, France.

celestiality (se-les-ti-ari-ti), n. [celestial +
-ity.] 1. Heavenly quality; heavenliness.

But, throw off hate's celestiality,—

Show me, apart from song-flash and wit-flame,

A mere man's hand ignobly clenched against

Yon supreme calmness.
Browning, Aristoph. Apol., Works, V. 136.

2. [cap.] A Chinese dignitary ; a dignitary of

China, the ' Celestial Empire.' [Humorous.]

-me-

~A.

Two adhesive cells t,ad,c) and a sensory cell

{s.c) from one of the branches of a tentacle of
Hormiphora plumesa. highly magnified

;

cu. cuticle-; nu, nucleus. (From Parker and
in certain of the Haswell's " Zoology," after Hertwig and
red algse, with Chun.)

which the ooblas-
tema fllament unites, carpospores being formed as a
result of this conjugation.—Axial cell. See kaxial.—
Bast-cells. See (astl, 2.— CalclgerouB cells. See
kealcigerous.— Canal cell, in 6ot., one of the cells of the
axial row ui the neck of the arohigonium, which, by the
disappearance of the septa, ultimately form a canal for
the passage of the antherozoids.— Cap-cell, in bot, one
of the upper sister-cells of the embryo-sac in the ovule,
which for a timeform a cap on its apex.— Cell-complez.
See kcomplex, n.— Cell doctrine. Same as kcell theory.
— Cells of Corti, hair-cells on the organ of Corti (which
see, under organ"^).— Cell theory. Progi-ess in our
knowledge of cytology, embryology, and general biology
has led to a revision of the cell theoiy and to a distinction
between two classes of opinions in regard to the relation
between the constituent cells of the body of a multicellular
organism and its structure and activity considered as a
whole : (a) According to one view, which is sometimes
called the cell standpoint, construction out of cells is the
primary, fuudamental,',essential characteristic of the mul-
ticellular organism, and its unity or individuality is a
secondary, dependent, incidental chaiacteristic. The cells

are regarded as the units of construction aud of physio-
logical activity, while the unity and individuality of the
whole are features that have been added. The advocates
of this conception in its extreme form regard the multi-
cellular organism as a community or aggregation of

unicellular organisms centralized or integrated into a
whole by a process of dilferentiation or divergent special-

ization which has been brought about by means of cell-

multiplication and division of labor; as ancestrally or
phylogenetically the unified and differentiated descendant
of some remotely ancestral aggregation of unspecialized

cells ; as embryologically or onto^enetically the product
of the integration and differentiation of unspecialized

embryonic cells; as stnictmally or morphologically a
compound of morphological units or plastids; and as

physiologically the arithmetical sum of the physiological

activities of its constituent cells. This doctrine or opinion

appears in literature in many forms, which have these

points in common^: (1) the fundamental nature of the

difference between the unity of a unicellular organism

and that of a multicellular organism ; (2) the dependent
nature of the latter and the primacy of the cell ; and (3)

the resolution of the physiological activities of the mul-

ticellular oi'ganism into those of the constituent cells.

See plastid, idorgan, and person, (b) According to

a second view, which is sometimes called the organ-

ism, standpoint, the essential prunai-y distinctive charac-

teristic of a multicellular organism is its individu-

ality or unity, while its composition out of cells is an indi-

cation of its oiganization, but not the means through which

organization has been brought about; its uidividuality is

directly comparable with, or of the same grade as, that of

a unicellular organism, and there is no reason why it may
not have arisen, in the remote past, through the growth



cell

and increasing complexity of aunioellnlar ancestor wliioh
gradually became multicellular in adaptation to its in-
creasing size and complexity. The unity of the egg is
regarded as the same as that of the adult and as regulating
instead of being controlled by cell-division, which makes
no change in the grade of its individuality. Physiologi-
cally it is regarded as a coflrdinated whole, not as an
aggregation of cells, (c) While there is much to be said in
support of each of these opinions, there are grave objec-
tions to the acceptance of either of them without com-
promises with the other, and there is a third view which
regards the distinction between the cell standpoint and
the organism standpoint as dependent upon the purpose
for which the comparison is made, and as m the mind of
the interpreter instead of in nature. For many of the

Diagram of Cell Structure.

a, attraction-sphere inclosing two centrosoines; N, nucleus: (d,

plasmosome or true nucleolus ; f, cliromatin-network; c/, linin-net-
work ; e, karyosome. net-knot, or chromatin nucleolus ;) y, passive
bodies (metaplasin or paraplasm) suspended in the cytoplasmic
meshwork; ^, vacuole; A, plastids lyinif in the cytoplasm. The
network of dotted lines represents the cytoreticulum enmeshing
the more fluid ground substance or cytoplasm. (From Wilson's
•The Cell.")

purjioses of the histologist^ the pathologist, the embr;^-
ologist, and the physiologist the multicellular organism is

best considered as a cell-community, while for other pur-
poses it is best considered as a unit or coordinated whole.
From the morphological standpoint the cell may properly
be regarded apart from the organism, as an individual, but
it is not to be forgotten that it is by abstraction that this

is done. Physiologically the cell is an individual only
when actually isolated and independent of an organism.
Fi'om this point of view every abstraction is a blunder.

—

Columnar cell, in histol,, an epithelial cell which is

higher than broad.

—

Companion cell, in bot, a cell

which accompanies another cell and is cut off from it, such
as the cells in plants which lie in contact with the seg-

ments of the sieve-tubes and communicate with these by
means of delicate protoplasmic strands.

—

Conducting
cells, in bot., long, narrow cells with perforated walls, as-

sociated with sieve-tubes.

—

Contractile cell, in sponges.
Same as myocyte.— Cul)0id cell, in histol., an epithelial
cell in which the vertical and tiunsverse diameters are
equal : distinguished from colum/mir and pavement -kcelU.—Digestive cells, in Hydromedusx, certain large cells of

the endodermal epithelium, in the protoplasm of which
particles of food and masses of excretory matter are some-
times found. They are often amoeboid at the outer or free

end and contain vacuoles tilled with an albuminous fluid.—Dry cell, in electa a voltaic cell for open-circuit work
the electrolyte of which is entirely contained within the
interstices of some inert porous substance such as plaster

of Paris, there being no free mass of liquid.— Emigrated
cell, a leucocyte which has passed through the wall of a
blood-vessel into the suiTounding tissue.

—

Endotbellal
cell. See endothelium.— EpKtieMal. cell. See'.epithe-

lium.—Ethmoidal cells, the cavities, lined with mu-
cous membrane, in the ethmoid bone.

—

False cell, in
entom., the postdiscoidal areola in the wings of Lepi-

doptei'a.— Ganglionic cell, one of the cells composing
a ganglion ; a nerve-celL— Germinal cell, one of the
large spherical cells which in the embryonic brain and
spinal cord give rise by division to the neuroblasts or

primitive ganglion-cells : not to be confounded with germ-
cell.— Giant celL (a) See giant. (6) One of the multi-

nucleate cells which occur in the red marrow of the bones,

or one of the ganglionic cells in the deeper layers of the
brain-cortex.— Hart's cell, a crossed parallelogram (con-

tiaparallelogram) fonned of 4 links jointed at their ex-
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cell, in elect, an electrolytic cell, or any cell containing
liquid and developing polarization of the electrodes
when traversed by an electric current.— Polyhedral cell,

in hittol., any cell of polyhedral shape, as distinguished
from spherical or spheroidal cells.- Froteid cell, in bot.,

a parenchyma cell with abundant proteid contents, such
as the cells connected with the sieve-tubes in plants.—
Provost cell, in the British service, a prison lor militaiy
prisoners guilty of minor offenses.

—

Psychic cells, the
cells in the cortex of the brain upon whose functional activ-

ity the'mental processes are believed to depend.—Pyram-
idal cell, in neuroL, one of the large multipolar neu-
rons or ganglion-cells in the coitex of higher vertebrates.
—Round cell, in histol., any spherical or spheroidal
cell.— Royal cell, a cell in which a young queen-bee is

reared ; a queen-tell.-Rnhmer cell, an exhausted glass
bulb containing two conductors separated by a film of
selenium which under the influence of light increases in
electric conductivity, and so can be used for signaling by
light rays.— Scavenger cells, lymph-cells in nervous
tissue. They are supposed to remove waste material.

—

Schwajm cell, in n£urol. and histol., one of the cells com-
posing the 'sheath of Schwann,' a delicate envelop in-
closing the axis-cylinder or |neuraxon of certain nerve-
cells in vertebrate animals.— Sensory cells, nerve-cells
found in the peripheral sense-organs. — Somatic celL
See *somMti(>.— Stellate cell, a cell with a star-shaped
body or cytoplasm : a common name for mesenchyme
cells, glia or nem'oglia cells, etc.— Supporting cells,
Deiters's cells in the organ of Colli.— Sust^^tacular
cells, ordinary epithelial cells serving as a support to
more highly specialized cells, such as the hair-cells in the
labyrinth of the ear.—Tipplng-cell, in electrolysis, a
form of cell supported so as to rock to and fro periodi-
cally. By means of the flow of the mercury, which forms
one of the electrodes, an interrupted or intermittent elec-
trolytic action is thus produced.

—

Transition cell, in
insects, one of the cells which represent the transition
from the cells of the tracheal tubes proper to the tracheolar
network.—Wandering cells. See wandering and
kairuebocyte.-Weston cell. See *cadmium ceU.

cellared (sel'ard), p. a. 1. Kept in a cellar.

The greater part of the cellared flsh are exported.
C. A. Jfihns, Week at Lizard, p. 64. N. B. D.

2. Housed in a cellar.

Cellared wi'etchedness and disease.
/. Taylor, Restoration in Belief, p. 29a N. E. D.

collate (sel'at), a. and n. [NL. cellatus, < celki,

cell.] I, a. Having cells.

II. n. A cellate structure. See quotation.

We have already found that the earth has a cellate struc-

tm'e, in the air, the sea, the land, and the nucleus ; the
elements of this structure we have called spheres or cell-

ates. We call the structural elements of the cell, the seed
and the plants blasts or cellates.

Powell, Truth and Error, p. 140.

cellated (sel'a-ted), a. \_cellate + -ed^.] Same
as *cellate.

cell-division (serdi-vizh''''on), n. The division

of a cell, especially in the process of growth.—Differential cell-dlvlslon, division of cells into
daughter-cells which are different from one another in
their hereditary tendencies ; *heterokinesiB (which see).—Direct cell-division, in cytol., division of the cell

without karyokinetic figures. Same as -kakinesis, -kami-
tosis, and -kkaryostenosis.—Qualitative cell-division,
•heterokinesis (which see).—Quantitative cell-divi-
Sion, that in which the daughter-cells do not differ in

quality from the mother-cell ; homoeokinesis.

cellepore (sel'e-por), n. [NL. cellepora.'] One
of the Celleporidie.

celleporite (se-lep'o-nt), n. {cellepore + -ite^.]

Same as *cellepore.

cell-formation (sel-f6r-ma'shon), n. Same as

cytogenesis.

cellicolous (se-lik'o-lus), a. [L. cella, cell, +
colere, dwell.] Living in cells.

cellifugal (se-lif'u-gal), a. [L. cella, cell, -I-

fugere, flee.] In neurol., moving awajr from
the body of a cell along one or more of its pro-

cesses: said of the nerve-currents in a gan-
glion-eell.

cellipetal (se-lip'e-tal), a. [L. cella, cell, -I-

petere, seek.] In neiirol., moving toward the

body of a cell along one or more of its pro-

cesses: said of the nerve-currents in a gan-
glion-cell.

cell-layer (sel'la''6r), n. In embryol., a layer

of cells; specifically, the same as germ-layer,

or one of the embryonic layers of cells— eeto-

tremities, the alternate sides of which are equaL—Inter-
stitial cell, specillcally, one of the small rounded cells

which occur in the ectoderm of hydroid polyps and give

rise, in some cases, to the uematocysts.

—

Jaco[Ues cell,

a battery-cell which consists of carbon, fused sodium

hydrate, and ii'on : supposed to act as an oxygen-hydrogen

gas cell.—Mounted Peaucelller cell, a linkwork which

consists of a Peaucelller linkage, the extra link of wliioh

pivots a third vertex of the rhombus to a fixed point. See

Teaucaiier cell, under (x22.— Parietal cells. See oxyntic

cells (onder oxyntic) and *(f«J(mi<)rpAM;.— Pavement
cells, the flattened polygonal cells composing pavement

epithelium (which see, under ej»eAe«i«m).— Pericardial

cell, in insect anat, any one of a row of cells which are

arranged along the heart on both sides and whose function

is supposed to be the purification of the blood. A. S.

Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 405.— Polarization

Cell-layer.

A transverse section across the hinder part 6f the embryonal area
of a rabbit embryo at the end of the seventh day ; the section pass-
ing through the primitive streak. Magnified 40 times. (After KOl-
liker.)

n. ectoderm ; 6. entoderm ; c, mesoderm ; li, primitive groove ; e,

primitive streak. {From Marshall's " Vertebrate Embryology.")

derm, mesoderm, entoderm—from which the
organs of the animal body are developed.

cell-mass (sel'mas), n. A mas.t of cells.

—

Embryonic cell-mass, in embryol., a general term for

any collection of cells of common origin in the embryo.

cell-nesting (sel'nes'ting), n. The formation

cellulitli

of epithelial pearls. Buck, Med. Handbook,
IL 685.

cellobiose (sel-o-bi'6s), n. [cellulose) + hiose.']

A biose, Ci2H'220iij obtained from cellulose

by the action of acetic anhydrid and sulphuric
acid and subsequent saponification. When
heated, it decomposes at 225° C. It reduces
FehUng's solution, is dextrorotatory, and gives
glucose on hydrolysis.

celloid (sel'oid), a. [L. cella, cell, -I- Gr. el6o(,

form.] Cell-like: cellular.

celloidal (se-loi'dal), a. Same as *celloid.

celloidin (sel'oi-din), «. [celloid + -in^.} A
pure form of pyroxylin (guncotton). Dissolved
in ether and absolute alcohol in varying pro-
portions, it is extensively used in the histolog-

ical laboratory for the ipurpose of embedding
tissues for sectioning.

cellozin (sel'ok-sin), n. lcell(ulose) + ox(ygen)
+ -in^.] A compound, CgHioOg or CgHgOfi,
supposed to be formed by the oxidation of cel-

lulose with hydrogen peroxid and forming a
constituent of oxycellulose. The latter is sup-
posed to consist of one molecule of celioxin

with one to four molecules of cellulose.

cell-plate (sel'plat), n. In cytol., a plate aris-

ing, toward the close of cell-division, from a
thickening of the spindle-fibers in the equato-
rial or division plane. The eell-plate is well
developed in plant cells, but small or vestigial
in those of animals. ;See cut under *dispireme.

cell-spot (sel'spot), n. A color-spot within the
area of the wing-cells of certain lepidopterous
insects.

The black cell-spots on the primaries are considerably
larger and the apical ai'ea is black with scarcely a trace
of metallic scaling. Proc. Zool. Soc, Lcndim, 1902, 1. 49.

cellular, a. 2. Filled with cavities, as pumice.
Geikie, Textbook of Geol., p. 133 Cellular bot-
tom. Same as double irbottom.—Cellular cancer.
Same as encephaloid cancer.—Cellular cooler, a box
which is divided into a series of small cells to increase
its radiating surfac^ so that the material which is to he
circulated through it to be cooled will give up its heat
quickly. These cells are usually of hexagonal copper
pipe tlirough which air is allowed to pass.

—

Cellular dl-
festion. See *autolyins.—Cell.yiXax pathology, the
octrine of Vii-chow tliat the cells are the seat or point of

origin of all vital processes.

—

Cellular system, (b) In
ship-building, a system of fi'aming, in iron and st«el ships,
in which the bottom is divided up into a number of water-
tight cells or compai'tments. See double *6ot(o7».— Cel-
lular texture, in petrog., the texture produced in vol-
canic lavas by gas-bubbles, which may be of various shapes
and sizes. When the cavities are comparatively few and
small, the texture is called vesicular; when they vary
much in size and shape and are about equal in volume to
the solid part of the rock, it is scoriaceous ; when they are
minute and very abundant, it is pumiceous.

cellularity (sel-u-lar'i-ti), n. [cellular + -ity.']

The state or condition of being composed of
cells.

cellulase (sel'u-las), ». [cellul{ose^) + -ase.]
A ferment which causes the decomposition of
cellulose. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1905.

p. 98.

cell'Ulate (sel'u-lat), a. Same Ss cellulated.

cellulation (s'el-u-la'shon), 71. [cellulate +
-ion.'] The development or production of cells.

cellulic (sel'u-lik), a. [cellule+ -ic.} Derived
from cells or cellules.— Cellulic acid, an acid of
doubtful composition, supposed to have been produced
by the action of acids or bases on cellulose.

cellulicidal (seFu-li-si'dal), a. [L. cellula, a
little cell, -I- -cida, < cmdere, kill.] In pathoL,
cell-destroying or -killing: said of substances
in the blood-serum or of other substances nox-
ious to living protoplasm.
cellulicolous (sel-u-lik'o-lus), a. [L. cellula,

a little cell, -I- colere, dwell.] Living in little

cells, as the spiders of the group Cellulicolse.

celluiifugal (sel-u-lif'u-gal), n. [L. cellula,
cell, + Jugere, flee, -I- -aj.lf Moving away from
the cell

—

Cellnllfugal current, nervous influence
which proceeds from the body of the neuron tlirough the
axis-cylinder processes.

cellulifugally (sel-u-lif'u-gal-i), adv. In a
cellulifugal manner.'

cellulipetal (sel-u-lip'e-tal), a. [L. cellula,
cell, + petere, seek, -f- -al] Moving toward
the cell.—Cellulipetalonrrent,anerve-cun'entwhich
proceeds toward the hody of the neuron.

cellulipetally (sel-u-lip'e-tal-i), adv. In a
cellulipetal manner.

cellulith (sel'u-lith), n. [L. cellu(la), cellule,
+ Gr. Xidog, stone.] A material made by con-
tinuing the beating of paper pulp, usually
wood-pulp, with water until all trace of fibrous
structure has disappeared, adding coloring-
material if desired, heating, and gradually
evaporating the viscid liquid product to dry-
ness. The material has the mechanical character of
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horn or ebonite, and may be worked like either of these.
It has the advantage, as coinpai'ed with celluloid, of
burning with difficulty.

cellulofibrous (sel"u-16-fi'brus), a. [L. cel-
lula, cell, + NL. flbrosus, fibrous.] Same as
fibrocellular. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 106.
celluloid^ (sel'u-loid), a. [L. eellnla, a cell,
+ Gr. eMof, form.] Having the shape or sem-
blance of cells.

cellulose^, n. 3. A light material used as a
packing in coffer-dam compartments of war-
ships in the vicinity of the water-line. In the
United States navy, cellulose from the husk
of the eocoanut and that from the pith of corn-
stalks have been used for this purpose. See
*coffer-dam, 3

—

Cellulose nitrates. Same as m(ro-
ceiiMfone.—Com-plth cellulose, the pith of corn-stalks.
It swells rapidly in water and is therefore sometimes
used at the back of the armor of battle-ships to prevent
water from entering through a shot-hole.

cellulosin (sel'u-los-m), ». [cellulose^ + -m2.]
A carbohydrate, CeHioOs + IiH20, formed in
small amount by the action of the butyric-acid
ferment on starch. It is crystalline and will
not ferment, but gives glucose on hydrolysis.
cellulosity (sel-u-los'i-ti), n. [NL. 'eellulosi-

tas, < cellulosus, full of cells: see eelhdose^.'\
The state or property of consisting of cells;
the state of having a cellular structure.
cellulous (sel'u-lus), a. [NL. cellulosiis: see
cellulose^^'i Consisting of cells ; cellulose.

celluvert (sera-vfert), ». lcellu(lose'^) + L.
vertere, turn.] A trade-name for a plastic
material used for the casters of household
furniture.

celo (se'lo), n. [L. cel{er), swift, + -o, after
velo.'] An acceleration of one foot per second
per second. The celo has been proposed as the unit
of accelemtiou in the system of which the foot is the
measure of length, and the velo (a velocity of one foot per
second) the unit of velocity.

celsianite (sel'si-an-it), n. [Named after An-
ders Celsian, a Swedish naturalist.] A rare
silicate of aluminium and barium, occurring
in cleavable masses at the manganese-mines
of Jakobsberg, Sweden. It is related to the
feldspars.

Celtic arcllltecture, cross. See kanhitecture, Urcrossl.— Celtic ornament, a peculiar style of decoration found
in the Irish manuscripts and in the eai'ly monumental
crosses of Great Britain. Its chief peculiarities are the
entire absence of foliage or other phyllomorphic orna-
ment, and the extreme intricacy and elaboration of uiter-

lacing and geometrical patterns.

Celtindic (selt-in'dik), a. The same as *Indo-
Celtie (with the elements reversed).

Celtologist, Keltologist (sel-, kel-tol'o-jist),

n. One who studies the Celtic languages and
peoples.

Oeltologue, Keltologue (sel'-, kel'to-log), n.

Same as '^'Celtologist.

Celtomauiac, Keltomaniac (sel-, kel-to-ma'-

nl-ak), n. One who is over-enthusiastic about
the Celtic languages and peoples, ascribing to

them a disproportionate importance, influence,

and antiquity, in disregard of evidence.

Oeltophil, Keltophil (sel'-, kel'to-fll), n. [L.

Celtse, Celta, + &r. ^//lof, loving.] One who
is fond of the Celts or is devoted to Celtic

studies and interests.

Celto-Slavic, Kelto-Slavic (sel-^ kel-to-slav'

ik), a. and n. I. a. Of or pertaining to both
the Celts and Slavs.

II. n. The type of man inhabiting the re-

gion of the Alps and the districts -to the east

and to the west, which in olden times were in-

habi);ed by Slavic and Celtic peoples. Also
called Alpine. See *Alpine, 2.

Celto-Teuton, Eelto-Teuton (sel-, kel-to-tu'

ton), «.. An individual of mixed Celtic and
Teutonic descent.

cembalo, n.

—

cembalo d'amore, a musical instrument
of the clavichord species, having unusually long strings

that were struck at their middle points, so that both
halves vibrated. It was sparingly used in the eigliteenth

century. Not to be confused with the clavicembalo,

which was a harpsichord.

cement, "

—

Beeswax cement, a cement made of 5

parts of beeswax, 8 parts of rosin, and a vai-ying proportion

of Venetian red : used for uniting glass to metal, as in

chemical apparatus.—Diamond cement, cement used

in setting diamonds. That used by American jewelers is

composed of gum mastic and isinglass dissolved in spirits

of wine. G. W. Cox, Cyc. Com. Thuigs, p. 117.— Keene's
cement, a cement made by calcining very pure gypsum,
treating with a solution of alum, dicing, recalcining at a

high temperature, and grinding to a fline powder : used as

stucco, and capable of a high polish.-Parian cement,
a cement made by a process similar to that for Keene's

cement, substituting borax for alum : used as stucco.—

Fozznolana cement, a mixture of tat lime and pozzuo-

lana : an early form of hydraulic cement.

—

^Bnst cement,
a material used for making tight joints in cast-iron con-

struction, as in lines of iron pipe, socketing iron pillars

into their bases of the same metal, etc., which consists of
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iron turnings moistened with a watery solution of sal
ammoniac or with dilute hydrochloric acid, a little sulphur
being sometimes added. The turnings rapidly rust and
soon set into a compact mass.

—

SlUciOUS cement, a
mixture of soluble glass, in syrupy solution, and chalk,
marble dust, orothermaterial8.—Slagcement, hydraulic
cement made from blast-furnace slag and lime.— Sorel's
cement, a bulidei's' cement produced by mixing thor-
oughly calcined magnesia with a concentrated solution of
magnesium chlorid, the mixture soon setting to a hard,
solid mass, which may be polished. It consists essen-
tially of magnesium hydroxy-chlorid.— Sorel's mag-
nesia cement, an oxychlorid of magnesium: used as
stucco.

cementation, n. 3. In petrog., the cementing
of fragments or grains of a porous or inco-
herent rock by infiltration and deposition of
mineral matter from solution. The commonest
cementing-materials are carbonates, silica
(usually as quartz), and silicates.— 4. The
solid fixation to extraneous objects by the
substance of the shell or test, as in the entire
class of corals and sporadically in the Brachi-
opoda, PelecypodAi, Vermes, eta. Cementation is the
cause of, or is followed by, symmetrical growth accom-
panied by a high development of loose cellular calcareous
tissue. Brachiopods and pelecypods thus attached assume
an obconical form and often present the aspect and struc-
ture of a coral, as they bear similar relations to the sur-
rounding medium.
5. In hot., the growing together of the hyphse
of fungi. Same as concrescence, 4.— 6. A
process in which two solid substances in eon-
tact, upon being heated, pass into and pene-
trate one another without melting.
cementation-steel (sem-en-ta'shgn-stel), n.

Steel made by the process of cementation.
cement-gland, n. 2. A gland which serves to
fasten its possessor to a foreign body. Specifi-
cally— (o) in platyhelminths, one ofthe glands
whose secretion causes the eggs to adhere to-
gether or to a foreign body, or incloses them
in a cocoon

; (6) in entom., one of a pair of
cement-secreting glands occurring in the bees
and ants and discharging their secretion
through the sting. They correspond to the
tubular glands of the Orthoptera.

cement-gold (sf-ment'gold), n. Gold precipi-
tated in fine particles &om liquid solution.

cementing-macUne (se-men'ting-ma-shen"),
n. In shoe-manuf., amachine for distributing hot
cement upon the soles of shoes, removing the
surplus, and pressing the pieces of leather
together; a cementcr.
cementite (se-ment'it), n. [cement + -ite2.]

A carbide of iron having the formula FeoC.
All unhai'dened steels (except a few alloy steels) conmin
more or less cementite, and all the cai-bon of unhardened
steels (omitting certain alloy steels) is present in the
foiTii of cementite. Cementite confers strength and hard-
ness on steel and lessens its ductility. It is the hardest,
strongest, and most brittle of all the constituents of steel
now known. It crystallizes in thin white plates and may
be isolated by chemical means or distinguished under
the microscope. The name cementite was given to this
compound by H. M. Howe, because what used to be
called 'cement carbon' or 'carbon of cementation' oc-
curred in the foim of FegC.

cementoblast (sf-men'to-blast), n. [L. cee-

mentum, in NL. cement, + Gr. (iTuiaTdg, germ.]
In ewibryol., one of the cells which take part
in producing the cement-layer of the develop-
ing tooth.

cementoma (sf-men-to'ma), n.; pi. cemento-
mata (-ma-ta). ' [NL. *csenientoma, < ceementum,
cement, "+ -onui.'] A tumor resembling in

structure the dental cementum.
cementome (sem'en-tom), 11. [L. csementum,
in NL. cement, + -oma.] In pathol., one of

the neoplasms or odOntomata derived from
the cement-organ of a tooth. Sutton, 1893.

cement-organ (se-ment'6r-gan), n. In em-
hryol., the mass of cells which' gives rise to the
cement-layer of the developing tooth.

cement-silver (se-ment'sil''''ver), n. Silver

precipitated by cementation.

cement-steel (se-ment'stel), n. Same as
*cementation-steei.

Cement-stone group. See Tuedian.

cement-tester (se-ment'tes''''t6r), n. A testing-

machine especially designed to test samples
of cement which have been molded in certain

standard molds so as to make a specimen of a
definite cross-section. The machine is pro-

vided with shackles to grasp the specimen.

cen. An abbreviation (a) of central; (6) of

century.

cenacle (sen'a-kl), n. [L. eenaculum, a dining-

room, usually in the upper story, hence an
upper room ; < cena, dinner.] A dining-"room

;

specifically, the room in which the Last Sup-

per was eaten.

cenacolo (che-na'ko-lo), n, [It., < L. cenaeu-

kim.] The Italian' name for the last supper

cenotaph

of Jesus and his disciples, a favorite subject
with painters. Important examples are the pictures
by Leonardo da Vinci at the chmch of Santa Maria delle
Grazie in Milan, by Andrea del Sarto at the convent cf
San Salvi in Horence, and by Tintoretto in the Chuich of
San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice.

Cenangiacese (se-nan-ji-a'se-e), u. pi. [NL.,
< Venangivm + -acese.'] A family of discomy-
cetous fungi characterized by dark-colored,
leathery ascomata and more or less elongate
one-celled or many-celled spores.
Cenangium (se-nan'ji-um), n. [NL. (Fries),
<Gr. Kevdc, empty, + ayyelov, vessel.] A large
genus of discomycetous fungi, type of the
family Cenangiacese, having the ascomata ses-

Cenang;iufn Uimi,
a, several plants growiiifr on a dry decorticated branch of the

common English elm, Uimtu cam^esiris, showiiie: the habit; b,

spore-cases and paraphyses, magnified. (From Engler and Prantl's
" Pflanzenfamilien.")

sile, more or less irregular in shape, dark-
colored, and of a leathery or waxy texture.
The spores are hyaline and one-celled. The species are
widely distributed, and occur mostly on woody plants.
Many are regarded as pai'asitic.

cenobian (se-no'bi-an). a. and n. [cwnobHum)
+ -an."] i. a. Pertaining to the life of a
cenobite.

The ce^wbian rule to which many of the monasteries
still adhere was established by St Athanasius, the founder
of the great monastery of Laura, in 969.

Eneye. Brit., XXX. 39!).

II. n. A monk living in a community under
rule.

cenocyte (sen'o-sit), n. [Gr. k.oiv6q, common,
together, + kvt'o^, a hollow (a cell).] In hot., a
vegetative body consisting of a number of
nuclei with the surrounding protoplasm and
other cell-constituents inclosed within a cell-

wall. The Phycomycetes among the fungi and the Si-
phonalen among the algEe are common examples.

cenocytic (sen-o-slt'ik), a. [cenocyte + -ic]
In hot., of or pertaining to, or of the nature of,

a cenocyte.
cenogenesis, cenogenetic, etc. See kenogene-
sis, kenogenetic, etc.

cenogenic (sen-o-jen'ik), a. Same as *keno-
genic.

Cenomanian (sen-6-ma'ni-an), a. [ML. Cen-
omania, now Le ifans, in France, < L. Ceno-
mani, Gr. Kevopiavoi, a Gallic people of northern
Italy.] l.Ofor pertaining to the ancient Celtic
tribes of Gaul known as the Cenomani (which
see in the Century Cyeloj)edia of Names.)

—

2, In geol., noting a. subdivision of the Upper
Cretaceous period represented in France by
the gravels of the department of Perche, the
glaueonitic chalk of Kouen, and the gray
chalk of Boulogne, corresponding in Great
Britain to the Lower Chalk and Upper Green-
sand, and in the United States to the Dakota
epoch

.

cenopsychic (sen-6-si'kik), a. [Gr. Koivdg, re-

cent, -I- inixri, mind.] In psychol., of recent or
late appearance in mental evolution: opposed
to *paleeopsychic. G. S. Hall, Adolescence,
II. 358.

cenopythagorean (sen''''o-pi-thag-o-re'an), a.

[Gr. Kmv6(, recent, + E.'Pythagorean.']" Of or
pertaining to a modern doctrine which resem-
bles Pythagoreanism in accepting universal

categories that are related to and are named
after numbers.
cenorescent (sen-o-res'ent), a. [Appar. irreg.

<Gr. Katvog, recent, new, + (flu)orescerit.] Same
as fluorescent. [Bare.]

cenosite (sen'o-sit), n. [Irreg. < Gr. Kaivdg, re-

cent, -I- -ite^.'i A silicate and carbonate of

the yttrium metals and calcium, occurring

in yellowish-brown prismatic crystals : found
in Norway and Sweden. Also camosite and
kninosite.

cenotaph (sen'o-taf), V. t. [cenotaph, ».] To
honor or commemorate with a cenotaph. J. M.
Boner, Poe's Cottage, st. 7.
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cenotaphic (sen'o-taf-ik), a. Pertaining to or
of the nature of a cenotaph.
cenote (se-no'te), n. [Yucatan Sp., < Maya
conot.Ji A natural underground reservoir of
water, such as is found in the limestone of
Yucatan, used by the natives for drawing
water: the presence of such reservoirs deter-
mines the location of the larger villages.

The most notable examples of sacrifices of this general
class are recorded by explorers of Central and South
America, where offerings of gold and precious things of
various kinds were cast into lakes, streams, springs, and
the deep denotes, or natural wells, to appease the gods
believed to dwell therein.

Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 128.

CenozoSlogy (se'no-zo-ol'o-ji), n. [Gr. Kawdg,
recent, + E. zoology'.] 'That hraneh of bio-
logical science wliich treats of living, as
contrasted with extinct, animals. Also cse-

nozodlogy and cainozoology.

cenquad (sen'kwod), TO. [L. ce«( *«»«), hundred,
+ guad{rus), four-sided.] A quadrilateral
whose diagonals bisect each other.

censor (sen'sor), v. t. To subject to the ex-
amination, revision, or expurgation of a censor

:

as, to censor a book, periodical, play, or the
like; especially (miMf.), to subject (press des-
patches, etc. ) to scrutiny witli a view to sup-
pressing information which, if made public,
might embarrass military operations.

censored (sen'sord),^.a. Passedupon, revised,
or expurgated fey a censor : as, censored war
news.
censorize (sen'sgr-iz), v. t. To subject to the
inspection and revision of the censor.

census, n. 3. In topical geom., a number re-

ferring to a geometrical figure and formed by
subtracting the sum of the cyclosis and apeiry
of the figure from the sum of the choresis and
periphrasis. If the figure is composed of parts of differ-
ent dimensionality, the census should be taken separately
for the points, lines, surfaces, and solids, and the flnsd

census formed by subtracting the sum of the censuses
of the lines and the solids from the sum of the censuses of
the points and the surfaces. This use of the word was
introduced by J. B. Listing.—Bureau Of the Census.
See -kbureati.

cent, n. 5. A name of various coins reckoned
as the hundredth part of a dollar, (a) A current
subsidiary coin of British North America, British Guiana,
British Honduras, the Danish West Indies, Hawaii, Fiji, Li-
beria, Cuba, Guam, the Philippine Islands, and Porto Rico,
equal to one United States cent, (b) A cun'ent subsidiary
coinof North Borneo, Hong-Kong, Labuan, Sarawak, and
Straits Settlements, equal to about one half of a United
States cent, (c) A cuiTent coin of Ceylon, Mauritius, and
Seychelles, the hundredth part of a rupee, equal to about
thirty-two hundredths of a United States cent. <d) A
current subsidiary coin of the Netherlands and the Dutch
colonies, the hundredth part of a florin or gulden, equal
to forty hundi'edths of a United States cent.

—

Cent de
escudo, a subsidiary coin of Spain and the Spanish colo-
nies, the hundredth pait of an escudo.— Gent de peseta,
a subsidiary coin of Spain and the Spanish colonies, the
hundredth part of a peseta.

—

Cent de peso, a subsidiary
coin of the Spanish colonies, the hundredth part of a peso
or dollar.— Elephant cent, an Sngliah copper token
bearing the device of an elephant, struck in 1694 for the
Carolinas.— Franklin cent, ring cent, son-dlal cent.
Same a&fugio *cent.— FuglO cent, a copper coin struck
by act of Congress in 1787 : so called from the inscription
O'Fugio"). Also called Franldin cent, ring cent, gun-
died cent, etc.— Silver-center cent, a pattern cent
struck in 1792, with a small silver plug in the center.

—

Wreath cent, a copper cent of the United States first

struck in 1793 : so cidled from the wreath on the revei'se.

cent. An abbreviation (6) of central; (c) of
centigrade; (d) of century Cent, per cent., a hun-
dred lor every hundred ; interest equal in amount to the
principal.—niree per cents., four per cents., five
per cents., etc., public securities bearing that rate of
interest '

Cental ssrstem, the system of buying and selling grain
by the cental, in use in the Liveii)ool corn-market since

1859, approved by an Order in Council in 1879, and pro-
posed for general use in the United Kingdom.

centare (sen'tar), «. Same as centiare.

centaurdom (sen't4r-dum), n. [centaur +
-dom.l The union of two diverse natures as

typified by the centaur of classic mythology.

There are here and there certain literary and intellec-

tual heresies and heretics refusing to recognize Centaur-
dom as the highest of human good.

W. J. Stillman, in The Century, Oct, 1883, p. 826.

centauresgue (sen-tar-esk'), a. [centaur +
-esque.'] In the style or manner of a centaur;

centaur-like.

Something centauresgue and of twofold nature.

Mrs. Browning, Greek Chr. Poets, p. 160. if. E. D.

centauric (sen-t&'rik), a. [centaur + -ic]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of the cen-

taur ; typified by the centaur.

CentauricUum (sen-ta-rid'i-um), ». [NL.

(Torrey and Gray, 1841), < Centaurea + Gr.

eldog, form ; from the resemblance of the flower-

heads to those of some species of Centowrea.]

The old generic name of Xanthisma Texanum,
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an annual or biennial flower-garden composite
with large yellow heads, it is known to florists as
Centauridium Drummondii. There is only one species,
and this is native to the southwestern region of the
United States.

centaurin (sen'ta-rin ), ». [Centaur{ea) + -Jn2.]

Same as *erythrocentaurin.

Centaurion (sen-tS,'ri-on), n. [NL. (Adanson,
1763, adopted from Tournefort, 1700), < Gr.
Kevravpuw, a plant said to have cured an arrow-
wound in the foot of the centaur Chiron.] A
genus of dicotyledonous plants belonging to
the family Gentianaeeee. See Erythrsea.

centaury, n— Callfomlan centaury. Same as can-
chalagua.

centavo, n. 2. A current coin of Bolivia, the
hundredth part of a boliviano.— 3. A current
coin of Ecuador, the hundredth part of a sucre,
equal to forty-nine hundredths of a United
States cent.

centenarial (sen-te-na'ri-al), a. [centenary +
-ai.] Of or pertaining to a centenary, or space
of a hundred years ; completing or commem-
orating the completion of a hundred years:
as, a centenarial day; a centenarial celebration.
centenier, n. 2, A police of&cer in the island
of Jersey.

centenionalis (sen-ten'''i-9-na'lis), n. [LL. (sc.
nummus), < *centenio(n-)', < centeni, a hundred
each: see centenary.] A Roman silver coin
of Constantine the Great.
centennial, n. a. A dice game in which the
object is to secure pips, or multiples of pips,
which will make the figures from 1 to 12, and
then from 12 to 1, in numerical order.
centennium (sen-ten'i-um), «. ;

pi. centennia
(-a). [NL. centennium.] The space of one
hundred years ; a century.

center^, ». 13. A point so situated with re-

fard to a locus that all chords of the locus,
rawn through the point, are bisected in it.

The pole of a straight at infinity with respect
to a certain conic is the center of the conic.

The center of a hyperbola lies without the curve, since
the figurative straight crosses the curve.

Merriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p. 95.

14, In foot-ball, roller-polo, basket-ball,
hockey, and other games, the one who plays
in the middle of the forward line ; in foot-ball,

the snap-back.-Accelerating center, a point in the
medulla oblongata whence pass nerve-fibers stimulation
of which causes increased rapidity of the heart's action.—Apperception center, an inhibitory cortical center,
hypothetically placed by Wundt in the frontal lobes, sub-
serving the elementary function of apperception. W.
Wundt (trans.), Physiol. Psychol., I. 315.—Association
center, auditorycenter. See 'kassodatiim, -katiditiyry.

— Bram center, (a) A cortical center ; a region or area
of the cerebral cortex, more or less sharply delimited by
structure and function. (6) Any group or collection of
cells, within the brain, that subserves a single function.—Broca's center. Same as speech-center.— Center of
action, in meteor., a large area of high or low barometric
pressure which fonns a prominent feature of the daily
weather-map.— Center Of aspiration, in meteor., the
region in a cyclonic storm where air is ascending, toward
which the lower air rushes or is being pushed, and near

'

which it also will ascend, cool, and become a center of
condensation and a new center of aspiiution or ' center of
power.'

—

Center of Badge, a nervous center existing
in the spinal cord in the region of the second lumbar
veitebra. In the male it is the erection center, in the
female the pai-turition center. Also called genital or
genitospinal center.—Centex Of compression, that
point in the section of a body under stress at which the
resultant of the compressive forces can act without dis-

turbing the equilibrium of the system of forces ; the cen-
ter of gravity of the compressive forces.

—

Center-Of con-
tact. See Acoittoct.-CenterOf flotation, the geometri-
cal center of the plane figure bounded by the line in
which a liquid cuts a body floating in it,; said of ships
and other vessels. See •kfiotation.— Center Of form, the
geometrical center of a body.— Center Of Immersion.
Same as center of buoyancy.— Center Of Inversion.
See geometrical inversion, under inversion.— Center of
involution. See involution, 6 (c).— Center of lateral
resistance. See *resistaru;e.— Center of moments,
the fulcrum, or that point about which a force, or a sys-
tem of forces, is supposed to act at a given instant with a
motion of rotation.— Center Of population, a point on
the map of a country or region about wbich the popula-
tion considered numerically is conceived to be equally dis-

tributed in all directions.

—

Center of power, a term
applied by Ferrel tothat region in a storm-area or cyclone
where the condensation of aqueous vapor is proceeding
most effectively. This center is continually being re-
newed a little in advance of its former position.

—

Center
Of pressure, (a) and (6). See pressure, (c) The point
at which a body must be supported in order to remain
quietly balanced when the wind is blowing on it For
plane plates the location of the center as determined by
Kiimmer varies with the dimensions of the plate, but is

always in front of the center of the figure.

—

Center Of
projection, (ft) Any one of the various sensory and
motor regions of the brain.— Center Of tension, that
point in the section of a body under stress at which it can
be assumed that the resultant of all the tensile stresses
is acting without disturbing the equilibrium of the forces
acting ; the center of gravity of the tensile stresses acting
on the section. Center Of Vision, (a) Same as point of
vision (which see, under pm.nt'^'). (6) The visual center

center-line

of the retina, where sight is keenest Also called the yel-

low ^ot. See macula lutea, under m^icula and also under
retina (10).— Center stroke. See *««ro*«i.—Curve of
centers of buoyancy. See -kcurves of ship eaicula-

tio>i«.—Diabetic center, a point in the floor of the fourth
ventricle of the brain, injury or irritation of which gives
rise to glycosuria.—Direct center of similitude, a cen-

ter of similitude having the corresponding perspective
sects on the same side of it See center of ^jnilitude.—
Eruptive center, a point or district where the greatest
volcanic activity of a region has taken place.— Genital
or genitospinal center. Same as itcenter of Budge.—
Gustatory center, the center for taste, supposed to be
located in the uncinate gyrus of the brain.— Heat center,
the nervous center which presides over the production of

heat in the body.—Instantaneous center, (a) When
motion is considered in only two dimensions, the point at

which the instantaneous axis intersects Uie guide-plane.

(6) The center about which any moving piece or assem-
blage of pieces in a mechanism can be supposed to be
rotating at any instant Notwithstanding that the relative

positions of such pieces or links may be constantly chang-
ing, yet at any instant they will be turning round a com-
mon center, which, however, shifts in space with each new
relative position of the links. The deteimination of the
virtual center, as it is sometimes called, is ofuse in estimat-

ing the relative velocity-ratios and forces acting on the
bodies.— Kinetic center, in cytol, a tei-m applied to the

centrospheres derived from the speimatozoiin after its

entrance into the.egg ; they constitute the poles of the first

cleavage-spindle.—Motor center, the area in the cerebral

cortex, in tlie convolutions around the upper end of the

fissure of Rolando, where originate the nervous impulses
which cause muscular contraction.

—

Olfactory center,
the center for smell in the cortex of the brain.- Oval
center. Same as centrum ovale.— Phrenic center, the
central aponeurosis of the diaphragm.

—

Psychical cen-
ter, in cun'ent physiol., and psychol., any center of the
cortex (using ' center ' in the sense defined under brain
itcenter (a)) which is not directly sensory, motor, or sen-

soiy-mofxir : identical with the • association center ' of
Flechsig.— Thermolytic center, one of the heat-centers
stimulation of which inhibits the production of heat—
Virtual center. Same as instantaneous -kcenter.

center-bearing (sen'ter-bar''''ing), n. In car-

building, the chief system of supporting the
weight of a car upon its truck : (fistinguished

from a side-bearing, or a fixed bearing, as in a
small car having no trucks; also the place
where the weight of the car-body rests upon
the center-plates and where the center-pin
joins the car to the truck. The center-bearing

beam is the beam which supports the truck
center-plate and, in six-wheel trucks, is sup-
ported by the center-bearing bridge. See body
center-plate, center-plate block, and cut under
car-trucJc.

center-crank (sen'tfer-krank), n. A form of

double crank in which the arms are replaced
by two solid disks, coupled together fey the
crank-pin on which the conn ecting-rod is fitted.

Such crank-shafts have bearings on each side

of the double crank.

Center-crank.

a, a, engine-shaft journals ; i, b, crank-disks ; c, end of crank-
pin ; d, flange to couple crank-shaft to generator-shaft.

centering-chuck (sen't6r-ing-chuk), n. A form
of face-plate for a lathe, which carries three
or four jaws for holding work. These jaws are so
connected by gearing as to move radially together equally
from or toward the center, so that work in the jaws is

automatically brought into the axis around which they
revolve. Also used for holding drills in drill-presses.

centering-machine (sen't6r-ing-ma-shen*), «.

A device for marking or drilling tlie holes for
the centers of a lathe, so that these holes shall

be in the center of figure of the piece to be
marked or drilled.

centering-rest (sen't^r-ing-resf), n. A V-rest
made of two straight pieces placed at an angle
to one another, used in a lathe for marking
centers in cylindrical pieces. It is fastened to
the tool-carriage, the piece f>o be centered resting in the
angle formed by the straight sides. A cutting-tool in the
tail-stock marks the center exactly concentrically frith
the outside as the piece is revolved.

center-line (sen 't6r-lin), M. 1. A line dividing
any symmetrical plane figure or surface of
revolution into two symmetrical halves.—2.
The line around which any figure may be re-

volved to generate a volume of revolution.

—

3. The line in a drawing on each side of which
points in the diagram or figure lie at equal
distances. In all designing of symmetrical
constructions the center-lines are drawn first,

and from these all dimensions are laid off.—4.



center-line

pi. The lilies through the center of mass or
center of gravity of a body paraUel to the three
coordinate axes used in analytical geometry.
—5. The line joining the centers of two par-
allel shafts in the same plane, or perpendicular
to both axes if they are not in the same plane,
in the design of toothed gearing. See also
line of center, under line'^.

center-plate, n. 2. One of the metal plates
fastened to the ends of jointed patterns to
furnish a suitable bearing for the lathe-centers
and to hold the pattern together while it is
being turned.

center-SCluare (sen'tfer-skwar), n. An instru-
ment used for finding the center of a circle or
of an are of a circle, it comprises two straightedges
which make about a right angle with one another and a
third straight-edge one side of which bisects the angle
between the other two. When the two outer edges are
placed against the circumference of a circle, the bisecting
edge points to the center. By drawing a line along the
bisector and- ttien shifting the instrument to a new position
and drawing another line along the bisector, intersecting
the former line at a considerable angle, the center of the
circle will be determined by the intersection of the two
lines.

center-tester (sen'ter-tes"ter), n. An ajjpli-

anee for finding the exact center of any piece
of work in a lathe or for testing the accuracy
of lathe-centers. It consists of a fine steel
needle pivoted to a steel plate that fits the tool-

post of the lathe.

centesis (sen-te'sis), n. [NL., < Grr. niv-niaiQ,

puncture, < Kcvrelv, puncture, prick.] Same
as paraoientesis.

centgener (sent'je-n6r), a. and to. [L. centum,
hundred, + genus (gener-), kind.] I. a. Con-
cerning or pertaining to one hundred or any
considerable number of representatives of a
race, variety, or strain of domesticated animals
or cultivated plants, when considered as a
type or pure sample of the whole.
The American trotter is being rapidly improved, because

distance does not hinder the transmission of individual
records, of centg&ner records (here the number of progeny
which each sire or dam has in the fast trotting list).

Yearbook a. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 230.

II. n. 1 . One hundred or any considerable
number of representatives of a race, variety,

or strain of domesticated animals or cultivated
plants, considered as a type or true sample of

the whole.

The second year 100 plants, called for convenience a
centgener, from each of the 100 mother plants chosen as

above, are similarly grown in the nursery plats.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 226.

3. Specifically, the separately planted seminal
or klonal progeny of a single parent, as a
nursery-plat from one wheat plant, or the
progeny of an animal so raised that their

average values may be secured as a measure
of the breeding-value of the parent.—centgener
power, the herecutary power of patents expressed in the

terms of the average values of their progeny : for example,
the average progeny of one wheat plant is 8.4 grams of

seed, of another 7.7 grams of seed, or the progeny of one
flax-plant stands 26 inches high, of another, 36 inches

;

one horee produces colts weighing 1,600 pounds, another,

colts weighing 1,260 pounds.—Centgener tests, tests of

the centgener powers, or breeding ability, of numerous
parents : as, by planting, under like conditions, centgeners

of wheat, com, etc. ; comparing the average of the progeny
of one animal with the progeny of another ; or contrasting

the speed of the colts of a racing stallion, or the producing-
power of the heifers of dairy sires or dams.

centig. -An abbreviation of centigrade.

centigraph (sen'ti-graf), n. [L. centum, a

hundred, + Gr. ypai^siv, write.] An adding-

machine having a figure -wheel with serial

numbers (0 to 100, inclusive) and a dial which
indicates hundreds. It is operated by a

wound spring escapement and fingered keys.

centile (sen'til), n. [L. centum, a hundred, +
-ile.^ -An object or term occupying a place

whose ordinal corresponds to 100 or a multiple

of 100.

centillion (sen-til'ion), n. In the French enu-

meration, used also in the United States, the

hundredth power of 1,000 ; in the United King-

dom, the hundredth power of 1,000,000.

centillionth (sen-til'ionth), n. and a. I. n.

One of a centillion equal parts ; the quotient

of unity divided by a eentiUion.

II. a. 1. Coming last in a set of a centillion

term's: an ordinal numeral.sr2. Being one of

a centillion equal parts.

centim (sent'im), n. lcentim{eter).\ A centi-

meter; the second metret or decimal submul-

tiple of a meter in the scheme of magnitudes,

devised, about 1860, by G. J. Stoney. The

decim or decimeter is the first metret, and the

millim (or millimeter) the third. See *me<ro

and *metret.
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centime, n. 2. A current money of account
in Haiti, the hundredth part, of a gourde or
dollar, equal to ninety-seven hundredths of a
United States cent.
Centimeter-gram-second system, in elect, two systems
of such units exist, namely, the eleetromagnetic system,
based on unit magnetism as that magnetism which acts
upon an equal amount of magnetism at unit distance with
unit force, and the electrostatic system, based on unit elec-
tric quantity as that quantity which acts upon an equal
quantity at unit distance with unit force. The electromag-
netic system of absolute units is commonly used. Many
of its units, however, are inconveniently small or inconve-
niently large, and^herefore decimal multiples or fractions
are used as practical units. These practical units are
named after famous scientists : as, ampere, volt, etc.

—

Cubic centimeter, (a) A unit of volume equal to a cube
whose edge is one centimeter. (6) More commonly, the
thousandth part of a liter. The liter was intended to equal
one thousand cubic centimeters and the weight of one liter
of distilled water at the temperature of its maximum den-
sity was intended to equal the kilogram. The mass of the
kilogram definitely adopted differs from the intended
mass by one or more parts in a hundred thousand : since
the liter is always determined by weighing, it also differs
from its intended volume by a similarly small fraction.
When this small fraction is negligible, the thousandth
part of a liter is commonly caUed a cubic centimeter.
The name m,ilUHter is preferred by many for the thou-
sandth part of the liter.

centime (then'te-mo), n. [Sp. : see centime.']

1. A current subsidiary coin of Costa Eica,
the hundredth part of a colon, equal to forty-
six hundredths of a United States cent. Sil-

ver pieces of 5, 10, 25, and 50 centimes are
coined.— 2. A current subsidiary coin of Ven-
ezuela, the hundredth part of a bolivar, equal
to nineteen hundredths of a United States
cent.— 3. A subsidiary coin of the Dominican
Republic, the hundredth part of a franco, or
franc, equal to seventeen hundredths of a
United States cent.

centinormal (sen-ti-n6r'mal), n. [L. centum,
hundred, + E. normal.] In ehem., containing
in each liter, as a solution, a number of grams
of the dissolved substance numerically equal
to one hundredth part of its molecular weight,
or, in some eases, of its equivalent weight.

centiplume (sen'ti-plum), a. [L. centum, hun-
dred, + pluma, feather.] Having a hundred
feathers : applied to most of the moths of the
family Pterophoridas (which see).

centoism (sen'to-izm), n. Same as centonism.

centoize (sen'to-iz), V. t.; pret. and pp. cen-

toized, ppr. centoizimg. [cento + -ize.] To
make into a cento. -

Eudocia . . . wife of Theodosius, and empress of the
world, thought good to extend her sceptre . . . over
Homer's poems, and cento-ize them into an epic on the

Saviour's life.

Urs. Broyming, Greek Christian Poets, p. 66.

centonical (sen-ton'i-kal), a. [ce»to{n) + 4c-

-al.] Of the nature of a cento.

centonize (sen'to-niz), v. t. [L. oento(n-), a
cento, -1- -ize.] Same as *centoize.

centractinate (sen-trak'ti-nat), a. [Gr. xevrpov,

center, + oktIq (^ciktw-), ray.] In sponge-spic-

ules, having a projection or actine at the

center : as, a centractinate sigma.

centradenia (sen-tra-de'ni-a), ». [NL., < Gr.

nivrpov, center, -I- aSriv, a gland.] A cellular

mass, the so-called liver or central organ,

found in certain Siphonophora. E. B. Lan^
heater, Treatise on Zool., ii. 4.

central, a. 4. In anat., of or relating to the

centrum of a vertebra.— 5. In neurol., pertain-

ing to a nerve-center : opposed ioperipheral, or

pertaining to the nerve-fibers or to the nervous
terminations in sense-organs and muscles.

—

Central arteries of the brain, branches from the circle

of Willis which pass to the central ganglia.—Central
body, disk. See -kbbdy, •dig*.-Central granule, in bot.

,

one of the slime-globules or -granules in the cytoplasm of

certainalgacells,Cj^aKo^%cea!.—Central gyrl, nervous
system. See-tigyrus, *)icr-Bozts.—Central particle, in

eytol., same as *ce»i)"oso»7w.— Central reaction. See

•reacJiOB.-:- Central symmetry, in geom., symmetry
with respect to a center.

II. n. In a telephone system, the office from
which the public and private lines radiate and
in which the connections are made between the

different lines, by means of a central switch-

board.
centraP (sen-tral'), » ;

pl- ceniraks (-tra'las).

[Sp.] Cane-grinding apparatus which serves

for several sugar plantations. [Cuba and Porto

Rico.]
centrale, n. 2. In crinoids, same as centro-

dorsal. ^» i.
.

centralistic (sen-tral-is'tik), a. Of, pertain-

ing to, or favored by the centralists.

centrality, ». 2. In the Hegelian logic, flrst-

ness; native character; the total character

which belongs to an object regardless of any-

thing else.

centriftigation

centrangnlate (sen-trang'gu-lat), a. [L. cen-

trum, center, -1- NL. angulatiis, angled.] In
sponge-spicules, having a bend or angle at the
center : as, a centrangulate sigma.
centraporia (sen-trS^po'ria), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
Khirpov, center, + anopoq, without passage : see
aporia.] Organisms that are without fixed axes
or planes, and are hence irregular in shape

:

for example, the sponges. Haeckel.
centraxonia (sen-trak-s6'ni-a), n. pl. [NL.,
< Gr. ntvTpm, center, -I- a^otv, axis.] Organisms,
of radial structure, haviug a median axis rep-
resented by a line, like the Ccelenterata.

centraxonial, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the
centraxonia.

centric, a. 3. In petrog., applied by Becke
(1878) to rock fabrics formed by the grouping
of crystals about a center, radially or concen-
trically.

centricality (sen-tri-kal'j-ti), n. [centrical +
-ity.] Central position or situation.

centrifugal. I. a. 4. Obtained (as milk or
cream) by the *centrifugal method (which see).

Fresh butter, made from sweet centrifugal cream.
Yearbook II. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 613.

Centrifugal concentrator, governor, machine. See
•kconcentrator, governor, 6, -kcentrifugal, n., 3.

—

Centrif-
ugal method, in dairying, the separating of cream from
milk by means of a separator (centrifugal), as distinguished
from the separation of cream by allowing the milk to
stand and then removing the cream by skimming.

II. n. 3. A trade-name for any machine
which employs centrifugal force to separate a
liquid from a solid or to separate liquids of
different specific gravities, in all, the liquids to be
separated, or the liquids and solids, are placed in a vessel
which is rotated at a high speed, the lighter liquids being
thrown off to the sides of the vessel where they overflow
and escape, or the liquids mingled with the solids being
thrown outward through perforations in the sides of the
vessel. The cream-separator is an example of the first

. and the laundry extractor an example of the second
method. Machineswhich ai'e essentially centrifugal are
given different names in different trades, as centrifugal
extractor (or simply extractor), hxmey-extractor, cream-
separator, centrifugal drier, hydro-extractor, Babcock's
centrifugal or muk-tester. See drier, ^extractor, -khoney-
extractor, -kmUk-tester (with cut), and separator.— Bab-
cock's centrifugal. See Babcocks -kmilk-tester.

ceutrifugalizatiou (sen-trif"u-gal-i-za'shon
),

n. [centrifugalize + -ation.] The process of
centritugalizing.

Our examinations were made on very fresh organ juices,
' blood, etc., taken at various stages of the disease, with
'and without centri^ugalization, and on specimens fixed
and stained m appropriate ways.

Sdeva, March 29, 1901, p. 613.

centrifngalize (sen-trif'u-gal-iz), v. t.
;
pret.

and pp. centrifugalized, ppr. centrifugalizing.

[centrifugal + -i«e.] To subject to centrifugal
action ; cause the separation of two liquids, or
of solids suspended in a fiuid, by rapid rotation
in a centrifugalmachine. Bee*centrifugal,n.,Z.

He also centrifugalized dogs and rabbits. When the
feet were directed outwards the rabbits died in 6-16
minutes, and dogs in 10 - 15 minutes. When the head was
placed outwards death took place after a period more than
twice as long.

Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), ser. B, 1900, p. 76.

centrifugate (sen-ti'if'u-gat), v.
;
pret. and pp.

centrifugated, ppr. cenirifugating. [centrifuge

+ -ote2.] I. trans. To drive from the center
or from the circumference

j
specifically, to ex-

pose to centrifugal action in a centrifuge.

The fluid should be centrifugated, the sediment spread
on cover slips. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 564.

II. intrans. To fly off from the center; scat-

ter or disperse in all directions. Mrs. Whitney,

Sights and Insights, vii.

centrifugation

The
any-
the-

(sen - trif

shon), n.

driving of

thing from
center or circum-
ference ; specifi-

cally, the separa-
tion of two im-
miscible liquids of

different densities,

or of suspended
solid particles

from a liquid, by
the use of a cen-
trifuge or centrifu-

gal machine.

An hour later the
mixtui'e was expressed,

Centrifuge for the sedimentation of 30 cm. of this quantity
urine, Wood, and other animal fluids i

taken, the solid paT-
«.«, tubes liolding tlie fluid to be ex- i, ,

' .pnoi^tpH hv
amined; 6, i. position of tile tubes tlCles separatea Dy

when the machine is in action. centrifugation and the



centrifagatdon
amount <rf the nitrogen in the solid and liouid parts
determined by Kjeldahl's method.

Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 201.

centrifuge (sen'tri-fuj), n. [NL. centrifugus,
adj. : see centrifugal.'i A centrifugal machine

;
specifically, a form of centrifugal machine em-
ployed to separate the solid part;icles suspended
in a fluid, such as the blood or urine.
centrifuge (sen'tri-fuj), v. t.; pret. and pp.
centrifuged, ppr. centrifuging. To submit to
very rapid rotatory motion in a centrifuge or
centrifugal machine in order to separate sus-
pended solid particles from a liquid, or two
immiscible liquids of difEerent densities from
one another.

By mixing bacteria with the white cells of the blood
obtained by centrifjiging and adding blood serum (a) un-
heated, i. e. in the natural condition, (6) heated to 60°-
65° C. for ten to fifteen minutes, it is found that, under
the same conditions, phagocytosis is much more active in
the presence of the unhealed than of the heated serum.

Nature, Deo. 3, 1903, p. 111.

centriole (sen'tri-61), n. [NL. eentnolum, dim.
of L. centrum, center.] In cytol., a minute
granule in the center of the astrosphere of the
dividing-cell.

Centripetal canals. See *canali.
centripety (sen-trip'e-ti), n. [Nil. centripetus,
centripetal, + -^3.] a centripetal tendency
or condition ; a state opposed to rotular diffu-
sion from a center. This term has been employed in
descnptive paleontology to designate the absence of any
manifestation, in a plane-coiled cephalopod shell, of a
tendency to become evolute or to broaden its umbilicus.

centroclinal (sen-tro-kll'nal), n. [Gr. Kev-

rpav, center, -I- kHveiv, bend," + -al.'\ In geol.,

a dome ; a quaquaversal ; an area with dips
radiating from it as a center of uplift.

centrode (sen'trod), n. [Gr. Khirpm, center,
-I- o(5(5f, path.] In math,, a locus of the instan-
taneous center of no velocity, for motion in
twodimensions—Fixedcentrode. Formotion in two
dimensions, the ^roup of fixed lines, indicating the posi-
tion which each mstantaueous axis will occupy as its turn
aiTives, constitutes a cylindrical locus, fixed relatively to
the reference-system. Its intersection with the guide-
plane is the fi^eed centrode.—Moving centrode. As mo-
tion in two dimensions proceedsTdiflerent lines in the
solid become in turn the instantaneous axis, each at its
own epoch. This group of lines may be determined in
advance as a cylindiical locus moving with the solid. Its
intersection with the guide-plane is the WAwmg centrode.

centrodesmus (sen-tro-des'mus), n.
;

pi. cen-
trodesmi (-mi). [NL.', < Gr. Kivrpov, center,
+ Sea/idg, a band.] In cytol., the delicate
bridge which connects two centrosomes or
centrioles in the cell and is supposed to give
rise to the central spindle.

centrodeutoplasm (sen-tro-du'ta-plazm), n.

[Gr. Kivrpov, center, + ievT(epo(), second,
+ Klaafia, anything formed.] In cytol., the
granular substance of the testis-cells which
may contribute to the formation of the idio-

zome. Erlanger, 1897.

centrodorsal, n. 2. Injpaieojj*., a pentagonal
plate found in many non-pedunculate crinoids
(for example, Uintaarimis) at the base of the
cup and probably representing an atrophied
stalk.

centrogen (sen'tro-jen), a. [Gr, Kcvrpov, center,
-I- -yevjig, -produced.] Proceeding or radiating
from the center, as, specifically, the skeleton
of acantharians, which radiates from the cen-
tral capsule.

centrogenesis (sen-tro-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr. idv-

rpov, center, -t- yevemc, genesis.] 1. Histor-
ical progress or evolution through the acqui-
sition and elaboration of axial or central organ-
ization.— 2. The radiate or peripheral type of

form assumed by plants and also by some of

the lower forms of the animal kingdom : dis-

tinguished from dipleurogenesis or bilaterality

prevailing in animals.

We may, therefore, contiast these two great lines of

ascent^ which, with so many vicissitudes, have come up
through the ages, as Dipleurogenesis and Centrogenesis.

L. U. Bailey, Survival of the Unlike, p. 17.

centrogenetic (sen-tro-je-net'ik), a. Origi-

nated or developed on the rotate or peripheral

type ;
pertaining to centrogenesis.

centrogenic (sen-tro-jen'ik), a. Characterized

by centrogenesis : as, a centrogenic structure.

Centrogenys (sen-troj'e-nis), n. [Gr. Kevrpov,

center, -I- yhvc, chin.] " A genus of serranoid

fishes of the Indian and western Pacific oceans.

centroid, ?> 2. In kinematics, same as *cen-

trode. Seauleaux.—3. A point of emphasis or

increased energy in a series of speech-sounds,

or in any series of impulses. Also used at-

tributively.
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Just as in the case of an irregular solid body, we are

driven to pick out points at which we can consider the
whole mass to be located without altering the result un-
der discussion. This is the centroid theory of the auditory
and motor nature of speech that corresponds to the cen-
troid theory of the course of thought.

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 448.

Centroid of a COU, the curve fanned by the axis of any
closed coil, such as a coil wound upon a ring where the
axis is a closed curve.

centroidal (sen-troi'dal), a. [centroid + -al.2

Pertaining to or of tfie nature of a centroid.
Stud. Tale Psych. Lab., IX. 19.

centrolecithal, a. 2. In eroiryoJ., noting that
type of cleavage in which the dividing nuclei
pass to the surface of the ovum, leaving the
yolk in the center. This form of cleavage is
characteristic of the Arthropoda, especially of
the insects.

Centrolepidacese (sen*tro-lep-i-da'se-e), ». pi.
[NL. (flieronymus, IST'S), < Cenirolepig +
-acese.'] A family of monocotyledonous plants
of the order Xyridales, the bristlewort family,
typified by the genus Centrolepis (which see).
It embraces 6 genera and about 38 species, all natives of
Australasia, small herbs chiefly growing in swamps, hav-
ing bristle-shaped leaves and distichous flower-spikes or
heads.

centrolepidaceous (sen'tro-lep-i-da'shius), a.
Belonging to the plant-family *Centrolepida-
cese (which see).

centroplana (sen-tro-pla'na), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. KttiTpm, L. centrum, center, + planus,
plane.] Organisms that are symmetrical with
reference to a median plane, that is, that are
bilateral. Haeckel.
centroplasm (sen'tro-plazm), n. [Gr. nhrpav,
center, -f- ir'^aa/ia, anything formed.] In cytol.,

the substance of the centrosphere ; the proto-
plasm which forms the attraction-sphere or
central portion of the aster.

centrosoma (sen-tro-so'ma), n.; pi. centroso-
mata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gf. tchrpov, center, +
aapa, body.] Same as *centrosome.
centrosome (sen'tro-s6m), n. [NL. centro-
soma, < Gr. Kevrpov, center, + ad/ia, body.]

cephalic

Centrosome.

Structure of the centrosome in the polar asters of a gasteropod,
Diauiula, Mitotic figure, formation of the first polar body.
(MacFarland.) (From Wilson's '• The Cell.")

In cytol., a body of indeterminate nature in
the center of each astrosphere of the dividing-
cell.—Cleavage centrosome, the centi-osome of the
cleavage nucleus or that which forms the poles of the
spindle for the division of the egg into the firat two
blastomeres.—Sperm centrosome, a centrosome sup-
posed to be brought into the egg by the spermatozoon
during fertilization.

centrosphere (sen'tro-sfer), n. [Gr. Khirpov,

center,+ <70a?/3a, sphere.] 1. In (S/toZ., a spheri-
cal, differentiated mass of cytoplasm sur-

rounding the centrosome and constituting a
pole of the karyokinetic spindle during cell-

division. Also called attractionr.sphere.— 2.
The centra,l or interior portion of the earth,
beginning at a somewhat, indefinite depth,
and involving materials and pressures of
which we have no actual experience ; con-
trasted with the successive outer shells, litho-

sphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere.

The Earth consists of three parts : there is the vast un-
known interior, or " cenirogpAere," concerning which
physicists have not come to any unanimous decision, some
saying that it is throughout solid and rl^id, others that it

is partly fluid, and others again that it is partly gaseous.
Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XIIL 228.

centrospore (sen'tro-spor), n. [Gr. Kevrpov,

a point, spine, + airo'pd, seed.] In. phytogeog,, a
plant whose fruit is provided with spines which
aid in dissemination by attachment. F. E.
Clements.

d
Centrosphere.

Diagram of the dividing cell, showing the mitotic figure and its re-

lation to the cytoplasmic meshwork,

a, centrosphere containing the centrosome; b, aster; c, spindle;
d, chromosomes forming the equatorial plate. (From Vinson's
" The Cell.")

centrostomatous (sen-tro-sto'ma-tus), a. [Gr.
Kivrpov, center, + ardua, mouth.] Having the
mouth placed centrally, as a starfish.

centrosymmetrical (sen"tro-si-met'ri-kal), a.

[Gr. Kevrpov, center, +av/i/ierpiK6g, symmetrical.]
Having symmetry with respect to a point or
center : said of crystals.

centrosymmetry (sen-tro-sim'e-tri), n. [Gr.
Kivrpov, center, -i-av/j/ieTpla, symmetry.] Sym-
metry with respect to a point or center, as in
most crystals. See *symmetry, 6.

centroxylic (sen-trok-sil'ik), a. [centroxyl-y
+ -ic] Relating to centroxyly.

Centrozyly (sen-trok'si-li), n. [Gr. Kevrpov,
center, -f fuAou, wood.] In hot., primary cen-
trifugal woody structure. Fan Tieghem.
centrum, n. 3. In geol., the focus or place of
origin of an earthquake.

centuplicate (sen-tu'pli-kat), a. and n. [LL.
centuplicatus, pp. of centiiplicare, increase a
hundredfold, < centuplex, a huncJredfold.] I.
a. Hundredfold.

II. n. One of a hundred things which corre-
spond in every respect to one another.

centuplication (sen-tu-pli-ka'shgn), n. [NL.
*centuplicatio{n-), < centuplicare, increase a
hundredfold: see centaplicate.'] The act of
centupling; reduplication a hundredfold.
centuply (sen-tu'pli), adv. A hundredfold.
centuryi, n. 4. In hot, a set of dried plants
containing a hundred sheets To score a cen-
tuiy, in cricket, to score a hundred runs or more in a single
inumg.

The M. C. C. give a bat to every amatem- or professional
who scores a century for them. Eneyc. Brit., XXVII. 276.

c6pe (sep), M.
;

pi. cipes (sep). [F., < L. cepa,
onion.] A name sometimes given to edible
species of Boletus.

To this genus [Boletus] belong the fungi known in France
as cipes, under which name they are imported into this
country, but notm any great quantities.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p. 465.

cephaeline (se-fa'e-lin), n. [NL. Cephaelis, a
genus of plants, -I- -iBe2.] An alkaloid,
C14H20NO2, found with emetine in ipecacu-
anha. It crystallizes in needles which melt
at 96-102° C. The salts are amorphous.

cephalalgia, ».— cephalalgia periodica, megrim.—
Cephalalgia spasmoiuea, sick-headache.

cephalanthine (sef-a-lan'thin), ». [Cephalan-
th-us + -ine^.'] A wliite, amorphous, very bit-
ter glucoside found in Cephalanthus occiden-
ialis. It is dextrorotatory and melts at about
180° C.

cephalanthous (sef-a-lau'thus), a. [Gr. Ke^dXri,
head, -I- avdog, flower.] In hot., having the
flowers in heads, as composite plants.
cephalematocele (sef-a-le'ma-to-sel), n. [Gr.
KeipaT^tl, head, -t- al/ia(T-)", blood,-}- K^lri, tumor.]
An effusion of blood between the skull and the
scalp; communication with one of the cerebral
sinuses.

cephalhvdrocele (sef-al-hi'dro-sel), n. [Gr.
K£ipd^ii, head, -t- vSpoK^%>i, hydrocele.] A col-
lection f serous fluid beneath the scalp.
cephalic. I. a—CephaUceye. See •wei.—Ceph-
alic race, a race whose kinship is indicated by the form
of the head : as long, dolichocephalic, or broad, brachy-
cephalic. Negi'oes ai-e long-heads ; Mongolians, broad-
heads; the Mediterranean and Baltic whites of Europe,
in general long-heads; the Alpine whites, in generS
broad-heads. See •ketknic race, itglottie race, and *cAro-
maticraee. Gtdiimffs, Inductive Sociol., p. 53.— Cephalic
SlltB, a peculiar pair of organs, of unknown function,
foond on most nemerteans. They usually have the form



cephalic
<rf lateral furrows or pits situated on the head and in
close connection with the brain.

II. n. 2. In phonetics, a so-called 'head' or
'cerebral' sound. Whitney, Sansk. Gram., J 45.

cephalin (sefa-lin), n. [Gr. /ce^oXi^, head, +
-in^.] One of a group of organic phosphorized
bodies obtained by Thudiehum from brain
tissue.

Cephalina (sef-a-li'na), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
ne^aXp, head, +- ina^.'] Agroup of Gregarinida,
consisting of Eugregarinx, which always pos-
sess an epimerite either as a transitory or as a
permanent portion of the body. The body is

divided typically by a septum into protomerite
and deutomerite, but it may be non-septate.
The group includes forms which are chiefly
parasites of Arthropoda.
cephalism (sef'a-lizm), n. [Gr. ne^yi, head,
+ -isTO.l In anihrop., characterization by the
form of the head, particularly by the cephalic
index.

cephalium (se-fal'i-um)^ n.; pi. cephalia (-&).

[NL., < Gr, KtipaMov, dim. of ke^oa^, head.]
The woody enlargement at th^ summit of the
stem of some Caetaeeee, from which the flowers
are developed.
cephalization, ». 2. A supposed tendency to
a gradual increase in the size of the brain cor-
relative with cultural development. Amer. An-
thropologist, N. S., I., 410.

cephalo-auricillar (sef''''a-lo-ft-rik'u-lar), a.

Kelating to the skull and tte external ear.

—

Cephalo-anrlcnlar angle, the angle which the plane of
the auricle makes with the side of the head.

cephalocathartic (sef^'a-lo-ka-thar'tik), a. and
n. [Gr. Keijia^f/, head, -I- KcSajyriKdg, purging: see
cathartic'^ I. a. Occasioning dischargesfrom
the nose ; errhine.

II, n. A remedy which promotes the dis-

charge of watery mucus from the nose.

cephalocentesis (sef'^'a-lo-sen-te'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. KE^aAi^, head, -I- K^TJiaig, puncture.] Punc-
ture of the skull to give exit to accumulated
fluid.

Cephalocereus (sef"a-16-se're-us), n. [NL.
(Pfeiffer, 1838), < Gi." Kc^aTi,^, head, -I- cereus.'\

A genus of plants of the family Cuctaeese,

closely allied to Cereus. it is characterized by a
globular or cylindrical enlargement, together with the
presence of copious hairs or bristles in the fruiting area
They are all Mexican. ' C. senilis is the familiar old-man
cactus, so named from the white hair-like covering.

cephalocyst (sef'a-lo-sist), ». [Gr. Ke^aX^,

head, + Kvang, bag (cyst).] A cestoid worm.
Cephalodiscus (sef*a-lo-dis'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. KE<pa'Ai!, head, + SUtkoc, disk.] A remarka-
ble colonial deep-sea animal associated by some
with Salanoglossus and Bhabdopleura in the

class Adelo-
ehorda. it re-

sembles Balano-
glossus in having
the three regions
of the body (pro-

boscis, collar, and
trunk), and in the
presence of a struc-
ture resembling a
notochordwith the
same relations to

the neiTous sys-

tem as in Balano-
gtossus. It differs

nom the latter in

having the alimen-
tary canal so bent
upon itself that
mouth and anus
are in close prox-
imity, in having
tentacles on the
collar, in the small
size of the probos-
cis, and in the pres-

ence of only one ,. „.
pair of openings that can be regarded as giU-shts. The
individuals in the colony are not in organic connection but

are suirouuded by a common gelatinous sheath.

cephalofacialCsefa-lo-fa'shaUjO. [Gr. KEijiaX^,

head, + h. fades, face, + -al^-i Pertaining to

the head or, more particularly, the cranium and
the face Cephalofacial index, the ratio of the

capacity of the skull to that of the orbits, nasal fossae,

and accessory sinuses.
, . . , ,-/>

cephalogaster (sef"a-lo-gas'ter), n. [Gr.

Kefpay^, head, + yaarnp, belly.] A sac-like ex-

pansion of the alimentary canal in the females

of many parasitic isopod crustaceans, as Por-

tunion mxnadis, in which the inner wall pro-

jects into the lumen in the shape of numerous

long processes covered with chitinous intima.

In this region the absorption of food takes

place.
, . rn J. tA

cephalogram (sef'a-lo-gram), n, [Gr. KifaXi,

head, + ypafiiifi, a line.] In anthrop., an out-
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line of the head drawn by means of the cepha-
lograph. Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March,
1902, p. 153.

cephalograpll (sef'a-lo-graf), n. [Gr. KC(|>a^,

the head, + ypcupecii, write.] In anthrop., an

Cephalodiscus. Entire zoOid. (From
Parker and llaswell's " Zoology," after

Mcintosh.)

Harting's Cephalograph.

instrument designed for drawing outlines of
the head, particularly the horizontal contour
of the head.
cephalohemometer (sef'a-lo-hf-mom'e-t^r),
n. [Gr. Ketpa^i^, head, -I- at/ia, blood, + /lerpov,

measure. ] An instrument for measuring blood-
pressure in the bead.
cephalolateral (sef"a-lo-lat'e-ral), a. [Gr.
Ke(paX7i, head, -I- L. lateralis, 6i tlie side : see
lateral.^ Toward the head and to the side.

cephalomancy (sef ' a - lo -man - si), n. [Gr.
laipaWi), head, + /lavreia, divination.] Divina-
tion by means of a head. See also *eephalon^
omaney.
cephalomere (sef'a-lo-mer), n. [Gr. KsipaX'^,

head, + /lepog, part"] One of the segments of
the head region of arthropods.

cephalon (sef'a-lon), n. [Gr. icei^dXij, head.
Cf. encephakin.'i The head region ; the ceph-
alic region ; specifically, (a) In the Trilolnta,

the cephalic shield together with that part of
the animal which it covers. (6) The anterior
portion of the body of certain crustaceans, as
the Malacostraea. C. Spenee Bate.

cephalone (sef'a-lon), n. [Gr. KC(paA^, head,
-I- -o«e.] In anthrop., a skull or head of un-
usually large capacity, but without pathologi-
cal characteristics ; also, a person having a
head or skull of unusually large capacity.

cephalonoid (sef'a-lo-noid), a. [cephalone +
-ojrf.] lijfi anthrop., similar to a cephalone, or
a healthy skull of extraordinary size.

cephalonomaitcy (sef-a-lon'o-man-si), n. [Gr.

KCfaXf/, head, + 5voi, ass, -I- pavreia, divination.]
Divination by means of an ass's head.

cephalopathy (sef-a-lop'a-thi), n. [Gr. Ke(j>a?i^,

head, + -vaBeia, < Tr'aBog, disease.] Disease of

the head, especially of the brain.

cephalopnyma (sef''a-16-fi'ma), n.
;
pi. cepha-

lophymata (-ma-ta). [llL., < Gr. kz^TJ/, head,
-I- ifnipa, a tumor.] A tumor of the head.

cephalopodal (sef-a-lop'o-dal), a. [Cephalopo-
da + -aP.] Pertaining to or having the char-
acters of the Cephalopoda.

Cephalorachidian fluid. Same as cerebrospi-

nal fluid.

cepHalosome (sef'a-lo-som), n. [Gr. xctba^,

head, + aapa, body'.']
' In arthropods, the head

region.

ceph'alostyle (sef"a-lo-stil), n. [Gr. KCfpaXr/,

head, + arvAog, pill'ar.'] The anterior or cra-

nial end of a notochord.

Cephalotacese (sef-a-lo-ta'sf-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Lindley, 1835),. < Cephalotus + -acese."] A fam-
ily of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous plants

of the order Bosales, found in the swamps
of King George Sound in western Australia.
It contains the monotypic genus Cephcdotiui. This
anomalous plant was regarded by Lindley as related to

the pitcher-plants on account of the sac-like radical

leaves. Later authors placed it hi the Saxifragacese.

Engler restores it to family rank, chiefly on account of

its rudimentary (haplochlamydeous) flowers.

cephalotic (sef-a-lot'ik), a. [Gr. Ki^aA^, head,

-f- oiif (ar-), ear.] In biol., of, pertaining to, or

exhibiting the presence of the ears on the mid-

dle line of the head.

Dareste also declares that the cephalotic state is simi-

larly first indicated by a premature union of the folds in

the region of the medulla, taking place before this pait

of the brain has widened out. In this way the auditory

involutions are approximated.
Bateson, Study of Vaiiation, p. 468.

cephalotractor (sef"a-lo-trak'tor), n. [Gr.

Kc^^, head, + NL. tractor. '\ An obstetrical

forceps.

ceratinize

Cepheid (se-fe'id), a. and n. [L. Cepheus,
< Gr. Kt/fm, Cepheus, a mythical king, whose
name was given to a constellation, + -id^.]

I. a. Pertaining to or resembling the star i
Cephei— Cepheid star, one of a class of vaiteble stare
of punctual periodicity which in the character of their
variation resemble S Cephei.

II. n. A variable star of the type of S Ce-
phei.

cepotaph (sep'o-taf), ». [Gr. k^tto^, garden,
-t- Tcupof, tomb.] A cinerary urn deposited in
a garden. C. Maitland.
ceppo (chep'po), n. [It., a stump, block, < L.
cippus, a stump.] The cemented fluvioglacial
gravels of northern Italy.

The ijresence however of the highly denuded * ceppo
underlying the gi'eat terminal moraines of Ivraja, Como,
etc., shows that these latter cannot be the product of the
second and greatest extension of the alpine glaciers.

J. Qeikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 562.

ceptor (sep'tor), n. [L. -eeptor in acceptor,

receptor, etc., 'a form, in comp., of captor, taker

:

see captor,'] Same as *haptine.
Cera alba, white or bleached wax.— Cera flava, yellow
wax.

ceradia (se-ra'di-a), n. [NL. Ceradia (see def.).]

A yellow' oleoresin obtained from Ceradia
furcata.

ceradin (ser'a-din), n. [Ceradia -(- -in^.] An
amber-colored oleoresin obtained from Ceradia
furcata. It has the odor of elemi.

ceragate (ser'a-gat), n. [L. cera, wax, + E.
agate'^. The normal form would be *cei-acU-

ate.] A yellow variety of camelian : generally
produced artificiallyby impregnating or dyeing
chalcedony with a chromium solution.

ceraginous (sf-ra'ji-nus), a. Of the nature of
cerago or bee-bread.

ceral, a. 2. Pertaining or relating to wax.
ceram. An abbreviation of ceramics.

ceramiaceous (se-ra-mi-a ' sbius), a. Of or
pertaining to the Ceramiacese.

Ceramic photography. See -kphotoceramics. — Cer-
amic stone, a trade-name for a building-material made
from broken glass ground to powder, devitrifled, and in
a second fiunace softened by heat and pressed into any
desired form.

cerasin^, n. 2. A name of two coal-tar colors,
otherwise known as fast red A and Bordeaiix
.8.— Cerasln orange. See *ora»<7ei.— Ceraain red.
See -kred. i

cerasin^ (ser'a-sin), n. [Appar. based on
cer(e6n»)?] A' compound, C70H138O12N2, ob-
tained in small amounts by warming cows'
brains with a solution of barium hydroxid. It

is neutral and resembles cerebrin in its prop-
erties.

cerasinose (ser'a-sin-os), n. [cerasine + -ose.]

A sugar, CsHipOs (?), formed by the action
of dilute acids on cherry gum. It is crystal-
line, very hydroscopic, and reduces Fehling's
solution.

cerat. An abbreviation of Latin cerafem, (oint-
ment).

cerate^, n—Blistering cerate, a mixture of sperma-
ceti cerate and cantharides.— Goulard's cerate, cerate
containing subacetate of lead.— Hufeland'S cerate,
cerate containing oxid of zinc.— Spermaceti cerate, a
mixture of speiTnaceti, olive-oil, and white wax.

ceratectomy (ser-a-tek'to-mi), n. [Also kera-
tectomy (and kereciomy) ;' < Gr. Kipag (Kspar-),

horn (ipT/v lupaToeidrif, the cornea), + ektopt/,

excision.] Excision of the cornea.

cerated, a. 2. In omith., same as cerate^.

ceratenchyma (ser-a-teng'ki-ma), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kepag {aepaT-), horn, + iyxvpa, infusion.] In
bot., the tissue which consists of effete sieve-

tubes and has a horny texture.

Ceraterpetum (ser-a-ter'pe-tum), n. [Gr. idpag

(KEpar-), horn, + epirErSv, a reptile.] A genus
of extinct microsaurian amphibians with a
pair of large backward-pointing horns attached
to the posterior cranial bones. It has been
found in the coal-measures of Ireland and
Ohio.

ceratiasis (ser-a-ti'a-sis), n. [NL., also kera-

Uasis ; < Gr. xipag (icEpar-), horn, + -iasis.'] A
condition in which there are a number of warts
of homy consistence on the skin.

ceratina, n. [cap.] 3. A genus of dicotyle-

donous plants belonging to the family Solana-

cex. See Solandra.

Ceratinidse (ser-a-tin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cer-

atina + 4dx.] A. family of true bees.

ceratinization (ser"a-tin-i-za'sh6n), n. [Also

keratinization ; < ceratinize + -ation.] The act

of becoming of horny hardness.

ceratinize (se-rat'i-niz), V. i.; pret. and pp.
ceratinized, ppT.ceratinizing. [Alsoket-atinize;

< ceratin-ous + 4ze.] To become of a horny
hardness.



ceratinoid

ceratinoid (se-rat'i-noid), a. \eeratin + -oi(l.'\

Resembling ceratin or horn in physical or
chemical structure. Also keratinoid.

ceratinose (ker'a-ti-nos), n. ^Aiso keraUnose ;

< ceratin + -ose."] An albumose derived from
ceratin.

ceratinous (ser-at'i-uus), a. [Gr. Kcpdnvog, of
hom, < Kepa^ (Kepar-), horn.] Having a homy
structure or consistency.

Ceratiomyxa (se-rat'i-o-mik'sa), n. [NL.
(Sehroter, 1889), < 6r. Kepariov, dim. of icipag,

horn, + /iv§a, slime.] A genus of myxomyce-
tous fungi having the spores white or yellow-
ish and developed on the outside of the Plas-
modium. C. mucida occurs on logs, producing
small tufted, branched white fructifications.

Ceratiomyxacese (se-rat'i-o-mik-sa'se-e), n.

pi. [NL., < Ceratiomyxa + -aceee.'] X. family
of myxomyeetous fungi named from the genus
Ceratiomyxa. Same as Ceratiacese, which is

an invalid name.
ceratitic (ser-a-tit'ik), a. [eeratite + -ie.']

Pertaining to or having the characters of the

genus Ceraiites.

Ceratitida (ser-a-tit'i-da), n. pi. [NL.] A
division of the aiiimonoid cephalopods or am-
monites represented by the family Ceratitidx

and genus Ceratites.

ceratitis, «. Specifically—2. An infectious

disease of the eyes of cattle and sheep, char-

acterized by an intense inflammation of the

conjunctiva, swelling of the eyelids, and an
early opacity with later ulceration of the

cornea.

In certain localities gi'eat numbers of cows were found
dead or dying, all of uiem exhibiting symptoms of sup-
purative keratitis and conjunctivitis.

J{ep. Bur. Anitnal Industry^ 1901, p. 29.

Ceratitis bullosa, inflammation of the cornea, marked
by the formation of minute blisters which break and re-

sult in ulceration.— Interstitial ceratitis, chronic cor-

neal inflammation, with the formation of opacities in the
substance of the cornea which later usually disappear
more or less completely.—Mycotic ceratitis. Same
as ^rceratomi/coiiis.—Oyster-snnckers' ceratitis, acute
inflammation of the cornea in oyster-openers, caused
by wounding of the eye with pieces of shell.—Faren-
chymatOUS ceratitis, inflammation of the cornea
marked by the formation of opacities : the latter usually
disappear as the disease, which is exceedingly slow in its

course, subsides.—Seapers' ceratitis, inflammation ot

the cornea caused by the UTitation of sharp spicules of

grain which wound the eyes of reapers. — Vascular
ceratitis, inilammalion of the cornea accompanied by a
formation of new blood-vessels beneath the conjunctiva
and in the outer layera of the cornea : usually a precm'sor
^i pannus.

cerato-angioma (ser'a-to-an-ji-o'ma), n. [NL.,

also kerato-a7igiom,a.\Ba.ia% as ^angioceratoma.

Ceratobrancbial of the fifth aicb, one of a pair of

bones, usually beaiing teeth, situated just behind the
gill-arches of fishes : they represent a fiftti arch, the iwte-

novpharyngeal nvah. Seepharyn{/eal. Starks, Synonymy
of the Fish Skeleton, p. 519.

Ceratocampa (ser-a-to-kam'pS,), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. Kcpa^ (ictfiar-), torn, -I- (ca/iin?, caterpillar.]

A. genus of moths typical of the family Cera-

tocampidee, formed by Harris to contain the

regal walnut-moth, now known as Citheronia

regalis.

ceratocampid (ser-a-to-kam'pid), n. One of

the family Ceratoca'mpidse.

Ceratocampidee (ser-a-to-kam'pi-de), h. pi.

[NL., < Ceratocampa "+ '-idae.'i A family of

American moths, containing only a few genera,

but very striking forms, like the regal walnut-

moth, Citheronia regalis, whose larva is known
as the hickory horned devil.

ceratoconus (ser*a-to-k6'nns), n. [NL., also

keratoconus ; < Gr.' Kipa; (Kepar-), horn, -I- Kuvog,

cone.] A form of staphyloma cornese, of the

same nature as buphthalmos, in which the

bulging of the cornea has a conical shape.

Also called corneal cornea-

ceratodenna (ser"a-to-d6r'ma), n. [NL., also

keratoderma ; < Gr.'/c^poc (icepaT-), hom, -I- d^pfia,

skin.] Disease of the skin marked by homy
thickening of the epidermis.

ceratodermia (ser*a-to-der'mi-a), n. [NL.,

also keratodermia.'] Same as ''ceratodsrma.

ceratohyalin (ser'a-to-hi'a-liii)> re. [Also kera-

tohyalin; < Gr. idpaQ {mpar-), hom, -I- vaMg,

glass, + -irfi.'] A peculiar substance which

forms the granules in the stratum granulosum

of the epidermis.

ceratohyaline (ser"a-to-hi'a-lin), a. [Also

keratohyaline; < Gr. /cipoc iicepar-), hom, +
iiahig, glass, + -inei.] Of glassy appearance

and homy consistence, as the cells in the stra-

tum granulosum of the skin.

ceratoid. I. a. 3. Shaped like a hom.

n. «. Same as cornea.
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ceratoiditis (ser"a-toi-di'tis), re. [NL., also

keratoiditis ; i ceratoid + -itis.'\ Same as cera-

titis. Lancet, May 30, 1903, j). 1515.

cerato-iridocyclitisCser'a-to-ir'i-do-si-kli'tis),

«. [Nh., a,lsokerato-iridocyclitis;'<GT. icepac

(Kepar-), horn, -I- Ipu; (ipiS-),^ iris, + ctk^c, cir-

cle, + -itis.^ Inflammation of the cornea,
iris, and ciliary body.

cerato-iritis (ser'a-to-i-n'tis), re. [NL., also
kerato-iriUs;K Gr. liipag (Kepar-), horn, -I- Ipig, iris,

-itis.'] Inflammation of both iris and cornea.
ceratolysis (ser-a-tol'i-sis), re. [NL., also ker-
atolysis; < Gr. Kepag (Kepar-), horn, -f- Aiiatg,

loosening.] 1. Loosening and partial separa-
tion of the epidermis from the deeper layers
of the skin. 2. Atrophy of the horny layer
of the epidermis.
ceratoma (ser-a-to'ma), n.; pi. ceratomata
(-ma-ta). [NL.",' < Gr. 'liipag (Kepar-), hom, -t-

-om'd.'i" A homy growth. Also spelled kera-
toma.

ceratomalacia (ser^'a-td-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL.,
also keratomalaoia ; '< (jtr. Kepac (icepar-), horn,
-I- fia^Kia, softness.] Softening of the comea.
ceratomania (ser*a-to-ma'ni-SO, re. [NL.

j^
< Gr.

Kepag (Kepar-), horn, -H /lavia', madness.J In
vegetable teratol,, the abnormal production of
horn-like or hooded structures in flowers.
ceratometer (ser-a-tom'e-t6r), re. [Also kera-
tometer ; < Gr. Kepac (Kepar-), comea, -I- perpov,
measure.] A device for determining the ir-

regularities in curvature of the comea, and
the resultant astigmatism.
ceratomycosis (ser'a-to-mi-ko'sis), n. [NL.,
also keratomycosis ; "< &r. Ktpaq (Kepar-), hom,
-I- fiiiKiig, fungus, + -om.] Inflammation of
the cornea associated with a fungoid growth.
Lancet, July 11, 1903, p. 101.

ceratoptaore (ser'a-to-for), re. [Gr. Kipag
{(cepar-), hom, -I- -^opoc, < (pkpeiv, bear.] Aa
organ or a region bearing cerata, as in certain
worms.
ceratophyllaceous (ser'a-to-fi-la'shius), a. Be-
longing to the plant-fainily Ceratophyllacese

;

resembling or pertaining to the genus Cera-
tophyllum.

ceratophyllin (ser-a-tof'i-lin), re. [Cera-
tophyll-um + -in^.'] 'Same as *atraric acid.

ceratopbyllous, (ser'a-to-fil'us), «. [NL. cera-

tophyllus, < Gr. Kipas (Kepar-), horn, H- ^i^^w,
leaf.] In bot., hom-leaved ; having long, slen-

der, pointed leaves.

Ceratopogon (ser-a-to-p6'gon), re. [JJL. (Mei-
gen, 1803), < Gr. Kepag (Kepar-), horn, -I- irayuv,

beard.] A nota-
ble genus of mid-
ges, of the family
Chironomidse,
containing very
minute species
which bite se-

verely, C. nocimiTn
is the punky, well
known to huntei"S

and flshei'men in the
north woods of New
England and in Can-
ada. See punky.

Ceratops (ser'a^

tops), re. [Gr.

icfpof (Kepar-), hom, -I- fiVj face.] A genus of

dinosaurian reptiles from the Laramie Creta-

ceous beds of America. The skull carried a pair

of large horn-cores and the body was covered
with dermal scutes— Ceratops beds, in geol., a
name given by Marsh to deposits of the Laramie Creta-

ceous iu Wyoming, because of the abundance of the dino-
saurian reptiles Ceratops contained in them.

Ceratopsia (ser''a-top'si-a),». j)i. [Gr,

(Kepar-), horn, -I- d^i(, view, appearance.]
Ceratopsidx considered as a suborder.

ceratopsid (ser-a-top'sid), a. and n. _,

Pertaining to or 'kaving the characters of the
Ceratopsidse.

n. One of the Ceratopsidse.

Ceratopogon stetli/hr, highly magnified.
(U. S. D. A.)

Ceratostomella

Ceratopsids (ser-a-top'si-de), ». pi. [NL.,
< Ceratopsia + -idse.} In paleont., a family of
predentate Cretaceous dinosaurs. They had the
cranium developed into a shield overhanging the neck,
and a large honi over each eye. There was sometimes a
small hom on the nose. The family contains such species
as TriceraXops, Torosaurus, and Agathaumas.

Ceratopteridaceae (ser"a-top-ter-i-da'se-e), «.

pi. [NL. (Underwood, "1900), < Ceraiopteris

(Ceratopterid-) + -acese.] A family of annual
aquatic ferns of the order Filicales. it comprises
the genus Ceraiopteris, which embraces a single species,

C. thalictroides, with fragile bi- or tripinnate fronds oftwo
sorts, the sterile ones, which are floating, and the fertile

ones, which aie reduced and have the ultimate divisions

pod-like, i.e., with revolute margins, and in which the sori

are scattered, with a broad ring.

Ceratopteris (ser-a-top'te-ris), « . [NL. (Bron-
gniart, 1821), < Gr. Kipac (Kepar-), hom, +

Ceratopteris thalictroides,

a, an entire plant showing habit ; b, portion of afruiting branch)
enlarged to show the sori. (Drawn from Engler and Prantl's.
" Fflanzenfamilien.")

nreplg, a fern. The allusion is to the antler-
like appearance of the fertile fronds.] A genus
of floating ferns, constituting the family Cera-
topteridaceai. C. thalictroides, the only species,,

occurs in Florida and Louisiana and widely in-,

the tropics.

ceratopycnidium (ser*a-to-pik-nid'i-um), «. ;.

pi. ceratnpycnidia(-s.). [Gr. Kepaf{/cEpor-), horn,.
+ WL.pyenidium.i A horn-shaped pycnidium
such as is produced by species of Apiosporium..

Ceratosaurus (ser^a-to-sa'rus), n. [Gr. Kepag
(Kepar-), horn, + a'avpoQ, lizard.] A genus of
dinosaurian reptiles of great size, from the
Upper Jurassic rocks of Colorado. They were,
characterized by a large skull with a median horn and.
over-hanging prefrontals, very short and small fore legs,

large hind legs, and extended talL The animal had ttie-

aspect of a kangaroo, standing erect on its hind legs with,
the help of its tail It attained a length of 20 feet.

Kepac

The

I. a.

Nose.horned Lizard (Ceratosaurus).

After a restoration by Knight.

ceratoscope (ser'a-to-skop), n. See *kerato-
scope.

ceratoscopy (ser -a - tos ' ko - pi), re. See kera-
toscopy.

Ceratostomella (ser'a-to-sto-mel'a), re. [NL.
(Saeeardo, 1879), < iHpag ((cepar-)', horn, -t-

SkuU of Triceratops, a typical member ot the family Ceratopsidce. Br6pXl, mOUth, -|- (lim. -eKo.] A genUS Of pyTe-



Ceratostomella

nomycetous fungi having small globose, mostly
superficial perithecia provided with slender
elongate necks. The asci are OToid and the spores one-
celled and hyaline. The name refers to the resemblance
of the neck of the perithecium to a horn. The species are
saprophytic on timber. C. pU^fera canses a blue color on
lumber. See •kbluing, 4.

ceratotrich (sf-rat'o-trik), n. [NL. ceratotri-
chium, < Gr. Kipag {Kepar-), horn, + Bpi^ (rpix-),
hair.] A homy, flexible, fibrous, unjointed,
and usually unbranched fin-ray of Elasmo-
hratiohii and Holocephali.

ceratotrichium (ser*a-to-trik'i-um), n.; pi.
ceratotrichia (-a). [N£.] " Same as ^ceratotrich.
In the Elasmobranchii and Holocephali, and probably

also in the Acanthodii and Ichthyotomi, these rays
[dermal fln-rays] are unjointed, occasionally branched and
composed of a fibrous substance of horny consistence
without bone-cells. When placoid scales are present,
they aie quite independent of the rays and more super-
ficial. The author calls these rays " Ceratotrichia. " Their
origin is unknown, but for the present they must be con-
sidered as special developments of the connective tissue.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., Oct., 1904, p. 519.

ceraunian (se-r^'ni-an), a. Same as ceraunic.
ceraunograph (se-ra''no-graf), n [Gr. Kepavvdg,
thunder, + ypa<j>eiv, write.] An instrument by
means of which the occurrence of a thunder-
storm or of lightning is ehronographically
recorded.

In the Annual Report for 1901-02 of St. Ignatius Col-
lege, Cleveland, Ohio, the Reverend F. 1. Odenbach pub-
lishes an appendix on the work of his meteorological
observatory during the past year. This begins with an
account of his new lightning recorder, or ceraunograph.
. . . The various p£^ of the instrument were a relay,
a telegraph sounder, a coherer, choking coil, two bat-
teries, a recording drum, or chronogi-apli, a copper col-
lector on the roof of the college, and a copper wire lead-
ing from it down to the instrument in the observatory.

If. S. Monthly Weather Rev., June, 1902, p. 313.

ceraunophobia (se-ra,-no-f6'bi-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. nepamdg, thunder, +' -^jiiaj'i. ijiolBeiv, fear.]
A morbid fear of thunder-storms.
ceraunoscopy (se-r&-nos'ko-pi), n. [Gr. xepav-
vooKoma, < nepawdg, thunder, + amireiv, view.]
Divination by observation of lightning.

Cerberic (sfer'be-rik), a. Of or pertaining to
Cerberus ; resembling or befitting Cerberus.
cerbiretin (s6r-bi-re'tin), n. [cerberin.'] An
amorphous citron-yellow compound formed by
the hydrolysis of cerberin.

cercarial (s6r-ka'ri-al), a. [cercaria + -al^.}

Of or pertaining to a cercaria or larval distome.
cercocystis (s6r-ko-sis'tis), ». [Gr. KspKog, tail,

+ Kvang, bladder (cyst).] A tailed eysticer-
coid.

cercopid (ser'ko-pid), a. Of or belonging to
the homopterou's family Cercopidse.

cercopod (ser'ko-pod), n. [Gr. icepKOQ, a tail,

+ TToif (nod-), a foot.] In the phyllocarid and
allied forms of Crustacea, one of the two caudal
spines adjoining and articulated to the ter-

minal segment or telson.

Cercosporella (s^r'ko-spo-rel'a), n. [NL.
(Saeeardo), < Gr. ftipKog, tail, + anopa, seed
(spore), 4- dim. -ella.\ A genus of para-
sitic hyphomycetous fungi having simple or
branched hyaline fertile hyphse and elongate
many-celled hyaline oonidia. C.persica attacks
peach-leaves. See frosty *mildew.
cerealism (se're-al-izm), ri. [cereal + -jsj».]

The practice of eating nothing or little but
cereals.

cerealist (se're-al-ist), n. [cereal + -ist.'] One
who makes a special study of cereals ; a bota-
nist or agriculturist who is versed or engaged
in the production of edible grains: as, A. B.,

cerealist of the United States Department of

Agriculture.

cerealose (se're-a-16s), n. [cereal + -ose.l A
mixture of dextrin, maltose, and glucose
formed by the action of glucose on starch.

cereal-nist (se're-al-rust"), »• Any one of the

species or varieties of rust which attack the
cereals, wheat, oatSj rye, etc., especially Puc-
dma graminis and its varieties.

Cerebellar gait, an irregulai' gait associated with disease

of the cerebellum.

cerebellic (ser'f-bel'ik), a. Same as cere-

bellar.

cerebellifugal (ser"e-be-lif'u-gal), a, [L. cere-

bellum, cerebellum,' + fugere, flee, + -al.']

Moving in a direction away from the cere-

bellum.
cerebellipetal (ser'-'e-be-lip'e-tal), a. [L.

cerebellum, cerebellum, + petere, seek, + -ai.]

Moving in a direction toward the cerebellum.

cerebellopontile (ser-e-bel-o-pon'til), a. [L.

cerebellum, oeieheWum, + pons(pont-), bridge,

+ -ile.] Eelating to the cerebellum and the

pons Varolii.
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The occurrence of a tumor in the cerebellopontile angle

in many of these cases of sarcomatosis was mentioned,
and the question of operation was raised.

Med. Record, July 11, 1903, p. 77.

Cerebral apophysis, diabetes, flexure, meningitis.
See *a»op%»ig, etc.— Cerebral neurasthenia. Same
as cere6ra8«Aenio.—Cerebral organ, one of the sense-
organs in nemerteans and gephyreans. It is a ciliate
neuroglandular pit found at the side of the head, in close
relation to the hinder part of the brain.— Cerebralpneu-
monia, sinuses. See irpneujnonia and iksinus.— Cere-
bral trigone. Same as fornix cerebri.

cerebralgia (ser-e-bral'ji-a), n. [NL., < L.
cerebrum, brain, + Gr. a/iyog, ache.] Severe
and deep-seated headache.
cerebrational (ser-e-bra'shgn-al), a. [cere-
bration -I- -oil.] Kelating to cerebration or
brain-action.

cerebrationist (ser-f-bra'shon-ist), n. [cere-
bration + -ist.'] One of a "former school of
philosophers who, at a time when the anatomy
of the brain was but little known, held that
the brain is the seat of all mental processes.
BmJc, Med. Handbook, II. 300.

cerebriform cancer. See *cancer.
cerebrifugal (ser-f-brif'u-gal), a. [L. cere-
brum, brain, + fugere, flee,' + -al.] Passing
from the brain : said of nervous impulses and
nerve-fibers.

cerebripetal (ser-f-brip'e-tal), a. [L. cere-
brum, brain, + petere, seek, "+ -aU.] Passing
toward the brain : said of nervous impulses
and nerve-fibers.

cerebrobuccal (ser*e-bro-buk'al), a. [L. cere-
brum, brain, + buccd, mouth, -P -al.] Pertain-
ing to the cerebral and the buccal ganglia

:

as, the cerebrobuccal connective in mollusks.
Parker and Saswell, Text-book of Zoo!., I. 679.

cerebrology (ser-e-brol'o-ji), n. [L. cerebrum,
brain, -1- Gr. -^oyia, < Myeiv, speak.] The sci-

ence of the brain in its anatomical, functional,
and pathological relations.

cerebromalacia (ser"e-br6-ma-la'si-a), n.

[NL., < L. cerebrum, iirain, -\-"fiaXaxiaj' soft-
ness, < iialuKdg, soft.] Same as softening of
the brain.

cerebromeningeal (ser"e-bro-me-nin'je-al), a.

[L. cerebrum, brain, + Gr. nffiy^, memtrane,
+ -e-al.] Relating to the brain and its mem-
branes. Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 226.

cerebromeningitis (ser"e-br6-men-in-ji'tis), n.

[NL., < L. cerebrum, brain, + NL. meningitis.]
Inflammation of the brain and its membranes.
cerebrometer (ser-e-brom'e-ter), n. [L. cere-

brum, brain, + Gr. fiirpov, measure.] A device
for recording variations in the volume of the
brain under special conditions.

cerebropleural (ser"e-br6-plo'ral), a. [L.
cerebrum, brain, + NIJ. pleura + -al.] A term
applied to the ganglion formed by the union
of the cerebral and the pleural ganglia in cer-
tain lamellibranch mollusks.
The supraroesophageal ganglion of Anodonta is usually

regarded as representing both the cerebral and pleurtd
ganglia, and is commonly spoken of as the "cerebro-
pleural." Nature, Oct. 29, 1903, p. 623.

cerebropsychic (ser"e-bro-si'kik), a. [L. cere-

brum, brain, -t- ipvx'l,' mind.] Relating to the
brain as the organ of the mind, together with
its functions as such.

Victims of spinal injury concussion and eerebro-pgychic
shock. Alien, a/nd Neurol., Feb., 1903, p. 21.

cerebroscopy (ser-e-bros'ko-pi), n. [L. cere-

brum-, brain, + Gr. -oKoma, < OKoweiv, view.]
Examination of the fundus of the eye for the
purpose of obtaining data concerning the cir-

culation of blood in the brain.

cerebrose^ (ser'f-bros), n. [L. cerebrum +
-ose.] A variety of sugar, isomeric with glu-
cose, found in brain-tissue.

cerebroside (ser'e-bro-sid), n. [cerebrose +
-ide^.] One of a group of decomposition-pro-
ducts of protagon, of the type of cerebrin.

cerebrospinant (ser"e-br6-spi'nant), ». [Cere-
brospim{al) + -ant.]' A therapeutic agent
which acts upon the brain and the spinal cord.

cerebrosuria (ser"e-br9-s1i'ri-a), n. [NL., <
cerebrose -I- Gr. ovpov, urine.] A form of dia-

betes in which the urine contains cerebrose.
Cerebrum abdomlnale, the abdommal brain or solar
plexus.

ceremonial. I. a.— Ceremonial stone, in arcteo;.,

a somewhat indefinite tenn applied to any one of a large
class of variously shaped stone implements, many of which
ai'e finely finished and show great care in their manufac-
ture. They have been variously classified and subdivided,
but their use Is almost entirely conjectural.

The so-called ceremonial stones are variously subdivided
and named by different writers. They. are supposed to
have been devoted to religious, superstitious, medical,
emblematic, or ceremonial purposes; to be badges of

authority, insignia of rank, tokens of valorous deeds, or
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perhaps some sort of hei'aldic device ; in short, the uses
to which they might, in their different forms, be assigned,
are limited only by the imagination.

Smithsonian Rep., 1892, p. 116.

II. n. 3. A prehistoric stone implement
supposed to have been used for ceremonial
purposes.

He [Mr. Moorehead] called attention to the necessity of
an archeological nomenclature for the vaiious 'unknown
fomis' in slate and granite which have hitherto been
called 'cerenwnials'— a. meaningless term in the opinion
of the author. Science, Jan. 24, 1902, p. 124.

ceremonialist (sei-f-mo'ni-al-ist), n. [cere-
monial + -ist.] One who favors or is given to
ceremonial observances in religion ; one who
lays stress on external forms in religious wor-
ship ; a ritualist.

ceremonialize (ser-e-mo'ni-al-iz), V. t.
;

pret.
and pp. ceremonialized, ppr. ceremonializing.
[ceremonial + -ize.] To make ceremonial or
ritualistic.

ceremony, n—to stand upon ceremony, to be
punctilious or insistent on the due observance of polite
usages, or formalities.

You know I never stand upon cereimmy with such peo-
ple. Jane Austen, Noithanger Abbey, viii.

cerer (ser'fer), n. [cere, v., + -er^.] One who
ceres a coi-pse, or wraps it in cerecloth.

cerevisial (ser-e-vis'i-al), a. See *cervisial.

ceria^ (se'ri-a), '». [IJL. ceria, < cerium (which
see).] Cerium oxid : used in small proportion,
with thoria or thorium oxid, in the mantles of
Welsbach incandescent gas-lamps.
cerianthid (ser-i-an'tMd), n. One of the Cer-
ianthidse, as the vestlet.

Cerianthidea (se"ri-an-thid'e-a,), n. pi. [NL.,
< L. ce^'a (Gr. Kijpog), wax, +' Gr. avSoc, fiower,
+ -id-ea.] An order of Zoantharia. It consists
of solitaiy foims which retain the primitive bilateral
symmetry of the zobid, without a skeleton, and with
numerous mesenteries which are arranged symmetrically
in pairs and devoid of muscle-banneis.

ceric^ (ser'ik), a. [L. cera, wax, -f -ic.] De-
rived from wax— Cerlc acid, an amorphous acid,

^a^^qqOiz, foimed by the action of nitric acid on cerin.

cerigerous (sf-rij'e-rus), a. [L. cera, wax, -I-

gerere, bear.] 1". Producing wax.— 2. In
ornith., having a cere : same as cerate.

cerilla(tha-rerya), n. [Sp., < L. cera, wax : see
cere.] A' matcH ; a wax taper. [Spanish
America.]
cerinin (ser'i-nin), n. [Gr. idjptvoQ, < Kr/pdg,

wax, + -8«2.] A wax-like or fat-like substance
obtained from the lignite of Gerstewitz near
Merseburg in Gei'many.
cermatiid (s6r-mat'i-id), a. and n. I. a. Of
or belonging to the myriopod family Cer-

II. n. One of the Cermatiidee.

cern^ (sem), v. i. [L. cernere, decide, judge

:

see concern, decern, discern, etc.] To elect
and make known an intention to enter upon
an inheritance : a modern term used in refer-
ence to Roman law.
cornier (ser-nya'), n. [P., connected with Sp.
cherna.] The stone-bass.

cerniture (ser'ni-tnr), n. [Irreg. cern,'v., -I-

-iture. The right word would be cretion, < L.
cretio(n-).] The act of formally resolving to
enter upon an inheritance : a modern term
used in reference to Roman law.
cerografy, n. A simplified spelling of cerog-
raphy.

cerolin (ser'o-lin), n. [Gr. la/pSg, wax, + -ol

+ -in^.] A fatty substance found in yeast.
It has laxative properties.
ceroline (ser'o-lin), n. [Prob. < L. cera, wax,
+ ol(eum), oil, + -ine^. The allusion would
be to the waxy or oily character of these
plants which prevents water from adhering to
their leaves.] Either of the two American
jewel-weeds, Impaliens aurea and I. bijlora.

Ceromya (ser-o-mi'a), n. . [NL., < Gr. Kfip,

heart, + jivg, a muscle.] A genus of extinct
peleeypods with elongate-cordate infiated

valves and edentulous hinge: abundant in
Jurassic rocks.

ceroplast (se'ro-plast), n. [Gr. Knpdg, wax, +
nXaarbg, < K'kiiJBCitw, form.] A mold, properly
in wax, but sometimes in other substances.
Z)e Morgan.
ceroplasty (se-ro-plas'ti), ». Same as eero-

cerosic (sf-ro'sik), a. [ceros{in) + -ic] De-
rived from cerosin.—ceroslc acid, a crystalline acid,

C24H4RO2, obtained by heating cerosin with soda-lime.

cerosiline (se-ro'si-lin), n. [cerose + -il + -ine^.]

Palm-tree wax from the common Andes wax-
palm, Ceroxylon andicola, or from the Klop-
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stock palm, KlopstodkAa cerifera. It softens
easily, but melts only at a temperature above
102-105° C. It is used for candles.
cerotene (ser'a-ten), ». [cerote + -ene.'] A
soUd hydrocarbon, C27H54, obtained by the
distillation of Chinese wax. It melts at 57-
58° C.

cerotin (ser'o-tin), n. lceroi(ic) + -i«2.]
Same as *ceryi alcohol, C27H55OH.
cerotype (ser'o-tip*), «. [Gr. /o?/)(if, wax, +
Tvwog, type.] (The art or process of engraving
through a coating of prepared wax spread
over a smooth plate from which a printing
surface can be produced by the plaster process
of stereotyping or by electrotyping.
cerous (se'rus), a. lcer{ium) + -oms.] In
chem., containing the metal cerium with ap-
parent triad valence : as, cerous sulphate, cerous
oxid, etc.

cerro (ther'ro), n. [Sp. Pg., a hill, ridge.] A
hill ; a ridge ; a hogback.

cert., certu. Abbreviations (a) of certificate;
(fi) of certify; (c) of certified.

certainty, n—objective certainty, properly, cer-
tainty in sense 1. It consists in th^ accordance of tlie real
facts with an assertion tliat might be made. Venn
(1834-83) uses the term, in a sense closely approaching
that of reality, for that chai-acter of a fact which consisiS
in its not only bein^ independent of our opinion as to its

truth (which constitutes its reality), but ^so in its being
independent of our spatial and temporal relation trf) it.

—

Of a certainty, assuredly ; beyond doubt. Dan. ii. 8.

certifiable (s6r'ti-fi-a-bl), a. Capable of be-
ing certified or attested : as, certifiable results.

certificate, n. 2. (6) An ofScial written rep-
resentation that some act has or has not been
done, or that some event has occurred, or that
some formal legal requirement has been ful-
filled. It usually issues from some court for the pur-
pose of giving notice of things done in the court, or to au-
tliorize or warrant some act upon the part of some other
coui-t or judge, (c) A document used in the Brit-
ish custom-house by which certain goods for-
merly imported canbe exported and the duties
paid upon importation refunded Attorney's
certificate. See ^rattorneyi.—Audit certificate. See
-^dtuiit.— (Certificate of merit, a certificate issued to an
enlisted man who has distinguished himself in service.
It is granted by the President of the United States upon
the recommendation of the corps or regimental com-
mander and entitles the bearer to extra pay. His name
is also enrolled in the annual Army Register.— Certifi-
cate Of service, a certificate issued by the War Depart-
ment to replace a certificate of discharge lost by a soldier.

Judge's certificate, in Eng, law practice : (a) A writ-
ten statement of the judge presiding at a trial that a
party is entitled to costs. (6) The opinion of the court,
signed by the judges, upon a question of law submitted
to them by the chancellor for uieir decision.—Tax cer-
tificate. Same as tax deed or tax lease (which see).

certificator (sfer'ti-fi-ka-tgr), n. One who cer-
tifies ; one who makes or'gives a certificate.

certificatory (ser-tif'i-ka-to-ri), a. andm. I. a.

Of the nature of a certificate; that serves to
certify : as, a letter certificatory, or written
testimonial.

H. n. A letter certificatory.

cerulean,':. II, m. l. Blue; cerulean color.

—

2. A blue-stocking. [Humorous.]

Oh ! ye, who make the fortune of all books

!

Benign Ceruleans of the second sex I

Who advertise new poems by your looks,
Your "imprimatur" will ye not annex?

Byron, Don Juan, iv. 108.

cernleite (se-ro'lf-it), n. [cerule{an) + 4te^.']

A hydrated arseniate ofaluminium and copper,
occurring in bright blue clay-like masses:
found in Chile.

cerulic (sf-ro'lik), a. [L. cseruHiis), blue, -1-

-ic] Of a blue color Cerullc acid, an acid of

doubtful identity supposed to be formed by the oxida-

tion of calfetaunic acid by the air.

cenilignol (se-ro-lig'nol), n. [L. cxrul(v^),

blue, + lign(um), wood, -I- -ol.'i The methyl
ether of 3, 4^dihydroxypropylbenzene, HO.Ce
H3(C3H7)OCH3. It is an oil with an odor
which resembles that of creosote; it boils at

241° C.

cerulin, n. See cerulein.

ceruminal (se-r6'mi-nal), a. [cerumen (min-)

+ -a/i.] Same as ceruminous.
Cervical canaL See *ca»(fii.— Cervical cross, a struc-

ture, on the embryo of Pentastonm tsenioides, shaped
like a raised cross and situated in a cup-shaped groove.

It is the trace of the so-called 'dorsal cone' which con-

nected the two chitinous thickenings surrounding the

embryo.—Cervical flexure, glands, ligaments, preg-
nancy. See kflexu.re, eta.— Cervical triangles. See

anterior triangle of the neck and posterior triangle of the

neck, under tnangle.— Cervical vertebras. See vertebra.

1(6).

cervico-axillary (s6r''vi-ko-ak'si-la-ri), a. Per-

taining to both the neck and the axiUa.

cervlcodorsal (ser^vi-ko-ddr'sal), a. [L. cer-

vix, neck, + dorsum, back, -I- -oil.] Relating
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to the neck and back. The cervlcodorsal region com-
prises the neck and back ; the cervlcodorsal vertebras aie
those of the neck and thorax considered collectively.

cervicoscapular (s6r'vi-ko-skap'u-lar), a. [L.
cervix, neck, -I- scapula, shoulder-blade.] Per-
taining to both the neck and the scapula.

cervlcothoracic (s6r*vi-ko-tho-ras'ik), a. [L.
cervix, neck, + thorax, chest, thorax.] Relat-
ing to the neck and thorax, considered collec-
tively. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 272.

cervisial, cerevisial (s&r-, ser-e-vis'i-al), a.

[L. cervisia, beer.] Relating or pertaining to
beer.

cervisious (s6r-vis'i-us), a. Same as *cervisial.

cervoid (s6r'void), a. [L. cervus, a deer, -I-

Gr. slSog, form.] Deer-like ; resembling a deer.
Ceryl alcohol, a white crystalline alcohol, 0071155.011,
occurring in Chinese wax as the ester of cerotic acid. It
melts at 79° C. When fused with caustic potash it yields
cerotic acid. Also called cerotin.—Ceryl ester, an ester
derived from ceryl alcohol and an acid. Ohinese wax, or
cerotin, is the ceryl ester of cerotic acid.

cespitellose (ses-pit'e-los), a. Somewhat
tufted.

cespitin (ses'pi-tin), n. [L. esespes (caespit-),

turf, -I- -Mi2.] An oily base, CsHigN, found
in coal-tar and peat-tar.
Cessation of arms. See ^arm'^.
cession, n—Benefit ofcession. See *fteKe/!«.—Treaty
of cession, a treaty by which territory is ceded or maile
over by one country or sovereign to another.

cestid (ses'tid), n. A ctenophoran of the fam-
ily CesUdce.

Cestodariids (ses-to-da-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< *Cestodaria + -idee.']

" A family of PlatyheU
mintha, of the order Cestoda, having the body
unsegmented and the generative organs not
r.epeated. The family includes the genera Amphilina
Archigetes, Caryophylleeut, Gyrocotyle and Wageneria.
Same as itMonozoa, 2.

Cestoidea, n. pi. 2. A group of tentaeulate
Ctenophora having a compressed, bandlike
body and containing the single family Cestidse.

cetane (se'tan), n. Same as *hexadecane. Cjg-
334.
ceteosanr (se'te-o-sar), n. [NL. eeteosaurus,
cetiosaurus, q. v.] Same as eeHosaurian.
Ceteosauria, n. See *Cetiosauria.
ceterach, n. 2. [cop.] A genus of small pin-
natifld polypodiaceous ferns related to Asplen-
ium. There are 8 or 4 species of like habiij the best
known being C. Ceterach (Ceterach of the old herbalists,
Asplenium Ceterach of Linnaeus, or C. officinarum of
most later writers), an Old World species long regarded
as officinal.

cetiosaur (se'ti-o-s§,r), n. [NL. Cetiosaurus."]

Same as cetiosaurian.

Cetiosauria, Oeteosanria (se^ti-, se'<'te-o-sS,'-

ri-a), n. pi. [NL. : see Cetiosaurus.'] Ak or-
der or suborder of Dinosauria, which contains
the largest members of the group. Synony-
mous with Sawopoda, Seeley, 1888, and Marsh

;

antedated by OpisthoCcelia, Owen, 1860.

Cetomimidse (se-to-mim'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cetomimus + -idsB.] A family of deep-sea
fishes of uncertain relationship. Two species are
known, each represented by a single specimen taken in
the INorth Atlantic at a depth of over 1,000 fathoms.

Cetomimus (se-to-mi'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.
KijToc, whale, + /it/wg, mimic] A genus of
deep-sea fishes. See *Cetomimidse.
Cetonia, n—Indian cetonla,an American beetle, £u-
phoria inda, formerly placed in the genus Cetonia. It
feeds on overripe fruit and sometimes on Indian com.
Also called the hrown fruit-chafer.—Melancholy ceto-
nia, an American beetle, Euphmia melancholica, formerly
placed in the genus Cetonia. Also called the melaticholy
sap-chafer.

cet. par. An abbreviation of the Latin ceteris

paribus (which see).

cetylid (se'til-id), n. [cetyl + -id^.] A deriv-
ative of cerebrin, of composition C64H120O75.
Cevenole (sev'e-nol), a. [F. C&vennes (moun-
tains).] Of or pertaining to the C^vennes, in
central France ; specifically, relating to a type
of man of western Europe, found in its most
characteristic form in the C6vennes. The type
is dark, very short-headed, and of short stat-
ure.

Ceylon borage. See *borage.

C. F. An abbreviation (o) of canto fermo, and
.(6) of chaplain to the forces.

cf. An abbreviation (6) of calf (binding).

C. F. and I. An abbreviation off cosi, freight,
and insurance (which see, under *cosP).

C. G. An abbreviation (c) of captain-general

;

(d) of captain of the guard ; (e) of coast-guard.

eg. An abbreviation of centigram.

G. Q. 8. An abbreviation of commissary-general
of subsistence.

Oh. An abbreviation (o) of China; (ft) of
Chinese ; (c) of check (in chess).

chafe-iron

C. H. An abbreviation (c) of clearing-house.

chabootra (oha-bO'tra), n. [Hind. chabUtrd.]
A paved or plastered terrace-platform attached
to a house or in a garden. [Anglo-Indian.]
¥ule and Burnell.

chabot (sha-bo'), n. [P. chabot, dial, cabot, OP.
cabot, lit. ' big-heaided,' < LL. *capum, L.
caput, head : see chief] The miller's thumb
or bullhead : sometimes used in heraldry as a
bearing.

chac-chac (chak'chak), n. [Imitative of a
light rattling sound.] A rude rattle, consist-

ing of a bladder filled with loose objects, used
by the negroes of the West Indies.

chackur (chS,k'er), n. [Also ehauker, < Hind.
Pers. chdkari] A servant; a menial servant:
not now in use in India except in the (Hind.)
phrase naukar-chackur, meaning 'the whole
body of servants from the highest (naukar) to

the lowest {chackur).' Tule and Burnell.

chacu-ayllu (cha"kij-a'e-ly9), n. [Quichua
chaeu, the taking of wild animals by surround-
ing them; ayllu, c\a.n.] A dance of the Indians
of Peru and Bolivia, symbolizing the capture
and killing of the vicugna; also a rain-dance,

chsetigerous (ke-tij'e-ms), a. Bearing or
providedwith chsetss: as, the chsetigerovs seg-
ments of an annelid.

Chsetochloa (ke-tok'lo-a), n. [NL. (Scribner,

1897), < Gr. ;to^''??i mane', + x^ (X^"), grass.]
Agenus ofmonocot-
yledonous plants
of the family Poa-
cese. See Setaria.

chatoderm (ke'to-
d6rm ), n. [ NL.
chsetoderma.] One
of the Chsetoderma-
tidse.

chsetodontiform
( ke -to -don' ti-
f6rm), a. Having
the form of a chse-

todontoid fish.

Chsetomiacese (ke'*'-

to-mi-a'sf-e), n.pl.
[KL., < ChsBtomium
+ -aceee.] A family
of pyrenomycetous
fungi named from
the genus Cheeto-
mium, and charac-
terized by mem-
branous superficial
perithecia having
the upper portion,
especially, cov-
ered with elon-
gated, more or less
branched hairs and
simple dark - col -

ored spores.
showing a second rudimentary stami. ClISBtOphOraCeOUS
nate liower. (Drawn from Engler /l^p//tft-fn-T•n'QVl^^IQ^
and Prantl's " Plianzenfamilien,") y^" I'V 19 ^^i* SUIUS),

a. iChsetophoraceae
+ -ous.] Belonging or pertaining to the
ChaBtophoracesB.

chsetopodan (ke-top'o-dan), a. [chsetopod +
-an.] Havingthe characters of the Chxtopoda.
JEneyc. Brit., XXV. 452.

chsetopterin (ke-top'te-rin), n. IChsetopter-us
+ -in^.] A pigment found in Chxtopterus.

Chsetostroma (ke-to-stro'ma), n. [NL. (Corda,
1829), < Gr. x'^^Ti), mane, "bristle, + arpu/ia,

covering.] A genus of hyphomycetous fungi
having the conidiophores arranged in black
pulvinate masses surrounded by black septate
bristles. The conidia are one-celled and dark-colored.
C. Sacchari occurs on withered spots on leaves of sugar-
cane.

chstota:^ (ke'to-tak-si), n. {N'L.,*cheetotaxia,

< Gr. ;t:o(r)?, bristle, + ra^tc, order.] The ar-
rangement of bristles on the different parts
of the body of dipterous insects.

This contains a careful exposition of the cheetotaxy
of the Muscidse, which Dr. Hough considers one of his
principal contributions to entomology.

Entomological News, 1903, p. 247.

chaf, V. and n. A simplified spelling of chaff,

chafant (cha'fant), a. [chafe + -ani.] In her.,

chafing; enraged; furious: applied to an en-
raged boar when used as a bearing.

chafe-iron (chaf'i'^rn), «. An iron affixed to
the body or gear of a vehicle to protect it

from injury by the wheel when the vehicle is
turning.

Chatochloa glauca.

a, a spike; d, mature spikeletwitli
scales partially removed to show the
grain; f.a flower showing the plumose
stigmas ; d, a spikelet with bristles,



chaff

Chaffi (ehaf), V. t. [chaffI, «.] 1. To cut
into chaff. See chaff\ n., 2.

How long does it take to eJiaff a ton of ensilage?
Return of [British] Ensilage Commissumera (1886), L 6.

2. To mix with chaff.— 3. To furnish with
chaff.

Chaguar (cha-gnar'), n. [Native name.] A
name in northwestern Argentina for the *car-
aguat& (which see).

chai (chi), n. [Also eliy ; Gipsy.] A Gipsy
girl or woman.
Cnain, TO. 8. A ruff of recurved feathers adorn-
ing the neck of some breeds of pigeons, such
as the jacobin.— 9. An abbreviation of moun-
tain-chain and volcanic chain.— 10. A collec-
tion or continuum which has reference to a
certain mode of correspondence such that no
one individual or point corresponds to more
than one individual or point, this mode of cor-
respondence being thought of as a sort of
mapping such that one part of the map may
coincide with another, but no part of the col-
lection or continuum mapped is represented
twice over on the map. if the map is a part or the
whole of what is mapped, that which is mapped is called
a chaiTi. Moreover, 1£ P is any part of what is mapped,
there may be many parts of the whole collection or con-
tinuum mapped, each of which contains F and is a chain.
Now that chain which foims a part (or the whole) of every
possible chain that contains P is called the chavn of P.
The term (G. kette) was intivduced by R. Dedekind, who
restricted it to collections ; but the idea had long before
been deijved by Oauss by generalizing the ordinary con-
cept of a map. See *mapping. It is evident that if to
F be joined the representation of P on the map, and also
the representation of that on the map and so on endlessly,
the sum of all these will be the chain of F.—Closed
chain, in chem., several atoms united in such a manner
as to form a ring. See -keyclic com/pownde,—Ladles' chain
[F. ckavne dee dwmes], a part of the second figure in
a quadrille.—Lateral-Chain theory.' See -kimmmnUy
and •kreeeptor.—Mouohar chain, a conveyer-chain
composed of a series of straight bars joined together
by flexible knuckle-joints which allow a certain amount
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driven by the revolution of the axles of the
trucks of the car. These drums were made to re-
volve and wind up the chain on them by throwing in a
friction-clutch which compelled them to turn wiui the
revolving wheel and axle. The wheel was thus made to
retard ite own motion. When the chains were wound
up tight, the clutch slipped enough to prevent breakage.

chain-cover (chau'kuv"6r), n. In an arith-
machine, a movable metal strip used to cover
any one of the chains in the chain-board. See
*cliain-hoard.

chain-cUrive (chan-diiv), n. A method of
transmitting power from the motor of a motor-
car ormotor-cycle to the driving-axle or driving-
wheels by means of chains the links of which
engage the teeth of sprocket-wheels : distin-
guishedfrom belt-drive or shaft-drive. The chains
ai'e usually of the flat or block-chain type. Roller-chains
are also much used, the pins passing through the center
of short rollers which, by turning as the links pass on and
off the teeth, greatly prolong the life of the chain and
prevent wear on the elements which carry the stress of
driving. Chain-drives may be single, when one chain
only is used to connect the two shafts ; or double, when
one chain is used on each side, and each wheel is sepa-
rately connected by its chain to the differential or counter-
shaft. The flexibility yet positiveness of the chain-drive
adapts it for high-speed and high-powered cars, but it is
much exposed to mud and dii-t in service.

chain-feed (chan'fed), n. In mach., a feed
consisting of an endless chain running over
sprockets: used for a great variety of pur-
poses, such as feeding balks of timber to frame-
saws, hoisting ice, coal, etc., on inclined run-
ways, and feeding metal pieces to tempering
furnaces.

chain-fern, n.—Giant eliain.-fera,Woodwardia api-

mUosa, SL western American ally of the old-world W.
radicans.

chain-grapples (cha,n'grap"lz), n. pi. See

a a, chain; d, conveyor; c r, flights, pushing load ; dti, Rights
returning inverted; f. Hanged wheels supporting flights and chain;

y, dumping point in conveyor trough ; £', control of dumper. Lower
arrow, working direction; upper arrow, idle direction.

of lateral play in passing wheels and curves, while pre-
serving a rigid connection in line with the movements of

the conveyer. It is used with conveyers that employ
flights to push the load along a fixed trough, the chain
supporting the weight of the flights in both positions. See
keonveyer and */!»j)'A«l.—Open chain, in chem., three
or more atoms united to form a chain the ends of which
are not further united to form a ring.— St. Peter's
chains. See*»aint^.— Side-Chain. Same as ^Precep-

tor.—Silent chain, a trade-name of a power-transmission
chain composed of a series of links placed in groups side

by side and riveted to form a broad band : so-called be-

cause of its noiseless action in passing over a sprocket-

wheel.— Steeple-top chain, a conveyer-chain in which
each link has a hood or cover. Two or more chains
placed side by side in sunken chaimels can be used to

form a carrier. The covers project above the channels
and serve as a platform on which freight may be trans-

ported for short distances.

chain-block (ehan'blok)^ n. A trade-name of

a hahd-power hoist for lifting heavy weights
;

a chain-hoist, it is essentially a hoisting-tackle which
employs blocks or gearing operated by hand or by means
of an endless chain. Two or more blocks are used for the
hoisting-chains, and different types of gearing are used in

the dozen or more types of block in common use. Some
forms of block are self- locking, and others use a rope

instead of a chata.—Chain-hlock crane. See *cranei.

chain-board (chan'bord), n. In an arithma-

chine, a flat surface composed of flat, parallel,

movable, endless chains bearing numbers in

relief, and actuated manually by the use of a

stylus.

chain-brake (ehan'brak), m. An early form of

power train-brake in which the levers attached

to the brake-beams and acting to press the

brake-shoes against the wheels were actuated

by chains which were wound up on drums

S.— 15

''grapple^ 7.

chain-noist (chan'hoist), n. 1. A lifting or
hoisting apparatus in which the stress of lift-

ing the load is borne by a chain over pulleys or
on winding-barrels instead of by a rope.— 2.

A form of power- or hand-hoist using a chain
instead of having either hydraulic or pneu-
matic pressure lift the load directly without
pulleys or winding-barrel.

chaining-machine (cha'ning-ma-sheu"), n. A
machine for forming into links a long cotton
warp or chain of yarn, to facilitate the handling
of it in the processes of bleaching or dyeing.
Sometimes called a chain-warping machine.

chainless, a. 2. In mach., without a chain

:

used to describemachines or vehicles in which
at one time a chain-gear or chain-drive was
used, but in which it has been replacedbydirect

gears and shafting : as, a chainless bicycle, a
chainless motor-car, etc.

chain-oiler (chan'oi"16r), n. A device for the
continuous oiling of a shaft, consisting of a
loose, endless chain which hangs from the
shaft, reaches down into a reservoir of oil, and,
as it revolves with the shaft, carries oil up
upon it asjong as the shaft revolves.

chain-pillar (ohan'pil"ar), n. In mining, a
pillar of coal left to protect the gangway and
air-course, and running parallel to these pass-
ages.

chain-pipe, n. 2. A long leather tube for cov-
ering the trace-chains of harness as a protec-

tion against injury from the chains themselves.

chain-riveting (chan'riv"et-ing), n. A mode
of double or triple riveting in which two or
more rivets are in a line perpendicular to the
edge of the plate, instead of the second rivet

being placedhalf-way between two front rivets

as in staggered riveting.

chain-road (chan'rod), n. An underground
wagon-way worked by an endless chain.

chain-tackle (ehan'tak"l), n. A tackle in

which a chain is used in place of a rope; a
chain-hoist: a small hoisting-device much
used in shops for.raising heavy pieces by man-
ual labor. It is usually a differential-geared

tackle.

chain-tender (chan'ten"der), n. Same as

*sled-tender.

chain-trace (ohan'tras), n. A chain used in

place of a leather trace, in addition to a hook and
ring at ea«h end, it has, at a central point, a swivel which
serves to keep it from becoming twisted.

chain-wall, n. A method of mining coal simi-

lar to that called variouslyiwKar and breast,

(which see under pillar), room and ranee, pil-

lar and stall, stoop and room, etc.

chain-work, n. 8. Metal-work consisting of

interlacing or intertwined rings or loops, as

in chain-mail.

chalazodennia

chair, ». 2. (c) The office or dignity of chief
magistrate of a city or corporate town in Eng-
land, especially of the City of London: as, an
alderman below the chair is one who has not
yet served as lord mayor.

The Lord Mayor, Alderman, and Principal Ofllcers of
the City of London. ... All the above have passed the
Civic Chair. Whitaker'a Almanack, 188S, p. 25L

7. In glass-blowing, a seat of special construc-
tion in which the glass-blower sits, using the
elongated and horizontal arms as supports for
the pontil as he rolls it backward and forward;
hence, the gang of men who work in and about
such a chair—Boatswain's chair. See -kboatawain.
—Double chair, a short sofa long enough to seat two per-
sons.—Electric chair, a chaii* designed to be occupied
by a condemned criminal when put to death by electric-

ity.—Locomotive chair, a wheel-chair or invdid's chan
which can be operated by the occupant. See wheel-chair.

—Morris Chair, a low, deep-seated chair, with flat,

almost straight arms which are continued backwai-d for a
little distance beyond the body of the chair and there
notched on top, and a hinged back which may be placed
at any angle and kept in position at that^angle by a mov-
able cross-bar or rod which rests in the notches. The
cushions for the seat and back are separate and thick. So
called because devised, as is alleged, by William Morris,
the poet.—Obstetrical chair, a chair of special con-

struction formerly in use for women during confinement.

—The Chadrsf, the chairman and deputy chairman of

the East India Company.—TO appeal from the chair.
See ifappeal.—TO take the chswr, to assume the duties
of presiding officer at a meeting.—Whirling Chair, a
pivoted chair into which, foimerly, unruly insane persons
were sometimes strapped and whirled round rapidly to
confuse and subdue them.

chair-balance (char'baKans), n. A weighing
apparatus in which a chair-seat is suspended
from the hook or movable part of a spring-

balance. The person to be weighed is seated in the
chair, while the balance is supported overhead at a con-
venient height.

chair-board (char'bord), n. Same as chair-

rail.

chair-car (char'kar), n. A railroad-car fitted

withrecUning chaii's, often used on night trains
instead of a regular sleeping-car.

chairmaker (char'ma"k6r), n. A maker of

chairs.—Chaliinaker'BlhuIrusb. See American -kbui-

nuA.— Chairmaker'SBaw. See^sawi.

chairman, n. 8. One who wheels an invalid's

or other similar chair.

chaise, n.—Boston chaise, a two-wheeled carriage in-

vented by Chauncey Thomas of Boston, Massachusetts.
The body, which is of the chaise-type, is suspended at the
rear end upon leather braces attached to the ends of the
shafts, which are bent to half-cu'cles back of the sliaft-

bai'. These half-circles are attached to the axle by long,

flat, half-elliptic springs. The portions between the spring-
atl^hments pass under the axle without being connected
with it.

chakanani (cha-ka-na'ni), 92. [Aymar^ of Bo-
livia.] A society of Indian dancers represent-
ing originally the warriors.

chakra (cha'kra), n. [Skt. chakra, a wheel,
circle, etc. : see cycZe.] A circle ; a discus or
mystic circle placed in the hands of pictured
Hindu gods. Also chackra.

chakravartin (cha-kra-var'tin), n. [Skt. cha-
hravartin, turmng on wheels, < chakra, wheel,
+ vartin, being, abiding, etc., < \^ vrt, turn,

be, abide, etc.: see verse.} In Sanskrit myth.,
a universal sovereign, 'the wheels of whose
chariot roll everywhere without obstruction.'

The portents troubled, till his dream-readers
Augured a Prince of earthly dominance,
A Chakravartin, such as rise to rule,

Once in each thousand years.

Sd^lnn Arnold, Light of Asia, i. 86.

chal^ (chal), m. [Gipsy.] A gipsy boy; a lad;

a fellow.

chal^ (ch&l), n. [Beng.] In India, husked rice.

Chal,, Chald. Abbreviations (a) of Chaldaic;

(6) of Chaldean; (c) of Chaldee; {d) [1. c] of

chaldron.

chalana (cha-la'na), n. [Argentine.] Along,
shallow, flat-bottomed boat used on the rivers

of Argentina.

There were, besides, three chalanaa, 22 feet long by 7

feet beam by 1 foot 9 inches-deep.
Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 699.

Chalarothoraca (kal-a-ro-thor'a-ka), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. x^^P^^! loose, + 96pd^, breast-

plate, breast.] An order of Heliozoa in which
the skeleton is composed of loosely arranged,

isolated silicious spicules. It includes the

genera Baphidiophrys, Acanthoeystis, and
others. Also chalarathoradda.

chalazian (ka-la'zi-an), a. In bot., resembling

or pertainisg to a ehalaza. See chalaza, 1.

chalazodermia (ka-la-zo-dfer'mi-a), n. (NL.,

< Gr. ;t;'i^Ca, a hailstone, knot,' tubercle, +
iepfta, skin.] Same as dermaiolysis.



cnaiazogam

chalazogam (ka-laz'o-gam), n. A plant in
which fertilization tates place through the
chalaza, as in Casuarina.
chalazogamic (ka-laz*o-gam'ik), a. Character-
ized by chalazogamy.
chalazogamy (Eal-a-zog'a-mi), h. [NL. cha-
laza, chalaza, + Gr. -yaiua, < yd/iog, marriage.]
In hot., fertilization through the chalaza.
Chalcas (chal'kas), re. [NL. (Linnteus, 1767),
prob. (ill reference to the markings of thewood)
< Gr. ;i;a;U(ic, copper.] A genus of dicotyledo-
nous trees of the family Butacex. The wood of
C vanieulata, which shows brown veins and spots, is

highly prized for knife-handles by the Malays. See Mur-
raya.

chalcedonize (kal-sed'o-niz), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. chalcedonized, ppr. ofialcedonizing. [chalce-
dony + -fee.] To preserve in or replace by
chalcedony: a term frequently applied to the
fossils, especially the sponges, of the Chalk
beds.
chalchal (ohal-chal'), n. [Argentine.! The
name in Argentina of a tree of the soapberry
family, Allopliylus eduUs, or of its edible fruit.

It is found from southern Brazil to Argentina
and yields a wood suitable for carpentry, cab-
inet work, and turning.
chalchuite(charchS-it),M. [Nah. chalchihuitl.']

The bluish-green turquoise of New Mexico.
chalcidian^, n. sine yellow-cloaked chalcldian,
a minute hymenopterous parasite, Signiphora JUivopal-
liata, of the chalcidoid family Eneyrtida^ which destroys
the e^gs of the purple scale of the orange, Lepidosaphes
beckii.

chalcidid (kal'si-did), n. Of or belonging to

the hymenopterous family ChalcididsB.

chalcidoid (kal'si-doid),». and a. I. re. A mem-
ber of the hymenopterous superfamily Chald-
doidea.

II. a. Of or belonging to the hymenopterous
superfamily Chaleidoidea.

Chalcldoidea (kal"si-do-id'f-a), n. pi. The CJial-

cididee considered as a superfamily.
chalcis-fljr (kal'sis-fli), n. A hymenopterous
parasitic insect, usually minute, belonging to
the family Chalcididse—Cecropia cbalcls-fly;, a
large black and yellow American chalcidid parasite,

SpUochalciSTnariXj which attacksmany large caterpillars,

and especially the cecropia, polyphemus and promethea
larvee,—ClOver-seed cbalcls-fly. Same as clover-seed

worm (which see, under -kseed-worm).

chalcography, re. 2. A collection of engraved
plates and prints. The chalcography of the
Louvre was established by Louis XIV. and
contains now about 6,000 plates from which
impressions are still made and sold.

chalcoite (kal'ko-it), «. [Irreg. < Gr. x"''^^^!
copper, + -ite^.'] Same as elialcoeite.

chalcolamprite (kal-ko-lamp'rit), re. [Gr.

Xa^xir, copper, -t- /la/ivrpof, shining, + -ite^.^ A
niobate and silicate of zirconium, the cerium
metals, calcium, and other metals. It occurs
in dark brown to red octahedrons in southern
Greenland.

chalcolite (kal'ko-lit), «. [Gr. ;fa/l/c(Sf, copper,
-I- /IjSof, stone.] Same as torbernite.

chalcolithic (kal-kp-lith'ik), a. [Gr. x<'^i'^St

copper, bronze, + At'Sof, stone, -I- -ic] Per-
taining to the bronze age, as the third of the
four periods of man's development, namely,
the paleolithic, the neolithic, the chalcolithic,

and the iron.

The Neolithic vase-types, the oldest of which is the well-

known red and black ware, gi-adually progress until they
merge insensibly into those of the earliest dynastic period,

which was Chalcolithic in character, i.e. copper had then
come into general use. Nature, Sup., Nov. 6, 1902, p. ili.

chalcosin (kal'ko-sin), ». [Gr. ;i;aX/£(if, copper,

-t- -ose + -irfi.l Same as chalcocite.

chalCOtheca (kal-ko-the'ka), n. [Gr. ;t;a/l/c(i-

6riK!!, < x"'^""?, bronze, -I- d^Kr/, depository.] In

Gr. antiq., a deoository for bronzes. The chal-

cotheca on the Acropolis at Athens is known from inscrip-

tions of the fourth century B. c. Traces of the building

are supposed to have been found immediately west of the

Parthenon. It contained the bronze treasures of Athena,

and various arms and other objects belonging to the

state. There were similar buildings at Delos and else-

chalet, n. 4. [Short for P. chalet de n^cesHte.']

A more or less ornamental structure placed at

convenient points in cities, containing urinals,

lavatory, etc., for public convenience; a mod-
em street ' necessary.'

chalice, re. 3. A cup-shaped globe for diffus-

ing light. W. L. Dihdin, Public Lighting, p. 406.

chalice-flower (ohal'is-flou"6r), re. The daffo-

dil- so named from the cup-shaped tube of

the inner perianth.

chalinine (kal'i-nin), a. [Chalina + -j»ei.]

Resembling a sponge of the genus Chalina : as,

the chalinine type of fiber. E. A. Minchin.
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chalk, re., 1. In geological nomenclature the term
chalk has been employed with a variety of meanings. In
the English subdivisions of the Cretaceous system the
Chalk constitutes the upper part of this system, resting

on the Gait and Greensand, which in turn lies on the
basal division or Wealden. The Chalk is divided into (1)

Lower Chalk, including the Chalk marl and the Gray
Chalk of Folkestone ; (2) Middle Chalk without flints, in-

cluding the Nodular Chalk, Chalk wiOiout flints, and
Chalk Rock of Dover; and (3) Upper Chalk with flints,

including many local subdivisions. The Red Chalk is a
ferruginous rock lying at the base of the Chalk series in
northern England. See the extract

The White Chalk of England and northwest France
forms one of the most conspicuous members of the great
Mesozoic suite of deposits. It can be traced from Flam-
boroughHeadin Yorkshire acrossthe southeastern counties
to the coast of Dorset. . . . Composed mainly of crumbled
foraminifera, urchins, mollusks, etc., it must have been ac-
cumulated in a sea tolerably free from sediment, like some
of the foraminifeiul ooze of the existing sea-bed. There
is, however, no evidence that the depth of the water at
all approached that of the abysses in which the present
Atlantic globigerina-ooze is being laid down. Indeed,
the character of the foraminifera, and the variety and
association of the other organic remains, are not like
those which have been found to exist now on the deep
floor of the Atlantic, but present rather the characters of
a shallow-water fauna. Geikie, Textbook of GeoL, p. 827.

Brown chalk, umber or chalk colored with umber.—
Chalk mixture, chalk suspended in flavored water, used
in the diarrhea of infants, and as an antacid.— Chalk
process, a process for producing a printing-surface in
relief from a block or plate of prepared chalk. The de-
sign is written or painted in an ink that hardens the
chalk, and the surface not to be printed is removed with
a stiff brush. From the surface so prepared a stereotype
is made.— Comanclie Peak chalk, in geoL.a. subdivi-
sion of the Lower Cretaceous deposits of Texas. See
CoTnarwhe -^series and Caprina *limeston£.—Fillers*
chalk. Same as fullers' earth.—Margate chalk, in
Eng. geol., a local division of the Upper Cretaceous series,

typically exposed at Margate in Kent, but attauiing
greater thickness (400 feeQ in the Hami>shire basin. It
occupies about the middle of the Upper Cretaceous, being
underlain by the Broadstairs and St. Margai'et's chalk
and overlain by the Norwich chalk. On the continent it

is known as the marsupite zone from the prevalence of
the crinoid Marsupites.—'ReA chalk, (b) [mip.] In Eng.
geol., a hard, nodular chalk, tinted red-brown by iron
oxlds, which in Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire lies

at the base of the Lower Chalk or Cenomanian and rests
on the Upper Neocomian Carstone. It is regarded as
representing the Gait which is otherwise absent in this
region.

chalk-body (ch4k'bod''i), «. A decorative
white earthenware of a dry, chalky appear-
ance, quite thin and exceedingly brittle, made
by Robert Wilson at Hanley, England, toward
the end of the eighteenth century. The mark
was the letter C beneath a crowu.
chalk-gland (ch§,k'gland), re. In hot., a mul-
ticellular gland which deposits calcareous
matter, the secretion escaping through a spe-
cial channel called a water-pwe. Such glands
are found in some saxifrages and other plants.

challenge, re. 10. In the East Indies, an ex-
ception taken by a ryot to the assessment of a
neighbor's holding when it is less than that
of Ms own poorer holding, accompanied by an
offer to take over the neighbor's holding at a
higher assessment, and a claim for the assess-
ment on his own to be correspondingly re-

duced.— Challenge for cause, in law, same as prin-
cipal challenge (which see, under challenge, 9).

challie (ehal'i), re. [Ceylon.] A subsidiary
copper coin of Ceylon, equal to one twelfth of
an anna or one pie.

chalmersite (cha'mer-zit), «. [Named for G.
C/ia?»ier«,superintendent ofthemine, in Brazil,

where the mineral was found.] A sulphid of

iron and copper of a bronze-yellow color, re-

lated in form to chalcocite.

chalona (oha-16'na), re. [Origin not ascer-
tained.] In South America, sun-dried meat
in general. See charqui.

chaloupe (sha-16p'), re. [F. : see shallop.']

Same as shallop.

chaluka, n. Same as *haluTcah.

Chalukyan architecture. See *architecture.

chamsecephalous (kam-e-sef'a-lus), a. Same
as chamiecephalic.

chamseconchic (kam-e-kong'kik), a. Charac-
terized by or exhibiting ehamsecouchy. Bio-
metrika, Aug., 1902, p. 460.

chamsconchous (kam-e-kong'kus), a. Same
as *chamseconchic.

chamseconchy (kam-e-kong'ki), ». [Gr. x^ff^h
low, + Kdyxi, shell.] In anthiop., a low form
of the orbits, showing an orbital index of 80
and less : used by German anthropologists.
Biometrika, March-July, 1904, p. 214.

chamsecranial (kam-f-kra'ni-al), a. [Gr.

Xaiiai, low, + Kpav'tov, skull.] dliaracterized

by or exhibiting a low skull, of a length-height
index of 70 and less : used by German anthro-
pologists. Biometrika, March-July, 1904,p.240.

Chamsecristoid (kam-e-kris'toid), a. [NL.

chamelerin

chamsecrista (< Gr. x'^t"''; o^ the ground, low,

+ L. crista, crest (referring to NL. Crista pa-
vonis, ' peacock's crest,' a pre-Linneeau name of

a csesalpiniaceous plant)), + E. -oid.'] Having
the characters of Cassia Chamsecrista; belong-
ing to the section Chamsecrista of the genus
Cassia.

ChamsBdaphne (kam-e-daf 'ne), re. [NL.
(Moench, 1794, adopted from Bu'xbaum, 1728),

< Gr. ;t-a/jo((5d^v^, dwarf laurel, < x<'/^<'^h on the
ground, + 6d<pv7i, the laurel.] A genus of

dicotyledonous shrubs of the family JEricacese.

See Cassandra.

chamseprosope (kam-f-pros'op), n. IQcxa/ial,

low, + TrpdauTTov, face.] A skull or a person
with a broad, low face. Deniker, RacesS of

Man, p. 60.

cham8Bprosopic(kam'''e-pro-sop'ik), a. [Cham-
aprosope + -ic] Characterized by or exhibit-

ing chameeprosopy. Buck, Med. Handbook,
VII. 231.

chamaeprosopy (kam'f-pros-o'pi), «. [As
chamseprosope +-y^.'\ In anthrop., a low form
of face, having a facial index of 90 and less.

Biometrika, Aug., 1902, p. 434.

chamasite, re. Same as kamacite.

chamber, n. 8. The place where the moneys
due the government (municipal or other) are
received and kept; the treasury; the chamber-
lain's office. See chamierlaiti, 2 Aqneoos
cbamher. See chambers of the ej/e.—Chamber of ac-
counts, a French court analogous to the English Court
of Exchequer. It exercised jurisdiction over matters re-

lating to the revenue of the crown.—Chamber Of dais
(or deas), a best bedroom. [Scotch.] Chamber pro-
cess. Same as lead chamber irprocess.—Jerusalem
Chamber, a large hall in tlie deanery of Westminster
Abbey, noted as the meeting-place (1) of the famous West-
minster Assembly of Divines (ie43-.'>2) ; (2) of the British
and American Divines who in 1870 and following years
produced the present Revised Version of the Bible ; and
(3) of the Upper House of Convocation of the Province of
Canterbury : so named from its tapestried walls which
show many scenes from Jerusalem. Here Henry IV. died.

—Lead Chajnber, a'large receptacle made of sheet-lead
burned together without solder (autogenous soldering),
and supported outside by wooden or iron framework : used
in the manufacture of sulphuric acid.— Moist or wet
Chamber, a circular glass dish with a glass cover for

bacteriological cultures in a moist atmosphere.— Supra-
brajichial chamber, in bivalve mollusks, a cavity on
the dorsal side of the gills into which the water-tubes
open and through which the water passes into the cloaca.

— Vitreous chamber, the hollow of the eyeball between
the cryst^ine lens and the retuia, containing the vitreous
humor.

chamber-acid (cham'b6r-as"id), re. and a. I.
re. Sulphuric acid in the condition and of the
strength at which it is removed from the lead
chambers in which it is commonly produced
on the large scale, before it has been purified
and concentrated by evaporation.
II. a. Having the character and strength

of the acid as removed from the lead cham-
bers : as, of chamber-acid strength.
Chambered fibers, ovary. See*/!6eri, *oi;arj/.— Cham-
bered veins, mineral veins witli large cavern-like de-
velopment.

chamber-gas (cham'ber-gas), re. The gas, or
mixture of gases, contained in the large lead
chambers commonly used in the manufacture
of sulphuric acid. G. Lunge, Sulphuric Acid,
I. 369.

chamberlain, n. 3. In Great Britain, the fac-
tor or high steward of a nobleman or great
landed proprietor.

chamberlainry (cham'b6r-lan-ri), re. The
office of chamberlain; chamberlainship.
[Scotch.]

chamber-tomb (cham'ber-tom), re. An under-
ground burial-vault.

chameleon, n. 4. Same as chamsdeon, 3.
—Chameleon top. See *topX

chameleon-fly (kar-me'lf-ou-fli"), re: A Euro-
pean black and yellow stratiomyid fly, Strat-
iomys cJiamseleon. According to Goedart it will live
nine months without food, hence the popular and specific
names.

chameleonic (ka-me-le-on'ik), a. [chameleon
+ -jc] Given, like the chameleon, to frequent
change; inconstant; fickle.

Foetfi— the best of them, are a very cam^leonic race.
Shelley, Letter to Mr. and Mrs. Gisbome, July 13, 1821.

[if. E. D.

chameleon-moth (ka-me'le-gn-m6th), n. A
vernacular name for a Soutt African nootuid
moth, Actsea chamseleOn : so named on account
of its extreme variability in color.

chamelerin (ka-mel'6r-in), re. [G. chamdlerin,
< NL. Chamaelar(ium) + -ire^.] An amorphous,
intensely bitter glucoside, C36H520i8> found
in Chamaslarium lutevm, which is used as a
uterine tonic. It resembles saponin.



chamelognathous

chamelognathoas (kam-e-log'na-thus), a. [6r.
XafaiU%, low, + yvd%,' jaw.]" In awttrqp.,
having a low face, with reference to the dis-
tance from alveolar point to nasion. Sergi.
chamfer, M

—

Chamfer attachment, aguide designed
to be affixed to the blade of a draw-knue to enable the
operator to cut uniform chamfers.

chamfer-bit (oham'fer-bit), n. A bit in which
a cutting-edge, set at an angle with the axis
of the tool, cuts a conical entrance by cham-
fering the edges of the cylindrical hole. Also
eJiamfering-hit.

chamfered joint. See *joint.

chamfering - machine ( cham ' tiv - ing - ma -

shen"), n, A machine for cutting the bevel
ou a nut or on the head of a bolt and for
rounding off the end of a bolt. It is customary
to use a turret-machine for this purpose.
chamfer-plane (cham'ffer-plan), n. A plane
in which the forward section, or end, is mova-
ble up or down for convenience in making
chamfers. By the use of supplementary sec-
tions, with special bits, the plane can be used
to make ornamental chamfers.
Chamiform (kam'i-f6rm), a. Same as chamse-
form.
diamois, n. 8, A very soft leather made from
sheepskin; the flesh side of split sheepskin
(the grain side being used for fancy leather).
This is the so-caUed 'chamois-skin' sold in the shops.
Probably no genuine chamois-skins are used commer-'
cially.

4, In textile coloring, a name sometimes ap-
plied to iron buff because of its resemblance
m color to chamois-skin. See iron huff, under
6«/i, n.

chamois (sham'wo or sham'i), v. t. To tan or
dress by means of repeated oiling and milUng.
Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 165.

chamotte (sha-mof), n. [Origin not ascer-
tained; appar. P. in factory use (?).] Frag-
ments of already burnt fire-clay, as of the old
saggars of a porcelain factory, ground to pow-
der and used, in admixture with fresh fire-

clay, in making new vessels. The old material
serves to diminish the shrinkage of the mix-
ture in the burning. Thorpe, Diet. Applied
Chem., I. 502.

champ (champ), a. [Related to champ^, n.]

Hard; firm: as, a good champ road. [Prov.
Bng. ; chiefly Surrey and Sussex.]

champaca (cham-pa'ka), n. [Philippine Sp.
champaca (Tagalog and Bisaya sampaga), <

Skt. champaka : see champak.'] A name in the
Philippines of Michelia Champaca, a tree

whose fragrant, magnolia-like flowers together
with those of Canangium odoratum, yield an
essential oil highly valued for perfumery, and
when digested in cocoanut-oil yield the Macas-
sar oil of commerce. See champak and Mi-

champacol (oham'pa-kol), n. [champaca +
-oL] A camphor-like body, C15H26O, found
in the oil of champaca wood, and in guaiacum
wood. Also called guaiol.
Champagne ftapp^. Seefrappi.—Whey champagne,
an effervescing alcoholic beverage made from the whey of

milk by fermentation of the lactose or milk-sugar which
it contains. S. P. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust. Chem.,
p. 266.

champagnize (sham-pan'iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. champagnised, ppr. champagnizing. [cham-
pagne + 4ze.'] To impart a champagne qual-

ity to (other wines).

A very interesting apparatus [has been invented] by
which wines are rapidly ehampagnized without resorting

to the complicated processes thiit have hitherto been em-
ployed. The apparatus is christened the " Moussogfene "

("froth-generator "), and is used by the inventor for chants

pagnizing his wines in order to render them salable at

more remunerative prices.

5a. Amer., Dec. 31, 19M, p. 477.

champana (oham-pa'na), a. [Pg. champana,

also champSo, = Bp. champan, < Malay sam-
pan.'] Same as sampan.

cnampart (shan-par'), «• [P- see champerty.']

In French law, a particular estate in land

granted upon condition that the grantee shall

share crops with the grantor.

champi (eham'pe), n. [Quichua champi, a club

(of: wood, lead, etc.).] Copper, bronze, and
brass. [Bolivia.]

champion^, n. 4. An animal or a plant to

which, or to its owner, the first prize has been

awarded in any general competition, as at a

horse-, cattle-, bench-, or other show, or which

has taken a number of prizes.— 5. Some va-

riety of vegetable, fruit, implement, or the

like, for which the highest excellence is

claimed.
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championize (cham'pi-on-iz), v.
;
pret. and pp.

championized, ppr. championizing. [champion
+ -ize.] I, trans. To champion: as, to cham-
pionize one's cause.
n. intrans. To play the champion.

championship, n—Amateur golf championship,
open golf champlonsMp. See *gol/.

Champlaln epoch. Same as irchamplainperiod.—Clxaxa-
plaln period, in Amer. geol., a term introduced by B.
Hitchcock, and adopted and promulgated by Dana, for
the period of general northern continental depression
concomitant with or effecting in part the final breaking
up of the ice-sheet of the glacial period, and character-
ized by high level deposits and beaches and terraces on
the margins of present active or extinct waterways and
the sea. It is one term in the Quaternary, Post-pliocene,
or Pleistocene era, as employed in America, being equiva-
lent to the post-glacial or terrace epoch, but graduating
imperceptibly into the recent or human period.

Champosaurus (kam-po-s^'rus), n. A genus
of extinct rhynchoeeplialian aquatic reptiles
of large size, with elongate snout and double-
headed cervical ribs, its remains have been found
in the Lower Eocene of Europe and America and also in
the Laramie Cretaceous beds.

champy (oham'pi), a. [champ + -y^.'] Made
miry and soft throughmuch trampling by cattle
or the like : as, a <^ampy way.
chamsin, n. See khamsin.
Chan., Cnanc. Abbreviations of chancellor.

chanar (ehan-yar'), n. [Native name in
Argentina.] A small, thorny, leguminous tree
of Argentina, Gourliea decorticans, the hard
wood of which is used for tool-handles. The
pods are sweet and edible and form the principal food of
the Indians of the Gran Chaco. A fermented beverage is

prepared from the pods, which is known as aioja de chaflar.
See •kaloja.

chance, n.—A fighting chance, a possibility of suc-
ceeding by putting forth great effort. [Colloq. ]

chanceable, a. 2. Non-essential ; merely inci-

dental and subsidiary; accidental or of the
nature of an accident.
Keason . . . thinketh pleasuer a chanceable thing to

honestee. Clieke, Matt xvi. 68. N. E. D.

chancellorate (chan'sel-gr-at), n. Same as

chancellorship.

chancelloress (chan'sel-or-es), n. A chan-
cellor's wife. [Nonce-word.]
ris it pleasing to go to bed . . . and have your wife nag-

nagging you because she has not been invited to the Lady
CJumeelloress's soiree ? Thackeray, Lovel the Widower, iiL

chancellorism(ehan'sel-or-izm), n. [chancellor

+ -ism.] Government through a chancellor,

as in Germany.
chancre, ». 2. In hot., a disease of the tobacco-
plant attributed to Bacillus seruginosus.

On a bacterial disease of tobacco chancre or "anthrac-
nose," by M. G. Delacroix. This disease is due to a
bacillus, not previously described, and to which the name
of Badllus seruginosus is given, on account of the color-

ation it develops in certain culture media.
Nature, Sept 17, 1903, p. 492.

chancred (shang'kerd), a. Affected with a
chancre. ^

chancriform (shang'kri-f6rm), a. Of the na-
ture of a chancre ; having the form of a
chancre.
changa (chan'ga), n. [Porto Rico.] A mole-
cricket of Porto Rico, Scapteriscus didactylus,

Changa i.Scapteriscus didactylus^.

Adult, somewhat enlarged. (Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

which is very injurious to cultivated crops. It

also occurs in Georgia.
The " changa "

. . . a kind of a mole cricket, which has
become very troublesome. It is believed this insect was
intro,duced from South America in guano. It is very de-

structive to a wide range of plants during the period of

their early growth, being especially troublesome to vege-

tables on sandy soils ; it is also destructive on the sugar

and tobacco plantations, often necessitating numerous
replantings. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 510.

Chanidse

change, n— Metataxlc change, the result of shearing
movement, in dynamic metamorphism, under conditions
more favorable to fracture and development of cleavage
than to flowage and recrystallization. By certain writers
this is held to be a fundamental difference between the
slates, which cleave so readily, and the schists, which are
so perfectly foliated. See -kmetataxic.

Any disturbance in a given portion of the lithosphere
of the equilibrium thus existing must result in shearing
movement if the disturbance be small, and in fiow in a
given direction if the relief in tiiat direction from pres-
sure is great and rapid enough. In the former case we
should get "metataxic change," in the latter schistosity.

Nature, May 4, 1905, p. 8.

RaylesB change, m radioactimty, a transformation
of matter following the same law as other radioactive
changes, but unaccompanied by the emission of a- or
p-rays.— Secondary change, specifically, in biol., a mod-
ification of a life-history that is new or kenogenetic as
contrasted with one that is ancestral or paleeogenetic.

When these things are so, who shall determine which
developmental process is ancestral and which is due to
secondary change ?

Bateson, Materials for the Study of Variation, p. 9.

change, v. t.—to change front, (a) To change, by
military movement^ the direction in which the men of a
command face, (b) To cliange, radically, one's views on
any question.—To change the rounds, in got/, to play
the coui-se the reverse way, in order to preserve the greens.

This is done at St Andrews every alternate week during
the active season.

changeant (shon-zhon'), ^- [F., 'changing.']

An occasional name for labradorite, alluding
to the appearance and disappearance of its

play of color.

change-gear (chanj'ger), n. The toothed
wheels, or the train of them, by which the

speed of the feeding or cutting apparatus of a
lathe or other machine-tool is ad,iusted rela-

tively to the speed of the spindle or the work.
In screw-cutting on cylindrical pieces, the work must
turn as many times, while the tool is moving laterally

through one inch, as it is desired that there shall be
threads to the inch. This adjustable relation is secured
by the change-gear.

change-house, n. 2. In mining, a house in
which miners keep their mine clothes and
make the necessary changes of clothing before
entering and on leaving the mine : usually
provided with facilities for bathing, and for
drying the mine clothes.

change-pinion (chanj'pin"yon), m. One of a
train of gears, on a roving- or spinning-ma-
chine, which is substituted for another of a
different size to effect a change in the speed
of the drafting-rolls.

change-point (chanj'point)^ n. Any point in
the movement of a mechanism where the mo-
tion is not constrained and where it is there-
fore possible for a part of the mechanism
either to stand still or to take some other mo-
tion than that which is desired or intended. An
example of this is the dead-center of a single-crank en-
gine. The usual method of constraining the mechanism
is to duplicate as much of it as is necessary, and so to
place the duplicate parts that they are completely con-
strained while the other similar' parts ai'e at a change-
point ; for example, an engine having two cranks on the
same shaft at right angles to each other.

changer, n. 4. One who keeps a change-house.
[Scotch.]

change-speed (chan,i'sped), n. 1. The mech-
anism by which a constant speed of rotation in

a motormay cause a varying speed of the driv-
ing-wheels, and hence of the whole of the
motor-vehicle, while the speed of the motor can be
varied, the range of limits is not very wide, and wlien the
speed diminishes at the motor the power diminishes also.

The change-speed gearing gives greater leverage to the
motor for hill-climbing while exerting its maximum effort

;

it enables the same motor on a level to drive the car at a
high rate of speed when developing the same power as on
the grade. Usually in motor-care there are three speeds
forward and one speed backward, the latter a slow and
powerful combination. In motors where the motor fluid

drives the piston by expanding at constant pressure up to

a point of variable cut-off, change-speed gears are not re-

quired.

2. The train of wheels used in feed-

mechanisms for lathes and similar tools, by
which changes can be made in ,the relative

number of turns per minute for the driving

and driven shafts. Sometimes called change-

gear.—ChangesvBeA gear, a mechanism for changing
the speed of a motor-car or other machine.— Change-
speed lever, a lever for operating the speed-changmg
device of a motor-car or other machine.

change-valve (chanj'valv), n. A valve for

admitting water under pressure into one or

more cylinders of a hydraulic crane or lift, in

order that the power used shall be propor-

tional to the load, in its usual form it is a slide-valve

which by continual motion in one direction opens succes-

sively all the ports, but which, being under the control of

the operator, can be stopped at will.

changing-note (chan'jing-not), n. See *noteK

Chanids (kan'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Chanos, typi-

cal genus, -t- -idle.'] A family of large isospon-
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dylous fishes found in the warmer parts of the Chaparral lily, millet, pea. See *Uly, *miUet, characine^ (kar'a-sin), n. lCharae(ese) + -ine^,

iraoine, containing one known genus and three *pea,
species. chaparreras (cha-pa-ra'ras), n.pl. [Mex. Sp,]

channel^, n. 9. A tubular passage or duet, Same as *chapar^os.
such as the pancreatic duet, for liquids or Chapeau cblnols, a jingle of small bellj mounted on a

fluids: as, the poison channel of a, snake's «<^« ""d frame. ccoasionaUy used m mUitary music
:
a

fangs. Sometimes called canal.
channel-bar (ehan'el-bar), n. Any bar rolled
so as to have a lengthwise channel or groove :

thus an I-beam is a channel-bar channeled on
both sides. Channel-bars are much used in
steel structural work for columns, and in ship-
building for frames and deck-beams.
channel-board, n. Z. In organ-building, same
as ^groove-hoard.

channeling-machlne, >!.— Konnding-and-ciian-
nellng machine, a channeling-machine which also auto-
maticmy rounds and shapes the sole ; a sole-fitting and
-channeling machine. , , , /T./,i»j\
channel-iron, «. 3. In a vehicle, the concave chapelwaraen (chap el-war«^dn), n.

metal tire of a wheel which is used with rub- Isolds the sameoffiee^ a chapel (of the es

stafl and frame, oooasiontdly used in military music
Chinese pavilion (which see, under paotKoTi).

Chapel royaX <}>) The body of clergy and assistants, in-

cluding singers, attached to a royal couit. The chapel
royal of England dates from at least the fifteenth century.

—Minion chapel, a chapel which has never been con-
secrated, and which may be used, therefore, for other
than religious purposes.—MortnaiT chapel, an oratory
or small chapel connected with a romb and forming a
part of the memorial structure ; also, less properly, the
chapel of a public cemetery.—Farocmal chapeL (o)

A chapel belonging to and within a parish, but apart
from the parish church. (6) The place of worship of an
ancient division xA a parish, attached to it by custom or
repute.—Froj>lletarychapel, a private chapel. Though
consecrated, it may be converted to secular uses at any
time.

One who

ber tires.

channelization (chan"el-l-za'shon), n. Same
as *canaUzation, 3.

The problem is how to give normal emotional chanieieli-

zation, the safety valve of this biological heredity.

C. J. France, Amer. Jour. Psychol., XIII. 405.

channel-turner (ehan'el-tfer^ner). n. In shoe-

manuf., a machine for turning back the flap

of the channel cut in the leather to leave it

open for the sewing-machine ; a channel-flap

turner or opener. After sewing, the channel- _,,-_T a„ „i,v,-„™'„+i„ * -i>«„7«;..
flap is tumV back and cemented down by a ^Jg' tif^.'^^JrI^/o:»4S:- a sheet-

1 A stream- ^^^^^^ form used in adjusting the core in a

tablished church of England) as a church-
warden holds in a church : now commonly re-
placed by churchwarden. N. E. D.
chaperonr^i' 3- A conductor or guide; escort.
Compare def. 4.

chaperonee (shap^'e-ro-ne'), n. A young lady
who is chaperoned!" [Colloq.]

chapin (chS^-pen'), n. [Cuban Sp.] A name
of several species of the genus Lactophrys, es-
pecially of X. iicaudalis, of the family Ostra-
ciidse, found in tropical seas.

channel-laying machine.
channelway (chan'el-wa),
way ; a stream-course.

At Aswan, foundations had to be laid across channel- chapmansMp (chap'man-ship), n. Tde OCCU- tuai-aviuciiari v,"«" -"»-•«' ''-ffVi

wtth a'spe^'if'^s m'iii^a'^our"'
"^ '''™"" Pation or business of a chapman ; buying and *<> ^^^ characters (of a drama).

Sci. Amer.

moid and fused into the casting when the
metal flows into the mold.

so called from the odor of Chara which it ex-

hales.] A kind of camphor obtained from
certain terrestrial algee, as Palmella and Oscil-

laria.

charact, n. 2. A magical sign or emblem.

Dig under thy feet and thou shalt find a bow of brass

and three leaden arrows, inscribed with talismans and
characts. it F. Burton, Arab. Nights, L 125.

character, )>.—Accinlred cbaxacter, a change of

structure or of function that is brought about in an or-

ganism during its individual life, as contrasted with one
that comes to it from its parents through the egg from
which it is bom.

By acquired characters I mean those which are not

preformed in the germ, but which arise only through
special Influences iSecting the body or individual parts

of it Weismann (trans.), Germ plasm, p. 392.

Aggressive character, a peculiarity of color or form
or marking that serves to favor an animal in its aggressions,

namely, one that serves to conceal it from its prey, as

contracted with one that is protective and serves to hide

;it from its enemies. -AposematiC charilcter. See

Itagosematic—ComifOima. Character, in Mol., according

to Bateson, a character which may either be transmitted

entire as a single character, in inheritance, or broken up
into its integr^ constituent characters or hypallelomorphs.
aee*hypaUel<mwrph.—Ia character, (o) With costume
etc., appropriate to the rftle or part assumed : as, to sing

a song in character. Hence— (6) Appropriate ; fitting.

—Out Of character, at variance or out of keeping with
the character or part assumed.—Protective Character,
in zool., any peculiarity of form, color, markings, or habit

which serves tohide its possessor from enemies.—Fseuda-
posematlc, pseudepuematlc, psendosematlc, re-
cessive, sematlc character. See •kpseudaposematw,
etc.—Signaling character. Same as -ksematic charac-

ter.—^Warning character, any characteristic of a dan-
gerous, poisonous, or unpalateble organism which, when
displayed, serves to warn or alarm enemies ; an aposematic
chaiaoter. See -kapoaenuitic.—^Wedge-fOimed charac-
ters, cuneiform characters. See cuneiform, 1 (o).

The OCCU- characterial (kar-ak-te'ri-al)j a. Pertaining

[Hind. cKhap, chhSpdj a

, Feb. 28, 1903, p. 148. selling; merchandizing.

2. The pipe which connects a condenser with •'^^^P^^^I^pIL'!;,'?^^".^"* ^f^ij^nlf

'

an air-p\i^p and! through which the con- P«^^P« T^^^?^:} ^^..tlZZ^LZ^^
densed steam and air are drawn off.

natives of West Afnca, characterized by mul-

-i.--* », « t! ,, * , .*,, XT tiple cutaneous nodides, which later ulcerate,
Cnant. ^-—Mountain chant, a ceremonial of the Nav- _j a 4. 4.; i^a. 'i.: «* +u„ j„;„4-„
^Indians conScted with 'their Shamanistic rites,

and destructive inflammation of the joints.

Smithemian Sep. 1891, p. 484. . chapparos, n. pi. Same as *chaparejos.

chantage (shan-tazh'), n. [P., a fig. use of chappaul (cha-pai'), n. [Perhaps N. [Amer.
chantage, a method of fishmg in which the Indian.] Same as *sgMaM!-^sfe,

fish is soared within reach by means of noise, chappee (cha-pe'), n. ' ' '

< chanter, sing, etc.: see chant, ».] The ex- ^- ~^

tortion of money under threat ofmaking public
charges of misconduct or the like ; blackmail.

chanterelle, n. 3. In the hurdy-gurdy, one
of the two
and on whicli . .

proper tone is usually the G above middle C.

chantey, n. specifically, a song sung by sailors when
at work together, as in hauling or heaving, etc., the better

to secure a united pull at the proper moment, which is

indicated by the ictus or beat of the music See -kchan-

tey-inan.

chantey-man (sh&n'ti-man), n. The leader of

a chantey, who usually sings one or two Hues

One of Shakespeare's most wonderful gifts was his

nnlimited power of a characterial invention to suit any
kind of plot Halliuiell, Life of Shakespeare, p. 116.

characterist (kar'ak-tfer-ist), n. [character

+ -ist.'i If. One who employs characts or

magical signs.—2. One who depicts character,

as distinct ftom a mere caricaturist or fun-

maker.

Mr. Du Maurier, characterist rather than caricaturist

gives this sheep face to his typical Duchess of Stilton, and
to her two daughters.
S. Q. White, England Without and Within, p. 205, note.mark, stamp, impression : see cAojJ*.] In India,

a marked rupee. i • x-
chaps (chaps),m.»Z.An abbreviated form of characteristic

*chaparejol [Western U. S.]
See*geormtry. ,_„,_,,*^ --' .--.- ....__.-. . _ , 11^ ti—Characteristic of asurface, the curve of

I. a—Characteristic geometry.

strings whiehmaybestoppedbykeys chaptalization (chap tal-i-za shon), m. ichap-
jnteraection of a iiirfai^With a neighboring surface of the

vhich melodies are played. Their ta^t^e + -ation.^ In wme-rmlang, a process of game family.

" - - ~ adjusting or correcting the percentages of free (^racterology (kar*ak-t6r-ol'6-ji), n. [Gr.
acid and sugar in the must of any vineyard in

which, as in ' bad years,' the proportion has
changed. Chaptal's method was to add the
calculated weight of sugar and to neutralize

the excessive acid by means of powdered
marble. See *gallisation. Sadtler, Handbook
of Indust. Chem., p. 205.

while the men get their breath and a new or inausi. unem., p. £uo.

LTh Z «rew 8in„in^ the chorus and puUine chaptalize, (chap'tal-iz),^i;.^<.; pret.^ and pp.
hold, the crew singing the chorus and pulling

together when the accented syllable is reached.

chantier (shan-tya'), n. A Canadian-French

equivalent of shanty^.

chaogenoUS (ka-oj'e-nus), a. [Gr. xooc, chaos,

+ -yei^i, -born'.] Chaos-bom : as, chaogenous

deities.
, » ,

chaos, n. 5. lcap.'\ The void of unformed
matter personified and deemed by some among
the Greeks as the oldest of the gods.

Chaotheistic (ka*o-the-is'tik), a. fGr. xaoc,

chaos, + fedf, god, + ist-ie.'] Identifjring

XapoKT^p, character, -I- -h)yta, < Myeiv, speak.]
The science of character; the study of types,

genesis, etc., of character; ethology.

In the process of emancipation from traditional and
untenable views of man, an iconoclastic attitude towards
all attempts at practical ekaractcrdlogy and theories of
constitution was probably the only safe procedure.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., July-Oct, 1903, p. 356.

cftojtofee^, ^pprT chapializing.
' [Chaptal^'a. character-plant (kar'ak-tfer-plant), ». Inphy-

French chemist, -I- -fee.] In toine-making, to
adjust, improve, or correct the proportions of

free acid and si^ar in the must. See *chap-
talisation.

chapter, n. 9. A division of the acts of Par-

liament of a single session.— 10. Head ; sub- formes.
ject ; category: as, to havemuch to say on some Charales (ka-ra'lez), n.

chapters Patristic chapters. See*patristic, a. ^ '
"'

chapter-house, «. 2. The house or building

togeog., that species, or one of the species, in
a given plant-formation to which it owes its

Shysiognomic character; a facies.

aradriiform (ka-rad'ri-i-f6rm), a. Belong-
ing to the order of birds known as Charadrii-

pl. [NL. (Lindley,

1833), < Chara + -ales.'] An order of crypto-
gamous plants which contains the family Cha-

westem U. S.]

char^, V. I. trans. 3. To scorch; burn;

chaos or the primordial unformed matter with
p^^^J^-^t^^^bk-ka't^^^ [Sp,

cttcS Sot'P, a.- Same as c,.ot^. idtr^mro^i^^i^'
chap'' (chap), n. The act of picking and choos-

ing ; selection : as, ' chap and choice.' [Scotch.]

Seechap5,v. t. „.,,,.
Chap. An abbreviation (&) of chaplain.

chapao (cha-pou'), «• [Turki chapdo. a plun-

dering, chapdul, a plundering raid^ a charge of

cavalry, Hind, chhapd, a raid, a night attack.]

A raid, foray, or night attack (of Baluehis or

Afghans). ^e.-

The cto^oo, of the Baluehis have been checked by the Bro^mfei,, Heretic's fiagedy, st 4

division of Baluchistan between Persian and British rule, char^, n. 2. In sugar-manuf., concentrated
Nature, Aug. 28, 1902, p. 418. g^get water or liquor highly charged with dis-

chaDarejOS(eha-pa-ra'h6s), «.i)2. [Mex. Sp.] solved sugar.

Strong leather breeches or overalls worn by char*, ».-Greenland char, the European chw, Sal-

horsemen, particularly by cow-boys, in the veHnusaipinus.-oteeoiicbax. a»me sBDoiiyVarden

Western States, for protection agamst bushes {^'^ (ka-ra-se'tum), n.; pi. characeta
and thorns. Generally abbreviated to chaps. *'"?„"'^"f7S_l—/.•„% j. „il.™ ^ " a ,^„.> «f

A bit farther on we saw some cowpunchers, or what

seemed such, for they sat in cow sad^es and^^^^ ch^

which a chapter of a college fraternity uses as racese or Charaphycese only. See Characese,

a club-house. {V. S.] Charaphycese (kar-a-fis'f-e), n. pi. [NL., <
~

: seejacfee*.] A Chara + ^i/cof, seaweed, + -eas.] Same as

jacket, worn by Characex.
cow-boys as a protection when traveling charbon, n. 3. In hot, a name formerly ap-

through the chaparral. [Western and south- pliedtothesmutof wheal;; also, sometimes ap-

' singe' (liquids): as, to c/sar the wort m brew-
ing.

II. intrans. To become charcoal.

Billets that blaze substantial and slow

;

Pine-stump split deftly, dry as pith

;

Larch-heart that chars to a chalk-white^low.

pare)os. Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 147.

(-ta). [,Chdrac{eh) + -etum.] A zone of

vegetation found in the cold deeper waters not

far from shore, characterized by the Charaeex.

plied to the black rot of the grape, especially

in France.-Charbon ronz. See red -kcharcoal.

charco (char'ko), n. [Sp. Pg.
; ^

origin un-
known.] A pond or pool of standing water ; a
small lake.

charcoal, n.—Red charcoal, a kind of charcoal of a
dark reddish-brown color, made by heating wood With
the exclusion of air to a lower temperature than would
produce ordinary bla^k charcoal. The volatile matter is

not entirely removed. It is used in France in the manu-
factore of sporting gunpowder, and recently in England
in cocoa-powder for heavy artillery service.

charcoal (char'kol), ». t. [charcoal, n.l 1. To
blacken, write, or draw with charcoal; execute
in charcoal : as, to charcoal one's eyebrows.

And I decipher still

Half a lame couplet charcoaled on the walL
Thackeray (trans.), The Garret, st 2.

2. To suffocate with the fumes of charcoal.
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causfBhTwon[dn^°«w h^ffT "' •* ^°™^ ^K\ ^
^^- """^^ "««<> *° '"<">' *1e «>al into the retort. In one sense

m?r of «Sii^« »nrt ,wJ. ?;T^" ??. '", an air-tight three- a mechanical stolter is a oharging-machine, but it is notpair of stairs, and charcoal herself to death with him. usually classed as such. See ^clanical aMer. '

Dwkens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxvii. charging-SCalc (cliar'jing-skal"), n. A scale
(oMr 'k6-16r), n, A charcoal- for weighing the various materials used In acharcoaler

burner; one who deals in charcoal.
Ah

! friendless in death

!

Rude forest-hands fling
On the cha/reoaler's wain
What but now was the Idng

!

F. T. PcUgrave, Death in the Forest, st 6.

charcoaling (char'ko-ling), n. KilUng by
means of the fumes of burning charcoal.

blast-tumace. it has a series of beams, one for each
kind of material. To obtain the right proportion, each
beam is weighted to the amount required, and each load
is made to balance the weight of its special beam, tlie
object being to mix the materials in the right proportions
and weigh and deliver each as rapidly as possible without
disclosing the formula on which the combined proportions
are based.

charging-spoon (ehar'jing-sp6n"), n. Inmining,

The other day the papers contained an account of a ^^^l]?!"
}''^'''^^^'^^''' °* ''JPP®'' J"" '''"P

/*
"wholesale charcoalingf in which a father, mother, and .^ ^^^ °* ^ copper or -wooden rod, used for
two children sought death in this way. ' introducing loose gunpowder in blast-holes

^Mick, Med. Handbook, VIL 656. nearly or quite horizontal. C. LeN. Foster, Ore
charcoal-pencil, n. 2. A little stick molded ^^ B^ne Mining, p. 161.

from a mixture of wood charcoal in powder, chargmg-tube (char'jing-tiib"), n. Any tube
gum, or starch paste, and a small quantity of ^°^ charging a chamber or tank with a fluid
saltpeter, when lighted at one end it continues to

pnder pressu^'e ; specifically, a tube for eharg-
bum, and the red-hot point is used to lead a crack in thin mg an air-dhamber on a pump with air.
glass, as of a tube or beaker, in any required direction. Water under a pressure greater than the atmospheric
broken pieces of chemical apparatus being thus adapted takes up air very readily ; hence, some means should be
to new uses. provided for supplying air to the air-chamber on the dis-

Charcoal-pig (ohar'kol-pig), n. A kind of pig- -S^^S.^ ^'^^ "' * pressme-pump.

iron made by using charcoal as a fuel to reduce Chari group. See *gr(mp^.
or smelt the ore in the blast-furnace, it was for- chariotry (char ' i - ot - ri), n.

metly considered the best grade of iron, being free It- The art of charioteering,
[chariot + -ry."]

from sulphur and some other impurities usually found in
iron made with coal or coke as a fuel. Other forms of iron
or steel, purified in the process of manufacture, have
largely taken its place.

Charcot-Leyden crystal. See Charcofa crys-
tals, under crystal.

Charcot's arthropathy. See ^arthropathy.
charcuterie (shar-kiit-re'), n. [F., < cliarcu-
tier,_ a pork-butcher, earlier chaircuUer, oher- charismatic (ka-riz-mat'ik), a. [charism +
cmiier, < ehair cmte, cooked meat ; cimir, < L. -aUc.} Of or pertaining to charism or charis-
caro, flesh, meat; euite, < L. cocta, cooked.] mata.
1. The occupation ot a pork-butcher; the charisticary (ka-ris'ti-ka-ri), n. [NL. "charis-
cunng and dressmg of pork in its various sal- Mcarius, < Qr. xapioriKdg,'given of grace, freely

Chariotry is one of the antiquated Modes of Chivalry.
Heretefore, as it was used in Triumphs, so in field serv-
ice and Games.

Aubrey, Remaines of Gentilisme and Judaisme, p. 120.

2. The soldiers who fought from chariots.
And deep ruts are yet visible on all the bogs, moors

and mosses . . .indented . . . by the wheels of Fin-
gal's chariotry. Blackwood's Mag., XXIV. 260.

able forms— hams, bacon, cutlets, sausages,
etc.— 2. Table delicacies of pork or into which
£ork largely enters.

arcutier (shar-kii-tya'), n. [F.] A pork-
butcher.
Chardonnet silk. See *silk.

Charegite (kar'e-jit), n. [At. Tcharijiyah,

aliens, < kharaja, go out.] A member of a
puritanical Mohammedan sect which dates
from the seventh century.

The Charegite, for such was the seeming Marabout,
dealt the Nubian a blow with the dagger.

Scott, Talisman, xxi.

charge, v. t. 16. To. paint too heavily; to
over-express.

charge, «. 23. In ordnance, the powder con-

given, < x^P^S, grace, favor.] Originally, the
recipient of a prebend, the allowance of food
which a monk or cleric received from the
common store : same as prebendary.
charityless (char'i-ti-les), a. [chanty + -less.']

Devoid of charity.

Such people there are living and flourishing in the
world—I'aitlilesB, Hopeless, Charityless.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, viii.

charivari, n. 2. [cap.] The name of a satiri-
cal journal founded in Paris in 1832 The Lon-
don Chaxivari, the secondary title of " Punch," a humor-
ous weekly journal published in London.

charivari (shar-i-var'i), V. t. To treat to a
charivari.

Chark^, n. 2. The fire-drill ; an instrument

tainedin a bag or ease in quantity"suitable for chMlataS^ fshar'la-tan-ish), a. [charlatan
loading a gun, or the powder filhng the interior + .j^^i.] Savoring somewhat of the charlatan.

lfn£n?-'^"ed\"n'theVar'l^'j:;fS4tc?n^"n^ Having
less powder, is sometimes used in target practice to save a tendency to charlatanism ; inclined to quack-
expense. A bwrsting or shell charge is the explosive in ery ; somewhat quackish.
the interior of a sliell.— Effective charge, the amount f!liai.lpT7 « Q A fimali nnini-Brl ViAnrrl aunli
of money required for or expended on the effective mill- ^Pff^f?' "' t n^, T t ^ i^ , a I v
tant forces of a country, that is, on those fit for or actually ^^ that worn by Charles I. of England and by
engaged in service as distinguished from non-eflectives, men of his time : hence the name. It extended
such as the retired, the pensioned, ete. Macaulay. from the under-lip and ended in a point just

charge (shar-zha'), n. ShoxtiorchargSd'e^avres. below the chin.— 3. The fox.
charged,;).a. 3. In art, heavily painted!; over- charlock-weevil (char'lok-we"vil), n. An
expressed.

o a as r.
English gardeners' name for a European cur-

charge d affaires, n. 3. An officer or other oulionid beetle, Ceuthorhynchus contractus,
person left in charge of any business or office which feeds on charlock,
during the temporary absence of the chief. Charlton white. See *white^.
chargee (char-je'), »• [charge -(- -eel.] One Charmouthian (char-mouth'i-an), a. Of or
who holds, as security, a charge upon property: pertaining to Charmouth, in" Dorset, Eng-

land.—charmouthian Sta^e, in geol., a division of
the Lower Jurassic rocks or Lias of France and Switzer-
land; it corresponds essentially to the Middle Lias of
England.

charnel^ (char'nel), n. [Cf. camel.] 1. A
hinge, as of a door, window, chest, etc.— 2.

The pivot or hinge on which the beaver or vizor
of a helmet moved.
charneled (ehar'neld), p. a. [charneP + -ed^.]

Hinged; jointed.

The bassenet pece whereunto the Barbet ... is char-
neld. Hall, Chron., p. 674.

[Named after

.]

analogous to mortgagee
Chargeling (eharj'ling), n. [charge +
A young charge. See charge, n. 10.

At this period Jesuits stamp the future of their charge-
ling flocks. G. Meredith, Richard Feverel, xii.

chargeman (charj-man), n. A workman who
has charge of the meii engaged in doing a cer-

tain piece of work; a foreman, in some estab-

lishments the chargeman is given a contract for the work
which he directs, so that he wiU have the greatest possible

interest in the speedy and economical performance of it.

charging-box (char'jing-box), n. A box
wMoh'ore" scrap, pig-iron, fluxes, etc., are con- charnockite (char'nok-it), n

veyed to the furnace by means of a charging-

machine.
Charging-current (ehar'jing-kur'''ent), n. In

elect., the current used in charging a storage

battery, condenser, or cable.

charging-machine (char'jing-ma-shen'O, n.

A machine for delivering coal, ore, or metals granite

to a furnace, gas-retort, or coke-oven, it is Charonic (ka-ron'ik), a.

made in many different forms, all essentially loading-

machines which take up the material and push it by

Job Chariiock, associated with the early his-

tory of Calcutta.] In petrog., a name given
by T. H. Holland (1893) to a group of pha-
neric igneous rocks in India, which range from
acid to basic varieties and agree in containing
hypersthene ; the type rook is hypersthene-

Of or pertaining to

Charon, the ferryman, in Greek mythology, of

the lower world.
means of a ram into the furnace, retort, or oven

;
the ram «|^ ., rka rk-n'i-a^ « TNTj CVin.ln and

distributes it, and is then withdrawn to permit the clos- V^3,rrinia (.Ka-nn l-a;, n. [iNlj. ( viaia antt

ing of the door. In gas charging-machines steam is some- Ravaz, 1894), named tor Dr. Charnn, a French

chase

physician.] A genus of pyrenomyeetous fungi.
The single species, C. DiplodieUaAs said tobe the ascigerous
form of Coniothyrium Diplodiella, which causes the white
rot of the grape. See kConiothyrinm, grape-rot and
rot, 2 (i>).

chart, «.—ABtrographlo chart, a chai* of a region of
the stars-, specifically, one of the star-charts of the syste-
matic astrophotographic survey of the heavens.— Cos-
mogony chart, a birch-bark chart on which a picto-
graphic reSord of the creation myth is engraved : used by
the Ojibwa Indians in connection witli their religious
ceremonials.— Ootidal chart. See cotidai.— H^ey'S
Chart, a chart showing tlie curves of compass variation.
— Hellographlc chart, a chart which shows the sun's
spots at any particular time and their physical peculiari-
ties.—HydrographiC chart, a chart showing especially
the hydrograpnic featuies of the ocean, such as the depth
of water, the currents at the surface and beneath, the
density or saltness of the water, the temperature, and the
changes of these with the seasons.—Meteorological
chart. See weather-map.— 2iiyaiC3l Chart, a map or
diagram designed to illustrate certain features of physiog-
raphy oifphysical geography.—Thermal chart, a chai-t
showing the tempex-ature of the air or land or water,
usually by means of isothermal lines.

charta, n. 2. Inpharm.; (a) A folded paper
containing a powder; also, a dose of any
medicinal powder. (6) A piece of bibulous
paper impregnated with some medicinal sub-
stance— Charta cantharidls or epispastioa, blis-

tering-paper ; a paper spread with a mixture of canthar-
ides, Canada turpentine, and olive-oil, used for counter-
irriiktion or to make a blister.— Charta potassil nl-
tratis. Same as icasthma-paper.—Charta Slnapis,
mustard-paper or -leaf ; a paper spread with a mixture of
black mustard and guttarpercha solution, used as a sub-
stitute fora mustard-plaster, to produce counter-irritation.

Charter colony, a colony imder charter govenmient.—
Charter govermnent, government of a colony under
authority of a written charter granted by the sovereign
power.— Charter member, one wliose name appears in
the charter of an organization as one of its founders.

—

Charter of pardon, in Jing. law, an instrument under
the great seal by which a pardon is granted to a man for
felony or other offense.

Chartered accountant. See *accoun,tant.

charterer, n. 3. A freeman of a chartered
borough.
charter-school (char't6r-skol"), n. One of the
schools established in Ireland by a society
chartered in 1733 to provide a Protestant edu-
cation for the Koman Catholic poor. These
schools were of two kinds, day-schools and boarding-
schools ; the boarding-schools were supported by Parlia-
ment after 1745, when a special tax was devoted to them.
The charter-schools failed in their purpose and came to
an end in 1825.

chartographist (kar-tog'ra-fist), n. [chartog-
raph-y + -ist.] One who is versed in chartog-
raphy, oris engaged in map-making; a chartog-
rapher.

chartology(kar-tol'o-ji), «. [Gr. x^P^Vi, a leaf
(L. charta, a map), -1- -Xoyia, < kiyuv, speak.]
The science of map-making.
chartreuse, n. 3. In cookery, a preparation
usually of game, fillets, etc., incased in a mold
of rice ; also, fruits inclosed in blanc-mange or
puddings. These preparations were invented, it is

said, by the monks of the monastei-y of Grande Chartreuse
to disguise meat.— Chartreuse cat. See costi.

.Chartreux (shar-tre'), n. [P., earlier charteus,
< ML. Carthusius : see Carthusian.] A monk
of the Carthusian order which was founded by
St. Bruno in the eleventh century. The name
was derived from the valley ot the Chartreuse,
where the order's first monastery was founded.
charvolaht (shar-vo-lah'), n. [F. *char volant,

' flying car.'] A four-wheeled vehicle with a
kite attachment, designed to be propelled by
the force of wind: patented in England in
1826.

chary (chSr'i), adv. Charily ; carefully.

Thy heait, which I will keep so chary
As tender nurse her babe from faring ill.

Shak., Sonnet xxil.

Great thanks, mighty Lucifer

!

This will I keep as chary as my life.

Marlowe, Faustus, ii. 2.

chase^, v. I.^ trans. 4. To push the bottle to-

ward one and thus call upon him to fill up his
glass.

" Above all, why, wheti I fill this very glass of wine, can-
not I push the bottle to you, and say, ' Faiiford, you are
chased ' !

"
Scott, l^pdgauntlet, Letter i.

II. intrant. 4. To exceed a given custom-
ary standard of production. [Workmen's
slang.]

Chasel, n.—Hazard chase. Seeithazard open,ing.—To
have a good chase (naut.), to be so constructed and to
have guns so mounted as to he able to fire at an object
dead ahead or dead astern.

chase^, n. 7. The conical apex of a spinning-"

machine cop or bobbin, or the extent of the
traverse of the winding-faller wire on a, spin-

ning-mule. Sometimes called the nose.

The apex of the cop is the nose or chase; this extends
from the shoulder of the cop to its apex. The shoulder
acts as a good support to the chase of the cop in winding.

Hannan, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 124.



chase

8. In carp. , a score or shallow out in a mortise.
[Local, Eng.]

chasee (chas-e'), »»• One who is chased. [Rare.]
chaser^, n. 4. The sip of water or mild drink
with which tipplers ' chase ' or wash down their
dram of spirits. [Slang.]

chaser'-^, ». 3. Same as edje-rMwnerTOiZi (which
see, under mill^). Also called eraser mill.

chasmal (kaz'mal), a. [cftasm + -aU.'j Of
the nature of a chasm; ehasm-like: as, a
chasmal difference.

chasmantherous (kaz-man'ther-us), a. [Gr.
Xarijia, opening, + NL. anthera, anther, +
-ous.'\ In hot., hemiclistogamous with the
stamens exserted : said of a class of flowers.

cIiasmoclistogamous(kaz'''mo-klis-tog'a-mus),
a. [Gr. ;fd(r/«i, an opening, + clistogdmous.J
In hot., bearing both open and closed flowers.

chasmogamous (kaz-mog'a-mus), a. [chas-
mogatTM/ + -oit«.] Exhibiting the phenome-
non of ehasmogamy.
chasmophyte (kaz'mo-fit), n. [Gr. ;t;a<'/ua, an
opening, + <I>vt6v, plant.] Ci phytogeog.,
a plant inhabiting the crevices of rocks.
Schimper, (trans.) Plant Geog., p. 178.

chasse^ (shas), n. [P., short for ckasse-cafS, Ut.
' chase coffee.'] A small glass of brandy or
liqueur taken after coffee, at dinner, to remove
its taste or odor or as a digester. Seepousse-
cafi.

chasse^ (shas), n. [P. didsse: see chase^, «.]
A shrine or receptacle for relics of a saint.

chass6 (shS.-sa'), v. ; pret. and pp. chassid, ppr.
chassMng. [Also chass^e, chassey, and orig.

chassez, <P. chassez (used as a direction in
teaching dancing), impv. of ehasser, chase

:

see chase^. The spelling chas84 (as iffrom the
P.pp.)appears to be a mistake. Seethenoun,
wmch is much later in English. Cf. the P.
nouns chassez-d^chassez, and chassez-huit,

names of dance steps.] I. intrans. 1. In
dancing, to execute a step or gliding motion
(known as the chass6) in which one foot is kept
in advance of the other.—2. To move or make
one's way with gliding steps, as across a
crowded room : as, before long he chassM up
to me. [CoUoq.]

II. trans. To cause to chass6 toward the
door; dismiss. [Slang.]

He was chassid on the spot. Thackeray.

cliassi (sha-sa'), n. [Also ehassez ; from the
verb. The P. ehass6 in the same sense is late,

and may have been suggested by the E. use of

the spelling ehassS.'] In dancing, a step or
gliding motion in which one foot is kept in

advance of the other.

chasse-cafd(shas-ka-fa'), 71. [P.] See*cfeftssei.

chassis, n. 2. In fort., the foundation-frame
or bed-plate upon which a gun-carriage is sup-
ported or adjusted.— 3. The frame of a motor-
car or motor-vehicle, exclusive of the seats or
body. It iiicludeB the structural elements, the motor
and its generator of power, the tanks, transmission-gear,

wheels, axles, and springs.— Conosserle chassis [f.],

a carrying or supporting chassis or frame ; specifically, the
rear frame of a motor-car which has a frame for each
-«txle.

chastend, pp. A simplified spelling of chas-

tened.

chastenment (chas'n-ment), n. The act of
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check-band

or check upon the varying velocity of the
spindle-carriage during its traverse. Nasmith,
Cotton Spinning, p. 275.

check-bar (chek'bar), n. A metal bar with
loops on each end for retaining the ends of
the check-reins of a harness-bridle, and a rear
loop at the center by which it is attached to
the check-hook.
check-battery (chek'baf'Sr-i), n. In mining,
a timber construction which closes the lower
part of a chute, acting as a check to the flow
of coal and as an air-stopping.
check-bit (ohek'bit), n. A harness-bit used
with the over-check, with or without a lever.
check-book, n. 2. A book iu which items of
control are entered.

check-damper (chek'dam'''p6r), n. A door or
slide by which cold air may be admitted to the
base of the flue or chimney behind the fire and
without passing through or over the latter.
The effect of opening the check-damper is to lower the
temperature of the gases in flue and chimney, and there-
fore more nearly to equalize the pressure of the cool at>
mosphere below the Are, and hence to check the draft
and diminish the rate of combustion.

check-easer (chek'e"z6r), ». in a harness, a de-
vice for relieving the steady strain of the over-
check. It interposes an elastic web or spiral
spring between the cheek and the hook-loops.
checker1, n. 11. One of many spots or mark-
ings, somewhat triangular in shape, on the
wings of a pigeon, a checker is larger than a
spangle. The term is generally used in combination, as
blue-checkeTf red-checker, etc., the qualifying word refer-

ring to the general color of the bird and not to that of the
spots, which are usually white. Also often check.

checker-board, n. 2. In American foot-ball,

a term sometimes applied to the field of play.
See *gridiron.

checkered, p. a. 3. Having the wing marked
with numerous white spots, larger in size and
fewer in number than in the condition termed
spangled : used in describing breeds of pigeons.
— Cbeckered beetle. See -kbeetle^.

checkerwork, n. 2. In a regenerative furnace
or water-gas plant, a mass of loose bricks in-

closed in an upright cylindrical chamber and
loosely piled in alternate layers to form an
open mass. When submitted to a hot blast the
checkerwork becomes intensely heated and, when the
blast is shut off, can be used to heat an air-blast or a
stream of gas passing through its open spaces. See
regetierator.

check-experiment (chek'eks-per"i-ment), n.

A control-experiment ; an experiment devised

to confirm the results of other experiments:
for example, an experiment made under nor-

mal conditions, the result of which enables the

experimenter to estimate the effect, in a par-

allel series of experiments, of a determinate
variation of conditions.

check-flooding (ehek'flud'-'ing), n. In irriga-

Uon, a method of controlling water by means
of low levees or dikes when flooding fields.

check-gate (chek'gat), n. A small gate, or

movame dam, placed in the low levees ex-

tending across irrigated fields.

check-greeve (chek'grev), n. In mining, a
person who checks the weights of coal on be-

half of the landlord. [Scotch.]

checb^ng, n. 3.. The assembling of the parts

of a checked joint.— 3. In agri., the planting

of seeds or plants at regular distances apart

in the row or line, to allow of cultivation both

ways, instead of drilling in a continuous or

'solid' row.
check-out (chek'out), n. The termination of

a coal-seam by the meeting of roof and floor.

check-rail, n. 2. A guard-rail ; an extra rail

on the inner side of the inner rail of a railway

curve, so laid as to leave sufficient room for

the flanges of thewheels to pass freely between

the heads of the two rails. As the train rounds

the curve, the inner wheels bear against this extra rail,

thus relieving the pressure of the wheels against the outer

rail and preventing the derailing of the train.

check-row (chek'ro), V. t. To plant (Indian

corn) with a check-rower.

Particularly for use on growing check-rowed and listed

com. SH. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 298.

check-spring (chek'spring), n. In hardware,

an extension-spring used to keep a door or

gate closed, or for any similar purpose. See

cut under *exiension-spring.

Checkstone (chek'ston), n. A small round

pebble, called in the United States jaekstone

and in Scotland chudkie or chucMe-stane or

-stone, used in the children's game of chucks

or jaekstones.
, , ^ ,.

check-strap, n. 3. A leather strap, extendmg
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from the bottom of the body of a carriage to
the perch, to cheek the upward movement of
the body.
check-system (chek'sis-tem),>». l. Asystemfor
keeping the time of workmen, largely used in
factories, it has many forms, but is essentially as
follows : A board is placed just within the entrance-
gate, on which are hung numbered checks, one for each
man. As each workman passes in, he tEUEes his check
from the board and places it in a box, thus showing thathe
has gone in to work. The timekeeper takes the checks
from the box and, by means of the numbers, knows what
men are at work. The checks are placed on the board in
readiness for the men each half-day, and, since no man
can leave without a pass signed by his foreman or at the
end of the half-day, it enables the timekeeper to keep a
record of the men.
2. The network or system of checks or small
levees constructed in fields to be irrigated.

check-weigher (chek'wa'''er), «. One who
checks or verifies weights; specifically, in
mining, the man who verifies the tally, or rec-
ord of weight of the coal or other mineral
which comes up from workings where the
miner is paid by the ton, and who credits the
output to the account of the individual worker.
che^WOrk (ohek'werk), n. In mach., the
regular release of an obstruction which takes
place by means of an even-timed body; an
escapement. The wheel and pendulum of an
ordinary clock are a common example.
cheek, n— Fixed cheeks, in the anatomy of the tiilo-

bites, the lateral parts of the cephalon between the dorsal
furrows and the facial sutures which separate them from
the free cheeks.—^Free cheeks, in the anatomy of the
trilobites those paits of the cephalon which lie outside
the facial sutures and are separated thereby from the fixed
cheeks.

cheeker (ehek'6r), n. One who gives cheek
or who talks impudently, saucily, or with un-
becomiog boldness and lack of respect to
some one. [Slang.]

cheekiness (che'ki-nes), n. Cheeky conduct
or speech ; cool impudence. [CoUoq.]
cheek-piece, ». 3. A crank; a driving-wing;
usually, a crank having parallel sides, and
hence as large at its outer end as where it joins

the shaft.— 4. One of a pair of curved liners

for a shaft-bearing. This form of liner is fltted to
the shaft and forms the actual bearing-surface, instead of

being placed outside the journal-box as in the case of a
flat liner. See lvner2, 3.

cheepy (che'pi), a. Eeady to cheep; puling.

What a humiliated, broken-down, poor eheepy wretch
I am. Condemned to live among the pots.

Carlyle, in Fronde, Carlyle's Life in London, II. 237.

cheese^, w.—Basswood cheese. Same as sapsago
•kcheese \b).—Bondon cheese, a trade-name for a va^
riety of soft cheese.—Camhrldge Cheese, a variety of

soft cheese made in England.— Cantal cheese, a hard
cheese made in the south of France.—Cheshire cheese,
an old trade-name for a dry, pale red cheese made in

England.—Coulonmiier cheese, avarietyof softcheese.

—Derby cheese, a local name for an old variety of Eng-
lish''cheese.— Edam cheese. Same as Dutch cheese (a).

—Emmenthalcheese, a hard Swiss cheese.—Enriched
cheese, a cheese made 'with an excess of cream, or made
from very rich cream ; also, atrade-name for an adulterated
or fllled cheese.— Filled cheese, a trade-name foradulter-
ated cheese.—Flat cheese,a trade-name for a thin cheese
of only moderate weight—Gorgonzola cheese, an
Italian hard-pressed cheese. Also called Stracchino cheese.

—Gouda cheese, a small, thin, disk-shaped cheese of a
mild flavor which resembles that of Edam cheese. It is

made in Holland and is usually colored yellow.—Green
cheese. («) See greenl. (b) See sage cheese, (c) A term
sometimes used t» describe a poor thin cheese made from
whey.—Lard cheese, an imitation of cheese made from
lard.—^^Margarln cheese, in England, a cheese adulter-

ated with any form of fat not derived from milk ; in the
United States, a fllled *cheese (which see).— SapsagO
cheese, {a) See sapsago. (b) A local derisive name for

any skim-milk cheese of poor quality. Also called white-

oak cheese and basswood cheese.—Skim cheese, a trade-

name for any variety of cheese made from skim-milk.—
Sour-milk cheese, any cheese in which the coagulation

of the milk is caused by natural souring assisted by heat.
— Swiss cheese, a cheese between the hard and soft

varieties, made in Switzerland. It resembles Gruyfere

cheese.—Whlte-oak cheese. Same as sapsago -kcheese (b).

cheese^ (ehez), v. i. To become cheese : as,

tha cheesing of milk.

cheese^ (ohez), i;. ». To stop. [Thieves' slang.]
—Cheese it ! make off ! run ! [A warning command

;

slang.]

cheese-basket (chez'bas"ket), «. Indairying,

a wooden box or bowl having a perforated

bottom in which curd is placed to drain.

cheese-block (chez'blok), n. Same as chock-

block.

cheese-clack (chez'klak), n. In mining, a tem-
. porary clack-valve inserted between two pipes.

Barrowman, Gloss.

cheese-cutter (chez'kuf'er), ». An implement
for cutting cheese.—Computing cheese-ontter, a
combined cheese-knife and price-computing machine. It

consists of arevolving platform on which the whole cheese

is placed, a pivoted knife designed to make radial cuts in

the cheese as the platform is revolved, and a price-com-

puting device which controls the movements of the plat-

chelicerate

form. When the computatpr is set for any particular
price per pound, it can be so adjusted that the operator
cuts a quantity corresponding in weight and value to the
price shown on the register of the computator.

cheese-finger (chez ' fing " g6r), n. Same as
^cheese-stick.

cheese-grease (chez'gres), n. See whey *butter.

cheesemongering (chez'mung'gSr-ing), «. The
.buying and selling of cheese ; the business of a
cheese-merchant,
cheesemongery (chez'mung"g6r-i), TO. 1. The
eonfmodities dealt in by a cheesemonger.— 2.
The shop or store in which such commodities
are dealt in.

cheesery (chez'e-ri), ». [cheese + -ery.'] A
cheese-factory.

From the upper stories of these cheeseries were long
wooden guttera leading to the ships in dock, and along
these troughs trickled a never-ceasing rill of the ripened
and matured article.

G. H. Boughton, in Harper's Mag., April, 1883, p. 692.

cheese-skipper (chez'skip'^r), n. The larva
of the cheese-fly.

cheese-stick (chez'stik), ». A strip of whole-
wheat bread, puff-paste, dough made of flour,

bread-crumbs, or other material, with grated
cheese spread on or rolled in and baked until

erisp : served with salad. Also called cheese-

straw, cheese-finger.

cheese-straw (chez'strfi), n. Same &a*cheese-
stick.

cheese-trier (chez'tri'fer), n. A cheese-pale
(which see).

cheesewood (chez'wM), n. In Victoria, the
hard yellowish-white wood of the Australian
tree Pittospornm bicolor. it is used for turning and
is prized for ax-handles, billiard-cues, etc. Also called
tolosa-wood, and in Tasmania whitewood and waddywood.

cheesewring (ohez'ring), n. 1. A cheese- or
cider-press. [Cornwall, Eng.]— 2. [cop.]

One of the natural curiosities of Cornwall,
England, which receives its name from a sup-
posed resemblance to the wring or press used
in squeezing the liquor from the cheese or
alternate layers of poimded apples and straw
from which cider is made, it stands on a hill of
considerable elevation neai' Liskeard, in that county, and

'

consists of a pile of great tabular blocks of granite, 10 to
12 feet in diameter, heaped one upon another to a height
of about 32 feet As the blocks near the bottom of th^
pile are less than half the diameter of those they support,
it has been likened to a gigantic mushroom.

cheesine (chez'in), ». [Irreg. < cheese^ + -ine^.'\

The trade-name of a material made in imita-
tion of cheese.

cheesy^ (che'zi), a. [cheese^ + -y^.'] Stylish;
fine; showy; ' quite the cheese.' [Slang.]

cheet^, (chet), re. [Also cheat ; an imitative or
dial variation of chit^.^ A word used in calling
a eat ; usually repeated, ' cheet, cheet,' like
' puss, puss. ' [Scotch and North. Eng.]

cheetal, cheetul, n. Same as chital.

cheety (ehe'ti), n. [Also cheetie; dim. of cheeP.I
Pussy! See *cheet^.

cheficat, n. See *sheficat.

cheilitis, re. See *chilitis.

cheirization, re. See *chirisation.

Cheiroglossa (ki-ro-glos'a), n. [NL. (Presl,

1847), < (Jr. x^Vi hand, -t- yXaaaa, tongue.] A
genus of epiphytic ferns sometimes joined with
Ophioglossum., from which it differs externally
in having several fertile spikes, and these pen-
dent from a palmately divided (instead of sim-
ple) leaf. There is a single species, C. pal-
mata, of Florida and tropical America. See
Ophioglossum.

chekako (che-ka'ko), re. [Said to be a native
rendering of CMcago (man).] A novice or ten-
derfoot. [Alaskan slang.]

Chekh, n. Same as Czech.

chela^, re. 4. In sponge-spicules, a microsclere
consisting of a more or less curved shaft bear-
ing at each end a variable number of recurved
processes.

chelem (shlem), «. [P. spelling of E. slam.}

In card-playing, a slam (which see).

cheierythrin(kel-e-rith'rin),»i. [Chel(idomtim)
+ Gr. cpv6p6(, red, -I- 4n'^.'\ An alkaloid,

C21H17NO4, found in the plants Chelidoniutn

majus. Stylophorum diphyllum, Sanguinaria
Canadensis, Macleaya cordata, Glaudum Glau-

cium, and other plants of the poppy family

(Papaveracex): colorless in the free state, but
forming lemon-yellow salts on the addition of

acids. It is not identical with sangninarin, as

was once supposed.
chelicerate (ke-lis'e-rat), a. \_chelicera + -afcl.]

Bearing chelicerse, or small pincers, as the ap-

pendages of the merostome crustaceans.



chel^damic

cbelidamic (kel-i-dam'ik), a. \c'helid{onic) +
am{monia) + -ic] Derived from chelidonio
acid and ammonia— Clielldainlcacld,4-pyrldinol-2,
S-dicarboxylUc Mid, HOCsHoNCCOaHJa + HoO. It is
prepared from clielidonic acid and ammonia. It decom-
poses at about 220° C.

dielidonin (kel-i-do'nia), n. lCheliclon{ivm)
+ -»n2.] A white crystalline alkaloid, C20H19
NOs + H;20, contained in the plants Chelido-
nium majjiis and Siylophorum diphyUum.
chelidonius (kel-i-do'ni-ns), n. [L., so. lapil-
Ivs, < Gr. x^^^^wQ, of the swaUow, < x^^^>
swallow.] A stone from the crop of a swal-
low, worn in ancient times as a charm.
Chelidoperca (kel*i-do-per'ka), n. [Nil., < Gr.
X£^6v, swallow, + nipiai, a perch.] A genus
of fishes of the western Pacific and Indian
oceans.

chelidozanthin (kel-i-dok-san'thin), n. [Cheli-
do{nium) + Gr. favWf, yellow, + -to^.] Until
recently this has been applied to a yellow ciys-
talline bitter principle of undetermined com-
position contained in the plant Chelidoiium
majus. It is now found to exist also in the plant
Stylopltorum diphyllum and to be identical with
the alkaloid berberine (C21H1J^O^).
Chelifera (ke-lif'e-ra), n. pi. [KL., < Gr. x'l^,
claw, + L. /erre/'bear.] A small tribe of iso-

pod crustaceans, characterized by having the
first pair of trunk-limbs or gnathopods like a
forceps. It contains the families Apseudidae
and Tanaidse.

cheliferid (kf-Uf'e-rid), a. and n. I. a. Hav-
ing the characteristics of or belonging to the
family Cheliferidse.

TL'n. A member of the family Cheliferidie.

Chellean (shel'f-an), a. [Also ChelUan; <

Chelles + -an.'] 1" Of or pertaining to Chelles
in France, a place a few mUes east of Paris,

on the right bank of the Mame.^-2. Of or per-
taining to the earUest paleolithic period (the
CheUean age) of Europe.—Chellean deposits, in
geol. and archsBoLf paleolithic deposits of earliest date,

in which ttie most primitive type of worked flint imple-
ments are found.

chelonite, n. 3. A turtle-stone: a name given
to certain fossils supposed to resemble turtles,

but which are, for the most part, teeth of

fishes.

Chelopus (kel'o-pus), n. [NL., said to be
formed (if so, erroneously for *Chelyptis) < Gr.

jtvlvf, a turtle, + Toiig, foot ; but the first ele-

ment may be X1^> claw.] A genus of small
fresh-water titles containing the common
sculptured turtle, Chelopus inseulptus, of the

eastern United States and also the spotted

turtle, C. guttatus.

Chelsea-Derby porcelain. See *porcelain^.

Chelsea pottery. See *pottery.

Cheltenham beds. See *6edi.

chem. An abbreviation of chemist, ehem,stry,

chemical. See *chemist, 4.

chemsesthesis (kem-es-the'sis), n. [NL., <

ehem{icus), ehemic, + Gr. oiaBriacq, perception.]

The stimulation of an organism by external or

internal stimuli; the sensation of matter.

chemawinite (che-m&'win-it), n. \_Chemawin,

Amer. Ind. name of a neighboring Hudson
Bay post.] An amber-like resin fouud asso-

ciated with woody debris on the shore of

Cedar Lake in Canada.
chemiater (kem-i-a't6r), n. [NL. 'chemiater,

< chemia, chimia, chemistry, -1- Gr. lorpof,

physician.] A medical practitioner of the

Paracelsian school, aeeorifing to which all the

processes of the body in health and in disease

are of a chemical nature.

chemiatric (kem-i-at'rik), a. [NL. *chemia-

trieus, < *chemiatria, < MGr. xw"', alchemy,

chemistry, + Gr. laTpeia,^ medicine. Cf. iatro-

chemical.2 Of or pertaining to a theory of

Paracelsus and others, according to which

medical treatment should be directed to the

chemical conditions (fermentations, etc.)

which in this theory are the causes of disease.

Chemiatry (kem'i-at-ri), n. [NL. "chemiatria,

< chemia, chimia, chemistry, + Gr. laTpeia,

medical treatment.] Treatment of disease

founded upon the Paracelsian doctrine of the

chemical nature of physiological and patho-

logical processes.
. , ,. T

chemic, n. Specifically —3. A solution or bq-

uor of chlorid of lime or bleaching-powder for

bleaching vegetable matter, as cotton.

chemical, a. 3. Versed in chemistry; engaged

in the study of chemistry or m ohemicaJ re-

search or investigation : as, a chemical philoso-

pher; a chemical friend.— 4t. Of or pertaining
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to alchemy or alchemists. Also chymical.—
chemicalactlnometer. See •^octiTiometer.—Chemical
analysis. By this term is understood, sometimes the
actual separation of a substance into its different con-
stituents, and sometimes merely the ascertainment of the
kinds or quantities of the constituents into which it

is separable.—Chemical antidote, denudation, dy-
namics, engineer, equlUbrliun, focus, fog. See *an~
tidote, denudatimi, etc

—

Chemical fonnula. See cmi-
stitutiomil or structural itformiUa.—Chemical fose,
gliding. Induction, irritability, photometer, recti-
fier. See ^use2, etc.—Chemical restraint, the quiet-
ing of the violently insane by means of narcotic drugs.

—

Chemical styptic, thermometer, ware. See*styptic,
etc.

chemically, adv. 2t. By alchemy or alchemical
means or processes.
Emestus Bm'gravius, a disciple of Paracelsus, hath pub-

lished a discourse in which he specifies a lamp to be made
of man's blood, . . . which chemicaily prepared forty
days, and afterwards kept in a glass, shall show all the
accidents of his life. Burton, Anat Mel., IL § ii. Mem. 4.

chemicking (kem'ik-ing), n. The process of
bleaching with chlorid of lime.

chemicking-machine (kem'ik-ing-ma-shen'*'),
n. A machine for bleaching cotton cloth with
chlorid of Ume or bleaching-powder.
chemicobiologic (kem'i-ko-bi-o-loj'ik), a.

[chemicobiolog-y + -ic,] Of or pertaining to
ehemicobiology.
The results of bacteriologic and of chemicobiologic re-

search aa applied to the pathology of midwifery.
Lancet, Aug. 22, 1903, advt.

ehemicobiology (kem*i-k6-bi-ol'o-ji), n. [NL.
chemicus, ehemic, -f biologia, biology.] The
chemistry of living substance.
chemicodynamic (kem"i-k6-(U-nam'ik)^ a. Op-
erating to transform chemical energy into the
energy of motion.

chemico-electric (kem^i-ko-f-lek'trik), a. Op-
erating to transform chemical energy into
electrical energy i as, a chemico-electric change.
The best evidence yet secured by research seems to in-

dicate that the method of energy transformation in the
vital machine is one which direcl^y transforms the poten-
tial ener^ of the food, as developed by chemical combi-
nations, mto kinetic form, sometimes perhaps simply by
chemico-dynamic change, sometimes by chemico-electric
transformation.

S. H. Thurston, in Smithsonian Rep., 1896, p. 337.

chemicomineralogical (kem ''' i -ko - min - e - ra-

loj'i-kal), a. Involving both chemical" aricl

mineralogieal characters : as, a chemicominera-
logical classification of rocks. Geikie, Text-
book of Geol., p. 201.

chemicophysical (kem*i-ko-fiz'i-kal), o. Both
chemical and physical ; relating to both the
chemistry and the physics of a substance or
organism.

If a constantbattery current flows continuously through-
a muscle or a nerve, it will so alter the chemico-physical
condition of the living substance that its physiological
properties will be greatly modified.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IIL 767.

chemico-physics (kem'''i-k6-fiz'ikz), n. Phys-
ical chemistry. Buck, Med. Handbook, VH. 758.

chemicophysiological (kem*i-k6-fiz-i-6-loj'i-

kal), a. Having reference to the science of
pEysiological chemistry, or biochemistry.

Chemigraph (kem'i-graf), n. A print obtained
by a process of chemigraphy. See *ehem-
igraphy, 2.

chemigrapher (ke-mig'ra-f6r), n. One who
uses chemigraphy.
chemigraphy (ke-mig'ra-fi), m. 1. A process
of ms^ng zinc etchings without the aid of

photography.—2. A process of obtaining half-

tones by printing, from the same plate, in two
colors, or two shades of the same color, one of

which is slightly out of register.

chemiluminescence (kem'i-lu-mi-nes'ens)^ n.

Luminescence associated with chemical
changes in the luminous substance and prob-
ably due to those changes. See ^luminescence.

Wiedemann has shown that the shining of Balmain's
luminous paint, and generally of the siuphides of the
alkaline eaxths, is accompanied with chemical action. A
long period of luminosity after the removal of the source
renders highly probable the existence of what he now
calls chemi-luminescen^e. Smithsonian Rep., 1895, p. 12L

chemin-de-fer (sh6-man''d6-far'), n. [P. rail-

road, lit. ' iron road.'] A variation of baccara
in which each player in turn becomes the
banker. See baccara.

chemin-de-ronde, «. 2. A sentry-path around
a fortification, alongthe scarp or counterscarp,

protected by a loopholed wall or the glacis.

See covered way, under cover^.

chemiotactic (kem*i-o-tak'tik), a. A collateral

form of *chemotacUc'.

chemiotaxis (kem*i-6-tak'sis), n. [NL., <

chemia, chemistry, + Gr. Tdftf, order.] Same
as *ehemotams.

c^emosynthesis

chemisal (chem'i-sal), n. A corrupt form of

chamisal, sometimes used as a local name.
So localand strikingly characteristic are these chaparral

areas that they have become landmarks, the word cham-
isal, sometimes corrupted into chemisal, chemise, or
chimese, being adopted as a local name. ThuB, we find

on the map of Humboldt County a "Chemisal Creek"
and " Chimese Kidge " in the vicinity of Harris, and a
" Chemise Mountain," near Shelter Cove.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Industry, Bulletin 12, 1902,

[p. 31.

chemise, »• 6. In mech., a sheath or covering
of sheet-metal; specifically, a sheet-iron cyl-

inder placed around the tubes in a vertical

boiler.

chemist, n. 4. A degree conferred by some
institutions upon the completion of a stated

course iu chemistry.—5. Same as *chemiater.
—^Technical chemist, a chemist engaged in directing or
conducting the operations of some branch of industry
essentially or mainly chemical in character.

chemistry, n. 2. Same as *cfee>Bia«rw.—Bureau
of Chemistry. See*6M™au.—Colorchemistry. That
department of chemistry which deals with the study of

coloring matters and dyestuffs. Also known as tinctorial

chemistry.— Industrial cbenilstry, chemistry as ap-

plied to industrial processes and operations. Seechemical
itengmeering.— Inoiganlc chemistry. Although it is

in the main correct to say that organic chemisixy is the
chemistry of the compounds of carbon and inorganic

chemistry that ofthe otherelementsand their compounds,
it would in many respects be inconvenient to observe this

classification rigidly. Some carbon compounds such as
carbon monoxid and dioxid,- carbon disulphld, silicon

carbide, and iron carbides which occur in cast-iron and
steel, are practically always treated as inorganic sub-
stances. On the other hand, a few substances which do
not contain carbon, such as silicon and chloroform, are
more advantageously classed as oi-ganic.

—

Photographic
Chemistry. Same as pAotocAemistn/.— Physical chem-
istry, the study of chemical substances and chemical pro-
cesses with reference to the physical phenomena witnessed
or to the physical 'energies concerned. Many of its

chapters had been fairly developed long before the name
was first used, such as ttiose concerned with the doctrines
as to atoms and moleculeSj or as to the solid, liquid, and
gaseous states of aggregation. But other chapters, such
as those on thermochemistry, electrochemistry, chemical
statics, and chemical dynamics, have received most of
their development since the beginning of the last quarter
of the nineteenth century, and the new name has been
required to describe the fruit of a cooperation of physics
and chemistry.

During the past fifteen years the border-land between
chemistry and physics has been very successfully culti-

vated, and a new department of'chemistry has resulted.

This is the department known as physical chemistry.
Science, May 21, 1901, p. 809.

Pore chemistry, chemistry considered as a branch of

human knowledge, without reference to its practical or
industrial applications : opposed to practical chemistry.—
Sanitary <^emlstry, chemistry in its relations tobe^th,
especially to public health or the health of large com-
munities.— Social chemistry, assimilation of divei'se

elements, especially nationalities and races, in a social
population. L. F. Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 210.— Tinc-
torial chemistry. See color -kchemistry.

chemoaesthesia (kem*o-es-the'si-ar), n. [NL.
{Ceapek), < cheim{icus), chemic, -t- Gr. aiadfiaic,

perception.] In bot., the capacity of a plant-
organ to respond to chemical stimuli.

chemocentrum (kem ' 6 - sen ' trum), n. ; pi.

chemocentra (-trg,). [ML. chem(j,cfus), chemic,
+ L. centrum, center.] Vacytol., the nucleus
considered as the center which controls the
chemical activities of the living cell : opposed
to *kinocentrum.
chemokinesis (kem'''o-ki-ne'sis), n. [NL., <

NL. chem(icus), chemic, + Gr. mvriaiQ, move-
ment.] A state of increased activity of organ-
isms in relation to chemical substances.

Garry finds that certain chemicals " cause the organism
to become restless, very swift shootuig movements.being
caused." As a result of these movements the organisms
soon leave the area of the operation of the chemical caus-
ing the reaction. This phenomenon Garry calls cAejno-
Hnesis.
E. S. Jennings, in Amer. Jour. PhysioL, April, 1900, p. 398.

chemokinetic (kem'^o-ki-net'ik), a. Pertain-
ing to or exhibiting c!hemokinesis.

chemolyse, v. t. See *ehemolyee.

chemolyze (kem'o-liz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
chemolyzed, ppr. chemolymtg. [chemoly{sis) +
-iee.'] To decompose or separate into differ-

ent constituents by chemical action ; subject
to chemolysis.
chemoreflez (kem-o-re'fleks), n. [NL. cliem-

{icus)j chemic, + fi. reflex.'] A response to a
chemical change in the environment by a
motor reaction.

[The] complicated activities of such highly developed
organisms as ants and bees may be subsumed, with sur-
prising completeness, under some such heading as the
' chemorefiea.' Pap. Sci. Mo., Marvh, 1902, p. 163.

chemosed (kem'ozd), a. [chemo8(is) + -e(J2.]

Marked by chemosis. N. E. D.
chemosynthesis (kem-6-sin'the-sis), n. [NL.
chem(icus), chemic, + Gr. aMemg, synthesis.]
The formation of carbohydrates out of inor-



chemosynthesis

ganic compovmds by an organism in darkness
or in the absence of sunlight : contrasted with
*^hoto8ynthesis. Haeckel (trans.), Wonders of
Life, p. 215.

chemotactic (kem-o-tak'tik), a. [chemotaxis
(-tact-) + -ic] 1. Concerning or pertaining
to the motion of cells or of organisms in rela-
tion to chemical substances ; exhibiting chemo-
taxis.— 2. Inciting chemotaxis. '

Since Cohnheim's great discovery in 1867 we have
known that the central phenomenon of what is termed
by pathologists infimn/mation is what would now be called
a chemotactic one ; for it consists in the gathering to-
gether, like that of vultures to a carcass, of those migra-
tory cells which have their home in the blood stream and
in the lymphatic system, to any point where the living
tissue of the body has been injured or damaged, as if the
products of disintegration which are set free where such
damage occurs were attractive to them.

Smithsamwn, Rep., 1803, p. 458.

chemotactism (kem-o-tak'tizm), n. Same as
*chemotaxis.
So with the fly. Certain chemical stimuli from meat

cause a fly to lay ite eggs. In the fat these stimuli are
lacking. They can be produced artificially. In tlie short-
hand jargon of science, it is simply a chemical reaction
between certain substances in the skin or sense organs of
the fly and the meat, a case of chemo-tactivm,

C. bnyder, New Conceptions in Sci., p. 202.

chemotaxic (kem-o-tak'sik), a. A bad form
for *chemotacUc. Med. Record, March 7, 1903,

p. 392.

chemotaxis (kem - o - tak ' sis), n. [NL. chem-
(icus), ehemic, -I- Gf . rafif, arrangement.] The
locomotion of organisms or of cells in relation

to chemical substances, or the property lof

certain chemical substances to attract or repel
living cells at the point of action : in the first

instance there is positice chemotaxis, in the
second negative chemotaxis. The peculiar
response of the white blood-corpuscles to

chemotactic stimulation is of fundamental
importance in the defense of the animal organ-
ism against bacterial invasion.

Among 'stimuli acting unilaterall;^, perhaps none 'has

proved more interesting, in late times, than what is

known as Chemotaxis. By it is meant the property an
organism endued with the power of movement has to

move towards or away from a chemical stimulus applied
unilaterally. Encye. Brit, XXXI. 618.

chemotic (ke-mot'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

chemosis.
chemotropic (kem-o-trop'ik), a. [NL. chem-
(ieus), ehemic, + dr. rpdirog, a, turning.] Of
or pertaining to the growth or bending of or-

ganisms in relation to chemical substances;
exhibiting chemotropism. Also chemotropical.

chemotropically (kem-o-trop'i-kal-i), adv. In

a ohemotropic manner ; by and with chemot-
ropism.
chemotropism (ke-mot'ro-pizm), n. [chemo-

trop-ie + -JsTO.] The growth or bending of

organisms, or of the parts of organisms, in re-

lation to chemical substance.

The chemical effects of the diflfusing molecules on cer-

tain elements of the skin influence the tension of the

muscles, as the rays of light influence the tension of the

muscles in heliotropic animals. The orientation of an

organism by diffusing molecules is termed chemxitropimi,

and we speak of positive chemotropisrn when the animal

is forced to bring its axis of symmetry into the direction

of the lines of diffusion and to turn its head toward the

centre of diffusion.

J. Loeb, Compar. Physiol, of the Bram, p. 186.

chSne (shan), n. [F., 'oak.'] An oak-leaf de-

sign printed on any textile fabric.

chenille, n. 3. A name given to the cotton

leaf-worm or cotton caterpillar, the larva of

Alabama argiUacea, by Louisiana planters of

French descent, and adopted by many others.

chenocholalic (ken'^o-ko-larik), a. [Gr. x'Irv,

goose, + xp^> ^ile, + -al^ + -»c.] Same as

>'chenocholic.

chenocholic (ken"6-kol'ik), a. [Gr. xnv, goose,

+ xolfi, bile.O derived from goose-bile.—
Chenocbolic aclo, an amorphous bibasic acid, C27H44O4,

formed by boiling taurochenocholic acid with barium

hydroxid. ,._„., , -.„
Chenopodiales (ke"n6.po-di-a'lez), n.ph [JnL.

(Britton, 1901), < Chenopodium -h -ales.^i An
order of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous,

chiefly apetalous, plants, it is generally herbaceous,

with hermaphrodite flowers, superior ovary, and utricular,

capsular, or baccate fruit It includes 10 families, of

which the most important are the Chenopodiaeex, Ama-
ranthacex, PortiUacaeese, and SUenacese.

chenotaurocholic (ke " no - ta - ro - kol ' jk), a.

[Gr. x^> goose, + ravpog, bull, + x«M, wle,

-i- -ic. 1 Relating to a form of tauroeholic acid

nresent in goose-bile.—ChenotauroehoUc acid, »

Biliary acid, O^BHigNSOg, found in the hile of geese.

cherem, n. Same as *herem.
.^ . „

chernites (ker-ni'tez), ». [L- chermtes, < Gr
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xepv'iTTig.'i A variety of marble, resembling
ivory, used by the ancients for making sar-

cophagi.

cherridaryt (cher'i-da-ri), n. [Also cherredery,
cheridary, charidare's (pi.), carridaries (pi..

Yule) : of E. Indian origin.] An Indian cotton
fabric, usually having narrow stripes. A. M.
Marie, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 83.

cherried (cher'id), p. a. ^cherry + -e^K']

Cherry-colored: as, cherried lips. Goldsmith.

cherry1, ™.—Bitter cherry, Prunus cmargiimta, a wild
cherry of the northwestern United States which raises
from Montana to California. Its bark, leaves, and fruit

are intensely bitter. —Black cherry. Same as rum-
cherry, and the more usual name.—Brazilian cherry,
Cayenne Chenry. Same as Surinwm -kcherry (0).

—Cherry fruit-maggot. See *fruit-maggot.—Cherry
leaf-beetle. See •T«a/-6eeHe.— Cherry leaf mildew.
Same as cherry blight.— Cherry leaf-Sl>Ot. Beeieleci/-
8pot.— Cherry-BCale, an Amencan diaspine scale-insect,
Aspidiotus forbeH.—Fire Cherry, the wild red cherry or
pin-cherry, Prunus Pennsylvanica : so called because it

springs up freely on lands recently devastated by fire. See
pin-cmrry.— Herbert River cherry. Same as Queens-
land iteherry.— 'Roily-Cherry, the noUy-laurel or islay.

.\lso called holly-leaf tauret and holly-leaved laurel.—In-
diancherry, (a) The Carolina buckthorn, Rharrmus Caro-
liniana. (b) The service-berry, Amelanchier CanadCTisis.—May-cherry. Same as June-berry. Also called ser-
vice-berry and »Aod-6«sA.—Mexican cherry, the form
of rum-cherry, Prunus seroti-na, found in Mexico and ad-
joining regions : by some thought to be a distinct species.—NaUve cherry, an Australian tree, Exoearpus eupres-
siforrdis, of the sandalwood family, the edible fruit of
which consists of a fleshy, cherry-like pedicel bearing a
single-seeded nut. See eherryl, 3 (6).

—

New Mexican
Cherry. Same as Jfean'caft*cAcrrj/.—Oak-leafcherry.
Same as igiaV'—Pigeon-Cherry. Same as pin-cherry.
—Poison black cherry, the deadly nightshade, Atropa
Belladonna : so called from the resemblaiice of the berries
to black cherries.

—

Queensland cherry, the fruit of a
shrub or small tree of the spurge family, Antidesma
Dallachyanum. It is the size of a large cherry, and has
a shar^, acid flavor resembling that of the red currant,
and, like it, makes a good jelly.

—

Quinine cherry.
Same as bitter -kckerry.—Sour cher^, Prunus Cerasus,
the fruit of which is sour in a wild state.— Spanish
wild cherry. Same as I'sJa;/.-Surinam cherry, (a)

See Surinam cherry. (6) A shrub or small tree, Eugenia
uniJUyra, a native of South America, which produces
luscious, bright-red, cherry-like fruit about an inch in
diameter and agreeably acid. Also called Cayenne or
Brazilian cherry Miipitan^a.—Sweet Cherry, Prunus
avium. It bears sweet fruit even in a wild state.

—

West-
ern Choke-cherry, Prunus demissa, a wild cherry of
the western United States which ranges from the Rocky
Mountains to the Pacific coast ; it is a small tree and bears
pleasantly flavored fruit somewhat resembling that of the
choke-cherry. — West Indian cherry, (a) See Bar-
bados cherry under eherryl. (b) Prunus sphserocarpa, a
small evergreen tree which ranges from southern penin-
sular Florida to the West Indies and Brazil.

—

Wild black
cherry, the black cherry or rum-cherry, Prunus serotina.—Wild cherry, a name applied (a) specially to the sweet
cherry, Prunus avium, in a wild state, and (6) generally
to any of the native American cherries, as P. serotina,
P. Virginiana, P. Pennsylvanica, etc., and particularly
to the less-known species, such as P. emarginata, P.
Alabameneis, and P. OMStralis. — WUA red chenr,
(a) See pin-ckerry. (6) Improperly, P. angustifolia, the
Cliickasaw plum (which see, under pluml).

—

Wlllow-
leaf cherry, Prunus' salicifolia. It has willow-like
leaves, and ranges from southern New Mexico and Ari-
zona to Colombia and Peru.

cherry-aphis (cher'i-a''''fis), n. A plant-louse,

Mysus cerasi, which infests the leaves of the
cherry in the early summer.
cherry-birch (cher'i-bereh'), n. See birch, 1.

cherry-borer (cher'i-b6r"er), n. The larva of

an Australian tortricid moth, Maroga gigan-
tella, which bores into the trunk and limbs of

the cherry, plum, apricot, nectarine, and
quince in Australia.

cherry-bug (cher'i-bug), ». An American
coreid bug, Metapodius femoratus, which
attacks the fruit of sweet varieties of cherry
in the southwestern United States. Also known
as the thighed metapodius (which see, under
thighed).

cherry-fair (cher'i-far), n. [ME. chery feire.'i

A fair held in cherry-orchards, in some parts

of England, for the sale of the fruit: long re-

garded as typical of the shortness and uncer-
tainty of life and the fleeting nature of its

pleasures: as,

Al is but a chery feire, Gower.

Cherry-fairs are still held in Worcestershire ... on
Sunday evenings, . . . and being almost always a resort

of lovers, and the gay portion of the lower classes [they]

may appropriately retain their significant type of the un-

certainty and vanity of the things of this world.
Halliwell.

cherry-louse (cher'i-lous), n. An aphidia, My-
zus cerasi, which attacks the buds and young
foliage of the cherry.

cherry-red (oher"i-red'), a. Clear, moderately
dark red in color—Cherry-redheat,atemperatme
higher than dull red and lower than bright red, as these

colors appear in heated iron in daylight.

cherry-seeder (cher't-se'der), n. A machine
for removing the pits from cherries and other

fruits. It is essentially a double-bladed knife which moves

chest

Cherry-seeder.

ite tor cutting out stone-; d, hancue. witn r

spring, for operating knife ; c, clamps

cnerry-seeaer.

a, Icnife for cutting out stone-; b. handle, with return
spring, for operating Icnife : c, clamps

in guides, and is operated by hand. It cuts outand removes
the pits and delivers the pits and the fruit separately.

cherry-slug (cher'i-slug), n. The larva of an
American saw-fly, Eriocampoides limacina.

. Of, pertaining to, or exhibit-

i innocence of the 'cherubs' or

Cherry-slug ^Mriocamfoides limacina).

a, adult saw'fly; b, c, slug; a. d, f, enlarged ; <^, leaves
showing slugs at work, reduced. (Marlatt, U. S. D. A.)

cherry-stoner (cher'i-st6"n6r), ». Same as
*cherry-seeder.

Cherry-tree bark-louse, an American lecaniine, Lcca-
nium eerasifex, which lives on the twigs and smallbranches
of the cherry-tree.- Cheny-tree plant-lOUBe, an aphi-
did, Myzus cerasi, which lives on the leaves and buds of
the cherry-tree.

—

Cherry-tree scale-lnsect. Same as
scurfy -kbark-louse.— Cherry-tree Thecla. Same as
*caraZ Aairstreai.- Cherry-tree ugly-nest tortricid,
an American tortricid moth, Archips cerasivorana, whose
larvae make unsightly webs amon^ the leaves of the choke-
cherry and sometimes of the cultivated cherry.

Chersydridae (k6r-sid'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Chersydrus, a genus of snakes ( < xv""^) "^T
land, -I- v6pa, a water-snake), -I- -idse,] A
family of ugly but harmless snakes, of aquatic
habits. They have the postfrontals bounding the orbits
posteriorly and extended forward to form their superior
borders, to the exclusion of the frontals. The species are
Asiatic.

cherubic, a. 2.
ing the childish i

winged child-angels represented by painters
and sculptors. See cherub, 2 Cherubic friar,
a Dominican friar : so called because it was assumed that
the Dominicans were given especially to the pursuit of

Icnowledge, a quality ascribed in angelology to the cher-
ubim.

cherubimical (eher*o-bim'i-kal), a. Same as

cherubimic.

chervil, n sweet chervil. (6) Same as tweet

cicely (b).

Cheshire cheese. See *cheese^.

chess^, n. 2t. Dice. Pope (trans.), Odyssey,

I. 143 Blindfold chess, a game of chess conducted

by a player who does not see the board. The eyes of the

player are seldom or never actually blindfolded.

CheSS^, n Red chess, a brome-grass, Bromus rubens,

introduced into the Pacific States from southern Europe.

It is noxious in sheep-pastures because ite awns become
entangled in wool. The panicle is tinged with reddish

brown. Also called red brome.

chessy (ches'i), a. Characteristic of good

chess-play: as, chessy situations. N. E. D.

chesti, n. 6. The funds of a public institu-

tion, or the strong box, coffer, or place where

such funds are, or are supposed to be, kept;

the treasury: as, a military chest; the uni-



chest

veisity chest ; the chesttoithe relief of maimed
mariners ; etc. — 7. In organ-huilding, see
M!«»ci-cfce««.—Barrel-Bhaped chest, a general rounded
bulging of the chest which moves but little during res-
piration : a condition present in emphysema of long
duration.— Cobbler's cbest, a deformity of the chest
marked by a sinking in at the lower extremity of the
sternum.—Dropsy Of the chest, hydrothorax.—Fun-
nel-chest. See Kfwnnel-chest.—German chest, an in-
clined rectangularbox used in washing ore, having several
rows of holes closed by pegs, which are inserted in succes-
sion from thebottom as the chest fills up : a square huddle.
The heads or rich mineral settle near the upper end of
the box, the middlings are found at the lower end, and
the tailings or waste flow out at the end holes. When
the box is full the different products are shoveled out-
Keeled chest. Same as ifchickeTi-breast.—Fhthlnoid
chest, a narrow chest markedly flattened anteriorly.

—

Flgeon-Chest. Same as •kchicke-n-breast

chest-bars (chest'barz), n. pi. A pair of fixed
vertical bars used in exercising the chest and
arms. They are placed parallel to each other so that
they may be grasped while the chest is thrown forward
between them.

chested (chest'ed), a. 2. In archery, gradually
decreasing in diameter from a point between
the nock and the center to both ends : said of

an arrow.
Chester limestone. See *U'mestone.

chestiness (ches'ti-nes), n. The feelings, atti-

tude, or manner of a 'chesty' person; defiant

self-assertiveness on the part of an ignorant
and pretentious person. [Recent slang, U. S.]

ches^machine (chest'ma-shen"), «. A ma-
chine used in gymnasiums to develop the mus-
cles of the chest.

chest-mangle (ehest'mang*gl), m. See man-
gle^, n.

chestnut, n.—chestnut disease. See *disease and
^.icrospetra.- Golden-leaved chestnut, the western
chinkapin, Caetanoptfis chrysophylla. See chinkapin, 2.

—Guiana chestnut, the seeds of Pachira aqitatica, a
large tree of Guiana and the lower Amazon.— Kafir
Chestnut. Same as wUd chestnut.

chestnut-blight (ches'nut-blit), n. A fungus,
Diaporthe parasitica, very destructive of the
chestnut-tree in the eastern United States.

chestnut-borer (ches'nut-b6r'''6r), n. An in-

sect which infests the chestnut Two-lined
chestnnt-borer, the larva of an American buprestid
beetle, Agrilus btlineatus.

chesty (ches'ti), a. [chesf^, »., -I- -^i.] In-

flated with an undue feeling of one's im-
portance, and inclined to show it in an im-
pudently aggressive way; ignorantly and
pretentiously self-assertive. [Recent slang,

U.S.]
cheval, w

—

a cheval, (6) in gambling, betting on two
events at the same time.—Fetits chevauz, a substitute

for roulette, in places where roulette is forbidden. Nine
models of horses with jockeys on them, each numbered,
are rapidly revolved in concentric circles, and the players
bet on the number of the horse that will have his nose
nearest the wire when they all come to rest. Bets may
be made on single numbers, paying 7 for 1, or on the
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6, 7, 8, 9, paying even money.

chevalet, m. 2. In glass-mamif., a grooved
bench for holding cylinders of broad glass be-
fore they are spread out.

Chevalier crab. See *cm!>i.— Chevalier d'or, the
French louisd'orwhich has on itaMaltese cross.— Cheva-
lier of fortune, one who lives by his wits : same as
chevalier d'indugtrie.—The Chevalier, James Francis
Edward Stuart, son of James II. of England, the Old Pre-
tender; also. Chevalier de St. George.—The Young
Chevalier, Charles Edward Stuart, or Prince Charlie,

the Young Pretender.

cheveredt (shev'erd, ehev'erd), p. a. [Also
erron. chiBelled (in the one quot. known, 1658)

;

a reduced form in ignorant use of cheoroned
(spelled cheverned in 1543) : see chevroned.]

Same as chevroned. Alice M. Earle, Costume
of Colonial Times, p. 141.

Chev6 system. See •''system.

cheville, n. 2. A meaningless or redundant
syllable, word, or phrase used to complete a
verse or round off a period.

The genius of prose rejects the cheville no less emphati-
cally than the laws of verse.

Contemporary Rev., April, 1886, p. 651.

Cheviot finish, a coaree, closely curled nap given to

woolen cloth, as cheviot

chevron, n. 5. pi. In carp., a pair of rafters

set up and meeting at the ridge ; or two rafters

held together at the foot by a tie of some kind

and therefore ready to put into place as a truss.

chevronelly (shev'rg-nel-i), a. Same as chev-

rone.

chevy, n. 2. The game of prisoners' base.

Chevy-chase (chev"i-eha,s'), n. A scampering

noise or chasing about; a running pursuit.

See Cheey Chase in the Century Cyclopedia of

Names.
chew "V. t.—To chew oakum (naut), said of a vessel

when 'it grinds the calking out of its seams by its working.

This occura eitjier from weak construction or from heavy

laboring.
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chew-stick, n. 2. In Sierra Leone, the root of

the cola, Bichea acuminata, which is chewed for
the purpose of cleaning the teeth and sweeten-
ing the breath.

ch. g. An abbreviation of chestmit gelding.

Ch. nist. An abbreviation of church history.

chii (ki, dhe), n. The twenty-second letter of

the Greek alphabet, X, Xr corresponding to the
English ch.

chi^ (chi), n. [Also chigh; appar. California
Indian. Ct.hitch^.'\ A Ush, Lavinia exilicauda

:

same as *hitch^.

chiaroscuro, ». 4. A style of painting on en-
ameledpottery praotisedby the Italian potters.

chiasmal (ki-az'mal), a. [chiasm + -o^i.] Of
the nature of a chiasm ; crosswise : as, chiasmal
interpositions.

chiasmic (M-az'mik), a. [chiasm + -jc] Same
as ^chiasmal. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 252.

Chiaster (ki'as-ter), n. [Appar. < Gr. xh tl>e

letter X, + aariip, star.] In sponge-spicules,
an aster with slender cylindrical rays.

chiastically (ki-as'ti-kal-l), adv. In the man-
ner of a chiasmus.
chiastoneury (ki-as-to-nii'ri), n. [Gr. ;f(a(TTiic,

arranged X-wise, -I- vevpav, nerve.] The con-
dition of having the pleurovlsceral connec-
tives crossed, as in the prosobranchiate gas-
tropods.

chibinite (ehi'bi-nit), n. [Finnish Chibind,
on the Kola Peninsula, Finland, + -jte^.] In
petrog., a name given byW. Bamsay (1899) to
a variety of nephelite-syenite containing segi-

rite, aemite or arfvedsonite, and eudialyte,
and having a somewhat laminate texture.

Chicago (shi-ka'go), V. t. [In allusion to the
assumed meaning of CAica^o, namely, 'skunk'
(it really means 'at the place of the skunk or
skunks').] In card-playing and other games,
to 'skunk' or 'whitewash' (an opposing side)

;

that is, to prevent it from scoring any runs or
points. [Slang, U. S.]

Chicago blue, gray, orange, pool. See *&2ue,

etc.

chicane, n. 3. A quibble : as, a chicane about
words.— 4. In bridge whist, a hand which is

void of trumps ; it entitles the holder to score
simple honors. When the hands of two part-
ners are both void of trumps it is called double
chicane.

chicayote (che-ka-yo'te), n. [Also chilacayote,

chiUcoyote, chilicothe, etc. ; Nah. chichic, bitter,

+ ayotl, gourd or squash.] A name in Mex-
ico of several wild gourd-like plants, espe-
cially of Cucurbita fcetidissima, which is also
known as calabacilUi amarga ('bitter gourd'),
and of Cucurbita radicans. The name appears
in various forms. In California, as chilicothe,

it is applied to Mierampelis macrocarpa. See
'''chilicothe and calabamla.

chicharo (ehe'cha-ro), n. [Sp. chicharo, pea
or pea-vine.] In Porto Eieo, a name applied
to a number of small leguminous vines, espe-
cially the lablab, Dolichos Lablab.

chicharro (che-char'ro), n. [Sp., prob. < chi-

charra, an imitative var, of cigarra = It. ci-

gala, cicala, < L. cicada, a cicada.] A caran-
goid fish, Trachurops crumenopthalmus, found
on both coasts of tropical America. Also
called goggler, goggle-eyed jack, and big-eyed
scad.

chicken-berry (ehik'en-ber''i), n.
;
pi. chicken-

berries (-iz). [A substitution for checkerberry.]
Same as checkerberry, in both senses.

chicken-bill (ehik'en-bil), n. The sora, Por-
zana Carolina, so called ^from its short bill.

[Local southern U. S.]

chicken-breast (chik'en-brest), n. A condition
in which the sternum projects forward, the
arch of the ribs on either side being flattened.

chicken-bug (chik'en-bug), n. A bug that in-

fests chickens—Mexican cblcken-bug, a oimicid or
bedbug, Acanthia inodora, which attacks poultiy in Mex-
ico and has also been found in southero New Mexico. See
-kcoruco.

chicken-corn (chik'en-korn), n. A form of
durra, Andropogon Sorghum cei-nuus, with the
densely flowered panicle abruptly bent or re-
curved so as to point downward, it is laigely
cultivated as a cereal in Africa and to some extent in
Asia, and is sometimes planted in America, its seed being
valued as chicken feed. Also called white Egyptian corn.
See Borghum, 2.

chicken-fixings (ohik'en-fik'singz), n. pi.
Something nice in the way of food, or better
than usual. [CoUoq., U. S.] *

chicken-flea (chik'en-fle), n. A tropical and
subtropical insect of the family Pulicidx, Sar-

chickweed

copsylla gallinacea, of wide distribution, itia

especially attracted to poulti7 but also attacks young kit-

tens, puppies, calves, eolts, and even children.

chickenhood (ehik'en-hiid), n. The state or
condition of a chicken.

chicken-louse (ehik'en-lous), n.
;

pi. chicken-

lice (lis). Any one of several mallophagous
parasitic insects, as, (o) Gowiocotes abdominalis,

the large chicken-louse ; (6) Goniodes dissimilis,

the chicken Goniodes; (c) Lipeurus hetero-

graphus, the Lipeurus of the chicken and phea-
sant; and (d) lApeurus variabilis, the variable

chicken-louse.

chicken-mite (chik'en-mit), n. 1. A minute,
almost microscopic mite, Cytoleichus (formerly

Cytodites) nudus, of the family Cytoleichidse,

which infests the air-passages and air-cells, and
other portions of the domestic fowl. It is called

the in ternal chicken-mite.— 2. A similar mite of

the same family, Lamniosioptes cysticola, which
occurs on the skin, but commonly penetrates

also the subcutaneous connective tissues,

where it gives rise to a calcareous cyst. It in-

fests chickens, geese, and pheasants, and is

called the cystic fowl-mite.— 3. The itch-mite

of fowls, Sarcoptes {Cnemidocoptes) mutans a,nd

galUnse, serious enemies of domestic fowls.—4.
Same as *chicken-tick, 1.

Chicken-mite iSarcq^tes mutans).

Male and Female. (After Robin.)

chicken-pecked (chik'en-pekt), p. a. Ruled,
controlled, or worried by wilful children.
Compare henpecked. [Humorous, U. S.]

chicken-pepper (ohik'en-pep"er), n. The
small-flowered crowfoot, Banunculus abortivtts,

of the United States, which has numerous small
aehenes in globular heads.
chicken's-toes (ehik'enz-toz), n. The glass-

wort, Salicornia herbacea; also the coralroot,
Corallorhiza odontorhiza. The allusion is to the
fruiting spikes of the former and the roots of
the latter.

chicken-tick (chik'en-tik;), «. 1. Dermanyssus
gallin.se, a mite of the ts.ra.My Dermanyssidie, a
most pernicious pest of the hennery, which
gathers on the fowls at night and sucks their
blood. Sometimes they infest human beings,
causing acariasis. Also called chicken-mite.—

Chiclten-tick (J^ermanyssits ffaUimz).

, adult ; *, tarsus ; c, moutli-parts ; d, and e. yoi
enlarged. (Osborn, U. S. D. A.)

2. An ixodid mite, Argas miniata {americana
Pack.) which does great damage among poul-
try, especially in the Southern States, where it

ranges from Texas to California. Infested
chickens droop, refuse to' eat, and finally drop
and die.

chicken-turtle (chik'en-tfer'tl), n. A small,
common, fresh-water turtle, Chrysemys retic-
ulata, of the southern United States. See
chicken-tortoise.

chickweed( n—Barren chlckweed, Cerastium ar-
vense oblonmfotium, of the eastern United States.—
Chlckweed geometer. See *i7eom««e)-.— Germander
chlckweed, the fleld-speedwell, Veronica agrestu.—
Great chlckweed. See SJciiaria.— ivy-chlckweed.



duckweed
Same as germander *chickweed.

—

Sea-chlckweed. See
seo-cMctoeed.—Star-chlckweed. Same as great -kchick-
weed.— Star-flowered chickweed. Same as star-flower
(a).—Water-Chlckweed. See water-chickweed.—V&tet
moaae-«ar cblckweed, one of the water-chickweeds,
Alsine aquatica.

chicle (ehlk'l, Sp. che'kla), n. [Amer. Sp.]
Same as chicle-gum.

chico''' (che'ko), n. [Short for. Sp. chicozapote, <
Mex. xicoteapotl.'i In the Philippine Islands,
the sapodilla, Sapota zapoUlla, a tree of Mexi-
can origin. See sapodilla.

Chico group. See *gr(mp^.
cbicolar (chik-6-lar'), n. [Perhaps a variation
of escolar.'] A deep-water tropical fish. Same
as *escolar.

chicot (she-ko'), n. [F., a stump or stub.] A
French-Canadian name of the Kentucky coffee-
tree, Gymnocladus dioica (which see, under
coffee-tree).

cllidra group. See *group.
chief. I. n— Chief of ordnance, the senior officer of
the ordnance department in the United States army.

—

Chief of staff, (a) in the United States army, a gen-
eral officer temporarily detailed by the President to exer-
cise general supervision over all troops of the line and
the staff-corps and departments of the army, (ft) The
senior general-stan officer on the staff of the commander
of an army, army-corps, division, or department, (c) The
senior officer on the personal staff of a flag-officer in com-
mand of a fleet or squadron. When practicable, he is

senior in i-ank to all other officers under command of the
flaft-offlcer.—Chief petty officer. See *o#cer.—Maori
chief, Notothenia coriiceps, a fish of the family Trachin-
idee found in the waters of Australia and New Zealand.

II, a—Chief officer (naut.X the deck-officer next be-
low the captain in rank; the fcst mate; the officer on
whom would devolve the command in the event of the
disability or removal of the captain.

chifEbn, n. 2. A thin gauze— Chiffon lace, sUk-
embroidered chiffon.

chi-fu (ehe-fo), n. Same as chili-fu.

cMga (ohe'ga), n. [Native name.] A tree of
the senna family, Campsiandra comosa, found
in the Guianas and Venezuela. Its large flat

seeds contain starch and are used as food by
the natives.

chigger (chig'Sr), n. A perverted form of

chigoe. Compare jigger^. Cambridge Nat.
Sist., VI. 525.

chigh (chi), n. Same as *chi^ or *hitch.

chigoe, n. 2. A larval harvest-mite, as the
so-called Leptus irritans. Same as red-bug and

chigoe-poison (ohig'd-poi'''zn), n. The strang-

ler-trees, Clusia alba and C. rosea. See Clima
and *aralie.

Chihuahuan (ohe-wa'wan), a. Of or pertain-

ing to Chihuahua, Mexico : in biogeog., inhabi-

ting the region in the neighborhood of Chihua-
hua, a portion of the Sonoran subregion of

the austro-occidental life-district of the Ameri-
can continent.

chi-hwan (che-whan), n.pl. [Chinese chi, raw,
untamed, -I- hwan, in Mandarin dial, fan, bar-

barians.] The aborigines of Formosa who
have not been assimilated by the Chinese, or

one of them. They occupy the mountainous
portions of the island.

chikore (ehi-kor'), » [Also chickore, chikor,

chuckoor, ohukore, ehukor (NL. cMikor), prop.

ehakor, < Hind, chakor, < Skt. ehakora, the

red-legged partridge.] The red-legged par-

tridge of the Western ifimalaya. Northern Pun-
jab, and Afghanistan. The name is also applied by
sportsmen to the snow-cook of Ladak, Tetraogallus him-
luayenm, and Ortygornis galaris, a handsome partridge of

eastern Bengal.

chil, »., a., and v. A simplified spelling of

ehill^.

chilalgia (M-lal'ji-a), n. [NL. , < Gr. xslM, lip,

+ d^yof, pain.] Pain in the lip.

chilarium (ki-la'ri-um), ». ;
pi. chilaria (-a).

[NL., <Gr. ;f£i;iof, lip, -t- L. -anwTO.] 1. The
stylet-shaped process behind the mouth in

Limulus.— 2. Tn bot., a structure in the seed-

coat of Phaseolus, consisting of two valves

which by hygrometrie movements cause its

rupture.

child^. A simplified spelling of chilled.

childhood, » second childhood, the childishness

often incident to old age ; dotage.

childie (ehild'i), n. Ichild + -Je2.] A little

child : a fond diminutive.

childing daisy. See*daisy.

children's-bane (chil 'drenz- ban), n. The
American water-hemlock, Cicuta maculata:

so called because its root causes death to chil-

dren who mistake it for an edible root. Also

called children's-death.

children's-death (chil'drenz-deth), n. Same
as *children's-bane.
child-study (ehild'stud-i), n. Systematic phys-
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iological and psychological study of children
and their ways, especially in regard to their
educational adaptabilities and capacities, with
a view to determine effective methods of
teaching and of overcoming disabilities.

Chilean cedar. See *cedar.
Chilhowee sandstone. See *sandstone.
chiliadic (kil-i-ad'ik), a. Ichiliad + -ic] Of
or pertaining to a chiliad.

chiliarchy. n. 2. The post of chiliareh.

chiliastical (kil-i-as'ti-kal), a. Chiliastic ; also
inclined to favor the views of the chiliasts.

chiliastys (kil-i-as'tis), n. [Gr. dial. xi^<"'Tk,
in dialects of Ephesus and Samos, < Gr. x'^'-'^i,

a thousand: see chiliad.'} In Gr. antiq., in
Ephesus or Samos, a tribe or division of one
thousand citizens. Jour. Hellenic Studies,
VIII. 107.

chilicote (ehe-li-ko'ta), n. [Mex. Sp.: see
*chicayote.] A name in northern Mexico of
Eryfhrina coralloides, a small thorny trifoliate
tree belonging to the Fabacese, the hard scar-
let seeds of which were formerly strung into
necklaces by the Indians. They are ground to a
powder and are used medicinally in some parts of Mexico,
both as an external application for headache and internally
as an emetic. Like other bright-colored seeds used for
beads they are also called colorin and peonia.

chilicothe (ehi-li-ko'the), n. [One of the mod-
ifications of the Mex. chicayote, bitter-gourd.]
A name in California of several wild cucum-
bers, especially of Micrampelis macrocarpa.
The fruit, when green, is a large prickly ball, but when
ripe it becomes lily-like thiough the rolling back of the
segments of the capsule, which are internally pure white.
The large brown hai'd seeds resemble beans. They are
strung into necklaces by the Indians. This plant and
others resembling it have enormous tuberous roots, on
account of which they are sometimes called man-root, or
old-man-in-the-ground. See iechicayote and •kchilicote.

chilacoyote (chi"la-eo-y6'ta), n. [One of the
modifications of Mex. chicayote, bitter-gourd.]
A name in California and northern Mexico of
several wild oucurbitaceous plants. See cala-
basilla and *chicayote.

chilidium (ki-lid'i-um), ». ;
pi. chilidia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. ;fEi/iof, a beak, + dim. -idium.'] In
the Brachiopoda, a convex plate which appears
in mature stages of some of the species as an
outside envelope of the cardinal process of the
dorsal valve. It is analogous to the deltidium
of the ventral valve, but is not homologous
therewith either in origin or function.

Chiliferidse (kl-li-fer'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
xelh}g, lip, + L. ferre, bear.] A family of
eiliate Protozoa, of the order Holotrichida.
They have the mouth in the anterior part of the body or
near the middle, the pharynx undeveloped or small, and
undulating membranes at the edge of the mouth or in
the pharynx. The family includes file genera Leueophrys,
Glaucoma, Colpoda, and others.

chilitis (ki-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. x"^S> lip, +
-itis.'i Inflammation of the lip.

Chilled iron. See *iron.—Chilled meat, etc., meat,
flsh, poultry, and other food material kept at a moder-
ately low temperatm'e, but not always frozen, in a cold-
storage warehouse or in the cold-room of a steamer.

chill-harden (chirhar"dn), v. t. To harden
(steel) by heating it to a cherry-red heat and
cooling it suddenly by water or a jet of air. The
carbon enters into combination with the ii'on and the
steel is resistant to abrasion, and has a high elastic limit.

See chill-hardening and chilled casting.

Chilli sauce, a highly-seasoned tomato sauce flavored
with chillies.— ChUJl Vinegar, vinegar flavored with red
peppers and used as a sauce.

chill-room (ohil'rom), n. A cold-storage room
or refrigerator chilled by pipes in which cold
brine circulates : used to chill meats, etc.

In the preservation of meat, from the time that the
beef, sheep, or hog is killed, it is kept in cold storage or
chill rooms, until the time that it is taken from the refrig-

erator to be prepared for the table.

Sd. Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p.

Chinese Ladybird {Chilocorus similis).

a, second larval stage; *, cast skin of same: c. full-grown larva

;

d, method of pupation, the pupa being: retained in split larval skin

;

e, newly emerged adult not yet colored ; f, fully colored adult.

All two and a half times natural size. (Marlatt, U. S. D. A.)

china

ChiloCOrUS (ki-lok'9-rus), n. [NL., < ;f«/U)f,

lip, -I- (appar.), «6po(, sprout, shoot.] An im-
portant genus of coccinellid beetles, of wide
distribution and comprising more than 30
species, all of which are important enemies
of scale-insects. C. bimlnerus is the ' twice-stabbed
ladybu-d ' of the United States, and C. similis is the Chi-
nese ladybird imported into the United States by the
United States Department of Agricultui-e, from China, to
destroy tlie San Jos^ scale.

chilomalacia (ki-lo-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
;fE(/lof, lip, -I- fiahiKia, softness.] Same as noma.
chiloschisis (ki-los'ki-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
XelAog, lip, -I- axiciQ, cleavage, separation,
< axiieiu, cleave, separate: see schism.] Same
as harelip.

chilostome (ki'lo-stdm), n. and a. I. n. Any
member of the Chilostomata.

II. a. Pertaining to or resembling the Chi-
lostomata.

chiltern (chil'tSm), n. and a. [Chiltern, a local

name.] I. n. A kind of dry, open soil charac-
teristic of certain parts of England.

II. a. Characterized by the prevalence of

the soil known as chiltern: as, chiltern coun-
ties.

chimborazite (chim-bo-ra'zit), n. [Chimborazo
(where found) -I- -ite^.] Same as aragonite.

chime^, v. t. 3. To announce, indicate, sum-
mon, or bring about by chiming or stroke of
bell : as, to chime (or strike) some particular
hour ; to chime one to sleep, or to supper, etc.

Chlme-and-cllime, end to end : said of barrels so ranged
that the head of one butts against the head or bottom of
another.

chimney, W. 4. (c) a vent through which volcanic erup-
tion has taKen place.

He [De Launay] believes that since the cavities which
contain the serpentine pipes are in the nature of volcanic
chiimieyg, water, penetrating to the contact of a molten
metallic bath charged with various carburets, caused the
sudden formation of carburets of hydrogen, and by their
explosion the opening of the volcanic chimv^s.

Smithsonian Rep. {Nat. Mus.), 1900, p. 605.

5. A very narrow cleft in a cliff.

I lowered myself through the chimney, however, by
making a flxtme of the rope, which I then cut off, and
left behind, as there was enough and to spai'e.

Whymper, Scrambles among the Alps, p. 119.

chimney-sweep, ». 4. In angling, an artificial

fly used in salmon-fishing : named from its

black color— Chimney-sweep's cancer. See -tican-

cer.

chimopelagic (ki"mo-pe-laj'ik), a. [Gr. x^'/^.
winter, -f TveTtayog, sea.] Rising to the surface
of the sea in winter, but living in the depths
of the sea during the warm season. Many
Badiolaria, Medusse, Siphonop)iora, pteropods,
and heteropods are chunopelagic. See *allo-

pelagic, *bathypelagic, *nyctipelagic.

chin, V. i. 2. In gymnastics, to lift the weight
of the body by the arms on a horizontal bar
until the chin is brought over the bar. Also
used transitively : as, to chin the bar.

Chin. An abbreviation of (a) China; (b)
Chinese.

china, »—Alabama china, ironstone chhia table-
ware made in Burslem, England, for the warship Alabama
of the Confederate States navy, about 1862. It was deco-
rated with a central design of two, crossed cannon sur-
rounded by a wreath of the cottoii- and tobacco-plants
and the motto of the vessel. Several services of this now
celebrated pattern were produced, and pieces ai'e sought
as historical relics.— Antlslavery' china, Anglo-Amer-
ican pottery made by Staffordshire potters for the promo-
tion of the antlslavery cause in the IJnited States, form-
ing paaii of the decoration is a quotation from the iirst

amendment to the Constitution of the United States, with
eagles and appropiiate mottoes in the border design. In
some pieces the name of Elijah P. Lovejoy, who became
a martyr to the cause at Alton, 111., in 1837, appears.
Also called Lovejoy china.— Canton China. Same as
India -kchina.— China mark, a collector's name for an
aquatic moth of the genus Hydrocampa.— Cincinnati
china, pieces of a white stoneware table-service decorated
with the flgure of Fame holding a tnunpet ui one hand
and the insignia of the order of the Cincinnati in the
other : made in China, about 1784, for the Society of the
Cincinnati in tlie United States.— Columbian Star
china, table-services made extensively by John llidg-

way, of Hanley, and William Adams and Sons, of Tunstall,
England, for the American market during the presidential
campaign of 1840. The design consists of a view of the
celebrated 'log cabin,' the birthplace of William Henry
Harrison, surrounded by a border of stars, printed in blue,

pink, and other colore. This pattern was also copied by
Petrus Regout, a potter of Maestricht, Holland. Also
called log-cabin china and Harrison chi-na.— Erie
Canal china, potteiy or cream-colored ware made by
Staffordshire potters for the American market in commem-
oration of the completion of the Erie Canal in 1826. It

was produced in a great variety of designs, printed in dark
blue and other colors, showing various views of the canal
and portraits of eminent Americans.— India chlna^ a
variety of Chinese porcelain or stoneware, usually with
blue decorations, carried by the East India Company to

England, Holland, and the United States, during the eigh-

teenth century ; also modem Chinese ware of the same
character. See India ware—Ironstone China. See



china

iron«(on«.—Log-eabln china. See Columbian Star
*cAi7Mj.—Lovejoy china. See antislavery *china.—
Uartha Washington china, French porcelain table-
waie decorated with a cliain of fifteen links, eacli contain-

Plate of Martha Washington China.

ingtlie name of one of the States, and, as a central device,

the monog:i'am M. W. in a golden sunbuiBt. Around the
etige of each piece is a painted serpent, forming a com-
plete circle. This service is supposed to have been pre-

sented to Mrs. Washington by the French officers who
had fought witli the Continental army. The design hes
been extensively copied.

—

Masonic china, china deco-
rated with emblems of the order of Freemasons. Hard-
paste porcelain punch-bowls, jugs, and other articles so
ornamented were made in China and taken to England
and thie United States by the East India Company. Ma-
sonic creanl-ware was also produced in Staffordshire
early in the nineteenth century, with transfer-printed
symbols and inscriptions. Pitchers and mugs of this
character, with black and green devices, were also made
in Liverpool for the British and American trade, many of
which survive in private and public collections.— Mil-
lenium china, plates and other pieces of a table-service
bearing a printeti device m color showing a lion led by a
child, surrounded by lambs, the all-seeing eye, and quota-
tions from the Bible : a popular design produced by Staf-

fordshire potters about 1835.

—

Nanking china. Same as
India -kehina.—Stone china. Same as iriynsUme •kchina
and white -kgranite.—Syntax China, blue china with
printed designs after Kowlandson's illustrations of Wil-
liam Combe's Tours of Dr. Syntax : made at Cobridge,
Staffordshire, by James Clews, early in the nineteenth
century.

china^ (ke'na), n. [Erroneous spelling of Mna
or quina, perhaps suggested by the unrelated
ehinchona, cinchona.2 1. Cinchona bark.— 2.
Quinine.

Cuiua box, brier. See 6oa;i, *l)rier.

chiiialdine (ki-nal'din), n. Same as *quinal-
dine.

chinamania (cha'na-ma''''ni-a), n. A craze for

collecting china.

Like other mild forms of insanity, chinamania has its

peculiar phases, and attacks different individuals in very
different ways. All the Year Bound, April 3, 1875, p. 11.

chinamaniac (clii'na-ma''ni-ak), n. One who
is smitten with the chinamania; one who has
a craze for eoUeetiiig china.

china-metalt (ohi'na-met"al), n. An old name
in Europe fop porcelain and majolica ware
before their true nature had become knovm.

Their Venice-glass, and Purslane and China^Metal,

cracks with as slight a blow as pots of coarser Clay.

A. Wcuker, Leez Lachrymans, p. 13. N. E. D
chinamine (Mn'a-min), n. Same as quinamine.

cMna-root, ». S. Smilax Pseudo-China. See
china *brier.

chinaseptol (kin-a-sep'tol), n. A yellowish,

crystalline compound (CgH6(OH),S03H.N)
bearing the same relation to chinoliue that

phenol-sulphonio acid does to benzol : used as

an antiseptic as a substitute for salol. Also
called diaphtol.

china-steps (chi'na-stepz"), »• pi- A pyrami-

dal stand consisting of two or more steps on
which china vpas formerly displayed. It was
usually placed on the top of a high-boy.

China-town (ehi'na-toun), n. A section of a

town in the United States occupied chiefly by
Chinese and in which they live more or less

in accordance with their own customs.

China wood-oil. See *wood-oil.

chinch-bug, » False Chlnch-hng. (a)An American

antliocorid Bug, Triphleps insidiosus, which resembles

the true chinch-bug, but is carnivorous, preying upon

plant-lice and other small soft-bodied insects. (6) An
American lygseid bug, Nyeius angustatus, frequently

mistaken for the chmch-bug. It is wide-spread and

damages grape-vines, strawberry-plants, and garden vege-

tables. See Nyeiun, with cut—Mmute false cnlnctt-

htie a bug, Nyeim minwtue, of the family Lygaiidm,

somewhat resembling the chinch-bug. It feeds on cru-

ciferous plants.

Chin-chinl (chin'ohin'), »• [A corruption of

Chinese t^ing, ts'ing (or ch'ing, ch'ing), m
which tsfing means beg, pray, request, have
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the goodness or the kindness to, please. The
reduplication is much used in Chinese formal
intercourse to introduce many polite phrases
which are seldom completed : as, " I pray you "

(do not stir) ;
" allow me" (to refill your wine-

cup); "please! please!" (no more for me);
"I pray you" (to allow me to take my de-

parture), that is, "to say good-by," etc.] 1.

A Pidgin-English form of salutation : as, chin-

chin! old man, what place yon go?
On the thirty-sixth day from Charing Cross a traveller

can . . . be making his cAin-cAin to a Cliinese mandarin.
Pall Mall Oaz., April 15, 1886.

2. One's greetings, respects, or regards : as,

please give my chin-chins to A when you see
him.— 3. A parting salute ; ' good-by.'
chin-chin^ (chin'chin'), V. t. To greet; salute;
pay respects.

The belle of the tankas arrives first ; and showing her
beautiful white teeth as she "chin-china" the captain,
makes fast to our paddle-box.

All the Year Round, April 30, 1859, p. 1&

chinchin^ (chin-chin'), m. [Chilean.] 1. An
evergreen shrub or small tree, Azara micro-
phylla, of the family Flacourtiacese, or its hard
wood. It is often cultivated as an ornamental
plant and bears exceedingly fragrant small
green flowers. — 2. An ornamental shrub,
Polygala thesioides, native of Chile and Bolivia,
bearing blue flowers. See Polygala.

chincof, n. A simplified spelling of chincough.

chine-gall (chin'g&l), n. Rheumatism of horses
and cattle which becomes localized in the
muscles of the loins. Also called Ivmibago and
ehine^elon.

chinela (che-na'la), n. [Sp. chinela, chanela =
Pg. chinela '= Cat. chinella=: It. pianella, a slip-

per, dim. of Sp. *cfeo»o (otherwise Wano) =Pg.
chSo = It. piano, flat, level, plane: see plame';
plain, and piano.'\ In Spanish-speaking coun-
tries, a slipper ; in the Philippine Islands, a na-
tive slipper without a heel and with a very small
upper which barely covers the toes : worn by
women.
Chinese artichoke. See i^chorogi.— Chinese banajia,
brake, cat, etc. See -kbanana, -kbrake^, -kcat^, etc.

—

Chinese potato, Chinese yam. See •kdnna'm&nr'm.ne
ajid yam-, 1.

chin-fly (chin'fli), n. . A horse bot-fly, Gas-
trophUus nasalis, possibly so called because
its eggs are laid about the horse's mouth where
they can be reached by the tongue of the horse
and thence carried to its stomach. ^
Ch'ing porcelain. See *porcelain^.

chinin (Mn'in), n. [china^ + -i«2.] Same as

quinine.

chinfcl, «. 2. The variegated pattern shown
by oak and other woods when cut across the
grain.

In discussing with my agent the difference between the
wood of the sweet chestnut and that of the oak, he spoke
of the chink of these woods, meaning the variegated
pattern which they present when sawn.

N. and Q., June 2, 1900, p. 432.

chink^ (ehingk), n. [Appar. a var. of fcraifcl.]

A sprain of the back. [Eng. dial.]

Chink'' (ehingk), n. A Chinaman. [U. S.

slang.]

chin-key (cMn'ke), n. In psychophys., an
electric key which is closed or opened by the
movement of the lower jaw : used in reaction
experiments. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p.
154.

Chinkie (ching'ki)^ n. IChinW + -Je2.] A Chi-
naman. [Australian slang.]

The pleasant traits- of character in our colonialised
Chivkie, as he is vulgarly termed (with the single varia-

tion ' Chow '). A. J. Boyd, Old Colonials, p. 233.

chinkie^ (ehingk '1), n. [Var. of Mnkle^.']

Naut., a turn or kink ia a rope.

chinkie^ (chingk'l), v. t. [Preq. of chinlfi.']

To tinkle or cause to tinkle
;
produce a con-

tinued 'chinking' sound: as, to chimMe the
small coins in one's pocket.

chin-music (chin'mu"zik), n. Persistent chat-
ter or talk. [Slang.]

chinny (chin'i), a. [chin + -yi.] Talkative

;

given to talk. [CoUoq.]

1 forgot all about the old lady, though she was more
chinny than the young one. Bread^'winnerg, vii.

Cbino (che'no), n. [Appar. orig. Sp. chino, a
Chinese.] A person of one quarter iDdiim and
three quarters negro blood. [Mexico.]

An Indian marrying a negress produces a "Sobo," and
the latter engenders with a negress a " Chvno."

Deniker, itaces of Man, p. 542.

Chinoist, »• [P.: see Chinese.'] A Chinese or
the Chinese. Purchas.

Chionaspis

The Chtnoys who live at the bounds of the earth.

Sir T. Browne.

chinoiserie (she-nwoz-re'), n. [P., < Chinois,

Chinese.] 1. Chinese conduct, methods, or
ways of doing things ; a Chinese characteris-

tic.

The men occupied the carved teakwood stools about a
large table. . . . The women stood by and served them.
. . . The whole was a bit of bright chinoiserie worth in

itself a journey to witness.

W. H. Bishop, in Harper's Mag., May, 1883, p. 830.

2. A Chinese curio, knickknack, or product:

as, "Japanese tea-trays, chinoiseries," etc..

Miss Braddon.

Chino-Japanese (chi'no-jap-a-nes or -nez*), a.

and n. I, a. Eelating'to both China and Ja-
pan: as, Chino-Japanese relations; Chino-

Japanese trade.

II. n. The Chinese language as used and
pronounced in Japan : as, kai for Chinese hai,

the sea ; ToMo for Chinese Tung King, Eastern
capital (the city formerly known as Yedo) ; do
for Chinese tao, road, circuit; mei or mio for

Chinese ming, bright, clear, distinguished, etc.

Also called Sinico-Japanese.

Chinoline blue. See *blue.

Chinologist (chi-nol'o-jist), n. Same as sinol-

ogist.

Chinology (ehi-nol'o-ji), n. [China + -olo^y."]

Same as sinology.

Chinook salmon. Same as quinnat.

chinoral (ki-no'ral), n. l*china^ (quina) +
{-chl)oral.'i An oleaginous, very bitter liquid

containing quinine and chloral hydrate : used
internally as a hypnotic and externally as an
antiseptic. Also quinoral.

chinosol (kin'o-sol), n. l*china^ (quina) +
-ose -)- -oZ.] Same as *quinosol.

chinovic (ki-no'vik), a. l*cMna^ (quiMa) +
L. ovum, egg, -1- -ic] White, and derived
from china (quina) or cinchona bark

—

Chinovic
acid, a white, finely crystalline powder of undetermined
composition, contained in cinchona bark and also obtained
by decomposing chinovin by boiling with dilute acids.

chinovin (ehin'6-vin), n. [chinov(ic) + -in^.]

A whitish, intensely Taitter glucoside of uncer-
tain composition, extracted from cinchona
bark.

chin-strap, n. 2. A strap which passes under
the jaw of a horse and connects with the nose-
piece and bridle-checks.

Chiodecton (kJ-o-dek'ton), m. [NL. (Acharius,
1814), so called in allusion to the white thallus.

Chiodecton myrticola.

a, plants showing habit; b, section through a stroma and the apo-
thecia ; c, ascus and paraphyses ; d, spores ; e, sporophores with
pycnospores; c, d. and t greatly enlarged. tFroin Mngler and
Pflantl's " Pflanzenfaniiliea.")

< Gr. x"^y snow, + (appar.) deicrdg, acceptable
(pleasing?).] A large genus of crustaceous
lichens with Chroolepus gonidia and more or
less disciform apothecia, either sunken in or
seated upon a stroma. Most of the spe(nes
occur upon bark in tropical or subtropical
regions.

Chiodectonaces (ki-o-dek-to-na'se-e), n. ph
[< Chiodecton + -acess.} A family' of crusta-
ceous lichens, namedfrom the genus Chiodecton
and having the apothecia mostly sunken in
stromata.

chionablepsia (ki*o-na-blep'si-'d), n. [NL.,
< 6r. ;t:i(jv, snow, -i- a^Ahj/ia, blindness.] Same
as snow-blindness.

Chionaspis (ki-o-nas'pis), n. [6r. ;i;«ov, snow,
+ dmrts, a shield.] A genus of scale-insects.



Chionaspis 237 chirospasm
Very unlike ... to a set of chipped instnunents belong- chirization (ki-ri-za'shon), n. FAlso cheiriza-mg to the ... period of the cromlechs in France and Eng- -- '• '• -" , -4 " , .

>-

land. E. B. Tylor, Early Hist of Mankind, vlii.

Chippendale (cMp'en-dal), n. The name of an
English designer and maker of furniture,
Thomas Chippendale, who published a book
of designs in 1752, and whose name became
attached to a style of furniture prevalent
from the middle to the end of the eighteenth
century. The designs were an English adaptation of
contemporary French styles. The general characteristics
were elaboi-ation and delicacy, with an affectation of sim-
plicity not founded on solidity. A style of book-plates is
also known by this name. See *furniture.i

The earlier examples [book-plates] of this Chippendale
manner are tolerably ponderous and simple.

Eruyyc. Brit, XXVI. 304.

Orange Chionaspis (CA.;m«f/ij-<:«>T), illustrating a group of the chipper^, ». 2. A laTgre marble used bv bovs cMrl (cliferl), V. [An imitative var., in freq.

Srte;^^"Af1eTMlfrStM''°""°""'"'-
Enlarged about seven i^ Scotland to chip at and Scatter a row of form, of chirki, chirm. The Sp. ehirlar, prat-

marbles while standing at a certain distance, tie, chirriar, chirp, are imitative words of
Also called a phmker Pneumatic cblpper, a independent origin.] I. intrans. To sing-
small impact-machme worked by compressed air, used for warble; chirm.
chipping or cutting metal ; a pneumatic hammer used for TT trans To wflrblo like a bird
chipping. The pneumatic chipper replaces the hammer ..if ,f/'"t^ « Sw ,, 1 1 A tir,H „fand cold-chisel and does the work more quickly and with Cmrl {eh6Tl)j n. [chzrl, V.} 1. A kind of

tion, < 'chirize (Gr. ;t">,'tand, + -ize) + -ation.]
The process of development by which the hand
has become a more and more important ele-
ment in human activities ; also a supposed cor-
related process of development of mobility and
of increasing importance of centrifugal over
centripetal movements.
Now pedal development is one of the special processes

of peripheral (or centrifugal) functioning and growth in-
volved in the general process of cheirization, which, co-
ordinately with cephalization, defines human progress;
and this developmental process explains the specializa-
tion of the Sen along one or more lines, and connects the
special development directly with environing conditions.

nth An. Hep. Bur. Amer. Ethnot., i. 167.

chirk^ (chferk), n. A perverted form of chert.

—Orange Chionaspis, a diaspinescale-insect, Chionaspis
citri, of wide distribution, which aflects the foliage and
bark of citrus plants.

This species (Chionaspis eitri Comstock) occurs in the
orange groves of the Eastern United States, and is also
especially troublesome in I/ouisiana, as first shown by the
observations of Dr. Howard, and, later, of Professor Mor-
gan. The latter reports it as being very prevalent from
New Orleans to the Gulf, and that its presence on the
trees causes a bursting of the bark and very ugly wounds.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 270.

Cllionodoxa(ki''o-n6-dok'Ba).TO. [NL. (.BoJssJer, ..
1844), in allusion to their early-blooming cnippers (chip'er), v. t.

habit, < Grr. x^^v, snow, + 66^a, glory.] A eteerup.

small genus of hardy bulbous plants of the
family lAUaceee; the genus includes 4 species

less exertion on the part of the operator.

chipper^ (chip'er), n. [Prom *ehipper^, v.,

freq. of cMp^.] Twitter; chatter. [Dialectal.]
The wreaths of foam [of the sea] . . . made a mirthful

chipper and laugh under the song of the soaring larks.
E. Burritt, Walk to Land's End, p. 314.

To make 'chipper';

Perhaps the hardest thing that Sylvia did through the
day, was the setting to work to^chipper her mother up.

, . ," ..' S n 4. J A '\r' Jfrs. ITAitJwj;, Other Girls, xviiL
which are natives of Crete and Asia Mmor rii.t««>.^o'^«« /„i,;« „ ™,s'„» \\, j t
/Mt. Ta.rBn«> Th. «„„.« ... ™„,i ,r,A K,.,. ,™. Chippewayail (chip-e-wa yan), a. and n. I(Mt. Tarsus). The flowers are small and blue (run-
ning into white and red forms), with recurved, spreading,
acute segments, dilated filaments, and smaU or capitate
stigma. They are among the best of early flowering
plants, blooming in February, March, and April, according

Of or pertaining to tlie Chippeway, Chippewa,
or Ojibwa tribe, one of the Athapaskan tribes chirograf, n.
'
"

'
graph.

chirografy,

«

.. 1. A
hammer weighing about a pound and a half,
used for striking the head of a chipping- or
cold-chisel.—2. A pneumatic hammer used for

1-1111 I ^bXLC/JlXy, II

musical warble
His [Leigh Hunt's] voice, in the finale of it, had a kind

of musical warble (chirl we vernacularly called it) which
reminded me of singing birds.

Canyle, in Mrs. Carlyle's Letters, L 2.

2, Same as chirm, n., 2.

chirls (cherlz), n. In mining, coal which passes
through a harp or screening-shovel ; small
coal free from dirt. Also churrels. [Scotch.]
chirognomist (ki-rog'no-mist), n. [chirognom-y
+ -j«t.] One who tells fortunes or reads
character by an inspection of the hand or the
lines on it ; a palmist.

of Canada,
II. n. A member of that tribe.

Since their infeoduction to cultivation in°187rthey''h'a™ ''?^PP??'5t*??S?E (ehip^ing-ham_''''6r), «..

been widely cultivated under the name ^iory 0/ tAe ano«j.

chionophilous (ki-o-nof'i-lus), a. [Grr. xi-^t
snow, + 0i?.£Jv, love.] Preferring the winter:
applied specifically by Ludwig to the winter-
leaves of Hellebm-usfvetidus.

chionopliobous (ki-o-nof'6-bus), a. [Gr. xi^v,

snow, + ijiojielv, fear.] Stunning the winter

:

applied specifically by Ludwig to the summer-
leaves of Sellebortis fcetiduB.

chip^, V. i. 4. In poJcer, to bet a counter of the _...^^...„ ^
smallest value, in order to keep in the pool chip-syringe (chip'sir"inj)

A simplified spelling of chiro-

A simplified spelling of chirog-
raphy.

chirograph, n, 2, A contrivance for holding
a beginners hand in a prescribed position
while he is learning to write.

chipping; a pneumatic chipper (which see, chirographal (ki-rog'ra-fal), a. [chirograph
under *chipper^)

chipping-machine, n. -Fnenmatlc chipplng-m%-

+ -ail.] i_ Relating to chirography.—2. In
one's own handwriting ; autographic.

~'
' a.

until others declare,

chipi, n. 9. Specifically, in gem-cutting, a
cleavage which weighs less than three fourths

of a carat.— Chip bark, the broken pieces and chips

of chichona bark, used principally by manufacturers of

quinine and other alkaloids, in distinction from druggist's

bark, which consists of the finer unbroken quills.— Sara-
toea clliI>B, potatoes cut into thin slices, crisply tried,

and dried in an open oven.

chipS (chip), n. 1. In wrestling, a. special mode
of throwing one's opponent ; a trick. N. E. D.
—2. A quarrel; a falling out; a 'spat.'

[Prov. Bng.]

chipa (ehe'pS), ». [Quicha chipa, Aymar4
cehipa, cover, wrap around, as a bundle.] In

South America, a net made of leather thongs,

used for transporting fruit and also heavier

loads. Trunks
and boxes are usu-
ally covered with a
chipa to protect
them on long and
difficult journeys.

chipped (chipt),

a. [Also chipt,

< chif- + -edXl
Having small
pieces or flakes

broken off

;

made by a pro-

cess of chip-

ping: said of
stone imple-
ments made of

flint, jasper,

obsidian, and
other brittle

stones. Chipped
stone implements
are generally
roughly shaped
with a s^all ham-
mer and then fash-

ioned by chipping
or flaking with ^
bone flaker which ^ , „,. - At. j..-„ .

stone, small chips „, , ^ » • ,

being taken off by pressure. The edges of stone uuple-

ments are also chipped by nipping.

chmes, hand-held machines in which the chisel-edge is cMrOgraphary (ki - roff ' ra- fa - ri), a. [ML.

^''^^^^;S^^%'^^l^^.^^^^Jl>^,^r "' ^Jl^rographarins, < chirogrdphum, chirograph.]

Same as
°^ pertaining to, or given m, one's own

as handwriting: as, a ohvrographary creditor,
that is, one who holds an acknowledgment of
indebtedness in the debtor's own handwriting.

chipping-strip (chip'ing-strip), n.

A rubber bulb
with a fine nozle attached, used for blowinar or „i,4-..i /i,T/.An ». m. - u j _i. ? -i a-

Chiauechiaue (che"kiohe'ka), «. [Carib
alcohoho solution of various antiseptic oils and

name.] In Venezuela, the bast-palm, Attalea „i,s-.™«_„i„ /i,i „= /„ ii\ „ m^S T"^'''^''
''^"^- ^-^""'^"-^ trd!'\^";^afe^en^etf'EnWgmenT^

C^iral (ki'Al), ., [Gr. ,..p,hand, + ;.^.] Of ,^,^^^^^^^,^l^^\ [^r. ;,.>, hand,
-I- fiiTpm, measure.] .An instrument used to

_ - A
or pertaining to the hand. See i

chirality (M-ral'i-ti), n. [ehiral + 4ty.'] In
optics, the power'possessed by certain crystals
and opticaUy active substances of turning the

measure slopes and angles of elevation, as the
angle of elevation of a rifle, or the angle of
heel when a ship rolls.

^«-°h„ °^ polarization of light to the right or chironomid (ki-ron'o-mid), a. and n. I. a. Of
or belonging to the' dipterous family Chiro-feft hand.

The book is largely a new creation. It surveys a vast
range, all the cognate subjects on which the author feels
that he has something new to communicate— laws of
diffusion of gases, transparency of the sky, detailed dynam-

II. n. A member of the dipterous family
Chironomidie.

ics of optical chirality, motion of molecules through chiropodalgia (ki'ro-po-dal'ji-S;), n. [NL., <
»ther,etc. jr<.««r«, May 6, 1904, p. 5. Gr. ;t«iO, hand, + mCg (ttoJ-), "toot, + iT^yog,

chirapsia (ki-rap'si-a), n. -[NL., < Gr. x^pafla, pain.] Severe pains in the hands and feet
a touching or rubbing with the hands, < x^^P, occurring in aerodynia.
hand, -f- SnrTecv, touch.] Friction with the chliopodical (ki'''ro-pod'i-kal), o. Of, pertain-
hands ; rubbing ; massage. ing to, or involving chiropody.

ChirarthritiS (ki-rar-thli'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. As we passed rapidly over a woodland space, . . .

Xeip, hand, -I- apBplTig, inflammation of the something hurt my foo^ and taking off my shoe, I found

ioints: see arthritis.^ Inflammation of the that a small cAirooodicaJ operation was necessaiy.

z • 4. e 4.i,„ -1 J „ J fi „«„ Geo. MacDfmmd,
joints of the naud and fingers.

Geo. MaeDonald, Wilfred Cumbermede, xvii.

chiratin (ki-ra'tin), n. [NL. chirata + -i«2.j chiropodism (ki-rop'6-dizm), «. Ichiropod-y

I. [ehiropo-
A neutral, yellow, resinous, intensely bitter + -ism.'] Same a,s chiropody.

compound, C26H48O16, found in the stalks of chiropodistry (ki-rop'o-dis-tri),

chiretta (Swertia Chirata). dist + -ry.] Same as chiropody.

chiratogenin (kir-a-toj'e-nin), n. [NL. chirata chiropodology (ki"rop-o-dor6-ji), n. [Gr. x^'^P,

+ -gen, produced, + -itfi.] .An amorphous, hand, -I- ttovq (irod-), ifoot, + -')ioyla, iAiyuv,
neutral compound, C13H24O3, formed, to- speak.] 1. &a,iae &s chiropody.— 2. A treatise

gether with ophelic acid, by the hydrolysis of on, or the sum of knowledge regarding, chi-

chiratin. ropody.

Chir.B, .Aj] abbreviation of the Latin (7ft»rarflri« chiropterophilous (ki'"rop-te-rof'i-lus), a.

Baccalaureus, Bachelor of Surgery. [NL. chiroptera, bats, + Gr." ipiXelv, love, +
Chir. D. An abbreviation of the Latin Cfeirar- -oms.] In 60*., pollinated by the agency of

gisB Doctor, Doctor of Surgery. bats.

chirivita (ohe-rf-ve'ta), n. [Cuban Sp. chi- Chirosaiirus (ki-ro-sS,'rus), n. [Also Cheiro-

ribita, also chiriiico, a fish so called ; a West saurus : NL., < Gr. x^lp, hand, -I- aavpog, lizard.]

Indian fish, Pomacanthus arcuatus: cf. Sp. Seaaie&a *Chirotherium.

chiribitas, pi., floating specks in the eyes chirospasm (ki'ro-spazm), n. [Gr. x^Vt hand,

(muscx voUtantes).] A fish, the same as black + airaafidg, contraction : see spasm.] Same as

*angel. writers' cramp.



Chirotherium

Chirotheritun (ki-ro-the'ri-um), n. [Also
Cheii-otherium : NL., < Gr. x^ip, hand, + dvpiov,
a wild beast.] An extinct reptile, or, as now
supposed, a stegocephalian amphibian, whose
usually five-toed tracks (indicating a large
hind foot and smaller fore foot) occur in the
Triassic sandstones of Germany and Great
Britain. Also Chirosaurus.
Chirotrichidse (ki-ro-trik'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Chirothrix {-trich-) + -idee.] A family of
extinct malacopterygian fishes known geologi-
cally from the Cretaceous period.
chiiotype (Id'ro-tip), n. [Gr. x^i-P, hand, -f- Twroc,
type.J A specimen upon which a manuscript
name, or chironym, is based.

chirper, «. 2. A chirping cup ; 'the cup that
cheers.' [Colloq.]

Hand up the chirper ! ripe ale winks in it

;

Let's have comfort and be at peace.
G. Meredith, Juggling Jerry, at. 11.

chirpiness (ch6r'pi-nes), n. A chirpy state or
quality ; liveliness.

He saluted us with a cricket-like chirpiness of manner.
W. D. Howells, Italian Journeys, p. 248.

chirping (ohSr'ping), p. a. 1. That which
chirps (as a bird or cricket).— 2. That which
cheers or enlivens : as, a chirping cup or glass.— 3. Merry; hilarious; lively.

This carol plays, and has been in his days
A chirping boy and kill-pot

;

Kit Cobbler it is, I'm a father of his,
And he dwells in the lane called Fill-pot.

B. Jonson, The Masque of Christmas, at. 8.

4. Talkative.

He liked drink, too, which made him chirping and
merry. Thackeray, Catherine, viii.

chirpling (chferp'ling), n. [chirp + -lingKI A
little chirper; a young bird. N. E. D.

chirr (oher), n. [chirr, ».] A monotonous,
sharp, stridulous sound such as that made by
the cricket or cicada.

chirrup^, v. I. trans. 2. To cheer or applaud
(a public singer or the like, and for pay).— 3.
To produce or utter ohirpingly.

If part of their [ants'] building is destroyed, an official

is seen coming out to examine the damage ; and after a
careful survey of the ruins, he chirrups a few clear and
distinct notes.

I/ivingst&ne, Ezped. to Zambesi, ix.

VL. intrans. 1. To produce with compressed
lips and suction a sharp explosive chirping
soiind by way of greeting or pleasing an infant
or a cage-bird, or of coaxing and encouraging
a dog or a horse, etc.—2. To converse or sing
in a lively manner or in sprightly tones.

Then she is so accomplished— so sweet a voice— so ex-
pert at her harpsichord— . . . how she did chirrup at
Mrs. Piano's concert

!

Sheridan, Aivals, ii. 1.

Chirriiper (chir'up-er), n. [chirrup^, v. t., 2,
+ -eri.] One who chirrups or applauds ; a pro-
fessional applauder.

Did poet or painter , . . ever have a chirruper in their
employment? The players and singers in music-halls can-
not, it seems, do without him. It is his generous of&ce
... to inaugurate the applause.
J. Payn, in Illus. London News, March 17, 1888, p. 268.

chisel^, n.—Blacksmith's chisel, a heavy hammer
having a chisel-shaped peen.—Box-cblsel, a double-
bladed chisel for opening packing-boxes.—Gow-moathed
Chisel, a round-nosed cold-chisel ground to a blunt angle,
used for chipping hollows in metal.—Mortlsluif-ma-
chine chisel, one of the special types of chisel used in
power mortising-machines.

chiseled, p. a. 2. Shaped like a chisel : as, a
crowbar with a chiseled edge.

chisel-edged (chiz'el-ejd), a. Having the shape
of a wedge, with the cutting edge at the base

:

said of an arrow-head.
chiseler, chiseller (chiz'el-6r), n. [chisel^, v.,

+ -er'.J One who works with a chisel; one
who carves, cuts, or shapes with a chisel.

chisel-gage (chiz'el-gaj), n. A depth-gage
adapted to a chisel : used in making slivers or

chips in flooring where the chips are to be
turned back again and glued down to hide a
nail-head.

chiseling, chiselling (ohiz'el-ing), n. Chis-

eled work.
Do we not shun the street version of a fine melody?

—

or shrink from the news that the rarity

—

some hit oi chis-

etting or engraving perhaps ... is really not an uncom-
mon thing, and may be obtained as an every day pos-

session ? George Eliot, Middlemarch, v. 47.

chiselmouth (chiz'el-mouth), n. A cyprinoid

fish, Aerocheilus alutaceus, found in the lower

Coluinbia river and its tributaries, as far up
as Shoshone and Spokane Falls. Also called

chiselmouthjack.

chisel-rod (chiz'el-rod), ». A steel rod rolled
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to a suitable section for the forging of cold or

other chisels.

chiti, n. 3. pi. Small rice.

In the Carolina mills the [rice] product is divided into
'prime,' 'middling' (broken), 'smair or chits, and 'flour'

or 'douse.' F. L. Olmsted, Seaboard Slave States, vii.

chit^, n. 3. Also used attributively. See
ehiiiy-faced^.

But no thanks to that little jilting devil, Jenny Denni-
son, who deserves a tight skelping for ti-ying to lead an
honest lad into a scrape, just because he was so silly as
to like her good-for-little chit face.

Scott, Old Mortality, x.

chitarra (ke-tar'ra), n. [It. : see cithara and
guitar.'] An Italian musical instrument of the
lute family, but with a flat back and wire
strings, like the guitar. It was first used in
the sixteenth century.

chitarrino (kf-tar-re'no), n. [It., dim. of
chitarra.] A small chitarra, especially pop-
ular in Naples.
chitarrone (ke - tar - ro ' ne), n.

[It., aug. of chitarra.] A large
chitarra, usually with a double
neck, much extended, very simi-
lar to that of the theorbo and
archlute. For a time from the latter
part of the sixteenth century the chitar-
rone was much used as the bass instru-
ment in groups of stringed instruments.
The distinction between chitarrone and
archlute is not always observed in usage.
Properly the latter was a true lute, while
the former was closer to the guitar.

The chitarrone with its very long open
bass strings dates from 1689 andwas used
in orchestras in 1607.

Science, May 29, 1903, p. 870.

chitenidine (ki-ten'i-din), n.

[chiten(ine) +-id + -ine^.] A
crystalline alkaloid, C19H22O4
Ng + 2HqO, formed by the oxi-

dation of quinidine in an acid
solution of potassium perman-
ganate. It melts with decom-
position at 246° C.

chitenine (ki'ten-in), m. [Ap-
par. < chi(na^) + -t + -en +
-ine^.] A crystalline alkaloid,
C19H22O4N2 + 4H2O, formed by
the oxidation of quinine sulphate
with potassium permanganate.
The anhydrous base melts at
228° C

v-nitarrone.

chitinOUS, a— Ohltlnons degeneration. Same as
amyloid degeneration.

chiton, n. 3. In eool., an investing membrane
or sheath.
Ohitonelloidea(ki-to-ne-loi'de-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Chitonellus + -oidea.] A group of irreg-

ular chitons having the posterior valve funnel-
shaped and the laminae thrown forward. It

contains the genera Chitonellus and Choneplax.

chitosamin (ki-to-sam'in), n. [chit(in) + -ose
+ amin{e).] Same as '^glucosamin.

chitosan (ki'to-san), n. [c,hil{in) + -ose + -an.]
An amorphous compound, Ci4H260]oN2, ob-
tained by heating chitin to 180° C. with a very
concentrated solution of potassium hydroxid.
chitosarc (ki'to-sark), n. [Gr. x'-™'^, chiton.
+ aapl (aapK-), flesh.] That region of the
body of protozoans, as the Sarcodina, in which
the shell is formed. Wallich.

chitose (ki'tos), n. [chit{in) + -ose.] A sim-
ple sugar, CeHi206, ot)tained on oxidation of
chitosamin (glueosamin).

chitter^ (chit'er), n. [ehitter^, v.] The chat-
tering or twittering of birds. Mrs. Whitney.

chittering-bite (cMt'er-ing-bit), n. A bit of
bread eaten by boys who have been swimming,
to prevent shivering or the chattering of their
teeth with the cold; a shivering-bite. Also
called chittering- crust and chitiering-piece.
[Scotch.]

chittering-crust (chit'6r-ing-krnst), n. Same
as *chittering-bite.

chittering-piece (chit'6r-ing-pes), n. Same as
*chittering-bite.

chiule (ke-ul'), n. [ML. chiula (Nennius),
eyula (Gil'das), < AS. dot, ceol, ON. kioll, kjoll,

a ship: see keeP-.] An artificial term repre-
senting a Middle Latin form, in medieval
British historians, of the Anglo-Saxon and
Norse name for a ' long ship ' or ship of war.
chivalry, ».—Age of chivalry, the period, from the
eleventh to the fourteenth century, during which the
system of knightly military service, with all its privileges
and its hi^ ideals of valor, generosity, courtesy, etc., pre-
vailed.—The flower of cluval]7, the more illustrious
portion or most illustrious member of any company of
armed knights.

chloralose

chivarras, chivarros (che-var'ras, -rosX n.pl
[Mex. Sp.] Leggings. [Southwestern United
States.]

chi'70 (che'vo), n. [Sometimes erroneously
read or written chiro; < Sp. chibo, a kid, in

Cuba also a goat. Names of the goat are

often transferred to fish.] A mulloid fish,

Upeneus grandisquamis, found from Guaymas
to Panama.
Ch. J. An abbreviation (a) of chiefjustice, (6)

of chiefjudge.

Chlamydobacteriaces (klam*i-do-bak-te-ri-

a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Migula), < Gr. x^l'-^^
(;ifAa/iijd-), mantle, + Bacteriacex.] A family of

filamentous bacteria consisting of rod-shaped
cells surrounded by a distinct sheath. Repro>
duction is by means of either motile or non-
motile spores.

Chlainydomonadidse(klam''i-do-mo-nad'i-de),
n. pi. [NL., < Chlamydomonas {-nad-) + -idse.]

A family of Protozoa, of the order PhytoJUi-
gellida. They have usually a greenish body with a deli-

cate membranous shell, 1 or 2 contractile vacuoles at

the base of the flagella, and a single stigma or eye-spot.

This family includes the genera Chlamydomonas, ChXoro-
gonium, Polytoma, Bsematococcus, and others.

Chlamydonionadina(klam''''i-do-mon"a-di'na),
n. pi. [NL., < ChlamydomonasX-nad-) + -ina.]

A suborder of flagellate Protozoa, of the order

Phytoflagellida, including the families Chlamy-
domonadidse and PhacoUdse.
Chlamydomonas (klam'i-dom'o-nas), n. [NL.,
< Gr. x^l^^i (-"''"); mantle, + /iovii, a unit.]

The typical genus of the family Chlamydomo-
nadidse. Ehrenberg, 1834.

Chlamydothrix (kla-mid'o-thriks), n. [NL.
(Migula, 1900) (in allusion to the sheathed fila-

ments), < Gr. x^^l^^S (.X^l^i'^-)j a mantle, + 9p/f

,

hair.] A genus of filamentous bacteria con-
sisting of cylindrical cells arranged in non-
motile, unbranched, sheathed filaments. Repro-
duction is by means of non-motile, spherical or ovoid
spores, originating directly from tJie vegetative cells.

C. (Cladothrix) oehracea is acommon species occurring in
water impregnated with iron. See iron-bacteria, under
kbacterium.

Chlamysporum (kla-mis'po-rum), n. [NL.,
(Salisbury, 1808), < Gr. ;f/la/i<!f , mantle, -I- mropd,

seed. The seed of the type species is hooded
by an aril.] A genus of monoeotyledonous
plants of the family lAliacex. The type species,

C. junci^oliwm, is a native of Australia and is sometimes
cultivated. See ThysarMtus.
Chloasma cachectlcorrmi, discoloration of the skin oc-

curring in the subjects of chronic disease.—Chloasma
hepatlcum, liver-spots; cutaneous discolorations ac-

companying hepatic disorders. Chloasma Uterinum,
brownish-yellow patehes on the skin occurring in preg-
nant women.

chloracid (klo-ras'id), n. [chlor{in) -t- add.]
In ehem., an acid of which the electro-negative
radical is or contains chlorin.

Chlorsemidse, ». pi. See *chlorhsemidse.

Chloral camphor. See ^camphor.
chloral-acetophenonoxime (klo"ral-as"e-to-

fen-6-noks'im), n. Colorless prismatic crys-

tals,'CeHg.CHg.C = ON.CH.OELCCI3, obtained
by the interaction of chloral and acetopheno-
noxime at low temperatures. Upon contact
with acids it decomposes into its components.
Used in medicine in eases of epilepsy and
tetanus.

chloralamide (klo-ral-am'id), re. [choral +
amide.] A colorless crystalline compound,

OHCClg-CH < jjTT , obtained by conducting dry

ammonia into a solution of chloral anhydrid
in chloroform. It is an analgesic and hyp-
notic remedy. It is official in the U. S. Phar-
macopoeia (eighth edition) under the name
chloralformamidum.
chloral-ammonium (klo'''ral-a-mo'ni-um), n.

A colorless, crystalline compound obtained by
passing dry ammonia gas into a chloroformie
solution of chloral. It is almost insoluble in water,
but when boiled with water decomposes into chloro-
form and ammonium formate : tised as an analgesic and
hypnotic.

chloralic (klo-ral'ik), a. [chloral + -ie.] De-
rived from chloralose Cblorallc acid, a crystal-
line acid, C7HgCl30e, formed by the oxidation of chloral-
ose. It crystallizes in needles which melt at 212° C.

chloralimide (kl6-ral.-i'mid), n. [chloral +
imide.] A colorless crystalline powder, (CCI3
CH=NH) 3,obtained by heating chloral hydrate
and dry ammonium acetate to boiling, and

Ecuring into cold water. It is used as a
ypnotic.

chloralose (kl6'ral-6s), n. [chloral + -ose.]

A name given to two compounds, CgHj^i OgCla,
formed by the union of chloral and glucose.



cbloralose 239 chloroproteinochrome

?t"23(?c"The othif^a%'S,n?'?;;i,!w*^^^^
™^"5 Chlorid, »i.-AIkallne cmorld, a componnd obtained + NL. gonidium.-\ A green gonidium, as of

cmoraioxune (klo-ral-ok'sim), ». A class of Same as *so((j-cMre.—ciaorldpaper, plate. See*paper, cMoroliematm (Klo-ro-hem'a-tm), n. [Gr.
crystalline compounds, employed in medicine, *p'at«.—Ethyl, ethylene, et£ytidene,metliyl,nltro- x^-<^P^^! green, + E. hemdhn.] Same as
obtained by the action of various oximes sen. nltrosyl, stannic, stannous chlorid. See*ethyl, *hemm.
upon chloral: as ehloral-aoetaldoxime (CCU. phinriAafinn rwis r^^a'a>lnT,^ « Tha ant of cMorol (klo'rol), n. lohlor(in) + -ol] An
CHO-CH3.CH.N.OH), chloral-benzaldoxim'e %°orM& or oombinin^^'ehemicallv tith ^l'^^''"^ solution containing 1 part eaehof mer-
(CCI3.CHO-C6H5.CH.N.OH), ehloral-acetox- pWn^^ ?F

combimng chemically with
eurio chlorid, sodium chlorid, and hydrochloric

ime rCCl3.CHO-fcH3)2.CN.dH), chloral-cam- tSSS^kiZVl^^'^^^^'coS^^^nr^llXS^'i ?«i<J. and 3 parts of copper sulphate: a disin-
phoroxime (CCI3.CHO-C10H16.N.OH), and (AgCl) which can be dissolved by suitable reagents and fectant and deodorizer.
others. When heated with water these com- *^ precious metal so recovered. The operation of chlo- chlorometrical (klo-ro-met'ri-kal), a. Same
pounds decompose. They are used as hyp-

"dizmg is usually earned on in a roasting-furnace. Dur-
a.s chlorometric.*^ .. f •

-^"oj" ""«' uoDu no ujrp mgthe operation a small amount of ordinary table salt _. , ,. „ ,-„ , , ,notics.
_ (NaCl) is mixed with the ore, and this reagent effects the CnloroiUOnaaina (klo"ro-mon-a-di'na), re. pi.

Chloramine (klor-am'in), a. [c'hlor{in) + chloridation of the silver. [NL., < Gr. ;i;/U)p(ic, green, + /iefdc (/I'orad-), a
amine.'] Pertaining to an amine which con- chloriden (klo'ri-den), re. [chlorid + -en for unit, + -ina^.] A group or suljorder of flagel-
tains chlorin— Chloramine *l)rown, -A-green, -ewe.] Ethylidene chlorid or ethidenebichlorid, late Protozoa, of the order Phytoflagellida,
•orange, *yellow. See the nouns. CH3CHCI2. having the body somewhat plastic and with-
chloramylite (klo-ram'i-lit), «. [Gr. ;f/Ujp(if, chlorimetry (klo-rim'e-tri), n. Same as chlo- out a distinct membrane, and with numerous
green, + d/it)Xov, starch.] Chlorophyl granules romeiry. discoid chromatophores but no stigmata. It

derived from the transformation of starch, chlorin, re. Chloiln is now obtained on a great scale by includes the genera FacMotona and CflsJomorea*.

Belzwna. electrolysisof a solution of common salt, the Castner pro- fiVilnrnnol+ina Ckln*i-n-TiBl-t,i'na'> n nl <"Mr,

/.Mr.1.aiia«.,-o /Vl« ™ „s'™i s\ rAi„..-.i.7 cess being that chiefly used. See Cogtrier process.-- *','1J:,0'^°RS"P3. (Slo ro-pei-tl na;, re. ;)«. JNL,.,

cnloranemLa (klo-ra-ne mi-a),'«. [Also chloro- cauorln peroxld, a dark-yellow gas, with a peculiar < Gr. x^P^i, green, + velrv, shield, + -ma2.]
anemia ; NL. chloronamia < Gr. x^P«it green, smell, obtained by cautiously warming potassium chlorate A family of euglenoid Mastigophora, of the
-I- dvaifiia, bloodlessness (see anemia).'] In with strong sulphuiic acid. It decomposes with violent order Flaaellata, resembling Euqlena, but hav-
re*ec?.,sameasc7aoro./..

^ Sr^^c'kS'^lt'rrwXTo'l.S^"^^^^^^^^ ing a thicler cuticle It in^ludls the genera
cmoranemiC (Klo-ra-nem ik), a. [cMoranemta solution : used in analytical chemistry. Phallus ajud LepocmcliS.
+ -ic] Same a.s chlorotic. Bacfc, Med. Hand- chlorinate (klo'ri-nat), re. Ichlorim + -otei.] chlorophanic (kl6-ro-fan'ik), a. [chlorophane

/^i° ' Iv -*- t^""™ sometimes applied to the soluble + -»«•] Pertaining to or derived from chloro-
Chloranthacese (bl6-ran-tha'se-e), n. pi. bleaching-eompounds obtained from caustic phane—chlorophanic acid, a black crystalline organic

[NL. (Blume, 1830), < Chloranthics + -aceee.] soda or potash by the action of chlorin La- acid obtained as a decomposition-product of chloiophane.

A family of dicotyledonous, archichlamydeous barraque's fluid and Javelle water respec- chlorophenin (kl6-ro-fen'in), re. lchlor(in) +
(largely acblamydeous) plants of the order tively. phen(yl) + -in^.'] A direct cotton coal-tar color.

Piperales, typified by the genus Chloranthus, chlorine^ (klo'rin or -rin), a. [Gr. ;i:/iup<if, 1* is closely related to chloramine yellow.

and characterized mainly by the 1-3 stamens light green + -ine^.] Of the color of young — Chlorophenin orange. See*orange.

united with each other (when more than one) leaves ; light green. chlorophore (klo'ro-tor), re. [Gr. x^"P^, green,

and with the ovary. There are 3 genera and about chlorin'iferous (kl6-ri-nif'e-rus), a. [B. chlorin + -^opof, < (pepetv, bear.] Same as chromato-
33 species, natives of eastern Asia, India, the Pacific j. t, fprre hpnr- T HnTitnininCTaTid panahlp nf phore.

i?"s''wiufo'™oiite slifSate kavTs^and^SVns'icuoS'' furnishTng chlorin.
^°°'^'°'°e ^"° capaoie

^1^^^^^]^^^^ (klo-ro-fi'se-e),n.iJi.[Gr.;i;^<.'P<iC,

flowLrin'spfkeTOT paiicutate hllds.
"" 'noonsP'^ois

chlorinous (klo'ri-nus), a. [chlorin + -o««.] grass-green, + ^jj/cof (0w-), seaweed, + -ese.]

Chloranthaceous (klo-ran-tha'shius), a. Be- Belated to or resembling chlorin: as, a, chlo- P^^e of the principal classes of the algse con-

longing to the plant-family Chloranthaceie. rinous smell or taste. taming the majority of the grass-^een forms

:

Chlorapatite (Wor-ap'a-tit), re. rctor(m) + chloris.re. 3. Sameas^ora,2(6).-4. [Cfli>.]
fo^^rly called Confervoidese, Cor,Jervacex,

apatite.'] An apatite containing chlorin. The [NL. (Swartz, 1788).] A genus of plants and Ctorosporea

common varieties of apatite contain fluorin of the family Poacese. rhey are mostly perennials, chlorophyceous (klo-ro-fi se-us), a. In hot.,

and are oMei flmrapatites. See apatite. with flowers in digitetely arra^nged spikes There are of or pertaining to the Chlorophycese or grass-

_. i_ 4._ „ „ i . J J. ,,, i about 40 species, widely distributed m tropical and green alese.
CnlOrate, re. Pota^smm and sodmm chlorates are now „ami regions, variously known as finger-grass, dogS- Chlorophyl body, corpuscle, vesicle, a chlorophyl-
manufactured on a large scale by electrolysis of strong tooth grass, feather-grass, mndmiU-grass, etc. Several S"in w -granule

»" ^ •
>•* • v s

solutions in water of the corresponding ohlorids. species are cultivated as ornamental plants. See*;i«i7er. -ti„„„^.„i „aiii fkloVo fil oTan'O » Tn hnt
chloraurate(kl6r-a'rat),re. [chlorUn) + aurUc) grms,3. cnioropnyl-grain(klo ro-til-gran ), re. In bot.

+ .atei.]Sa.mea.s*aurichiorid. Chlpritlc marl, in »«< a former designation of a division one o! the small bodies which bear the ehlo-

o-hlnravni tk\or ay'aU n Tchlordn^i + ae(o^ »' the Lower Cfialk of England. rophyl, the green coloring-matter of plants.

"Kf° A subswh^taSfchUin^ll chloritization (klo-ri-ti-za'shon), re. [chlori- chlorophyl-^anule (klo'ro-fil^gran'ul), n.

one or more azo- and hydroxyl-|roups.-Chlo- «'^« + ,-«?'»»•] ^^. •P/*™*';'
^J"^

alteration of Same as *chloroph.yl.gram

razol blue. See *Mmc.
'' -^

s i- v, 1 minerals in a rock into chlorite. chlorophyllic (kl6-ro-fil'ik), a. [chlorophyll)

Ohlorella (klo-rel'a), re. rNL. (Beyerinck, chloritize (klo n-tiz), I!. I.
;
pret. and pp. cWo- -1- -ic] Of or pertaining to chlorophyl, the

1890), < Gr. ;tA<i'f><if,' greenish yellow, + dim. ritized,Tppr.chloritising. [chlorite + 4ze.i lu green coloring-matter of plants. &j»ore, Phvs-

-ella.'i A genus of unicellular grass-green ffeol., to alter, as the ferromagnesian rock- iological Chem., p. 21.

algSB occurring in symbiotic relationship with forming silicates (augite, hornblende, biotite, chlorophyllin (klo-ro-fil'in), re. [chlorophyl +
Mydra, Paramiecmm, Ophrydium, and 6'imila,r etc.), into the secondary mineral, chlorite. .^^2 j A chlorophyl-like coloring-substance
forms; the 'yellow cell' of /Sadiofana. At both walls of each apophysis the essential and nor- found in the Dinoflagellidia ; the green prin-

Chloremia, chloraemia (kl6-re'mi-a), re. [NL. mally abundant bisilicates of the granite are absent or
gj jg ^f chlorophyl.

chlorsemia, < Gr. x^P^U green, + aiila, blood.] ^iir'""*'' "' SA'^'ot.^SiltuV i^tr'af chlorophyllose (klo-ro-fil'os), a. [chlorophyl
Same a.s chlorosis. . r 17 „/., a. ™,„ i

+ -ose.] Containing chlorophyl; chlorophyl-
Chloretone (klo're-ton), re. [c7aor(o/o™) + chloritous (klo-n tus), «. [chlorite + -ous.]

i^eeous. ;ScJe«ce, jine 12, 1903, p. 936.
-et+-one.] A colorless crystalline eonden- bame as c/!(on»c. ,.,-, „ „ chlorophyr (klo'ro-fir), re. [Gr. ;t^wpd<:, light

nation nroduct fCH,)o C < ^^ of chloro- <'5^°T?*^t''^^
^''^°'""'"^* ^°^' ^^

gveen, + (por)phyr(y)'.-i jA pet?og., I'nLesation-product, (^3)2 . C < g(.,
ot chloro

^ ^t^yi ehlond |j^g„' ^ )[ Dumont 1850) to porphyritie
form and acetone. It is hypnotic and anti- chloroanemia (klo"ro-a-ne mi-a), re. Same as

giorite or diorite-poi-phyry with quartz and an
septic. Sa,me as ''acetone chloroform. *^"'oranemia.

_ * t,.„/io ^0^0 orthorhombic pyroxene: found at Quenast
The majority of deaths occ.„.ed in rabbits, after chlo- <="f"^.^.Te il^^roiiWeTf i^OtassluS and cMo- and Lessines, Belgium,

retone or urethane. The fatal dose for chloretone by °* a ^1?*"^ ot bromide ot potassium ana clilo-
gjiioj-oplast (klo'ro-plast), re. Same as c/tZoro-

stomach catheter, lies slightly above 16 cc. of a saturated ralamide in hconce-water, employed as a „;^«J ^ • *^ "
solution per kilo. Jour. Exper. Med., VI. 2,7. hypnotic and in seasickness.

p, , nWoplastin (klo-ro-plas'tin), re. A proteid

Chlorhama (klor-he'ma), «. [NL., irreg. < chlorocarbon (klo-ro-kar bon), re. Carbon
constituting the ground substance of the

Gr. rAupdf, green, + ai//a, blood.] The typical tetra-chlona, L/CU.
., ., , ^ r>i.f„;„oq ohlorophyl-granule. Schwarz.

gen|s o^th^e family cll}.h.mia.. Dujardin, tl^^ctTa^n^d cTi^mi: aTil!'
" °'*""''

chloropla^ifate (kia-ro-^lat'i-n.t), re [chlo-

OMorh«mid«, Chlor«mid« (Mor-he'mi-d., Ohlor^^^^^^^^^^^ '^^d''^::^me.^Z^efr.t^SZ-
kl6-rem'i-de), n. pi. [Nib., < Chlorh^ma + ^ ^^'^3"^""\ti:?i'tel^

^
reoctond, the name of a different compound:

-y«.] A family of cheetopod annelids, of the ^"J^'ZT^Z ^Ttln rn kok'um^ re FNL < as, potassium chloroplatinate, KjPtCle.
order Poij/c^i^to, having an elongated cyUn-

^^l°^°ZT^ein T^^L^ler^ (^,Jore) ]
chloroplatinite (M6-ro-plat'i-ni?), re. '[cWor<^

drical body with green blood, the color being
Y'<r^^.T^'f S^!« '<,rlfin Xi formerlv called platin-ic + -ite^.] A salt derived from chloro-

due to the presence of chlorocruorin. Also j^JZZ,^^ (^h!oh%!!^
^ formeriy called

^^^^.^^^^ acid.-ihloroplatinlte process, in i;A,^

called PfeerMSJd^.
OJ^SIOCOCCMS ^wmcn s,_ee;.

. > „ rn» 5,,„/, toflr., a process in which paper sensitizecTby a mixture o(

Awhi^WTi CWor-hi'drin) re [chlor(in) + ChlorOCrUOrin(klo-ro-kro'o-nn),re. [Gr.;r/«p<if, potassium chloTOplathiite Mid fenic oxalate is changed
Chlorhyann (klor-hl ?"n^' "• LC'J'O'W -r

j^ ^j oj + ,^^2.] A green £n exposure to light, the feme salt being reduced to
hydr{ogen)

+,-»»f-]
.A compound formed by

^_i..:;iff.niatt.er foAnd in the blood of certain feiTous salt, which acts on the potassium cW-oplatinite

replacing with chlorin one or more hydroxyl- eoJormg matter lounu in uub uiuuu ui. i,c ua u ^ liberate metallic platinum when the exposed paper is

erounsina compound containing several such inverte orates.
^, , „ ^ ,

treated with a bath containing potassium oxalate.— Po-

S^nnSo A=^opiallvthA fotntioundl formed from chloroform, re.-Acetone chloroform. See*acetone. tasslum chloroplatinlte. a double salt of potassium
groups, especially tde compounas rormeuiiom

_jjgj^yi ehlorofonn, the trade-name of 1,1,1- or a- and platinum, KoPtCU, obtained as reddish deliquescent

glycerol in this manner : as monociuornyann, tiichlorethane, CH3CCI3, a colorless liquid prepared by crystals, very soluble in water and slightly so in alcohol,

HoOHCHOHCHoCl ; trichlorhydrin, CH2 the action of chlorin on ethyl chlorid. It boils at 74. S" C. by the reducing;action of neutral potassium oxalate on a

PirRPirTT n and resembles chloroform in anesthetic properties. solution of platinic chlorid. This salt is employed m

ChlorflVdrOaninOne (kl6r-hi"dr6-kwin'6n), re. chloroformamide (kl6"ro-f6rm-am'id), re. photography in the platiuotype process.



Ohlorops

CUorops, n. 2. II. cl A fly of the genus
Chlorops—Beet cblorops, an American oscinid fly,

Chlorops maCmUis, whose larva mines the leaves of the
sugar-beet.

chloropsia (klo-rop'si-^), n. [NL., <Gr. x^i^P^C,
green, + dijiic, view.] "in pathol., a condition
in which objects seen are of a green color.

chlororufln (klo-ro-ro'fin), n. [Grr. x^Pk,
green, + L. rufus,' red, + -j»2.] The red pig-
ment of the Chlorophyceie, which is a reduced
ohlorophyl. MostafinsM.

chlorosarcoma (klo''''ro-sar-ko'ma), n.; pi.

chlorosarcomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gf'r. x^P^t
green, + adpnu/ia, sarcoma.] Same as chlo-

roma.
chlorosis, ?!.—False chlorosis, the yellow condition
induced in a plant by the water-logging of the roots.

chlorospinel (kl6-ro-spin'el), n. [Gr. ;i;^<jp<if,

grass-green, + E. spinel.'] A grass-green va-
riety of spinel in which iron replaces part of

the aluminium.

chlorotic, a. II. n. One who suffers from
chlorosis. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 644.

ChloronB OZld, a mixture of chlorin with ohlorin peroxid

:

formerly believed to exist as a distinct oxid of chlorin.

chlorovaporization(kl6"ro-va''por-i-za'shgn),
n. lchloro(phyl) + vaporikation.'] In bot.^ a
process analogous to transpiration taking

Slaee in chlorophyl-granules. Van lieghem.

lorozincate (klo-ro-zing'kat), a. \(Mor{id)

+ zinc + -afei.] In "the case of creatinine, in

combination with zinc ehlorid: as, creatinine

chloropincate.

chloroizone (kl6r-6'z6n), n. {(Mor{in) + ozone.]

The trade-name of a bleaching material of

essentially the same character as Labarraque's
fluid, but in solid form. It contains H or 12

per cent, of sodium hypochlorite. Gf. I/wnge,

Sulphuric Acid, III. 490.

chlorsalol (klor'saFol), n. .A white crystalline

compound, C6H4(0H)C0.0C6H4C1, obtained

by ttie action of phosphorus pentachlorid on
a mixture of ortho- and para-chlorophenol

;

chlorophenol salicylate; salicylic-chlorophe-

nol-ester. it is insoluble in water, but soluble in alco-

hol. It differs from salol in containing an atom of chlorin

in place of one of hydrogen. It is used internally as an
intestinal antiseptic.

chlorsulphic (klor-sul'fik), a. \ehlor{in) +
sulph{ur) + -ic] In petrog., a term used in

the quantitative olassifioation of igneous rocks

(see Mock) to describe a subdivision of igneous

rock magma having equal or nearly equal pro-

portions of chlorin, CI, and sulphur trioxid,

SOq. The proportions may vary within the

,. .. CI / 5 V 3
limits, gQ^ < 3 > g_

chlonitahlite (klor-u'ta-lit), n. [Gr. ;ir^jO(ir,

green, + utaMlite.] Same as *utdhlite.

Cnm, A little-used abbreviation of chairman.

Choanoflagellida (ka'a-no-fla-jeri-da), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. xoo-^^ij * funnel, + L. flagellum, a

whip (see flagellum), + -ida.'] An order of

Protosoa, of the class Mastigophora, having
one or more coUar-like processes about the

base of the single flagellum. It includes the

families Phalansteridie and Craspedomonadidas.

choca (oho'kii), n. lchoe{olate) + -o.] A
beverage made of coffee and chocolate mixed.

chocho (cho'cho), n. [W. Ind. 8p.] A name
in the British West Indies and Australia of

the eheyote. See Sechium, eheyote, and *chri8-

tophine.

chock^, n. 5. A block of wood, especially one

for burning. See ctecfc*, 1. [Prov. Eng.]—
6. A thick unsawed block of wood. See*choch

and log. [Australia.]— 7. pi. Blocks of wood
or stone placed on a harrow, roller, or other

machine to give it weight or steadiness.— 8.

In turnery, same as chuck*, 5.-9. A nit-Uke

hole in a road. [Prov. Eng.]-Chook and log,

a kind of fence used on the

great sheep and; cattle stations

or ranches of Australia, con-

sisting of successive layers M
rough-hewn logs resting at each

end on notched chocks or blocks

of wood placed at right angles

Closed Chock.

to the line of fence to the required height
attributively

:

Roller Chock.

Also used
ly: as, a chock'

and-log fence.—Closed
chock, a chock having the
arms united or closed to-

gether. — Combination
chock, a chock having a
pivoted arm that may be
used to keep the rope from
jumping out if the boat
pitches.—Roller chock,
a bowsprit chock having

only one arm and supporting a roller or guide-roll for a

lope.
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chock^, V. t. 2. To check the motion of, as by
a chock.
chock-block (chok'blok), n. A small wedge
or block used to prevent a wheel or a log from
rolUng.
chocky (chok'i), a. {chock + -yK] Full of

chocks, ruts, or holes: as, a chocky road.
[Prov. Eng.]

chocolate, n—Alizarin chocolate, a chocolate-color
obtained by applying alizarin with a mixture of alumin-
ium and iron mordants: a term used chiefly by calico-

printers. It is similar to alizarin puce.

chocolate-bean (chok'o-lat-beu'*'), n. The
seed of the cacao, Theohroma Cacao.

chocolatier (chok-o-la-ter'), n. [F.] A choco-
late-maker or -dealer.

choffer, n. A dialectal form of chauffer.

Choice oil. See *oil.

choice-reaction (chois're-ak"shon), n. Inpsy-
ehophys., a reaction in "which the movement
made in response to stimulus is the expression
of an act of choice.

We cannot pass from the sensorial reaction to the
choice-rectction ... at one step.

S. B. Titchener, Primer of Psychol., p. 259.

choir(choil), n. [Origin obscure.] In cutlery,

the indentation in the blade of a knife where
it joins the tang.

choil (choil), V. t. To make a choil in (the
blade of a knife).

choiler (choi'lfer), n. One who makes choils in
knife-blades.

choir, n., 3. (6) All that part of a cruciform
church which is beyond, eastward of or farther
from the main entrance than the transept ; the
eastern arm of the cross : so named because
the choir proper (see def. 3) is usually in that
?art of the church and occupies nearly all of it.

bus, without reference to the interior, one may say of a
great church that the choir is fourteenth-century work,
while the nave and transepts remain twelfth-century, as
at Toumai in Belgium.

5. A group of instruments of the same class

or of related organ-stops, as a trombone choir, a
diapason choir, etc.

choir-aisle (kwir'il), n. One of the aisles which
flank the choir of a church. It often includes
the deambulatory or passage around the
ehevet.

choir-book (kwir'buk), n. A book containing
music for a choir or chorus.

choir-gallery (kwir'gal"e-ri), n. A gallery or
balcony in a church where the choir is sta-

tioned, usually at the end of the building op-
posite the chancel or pulpit.

choir-leader (kwir'le"d6r), n. Same as *choir-

master.

choir-man (kwir'man), n. A man who sings

in a choir or chorus.

choimiaster (kwir'mas-t6r), n. The trainer

or leader of a choir or chorus ; a kapellmeister,
precentor, or cantor. Sometimes the offices

of choirmaster and organist are separate,
sometimes united.

choir-room (kwir'rbm), n. In a church or sim-
ilar building, a room reserved for the use of
the choir, as for practice, robing, etc.

choir-seats (kwir'sets), n. pi. The seats for

the choir of a church, whether in the chancel,
on a platform,,or in a gallery: used collectively

of the location of the singers in general.

choir-singer (kwir'sing"6r), n. One who sings
in a choir or chorus.

choir-stall (kwir'stftl), n. A seat built into
the chancel or ritual choir of a church or ca-
thedral for the use of singers or other officiants.

choka (cho'ka), n. [Bolivian.] A large and
handsome species of water-hen (Fuliea gigas)
having dark metallic plumage and a red bill

:

common in the waters of Lake Titieaca and
other.mountain lakes of Bolivia and southeast-
ern Peru.
chokage (ehok'aj), n. [fihoke + -age.] A
choked up or obstructed state.

choked V. I. trans—To choke the luff, to jam the
hauling part of a tackle close against the block so as to
prevent it from rendering.

II. intrans. 3. To stop or cease working:
said of electrical apparatus.

choke^, n. 4t. pi. Tonsillitis Pbar^ngeal
choke, an obstruction in the pharynx of an animal.

—

Thoracic choke, an obstruction in the lumen of that por-
tion of the esophagus which is within the chest cavity.

choke-coil (chok'koil), n. In elect, same as
reacUve *coil.

choke-crushing (ch6k'kru8h*ing), n. Amethod
of operating crushing-rolls by feeding ore
under pressure, so that the crushed material
issues m a more or less solid band or cake.

choleglobin

This produces an increased proportion of fine

dust.

choker, n. 5. In lumbering, a noose of wire
rope by which a log is dragged.
choker-man (ch6'k6r-man), n. In lumbering,

the man who fastens the choker on the logs.

choking-coil (cho'king-koil), n. A coil of many
turns of insulated copper wire surrounding a
heavy soft-iron core, when interposed in an electric

circuit it allows steady currents to pass freely, but chokes
off or greatly weakens all rapid fluctuations. It can be
made more or less effective by altering the size of the
core, or the depth to which it is inserted in the coil. See
reactive -kcoil.

cholan^OStomy(k6-lan-ji-os'to-mi), n. [Gr.

Xo^, bile, -f- ayyeiov, vessel, + ard/ia, mouth.]
Incision into one of the bile-ducts through the

substance of the liver for the purpose of liber-

ating an impacted gall-stone.

cholangitis (ko-lan-ji'tis), n. Same as cholan-

gioitis.

cholanic (ko-lan'ik), a. lchol(ic) + -an + -ie.]

Derived from cholic acid. — Cbolanlc acid, a
ci'ystalline acid, C24H38O7, obtained by the oxidation of

either cholic or choleic acid. It melts at 285" C.

cholechloin, cholechlorin, n. See*cholochloin.

cholechroin (kol-e-kro'in), n. [Gr. xo^V, bile,

+ xP"/"^t color,-!- -in^.] A mixture of biliverdin
with other substances found in the bile.

cholechrome (kol'e-krom), n. [Prop, "cholo-

chrome; < Gr. xo^'^ hile, + xP^P^i color. The
proper combining form of Gr. x^^'^lt bile, is

xofio-, E. cholo-.] A reddish-yellow lipochrome
found in the so-called livers of many inverte-

brates. Also called hepatochrome.

cholecyanine (kol-e-si'a-nin), ». [Gr. xo^, bile,

-t- idiavog, blue, -t- -m^.] Same as bUicyanine.

See *cholocyamne.
cholecystalgia (kol*e-sis-tal'ji-a), n. [Gr. xo^,
bile, + KOTTif, bladder, + alyoq, pain.] Biliary
colic.

cholecystectomy (koFe-sis-tek'to-mi), n. [Gr.

Xo^, bile, + KvGTig, bladder, +' inTOiii/, exci-

sion.] In s«r^., anincision into the gall-bladder.

cholecystocolostomy (kol"e-sis*to-ko-los'to-

mi), n. [Gr. xo^V, gall, -I- Kvartc;, bla(]der, +
KiiTiov, colon, + ard/ia, mouth.] In surg., the
establishment of a permanent communication
between the colon and the gall-bladder.

cholecystoduodenostomy (kol-e-sis'''to-du''o-

de-nos'to-mi), ». [Gr. x^M, g^ll> +"«»("'?,

bladder, -I- NL. duodenum + Gr. ord/io, mouth.]
In surg., the establishment of a permanent
direct communication between the duodenum
and the gall-bladder.

cholecystorrhaphy (koFe-sis-tor'a-fi), n. [Gr.
XoM, gall, + KumiQ, bladder, -I- /xi^, sewing.]
In surg., an incision into the gall-bladder and
suture of the edges to the external wound.
cholecystostomy (koFe-sis-tos'to-mi), n. [Gr.
Xo^, gall, + Kvang, blfidder, + ard/ia, mouth. ]

»

In surg., the establishment of a permanent
opening into the gall-bladder through the ab-
dominal wall.

choledochitis (kol*e-d6-M'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Xo?.ri66x<K (sc. Kvang), the gall-bladder (< xo^,
gall, +-6oxog, < dix^oBai, receive), + -itis.]

Inflammation of the common bile-duct.

choledochoduodenostomy (ko-led"o-kd-du''-d-
de-nos'to-mi), n. [Gr. xo^v^^xoi, the gall-blad-
der, -I- K^L. duodenum -I- Gr. ard/ja, mouth.]
In surg., the establishment of a permanent
communication between the common bile-duet
and the small intestine. Encyc. Brit.,

XXXIU. 78.

choledochoenterostomy (ko - 1 ed' 5 -ko - en - te-
ros'to-nji), «. [Gr. xoy^v^ixoQ, the g'all-"bladde'r,

+ hirepov, intestine, -I- arS/ia, mouth.] In surg.,
the establishment of a permanent communica-
tion between the common bile-duct and the
intestine.

choledocholithotomy (ko-led^o-ko-li-thot'o-
mi), n. [Gr. ;roA>?J(i;i;of, the gall-bladder, +
MBoTofiia, Uthotomy.] In surg., the removal of
an impacted gall-stone from the common bile-
duct.

choledochostomy (koFe-do-kos'to-mi), n.

[Gr. xo'^l^^xof, gall-bladder, -I- ardiia, mouth.]
In surg., the establishment of a permanent
opening into the common bile-duct through
the abdominal wall.

choledochotomy (kol'^e-do-kot'o-mi), n. [Gr.
XO^ddxoi;, gall-bladder," -J- '-romlaj < ra/isiv, cut.]
lii surg. , an incision into the common bile-duet.
cholefolvin, n. See *eholofulvin.

choleglobin (kol-e-gl6'bin), n. [Gr. xo^, bile,
+ L. globus, globe, -t- -in?.] A supposed ante
cedent of bilirubin.



cholelith

cholelith (kol'e-lith), n. [Gr. xo^, gall, +
2.idoe, stone.] Sanae as qalUatone.

cholelithiasis (kol"e-li-tlu'a-si8), n. Same as
chololitliiasis.

cholelithic (kol"'e-lith'ik),a. Same as cholo-
lithic.

cholelithotomy (koKf-li-thot'o-mi), n. [Gr.
XoM, gall, + /.idoTOfiia, lithotomy.] In surg.,
an operation for the removal of a gall stone.
choleocamphoric (kol * e - o - kam - for ' ik), a.

[cfeoZ(aUe) + camphoric.'] ttelated to cholalic
acid and camphor Cboleo-campliorlc acid, an
oxidation product of cholalic acid, CioHigOi.

cholepoetic (kol'^e-po-et'lk), a. [Gr. xo^i gall,

bile, + TTotr/TiKig, iiTocelv, make. Cf. Gr.
;i;o^7ro((if, forming bile.] Secreting bile. Also

cholepoietic (kol"e-poi-et'ik), a. Same as
cholepoetic.

cbolepyrrhint (kol-e-pir'in], n. [Gr. xo^, hile,

+ TTvppS;, reddish, + -irfi.] Same as hilvrulnn.

Cliolera.'l—Billons cbolera. same as*cAo2era nostras.

—Buffalo cholera, a fatal contagious disease of buifaloes.
Identical with the hemorrhagic septicemia of cattle. It

is caused by a minute polar-stained organism of the swine-
plague group. See also 4r!><t9-iio>ie.— Cholera nostras,
sporadic cholera, or cholera morbus, as distinguished
from epidemic or Asiatic cholera.— Cholera reaction,
the production of cholerarred by the addition of a mineral
acid to filtered cholera-discharges.— English cholera.
Same as sporadic cholera,.— TxAioa. cholera. Same as
Asiatic cholera.— Serous Cholera. Same as Amatia
cAo2erffi.— Summer^ChOlera. Same as cholera morbus or
cholera in/antum.—Typhoid cholera, a malignanttype
of Asiatic cholera accompanied by extreme depression of
the vital forces.

cholera-gnat (kol'e-ra-naf), «• The turkey-
gnat, SimuUum mertdionale, supposed to cause
chicken-cholera. [XJ. 8.] Stand. Diet.

choleraphobia (kol"e-ra-f6'bi-a), n. [NL.,prop.
' cholerophobia, < Gr. xo^^P<^> cholera, + -ipofiia,

< <j>o(}dv, fear.] Extreme and unreasonable fear
of contracting cholera. Flint, Principles of
Med., p. 563.

cholera-red (koFe-ra-red'), n. A red color
which develops upon" the addition of concen-
trated sulphuric acid to a bouillon or peptone
culture of the cholera bacillus, it is referable
primarily to the production of indol and nitrites during
the growth of the organism, and the consequent formation
of nitroso-indol upon the addition of the sulphuric acid.

To the nitroso-indol the color is due.

choleric^, n. and a.— II, a. Same as choleraic.

Syd. Soc. Lex.

cholerigenous (kol-e-rij'e-nus), a. [Gr. xo^fM,
cholera, + -yev7/(, -producing.] Producing
cholera.

choleromania (koKe-ro-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. x"^?"-! cholera, + /tavia, madness.] A
morbid dread of Asiatic cholera.

cholerythrin (kol-e-rith'rin), n. Same as bili-

rubin.

cholesteatomatous (kol'es-te-a-to'ma-tus), a.

[oholesteatoma{t-) + -oms.] Pertaining to or of

the nature of a cholesteatoma.

In this way there will usually be removed large quan-
tities of pus, broken-down cells and cholesteatomatous
material, leaving granulation tissue, softened bone and,

frequently, much adherent epithelium.
Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 223.

cholestenic (kol-es-ten'ik), a. [cholest{erin) +
-en + -ic.'] Derived from cholesterol.- Choles-
tenic acid, a monobasic acid, C26Hip04, or C26H42O4,
formed by tne oyidation of cholesterol. It melts at 60 -

70° C.

cholesteric, a— cholesterlc acid. (&) a crystalline

tribasic acid, CiaHie07, formed by the oxidation of cholio

acid or of cholesterol. It loses carbon dioxid when heated
above 100° C.

Cholesteride (ko-les'ter-id), n. [choleste/rlin)

+ -ide.'] An ester of cholesterol with an acid;

as cholesteride palmitate, C16H3XO2.C27H43.

cholesterilene (kol-es-ter'i-len), n. icholester-

(in) -f- -il + -me.'] A hydrocarbon, C27H42,

formed by heating cholesteryl chlorid with an
alcoholic solution of sodium ethylate. It

melts at 80° C.

cholesterilin (kol-es-ter'i-lin), w. [cholester-

(in) + -il -I- 4n^.] A hydrocarbon formed by
the action of sulphuric acid on cholesterol.

There are three forms, a- and /3-cholesterilin,

C27H42, and y-cholesteTilln, (C27H42)2-

cholesterinic (ko-les-te-rin'ik), a. leholesterin

-t- -ic.] Pertaining to'or derived from choles-

terin Cholesterinic acid, an oxidation-product of

cholfistiGrin

cholesterol (ko-les'te-rol), n. \_eholester{in) +
61.] Same as eholestervn.. The termination -ol

is used to indicate that chemically the sub-

stance belongs to the class of alcohols.

cholesterone (ko-les'te-ron), n. A name given

to two compounds, one of which is probably
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cholesterilene and the other cholesteryl ether,

(027^43)20.
cholesteryl (ko-les'te-ril), n. \cholest^{in) ¥
•yl.] The C26Hi3 radical of cholesterin.

cholestrophau (ko-les'tro-fan), n. [<Jr. xoH,
bile, -I- arpoij)^, a turning, -I- -an.] Dimethyl-

N(CH3)C0
parabanic acid, CO < I . It is formed

N(CHs)CO
by heating oaffeia with nitric acid. It melts
at 145° C. and is not an acid.

choletelin (ko-let'e-lin), n. [Gr. xo^i hile, +
T^^f, end, + -to2.]' a brown, amorphous com-
pound foimd in normal urine, and also obtained
by treating bilirubin with nitrous acid.

choliambist (ko-li-am'bist), n. [choUamh +
ist.] A writer of choliambs.
Not to mention the choliaTnbist Hipponax, who seems

to have been possessed with the devil of Archilochiis, and
in part also with his genius. Orote, Greece, IV. 97.

cholinic (ko-lin'ik), a. [choline + 4c.] De-
rived from the bile.—Cholinic acid, a name given
by Berzelius to a resinous decomposition-product of ox-
gall. It was probably a mixture.

choUa (chol'ya), n. [Mex.] In the South-
western United States and Mexico, a name

chondroitin

cholology (kol-ol'o-ji), TO. [Gr. xo^, hile, +
-hiyia, < \tynv, speak.] The proper form for

cholonic (ko-lon'ik), a. [Gr. xo^'^t hile, +
-on- -I- 4c.] Noting an acid, (O26H41NO6), an
anhydride of glycochoUe acid, which results
from the latter on heating with concentrated
sulphuric acid.

cbolter-headed (chol'tfer-hed'ed), a. [Also
dial, chowder-headed : cf . jolter-headed.] Dull-
minded; stupid. [Prov.]

choltry, n. 3. A pillared colonnade. [Anglo-
Indian.]

cholum (cho'liim), n. [Tamil.] The Indian
millet, African millet, Guinea-corn, or Kafir-
corn, Andropogon Sorghum. See durra, and
IndioM millet, under millet.

chomatocephalus (ko'^ma-to-sef'a-lus), n. [Gr.

Xl^lM, a bank, mound, promontorj', + ae^aXij,

head.] In anthrop., a very high, rounded
cranium. G. Sergi (trans.),Var. of the Human
Species, p. 44.

chondrarthrocace (kon - drar - throk 'a - se), to.

[Gr. xMpog, cartilage, -I- apBpov, joint',' + kAki/,

badness. Cf. arthroeace.] Disease of the
articular cartilages.

chondre (kon'der), to. [F., < NL. chondrus.]-

Same as chondrus or chondrule.

chondrenchyma (kon-dreng'ki-ma), to. [NL.]
Same as chondrenchyme.
cboudric (kon'drik), a. [Gr. x^^P°(< cartilage,

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to cartilage; car-

tilaginous.

Chondrilla, TO. 2. [NL. (Linnseus, 1753, adopted
from Toumefort, 1700). The name alludes to

the lumps of gum found on Chondrilla juncea.]

A genus of plants of the family Cichoriaceee.
There are about 18 species, biennial or perennial herbs,

natives of Europe and extratropical Asia, with rod-

shaped, scantily leaved branches and yellow flowers. For
the widely distributed C. juncea, the only species occur-

ring in the United States, see gum succory, under succory.

chondrinogen (kon-drin'o-jen), to. Same as

Cholla (Opuntiafulffida).

given to several species of Opuntia with stout

cylindrical joints and abundant spines, such as

O. proMfera, 0. Bigelovii, and 0. Cholla. One
of the species, O./uigida, often attains the dimensions
of a sm^l tree, and forms one of the most conspicuous
objects of the Southern Arizona Desert. It is noted for its

formidable armor ofbarbed spines almost hiding the sur-

face of the plant. The flowers are pink, nearly or quite an
inch across, succeeded by clusters of light green globose

hanging fruits. Also called cholla-cactus.

cholo, TO. 2. Any half-breed, but especially

one of European and Indian descent.

cholochloin (ko-lok'16-in),TO. [Also choleehloin;

< Gr. xo^t hile, -I- x^l, verdure, + -i»2.] The
greenpigment, also called biliverdin, eholochlo-

rin and cholechlorin. See biliverdin.

cholochlorin (kol-6-kl6'rin), n. [Also ehole-

chlorin ; < Gr. xo^^t hile, + x^P^t green, +
-in'i.] Same as *cholochloin.

cholocyanine (kol"o-si'a-nin), to. [Also chole-

cyanine. Gr. x'i^^t hile, + Kiovoc, blue, + 4n^.]

A blue pigment deiived from the bile and
closely related to biliverdin. Same as bilicya-

nin.

cholofulvin (kol"o-ful'vin), TO. [ < Gr. xo^,
bile, -t- L. /MitoMS,' yellow, -I- -in^.] A yellow

pigment derived from the bile. Also choleful-

vin.

chologenetic (kol"o-je-net'ik), a. [Gr. x'>^,
bile, -I- -geneUc] Producing bUe.

AH point to an arrest more or less complete of the
chologenetic function of the liver.

Lamiet, May 30, 1903, p. 1499.

cholohematin Ckol-o-hem'a-tin), to. [Gr. x"^!
bile, -1- al/ia{T-), blood, + 4n^: see hematin.]

A pigment obtained from the bUe of sheep or

oxen. When dry it is green, but it forms an
olive-brown solution in alcohol.

choloid (kol'oid), a. [Gr. ;totei%, < xo^,
bile, -I- eldog, form.] Kesembling bile.

ChOlOldlC acid, an acid formerly supposed to;be inter-

mediate between cholic acid and dyslysin, but now be-

lieved to be a mixture of the two.

chololdinic (koFo-i-din'ik), a. Noting an acid,

C24H38O4, formed as an intermediary product

during the transformation of cholalic acid into

dyslysin.

chololith (kol'o-lith), TO. Same as *cholelith.

chondro-adenoma (kon^drd-ad-e-no'ma), to.
;

pi. chondro-adenoniata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr.

xdvSpoi, cartilage, -I- dd^v, gland, + -oma.] A
tumor which contains the elements of chon-
droma and adenoma.
chondro-angloma (kon'''dro-an-ji-6'ma), ».

;

pi. chondro-angiomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr.

xMpoe, cartilage, + ajT'eiro, 'vessel, + -oma.]
A tumor which contains the elements of chon-
droma and angioma.
chondroblast(kon'dro-blast), TO. [Gr. x^vSpoc,

cartilage, + phiardg, germ.] A cell in em-
bryonic tissue which later develops into car-

tilage.

chondroclast (kon'dro-klast), TO. [Gr. x<^^p(K,
cartilage, -ih Kkanrdg,' <. kIccv, break.] A cell

which is concerned in the absorption of car-

tilage.

chondrocostal (kon-dro-kos'tal), a. [Gr.

x6v6pog, cartilage, + L. costa, rib, + -al.] Of
or pertaining to the cartilages of the ribs and to

the ribs themselves.

chondroditic (kon-dro-dit'ik), a. Pertaining
to or containing chondrodite. '

chondrodystrophy (kon-dro-dis'tr5-fi)v m. [Gr.

xAvSpag, cartilage, + dvg-, ill, -I- rpo^Ti, nour-
ishment (see dystrophy).] An arrest in the
production and development of cartilage in

. the fetus and infant, resulting in dwarfism.
Med. Record, June 27, 1903, p. 1046.

chondro-endothelioma (kon'''dro-en"do-the-li-

6'ma), TO.
;
pi. chondro-endotheliomata (-ma-ta).

[NL'i, < Gr. ;f(iv(5pof, cartilage, -I- NL., endothe-

lioma.] A tumor which contains the elements
of chondroma and endothelioma.
chondrofibroma (kon"dro-fi-br6'ma), to.; pi.

ohondroflbromata (-ma-ta)i [NL., < 6r. xo^^po?,

cartilage, + NL. fiiroma.] A tumor which
contains the elements of chondroma and fi-

broma.
chondroglucose (kon-dro-gl6'k6s), to. A dif6-

cultly crystallizable sugar of doubtful identity,

which was obtained by the action of hydro-

chloric acid on ehondrin.

chondroid, a— Chondrold cancer.

chondroitic (kon-dro-it'ik), a.

X^vSpof, cartilage, +'-ite^ + 4c.]

derived from, or like cartilage.

chondroitin (kon-dro'i-tin), n.

+ -in^.] An organic substance, (CJ8H27NO14),
found in cartilage, in combination vnth sul-

Shuric acid, as, chondroitin-sulphurio acid.

In decomposition it gives rise to acetic acid

and chondrosin.

See ircaTicer.

[Irreg. < Gr.
Relating to,

lchondroit{ic)



chondrolipoma

chondrolipoma (kon*dr6-U-p6'ma), n.; pi.
chondroUpomata (-ma-ta).' [NL., <"Gr. x^^fXK,
cartilage, + NL. lipoma, lipoma.] A tumor
which contains the elements of chondroma
and lipoma.

chondromalacia (kon^'dro-ma-la'si-a), n.
[NL., <Gr. x^vdpoc, cartilage, + /uoAa/aa,ibften-
ing.] Softening of cartilage.
chondromacoid (fcon-dro-mu'koid), n. [Gr.
x6v^poq, cartilage, + mucoid.'] A mixture con-
sislang of chondroitin-sulphuric acid (namely,
sulphates) in combination with albumins and
collagen.

Ghondromyces (kon-drom'i-sez), n. [NL.
(Berkeley, 1857), < Gr. xfn>SpoQ, cartilage, +
fibiaiQ, a fungus (mushroom).] A genus of the
Myxobaeteriaeese in which the rod-like bodies
of the organism remain unmodified and form
free cysts, either sessile or borne on a more or
less highly developed cistophore. C. crocatus,
which forms orange-colored colonies and produces pale
stitiw-colored cysts, has been found, in America, on decay-
ing rinds and old straw. See ifMyxobaeteriaeese.

chondromyoma (kon'^dro-mi-o'ma), n.
;

pi.

ehotidromyomata (-ma-ta). [NL., ^Gr. x^^pos,
cartilage, + /ivg, muscle, -1- -oma.] A tumor
composed of muscular and cartilaginous ele-

ments.
Chondromyxoma (kon''dro-mik-s6'ma), n.

;

pi. chondromyxomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr.
xMpoQ, cartilage, -I- /iiifa^ mucus, + -oma.'] A
tumor composed of cartilaginous and mucoid
elements.

chondromsrxosarcoma (kon'^dro-mik^'so-sar-
ko'ma), n.

;
pi. chondromyxosarcomata (-ma-ta).

[Gr. x'^^poc, cartilage, + /lii^a, mucus, -f adp-
Kxj/ia, sarcoma.] A tumor which contains the
elements of chondroma, myxoma, and sar-
coma.
chondro-osseous (kon''dro-os'e-us), a. [Gr.
XovSpog, cartilage, -I- L. osseus, bony.] Con-
sisting of both cartilage and bone.
Chonc&ophora, n. pi. 2. sing. A genus of
dicotyledonous, perennial herbs, which belong
to the famUy Composites, and are characterized
by their alternate, entire leaves and numerous,
rayless heads of yellow flowers. One or two
species are recognized natives of moist pine-lands in

North America, from New Jersey to Florida and Texas.
See Bigeloifia.

choncurophore (kon'dro-for''), n. [NL., < Gr.

xivSpoi, cartilage, +-<f6i>oq, < (pepetv, bear.] In
thepelecypodmoilusks, a shelly, spoon-shaped
plate developed in one or both valves within
the umbonal region : it carries the chitinous
internal ligament or resilium, through the
action of which the valves are pressed apart.

Chondrophoridse (kon-dro-for'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < cliondrophorus + -idse.] A family of
dibranchiate cephalopods having a probstra-
cum composed of conchiolin or of alternating
layers of calcareous and organic matter. It

includes a number of genera, all from the
Jurassic rocks.

chondroplast (kon'dro-plast), n. [Gr. x'^^P°ii
cartilage, + Tr^jriif, < iMusauv, form.] A
cartilage-cell developed from the cartilage-

forming layer of the perichondrium.
chondrose (kon'dros), n. [Gr. x'f>o^P°ij cartil-

age, -I- -ose.] Same as *chondroglucose.

chondtosidin (kon-dros'i-din), n. [ehondrose
+ -id^ + -m2.] irhe hyalin corresponding to
chondrosin.
chondrosin (kon ' dro - sin), n. [Gr. x^^SpoQ,

cartilage, -I- -ose + -i»2.] a decomposition-
product of chondroitin, C12H21NO11.
Caondroskeleton (kon"aro-skel e-ton), n.

[NL., < Gr. ;i;<i>'<5po?, cartilage, -I- aiuXerdv, skele-

ton.] A cartilaginous skeleton. See chon-

drosteous.

chondrostean (kon-dros'te-an), a. [Gr.

X&vSpo(, cartilage, + oareov, bone, -I- -an,] Of or

pertaining to the Chondrostei, or cartilaginous

ganoids, which include, among living forms,

the paddle-fishes {PolyodonUdse) and sturgeons

{Acipenseridse). .The skeleton is chiefly cartilaginous

(the vertebral column entirely so), and the vertebral seg-

ments little developed and arranged along the notochord.

chondrosteoma.(kon-dros-te-6'ma), n.; pi.

choiidroSteomata (marta). [NL., < Gr. A;<ii'(Spof,

cartilage, + hariov, bone, -I- -oma.] An out-

growth of cartilage upon the periosteum which

subsequently turns to bone, as the antler of a

chondxostemal (kon"dro-st&r'nal), a. [Gr.

xovipog, eai-tilage, + L. sternum, sternum.]

Relating to both the sternum and the costal

cartilages. ,,....,, r/^

^hondroziphoid (kon-drok'si-foid), a. [Gr.
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xMpog, cartilage, + ^i^iHk, sword-shaped
(see xiphoid).] Relating to the xiphoid carti-

lage.

Chonetes (ko'ne-tez), «. [NL., <Gr. x^^i^,

xoavn, a funnel.] A genus of extinct brachio-
pods characterized by its thin valves which
unite at a long straight hinge-line. Along the
upper edge of this line the ventral valve beats a row of
spines which are the exterior continuation of tubes lead-
ing through the substance of the valve from the internal
shell cavity. The genus abounds in paleozoic rocks.

chonetiform (ko-net'i-fdrm), a. [CJionetes +
L. forma, form.] Having the form or aspect
of Chonetes, an extinct genus of brachiopods.
chonta (ehon'ta), n. [Quiehua chunta, chonta,
a general name for hard-wood palms.] 1. In
Ecuador and Peru, the name of Guilielma
spe(a,osa, Astrocaryum Chonta, and other
prickly, pinnately leaved palms with heavy
hard black wood, which is used by the Indians
of the Maranon and its tributaries for making
spears, war-clubs, bows, and arrow-points.

—

2. A wooden hoe used in Peru and Bolivia;
also, now an iron of similar shape.
C-hook (se'htik), n. In a harness, a pad-hook
shaped Uke the letter C.

chopi, V. t. 6. In tennis, base-iall, and other
games, to strike (the ball) with a short, sharp,

f
lancing stroke.— 7. In cricket, to strike down
ard, with a horizontal bat, a low ball on the

off-side.— 8. To cut into short pieces, as straw
or silage material; to chaff: sometimes with
up.—9. To dig, or dig out, by a downward
stroke of the hoe, as opposed to a horizontal
movement: often with out.
Ninety per cent of the growing [cotton] plants to be

afterwards "c?uypped" out.
Yearbook TJ. S. Deft. Agr., 1901, p. 291.

Then hoed, not chopped but scraped, the hoe never
being raised more than 18 inches from the ground.

U. S. Dept. Agr., The Cotton Plant, 1896, p. 239.

chop^, n. 6. Material which has been chopped
or chaffed. See *corn chop.
Accustomed to cut rye and straw together and throw

the " chop " back into a bam.
J. WrigM»on, Farm and Fodder Crops, p. 199.

7. In cricket, a stroke in which the bat, held
horizontally, is brought down hard upon a low
ball on the off-side. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 69.

chop*, n.,1. (c) An authenticated or authen-
ticating writing or inscription.

In a Chinese temple ... in Penang ... I saw about
fifty tortoises, belonging to five species ; many of tliem
had chops or Chinese characters stamped on their shells.

Proc. Zool. Soc London, 1899, p. 609.

chopa^ (eho'pa), n. [Sp. chopa, perhaps < L.
clupea, a herring.] A name in the West Indies
and elsewhere of many different fishes, espe-
cially of fishes of the genus Cyphosus {Kypho-
sus), as chopa blanca {K. sectatrix) of Ber-
muda (the Bermuda chub) ; chopa amanlla
(K. incisor) of the West Indies ; K. elegans of
the tropical American coast of the Pacific ; etc.

chopag (cho'pag), «. [Native name.] A name
in Guam of Ochrocarpus obovalis, a littoral tree
belonging to the family Clusiacese, yielding
a hard fine-grained woo^, suitable for cab-
inet work, and a red dye resembling that
obtained from sapan-wood.
chop-chop (chop'chop), interj. [Remotely imi-
tative.] Be quick; make haste. [Pidgin-Eng.]

chopper* (chop'fer), n. [Also chappor, chupper,

chuppar, < Hind, chhappar.] A thatched roof.

See chopper-cot and *choppered. [Anglo-In-
dian,]
These cottages had neat choppers, and some of them

wanted not small gardens, fitly fenced about
Mrs. Sherwood, Stories, p. 268. Yule and Burnett.

chopping-bowl (ehop'ing-bol"), n. A wooden
bowl in which meat and other foods are
chopped.
chopping-grate (ehop'ing-grat), n. A ^ate
in which the bars are armed with projections

which, when the bar is rotated on its axis, tear
or break the cinder into fragments.

choppy^, a. 3. Uncertain as to direction ; sub-
ject to frequent and sudden change ; unsteady

:

as, a choppy wind.—4. Irregular; imstable;

fluctuating as to prices or rates: as, choppy
markets.
chop-sticks, K.iJZ. 3. sing. In deep-sea fishing-

tackle, a cross-stick, fastened to the line above
the sinker, from which the short lines bearing
the hooks are hung.
chop-suey (chop-s5'i), n. [Appar. formed (by
English-speaking Chinese restaurant-keepers)

from E. chop'^, + Chin, sui, bits, fragments,

pieces, that is, meat, etc., chopped into small

pieces and cooked.] A mixed dish served in

Chinese restaurants in New York and else-

Chord of an Arch.

chorea

where, as a Chinese dish (but apparently not
known in China), consisting of some kind of
meat (chicken, pork, beef), with vegetables
(celery, onions, green bean sprouts, mush-
rooms, green peppers, etc.), cut small, sea-
soned, and cooked.

choragium (ko-ra'ji-um), «.; pi. ehoragia (-a)..

[L. chordgium, < Gr. xopvy^^v, x°P^'<>^i" ^

Xopny^i, the leader of a chorus : see choragus."}

1. The school in which the chorus of the Greek
drama was trained.— 2. The space where the
choral dance was performed.

chord, n,, 4. written with a flgured bass or so con-

ceived, the first inversion of any common chord is known
as the chord of the sixth, and the second inversion as the
chord qf the fourth and sixth or of 6-4. Similarly, the

; first inversion of any seventh chord is known as the chord
of the fifth and sixth or of 6-6 ; the second inversion as
the chord (jf the third, fourth, and sixth or 0/ 6-4-3, or
simply (if 4-3 ; and the third invei-sion as the chord qf the

second, fourth, and sixth or of 6-4-2, or simply of 4-2 or

Hf2. (In all these cases the numerals indicate the inter-

vals of the tones measured from the bass.) The chord of
the eleventh is essentially like that of the ninth, but with
an eleventh (fram the I'oot) added, and the chord of the
thirteenth is like that of the eleventh, with a thirteenth
added.—Altered cbord. See *a^t«red.— Cbaracteris-
tic chord. Samn
as tonic chord.—
CIi;ord of an
arch, the hon
zontal width of
an arch, usually
taken between
the innermost
surfaces on bolh
Bides ; an ima
ginary horizontal
line drawn from
one impost to the
other. "Hie term
is used very
loosely. Thus, in
the illustration,

ab, passing
through the cen-
ter, and cd, below
the center, but
connecting the imposts, may each be called the chord, but
this' only in the case of true vertical imposts from a to c-

and'b to d. See stilted arch, under stilted.—Essential
chord. Same as eonvmonchord(which see, under chord, 4).

—Secondary chord or triad, in music, a chord or triad
of any kind when not based on the dominant, as con-
trasted with a dimiinant chord or triad; especially, the
secondaiy chord of the seventh, a seventh chord based on
some other tone than the dominant.—Sensitive Chord..
Same as dondnAint chord.

chorda-neuroplasm (kdr^da-nU'ro-plazm), n.

In embryol., the common ruciiment from which
the chorda, or notochord, and the medullary,.
or neural plate arise during the development of
the vertebrate embryo.
Chorda pistillariB, in hot., the line of tissue leading from
the stigma to the ovaiy.

chorditis (k6r-di'tis), «. [NL., <Gr. xop^V,
cord, + -itts.] Inflammation of a cord, as of
one or both of the spermatic cords or of the
vocal cords.

chordocentra (kor-do-sen'tra), n. pi. [NL.,
<Gr. xop^i: chord, + KEi'rpoi/,'center.J Verte-
bral centra formed by the calcification of the
notochord.
chordoid (k6r'doid), a. [L. chorda, a string, -I-

Gr. eldot;, form.] In histol., having the peculiar
vacuolated appearance of the cells which form
the chorda dorsalis, or notochord, in the verte-
brate embryo.
chordoma (k6r-d6'ma), n.

;
pi. chordomata

(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. xop^'lt cord, -I- -oma.] A
tumor of peculiar formation sometimes found
in the median line of the vermis of the cere-
bellum.
chordorrhizal (k6r-do-ri'zal), a. [Gr. x«P^,
string, cord, -t- pl^a, root, + -a/l.] In bot-^
producing numerous successive flowering
stems from the sides of the rootstock, as in
Carex chordorrhiza.

chordoskeleton (k6r-d9-skere-ton), «. [L.
chorda, string, -1- NL. skeleton.] "In embryol.

^

that portion of the embryonic vertebrate skele-
ton which is formed around the chorda, or noto-
chord; the embryonic spinal column and basis
eranii.

chorea, n— Automatic chorea, chorea in which the
movements have the appearance of being voluntary.

—

Chorea cordis, chorea associated with extreme irregu-
larity in the action ot the heait.—Chorea electrica, a
convulsive affection of childhood and early youth, marked
by sudden muscular jerks of the neck and shoulders such
as might be excited by the passage of a cuiTent of elec-
tricity.— Chorea saltatoria, a form of chorea marked by
rhythmical leaping movements when the patient stands.—— Chorea senilis. See senile irehorea.— Electric
chorea. See -kchorea electrica.— Epidemic chorea, the
dancing mania of the middle ages.— Facial Chorea.
Same as -ktie 7M)7i-{io«/o«rci*a:.— Hereditary or Hunt-
ington's chorea, a disease affecting adults, often familial
or hereditary, marked by mental disturbance tending
toward dementia, disorders of speech, and choreic move*



chorea
meuts.— Hnntlngton'SCllorea. See hereditary *chorea.
—Laryngeal cborea, spasmodic oontra«tion ol the
laryngeal muscles and muscles of respiration, giving rise
to a peculiar short, sharp sound like the barl£ of a dog.—
MaUeatOIT chorea, a form of chorea in which the move-
ments of the arms resemble those of a person using a
hammer.—Saltatory chorea, a form of chorea marked
by involuntary dancing or leaping.— Senile Chorea,
(o) A muscular tremor occurring in the aged, (b) Same
as pwralygis agitana.

choreatic (ko-rf-at'ik), a. [Irreg. < chorea +
-atic^.'] Same as choreal.

choreic, a. II. n. One who suffers from chorea.
Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 42.

choreograph (ko ' re - o - graf), n. A choreog-
rapher ; one who arranges a ballet.
choreographer (ko-re-og'ra-ttr), n. The de-
signer or arranger of a ballet.
choreographic (ko^re-o-grafik), a. Of or per-
taining to choreograpiy.
choreography (ko-re-og'ra-fi), n. [See eho-
rography^.] The art' of designing and arrang-
ing dances, especially ballet-dances.
choreutes (ko-ru'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. xop^^^S,
< xop^^i", dance in a chorus, < xop^St a chorus

:

see chorus.^ A choral dancer.
chorial (ko'ri-al), a. {chorion + -ofl.] Of or
pertaining to the chorion.
cuoriocapillary (k6*ri-o-kap'i-la-ri), a. [cho-
rion + capillary.^ Relating to"the capillary
vessels of the choroid coat of the eye. Buck,
Med. Handbook, IV. 73.

choriocarcinoma (koM-o-kar^si-no'ma), n.;
pi. choriocardnomata (-ma'-ta). [NL., < cfumon
+ carcinoma.'] Same &s"*syncytioma.

chorioid (ko'ri-oid), a. Same as choroid.
chorioiditis (k6'''ri-oi-di'tis), n. Same as cho-
roiditis.

chorioma (ko-ri-o'ma), n,.; pi. choriomata
(-ma-ta). [NL., < chorion + -oma.l Same as
*decidiioma maUqnmn.
chorion, n. 3. Same as eorium.— 4. In hot.,

the pnlpy matter which fills the young ovule
and is absorbed during development. Mai-
pighi.

cnorionitis (k6"ri-o-m'tis), n. [NL., < chorion
+ -iUs.] In pathol. : (a) Inflammation of the
chorion, especially of the part in relation vrith

the placenta. (J) Inflammation of the eorium
or true skin.

Chorioptes (ko-ri-op'tez), M. [NL., appar. <
Gr. x^piov, membrane, -I- otrr- (in bimK6g, etc.),

see.] A genus of aearines or mites.— Chori-
optes hovls, an acarine or mite belonging to the family
Sarcoptidee; it is an external cutaneous pai'asite on cat-
tle, causing chorioptic acariasis or mange. Hering, 1845.— Chorioptes spathlfems. Same as -kChorioptes home.
Mignin, 1872.

Choripetalse (ko-ri-pet'a-le), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. x'^Pk, separate, + mra/iov, leaf (petal).]

A division of dieotj'ledonous arehichlamydeous
plants in which the corolla consists of separ-
ate petals coordinate with the Apetalse. in mod-

. em systems of classification it virtually begins with the
order Rcmcdes, hut the order ChenopoditHes, next below,
contains many choripetalous genera, and higher orders
contain apetalons genera. Some authors make it include
the Apetalee and to be thus equivalent to the ArnMchla-

See Apetalse, Polypetalse, and •kArcMchlO'

This that everywhere I hear,
Rolling a sea of choriatry
Up and down the jewel of Heaven.

iS. Dobell, Harps of Heaven, 1. 66.

Chorizema (ko-ri-ze'ma), ». [NL. (Labillar-
diSre, 1799), apparently < Gr. ;i;u/)tfwv, to sep-
arate. The allusion is to the distinctness of the
stamens.] A genus of plants of the family
FabacesB, consisting of about fifteen species,
all A.ustralian. They are shrubs of a difluse or half-
climbing habit, with thick and shining simple evergreen
leaves and pea-like red or yellow flowers. C. varium and
C. ilie^olium are two of the species grown in the United
States as greenhouse subjects.

chorizont (ko'ri-zont), n. ;pl. chorizonts (-zonts)
or chorizontes (ko-ri-zon'tez). [Gr. xi->p''i<^^

(pi. x<^pii<>VTeg), a separator, ppr. of ;i;up(fEiv,

separate.] One of the ancient Greek gram-
marians who ascribed the Iliad and Odyssey
to different authors ; in a general sense, one
who assumes or asserts separate authorship
of works commonly ascribed to one author.
The Chorizontes, so called because they separate the

authorship of the Iliad from that of the Odyssey, found
themselves mainly, (a) On supposed discrepancies in the
mythology of the two Poems respectively

; (6) On difter-
encesof manners and institutions; (c) On differences in
the language. Gladstone, Juventus mundi, i.

chorizontal (kor-i-zon'tal). a. Pertaining to
or characteristic of the ancient chorizonts

;

ehorizont-like ; separatist.

chorizontes, n. A plural of *chorigont.

chorizontic (kor-i-zon'tik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the chorizonts or to their belief in the
separate authorship of the IHad and Odyssey.
The Essayist adopts a chorizontic or separatist position,

and an attempt is made to differentiate the Iliad from the
Odyssey in age and authorship.

W. D. Oeddes, Homeric Poems, p. 16.

chorizontist (kor-i-zon'tist), n. One who fa-
vors the views of the chorizonts.

chorogi (cho'ro-ge), n. [Jap.] Stachys Sieboldi
(also known as 8. tuberifera and S. affinis), an
erect, hairy jjlant belonging to the mint family

:

applied particularly to the small white tubers,
which are two or three inches long and edible.
The plant is also known by the French name
crosnes. See Stachys. Also called Chinese or
Japanese artichoke.

chorografy, n. A simplified spelling of cho-
rography.

Choroid apoplexy. See *apoplexy.
Choroiditis, myoplca, inflammation of the choroid due
to the strain of defective vision unrelieved by glasses.

choroidocyclitis (ko-roi"do-si-kli'tis), n.

[NL., < chorddes, ishbroid, -I- Gr. KhiAoq, circle
(of cilia), -I- -itis.'] Inflammation of the cho-
roid and ciliary body and the parts adjacent.

Chorology, n— Marine chorology, the scientific
study'Of the distribution, especially the vertical distribu-
tion, of maiine animals.

chorten (chor-ten'), n. [Also ch'orten; < Ti-
betan ehor-t&n, chhiP-tin, normally ehhod-t4n,
lit. a receptacle for offerings, connected with
ch6d-pa, offering, sacrifice.] In Tibet, a pyram-

chorisis, ». 2. In geom., a number associated
with a place which indicates how many differ-

ent places it contains, such that a particle

could not by an ordinary motion within it pass
from one to another, a place which is continu-
ously connected throughout is of chorisis 1, and in gen-
eral the number of the chorisis is the number of separate
places in which there is room for particles. The chorisis

of all space is, of course, 1.

chorist, n. 2. In Or. antiq., a member of the
chorus.

In the Lensean festival of Athens one of his [Diony-

sius's] tragedies had been rewarded with the fliBt prize.

A chorist who had been employed in the performance . .
".

was the first to communicate the news.
Grote, Greece, XI. ii. 46.

choristership (kor'is-t6r-ship), n. The of&ce

or function of a chorister.

Choristoceras (kor-is-tos'e-ras), n. [NL., <

Gr. ;f6)jOi(TT(5f, separated, -I- xipac, a horn.] A
genus of phylogerontic ammonoid cephalopods
or ammonites, of the family ChoristoceratidsB,

in which the later volutions become uncoiled

and the septal sutures are degenerate and
simple. With other members of this family,

it occurs in the Jurassic rocks.

Choristodera (kor'-'is-tod'e-ra), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. x<->P"^k, separated, '+ depj;, Seip^, neck.]

A suborder of Ehynchocephalia containing ex-

tinct reptiles of large size, with flattened ver-

tebrsB and teeth on palatines and pterygoids.

choristry (kor'is-tri), n. The singing of a
choir or chorus ; choral music.

Tibetan Chorten.

idal structure of solid stone masonry which
corresponds, as far as use is concerned, to the

Indian chaitya or stupa. Originally intended
to contain relics, they were also raised as cen-

otaphs in memory of a- Buddha or of a Bud-
dhist saint, and came to be regarded as them-
selves symbols of the Buddhist doctrine.

chortle (chdr'tl), v. i.; pret. and pp. chortled,

ppr. chor'tUng. [A factitious word, humor-

Christed

ously formed from ch{uck)le + (sn)ort. See
*brunch-ioord.2 To exclaim exultingly, with
a noisy chuckle : a vaguely suggestive word
used in the first passage quoted, and since
taken up by other writers in the sense defined.

And hast thou slain the Jabberwock?
Come to my arms, my beamish boy I

frabjous day ! Callooh ! Callay I

He chortled in his joy.
Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass (Jabberwocky,

[St 6).

A stone cot . . . within which the two Americans
hugged themselves and chortled in their joy continually
" How very romantic we are

!

"

Outlook, Feb. 1, 1896, p. 204.

chorus-singer (kc'rus-sing^fer), n. One who
sings in a chorus.

Chosen people. See people.

chota-hazri (cho'ta-haz're), ». [Hind, ehhoti-

hdzari, little breakfast.] In India, a light early-

morning refreshment served before breakfast

:

othervfise called early tea.

chou (sho), n. ; pi. choux (she). [P. : see cole'^

and cabbage.^ 1. A cabbage.— 2. In dress-

making, a small, close rosette of any suitable
material : so called from the crumpling of its

loops of ribbon or lace, which resemble the
crinkled leaves of a cabbage.
chough, n—Alpine choiwh, one of the smaller crows,
Monediua pyrrkocorax or Pyrrhocorax alpinus, related
tothe common chough, but smaller and with a yellow bill.

It inhabits the mountainous regions of northern Europe.
Science, Feb. 8, 1901, p. 232.

Chouteau limestone. See *limestone.

chow^ (chou), n. [Origin obscure, but prob.
supposedby the users to be Chinese.] A China-
man. [Colloq., Australia.]

chowder-headed (chou'd6r-hed-ed), a. [Also
chouder-headed.'] A dialectal form of *cholter-
headed. Scott.

choze, pp. A simplified spelling of chose.

chozen, p. a. A simplified spelling of chosen.

chr. An abbreviation of chrestomathy.

Chr. An abbreviation (a) of Christ; (6) of
Christian.

chrematist (kre'ma-tist), n. [Gr. ;f/»7/iaTi(TT^f,

a man of business,' a money-getter, < ;i;/w/juaT(-

i,uv, transact business. The Eng. use depends
on chrematistic^.'] A political economist; a
student of, or one who is versed in, ehrema-
tistics or the science of wealth.

- According to the chrenmtists, the wealth of a nation, as
of an individual producer, is to be measured by the excess
of the value of production over its cost.

Sismondi (trans.) in Blackwood's Mag., LVII. 536.

chrestic (kres'tik), a. and n. [Gr. xPVcnudg,
able to use things, < xPV't'^S, adj. < xpvi^^o'j

use.] I. a. Referring to skill in the use of
implements, tools, and artificial instruments
generally, as distinguished from the arts of
designing and manufacturing such things.

II. n. That department of art and practical
science which is concerned with skill in the
use of artificial objects.

chrestomathics (kres-to-math'iks), n. [Gr.

Xp>lOT6g, useful, -I- -/iaS'f/c, < /lavBdvEiv, learn.
Cf. chrestomathy.] The science of useful
matters. [Rare.] N. E. Z).

chrismatite (kriz' ma-tit), n. [Gr. ;t:pt<r/;a

(xP'ofiaT-), ointment, + -ite^.] A semi-fliiid

or butter-like resin, found on crystals of calcite

from Saxony. It varies in color from yellow
to oil-green.

chrismatize (kriz'ma-tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

ehrismatized, ppr. chrismaUeing. [Gr. xP'"!^"^

{xpi^lMT-), chrism, -I- -ige.] To anoint with
holy oil ; chrism.

What spectacle could one behold more Antichristian?
"To see a man in those Sacerdotal disguises, all of them
consecrated and dedicated to the purpose, . . . whose
churchyard is wholly by the consecration and benediction
of sprinkled Holy-water, . . . nay whose very Bells of his
Steeple are Christned and Chrismatized for the chasing
the foul fiends out of the Aire at the departure of a Soul.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of Iniquity, p. 62.

chrismon (kris'mon), n.
;

pi. chrisma (-ma).

[A modern term, apparently formed from
Chris{t) mon{ogram,).2 A name given to a
monogram found in the catacombs and in later

use appearing in many forms, for example,
)f[

or -f-, and consisting of the first two letters,

XP, of the Greek word XPI2T0S, Xpcardg,

Christ. Sometimes A (alpha) and fl (omega)
appear in the design. The date of its origin

is imknown. The monogram appears with

many variations and additions in royal signa-

tures of the ninth and later centuries.

Ohristed(kris'ted), a. [Cfem« -H -eoja.] United

with Christ by being completely possessed by



Christed

his spirit. The Familists in the seventeenth
century used the expression to signify the
deification which they imagined they attained
by direct communion with the Deity.
christen, r. t. 5. To engrave new names and
marks on (stolen watches, silver plate, etc.)
after obliteratingthe old, in order to prevent
identification. [Thieves' cant.]
Christendie t (kris'n-di), n. [A var. of Chris-
tenty : see Christianity.^ Christendom. Burns.
Christiad (kris'ti-ad), n. IChrist + -iad as in
Iliad.'] An epic of Christ.

Christian Catbolle dmicb. See AcotAoiic.—Christian
Reformed Clrnrch, a. body that separated ti'om the
established church in Holland in 1834, endeavoring to
maintain the old system of reformed doctrine. Numbers
of this body emigrated to America in 1846 and settled in
Michigan. The church in the United States has seven
classes and one synod, with nearly 100 churches and 18,000
communicants. Its doctrine and polity are identical with
those of the Reformed Church of America.

—

Cbrlstlan
Science, a system of religious teaching, based on the
Scriptures, which originated with Mary Baker Eddy
about 1866. Its most notable application is in the pro-
fessed cure of disease by mentid and spiritual means.—Cbristlan Scientist, one who believes in Christian
Science.,—Christian year. Same as ecclesiastical year.—Most Christian, a title of the kings of France.—^United States Christian Commission, an organiza-
tion founded in the city of New York, November 14, 1861,

,

for the purpose of supplementing the labors of the
chaplains of the army and navy in caring for the spiritual

needs of the Union forces during the Civil War (1861-66).

See United States Sanitary Commissionf under sanitary.

Christiana period. See *period.

Christianizer (kris'Jian-i-zer), ra. 1. One who
converts to Christianity.— 2. One who pro-
fesses Christianity.

Christiansen's colors. See *color.

Christie (kris'tik), a. ^Christ + -ic] Eclat-
ing or pertaining to Christ. J. W. Vale.

Christlike (krist'Uk), a. Besembling Christ;

in accordance with his spirit.

It would have been in glaring disaccord with the gen-
tleness and moderation which is now shown, even towards
absolute unbelievers, by the wisest, gentlest, and most
Christ-like of God's saints.

F. W. Farrar, Early Days of Christianity, p. 500.

Christmas evergreen. See *miergrem—Christmas
green, a trailing club-moss, Lycopodium cmnplajtatum,
the flat^ light-green fronds of which adapt it specially for

. Christmas decoration.— Christmas tree. (6) In Aus-
tralia, the Christmas-bush ; in New Zealand, the fire-tree

or pohutukawa. These trees bloom at the Christmas
season, and are used for decoration in the place of holly
and other greens of the northern countries.

Christmas-berry (kris'mas-ber"i), n. The
California holly or toyon, Heteromeles arbuti-

folia, a handsome evergreen shrub whose
bright-red berries, contrasting with the shin-

ing green foliage, admirably adapt it for
Christmas decoration.

Christmas-bush (kris'mas-bush), n. An Aus-
tralian tree of the saxifrage family, Ceratope-
talum gv/mmiferum. It yields a fine-grained

reddish wood used in turning and for tool-

handies. Called also Christmas tree and officer-

bush.

Christmassy (kris'mas-i), a. [Christmas +
-^1.] Christmas-like:' as, Christmassy cheer;
a Christmassy scene. [CoUoq.]

Christologist (kris-tol'o-jist), n. [Christolog-y

+ -ist.] One who is versed in Christology.

Another view . . , favored by several . . . modern Chris-

tologists Is that Jesus was not entirely dead, but was re-

vived from some form of trance.

Amer.Jmtr.JRtAig.Psychol, a/nd Education, May,19%jp. 54.

Christologize (kris-tol'o-jiz), v. t.
;

pret. and
pp. Christologized ; ppr. Christologising. To
bring into relation with Christology.

A constantly increasing number of persons are coming
to the conviction that the results already reached by the
Church in other departments of doctrine, require what
J>r. Henry B. Smith affirmed to be a necessity—a Chris-

tologizingot Eschatology; and thatwhen this is thoroughly

done, the ultimate destmy of all men will be found to

turn on their personal relation to God as revealed in

Christ
JS. C. Smyth, in Homiletic Review, April, 1886, p. 288.

christophine (kris-to-fen'), »• [Creole F., from

the name Christoplie, Christopher.] A name
in the West Indies of the eheyote, Chayota

eduUs. This name is the one used by the French-speak-

ing Creoles, while chocho is used by the English-speaking

and chayote by the Spanish-speaking people. See Sechium

and eheyote.
. ,-^ o i

Christ's- eye (knsts'i), n. Same as oeulus

Christi (which see, under oeulus).

chroatol (kro'a-tolX. n [G-r. %p6a, skin, +
-ofei + -o«.] Terpeniodohydrate, CioHi6.2HI.

It forms greenish-yellow aromatic crystals, and

is used as a dermal application.

chromacea (kro-ma'se-a), n pi. [NL., < Gr.

xpa/ia, color, + -flscea.] A group of or-

fanisms of extreme simplicity, allied to the

acteria, and regarded by Haeckel as the

oldest and most primitive o£ living beings.
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chromsesthesia (kr6-mes-tbe'si-S,),«. [NL., <

Gr. XP"/'") color, -I- alcd^aig, perception.] 1.

The perception of color.— 2. Jnpsychol., the
constant association of colors with words, let-

ters, musical tones, noises, etc. it is sometimes
termed pseudochromsesthesia, the colors being 'imagi-
nary.' ^e commonest form is 'colored hearing,' though
chromsesthesia occurs in other departments of sense, for
example, in taste and smell. It is pro}>able that the
tendency to chromeesthesia is, at least m many cases,

congenital, preformed in the nervous system of the infant;
though strongly aifective experiences of actual associa-
tion in eai'ly childhood may contribute lai^ely to its reali-

zation. No wholly satisfactory explanation of the phe-
nomena can at present be offered.

chromanil (krom-an'il), a. lchrom{ivm) +
aniHine).] Pertaining to chromium and ani-
line : applied to certain coal-tar colors that are
usually after-treated with chromium.-chrom-
anil black. See irblach.

chromaphore (kro'ma-for), «. Same as chro-
matophore.
chromasciopticon (kro-ma-s i-op'ti-kon), n.
[NL. irreg. < Gr. xP"f"^i color, + aiua, shadow,
+ oTTTiKdi, <oirT-, see: seeop**".] An apparatus
which throws shadows of various colors, used
in the test for color-blindness. Buck, Med.
Handbook, HI. 211.

chromascope, ». 3. In ^feotogr., an apparatus
devised by Ives in which the image of the
object photographed is seen in colors, it
consists of a stereoscopic camera provided with green,
blue, and red transparent glasses marked G, B, and if re-

spectively. G' and £' are green and blue transpai'ent
glasses placed at an angle of 45 degrees. A mirror, JU,

reflects light into the camera, while the ground-glass D
serves to diffuse light. Thi'ee negatives are taken of the
object by the use of blue, yellow, and red screens, and
from these are printed tlu-ee positives. These are shown
mounted on hinges. (See Fig./.) That marked^ is inserted
in a groove at 6, while 6 and r rest on £ and if respectively.
When the appai-atus is adjusted, the images of the three
positives are superposed and the model is seen stereo-
scopically, remarkably reproduced in color.

The Ives Chromascope.

chromatic, a. 3. In cytol., of or pertaining to
chromatin, the stainable substance of the cell-

nucleus.

The equatorial chromatic wreath resolves itself into

loops an-anged with their closed ends du'ected inwards
towards a central point and their free ends outwards.
These loops undergo horizontal cleavage from looped' to
free end, and the looped ends pass along the surface of

the spindle towards pole and antipole.
Encyc. Brit, XXV. 39a

Chromatic audition. See irauditi(m.— Chromatic
function, the faculty of adjusting the color of the body
to that of the environment. Pouchet.— Chromatic
granules, granules in the cell which are easily stained
by the usual dyes.— Chromatic letter. Same as chro-
matic type.—Chromatic race, that degree of kinship
which is marked by the color of the skin and the type
of the hair. The chromatic races usually distinguished
by anthropologists are the white (Europeans), yellow (Asia-

ticsX red (aboriginal Americans), brown (Pacific islanders),

and black (Amcans). Compare ethnic -krace, glottic

•krace, and •kcephalic-raee. Giddings, Inductive Sociol.,

p. S3.— Chromatic scale. (6) In painting, a term used
to express degree of intensity and contrast in color.

The painters of India, who have a truer feeling for
color than many Persian artists, have ^eatly simplified
the rich, sometimes too rich, chr<mMtic scale of those
miniatures, and have brought them back to a generally
more sober tonality.

E. Bloehet, in Burlington Mag., III. 27ft

chromatoptometer

chromaticism (kro-mat'i-sizm), n. [chromatic
-I--JSOT.] Inmusie: (a) The use of chromatic
melodies or harmonies, especially when ex-

tended or excessive. (6) A chromatic melody,
harmony, or passage.

Secular music had long displayed vei'y free use of

chromaticisms similar to the modem style of writing.

C. U. B. Parry, in Grove Diet. Music, L 673.

chromaticity (kro-ma-tis'i-ti), n. [chromatic
-1- -ity.'] In cytol., the state or amount of the

chromatin contained in the cell-nucleus. Jour.

Boy. Micros. Soc, April, 1904, p. 169.

chromatin, ». 3. In cytol., that portion of the

cell-nucleus in animals and plants which takes

on a deep color in certain stains (carmine,
hematoxylin, etc.) : opposed to achromatin.

chromatinic(kr6-ma-tin'ik), a. [ehromaUn +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the chromatin of the
cell-nucleus.

The eentrosome . . . cannot be the bearer of the hered-
itary chai'acteristics. Therefore, if present, the idioplasm
must be looked for in the chrtmiatinic element of the
nucleus. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 648.

chromatin-segment (kr6'ma-tin-seg'''ment), n.

In cytol,, a piece or fragment of chromatin ; a
chromosome.
chromatoblast (kro-mat'o-blast), n. Same as
*chromoblast.

chromatogen (kro-mat'o-jen), a. [Gr. xP^/^a(r-),

color, -t- -yevr/c, -producing.] Color-producing

;

chromatogenous.— Chromatogen organ, inEchino-
derma, same as axial •korgan.

chromatograph, «. 3. A colored print.

chromatograph (kro'ma-to-graf), V. t. To
represent in colors ; do in colors.

Having been photographed, and stereographed, and
chronuttographed, or done in colors, it only remains to be
phrenologized.

O. W. Holmes, Professor at the Breakfast-Table, viii.

chromatoid (kro'ma-toid), a. [Gr. ;i;pu//o(T-),

color, -H eWof, forni.] Having an affinity for

dyes, or capable of being intensely stained : as,

the chromatoid granules of the Coeeidiida.

Calkins, Protozoa, p. 144.

chroma'tokinopsia (kro'^ma-to-ki-nop'si-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. ;fp6)/io(T-), color, ¥ Kiv(eiv). move,
-I- dfi(, view.] In psychol., the 'fluttering

heart,' a visual illusion of movement. If a row
of small blue circles is pasted on a strip of red cardboai'd,

and the diagram, held in a dark comer of the room, is

given a short to-and-fro motion in its own plane, the circles

will appear to slip or spring from side to side. Better
effects are obtained if the eye is adapted to darkness and
a candle or low gas flame is used for illumination, E. C.

Sanford, Exper, Psychol,, p, 818,

chromatolysis (kro-ma-tol'i-sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. ;t;p6)|Ua(r-), color (see chromatin), + /ivaig,

dissolution.] Dissolution of the nuclear chro-
matin : an evidence of coagulation necrosis on
the part of cells. Faughan and Novy, Cellular

Toxins, p. 143.

chromatolytic (kro-ma-to-lit'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to chromatolysis, or the breaking down
of the chromatin during the degeneration of

cells.

chromatophil (kro-mat'o-fil), a. and n. [Gr.

Xpi>lJ.a(T-), color + ^iTieIv, love.] I. a. Taking
color easily.; staining readily: said of cells and
other histological elements.

II. n. A substance which stains readily.

chfomatophilic (kro'^ma-to-iU'lk), a. Same as
'''chromatophil.

chromatophilous (kro^ma-tofi-lus), a. Same
as *chromatophil, chromophilous.

chromatophore, n. 4. One of the colored
masses of protoplasm found in Protozoa.
It may be either a livmg part of the cell, as in Masti-
gophora, or a symbiotic alga inhabiting the body of the
protozoan. Calkins, Protozoa, p. 117.—Chromatophore

chromatin.

General yiew of cells in the growing root,tip of the onion, from
a longitudinal section, enlarged about 400 diameter^,
a, non,dividing cells, with chromatin-network and' deeply stained
nucleoli ; d. nuclei preparing for division (spireme-stage) i c, divid,
ing cells showing' mitotic figures; c, pair of daughter,CBlls shortly
after division, (Krom Wilson s '• ine Ceu.*')

system, that portion of the nervous system of an animal
which cont^'ols the movements of the chromatophores or
pigment-cells.

chromatophoric (kro'ma-to-for'ik), a. Pos-
sessing or relating to chromatophores. Philos.

Trans. Boy. Soc. London, ser. B, 1904, p. 322.

chromatophoroma (kro^'ma-to-fo-ro ma), n.

;

pi. chromatophoromata (-ma-ta). [pliromato-

phore + -oma."] Melanoma;' a pigmented
sarcoma.
chromatoplasm (kro'ma-to-plazm), n. [Gr.

XP^I^a, color, + iMuiita, anything formed.] In
bot., the protoplasm of coloring substances.
St)-asbwrger.

chromatoptometer (kr6''ma-top-tom'e-t6r), n.

[Gr. xP^fa, color, + birr-, see, + nirpov,

measure.] An instrument constructed for

ascertaining the development of the color-

sense, particularly for the discovery of color-

blindness.



chromatoptometry

chromatoptometry (kr6"ma-top-toin'e-tri), n.
Detennination of the acuteiiess of color-vision
by means of the chromatoptometer.
chromatosciameter (kr6"ma-t6-si-am'e-t6r), m.
[Gr. ;rpai/ia, color, + aiad, stadow, + /lirpov, a
measure.] Same as *chromas(iiopUcon.

Chromatoscopy (kro-ma-tos'ko-pi), n. [Gr.
Xpafta(T-), color, + -OKoma, <' aiamslv, view.]
The art or process of combining or comparing
colors by means of the ehromatoscope.
Chromatospherite (kr6"ma-t6-sfer'it), n. [Gr.
Xpiifia{T-), color, + afalpa, sphere, + -i*e2.] A
deeply staining mass found in the nuclei of
certain Sporozoa.
Clhromatrope^ (kro'ma-trop), n. [Of same
formation as chromatr&pe^.^ One of a group
of acid coal-tar colors: as, chromatrope 2B, 6B,
8B, lOB, F, B, %E, S. SB, and SB. They are all
related to dihydroxynaphthalene-diBulphonic acid, anddye
wool bright red to violet colorsfrom an acid bath. They all
give shades ranging from dark blue to black, when after-
treated with potaBsium bichromate, and may therefore be
classed aa mordant-acid colors.

chromatroposcope (kro-ma-trop'o-skop), n.
[Gr. xP"f^, color, -I- Tpd7roc,"a turn) + a/cowelii,

view.] An apparatus consisting of a disk
with apertures in front of colored surfaces,
used in illustrating certain optical effects.

chrome emerald-green, fast yellow tan-
nage. See *g'ree»i, etc.

chrome, v. i.—chromed colors, colors that are devel-
oped, or raised, by bichromate of potash.

chrome-black, n— Anthracene chrome-black, a
mordant-acid dyestuffi derived from anthracene, which
gives a very fast black when combined with a chromium
mordant): used in wool-dyeing.— Benzo chrome-'black
a direct cotton coal-tar color of unpublished composition.
It dyes unmordanted cotton black in a slightly alkaline
salt bath and is rendered faster by an after-treatment
with potassium bichromate and copper sulphate.

chrome-blue (krom'blS), ». A mordant coal-

tar color of the triphenyl-methane type. It

dyes chromed wool blue, but is chiefly used in
cotton-printing.

chrome-Bordeaux (krom'bor-do'), n. A mor-
dant coal-tar color, especially suited for calico-

printing with an acetate-of-ehromium mor-
danting principle.

chrome-brown (krom'broun), n. A mordant
coal-tar color of the monoazo type, related to
pyrogallic acid. It dyes chromed wool brown
and is used in calico-printing.

chrome-diopside (kr6m"di-op'sid), n. A
variety of diopside containing chromium. It

occurs with the diamond in South Africa and
is also found elsewhere.

chrome-silver (krom-sil'vfer), n. Same as silver

chromate : used as a stain in preparing histo-

logical specimens for examination under the

microscope.
chrome-spinel (kr6m"spin'el), n. Same as

picotite.

Chrome-tan (krom-tan'), »• t. To prepare by
means of chrome tannage. See *tannage.
Fiemming, Practical Tanning, p. 214.

chrome-Tlolet (krom-vi'o-let), n. A mordant
coal-tar color of the tripkenyl-methane-carbi-
nol type. It is used chiefly in calico-printing.

Chromic catgut. See Acat^ui.—Chromic myopia, abil-

ity to distinguish colors near at hand, with color-blindness

for distant objects.

chromicize (kro'mi-siz), v. t. ^chromic + 4ze.']

To impregnate with chromic acid : said of cat-

gut which, when so treated, is less easily ab-

sorbed in the tissues. Med. Becord, April 11,

1903, p. 563.

chromine(kr6'min), n. \chrom{ium) + -we^.]

A direct cotton coal-tar color derived from
primulin.

chromiole (kro'mi-ol), n. [NL. *chromiolum,

dim. <Gr. xp^l"^7 color.] In <yytol., a small

fragment or granule of chromatin.

'

chromite, «. 2. Any compound of chromium
sesquioxid with a monoxid of another metal.

Chromium dioxychlorid. Same as *chloro-

chromic add.
chromoartotypy (kro-mo-ar'to-ti-pi), n. [Gr.

Xpa/M, color, + E. artotypy.'] In photog.,

a eoUographio process for obtaining prints

in color. Four negatives are made, representing the

red, blue, and yellow of the object and a neutral tint,

sr.itable color-screens being used. From these nega-

tives "collotype plates are made and a print is obtained

accurately reproducing the object.

Chromoblast (kro'mo-blast), n. IGr.xpa/ict,

color, + pWaards, germ.] A cell which pro-

duces pigment : a pigment-cell.

chromocoUograph (kro-mo-kol o-graf),M. [Gt.

Xpaim, color, + B. eoUograph.^ In photog.,

same as *ehromocoUo^pe.
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chromocoUographic fkr6"mo-kol-o-graf 'ik), a.

In photog., of or pertaining' to cliromocollog-
raphy.
chromocoUography (kr6'''mo-ko-log'ra-fl), n.

Ijx photog., a photomechanical process for ob-
taining prints in color, in which a gelatin-
coated glass plate is used instead of the litho-
raphic stone. '^

chromocoUotype (kro-mo-koro-tip), n: [Gr.
;fpa)/ia;, color, -I- E. collotype.] A print in colors
taken upon the lithographic printing-press
from a gelatin surface hardened by bichro-
mate of potash. Separate gelatin surfaces are needed
for the three primary colors yeUow, blue, and red. These
colors ai'e dissected by photography. Intermediate col-
ors are produced by the careful selection of inks of re-
quired intensity and the skilful overlapping of the pri-
mary colors.

chromocrater (kr6'mo-kra-t6r), n. [NL. eliro-

mocrater, < Gr. XP'^P"'] color, -I- Kpar^p, a large
bowl.] Inpathol., a crater-shaped Islood-cor-
pusele.

chromocyanine (kro-mo-si'a-nin), n. [Gr.
XpS>/M, color, -I- Ki-avog, blue, -I- ^ne^.] A mor-
dant coal-tar color related to galloeyanine. It

gives bright blues. Also called brilliant gallo-
eyanine.

chromocyclite (kro-mo-sik'lit), n. [Gr. XP"/^''!
color, + KvK^c, circle, + -ite^.] A name given
by Klein to a variety of apophyllite, the axial
interference flgure of which shows brightly
colored rings. Another variety in which the rin^s are
white and violet-black was early called leucocyclite by
Herschel.

chromocytometer (kro'mo-si-tom'e-tfer), n.

[Gr. XP<^I^<^, color, -I- kvto<;, a hollow (a cell),

-I- pierpov, a measure.] An instrument for as-
certaining the number of the corpuscles and
the amount of coloring-matter in blood.

chromogen, n. 2. In color-chemistry, a com-
pound containing a chromophorous group
which is capable of being converted into a
dyestuff by the introduction of a salt-forming
group designated as an auxoehromous group.

Benzene, for example, is colourless, whereas nitro-ben-
zene and azo-benzene are yellow. Such compounds con-
taining chromophorous groups are termed chromogens,
because, although not dyestuffs themselves, they are ca-

pable of generating such by the further inti-oduction of
salt-forming atomic groups. Encyc. Brit., XXVII.' 564.

chromosomal

measure.] An instrument for the determin-
ation of colors, as of petroleum and other oils,

or, in another form, of metals by examination
of their ores. See chromatometer.—^ieaA'a
Cbromometer. See stead's •kcolorimeter.

Chromomonadina (kro-mo-mou-a-di'na), n.pl.

[NL., < Gr. ;rpai/ia, color,' + /lovdg (fiovaS-), a
unit, + -i»a2.] A group or suborder of flagel-

late Protozoa, of the order Phytofiagellida.
It consists mostly of colonial organisms, with the bodies
inclosed in a gelatinous mass or occupying cups, chro-
matophores, if present, yellow or yellowish brown, and the
one or two flagella, if any, invariably diiected forward. It
includes the families Chrysonwnadidse and Ci-yptomona-

I
Chromogen I, a name sometimes given to dihydroxy-
naphthalene-disodium sulphonate. It may be applied to
wool in the same manner as an acid dyestuff, and upon
subsequent oxidation with potassium bichromate a brown
color is developed.

chromogenesis ^kro-mo-jen'f-sis), n. [Gr.

Xp(->lia, color, + yevemg, production.] The pro-
duction of color by minute organisms: par-
ticularly applied to bacteria.

chromogram (kro'mo-gram), n. [Gr. XP"/^")
color, -f ypa/i/io, anything written.] 1. A pho-
tograph in colors.

So long as an instrument [the photochromoscope] is

needed to help in viewing chromograms, the popular ap-
preciation of these will be limited.

ATner. Jour, Sd., Nov., 1895, p. 380.

2. In photog., the assemblage of three mono-
chrome positives which control the colored
lights of an Ives *chromascope (which see).

Wall, Diet, of Photog., p. 138.

chromol (kro'mol), n. [Gr. xP^f'^t color, 4-

-ol.'] A trade-name for a specially prepared
fat-liquor. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather,
p. 244.

chromolith (kro'mo-lith), n. [Short for

chromolithograph.'] A chromolithograph.

chromolithotint (kro-mo-lith'o-tint), ». A de-

sign printed in tints or pale colors by litho-

graphic process.

Next, ranks the recently
issued history of the birds
of I/Ombardy; the litho-

graphs by Herr Oscar
Dressier, superb, but the
coloring {chromo-lithotinX)
poor.
Ruskin, Love's Meinie, I.

[iii.

chromomere (kro'mo-
mer), n. [Gr. XP"P''')

color, + fiepog, part.]

In cytol., one of
the minute chromatin
granules which go to

make a chromosome

:

same as an id of Weis-
mann. Buck, Med.
Handbook, I. 317.

chromoparous (kro-mop'a-rus), a. [Gr. xp"f^<^!

color, -I- h. parere, produce.] A term applied
to pigment-bacteria the coloring matter of

which is not contained within the cell wall but
is diffused between the individual organisms.
See *chromophorous, 2.

cbromophil, chromophile (kro'm^-fil), a. and
n. [Gr. xP<^/^t color, + ifAtlv, love.] I. a.

Chromophilous; same as *chromatophU.
II. TO. Any chromophilous substance, such as

the granules in certain white blood-corpuscles.
— Nlessl's Chromophlls, certain bodies contained in the
somatochromes whiwi surround the nuclei of the nerve-
cells of the gray matter.

chromophobe (kro'mo-fob), a. [Gr. XP'^P")
color, + -(pojSog < ^o/Seiv, fear.] In histol., in-

susceptible to color-staining: opposed to

*chromophil.
chromophore (kro'mo-ffir), n. [Gr. xp^/^°i
color, + -ifiopog, < ipipsiv, bear.] A chromopho-
rous substance.
chromophoric (kro-mo-for'ik), a. Pertaining
to a chromophore ; chromophorous. Athenseum,
July 15, 1893.

chromophorous, a. 2. Applied to pigment-
bacteria when the color is within the cell. See
*chromoparous.
chromophotographic (kr6"m9-to-to-graf'ik),
a. Of or pertaining to ehromophotdgraphy.
chromophototype (kro-mo-fo'to-tip), «. [Gr-.

XP'-'P-i; color, + E. phototype.] In photog.,
a style of picture which results in applying
various colors in place of the lampblack of the
carbon process. Wilson, Cye, of Photog., p. 85.

chromophyl, chromophyll (kro'mo-til), n.

[Gr. xP'-^P-"-' color, -I- ^7Jm>, leaf.] 1. Any
coloring substance in plant cells.— 2. A res-

piratory pigment having a special affinity for
carbon dioxid, such as chlorophyl.

Under certain conditions the cliloroplastid may likewise
undergo a transformation into a yellow orauge-colored
body, known as a chromoplast, the pigment associated
with it being called by the author, chromophyl. These
plastid pigments are distinguished from all other plant
colors by their solubility in such solvents as benzol, ether,

volatile oils, etc. Science, May 6, 1904, p. 727.

chromophytosis (kr6"mo-fl-t6'sis), n. [Gr.

xpi'f", color, -I- (pvrdv, plant, -f- -osis.] Tinea
versicolor (which see, under tinea).

chromoplasm (kro'mo-plazm), to. [Gr. xp^l^c,
color, + ITAda/^a, anjftiiug formed.] In cytol.,

protoplasm which stains readily with certain

dyes. Same as karyoplasm.

chromoplasmic (kro-mo-plaz'mik), a. Of or
pertaining to chromoplasm.
chromoproteid (kro-mo-pro'te-id), «. [Gr.

XP^pa, color, -I- E.proteicl.] A p'roteid in which
an albuminous group is in combination with a
pigment radical— for example, hemoglobin.
chromoptometer (kro-mop-tom'e-ter), n.

Same as *chromatoptometer.

chromoptometrical (kr6"mop-to-met'ri-kal),

a. Pertaining to or obtained by the use of a
chromatoptometer.
chromoscope, ». See *ckromascope, 2.

chromosomal (kro-mo-so'mal), a. [chromo-
some + -al^.] Of or pertaining to the chromo-

Chroinomere.

Spermatocyte of Salamander.
Segmented double spireme-

f„reon°p"eTe!fs°p5i'i!'TwTce" chromomcter (kro-
trosomes and central spindle at mOm C-ter), TO. [Gr.

^.•Xml"]"'
"^""' '^"""'

Xpi^P^, color, -I- i^hpov,

Cells (spermatocytes) of the Salamaiider. tDtiiiier.)

Transverse section throug^h the mitotic figure showing the ring

of chroniosomes surrounding the central spindle, the cut fibers of

the latter appearing as dots. Highly iiiaj;mfied.



ctaromosomatic

chromosomatic (kTo'mo-so-mat'ik), a. Same
as ^chromosomal.
chromosome (kro'mo-som), n. [Gr. xp^l^t
color, + auua, body.'^ In eytol., one of the
definite segments or pieces of chromatin of
the cell-nucleus. The chromosome normally di-
vides into two equal parts, by either longitudinal or trans-
verse splitting, before or during cell-division, and each ol
the parts thus arising becomes a chromosome of a daugh-
ter-nucleus. The number of chromosomes in the cells of a
fiven animal or plant appears to be definite and constant
ee cut on p. 245.—BlTalence of the chFOmosomes.

See *bivalence.— CbxOTaOBOme reduction, the process
by which the number of chromosomes of the embryonic
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chromosome Reduction.

Figure to show reduction in the male as it occurs in the
round worm of the horse. Ascaris megaltxephata,

yat. bivaiens.

A ^.'division of one'of the spermatogonia, showing the fulL num-
ber (four) of chromosomes ; C, primary spermatocyte preparing for
division (the chromatin forms two tetrads) ; D E F. first division to
form two secondary spermatocytes eacli of which receives two
dyads ; G H, division of the two secondary spermatocytes to form
4owc spermatids. Each of the latter receives two single chromo-
somes and a centrosome which passes into the middle-piece of the
spermatozo&Q. (From Wilson's " The Cell.")

germ-cells (oogonia and spermatogonia) is reduced by
half in the egg (o&tid) and spermatozoon (spermatid).

chromosomic (kro-mo-so'mik), a. Same as
*chromosomaUc and *'ehromosomal.
Chromotypy, n. 2. The art of printing in

colors. This is done by the ai-ts of typography and
lithography, often in conjunction with photo-engraving.
Distinct processes are common in each method. See
chrarrwtypef 3.

Chromozylograph (kro-mo-zil'o-graf), n.

[Gr. xp^f^t color, + ^ihm, wood, + ypdijieiv,

write.] A pictorial print in colors, taken &om
blocks of wood engi-aved in high relief for the
typographic press. As wood is liable to shrink and
warp unequally on blocks of different colors, metal sm'-

faces are now preferred.

chromyl (kro'mil), n. [chrom{ium) + -yhl In
ehem., chromium dioxid when regarded as a
compound radical color: as, chromyl ehlorid

(CrOaClg).
Cliron. An abbreviation of Chronicles.

chroil.,chronol. Abbreviations(a)of chronolog-

ical; (6) of chronology.

cbronal (kro'nal), a. [Gr. xP^oSj time, +
-aJi.] Relating to time ; as regards time,

chronist (kron'ist), n. [Gr. xP^^Ct time, +
-ist.] A chronologer.

chronocrator (kro-nok'ra-tor), n. [Gr. XP"""-
Kparup, < xp^<K, time, + -Kparap, ruler, < Kparelv,

rule.] In mundane astrol., the lord of the year;

the planet ruling the ascendant at the moment
of the sun's ingress into Aries.

chronogenesis (kron-o-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr.

XP^<K, time, + yiveaic, genesis.] The develop-

mental history of a definite group of allied or-

ganisms.
No classification can be natural and permanent unless

based on the history of the class (chronogenesis) and the

ontogeny of the individual.
ZUtel (trans.). Textbook of Paleon., I. 304.

chronograf, n. A simplified spelling of chron-

ograph.
CluronOgraph, m—^Drop-chrOHOgrM)ll, an instru-

ment in which time-intervals are recorded in distances

traversed by a body falling between vertical guides. It is

used in ballistics and the study of explosives.—Wundt'a
Chronograpll, a recording chi^onograph, much used for

exact time-records in psychological laboratories. It con-

sists essentially of a horizontal drum, revolved by clock-

work, and a carriage which travels along the drum upon

an endless screw. The cai-riage holds a recording tuning-

fork, accurately adjusted to give 600 vibrations per sec-

ond, and three electromagnetic writing levers. The tun-

ing-fork is actuated by way of a standard fork of 250 vibra-

tions per second, and the simultaneity of movement of the

three levers is checked by a specially constructed ham-

mer. The chronograph may be employed for the re-

action experiment ; as a control of the Hipp chronoscope

;

lor the determination of the temporal difference of ap-

Wundt's Chronograph.

parently simultaneous movements (for example, of the
right and left hands) ; and, in short, for any purpose for
which a precise record of brief intervals of time is re-
quired.

chronographic projector. See *pr(gector.

cbronographical (kron-o-graf'i-kal), a. Of or
pertaining to chronology; chronological: as,

a ckronographical table.

chronographically (kron-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv.
1. In chronological order.—2. By means of

the chronograph: as, chronographically re-
corded.—3. In a chronogram : as, a date chrono-
graphically (or ehronograminatically) ex-
pressed.

chronoisotherm (kron-o-i'so-th6rm), n. [Gr.
XpfmoQ, time, + E. isottierm.'] A diagram of
lines showing the progress of temperature at
any place; a thermal iso-pleth, showing by
curves the hours and days when the same
temperature occurs.

chronoisothermal (kron'^o-i-so-ther'mal), u.

[chronoisotherm + -alX.'] Of or pertaining to a
chronoisotherm ; relating to a method of indi-
cating the relations between temperature and
time.

Chronometer tables, tables which make it easy for a
mariner in any latitude to determine the chronometer-
coiTection from an observed altitude of the sun, withoutthe
usual tedious computation.—D'Arsonvalchronometer,
a portable and practically noiseless clockwork, recording
time in units of 0.01 second, and controlled, like the Hipp
chrouoscope, by an electromagnet. The chronometer is
sometimes used in psychological laboratories as a less
expensive substitute for the Hipp chronoscope; it was
primarily intended for the use of physicians in visiting
their patients.—Jacqaet's recoroliig chionometer, a
stop-watch, which may be either mechanically or electri-

Jacquet's Recording Chronometer,

a, watchKiase. with minute- and second-dials; 6, clamp for ad-
justing the chronometer, vertically or horizontally, upon the arm
of the standard; c, lever for bringing the hands of the dials to
zero; d, lever for starting and stopping the chronometer. The
movement of starting makes electrical contact between the posts
e, e', so that the moment at which the observation begins can be
exactly marked upon the drum ; /, recording-lever ; g, push-button
for setting the record to seconds or fifths of a second ; h, A', binding-
posts for the electric registration of time intervals at a distance
from the instrument.

cally controlled, and which is furnished with a writing
lever for the marking of seconds or fifths of a second on
the moving surface of the kymograph.

cliroilometerer(kro-nom'e-t6r-6r), n. Onewho
by use of time-measuring apparatus, such as
stop-watches, electric timers, chronographs,
etc., is expert in measuring rates of speed,
time-intervals, and time consumed in races,
speed-trials, and similar events.

chrononomy (krg-non'o-mi), n. [Gr. xpdvoc,
time, -I- v6/wc, custom, law.] Method of reck-
oning time: as, the lunar chrononomy of the
Chinese. Max Miiller.

chronophotogram (kron-o-fo'to-gram), n.
Same as *chronophotograpH.

Chronophotograph(kron-o-f6'to-fflr4,f), n. [Gr.
XP^os, time, + S. photograph.^ Inphotog., a
single photograph of a series taken at equal
intervals, usually on a moving film. These films
are used in the cinematograph for the scientific investiga-
tion of a moving object.

2. Aseries ofphotographs representingphases
of a cycle. (See cuts at rack, run, trot, and
walk.)— 3. An apparatus for obtaining a suc-
cession of photographs at regular Intervals of
time.

chronophotographic (kron-o-fo-to-graf'ik), a.

[chronophotograph + -ic] 'Pertaining to or
connected with ehronophotography.

By means of a chronophotographic apparatus, a series
of pictures of the illuminated parts was taken, their
appearance in the picture being that of dotted lines.

Nature, March 26, 1903, p. 487.

chrysanthemous

ehronophotography (kron'o-fo-tog'ra-fi), n.

Continuous or kinetoscopic photography ; the
photographing of successive phases of a scene,
movement, etc., at such short intervals that

the whole is reproduced with apparent con-
tinuity.

A new method, which is called ehronophotography. It

was M. Janssen who first conceived the idea of taking
automatically a series of photo^phic images in order to

determine the successive positions at different times of

the pUmet Venus in its passage acivss the sun. It was
Janssen also who, in 1876, first suggested the idea of apply-

ing successive photograms to the study of animal locomo-
tion. The analyzing of such movements was first accom-
plished by Muybridge, of San Francisco.

Science, Dec. 27, 1901, p. 991.

chronoscope, n.—Gravity cbronoBCOpe, in psy-

chophys., a ume-measuring instrument, consisting of a
heavy metal plate sliding vertically between posts, with
electrical contacts so arranged that the plate, when re-

leased from a magnet at the top of the apparatus, at a

certain point in its fall breaks and ata later point remakes
an electric^ circuit. The gravity chronoscope was devised

by J. McK. CattelL It is frequently used in psychological

laboratories for the control of the Hipp chronoscope.-
Miinsterbei^s chronoscope, iapsyehophyi.,&clocK
recording time in units of 0.01 second, the hand of which
can be started and stopped mechanically like that of a
stop-watch. The instrument is used in psychological

laboratories—for example, for the measurement of re-

action-times—when the use of an electrically controlled

chronoscope is unnecessary or inadvisable.— Fendollim
chronoscope, m psyehophys., a time-measming instru-

ment, consisting of aheavypendulum fitted with electrical

contacts, by means of which it breaks and remakes an
electric circuit as it swings through its arc. The pendu-
lum chronoscope is

sometimes em-
ployed, after stan-

dardization, in place
of the Hipp chrono-
scope ; sometimes it

is used, like the
gravity chrono-
scope, as a control
of the Hipp instru-

ment. — Vernier
chronoscope, in

psychophyg., an in-

strument for the
measurement of re-

action-times. The
chronoscope, de-
vised by E. C. San-
ford, consists of two
pendulums, whose
periods of vibration I

are 0.8 and 0.78 sec-

'

onds respectively,
and of two release-

keys^ If the longer
pendulum is re- „ ^^^ „., trass pendulums suspended
leased by a rap on by inelastic threads from bar; i, bar;
the button of its c and e'. set-screws holding threads fast

key, and the shorter to bar; rf, cast-iron base; e and «',

pendulum bv a fin-
release-keys ; /, brass-wire hook, attached

i^A- ^............t... 1.. to couoter-houk on pendulum a, releasedger-movementmade ^y pressure on buttSn of key «.m response to the
sound of this rap, the number of vibrations occurring be-
fore coincidence of the pendulum-swings represents the
reaction-time in units of 0.8 — 0.78 seconds, or fiftieths of a
second. The instrument can be adapted to various forms
of the reaction experiment

chronoscopic (kron-o-skop'ik), a. [chrono-
scope + -ic.1 Of or pertaining to the chrono-
scope ; measuring duration.

chronostichon (kron-os'ti-kon), n. A line of
poetry containing a chronogram (which see).

chronothermal (kron-o-th^r'mal), a. [Gr.
XpovoQ, time, -I- dipfoj, heat, + aZ.]"Pertainingto
temperature considered as a function of time.

chronotropism (krd-not'ro-pizm), n. [Gr.

Xp&voQ, time, -I- rpdirog, a turn, -I- -ism."] Inter-
ference withthe frequency of the heart's action.
Mncyc. Brit., XXXI. 733.

chroococcaceous (kro"o-ko-ka'shius), a. Re-
sembling or allied to the alga Chroococcus ; be-
longing to the family Chroococcacese.

chroococcoid (kro-o-kok'oid), a. Resembling
Chroococcus.

chrysaUdal (kris-al'i-dal), a. [chrysalis {-id-)

+ -aU.'] Of, belonging to, or resembling a
chrysalis.

chrysaline (kris'a-lin or -lin), a. [chrysal(is)

+ -i»el. The strict form would be chrysali-

dine.'] Of or resembling a chrysalis. N. E. D.

chrysalism(kris'a-lizm),m. [Irreg. <.chrysal(is)

+ -ism.'] A chrysalis condition.

chrysalis-shell, n. 2. A land-snail of the
genus Pupa.

chrysaloid (kris'a-loid), a. [Irreg. < chrys-

alis) -I- -oid.] lake a chrysalis. Lindley.

Chrysamphora (kris-am'fo-rS), ». [NL.
(Greene, 1891), < Gr. XP""^!, gott, + hfi^pevi
(li. amphora), a jar.] A ^enus of dicotyle-
donous plants of the family Sarraceniacex.
See Darlingtonia.

chrysanthemous (kri-san'the-mus), a. Same
as *chrj/santhous.

View of Vernier Chronoscope.



chrysanthemum-fly

'Chrysanthemum-fly (kri-saii"the-mum-fli'), n.
A cosmopolitan syrpMd fly, Installs tetiax.
Also called drone-fly (which see).

-chrysanthine (kri-san'.thin), a. See *chry-
santhous.

chrysanthous (kri-san'thus), a. [Gr. xp^i^k,
gold, + av8o(, flower.] Having yellow flowers.
Also ehrysanthemous and chrysanthine.

Ohrysaora (kri-sa'o-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. xP"-
adopo(, also xpvadup," with golden sword, <
Xpva6(, gold, + aop, sword.] A genus of jelly-
fishes ofthe family Pelagiadse, held ty Haeckel
to be transitional between Pelagia and Dac-
tylometra.

-chrysatropic (kris-a-trop'ik), a. [Gr. xi"><!k,
gold, + Atropa + 'kc.'\ . Derived from Atropa
Belladonna— Chrysatroplc acid. Same as *«oooo-
UHn.

^hrysaurin (kris-ft'rin), n. [Gr. xpiia^g, gold,
-I- L. aurum, gold, + -im2.] An aeid coal-tar
color. Same as orange II. Also chrysaureine.

chrysean (kris'f-an), n. [Gt. xpi^o^of, golden,
-I- -am.] A glistening yellow crystalline com-
pound, C4H5N382, obtained by passing ^HgS
into a concentrated solution of KCN.

'Chryseinic (kris-f-in'ik), a. Noting an aeid,
the sodium salt of 4-nitro-o-naphthol, NO2C10
HfiONa; also called French yellow and Cam-
pobello yellow.

fUrysenic (kri-sen'ik), a. [Gr. xp^k, gold, -I-

-ene + -jc.] Derived from chiysoquinone.

—

Cluysenic acid, 2-phenylnaphthalene-l-car1)oxylic acid,
C6H5.CjnHgC02H. It crystallizes in leaflets which melt

vhl^seoline (kris'e-6-lin), ». [Gr. xpvi'^OQ,
golden, + -ol + -in^. Cf. chrysolin.'] Same as
tropeeoUn.

chrysidine (kris'i-din), ». [Gr. xp""^, goW,
-1- -id + -dne'^.'\ A name given to two bases,
Ci7HyN, obtained respectively by passing
benzylidene-a- and ;3-naphthalene through a
heated tube. The abase melts at 108° C, the
fi base at 131° C.

•chrysin (kris'in), n. [Gr. xp^o^ii ipld, -f- -im^.']

A crystalline yellow phenol, C16H1QO4, found
in various species of Populus.
chrysoaristocracy (kris"o-ar-is-tok'ra-si), n.

[Gr. xpy^^, gold, + apiaTOKparia, aristocracy.]
The aristocracy of gold. •

chrysocarpous (kris-o-kar'pus), a. [Gr. xp^od;,
gold, -I- Kapndi, fruit.] Having yellow fruit.

rysocetraric (kris"9-se-trar'ik), a. [Gr.

Xpva6c, gold, -I- cetraria H- -ic] Derived from
cetraria—CShryBocetraric acid. Same as -kjiinaatric

acid.

'Chrysocrat (kris'o-krat), n, [Gr. XP""^) gold,
-I- -KpaTTiQ, < Kparelv, rule.] 1. A plutocrat.

—

2. A supporter of the economic policy of mak-
ing gold the monetary standard. [A news-
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chrysophenin, chrysophenine (kris-of'e-nin),
n. [Qr. XP""^, gold, + phen(yl) + 4n'^.'\ A
direct cotton coal-tar color of the disazo type,
related to stUbene. It dyes unmordanted
cotton in a salt bath. It is very fast.

chrysophilist (kri-sof'i-list), n. Same as
chrysophilite.

Chrvsophlyctis (kris-6-flik'tis), n. [NL.
(Schilbersky, 1896),< Gr.';(pi)<T<5f, gold, + ^Av/crtf,

blister.] A genus of chytridiaeeous fungi, so
named from its yellow vesicular zoosporangia.
The mycelium is lacking. Swarai-spores and resting-
spores are produced in the interiorof the host(endobiotic).
C. endobioUca^ the only species, is said to cause a rot or
chytridlose of potato tubers in Hmigary.
chrysopoetic (kris"o-pp-et'ik), a. [Gr. xp^k,
gold, + woi^ikSc, (.'mie'w, make.] Capable of
producing gold from base materials, as was
assumed by the alchemists to be possible.

paper usage.]

chr<chrysocreatilline (kris"6-kre-at'i-nin), n. [Gr.

XpvadQ, gold, -1- E. creatinine'.'] An orange-yel-
low, crystalline, poisonous alkaloid, C5H8ON4,
found in lean meat. It resembles creatinine.

chrysogen (kris'o-jen), n. [Gr. xpvok, gold,

-I- -yevrjQ,- produced.] An orange-colored hy-
drocarbon of unknown composition found in

crude anthracene. It melts at 280-290° C. and
is almost insoluble in benzene and glacial

acetic aeid.

chrysolite, n. 2. Goldstone. See aventurin, 1.

Nay, had she been true,

If heaven would make me such another world
Of one entire and perfect chrysolite^

I Id not have sold her for It.

Shak., Othello, v. 2.

Ceylonese chrysolite, a jeweler's name for yellowish-

green tourmalin from Ceylon.—Saxon clirjrsollte, a
dark variety of true topaz from Schneokenstein, in the
Saxon Vogtland.

Chrysomela, ».—Cloaked Chrysomela, an Ameri-
ioan chrysomelid beetle, Glyptoseelis cryptiews, which
devours the foliage of apple and oak.

Chrysomyxa (kris-6-miks'a), n. [NL. (Unger,

1840), < Gr. XP'"'^! gold, + l^'i'Sa, slime.] A ge-

nus of fungi of the order TJredinales. The secidia

are produced on leaves of conifers, the uredospores and
teleutospores on ericaceous plants. C. Ledi is a widely

distributed species.

chrysophanate (kri-sof'a-nat), n. [ckrysophan

+ -afei.] A salt of chrysbphan—Bismuth chry-
sophanate, an amorphous yellow-colored compound
of chlysarobin andbismuth hydroxid,Bi(Ci5HQ04)3Bi203.
It is antiseptic for skin-diseases. Also called dermol.

chrysophaain (kri-sof'a-nin), n. lehrysophan

+ 4n^.] A bitter substance found in senna-

leaves.
Clirysophanus(kri-sof'a,-nus), n. [NL., <Gr.

Xpvaoijiav^l, shining like gold: see chrysophan.'}

A widespread genus of lycsenid butterflies.

Only one species, C. thai Boisduval, occurs in the United

States. It is found only in the more eastern States.

chr^SOpo§tics (kris-o-po-et'iksj, n. The im-
agined art of producing gold from base ma-
terials, as was attempted by alchemists.
chrysoprase , n. 2. The ancient name of a
golden-green precious stone, now generally be-
lieved to have been a variety of the beryl or
possibly a green variety of fluor-spar (chloro-
phane), which possesses the property of shin-
ing in the dark or by the heat of the hand.
Chrysops, n. 2. [I. c] An insect of the genus
Chrysops—Blinding chrysops, a European dipterous
insect, Chrysops ceecutUns, of the family Tabanidx : so
called because it seems to prefer to bite animals around
the eyes. Jour. Trap. Wed., Jan. 16, 1903, p. 26.

chiysoretin (kris-o-re'tin), n. [Gr. xp^o^,
gold, -I- jyriTlvti, resin.] A name given by Bley
and Diesel to a yellow resin obtained from
senna-leaves. Later investigations showed
that this is closelyrelatedto chrysophanic acid.

chrysosplene (kris'o-splen), n. [Clwysosplen-
ium.'] A ^lant of the genus Chrysosplenium ;
golden saxifrage.

chrysostomic (kris-o-stom'ik), a. [Gr. XP^"^-
aro/ioc, golden-mouthed, applied to popular
orators (as in the surname Chrysostom), <
Xpuadc, gold,+ OTd/ia, mouth.] Golden-mouthed

;

eloquent.
Chrysothamnus (kris-6-tham'nus), n. [NL.
(Nuttall, 1840), < Gr. xp»<'k, gold, + Bd/ivog,

bush.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants of
the family Asteracese. There are about 25 species,
natives of western North America, low-branching shrubs
with linear, entire leaves, and clusters of golden-yellow
flowers.

chrysotoluazin (kris'''o-tOl-u-az'in), n. [Gr.
Xpoadg, gold, -I- E. tolu + azifite) + -im,e^.'] A
.base formed by the condensation of chryso-
quinone with 3, 4-tolnylene diamine. It crys-
tallizes in yellow needles which melt at 176° C.

chrysotoxin (kris-o-tok'sin), n. [Gr. xp^^dg,
gold, -t- to^(ik6v), poison. + -m^.] A supposed
chemical principle, said to be one of the active
constituents of ergot (Clavierspurpurea).
chrs[SOtype (kris'o-tip), n. [Gr. xpi'<'k, gold,

-I- riirog, type.] la'photog. : (a) A photographic
process in which paper sensitized by ferric
ammonium citrate is exposed behind a nega-
tive and the picture is developed by a neutral
solution of gold chlorid and fixed by potas-
sium iodide. The process is due to Sir John
Hersehel. (6) A picture made by this pro-
cess.

cht. An abbreviation of chest (in plural chts).

chthonography (tho-nog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. x^f^v,

earth, + -ypaipia, < ypcupeiv, write.] A descrip-
tive treatise upon soils. Syd. Soc. Lex.

chub, )>.—Indian chub. Sxme »a hornyhead.

Chubb lock. See *!!ocfci.

chub-headed (chub 'hedged), a. Having a
large, thick head.

chuck^, n. 3. In cricket, a ball thrown instead
of bowled.
chuck^, V. t. 3. In lawn-howls, to strike (a

counting ball) out of range, or to strike (a ball

of one's own side) into a counting position.

chuck^ (chuk), adv. [chuek^, v.] With full

force; so as to hit; closely.

Our progress was rather a devious one ; . . . now get-

ting into a sharp trot, and then suddenly pulling up at a
de^ stop, or running the machine chutik against a wall,

to enable us to stand still and'gain breath.
Lever, Charles O'Malley, Ixviii.

chuck^, n. 6. The part of a beef-animal that

lies between the neck and the shoulder-blade

:

used as a roast Geometric chuck, a form of holder

for work in the face-plate of a lathe, by which the work
receives two or more motions besides the primary rotation

of the plate. Such aggregation of motions causes the point

of the tool to describe epicyclic curves or other geometric

curves on the work : used to produce the tracery on watch-

oases and the fine curved ornamental lines in dies for

chullpa
postage-stamps or bank-bills.— Magnetic chuck, a chuck
m which the attractive force of an electromagnet is used
to hold castings of steel or iron, drop-forgings, disks, saws,
dies, scales, etc., while they aie in process of flnishing in
a lathe, grinder, or other machine-tool. The most simple
form is an electromagnetic table fitted with a cable and a
switch for conveying and controlling the current The
casting is laid on the table, and, when the cunent is
turned on, is held in place by it under all ordinary strains
while in the machine-tool. The action of the chuck is
automatic, the cuiTent being supplied at the instant the
grinding-wheel starts, and the articles being released from
the chuck when the motor stops. Articles placed in a
magnetic chuck are afterward placed upon a ^demagneti-
zer (which see).—Split chuck, a fonn of chuck or holder
for thin disks of metal which are to be turned or finished
on their faces. A hollow cup-shaped cylinder with
parallel walls is split along the walls at two' or more ele-
ments, the disk inserted in place being held by the edges
when a ring outside the cup draws the walls together
upon the disk.— Uprleht chuck, an angle bolted to a
face-plate ; a wooden chuck having a pair of slotted jaws,
used for holding work which would not be held conve-
niently in the ordinary or hollow form.

chuck-block (chuk'blok), n. In gold-milling,

a wooden block placed under the screen-frame
of the mortar of a stamp-battery to permit ad-
justment of the screen as the dies wear, and
thus maintain the proper height of the dis-

charge-opening.
chuck-button (chuk'buf'n), n. The game of
pitch-and-toss played with buttons.
cnucker^ (chuk'6r), n. In cricket, a bowler
who is inclined to throw the ball instead of
bowHng it. [CoUoq.]
chucker-luck. See *ch'ack-luck.

chuck-hole (chuk'hdl), n. The small hole in
the ground into which the farthing is to be
thrown in the game of chuck-farthing; also,

the game itself.

chuoong (chnk'ing), n. A long, stout, coarse
hemp, ratner foul, used for making inferior
rope. Rigging and Seamanship. N. E. D.
ChUCking-machine, n. now applied to a special mar
chine which is essentially a 'A-boring-and-turning machine
(which see). Thework is placed upon a horizontal revolv-
ing table, called the chucking-table, under a bracket which
supports the turret carrying the tools.

chucking-table (chuk' lug -ta^bl), n. See
*ch'ucking-muchine.

chuck-luck (chuk'luk), n. [Also chuck-a-luck,
chucker-luck; < chuckS, v., + luck.} A game
played with three dice and a lay-out, at which
the players bet that certain numbers will come
on one die, or that the total of the three dice
will be a certain number, or that the throw
will be odd or even, high or low, etc.

chuck-plate (chuk'plat), n. In gold-milling,
an amalgamated copper plate attached to the
chuck-block on the inside of the mortar of a
stamp-battery, used to collect the gold.

chuck-ring (chuk'ring), n. A heavy steel ring
for holding the ends of barrel-staves while the
groove for the head is being out.

uck-roast (chuk'rost), n. A roast cut from
the chuck. See *chucki, n., 6.

chuckrum (chuk'rum), n. [Also chuckram ; <
Malayalam chakram, Telugu chakramu (< Skt.
chakra, a wheel, a circle : see wheel).] A sub-
sidiary coin still current in Travancore, equiv-
alent to one and one tenth cents or one half of
an anna (or 28J^ to one rupee). The coin was
once generally current in the south of India.

chuck-steak (chuk'stak), n. A steak or infe-
rior cut from that part of a beef-animal that is

known as the chuck. See *chuck^, n., 6.

chuckwalla (chuk'wa-ia), m. [California In-
dian.] A local name for Sauromalus ater, a
large, dark-colored lizard, belonging to the
iguana family and inhabiting the desert re-

gions of southern California, Utah, and Ne-
vada, and portions of Arizona and New Mex-
ico. It reaches a length of a foot or more, feeds on
plants, and is esteemed for food by the Indians.

chucky-chucky (chuk'i-chuk"i), n. [Corrup-
tion of the Australian aboriginal name for a
berry,] The fruit of species of the genus
Gaultheria, especially the edible white berry
of the Australian or Tasmanian wax-cluster,
Gaultheria hispida. See wax-cluster.

chuf, n. A simplified spelling of chough.

chukpa (chok'pa), n. [Tibetan.] A Tibetan
robber.

They also informed us that a large body of chuJcpas

were in our vicinity ; whereupon our brave guides, after

due consultation amongst themselves, formed up and
suggested that we should attack the robbers, whose prop-
erty was to be divided between them and ourselves.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 163.

chullpa (chol'pa), n. [Also chulpa; Aymard
chullpa, a basket or bag in which the bodies

of the dead were placed for burial.] In the
mountains of Bolivia and Peru, one of the
aboriginal towers used partly as burial-places.



chullpa

but also as the abodes of the people, who buried
their dead under the floors vrtiile continning to
occupy the building, as the forest tribes of the
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Chullpas.

upper Amazon do to-day. Some of these stone
towers are handsomely constructed, and these
were used chiefly for burial.

Chullu (chS'lyo), n. [Quichua of Peru.] The
pointed bonnet or cap, similar to a nightcap
but of colored wool, worn by the Indian men
of the shores of Lake Titicaca. In Bolivia
lluchu.

chultun (ehol'tun), ft. [Yucatan.] In Yucatan,
a subterranean rounded structure, with a
rounded roof and an opening in the middle of
the roof, probably used as a water-reservoir.

chumble (chum'bl), v. t. [Freq. of *chump^.']
To gnaw or nibble, as rats and mice do. [Prov.
Eng.]
chummage, n. 2. The system, formerly com-
mon in some English prisons of assigning a
new-comer to a room with another or others.

chumpl, n. 3. The blunt end of anything.
See chump-end.— 4. The head. [Vulgar.]

—

Off his Ctanmp, oS his hesid ; outot his senses, [vulgar.]

chump^ (chump), «. *. [A varied form of
dhamp^. Cf. chumble.'] To munch. Thackeray.

Chumpi (chom'pi), n. [Quichua.] Among the
Indians of Bolivia, a belt.

chunks, a. 3. Specifically, a range-bred horse
of the western United States, suitable for
draft purposes, standing 15 hands or over, and
weighing from 1,100 to 1,400 pounds.
chunk^ (chungk), V. t. in lumbering, to clear
(ground) with an engine or horses of obstruc-
tions which cannot be removed by hand.

—

To chimk up, to collect and pile for burning : said of
slash left after logging.

chunu (chS'nyo), n. [Quichua and AymarA
chufCu or ehunu.'] Dried potatoes, the chief
vegetable food of Bolivia. As the people have no
cellaiB to keep their potatoes during winter, these are set

out to freeze, and then, after repeated soaking, the water
is ]^ressed out and the starchy residue dried m the sun.
It IS, of course, tasteless. The white kind is called tunta.

Chupa-chupa (ch6"pa-cho'pa), n. [Native
name.] In Colombia, the large, greenish, edi-

ble fruit of a tree, Matisia cordata, of the silk-

cotton family, native of the Andes region and
cultivated in Peru and Colombia.
chupagallo (cho-pa-gai'yo), n. [Porto Eico.]
A tree, Cinnamodendron maeranthum, of the
family Canellaceee, native to Porto Rico, it
bears greenish-white, orange-scented flowers and yields a
strong light-colored wood used in house-construction.

chupon (cho-pon'), n. [Sp., a sucker.] In
the West Indies, same as sucker, 5 (6). See
*gormandiger, 2. Nature, June, 1902, p. 185.

chuppah, chuppa (ohup'pa), n. [Heb., < chap-

pah, feajJpafe, cover, surround.] In the Jewish
marriage ceremony, the canopy under which
the reading of the kethuba, or marriage
contract, and the nuptial ceremonies are per-

formed. The chuppali is generally made of the curtain

which is in front of the holy ark* that contains the scrolls

of the law. The four comers of the curtain are supported

by four staffs or poles which are held by young male
relatives or intimate friends of the bridal couple. The
bridegroom is first ushered in under it ; the bride and the

parents soon follow and remain there until the end of the
ceremony.

cbUTcll. I. n. — Abyssinian Chnreb, the church
founded in Abyssinia in the middle of the fourth century.

See Abystinian, n., 2.— Christian Catholic Church.
See *catholic.—Cb.ractl Of Scotland, the church which
was established in Scotland in 1592. Its docti'ine is to

be found in the Westminster Confession of Faith. In

government it is presbyterian, and, though legally es.

tablished, is not subject to the state in spiritual matters.
— Constltntioli Church. See *constittaion.— Free
Uethodlst Church. See Free Methodists, under Metlw-

(fist—Hall church, in European Christian architecture,

especially that of Germany, a church whose three or more
parallel divisions are neai-ly of the same height. Thus in

St Stephen's, Vienna, the aisle on each side of the nave

is lower than the nave by a few feet, but the difference is

not enough to allow of clearstory windows. The cathe-

Hall Church.

Section of the Church of St. Elizabeth at Matburg.

dral at Erfurt and the church of St. Elizabeth at Marburg
are still more strictly hall churches, the nave being in
each of the same height as the aisles.—Institutional
church, a church which maintains social, charitable, and
educational institutions as a i)art of its organization,
mainly for the purpose of reaching the poorer classes in
large cities.—Beformed Church of France, a church
established in France in 1555. At its first synod, in 1559,
it adopted a presbyterian form of government and a
strictly Calvlnistic confession of faith. Under the decree
of 1802 it enjoyed state support—Reformed German
Church, the church that sprang up in the Palatinate
during the religious movement of the sixteenth century,
of which Zwingli and Calvin were leaders. Its doctrine
was set forth in the Heidelberg Catechism (1563) and
corresponds with the Calvlnistic system somewhat modi-
fied. Its history in America began with the great German
immigration of the seventeenth century.—Beformed
Methodist Church, an American offspring of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, having its origin in a body of local
preachers in the Vermont conference, in 1814, who opposed
the tendency toward 'prelacy' in the parent body. The
sect was never strong and later became absorbed in
other Methodist churches.

H. a—Church conference, the name given by the
Wesleyans of England and Ireland, and the Freewill
Baptists, to the annual meeting of the ministers of the
churchy—Church house or settlement. See college

*settleinent.—Olaach year, (a) Same as eeclenastiisal

year (see year), (b) See icyear.

church-bell (eherch'bel), n. The bell of a
church, which is rung to call the people, or to
mark festivals or funerals.

church-door (cherch'dor), '«. The outer door
of a church, it was customary in early times to post
upon it the names of excommunicated persons, the names
of persons intending to marry, proclamations of the
church, and other public notices.

church-flag (ehferch'flag), n. Naut., a blue
cross on a white pennant field raised on board
a ship while religious services are being held.

church of Santiago de Composteta, Spain, by Churriguera.

( From " Baudenlcmaler in Spanien," pub. by Wasmuth, Berlin.)

chyloperitoneum

Church-warden Gothic. See *Gothic.

diuringa (cho-ring'^), n. [Australian.]

Something sacred or secret, applied both to an
object and to the quality possessed by it. it is

most frequently used to signify the sacred stones and
sticks of the Arunta tribe of central Australia. Spencer
omd Qillen, Native Tribes of Central Austi-alia, p. 648.

churka (ehfer'ka), n. [Hind, charkhah, charkhd,

a spinning-wheel, distaff, reel, < Skt. chakra,

wheel : see wheel. Cf . *chuckrum.'i The Ori-

ental roller cotton-gin, made of two round
pieces of hardiwood fixed in a rude frame.

Chum, n. 2. A block or chuck on a potter's

turning-lathe.

churn-butted (oh6rn'but''ed), a. Same as
*swell-butted.

churrels (chfer'elz), n. Same as *ehirls.

Churrigueresaue (ch8"ri-ga-resk'), a. and n.

[Named in reference to Don Jose Churriguera
of Salamanca and his two sons.] Noting an
elaborate phase of the baroque style in arehi-

teeture which originated in Spain in the sevr
enteenth century. The style was transplanted to

Mexico, where it became typical. See cut in middle
column.

chute, «.—To shoot the chute, to slide down a chute
in a car, or in a boat that at the foot of t^e chute glides

into the water.

There is here, indeed, almost enough material for an
Earl's Court exhibition, though it might be a little un-
dignified to combine amusement with instruction, in the
way beloved of the Londoner, by giving him an opportu-
nity of shooting the chute on a milkman 's-barrow or by
converting the great wheel into a gigantic chum.

Lancet, May 30, 1903, p. 1534.

chute (shot), V. t. [chute, m.] To send down
or through a chute, as logs.

chutkarry (chut'kar-i), n. [Also chattagar; <
Tamil shatti-kar. ' one who wears a waistcoat.']

In southern India, a person of mixed European
and Indian blood. [Anglo-Indian.]

chutt (chut), n. [Hind, chddar-chhat, 'sheet-

ceiling,' < chddar, sheet, cloth, chhat, a roof or
ceiling.] A ceiling for a room, composed of
coarse cotton sheeting stretched on a frame
and whitewashed. [Anglo-Indian.]

chuttrum (chut'rum), n. [Tamil shattiram, <
Skt. sattrd, hospital, asylum, lit. ' seat," < -/sad,

sit: see sit.'} In southern India, a bouse where
pilgrims and travelers of the higher castes are
accommodated free for a short time. [Anglo-
Indian,] Compare choltry.

chyak (chi'ak), v. t. [Also chyack; origin

obscure.] To chaff; make game of: as, to
chyak the police. [Australian slang.]

chyazic (ki-az'ik), a. [c(arbon) + hy(drogen)
+ az{ote) + -ic] Containing carbon, hydro-
gen, and nitrogen.—Chyazic acid, an old name fur

hydrocyanic acid.

Chylaugioma (ki-lan-ji-6'ma), TO.
;
pi. chylangi~

omaia (-ma-ta). [Gr. x^^ii chyle, + ayyelov,

vessel, -I- '^^a.] A tumor formed of dilated
lymphatics containing chyle.

chylariose (ki-la'ri-os), n. [Gr. xii^apiov, dim.
ot x^^dc, juice, + -ose.] A name given to
l-fruetose obtained from honey.
chyle-stomach, n. 2. In entom., the second of
the three prime morphologic divisions of the
alimentary canal, the mid-intestine or ven-
triculus. It is furnished with csecal glands.
A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 297.

chylifacient (ki-li-fa'shient), a. [Gr. x'«^k,
chyle, + L. faciens (-en<-)', making.] Same as
ehylifactive.

chyluorm (ki'li-fdrm), a. [NL. ehylus, chyle,
+ L. fm-ma, form.] Resembling chyle ; hav-
ing the composition of chyle.

The left plem-al cavity was half full of chyliform fluid
similar to tliat in the abdomen.

Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 961.

chylocauly (ki'lo-kSr-li), n. [Gr. x'"'^^, juice,
+ Kavldq, stem, -I- -j3.] The phenomenon of
stem-succulence, in which the stem becomes
short, thick, even spheroidal, and is filled

with a mucilaginous sap, as in some Cactacex.
Schimper.

chylocele (ki'lo-sel), n. [NL. "chylocele, < Gr.
xv}i6g, chyle, + K^Atj, tumor.] Presence of
lymph in .the tunica va^nalis testis.

chyloid (ki'loid), a. [Gr. xvi.016^^, like juice,

< ^uAof, ]uice, chyle, + eWof, form.] Eesem-
bUng chyle.

chylopericarditis (ki*16- or kil"6-per-i-kar-
di'tis), re. [NL., < Qi.' xv'^(, chyle, -I- NL.
pericardium.] In pathol., a condition in which
chyle is present in the pericardial sac.

chyloperitoneum (ki^'ia- or kil"6-per-i-t6-
ne'um), n. [NL., < Gr. x^Uc, chyle, + NL.
peritoneum.] In pathol., a condition in which
chyle is present in the peritoneal cavity.



iolum, oiliolum.]
minute cilia or ciliola.

ciliophagocytic (sil"i-o-fag-6-sit'ik), a. [eil-
ium +phagocytic.'] Relating to the phagocytic
action of cilia— Clllopliagooytlo organs, various

chylophylly 249 cincholine

''^^f^^^V^':'f%''-ln^%Ceoa'^'^te sta/uC'
'°™-^ Ee^embUng a cicatrix; behavior, < Ka,./fe,v to act like a Cilician,

chylopoesis (Id-l?- or klFo-po-e'sis),^ [Gr. Cicerone (8i8'e-r6n),^.t.;pret.andpp.c«cero»ed, !?fe-''i?,\?'™-i,.^°^«'-«'i <" P^^^ed with

XvMg, chyle, + noirjatg, a making.] Same as J!P^- "ieeroning. Same as *ciceronize.
chylifacUon. Ciceronic (sis-e-ron'ik), a. Same as Cice-
chylorrhea, chylorrhoea (ki-l6-re"a), n. [NL. piiian.
chylorrhcea, < Gr. ;iT);ii5f, chyle,' + po^a, a flow.] Ciceronism (sis'e-ron-izm), «. The occupation
An escape of chyle from the lymphatics. °^ office of cicerone or guide.

Chylothorax (ki-lo-tho'raks), n. [Gr. rvUc, .^"''"k—who seems an easy-going man-abouttown sort
chyle; + 0<5/)af, thorax.] In pathoL, a. condi- fJ^^^^-<lf;s}>}^^^i^&yetlKvreteKtolnceromsmU>
turn /n which chyle is present in the pleural

''""'' ''" """"^^ "' "'"^VSL. Mao., Lxxiv.

Chymaaueous (ki-ma'kwe-us) a TGr rvu6c
<'i9eronize (sis'e-ro-niz), V. t.

; pret. and pp.

iu^(cVme), VL^gS water (seefcSj ZlZ7Jk^fo -''^CtT'-
^° ^f "^ '''''^'-

Composed of chyme and water, as thi fluid in p,vi,i^L?.rf^ *?j Pl^y tlie cicerone to.

the disestive oavitv anrt it« >,™.„'„>,.= ir. ^^,7^° '^iil"™"'^?,^"'^^
(sik-lo-mor'fus), a. Same as

ezcniomorpmc.
Cicutoxin(sik-u-tok'sin), n. \_Cieu(ta) + toxin.]A poisonous compound found in the water-
hemlock " "

the digestive cavity and its branches in polyps.
chymogene (ki'mo-jen), n. See *butane.
cnymosin (ki'mo-sm), n. [Gr. x^/i6g, juice,
+ -ose + -in2.] The milk-curdling ferment of
the gastric juice. Also called rennin. an acid reaction and bifter taste
Cliyinosinogen (M-mo-sin'o-jen), n. [c%OTo- Cidaroida (sid"a-r6-i'da), «.p?. mi,., < Ciclaris
stn + -gen.] The proenzyme of chymosin, (a genus) + -oiaa.] An order of regular endo-whieh in itself is inactive. In this form the branchiate Echinoidea. They have the peristomelerment supposedly exists in the cells. Also <=enti-al; the periproct central on the aboral surface of the
called renninogen. ^"^y *"<• sunounded by the apical system of plates ; the

Chytra (kit'ra), n. [Gr. x^rpa, dial. Mfm, K^rpa, ^^"^^^ ™"/*-'*;"?§ °' ^ ™'*''=?1 ^^."-'^.^ 9' s™pH i^itow

(also x^Tpoi, iMpof, KVTpog),< xelv(-^^x'"), pour.]
In Gr. antiq., a .

two-handled
^=-i.^^

earthen pot for
heating water
or cooking, it
was usually with-
outdecoration. The
proverb "to paint
& chytra" was ap-
plied to any useless
occupation.

Chytridiales
(ki-trid-i-a'-
\eiz),n.pl. [NL.,
< Chytridium +
-ales.] An or-
der of fungi of
the class Oomycetes,
family

ciliated or vibratile structures whic6 have the function of
collecting and removing granules of debris and degener-
ated cells from the coeloma of different invertebrates, es-
pecially worms, leeches, and echinoderms. Jour. Rou.
Micros. Soc, Feb., 1903, p. 31.

I.
cilioretinal (sil'l-o-refi-nal), a. Relating to
the ciliary body and to the retina of the eye.
Cimarron, ». 2. [cap.] In the Philippine
Islands, a name given to members of various
poor wandering tribes, mostly descendants of
civilized natives who have fled to the moun-
tain forests.— 3. A West-Indian name for a

^
wild (feral) dog—Cimarron series. See*smes.

It is an uncrystallizable re'sin with
cimicoid (sim ' i - koid) a. Ih. cimex(nmic-),

-- bug, + -Old.] Resembling a bug. Syd. Soc.
Lex.

ciminite (chim'i-nlt), n. l(Monti) Cimini, in
Italy,+ -iie2.] X-apetrog., aname givenbyH. S.

Washington (1897), to porphyritic lavas char-
acterized by phenocrysts of augite, olivin, and
sometimes feldspars, the ground-mass consist-
ing of feldspar with augite and magnetite.
The feldspars are orthoclase andTabradorite in nearly equal
amounts. Ciminite embi'aces some of the rocks called
trachydolerites.

cimline (sim'lin), n. [D. sim, a fishing-line.]
The top line of a drift-net. [Local, U. S.]

,
some of which may be demi-plates ; the interam-

bulacral plates unituberculate, with large spines, and a
dental apparatus. The order includes the families Lepi-
docentndse, Arcliieocidaridas, Diplocidaridse, and Cidar-
idee, the first tliree of which are extinct

Chytra.

coextensive
Also

with the
and

Chytridiese, Clurtridineae (M-trid-i-e'e, -ne'e),
n. Same as *Ch'. • • " '

cider-gum (si'd6r-gum), n. Same as cider-tree.
G. I. P. An abbreviation of carriage, insur-
ance, and freight (used in contracts relating
to direct shipments of cotton to spinners,
when these charges are prepaid).

cifer, «. and i). A simplmed spelling of cipher.
cigala (si-ga'la), n. [Pr. and It. ; see cicala,
cicada.] A cicada.

cigale (si-gal'), «. [P., < Pr. cigala.] Same
as *cigala.

Cigaliers (se-ga-lya'), n.pl. [F. dgalier, < ci-

gale, a cicada.] A Ffiflbrien society main-
tained in Paris by the natives of the South of
Prance, its emblem being a cicada {cigale).

A ... far more picturesque decoration was the enam-
elled cigale worn by the Cigaliers,— at once the emblem of
their Society and of the FSlibrien movement, and of the
glowing South where that gayest of insects is bom and
sings his life out in the summer days.

T. A. Janvier, A Feast Day on the Bhone, ii.

Same as *eigar-
chytridiose (ki-trid'i-6s), n. ^Chytridium +
-ose (-osis).] Any disease of plants caused by cigar-beetle (si-gar'be"tl), n.

chytridiaeeous fungi. The leaves are usually at- ette-beetle.

tacked, and reddish or yellowish, warty or vesicular cigarotte-bast (sig-a-ret'bast), n. The thin,

'j:^'^l^±Ztl'^^Si°^J^^/J^^l-^'^'?i'^i^i:^I paper-Uke layers of the inner bark of Lecythissome wrinkling or other slight deformation. Chytridiose n7i„w„ a„„ r „„.,*? •„ .:i 7 , ,•

of alfalfaandchytridioaeof beetarecausedbyPAMotferaid yuana. bee l,ecy tins and Icakarali.

ysophiyctis endobiotica; and
aochytrium Vioix.

-i-6'sis), n. Same as

An in-

coleopter-

leproides; chytridiose of grape by Cladochytnum viti- cigarette-beetle (sig-a-refbe'^tl), n.
colum; chytridiose of the mulberry by C.Jfori; chytrid- sect, Lasioderma serriCOrne, of the (

lose of the poiato by Chr"""'"^''"^*^''' ."»''''"•"*-*''« • ^^^

chytridiose of violet by Cla

chytridiosis (ki-trid
*ehytridiose.

C. I. The authorized abbreviated form of Im-
perial Order of the Crown of India. See Order
of the Crown, under crown.

cib. An abbreviation of the Latin cUbna, food.

cibory, ». Same as dhorium, 1.

Cibotium (si-bo'ti-um), n. [NL. (Kaulfuss,

1820), in allusion to the form of the indusium;
< Gr. Ki/36nov, dim. of Ki^ards, a box.] A genus
of mainly arborescent cyatheaceous ferns, al-

lied toDichsonia, but distinguished technically

fromthatgenus by havingthe outervalve of the
bivalvate indusium larger, more highly inodi-

fled, decidedly coriaceous and cucuUate. There
are about 10 species, confined to the tropics of both hemi-
spheres. C Barometz, an Asiatic species, has long been
Imown as the Scythian lamb. See Agntjt^ Scythicus,

andevagnus.

cicada, n Large dog-day cicada, an American
cicadid, Tibicen pruinosa (Cicada tibicen

hmrmst-fly, under harmst-Jly.

cicada-killer (si-ka'da-kil'Sr)^?}. A large

American digger-wasp, Sphecius speciosus.

which stings the annual cicada or dog-day har-

vest-fly, Tibicen pruinosa, and stores it in its

burrows as food for its young. See Sphecius,

with out.

cicadid (si-kad'id), a. and n. I. a. Of or be-

longing to the homopterous famijy Cicadidse.

II. n. One of the Cicadidee.

cicatricular (sik-a-trik'u-lar), a. Of or per- and South America to be caused by eating

taining to the cicatricula. " poisonous fish.

cicatricule (sik-at'ri-kul), n. In emftryoi., oil (sil), ». [P. cii, eyelash, < L. ciZmw, eyelid.]

same as cicatricula. Same as ciUum.

dcatriform (sik'a-tri-f6rm), a. [Erroneously ciliary flame. See *flame.

for *cicatriciforrn, < L. cicatrix(tric-), a soar, Cilicism (sil'i-sizm), n. [Gr. KiXtKusfidq, Cilician

The ordinary gill or drift net used for shad fishing in
the Hudson is from a half to three-quarters of a mile long,
and thirty feet wide . . . The flshennen have terms and
phrases of their own . . . The top-cord or line of the net is
called a "cimline."

J. Burroughs, in Scribner's Mag., Aug., 1880, p. 492.

Cimolestidse (sim-o-les'ti-de), «. pi. [NL., <
Cimolestes + .ddse.] A family of extinct mar-
supial mammals, containing species of small
size, with sharply tuberculate teeth; known
from teeth from the Laramie Cretaceous of
the western United States. Marsh, 1889.
Cimonian (si-m6'ni-an),a. Pertaining to Cimon,
an Athenian statesman (d. 449 B.C.), or to the
works executed on the Acropolis under his
direction. These were the retaining wall on the
south side and the substructures of the Par-
thenon.

cinamomo (thin-a-mo'mo), n. [Sp., the bead-
tree.] A name in the Philippines and Guam
of the camphire, or henna (Lawsonia inermis).
See henna.

cinch, n.— 2. A firm hold or grip on anything.— 3. A fine position or situation ; an easy job

;

a 'snap.' [Slang, U. S.]— 4. A variety of all-

fours, sometimes called doublepedro and high-

five. In addition to the points for high, low, jack, and
game, the five of trumps (right pedio) is worth 6, and the
ittve of the same color fleft pedro) is also worth 5, so that
14 points are made in every deal, all in the trump
suit. Nine cards are dealt to each player, three at a time.
Each player, in turn, has one bid for the privilege of
naming the trump suit, the number offered being what
the player thinks he can make with his partner's assis-

tance, but no one is allowed to mention the suit he piu'-

poses to select. The highest bidder names the trump, and
then each player, in turn, discards everytliing but trumps,
the dealer giving him cards from the top of the pack to
make the hand up to six cards, with which he plays. The
maker of the trump leads any card he pleases, and the
object of the players is to secure the counting cards and
also to * cinch' tricks, so that an opponent cannot save a
pedro by trumping in. After the hand is played the points
are counted and, if the bidder has made as many as he of-

fered, the lower score is deducted from tlie higher, the dif-

ference counting toward game, which' is 51 points. If the
bidder fails, the adversaiies add the amount of his bid to
any points they make, the unsuccessful bidder scoring
nothing.

leeas on cui woacco ana on Lne urieu leai. ^l aisu leeus -i--^i,-r_uiji«.* /„:„ i,« n Ai-.\ *, r/,fl.«.,j./'««rt\
on pepper, insect-powder, and many drugs and stored Cmcnamidine (sm-kam 1-dm), M. \_ctnch{ona,)

foods. +amide +-ine^.] A crystalline bitter alkaloid,

cigarette-beetle (.Lasiodertna serricome).

a, larva; b, pupa; c, adult. All greatly enlarged.
(Chitteuden, U. S. D. A.)

ous family Ptinidse. It is of wide distribution, and
is a serious pest in tobacco factories and warehouses. It

perforates cigai's and cigarettes and, in the larval stage,

feeds on cut tobacco and on the dried leaf. It also feeds

See dog-day cigar-tail (si-gar'tal),

tirely denuded of hair,

V. 482.

cigua(the'gwa), n. [Cuban.]

I. A (horse's) tail en-
JBuck, Med. Handbook,

C19H24ON2, contained in cinchona bark in

tree of Florida and the West Indies, Dambur-
neya Cateshyana. It is called lancewood in

Florida and timber-sioeetwood in Jamaica,
ciguatera (the-gwa-ta'ra), n. [Sp.; cf. acigua-

tar, affect with this disease, < ciguato (Domin-
guez), a fish of a yellow color : saidtobeMex.]

small quantities.

cincbene (sin'ken), n, [cinch{ona) + -ene.] A
A lauraeeous base, C]^9H2oN^, obtained by boiling eineho-

nine chlorid with alcoholic potash. It crys-

tallizes in plates which melt at 123-125° C.

cinchocerotin (sin-ko-se'ro-tin), n. [cincho{na)

+ cerate + 4n^.] A crystalline cholesterin

derivative, C20H34O + H2O, contained in cin-

chona.
An affection believedby the natives of Central cinchol (sin'kol), m. [cincMona) + -ol] An

'
-

. - -
-

. alcohol, C20H3AO + H2O, resembling choles-

terol, found in all true cinchona barks. When
anhvdrous it melts at 139° C.

cincholine (sin'ko-lin), n. Idnchol + -ine^.]

An oily base, C10S21N4! found in the paraffin-

oil from brown coal. It boils at 237° C.



cinchona red

Cinchona red. See ^redi.

Cinchonibine (sin-kon'i-bin), n. [cinchona +
4b-, varied trom -il, + -ine2.] An alkaloid,
C19H22N2O, obtained by heating einchonine
sulj)liate with snlphnric acid. It was probably
a mixture of cinehotine and apocinehonine.

Cinchonifine (sin-kon'i-fin), n. [dnohona +
-if-, varied from -it, + -fnei^.] An alkaloid
obtained from einchonine by heating it with
sulphurie acid : now known to be identical
with cinehotine.

cinchonine-herapathite (sin * ko - nin - her - a-
path'it), n. [Second element named from Dr.
Herapath.'] Same as *antiseptol.

Cinchonization (sin-ko-ni-za'shon), n. [cm-
chonize + -ation.'] The act of bringing under
the influence of cinchona or quinine ; the induc-
tion of cinohonism.
Cinchonology (sin-ko-noro-ji), n. [cinchona +
6r. -Anyia, ? liyuv, speak,j The study of cin-
chona in its botanical, pharmaceutical, and
therapeutical relations.

cinchonometry (sin-ko-nom'e-tri), n. The pro-
cess of determining the amount of alkaloids in
cinchona bark.

cinehotine (sin'ko-tin), n. [(Ancho{na) + -t-

+ -in?.'] Same as hydrodnchonine.
Cincinnati china. See *ehina.
Cincinnatian (sin-si-nat'i-an)^ a. and n. [Cinr-

dnnati + -are.] Of or pertainmg to the city of
Cincinnati, in Ohio ; specifically, in geol., not-
ing a group or period of late Lower Silurian
age, construed to embrace the Utica and Lor-
raine beds of New York and the Bichmond
beds of the Ohio valley. Originally, as Cincinnati
beds, the tenn was employed as equiTalent in part to the
Trenton, Utica, and Lorraine beds, or the so-called Hndaon-
River beds of New York. See CineinTiati group, under
group.

cincmnulus (sin-sin'u-lus), n.
;

pi. oinmi-
nuU (-li). [NXi., dim of L. dndnnus, a curl.]
A small hook or process attached to the sty-
lamblys in crustaceans.

Cinclisis (sin^'kli-sis), n. [NL., < 6r. Kiyk^aig,

a wagging, jerking, < layiMZeiv, wag the tail,

< KiyiOMf, a bird identified as the wagtail or as
the dunlin.] Eapid winking; also rapid re-
spiratory movements in dyspnoea.

cinct (singkt), p. a. [L. dncttis, pp. of dngere,
gird.] Girt; cinctured; surrounded.

Thus girt
With circumstance, next change beholds them

drwt
Quite otherwise. Browning, Sordello, vt 1. 460.

cinder, )i.—Bnck-shot cinder, cinder containhig
grains of iron, from the iron blast-furnace.

Cinder-box (sin'der-boks), re. A cast-iron box
riveted to the bottom of the extension front
of a locomotive-boiler, to form an opening
through which the cinders can be cleaned out.

cinder-plate (sin'd6r-plat), n. A plate on
which the cinder from a furnace is allowed
to collect. The heat of the cinder is given up to air
which mixes with the hot gases and completes the com-
bustion.

cinder-tap (sin'der-tap), m. The hole through
which cinder is tapped from a furnace ; a
cinder-notch.

cinematograph (sin-f-mat'o-graf), ». [Gr.
Kivy/ia, movement, -^ ypa^nv, write.] An in-

strument devised in Prance for projecting on
a screen photographs showing objects in
motion. It consists essentially of a lantern fitted with
a mechanism for projecting, in rapid succession, many
hundred photograplis representing the consecutive stages
of the moving picture. These photographs are on a Igng
ribbon or film which is wound from one spool to another,
each picture being before the objective for an instant, at
which moment light passes through it to the screen. The
term is also applied to the instrument used for talcing the
pictures. Also kinematograph.

cinematograph (sin-f-mat'o-graf), v. t. To
photograph with a cinematograph ; to make
a succession of photographic pictures of ob-
jects in motion. Also kinematograph.

M. Camille Flammarion has undertaken to oinemato-
graph the sky. He t^es 3,000 photographs a night when
it is cleai' and expects to show realistic pictures of the
movements of moon and stars.

Sd. Aimr. Sup., Feb. 26, 1898, p. 18481.

einematographer (sin-e-ma-tog'ra-f6r), re. One
who uses a einematograpli. Also Mnematog-
rapher.

If there was no einematographer in the French
Chamber on Saturday there ongnt to have been.

Pall Mall Gazette, Jan. 24, 1898.

cinematographic (sin-e-mat-o-graf'ik), a. 1.

Pertaining to, or suitable for exhibition in, a
cinematograph.— 2. Adapted, as an instru-

ment, for taking a series of instantaneous

pictures. Also MnematograpMc.
Cinematographical (sin-e-mat-o-graf'i-Kal), a.
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Same as cinematographic. Also kinemato-
graphical.

cinematography (sin-f-ma-tog'ra-fi), re. The
art of taking a succession of photographic
pictures representing objects in movement,
and of showing the same by projection or
otherwise. Also kinematography.

An expert in photography and cinematography (or bio-
graphic methods of photography^.

Photo-Miniature, July, 1903, p. 174.

cinemograph (sin'e-mo-graf), n. [Gr. xivii/ia,

movement, -H ypa^uv, write.] An apparatus
devised by Richard ofParis for registering the
velocity of the wind at each moment. It records
the velocity of rotation of the vertical shaft of the ane-
mometer instead of recording its accumulated total move-
ment. The velocity of the wind is some multiple of that
of the shaft. Also kinematograph.

cineograph (sin'e-o-graf); re. [Irreg. < Gr.
KivHv, move, + yp64eiv, wnte.] A picture rep-
resenting objects in motion. Owing to the
persistence of vision many separate pictures
brought before the eye in rapid succession are
blended into one. Also Mneograph.

cineol (sin'e-61), n. [ein(namon) -f- -e- -I- -oZ.]

A volatile compound, CjoHigO, found in euca-
lyptus, milfoil, rosemaiy, wormseed, cajeput,
peppermint, and many other oils. Also called
eucalyptol and cajeputol.

Cinglllar (sing'gu-lar), a. [NL. dngularis, < L.
cingulum, a girdle : see dngulum. ] Of or relat-
ing to the cingulum or ridge of enamel around
the base of the crown of a tooth.

This is seen in the continuation of the cingulum for-
ward, around the internal face of the crown, and the de-
velopment of a distinct dngvZar' cTispvle internal to the
main antero-intemal cusp.

Amer. Jour. Sei., March, 1904, p. 204.

cingulum, n. 5. In hot., same as collar, 2
(6) (3).—6. The zone of a diatom frustule
where the two halves are joined.
cinnabar, re.—Austrian cinnabar, a misleading trade-
name for basic lead chromate used as a pigment. Also
called chrome-red, Persiajn red, American verTnilian, ete.

cinnabar-moth (sin ' a - bar -mdth"), re. A col-
lector's name, in Great Britain, for an arctiid
moth, Eucheliajaeobsea.
cinnamein (sin-a-me'in), re. [dnnam(ic) +
-e-jre2.] The benzyl ester of cinnamie acid,
CgHgCH : CHCO2C7H7 : found in Peru balsam.
It melts at 30° C.

cinnamite (sin'a-mit), re. [dnnam{on) -¥ -jte.]

Same as cinnamon-stone.
cinnamon, re,—SantaiF6 cinnamon, the ishpingo,
Acrodiclidium. ctnrumwmoides, the bark of which is used
by the natives of Colombia as a spice and a medicine.

cinnamon-bark (sin 'a - mon -bark''}, n. The
bitter, acrid, but somew£at aromatic inner
bark of Canella Winterana, a small tree of
Florida: used as a stimulant and tonic; also,

the tree itself, otherwise known as wild cinna-
mon and whitewood.
cinnamonic (sin-a-mon'ik), a. Same as
dnnamie.
cinnamon-sedge (sin'a-mon-sej''), re. Sweet-

cinnamon-vine (sin'a-mon-vin"), n. A name
of species of i)io«cofea,' particularly of D. di-

varicata (better known as Z>. Batatas). The very
large tuberous root of this plant is edlbl& and is known
as Chinese yam, and Chinese potato. The plant is fi'e-

quently gi'own as an omamentel twiner. It is native to
the Philippine Islands, but is now widely distributed
See yam,

cinnolin (sin'o-lin), re. [dnn(amic) + -ol ¥
-ire2.] A poisonous base, CgHgNg, prepared
by the gentle oxidation of dihydrocinnolin.
It melts at 39° C. Also called phenohexaA.,
2-diazadiene.

cinometry (si-nom'e-tri), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
Kivciv, move, -I- /lerpov, measure.] The art or
process of measuring speeds. Also Mnometry.
Cinquain, re. 2. A stanza of five lines.

cinquedea(ching-ke-da'a),n. [It. (Venetian).]
A short, broad, two-edged sword, sometimes
splendidly decorated. It was especially es-
teemed in Venice.
Cintractia (sin-trak'ti-a), re. [NL. (Comu,
1883), named for D6sir§ Auguste Cintract, a
French botanist.] A genus of smuts of the
family Ustilaginacex, in which the sori form
black, rather firmly agglutinated masses of
simple spores, it is very closely rdated to Ustilago,
in which it is included by some authors. C. Carids is a
very common species infesting the ovaries of species of
Carex.

Cinulia (si-nu'li-a), re. [NL.] A genus of
opisthobranchiate MoUusca having inflated,
spirallygrooved shellswith plicated columella,
but without opercula. It occurs in Cretaceous
rooks.

circle

cipher, V. < 6. To put (a batsman) out without
scoring; also, to put a cipher opposite to (a

batsman's name) to indicate that he has failed

to score.

ciralillo (the-ra-lel'yo), II. [Porto Bican.]
Same as *gua/yrote.

circ. An abbreviation (a) of Latin drdter
(about) ; (6) of dveum ; and (c) of drcus.

Circassic (s6r-kas'ik), a. Same as Circassian.

circle, n. 14. A bookbinders' wheel-shaped
tool, having a design engraved on the rim or
edge.—Altitude circle, a graduated circle upon which
is read the altitude of a body above the horizon.—Azi-
muth circle. (&) A graduated circle upon which hori-

zontal angles, or azimuths of a heavenly body are mea-
sured.—Circle about a pair of points, a cmsle as to
which they are inverse pomts.— Circle Of ApollOnlnB,
the circle containing all the vertices of triangles on a
given base and whose other two sides are as m to re, that
IS, are in a given constant ratio. Ereiy triangle has
three such cu'cles.—Circle Of declination. (0) The
circle attached to the declination axis of an equatorial
instrument. Its graduations give the declination of the
objectunderobservation.-Clrcleof Haller. (a) Same
as drculue venoBus. (b) A circle of communicating arteri-

oles on the sclerotic surrounding the optic nerve, (c) A
ring of fibrocartilage which gives support to the auncu-
loventricular valve on each side of the heart Also called
drculus callosuB HaXleri.—Circle Of longitude, an im-
aginary great circle passing through the poles of the
earth.—Circle Of similitude, (a) See gimiiUude. {b)

The cirvumcircle of the triangle of similitude of three
figures directly similar.—Circle Of the gorge, in geam.,
the circumference of a minimum right cross-section of
a solid of revolution.—Cosine circle. It through the
symmedian point of a triangle straight lines be drawn
antiparallel to the sides, the six points in which they in-

tersect the sides lie on a circle, which is called the cosine
drcle of the triangle. Its center is the symmedian point

She Lemoine poin^ £ ; hence it is called the circle K.—
ecllnatlon circle. See irdrcle (if declination.— J}e-

fenslve circle, in pathdl., the addition of a secondary
diseasewhich limits or arrests the progress of the primary
affection, as when pneumothorax supeiTenes on pulmo-
nary tuberculosis, the two affections exerting a recipro-
cally antagonistic reaction.—Discriminating circle, in
function-theory, a finite circle on which are all the sin-

gularities of another connected function.—Dispersion
Circle, in physiol. optics, the retinal ai'ea illuminated by
a bright point without the eye for which the lens is not
accommodated. The term is also used for the appearance
of such a poiul^ that is, for the dispersion image.—DlS-
tance-clixle, in projective geom., a circle in the picture-
plane whose radius is the distance of the projection-
vertex from the picture-plane and whose center is the or-
thographic projection of the projection-vertex.—Divided
circle, a circle marked with degrees, minutes, and sec-
onds.—Double CircleOfaneUlptic KlelnlansnbBtitn-
tlon,.a circle such that every point on it is unmoved by
the substitution.—General^ng circle, in math., if a
curve be described by a given point in the circimiference
of a circle, as the circle, keeping always in the same
plane, rolls without sliding along a fixed line, the rolling
circle is called t^e generating drcle.— Great Circle Of
Hevelins, the halo of 90° radius which is sometimes, but
rarely, seen surrounding the sun. Like the other halos,
it is due to ice-crystals in the air.— Great-Circle sail-
ing, sailing along the arc of a great circle ; which is the
shortest course between two places on the globe. A
great^circle track drawn on a Mercator's chart represents
a curve, except on the meridians and on the equator,
which are great-circle tracks. According to a great-circle
track plotted on a Mercator's chart a ship in following it

would constantly change the direction of her head, but in
reality she would sail in a straight line, owing to the fact
that the chart gives a distorted view of the earth's sur-
face. 'W^en a vessel is navigated on a straight-line course
on a Mercator's chart, her head is never pointed in the
direction of the pori to which she is bound until that
port comes into sight ; but when following a great-circle
ti'ack her head is always pointed for the destined port.
When a vessel is navigated on a straight-line course on a
Mercator's chari^ her head, at starting, points toward the
equatorial side of the port to which she is bound, and, as
the voyage progresses, her head turns more and more in
the right direction. Besides shortening the distance be-
tween places that lie more or less east and west of one
another, the great-circle track is of the highest importance
for sailing-vessels, since it may happen that an apparently
head wind for a straight-line course on a Mercator's chart
may be made a fair wind on a great-cii'cle course. Within
the tropics, great-circle sailing is of no practical impor-
tance, since the distortion of the Mercator's chart in lati-

tudes so close to the equator is too small to be considered.
—Helm circle, the circle that a ship describes while
going ahead with her rudder hard aport or hard astar-
board—the smallest circle that a steamship can turn in
without the use of sails or outside help.— Law Of the
circle, a name occasionally given to the often-used geue-.
ralization of Euclid III. 35 ; namely, that the product of
-the distance along any straight line from a given point
to the two interaections by that line of the circumference
of a given circle is the same along whatever straight line
the measurements are made. All properties of the circle
can thence be easily deduced.—Lemolne circles, (a)
First Lemmne drcle (discovered in 1873 by the French
geometer Emile Lemoine), the circumcii'cle of the Le-
moine hexagon, that is, the circle through the six crosses
of the Lemoine parallels and the sides of a triangle— the
six points where the sides of any triangle are cut by
panulels to the other sides through the Lemoine point
(symmedian point). (6) Second Lemoine drcle. Same as
cosine-kcircle.— Lexell's circle, the small circle on which
are the vertices of equivalent spherical triangles (triangles
of the same angle-sum) on the same base. Their Lexell'i
drcle is copolar with the great circle bisecting their sides.

—McCay'S circles, three circles each of which passeE
through two vertices of Brocard's second triangle and tht
c'entroid of the primitive triangle.—Neuberg circles.
On the side BC of the triangle ABC construct, toward



Neuberg Circle.

circle

A, triangles hav-
ing the same Bro-
•card angle w as
ABC. The locus
of theii' vertices
opposite BC is the
Neuberg circle

<N.). (Na), (Nb),

XNc) are the Neu-
berg circles of the
triangle ABC. —
Nodal circle,
that nodal line

upon a vibrating
<li8k which takes the form of a concentric circle. The for-
mation of nodal circles was described by Chladni in his
Traits d'Acoustique in 1809.—Numerloal rectlflcatlon
Of the circle, the calculation of the number which repre-
sents approximately the transcendental irrational tt, the
ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter.—
OrthocentTOldal circle, the circle of similitude of the
circumscribed and nine points circles of a triangle. It
has the sect whose end-points are the centroid and ortho-
center as its diameter.—Postulate Of the circle, the
postulate that about any point as center with a radius
equal to any given line a circle, may be described (or ex-

ists, or may be brought into existence).— Frlmltlve
circle, (a) The first circle ; the original circle of a group.
4b) In gearing, the pitch-circle.— Right ascension
circle, or hour-circle, the circle attached to the polar
axis of an equatorial, giving the hour-angle of the object
under observation.— Root circle, in spur-gearing or
cylindrical gearing, that circle |in the drawing or cutting
of the teeth which limits the bottoms of the spaces be-
tween the teeth, or from which the teeth appear to take
root. The space within the pitch-line must be deep
enough to allow the pi'ojection or addendum of the
tooth of the other wheel to pass the line joining the cen-
ters without bottoming against the metal between the
teeth.— Sensation-circle, sensory, circle, in psj/cho-
phyg., the retinal or cutaneous area within which it is im-
possible to distinguish two impressions as two. It was
believed by some of the earlier modem physiologists that
the retina and the skin might be mapped out as a sort of
mosaic of overlapping circular areas, each of them sup-
plied with a single sense-fiber; so that, if two stimuli
were to be sensed as two, they must fall within distinct
sensation-circles. The hypothesis was variously modified,
and has now been given up; though the term 'sensory
«ircle ' is still in use, especially as applied to the skin.

E. C. Sanford, Exper. Psychol., p. 4.— Small circle, a
-circle on a sphere the plane of which does not pass
through the center of the sphere.— Stone Circle, a meg-
alithic monument which consists of large stones in a cir-

cular arrangement Also called eycloUth. — layloi's
circle, the circle through the six perpendicular projec-
tions of the feet of its altitudes on the other sides of a
triangle : named for its discoverer (1882), H. M. Taylor.

It is a Tucker's circle.—Trlpllcate-ratiO circle, Tuck-
er's name for the first Lemoine ikcirde.—Tucker's sys-
tem Of circles, the system of circles obtained by taking
different points T on the sect KO. If on the sect OE:
joining the circnmcenter of a triangle ABC to its Lemoine
point any point T be taken, and if points A', B', C be
taken on the sects KA, KB, EC respectively, so that KA':
KB' : KC : KT = KA : KB : KC : KO, then straight lines

through A', B', C antiparallel to BC, CA, AB will meet
the sides of the triangle in six polnte on a circle.-Ver-
tical Circle-, (c) See *i;erte'ca!.—Vicious Circle. (6)Ase-
«[uence of events of such a nature that the effect reacts
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it has the disadvantage of continuously consuming bat-
tery power.—Closed magnetic circuit, indecU, amag-
netic circuit in which the magnetic flux throughout its

entire length traverses iron or other magnetic materials.
— Derived circuit, in elect., a circuit containing no
source of electromotive force, such as a battery or dynamo,
and traversed by induced currents only ; a secondary cir-

cuit—Divinity Circuit, in bookbinding, flexible leather
binding the flaps of which extend beyond the squares all

round the cover, so that when pressed together the ends
will nearly meet in the center of the edges ; the cornel's
and the part that encircles the back of the book are gen-
erally rounded and pinched or creased.— Magnetic Cir-
cuit, the total space in which a magnetic field exists, that
is, in which magnetic attractions and repulsions, electro-
magnetic induction, etc., occur.— Multiple circuit, in
elect, a divided circuit the parts of which are arranged in
parallel, so that the current is distributed, in accordance
with Kirchhoflt's law, each part taking an amount of cur-
rent proportional to its conductivity.—Open-circuit
operation, in elect., the operation of a signal system by
closing the circuit when signaling. See closed iecircuit
operation.— Open magnetic circuit, in elect., a mag-
netic circuit which contains one or several air-gaps.

—

Phantom circuit, an imaginary circuit virtually existing
in systems otmultiplex telegraphy or in telephony. Same
as phantom wires (which see, under pAdntom).—Reso-
nant Circuit, in elect, a circuit timed by adjustment of
its capacity and inductance so as to respond to certain
electrical oscillations.— Series circuit, in elect., any cir-

cuit of which the parts are arranged in series, so that all
parts are traveraed by the whole current. In a series
circuit the parts—which may be, for example, telephones,
arc- or glow-lamps, dynamos, motors, or the cells of a
battery— are said to be arranged in series.

circuit-breaker, n. one of the best-known forms
consists of a switch which is closed against the pull of a
powerful spring. The lock by means of which it is kept
closed is released by an electromagnet operated by the
current

circuiteer, n. 2. Specifically, in Ung. law, one
of the judges appointed to hold court in the
different circuits.

circuition, n. 8. A name proposed by C. S.

Peirce for so much of any self-returning
change as brings about the original state of
those characters which are not altered by the
reversal of a difference, vrhile itdoes not bring
about the return of such characters as are so
altered. A half-revolution is a geometrical dr-
cuition. See *bicir(yuition.

Circular handage. foot, inch. See itbandage, etc.

—

Circular millimeter. See itcross-section units.—Circu-
lar pitch, scale. See*pitchl,itscalel.— Circular su-
ture, triangle. See *suture, triangle.— Circular unit,
units, vibration. See itunit, -kcross-section units,

•kvibration.

circularize, ». * 2. To bring to the notice or
attention of by means of circulars ; send cir-

culars to (possible patrons) by way of adver-
tisement : as, to circularize the clergy ; to cir-

cularize investors.

The fact that the verb " to circularize " was flrat used
in 1848 sufficiently indicates the very recent origin of the
practice of plying possible purchasers with printed letters

and pamphlets. Encyc. Brit, XXV. 98.

circununundane

circumadjacent (s^r'^kum-a-ja'sent), a. Adja-
cent to and lying round about : as, circwnadja-
cent land.

circumaxal (sfer-kum-ak'sal), a. Same as ^eir-
cumaxlal.

circumaxial (ser-kum-ak'si-al), a. [L. eircum,
about, + axis, axis, -t- -aA.] Situated about
an axis—Circumaxial contact, contact of two sur-
faces such that there is contact in every section made by
a plane which contains a certain axis through the point
of contact

circumaxile (s6r-kum-ak'sil), a. [L. circum,
about, -I- axil, axis, -I- -ile.] In bot., sur-
rounding a central axis, as the cells and seeds
of many fruits.

circumboreal (s6r-kum-b6're-al), a. [L. cir-

cum, around, + borealis, boreal.] Belonging
to the zone next outside the boreal or Arctic
region.

Through stress of climate, this, drcumboreal flora has
been driven southward. Pop. Sci. Ho., July, 1901, p. 289.

circumcallosal (ser'kum-ka-lo'sal), a. [L.

circum, about, + callosum + -aZ^.] Lying
about the corpus callosum.

circumcize, v. Another spelling of circumcise.

circumcloacal (s6r''''kum-klo-a'kal)-, a. {dr-
cum -^- cloaca + -al^."] Surrounding or en-
circling the cloaca.

circumcorneal (s6r-kum-k6r'ne-al),'o. [^circum

+ cornea + -oJi.] Surrounding the cornea.
£uck, Med. Handbook, I. 440.

circumcrescent (s6r-kum-kres'ent), a. [L. dr-
eum, around, + creseens, growing.] In em-
bryol., growing over or around: said of the
movement of wie ectoderm, or epiblast during
epibolic gastrulation.

circumdenudation, n— Mountains of clrcnm-
denudation. See 'tmwuntain.

circumeoiuatorial (s6r'"kum-e-kwar-t6'ri-al), a.

[droum- + equator + -ial.'\ Around or encir-

cling the equator : as, a circumequatorial cur-
rent. Encyc. Brit., XXXUI. 937.

Circumesophageal nerve-ring. See *nerve-
ring.

Circumference gage, scale, tape. See^^a^e^,
etc.

Circumferential pitch. Same as drcular

Tucker's System of Circles.

upon the cause, increasing its energy, and this in turn

produces a greater effect (c) In surg., the passage of

chyme, after gastro-enterostomy, through the artificial

opening into the intestine, and then its regurgitation, in

consequence of antiperistaltic action, through tte pylorus

back into the stomach, (d) The mutuaUy accelerating

action of two independent but coexisting diseases. Med.

Record, March 7, 1903, p. 397.

circle-brick (ser'kl-brik), n. Brick cast to a

circular form, either convex or concave : used

for facing or lining a wall of circular plan.

circle-tomb (ser'kl-tom), n. A tomb sur-

rounded by a megalithic stone circle.

Circloid (sto'kloid), a. [drele -f- oid.'\ Resem-
bling a circle.

A cross-section of such a one shows a circloid area com-

posed of twenty or more polyhedral, cuboidal, or short

columnar cells, arranged in a single row about a common
center. Trans. Amer. Micros. Soc, Nov., 1903, p. 78.

circuit, re.— CaJl-OirCUlt, in telephony, a. circuit used

for the transmission of caU-signals, as distinguished from

the transmission of speech, between individual instou-

ments or between such instruments and the caU-ofBce

or central station.- Circuit court of. appeals. See

kappeal-Cloaea circuit operation, in eZect., opera-

tion of a signal system in which the pu-cuit is normally

closed andthe signal is given by opening the circuit It

has the advantage of greater reliability, smoe any defect

inthe circuit iTimmediately noticed by its opening, but

Circulation, n—Derivative circulation, the passage
of blood directly from the arteries to the veins without
going through the capillaries.— Ferrel's theory of the
circulation of the atmosphere, a theory of the circu-

lation of an atmosphere on a globe of a uniform rough-
ness equal to the average roughness of the earth, and
under tiie influence, at any season, of the average amount
of sunshine and heat It was deduced by Ferrel, analyti-

cally, from the obaeiTed barometric pressures and other
general considerations, and was represented graphically in

successive editions of his diagrams (1854, 1858, 1861, 1881,

1885). This system includes as its principal features

equatorial calms below with easterly winds above ; north-

east and southeast trades below with anti-trades above

;

northeast and southeast cold winds below in the polar re-

gions with anti-trades above ; and a series of eddies or
cyclones in the region of strong westerly winds between
the regions of polar winds and trade-winds. See Ferrel's

*law.—Fetal circulation. See *fetal.—General cir-

culation of the atmosphere, those movements of the
atmosphere which depend upon 'the general gradient of

. temperature between the poles and the equator. Accord-

ing to Ferrel, the atmospheric currents produced by the
flow of cold air from the poles to the equator and the re-

turn flow of warm air should, if the surface of the earth

were a perfectly smooth sphere, produce low pressures at

the poles, a belt of low pressure at the equator, and belts

of high pressure near the tropics of Cancer and Capri-

corn. However, this ideal system is greatly altered by
the present distribution of continente and oceans, so that

the actual gradients of temperature between continents

and oceans are even more important than those between
the poles and the equator ; the true general circulation

must take account of them.— Greater circulation.
Same as systemic circulation,—Lesser circulation.
Same aspidmonary *ar(!Mjiii«io«.—PnlmonaiTcircula-
tion. Seepulmonary, and circulation of the blood, under
CTTCMJaeion.-Sinusoidal circulation, the flow of blood

through cavities in the tissues which are lined only with

endothelium and lack the muscular and fibrous coats of

the arteries.—Tropical circulation, in meteor., the

general circulation of the winds around areas of high and
low pressure in the tropics. When the tropical high pres-

sure over the Atlantic in the summer season moves west-

ward, sultry southerly winds are brought to the Atlantic

States by the tropical circulation.

circulational (ser-ku-la'shgn-al), a. Of or per-

taining to circulation

—

Circulational sensation.

See irsensation.

circulatory sensation. See ^'sensation.

circiunflux (s6r'kum-fluks), n. [L. circum,
around, + fluxus, flow: seeflvsc.'] In elect., the
product of the total number of conductor-turns
on the armature of a dynamo or motor into a
current carried by it. Standard Elect. Diet.

circumgenital (s6r-kum- jen 'i-tal), a. [dr-
oum + genital.'] About tJfie genitalia : as, the
drcumgenital glands of the Cocddse, a series of
grouped glands which open in the anal plate
of female diaspine scale-insects about the
genital opening. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist.,

April, 1901, p. 333.

circumhorizontal (ser*kum-hor-i-zon'tal), a.

Surrounding the horizon Circumhorizontal
arc, in meteor., a short band of rainbow colors, nearly
horizontal, but curving downward very slightly, which
passes through the lowest point of the ordinary halo of
46" and therefore tangent to it : due to the refraction of

sunlight through dihedral angles of 90° at the lower ends of
prismatic ice crysl^s fioating nearly vertically in the air.

It is seen only when the sun is 59''-78° above the horizon,
hence quite rarely. First described by Galle, 1847.

circumintestinal(s6r''''kum-in-tes 'ti-nal), a.

[cireum- + intestine + -aV^.'] Encircling tlte in-

testine : as, the drcumintestinal plexus of blood-
vessels in some annelids.— circumlntestinal
sinus. See -ksinus.

circumjovlan (s6r-kum-j6'vi-an), a. Same as

circumlateralism (s6r-kum-lat'e-ral-izm), n.

Same as *centrogenesis: opposed to bilateralism.

By making bilateralism the symbol of animal evolution

and circunuateralism (if I may invent the term), the
symbol of plant evolution.

L. H. Bailey, Smvival of the Unlike, p. 16.

circumlental (s6r-kum-len'tal), a. [L. drcum,
around, -I- NL. lens (lent-), lens, -I- -aP-.] Sur-

rounding a lens, usually referring to the

crystalline lens of the eye.

circum-Mediterranean(s6r-kum-med''i-te-ra'-
ne-an), a. [drcum- + Mediterranean.] Sur-

roimding the Mediterranean: as, a species

native to the drcum^Mediterranean region.

circummeduUary (ser-kum-med'u-la-ri), a.

Same as *'peri'medullary.

circummeridional (ser''kum-me-rid'i-o-nal), a.

[drcumr- -\- meridian + -aU: see meridional.]

Following around a meridian.

circununundane (s6r-kum-mun'dan), a. [L.

drcum, about, + mundits, world : see mundane. ]

Surrounding the world: as, an open circum-

mundane sea.



circunmutatory

circumnutatory (sfer-kum-nu'tar-to-ri), a. Of
or pertaining to oircumnutation : as, a eireum-
nutatory tendency.

CirCTUnpallial (s6r-kum-pari-al), o. Idrcum-
+ palUnm + -ail.] Surrounding or enoireling
the pallium or mantle, in moUusks.
circiUDpass (s6r-kum-pa,s'), v. t. [circum- +
pass.'i To move through the circiimference of

;

travel entirely around.

The description given by the pious Cavendish of his
commercial circumnavigation oJ the globe: "It has
pleased Almighty God to suffer me to drcumpass the
whole globe ofthe world." Smithsonian Sep., 1890, p. 272.

circumpolarization (s6r " kum - p6 " lar -i - za'-
shon), n. In optics, the rotation, by passage
through an optically active substance or
through a magnetic field, of the plane of po-
larization of a beam of light.

circumpolarize (s6r-kum-p6'lS,r-iz), V. t.
;
pret.

and pp. dreumpolarized, ppr. circumpolarizing.
In optics, to rotate the plane of polarization of

Ught.
circmnscind (s6r-kum-sind'), V. t. [L. cireum-
seindere, cut or tear around, < circum, around,
+ seindere, cut.] To cut around.

circumsciss (sSr-kum-sis')) I- [L. *circum-
sdssus, pp. of eircumsoindere : see cirowm-

scind.] Same as drcumsdssile.

clrcumscript, a. 2. In the Echinoidea as
applied to the ambulacra, not continuous
from one pole of the body to the other, but
confined to the area above the equatorial
circumference or ambitus, enlarging at first

and subsequently contraetang within Siis space
and thus assuming a petaloid outline.

circumsiphonal (s6r-kum-a'fgn-al^, a. [cir-

cum + siphon + -aP-.'] Surrounflang the si-

phon, as of a cephalopodous mollusk.

circumspatial (s^r-kum-spa'shal), a. [L. cir-

cum, about, + spaUum, space, 4- -aP.] Ec-
lating or pertaining to surrounding space.

P. J. Bailey, Pestus.

(Hrcumstantiator (sfer-kum-stan'shi-a-tor), n.

One who circumstantiates.

circumteirestrial (s6r"kum-te-res'tri-al), a.

Bound the earth: as, the moon's drcuriiterres-

trial movement.
circunmillbilical (s6r*kum-um-bil'i-kal), a.

[dream- + umbilicus + -aV-.'] Surrounding
the umbilicus.
circumumbonal (s6r"kum-um-b6'nal), a. [L.

drowm, about, + umbo(n-), beak',' + -alX.']

Situated about the beak or umbo : used with
reference to structural details in descriptive

zoology, especially among the Mollusca.

circiunvascular (s6r-kum-vas'ku-lar), a. [X.

drcum, around, + vasculvm, vessel, + -ars.]

Surrounding inwhole or in part a blood-vessel

or lymphatic. Jour. Exper. Med., Feb. 5, 1902,

p. 170.

drcumvolute (sfer^kum-vo-liit'), V. t.; pret.

and pp. drcumvoluted, ppr. drcumvoluUng.
1. To roll; turn: as, to (»rc«»M)oi?(fe a period.

Burns.— 2. To encircle or enwrap : as, dr-
cumvoluUng twine.

circumvolv, v. A simplified spelling of dr-
cumvolve.

circiunzenithal (s6r-kum-ze'nith-al), a. [dr-

cum^ + zenith + -aV-.'] About or near the

zenith ; relating to objects or observations

near the zenith. Nature, Aug. 20, 1903, p. 376.

—Glrcumzenlthal arc, in meteor., a short band of rain-

bow colors, nearly horizontal but curving slightly upward
which passes through the highest point of the ordinai^y

halo 01 46° and therefore tangent to it : due to the refrac-

tion of sunlight thiough dmedral angles of 90° at the

upper ends of prismatic ice crystals floating nearly ver-

tically in the air.

Cirolana (sir-6-la'na), n.

[NL. (Leach, 1§18), amade
word.] The typical genus
of the family Cirolanidse.

C. borealis, of British waters,

lives mainly upon fish. C. con-

charum is an American species

often feeding on the blue crab,

Callinectes hastatus.

Cirolanidae (sir - o - lan'i -

de), n. pi. [NL., < Ciro-

lana + -idrn.'] A family

of isopod crustaceans.

ciront (si'ron), n. [F.

cJrow,OF. cirun, for *siron,

"suiron (= Pr. soiro), <

OHG. siuro, m., siurra, t,

the itch-mite.] The itch-

mite, Sareoptes seahiei.

dron-wormf (si'rgn-w6nn'), n. Same as

*dron.

Cirolana borealis.

Slightly oiagnified.
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Cirratulidse (sir'^a-tu'li-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cirratidus + -idx.] A family of Cheetopoda,

of the order Polychseta. They have a cylindrical

body pointed at both ends, prsestomium elongate and
conical, tentacles 2 or none, and parapodia small, with
simple setce. It includes the genera Cirratvlug, Audou-
inda, CksBtozone, and others.

GirratulUS (si-rat'u-lus), n. [NL., dim. of

L. cirratus, cirrate: see dtrate.] The typical

genus of the family Cirratulidse. Lama/rck.

cirrhoUte (sir'o-lit), n. [Also drrolite; < Gr.

Kippdg, tawny, '+ Xidoc, stone.] A hydrated
phosphate of aluminium and calcium, occur-

ring in pale-yeUow compact masses : found in

Sweden.
Cirrbosis, n—Atrophic cirrhosis, a late stage of
cirrhosis, marked by a reduced size of the liver.— Cardiac
Cirrhosis, chronic inflammation of the heart-muscle as-

sociated with cirrhosis of the liver.—Hanot'S cirrhosis,
a form of cirrhosis of the liver in which there is such an
excessive new formation' of connective tissue that the
organ is increased in size, instead qi diminished as in or-

dinary cirrhosis.— Hypertrophic cirrhosis, an early
stage of cirrhosis marked by an increase in size of tlie

liver.—Laennec's cirrhosis, the usual form of cirrhosis
of the liver, in which the organ is diminished in size.

—

Pigmentary cirrhosis, a form of cirrhosis of the liver
seen in cases of bronzed diabetes.

cirrocumular (sir-o-ku'mu-lar), a. Same as
*drro-oumulous.
cirrocunmlative (sir-6-ku'mu-la-tiv), a. Be-
coming like the cirro-cumulus cloud.

Cirro-cumulo-stratus (sir-6-ku"mu-16-stra'-
tus), Ji. A cloud from which rain is falling
but whose structure is not clearly apparent.
cirro-CUmulous (sir-o-kvi'mu-lus), a. Having
the form or nature of the cirro^umulus cloud.

cirro-filum (sir-o-fi'lum), n. One of a number
of long, thin stripes of cirrus cloud, apparently
all at the same level. These move at an angle
with the isobars and are important indicators
of coming weather changes.

cirrolite. n. See *cirrholite.

cirro-nebula (sir-o-neb'u-la), n. A haze in the
higher strata of clouds; a nebulous mass in
which striation or reticulation is barely per-
ceptible. See *drrus-haze.

cirrorbinal (sir-o-ri'nal), a. [L. drrus, fila-

ment, + Gr. />lg (jjiv-), nose, + aZ-i.] Having
the fore part of the skeleton formed of an un-
paired cartilaginous ring, which represents
the nasal region of the skull and bears fila-

ments or cirri. [Bare.]

cirrorbiny (sir-o-ri'ni), n. The state or char-
acter of being cirrorhinal.

cirrostrative (sir-o-stra'tiv), a. [d/rro-stratus

+ -ive.'] Serving "to form, designate, or indi-

cate cirro-stratus clouds.

cirrostratous (sir-o-stra'tus), a. Having the
form or character of a cirro-stratus cloud.

ciJTO-velum (sir-o-ve'lum), n. A horizontal
sheet of high cloud without much structure,

but possibly with a wavy under-surface ; the
thinnest high layer of cirro-stratus in which
any structure can be detected.

cirrus, »., 2. (fe) One of the solid contractile
tentacle-like organs on the margin of the me-
dusoid of Bydromedusse. Each cirrus is shorter
than the tentacles, is provided with a terminal battery of
cnidoblasts, and is perhaps an organ of offense or of de-
fense. Dorsal cllTl, in feather-stars, the slender, curved,
cylindricalappendages arranged inwhorlson the dorsal side
of the disk, as in AntedAyn, by means of which the animal
attaches itself temporarily to rocks or seaweeds.—False
cirrus, a delicate white cloud streaming away from the
summit of a tall cumulus and closely resembling some
forms of cirrus. Other formations are apt to be so named,
but this is strictly a part of the cumulus cloud. See
iHoudX.— Magnetic cirrus, a formation of cirrus clouds
in systematic parallel bands; a polar band, or "Noah's
ark." The term 'magnetic ' is entirely improper, since the
formation and arrangement of the clouds ai'e wholly due
to the currents and moisture of the atmosphere.— Nuchal
cirrus, a special name given to a dorsal cirrus which
occurs on the second segment of certain polychtetous
worms.— Reticulated cirrus, a network or interlacing
of lines, threads, or strife in a mass of dense cirrus cloud.
—Undulate cirrus, layers of cirrus arranged in gentle
curves ; speciflcally, the layers whose under-surfaces have
a wave-like undulation as seen in the vertical section.

CimiS-baze (sir'us-haz"), ». An indefinite
haze among the highest cirrus clouds (pos-
sibly extending far above them), ordinarily
the locus of delicate sunset-sky colors, a nebu-
lous mass of cirrus in which separate forms or
structures cannot easily be distinguished:
same as *cirro-nebuia. See *c]mjtdX.

ciniela (se-ro-a'la), n. [Sp. cirt««Za, plum.] In
tropical countries settled by the Spanish, a
name given to several plum-like fruits, espe-
cially to Spondias purpurea, S. Mexicana, and
allied species ; also to the fruit of Cyrtocarpa
procera. See hog-plum, Spondias, and *copal~
cocote.

cis-. 2. On this side of (a designated period

citbem

of time): as, "cJs-Eeformation,"F«We/-; "cis-
Elizabethan," Lowell. Better expressed by
post-.— 3. In chem., a prefix used, in contrast
vrith trans- or cts-trans-, to designate a com-
pound in which two atoms or groups are sup-
posed to be situated on the same side of some
plane of symmetry passing through the com-
pound.

cis. (sis). An abbreviation (in cis 8) for (cos
6 + i sin 8) : in function theory :. as, x = f +
iri = p (cos 6 + i sin 8) = p ds B.

cisalpimsm (sis-arpin-izm), n. Cisalpine doc-
trine ; specifically, the theory of the suprem-
acy or independence of a national over the
imiversal church, at least in disciplinary mat-
ters.

cisandine (sis-an'din or -din), a. [ds- + A ndes
+ -imei.] On this (the speaker's) side of the
Andes: as, cisandine forests.

ciscaucasian (sis-k&-ka'gian or -kS,-kash'ian),

a. [ds- + Caucasus + -»a».] Of or relating
to the country north of the Caucasus, Bussia.

ciscoette (sis'k6-et),.». [A Frenchified ren-
dering of siscowet, Ojibwa siskawit. Cf. Cisco.']

A lake-herring. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-
Dec, 1902, p. 244.

cisium (sis'i-um), n.
;
pi. cisia (-a). [L.] 1.

A light two-wheeled Boman vehicle ; a cabrio-
let.— 2. In recent use, a cart with a step at
the rear.

cispontine (sis-pon'tin), a. [NL. *dspontinus,
< L. ds, on this side, + pons (pont-), bridge.]
On this (the speaker's) side of the bridge or
bridges; specifically, in London, on the north
side of the Thames: as, dspontine churches;
the dspontine population.
cisrbenane (sis-re'nan), a. [L. cisrlienanus, <
ds, on this side, + Bhenus, Bhine.] On this
(the speaker's) side of the river Bhine. N. E. D.

cist'', n. 2. A recess in a cliff-house, walled
off from the main room.
A marked feature of the whole series is the existence

here and there of small, often inaccessible, stone cists of
masonry plastered to the side of the rocky cliff like swal-
lows' nests. 17th An. Rep. Bur. Amer. EthnoL, 11. 543.

cistern, n. 7. In mining, a tank in a deep
shaft, serving an upper pump with water from
a lower one.

cistfaen, n. See cisteaen.

Cistic^ (sis'tik), a. [dst^, n., + -ic] Of, per-
taining to, or of the nature of a cist, or pre-
historic place of interment : as, a cistic tomb.
cistula, n. 3. In bot., the small cup-shaped
conceptacle of certain lichens. Syd. Soc Lex.

cit. An abbreviation (a) of dtaUon; (6) of
died; (c) of dUzen.

citadel, )<-central citadel, an arrangement of the ar-

mor on a wai'-ship in which it is concentrated in the central
parts, forming a heavily armored box in wiiich the heavy
guns are mounted, or on top of which they are placed in
bai-bettes or turrets, the ends of the ship being unpi'o- -

tected by vertical armor. This type is now virtually
abandoned, but the term is sometimes applied to the
armored box-casemate in more recent designs, in which
the guns of the secondary battery are carried.

citbaroedic (sith-a-re'dik), a. [L. dtharcedicus,
< dtharcedus: see dtharoedus.'] Pertaining to
a player on the cithara, especially to Apollo.

It seems to me impossible to avoid the conviction that
here the Citharcedic Apollo is represented as in a melan-
choly mood.

P. Gardner, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XXin. 120.

citbaroedus (slth-a-re'dus), n. [L., < Gr.
KiBapuSdg, < KiBdpa, cithara, + -aoidog, < aeldeiv,

sing: see ode.] A
player on the cithara

;

especially, in Gr. an-
Uq., an epithet of
Apollo in this char-
acter, represented in

art as dressed in long
flowing robes and
leading the Muses.
citbem, n—bow cith-
ern, a modem musical
instrument combining
features associated with
several different types.
Its body is obscurely
heart-shaped, somewhat
like tliat of the viola
d'amore, but broader and
with a flat belly and back.
It has a neck like the vio-
lin, but broader and with
a fret-board and head
like a guitar. The strings
are usually four in num-
ber and tuned to corre-
spond with the violin or
its close relatives, but
none of them is of gut.
It is made in three or four statue o< Apollo Cithoroedus in
sizes, like the usual strmg- the Vatican, Rome.
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the responsible head, the other three being
' naval' lords. The civil lord is charged with the super-
vision of the civil affairs of the Admiralty, including the
Works Department See admimtty.

of Commander of the
See Order ofLeopold, under

Idle

quartet: larger varieties are sometimes called viola-zither,ocpMamMe. In playing, the instrument is held slantingly
in the lap, with a projection in the back of its head rest-
ing on a table. It is sounded by means of a bowlike a
violin-bow and the tone is brilliant and powerful. In ni,, o^,^ a vx. .^ .. • •,
Gei-many it is called strenchitUher, to distinguish it from ^^^' oerv. An abbreviation ol <mi%l sermce.
the uMagzither or zither proper. See dvil service, under dvil.

citified (sit'i-fid), a. Having the manners, 0. J. C. P. An abbreviation of Chief Justice
dress, etc., of city life. [Colloq.] of the Common Pleas. See chief jvsUce, -aadei
citoyenne (se -two-yen'), «. [F.] a female Jitstice.

citizen or inhabitant. C. J. K. B. An abbreviation of Chief Justice
For a numberfof years a Mrs. . a citoyenne of the "f *'** King's Bench.

United States, has:been closely studied by the learned, C. J, Q. B. An abbreviation of Chief JusUce
as by Prof. William James, Dr. Hodgson, and. Prof. Oliver of the Queen's BenchLodge. ^.ionj?, in Smithsonian feep., 1900, p. 681. n-'TTf-R A „ti: -^^ ^ m.- ^ r ,

»4+vo ri Mt^^ „A J ii . .J v». J. U. B. An abbreviation of Chwf Justice

nffV-rXnaW 4l f^"^
^''^?:'

?.°i^''
^"^^ "^ *'»« ^^^^ ^«»«'»- ^^e Upper Bench, under

(ot), prop. abl. fem. of citer, adj., hither, com- upper
par. from / ei-, this, here.] A prefix of Latin ck. A contraction of cask.

Z^ff' "'T'^^'^S ,f°
*^^'^ ^"^-^ of,' and equiva- cl. An abbreviation (a) of centUiter; (b) of

it iw« Tri'J^JfS^rT^
^® '" ,ftracaucasmn, clause; (c) of clerk; (d) of cloth (in bookbind-on this side ot the Caucasus ; ettramontane, on ing) ; M of clergyman

this side of the mountains (opposed to ultra- Q. L. An abbre^ation
rnontane, which see). Order ofLeopold.

Cltracetic (sit-ra-set'ik or -se'tik), a. [citr(ic) order

"^pT»™L ^^^^^ *° citric and to acetic acid, clabber^ (klab'6r), n. [Var. of claverS.-]— Cltracetic acid, an uncrystaUizable, tribasic acid, or nniav tnlt- -i^hViAi.
<'»"'<:" -j

CeHgOa©, whose ethyl ester is formed together with °^ ^°^^^ ^^^'^' Jaooer.
aceconitic ester by the action of sodium on bromaoetio 1 could not abide then? [the gypsies'] yellow faces, or
^ter. their ceaseless clabber. Borrow, Lavengro, IxxvL

Uffllnnlfl'=liL^ J'^'f^f^ ^ 'f^-^ ^ """Ir Clabbery (klab'6r-i), a. Iclalberl, n., + -j,!.]

fl«vnll^^ni S-+ 1 t
?^ lemon odor, the Muddy; full of mud: as, a clallery road; cUh-flavor-giving constituent of o.l of lemon, of lery shoes. fScoteh and Irish:]

r.f1? .1 /fT / "^^'^ ''^°'- ' ^'1° P""^^- Clack, V. i. 8. To cluck or cackle, as a hen.ent in oil of limes, mandarin, orange, etc.
; ° •

citramide (si-tram'id), «. [d*r(afe) + am- ^fttl*^/andca^£feSdir^'"'
(monm) + -ide.\ In chem., a crystalline com- Tennyson, The Goose, st. 6.

pound, CeHiiNoOi, obtained by the action of „i_„v », « . ,. „ ^

alcoholic nmmoTiit on r^itratB of ttib+Ti^I «v d^Ck, «.-Comlsh clack, a clack with two lids, theaiconoiie ammoma on citrate ot methyl, or upper hinged and seated on the lower.
citrate of ethyl. WatU, Diet. Chem. clack-guard (klak'gard), n. A ring which

citrange (sit'ranj), n. [ < citr(us) + (pr)ange.'] prevents undue opening of the clack-valve.
A hybrid fruit'prbduced by crossing the hardy clack-lid (klak'lid), n. The flap of a clack-
trifoliolate orange {Citrus trifoUata) and the valve.
common sweet orange. claco (klS'ko), n. [Mex.] The eighth part of a

citrazinic (sit-ra-zin'ik), a. [^citr(ic) + az(ote) Spanish silver sMEing.
+ -Ml + -ic] Iberivedfrom citramide Citra- cladautoicous (klad-a-toi'kus), a. [Qv.KMdog,
zlnlc acid, (H0)2C5H2N.C02H. it is formed by the branch, + avrdf, self, same, 4- okof, dwelling.
action of sulphuric acid on citramide. Cf. autmcious.J In mosses, having the male in-
citronellal (sit-ro-nel'al), «. [citronella + florescence on a special branch.
-aZ3.] A substance, CHg = C(CH3) (CH2)3 cladisk (kjad'isk), n. [NL. cladisaus, < Gr.
CH(CH3)CH2CH0, found in oitronella-oil, eu- lAadiaKo^, dim. of nldSoc, a branch.] In the
calyptus-oil, and lemon-oil. It boils at 205- nomenclature of the spicular elements of
208° C. sponges, one of the equal arms in the cladome

citronellol (sit-ro-nel'ol), n. An alcohol, CHo of a trisene. See cladome and trisene.

= C(CH3) (CH2)'3CH(CH3)CHgCH20H, found Oladistia (kla-dis'ti-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
in its levogyrate form in rose-oil, pelargonium- KMdog, a branch, + iariov, a web.] The fam-
oil, and geranium-oil. It is also formed by the ily Polypteridx considered as a suborder of
reduction of eitronellal. It boils at 117-118° ganoid fishes.

C. under 17 millimeters. cladoceran (kla-dos'e-ran), n. [Cladocera +
citronellone (sit-ro-nel'on), n. An incorrect -an.] One of the Cladocera.
name for eitronellal, given to it before its Cladocbytriaceae (klad-o-Mt-ri-a'se-e), n.

chemical nature was understood. pi. [NL., < Cladochytrium + -acese.'] 'A fam-
citronene. See *citronin. ily of phycomycetous fungi, named from the
Citronin (sit'ron-in), n. [citron + -m^.] A genus Cladochytrium. The genera differ chiefly in

name of several acid coal-tar colors, all of ™e presence or absence of resting-spores and in their---- - — .__._' ._ saprophytic or parasitic condition.

Cladochytrium (klad-o-kit'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Nowakowski, 1876), < (ir. kMSoi, a branch, +
XiTpiov, dim. of x^'''P<'t ^ V^t: see *chytra. The
allusion is prob. to the pits produced on the
host.] A genus of phycomycetous fungi of
the family Cladochytriacese, having a well-de-
veloped mycelium in the tissues of the host
and producing uniciliate zoospores, but no rest-

ing-spores, so far as is known. Cladochytrium
tenue is parasitic upon sweet-flag, Acorus Cal-

amus, and produces swellings on submerged
parts of the plant.

cladocopous (kla-dok'o-pus), a. [Gr. KMdog,

a branch, + Kimij', a handle.] Having branched

Claire

in which the vertebral ossicles articulate with
one another by means of hour-glass shaped
surfaces and are covered by granular deposits
in the thick integument. The arms may be shnple
or separately branched.

Cladophiuran (kla-dof-i-ii'ran), a. and n. I.
a. Pertaining to or having the characters of
the order Cladophiurm of the Ophiuroidea.
n. n. A member of the Cladophiurse.

cladophiuroid (kla-dof-i-fi'roid), a. and n. I.
a. Cladophiuran; of or pertaining to the order
Cladophiurx of the Ophiuroidea.
II. n. A member of the Cladophiurse.

cladorhabd (klad'o-rabd), n. [Gr. KAddor, a
twig, + ^dfiche, a rod.] In the nomenclature
of the spicular elements of sponges, a much-
divided tetraxial form derived from the cal-
trop.

Claaoselache (klad-o-sel'a-ke), n. [Gr. K^aSog,

a twig, + oeMxv, pi. of oDuixof, a shark.] A
genus of primitive selachians or sharks, be-
Seved to have had an unsegmented vertebral
axis, long smooth shagreen-covered body,
blunt snout, two dorsal fins without spines,
and strongly heterocercal tail. It has been
found in the Upper Devonian rocks of Ohio.

which dye wool yellow in an acid bath. Also
citronene.

citrophen (sit'ro-fen), m. [citr(ic) -i- phen(yl).']

The primary citrate of para-phenetidin, C2H5
OC0H4NH2.CqH8O7. It crystallizes in prisms
which are easily soluble in water and melt at
186° C. It is used in medicine as an antipy-

retic and antineuralgie.

citruUin (si-trul'in), n. \_citi-ull(us) + -in^.] A
yellow resin derived from Citrullus Colocynthis :

used in medicine as a purgative.

City company. See *company.
city-state (sit'i-stat), n. A single city which
is an independent sovereign state, or a sover-

eign state which embraces only one town or

city. The city-state was the characteristic political

organization of Greek and early Italian civilization.

Athens, Rome in the days of the republic, and Florence

and Venice in the days of their greatness were eity-itates.

civ. An abbreviation (a) of dvic; (6) of civil;

(c) of civilian.

civicism (siv'i-sizm), n. Th« civic spirit or

civic condition; citizenship and equal rights

and duties for aU, as a principle of civil organi-

zation and government.

civicultural (siv ' i - kul '' tflr - al ), a. [L. mvis,

citizen, + cultura, culture, + -a?.] Being,

Having the liver branched or lobulated, as

certain nudibranehiate moUusks.
Cladohepiatica (klad - a - he - pat 'i - ka), n.pl.

[NL., < Gr. likddog, a branch, + fprat, (i/naT-),

Uver.] A section of nudibranehiate moUusks.
They have the cerata usually on the sides of th.i dorsal

surface and elongated or arborescent ; the buccal mass
strong ;

jaws present ; and the liver usually ramifli-d, the
branches generally extending into the cerata. The soction

includes a number of families, among them the jEoli-

didse, Dendronotidae, PhylKrrhmdee, and Tritoniidai.

serving, or originatmg in one of those instincts
gig^omjc (kla-dom'ik), a. Pertaining to or re-

which subserve less tne welfare of the mdi- ''^^Xg a cladome.
vidual than tt.a.c of a stock, community, asso-

(jiadoniacese (klad"o-ni-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <
e:ation, or other class of animals, human or

'ciad,onia+ -Mex.Y Same as Cladoniei, the
brute : government, religion, armies, and mar-

^ j^,^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^
riage are civicultural developments. Cladophiura (kla-dof-i-u're), n. pi. [NL.,

Civil code, process. See *codA
*ffino"IrdMmt pl- otClodophimra < Gr. addof, branch, + 60*?,

the only civilian member of the British Board 01 Aumi- ^ , , ,£/ . ., -, a „_/!„_ „* /(fj,hj~nirli>n
ralty except the 'first lord,' who is a cabinet minister and snake + m>pa, taU.J An oraer or ureuerotoea

Cladoselache.

Restoration of Cladoselache neviberryi. Dean. Cleveland Shale
(Upper Devonian), Ohio, An anteriordorsalfin has been discovered
since this illustration was made. ( From Zittel's "Paleontology.")

cladoselachiau (klad '' a - sf - lak ' i - an), n. A
selachian of the genus Cladoselache.

"

cha/doselachid (klad-a-sel'a-kid), n. A sela-
chian allied to Cladoselache] a eladoselachian.

cladosiphonic (klad'o-si-fon'ik), a. In hot.,

having a tubular stele interrupted at the in-
sertion of branches. Jeffreys.

cladostyle (klad'a-stil), n. [Gr. icHdog, a'twig,
-I- arv/iog, a pillar.] In the nomenclature of
the spicular elements of sponges, a tetraxial
spicule of many sharp-pointed branches, de-
rived from the caltrop.

cladotyle (klad'a-til), ». [Gr. K/idSog, a twig,
+ Tv7i.7/, a lump.] In the nomenclature of the
spicular elements of sponges, a monaxial form
having many branches each ending in a
rounded knob.
claggum (klag'um), n. [Cf. dag^.] Tofty.
[Scotch.]

clalk (klak), n. 2. The shell of the barnacle.
[Scotch.]

Claim^, n— Continual claim, in Ung. law, a formal
claim made annually to lands ortenements toprevent the
acquirement of title by prescription. This effect has been
abolished by statute.— Court of claims. See court and
*court. — Court of Private Land Claims. See private
land *clavms.— Private land claims. The treaties by
which the United States obtained possession of the terri-

tory which now includes California, Colorado, Utali,
Wyoming, Nevada, New Mexico, and Arizona, provided
that the United States should recognize and protect the
rights of property of every kind belonging to Mexicans in
the ceded territory. These rights originated from grants
and cessions made by Spain to various settlers, emigrants,
ete., and from grants made by Mexico after independence
from Spain. By reason of this double som'ce and of the
many revolutions and counter-revolutions in Mexico,
titles to land in this tenitory became hopelessly confuted,
and the United States, in order to carry out as fai' as pos-
sible the terms of her treaties, established in 1S91, the
Court of Private Land Claims. All persons claiming title

to any part of the land before mentioned were entiued to
present their claims to this court. The claims of such
claimants are known as private land claims.— Stale
claim. See stale -Ademand.

clairce (klars), n. [P., < claircer, clarify, < clair,

clear : see clear, a.'] A saturated solution of
pure sugar in water, used in the process of re-

fining sugar.

The cooled molds are then placed on a centrifugal
spindle or in a centrifugal basket, and the syrup spun out.
While spinning the sugar plates are washed with clairce
— a saturated solution of pure sugar in water— and wheji
this too is spun out the molds are removed and taken
asunder. 5cii. ArMr. Svp., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 22,706.

clair-de-lune (klar-de-liin '), «. [F., moonlight.]
A shade of color seen in the glaze of certain
Chinese porcelains ; apale gray-blue or 'moon-
light' white.

claire (War), n. [P., fem. of clair, clear.] A
reservoir of clear sea-water, protected from
tidal currents, where oysters are fattened for

the market or kept under observation for

scientific purposes.

The experiments are made in an enclosed and tideless

claire and have achieved a definite measure of success in

demonstrating the possibility of fattening oysters to

marketable condition by this means.
Science, Jan. 18, 1901, p. 107.



clairolfactance

clairolfactance (klar-ol-fak'tans), n. The sup-
posed faculty of being clairo"teaotant.
That OiBdairotfoctant or hyperosmic soul perceives

more than toe clairaadient or clairvoyimt.
O. S. Hall, Adolescence, U. 16.

Clairolfactant (klar-ol-fak'tant), a. [P. Clair,
clear, + E. olfaet(ory), + -o»«i. Cf. clairvoy-
antl Pertaining to or characterized by an
abnormaUj delicate olfactory sensitivity and
sensible discrimination.
claiischach (klar'shadh), n. [Also c/aiweacfe,
clarsheeh, clerschew, clersha, clarishoe, clearsaeh,
clairsach, etc., < Gael. It. clairseach.] A form
of Celtic harp once used in Scotland and Ire-
land. N. E. D.
clairscliacher (klar'shSeh-er), n. One who
plays upon the clairschach ;"a harper. N. E. D.
clairroyancy (klar-voi'an-si), n. Same as
clairvoyance.

clairvoyantlsr (klSr-Toi'ant-li), adv. As a
clairvoyant ; in the manner of a clairvoyant.
Clam^, n,—SlO0Ay clam, an ark-shell. Area pexata,
which has red blood. [North America.]—Fainted Clam,
an edible bivalve, MacrocaHixta gigantea, fomid abund-
antly in the southern United States ; so called because of
the colored markings on its porcelain-like shelL

clam^ (klam), V. i. [clam^, n."] To gather,
clams ; as, to go clamming. [CoUoq.]
clam-hook (klam'h{ik),». A short-handled fork
which has strong round hooks or tines and is

used to rake clams out of the mud along the
shore. A similar tool with flat tines is a clam-
digger.

claiiuamfiy(klam-jam'fri), n. 1. SameascZan-
jamfrie.— 2. Rubbish; trumpery. Also c2am-
jamphrie.
clammy-weed (klam'i-wed'), n. Any plant
of the genus Polanisia, especially P. graveolens.
See Polanisia.

clamp},'!-—Fedldeclamp. See*elmnp-/orceps. Buck,
Med. Handbook, I. 253.-Test-tube clamp, a wooden
handle, withaclampof wood or brass bywhimi a test-tube
may be grasped : used in chemical laboratories to support
such a tube over a flame while protecting the hand from
heat. The clamp is sometimes made to slide up and down
on a vertical rod upon a foot, with a screw arrangement
by which to fix it at any desired height.

clamp^, n. 2. A clamp-shell, Tridacna; a
chama.
clamp-forceps (klamp'f6r''seps), n. A clamp
shaped like a forceps, with an automatic lock,

used in surgical operations to compress arte-

ries, the pe(uele of a tumor, or other structures.

Buck. Med. Handbook, II. 38.

clamp-killl, ». 2. A brick-kiln built with
temporary walls which are rebuilt after each
burning, the outside of the walls being plas-

tered or daubed with clay mortar.

clamp-shell (klamp ' shel), n. Same as
*clampS, 2.

clamp-tongs (klamp't6ngs), n. Boofing-tongs
that can be used to clamp and hold the edges
of tin plates.

clam-shell, n. H. a. Besembllng in form or
appearance the shell of a clam : as, a clam-
shell dredging-bucket ; a clam-shell dredging-
macbine.

clan, n. 3. A social unit in a tribe in which de-

scent is reckoned in the maternal line ; a group
of people supposed to be descended from a
common ancestor, descent being reckoned in

the female line. In this sense it is opposed to

gens, the social unit in a tribe in which descent
is reckoned in the paternal line.

A c2an is an organized group of persons who reckon
kinship through females m>m an ancestral mother, real

or eponymous ; it has well-defined rights and duties.

An. Sep. Bur. Amer. JEthnol., 1897-98, p. xlix.

Totem-clan. See -ktot&m^clan.

clan-ancient (klan'au'shent), n. The ances-

tor of a clan.

The objective cultus of Eatcinas is made up of repre-

sentations of these animas (breath bodies) of clan-andents

by masked men, by images, by pictures, and ceremonial

J. W. Fewkea, in Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, March, 1902, p. 14.

clanfellow (klan'fel-o), n. In anthrop., a
member of a clan in his relation to another
member of the same clan.

Clang afanlty or relationship, the identity of the pitch

of the fundamental of one tone with that of an overtone

of another tone of different clang, or the identity in pitch

of two or more overtones.

clan-horde (klan'hord), n. A horde which
has gradually assumed the status of a clan by
coming into clan relations with other hordes.

Finally it might be assumed that each horde in a clus-

ter or group of hordes becomes practically a clan by

retaining a majority of all members of that clan and by
inclnding with them only a few individuals of other clans,

and that such cloM-hordes presently draw together into a

tribal organization. Giddingg, Prin. of Socio!., p. 258.
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clank, ». I, trans. 8. To deposit, put, place,
or set down with a clanking sound.
When she brought up the tea-tray she clanked it on the

lobby-table. Mrs. Carlyle.

H. intrans. 2. To move with a clanking
sound.

" Not bad news, I hope?" cried Ivo, as Ascelin clanked
into the hall. Kingsley, Hereward, xxi.

clan-name (klan'nam), n. 1. The name by
which a clan is known.— 2. One of a set of
names belonging to a clan by which the bearer
of the name is recognized as a member of the
clan.

In the clan system descent was probably at first reck-
oned only throug;h the female line ; consequently uterine
ties alone constituted kinship, the father not being re-
garded as related even to his own children, and not consid-
ered as a member of the family, as still amongst the Chi
(Tshi) people of the Gold Coast and elsewhere. In this
system all the children bear the clan-name transmitted
through the mother, and the claTt-rtame thus becomes the
test of blood-relationship. Keane, EthnoL, p. 6.

clanship, n. Z. Membership in a clan.— 3.
The feeling or spirit of attachment and loyalty
to one's clan or fraternity.

clan-standard (Man'stan-dard), n. The em-
blem of a clan, by the iise of which the
members of the elan may be recognized.

The devices are at once blood-signs, definite as the face-
marl^s of gregarious animals, and clan-standards, signifi-

cant as tartan or pibroch. Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 62.

Clanswoman (klanz'wum-an), n. In ethnol.,

an adult female member oi a clan. Biddings,
Prin. of Sociol., p. 173.

Claosaurus (kIa-o-sS.'rus), n. [NL., said to
have been formed (if so, irregularly) from Ghr.

lOiAa (inf. /c^v), break, + aavpoq, a lizard.] A

Claosaurus annectens, Marsh.

(From " Trans. Conn. Acad. Arts and Sciences.")

genus of dinosaurian reptiles of great size.
They had an elongate and snouted skull with toothless

premaxillee ; teeth arranged in successional series in an
alveolar groove; 30 presacral vertebrse, 9 fused sacrals,

and about 60 candals; fore legs very short; hind legs

very large, with massive digits ; both fore and hind legs

three-toed, and the fore feet with a rudimentary fourth
toe. Claosaurus annectens, from the Upper Cretaceous
of the Bocky Mountains, attained a length of more than
30 feet.

clapboard-gage
( klap ' bord -

gaj), n. A car-

penters' gage
used to mea-
sure the dis-

tance between
one line of
clapboards
and the next
above it. It is

adjustable to
various widths
of clapboard
to be exposed
to theweather.
clap-netter
(klap'net-er),
n. One who
catches birds
with a clap-
net. Athense- i

urn, Oct.

1891, p. 587. clapboard'exposed to the weather.

clapperi, ?i. 8.
In bot., the auricle in hepatics. See auricle, 3
(c).

claret-cheek (klar'et-chek), n. Same as capil-

lary Animus.
clarinet, ». 2. In organ-building, a reed-stop
imitating the tone of the clarinet.

Clark process. See ^process.

clash-gear (klash'ger), n. A form of change-
gear for motor-cars, in which the differing
speeds of the driven shaft are secured by slid-

ing or shifting tooth-wheels lengthwise on

clapboard-gage.

:, abutment for clapboard already in place;
. sliding abutment for clapboard to be

31 placed next above; t, slot with set-screw to
f ' hold b in place ; d, index showing width of

class

parallel shafts until the desired pair comes
into mesh, yfhen the driving-gear is turning and the
one to be driven is moving at a different rate, the engage-
ment of the sets of teeth takes place with a jai' or claslL
Sometimes called sliding'gear transmission.

clashy (klash'i), a. [clash + -yi.] 1. Wet
and disagreeable with drenching dashes of
rain : applied to the weather: as, a clashif

day.— 2. Given to gossiping and tale-telling.

[Dialectal in both senses.]

clasmatocyte (klas-mat'o-sTt), n. [Gr.
K}ida/ia(T-), a fragment, a morsel, + Kvrog, a
hollow (a cell).] A large branching cell re-

sembling a mast-cell, but containing no-

basophilic granules. Med. Record, June 27,

1903, p. 1046.

clasmatosis (klas-ma-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kkaafmij-), a fragment, a morsel, + -osw.]
The process of breaking up into small frag-
ments : applied to cell changes. C. S. Minot,
in Science, March 29, 1901, p. 492.

clasp, V. t. 3. To attach holdfasts of metal to-

the outer edges of (a book-cover) to prevent its

yawning or warping.

clasp, n., 1, (e) The riveted shaclfle of a hemp or
wire rope.

4. In the British army, a narrow flat bar of
metal forming part of a military decoration,
and bearing the name of some action at which
the bearer was present.

For his [Earl Eoberte's] services in the Mutiny war he
was seven times mentioned in despatches, received the
medal with tlu-ee clasps, the Victoria Cross, and on his-

promotion to captain in October, 1860, a brevet majority.
Ejwyc. Brit, XXXIL 263.

Vachette clasp, a small piece of wire with curved
pointed ends for clamping the edges of the wall of a
horse's hoof together in cases of cracked hoof.

clasper, n. (cy The operator who makes clasps or at-
taches them to books or other articles.

—

Frontal clasper,
a name applied to a peculiar appendage found on the
head of the male chimeera. A]Bo/rontal spine. Parkeraud
HasweU, Zoology, I. 175.

clasp-nut (klasp'nut), n. A split nut which
can be opened or closed to permit of its en-
gaging or disengaging a screw at any point of
its travel, such a nut is commonly used to operate
the carriage of an engine-lathe wlien cutting a thread.
Sometimes called ctam^nvi and clip^nut.

class, n. 7. In jpetrog., in the quantitative
classification of igneous rocks (see *rock), the
highest division. All igneous-rock magmas are
divided into 5 classes, according to the proportions of
salic and femic constituents. The salic minerals are
quartz, feldspars, leucite, nephelite, sodalites, corundum,
and zircon ; the femic minerals are all other minerals ex-

I cept the aluminous ferromagnesiau ones. These minerals
are calculated from the chemical composition of each
rock. The 5 classes are caHedpersalane, dosalane, saife-
ma/ne, dofemane, &nd perfemune.

8. (o) In shipbuilding, the indication of the
character, style of construction, and quality
of workmanship and outfit of a merchant
vessel, as determined by the rules and inspec-
tion of a registration society. The class to
which a vessel is assigned is indicated in the
register of each society by a conventional
character such as lOOA, 90A, etc. See A, 2

(/)• (6) the indication of the size and power
of any mven type of war-ship : as, a first-cZoss
battle-ship, a first-, second-, or third-class
cruiser, etc.— 9. In crystallog., one of the
thirty-two groups in which crystaJs are divided
in accordance with the special type of sym-
metry which characterizes tiiem. See *sym-
metry.—Age class, in forestry, all the trees in a
stand of which the ages are within given limits.

—

Grown
Class, in forestry, au the trees in a stand which occupy
a similar position in the crown cover. Dominant, inter-
mediate, overtopped, and suppressed trees each constitute
a crown class.-Diameter class, in forestry, all the
trees in a stand whose diameters are within prescribed
limits.—Form class, in forestry, all the trees in a stand
so similar in form that the same form factor is applicable
in determining their actual volume—Helgbt class, in
forestry, all the trees in a stand whose heists are within
prescribed limits.—Locality class, in forestry, all local-
ities with similar forest-producing power.

—

Personality
Classes, classes in the social population distinguished by
differences of mental and moral endowment ; in pai-ticu-
lar, the men of genius and talent, the normally endowed,
and the mentally and morally defective. Giddings, Prin.
of Sociol., p. 125.—Social classes, classes in the so(^
population distinguished by differences of social instinct
or feeling : they mclude the altruistic or philantlu-opic,
the merely non-social or indifferent, the dependent or
pauperized, and the anti-social or criminal classes. Gid-
dimgs, Prin. of Sociol., p. 126.— Stand Class, in forestry,
all stands of similar density, height, and volume for a
§iven age or diameter and a given locality class. The in-
ex stfuid may constitute the first stand class.—Tree

class, in forestry, all trees of approximately the same
size. The following tree classes are distinguished : seed-
ling, shoot, small sapling, large sapling, small pole, large
pole, standard, i;e(«ran.—Vitality Classes, classes in
the social population distinguished by different degiees
of vitality, as shown in birth-rates, death-rates, and
longevity. Giddings, Prin. of Sociol., p. 12f

.



class

class, V. I. trans. 3. la shipbuildifig, to asBign
to a class of a registration society, such as
Lloyd's: said of a merchant vessel. A vessel
not classed is one which has not been inspected
and assigned a class by any registration so-
ciety, or the classification of which has been
refused for some reason, not necessarily in-
volving deterioration or inferior quality.
n.intrans. 2. Tobeassignedtoaclass. See

*!., 3.

class. An abbreviation (a) of classic or classi-

cal
; (6) of classification.

class-consciousness (kl&s-kon'shus-nes), n.

The feeling and perception of unity which per-
vade any social class and include a sense of
common nature, identity of interests, and sim-
ilarity of manners.
classer (klas'fer), n. [class + -eri.] One who
classifies or sorts according to certain quali-
ties or characteristics : as, a classer of wool or
cotton.

classiary (klas'i-a-ri), a. [L. classiarius, < clas-

sis, a fleet : see ctass.'i Of or pertaining to the
fleet or navy, its personnel, or its exploits.

A gallery was opened ... for the display of inscrip'
tions mentioning officers and men of the Boman " Channel
Squadron," cfamart/ tiles . . . bearing the stamp CI. B.R.
and a votive offering. AthenaBwrrif Aug. 29, 1891, p. 290.

Classic landscape. See *landscape.

classical^, a. 6. In music, belonging or per-
taining to a style of composition in w^ich reg-

ularity of form is conspicuous, particularly to
the style developed in the latter part of the
eighteenthcentury :opi)osedto romantic. Thus
Haydn's music is classical, while Schumann's
is mostly romantic. The term is also loosely
used of all music that is elaborate, difficult, or
abstruse : opposed topopular— Classical school,
in musie, the group of composers who, from Haydn on-
ward, emphasized orderliness of form rather than richness

of emotional content : opposed to the nmumtic school

(which see, under romantic).

classicalize (klas'i-kal-Iz), v. t. and i.
;
pret.

and pp. cUtssicdlized ; ppr. classicalimig. [clas-

sical+ -ise."] To conform, or cause to conform,
to classical usages : as, to classicalize themodem
spelling of Greek and Boman names.

classicism, ra. 3. Classical scholarship or learn-

ing.

So far as all the rfossfctsmthen attainable was concerned,

ShaJcespeare got It as cheap as Goethe did, who always
boughtjit ready made.

Lowell, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 188.

classicistic (klas-i-sis'tik), a. Conformed to

or characterized by classicism : as, the classieis-

jjcdrama ; the dassicisiiCTpenodi of architecture.

classifiant (klas-i-fi'ant), a. Same as das«i^c,

3.—Classifiant concept. Same as clasgiflc -kconcept.

classifically (kla-sif'i-kal-i), adv. As a classi-

fier : as, a word used cld'ssifi-eally.

classification, »• 3. In shipbuilding, the as-

signment to and arrangement of merchant ves-

sels in classes by registration societies. See

*class, »., 8'.—Sympodial classification, classifica-

tion based on the successive branchings of phenomena

;

classification growing out of differentiation in various di-

rections, in contrast to hierarchical classifications, which
recognize only one straight line of succession or progress.

classifier «. 4. In ore concentration and mill-

ing, an apparatus for subdividing ore-pulp, ac-

cording to the size and density of the mineral

articles, in moving currents.

class-marriage (klas'mar'aj), n. In ethnol., a

system of marriage in which a person of one

class is restricted in the choice of his or her

mate to a definite class of individuals. Keane,

Man Past and Present, p. 153.

class-number (kias'num'''ber), n. In lilrary-

eataloguing, the number, or number and letter,

which shows the class (as literature, history,

philosophy, or science) to which a book belongs

or tiie subject of which it treats, it is usually fol-

lowed by other figures which indicate the particular divi-

sion, subdivision, or section of the subject treated, and the

number of the book. _

Clasterosporium (klas'tfer-o-spo n-nm), n.

[NL. (Schweinitz, 1831), < &r. k?m<jt6s, broken,

-f cTTopa, seed (see ^ore). The allusion is to

the manner in which conidiophores break up.]

A genus of hyphomyeetous fungi character-

ized by dark-colored hyphsB and conidiophores

which bear brownish, three- (or more) celled

cylindrical or spindle-shaped conidia. C.

Amygdalearum is parasitic on the leaves of the

peach, plum, cherry, etc., in Europe.

clastic, a. U.n.pl. In jjeirog-., sedimentary

rocks composed of fragments of older rocks.

This main structural feature, supported by the evidence

afforded by the intrusive character of the contact between

tte cr^st^Mnes and the rfasto, by the marmonzation and
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of the shoulder-girdle The supraclavicle, when
present, is attached to its upper end, and the coracoid
elements are attached to its posterior surface. It boiilera
the gill-opening behind.
avlc

"

deformation of the adjacent country rock, and by the oc-
currence of an unusually complete series of typical con-
tact-metamorphic minerals, is conclusive as to the part this

intrusive mass has played m the history of the region. ^
Econ. Geol, U. S. Qeol. Surv., 1902, p. 36. ciavfcnliTanterror^ inichth., the clavicle : a bone of the

ClastOgene (klas'to-ien), a. [Gt. /OiaaTSg, shoulder-girdle, bordering the gill-opening behind:

hrnlren -I- v/w/ir THtiH labanimuji^ 1 Tti npfrnn doubtless not a homologne of the bone so called in niam-DroJien, -t- ytvog, tond (see 9fn^hi i^npetrog., mals.-Clavlcula posterior, in icMh., the lower of the
a term used by Kenevier (1881) for coarsely two bones which support the actinosts; the hypercoracoid.
clastic rocks, such as conglomerates and bree- claviculohumeral (kla-vik'u^lo-hu'me-ral), a.
oias. In anat., relating to both the clavicle ani the
Clathraces (klath-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < humerus.
Clathrus + -acese.] A family of fungi of the clavier, n. 4. A dumb keyboard made for
order Phallales, named from the genus Clath- finger-gymnastics, as the Virgil clavier.

rus : characterized by having the receptacle clavlenst (kla-ver'ist), n. A player on a ela-
latticed or irregularly branched and inclosing vier. A'. E. D.
the eleba.

Clatnraria (klath-ra'ri-a), n. [NL. (Stokes
and Webb, 1824), < L. claihri, lattice : see clafh-

rate.'i A genus name formerly given to fossil

trunks with clathrate markings.

clathrarian (klath-ra'ri-an), a. [Clathraria +

clavicle (klav'i-ol), ». [Also claviol; < cla{vis)

-I- viol.'] A musical instrument invented by
Dr. Hawkins of Bordentown, New Jersey, in

1802. It had strings and a keyboard like an upright
pianoforte, but by a roller meclianism it produced sus-

tained tones by friction instead of by the blows of ham-
mers.

Olynthus

-an.] Of the nature of "Clathraria (that is, of clavipectoral (klav-i-pek'to-ral), a. [L. clavis,
clathrate fossil trvmks). — .. ^^-m- .,•,-..

. ^ -

Clathrina (klath-ii'na), n. [NL.,
< L. clathri, lattice, -f'-imoi.] The
typical genus of the family
Clathrinidse. Gray, 1867.

Clathrinids (klath-rin'i-de), n.pl.

[NL., < Clathrina + -idee.] A fam-
ily of homoecelous sponges, of the
class Calcarea. They have the form
reticulate, triradiate systems always pres-
ent and equiangular, the monaxons pres-
ent or absent, and the collar-cells with the
nucleus at the base. The family contains
the* genera Clathrina, Aicandra, and
D&ndya.

Clatnrodic^on (klath-ro-dik'ti-

on), n. [NL., < L. clathri, Gr.
lArflpa, lattice, -I- Gr. dkrvov, net.]
A genus of massive hydrocoral- ^, „- .

unes which grew in extensive mordiaus, h.,

reefs in the seas of Silurian and p^™ ^* \]^^i
Devonian times. In structure they Haeck'ei.)

were composed of successive fine laminee with
radial pillars between.

clatter, n. 3. A heap of loose boulders or
broken rocks. Compare clutter^.

Under shelter of the biggest rocks in the whole clatter
. . . the word is good Moorland English for a mass of
loose, weathered boulders on the skyline summit of a sad-
dle-back ridge. Pall Mall Gazette, July 28, 1882.

4. Noisy gabble or talk ; confused din of many
jabbering tongues.
By degrees, as the hour grew later, and the barrel [of

beer] less heavy, the conversation changed into one uni-
versal clatter. Bulwer, Disowned, ii.

clatter-bones (klat'6r-b6ns), ». pi. Same as
6oMei, n., 6 (c), and clapper^, 1 (/).

claudication, n.—intermittent claudication.
limp which occurs suddenly while one is walking and dis-

appears with rest : it is caused by defective circulation in claW-fOOtcd (kla'fut-ed), a.

the extremities, due usually to arteriosclerosis, and may nla-Rr.lpver fklS.'lev'''6r)
terminate in gangrene of the limb. Also called intermit
tent limping. Jour. Bxper. Med., V. 104.

claus (klous), n. [Named from K. J. E. Claii-

sius (1822-88), a German physicist. Clausius
is a Latinized form of G. Claus, Klaus, ult. <

L. Nicolaus (see Santa Claw).] In physics, a

representing NL. clavieula, clavicle, -I- pectus,

breast, thorax.] Belating to both the clavicle

and the thorax.

clavism (kla'vizm), n. [NL. *clavismus (It.

clavismo), < L. clavus, a nail.] A nail-like

appearance, as of an excrescence. Same as
ergotism^, 2.

Clavulina (klav-u-Ii'na), n. pi. [NL., < clav-

ula, 2 (6), + 4nd^.] A group of hadromerine
monaxonidan sponges having monactinal
megaseleres.
Clavulinse, n. pi. Same as Clavulina.

clavus, n. 3. In pathol.:. (6) A com. (c) A
nail-shaped excrescence.— 4. In entom.: (6)

The club of the antenna, (c) The knob at the
end of the stigmal or radial rein of a chalcidid

or proctotrypid hymenopterous parasite.

—

Clavus hystencos, an acute localized boring pain in

the head sometimes complained of by the hysterical.

claw, )t.—Extensor of the claw, in entom., a muscle
pecunar to the terminal sclerite of tlie foot. It occupies a
superior position and in operation extends the claw.

—

Flexor of the claw, in entom., a muscle peculiar to the
terminal sclerite of the foot. It occupies the upper and
under surface of the posterior part of the sclerite and
fiexes the claw in contraction.

claw,«.» ^To Claw to windward (naxit.), to work a
vessel to windward.

claw-clutch (kl&'kluch), n. A device for coup-
ling shafts which require instant connection
or separation. It is somewhat similar in outline to a
fiange-coupling, but, instead of the abutting faces being
plain, projections or claws are cast on each face and en-

gage in corresponding recesses in the face opposite. The
claws usually number 2 or 4. The clutch is thrust in and
out of gear through a pin or fork which works in a
groove turned in the circumference of a boss cast on one
coupling.

claw-coupling (klS,'kup"'ling), «. Same as.

'^claw-clutch.
Same as claw-foot.

A lever which
forks or divides like the claw of a hammer, so
as to get on both sides of the article to be
lifted. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 266.

claw-nut (kl4'nut), n. The split nut which
engages the lead-screw on a screw-cutting

name proposed for the unit of entrBpy when ^^^^J^^^-^ (kia'tol), n. A saddler's tool, fitted

i^LT^^'™''^""'*/^T^- • to a handle, used for drawing tacks.
Cl3iUS6. w.—MexnorandTun cla.izae. in Tnaniie %n^ir- i__ ,^ _ . i-i_c.j.t 7

"SfaclauseaXltornSiirMce policy which exempts ClaV, n.-Abysmal or abyssal clay See *«fK«*»'-

the underwriters from risk as to goods of a peculiarly per- -^^?-S}Hl9Rl^.^}'L^^\^°},''}^L^^?S^}^}?t^^^
ishable nature and from minor damages.

—

Oyerreacll-
Ing clause, in a resettlement, a clause which saves the
powers of sale and leasing annexed to the estate for life

created by the original settlement, when it is desired to

give the tenant for life the same estate and powers under
the resettlement. Boumer, law Diet—Penal Clause, in

law : (a) That part of a statute which provides for pun-
ishment for its violation. (6) That part of a bond which
defines the amount of the penalty.

Clausius cycle. See *cyele^.

claustration (kias-tra'shon), n. [NL. claustra-

tio, < L. claustrum, cloister.] Confinement in

a cloister.

Clavariacese (kla-va-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Clavaria -I- -aceie.] Same as Clavariei, and
now the regular form.

clavelization (klav-e-li-za'shon), n. [P. 'cla^-

eUsation, < clamelee or claveau, sheep-pox, <

ML. *clavellus, dim. of L. clavus, a nail, also a

tumor or diseased part on sheep or other ani-

mals : see clavus, clove^.] Inoculation with the

virus of sheep-pox.

clavicithern (klav-i-sith'ern), n. Same as

clamdfh^rium.
And wanteth there grace of lute or clavidthem, ye

shall say to confirm him who singeth.

Browning, Heretics' Tragedy, st n. (prose du'ection).

clavicle «- 3. The columella of a univalve

shell.—'4. In ichth., usually the largest bone

during the Pleistocene or ice age in Scandinavia and Fin-

land : so named from the presence of pelecypod mollusks
of the genus Area. At the bottom of these deposits is the
Yoldia clay, above which comes the Area clay, followed by
the MytiluB and the Cardium clays. In the Area clay

Brogger finds that the shells of the lowest part are chiefly

arctic, while in the upper part there is an advent of
southern forms, indicating increasing warmth of tlie seas.
—-Astringent clay, a clay which usually contains alum.

Where these porous sands and gravels lie upon the
impervious chocolate-colored and astrzTigent clays, the

conditions are highly favorable for yielding large volumes

R. D. Salisbury, Geol. Survey of New Jei-sey, 1900, p. xvii.

Atherfield clay [Atherfield Point, a cape on the south
coast of the Isle of Wight], a deposit of clays in the strati-

graphic rock section of the Cretaceous formation of the Isle

of Wight. It rests on the Wealden formation.—Ball clay,,

white-burning plastic sedimentary clay, used chiefly in the

manufacture of the fine grades of pottery which have a

white body. Geol. Survey of New Jersey, 1904, p. 214.

—Barton clay. See Bartonian *group.—Stop Clay,
deep-sea mud.—Bradford clay, in the Jurassic system

of England, a local subdivision of the Bathonian or upper
part of the Lower Oolite. It lies above the ragstones and
below the combrash, at the base of a series of clays and
limestones, the latter called forest-marble. — Cardlum
Clay. See *c»r«Mm.—Clay-faced paper. See •pokier.

—Clay-surface process, mphotog., a process for quickly

preparing line-printing blocks. Sheet-metal is coated

with a composition of pipe- or china-clay, after which a

drawing is made through the clay to the Burf,^ce of the

metal with hooked tools. A stereotype of the plate is.

then made which furnishes the block for the press.



clay

—Damp-clay process. Same as Prouers -kproeew.—Egrotianlzed clay. See irEgmUanize.—'BAo clay,
in geoC, a series of unstititifled clays of pleistocene age
in the Lake Erie region. They lie on the glacial till

and contain small scattered scratched boulders. The
deposit is regaided as made by subglacial streams after
their escape from the ice and by discharged water dur-
ing the general melting of the ice-sheet.— FalrllSllt
clays, in geol., the lowest division of the WeSSen
Cretaceous series in Sussex and Kent, England.— Fatty
clay, a soft and unctuous clay rich in kaolin and poor in
sand.— Glen Rose clay, in geol., a division of the lower
Cretaceous rocks in Texas.— Crilnstead clay, in geol.,
a division of the Wealden Cretaceous rocks in Sussex and
Kent, England.— Hessle clay, » local name for the upper
boulder-clay at Hessle, England. Odlde, The Great Ice
Age, p. 368.—Joint clay, in geol., a. name sometimes
applied to those clays which on exposure develop marked
systems of joints.— Klnuueridse clay, in geol., a sub-
division of the Jurassic system m England. It attains a
thickness of 600 feet, is underlain by ttie Coral Hag, over-
lain by the Portland Sands, and constitutes the lower part
of the Upper or Portland Oslites.— Rarltan clay, in
geol., the clays of the Karitan formation in the Atlantic
coast region of North America. They are of light color
and arenaceous. 8qq Raritan -kfomuition.—Red clay,
an extremely fine reddish-brown mud which covers the
ocean-bottom at depths below 2,000 fathoms. It results
from the decomposition of pumice and fine volcanic dust,
and sometimes contains Foramimjera and Radiolaria.—
Sangeen clay, in geol., a subdivision of the Pleistocene
series in Canada. It is regarded by Canadian geologists
as probably equivalent to the Upper Leda-clay.— Speeton
day, in geol., a deposit of argillaceous strata on the
Yoivshire coast which has been shown by its fossils to be
continuous fram the Kimmeridge clay of the Upper
Jurassic to the top of the Lower Cretaceous or even into

the Upper Cretaceous series.—Walnut clay; in aeo!., a
division of the Lower Cretaceous of Texas.— weathered
Clay, clay rendered friable by exposure to the air in order
that it may be more easily worked with water.— Yoldla
Clay, in geol., a division of the Pleistocene deposits of
Norway. It contains a shallow water fauna now submerged
to great depths in the Norwegian seas and indicating a
depression of the land of not less than 9,000 feet

clay-buming (kla'b6r'''nliig), n. In agri., the
roasting of Clay for use in ameliorating the
soil, practised in parts of Great Britain. The
stiff subsoil is dug up, mingled with waste fuels, and burnt
like charcoal. The resulting ashes, if the burning is not
excessive, are said to benefit some classes of sous, both
mechanically and chemically.

clay-dike (kla-dik' ),n. A name given by Scot-
tish eoal-miners to a buried stream-course
filled with clay, sand, and gravel, which
traverses coal strata. J. Geikie, The Great
Ice Age, p. 114.

clay-dog (kla-dog'), n. See clay-stone.

In the vicinity of Pleasant Plains, seven miles or so
south of Morristown, the low plain (about 230 feet) is

covered to a considerable depth with similar laminated
clay, equally rich in concretions, which are locally known
as "clay-stones," "clay-doge," "stone-dogs," &c.
B. D. Salisbury, GeoL Survey of New Jersey, 1892, p. 138.

clay-eater (kla'e'''t6r), n. A person who is in
the habit of eating or chewing clay. This habit
prevails among primitive tribes and degraded people in

many pairts of the world, particularly among the Indian
tribes of the Orinoco and Amazon rivers, and among
some 'poor whites' in the southern United States.

claylng-iron (kla'ing-i"6rn), n. Same as day-
ing-bar.

claypan (kla'pan), n. In geol., a shallow,
saucer-like depression with a bottom of clay:

a feature of the dry interior of Australia.

Smithsonian Rep. 1896, p. 253.

clay-press (kla'pres), n. In ceram., a machine
which consists of a screw that connects with
a series of horizontal trays or plates, between
which canvas bags containing the prepared
clay or slip are placed and the surplus mois-
ture is expelled by pressure. Also called screw-

press.

claystone-porpliyry (kla'st6n-p&r"fi-ri), n.

In petrog., a porphyry whose ground-mass has
been somewhat altered to kaolin.

Clayton gas. See *gas.

Clayton's apparatus. See *apparatm.
cleading, »., 4. (6) The wood composing the

box of a mine-ear. (c) The wooden portion

of a rope-drum on which the rope is coiled.

clean, a. 13. In good or wholesome condition:

said of fishes which have neither recently

spawned nor are about to spawn and are fit

for food.— 14. Unfeathered: said of pigeons

which have no feathers on the feet, in dis-

tinction from those which are muffled, or have
feathered feet.— 15. Naut.: (a) said of a ship's

form when it has acute or fine tapering lines

:

as, a dean entrance; a clean run. (6) Free

from obstruction, as a coast, harbor, etc.

—

Clean cuttlne, scrap. See *c«ttiMff, etc.— Clean ship.

(a) A vessel without cargo. (6) A whaler without oil on

board, (c) A ship in good condition ; a cleanly vesseL

—

Clean off the reel, sailing so fast as to pull the log-line

off the reel without the necessity of feeding it to the

chip-log.

clean, v. t. 3. In agri., to clear (land) of weeds.

Now the way in which fanners clean their land is by

ploughing it up. S. B. Wallace, Agriculture, p. U2.
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To clean the hoard, to take or win everything;; make a
clean sweep.

cleaner, n. (<*) a special preparation, either sapona-

ceous, ethereal, or both, used for removing grease-spots,

ink-stains, etc., from fabrics, (e) A device for automat-
ically'cleaning scum or floating matter from the surface

of water in a boiler and depositmg it in a separator or set-

tling-chamber located on top of the boiler. It consists of

a skimmer in the boiler, to which is attached a vertical

pipe which dischai:ges into the settling-chamber near its

top. From a point at the other side of the settling-cham-
ber a return-pipe leads into the boiler, discharging some-
what below the water-leveL

cleaning, n. 3. In forestry, a thinning made
in a stand which has not reached the small-
pole sta^e. Its main object is to remove trees

ofundesirableformandspecies. See *thmrdng.
cleaning-cloth (kle'ning-kl6th), n. A cloth
used for cleaning; specifically, a cotton fabric
of coarse spongy texture, woven by the aid of
two needle-bars.

cleaning-doctor (kle'ning-dok'''tor), n. Same
as color-doctor.

cleaning-drum (Me'ning-drum), n. Same as
*wash-drum. Sd. Amer. Sup., Feb. 27, 1904,

p. 23534.

cleaning-foot (kle'ning-fAt), n. In certain of
the Crustacea, the appendage on the basal
joint of the exopodite, which serves to dislodge
foreign bodies from the branchial chamber.
cleaning-pit (kle'ning-pit), n. A pit over
which locomotives are run for the purpose of
cleaning the ash-pans and fires. Similar pits

are used for cleaning and repairing the mo-
tors of electric oars.

clean-out (klen'out), n. InpUmibing, a metal
cylinder vrith a removable cap calked to a
waste- or drain-pipe to facilitate its being
cleaned out when stopped: as, a brass clean-

out.

cleansing (klen'zing), n. [MB. clensing, < AS.
cl^nsung, < cUensian, cleanse : see cleanse.'] 1,

The act of making clean ; cleaning ; punfica-
tion.—2. That which is removed in cleaning;
dirt or refuse removed ; specifically, the pla-

centa or afterbirth : usually applied to animals.
clean-skins (klen'skinz), n. pi. See sMn.
clean-up, n.— Clean-UI> barrel, in gold-mUUng, a re-

volving iron drum containing iron balls and mercury for

grinding and amalgamating rich products requiring such
treatment and coming from the periodic cleaning up of

the stamp-mill.

—

Clean-up pan, in goldymUling, a cast-

iron grinding and amalgamating apparatus for treating
products from clean-up operations.

clear. I. a.—clear day, a day marked by the absence
of rain and clouds; as used technically by the United
States Weather Bureau, a day in which the average ob-

scuration, between sunrise and sunset, is ^ or less.

—

Clear length, in forestry, that portion of the stem which
is free from branches. In forest measurements the
meaning of the term varies with the species measured
and the purpose of the measurements : for example, in

some cases it is used to designate that portion of the
stem which is free from dead branches or from growing
ones of a given size.—Clear sky. See -kelear day.—
Clear trunk. Same as itclear length.—Half clear,
partly depolished : said of glass.

II. n. 4. In bot., an open space.

clearance, n. 5. A piece of land which has
been cleared for cultivation or for building ; a
clearing.—6. In railroading: (a) A difference

between the track-gage and the gage of the
exterior surface of the wheel-flanges, designed
to allow a eertara amount of play between the

flanges and the rails. (6) At a crossing or
frog, the clear space left between cross-rails

and the frog and guard-rail for the free pas-

sage of the flanges of the wheels, (c) The
clear space between the sides and top of a
tunnel or bridge and the outside dimensions
of the largest car passing through it.— 7. In
steam-engines, the volume or entire space below
the valve-face which is filled with steam at the
beginning of a stroke, including the space
between piston and cylinder-head and the
volume of the steam-ducts to the valve -seat.
— 8. The settlement or payment of a debt;
the passing of checks and drafts through the
clearing-house for their settlement.

Many millions in value of such bills are weekly cleared
through the London bankers, and these elearoMces repre-

sent a large . . . amount of these commercial instru-

ments. J. T. Rogers, Polit Econ., xi.

Inside clearance, in the slide-valve of a steam-engine,'

a space between the inner or exhaust edge of the valve

cleavage-product

and the inner edge of the port opening when the valve

stands in its central position. Both ends of the cylinder

will then be in communication with the exhaust-outlet,

each by the amount of this clearance. It is given in

high-speed engines to secure free escape of exhaust-

steam, but is incompatible with economical working with
a high degree of expansion or early cut-off.

clearance-car (kler'ans-kar), n. A flat-car

on which is erected a'light frame of the same
cross-section as the ears to be used on a new
road; it is employed to find out if there is

ample clearance through bridges, etc. See
*clearance, 6 (c).

clearance-point (kler'ans-point), n. In rail-

roading, the point at a siding where the siding-

track is suflSciently far from the line-track to

allow a train upon the one to clear or pass a
car standing on the other. See switch.

clearance-steam (kler ' ans - stem), n. The
steam which fills the clearance-space of a steam
cylinder, between the head of the piston and
the under surface of the distributing-valve.

clearer, n. 3, On a wool- or cotton-carding ma-
chine, a small roUer or cylinder for working
the stock. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 101.

— Self-stripping clearer, a device which removes the
loose fibers fromthe top draft-rollers of cotton-spinning
and -combing machines, and which automatically clears

itself of such fibers.

clearer-brush (kler'er-brush), n. A bristle

brush, on a cotton-cop winding machine, for

. clearing the yarn from loose fibers, leaves, etc.

E. Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 257.

clearing-doctor (kler'ing-dok'''tor), n. Same as
color-doctor.

clearing-hole (kler'ing-hol), n. A hole made
to its full nominal diameter, so that a bolt or
shaft of the same diameter can pass through
it, but will fit closely: used in opposition to
tap-sized hole or tappimg-hole.

clearing-house, n—ciearlng-honse certificate, a
certificate of deposit issued by a clearing-house. Such
certificates are negotiable only between banks which are
members of the clearing-house association. Under special
circumstances similar certificates have been issued by the
clearing-house on the deposit of securities instead uf

specie.

clear-skins (kler'sMnz), n.pl. SameascZeoB-
skins (which see, under skin).

clearstory, «.— Clearstory window, a window of a
clearstory ; that is, a window m the wall above the nave-
arcade and the aisle-roof. In large Gothic churches the
principal light is through the clearstory windows.

Cleavage electricity. See -kelectricity.— Cleavagelines
of the skin, lines along which the skin more easily tears,

owing to the arrangement of bundles of fibrous tissue in

the oorium.—Cleavage nucleus, in embryol., the nucleus
which results from the union of tne male and female pro-
nuclei, before the division of the egg into two blasto-
meres.— Strain-slip cleavage, a cleavage in rocks,
usually associated with fine crumpling and produced
when a shearing-strain overcomes the cohesion. Oeikie,
Text^book of GeoL, p. 681.

Inside Cleaiance.

a, clearance ; 6, slide-valve ; c, c, steam-ports ; d, exhaust.port.

Fertilization in an annelid (armed Gephyrean), Thalasscnia
[Griffin],

a, approach of the egg^-nucleus and sperm-nucleus, the latter
accompanied by the sperm-amphiaster; b, union of the nuclei to
form cleavage-nucleus; c, prophase of cleavage-spindle; d, ana-
phase of the same, centrosome divided ; «, nuclear reconstitution
and formation of the dauGrhter.amphia5ters for the second cleavage

;

/, two-cell stage. Magnified. (From Wilson's " The CeN.">

cleavage-product (kle ' vaj - prod ' ukt), n. A
compound formed by the decomposition of a
more complex substance. The action is usually,
but not always, hydrolytic and may be caused by water,
acids or alk^dies, enzymes, micro-organisms, etc. Thus,
when albumin is treated with baryta water it yields, as
cleavage-products, ammonia, carbon dioxid, oxalic acid,
pyrrol, leuoin, tyiosin, aspartic acid, etc.



cleavage-spindle

cleavage-spindle (kle'vaj-spm"dl), n. In em-
bryol. and cytoh, the karyokinetic spindle of
a dividing oleavage-cell, or blastomere, during
the early development of the ovum,

cleave'^, i'. f. 4. lnogrn.,toreplow(oldridge8)
in such a manner as to divide each in the cleptic, kleptic (klep'tik), a. [Gr. lAewTmdi,
middle, bee deleaving. Also split. [Great < iaimi^r, a thief, < KAenreiv, steal. Compare
Jintain.] Telephf] Given to stealing or thieving.

€leave" (klev), »?. in mining, a subdivision of cleptobiosis (klep"t6-bi-6'sis), n. [Irreg. <
a bed, usually of iron ore ; a bench. [Scotch.] Gr. uTii-KTetp, steal, + 'Biuais, a way of life.] A

«leave8(klev),«. [Ir. ciJa6fe(pron.kle'av),OIr. ' ,..','' < .
.

J

cliab, Gael, cliabh, a basket ; akin to h. Gael.
eliath, a hurdle.] A basket or basketful: as
a cleave of potatoes, or of turf. [Irish.]

Now.SirCondy . . . sent out for a couple of deaves-full
of the sods of his farm.

Miss Edgeworth, Castle Backrent, p.

cleavers, »., 1. (6) Any plant of the genus cleptOCTacy, tleptocracy (kiep-tok'ra-si), »
&aKMm, such as bedstraw, goose-grass, etc., the U^r. uTiinTrig, a thief -(- -Kparia, < Kparciv, rule.

numerous species being distinguished by ap- Compare aristocracy^ etc.] Thieves regarded
propriate q^nalifying names. Of native Americaii J^

^ ruling class ; thieves collectively,
species, (t. circxzans is called crose-cleavers from the CleptOphODia, kleptophobia (klep-to-fo'bi-a),
cross-like arrangement rf the four leaves of the whorls, n. [Gr. kMttttic, a tMet (< ideTZTeiv; steal)

,"+
The dyers-cleavers is 6. tmctanum. also called imld j-ot. / j-o_t_ i t »_^ , ', , •7 .
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skull, upper canine and anterior incisors much
larger than\he other teeth, intercentra in the
dorsal and caudal vertebrae, and double-headed
anterior ribs. They occur in the Permian
rocks of North America

form of symbiosis observed between two colo-
nies of ants of different species, one of which
inhabits the walls between the galleries and
subsists on the progeny or stores of the other
species. W. M. Wheeler, 1901.

cleptobiotic (klep"to-bi-ot'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to cleptobiosis.

madder.

cleaverwort (He ' ver - wert), n. Same as
'^cleavers.

cleaving (kle'ving), n. In agri., a method of
plowing over old ridges or ' lands,' in which
each ridge is divided in the middle, the furrow-
slices being turned in opposite directions.
Either two narrow ridges are thus formed of one old one,
or each half, with half of the next, forms a new ridge wltii
its crown in place of the former water-fmrow. In the
latter case, the method is called crmvn and furrow plow-
ing. Also splitting. [Great Britain.]

cleekie, n. See *cleiTcie.

'Cleeksman, n. See ^cleiksman.
cleft^, n— Hyomandlbnlax cleft, in embryol. and
anat., the branchial cleft between the mandibular and
hyoid arches in embryo vertebrates and in adult fishes.^
Fosthyoldean cleft, in embryol. and anat, the bran-
chial cleft between the hy;oid and first branchial arches
in embryo vertebrates and in adult fishes. „. .„™ ^„......«...™

cleft^.J). a.—-Cleft hand, a congenital Bialformation clergy-house (klfer'ii-hous''), M. The residence

0o/3£a, < 0o/3eZvj fear.] An' abnormal dread of
becoming a thief.

cleptoscope (klep'to-skoj)), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
KAeiTTeiv, steal, -I- bkottew, view.] An apparatus,
fitted with prisms, which enables persons in a
submerged submarine boat, to ascertain what
is going on above the surface of the water.
An Italian engmeer, M. Triulzi, has devised a special

instrument, the cleptoscope, whereby it is possible for the
crew of a submarine boat to ascertain what is progressing
on the surface while submerged. It comprises a tube
fitted with crystal prisms in a special maimer.

Sei. Amer., Nov. 23, 1901, p. 329.

clergy, n. 1. sometimes applied to the ecclesiastics,
ministers, and priests of non-Christian religious systems.— Regular clergy, the body of clergy living in religious
communities under a common rule, as distinguished from
the clergy who have parochial charge of the laity imme-
diately under diocesan jurisdiction.— Secular clergy,
the body of clergy in charge of parishes, as distinguisned
from the clergy living in religious communities.

of the hand in which the division between the fingers is

prolonged into the metacarpus.

cleik, »., 1. (6) In mining, a hook, in former
times the baskets of coal were attached to the hoisting-
rope by a cleik, a term which was extended to mean the
whole organization for raising the coal : thus, ' stewing
the cleik meant stopping the output of coal.— Drlviiig- „i„_j„„ij„4./i,i ,i i,„i j_4.\ „
clelk._ See*eirimmff-rfei*.— Pntllng-clelk. See *i)««- Clericalist (kler 1-kal-ist), M.

ting-deik. [Scotch.]

'Cleik-coal (klek'kol), n. Coal as it comes from
the pit. [Scotch.]

_
'Cleikie, cleekie (kle'ki), n. Same as *eleilcs-

man.
«leiksman, cleeksman (kleks'man), n.-, pi.

cleiksmen, cleeksmen (-men). In former times,

the person who unhooked the baskets of coal

at the pit-head. Also cleikie. [Scotch.]

'Cleithrum, n. See *clithrwm.

<!leinatine, n. 2. In color-chem., a basic coal-

tar color of the azonium ehlorid type. It dyes
tannin-mordanted cotton a reddish violet.

clematitin (klem-a-ti'tin), n. \_ClemaUUs +
-im!^.'] A little-known compound found in the clerigO (kler'i-go), n.

snakeroot of Virginia and Texas, .4mtoZocfeJa ' ' "
Clematitis. It is supposed to be identical with
thealkaloidaristolochine orserpentarine found
in other plants of this family.

cleme''^ ,(klem), ». [Gr. K?i,^/M, a tvrig, <^kMv,

of the clergymen or clergyman in charge of a
church.

Clerical error, in Iww, a mistake in the di-aft or copy of a
statute, record, or other instrument, inadvertently made,
and so apparent upon its face that the intent is not af-
fected.

One who belongs
to a clerical party or who favors clericalism.

His [Alford's] early training was in the evangelical
school ; he was to some extent parried away by the cleri-
caliBt movement of the years 1835-12.

Diet. Nat. Biog., I. 283.

clericalize (kler'i-kal-iz),i). <. ; pret. and pp.
elericalized, ppr. clericalieing. To render cleri-

cal ; exalt the influence of the clergy.

clericature (kler'i-ka-tur), n. [Nil. clericor-

tura, < clericare, make a cleric, < LL. clericus,

a cleric] Clerical position or authority.

Holy orders were sometimes assumed on account of the
superior opportunities which clericature gave of improper
intercourse with women.

ff. C. Lea, Sacerdotal Celibacy, v.

[Sp. : see cteric] 1.

In tte Philippine Islands, a cleric who has
taken orders and is dedicated to the service
of the church, but who is not a member of
a monastic order.-7-2. In Porto Eico, a fly-

, ,, _ .. , _ catcher, Tyrannus iaylori.

break. Cf. cion, from the same source.] In the Clerk of works, one who superintends the erection of a

Clifford's box

clevis, w—Downhill clevis, a brake on a logging-sled,
consisting of a clevis which encircles the runner, to the
bottom of which a heavy square piece of -iron is welded.

cliack (kli'ak), n. [Also clyaek; possibly from
Gael. cUath'ach, battle.] In Scotland and the
north of England, prior to the general intro-
duction of reaping-machines, the last sheaf or
armful of grain cut on a farm in harvest-time.

clich6, n. 2. A stereotyped formula; a lifeless
copy. [Rare.]

After the course of a hundred years the varieties of
expression are apt to become exhausted, the forms grow
hard, all the obvious motives tend to express themselves
no longer as thoughts but as cliches.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 261.

clicfci, V. i. 2. To overreach, as a horse, and
strike the front of the hind foot against the
shoe of the fore foot, making a clicking sound.
-Clicking butterfly. See *butterfiy.

cllck-catch (kUk'kaoh), n. A device on the
carriage of a spinning-mule which communi-
cates to the spindle the motion for winding on
the yarn'. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 295.

clickership (klik'er-ship), n. The functions
of an under-foreman who controls the work of
tj^esetters intrusted with the composition
of a book.
click-spring (klik'spring), n. A spring which
forces the dog or click of a ratehet-and-dog
combination to fall into the space between
teeth after the dog is lifted. The spring causes
the dog to click. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning,
p. 295.

Clidophorus (kli-dof ' o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
K/leif (/cAcid-), a key, -t-, -^pog, < ipkpuv, bear.]
A genus of extinct Pelecypoda of the family
Ledidse, of primitive taxodont type, with teeth
in a continuous series on both sides of the
beak, and a clavicle, in both valves, extending
from the umbones. It occurs in Silurian and
Devonian rooks. Also Nuewlites.

clier (kli'er), ». [Also clyer, clyre; connected
with D. kUer, MD. cliere, E. Fries, klvre, klvi;

a gland, a glandular swelling.] A glandular
swelling or scrofulous tumor of the skin which
occurs in various parts of the body of cattle,
especially affecting those parts which have
lymph-glands situated in them.

cliff^, n. 2. The strata of rook above or be-
tween the strata of coal.— 3. [Appar. orig.

cliff chalk.'] Hard chalk.

Cliff ... 4.. stone, commonly chalk, put to hinder cer-
tain'portions of the Trent banks from being washed away
by the tide. Eng. Diai. Diet

Cliff glacier. See *glaeier.—Trench cliff, a hard kind
of chalk, from the lower pait of the valley of the Seine in
France, used in England as a somce of lime for making
bleaching-powder.

cliff-dweller (klif'dwel-6r), n. A member of
one of the aboriginal tribes in the southwest-
ern United States who built their dwellings
in natural recesses in cliffs Cliff-dwellers' pot-
tery. See 'pottery.

cliff-dwelling (klif'dwel"ing), n. A dwelling
of stone on a shelf or recess of a cbff, accessi-

nomenolature of the spicular elements of

sponges, a hexaetine rod bearing alternate

barbs on the opposite sides.

'Clementine^ (klem'en-tin), n. [Appar. < CU-
ment, a French surname (?), + -ine^.] Same
as methylene-*vioUt.

clench-cutter (klench'kut"6r), n. A black-

smith's instrument for cutting the clenches
on the nails of

horse's shoe
previous to re-

moving it from
his foot. It is

a small wedge-shaped piece of steel with a
metal handle. Also clinch-cutter.

clench-machine (klench'ma-shen"), »• In „^

shoe-manuf., a machine for nailing shoes with a Olethracese

clench-cutter.

building or l^uildings, and who is particularly charged to see
that the specifications ai'e followed as regards the quality of
the materials, the thoroughness of the workmanship, etc.

;

an architect's building-inspector. [Eng. ]
—Credit Clerk,

a clerk who has charge of the credit department of a
business.—Lay clerk, (a) A singing-man in a cathedr^
or collegiate church. (6) A parish clerk. See cleric, 3.

clerkage (klerk'aj), n. 1. Clerk's work ; cleri-

cal work.— 2. An amount expended for cler-

ical work.— 3. A number of clerks; clerks
collectively.

clerkery (kl6rk'e-ri), m. 1. A counting-house.
— 2. CUerks collectively.— 3. The calling or
office of clerk.

destine (kles'tin), n. [Gr. tChjnTd^, Klziardq,

that can be shut, + me^.'] In bot., a large
parenchymatous cell iu which raphides are
often deposited.

(kleth-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
bent wire or clench; a sole-fastening machine.
The machine takes the wire from a reel, corrugates it or

forms it into a fastening, and bends back or clenches the

ends in the sole. ,.™ ,

clenliness, clenly, clenz, n. Simplified spell-

ings of cleanliness, etc.

Cleopatra's needle. Bee, obelisk, l.
,,^^r. ->-^- ^

Oiepsydrops (klep-si'drops), n. [Gr. KAefuSpa, clethraceous (kleth-ra shmsl, a.

(Klotzsch, 1851), < Clethra + -aeex.'] A fam-
ily of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants of

the order Ericales, the white alder family, for-

merly included inthe Uricacese, orheath family,

and containing only the genus Clethra. See
Clethra.

Belonging to

A Cliff.dwelling.

ble only by steep paths, steps, or ladders.
Cliff-dwellings are found in many csiilons of the south-
western United States. The cave-dwellings of some In-
dians of northern Mexico are similar in type to the pre-
historic cliff-dwellings. The culture of the cliff-dwellers
was similar in general type to that of the more recent
Pueblos.

cliffed (klift), a. [_cliff + -ed^.l Possessed of
cliffs.

cliff-elm (klif'elm), n. Same as *cork-elm.

cliff-house (klif'hous), n. Same as *cUff-

watef-cloe'i, ~+
^f, face.] "A genus of extinct the plant-family Clethracese.

rhynohocephalian reptiles, typical of the fam- Cleveland ironstone, ore, shale.

ily Clepsydropidae, having a long and narrow stone, eta.

S.— 17.

Cliffordian (Mi-ford 'i-an), a. Of or pertain-
ing to W. K. Clifford" (1845-79), an English
mathematician and philosopher.

Clifford's box, geometry, space. See *box^,

etc.



cliffsman

cliffsman (klifs'man), n. One who is acens-
tomed to climb cli&s.

Climacograptus (klim*a-ko-grap'tus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. /cXt|Uaf,a ladder,+ ypan-Tdq, written, < ypa^etv,
write.] A genus of Silurian graptolites which
have a row of thecse or cells on each side of
the stipe, nearly vertical to the central axis.

Climacteric disease, any disease which occurs at a
climacteric period, as puberty or the menopause, and is
related to the physical changes of that time.

climactic (kli-mak'tik), a. [Irreg. for *cli-

mcioic, < Gr. iJil/ia^ (k^i/uik-), cfimax.] Of, per-
taining to, or of the nature of a climax; as-
cending or leading to a climax.

Give th« history of development a climactic form.
Whitney, Life and Growth of taug., p. 212.

climactical (kli-mak'ti-kal), a. Same as *cU-
mactio.

The cliTnactical point [in the development of wireless
telegraphy] was not reached in tliis country until Marcoui
arrived here and reported the yacht races in the tall of
the same year. Amer. Inventor, Dec. 16, 1903, p. 273.

Climactichnite (kli-mak-tik'nit), n. [NL. cli-

mactichnites, erroneously formed from Gr.
liU/ia^, ladder, -I- Ixvog, track (see iohmte).^
An impression believed to have been made by
a moLlusk crawling over the primordial beach.
It occurs on sandstone beds of Cambrian age.

climate, w.—Antarctic climate, the climate of the
antarctic regions. It appears to be distinguished by
heavier and longer-continued winds, and by rather less

severe cold, than that of the arctic region.—Arctic
climate, the climate of the arctic regions ; figuratively,

any very cold weather continuing for a long season.

—

Cllmate-and-crop service, the organization or division
of the United States Weather Bureau which pays especial
attention to the relation of the climate to crops. It pub-
lishes monthly climate-and-crop reports for 45 divisions,

called State weather services, covering all portions of the
United States ; also weekly reports summarizing the rain-
fall, temperature, and vegetation during the growing-
season, based on the returns from about twenty thousand
reporters. During the winter season it publishes monthly
reports of the condition of the snow and ice. It does not
publish statistics of the crops proper, but only of the
climatic conditions and their influences irrespective of
other considerations.—Geological climate, the climate
of any region during any geological period or epoch, in-

cluding the slowchanges with altitude, contiuentality, etc.— Glacial climate, the climate due to the presence of
glaciers ; the climate of the whole glacial period, includ-
ing that of the successive glacial and interglacial times.

—

ZnteilTlaclal climate, the climate prevailing during the
intervals between the successive glaciations of any region.
—Landward climate, the climate on the landward
slope of a mountain or ridge. Its principal character-
istics are derived from the land-breezes which ascend or
the sea-breezes which descend the mountain's slope.

—

Optical climate. See photochemical -kclvmate, —
Fnotocliemlcal climate, the climate as defined by the
chemical activity of the direct solar rays, or of the blue
sky and direct rays combined, as distinguished from the
thermal dimate, which is defined by the heating power
of the simshine, or from the optical climate, which is de-
fined by the general optical condition of the atmosphere
as regards transparency, haze, color, dryness, hardness, soft-

ness, and atmospheric perspective.

—

Seaward climate,
a local climate whose principal characteristics are derived
from ocean winds ; the climate of the seaward slope of a
mountain or ridge.

—

Solar climate, the climate due to
the effect of the sun's rays upon an ideal earth without an
atmosphere. The solar climate as modified by atmo-
spheric absorption and by the clouds, the winds, the in'eg-
ularities of the earth's surface, and the general distribu-
tion of continents and oceans becomes the actual telluric
climate. See insolation.—Telluric climate. See solar
^climate. Thermal climate. See photochemical *cli-
moM.

Climaticdisease, formation. See -kdisease, i^ormation.—Climatic theory, a theory that attempts to explain
the secular changes of climate recognized in the study of
geology. The great ice eee, or glacial epoch, offered a
succession of glacial and interglacial periods during
which an ice-sheet covered northern Europe and North
America and the snow-line m the Alps was much nearer
sea-level than at present. During Tertiary time the mean
temperatures that apparently prevailed in Greenland and
Spitzbergen were much higher than those that now pre-

vail there. In the Eocky Mountain region the drying up
of lai^e lakes to 'their present small representatives

seems to show that during the Quaternary epoch there
was greater rainfall and less evaporation than at present,

and also a period of glaciation. These secular variations

of climate have led to the development of climatological

theories that have had a profound influence on the study

of geology. Among these theories are that of Dubois,

in which special stress is laid upon possible changes in

the character and amount of the radiation from the sun

;

of Adhemar, which assumes the accumulation of ice at

the poles to have been sufficient to displace the center of

gravity of the earth and the boundaries of the ocean ; of

Schmick, which assumes a disturbance of the tides pro-

duced by the sun and moon, and hence a different dis-

tribution of water ; of CroU, which assumes a change in

the seasons produced by a change in the eccentricity of

the earth's orbit ; of Ball, which supposes a change in the

ratio of heat received by the northern and southern hemi-

spheres consequent on the change in eccentricity ; of De
Marchi, which rests upon a change in the coefficient of

transparency of the atmosphere for solar rays and for ter-

restrial radiations; of Arrhenius, which is based upon
possible changes in the amount of carbon dioxid in the at-

mosphere and its effect on the atmospheric absolution of

the solar heat ; of Schiaparelli and Davis, which demands
changes in the position of the earth's axis or rotation due

to extensive geological processes ; of Zenker and of Lyell,

which is baaed on a radically different distribution of land
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and water on the earth's surface due to the rising and fall-

ing of continents or ocean beds.—Climatic zone. See
Itzone. —Hinrlcbs's climatic index. See *index.

Climatius (kli-ma'ti-us), n. [KL., appar. <

Gr. KAt/ia(T-), a slope : see climate.'] An extinct
genus of acanthodean fishes, described by
Agassiz from the Old Red Sandstone of Great
Britain, with strongly heterooercal tail and
broad, strong fin-spines and three or four
pairs of free spines between the paired fins.

Climatology of soils, the investigation and study of the
relations of soils to climate and organic life, especially to
agricultural crops and prosperity.— Geographical Cli-
matology, the study of the distribution of climates over
the surface of the earth and of the peculiarities of climate
that depend upon the situation of the station relative to
the ocean or continent,or upon its altitude above searlevel.

-Topographical climatology, the study of the re-
lation between topographic forms and the climatological
conditions under which they were evolved ; the relation
between the climates of the past and the existing orog-
raphy of the globe.

climatotherapeutics (kli 'ma - to -ther - a - pii'-

tiks), n. [Gr. KXifiaij-), a region, zoiie, +
6epawein-iK6g, of medical treatment: see thera-
peutic.] Same as *cUmatotherapy.
climatotherapy (k]i"ma-to-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.
KM/ia(T-), a region, zone, -I- Bepdmla, medical
treatment.] The treatment of disease by means
of a favorable climate, chosen with regard to
the atmospheric pressure, purity of air, rela-
tive temperature, moisture, etc.
Various questions relative to clvmato-therapy will also

be discussed. Monthly Weather Bev., March, 1903, p. 138.

climb, v. i.—To Climb down, to descend from a height
by the use of both hands and feet ; figuratively, to retreat
from some point, position, statement, decision, or claim
that has been found untenable. [Colloq., TJ. S.]

climb-down (klim'doun), n. Descent; the
abandonment of a high position taken on some
point or question, when it has been found un-
tenable or unacceptable. [CoUoq.]
climberi, n— Watchsprlng climber, a liana with
thin, spirally coiled, naked tendrils,which become thicker
and harder upon stimulus of contact. It is tropical only.
See tendril-di'm^er, under eHmber'i-, 2.

climbing-fish, n. 2. A gobioid fish of the
north of New South Wales and of Queensland,
Periophthalmiis avstralis. Also called hopping-
fish and skipper.

clinamen (kli-na'men), n.
;
pi. cUnamina (kli-

nam'i-n^). [L. clinamen, < *c?»nare, bend : see
dine, incline.] 1. Inclination or tendency to
turn aside; bias.— 2. An event without any
cause : in reference to the Epicurean theory
of the causeless swervings of the atoms.
clinatoryt (klin'a-t6-ri),»s. [NL. *cUnatonum,
< L. *clinare, incline : see cUnant, cUne.] An
instrument for ascertaining the position of a
line or plane with reference to its azimuth and
altitude ; a declinator. N. E. J).

clinch-cutter, n. See *clench-cutter.

clinckaert (klink'art), n. [MD.] A gold
coin of Holland of the 14th and 15th centuries.

It corresponded to the French chaise.

cling, n. 3. A dysentery or bloody fiux of

sheep ; a frequently fatal inflammation of the
large intestine of sheep, accompanied with
fever and fluid discharges from tne bowels.

—

4, In hort., a peach, nectarine, or apricot in

which the flesh adheres strongly to the stone

;

a clingstone.

dinger (Miug'fer), n. One who clings: ap-
plied sometimes to persons of a stationary
social type or class, who depend on others for

support and leadership. Patten, Develop, of

Bng. Thought, p. 24.

clingfish (kUng'fish), n. Any species of fish

belonging to the suborder Xenopterygii, small
fishes living chiefly in shallow pools among
the rocks, and having a ventral sucking-disk
with which they are enabled to cling to any
object.

clinic, n. 4. Same as dispensary, 2.

clinician, n. 2. A practical physician whose
methods are based on experience rather than
on theory; also, a teacher of medicine whose
method of instruction is clinical rather than
didactic.

clinicopathological (klin''''i - ko - path - o - loj'i-

kal), a. Belating both to the symptoms of
disease and to the lesions produced by it.

Thus ... we have . . . the clinicopathological
examinations by Vialet, D^j^rine, and Henschen, of cases
of disease in man.

Philos. Trams. Roy. Soc. (London), ser. B, 1898, p. 2.

clinium (Min'i-um), n.; pi. clinia (-a). [NL.,
dim., < Gr. k^Ivti, a bed.] 1. Same as clinan-

ihiwm.—2. A sporopbore of some fungi.

Clink^ (klingk), n. [Prob. orig. aflocular term,
meaning a place where one hears the ' clink'

of bolts, bars, or chains : see eUnk^, n. Names

clinorhomboidal

of prisons are often jocular; at. jug, quod, cage,
&n6.jai\{ ' little cage ') ] 1 . The name of aprison
or lockup in Soutiiwark, London, often men-
tioned in the sixteenth century and later.

Hence—2, [I. c] Any prison.

clinker, ». 9. In cncfce*, a ball bowled exceed-
ingly well. [Slang.]— sterile clinker, a name given
in sewage-disposal woiics to the porous bed which is made
of cinder freed from soluble elements. Such porous or
absorptive layers not only withdraw color from solution,,

but ^so take in some of the nitrogenous compounds.
Nature, Deo. 10, 1903, p. 139.

clino-anemometer (kli''''no-an-e-mom'e-t6r), n.

The inclined-blade anemometer of Dechev-
rens, established in 1889 in the Eiffel Tower
in Paris, and in 1898 at the observatory of the
Isle of Jersey, it is designed to measure the vertical
movement of the wind, as well as the horizontal whence
tlie angular inclination of the wind to the horizon may be
computed.

clinocephalic (kli '' no - se - fal ' ik), a. [Irreg.

< Gr. nTdvew, incline, -I- KEt^aXij, head.] £i
anthrop., said of skulls characterized by a
saddle-like- depression behind the coronal su-
ture brought about by premature synostosis
of the parietal bones with the sphenoid or
temporal bones.
clinocephalism (kli'''no-sef'a-lizm), n. Same
as *cUnocephaly.
clinocephalous (kli-no-sef'a-lus), a. Same a»
*cUnocephalic.

clinocephalus (kli-no-sef'a-lus), «.; pi. elino-

cephali (-li). [NL.]" A person with a clino-
cephalic skiill.

clinocephaly (kli"no-sef'a-li), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
Kliveiv, bend, -I- Ke<paX^j' head, -f- -y'^.] In
cranial., a pathological deformation of the
cranium resulting from a premature synosto-
sis of the parietal bones with the alisphenoids
andwith thetemporal bones, and characterized
by a depression of the anterior portion of the
parietal bones, behind the coronal suture.

clinodactyly (kli'''no-dak'ti-li), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
k'Acvsiv, bend, -I- doKTw/tof, finger, -I- -y^.] A
deformity of the hand marked by permanent
defiection of the fingers.

cllnograph (kll'no-graf), n. An apparatus for
determining the deviation of boreioles from
the vertical. SfcGeorge'scliTwgraphcontSLinsam&gnetic
needle and a plummet. The apparatus is filled with
melted gelatin and lowered to any desired point in the-

bore-hole. The gelatin cools and holds both plummet
and needle fast. By this means a complete survey of the
hole can be made. Nolten's clinograph uses weak hydro-
fluoric acid, partly filling a glass tube, for the same pur-
pose. The acid, after about half an hour, etches the
inside of the tube and thus marks the inclination. Also
called clinostat.

It has been abundantly proved that bore-holes fre-
quently deviate very considerably from the straight patli
they were intended or supposed to take, and in some
cases it becomes very important to determine the amount
and direction of the deviation. Eneyc. Brit., XXX. 763-

Clinohedral (kli-no-he'dral), a. [Irreg. < Gr.
kVivsw, incline, + kdpa, base.] Having oblique
bases or faces : applied to a class of crystals,,

belonging to the monoclinic system, which
have a single plane of symmetry but no axis:

of symmetry. Clinohedrite belongs to this
class. See "^symmetry. Also called the domatic
and gonioid class.

clinohedrite (kli-no-he'dnt), n. [cUnohedr(aiy
+ -ite^.] A basic silicate of zinc and calcium,
analogous to calamin in. composition, but
occurring in colorless monoclinic crystals of
strongly oblique habit: found at Franklin
Furnace, New Jersey.

clinometer, n. 3. In ophthal., same as *cUno~
scope.—4. An instrument used to determine the
heel or pitch of a vessel. "When placed athwart-
ships it shows the former ; when placed fore-
and-aft, the latter—CUnometerheel, the heel of a
vessel as indicated by a clinometer. See -Aclinometer, 4.

Clinopistha (kli-no-pis'tha), n. [NL., < Gr.
kMveiv, incline, -1- binoBsv, at the back, behind.]
A genus of primitive or degenerative priono-
desmaceous Pelecypoda from the Carbonifer-
ous rocks.

Clinopodium (kli-no-po'di-um), n. [NL. (Lin-
nasus, 1753, adopted from Toumefort, 1700),
< Gr. icVivfi, bed, -f- irobg (Tod-), foot. The
branches of the ty^e species, C. vulgare, bear-
ing separated orbicular clusters of flowers,
were likened to the legs of a bed.] A genus
of dicotyledonous plants of the family Men-
thacese. See Calamintha.

clinorhomboid (kli-no-rom'boid), a. Same as
triclinic.

clinorhomboidal (kli'-'no-rom-boi'dal), a.
Same as *clinorhomboid.



clinoscope

tlinoscope
(kH'no-skop),
n. [Irr'eg. < Gr.
sXlvetv, incline,

+ (jK05reIv,
view.] An ap-
pliance for es-

timating the
inclination of
theverticalme-
ridians of the
cornea.

clinostat, n.

2. See *cUno-
graph.

clinozoisite
(kli - no - zo 'i -

8it),n.'[Gr. K^i-

vEiv, incline, -I-

E. zoisite.] A
monoelinic
member of the
zoisite-epidote
group, near zo-
isite in compo-
sition, but dif-

fering in crys-
tallization.
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clicilie (klek), V. i. [clique, m.] To form cliques
or exclusive sets ; associate together in cliques,
usually with unworthy or selfish motives.
cliQluery (kle'ker-i), n. [clique + -ery.'\ DispO'

cloisonless

slope, < KlXivuv, slope, incline : see dine, clinic.']

In craniom., the median point of the highest
part of the clivus on the inner surface of the
sphenoid bone.

sition to separate into cliques ; the methods or clitocliore (klit'o-kor), n. [Gr. nTdrog, a slope,

Clinoscope.

actions of a clique ; selfish exclusiveness.

The design which ... we commented upon when
du[uerie in all its lurking places was subsidized to thrust
this great work of art . . . into the metropolitan cathe-
dral Sat. Rev., July 16, 1869, p. 73.

cliO[Tiey (klek'i), a. [clique + -j/^.l Disposed to
form small exclusive sets or cliques ; charac-
teristic of cliques and cliquery.

clisiophyllid (klis-i-o-fil'id), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to tie fossil coral genus Clisi-

ophyllmn. •

II. B. A member of the genus CMop/ii/KMW.
Clisiophyllnm (klis"i-o-fil'um), n. [NL., <
Gr. KMaig, a bending, -I- <i>va?.ov, a leaf.] A
genus of cyathophylloid tetraeorals occurring
in the Paleozoic rocks.

Clisipspira (klis"i-o-spi'ra), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kliaii, a bending, + airelpa, a spire.] A
genus of platypodous gastropods of the family
Xenophoridse, occurring in the Silurian rocks.

-I- x<^P"v. spread abroad.] In phyiogeog., a
plant whose seeds are distributed by means of
gravity, either by falling in steep places or
by detachment of soil, etc. F. E. Clements.

Cutocybe (kli-tos'i-be), n. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Gr. /cAiTiSf, sloping, -I- KvfiTj, head. The
name alludes to the convex pileus in its young
state.] A genus of white-spored agarics hav-
ing no annulus or volva and the gills mostly
decurrent. C. laceata is a common and widely
distributed species.

clitter (klit'er), V. i. [Imitative variation of

clatter. Cf. chitter, chatter.] To emit a short,

shrill, strident call or note, as a grasshopper

;

make a slight rattle.

The shrill cicala elitterin^ from below.
Lord Houghton, Never Return! 1. 142.

clitter (klit'6r), n. 1. A slight rattling noise.
— 2. Same as *clatter,n. Covapaie clutter^, u.

[Prov. Eng.]

a, lever for rotating the^ anterior half of
the tube on itslongitudinal axis, the pointer
and scale above marking the degree of

nliTiiil^A ^Irlin' rotation; i, pointer and scale marking the
t^liUUie \^ill - degreeof dip of the platform supporting the
Ur),W. [L. Cliyir- tubes; c, c, objectives so attached that the;

clistantherous (klis-tan'ther-us), a. [Gr. clival (kli'val), a. [clivus + -al^.] Relating

(' fn^a\ ~ i-nnM-nn Can be maintained In the Vertical plane wltl
are), incline, any dip of the tubes; d, d, s-'-"—-'-

"
, leveling-screws for stand.

. any dip of the tubes ; d. d, spirit.levels

"f" -uyc] In- ^1 *» ^t leveling-screws for stand.

clination, spe-
cifically of a vector, relative to some set of
coordinates.
Many of the new words he [James Thomson] coined,

'radian,' 'numeric,' 'torque,' 'interface,' 'elmure,' 'po-
sure,' &G., are ^eat helps both in thinking and teaching.

ProG. Bnt. Asi'n Advancement ofSci., 1902, p. 511.

Clio, ra. 3. In a««ro»., asteroid 84, 'discovered
by Luther in 1865.

Clionopsidae (kU-o-nop'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clionopsis + -idsei] A family of gymnosoma-
tous pteropods. The body is banel-shaped ; suckers
and buccal appendages are lacking ; the proboscis is very
long ; the posterior gill is tetraradiate ; and the skin is

not pigmented. Clionopsis is the only genus.

Clionopsis (kli-o-nop'sis), n. [NL.] The typ-

ical genus of the family Clionopsidm. Troschel,

1854.

clip^, n. 7. In angling, a salmon-gaff.— 8.

Same as *cartridge-clip.

To fill the latter [the Kropatsohek rifle] rapidly the

cartridges are carried packed in bundles of from three to

six, in sheet metal or cardboard receptacles. These re-

ceptacles are of two kinds, "clips" or "chargers." The
clip, employed in the Mannlioher system, is used with a

KAeiardg, that can be closed, + NL. anthera,
anther, + -ous.] Hemiclistogamous with the
stamens included : said of a class of flowers.

'<y clistothecium (klas-to-the'gium), n.
;
pi. elisto-

* theda (-gia). Same as cUstocarp.

ClitamDoniteS (klit"am-b6-ni'tez), n. [NL.,
< Gr. k'Mtv(, a slope, -I- a/iPuv, a ridge, boss.]

Buck, Med. Hand-

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 6B1

clip3 (klip), n. Bate of rapid motion, as

horses or yachts: as, a three-mile clip; a

fifteen-knot clip. [CoUoq.]

clip-drum (klip'dmm), n. A drum, used fre-

to the clivus in any sense,
book, II. 160.

clivus, n. 2. The superior surface of the ver-

mis of the cerebellum.
elk. A contraction of clerk.

cloak, n. 3. In mollusks, same as mantle or

pallium.

cloak-fern (klok'ffem), n. See/era.
cloche^ (klosh), n. [F., a bell or bell-jar: see
clock 2, n.] A bell-jar or bell-glass under which
plants are grown. The term is scaicely used in Amer-
ican writings, but is frequent in English horticultm-al
works.

ClOCk^, n,—Black Forest clock. See -kcnckoo-clock.—

Clock correction, the quantity which must be added
(algebraically) to the time indicated by the clock in order
to obtain the true time. It is to be subtracted nuineri-
cally if the clock is fast, added if it is slow.— Clock error,
the same, numerically, as clock correction, but usually,
by clock-makers, reckoned with the opposite sign, that is,

+ if the clock is fast, — if it is slow.— Diapason Clock,
a clock which has a tuning-fork as a regulator.— £l|;lit-

day clock, a clock which goes for eight days with a single
winding.— German clock, a clock made in Germany.
Those made in the sixteenth and seventeenth centunes
were often of elaborate construction, some containing
automatic figures of persons or animals. One of the most
famous of these is the clock in the cathedral at Strasburg.

Shee takes her selfe asunder still when shee goes to bed
. . . and about the next day noone is put together againe,
like a great Germans Clocke.

B. Jonson, Silent Woman, iv. 2.

clock^, v. t. 2. To time, as contestants in a

lum + h -ferre, bear.] Bearing or provided clock-bird°(klok'berd), n. Alarge Australian— with a chtellum: as, a chtelhferous worm. kingfisher, Daeelo gigas : so named on account

, of Cllthridium (kh-thrid'i-um), n.
;

pi chthndza ^f itg calling at sunrise and sunset. The bird

a ('H-
[NL., <Gr. a£<ep«5iov, dim.ofKAetepio, a ig more commonly known as the iaaafeJKO lacfc-

' keyhole, < lOetOfiov, a bar, bolt.] In hacteriol., „gg
any bacterium having the outline of a figure clock-calm (klok'kam), n. A flat calm, no
eight or a k_eyhole._

_ breath of air stirring; an unruflaed surface of
[NL., also ^ater. Smyth.

* fS^ clock-contact (klok'konnakt), n. A contact
.. . , , „, . .®®® cutli- of the pendulum or other part of a clock with

rum.] A morbid dread of being in a small - - . j^- . .

room or other confined space

C/itafftdoniies,

Ciilatnbonites sguatnatus, Fahlen. Ordovician ; Kuckers, Esthonia.

A, interior of dorsal valve, showing edge of the chilidium ; B,
interior of ventral valve, showing spondylium, septum, and del-

tidium (after Fahlen). (From Zittel's " Falseontology.")

A genus of Paleozoic brachiopods with sub-
pyramidal valves having their apices at the
summits of the broad cardinal areas. The ven-
tral valve bears a perforate deltidium and an internal spon-
dylium supported by a median septum ; the dorsal valve
has a chilidium. It occurs in Silurian rocks.

m^azine with parallel walls, being held down in the clitcUiferOUS (klit-e-lif'e-rus), a. [NL. clitel-

magazine against the pressure of the magazine platform ~ . , -
. - -^

spring by means of a spring catch.

off the drum by another device.

clip-fish (klip'flsh), n. See clippfish

clip-forceps (klip'.f6r''seps), n. A small forceps
cii"th^,J^7Mith'rumr»- 'v^^cUthra (-ra). [NL.

having blades with broad ends, closed by a ^^^''"^•f^.v
. _ ". _'..f

. ••',
l. „

spring-catch, used to occlude the end of a

divided artery during a surgical operation.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 76.

clip-gear (kUp'ger), n. In mach., a catch-gear

;

a spring-catch or -hook and its operating-rod.

clip-kingbolt (klip-king'bolt), n. A form of

kingbolt in which the body is attached to thin

iron straps, with bolt-ends for nuts, to secure

it to the axle-bed. The clip-end encircles the axle and

bed, and thus renders a hole through the axle unnecessary.

clip-nut (kUp'nut), n. Same as *clasp-nut.

clipped (klipt), p. a. [Also dipt; < clip^ +
-ed?.] Cut off by clipping ; cut short ; having

the ends or edges cut off—Clipped speech, a de-

fect of speech noted in certain oases of general paralysis,

in which the final syllable or terminal consonant of a

word is not pronounced.

clipping-comb (klip'ing-kom), n. A coarse

comb of horn, celluloid, or German silver, used

for holding up the hair of a horse while it is

cUmmg-macliine, ». 2. A device for shearing

rivets or plate-edges in ship-bmldmg :
usually

driven by air, and then known as a. pneumatic

clipping-machine.

clip-rod (klip'rod), n.

also deithrum, <C Gr. K^Wpov, a bar or bolt for

a door: see
dathrate.] 1.

In certain
Pelecypoda, a
modification
of the hinge-
teeth to form
one or more
erect pro-
cesses per-
mitting only
the vertical

motion of opercular Valve of RadioUtes Bournoni, Desm.
f-lio CTViQllpr Upper (Cretaceous (Dordonian)

;

tne smd,lier ff^^
mametz, Dotdogne.

valve, as in
^^ anterior, and a', posterior myophore ; c, c'.

the extinct anterior and posterior processes of clithrum,

RudiStX. In One-third_ natural size (after Bayle). -

the genus
zittel's " Palasontoiogy.")

A rod having one or

(From

clod-coal (klod'kol),

mmurUestya.s structure is extravagantly de- f
°*1- [^,^°'^'*,^.-\

velJped.-3. In anat,, one of a pair of bones clpgger (klog'er), n.

found in the shoulder-girdle of the stegooepha- ° - "
"

lous amphibians and of some theromorphous

reptiles. Each clithrum articulates with the clavicle,

extends from it dprsaUy, and may have its posterior bor-

der connected with a scapula. Its exact homologies are

a little uncertain.

a suitable arrangement for making or breaking
a galvanic circuit.

Clock-face experiment, an experiment made to deter-
mine whether a person can make a drawing of an ordinary
clock-face with roman numerals. It is intended as a test
of the power or the habits of observation on the part of
the average person. It is said that the majority of per-
sons fail, notwithstanding the assumed familiarity of so
simple an object.

clock-golf (klok'golf), n. See ^golf.

clock-aammer (klok'ham'er), n. The lever,

and its knob, by which the bell of a clock is

struck.

clock-meter (klok'me"ter), n. In elect., an
ampere-meter, volt-meter, or wattmeter ac-

tuated by clockwork.
clodi, n. 8. A butchers' term for a cut of beef
from the fore quarter opposite the cross-rib.

The proportion of bone in meat as ordinarily purchased
will vary from almost nothing in " shoulder-rfod " and
"round" to as much as 40 or 60 per cent, in the shank.

Eneyc. Brit., XXVII. 446.

Strong homogeneous

moreprojectionstocatchsomepartotamecha •"—"-—-,-•. on) „. [NL., < Gr. "iOutIov,

nism. Such rods are used on some forms of Corliss v^ve- CiraonjJiiii.__ „^/, _ ,. . . . >

gear to open the admission-valve. assumed dim. of (cXirof, equiv. to K^frtf, a

One whose business is

the'inaking ^f clogs or wooden shoes, or the
wooden soles for such shoes.

cloisonless (kloi'sgn-les), a. [doison + -less.]

Without cloisons or wire cells : as, a cloison-

less enamel.
Then arose the so-called "cloisonless enamels" (museii-

jippft). They are not always without cloisons. The de-

sign is generally framed at the outset with a ribbon of



cloisonless

thin metal, precisely after the manner of ordinary clol
sonn6 ware. But as the work proceeds the cloisons ai*
hidden— unless their presence is necessary to give em-
phasis to the design—and the final result is a picture in
vitrified enamels. Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 730.

Cloistered vault. See *vaulfl.
cloistered-heart (kloia-tferd-harf), «• The
closed gentian, GenUanu ^ndrewsii : the es-
sential organs of the flower are, as it were,
cloistered within the closed corolla.
clpn (klon), n. [Also clone; < NL. *cldn

,
<'Gr.

KAiiv, a twig or sUp used for propagation; akin
to K/.dio^, a twig, sUp, branch, < kMv, break.]
A group of cultivated plants the different in-
dividuals of which are simply transplanted
parts of the same seedling individual, the prop-
agation being altogether by the use of vege-
tative parts, such as buds, grafts, cuttings,
suckers, tubers, bulbs, etc. The various sorts
of apples, potatoes, chrysanthemums, etc.,

known as varieties are, in a more restricted
sense, clons.

The drnis of apples, pears, strawberries, etc., do not
propagate true to seed, while this Is one of the most im-
portant characters of races of wheat and com.

H. J. Webber, in Science, Oct 16, 1903, p. 503.

clonal (klo'nal), a. [don + -aZi.] Relating
or pertaining' to, or having the characters of, a
clon.

The differentiating doTial characters of chrysanthe-
mums are mainly in the form and color of the flowers.

H. J. Webber, in Science, Oct 16, 1903, p. 502.

clone^ (Hon), n. [Gr. iA6v, a twig, slip; re-
latedto iMSog, a branch: see *c?o».] 1. Same
as *clon.—2. In thenomenclature ofthe spioular
elements of sponges, one of the branches of a
spicule : generally restricted to tetraxial forms.
Clonic contraction. See *contraction.

clonism (klon'izm), n. [clon(ic) + -ism.'] Clonic
spasm.
clonome (klo'nom), «. [clone^ + -ome.'] In
the nomenclature of the spieular elements of
sponges, the three similar arms of a *trider
(which see).

cloq.ue (klok), n. [P., < Heard cloque, a bell,

8tc. : see clock^.] A name in Prance of a dis-

ease of the leaves of the peach.
" Another fungous disease commonly known as cloque,
probably due to some species of Taphrlna or Exoascus, was
receiving attention. The trouble is mentioned as affecting
peach trees. It causes the leaves to curl in a manner sim-
ilar to that which is only too frequently seen in America.

E. G. Lodema/n, The Spraying of Plants, p. 47.

close, V. t.— Closed basin. See *bagin.

close^, a. 17. In mftftagfe, noting cards which
are near together, so that sequences are pos-
sible, such as the 5 and 7.— 18. Formed or
pronounced with a partial closing of the lips

:

as, a close vowel.
close-grained (klos'grand), a. Having the
constituent grains, fibers, or elements closely
compacted together ; of closely compacted or
dense structure or texture.

close-mouthed (klos'moutht), a. Sparing of
speech; reticent: as, a ctose-moMifeed person.

close-place (klos'plas), n. In mining, a nar-
row drift without separate airway for venti-

lation. [Scotch.]

close-reefed (klos'reft), j>. a. Having the last

reef taken in: noting the condition of a vessel
when there are no more reefs left to be taken
in the sails.

closer-on (kl6'z6r-on"), n. In shoemahing, one
who stitches the different parts of the upper
together.

close-wing (klos'wing), n. A popular name
for any moth of the family Crambidee.

closing-hammer (kl6'zing-ham"6r), n. A
hammer used by boiler-makers for bringing

together the plates at the seams of boilers be-

fore riveting.

closing-up (klo'zing-up''), n. 1. The placing

of the top-box or cope on a foundry mold in

preparation for easting. The cope must be
clamped or weighted, however, before the

mold is poured.— 2. The heading or burring-

over of a rivet, either by hand or by a machine.
The length of rivet requii-ed for closing-up in hand-rivet-

' ing is one and one-fourth diameters for snap and conical

heads, one diameter for countersunk rivets, and from one-

eighth to one-quarter inch more than these for machine-

driven rivets.

closing-work (kl6'zing-w6rk), n. Any device,

such as a door, valve, etc., which closes off or

obstructs a passage or an opening.

clOSter (klos'ter), n. [Gr. iOaar^p, a spindle.]

A spindle-shaped cell, of frequent occurrence

in wood. Also clostrum.

Clostridium (klos-trid'i-um), n. [NL., dim. <

G(V. idiMTpov, a clue of thread; ef. /cAucrr^p, a
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spindle.] 1. A supposed genus of bacteria
now usually classed under other genera by
different authors.— 2. [I- c- ;

pi. Clostridia (-a).]

A term applied to certain bacteria to describe
their spindle-like shape.

Thus some bacilli resemble diplococci, others have a
drumstick form, while others have a" central, Clostridium
enlargement. Jour. Exper. Med., V. 212.

clostrum (klos'trum), n.; pi. clostra. Same as
*closter.

clot.l n—Ante-mortem clot, a clot formed in the heart
or aorta just before death.—Laminated clot, a clot
formed in layers by successive deposits of fibrin.— Plas-
tic clot, a mass of cells given off from the intima of an
aitery at the point of ligature, the organization of which
«uses the permanent obliteration of the vessel.— Post-
mortem clot, a clot formed in the aorta or heart just
after death.

cloth, n. 7. Naut., a breadth of canvas ; one
of the breadths of canvas in a square or
fore-and-aft sail : a general term in relation
to the sails of a ship All cloth made, full sail

set—Cloth In the wind, so close to the wind that the
sails shabe or lift—Cloth money. See itmoney.—Cloth
orange. See *orangel.—Cloth red, B, SB, 6, 30, 0,
and B. See •red!. —Cloth-sampling scale. See
^scale^.—Faced cloth, cloth, particularly woolen cloth,
that is finished with a lustrous faoe, as broadcloth.

—

Henrietta clotb, a plain-back fabric with a lustrous
finish and twilled face, used for women's dresses. It has
a silk warp and a wool weft, or it may be all wool.

—

Lady's Cloth, a fine, wide, and closely woven wool flan-

nel, slightly napped and face-finished, for women's wear.
—Little cloth, limited sail.—Oriental cloth, a smooth,
face-finished variety of woolen cloth.—Three cloths In
the Wind, a mildly intoxicated condition. Also three
sheets in the vnnd.—To carry much clotb, said of a
ship when her yards are long and her sails correspond-
ingly broad.—Wlilflng cloth, a face-finished broadcloth,
valued especially for its fast color and permanent finish,

used for army and navy uniforms, liveries, and carriage
linings : named after Johann Wiilling, Lennep, Germany.
cloth-beam (kldth'bem), n. 1. A weighing-
beam for ascertaining the weight of a yard of
cloth by weighing a whole piece. A given num-
ber of yards of cloth are weighed, and when the beam
balances, the weight on the beam indicates, by one set of
marks, the weight in ounces and tenths of a single yard.

— 2. That roll of a loom upon which the cloth
is wound as it is woven.
cloth-brown (kldth'broun), n. Either of two
mordant-acid coal-tar colors (E and G) of the
diazo type, prepared by combining diazotized
benzidine with salicylic acid and a naphthol
derivative. They dye wool brown in an acid
bath. The shade produced is much faster

when after-chromed.
cloth-dresser (kl6th'dres'6r), n. One who is

employed in finishing cloth for the market, as
napping, shearing, brushing, pressing, etc.

clotn-dressing (kldth'dres'ing), n. See dress-

ing, 2 (d).

clothe, i>. t. 4. Naut., to cover with canvas

;

rig.—To clothe the bowsprit, to set up its shrouds
and bobstays.—To clothe the lower masts, to give a
great drop to the courses of the lower masts, that is, to
bring them well down toward the deck.—TO Clothe a
ship with canvas, to carryall sail.

clothes-louse (kloTHz'lous), n. A louse, Pedj^
cuius vesUmenti. Also called iody-louse.

clothes-moth, n—Naked clothes-moth, a tineid

moth, Tineola JnseUieUa, occurring in Europe and the

Naked Clothes-moth [Tineola bisellieUa),

Moth, larva, cocoon, and empty pupa-skin, much enlarged.
(Riley, U. S. D. A.)

United States, whose larva, feeding on woolen goods and
fur, makes neither a case nor a gallery, although spinning
a certain amount of silk.—Tube-bnlldlng clothes-
moth, a tineid moth, Tricophaga tapetzella, occurring
in Europe and the United States, whose larva makes a

gallery composed of silk and fragments of the cloth on
which it feeds.

clothing^, n. 5. In saddlery, blankets of any
kind used on horses.

cloth-knife (kldth'nif), m. A circular knife or

disk-knife used in cutting cloth, paper, cork,

leather, etc.

cloth-looker (kWth'luk'Sr), m. One who ex-

amines or inspects cloth as it comes from the
loom.
cloth-looking (kldth'lik^ing), n. The exami-

cloud

nation or inspection of cloth as it comes from
the loom, for the purpose of keeping it up to

the standard quality.

cloth-paste (kldth'past), n. Paste, usually
made of flour, employed to cement cloth to

the surface of something else, as to the board
covers in bookbinding.

cloth-press, n. 2. A press for baling cloth.

cloth-presser (kldth'pres'Sr), n. One who
operates a cloth-press.

clottage (klot'aj), «. [clot -I- -age.'] The for-

mation of a clot or clots.

clotting-beetle (klot'lng-be'tl), n. Awooden
mallet or hammer used in breaking up clods

that remain unbroken after plowing and har-

rowing. [Prov. Eng.]

clotule (klot'ul), n. [Irreg. < clot -I- -Mte.] A
Uttle clot. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 878.

cloture (klo'tiir), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. clotured,

ppr. cloiuring. To apply the cloture to : as,

to cloture a bill in Parliament. Also spelled
cloture.

clotweed (klot'wed), n. Same as clot-bur, 2.

clou (klo), n. [¥,, a nail, peg: see clove*.]

That which arrests and holds the attention or
the interest ; the strong point ; the chief at-

traction ; the peg on which success depends.

Surrounding these exhibits of machinery in motion are
the displays of finished goods, each containing some
"clou," such as a $5,000 blanket in the blanket section
and a combined exhibit made by the costumers in a pa-
vilion known as the Pavilion of Costumes and Fashions,
in which are found the latest and best creations in
women's dress and millinery.

Amer. Inventor, Aug. 1, 1904, p. 337.

Cloud^, )i. 1. The classification of (douds adopted by
the International Meteorological Committee, July 1, 1896,
requires all clouds to be classified under the headings
here defined : (1) Cirrus (abbreviated Ci.), isolated fea-
thery clouds of ihie, fibrous texture, generally of a white
color, frequently arranged in bands which spread like
the meridians on a celestial globe over a part of the sky
and converge in perspective toward one or two opposite
points of tbe horizon. In the formation of such bands
cirro-stratus and cirro-cumulus often take part (2) Cirro-
stratus (Ci. S.), a fine whitish veil, sometimes quite dif-

fuse, giving a whitish appearance to the sky, and called
by many cirrus-haze; sometimes of more or less distinct
structure, exhibiting tangled fibers. The veil often pro-
duces bales around the sun and moon. (3) Cirro-cutnulus
(Ci. Cu.), fieecy clouds ; small white balls and wisps, with-
out shadows,or with very fine shadows, usually arranged
in groups and often in rows. (4) Alto-cumulus (A. Cu.),

dense, fleecy clouds ; larger whitish or grayish balls with
shaded portions, grouped in flocks or rows, frequently so
close together that their edges meet The various balls are
generally larger and more compact (passing into strato-

cumulus) toward the center of the group, but more delicate
and wispy (passing into cirro-cumulus) on its edges. They
are very frequency arranged in lines in one or two direc-
tions. (5). Alto-stratus (A. S.), a thick veil of a gray or
bluish color, exhibiting in the vicinity of the sun and
moon a brighter portion, which, without causing halos,
may produce coronse. This form shows gradual transi-
tions to cirro-stratus, but may have only h^f the altitude.

(6) Straio-eumulus (S. Cu.), large balfe or rolls of dark
cloud which frequently cover the sky, especially in win-
ter, and give it at times an undulatory appearance. The
layer of strato-cumulus is usually not very thick, and
blue sky often appears in the breaks through it Between
this form and the alto-cumulus all possible gradations
are found. It is distinguished from nimbus by the bidl-
like or rolled form, ana also by the fact that it does not
tend to bring rain. (7) Nimbus (N.), rain-clouds ; dense
masses of dark, formless clouds with ragged edges, from
which generally continuous rain or snow is falling.

Through the breaks in these clouds there is almost s5-

ways seen a sheet of higher cirro-stratus or alto-stratus.
If the mass of nimbus is torn up into small patches, or if

low fragments of cloud are floating much below a great
nimbus, they may be called fracto-nimbus (scud of the
sailors). (8) Cumulus (On.), woolpack clouds ; thick clouds
whose summits are donees with protuberances, but whose
bases are fiat These clouds are formed especially in the
diurnal ascensional movement of the lower air. When
the cumulus is opposite the sun, the suifaces usually
seen by the observer are more brilliant than the edges of
the protuberances. When the illumination comes from
the side, this cloud shows a strong actual shadow. When
on the sunny side of the sky, the cumulus appears dark,
with bright edges. The true cumulus shows a sharp
border above and below. When cumuli are formed in or
torn by strong winds, the detached parts (fracto-cumulus)
present continual changes. (9) Cumulo-nimbus (Cu. N.),
thunder-clouds; shower-clouds i heavy masses of cloud
rising like mountains, towers, or anvils, generally sur-
rounded at the top by a veil or screen of fibrous texture
(false drrus) and below by nimbns-like masses of cloud.
From their bases generally fall local showeis of rani or
snow, and sometimes hail or sleet. Thunder and light-
ning invariably attend the cumulo-nimbus. The upper
edges are either of compact cumulus-like outline, and
form massive summits surrounded by delicate false cin-us,
or the edges themselves are drawn out into cirrus-like
filaments. This last form is most common in spring
showers. The front of an approaching thunderatomi
cloud of wide extent sometimes appears like a great
black arch stretching across a portion of the sky which is

uniformly lighter in color. (10) Stratus (S.), lifted fog in
a horizontal stratum. When this stratum is torn by the
wind or by mountain summits into irregular fragments,
they may be called fracto-stratus.—Altttxide Of a clOUd,
the linear height of a cloud above the land or the sea-
level. The average altitude above sea-level has been de-



cloud
termined for numerous portions of the globe. It varies
with the temperature and moistm-e of the air, and there-
fore with latitude and continentaJity. Among the meth-
ods of determining the altitude aie the followmg : (o)
BerrwulK'a method (nu), which consists in determining
the time and the depression of the sun below the horizon,
when the sun's rays first or last touch a given cloud
whose angular altitude and azimuth are also observed sim-
ultaneously. A convenient method of calculation is given
by Zenker in his Meteorological Calendar for 1887. (6)
Feusmer's method, which consists in observing the loca-
tion on the map of the shadow of a cloud and A the same
time observing the altitude of the sun. The formulsB
needed for calculation are given in Abbe's "Meteorologi-
cal Apparatus and Methods" (1887). (c) The kinematic
method (employed in connection with Abbe's marine
nsphoscope), in which observations give two .zenithal
apparent movements of the cloud for two corresponding
known movements of the observer on a boat or wagon

:

eight quantities, that is, directions and rates of motion,
are thus known which are introduced uito the analytical
trigonometrical equation, and the true altitude and mo-
tion of the cloud are found by elimination, (d) Lambert's
method, which consists in observing the velocity of the
shadow of the cloud on the ground and also the apparent
angular velocity of the cloud at the zenith, whence the al-

titude or; distance is calculated by trigonometrical for-
mulae, (e) Trigonometric methods, which invcive the use
of the cloud-theodolite, photogrammeter, orcloud-camera.

(/) Esvy's dew-pmnt method of determining the altitude
of the base of a cloud, which assumes that me altitude of
the base is equal to the depression of the 'dew-point ex-
pressed in centigrade degrees multiplied by 100 meters
or expressed in degrees Fahrenheit multiplied by 186
feet— Cotton-ball Clouds. See*coJJo7i-6oi!.—irides-
cent cloud, a cloud that shows a patch of rainbow color
suggesting the iridescence of mother-of-pearl; also, a
pearly white cloud without iridescent colors.

—

Mammi-
form cloud, a threatening cloud from the under side of
which there hang protuberances resembling mammae,
teats, or bags : a formation that is generally due to the
rapid settling and evaporation of the heavier cloud-parti-
des, but possibly sometimes to the formation of cloud in
a slowly revolving vortex, as when a waterspout or tor-
nado-funnel begins at the lower surface oi a cloud.

—

HetToluoent cloud, night-stilnlne cloud, a cloud that
shines after sunset, apparently very high up and illumi-
nated by distant twilight.— Nacreous cloud, a delicate
white cloud, very high, shining late at night ; a noctilu-
minous cloud : sometimes improperly called iridescent
and phosphorescent.

cloud-belt (kloud'belt), n. 1. A zone around
the earth covered by clouds ; the zone in which
the cloudiness is a maximum ; specifically, the
equatorial zone.— 2. The belt or ring of clouds
itself ; a cloud-ring; a belt of clouds crossing a
planet, as Jupiter, Saturn, etc.

cloud-berg (kloud'bSrg), n. A mountainous
mass of cloud which looks like an iceberg on
the distant horizon.

cloud-blower (kloud'bl6''''6r), re. A tubular
pipe of the North American Indians : so called

when used in religious ceremonials, on account
of the symbolic significance of the puffs of

smoke.

cloud-camera (kloud'kam"e-ra), re. An ap-
paratus for observing the image of a cloud,

formed by a lens in a dark chamber, in order
to determine its altitude, motion, size, or in-

ternal changes, in the cloud-camera of Vettin (1860)

the camera is mounted on a horizontal axis adjustable to

any apparent angular altitude. The elaboration of this

instrument constitutes the photogrammeter perfected for

use in the cloud-observation work of the International Me-
teorological Committee in 1896-97, and for topographical
surveys. See -kpkotogranvmetcr and nephoscope.

cloud-chart (kloud'chart), re. One of a series

of daily weather-maps shoviringthe quantities,

kinds, and motions of the clouds over the area
of country covered by the ordinary weather-
map.
clouded (klou'ded), p. a. 1. Covered with
clouds ; obscured by clouds: as, a clouded sky,— 3. Marked by dark, vague, irregular spots:

clouded Tiger-cat (Feizs nebulosa).

as, a clouded cane ; a clouded leopard or tiger-

«at.—donded locust. See -kiocusti.

cloud-firing (kloud'fir''''ing), re. The attempt

to procure rain in seasons of drought, or to

ward off destructive hail-storms, by the firing

of cannon.
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cloud-gate (kloud'gat), «. A passageway be-
tween hills, mountains, or promontories
through which clouds pass in and out with the
day and night -winds.

cloudiness, re

—

scale of cloudiness. Meteorological
observers have different methods of recorduig the appar-
ent cloudiness of the sky. Some consider the whole sky
from zenith to horizon, others only that portion which is

more than 30 degrees above the horizon. When the sky
is wholly covered it is said to have a cloudiness of 10. B
the observer estimates that one-tenth of this area is occu-
pied by clear spaces, although it may to him appear
wholly covered (because he sees the sides of the clouds),
he will estimate the cloudiness as 9/10. In general, the
cloudiness is that percentage of the whole circular area
which would be covered by the clouds if they could be
projected vertically downward ; therefore, no account is

to be taken of the thickness or height of the cloud. One
estimates as closely as possible the percentage of area
that would be covered by shadows if the sun were in the
zenith and the observer could take a comprehensive view
of the surrounding circle.

clouding, re. 2. The dulling of varnish, as by
dampness or the fumes of sulphur and am-
monia.
cloud-projector (kloud^ro-jek'tor), n. An
apparatus devised by Gf^ 4. Stokes (1883) by
which from two cloud photographs, taken
from different points of view, can be deduced
mechanically the altitudes, distances, and di-

mensions of all parts of the cloud.

cloudscape (kloud'skap), re. A scene composed
of clouds ; a painting of such a scene.

cloud-shutter (kloud'shut''''er^, re. In ^hotog.,
a shutter provided with adjustable disks by
means of which the foreground may be ex-
posed sufficiently while the sky may be taken
instantaneously. Images of clouds are thus
secured, ,

cloud-'WOrld (kloud'w6rld), n. The realm of
clouds, or, figuratively, of vague fancies;
cloud-land.
Cloudy day, a day in which clouds prevail ; as used tech-
nically by the United States "Weather Bureau, a day in
which the average obscuration between sunrise and sun-
set is A or more.

—

PaxtlT Cloudy, as used technically
by the United States 'Weatlier Bureau, marked by a state
of cloudiness ranging from 3 to 7 on the cloud-scale of 10.

See scale ofircloudiness.

cloudy-'Wing (klou'di-wing), n. An American
hesperiid butterfiy, Thoryhes pylades, which
has a wide distribution, it is brown in color, with
small white spots on the fore wmgs. Its larvae feed on
clover. Also called northern cloudy-wing.— Southern
cloudy-'wln^, an American hesperiid butterfly, Thoryhes
bathyltus, which ranges from West Virginia to Florida
and westward to Kansas and New Mexico. Its larvae feed
on wild beans and other leguminous herbs.

clove^, re. 2. A cleft; an opening: as, the clove

in, the ro-ving-carriage of a cotton-jenny.

clovene (klo'ven), re. [clove^ + -eree.] A
sesquiterpene, C15H24, obtained by heating
caryophyllene hydrate with phosphorus pen-
toxid. It boils at 261-263° C.

clover, re., 1. For some of the most useful or other-

wise noteworthy true clovers of the western United States,

see annual red -kclover, bea/r-ifclover, Beckvnth's-^clover,

bull-*clover, and sour -kelover. These include the most
important of several species used raw as food by the
California Indians.-Alexandrian clover. See Trifo-

lium and *6«rseem—Alsatian clover, the aJsike clo-

ver, Trifolium hybridum.—AlaiiLe Clover. See -tcalsike.

—Annual red clover, Trifolium involucratum, widely
distributed through the Kocky Mountain region, and
much the most valuable of the annual species. Also
called purple clover.—Beax-clovei, Trifolium vireseens,

a Califomian species of some forage value and a favorite

among the Indians for eating raw. 'All parts of the plant

are sweet (hence also known as sweet clover), and the
flowers and seed-pods as well as the herbage are eaten.

It is considered to be the most common cause of bloat

;

hence it is sometimes called bloat-clover. Bear-clover is

also a local Califomian name of Chamsebatia foliolosa.

See *tar^eed, 2.—Beck-vrtth'S clover, Trifolium Beck-

withii, a Eocky Mountain species of low elevations, rang-

ing to South Dakota, valuable for pasture and hay : from
its resemblance to T. prdtense, sometimes called wild red

cJoiier.-Bersin Clover. See rr^oKiim.—Bloat-clover.
Same as bear--kclover.—Boktiaxa, clover. See clover, 2.

—Brazilian clover. Same as alfalfa.—SioaA clo-

ver, the red clover, Trifolium pratense. [Eng.]—Bro^wil

clover. See rriftZiMm.—Bull-Clover, a &ue clover,

Trifoliwm Wormskioldii, one of the most valuable of the

native species of northern California, in damp places

growing 2 or 8 feet high. It is much relished by cattle

and also by the Indians, who eat all the above-ground

parts raw.— Calvary clover. See clover, 2.—Chilean
Clover, alfalfa: so called because it was brought to

California from Chile. — Clover broom-rape. See

*broom-rape.— Clover cutworm. See *eutworm.—
Clover flower-midge or clover seed-midge. See

•kjlower.midge.—Clover seed-worm, clover stem-
borer. See -kseed-worm, -ksteni^borer.-Covr-ClOveT.

Same as mammoth *d<«)«r.—Egnitlan clover. Same
as •6«rseem.— Florida clover. See Richardsonia.—

Four-leafed clover. (<») A frequent sport of the com-

mon red clover havmg four leaflets to the leal. (6) In

Texas, Marsilea macropoda, a plant of some forage value

in shady bottoms. SeeJlfo™fea.— CiOlden clover, the

yellow clover or hop-clover, Trifolium agrarium.—Long-
St&lked clover, Trifolium longipes, found in the eastern

Eocky Mountam region at altitudes of 6,000 to 9,000 feet,

where it is valuable lor forage. It is a slender plant a

loot or more high, with narrow leaflets. A pale-flowered

clover-rust

variety is sometimes called wild white clover.—Mam-
moth or mammoth red clover, a robust red clover

referred by recent American authors to Trifolium me-
dium, the zigzag clover. It resembles common red
clover, with which it is often confused, but it may be
distinguished, particularly by the long stalks of tlie heads.
It is doubtless identical with the cow-grass of England,
the qualities of which it shows in some measure. Some-
times called sapling clover (in the western United States)

and cow-clover. See cow-^rosg.^Mayad clover. See
Trifolium Menindie clover, Trigonella miamssima,
an Australian fodder-plant.—Mexican clover. See
Riehardtoma.—Mountain red clover, Trifolium mega-
eephalum, a robust perennial species of the Kocky Momi-
tain region, especially the western slope, valued for for-

age. It has large and showy heads, leaves with 5 or
7 leaflets, and stout deep-growing roots.

—

Muak-Clover.
See nvuskyJilaree, midevk^laree.—Nevada clover, Tri-

folium tridentatum, a native species of Utah and Nevada,
eaten greedily by cattle.— Fuilile clover, (o) See clover,

1. (6) Same as annual red -kclover.— Rengeso clover,
Astragalus Sinicus, a clover-like plant largely grown in

Japan for green manure and for forage. It is often
sown in rice-flelds after harvest and plowed under the
next spring.-Russian red clover, Trifolium pratenie
pallidum, a variety of the red clover adapted to arid

conditions.— Salt clOver. See sour -kclover (b) (2).— Sapling clover. Same as mammwth kclover.—
Snail clover. See snaii-rfouer.— Soola clover, Hedy-
sarum coronarium, a leguminous fodder-plant cultivated

in Haly and the Balearic Islands.—Sour clover, (a) The
wood-sorrel, Oxalis Acetosella. [Prov. Eng.] (b) In Cali-

fornia : (1) Trifolium fucatum, a true clover, probably
with some allied species or varieties. These are succulent
plants with light-colored foliage. (2) T. obtusijlorum, a
species having an acid taste and clammy with an acid

exudation. The Indians regard it as one of the best for

eating, the exudation being generally washed off. Also
called salt clover and, as growing near springs, spring-

clover.— Spanish clover. See Richardsonia.— Spotted
clover, the spotted medio, Medicago -iraftica.- Spring-
Clover. Same HB sour kclover (b) (2).— Suckling Clover,
Trifolium JUiforme of Europe, good in mixed pastures
for sheep.

—

Sulphur clOver, Trifolium ochroleucum of

Europe, growing on dry calcareous soils and relislied by
cattle.

—

Swamp-elover, Lotus uligirwsus, a species of

bird's-foot clover native in northern Europe, and culti-

vated in Minnesota and Wisconsin on sour, mucky soils.

It is a slender branching plant with rather large yellow
flowers and long, slender pods.

—

Swedish ClOVer. Same
as kalsike.— Sweet Clover, (a) See clover, 2. (6) Same
as bear-kclttver.—Wild red clover. Same as Beckwith's
kclover.—Wild wMte clover. Same as long-stalked
kclover.—Zigzag clOver. See Trifolium, mammoth
kclover, and mart-grass.

clover-dodder (kl6'ver-dod*6r), n. See *dod-
der^.

clover-looping (kl6'v6r-16'''ping), a. Looping
clover or warping it by partial eating—Clover-
looping owlet. See owlet (a moth).

clover-mite (klo'v6r-mit), re. An American
mite, Bryobiapratensis, verycommon on clover

Clover-mite {Bryobiapratensis).

a, dorsal view ; *, ventral view : c, d, claw ; e.f, ^, mouth-parts

;

h, i,J. body-scales ; k,l,m, leg-spines. (Insect Life, U. S. D. A.)

Magnified.

in the western United States, and frequently

swarming in great numbers on tree-trunks,

fences, and the sides of houses.

clover-rust (kl6'v6r-rust), re. A parasitic fun-

gus, Uromyces Trifolii, which attacks the leaves

of various species of clover.



clover-sickness

clover-sickness (klo'vSr-sik^nes), n. The state
of being clover-siok, that is, incapable of pro-
ducing a crop of clover : said of soils, usually
with reference to the common red clover.
In England the trouble has been charged to tlu-eadwonns
(nematoids), to fungi, to inaufflclent nutrition, to acidity,
and to enzyms inimical to the organisms symbiotic with
the clover, but agreement has not been reached. Many
cases can be corrected by an application of lime. The
term has also been applied to the condition of the plant

Clover-sickness rarely occurs on chalk soils.
J. Wrightson, Fallow and Fodder Crops, p. 220.

clover-tree (kl6'v6r-tre), n. A Tasmanian tree,
Goodenia latifoUa. Also called native laburnum.
clover-worm (kl6'ver--w6rm), n. A green

Clover-worm t.Plathypena scabra).

a, moth with wings folded ;d,same,wing5'expandecl; canAd, egg;
e andy, penultimate stage of larva ; p-, head of larva — all enlarged;
c, d, s> greatly enlarged. (Chittenden, U. S. D, A.)

caterpillar, the larva of Plathypena scahra, an
American noctuid moth.
clove-strip (klov'strip), n. The floating or
creeping primrose-willow, Jussixa diffusa,
common in the eastern United States, and also
found in tropical America and Asia. See Jus-
gisea and primrose-willow.

clownism (klou'nizm), n. [clown + -ism.2
Clownish conduct; specifically, a stage of
hystero-epilepsy in which the patient assumes
the most bizarre and seemingly impossible
attitudes.

Clown's lunen^'ort. See lungwort— Clown's mustard,
the bitter candytuft, Ibene (wmtra.— Clown's-nard.
See plowman's spikenard^ under spikenard.—Clown's
spikenard. Same as -kclown's-nard.

cloy3 (kloi), n. [Origin tmeertain
;
perhaps lit.

something that cloys or is sticky, < cloy\ v.

Otherwise for elaay or cly, dial, form of clay ?]

An artificial mixture of plastic character, in
this respect resembling clay.

cloze, V. A simplified spelling of close.

0. L. P. A. An abbreviation of Common Law
Procedure Act.

C. L, S. 0. An abbreviation of Chautaugua
lAterary and Scientific Circle.

clnb^, n. 8. The expanded end of the tentac-
ular arms in decaeerous cephalopods Sensory
club, in hydromedusans, a ^cordylus (which see, with
cut).

club^, v. t.—To Club a fleet, to manoeuver a fleet, so as

to get to windward of a certain position.

Clubbed fingers, enlargement of the tips of the fingers,

with incurvation of the nails, occurring in diseases in

which hematoais is interfered with.

clubbing!, n. 4. In gardening, the process or
progress of becoming clubrooted; also, the
clubrooted condition.

clubbing^ (klub'ing), n. The act of forming a
club

;
joint action or subscription for joint or

individual benefit.

clubbock (klub'ok), n. [Appar. < club^ + ock.']

A sea-fish, the spotted blenny, Gadusgunnellus.

Also gunnel.

club-fungus (klub'fung'''gus), n. Any one of

the fungi belonging to the family Clavariacese.

Not all of the cluh-fungi are unbranched ; but some of

them are divided like the antlers of a deer, and yet others

in which the branching is more copious grow in pearl-

gray, yellow, white or pinkish tufts, several inches high,

and covering spaces as large as a dinner-plate.

C MaeMUlan, Minn. Plant Life, viii.

club-hand (klub'hand), n. A deformity of the

hand similar in nature and causation to club-

foot.

club-head (klub'hed), n. A elub-shaped or

club-like head.

club-moss, n Bog dnb-moss, Lyeopodium invm-

datum, a small low-ground species, not uncommon in

Europe and in North America, extending in the latter

from Newfoundland and Alaska south to Washington,

niinois, and New .Tersey. Also called crowfoot and marsh
club-moss.—Fir clnb-moaa, Lyeopodium Selago, a boreal

species of Europe and North America, in the latter extend-

ing to the mountains of North Carolina. See other vemac-
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nlar names under Lyeopodium.— Fo^aM Clnb-moss,
Lyeopodium alopecuroides, a showy species occurring in
moist situations along the coast from New York to Florida
and Mississippi.—Interruptedclub-moss, Lycqpodium
annoHnum, a trailing species having stiff acicular leaves,
circumpolar in its distribution, in North America occur-
ring as far south as Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Wash-
ington.—Marsh club-moss. Same as bog -trelub-moss.

—Eock club-moss, Lyeopodium porophuum, a rather
rare species of the central and southern United States,

allied to L. luddvlwm, and usually found on sandstone
rocks.—Shining club-moss, Lyeopodium lucidtdum, a
beautiful dark-green erect species of low woods in eastern
Canada and extending from the central United States
eastward. Sometimes known as swamp and trailing
evergreen.— Stiff ClUb-mOBS. Same as interrupted
*rfM(i-jreoss.—Tree clnb-moss, the ground-pine, Lyeo-
podium obscurum (L. dendroideum). See Lyeopodium,.

club-shell (klub'shel), n. A marine univalve
mollusk of the family Cerithiidse.

club-tooth (klub'toth), ». A gear-tooth which
is larger at the outer end, or tip, than at the
inner end, or root.

clucker (kluk'er), n. An oyster that, owing
to its having been chilled or otherwise injured,
sounds hollow when its shell is struck. [Local,
U. S.] Stand. Diet.

clue, n—Foot clue (naut), the clue at the footend of
a hammock.

clue, V. t—To clue down (nawe.), to let go the halyards
and sheet of a galf-topsail while the tack is kept fas^ and
to man the clue-line so as to bring the head, leech, and
luff of the sail down to the clue ; to man clue-lines so as
to force a yard down on the mast-cap.

clue-cringle (klo'kTing"gl), n. Same as clue-

thimble (which see, under thimble).

clue-line, n—Gaff-topsall clue-line, the rope that
runs around the foot, leech, and luif of a gaff-sail, by
means of which the topsail is bunched in to the mast on a
fore-and-aft vessel, being clued up or clued down, accord-
ing as the tack is slacked up or held fast.

clue-rope (klo'rop), n. The roping on a sail

at the clues. A clue-line is sometimes incor-
rectly referred to as a clue-rope.

cluf, n. A simplified spelling of dough.
clump!, n. 6. An aggregation of bacteria re-

sulting from the action of agglutinins. See
serum *diagnosis.

clump! (Hump), V. [clump'^, «.] I. intrans.

To form a clump or cluster; cluster; aggre-
gate : said of the agglutination of certain bac-
teria in response to the action of definite sub-
stances. See serum ^diagnosis.

The Seal Harbor bacillus refused absolutely to dump
in any dilution above 1-10. Med. Reeord, Feb., 1903, p. 358.

II. trans. To form (bacteria) into a clump
or cluster ; agglutinate

.

clumping, ». 2. The forming of a clump or

cluster of bacteria ; agglutination of bacteria.

The actual results agree with the prediction, the table
showing a somatic agglutination of 100 for both cultures,

and no flagellar clumping.
Jour. Med. Research, Oct., 1904, p. 321.

Cluny enamel. See *enamel.

clupeln (klii'pe-iu), n. [Also clupeine; < L.
cVapea, herring, + -»w2.] ^ protamin ob-
tained from the testicles of the herring. Also
called salmin.

Clusiaceae (klii-si-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1836), < Clusia '+ -acex.'] A family of
dicotyledonous choripetalous plants of the or-

der Mypericales, the balsam-tree family, in-

cluding the greater part of the Guttiferse of

some authors, but not including the Myperi-
cacese nor the Quiinacese.

cluster cotton, cluster variable. See *cot-

ton^, *variable.

cluster-berry (klus'tfer-ber-i), «. The moun-
tain-cranberry, Vaccinium Vitis-Idasea.

clustered (klus'tferd), p. a. Formed into a
cluster ; arranged or collected in clusters ; in

bot., applied specially to flowers and fruits

regardless of the type of inflorescence.

cluster-fly (klus't6r-fli), n. A muscid fly,

Pollenia rudis, which enters houses in the
autumn and clusters, in a sluggish way, on
windows and walls.

cluster-pore (klus'ter-por), ». One of several

small pores or oriflees clustered together
which form part of the system of mucous
canals opening on the surface in Chimssra.

There is also an absence of primitive pores, and the
duster-pores are very few in number.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 189B, p. 880.

clutch!, n., 2. (a) The simplest form is a pair of

opposing disks, one with projections which can slide into

depressions on the other. When thus interiocked they
act as one. The two suriaces may also engage each other

by friction, the pressure between them keeping the
one from slipping on the other, as a friction-clutch.

Clutches are much used where paris of a machine are

to be run independently ; where it is desired to stop

and start different parts in succession; where varying
demand of resistance through the day makes it de-

sirable to run units of different capacities at different

times, without stopping some contmuous motion; and

clymene
where different floors of a tactoi'y stop and start at differ-

ent times. Clutches of gradual action are preferred,
by reason of the avoidance of shock, when machinery at
rest is to be started from pails already moving. When
reversing is to be done from a source of power which
always turns in one direction, a clutch will be required.
This condition is present in most of the motor-cars oper-
ated by internal combustion engines. See bayonet-clutcli,
i^coil-clutch, -k&ispanding-dutch (with cut), itjaw-dutch,
itrim^clutch (with cut), Weston *elutch.

6. Naut.: (a) A forked stanchion. (6) The
throat of a patent anchor.— 7. Oyster spawn.
—Catcb-and-ratchet clutch, a form of engaging and
disengaging mechanism in which two parts or elements
are made, by a ratohet action, to engage and act as driver
and driven. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 319.— Coll-
clntch. See *cm7-rf«teA.—Individual-clutch trans-
mission. See *transmission Magnetic clutch, a de-
vice for causing a pulley to revolve with the shaft upon
which it is mounted, and for releasing the pulley when
not in use, by means of electromagnets.—Weston clutch,
a form of multiple friction-clutoh, devised by Thomas
Weston, in which alternate disks form the contact- and
driving-surfaces. Those of one set are compelled to tuin
with the driving-shaft, the alternate ones in turning must
turn the exterior cylindrical shell which incloses them,
and this shell is keyed to the other shaft When the
disks are compressed by pressure pai'allel to the shafts,

they bear on each otlier's faces, and gradually compel the
driven element to come to the speed of the driver. When
all are at common speed there is no slipping.

a, dn'....^-^"..'.' "• >iu"u" ..^....ub. ..^j.... .V..; c, pressure-disk
sliding, lengthwise on^; d, friction-disks capable of slight motion
parallel to shaft, but compelled by ribs on d to turn with it ; e, fric-

tion-disks capable of slight motion parallel to shaft, but compelled
by afeather, g; to turn with the driven or follower-shaft, A" ^, feather.
When c presses d and e together, a driving 6 and dTwill compel e to
driveyby friction between the contact surfaces.

clutch-block (kluch'blok), n. The bolt or block
which, in a positive clutch, locks one part of
the clutch to the other.

clutch-box (kluch-'boks), n. 1. A cover or
box surrounding a clutch to keep dirt, etc.,

out of the clutch and protect the hands of the
operator from the danger of being caught.— 3. -An essential part of the Heilmann cot-
ton-comber for detaching and delivering the
combed sliver.

clutch-coupling (kluch'kup-ling), n. Same as
clutch^, 2.

clutch-plate (klueh'plat), n. A plate for op-
erating a clutch ; a plate which carries a clutch,
or to which a clutch is fastened ; a plate which
carries pins, or is slotted to receive pins, so
that when it is moved it will operate a clutch.
clutch-sleeve (kluch'slev), n. A sleeve or boss
attached to a clutch, it is usually slotted, or a
groove is turned in it so that it is free to turn with the
cluteh and can also be connected to a stationary operat-
ing-lever.

clutch-spool (kluch'spol), re. That part of a
friction-clutch which engages with the clutch-
block. Usually, a part which enters a recess
in the clutch-block.

clutch-wheel (kluch'hwel), n. Same as *cluteh-
box, 2. Taggart, Cotton Spinning, II. 46.

clutter 2, ». II. intrans. To jumble words to-

fether m speaking, clipping syllables and
ropping consonants.

Clydesdale (klidz'dal), n. A breed of heavy
draft-horses originally raised about the Clyde,
Scotland.

Clydonautilus (kli-d6-nfi,'ti-lus), n. [NL. for
*ClydononauUlus, < Gr. KXidav, a wave, -I-

vavTtXog, nautilus.] A genus of fossil nautiloid
cephalopods vnth coiled involute shells and
lobed septal sutures like those of the gonia-
tites. It is from the Triassio rocks.

Cljrdonites (kK-do-ni'tez), «. [NL., < Gr.
MSav, a wave, + -ites.] A genus of fossil am-
monoid cephalopods or ammonites from the
Triassic rocks, including primitive forms with
simple septal sutures.

clyer, clyre, n. See *eUer.

clymene (kli-men'), n. [Appar. < L. Clymene,
name of a nymph : see Clymenia.'] The trade-
name of an odoriferous material of unpub-



clymene
lished composition. It is used, among other
purposes, for psyehophyslologieal tests of the€er of smell.

enioid (kli-me'ni-oid), a. and n. I. a.
!mbling or having the characters of Cly-

menia.
II. n. One of the Clymeniidx.

Clypeastrina (klip"e-as-tri'na), «. pi. [NL.,
prop. * Clypeasterind, < Clypeaster (a genus),
+ -OTa2.] A suborder of irregular Echinoidea,
of the order Gnathostomata. They have powerful
jaws which move only horizontally and are without braces
and compasses ; the teeth are placed in pyramids which
articulate by a socket fitting on to verticM processes ; and
the ambulacra are petaloid.

Clypeus anterior, in entom,, the anterior portion of the
clypeUB when this is divided by a transverse suture.—
Clypeus posterior^ in entom., the posterior portion of
the clypeus when it is divided by a transverse suture.

clysma (kliz'ma), n.
;

pi. elysmata (-ma-ta).
[NL., < Gr. KAvajla, a drench, a clyster, < KXiit^eiv,

wash, drench.] Same as clyster.

clyssus, clissus (klis'us), n. [NL. clyssus,
prob. for clissus, and that perhaps for *cUsis,

< Grr. ii?.elaic, KXyaig, a closing up (hence re-
union, recomposition), < KKeleiv, close: see
eUsto-.] A chemical term of the iatroohemioal
period, used with more or less vagueness to
signify the material essence of a substance or
a mixture of substances.

clyster (klis'ter), V. t. [clyster, «.] To admin-
ister a rectal injection: same as clysterize.

O. M. An abbreviation (6) of Certified Master ;

(c) of Church Missimmry; {d) of common
meter; (e) of corresponding member.
C. M. D. An abbreviation of common meter
double.

C, M. G. An abbreviation of Companion of
St. Michael and St. George. See order.

'Cml. A contraction of commercial.
C. M, S. An abbreviation of Church Mission-
ary Society.

C. m. S. An abbreviation of the Latin eras
mane sumendus, in medical prescriptions, ' to
be taken to-morrow morning.'

Oneoracese (ne-o-ra'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (Engler,
1890), < Cneorum +' -acese.'] A family of
dicotyledonous, choripetalous plants of the
order Geraniales, the widow-wail family, form-
erly included in the family Simaroubaoese, but
now placed by Engler between the Zygophyl-
lacesB and the Butacex. It consists of the
genus *Cneorum only (which see) and widow-
wail, 1.

Oneorum (ne-6'rum), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1753,
first used by
him in 1737), <

Or. Kveopov, the
name of some
flower used for
garlands ; ac-
«ordingtosome
a nettle, but
taken by botan-
ists to be Daph-
ne Cneorum or
Daphne Gnid-
ium. This plant
was called by
the early botan-
ists Thymeleea
('thyme-olive')
and thus con-
nects with Cha-
mselea ( 'ground-
olive'), Tour-
nefort's name
for the genus
Cneorum.J A
^enus of di-

cotyledonous
evergreen
shru b-1 ike
plants, the type
and only genus
•of the family
Cneoracese. it is

characterized by
the small axillary

cymose or solitary yellow flowers, and the entire linear-

oblong or spatulate, coriaceous leaves. Twelve species

are known, all natives of the Mediterranean region and
the Canary Islands. Cneorum tricoccum and C. pulveru-

lentum are sometimes cultivated. See widow-wail, 1.

Gnidian (ni'di-an), a. [(Jr. KviSioQ, < Kw'dof, L.

Cnidus.] Of or pertaining to ancient Cnidus

in Asia Minor. -Cnidian school, a very early school

of medicine in Greece, existing before tliat of Hippocrates.

cnidocyst (ni'do-sist), n. [Gr. laiidTi, a nettle,

+ KvaTK, bag (cyst).] A nematoeyst.
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Cnidogenous (ni-doj'e-nus), a. [Gr. Kvidi;,

nettle, + -ytvriQ, -producing.] Producing or
containing nematocysts: as, the cnidogenous
sacs of certain moUusks.
The hepatic cseca in the dorsal papillee of Eolidoida act-

ually communicate with the cnidoffenous sacs at their
extremity. Encyc. Brit., XXX. 797.

cnidophore (ni'do-for), n. [Gr. KviS?!, a nettle,
+ -ipopog, < 0^/9eiv,'bear.] A part or organ that
bears cnidoblasts.

Cnidophores are distinctly visible romid the edge of the
mantle. . Proc. Zool. Soo. London, 1903, 1. 252.

cnidopliorous (ni-dof'o-rus), a. Bearing cni-
doblasts.

cnidosac (ni'do-sak), n. [Gr. mrfi?, a nettle, +
aaKnog, sack: see sac, «ocfci.] The enlarged
middle parts of a tentillum in certain Siphono-
phora, bearing numerous nematocysts. See
the extract.

The tentacle [in JHphyes] is tubular and is beset with
a series of lateral tentiUa, also tubular. Each tentillum
is composed of three parts— (1) a thin pedicle or proxi-
mal part, (2) a dilated middle part, the cnidosac, and (3)
a slender terminal filament. The swelling of the cnido-
sac is due to a rich development of nematocysts of various
kinds, forming the battery.

Sedgtimk, Textbook of ZooL, I. 146.

cnidosphere (ni'do-sfer), n. [Gr. K.vl6ri, nettle,
-I- a<palpa, sphere.] In Siphonophora, as cer-
tain Disconeetse, one of the spherical knobs
composed of cnidoblasts borne on the ten-
tacles.

0. 0. An abbreviation (a) of Commanding
Officer; (6) of Colonial Office.

coacervate, a. 2. In bot., densely crowded
together; clustered.

coach, »., 4. (e) In base-ball, one of the players
belonging to the side at the bat who takes his
position near either first or third base and ad-
vises the base-runner when to run.— 6. A tame
bullock or horse used as a decoy in capturing
wild cattle or horses. [Australia.]— Calash
coach. See -kccdash.— Coneord coach, a heavy coach-
body hung upon leather thorough-braces and having a
detached driver's seat in front and a covered baggage-
rack at the rear. It originated in Concord, New Hamp-
shire.—Drawlng-room coach, a coach without upper
door-pillars. The quarters are paneled one half their
depth and the low door has a drop-light. The large open-
ings thus permitted on the sides can be closed by sliding
the quarter-lights and raising the door-lights.

Concord Coach.

coach, V. t. 4. To capture (wild cattle or
horses) with the help of a tame bullock or
horse as a decoy: see *coach, n., 6. [Aus-
tralia.]

coach-band (koch'band), a. A metallic thimble
used upon the outer end of the hub of a wheel
of a vehicle, both as an ornament and as a
protection to the wood.
coach-bridle (k6ch'bri"dl), n. A heavy bridle
with large winkers, broad front-band, drop
face-piece, nose- and chin-pieces, and gener-
ally check-straps.

coachee, n. 2. A style of coach highly popu-
lar in the southern IJnited States before 1860.

Cneorum tyicoccon.

a, branch with flowers and fruit; b,

flower; c, disk with stamens and gynae-
ceum attached; d, fruit, a, two thirds

natural size; b. c, and d, enlarged. (From
Engler and Prautl's " Pflanzenfamilien.")

Thebodyhadbut fourpillars, those at the doors,

the top resting upon these and upon scrolled

coal

supports at the ends. It had a hammer-cloth
seat, and a foot-board at the rear. The quar-
ters were inclosed with curtains instead of
panels or glasses Coachee rockaway. See -krock-

away.

coach-harness (k6ch'har"nes), n. A heavy
harness for a team of horses used with a heavy
coach.

coach-hinge (kdch'hinj), n. A heavy hinge
with long narrow flaps which shut flat on the
insides, used on carnage-doors.

coach-lace (koch'las), n. A hard woven rib-

bon with an ornamental face and a plain back

:

used as a trimming material for carriages.

coach-lock (koch'lok), n. A thin box with a
flat securing-surface at right angles with the
side. The bolt is retained in the box and is

operated by a square bar on a coach-handle.

coachmaker's vise. See *vise^.

coachman, n. 3. In angling, an artificial fly,

named for a Herefordshire stage-coach driver

who was famous as a fly-fisher. It is composed
of a copper-colored peacock harl body, white
swan or other white feather wings, and red
cock-hackle.—4. Same as *eoach-whip bird.

coach-pad (koch'pad), ». In a harness, a frame
of iron covered with leather and provided with
two pads or cushions on the under side. The
frame is fitted with holes for attaching the hooks and
tenets. The soft pad has no iron frame, heavy leather
being used instead. A self-adjusting pad is one tliat has
hinged sections attached to the lower arms of the frame
which allow the cushions to adjust themselves to the back
of any horse.

coach-varnish (k6ch'var''''nish), n. Any hard
varnish used on coaches.

coach-whip, n. 4. The ocotilla, Fouquieria
splendens, so called from the long, leafless, lash-

like branches. See Fouquieria and *ocoUlla.—
Coach-whip bird, an Australian name for birds of the
genus Psopkodes.: given on account of the resemblance
of their notes to the crack of a whip. Also called coach-
man, for the same reason.

coad. -An abbreviation of coadjutor.

coadministrator (ko-ad-min'is-tra-tor), n. One
who is joint administrator with one or more
other persons.

COadministratrix (ko-ad-min-is-tra'trikz), 11.

A female coadministrator.

COagulin (ko-ag'u-lin), n. [Also coaguline; <

coagul(ate) '+ -irfi.] An adaptation-product
which causes coagulation. Immunization with
milk will thus call forth the production of a coagulin
which coagulates milk. These bodies are very similar to,

and are possibly Identical with, the precipitins.

COagulometer (ko-ag-u-lom'e-ter), n. [Irreg.

< L. coagulare, coagulate, + Gr. /j-erpov, mea-
sure.] An apparatus in the form of a gradu-
ated tube, used to determine (a) the rapidity
of coagulation of any given specimen of blood,
or (6) the coagulating power of any substance
when added to a deflnite quantity of blood.

coal, n., 2. In anthracite and semi-anthracite coal the
volatile matter constitutes from 3 to 10 per cent, of tlie

whole ; in graphitic anthracite, from 1 to 3 per cent._; in
bitv/minous coal, from 25 to 30 per cent. ; and in serni-bi-

tuwMhOus, from 5 to 20 per cent Coals which are used
for the production of coke ai'e bituminous, and are called
eolcing-coals (see cokel)

;
furihoee-coals ai-e those suitable

for use in a blast-furnace. Other varieties of bituminous
coal are steam-coal, blacksmith's coal, and gas-coal, which
have well-defined characteristics fitting them for special
uses. Cannel-coal is a dense, fine-grained coal, appa-
rently deposited as a sediment containing much ash but
rich in volatile matter. Block-coal bre^s into cubical
masses, and splini-coal into long pieces. Peacock-coal
is iridescent coal. Anthracite coal is usually graded into
six sizes, pea, chestnut, stove, egg, broken, and steam-
boat, the last being the largest. Buckwheat-coal and rice-

coal ai-e smaller than pea, and cherry larger. There are.

also many well-recognized varieties of anthracite coal,

as free-burning, slow-burning, red ash and white ash for do-
mestic use, steam-coal, furnace-coal, etc.

—

Altogether
coal, coal as it is mined, unassorted ; the run-of-the-mine
coal.

—

Black coal, coal slightly burned by igneous rock.
[Scotch.] Barrovrman, Glossary.

—

Bony coal, a coal
containing so much shaly matter as to leave an excessive
residue afterbummg. U. S. Oeol. Surv. , 1902, p. 279.—Bro-
ken coal, coal of the next to the largest commercial size

;

larger than egg-coal, but smaller than steamboat^coal. It
will pass through a 4-inch hole but not through a 2J-inch
hole.

—

Burnt coal, n. Same as black *coal.—Coal bat-
tery. See ifbattery.—Coal flora, the flora of coal-bear-

ing deposits : applicable to those of any age, but used
chiefly for those of Paleozoic age ; especially the flora of

the coal-measures. See coal-^measures and coal-plant.—
Goal porcelain. See ^porcelain.— Craw, or crow, coal,
a thin seam of inferior coal. Also craws. [Scotch.]-

Non-COklng coal, (o) Coal which will not undergo a
distillation of its volatile elements, leaving a residue in

porous state, mainly consistmg of fixed carbon and the
incombustible elements or ash. (b) Coal which will not
fuse together and cohere in masses when burned. It is

desirable that coal should do this for forge fires in certain

kinds of work.—Run-Of-the-mlne coal, coal as it comes
from the mine in unsized and unsorted lumps : said espe-

cially of bituminous coal, which is too soft and triable to

pass through a breaker and screens without reducing

much of it to unsalable dust.
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stand parallel with a track, with chutes at the sides ar-
ranged to flU several tenders in line on the track, may
have a bridge over the track, or may be built directly over
the track. See -keoaZ-pocket (with cut).

coal

large coal passed through the crusher almost mvari-
^My yields coke of above the average quality of that pro-
duced from "run-of-mine " or unscreened coal.

Sd. Amer. Sup., April 1, 1905, p. 24459.

Steam coal, coal that may be used in heating steam- COaling-tnmk (ko'ling-trungk), n. In
boilers; in England, a bituminous, non-coking variety of bwUdino, a trunk built into the structure of a

burni^*;i?hTflam"Kld"ae°U''''"^ "''"" ""' '^?-"'' Y^^'-"^^^^."
*^«

^^^/J^-
rnal hair rkril'hi.o.\ « 1 ak f i. ia-

COal-Jungle (kol'jung"gl), ». One of the coastalcoal-Dag (kol bag), n. 1 A bag for holding swamps in which the coal-plants of Carbonif-

onal hTll" fvfi^Ln '^"'^r*'' I- 1 . ^'°'^s °' °*^er geological period are supposed
coal-ball (kol bai), n. A nodular concretion, to have grown.
usually of pyiate or caleite, in association with coal-measures, n. pi. in America and Great Britain
a coal-seam. ±Cep. Bnt. Asffn Advancement a special significance attaches to this term in geological

classification. In Pennsylvania the coal-measures are
those strata which carry the productive coal-beds of Car-
boniferous age and aU deposits intercalated between
them, and they ai'e divided into lower productive, lower
barren, and upper productive measures. The coal-mea-
sures, with the miustone-grit at their base, constitute
the upper division of the Carboniferous system. In Great
Britain and on the Continent their relations are similar.—False coal-measures, strata including a series of coal-
seams.—Greta coal-measures, in geol., a division of
the productive coal-measures in New South Wales.—
Newcastle coal-measures, in geol., a subdivision of
the coal-measures in New South Wales lymg at the top
of the series.

coal-merchant (k6rm6r"ohant), n. One en-
gaged in buying and selling coal, as distin-
guished from a coal-master or a coal-operator
who is engaged in producing coal.

A coal-bed or coal-mill (kol'mil), n. Same as *coke-miU.
Coal-miners' phthisis. See anthracosis.
coal-naphtha (kol'naf"tha or -nap"tha), n. The
lighter and more volatile portion of the distil-
late from coal-tar, consisting chiefly of hy-
drocarbons of the benzene series, and therefore
quite different from the naphtha obtained from
petroleum, although in part applied to the
same uses, as a solvent, to improve the illumi-
nating character of gas, etc.

ofSci., 1902, p. 8U,
coal-bearer (kol'bar^'er), n. See *bearer, 14.

coal-box, n. A buggy with high side-panels,
cut down forward of the seat as low as pos-
sible and originally without a top.

coal-T ' "
- jack. See jacfcl, 11 (») (1).

Coalbrook Dale porcelain. See *porcelain,
coal-cellar (kol'seVar), n. A cellar used for
storing coal, as for domestic use.

coal-crusher (k61'krush"6r), n. A machine for
crushing the lumps in coal to reduce them
either to small pieces or to a powder; a coal-
breaker.

coal-cutter (k6rkut"6r), n. A machine for
holing or undercutting coal.

coal-deposit (k61'de-poz"it), n,

coal-seam.
coal-drift (kol'drift), n. An entry or haulage-
road of a coal-mine which starts at the outcrop
and follows the bed. See gangway, 3. N. E. D.

coal-dust engine. See *engine.

coalescence, n. 3. In psychol. : (a) the com-
bination of a number of sensible data into a
single object-perception.
In this coalescence in a Hhing,' one of tke coalescing

Goassine

the A and delivering the coal at the top. The space un-
der the ci-ane is thus filled with coal in a conical heap.
Another storage-system employs combined elevatoiTB, con-
veyers, and reloading conveyers for receiving, storing,
and delivering coal, m large bunkers, from cars and to
cai's and locomotives, the whole plant being inclosed.

coal-swamp (kol'swomp), «. A coastal lagoon,
of the Carboniferous or other geological period,
overgrown with the vegetation from which
coal-beds have been formed.

Coal-tar bate. See *!Kite5.—Ooal-tar colors. They are
classified as follows : (a) According to then' source (that is,

according to the raw materials to which they are related),
into aniMrte colors, ruiphthalene colors, anthracene colors,

and plienol colors. This method of classification is but
little used at the present time. (6) Accordhig to their
composition, into at least 20 different types of color-
ing-matters, the following being the classification adopted
in A. E. Green's translation of Schultz and Julius's
"Systematic Survey of the Organic Coloring Matters."
This classification is chiefly used by color-manufacturers
and color-chemists : (1) nitro coloring-matters ; (2) mono-
azo coloring-matters; (3) diazo coloring-matters; (4)
triazo coloring-matters

; (5) tetrakisazo coloring-matters

;

(6)nitroso or quinoneoxime eoloring-matters
; (7) stilbene

coloring-matters
; (8) oxyketone, oxylactone, and oxyqui-

none colors (excluding anthracene derivatives); (9) di-

phenylmethane coloring-matters; (10) triphenylmethane
coloring-matters; (11) xanthene coloring-matters (pyro-
nines, phthaleins, and rhodamines) ; (12) acridine coloring-
matters; (13) anthracene colormg-matters ; (14) indo-
phenols, indamines, and allies

; (15) azines and azoHium
coloring-matters (eurodines, safranines, indulines, and
rosindmines)

; (16) oxazine coloring-matters
; (17) thiazine

coloring-matters; (18) thiazol or thiobeuzenyl coloring-
matteis; (19) quinoline coloring-matters; (20) sulphid
coloring-matters, (c) According to their application,
into 10 groups : (1) basic colors

; (2) phthalic anhydrid
colors; (3) acid colors; (4) direct cotton colors ; (6) sulphid
colors ; (6) insoluble azo colors ; (7) mordant-acid colors

;

(8) mordant colors ; (9) reducible vat colors ; (10) aniline
black. This classification is used by textile-colorists.

—

Coal-tar creosote. See ^creosote.— Coal-tar naph-
tlia. Same as *codl-7iaphtha.— Coal-tar remedies,
various substances used in medicine which are made
synthetically from coal-tar and its derivatives : acetani-

i-y,a of/^,.on.o '^f nAol li' i. , ii
lide and antipyrin are remedies of this class.tne storage or coal, it consists commonly of a -..ij. ^4.1 /i - „i t* / -4.\ r i i ,^

group of deep and narrow bunkers, mclosed on the sides COaltemate (K0-al-t6r nat), O. Ico-^ + alter-
and by a roof, and supported oh columns, the ground nate.'] Doubly alternate.— Coaltemate fever,
floor being open to allow the entrance of teams to the Same as dovJble fever (which see, under /eserl).

sensations is held to be the thing, the other sensations COal-DOCkot (k61'pok"et), n. A structure for
are taken for its more or less accidental properties. • ^ - -^ - "

W. James, Text-book of Psychol., p. 339.

(6) The unremarked assimilation of a mental
content to other mental contents or to con-
scious dispositions.

Suppose the components of the one combination are
a, h, c, and of the other a, b, x; c may be so favored
from the outset that it simply displaces x without any
feeling of discrepancy arising, and without any attention
to the difference. This process I call overlapping or
coalescence. G. F. Stout, Anal. Psychol. , I. 285.

Law of molecular coalescence, the law that crystals in
an albuminous or colloidal medium become rounded in
form and coalesce in spheroidal masses.

coal-face (kol'fas), n. l. The surface of coal
exposed by mining.^3. The place where the
coal is being mined.—S. The end of a drift or
entry or room in a coal-mine.

coal-factor (korfak'tor), n. An intermediate
agent between coal-owners and customers ; in
London formerly an officially recognized agent
between the coal-owner or shipper and the
coal-seller. JT. JE. D.
Owing to the combination of the coaHfactors, no more

coals can come into the market than are sufficient to meet
the demand without lowering the price.

Mayhevi, London Labour, III. 245.

coal-fauld (kol'faid), ». In mimng, a storing-
place for coal. [Scotch.]

coalfish, n. 3. A fish, Anoplopoma fimbria, of

the family Anoplopomatidse, found in the North
Pacific.—3. The pollack, Pollachms virens.

coal-heugh (korhnoh), n. A coal-pit or coal-
mine. [Scotch.!

COal-heWCT^(kol'hu"er), n. A person who digs coal-putter\k61'pM4r),"». See putter!, 2.

COal-iillTkai^hil), «. In coal-mining, ground coal-rashings (kol'rash"iiigz), » pi. hxcoal-

occupied as a pit-head or miue-openilg for P.^'.^A''
soft dark shale, m small pieces, eon-

csUiery purposes. [Scotch.]
^ ^ tainingmuch carbonaceous matter. [Eng.]

coaling-boom (ko'Ung-bom), ». A kind of coal-room (kol'rSm), ». In coaUmnrng, a room
derrick-boom used for loading coal into a ship excavated in coal, usually 5 to 10 yards wide

from lighters or colliers.

coaling-chute (ko'ling-shot), ». lu ship-build- ,., , „ - , ,-, ,, -^.- ,„,i^ ,- - , - - .

jnp, a large pipe or trunk through which coal solid coal. See room', 11, and Aeodiw^, 10 (6). coal-yard (kol'yard), n. A yard or area in

is passed 'from the coaling-scuttles on the deck coal-salt (kol'sait), n. Fine-grained common which a supply of coal is kept in bins or heaps
or side into the bunkers of a vessel. .

salt obtained from brine by surface-evapora- to meet the demands of customers.

coaling-scuttle (k6'ling-skut'''l), n. In ship- tion : so called because generally discolored by "^SJP*.^''?^^'^'^*' * splint made of several longitudinal

building, a scuttle for loading coal into the soot from the flame passing over the evaporat-

bunkers. ing-pan. G. Limge, Sulphuric Acid, II. 249.

coaling-station (k6'ling-sta'''shon), n. l. A coal-seam (kol'sem), «. A layer or bed of

port at which steam-vessels may call and re- coal,

ceive fresh supplies of coal. Coaling-stations with coal-slack, M. See sZacfc^.

accumulations of coal and appliances for speedy coaling , olatp rkorslfikl n Sep mal-ilnnlt 9
are mamtamed in various parts of the world by the great COai-SiaKB (J£Oi siaK), n. oee coai-siacK, i.

naval powers. Coal-storagC (k6rst6r'''ai), n. In railroading,

2. A station for the storage of coal for the use the storing of coal for the use of locomotives,
of the locomotives of a railroad. Two types are it may be stored in an open yard, in heaps, or under a

in use namely terminal and throuffh-service coaling-star trestle, or in a building. The larger open-air storage-

tions
' Terminal stations are very large ooal-pockets with yards are filled with coal, by means of a cable-way, con- COaSSigUee (ko'''as-i-ne'),

macliinervfor receiving and storing many tons of coal and veyer, or elevator, directly from the boat or car, the coal ioint assignees
for loadtae several locomotive-tenders at the same time, being distributed by means of a reloader, elevator, or con- " . °. ,.

The throiKh-servlce stations are smaller pockets, placed veyer. In using an elevator a large A-shaped crane is COaSSmO (KO-as in), a. [JNli. OoasSUS, a genus
»t conve^ent points along the line. The pockets may erected in the yard, the elevator traveling up one leg of name of S. Amer. origin.] Of or relating to

Coal'pocket.

(Z, pocket; d, car-dump; f, coal-crusher; rf, elevator, discharging into weigher; ff, weighing-machine, delivering to conveyer; /, con-
veyer distributing coal in either direction to bins ; £, coal-chutes; /t, inclined conveyer; *, receiving-pocket ;>, bucket-hoist; w, motors.

delivery-chute at the bottom of each bunker. The term cO-altitudc (ko-al'ti-tud), n. The comnlement
includes the whole plant, with elevators, conveyers, of tlrn nltiturlB CQno TnlTnii flio c,l+i+„.lQf a„v.,.v
weighmg-machines, and other appliances for receiving,

Ot tne altltuae (9U minus the altitude). Same
crushing, sorting, storing, and delivering the coal. The ^S zemtn^atstance.
illustration shows a section of a motor-operated retail coal- COal-vein (kol'van), n. A layer of coal; a
pocket. At the left the car delivers the coal to the coal- coal-seam
crusher, whichin turn delivei'sit,crushed to therequired „_„!_._ J, V.-i,„„„j, „ , rm, , ,

size, to the elevator, which lifts it to the top floor. There COal-veUd (kol vend), TO. 1. The general sale
it passes through the weighing-hopper, which measures it, 01 coals.— 2. The limited quantity of coal to
weighs it, records the weight, and delivers it to the hori- which each colliery was restricted bv a former
zontal conveyer by which it is transferred to the proper combination of poal-owners nn thn Tvno Dr,<q
bunker, at the rate of 40 tons an hour. At the right the

^u^o™aiion or coauowuers on tne lyue and
derrick delivers the coal from the boat to the crusher. Wear. -ZV. ii. U. Lling.J
Since the conveyer is reversible, the coal can be de- cOal-Wall (kol'wAl), n. In mining, same as
llvered to any bunker. See *eonveyer. *coal-face 3

COal-washery (k61'wosh'''e-ri), n. An estab-
lishment where coal is cleaned from slate and
other impuritiess by mechanical processes
which use water and take advantage of the
difference in specific gravity of the coal and
its impurities.

and 100 yards, more or less, in length, and coalyS (ko'li), n. Icoal + dim. -y2. Cf. coachee,
separated from adjoining rooms by pillars of bargee, etc.] A coal-heaver. [Eng.]

strips pasted upon a piece of cloth.

coarcture (ko-ark'tiir), n. In bot., same as
eomr, 2 (6) (3). Grew.
coarse, a. 6. In pathol., rough; hoarse: said
of the respiratory note or of rftles heard in
auscultation of the chest.

coartation (ko-ar-ta'shon), n. [More correct
form of coarctation.] In logic, the restriction
of a term to denote a narrower range of objects
than usual.

One of several



coassine

the small South American spike-homed deer
of the genera Coasstts and Pudu, which form a
group of American deer.
coast, V. i. 8. To glide along swiftly through
the air with motionless wings, as a bird.
This explanation of soaring flight, viz., gliding in an

uprising current, accounts (or the birds exhibiting no
trace of fatigue even alter "coasting" long distances.

Sai. Amer. Sup., June 11, 1904, p. 2377a

9. To loaf about from station to station.
[Slang, Australia.]

coastal, a. — Belted coastal plain. See *plaini. —
CoaBtalplaln. See*irfaini.—Embayed ooastalplaln.
See itplmn^.

coaster, n. 3. A loafer. See *coast, v. i., 9.
[Slang, Australia.]—4. A name applied to
cattle bred on or near the coast.

Many times fine specimens have been purchased at
long prices, but landed in the hands of the Philistines,
witxi dire results to the oitspring—bodies that could not
make a shadow, and horns of the old Texas coaster—all
from the lack of decent care.

Rep. Kan. State Board of Agr., 1901-02, p. 164_

coaster-brake (kos'tfer-brak"), n. Abrake used
on bicycles which is applied by rotating the

Coaster-brake.

a, driver attached to sprocket and revolving with it. When
driven forward by pedal effort, the screw.threads on a draw d, the
clutch proper, into frictional contact with the conical interior sur-
face of the hub-shell, and the wheel is driven as in common forms
of hub. When the pedals are stopped, a and b stop, while the
hub-shell keeps on. so that 6 moves out of contact with the hub-
shell and into engragement with c. the brake-dutch. The wheel
now coasts so long as pedals are held stationary. When b is
turned backward, c presses ag^ainst d, the brake-levers, forcing
outward e, the brake-shoes, f, springs which release the shoes e,

when the pressure on the petals is removed.

pedals backward, and is automatically thrown
off if the pedals are rotated forward, if, when
pedaling forward, the feet are stopped and held still, the
brake is not applied, and in this position the rider can
coast or ride down a grade without moving the feet, while
by giving a small rotation backward the brake is applied

;

hence the name.

coasting, n. 4. In railroading, the act of allow-
ing a train or a car to run upon a down grade by
its own gravity, withoTit steam or electric

power. [U. S.]

coasting-liead (kos'ting-led), n. See lead^, 2.

coasting-vessel (k6s'ting-ves'''el), n. A ves-

sel which pUes only along the coast.

coast-liner (k6st'li"nfer), n. A surveyor en-
gaged in mapping a eoast-line.

It is with the high-water line that the coast-liner is

concerned, delineating its character according to the Ad-
miralty symbols. Encyc. Brit, XXXIIL 102.

coast-lining (k6st'li'''ning), n. The delineation

of a coast-line.

Coast-lining. In a detailed survey the coast is sketched
in by walking along it, fixing by theodolite or sextant
angles, and plotting by tracing-paper or station-pointer.

A sufBcient number of fixed mai'ks along the shore afford

a constant check on the minor coast-line stations, which
should be plotted on, or checked by, lines from one to the
other wherever possible to do so.

-BMyo. Brit., XXXIII. 102.

COat^, ».—Disguise coat, the first coat of lead-color put
upon the gear of a vehicle, as a cover for the iron and
wood, before laying on the colors.—Etoncoat orjacket.
(a) A boy's short black coat or jacket, reaching to the waist,

worn with a wide turned-over stiff linen collar : formerly

the distinctive dress of Eton College, England, but now
worn by boys of many schools or of suitable age to go to

school. (6)A somewhat similar jacket worn by women.

—

Inverness coat, overcoat, or cape, an overcoat, rather

close-fitting, and worn with or without a long heavy cape.

The cape may be worn separately, hence the garment is

known by all tliree names.—PrinceAlbert ooat, a double-
breasted frock-coal^ longer than the ordinary morning
coat: worn in the daytime on ceremonial occasions.

—

Staling coat, as used by veterinarians and farmers, a

dry condition of the skin (especially of horses and cattle),

with harsh, rough hair. The individual hairs, being very

dry, do not adhere to one another or take their normal

position, but stand apart in irregular order.—Tuxedo
ooat, a kind of dress-coat for evening wear, made with-

out skirts : named for a country club at Tuxedo Park,

New York : usually shortened to Tuxedo. [U. S.]—Wash
coat, in lath-and-plaster work, the last thin finishing

coat of fine plaster : properly, the white coat or finishing

coat. [Seldom used.]

coated (ko'ted), p. a. 1. Provided with a

coat; wearing a coat.—2. Having a covering

(of any kind); as, coated nuts (coated with

sugar); chocolate -cooted marshmallows.; a

coated tongue.

coating -machine (ko' ting-ma -shen"), n. 1.
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In. candy-making, a machine for coating and
finishing chocolate candies, it consists of a paper-
covered traveling-apron, or wire netting, combined with
steam-heated tanks holding liquid chocolate and a suit-
able mechanism for delivering the liquid in a thin stream
upon the apron. The nuts, fruits, pastes, etc., to be
coated are placed upon the apron, pass through the stream
of liquid chocolate, and are completely coated, the sur-
plus falling through the openwork apron into a tank be-
low. An air-blast also assists in removing the surplus
chocolate and cooling the finished candies.

2. A pneumatic paint-spreading machine or
air-brush ; a painting-machine.—8, In photog.,
a machine for coating glass or paper with a
sensitive film. Woodbwry, Encyc. Diet, of
Photog., p. 107.

coat-tack (kot'tak), n. A short, broad-headed
copper nail for securing a canvas coat around
a mast close to the deck.
coattest (ko-a-tesf), V. i. In law, to attest to-
gether.

coattestation (ko-at-es-ta'shgn), ». Joint at-
testation by several persons at onetime and in
one place. See attestaUon.

coattestator (ko-at'es-ta-tpr), n. One of sev-
eral attesting witnesses to the same act or in-
strument.

COattribute (ko-at'ri-biit), n. An attribute of
the same substance or subject.

coattribution (ko-at-ri-bu'shon), n. The re-
ciprocal relation of eoattributes.

co-author fko-a'thor), n. A joint author.
Coaxial triangle. " See *triangle.

cob^, M. !.(/). In ^fearwi., a cylindrical mass
of crystals of lactose (sugar of milk) formed
upon a stick or cord.— 12. In hort., a kind of
filbert characterized by a short rounded nut
borne in short open husks. The longer nuts,
in long husks, are known as true filberts.—13.
-Any of the larger gulls, but more particularly
the black-backed giill. Lams marinas. [Local,
Eng.]

COb^, n. In the United States the standard for a cob is

somewhat larger than in England, a typical cob standing
about 16 hands high and . weighing from 1,000 to 1,050
pounds. A cob is smoother and more compact than a
coacher and has shorter legs.

cob^, (kob), n. lcol){swan).'] Same as cohswan.
cobalt, n.— Gray_ cobalt, a name for smaltine and cobalt
pyrites or linn£eite. — Tm-wbite cobalt. Same as
smaltine.

cobaltammine (k6'balt-am'''in), n. Icobalt +
amine.2 Any one of an extensive series of
compounds, the salts of which, obtained by
the action of ammonia on salts of cobalt, in
some cases with access of oxygen, are of
much interest to the scientific chemist. They
include diammines, triammines, tetrammines,
pentammines, and hexammines, partly distin-

guished by characteristic colors.

cobaltiferous (ko-bal-tif'e-ms), a. [E. cobalt
-l-L./erre, bear.] CoHtaining and capable of
being used to produce cobalt. Smithsonian
Rep. (Nat. Mus.), 1900, p. 363.

CObano (ko'ba-no), w. [Porto Eican.] A mag-
nificent, widely spreading leguminous tree,

Stahlia monosperma, native to Poito Rico and
found near the sea-coast. It yields a durable
wood prized for house-building. .Also called

cobbing-belt (kob'ing-belt), n. A heavy flat

strip of leather used in cobbing. See co67.

cobbing-board (kob'ing-bord), «. A flat piece
of wood used in cobbing. See ooW.
cobbing-staff (kob'ing-staf), n. Same as *co6-
hing-stich.

cobbing-stick (kob'ing-stik), n. A heavy piece
of wood, resembling a yardstick, used in cob-
bing. See cob"^.

cobble^, n. 7. In general, any piece of iron or
steel wiiich is wasted during rolling or forging

:

specifically, an imperfectlypuddled ball of iron
which goes to pieces in the squeezer.

cobble-nedge (kob'1-hej), «. A fence of cob-
ble-stones.

After a few steps Greta remembered the trick she had
played on Paul, and craned her beautiful neck to see over
the stone cobble-hedge into the field where she had left

him. Hail Caine, A Son of Hagar, i. 5.

cobbler!, ». 3, The last sheep in the pen in

sheep-shearing time, usually one that is hard-

est to shear. [Australia.]— 4. (a) A small fish,

Fv/ndwlus heteroclitvs, found abundantly along
theeasternooastof the United States. (6) The
thread-fish, AleeUs ciliaris, a fish with longfila-

BMntous dorsal and anal rays— Cobbler's chest.
See *cA«8«i.— Cobbler's end, a waxed end.

cobbler-fish, n. 2. See *Aleciis.

cobbra (kob'ra), n. [Also cobra, kobbera : na-
tive Australian.] The head ; the top of a thing.

coccidloid

Coblentz stoneware. See ^stoneware.

Ooblentzian(kob-lent'si-an), w.anda. [Named
frotn Coblentz.^ In geol., the name given to the
uppermost division of the Lower Devonian in
central Europe. In Belgium the formation has
a thickness of 700-800 feet, and portions of it

are highly fossiliferous.

Cobleskill limestone. See coralline *lime-
stone.

cob-money (kob'mun"i), n. See coi2, 8.

CObra^, n— African cobra, the asp, Naja haje.—
King cobra, Naja hannah or Ophiophagus elaps, the
largest of poisonous snakes and one of the most deadly.
It reaches a length of 12 feet, is of an olive-color, with V-
shaped bands and markings of a lighter tint, and is found
from India to the Malay Peninsula, and in some of the
Malayan islands.

cobraism (ko'bra-izm). n. [cobra + -ism.]

Poisoning by oolira venom.

In the main these symptoms resemble those of cobra-
ism, but the dyspncea is more urgent.

Nature, July 14, 1902, p. 560.

cobra-lily (k6'bra-lil"i), «. Candarwm cam-
panulatum, a plant of the family Araceee,

widely distributed in tropical Asia and adja-
cent islands.

cobra-stone (ko'bra-ston), ». Same as chloro-

phane, 1.

coburg, n. 2. A primitive vehicle used in the
south of England : an inclosed tilt-cart, with
windows in the sides and a door in the rear.

Cobweb skipper, weaver. See *$kipper^,
*weaver.
CObwork (kob'wferk), n. A structure made of
logs laid with their alternate layers at right
angles and with the ends secured to the layers
above and below by dovetailing.

COCa^, n—Mexican coca. Same as Mexican *clover.

cocalnist (ko'ka-in-ist), n. [cocaine + -ist.'i

One who is addicted to the use of cocaine.
N. E. D.
coeainomania (k6"ka-in-9-ma'ni-a), n. [E. co-

caine + Gr. fiavia, madness.] iforbid addic-
tion to coeiane ; coeainism.
COCash (ko-kash'), n. [Amerindian.] The red-
stalk or purple-stem aster, Aster punieeus, of
eastern North America, the root of which is

stimiQant, diaphoretic, and antispasmodic.
cocash-weed (ko-kash'wed), n. The golden
ragwort, Senecio aureus.

cocayl (ko'ka-il), n. [coca \- -«/?.] An organic
group, (;CH3)NC5H7, which, combined with
the radical of oxypropionic acid, constitutes
thebase eogonine, which, together with methyl
alcohol and benzoic acid, is a saponification-
product of the alkaloid cocaine.

Cbccacese (kok-ka'sf-e), n.pl. [NL., < coccus
(recognized in botany as a genus only in com-
pounds, as Micrococcus, etc.) + -acese.J A
family ofSchizomycetesincludingglobose forms

.

Cell-division takes place in 1, 2, or 3 planes.
The principal genus is Micrococcus. See coc-
cus, 1 (c).

COCcelic (kok-sel'ik), a. [coccus + -el -f -jc]
Noting a crystalline acid, C20H22O7, found in
Giadonia coccifera. It melts with decomposi-
tion at 178° C.

coccellinic (kok-se-lin'ik), a. [coccel(I)ic + -in

+ -jc] Noting a crystalline acid, C1QH12O4,
formed by the action of hydriodic acid on
coocelio acid.

cocceric (kok-ser'ik), a. [coccus + -er- -f- -jc]
Derived from cochineal Cocceric acid, a crystal-
line monobasic acid, CgiHgaOs, found combined with
cocceryl alcohol in cochineal. It melts at 93° C.

COCCerin (kok'se-rin), n. [coccer-ic + -in^.]

The cocceryl ester of cocceric acid, CaoHen
(C3iHg]^03)2. It is found in cochineal and
melts at 106° C.

cocceryl (kok'se-ril), ». [coccer-ie + -yl.] The
radical, CsoHgp, of cocceryl alcohol Cocceryl
alcohol, a crystalline diacid alcohol, C^oHeo(OH)2, found
combined with cocceric acid in cochineal. It melts at
101-104° C.

coccidia, n. pi. 2. [cap.] The Coccidiidea.

coccidial (kok-sid'i-al), a. [coceidium -f-aA.]

Pertaining to, containing, or caused by Coc-

ddia. Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 25, 1900, p. 166.

coccidid (kok'si-did), a. and n. I. a. Of or
belonging to the homopterous insects of the
family Coccidas, the scale-insects.

II. n. A member of the family Coccidx.

coccidin (kok' si-din), n. [Also coccidine ; <

coecvd + -i«2.] The substance composing the
plastinoid granules characteristic of Coccidia.

Labbe.
coccidine (kok'si-din), n. Same as *c<iccidiri.

COCCidioid (kok-sid'i-oid), a. [coccidi{mn) ¥
-oid.] Relating or pertaining to a coceidium.



Coccidioides

Coccidioides (kok-sid'i-o-i'dez), n. [NL.] A
problematical organism oeeurring as a para-
site in man, and found as yet only in America.
It first invades the skin, and may spread to tlie lymphatics
and cause a chronic or acute malady which in the latter
case is fatal in a short time. The disease resembles mili-
ary tuberculosis in soma respects, since umnense numbers
of small nodules are .found in the infected viscera, each
nodule containing one or two parasites, either free or
lodged in a giant cell. By some the organism is con-
sidered to be a sporozoan. Sia^ord and Gilchrist, 1897.

Goccidiomorpba (kok-sid*i-o-m6r'fa), n. pi.
[NL., < Coccidinm + Gr. /topij4, form.]" Au or-
der of Sporozoa consisting of the Coecidia and
the Hsemosporidia. Doflein.

coccidiosis (kok-sid-i-6'sis), n. [NL. , < coccici-
ium + -osis.] A disease caused by the pres-
ence of a parasitic coccidinm. An affection
of this nature in rabbits resembles cancer.
coccidium, n. 3. \J. c] One of the coccidiidea.

coccidolog^ (kok-si-dol'o-ji), n. [NL. CoccidsB
+ Gr. -Myia, < Tiiyeiv, speak.] The scientific
study of the Coccidse, or scale-insects.

In the present state of coccidology any writer may well
be excused for not accepting all the recently proposed in-
novations. Sdenee, March 25, 1904, p. 50L

coccigenic (kok-si-jen'ik), a. [NL. coccus +
-genus, -produced, -I- -ie.\ Of coccus origin;
caused by the presence of a micrococcus.

COCCin (kok'sin), n. [Also coccine ; < coccus +
-m2.] A term applied to two aniline dyes,
both of a red color, one of which, also termed
safrosin, eosin scarlet, nopalin, and eosin BN,
is dinitrobromfluorescin, and the other, known
as cocein 2B and as crocein ZBX, is the sodium
salt of sulpho-a-azonaphthalin-sulpho-/3-naph-
thol.

Coccinln B, an acid coal-tar color of the monoazo type, de-
rived from amido-para-cresol, which dyes wool and silk
red in an acid bath.

COCCinite (kok'sl-nit), n. [coccus + -in + ite^.']

A mineral found in Mexico in froin red to yel-
low or green crystals and masses. It has been
regarded as an iodide of mercury, but its true
nature is doubtful.

COCCObacillus (kok''o-ba-sirus), n.; pi. cocco-
bacilli(-i). [NL., < coccjas + 6acJM«s.] Avery
short bacillus resembling a coccus, as the coc-
cobacillus of swine-plague. Faughan andNovy,
Cellular Toxins, p. 180.

COCCOChromatic (kok"6-kro-mat'ik), a. In dia-
toms, having the color distributed in granular
patches. Compare *plaeochromaiic.

coccogone (kok'o-gou), n. [NL. coccogonium, <

Gr. icdicKog, a berry (spore), + yovr/, generation,
offspring.] A cell containing spores found in
some of the blue-green algse and resembling a
sporangium.
Coccogonese (kok-o-go'ne-e), «. pi. [NL., as
coccogone + -e«.] An order of the blue-green
algsB which consist of but a single cell, although
that is occasionally united in colonies em-
bedded in a gelatinous matrix. They repro-
duce by means of spores formed within a coc-
cogone.
coccogonium (kok-o-go'ni-um), n. [NL.]
Same as *coccogone.

coccoid^ (kok'oid); a. and n. [cocaus + -oid.]

I. a. Berry-like; globular: applied to micro-
organisms.

II. n. An aggregation of spores of the blue-
green alga Nostoc.

COCCOid^ (kok'oid), a. and n. [Gr. kSkkoc, a
berry, + eldoc, form.] I. a. Eesembling
a coccus or micrococcus.

II. n. A spherical or ovoid bacterium.

COCCOlitll, ^. Harting has found that minute calca-

reous disks are separated out of a solution of limesul phate
or lime chlorid by the action of ammonia generated by
the decomposition of organic matter, and therefore it has
been inferred that the coccoliths may be separated from
the sea-water whenever organic decomposition is in prog-

ress in the presence of lime sulphate.

COCCOStean (ko-kos'te-an), a. Related to the

genus Coccosteus or tlie family Coccosteidae.

COCCOSteid (ko-kos'tf-id), n. One of the Coc-

costeidie.

COCCUliferous (kok-u-lif'e-rus), a. [NL. coc-

culus + L. ferre, bear.] Bearing eoccules or

cocci; cocci ferous. See cocciw, 1 (a).

COCCulin (kok'u-lin), n. ICoceulus + 4rfi.'\ A
crystalline, bitter neutral compound, CigH26

Ojo, found, together with pierotoxin, in Goc-

culus Cocculus.

COCCygalgia (kok-si-gal'ji-a), «. [NL., < Gr.

KOKKV^, coccyx, + alyog, pam.] bame as coc-

Cochilsapote iCasimzraa edulis).

a, branch bearing leaves and flow-
ers, about one fifth natural size; b,
longitudinal section of fruit, about
one third naturcil size.

Coccygeal fistula. See *fistala^

coccygeopubic (kok-sij ' e-o-pu*bik), a. In

anthrop., relating to the coccyx and to the pu-

bic bone Coccygeopubic diameter, the distance
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from the tip of the coccyx to the lower border of the sym-
physis.

cochenillill (koch-e-nil'in), n. [cochenille, a
form of cochineal, + -in^.] An old name for
carminic acid.

cochilsapote (k6"chil-sa-p6'ta,), n. [Aztec co-

chitzapotl, < cochi, sleep,+ tzapotl, a sweet, suc-
oulentfmitcontain-
ing large seeds.] A
Mexican tree, Casi-

miroa edulis, be-
longing to theSuta-
cex. It grows wild, but
is also cultivated for the
sake of its fruit, which
is the size of a large ap-
ple and has an agreeable
taste. It is said to in-

duce sleep, and is also
used as au anthelmintic;
the leaves are employed
as a remedy for diarr-
hea. Also called 'kiztact-

za/potl or white gapota.

cochineal, n— Bril-
liant coculneal 2R
and 4R. Same as pal-
atine -kscarlet.—Goch-
Ineal red, scarlet.
See ifredl, -Ascarlet.—
Coclllneal wax, a solid
wax extracted in small
quantities from dried
cochineal insects. It
consists chiefly of an
ester, coccerin, contain-
ing the radicals of a pe-
culiar alcohol and acid,
both of the fatty aeries.

cochinito (ko-ohe-
ne't6),m. [Sp.,diin.
of cockino, a pig:
see *coehino.'\ A fish, Xesurus pumetatus, of
the family Teuthididse, found on the Pacific
coast of Mexico.
pochino (ko-che'no), n. [Sp., lit. a pig.] The
oldwife, Balistes vetula.

cochl. An abbreviation of the Latin cochleare,
a spoonful.

cochlea, n. 3. In &o<., a closely coiled legume.
COChlearin (kok-lf-a'rin), n. [Cochlearia^ +
-in^'] A crystalline, camphor-like substance
of doubtful identity, obtained from Cochlearia
officinalis or spoonwort.

COChlearthrosis (kok^lf-ar-thro'sis), n. [NL.,
< cochlea + Gr. dp9pu<7£C,'artieulation.] A hinge-
joint in which there is a slight lateral shifting
of the surfaces on movement.
COChleiform (kok'le-i-f6rm), a. [L. cochlea,

snail-shell, + forma, form.] Having the form
of a snadl-shell. Syd. Soe. Lex.

cochleitis (kok-le-i'tis), n. [NL., < cochlea +
-itis.'] Inflammation of the cochlea of the ear.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IIL 683.

Cochlidiidae (kok-U-di'i-de), n. Same as Lima-
codidse.

cochlidiospermate (kok-lid'i-o-sper"mat), a.

[L. cochlea, a snail-shell, + Gr. dim. -idcov +
airepfiaij-), seed.] Having convexo-concave
seeds, as in some species of Veronica.

COChliodont (kok'li-o-dont), a. [NL. Cochlio-
dus {-odont-)^ Having the characters of Coch-
liodus or of the Cochliodonttdse.

Cochliopodidse (kok"li-o-pod'i-de), n. pi.

ICochliopus (pod-) + -idse.'] Same as lAma-
codidse.

cochlite (kok'lit), n. [Gr. K6x^g, a spiral shell,

+ -ite^.j A fossil spiral shell or its cast.

Cochloceras (kok-los'e-ras), n,. [Gr. Kdx^o^, a
spiral shell, + Kipag" a horn.] A genus of
degenerative ammonoid cephalopods .^jyx
or ammonites having a ribbed, tur-
reted, spirally coiled shell and very
simply lobed septal sutures. It is

typical of the family Cochloceratidse,

and occurs in Triassic rocks.

Cochranea (kok-ra'ne-a), n. [NL.
(Miers, 1868), namerf in honor of
Thomas Cochrane (1775-1860), a
British naval commander who served
as the first admiral of the navy of
Chile.] A genus of plants of the fam-
ily Boraginacese. They are branching
perennials or shrubs, with small, alternate,
entire or undulate leaves, and flowers in ter-

minal cymes or scorpioid spikes. There are
four species, natives of southern South Amer-

Maug-

\

ica. One of them, C. anchusxfolia, has been (prom zit-
naturalized in the southern United States, tel's "Pa-
where it is known tie false heliotrope.

Cochrane gambit. See *gamhit.

cochucho (ko-cho'cho), n. [S. Amer. ?J Same
as *coco^.

cocillana (ko-thel-yan'ya), M. [BolivianSp.] A

Ixontol.
ogy.'

cockle-bread

tree, Guarea Busbyi, of the Bolivian Andes,
which yields a valuable medicinal bark having
expectorant, tonic, and laxative properties.

COCinera (ko-the-na'ra), «. [Sp., fem. of
cocinero, a cook, i eocina, kitchen : see kitchen.']

A fish, Caranx vinctus, found on the Pacific
coast of Mexico and Central America.

cocinero (ko-the-na'ro), k. [See *cocinera.']

A common name of Caranx caballus, a earan-
goid fish found on the Pacific coast of North
America from Mexico to Panama.
COCk^, n.—Cock-end stone, the upper jewel of the bal-

ance of a watch.— Half-cock stroke. See *stroke'.—
— Full-down cock, a faucet opened by pulling down a
rod fastened to the lever or handle of the valve.— Re-
lease cock. See irrelease-cock.—Tbree-wa.J cock, a
valve having three openings, usually so arranged that any
two can be connected or all can be closed.

Cock-a-bondy (kok-a-bon'di), n. [Also cock-

a-bundy, cock a borictliu, etc., < W. eoch a bon
ddu, ' red with black trunk or stem

'
; each, red

(<L. coccum, red, scarlet, : see coccus) ; a, with;
bon, trunk or stem (anything swollen) ; du,
black.] In angling, an artifical fly having a
hackle with black center and brown tops.

COckabuUy (kok'a-bul'i), n. [A colonial per-
version of the Maori name kokopu.] A New
Zealand flsh, the kokopu, Galaxias fasciatus,
of the family Galaxidse.
COck-a-bun(^, n. Same as *cock-a-bondy.
cockalorum (kok-a-lo'rum), n. [A humorous
word, appar. < cock^ -H -aUorum, a Latin-
seeming ending; but perhaps a variation of
coekarouse, formerly used in the same sense :

often with the epithet high.] A person of con-
sequence ; a self-important person. [Colloq.]

cockatoo, n. 2. A somewhat contemptuous
term applied to a small farmei In Australia.
[Colloq.]— Cockatoo fence, a fence of the kind used
by the cockatoos, or small farmers of Australia. It con-
sists of branches and trees laid horizontally on the ground,
one across the other, with bars or slip-raUs for gates.

cockatoo-bush (kok-a-to'bush), n. The pal-
berry- or blueberry-tree. Myoporum serratum.
See *pdlberry. [Australia.]

COCk-Dird (kok'berd), n. An African weaver-
bird of the genus Vidua, having two long tail-

feathers which suggest the sickle-feathers of
a fowl.

cock-boy (kok'boi), n. A boy who controlled
the action of the steam inlet-valve in pumping-
engines before it was understood how the
valve could be operated from a moving part
of the engine.
cockersprags (kok'er-spragz), n. pi. Same as
cockermegs.

cock-eye pilot. See *pilot.

cockingi (kok'ing), n.. Same as calking^, 2.

cocking-dog(kok'ing-dog),«. Same as cocfcer2, 2.

cocking-machine (kok ' ing - ma - shen"), n. A
machine which gathers hay from the windrows
and puts it in cocks.
COCking-spaniel (kok'ing-span'yel), n, Same
as cocker^, 2.

cockle^, n—Corn-cockle, an erect whitish woolly an-
nual weed, Agrostemma Gitkago, 1 to 3 feet high, with
showy red-purple flowers, Infestuig grain-ftelds in Europe
and in the eastern half of the United States. The numer-
ous rough, black, irregularly rounded seeds are sepai-ated
from wheat only with ^eat difliculty, though special
separators have been devised for the purpose. The seeds
are poisonous, and the bread made of flour from wheat
containmg them produces disease, sometimes fatal, and
either acute or chronic, in the latter case (being due to
small amounts habitually eaten) sometimes termed gith-
agism.— Cow-cockle, the cow-heib, Vaccaria Vaecaria,
a smooth, much-branched aimual, 1 to 3 feet high with
numerous rather small pale red flowera. It is a European
plant widely introduced in Noith America, and a bad
weed in the northwestem States and adjacent Canada,
west of the main range of the coni-cockle. Its seed has
been expeilmentally shown to be poisonous. It is spher-
ical in form and about twice the size of mustard-seed.
It mingles with wheat and also with barley and oats, but
is more easily screened out than the seed of the com-
cookle.— Spring cockle, the cow-cockle, sometimes so
called in the northwestem United States on acouut of its
associatiou with spring wheat.

cockle^, ». 1. (6) An Australian bivalve mol-
lusk, Cardium temmostatum; also, a member
of the genus Chione.— 6. A small crisp con-
fection of sugar stiffened with flour, variously
flavored, and of a pink, Ught-yellow, or white
color. Mottoes were printed on them in red
letters.— 7. A pucker or wrinkle; an uneven

-

ness, as in cloth or glass.—8. A disease of
wheat caused by a nematoid worm, Telenchus
tritici, which infests the grain and causes it to
become deformed. [Eng.]—Spanish cockle, a
large, inedible West Indian bivalve, Codakia orbicitlaris.

cockle-bread (kok'1-bred*), n. A term of ob-
scure origin and meaning, used especially in
the phrase molding of cockle-bread, the name
of a trivial sport.



cockle-bur

cockle-bur, n. 3. The burdock, Arctivm Lappa.
cocklyl (kok'li), a. Full of wrinkles or puck-
ers: as, coekly silk.

C0Ckly2 (kok'li), a. Same as coggly and
eocklety.

cock-mass (kok'mas), n. Mass at cockcrow.
cockneyize (kok'ni-iz), v. t. [cockney + -ise."]

To give a cockney character to: as, to cock-
neyize a translation.

He allows Hazlitt ... to Cockneyize the title of Gil-
ford's poem into the "Barviad."

Blackwood's Mag., XIV. 221.

cockpit, n. 5. A place which is or has been
the scene of many contests or battles: as, an
ecclesiastical cockpit; "Belgium, . . . the
coclq>it of Europe," Murray, Handbook of
N. Germany, p. 158.

cockroach, n—American cockroach, a large cock-
roach, Feriptaneta americaTm, indigenous to subtropical
America. It has extended its northern range to the lati-

tude of Philadelphia and has established itself in many
parts of the world.—Australian cockroach, a i large
cockroach, Periplaneta australaslse, indigenous to Aus-
tralia, but carried by commerce to most parts of ttie

world. It is about as large as the American cockroach
(P. aTnericana), but may at once be distinguished by the
brighter and more definitely limited yellow band on the
prothorax and by a yellow dash on the sides of the upper
wings.—European cockroach. Oriental cockroach,
the common Periplaneta orientalis. See cockroach.

cock-robin (kok'rob"iii), n. The male Euro-
pean robin, Eryihacus rubecula. The name is

most familiar in a nursery rime Oock-rotln
shop, a term descriptive of a petty printing-house.
[Slang, Eng.]

Cockscomb elm-gall. See *elm-gall.

cockshy, n. 2. The object at which the shy is

made ; a mark or target.— 3. A booth or other
establishment, as at a fair, where for a small
fee one may secure the privilege of having a
certain number of shies at some object, such
as a negro's head, and receive a prize (a cigar
or the like) if successful.

cock-sparrow (kok'spar"6), n. The male
English sparrow, Passer domesticus.

cockspur, ». 3. (c) The ergot of rye. See
ergot*. [Prov. Eng.] (d) In British Honduras,
Acacia spadicigera, a shrub or small tree armed
with curved spines about two inches long,
produced in pairs at the base of each branch
and each leaf. These thorns are usually hol-

lowed out by ants and serve them as nests.

cockswain's-boz (kok'swanz-boks), n. In a
ship's cutter, the space between the backboard
and the transom, in which the cockswain sits

while steering.

cocksy (kok'si), a. [Also coxy; < cock^ + -sy,

equiv. to-^i.] Same as coc%. T. Hughes.
cocktail, n. 5. Cocktail beer. [Prov. Eng.]

Bin drank the proffered cock-tail not unwillingly.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown's School JJays, i. 6.

Cocktail beer, beer when fresh and foaming. [Prov. Eng.]

—Cocktail gilt. SeeEsopus -kgrit.

—

Manhattancock-
tail, a whisky cocktail diluted with vermuth.-Martini
cocktail, a gin cocktail diluted with vermuth.— Oyster
cocktail, a mixture made by putting 6 small raw oysters

in a cocktail-glass or small tumbler and adding a dash of

Tabasco-sauce, half a teaspoonful of vinegar, two or three
dashes of lemon-juice, tomato catchup, and salt and pep-
per to tasta

cock-tailed, a. 2. Said of a horse having the
tail docked so that it points obliquely upward
like the tail of a cock.

cock-tread (kok'tred), n. Same as deatricula.

cock-treading (kok'tred-ing), n. Sameas*cocfc-
tread.

C0Cky2 (kok'i), n. A shortened form of *cocka-

too, 2. [Australia.]

COCO^ (ko'ko), n. [Native name.] A name in

Argentina of a tree of the rue family, Fagara
Coco found in the sierras of the country. It

has a powerful penetrating odor and yields a
wood of a beautiful light-green color. Also

called cochucho.
COCoS (ko'ko), n. [Origin uncertain.] The nut-

grass, Cyperus rotundus. See Cyperus. Also
coco-sedge.

COCO* (ko'ko), n. [Also cocoe, cocco; appar.

native.] In the British West Indies, the taro-

plant, Caladium Colocasia.

cocoa^, n. 3. A beverage made from ground
cocoa-nibs. See *coeoa-nibs, cacao, and Theo-

broma.—Flake cocoa, a trade-name for a special form
of chocolate, prepared by passing the roasted and husked

kernels thi-ough rollers, or more commonly by grinding

the small fragments of the kernels (still retaining much
husk) which have been separated in sifting.

cocoa-beetle (ko'ko-be'tl), n. Same as ''cacao-
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for cracking or crushing cocoa, it consists of a
pair of horizontal rolls for cracking the shells, and a win-
nowing-fan for removing the broken shells and dust. It is

usually combined with a rotai'y screen for sorting the
broken cocoa and removing undesirable portions.

cocoa-essence (ko'ko -es'''ens), n. The trade-
name for the roasted kernels of chocolate,
husked, ground, and deprived of part of their
fat by heat and pressure, or else to which
starch and sometimes sugar have been added
so as to reduce the relative proportion of fat.

cocoa-fat (ko'ko-fat), n. Same as cacao-butter.

cocoa-mill (ko'ko-mil), n. A mill for reducing
crushed cocoa to a soft paste by grinding it be-
tween millstones. Such mills are sometimes
arranged in pairs or in series of three, for fine
grindfiig.

COCOa-nibs (ko'ko-nibz), n.pl. The cotyledons
of cacao seed. See cacao.
COCOanut, n. Cocoanut oleln, the more fusible por-
tion of cocoanut-oil, separated from the less fusible
stearin by pressure.— Gocoanut stearin, the less
fusible or more solid portion of cocoanut-oil, left as a
cake on the removal of the fluid olein by pressure.

cocoanut-beetle (ko'ko-nut-be'tl), n. 1. An
Oriental scarabseid beetle, Oryctes rhinocerus.— 2. An Orientalcureulionidbeetle,.R%KCopA-
orv^ ferrugineus.— 3. The *^afoM-6eeWe (which
see).

cocoa-liaste (ko'ko-past''), n. The paste pro-
duced^ by grinding under heated rollers the
kernels of chocolate which have been roasted
and deprived of their husks.
cocoa-red (ko'ko-red), n. A brownish-red col-

oring-matter present in chocolate, probably de-
rived from the oxidation of tannin.
cocoa-roaster (ko'k6-r6s'''ter), m. In candy-
maki/ng, a hollow revolving oven connected
with a furnace, used in roasting cocoa, coffee-
beans, nuts, etc. The oven is suspended from a tilt-

ing-frame for convenience in discharging the roasted mar
terial, and when in opei'ation is made, by means of gearing,
to revolve to prevent burning, and is fitted with an appli-
ance for testing the roasting without stopping the process
In another and larger type the process is aided by a hot
blast for drying the nuts and removing the broken shells

and dust.

cocoa-tavern (k6'k6-tav''''6rn), n. A place for
the sale of the beverage called cocoa.

cocouscious (ko-kon'shus), a. In psychol., per-
taining to the continuity or felt conjunction
of experiences within a single consciousness.

The conjunctive relation that has given most trouble to
philosophy is the co-conscious transition, so to call it, by
which one experience passes into another when both be-

long to the same self. About the facts there is no ques-
tion.

W. Jwmes, in Jour. Philos., Psychol, and Sci. Methods,
[Sept. 29, 1904, p. 636.

cocoon (kg-kon'), n. [cocoon^, ».] I. intrans.

To form a cocoon.

II. trans. To wrap as in a cocoon.

We snatched a few odds and ends of clothing, cocoon^
ourselves in the proper red blankets, and plunged .

out into the whistling wind bareheaded.
Mark Twain, Tramp Abroad, xxviii.

COCOrron (ko-ko-ron'), n. [Porto Riean.] A va-
riety of Elasodendrum xylocarpum, a shrub or
small tree of the family Celastracese, found
along the sea-coast in the Danish West Indies
and Porto Bico. Called spoon-tree in the Dan-
ish West Indies.

coco-sedge (ko'ko-sej), «. Same as *coco.s

COCniza (ko-ko-e'tha), n. [Venezuelan.] A
fiber preparedfrom the long,thick leaves of sev-
eral species of Furcrcea, especially F. feetida

and F. Cubensis. it is used for making bags, ham-
mocks, harness, cordage, etc. Commercially known as

Mauritius hemp. See also pita, 2.

cocurrent (ko-kur'ent), a. That turn at the

same lunar hour as oceanic currents, or that

connect on a map of the ocean the points

where different oceanic currents turn at the
same hour : as, cocurrent lines. An. Bep. U. S.

Coast Survey, 1897, p. 335.

cocuyo (ko-ko'yo), n. [Taino.] 1. A fire-

fl.y; also, a'glow-worm.—3. A fish of the family

BalesUdse, Xanthichthys ringens, found in the

West Indies.

COd^, n. 8. The bearing of a car-axle; a bush.

[Scotch miners' term.]

COd^, n.—^Blackcod, aNew Zealand {is\i,Notothenia an-

3i«««ffito.—Pacific cod, a codfish, Gadus macrocephaltts,

found in the North Pacific : abundant about the Alaskan

codetermination

ambulacral areas. It occurs in Devonian and
Carboniferous rocks. Sometimes written Codo-
naster.

A

cocoa-butter (kd'k6-but"'6r), «. Same as cacao-

butter.

cocoa-cracker (k6'k6-krak''''6r), n. A machine

cod2, (kod), V. i. [CodS, ».] To fish fof cod.

Cod. An abbreviation of Codex.

Codaster (ko-das'ter), n. [NL., short for Codo-

naster.'] A genus of regular blastoid Echino-

dermata with obconical calyx, the flat pentago-

nal upper surface bearing the oral, anal, and

Codaster acutus, M'Coy. Carboniferous Limestone ; Derbyshire.

A, side-view of calyx; B, base; C, ventral aspect, enlarged (after

Roemer).
(From Zittel's "Palaeontology. ")

cod-bait (kod'bat), n. [Appar. < codi -I- bait,

the larva being in a cod or case ; but some take
the other form, cad-bait, to be the original.] 1

.

The larva of the caddis-fly : same as cad-bait.

—2. The lobworm, Arenicola.

cod-bank (kod'bangk), n. A fishing-bank fre-

quented by cod or on which cod are caught.

cod-chest (kod'chest), n. A live-box in which
cod are kept.

coddia (kod'i-a), n. A Ceylonese black ant
noted for its severe bite.

coddle^, V. t. 2. In tobacco-manuf., to injure

by fermentation.

code, w.— civil code, (a) A body of adjective law which
defines procedure and practice in civil actions, (b) A body
of substantive law which defines the rules and principles
applicable to civil actions.— Criminal code, a code
which defines crimes, their degrees, and the nature and
extent of the punishment.— International code, the
code of signals adopted by all maritime nations for com-
municating with vessels at sea, stations alongshore, etc.

The present code came into use on January 1, 1902, and
consists of 26 flags— one for each letter of the English
alphabet— and a code-pennant. Urgent and important
signals are of two flags ; general signals of three flags

;

anci geographical signals, alphabetical spelling-tables,

and vessels' numbers are of fom' flags. The international
co(ie-book is divided into three parts. The fli-st contains
urgent and important signals, and all the tables of money,
weights, barometric -heights, etc., together with a geo-
graphical list and a table of phrases formed with the
auxiliary verbs. The second is an index, consisting of a
general vocabulary and a geographical index, arranged in

alphabetical order. The third gives lists of the United
States stoim-warning, life-saving, and time-signal sta-

tions, and of Lloyd's signal-stations of the world. It also
contains semaphore and distant signal-codes. United
States army and navy codes, and Morse wigwag codes.

—

Mosaic code. Same as Mosaic lam.— tiieats' code,
the ceremonial sections of Exodus and Numbers : regarded
by modem critics as representing a narrative written
during the Babylonian exile by a school of priests who
sought to give in a historical setting their conception of
the origin of the ceremonial institutions of the Hebrews.
It is characterized by statistical details, long genealogical
tables, careful chronology, and formality of style. About
400 B. c, the so-called prophetic narratives were incor-

porated with it to foim tJie present Hexateuch. Also
called Blohistic document P.—Strlcklandlan code,
rules of zoological nomenclature prepai'ed by a committee
appointed by the Britith Association at the Manchester
meeting, 1842. H. E. Strickland, the ornithologist, a
member of this committee, is credited with having drawn
up these rules, usually known as the Strlcklandlan code.
The work was of great importance as being the first earn-
est effort to systematize the formation and use of zoologi-
cal names.— Telegraphic code, a system of words of
uniform length, each of which represents some word,
phrase, or sentence, used in sending telegraphic or cable
messages, in order to secure brevity, economy in ex-

penditure, and secrecy, the message so sent having no
intelligible meaning except to those who possess the key,
that is, another copy of the code.

code (kod), V. t. To prepare (a message or de-
spatch) for transmission by translating it into

the cipher or arbitrarily chosen words of the
code previously agreed upon.
codeclination (ko-dek-li-na'shon), n. [co(jk-

plement) -(- declination.~\ The complement of
the declination (90° minus the declination).

Same as polar distance.

codefendant (ko-de-fen'dant), n. A joint de-
fendant (in some action or suit).

codeia (ko-de'ya), n. [NL.] Same as codeine.

cod-end (kod'end), n. Same as cod^, 7.

codeposit (ko-de-poz'it), n. In elect., a deposit

upon the electrode of an electrolytic cell con-

sisting of metal or substance other than that

obtained fi'om the main electrolytic action and
deposited simultaneously with the latter.

codeposition (ko-dep-o-zish'on), n. In elect.,

the simultaneous deposition, upon the elec-

trode of an electrolytic cell, of two or more
substances.

codetermination (ko-df-t^r-mi-na'shon), n.

1. A determination that determines the same
matter.— 2. The reciprocal relation of deter-

mining the same matter.



codetta

codetta, n. 2. Same as *copula, 9.

codex, n. 2. Among the famous American codices
are the Codex Cortesianm, a pre-Oolumbian Maya codex
greserved at Madrid ; the Codex Dresdeiisis, a pre-Colum-
ian Maya codex preserved at Dresden ; and the Codex
Vaticanus, a pre-Columbian codex preserved in the Vati-
canLibrary, Rome.
COdirectional {k6-di-rek'shon-al),'a. Having
the same direetion.

A ray of plane polarized light is transmitted through a
substance set in a magnetic field codirectional with the
ray. Ency. Brit., XXX. 248.

ood-man (kod'man), n. A vessel employed in
the eod-fishery. N. E. D.
cod-oil (kod'oil), n. Oil obtained from the
bodies of codfish, often mixed with the pro-
duct from other fish : used in dressing leather.

Codonaster (ko-do-nas'tSr), n. [NL., < Gr.
KoSim, a bell, -1- aarrip, a star.] See *Cadaster.
Codonids (ko-don'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Codon-
ium + -idse.'] A family of Anthomedusse, hav-
ing the mouth-opening simple, the gonads not
divided radially, 4 naiTow radial canals, and
unbranehed tentacles. It includes GodMwwm,
Dinema, Hybooodon, Gldbiee/ps, and other
genera.
Oodoniuni (ko-do'ni-um), re. [NL., < KaS&viov,

dim. of K6S(m>, a bell.] The typical genus of
the family Codonidx. Haeckel, 1879.

codonostome (ko-do'no.-stom), re. Same as
codonostoma.
COdot (ko'dot), re. [co-l + do*l.] In projec-
tive geom., one of the points other than the
dots in which the connectors of a polystigm
intersect.— Codot tristigm, in projective geom., the
tristigm determined by the 3 codots of a tetrastigm.

cod-piece, n. 3. In carriage-trimming, a half-
circle at the lower front corner of a carriage-
top cast solid with the side-quarter or sewed
on : used to cover slat-irons and prop-post.

cod-pitchings (kod'pich'ings), re. pi. Cod-
liver oil of the lowest grade, made from partly
decomposed livers.

cod-slip (kod'slip), re. A pillow-ease..

coed (ko-ed'), re. A female student in a coedu-
cational colleKe. [Slang.]

coeducation (ko - ed" u-ka ' shon), re. [co-i +
education.'] Joint education ; specifically, the
education of young men and young women in
the same institution and the same classes.

coeducational (ko-ed-u-ka'shon-al), a. 1. Re-
lating or pertaining to coeducation : as, coedu-
cational problems.—2. That admits both sexes
to the same educational privileges: as, a
coeducational college.

There is also inculcated in the minds of our boys and
girls the thought that wrong is wrong, no matter who
shelters.or defends it; . . . that immorsflity is immorality,
whether seen in man or woman. Nowhere else than in a
coeducational school can these principles be so firmly
rooted. F. S. Fosdick, in Jour, of Proo. of Nat. Educa-
tional Ass'n, 190S, p. 153.

coeffect (ko-e-fekt'), re. A complementary
effect.

Though it has been claimed that at times these growths
induce headache, it is probable that they are then but
co-effects of some other cause.

Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 390.

CoefB,cient, re—Adlabatlc coefficient of compressi-
bility, the coefficient of compressibility of a fluid mea-
sured under conditions such that beat neither enters nor
leaves the fluid during the operation. — Admiralty
coefficients, in Tiaval arch., empirical coefficients used
in estimating the horae-power required to drive a ship at

a given speed. The midshiv-section eoejfteient is the ratio

of the product of the area at midship section by the cube
of the speed to the indicated horse-power ; the displace-

ment coeMcient is the ratio of the product of the two-thirds
power ofthe displacement ))y the cube of the speed to the
indicated horae-power.

Those "coefllcients" are frequently based upon rules

laid down in Admiralty practice at an early period in

steamship construction, and they are consequenijy known
as Admiralty coeJUnents.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 625.

Block coefficient, in naval a/rch., the ratio of the
volume of the under-water body of a vessel to the
displacement of a paiaUelepiped having the same length,

-breadth, and depth as that part of the vessel. See *co-

efficient of fineness. — Coefficient Of absorption of
gases, the volume of a gas at 0° C. and 76 centimeters

pressure, dissolved by a unit volume of the liquid in which
it is absorbed.—Coefficient Ofabsorption ofradiation.
See absorption of iioAS.-Coefficient Of acidity. See

*ttcidity. — Coefficient of augmentation, in naval

arch., a. coefficient depending on the average angle of

obliquity of the water-lines of a vessel to the fore-and-aft

line: applied to the wetted surface it gave the aug-

mented surface used by Rankine in a formula for deter-

mining the resistance to propulsion of the vessel. See

augmented mrface, under augment. — Coefficient Of

contraction, in hydraul., the ratio of the aiea of the jet

of liquid issuing from a reservoir, measured at a distance

from the orifice of half the diameter of the jet, to the area

of the oriflce.—Coefficient ofcorrelation. See *corre-

lation, 5.—Coefficient of dlfEnse reflection. Same as

kcoefficient of di/tmon.-Coefficient of diffusion, in

optics, the ratio of the light diflusely reflected, m the
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direction of the normal to a mat surface, to the Incident
light. Also called the coeMcient of diffuse reflection.

--Coefficient of direct resistance, in naval arch., an
empirical factor which when multiplied by the area of
greatest submerged section normal to the direction of
motion and by the square of the speed gives the resistance-

of a body to motion through the water.—Coefficient Of
discharge, in hydraul., tiie ratio of the actual rate of
discharge of liquid from a reservoir to that which would
have occurred in the absence of the recognized impedi-
ments to flow, such as frictional resistance, contraction of
the liquid vein, etc.—Coefficient Of elllptlclty, the ratio
between the major and minor axes of an ellipse.— Co-
efficient Of emission, the ratio of emissive power of a
body to that of the ideal black body of the same tempera-
ture. This ratio is designated by most writers as emissive
^ower, and sometimes as em-issimiy. Tait. [Rare.]

—

Co-
efficient of fatigue. See */o*totM.— Coefficient of
fineness, in naval arch., a coeincient expressing the
ratio of the area of a carved line, such as the immersed
midship section or a waterline of a vessel, to the area of
its cu;cumscribed rectangle, or the ratio of the under-
water volume to the volume of its circumscribing rectan-
gular parallelepiped (m that case called block coefficient),
or to the volume of the cylinder circumscribed about the
midship section (called cylindrical or priematic coeffi-
cient).

The technical term for such percentages is "coefficient
of fineness," expressing, as it does, the extent to which
the immersed part of a ship is reduced from the parallele-
pipedon, or "fined." WhiU, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 3.

Coefficient of friction. (&) in naval arch., an empirical
factor, dependent upon the immersed length, which when
multiplied by the area and by the velocity of the water
past the surface, raised to about the 1.83 power, gives the
frictional resistance of a submerged surface to motion
through the water. Also called coefficient of frictional
rcsistojMe.—Coefficient Of inhibition, in haeterlol., that
concentration of a disinfectant which if added to a given
medium will prevent the development and multiplication
of bacteria without killing them.— Coefficients Of per-
formance. Same as admiralty iteoeffiffienis.—Coefficient
Of purity, in the sugar industry, the ratio (usually ex-
pressed as percentage) of sucrose or pure cane-sugar to
the total solids in solution in the juice of cane or beet.
—Coefficients of reality, two conative factors held to
be the material of the intellectual concept of reality, the
one (an experience of resistance) relating to reality in the
past and furnishing the reason for attributing it to an
object ; the other referring to reality in the future and
furnishing a raison d'itre, or utility, to the concept (a
resolve to shape one's conduct to an expectation). The
term was introduced by Dr. H. W. Stuart, who regards
the coefficients as emotions, the former of the contractive
type, the latter of the expansive. But i<t is not essential
to the main position that reality should be based on
emotion.— Coefficient ofregression. See iecorrelation,
5.—Coefficient ofresistance, in hydraul., thenumerical
factcH' representing the loss of head due to frictional
resistance to flow in the case of the efflux of a liquid from
a reservoir.— Coefficient of rigidity, a numerical con-
stant used to denote the simple rigidity of a substance.
—Coefficient of rotation. Same as rotatory -Acoeffi-
ciemfc— Coefficient of run-off, the ratio between pre-
cipitation and run-off.

Hydrotechnologists have laid much stress on this pro-
portion [between river-water and the rainfall of a region],
the so-called "coefficient of run-off," and it is generally
thought that this might be,'a constant factor for a distinct
river. Geog. Jour. (B. G. S.), X. 620.

Coefficient of self-lndnctlon, the numerical value of
the self-inductance in a circuit expressed in henrys or
other units.— Coefficient of slip, the ratio of the in-
ternal friction of a gas or vapor to its external friction.

Between the pressures of .6 and 20 millimeters of mer-
cury the value of the coefficient of slip was found to be
inversely proportional to the density of the gas and very
nearly equal to the free path of the molecules.

Reynolds, Physical Rev., XVIII. 423.

Coefficient of solubility. See ksolvUUty.—coef&r
dent of thermometrlc conductivity, the conductiv-
ity of a substance divided by the quantity of heat neces-
sary to raise a unit volume of it 1° C. Same as thermal
*(i«yM«ii)iij/.—Coeffioientoftransmission, the propor-
tion of radiant energy transmitted by a layer ofany absorb-
ing medium one centimeter in thickness.

Each wave-length has its own coefficient of traTismission
through each transparent substance.

A. Baniell, Text-book of Physics, p. 499.

Coefficient of ubliialty, the exponent of a logarithmic f^^"^
factor which expresses the dependence of a plant upon lltm)

coeloblast

gi-adient- Coefficient of wind-pressure, the pressure
of the wind against a stationary object, or the resistance
of the air to a moving object, depending upon the
velocity of tlie motion, the density of the air, and tlie

size and shape of the object If the wind carries min, this

mass is added to that of the air and increases the pres-

sure.— Cylindrical coefficient. Same as *coefficient nf
^Meness.— Displacement coefficient. See admiraltjf
•foej^icicn*.— Dissociation coefficient. See dissocia-

tion *canstant.— Hyetal coefficient. See phmometrit
kcaeffiamt.— Hysteresis coefficient, in elect., a numeri-
cal constant denoting the degree of hysteresis obsei'ved

in a given specimen of iron or other magnetic material
when it is subjected to successive magnetization and
demagnetization.—Ionization coefficient, a nmnber
which expresses the degree of ionization or electrolytic dis-

sociation of a dissolved electrolyte.

—

Isothermal coeffi-
cient Of compressibility, the coefficient of compressi-
bility of a fluid, measured under conditions Involving no
change of temperature.- Lethal coefficient in bac-

teriol. : (a) Inferim lethal coefficient, iiliat medium con-
centration of a disinfectant which will kill sporeless
bacteria in water ata temperature of 20-25° C. in the short-
est time. (6) Superior lethal coefficient, that medium
concentration of a disinfectant which will kill bacteria
spores in water at a temperature of 20-25° C. in the
shortest time.

—

ItUllenthal coefficients, coefficients

prepared by Lillienthal, showing the relation between
the horizontal and veitical components of the force
exerted by a current of moving air on an inclined
vane or wing. — Mldsblp-sectlon coefficient. See
admiralty itcoefficient.— Output coefficient, a ratio
proposed as the ultimate basis for the design of in-

duction motors. As proposed, it is the ratio of the watt
output to the productof speed in revolutions per minute,
gross length in centimeters, and the square of the diam-
eter at the air-gaps in centimeters. It varies from
0.0009 for a lO-horse-power motor to 0.0018 for a 1,000-

horse-power motor.

—

Pluvlometrlc or byetal coeffi-
cient, in meteor., the ratio of the precipitation for any
month to what would have fallen if the rainfall had been
uniformly distributed throughout the year.

—

Prismatic
coefficient. See *coefficient of fineness.—PropMlsive
coefficient, in Tiaval arch., the ratio of the effective
*horse-power (which see) to the indicated horse-power
of the propelling engines of a steamer. The coefficient
is usually expressed as a percentage.—Rotatory coeffi-
cient, a physical constant denoting the power of optically
active substances to turn the plane of polarization of
light ; the angle through whick the plane of polarization
is rotated by a layer of unit thickness.

—

Temperature
coefficient, (a) A numerical factor which expresses the
change in temperature per degree centigrade of any physi-
cal constant. Since nearly all the properties of matter
are affected by change of temperature, there are numer-
ous temperature coefficients, such as the temperature co-
efficient of rigidity, viscosity, thermal conductivity, ther-
mal capacity, refraction, specific inductive capacity, and
electrical resistance. (6) The coefficient of change in
electrical resistance of a substance with variation of tem-
perature. The temperature coefficient (*) is given by the

equation : kt=l ', in which r is the resistance of
ro

the substance at the temperature to, and ro its resistance
atO°.

coelacanthous (se-l^-kan'thus), a. Same as
ccelacanffiine.

Coelelmintlies (se-lel-min'thez), n. pi. [NL.}
Same as Cwlelmintha.

coelenteric (se-len-ter'ik), a. [ceelenter-on +
-ic] In zool., of or relating to the coelenteron
or digestive cavity of a eoelenterate.

coelenteron (se-len'te-ron), re.; pi. ccelentera

(-ra). [NL., < Gr. KoVioQ, hollow, + Ivrepov, in-
terior, entraU.] The digestive cavity of a
eoelenterate; an enterocosle. A. E. Shipley,

upon
temperature : the larger the exponential coefficient the
less is the plant dependent on local temperature and the
more widely it may spread over the globe.— Coeffi-
cient of vaiiablllty. (n) A number computed in accor-
dance with the laws of chance, and expressing the fact that
there is an even chance that the observed value of a given
phenomenon will lie within a given range. Thus the co-
efficient of variability of the annual rainfall at Marietta,
Ohio, is 4.1 inches ; or, in other words, there is an even
chance that the rainfall of any year will be 4.1 inches
more or less than its average value. Also called the prob-
able error of the everts, (b) Same as •kcoefficient of varia-
tion.— Coefficient of variation, a coefficient obtained
by dividing the diversity among the individuals of a
species, race, or population, considered as statistical devia-
tion from the mode, by the index of variability and multi-
plying itby 100. See -kiTidex ofva/riabUity and irnwdel, 12.
£f. E. Crampton, Biometrika, March-July, 1904, iL 117.-
Coefficient of velocity, in hydraul., the ratio of the
actual velocity of efflux of liquid from a reservoir to the
velocity which would have been attained in the absence
of resistance to flow due to friction or to other causes of
retardation.— Coefficient Of ventilation, a formula
which expresses the number of times the air contained
in a given space is renewed per unit oC time : it is the

traction^, in which B represente the number of times the

air is renewed in the given time rraresented by H. Buck,
Med. Handbook, Yl. 162.

—

Coefficient Of vlscoslty,
the ratio of the stress upon a moving fluid to its velocity

Zool. of Invertebrates, p. 78.

COelho (ko-el'yo), re. [Pg., = Sp. conejo, < L.
cunicuhis, a rabbit:- see cony,] Same as *rab-
Tnt-fish, 4.

COelian (se'li-an), a. [Gr. kolK'ui, a hollow, <
KolTiog, hollow.] Of the hollow type ; concave

:

noting that type of vertebra in which both
faces of the centrum are concave; biconcave;
amphieoelian. Wielahd, 1899.

Coelicolist (se-lik'o-list), n. [L. ceelicola,

heaven-worshiper, < cselum (erroneously cm-
Iwm), sky, heaven, -I- colere. worship, -1- -i«;.]

A worshiper of the sky : one of a sect of the
fourth and fifth centuries.

A Magian never can become a Greek, or a Greek a Coe-
licolist. J. H. Newman, Callista, p. 170. N. E. D.

coeliodynia (se^li-o-din't-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
KoMa, belly, -I- odwV, ache"] Belly-ache ; colic.

coelioscope (se'li-o-skop), n. [Gr. noikia, belly,
+ moirelv, view.] An instrument for the ex-
amination of the abdomen or other cavity of
the body.
CCeliospasm (se'li-o-spazm), H. [Gr. aoMe,
belly, -I- anacr^dg, spasm: see sjias-m.'] Cramp
of the abdominal muscles or of the intestines.
cceliotomy (se-li-ot'o-mi), re. [Gr. noMa, belly,

-I- -Tofiia, < ra/jelv, cut.] Same as laparotomy.
A scar in the linea alba indicated the site of the former

cceliotomies. Lancet, July 18, 1903, p. 149.

coeloblast (se'lo-blast), re. [Gr. KoiXoc, hollow,
-t- pyiaardg, germ.] In insect embryol., accord-
ing to the nomenclature of Graber, the endo-
derm in a narrow sense, or a part of the en-
doblast as distinguished from the myoblast,
Cambridge 2>lat. Hist, V. 149.



coeloblastic 269 coflfee-bean weevil

Tnnnif'^+'^fl&!i^"^^*^'*'t^'"-. ^S^-
''°'^°^' ^^ transitional from the planarians through coenodioecism (se"n6-di-e'sizm), n. [Gr.Koivds,

UaAhlZsJi^^-'^^^^'-J^'^i-^ Character- CtenopUna to the etenophores, Cmloplana common, + dicecism.} The production of male,

!> a,-„^lA «^ii ifi?^ * number of nuclei withm being regarded as closest to the planarians, female, and hermaphrodite flowers on different

to Sf tni; r?
a,ppUedto algffi belonging and Ctenoplana closest to the etenophores. plants of the same species ; triceoism.

omloh1afitii?a tfi IS Wo„'t- l•^ , ,
J^othing isTjnown of the development of either coencecic (se-ne'sik), «. Sa.me a,s c<encecial.

mstu^fu^ ^'^-^r^^^^.S^-'^)' »•
:

Pl-
.r'"-

f°™-
, COenogenesis (se-no-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr. kocv6c,Wfl«to(«(-le) [NL., < Gr mXof, hollow^ [Gr. to2Aoc,

. \ >. J' ^ l

+ Nl, blastula.^ A hollow blastula, as con- hollow, + ttUtv^, flat, + -a».] Concave-plane:
trasted with one m which the segmentation noting that tvDe
cavity IS filled up by the blastomeres, or a of vertebra in
sterroblastula. which the ante-

C0BlOcyrtean(se-lo-ser'te-an),a. [GrT.noiXoc, rior face is con-
hollow, concave, Kvprdg, curved, convex, + -e- cave and the poa-
an.] Concavo-convex: noting that type of terior face flat.

trulse (-le). [NL., < Gr. koVaoi, hollow, + NL.
gastrula.] A gastrula with an open arehen-
teron, as contrasted with a sterrogastrula,
in which the archenteron is filled by the endo-
derm-cells.

Coelogorgia (se-16-g6r'ji-a), n. [NL.] The
typical and only genus di the family Ccelogor-
gidee. Milne-Edwards, 1867.

Goelogorgidse (se-lo-gor'ji-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Coelogorgia + -idce.l A family of alcyonarian
Anthosoa, of the order Steleehotokea. The colony
is arborescent, attached by stolon-like processes. The
stem is formed by an axial zoBid with thickened coenen-
chymatous walls, the branches by axial zooids of the
second order, and the branohlets by axial zobids of the
third order borne either on two sides or in spirals on the
main stem. The spicules ai'e straight or curved and bear
lateral processes. Coelogorgia is the typical genus.

Goelogyne (se-loj'i-ne), n.

hollow, + Trrtf

CiTTvx-), a leaf.]
A genus of hex-
actinellid
sponges having
a regular mush-
room-shaped
frond with stalk
and radial con-
volutions, the
ostia being on
the under side of
the umbel. It is

the only repre-
sentative of a
family, Ccsloptychidse, and occurs in the rocks
of the Upper Cretaceous.

B _^
, Coiloptychitifn affaricoides, Goldf.

Upper Cretaceous ; Vordorf, near Braun-
schweif..

A, top view ; B, profile. One half nat-
ural size. (From Zittel's " Paljeontol-
ogy.")

Joelogyne (se-loj'i-ne), n. [NL. (Lindley, "%""! ';FF°t,Y.'''r':r .r.
1825), < Gr. KolM, hollow, + ywl female C«lostat (se'lo-stat), n. [Erroneously for

(pistil).] A genus of ornamental plants of ^f^o**"* <»• *celostat, < h. cselum (formerly
,, , f

- „ — „. plants
the family Orchidacese. it includes about 50 spe-
cies, all of which are pseudobulbous. They are found
growing on trees and rooks in tropical Asia. C. pwndurata,
C. Da/yana, C. Masmngeama, C. odoratisiima, and others,
are grown in the United States. C. eristata, with its
several varieties, is the most popular species. It has
large white yellow-fringed flowers.

coelomesoblast (se - 16 -mes'o -blast), n. [Gr.
KOiPlof, hollow, + /jiaog, middle, + phiardg,
germ.] In em-
bryol., the true
mesoblast sur-
rounding the
true body-cav-
ity or coelom of
the embryo, as
distinguished
from otherkinds
of mesoblast,
such as the
mesenchyme
and ectomeso-
blast.

Coelomlc fluid,
colorless nutritive
fluid, containing
amoeboid cor-

puscles, foimd in
the perivisceral
cavity of certain an-
nulate worms.—
CGelOmiC pouch, Transverse Section through a Frog
in embryoL, a Embryo

pocket derived by showing the neuralfoldsshortly'before they

evajyination from '"^^^ ^^'^^ other to complete the '

the walls of the
'"'""

" ' ""

coelom.

Coelomocoela
(se-16-m6-se'la),
n. pi. [NL.," <

Gr. KolXto/iaj a
hollow(seecasto-
ma), + KoDuog,

hollow.] In Lankester's classification, a grade
of Enterozoa in which the coeloma is present
as an independent second cavity, as opposed
to the Enteroccela (which see), in which the coenenchymal gemmation. See *gemmation.

sole cavity is the enteron. In this grade are C(Enobe(se'n6b),». In6oi.,sameascfls»io6JMm,3.

included all groups of Enterozoa except the coenobiarch (se-no'bi-ark), n. [LGr. koivoISi-

~ • - ~ - - Anthozoa, and apxyg, < itoiv6j3wv, convent (see ccenoUum), +
apxEtv, rule.] The director or head of a con-
vent or monastery. N. E. D.
ccenobioid (se-no'bi-oid), a. [ooBnohium +
oW.] Eesemibling a ooenobium.

often errone-
ously ecelum),

sky, + Gr.
aTordg: see he-
liostat.'] A
form of side-

rostat or he-
liostat which
shows the im-
age of the sky
reflected in a
plane mirroras
stationary, it
consists of a plane
mirror attached
to an axis which
is directed to-

ward the celestial
pole and made to
revolve uniformly
by clockwork once
in 48 hours. Any
celestial object
seen by reflection

in this mirror will

appear to be at
rest, so that its

image thrown up-
on a photographic
plate will be sta^

Lippmann Coelostat.

common, -t- yeveatg, genesis.] Common gene-
sis, generation, or origin.

coenogenetic (se"no-iB-net'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to cosnogensis Ccenogenetlc regenera-
tion. See irregeneration.

Coenogoniacese (se"n6-go-ni-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Ccenogonium + -aceee.'\ K. family of
gymnocarpous lichens named from the genus
Ccenogonium.

Coenogonium (se-no-go'ni-um), n. [NL.
(Ehrenberg, 1820), <: Gr. mwdg, common, +
yufvia, angle.] A genus of lichens, typical of
the family Coenogoniacese, having the thallus
byssoid or fungus-like forming a flat, circular,

or kidney-shaped body. The spores are hyaline,
elongate, or spindle-shaped, and one- or two-celled. The
species are mostly tropical and occur on the branches or
trunks of trees.

Ccenograptus (se-no-grap'tus), n. [Gr. aowdg,

common, + ypairr^g, written.] A genus or

Lower Silurian graptolites characterized by
having two branches originating from the tri-

angular sicula, curving sigmoidally and giving
off simple branches from the convex side.

coenomoncecism (se"no-mo-ne'sizm), n. [Gr.
Kocvdg, common, + E.' monoecism.] The co-
existence of male, female, and hermaphro-
dite flowers on the same individual plant.

COenopsyche (se-nop-si'ke), ». [Gr. Kotvdg,

common, + tjwx^, mind.] The consciousness
of a community compared to a collection
of intercommunicating cells each endowed
with consciousness. Saeckel.

coenosome (se'no-som), m. [Gr. Koivdg, com-
mon, + oa/ia, body.] In Siphonophora, the
stem or trunk of the colony; the elongated
manubrium of the original larval medusoid,
which produces by budding all the parts of
the colony.
coenosteon (sf-nos'te-on), n. ; pi. ccenostea (-a).

[Gr. Kowdg, common, + bartov, bone.] In
ichth., an anterior lower bone of the shoulder-
girdle, bordering the gill-opening behind; the
clavicle.

0(Enothecalia(se"n6-the-ka'li-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Koivdg, common, + 6i/Kri, case, + -alia.'\

An order of alcyonarian Anthozoa. They have
a calcareous skeleton composed of lamellae of caJcite
forming a dense corallum resembling that of the imper-
forate Madreporaria and developed from a specialized
layer of ectodenn-cells. The colony consists of zobids
and solenia. There is but a single living genus, Helio-
pora; but the group was more largely representetl in
Paleozoic times.

coercionist (ko-fr'shon-ist), n. A supporter
of coercive measures" or acts; specifically, in
recent British history, an advocate of the

,. J -i,. .. i .. . .» , , Coercion Acts in Ireland.
tionary and without any rotation m ite own plane. In «--„+„+« /i-= .,_ +=j./\ „ r«« i _i_ *„*« -i mu„
this last tact lies the superiority of the coelostat over the COestate (ko-es-tat ), n. [co-1 + estate.^ The
older heliostat and siderostat, which have mirrors revolv- estate held by either a tenant in common or a
ing in 24 hours. They, on the other hand, have the ad- joint tenant.
vantage that the reflected raymay be thrown in any desired _ _ t.„ /, - - i/. j..\ r ,...-,
direction, while with the coelostat the available range is COevallty (ko-e-val 1-tl), n. ^coeval + -lty.\

limited by conditions determined by the declination of the The quality of being coeval or of the same age
object. or period of time.

."SiotlS;iJ°;,";rr'o7;o,S'agS; CCelothel .(se'lo-thel), n \Gv Ko-aog, hollow, coexcitation (ko-ek-si-ta'shon), n. [co-1 +
pSf 7a°yeJ''^r^'eioS"s°[tTe''u"°i Z„y^^,\^^^}tLJ^^^T'l'^b C^A^^^°„}^!' 1 excitation.\ In physiol., simultaneous or col-

groove ; i, dorsal root of a spinal nerve ij,
spinal chord ; ^, mesenteron ; /, liver diver-

ticulum; m, yollc. (From Marshall's
' Vertebrate Embryology.")

tube,
chord

neural
, coelom or body cavity; d, noto-
, outer or epidermic layer of epi-

Amer. Jour. Psychol., XII.epithelium lining the true body -cavity or lateral excitation.
c(Blom of the vertebrate embryo. 264.

coemptional (ko-emp'shon-al), a. Relating or coexistence, n. 2. In logic, that reciprocal
pertaining to coemption.
coendure (ko-en-dur'), V. i. To endure to-

gether, or as long (as) : as, " co-enduring with
time."

Ctenophora. Same as Cmlomata, 1

ccelomodseum (se-16-m6-de'um), n.\ pi. eoelo-

modsea (-a). [NL., < (Jr. KolAu/ia, a hollow, +
(f) (}aieiv,"divide.] The ectodermal portion of

a coelomic duet.

ccelomopore (se-16'm6-p6r), n. [Gr. Koihjfia,

a hollow, + wopog, a pore.] A pore or opening

through which the cavity of a protocoelom

communicates with the exterior.

coelomostome (se-16'mo-st6m),
Koi^fia, a hollow, + ard/xa, mouth.]

nel-like mouth of a coelomoduct

relation which subsists between any two ob-
jects in that they exist in the same universe,
generally regardless of time, in philosophy this
ought to be the exclusive meaning, siace contemporaneity
perfectly expresses the temporal meaning, and the am-
biguity leads to the gravest contradictions that pa«s with-
out notice.

Coeymans limestone. See *limestone.

cot, V. and n. A simplified spelling of cough.
coffearin (ko-fe'a-rin), n. [coffee + -asrS -(-

-jm2.] a. weak diacid base, Cj4Hie04N2, ob-
tained from coffee. It crystallizes in needles,
which melt with decomposition at 180° C.

coenocentrim (se-no-sen'trum), «.; pi. cosko- ^^ ».-caracol coffee Same as •eam.oKKo, i.

centra f-tra). FGr. mmoc, common, + rnvrpov, _n„rfoo Ma„ir soo *ft;„..t_T»=+o /.nfroa rn»=to,i

center.] In T)ot., a specialized mass of cyto-

plasm around which the eggs of certain fungi
(Saprolegniaeese) develop.

n. [Gr. coenocladia (se-no-kla'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

The fun- Kotvdg, common, + ic?id6og, branch.] In hot.,

the growing together of branches; natural

Ooeloplana (se-16-pla'na), n. [NL., < Gr grafting.

Kol/ioc, hollow, + L. planus, plane.] A flat coenocyte (se'no-sit), n. [Gr. Kotvdc, common,

disk-shaped organism which has been regarded + raroc, a hollow (a cell).] Same as syncytium.

date-stones prepared for making a beverage.—Mexican
coffee, the Negro or Mogdad coffee, Cassia occidentalism

a common weed in the southern United States. It is

cultivated in Florida, as in Mexico, etc., as a substitute

for coffee and in this capacity sometimes passes under the
name of "Espinoza hean.— Sudan coffee. Sameas Negro
or Mogdad coffee (which see, under coffee.)—Wild coffee.

(6) The bearberry or cascara sagrada, Rhawnus Pur-
shiana; also called wild coffee-bush, western coffee, and
coffee-berry.

Coffee-bean weevil. See *weevil.



coffee-berry

coffee-berry, n. 2. A Tasmanian name for a
native plant, Coprosma hirtella, which is re-
lated to the true cofEee-plant. Its fruits are
sweet and edible, but are not agreeable.

coffee-bird (kof'e-berd), n. A name given in
the British West Indies to one of the finches,
Loxigilla violaeea, that nests in coffee-bushes.
coffee-bush (kof'e-bush), n. In New Zealand,
a settlers' name' for the karamu, Coprosma
lucida. A drink is made of its berries. See
orangeleaf.

coffee-cake (kof'e-kak), n. Bread sponge en-
riched, thinned, ' iced, and baked in a thin
layer; a kind of a bun: often twisted and
shaped in rings.

coffee-disease (kof'e-di-zez"), «. See ^disease.
— American conee-dlsease. See -kdisease.

coffee-fern (kofe-ffem), n. See *fern.
coffeeism (kof'e-izm), n. [coffee + -isro.] The
coffee-drinking' habit or its effects on the
health. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 14.

coffee-leaf (kof'f-lef"), n. The leaf of the
coffee-plant.— CofTee-leiif miner, the larva of a tin-

eid motfi, Cemiostoma coffeella, which mines the leaves of

the coSee-tree.

coffee-plant (kof'f-plant), n. 1. A plant of
the genus Coffea, which yields the coffee of

commerce.—2. In New Zealand, same as *cof-
fee-bush.—3. In Tasmania, same as *coffee-
berry.

coffee-rat (kof'f-rat), n. A small rat, Golunda
eliiotti, found in southern India and Ceylon,
where it does much damage to coffee planta-
tions, by eating buds and blossoms. It is

about 10 inches in total length and olive-

brown above, tawny below.

coffee-walk (kof'e-wS,k), n. The space between
two rows of trees' in a coffee plantation.

coffeic (kof'e-ik), a. Same as oaffeic.

coffer-dam, n. 3. In a war-ship, one of a series
of compartments, in the vicinity of the water-
line above the protective deck, built in the
interior against the ship's side or around
hatches, forming a double wall, which can be
packed to prevent water from entering the
vessel after the side has been pierced by shot.

In the United States navy the packing is made
of the pith of corn-stalks. See def. 2.

coffered (kof'6rd), p. a. In arch., built with
coffers : said of a wooden ceiling or vault, the
coffers in the former being the panels between
the beams, and those of the latter being re-

cesses built in the masonry.

coffering, n. 2. In arch., decorations by-

means of coffers or sunken panels.— 3. A
special method of making a watertight brick-

work liningfor a mine shaft, each course being
laid in rings, without headers, and the briete
of alternate rings being floated in grout, break-
ing joints horizontally with the other rings.

coffin-bird (kof'in-bferd), n. The hoopoe, Opu-
pa epops, so named because in China it gome-
times nests in holes in coffins, or in the carved
work with which they are decorated. This is

possible in China, where coffins are placed
under mounds above-ground.

coffin-joint (kof'in-joint), n. The second in-

terphalangeal jointwithin the hoof of the horse.

cofBn-Ud crystals. See ^crystal.

COfln-pin (kof'in-pin), n. AJa ornamental iron

used in hearses to hold the coffin in place.

coffin-plate (kof'in-plat), n. The metallic plate

or shield on a coffin-lid inscribed with the

name, age, etc., of the deceased.

CofBn-ship (kof'in-shipj, n. A ship likely to

I
founder, and thus become the coffin of the

crew : a term in common colloquial and news-

paper use in the United Kingdom, during the

agitation in Parliament begun by Samuel Plim-

soll for legislation on the subject.

C. of G-. H. An abbreviation of Cape of Good
Hope.
COf^aternal (ko-fra-ter'nal), a. and n. [co-^ +
fraternal.'] I. a. 'Concerning or pertaining to

a eofraternity.

II. n. A member of a eofraternity. Fran-

cis Galton, Natural Inheritance, p. 94.

eofraternity (ko-fra-ter'ni-ti), n. All the sons

and transmuted daughters, considered collec-

tively, of like statistical mid-parents.

As all the Adult Sons and Transmuted Daughters of the

same Mid-Parents form what is called a Fraternity, so all

the Adult Sons and Transmuted Daughters of a group ol

Mid-Parents who have the same Stature (reckoned to the

nearest inch) will be termed a Co-Fraternity.

Francis Galtm, Natural Inheritance, p. 94.

C0g2 n.—lo slip a cog, to make a single unsuspected

mistake in one's work or calculations.
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C0g2, V. t. 4. In metal., to roll, especially to
roll ingots into blooms.
cog. An abbreviation of cognate.

COgener (ko'jf-ner), n. Same as congener.

Among the Centrarchidae, the large-mouthed black
bass is second only to its cogener, the small-mouthed spe-
cies, as a game-fish.
Jordan and Evermann, Amer. Food and Game Fishes,

[p. 357.

cogged (kogd), p. a. Provided with cogs:
as, a cogged wheel— Cogged-wheel breathing or
rhythm. Same as cogged breath-sound (which see, under
breathsouTid).

cogging^ (kog'ing), n. 1. The fitting in and
working of the wooden teeth or cogs of mor-
tise-wheels.— 2. The process of rolling steel
blooms from ingots.

cogging-engine (kog'ing-en"jin), n. Any en-
gine used for driving an ingot-inill or cogging-
mill.

cogging-mill (kog'ing-mil), n. A rolling-mUl
in which steel blooms are rolled from ingots

;

an ingot-mill.

coggle* (kog'l), n. [Appar. based on cog^."] In
ceram., a decorating wheel of wood or iron,
usually grooved, designed to be mn around
the edges of pie-plates, to form the notches or
indentations.

cogitation, n. 3. In pre-Kantian philosophy,
especially in Descartes, Spinoza, and the
Wolfians, consciousness, especially thoughts.
Usually rendered • thought ' or * thinking

' ; but any mode
of consciousness was meant, especially that of immediate
perception of objects, whether internal or external. In
modem philosophy the term is not used at all. It would
be convenient t» give it the meaning of consciousness of
an object—that grade of consciousness which makes the
distinction of subject and object, or ego and non-ego, but
does not think of generals or of signs as such.

cognac, n—OU of cognac, the trade-name tor diluted
fusel-oiL

COgnitional (kog-nish'on-al), a. [cogniUon +
-aA.] Of or pertaining to cognition : as, cog-
nitional judgments.

So many of our judgments are recognitions! instead of
being eognUional, that judgments usually appear to be
instantaneous. J. W. Powell, Truth and Enwr, p. 281.

cognition-time (kog-nish'on-tim), n. In psy-
ehophys.: (a) The total time of the cognitive
reaction. (6) This time minus the tune of
the simple reaction. The cognitive reaction is a
form of the reaction experiment in which the reactor is

told, for example, that he will see a color or hear a tone,
and that he is to react only when he has cognized the
color as red, blue, etc., or the tone as the tone of a certain
pitch, of a certain instrument, etc.

cognitive, a. n. ». In gram., a particular
form of a root word, expressing recognition or
knowledge.

Abenaki awanoch, the cognitive of Penobscot awenoch,
means Frenchman, the first whites with whom the early
Abenakis were brought in contact.

Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March,^1902, p. 31.

COgnitor (kog'ni-tor), n. In Rom. law, the
attorney or advocate of a party to a private
suit ; one who took up the defense of a person
present in court.

COgon (ko'gon), n. [Philippine Sp. cogon, <

Tagalog and'Bisaya cogon, Bieol cogon-cogon.l
A name in the Philippine Islands of Imperata
arundinacea, a grass which takes possession of
abandoned clearings and covers vast tracts of
savanna land. It furnishes excellent material
for thatching, but is fit for pasture only when
young and tender. See *alang-alang.

COgonal (ko-go-nar), n.; pi. cogonales (-na'laz).
[Philippine Sp., < cogon -I- -al, implying plan-
tation.] A cane-field; land ovei^rown with
cogon.
COguarantor (k6-gar'an-t6r), n. [co-i -I- guar-
antor.] A joint guarantor.
COgway (kog'wa), n. A railroad-track with a
cog-rail, used on grades too steep for smooth
wheels.
COhen (ko'hen), »i.

;
pi. cohanim (ko-ha'nem).

[Heb. kohen.] Among the Jews, a priest. Jews
bearing this name orone of its numerous variants (such as
Cohn^ Cahen, Cahn, Coen, Coon, Kuhn, Cowen, Cowan, etc.)
are assumed to be descendants from the high priest Aaron.
In the synagogue service the congregation is divided into
three classes, as follows: (1) Cohanim, or priests, de-
scendants of Aaron

; (2) Levivm, or Levites, descendants
of the patriarch Levi; (3) Israelim, or Israelites. The
last are, of course, the most numerous. Many of the
first category (the Cohanim) have secular names, to
which, when signed in Hebrew, they aflix the letters
C. Z., an abbreviation of cohen zedek, 'righteous priest'

COhenite (ko'hen-it), n. [Named after Profes-
sor E. Cohen of Greifswald, Germany.] A
compound of carbon with iron, nickel, and co-
balt, (Fe,Ni,Co)3C, identified in lome meteoric
irons.

coherence, n. 3. In math. See *adherence, 6.

coiler

coherer (ko-her'6r), n. In elect., a tube filled

with a conducting substance in powdered or
granular form, as metal filings, which, when
struck by an electric wave, as that sent out
from a wireless telegraph station, decreases
in electrical resistance, probably by the parti-

cles making a better contact with each other,
and so is used to discover very minute electric
waves, as in wireless telegraphy. After the
passing of the electric wave the resistance of
the coherer usually remains low, but it rises

again when the tube is tapped.

coneritage (ko-her'i-taj), n. The estate of one
of several heirs to the same estate.

Cohiba (ko-hi'ba), «. [NL. (Eafinesque, 1836),
said by its autHbr to be of Haitian origin.] A
genus of dicotyledonous plants belonging to
the family Hydrophyllaceae. See Wigandia.
coho (ko'ho), n. [Cjalifomia Indian f] A sal-

mon, Oncorhynchiis kisutch, found from San
Francisco northward and on the Asiatic coasts
southward to Japan.

in the opinions of the canners . . . the coho should rank
next after the king salmon in food value.

Bulletin U. S. Fish Com., XVIIL &

cohune (ko-hS'ne), n. [Native name in Hon-
duras.] A plnnately leaved palm, Attalea Co-
hune, native of Central America. The fruit
yields oil' and is used in the same manner as
the ivory-nut for turning small articles. See
Attalea and corozo, 1.

coiffeur (kwo-fer'), n. [P.] A hair-dresser.
coign, n. 2. In geol., an original ang^ar eleva-
tion of land around which as a corner-stone
continental growth has taken place.

South of the Scandinavian coign.
Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 245.

COil^, V. t— Colled basketry. See -kbasketry.

COiU, «. 4. A cylindrical hoop or tube formed
by coiling a wrought-iron bar and then weld-
ing to form a solid piece : formerly used in
building up Armstrong guns Leltefs coll, a
coil of metal or rubber tubing tiirough which a sti'eam of
hot or cold water may be made to pass : employed as a
means of making thermal applications to the surface of the
body.—Beactlve coll. See *re<K!(i?je.— Series coll, in
elect., a coil placed in series with the other parts of the
main circuit of any electrical machine or device, as a
dynamo, motor, or arc-lamp, and traversed by the entire
current flowing in that cii-cuit.— Shunt coll, in elect., a
coil placed in parallel with a portion of the main circuit
ofany electrical machine or device, as an arc-lamp, dynamo,
or motor, and travei-sed by a portion of the current flowing
in the main circuit. The relative amount of current re-
ceived by a shunt-coil is determined by the inverse ratio
of its resistance to the resistance of the conductor with
which it is in shunt—Tesla coil, a form of induction-
coil without an iron core and designed for the production
of the foim of high-frequency dischai'ge known as the
Tesla icdischarge (%vhich see).

coil-boiler (koil'boi-16r), n. A boiler made of
one or more coiled tubes.

coil-clutch (koil'kluch), n. A form of friction-
clutch in which a coil of steel rod or a wire

CoiUdutch.

a, pullejr loose on the sleeve or quill, d ; c, split hub of pulley a ;
d, coll ; e, jaw by which the coil is forced on or drawn off the taper
hub c : f. groove for the fork of the lever (not shown) by which e is
moved lengthwise on the hub ;£. shaft to drive a or be driven by it.

rope is fastened to one element, and a cone
upon the other is pressed into the inside of the
coil. The multiple turns of the rod or coil
make it seize upon the surface of the cone and
hold with great power
coil-end (koil'end), n. Same as *coiUstand.
coiler (koi'ler), n. An apparatus, connected
with a cotton-carding machine, for receiving
the sliver and disposing of it in the form of coils,
so that it may not become entangled.



coiler-can

COiler-can (koi'l6r-kan), n. The can of the
eoiler apparatus that receives the sliver from
a eotton-earding machine. Nasmith, Cotton
Spinning, p. 127.

coiler-head (koi'ler-hed), n. The top part of
the coiler apparatus of a cotton-carding ma-
chine, through which the sliver passes into the
can. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 174.

COiler-motion (koi'ler-mo'shon), n. A mech-
anism, attached to a carding-machine, for re-
ceiving the sliver and laying it into coUs.

coiler-plate (koi'ler-plat), n. The upper re-
volving part of the coiler, which receives the
sliver from the cotton-cardingmachine and de-
livers it into the can. Nasmith, Cotton Spin-
ning, p. 126.

coiler-roller (koi'ler-r6"]6r), n. One of a pair
of calender-rollers between which the sliver

passes into the coiler-can from the cotton-
carding or -combing machine. Ihornley, Cot-
ton-combing Machines, p. 235.

coil-flux (koil'fluks), n. In elect., that part of
the magnetic flux of a coil which is due to its

own magnetism, and not to the presence of a
magnetizable core or of anything capable of
increasing the permeability of the magnetic
circuit.

coil-gland (koil'gland), n. Same as sweat-
gland. BVfCk,^ Med. Handbook, I. 79.

coiling-macliuie (koi'ling-ma-shen")) n. In
wood-worhing, a machine for bending and
forming barrel-hoops by coiling the steamed
straight hoops over a drum and holding them
in the right form until they are stiff and rigid.

coil-stand (koil'stand), n. An upright casting
or support for a coil of steam-pipes. Some-
times called a coil-end.

COin^i n.— Alliance coins, in Gr. nwmig., coins struclc

by two or more Greelt cities in agreement for mercantile
convenience, or for political reasons.—Bsetyl coin. See
kbxtyl.—Family coins, Roman silver denarii, struck
under consuls.—Postal and coin scales. See -kscale^.

— Snbsldlaxy coin, small coin used for change the legal-

tender value of which is limited by statute. See legai-

tender currency, under tender^.

Coinage ratio, the ratio which expresses the equivalence
in value between gold and silver under the (then existing)

mint law. Thus, in the United States, under the law of

1837, it is 15.988 to 1 : that is, one pound of gold can be
coined into as many dollars as 15.988 pounds of silver.

The coinage ratio is Intended (except for subsidiary coins),

where bimetallism is desired, to be identical with the
aveiuge commercial ratio ; if this is not the case the metal
which is undervalued disappears from circulation as

money. Thus under the law of 1792 the coinage ratio was
fixed at 15 to 1, but this undervalued gold and it disap-

peared from circulation ; in 1834 the ratio was changed
to 16.002 to 1, and in 1837 to 15.988 to 1, but this under-
valued silver and it practically disappeared from circula-

tion (except in the form of subsidiary and abraded coins)

imtil 1873, when it was demonetized. Since that date

the fall in the value of silver has brought the commercial
ratio down to about 32 to 1.

coin-catcher (koin'kach"6r), n. A probang
with a special device at the end, designed to
hookunder a coin or other similar object lodged
in the esophagus, and so draw it out.

co-inherence (kd-in-her'ens), n. The state or
quality of inhering together.

co-initial (ko-i-nish'al), a. \co-'^ + initial.']

Originating together'.'

co-insurance (ko-in-sh6r'ans), n. ' See I'jwitr-

ance.
Coir powder, the powder which separates in the manu-
facture of prepared cocoanut-flber (for matting, etc.)

from the husk of thejcocoanut.

COke^, I.— Graphitlzed coke, coke which has been
converted into artificial graphite by the high temperature
of an electric furnace in the presence of silicon in small

quantity.—Native coke, an impure variety of carbon
formed in nature by the destructive distillation of bitu-

minous coal by contact with igneous rook. Called also

carbonite.

coke-bed (kok'bed), n. 1. A layer of coke

which is put into a cupola before charging any
of the iron. The amount of coke in this layer

is proportionate to the amount of iron to be
melted.— 2. A porous stratum of coke and
clinker in pieces of various sizes, laid to a depth

of several inches below a mold for casting a

piece of work having large surfaces and which

is bedded in. Provision is thus made for oanying oft

the gas generated in the mold, there being vent-pipes to

allow the gas to escape from the porous stratum.

coke-breeze (kdk'brez), n. Coke from gas-

works in pieces small enough to pass through

a one-inch ring. In handling coke a proportion of

breeze is formed by the breaking of the larger pieces.

This breeze is screened from the remamder of the coke

as it is a detriment to the use of the coke in fires of

coke-dust (kok'dust), n. Powdered coke:

used for blacking foundry molds.

coke-furnace (kok'fer'nas), ». A furnace or

heating-apparatus adapted to use coke as a
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fuel. Coke burns with a short flame and no
smoke, and gives an intense local heat.

coke-gas (kok'gas), n. The hot gas from a
coke fire.

coke-kiln (kok'kil), ». A kiln which is heated
by the burning of coke.
coke-mill (kok'mil), n. A mill for grinding
coal or coke into a powder for use in blacking
foundry molds, it is usually a closed revolving cylin-

der inside of which are heavy balls or rollers which crush
the material Also called blacking-mill and coal-mill.

coke-oven, n—Altken's coke-oven, a modification
of the ordinary beehive coke-oven, intended to effect the
recovery of tar and ammonia in making coke from bitu-

minous coal.—Appolt coke-oven, one of the modem
forms of oven tor the manufacture of coke from bitumi-
nous coal, in which air is excluded from the interior of

the coking-chamber.— Breckon and Dixon's coke-
oven, an improved coke-oven with flues for conveying
the gases duringi combustion beneath the floor of the
oven. This improvement, introduced about 1860, is em-
bodied in a few of the modem coke-ovens.—Goke-oven
tar. See^tori.—Jameson coke-oven, a modiflcation
of the common beehive oven, which jprovides for saving
the tar and ammonia liquor by drawing off the vapors
formed in the coking through pipes connected with a
system of channels, covered with perforated tiles, in the
bottom of the oven.— Ott0-Copp6e coke-oven, an oven
or liiln for coking coal, with provision for the recovery of

tar and ammouiacal liquor.— Slmon-Caxv^SCOke-OVen,
an oven or kiln for the manufacture of coke, specially

contrived to save the volatile products given off, as well
as the tar and the ammoniacal liquor. The fuel used con-
sists almost entirely of the uncondensed combustible
gases given off from the coal carbonized, and these gases
are passed through separate flues surrounding the closed

space for this coaJ, to which space no air is admitted.

coke-plate (kok'plat), n. 1. Tin-plate, the
sheet-iron base for which is made of iron re-

fined with coke as a fuel, as distinguished
from charcoal-plate.— 2. Iron plate made
from puddled iron, which is inferior to char-

coal-plate.

coke-scrubber (k6k'skrub"er), n. An appa-
ratus filled with coke moistened with oil, used
to purify street gas, which is forced through it.

W. L. Dibdin, Public Lighting, p. 132. '

coking-plate (ko'king-plat), n. The dead-plate

;

a plate at the door of a furnace which uses
bituminous coal, on which the fresh coal is

placed and allowed to coke before being spread
on the fire.

coking-stoker (k6'king-st6"k6r), n. A me-
chanical stoker or device for firing a furnace,

which permits the fuel to coke before feeding

it to the grate, thus burning the fuel with
little or no smoke.
COky (ko'ki), a. [coke + -^l.] Like coke;
porous in structure from partial fusion and
escape of volatile matter : said of the residue

from charring certain kinds of bituminous
coal. Sadtler, Handbook of ludust. Chem.,

p. 359.

col, n. 2. A name given by Abercromby in

1887 to the region on a weather-map between
two anticyclones, where the isobars show a
connecting neck or narrow region of lower
pressure analogous to the col that affords a
passage from one mountain peak to its neigh-

bor: not to be confounded with a trough or

an area of low pressure.

cola^ (ko'la), n. [Also Icola; W. Afr., given
also in otter forms, as holla, leorra, gorra,

goora.2 1. A tree of the family Sterculiacese,

Bichea acuminata {Cola acuminata of Schott
and Endlicher), which yields the cola-nut.

%ee cola-nut.—2. [NL.] Any tree of the genus
Bichea, which includes about 40 species of

tropical African sterculiaceous trees having
entire or lobed leaves and axillary clusters of

unisexual or polygamous flowers.

colaborer, colabourer (k6-la'bor-6r), n. A
fellow-laborer; a colleague.

COlacobiosis (kol'-'a-ko-bi-o'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kj6%a^ {iw%aK-), 'flatterer, + piuaa, living.]

A form of social symbiosis, or symbiosis be-

tween two colonies of ants of different species,

one of which is parasitic on the other species

;

permanent social parasitism. Wheeler, 1901.

colacobiotic (kol"a-ko-bi-ot'ik), a. Of or per-

taining to colacobiosis.

COlalgia (ko-lal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. koTmv,

colon, -I- alyo^, pain.] Pain in the colon.

colander, n. 2. A perforated hemispherical

vessel used in casting shot. XJre.

colanine (ko'la-nin), n. [Also holanime ; < cola^

+ -ine^.] A " substance obtained from the

cola-nut. It is probably a mixture of caffein tannate

and a little theobromine tannate, and is used as a seda-

tive in cases of seasickness.

cola-red (ko'la-red), n. The red coloring-mat-

ter of cola-nut, formedby the oxidation of eola-

taunic acid.

cold-spot

colcbic (kol'chik), a. lcolchic(um).] Derived
from eolehicum ColcMc acid, an amorphous acid.

CjgHisOsNiT, obtained from colchiceine by heating it

wifli concentrated hydrochloric acid, which removes two
methyl groups.

COlcMceine (kol-chis'e-in), n. [_colchic(um) +
-e- + -iMe2.] A colorless, crystalline, slightly

bitter alkaloid, C21H23NO6+ i^z^, contained
in meadow-saffron {Colchicum autwmnale).

COlchyte, cholchyte (kol'kit), n. [Prop, chol-

chyte; = P. colchyte, < Gr. x<>^X^'''lS, a word
found in pi. in papyri, with a fem. ;i:o^jtiTid£f,

pi., and explained as Egyptian, but prob. an
error for *xoaxvT^s, < Gr. xo^, a pouring out, a
drink-offering, libation, + x^rnc, a pourer, <

xeiv, pour. See Van Herwerden, Lex. grsecum
supplet. et dial., 1902, p. 903.] A funeral di-

rector in ancient Egypt; one who provided
liturgical services. Wilkinson.

COlcol (kol'kol), n. [California Indian.] The
shells of Olivella, which are strung and used
as money by certain California Indians.

cold. I. a Cold plague, (a) A form of pernicious

malarial fever in which death occurs during the cold

stage. (M Epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis in horses.

—Cold pole. See *pole2.—Cold rays. See *rayi.—
—Cold-rigor point, the degree of cold (0° C.) at which
a cell loses ite iiritability.- Cold-Stage, the chill in ma-
larial fever.— Cold test, (a) The determination of the

temperature at which a gradually cooled sample of oil,

especially lubricating oil, solidifies either wholly or partly.

(6) The testing of the ductility of iron and steel bars and
plates by bending, while cold, to a certain angle, 90°, both
with and across the grain, to determine nh^ither this can
be done without fractme.—Cold walL See -kwalll.

II. n Foleofcold. See *j)oie2.—strangers' cold,
a catarrh which attacks the inhabitants of certain remote
islands whenever they are visited by ships.

cold-blast (kold'blast), n. and a. I. n. 1. A
blast of air that has not been heated.—3. A
blast that has been cooled by artificial means.

II. a. Using an unheated blast or one that has
been cooled.

colder (kol'dfer), n. [Also colder, caiilder,

cholder, chaulder ; origin unknown.] 1. The
husk or refuse of threshed wheat.—2. Rubbish
from old buildings. [Prov. Bng. in both uses.]

cold-expressed (kold'eks-prest*), a. Same as
cold-drawn.

cold-frame (kold'fram), n. A small glass-

covered structure, and the bed of earth which
it covers, used for starting plants in the
spring, or to receive plants transplanted from
hotbeds or greenhouses, or to carry semi-hardy
plants over winter. It differs from a hotbed in that
there is no heat in the soil except that which accumulates
from the sun's rays.

cold-riveting (kold'riv"et-ing), n. The pro-
cess of heading-over rivets without first heat-
ing them. This is done only with rivets not
over three eighths of an inch in diameter.

cold-rolled (kold'rold), a. Rolled while cold,

instead of at a red heat; specifically, noting a
metal which has become brittle from excessive
rolling or hammering.
cold-rolling (kold'roPing), n. The process of
rolling iron and steel plates or rods while
they are cold, a smooth, finished surface is attained,
resistant to abrasion, and needing no subsequent machin-
ing.

cold-saw (kold'sSi), n. A saw for cutting cold
metals; especially, a power sawing-machine
used in cutting iron beams, rods, rails, etc.
Such machines employ heavy circular saws driven at high
speeds, the metals to be cut being clamped to a table and
fed to the saw. In some machines the saw is fed to the
metal. Steel disks driven at very high speeds are also
used in place of saws, and are called frietimv-disks. In
some smaller machines band-saws are used. There is

also a metal-sawing machine which employs a recipro-
cating saw resembling a hack-saw. The large machines
are also called cold-saw cutting-offmachines. See milling
-kgaw.

cold-sawing (k61d's3."ing), n. The process of

sawing cold metal with a circular saw or cold-
saw.
cold-shortness (kold'shdrt'nes), n. Brittle-

ness when cold : a condition of wrought iron,

steel, or other metal, in which the metal, on
account of its brittleness, cannot be worked
when cold without fracture or cracking at the
edges. Compare red-shortness.

cold-shoulder (kold'shoF'der), V. t. To "give
the cold shoulder' to; treat with studied
coldness, indifference, or neglect.

C0ld-S0ld.ering (k61d'sod"er-ing), n. A process
of amalgamating metallic substances by the
aid of mercury, a hard amalgam, made of 5 or 6

parts of pure silver, 3 or 4 parts of tin, and from 3 to 5

per cent, of bismuth, is melted and cast into ingots,

which are then reduced to fine filings. The filings are

mixed, as required, with enough mercury to form a stiff

paste which hai'dens in about an hour.

cold-spot (kold'spot), n. In physiol, a spot

upon the skin which is sensitive to cold, tjut



cold-spot

insensitive to pressure, pain, or warmth: also
termed a cold-point.

The waim-spots ai-emore difficult of identification tlian
the cold-spots. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol.. I. ii. 82.

cold-ulcer (k61d'ul''s6r), n. An iiloer on a
finger or toe, resembling a chilblain, but due
to interference with the local blood-circula-
tion.

COlein (ko'le-in), n. iCoU{iis) + -irfi.'] A
purple-red resinous compound, C^qHioOs,
obtained from the leaves of Coleus Blumei.
coleopod (ko'lf-o-pod), n. [NL. coleopodium,
< Grr. /coAtiif, sheath, -I- Troiig (Trod-), foot.] In-
certain myriapods, one of the accessory struc-
tures which form a sheath for the phaUopods
or essential parts of the external reproductive
apparatus.
coleopodium (k6"le-o-p6'di-um), re.

;
pi. co-

leopodia (a,). [NL.": "see *coteqpod.] The pe-
culiarprotoplasmic process extruded by certain
diatoms and believed by some to be the means
of locomotion in these plants.

coleopterin (kol-e-op'te-rin), n. [coleopter +
-m2.] A red pigment found in the wing-
covers of beetles.

coleopterology (kol-e-op-te-rol'o-ji), n. [Cole-
optera + Gr. -^yia: see -ology.'i The science
of Coleoptera : a branch of entomology.
Goleosporium (ko'lf-o-spo'ri-um), n. [NL.
(L6veiU6, 1847), < Gr.' lio^Sg, a sheath, -1- airopd,

seed (Spore) .] Agenus ofuredineous fungi hav-
ing the sacidia usually produced on the leaves
of conifers, and the uredospores and teleuto-
spores on other hosts. The teleutoapores form soft,

reddish, waxy sori and terminate while attached to the
host. C. Senecionis produces Its teleutospores on species
of Senecio, and its secidia on Pinus sylvestris.

Goleroa (kol-f-ro'a), ». [NL. (Babenhorst,
1851).] A genus of parasitic pyrenomycetous
fungi having membranous or thin, leathery
?erithecia furnished with radiating bristles,
he spores are ovoid, two-celled, hyaline, and greenish

or brownish yellow. C. Chset&mium attacl^ the leaves of
species of Hubus in Europe.

colic, n— Oopper-COllC, a odic, analogous to lead-colic,
arising from chronic copper-poisoning.— Crapulent
colic, a colic resulting from overeating.—Menstrual
colic, pain in the abdomen due to obstruction to the tree
flow of the menstrual blood.—Pancreatic colic, pain in
the abdomen due to obstruction in the excretory duct of
the pancreas.— Saburral colic, pain attending intestinal
indigestion.— Uterine colic, a colicky pain supposed to
be due to slight muscular contractions of the non-gravid
uterus.

colica, n. 2. Colic—Collca metallica, oolica
sicca. Same as lead-colie.

colic-weed (kol'ik-wed), n. The squirrel-corn,
BikukuUa Canadensis; also, less frequently,
the dutchman's-breeches, S. Cucullaria, and
species of Capnoides.
colicwort (kol'ik-w6rt), n. 1. The colic-root,
Aletris farinosa.— 3. The parsley-piert, Alche-
milla arvensis.

colitis, »•—Amoebic colitis. See iramcebic.

coll. An abbreviation (a) of college; (6) of col-

legiate.

CoUaemia (ko-le'mi-a), re. [NL., < Gr. (cdA^o,

glue, -H ai/M, blood.] The presence of uric

acid in colloidal form in the blood.

collage (ko-lazh'), re. [P., < eoller, glue, clarify

with gelatin, < colle, < Gr. KS/ika, glue.] The
process of clearing wine by means of isinglass

or gelatin.

colla parte (kol'lapar'te). [It., ' with the part.']

In music, a direction for the accompaniment to

foUow the tempo of a soloist or leading singer

or player. In vocal music also expressed by
colla voce.

CoUaps, !' and H. A simplified spelling of col-

lapse.

collar, n., 2. (g) (4). A deposit of shell matter about

the siplional fujinels in some of the cephalopod moUuslcs.

(ft) In plumbing, a cone or ring on a pipe to check the flow

ofmelted solder.— CoUar- and Ctlff-shaper, a combined
turning- and shaping-machine, made in several forms, all

essentially bending-rolls adapted to starched fabrics ; a
coUai-turner and -shaper.— Compensating COUar, an

annular ring or collar placed on the spindle of a drilling-

machine, between thefeed-screw and the grooved spindle,

to form proper bearing-surfaces, and by the adjustment

of which the wear of the collars and spindles can be taken

up.—False collar, in a harness, a broad piece of soft

leather cut to fit the horse's neck. It is worn under a

round collai' to equalize the pressure upon the necliu

collar, V. t. 5. In cricket, to become complete

master of (the bowling) : said of the batsman.

[Slang.]— 6. Tolayholdof; 'nab': take pos-

session of; io. foot-ball, to tackle. [Slang.]

\ gentleman has a glass of punch before him . . ., when
another gentleman comes and collars that glass of punch,

without a " with your leave. " Dickens, Xich. Nickleby, xv.

collar-bearing (kol'ar-bar''ing), re. A bearing

for taking the end thrust on a shaft, made by

j4, collarino; S, guarter-round or
echinus; C, coussinet.
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forming or fastening a collar on the shaft and
using one face of the collar as the bearing-
surface.

collar-bound (kol'ar-bouud), a. In mach.,
cramped between collars ; so caught by collars
as to make rotation difficult or impossible.
Engine-shafts are sometimes collai'-bound by the heating
of bearings that run between collars.

collaret, n. 3. In zodl. : (a) In certain goni-
atite cephalopods of Devonian age, one of a
series of swellings in the shell which ap-
parently represent successive positions of the
stoma or shell-aperture. (6) The circle of
tentacles in sea-anemones.
collar-gage (kol'ar-gaj), n. A hollow cylinder
for testing the size of a cylindrical piece.

collar-gall (kol'ar-g&l), n. An indolent raw
sore appearing oii the shoulders of horses as a
result of the irritation causedby an improperly
fitting collar.

CoUargol (ko-lar'gol), n. [Gr. K6Ua, glue, -I-

a.py(vpog), silver, -I- -ol.J A trade-name for a
non-irritant combination of silver with proteid
material (colloidal silver), intended for surgical
use. Nature, March 26, 1903, p. 503.

collar-heart (kol'Sr-hart), n. Kaut, a heart-
block which has one large hole in the center
and a groove aroimd the circumference, and
is open at the end opposite the lanyard.
collarino, re. 2.
The cylindrical
part of any deco-
rative capital.
Thus the more elab-
orate Ionic style, as
in the Erechtheum
at Athens, has a
broad band decorated
with anthemlons be-
low the coussinet and
between the volutes,
and this is some-
times caUed collar-
ino.

collar-nut (kol'ar-nut), re. A nut having a
cylindrical collar at one end. The collar is de-
signed to- provide a suitable bearing-surface and also to
prevent a bur which has been formed on the comers of the
nut fi-om cutting into the end of the piece which bears
against the nut.

collar-pad (kol'ar-pad), re. A piece of sole-
leather or metal shaped to fit a horse's neck
under the top end of the collar.

collar-palm (kol'ar-pam), ». A tool used by
horse-collar makers for shaping the collar. It

is of iron bent in the shape of a double elbow.
collar-pore (kol'Sr-por), re. A ciliated tube,
or pore, connecting the cavity of the collar of
JBalanoglossus with the first gill-slit. Parker
and Haswell, ZoSlogy, II. 2.

Collateral power, in law, a power in which the donee
has no estate in the land subject to the power.

COUaterate (ko-lat'e-rat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

collaterated, ppr. cottaterating. [collater{al) +
-ate^.J To use or pledge as collateral security.

[Recent.]
collation, re. 12, (a) In iibliog., detailed com-
parison of a book with a perfect copy, usually
by specifying, by signature-marks or other in-

dications, the number of leaves (blank as well
as printed) and detachable plates or maps,
present or absent, in the copy examined, as
compared with a perfect copy. The process is

usual in the case of all valuable books, especially old ones,
it being a highly probable assumption that any book in
hand is imperfect. (6) In bookbinding, the ex-
amination of the folded sections (signatures)
of a book for the purpose of discovering omis-
sions or misplacements of sections.

coUationarjr (ko-la'shon-a-ri), a. and re. I. a.

Of or pertaining to cdilation (in some sense).
—Collationary Fathers, apparently, a religious soci-
ety, so called ; but perhaps a feigned name imder which
Erasmus veiled an allusion to the proselyting orders or
priests of the Koman church.

They were placed in a house of Collationary Fathers.
Except from this account of Erasmus, I never heard of
these people, nor can learn auy more about them. Eras-
mus says that they were a community who had nests all

over Glu-istendom, and made their living by netting prose-
lytes for the regular orders. Their bnsiuess was to catch
in some way superior lads, tlureaten them, frighten them,
beat them, crusli their spirits, tame them, as the process
was called, and break them in for the cloister.

Froude, Erasmus, p. 7.

II. re. A collationary father. See above.
The Franciscans and Dominicans admitted that without

the Collationaries' help their oi'ders would die out.
Frovde, Erasmus, p. 7.

colla voce (kol'la vo'che). [It., 'with the
voice.'] Li music, a direction for a singer to
follow the tempo of the leading singer. See
*coUa parte.

collect, V. t. 4. In horsemanship, to gain con-

CoUeri

trol (of a horse) and bring it into a position
where it has proper command of its powers.

By a judicious use of the curb rein, you collect a tired

horse: . . . You draw his hind-legs under him, throw
him upon his haunches, and render him less liable to fall

even on his weary oi- weak fore-legs.

Art of Training Horses, viii. A. E. D.

Collecting-hairs. See *hair^.

collection, «. 8. In logic, many independent
or discrete objects regarded as a single object
composed of these objects, in this sense 'many'
is to be taken as including the case of a single object re-

garded as being composed of itself alone. The modern
logicomathematical science of multitude (often called
the theory^ of cardinal numbers) relates to the magnitudes
of collections.

9. A plural object; an individual object whose
existence consists in the existence of whatever
indi-vdduals may have been mentally connected
and regarded as parts of it. Different logicians and
mathematicians have different objects in mind in speak-
ing of a ' collection, ' without always recognizing that they
are at cross-purposes. Most logicians are in the hs^t of

thinking of objects as they would be if they werefreal,
so that each is assumed to be in itself definitely distin-

guished from every other. With them, the identity of a
collection lies in the identity of its individual members

;

so that whatever metamorphoses the different individuals
might undergo, as long as their identities were conserved,
that of the collection would remain. But if an individual
member is destroyed or a new one created, a different
collection is produced, though the definition of the class
(which is a coUection recognized as consisting of whatever
existent objects possess a certain common character) may
be unchanged. Most writers on piu-e mathematics, on
the other hand, are in the habit of studying objects that
are purely hypothetical, without any consideration of
whether any such objects exist. These objects, being
mere creatures of thought, possess only such individu-
ality as is determinately predicated of them. They are
what the logicians term 'indesignate individuals,' a name
which falls to recognize the extrinsic, superimposed char-
acter of their individuality. A mathematician, for ex-
ample, will think of a collection consisting of a dot, of
a dot expressly supposed to be other than the former, and
of a dot expressly supposed to be neither of the others.
These dots, being mere creatures of thought, are entirely
alike as long as they are not thought as unlike. But be-
ing expressly supposed to be eacli other than either of
two, so they necessarily are in tlieir hypothetical being.
Thus the mathematician's collection, being a mere crea-

ture of thought, changes its identity as soon as it is al-

tered at all, unless it be expressly supposed to remain the
same collection. The logician's collection is also created
by thought, but it is thought to exist in the real existence
of its individual members. Thus the logician's collection
has a derived existence distinct from its essence, which lat-

ter lies in the intention of the act of thought which severs
the universe into two portions, the one to form the inside
and the other tlie outside of the collection. Accordingly,
a logician's collection may contain but a single member
with which the collection is identical in existence, al-

though its essence refei-s also to everything excluded.
So, too, if to the question, '-What is in this box?' the an-
swer be, ' Nothing,' this word, as a reply to that question,
signifies the essence of a collection, namely of the one
sole logical collection which has no existence.

Collective baigallllng, in poHt. econ., the determuiation
of wages and conditions of employment by agreements
between an employer or a group of employers on the one
hand, and a Ijody of employees, acting in concert, on the

• other. In its simplest form it may be merely the deter-
mination of wages, etc., by agreement between a single
employer and an informal union of his employees. More
often it is extended to practically all the shops of one in-
dustry in a city or district, and sometimes in an entire
country, as in the cotton-spinning industry in England
and the glass-blowing industry in the United States.

—

Collective snggestion, telesis. See irsuggestUm, *tel-
esis.

CoUecti-vistic (ko-lek-ti-vis'tik), a. Pertaining
or related to or accordant with collectivism.

In order to promote the realization of the ideal collecti-
vistic state, Marxists are ready . . to become the ser-
vants and supporters of capital.

Athenaum, July 7, 1894, p. 24.

collector, «. 8. [pJ.] Same as collecting-*hairs.—9. In the manufacture of artificial silk, a
device for collecting and coalescing several
collodion filaments from the spinning-ap-
paratus, and then winding them upon bobbins.
college, re—^Agricultural college. See*agriculturai.
—College settlement. See *settlement.—Coi]l6g6
widow, a woman residing in a college town who is as-
sumed to have received the attentions of students of sev-
eral successive classes, but remains unmarried. [Slang.]
—Land-grant college, one of those colleges of the
United States, which, under the Land Grant Act of 1862,
and the supplementary law of 1890, received grants of
land and money for the education of young farmei-s.

CoUemaces (kol-e-ma'se-e), re. pi. [NL., <
Collema + -acex.'i The now preferred form
for the name of the lichen family Colleniei
(which see).

CoUembolan (ko-lem'bo-lan), a. and re. I, a.

Pertaining to or ha-nng the characters of the
Colletubola.

II. re. One of the CoUembola.
COUenchyma, n.—Bast-coUencbyma. See -kbastl.

OoUeri (kol'e-ri), «.; pi. Colleries (-riz). One of
a race occupying the country south of Trichi-
nopoli, formerly so predatory that the word
came to be the equivalent of ' thief ' in that
region.
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Colletotrichum (kol-e-tot'ri-kum), n. [NL. There are three kinds of instrumentality which are the Collotype would have done more justice to the ' Alpha-
(Corda, 1837),soealled'frointheelTltinousehar- "lost active in the production of this effect [a continuous bet of Death' and the Old Testament wood-cuts than the

anf.Br nf +ho ho^i-i: • / n- „ 11 / i J J. and consistent signification in the parts of a sentence], line process which has been employed,acier oi ine nairs
, ^ trr. /coAA^yrdc, glued, + xhe first of these is collocation, or the relative position Mhenxum, Dec. 19, 1903, p. 832.

npi^{jpiX-), nair.J A genus of melanconiaeeous of words. . . . This ... we call .. . flat or collocative a \ •
i. c- u u-n j

liungi having the fructifications (sporodoehia) syntax. j. Earle, Philol. Eng. Tongue, f IT 632, 563. « * pnit trom a photographically prepared

SLtroptt. "xK^^fa^fS^'^lJ'TnX'air-of
|^^«*«^-."otingacting prbcess in whichthe ^^J't^i^^u^tirs^" proLs^^^^^

light^colored in mass. A number of tUspeciesTrodu?e
f^°^„^*'.^^

^"^^^"^ 0° SJass or paper consists of
coUoxylin, CoUoxyline (ko-lok'si-lin), n. [Gr.

serious diseases of cultivated plants. C. eos83,j«i attacks collodion impregnated With Sliver eWorld. K6?^uAue+^oxv(aen) + -l-+ in'i\ Samethe cotton-plant. See *aniAramose o/ coJfo». COUodiOgelatln (ko-16"di-6-J€l'a-tin), a. In ^b C^' ^t^,^L ^ ^^^ ^ ' *" •-' ^^'^^
CoUlCUlate (ko-hk'u-lat), a. [NL. *coiJicttJate, p/io%., noting a process in which a plate

as pr/ro^j^te.

< L. colUculus, a little hill: see colliculus.'] coated with washed collodion emulsion is im- PoUuctatlon, n. 3. An agitation or disturb-

Haymg small eminences. mersed in a solution of gelatin, casein, or ^°<'® °^ ™® particles of a substance. [Rare.]

COUldone (kol'i-don), n. [collidiin) + -one.] A a similar substance, to perfect the film; or a Natural Baths, or Hot-Springs, do not owe their Heat
basic substanceTelated to colUdine. plate coated with washed coflodion emulsion *° ""^ Colluctation or Effervescence of the Minerals in

COUieri, n.-CoUier-a stomach, motor weakness of is washed with hot water and covered with a "'^"'- ^- '•"'""'«""<'. Nat, Hist, of the Earth, iii. i6i.

ff«?lf»^wioi"'+i^''"^'""^a *; *; thin film o£ rapid gelatin emulsion. coUuvial (ko-lu'vi-al), o. Icolluvies + -an.-\

n^nW?n« r^^^f
See*plant-louse. collodion, «. -Albuminized coUodion, collodion Belonging to or composed of coUuvies; con-

comgaxion, n. a. in psycnol., a torm ot men- which has been treated with a clear aqueous solution of sistins of alluvium in part and also containing
tal connection or association m which the con- egg-albumin, and then separated from the white precipi- anffiilfli- frajmiPTitR nf fhe nrimTial ropbs • pon
stituent elements, after combination, are as ta^te.-Bllsterliig coUodlon, the collodmm cantharida. \^i^I^F^i^^M^^iSm
distinct as Cor pvfin mni-fi rlistinft tViatil thnv *"™ °^ ^^^ ^- ^- Pharmacopceia.—Cantharidal collo- trastea witn auuvmi antt ailuviai.
aisunct as (.or even more aistmet tnan; tliey dlon, a preparation of collodion containing the clilorofor- CoUvbia (ko-lib'i-a) n [NL CEndlieherwere or would be m isolation. mic Extract of 60 parts cantharides in iM parts of the 1831^ go named fr^m the flat circular nileus-
Simultaneous color contrast may serve as a typical in- finished liquid.-Caustlc collodion, a solution of corro- y^^h ^9,?^?^^'^ trom tne nat circular pueus

,

stance of coiKsation. sive sublimate in collodion.—CoUodlon emulsion. See < wr. KOMvpog, a coin.] A large genus 01
0. Kiilpe (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 21. *emM««o»i.— Collodion sac method, a method of in- white-spored agarics, having a fibrUlose stem

CoUigative (ko-lig'a-tiv), a. Pertaining to or ^riJSpo'stdTiSlSMSogCs'' rp^^^^^^^
without volva or annulus and the gills

etfectmg colligation CoUigative properties, in alyzers), introduced into the peritoneal cavity of an ani- ii^ostiy aanate. C. radtcata is a very common and

i)%s. oftem., properties which depend only on numbers mal. Med. Record, April 4, 1903, p. 622.— Collodion widely distnbuted species occurring m woodlands, and
of molecules : contrasted with additive and with consti- transfer, in pholog., a finished picture produced in a col- producing a long, root-like extension of the stem.

tutive properties. lodion film on glass which by suitable preparation and CollyriteS(kol-i-ri'tez), K. [NL., < Gr.KO/l/l«pi?,

But of the purposes served by the colligatim properties, !'™?J"8 ""11™!^"°^?^!™™ '^^ ^'^^^
^i?.'^

transferred
g, loaf of bread!' + -ites, E. 4te^.'] A genus of

StLfefiSe^iS^d^TcTeSl^VgL'^^^^^^^^^^^^ JrseSa™^SffSro?^.i!!r-"^l^!iJirc'offl^^ spatangoid Euecnvnoidu, or sea-urchins, hav-

to be of thlvery widlst aopUcation
collodion with the addition of castor-oil and Canada tur- mg the apical system disconnected, the bivium

Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sei.,\m.,v-'^i- Sf°'™^-
.After the evaporation of the ether the coUodion and trivium widely separated, and periproct

.• i . ^ rr, , ,/ ,. .
film remains soft and pliable owing to the addition. -Me- i^natpmnr- i->rn\naV nf fha fumWrr r^Uiirifiilir

collimate, «. «. 2. To render the Ime passing thyllccoUodlon, in jjftotoj;., collodion made by the use of
posterior, typical ot toe ramiiy oouyntzaee

through the optical center of the object-glass methylio instead of ethylic alcohol.-Styptic collodion, and very abundant in the Jurassic and Creta-

of a telescope and the middle wire of its reti- „^^f'*^***f- ^, .^^ ^, , „
''eousroeks.

,, ^ ,,,
onlB a+rintlv T.BT-TiPTi(Hr>iilnv (nr anmBtimpa Collodlonlzed paper, paper coated with a film ot collo- coUywest (koli-west), aflv. [Also coUeywest,

^arallllfto the^aSs on whL^^^^^
dion.^aotographs so covered may then be painted with fco^Le.t] Same as coUywestJh. [Prov.Eng.]

turns: usually by the aid of a collimator, or collographic (kol-o-graf'ik), a. Of or per- CoUyweston (kol-i-wes'ton), n. [Appar. from
of star-observations in reversed positions of taining to the collograph or to coUography.— the name of a person.] 1. In the phrase

the instrument. CoUographle process. Same as *oo;iosrop%. It's all along of Colly Weston,' said when
CoUimationaxis. Same as Zweo/co^ZiraaiJon. coUography (ko-log'ra-fi), n. 1. The mani- anythinggoes wrong.— 2. Nonsense.—3. Op-

CoUimator, n.-noatlng collimator, a small tele- folding of a writing or'doeument by means of position. [Prov. il-ng. m all uses.]

scope attached to an iron float which swims in mercury. tj,e eollograph.—2 The art or practice of CoUyweston (kol-i-wes'ton), adv. [Also col-

I^'^^^lT^^l\^Te^^Vo^i^^-^m^T^a making pSnt^fromphotogrraphicallyprepared «^t.e«to», co%«,mo», co«ii;,«es«, ^aiJei/t.e*t, etc.;

the collimating telescope points downward through the pnuting-surfaees of gelatin. There are two trom tHe noun.J In an opposite direction

;

center of the ring. processes, known as heliotype and ^collotype often as an adjective, contrary, contradictory.

coUinal (kol'i-nal), a. IcoUine + -aZi.] Re- (which see), analogous in principle but differ- i^rov. Eng.]
lating or pertaining to a eolline. ent in details. Colo. The official abbreviation of Colorado.

Verrill refers to cases of apparent exothecal budding CoUoldal metals, metals in a peculiar condition of ex- COloboma, »—Bridge coloboma, a defect in the iris

on the collinai ridges of Meandra. treme subdivision, in which they remain for an indeflnite by which it is divided into two by a thin band of normal
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov., 1902, p. 391. ti„,e suspended or dissolved in water, and often present Ms tissue.—ColObOma palpebras, a fissure dividing the

eolline, M. 2. In ^0d7., one- of the ridges of a colors quite different from those exhibited by the same eyelid vertically

meandriform coral. Sul^MvlS'espeSlyXdTk^ta thTcS^^^^^
ColoccntesiS (kol' o-sen-te 'sis) n. [NL., < Gr.

/•nllinpar I a - CoUlnear relatlonshln a geo-
»"™ ?!,™

"ee" especiajiy stuaiea m this conaition.
kiSAov, colon, -I- Kfvnymf, puncture.] In surg.,

^'mS Jelationship "etwe'^n^o portimS oftpace sS cplloidize (kol'oi-^z), V. t.) pret and pp ccl- puncture of the colon to ^ve egress to retained
that each point, linl, and plane in the one has one and h)id%zed, ppr. collotdizing. [colloid + -ise.] To gageg.
but one corresponding point, line, or plane in the other, produce colloidal or jelly-like structure, as in ,,./,,-,,/. s rr, ,^ ,

The object-space of a lens and the image-space corre- tj^g incorporation of guncotton with nitrogly-
COIOCOIIC (J£01-o-KOi m,a. iy,v. K6Am colon,

sponding to it aie thus coUinearly related
;
every pointin '"!=

' andNTseiine or camnhor in the manu- "^ '^^''' *'°'°"' "*" ''^"'^ Pertamiugto two non-
the latter being the image and only image ot some point eenii and vaseline or campnor in tne manu-

contiguous portions of the colon,
in the former. facture of smokeless powder. ° ^

II « A trade-name of a variety of *anastiK- coUop, M. 3. A rounded fold of flesh, as on When a colectomy is impossible because of the site of
"*, u- 1. \ or,Tv.Q irpi-CT fdt Qniryialo the Icsioo, as, for instancc, lu the splcnic flexurc, au aiias-

mat (which see). some very tat animals. ,•,.,•, tomosis is indicated, either coio-coiic or ileo-sigmoid.

coUinearity (ko-lm-e-ar'i-ti), n. [colUnear + coUoped (kol opt), a. Having rounded folds Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 15, 1903, p. 102.

-it^.^ The quality or fact of being collinear, of flesh, as a very fat animal. N. E. D. „„i„„„i„„*„„_ n ^m/- ^ ^^ >*- ^\ rr.

that is costfaight CoUophore (kol'o-for), n. [Gr. K6Xka, glue, -I-
colocolostomy (kol"9-koI-os'to-mi), n. [Gr

COlltaearfy (ko4in'e-ar-li), adv. In a collinear -^pog, < ^^p«v, bear.]' In entom.., the Central f^'
<=olo°. +,?^,^'*. "ol^- + '^-^'^«. ™outh.]

orSaight mannlr" tube of the Collemhola. I"
«»''fi':! estabhshment of a permanent com-

11- _. 1

mauuei.
, „„„„.„ ^, . munication between two non-contiguous por-

COllingual, a. II. n. A person who spealiS tne ^.^^^ ,.m.„ga out to be specimens of Podura aguatica, tions of the colon
same language as another. > commonly called "Spring-tails," a low type of insect life, -,4.^ p„™r,«n«.i ».,«,..„+ ^f „„i„„™».h

In hri»f fh» trih»i r»intinn« nf the Seri seem alwavs to in which the mouth parts have degenerated, land] a coUo- COlOCyntn, ».-Componnd extract Of colocynth.
In brief, the tribal relations ot tne »eii seem always to

, .iK-ker has rteveloned on the ventral side of the a brown cathartic powder made by melting purified aloes
have been antipathetic, especiaUy toward the aboriginal P^Ty-°l

"""'^^' ^"^
^^wledv! Nov 1903 p 269 16 P^rts, adding alcohol 10 parts, soap 14 pirts, extract of

tribes of alien blood, in somewhat less measure towaid abdomen. Knowledge, Noy., I90d, p. Z5».
colocynth 16 parts, and resiu of scammony 14 pSts; heating

Caucasians, and in least— yet still considerable— degree „»i1q™ j^ abbreviation of colloquial. to 120° C. until homogeneous; cooling; adding cardamom

g^u'^Ss"'''''^"^?.."'!^^!^r.S.'"iSi,T\^ COllo5uialisni,». 2. Colloquial style, quality, l£^,i^,^^^^,^J^,?Zl°t?^J^:''''
Oollinson's flower. The horse-balm, ColUn- °^ ^],\^|«

= ^f•(;;fjEjrr"^ colo-enteritis (koKo-en-te-n'tis), n. [Gr.
sonia Canadensis. __ii„4.„«s„.i /i,„i ;^ +,^,.5,1' m rfti. rA77n crino /cii/t.oi', colon, -I- NL. e»tenfe.] Inflammation
COlUquescence (kol-i-kwes'ens), n. [NL. "col-

'"f-^^^^^^f-^^^^^f'^^^'+^^.f^^ fZl of both the large and the small intestine.
liquescertUa<h.colUquescere^\>e^ome^uxA<

ttlUnfalffid fSfn small amount inX (ko-log'a-rithm), n. The loga-
com-, together, + liquescere, become fluid

:
see l^nf^rnXosracemosa "thm of the reeiprSeal of a number so tafen

liquescent.-] Same as liquescence. cXCf(kol '6 tipH [Gr. ^d^a, glue, -I- that the mantissa is positive. The character-

*'a°SSv'?™utr^%cov\rdr5er"y%loirof

"

ri^o?, type.] 1. A^photomechanical "process istic may be positive or negative.

Si tonLtrelve^sel^uponnSie wa^^^^ by whicfi prints in ^easy ink are obtained Cologne brown. See *6ro«m.--Colo^e spirit, a trade-
coiiiBiou ueuweeu vc»oci= uF>/ s

. .
^' " ,\. „,__ „„j „„ „ T,^r.+i.,,» oii-fo/io name for common or ethyl alcohol freed with special care

collocation, ».-Collocatlons of matter, those fear from a gelatin turn usea as a pnnting-surrace. ^^^ fusel-oil or otlier disagreeably smelling impurities,

tures of the physical universe which a complete dynamic When bichromated gelatin is exposed behind a reversed j^^^ ygg^ ;„ j^g manufacture of eau de Cologne and other

explanation would leave unexplained, referring them to negative and is washed, a greasy ink will adhere only to perfumes : also frequently selected for pharmaceutical

initial conditions, namely : the positions and velocities of those places which have been affected by light. Ihis use.— Cologne yellow. See *yellow.

?JJn?tSL^^fmrt°"^*"^''"*'
—«'^--''"«"'"

S^^rploTaXc^k^^s°pUtCy^eWL| COlombiano(ko-16m-be-a'no),.. lS^.<Colon-

„„ii«oI,+t/«ral /tnl SkS'shon-al) a [coUoca- parchment paper also serve) for supporting the gelatin, 6«o (see def.) : see CoZom6M».] A Silver com
collocational (kol-9-kash_9na^^^ P,^ ^ ^^^y ^^is glass witf. a slUcate, or an ^bumin of Colombia, of the value of 8 reales.
tion + -al.^ Of or pertaining XO coiiocanon.

gdntion, which is dried, as a substratum for the gelatin. „,,.',, ,„ /, „ft„„ r'^i,,^},^,^

In the collocational stage of syntax, the chief means More prints can then be run off. The surface of the de- COlon^ (ko-lon ), n. [Named &iteT Columius,

reanrtpd to for this end wS repetition. veloped gelatin is kept moistened with a mixture ot gly- Sp. Coldn, the discoverer of America.] The
J. Earle, Philol. Eng. Tongue, V 567. cerin and water. The irik.is applied with a leather gUyerpeso ordoUarof Costa Eioa, of the value

collocative (kol'6-ka-tiv), a. [collocate + -ive]
™}J- '"Ce^^h^r^hlch tL'^^otr^e piSed mij^; of 46} cents or 100 centavos.

Based on collocation or order of arrangement

;

giazed or unglazed, and a protecting varnish may be put Colon bacillus. Same as *£aCTttM8 coK communis. See

of the nature of collocation. over the print. cut on following page.
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colon bacillus

Colon Bacillus (BacUlits coli communis) from agar culture.

Magnified looo times.
(From Buck's " Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.")

colonel, n. 2. In angling^ the name of an
artificial salmon-fly. Colonel commandant, the
chief of a brigade of artillery, engineers, or marines in
the British serrlce.

Colonel Bogie. In golf, an imaginary player
to whom is assigned, by the committee in

charge, a score against which the players have
to play.

This " Bogie " score usually represents par play over the
green, and It is made known before the competition begins,
so that each competitor knows what he has to do at every
liole. Each player counts his score at every hole, and if

he holes out at that particular hole in fewer strokes, or in
the same number, or in more than the appointed number,
he wins, halves, or loses the hole to "Bogie," as the case
may be. At the end of the game the number of holes won
from "Bogie" are placed against those lost to "Bogie"
and the player who is the greatest number of holes up or
the fewest down wins the competition.

W. Park, Game of Golf, p. 13.

colonial. I. a>—colonial ^oose,' a boned leg of
mutton stuffed with sage and onions. [Australia.]

H. TC. 2, pi. Colonial products, securi-
ties, etc.

colonialism, w. 3. The colonial principle or
system: as, British colonialism works well.

Dicey.

colonialist (ko-lo'ni-al-ist), n. One who favors
colonialism or the colonial principle,

colonic (ko-lon'ik), a, [Irreg. < colon + 4c,
The normal adj. is colic,2 delating to the
colon. Bicckj Med. Handbook, I. 14.

colony, n, , 4. (c) a circumscribed aggregation of bac-
teria of the same species in artificial culture.

6, In sodoLf a group of individuals of like na-
tures or having a common interest, living by
themselves as a self-sufficient social organiza-
tion.

Many schemes have been suggested sach as that car-

ried out by the Salvation Army, for giving such men work
in a labour colony ; but as yet no scheme offers a solution.

Sncyc. Brit, XXXIl 675.

Chartercolony. See -*cAarfer.—Doctrine ofcoloniea*
in paleon., a proposition set forth and defended by the
Bohemian paleontologist Barrande to account for the ap-
pearance of represen&tiyes of a fauna in rocks antedating
the normal horizon of that fauna. He supposed this

earlier partial appearance of a fauna to be due to the in-

cursion of its species&om an outside basin or neighboring
province tiirough the temporary breaking-down of geo-
graphical barriers, and the hypothesis involved the con-
ception tJiat the same faunas which were contemporane-
-ous in adjoining provinces may be successive in the prov-
inces independently. The invading congeries, finding
itself in an environment unpropitious for its perpetuity,

was soon extinguished, and the normal fauna resumed its

occupancy untu driven out and replaced by its permanent
successor. These ideas have been combated by other
geologists, and the phenomena involved in the Bohemian
basin have been for the most part accredited to displace-

ments by faulting ; but it is now conceded that the fun-
damental conceptions involved in the theory are true for

any normal succession of faunas, the culminant develop-

ment of any fauna being preceded or heralded by the ap-

pearance of detached bodies of that fauna in the rocks
before the earlier dominant fauna has departed. Such
premature appearances have been termed prenuncial
faunas.

COlopexy (kol-o-pek'si), n. [Gr. k67mv, colon,

H- TTsy^/f, a fixing.] In surg., an operation for

the attachment of a too movable portion of

the colon to the abdominal wall.

colophan (kol'o-fan), n. [colophon(y) + -aw.]

An amorphous' resin obtained from elemi.

Oolophene camnhor. See ^camphor.

colopMlene (kol'6-fi-len), n. lcoloph(ene) +
-il + -ewe.] A hydrocarbon of uncertain iden-

tity, formed by treating colophene hydrochlo-

rid with barium hydroxid.

COlpplLOnin (kol'o-fo-nin), n. leolophon(y) +
'in^.'] A crystalline compound (colophonin

hydrate), C10H22O3 + H2O, formed when that

portion of the oil obtained by distilling colo-
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phony which boils at 103-104° C. is allowed
to stand for some days with water. The free

colophonin is also crystalline,

coloimonone (kol'o-fo-non), w. \colophon{y)
+ -one.] An oily mixture obtained by the
dry distillation of colophony.

coloproctia (kol-o-prok'ti-a), w. [Grr. Kdlov,

colon, + TTpufcrdc, anus.] ^ame as ^colostomy.

Coloptosis (kol-op-to'sis), n. [Gr. k6Xov, colon,
+ Trrwffif, falling, lapse.] Prolapse of the
colon.

Colopuncttire (kol'o-pungk-tur), n. [Gr. KdTixrv,

colon, + L. punctura, puncture.] Same as
'^colocentesis.

color, n. 18. ph In faroj a system of play
by which the cards bet upon are selected ac-
cording to the color of the first winner or first

loser.— 19. pi. The commission of ensign in
the British military service ; usually a pair of
colours.— 20. In calico-printing, any mordant
or pigment that is printed on cloth, made into
a paste by means of some thickening sub-
stance, as starch, ^m, etc.— Acidcolor.oneof an
important class of artificial dyestuffs ; so named because
they are applied in an acid bath. They are used in dyeing
and printing aHimal fibers, but are of little or no value in
the coloring of vegetable fibera.

—

Acridine color, a color
related to acridine.—Albumen colors, in textile print-
ing, colors which are held upon the fiber mechanicsdly by
means of coagulated albumen. They are, witliout excep-
tion, pigments.— Alizarin colors, a group of artificial

dyestuffs which are related to alizarin in their composition
and therefore belong to the larger group of anthracene col-

ors. They are mordant colors, polygenetic in character, and
noted for their fastness. The term issometimes en-oneously
applied to mordant dyestuffs not related to alizarin.

—

Animal color, a color of animal origin. Such colors are
derived chiefly from insects, and include such dyestuffs as
cochineal,kerme5, and lac-dye.—Anthracene color, one
of an important group of co^-tar coloring^atters directly
related to antliraceue. This group includes alizarin and
other important mordant colors.

—

Antlcryptlc COlors.
See iranticryptic.—Avsi>t&tiC COlors. See -kapatetic.—

it^OSematlC colors. See -kaposeTnatic—Az&i color,
a color related to one of the azins.

—

Azo COlOr, any
artificial dyestuff which is an azo compound, that is, which
contains one or more azo groups. The azo colors are very
extensive, and are divided into a number of subclasses.

See coal-tar colors.— Basic COlor, one of an Important
class of artificial dyestuffs, for the most part substituted
ammonias and consequently basic in character. They dye
cotton upon an acid mordant, commonly tannic acid, and
dye wool directly. They are largely used in calico-print-

ing and in the coloring of ginghams. As a class they are
very fast to washing, but not fast to light Also called

tannin colors. For specific basic colors see 'khlue, -kgreen,

•kred, etc.—Benzldme colors, aname by which the direct
cotton colors are sometimes designated, since oenzidine
is the starting-point in the preparation of many of them.
Christiansen's colors, colors produced by submerging
pieces of a clear colorless substance, such as glaas in a
colorless liquid of the same refracting power. Owing to

the different dispersion of the solid and liquid the indices

of refraction of the two are strictly identical for only
a single wave-length. For other wave-lengths there is re-

flection of light at fhe faces between solid and liquid, and
since the intensity of reflection depends on the difference

of the indices, color-effects sometimes of great beauty re-

sult— Color Index, a term used in hematology to desig-

nate the relative amount of hemoglobin contained in a red
blood-corpuscle. The index is obtained by dividing the
hemoglobin percentage by the red-corpuscle percentage.

Colors of thin plates, the colors produced by th^ inter-

ference of light reflected from the first with that reflected

from the second surface of thin layers or films of any trans-

parent substance.- Color standard, a classified assort-

ment of pigments the color constants of which are known.
Comparison with these makes it possible to designate ap-

proximately the character of other colors without deter-

mining their constante.

—

Dead COlor. (a) See dead-
coloring. (6) Color which has no reflections.-Diamine
colors. See *(iiamtne.—Diaao color, one of a class of

coal-tar coloring matters containing two azo groups, but
no more. They are for the mostp^ direct cotton colors.

— Direct cotton colors, an important group of coal-tar

colors which possess the common property of dyeing un-
mordanted cotton in a neutral or slightly alkaline salt or
soap bath. They also dye unmordanted wool in a neutral
bath, but in most cases there are faster and cheaper acid
colors which give similar results. Most of the direct cot-

ton colors are of the diazo type and are derived from tetrazo
compounds; afewai'eof thetriazotype, and astillsmaller
number of the tetrakisazo type. Several coal-tar colors of
the thiazol type also come under this head. Various names
are assigned to them by different manufacturers, such as
benzidine colors, benzo-colors, Kongo colors, diamine
colors, direct colors, diazo'colors, Slid tetrazo-colors.—'Ex-

press color, in pleading, matter inserted in a pleading in
confession and avoidance, admitting an apparent right in
the adverse party, but a right so insufficient in law as to
require further pleading by the adverse party.— Fech-
ner'S colors, in psychophysics, the colors of the artificial

spectrum-top.—FUght 01 colors, in psychophysics, the
series of colors seen in the after-image of intensive white
light, for example, after glancing at the sun.

—

Herlng*s
theory of color vision, or visual sensation, in
physiot. andj78j/cAoZ., the theorypropounded by £. Bering,
m opposition to the Young-Helmholtz theory, that there
are six fundamental visnal sensations, arranged in three
pairs of complementaries (red-green, blue-yellow, black-
white) and corresponding to antagonistic processes in
three 'visual substances.' The black-white substance is

affected by any form of light stimulus ; the other two sub-
stances respond only to their specific stim^

—

Implied
color, inpleading, that color which arises from the nature
of the defense, as when the facts alleged by the adverse
party are admitted, but their sufficiency in law is denied
by matters set forth in the pleading. See duress ircolor.

color-blindness

—Ingrain colors, insoluble colore which are actually
formed upon and within the grain orbody of the fiber dur-
ing the coloring process. With one or two exceptions their
application is confined to the vegeteble fibers. The ingrain
colors are chiefly insoluble azo compounds, as paranitran-
iline red, alphapnaphthylamine red, and developed primu-
lin ; but the term also includes mineral colors, as chrome-
yellow, iron buff, and Prussian blue. The general process
of application is to prepare the cloth with one comi)ound
and then pass it tlirough a solution of a second substance
which will react with the first and form an insoluble col-

ored compound upon the fiber. See paranitraniline -kred

^ndLironouff.—Janus COlors, a group of coal-tar colore
which simultaneously possess the characteristics of the
acid and basic colors and also the peculiar property of
dyeing Unmordanted cotton in an acid bath. In composi-
tion Ihey are characterized by containing sulphonic acid
groups and both amido and azo groups. They are applied

'

to wool as acid colors and to cotton as basic colors : or cot-
ton maybe dyed directly bythem in an acid bath.

—

Kongo
colors,a name by which the direct cotton colors are some-
times des^nated ; so called from £ongo red, discovered
in 1884, which was the first direct cotton color.

—

Mode
color, a term used by textile colorists to denote com-
pound color or shade of a subdued character. Light drabs
and slate-colors are excellent examples of mode shades.—Monoazo color, one of a class of coal-tar coloring
matters which contain one, and but one, azo group.
They are for the most part acid colors.

—

Monogenetic
colors, dyestuffs capable of producing only one color,

or, at the most tints or shades of one color. See also
polygenetic kcotors.—Mordant acid colors, an import
tant class of artificial dyestuffs which dye wool from an
acid bath in the same manner as the acid colors, but pos-
sess the valuable property of forming chromium color-

lakes when after-treated with some chromium mordant-
ing principle, as potassium bichromate or chromium
fluoride. The colors produced by this after-chroming
are extremely fast to the common color-destroying
agencies, and in many cases are as fast as the alizarin
colors. They are for the most part carboxyphenol or
salicylic acid derivatives.

—

Newton's scale of colors,
a list of the colors of Newton's rings, counting from the
center outward, as recorded by Sir Isaac Kewton. The
order of colors on Newton's scale is as follows : black,
blue, white, yellow, red, violet, blue, green, yellow, red

;

purple, blue, green, yellow, red; green, red; greenish
blue, red ; greenish blue, pale red ; greenish blue, reddish
white.

—

KltxOBO color, one of a class of coal-tar color-
ing matters which contain one or more nitroso groups.
They are either mordant or mordant acid colors.— Op-
posite color, in psychophysics, an antagonistic or com-
plementary color.—Original color, in psycht^hysics,
a physiologically' primary color.

—

Oxazin COlor, one
of a class of coal-tar coloring matters containing an
oxazin group.—Oxidation C<U0rs, in calico-printing,
colors which are developed on the surface of the clotii

from materials printed on, and afterward undergoing oxi-
dation. The most unportont color so produced is msol-
uble aniline black.

—

Oxvketone colors, a class of dye-
stuffs, of which the most important is alizarin, origuially
derived from madder, but now manufactured artificially

from the anthracene of coal-tar. It yields a number of
derivatives also used in dyeing.

—

Fhthalic anhydrid
color, one of a group of coal-tar coloring matters re-
lated to phthalic anhydrid. This group includes the
eosins.—Folygenetic colors, dyestuffs capable of pro-
ducing different colors with different mordants. Thus
alizarin, a polygenetic color, produces red with alumin-
ium mordants, wine colors with chromium mordants,
violet black with iron mordants, and orange witli tin
mordants.

—

FrincU>al COlor, in psychophysics, one of the
psychologically fundamental colors; red, green, blue,
yellow, black, or white.

—

Raised COlOr, in calico-print-
ing, a color that is developed by a mordant or some other
agency.

—

Steam COlor, in calico-printing, a mordanted
color that is developed and fixed upon the fabric by
steaming. Besides cotton and linen, silk and woolen
goods are occasionally treated in this way.

—

Stllbene
color, one of a group of coal-tar coloring-matters related
to stilbene. They are for the most p^ direct cotton
colors.

—

Sulpbid color. Same as sulphur -kcolor.—
Snlphonated azo color, one of a subdivision of the
acid colors, which includes most of the acid reds, yel-
lows, oranges, browns, and blacks.— Sulphonated basic
color, one of a subdivision of the acid colors, made by
treating cei'tain of the basic dyestuffs with concentrated
sulphuric acid.— Snlphone colors, a group of direct cot-
ton coal-tar colors, derived from benzidine-sulphon-disul-
phonic acid. They are better suited for dyeing wool than
for dyeing cotton.—Snlphnr color, one of an important
group of coal-tar colormg matters prepared by fusing
various aromatic diamines and otlier oi^anic compoun(&
with sodium sulpbid, sulphur, or thiosulphates. They
are soluble in sodium sidphid solution, and in such a
solution cotton may be dyed directly. They produce, for
the most part, dull shades and include many fast blacks,
browns, and blue&. Also known as siUphid colors.—
Tannin color. Same as basic kcolor.—TetrsJsAsazo
color, one of a cla^ of coal-tar coloring matters con-
taining four azo groups. They are dhect cotton colors.—Thiazin color, one of a class of coal-tar coloring
matters containing the thiazin group. They include the
methylene and tliionine blues.

—

Triazo color, one of a
class of coal-tar coloring matters which contain three azo
groups but no more. They are for the most part direct
cotton cQiors.—Trlphenylmetliane color, one of a
class of coal-tar coloring matters which ai'e directly re-
lated to triphenylmethane. They include most of tbe
basic colors and the sulphonated basic colors.—With tbe
colors, serving in the active or standing army in con-
tradistmction to serving in the reserve.

—

Xanthene
color, one of a class of coal-t^ir coloring matters which
are related in structure to xanthene. These colors in-
clude the phthalic anhydrid colors and pyronines.

Colorado grass. Same as concho-grass.—Colorado
group. See -kgroupl,

Colorado River trout. See ^trout^.

color-blindness^ n. since it is estimated that one
man in twenty-five is color-blind, the importance of rec<^-
nizing this defect in railroad ormaritime employees, whose
occupation requires the ability to distinguish quicUy
between signals of different colors, is evident Many



color-blindness
European goTernmenta and a few of the United Statesnow have laws regulating the examination of applicants
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guished by its trifoliate leaves, the leaves of Abrus being
pinnate with many pairs of leaflets. See also *chUicote.for such positions. The^e raUr^id comSSieron nnlXwn^ «

»ee aiso -.ranuMOK.
^^f ,

their own account test the vis&n rf nevfmenS^MuSe '^'SI^' «—•*§Sresslve colorlns. See kaggremve. .^
all employees t« submit to .^ll^l^ZnttZtAT!^. Z^fS. °£?l5?- i'°!^?Ji^'S'lllJ''?;* -".- S nnlnr'i

colponliexis

factory photographs of celestial objects with
refractors which are not photograpmcally cor-

= - .—;—-,— -—--.-.uav™.. ut stated inter-
val. Numerous tests have been devised for this purpose,
but practicaUy only two are used in official examinations.
One of these IB nearly always founded on the wool test of
llolmgren. In this a hundred or more skeins of wool, all
different m color or shade, are placed in a pile, and the
applicant is required to select first all the skeins cone-
spondine in color to a light green skem. The test is then
repeated with a rose-pink skein, and in some oases with
a bnght red one. The color-blind person hesitates in
making his selections and matches the colors incorrectly.
The other test consists in the use of a lantern so arranged
aa to show the light through one or more disks of glass,
the color, size, and brightness of which can be varied so
as to simulate lantern signals under different conditions
of distance, fog, smoke, etc. The wool test is sometimes

mie^.— Fsendallosematic, pseudapoBematic, psen-
aepisematlc, paeudOBematic colorliig. Seekpsewia-
posenmtic, 'kpseudepisematicj •kpseudosematio character.—Sematlc coloring, organic coloring which serves to
alarm enemies or to bring together individuals of the
species for their welfaie.— SynaposematiC coloring,

modified by having tKe"skein8'"sus5ind'ed VidTbrside „™"^S O'' aP»8«"f'» ™lo™g "ke that of aUied spec^^^^

from a stick, so that the selections may be made more COlOnng-Wlieel (Kal or-ing-hwel), n. In leather-
quiokly. Instead of skeins of wool, colored blocks, smaU manuf., a wheel or drum into wmoh skins are

conceal its possessor, so as to hide it from its enemies or COlor-Slao (kul or-slab), n. A slab or plate of
prevent its prey from discovering it It may be for de- white porcelain upon which little patches of
fense or for attack, general or special—EplgamlC COl- the variona colnra iirpH in -nnri^oufr, ^ainti^rr
orlng, sexual coloring which by its display rerves to air- i,.L Ko„^i ™^ I

poreelain-pamting
tract or stimulate the other sex during the courtship of "^Y^ oeeXL burned in to serve as a guide to the
animals.—Episemattc colorliig, animal coloring which artist, showing the result each material will
serves as a recognition-mark for other individuals of the give in firing
species.—Procryptlc or protective coloring, organic _„!„_+___ /^,,i/._ <-=„> „ ., ri™.^„+i„„ ;i
coloring which serves to conceal its possessOT &om ene-

COlOI-TOne (Jsul or-ton;, n. 1. Orradation and--'- " harmony of color.

'The most important part of color-tone atmosphere.
Millet was fond of saying, 'can be perfectly rendered in
black and white.'

J. Carttoright, in Burlington Mag., V. 62.

2. In psjjchol., the color quality of a colored
impression; chroma or hue, as opposed to
brightness and saturation.

SJ^w?™t^™?'*
'"*'' ™'°™.^ powders, or slips of' paper put with the coloring liquid and revolved until COlor-top (kul'or-top), n.

±^'3jJ^^.'^}°?'^tlT^^^l^^.^^i°'L^^}'«^^^^^^ sufficientlveolored. R'/L,«,.,:«« PrIX„^lT»n of whiol is systematica
are printed on a colored background in such a way that
some of them cannot be distinKUished from the back-

Flemming, Practical Tan-

Ofor

sufficiently colored

^ _„„- ningj p. 179.
ground by color-blmd persons. In official examinations COlonstic, COlOUristic (kul-or-is'tik'), a.
the acuteness of vision for form and the hearing are ushally pertaininff to color or cnlnVino-
tested, as weU as the function of color-perception. It

i"'"''"'^°S ^ '^^°^ or coionug.
should be added that the wool and lantern tests are by Instead of imitating the old masters, let us paint the
no means adequate tests of color-blindness at large. Many colourittic charms that were unknown to them.
cases of red-green blindness are missed by the wool test

;

JEnaye. Brit., XXXII. 449.
and the lantern test merely shows whether or not the coloritvne rkn-lm-'i tin^ nemployee can distmguish the particular colors used under

'-"^""T'ype ^^^9 lor l^ipj, n.

the particular conditions of observation, not whether or
not he is partially color-blind. To detect the less obvious
cases of partial color-blindness, recourse must be had to
some InBtnunent of precision, such as Hering's color-
blindness tester, in whichthe color-tone and brinitness of
complementary color-pairs can be accurately and measur-
ably adjusted.

color-box, n. 3. In
trough, aittached to a cylinder prmting-msi^
chine, for holding a color to be applied to an
engraved roller.

color-chord (kul'or-kSrd), n. A fanciful term
sometimes used to describe color combinations
which are decidedly agreeable, like the russet
and green of a forest, or the violet and yel-
lowish green of the wistaria.

color-curve (kul'or-kferv), n. A curve which
shows the differences in the focal length of

Gr. Tvwoc, type.] The art of making photo
engraved plates or printing- surfaces that can
be used for the production of prints in many
colors from three plates only, respectively
planned for the primary colors yellow, blue,
and red. See *colortype.

a long colorless, a. 2. In lot.: (o) Having no other

A top the surface
.tioally tinted in such a

way that when it revolves it exhibits the
phenomena of color-mixture by persistence of
vision. See *color-mixer.

color-tub (kul'or-tub), n. In printing calico
by hand with Blocks, a box for holmng the
color employed by the printer.

[L color color + color-tube (kul'or-teb), n,. See ''tube.

f m&Uns nhoto- COlortype (kul'or-tip), n. A pictorial print

color than green.. (6) Pale or hyaline. Jack-
son, Glossary.
color-line, 71. 3. In psychophys.: (a) The out-
line of the plane figure (circle, square, triangle)
which gives adiagrammatic representation of
color sensations and their interrelation. (6)

producedon the ordinary typographic printing-
press by the three-color process from three
photo-engravedplates thatrespectively convey
the primary colors yellow, blue, and red. when
the outline or form is indistinct, a fourth plate of black is

sometimes added. Secondary and tertiary shades of
color are made by the dissection and combination of the
overlapping primary colors in the processes of printing.

color-weakness (kul'gr-wek-nes), n. Inability
to distinguish colors at low degrees of satura-
tion : for example, the inability to see the red-
ness of a washed-out pink or the blueness of a
navy blue.

the object-glass of a telescope for rays of
''"'"S-

« t , ., ^ .,

different color (wave-length). COlorman, n. 2. In leather manuf., the man
- - who mixes the dyes. Most factories have a

special workman who attends to this.

color-mixer (kul'or-mik'''s6r), n. Inpsyehophys.,
an instrument for the mixture of colors. The
usualform of the instrument is the color-top or color-wheel.
This consists essentially of a vertical or horizontal axle,
capable of rotation at high speed, upon which may be

Any straight line joining two points on or Color-wheel (kul'or-hwel), n. A wheel de-

within the solid figure (sphere, double cone, '

" t— i--i -- «-_,-__

double pyramid) which gives a diagrammatic
representation of the totality of visual sensa-
tions.

color-defective (kurgr-de-fek'''tiv;^ n. One
who is partially or completely color-blind.
Stiid. Tale Psychol. Lab., VIII. 17.

color-disk (kul'or-disk), n. A disk for use in
the color-wheel. See Maxwell color-dishs (under
disk); and *color-mixer, and Masson's *disjc
(with cuts).

colored sounds. See *sounds.
color-hearing (kurgr-her"ing), n. A condi-
tion in which a certain sound calls up the
memory of a certain color, and vice versa.
See *chromsesthesia. Buck, Med. Handbook,
HI. 603.

colorimeter, ».- HehnefB colorimeter, an appar
ratus for volumetric analysis by the color-method. Two
graduated glass cylinders, with stop-cocks at the sides

and with flat bottoms, are used—one to hold the solution
having a standard color, the sample to be tested being
placed in the other. The comparison of color is made by
looking axi^y through the cylinders. Liquid is with-
drawn from the one having the deeper tint until both
are alike. The strengths of the solutions are inversely as
the readings of the graduated scales. Thus if 100 cubic
centimeteis of the unknown solution give the same tint

as 20 cubic centimeters of the standard, the unknown
solutfon is one flfth as strong as the standard.— Leed'S
colorimeter, an apparatus for comparing the relative
depth of color of liquids. The light is reflected from
above by a mirror, and is transmitted lengthwise through
the tubes, and the colors are compared in the mirror
below the stage.—Stead's colorimeter or chromom-.
eter, an apparatus tor the comparison of colored solu-

tions, used in estimating the proportion of carbon in steel.

colorimetrical (kul-g-ri-met'ri-kal), a. Same
as colorimetric.

colorimetrically (kul ''g-ri-met 'ri-kal-i), adv.

Having reference to a colorimetric comparison;
by means of the colorimeter.

Color-mixer.

j4, color-mixer; £ and C, disks.

clamped disks of black, white, or colored cardboard. If
the disks are slit along one rajdius, several may be fitted
together, and mounted on the axle at the same time ; the
separate impressions on the retina then succeed each

signed to demonstrate the phenomena of color-
mixture. See *color-mixer.
colory, coloury (kul'gr-i), a. and n. [color
"^ -y •] I- <*• 1. Abounding in color : as, good
eolory cows. [CoUoq.]— 2. Of a color that
indicates excellence of quality: as, colory
hops, or coffee, or tobacco.

II. n. A packer's grade of light leaf-tobacco,
from which tobacco for pipes and Cigarettes
is manufactured. This grade of tobacco is

produced chiefly in Maryland and Ohio and is
largely exported.
Coloss. &a abbreviation of Colossians.
colossalize (ko-los'al-iz), v. t. [colossal +
-ize.'] To render colossal; impart colossal
proportions.
A third-rate author, owing his fame' to his etBgy eolos-

salized through the lens of John Wilson.
Mmerson, Letters and Social Aims, p. 188.

colostomy (ko-los'to-mi), n. [Gr. KdTiov, colon,
-(- ard/ia, mouth.] In surg., the establishment
of a permanent openiBg (artificial anus) into
some portion of the colon. Med. Becord, July
11, 1903, p. 71.

COlpalgia (kolp-al'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. /niAn-of,

bosom, womb (vagina), -I- aXyog, pain.] lii

med., pain in the vagina.
colpocystocele (kol-po-sis'to-sel), n. [Gr.
kAIttoq, womb (vagina), + Kliaric, bladder, -I-

i4?ni, tumor.] In surg., prolapse of the blad-
der which pushes before it the wall of the
vagina.

The color-wheel, electrically or mechanically driven, is

one of the staple instruments of the psychological labora-
tory.—Maxbe's color-mixer, a form of the color-wheel
in which the relation of the sectors of the mounted disks

Other 80 swiftly that only the result of mixture is seen. COlpOCyStOtOmy (KOr'po-SlS-tot 0-mi), n. [Gr.~
KiAnTOi, womb (vagina), -I- Kixyng^ bladder, -I-

-To/ila, < Taiielv, cut.] In surg., incision into
the bladder through the vagina.

may be changed at wili during rotation.— Reflection colpodesmoixaphia (kol-po-des-mo-raf'i-a), n.

[NLi., < Gr. KO/lTTOf, womb (vagina), -I- dea/iog,

a band, + 'paftj^ a sewing.] In surg., an oper-
ation for reducing the capacity of the vagina
by removing a section of the mucous mem-
brane and uniting the edges of the defects.
The object of the operation is to furnish sup-

„ - port to a prolapsed womb,
solution with that of a solution of known color-plate (kul'or-plat), n. A printing-plate colpohysterectomy (kol-po-his-te-rek'to-mi),
.... ^u „* +!.„ „„™„ ^r. „ =4^ji..,.i,r „r^^^^A ^ , v_ _!... .0 :_x _i,:.u •-

^_ |-(5j._ ^^^^g^^ .^0^1, (vagina)," -I- hysterec-

tomy.'] In swrp., removal of the uterus by an
operation through the vagina.

colpomyomectomy (kol-po-mi-o-mek'to-mi), n.

[Gr. KM.Tzog, womb (vagina), + ijAq, muscle, +
kKTOfifi, excision.] In surg., removal of a my-
oma of the uterus through an incision in the
vaginal wall.

color-mixer, a color-mixer in which a pane of clear glass
is set, at a certain inclination, between two horizontal
strips of colored paper. The observer, looking down
through the glass, sees the reflection of one strip projected
upon the image of the other.

colorimetry, re. 2. The quantitative measure- color-pan (kul'gr-pan), n. In calieo-prmtmg,
ment, as in chemical analysis, of a colored sub- a vessel, usually of copper, employed for dis-

stance by comparing the depth of color of its solving and stirring thickeners and colors.

strength of the same or a similarly colored for one color only made for a print which is

substance. to be fully developed, in a perfect copy, by the
30lorin (ko-lp-ren'), n. [Sp. colorin, intense printing of other colors from separately pre-
color, < color, color.] A name in Mexico of pared plates.

several plants having bright-colored seeds color-screen (kul ' or - skren), n. A plate of
which are sometimes used by the na.tives for colored glass or other transparent medium.
beads, especially of Erythrina coralloides, a

small thorny tree, with trifoliate leaves, be-

longing to the Fdbaceee—Colorin chlqnlto, the

Mexican rosary-pea, Dolieholus phaieoloides, a twining

plant with small, hard, red-and-black seeds very closely

resembling the common orabs'-eyes of the West Indies

(Abrus Abrus). The plant, however, is easily distin-

interposed in the path of a beam of light to
absorb certain rays while allowing the rest
to pass ; specifically, a screen which cuts out colporrhexis (kol-po-rek'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
all but the middle portion of the spectrum, KdAwog, womb (vamna), -I- w|tf, breaking, <

so that when it is interposed before an isochro- ptryvimm, break.] In surg., a laceration of the
matic plate it becomes possible to obtain satis- vaginal wall.



colpos

COlpos (kol'pos), ».
;

pi. colpoi (-poi). [Gr.
KOATTOf, the bosom, the lap, a deep hollow, bay,
gulf, etc. : see gulf.'] In Greek costume, a _ni,,_,_
fold in a garment, as the chiton, above the „i„™r*'„"
girdle. It was sometimes used as a pocket.
colpostenosis (kol'po-ste-no'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. KdATTog, womb (vagina), + arhuaig, narrow-
ing.] In surg., stricture of the vagina.
COlpotomy (kol-pot'o-mi), n. [Gr. jcttTrof,

womb (vagina), + -rofua, < ra/ieiv, out.] In
snrg., incision into the vaginal wall.

COlpozerosis (kol"pok-sG-r6'sis), m. [NL., < Gr.
KiiATrof, womb (vagina), + ^i/fMMtg, a drying up,
< ^Jipovv, dry up, < ^)ip6g, dry.] In tned., ex-
treme dryness of the vaginal mucous mem-
brane.

colt, V. t. 2. To beat with a rope's end. See
colt, n., 4. Marryat.

colter, n. 2. In medieval armor, a two-handed
Flemish weapon with one edge straight and
the other curved: so called from its resem-
blance to the colter of a plow.

colt-ill (kolt'il), re. An infectious catarrhal
fever affecting horses. Young animals prin-
cipally are attacked. One attack confers sub-
sequent immunity. See strangles.

coltskin (kolt'skiu), re. The skin of a colt;

as a trade term, leather made from skins of coluinnar, a.

colts or of horses. Flemming, Practical Tan-
ning, p. 397.

colt's-tall, re. 2. The small mare's-tail or cat's-

tail (cirrus cloud) : a portent of rain.

COlllgO (ko-lo'go), n. [E. Indian.] The com-
mon name for the flying-lemur, Croleopitheeus

volans. Called also kaguan and kubong.

colulus (kol'u-lus), re.
;

pi. coluli (-li). [NL.,
dim. of L. colus, distaff.] A small comb-like
selerite at the base of and between the front
spinnerets in many spiders. Annals and Mag.
Nat. Hist., Jan., 1904, p. 65.

Columbellaria (kol-um-be-la'ri-a), re. [NL.]
A genus of platj-podous gastropofls with spiral

ribs, long and narrow aperture, thickened
and spirally ribbed outer lip. It occurs in the
Upper Jurassic rocks.

Columbia black, blue, brown, etc. See *black,
*bliie, *brown, etc.

Columbia formation. See •''formation.

Columbia River sucker, trout. See *sucker,
*trout.

columbiad, n. 2. [cap.'] An epic of Colum-
bia, that is, America: used as the title of
several poems, as one by J. L. Moore (1798),
one, better known, by Joel Barlow (1808), and
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ing, a receptacle for the combs in a honey-ex-

tractor.

, ,, Inbee-keeping,

a wooden bucket with a tight-fitting lid, used
in transporting frames filled with honeycomb
from the hives to the building where the combs
are uncapped and the honey extracted.

comb-cylinder (k6m'sil"in-der), re. A revolv-

ing cylinder which performs the chief part of

the combing process on a cotton-combing ma-
chine.

interior lobe. — Columellar mUBCle, in gastropods, a
muscle that is attached to the columella and serves to
draw the body into the shell. . ,, - /,. , » i,

_______ 11. A short upright line which '=?^^?.'J^\«lLlrJlf?i^.".
separates written or printed words or symbols.
Its mostcommon uses are to indicate, in copied or reprinted
passages, especially title-pa^es, the ending of aline in the
original copy, and in metrical works, liturgies, chants,
etc., the close of a foot, rhythm, or measure.

12. The mast or vertical member of a hoist-
ing apparatus, such as a crane, usually so
constructed that no bracing or guys shall

be required at the top to resist the bending , ^ ^ , , ^ ^ ,• jj.
stressesduetotheload.-caosecolmnn,abattalion combed, a. 2. In geol.

:
(a) a term applied to

in column of companies or platoons with less than full prismatic crystals, especially of quartz, which
distance between the subdivisions. Also called battalion grow toward each other from opposite walls
in TiMiss.—Column at fnll distance, a battalion in If „ fiaaiii-fl anrl intBrlnplc- uispd chieflv in de-
column of companies or platoons with such distance

°^ a hssure ana intewocK. usea cnieny in ae

between subdivisions that the column can wheel into line, sonbing mineral veins. Also comb-tn-COmb.
—Column of flies, two flies (or one file) of men faced to (6) Surmounted by a sharp edge or comb.
right or left.—Column of fours, a column composed of „i,__i „ o a ™„„i,i„.^ *,,,. „„,„WT,n. «nt
four flies or of ranks of four.-Dlminlshecl column, one COmberl, n. 3. A machine tor combing cot
whose shaft is tapered. See entasis and "/^diminish, v. t
—Erosion column, a tower-like form resulting from
rain-wash and weathering of incoherent strata or loosely
bound sediments with more resistant capping. Amer.
Jour. Sd., April, 1904, p. 266.—Lotus column. See lotus
cujjiitai. -Parallel columns, two or more columns of
printed matter placed side by side to show agreement or
disagreement in words or expression.

columnal. II. re. A segment or joint of the
stem of the Crinoidea.

3. In geol., divided into col-
umns, by tension-joints, as is frequent in
flows of basalt. The Giant's Causeway, in
Ireland, is a famous instance. Geikie, Text-
book of Geol., p. 136.— 4. Arranged, written, or
printed in columns, as in Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, etc., writing.—Columnar architecture,
cell. See -karchitecture, keell.—Columnar stimcture.
(6) In petrog.. a structure resulting from a system of
cracks or joints whereby a rock is divided into prisms or
columns, often six-sided: produced in igneous rocks by
shrinkage upon cooling, in sedimentary rocks by loss of
volume due to contact-metamorphism.

Coliunnaria (kol-um-na'ri-a), re. [NL., < LL.
colmnnaris, columnar.] A genus of extinct
Tetracoralla growing in compound stocks, com-
posed of polygonal coralUtes, which bear hori-
zontal tabulsB and two cycles of septa. It

occurs in Silurian and Devonian rocks.
Columnia intermedia, an area of gray matter in the
spinal chord, between the anterior and posterior horns.

COlumniated (ko-lum'ni-a-ted), a. Same as
eolumnated.
column-pipe (kol'um-pip), re. 1. Thepipewhieh
conveys the drainage water in a mine shaft
from the bottom pump to the surface.— 2. The
pipe and fixtures connecting a steam-boiler to
the water-column which carries the water-gage
and try-cocks.

2. ton, wool, and other textile fibers.— Alsatian

Noble Wool-comber.

a, conductors or boxes; b, b, b. b, creel-rolls; c, dabbing-brush;
of, stroker or divider ; ccoiler.

comber, a recent improvement of the Heilmann principle

of cotton-comber, whereby the tinted segment is abolished

and the nip and feed apparatus has a movement toward
the detaching rolls, which permits an increased produc-
tion to be passed through these roils at each revolu-

tion of the^ylinder.— Bourcart's comber, a cotton-

combing machine having two sets of combs, which,
with the necessary appliances, enable the machine to

run at an increased speed for an increased produc-
tion.—Heilmann comber, a machine used chiefly

one'in French (La Colombiade) by Madame de colunar (k6-lu'nS,r), a. [co-l -I- lune + -a»-3.]

Boccage (1756.).

Columbian^, a—Columbian type, a former name
of a type-body now known as 16-pomt (.2213 of an inch).

Columbian'-^ (ko-lum'bi-an), a. [Columbus +
-ian.] Of or pertaining to Columbus; in

ethnol., pertaining to the period of American
history beginning with the discovery of the

Pertaining to the same lune. If A and A' be op-
posite points of a sphere, then the spherical triangles
ABC, A'BC are colunar. Together they make up a lune.

colure, .». 2. In vegetable pathol., a disease of

the grape, characterized by the falling of the
flowers and the imperfect development of the
fruit. It has been attributed chiefly to unfa-
vorable climatic conditions.

continent by Columbus: called more definitely g^m^ j^ abbreviation (a) of commission; (6)
post-Columbian. - - -

COlumbiform (ko-lum'bi-f6rm), a. [L. column-

bus, a dove or pigeon, -^-fwm, form.] Having
the characters or appearance of a pigeon.

COlumbin^ (ko-lum'bin), n. [columbo 4- -jn^.]
"

C

Heilmann Comber,

coiler; d, sliver; c, sliver-can ; d, draw-box; e, lap.

A coloriess, crystalline, bitter principle, ^gi Comanche series. See *series.

COmatulin (ko-mat'u-lin), re. [Comatula -^

4n'^.} A red pigment found in certain inver-
tebrates (criuoids).

COmb^, re. , 2. (m) A series of points fastened to a stick,

used in pricking the skin in tattooing, (n) pi. In zool.,

paired ventral pectinated appendages of the abdomen of ,, j/i-/.,-j\
scorpions. Theyareofsystematicimportance. (o)Awooden COmber-DOara (KO mer-bord), n. A perforated
form employed by riggers for weaving mats, etc. (y) board, on a Jacquard loom, for keeping the
In agri., an implemeirt with teeth and a long handle, harness-eords separate and in position,
used to strip the seed from grass or other low-growing o^i>i. f-^^ •^^-^ ^^ j/v.oii.iv.ii.

plants ; a seed-gatherer, (a) In zool., one of the rows of COmber-lap (ko m6r-lap), re. A ribbon or web
immense cilia, fused at their proximal ends, which form • •

, . .

,

for combing cotton, to be used in J:he finer qualities of
yam, by means of nipping and combing devices that lay
the fibers, of uniform length, parallel to each other for a
continuous and even sliver. It was invented by Josu6
Heilmann of Miilhausen, Alsace, to whom an English
patent was granted in 1846. It is substantially the same
to-day as when first invented, the improvements being
confined to mechanical details.

of commoner; (c) [cap.] of commonwealth.
COma-^, re.—Diabetic coma, the coma which often
mai-ks the final stage of diabetes mellitus.— Uremic
coma, coma occurring in the later stages of uremia.

comale (ko-ma'le), re. [Sp., < Nah. comalU.]
A flat disk or stone for baking corn-bread

H22O7, contained in African colum'bo-root,

Jateorhizapalmata.
columbine^ «. Red or wild columbine, AquUegia
Canadensis, a favorite American wild-flower, sometimes
cultivated, with bright red showy nodding flowers : com-

mon on rocks from Nova Scotia to North Carolina and west-

ward to the great plains. The large red columbine is A.

coccinea, a larger and less common species with a similar

but somewhat more restricted range.-Tufted colum-
bine, a name applied to both Thalictrum glaucum, native

in Spain, and T. aquilegifolium. Theformer is also called

Spanish-tuft, and the latter feathered columbine. See

Thalictrum.

coltunbium, ». 2. In chem., a supposed new
element announced in 1879 by J. L. Smith as

present in the mineral samarsMte : its existence

has not been confirmed. Distinct from the

previously known element columbium or nio-

bium.
columbo, re Extract of columbo. See ^extract.

columbotitanate (ko-lum-bo-ti'tan-at), re,

[columb(ic) + titan(ic)^ + -ate^.] Incliem. and

»!Jre«roi.,acompoundinwhich the basic element , ^g^ to comb oyster-beds.

or elements are united to the radicals of both comb-bar (kom'bar), re. In bobbin-net and
columbio (niobic) and titanic acids, as in the lace-manufacture, an iron bar divided into a

_ _

mineral euxenite. number of grooves, or combs, fom guiding the combinantive (kgm'bi-nan-tiv), a,

thread-bobbins in forming the lace meshes. * ' "' ^ ""' ~~ '"

Also called a condueUng-bar.

the swimming-plates and serve as the locomotor organs
of Ctenophora.

10. See *comb-flower Antlered comb, in poultry,

a comb formed of two divergent branches, or 'horns,' such
as is found in some Polish fowls and in the La Flfeche.

—

Drone comb, honeycomb in which drone-brood or drone-
honey may be found.— Segmented comb, in cotton-

raanv^., the needle-segment on the cylinder-comb of a
combing-machlne. See -kcomJj-segrmnt.

comb^, V. t. 4. To subject to a process or ac-

tion similar to that of combing, as in dredging:

Columellar lobe, in the nomenclature of the septal

sutures of the cephalopoda, the median lobe on the dorsal

of cotton prepared for the operation of comb-
ing on a combing-machine.

comb-fish (kom'fish), re. A name given in
British Guiana to the saw-flsh, Fristis pecti-
natus, one of the thick-tailed rays, having the
rostrum produced and armed with spines [at

the edges.

comb-flower (k6m'flou*6r), re. The purple
cone-flower or black-sampson, Brauneria pur-
purea, so called from the stiff and sharp comb-
like chaff of the receptacle. The name is extended
to other species of the genus. The di*y heads with per-
sistent chaff are called eomi>B.

[eombi-
nant -t- -ive.] Belonging to or like a combi-
nant. Sylvester, 1853.

sS5^l.°'i?so'?alTe'd a^S^SffoJ^'d^^^^^^ COmb-basket (k6m'b&s"ket), re. In bee-heep- combinate, a. 2. Combined.



combinate
* ^ul^ UiooghMully planned out, so as to be

wrought ... by camMnate minds, could never possess,
if accomplished singly, the . . . character and intentions
of Its onginal designers.

Mrs. Browning, Letters to E. H. Home, II. 110.

combination, n. 6. At ball-pool, a designed
shot by which a cue-ball makes one or more ob-
ject-balls drive another intota pocket; at ordi-
nary billiards one that similarly effects a carom
or pocket.— 7. In lace-manufa^ture, a complex
apangement of threads.— 8. Same as comUna-
Uon-room.—Q. Same as "^comUriaUon garment.— 10. Specifically, in organ-playing, whatever
stops are drawn for use in a particular piece
or passage, or the tonal effect thus produced.
The process or art of choosing the stops to be used is
regietration, but each particular choice is aaymbinatiim.—
Back combination, in photog., that portion of a doublet
lens which is situated nearest the focusing-screen.—Com-
bination and double-action die. See Adies.—com-
binationbearing. See kbeariiig.— Combinationbevel.
See *6ei)ei.— Combinationbutton or piston, in orgam^
building^ a push-knob belonging to some one section of the
instrument, and usually placed just below its keyboard, by
pushing which a stop or combination of stops for that
keyboard can be called into action. If there is a series of
such pistons, pushing one releases any previously in
operation, and all can be released by a special piston
called the release. The mechanism is either pneumatic
or electric. Sometimes it actually moves the stop-knobs,
in which case the combination not only 'replaces that
previously obtained by the latter, but may subsequently
be modified by drawing or retiring them ; but sometimes
the piston action does not affect the stop-knobs, in which
case, if the piston is released, the combination through
the knobs is reinstated. In some organs the combination
secured by a particular piston is fixed, but in others it is

adjustable in various ways according to taste. Compaie
c&mbirMtion pedal and composition pedal.—Combina-
tion by VOlnme, in ehem., combination considered in
respect to the definite volumes or bulks of substances in
the gaseous state which are found to unite, and the defi-
nite volumes of the resulting compound substances when
also gaseous, such volumes being compared under the
same conditions of temperature and pressure. The vol-
umes of solids and liquids which combine have also been
studied, but do not exhibit relations of the same definite-
ness and simplicity.—Combination by weight, in
chem., combination considered with reference to the
definite weights, or more properly masses (quantities of
matter), of the substances which are found to combine
with each other. See law of equivalents, under equiva-
lent, ti.—Combination car, chock, die. See *cari,
clwcki, Allies.—Combination gaxment, a close-fitting
undergarment consisting of undershirtaud drawers woven
in one piece. Also called a union suit.—Combination
laws, certain British laws, both statute and common,
directed against combinations of masters as well as of
workmen : repealed in 1824.— Combination light,
scales, spring, tannage. See Mighti, etc.—Theory
of combinations, the part of algebra which treats of
the different arrangements of a number of objects or
symbols into groups of a given nature.

Combinational distribution. See *distrihu-

tion.

Combinatoric(kom-bJ-na-tor'ik), n. [eombi-
nator-y + -Jc] The theory of the formation,
enumeration, and properties of the combina-
tions, permutations, partitions, and variations

of a finite number of elements according to
different given conditions.

comb-in-comb (k6m"in-k6m'), a- Same as

*eombed, 2.

combine, «'. i combining weights, in ehem., the
relative quantities of diifereut substances which are

found to combine with each other : as, 35.18 parts of

chlorin and 22.88 parts of sodium, or quantities in this

proportion, are required to produce common salt.

COmbing-needle (k6'ming-ne"dl), n. One of a
series of graduated needles which form the
comb of a cottoh-eombing machine. They are
attached to a cylinder known as the comb-
ing-eylinder.

combining-tube (kom-bi'ning-tub), n. The
tapering tube or channel in the injector for

feeding boilers, within which the feed-water
meets the energizing steam-jet and combines
with the latter. In the injector this combin-
ing-tube is convergentin section ; in the ejector

it is a divergent orifice.

comb-rib (kom'rib). n. The meridional swim-
ming-organ of a otenophore, from which it

derives its name.

comb-roller (k6m'r6"16r), n. A roller having
projecting teeth of radial or curved wire, to

act upon fibers (as of cotton) and cause them
to lie straight and parallel for the next pro-

cess : used in spinning-machinery.

comb-segment (k6m'seg"ment), n. A section

of the combing-cylinder of a cotton-combing

machine. There are usually two segments, the needle

and the fluted : the object of the foi-mer is to comb the

fibers, and that of the latter to enable a tuft of cotton to

be detached after it has been combed, and to aid in

attaching it to the previously combed sliver.

comb-spring (kom 'spring), n. A series, or

one of a series, of parallel springs attached to

and projecting from a supporting base like

comb teeth.
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comb-stock (kom'stok), n. The barrel or cyl-

inder to which are attached the combing-nee-
dles of a cotton-combing machine. Nasmith,
Cotton Spinning, p. 152.

comburent (kom-bii'rent), o. and «. [L. oam-
burens, ppr. of corriburere, bum up : see com,-

Jyust."] I. a. Supporting combustion.
II. n. Anything that supports combustion.

combust, V. t. 2. Tobum up or consume with
fire. Caxton.

" Good Lord, you don't suppose that I would go spon-
taneously coml}usting any person ?

"

Dickens, Bleak House, xxxiii.

combust, a.— Combust way, in astroL, the space in
the second half of.Libra, and through the whole of Scorpio.

combustion, n—Heat of combnstlon. Seeirheat.
—Iftothermal combustion, combustion which takes
place at a constant temperature, or without change of
temperature.— Spontaneous combustion. Besides the
rapid oxidation, beginning at common temperature and
leading to heating and ignition, of such materials as
greasy rags, the pyrites of coal, etc., spontaneous com-
bustion is ill some cases exhibited by substances, such as
zinc-ethyl and cacodyl, for which the temperature of igni-
tion lies at or below the common temperature of the air,

and which therefore take fire at once on coming in con-
tact with atmospheric oxygen.— Supporter Of combus-
tion, in ehem., the substance, usually gaseous, and in the
most common cases oxygen gas, which is relatively elec-
tronegative in the union with production of heat and
light (combustion or burning) of two substances, the
other, relatively electropositive, being spoken of as the
combustible or fuel.— Surface combustion process.
See -kprocess.

combustion-chamber (kpm-bus'chon-cham"-
b6r), n. A space, of relatively large cross-
section, behind the furnace which must be
traversed by the hot gases from a boiler-
grate, and in which they will be thoroughly
mixed with oxygen and have an opportunity
to bum completely. It is usually a chamber into
which the gases pass directly from the fire-box.

combustion-furnace (kom-bus'chon-f6r'''nas),

n. The heating apparatus used in chemical
laboratories in carrying out the usual pro-

cess for the ultimate analysis of an or-

ganic substance by subjecting it to com-
plete combustion and collecting the prod-
ucts. As originally devised by Liebig, it consisted of a
trough of sheet-iron in which charcoal was burned; at

the present day it usually consists of one or more rows of

gas-jets with separate stop-cocks, serving to heat the tube
of hard glass, or of platinum, in which the combustion
is effected.— Bun-
sen's combustlon-
flmiace, a form of

heating - apparatus
especially designed
for the ultimate anal-
ysis ofI,organic sub-
stances. From 10 to
20 Bunsen bm-ners
in line, each pro-
vided with a stop-

cock and with an
ajf-regulating slide,

serve as the source
of heat. The com-
bustion-tube or other
apparatus to be heated is supported in an iron trough
lined with asbestos, while fire-clay tiles inclose it and
form a chimney, confining the heat to the space about
the tube. A high temperature is thus obtained.

combustion-tube (kom-bus'chgn-tub), n. A
tube of hard (Bohemian) glass, infusible ex-

cept at high temperatures, in which substances
are subjected to heat, as in ultimate analysis.

comby (ko'mi), a. [cortiti^ + -i/i.] 1. Like a
comb ; specifically, in geol., applied to banded
mineral veins some or all of whose layers con-
sist of thickly set, parallel prismatic crystals

in section resembling a comb. Geikie, Text-
book of Geol., p. 814.— 3. Like a honeycomb;
honeycombed ; having many cavities.

comdt. An abbreviation of commandant.
comedist (kom'e-dist), n. [corned.^ + -ist.l

A writer of comedies. Athenesum.

comedy, n. 5. A narrative poem: applied to

the JMvina Cummedia ('Divine Comedy') of

Dante. See Dante and Divina Comrmdia in

the Cyclopedia of Names—Light comedy, a
humorous and refined play with a more or less complex
plot and a happy ending, representing events, situations,

and scenes in ordinary life.—LOW comedy, a broadly

humorous or * droll ' comedy with no particular plot and
tending to farce.

come-nither (kum-hiTH'er), n. [Also dial.

commitker, comither, eommether, eomether, cpm-
other, etc.] 1. A persuasive call to a child

or an animal. Compaxe *comether.— 2. A call

to a horse to come toward one : usually to

the left side, where the carter walks when
drivingwithoutreins. [Prov. Eng. andScotch.]

comendite (ko-men'dit), n. [Com^nde on the

island of San Pietro, S. W. coast of Sardinia,

-H -ife2.] In petrog., a name given by Bertolio

(1895) to a variety of rhyolite with segirite,

arfvedsonite, or riebeckite.

comet

comenic ^o-men'ik), a. [A metathesis of me-
conic.'i Derived from meconic add.— comenlc
acid, a bibasic acid, CBH4O5, obtained by boiling meconic
acid with water or with hytfrochloric acid.

come prima (ko'me pre'ma). [It. : come, as, <

L. quo tnodo, in what manner
;
prima, at first,

before, < L. prima, abl. fem. of primus, first:

see prime. } In music, as at first : a direction
for repetition.

comer, n. 2. In stock-raising, an animal that
is ' coming on ' or promises well.

He has made good growth since he came before
the public as a feature of the Nave dispersion, and still

shows that remarkable looseness and elasticity of hide
that indicates a " cmner" when he is put next to the feed-
box. Hep. Kan. State Board Agr., 1901-1902, p. 202.

comes, n. 5. In astron., a small companion
star in any double, triple, or multiple ' sys-

tem.'

come sopra (ko'me so'pra), n. [It.: come, as

;

sopra, < L. supra, above.] In music, as above:
a direction for repetition.

comet, n. 1. Comets are doubtless visitors, and not
members of the solar system in any such sense as are
the planets. Until recently it was believed that they
come from interstellar space ; but from the facts that
hyperbolic orbits ai'e extremely rare, and that there is no
distinct arrangement of their orbits relative to the direc-

tion of the sun's motion in space, it now appears nearly
certain that they originate in clouds of matter which par-
take of that motion, remote, outlying remnants of the
huge nebula within which the solar system is supposed to
have been developed. The distance from which they de-
scend and to which they return is, however, generally so
great that their orbits, though really elliptical, cannot be
distinguished from parabolas in the part near the sun.
The orbits of short period (Jupiter's comet-family for in-

stance) are in all probability due to the capture of comets
passing near one of the larger planets under such con-
ditions that their speed is retarded, while the few hyper-
bolic orbits are explained by planetary encounters under
the less frequent conditions which produce acceleration.
The dimensions of comets are enormous : none less than
10,000 miles in diameter are recorded, and some have con-
siderably exceeded the size of the sun itself. Their mass,

Bunsen's Combustion-furnace.

a, Bunsen burners; 6, tiles;

c, combustion-tube.

Borrelly's Comet of 1903.

From photographs made at the Yerlces Observatory. The two
lower figures show the remarkable changes in the comet's tail which
took place during about four hours on the night of July 24.

on the other hand, is relatively insignificant, as is demon-
strated by the fact that in certain cases, when they have
passed so close to a planet as to suffer violent perturbation
and even disruption, the planet itself and its satellites

have shown not the slightest effect from the encounter.
The mean density of comets must therefore be extremely
low,—comparable with that of the best artificial vacuum.
But it does not follow that they may not contain dense
particles of stone, or even iron, widely diffused in rarefied
gas: indeed this is probable from the ascertained con-
nection between comets and meteors, and from certain
spectroscopic phenomena. While reflecting sunlight to
some extent, the comet is also self-luminous with a light
in some way excited by its approach to the sun, though
not by simple heatmg. The spectrum is always mainly
gaseous, and is usually marked by four bright bands iden-
tical with those shown by the blue cone of a Bunsen
burner fiame : there are, however, occasional exceptions,
and when a comet has passed very near the sun, as in
1882, the bright lines of various metals have appeared in

the spectrum. The gaseous spectrum must not be re-

garded as showing that the gas is the principal constitu-
ent of the comet's mass, but only that it is the one which
is most conspicuously luminous ; nor must it be taken as
necessarily indicating a flame-like temperature: it is

much more probable that the temperature is low, and
that the gas shines by luminescence rather than by heat
While the tail of a comet is due mainly to solar repulsion,

there is also distinct evidence of forces acting from within
the comet itself, excited by the nearness of the sun. The
tail often consists of a narrow stream or streams ema-
nating from the comet's head, and this type is perhaps
more frequent than the hoiB-shaped cone which envelops
thehead and widens out behind it, shown in the figure

under comet. As to the energy which acts against gravi-

tation and drives off the materials of the train, it is likely

that several forces cooperate, namely, the recently dem-



comet
onatrated repulsive power rf llght-wavesVpon minute
particles, the action of electrified corpuscles and ' ions

'

liberated from intensely heated surfaces, and the influence
of ' radioactive

' substances presumably abounding in the
sun: all these and others still are conceivable and not
improbable. Photography promisesmuch in the study of
these bodies, and has already brought out many interesting
facts. The light of comets is strongly actinic, and the
photograph reveals much which the telescope utterly fails
to show.

5. hiphotog., a, oomet-shaped defect appear-
ing on gelatin dry plates. Woodbury, Bnoyo.
Diet, of Photog., p. 132.—Blela's comet. A short-
period comet discovered by Biela in 1826, the second of
its class. Its period is 6.6 years. In 1846 it separated
into two, and has not been oeen since its reappearance in
1852. The Andromedid or Bielid meteors, appearing in
occasional meteoric showers about the 20th to the 23d
of November, travel in its orbit, and are supposed to be
the products of its disinb^ration.

Oometary nebnla. See *nehula.
comet-family (kom'et-fam'i-li), n. A number
of periodic comets which have orbits that
nearly intersect the orbit of one of the larger
planets and are supposed to have been captured
on some past occasion of near approach, their
orbits having then been transformed from
parabolas to ellipses. Jupiter's comet-family com-
prises nearly thirty members with periods ranging from
three to eight years. Saturn is credited with two, Uranus
with two, and Neptune with six.

comet-group (kom'et-grop), n. A number of
comets which, though certainly distinct, have
orbits almost identical, and are presumed to
have had a common origin. Four or five such
comet-groups are recognized, the most remarkable of
which 18 composed of the great comets of 1668, 1843, 1882,

and 1887, all of which passed extremely neai' the sun.

eomether (kp-meTH'^r), n. [Also coniedher,

eommither; a dial, pronunciation of come hither,

used in coaxing children, cows, horses, etc.

:

see *C07ne-hither.'i X. Used in the phrase 'to
put one's (or the) eomether on (a person),' that
is, to subject him to coaxing or wheedling ; to
win him over by flattery or persuasion, beguile
him. [Prov. Eng. and Irish.]

How does ut come about, sorr, that whin a man has put
the c&m£ther on wan woman he 's sure bound to put ut
on another? ... An ye thought ye 'd put the amiether
on her. IL Kipling, Courting of Dinah Shadd, ii.

2. Friendly intercourse. [Irish.]— 3. Mat-
ter; affair. [Irish.] Eiig. Dial. Diet.

cometoid (kom'e-toid), a. and n. I. a. Be-
sembling a comet.

II, n. A name proposed in 1805 (but never
adopted) for the asteroids, on account of their
eccentric orbits.

comet-seeker, n,. 2. An astronomer who
makes a specialty of seeking comets.
comforter, n.—SoVa comforter, (a) One who (like

Job's three mends), while professing to comfort and con-
sole a friend in affliction, really makes matters worse by
argumentative fault-finding, or the like. (6) A boil : in
allusion to those with which Job is supposed to have been
afflicted. [Colloq. in both uses.]

Com.-ill-CIIlf. An abbreviation of Commander-
in-chief.

comitative (kom'i-ta-tiv), a. [NL. *comita-
Uviis, < Ii. comitatus, accompaniment : see com-
itatus.] 1. That serves to express accompani-
ment, association, or connection ; associative.

A small number of adverbial prefixes are found only in
combination with other elements. Thus: . . . (6) The com-
itative prefix sa. used instead of the preposition Bdm, and
exchangeably with sahd, before nouns and adjectives.

WhitTiey, Sanskrit Grammar, p. 364.

2. In gram., noting the case expressing com-
panionship (with). Also as a noun. Amer.
Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 26.

comiteco (ko-mi-ta'ko), n. [Mex. Sp.] A
stimulating liquor distilled from a species of

agave. [Mexico.] S(a. Amer. Sup., Dee. 12,

1903, p. 23365.

comitium (kp-mish'i-um), ». [L. : BeecomiUa.']

In Bom. hist, the meeting-place of the comitia

(which see).

comitiva (ko-mi-te'va), n. [It., a party, for

*comitaUva, < L. comitatus, a company: see

comitattis.'i An organized band of brigands

or of lawless people. [Southern Italy.]

comi-tragedy (kom-i-traj'e-di), n. icomi(c)

+ tragedy. Gt tragicomedy.'] A tragedy with

a comic element in it.

I know no better method . . . than . . . quoting . . .

a passage in which he transfers the whole comi-tragedy

from Italy of old to England in 186L
Eingaley, Boman and Teuton, Lecture ii.

Comley sandstone. See *sandstotie.

conun. -An abbreviation (a) of Commander;

(6) of commentary; (c) of commerce; {d) of

Comma degeneration, progressive degeneration of the

nervous substance comprising the comma tract-

Comma tract, a tract of white nerve-fibers found within

the posterior external column of the spinal cord.— Gray
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comma, an American nymphalid butterfly, Polygonia
progne, found in the northeastei'n United States and Can-
ada. Its larvse feed on the elm, currant, and gooseberry.— Green comma, an American nymphalid butterfly,

Polygoniafannus, common in the northern United States
and Canada. Its larvse feed on the alder, willow, black
birch, currant, and gooseberry.

command, n.— 9. In whist and tridge, the best
card of a suit, usually of one which the adver-
saries are trying to establish.

commandeer (kom-an-der'), "n. t. [D. common-
deeren, < F. commamder,whence E. command, ».]

1. To order (the enrolled militia) into active
military service : originally with reference to
the late Dutch republics of South Africa,
which were charged with forcing aliens also
into the military service.

The naive claims put forwaid by the Boere to some
special Providence— a process which a friendly German
critic described as "commandeering the Almighty."

A. Conan Doyle, Great Boer War, jdii.

2. To seize private property for military or
other public use.—3. To seize public or pri-
vate property for private use, under color of
military necessity or right; steal from a help-
less victim. [Humorous.]
However, we were able by using the commandeered

;
property of the Boer frau, to produce a newspaper of pre-
tentious size and considerable importanca

J. Raiph, in War's Brighter Side, p. 52.

commandeer (kom-an-der'), n. The act of
commandeering.
"So here's my bloomin' health," says he; "I'm on the

commiandeer."
And without another word he commandeered it.

War'eBrighter Side, p. 157.

commando, n. 2. The enrolled miUtia of an
electoral district in the late Dutch republics
of South Africa.— 3. A unit of the Boer army
commanded by an officer whose title was Com-
mandant.
A messenger was also sent to warn the Fauresmith

commando of 400 to 500 men, which was approaching the
town, that they had better disperse.

J. Ralph, in War's Brighter Side, p. 90.

To go on commando, to take tlie fleld or join an armed
force in the fleld.

We sailed upon commando
To viemeuk our Brother Boer

—

A landlord and a Protestant,
What could the bhoys want more?

R. Kipling, The Friend, in War's Brighter Side, p. 136.

commelinaceous (ko-mel-i-na'shius), a. Of,
pertaining to, or having the characters of the
Commtlinaceie.
commensally (ko-men'sal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of a commensal.
commerce, n—^Bureau of Foreign commerce. See
*6«»-co«.—mterstate commerce law. See -kiawi.

commerce-destroyer (kom'ers-des-troi''6r), n.

A type of cruiser designed with special refer-
ence to the destruction of an enemy's com-
merce. It has high speed and coal endurance,
with comparatively weak offensive and defen-
sive powers.
commerce-destroying (kom'tos-des-troi^ing),
n. The systematic pursuit and capture of
merchant vessels of the enemy, by armed
cruisers especially devoted to this purpose.
It is the modem equivalent of privateering,
which has been abolished among civilized
nations.
The advantage of geographical nearness to the enemy,

or to the object of attock, is nowhere more apparent than
in that form of warfare which has lately received the
name of commierce-degtr&ying, which the French' call
guerre de course. This operation of war being directed
against peaceful merchant vessels which are usually de-
fenceless, calls for ships of small military force-
Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power upon History, p. 30.

Commercial agency. See mercantile *agency.—Com-
mercial botany. See -kbotany.— Commercial geog-
raphy. See *aeofl'rap%.— Commercial pitch. Same
as av£tiort^pitch (which see, under jn'tcAl).

commercialism, n. 3. A commercial custom
or expression.

The excruciating commerciaUim 'Maria wrote Mrs.
Inchbald' for 'wrote to Mrs. Inchbald' defaces almost

,
every page. Athenaeum, Mar. 3, 1883, p. 273. If. E. D.

4. The supremacy of commercial over moral
considerations; regard forcommeroial orfinan-
cial advantage only: as, commercialism in
politics.

commercialist (ko-mfer'shal-ist), n. A com-
mercial person ; an adherent of commercialism.
Heaven forbid that the clamour philosophizing commier-

eialiats should prevail

!

Southey, Espriella's Letters, xxxviii.

commerciality (kg-mfer-shi-al'i-ti), n. Com-
mercial quality or spirit : as, " tlie commerciality
of modem artists," PalUMall Gazette, Oct. 4,
1889. , '

'

commercialization (ko-m^r'shal-i-za'shon), n.

[commercialize -^ -akm.'\ Conversion to com-

commissure

mercial character or uses': as, the commercial-
ization of the military railways of India or Rus-
sia.

commercialize (kp-m6r'8hal-iz),v. t. ;pret. and
pp. commercialized, ppr. commercializing, [com-
mercial + -ize.'] To render commercial in char-

acter, methods, or spirit; make a matter of

trade.

Agriculture . . . has been . . . commercialized, and
really a branch of trade.

J. Bryce, Amer. Commonwealth.

commerge (ko-mtrj'), v.; pret. and pp. corn-

merged, ppr. commerging. [L. com-, together,

+ mergere, drown, bury : see merge.'\ I, trans.

To merge together ; mingle.
II, intrans. To come together; coincide.

Carlyle.

commergence (ko-mfer'jens), «. The condition
of mingUng, particularly mingling of blood.

commers, n. See *kommers.
commissary, m. 5. [F. commissaire depolice.l

A superior officero^oliee in France. Macaulay.
— 6. A general store for supplying workmen in
any large industry.

commissary-general, n. 2. A chief commis-
sary.

commission, w. 9. In navaluse,aperiodofactive
service of a war-ship, from the time she is put
into commission until she is again out of com-
mission. In the British navy this period is

from 2 to 5 years. In the United States navy
there is no fixed length of commission.
The commanding officer of one of these ships has stated

" that they may go through a commission and never heel
or roll more than one or two degrees.

"

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 245.

Commission of stamps, in Sng. law, the commis-
sionera of inland revenue who had the care and manage-
ment of the stamp-duties.

—

International Polar Com-
mission a commission representing ten of the most im-
portant nations, appointed for the purpose of carrying out
the proposition of Lieutenant Weypi:echt, that there be at
least one year of simultaneous meteorological, magnetic,
and other physical work executed by all nations of the
globe within the arctic circle. The period August Ist, 1882-
Sept. 1st, 1884, was agreed upon tor this work, and about
twenty stations were occupied in the arctic region, and ten
in the antarctic. All of the observations made have,been
published by the respective governments.

—

Out Of com-
mission, (naval), not in active service, as a war-ship laid
up in ordinary, or in resei*ve without officers and crew :

by extension, said of anything not in condition for use or
not in working order.

—

United States Commission of
Fish and Flsnerles. See *Bureau of Fisheries.

commission, v. t. 3. To order, as a war-ship,
into active service, or to place in commission
with formal ceremony.
commissioner, n. 5. A betting-broker at a
race-track, [Slang.]—commissioner of array.
See y^array.— Snipping commissioner, an officer ap-
pointed by the cu*cuit courts of the United States for
a port qf enljry, whose duty it is to facilitate and super-
intend the hiring and discharge of seamen ; to secure
the presence on board at the proper time of the men em-
ployed, and to facilitate apprenticeship to sea-sei-vice, etc.
The officer in the United Kingdom charged with these
duties is called the shipping-ynaster.

commissionership, n. 2. The district under
a commissioner.

If the Government is wise they will add to his com^mis-
sionership the whole uf the Kalahari desert.

Pall Mall Gazette, November 19, 1884.

CommlsBUra aberrans, a band of commissural flbers
crossing the epithelial roof of the third ventricle midway
between the dorsal (hlppocampal) and superior (haben-
ular) commissures : present in LacertUia and SphevAtdon.
The commissura aberrans indicates in the mesial plane
the caudal limit of the attachment of the cerebral hemi-
sphere to the rest of the neural tube. G. E. Smith.—
CommiSBUra ansata, fibers of nervous substance which
pass across the optic chiasm between the tuber cinereum
and the lamina terminalis cinerea.

—

Commlssura cru-
clata, the decussating fibera of the optic chiasm.

—

Com-
mlSBOra dorsalis, a band of fibers, in or near the
lamina terminalis, which extends into each hemicere-
brum and ultimately entera the hippocampus. Some
have homologized this structure in the lower vertebrates
with the rudiment of the fornix or callosum, or both.

—

Commlssura foralcls, a term sometimes used to desig-
nate the fornix of the brain in mammals. The name has
been provisionally applied by Wilder to a transverse band
just ventrad of the crista fomicis. In the lower verte-
brates it is identical with the commissura aberrant of
Smith.—Commlssura habenulamm, a band of fibers
passing transversely in the roof of the third ventricle
near the anterior peduncles of the epiphysis. The
peduncle is known as the habena or habenula. The
commissure takes its name from its position adjacent
to the habenulse. Also called superior cmmnissure and
supra cormnissure.—Commlssnxa ven^alls, a band of
fibers, in the lamina terminalis, which extend into the
corpora striata. In many forms some of the fibers pass
in a posterior direction, and the two divisions of this
commissm'e are termed, respectively, the olfactory and
temporal portions^ It is synonymous with aTitenor com-
missure and precommUssure, the latter teiTns being more
commonly used in connection with the higher verte-
brates. Also applied to the anterior commissure of the
spinal cord.

commissure, n—Arcnate commissure. Same as
Gudden's -kcomtnissure. — Gudden's commissure, a
bundle of nerve-fibers, at the posterior part of the optic
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chiasm, running along the mesial side of the optic tracts COmmunistery (kom-u-nis'te-ri), n. A com- Companion^, V. t.— II. intrans. To associate or

^il°'2>,l'J^
internal geniculate bodies of the two sides, munigt habitation. JUT. E. t>. keep company: used with with: as, to com-

,
Also known as the «»i/ersor or arcita8« cffiTMUMTOre.— ""'"^'"'

'^f'.""'"''^"^- -"!• . 1- , _ rr™ »,-,«,?.^«. ™<ft. tt„™oK,»«/1o
Hippocampal oommlsaure, a term sometimes used communitive (ko-mu ' ni-tiv),. a. [Irreg. i)amem with vagabonds.
to mdicate the fusion of the hippocampi on the median < commimit-y + -i«e.] Of or belonging to a companiOIiage (kom-pan yon-aj), ». ine
line to form the fornix. In the lower vertebrates it is community NED whole body of Knights' Companions, or a list of

S??jr"someh:rC.Togat'^?h'ttnr^™ commumtorium (ko-mu-ni-to'ri-um), n.-, pi. them: as "The Peerage Knightage, Baronet-

ram dorsahs.—Inferior oommlSBiire. Same as ffraJ- comrmmitoria (-a). Icommumi-y + -onum/i age, and CowipajwoMflflre of the British Jiimpire.

den's *o(mMm««Kre.—postohlasmatlc commissure, a The home of a (socialistic) community ; a set- (Title of a book.)
band of fibers immediately posterior to Gudden'scommis- tlement on communistic principles. N. E. D. COmpanion-Cropping(kom-pan'ygn-krop"ing),

-mu-m-za'shon),». [com- n. The practice of growing companion crops

^ The making of anything (which see, under *crop)

?™£?- ^?^,® ^ *commismra ftaftenttTai-Mm.— Supra- the public property of the community.
Infundibular oommlsBUre, a bundle of fibers situated „n^J^,,_j__-^,^,*;,i -X , rj /„™™,™j„
near the caudal attachment of the infundibulum to the COmmuniZe (kom U-mz), V. t. LJ-i- communis,
brain. It appears to arise in the lateral walls of the third common, + -j^e.] To make common; make
ventricle. (something) the property of the community,
commit^ (kom'it), n. [Said to be a mistaken .AT. E. D.
form for the F. eomSte, comet. The game commutate (kom'-fi-tat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
wasinvented during the appearance of Halley's commutated, Tppr. commutating. [h. commuta-

tus, pp. of eommutare, change: see commute.']
To change ; commute ; specifically, to change
the direction of, as an electric or magnetic
circuit, or part of a circuit.

commutator, n. 3. In elect., that part of a
continuous-current dynamo-electric machine
which, by re-

companiou-hatch (koin-pan'ygn-hach), n.

Naut., a batch fitted with companion-ladders
for access to living quarters.

companion-ladder, \n. 2. A sloping ladder

with flat treads or steps, for passage from one
deck to another.

comet, and the idea of the game is that of a
string of cards forming a tail to the one first

played.] A game of cards. The eight of diamonds
IS thrown out of a full pack. Cards are dealt out one at a „.«..
time as far as they wiU go, any remaining being left on n/iTnTnnta+/n- n
the table for stops. The eldest hand leads, and. every COminUTiaiiOr, n.

card in sequence and suit with it must come in order, the
play being much the same as in newmarket (which see),

the first i» get rid of all his cards winning the pool.

commodatum (kom-o-da'tum), n. [ML. : see
commodate.'] In law, a kind of bailment in
which property is loaned to another to be re-

turned without compensation for its use.

commodo (kom'o-do), a. [It., easy, moderate

:

see commodious''] In music, easy or moderate,
as in a tempo commodo, in moderate time.

'Common counts. See Acounti.—Common feeling, in

pgyehoU, the general feeling of bodily comfort or discom-
fort, which is conditioned mainly upon the mass of or-

ganic sensations that constitute the background of pon-
sciousness. See coenenthesis.

The cmrnmon feeling is always the immediate eicpres-

sion of our sensible comfort and discomfort, and is there-

fore, of all our composite feelings, most closely related to

the simple sense-feelings.

W. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 161.

Common traverse. SeeMraverse.

commonage, »• 3. The commonalty.

The whole baronetage, peerage, commonage of England.
Thtickeray.

common-law marriage. See *marriage.

communal, a. 3. Of or pertaining to the

commune of Paris(whioh see,underco«i»im»e2).
—Communal forest. Same as tovm -kfareet.—Theory
of commnnal'intensity. See *intensity.

communallty (kom-u-nal'i-ti),- n. [ML. *com-

munalitas, < communalis, common: see com:-

munal and commonalty.] The condition of

belonging to a community.

Finally the material sacrifice commonly leaves depend-

ents (widows, children, and perhaps agelings) to, be sup-

ported by the informal public bounty of tribal life, or

perhaps to be distributed among scattered families in

such manner as to strengthen sentiments of conrniunality

and to keep alive the sense of community in interests.

Smithsonian Sep., 1901, p. 76.

communalization (kom^u-nal-i-za'shon), n.

[eommunalise + -ation.^ The act of commu-
nalizing or of renderingcommunalj specifically,

the abolition of private ownership in certain

kinds of property in whicli the public is inter-

ested, such as land, water, light, etc., and
the vesting of it in the commune or local com-
munity for the common good; the conversion

of private ownership and management into

communal ownership and management.
and

volvingin con-
tact with the
brushes, turns
or directs the
electrical ac-
tions in the
armature coils

of theimachine
so as to make
the current
and the volt-

age in the ex-
ternal circuit

continuous. It
usually consists of
a large number of
copper bars, con-
nected with the armature coils of the machine, and sepa-

rated from each other by mica insulation.

4. Inphotog., a device for automatically effect-

ing the exposure of a number of photographic
plates at variouspredetermined instants during
a total eclipse of the sun. D. P. Todd, in Eep.
Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1901j p. 541.

commutual, a. 2. Contiguous; adjoining;
noting, in anat., two surfaces in apposition or

nearly so.

Comocladia (ko-mo-kla'di-a), n. [NL. (Pat-

rick Browne, 1756), < Grr. 'kd/in, hair, foliage.

Commutator.

a, commutator bars ; i, mica insulation

;

c, clamping.screw5 ; if, sliaft.hole.

Comocladia ilicifolia, a branch bearing leaves and spikes of minute

flowers (re'duced). (From Engler and Prantl's " Pflanzenfamilien.")

communalize (kom'u-nal-iz), v. t.
;
pret

pp. communaKzed, ppr. communalimng. l.To + ifXaSog, shoot, branch.] A genus of plants

render 'communal ; to convert into municipal of the iamily Anacardiacem. They are shrubs or

property, as water-works, street railroads, etc. trees, with odd-pinnate leaves, clustered toward the ends of

—2 To convert to a belief in communal the branches, the leaflets usually mucronatedentate. The—a. J.0 convert yo a uoiici. ui ^.u^uiuuiLo,
^^,^^ ^^ minute and are disposed m axillary panicles

ownership ana initiative. nearly as long as the leaves. There are about ten species,

COmmunalizer (kom'li-nal-i-z&r), n. One who natives of the West Indies and Central America. The

advocates or favors the" communalization of fruits of C.integri/olia and C. denWa furnish a bla«k
auvoLauea ui lavuio u

tittitirt+v in dye. The abundant glutinous Juice of C. Uun/olia and
land and some other kinds ot property in "^^^^ j^'^'j^g ^hicht5:nsbla<:k in exposure to the ato, is

which the general public is interested. poisonous to the touch.

communicant, a. 2. In anat, same as com- comoid (ko'moid), a. [Gr. kS/di, hair, + eMof,

municaUng; noting one of several nerves or form.] Hair-like; resembling hair: in meteor.,

arteries. Buck, Med. Handbook, H. 251. noting the hair-like structure of some kind of

communication-room (ko -mn - ni -ka ' shon- girrus clouds (mare's-tail cirrus),

rom), n. In a war-ship, a compartment with comortgagee (co-m6r-ga-je'), n. One of sev-

sound-proof walls below the protective deck, oral parties to whom the same mortgage is

containing a steering-wheel, the switchboards made.
for telephones and speaking-tubes, and engine comospore (ko'mo-spor), ». (Gr. kAiiti, hair, -f-

and steering telegraphs, which forms a central oT^gpa, seed.] In phytogeog., a plant whose

station for the interior signaling apparatus gged or fruit is provided with hairs or bristles

and other means of communication throughout ^s a help to dissemination. F. E. Clements.

theship. ,,^ compact^a. 6.1nj3e<»-0fl'.,densewithoutpores:

Commmflon In both kinds, the rec^tion of the sacra-
J applied to extremely fine-grained textures

ment of the eucharist under the forms of both bread
.^ ^^^^ ^^^ individual crystals or grains can-

co"l^Snionist (ko-mii'nyon-ist), n. Same as not be seen by the unaided eye
:
equivalent to

^SStni aphanitie,eryptoerystaUme,a.n6.*(iryptoclast%c.

company, « Bearer company, acompany'of soldiers

whose duty is to remove the wounded from the battle-

field.—'Catalan Grand Company, a body of adventur-

ers whfch Peter of Arogon brought into Sicily in 1282

against Charles of Anjou. In 1302 they entered the service

of the Byzantine Emperor Andronicus against the Turks.

When their chief Roger di Flor was assassinated in 1306,

they abandoned the emperor and settled in the duchy of

Athens, where they remained until the end of the four-

teenth century.— Citycompany, one of the corporations

that historically represent the medieval trade and craft

gilds ofLondon.—Company's rupee. See *r«i)«e.—One-
man company, a pretended assooiatibn of several per-

sons for the purpose of carrying on an enterprise which
in reality is owned and controlled by a single person.

JSneye. Brit, XXVII. 177.—Trust-COmpany. See*trust-

conqtany.

company-boat (kum'pa-ni-bot), n. A guest-

boat; a beamy gig having side-seats in the

after half and an awning over the cockpit. It

is used on English rivers.

comparascope (kom-par'a-skop), n. [Irreg. <

L. comparare, compare, -i- Gr. ammclv, view.]

In microscopy, a device attached to an ordinary

microscope for the simultaneous comparison
of two slides.

comparator, n., 1. The standards to be compared
are usually metal bars with transverse lines ruled upon
them, and it is the distance between these lines which is

to be determined. In some cases the entire length of the

bar constitutes the standard of length. The distances to

be compared are usually very nearly equal in length,

and the measurement to be made is of the small dif-

ference between them and not of the whole length of

the standard. The comparator m the form commonly
employed consists of a rigid bed or plate upon which the
standard;bar is placed in a horizontal position. Provision

is made for the raising -and lowering and lateral shifting

of eaeh end of the bar mechanically, and also for its longi-

tudinal movement,' so that it can be brought into perfect
alinement under two microscopes mounted above it with
axes vertical The microscopes, which have microm-
eter eyepieces, are focused upon the rulings at the ends
of the si^dard bar, with the cross-hairs in the eyepieces
accurately set upon the lines. These adjustments made,
the bar is removed without disturbing the microscopes,
and the one to be compared with it is put in its place.

When the ruling at one end is brought precisely under the
cross-hairs, that-at the other end will be somewhat out of

coincidence on account of the inequality in the length of

the bars. This sm^ difl^erence is measured by noting the
revolutions of iJie micrometer-screw of the eyepiece
necessary to bring the cross-hairs over the line. To pro-

vide for cases in* which the inequality is such as to bring
the line entirely out of the field, this microscope is some-
times so mounted that it can be moved longitudinally in

the dii'ection of the length of the bar and its motion
measured by means of a micrometer-screw. For the
comparison of standards in which the length to be deter-
mined is the entire length of the bar instead of the distance
between transverse lines ruled upon its sm-face, various
other devices of precision are used. In some comparators
one end of the bar is placed against a rigid stop or plug,
and a delicate micrometer-screw, mounted to run parallel

to the axi^ of the bar, is turned until it comes into con-

tact with the free end. The position of contact is some-
times indicated electrically. The optical lever or tipping
mirror of Saxton is likewise employed for determining
the position of the free end of the bar, the angular move-
ment of the mirror being determined by means of a
reading telescope and scale. Themostrefinedand sensitive

method for the comparison 'of lengths is doubtless that
employed in the int^ference compojrator, a modification
of the interferometer due to Michelson, and by him
employed for the study ofthe meter and the determination
of &at standard in terms of the wave-length of light. See
iiimberferometer.

2. A vessel in which liquid is kept rapidly
stirred and at a uniform constant temperature
so thatthermometersimmersed in it must all be
maintained at the same temperature. Simnl-
taneous readings of the secondary thermometers and
the standard are made, and the corrections to the former
are thus determined for a wide range of temperatures.

—Transfer comparator, an instrument for comparing
the distances between or over the ends of contact points

on a gage to the distances defined on a standard bar.

comparison, n. — Associative comparison, m
Wundt's psychology, a connection of two sensations, in

which the quality of each is determined by its relation to

that ofthe other : exemplified in the phenomena of visual

contrast.—Comparison of bands, in law, the admission

in evidence of writmgs otherwise irrelevant, solely for the

purpose of determining by comparison whether a certain

writing was written by a certain person.—Comparison
spectrum. See *spe(!<rMm.—Method of paired com-
parisons, in expervmental psyckol., a form of the method
of impression, employed in the study of the affective



comparison
processes. A number of stimuli—for example, colore—
are prepared, and are presented to the observer two
at a time, the pairs being so constituted that every
color is given once along with every other. The observer
declares which member of the pair before him is the more
pleasant or the more unpleasant. The judgments are
recorded. When the whole series has been worked through,
the experimenter plots an 'affective curve': the abscissae
are the color stimuli, in serial order, and the ordinates
represent the number of times that the particular colors
have been preferred to their rivals. E. B. Titcliener,
Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 151.

comparison-star (kom-par'i-son-star), n. A
star of known position used as a reference-
point from which to determine the position of
some planet, comet, or other object near it.

compaxtment, n. 4. A division or chamber
in any part of a plant or of an animal.— 5. In
forestry, the unit of area treated in a working
plan. The size and the shape of compart-
ments are determined mainly by topographic
features.—Compartment line, in forestry, the bomi-
dary of a *compartment (which see). It may be mai-ked
by a road, a ride, or a natural feature, such as a stream or

the crest of a ridge. In Europe, when other demarcation
is wanting, clean cuttings upon narrow strips are made
to mark the boundaries of a compartment. These are

known as rides, A ride which separates two cutting

series, and thus runs pai*allel to the prevailing wind direc-

tion, is called a Tnajor ride, while those rides which com-
plete the demarcation of the compartments are known
as minor rt(te8.—Compartment system. See -kstand

method.—Wlng-compartment, one of a series of water-

tight compartments of a war-ship, formed between the
outboard longitudinal bulkhead and the ship's side below
the protective or lower deck.

compartmental (kom-part-men'tal), a. [covfir-

partment + -oJl.] Pertaining to or consisting

of compartments ; divided into compartments.
The cells may or may not be compartmental, the latter

type predominating. The conditions favor the series con-

nection of the electrodes.
Electrockem. Industry, July, 1903, p. 378.

compass, «. 11. [eap.'i In astron., a small
southern constellation.— Compass caliper. See
^caliper.—Compass corrections (naut.), the quantities

(points or degrees) which must be applied to courees or
bearings in order to obtain correct magnetic readings.

—

Compass course, the course steered by compass, inde-

pendent of leeway, variation, deviation, currents, send of

the sea, etc.— Compensated compass, a compass which
has been corrected for deviation by the employment of

magnets.—Declination compass, a compass arranged
to measure the variation of the magnetic needle from the
astronomical meridian.

—

Demagnetized compass, a
compass the needle of which has lost its magnetism. Elec-

tric disturbances have been known to produce this

effect— Dry-card compass. Same as dry -kcompass.—Dry compass, a compass which is inclosed in an air-

instead of a liquid-chamber : also known as a dry-card-

com^88.—Elevated compass, any compass that is ele-

vated beyond the influence of the ship's iron, which, being
more or less magnetized, is liable seriously to aifect the
pointing of the magnetic needle. Under this head are

included masthead, pole, and tripod compasses.— aaxig'
iag compass, a tell-tale compass ; an iuvei'ted compass

;

one that is suspended face downward from a deck beam.
—Lianid compass, a compass the card of which is in-

closed and completely submerged in a chamber filled

generally with 35 parts of alcohol and 65 parts of distilled

water, the freezing-point of the mixture being— 10° F.

Compasses used in arctic work have their bowls filled

with pure alcohol Tlie disadvantage of undiluted alcohol

is that it eats the paint on the card. The Germans have
successfully used refined oil for their liquid compasses.

—

Masthead compass, a compass placed aloft at the lower

masthead in ortter to elevate it above the influence of

the iron in the ship's hull, deck-flttings, machinery, etc.

—Oil-compass, a liquid compass the card of which
floats in oil instead of in alcohol.

—

Pole-compass, a
compass elevated above the deck on the end of a pole, ac-

cess to it being had by means of a short ladder. It is

supposed to be sufficiently high above the deck to be re-

moved fi'om the sphere of influence of the ship's iron.-

Solar compass, an apparatus, invented by Burt in 1836,

attached to a surveyor's tlieodolite, and enabling the ob-

server to determine the true meridian by a simple setting

of the sights upon the sun. In the later forms a small

telescope is used instead of sights, and the apparatus is

called a irsolar attachment, of wliich there are various

forms.— Spirit compass. Same as liquid -kcompaxx.—

Tripod-compass, a compass so -namea from the three-

legged stand on which it is elevated : a form of pole-com-

pass.

—

Wetoei'B compass, a form of esthesiometer.

compass, v. I. trans.— 7. To grasp mentally;

comprehend.
" Forebodings of ill . . that cannot be compassed."

Lonu/ellow.

8. To adjust or orient by means of a compass.

II. intrans. To level a compass.

compass-bearing (kum'pas-bar"ing), n. The
direction of an object as indicated by a mag-

netic compass.
compass-error (kum'pas-er'or), n. Same as

deviation of the compass (which see, under de-

viation).

compass-joint (kum 'pas- joint), ». A joint

having parallel and eoneentric disks permit-

ting relative motion or opening in one plane,

as in a drawing-compass.
_ ^ ^,.

compass-plant, «. 3. In Cahfomia, Wyethia

anqustifolia and other species, coarse compos-

ites with sunflower-Uke heads,whose large erect

Compass-plant {Lotus

One fourth natural size.
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leaves are said to stand
with their edges north
and south. M. E. Par-
sons, Wild Flowers of

California.— 4. The
prairie bird's-foot tre-

foil, Lotus Americanus,
of the western United
States, the numerous
distichous branches of
which are polarized on
the stem after the man-
ner of the leaves of
other compass-plants.

We have then in this plant
another example of a true
compass plant, but involving
an entirely different princi-
ple from that of SUphium la-
ciniatum L.,Laetuca Scariida
L, etc., in which it is the
leaves and not the branches
that are affected.
Plant World, May, 1898, p. lis.

compass-rose (kum'pas-roz), n. The orna-
mental diagram of a compass found printed
on some charts.

compass-weed (kum'pas-wed), n. A name of
the prickly lettuce, Lactuca Scariola, and prob-
ably of any of the compass-plants. It is also
applied to one of the button-weeds, Diodia teres, in allu-
sion, perhaps, to its radiate habit
compelled (kom-peld'), p. a. la pathol, in-
voluntary; compulsory: noting movements
and attitudes in certain diseases of the central
nervous system.
COmpellent (kgm-pel'ent), ». [L. compellens
(-ent-), -ppT. of compellere, compel : see compel.']
Compelling; compulsive.

And when we bear
Our virtue outward most impulsively,
Most full of invocation, and to be
Most instantly cmnpellant, certes, there,
We live most life

!

Mrs. Brouming, Sonnet, Love, 1. 6.

COmpendency (kom-pen'den-si), n. [NL.
*compendentia, <" *compendens, hanging to-
gether: see compendent.'\ In math., connec-
tivity.

This doctrine of the compendeney of surfaces is a crea-
tion of Klemann's.

W. B. Smith, Modern Geometry, p. 145.

compendent (kom-pen'dent), a. [NL. *com-
pendens (-en.t-), ppr. of *compendere, hang to-
gether, < com-, together, + pendBre, hang.]
Connected; closed.

The straight is thus a closed line compendent tlirough
its point at infinity.

Merriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p. 73.

compensated (kom'pen-sa-ted), p. a. Adjusted
so as to neutralize or balance differences or
deviations; as a compensated balance or pen-
dulum.

—

Compensated altemater. See *alteniiater.

Compensated constant-pressure gas-thermom-
eter. See •kgas-thermmneter.—Compensated motor.
See -kTnotor.

compensating (kom'pen-sa-ting), p. a. Ad-
justing so as to neutralize, or balance differ-

ences; producing compensation; character-
ized by compensation ; compensatory.
A compensating mixture of sweet and salt gives rise to

an insipid, fiat, alkaline taste.

E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. it 110.

Compensating exciter. ?tse'*rexciter.— Compensating
compound wedge. See -kwedge.

COmpensating-gear (kom'pen-sa-ting-ger''), n.

A device for connecting the two parts of a
shaft in such a manner that one part can run
at varying speeds relatively to the other part

;

specifically applied to the driving-device which
connects the two parts of the driving-axlo of
a motor-car. This compensating-gear allows one wheel
to travel further than the other in turning corners.

Called also differcnUal gear and compertsation-gear.

compensation, n. 6. In pathol., an increase in
functional power of some organ or part of an
organ to make up for a defect in another organ
or in another part of the same organ.—7. In
psychophysics, the neutralization of a sensa-
tion by a stimulus process of a complementary
or antagonistic kind.

The principle of smell compensation is familiar to us in

everyday life.

E. B. Titchener, Exper. PsychoL, I. ii. 131.

8. In vegetable teratol., the occurrence of oppos-
ite abnormal conditions in difEerent parts of the
same plant, as an atrophied condition of one
part associated with a hypertrophied condition

of another. Masters Compensatic^ of ftmc-
tions, in neurd., the law or principle that inhibition of

the activity of one region of the cerebral cortex is always
connected with increased activity in the regions with

competition

which it is interrelated. W. Wnndt (trans.). Outlines of

Psychol., p. 274.— Compensation supply, or compen-
sation water, water held in reservoirs to be delivered
in a river in compensation for water which is claimed by
riparian owners.

The water supplied to the sti'eam from such a reservoir

is known as " compensation water," and is generally a
first charge upon the works. Encyc. Brit XXXIII, 771.

compensation-sac (kom-pen-sa'shon-sak), ».

In certain polyzoans, a structure lying inside

the body cavity, and communicating with the
external water ; regarded as the apparatus by
which the protrusion and retraction of the
polypide is effected. Jullien.

'

compensator, n. (e) in elect, an autotransformer,

frequently employed to compensate for variations of volt-

age. See -kautotransformer. (,d) In photog., an appar-

atus designed to render the illumination of a field uniform.

It consists of a plano-convex lens of smoky glass, and a
plano-concave lens, of equal curvatiu-e, of plain crystal

glass so united as to make a thin glass with parallel sides,

(e) In optics, a device for producing a known -and measur-
able retardation of a beam of light
One of the simplest forms of compen-
sator is that used by Jamin in making
measurements with his refractometer.
(See iHnterferameter.) In this refrac-

tometer there ki-e two parallel beams
of lightthedifferenceofphaaeofwhich
is to be determined. If these beams
are made to pass through two similar

glass plates, they will suffer equal
retardation when the plates are paral- ,,„,„..v?' "„..,.„,
lei ; but if one of the plates is turned J^""" = Compensator.

through an angle, thus varying the distance through
the glass traversed by the ray, the retardation will be
increased. Jamin's compensator, fig. 1, consists of two
such plates of glass mounted upon a common axis and
making a small constant angle with one another. By
rotation of these plates upon the axis, the relative re-

tardation of the rays passing through them can be varied
at will ; and if the two rays, before traversing the com-
pensator, differed in phase, this difference of phase can be
reduced to zei-o by turning the compensator to the proper
angle. From the size of this angle the original difference
of phase can be computed. Senarmont's compensator
consists of a quarter-wave plate, that is_, a plate of crystal
of such thickness that it inti-oduces a difference of phase
5 between the two components of a beam of light propa-
gated through it It has many uses in the study of
polarized light, such as the determination of the principal
axes of the vibration form of an elliptically polarized ray.

Babinet's compensator consists of two wedges of quai-tz

placed together as shown in fig. 2. In one of tlie wedges
the optic axis is parallel to
the face of the prism and
perpendicular to . its axis.

The optic axis, o, of the other
prism is parallel to its face
and also to the axis of the
prism. A beam of plane-
polarized light reaching the
compensator in a dii-ection

perpendicular to the suriace
ab will be resolved into two
components. The compo-
nent which is more retarded
in passing thi'ough the upper
wedge will be relatively less

retarded in the lower wedge, and vice versa ; and the dif-

ference of phase between the two components after pas-
sage through the compensator varies with the distance of
its path from the central line. Soleil's compensator,
which is used in Soleil's saccharimeter, consists of two
wedges of quaiiz, cut perpendicular to the axis, which
turn the plane of polaiization of light in the same direc-
tion. The wedges are so mounted that they can be made
to slide paat each other along their common face and
thus constitute a plate the thickness of which may be
varied at will. The object and use of the compensator is

to introduce any desired amount of left-handed rotation
of the beam of light so as precisely to compensate for and
thus measure the right-handed rotation of the sugar so-
lution through which the light baa previously passed.
Kerr's compensator, which was used by him in his ob-
servations on the reflection of plane-polarized light from
a magnetic pole, consists of a strip of glass which, when
stretched, becomes doubly refi-acting. When interposed
in the path of a ray of light elliptically polai'ized by reflec-

tion from the magnet, itcould be stretched until thediffer-
ence of phase of that ray waa compensated or reduced
to zero, and in this way the character of the polarized
light produced by such reflection could be determined.

Compensatory hypertrophy. See *hyper-
trophy.

compete, v. i.— 2. In poUt. econ., to engage in
rivalry in the sale or purchase of a commodity
or service ; also, figuratively, of a commodity or
service, to be open to choice as against some
other commodity or service. Thus iron is said
to compete with stone in the construction of
buildings ; water routes compete with railways
in the handling of traffic.

competence, competency, n. 5. 1n.pJiys.geog.,

the ability of a stream to transport the amount
of land waste that is brought into it.

competent, a. 5. ln.phys. geog., of a stream,
capable of transporting fragments of a given
size.— 6. In geol., having sufficient firmness
and strength to transmit pressure to other
strata or to lift an overlying burden, as a rock
or stratum.

competition, n. 4. In polit. econ., rivalry in
the purchase or sale of a conunodity or ser-
vice: as, the compeHtiwn, of wage-earners lowers

O
Fig. 2.

Babinet's Compensator.



competition

wages : British merchants have to meet Ger-
man co»»pe<i*iore.— Competition price. See -kcmn-
petitive i»^ce.— Competition rent, rent determined by
active competition on the pait of landlords and tenants, as
opposed to customary rent and monopoly rent.

—

Poten-
tial competition, a condition ot things which would
amount to actual competition were a piui^icalar change,
such as a rise in price, to take place.

Competitive price, the price determined by active com-
petition on the part ot both buyers.and sellers, as opposed
to monopoly price and customary price.

compilatory (kom-pi'la-to-ri;, a. Of or be-
longing to a compilator' or compiler; con-
nected with, or incident to, compilation : as,

compilatory judgment; compilatory labors.

compile, v. t. 6. To score, earn, 'pile np'
(usually of a large number of runs). [Cricket
slan^.]

compital (kom'pi-tal), a. [L. compitalis, <

compitum, competum", a place where several
ways meet, the cross-ways, < competere, come
together, meet : see compete.'] 1 . In Bom. antiq.,

belonging to the cross-ways. The lares compitales
were domestic deities whose shrines stood on the street-

comers.

2. In hot. : (a) Intersecting and crossing at

various angles: said of the veins of leaves.

(6) Situated at the point of junction of two
veins; said of the sori of ferns.

complaisance, »— operation of complaisance, in

surg.^ an operation which is not m-gently demanded to

save lile, and which thereforemay be delayed until all the

conditions ai'e most favorable.

complanation, » 3. A flattening or flattening

out : as, a crater of eomplanation. Dana.
complement, ». 8. in physiol. chem., same as

*alexin. See the extract.

Two principles are concerned in lysis. These principles

arexliflerent in origin. One— that which is stable— is the

productofimmunization, and,on accountof certain combin-

ing properties possessed by it, they call it the ' interme-

diary body.' The other is normally present in the body
juices, but is easily destroyed by heat and tends to disap-

pear spontaneously when the fluids are removed from the

body. This latter principle, on account of the complemental
nature of its action, they [Ehrlioh and Morgeixroth] pro-

pose to call the complement. . . . This body is called
' alexin' by Bordet, and probably agrees in part with the

body of the same name described by Buchner. Metchni-

koff calls it 'cytase.' Jour. Exper. Med., VI. 282.

Complement ofthe humidity. See -klmmidity!—De-
vlat&n of the complement. In the simultaneous

presence of receptors, complements, and an excess of

amboceptors the complements may be largely taken up by

the amboceptors and prevented from acting upon the re-

ceptors.— Phonetic con\plement. See the e;ttract

The Assyrian scribes usually attached one or more pho-

netic characters to the ideographs they employed, in order

to indicate their pronunciation in a given passage , but

these phonetic complejnents, as they are termed, were fre-

quently omitted in the case of well-known proper names,

such as those of the native kings and deities.

A. H. Sayce, Anc. Monuments, p. 19.

complementarism (kom-ple-men'taj-rizm), n.

The state or property of being complementary

or antagonistic. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psy-

chol., I. ii. 15.

Complementary air. See *mri.— Complementary
maJe, in certain cirripeds and myzostomidan worms,

a dwarf male that lives as a parasite upon the ordinary

hermaphrodite individuals which appear to be unable

to fertilizethemselves.—Complementaryrocks, a name
suggested by BrOgger (1894) for igneous rocks, found asso-

ciated together in one locality, whose compositions are

such that when they ai-e combined they represent the

magma fi'om which they are supposed to have originated

by processes of differentiation. Thus pyroxenite and
anorthosite are complementajry rocks whose combination

is equivalent to gabbro.

complementative (kom-ple-men'ta-tiv), a.

[complement, v., + -ative.^ In pMlol, serving

to complement a notion or its expression : ap-

plied to certain verb forms in some agglutina-

tive languages.

The highly agglutinating character of this language [the

Kulrirlmahai of North Kachar Hills and parts of Nagaland]

is evident from the numerous conjugations given by Mr.

Soppit, for some of which he has no names, but which may
be called Acceleratives, Retardatives, Complementatives,

and so on. Eeane, Man Past and Present, p. 186.

complementoid (kom-ple-men'toid), n. Icom-

plement + -aid.'] In vhysiol. chem., a comple-

ment (see *compleme'nt, 8) which has lost its

zymotoxic group, but retains the haptophorie

group for the amboceptor.

complementophile (kom-plermen to-fil), a.

[complement + Gr. (l>tMv, love.] In phsy%ol.

cliem., having affinity for the complement (see

*complement, 8) ; noting that group of an am-

boceptor which unites with the complement.

If the two components are present in con-esponding

quantities the amboceptor will unite with the bactenum

by its haptophore group, the complement wiU then fit

into the complementophile group of the amboceptor and

the bacterium will be destroy|d.^^^^
^^^^ ^_ ^^^^ ^ ^^

complementopliilic (kom-plf-men-to-fil'ik), a.

Same as *complementophile.
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Complete hernia, etc. See *hemia, etc—Complete
perspectives, in gemn., two figures such that to
every point of one coiTesponds a point of the other,
to every straight of the one a straight of the other,
to every join of the one the join of the corresponding
points of the other, and to evei^ cross of the one ttie cross
of the corresponding straights of the other.— Complete
reaction, ia psychophysics, the sensorial form of the
simple reaction, in which the reactor's attention is di-

rected upon the stimulus, and not upon the movement of
response.

_
E. B. Titfhener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 123.

completion, n ^^qnlvalent hy completion. See
-kequivaleiil.

complex, n:— Cell complex, a mass of closely
unit«d or intertwined cells, as in the case of certain fungL—Goslngnlar complexes, such complexes as have
the same singular surface.

—

JFundamental complex.
Same as ^baa&ment ctrnipZeaj-'^Une-COmplex, the as-

semblage of straight lines which satisfy one given condi-
tion, that is, of lines whose coordinates satisfy one equa-
tion of given form. Since a line has four co5rdinates, the
lines of a line-complex are triply infinite, or oo 3, in number.—Palllal complex, the mass of organs, including the
gills, osphradia, nephric and genital ducts, which lie

near one another in the manlJe-cliamber of gastropod
mollusks and may be considered as an anatomical unit—Quadratic complex, a complex in which the equation
of the line-complex is of the second degree in the coordi-
nates. Tlie quadratic complex involves 19 constants.

—

Tetrahedral complex, the quadratic complex com-
posed of the lines whicli meet the faces of a given tetra-

hedron in four points whose double ratio or cross ratio is

constant. A tetrahedi-al complex is determined by its

fundamental tetiahedron and by one of its lines or by the
cross ratio of the complex. Since the fundamental tetra-

hedron may be chosen in oo 12 ways, there are oo 13 tetra-

hedral complexes.

complex (kom'pleks), v. t. [complex, a.] To
combine intricately ; involve ; miy up.

Murdered thus
Mutatione vestium, in disguise,

Whereby mere murder got complexed with wile.

Browning, Ring and Book, viii. 1319.

complexion, n. 5. In psychol., a term pro-
posed for a certain type of menial connection
or association. See the extract.

The melody, e. g., is a complexion. It contains both the
consolidating contents, the various notes played or sung,

the members of the complexion; and the consolidated
contents, i. e., the new factor that emerges when the
•notes are taken together, the unifying factor in the com.-

plexbon, the * taken-togetherness' itself, the unity of the
new fund that*cancels the old debts.

/. M. Bentley, in Amer. Jour. PsychoL, XIIL 280.

complication, n. 6. In psychol., the simul-

taneous association of perceptions or ideas of

different senses.

Xhese connections of ideas of disparate senses which
are referred to the same objects, and so belong closely

together, we may term with Herbart complicationg.

W. Wundt (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 286.

Let us call the reproducing presentation A, and that
with which it has been associated B; the reproduced
presentation may be denoted by 6 ... When & is an
integral part of A and incapable of independent exist-

ence, the process is called complication, because the re-

sult is merely a change in the constitution of A, and for

the most pait an increase in its complexity.
O. F. Stout, Manual of Psychol., p. 90.

Complication pendulum, in ei^er. psychol., an instru-

ment for presenting a series of visual stimuli any term
of which may be accompanied by some disparate stimu-

lus (sound, pressure, electric shock). The primary visual

series is given with the movement of a clock-hand over
the divisions of a dial; the complicating stimulus is

thrown in, at the required moment, by a gear attached to

the pendulum of the clock-work. The instrument was
devised by Wundt for the study of attention : although
the selected visual impression and its complicating sound,

etc.. are objectively coincident, they are not necessarily
'apperceived' as coincident; there maybe a 'temporal
displacement ' of the two simultaneous impressions, ac-

cording to the direction of attention. Recently the com-
plication pendulum has been replaced by the complication
clock : the difference between the two instruments is that
the hand of the clock moves uniformly round its dial,

whereas the pointer of the older apparatus repeats the
acceleration of the pendulum movements.

complt. An abbreviation of complainant.

Component society. See *society.

comport^ (kom'port), n. A perverted form in
trade catalogues, etc., of compote, 2.

COmposimeter (kgm-pp-sim'e-ter), n. [Irreg.

< composi(tion) 4- Gr. /Mrpov, measure.] A
device used in connection with gas-engines
for indicating the calorific value of the gas
employed in the engine.

composit, a. A simplified spelling of composite.

compositelbow, dike, forest, etc. See Som)'-',

etc.

compositeness (kom-poz'it-, kom'po-zit-nes),

n. Composite structure or make-up ; com-
posite character or quality.

From an early date the compositeness of this work
[Book of Enoch] was recognized. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 490.

composition, ». 12. In chem., the kind and
relative amounts of the components of a com-
pound; commonly, the kind and relative

weights of the elements, or the kind and num-
ber of the atoms, which make up the compound.
The gravimetric composition states the relative weights

compression
of the components; the volumetric composition their
relative volumes ; the centesimal or percentage composi-
tion their percentages; and the atomic composition or
the molecular composition, the kind aud number of the
atoms which make up their molecules. For example, the
gravimetric composition of water is 1 part by weight oj
ydrogen and 7.94 parts by weight of oxygen ; the cen-

tesimal composition is 11.19 per cent of hydrogen >nd
88.81 per cent, of oxygen ; the volumetric composition is

1 volume of oxygen and 2.0027 volumes of hydrogen ; the
atomic or molecular composition is 1 atom of oxygen and
2 atoms of hydrogen. The composition belonging to the
critical temperature is a critical composition and a solution
of such composition a critical solution.— Critical com-
position Of solution. See *solution.—Demotic, so-
cial composition. See -kdenwtic, icsocial.

Compositors' cramp, an occupation neurosis, analogous
to writers' cramp, which affects the muscles of the fore-

arm and hand in type-setters. '

compost^, ri. 8. A compost is any mixture of a not
easily decomposable substance containing plant-food, with
more putrescible substances or with chemicals to secure
decomposition and render available the fertilizing con-

stituents of the whole. The typical compost is a com-
bination of peat with dung, fish, or the like, moistme
being supplied if wanting. The nitrogen of the latter

substances is absorbed and conserved while the oi-gan-

ization of the woody matter is broken down and its

content of plant-food released. Straw, dead leaves, and
any kind of litter may be used in the place of peat. An-
other class of composts are made by the combination
with peat of alkaline substances, particularly lime, with
or without salt, also wood ashes, peat ashes, or gas-lime.

Composts are also made of bones with lime and wood
ashes.— Compost beap, a compact pile of the materials

of a compost, at first in layers. The material is usually

turned over with a fork several times to assist decompo-
sition. A trench or pit is employed in the reduction of

bones.

compost^, i>. t. 3. To form or convert into

compost. See *compost^, n., 3.

COmpost^t, n. [OF. compost, an erroneous form
of compot, < LL. computus < L. computare,
compute: see compute, v. anAn.'] A computa-
tion or calendar of astronomical and ecclesi-

astical data. N. E. D.
composting (kom'post-ing)j n. [compost v. +
^»gil.] The operation of making a compost
or of making into a compost with the proper
substance. ;

.

Thorough c&n^psting^ with lime is a remedy for these
conditions [that is,, the injurious action of muck].

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 170.

compound^, t). t 9. Tomake (a steam-engine)
operate on the eompouud principle, whereby
the steam expands first in a small cylinder
and does work in propelling the piston, and
thence exhausts into a larger low-pressure
cylinder, where it expands still further until
released at the exhaust when the traverse is

completed.

The era of compounding, as applied to locomotives, was
inaugurated by Mr. A. Mallet in 1876 in France, followed
by Mr. A. von Berries in Germany, Mr. T. W. Worsdell
and Mr. F. W. Webb in England, and Mr. S. M. Vauclam
in America, all about the year 1889.

Enayc. Brit., XXXII. 162.

compound^. I, a— compound arch, balance-
rudder. See *arcAl, Malance-rudder. — Compound
crystal, a twin crystal See tvdnl II, 3.- Componnd
dike. Same as composite -kdike.—Compound evolu-
tion, flexure, etc. See -kevolution, -kjlexure, etc.

II. n,— Copulated compoundt in chem., a com-
pound formed by the union of two other compounds and
exhibiting to some extent the chemical character of the
one modified by that of the other. Originally the term,
which is now out of use, was applied to compounds of
organic with inorganic substances. Also called con-
jugated compound.— Cyclic compounds. See-kcyclic.—Lard compound, trade name for an imitation of

hog's lard, made from the stearin left in ttie produc-
tion of oleo-margarin, refined cotton-seed oH, and, usu-
ally, some actual lard. Also known as compound lard.

-Psychical compound. See *pgychical.

comprehensi'^e, a. 4. In logic, intensive ; re-

lating to logical comprehension.
It is an axiom in logic that the more extensive any gen-

eral teim is, it is the less com,preliensive. Held.

5. In bioL, of a general or synthetic type of

structure. See synthetic, 3 comprehensive
type, in paleon., any ancient organism possessed of char-
acters which in geologically lator periods have become
distributed among different and more highly specialized
groups. The comprehensive type always precedes the
specialized type in time, and the sum of its characters,

once broken up, is never recombined at a later date. Also
called g&neraUzedtype.

compress, «. 4. An establishment in which
cotton-bales are compressed for transporta-
tion. [U. S.]

Compressed-air motor. Same as air-motor

(which see, under motor).

compressibility, ».—Adlahatlc coefficient ofcom-
pressibility. See *(!oe^ra<!ri«.—Isothermal coefficient

of compressibility. See *coeJicieia.

compressing-bottle (kom-pres'lng-bot'l), n.

A stout glass vessel for the digestion of sub-

stances under pressure.

compression, n center of compression. See

•ceKteri.- Compression atrophy, beam, ete. See

•atropAj/, etc.— Compression by stages, a processor

compression in which a gas is introduced successively



compression
into a series of cylinders which decrease in size as the
pressure increases. A compressor orpump with four such
cylinders, for example, is called a four-ata^e compressor.— Compression myelitis, SeeitmyeHtia.—CompieB-
Blonof the brain, intracranial pressure caused oy an
effusion of blood, a tumor, depressed fracture of the skull,
etc. The usual symptom is coma, hut there may he con-
vulsions.— Compression of the poles, of the earth or
other planet, its oblateneas, that is, the ratio of the differ-
ence between its equatorial and polar diameters to the
equatorial diameter.— IsoUietmiU compression, com-
pression of a fluid, or other body, under conditions in-
volving no change of temperature.

compressional (kom-presh'on-al), a. [com-
pression + -o?i.] " Of or pertaining to com-
pression, that is, to the strain due to a stress,

sueh as hydrostatic pressure, which tends to
produce diminution of volume without shear-
ing. Se6 elasUdty.— Compressional energy, energy
stored in an elastic medium as the result of work done in

compressing it— Compressional strain, a strain in an
elastic body resulting from and corresponding to com-
pressional stress.— Compressional strength, that prop-
erty of an elastic body by which it resists compression.
Ck>mpressional strength is denoted by the bulk modulus
in cases in which the stresses tend to reduction of volume,
and by the stretch modulus when the stress is longitu-

dinal.— Compressional Stress, stress which tends to

reduce the length, breadth, thickness, or volume of a

body.— Compressional wave. See *wavei.

compression-cliamber (kom-presh'on-oham*-
b6r), n. A space or compartment the volume
of which can be reduced, usually by the push-
ing in of a piston or plunger, for the purpose
of compressing th§ contents ; a compressing-
oylinder.

compression-coupling (kom - presh'on -kup " -

ling), n. A form of shaft-coupling for uniting

lengths of driving-shaft end to end, in which
the two ends each have a split cone keyed on.
These two cones are drawn in and compressed by bolts

against two complementary female cone surfaces inside a
cylindrical casing which receives both of the split cones.

The coupling shows no bolts, and can be used to carry a
driving-belt

compression-curve (kom-presh'on-k6rv), n.

That curve or part of"an indicator-diagram
from an engine which shows the pressures in
the cylinder on that part of the return stroke

which takes place after the exhaust-port has
closed.

compression-irv'linder (kom-presh'on-sil " in-

der), n. 1. Same as *air-eompressor, n.—
2. A form of cylinder in which air is retained
under pressure to act as a pneumatic spring
under shock or impact, as in the recoil of

gun-carriages.
compression-engine (kom-presh'gn-en*jin), ».

A gas-engine in whic£ the mixed charge is

subjected to compression before being ignited.
The advantage of employing compression is that the
pressure resulting from the explosion of the charge is

very much higher than at atmospheric pressure. For this

reason the economy and efficiency of the engine are in-

creased.

compression-faucet (kom-presh'on-fft*set), n.

A faucet in which the valve is closed by pres-

sure only.

compression - machine (kom - presh ' on -ma -

shen*), n. 1. An air-compressor ; a machine
for compressing any substance.— 2. A testing-
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gas, either as a source of power, for con-
venience of storage, or for producing liquefac-

tion as in the manufacture of liquid air.

compression-valve (kom-presh'on-valv), n.

A valve whose opening or release"will relieve

excessive compression behind it : used in in-

ternal combustion motors to relieve an in-

convenient compression when sueh motors
are to be started by hand. Often called relief-

compressorium, >i. 2. Same as compressor, (a).

COmpromission (kom'pr9-mish"on), n. [LL.
See compromise.} Compromise: used now only
in the following phrase Election by compro-
mlsslon, election to an ofllce by a committee to wnom
power to elect has been delegated.

comptograph (komp'to-graf), n. [Badlyformed
from L. comp(u)tare,' count, + Gr. ypdipetv,

write.] A key-actuated machine which prints
or lists successive numerical items on paper,
adds the items, and, at the will of the operator,
records their sum.
comptometer (komp-tom'e-t&r), n. [Badly
formed from L. comp(u)tare, count, + Gr. fii-

rpov, measure.] A key-actuated machine for
performing addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division, it has nine keys and one lever
for each column of figures ; the keys actuate the levers,
and the levers figm'e-wheels which indicate results. En-
gin. Mag., July, 1904, p. 612.

Compulsive insanity. See *imsanity.
Compulsory Idea, an imperative concept, or obsession,
which completely dominates the will.

compunctious, a. 2. Troubled with a feeling
of compunction.
Spears had been deeply compunctious for the parthehad

taken. Mrs. OlipJuint. J^. E. D.

computant (kom'pu-tant), n. [L. computans
{-ant-), ppr. of compuiare, compute.] A com-
puter ; an arithmetician. Carlyle, German Ro-
mance.
computative (kom-put'a-tiv), a. [NL. '"eom-

pwtativus, < li. "computdre, compute.] Given
to computation ; calculating. BusMn.
computing-maclline (kom-pil'ting-ma-shen''''),

n. A machine which performs the" simpler
operations of arithmetic by mechanical means.
computing-scale (kom-pu'ting-skaF), n. A
combined weighing and price-calculating ma-

Compression-machlne.

(From Travers's " Study of Gases.")

machine for finding the compressive strength

of materials.— 3. A machine for determimng

the physical constants of gases, as vapor

pressure, critical temperature, etc. It consists

of a wrought-iron barrel to hold mercury, mto which

compression-tubes for gases, and manometers are mserted

at o, a', and a". The caps as at a, and a', the latter

attached to the oft-set 6, serve to keep the manometers

m place. Pressure is exerted on the gases when by turn-

ing the screw /, held by the guide-bars e, and flie cap g,

the plunger d is forced against the mercurym the baireL

compression-member (kom-presh pn-mem*-

b6r) n. Any part of a structure, as a bridge or

a bmlding, in which the stresses due to the

loads produce compression.

compression-pump (kom-presh'on-pump), n.

A pump for the compression of air or other

Computins:-scale.

n, weighing.beam indicator—beam not shown: d, tiay holding
goods to be weighed ; c, platform for weights ; ti, weight-scale ; e,

sliding-weiglit; /l pointer indicating weight on scale ; ^, pointer
indicating price at that weight; A, casing inclosing computing
mechanism; i, price scale; J, operating-handle controlling com-
putator; >$, extra weight.

chine, it consists essentially of a beam, spring, or
platform weighing-scale, and a mechanical computing-
machine affixed to the weighing-scale. The computing
mechanism may be of any form and be Joined to any type
of weighing-machine, the essential feature being that the
method of mdicating the weight shall be so applied that
it a^o indicates the selling price of the article weighed.
In the illustration a simple form of beam-scale is shown,
the sliding-weighi^ resting on the graduated scale, appear-

ing at the left Beneath the scale-beam is shown the
cylindrical casing inclosing the price-calculating mechan-
ism. This consists essentially of a revolving cylinder,

marked in figures representing cents, arranged in parallel

horizontal lines and operated by the nurled screw at the
right On turning the screw the cylinder is revolved
until the line of figures calculated for any particular

price is brought into view in front On weighing any
article in the scale the weight is moved mitil the Deam
balances, when a pointer on the lower side of the weight
indicates the computed price in cents on the computing-
cylinder.

compy. An abbreviation of company.

comr. An abbreviation of comm,issioner.

Comrade palmer-worm. See ^palmer^worm.
com.-sergtl An abbreviation of commissary-

sergeant.

Comstock lode. See *lode.

Com. Ver. An abbreviation of Common Ver-

sion (of the Bible).

con^ (kon), o. Short for 'confidence': as a eon

man ; a con game. See confidence man, con-

fidence game (under confidence).

Con. An abbreviation (o) of Consid; (B) [I. c]
of conclusion.

concept-idea

conacaste (ko-na-kas'ta), n. [Guatemalan.]
The eardrop-tree, Mnterolobium cycloearpum,

or its fruits. The latter are sometimes used
for tanning, like divi-divi.

con agilitd/ (kbn a-je-lf-ta'). [It.] In music,

with agility or nimbleness : used especially of

the vocal execution of rapid runs or figures.

con anima (kon a'ni-mSi). [It.] In music,

with animation.
Conant dollar. See ^dollar.

conarite, n. See *connarite.

conation, n. 3. In sodol., social effort, es-

pecially that put forth by a community to

transform its environment. X. F. Ward, Pure
Soeiol., p. 247.

concameration, •«. 4. In anat., an arrange-
ment in the form of connecting cavities or
hollow cells.—5. The vault or sphere of the
heavens; one of the celestial 'spheres' of

older astronomy. N. E. D.

concassation (kon-ka-sa'shon), n. [NL. *con-

cassatio(n-), for, *eonquassdiio(n-), < *conquas-
sare, < L. cortr, together, + quassare, crush : see

quash^.'] The reduction of roots or woods to

small fragments, that their active principles

may be more easily extracted by solvents.

concatenation, n. 3, The association of a
number of nerve-cells in a series to form a
nerve or nerve-tract,^-4. In elect., same as
cascade ^connection, (6).

concave, n. 4. The vault or arch of heaven :

as, "the blue concave."—5. A playing card so
trimmed that it can be separated from others
according to the purpose for which the pack
was prepared.
COnceiv, v. t. and i. A simplified spelling of
conceive.

concelebrate, v. II. intrans. In the Rom.
Cath. Ch., to repeat, as a newly ordained
priest, the words of the mass along with the
ordaining bishop, who celebrates.

concelebration (kon-sel-f-bra'shon), n. The
act, of a newly ordained' priest, of repeating
the words of the mass along with the ordain-
ing bishop, who celebrates.'

concento (kon-ehen'to), n. [It., < L. concentus,
harmony : see concentus.'] Harmony ; in music,
indicating the simultaneous sounding of the
tones of a chord : opposed to arpeggio.

concentration, n. re) concentration may be : (1)

The reduction of volume by the process of concentrating,
as by the evaporation of water from a solution, or the re-

moval of gangue from an ore. (2) The strength of a solu-
tion as increased by concentrating it and as depending on
the amount of some dissolved substance contained in a
given volume of the solution. (3) The strength of a solu-
tion as depending on the -amouiit of some substance dis-

solved in a given amount of the solution, simply, and
without reference toany pr^ess of concentrating it; it

may be measured in peTeenttige, or by specific gravity of
the solution. (4) The number of gram-atoms or gram-
equivalents or gram-molecules of the dissolved substance,
as the case may be, which are contained in unit volume
of the solution. The unit volume is commonly the liter,

but sometimes the cubic centimeter. A solution con-
taining one ^am-molecule, etc., in the liter is called a
normm soliUion ; and one containing one tentli of a gram-
molecule, etc., in the liter is called a decinarnuU solution,
often written 0. 1 normal, or ^^ solution. (5) The number of
gram-atoms, gram-equivalents, etc., contained in the unit
volume, although not in solution, as in case of gases or va-
pors, (g) In Uerbart's pedagogic system, same as itabsorp'
tion, 2.—Concentratloncamp,depoBit. See iteainpi,
kdepogit.—Ionic concentraraon, in phya. chem., the
number of gram-atoms or gram-equivalents of an ion which
are contained in the unit volume of a solution.— Molec-
ular concentration, in phys. ehem., the ratio of the
number of molecules of a dissolved substance which are
contained in a given volume to the number of molecules
of the solvent contained in the same volume.

concentrator, n. 4. An apparatus wherein
solutions or other products of manufacture are
concentrated.—Belt-concentrators, a class of con-
centrating-machines in which the work is done on the sur-
face of an inclined endless belt, usually of rubber, over
which the pulp flows. The heavier minerals are retarded
by friction, while the lighter ones move more rapidly.
The separation is aided by mechanical jarring or shaking
of the frame which carries the belt Also called belt-

taftlc- Centrifugal concentrator, a machine for sep-
arating minerals by centrifugal force. In one form the
ore particles are thrown from a rapidly revolving disk
outward into a series of concentric troughs, the denser
grains being thrown farther than the lighter grains of
gangue.

concept, n— ClassifiC concept, the governing idea of
a system of classiflcation or of any part of such a system.

conceptacle, n.—Neutral, sterile, or vegetative
COnceptacle. Same as cryptogtoma.

concept-feeling (kon'sept-fe'ling), n. In psy-
ehol., a characteristic feeling which accom-
panies the consciousness of vicarious or sym-
hdhe value attaching to the concept-idea. Also
called conceptualfeeling.

concept-idea (kon'sept-i-de"a), n. Inpsychol.,
an idea which is recognized as having only a



concept-Idea

vicarious or symbolic value; an idea which
serves as the vehicle of the logical concept.
Also called conceptual idea.

They serve to invest the concept-idea with the con-
scioosnesa of Its vicarious significance, and with the re-
sultant concept-feeling.
W. Wundt (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. SIO.

conceptionist, Z. A member of the Boman
Catholic religious order of the Sisters of the
Conception of Our Lady, founded in Portugal
by Beatrix de Sylva in 1484.
Conceptual time. See *timei.
conceptually (kon-sep'ta-al-i), adv. As a men-
tal conception.
A substance is neither actually nor conceptiuilly the

sum of its radicals. Nature, Sept. 18, 1902, p. 601.

concert, n—The European concert, the great pow-
ers of Europe when acting together diplomatically. See
tkepoweri, under powjerl.

COncertante, a., (h) An old term used to desig-
nate orchestral parts or instruments that were
employed throughout a piece: opposed to
ripieno parts, which were used only at inter-
vals for fuller effect.

concert-hall (kon's6rt-hai), n. A hall in which
concerts, chiefly, are given.

concertinist (kon-s^r-te'nist), n. [concertina
+ 4st.'\ One who plays upon a concertina.

concertino, I., n. Z. In a *conoerto grosso
(which see), the group of solo instruments
taken collectively.

concertist (kon'sfer-tist), n. [concert -f- 4st.'\

A performer in a concert. [CoUoq.]
concertistic (kon - s6r - tis ' tik), a. In music,
pertaining to or after the manner of a concert

:

usually in distinction from ecclesiastical or oper-
atic. [Rare.]

concertize (kon's6r-tiz), «. ».; pret. and pp.
concertized, ppr. eoncerUzing. [concert + 4ze.']

To give or perform in a concert. [CoUoq.]
concerto, ».—Concerto, grosso 'great concerto," a
concerto in which a group of solo instruments occu-
pies the principal place.

concession, n. 4. In China, Korea, and other
countries where extraterritoriality prevails, a
tract of land at or near a sea- or river-port, set
apart for the use of the citizens and subjects
of the treaty-nations when that port is opened
by treaty to foreign residence and trade : as,

the French and British concessions at Shang-
hai; the British concession at Han-kau; the
Foreign Concession at Tientsin, etc. Here for-

eigners may lease land and erect such dwellings and other
buildings as are required in their business, and in most
instances the right of municipal self-government has
been acquired by agreement with the sovereign power.

concessionaire (kon-sesh-on-ar'), n. [T.] A
concessioner or concessionary.

The rules to which exhibitors, ctmcessimiaires, and state

and foreign governments must conform in the erection

and maintenance of structures on the St. Louis Exposition
grounds have received the final approval of all authorities

concerned.
Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 148.

concb, n. 8. In the cephalopod mollusks, the
postembryonie shell: contrasted with proto-

conch or embryonal shell, and with shell, a term
which loosely covers the entire external skel-

eton.— 9. (a) The whelk, FuXgur cariea ; (6)

the helmet-shell. Cassis.— 10. In Eom. antiq.,

the name for various small vessels used for

oil, salt, etc.

conch^ (kongk), n. Same as *conk^.

conch., conchol. Abbreviations of conohology.

concha, n. 4. Same as *eonch, 10.

The admirable figure of Marforius, casting water into

a most ample concha. Evelyn. JT. E. D.

5. The thin, translucent shell of a bivalve

mollusk, sometimes used for window-panes in

the East Indies.

conchal (kong'kal), a. [concha + -al.'\ Re-
lating to or reseriibling a concha.

Concmdium (kon-kid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

adyxv, a shell, + -idium, dim.] A genus of ex-

tinct brachiopods of the family Pentameridse,

having in the ventral valve a spondylium sup-

ported by a median septum and two vertical

septa in the dorsal valve. The shells are strongly

ribbed on the exterior. The genus is widely distributed

in Silurian and Devonian rocks.

COnchifragOUS (kon-kif'ra-gus), a. [Gr. i^yxn,

a shell, + L. -fragus, iframgere, break.] Shell-

breaking : said of the .jaws of animals adapted

for feeding on shellfish.

CraniMm.—Agreeing in most characters with the exist-

ing Cheloninffi, but specialized for a coneM/ragous habit

;

short, very broad, with external nares directed as much
upward as forward. . „ . „ ^ ,-/,. ,™,

Amer. Jour, of 5a., Sept, 1904, p. 192.

conchite, n. Z. A form of calcium carbonate,

forming 'a considerable part of the calcareous
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secretions of molluscan shells and supposed
to have specific characters. It is probably only
a form of aragonite.
conchitis (kong-ki'tis), n. [NL., < concha +
-itis.]

_ Inflammation of the external ear.

conchoid, >:.— spherical conchoid, a curve like a
conchoid, but on a sphere.

conchoidal, a. Z. In math., pertaining or re-
lating to the conchoid: as, Holm's conchoidal
screw.

conchoidally (kong-koi'dal-i), adv. In a con-
choidal curve.

The sandstone of this formation has the peculiarity of
fracturing eonchoidaUy. Pop. Sci. Mo., LIV. 64.

conchologize (kong-kol'o-jiz), v. i.
; pret. and

pp. conchologised, ppr. conchologising. [eon-
eholog-y + -»«e.] To collect or study shells.

KinqsUy.
conchorhynchus (kone-ko-ring'kus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kdyxn, a shell, -I- piry'xo;, a snout.] One of
the names which were applied to the homy
jaws of the fossil cephalopod Temnocheilus
bidorsatus, of the Triassic rocks, before it was
known to what shell they appertained.
COnchotome (kong'ko-tom), n. [Gr. Kdyx?;,

shell, + -TOjioQ, < ra/ielv, out.] An instrument
for dividing one of the turbinals in the nose.
COnchula (kong'ku-la), n.

;
pi. conchulee (-le).

[NL., dim. of L. concha, a shell.] The thick-
ened, lobed extremity of the siphonoglyph in
SiphonactimdsB.

conchyliferous (kong-ki-lif 'e-rus), a. [Gr.
KoyxvMj, a shell, -I- L. ferre, tear.] Same as
conchiferous.

concis. An abbreviation of the Latin concisvs,
cut.

conclusiuncule (kgn-klS'zi-tmg-knl), n. [L.

conclusiuncula, dim. of conclusio(n-), conclu-
sion.] A trifling conclusion : one of the stock
sophisms of traditional logic.

concomitant, a. 2. In bot, running side by
side, as bundles which are not separated by
other bundles.
concordance, n. 4. In music, concord or con-
sonance in the technical sense of these words

:

opposed to dissonance or discord.

Concord axle, buggy, coach, hame. See
*axle, etc.

concrescence, n. 5. In embryol., the forma-
tion of the body of the vertebrate embryo by
the growing together of the lips of the blasto-
pore.

concrescent (kon-kres'eut), a. [L. concrescens
{-ent-), ppr. ot'conc/reseere, grow together : see
concresce.'\ Growing together ; coherent.

A single male fiower consists of an axis enclosed at t^e
base by an inconspicuous perianth formed of two concres-

cent leaves and terminating in two,' or as many as eight,

shortly stalked or sessile anthers.
Eruiyc. BHt., XXIX. 191.

concrete, I. a. 5. In bot., growing together.

II. )i.—Adobe concrete. See Aadoiie.—Armored
concrete. Same as reirt/orced -^concrete.—Reinforced
concrete, any form of concrete construction in which the
concrete is reuiforced by the use of steel or iron bars, rails,

rods, wires, netting, etc., bedded in it, to give it additional

strength and solidity. In the most important form, called

steel concrete, the concrete is reinforced by corrugated
bars of steel or expanded metal. It is used in erecting

bridges, culverts, sewers, fire-proof fioors and roofs, foot-

ings, and walks or foundations. The steel is disposed in the
mass of the concrete to resist the various strains to which
the structure may be subjected. Thin fioors, walls, and
roofs are reinforced by sheets of expanded metal ; foun-

dations, bridges, arches, sewers, etc., are strengthened by
bars of steel having right-angled corrugations.

concrete, i>. t. 8. To treat or lay with con-

crete : as, to concrete the foundations of a build-
ing; to concrete a cellar floor, or a sidewalk.

concrete-mixer (kon'kret-mik"s6r), n. A ma-
chine for mixing cement, sand, crushed or

broken stone, and water in varying propor-
tions for making concrete. The mostcommon type
is a rotary cylinder operated by a small portable engine
or motor, and arranged with suitable inlets for the water
and other materials, and for stirring and mixing them, etc.

concretion, n. 5. In old chem., reduction of

a Uquid to a soUd, commonly by partial evap-
oration.

Concretionary granite. See *gramte.

concretize (kgn-kre'tiz), V. i.; pret. and pp.
concretized, ppr. concretizing, [concrete + -ize.']

To make specific
;
give definiteness to.

The method of resolving bodies into pai-tioles I call an-

alysis, and the proof of analysis is synthesis. I use the
term analysis with a specific meaning, to distinguish it

from abstraction. The proof of abstraction is concretiz-

ing. J. W. Powell, in Amer. Anthropol., July-Sept., 1901,

[p. 409.

concur, v. i. 6. (a) In law, to assert, with
other claimants, a claim against the estate of

condidit

an insolvent. (6) In Eng. law, to unite in two
or more persons the title to a single estate.

concur (kon-k6r'), n. [concur, ».] In mod.
greom., the straight determined by two coplanar
flat pencils.

concurrence, n. 5. In math., the meeting of
lines, surfaces, etc.— 6. In mod. geom., the
meeting-point or cointerseetion-point of three
ormoreUnes.— 7. In French law, equality of
rights of several parties in the same subject-
matter or thing.

concurrency, n. 2. In togrjc, a relation in which
no individual object stands to any other than
itself, such as ' being at once black and also—.'

concusconine (kgn-kus'ko-nin), n. [con- +
cusconine.'] A crystalline alkaloid, C23H28O4.
N2+II2O. found in the bark of Bemijia purdie-
ana. The hydrate melts at 144° C, the anhy-
drous alkaloid at 208° C.

concussion-bellows (kon-kush'gn-beFoz), n.

Same as winker, 6.

concussion-table (kgn-ku8h'gn-ta'''bl), n. A
table for sizing an^ sorting" rock or ore by
means of a sidewise jarring motion which, in

combination with the effect of gravity, brings
particles of the same size or of the same specific

gravity into separate groups and results in a
mechanical separation.

Condemnation money. See *money.
condensance (kon-den'sans), n. [condense +
-ance. ] In elect., a negative reactance or capa-
city reactance. See *reactance.

condensate, a. II. n. The substance formed
by condensation.

Culture liquids tainted by the filter, the absorbing liquid,
and the condetisate. Buck, Med. Handbook, L 157.

condensation, n. 3. In organic chem., the
union of two carbon atoms which may be in
the same or in different molecules. Thus acety-
lene, C2H2, condenses to benzene, CgHg. In recent years
the term has been applied to reactions involving the
union of a carbon atom to an atom of some other poly-
valent element, usually accompanied by the removal of
the elements of water. Thus acetaldehyde, C2H4O, and
hydroxylamine, NH^OH, condense to form acetaldoxime,
C2H4NOH, and water, H^o.—Aldol condensation,
temperature of condensation, condensation the-
ory. See -kaidol, -ktemperature, ittheory.

condensational (kon-den-sa'shon-al), a. [con-
densation + -aU.] Of or pertaiiiii^ to conden-
sation ; having the power to condense or re-

duce the voltune of a substance.

And why may one attribute to ionised air different con-
densational properties, according as positive or as nega-
tive ions are in question, without having first established
that the corresponding air nuclei do not differ in size suf-

ficiently to account for the condensational diiference ob-
served. Nature, Dec. 3, 1903, p. 104.

Condensational energy, wave. See *energy,-kwavei:
Condensed numbers. See krmndier.—'Sxxra, con-
densed type, any face or style of printing-type that is

unusually narrow for its height.

This line is in Extra Condensed on 8-point body.

condenser, w. (/) a device for removing from a cur-
rent of gas such elements as will be caused to fall out from
the gas by reducing its temperature. Tar and ammonia
ai'e separable in this way.—Abb6 condenser, a form of
achromatic condenser (which see, under achromatic).—
Ammonia condenser. See -kammonia.—Condenser
yams, a trade-name applied to cotton yams spun from
roving made on a carding-machine with a condenser ap-
paratus.— Counter-current condenser, a jet-condenser
in which the direction of the current of air taken away
from the condensed water is contrary to the direction of
the current of injection-water; consequently the air
passes through the injection-water and is thoroughly
cooled.—Reflux condenser, a condenser so adjusted as
to return condensed vapors to the vessel from which they
came. Amer. Chem. Jour., Jan., 1903, p. 39.

condensery (kon-den'ser-i), n. [condense +
-ery.'i An establishment where condensed
milk is prepared.
condensing-engine (kon-den'sing-en*jin), n.

See *engine.

condiction (kgn-dik'shon), n. [L. condictio(n-),

< condicere, agree, promise, proclaim, reclaim,

etc. -. see condi1Aon.'\ In Bom. law, an action
of a personal nature, founded upon an obliga-

tion to perform a certain and defined service

or to give or do a certain thing.

condictitious (kon-dik-tish'us), a. [LL. coji-

dictimus, < eondictus, pp. of condicere, reclaim

:

see *condiction.'] Of or pertaining to condic-

tion.

condidit (kon'di-dit), n. [From the principal

word in the plea, L. condidit, 'he made' (the

will), perf. ind. third pers. sing, of condere,

put together, make, compose, etc. ; see condi-

ment.'] In eccles. law, a plea to a libel alleging

that the decedent made the will in suit, and
that he was of sound mind at the time.



condition

condition, c t. 7. In the tobacco trade, to
spray with a 2-per-cent. solution of glycerin.
This operation is performed only on chewing,
plug, and cigarette tobaccos.
conmtioner (kon-dish'on-6r), n. ^condition +
-erl.] In milling, a machine for drying damp
or musty grain and bringing it into proper con-
dition for use. It consists of a tall tower, the upper
part of which is formed of a series of circulai- blinds and the
lower part (one third) of woven-wire netting. Inside the
tower, and extending throughout its lengm, is a pipe or
cylinder of perforated sheet-metal. ISie damp grain is

fed into the top of the tower, and falls to the bottom in a.

cylindrical sheet between the outside blinds and netting
and the central perforated metal pipe. In falling, the
grain is first exposed to a heavy blast of hot air which
passes through the perforations in the central pipe, es-

caping thi'ough the grain and the blinds to the open air.

Falling still lower, it meets a blast of cold air, which, pass-
ing through the falling grain, escapes through the wire
netting. The heating, di'yin^, and cooling leave the grain
clean, Ary, and in good condition.

condol (kon-dol'), n. [Philippine Sp., < Tag.
condol.'] A name in the Pmlippine Islands
and Guam of the ash-pumpkin or wax-gourd,
Benincasa hispida, the fruit of which is used
as a vegetable and is preserved as a sweet-
meat. See benincasa.
Condolence council, a tribal council of the Iroquois held
after tlie death of a sachem. Dining the council the
successor of tlie deceased sa£hem was installed.

He was engaged on the Grand River reservation in
Canada, where he successfully made special effort to
obtain the chants and speeches used in the condolence
cottndl of the league. Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 49.

COndonance (kgn-do'nans), n. [condone +
-ance.'] Condonation. Atheneeum.
Gondroz psammites. See *psammite.
Condrusian (kon-dr8'si-an), a. and n. [L.
Condrvsi, n. pi., name of a people in Belgio
Gaul, in the district now called Condroz.'\

I. a. In geol., a term applied to the uppermost
division of the Devonian rocks in Belgium and
northern France, being otherwise known as
the Psammites of Condroz and constituting the
upper of two subdivisions which togethermake
the Famennian stage.

II. n. The Condrusian division.

conduct, V. J.— Conducting cells, sbeatb. See*cell,
•kukeath.

conduct^, n. lOt. The arrangement and com-
position of a picture. Walpole.

conductance (kon-duk'tans), n. {conduct +
-ance.'\ In elect": (a) the conducting power of

a given mass of specified material of specified

shape and connections. Standard Elect. Diet.

(6) in alternating-current |cireuits, the energy
component of admittance, defined as the ratio

of the energy current divided by the electro-

motive force. See ^admittance, 6 Specific
conductance, in elect., conductivity; the conductance
of a portion (of any given material) one centimeter long
and one square centimeter in cross-section.

conducting-bar (kon-duk'ting-bar), «. Same as

*com6-6ar.
conduction, «. 4. In physiol., the transfer of

nervous influence along a nerve-fiber or of the

contractile force from point to point in muscle-
tissue.

Just as in a nerve fiber, when excited by a localized

stimulus, the excited state spreads from the excited point

to the adjacent uuexcited ones, so in muscle the "con-
traction,"when excited at a point, spreads to the adjacent
uncontracted parts. Both in muscle and in nerve this

spread is termed '* conduction. " Encyc. Brit. , XXXL 738.

Avalanche conduction. See kavalanche.—Tovai'ifa
law of conduction. See -klaw^.—Wernicke's aphasia
of conduction- Same as word-deafness.

Conductive tissue, in hot., same as conducting

tissue (which see, under tissue).

conductivity, n. 2. In physiol., the power of

a nerve to conduct an impulse.

When a nerve is divided it will lose its motor con-

ductivity only after the lapse of some time.
Lancet, April 18, 1903, p. 1089.

Conductivity ofthe atmosphere, (a) The caloiimetric

conductivity of the^ atmosphere expressed in absolute

units of heat, or the number of calories conducted through

a unit distance and a unit mass of air in a unit of time

under the influence of a unit gradient of temperature.

This small quantity becomes vei-y important in meteor-

ology, where it is converted into thermometric con-

ductivity. (6) The thermometric conductivity of the

atmosphere ; the change in temperature of the atmosphere

due to its caloriinetric conductivity. It is equal to the

latter divided by the specific heat of a unit volume, or by

the product of the specific heat of a unit mass multiplied

by the density of the gas. It is therefore a lai^ quantity

in the upper regions of the atmosphere.—Coemcient 01

tbermometric conductivity. See *<!oe#<rseTC«.—Con-

ductivity water, inp%s. ehem,, water speciaUy purified

tor use in measuring the electrical conductivity of solu-

tions. Ordinary water is commonly regarded as a fairly

good conductor of electricity; even distilled water is far

ftom being a non-conductor; but most of its conducting

power depends on the presence of dissolved substances,

such as ammonia and carbon dioxid. Water freed as far as

possible from these is used in experunents on the con-
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ductivity of solutions. —External conductivity. See
*«n,i8mmi(!/.—Magnetic conductivity, the ma^etic
induction of a circuit divided by the magnetizing force

;

magnetic permeability or specific permeance ; the recip-
rocal of reluctivity.—Molecular conductivity, in phys.
ck&m., the specific electric conductivity of a solution
divided by tiie concentration ; the conductivity which
would be exhibited by a solution of the specified concen-
tration, and of such volume as to contain onegram-molecule
of the dissolved substance when entirely inclosed between
large electrodes one centimeter apart.— Specijlc con-
ductivity. Same as specijlc *eonductance.— Surface
conductivity, radiating power expressed in terms of the
heat emitted per second by a square centimeter of surface
when the radiating body has a temperatm'e one degree
centigrade above its surroundings. Also called emissivity.
—Thermal conductivity, a physical constant used to
express quantitatively the rate of transfer of heat through
a medium by conduction. The conductivity, k, is the
quantity of heat which would pass, in a unit of time, be-
tween the opposite faces of a layer of the substance of unit
area and unit thiclmess when the difference of temperature
between the faces is one degree. See conduction and covy-
duetivity. — Thermometric conductivity. Same as
thermal kdiffusi'sity.

conductor, n. 9. Speeiflcally, in elect., a sub-
stance throughwhich electric currents can flow.
Metals are the best conductors

; glass, rubber, air, etc.,
are very poor conductors. The following divisions may
be made : (1) Conductors of the fli'st class, or metallic con-
ductors, as the metals, carbon, silicon, etc., which, except
that they are heated, are not affected by the current.
(2) Conductors of the second class, or electralytic con-
ductors, as salt solutions, in which the passage of the
current is accompanied by chemical action. (3) Pyro-
electrolytes, as glass and magnetite, which are non-con-
ductors or poor conductors at ordinary temperatures, but
which become good conductors at high temperatures.
(4) Gaseous conductors, as gases at low pressures, which
carry the current only if the electromotive force is high
and which then show luminosity. (5) Arcs, that is, vapors
of first-class conductors, which become conducting by the
passage of the current —Conjugate conductors, in
elect., two conductors which form pai'ts of a divided
circuit and are so placed that an electromotive force in
the one produces no current in the other.— Cord con-
ductor, in elect., a conductor consisting of many fine
strands twisted or braided together and covered with
fiexible insulating material. Cord conductors are used in
making switchboard connections and for mauy other pur-
poses where a fiexible conductor is desirable.— Gore
conductor, a form of apparatus used in experiments in
electrotonus, in which there is a metal wire, or core,
through which the current is conducted.—Neutral con-
ductor, in a three-wire or Edison system of low-tension
electric distribution, the middle conductor, which has
against each of the two outside conductors half the voltage
existing between the outside' conductors. In a direct-
current three-wire distribution the two outside conductors
are the positive aud the negative conductors respectively.

conductor-rail (kon-duk'tgr-ral), n. In electro-

technics, a metallic rail by means of which the
electric current is conveyed to motors of an
electric railway.

conduit^, n.—6. Same as ^copula, 9 Electric
conduit, a permanent tubular space or system of spaces
or ducts designed to receive insulated electric conductors.

cone-bearing

[NL., < Gt. KovdvTum, dim. of kovSvati, socket:
see condyle.'] In craniom., a corner of the con-
dyle of the lower jaw. The lateral and the
medial condylia are distinguished.

Condyloid joint. Same as *condylarthrosis.

condylomatoid (kon-di-lom'a-toid), a. [con-

dyloma{t-) + -old.'] Resembling a condy-
loma. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 51.

condylome (kon'di-lom), n. Same as condy-
loma.

condylotomy (kon-di-lot'o-mi), n. [Gr.
K6v6vy>g, knuckle, -I- -ro/ita, < rauelv, cut.] In
surg., removal of the whole or of a part of the
condyle of a bone.

cone, n. a. (A) The conical top of a helmet or of a hat

He smote him on the helmet's cone, where streamed
The horse-hair plume. Bryant, tr. of Iliad, I. iv. 579.

(i) The crystalline lens of the compound or faceted eye
(ommateum) of an insect
Alluvial cone, hiphys. geog., a fan-shaped deposit of de-
tiitus formed by a stream at the mouth of a ravine ; an
alluvial fan. — Antipodal cone, in eytol., the cone-
shaped bundle of fibers opposite the spindle-fibers in tlie

karyokinetic figure of the dividing-cell.

—

Apical cone,
asymptote cone. See -kapicdt, irasymptote.—Cone of
eruption, a volcanic cone formed by the accumulation
of erupted material, such as dust and ashes.—Cone of
growui, in bot., the growing point at the apex of a stem,
which is conical ill shape.

—

Cone Of light. Same as
klight-spot.— Cone Of planes, the planes of correlated
straights of two copunctal non-coplanar flat pencils, pro-
jective but not perspective.— Cone Of shade or shadow,
in astron., the conical shadow projected into space by a
planet—Parasitic cone, a secondai-y cone formed at a
temporary vent ; an offshoot from the main volcanic vent.—Pyrometrlc cones. Same as Seger's kcones.—'Re-
versecones, (a)Coneswhich when used in pairshave their
similar bases together, so that their elements run in op-
posite directions or make an angle with each other: used
in bearings of lathe head-stocks, and in i-oller-beai'lngs as
used in motor-cars. (&) A pair of equal cones with paral-
lel axes, but with the small base of one in line with the
large base of the other, at such a distance that an endless
belt on tlieir surfaces or an idle transmitting-wheel be-
tween them can transmit power from one to the other.
In either form the device may be used to transmit a
varying velocity ratio by adjusting belt or wheel so
that a large circumference of driver is opposite a small
cii'cumference of diiver, or the reverse.— Soger's cones,

Seger s Fusible Cones

Sub-trolley Conduit,

a, traffic-rail ; d, cover-plate ; r, slot-rail ; <i^, holder; ^.insulator;

y, yoke ; £; working conductor; h, conduits for cables.

Sub-trolley conduit, a sub-surface inclosed space with
openings at the top, intended to support and protect the
working conductors of a sub-trolley electric railway.

conduplication, n. 2. Specifically, in bot., a
form of estivation in which the sides of an
organ are applied to each other by their faces.

condurangin (kon-du-rang'gin), n. [eon-
durango, var. of cundurango, + -in'^.] A name
given to two glneosides, C2QH320e and Cig
H28O7, found in the bark of the South Ameri-
can plant cundurango, Marsdenia Cundurango.
They are powerful nerve-poisons.

COndylartn (kon'di-larth), n. A member of
the group of extinct mammals termed the
Condylarthra.

condylarthran (kon -di-lar'thran), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Coriclylarthra.

II. n. A member of the Condylarthra.

condylarthrosis (kon "di-lar- thro 'sis), n.

[Gr. KMvh)^, knuckle, + apSpuaiQ, articula-
tion.] In anat., a form of hinge-joint, usually
with some lateral movement, in which a con-
dyle of one bone fits into a suitable depression
in the opposite bone.

condyle, n—Mandibularcondyle, in omith., the facet
on the distal end of the quadrate for the articulation of
the jaw or mandible.

—

Pterygoid condyle, in omith.,
the projecting rounded facet on the antenor^edge of the
quadrate for the articulation of the pterygoid.

condylion (kon-dil'i-gn), n.
;

pi. condylia (-a).

a series of pyramids or cones of varying fusible compo-
sition, each melting at a different temperature, used
to detfirmine the several degrees of heat in porcelain-
kilns : ilrst devised by Lauth and Vogt at Sfevi'es, and
perfected by Seger at tlie Koyal Berlin Porcelain Works.
There are 60 in the series. The fii-st indicates a temper-
ature of 690° 0. and the last one of 1,890° C. Mauy of the
cones contain alumina and silica in the proportion Alg

'

Og -I- lOSiOa. Those melting at high temperatures con-
tain only AI0O3 and SiOg in varying proportion, while
those indicaung lower temperatures contain K2O, CaO,
FegOa, Na^O -1- PbO, with 8102 aud B2O3. They are m-
serted at windowed draft-holes in the kiln, and the de-
gree of heat is determined by their point of fusion.

—

Tac-
tile cone, in some trematoids, one of the conical elevar
tions bearing groups of non-motile sensory cilia.— Tor-
rential cone, a fan-shaped-deposit of detritus built on
the land by rivers.-Vertex of a cone, the apex.—Vis-
ual cone, in optics, the cone of rays whose vortex is at
the retina and whose surface is detennined by the pupil
of the eye or, when looking at a small object by the
boundaries of the object.

cone, V. n. intrans. To bear cones: said of
coniferous trees.

cone-anchor (kon'ang'kgr), n. A sea-anchor
or drag in the shape of a' cornucopia, made of

r, tripping-line; 2, towing-line: 3, four-part bridle
; 4, tripping-

line ring ; 5, roping of drag ; 6, mouth of drag ; 7, iron ring.

an iron ring and of canvas : employed by ves-
sels in heavy weather to keep them headed to
the sea and wind, and to prevent them from
drifting rapidly to leeward.

M. Heureux dropped his cone-anch&r and waited until
a tug-boat, sent out especially from Dunkerque, threw a
rope to the car, by which the balloon was tugged easily
and reached Dunkerque fully inflated.

Nature, Sept 4, 1902, p. 447.

cone-bearing (kon 'barring), a. Coniferous;
belonging to the Pinaceee or any of the fami-
lies of the order Finales.



cone-belt

cone-belt (kon'belt), w. A descriptive name
for a form of furnaoe-tube which is made up
of a series of frustums of cones riveted to-
gether.

cone-cell (kon'sel), n. In histol., one of the
cells which secrete the crystalline cone in the
ommatidium of the compovmd eyes of crusta-
ceans and insects.

''°A®',?^^*?^?"r"I"*8™al cone-olutcll, a friction-
clutch in which the contact-surface is an internal cone.
Usually the contact is made by pushing a dislc with a
conical rim into tlie internal cone.

cone-drive (kon'driv), n. Adevice consisting
of two cones of equal slant on parallel shafts,
with their bases in opposite directions, and a
leather loop pressed between them at one
point. The leather loop can be shifted along, and as the
distance between the cones is constant, one cone can drive
the other with different velocity-ratios.

cone-drum (kon'drum), n. An elongated cone-
shaped pulley or wheel. Taggart, Cotton
Spinning, I. 18.

cone-duster (k6u'dus"t6r), n. A machine con-
sisting of a conical cylinder armed with teeth
and revolving in a cylindrical casing armed
with teeth on the inside ; a devil. The stock
fed into the machine is caught between the
fixed and the revolving teeth, and is torn apart
or opened and the dust shaken out.
conejo (ko-na'ho), n. [Sp. conejo, a rabbit, <
Ij. cuniculus, a rabbit: see cowy.] 1. A fish,

Alepisaurus altivelis, of the family Alepisau-
ridse : found in rather deep water in the West
Indies.— 2. Same as *rablnt-fish, 4.

cone-key (kon'ke), n. A frustum of a cone in
which is a cylindrical hole, used for keeping a
wheel in place on its shaft when the hole in
the wheel is larger than the shaft. The wheel is

bored conically, and the coue-key, after being turned to
fit it, is cut into three pieces, so that it may be forced
tightly into the 'wheel and keep it concentric with tlie

shaft Such a key can be used to fasten a wheel which
has to pass over a section of the shaft laiger than that
where it is fastened.

Conemaugh series. See *series.

cone-nose, »— Blood-sncklng cone-nose. Same as
gigantic -kbedbug.

cone-pick (kon'pik), n. A form of overpick-
motion for throwing the shuttle of a loom,
applied to some fast-running looms for weaving
light and medium cotton fabrics : named from
a cone-shaped antifriction roller which is a
part of it. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 314.

cones (konz), n. [Origin unknown; perhaps
orig. alluding to ' cones ' of paper used in scat-

tering the flour over the loaves and troughs.]

A fine white flour used by bakers to ' dust

'

their loaves and troughs.

cone-screw (kon'skro), n. A threaded cone
or frustum of a cone : used in cases where the

screwed joint is liable to be subjected to very
heavy pressures and it is desirable that the
end of the screw shall notbottom or jam in its

hole. It is used on the ends'of punches for

heavy hydraulic cupping-presses.

con espressione (kones-pres-i-o'ne). [It.]

In mime, with expression or feeling.

cone-spring (kon ' spring), n. A spiral wire
spring wound, not in one plane, but as a helix

on a cone. By this method
of winding, the turns of wii*e fit

one inside another when the
spring is compressed, thus
allownig it to close to pitictically

the thickness of the wire.

cone-stand (kon ' stand),

n. A stand or pedestal,

of a conical shape, form-
ing the lower fixed part
of a mount for light guns.

conf. An abbreviation of conference.

confection, v. t. 2. To make up (elaborate

articles of female attire). [French, occasion-

ally used in English.]

confederalist (kon-fed'er-al-ist), n. [confeder-

(ation) + -aV- + "-ist (attetjederal).^ One who
believes in confederation, with preservation of

the autonomy of each component group, as a

form of social or political organization.

confederationist (kon-fed-e-ra'shon-ist), n.

One who favors or supports confederation or

a confederation.

confelicity (kon-fe-Hs'i-ti), n. [con- +felicity.']

Participation in tiie joy of others ; sympathy.

The confelicity ... is ... as rare as comparison is

commonplace, and is far fainter and less educible or con-

tagious, (f. S. Ball, Adolescence, II. 681.

conference, ».— Synodlcal Conference, the largest

of the Lutheran general bodies in the United States, or-

eanized in 1872 by the delegates fi'om the Missouri, Ohio,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Illinois, and Norwegian synods.

Cone-spring.
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The conference proclaims Lutheranism of the most posi-
tive character, and an unreserved acceptance of the Augs-
burg Confession. The members are called Mi88ourian.B,
from the name of the largest synod.

conferted (kon-fer'ted), a. [L. confertus, pp.
of confereire, cram together, < com-, together
+farcire, cram : seefarce, v.] In hot., crowded
closely together.
Confervales (kon-iei-va,'lez),n.pI.[Conferva +
-ales.'] An order of the grass-green algse, or
Chlorophyceee, containing some 10 or 12 fam-
ilies and widely distributed.
confession, n—Angsbm-g confession. See confes-
sion, 3.

confessionalian (kou-fesh-o-na'lian), n. One
who favors formal confessions or articles of
faith. N. E. D.
COnfessionism (kgn-fesh'on-izm), n. [con-
fession + -ism.] A morbid tendency to pour
out one's psychological states, mental strug-
gles, hopes, fears, longings, likes, dislikes,
etc., in diaries, autobiographies, and the like.
Women are more easily hypnotized, more prone to jeal-

ousy, ill-temper, and confesiionimi.
O. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 490.

confessive (kon-fes'iv), a. Giving knowledge
of something not obvious; indicative.
An exclamation too confessive of the ai'doux of the ad-

dress. New Monthly Mag., II. 351.

confessorial (kon-fe-s6'ri-al), a. [LL. confes-
sorius (< confessor: see confessor) + -aP-.]

Pertaining to the office of a confessor.
The Priest's Tale is a sermon, prolix indeed, but, except

in . . . holding up the confessorial ofiice of the Priest-
hood, . moral in its scope.

MUman, Latin Christianity, VI. xiv. 7.

confidante, ». 2. The name given by the Eng-
lish designer Hepplewhite to a species of sofa,
similar to an ordinary stuffed couch, with ad-
ditional seats at the ends, all made in one.
configuration, «., 5. (ft) A system of a finite

number of points with their duals.
The diagram illustrating this theorem is worthy of no-

tice as representing a class of remarkable configurations
characterized by a certain regularity of form. It consists
of ten points and ten straight lines; three of the ten
points lie upon each of the straight lines, and three of the
ten lines pass through each of the points.

T. F. Holgate, Geom. of Position by Reye, p. 5.

6. In organic chem., the arrangement of the
atoms within the molecule, especially that ar-

rangement in space which occasions optical
activity.—Algetoaic configuration. Seeiralgebraic.—Maclaurln's configuration, in projective geom., the
figure for the dual theorems

:

A tetrastim with dots in A tetragram with sides in a
a conic range has each pair conic pencil has each pair of
of codots costi-aight witli a diagonals copunctal with a
pair of fan points of the pair of connectors of the
tetragram of tangents at- tetrastim of contacts on the
the dots. sides.

confined, j). a. 3. Restricted to the service of
one employer, as a laborer hired by him for the
year; as, '' a numerous body of con^reerflabour-

ers," Daily News (London), July 20, 1888.

confinedly (kon-fi'ned-li), adv. In a confined,

limited, or restricted manner, sense, or degree.
The beauties of J^Iature, as they have been conjinjedly

called. Lamb, Life and Letters, I. 214. N. E. D.

confirmand (kon-fer-mand'), n. [L. confirman-
dus, that is to be confirmed, gerundive of con-

firmare, confirm.] A candidate for confirma-
tion. N. E. D.
COnfirmant (kgn-fer'mant), n. One who con-
fers the sacrament of confirmation.

conflscatable (kon-fis'ka-ta-bl), a. [confiscate

+ -able.] Liable to be confiscated: as, unde-
clared goods are conflscatable.

COnflagra'te, v. II. intrans. To burst into

flame ; take fire, either literally or figuratively.

Carlyle.

COnflagrati'Ve (kgn-fla'gra-tiv), a. Incendiary:

as, the conflagrdiive Eussians. Carlyle.

confiagrator (kon-fia'gra-tor), n. [Nli. *con-

flagrator, < L. 'conflagrare : see conflagrate.]

One who sets on fire ; an incendiary. N. E. D.

conflate, a. 2. IndipiomaScs, marked by con-
flation; inadvertentlyformedby combiningtwo
different readings into one : as, a conflate text
or passage. Westcott and Hort.

confluence, n. 4. In psychol., the mutual assim-
ilation of mental processes set up by adjacent
stimuli : opposed to contrast. E. B. Titchener,

Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 323.

Confluent fruit, measles. See *fruit, *measles.

conflux, «. 3. The point or place where lines

meet.
confocal, a. II. «. A flgure having the same
focus as another.
A theorem which of coui-se includes the corresponding

proposition for confocals in piano.

Bep. Brit. As^n Advancement of Sd., 1902, p. 506.

conglomerate

Conform ferment. See *ferment.
conformable, a. 6. Specifically, that accepts
and conforms to the usages of the Anglican
Church.
Yet this man that stopped his ears like tlie adder to the

charms of the Bishop, was after persuaded by a lay-man,
and grew conformable. Sir J. Harrington.

conformal (kgn-f6r'mal), a. [conform, a., H-

-aU.] 1. Of the sarrie form.— 2. In math.,
conserving angles or establishing infinitesimal
similarity.

If ds is the element of arc on the plane, do- that corre-
sponding to it on the sphere, we have

d^ = ^f^,
xZ + y2 + l

a formula of great importance hereafter, inasmuch as it

indicates the conformal character of the representation.
F. £fardcafft^e,E.iemann's Theory of Algebraic Functions,

[p. 15.

Conformal representation. See irrepresentation.

conformer, n. 2. An apparatus for obtaining
a graphic tracing of the form of the body.
conformist, n. 2. In entom., a British col-
lector's name for a noctuid moth, Xylina con-

formis.
conformity, n. 4. In geol., parallelism of dip
and strike between two strata or groups of
strata, it may be produced by faulting, differing in
this respect from conformability.

conformly (kgn-f6rm'li), adv. In a conform
way; so as to conserve angles.

con forza (kon fort'sa). [It.] In music, with
force or power.
confrunt, v. A simplified spelling of confront.

confusion, )t.—confusion of goods, in law, an ad-
mixture of the property of two or more persons so that
the individual property of each cannot thereafter be
determined.

Confusional insanity. See Mnsanity.

Cong. An abbreviation (a) of Congregation,
Congregational, or CongregaUonalist; (6) of
Congress or Congressional.

congelation, n. 3. The deposition of a mineral
substance, as from an aqueous solution, either
in crystals or otherwise : used particularly in
regard to the formation of stalactites.

congener, «. 2. In anat., a muscle which acts
with another in producing the same move-
ment.
conger1, »., 1. Most of the species undergo a meta-
morphosis, the yomig being loosely organized and trans-
parent, band-shaped, and witlivery small head. The body
grows smaller with increased age, owing to the compact-
ing of the tissues, until the age when the growth in the
usual direction begins.

In 1864 the American naturalist, Gill, published the
conclusion that L[eptocephalus] mon-isii was the young
or larva of the conger, and Leptocephali generally the
young stages of species of Mursenida:. In 1886 this con-
clusion was confirmed from direct observation by Vves
Delage, who kept alive in a tank at Roscoff a specimen of
L. Morrisii, and saw it gradually transformed into a young
conger. Encyc. Brit., XX'VII. 685.

conger-eel, n. 4. In Australia, Leptocephalns
lahiatus, Leptocephalus conger L., and Gonor-
hynchus Gronow.
Congeria (kon-je'ri-a), n. [NL., from Conger,
a surname.] A genus of extinct Pelecypoda
having large mytiliform shells with double
myophores : abundant in the Pliocene Tertiary.
— Congeria stage, in geol., the lowest stage of the Plio-
cene Tertiary in the Vienna basin : so named from the
abundance of the molluscan genus Congeria.

COngestin (kgn-jes'tin), n. [congest -\- -in^.]

A poison found in the tentacles of Actiniee.

congestion, n— Active congestion, arterial conges-
tion due to greater afilux of blood to the part : distin-
guished from passive or venous congestion, which arises
from obstruction to the escape of blood from the part.

Conglobate gland. See *gland.

conglomerate, n.— AUegrippus conglomerate, in
geol., a mass of gray sandstones and conglomerates occur-
ring in central Pennsylvania. It attains a thickness of
1,600 feet, and is regarded by the geologists of that State
as equivalent to the lower part of the Chemung stage
of New York, that is, as appertaining to the Upper Devo-
nian.— Bloomsbury conglomerate, in geol., a division
of Middle Devonian age underlying the Dadoxylon sand-
stone in New Brunswick.— Cmsh conglomerate, in

geol., an aggregate of rounded fragments of rock, pro-
duced by the crush along a fault-line.— D'wyka con-
glomerate, in geol., a formation in South Africa of
gi'eat thickness and extent, composed of pebbles and
boulders, the latter often weighing a ton or more. It con-
tains no fossils, but is regarded by most writers as a sheet
of glacial deposits, the age of which has not been definitely

ascertained, though it doubtless belongs to the closing

stages of Paleozoic time.— Mlspec conglomerate, in'

geoi!., a division of the Middle Devonian series in New
Brunswick.— Clean conglomerate, in geol., a sub-
division, in New York, of the Upper Carboniferous or
Pennsylvanian series, the highest and latest of the Pale-
ozoic rocks in that State. It is a quartz-pebble conglom-
erate overlain by a small amount of shale, and has been
found to contain plant remains of the age of the Pottsville

sandstone of Fennslyvania.

—

Oneida COI^lOmerate, in
geol., a division of the Paleozoic series in New York, lying



conglomerate
at the base of the Upper Silurian, above the Lorraine beds
and below the Medina sandstone. It consists largely of
white-quartz conglomerate and sand, and carnes no
fossils, but attains considerable thickness, especially in
eastern New York, where it constitutes the greater part
of the Shawangunk Mountains and is termed the Sha-
wangunk grit— Panama conglomerate, in geol., a
conglomerate lentil in the midst of the Cattaraugus red-
shale formation of the Paleocarbonic series in Cattaraugus
and Chantauqna counties, New York, and McKean and
Warren counties, Pennsylvania. It has also received the
names of SaXwnuinca, Mount MermoTi, Pope Hollow, and
Tunaconglomerate.— Prleska conglomerate, in geol. , a
conglomerate ofUpper Carboniferous orPeimian age in the
Orange River Colony, South Africa, regarded by some
writers as of glacial origin.— Skmmeniunk conglom-
erate, in geol., a local conglomerate of great thickness
capping the Skunnemunk and BcJvale mountains, in
Boutheastem New York, and overlying the Middle Devo-
nian Bellvale flags.—WOlfCreekconglomerate, in (»eoZ.,

a local conglomerate in Alleganyand Cattaraugus counties.
New York, lying on the Cattaraugus.shales and containing
the earliest evidences of the Carboniferous fauna in this
section.

conglutinated (kon-glo'ti-nar-ted), j). a. Same
as conglutinate, a.

Congo blue, brown, etc. See Kongo *blue,
*hrown, etc.

Congolese (kong-g6-lez'),a. [Congo + -1- + ese

(prob. after Angolese, from Angola).^ Of or
pertaining to the Kongo region, especially to
the Kongo Free State. Also Kongolese.

COngonha (kon-gon'ya), ». [Brazilian.] A
shrub of southern Brazil, Villaresia Congonha,
belonging to the family Icadnacese. From its

leaves is prepared a beverage like mate, and
on the Paraguay river it is called tnate.

Congo-root (kong'go-rot), n. Same as Sam-
son's snakeroot, under snakeroot.

congratulant, a. II. n. One who congratu-
lates ; a eongratulator. Carlyle.

Cong. Kec. An abbreviation of Congressional
Record.

^

COngreganist (kong'grf-gan-ist), n. [F. con-
griganiste, irreg. < congregan(f), congregant,
+ -ss«.] In the Bom. Catk. Ch., one who be-
longs to one of those religious associations
which go under the commonname of congrega-
tions. See congregation, 6.

congregant (kong'grf-gant), ». [L. congre-
gans (-ant), ppr. of congregare, congregant.]
A member of a congre^tion or assembly.
congregation, n. 10. The coming together of
the elements of a population by immigration,
as opposed to 1(he growth of a population by a
birth-rate in excess of a death-rate, it is an
aggregation of individuals or of families that have not
been living together from their birth, and that therefore
come together as partial or entire strangers. Oiddings,
Prin. of Sociol., p. 91. See genetic 'kaggregation.

congregationalize (kong-grf-ga'shon-al-iz),
V. t. ;

pret. and pp. congregationalized, ppr.
congregationalizing. [congregaUonal + -i«e.]

To render congregational in regard to polity

:

as, to congregationalize a Presbyterian church.
congregationlst (kong-grf-ga'shon-ist), n.

{congregation + -isf.] A member of a (Eoman
Catholic) congregation; a congreganist.

congregativeness (kong'gre-ga-tiv-nes), n.

Tendency to congregate or form assemblies,
communities, etc., as for protection, social

enjoyment, profit, etc.

congregator (kong'grf-ga-tor), m. [LL. con-
gregator, < congregare, assemble ; see congre-

gate.^ An assembler ; one who collects, calls,

or brings together.

He was the congregator of those great spirits who pre-

sided over the resurrection of leammg.
J. A. Syrmmds, Study of Dante, vii. 4.

congressionalist(kon-gresh'on-al-ist), n. [con-

gressional + -ist.] A member of a congres-

sional party ; one who favors or supports con-

gressional action or congressional measures.

congressist (kong'gres-ist), n. [congress +
-isf] Amember of a congress (as of scientists,

educators, or the like).

Contribute ... to the enlargement of the geological

experience and knowledge of the congresgCsts.

Nature, Sept 24, 1903, p. 515.

congruence, »• S. In geom., identity in shape

and size. Its symbol is =.
In the traditional geometry the foundation of all proof

by Euclid's method consists in establishing the congruence

ox magnitudes.
G. B. HalsUi, in Popular Astronomy, VIIL May, 1900,

fp. 277.

6. In line geom., a set of oo 2 lines, such that any

two given conditions determine a definite fi-

nite number of lines of the set.

To any set of ooZ lines the name congruence is attached.

CM. Jetiop, A Treatise on the Line Ctomplex, p. vii.

congruent, a. 5. In geom., identical in shape

and size.
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But since no part of a curve can be congruent to any
piece of a straight, so, for example, no part of a circle can
be equiv^ent to any sect

G. B. Hoisted, in Pop. Astron., May, 1900, p. 277.

congruism (kong'gro-izm), n. [F. congruisme,
< NL. *congru%smus, < L. congruus, suitable,
congruous: see congruous.'] In theol., the
theory which makes the efficacy of grace de-
pend upon its congruity with the conditions or
circumstances under which it is granted.

congruist (kong'grp-ist), n. [F. congruiste, <
NL. "congruista, < L. congruus, congruous : see
cortgTMOMS.] In theol., one who holds the theory
of congruism.
congruistic (kong-gr5-is'tik), a. Pertaining
to congruism or oongruists.

Congruous grace. See *grace.
Coniacian (ko-ni-a'shian), a. andm. [NL. *Coni-
acianus for *Coniacanus, < ML. Coniacum, Cog-
nac] I. a. In geol., pertaining to a division or
substage of the Cretaceous formation in Franee
and Belgium, consisting mainly of white chalk
and constituting the lowest member of the
Senonian: essentially equivalent to the Dover
Chalk in the English succession. It lies below
the Santonian and above the Angoumian.

II. n. The Coniacian division.

Conic pencil, range. See ^penciP-, *range.
conic, n—Conjugate eonlcs, in geom., two concentric
conies when the polars, with respect to them, of any point
are parallel, and equidistant from the common center.

—

General conic, in geom,, the locus of the general equar
tion of the second degree between two variables, Ax2 4-
2Hxy + Bys -|- 2ex + 2Py -f c = 0.—Particular conic,
in geom., the locus arising from giving special values to
the constants in the general equation of the second degree
between two variables.

coniceine (ko-nis'f-in), n. [con{ime) + -ic +
-e- + 4ne^.'] Ani alkaloid, CgH^^N, which
exists in three forms

—

a- and /3-coniceine, ob-
tained by heating conhydrine with hydrochlo-
ric acid (the first is a liquid which boils at
158° C, the second melts at 41° C), and y
-conieeine, found in crude conine. The last
boils at 173° C. and is 18 times more poisonous
than conine, which it resembles.
conicine (kon'i-sin), n. [confine) + 4c + -ine^..]

Same as conine.

conico-elongate (kon''i-ko-e-16ng'gat), a. Ex-
tended in cone-like form.
COnicograph (kon'i-ko-graf), n. [Gtr. Kuv^iif,

conic, + ypd^eiv, write.] A conic-describing
instrument. Sylvester.

conicohemispherical (kon'^i -ko -hem - i - sfer'1-

kal), a. Blending in shape the cone and hemi-
sphere.

COniCOpoly (kon-i-kop'o-li), n. [Tamil kan-
akka, an account or writing, -I- pillai, a person
(used also as a title of respect).] . In the
presidency of Madras, a native writer or clerk.
Yule and Burnell. [Anglo-Indian.]

COnicOSUbulate (kon''i-ko-sub'u-lat), a. Slen-
derly conic ; tapering toward a point.

conitt^ (ko-nid'), n. [conidium.'] A shortened
and Anglicized form of conidium.
conidian (ko-nid'i-an), a. Same as conidial.
[Rare.]

conidiospore (ko-nid'i-o-sp6r), n. [conidium
+ Gr. anopd, seed (spore).] Same as conidium,.

coniferyl (ko-uit'e-ril), n. [conifer + -yl.}

The radical CgHgOo— Coniferyl alcohol, the
S-methyl ether of 3, 4-phendiolpropenylol, CHsOCgHo
(0H)C3H40H. It crystallizes in prisms which melt at
74° C. It is formed, together with glucose, by the action
of emulsin on coniferin.

conimene (ko'ni-men), n. A sesquiterpene,
C] 5H24, obtained from icica resin. It boUs at
264° C.

coniopterygid (k6''ni-op-ter'i-jid), a. and n.

I. a. Of or belonging to the family Conioptery-

II, n. A member of the family Coniopiery-
gidse.

Coniosporium (kon-i-o-sp6'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Link, 1809), < Gr. icivig, powder, -I- airopd,

seed (spore).] A genus of hyphomycetous
fungi which have the hyphse and sporophores
very short and produce a powdery layer of
dark simple spores on the surface of the host.
About 75 species have been described, mostly saprophytic.
C. Arundinis is a common species on Arundo.

Coniothyrium (kon-i-6-thir'i-um), n. [NL.
(Corda, 1840), < Gr. /afv'?, powder, -i- Bvpe6q,

shield (perithecium).] A genus of sphserop-
sidaceous fungi which have the pycnidia
mostly scattered and embedded in the surface
of the host. The spores are small, ellipsoid, and dark-
colored. Over 150 species have been described, some of
which are paraaitic C. DiplodieUa is the cause of the
white-rot of the grape. See grape-rot.

conk

coniscope, koniscope (kon'i-skop), n. [Gr.

k6vic, dust, + amwelv, view.] An apparatus
for making visible and estimating thd quantity
of dust in the atmosphere, as distinguished
from the dust-counter which is supposed to
give an absolute measurement of the number
of dust-particles. Specifically, Aitken's koniscope,
consisting of a tube inclosing moist paper. Wlien the
inclosed air is nearly saturated and is allowed to expand
slightly it forms a light mist, and the light transmitted
through the tube is dimmed and colored in proportion
to the number of dust-particles that serve as nuclei for
condensation.

con}. -A^n abbreviation (c) of conjugation.

conjective (kon-jek'tiv), a. [conject + -ive.]

In prcfjective' geom., said of two projective
primal figures of the same kind of elements
when both are on the same bearer.

conjecturably (kon-jek'tu-ra-bli), adv. In a
conjectural manner; by way of conjecture.

conjectural, a. 2. Given to conjecturing or
to depending on mere conjecture: as, a con-

jectural critic.

conjoined, p. a. 2. Bimanual: noting a
method of examination or manipulation of an
organ with the two hands Conjoined manlpu-
lauon, use of the two hands, one externally, the other
internally, in obstetrical operations.

Conjoint bnndle, in bot., a vascular bundle composed of
wood and bast

conjugable (kon'j8-ga-bl), a. [NL. *conjuga-
iilis, < L. conjugare, conjugate.] Capable of
being conjugated.
conjugata (kon-JQ-ga'ta),m. [NL. : see conju-

gate.} The anteroposterior diameter of the
human pelvis from the promontory of the
sacrum to the symphysis pubis. Also called
conjugate diameter.— Conjugata vera (true conju-
gata), uie diameter of the pelvis measured from the upper
and posterior portion of the symphysis pubis to the second
sacral segment
conjugate, I. a. 6. In gearing, said of tooth-
profiles when they are of such a form that one
will drive the other with a constant velocity-

ratio, that is, when the ratio of the angular
velocity of the driver to that of the driven is

constant. The necessary condition for a constant ve-

locity-ratio is that a normal to the two curves at the point
of contact shall cut the straight line joining the centers
of tile gears at the point where it ,is intersected by the
two pitch-circles.

7. United by a transverse furrow, as the

Saired ambulacral pores of the echinoids.

—

onjugate eonlcs, foramen, spiral, snlpbates. See
*conic, etc.— Haimonlcally conjugate points. Same
as harmonic conjugates.

II. n—Isogonal conjugates, two points so related
to a triangle that the two rays through' them from any
vertex are isogonals with reference to that angle. The
isogonal conjugate'to the centroid of a triangle is called
the Lemoine point of the triangle.—Isotomlc conju-
gate, (a) Of a point A with respect to the sect EC, a
point A' such that the sect AA' has the same mid-point as
BC. (6) Of a point O with respect to the triangle ABC, a
point 0' snch that on it are copunctal AX', BY', CZ'
when X', Y', Z' are the isotomlc conjugates, with respect
to the sides, of Z, Y, Z the points where transversals
from A, B, C tlirough O meet the sides.

conjugate, v. t.—conjugated double unions. See
•kunion

conjunction, n—Causal conjunction. See *causat.

conjunctival fold, reflex. See *fold^, *reflex.

conjunctive threads, tissue. See *thread,
*Usstie.

conjunctivitis, n—Egyptian conjunctivitis. Same
as trachoma.— Spzilte o^ vernal conjunctivitis, a
form of inflammation of the conjunctiva which prevails
especially in the spring.

conjure, V. t. 4. To exorcise or 'lay'; quiet;
allay.

The mutinous spirit of the army had been conjured by
the intrigues of a woman, when the name of the lEoman
Princeps had failed to coerce it

C MerivaZe, Rom. Empire, V. xliL

conjustment (kgn-just'ment), «. [con- +
{ad)justment.'] Adjustment.
The conjustment of man and environment

W. J.McQee, Smithsonian Rep., 1901, p. 73.

conk^ (kongk), n. [Also conch, konk; prob.
a figurative use of conch, a shell, etc. Com-

Conk ( Tratnetes pint), one third natural size.



conk
pare the slans use of cocoanut, Icnoh, etc., as
'head.'] 1. The head. [Prov. Eng. slang.]—
2. The nose. [Prov. Eng. slang.]—3. In hot.,

a tough, leathery, or woody fungus, especially
Trametes pint, whose fruiting bodies are
bracket-like in form and occur upon the trunks
of trees, producing a decay of the timber.
[CoUoq.]

The conic or bracket seen on affected trees is the fruit-
ing organ. On its nnder side are innmnerable minute
spores or seeds. These float thi'ough the air and lodge
upon other trees. Conk spores never enter through the
bark, but usually through the scars of broken branches.
Once the spore is established, root-like fibers grow in-
ward, destroying the structure of the wood. When suftt-

cient nourishment has been extracted a small con^ is pro-
duced, which grows by annual layere on its under side,
and in turn liberates millions of spores.

Bureau of Forestry, Bulletin 33, p. 16.

conker (kongk'fer), n. [coM^si -|- -eri.] 1. A
snail-shell.—2. A snail-shell or a horse-chest-
nut used in a boys' game, in which the object
is to break the snail-shell or horse-chestnut
by striking it with another.— 3. pi. The game
itself. [Ptov. Eng. in all uses.] Eng. Dial.
Diet.

conky (kongk'i), a. [conlc^ + -^i.] Attacked
by fungi called conks : as, a conkij hemlock.
See *conlfi, 3. [CoUoq.]
Conn. An abbreviation of Cormecticut.

Oonnaracese (kon-a-ra'se-e), m.^i. [NL (Rob-
ertBrown, 1818), < bonndrus + -acem.l .Afamily
of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous plants of
the order Bosales, typified by the genus *Con-
narus (which see), and characterized by 5-

merous, chiefly hermaphrodite flowers with
separate carpels. There are lO genera and about 160
species, mostly m>picalwoody climbers or lianas, with odd-
pinnate leaves and flowers In racemes.

connaraceous (kon-a-ra'shius), a. Of orbelong-
ing to the family Connaracese.

connarite (kon'a-nt), n. [Also konnarite and
(incorrectly) conarite or honarite, < Gr. Kdvvapog,

anevergreen tree, + dte^.'] A hydrated nickel

siUeate occurring in bright green crystalline

grains.

Connarus (kon'a-rus),'re. [NL. (LinnsBus, 1753,

first proposedby him in 1747), < Gr. K&vvapo^, the
name of some unidentified evergreen tree.] A
genus of dicotyledpnous evergreen trees or

shrubs, type of the family Connaracese. They
are characterized by their odd-pinnate coriaceous leaves

with entire leaflets, and small white flowera in axillary

and terminal pannicles. The flowers have five densely
pubescent ovaries, one of which develops into an oblique
stipitate capsule, the other four being usually abortive.

About 70 species "are recognized, natives of tropical and
BUbtrophic^ regions of America, Africa, and Asia, being
particularly abundant in the Malay archipelago. See
pigevmvood ((2) and zebra-wood, 1.

connation, n. 3. In bot., the act of growing
together, or the state ofbeing grown together,

as in connate leaves or petioles. See connate

leaf (cut), under connate.

connect, v. I, trans Connected surface. See
ir»urfctce.',

Tl, intrans. 2. To make connection in time

and place (with another train or boat) : as, the

boat connects with the train at Fall River.

connectible, connectable (ko-nek'ti-bl,-ta-bl),

a. Capable of being connected.

Connecticut Kiver sandstone. See *sana-

Connecticut trough. See ^trough.

connecting-zone (ko-nek'ting-z6n), n. In lot.,

the zone or girdle connecting the valves of a
diatom. See hoop^, 4.

connection, «. 8. Whatever connects or is

used to connect; a connecting part or thing:

as, hot-water connections.— Cascade connection,
in elect. : (a) Connection in series, that is, so that the

same current passes through different apparatus, as Ley-

den jars. (6) Inductive series connection of mduction

motors or transformers, that is, such connection that the

primary of the first apparatus connects to the supply-

circuit, the secondary of the first to the primary of the

second apparatus, the secondary of the second apparatus

to the receiving-circuit or to the primary of a third ap-

paratus, etc. Usually called concatenation, or ta/ndem

<!OTOi«<;«io».—Huntingdon Connection, lie sect of

Methodists organized in England by the Countess of

Huntingdon (176o£ The Connection still exists, with about

30 chapels. See BunMngdonian.—WliUA.-OiXCaa con-

nection, in geries arc-lighting, a method of coimecting

in series alternately an arc-circuit consuming voltage and

a section of the arc-light generator or constant-current

transformer generating this voltage. By this means a

very large number of arc-lamps can be operated from one

machine or transformer without excessive voltages in

iny arc-circuit—New Connection, (.a) A body of Bap-

tists in England which seceded in 1770 from IJe General

or ' Arminian ' Baptists, condemning the Unitarian ten-

dencies in the latter and holding to the ongmal Arminian

doctrines. (6) A body of Methodists m England whidi

seceded from the Wesleyan Methodist Connection (1797),

advocating the distribution of power of government be-
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tween the ministers and the laity.— Ring connection,
star connection, in elect. See itpolyphasc—laxuiem
connection. Same as cascade •kconnection.

connectionalism (ko-nek'shon-al-izm), n.

[conneetional + -ism'.'\ The tfieory and prac-
tice of the system of the Methodist connec-
tion, that is, the complete organization and
unification of the different societies by means
of the class-meeting, the itinerant ministry,
the conference, etc.

connection-peg (kg-nek'shon-peg), n. In elect.,

a metaUio peg or plug, usually conical, em-
ployed in making temporary electrical con-
nections. For this pm^ose the peg is inserted in the
conical hole of a contactrblock or connection-strip or be-
tween two blocks or strips, serving in the latter case to
bridge the gap between the blocks or strips.

connection-plug (ko-nek'shon-plug), n. In
elect., same as *conneeiion^eg.
COnnection-stril> (kg-nek'shon-strip), n. In
elect., a metallic strip joining points on a
switchboard between which permanent elec-

trical connection is desired, or serving a simi-
lar purpose in the case of any other electrical

apparatus.
connective, a— connective arrangement, that spe-
cial feature of the psychophysical organism, whatever it

may be, by virtue of which attention and volition after

they cease, as far as the subject can be aware, leave
behinda continuance of their effects,perhaps more eificient

than they. Thus, in reading music one first notices the
clef, and then, without further apparent attention to it,

proceeds to read the music without difficulty, although
the signification of every note depends upon the clef, tiae

thought of which does not consciously persist through the
reading. G. F. Stout, Anal FsychoL, 1. 124.—Connectlve-
tlssne tnmor. See *twmor.

connectiTity (kon-ek-tiv'i-ti), n. ^connective

+ -ity.'] In math., the order of connection.
In Biemann's theory the connectivity of a surface is p,
the number of loop-cuts which can be drawn on the sur-

face without resolving it into distinct pieces. For the
sphere, p = 0, since it is divided into 2 disconnected regions
by any closed curve drawn on its surface. For the ordi-

nary anchor-ring, p = 1 ; a cut can be made along one
and only one closed curve—though this may have a very
arbitrary form— without resolving the surface into dis-

tinct portions.

connector, n. (d) In geom., one of the ranges
determined by n coplanar points ('dots') in a
polystigm.

In tlie case of a tetrastigm, it is often convenient to use
the word opposite. Thus, in the tetrastigra ABCD the
connector CD is said to be opposite to the cormector AB

;

and AB, CD are called a pair of opposite connectors. It

is evident that tlie six connectors of a tetrastigm consist

of three pairs of opposite connectors.

S. Laehkm, Mod. Pure Geom., p. 83.

connexionalism, n. See *conneetionaUsm.

conning-tower, n— Coimlng-tower shield, an
armor-pTate at the rear of the entrance at the back of a
conning-tower to protect the opening from the enemy's
projectiles.— Connlng-tOwer tube, an armored tube,

extending from the floor of the conning-tower to the pro-

tective deck, in the interior of which ai'e placed the
transmission-shafts of steering-gear, speaking-tubes, sig-

nal-wires, etc., leading from the conning-tower below.

conniption (kg-nip'shon), n. [A made word
of Latin appearance, as it were a blend of

con{vulsion) and {er)upUon.'] An attack of hys-

teria ; a fit of rage or vexation. [Slang, U. S.]

connive, v. i. 6. In Wol., to be eonnivent.

connivence, n. 2. In nat. hist, the conver-

gence of parts toward a common point. Same
as connivency, 2

.

The con/nivencc of the anthers in a cone.

Lindley, Kat. Syst Bot., p. 225. N. E. D.

connoisseursllip, n. 2. Skill as a connoisseur;
proficiency as an art critic.

ConoqLuenessing sandstone. See ^sandstone.

connotively. (ko-no'tiv-li), adv. In a eonno-

tive manner.

Among some primitive peoples, individual names are

applied conm,otively in such manner as to indicate order

or rank, which is synonymous with position in the camp-
ing group. ,

Smithsonicm Rep., 1892, p. xxiv.

connubium (kg-nu'bi-um), n. [NL. use of L.

connubium, marriage.] In hot., the stage at

which the protoplasm of filamentous algse co-

alesces in conjugation.

conocarpium (ko-no-kar'pi-um), n. ; pi. cono-

carpia(-a,). [NL.]' Sa,m6 as conocarp.

Conoceras (ko-nos'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kdvos, a cone,' -I- idpac, a horn.] A genus of

nautiloid eephalopods or orthoeeratites, hav-

ing a straight shell with closely crowded septa

in which the funnels are split on one side, the

hiatus being closed by a flattened fold extend-

ing from one funnel to the next. It is of Lower
Silurian age.

Conocorypne (ko-no-kor'i-fe), n. [Gr. Kavo(,

a cone, + xopvf^, vertex.] A genus of trUo-

bites of Cambrian age, with rather small head,

free cheeks carrying the genal spines, thorax

consciousness

with 14 segments, and small pygidium. The
genus is also called Conocephalites.

Conoidal puinp. See *pumpi.
conoodle, v. See *canoodle.

conopid (ko'no-pid), a. and n. I. a. Of or be-
longing to the dipterous family Conopidee.

II. n. A member of the family Conopidee.

conopodium (ko-no-po'di-um), n.
;
pi. conopo-

dia (-a). In_6ot., a conical receptacle.

Conorbis (ko-nor'bis), n. [L. conus, a cone,
-I- orbis, a circle.] A genus of gastropods be-
longing to the family Conidse, which have a
high spire and curved, deeply notched outer
lip. ,It occurs in the Eocene and Oligocene
Tertiary.

Conoryctidse (ko-no-rik'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Conoryctes, the type genus, -t- -idle.'] A family
of extinct primitive edentate mammals belong-
ing to the subborder Ganodonta. The species
are from the Wasatch (Eocene) of the western
United States. Wortman, 1896.

conotheca (ko-no-the'ka), n.; pi. eonothecse

(-se). [NL., < drr. navoi, a cone, -t- Biiiai, a
box.] In the extinct dibranchiate eephalopods
termed belemnites, the thin lining of the phrag-
macone, which is produced forward on the dor-
sal side into the proostraoum.
conothecal (ko-no-the'kal), a. Pertaining to
or resembling a conotheca Conotbecal strUe,
the striations on the membranous investment of the cono-
theca of the belemnites.

con ottava (kon ot-ta'va). [It.] In music,
with the octave, usually the octave above : a
direction added to a melody that is to be played
in octaves. Abbreviated con &va, con 8ot, or
simply 8«a, 8w.
conplane (kon'plan), a. [_eon- + plane^.'i Co-
planar ; situated in a common plane.

conquain (kon-kan', in Texas usually k8n-
kan'), m. [Sp. com gMiera, 'with whom?'] A
Mexican game of cards for two players. The
court cards are all thrown out Each of the playeiB
receives ten cards, two or tliree at a time. The top of the
stock is turned face up, and each in turn says whether or
not it sliall remain with him. To use it, he must com-
bine it with two or more others in the same suit to make
a sequence, or with two or three othera of the same de-
nomination. For every card taken fi'om the stock the
user must discard one from his hand. AH combinations
are left face up on the table, and the fli'st to g^t down
eleven cards wins. If neither gets down eleven, it is a
tableau or tie.

conquer-John (kong'k6r-jon), n. The smaller
or dwarf Solomon's-seal, Polygonatum hiflorum.
See Solomon's-seal, 1.

conquinine (kon'kwi-nin), n. [con- + quinine.']

Same as quinidine.

Cons. An abbreviation (a) of Constable; (6)
of ConstituUon; (c) [J. c] ot consonant ; (d) of
consul.

consanguineal, a—Consangulneal organization,
a social organization based on consanguineous groups.

n. n. A person consanguineous with an-
other one.
consanguined (kon-sang'gwind), a. Related
by birtti to another.
consanguineous, a. 4. 'In petrog., derived
from a common parent magma : said of igneous
rocks.

consanguinity, n. 2. In petrog., the genetic
relationship existing between those igneous
rocks of one locality which have been derived
from a common parent magma by processes
of differentiation.

conscience-stricken (kon 'shens- striken), a.

Same as conscience-smitten.

conscientialism (kon-si-en'shal-izm), n. [L.
consoientia, consciousness (see conscience), +
-aU + -ism.] The doctrine that an external
world is a hypothesis founded on our experi-
ence and that this hypothesis ought to be re-

jected as unnecessary. This is entirely different
from the opinion of pragmaticism, which is that nothing
exists but objects of consciousness, but that this means
possible consciousness, since consciousness in its wider
sense is only possibility, and that the external world is

entirely contained in that consciousness.

consciousness, n—Action consciousness, in psy-
chol., the consciousness immediately preceding, accom-
panying, and immediately following the performance of

an action ; specifically, consciousness during the reaction-

experiment. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 118.—
Association consciousness, associative conscious-
ness, in psyckol., the contents and disposition of con-
sciousness during the process of association of ideas

;

specifically, consciousness during the associative reaction.

E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 201.— Conscious-
ness of kind, the awareness or consciousness on the part
of any individual that another individual is in any respect,

physical or mental, like himself.

The consciousness of kind, then, is that pleasurable
state of mind which includes organic sympathy, the per-

ception of resemblance, conscious or reflective sympathy,
affection, and the desire for recognition.

Qiddings, Inductive Sociol., p. 99.



consciousness

Cosmic consciousness, a mystical consciousness of tlie
life and order of the universe.—DisaegTegatlon Of
consciousness, tile separation of consciousness into
more or less disconnected consciousnesses, of which tlie
most strilting instances are those of multiple personality.
Hypnosis, which has been defined as an inhibition of
inhibition, is thought by some writers to be due to a loss
of the normal haimony between the action of higher and
lower nerve-centers. These writers regard all suggesti-
bility as dependent upon a separation of the controUmg
and the reflex consciousnesses. In a state of drowsiness
the ideas do not hang together ; and tliis is an incipient
disaggregation of consciousness. But it is evident that
we cannot be directly awai-e of a disaggregation of aware-
ness, since we "refer our ideas to ouiselves," that is to
say, have a certain union or hannony of such awareness
as there is for us, "ourselves" consisting in this union.
Consciousness is essentially a being of wholes.—Double
consciousness, dual consciousness, in psychol, dou-
ble or alternating personahty ; the apparent coexistence
ov alternation of two selves or persons in one and the
same individual. It sometimes happens, with hypnotic
subjects, that memory is continuous from hypnosis to
hypnosis, as it is from normal state to normal state ; so
that there seem to be two distinct minds or selves (the
normal self and the hypnotic self) witliin the single indi-
viduaL Here, however, the facts readily admit of ex-
planation in terms of the known laws of memory. If we
wish to revive a past experience, we must reproduce, so
far as may be, the total conscious contents that constituted
that experience. Now there is a marked difference
between the consciousness of profound hypnosis and the
waking consciousness. Hence there is no reason why
one should remember from hypnosis to waicing, or con-
versely ; while there is no reason, psychologically, why
memory should not persist from like state to like state,
whether the state be nomial or abnormal. Much more
difficult of explanation are those pathological cases in
which the whole mental life of the individual appears to
be ruptured, so that two dissociated mental existences
present themselves, either in alternating sections, or side
by side at the same time. It should, however, be noted
that analogies to this condition are afforded by the nor-
mal life, and that it is possible to work out a fairly con-
tinuous series of instances connecting the abnormal with
the normal. Even, then, if we cannot account in detail,
and in the particular case, for the sudden transition from
a primary to a secondary consciousness, we can at least
point to general characters of the human mind from which
these extreme symptoms derive.

The psychologists of France, during the past few yeai-s,
have been diligently at work studying the phenomena of
double cotigciouisness and double personality in hysterical
individuals.

A. Binet (trans.). Double Consciousness, p. 14.

Field of consciousness, in psychol.^ consciousness con-
sidered on the analogy of visual perception. As in the
field of vision there is an area of clear perception and a
surrounding region of obscure perception, so in the field
of consciousness we have tlie focal area of attention and
the marginal or peripheral region of inattention.

—

Prin-
ciple Of the economy of consciousness, the principle
that, in understanding anything, we do not actually re-
call in consciousness more than is necessary for the
purpose.— Reaction consciousness, in pgychophys.,
consciousness immediately preceding, during, aud im-
mediately following a reaction-experiment.

The reaction consciousness is the laboratory form of the
action consciousness of everyday life.

M. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 118.

con. sect. An abbreviation of conic section or
of conic sections.

consensually (kon-sen'su-al-i), adv. By con-
sensus or consent.

Consensus gentium, the general persuasion of mankind.
This was urged by the Stoics as a confirmation of the
opinion that there are immortal gods. The argument
was adopted by the scholastic doctors and has been em-
ployed by theists ever since.

Consent rule, in law, in an action of ejectment, an entry on
the record by the defendant confessing the lease, entry,
and ouster, and insisting upon title alone.

—

Uniyersal
consent, the unanimous assent of all contemporary sane
men, or, at least, of all men who are at present qualified
to express an opinion which ought to weigh in the mind
of a reader. Propositions which are admitted by univer-
sal consent ought to be reckoned as absolutely certain,
according to the philosophy of common sense, but not in

any very exact sense. Thus, it is a matter of univei-sal

consent that human thought can cause motions of matter

;

but when it comes to an exactly defined philosophical
statement of this point, there is no universal consent, nor
would it have any value if there were.

consentian (kon-sen'shian)^. [L. consentes,

a word of unknown origin (Etruscan ?) and
meaning, in the phrase dii consentes."] Of or
belonging to the dii consentes, or twelve supe-
rior deities of the Etrusco-Roman religion.

N. E. D.
consentience, n. 2. Agreement of opinion

;

the quality of being consentient (in sense 1):.

as, "the consentience of contemporary histori-

cal witnesses," Nineteenth Century, Oct., 1879,

p. 679.

consentient, a. II. «. One of two or more agree-

ing and mutually consenting minds. Boss,

Moot Points in Sooiol., VIII. 762.

COnseoLUence, n. 7t. In astron., motion from
an earlier to a later sign of the zodiac, or

from west to east: direct motion.

conseauent, a. 4. In phys. geog., resulting

directly from original conditions; having a
course determined by the form or slope of an
initial laud-surfaee : as, a consequent divide,

consequent drainage, a consequent river, a coti-
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sequent valley, etc. Contrasted with *j»se- consistency, m Rule of consistency, a designation

quent, 2, '^obsequent, 2, '^antecedent, 2. sometimes applied to Kant's moral law, "Act only on

COnserV, v. t. and «. A simpUfled spelling of |™ha^ principle as thou canst will should be miiveisally

conserve.
o t t^ i j ^ consistent eouations. See ^equation.

conservation, «.. 3. In England, a court or consociationism ( kon-so-shi-i'shon-izm), n.
board of commissioners havmg jurisdiction The theory and practice of consoeiatism.
over a port (as London Liverpool, etc.) or of consolation, n.-Dutch consolation, the thought
a nver (as the Thames, the Mersey, etc.), and that things might be worse, or might liave been woi-se?
charged with the regulation as well as the eon- console'^ n. 4. In organ-bmlding, the desk in
servation of its navigation, fisheries, etc.— which the keyboards and stop-action are

Sf^St'yMasT^eethe%t?S~''°'^'"'''"°'' contained and before which the pla;.er sits.

In an ensemble of mechanical systems identical in
nature and subject to forces determined by identical
laws, but distributed in phase in any continuous manner,
the de-nsity-in-phase is constant for the varying phases of
a moving system ; provided that the forces of a system
:are functions of its coBrdinates, either alone or with the
time. J. W.Gibbs, Statistical Mech., p. 9.

Conservation of extension In phase. See the exti-act

Where the action is pneumatic or electric, the console
may be quite detached fi-om the rest of the instrument
and even capable of movement from one position to an-
other, the action being transmitted througli tubes or
wires. In this case it is said to be movable. See cut in

precedmg column.

—

Detached console. See -^console'^,

4.

—

Movable console. See -kconsole^, 4.

Consolidated annuities. See annuity and consols.—
Consolidated content. See Funded ircontent

When the phases bounding an extension in phase vary COnSOlidating-apparatUS (kon-sol'i-da-ting-
in the course of time according to the dynamical laws of „-, „ -s//t„„i % *^f„ thp cnnoids of the familva system subject to forces which are functions of tlie

^.p-a-ra tus;, B. in tne cnnoias or tne ramuy
coordinates either alone or with the time, the value of Cupressocnnidee, a peculiar annular structure

situated on the upper interior margin of the
calyx between the arm-bases.

consolidation, n. 7. In geol., the mechanical
process by which separated parts of a rock
are brought closer together through pressure.
The pressm-e may be due to superincumbent weight or
lateral thrust, or it may accompany mineral growth and
metasomatism. Fine sediments, such as silts or muds,
are most affected by this process. The included water,
whicli largely acts as a sepai'atni^ film m them, is squeezed
out, bringing the mineral paiticles mto contact. This,
together with mechanical readjustments of the paiticles
themselves, results m great increase of cohesion. Van
Rise, U. S. Geol. Sur., Monograph 47, p. 696.

8. In finance, the combining of two or more
sources of revenue into a common fund, or of
varied forms of public indebtedness into a
stock bearing interest at a uniform rate.
N. E. B.

Con- consolute (kon-so-luf), a. [con- + solute."] In
phys. eliem., commonly soluble: when two sol-

vents which do not mix are in contact and have
each in solution a given third substance, the
latter is sometimes said to be consolute, that is,

to be a solute common to the two solvents.

the extension-in-phase thus bounded remains constant.
In this form the principle may be called the principle of
conservation qf extension-in-phase.

J. W. Gibbs, Statistical Mech., p. 10.

Law of conservation of mass, the law that the mass of
any system is unchanged by any process which takes
place within that system.—Law of conservaUon of
matter, the general fact that in the innumerable changes
of properties undergone by matter, involving the produc-
tion and the disappearance of particular substances, there
is neither creation nor destruction of matter in the ab-
stract, or, in other words, that the total quantity of matter
in existence, as far as observable by us, is unchangeable.
Thus, when a piece of wood bums it ceases to exist as
wood, and at the same time a part of the oxygen of the
surrounding air ceases to exist as oxygen gas, but instead
of these there come into existence and mingle with the
remaining air caibon-dioxld gas and vapor of water, and
the sum of the quantities of these newly fonned sub-
stances exactly equals the sum of the quantities of those
wliich have disappeaied.

COnservatist (kgn-ser*va-tist), a. and n,

servative, or a conservative.
conservative organs. See *organ^.
consider, v. i. 3. To look carefully or atten-
tively. Lev., xiii. 13.

consideration, n—lUegal consideration, a consid-
eration which will not support a contract by reason of the
fact that the thing done or promised is contrary to public
policy.—Impossible consideration, a consideration
whichfrom its nature camiot be performed. Such a consid-
eration is void in law.— Meritorious consideration, a
consideration based upon natural love and affection. A con-
tract depending upon such consideration will be sustained

He showed that in the case of two non-miscible liquids
and a consolute liquid, tlie equilibria can be represented
by the mass law equation, and that there are only two
sets of equilibria over the whole range of concentration,
and these are represented by two different equations.

Jour. Phys. Chem., April, 1904, p. 248.

such as father and son, brother and sister, husband and
wife, etc.; otherwise not.

—

Moral consideration, a
consideration based upon moral duty, but which carries
with it no legal obligation.

—

Fast consideration, some-
thing done prior to the making of a contract. The con-
tract cannot be enforced upon a past consideration alone.

consigne,' n. 2. A form of punishment con-
sisting in confinement to prescribed limits.

Consilience of inductions, the agreement in final re-

sult of scientific investigations along widely different
lines of reseai-ch : a term introduced by Whewell. In-
stances of this phenomenon are extremely i-are. But the
agreement between tlie determinations of the number of
atoms In a molecule by osmotic pressure and the depres-
sion of the freezing-point of solutions, the rough agree-
ment of different estimates of the size of molecules, the
agreement of the different ways of determining the veloc-
ity of liglit, etc., may be considered as a consilience of
inductive arguments in favor of the different general
principles upon which these various determinations were
based.

consimilar, a. 2. In hot., having both sides
alike : specifically applied to the valves of a
diatom.

in a court of equity where the relations of the paities are conspiracy, n. 3. An ancient writ which was
such as father and son. brother and sister, nnshand and ;„-,„„ j ..„„ „* _ a- h .a ,, i •,* lissued against parties alleged to be guilty ot a

conspiracy to indict a party for treason or a
felony.

conspirital (kon-spir'i-tal), a. [In form, < L.
com-, together, -I- spirit(us), spirit, -1- -al. The
sense implies a formation from conspire or
conspir(acy) + -ital.] Constituted conspiracy.
Unscrupulous adventurers . . . create relations of per-

sonal allegiance by means of bribery, patronage and pre-
ferment, intrigue and conspii'acy are the social bonds.
The social type is the conspirital.

Oiddinffs, in Am. Jom*. SocioL, X. 169.

const. An abbreviation (a) of constitution ; (6)
ot constable.

ity of liglit, etc., may be considered as a consilience of Constable, n. 3. The commander of a con-
1 . . .!,_ j.«t

» . stabulary or company of men-at-arms.
In the matter of administrative organization the men-

at-arms were distributed into constabulai-ies, being com-
manded by officers called constables.

J. W. Fortescue, Hist. Brit Army, I. i. 2.

constancy, )t. 4. A constant job: as, "a, con-
stancy and good wages promised for a good
workman," The Scotsman (advt.). .

constant. I. a— constant current. See*cMrrcna.
—Constant-deviation spectroscope. See *spectro-
scopc—Law of constant heat sums,lawof constant
proportion. See *lawl.

II. n— Affinity constants. See •a^nify.-capil-
lary constant, a numerical constant denoting the attrac-
tion between two surfaces to which the phenomenon of
capillarity is due.— Constant of aberration. (6) The
semimajor axis of the aberrational ellipse which every
star apparently describes in a year on account of the
aberration of light It is very nearly 20.5".— Constant
Of capillarity. See capillary inconstant.— Constant
Of light-equation, the number of seconds by which the
distance of a body, expressed in astronomical units, must
be multiplied to give the con'esponding equation of light.
(See emuition.) It is 499^, the time in which light travels
from the sun to the earth.—Constant Of nutation, the
semimajor axis of the nutational ellipse described in 19
yeai's by the axis of the earth under the nutational dis-
turbance produced by the moon. Its value is 9.21".

—

Constant of precession, the average amount by which
the equinox moves annually westward along the ecliptic.
Its value is at present 50.25".

—

Cyclic constant, the
constant by which a many-valued function changes on
describing a cycle.— Dielectric constant, in elect., the
specific inductive capacity of an insulating medium,
measured as the ratio of the capacity of a condenser
with this medium as insulator, and 'the capacity of the
same condenser with air-insulation.—Dlffoslon con-
stant, a numerical constant or coefficient denoting the

Console.

a, swell'Org:an keyboard or manual, with six combination pistons
above affecting the swell.organ stops; 6, great-organ keyboard or
manual, with eight combination pistons; c, choir-organ keyboard
or manual, with six combination pistons; d, pedat-organ keyboard,
which is both concave and radiating ; e, music.iack

; y, tilting tab-
lets, controlling both stops and couplers (taking the place of the
draw-knobs formerly usea), grouped according to the keyboards to
which they belong, those of the pedal organ being on the left, those
of the choir-organ next, etc. ; ^, combination pedals, with two swell
pedals in the center, the one belonging to the sweU.organ, the
other to the choir-organ.



constant
rate of liquid or gaseous diffusion.— DisBOClatlOn
constant, in phyt. chem., a number from which can
be computed tlie degree of disBociation at any desired
dilution of any electrolyte which obeys a certain law.
The degree of dissociation varies greatly with the vary-
ing volume in which a gram-molecule of the electrolyte
IS dissolved, but from the variable dissociation of an
electrolyte we can compute m many cases a quantity
Which does not vary with the dilution. For an electrolyte
wliich dissociates into two ions, in many ca^es, if we putm for the degree of dissociation at any volume represented
by V, which stands for the number of liters which contain

one gram-molecule of the solute, we find—^ = a con-
(1— 7?l)V

stant ; and the numerical value of this quantity Is the dis-
sociation constant for the given substance.—Electrical
constant, a numerical quantity, such as the specific in-
ductive capacity, employed to designate or describe some
electrical property of a body.—Kerr's constant, the
quantity K in the expression e = K In, where e is the
rotation of the plane of polarization of a ray of polarized
light reflected from the surface of a magnet and In is
the normal component of magnetization. Kcit's constant
is used in the optical method of measuring the strength
of the magnetic field.—Kundt'S constant, the constant
quantity !^ in the equation e = >fi I d, which expresses the
power of ferromagnetic substances (taken in thin layers)
to turn the plane of polarization of transmitted light The
angle of rotation is e ; / is the strength of the magnetic
field ; and d is the thickness of the layer.—Level con-
stant. See *2eDe21.—Newtonian constant. Sameaa
gravitation cotistant (which see, under cmistaTit).—Opti-
cal constant, a numerical quantity, such as the index of
refraction, employed to designate or describe some opti-
cal property of a substance.— Precession constant, the

quantity^^, where C is the moment of inertia of the re-
A

volving body about its polar axis and A is its moment of
inertia about an equatorial diameter. Tlie seven numer-
ical quantities used to compute the precession of tlie

equinox are also called jj7*^es»'(mc(mfi£a7i£8.—Radiation
constant, the heat, in calories, lost by radiation from a
unit surface in a unit of time when the radiating body has
a temperature one degree centigrade above its surround-
ings; the eraissivity.— Solar constant. See solar.—
Spheroidal constant, one of the numerical quantities,
such as the ratio of the axes, used in astronomy to define
quantitatively theform of the earth.—^Temperature con-
stant, in phenology^ the thermal constant.—Thermal
constant, the phenological constant ; the total quantity of
heat or day degrees required by a plant in order to attain
any phase of plant life. This is not, strictly speaking, a
constant, and the various attempts to define and compute
it are known by the names of the respective authors, as
follows : Adanson's constant (1750), the sum of all the pos-
itive mean daily temperatures on the centigrade scale,

counting from the beginning of the year. Boussingavit's
constant (1837), the same as Adanson's except tiiat it

counts from the beginning of vegetation. Marie Davy's
constant (1S80), the sum of all the mean daily actinome-
tric degrees in full sunshine, counting from the date of
vegetation. Gasparin's constant (184^ the sum of all ef-

fective temperatures (the excesses of mean dally temper-
atures in fiill sunshine above 5° C), counted on the centi-

grade scale and from the date in the springtime when
such effective temperature is first attained. H, Hoff-
man's constant (1857), the sum of all daily maximum tem-
peratures above freezing, (the positive maxima) on B^au-
mur's scale, counting from January 1 to the attainment of
any given phase of development. Linsser's thermal con-
stant (1867), the sum of all mean daily temperatures above
0^ C. in the shade, counting from the dalie when the an-
nual minimum occurs up to any phase of vegetation. Lins-
ser's local annual thermal constant (1867), the sum of all

the mean daily temperatures above 0" C. in the shade for

the whole year at any locality. Linsser's physiologic ther-

mal constant (1S67), tlie sum of all the positive daily mean
temperatures from germination to the attainment of any
phase of vegetation, divided by his local annual thermi
consist. Linsser's local climatic constant (1869), the sum
of all the local rainfalls from germination up to tlie attain-

ment of any phase divided by the local annual thermal
phenological consfant. HervS Mangon's constant (1875),

the sum of all the positive excesses of mean dally shade-
temperatures above 6" C. (T."- 6° C), counted on the cen-

tigrade scale and from the date of vegetation. Quetelet's

constamt (1845), the sum of the squaies of the positive

daily temperatures, centigrade scale, counting from the
date of the awakening of vegetation, when ihe mean dally

temperature is 6° C. Riawmir's constant (1735), the sum
of all the mean dally temperatures on the Reaumur scale,

counting from the date of vegetation.— Verdet's con-
stant, the quantity oi In the expression € = u H d, where
e Is the rotation of the plane of polarized light in pass-

ing through a layer, of thickness d, of a substance so

placed in a magnetic field of intensity H that the light

travels in the direction of the lines of force. Verdet's
constant (lo) Is the rotation per unit variation of magnetic
potential. It depends upon the wave-length of the light,

the nature- of the substance, and the temperature of the
latter.

constantan (kon'stan-tan), «. [Prom Constant,

a personal name.] " An alloy consisting of 60

per cent, copper and 40 per cent, nickel, its

electrical resistance, which is more than 60 times that of

copper, varies inappreciably with change of temperature

;

Its thermo-eleotromotlve force in combination with cop-

per is very large. It may be heated to 300' C. without

oxidation. It Is freely ductile.

Constantinian (kon-stan-tin'i-an), a. Of or

pertaining to Constantine the Gfreat, a Roman
emperor, or his reign (306-337 a. d.).

Constantino (kon-stan-te'no), n. [Amer. Sp.J

A fish, Centropomus robalito, of the famUy Cen-

tropomidse : found from Mexico to Panama.

Oonstellaria (kon-stel-a'ri-a), n. A genus of

trepostomatous bryozoans growing attached to

foreign bodies and having thin-walled cells

with abundant mesopores and the surface of

S.— 19
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the zoaria covered with star-shaped maculsB.
It is of Silurian age.
constituent. I. a.— constituent society, a society
which is a constituent part of a larger social order, for
example, a business corporation, a church, a political
party, or a club. In the constituent society individuals
work or find pleasure together, tiiough they may not
dwell in . the same neighborhood or even in the same
state. In the ^component society (which see) individuals
dwell together and may or may not work together. Old-
dings, Elem. of Soclol., p. 7.

constitution, n constitution church, the church
which was established in France by the decree of the
Constituent Assembly, July 12, 1790. This decree pro-
vided that all bishops should be elected by local conven-
tions of the clergy, without recourse to the holy see, and
that the entire clergy should take an oath to maintain the
civil constitution provided by the assembly.—Provincial
constitutions, the decrees of provincial synods held
under divers archbishops of Canterbury. Bouvier, Law
Diet.—Social constitution. See *so(yial.

Constitutional Law. (a) A valid law ; one which is not
unconstitutional. (6) That branch of the law which de-
fines and interprets the scope and meaning of a constitu-
tion.

constitutionally, adv. 4. As regards consti-
tution or composition : as, the substances dif-

fer both toxioologically and constitwtinnally.

constitutive, a. 3. In phys. chem., a term
introduced by Ostwald to denote those prop-
erties of a compound which depend on the
constitution of the molecule, or on the mode of
union and arrangement of the atoms in the
molecule. For instance, of two molecules having the
same number of the same atoms, one turns the plane of
polarized light to the right and the other to the left ; this
difference is obviously due to something in the structure
of the molecule—it Is a constitutive property, as distin-
guished from an additive or a colligatCve property.—Con-
stitutive government. See •^government.

constrain, i). t. 6. In mech.: (a) To prevent'
the occurrence of (motion), except in a par-
ticular direction : as, the relative motions of
the parts of any machine are always con-
strained, (b) To prevent the operation of the
motion of (a material point or body), except
in a particular and definite manner: as, to
constrain a part of a mechanism,— constrained
system, a system of points subject to constraints, that
Is, forces regarded as infinite which compel a certain re-

lation between their motions.

construct, a. II. ». 1. Something constructed
or created.— Z. In eompar.psychol., the mental
picture answeringto a real or a possible object
of sense : regarded as the mental result of the
action of external stimuli.

In all these cases, the object Is constructed at the bid-
ding of certain sensations, which suggest to my mind the
associated qualities. The object is a construct.

C. L. Morgan, Animal Life and Intelligence, p. 312.

3. In math., a configuration or surface.

The notion of monogenic constnict is widerthan that of

a monogenic function. Jihicy. Brit., XXVIII. 641.

constructible (kon-struk'ti-bl), a. Capable of

being constructed.

construction, n—Bureauof Constructionand Re-
pair. See •6t4reo«.—Hennebioiue construction, a sys-

tem of construction in concrete reinforced by steel or iron
Introduced in various ways. It was first brought to per-
fection by M. Francois Henneblque, a Fi-ench builder. See
reinforced *com(!rete.— Huygens's construction, a geo-
metrical method, firstemployed by Huygens, for represent-

Huygens's Construction.

Ing the front of a light-wave. It consists of a set of equal
semicircles the centers of which are equidistant points
along a line, AB, which represents the front of the wave at
a given Instant, t. The envelop of the semicircles is the
wave-front at a later time, t, such that their radius meas-
ures the progress of the wave during the intervening in-

terval.— MiU construction, in arch., construction by
means of solid timbers and thick planks with no inclosed
hollow spaces. Thus the floors are of very thick planks
resting directly on girders. Such a building resists fire,

and Is often said to be of slow-burnitig construction.—
Terrace of construction. Same as alluvial -kterrace.

constructional, a. 2. Controlled by the orig-

inal and still prevailing surface attitude and
structure of the land: said of watercourses.

See *congequentand *atHtude.— 3. Formed by
or resulting from consequent drainage : said of

land-forms : as, a constructional divide or val-

ley.— Constructional slope. See -kslope.

construction-train (kon-struk 'shou-tran), n.

A train of cars adapted to the conveyance and
application to use of the materials for the con-

struction or repair of railroads.

Constructive theft. See Mheft.

construe, V, U. intrans. Toyieldtooradniit
of grammatical analysis or interpretation : as,

a sentence that will not construe.

consubstantialist, ». 2. Same as *consub-

stantiationist.

contact

consubstantiationist (kon'''sub - stan - shi - a'-
shpn-ist), n. One who holds the doctrine of
consubstantiation.
consul, n. 5. Formerly, in southern France
and Cfatalonia, a municipal magistrate. H.
E. D.— 6. Formerly, within the foreign colony
or settlement of a town, the representative
chief of the mei-chants and their intermediary
with the local government. N. E. D.— 7. A
local representative of a cyclists' touring club.

consul (kon'sul), V. t. [consul, n.] To submit
(an invoice) for certification to the consul of a
country to which goods are consigned.

Consular bureau. See -kbureau.— Consular court, a
court of justice presided over by a consul. Such comts
are established only in comitries where extraterritori-

ality (which see) has been conceded by treaty to other
forei^ nations, as by China, and formerly also Japan.
The jurisdiction of these comis Is limited to suits arising
between the consuls' own countrymen, and to hearuig and
deciding suits brought against any of them by subjects of
the country in which the court Is established.

Consultation game, in chess, a game in which two or
more persons play on one side and the moves are made
after joint deliberation.

consumption, n. 5. In Bom. law, loss of a
right of action after commencement of the
suit—Acute, galloping, hasty, or rapid consump-
tion, pulmonary tuberculosis nuining a rapidly fatal

course.— Hatters' consumption, a catan'hal condition
of the bronchial tubes and pulmonary alveoli, due to the
inhalation of particles of felt, silk, or other materials used
in the manufacture of hats.—LUZUS consumption, the
ingestion of an excessive amount of albuminoid food, far

beyond the needs of the oi'ganism.— Potters' consump-
tion, same as potters' -kasthma.

consumption-weed (kon-sump'shgn-wed), n.

The round-leaved wintergreen, Pyrola rotun-

difolia : so called from its supposed medicinal
virtues.

consumptive, a. 5. Indicating the presence
of consumption : as, a consumptive cough.

contact^, n. 4. In geol., the surface of junc-
ture, specifically of an igneous intrusion and
its containing-walls, along which ndineralogi-
cal and structural changes, and especially ore-
deposits, are often developed ; also applied to
the surface of juncture of any two contrasted
rocks,— 5. In anthropol., the meeting of
tribes or peoples of different culture, particu-
larly that of a primitive tribe with the trad*
and influence of a superior people.— 6. In
psychol. : (o) A light pressure upon the skin

;

a low degree of intensity of the adequate
stimulus of the pressure-spots. (6) A weak
sensation of pressure. Some psychologists
regard the sensation of contact as qualitatively
different from the sensation of pressure. In
all probability, however, the'two are simply
degrees of one and the same sensible quality.

Still other points on the skin, very wealthily inter-

spersed amongst the others, give us. If excited in isola-

lation, sensations of contact or of pressure.
Boyce, Outlines of Psychol., p. 133.

Contact sensation : Ger. Beriihrungsempflndung ; F.
sensation de contact; Ital. sensazione dl con^tto. A
sensation made up probably (Dessoir) of touch sensation
and pressure sensation.

Baldufin, Diet. Philosophy and Psychology.

Angle of contact. (6) See *angle3.— Center of con-
tact, the point of intersection of two tangents at two
points of contact of two conies or other plane curves.

—

Clrcnmaxlal contact. See *circumaxiaZ.— Oontaici
action. An important application of this principle to
industrial purposes is the manufacture of sulphuric acid
by the combination of sulphur dioxid with additional
oxygen, on passing these gases over heated platinum in a
finely divided state, the platinum remaining unchanged,
while the resulting sulphur trioxid is conducted into
water : spoken of as the contact process for the manufac-
ture of sulphuric acid.— Contact difference of poten-
tial, electricity, electromotive force, metamor-
phism, mineral. See -kpotentiaZ, kelectricity, •kelectro-

motive, -kmetamorphism, -kmineral.— Contact paper,
in photog., sensitized paper used for contact-print-
ing.— Contact phenomena, effects produced upon
older rocks by the introduction of an igneous mass,
as a dike or an intruded sheet The presence of the
more highly heated body, with its attendant miner-
allzers and the circulation of waters induced, leads to
many changes in the minerals and rock-structures
[near the contact— Contact print, in photog., a print
made by the exposure to light of a sensitive sur-

face placed behind and In contact with a negative or
other object; to; be copied. See corvtact-printing, be-
low.— Contact-printing, inphotog., a process in which
sensitized paper or glass is printed in contact with the
negative; also, printing upon bromide paper behind,
and in contact with a negative, exposed a few feet

away from an artlflcial source of light— Contact pro-
cess, in phys. ch&m., a process which Is accelerated to a
useful rate by contact of the acting substance with an-

other substance which Is left unchanged at the end of

the process ; a catalytic process. See catalysis and "kc&ri-

tact action Contact reaction, in phys. chem., a re-

action which is much accelerated by contact of the act-

ing substance with another substance that is left un-
changed at the end of the reaction ; a catalytic reaction.
— Contact substance, in phys. chem,., a substance
which accelerates a contact reaction.— Contact trans-
formation, in math., a transformation which changes



contact

ui element by such substitutions as transform into itself
the linear ditferential equation dz—pdx— gdy = 0. Two
manifoldnesses, having a contact, that is, having a sur-
face-element in common, are changed by the transforma-
tion into two others which also have a contact ; hence the
name given by Lie to the transformation.— Contact vein.
Same as co)ifoct(iej)o«t.—Internalcontact, the apparent
contact of the edge of the disk of the moon at the time of an
annular eclipse, or of the planets Venus or Mercury at the
time of transit with the inner edge of the sun ; opposed to ex-
termil contiuit, when the moon or planet appears to touch
the sun's disk from the outside.— Optical contact, in pho-
tog., the contact of any two substances brought into close
miion with each other and presenting two instead of four
surfaces, as a silver-backed mirror.—Sensationofdouble
contact, (a) The sensory experience which arises when
a movable object, as a stick or a pencil, is tljrust or
pressed by the hand against a second object, or passed
over its sui-face; the experience of projected touch, in
which the sensations appear to have their origin, not in
hand or arm, but at the tip of the stick or pencil. (6)

The sensations aroused by pressure of one part of tlie

skin upon another, (c) The twofold sensation (pressure
followed by pain) which arises when the skin, for exam-
ple, of the wrist is tapped with the point of a needle
whose shaft is held loosely between the finger and thumb
of the other hand.— Sliding contact, the communica-
tion of motion by means of surfaces which drive with a
necessary slipping of one surface on the other, as distin-

fuished from rolling contact, where no slip occurs.

liding contact occurs when the driving is by cams, the
teeth of wheels, screws, wedges, and pin-joints.—Wipe
contact, (a) Interrupted contact ; the touching of one
part of a machine by another in the course of the travel

of either part; the wiping of one part of a machine or
engine by another. (&) A method of making an electric

arc pass between terminals by interrupting an electric

circuit, the contact points passing over each other with a
eliding or wiping contact The arc terminals are kept
free of oxid or deposit, because the surfaces are cleansed
by the sliding action.

contact^ (kon-takf), »• \^- contactus : see

eontacti^, «.] One who has been exposed to an
infectious disease by eontaet or near asso-

ciation with a person suffering from it. Med.
Record, Feb. 28, 1903. p. 346.

contact-bed (kon'takt-bed), n. 1. A layer of
porous material through which sewage is in-
termittently filtered in order that contact with
bacterial organisms and atmospheric oxygen,
over the great surface presented by the pores
of the mass, may bring about chemical destruc-
tion of the noxious organic matter present.

—

2. In geol^, a bed lying next to (in contact with)
a formation of a different character.

contact-block (kon'takt-blok), n. In eUct., a
metallic block forming part of an instrument,
as a rheostat, and serving, in conjunction with
a peg, plug, screw, or brush, to convey cur-
rent to any portion of the electric circuit with
which it may be connected.

contact-irritation (kon'takt-ir-i-ta"shon), n.

The irritation produced in the cells of a plant
by the contact of an insect or fungus, which
frequently stimulates growth and produces
slight abnormalities.
Some epiphytes, however, are able to fix their hyphse

to the epidermis by sending minutepeg-like projections
into the cuticle— Trichosphseria, Herpotricnia— while
others send haustoria right through the outer epidermal
walls— e. g. Erysiphe— and thus supplement mere co?i-

tact-inrUation and shading by actual absorption from the
external cells. H. M. Ward, Disease in Plants, p. 135.

contact-pin (kon'takt-pin), n. luelect., a me-
tallic pin by means of which contact for the
conduction of current is secured between the
parts of any electrical apparatus.

contact-ring (kon'takt-ring), n. In elect, a
metallic ring on the shaft of a dynamo or motor,
or of any electrical apparatus, for the trans-

mission of current, by sliding contact, between
the fixed and moving parts.

contact-screw (kon'takt-sfcrS), n. In elect.,

a screw by means of which metallic contact

for the conduction of current is secured be-

tween the parts of any electrical apparatus.

contact-stud (kon'takt-stud), n. In elect., a,

stud or peg by means of which metaUie con-

tact for the conduction of current is secured

between the parts of any electrical apparatus.

contact-vein (kon'takt-van), n. A vein fol-

lowing the plane of contact between different

rock-formations.

contagion, ». 5. A contagious disease—Psy-
cblCEU contagion, the propagation of nervous disorders

through imitation, as when chorea attacks many children

in a school. The dancing manias of the middle ages are

typical examples of psychical contagion.

contagiosity (kon-ta-ji-os'i-ti), n. [contagious

(L. -iosus) + -ity.l Contagiousness.
Contairlnm vlvnm [L., living oontagium], a living germ

of infectious disease, either a bacterium or a protozoan

contain, v. t. 9. To hold (a body of troops)

in position, usually by deploying the contain-

ing force in its front and threatening an at-

tack.
Regiments or even brigades lying flat on i;he ground,

their presence in front of the enemy will have the
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advantage of containing him; but in the open, across

which an enemy has to advance, a containing force of a
proportion of one man to five or the enemy is quite suffi-

cient. H. A. Qwynne, in War's Brighter Side, p. 174.

contano (kon'ta-no), V. [It., 'they count'
(time), pres. ind. 3d pers. pi. of contdre, countl,

».] In writing music for an orchestra, a direc-

tion that a particular instrument is to be si-

lent for a time. Abbreviated cont.

content^, n. 6. The amount or quantity
yielded.

The director of the Arizona Experiment Station re-

poi"ted that the sugar content in pounds per acre from five

characteristic soils of that Territory ranged from 1,491

to 3,361 pounds. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 41.

Funded content, in psychol., a mental content of the
second order, supposed to be produced by the bringing
together of other contents into a unitary whole ; a form
qimlity, or form of combination.

Funded or consolidated coiitents are, then, such con-
tents as are produced by bringing together, in a vei'y in-

timate way, various part-contents.
7. M. Bentley, in Amer. Jour. PsychoL, XIII. 279.

COnterminOUSneSS (kon-ter'mi-nus-nes), n.

The condition of being conterminous.
contestation, n. 5. Same as contention, 5.

contiguity, n— synthesis of contiguity. See *syn-
thesift.

continent, n—Indo-AMcan continent, a term re-

ferring to tne former more or less extensive union of
Asia and Africa by a supposed land connection in the vi-

cinity of the southern end of the Red Sea. This is indi-

cated by soundings, but especially by the character of the
fossil fauna of the Sivalik Hills, India.—Dark Continent,
Africa.

Continental divide. See Adiside.- Continental gla-
cier, high, islands, etc. See -kglader, -khigh, itislandi,

etc.

continentalism (kon-ti-nen'tal-izm), n. [eoM-

Unental + -ism.^ A view, opinion, custom,
action, expression, or way of doing things that
is peculiar to or characteristic of the con-
tinental part of Europe.
continen'tality (kon'''ti-nen-tal'i-ti), /*. [con-

tinental + -ity.\ 1. The character of being
continental. — 2. In meteor., the extent to

which the climate of any spot agrees with the
typical continental climate. As defined by
Zenker this is measured- by the annual range
of temperature di-vided by the sine of the
latitude ; but he uses the arc itself.

continentalize (kon-ti-nen'tal-iz), v. t.; pret.

and pp. continentalized, ppr!' continentalizing,

[continental + -ize."] To make continental;
infect with the ideas and ways of the continent
of Europe.
contingency, n. 4. In biometry, a method of
studying statistically biological data that do
not admit of numerical expression.

I think ... I have surmounted the difficulty of scale

orders by applying the new method of contingeru^, which
completely dispenses with any scale order.

Pearson, in Biometrika, March and July, 1904, p. 150.

Contingent damages, debt. See ''damage,
*debt.

continuant, ». 2. A consonant such as /, v,

s, z, etc., the sound of whichmay be indefinitely

prolonged, as distinguished from a 'stop,'

such as jj, 6, etc., which involves a complete
closure of the mouth.

continuating(kgn-tin'u-a-ting),^. a. Serving
to continue Contlnnatlng e^lasses. See -kglass.

Continuation school, a school in which instruction is

given, usually in the evening, in continuation or extension

of that given in the ordinary day-schools; an evening-
school for popular instruction by lesson or lecture. [Eng.j

Nature, Sept 17, 1903, p. 492.

continuative, «. 3. In philol., a form that
indicates continuation.

The continuative [in the Chinook verb] is a purely
intransitive tense, because in transitive verbs the object
limits the action in such manner as to preclude the possi-

bility of its occurrence.
Amer. Anthropologist, April-June, 1900, p. 213.

Continued flraction of the second order. See *frac-
Hon.—Continued rest. See itresf^.

continuist (kon-tin'u-ist), n. [L. oontinuus,

continuous, + -is*.] One who holds that a

certain thing is continuous; as, specifically,

that a declaration orprophecy in the Revelation
of St. John refers in part to the past and con-
tinues to refer for the rest to the future.

continuity, ". 4. In biol., the existence of suc-

cessive generations of living beings without
any gap or interruption of material compo-
sition. See *germinal continuity.— AmBiatB.ti.OTa.

in continuity. Seeiramputation— Doctrine of con-
tinuity, the doctrine that all real variations are con-

tinuous and without sudden jumps. The doctrine was
particularly advocated by Leibnitz, and more and more
fully as his reflections advanced. There are many varie-

ties of the doctrine. Thus, it may be held absolutely or

only as a regulative principle, or even only as a sound
working hypothesis. It may be held as strictly applying
to every character (so that, for example, its advocate will

contend that things are more or less real but not abso-

contraction

lutely real, etc) or it may be held under definite or indefi-

nite restriction. The continuity predicated may also be
understood in several senses.— Germinal COntlnility.
See A^ermtTuii.— Protoplasmic continuity, in eytol.,

the connection, by means of very delicate strands of pro-
toplasm, between the living substance of adjacent cells.

In plants these strands pass through minute pores in the
cell-walls.— Synthesis of continuity, direct union of

the ends of a fractiu'ed bone or the lips of a wound.

continuo (kon-tin'ii-o), n. [It. basso eontinuo,
' continued bass.'] Same a.sfiguredbas,i, which
see, under bass^.

ContlnnouB action. See ^taction.— Continuous cur-
rent. See -ircurrenti, 6.—Continuous flow calorime-
ter. See -kcalorimeter.

continuum, n. 2. In math., the whole system
of positive and negative integral, fractional,

and irrational numbers.
contort (kon-tdrf), a. [L. contortus, pp.: see
contort, v^ Twisted; contorted.

contortion, ». 3. In vegetable teratol., an
irregular twisting or bending of the stems or
branches of plants, due to various causes,

usually accidental. Masters.—4. In geol., the

disordered attitude of irregularly folded strati-

fied rocks. GeiJde, Text-book of Geol.

contour, n complex contour, in math., a contour
consisting of several curves.— Simple contour, in math.,
a non-intersecting closed curve which is a contour.

contour, «. II. intrans. TofoUowalevellineon
an irregular slope ; imitate the path of a con-
tour-line.

The cliffs and beaches that contour around the slopesof
the mountains of Utah, where the waves of Lake Bonne-
ville once beat, in many ways resemble the elevated shore
lines of western Scotland.

W. M. Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog., p. 319.

contra (kon'tra), n. [contra, adw.] The con-
trary or opposite side or thing ; in booklceeping,

the opposite side or eolTimn of an account;
especially the right-hand or credit side (in

which appear the items against the person
whose books are kept).

contra-, (c) in organ-buUdin^, in the names of stops,

indicating a stop whose tones are an octave below the
pitch of me keys used : as, contragamba, etc.

COntrabourdon (kon'tra-bor^don), n. In organ-
building, a stop giving tones an octave lower
than the usual bourdon.
COntracoup (kon'tra-kop*), n. Same as *coun-
ter-coupe.

contract, n. 6. A contracted word ; a con-
traction,—Certain contract, in law, a contract in

which the thing to be done presumably rests upon the will

of the party, or, when, in the ordinary course of events, it

must happen in the manneragreed upon.— Contract Job,
a piece of work executed according to conditions (respects

ing quality of workmanship, time of delivery, price, etc.)

determinedby contract in advance of execution : contrasted
with a piece of work executed in anticipation of sale, or
production for the open market— Contract of henefl- '

cence, in Louigioma law, a contract in which a benefit is

secured to only one of the contracting parties, as a gra-
tuitous loan.— Contract prices, prices determined, by
contract, in advance of the production of goods; contrasted
with market prices. The term is sometimes used to desig-
nate competitive prices, as distinguished from customary
prices.—Contract surgeon. See -trsurgeon.

—

Contract
system, the system of obtaining public supplies, or the
performance of public services, through the intervention
of a contractor, instead of through direct public manage-
ment or through direct purchase in the open market

—

Dependent contract, a contract containing one or more
dependent covenants. See dependent covenant, under
coven/int.— Gratuitous contract, a contract in which
the object Is to benefit the party with whom it is made
without any consideration to the other party. Such a con-
tract is not binduig unless under seal.— Hazardous con-
tract, in Louisiana law, a contra£t in which the per-
formance of that which is the object, or one of the objects,
of the contract depends upon an uncertain event—Inde-
-pendent contract, a contract in which the things to be
performed by the various pai*tieB have no relation to each
other as equivalents or as mutual considerations.—Naked
contract. Same as nude pact, which see, under nude.—
Nude contract. Same as nude pact, which see, under
niufe.— Obligation of contract, the duty imposed by
law upon a party to a contract— Onerous contract, a
contract in which the consideration is inadequate to that
which is given or promised.— Separable or severable
contract, a contract in which several considerations and
corresponding obligations are so expressed as to render
the contract susceptible of divisibility in such a way that
each or one consideration may be enforced upon the per-
formance of its coiTesponding obligation.

contracted, p. a. 5. In gram, and phonetics,
shortened by combination or by omission of
letters or sounds. See contract, v. t, 3, and
contraction, 3.

contractile cells. See *ceU.
con'traction^ n—Anodal closure contraction, mus-
cular contraction occurring at the anode when the circuit
is closed.— Cathodal closure contraction, muscular
contraction occurring at the cathode at the moment of
closure of the circuit— Cathodal duration contrac-
tion^ muscular contraction occurring at the cathode and
contmuing during the entire time of the passage of the
current— Clonic contraction, an intermittent muscular
contraction alternating with intervals of relaxation.

—

Coefficient of contraction. See *coe#cie>t(.— Con-
traction volume. See AtjoZuww'.- Isometric con-
traction, the change in tension in a muscle whoee ex-
tremities are fixed, upon the application of a stimulus

:



contraction
opposed to Uotonic ActmtractioTi.—Isotonic contrac-
npn, the shortening of a muscle upon the application of a
stimulus, with approximation of its extremities : opposed
to mametne *C(mtracti<m.~niiigeT'B law Of contrac-
tion, the law that the stimulation of a nerve by an elec-
tric cmrent is stronger, at the occurrence of catelectro-
tonus than at the disappearance of anelectrotonus. It
has been ascertained that a nerve is stimulated by an
electnc current at the moment that the current is made
and at the moment that it is broken. As the current is
closed, the stimulation occurs at the negative pole ; as it
is opened, it takes place at the positive pole.—Tetanic
or tonic contraction. Same as tetanic spagm, which
see, under tetanic.—Volkmann'scontractfon, paralytic
flexion of the fingers, presumably caused by tight bandag-
ing in cases of injury to the arm.

contraction-ring (kgn-trak'shon-ring), n. See
the following phrase. — Contractlon-ring of
Bandl, a circular constriction of the pregnant uterus,
caused by unequal contraction of the muscmar segments,
sometimes occurring In threatened rupture of that organ.

contractment (kon-trakt'ment), n. Contrac-
tion; abridgment.

A very masterly production ; . . . with judicious coTtr
tractTmnts, might be rendered an interesting Drama on
the stage. Athenseum, March 23, 1896, p. 379.

contracurrent (kon-tra-kur'ent), a. Noting
optifial systems in which "conjugate focal
lengths are of opposite signs, so that if a point
moves from right to left its image will move
from left to right, and if a point moves in the
direction in which the light travels its image
will move along the conjugate ray in the direc-
tion in which the light travels.

contradeciduate ( kon " tra - df - sid ' u - at ), a.

Noting that condition iJn which the fetal
placenta does not leave the uterus after birth,
but is broken up and absorbed. This occurs in
the mole and the bandicoot, the latter being noteworthy
as a marsupial having a small placenta. Parker and Has-
well, Textbook of Zool., II. 562.

contradiscriminate (kon'<'tr^dis-krim'i-nat),
V. t.

;
pret. and pp. contradiSeriminated, ppr.

coniradiscriminating. To discriminate oon-
trastively.

Act, operation, energy, are contradiscritnirMted from
power, faculty, capacity, disposition and habit.

Sir W. HoMiilton, Metaphysics, Lecture X.

contragamba (kon-tra-gam'ba), n. In organ-
huilding, a stop giving tones an octave lower
than the usual gamba.
contraharmonically ( kon ''' tra - har -mon ' 1 -

kal-i), adv. In a contraharmoiiieal way.
" contralation (kon-tra-la'shon), n. [contra^ +

lation.'] A lation wliich does not' subsist be-
tween the members of every pair reciprocally.
An essential contralation is a lation which must by log-
ical necessity be a contralation ; &potential contralation is

a lation which is under no logical necessity of subsisting
between the members of every pair in both orders.

contrambilation (kon-tram-bi-la'shon), n.

[contra- + ambi- + lation.'] A relation in
which no individual of the universe of dis-

course stands to any other than itself ; a eon-
currency.
contranominal (kou-tra-nom'i-nal), a. 111.

contra, against, -I- nomeii, name: see nominal.]
In math,, containing contrasted terms. If a; is

y, then non-y is nbn-a^ and two such statements are called
each the contranoTniruU, or contranominal form, of the
other.

contraparallelogram (kon^tra - par -a - lel'o -

gram), n. A plane
quadrilateral having
its alternate sides
equal but not parallel,

two of them being
crossed; the figure

formed by the non- Contiaparallelogram.

parallel sides and the
diagonals of an isosceles trapezoid.

contraperlation (kon"tra-p6r-la'shgn), ft.

[contra- -t- per- + lation.] A relation in which
some individual of the universe of its relate

does not stand to any individual of the uni-

verse of its correlate.

contrapone (kon-tra-pon'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

contraponed, ppr. contraponing. To convert
by contraposition (which see). Bowen,
Logic, vi.

contraposaune (kon'''tra-p6-zou'ne), n. In or-

gan-building, a stop giving tones an octave
lower than the usual posaune or trombone.
contrapositive (kon-tra-poz'i-tiv), a. and ».

I. a. Of, pertaining to, or produced by con-
traposition : as, contrapositive propositions

;

contrapositive conversion.

II. n. In logic, a contrapositive proposi-

tion.

contrapposto (kon-trap-pos'to), n. [It., pp.
of contrapporre, i L. contraponere, set opposite

:

see contrapose.] In pictorial or sculptural

composition, the crossing of limbs and con-
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trasting of masses which is especially pro-
nounced in the works of Michelangelo.
In the figure of the soldan he gives a superb instance

of almost Michel-angelesque contrapposto.
B. B&renson, in Burlmgton Mag., III. 20.

COntrareperlation (kon"tra-re"p6r-la'shon),
n. [contra^ + re- + per- +" lation.] A rela-
tion whose converse is a contraperlation.
contrast, n. 5. in psyckol. opUes, the reciprocal
induction of colors and brightnesses in the
present field of regard. Contrast is essentially a
matter of the present moment ; under steady fixation the
phenomena of contract give place to those of adaptation.
The chief laws of contrast are as follows : (a) Contrast
always takes the direction of greatest qualitative differ-
ence—red-green, blue-yellow, black-white, etc. (6) The
effect of contrast varies directly with the degree of satura^
tion of the inducing color, (c) The nearer together the
contrasting surfaces, the greater is the contrast-effect
{d) Color-contrast is maximal when brightness-contrast
is absent (e) The contrast-effect is enhanced by the
elimination or boundary lines or contours.

6. In psych ol.
,
generally, any supposed intensi-

fication or throwing into reliefby juxtaposition
with an opposite.

The third law, that of contrast, applies to the ethnic
mind the curious fact in mental life that a prolbnged de-
votion to one idea leads to a reaction in which the opposite
of that idea becomes dominant

BrirUon, Basis of Social Relations, p. 43.

Law of psychical contrasts, in Wundt's psychol.,
one of the three general psychological laws of relation.
The subjective components of our Immediate experience
are arranged in groups made up of opposite qualities, and
these opposites obey in their succession ttie general law
of intensification tlm>ugh contrast, W. Wundt (trans.).
Outlines of Psychol., p. 324.

Marginal contrast, the contrast-effect produced at the
apposed edges of two contiguous contrasting surfaces.
See iccoTWragt, 5.

contract-color (kon'trast-kul"or), «. A color
due to contrast and not to the character of the
objective stimulus. E. B. TXtdhener, Exper.
Psychol., I. i. 19.

contrast-disk (kon'trast-disk), n. A party-
colored disk, which when mounted on the
color-mixer shows the phenomena of bright-
ness and color-contrast. E. B. Titchener, Ex-
per. Psychol.j I. i. 17.

contrast-feeling (kon 'trast-fe "ling), n.. In
Wundt's psychol., a composite feeling, made
up of partial feelings of opposite character,
and deriving its own characteristics from this
combination: for example, the feeling that
accompanies tickling.

contra-stimulant, «. 2. A remedy which pos-
sesses the property of depressing the vital

forces : the opposite of stimulant.

COntra-Stimulation (kon"tra-stim-u-la'shon),
n. The use of contra-stimulants. See*conira-

controlling-bit

In Soman law, an affirmative defense ; a coun-
ter-claim.

COntrectation, n. 2. In civil law, such hand-
ling and removing of goods as will amount to
theft if they are not restored to their original
place.

cont. rem. An abbreviation of the Latin con^
tinuetur remedium, 'let the remedy be con-
tinued.'

contretemps, n. 2. In music, same as synco-

contra-stimulism (kon"tra-stim'u-lizm), n.

[contra-stimulus + -ism,.]
" Medical practice

based upon the doctrine of contra-stimulus.
COntra-stimillist(kon"tra-stim'u-list), n. [con^
tra-stimulus + -ist.] An adherent of the medi-
cal theory of contra-stimulus.

contra-stimulus (kon'tra-stim'tl-lus), n.; pi.

contra-stimuli (-11). [L. contra, against, + stim-

ulus, stimulus.] A force which tends to dimin-
ish vital action.

—

Doctrine of contra-stimulus,
the doctrine of Basori, that all vital processes depend
upon stimulus, or exciting force, and contra-stimulus, or
depressing force. When these two forces are in equi-
librium the condition is that of health ; when one or the
other is in excess disease is present and is to be combated
by either a stimulant or a contra-stimulant.

contrastment (kon-trast'ment), n. The act of
contrasting: contrasting.

contrast-plane (kon'trast-plan), n. In a pho-
tometer-screen, the plane between the com-
parison-prisms.

contrast-stain (kon'trast-stan), n'. Same as
*counter-stain.
contratabulant (kon-tra-tab'u-lant), n. [A
modem term, irreg. < contratai)ui[ar) + -ant.]

In civil law, a possessor or claimant of goods
of a decedent contrary to his will or testament.

contratabular (kon-tra-tab'u-lar), a. [A mod-
ern term, < L. contra, against, -I- tabula, a
writing, a will: see tabular.] In oiivil law, con-

trary to or not in accordance with the terms
of a will or testament.

contratempo (kon-tra-tem'p6), n. [It. con-

trattempo = F. contretemps : see contretemps.]

In music, same as syncopation.

contravindicate (kon-tra-vin'di-kat), v. i.;

pret. and pp. contravindicated, ppr. contravin-

dicaiing. [LL. contravindicare, < L. contra,

against, -I- vimdicare, claim: see vindicate.] In
Soman law, to make an affirmative defense;

counter-claim.
contravindication (kon"tra-vin-di-ka'shon), n.

COntrivancy (kon-tn'van-si), n. [contrive +
-aney.] The contriving laculty, or its exercise.

Jack, then, grew up a rather serious boy, full of strange
knowledge, with a passionate love for everything that
spoke of covXrivaney and the mastery of Nature.

Besant and Bice, This Son of Vulcan, ii. 1.

contrive^, v. t. 3. To make out; discover;
imagine: as, what had become of him I could
not contrive. [CoUoq.]

control, n. 4. Whatever serves to control or
check

;
particularly, a standard of comparison

by which, as in scientific investigation or ex-
periment, inferences or results already ob-
tained are checked.

Further study in physiological chemistry, experimental
pathology, and allied studies must be undertaken to iso-

late the exact toxic agents, care always being exercised
inmaintaining normal controls and excluding the products
of the disease from those causing it

Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 263.

5. A person or persons who coiitrol a business,
or act as a check on others concerned.
A resident rival and control upon the Doge. Milman.

6. In spiritualism, the supposed spirit who is

alleged to control or direct the action and
utterances of a medium.

Everything known to the normal Mrs. T. must be con-
sidered equdly known to the ostensible " control " speak-
ing with Mrs. T.'s mouth.
Sir Oliver Lodge, in Proo. Soc. Psychical Besearch,

[XVII. 66.

7. In racing with motor-cars or motor-cycles,
the authorized persons along the route who
observe and record the times of arrival and
departure of the cars, maintain the time and
rate schedule if there is any, and enforce the
regulations of the contest.

II, a. Of the nature of or used as a control.

Since it is impossible to tell, without removing bits of
muscular tissue by a surgical operation, whether any
mouse is infected spontaneously, even a severe infection
being compatible for many mouths with a sleek apliear-
ance and the usual vivacity, control observations were
made upon mice during the whole period of the investi-
gation. Jour. Exper. Med., Nov. 29, 1901, p. 9.

Control mice, which were not previously injected with
this new Aronson serum, all died when injected with the
same fatal dose of streptococcus bouillon.

'Jied. Record, March 7, 1903, p. 374.

Control test. See *tes<i.

controller, m. Specifically—2. An officerwho
has certain duties to perform in examining the
accounts and managing the financial affairs of
a public or private corporation, or of a city,
state, or government. Two controllers are employed
by the government of the United States— the controller
of the Treasury and the controller of the currency ; the
latter administers the laws relating to the national banks.
There is also an sBsistant controller of the Treasury.
Some States and cities also have ofilcei's styled controllers,
with similar duties. [In this sense often spelled comp-
troller, a false form (see the etymology),]

Should we have ministers of the church to be comp-
trollers of the myntes ? Latimer, Ploughers (Arb.).

My excellent friend SirByam Martin, Comptroller of the
Navy. Sir J. Ross, N. W. Pass., IL 8.

4. In mech., a part of an apparatus or an ad-
junct which controls the motion or operation
of the main part. Specifically, in elect, engin., a com-
pact arrangement of switehes, contacts, electromagnets,
and rheostats, manipulated by one or more handles or
hand-wheels, by means of which one or more electric
motors, conneciied by electric wires to the controller, are
started or stopped, or their speed is controlled : as, an
electric street-car controller; an electric turret-turning
controller.

5. In ship-building, a heavy iron block secured
to the deck near a hawse-pipe, with a movable
section so arranged that the chain cable pass-
ing over it is held or allowed to run out as the
movable section is lowered or raised Master
controller, in the multiple-unit system of electric-rail-

way operation, a main controller, which operates the con-
trollers in the individual units or cars from one point.

controlling-bit (kon -tro ' ling - bit), n. A bit
consisting of a long piece of rawhide with
loops at the ends for rein-rings. The mouthpiece
is formed into a loop, the two ends running parallel and
held together by small metal rings : the double portion of
the loop is put into the horse's mouth, the single portion
passing under the jaw.



controlling-valve

controlling-valve (koa-tro'ling-valv), n. Any
valve for regulating pressure or speed, as with
steam, air, or water, in motors or other ma-
chinery.

controversialism (kon-tro-vfer'shal-izm), n. A
controversial spirit, tendency, or'habit.
connlar (kon'ti-lar), a. [comMZ(Ms) -I- -ari.]

Cone-shaped; having a tendency to assume the
shape of a cone ; in zool., said of the cusps or
ridges of teeth. [Rare.]
The specimen, which belongs to M. latidens or a closely

related species, exhibits an interesting stage in the pas-
sage of the molar teeth of the Proboscidea from the con-
viar type of the mastodons to that of the elephants,
where the enamel is arranged in numerous transverse
laminsE. Science, April 8, 1904, p. 685.

conule (kon'iil), n. [NL. oonuVas-l In sponges,
same as ^oormlus.

COnulus (kon'u-lus), ».; pi. conuU (-li). [NL.,
dim. of L. conus, cone : see cone.'] In sponges,
a tent-like elevation of the surface, produced
by the vertical projection of the principal
fibers of the skeletal system.
co-numerous (ko-nii'me-rus), a. \co-^ -(- numer-
ous.'] Co-extensive, or equal in number.
Organs or senses . . co-numerous with the modes of

D. Masam, Recent Brit. Philos., p. 133. N. E. D.

conus, TO. 3. A patch of atrophied choroid near
the optic papilla in myopia.
conv. An abbreviation (a) of convent; (6) of

convention.

convalescence, n. 2. In Roman law, the estab-

lishment of a right or title by the retroactive

effect of removing an original defect in its

validity.

convallamaretin (kon " val -a-mar'e-tin),m.
lconvallamar(i)i) + Gr. pr/riv^j resin.] A crys-
talline compound, C2oH3eOa (?), form.ed, to-

gether with a sugar, by the hydrolysis of

convaUamarin.
COnvallaretin (kon-va-lar'e-tin), n. [Con-
valla{ria) + Gr. trnrivri, resin.] A crystalline

product, C]4H2603, obtained by warming the
glucoside oonvallarin contained in the lily-

of-the-valley {Corwallaria m,ajalis) with dilute

mineral acids.

Convallariaces (kon-va-la-ri-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Link, 1829), < Corwallaria -t- -aeese.] A
family of monocotyledonous plants of the order
ZiliaUs, the lily-of-the-valley family, included
by some botanists in the family lAUacese. It

Includes about 28 genera, of which ConvaUaria is the
type, and 216 species, scapose or leafy-stemmed herbs of

temperate climates, and some sho\f^ or even fragrant
flowers. See Convidlaria, asparagits, Paris, and Tril-

lium.

convected (kon-vek'ted), a. Transferred, as

heat, by meaiis of a convection current.

convection, n—Compoiud atmospheric convec-
tion, the total transfer of heat from one part of the
atmosphere to another by two distinct methods : (a) by
currente of air or water carrying heat with them by vir-

tue of their specific capacity for heat
;
(b) by liberation of

the latent heat of evaporation which remains with the
aqueous vapor contained in the air until it is liberated

by condensation into cloud. In so far as the liberated

heat remains in the cloud, it may be consumed in reevap-

orating the cloudy particles or be lost by radiation ; in' so

far as it is brought down to the earth with the rain or
snow, it aSects the local climate powerfully.—Electric
convection, a term used for the conduction of elec-

trolytes and of gases ; motion accompanies the conduc-
tion in these cases. See -^conductor, 9.

convectional (kgn-vek'shon-al), a. [convec-

tion -^ -aP-.] Pertaining to of of the nature of

convection ; caused or formed by convection.

The pressure is comparatively uniform below the sun's

surface, and widely discontinuous at the surface. Hence,

the convectiOTuU currents and the dependent phenome-
non of rotation in latitude are leisurely motions com-
pared with the explosive action at the surface layera.

IT. S. Monthly Weatlier Rev., Feb., 1904, p. 77.

Conyectlonal circulation. See general -kcirculation

of the atmos^Aere.—Convectional currents, vertical

interchanges due to differences of temperature in any

liquid or gas. „ ,. j
Conveotive resistance, resistance m a movmg flnid due

to changes in its motion and particularly to the forma-

tion of surfaces of discontinuity. In the atmosphere

convective friction may be due to the mixing of warm
and cold air or to the mixing of eddies produced by ob-

convenance (kon"ve-nans', p. pron. k6n-ve-

nons'), TO.; pi. convenances (-nons')- [F.: see

convenience.] 1. That which is becoming or

proper ; conventional propriety.

The duration of a glance

Is the term of convenaTice.
Emerson, The Visit, 1. 24.

2. pi. The conventionalities of life.

This careless . . . widow is evidently but ill qualified

to take cha^e of unsophisticated Gladys, with her utter

ignorance of London convenances and proprieties.

Spectator, April 9, 1881, p. 476.
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Marlase de convenance [F.], a marriage based on
considerations of family interests, such as birth, position,

fortune, or the lilje, rather than on personal predilection.

convenience (kon-ve'niens), V. t.; pret. and pp.
convenienced, ppr. convenieneing. To provide

with facilities and accommodations which
make for ease, comfort, effectiveness in action,

movement, or the like ; accommodate.
conventicular (kon-ven-tik'u-lar), a. [L.

conventiculum, assembly, + -ar^.] 1. Of the
nature of a conventicle : as conventicular meet-
ings.—2. Characteristic of conventicles or of
those who attend them
You can, by an infallible dia^osis, detect the conven-

ticvlar Gothic. Saturday Sev., Aug. 27, 1864, p. 271.

convention, n. 8. In the fine arts, a general-
ization of nature which expresses certain
phases of the actual and suppresses others,
according to custom or tradition.

A gorgeous convention has been substituted for any
attempt to render the literal tints of nature.

'

W. Armstrong, Portfolio, N. S., XIV. fg."

9. In card-playing, a play adopted for con-,

venience : as, in bridge, leading a heart when
the pone doubles a no-trumper, or scoring
spades without playing when the make is not
doubled and the score is not 20 or better.

conventional, a. 7. In card-playing, noting
any method of conveying information which is

not based on the principles of the game, such
as the trump signal, the American leads, etc.
— Conventional heir, one who succeeds to an inherit-
ance by reason of a contract (for example, a marriage
contract) to that effect.

conventionalism, to. 3. In anthrop., the ten-
dency of human activities to lose their signifi-

cance in the course of the development of
culture, and to become conventional.— 4. In
the fin^ arts, the tendency of realistic repre-
sentations of animals, plants, and other natural
forms to become more conventional; in the
course of the development of decorative art,

the tendency of realistic motives to change
into geometrical forms.
COnventionism (kon-ven'shon-izm), TO. [con-
vention + -4sm.] Mere conventional custom

;

conventionalism.
The researches conducted in the Bureau have already

rendered it clear that decoration, as indeed the greater
poi-tion of the fine arts, aiises in symbolism and develops
through conveTttionism ; and the researches of the year
suggest a related genesis for industries.

An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1898-99, p. xiv.

conventionist, «. 2. A member of a conven-
tion.

COnventionize (kon-veu'shon-iz), v. t.
;

pret.

and pp. conventionized, ppr. comventionizing.
[convention + 4ze.'\ Same as conventionalize.

J. W. Powell, An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.,
1897-98, p. XX.

converge, v. %. 2. In biol., to exhibit resem-
blances which are not inherited from a com-
mon ancestor.

convergence, to. 3. In hiol., the manifestation
of a tendency, among allied or diverse groups of

organisms, to assume series of modificafions
by the same methods or along parallel lines,

andwith somewhat similar results. Thus, through
successive rock strata representing periods of time, spe-
cies originally dissimilar evolve in such a manner that the
derived fonns of ea^h seiies resemble each other much
more than do the ancestral forms. The term is also applied
to.a like developmental process in a single organ or group
of organs. Convergence is the process of which homo-
morphy is the result.

If two species, belonging to two distinct though allied

fenera, had both produced a large number of new and
ivergent forms, it is conceivable that these might ap-

proach each other so closely that they would all have to
be classed under the same genus ; and thus that the de-
scendants of two distinct genera would converge into one.
But it would in most cases be extremely rash to attribute
to convergence a close and general similarity of structure
in the modified descendants of widely distinct forms.

Darwin, Origin of Species, iv.

Absolute convergence, the convergence of a series
which would still converge if for every term were substi-
tuted the modulus of that term. It is a theorem that
absolute convergence is the same as unconditional con-
vergence. Non-absolute convergence is called semicon.
verj/ence.— Convergence frequency, in a spectrum
series of lines (see -kseries), the limiting frequency or
wave-number (the reciprocal of the wave-length) toward
which the higher members of the series asymptotically
converge, crowding more and more closely together as
they approach it It is the value of Nq in the formula
which expresses the law of the series, namely, N = Nq—
-^ ~, in which N is the wave-number or frequency of
m2 m4
any line in the series, A and B are coefficients determhied
by observation, and m is an integer— 1 for the first line

of the series, 2 for the second, and so on. A. M. Clerke,

Problems in Astrophysics, p. 63.

convergent, a. 2. In Uol., illustrative of or
due to convergence ; similar in structure but
different in origin (polyphyletie).

convex
[It] seems probable that the three orders of Ratitas

arose independently from primitive Carinatse, and that
the entire division is to be looked upon as a convergent or
polyphyletie group, owing its distinctive characters, not to
descent from a common ancestor, but to the independent
acquisition of similar characters imder the influence of
like surroundings. Parker and Haswell, Zoology, II. 416.

Convergent analogy, ladybird, lens. See *analogy,
•kladybird, *ie7is.— Convergent squint. Same as covr
vergent straMsmus.

converging, p. a. 2. Capable of causing con-
vergence: as, a converging lens Converging
aSBOCiatlons, associations which codperate in tending
to revive in consciousness the same idea.

conversion, >i. 10. Substitution of orexchange
for something else, especially of one kind of
property for another ; specifically, the change
of an issue of public securities, of bonds, de-
bentures, stocks, shares, etc.. Into another of
different character or with an altered (gener-
ally reduced) rate of interest. Also attrib-

utively: as, eonv^-sion scheme, conversion oper-
,' ation, etc. N. m!.D.— 11. In ship-building, the
selection, laying out, and working of plank
and timber i^o as to have the least possible
waste.— 12. lu forestry, a change from one
system of forest management to another, as
from the sprout system to the seed system.— 13. In steel manuf., the process of changing
iron into steel, especially by the cementation
process. See cementation Constructive con-
version, in lofw, such an act, iu reference to the personal
property of auotlier, as will be deemed in law to consti-
tute an appropriation of the property although there may
be no actual taking.—Direct conversion, in law, the
actual wrongful taking of the personal property of another
and appropriation of the same to the ^er's use.

convert, v. t. 9. In ship-building: (a) To work
up, as rough plank or timber, into the shape
required for use on a vessel. (6) To alter so
as to change the type to which a vessel be-
longs : as, to convert a steamer into a sailing-

ship—Converted gun. See *guny
converter, to. 3. In elect., an apparatus for
changing electric power into a different form
by mechanical motion. The synchronous converter

or rotai7 converter changes alternating (single-iihase or

polyphase) currents into direct currents; the inverted
converter changes direct currents into alternating cm--

rents ; the frequency-converter changes alternating cur-

rents into alternating currents of different frequency;

Rotary Converter.

a, field-frame ; fi, base ; c, foot ; d, pillow-blocks ; e, speed-limiting
device; /; bearing

; ^, oil-gage; A, pet-cock ; t, oil-cup cover; i,

collector-ring; /, alternating.current brusli-holder yoke ; ,/i, insu-
lator; », alternating-current brijsh-holder stud; o. field break-up
switch ; ^, name-plate ; ^, holding-down bolts; n pole-piece bolt

;

J, field Dreak-up switch-leads ; 7, shunt field-winding ; u, series

iield-winding ; v, armature; iu. commutator; x, direct-current
brush; y, direct-current brush-holder yoke: js, insulation; J,

direct-current brush-holder stud ; 3, armature-lead ; J, end-play de-
vice

; 4, alternating-current brush ; s, hand-hole cover.

the phase-converter changes alternating, usually single-
phase, currents into alternating currents of a different
number of phases ; the direct-current converter changes
direct into direct currents. The most common type
is the synchronous converter, commonly called converter
or rotary converter, which is used for changing the trans-
mitted polyphase alternating current into direct current
for use on electric railways, for lighting, etc.—Honey's
modification ofthe Bessemer converter, an improve-
ment of the Bessemer converter introduced by A. L, Hol-
ley, which consisted in "a removable bottom which greatly
increased the rapidity of working, as many as 100 blows
being thus obtained in 24 hours' in one converter. Hol-
ley's invention also made it possible to renew the lining
of the bottom, which wears out in about 20 blows, with-
out changing that of the body of the converter, which
lasts for many thousand blows.

Convertible anastigmat, lens. See-kanastigmat,1tlens.
—Eater's convertible pendulum. See itpendulum.

converting-pot (kon-ver'ting-pot), TO. A chest
or trough of fire-brick or fire-stone into which
bar-iron is put for cementation.
convex, a. 3. In geom., having no reentrant
angle—Convex polyhedron, one which has no sum-
mits on different sides of the plane of a face.



conveyer

conveyer, ». 4. In transportation, a genera!
term applied to a variety of machines used ir

moving coal, grain, and other materials in
bulk over short distances, in a horizontal
direction or up and down moderate inclines.
Conveyers are named from the material transported (as
box-, coal; hide', paper-, or log-conveyer) and also from the
method of operation. An apron-conveyer consists of
endless chains upon which wood or metal slats are placed
close together, forming a continuous traveling platform.
It is closely allied to the -Acarrier (which see). A belt-

conveyer employs a broad endless belt of leather, rubber,
or simUar fabric, running over stationary rollers placed at
equal distances apart When in operation a stream of
light material, such as grain, can be fed to the belt and COnVlCtlOnal (kon-vik'shon-al), a. [eonviction
be transported at high speed in large quantities. If the + ./v/l T T?,Hlpt,iri<r tr> onninnfinTi sAttlnrl hplini'
feed corresponds to the speed of the belt, the material ^ "'. "J "elating to conviction, seitiea Deiiei,

can be handled without loss, since the slight vibration of ov opinion.
the belt, when in motion, causes the load to gather at the convincinK (kon-vin'sing), p. a. Of a nature
center where it rests during transit or until the belt .=^ _="-c-.
changes its direction by turning over a horizontal roller

at the point of deliveiy. Two types of idle rollers ai*e

used with belt-conveyers to support the belt. For very

293 cooling-pond

in which the load to be conveyed can be hoisted from the cOOk^, V. t. 5. In toftacco-BMlMM/., to overheat
ground to the tramway ; a lifting wireway: used in sewer (tobacco) in the process of sweating in bulk, de-
and subway construction. Not properly a conveyer, ^.. .^...^ .. .» '.

though often so called.—Fu8h-plate conveyer, a device
for transporting loose materi^, such as coal, crushed
stone, or sand, for short distances. It consists of an end-
less chain, to which plates are fastened at regular inter-

vals, and a wooden or metal trough in which the material
slides. The plates stand at right angles to the chain and
push the material along as the chain is pulled.

"

jUght-conveyer, above.
'

COnvicine (kon'vi-sin), n. {con- + Vicia +
-ine'^.'] A crystalline alkaloid, C^oHisOgNs +
H2O, found in the seeds of vetch, Vicia satwa.

to convince or persuade ; such as to convince
or impress seriously or to win one's sympathy

.or assent; in art criticism, exhibiting com
light materials a horizontal roller is used ; for coal, wet pleteness and pronrietv

ZnA.«T^rjte°^%rrl''nf/.™Jlf h^riJjnirJLl^^ Convocation weelt, ttie week in which the first day of
disposed, in sete of three, one _sma]l_ horizontal, roller in t„™„„ ,„,,. -rhi„' „.Bk ha« hBBn mnpntlv ,et. asifln hv
the middle and two others, each inclined toward the cen-
ter to give the belt a dishing or trough-like surface for

the purpose of concentrating the load in the middle of

the belt and thus preventing loss over the sides. Belt-
conveyers are in general use in all industrial and engi-

neering plants where large quantities of heavy ores, coal,

priving it of the power of heating up again.
This happens when the temperature is Kept
long at 65° F. or raised still higher.

The oxidase and catalase are now killed. Such tobacco
is called cooked. U. S. Dept. Agr. , Eep. No. 65 (1900), p. 46.

^^ COOk^, n. 2. Same as *cook-fish.

cook-camp (kuk'kamp), n. The building used
as kitchen and dining-room in a logging-camp.

LU. S.]

cooker, n. 2. Specifically, areceptaele in which
food may be cooked by steam, a common form
IB that of a sheet-metal vessel resembling the portable
oven of a gas-stove, fitted with shelves for the various
foods to be steamed. Water is placed in a tank below,

and, on placing the cooker on the stove, steam is formed
which fills the entire vessel and cooks the food. A por-

tion of the steam escapes into a condenser, and the
resulting hot water returns by gravity to the tank. In
other forms steam from some outside source is led by
pipes through the cooker, causing the water inside to heat
and cook the food. Another cooker consiste of a double
plate, the space between the plates being filled with
steam : the oyster-cooker used in restaurants is an ex-

ample of this typa Steam soup-kettles and steam-kettles

used in canneries and in cooking food for cattle ai-e steam
cookers

cook-fish (kuk'fish), n. A labroid fish, Lahrits

bimaculatus.

January falls. This' week has been recently set aside by
some American societies and universities, on the initia-

tive of the American Association for the Advancementof
Science, for the holding of meetings of scientific and
other learned societies.

Convoluted tubule. See Mubule.
ashes,etb.,mustbemovedoverdistancesof a thousand convolution, «—Central COnvolntionB, me con- ,. „ » v -u- v. +1, -feet, more or less, and up moderate inclines. For direct volutions whicVi border on the central sulci8.-Wer- COOk-hOUSe, «. 2. A building or room, whether
lifts, short belts, each at a shght molme, arranged m

jjiejje's convolution, the first temporosphenoid con- detached from a house or attached to it, in
senes, one feeding into the next, are often used., fopass volution of the brain.

*

which eookins is carried onat a nght angle two belts are used, one delivering to the , .. , ,, _,_, , ,, „ , i-
wmon ooojsmg is oaiiitsii uii.

other at a slightly lower level. A bucket-conveyer is one COnVOlUtlOnai (kon-vo-lu shon-al),a. Keiatmg cOOk-Shop (kiik'shop), n. A shop where lood
having V-shaped buckets fixed and sometimes pivoted to to or like a convolution. is cooked and sold.

^.£r.°'j'^StJf L^I^'Z'ffr.-JlTJX^r^ COnVOlutionary (kon-vo-lu'shon-a-ri), a Of At „^„ I, „ith my Wife and Mercer^t» Philpot Lane,
or relating to a convolution or convolutions, a great cookshop, to the wedding of Mr. Longracke, our'' ~.-- .

purveyor. P(i^s, Diary, Aug. 28, 1666.

ated in a horizontal direction by using the buckets as
fiights to drag the material to be removed along a trough.

-—tflKThe same buckets can also be used to pick up and lift the
material in a vertical direction. When used in both
directions the machine is a combined conveyer and eleva-

tor. An endXess-trough conveyer is one in which chains

Endless-trough Conveyer with Dumper.

a, buckets fonninff continuous trough, traveling on two pairs of

flanged wheels on diiferent tracks; fll, loaded; ,«a. entering

particularly to the convolutions of the brain.

Many of these are so excellently preserved that every
detail of the convolutionary pattern can be recognised,
and by transferring it to the surface of the cranial cast an
accurate model showing exactly the size, shape, and ar-

rangement of the sulci with perfect accuracy can be ob-
tained. Nature, Nov. B, 1903, p. 8.

COnvolvulinol (kon-vol'vu-lin-61"), n. [convol-

vuUn -f -ol.'] A crystallfiie substance said to

have been obtained by the hydrolysis of eon-
volvulin. Later observers have failed to

find it.

COnvolvulonolic (kon-vol"vu-lon-ol'ik), a.

[convolvuUnol + -ic] Derived, from convolvu-
lin.— Convolvnionollc acid, an acid, CjaHgnOa, ob-

tained by the hydrolysis of convolvulinic acid with dilute
sulphuric acid. It is monobasic and melts at BLBT.

Convolvulus moth, a European and African sphingid
moth, PIdegethontius convolvuli, whose larva feeds on
the foliage of plants of the family Convolvulaceee.

convulsant (kon-vul'saut), a. and n. [con-

vulse + -ant.'] I. a. Causing muscular spasms.
II. n. An agent which causes muscular

spasms,

track; rt3, empty troughs
controlling dumper.

6, dumper; c, chute; df, hand-wheel

Hanged wneeis on ainereni iraLKb; a*, luaucu, «-, ,^iti.^iiiig * .. .i.j /, , • x..,/. x'\ A x
dumper, forward wheels follow loop track, rear wheels on straight COnVUlSiDlllty (KOn-VUi-Sl-Dll l-tl;, ». A tCU-" '

^ ' """ ''•—<'—<
^gjigy to gonyuigion or the capability of being
convulsed. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 275.

convulsion, ».— External convulsion, spasmodic
contraction of the voluntary muscles.— Internal oon-carry a sheet-metal trough open at each end. The buck-

ets fit one into another and form a continuous trough,

used to convey spikes, bolts, castings, etc. A JUght-con-

cooU, V. t. 5. In painting, to strengthen
(colors) on the blue and violet side of the
spectrum, or to reduce (reds and yellows).

COOlamin (kS'la-min), n. [Australian.] A
drinking-eup made of a hollow gum-tree knot.

coold, pp. -A simplified spelling of cooled.

cool-drawn (kSl'dr&n), a. Same as cold-drawn
(which see).

cooler, n. 3. (6) .In motor-car construction,

the apparatus used to lower the temperature
of the circulating water which keeps the cylin-

der walls of the internal-combustion motor
from overheating, it is an atr-surface condenser,
with air circulating around the exterior surface of tubes
containing the water ; or the water may be on the outside
surface and the air pass tlirough the bores. In the first

type, radiating and contact surface are increased by spines
or coils projecting from the tube-surface ; for the second,
the cooler is often made with hexagonal tubes so as to
get the greatest number in a given space. Such coolers
or radiators are called honey-comb coolers. The water
can usually be kept at about 180° F., but when the car
moves vei7 slowly the water may be forced to the boiling-
point.

4. A heavy square horse-blanket of sufficient

size to envelop the horse's body.—5. A cooling
drink.—Bemsen cooler, a compound of Old Tom gin,

lemon-peel, club soda, and cracked ice.—Benwick cooler,
same as Remsen -kcooler, except that ginger-ale takes the
place of soda

tion, through which scrapers, called ;!iffA«s, supported by convulsion-root (kon-vul'shon-rot), TO. The
traveling chains, drag the loose materiid. (See cut under
mojwbar -kchain.) In some forms the boxes, barrels, or

other packages of goods are pushed along a smooth wooden
platform by means of lugs or low fiights attached to con-

veyer-chains. A rotary conveyer is a cylindrical conveyer

of the screw type mounted on wheels and made to turn

upon its axis. It is used to dry and mix the material

which is being transported through it A screw-conveyer

Indian-pipe, Monbtfopa uniflbra. See Mono-
tropa (out). Also called convulsion-weed.

cony, n. 8. The West Indian agouti, Dofy-
proeta cristata, so called by the early English
colonists from its fancied resemblance to a
rabbit.

There are no quadrupeds, natives of Dominica, except

the Indian Coney, which is nearly the size of a rabbit.

T. Alvord, Hist of Island of Dominica, p. 46.

9. The name of severalWest Indian serranoid

fishes : (a) The guativere, Cephalopholis ful-

vus. (fi)
Cephalopholis cruentatus, a brown fish

. . , _ . . .. -, T^Lcli"- l^^i^^^ar^i^ZHdulus^^"'^'^'^ coolgardite (kSl'gar-dit), TO. [Coolgardie (see
«e;,er,consisteo^E^atoough, of square or^semicjrcul^^

.^Illfff^l.-il^ !l"r^'^ZT!?^™ 1?I" " . rrr,„ def.) -|- -ife2.] A supposed gold telluride from
the Coolgardie gold-field in western Australia

:

probably only a mixture of known species.

COolibah (ko'li-ba), TO. [Also coolibar : ab-
original Australian name.] In western Queens-
land, a tree, Eucalyptus microtheca, the wood of

which is reddish brown, remarkably hard,
heavy and elastic, and useful in building.
Also called goborro, and by the colonists
bastard, black, ov flooded box.

cooliman (ko'li-man), TO. [Also coolaman,
coolamin, coolieman, Tcoolaman: aboriginal Aus-
tralian.] A small trough of wood or bark used
for carrying food or water.

The "^ins" and "picaninnies" go carefully over the
ground with a pointed stick in one hand and a wooden
"cooliman" . . . in the other, gathering up any lizard,

snalce, or grub which has perished in the fiames.

Beog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 262.

cooling-bridle (ko ' ling - bri " dl), re. A bridle

consisting of a single strap, with buckles and
chapes on the endsby which the bit is attached.

It has no brow-band or throat-latch.

cooling-cell (ko'ling-sel), TO. In. photog., a cell

with parallel glass sides, which contains water

or a solution of alum and is placed in front

of a lantern to shield plates used in projection

from the action of heat.

cooling-drum (ko ' ling -drum), TO. 1. An en-

larged section of a pipe used to increase the

area for the radiation of heat.—2. A drum or

cylinder containing a refrigerating-coil ; a con-

denser.

One of several cooling-pond (ko'ling-pond), m. A pond the

water of which, having been used for condens-

with many spots, ca,lled in Spanish enjambre.

COnylene (kon'i-len), n. [coniine) +^l + -ene.]

A hydrocarbon, CgK^i, formed by distilling

trimethylconine. It is an oil which boils at

127° C.

conyrine (k(yn'i-rin), to. [confine) + -yr (va-

ried from -yl) + -ine^.] An oily base, CsHa
N.C3H7, which boils at 172° C. and is obtained

by heating conine with zinc chlorid.

COObah (ko'ba), n. [Aboriginal Australian.]

In Australia, a small tree, Acacia salieina. it

yields an excellent tan-bark and its wood is close-grained,

heavy, dark brown, and nicely marked. The aboriginals

make boomerangs and the colonists furniture from it.

Also called native willow.

employs a trough of a cylindrical section, fitted with a nooblieant (ko-ob'li-gant), TO. One who binds

S^'^TSflc'r'e^fltet^'eSirs^S'os^ef?^^^^^ or hafboun^d himself with another or others

SgTforcestremliSriai^ongtLtroughinthe.direction in regard to some matter ; one who is under

of the thrust of the screw. The troughs used in screw- go^e obligation jointly With another or others.

conveyers are sometimes made of perforated metal which „„5i,iig„r (k6-ob'li-g6r), TO. One of '

serves as a screen in cleaning the material from dust, hnt, ™°X^''v„),!,^ bv the same obligation
etc.-H0l8t-C0nveyer, a oableway or wu^e-rope tramway parties Douna oy me same ouugd,Lioii.

Screw-conveyer.l

«. screw.conveyer; *, perforated trough for screening material

in transit; f, trough for screw-conveyer transporting screenings

from i. Arrows show direction of travel.
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ing purposes in a steam-engine either in a jet
or a surface-condenser, is exposed to the air
and cooled so as to be used again.
cooling-stack (ko'ling-stak), n. Same as *cool-
ing-tower.

cooling-Stove (kS'ling-stov), n. An apparatus
for lowering the temperature of the air of a
room in hot weather. A mixture of broken ice and
salt is placed in a sheet-metal vessel, and the air of the
room passes downward through flues in contact with tlie

freezing-mixture, and so out into the room. Sct. Amer.,
May 16, 1903, p. 372.

cooling-surface (ko'ling-ser'fas), «. 1. A sur-
face on which steam is condensed.— 2. Any
surface which is cool enough to abstract heat
from the substance on one side of it, as in the
coils which circulate brine in cold-storage
rooms or in ice-making plants.

cooling-table (ko'ling-ta.''bl), n. Aplace where
rolled sections of metal are placed as they
come from the rolls to allow them to cool and
harden before being straightened and finished.

cooling-tower (k6'ling-t6u"er), n. A device
for cooling the water used in a steam-con-
denser or refrigerating-plant. It consists of a
series of drip-pans placed one above the other in a water-
tight tower, in combination with an air-blast. The hot
water from the condenser is pumped into the uppermost
pan, and falls from it in a shower to the next pan, and
from this to the next, and so on until it reaches the reser-

voir below. A fan delivera a large volume of air undermod-
erate pressure to the tower near its base, the air rising

through the falling water and escaping through blinds at
the top of tile tower. The water passing through the
tower is cooled from 15° to 30°, and can then be again
used in the condenser.

coolooly (ko-lb'li), n. In Algiers, a person
of mixed blood.

cool-tankard, n. 2. The borage, Borago offi-

cinalis, used in preparing the beverage so
named.
coolth (kolth), n. [cool + -th.'\ 1. Coolness:
the opposite of warmth. [Now chiefly dialec-
tal.]

My father and Mrs. Thrale seated themselves out of
doors . . for coolth and chat.

Mme. d'ArUay^ Diary, I. 379.

2. A cold in the head. [Prov. Eng.]
COOm^ (kom), n. [Dial, form of culm^.'] The
wooden frame used in building the arch of a
bridge. [Scotch.]

coombe-rock (kom'rok), n. [coomhe = comb
+ rock^.~i A term which has been applied in

Sussex, England, to unstratified loose Pleis-

tocene materials which have been regarded
as due to the action of heavy rains while the
ground below the surface was permanently
frozen.

coom-ceiled (kSm'seld), p. a. Having an
arched or sloping ceiling, as an attic or garret.

[Scotch.]

COOmed (kSmd), a. Arch-shaped. [Scotch.]

COOmy (ko'mi), a. [coorn^ + -^l.] 1. Full of

coom or dust: as, very coomy coal.—2. Be-
grimed with coal-dust and soot: as, coomy
hands and face. [Scotch in both senses.]

coon, ». 4. A negro. [U. S. slang.]—To go the
whole coon, to go ;the whole hog. [Slang.]—To linnt
the same old coon, to keep on doing the same thing.

[Colloq.]

cooncan (kSn-kan'), n. See *conquain.

coon-cat (kon'kat), n. A name in New Eng-
land of a large, long-haired variety of the
domesticated eat, with ringed tail, whose pel-

age suggests that of a racoon.

coon-dog (kon'dog), n. A dog trained to follow

and tree racoons.

coonery (ko'n6r-i), n. ICoon + -ery.'i The
aims and methods of the 'Coons' of the old

Whigpartyin theUnited States. Seecoo»,».,2.

coon-root (k<5n ' rot), n. The bloodroot, San-
guinaria Canadensis.

coon-song (k8n's6ng), n. A popular song, such

as iscommon amongthe negroesinthe southern

United States: so called because originally

associated with coon-hunting. [Colloq.]

cooperancy (ko-op'e-ran-si), n. [codpej-an{t)

+ -cy.l Cooperant relation or state.

This conception of a reign of law, amid which and under

which we live, affects the emotions in various ways : at

tunes itmay cause despondency, but .... we shall more

and more find occasion for joy and triumph in the co-oper-

arury of the energies of humanity with those of their giant

kindred, light, and motion, and heat, and electricity, and

chemical affinity. ,. . ^-^ ^ ™,
Edward Dowdm, Studies in Literature, p. 99.

cooperation, n. 3. In ^s^cfeoi., the process by

which a mental group, m the exercise of its ap-

perceptive function, prompts other groups to a

similar activity. G. F. Stout, Anal. Psychol.,

n. 128.

copper

See ^lemming- draw that part of a pattern which is embedded in the top
box or cope of a foundry-flask. The cope is lifted off and

r • 4 * j_ • n turned over for this purpose.

«*°?£l".^I.™'*:= cope-head (kop'hed), n. In wooc^BorMng, an
« ^ »<nz> r,n„a-.^^,^

attachment to a tenoning-machine for forming
a coping on the tenon. See tenoning-machine.

copellidine (ko-pel'i-din), n. HexahydrocoUi-
dine,

CH>
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Cooper's lemming-mouse.
mouse.
codptative (ko-op'ta-tiv), a. _ _
Chosen by coaptation : as, cooptatwe governors
of an institution, as distinct from representa-
tive governors.

coopted (ko-op"ted), p. a. Chosen by coapta-
tion.

It may be remarked that of 271 schemes approved by
the Board of Education, some two-thirds provide for such
co-opted members with expert knowledge

Nature, Feb. 11, 1904, p. 344.

coorash (ko-rash'), n. [Ar. kurdsh, scratch-
ing, < Jcarasha, drive away, hurry, scratch.]
A pruritic sMn disease accompanied by a pus-
tular eruption : common in parts of Africa.
coordinate. I. a—coordinate paper. See*paper.

II. n.—External codrdinate, in statistical mech., a
coordinate of a body external to a given system but upon ... - j,.,
which, in part, the potential energy of the system depends. COpOnOdlC (ko-pe-n-od ik), a. [co-'- + peri-
—Positional coordinate, a coordinate which serves to odic.'] Synchronous as to period ; undergoing
define or locate a pomt or system.—Projective coordl- nnrindip flnctnatinTiH nr ohaTiiras ir\ pniial in
nates. From von Staudfs quadrilateral construction

P«"°aio nuctuations or cnanges in equal m-
(see *quadrilateral) is obtained a purely descriptive, pro- tervals 01 time.
jective, non-metrical definition of cross-ratio ; and, given Copemicanism (k6-p6r'ni-kan-izm), n. The
a pair of points, it is possible to obtain, without the use of

.... —
any ratio or measurement, the harmonic conjugate to any
third point of the same straight line. Starting with any
3 points on a straight line, assign to them arbitrarily the
numbers 0, 1, =0 ; then find the hai-monic conjugate to the
first with respect to 1, 00, and assign to it the number 2

;

then find the harmonic conjugate to the point 1 with re-
spect to 2, CO

, and assign to it the number 3 ; and so on.
By introducing such a numerical system on 2 straight lines,
or on 3, the projective coordinates of any point in a plane
or in space ai'e obtained.

, or 2-methyl-5-ethyi piperidine, C5H11N.
3.C2H6, a basic oil which boils at 162° C.

and has a disagreeable ammoniacal odor.
coper* (ko'pSr), n. [Also cooper; < D. and
Flem. kooper, buyer, trader, < koopen, buy,
trade : see cope''^, ».] A kind of floating grog-
shop, stocked with indifferent liquors, to-

bacco, etc., which accompanies or plies its

trade among the North Sea fishing-fleets.

cope-ring (kop'ring), n. A metal ring with
trunnions, used to carry the sand and loam
which form the cope of a loam-mold.

astronomical theory of Copernicus ; that is, the
doctrine that the earth and all the planets
(except the moon and telescopic satellites dis-

covered since the enunciation of the doctiine)
revolve round the sun. Originally no definite mean-
ing could be attached to this s&tement unless one re-

garded vacuous space as a real substance, an opinion whicli
is now out of vogue ; but the dynamics of rotation sup-
plies a meaning which is true and which does not (at

.. ^_ai.« /I -./ -A\ r.-f / n r. \ Icast, explicitly) supposc space to bc a thing.
COOronglte(ko rong-it),«. ICoormig (see def.) coperta (ko-per'ta), «. [It. coperta, a cover:

• .." Jv ^ ?"°«'«'' substance resembling g^e c<«;erV] In ceram., the final fili of
jindia-rubber : found in the Coorong district of

South Australia. Groves and Thorp, Chem.
Technol, II. 129.

coorthotomic (ko-dr-thp-tom'ik), a. [co-'^ +
orthotomic.^ In math., crossing atright angles
at every intersection : said of a set of curves.
coot, n. 1 . The name is variously applied in different
localities to rails, gallinules, and ducks. Thus the hya-
cinthine gallinule, Porphyrio hyadnthus, is Imown as

glaze
put on the later Italian majolica-painting
which acted like a varnish and increased the
brilliance of the colors. This practice was
not followed in France. M. L. Solon, French
Faience, Glossary.
cop-frame (kop'fram), n.

ing yam on a cop.

copnasal (ka-fa'zal), a.

A machine for wind-

[co-^ + phasal.'] Be-
the purple coot; the scoter (Edemia perspicillata, as the inff in or having the Same phase,
surf-coot; and another scoter, 0. Americana, as the copigue (ko-pe'gwa), n. [Also copihue; a na-
'Wfi^SZLVfhQ COOTm 2-^— ^ _ 1 ^^T_ •!_*! — --_

cop^, •». 11. In golf, the face of a bunker.
Oop. An abbreviation (a) of Copemiean; (b) of
Coptic; (e) [I. c] of copper.

copa de qro (ko'pa da 6'ro). [Sp., 'cup of

tive name in Chile.] Lapageria rosea, a half-
woody climber, belonging to the lily family,
vrith beautiful rose-colored or crimson flowers
and sweet edible berries the size of a hen's

- - . ^ egg. [Chile.]
gold.'] The California poppy, Eschseholzia coping-brick (ko'ping-brik), n. A brick east
Califomica : so named by the Spanish Call- to a shape fitting it to form part of a coping,
fomians for its brilliant yellow flowers. as with a single or a double slope on its up-
copaibic (ko-pa'bik), a. Same as copaivic. per surface.

copal, n—Mexican copal, a resin derived from several COpinol (ko-pe-nol'), n. [Central Amer.] Same'
species of Terebinthus : as copal amargo from T. bipinnata as *guapinol.
(Bursera Upinnataot Angler); copal bianco B.nd copal de rnnim Ckn-uB'vn'^ •» Ramp, aa i-nnnihn
penca from T. Jorullensis (B. Jorullerms of Eiiler);

^OpiVl ^KO-pe ye;,_«. Same as COpOtOa.

and copal de santo from T. Mexicana (B. Mexicana of COplaintlff (ko-plan tlf), n. [co-1 -I- plaintiff.^
Engler) and from T. Jorullensis. The resin of T. Jorul- One of several parties plaintiff in the same ac-
...-..• 1 „.j J.,.. J .,.„.. .

tion.

coplanarity (ko-pla-nar'i-ti), n. [coplanar -i-

-ity."] The quality of being coplanar or of
lying in the same plane.

len»is IS also called go7na de limon and Mexican elemi).
See Bursera and copai.

copalcocote (ko-pal-ko-ko'ta), n. [Mex. co-
palcocote, < Aztec copalxocotl, < eopalli, gum
or resin, + kocoW, fruit.] Cyrtocarpa procera,
a.small Mexican tree belonging to the sumac
family, with odd-pinnate leaves having entire
leaflets. It bears a yellow, acid, plum-like COpopod (ko po-pod), a. and n

fruit, called eiruela by the Spaniards, with a P^od.
resinous mesocarp and a stony endocarp, copperl. I. n. 8. The plate of copper which
which is used medicinally.

"™*—

'

The divergence from coplanaritu as a rule has small
importance. Bimnetnka, Aug., 1902, p. 413.

Same as co-

copaliferous (ko-pa-lif'e-ms), a. [E. copal -\-

L. -fer, < ferre, bear.] Producing copal : as,

copaliferous sand.

copalillo (ko-pa-lel'yo), n. [Sp. copalillo, dim.
of copal, which see.] Exothea Copalillo, a
Mexican tree belonging to the Sapindacese,
having upright branches^ abruptly pinnate
leaves with usually two pairs of entire leaflets,

and berry-like fruit.

copalite (ko'pal-it), n. [copal -{- -ite^.^ Same
as copalin,

Copaun balm. Same as copalm balsam (which
see, under balsam).

copang (ko'pang), n. [Also eupang, cmipang,
kupang, < Malay Jcupang, a copper coin, = Jav.
kobang = Jap. koban : see coban.'] A Malayan
copper coin.

copatentee (ko-pat-en-te'), TO. [co-^ -i- paten-
tee.'] One who holds a patent jointly with an-
other or others.

cop-dyeing (kop'di^ing), to. The process of
dyeing yam upon the cop, in order to save the
expense of reeling it into skeins and rewinding
it upon bobbins. Many machines have been
devised for this purpose but none has been
entirely satisfactory.

cope^, V. t. 3. To muzzle, as a ferret, by sew-
ing or tying up its mouth To cope off, to lift or

contains or is intended to contain on its sur-
face the engraved or etched design prepared
for printing—Aceto-axsenlte of copper. Same as
Paris preen.—American copper, Heodes hypopMseas,
a butterfly of the family I/ycsemdse, common in the Atlan-
tic United States where in the larval state it feeds on
sorrel.—Ammonionltrate of copper, a substance,
4NH3.Cn(N03)2, which has been proposed for use as an
explosive agent, to be granulated and flred by a detonator.
—Bronze copper, an American butterfly, Chrysophanus
thoe, of the family hycaenidse, the male of which has wings
of a coppery brown spotted with black, the female's wings
being orange-red with black spots. It is of wide distribu-
tion, and the larva feeds on curled dock, knotweed, and
prickly ash.— Copper axsenite, a substance occurring
in various green powders (as Pans green, emerald-green,
Schweinfurt green, ete.) used as pigments and as insecti-
cides.—Oopperbarllla. Sameas*6ariiio, 2.—Copper
hath colic. See *6atAl, *coJic.—Copperglass. Same
as Alexandria blue (which see, under blve).—Copper
mlxtnre of Glronde, the original name for Bordeaux
mixture used in spraying plants as a fungicide.— Cop-
per-pltch ore, a not uncommon silicious ore of copper
occurring in massive form with a dark-brown or black
color and usually a dull, pitehy luster. It often contains
besides copper other metallic oxids, as of iron, zinc,
manganese, ete., and has been regarded as an impure
chrysocolla ; this, however, is not generally true, and in
some cases it seems to be a definite compound. See
*melanochaloite. Copper rOCk, ore containing na-
tive copper. [Lake Superior.]—Copperalllcide. Same
as *8i(ic(m-c()j)2)er.—Copper sncrate, a fungicide so-
lution used in spraying fruit>trees and other plants:
made with 4 pounds of crystallized sulphate rf cop-
per, S pounds of lime, 2 pomids of molasses, and 45
gallons of water.—BHanh^B copper process, the pro-
cess of reflning copper matte in a Bessemer converter



copper
with twyers in the side of the vessel and above the level
of the molten metaL The advantage off the Manhfes con-
verter lies in the fact that it protectB the pure copper at
the bottom from the blast and that it prevents the setting
metal from closing the twyers. It is now replaced by
newer designs.—Moss copper, metallic copper in line
filaments resembling moss whion sometimes exudes from
copper matte during the contraction of the latter in one
of the stages of copper-smelting by the Swansea process.
— Fhospblde of copper, slllclum copper. See *pAo«-
phide, *«i(icom-copper.—Potassium cyanide copper
process. See -^eyanide procesg.—Stsaarp copper, na^
tive copper which has been separated from the copper
rock by stamping and washing, as distinguished from
mass copper and barrel-worli. [Lake Superior.]— Under-
poled copper, copper from which tlie suboxld has not
been sufficiently removed by poling.

II. rt.—American copper hlndwlng. See *hind-
winff.—Copper age, luster. See *ii^e, -klvMeri.

copper^, V. t. 3. To coat with copper: as, to
copper type; also, to color by means of a salt
of copper: as, to copper pickles, etc., in order
to make them a bright-green color.

The colouring of preserved peas by the use of a little

copper sulphate is on a different basis, as the copper is

considered liable to produce injury to health, and many
vendors of coppered peas have been fined during recent
years ; yet the public object to purchase preserved peas
of the natural brown colour. Encye. Brit, XXV. ES.

copper^ (kop'&r), n. A policeman. See cop^.
[Slang.]

copper-bill (kop'er-bil), n. A eentrarchoid
fish, Lepomis pallidus, found in the eastern
United States.

copper-blende (kop'er-blend), n. Same as
tennantite.

copper-bloom (kop'er-bli5m), «. Same as
chalcotrichite.

copper-cut (kop' 6r-kut), ?i. and a. I. n. A
plate engraved on copper. Carlyle, French
Kev., III. iii.

II. a. Pertaining to a copper-out.

COpperbead, «. 4. A private token, equal to
one cent, struck in the United States during
the Civil War.— 5. In orn/ith., the yellow-
headed blackbird, Xanthocephalus xanthoceph-
alus, of the western United States : so called
from the reddish-yellow color of its head.
COppering-bammer (kop'er-ing-ham"er), «.

See ^hammer^.
copper-manganese (kop"er-mang-ga-nes'), n.

Same as crednerite.

copper-Maori (kop"6r-ma'o-ri). [A colonial

rendering of Maori hapurd, the common fire

used for cooking (or from Icopa, the hole

scooped out for a native oven?), + Maori,
Maori (' native ').] In New Zealand, a native
oven.

copper-nose, ». 2. A disease, acne rosacea, of

the nose, caused sometimes by excessive use
of alcohol.—3. A person having this disease

;

a drunkard.
copperplate (kop'er-plat), V. t. : pret. and pp.
copperplated, ppr. eopperplaUng. To engrave
or etch on a plate of copper for the produc-
tion of a printing surface.

COpper-scMst (kop'er-shist), n. A schistose

or slaty bituminous and very persistent bed,

which carries copper-ores containing some
silver, in the Mansfeld district. Saxony. The
geological horizon is the Permian. The industry is a very
old one, the mines ai'e extensive, and the metallurgicid
problems, on account of the aluminous nature and rela-

tively low-grade of tlie ore, are of special interest and
importence. The rock is rather a shale or slate than a
schist

copperskin (kop'er-skin), ». A member of

the American race ; a redskin.

copper-slate (kop'er-slat), ». A clay-slate in

the Mansfeld district, Saxony, which carries

copper ore.

copper-smoke (kop'fer-smok), «. The gases
wnich escape from the hearth of a reverber-

atory furnace in which copper ores are

roasted. They consist of sulphurous acid, with a little

of the vapor of

sulphuric acid,and
hydrofluoric acid

fas, and are very
armful to the sur-

rounding country.

copperspot
(kop'^r-spot),
n. An Ameri-
can earabid
beetle, Calo-
soma calidum,
having the
black elytra

dotted with

.

copper-col-
oredspots. [Lo-
cal, Canada.]

Copperspot ^Calosoma calidum').

a, larva ; b, beetle. Natural size (from Riley),
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coppertail (kop'6r-tal), n. A person of low
social standing. [Bush cant, Australia.]

copperwork, 7t. 2. In carad^-roafcimg', the copper
kettles, pans, caldrons, and other vessels col-

lectively in which syrups, pastes, conserves,
etc., are boiled or otherwise treated in cook-
ing candy.
Coppery leaves, leaves which show yellowish spots, grad-
ually becoming a reddish-brown or copper color, due to
injury caused by the so-called ;red spider, species of
Tetranyehim.

coppet (kop'et), n. [cop^ -I- -et.'\ A small
knoll ; a hummock ; a hammock. [Florida
and Bermuda.]

The 'coppets' or 'hammocks,' as they are called In
Florida, are areas devoid of either pines or palmettos and
often occupy isolated areas entirely surrounded by pine
forests as in southern Florida.

Seience, July 22, 1904, p. 113.

Coppice forest. Same as sprout -kforegt.— Coppice sys-
tem. Same as -^sprout system.— Standard coppice
system. Same as reserve irsprout method.

coppice-sboot (kop'is-shbt), n. Same as
sprout, 1, (6).

coppice-wood (kop'is-wud), n. A wood with
underbrush. Bacon.
COpping-beam (kop'ing-bem), n. A beam
which forms part of the machine by which
thread is formed into cops.
C0ppy2 (kop'i), n. [copi + -y^.2 A crested
fowl, such as the Houdan or Polish. [Local,
Eng.]
COpracrasia (kop-ra-kra'si-a), n. [Gr. Kdirpog,

excrement, -I- iuepaaia, powerlessness.] Loss of
power to retain the feces.

copragogue (kop'ra-gog), a. and n. [Gr. K&rrpoQ,

excrement, -1- ayoyig, leading.] I. a. Ca-
thartic.

II, «. A cathartic remedy.
cop-reel (kop'rel), ». A machine for winding
yarn into hanks from male-cops.
coprin (kop'rin), ». [Coprinus.'] A fungus of
the genus Coprimis.

COprodSBUm fkop-ro-de'um), ». ;
pi. coprodma

(-a,). [Gr. KOirpof, dung, -I- (irreg.) Sakiv, di-

vide.] In anat., the anterior division of the
cloaca which receives the rectum in such ani-
mals as birds: correlative with proctodseum
and *urodseum.

coprolalia (kop"ro-la'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
KOirpof, dung, + AaTislv, speak.] A morbid
tendency to indecent speech.
COprolite, ». 2. Any rounded concretionary
mass or pebble containing largely calcium
phosphate and representing the more or less
altered debris of fossil bones, teeth, etc., used
as a source of phosphoric acid in the manu-
facture of fertilizers. Thorpe, Diet. Applied
Chem., I. 609—Radlolarian coproUtes, round or
cylindrical bodies, often attaining the size of a goose-egg,
found in the Lias of Germany. They contain great num-
bers of radiolarians. "They probably originated from
fish or cephalopods which had fed upon Crustacea, Ptero-
poda, and similar pelagic organisms whose stomachs were
already full of radiolarian skeletons." Haeekel (quoted
in Nicholson and Lydelcker, Manual of Faleont., p. 148).

COprologist (ko-prol'o-jist), n. A writer or
painter whose work is characterized by filth

or indecency. Fortnightly Rev.

coprology (ko-prol'o-ji), n. [Gr. KSwpog, dung,
-I- Myeiv, gather.] 1 . The collection or a col-

lection of filth or dung ; figuratively, filth in
literature or art.

How far poetry may be permitted to ^o in the line of
sensual pleasure or sexual emotion may be debatable be-
tween the disciples of Ariosto and the disciples of Milton

;

but all English readers, I trust, will agree with me that
coprology should be left to Frenchmen.

A. C. Swinburne^ Ben Jonson, ii. 94.

COpropbagy(ko-prof'a-ji), n. [Gr. /cdjrpof, ex-

crement, -I- (fiayelv, eat.] The habit, found
among insects, of customarily feeding upon
excrement. It also occurs as a pathological
condition in man.
coproprietorship (ko-pro-pri'e-tor-ship), n.

Joint proprietorship or ownership.

Coprosma (ko- pros 'ma), ». [NL. (Forster,

1776), < Gr. KdKpoc, dung, -t- ba/i^, smell. The
allusion is to the odor of the herbage in some
species.] A genus of plants of the family
Buhiaeem, They are shrubs or small trees with opposite

or whorled, entire leaves, and white or greenish, mostly
inconspicuous flowers, either axillary or terminal and
borne singly or in small cymes or heads, the fruit consist-

ing of a 2- or 4-celled berry. There are about forty spe-

cies, extending from New Zealand and Australia to Java,

the Hawaiian Islands, and Juan Fernandez. C. Baueri
is sometimes cultivated in greenhouses for its small, coral-

red, ornamental fruits. C. foetidissima is the sterile wood,
and C. lueida the kara/mu or coffee-bush, of New Zealand.

See sterUe wood, under sterile, and -kcoffee-tush.

coprosterol, n. See *koprosterol.

coral

cops^, n. A former (and recent simplified)
spelling of copse.

cops^ (tops), n. [Also copse, < ME. cops, < AS.
cops, var. of cosp (= 08. cosp), a shackle.]
It. A shackle for the hands or feet. [Anglo-
Saxon use.]— 2. A hasp. [Prov. Eng.]— 3.
A bow-shaped piece of metal, bent into the
form of a capital U, used as a holdfast at the
end of a pole or beam (of a plow or wagon,
etc.); a clevis. [Prov. Eng.]

copse^, n. Same as *cops^.

Copt. An abbreviation of- Coptic.

copula, n. 5. In bot., same as zygospore.— 6.
In zool., the cell resulting from the union of a
microgamete and a macrogamete among the
Sporoeoa.— 7. In chem,, one compound sub-
stance united with and modifying the charac-
ter of another. See copulated ^compound.
E. von Meyer, Hist. Chem., p. 283.-8. A
commissure; the corpus callosum.— 9. In
music, a brief connecting passage, especially

between the subject and answer of a fugue.
Also called codetta or conduit.— 10. Same as
'^amboceptor.— 11. luichth., same a,a actinost.

copulated (kop'u-la-ted), p. a. United by a
copula

;
joined Copulated compound. See -Acom-

pound.

copulation, ». 3. In chem. See copulated

^compound. E. von Meyer, Hist. Chem., p. 325.

copunctal(ko-pungk'tal), a. [L. co-, together,
-t- punctum, point, + -a^l.] In geom., being on
the same point ; concurrent.

Planes all on the same point, or straights all with the
same cross, are called eopunctal.

Merriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p. 71-

COp-winder (kop'win'der), n. A machine for
winding yarn from the skein upon a bobbin or
pirn for weaving.
copy, »— Close copy, formerly a copy of legal Instrn-
mentis which might be written continuously without
breaking off in order to leave only a given number of
words on each sheet. In an office copy, each sheet was to
contain only a prescribed number of words.

COpygram (kop'i-gram), n. Same as *copii-
graph.
copygrapb (kop'i-graf), ». Icopy + Gr. ypa^eiv^

write..] 1. Same as hectograph.— 2. A print
produced by copygraph.—3. A printing-type
ofpeculiar face, made to imitate the characters
of a type-writing machine.
copy-bead (kop'i-hed), ». A line of writing
set at the head of each page of a child's copy-
book, as a model of penmanship to be copied
or imitated.

COCLUille, n. 2. A shell, or a dish in the form
of a shell, in which preparations of fish, etc.,

are served.— 3. pi. Spectacles of concavo-con-
vex glass, usually tinted or smoked, used as a
protection to the eyes.— 4. A mistake in print-
ing, in which one letter is substituted for
another.
Cor adlposmn. Same as fatty -kheart.— Cor arterio-
sum [L., arterial heart], the left side of the heart, which
contains arterial blood.— Corbovlmun [L,, ox heait],
a greatly hypertrophied heart.— Cor dextrum [L.,

right heart]. Same as -kcor venositm.— Cor slnlstnun
[L., left heart]. Same as -kcor arteriosum.— Cor tauri-
num. Same as -kcor bovinwm.— Cor venoaum [L.,

venous heart], the right half of the heart, which contains
venous blood.

Cor. An abbreviation (6) of coroner
; [1. c] (c)

of correlative, (d) of correspondence, corre-
spondent, and corresponding.

coracite (kor'a-sit), n. [Gr. K6pa§, crow, -f-

-ite^.} A partially altered uraninite, or pitch-
blende, from the north shore of Lake Superior.

coracler (kor'a-kler), n. [coracle + -er^.] A
fisherman who uses a coracle. Jf. E. J),

Coracotauneral groove, in omith., the well-defined im-
pression on the anterior side of the proximal end of the
humerus.

COraCOid, n. (e) in icKth., a large bone of the shoul-
der-girdle ; the clavicle ; not homologous with the cora-
coid of Agassiz or of Parker, or the coracoideum of Vogt
and Yung. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 621.

coracoideum (kor"a-k6-id'e-um), n.
;

pi. cora-
coided (-a). In ichih., the supraclavicle ; a bone
of the stoulder-girdle of fishes between the
clavicle and the post-temporal : nothomologous
with the coraeoid of Parker, Agassiz, or Owen.
Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 520.

coracoradialis (kor^a-ko-ra-di-sl'lis), n. [NL.,
< eoraco(ides), the coraeoid, -f- radius, radius.]

The short head of the biceps muscle.

coraco-ulnaris (kor'''a^ko-ul-na'ris), ». [NL.,
< coraco(ides), the coraeoid, + ulna, ulna.]
Fibers of the biceps muscle attached to the
fascia of the forearm.

coradgee, n. See *kora^i.
coral, n Black coral, any coral having a black horn-
like axis, as the autipathaiians ; also applied to the black
axis of ceitain gorgonians.—Coral bead-tree, bean,



coral

calcnlns, fern, hairstreak, rock. See -kbead-tree, etc
—Deep-sea coral zone. See *zone.—Honeycomb
coral, a coi'al of the genus Favogites, so named from the
regular hexagonal cells and transverse floors or tabuisB.—
Mezicaii coral bean. See Meani.—Rose coral, any
species of Isopkyllia, the polyps ol this genus being large
and bright-colored.—Wmte coral, a branched coral of
the Mediterranean, Amphihelia onilata.—TellOWCOral,
the yellow form of the hydrocoralline, DiaUckopora nitida.

coral-and-pearl (kor'al-and-pM'), n. The
wild red baneberry, Actsea rubra, so called
from its pearly-red berries.

coral-bead (kor'al-bed), n. A climbing vine,
with red drupes! of the genus Epibaterium, of
the moonseed family. See *Epibaterium.
coral-creeper (kor'al-kre'per), «. A trailing

leguminous vine of Australia, Sardenbergia
cocdnea {Glycine coccinea of Curtis), bearing
scarlet flowers. Also called bleeding-heart.

coral-gall (kor'al-gS.1), n. One of the excres-
cences, of varied shape and size, produced on
different kinds of coral by the action of bar-

nacles, crabs and epizoic animals of other

species.

These cored-galls may be found on the Milleporas and
Madreporas of a certain portion of a reef and be absent
from all the other genera of neighbouring corals. The
crab-galls that are found so commonly and in such abund-
ance upon Pocilloporas and Seriatoporas in certain parts

of the Paciiic and elsewhere are found only in cases of

extreme rarity in other corals.

Nature, Sept 10, 1903, p. 457.

coral-grove (kor'al-grov), ». A group of arbo-
rescent corals growing together.

COralillo (ko-ra-lel'yo), n. [Cuban Sp., dim.
of coral, coral.] AnUgonon leptopus, an or-

namental climbing-vine of the family Polygo-
nacese, which bears clusters of showy pink
flowers.

coralist (kor'al-ist), n. fCoral + ist.'] A
worker or dealer in coral.

Corallana (kor-a-la'na), n. [NL., < eorallum,

coral : see coral'.' The first species was found
among corals.] The typical and only genus
of the family Corallanidee. Dana, 1852.

Corallanidse (kor-a-lan'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Corallana + -idsB."] A family of eymothoid
isopod crustaceans typified by the genus Coral-

lana.

corallar (ko-ral'ar), o. [coral + -ar.'] Per-
taiug to a eorallum or coral.

corallet (kor'a-let), n. [corall-um + -e<i.]

The skeleton of one of the individuals in a
compound eorallum. Dana.

corallian (ko-ral'i-an), a. and n. [L. coralH-um,

coral, + -o».] 1. Having the character of

coral, or containing coral.—3. Specifically, in

geol., noting a division of the Jurassic system
lying above the Oxfordian and below the
Kimmeridgian and in England including the
coral rag, coralline oolite, and calcareous grit.

In the English succession it constitutes the upper division

of the Middle oolites and is characterized by its great

abundance of corals in massive banks. In France and the

Alps the parallel division is the Sequanian.

II, n. In geol., the corallian division.

coralUc (ko-ral'ik), a. [L. coralUum, coral, -I-

-!c.] Having the character of or resembling
coral.

Corallidse (ko-ral'i-de), n.pl. [NIj., < coralli-um

-i- -idsB.'i A family of alcyonarian Anthozoa, of

the order Pseudaxonia, in which the axis is a
dense calcareous mass formed bythe fusion of

spicules. It includes the genera Corallium and
PleurocoralUum. See Coralliidse.

corallidomous (kor-a-lid'o-mus), a. [L. eoral-

lum, coral, + domusj'Qx. 6'6fwg, house.] Living
on coral reefs, as certain moUusks, crust-

aceans, and other organisms.

coralllnaceous (kor"a-li-na'shius), a. Belong-

ing to the family (of algee) Corallinacese.

coralline. I. a—coralline crag, limestone. See

itcragi, 2, •klimestOTie.

II. n. 4. Commercial rosolic acid.

coral-milk (kor'al-milk), n. The circulating

fluid in the channels of compound corals.

The nutritive fluids, after elaboration by the polyps,

are conveyed into the larger deep-seated parallel tubes

:

the nutrient fluid contained in these tubes resembles

milk so much that it is known by the name of cmraUmilk.

T. Ryrmtr-Jones, Animal Kingdom, p. 12a

coral-pea (kor'al-pe), n. Same as •''coral-

ereeper.
, . . ,. .j ,

coral-polyp (kor'al-poVip), n. An individual

zoophyte of a coral polypidom.

coral-red (kor'al-red), n. and a. I. n. The

red color peculiar to the variety of coral known
as Corallum rubrum.

II. a. Having this color ; covered with a glaze

of this hue : as, a ooraUred vase.

COralrOOt, ».- crested COralrOOt, an orchidaceous

plant, Hemlectritaphyllue, of the southern United States,
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similar to Corallorhiza, but distinguished by crested ridges

on the lip of the flower.

Coral-spot disease. See ^disease.

coral-ttrombus (kor'al-throm^'bus), n. A red
thrombus formed in a short time from slowly
moving blood, the coagulating fibrin having
entangled the red corpuscles before they had
time to sink.

In the larger vessels considerable fibrin and a homo-
geneous material resembling coral-thromM are seen.

Jour. Exper. Med., Oct 26, 1900, p. 167.

coral-tree, «.— 2. A small tree of northern
India, North China, Korea, and Japan, Ho-
venia dulois, belonging to the buckthorn family.
It bears a small fruit consisting of a three-seeded capsiue
resting on an enlarged, fleshy, arched peduncle, resem-
bling a piece of red coral. This peduncle is edible and
con&ins a sweet juice with a pear-like flavor. Also
called Japanese raisin-tree.— Bat's-wtng COral-tree,
an Austi-alian tree, Erythrina Vespertilio, 30 to 40 feel
high, having exceedingly light and spongy wood which is

used by tlie aborigines for making shields. Called also
cffrk-tree.

corbeau (kor-bo'), «. [P., raven: see corbel^.l
A very dark green color.

corbeille, n. 2. A fancy flower- or fruit-bas-
ket.

The full corbeille of blushing bloom.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxii.

corbel^, v. t— corbeled capital, in columnar arch.,
a capital which has one or more distinctly marked cor-

bels, consoles, or
brackets pro-
jecting from its

•"ass. Ill Syrian
iichitecture of
file fourth to the
SI xth centuries
this form was
u led to diminish
me length of
the unsupported
epistylebetween
two capitals. In
most caaes there
were two of such
projections, so
that the capital
was oblong in

Corbeled Capital.

plan. In a few cases there were three, so that an epistyle
at a right angle with the main epistyle was carried.
H. C. Butler, Architecture and Other Arts, p. 177.

corbelated, corbellated (k6r'be-la-ted), p. a.

Furnished or decorated with corbels ; corbeled.

corbel-block (k6r'bel-blok), n. 1. A corbel
when made of a single piece of stone, terra-
cotta, or the like.— 2. A stone in a compound
corbel made up of several courses, one block
of the three or four composing the corbel.

corbel-tabling (k6r'bel-ta"bling), n. 1. A
corbel-table (which see, with cut).— 2. Build-
ing by means of rows of corbels or corbel-
tables. In Romanesque architecture the cor-

bel-tabling of the cornices is a distinctive
feature.

corbie-gable (kdr'n-ga^bl), n. Same asstejjped
gable.

corbillard (k6r-be-yar'),m. [P., ayoungraven,
a hearse, a coach.] A Prench state coach
formerly in use. it had a top supported by six pil-

lars, three on a side. The quarters were inclosed by
curtains and tlie doorways were closed by leather screens,

behind which were seats for the pages.

corbina (kor-be'na), n. [Sp. corbina, corvina

(NL. Corvina), name of several fishes so called

from their black color or black fins
;
prop, fem.

of corvino, < L. corvintis, of the raven or crow

:

see corvine and corbin, and compare Corvina.']

A much-esteemed food-fish, Corvina deliciosa,

of the western coast of South America, some-
times attaining a length of over 6 feet. The
corbina is frequently shipped inland.

corbin-bone (kor'bin-bon), re. The crow's
bone ; the hindmost segment of the breast-
bone of a deer, technically known as the
xiphoid.
corbineta (kor - be - na ' ta), n. [Sp., dim. of
corbina, a crow: see *corbina.'] A scieenoid

fish, Bairdiella idsUa, found on the west coast
of Mexico.
corbule (kfir'bfil), n. [NL. Corbula.] A bi-

valve of the family Corbulidse.

corcopali (kdr-kg-pa'le), n. The edible, acid
fruit of Garcinia Indica, a slender tree of the
gamboge family, native to India. The fruit is

purple, and of the size and shape of a small orange. It

is somewhat astringent and has long been employed in
India for the preparation of a cooling beverage, useful in

cases of fever.

cord^, n. 9. An imperfection on the surface of
glass. See *cordy Amniotic cord. See •om.
niotic—Axial cord. See *a«a2.—Bedford cord, a
heavy rib-weave running lengthwise of the fabric : seen
chiefly in women's dress-goods.—Cord area. See karea.
Cord foot, one lineal foot of a pile of cord-wood cut
in 4-foot lengths and piled 4 feet high; equal to 16

cubic feet— Ferreln's eords, the true vocal cords.—

cordylite

Gangliated cord, the sympathetic nerve.—Gubemac-
nlar cord, in emhryol., a fibrous cord connecting the
embryonic mammalian testis with the skin of the sci-otum
and disappearing after the descent of the testis.— Stlg-
matal cord, in entom., one of the temporarily function-
less solid tracheal branches running from the main lon-
gitudinal trachea to aborted thoracic stigmata in the
nymphs and larvae of certain insects of the. nem-opteroid
series, as Ephemeridse, Perlidse, Odtmata, and Trichop-
tera. In uie adults they become functionaL A. S.

Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 480.— Willis's cords,
fine fibrous cords which cross the sinuses of the dura
mater ; also called trabecvla qf Willis and chordse WiUisii.

COrd^, V. II. intrans. To become hard and
cord-like : noting a condition occasionally en-
countered in the blood-vessels.

From obstruction of the jugular there are often cording
of the vein, swelling and oedema of the tissues and glands
about the vein, and cellulitis of the neck.

Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 658.

cordage, re. 2. The quantity of wood, in cords,

on a given area of land.

Cordaitacese (k6r"da-i-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Engler, 1887), < Cordaites 4- -acese.] A fam-
ily of gynmospermous fossil plants of the or-

der CordaitaUs, typified by the genus Cor-
daites. it is characterized by unisexual Bowery the
staminate stalked with 3-4 cylindrical stamens consisting
of a simple pollen-sac ; the fertile borne on short, filiform

peduncles in the axils of bracts, many of which, crowded
together on an axis, form spikes. Several genera are
recognized, and generic names have been applied to
various paits found detached from the stems. They were
trees or woody plants with broad, longitudinally nerved
leaves, ranging from the Devonian through the Carbonif-
erous. See Cvrdaites.

cordaitaceous (kor^dari-ta'shius), a. Belong-
ing or related to the family Cordaitacese.

COrdaitalean (kdr'da-i-ta'le-an), a. [Cordai-
tales + -an.'] Belon^ng or related to the fossil

plant-order Cordaiiales.

Cbrdaitales (k6r"da-i-ta'lez), n, j)?. [NL.
(Engler, 1892), < Cordaites + -ales.] An order
of fossil gynmospermous plants, usually made
to include the families Cordaitacese and Dolero-
phyllacese : doubts, however, exist with regard
to the latter. They range from the Devonian to the
Permian, and are regarded by many as the ancestors of
the Ginkgoales.

cordaitean (k6r-da-i-te'an), a. [Cordaites +
-an.] Belonging or related to the fossil plant-
genus Cordaites, or to the family Cordaitacese.

COrdein (k6r'de-in), n. [cord(ol) + -e- + -in^.]

The trade-name of meth.vltribromsalol or me-
thyl cordol. Its use in medicine is similar to

that of cordol.

cordicole (k6r'di-k61), n. [NL. cordicola, < L.
cor {cord-), heart, + -cola, < colere, till, wor-
ship: see cult] A worshiper of the heart:
a name applied to members of Roman Catholic
societies who worship the 'sacred heart' (of
Jesus).

cording^, re. 3. In sewing-machine work, the
stitching, with special machines, of cords on
cloaks, corsets, uniforms, and other garments.

cordite (kdr'dit), re. [cord^ -i- -J{«2. ] A smoke-
less powder, introduced in 1889, and adopted in
the British military and naval service for small
arms and guns of all calibers. Abandoned in 1902.

It is brown in color, and is composed of 58 parts of niti-o-

glycerin, 37 parts of guncotton, and 5 parts of minei-al
jelly (vaseline). The name is derived from the fact that
it is made in the forms of cords or cylinders by pressing
the composition through holes of varying size. The cyl-
inders for heavy guns ai'e made tubular. Cordite impairs
a high velocity to the projectile without undue pressure,
is very stable under extreme climatic conditions, and its

ballistic properties are not seriously affected by moisture.
The objection to it is tliat the high degi-ee of heat devel-
oped upon combustion causes rapid erosion of the bore of
the gun.

cordol (kdr'dol), n. [co»-(ii(?) -I- -ol] The
trade-name of tribromphenyl salicylate, HOCb
H4COOH8H2Brs, prepared by the action of
bromine on salol. It crystallizes in colorless
needles, and is used in medicine as a gastric
sedative and intestinal antiseptic.

cordoned (kdr'dond), j). a. Decorated with
an encircling band in relief: as, a cordoned
vase of old Satsuma.

cord-peg (kdrd'peg), n. In elect, the metallic
peg or plug attached to the end of a flexible
conducting-cord for making switchboard con-
nections. Such pegs are employed in tele-
phone service and in other cases where cir-
cuits for small currents are needed.

corduroy, v. t. 2. In splitting a hide, to make
uneven lines or spots on the flesh side of it.

Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 203.

cordy (k6r'di), a. [cordi -I- -^i.] Stringy; in
glass-manmf., noting a defective condition re-
sulting from impurities. See also wreath, 4.

cordylite (k6r'di-lit), n. [Gr. mpdiiXri, club, +
-jte2j in allusion to the shape of the crystals.]



cordylite

A cerium fluoearbonate related to parisite
but peculiar in containing barium: found
in southern Greenland.
cordylurid (k6r-di-lu'rid). a. and n. I, a. Of
or belonging to the dipterous family Cordylu-
ridee.

II. «. A member of the family Cordyluridse.

COrdylUB (k6r'di-lus), n.\ pi. cordyli (-U).
[NL., < Gr. Kopdv^jj, a club.] In the medusoid
of Hydromedusee, an exumbral structure, pos-
sibly a modified tentacle, placed between ten-
tacles and consisting of a core of vacuolated
endoderm cells covered by flattened ectoderm.
IV. E. Brooks.
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Sensoiy Club (Cordylus) of Onychoteuthis sp., showing the hooks
and clusters of fixing-cushions and acetabula below them. Nearly
oue halt natural size. (From " Cambridge Natural History.")

core-bar (kor'bar), n. A bar of iron upon which
a round core is struck up. The bar is placed on
the bearings of core-trestles and loam is laid ou it and
struck to shape by revolving it against the edge of a board
cut to the required outline. Core-bars vafy in diameter
with the sizes of the cores requli'ed, ranging from a half
inch to twelve inches or more, and when of large diameter,
such as are used in gun-construction, are called core-

barrels.

core-barrel, n. 2. In mining and rock-drilling,

a form of boring-bit carrier for use in making
annular holes in rock with the diamond drill.

The barrel consists of a wrought-iron tube of the diameter
of the hole outside, with spiral grooves along its length to
allow escape of water and refuse. The core passes up in-

side the barrel. See -keore-borer.

core-bench (kor'bench), n. A bench where
small foundry cores are made.
core-board (kor'bord), n. Same as loam-hoard.

core-borer (k6r'b6r"6r), n. In mining, a type
of machine for deep boring having an annular
cutting-bit. To this type belong the diamond
drill and the calyx drill.

Core-box machine, a molding-machine fitted with cut-
ters adapted to form in wood patterns 'for core-boxes.

—

Core-box plane, a plane for making the hollow cylinders
within which the cores are to be molded.

core-carriage (kor'kar'aj), n. A low iron car
on which cores and molds which are to be
baked are run into the core-oven.

Core conductor. See *conductor.

corediastasis, corediastole. Erroneousforms
for *corodiastasis and *corodiastole.

core-drill (kor'dril), «. Same as *core-borer.

core-drilling (k6r'dril"ing), n. Drilling with
an annular bit, usually of diamonds set in a
holder, so that a core is left in the axis of the
tube. Prom the core the strata which have
been pierced can be determined.

Core-drilling is indispensable in a great variety of engi-

neering and mining enterprises, affording, as it does, a
means for drilling out a sample core or column of rock,

which enables one to tell at a glance the exact nature of

the substrata. Sci. Amer., July 18, 1903, p. 44.

core-extractor (k6r'eks-trak'''tor), «. In mining,

a conical-toothed clutch in tH'e lower end of

the core-barrel by which the core is detached
and raised.

coreid (ko'rf-id), a. and n. I. a. Of or belong-

ing to the heteropterous family Coreidse.

II. n. A member of the family Coreidse.

coreine (ko're-in), ». A mordant coal-tar

color of the oxazin type, derived from the

amide of dihydroxybenzoic acid. It dyes
chromium-mordanted wool blue— Coreine AB
and AR, mordant coal-tar colors of the oxazin type, made
by heating coreine RR with aniline and then sulphonating

the product. It dyes chromium-mordanted wool blue.

—

Coreine 2E, a mordant coal-tar color of the oxazin type,

derived from gallocyanine. It dyes chromium-mordanted
wool a bright blue. Same as cetestine -kblue.

core-iron (k6r'i"em), n. A small wrought-iron

rod from 4 to -J of an inch in diameter, used in

forming a center for a foundry core. This is

necessary in slender cores in order to make them sufl-

ciently strong to withstand the pressure of the iron.

co-relation, n. 3. Specifically, in vegetable

teratol., the association of one malformation

with others in the same plant : illustrated in

peloria, etc. Masters.

core-loss (k6r'16s), n. The loss of power in the

iron core of electric machinery, consisting of

the hysteresis loss and the eddy-current loss

in the iron.

core-machine (kor'ma-shen"), n. in foundry
work, a hand-power machine for pressing pre-

pared molding-sand into cylindrical forms for

use as cores. The sand is placed in the hopper end

and by the revolution of a vertical plug is forced out of

Core-machine.

a, hopper; i, screw, pressing the mixed sand, flour, and oil

through the forming'die ; c, forming-die : rf, core-tube : e, plastic

core delivered upon corrugated tray.y." ff, adjustment to keep tray
level and to shift it until filled ; /(, operating-handle : i, base, rest,

ing on work-bench. Capacity 200 feet of core an hour.

the bottom of the hopper, through a die that forms it into
lone cylinders, deposited on a tray, and cut into lengths
ready for the core-oven.

core-maker (k6r'ma"k6r), ». One who or that
which makes cores; specifically, a workman
employed in a foundry whose business it is to
mold and bake sand or loam cores.

coreometer, «. See *corometer.

core-oven (kor'uv'n), n. la foundry work, an
oven for drying and baking small cores. It may
be a simple sheet-metal box placed over a small furnace
or a large brick oven heated by coal or gas. The cores
are placed upon triangular shelves which are pivoted at
one comer. The oven is fitted withtwo doors placed atright
angles, so that whether the shelf is in the oven or swimg
outside the oven is always closed by one of the doors.

core-packing (k6r'pak"ing), n. Packing placed
around a core to increase its strength and dur-
ability. The material for both core and cover-
ing depends on the service reo[uired of the
packing.
core-peg (kor'peg), n. A peg or support for a
core which is made of a number of parts. The
various parts are set on the peg and are then
fastened together.

core-plate (kor'plat), n. A thin annular cast-

iron plate used in making a framework or

skeleton for large cores. Several of these plates
are fastened to a central bar, the space between them is

filled with twisted hay, and the whole is covered with loam.

core-ring (kor'ring), ». A ring of cast-iron

which supports a core and, when the casting is

poured, melts and becomes a part of the cast-

ing.

core-rod (kor'rod), n. Same as *core4ron.

CO-respondency (ko -re - spon'den - si), w. The
fact of being co-respondent, as in a suitfor di-

vorce.

core-stove (kor'stov), m. A stove for heating a
core-oven in a foundry.

core-trestle (k6r'tres"l), n. A strong trestle,

usually of metal, having V-bearihgs on its top
in which a core-bar is laid. To the end of this core-

bar is fastened a crank by which it can be turned to shape
the core as in a rough sort of lathe.

core-tube (kor'tiib), ». 1. Same as core-barrel.
—3. The inner tube of a built-up gun.

core-vent (kor'vent), n. In founding, a small
hole or passage made in a core for the escape
of gas. The best way to make it is to lay a string in the
core when the latter is being made, and to bum it out after

the core is baked. Sometimes small wires are placed in

the core and withdrawn after it is baked.

core-wall (kor'wal), n. A wall of solid ma-
sonry in the interior of a dam, dike, or cause-
way which is constructed chiefly of sand or

earth, ff. M. Wilson, Irrigation Engineering,

p. 350.

cor^ «. 3. A small mine-ear of wood or iron.

corf-cage (kdrf'kaj), n. The cage or elevator

in which corfs are hoisted to the surface. [Eng.]

corial (ko-ri-ai'), «• [Sp. corial, appar. per-

verted from Arawak kuljara.'] In Guiana, a
dugout canoe pointed at both ends.

coriandrol (ko-ri-an'drol), n. [L. coriandrum,

coriander, + -ol.'] A colorless fragrant liquid

compound, CioHigO, contained in oil of corian-

der.

Coriariacex (ko^ri-a-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Dumortier, 1829), < Coriarid + -acem.] Afam-
ily of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants of

the order Sapindales, containing the genus Co-

riaria only, and characterized by 5-merous
diplostemonous flowers. They are woody plants

with opposite or whorled entire leaves without stipules,

and axillary or clustered flowers. The genus Coriaria is

remarkable for its wide distribution in both hemispheres
of the old world, and is also found fossil in the Tertiary of

Europe. See Coriaria.

cork-elm

COridine (kor'i-din), n. A monaeid base, Cjo
H15N, found in coal-tar. It boils at 211° C.

coriin (ko'ri-in), ». [cori(um) + 4n'^.'] An albu-
minoid substance which cements together the
fibers of the corium.
corimelsenid (kor-i-me-le'nid), n. A member
of the heteropterous family CorimelsBnidsB.

Also used adjectively.

C0rindin(k6-rin'din),m. [Formation not clear.]

A ptomaine, C10H15N.
COring-OUt (kor-ing-ouf), n. The process of

making hollow castings by the use of cores, as
distinguished from forming the interior by a
block of greeusand.
coring-up (kor-ing-up'), n. The process of

putting the cores in place in a foundiy-mold
before closing it up by putting on the cope.

COrinth (kor'inth), n. 3. A name applied to

several coal-tar colors which dye currant-red

and other reddish shades Glyoln corintb, a
direct cotton coal-tar color of the diazo type, derived from
benzidine. It dyes unmordanted cotton currant-red In

an acid bath.—EongO corlntb B and G, duect cotton
colors of the disazo^pe, the former derived from toli-

dine, the latter from benzidine. They dye unmordanted
cotton brownish violet in a soap bath.

Corinthian, a. 4. Elegantly ornate ; florid

:

applied to literary style.

I have already spoken of the Attic and the Asiatic styles

;

besides these, there is the Corinthian style. ... It has
not the waim glow, blithe movement, and soft pliancy of

life, as the Attic style has ; it has not the over-heavy rich-

ness .and encumbered gait of the Asiatic style ; it has glit-

ter without warmth, rapidity without ease, effectiveness
without charm. Its characteristic is, that it has no soul.

M. Arnold, Essays in Criticism, p. 87.

Corintblajl atrium. See *atrium.

Corinthianesque (ko-rin'thi-an-esk')) «•

Corinthian + -esque.'i Resembling the Corin-
thian style : as, Corimthianesque pillars.

Corinthianism (ko-rin'thi-an-izm), n. [Corin-
thian + -4sm.'] Corinthian conduct or theory

;

that is, the unrestrained pursuit of worldly
pleasure.

Corinthianize, v. i. 2. In arch., to design or
to be designed somewhat in the spirit of the
Corinthian order. Thus the Byzantine capitals of the
fifth century and later, founded upon shSLvp, thistle-like

leafage resembling the acanthus, are assumed to be delib-
erate imitations of Corinthian capitals, and may be said to
be Corinthianized.

COriomyrtin (k6"ri-o-m6r'tin), ». Same as
eoriamyrtin.

COriosulphurine (k6"ri-o-sul'fu-rin), n. [L.
corium, skin, + sulphur, sulphur, -I- -ine^.'i A
yellow pigment found in the skin of certain
birds.

corisid,(kor'i-sid), n. A member of the hete-
ropterous family Corisidse. Also used adjec-
tively.

corium, n. 3. A tunic of leather with over-
lying flaps. It appears in the Bayeux tapestry,
and was used as late as the time of Henry III.

Myriek, Antient Armor, I. 2 Corium pMo-
gisticum, an unusually thick crust foi'med on blood
drawn during the height of an inflammation. See bufy
coat.

Corixidse (ko-rik'si-de), n. pi. Same as Co-
risidse (which is the preferred spelling).
corki, I. n. 5. pi. (a) A game played with
corks colored differently on the sides and so
trimmed that they may fall either way, the
players betting on whether the majority thrown
will fall red or black. Sometimes called
props. (6) In Prance and Belgium, a game, a
mixture of quoits, and bowls, (c) A variety
of skittle-pool—Burnt cork, charred cork used to
blacken the face, as in making up for a 'negro minstrel,'
or to emphasize tlie eyebrows, etc.

II. O.— Cork belt, a cork life-preserver made to be
fastened around the waist— Cork leg, an artificial leg
made of cork : now usually applied to one made of wood
or other material.

COrfcl, V. t. 4. In currying, to grain. [Rare.]
Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 83.

cork-board, n. 3. In currying, a board, with
a cork surface, used by a workman to board or
grain a skin or hide. Modern Amer. Tanning,
p. 83.

cork-borer (k6rk'b6r"6r), «. Any one of the
following insects, which bore into the corks of
wine-bottles : Ehizophagus bipustulatus, a niti-

dulid beetle; Tinea cloacella ; Endrosis lactulla;

and Asopia farinalis. One of the sow-bugs,
Oniscus murarius, also has this habit, but
probably only follows insect damage.
cork-elm (kdrk'elm), n. A majestic forest-

tree, Ulmris racemosa, of the more northeastern
parts of North America, but ranging from
Quebec to Nebraska and south to northern
New Jersey and Missouri, it reaches a height of

100 feet, the trmik, which sometimes attains a diameter
of 3 feet, often being free of branches for 60 feet The



cork-elm

habit is wholly nnlike that of the white elm, the top being
relatively small tor so large a tree. The bark of old trees is

deeply divided by Assures into broad, corky ridges. The
wood has most of the valuable qualities of the eaa, and is

largely employed in the manufacture of agricultural im-
plements, wagon-hubs, and railway-ties, andforthelounda-
tions of buildings. It is planted sometimes for shade and
ornament, but lacks the umbrageous qualities as well as
the grace and beauty of the American elm.

Haixis's Coimorant ^Nanofterum harrisi).

corking (kdr'king), n. The undesirable effect

produced in wines by fungi in the cork.

In order to destroy the fungi the spores or mycelium
of which exist in cork and give rise to volatile substances,
which in their turn give rise to what is known as corking
in wines or other fluids, the corks employed should be
sterilized in vacuo. LaTicet, June 8, 1904, p. 1758.

corking (kdr'king), a. [Cf. corker.'] Fine;
'bully.' [Slang.]

corkir (kdr'ker), «. [Also Icorkir, korker, <

Gael, eorcur, crimson, = Ir. corcur, scarlet,

Olr. corcur, purple, = "W. porphor, < L. pur-
pura, yurple: see purple. See also corfe*.] A
kind of lichen which furnishes a crimson dye.
cork-paint (kdrk'pant), n. In sMp-iuilding, a
paint applied to iron surfaces to prevent con-
densation of moisture from the atmosphere, or

sweating. A sticky varnish is first applied to the
surface, and finely granulated cork is thrown
against it. The adhering cork is afterward
painted over with ordinary paint.

cork-pool (kdrk'pol), n. See *pool^.

cork-rope (kdrk'rop), n. The rope^to which
the eorks of a fish-net are attached.

corkscrew, m. 3. Ageared logging-locomotive.
[Slang.]—Devil's corkscrews, spiral bodies, described
under the generic name 'kDavmonelix (which see, with
cuts), of large size, often having a vertical height of from
5 to 10 feet, and sometimes coiled about a solid cylindri-

cal axis. They occur in a vertical position in the Miocene
rocks of Nebraska, and were originally regarded as casts

of the borings of rodents. The latest investigations show
that the bodies are constituted of a probably vegetable
cellular tissue composed of loose oblong tubules variously

intertwined.

corkscrew-plant fkdrk'skro-plant), n. See

cork-tree, ». 2. In Australia: (a) Hakea lorea,

a tree of the family Proteacese, ^ving
strong, durable timber : so called in allusion to

its rugged bark. (6) Same as bat's-wing

*coral-tree New Zealand cork-tree, a tuiaceous

tree, Entetea arborescem, having extraordinarily light

wood.

cork-wax (kdrk'waks), «. Same as eenn, 2.

cork-wing (kdrk'wing), n. Crenilabrus melops,

a labroid fish found on the coasts of Europe.

corkwood, n. 2. In Australia, any one of sev-

eral trees having very light or soft and easily

worked wood, or the wood itself. The three most

Important are Duboigia myoporoides, a solanaceous tree

having white or yellowish firm, soft wood, and bark re-

ki7..„ *hat nt t.hp nnrV-nftk : also Called corkwooa-elTtl

:
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cormidium (k6r-mid'i-um), ».; pi. cormidia

(-a). [Nil., < Gr. Kop/i6s, a trunk (see cormus),

+"dim. -«5tov.] A group, in a cormus, of the

morphological units or persons of which it is

composed. In the siphonophores the cormidia
are often arranged at regular intervals upon
the stem, separated by internodes.

The cormidium consists of a gonophore and a sterile

person with bract, siphon, and capturing filament.

Lan^ (ti-ans.), Comp. Anat., p. 112.

cormogenous (kor-moj'e-nus), a. In 6oi., hav-
ing a corm.

cormoid (kor'moid), a. Eesembling or having
the character of a corm. Syd. Soc. Lex.

cormophylogeny (k6r"mo-fi-loj'e-ni), n. [Gr.

Kop/idg, a tnmk, -I- (l>vh)v, a tribe, -1- -yeveia, <

yev-, produce (see phylogeny).'] Same as cor-

mophyly.

cormorant, ».— Harris's cormorant, ifanopterum
harrisi, a large flightless cormorant confined to the vicin-

ity of Narborough Island, of the Galapagos group : dis-

covered by Charles Miller Harris in 1897, and named for

him. See cut in first column.

cormus, n. 3. In biol., a morphological individ-
ual or morphon of the fourth order, composed
of two or more persons organically connected
into a compound organism. A siphonophoran
is a cormus in this sense, since its constituent
members are persons; but a tree[is not. Some-
times corm. See person, 8.

COrn^, n.—Com-and-cob meal, the product of grind-
ing the whole eai* of Indian com. The combination of
grain and cob has been found advantageous for stock-

feeding.

—

Corn-belt (of the United States), the States

where Indian com is most extensively grown. These are

seven in number: Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Mis-
souri, Indiana, and Ohio.—Com bran, the external
coating of the kernel of maize, sepai'ated by grinding and
bolting. In a compressed state, with the addition of

water, and of salt as a preservative, it is sold as food for

cattle.—Com cbop, coarsely gromid or cracked Indian
com used forfeeding stock.

—

Comear-WOrm, the larva of

a cosmopolitan noctuid moth, Heliothis armiger, which
feeds on ears of maize. Also known as the boll-worm and
tomato fruit-worm.—OOTa ergot. See -kergot^.—Com
flour, (a) Com meal. (&) Same as twn-starch, 2.

The only form of com as human food at all known
abroad is com starch, which is sold principally in the
British Isles under the name of comjUmr.

U. S. Dept. Agr.j Use of Maize in Europe, 1891, p. 5.

(c) A term applied to flour made from rice or other grain.

[Eng.] id) A recent product which consists of the finely

ground grain of Indian com exclusive of the chit or germ.
It is finer than com meal, and being neai-ly free from oil

is of better keeping quality ; but it has lost the com flavor

and lacks gluten, and hence must be used in mixture with
strong wheat flour.

—

Com meal, the grain of Indian
com ground to varying degrees of flneness : used for

making mush and the different kinds of com bread, and
also for feeding animals. See -kcom jUmr and »am,p,—
Com oil, an oil derived from tlie germ of the grain of

maize as a by-product in the manufacture of glucose. It

is used to some extent in soap-making and as a substitute

for linseed-oil in painting, and, havmg a fine flavor, it is

often mixed with olive-oil, as also sometimes with cod-
liver oil. It is also vulcanized and mixed with rubber.

—

Com plant-louse, an American aphidid, Aptds maidig,
living on Indian com.—Com root-loiise, an American
aphidid. Aphis maidi-radidg, which lives for at least a
part of its existence on the roots of Indian com.—Com-
rootweb-worm, the laiTa of an American crambid moth,
Crambus zeellus, which feeds on the roots of maize and
forms a webbed cocoon near the base of the stalk.

—

Com
root-worai.the larva of either of two American chrysome-
lid beetles, JHabrotica longicornis and D. duodeeim punc-
tata. See S&uthem -kcom-root worm-, with cut.

—

Com-
seed maggot, the larva of an American anthomyiid fly,

PeffOTO.ya/t«aceps,whichdamage8seed-cominthcground.—Corn-stalk maggot, the lai-va of an American fly,

ChsRtopsis xnea, which lives in a cavity formed within the
stems of maize, wheat, oats, and sugar-cane.—Comtrash,
the husks or shucks of Indian com. [Southern U. S.]

—

Com-wlreworm, the larva of an American elaterid

beetle, Melanotua mbidosug, which injuresgrowing maize.
— Cuzco com, a Chilean Indian com of many varieties.

It belongs to the soft type, and has the kemels larger

than in any other sort, sometimes an inch long.—Danu-
blan corn, an Indian com grown in commercial quantity
in southeastern Europe, preferred for chicken feed on ac-

count of its small grains. It is thought to belong to the
'golden pop-corn race.

—

Dent com. See -kmaize.—
nintcom. See*moize.—Fodder com, maize intended
for green or dry forage; specifically, any vaiiety of
maize specially adapted for use as forage, that is,

producing abundant foliage and, if intended for green-

com-broom
com root-worm, the larva of an American chiysorae-

lid beetle, Diabrotica duodecimpunctata, also known as

i^e 12-spotted cucumber-beetle or 12-^otted Diabrotica.

Southern-Corn Root-worm {Diabrotica j2-^unctata).

a, beetle; *. egg; c. larva; </, anal segment of larva; e, v/otk

of larva at base of cornstalk. All much enlarged except e, which
is reiluced. (After Riley, U. S. D. A.)

Sngax com. (a) A variety of sweet com. See ifrrmize.

(&) A brand of corn-feed made up mostly of the hulls and
germs of maize-kernels.

—

Tassel com, a sport, produced
by various types of maize, in which kemels are borne on
the tassel.

—

White Egyptian com. Same as -kchicken-
corn.—Yankee com, fiint com: so called in the West
because grown chiefly in New England.

corn^, i>. i. 2. To form corns or seeds in the
ear or pod; kern: said of cereals or pulse.

N. E. D.
COrn^, n— Soft com, acomformed between the toes and
constsuitly macerated by the perspiration of tlie foot.

Corn. An abbreviation of Cornish and of
Cornwall.

COrnacuspongian (kfir-nak-li-spon'ji-an), a.

and n. I, a. Having the characteristics of

the Comacuspongise.
II. «. An individual of the order Cornacti-

corn-aphis (kdm'a'fis), m. An American
aphidid, Aphis maidis, found commonly on
Indian com.
corn-binder (k6m'bin"d6r), n. |In agri., a
harvesting-machine for cutting, gathering,
and binding together the stalks of Indian

iiitiiwK ""."- "- J . • feeding, having a long season. Though the com-plant

sembling that of the cork-oak : also called corkwood-elm ; grows richer in content with maturity, it is fed green

Endiandra Sieberi, a lauraceous tree with light-brown with advantage for certain purposes, paiiicularly for soil-

soft wood suitable for cabinet-work ; and Schizomeria

ovata, of the family Cunimiaceee, which has wood exceed-

ingly light in weight

3. See*whau.
, , „, „ ,.. ,

corkwood-elm (kdrk'wud-elm"), n. See *cork-

leood 2. See also Duboisia and duboistne.

Cnrkv dike a local name in the Acadian provinces

of a variety of soU which contains many VMieteble frag-

ments and fibers. J. W. Dawson, Acadian GeoL, in. "'

form
CorkV warts, pathological formations of cork in the

nn o^wart-liie excrescences on roots and tubem

ing. Fodder com is often sown broadcaBt or in drills,

more thickly than com intended for gi-ain.—Green com,
in zoiil. , a cylindrical mass of yellowisn egg-capsules of cer-

tain whelks, Bitccinwm,.—Horse-tooth com, a group of
varieties of dent corn which have long, flat kernels.—Hulled com. See hviu, v. £.— Indiiji com. See
maize and .Zea.—Jerasalem com. See -kKafir-coim.

—Kafir com. See "kKaftr-com.—Lai^e com-stalk
borer. Same as sugar-cwne ftorer.—Mmnmy-com,
Indian com found with mummies in Peru and Chile.

—

Fharaoh's com. Same as mumm2/-u'Aea£.— Snapped
conij com ears picked, usually somewhat before theySCenCeS on rOOUJ auu LUUCm. UUXU, i^^m cn-io j/ii^n-cu, uBunuj Dviucniiau vclwic uiic^j

Th^Tv fFfinuentlv occur in connection with scab of potato- are npe, and, with some of the inner husks adhering, fed

-T^L o^H hp/ta and are mostly due to the action of to stock.—Soatliem-com leaf-tieotle an Amencan
tubers and^beetej ana are moauj

chiysomelid beetle, Myoehroug dentieoUi8.-Souttieni-
bacteria and fungL

Corn-binder.

a, guides for bringing the stalks to the knife (not shown); *,
binding-mechanism ; f, bundle of stalks ready to be discharged.

com. It is a horse-powermachine operated by one man.
One type has two long guide-bars designed to collect all

the st^ks of one row of com and guide them to a short
reciprocating knife placed at the throat between the bars.
The machine is driven along the row, and g^ithers, cuts,
and bends down the stalks into a compact bundle, which
is bound and dischai^ed behind the machine or hel^
until a number of bundles accumulate, when all may be
discharged at once for convenience in locking. See
mower and ircom-shocker.

corn-boggard (k6rn'bog^apd), ». A scarecrow
set up in a oom-field.

As he sat in his shirt-sleeves and stocking-feet, ... he
was more than usually grotesque, ' As slamp an wobbly
as an owd com-boggart,' so his neighbors described him.

Mrs. Humphry Ward, David Grieve, i. 4.

corn-brake (kdm'brak), n. A plantation of
maize. [U. S,]

corn-broom (kdm'brSm), n. A broom made
from tbe branching panicles of broom-corn.



corn-crowfoot

corn-crowfoot (k6ni'kr6"'f6t), n. See *crov}-
foot.

corn-doctor (kdm'dok-tor), n. A chiropodist.
[CoUoq.]

cornea, n.— Conical cornea, a conical anterior bulg-
ing of the cornea. Also called keratoconus and staphy-
lomacornese. See staphyloma.— Cornea globosa. Same
as impftfAaijnos.—Hernia of the cornea. Same as
ceratocele.— Sllgar-loaf COmea. Same as buphthalmoe.

Corneal astigmatism. See *asUgmaUsm.
COmein (k6r'ne-in), n. [L. corneus, horny, +
-j»2.] 1. A nitrogenous compound which forms
the chief organic portion of the corals Anti-
pathes and Gorgonia. It is related to spongin,
fibroin, and sericin.— 2. An igneous rock of a
compact, tough, and horn-like texture. Dana re-

fers to this name as an equivalent of aphanite. It was
applied by De la B^che to a variety of trap-rock found in
Pembrokeshire. Also eorneitie.

cornel, «.—Sllkycomel, Cornue Ammnum, an Ameri-
can shrub from 3 to 10 feet high, with ovate, silky pubes-
cent leaves and purplish twigs, found along streams from
New Brunswick to Florida and westward to the Dakotas
and Texas. Also called swa/tnp-dogwood and kinnikinick.

comeoblepharon (k6r"ne-o-blef'a-ron), n.

[NL. cornea, cornea, -I- drr. p'A,t<papov, eyelid.

The form does not exactly express the notion
defined.] Adhesion between the cornea and
the eyelid. »

COrneo-iritis (k6r"ne-o-i-ri'tis), n. [NL., <

cornea + iritis.^ Inflammation of the cornea
and the iris. Lancet, May 30, 1903, p. 1516.

COrneole (k6r'ne-61), n. [NL. corneola, dim.
of cornea, cornea.] The anterior transparent
part of each of the segments of the compound
eye of insects. B)d. Soc. Lex.

corner, n. 10. Specifically, a projecting angle
in the side of an instrument of the viol family.
In instruments of the true violin group there
are two corners on each side, between which is

the concave indentation called the waist. See
*6Zocfci, 19.— 1 1 . In math., a vertex or summit
of a polyhedron.— 12. Jnfield hochey, afree hit

against the defending side, made within three
feet of the nearest comer flag.—Amen comer.
See•kamen.— Comer tilnds, inforestry, four stout chains,
used on logging-sleds, to bind the two outside logs of the
lower tier to the bunks and thus give a firm bottom to the
load. [Newfoundland].— Comerquadrat. aee*quadrat.
—Bead comer, a manufacturer's name for any corner or

angle in the lead chambers used In making sulphuric acid,

in which tlie gases stagnate or fail to be mixed as they
should be by motion.—Round the comer, in poker, a
straight which is made by counting the ace as a connect-
ing card between the top and the bottom of a suit, such
as QKA 2 3. When played it outranks the lowest possible

straight.

corner, v.^. 3. Inmaking turpentine, to cut out
a triangular shallow chip above each of the two
corners of the box, to prepare the tree for

chipping and to direct the flow of resin into the
box. [Southern U. S.]— 4. To form a corner

in (a stock or commodity). See to corner tlte

market.

corner-block (kdr'nfer-blok"), n. In violin-

making, see *hlock^, 19.

corner-punch (kdr'ner-punch'''), »• An angular
punch used for cleaning out comers.

comer-valve (kor'ner-valv"), n. A little-used

form of small valve in which the spindle and
valve are on one side, at right angles to the

plane of the two outlets. The angle-valve, in

which the spindle is in the plane of the two
outlets and in line with one of them, is more
common.

cornet^, ». 8. In lot, a hollow, hom-like
growth or projection ; a hood.

corneta (kdr-na'ta), m. [8p.] Same as *eor-
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and used for feeding cattle, it is usually put up
in shocks and is known on the fann as ' shock com. ' Con-
trasted with silage and -kstoverl. Compare/odder and/od-
der itcom.

corn-grinder (k6m'grin"d6r), n. A muUerfor
grinding corn on the metate.
corn-harvester (k6rn'har"ves-t6r), n. A ma-
chine used in harvesting maize. See *corn-
shoeker.

cornice (kdr'nis), v. t. To furnish or finish

with a cornice.

cornice-brake (k6r'nis-brak), n. See *l>rakeS,

14.

cornice-machine (kdr'nis-ma-shen'Oi «• -A-

machiiie for working copper" or galvanized

corodiastasls

tied, can be used to lift it, swing it to one side, set it

upon the ground, release the lifting apparatus, and re-

turn it to its position ready to lift the next shock. The
machine is drawn by two horses and operated by one
man, the forward movement of the machine, as in other
harvestera, serving to move all the machinery except the
crane, which is operated by hand. If desired, the shock
when gathered can be transported on the machine to an-
other place to leave the field clear for plowing.

corn-shuck (kdm'shuk), n. One of the coarse
leaves which inclose an ear of Indian corn.

corn-sieve (k6rn'siv), n. A sieve for cleaning
com or grain.

corn-silk (k6m'silk), m. The styles of Indian
corn: same as silk, 4. Corn-silk is oficially

recognized under the pharmacopoeial name
zea as a mild stimulant diuretic.

'2.
iron to form the moldings and decorations of ., . , „., „
sheet-metal cornices for the exterior of build- com-spimr (torn spur"i), «. Seespurry

jjjgg • corn-stalk (kom'stak), n. 1. The stem or

jjj
culm of Indian corn, without the ears, leaves.

mgs.
corniculiferous (k&r-nik"u-lif'e-ras}, a.

hot., bearing little horns or projections ; cor-
niculate.

cornification, n. 2. The growing of horns.
The habit of cornifieation is more likely to have been

formed nearer home than in the interior of Africa.

Southey, Doctor, cxxviii.

Coming^ (kdr'ning), n. [Named for Erastus
Corning of Albany, New York, the owner of
the first vehicle of this kind.] A top-buggy
with deep sides and the part forward of the
seat cut down square.

Cornish, a—Comlsll pump, any pump worked by a
Cornish engine-cylinder. As the Cornish engine had no
connecting-rod and crank-device, the length of its stroke
was not constant ; but no acceleration of the water-column
was caused by the harmonic motion of the piston as the
crank revolved.—Comlsh rolls, crushing or pulverizing
rolls used chiefly for ores or easily broken materials.

corn-jobber (k6m'job"er), n. A jobber who
deals in corn ; a grain-dealer.

corn-mildew (k6m'mil"du), n. The rust of

wheat caused by the fungus Puecinia graminis.
[Bng.]

COrno (kor'no), n. [It., < L. cornu, horn : see
corn^, horn.'] In music, a horn. When used abso-
lutely, it now usually designates the Trench or orchestral

horn (see horn) ; but the como inglese, or English horn, is

a tenor oboe (see oboe), and the corno di bassetto, or bas-

set-horn, is a tenor clarinet. See -kcomo di cticcia.

Corno di bassetto, 2. In organ-Milding, a
soft-toned reed-stop.

corno di caccia (kdr'no de kach' a). [It.,

'hunting-horn.'] A horn originally used in

hunting and gradually developed into the mod-
ern French or orchestral horn. See horn, 4: {c).

corno-flute (k6r'no flat), in organr-building, a, com-tassel (kdm ' tas " 1), n. The tassel or
soft stop of the flute class. staminate inflorescence at the top of a stalk
cornometer (kdr-nom'e-ter). n. [E. corn^ + of Indian corn.
Gr. ftsTpov, measure.] See -^grain-tester. cornu, n Comna of the spinal cord, collections of

cornopean, n. 2. In organ-building, a reed- gray matter seen on transverse section of the spinal cord,
^ ' - " ' passing, two anteriorly and two posteriorly, from the

central commissure. See cut under spinal cord.—Comn
cutaneum, a homy outgrowth from the skin.—Comu
majus. Same as ceratohyal; one of the hyoid bones of
fishes.—Comu OCCipitale, the posterior horn of each
lateral ventricle of the brain.—Ethmoidal comu, the
middle turbinated body.— Middle comu. (a) Same as
ethmoidal -keornu. Q>) The descending horn of each
lateral ventiicle of the brain.

or tassel, or with all of these except the ears.
Compare *si(wcri. The corn-stalk consists of an outer-

shell surrounding the pith. After removal of the latter

the shell is now sometimes ground into a meal equal to

good hay for feeding stock.

2. A tall, slender person : applied as a

nickname to those whites who have been
born and bred in the Australian colonies, and
especially in New South Wales.
The Australian ladies may compete for personal beauty

and elegance with any European, although satirized as

corn stalks from the slenderness of their form.
6. Bennett, Wanderings in N. S. Wales, I. 341.

Corn-stalk disease, a peculiar fatal malady of cattle

in the western United States, the cause of which is little

understood. It frequently follows the eating of dried
standing corn-stalks, hence the name.

The cornstalk disease, which extends northward into a
few localities in the northern stock ranges, especially in

South Dakota, is a strange, little-understood malady of
cattle, due to the eating of dry cornstalks in the field

after harvest As com of itself is not poisonous, the real

cause of the malady has been variously attributed to

bacteria, to parasitic fungi, and to saltpeter, which may,
under different conditions, be present on the com, or
simply to malnutrition or impaction of the alimentary
canal. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 307.

Corn-stalk fiddle, a musical toy made from a nearly
ripe stalk of com by slitting from the outer portion of the

'

st^k, just above a joint, two narrow strips (without de-
taching the ends), raising them, and inserting under them
thin slivers of wood. The slivers foi-m bridges which
support and stretch the fibers and make it possible to use
them in the manner of a violin. [U. S.]

corustalk-weed (k6rn'sta,k-wed), n. The
shining pondweed, Potamogeton lucens, the
long peduncles of which, surmounted by
dense spikes, rising out of the water, some-
what resemble stalks of Indian corn.

stop of a bold, powerful tone.

corn-pike (kdm'pik), n. A circular rick of

corn (small grain), pointed at the top; a
stack of grain. [Prov. Eng.]

corn-pit (k6m'pit), n. That part of a produce
exchange where the business in Indian corn is

carried on. [U. S.]

corn-pith (kdm'pith), n. The pith of the comuate (k6r'nu-at), a. [L. cornuatus, poetic

stalk of maize, used in the manufacture of variant of cornutus, homed.] Same as cor-

oellulose and for a packing between the inner nute, 3.

and outer shells of war-ships. It swells greatly cornucopia, n. 4. An extension of the choroid

when wet and is thus suited to close apertures plexus into each lateral recess of the fourth
ventricle of the brain.

A name for the com- cornucopiate (kor-nu-ko'pf-at), a. [cornuco-

pia + -ate^.] Having the shape of a cornu-
copia, as certain shells.A corn-sieve.

cornet-fish (kdr'net-fish"), «. A trumpet-fish,

Mstularia depressa, widely distributed through

the Pacific.

cornette-pot (fc6r-net'pot), n. A pot in which
the cornette of gold undergoes one of the steps

of the assaying process.

COmenm (k6r'ne-um), n. [NL., neut. of L.

corneus, horny : see cornea.'] The horny layer

of the skin.

corn-feed (kdm 'fed) , n. One of a class of com-
mercial feeds for stock, composed chiefly of

the waste from the manufacture of glucose and
starch.

corn-flag, n. 2. The yellow flag or flower-de-

luce, Iris pseudacorvs, now naturalized in the

eastern United States and common in culti-

vation.

Corn-flower decoration. See *decoration.

corn-fly, ».—Ribbon-footed com-fiy. Same as com-

automatically.

corn-rail (kdm'ral), n.

crake, Crex pratensis.

corn-riddle (k6m'rid"dl), TO. .

corn-salve (kom'sav), «. An ointment or comule (kdr'niil), n. [LL. cornulum, dim. of

salve, generally containing salicylic acid and L. cornu, horn.] A homy grinding-plate,

cannabis indica, applied to corns for their re- with the function of a tooth.

moval. Cornu's spiral. See *spiral.

COrn-Sheller, n. Com-shellers range in capacity from ComutO leaf. See *leaf.

30 bushels an hour in hand-machines to 260 bushels an hour comutin (kor-nii'tin), ». [L. correMtMS, horned,
in power-machines. Some power-machines clean the ^ -in2.] A poisonous alkaloid, of unknown
shelled corn by a blast from a fan and elevate it to a

wagon-box or grain-car, and deliver the cobs to an eleva-

tor which stacks them at a distance from the machine.

Others deliver the clean com to sacks. Power-machines

are also provided with long conveyers for collecting the

unsheUed corn and conveying it to the sheller. All, both

stationary and portable, can be operated by belting or

composition and somewhat doubtful identity,

found in ergot.
The recent announcement by Kobert (C. C. 1886, 66) of

three new compounds in ergot, ergotic and sphacelic

acids and cornutine, is questioned by Tanret (J. Ph. 1885,

11,309). Thorpe, Diet. Applied Ohem., II. 13.

gearmg from a horee-power machme placed m the field ri„____ii h-niro Sfi« *}ipm!e
near by, or by a belt from a portable motor.- Shuck OOmwail ncave. »ee »eat)e.

com-sheller a machine for removing the husks from OomwalllS (korn-wol'is), ». The anniversary

the cob, shelling and cleaning the com, delivering it to a of the capture of General Comwallis at York-
...,.= i,j„. »„.! .t„..vinn. thB h„»ks «nrt cnhs.

^^^.^^ ^Qgj._ -^g^ 1781), loug observod as a holi-

day with parades, sham battles, etc.

I halt the Site of a feller with a muskit as I du pizn.

But there is fun to a cornwallis I ain't agoin' to deny it.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., ii.

[Pg., a crown : see crown.]

corn-fodder (k6m'fod'er), n. The maize-plant

as used for feeding stock ; specifically, the whole

maize-plant, including the ears, field-cured platform

sacking-machine, and stacking the husks and cobs.

Corn-shocker (kdm'shok"6r), ». In agri., a

horse-power machine for cutting standing In-

dian com, gathering and binding the stalks

into shocks, and depositing the shocks in an

upright position upon the ground ; a com- coroa (ko-ro'a), _ _
harvester, it consists of a strong platform, mounted A gold coin of Portugal, equal to 5,000 reis, and
on wheels and fitted with machinery for cutting, gather- equivalent to about $5.40.

&'K'S!nd^Vonte%?atfor"AtUedTfh" Corodiastasi_S (kor;o-di-as' ta-sis), n; pi. coro-

platfom is a crane which, when the shock is bound and diastases (-sez). [NL.(atfirsterroneously Core-),



corodiastasis

<Gr. K6pri, pupil of the eye, + didaraaig, sepa-
ration.] Dilatation of the pupil. Mso eorodias-
tole.

corodiastole (kor' o-di-as'to-le), n. [NL. (at
first erroneously core-), <Grri adpi;, pupil of the
eye, + SiaaTokri, separation, dilatation.] Same
as *corodiastasis.

corol., coroU. Abbreviations of corollary.

COroUar (ko-rol'ar) a. [NL. corollaris,i corolla,

corolla.] Same"as corollate.

COroUarial fkor-g-la'ri-al), a. [LL. eorolla-

rium, corollary, +-aA.] " Of the character of a
corollary.

corollary, ». II. a. Same as *coroZtorand coroi-

late.

corollitic (kor-o-lit'ik), a. [Also erroneously
earolitic, carolytic ; <F. corollitique, said to he
formed (erroneously) from L. corolla, a wreath,
garland : see corolla.] Having a sculptured
garland wound around its shaft, generally in a

spiral. [Eare.]

GOroUula (ko-rol'u-la), «. ;
pi. eorollulse (,-}e).

[NL., dim. of corolla: see corolla.'] A small or

minute coroUa, especially the corolla of a floret

in composite plants.

COroUule (kor'o-lul), n. Same as *corollula.

corometer (ko-rom'e-t6r),». [First erroneously
coreometer ; i Gr. kSpi;, the pupil of the eye, +
fiirpov, measure.] Aii instrument for measur-
ing the width of the pupil.

corona, n. 5. (A) In ^ooV., the upper, branched
portion of a crinoid, as distinguised from the

stem or columna. (i) See the extract.

In Melo and some other genera the spines project up-

wards and are generally unclosed on the apertural side.

This produces the spiral corona, so striking a feature in

some shells. Amer. Nat, Dec, 1902, p. 932.

6. {d) A cucuUus or hood, (e) The ring of

primary wood in the medullary sheath—7. The
solar corona is very complex. There is, first, a faintly lumi-
nous haze, not very high near the poles of the sun, while
it extends at times to a distance of five or six million miles
from the solar equator and the sun-spot zones, gradually
fading to invisibility. Its spectrum is mainly continuous,

sometimes, however, showing faintly a few of the most
conspicuous BS:aunhofer lines, which indicates that, while
probably composed of incandescent particles, it also re-

flects sunlight. Next there is a gaseous envelop, less ex-

tensive and interpenetrating the haze, and composed of a
substance, as yet unidentified but provisionally called

coroniwm, of extreme tenuity and shown to be gaseous
l3y its spectrum of briglit lines. Of these lines tlie most
conspicuous by far is in the green, and this was for a long

time erroneously supposed to coincide with a line known
as Kirchhoil 's 1474 (A, 5317), which is prominent in the
chromosphere spectrum ; recently, however, it has been
shown to be slightly more refrangible (A, 6304). A number
of other coronium lines are revealed by photography in

the violet and ultra-violet Thirdly, there are the sharply

defined streamers which mainly emanate from rings sur-

rounding the poles and near the equator, but also less

abundantly from the whole sun-spot region. They curve
from both sides toward the spot-zones, and in their ar-

rangement so closely resemble that of the streamers of

The Corona of 1901. May 18.

From a photograph taken 144 seconds after the beginning of totaiity.

the terrestrial aurora as strongly to suggest the idea that

they are formed and controlled by similar electric and

magnetic forces acting in and around the sun. Their

composition is doubtful, because it has not yet been found

possible to isolate theu- spectrum. There is a distmct

sympathy between all these elements of the corona and

the sun-spots. At the time of a sun-spot mmimum the

wing-like extensions are longest, the coronium spectrum

faintest, and the polar streamers especiaUy conspicuous :

while at a sun-spot maximum the corona is brighter but

smaUer, and is markedly quadrangular in form, the great-

est extensions lying above the middle of the Bpot-zones.

The photographs of any particulai- eclipse also show many

othef inte^elations between spots and prominences and

the overlying portions of the corona. It is hardly neces-

SS' to add that the features of the corona contmually
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change, though not with such rapidity as in the case of

the chromosphere and prominences. In addition to the
true- corona, the observer sees overlying the rest tlie

aerial illumination from the air between him and the
ecUpsed sun. This air, deeply immersed in the lunar
shadow, receives no light from the photosphere, but only
from the corona and themuch more brilliant prominences,
so that the bright lines of hydrogen, helium, and calcium
are recognizable in its spectrum. This for a time led to

the wrong conclusion that tlie chromospheric gases con-
tributed to the coronal atmosphere, an inference refuted
by the fact that at times these chromospheric lines extend
into, and even clear across, the dark disk of the moon.
This aerial illumination is obviously no part of the true
solar corona.

11. Same as *aMrora, 5.— 12. A phenomenon
seen when an artificial cloud is viewed by
transmitted light ; an ari;ificial halo.

It is only when few nuclei are present, and the drops
formed on expansion thus comparatively large, that nor-
mal coronas, as Barus calls them, are seen siurounding a
luminous source viewed tlirough the cloud. It is only to
such coronas that the ordinary theory of the corona ap-
plies ; the gorgeous colour phenomena observed when the
drops are very small, numerous and uniform in size are
much more difficult to interpret.

Nature, Oct 8, 1903, p. 649.

Diffraction corona. See -kdifraction.

coronade (kor-o-nad'),ji. [Fencers' F. coro-
nade, < L. corona, crown, H- -ade^.] In fencing,
a flourish of the saber round the head the in-

stant before delivering a blow, to gain vigor
in stroke and also trouble the opponent.
COronadite (kor-6-na'dit), n. [Coronado
(1500 ?-1543?), the name of an early explorer of
the region now including Arizona, + -ite^.]

A mineral of somewhat uncertain composition,
but consisting essentially of lead manganite
(PbMusOv). It occurs in black massive forms
with fibrous structure in the Clifton-Morenei
copper district in Arizona.
coronado (ko-rd-na'do) «. [Sp., < L. coro-

natus, crowned: see coronate, a.] Same as
*amber-jack.
coronal, a. 4. In iot, pertaining to a corona
in any of the botanical senses of that word.
—Coronal poles, sulcus. See irpolez, itstUGtis.

coronaled, coronalled (kor'o-nald), a. [cor-

onal + -ed.] Adorned or decorated with a
coronal or garland : as, coronalled panels.

Thackeray.

Coronary artery of the stomach, an artery which
comes n'om the celiac axis and passes along the; lesser

curvature of the stomach.— Coronary SUlcns. See
^sulcus.

coronet^, n. 7. In hot., same as corona, especi-

ally in a diminutive sense ; also formerly ap-
plied to a whorl of small flowers, as in some
labiate plants, and to small heads of umbelli-
ferous and composite plants.—8. The bur at

the base of an antler.

coronet-boot (koT'o-net-bot*), n. A horse-boot
designed to protect the coronet from injury
when the horse is trotting.

coronillin (kor-o-nU' in), m. [Coronilla + -in^.]

A yellowish powder, C7H12O5, of glueosidal
nature, contained in the seeds of various
species of Coronilla, particularly C. scorpioides.

It acts promptly on the heart like digitalis.

coronillo (ko-ro-nel'yo), n. [Sp., dim. of co-

rona, a crown.] A large leguminous tree, Gle-

ditschia amorjphoides, of northern Argentina,
whose trunk from the ground up to the height
of a man Is thickly beset with strong, much-
branched thorns from 5 to 8 inches long. Its

handsome veined wood is used in building and
for furniture and cabinet-work. Its bark eon-
tains saponin and is used like soap, under the
name of quillay.

coronion (ko-ro ni-on), n. [NL., < Gr. nopiniioq,

with crumpled horns, < nopavri, a curved point
or tip : see corona.] In craniom., the point of

the coronoid process of the lower jaw. Von
ToroJc.

coronium (ko-ro'ni-um), n. [NL., < L. corona :

see corona.] A gaseous element, unidentified

as yet and thus far detected only in the solar
corona. It is supposed to be lighter and more diffusi-

ble than hydrogen. Some years ago it was reported as
present in volcanic gases at Pozzuoli, but probably by
mistake ; the observation has never been verified.

coronogram (ko-ro'no-gram), n. [NL. corona,

corona, + Gr. ypd/i/ia, anything written.] A
photograph of the solar corona.

coronograph (ko-ro'no-gr&f), n. [NL. corona,

corona, + Gr. )|t)a0«v,'write.] An instrument,
first suggested and tried by Huggins for
photographing the sun's corona during an
eclipse, or in roll sunlight, if possible. The at>

tempts to photograph the corona in full sunlight were un-
successful,and thename isnow applied to cameras designed
for photographing the corona in total eclipses, the instru-

ment being designed to secure the greatest brilliance

of the image, wiui less regard to definition of fine details.

corps-drcorps

They included two coelostats and two coronagraphe, one
of the latter being of 4 inches aperture and 19 feet 4 inches

focal length, the other of 6 inches aperture and 7 feet lOi
inches focal length. Nature, Dec. 17, 1903, p. 160.

coronographic (ko-ro-no-graf'ik), a. Pertain-
ing to or produced by a coronograph.

coronoid. I. a.— Coronoldlndex. See-Hndex.

II. n. One of the component bones of the jaw
in birds and reptiles, lying on the inner face
of the dentary and back of the splenial.

In Eudynamys, Cucvlus, and Guira the rami are pierced

by a long lateral vacuity, which is partly closed by a long
and slender coronoid. In Coua the coronoid terminates

midway across this vacuity ; whilst in Taceocoua. and
Centropus this vacuity is quite open, the coronoid forming
its ventral border.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 267.

coronoidal (kor-o-noi'dal), a. Resembling the
solar corona in appearance ; imitating the

coron a.

—

Coronoidal tube, a vacuum-tube with a lai-ge

bulb, around whioli, under the influence of a powerful
magnetic fleld, strong electric dischai'ges cause the emis-
sion of luminous streamers which strikingly resemble
the streameis of the solar corona in appeai-ance and ar-

rangement

Coronopus (ko-ron'o-pus), n. [NL. (Haller,

1768, adopted' from Ruellius, 1536), < Gr.
Kopuvdnovc:, crowfoot, Plantago Coronopus, <

Kopinfi), crow, -I- 7ro<jf, foot.] A genus of di-

cotyledonous plants of the family Brassicacex.

See Senebiera.

coronule, n. (fi) The little calyx-like body
which crowns the nucule in the genus Vhara.
(c) The crown of spines which sometimes oc-
curs at the apex of the frustule in diatoms.
coroplastic (kor-o-plas'tik), a. [coroplast-y
+ -ic] 1. Relating to coroplasty.

—

Z. In Gr.
antiq., relating to the manufacture of figu-

rines. See coroplast.

coroplasty (kor'o-plas-ti), n. [Gr. ndpt/, pupil
of the eye, + VAaardc, < TrMaaetv, form.] Op-
erative treatment for the restoration of the iris.

COrotomy (ko-rot'o-mi), n. [Gr. Kdpt;, pupil of
the eye, + -TO/iiaj < Ta/ielv, cut. ] The proper
form of coretomy.

COrp (k6rp), n. [Assumed sing, of corpse, corps.]

An old and still dialectal form of corpse.

Blessed is the corp that the rain rains on.
Scotch Proverb.

Corp. An abbreviation of corporal^.

corporal^, n. 2. Semotilus corporalis, a cypri-
noid fish found in fresh waters east of the
AUeghanies.—Corporal ofthe field, a superior officer

of the army in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
who acted as an assistant or as a kind of aide-de-camp to

the sergeant>major. itr. £ D. —Little CoiporaL (a) A
translation of the F. le petit Caporal, a popular nickname
of D'apoleon L (b) [I. c] Three-ball billiards witli the
addition of a wooden pin which spots wherever it falls on '

the playing-surface of the table and counts if knocked
down by the cue-ball after this has hit another balL

corporalship (k6r'po-ral-ship), n. 1. The
rank or position of a corporal: as, to work
one's way up from a corporalship to a general-
ship.—2t. A squad of soldiers under the charge
of a corporal.

Every company was divided into three corporalghipg, of
which each was the peculiar care of one of the three cor-
porals,- and of one of the tliree officers.

J. W. Fortescue, Hist Brit Army, L 163.

corporation, n— Bureau of Corporations. See
-^ibureau.—Religions corporationlaw. See Are^i^ious.

corporealness (k6r-p6're-al-nes), n. Corporeal
state or quality. EusTdn"

COirps^,n. 5. Oneof the several bodies of officers

charged with special administrative duties in
the army or navy. In the United States navy the
corps are as follows: tnedical corps, in charge of the
sanitary and medical service ; pay corps, in chai-ge of sup-
plies and stores, commissary, accounts, disbursements of
money; corps of chapUmis ; corps of navaX constructors,
°in charge of building and repairs of vessels; corps of
professors of nwAhematics, in charge of work at the Naval
Observatory and mstruction at the Naval Academy ; and
corps of civU engineers, in charge of construction of
dry-docks, buildings, and civil-engineering work gener-
ally at navy-yards. —Army service corps, the coi-ps
responsible for the - transportation and supply of the
British army. It is under the control of the quarter-
master-general. — Corps d'^lite [F.], a body of picked
men.—General staff corps, in the United States army,
a body of oflicerB charged with the organization, distribu^
tion, equipment, and training of the military forces. It
proposes legislative action, revises estimates for appro-
priations, exercises supervision over inspections and
military education, prepares plans for national defense
and mobilization, collects military information, and records
the military operations of the armies of the United States.
The senior ofilcer is the chief of staff. European armies
have corps performing approximately the same duties.
—Staff corps, one of tlie corps of the staff of the United
States army, as the corps of engineers.

COrps-SrCOrps (kor-a-kor'). [F., 'body to
body.'] In fencing, the advance of one fencer
on another to close quarters, thus destroying
the elegance of the passage and causing wild
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f^i!!?.^?™3i
'8 ^'scoui^ged on the fencing-floor; in COnection, «.—Compass corrections. See itcam- COrrodentian (kor-0-den'shian), a. and M. I.

a?encfrS^le?sii}^S'?^'
"'^'^*™'°'*'^^^^ 521^7^'*^*^ comsc^lon. See •s'™^8w-Optical a. Of Or belonging"to the iisect order Corro-a iBiii,Bi .wno persists m It. correction, a modiflcation of form mtended to counter- /ip^ti„

corpse (KOrps), S>. «. l. To make a corpse of ; act apparent discordances or deviations, such as an ap-
»"««».

„
, , „ -, ^.

murder. [Low slang 1 3 To * put out' or P^arance of sagging or of sloping in an architectural U. '"'• A member 01 the Oorroaenna. •

confuse (an actor) in speakine his lines or to J^f™^Tf-
A long girder or lintel that is perfectly horizon- conodiary (ko-ro'di-a-ri), n. [ML. corrodia-

™„!i /i.j„ < V ' oiieaiLing nis lines or to tal will commonly loolc as If it curved downward in the w„o / i-nrrndiiim spr mrn^ii 1 PnTTnarlv nnpspoil (his 'business') by some blunder or middle, and to obviate this an upward curve may be ac- "t'\^l^Z^T^^•^'i -"^ °™f"y' O""

mistake. [Theatrical slang.] tnaUy given to its lower face.-Poggendorff's oorrec- ^"^^ received an allowance for maintenance

;

cornus n. i/t\ Prinmnoi <= /iT.T<noa.i *« .-nt„...>.f „. in tlon, a correction applicable to an ordinary mercurial a pensioner.

co.Se: as, theSwmAZaF^emX^^aa^B: •J,^™""^^"'' T"« *"
'5S '"Y*

*"** *^ ^T "^
'"fw^" COlTOdier (ko-r6'di-6r), n. Same as *corrodi-

anil not nnt nt inmrno ^«N Tn «T. o ™Tt,«„ij .,«!, tiT-J increases its volume as the temperature rises, so that a „„,, TTinnolmi
fta elemSs Je SSr;apS»^{?B h^;'.tSwh'in^^^ degree of the scale represents a greater volume and conse- "'2'- J^^^9Stey. ,,.,,.
comSd accSdin^to th^ W^ of nS?nn™Sihi^»^ 1"™'ly " greater change in temperature in proportion as COrrOSlOn, n. 2. In geol, the solution and re-

X^KexOTesstolobteSie7bvL^^^^^^^ the temperature rises.-Temperature corfectlon. See moval of rocks, usually in water; the eating
bS'Tsy^XlsT;me^.:^'of''r fS.?te"hfm' ^'raMoZi t^SZ'^oi^^!^^lS?Si'?^l?S'A^!ti^^l^ away by fusion knd absoi-ption of L solid mass

T^~\tA,-^-a^Jil''!{S^^?^%f^^ftZ i^^^ori^^A'i^'iifS^iZXSoS^^li of rfk or of a mineral which is inclosed in a

?he™^ngrSAato'thatXS^^^ by%"ro"ist1:d^'l^ ??vi™?,S?'.rl'S^'„"'T €^ ^"^ °'^ '^^ ^°"™°- "'°"^" '"^^^-
sible.— Corpora areioacea, the aand-lilce grains found »„J»So+5lSSlJo+ /i

°™7""^""";- . _ Erosion, corrosim, and hydrostatic pressure have, by
in a psammoma and sometimes isolated in the dura COn^eCiilOIiaUST; vI£g-reJi snon-al-ist;, «. Une widening the natural fissures of the ground, formed a real
mater.— Corpora fibrosa, small fibrous nodules some- who is in favor of correctional methods in the sponge of stone. Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), X. 602.

fJ^i^cTl^'orrKt^ierr^riS'^'Si^e'TeS Svir"''*
"^ ^^'^^^^^''- ^^^ "^^^ ad- Corrosion ^reparation, an anatomic preparaMon as of

nervous system and elsewhere, resemblmg somewhat cor-
J^^^^l^^V • the injected vessels of a part, made by treating the tissues

pora amylacea, but not yielding the amyloid reaction Those smitten with the institution craze or with ex- with a corrosive substance which leaves only the solidi-

with the aniline dyes. They are waxy or sandy in con- treme (Jorrec«o«aiisJ views will never solve the problem ned injection material.

sistence and are supposed to arise from the direct of criminal youths. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 407. COrrOSlOn-ZOne (KO-ro'zhon-zon), re. A zone
transformation of nerve-cells.— CorporaMalpJghlana. correctionallv Cko-rfik'shoTi-al-i'i o/J« TW suiTounding certain minerals which, having

IZt ^n^m'tMlfZr^S'^e. u"n3f« "w^/oSeftiin^r^^^^^^ t ^^ cotctivl S7!,'f ^^ bl^ ^^X^^^t^l^rl
tid). - Corpora Santoriniana. Same as comimla merely; with reform in view: as, "there are Jave afterward been partially reabsorbed by
iarj/n^ (which see, under corr»c«i«m).—Corpora ver- offences only punishable 'correetionallv,' not fusion and have thus yielded a surrounding
sicolorata, corpora amylacea: so called because they criminallv " fflatteioree rimof intermediate composition between them-
talce a variegated tint when treated with iodine solutions. „''™"ir!yv'f™^^ ,,,, . . sfilvfls and the nnafTpcted lava G-eJMf Text-—Corpora Wolffiana. Same as Woman bodies.~OoT- COrrectlon-house (ko-rek' shon-hous), n. A selves ana tne unanectea lava. ire«««e, lext-

pus Interpedunculare, a small oval mass of gray sub- house of correction (which see, under correc- J>ooK. or treol., p. 141.

stance immediately anterior to the pons Varolii. It lies Uon) CorTOSive glands. See *glan<l. '

?tenS%°ireXd™S»'*Sr^^^^^^^ COrrection-proof (ko-rek'shon-prof), a. Proof COrrugating-macMne .(kor'g-ga-ting-ma-

P^smlin^m^e. a^'^m^^lbody^^^^ against correction ;" incorrigible : as, a stub- ften'^ re. A power crimping-machine having
the floor of the third ventricle. It lies just caudal to the born, correcUon-proof youth. Fuller. large, long cnmpmg-rolls for corrugating large
infundibulum of the hypophysis and in front of the correctorial fkor-ek-tS'Ti-an a, Tf.nrrp.elim-ii piecesof sheet-metal. See*m»i!m«a-mocfeiree,2.
pons. In most vertebrates there is but one corpus mam- ''V „7 in A?

^.''"i e^ ?o ri ai;, a. Lcorrecro??^ r
Snmfi as mw™

millare, but in man there are two, connected together „+-'»/^:] Of or pertamingto a corrector. N.E.D. COrrUgatlVe (tor o-ga-tiv;, a. bame as coriu-

aoioas tlie median line. The white matter of these Correlate strata, equivalent strata; those of the.same gate, i. ireas. Hot.

bodies is formed by the anterior pillars of the fornix; geological horizon. Dwna, Manual of Geol.,"p. 898. COrrUgator, m Cormgator labil Inferiorls (wrin-

hence they have also been named hidbs oj the fornix. Correlation, n. 5. In statistics, the relation of kler or the lower lip), flbere from the depressor anguli
Al&o oaHed corpus albicang, ciyrpuB emidiccms, And bulbus two or more variable quantities. One variable oris muscle, contraction of which throws the lower lip

/orjMicis.—Corpus mandlblUse, in ichth., the dentary ; quantity never determines another completely. For in- into folds.

the bone in the lower jaw of telrost fishes which carries stance, in a certain biological type size never completely COrrUPt. a. 5. Legally tainted, as bv an act

'^r^^^.^^r^'T^^^^^eT^'li itl^^^.'^-.f^^fo^rJ.^^^^'^JiZ^l of atjai'nder of trelson^r felony: sai-^ of the
the edge of the uis. It is well developed in the horse latedwith a certain value of another variable, are called an olood Ot one legally attainted. Hee corrup-
and other £.'4Mi(J«.—CorpUS pamplnlforme. Same as array. When the variability is normal, the avei-^e devia- Hon, 8.
pampiniform plexM (which see, under pampim</<)rm). tion of the array is equal to the deviation of the correlated corsair re 4 Anv nirate-buff of the familv
-Corpus subthalamloum, a stratum of ^ay matter measure multiplied by a constant which is called the p^w„,S-wi ^f.Lt?!/, „L„of- f

lam^ly

in the ventral portion of the thalamus, containing numer- coeMeient of regression. A comparison of the coeificients fBamnase.—Tvo-mottea oorsaljr, an American re-

ous nerve-cells and a plexus of fine meduUated fibers, of regression of the first variable considered as a series of '""J"'* H-"?*
Rasahw a,guUatus, mhabiting the southern

It is lens-shaped in section and has an inclosing en- arrays of the second, and of the second considered as a and southwestern United States. It is predatory in its

velop of white substance. This body or stratum is dis- series of arrays of the first, leads to their reduction to a nap™ and sometimes bites human beings, inflicting a

tmct only in primates. Also called nucleus of Luys, common coe#cien« (j/' correteiom which equals the aver- P*'"™! wound.

nucleus amygdaliformis.— GalOislan corpus, in math,, age of the products of all the correlated pairs of devia^ OOTSlCan mOSS. See moss'-.

a corpus each of whose conjugate corpora is identical tions, divided by the product of their standaid or mean COrt. An abbreviation of cortex.
with it. square variabilities. The variabilities of the arrays are coitex n 1 (c) The peridium of funei 3

corpuscle, n. 5. In eZeci., abody smaller than equal to the variability of eacli complete series multiplied
(,, i„ frifmorik, the clear, fiSm outer layer of protoplasm',

an atom, assumed to explain the phenomena by v'l-ra where r is the coefiicient of correlation. bearing the cUia or suclsers arid showing in its simplest

of electric discharges in gases, and of radio- correlative, ».—The doctrine of correlatives, the structure no further evidence of diiferentiation, though
„.,<-;^<-,T n .„i.i „n^,,c«i.>a oomo .= *,.«^..»^ doctrine that correlative terms are necessarily thought in some of the more specialized forms 3 distmct layers

^''t^^*?i7«S5?£J?*^,.5SiS?ni«^® si T^MJ^^Z/ together, since a correlative implies the relation, the re- may be seen. Same as ictosaro and ectojiiasm.-Derial
S?*™=?=H?SSS«?}« n?^iJrt hn'lh the exnaSdVuT ^""f ^^ other coiTClates, and the correlates suggest the cortex, in sponges, a specialized out«r layer of mesoderm
Cause's corpiwole or end-Mb, the expanded bul- correlatives. The phrase was introduced by H. Spencer, lying iimediatily below the supei-flcial ectoderm and

^^:£^Zdi^^^^^m7:.&^^Z^.% COrrelativism (ko-rel'a-tiv-izm), n.
.
A doc- usu^lycon^ningt^ein^^^^^^^^^^^

elongated spindle-shaped, parasitic protozoan (Sareo- trine m which the correlative or universally « "r^^^^oif^ „f 11^*/.%
q/s«is miescAeri) sometimes found embedded in the mus- relative nature of ideas and terms forms the „ "£:^' , ^^f^ "l

oee cew.

cle-fibers of mammals. Also called iJatjjej/s corpMscie.- u„„;_ Cortical cataract. See *(!atarfflct.— Cortical Integu-
Fhantom or shadow corpuscle, a decolorized red "aois- ment. Same as -kcortieal layer (&).— Cortical layer,
blood-corpuscle.—Balney's corpuscle. Same as Mie- The relativism of Mill, and the universal relativism or {b) The integument which invests the bast system of a

scher's -kcorpuscle.— Rufflni corpuscles, nerve-endmgs corre^afimswir of Xaas. £ncyc. £n't., XXX. 665. stem.

in the skin which have an arborescent form and are pn-rpsn An a,bbrpvia,tion of cnrresrtnnilmce COrticifUgal (k6r-ti-sif'li-gal), a. [L. cortex

^^X^^^^r>ST.l^^^l'^^^-^^a 'c^re^-onii:g:^ir^^po,l:r''"'^'^'^^ ieorUc-)SA + fi.gere, &e,'+ -a^l.
] Origi-

coreusole, a hematoblast.-Traube'B corpuscles, de- corresponding, jp. a. 1. («) m phytogeog. : (1) De- "^trng m and running from the cortex, or

colorized red blood-corpuscles.—Washed corpuscles, rived from and m part taking the place of an older and outer layer o± the cerebrum or cerebellum,
in experiments dealing with hemolytic problems, the broader type, broken up in the process of evolution ; vi- into adjacent regions, such as the pulvinar
isolated red blood-corpuscles of an animal, which have carious or representative in an evolutionary sense. Said m,^ minrlrio'ATniTial Vinrtins nv tlio vnrimia fihoi-
been washed free from contaminating material with 0.8 of an endemic plant type. Drude, 1890. (2) OEcologi-

ana quaarigeminai DOOies or tne various nDer-

per cent, saline solution, and separated by centrifugation. cally equivalent to another genus or species, therefore iracTS.

Corpuscular temperature, in phys. chem., a term used alternating with it in similar areas of a habitat. F. E. q,,^ , pvidpnra. nf rnrti^fiianl fihrps nnss.
byX J. Thomson to denote the energy of supposed cor- CTem«»«s.- Corresponding points. (6) In phy^ol., ini from ?L anluTar^vras t^ tC 1^^
pLcular motions going on within the atom. Nature, points upon the two retinas^hose impressions unite in SIt'S g?rusTs^c"XeS^Vthe*' plfnar^by ^

May 26, 1904, p. 74. tlie great majority of cases, to give a single, spatially un- opetal fibres will be shown in the next section.

COrOUSCUliferOUS (kdr-pus-ku-lif6r-us), a. [L. differentiated perception.
Pfttfos. yram. /ioj/. Soc. (London), ser. B, 1898, p. 10.''"''^" '",."7 „._„;,.„i„ J. fArrp hfiar 1 Tipnr comdoi. ». 4. In car-builchnq, a narrow pas-

Z7ZT^l^^el!^^fMey' sage between the side of a sleeping-, dining-, corticifugally (k6r-ti-sif'u-gal-i), acJt;. In a

co^ade r« 3 In (/«o?, to abrade and remove stateroom- or other car and a partition which oortieifugal manner.

?"a) asbyrunningstreamsehargfedwithgrit. incloses the staterooms, lavatory, kitchen, or corticipetal (kor-ti-sip'e-tal), a [L. cortex

^?h.^portionoft"etractwascorra<2.<«in1oalabyrlnthof other apajtment.- Corridor train, a train composed (corfoc-), bark, -f petere, seek, -f- -ai.] Origl-
poiwoii oiLiic vioj.

oanvon of the Colorado of vestibuled cars in which a corridor or passageway ex- nating outside of and running into the cere-

fs'S iioteSe^ t^utmiTmXTl?- t«ni the whole length of each car, [Bng.]- Corridor bral or cerebellar cortex. PhOos. Trans. Boy.
IS most noiauie. "

tit i t j carriage, a railway-car through which there is a corridor „„ ,-f , .. „^ t. ioqo „ n
corral, re. 4. In Florida and the West Indies, or^s^^way. [Eng.]

Soc. (London), ser. B, 1898 p 11.

a pen near the shore where sponges are corrie-basin (kor'i-ba"sn), n. A nearly level- corticipetally (k6r-ti-sip e-tal-i), adv. In a

macerated in the course of cleaning them for floored depression on a mountain- or hillside, corticipetal manner. „
, ^

market. Sometimes coUoquiaUy contracted to supposed to have been formed by glacial corticopedtincular (kdrni-ko-pe-dung ku-lar),

crawl.' ^eehraal. erosion. J^, Gcjfcie, The Great Ice Age, p. 254. « [Kcortea;, bark, -I- NL. i>edMrecM?MS, pedun-

corrasion (ko-ra'zhon), n. [NL. *oorrasio{n-), corrie-glacier (kor'i-gla"shi6r), n. A glacier cle.] Eelating to the cortex and both pedun-

<.!,. eorradere : seS corrode.'] In geol., the occupying a cirque or eorrie.
"ll^, S^i. .fA":,, z-^-. rr, « j**

scraping away of a rook by the action on it of Finally, there was the phase of corne-glaeiers, when the COrtlandtlte (kort lan-dit), re. l^ortlariat town-

7-nolr fraf/ments moved by wind or water, glacial detritus was borne for no great distance from the ship, New York, + -Jfe2.] In ^eiroflr., a name

norea Manual of Geol. p. 168. focal centres of dispersion. JTatare, AprU 7, 1904, p. 549. given by G. H. WilUams (1886) to a coarse-

correalitvi (k6-re-al'i-'ti),'M. \cor- + reality.] corrie-lake (kor'i-lak), n. A lake occupying grained rock composed of large crystals of

PntioloHvp nr poual" reality. Sir W. Hamil- the floor of a eorrie or cirque. J. Geite, The hornblende with abundant inclusions of olivin
correlative or equai reau j- ^^^^^

^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^ pyroxene which mottle the cleavage sur-

i.nrr.»alitv2 fko-re-al'i-ti), n. icorreal +4ty.'] Oorr. Mem. An abbreviation of Correspond- faces of the hornblendes and give the rock

InBomUw the condition of being correal, ing Member. a poikilitic fabric: a variety of hornblende

Be^ correal obligations iwAei correal). Corroded crystals. Beo^m-ymi. pierite.



corubin

corubin (kg-ro'bin), n. lco{rundum) + ruby,
+ -m2.] The trade-name of artifieial corun-
dum or crystallized alumina, obtained in the
aluminothermie processes of Goldsehmidt:
used as an abrasive. Mlectrochem. Industry,
Oct., 1904, p. 405.

COruco (ko-ro'ko), n. [Mex. Sp.] The popu-
lar name in Mexico and New Mexico of the
so-called Mexican chicken-bug, acimicid, Aean-
thia inodora, which attacks poultry in those
regions.

corvid (k6r'vid), a. and >i. I. a. Pertaining to
or resembling the Corvidee.

II. n. A crow of the family Corvidx.
COrvina, «. (6) Also applied to a large number of other
fishes belonging to the family Seixnida.

COrybantian (kor-i-ban'ti-an), a. Of or per-
taining to the eorybauts of their worship.
corybantiate (kor-i-ban'ti-at), V. i. ; pret. and
pp. corybantiated, ppr. corybanUating. [eory-
bant + -i + -ate^.'] To ' carry on ' like a fren-
zied corybant ; act like a lunatic.

corybantine (kor-i-ban'tin), a. [corybant +
-ine^.'i Of, pertaining to, or resembling the
corybants or their rites ; eorybantian. N. E. D.
corybulbine (kor-i-bul'bin), «. lCory{dalis)
(see def.)

-1- L. bulbus, bidb, -I- -ine^.] A light-

yellow crystalline monacid alkaloid, C21H25
O4N, found in the roots of Corydalis cava
(otherwise Bulbocapnus, also Capnodes, cavus).

corycavine (kor-i-kav'iu), n. [Cory{daUs cava)
(see def.) -I- -ine^.'] A crystalline alkaloid,

C23H23O6N, found in the roots of Capnoides
caviim (Corydalis cava).

corydalic (kor-i-dal'ik), a. [Corydal-is + -ic]
Derived from corydaline.—Corydalic acid, a name
given, tlirough misapprehen-
sion, to the acid ammonium
salt of metahemipinic acid,

Cio Hi Og.C10H9O8NH4.3H2
O, obtained by the oxidation
of corydaline.

Corydalis, n. 2. \l. c]
The golden corydalis is Cap-
Twides aureitm of the north-
eastern United States and
Canada, with golden-yellow
flowers. The pinli corj'dalis

is C. eempervirens of the same
region, but ranging to Alaska
and North Carolina : the flow-
ers are pink with yellow tips.

The pale corydalis is C flavu-
lum, with pale yellow flowers,
an early wild flower of the
eastern half of the United
States. These and other spe-
cies are delicate and attractive
plants.

Corydalus, t^.—Homed
OOrydsUus, VorydaZus cornu-
tus. See Corydalus. Com-
stock, Manual of Insects, p.
176.

corylaceous (kor - i - la '
-

shins), a. [NL. cory-

laceus, < L. corylus, hazel: see hazel.'] Of or
pertaining to the hazel ; belonging or related
to the Corylacese.

corylin (kor'i-Un), n. [L. corylus, hazel, +
-»»2.j A globulin obtained from various nuts.

corylophia (ko-rU'o-fid), a. and n. I. a. Of or

belonging to the coleopterous family Cory-

lopJUdie.

Il, n. A beetle of the family Corylophidse.

corymb, n. 2. A hemispherical group of zoo-
phytes. Dana, Zooph.^ p. 173. JV. M. D.
COrymbate (ko-rim'bat), a. In bot., same as

corymbiate.

Coryneum (ko-rin'f-um), n. [NL. (Nees,

1816), from the shape of the sporodochia; <

Gr. Kopitvri, a club.] A genus of melanconia-
eeous fungi having black disk-shaped or pul-

vinate sporodochia breaking through the bark
of the host. The spores are fusiform, dark-

colored and several septate. C. BeyeHncUi is said

to be the cause of a gum flux of the cherry and closely

related plants. It is also regarded as the conidial con-

dition of Ascospora BeyerincHi. See -kAscospora.

COrynite (kor'i-nit), n. [Gr. Kopimi, club, -I-

-ite^. The name refers to the form of the

crystalline groups.] A mineral similar to

gersdorfSte, but Vith the arsenic in part re-

placed by antimony.
corynocarpine (ko-rin-o-kar'pin), n. [Coryno-

earpus + -ine^.] A crystalline alkaloid found

in the fruit of the karaka tree, Corynocarpus

Ixvigata. It melts at 140° C.

Coryphantha (kor-i-fan'tha), n. [NL. (Le-

maire, 1868, adopted from a subgenus name of

Engelmann, 1857), < Gr. mpvfli, summit, +
avBri, blossom. The name alludes to the occur-

rence of the flowers, in typical species, on the
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very summit of the plant.] A genus of plants
of tne family Cactaceee, often called Mamillaria
(which see).

coryphodon, ». 2. [l. c] A mammal of the
genus Corj(pfcodoM.— Coryphodon beds, in geol.,

the lower division of the Lower Eocene in the Rocky
Mountain and Plateau region : equivalent to the Wah-
satch group. It contains remains of the coryphodon.

corypnylly (ko-rif' i-U), n. [For *corypho-
phylly, < Gr. Kopa^ii, summit, -I- ^/Uov, leaf, -1-

-!/S.] The abnormal production of a leaf
(sometimes colored) at the summit of the
axis of a plant.

corytuberine (kor-i-tii'b6r-in), n. {_Cory(ddHs)
(see def.) + L. tuber, tuber, -I- -me^.] An
alkaloid, C19H25O4N, found in the roots of
Capnoides cavum (Corydalis cava). It crystal-
lizes in needles which decompose at 200° C.
COS^ (kos), n. [Also coss, cosse (lettuce), < L.
Cos, < Gr. Kag, an island in the .^Igean Sea,
now Stanchio.] A kind of lettuce, suited for
being grown out of doors in summer, usually
forming long heads or rosettes.

0. 0. S. An abbreviation of Charity Organiza-
tion Society.

COSactue (ko-sak'), n. [P.] A Cossack dance, or
the music for it.

coscoroba (kos-ko-ro'ba), n. [NL. coscoroba,
appar. connected with the Tupi casaroba, also
saroba, a diving bird.] A large swan-Uke
duck, Coscoroba coscoroba, of South America,
which has a white body and a long, slender,
black neck.
cosensal (ko-sen'sal), a. [co-^ + sense + -al^.J
Having the same sense. Two mutually equiangular
polygons are cosensal when rays pivoted withm them and
containing the vertices of equal angles, rotate in the
same sense to pass tlu-ough the vertices of the consecu-
tive equal angles. Congruent spherical triangles are
cosensal, wliich is not the case wim symmetrical spheri-
cal triangles.

cosher^, v. H. intrans. To chat in a familiar,
friendly way; gossip. Macaulay.
Cosina beds. See *bed\
Cosine circle. See •kevrde.—Cosine law. See ha/mberVs
law 0/ ieeoeines.—B.ypetbOJla cosine of x, i (ex -f e-")

= cos xV^^ ~ ^ "^
9I

^" rr It is usually written

cosh X and read "cosh x", or " h-cosine x."— Lambert's
law of cosines, the law tliat the intensity of the light

Fink Corydalis iCnpnoides
setnpervirens).

a, plant and inllorescence,
one fourth natural size; b,

a capsule, one half natural
size.

Lambert's Law of Cosines.

diffusely reflected from a mat surface is proportional
to the cosine of the angle between the direction of the
diflused rays under consideration and the noimal to the
surface. Experiments by Wright (Philos. Mag., XLIX.
199) show that if / is the angle of incidence of the liglit

the intensity of the diffusely reflected light is strictly

proportional to the cosine of the angle E, but that if the
incidence be varied, the light reflected at a constant
angle E is not proportional to the cosine of the angle 1.

COSlngular (ko-sing'gu-lar), a. [co-'^ + Angu-
lar.] Having the same singular surface : said
of complexes in line geometry.
By these principles the existence of cosingular quad-

ratic complexes can easily be established.
Eneyc. Brit., XXVIII. 662.

Cosingular complexes. See -kcoTnplex, n.

COsmetid (kos'me-tid), a. and n. I. a. Having
the characteristics of or belonging to the
family Cosmetidse.

H, n. An arachnidan of the family Cos-
meHdee.
cosmic, a.—Cosmic consciousness. See -kcomcious-
ness.—Coamlo fog, a nebulosity enveloping certain star-

groups, notably the Pleiades.

Helium stars are often palpably connected with nebulae.
The entire Orion region, where they brilliantly congre-
gate, is pervaded with cosmic fog ; cosmic fog enwraps
the Pleiades ; and individual instances of the same asso-

ciation abound, and are likely to multiply as exploration
proceeds. A. M. Clerke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 189.

—Cosmic.bydrogen, theism, etc See *hydrogen, *the-
ism^ etc.

II, n. A name proposed by H. L. Pairchild,

in accordance with the new planetesimal hy-
pothesis, for the primitive massive rocks.

With the passing of the old hypothesis it will be de-
sirable to change the terminology of the rocks as far as
this now implies an original molten or "igneous" state

of the earth. Some new name will be desirable for the
sediments which were formed chiefly or wholly from the
planetesimals (the cosmic maitet) in the early seas of the
growing globe. Let us call such deposits cosmoplastics
and the primitive massive rocks the cosmics.

H. L. FairchUd, Amer. Geol., Feb., 19M, p. 101.

cosmophilite

cosmism, n. 2. The philosophy of Spencer and
Fiske, which asserts the existence of a real

unknowable outside of the mind, the absolute
relativity of all thought-to ourselves, and that
there is no knowledge except what is ulti-

mately empirical science. It is specially op-
posed to the systems of Berkeley, Hume, Kant,
Hamilton,andComte.—3. The doctrine that the
material universe works automatically; affirm-

ative atheism.—4. The ethical doctrine which
makes the welfare of mankind the highest
good.
COSmist (koz' mist), n. [Gr. ndaiwq, the uni-
verse, + -i«<.] 1. A believer in cosmism, or
the cosmic philosophy of Piske, which is sub-
stantially the first principles of Spencer.—2. A
believerin the affirmative atheism of Holyoake,
according to which we know that nature is au-
tomatic.

Cosmoceras (koz - mos'e - ras), n. [NL., < Gr.
K^auof, ornament, -I- Kljmg, a horn.] A genus
of ammonoid cephalopods or ammonites with
involute shells and highly costated and tuber-
culated whorls. It occurs in the Jurassic
rocks.

cosmochlore (koz'mo-klor) n. [Also kosmo-
chlore; < Gr. K6a/wg, ornament, 4- ;i;Au/D(if, green.]
A chromium silicate occurring in emerald-
green monoclinic needles in the meteoric iron
of Toluca, Mexico.
cosmoclastic (koz-mo-klas'tik), a and n. [Gr.
Kda/wg, universe, +KAaaT6g, < /cXov, break.] I.^a.
Consisting of fragmental material of extrater-
restrial origin.— Cosmoclastic rocks, rocks com-
posed of fragmental material of extraterrestrial oiigin.

H. M. A cosmoclastic rock. See the extract,
under *cosmic.

cosmog. An abbreviation of cosmography.
cosmogenetic (koz-mo-je-net'ik), a. [Gr. xda-

/log, uniyerse + yheaigjorigm : see genetic] Of
or pertaining to the origin and development of
the universe.
COSmogeny (koz-moj'e-ni), n. [Gr. K6a/wg, the
universe, -I- -yevcia, < -ycvr,g, -produced.] 1

.

Cosmogony ; the history of the origin and
development of the universe.

This cosmogeny, or theory of the development of the
universe. Basckel (trans.), flist. Creation, 1. 321.

2. The history of the origin and development
of the inorganic universe, as distinguished
from that of living beings.

Primary Aggregation. Cosvwgeny— Genesis of Matter— Chemical Relations.
L. F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol, L 220.

cosmognosis (koz-mog'no-sis), n. [Gr. Kda/wg,

the world, + yvaacg, knowledge.] The imagi-
nary 'general knowledge' or instinct to which
the migrations of birds have been attributed.
Syd. Soc. Lex,
cosmogonize (koz-mog'o-niz), v. i.

;
pret. and

pp. cosmogonized, ppr. cosmogonizing. [cos-

mogony + -ize,] To explain the origin of the
world : theorize in regard to the world's origin.
J. W. Draper, Intell. Devel. of Europe, I. iv.

cosmogony chart. See *chart,
cosmographer, n, 2. A geographer.

Aratus the astronomer, Ptolemy the cosnwgrapher, add
lustre to the golden age of Alexandrian cultuie.

J. A. Symoiids, Greek Poets, let ser., p. 32.

cosmologic (koz-mo-loj'ik), a. Same as cosmo-
logical,

cosmological, a— Cosmologlcal proof," that proof
of theism which rests on the principle of efhcieut causa-
tion. According to Caldecott there are nine forms of this
areument, as follows : (1) from the world as a mass of
enects, an argument used (says Caldecott) by Aristotle
Aquinas, Locke, Clarke, Martineau, and Hlingworth ; (2)
from the 'changes in the world, used by Aristotle and
Martineau ; (3) from the dependency of everytliing in the
world, used by J. Caird, Martineau, and Stirling ; (4) the
contingencies of the world, used by Aquinas, Leibnitz,
Clarke ; (5) from the flnitude of things in the world, used
by Clarke ; (6) from the temporal character of things in
the world ; from the relativities of the world, used by
Green and Dlingworth ; (8) from the phenomenal char-
acter of the world

; (9) from the potential character of
the world, used by Aristotle.

cosmonomic (koz-mo-nom'ik), a, [Gr. Kda/iog,

the world, + v6/iog, law.] Pertaining to the
laws of nature, in the sense of general truths
as to instantaneous results of contempora-
neous conditions.— Cosmonomic monism, a form
of monism which acknowledges cosmonomic influences
alone.

cosmophilite (koz-mof'i-Ut). n. [Gr. Kda/iog,

the world, -I- ijuTtclv, love, + -ite^.] A lover of
the world.

Actress ball, where there was to be a great deal of
Parisian beauty, which a cosmophilite ought to see.

Thackeray, in Scribner's Mag., June, 1887, p. 881.



cosmopoletic

COsmopoietic (koz"nio-poi-et'ik), a. [Gr. /aiff/rof

,

the universe, + noi^nrrndQ, < noielv, make (see
poeUc).\ Contributing to form the universe
and to render it orderly. Huxley.
COSmopoIis (koz-mop'o-lis), n. [Gr. k%oc,
tlie world, + w6Xt(, city.] A city composed of
people gathered from all parts of the world.
Stand. Diet.

cosmopolitanize (koz-mo-pol'i-tan-iz), v. t.;
pret. and pp. cosmopolitanized, ppr. cosmopoU-
tanieing. [cosmopolitan + Aze.l To render
cosmopolitan in character or feeling.
The telegraph has cosmopolitanized us in spite of our-

Belves ; the whole world has but one set of nerves and we
all have the headache together. Lowell, Letters, IL S68.

cosmopolite, n. 3. A nymphalid hutterfly,
Vanessa cardm, common to Europe, Asia,
North America, and Australia, its larva feeds on
thistle, mallow, and everlasting. Also known as the
thistle-hwtterjly. See cut \mAei painted-lady.
COsmorganic (koz-mdr-gau'ik). a. [Gr. ic6a/joQ,

the world, + opyavov, organ, + -ic] Pertain-
ing to the supposed character of the universe
as a living organism whose atoms are severally
endowed with sensibility : a hypothesis put for-
ward by G. T. Fechner.
But his [Feohner's] substitute was his own hypothesis

of panpsyohism, from which he deduced a '
' eornnorgame"

evolution from a " eomwrijmiic" or original condition of
the world as a living organism into the inorganic, by the
principle of tendency to stability.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 662.

Cosmos fiber. See -kflberi.

COSmotheist (koz'm^-the-ist), n. \cosmothe-
ism + -ist.'] A believer in cosmotheism.
cosmotheistic (koz"mo-the-is'tik), a. Of or
pertaining to cosmotheism or the cosmotheists.
COSmozoan (koz-mo-zo'an), n. [Gr. Kda/wg, the
universe, + fcjov, a living being, -I- -an.'] An
imaginary organism transported to the earth
from some unknown region of the cosmos.
[Rare.]

It [life] was transported to the earth from another world,
or from the cosmic environment, under the form of cosmic
germs, or comnozoans, more or less comparable to the liv-
ing cells with which we are acquainted.

Smithionian Rep., 1902, p. 40L

cosmozoic (koz-mo-z6'ik), a. \_cosmoeo-an +
-ic] Concerning or pertaining to the intro-
duction of life upon earth from without Cos-
mozoic hypothesis, the doctrine or opinion that the first
living organisms upon earth were brought here from some
unknown region of the universe by a meteorite.

Kelvin suggested tliatgerm lifemay have been a meteoric
passenger from otherwhere. Allowing such arrival gave
no answer to the question as to the origin of the life found
on the meteorite. Helmholtz, in advocacy of this " cosmo-
zoic hypothesis," said, " Organic life either came into ex-
istence at a certain period, or it is eternal."

Science, April 28, 1906, p. 64a

COSmozoism (koz'mo-zo-izm), n. [cosmozo-an
+ -jsr».] The doctrine that the universe as a
whole has an animal consciousness: a term
which has been in good use since Cudworth.
cospecies (ko-spe'shez), n. [co-i + species.']

One of two or more closely related and very
similar species.

Warm-blooded animals which live in these [arctic] re-
gions have the same temperature as their co-species in
warm climates. Smithsonian Sep., 1890, p. 420.

Cossack post. See *post^.

Cossackian (ko-sak'i-an), a. [Cossack+ -ian.]

Same as *CossacMc.
Cossackic (ko-sak'ik), a. [Cossack + -sc]
Of or pertaining to the Cossacks. N. E. D.
COSSaite (kos'a-it), «. [Named after Professor
Luigi Cossa 6t Pavia.] A compact variety of
the soda-mica called paragonite.
COSSette (ko-sef), n. [F, cossette, < cosse, a pod,
husk.] A section or slice of a root, as made in
aprocessofmanufacture ; specifically, a section
of chicory so cut before drying and roasting, or
of sugar-beet root in the making of beet-sugar.

The raw beet is simply cut into long slender grooved
slices. In the factory these slices are known as cassettes.

V. S. Dept. Agr., Rep. No. 74, 1902, p. 39.

COSSid^ (kos'id), a. and n. I. a. Pertaining to
or resembling the lepidopterous family Cossidx.

II. n. A moth of the family Cossidsn.

COSsid^!(kos'id), n. [Also cassid, kaaid, < Hind.
Ar. qdsid, amessenger.] A runningmessenger

;

a courier. Tule and BurnelV. [Anglo-Indian.]

COSt^. ».— Bill of costs. See -kbilK.— Cost, freight,
and msurance, a term, used in commercial transactions,

meaning the actual cost of tile goods ordered, plus the
commission, the premium of insurance, and the freight
or transportation charges : abbreviated to C. F. and I.,

or c. f. and i.—Joint cost, the cost of producing two or

more commodities or of two services which normally re-

sult from a single productive operation : as, tt^e joint cost

of beef and leather, or of naphtha and kerosene.

COSta, n., 2, (e) In Ctenophora, one of the eight

meridional rows of swimming-plates. (/) In
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Bydrosoa, one of the protective branches
which form the walls of an open basketwork
inclosing the gonangia, as in the corbula of
Aglaophenia. (g) The ridge of the sucker of
a tapeworm ,— Costse stemales, in itikth., the branchi-
ostegal rays, a series of bony rays attached to the hyoid
arch and assisting to close the gill-cavity below.

costal, I. a— Costal gemmation. Same as ciKnen-
chymal kgemmation.—COBtal processes, (c) In ichth.,
the ribs.

II. n. 1. In the articulate orinoids, the lat-
eral plates of the calyx, often fused together.
2. C&ie of the bony plates borne upon and fus-
ing with the external face of the ribs to form
the greater portion of the carapace in turtles.
These plates are lacking in the lyre-turtle, Sphargis, and
certain related extinct forms. See cut under carapace.
Also called pleuralia.

cost-card (k6st'kard), n. In the card-system
of industrial cost-keeping, a card on which is

inscribed the cost of manufacturingany article.

Oosten lights, signals. See Mights.

COSterdom (kos't6r-dnm), n. [coster + -dom.']

Costers (that is, eostermongers) collectively
or viewed as constituting a distinctive com-
munity. Atliensenum, Dec. 28, 1895, p. 897.
costiv, a. A simplified spelling of costive.

COStOcervicalis (kos"t6-ser-vi-ka'lis), n. [NL.,
< L. costa, rib, -I- cervix (cervic-), neck : see
cervical.'] A muscular slip which occasionally
passes between the cervical fascia or carotid
sheath and the sternothyroid muscle.

COStochondral (kos-to-kon'dral), a. [L. costa,
rib, + Gr. x^vSpo^, cartilage.]" Same as *chort-
drocostal.

COStofascialis (kos*t6- fash -i-a' lis), m. [L.
costa, rib, + fascia, a band: seefascia.] Same
as *costocervicaUs.

costo-inferior (kos'to-in-fe'ri-or), a. Eclating
to the lower ribs.

COStopleural (kos-to-plo'ral), a, Eelating to
both ribs and pleura.

COStopulmonary (kos-to-pnl'mo-na-ri), a.

Eelating to both the ribs and the lung's.

COStOSUperior (kos"to-su-pe'ri or), a. Eelat-
ing to the upper ribs.

COStotrachelian (kos"to-trar-ke'li-an), a. [L.
costa, rib, + Gr. rpaxv^og, neck', + -4-an.]

Eelating to both the ribs and the neck costo-
trachellan muscles. Same as scalene Tmiscles (which
see, under scalenus).

COStraight (ko-straf), a. [co-i + straight^.]
Situated on the same straight line.

In the Euclidean geometry every three points are
^either on a straight line or a circle. In non-Euclidean
geometry there are triplets ;of points which are neither
COStraight nor concyclic.

Anwr. Inventor, April 16, 1904, p. 180.

COStula (kos'tu-la), «.; pi. costulse (-le). [NL.,
dim. of L. costa, a rib : see costa.] A small
costa, as on a shell.

COStulation (kos-tu-la'shon), n. [oostula +
-ation.] The system of costte upon a shell.

Diplcmrmatina skeati. . . . Only a single specimen
of the shell, the most salient features of which are the
inflated whorls, deeply cut suture, and tine, regular costu-
lations. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 198.

costume-piece (kos-ttim'pes), n. In tkeat., a
play in which the actors are costumed in the
style appropriate to the period represented, if

earlier than the modern or present period.

costumery (kos-tu'me-ri), n. [costume + -ery.]

Costume in general; clothing ; apparel.

Typical- articles of costumery, weapons, utensils, etc.,

were collected and some information was gained concern-
ing the ethnic characteristics of the tribe.

Smithsonian Sep., 1896, p. 43.

costumier (kos-tii-mya'), ra. [F.] Aeostumer;
a dealer in costumes, or one who rents out
costumes for theatricals, mask-balls, or the
like.

cosymmedian (ko-si-me'di-an), a. [CO-''- +
symmedian.] Having the same symmedian
lines : said of triangles. J. J. Milne.

COta** (ko'ta), n. [Also cotta; Philippine Sp.
cota, cotta,"<. Sulu kota, a wall, a fort, = Tagalog
eota, a wall, = Pampanga cuta = Ilocan cota
= Bisaya cota= Malay kota, a fort, stronghold,
< Skt. kota, koita, a fort, stronghold, < ko-, a
prefix, who, what, implying strange, indiffer-

ent, somewhat (nom. sing, kas = L. quis = E.
who), + atta, a room on a housetop, a tower.]
In the southern islands of the Philippine archi-

pelago, a fort.

COtangential (k6-tan-jen'shal),a. [co-^ + tan-

gential.] Having the same "tangent.

COtarnic (ko-tar'nik), a. [cotarn4ne + -ic]

Derived from cotamine.— Cotamic acid, a crys-

cotter

talline acid obtained by the oxidation of cotamine or
cotamone. It melts at 178' C. with formation of the an-
hydrid.

cotamone (ko-tar'non), n. [cotam4ne + -one.]
A compound, CjiHioOi. obtained indirectly
from cotamine. It crystallizes in leaflets which
melt at 78° C.

coteau (ko-to'), n. [F., a hill, hillside, ridge,
dim. of c6te, hill, hillside: see coasP-, n.] In
phys. geog., an upland; a broad, flat-topped
ridge of moderate elevation. [Northwestern
TJ. S.]

cotenure (ko-ten'ur), n. [co-i + tenure.] Joint
tenure.

coterel (kot'e-rel), n. [Also coUerell, cotteril;

ME. coterel, i OF. coterel (ML. coterellus), dim.
of cofa'er, cotter : see coiieri.] Same as coteri

;

a cottager under the cottier system of land-
tenure. The name is found sometimes applied, by blun-
der, to the cotter's tenement.

coterminal (ko-ter'mi-nal), a. [co-^ + ter-

minal. ] Same as contemtinal and conterminous.

COthumian (ko-th6r'ni-an), a. [cothurn +
-ian.] Proper to or characteristic of tragedy.

Cotidal chart, a chart of the ocean showing cotidm lines,

Cotidal Chart of the North Atlantic Ocean.

or lines which connect the places at which.the'tidal waves
an'ive simultaneously.

cotillage (ko-til'aj), M. [co-^ + tillage.] Joint
or cooperative tillage.

COtinine (ko'ti-nin), n. [A metathesis of nico-

tine.] A crystalline alkaloid, C10H12ON2, ob-
tained indirectly from nicotine. It melts at
50° C.

cotogenin (ko-toj'e-nin), n. [coto(in) + -gen
-irfi.] The trimethyl ether of pentahydroxy-
benzophenone, (CH30)C6H2COC6H3(OH)2. It

is formed by fusion of methylprotocotoin with
caustic potash, and crystallizes in plates which
melt at 27° C.

cotta^ (kot'a), n. Same as ''•cota'^.

cottabist (£ot'a-bist), n. [cottdb-us + -ist."]

One who took part in the ancient Greek game
cottabus. J. S. Blackie, Wise Men of Greece,
p. 138.

cottage, n. 5, In Australia, adwellingwithout
up-stairs rooms ; a house in which all the rooms
are on the ground floor : as, a weather-board
cottage with twelve rooms Cottage bonnet,
a small, close-fitting bonnet, fashionable in ttie early Vic-
torian era.—Cottage loaf, a loaf of bread on the top Of
which a smaller loaf is stuck.—Cottage range. See

cotta-grass (kot'a-gras), n. A Mexican and
South American grass, Cottea pappophoroides,
found also in canons from western Texas to

Arizona.

cotter^, n. Cotters were used in place of the nut and
thread on a bolt before the cutting of threads was easy
and cheap, and are still useful where the thread would
be liable to injury. A wedge-shaped or tapered flat pin
(cottei) is driven into a slot cut near the end of the bolt

or stud, drawing up the bolt. A similar device is used to

secure nuts on bolts from being shaken ofi!. A hole is

drilled through the bolt, at right angles to its axis, be-

yond the nut, and through this hole a taper pin is driven.

The cotter in this case is often split at its smaller end,

and if the two parts are spread it cannot of itself work
out. In small work the cotter is made of half-round wire,

bent double on itself, with an eye at the bend, so that
when it is in place and the ends are spread, it cannot slip

out either way. The hole can therefore be straight or

cylindrical and not tapering, and the cotter has no wedg-
ing action in this form. Cotters are much used in motor-

car consta-uction.

cotter^ (kot'6r), V. t. [cotter^, n.] To fasten

by means of a cotter.



cotter-bolt

cotter-bolt (kot'fer-bolt), n. A bolt which, in-

stead of a screw and nut at one end, has a slot

cut through it near that end, for the insertion of
a cotter, to keep it in its place. Trautwirie,
Engin. Pocket-book.

cotterel, n. 5. A washer or flat disk of metal
to go under a bolt-head or nut and increase
the bearing area of the fastening. [Eng.]—6.
A disk of leather placed over the head of a
mop to keep the strands together and prevent
water from running up the handle.

COtterel-lug (kot'6r-el-lug), n. An ear or lug
through which a cotter is passed, to secure the
piece to which the lug is attached.

cotter-pin (kot'er-pin), n. A pin used instead
of a nut to keep a cotter in its place, as in fix-

ing the pedals of a bicycle to the cranks.

cotter-way (kot'6r-wa), ». Akeyway; an ob-

long slot cut through two pieces which are to

be joined by a cotter or key. The sides of the slot

are parallel, but one or both ends are usually tapSred so

that the tapered key will bear at both bottom and top.

Cottier rent, the rent paid by a cottier, or small tenant
at wilL See cottier tenure, under coMerl.— Cottier ten-
ancy, the tenancy of a cottier, or small tenaut at will.

Origmally the term designated the tenancy of an agri-

cultural laborerwho held a cottage and a parcel of land as

partial payment for services upon the fields of his land-

lord.

—

Cottier tenant, a tenant at will holding a few
acres of ground which he cultivates with his own labor.

COttolene (kot'o-len), n. {GoU{on){seed) + L.

ol{enm), oil, + -ewe.] A substance made from
beef suet and cotton-seed oil.

cotton^. I. n.—Artificial cotton, any vegetable fiber

(as the cellulose of the fir-tree freed from bark and knobs)
reduced by chemical means to a cellulose condition re-

sembling cotton.—Asiatic cotton, the same as India
kcottan; but the American upland plant has been Intro-

duced iutoE-ussian Turkestan, Persia, and India.

—

Bender
cotton, long-staple upland cotton grown in the bends of

the Mississippi river. See *cotto»-i>to7it.—Black-seed
cotton, the sea-island cotton, so named on account of its

black or dark-brown seeds. The lint is removed with
one ginning. Some upland varieties, doubtless contain-

ing sea-island stock, are included. Compare green-seed
•kcotttm.—Blow of cotton, the cotton ci'op as it appears
in the field after the opening of the bolls.— Cape cotton,
the silky fibers attached to the seeds of a shrub of the
milkweed fam^, Oomphooarpits fruticogiis, native to

Cape Colony.

—

Cluster cotton. See shGrt-lirrtb -kcott&n.

— Cotton army-worm. See •karmy-worm.— Cotton
boll-worm. See boU^warm.—Cottaa. crops, a trade-

term for three general pickings of the cotton crop. The
division is more or less ima^nary : the bottom crop is the
first pickings ; the Twiddle crop the second pickings, and
the most abundant; the top crop the last pickings; but
this is often cut off by an early frost or wholly destroyed.

—

Cotton cutworm. Same as granulated •kcutworm.—
Cottonflax. See -kflax.

—

Cottonmanufacture, a com-
pleted commercial article made from cotton known and
recognized in trade by a distinctive name other than the
name of the raw material.

—

Cotton-root baxk. See
•kbark^,— Cotton snout-moUl, an American tortricid

moth, Platyrwta rostrana, whose larva attacks ilrst the
forms and squares of the cotton-plant, and afterward the
foliage.

—

Cotton stalk-borer. See itBtatk-borer.—Dia-
mond cotton. See •kdiamwnd.—Egyptiancotton, a va-

riety of Gossypium Barbadense produced from the sea-

island cotton by cultivation in Egypt. It diilers little from
the latter except in its somewhat shorter staple. The prod-
uct is especially valuable in the manufacture of mercer-
ized goods. It is imported into the Unitetl States in large

amounts and is under experimental cultivation in the
Gulf States.— Green-seed cotton, the upland cotton,

whose green seeds retain a fuzz after ginning which neces-

sitates reginning. This name and that of black-seed cot-

ton, though referring to color, have chiefly in view the
corresponding adherence or detachableness of the lint.

The name green-seed seems formerly to have designated

a special vaiiety of upland cotton.—India cotton, the
flber of (jfossypium herbaceum, native in southern Asia

and grown in India and other Asiatic countries, or the

plant itself. G. herbaceitm has the stems less woody than

(t. hirmtum, the leaves rounder-lobed, the bolls more
nearly spherical, and the fibergenerally coarserand shorter

and from glossy white to golden brown.—Kaflr cot-

ton, the cottony flber surrounding the seeds of a climb-

ing plant, Ipomoea digitata, found in the warm regions of

both hemispheres. Also called Natal cotton— Kendal
cotton, a coarae, rough woolen cloth, manufactured from

the fourteenth to the seventeenth century in Lancashu-e,

Westmoreland, and Wales: named from Eendal in

Westmoreland, the original place of ite manufacture.

Also known as Manchester and Welsh cotton.—Lint cot-

ton cotton flber after the removal of the seeds.

—

hOUg
Georgia cotton, the sea-island variety of cotton grown

in Georgia. — Long-limb cotton, a class of upland-

cotton varieties with long limbs, large bolls, and long

staple: unproliflc, and maturing late.

—

Maco cotton,

Egyptian cotton : so named from a ceitain Swiss who was
a cotton-planter in Egypt At one time all Egyptian cot-

ton was known as Maeo cotton, but now the name is more
familiar among the cotton-spinners of middle Europe than

elsewhere. Sometimes spelled Mako.—Kankln cotton,

properly the cloth made from the naturally brownish-

yellow flber of a particular variety of cotton ; but the term

is very commonly applied to ordinary cotton cloth which

has been dyed a similar color.—Natal cotton, (fl) The

cottony tomentum from the young stems and the seeds of

a shrubby perennial climber of the morning-glory famfly,

Immuea alMvenia, native of Transvaal and NataL Also

called vrUd cotton. (6) Same as Kafir *coUcm.—Vew
Zealand cotton, the flber of the young brmches of

the ribbonwood, Plagianthus betvimus. See Plagmn-

Ihiui —Seed-cotton, cotton lint which still contains the

seed! that is, has been picked but is not yet ginned.—
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Sbort-Ilmb cotton, a class of upland-cotton varieties

with short limbs, medium to small bolls, and short staple

:

prolific, and maturing early. From the aggregation of the
bolls, also called cluster co««o«.—Wild COtton. (a) In

the southern Atlantic States, the rose-mallow, Hibiscus
Moscheutos, a plant resembling cotton, (b) Seeiecotton-

weed, 3. (c) Same as Natal -kcottan (o).

11. a.—Cotton plnsb, a fabric identical with cotton

velvet, except that it has a longer pile,

cotton-aphis (kofn-a^fis), n. A plant-louse,

Aphis gossypii, occurring commonly on the eot-

Cotton Bolls.

Cotton-aphis (Afihis g^ossypii}.

a, wingred female; aa. enlarged antenna of same; ab, dark
female, side view; b, youn^ nymph, or larva; c, last stage of
nymph ; rf, wingless female ; all greatly enlarged. (Chittenden,
U. S. D. A.)

ton-plant in the southern United States, espe-
cially in the early summer.
cotton-bale (kot'n-bal), «. A bale of cotton

;

a commercial package consisting of cotton
lint more or less tightly compressed, covered
with bagging, and bound with ties. The bale dif-

fers in size, form, and covering in diiferent countries.
The standard American bale is of a square section, the
faces 54 by 27 inches, and is intended to contain 500
pomids, but there is actually great variation in dimen-
sions and density. Smaller |and denser cylindrical bales,
less subject to waste and loss by fire or rain, have come
somewhat into use, and improvements of similar purpose
have been attempted in the square bale.

cotton-ball (kot'n-bai), ». A ball or small
compact mass of cotton Cotton-ball' clouds,
small cumulL When very small and white they are
cirro-cumuli ; when lai*ger, with a darker shade on one
side, they may be alto-cumuli or even cumulo-cirri.

cotton-belt (kot'n-belt), n. That section of
the United States in which cotton ,is grown to
best advantage. It covers 24° of longitude and 10* of
latitude, including southern Virginia, Tennessee, Arkan-
sas, Texas (except the western part), and all the States
south and east of this line, the whole amounting to
600,000 square miles. Of this, however, only a small frac-

tion is actually planted in cotton—up to 1896 about one
twentieth. Cotton has been grown at many points out-
side of this area.

Cotton-boll cutworm, weevil. See *cutworm,
*weevil.

cotton-brown (kot'n-broun), n. One of several
direct cotton coal-tar colors of varying com-
position, all of which dye unmordanted cotton
brown in a salt bath.— Clayton cotton-brown, a
direct cotton coal-tar color. It dyes mimordanted cotton
brown In a salt bath.

cotton-bush (kot'n-bush), »(. See Kochia.
cotton-caterpillar (kot'n-kat'''&r-pil-ar), n.

The larva of an American noetuid moth, Ala-
bama argillacea (formerly Aletia xylina), which
abounds in the cotton-fields of the southern
United States and feeds on the fdUage of the
cotton-plant to an injurious extent. Same as
cotton-worm (which see, with cut).

cottoneert (kot-n-er'), n. [cotton + -eer.] A
cotton-spinner or -manufacturer.
cotton-fern (kot'n-ffera), n. See ^fern^.

cotton-gin, n— single-breasted cotton-^gln, a cotton
saw-gin with one grid or gi'ate, through which the saws
project

cotton-grass, n. 2. A panic-grass, Panicum
insulare, bearing cottony or sUky hairs on its

spikelets. it is a tropical species appearing in the
southern United States, and, where abundant, is excel-
lent for pastm-e. The name is also applied locally to the
feather-sedge, Andropogon saccharoides. The ArizoTia
cotton-grass is Panicum lachnanthum, called also wiry
panic and sUky panic-grass.

Cotton-leaf worm. Same as *cotton^cater-

pillar.

cotton-loom (kot'n-16m), n. Aloom made spe-
cially for weaving plain cotton fabrics.

cotton-manufacturer (kot'n-man-u-fak*tur-
6r), n. One who operates a cotton-weaving
establishment ; in a broad sense, a person who
carries on all the processes of cotton-manufac-
ture from the ginned raw material to the com-
pleted product.

cotton-mouse (kot'n-mous), n. A rather large,

coarse-haired, long-tailed field-mouse, Sigmo-
don hispid/us, found in the cotton-fields of the
southern United States. Also cofton-rat.

cotton-oil (kot'n-oil), n. Same as cotton-seed

oil (which see, under cottonseed).

cotton-seed

cotton-plant, n. AU parts of the cotton-plant are

valuable, even the stubble, which forms a good coaise
forage. The bark of the stems
cousins a fiber which it has been
proposed to extract and put to sev-
eral uses for which it is adapted,
and the root-bark is medicinal.
The main values lie in the staple

or lintborne upon the seeds within
tlie 3 to 5 cells of the pod or boll,

which opens at maturity into as

many divisions or locks, and in

the seed itself (see •kcotton-seed).

The cottons grown in the United
States are believed to belong ex-

clusively to the two species tfojj-

sypium^hirsutum(the shovtrstA^le
or upland cotton, a native of trop-

ical America often identified with
O. herbaceum) and tf. Barbadense
(the long-staple or sea-island cot-

ton, including the Egyptian cot-
ton, which see). The long-staple

upland cottons appear to be de-

rived by selection from hybrids of

these two species. The sea-island

cotton-plant dilfera from the up-

land in its laiger growth (it is

a. immature boll ; d, mature fx-om 3 to 8 feet nigh against S or
and opened boll. One half ^ jggH longer and more flexible
natural size.

branches, more deeply lobed
leaves, brigh't-yellow floweis, and sharp-pointed smaller

bolls having but 3 cells instead of 4 or 6. In the upland
cotton the staple ranges from J to li inches in length ; in

the sea-island, from 1| to 2 inches ; in the long-staple up-

land, between the two. The short-staple or upland is^the

ordinary cotton of the southern United States. Long-
staple upland is grown sparingly in all the cotton States,

in larger quantity in the delta region of the Mississippi,

that is, on the broad alluvial flats along the river, chiefly

between Memphis and Hatehez (see bender *cotton). Sea-

island cotton is grown only in Georgia, Florida, and South
Carolina, and the product forms less than one per cent of

the whole. The greater cost of its production precludes
its use except for the highest grades of fabrics.

cotton-red (kofn-red'), n. A direct cotton
coal-tar color of the diazo type derived from
toluidineand similar to benzo-pvirpurin 4B.
It dyes unmordanted cotton a bright red from
an alkaline salt bath.

cotton-rib (kot'n-rib), n. A kind of corduroy.

cotton-rock (kot'n-rok), n. A local name in

the State of Missouri for a soft, fine-grained

silicious magnesian limestone of the Lower
Silurian series of Swallow.

No. 3. 15 feet of soft, earthy, flne-grained, yellowish-

white or drab silico-magnesian limestone, with a con-

choidal earthy fracture, in beds fi-om half an inch to one
foot thick, interstratifled with thin layera of bluish, silico-

ai'gillaceous Magnesian Limestone. It is called " Cotton-

rock." G. C. Swallow, Geol. Snrv. of Mo., 1855, p. 121.

cotton-seed, n. Cotton-seeds as picked are densely
covered with the lint which is removed by ginning (see

Cotton-seeds, with lint still adhering.

cotton-gin). The seed after ginning is either quite smooth,
or, aa is practically aU commercial seed, still covered with
down (see black-seed -kcotton, green-seed iecotton, and
linter'i'). The seed proper of cotton is composed of
the hull (the outer shell) consisting of the seed-coats and
the meat, or kernel, consisting of a coiled embryo wittiout
albumen, sprinkled with resinous glands, and containing
in its cells, with other substances, oil to the extent of 20
per cent or more of the seed. The weight of the seed is

slightly over twice that of the adherent lint ; the hull and
the meat form about equal parte. Cotton-seed was not
utilized, except for planting, until the latter part of the
eighteenth century, when its value for oil and cake began
to be recognized in England. Ithad nocommercial value
in the United States prior to 1834, and, though it had
come into extensive use for fertilization and into limited
use for feeding purposes, large amounts were still thrown
away in the richer cotton Slates down to the time of the
civil war. With the introduction of the oil-mill, chiefly
after 1867, the cotton-seed industry vastly expanded, untu
in 1900 the total value of manufactured cotton-seed prod-



cotton-seed
nets rxueeded $42,000,000, a sum much increaBed in later

^f^Z Cotton-seed bran, (o) The dark, solid portion
ot the hull of the cotton-seed from which the short fiber
has been removed. (6) A mixture of ground hulls and
waste kernels, chiefly of immature or frosted seed. It is
used as food for cattle.—Cotton-aeed cake. See cotton-
cake. In France three kinds have been recognized : the
linty, containing much waste fiber and used only for
manure

; the crude, containing large quantities of frag-
ments of hulls and used as food for cattle : and the re-
fined, from which these fragments have been removed. In
the United States twokinds were formerly known,the un-
decorticatedandthe decorticated, that is, cake from seed
with or without the hulls; but the former has now disap-
peared. Cotton-seed cake comes from the press as hard
as wood and is exported in blocks,but for American use it is
mostlyconverted into meal.

—

Cotton-seed feed, aground
mixture of cotton-seed hulls and cotton-seed meal used
as food for stock.—Cotton-seed meal, dry cotton-seed
cakebroken up in a cracker or breakerand ground in a mill.
It is very rich in protein, and is also one of the cheapest
sources of niti'ogen forfertilizing.—Cotton-aeed Oil. In
the manufacture of cotton-seed oil as conducted^in the
United States, the ginned seed is reginhed in a linter

;

the dellnted seed is decorticated or hulled ; the meats
are crushed by a roller-machine or crusher ; the resulting
flakes are made into cakes by a former; and the cakes are
wrapped in camel's-hair cloth and subjected to hydraulic
pressure. After settling and clearing, the crude oil is re-
fined by heating and agitation with caustic soda. After
the oil is drawn off, freed of the excess of alkali, dried,
and filtered, it is known as suTtmier yellow oil—either
priTne, choice, or off. (The same gradations are also ap-
plied to the crude oil.) High grades of summer yellow
oil are used in the manufacture of artificial butter, and
when so used are called butter oils. Suimner white oil is
obtained from summer yellow by bleaching with fullers'
earth and filtering, and is used chiefly in the manufacture
of lard compound (see -klard). Winter yellow and winter
white oils are obtained by the separation from the fore-
going, respectively, of the solid glycerides, the latter form-
ing commercial cotUmroil stearin, which is also used in
the manufacture of lard compound. The winter 'oils re-
main limpid at 32° f. ; the summer oils begin to crystallize
at from 36° to 60° F. The winter oils are mai'keted di-
rectly as salad and cooking oils ; they also enter, in vary-
ing measure, into butter substitutes. Miner's oil is a
winter oil used in the place of lard-oil for lighting mines.
Except in the manufacture of soap, cotton-seed oil is

little used in the arts, being too slow-drying for paints
and too gummy for lubricating. It is chiefly consumed
as food, most largely in lard compound, next in substitutes
for butter, and lastly as a food-oil, like olive-oil (and
often deceptively sold under that name). In 1867 there
were but 4 cotton-seed oil mills in the United States; in 1902
there were 018; in 1903 the American production of cotton-
seed oil exceeded 131,000,000 gallons.— Cotton-seed OU
aoap stock, the precipitate resulting from the combina-
tion of caustic soda with the free acid of crude cotton-seed
oil in the refining process. This is a true soap, but needs
to be cleansed from various admixtures.— Gotton-seed
Steajln, a residue obtained upon subjecting cotton-seed
oil to pressure at a lowtemperature : used as an adulterant
and in imitations of lard and butter.

cotton-spinner (kot'n-spiii"*r), n. l. One
who spins cotton; a manufacturer of cotton
thread.—2. An echinoderm, Holothuria for-
skali: so named from the adhesive white
threads (Cuvierian organs) which are shot out
when the animal is irritated.

cotton-teal (kot'n-tel), n. A small East In-

dian duck, Nettapus coromandelicus.

cotton-thief (kot'n-thef), n. A name given in

Ceylon and southern India to the paradise fly-

catcher, I'erpsiphone, the adult male of which
is white and black.

cotton-top (kot'n-top), n. The Arizona cotton-

grass. See *coiton-grass, 2.

cotton-waste, t:.—Hard cotton-waste, cotton
thread or yarn waste.— Soft COtton-waste, any un-
twisted or partially twisted cotton-waste, as slabbing,

roving, etc.

cotton-wax (kot'n-waks), n. A wax-like body
occurring as a thin coating on the surface of

cotton fiber. It is insoluble in and lighter than
water, and has a comparatively high melting-

point.

cotton-weave (kot'n-wev), n. The simplest

of the fundamental weaves: a plain weave
consisting of 2 warp- and 2 weft-threads cross-

ing each other at right angles.

cottonweed, n. 2. Same as sea-cudweed.— 3.

The common milkweed, Asclepias Syriaea : the

name, like that of silkweed, refers to the copi-

ous white fiber attached to its seeds. Also
called loild cotton.

Cottonwood, n. S. In Australia, a tree of the

aster family, JBedfordia salicina : so called

from the cottony under-surface.of the leaves,

or its hard, brownish, mottled wood. Called

dogwood and honeywood in Tasmania

—

Balm or

balsam COttonWOOd. Same as Mack ^Cottonwood : a

name in frequent use on the Eaoiflo coast : but to be care-

fully distmguished from the balsam or balm of Gilead.-

Black Cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa, a large tree of

the Pacific coast, ranguig from California to Alaska, some-

times attaining a height of 200 feet, having light wood
much used for staves and various other ai'ticles.- Com-
mon oottonwOOd, Populits deltoides, a large tree of

eastern North America, ranging from Canada to Florida

and westward across the great plains, sometimes attain-

ing a height of 100 feet. It often constitutes the only tim-

ber in the valleys of western rivers. The leaves are large,

normally deltoid in outline, with coarse rounded teeth

S.-20
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and sinuses. The wood is inferior, as lumber ; it warps in
di-ying and is slow in seasoning. The tree is ornamental,
of rapid growth, and is extensively planted for shade and
to retain moisture on the ia-eeless plains of the western
United States. Also called necklace-poplar (which see,
under poplar).— Vremont COttonwood, Populus Fre-
montii, a tree of the southwestern United States and

Fremont Cottonwood (Pofiulus Fremontii).
a, male aments ; *, a female ament ; c, branch with leaf and two

fruiting aments. (From Sargent's "Manual of the Trees of
North America." )

Lower California, often planted for shade and also for
fuel, in the latter case usually being pollarded to accele-
rate growth.—Lance-leafCottonwood, Pomdus acumi-
nata, a small tree of the foot-hills of the Kocky Moun-
tains, ranging from Assiniboia to Colorado, with broadly
lanceolate, taper-pointed leaves. It is sometimes planted
as a shade-tree in the towns of that region.^Narrow-
leaf or narrow-leaved cottonwood, Populus angusti-
folia, a middle-sized tree with narrow lanceolate leaves
resembling those of a willow, found throughout the
Kocky Mountain region from Assiniboia to Arizona, and
exhibiting considerable -variation. It is the common cot-
tonwood west of the great plains.—WUte COttonwood.
Same as Fremont ircottonwood.— Willow or willow-
leaved Cottonwood, Same as rmrrow-leaj -kcottontiwood.— Yellow COttonwood, the common cottonwood.
Cotton-worm egg-parasite, a minute hymenopterous
insect of the family Chalddiase, TrichogroTmna pretiosa.

Cotton-worm Egg.parasite C Trichogramma pretiosa).

a, adult female, greatly enlarged ; b, ovipositor ; c, female antenna

;

d, male antenna, still more enlarged. (Riley, U. S. D. A.)

which lays its eggs in the eggs of the cotton-caterpillar
moth.

Cottony scale, cottony cushion-scale. See
*.9ca/ei.

cotton-yellow (kofn-yel'd), M. A name of
several direct cotton coal-tar colors which dye
unmordanted cotton yellow in a salt bath.

cotwal (kot'w&l), %. [Also Icotwal, cutwall,

cutwaul, etc. , < Hind. Pers. kotwdl, prob. < Turki
hotdwal, kotdwdl, hotdul, a commandant of a
fort or garrison.] An ofBcer or superintendent
of police ; a native town magistrate. [Anglo-
In(iian.]

cotylar (kot'i-lar), a. [KL. *cotylaris, < cotyle,

< Gr. KDTvM), a cup.] Cup-shaped, as the cavity
in the mandible of some saurians.

Cotylea (kot-i-le'a), n. pi. [NL.,< Gr. Koriih^,

a cup, socket.] A group of Platyhelmmthes, of
the order Folyelada, The central or subcentral ven-
tral sucker is always placed behind the genital pores ; the
mouth is in the middle of the body or in front of it ; the gen-
ital openings are usually in the anterior half of the body,
with tentacles, if presentj developed from the margiii. It

is opposed to the -kAcotylea (which see), and includes the
families Anmiymid^, Pseudbceridse, Euryleptidx, Pros-
thiostmnidse, Enantiidse, and Diplopharyngeatidas.

cotyliform, a. 3. In hot., dish-shaped, with
the border erect, as the leaves of Victoria

Amazonica.
COtylophore (ko-til'oTfor), n. [Gr. KoTvhi, cup,

-I- -ipopoc, < (jiipetv, bear.] In Pohjstomidm, the
caudal sucker-bearing disk.

COtylopubic (kofi-lo-pii'bik), a. [Gr. kotv7i.ti,

socket (acetabulum), + L. pubis : see pubic.']

Relating to both the acetabulum and the os
pubis.
COtylosacral (k6t"i-lo-sa'kral), a. [Gr. kotvIti,

socket (acetabulum), -I- L. sacrum, sacrum.]
Relating to both the acetabulum and the sa-

crum.
COtylosaur (ko-til'o-s&r), n. Any member of

the order Cotylosaiiria.

coumalic

Cotylosauria (kot*i-lo-sa'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. KOTvXij, cup, + aaiipog, lizard.] An order of
Permian anomodont reptiles, closely related to
the StegocephaUa. They have the head protected by
a bony roof, the teeth on the margin of the jaws an-anged
in a more or less imiform series, and the vertebrae pierced
for the permanent notochord. The order is synonymous
with Pariasauria, and includes such genera as Paria-
saurus, Otocoelus, and Diadectes.

COtylosaurian (kot'''i-lo-sa'ri-an), a. and n. I.
a. Of or pertaining to the order Cotylosauria.

II. n. A member of the reptilian order Col^-
losauria.

cotype (ko'tip), n. [co-i -I- type.] In zool., one
of two or more specimens which together fur-
nish the characters on which a new species is

based. Such material may comprise the skin and sknll
of a mammal, or, as often happens in the case of fossils,

portions of several individuals.

A number of valuable types and cotypes of fishes have
also been transmitted by the commission,

Smithsonian Mep., 1898, p. 33.

couac (kwSlk), n. [P., an imitative word, = E.
quack'-.'] The harsh and startling sound pro-
duced when a clarinet is unskilfully blown
or its reed is out of order.

coubie (ko'bi), n. [P. coubie, appar. < Ar.
*qubi, < quba, a dry scab.] A cyprinoid fish,

Zdbeo coubie, found in the Nile.

couch^, V. i. 7. To lie in a heap or pile to de-
cay and pass into compost, as leaves and litter.

couch-grass, n—False concll - grass, a western
North American couch-grass, Agropyron pseudorepent,
ranging from Nebraska to BritishColumbia and south to
Texas and Arizona.

COUChu (ko'chS), n, [Native name ?] A com-
mon name of Chsetostomus fischeri, a fish of
the family Loricariidee found in the river
Chdgres near Panama.

C0ud6e (ko-da'), n. [P., < coude, < L. cubitus,

elbow : see cubit.] A cubit ; the length from
the elbow to the end of the hand.

cougar, n. Several species and subspecies of cougai-
have been recognized by naturalists, the Florida animal
being known as Felis coryi and that from the northwest
coast region as F- oregonensis. The southern form re-
tains the name F. concolor: the type locality for this
species is Brazil,

cough, n—Churchyard congh, a cough that indicates
an early death, Mrs. Gaskell.

cough-drop (k6f'drop), n. See drop, 2.

COU^h-root (kdt'rot), n. The nodding wake-
robin, TrilUum cernuum, of eastern North
America.
cough-weed (kSf'wed), n. The golden rag-
wort, Seneeio aureus. See ragwort.

couia (k8-e'a), n. [Prob. a native name.] A
fish, Chasmistes eujus, one of the suckers,
found in Pyramid Lake, Nevada.
coulage (ko-lazh'), n. [P., < couler, flow, run,
leak : see coulisse, euUis^,] In ceram., same as
casUngj 2.

couleur, n. 3. In rou^e-etr-noir, the square
(marked ' couleur ') in which the banker pays
all bets when the first card dealt for red or
black is the same color as the winning color.
Amer. Hoyle, p. 252.—Conlenrsdedeml-grandfeu
[F., ^colors of a medium fire'], in ceram., colors which are
fixed at the lower temperature of the least exposed parts

.
of the porcelain-kiln : applied particularly to colors of
Oriental and French hai'd-paste porcelain,—Conleurs
de grand feu [F., 'colors of an intense fire'], in ceram.,
colors which will bear the intense heat of a sharp fire
without volatilizing, as certain of the blues, and browns
used in underglaze decoration : applied particularly to
colors of Oriental and French hard-paste porcelains.
See *graml /e«.—Couleurs de moufle [F., 'colors of
muffle '], in ceram., enamel colors which are put on over
the glaze and fired in the muffle or decorating-kiln, but
which will not bear the heat of the porcelain-kiln. See
mufflei, 6.— Couleura de petit feu [F., 'colors of a low
fire], in ceram,., the coloi-s of the mufile-kiln. See *co«-
leurs de moufle.

coulis (k8-le'), n. [P.: see cullis^.] A rich
brown gravy.

couloir, n. 2. A dredging-machine which em-
ploys iron elevator-buckets on an endless
chain and excavates by making a gully where
the buckets pass.

Coulomb's law. See *law.
coulometer (ko-lom'e-tfer), n. Same as cou-
lomb-meter.

couma (kS'ma), n. [P. (whence NL.) couma,
representing a native name,] In Guiana and
northern Brazil, a tree of the dogbane family,
Couma utilis, or its fruit. By wounding the bark
of the tiee an abundant flow of sweet white milk is ob-
tained, which is used as food and medicine by the
Indians. The fruits are edible, and have a very sweet
taste. Also called Rio Negro cow-tree.

coumalic (ko-ma'lik), a. [Appar. < eou{marin)
+ malic] Noting an acid, the anhydrid of

formylglutaeonic acid, prepared by heating
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malic acid with ooneentrated sulphuric acid.
It crystallizes in prisms which melt, with de-
composition, at 205-210° C.

coumalin (kS'ma-lin), ». Icoumal-ic + -m2.]

Ananhydrid, CH^^^J(^>0, formed from

coumalie acid by the loss of carbon dioxid.
COUinaTone(ko'ma-ron), n. [eoumar-in + -one.']

A compound, C6H4<Q/CH, formedby heat-

ing eoumariUc acid with lime or eoumarin
dibromide with alcoholic potash. It is an oil

which boils at 172° C.

CouinarOTina (ko-ma-ro'na), n. [NL. (Aublet,
1775), < eoumarou (kumarii), the Carib name of
the tonka-bean.] A genus of dicotyledonous
trees of the family Fdbacex. See Dipteryx
and tonka-'bean.

council, n—^Borougll council, the body of councilors
elected by the voters of a borough to administer its affairs.

In each of the 28 metropolitan boroughs of London, consist*

Ing of a mayor, aldermen, and councilors, the number of
aldermen is one sixth that of the councilors. — County
council, in England and Wales, a popularly elected body
charged, since the passing of the Local Government Act
of 18^ with the administration of the alTau's of one of the
new administi'ative counties established by the same act.

Its members are elected for three years, choose their own
chairman (annually) and a certain number of aldermen
who serve for six years, one half retiring every three years.—Qeneral^COUnclL (a) See amnca, l. (6) A Lutheran
body organized in the United States in 1866 by the Penn-
sylvania synod and others which were not in sympathy
with the attitude of the general synod toward the Augsburg
Confession. The council proclaimed strict adherence to
the Lutheran faith.— FarlBll council, in England, a
representative body, elected in the parish, which supple-
ments the local government work of the county council.
Parish councils were established in 1894.

council-fire (kouu'sil-fir), n. Among several
tribes of eastern North America, the fire around
which the members of the tribe assemble when
holding a council,

counti, n., 6. (a) A term used in the textile

indusliy to indicate the size or fineness of yarn,
designated by naming the number of hanks in
a pound, in the plural form : as, 20's. Also
called number or grist. (6) jyl. Fineness of
the pitch of the wire teeth in card-clothing,
computed on the number of teeth found in a
width of 4 inches. — 7. pi. Things sold by
count, as by the dozen, the hundred, etc., and
not by weight or measure ; specifically, oysters,
terrapin, etc—Common counts, in law, general alle-

gations in a complaint or declaration which are not
founded upon the precise circumstances of the case, but
are intended to enable the plaiutill to take advantage of
any ground of liability that may be disclosed upon the
trial of the action.—Differential count, the enumeration
of the different kinds of leucocytes of the blood according
to percentages.

count-bishop (kounf bish" up), n. One who is

at the same time a bishop and a count.
count-cardinal (kount'kar"di-nal), n. One who
is at the same time a cardinal and a count.
countenance, n—to change countenance, to show
involuntarily by a change of facial expression a sudden
change of feeling or emotion, as on hearing unwelcome
news or the like.

COUnterl, n., 2. in its more elaborate form a counter
consists of a series of disks placed parallel to one another
on a shaft and having figures from to 9 on their edges.
The disks exhibit the figures through a line of holes on a
covering-plate. The first one in series is moved through
the angle between two of its figures by a rod from a ma-
chine whose strokes are to be counted. Each stroke
moves the unit figure up one number. The tenth mo-
tion causes a dog or pin on the units disk to engage a
pin or projection on the second or tens disk, and this sec-

ond disk similarly moves the third or hundreds disk when
the ninety-ninth stroke of the first disk is completed ; and
so on as far as is desired.

6. The representative of the engineer-in-

chief of a canal or similar public work, having
special charge of the recording of quantities

of excavation, embankment, or masonry.
counter^, ». 8. The depressed part of the

face of a coin, medal, or printing-type that

gives relief and contrast to the raised part of

the design—Connter-dividlns machine, in shoe-

manuf., a machine for cutting stock for boot-counters.

counter-agency (koun"t6r-a'jen-si), n. An op-

posing agency. De Qumcey.
counter-alliance (koun't6r-a-li'ans), n. An
alliance entered into to oppose, offset, or coun-

terbalance another alliance.

counter-antidote (koun^'t^r - an 'ti - dot), n. A
substance that inhibits the action of an anti-

dote ; an antiantitoxin.

counter-arch, n. 2. An inverted arch con-

necting the imposts of another arch to give

them equal bearing.

counter-attack (kounHfer-a-tak'), n. Defense

by aggressive measures ; the attempt to ward

off an opponent's attack byengaging him at an-

other point: used especially in chess.
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counterbalance, ». 2. In elevators, a weight
suspended on a rope which is attached to the
car and passes over a pulley at the top of the
elevator-shaft. The weight is usually heavier
than the car, so as to allow for the average
load.

counter-bass (koun'tfer-bas), n. See bass coun-
ter, under bass^.

counterbore (koun'tfer-bor), v. t.
; pret. andpp.

counterbored, ppr. counterboring. To bore out
(a hole) to a larger diameter for a given depth.

counterbore (koun'tfer-bor), n. 1. A tool-

holder or tool-bar for a drilling-machine, it is

passed through a hole in the work ana brings the cutting
tool against the farther or opposite (counter) end of the
work.

2. A tool for boring out a portion of a hole to
a larger diameter, such a tool is usually made with
a tip on the end to fit the diilled hole, so that the en-
larged section will be concentric with and parallel to the
drmed hole.

j
3. An enlarged section of a drilled hole, made
for the purpose of receiving the cylindrical
head of a screw or some similar object.
counterbracing (koun'tfer-bra'sing), V. Diag-
onal bracing placed in a truss or latticed
girder to transmit stress, either tensile or com-
pressive, from one point to another: a eoun-
terbrace to prevent deformation of the panel
when the stress is reversed in the principal
members.
counter-ceiling (koun't6r-se"ling_), n. In eonr
struction, a false or second ceiling made by
filling in between the floor-boards and the
lath-and-plastered ceiling with mineral wool
or other sound-deadening material, or with con-
crete, hollow brick, or other fireproofing.

countercharge, «. *. 2. In decoration, to ar-

range (a design) so that elements may be
repeated by simple reversion; to reverse (a

design).

By countercharging two or more designs were obtained
by the same drawing.

Hungerford, Furniture in South Kensington Museum,
[p. cxxxii.

countercheck, n. 2. In pianoforte-making, a
projection from the hammer-butt that engages
with the check. See cut under pian^orte.
Also called bumper.

,

counter-chute (koun'ter-shot), n. A chute
down which coal is dumped from an upper to

a lower level or gangway. Coal and Metal
Miners' Pocketbook.

counter-claim (koun'tfer-klam), V. i. In law,

to set up an affirmative defense ; make a coim-
ter-elaim (which see).

counter-claimant (koun'ter-kla^mant), n. One
who sets up a counter-claim or begins a cross-

action.

C0Unter-C0up6 (koun"ter-ko-pa'). »• Infencing,
a thrust made by means of a counter which,
instead of clinging to the opposing blade,

develops into a eoup6 over the point. See
*coupi, 4.

counter-cry (koun't6r-kri), n. An opposing
cry.

Thy face is far from this our war,
Our call and corinter-cry.

R, Kipling, The True Romance.

counter-demand (koun'tfer-de-mand'), n. A
demand made by way of reply to another.

counter-demonstration (koun " t6r -dem -on -

stra'shqn), n. A demonstration intended to

be an answer to some other supposedly hostUe
movement or action,

counter-diapason (koun''''t6r-di-a-p6'zon), n. In
organ-building, a double diapason, or 16-foot

diapason.
counter-disengage (koun'<'t6r-dis-en-gaj'), v. {.

In fencing, to disengage and make ready to
thrust over the hand as the adversary changes
the engagement.
counter-disengage (koun't^r-dis-en-gaj'), n.

lafendnq, same as *counter-disengagement.

counter-disengagement (koun"tgr-dis-en-gaj'-

ment), re. In fencing, a disengagement which
follows or anticipates a disengagement of one's

opponent; also, a riposte made by means of a
disengagement which follows that of the op-
ponent and avoids his foil. W. E. D.
counter-enamel (koun*t6r-e-nam'el), v. t. To
enamel both front and back. See the noun.
counter-exposition (koun*t6r-ek8-po-zish'on),
n. In fugue-writing, a treatment in which the
answer precedes the subject.

counter-extend (koun"t6r-eks-tend'),». *. To
apply counter-extension to. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, III. 525.

counterpuncture

counter-fire (koun'tfer-fir), n. Same as *back-

fire.

counter-fugue (koun'tfer-fug*), n. A fugue in

which the imitation of the subject is in con-
trary motion or by inversion. See fugue and
imitation, 3.

counter-gambit (koun -tfer- gam 'bit), n. In
chess, a gambit played by the second player.

See gambit.—Lewis's counter-gambit, an obsolete
variation of the King's Bishop's opening.—Lopez-Gla-
nutlo counter-gambit, blacks 3 . . . P—KB 4 in the
King's Bishop's gambit

counter-glow (koun 'tfer-glo''), M. 1. The light

from the eastern sky after the sun has set : an
apparent reflection of the sunset twilight glow,
but really the independent illumination of tlie

eastern atmospheric dust and haze by sun-
beams that pass far above the observer through
the upper atmosphere when the sun is be-
low the horizon. The lower limit of the
counter-glow is the twilight-arch.— 2. A
Eatch of extremely faint luminosity iu the

eavens always opposite to the sun. It is sup-
posed to be connected with the zodiacal light.

counter-imitate (koun't6r-im*i-tat), v. t.
;
pret.

and pp. counter-imitated, ppr. counter-imitating.

To do or say the opposite of what one sees
done or hears said.

In counter-imitating one another, that is to say, in doing
or saying the exact opposite of what they observe being
done or said, they are becoming more and more assimi-
lated, just as much assimilated as if they did or said pre-

cisely what was being done or said around them.
Tarae (trans.), Laws of Imitation, p. xvii.

counter-imitation (koun't6r-im-i-ta*shon), re.

The opposite of imitation ; the act of doing or
saying the opposite of what one sees done or
hears said.

Let us say, then, from this wider point of view, that a
society is a group of people who display many resem-
blances produced either by imitation or by counter-imita-
tion. Tarde (trans.). Laws of Imitation, p. xviL

counter-lath (koun 't6r-lath), re. 1. Alath,used
as a kind of furring, as where the lathing and
plastering must be carried over broad surfaces
of timber or other material and must be kept
away from it by the thickness of the counter-
lath to allow the damp plaster to make a key
between the laths.—2. A lath used as a gage
to fix the amount of separation between boards,
laths, palings, or the like which are to be
nailed fast with openings between them.

counter-lath (koun't6r-lath), v. t. In plaster-

ing, to furnish (a ceiling or wall) with counter-
laths. See *counter-lath, n.

counter-lathing (koun'ter-lath'ing), n. In
plastering, lathing applied to counter-laths.
See *counter-lath, n. W. Millar, Plastering,

p. 86.

counter-lever (koun'ter-lev'''6r), n. That part
of a bar or system, serving as a lever, which
lies between the fulcrum and the weight.
counter-loper (koun'ter-16"p6r), re. A counter-
jumper (which see).

counterman (koun't6r-man), re. A salesman
in a shop or store; themanbehindthe counter,
as distinguished from the floor-walker, etc.

countermine, re. 1. (6) A mine or torpedo
placed and exploded in a harbor entrance
by an attacking navy to destroy the mines
'or torpedoes which guard the entrance.
counter-mold (koun'tfer-mold), n. A profile

or the like cut in and fitted close to a molding
or group of moldings so that it may be copied
accurately.

counter-penalty (koun't6r-pen*al-ti), n. A
penalty proposed as a substitute'for another

:

as, in Gr. antiq. (translating Gr. avTiri/i^ig),

the penalty which a person con'victed of crime
was permitted to suggest for himself as an al-

ternative to that proposed by the accuser.
COUnterpoint^,re—unequalconnterpolnt, in mustc,
any form of counterpoint that is not note agamst note.
See counterpoint^.

COOnterpointist (koun't6r-poin-tist), n. Same
as contrapunUst.

COUn'terpoise, ».—ConnterpolBeglobe, aglassglobe
equal in size to one containing a gas whose weight is to
be accurately determined. It is placed on the other side
of the balance and eliminates errors due to the change in
the buoyancy of the air : first used by Regnanlt in 1845.
Jf. W. Travers, Exper. Study of Gases,' p. 125.

counter-pump (koun't^r-pump), re. A pump
under a counter or bar, for drawing liquids
from barrels or other vessels too bulky to be
kept close at hand.
coun'terpuncture (koun't6r-pungk-tur), n. In
sttrjr., asecondpuncture made at another point,
usually at some dependent part.



Counter-Beformation

Counter-Beformation (koun ' tfer - ref - or-ma'
sfaon), n. The movement of reform "within
the Roman Catholic Church which followed,
and partly counteracted the effects of, the
Protestant Beformation in the sixteenth cen-
tury. See reformation, 3.

counter-roll (koun't6r-r61), V. i. To roll in the
opposite direction : as, to roll and counter-roll.

And spiritual thunders, bom of sonl
Not cload, did leap from mystic pole
And o'er him roll and counterfoil.

Mre. Browning, Vision of Poets, st. 65.

counter-screw (koun't6r-skr8), n. Either of
two screws (both right-handed and turning
together in the same direction or one right-
handed and the other left-handed and turning
opposite ways) by which an object which they
adjust or restrain may be moved in one direc-
tion or the other by the motion of one.
counter-shaft, ».—Differential counter-Bliaft, a
supplementary shaft in a motor-vehicle, parallel to the
driving-axle and connected by drive-chains to the latter
or the driving-wheels. It is divided by the compensating-
gears, and therefore removes the latter from the rear axle
which has to carry the load. This gives to it its differen-
tial character when the car is rounding curves. Sei.
Amer., Feb. 7, 1903, p. 91.

counter-shafting (koun't6r-sh&f^ting), n. One
or more counter-shafts; the system ofseoondaiy
transmission to tools from the main driving-
shaft of a factory or works.
counter-skiver (koun't6r-ski*v6r), n. A spe-
cial machine for skiving counters and taps, and
making rounds and welts. See sldmng-machine.

counter-stain (koun't6r-stan), n. In histol., a
dye employed to stain of another color the ele-

ments not colored by the dye first used. The
effect is to make the different elements more
conspicuous by contrast.

counter-stain (koun't6r-stan), v. t. To treat

with a eonnter-stain.

Rehm (25) cownt&rgtaining with a solution of carmine 1

part, liq. ammon. caustic 1 part, in water 100 parts for five

minutes, then decolorizing five minutes in alcohol 100
parts, potassium nitrate 1 part, stained the centre of the
nucleolus red, while leaving a peripheral rim of blue.

F. B. Bailey, in Jour. Exper. Med., Oct 1, 1901, p. 559.

counter-stitcher (koun'tfer-stich'''er), n. A
shoe-sewing machine for stitching counters.

counter-stroke, n. 2. A force which produces
a lesion in a part other than that where the
injury is inflicted. See counter-fissure. Buck,
Med. Handbook, IV. 558.

counter-tide (koun'ter-tid), n. A tide that
opposes one already existing; the flood- or
ebb-tide that is about to succeed to the one
already existing; the incoming flood-tide over-

lying the outgoing ebb-tide as shown by the
surface-ripple or bore.

counter-time, n. 3. In fencing, a pass or

thrust made at awrong or inopportune moment
for the opponent, thus breaking the rhythm of

his intended combination.
counter-treble (koun'ter-treb"l), n. In music,

a high treble or soprano voice, or the part
sung by such a voice.

count-fish (kount'fish), n. A large snapper
found in Australian and New Zealand waters,

sometimes used as a standard of size by the

fishermen in seHing fish in the market.

counting-cell (koun'ting-sel), n. An appara-

tus designed for counting the number of blood-

corpuscles, bacteria, etc., In a given volume
of fluid.

counting-machine (koun'ting-ma-shen*), n. A
machine devised to perform the operation of

counting ; a *tallying-maehinej^which see).

counting-scales (koun' ting-skalz), n. pi. A
weighing-scales of the portable platform type,

arranged for counting small hardware articles

such as nuts, bolts, etc., by weight, it has two
pans, a small one being suspended from the end of the
balance-beam. One sample placed in this pan will balance

one hundred placed on the platform. To count out a

hundred nuts itJs'only necessary to place one nut in the

pan and to place on the platform a quantity of the same
nuts just sufficient to balance it Small articles weighing
less than a quarter of a pound can be counted by placing

one in the small pan and more in the larger pan : when
the two pans balance there are twenty in the larger pan.

count-muster (kount'mus"t6r), n. A muster
or round-up, as of cattle, for the purpose of

counting those that have been mustered.
[Australia.]

country, n. 10. The parts of a cricket-field

covered by the out-fielders ; the long- or deep-
field. [CoUoq.]—To appeal to the country, in

British parliamentary procedure, to appeal to the voters

of the country by dissolving Parliament and ordering a
new general election, when some government measure,

considered of vital importance by the ministry, has been
defeated in the House of Commons.
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country-box (kun'tri-boks), n. A small coun-
try-house, generally for temporary residence
as when shooting, fishing, or the like.

country-cut (kun'tri-kut), a. That has been
cut roughly : used in regard to timber which
has been roughly sawed in the district where
it was felled.

country-damaged (knn'tri-dam'ajd), a: Dam-
aged in the country, or at the interior or initial

point of shipment (by being exposed to rain,

mud, careless handling, etc.) : a term applied
to cotton in the bale when so damaged. Tag-
gart, Cotton Spinning, I. 43.

country-house (kun'tri-hous), n. A house or
mansion in the country, as distinguished from
a town-house ; a country-seat.
country-note (kun'tri-not), n. A bank-note
issued by a local bank in England, as distin-
guished from those issued by the Bank of Eng-
land. N. E. D.
county^. I. n—Administrative coimty, one of the
62 divisions (exclusive of county boroughs) into which the
52 geographical and historical counties or shires of Eng-
land and Wales are divided under the Local Government
Act of 1888 for the administration of the county affairs
which had prior to that date been administered in quar-
ter-sessions by the justices of the peace, their powers
being transferred to a new popularly elected administra-
tive body styled the county -Acoundt (which see). London
is an administrative county in itself, with its own county
council for coiuity affaiiB, but for purely local or munici-
pal purposes it is divided into 28 boroughs, each with its

own municipal counciL See also *county borough.—
Body of a coimty, the entire territory embraced within
the limits of a county.—Home counties, the group of
English counties of which London is the center. These
are Middlesex, Hertford, Essex, Kent, Surrey, and (some-
times) Sussex : as, fanning in the Home Counties.

II, a— County borough, in England and Wales, a
borough with a population of 60,000 or more, that since
the passing of the Local Government Act of 1888 has had
county administrative powers added to its own municipal
powers and is thus a county in itself, administratively
(but not politically or judicisily) independent of the
county in which it is situated. The county boroughs
now number 67, but do not include the 28 boroughs of
the administrative county of London.—County council
See itcouneU.

county-court (konn'ti-kort), V. t. To sue (one)
in the county court, especially for debt.

county-house (koun'ti-hous), n. The county
poorhouse. [Eng.]
coup*, n. 4. A stroke; a brilliant play; in
banking games the decision of all the bets by
one event.—Bath coup, in whist, the act of holding up
the ace and jack when the adversary leads a king, so as
to secure tenace in the suit: so called because first

brought into use by the old whist-players at Bath, Eng-
land.—Coup de repos [F.], in chess, a silent or quiet
move after a series of checks.— Coup dur [F., 'hard
stroke'], a French billiard term for what in England and
America Is technically the 'kiss-shot' Until recently it

comprehended only that class of strokes in which the
cue-ball was made to rebound from an object-ball either
on or very close to a cushion. It now includes, but with
Insufiicient reason, shots in which there is no double con-
tact, or 'kiss,* between any two balls whatever.—Coup
fourr6 [F., 'interchanged blow'], in fevieing, a double
blow delivered by two fencers, neither one waiting to
parry: usually regarded with disfavor, as it spoils the
grace and interest of the game.—Coup Juste [F., 'exact
stroke '], in chess, a move made at the right or opportune

i;
time.— Grajld coup [F., 'great stroke'], in whist or

' bridge, the trumping of a trick which is already won
by the partner, or throwing a small trump when he has
akeady trumped with a higher.—To mn a COUP, in bil-

liards, to pocket tlie cue-ball or send it off the table

without hitting any other ball : a technicality of English
billiards.

C0up6, n. 4. In fencing, a sudden shifting of

the guard by lifting the foil over the point of

the opponent's blade and thrusting at the
same moment on the unprotected side. A
coup6 is in the nature of a surprise to a care-

less opponent. See cut over point, under cut.

C0Up61et (ko -pa-let'), n. [eoup4 + -let.'] A
carriage with a coup€ under-body and a calash

top over the rear seat, and without high pil-

lars on the doors or front.

couple, ». 2. (e) In astron., a double star.—
flexural couple, a couple of forces acting upon a body
In such a manner as to produce or tend to produce bend-
ing.—Uechailical COUple. See def. 2 (6).— Rightlnf
couple, in navaX arch., the mechanical couple formed
by the force of gravity acting downward through the
center of gravityand the force of buoyancy acting upward
through the center of buoyancy, which tends to restore a
vessel to the upright or position of equilibrium after it

has been inclined from that position.—TorsiOn COUple,
in meeh., a couple of forces acting so as to twist a body

;

a couple tending to produce torsion.—Unit moment Of
a couple, the moment of a couple such that the product
obtained by midtiplying one of the forces by the arm of

the couple is equS to unity : thus the couple in which
each force is one dyne and the arm is one centimeter has
unit moment
coupled, p. a. 2. As applied to quadrupeds,
and particularly to horses, noting the distance

between the shoulders and the hip-joint: as,

well coupled, short coupled.— Covplei rhythm,
wheels, see -krhythm, -Awneell.

court

coupler, n. (d) In zo6l., a plate which joins one of the
swimming-appendages of a crustacean to its fellow on
the opposite side of the body.

[The] first four thoracic appendages bear biramouB
swimming feet . . . those of the right and left sides be-
ing connected by transverse plates or couplers.

Parker and Haswell, Zottlogy, L 530.

Automatic coupler. See coupling, 4, (6), (2).

couplet, n. 3. In Gothic arch., a double win-
dow ; one having two lights only and these of

the same size ai;d style.

coupling, n., 4. (e) Same as pipe-coupling.—Cone-
vise coupling, a shaft-coupling consisting q& a sleeve
bored conically from each end, two bushings turned to fit

the conical boring of the sleeve and bored to fit the shaft,

and three bolts passing through the bushings by which
they can be tightened in the sleeve and on the shaft, the
bushings being slotted through on one side to permit of

their being compressed sufficiently to bind the shaft

—

Electro-magnetic coupling, a device for coupling the
parts of a mechanism, in which magnetic attraction, elec-

trically produced and controlled, is used instead of friction

or of some other of the mechanical means commonly em-
ployed.—Face-plate coupling, a flanged coupling; a
pipe- or shaft-coupling which resembles in form the face-

plate of a lathe, in that flat areas at right angles to the
axis of the pipe or shaft form the joint— Flange-coup-
llng, a device for uniting two lengths of driving-shaft

On the end of each is fastened by keys a flange on a hub;
the two flanges face each other, and are bolted to each
other by bolts.

coupling-grab (kup'llng-grab), n. Same as
*grapple, 7.

COUpQng-rod (kup'ling-rod), n. Same as par-
allel rod (which see, under rod^).

coupling-screw (kup'ling-skrS), n. An eye-
bolt with a strap attached to the nut, so that

by screwing the bolt into the nut a chain or
rope or rod fastened to the eye and to the strap

may be tightened ; also, a socket with female
screws at each end, for connecting-rods or ten-
sion-members.

coupling-tool (kup'ling-t61), n. Tongs used in

uniting objects such as lengths of pipe. [Eng.]

coupon, n. 2. A small piece of metal made as
a part of another piece to serve as a sample for

testing-purposes.—Ex coupon, in jinxin^, without
the right to the coupon for current interest : said of a bond
sold under this condition.

courbaril, n. 2. The tree which yields eour-
baril resin or a.nime. See Mymensea.
courbash, n. See koorbash.

COUrbature (kor-ba-tiir'), n. [F., aching, las-

situde, lumbago, < courbatu, overpowered by
lassitude, < OF. courbatu,\it. ' beaten with short
arm' (that is, with quick and many blows), <
court, short, + batu, battu, beat : see battue, bat-
ter^.'] An aching in the muscles. Buck, Med.
Handbook, VII. 608.

courge (korzh), n. [P., lit. ' a gourd' : see gourd.]
In sea-fishing, a gourd-shaped basket for hold-
ing live bait immersed in the water.

C0urida(ko-r6-da'),». [Native namein Guiana.]
In British Guiana, a verbenaceous shrub or
small tree, Avicennia nitida. it is found within the
tropics on both sides of the Atlantic. It grows with the
mangrove on muddy flats along the sea-shore, and, like it,

is raised on stllt-llke-roots. Called black mangrove and
blackwood in the West Indies.

The land at the mouths of these sestuaries is on the in-

crease, forming a fringe of low ground which is soon cov-
ered with mangroves and courida bushes.

B. H. Schomburgk, Descrlp. British Guiana, p. 7.

course^, n.— 21. In mining: {a) An influx of
water from one direction. (6) The direction
of a lode or vein, (c) A passage-way. (d) The
direction of a mine working Coarse made
good, naut., the true bearing of a vessel from the point
left ; the compass course corrected for leeway, send of the
sea, variation, deviation, ete.—Compass course. See
*comi)a8s.— Course of kind,t the course of nature; the
ordinary procedure of nature especially as regards repro-
duction.

Not an egg had been laid ; and it appeared upon inquiiy,
that the whole course qfkind was suspended.

Southey, Doctor, IxxvL

Void of course, in astrol., said of the heavenly bodies
when they form no fresh aspect before leaving the sign
in which they are posited.

Coursed ashler. See *ashler.

court, n. 12. Among Foresters and some other
friendly societies, a local branch or lodge.
—Ball court, in ^ng. law, the practice-court; a court
auxiliary to the Court of King's Bench, where motions
connected with the pleading and practice, rather than
with the meritfi, of a controversy were heard and deter-

mined.— Central Criminal Court, the most important
English court of criminal jurisdiction. All the higher
crimes committed in London and its surrounding comitry
are tiiable in this court, as ax'e also the serious offenses

that were formerly within the Jurisdiction of the ad-
miralty court—Circuit court of appeals. See -kappeal.

— Coivrt of claims, (c) A court in which claims against
the State may be heard and determined. As the sovereign
power cannot be sued by a subject, this court is nsnally

established by the State, and all claims against the gov-
ernment must be brought therein. Such courts exist in

Washington and geuemly in the capitals of each of the



court
states.— Court oferror. See error.—Court of Private
Land Claims. See private land claims, under kclaiml.—
Court of referees. See tbe extract

In the passage of private bills through the House ol Com-
mons, the practice was adopted in 1864 ol the appointment
of referees on such bills, consisting ol the chairman ol ways
and means and not less than three other persons to be
appointed by the speaker. The referees were formed
into one or more courts, three at least beuig required to
constitute each court, a member in every case being chaii-
man, but receiving no salary. The referees inquired into
the proposed works, etc., and reported to the house. The
committees ol the house on any bill might also refer any
question to the referees lor then- decision. It was also
ordered in 1864 that the referees should decide on all pe-
titions as to the right of the petitioner to be heard, i. e.

. his locus standi. A court of r^crees was specially consti-
tuted for the adjudication ol this righ^ called locus
standi. A series of reports of the court of referees on pri-
vate bills in parliament, called Locus Standi reports, has
been published since 1867. Bouvier, law Diet

Court of regard. See regard.— Court Of request.
Same as coiirt of conBderice, under conscience.— Court Of
Wards and Uveries, in Eng. law, a former court of
record in England, having jurisdiction over questions
relating to profits accruing to the crown by reason of ten-
ures, the granting to heirs of tlie delivery of their inherit-
ance out of the hands of their guardians, the granting of
licenses to the king's widows to mairy and imposing fines
for marrying witliout license, and the superintendence of
pei-sons iwn compos mentis in the king's custody. It was
abolished in the reign ol Chailes II.— Court Scotch.
See rkScotch.—Double Courti in tennis, a court for two
pairs of players.— Hlgb Court OfJustice, in England, a
division of the Supreme Court having original and some
appellate jurisdiction. Tlie lord chief justice is its presi-
dent—Levy court, the name given in some of the United
States to the board' of ofiicers which administers the af-

faiis of a county, the same as board of county commis-
sioners, county supervisors, hoard offreeholders, etc.

—

Passage court, an ancient court of record in Liverpool,
once called tlie "tnayor's court of pays sa^e," but now usu-
ally called the "coml; of the passage of theborough ol Liver-
pool." Bouvier.— Single COUrt, in tennis, a court for
two playere only.—Summarycourt, in the United States
army, a court consisting ol a single oflicer, for tlie trial of
minor offenses committed by enlisted men.

—

To cover
Oourt, in tennis and similar games, to so move about over
the court as to render it impossible for the opponents to
score by placing the ball out of reach.

court-Circular (kort'sSr 'ku-lar), n. An offi-

cial circular or bulletin containing a record of
the doings of the court or royal family of Great
Britain, supplied to the newspapers every day
for publication in their columns.
courtesy, »—courtesy of the port, (a) A courtesy
extended, m some cases, to a passenger arriving from a
foreign port, consisting in the examination of the passen-
ger's naggage by a special inspector immediately upon ite

yfr
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port

delivery from the ship. (6) Naval, the interchange ol of-

ficial visits and salutes when a war-ship enters a foreign

court-room (kort'rSm), n. The room or cham-
ber in which a court is regularly held and jus-
tice is dispensed.

COUrtzilite (kort'zi-lit), n. [* Courtzil, a proper
name (t) -I- -ite^.] A kind of asphaltum allied

to ilintahite and gilsonite.

COUSSinet, n. 2. In an Ionic capital, a roll or
baluster-shaped member which is carried hori-
zontally from one volute to" another. There
are two in each capital. See cut at *collarino.

Coutrin shales. See *shale^.

Coventry, Earl of. See '•anip-snap-snorem.

covenant, n— Book of the Covenant. See -khook.—
Covenant of non-claim, in law, in a deed of real prop-
erty, substantially the same as a warranty covenant

;

used especially in the New England States and in deeds of
extinguisliment of ground-rents in Pennsylvania. It pro-
vides ttiat neither the grantor nor his heirs shall claim
any title in tlie property conveyed.— Covenant Of salt,
an inviolable covenant : from an old custom of the Hebrews
of sealing an agreement by a common meal, at which salt

was eaten, the preservative quality of the salt signifying

the security of the agreement 2 Chron., xiii. 6.— Cove-
nant to convey, in taw, a covenant by which one party
agrees to convey to another the estate described in the
covenant under certain circumstances.—Greater Book
Of the Covenant, Little Book of the Covenant. See

. Aftooit.-Personal covenant, in law, one which binds the
covenantor only ; a covenant which does not run with the
land.— Beal covenant, in law, one which binds not only

the covenantor but also the property which is the subject-

matter ol the covenant ; a covenant which runs with land.
—Transitive covenant, in law, one which binds both

the covenantor and his representatives.-Writ Of cove-
nant, a legal process which issues in favor of a party who
claims damages for breach of covenant

COVer^, V. I. trans. 15. In hockey, iasket-ballj

and other sports, to stand by the side of or in

front of (an opponent), so as to render it im-
: possible for him to make a play.—1 7. In cricket,

to field; to catch or stop (the ball) and return

it To cover court. See -kcourt.

II. intrmis. 4. In card-playing, to play a

higher card on a card led or played, when the

higher card is not the best of the suit : as, queen

on jack, when the ace and king have not yet
' been played.

cover,! n. 8. In cricket, cover-point; a fielder

who stands behind point, and more in the

direction of the bowler ; also, his position in

the field.— 9. In calico-printing, a fine pattern

engraved on a roller to be printed over a pat-
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tern in resist.—10. In making a butt-joint in

riveted work with plates, the lap-piece which
covers the joint and is riveted to the butting
edges. The double butt-joint has an outer
and an inner cover-plate

—

Crown cover, in for-
estry, tile canopy formea by the crowns of all the trees in
a forest, or, in an irregular forest, by the crowns of all trees
in a specified crown class.—Dead cover, in English bil-

liards, a position which corresponds to ' tie up ' in the
French or American game, the balls being so alined that
the striker can effect a count only at the risk of losing
position. W. Broadfoot, Billiards, p. 339.— Double
cover, in cricket, extra-cover, or extra-cover point ; the
fielder who plays between cover-point and mid-ofl, but
farther from the batsman's wicket than either of tliem

;

also, his position in the field.-Forest cover, inforestry,
all trees and other plants in a forest.

cover* (kuv'6r), n. [W. cyfair.'\ The ordinary
measure of land in South Wales, two thirds of
an imperial acre. N. E. D.

covering-piece (euv'fer-ing-pes), n. In the
Eeliinod^mata, especially the Crinoidea, one of
the plates arranged along both sides of the
ambulacral grooves which cover the ambu-
lacra.

covering-plate (kuv'^r-ing-plat'), n. In Cri-
noidea, one of the calcareous plates, situated
along the margins of the food-grooves in the
arms, which, by opening and closing, as occa-
sion demands, serve to protect the soft parts.
Also called ambulacral.
cover-slip, n. 2. In cricket : (a) A fielder
formerly placed to back up or cover the short-
slip. (6) His position in the field.

covert, «•— Covert play. &ee close -kplay.—'EaxcOY-
erts, in ornith., the feathers covering the external open-
ing of the ear.

CO-vibration (k6'''vi-bra'shgn), n. Ico-^ + vi-

bration.l A concomitant or sympathetic vibra-
tion. C. R. Squire, in Amer. Jour. Psychol.,
XII. 588.

Covillea (ko-vil'e-a), n. [NL. (Vail, 1895),
named after Frederick V. Coville, an American
botanist.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants
belonging to the family Zygophyllacese. See
Larrea and creosote-bush.

co-volume (ko-vol'um), n. [co-^ + volume.]
In phys. chem., that part of the total volume
of a body which is not occupied by the mole-
cules, and which is the volume available for
the oscillatory and translatory motions of the
atoms and molecules.
cow^, n— The cow with the Iron tall, the pump, as

an alleged resort of the milkmen to enhance the quantity
of their milk. [Colloq.]

The cow with the iron tail is still milked in London.
All the Year Bound.

cowalker (ko-w&k'fer), ». In folk-lore, a
double ; an apparitional counterpart, which
may show itself in places remote from that
occupied by the individual in person.

A is on his way to X, or is dreaming that he is on his

way, and is seen at X by P, or by P, Q, and R, as may
happen. These cases are common, and were explained,
in Celtic philosophy, by the theory ol the " Co-iralker,"

a kind of "astral body." Eneye. Brit, XXXIL 52.

cowan (kou'an), n. [Also cowen, kowan ; ori-

gin unknown.] 1. One whose occupation is

the building of dry stone walls : used especi-

ally of one who has not been regularly trained
in the mason's trade. [Scotch.] Hence— 2.
One who is not a Free-Mason.

cow-puncher

coward-tree (kou'ard-tre), n. A tree under
which all men who'manifest fear in battle are
killed : used by some Zulu tribes. G. S. Hall,
Adolescence, II. 720.

cowbane, n. 2. An American umbelliferous
swamp-plant, Onfypolis rigidior, ranging from
New York to Florida and westward to Minne-
sota and Louisiana, supposed to be poisonous
to-cattle. Also called hemlock-dropwort : and
water-dropwort. See cut in middle column.
cow-basil (kou'baz-il), n. Same as cow-herb.

cow-bind (kou'bind), n. The common or red-
berried bryony, Bryonia dioica. See bryony.

cow-clover (kou'klo'vSr), «. See *clover.

cow-cockle (kou'kok''''l), II. See *cockle^.

cow-creamer (kou'kre'''m6r), n. A cream-jug
made in the shape of a cow. The cream is poured
in through a hole in the back, the open mouth of the cow
serving for a ispout, while the curled tail answers for a
handle. Such jugs were extensively made in England and
in the United States from the middle of the eighteenth
to the middle ol the nineteenth century, both in cream-
colored and brown glazed ware.

cowen, n. Same^as *cohen.
cow-fish, n., (6) (3) A name applied in New England to

the grampus, Gra/mpus griseus. (fi) A name applied In

Demerara to the manatee.

cow-keeper, M. 2. Aperson, in aeityortown,
who keeps stall-fed cows and retails the milk.

The most significant feature in connexion with the
milk supply of the metropolis at the beginning of the
20th century is the gradual extinction of the town " cow-
keeper." Ency. Brit, XXyU. 363.

cowl* (koul), n. See *kowl.

cbw-lady, ». 2. In angling : (a) A natural
fly used by anglers. (6) An artificial imita-
tion of the same, in which the body is of pea-
cock's feather and the wings of red hackle of

a cock.

cow-lick, n. 2. pi. The snowdrop-tree, Moh-
rodendron dipterum.

cow-pea, fl. The cow-pea is a bean rather than a pea,
having large leaves with three leaflets and seeds fre-

quently oblong or kidney-shaped. It is commonly classed
as VigvM Sinensis, but probably includes more than one
natural species, the red-seeded and black-seeded varieties

forming one natural group ; the round-seeded 'lady-peas'
a second ; the large black-eyed and purple-eyed a third ; i

and the mottled and speckled ' whippoorwiUs,' together
with plain yellow, pinkish, and light brown a fourth. The
cow-pea is an annual, its numerous varieties passing
through all grades of bush, trailing, and ruunhig habit
the less rampant being better adapted to short seasons.
It requires much heat and will bear no frost ; hence it is

most at home in the South,, but varieties have been

Cowbane {Oxypotis rigidior).

a, upper part of plant and iAflorescence, one eiehth natural size

;

b, fruit and cross-section of same, three fourths natural size.

Cow.pea ( Vigna Sinensis),

a, plant, about one fourth natural size; b, black-eye variety
L of bean of Vigna Sinensis, about natural size.

secured which will mature in 60 days, and its cultme is
extending northward. In tlie southern United States it

has long been of ^eat value, and with the introduction ol
mixed farming is increasingly appreciated. It is available
for forage and soiling and for hay, in the latter use, when
well cured, ranking with red clover ; and it is one of the
foremost nitrogen-gatherers. For silage it is inferior to
com or sorghum. The shelled seeds, chiefly ol the ' black-
eye pea,' are used for human food, either fresh or dried.—Cow-pea weevil. See -kweevil.

cow-penning (kou'-pen^ing), M. The practice
of penning cattle in orange-groves over night,
the position of the pens being changed every
few days. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Anr., 1894,
p. 201.

cowperitis (kou- or ko-pe-ri'tis), n. [NL., <
Cowper(ian glands) + -iUs.'] Inflammation of
the Cowperian glands.
cow-puncher (kou'pun"ch6r), n. A cattle-'
driver on the great plains of the United States.
Sometimes used for cow-boy. [Slang.]



cow-run

cow-run (kou'run), n. A common for pastur-
ing cows.
cowry, M. 3. A unit of surface used in Hin-
dustan, equal to a square yard Head of cow-
ries, a count of 2,000 cowrieB, equal to about sixpence, in
the British African Colonies.

cowslip, n— Cape cowslip, any plant of the genus
Lachenalia. See leopard-lUy.

cow-tick (kou'tik), n. An ixodid, Boophilus
bovis. Also called *cattle-tick (which see, with
cut).

cow-tree, n. 3. In British Guiana, the hya-hya
or milk-tree, Tabernsemontana utilis. See milk-
tree, 2, and Tabernsemontana.— 3. The karaka
of New Zealand, Corynocarpus lievigaia, so
called by the colonists from the fondness of
cows for its leaves. See *karaka Cow-tree
wax, a wax-lilie substance obtained by boiling the milky
juice of the South American cow-tree, Piratinera utilis:

used locally for making candles.— Rio Negro cow-tree.
See -kcowma.

Coxa vara, a deformity marked by a bending of the neck
of the thigh-bone, causing adduction of the limb.

Coxal gland. See *32a7w!— Coxal organ, in Peri-
patus, an eversible, furrow-like structure, with
tumid lips and lined with smooth non-tuberculate epi-
thelium, situated on the ventral sides of certain of the
legs.—Goxal sacs, certain eversible sacs which func-
tion as blood-giUs and occur near the coxae in certain
diplopods and other Myriopoda, and in the Symphyla
and Synaptera. A. S. Pocfrartj,Text-book of Eutom. , p. 14.

cozarthrocace (kok-sar-throk'a-se), ». [NL.,
< L. coxa, hip, -I- Gr. apdpov, joint, + kcikti, ill

condition (arthrocaee.)'] Hip-joint disease.

COZarthropathy (kok-sSr-throp'a-thi), n. [NL.,
< L. coxa, hip, + Gr. apdpov, joint, + -iraSem, <
rrddoc, disease.] Hip-joint disease.

coxecphysis (kox-ek'fi-sis), «. [NL., < L.
coxa, thigh,- + Gr. iKijmatg, outgrowth.] In
crustaceans, a branch borne by me first joint

or coxa of any appendage ; an epignathite or
epipodite.

coxitis, n.— Senile coxitis, rheumatoid arthritis lo-

cated in the hip-joint.

coxodynia (kok-so-din'i-a), m. [NL., < L.
coa;a, hip, -t- bdvvji, pain.] Same as coxalgia.

COXOgnathite (koks-og'na-thit), n. [L. coxa,

thigh, -f- Gr. yvaSog, jaw, + 4te^.'] The basal
joint or coxa of a foot-jaw.

COXOtuberculosis (kok'''s6-tfl-ber"ku-lo'sis), n.

[NL., < L. coxa, hip, + NL. tiiherculom.']

Tuberculous disease of the hip-joint.

coxy, a. See ^cocksy.

coyote, ri, 'No less than eleven species of coyotes have
ibeen recognized by Merriam, the name Canis latrans be-

ing restricted to the eastern form whose type-locality is

Iowa. The species from Lower California is C. penin-
sulee; the Califomian form is C. ochropus; and that from
Indian Territory is C. 'frustror.

coyoting (ko-yo'ting), n. Mining alone in a
desultory way or in irregular openings and
burrows like those made by the coyote. [Col-

loq., western U. S.]

Cozio counter-attack. See *attaek.

cp. A contraction of compare.

CT P. An abbreviation (6) of candle-power;

(c) of Chief Patriarch ; (d) of Clerk of the

Peace; (e) of Code of Procedure ; (/) of Con-

gregatio Passionis, Congregation of the Passion.

cpd. An abbreviation of compoimd.

0. P. D., 0. P. D. M. In astron.. abbrevia-

tions of Cape (of Good Hope) Photographic
Durchmusterung. See *durchrmisterung.

0. P. M. An abbreviation of common parUcu-
lar meter.

Or. 3. An abbreviation of crown.

0. B. An abbreviation (c) of the liatin Civis

Biymanus, Boman citizen.

Crab^, n., 7. (s) The ironwork affixed to the end of a
caiTiage-pole to which are attached the straps or chains

which secure the horses to the pole. It consists of a
socket and two branching arms with loop-ends, with or

without a long whiffletree-hook.

8. In Australia, the marine crustacean, Seylla

serrata ; also, Telphnsa transversa, a crustacean

found in fresh water.— 9. pi. Same as crab-

yaws.—Black crab, Oecareinus rurieola, a land-crab

living in the Antilles : its name is due to the markings
on its carapace.— Chevalier crab, a swift-running sand-

crab, of the genus Ocypoda. Also called horseman-orab.
— Crab nebula. See -knebtUa.— Creole crab, a large

hairy West Indian crab with prickly claws.—Demon-
faced crab, the Japanese Dorippe dorgipes.- Fighting
crab. Same nsfidcUer-erat (which see, under craftl, 1).—

Great warty crab. Same as lazy *(!ra6.— Heraldic
crab, Huenia hercddica, a crab whose markings suggest a

heraldic shield.—Jonah crab, a large crab, Caneer bare-

ali», found along the North Atlantic coast of the United

States.—Lazy crab, in tlie Bast and West Indies, Par-
thenope horrtda. Also called ffreat warty crab.— Old-

man'S-face crab, a local name for a crab, Ateleeyelussep-

temdentatui, foundalong the southern coast ofEngland.—

Sargasso crab, a small crab. Planes minntus, that lives

among sargasso weeds and is protectively colored.— Swlft
crab, (a) Any species of the beach-crab Ocypoda. (b)
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A cliff-crab, especially Grapsus pictus.—To turn out
crabs. See •<m™.—Velvet crab. Same as *lady-
erab, 2, (6).—Warty crab. Same as to«j/*cra6.—white
crab, a beach-crab ; a sprite.

Crab^, n. 2. The American crab-apple, Waltii caro-

narittf also called sweet crab and fragrant crab, is a small

Crab-apple IMaius coronaria^.

a, flowering branch; b, fruiting: branch. (From Sarg^ent's
" Manual of the Trees of North America.")

tree from 25 to 30 feet high, with a tnink rarely a foot in
diameter, abundant in the Appalachian region and in the
region of the Great Lakes and in the Mississippi valley,
extending eastward to New York, Pennsylvania, and the
District of Columbia It has somewhat ovate, sharply
serrate leaves and large, handsome, white or rose-colored
flowers in umbels on slender pedicels. Several in each
umbel mature, the fruits hanging on long stems. The
apples are nearly spherical with a depression at base and
summit, an inch or more in diameter, green, but attaining
a yellowish hue when fully ripe, sometimes tmning nearly
red. The sarcocarp is compact, heavy, and juicy, sharply
acid, but with a pleasant aroma. They are little eaten in

a raw-state, but are highly valued for preserves and make
excellent sauce. The Iowa crab-apple, M. loensis, which
is confined to the Mississippi basin, but ranges from
Minnesota to Texas, is similar to the last and is often
confounded with it, but has narrower leaves and some-
what larger fruit. The Soulard crab-apple, M. Sovlardi,
of the same region is regarded by some as a hybrid be-
tween M. loeneis and the common apple. The fruit is

larger than that of the others (sometimes 2 inches across)

and useful for the same purposes as the quince. The
narrow-leaf crab-apple, M. anguetifolia, of the Atlantic
and Gulf States has much smaller fruit and is of little

value. The Oregon crab-apple, if. rimdaris, of the Pacific

coast from California to Alaska, has a pleasant subacid
fruit not much larger than that of the hawthorn.

crab*. V. t. 3. To ' pull to pieces'; criticize or
find fault with ; hence, to hinder, spoil or de-
feat by adverse criticism of trivial details.

[Colloq.]

Tlie conditions of the race laid down definitely that
every part of a competing vehicle [automobile] must be
built in the country by it represented, and the use of

foreign tires of course crabbed the deal.
New York Independent, Dec. 12, 1901.

crabbing-trough (krab'ing-trdf), n. A trough
used in cleansingwoven fabrics preparatory to

dyeing.
crab-capstan (krab'kap-stan), n. A portable
wooden upright pillar or shaft having a lar^e
socket or hole in the upper part into which is

inserted a long strong wooden beam or lever

:

used for lifting weights, etc., commonly in ship-
yards.

crab-eater, n. 3. A West Indian name of

several small herons, including the green
heron, Ardea virescens and the blue heron,
Ardea cmrulea.

crab-eyestone (krab-i'stdn), n. A gastrolith of

a crab ; also, any eyestone.

crab-fish (krab'fish), n. A crab.

The fox catches crab fish with his tail, which Clans
Magnus saith he himself was an eye-witness of.

Derham,, in Johnson's Dictionary, 8th ed., 1799.

crab-grass, n. 1 . Any species of Syntherisma. S.

linearis, distinguished as smooth crab-grass, is abun-
dant in the southern United States, but is little valued.

—

Sprouting crab-grass, Panicum proliferum, a suc-

culent grass quite different from Syntherisma, sending
out branches from all the, upper nodes. It is liked by
cattle but is hardly worthy of cultivation.

crab-hawk (krab'hS,k), n. One of several

species of birds of prey of the genus Urubi-

tinga, related to the narpy-eagle but much
smaller. The commonest species is IT. anthraeina, of

Central and South America and the West Indies.

.

crab-hole (krab'hol), n. A hole made by a land-

crab or craw-iish ; also, the hollow afterwards

formed from oneoftheseburrows by rain or by
oaving-in. [Australia.]

crabling (krab'ling), n. [crdb^ + -ling^.'\ A
small crab.

Crabronid (kra'bro-nid), a. and n. I. a. Of
or belonging to the hymenopterous family
CrdbroniMee.

H. ». - A member of the hymenopterous
family Crabronidse.

crab-shell (krab'shel), n. A crab's carapace.

crab-step (krab'step), n. A sidelong step like

that of a crab, made by a horse.

crab-tree, «. 3. See *bitter-bark, l.

cradle-frame

crab-vinegar (krab'vin-e-gar), H. Vinegar
made from the cider of crab-dapples.

Cracca (krak ' a), n. [NL. (lAnnseus, 1753,
adopted from £is ' Flora Zeylaniea,' 1747), <

L. cracca, an unidentified leguminous plant.]
A genus of dicotyledonous plants belonging to
the family Fabacese. See Tephrosia.

crack, V. I. intrans. 4. (6) In gro?/. said of a
player ' who goes to pieces.' in a close match a
player cracks when he fails to mauitain his average play
of the preceding holes and allows his opponent thereafter
easily to beat him. [Colloq.]

9. To shoot with small arms; fire: as, to crac/c

at birds.— 10. To become harsh or unman-
ageable ; more specifically, to break involun-
tarily into an upper register : said of a voice.

II. trans. 10. In cncfcef, to hit (a ball) hard
Vfith the bat : usually said of balls hit in front of

thewicket. [Colloq.]— 11. In Wttsic, to render
(a voice) harsh or unmanageable.— To crack on
sail, to carry a press of sail ; crowd on saiL

crack, ». 17. In a length of cloth, a short space
without weft.— 18. A burglary ; a housebreak-
ing ; also, a cracksman ; a burglar. [Thieves'

slang.]

crackajack (krak'a-jak), a. and n. [Also crack-

erjack; vaguely "formed from cracker'^ +
jackK] I. a. Extraordinarily or exceptionally

fine ; ' bang-up.' [Slang.]

II. «. Something, as a horse, a bicycle, or

the like, that is extraordinarily fine ; a ' bang-
up' thing. [Slang.]

Wehavehad afew sales, but business has been quiet. We
got in a load of crackajacks during the week and among
others Warlock, Nuttingham Gift and J. Max Davis, which
we call the 'Marquis of Michigan,' were in the lot We
also had seven or eight pail's, the equal of anything ever

brought to our stables.

Sjnrit of the Time», CXXXVL 435.

crackbrain (krak'bran), ». One who is cracked
or impaired intellectually; a crazy fellow.

CarlyU.
cracked,^), a— Cracked-pot sound. Same as *bruit
depoljili.

cracker, n Cracker-cuttln^ machine, in a bakery,

a machine for stamping and cutting a sheet of sponge or

water dough into crackers ready for baking. In general

plan it resembles a panning-machine (which see).

cracker-berry (krak'6r-ber'''i), n. The dwarf
cornel or bunch-berrijf^ Cornva Canadensis.

crackerjack (krak'Sr-jak), a. and re. See crack-

ajack.

cracking, n. 8. A process by which a com-
pound made up of elements of varying vola-

tility may be analyzed and the components
separated by successively raising the tempera-
ture of the mixture, so that they are distilled off

successively in the order of their volatility

:

used specifically of petroleum compounds,
which in the refining process are separated by
increasing the temperature of distillation,

cracking-machine (krak'ing-ma-shen"), n. A
machine for producing fine line's like cracks on
the surface of a millstone.

crack-jaw (krak'j&), o. Jaw-breaking; hard
to pronounce: as, a Kussian crack-jaw name.

It is a story told of a Polish nobleman, a count somebody

:

I never can remember their crack-jaw names.
Disraeli, Vivian Grey, v. 13.

crackle, n. 3. In pathol., same as crepitant
rdle (which see. under rdle) Fish-roe crackle,
a finely crackled glaze on Chinese porcelain.

crackler (krak'l^r), re. A soft-shell crab when
the new shell begins to harden and gives a
crackling noise when pressed.

crack-preventer (krak' pre -ven'''t6r), re. A
contrivance attached to a loom to prevent open
spaces in the cloth in places where the weft
fails, from any cause, to be laid in the web.

cracky^ (krak'i), interj. An exclamation of
surprise or astonishment. [Slang.]

cradle, n. 4. (n) in a gun-carriage, a bronze or
bronze-lined frame in which the gun slides when recoiling.

Jour. U. S. Artillery, Nov.-Dec, .1903, p. 296. (o) A
framework of timbers in which ocean-going rafts of logs
are built (p) A rocking part of the building-motion, on
a cotton-roving machine, which regulates the wind of the
roving on the bobbin.

cradle, v. t. 5. To reinforce on the back with
crossed strips in order to prevent warping : as,

to cradle a picture.—6. To support on or in a
cradle: as, to cradle a ship while it is being
raised to a higher level.—7. To cut (a cask)

in two longitudinally. Knight, Diet. Mech.

cradle-board (kra'dl-bord), n. A board to

which an infant is more or less firmly strapped:

the cradle of most North American tribes.

cradle-frame (kra'dl-fram), n. A framework
of willow or similar material, used like a cradle-
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or built into a wall to serve as a support for

other parts or to bind the wall itself. [Eng.]

cramp-word (kramp'werd), n. A word that

is hard to understand or pronounce. N. E. D.
Cranberry blast. See *blaet.—Cranberry fire-worm.
Same as blackhead *cranberry-worm.—Oraiiberry
gall-fly, katydid, etc See *gau-fty, -kkatydid, etc.—
Cranberrytip-worm. See tip-worm.

—

Swedish cran-
berry, the mouiitain-oranberry : so called when imported
into the United States.—Upland or wild cranberry,
the bearbeiTy, Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi.

cranberry-aphis (kran'ber-i-a*fis), ». An
undetermined plant-louse which affects the
leaves and young stems of the cranberry in
the eastern United States.

cranberry-bog (kran'ber-i-bog), n. A bog in
which cranberries grow or are cultivated.

cranberry-gall (kran'ber-i-gai), «.. A pustular
swelling sometimes found on cranberry-leaves,
caused by the fungus Synchytrium Vaccinii.

See *gall-fungm.
cranberry-girdler (kran'ber-l-gfer'dl^r), n.

The larva of a erambid moth, Cramhus Imrtuel-

crane-willow

Cradle-irames.

board by some of the Indians of western and
southwestern North America.
cradle-gage (kra'dl-gaj), n. An instrument
for gaging the angle or setting of the top comb
of a Heilmann cotton-combing machine.
cradle-knoll (kra'dl-nol), n. In the construc-

tion of logging-roads, a small knoll which
requires grading.

cradle-roof (kra'dl-ref), n. A roof having (as

seen from within) the general shape of a
cradle-vault, wagon-vault, or tunnel-vault:

always a construction of light materials, not
of masonry. It is usually built with wooden
ribs bent or cut to the curve and boarded up.

cradle-song "(kra'dl-s6ng), n. A song sung to

a babe in the cradle ; a lullaby.

Craft^, w.—^Arts and crafts. See *ar(2, n.

craft-warden (kraft'war"den), m. The warden
of a craft-gild.

About the same time, the ' cra/t wardens ' of the various

fellowships . . . were levying excessive fees on the ad-

mission of apprentices. Frcmde, Hist Eng., I. L

Crag^, TO. 2. In geological classification this term has
been applied to divisions of the Pliocene Tertiary in Eng-
land, which are, in a general sense, banks or cx'ags of

mai'ine shells. The Coralline crag, a division of the Older
Pliocene, also called the Bryazoan, White, or Suffolk crag,

is essentially made up of fragments of moUuscan shells

and bryozoans or corallineB. The Red crag, a brown or

ferruginous shelly band, is of the Newer Pliocene, and
has been divided from the base up into the Walton, Oakley,
Newbourn, and Butley crags. The Norwich, Chillesford,

and Weybouru crags follow in orderabove the Red crag, and
terminate the marine series.

crag-bed (krag'bed), n. A coarse-grained frag-

mental deposit formed just before the glacial

period. See erag^, 2.

crag-bone (krag'bon), n. The neck-bone ; the

cervical vertebrse considered as one bone.

crag-fast (krag'fast), a. Fast between two
crags, as a sheep on a craggy hillside. [Eng.J

' craggan (krag'an), n. [Var. of crogan, < Gael.

Ir. crogan, O. Ir. crocan, W. crochan, a pot : see

crock^.] A vessel of rude pottery found in the

Hebrides.
cram, «. 4. A densely packed gathering or

crowd; a crush; a 'jam. [CoUoq.]

It was a prodigious cram and we turned away no end
of people. Dickens.

, erambid (kram'bid), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the family Crambidse.

n. a. Of or belonging to the lepidopterous

family Crambidse.

cram-book (kram'buk), n. A book specially

prepared for ' cramming' a subject for an ex-

amination.
Cramp game, any game at billiards in which one player,

by limiting his opportunities for counting (for example,

always playing on the red ball first, or playing four

pockets against six), gives his opponent odds.

cramp^, n— compositors', glass-blowers', mu-
sicians' cramp. See occupation *(!ramp.— Occupation
orprofessional cramp, an involuntary and irregular con-

traction occurring in muscles which have been strained

bv overuse in certain occupations whenever an attempt is

made to resume the occupation in question. This cranip

or spasm has received various names descriptive of the

sufferer's occupation. See writers' cramp, underwriter.

—Pianists', sewers', shoemakers', typewriters

cramp. See occupation *cramp.

cramper (kram'p^r), n. A length of yarn

which sailors sometimes tie around their legs

to prevent cramp.

cramp-frame (kramp ' fram), n. A clamp-

frame; the frame of a C-olamp; the frame ot

a cramp-drill. . , , .

CTamp-bole (kramp'hol), n. A hole to receive

a loeting-pin; a hole for a clamping-bolt.

crampit, «., 2. (c) An iron spike or bar dnven

Yellow-headed Cranberry-worm
(Aiceris minuta).

a, larva ; d and r, pupa. All enlarged.

ry-worm, the larva of an American tortricid moth, Al-

ceris minuta. It feeds on cranberry-leaves, ofteu spinning
several small twigs together.

Crane^, k.— Antomotor-crane, a form of crane which
is supported on a car whose wheels ai'e adapted to i*uii on
common roads.— Cantaliver crane, a crane supported
at the middle upon a lofty frame and having a long canta-

liver boom on which travels the hoisting-t -olley. The
frame may revolve upon a stationary platform, or may

Cranberry-girdler {Crambus hortuelius).

a, moth ; 6, egg ; c, larva ; d, segment of larva ; f, pupa

;

y, nest of larva. All enlarged- (Scudder. U. S. D. A.)

his. It lives in silken galleries, feeding upon the run-
ners of the vine and girdling the stem. Also called
girdle-worm.

cranberry-looper (kran'ber-i-16"p6r), n. The
larva of an American geometrid moth, Xantlio-

type croeataria.

cranberry-marsh (kran'ber-i-marsh), n. A
marshy spot, periodically flooded, in which
cranberries are cultivated for the market.

cranberry-moth (kran'ber-i-mdth''), n— Glis-

tening cranberry-moth, an American tortricid moth,
Eudemis oxycoccana, the adult of a small caterpillar

which feeds on cranberry.

cranberry-
scale (kran'-

ber-i-skal), n.

A scale-in-
BeetfA^idiotvs
ancylus. Also
known as Put-
nam's scale.

cranberry-
tree, ». 2. In
North Amer-
ica, Viburnum
pauciflorum, a
shrub ranging
from Penn-
sylvania to

Alaska, and somewhat resembling V. Opulus
in its 3-lobed leaves and reddish globose

drupes : dis-

tinguished as
few - flowered
cranberry-tree.

Oranberry-
WOrm (kran'-
ber-i-werm), n.

—Blackhead
cranberry-worm
the larva of
an American tortri-

cid moth, Eudemis
vacdniana. It feeds
on the buds, fiowers,

and young fi-uit of
the cranberry, as
well as on the foli-

age. A}GOmne-worm
and jire-worm.—
Red - striped
cr anbe r ry-
worm, an occasion-
al fall variety of the
yellow-headed cran-
beiTy - worm, in

whictt the body be-
comes striped with
red. — YfcllOW-
beaded cranber-

Cranberry.scale iAsfidiotus ancylus).

IComstock, U. S. D. A.l Enlarged.

Blackhead Cranberry-worm (Evdewiis
•vacciniana').

a, larva ; b and c. pupa, all enlarged (alter

Smith) ; d, moth (after Riley)-

Cantaliver Crane.

Balanced revolving type.

a. foundation supporting circular track on which crane traverses

in a circle ; b, platform supporting power-house and central struc-

ture; f, cantaliver arms; ^, trolley supporting hoist and tiaversiiig

arms, hoisting chains not shown ; e, house for boilerengine, hoist-

ing drums and swinging gear. Total length of arms 356 ft, 6 in.

travel upon a track or runway. Shipyard and blast-

furnace cantaliver cranes are often 100 feet high with a
boom 350 feet long,— Chain-blOCk crane, a crane having
a chain-block for its hoisting apparatus, in place of the
usual geared drum.— Electric crane, a swing or travel-

ing crane, on which electric motors are used to furnish
the power required for any or all of the motions. Travel-
ing cranes are almost always equipped with motoi-s,

because for this purpose electric transmission is far more
convenient than any other. On such cranes there is

usually a motor for each motion— hoisting, cross-travel,
and end-travel. When auxiliary hoists ai'e fitted they
usually have their own motors, since this simplifies the
design and operation.— Floating crane, a bridge- or
other type of crane mounted upon a float or pontoon.

—

OannU«e crane, a bridge-crane in which the bridge is

canied by structural-iron supports resting on car-trucks,
one truck supporting the out-board end of the bridge and
traveling upon a single rail, and the other supporting the
other end of the bridge and the motive power for the
crane and traveling upon a broad-gage track. These
cranes are made in many forms for use in I'aili'oad-yardB,

shipyards, blast-furnace yards, and on ore- and coal-docks,
and are often of very great size.— Molders' crane.
Same as mo2f2inj;-crane.

—

Rallway-crane. (a) A crane
designed for work on railways, especially in wi'ccking. (6)
A crane momited upon a car and fitted to run or travei'se
on a railway laid upon the ground, and either self-propel-
ling or driven by a locomotive.— WarehOUSe-crane, a
light form of hoisting apparatus used in warehouses for
lifting articles and for interior transportation, liaving a
capacity range from 1,000 to 6,000 pomids, and operated
either by hand or by pneumatic or electric power.

—

Yaid-crane, a gauntree-crane.

crane-barge (kran'barj), n. See *bargeK
crane-bridge (kran'brij), n. The girder or
bridge of a traveling crane, on which the hoist
can travel transversely. The bridge is usually
made of a pair of girdera, each carrying a track for the
hoist^ though in very light cranes a single girder is some-
times used.

Crane-fly orchis. See Tipvlaria.—False crane-fly,
any member of the dipterous family Ryphidee. They
are generally small flies with rounded and spotted wings.
Their larvse are found in decaying wood and fruit, in cow-
dung, and in dirty-water.

crane-house (kran'hous), n. 1. A building or
shed covering a crane.—3. A shed built at
the base of a large crane to protect the
machinery and operator from the weather.

crane-neck (kran'nek), n. The long thin sec-
tion of a coach which connects the driver's
seat with the body.

crane's-bill, n. — spotted or wild crane's-bill,
Qeraniwin macvlatum,, a favorite American wildflower
found in woods from Newfoundland to Manitobaand south
to Alabama and Kansas. It is a leafy herb a foot or more
high, with large showy rose-purple flowers.

crane-willow (kran'wil'6), «. The button-
bush, Cephalanthus occidentalis.



crangonid 311 crawfish

CrangOnid (krang-eon'id), n and a I ». which has three cranks foiged upon it, or which is built todrome in the entire-margined Jomis and wasjjedodroTne

A shrimn-lilifi <>riiKtiir>A<in Violnn<riT.cT tr. '+>ia up of separate pieces, with an angle between any two, in those which have dentate marKins, both chaiacterscom-A snnmp liKe crustacean belonging to tne
^!^^ j^ ^^^ j^ tluee-cylinder engines or pumps. The bined in some species. Bot. Gazette, l;ec., 1903, p. 42a

laraiiy l,rangoniase. uaual arrangement of a three-throw crank in an engine , , . ,/ - n
II. a. Or or pertaining to the Crangonidx. or pump is to place the cranks 120 degiees apart to secuie CraspeaoaromOUS (kras-pe-dofl ro-mus;, a.

crangonoid (krang'gon-oid) a. Slirimp-like as uniform a turning movement as possible. Same as ^crospedodrome.

as a crustacean.
' '

crank^, v. t. 4. To turn with a crank; turn craspedon(kras'pe-don),».
;
pi. craspecia (-da).

Cranial cartilage, flexure. See *eartilage, {^'^ engine) with a hand-crank. This is usually Same as craspedum.

*flexure. ^°"« V'* T,'iI^''?^'i""T^'^**"''"^t'"^,l^:,™„^™=^ Oraspedostoma (k^^ [Gr.

Cranial index. See Mndex. Z^nlrZXtt^Sr^ ""''
' «''°''™''"'' "'^"-g"' + '^™/'°' '"""t'^^J ^ g«°"«

craniate (kra'ni-at), a. [NL. *<yraniatus, < L. crank-arm (krangk'arm), n. That part of a of rhipidoglossal gastropods of the family I/ei-

cranium, < Gr. upavim, skull.] Having a skull crank which joins the center of the shaft to phinvlidse, having globose whorls, short spire,

or cranium, as do all vertebrates above the lam- be turned by it to the handle or pin to which cancellated body-whorl, and an alar process at

preys. the power or resistance is applied. the end of the columella. It is of Silurian age.

It [Amphioxus] exhibits what appeal's to be a prim- crank-cheek (krangk'chek),n. Aoheek-plece; craspedotal (kras-pe-do'tal), a. yCiaspedota
ordial condition of vertebrate organization, a condition a crank-arm: the crank to which the crank-pin + -a(l.] Of or pertaining to the Craspedota

;

which is, in fact, partly recapitulated in the couise of ;„ fastened having a velum.
the embryonic stages of cramatevej^br^tes. ^^^^ crank-circle (krangk's6r"kl), r,. The circle Crass« (kras), n. \_Crass(icornis), the specific

cranidium(kra-nid'i-um),».;pl.cm«i*a(-a). described by a crank-pin; specifically, the name.] A species of sea-anemone, Mm,odes

[NL.,<Gr.Vi«''"', sbull,-l-dim.-(Aov.] In tte '"<''® ™ ^.'^^^^ti^^S^^™ ""^ ti'^.f^s^^^"Vi^ PvfofX^^^ TNI <T nrn,
Lph^lon oAhe trilobites, the centril piece «te^-engine which represents the path of the C/XlhicLtT+ dimK.ito- Tke U^^^^^^^^

TfttSab^t^a^d 4\T^h^elr^'
''°""^*"^

Craved axle or shaft. .See *sW. genus of the family CrassatelUd.. Lamarck,

''^^K^XfSonT^E^xcisio^n^^^^^^^^ Taff^^^ftlilfTnthl^cr^l^^n o^a^ t^^^^^^ Crassatellid^ (kras-a^tel'i-de). « p. [NL., <

t
"

'J^fllit'lt^ -• 1^1.? t 1
This force depents upon the angle between the crank Crassatella + -idx.] A family of bivalve mol-

Stnp of the skull in a young child to relieve and the connecting-rod, the pressure acting on the piston, l„sks. The shell is equivalve, thick, and nearly trian-
pressure on tne Drain. and the effect of the inertia of the reciprocating parts of guiar ; the mantle with anal orifice or open ; hinge-liga-

CraniodidymuS (kra"ni-6-did'i-mus), «. ; pi. the engine. ment in an internal fossette; and hinge with 2 cardinal

craniodidymi (-mi). [NL.,' < Gr. Koaviav, skull,-!- cranking (krangk'mg), n. 1. In cuttingtools, teeth. The laterals aie produced. The principal genus

SiSviio,;, twin.] A monster with two heads. the hollowing out of the tool immediately be- i& Cramitdla.
,,„„,„„: a w, «7 ptjt

Craniofacial fissure, in ana«., a vertical fissure, orvacu- hmd the cutting edge. This is done in order that OrasSllmgUia ^Kras-i-ling gwi-a;, n.pi. \_au^

ity, in line with the frontonasal articulation, separating the tool may have a tendency to spring back and out, neut. pi. of crassilinguis, < L. crassns, thick, -r

the mesethmoid more or less completely into two parts, rather than dig into work, when making a heavy cut. lingua, tongue.] A section or superfamily of
Pnc.Zool.Soe. London, iws, 1.2m. 2. The operation of turning a crank, specifi- ioce)-««ia, containing lizards with short, thick,
craniognosy (kra-m-og no-si), n. [Gr. Kpaviov, cally in order to start an internal-combustion nonprotrusile tongues, including such forms as
skuU,-l-)T'<i)ff(f, knowledge.] Same as crowwJogri/. motor, as in a motor-car. the geckos andiguanas. Correlated with Ver-
cramqgrapher (kra-ni-og ra-ffer), «. One who crank-motion (krangk'm6"shon),rt. The mo- milinguia amd FiSi-ilinguia.
describes and makes drawings of skulls; one tion of a body when driving or when driven Orassocephalum (kras-o-sefa-lum), n. [NL.
versed in oraniography. by a crank. Such motion is called harmonic, as the (Moench, 1794), < L. cr'assus, thick, -I- Gr. xa-
CraniohematonCUS(kra"m-o-hem-a-tong'kus), reciprocating part traverses the diameter of the circle in ,. n ' , mj^ allusion is to the swollen
n. [NL., < Gr. Kpamov, skul ,

-1- al/IaiT-),h\ooA, the f™6 «"?,« *" which the crank-pin is moving uni-
f^^^> ^^^^-frl^^vrnfm^ A lenus of Plants._/.'- ' -, X '

.. „!,' I ™„A™' formly over the semi-cucumferenoe of the same circle. iruit-neaasoi O. cerBWJWft.J A genus 01 plants
-l-o7K0f, mass.] Same as cepfta««ma<oma.

crank-nit (kraiiek'nit) « A recess below of the family ^steracea?, related to Senecjo.
craniol. An abbreviation of cramology. Thffln^nrli^BJlon^VaT^^ncn^P^^ which t^^^ There are abOut^24 species, of the Old World tropics, one
CraniolOEically(kra"ni-6-loi'i-kal-i),ad«. With *^e. floor-lme around an engine, in which the

^j ^^j^j^ ^ s„„etimes grown in wai-m glass-houses for its

regard to the cranium,' or to the zoological pa,in crank and the lower end of its connect- ^ch pumle velvety foliage. This is C. auraMiacum(Gy.
i.n»onf<>i.c «* tVio />..an',iTn lug-rod revolvB. nura aurantiaca of de Candolle), the velvet-plant, from

cnaraciers 01 me cranium. nrnTit-wAh (kranwlr'wfih^ n That nait of a J*''*- It is a stout plant, hairy in all its parts, with lai-ge

craniom. An abbreviation of crawJometn/. ''^^^^^u^\thl\l.^T;^i^iF„T.t^*i,l ovate jagged-edged soft leaves. The flower-heads are

craniomalacia (kra"ni-o-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL., <=J^°\^^'<'''
connects the orank-pm hub to the yeUow OTirangeTin te.-minal clusters.

<Gr. «pa./o., skull, -h/.a;l««/.,softn'ess.] feame ^ts^Son as' eiaeThXt^l^'i'n^rg^J^a^nk^ il'^^^^^ cratsegin (krat'e-jin), ». [Crat^gus + -in^.}

as cramotaoes. ally cut away to make it as light as possible. A crystalline, bitter compound trom tlie tresh

craniometrically (kra"ni-6-met'ri-kal-i), adv. crank-wrist (krangk'rist), «. In mach., the bark of the twigs of the hawthorn, Cratiegus
' According to the rules and methods of crani- short length of the double crank between the Oxyacantlia.

ometry ; by means of the cranioraeter. arms of the U. It forms the crank-pin surface cratch^, n. 3t. In astron., the star-cluster

craniometrist (kra-ni-om'e-trist), ». A person' to which the connecting-rod is attached. known as Prsesepe (the Manger) in the con-

who measures skulls. crap^ (krap), n. [Perhaps ult. connected with stellation Cancer.

craniopathy (kra-ni-op'a-thi), n. [Gr. Kpaviov, crop, ».] 1. A throw with dice; especially, crate, n. 3. In glass-manuf., a lot of twelve
skull, -I- -iraOta, < Trafof, disease.] Any -dis- a losing cast in the game of craps, when the tables or disks of crown-glass. See toftie, 1 (d).

ease of the skull. total of pips on the two dice is 2, 3, or 12. crate (krat), v. t. To put or pack in a crate

craniorachischisis (kra"iii-6-ra-kis'ki-sis), n. See craps^. Stand. Diet.— ciav-shootins. Same for transportation: as, to crate fruit, furni-

[NL., < Gr. Kpaviov, skull, + pdxif, backbone, as crapgs and *<;r(i;^«2. ture, etc.

-I- aximc, cleaving, fissure.] Fissure of the crape-dresser (krap ' dres " er), n. One who crater, »—Bell crater, in Greek vases, a crater which

skull and vertebral column. finishes crape for the market. has the form of a modem bell. This type is usually fol-

._ ^i„-„j„ /i,™ «; „='i,! o,v\ », rlviT /("It. nranik fam Ckran'tkrn^ ti Sep *fer«l lowed in the marble Koman vases. See craferl, with cut.
craniOSChlSlS (kra-ni-os ki-sis>, ». [NL., < br. crape-iern (JJrap lern;, m. »ee .(e»n . -Craterbasln: (a) A depressed area in which volcanic
(tpav/ov, skull, -I- (T;i;io-(f, cleaving, fissure.] Fis- Crape-markingS (krap mar-kingz;,m. J)t._ in craters occur. (I)) A caldei-a.—Craterof anarc. Same
sure of the skull photog., peculiar markings which appearm the as crater, 6.— Explosion crater, a large cavity or cal-

craniOSClerOSiS (kra*ni-o-skle-r6'sis), n. [NL., film of collodion in the wet-plate process, due dera in a volcanic cone, caused by a violent eruption.

< Gr. Kpaviov, skull, -I- 'aK'/Jjpoaig, hardening.] to the presence of water in the alcohol or crater-chain (kra't6r-ohan), m. A series of

Thickening of the skull. ether. JFbo(J6ttr(y, Encyc. Diet. Photog., p. 146. volcanic craters, nearly in a line.

CraniOStOSiS (kra-ni-os'to-sis), n. [NL., prop, crape-myrtle (fep'm^r-tl), ». A shrub, ia-
Sixteen werelava-cones. . .; butthecmter-cAairwnum-

*craniosieosis, <>Gr. Kpaviov, skull, + oartov, . gerstroemia Indica. Also called Indian Mae. bered not less than eighty-three,

bone -f -osis.'\ Premature closure of the See lilae and Lagerstrcemia. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), Xlll. 603.

cranial sutures. crape-ring (krap'ring) n.
,

The senu-transpa-
crater-lake (kra'ter-lak), n. A lake occupying

craniote (toa'ni-6t), «. and n. [NL. 'eramoHi^,
.

rent, dusty rmg of Saturn between tlie bright
^^^ ^^g^^er or caldera of a volcano ; specifically^

< Gr. *Kpavc(JT6g, < Kpaviov; skull.] I. a. Having rmg and the planet. Sa. Amer., Aug. 1, 1903, ^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^p ^^^^ occupying a typical call
a skull. ' J* , o a.7 dera in Oregon. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., .

II. n. A member of the Craniota, or verte- Craponne lace. See *Uee. -,
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brates which have a well-defined skull. crappox (krap'poks), n. [Appar. < crap(au-

crater-wall (kra ' tfer- wftl), n. The inclosing
craniotome (kra'ni-o-tom), n. [Gr. Kpaviov, dme^) + pox.:\ to yaws, ulceration with in- rock wall of a crater ; as sometimes used, thi
skull, -I- -ro^of, < ro/^«v, cut.] A surgical m- .

durated.edges on the soles of the feet. steepin-faceof this bounding wall. The ordinary
strument for cutting bone, used in operations craps^^ (kraps), m. pi. A game ot cnance piayea

c,.ater of the basalt-volcano ispit-llke, with the walls often

on the skull with dice ; the modern and simplified method nearly vertical, and the Hoor may be a great neaily level

Crani0t0my,«.-LinearcranlOtomy,incisionthrough of playing hazard. The players bet ^ much as they Plane of solid lava. DaTia, Characteristics of Volcanoes,

tl* cranium o^ a chUtUo relieve tension.' choose, and the caster covers the amouiit he is wiUmg to P- 160.
,.,.,.,..., ,.,„ . ^

pranintnTinirranhv rkra"ni-6-t6-noe'ra-fi) «. "s"^- He then throws two dice from his hand. If the CratlCUlaria (kra-tik-u-la'n-k), ». [NL., < L.
CraniOTOpOgrapny ^Kra m y lo pog la u;, «. grstthrow is 7 or 11, it is a nick or natural, and the caster crnUmhit dim i^i ernfU wickerwork ffratinff
[Gr. Kpaviov, skull, + E. topography.^ The ^jng everything. It 2, 3, or 12 is thrown, it is a crap, and

craticuius, aim. ot crafw, wicJterworK, grating,

mapping out of the surface of the skull in the caster lose! everything. Any other number thrown hurdle : see cj-ote, frrafcz, and (/nddfe.J A genus

order todfitermine the relation of the various is the caster's point, and he must continue throwing until of fossil hexactinellid sponges ot the tamily

rC«^= f r. tlTa liraiT, hPTiPath ^^ ''""S^ *••« »™® number again and wins, or throws 7 Cratieulariidee, occurring in the Mesozoic and
parts to the bram beneatn. and lose8.-TO shoot craps, to play at craps: said be- T.owpr TprtiarV rocks
craniOtractor (kra"m-o-trak'itor), n. [NL., cause the dice are thrown or shot from the hand, instead -Liower i erriary rocKS.

„,„„.,i
< /cpoviov, skull, + L. «rac«or, tractor.] A form of being rolled from a dice-box. cravo (kra vo), re. [Pg., lit. anail, < L. ctai-MS,

of eranioelast crapula, n. 2. A resin or confectfon of some a nail : see elavus, elovei.^ A fish, the same as

cranitis (kra-iii'tis), ». [NL., < Gr. (cpaWov, drug producing intoxication, as hashish. *mariposa. rw a<u. »; 7 t a
skull, +-ife.] InMammation of the cranial Crapulent colic. See*col%c. crawcraw (kra^kra), «. [W. Afr *to-a;tm.] A
Ijo^gg

"
craspedodrome (kras-ped'6-drom), a. [Gr. prungmous skin-disease, probably parasitic,

Cranka.n.-Overhangliig crank, a crankwhose shaft. Kpitcwedov, margin, + -3po/iOf, < Spap^iv, run.] whiehafEectschieflytheinnersideofthethighs.

bearing is on one side^ tiie crank-pin only. The crank Running into the margin : said of the nerves It occurs on the west coast ot Atrioa.

is on the end of the shaft. When the bearing is on the of leaves. See »er»a*Jo»i (a) (1), Fig. 2. crawfish, w. 3. One who backs out from a po-
right of the crank, as the observer looks along the mechan-

. . , j „ u »., 1, sitionorundertakine.esneoiallvinnolities. fU.
ism which drives the crank in a horizontal engine, the Lateral primaries when forked usually above their base,

"wonoi uuueiid,Kiiis,cBpcwoiv i<u i,»i^o
y

SSilT is righSnded.-^ree-throw crank, a shaft often present as basal sub-primaries; secondaries camp- S. slang.]-Bllnd crawfish, Cambarus pellucidue.



crawfish

which lives in the Mammoth Cave.— Spiny crawfisb, the
largest fresli-water crawfish of Australia, Astacopsig ser-
ratus.
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explaining the creation of the world : some-
times used in opposition to transformation-
myth, a myth which explains the present form
of the world by a series of transformations
from a pre\doQS stage.

[area1ive + -ity.']

CrawU, V. i—To crawloff (naut), to work a vessel
slowly away from a lee shore.

crawl-a-bottom, n. 2. A small percoid fish, ... _ .-,..,
fla(irqp<eriMmsiro/ascia«j«, found in fresh water creativity (kre-ar-tiv i-ti),n

from South Carolina to Louisiana. TLocal, Creativeness.

U. S.]

crawler, n. 3. A person or thing that moves
slowly

;
particularly, a cab that moves along a

street very slowly on the outlook for a fare.
[Colloq.]

crawley (kr&'li), «. Same as crawley-root.
False crawley, the Albany beech-drops or pine-drops,
Pterospora anaromedea. See Pterospora,

creatophaeous (kre-a-tof'a-gus), a. [6r. Kpiac
(Kpear-), flesh, + ipayeiv, eat.] Same as cre-

ophagous.
creatospore (kre-at'o-spor), «. [Gr. icpiag

(Kpear-), flesh (used for the ' meat' of a nut),
+ airopa, seed.] In phytogeog., a plant which
bears nut fruits and is thus adapted to dis-
tribution by rodents. F. E. Clements.

crayon-board (kra'on-bord), n. A cardboard creatoxicon, kreatozicon (kre-a-tok'si-kon),
for crayon or pastel, usually with a tooth or
roughened surface. See *tooth, 11.

crazia (krat'se-a), n. ; pi. crazie (-a), pt., < G.
kreuzer, kreutzer : see kreutzer.'] A subsidiary
coin of Tuscany, the twelfth part of a Ura,
equal to 1.67 United States cents.

crazy-chain (kra'zi-chan), «. In/ores«j-)/, the
short chain used to hold up that tongue of a
sprinkler-sled which is not in use.

crazy-grass (kra'zi-gras), ». See *canary-
grass.

cream^, w.—Alumina cream. See iratumina.—Ba-
varian cream, a dessert composed of gelatin and
whipped cream added to a custard : flavored variously and
served cold.—Cream caustic. See -kcauxtic.—Cream
of lime, {b) slaked lime mixed with water to a cream-
like consistence.—Devonshire cream. Same as clotted

cream. See ctoti.—Evaporated cream, in dairying, a
trade-name for condensed cream, which resembles con-
densed milk.—Neapolitan cream, an ice-cream in
which twokinds ofcream and an ice are frozen in one block.

cream^, v. t. 4. To work and beat until it be-
comes smooth and light, forming a creamy _

mass. Butter is often so treated before it is credently
mixed with other ingredients.— 5. Vn cookery Carlyle.

generally, to preparein a cream sauce (chicken,
oysters, etc.): frequently for use as filling for
molds of puff-paste or of bread.

creamer, » 3. A refrigerator or cooling-cabi-
net in which fresh milk, placed in deep cylin-
drical cans, is kept cool by means of iee or
cold water while the cream rises naturally.
Helmet creamer, a cream-jug shaped like an inverted
helmet, of Chinese porcelain, commonly, but improperly,
ascribed to Lowestoft, England.

creameryman (kre'me-ri-man), n. A man who
owns or operates a creamery. Yearbook V. S.

Dept Agr., 1897, p. 17.

cream-gage (krem'gaj), n. A graduated glass
vessel, resembling a test-tube, used to mea-
sure the percentage of cream in milk.

creaming, (kre'ming), re. 1. The formatioi)i of
cream; the rising of any liquid in cream or creditor, n Cblrographary creditor, the holder of

foam.— 2. An artificial or mechanical process evidence of debt acknowledged by the handwriting of the

[Gr. Kpea(g) (KpeaT-),&esh,+ rofi/c<iv, poison.]
A poisonous substance, the cause of meat-
poisoning. Vaughan and Novy, Cellular Tox-
ins, p. 188,

creatozin, kreatoxin (kre-a-tok'sin ), n. [o-ea-
tox(icon) + -wt2.] A substance concerned in
meat-poisoning. Vaughan and Novy, Cellular
Toxins, p. 188. creeninff
creatozism, kreatoxism (kre-a-tok'sizm), n, for moos
[Gr. Kpia{() (Kpear-), flesh, -I- rd^(iKAv), poison,
-t- -ism.2 Poisoning by tainted meat.

creaturism (kre'tur-izm), w. Icreature +
-ism.'] The ascription to God of creature
qualities and attributes.

creaturist (kre'tur-ist), n. [creature -i- -ist.']

One who ascribes creature qualities to God.
criche, n. 3. A representation of the Holy
Family, with the babe in the manger, and the
ox and ass, modeled in full relief and colored

:

usually exhibited at Christmas-time in the
parish church.

(kre'dent-li), adv. Believingly.

credit, n— contra credit. See *co»(j'o.— Credit
bureau. See mercajitUe -kagency.— Credit entry, in
bookkeeping, an entry on the credit side of an account ,„.„_;__ *„__ /i,„=/„! «» \

-Credit gild, an organization of farmers in Japan for Crceping-iem (kre pmg-tfern)
the promotion of their common interests, and through ing-fern.
which its members may_obtain loans on favorable terms, creeping-jenny, W.

Crenothrix

Gigantic crust-creep of overthrust masses.
Geiig. Jmir. (K. G. S.X XVI. 461.

Tangential creep, in geol., lateral movement of forma-
« tions ; displacement in a horizontal direction by expansion
or contraction.

He attributes the tangential creep to the transference
of material by denudation from one place to another,
promoting subsidence, heating of the lower layers, and
lateral expansion, with consequent crumpling of the
strata. Knowledge, Feb., 1904, p. 9.

creeper, n., 6, {J) pi. Small andirons or fire-dogs

placed between large ones.

10. The sandworm. Nereis virens. [Eng.]
—Bow-string creeper. Same as^etee.-Chaln-creeper,
a woody-stemmed, leguminous vine, Bauhinia gplendeim,

of northern South America. The stems ai-e extremely
flexible and tough, so that they can be used like cords,

being more durable than iron nails or chains, which in

the damp atmosphere soon rust and give way. Strips of
the bai'k ai-e made into a coai-se kind of cordage. Also
called bejuco de cadena.—Rajmahal creeper. Same as
jetee.

creeper-chain (kre'per-chan), n. An endless
chain provided with projecting hooks orfingers

:

used in moving mine-cars horizontally or on
inclines. G. W. Hughes, Coal Mining, p. 465.

^, n. 2. Stalking or still-hunting, as
moose or deer. Earl ofDunraven, in Sport

with Gun and Bod, p. 20.—3. Motion of the
rails of a railroad in the direction of traflSo,

due to a number of causes. The usual preventive
measure is to notch the foot of the rail, and put through
this notch the spike which holds the rail to the tie or
sleeper.

4. The slip of a belt or rope which is driving
one pulley from another : due to working or
elasticity in the belt or rope.—^^5, In elect., the
slow drifting or moving of an instrument or
meter at no load, due to inaccurate adjustment
or to a slow change of the suspension.—6. In
geol., same as *ereep, 5.

creeping-bur (kre'ping-ber), n. The ground-
pine or club-moss, Lycopodium clavatum.
Also called creeping-jenny.

See cUmb-

2. Same as *creeiping-bvr.

[Also crease, kris, < creese,

».] To kill by stabbing with a creese (which

, „ see).
securityolaiwitten obligation purporting to represent cremastcr, n. 4. Inmarsupials a muscle which
property, such as I O U s, book-debts, bills of exchange,

eompresse's the mammary gland and forces the
milk down the gullet of the young while in the
pouch.

cremastral (kre-mas'tral), a. [crenmster

+

-ail.] Pertaining to the cremaster of insects.
Natural Science, Jan. 1878, p. 16.

cr@me (kram), n. [P.: see eream\ ».] 1.
A cream : a term used especially in the names
of certain cordials, as ereme de menthe. See

Sd. Amer. Sup., Aug. "27, 1904, p. 23,969.— Credit Item, ~roooo (tvj^~«i t
in bookkeeping, an item to be entered on the credit side ^'^'"iS ..?.'>."• ''

of an account.— Credit system, the system of buying
and selling on credit— Paper credit, credit given on the

creditive (kred'i-tiv), a. Icredit + -ive.} Of
the nature of or connected with belief: as,

creditive assent.

The faith is a wholly transactional matter toward God
himself, and no mere creditive assent or conviction.

BuxhneU, Sermons on Living Subjects, Sermon iii.

for separating cream from milk,

cream-sacs (l^em'saks), n. A species of owl's-

clover, Orfliocarpus lithospermoides : so named
from the cream-colored corolla developed into
three sacs. [California.]

cream-separator (krem'sep''a-Ta-tor), n. See

debtor.

Cree(kre), n. and a. I. n. A member of a
branchof the Algonkian (orAlgonkin) Indians,
See Cree and Algonquian in Century Cyclo-
pedia of Names.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Crees.

cream\ 6.—2. In cookery, meat, fish or vege-
tables baked in white sauce and covered with
bread-crumbs.—Crdmebml^e, caramel or browned
sugar with cream.—Cr^me de cacao IP-l, a liqueur of
the oily consistency known as cr&me, flavored with cacao
or chocolate.

separator -Gravity cream-separator av'esserde" creed-bovmd (k'red'bound), a. Having a ser- •'^.t™?.??.??^!: ^i™.™ "^i:/" ^i"^]? »:^ l^^^i'

<

signed to hold fresh milk whUe the milk 'is separating vile respeet for creeds; slavishly obedient to
from the cream by gravity. It is a closed vessel, fltted a creed. N. E. D.

il
Gr. Kpti/ivdf, a steep bank, a cfiff, -I- -ifo^ia.

< ipopelv, fear.] Morbid fear of being near the
with a strainer, draw-cock's, and glass indicators to show creed-monser (kred'mung''g6r) il Literally ^dge of a cliff or precipice.

^^^aSmnl ^d ^r°e"rLTg^^t?J°oS!°'"'
"' *^ one who dlals)n creeds ;%L ^ho is devote'd crempmeter

creaser.re. 4. A tool having a thin triangular *
ee^lrX^l^tT f Ttocal name for the

head, used to crease leather. •'"®S®5 ("^V- ' a «« ^ ® toi tne

create (kre'at), ». i-Also cre3,a«; <Canarese ?P°"«.f
sandpiper^cfote,«^c«Jana: given

kreata.) An annual acanthaceous herb, f^<»?/*« ^^^"-^ °^ frequenting the borders of

Erianthera paniculata (Justicia panieulata of
„!["fci^edM™fkrek'sei'l n Asalt-marsh erass

Burman), native to India and Ceylon, where *'"®?^®5f® if™ „if.f.^.C,'
"' -^^^^r™.*™." S^^'SS,

(kre-mom'e-t6r), n. [E. cream
(with assumed stem crem-) + Gr. pirpm,
measure.] In dairying, a graduated test-tube
used in estimating the proportion of cream in
milk. Fresh milk warmed to 100° F. is placed in the
tube,fllling it to the zero mark, and left to stand in it, in
a cool place, for twenty-four hours, by which time the
percentage of cream will be plainly indicated by the scale.

^partoapfaftra, abounding partieuJarly along Cremona transformation,
Jul. the edge of creeks and estuaries on the Atlantic hq„_

See *transforma-

Cremome bolt. See *Zio{«i.

crena, «._ 3. In hot., a tooth or notch of a
Crena anl, the fissure between the

n.

crenate leaf,
natos.

it is sometimes cultivated in gardens
Mauritius and the West Indies it has escaped from cul- . -

.

,

„ j xi .. i c c ^
tivation, becoming a weed. It is used medicinally as a coast. Also callea tnatcny grass, bee opartma.
bitter tonic like quassia. creck-stuff (krek'stuf), n. See ^arUna.

creatinic, kreatinic (kre-a-tin'ik), a. Kelat- creek-thatch (krek'thach), n. See SparUna.
Ing to oreatin. C. E. Simon, Physiol. Chem., creeler (kre'lfer), n. One who attends to the

Creation, n.-The doctrine Of continuous creation. creep\°l*rT'bi'"rm.7to rise above the °"?iP^''*?,Vl'"^+ 'X^ p^!.!^!.''- t^-' <
L.

(a) The doctrine that the creative energy of the Deity gvjfi.' „ of the liouid UDon the walls of the ,
"' * °°*«'>' + ^L. JPecten, a genus of

alone keeps the universe in existence: an opinion adopted surrace oi tne iiquiu upon me walls oi me „oi<.„.,„„^„ / t. «....<...„ „ „—v. „„„ ...,,««„ i

by St Augustme and from hun passing to some of the contaming-vessel, like salt crystals in an
scholastics and to Descartes and his followers, including evaporating-dish.
Spinoza and Leibnitz, and widely held by more modern creeO. ». 4. Same as creeper, 6 (6). G. E.
theolOiri""" ""^ '^^'^ nnininn f\r hvnnthPftlR that the «*««!', — _ _^ _» V _'

pelecypods, < L. peeten, a comb: see pecten.']
A Carboniferousgenus of peetenoiiFeUcypoda
with taxodont hinge. «

quence
absolute

creationalism (krf-a'shon-al-izm), n. Same
as creatlonism. Science, July 5, 1901, p. 15.

creationalistic (kre-a'shon-a-lis'tik), a. Per-

taining to or of the nature of creationism.

creationary (kre-a'shon-a-ri), a. [creation +
-ar^l ] Pertaining to creationism. Athenseum,

Oct. 27, 1894.

creation-myth (kre-a'shon-mith), n. A myth

,.,,., „ ,
disintegrated r«v;i>. „u mulcted 6y T. srSunt to explain the oViginoHhe ciystai-

hiUsides. Ground-water, frost, and changes line schists. It assumed that the earth, in cooling from
of temperature are the chief factors in such a molten condition, had solidified but was still hot:

movement. heated waters rising from the depths and charged with
mineral matter deposited at the surface successive layers

When the movement is too slow to be sensible it is which contained an abundance of zeolites ; subsequently
called creep. Cha/mJberlin and Salisbury, Geol., 1. 218. the zeolites became feldspars, occasioning thus the
_ . . , 1. , " . » ,

banded nature of the schists.
Cmst-creep, in geol., the slow movement of a large ri»™..4.-u_i_ /i r- ix. -i \ rxrr m ^
portion of flie earth's crust under compressive strain VrenOtnnX (kren 0-thnkS), n. [NL. ^Cohn,
along a reversed or thrust fault ~ ""* '*" ~

' "^ ^'"' ~ ' '1870), < Gr. Kpfrvr/, a spring, + dpl^, a hair.



Crenothrix polyspora.

Highly magni^d. (After Zopf.)

a, arthrospores; b, single segr-

ments; c, common sheath sur-
rounding the separate spores.
(From Frankland's " Micro^Or-
ganisms in Water,")

Crenothrix

These bacteria have
a hair-like form and
occur in springs.] A
genus of filamentous
non-motile bacteria
having cylindrical or
flat cells inclosed in
a sheath. Reproduc-
tion takes place by means
of two kinds of spores pro-
duced from tile vegetative
cells within the fdaments.
The single species, C.
polyepora^ occurs in stag-
nant or running water
containing organic matter
and iron salts.

crenule (kren'til), n.

[NL. crenula, dim. of
li. crena, a notch:
see orena.'i In bot.,

a diminutive crena.

creoform (kre'o-
f6rm), n. [^oreo(sote)

+ )'orm(aldehyde}.2
A non-toxic tasteless
and odorless conden-
sation-product of
creosote and formal-
dehyde. It is a
strong antiseptic.
Also called geoform
and eresoform.

Creole, n. 3. In ichth., the genizara, Clepticits

parrsB, found in the West Indies.

creole-fish (kre'ol-fish), n. A beautiful fish,

•Paranthias furdfer, of tropical American
waters.
creolinated (kre'S-lin-a^ted), a. [preolin +
-atei + -ed'^.'] Mixed or impregnated with
creolin : as, creolinated soap.
creolin (kre'o-lin), n. [creo{sote) + -I- + -irfi.'\

The trade-name of two different commercial
products: (a) Pearson'n creolin, a mixture
of coal-tar hydrocarbons (and probably phe-
nols) with resin soap ; (6) Artmann's creolin, a
mixture of coal-tar hydrocarbons with cresol-
sulphonie acid. They are used as antiseptic
washes.
creolism (kre'o-Uzm), n. [Creole + -ism.'] The
condition and characteristics, physical and
mental, of Creoles. Athenseum, Oct. 7,- 1893.

creolization (kre"o-li-za'shon),i«. [creolise +
-ation.] The development of characteristics
of a Creole race.

The subject race had . . . been physically refined by
those exti'aordinary influences of climate and environ-
ment which produce the phenomena of creolizatwn.

Uarper'a Mag., Feb., 1890, p. 416.

creolize (kre'o-liz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. creo-

lieed, ppr. creolizing. [creole + -ize.] To play
the Creole ; imitate or fall in with the manners,
customs, habits, etc., of the Creoles, especially

as regards an easy manner of living.

The ladies . . . generally creolize ;the whole day in a
delectable state of apathy.

J. McLeod, Voyage of Alceste, p. 190.

creophagism (kre-of'a-jizm), n. [Also kreo-;

< ereophag-ov.s + -ism.'] The practice of using
flesh as food. Also Icreophagism.

Kreophagimn leads to alcoholism, and still more to im-
morality. Saturday Bev., Nov. 5, 1881, p. 670.

creophagist (kre-of'a-jist), n. [Also kreo-; <

ereophag-ous + -jsjw.] A flesh-eater; one who
uses flesh as food.

creosal (kre'o-sal), n. [creos^ote) + -a/S.] The
trade-name of a tannic-acid ester of creosote.
It is a dark-brown astringent powder, and is used medici-
nally in cases of pulmonary tuberculosis and in certain

intestinal troubles.

creosine (ki-e'o-sin), n. [creos(ote) + -me2.]

A yellow transparent non-irritating fluid com-
posed of creosote, iodine, calcium hypophos-
phite, and balsam of Peru: used internally in

phthisis, bronchitis, etc.

creosoform (krf-o'so-form), TO. lcreoso(te) +
form{aldehyde).] Same as *creofdrm.

creosote, n Coal-tar creosote, impure phenol or
carbolic acid : quite distinct from the genuine creosote

of wood-tar.— Creosote Oil. See*oil.

creosotol (kre'o-so-tol), to. [creosote + -oi.]

A thick brownish inodorous oil analogous to

guaiaeol carbonate, but made directly from
beech-wood creosote.

creotozism (kre-o-tok'sizm), to. Same as
*creatoxism,

Crdpe, n Cr£pe de chine [F., 'China crape'], a very
thin, lustrous dress-silk.

crfipe (trap), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. cr^ed, ppr.

crying. [F. crSper, < h. crispare, curl : see
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'cr^e, n., crape, and crisp, t'.] To curl; crimp;
!
buckle ; put up in curl-papers ; frizz : as, to crSpe
the hair.

crSp6 (kre-pa'), p. a. [F.] Frizzed.
crepidome (krep'i-dom), n. [NL. crepidoma,
< Gr. Kp^idu/ia, a foundation: see crepidoma.]
In the nomenclature of the spicular elements
of sponges, an inceptive condition or stage in
the growth of the irregular tetraxial spicules
in which the tetraxial or caltrop type is mani-
fested.

crepis, to. 8. In sponge-spieules, the central
axis of a desma. Lankester, Treatise onZool.,
II. 134.

crepitation, n. 6. The peculiar crackling sen-
sation felt on palpation of emphysematous
tissues.

cresalol (kres'a-161), «. lcres{ol) + -ais + -ol.]
A group of ortfio-, meta-, and para-salicylic es-
ters of oresols. They form bulky white crys-
tals, and are used as antiseptic dusting-pow-
ders.

crescence-line (kres'ens-lin), m. In the pele-
cypod moUusks, the line of most rapid growth
of the shell, it usually extends on each valve from
the umbo obliquely backward to the post-lateral margin.

crescent, TO. 4. (d) Ina»Mifc,oneofthecomuaofgray
matter in the spinal cord, (e) In pathol., a sexual form
of the Plasmodium malarise.

9. (a) The curved, sausage-shaped gameto-
cyte of Laverania, the parasite of pernicious
^rmalaria (which see, with cut). (6) In certain
extinct cardioid pelecypods, a lunate flatten-

ing of the shell-surface just behind the beaks.
It specially characterizes the Devonian genus
Honeoyea. (c) In the extinct trimerellid bra-
chiopods, a curved and narrow muscular scar
on each valve just within the cardinal margin.
10. In plate-armor, one of the small pieces of
steel used to protect joints. See gusset (a).

Malarial crescent. Same as increscent, i (c).—Myopic
crescent, a crescentic yellowish patch about the papilla
of the optic nerve, due to atrophy or detachment of the
choroid.

crescentic, a. 2. In geol., noting certain cres-

oentifoi-m marks or 'gouges' attributed to the
action of glacial ice. They are thought to be due
to localized pressure, as in the process of gouging, and are
therefore sometimes called crescentic gouges, &. K. Gil-

bert, in Science, Dec. 23, 1904, p. 894.

cresegol (kres'f-gol), to. A brownish-red stable

organic compound of mercury, said to precipi-

tate toxins but not albumins : used as a substi-

tute for mercuric chlorid as a bactericide.

cresilite (kres'i-lit), n. [F. cresilite; as
cres(ol) + 41- + -ite^.] An explosive consist-

ing of trinitrocresol mixed with melinite : used
in France.
Cresol red. See *redi.

cresdlene (kres'o-len), to. Icresol + -ene.] A
trade-name for a'nisol, or methyl-phenyl ether,

CgHsOCHf), used as a disinfectant.

cresorcin (kres-6r'sin), TO. \eres{ol) + orcin.]

Methyl phendiol-2,4, C6H3(OH)2CH3, or dihy-
droxytoluene. It is a crystalline dibasic phe-
nol, which melts at 104° C.

cresorcinol (kre-s6r'si-n61), TO. Same as *isor-

oinol.

cresotate (kres'o-tat), to. lcres(ol) + -ate +
-ate^.] Same a,s *cresylate.

cresotinic (kres-o-tin'ik), a. lcres(ol) + -ote +
-in'^ + -ic] Derived from cresol.— Cresotinic
acid, the name given to three isomeric aeids formed by
the action of carbou dioxld on the sodium salts of the
cresols: n-cresotinic acid is 4-hydroxy-m-toluio acid, Cg
H3(OHXCHo)COoH(4:l:3);3-cresotinioacidis2-hydroxy-m-
toluic acid, C«Hs(0HXCH3)C02H(2:l(S) ; v-cresotinic acid
is 3-hydroxy-p-toluic acid, CiH3<0HXCH3)C02H(3:l:4).
The acids melt at 161°, 164°, and 177° C. respectively.

Cresphontes butterfly. See *l>utterfly.

cress, TO.— French cress, the winter cress, Cdmpe Bar-
torea.— Leek-cress, the hedge-garlic dr gai'lic mustard,
Alliaria Alliaria.— MeadOW-cress. (a) See meadow-
cress, (ft) The common garden-cress, Lepidium satinum-.
— Moiise-eoT cress. See tlmle-cress.—'Paxa, cress, a
pungent cruciferous plant, SpUanthes oleracea, originally

from the West Indies, replacing water-cress in hot coun-
tries. SeeSmiawtAes.— Rocket cress. Same as French
•kcress.—YellOW creSB. See yellow cress, under yellow.

cressed (krest), a. [cress + -ed^.] Bordered
with water-cresses.

Cressed brook and ever-eddying river, lifted even in

flood scarcely over its stepping-stones,— but through all

sweet summer keeping ti'emulous music with harp-
strings of dark water. Buskin, Modem Painters, V. vii. 4.

cresset-lamp (kres'et-lamp), to. Same as cres-

set.

cresswort (kres'wfert), TO. Any plant of the
mustard family Brassicacese, to which the
cress also belongs. Lindley. [Rare.]

crest, TO. 2. (J) The design, generally that of an ani-

mal, which constitutes the heraldic bearings of a social

group among primitive tribes. The crest belongs often

crib

to an exogamic group and is related to the totem, (k)
The summit of a river-flood wave.— Crest and trougil,
the altei-nately occurring regions situated half a wave-
length apart in any wave-system where the displace-
ments of the vibrating medium reach a maximum but
are opposite in duection.— Crest Of the oretbra.
Same as crista urethrse.— Cross crest, a fold of enamel
running transversely across the face of a tooth.— Eth-
moid crest. Same as crista galli.—ExteilOI crest.
See drawing, under parapet— Neural crest, in the ver-
tebrate embryo, the ridge-like dorsal portion of the neural
tube where it is cut off from the general integmnentaiy
ectoderm and gives rise to the spinal ganglia. See cut,
under kceelomesoblast.—'Sucbal crest, a crest of hair or
feathers on the nape of the neck, as in a few birds and
some mammals.— Orbital crest, the lower edge of the
orbital surface of the sphenoid bone.— Procnemlal
crest, in ornith., the large crest for the attachment of
muscles on the superior end and anterior face of the
tibia.— Sphenomaxillary crest, a bony ridge forming
the margin of the sphenomaxillary fissure.—Supramas-
told crest, a bony ridge on the temporal bone just above
the meatus auditorius.— Temporal crest, in anat, the
line which extends from the outer angles of the frontal
bone upward over the frontal and paiietals. Also called
linea semidrcularis.

crest-board (krest'bord), TO. 1. An ornamental
board which forms the cresting or crossing of
a roof.— 2. A similar board set along the
sloping edge of a gable and rising like a para-
pet above the roof: an erroneous use.

creston (kres-ton'), TO. [8p., crest of a hel-

met.] In mininff geol., the outcrop of a vein:
used along the Mexican boundary.
cresyl (kres'il), n. [cres(o[) + .^jl.] A sub-
stance derived from cresol Cresyl blue. See
•kblue, n.— Cresyl fast violet. See itvioteti._

cresylate (kre'si-lat), n. [cresyl + -dte^.] A
salt of cresyUe acid: as, cresylate of sodium.
cresyol (kres'i-61), TO. Same as *cresyl.

creta (kre'ta), to. [L. : see cretaceous, crayon.]
Chalk.—Cretaprseparata (prepared chalk), chalk freed
from impurities and finely pulverized.

cretaceous, a. 3. In hot. • (a) Chalky, or hav-
ing chalk-glands, as in some species of Saxi-
fraga. (6) Of a chalky color ; dead-white.
cretification (kre-ti-fl-ka'shon), TO. [cretify

{-fie-) + -aUon.] 1. Same as cretefaotion,—
2. Same as calcification, 2.

cretinize (kre'ti-nlz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.'"cre-

tiniged, ppr. eretinizing. [cretm -H -ize.] To
reduce to the condition of a cretin. See cre-

tinism.

The wretched look of the dwarfed, diseased and cre-
tinized inhabitants. FrecTnan.

cretinoid (kre'ti-noid), a. [cretin + -oid.] Re-
sembling, in symptoms, a cretin.— Cretinoid
disease. Same as myxedema.
cretinous (kre'tin-us), a. [cretin + -ous.] Re-
lating to cretinism or to a cretin.

Cretinous idiots, who are bom without thyroid glands.
Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 640.

cretion (kre'shon), to. [L. cretio(n-), < cernere

(pp. eretu^), decide : see *cern^ and ef . discrete,

etc.] In Bom. law, the act of coming and the
time allowed for it. See *cerrfi.

cretol (kre'tol), n. [L. creta, chalk, -(- -ol.]

A preparation suggested for the destruction
of various obnoxious organisms, such as the
laiTSB and pupe of mosquitoes.
Creto-Mycensean (kre"t6-mi-se-ne'an), a. Per-
taining to both Crete and Mycensei' applied to
the Cretan phase of the Mycensean or early
prehistoric Hellenic civilization. Many excava-
tions have recently been undertaken in Crete by English
and Italian archseologists.

cretous (kre'tus), a. Same as cretose. [Rare.]
crevally (kre-val'i), TO. Same as cavally.

CreyaSSe, n— crevasse cycle, the sequence of changes
which a series of crevasses passes through in the move-
ment of a glacier. Science, May 20, 1904, p. 786.

crevasse (kre-vas'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. cre-

vassed, ppr. crevassing. To rend, as ttie sur-
face of a glacier, with fissures and cracks.
This high isolated drumlin and lower accumulations

. . . are evidence of the wrenching and crevassing at the
turning spot Dana, Manual of GeoL, p. 971.

crewellery (kro ' el-fer-i), n. [crewel + -ery.]

Crewel-work. N. E. D.
crevr-space (krS'spas), to. Naut., space in a
vessel spepifically assigned and reserved as
quarters for the crew. Each space must have not
lefis than 72 cubic feet, with 12 squai-e feet of floor for
each person lodged therein, and no cargo or stores may
be canied in such spaces.

Crib^, TO. 11. The frames may rest one on the other,

foiTOing a solid lining, or solid cribbing, or they may be
spiced at convenient intervals, making what is called an
optn cribbing. In the latter case a lining or backing ot

pL'inks or of poles is used. At intervals bearing cribs, frames
with ends projecting into the solid rock, are used to sup-

port the weight of the shaft-lining. Wedging cribs are

htavy frames used as the foundation for a water-tight

shaft-lining (tubbing), the space behind the wedging crib

be ing wedged water-tight. Garland curbs are provided
with horizontal gutters to intercept the water flowing

down inside the shaft-lining. Also called c«rfi.—To balk
tlie crib. See irbalk.



[NL. (Schrader,
A genus of slime-

Crtdrat-ia piriformis.

(From Engler and Prantl's
" Pflanzeiifamilien.")

crib

cribi, ». t. 5. To make up (logs, boards, or
staves) into small rafts or cribs to be united
later into a large raft. [United States and
Canada.]
cribbage, »—Flve^ard crlbbaee, a variety of crib-
bage in which each player receives only five cards, two of
which are laid out for llie crib, the play stopping as soon
as a ' go ' or 31 is reached.

cribber, «. 3. A device which is buckled
around a horse's throat to prevent cribbing.
The under side, which beat's against the horse's throat,
is provided with sharp points which are held back by
springs to prevent them from pricking unless the horse
attempts to crib.

cribbmg-muzzle (krib'ing-muz'l), «. An open
wire muzzle which is held in place over a
horse's mouth by a halter, to prevent cribbing.

cribral (krib'ral), tt. [m6rM»> + -aii.J Relating
to a cribrum or any sieve-like structure.

Science, June 7, 1901, p. 888.

Cribraria (kri-bra'ri-a), n.

1791), < L. cribrum, a sieve.]

molds, type of the family
Cribrariacese, having sepa-
rate stipitate sporangia.
The lower portion of the peridium
is cup-shaped and the upper con-
sists of a network of thick-celled

strands, which suggest the name.
The spores are variously colored.

Cribrariacese (kii-bra-ri-a'-

se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Crib-

raria + -acese.'] A family
of slime-molds named from
the genus Cribraria. The
peridia are mostly stipitate and
have radiate or stellate thicken-
ings. The thinner intermediate
portions disappear at maturity,
leaving a more or less spherical
network. See -kCribraria.

Cribriform area. See itarea,—
Cribriform orgiUl, 'in Stelle-

roidea, one of the densely packed
groups of small spinelets or lam-
ellae found on some or all of the mai'ginal plates, especially
in Porcellanasterid£B. The function of the oigan is _un-
known, but it may act as a percolator.

cribriliiudan(krib-ri-lin'i-dan), o. andn. I. a.

Pertaining to or having the" characters of the
bryozoan family Cribriliniilse.

II. n. A member of the Cribrilinidse.

cricampMtyle (kri-kam'fi-til), n. [Gr. KpiKoi;,

a ring, -I- a/i<pl, on both ends, + Tii^ij, a lump.]
In the nomenclature of the spicular elements
of sponges, a monaxial spicule or rhabd vrith

concentric swellings and blunt ends.
criccaltrop (kri-kal'trop), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
upLKoq, a rmg, + E. caltrop.'] In the nomen-
clature of the spicular elements of sponges, a
caltrop in which the arms bear series of con-
centric rings.

crick* (krik), V. t. [crick^, ».] To wrench or
sprain : as, to crich one's neck.

cricket^, n—Agitating cricket, an American gryllid,

Hapithus agitator, which occasionally damages young
cotton-plants in the southern United States.—Banded
cricket, an American gryllid, Nemobius fasciatus, which
aceasionally injures the cotton-plant—Blackcrlcket.any
member of the family GryllidiB which is black in color, like

Gryllus (Mnmilis.—Moimon cricket, a wingless Ameri-
can locustid, Anabrus simplex. [Local, U. S.] —Western
cricket. Same as Tnormon -kcricket.

CriC^et^, M.— DOUble-WlCket cricket, the ordinary
form of modem cricket, which requires two wickets, and a
batsman at each : in contradistinction to eingle-wicket

cricket, in which only one batsman bats at a time.

cricket-match (krik'et-mach), m. A contest at

cricket between two sides of eleven players

«ach, lasting usually from half a day to three

days. That side wins which, two innings having been
played by both sides, shall have scored the greatest aggre-

gate of runs. See cricket

cricket-teal (krik'et-tel). M. 1. See teal^.—
2. A local name of the European blue-vringed

teal. Anas crecca.

cricobyoid (kri-ko-hi'oid), a. lerico^id) +
hyoidl] Relating to the hyoid bone and the

cricoid cartilage.

cricorhabd (kri'ko-rabd), n. [Gr. Kpiimc, a

ring, + fi&pSog, a rod : see rhabd.'] In the

nomenclature of the spicular elements of

sponges, a monaxial spicule or straight rhabd

with concentric swellings.

cricostyle (kri'ko-stil), n. [Gr. /cpixof, a ring,

+ aTvh)g, a pillar, taken in sense of L. stilus, a

pointed instrument.] A cricorhabd with sharp

ends. See *erieorhabd.

cricotomy (kri-kot'6-mi), n. [erieoCid) + Gr.

-TOfda, < ra/ielv, cut.] Division of the cricoid

cartilage in laryngotomy.
r . ,J^

cricotracheal (kri-ko-tra'kf-al), a. lerulo(^d)

+ tracheal] Relating to both the cricoid

cartilage and the rings of the trachea.

cricotrisene (kri-ko-tri'en), n. [Gr. KpiKog, a
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ring, + rpf'atva, a trident.] In the nomenclature
of the spicular elements of sponges, a trieene

in which the four arms bear series of concen-
tric wrinkles. See trisene and *criccaltrop.

criminal, a central Criminal Court. See *emai.
—Criminal code. See*code.

criminaloid (krim'i-nal-oid), a. and n. [enm-
inal + -aid.] I. a. Similar to a criminal.

II. n. A person who in physique is similar
to the criminal type, that is, the type which is

believed to predispose to criminal acts.

The scientifically trained and practically experienced
examiner . . . can, moreover, by the same means [a

physical examination] exclude the criminals, criminal.
aids, and the degenerates.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 181.

criminogenesis (krim"i-no-ien'e-sis), «. [L.
crimen (orimin-), crime, + ykveoi^, origin.] The
origin of crime. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and
Psychol., I. 245.

criminography (krim-i-nog'ra-fi), n. [L. m-
nwn (erimin-), crime, + -ypa^ia, < ypa^uv,
write.] The scientific description of crime, of
its distribution, origin, and of the ehaiacter-
istics of criminals. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos.
and Psychol., I. 245.

criminological (krim"i-no-loj'i-kal), a. Of or
pertaining to criminology.
criminology (krim-i-nol'o-ji), n. The science
of crime.

crimping-brake (krim'ping-brak), n. In shoe-
manuf., a machine for crimping the vamps of
shoes ; a crimper. Also called banging-iron.

crimping-form (krim'ping-f6rm), n. A form
on which vamps for boots may be crimped.
crimping-macnine, n. 2. In sheet-metal work,
a hand- or power-machine for crimping the
edges of box-covers, cans, and other tinware

;

a machine closely allied to the beading-ma-
chine^ employing rolls to form a crimp or cor-
rugation in sheet-metal.— 3. A contrivance for
crimping the tops of lamp-chimneys and other
glassware. —Double-head crlmplng-maclilne, a-

power-machine for crimping both ends of a can at the same
time.—Uprjglit crlmpli^-machlne, one having hori-
zontal crimping-rolls. It is adapted to crimping the edges
of square as well as of round cans, the crimping-rolls fol-

lowing automatically the shape of the can, however ir-

regular.

crimping-screw (krim'ping-skro), n. A small,
hand screw-press for crimping vamps.
crinanthropist(kri-nan'thro-pist), n. [crinan-

throp-y + -ist] One who is in the habit of
criticizing men. N. E. D.
crinanthropy (kri-nan'thro-pi), n. [Irreg. <

Gr. Kpiveiv, judgef, + avBpuvoQ, man.] Criticism
of men. N. E. D.

crine^ (krin), v. i. ; pret. and pp. crined, ppr.
crining. [Appar. < Gael, crion, wither, < crion,

withered, little, = Ir. crion, earlier crin, = W.
erin = Bret, hrin, dry.] To shrink or shrivel

up from dryness or heat, a.s in cooking.
[Scotch.]

cringle, n—Bull's-eye cringle, a cringle having a
grooved ring of iron, called a thiTiible, around which the
rope or wire is spliced.

Crinid (kri'nid), n. [Gr. Kpivov, lily, + -id?.] A
orinoid.

criniferoilS (kri-nif'e-rus), a. [L. cnnis, hair,

-I- ferre, bear.] Bearing hair. [Rare.]

crinin, krinin (krin'in), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
Kpiveiv, separate, + -m2.] A substance which
will stimulate the secretion of certain glands,
such as the pancreas, for example, secretin.

crinivorous (kri-niv'9-rus), a. [L. crinis, hair,

+ vorare, devour.] Devouring hair. [Rare.]

crinogenic^ krinogenic (kri-no-jen'ik), a. Of
or pertaining to crinin.

crinoline, ». ^4, A contrivance worn by divers
in deep water to enable them to breathe more
freely. It is placed round the body and tied in

front of the stomach.
crinoline-mount ' krin'o-lin-mount), n. Same
as *cage-mount.
crinula (krin'u-la), n. [NL., dim. of L. crinis,

hair : see crine^.] In bot. , same as elater^, 2.

crin v6g4tal (kran va-zha-tal'). [F. crin

vegetal, ' vegetal hair': see crine^ and vegetal.]

The commercial name of the fiber obtained
from the leaves of the dwarf fan-palm of

southern Europe and northern Africa, Cha-
meerops humilis. it is usually twisted, curled, and
dyed to resemble curled horsehair, and is extensively used
as a substitute for the latter in upholstery. See hemp-
palm, and vegetable horsehair, under vegetable. Hanrutn,
Textile Fibres of Com., p. 160.

crioboly (kri-ob'o-li), n. [Also krioboly; < Gr.
*Kptol3o/ua, < Kpto^67toq, ram-slaying, < (tpeiif^am,

-I- pilWuv, throw, cast.] A rite of the Phry-
gian worship performed by bathing in the

criticism

blood of sacrificial rams. The practice was
introduced into Rome duringthe early Empire.
Criophoros (kri-of'o-ros), n. [Gr. nptoipdpoc, <

(cpMf , a ram, + -(popog, < iptpuv. bear.] In Ch:

myth., the ram-bearer, an epithet of Hermes,
the ram being the animal especially sacrificed

in his honor. There was a famous statue of

Hermes Criophoros by Calamis at Tanagra in

Bceotia.

cripple, n. 4. A kind of temporary staging

used by window-cleaners.— 5. In railroading,

a freight-car or other car which has been
injured or damaged in its running gear or is

for any other reason unfit for use. A car con-

demned by a car-inspector as a cripple must be
cut out of its train and sent to the cripple-

track. See *drill-yard.

cripple-rafter (krip'l-raftfer), n. Same as
.*cripple-timber.

cripple-stopper (krip'l-stop'fer), n. A small
gun used by sportsmen to kill wounded birds.

cripple-timber (krip'l-tim ber), n. In roof-

construcUon, a timber made snorter, as re-

quired by the slope of the roof, so as to frame
into a hip-rafter or valley-rafter. Often same
a,sjack-rafter.

cripple-track (krip'l-trak), n. In railroading,

a special track in a drill-yard for the storage or

repair of cripples, or injured cars. Such tracks

are provided with ample space on each side, to enable
the repairers to work about tlie cars. If the injury is

serious, cripples are unloaded and sent from the cripple-

tracks to the repair^shops.

cripple-window (krip'l-win''d6), ». Awindow
built in or upon the slope of a roof, as a
dormer-window of any form; also, an opening
fiUed with a sash in the slope of the roof itself.

crisis, n. 3. A paroxysm of acute localized

pain or of functional disturbance of some organ
accompanying tabes dorsalis or other degener-
ative affection of the spinal cord— Dletl's
crises, attacks of severe gastric distress in cases of wan-
dering kidney.— Gastric crisis, a sudden attack of

violent pain radiating from the region of the stomach,
accompanied by nausea and vomiting, occurring some-
times in locomotor ataxia.— Laxyngeal crisis, a con-
vulsive cough, with hoarseness and severe paiu in the
larynx, occurring in the course of tabes dorsalis.

crispifloral (kris'pi-flo-ral), a. [L. crispus,

curled, + flos (Jlor-), flower, -I- -a/i (see

floral).] Having crispate or curled flowers.

Jackson, Glossary.
crispifoliate (kris-pi-fo' li-at), a. [L.. crispus,

curled, + folium, leaf, + -ate'^ (see foliate).']

Having crispate or curled leaves. Jackson,
Glossary.

crista, «.,,(&) In anat., a ridge or crest for the
attachment of a muscle, (c) A narrow fold
of enamel directed inward and backward from
a point near the meeting of the protoloph and
ectoloph in such a tooth as that of a rhinoce-
ros. See cut under *tooth. (d) A cord-like
longitudinal ridge on the dorsal surface of the
egg-capsule of cockroaches. A. S. Packard,
Text-book of Entom., p. 519 Crista etbmoldel,
in ichth., the ethmoid : a median bone in front of the
frontals and above the vomer. See cut under Hsox.
Starkt, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. S09.— Crista
femorls. Same as linea aspera— Crista hellcls, ' ridge
of the helix,' the projection of the external ear just above
the meatus, which divides the concha into two parts, the
upper (cymba) and the lower (cavitas conchse).— Crista
inferior, in omith., the ridge along the proximal portion
of the lower border of the humerus.— Crista superior,
in ormth., the mai-ked ridge on the upper border for the
attachmentof the great pectoralis major.— Crista tym-
panlca, 'tympanic ridge,' aroughenedlineontheanuulus
tympanicus which serves for the attachment of the drum
membrane.— Crista ulna, 'ridge of the ulna'; the ex-
ternal border of the ulna. /
critenchyma (kri-tengk'i-ma), n. LNL-> < Gr.
Kpirdg, separated, + eyxv/ja, infusion : see
*enchyma.] In bot., the tissue of the sheaths
of fibrovascular bundles. Jackson, Glossary.
cri'teriology (kri-te-ri-ol'o-ji),«. [Gr. Kpnripim,
criterion, -r- -/.oyin, < Tiiyttv^ speak.] The doc-
trine of criteria or standards of judgment. See
criterion.

Criterion of equilibrium, of kinetic stabil-
ity. See ^equilibrium, kinetic ^stability.

Critical days, days on which the crisis of an acute dis-
ease may occur.— Critical Inttger, mineral. See
kinteger, kminercU.—Clitlcal PLrlod. Same as cli-

macteric— Critical point, (c)- In math., a point where
the slope of the graph of a function is zero or infinitely
great— Critical pressure, solution, speed. See
kpretmre, etc.— Critical state, in phyg., the condition
of unstable equilibrium between the vapor phase and
the liquid phase, in which a substance exists when at
its critical pressure and critical temperature.— Crl'tlcal
temperature, tube, value, etc. See *t«mperature, ete.

criticism, n—uoreUlan criticism, it was noticed
by Giovanni Morelli (1818-91), the critic of Italian pamt-
ing, that the old pamters dropped unconsciously into
mannerisms in the representation of details, both im-



criticism

portant and unimportant ; each master, for instance, hav-
ing a peculiar way of constructing a hand or an ear.
Morelli used these peculiarities with good results to
supplement the higher criticism of style, color, and com-
position in ascribing paintings to their proper authors.
The method has been widely adopted in the criticism of
art.

croaker, n., 4. («) The llttle roncador. (/) Any fish
of the scisenoid genus MicropoffOTit especially m. wndvla-
ttM.—Black croaker, the red roncador.

—

Post croaker.
Same as spot, 7 (o).— Silver croaker, a scisenoid flsh,
Bairdiella chrysura, found on the Atlantic coast of the
United States.—White croaker, the queenflah.

Croatan group. See *group^.

crobylus, n. See Icrobylos.

crocard (kro-kard'), n. [Also crochard (a
modem spelling, but the word is not in modem
use); ME. crocard, AF. crokard, prob. < ME.
crok, a crock, a potsherd: see crocA;!.] A
base coin current in England in the time of
Edward I.

croc-cllien.(kro-shyan'),». [Colonial F., for croc
de ehien., 'dog's fang' (from the hooked spines
on the stems and leaves) : F. croc, fang or tusk

;

chien, dog.] A common name in the West
Indies of climbing palms of the gennsDesmon-
CUS, Their stems and the petioles and midribs of the
leaves are beset with hooked spines, making them very
troublesome to one walking in a forest. &q& Desmofiuyits.

As the Spanish soldiers ran from the English, one of
them was caught in the innumerable hools of the Croc-
chien, Kingsley, At Last, iii.

crocein (kro'se-in), n. leroce(ous) + -in^.2

A name given to several acid coal-tar colors
on account of the bright red they produce.

—

Brilliant crocein M, 3B, and 9B, aeid coattar colors of
the disazo-snlphonic-acid type. They dye wool a bright
bluish red from an acid bath, and are also used in color-
ing paper and, to a limited extent, in dyeing cotton.

—

Crocein B and 3B, two acid coal-tar colors of the disazo
type. The former is derived from amidoazo-beuzine and
the latter from azo-toluene. They dye wool red in an
acid bath.—Crocein 2B or 3BX, an acid coal-tar color of
the monoazo type, derived from naphthionic acid. It
dyes wool red in an acid bath. Also called scarlet 000.—Crocein orange, scarlet. See itorangel, *scarlet.

crocetin, «. (6) An amorphous red product,

^341546*^11) obtained by heating croein, the
coloringmatter of saffron (CrocM«soiwMs), with
dilute mineral acids.

crochet, n. 4. A fold of enamel directed for-

ward from the anterior edge of the median
eross-erest (metaloph) in such a tooth as the
molar of a rhinoceros. See cut under *tooth.

crocine (kro ' sin), a. [L. eromnus, < Gr.
Kpdiavoc, < KpdKog, saffron : see crocus.'] Of or
pertaining to the crocus.

crock^, n. 2. In cricket, a worthless player.

[Slang.]

crocketed, a. 3. Having crockets, or terminal
snags : said of stags' horns.

crocketing (krok'e-ting), n. 1. Inarch., the
system of crockets, as along the gable, or one
angle, of a spire,

—

2. Decoration by means of

rows of crockets: as, a steeple adorned by rich

crocketing.

crockman (krok'man), n. A man who deals in

crockery.

crock-stick (krok'stik), n. A stick used for

stirring a pot ; a pot-stick ; a spurtle.

crocodfie-arrow (krok'o-dil-ar"6), n. A large

arrow bearing the design of a crocodile on its

foreshaft : used by the natives of Torres Strait,

and remarkable on account of the conventional
modifications of the crocodile design. Haddon,
Evolution in Art, p. 20.

crocodile-shears (krok'o-dil-sherz), n. sing, and
pi. Same as *alUgator-shears.

crocose (kro'kos), n. [croc-US + -ose.'] Sugar
obtained by the hydrolysis of crocetin : now
known to be glucose. Also called saffron^ugar.

CroCOSmia (kro-koz'mi-a), n. [Nli. (Planehon,
1851-52). < Gr! Kpdms, saffron, crocus, -f- bcjj.'n.

smell. The dried flowers when moistened have
the odor of saffron.] A genus of plants of the

family Iridaeess, which includes only one spe-

cies, C. awea, a showy bulbous autumn-bloom-
ing plant. This genus is distinguished from the closely

allied genus TriUmia by having the stamens separated at

equal distances instead of grouped at one side, the tube

not swollen at the top, and the fruit 3-seeded instead of

many-seeded. Its cultivation is that of Gladiolus. The
plant is native to Africa.

crocus, n. 5. In old chem., a yellowish or red-

dish impure oxid of some of the metals: as,

crocus antimonii or crocus metallorum, an im-

pure oxid of antimony obtained by deflagration

of natural sulphid of antimony with saltpeter

;

crocus Martis, oxid of iron left on heating sul-

phate of iron to redness in the air; crocvs Ven-

eris, red oxid of copper obtained by heating

copper in the air.—Autumn, fog, meadow, or Ml-
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chaelmas crocns, the meadow-saffron, Colchicum au-
tumjiaie.— Prairie orwildcrocus, the American pasque-
flower, Pvlsatilla hirsutissima. . See pasque-JUywer.

crqcused (kro'kust), p. a. Covered or decked
with crocuses. EusMn,
crocus-powder (kr6'kus-pou"der), TO. An old
name for red oxid of iron in fine powder, used
as a polishing material. See crocus, 4.

crodonium (kro-do'ni-um), n. [NL.] A sup-
posed new chemical element announced by
Trommsdorff in 1820 as present in an incrus-
tation produced by sulphuric acid : afterward
shown to be a mixture of common substances.

croft-bleaching (krdft'ble'ehing), to. Bleach-
ing and exposure to the sun on grass, and fre-
quent sprinkling; insolation. See croft, v. t.

crofter, to. originally a customary tenant with well-
defined rights to his holding, in the early nineteenth cen-
tury the crofter came to be regarded merely as a tenant
at will. Wholesale evictions of crofters led, in 1883, to
the appointment of a pai'liamentary commission of inves-
tigation, the result of which was the enactment, in 1885,
of the Crofters Act, which guaranteed permanence of ten-
ure, compensation for improvements, and fair rents, de-
termined by a permanent commission.

Shice the passing of the Crofters Act of 1885, and the
amending statutes of succeeding years, which added to
the Commissioners' powera of fixing fair rents and can-
celling arrears, the power of enlarging crofts and common
grazings, political agitation among the Highland crofters
has practically died out Encyc. Brit., XXXIL 464.

crogan (kro'gan), to. See *craggan.
crokinole (krb'ki-nol), to. [Also croquinole,
crockinale ; < F. croquignole, a fillip; probably
connected with croquignole, craguignolle, a
cracknel, which originated in the root of crack"'-,

«.] A game played on a round or octagonal
board, in which round wooden disks are filliped

from the edge toward the middle. See squail.

Cro-Magnon race. See *race^.

cromfordite (krom'f6r-dit), TO. [Cromford, a
locality in Derbyshire, + -ite^.] Same as
phosgenite.

cromhom (krom'h6m), TO. Same as cromorna.
crommelin (krom'e-lin), n. [Appar. from a
surname Crommelin.'] A light roasted starch,
similar to roasted potato starch, used in calico-

printing as a thickener for thin colors.

Crompton loom. See *loom^.
Cromwellism (krom'wel-izm), TO. Policy and
methods characteristic of Oliver Cromwell.
See Cromwellian.

Cronartium (kro-nar'shium), TO. [NL. (Fries,

1815).] A genus of parasitic fungi of the or-

der Vredinales. The secidia grow on conifers and have
been called Peridermium. The uredospores and teleu-

tospores occur on leaves of Ribes, Asdepias, Quercus, etc.

The teleutospores are one-celled and arranged in slender
cylindrical brown masses. C. Asclepiadeum has Eecidia

on the trunk or branches of Pinus sylvestris and teleu-
tospores on Cynanchum Vincetoxieum, in Em'ope.

cronk (krongk), a. [Var. of craTOfcS.] 1. Sick
or feigned to be sick ; in poor condition ; in
'bad trim,' as a race-horse.— 2. Unsound;
cranky ; shaky ; unstable .;

' crooked ' : as,

cronk financial institutions.— 3. Obtained by
theft or fraud; stolen: as, cronA; goods. [Aus-
tralian slang in all senses.]

crook, TO., 4. ^) A British foundry name for a com-
pass of wood used in the forming up of the molds for
casting bells.

lOt. A name given to both the parenthesis ( )

and the square bracket [ ].

crookbill (kruk'bil), «. The New Zealand
plover, Anarhynehus frontalis, in which the
bill is bent sidewise.

crooked-foot (kruk'ed-fut), to. Apathological
condition of a horse's hoof in which one wall
is concave from the coronet to the plantar
surface, while the opposite wall is convex.
The hoof may be said to be twisted to form
an arc of a circle.

Crookes's layer, space, vacuum. See *layer,

*space, *vacuum.
croom (krSm), TO. A dialectal form of crome^.

crop, n. 15. In cattle, a portion of the back,
on either side of the median line, immediately
back of the shoulder. See cut under *point^.
—16. The working unit in the making of

turpentine, consisting of a forest tract of from
200 to 250 acres, containing approximately
10,500 faces.—17. In certain cephalopods and
other mollusks, a more or less dilated portion
of the esophagus, sometimes forming a lobular
csecum Ameliorating crop, a crop beneficial to the

soil, and grown wholly or partly for that reaaon.—Black
crop, a crop of beans or peas, as opposed to one of cereals

:

according to some, it includes vetches when grown for

seed. [Great Britain.]—Brown crop, a crop other tlian

one of grain, as legumes, turnips, etc.

Most of the modem systems of rotation in connection

with high farming depend . . . upon the alternation of

crop-ends
straw crops and leaf crops, or, as the old terms were;
"white crops" and ^* brown crops."

Storer, Agriculture, IL 22a

Catcll crop, a minor crop occupying the soil between
the times of two principal crops; specifically, in Great
Britain, a fallow crop of vetches, clover, rye, or the like,
following tlie grain of one year and preceding the root
crop of the next. See cropped -kfallow and stolen crop.

—Cleaning crop, a crop which serves in any manner to
rid the ground of weeds.

It [rye] becomes in a sense a '* cleaning" crop viben
another crop immediately follows the depasturing.

T. Shaw, Forage Crops, p. 173.

Companion crop, a crop which is grown with
another crop, the two occupying tlie land simultane-
ously. — Cotton crops. See *co((o«i.— County crop,
the crop or hair-cut of prisoners in the county jail. [Slang.]

—Cover crop, a leguminous crop planted to protect the
soil from washing and weeds during the period when it is

not occupied by the main crop, at the same time serving
to enrich it.—Crop report, specifically, an oflicial exhibit
of the condition of domestic crops, published monthly by
the United States Department of Agriculture. These
reports are based upon the advices of voluntary correspon-
dents.—Crop writer, a skilled agricnltmist who collects

agricultm'al repoits as to the prospects of good crops or
poor crops.

Educated and practically trained meteorologists, crop
writers, printers, and messengers are on duty, fully

equipped with the most improved instruments and
mechanical appliances for perfoiming their vaiious func-
tions. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p. 67.

Forage crop, in the broadest sense, any crop grown
principally for forage, tiiat is, as feed for stock, or any
crop so far as grown for this purpose. Cereals, including
Indian corn, become forage crops when intended for

stock-feeding, and even the sugar-beet when the use of
the pulp for stock-feedhig is in view. More often the
term is used in some limited sense, as— (a) In British
agriculture, a crop grown as green food for stock, exclusive
of root crops and temporary or permanent pasture. (</.

Muir, Agriculture, p. 243.) (6) In the United States,

usually a crop of which the herbage is eaten eitlier gi-een

or dry, not exclusive of pasturage ; the meaning is not
well defined with reference to roots, which (until recently
the sugar-beet) have been little grown in the United
States. (See the extract) T. Shaw ('• Forage Crops," p. 1)

restricts the term to pasture crops other tlian grasses.

In a more limited and technical sense % forage crop
is an annual crop in wliich the whole plant is used for
food. T. P. Hunt, Cereals in America, p. 7.

Leguminous crop, a crop of any useful legume or
pulse-plant, more especially of one grown in the field for
cutting or for plowing under. Under such crops ai'e in-

cluded all the cultivated true beans, peas, and clovers,
the vetches or tai'es and lupines, the cow-pea, chick-pea,
horse-bean, soy-bean, sword-bean, sanfoin, suUa, sweet
clover, beggar-weed, etc., all belonging to the family
Ji'a6ace«.—Money crop, a crop which is sold, as cotton,
in distinctionfrom one consumed on thefarm.—Nitrogen-
fixing crop, a crop of some plant whose roots serve as
hosts for the microbes which have the power of fixing tlie

free nitrogen of the ail' as organic matter. The plants
available for this purpose are legumes, such as clovers,
the cow-pea, etc. The nitrogen accumulated in the roots
is prepared for plant use through nitrification. See
nitrification, irnitrogen-fixing, and nodule-bacteria under
Bacterium.—Nurse crop, an annual crop which serves,
primarily or incidentally, w> protect the young growth of
some longer-lived crop, as rye or wheat sown with clover to
secure the benefit of its shade. The term has been applied
also to the bananagrown with cofiee to shade it—Protec-
tive crop. SsLXae as nurse *erop.—Renovating crop, a
crop grown for its elfect in improving the soil ; often, how-
ever, serving also as forage. Soiling crops (see below) may
also be renovating crops.

—

Boot crop. See root-crop and
cropped irfallow. in Great Britain root crops consist of
tumips(whiteand yellow),Swede8, mangel-wurzel, carrots,
and parsnips, with which are sometimes counted cabbage,
kale, rape, and the potato.—Scourging crop, a crop
which impoverishes the soil. [Great Britain.]

The fiax is what is termed by farmers a scourging crop.
Low, Pract Ag., p. 284.

Smothering crop, a dense and vigorous crop grown
to suppress weeds.

—

Soiling crop, a crop suited to the
purpose of soiling, that is, of behig fed green to cattle in
the stall or yard. Indian com, small grains, and grasses
can be thus used; but leguminous crops (clover, the cow-
pea, alfalfa, etc.) are advantageous in that they require
little expensive manuring and leave the soil richer and in
better physical condition than before (see nitrogev^fixing
kerops), at the same time affording a rich nitrogenous
food.

—

Stolen crop, a catch-crop : so called because it is

taken between regular crops, as if by stealth.

—

Succession
crop, a crop which is grown directly after another in a
short rotation, paiticularly horticultural crops, as a suc-
cession in one season of lettuce, beans, and turnips. The
practice of raising succession crops is called succession.
cropping.—lop crop, in cotton-growing, a crop which, in
the more souUiem States, may sometimes be gathered
from the upper, late-maturing bolls.—Trap-crop, a crop
attractive to noxious insects, planted to draw them away
from some other crop. On tlie trap-crop the insects are
killed by poison, or in some cases the crop laden witli

eggs is fed to cattle.

crop, V. t. 4. To shear ; cut the nap from, as
woolen cloth.— 5. To cut down needlessly the

outer margins of a book. When this cutting
shaves the type the book so treated is said to

be hied.

crop-belt (krop'belt), to. Same as crop-*zone.

crop-ends (krop'endz), TO. The rough, unfin-

ished ends of rails, billets, or blooms, in the
roUing-miU process, which are cut off in bring-

ing the finished pieces to standard length and
to remove the defective portions which are con-



crop-ends

centrated into such wastage. The crop-ends
are melted over again and charged, as scrap,
into the furnaces.

Large billets can be rolled at one operation into small
rods ot great length, so that the proportion of metal
wasted in the form of croji-endB is greatly reduced.

Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 688.

croi)-liead (krop'hed), n. The top or head of
an ingot. This is always less sound than the bottom or
foot, since the formation of the '* pipe " in cooling occurs
in the head, and any impurities rise there by liquation.
More metal should therefore be cut off from the head
than from the bottom end. See * crop-ends.

The next process is to cut the long bloom up into smaller
blooms, in which electrically-driven bloom sheais are
brought into play. The rough ends— " crop heads "—
are cut off and ai'e placed by an electric crane in a car for
shipment to any part of the' works,

Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 21, 1903, p. 22687.

crop-leather (krop'leSH'er), n. Sole-leather
made from a hide from which the belly has
been trimmed off.

crop-over (krop'6"ver), n. The end of the
sugar-cane harvest on a plantation ; hence, a
celebration or harvest-home often held on the
last day of the eaiie-eutting. [West Indies.]

cropper* (krop'er), ». [Seethedef.] A small
bed-and-platen printing-press invented by
George P. Gordon (1858) of New York, but
named from the machinist (H. S. Cropper)
who introduced it into Great Britain.

cropper-worker (krop ' er - wSr " ker) , n. Ojie

who operates a cropper or cropping-machine
used in facing cloth by cropping or shearing
the nap.
cropping, n., 3. (6) pi. Exposures of bed-rock
through the surface-mantle; outcrops—Com-
bined cropping, in forestry, the combination of forest
and field crops on the same area.

cropping-OUt (krop'ing-out"), n. A rook ex-
posure ; an outcrop.

cropping-sliears (krop'ing-sherz), n. sing, and
pi. Same as ^alligator-shears.

crop-service (krop 'sfer" vis), n. See climate-
ana crop-service, under ^climate.

crop-tin (krop'tiu), n. Same as orop-ore.

croqtuant (kro-kanf), n. [P. croquant, crack-
ling, crisp, ppr. of croguer, crackle.] A crisp

sweet cake or pastry ; something brittle made
of nuts, as peanut brittle, etc.

crosnes (kron), n. Same as *chorogi.

CrOSS^, n. 15. In geom., the point determined
by two straight lines: the intersection of two
straight lines Axial cross. See *aa%a{.— Celtic
cross, a form of sepulchral monument found in England,
Scotland, Ireland, and the islands. The name Celtic is

largely conventional, the works themselves often dating
from a later period, sometimes as late as the thirteenth
century. They are decorated with interlaced patterns
commonly called Celtic—Cervical cross. See -kcermcal.

—Cross dollar. See *dollar.—Giosa'of the Holy
Ghost, the decoration of the Order of the Holy Ghost
(which see, under ghoat).— EErrotlan cross. See -kE^p-
tian.— Irish cross, a loi'm of Celtic cix>ss having a cu-cle

at the intersection of the arms with the shaft See Celtic

crossandcutofmonumentalcross, under crossl.n.—Sta-
tions of the cross, a series of fourteen representations of

the passion of Christ, eitherpainted or in relief, around the
interior ofaKoman Catholic church, before which the faith-

ful pray and meditate ; also, the formulary of prayere used
for thispurpose.—To givethe double cross to, in racing
or any game or spoi-t in which betting is concerned, to con-

spire with one man to betray another and tlien to betray the
first : as when A, a runner who can easilj; outrun his oppo-
nent B, arranges (for a consideration) with C to let Bwin,
and then, having informed his own backers of this contract

with C, arranges with them (for a consideration) to win
the race himself, thus giving the double cross to C, who,
unaware of A's treachery, bet« on B and loses both his bets

and the consideration he had paid. See cross, li. [Gam-
blers' slang.]—To shake the cross, to abandon crooked

or swindling ways ; become ' good.' [Slang.]

cross^a. 9- Dishonest; not honestlycome by;
not on the square : as, a cross horse. [Slang.]

— 10. In logic, having an extensive part in

common, without including or being included.
Gross terms are such terms as living and corrttptible, if

there are things that are both living and corruptible,

othera living but incorruptible, others not living but cor-

ruptible, whether there is or is not anything neither living

nor corruptible.— CrOSS keys, ratio. See *keyl, *raHo.

cross^ 1). i. 6. In euchre, when the trump is

tumecl down, to make it the opposite color.

cross-arm (krds-arm), n. A cross-piece; an

arm or bracket which crosses a pole or post:

used on poles to carry wires and keep them
separated.

cross-assortative (kr6s'a-s6r"ta-tiv), a. Ee-

eiproeally assortative; serving to assort or

separate into kinds which are reciprocals.
— Cross-assortative mating, assortative maling con-

sidered reciprocally ; the mating or pairing of a male

parent with the characteristic a; and a female parent with

the characteristic y, as compared with tliat of a male

parent with the characteristic y and a female parent with

the characteristic ic. i -ij.

cross-beard (krds'berd), n. Inorgan-builchng,

see *beard, 6 (6).
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cross-beat (krds'bet), n. In beating time for

music, the motion of the hand sidewise or

across in marking one ofthe pulses ofa measure
between the initial and the final pulse ; also,

such an intermediate pulse itself.

cross-bedded (kr6s'bed"ed),.a. Having cross-
or false bedding. See false bedding, under
false.

cross-belt, n. 2. In mach., a crossed belt; a
belt which is crossed or twisted so that the
driven pulley will run in a direction opposite
to that of the driver.

cross-binding (krds'bin'ding), n. In mach.,
binding across corners; the act of sticking in
guides, due to a tendency to twist instead of to
travel in a line parallel to the guides.
cross-border (kr6s'b6r"d6r), a. Forming a
border across, as ticross a fabric woven on a
Jaequardloom, suchasthatinahandkerchief, a
table-cover, a towel, etc. T. W. Fox, Mechanism
of Weaving, p. 165.— Cross-border Jacquard
loom. See klooniA.

cross-bred, a. II. «. In Uol., the ofPspring
produced by the crossing of parents which ex-
hibit antagonistic or mutually exclusive char-
acters, such as blackness and whiteness, tall-

ness and shortness, which do not blend. The
generative cells of a cross-bred are held to be of twn
sorts—those tliat confer upon descendants the character-
istics of one parent and those that confer the character-
istics of the other.

Hence it is seen that the 75 per cent, dominants are not
really of similar constitution, but consist of twenty-five
which are pure dominants and fifty which are really
croes-breds, though, like the cross-breds raised by crossmg
the two original varieties, they only exhibit the domi-
nant character.

Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p. 10.

cross-catalogue (kr6s'kat"a-log), V. t.; pret.

and pp. cross-catalogued, ppr. cross-catalogu-
ing. To enter in a catalogue under two or more
headings, as imder both author and subject.

cross-chains (kr6s'ohanz), n. pi. Chains con-
necting the front and rear sleds of a logging-
sled.

cross-claim (kr6s'klam), n. An opposing
claim ; a claim in reply or opposition to an-
other; a counter-claim.

cross-coloring (kr6s'kul"or-ing), n. In geol.,

color-markings developed independently of the
stratification by infiltrated matter. Science,

May 31, 1903, p. 869.

cross-crib (krds'krib), n. A headquarters for
crooks and blacklegs. Stand. Diet. [Thieves'
slang.]

Cross-curves of stability, in naval aroh., a congeries
of curves showing righting arms or lighting moments of
transverse stability of a vessel. Each cross-curve repre-
sents for a constant inclination the righting arm with
reference to a fixed pole, as an ordinate, corresponding to

the varying displacements as abscissse. On such a dia-

gram a vei'ticEU line with any given displacement as
abscissa [gives, by its hitersection with each cuiTe, the
righting arm at the corresponding inclination, from
which the curve of statical stability for the given dis-

placement for all inclinations can readily be plotted.

crosscut, V. t. 2. To cross-plow, as in fallow-
ing.

A rough condition of soil . '. . such as is obtained by
winter ploughing and spring cross-cutting,

J. Wrightson, Fallow and Fodder Crops, p. 15.

cross-cut, n. 3. In math., a line, regarded as
a section actually made in the surface, which
begins at one point of a boundary, goes into
the interior of the surface, and, without any-
where intersecting either another boundary-
line or itself, ends at a point of the boundary.
A cross-cut may connect two points on the same hoiiu-
dary-line, or two on different boundai'y-l^ues ; or it may
end where it began ; or it may end in a point of its pre-
vious course. Also cross-line,

cross-division (kr6s'di-vizh'''on), TO. In logic,

a multiple mode of division by which the con-
cept or class divided is divided in several
ways, each subclass in each of these ways in-
tersecting every subclass in each of the other
ways. Thus, if men are divided according to their com-
plexions, according to their ages, and according to their
social status, this will be a cross-division. Mendel^jeff's
division of the cliemical elements into groups and series

is a cross-division.

crossdye (krds'di), v. t.; pret. and pp. cross-

dyed, ppr. crossdyeing. To carry out the pro-
cess of *crossdyeing (which see).

crossdye (kr6s'di), n. A color suitable for use
in crossdyeing Crossdye black. See -kblack.

crossdyeing (krds'di-ing), to. [Verbal noun of
crossdye.] The process of dyeing cotton-and-
wool union-cloth in which the cotton warp has
been dyed some color before weaving. During
the crossdyeing the woolen or worsted filling may be
colored to match the cotton warp, or it may be dyed a
different color. In the latter case the result is called a
shot-effect. See the extract.

crossing

Cross-dyeing is always prefen'ed for medium and better
class goods, since it is then possible to dye both the cot-

ton and the wool with a greater choice of colouring matter
and process, and the most suitable for each fiber may be
employed.

J, J. Hummel, Dyeing of Textile Fabrics, p. 486.

Crossed Inheritance, paralysis. See Mnheri-
tanee, paralysis.

cross-education (kr6s'ed-u-ka'''shgn), n. In
psychol., the transference of the effects of

practice from the one side of the body to the
other, unpractised side. W. W. Davis, Yale
Psychol. Stud., 1898, p. 6.

cross-fault (krOs'fait), n. In geol., a fault

striking across the axis of a mountain-range
or the general strike of the displaced strata.

Both longitudinal and eross-faults are said to have been
developed more especially in the Eastern Alps.

Oeog. Jour. (E.6.S.), XVI. 461.

•cross-feed (krds'fed), TO. In mach., a device
for feeding the tool or material crosswise in

relation to the principal motion of either, or
in relation to the long axis of the machine.

cross-fertilization, n. 2. In general, the sex-

ual union ot two germ-cells from two parent
organisms, as contrasted with self-fertilization

in plants and in some hermaphrodite animals.

cross-fiber (kr6s'fi"b6r), u. One of the varie-

ties of ehrysotile asbestos or fibrous serpentine.

This mineral occurs as a filling of vemlets, in which the
fiber sometimes lies more or less parallel to the walls (es-

pecially where movement has affected it), and is then
called slip-fiber; but more commonly the structure is

almost ata right angle to the vein-walls, and is then called
cross-fiber, Amer. Geol,, March, 1906, p. 194.

cross-figure (krds ' fi^; " ur), n. A superficial

figure which crosses itself, as a figure 8.

cross-fingering (kr6s'fing"g6r-ing), n. In
playing certain wood wind-mstruments, like

the flute, the use ot the fingers out of the
regular or serial order, so as to make extreme
tones possible.

cross-flow (kr6s'fl6), V. i. To flow transversly.

cross-flute (krds'flot), n. A transverse flute.

See *flutei, 1.

cross-fold (krds'fold), TO. A fold which crosses
another older fold obliquely or at right angles.

These had been deformed by oblique cross-folds.

Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 369.

cross-far (kros'ffer), v. t. To fur or cover with
laths diagonally.

cross-hatch (krds'hach), TO. In engraving, a
series of lines intersecting at right angles or
diagonally.

cross-hatch (krds'hach), V. t. In engraving, to
shade with lines crossing one another. See
cross-hatching.

cross-haul (krds'h&l), TO. In logging, the cleared
space in which a team moves in cross-
hauling.

cross-haul (krds'h&l), V. t. In logging, to load
(cars or sleds) with logs by horse-power and
crotch or loading-chain.

cross-head, to. 3. In printing, same as *cross-

cross-heading (krds'hed^ing), n. 1. In min-
ing : (a) A passage driven for ventilation from
the airway to the gangway, or from one breast
through the pillar to the adjoining working.
(6) A roadway driven in the solid, or main-
tained through old workings, to intersect
other haulage-roads diagonally or at right
angles, (c) A roadway driven at less inclina-
tion than directly to the rise of the seam.
Coal and Metal Miners Pocketbook.— 2. In
printing, a subheading ; a title set in the body
of the printed matter at the beginning of a
subdivision of the treatment.

cross-heredity (krds'hf-red^i-ti), n. The
resemblance of descendants to parents or an-
cestors considered reciprocally, or through the
comparison of the descendants of male ances-
tors who are x and female ancestors who are
y with those of male aneestors^who are y arid
female ancestors who are x. Biometrika,
April, 1903, p. 344.

crossing, n.—niovaUe-polnt crossing, in railroad-
ing, a track-crossing formed of a pair of split switches
placed with the points facing each other where the
tracks cross at a small angle. The two switches move
together in opposite directions, and any movement opens
one track and closes the other. Another form is called a
movable-frog crossing.—'Reciprocal crossing, the cross-
ing of the male of one race or species with the female of a
second, and of the male of the second with the female of
the first It often happens that a cross is fertile and its

reciprocal sterile. The eggs of Echinus microtuberciUatus
are readily fertilized with the sperm of Strongylocentrotus



crossing

Movable-frog Crossing,

a, switch-stand and lever; b, b, switch-rods; c, c, frog in open
position ; d, d, closed position.

lieidus, but the eggs of S. limdnB cannot be fertilized
with the sperm of E. microtubereulatuB.

crossing-plate (kr68'ing-plat), n. An irpn or
steel plate forming a crossing of two lines of
track.

crossite (krSs'it), «. [Named after Whitman
Cross of the United States Geological Survey.]
A mineral of the amphibole groupj in com-
position between glaucophane and nebeckite.
It is marked by its bright blue color and is

frequently observed in the crystalline schists

of the Coast Range in California.

cross-lamination (krds'lam-i-na''''shon), n.

Minor bedding somewhat oblique to the major
stratification-linesin sedimentary rocks ; cross-

bedding or false bedding.
cross-leaf (krds'lef), n. The cross-leaved,
cauliflorous calabash-tree, Cresceniia alata, a
small ttee with horizontal branches and
round, gourd-like, hard-shelled fruit the size

of a large orange. The leaves usually grow in fasci-

cles of three, of which the middle leaf is trifoliate, com-
. posed of a long winged petiole and three leaflets, which
together have the shape of a cross. The fruit and leaves

are used medicinally in Mexico. The species is of Mex-
ican origin, but was early introduced into Guam and the
Philippines. Also called jicara.

cross-leaved (kr6s ' levd), a. In hot, having
four-leaved whorls in the form of a cross.

Crossley reflector. See *reftector.

cross-line (kr6s'lin), n. Same as *eross-cut, 3.

cross-matcned (kr6s ' machd), a. Said of a
team of four or more horses in which the

horses on either side resemble one another
in color, but differ from those of the opposite

side.

cross-memory (kr6s'mem"o-ri), n. Inpsyehol.,

cross-education, regarded as a transference

of habit or organic memory.
It was noticed by Weber and Fechner that the memory

for arm movements is transferred from one side to the

other, and that this eross-memory is symmetrical and
not identical. Scripture, New Psychol., p. 190.

cross-motion (kr6s'm6"shon), n. Motion of a

star at right angles to tfie line of sight ex-

pressed in linear units (miles per second), it

can be calculated from the proper motion'(8eoonds of arc

per year) when the parallax of the star is known. Some-
times called thwartvnse nwtion.

I have classified the stars in this way not only as a

whole, but also with reference to their eroas-motion—

motion at right angles to that of the sun.

•S. NewcomS, in Pop. Sci. Mo., March, 1901, p. 467.

Crossopodia (kros-o-p6'di-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Kpdaaai, battlements, + wovg (irorf-), afoot.] A
name which has been applied. to certain ser-

pontine or vermiform markings on Silurian

rocks, commonly regarded as the trails of crus-

taceans, worms, or moUusks.
crossopterine (kros-op'te-rin), n. [Crossopter-

(ix) + -ine^.'] An amorphous alkaloid found

in the bark of Grossopterix Kotschyana Fenzl.
' of .Abyssinia.

crossover,' n. 2. In railroading, a crossing or

connecting line of rails and two switches join-

ing two lines of rails. It is used to enable a

Crossover.

at switch and switch-stand ; *, up-line ; f , down-line ; rf, crossover.

train to cross from one line to another. See
switch, 2, and *ladder, 3.— 3. In elect., a place

where two wires pass each other without

touching. Should they touch a cross would
be formed. See cross' , 13.— 4. Same as sontag.

— 5. The crossing of the swiftest current in

a river from one side of the channel to the

other. Crossovers generally occur between
two bends in the course of a stream.
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Just below the Pass of Lillo there is a croie-over in the

[river] current, making a neutral point and forming a
shoal. Eneyc. Brit, XXVII. 633.

cross-parental (kr68'pa-ren"tal), a. Of or per-
taining to parentage consideifed reciprocally,
or through the comparison of fathers who are
X and mothers who are y with fathers who are

^ and mothers who are x.

I determined C from the twelve series and found for its

mean value '5585. This is within two per cent, of the
value of C found for the cross-parental relationships, and
I think the agreement is as close as we could hope for.

Biametrika, Nov., 1903, p. 392.

cross-plow (kr6s'plou), v. t. To plow at right
angles with a foi'mer plowing.
cross-raise (krds'raz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
cross-raised, ppr. cross-raising. To raise (the
nap of cloth) across its width.

cross-reel (kr6s'rel), V. 1. To wind (yarn) on
a reel with a reciprocating motion. Nasmith,
Cotton Spinning, p. 362.

cross-reference (kr6s'ref"6r-ens), V. t.; pret.
and pp. cross-referenced, ppr. eross-referenamg.
To relegate or refer by a cross-reference

;
pro-

vide with cross-references.

cross-rib (krds'rib), n. In a side of beef, one
of the sternal ribs which run crosswise to the
body— Cross-rll) steak. See *steak.

cross-road, ». 4. Same as *cross-heading, 1
(a) and (6).

cross-section, n. 2. The area of a section, of
a bar, tube, rod, or other body, taken at right
angles to its axis. C. Eering, Conversion
Tables, p. 101— Cross-sectlon paper. See *paper.
CrOBB-Bectlon units, units of area, such as the circular
mil and the circular millimeter, used for the convenient
expression. of the areas of cross-section of bars, rods, and
wires. . Such units are so defined as to avoid the use in
computation of the factor tt ; the circular millimeter, for
example, is the area of a circle whose diameter is one
millimeter. Also called drculwr units.

cross-sectional (kr6s'sek"shon-al), a. Of or
pertaining to a cross-section or t"hat section of

a body (specifically of a bar, rod, or wire)
which is normal to the major axis of the body.
H. Du Bois, The Magnetic Circuit, p. 60.

—

Curve of cross-sectional areas. See -kcurves of ship
calciUations.

cross-septation (kr6s'sep-ta"shpn), n. The
division of a hypha or other cell by means of a
transverse septum.
cross-sleeper (kr6s'sle"p6r), n. In railroading,

a long tie, or one longer than those used in
an ordinary track, employed to support more
than two rails, as at a switch.

cross-slide (krfis'slid), ». That part of a ma-
chine on which either the work or the tool-

carriage travels across the principal direction

of motion.
cross-spring (kr6s ' spring), jj. In carriage-

making, a half-elliptio spring which extends
across the body, the ends being secured by
toggle-joints to the ends of the side-springs.

cross-stitch (krds'stich), V. t. To sew or em-
broider vrith a cross-stitch; sew or fasten with
cross-stitches.

cross-straps (kr6s'straps), n. pi. Ornamental
straps which cross one another at the end of

the body of a carriage, the upper ends being
secured to the body and the lower to the pump-
handles.

cross-stratification (kr6s' strat-i-fi-ka'''shon )

,

M. Cross-bedding or false bedding. See false.

cross-stratified (kr6s'strat"i-fid), a. False-
bedded. See false bedding, under /atee.

cross-stump (kr6s'stump), ». In cricket, a
stump 2 feet long, formerly laid like a bail

across the two wickets. Hutchinson, Cricket,

p. 31. [Obsolete.]

cross-talk (kr6s'tak), n. Talk from another
telephone circuit that interferes with or in-

trudes into one's own communication.
crosstoes (kr6s't6z), n. The bird's-foot tre-

foil, Lotus corniculatus : so called from the

digitate clusters of pods which twist after

opening.
cross-town (kr6s'toun), a. That runs across

the town : as, a cross-town line of street-ears

;

a cross-town car.

cross-turret (krds'tur'et), «. A turret in a
turret-lathe the axis of which is horizontal

and lies across the bed, instead of being ver-

tical, as in most turret-lathes.

cross-vault (krds'vait), n. A groined vault,

usually one in which the two cylindrical sur-

faces which meet one another are of the same
width and height, so that the plan would form
a cross of the usual tjye.

Oross-warp weave. See *weave^.

crotchet

cross-weed (krds'wed), n. A plant of the genus
Diplotaxis of the mustard family, especially D,
muralis and D, tenuifolia, the cruciferous char-
acter of whose flowers is more than usually
marked. Seestinlcweed, 1, andwaW-rocA:c(,underrocfre<2.
Both species are adventive in the United States. Also
known as sand-rocket

cross-wind (krds' wind), n. In archery, a wind
blowing across the range.

cross-wind (kr6s ' wind), v. I. trans. To
wind (yarn) on a reel in such a manner that
the windings cross at an acute angle with the
axis. Nastnith, Cotton Spinning, p. 360.

II. mtrans. To twist; depart from a plane

:

said of a plank or platform which twists out of

its plane.

cross-wood (kros'wiid), n. A West Indian
shrub of the family Theophrastacese, Jaquinia
aculeata: so called from the fact that its

branches are produced in whorls of four, thus
forming a cross.

crotaconic (kro-ta-kon'ik), a. [cro<(on) 4-

aconic (?).] Noting a crystalline, easily soluble

acid, CH3CH:C(C02H)2(?), obtained by the

saponification of cyancrotonic acid : as, crota-

conic acid (which melts at 119° C).

crotalic (kro-tal'ik), a. ICrotalus + -ic] Of
or pertaining to the genus Crotalus, or to a

poison derived from snakes of that genus.

crotalin (kro'ta-lin), n. [Crotalus -H -m^.] An
albuminous poison found in venom derived
from snakes of the genus Crotalus.

crotalism fkro'ta-lizm), n. [NL. Crotaliaria)
+ -ism.1 A disease of horses, known chiefly

in the valley of the Missouri river, due to eat-

ing the rattlebox, Crotalaria sagittalis. Also
called bottom disease, because it occurs on
bottom-land.

The diseases resulting from plant poisoning known as
locoism and crotalism, which prevail in some parte of the
West and Northwest, are caused, respectively, by the
continued eating in the field of some one of the several
locoweeds (Astragalus and Aragallus species^ and by the
eating of the rattleweed or rattlebox (Crotalaria sagittalis)

either in the field or in hay.
Yearbook U. S. Dept Agr., 1900, p. 308.

Crotalocrinus
(kro-ta-lok'ri-
nus), n. fNL.,
< Gr, icp&raAov,

a rattle, -f xpi-

vov, a Uly (see
erinoid).'] A
genus of sin-

gular camer-
ate crinoids
in which the
branches of
the first arms
rapidly dichot-
omize, but re-

main united so
that each arm
forms a broad
infolded net.
It occurs in the
Silurian rocks.

crotaloid (kro'ta-loid), a. [Crotalus + -oid.'\

Of or pertaining to a rattlesnake ; having the
characters of a rattlesnake.

crotaphion (kro-taf 'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr.
KpoTot^tov, neut. of Kpora^ioi, of the temples, <
KpSraipog, temple.] In craniom., the posterior
terminal point of the suture between the
parietal and sphenoid bones.
crotaphite, a— Crotaphlte fossa or depression,
the groove on the posterior portion and superior face of a
bird's skull in which the temporal muscles lie. The size
of this is an indication of the power of the mandible,
and it is large in fish-eating birds.

Crotaphitic (kro-ta-fit'ik), a. [crotaphite +
-ic.'\ In anat, same as crotaphite. Also
crotaphytic.

Crota/ocriHits puUher, Hisinger.

Silurian ; Gottland.

A, crown with folded arms ; B, portion
of stem. (From Zittel's "Palaeontology.")

The morphogenic action of crotaphytic muscles on the
skull and brain of the Carnivora and Primates, by M. R.
Anthony. Nature, Dec. 8, 1903, p. 120.

crotaphyte, ». An erroneous spelling of cro-

taphite.

crotch (kroch), V. t. In logging, to cut notches
on opposite sides of (a log) near the end, into

which dogs are fastened. .

crotch-chain (kroeh'chan), n. A tackle for

loading logs on sleds, cars, or skidways by
cross-hauling.

crotchet, n. 11. In ^067., one of the slightly

curved and notched bristles or chsBtsB com-
mon among OUgochxta, and serving probably
as locomotor organs.— 12. Same as crocket.



crotching

Crotching (kroch'ing), n. In billiards, a play
analogous to the anchor (see ^anchored) in
balk-hne billiards, with the exception that, as
the two object-balls lie transversely in a cor-
ner of the table, less accuracy of touch and
far less skill are required to keep them there.
The sanie situation can occur in the jaw of a pocket-
table, but is more difHcult to maintain, unless balls are
lai-ger and pockets smaller than the standard. Crotching
beyond three successive shots was ban-ed as early as 1862,
and jawing in 1866 ; but both in America and in England
expert professionals have since sometimes resorted to
one or the other for their high runs.

crotch-tongue (kroch'tung), n. Two pieces of
wood, in the form of a V, joining the front
and rear sleds of a logging-sled.

crotin (kro'tin), n. [Crot(on) + -irfl.'] A
highly poisonous toxalbumin contained in the
seed of Groton Tiglium.

Crotonic aldehyde. See -^aldehyde.

crotonoleic (kro'ton-p-le'ik), a. [Croton +
h. oleum, oil.] looting a pale-yellow com-
pound existing, partly as free acid and partly
as glyeeride, in eroton-oil. It is a drastic
purgative.

crounotherapy (kro-no-ther'a-pi), n. [Reg.
"crunotlterapy, < Ur. icpomoq, a spring,+ Bspaneia,

medical treatment.] Treatment of disease by
a course of drinking or bathing, aided by a
special dietary and exercises, at a miueral-
spring resort. Lancet, July 11, 1903, p. 104.

Croupl, n.—Catarrhal croup. Same as false croup.
— Dfpbtherltic croup, diphtheria of the larynx.—
Flbrlhoas croup, true croup.—intestinal croup,
croupous inflammation of the mucous membrane of the
intestine.— Fliaryneeal croup, inflammation of the
mucous membrane of the pharynx attended with a fl-

biinous exudation.—Fseudomemliranous croup, true
croup.— Uterine croup, croupous inflammation of the
lining membrane of the uterus.

croupl^ (krop), V. i. [Also croop, crupe, prob.
imitative, like roup, etc. See croup^, re.] To
cry out; cry hoarsely; specifically, to cough
hoarsely, as in croup. [Provincial (Sc.) or
colloq.]

crouper-bush (kro'per-bush), n. The button-
bush, Cephalanthus occidentalis.

croup-kettle (krop'ket'l), n. A kettle under
which a low flame is kept lighted so that there
may be a continuous escape of vapor : used in
giving vapor inhalations in cases of larjmgitis,
or to keep the atmosphere of the room humid.
croustade (kr6s-tad'), re. [P., < It. crostata:
see crustate, custard.'] A cup-like form of bread
toasted, fried in hot fat, or dipped in melted
butter and browned in the oven ; also, a hollow
mold of rice sprinkled with bread-crumbs and
fried in deep fat, or of puff-paste filled with
creamed meat, fish, etc.

crout (krout), n. Same as sauer-kraut.
croute au pot (krot 6 p6'). [P., 'crust in
the pot'; see crust.] A clear soup to which
small pieces of toast, or of stale bread, have
been added just before serving.

crouton (kro-ton'), n. [P., < croute, crust.]
A small piece of bread dipped in melted butter
and toasted in the oven, or fried in hot butter
or fat : used in soups and to garnish various
types of stewed dishes.

crow^, n. 2. (6) In the West Indies, particu-
larly in Jamaica, the black vulture, Catharista
afrate.— Blue-wattled crow, in NewZealand, a name

' given to Glaucopsis wilsoni, a bu'd of the crow family.

crow-bird (kro'berd), re. The purple grackle,
Quiscalus quiscula : so called in some parts of
the United States.

crOWdl, V. t.—1o crowd off, to work (a ship) off from
the land.

Crowd^, re.— Crowd of sail, a press of canvas ; ail

possible sail set.

crowd-poison (kroud'poi'zn), re. Volatile ex-

crementitious matters contained in the respired

air, which by concentration become danger-

ous to health in crowded places. G. H.
Napheys, Prevention and Cure of Disease,

I. 197.

crowd-poisoning (kroud ' poi " zn - ing), re. A
morbid state induced by the inhalation of

waste products given off by the breath and
skin of a number of persons confined in an un-

ventilated space ; ochlesis.

The symptoms arising from indigestion, from crowd-
poisoning, from sewer-gas-poisoning, from ptomaine-poi-

soning (auto-infection), etc., are often ascribed to "ma-
laria." Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1901, p. 371.

crow-duck (kro'duk). n. See Fulica.

crowd-weed (kroud'wed), ?t. 1. The field-

cress, Lepidium campestre.— 2. The charlock

or wild mustard, Brassica arvensis.
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crow-eater (kro'e'tfer), re. One who will do
anything rather than work. [Colloq., Aus-
tralia.]

crowfoot, n. 2. The name is applied to many plants
with pedately or palmately divided leaves, chiefly of the
genus Ranunculus, but also of other genera, especially
the club-mosses, Lycopodium inundatum, L. obscurum,
and L. cornplanatum. See bog -kclub.^moss, ^Christmas
green, and Lycopodium.—American crowfoot, the
spotted cranes-bill. Geranium maculatum.— Celery-
leaved crowfoot. Ranunculus sceleratus. Also called
water-celery (which see).—Com crOWfOOt, Ranunculus
arvetisis, common in the Old World and sparingly found
in the United States. See hungerweed and starve-acre.—
Cursed crowfoot. Same as celery-leaved •kcrow/oot,
translating the specific name.—Dltch-crowfoot,marsh-
crowfoot. Same as celery-leaved -kcrowfoot.—Husk-
crowfoot, Adoxa MosckateUina, better known as hollow-
root. Also called musk-root and moschatel. See Adoxa.
—Tuberous crowfoot. Same as musk-*crouifoot.—
Water-crowfoot. See water-crowfoot.— Wood-crow-
foot. (a) The goldilocks, Ranunculus auricmnus. See
goldilocks and Ramtnculus. (6) The wind-flower. Anem-
one netnorosa.

crowfoot-grass (kro'fut-gras), re. 1. A plant,
Dactyloctenium JEgyptiacum, distinguished as
little crowfoot, a low creeping grass of warm
climates, common in the southern United
States. It is a weed of cultivated grounds,
but sometimes cut for hay. The name, as
with other crowfoot-grasses, refers to the
digitate inflorescence.— 2. The similar but
larger Eleusine Indica, also called goose-grass,
yard-grass, wire-grass, etc. See wire-grass, 2.

—

Bearded crowfoot-grass, feather crowfoot^ass,
a grass of the genus Chloris. See itAnger-grass, 3.

—

Texas crowfoot-grass, Diplachne aubia, a promis-
ing hay-grass somewhat of the crowfoot habit.

crow-hop (kro'hop), n. The action of a horse
in endeavoring to throw a rider by arching the
body, holding the legs stiff, and bucking vig-
orously. [Local, U. S.]

All bronchos are different individually, but the ways
they try to throw their riders may be classed under three
heads. The first is known as the crow-hop. The rider
gets on a wild horse and immediately the steed bunches
itself up like a goat, holds itself stiif in limb and body,
and bucks promiscuously. It jars the rider, but the horse
that only does this is considered easy and tame.

Wide World Mag., April, 1903, p. 648.

crow-line (kro'lin), n. The straight line of a
crow's flight. See crow-flight.

crown. I. re. 7. (/) in meek. : (2) The amount of
cni-vature of a surface or line. In pulleys for flat belts
the face is made of larger diameter hi the middle to check
a tendency of the belt to work off to one side or the other
by greater stretching on the edges, (ff) In arch. : (2) An
ornamental top of a tower used in late English Gothic. It

resembles four or more fiying buttresses meeting at their

highest point (k) In zool. : (1) The pi-otuberance on the
head of a whale, particulai-ly of a right whale, surround-
ing the blow-holes. (Bare.) (2) Same as croum-antler.

[Rare.] (3) Same as coronet^., 6 (in reference to the bones
of a horse s foot). (4) In the terminology of the Crinmdea,
the calyx without the stem. {I) In ship-building, the
arching athwartship or camber of a deck or deck-beam

;

also, the top or central part of such an arched deck.

These spaces include the internal volume of the ship,

below the deck forming the crown of the engine and
boiler-rooms. White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 61.

(m) The horizontal cap-piece or collar of a set of mine
timbers. Also called crown-tree, [Scotch.] (n) That
part of the bridle of a harness which extends over the
horse's head and to which the cheeks are attached, (o)

In agri., the middle line of a ridge of land, fonned by two
furrow-slices laid back to back. [Great Britain.] {p) In
bell-founding, the top of a bell, of which the cannons are
parts and to which the tongue is attached within. Also
called pallet, {q) Same as irhowell.

12. (6) The summit
of a root, as of a
beet or turnip, the

leaf-bases forming
a circle, {c) The
leaves and living

branches of a tree.
In forest measurements
the use of the term varies

with the kind of tree and
the purpose of the mea-
surements. For example,
crown may be used to
designate either the
whole leaf-and-branch
system or that portion of

it above a dead or a grow,
ing branch of a given size.

In the description of
trees the crown is said to
be long or short, broad or
narrow, compact or rag-
ged, conical or flat

16. An abbreviation
of crown-glass.

Experiments of the
eminent Jena glass-
makers with phosphate
crowns and borate flints

are optically highly suc-
cessful.

Encyc. BHt., XXV. 4L

Brabant crown, a Bel- crown imperial. Church of St. Giles,
gian silver coin struck Edinburgh.

crown-tree

under Austrian domination, weighing 456gi'ainB, .872 flue.

— Crown forest. See national *forest.—Crown Im-
perial, in late English Gothic ai'chitectui'e, a decoi-ative
Anish of atower produced by caiTyiiig up foui- curved ribs
upon which a small spire is set The teiTn was invented
in the nhieteenth century to describe a thuig once thought
very attractive. The Church of St Giles at Edinburgh
is the best-known example, though there aie several others,
among them the Church of St Dunstan's in the East, in the
City of London.— Cothlc crown, an English silver coin
of Queen Victoria, struck as a pattern in 1846, 1847, and
1863.—Iron crown of Lombardy, a thin ring of
iron, said to have been forged from a nail of the ti'ue

cross, overlaid with gold and precious stones. It is sup-
posed to have been made for Agilulf, khig of the Lou-
gobards, in 591, and was worn by Charlemagne and all the
medieval emperors who were also kings of Lonibai-dy.
Napoleon I. placed it upon his head. It is now in the
cathedral of Monza, in Italy.— Order Of the crown. (i)

Order of the Iron Crovm of Italy. .See iron.—Order Of
the OiOc Crown, an order for civil and military merit,
conferred by Luxembui^g and founded in 1841.— Order
Of Sue Crown, a militaiy order of Saxony, founded
in 1807.— Petition crown, a i-are coin of Chai-les 11.,

struck in 1663 with a petition of the miut.master to the
kin^.-Triple crown, (a) and (6). See triple, (c) See
ktnple.

II. «.- Crown government, government by the
crown, as in a crown colony.—Crown grant, a grant
from the crown.—Grown prosecutor. See *prosecvtor.
—Crown side. Same as Crown Ojfice (wjiich see, under '

crown).—Crown Witness, in Eng. law, a witness for the
prosecution in a criminal action.— Master Of the Crown
Office, the prosecuting officer in the criminal department
of the Court of King's Bench, who prosecutes upon the re-

lation of some private pei'son or infoimer, the crown being
the nominal prosecutor.

crown, V. t. 10. To give a crown or bulge to:
as, to crown the surface of a ship's deck.— 11.
To cut off (the crown), as of a sugar-beet.

crownal (krou'nal), a. and n. I, a. Pertain-
ing to or resembling a crown.

II. re. A coronet, chaplet, or garland; a
coronal.

crown-beam (kroun'bem), n.

crown-borer (kroun ' bor - 6r)

A cross-beam.

Blackberry Crown-borer iSetfidfcia
tnarjrittata).

a, male ; t>, femalf

.

., re.— BlaclJberry
crown-borer, the larva of an American sesiid moth,
Bertibeda imtrginata,
common in the north-
em United States,
which buiTows into
canes of the black-
berry at the sui'face of
the ground.

crown-gall (kroun-
gil), re. A disease
which attacks the
roots of certain
plants, especially
the almond, black-
berry, peach, and
raspberry, it is char-
acterized by the fornia-
tion of hai'd, rougli, ir-

regular-shaped, gall-

like bodies on the roots
and sometimes on the
stems of the plant The
cause is somewhat
doubtful. Tourney at-

tributed it to a myxomy-
cete which he named
Dendrophagus globosus.

crown-gear (kroun 'ger), re. A crown-wheel;
a gear having teeth cut in the edge of an
annular ring, or as if in the end of a hollow
cylinder.

crown-grafting, re. 2. A kind of grafting in
which the scion is inserted at the crown of
the plant (where it emerges from the ground).

crowning, re. 6. In agri., the cutting off of the
crown, as of sugar-beets. See *crown, 12 (6).

crown-moth (kroun'm6th), re. A moth whose
larva attacks the crowns of plants Strawberry
crown-moth, an American sesiid moth, Se«ia rutilang,
whose larva bores in the crown of strawberry, i-aspberry,
and blackberry plants on the Pacific coast

crown-of-the-field (kroun"uv-the-feld'), n.

The corn-cockle, Agrostemma Githago.

crown-piece, «. 8. The crown-sheet or top
plate of the fire-box of an internally fired
boiler.

crown-plate (kroun'plat), re. 1. The top plate
of the fire-box of an internally fired boiler.— 2.
In carp., the horizontal member which finishes
a frame at the top. in a wall, as of a framed house,
the crown-plate may receive the timbers of the attic
fioor, or the i-afters of the roof, or both. It is the top chord
of a frame, as the sill is the bottom chord.

crown-princess (kroun'prin*ses), n. The wife
of a crowu-prince : as, the crown-princess of
Prussia. [Commonly as two words.]

crown-roast (kroun'rost), re. The ribs of lamb
as a fancy roast with the upper part of the
bones trimmed and the whole turned on itself
and so fastened that the center is hollow.

crown-tree (kroun'tre), re. 1. The horizontal
timber of a timber framework, which rests on



crown-tree

top of the uprights and on which rest the
ratters or, in some cases, the joists.— 2. Same
as *crown, 7 (m).
crown-tuber (kroun'tii*b6r), n. A tuber the
upper part of which is stem or crown, the
lower part being root, as beet, carrot, radish.
L. H. Bailey.

crown-work, n. 2. In dentistry, the attach-
ment of an artificial crown of gold or porcelaiu
to the root of a tooth.

crow-phea.sant (kro'tez^ant), n. A large East
Indian ground-cuckoo, Centropvs rufipevms.
crow-poison (kro'poi'zn), ». 1. Same as fly-
poison, 2.-2. A related plant, Tracyanthus
angusUfolius,towa.A in low grounds from North
Carolina to Florida.
crow-purse (kro'pfers), n. A popular name of
the egg-case of the skate, a black or dark-
brown loblong case having a long process
at each corner and 4 texture like that of
leather,

crow's-foot, n. 5. pi. The ang^olar lines or
arrow-points (madethus : < >) which are placed
at the extremities of dimension-lines on a
drawing to indicate between what points or
planes the dimension is given.

crow's-nest, n. 2. See *Cycadeoidea.

crowstone. n. 8. A name once commonly ap-
plied in Worcestershire, England, to fossil

oyster-shells of the genus Gryphxa from the
Jurassic rocks.

crow-twill (kro'twil), n. A four-harness twiU-
weave, regular or irregular. See *cassimere-
ttvill.

croydon (kroi'don), n. [From Croydon in
Surrey.] A kind of two-wheeled carriage of
the gig class, introduced about 1850, originally
of wickerwork but afterward made of wood.
N. E. D.

crozer (kro'zfer), n. [croze + -eri.] In barrel-

making, a machine for cutting the croze in
barrel-staves or in the assembled package of
staves forming a barrel; a crozing-machine.

crozier, n. 4. In hot., the circinate young
frond of a fern. Also crozier-head, crozier-bud.

Sir C. Lyell, Elem. of Geol., p. 230. [Bare.]—
5. The flat, spirally coiled shell of the oepha-
lopodous mollusk Spirula.

crozier-bud (kr6'zh6r-bud), n. Same as *oro-
zier, 4.

crozier-head (kro'zher-hed), n. Same as *cro-

zier, 4. '

crozing-machine (kro'zing-ma-shen"), n. See
*c/rozer.

C. B. P. An abbreviation of Calendar of the

Patent Bolls.

cruciade {kro-si-ad'), n. [P. crudade, < It. cro-

data, Mil. cruciata : see crusade^.'] 1. A cru-

sade.

—

2. A papal bull enjoining and author-

izing a crusade, or granting indulgences to

those who undertake a crusade.

Crucial bandage. Same as T-bandage.

crucian^ (kro'shian), a. [L. Crux {Cru(n-), a
constellation, 'the Cross,' -1- -an.] Noting
those stars whichhave a spectrum of the type of

that of 8 Cruois, of which the most extraordi-

nary character is the presence of many oxygen
lines. Hydrogen, both series of helium lines, nitrogen,

and carbon are predominant. Frotomagnesium, proto-

calcium, both series of sQicon lines, and a line due to an
unknown body, A-4649.2, are present The protometallic

lines are relatively thick, the hydrogen lines relatively

tiiin.

crucible, n., 1. The crucibles used in steel-making

will carry 200 pounds, and are made of plumbago and fire-

clay. The crucible process

for making steel is spe-

cially adapted for high-

grade products with a high
percentage of carbon, and
for uses in which desirable

properties are conferred by
alloying the iron with
other metallic elements
such as chromium, tung
sten, manganese, titanium,

and the like.— Caldwell's
cmclble, a porcelain
crucible with a movable
perforated plate inserted
to form the bottom.

—

Oooch's cmclble, a plati-

num or porcelain crucible Section of Modem Crucible,

with a fixed or movable
perforated bottom. A layer of flue asbestos spread over
the bottom inside the crucible serves to collect any
precipitate in a liquid filtered through it, usually by suc-

tion. The precipitate so collected is dried or ignited, and
weighed with the crucible.—Redaction crucible, in

cliem., a porcelain crucible with a perforated cover and
Inlet-tube of the same material, by means of which a
matallic oxld may be heated in a stream of hydrogen gas.
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—Tubulated
crucible, a plati-
num crucible with
a tubulated cover,
used in iron-ore
analysis.

crucible-earth
(kro ' si - bl -

erth), «.. Clay
suitable for
making fire-

cmcibles.
crucible -fur-
nace (kre'si-
bl-f6r"nas), ».

See *fumace.
Crucibulum
(kro - sib ' u -

lum), n. piti.
(L. R. andCh. Tulasne, 1844), < ML. erucibulum,
a pot: see crucible.'] A small genus of gaste-
romycetous fungi of the family Nidulariaceae.

Tubulated Crucible,

Crucibulutn vulgare.

A, group of fruitingf bodies in the successive stages of develop-
ment; B. longitudinal section through a nearly mature but still

closed fruiting body. (From Engler and Frand's ** Fllanzenfa-
milien,")

The peridium is yellowish and cup-shaped, and has the
top at first covered with a membrane which ruptures at
maturity and exposes the seed-like sporangioles which
are attached to the peridium by thread-like processes
called funiculi. C vmgare is a common and widely dis-
tributed species, occurring on decaying wood, old rope,
and matting. .

crucificial (kro-si-fish'al)^ a. [Improp. formed
from eriuAflx, with termination conformed to
sacrificial, etc.] Of or pertaining to a crucifix.

He [the archbishop] stopped and blessed the people,
making crueijicial signs on the stairs.

Thackeray, Letters, Feb., 1849, p. 42.

Crucifixion attitude. See ^attitude.

cruciformly (kro'si-form-li), adv. In the form
of a cross.

crude, O.— crude oil, natural mineral oil, "neither
steamed nor treated, free from water, sediment, or any
other adulteration, of the gravity of 43° to 48° B." New
York Oil Exchange, Rule iv., quoted in Dialect Notes,
II. vi.

cruentation (kro-en-ta'shon), n. [L. cruen-
tatio(n-), < cruentare, stain with blood, < cru-

entus, bloody.] Passive oozing of blood-tinged
fluid from the cut surface of raw flesh. Syd.
Soc. Lex.

cruise^, v i. 2. To survey and estimate the
amount and value of standing timber.
cruiser, ». 2. In forestry, one who cruises or
surveys and estimates the amount and value of
standing timber Armored cruiser, a type of war-
ship intermediate between a battle-ship and a protected
cruiser. The distinction between an armored and a
protected cruiser is that the water-line of the latter has
no external armor-protection, though both have protective
decks. The distinction between an armored cruiser and
a battle-ship is that the former has higher speed, lighter

guns, and uiinner armor, though the two types tend to
merge. See ItbatUe-ehip.—Axailiaxy cruiser, a mer-
chant steamer converted into a cruiser by arming it with

funs and putting it into commission as a war-vessel.

—

elted cruiser, a type of war-ship intermediate between
a battle-ship and a cruiser, having comparatively high
speed and protected by a partial armor-belt of moderate
thickness. The Spanish ships in the battle of Santiago
(1898) were of this type. The belted cruiser may be con-
sidered the forerunner of the armored *cruiser (which
see).—Protected cruiser, a cruiser having a protective

deck, but no vertical side armor except local protection

for the guns.

—

ScOUt cruiser, a recent type of cruiser

in which battery and protection have been sacrificed to a
large extent in order to secure extreme speed combined
with good sea-going qualities. These vessels are from
2,000 to 4,000 tons displacement and from 24 to 26 knots
speed, and in some cases have steam-turbine propelling

machinery.— Torpedo cruiser a smaU cruiser having a
powerful torpedo armament.— Unprotected cmlser, a
cruiser which has no armor or protective deck. These
vessels are usually of small 'size and are practically

obsolete.

cnim, n. and v. A simplifledspelling of orumb^.

crunuDy, a. 8. Plump; buxom: as, a crummy
lass. [Eng. slang.]

crush-line

Crumpsall yellow. See *yelJmo.
crupper, n. 3. Naut., the train-tackle bolt in
a gun-carriage— Crupper bolt. Snme ns -kcrupper,
3.— Crupper chain {naut.\ an old-fashioned device for
securing the heel of the jib-boom to the bowsprit; it con-
sists of a length of small chain passing around the two
spars.— Crupper loop, a metal loop iittnched ton saddle-
tree or pad-frame for secm-ing tlie crnpiie!'.— Crupper
notch (naut.), the score in the heel of the jib-boom for re-
ceiving tlie crupper chain.

crural, a. 5. Of or pertaining to the crura.
See *criw.— Crural neuralgia. See imeurolgia.

cruralium (kro-ra'li-um), «.
;
pi. cruralia (-a).

[NL., < L. cruralis: see crurat.] In the Jlra-

ehiopodd, the calcareous supports for the coiled
internal arms when formed, by the union of

the crura (see *crus), into a single apparatus:
contrasted with *spiralium, which is appUed to

the coiled supports.

crurin (kro'rin), n. [L. erus (crur-), leg, -f

-i»2.] A powder, quinoline-bismuth-sulpho-
cyanate, used as a dressing for various forms
of ulcers.

cruriped (kr6'ri-ped), n. [L. crus (crur-), leg,

+ pes (ped-), foot.] One of the ambulatory
appendages following the clielipeds or great
claws ou the cephalomorax, especially of crabs
and lobsters. J. E. Ives.

crus.n. 2. pi. The calcareous brachial supports
in the BracMopoda, as in Pentamerus and Rhyn-
chonella, wherethey are a pair of short disc rete,
slightly curved lamellsa. Also called crural
plates.— Auricular crura, in ceitain pelecypod mol-
lusks, a hinge-structure consisting of two ridges which
divei'ge within and below the beaks. Tliis structure, in

specialized forms, develops into concentric teeth and
sockets which cannot be separated without breaking, as
in Spmutylui.

(rush, n. 3. In Australia, a funnel-shaped,
fenced lane or passageway for cattle.— 4. In
coalrmining : (a) A general settlement of the
strata above a coal-mine, due to failure of the
pillars: generally accompanied by numerous
local falls of roof-rocks in the workings. (6)
A species of fault in coal.— 5. The amount of
cotton-seed crushed for oil during a given sea-
son : as, a large crush.

crush-breccia (krush'brech"i-a), n. A breccia
produced by the shattering of rocks along a
fault. See *fault-breccia.

crush-conglomerate (krush ' kon-glom" e-rat),

m. See ^conglomerate.

crusher, n. 3. Specifically, a crushing-machine.
The most common type has two converging jaws op-
erated by powerful mechanism, between which the min-
eral is crushed by pressure. To this type belong the
Blake and Dodge crushers. (3ee Blake -kcrusher.) Another
more recent type has a gyrating swinging cone in a hop-
per-shaped receptacle, as in the Gates and McCully brew-
ers. Crushers are used to prepare stone for mad-ballast,
for concrete, and for other engineering purposes, and in
mining to prepare the ore for finer crushing by rolls,

stamps, eto.

4. A mill for grinding sugar-beets, potatoes,
and other roots to reduce them to a pulp for
use in the manufacture of sugar or starch.

—

5. In elect., a device for reducing the apparent
fall of potential in the ground return-circuit of
an electric system. The function of a crusher in such
a circuit is similar to that of a booster in a system with
insulated return-circuit. Both terms are of slang origin,
but have acquired recognition on account of the great
practical importance of the devices thus designated.— -

Blake crusher, a machine for crushing ore or other hard
material in coarse lumps. It is provided with two jaws,
one stationary and one swinging. The machine moves at
the rate of about 250 revolutions a minute, the swinging
jaw advancing about half an inch toward the stationary jaw
at each revolution. The size of the fragments is lim-
ited by the distance between the jaws at the bottom,
which can be regulated at will. The capacity of a ma-
chine whose dimensions at the mouth are 20 inches by 10
inches is about 300 tons of ordinary rock per day of 24
hours. See etone-breaker, with cut.

Cmshlllg strain, the strain which causes a piece of
material to fail, or tend to fail, by compression. Most
brittle materials, such as cement, stone, and cast-iron,
fail by shearing at an angle, while the more ductile
materials, such as wrought-iron and soft brass, fail

by bulging.— Crushing strength, the strength of a
substance measured in terms of the load necessary to
crush a test-piece of it one cubic centimeter (or one
cubic inch) in size.

crushing-rolls (kmsh'ing-rolz), n. pi. A ma-
chine consisting of two heavy rolls between
which ore, coal, or other mineral is di'awn and
crushed. Sometimes the rolls are toothed or
ribbed, but for ore their surface is generally
smooth.
crush-line (kmsh'lin), n. In geol., a line along
which rocks, under great compression, yield,

usually with the production of schistosity.

Such, too, has been the compression that in some cases
lykes of 50 or 60 yards in breadth are reduced where one
of these thrusts or crush-lines crosses them obliquely to

a thickness of no more than four feet.

CMftte, Text-book of OeoL, p. 888
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cnish-movement (krush'm6v''ment), n. In boom or other spar rests, to prevent it from
geoL, compression, thrust, or lateral move- slipping; also, a hole on the quarter-rail of a
ment tendmg to develop shattered zones. boat for the use of a steering-oar.
The greater part, if not actually of Bala age, seem to cruzada (kro-tha'da), n. [Sp. : see crusado^.]

mZ. ""™'*«'* before the post-Bala cnsh-,nove- A gold coin of Castile of the time of Pedro I.

«.^«l\.l,. >^.

/»«««, Jm,e 16 1904, p. 166. (i|bo-68) : it weighed 92^ grains.

5?fi^^?;1^i^™^ * P'rll "•• ^° K°h ^ P^^°,! cry, ».-EpUeptlc cry. a loud cry which sometimes pre-aenmng zones ot shattering which result cedes the respiratory spasm in an epileptic attack.—
from lateral thrust. Hydrocephalic ciy, a sudden sluiek or loud scream

with extremely low hade, and the branch-connection of
'"'*" 1!^" .

beginning joint-disease. araaig, standing.] A mixture of equal parts of
many of them with leadmg cross-faults, and consequently cryastliesia (kn-es-the SI a), 71. [NL., < Gr. phenol, saponin, and camphor, with a little

-![!'!???.^i
*¥.™"e!?*'°n °' *he igneous invasions with Kpvog, cold, -l- aladTiaig, perception.] Sensitive- turpentine. It is liquid when cold, but solid-

ness to cold. ifies on warming.
cryalgesia (kn-al-je'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Cryphsus (kri-fe'us), n. [NL., < 6r. Kpv^cuoc,
Kftvog, cold, + ahyriBi^, sense of pain.] Pain concealed, < kpinrTecv, conceal.] A genus of
caused by cold. — -

cry-baby (kri'ba'bi), n.

cryptoclite

ing or solidification of liquids and solutions

;

specifically, the determination of molecular
weights of dissolved substances by the lower-
ing of the freezing-point of their solutions in

suitable solvents.

Taking into account all the difficulties and disturbing
factors in experiments of this kind, the authois conclude
that their results tend to increase confidence in the meth-
ods of exact cryoscopy. Nature^ Jan. 15, 1903, p. 263.

pre-existeut deformational structures.
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan., 1904, p. 79.

crush-zone (krush'zon), n. In geol., a zone of
faulting and breeciation in rocks.
Thraughout the Tertiary crust-movements in the Alps,

this passage-zone had been the great crttsh-zone at the
district. Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 359.

crust, n— Flotation crust, the thin solid crust of the
earth that has been thought to rest upon a liquid mass
beneath. Earlier theorists were accustomed to explain
changes of level and many other adjustments by

' this Heating of the crust Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 378.
— In crust, in currying, said of a skin which has been
tanned and colored but not glazed or entirely finished.

Ftemming, Fi-actical Tanning, p. 312.—Weathered
crust, a film or zone on the outside of a stone which
shows mai'ked alteration or decay. Such a crust is not al-

ways more fitigile than the unchanged interior, and may
form a hard shell or successive shells.

They show no weathered crusts, and the matrix of flner-

gi-aiued materials is similarly unaltered.
J. Oeikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 23.

crustaceal (krus-ta'shial), a. Same as crusta-

cean.

crustaceoid (krus-ta'se-oid), a. [crnstacemis +
-aid.'] Resembling a crustacean. Dana.

crust-creep (krust'krep), n. See *creep.

crust-fold (krust'fold), n. In geol., a fold in
the eaith's crust.

The great Rocky Mountahi-Andes fold, . . . the long-
est and most continuous crust-fold of the present day.'

Geog Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 48.

An ex-

. .
One who, Uke a baby,

is prone to tears. [A derisive term among
children.]

crymophyte (kri'mo-fit),». [Gr. Kpv/iof, icy cold,
+(jniT6i', plant.] In 'phytogeog., a plant adapted
to life under low temperatures.
crymotherapeutics (kri"mo-ther-a-pu'tiks), n.
[Gr. icpv/idc, icy cold, + ^epatrevTiicdg, of medi-
cal treatment.] The employment of cold in
the treatment of disease.

crymotherapy (kri - mo - ther ' a - pi), ». [Gr.
Kpv/id(, \ey eo\d.,+ Oepamia, medical treatment.]
Same as *a-ynu}therapeutics.

Cryogen blue. See *blue.

cryogenic (kri-a-jen'ik), a. [Gr. Kpiiog, cold, +
-yev^Q, -producing.] Producing cold; especially,
noting an apparatus or a laboratory for experi-
menting at the extreme low temperatures
which may be produced by the evaporation of
liquefied ethylene, air, oxygen, or hydrogen.
The physical laboratoiy of the University of Leipzig,

the cryogenic laboratory, and the Astronomical observa-
tory of Leiden. Rep. Carnegie Inst., 1903, p. 186.

cryohydrate (kri-o-hi'drat), n. [Gr. KpiioQ,

Devonian trilobites, of the family Phac«p-
idse, having broad and long genal spines and
a fringe of flat spines on the pygidium.
crypsis, n. 2. A term used in the discussions
of the seventeenth century to designate Christ's

possession of divine omnipotence and divine
omniscience, with conscious restraint in the
use of them.

crypt, n—Mor^agnl'S crypts, minute def)resslons in
the Dmbous portion of the urethra ; also, pits in the rectal
mucous membrane.

Cryptaulax (krip-t&'laks), «. [Gr. KpvwTie,

concealed,' -I- oi/lof, a furrow, groove.] Agenus
of platypodous moUusks, of the family Cen-
thiidse. They have turreted shells with spii'al ribs on the
whorls and a scarcely perceptible canal in the apeitui-e.
The genus occurs in Triassic and Jurassic rocks.

cryptic, a. 2. In biol., serving to conceal or
fitted for concealing an organism.

The most perfect Cryptic powers are possessed by those
animals in which the individuals can change their colours
into any tint which would be apprapriate to a normal
environment. Eneyc. Brit, XXVII. 147.

cryptitis (krip-ti'tis), n. [NL., < crypta, crypt,
-I- -ii«.]_ Same a,B folliculitis.

crust-fracture (krust'frak"tur), »
tended fracture in the earth's'crust.

It may probably be regarded as true of any wide region
upheaved by a folding-movement and afterwai'ds sub-
merged, that old crust-forms and crust-fractures, espe-
cially such as allow occasional intrusion and outlet of vol-

canic material, are determining factors in the distribution
of the subsequent deposits.

Geog. Jour. (H. G. S.), XVI. 460.

crustification (knis"ti-fi-ka'shgn), n. The
forming of a crust or coating "or band, by cryohydric (kri-o-hi'drik), a

mixture of ice and any crystallized salt ob-
tained by freezing a saturated aqueous solu-
tion of the salt.

Cryohydrates were supposed by Guthi'ie, to whom the
name is due, to be chemical compounds, but they are now
regarded as mixtures the constancy of proportion of which
is due to the uniform conditions of temperature, etc., un-
der which they are produced. ... A cryohydrate is the
lowest freezing-mlxtm'e of two substances.

H. C. Jants, Physical Chem., p. 222.

[cryohydr-ate +
chemical precipitation, in a cavity from min-
eral-bearing waters.

As a general rule, however, crustification is a charac-
teristic feature of cavity-fllling.

F.\Po8epny, Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Engin., 1893, p. 207.

crust-movement (krusfmov'^ment), n. An
extensive movement of the eartli's crust.

There are two primary and permanent kinds of cniM-
mooements, namely, (a) those which give rise to those
greatest inequalities of the Earth's surface— oceanic basins
and continental suriaces ; and (b) those which by interior
contraction determine mountains of folded structure.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 669.

crust-strain (kmst'stran), n, A strain in the
earth's cmst. GeoflT. Jbwr. (R. G. S.), XVL 457.

crust-stress (krust'stres), n. Local strains and cryoineter (kri-om'e"t6r)7n. '[Gr. Kpiios, cold,
pressure within the rocks of the earth's crust, -f. /iirpav, measure.] A thermometer for the

During the geological periods when the faultrvent con- measurement of low temperatures (usually be-
tinued mtermittently active, the form of the sill-complex i._. 4.u_ fTOBzinff-nniTit, of mfirpiirvl nnrt thara
was capable of being re-moulded periodically in haimony i°^

'"^ ireezmg-poinp or mercuryj ana tnere-

with the localised crust-stresses. fore containing alcohol or a similar liquid of
Nature, Sept 3, 1903, p. 413. low freezing-point,

crust-torsion (krust't6r"shon), n. A twisting cryophoric(kn-o-for'ik), a. lcryophor-us+-ic.']

stress in the earth's crust.
" pf or pertaining to the cryophorus, or to any

Crust-tors^on has already been recognized as a mode of
??strument or method for freezing a liquid by

crusKleformation associated with the superposition of ''^ own evaporation.

diflferent movements upon one another, either simultane- CryoplanktOU (kri-6-plangk'ton), n.
ously or successively. ... In 1898, I demonsti-ated, by "^ ' .,.-.-»- ...
the field geology of Enneberg, thatphenomenaof crijst-

tiirsion were induced by any combhiation of crust-pres-

sures, not only by cross-movements crossing rectangularly,

but ^ao by cross-movements at any oblique angle.

M. M. 0. Gordon, ui Geog. Jour. (R. Q. S.), XVL 467.

crutch^, n. 3. (A) Theangle atthemeeting of theflukes

forming the tail of a whale; the fluke-notch. (<) In
leather-tnanv/., a contrivance which fits under the arm
like a crutch: used in hand-staking.— Crutch paxaJysls.
See -kparalysis.

crutcb^ ij. t. 3. In leather-manuf., to work
with a crutch. Flemming, Practical Tanning,

p. 81.

crutcher (kruch'6r), n. In soap-making, a

vessel in which the ingredients of soap are

mixed and thoroughly stirred together: so

called from the wooden paddle sometimes used

to mix soap. See crutch, 3 (e).

crutch-hole (kmch'hol), «. Naut., a hole de-

signed to receive the stanchion on which a

cold,-t-it!up(i;(Jp-), water, -F -afel.] ~A definite CryptO-Cal-Tinism (krip-to-kal'vin-izm), n. 1.— - - ' - Concealed Calvinism: an opprobrious term
used, during the controversy concerning the
doctrine of the Lord's Supper (1552-74), to
designate the teaching of Melanohthon, wlio
favored the Calvinistic view of the spiritual
presence of Christ, as opposed to the Lutheran
view.— 2. Applied, in 1881, to the doctrine of
unconditional election (semi-Calvinistic) held
by Missouri Lutherans.
CryptO-OatholiC (krip-to-kath'o-hk), a. and «.

I, a. Of or pertaining to Crypto-Catholioism.
II. n. One initiated into a supposed system

of hidden or esoteric (Roman) Catholicism.

OryptO-Catholicism(krip'''to-ka-thol'i-sizm),H.
A supposed system of hidden or esoteric
(Roman) Catholicism known only to the ini-
tiated.

Cryptocephala (krip-to-sef'a-la), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Kprnrrdg, hidden, -t- icE^aAijiTiead.] A group
of Annelida, of the order Polychaeta. They have
the prsestomium more or less hidden by the peiistoniium,
which grows forward; the tentacles reduced, but the
palps greatly developed and subdivided, foi'ming the
crown ofgills ; the body distinguishable into the thorax and
abdomen, characterized by the form and arrangement of
the setse and by certain internal differences. The group
includes the Sabellidse, Eriographidae, Amphiearinidm,
Serpulidee, and Hermellidee. Conti'asted with Phanero-
cephala.

cryptocerate (krip-tos'e-rat), a. and n. I, a.

Pertaining to or resembling the Cryptocerata

.

II. n. A member of the Cryptocerata.

cryptochelate (krip-to-ke'lat), a. [Gr. KpwTTdg,
hidden, -I- xv^, claw (see chela), + -otei.]

Having the ehelse hidden or so minute as to
escape notice without close observation, as
certain crustaceans.

n^^i.5 cryptochroism (krip-tok'ro-izm), n. [Gr.

ic] Producing, produced by, or connected
with a cryohydrate.

If the solution saturated with two iodides be cooled to
the freezing-point, ice will separate. Five phases are
then present, ice, the two iodides, solution and vapor, and
the system becomes non-vai>iant Such a system can exist
only at its cryohydric temperatui-e, and the composition
of the solution is fixed.

Amer. Chem. Jour., March, 1903, p. 205.

Cryohydric temperature, the temperature at which a
cryohydrate is pi'oduced.

cryolithionite (kn - a - lith ' i - 9 -nit), n. [Gr.
Kpiog, cold, -H NL. lithium -I- -n- + -ite^.'] A
fluoride of aluminium, sodium, and lithium
(Li3Na3Al2Fi2) occurring in colorless dodeca-
hedrons at the cryolite locality in Greenland.

Gr (cpiof, cold, ice, + NL. plankton.} -The KpvKrdg, hidden, -H xpoa, co"lor, -f- -ism.X A
'plankton,' particularly the algio flora, which difference in properties of X-rays and other
IS found m the snow and ice of polar and al- ot(scure rays, due to difference in wave-length
pine regions. __ and analogous to the color-difference in lidit-
cryoscopic (kn-o-skop'ik), a. [cryoscop-y + rays
-ic] CJf or pertaining to the phenomena of cryptoclastic(krip-t6-klas'tik).a. [Gr.Kpwrdf,
freezing, specifically to those methods of de- hidden, -f kW^j, broken.] In petrog., coml

posed of fragments too small to be seen by
the unaided eye.

cryptoclite (krip'to-klit), n. [Gr. KfyoKrdg,
hidden, + *K\iT6q, verbal adj. of Klivnv, in-
cline.] In gram., a noun whose originally
normal inflections have been disguised by
phonetic changes, as by hidden umlaut, quasi-
gemination of semi-vowels, contraction, etc.,
so that the resulting forms are irregular. An
example is, in Anglo-Saxon, nominative man,
dative men, plural men, whence English »»««,
plural men. March, Anglo-Saxon Gram.

, p. 52.

termining molecular weights, degrees of disso
ciation, and other properties of substances
which depend upon measurements of the freez-
ing-point.

Raoult indicated the possibility of employing the low-
ering of the vapor-pressure of a solution in determining
the molecular weight of a dissolved substance. In his
opinion, however, the experimental difficulties were such
as to give preference to the cryoscopic and ebullioscopic
methods. Amer. Chem. Jour., April, 1903, p. 342.

cryoscopy (kri-os'ko-pi), n. [Gr. Kpiioc, cold,
+ -BKowia, < BK&irelv, view.] That department
of physical •hemistry which treats of the freez-



cryptococcus

cryptococcus (krip-to-kok'us), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kptmrde, hidden, +

' xdioioc, berry (coccus).]
Same as Saccharomyces—Cryptococcus xantho-
genlcns, a microbe believed by Freirfc of Brazil to be the
cause of yellow fever.

Cryptocrinus (krip-tok'ri-nus), n. [NL., < Gr.
KpvKTdg, hidden, + xphov, a lily (see crinoid).]
A genus of Silurian cystideans in which the
calyx is composed of three rings of perforate
plates, the mouth is central, the arms are ec-
centric, and the stem is short.
cryptocyst (krip'to-sist), n. [Gr. Kfrnrrdg,

hidden, + icvaTic, bladder, bag.] In certain
polyzoans, a portion of the body cavity sep-
arated froni the remainder by a calcareous
lamina. [Not used.]

In the Microporidae and Steganoporellidae, and per-
haps in many of the Lepralloid Cheilostomata, the body-
cavity is pmially subdivided by a calcareous lamina
("cryptocyst," Jullien) which grows from the proximal
side. Eneyc. Brit., XXXI. 829.
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cryptoheretic (krip-to-her'e-tik), n. A secret
heretic ; one who secretly holds heretical Tiews.
Crypto-Jesuit (krip-to-jez'u-it), n. A secret
Jesuit ; one who has, 'or is supposed to have,
secret affiliation with the Society of Jesus.
Crypto-Jesuitism (krip-to-jez'u-it-izm), n.
Disguised Jesuitism.
Cryptol, n. See *Jcryptol.

CryptollIl_ (krip'to-lin), n. [cryptol + 4rfi.'\

An organic liquid' sometimes found in cavities
of topaz, chrysoberyl, or quartz. It hardens
to a resinous body when exposed to the air.

Cryptomeria (krip-to-me'ri'a), n. [NL. (Don,
1889), < Gr. KpiMT6;j hidden'J -I- fdpog, a part.
The plant is so named because the seeds are
well covered by the scales.] A genus of conifer-
ous plants of the family Pinaeeee andtribe Taxoi-

Cryptocystes (krip - to -sia'tez),n.pl. [NL.,
pi. of cryptocysUs, <'Gr. Kprnrroe, hidden, -I-

Kitrrig, bladder. ] A group of Myxosporidia hav-
ing minute pear-shaped spores, wim one polar
capsule and more than two spores formed in
each pansporoblast. They are cell-parasites.
Also Microsporidia.

Cryptodira (krip-ta-di'ra), n. pi. [Gr. tcpmrSc,
hidden, -t- deip^, neck.]' A division or sub-
order of Chelonia containing those species in
which the neck can be bent In a vertical plane
and is usually capable of being withdrawn
within the body: contrasted with Pleurodira.
cryptodiran (krip-to-di'ran), a. and n. I. a.

Belating to or characteristic of the Cryptodira.

II. n. A member of the Cryptodira.
cryittodire (krip'to-cEr), n. One of the Cryp-
todira.

crypto-double (krip 'to -dub " 1) , ». A double
star of which the components are too close to
be resolved by the telescope, but the duplicity
of which is indicated by the fact that its spec-
trum is composed of two spectra of different

classes overlying each other. Alpha Equulei
is a typical case. This star and several others
have been shown to be spectroscopic binaries.

Indeed, several ofMiss H&ury'Bcrypto-doubles, o Leonls,
o Andromedse, and a Equulei among the number, have
been spectrosccpioally resolved by Professor Campbell
into unlike pairs.

A. M. Clerke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 266.

Cryptodrilidae (krip-to-dril'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Oryptodriliis (see def.) -I- -idse.'\ A family
of terricolous Annelida, of the order Oligbehieta.
They have 8 setsB on each segment, clitellum occupying
some or all of segments 12 to 23, usually complete anteri-

orly, spermathecffl 1 to 5 pairs placed anteriorly, male
pores on segments 17 or 18, nephridia paired or diffuse.

Members of this family occur in nearly all parts of the
world, but are mainly tropical and especially Australian.
It \nc\VLAa&Miero8colex,'P(mtodr%Lit8, CryptodrUus, Micro-
drilits, and other genera.

Cryptogamic botany. See *1)otamy.

cryptogenetic (krip"t6-je-net'ik), a. [Gr.

KpiMT6(, bidden, -f- yivemg, "origin : see geneUc.']

Having ro evident cause ; of unknown origin

;

specifically, noting a disease of unknown
origin. Biidk, Med. Handbook, IV. 585.

cryptogenic (krip-to-jen'ik), a. [Gr. kpvkt6q,

hiMen, + -yev^g, -producing.] Same as *cryp-
togenetie.

cryptogenons (ki'ip-toj'e-nus), a. Same as
*cryptogeneUc.

cryptogramic (krip-to-gram'ik), a. Pertaining
to ^r of the nature of a cryptogram.

Cryptogranunft (krip -to -gram 'a), n. [NL.
. (Robert Brown, 1823), < &r. KprnriSc, hidden, +
ypufifJi, a line.] A small genus of boreal
polypodiaceous fernsy the rock-brakes, distin-

guished from Pellsea inainly by their dimorphic
fronds. Two species, C. Stelleri and C. acrostichoides,

occur in the northern United States and Canada. The
latter and a closely allied European species, C. eriapa,

are known as parslRy-fern.

cryptogrammatic (krip'to-gra-mafik), a. Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of a cryptogram.

cryptogrammatical (krip^to-gra-mafi-kal), a.

Same as *cryptogrammaUc.
cryptogrammatist (krip-to-gram' a-tist), n.

One who is skilled iii cryptograms and their

decipherment.
cryptographic, a. 3^ Jnpetrog., noting a fabric

formed by the graphic intergrowth of two
minerals, but so minute as not to be seen by
the unaided eye.

,

cryptographist (krip-tog'ra-flst), n. One who
is skilled in cryptography.
cryptoheresy (krip-to-her'e-si), n. Concealed
heresy ; hidden heresy.

£.—21

Cryptomeria Japsnica.

a, a branch with both male (left) and .female (right) flowers ; b.
male spike ; c and d, stamens showing anthers; e, a scale seen from
the back ; ^^a scale seen from the side ; ^, a seed. (Drawn from
Engler and Prantl's '^Fflanzenfamilien,")

deie, technically distinguished 'from Taxodium
by the manifest toothed inner scales of the
cones. There is only one species, C. Japonica, the
Japan cedar, or sugi, a native of Japan and northern
China. See imgi and Japan -kcedar.

cryptomerous ( krip - torn ' e - rus ), a. [Gr.
KpvKTig, hidden, + p-ipoq, a part.] l:ape1/rog.,

exceedinglyfine-grained; dense; aphanitic;ap-
plied to the texture of rocks.

crsrptomnesia (krip - torn -ne ' si - a), to. [NL.

,

< (3r. KprvTrrdg, hidden. + imjaiQ, memory.] In
psyehol. , subconscious memory ; memory exer-
cised by the subliminal self.

Crsrptomonadina, ». 3. A family of Proto-
goa, of the order Flagellata, having either a
colored or a colorless body, usually com-
pressed laterally, without true cuticle, with
two long anterior flagella, and the anterior end
obliquely truncated. It includes Chilomonas,
Cyathomonas, Cryptomonas, and Oxyrrhis.

cryptonema (krip-to-ne'ma), n.; pi. crypto-

nemata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. icpvirrSg, hidden,
+ vfjija, thread'.] In hot., one of the hairs or
threads formed in a cryptostoma. See cr-yp-

tostoma.

Cryptoniscidse (krip-to-nis'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Cryptoniscus + ddas.'} A family of isopod
crustaceans parasitic on cirripeds, typified by
the genus Cryptoniscus.

Cryptoniscus (krip-to-nis'kus), ». [NL., <

Gr. Kprnrdc, hidden, -I- ovtsKoc, a wood-louse

:

see Oniscus.^ The typical genus of the family
CryptowiscidsB. C. platiarioides is a parasite on
Peltogasterpurpureas, which in turn is para-
sitic on a pagurid crustacean. F. Muller, 1864.

cryptonymous (krip-ton'i-mus), a. [As cryp-
tonym + -o««.] Having the real name con-
cealed; pseudonymous: as, a cryptonymous
author.

Cryptoparamera (krip'to-pa-rarn'o-ri), to, pi.

[NL., < Gr. KpviTTdg, hidden, + NL. Paramera.'\
One of two grades (the other being Param-
era) of zoantharian Anthosoa, in which the
primary bilateral symmetry is obscured by the
radial development of the second and succeed-
ing series of mesenteries. It includes the or-

der AcUniidea.
cryptoperthite (krip-to-p6r'thit), n. [Gr.
Kpimrdi;, hidden, + 'E. perthite.l A name given
to certain feldspars whose composition and
optical characters make it probable that they

crystal

have the structure of perthite, although the
supposed iuterlamination of albite and ortho-
elase is too fine to be discernible even with the
microscope.

cryptophagid (krip-tof 'a- jid), to. and a. I.
TO. A member of the Crypiophagidae.

II. a. Pertaining to or resembling the cole-
opterous family Cryptophagidee.

cryptophanic (krip-t9-fan'ik),a. [Gr. Kptwrrdf,
hidden, -I- -(pavj/g, < (jiaiveadai, appear.] Anpe"r-
ing only obscurely ; scarcely appearing : not-
ing an amorphous acid, CigHigOioNg, which
in small amounts is said to occur in human
urine.

cryptophthalmia (krip-tof-thal'mi-a), m. [NL.,
< Gr. Kprnrrdg, hidden,+ b(jidaA/i6g, eye.'j Congeni-
tal closure of the eye through union of the eye-
lids, the eyeball itself being usually also im-
perfectly formed.
cryptopnyte (krip 'to -fit), n. [Gr. upmrdg,
hidden, + 0urflv, plant.] Same as cryptogam.
[Bare.]

Cryptoplacidse (krip-to-plas'i-de), to. pi.

[NL., < Cryptoplax, a genus (< Gr. Kpimrdg,
hidden, -I- ?r/laf (ttTixik-), anything flat), +
-jdas.] A family of polyplaeophorous MoUusca
or chitons with small valves.

cryptOSCOpe (krip' to-skop), m. [Gr. KpvTrrSg,

hidden, -I- aiume'tv, view.] A fluorescent screen,
with a hood, for the observation of bodies un-
der the action of X-rays ; a *fluoroscope
(which see, with cut).

cryptoscopic (krip-to^skop'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to the use of the fluorescent screen or
cryptosoope.
CryptOSCOpy (krip-tos'ko-pi), «. [Gr. jcpvirTdg,

hidden, + -oKoirla, < oKoirelv, view.] The art
or process of examining, by means of a fluo-
rescent screen, bodies which are subjected to
the X-rays.

cryptostemmid (krip-to-stem'id), n. and a. I.
TO. A member of the Cryptostemmidse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the family Cryp-
tostemmidse.

ClTptOstomata (krip -to -sto' ma-ta). n. pi.
[Gr. Kpmrrdg, hidden, -I- (7T(5|Ua(T-), "mo'iith.] A
suborder of the Bryoeoa, characterized by-
having the apertures of the zooecia concealed,
lying at the bottom of a tubular vestibule
which may be divided by diaphragms and is
surrounded by vesicular or solid tissue. Mar-
supia and avioularia are absent. The group
is essentially of Paleozoic age.

cryptostomatous (krip-ta-stom'a-tus), a.
[Gr. KpvjTTdg, hidden, -I-

'

aT6/ja{T-j', mouth.]
Having the mouth-opening concealed.
cryptozoic 6krip-to-z6'ik), a. [Gr. upmrdg,
hidden,+ Zufi, life. ] 1 . Leading a concealed life:

in zool., applied to those animals which habit-
ually seek concealment and pass the greater
part of their lives beneath logs, stones, etc.

Among terrestrial animals those which habitually live
on the open ground must be distinguished from . . . cryp-
tozoic forms which live under stones, logs of wood, etc.,
such as Land Planarians, Feripatus, Centipedes, and
Woodlice. Parker and Harwell, Zoology, IL 601.

2. Having the organic evidences concealed:
inpetrog., applied to limestones whose organic
origin cannot be recognized by the unaided
eye, as lithographic limestone. Benevier, 1882.
Crjrptozonia (krip-to-z6'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. upmrdg, hidden, + Zimi, girdle.] An order
of extinct starfishes with the marginal plates
inconspicuous, the entire surface papillate,
and the ambulacral plates crowded andnarrow.
cryptozygous, a. 2. In craniom., having a
stephanozygomatic index of more than 100.

crys. An abbreviation (a) of crystal; (6) of

crystal, to. 6. An English trade-name for a
fine quality of white sugar Asthma crystals.
Same as Charcot's crystals.—Boettcher's crystals, crys-
tals found in the prostatic secretion : possibly the same as
Charcot's cri/«tffli«.—Charcot-Leydencrystals. Same as
Charcot's crystals (\miei; crystaJ).— Coffln-lld crystals,
crystals oftriple phosphate found sometimes in the urine.

—

Corroded crystals, in petrog., crystals that have been
partly resorbed or dissolved by the molten magma before its

final solidification.—Demerara crystals, a commercial
name ofa kind of sugar, originally and chieflybroughtfrom
Demerara, obtained by direct boiling down of cane-juice,
preferably in vacuum-pans, and carefulwashing of it in cen-
trifugals.—Dumb-bell cr^^stals, crystals of calcium
oxalate sometimes found in the urine.—Equatorial
crystal. See kequatorial.—'EeieehOB crystals, glob-
ular crystals of sodium urate having numerous sharp
acicular projections.—Hopper crystal, a crystal having
the form of a hollow inverted pyramid, or one having
cavernous faces of this shape. Such crystals are usually
the result of rapid and imperfect crystallization, as witii

rock-salt formed from an evaporating brine.—Lead-



crystal

Cbamber crystals, colorless crystals which form in the
leaden chambers in which sulphuric acid is made upon a
great scale, and which can also be prepared by laboratory
methods. They consist of iiitrosyl-sulphuric acid or nitro-
sulphonic acid (SO2.HO.NO2). If it comes in contact with
water the substance is decomposed, producing sulphmic
acid and nitrogen trioxid or the products of its dissocia-
tion, the dioxld and tetroxid of nitrogen.—LeuoooytlC
crystals, the Charoot-Lcyden crystals : so named on ac-
count of their common association with eosinophilic
leucocytes.—Liquid crystal, a crystallized substance
in which some of the properties belonging to the
solid crystals are lost, not when the substance is
fused, but at some higher temperature. For instance,
p-azoxyanisoil fuses at 114° C. The liquid shows strong
double refraction, so that its molecules possess a
regular arrangement like that in a solid crystal ; but it is
mobile and rises in a capillary tube, so that it is indubi-
tably a liquid. At 134.1° C. It suddenly becomes hi all re-
spects like an ordinary liquid.—Platner*s crystals,
crystals of the salts of the bile acids.— Protein crystals.
See *pro(ei)i.— Skeleton crystal, a crystal whose edges
are developed while the interior is more or less hollow.
In such cases the edges are often formed of a multitude
of minute crystals (for example, cubes) in parallel position.
The form is common with certain of the native metals, as
gold, silver, and copper.— Telcbmann's crystals, a
crystalline product which is obtained from blood-colonng
matter by evaporation with salt and glacial acetic acid.
An impoitant medicolegal test is based upon the forma-
tion of these crystals. Chemically they are hemin crys-
tals of the composition C34Ho3N404FeCI.— Vlrchow's
crystals, crystals of hematoidin.—Wlietstone crys-
tals, crystals of xanthin sometimes found in urine.

crystal-gazing (kris'tal-ga"zing), n. A steady
staring into the depths of a clear ohjeet, now
usually a glass ball, with the view of arousing
visual pereejitions. Crystal-gazing is of world-wide
occurrence in folk-magic, the object of the practice being
to determine what is taking place at a distance or to ob-
tain information regarding the future. A well-known

^ vai'iant is the use of the ink-pool, and the experiment
will also succeed, in many cases, with clear water. The
visions which the gazer imagines he sees in the crystal
are by the ignorant believed to be of supernatural origin,
and figure in fortune-telling and other impostures.
Among those who seek ascientiflc explanation it is custom-
ary to refer the ' visions ' to subliminal or subconscious
processes ; but they are more probably, at least in most
instances, ordinaiy illusions, constructed by associa-
tion on the basis of the stimulus which is supplied by the
pleasing form, the apparent depth, and the glitter and
cross-lights of the crystal.

Post-hypnotic suggestion, erystat-gaiiinff, automatic
writing and trance-speech, the willing-game, etc., are now,
thanks to him [MyersJ, instruments of research.
W. James, inProo. Soc. Psychical Research, May, 1901, p. 17.

Crystallic attraction. See *aUraction.

crystalliform (kris-tal'l-fdrm), a. [L. crystdl-

lum, crystal, + forma, form.] Of crystalline
form : as, a crystalliform body.
Crystalline glaze, etc. See *glaze, etc.

Crystalline liquid. Same as liquid *crystal.

crystallinic (kris-ta-lin'ik), o. [crystalline +
-ic] Of a crystalline character : iapetrog., a
term used to designate metamorphism in
which there is simply a change in crystalliza-
tion, as the change of limestone to marble.
Dana, 1895.

crystallinity, «. 2. Jnpetrog., the de^ee of
crystallization in a rock, as compared with the
state of glassiness, whether completely or
partly crystallized.

crystallitic (kris-ta-lit'ik), a. [crystallite +
-ic] In petrog., of or belonging to crystallite

:

used to describe the texture of glassy rocks
filled with crystallites.

crystallization, n.—Fractional crystallization, a
process by which substances closely resembling each other
in chemical character may sometimes be separated, from
the fact that one shows a tendency to crystallize out
from a solution before the other or others. Thus salts

supposed to contain a single metal, didymium, by very
often repeated crystallizations (in each of which tlie crys-

tals fii'st separated were kept apait from those separating
later) were shown to be intimate mixtmes of salts of two
ditferent metals, neodymium and pi-aseodymium.

crystallized (kris'ta-lizd), p. a. Having as-

sumed the form of"crystals : as, crystallized

saltpeter or crystallized alum.

crystallizer, «. 2. In petrog., an agent, such
as gas, in molten rock-magmas^ which by in-

creasing the mobility of the liquid promotes
the development of crystals without entering

into their composition. Sometimes called a
mineralizing agent.

crystalloceramic(kris'ta-16-se-ram''ik), a. Of
or pertaining to the incrustation of glass on
clay.

crystallochore (kris'ta-lo-kor), n. [Gr.

KpiioTuAXog, clear ice, -I- xj^pclv, spread abroad.]

In phytogeog., a plant distributed by means of

glaciers. F. E. Clements.
'

crystallogenesis (kris"ta-16-jen'e-sis), n.

Same as crystallogeny.

crystallogenetic (kris"ta-lo-j§-net'ik), a.

Same as cri/stallogenic.

crystallogr'anular (kris^ta-lo-pran'tl-liir), a.

Having the condition of a granular powder
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consisting of minute crystals, as sal ammoniac
granulated by rapid and disturbed crystalliza-

tion.

crystalloiditis (kris*ta-loi-di'tis), n. [NL., <

crystalloides, crystalloid, + -itis.'i Same as
phadtis.

crystallometric (kris"ta-lo-met'rik), a. Of or
pertaining to orystalloinetry Crystallometric
angles, the angles (either 30°, 45°, 60°, or 90°) between
any pair of the several planes of symmetry hi a crystal.

crystal-seer (kris'tal-ser), ». A crystal-gazer;
specifically, one wKo pretends by this means
to see events at a distance, to reveal secrets,

etc.

crystal-symmetry (kris'tal-sim'e-tri), n. See
''(symmetry.

crystal-vision (kris'tal-vizh"on), re. The
illusory visual perception aroused by crys-
tal-gazing. See *crystal-gazing.

crystic (kris'tik), a. [Also krystic; <Gr. Kpiar-
{aUog), ice (see crystal), + -ic] Of or relating
to ice ; especially noting that branch of geol-
ogy which is concerned with the study of
glaciers, etc.

ds. An abbreviation (6) of cases.

0. S. An abbreviation (e) of Civil Service; (/)
of clerk of session ; (g) of commissary of sub-
sistence; (h) of current strength.

0. S. I, An abbreviation of Companion of the
Order of the Star of India.

C. S. O, An abbreviation of Chief Signal Officer.

0. SS. R. An abbreviation of Congregatio
Sanctissimi Sedemptoris (Congregation of the
Most Holy Redeemer). See Bedemptorist.
0. S. T. An abbreviation of Central Standard
Time (see time).

Ct. An abbreviation (d) of centum; (e) of con-
trast.

C. T. An abbreviation of Certificated Teacher.

0. T. A. U. An abbreviation of Catholic Total
Abstinence Union.

Cteinophyte (ti'no-fit), n. [Irreg. < Gr. kteIvuv,

kill, + <j>vt6v, plant.] A parasitic fungus which
exerts a chemical (and destructive) action
only upon its host. Wakker.
Ctenacanthus (ten-a-kan'thus), n. ;* pi. ctena-
canthi (-thi). [NL., < Gr. ureig {ktev-), a comb,
-1- oKavha, a spine.] A name given by Agassiz
to spines of fossil selachians not otherwise
known, but of frequent occurrence in Carbo-
niferous rocks.

Ctenate (ten'at), a. [Gr. Kreig {ktcv-), a comb,
+ -a fel . ] Comb-like

;
pectinate ; bearingmany

fine t«eth, as the chaetSB of some worms.
Ctene (ten), n. [Gr. ktcic (ktej)-), a comb.]
One of the swimming-plates in Ctenophora.
Ctenid (ten'id), a. Same as ctenoid: applied
to fish scales which are rough' or toothed on
their posterior edges.

cteniform (ten'i-f6rm), a. [NL., < Ctenus, a
genus of spiders, -I- h. forma, form.] Noting
the spiders, of several different groups, that
have the eye-formula of the genus Ctenus.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p. 13.

Ctenodonta (ten-o-don'ta), re. [NL., < Gr.
/crci'f (xrev-), a comb, -t- bdoig (bdovT-), a tooth.]
A genus of taxodont Pelecypoda having the
hinge-teeth in a continuous arched series, an
external ligament, and a simple mantle-line.
It is of Silurian age.

Ctenolates (ten-o-la'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. /crrif

(ktcv-), a comb, + (?)-tete« for -latus < L. latus,

broad?] A genus of serranoid fishes found in
the rivers of southeastern Australia.

ctenolium (ten-o'li-um), ».; pi. ctenoUa (-a).

[NL., < Gr. KTEif (ktcv-), a comb, + term.
-olium.^ A comb-like arramgement on the mar-
gins of the byssal sinus in some of the Pele-

cypoda (pectens) in which the threads of the
byssus rest.

Otenoplana (ten-o-pla'na), ». [NL., < Gr.
KTfif ((CTEV-), a comb, + L. planiis, plane.] A

Ctenofilaua Ktnijalevskii, Ktj^otneff (after Willey),

t, t, tentacles; tsh. tentacle sheaths; ctr. sub-transverse costse;
fj.r, sub-sagittal costx ; st, " stomach *' ('stoinodseuin); /, ^, ^, ^,

the four principal lobes of the infundibulum ; f/. sensory tentacles
representing the polar fields; /^i pigment spots. (From Lankes-
ter's *' Zoology.")

cnbic

ctenophoran of much flattened shape, with
eight very short ribs, and the characteristic

combs which can be withdrawn into or evagi-

nated from poueh-like cavities in the body-
wall. It has a pair of solid, muscular, pinnate tentacles

retractile into sheaths. It swims by means of its combs,
or crawls on the bottom on its ventral surface, or attaches
itself, ventral side uppermost, to the surface film of water.

ctenostome (ten'o-stom), o. andre. I. a. Re-
lating to or characteristic of the Ctenosto-

mata.
II. n. One of the Ctenostomata.

ctetology (te-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr. nT/irdc, acquired,
+ -h)Yia, < Atyuv, say.] The science of ac-

quirefi chavacters: a term proposed by Cope.

ctl. A contraction of cental.

cu. An abbreviation (a) of cubic; (&) of

cumulus.
cuabilla (kwa-bel'ya), n. [Cuban Sp., dim. of

cuaba, an aboriginal name of the tree.] The
torch-wood of Florida and the West Indies,

Amyris elemifera and A. maritima. See torch-

wood.
cuajilote (kwa-he-16'ta), n. [Mex. Sp., also

quaxilote, < Aztec quahujcilotl, < guahuitl, tree,

-i- xilotl, an ear of green maize.] A tree of

Mexico and Central America, Parmentiera
edulis, with greenish-yellow flowers fol-

lowed by fruit resembling cucumbers or
pods of the okra (Abelmoschus esculentus).
This is crisp and pleasant to the taste. It is eaten either
raw or cooked, or is prepared in the foiTn of pickles.

cuajiote (kwa-he-6'ta), n. [Mex. Sp., < Aztec
quahuxiotl, < quahuitl, tree, -I- xiotl, skin-
eruption.] 1. The Mexican stinkwood, Pseu-
dosmodingium pernidosum, a foul-smelling,

poisonous shrub or small tree of the sumac
family, exuding a fetid gum which is used as
an antidote.for scorpions' stings. Also called
cuajiote bianco, to distinguish it from the two
following.— 2. A name applied to several spe-
cies of Terebinthus growing m Mexico, espe-
cially to T.fagaroides (Bursera fagaroides of

Engler), called cuajiote verde, and to T. lanci-

folia {Bursera lancifolia of Engler), called cua-
jiote chino, both of which yield a gum-resin
called *gum-archipin, used as an antidote for

scorpions' stings, anfl having emetic and pur-
gative properties. These gums are also used for
mending broken porcelain and glass.

cuantecomate (kwan-ta-ko-ma'ta), tt. [Mex.
Sp., < Aztec quatecomatl, head-calabash, <

quaitl, head, -I- tecomatl, calabash.J A Mexican
name for the *cross-leaf.

cuarta (kwar'ta), n. [Said to be Amer. Sp.;
if original, it is apparently connected with
cuarta, afourth part, and must be the source
of quirt, which has been doubtfully referred to
Sp. euerda, a cord.] A long rawhide whip.
[Southwestern U. S.]

CUartel (kwar-tel'), n. [Sp., < cuarta, fourth.]
A quarter,; ward of a city; soldiers' quarters.

cuartillo (kwar-tel'jro), n. [Sp., < cuarto,
fourth.] A silver coin of the Spanish Ameri-
can States, equivalent to one fourth of a real.

cub. An abbreviation of cubic.

Cuba bast, black. See *bast^, *black, n.

Cuban blind-fish. See *bhnd-fish.
cube, V. t. 2. To measure the cubic capacity
of a hollow object, like that of a skull.

Among the 73 male and 42 female crania that wei-e
cubed (with shot, according to Turner's method), 'the
maximum capacity in the male skulls was 1,855 c.c., the
minimum was 1,230 c.c., and the mean was 1,478 c.c'

Science, Oct. 30, 1803, B. 568.

cube, n—Four-faced cnbe, a tetraliexahedron.

Cubeb camphor. See ^camphor.
cubebene (ku'beb-en), n. [cubeb -t- -etie.] A
sesquiterpene, C16H241 obtained by the dehy-
dration of cubeb camphor. It boils at 250-
260° C. The name was formerly applied, also,

to cadinene, the principal constituent of

cubeb oil.

cubera (kS-ba'ra), «. [Sp., < cvJba,<.li. cupa, a
tub: see cup."]' A fish, Lutianus cyanopterus,
of the family Luti'anidie, known from the West
Indies to Brazil.

cubic. I. a.— Cubic space curve, a non-plane or

twisted cubic curve, or curve of double curvature, which
may be regarded as the partial intersection of two ruled
quadric surfaces which have a common element or gen-
erator.

II.— Dlscrtmlnating cubic, the equation
a-A, h, g = O.
h, b-A, !
g, f, c-A

The discrimination of the conicoid can be made through
the discriminating cubic.

W. H. Echols, Calculus, p. 861.

Polar cubic, of a point 0, its first polar with respect to a

quartic— Ruled Cubic, a cubic rnled surface



cubic

For a rtUed cubic the double line d may be either (i) a
double directrix, or (ii) a generator and a single directrix,
understanding by a directrixoi a ruled surface a line which
meets every generator.

C. M. Jessop, Treatise on the Line Complex, p. 76.

CUbicephalic (ku"bi-se-farik), a. [L. oiibiis,

cube, + Gr. KepaTt,^, head, + -jc] In craniom.,
having a brachycephalio form with flattened
occiput. Aitken Meigs.

cubicosslc (ku-bi-kos'ik), a. [L. mbus, cube,
+ NL. coasicus, cossio : see cossic.'] Of or
pertaining to cubic equations.
cubilose (ku'bi-los), n. [L. cubile, a couch, +
-ose.l The mucilaginous materia! which forms
the essential basis of edible birds'-nests.

cubital. I. a.— Cubital fossa. Same as coronoid
fossa (which see, under coronoid).

II. n. 3. Same as hypocoracoid, the lower
of the two bones attached to the clavicle and
supporting the actinosts in fishes.

cubitale (Im-bi-ta'le), n.
;
pi. cubitalia (-li-a).

[NL. : see cubital.^ Same as cuneiform bone
(which see, under cuneiform, a).

cubitalis (kii-bi-ta'lis), n. [NL.] One of the
ulnar muscles of the forearm Cubitalis an-
terior or Intemus. Same as flexor carpi ulnaris,— Cu-
bitalis gracilis. Same as caiman's longus.—CatiitallS
posterior or eztemus. Same as extensor carpi vlnaris.
— Cubitalis Rlolani. Same as anconev^.

cubit-arm (kfl'bit-arm), n. In her,, an arm
couped at the elbow.
cubito-radial (kii"bi-to-ra'di-al), a. [L. cu-

bitus, elbow, -1- radius', spoke (radius).] Re-
lating to both the radius and the ulna.

cubitus, >i. 2. laornith., the forearm; more
particularly the ulna, or outer bone of the
t'orearm.— Radius and cubitus, the actinosts, the
bones at the base of the pectoral fln-rays of fishes : not
homologous with the radius of Owen, nor with the radial
or the cubital of Cuvier.

cuboid. I. a— Cuboid cell. See-kceU.

II, ». 2. A parallelopiped whose six faces

are rectangles.— 3. In anthrop.., a cranium,
short. Ugh, and wide, of somewhat angular
form. G. Sergi, The Varieties of the Human
Species, p. 39.

Cuboides beds. See *becP:

cub-shark (kub'shark), n. A shark, Careha-
rhinus lamia, found in tropical parts of the

I Atlantic, and abundant in the Caribbean Sea
and the Mediterranean.
CUcharo (ko-eha'ro), n. [Venezuelan.] Same
as *paraguatan.
cuckoo, )>.— Bee cuckoo, the honey-guide. Indicator
?na.;or.— Cuckoo OwL Same as ^booboo^.

'

cuckoo-clock (kiik'o-klok), n. A clock in
which a mechanical cuckoo announces the
hours ; originally made in the Black Forest or
in Switzerland and , known as Black Forest
clock.

cuckoo-fish, n. 3. A gurnard, Trigla cuculus,

found in European seas.

cuckoo-flower, n—WUte or wild cuckoo-flower,
the white campion. Lychnis alba.

cuckoo-wrasse (kiik'8-ras), ». A common
name of Labrus variegatus, a fish of the family
Labridie.

Cucujo, n. See *cucm/o.
Cacmlella (ka-kn-lel'a), n. [NL., dim. of L.
cucullua, a hood:' sfee cowP-.^ A genus of Pa-
leozoic taxodout Felecypoda of the family
Ctenodontidx, having teeth in a continuous
arched series and elongate shells bearing a
buttress behind the anterior adductor.
CUCUllus, n. 3. In bat., an organ folded in the
form of a hood or cowl, as the upper sepal of
Aconitum.

Cucumaria (ku-ku-ma'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. citcu-

mis (cucumer-), cucumber,"-)- -aria.i The typical
genus of the family Cucumuriidse. Blainville,

Cucumariidse (kii-ku-ma-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cuewmana + ^dse.} A family of Holothuro-
idea, of the order Actinopodn. The podia are
generally tube-feet only, and there are no papillse ; the
mouth and anus are terminal or dorsal; the tentacles
number from' 8 to 30 and are branched ; the madreporite
is internal ; the calcareous ring consists of 5 radial and 5
interradial pieces ; retractor muscles are present, and the
longitudinal muscles ai-e generally simple ; the respira-
tory tree is well developed ; Cuvierian organs are rarely
present; and the spicules are chiefly rods and knobbed
perforated plates. It includes Cucumaria, Psolus, Thy-
one, Rhopalodina and other genera.

cucumber, »—Bacteriosis of the cucumber. See
ddctertom.—Bur cucumber, the star cucumber, Sicyos
angulatus. Also called one-seeded bur cucumter. See
cucumber.—Cucumber caterplllax borer. See -kborer.

— encumber mildew. See ncmildew.—Jamaica on-
Cnmber, the burr or West Indian gherkin, Cticumis An-
guria. See burr *ffAer*iri.— Leaping CUCUmber.
Smie as squirting cucumber (which see, under cucumiier).

—Neat cucnmber-mottl, an American pyralid moth,
Diapluinia nitidaZis, the parent of the so-called 'pickle-
worm.' Seepielile-wor7n.—SalaA cucumber, a variety of
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Cucwmis Mela, much grown in Egypt, ripening earlier than
the common cucumber : the fruitlong, horn-shaped, succu-
lentj and of a delicate flavor.—Wild cucumber, to) See
squirting cucumber under cucumber, (b) In California,
the big-root or man root Micrampelis .fahacea, and doubt-
less other species. Parsons and Buck, Wild Flowers of
California.

cucumber-beetle (kii'kum-b6r-be"tl), n. 1.
Any one of several species of chrysomelid
beetles of the genus Diabrotica, as Z). vittata,

the striped encumber beetle, D. longieornis, D.
soror, and D. duodecimpmietata, the 12-spotted
cucumber beetle, also known as the southern
*corn root-worm (which see, with cut), which
feed on the leaves of cucumber and other ou-
curbitaceous plants.— 2. A minute haltieid
beetle, Haltica cucumeris, also known as the
cucumber flea-beetle.

cucumber-fish (ku'kum-bfer-fish"), n. A fish,

Prototroctes oxyrynchvs, of the family Haplochi-
tonidse, found in Australia and New Zealand
and known more commonly as the graylmg.
Also called cucumber-mullet,
cucumber-green (kn'kum-b6r-gren"), n. A
shade ofgreen like that ofthecucumber; specifi-
cally, such a shade of green seen in the glaze of
some Oriental porcelains and in the enamel of
the Grueby pottery.

cucumber-mullet (k^'kum-ber-mul^'et), n.
Same as *cucumber-fish.
cucumber-shin (kii'kum-b6r-shin),». Anterior
curvature of the tibia, common in the negro as
a result of rickets in childhood.

His shins had the true cu4jum.ber curve.
W. Irving, Salmagundi, 79. N. E. D.

Cucurbitaria (ka-kfer-bi-ta'ri-a), n. [NL. (S.
P. Gray, 1821), from a resemblance of the peri-

Cticiirbitaria Berberidis.

a, habit of the fungus growing on dry stems of the barberry ; b,

several fruiting bodies, enlarged; c, a spore-case with spores,

enlarged. (From Engler and Prantl's " Pflanzenfamilien.")

thecia to gourds, < L. (Mcurbita, a gourd, +
^ria."] A large genus ofpyrenomycetous fungi,

type of the family Cucurbitariacese, having the
black, carbonaceous perithecia in close clus-

ters on a thin stroma. The spores are ellipsoid and
are divided by both longitudinal and transvei'se septa.

C. Berberidis is a common species occurring on branches
of the barberry and other plants in Europe and America.

Cucurbitariacese (ku - kfer "bi -la- ri-a 'sf-e), n.

pi. [NL., < Cucurbitaria + -aceee.'] A family of

pyrenomycetous fungi of the order Sphseriales,

named from the genus Cucurbitaria. The peri-

thecia are mostly spherical and carbonaceous and are

usually arranged in dense masses on a more or less well-

developed stroma.

cucurbitine (ku-k6r'bi-tin), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to a cucurbitinus.

11. n. Same as cueurbiUnus.

cucuyo (k6-k6'y6), n. [Also cucuio, cucujo,

erroneously eucullo and in F. spelling cucuye;

< 8p. cucuyo, < Talno (Haitian) cucuyo, cocuyo,

otherwise reported as cuctiif: and locuyo."] 1.

The West Indian firefly, Pyrophorus noctilueug

and another species, an elaterid beetle which
gleams withphosphorescent light from spots on
the body. See PyropAorws, with cut.— 2. A fish

{Balistes carolinensis), the leather-jacket; also

another balistold fish, Xanthichthys ringejis, of

the West Indies and waters southward.

cuddyi,». 4. Ac'ounterweight, a loaded truck

used to balance the car on an incline. [Scotch

miner's teim.]
cuddy'-', n. 1. Naut.: (6) A platform in the

stem of a fishing-boat, on which a drift-net is

carried when not in use.

cuddy-brae (kud'i-bra), n. An inclined road-

way with a rope and a counterweight or cuddie

which is raised bya descending loaded car, and
is heavy enough to raise the empty ear. [Scotch
miner's term.]

cudgerie (kuj'6r-i), n. [Australian aboriginal

culicide

name.] 1. Sajae as rasp pod a,nA crov^s *ash.
— 2. A Queensland tree, Hemandia bivalvis, of
the family Mernandiacem : it yields an oOy nut
and a light, soft, dark-gray wood. .Also called
grease-nut.

cudweed, «—winged cudweed. &ee clammy -kever-

lasting.

Clie-call (kii'ksll), ». The signal or call fur-
nished by the ' cue' to speak or act one's part.

See c«ei, n. 3.

In the life-drama's stem cue-call,

A friend's a part weU-prized by all.

D. O. Rossetti, Soothsay, st. 7.

cueist (kii'ist), n. A billiard-player, especially
one who uses his cue skilfully. See cvs^ n. 7.

cuerda, n. 3. In Porto Rico, a unit of land-
measure, equal to about two fifths of an acre.

cuesta (kwes'ta), ». [Sp. : see coast, ».] An
unsymmetrical ridge having a strong slope or
escarpment on one side and a gentle slope on
the other. [Southwestern D. ».]

An upland of this kind may be called a cu£sta, following
a name of Spanish origin used in ^ew Mexico for low
ridges of steep descent on one side and gentle slope on the
other. W. M. Davis, Phys. Geog., p. 13a

cuf, «. and n. A simplified spelling ot.cuff.

cufiy (kuf'i), n. [From the personal name Cuffy,
Guiana, D. Kofi, a commonname for negroes,
applied by custom to any one born on Friday.]
A general name for a negro. [Southern U. S.]

CUlIleron, n. 2. A name given by French ento-
mologists to the squama of the thptera and to
a certain extent adopted by English writers.

A. S. Packard, Text-book of Bntom., p. 124.

Cuirass cancer. See *cancer en cuirasse.

cuiter (kti'ter), V. t. [Also cuter, kuter ; a freq.
form, of unknown origin.] To tend or nurse
with tenderness and solicitous care ; minister
to with untiring kindness or affection ; cocker
up; coddle. [Scotch.]

I Ve seen the day ye, buttered my brosei,

And cuitered me late and early, O

;

But downa-do's come o'er me now,
And och, I flnd it sairly, O

!

Bums, Deuks Dang o'er my Daddy, st. iL

culantrillo (ke-lan-trel'yo), n. [Sp. culantrillo,

dim. of culantro, vernacular form of coriandro,
coriander: see coriander.] 1. In many Span-
ish countries, the name applied to the maiden-
hair, Adiantum Capillus-Veneris, and ferns
resembling it, decoctions or syrups of which
are administered to women at childbirth and
for menstrual irregularities. In Mexico the tei-m
is applied to A. tenerum and A. tricholepis, and in the
Philippines to A. lunuiatum. Also called cilantrillo, or
culantrillo del pozo.

2. A name applied to several other plants used
medicinally, as Tetilla hydrocotylsefoUa, a Chil-
ean plant with astringent properties, belong-
ing to the saxifrage family.

culch (hulch), V. t. [culch, cultch, m.] To apply
(eultch) to (an oyster-bed). See culching.

culching (kui'ching), n. In oyster-culture, the
coating of an oyster-bed with fresh gravel,
stones, etc., to form a surface on which the
oyster-spat can find a lodgment.

Nature has often to be assisted in the preparation of
these spots by the process known as " culching," that is,

scattering the floor of the bed with rock, loose coral, and
so on, to afford the necessary anchorage for the byssus of
the young oyster. Nature, March 17, 1904, p. 466.

culd, pp. A simplified spelling of culled.

culebra (k8-la'bra), n. [Sp. culebra, < L. colu-
bra, a snake : see ciikerin.^ A water-spout or
cloud-burst on land. The dark-colored spout, reach-
ing down from the sky, does not descend to the ground of
the lowlands and stir up a cloud of dust, butmoves toward
the mountains and breaks up on a mountain side, sending
ton'ents of water down the gorges.

culen (ko-len'), m. [Chilean name: in Uruguay
cuU.] See Psoralea.

culiat (ko-le-af), n. See *kuliat.

culicicide (kn-lis'i-sid), n. and a. [L. culex

{culic-), a gnat, mosquito^ -I- -oida < csedere,

kill.] I. n. An agent which is destructive of

mosquitos.
II, a. Destructive of mosquitos.

Culicid (ku-Us'id), n. and a. I. n. A member
of the family CuUcidse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the dipterous fam-
ily CuHcidse.

culicide^ (ku'li-sid), a., and a. Same as *culi-

dcide.

The non-spreading qualities of corn-oil, however, as

well as its price, remove it from the list of good culicides.

L. 0. Howard, Mosquitoes, p. 197.

culicide^ (ku'U-sid), n. [For *culicicide, < L.
culex {eiiUc-), mosquito, + -cidium, a killing, <

csedere, kill.] The act of killing mosquitos.



Culicina

Culicinn. (ku-li-Bi'na), n. pi. [NL., < culex
(ciiUc-), a mosquito '4- -ina.] A tribe or sub-
family of mosquitos, Culicidse, including the
typical genus Culex and its allies, having the
palpi short in the female and long in the male,
and the first submarginal cell of the wings as
long as or longer than the second posterior
cell.

culilawang (kS-le-la'wang), n. [E. Indies.]
See cuUlawan baric under bark'^.

culintangan (kS-lin-tang'gan), n. [Also colin-
tangan ; Mindanao.] A musical instrument
consisting of a number of closed metal vessels
or gongs of varying size which are struck
with sticks : used among the Moros.

C1lller,». 4. In glass-manuf. , same as gatherer, 6.

culmigenous (kul-mig'e-nus), a. [L. culmus,
a stalk, + -genus, -born.] Produced or grow-
ing on straw. Syd. Soc. Lex.
cum-measure (kulm'mezh'ur), n. One of the
Lower Carboniferous formations.

Xhoge Lower Carboniferous rocks that are called the
cvlTiiym&asvres by some autboi-s.

Geog. Jour. (B. G. S.), XVL 66.

culor, n. and ». A simplified spelling of eolor.

culorabl, a. A simplified spelling of colorable,

culord, pp. A simjiifled spelling of colored.

CUlpOse (kul'pos), a. [NL. *culp6sus, < L.
culpa, a fault!] Faulty ; negligent

;
grossly

careless.

cult-deity (kult'de*i-ti), n. See*cultus-statue.

cultellus, n. 2. In medieval arms and armor,
a knife which occasionally served as a dagger.

cultivation, n—Margin of cultivation, in poUt
ecoTt., a situation in whichlaborand capital ^fieldaproduct
just sufficient to cover normal wages and interest. The
term came into use in the conventional exposition ol the
nature of rent Some lands are so fertile and so favorably
situated with respect to centers of population as to yield a
surplus over and above the normal remuneration of the
labor and capital employed upon them. Lands of less

fertility, or less favorably situated, yield a smaller
surplus, and some lauds, usually represented as a narrow
zone circumscribing the surplus-yielding lands, produce
barely enough to pay normal wages and interest. This
zone, for obvious reasons, is called the rnargin of cultiva-
tion, or more commonly, the extensive Tnargin ofcultiva-
tion. In the cultivation of the better lands the first units
of labor and capital may properly be said to yield large
returns, the later units increasing the total product, but
not in propoi*tion. Obviously a point appears at which an
additional unit of labor and capital yields normal wages
and interest, but nothing more. This point is spoken of
figuratively as the margin of cultivation, or, more speci-

fically, the intensive Tnargin of cultivation.—Zone of
cultivation. See itzone.

cultivation-bed (kul-ti-va'shon-bed), n. The
filter-like bed often used with the septic tank
which by bacterial action brings about nitrifi-

cation of the efSuent from the tank. Same as
baeieria-bed.

cultivation-paddock (kul-ti-va'shon-pad"ok),
n. The tract of land set off from an Australian
cattle-farm for tillage and the raising of such
crops as are needed on the station.

cultivator, w. (c) This name is now applied to a great
variety of horticultural and agricultural machines. They

Combined Walking and Rldingr Cultivator,

a, handles for operator when walking: ; *, seat for rider ; c, c, c,

cultivator teeth.

are divided into two classes, hand machines and borse

machines ; and the horse machines are classed as walMng
cuitivators, and riding or mlky cultivators. Hand ma-

chines are supported upon one or two wheels placed in

front, and have two lone plow-handles by which they are

pushed along the ground beside or astride of the rows of

plants to be cultivated. All are provided with one or

more teeth for breaking and stirring the soil and removing

weeds, and have interchangeable tools (plows, rakes,

hoes, scrapers, harrow-teeth, etc.) to adapt them to a

variety of work. 'Walking' horse cultivators are sup-

ported upon a pair of wheels and are provided with a pair

of plow-handles placed behind, by which they are guided

by the operator walking in the rear. ' Riding cultivators

are fitted with a seat above the cultivating-tools, in the

rear of the machine and in reach of levers for controUmg

the tools. The teeth or tools of all horse machines are

Interchangeable, and are made in the form of small lioe^

rakes, scrapers, plows, harrow-points, claws, weeders, and

disks. Hand cultivators are often provided with seed-
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drills, or other planting-appliances, and with fertilize!^

distributing appliances. The combination of many tools

in one machine has led to the use of many trade names.

—

Disk cultivator, a cultivator using disks in place of

knives or shears. See above.—Expanding culuvator,
a cultivator in which the frame is adjustable to varying
widths of plant-rows. By expanding or contracting the
frame, tile machine can be made to fit all conditions of
culture,

cult-society (kult'so-si''e-ti),M.; pi. cult-^odeties

i-tiz). A society or social group held together
by a religious motive, like the religious secret
societies of Africa and of North America,
The cult-society, or fraternity, or phratry, or curia (for

by all of these names it has been known^, has an ecclesi-

astic or religious motive which distinguishes it from the
clan and gens which have a sociologic motive.

An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnal., 1897-98, p. xlvi.

cultural, a. 2. Produced by cultivation : said
of types of plants, chiefly varietal. A cultural
variety is opposed to a natural or botanical
one.
Substances obtainable from large numbers of plants of

different types, botanical and cultural.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 363.

3. In surv., of artificial origin: said of roads,
villages, etc., on a topographic map.—4. In
bacteriol., relating to culture-media or to the
character of any micro-organism as indicated
by the results obtained from growing it upon
various culture-media.
The bacillus . . . always showed the same culturai

characters, viz., sparseness of growth on blood-serum,
limited surface growth in gelatine stab cultures, and
a typical radiating colonies in gelatine plates.

Jour. Exper. Med., 1900, p. 269.

Cultural degeneracy, the weakening in constitution of
plants under domestication. .

A few ofmy correspondents believe in what I may call
culttiral degeneracy, or the doctrine that the more highly
we improve the species, the weaker in constitution must
each succeeding generation of varieties become.

L. H. BaUey, Survival of the Unlike, p. 335.

Cultural map, a map which shows cultural details.

—

Cultural plant formation. See */orm«si(m.— Cul-
tural vailety, a variety or form of plant originating
under cultivation, as distinguished from one originating
under feral conditions. Such varieties are often spoken
of as agricultural or horticultural varieties, according as
they pertain to agricultural or horticultural plants. See
cultural, 2, above.

culturally (kul'tur-al-i), adv. In bacteriol., by
the use of culture-media : applied to the identi-

fication of micro-organisms according to their

specific methods of growth..

In the first seven cases they failed to obtain the or-

ganisms culturally in one. Med. Record, LXIII. 237.

culture, n. 9. In a map, all those features

represented which are artificial or of human
origin, such as meridians, roads, railroads,

trails, ferries, bridges, houses, etc.—Arldlan
culture. See -karidian.—Bouillon culture, a culture
of bacteria growing in bouillon, which generally consists

of some combination of beef extract and peptone.

—

Cul-
ture aatbropology. See *anthropology.—Cviltvae
area. See *arm.— Culture system, a system of colo-

nial exploitation employed in the Dutch East India colo-

nies, especially in Java, the essential characteristic of
which is obligatory service of the native population on
government plantations for the profit of the government
or its concessionaries. The system was introduced into
Java in 1830 and was radically reformed in 1870. It has
since practically disappeared. The principal commodi-
ties produced under it were coffee, sugar, and indigo. It

was originally Intended to take the place of the burden-
some and unproductive land-tax, and was defended as aii

institution which would improve the condition of the
peasant In its practical operation, however, it proved to
be highly Iniquitous, reducing the peasant to the position
of a serf.

—

Direct CUltore, a culture of bacteria pro-
duced by direct transfer from their natural source to an
artificial medium.—Drop culture, a method of culti-

vating minute organisms, particularly fungus and alga
spores, in single drops of water or nutrient solution for

the purpose of observing their development under the
microscope.

—

Ethical culture, the cultivation of moral-
ity and the art of right living, apart from and inde-

pendently of religious beliefs and philosophical theories.

Societies for ethical culture, led by lecturers, exist under
this name in the principal American cities.—Hanging-
drop culture, a minute di'op culture adherent to the
under surface of a cover glass.—Intensive culture, the
production of crops under the System of intensive fann-
ing (which see).

As is well known, there are two great classes of farms

:

viz. those based upon "intejisive" culture,— "high
fanning," as the English call It,— and those based upon
" extensive " culture. Storer, Agriculture, II. 317.

Negative culture. Inoculation of a culture medium with
suspected material not followed by a growth of bacteria.
— Positive culture, inoculation of a culture medium
with blood, secretions, or suspected matter, which is fol-

lowed by a growth of bacteria,— Poured plate culture,
a method of cultivating bacteria upon solid media which
enables each organism to give rise to an individual colony.

The medium is liquefied and with the bacteria is poured
upon a plate of glass or into a shallow dish, where
it soon hardens. Also called Petri dish culture. See
Petri *dt8A.— Puncture culture. Same as stab

*eulture.—Roll. culture, a method of culture in which
a tube of nutrient gelatin Is Inoculated with the organ-

Ism to be cultivated and then rolled oh a block of Ice,

so as to solidify the gelatin on the walls of the tube
as rapidly as possible.— Shake culture, a culture pre-

pared by inoculating a tube of gelatin with the oiBanisms

cumbi
under investigation, distributing these through the me-
dium by gentle shaking, and allowing the medium to

solidify again.— Slant culture, bacteria cultivated upon
a medium which presents a slanting surface, due fo the
tilting of the tube before the medium hardens,— Stab
culture, bacteria growing in some solid medium which
has been inoculated by adding tlie necessary organisms
by means of stabbing a platinum needle into its substance.
— Stock culture, a permanent culture of bacteria, kept
for a considerable period, from which transfers can be
made. Streak culture, bacteria growing upon a solid

medium which has been inoculated by drawing a platinum
needle, to which the proper organisms adhered, across its

surface. Also called stroke culture.

culture-dish (kul'tur-dish), n. A shallow

glass dish with a loose-fitting glass cover, used
for bacteriologic cultures.

culture-flask (kul'tur-flask). «. Apparatus of

varying shape used in growing bacteria.

Culture-flasks.

a, Chainberland's culture.flask ; 6, c, Pasteur's culture-flasks ; <y.

Lister's culture-flask: e, Miquel's culture-flask; y, Freudeureicli's

culture.flask.

culture-hero (kul'tur-he'^ro), n.; pi. ciiltu e-

heroes (-roz). In anthrop., the mythical pei

sonage who gave to the world its preseni

shape, and who gave to man his arts: a belii i

characteristic of many tribes and peoples in

the lower stages of culture.

culture-province (kul'tur-prov'ins), n. In

anthrop., a geographical area in which, under
the influence of geographical and social envi-

ronment, certain metamorphic types of man
developed. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 373.

culture-stock (kul'tur-stok), n. A group of

tribes or peoples characterized by the posses-

sion of one and the same type of culture.

They are much more likely to have been permanent
than temporary habitations of the same culture-stoc/t of
Indians .who availed themselves of rock shelters wherever
the nature of the cliff permitted excavation in Its walls.

nth An. Rep. Bur. Am. Ethrml., ii. 643.

culture-yeast (kul'tur-yest), n. A cultivated
form of yeast, Saccharomyces, as distinguished
from undesirable forms, (wild yeast; which
produce the so-called diseases in beer.

cultur-kampf, n. See *kultur-kampf.
cultus^ (kul'tus), a, [Chinook jargon cultus,

worthless, purposelessLyain, nothing: < Chi-
nook kaltas, in vain.] Worthless. [Washing-
ton state and British Columbia.]
CUltUS-Statue (kul'tus-stat'^ii), n. In classic

anUq., a temple image or sacred statue, usually
quite simple and archaic.

cum, v. A recent simplified (and dialectal)

spelling of come.

CUmaphyte (Im'ma-fit), n. [By error or inten-
tion, a more direct representative, in the first

element, of the original, the normal NL. type
being *cymatophytum, < Gr. Kv/aa {kv/iot-), a
wave, -I- (pvrdv, a plant.] In phytogeog., an
aquatic plant adapted to growing in places
exposed to the surf.

The general chai'acter of cumaphytes is necessarily such
that impact of the waves does not injure or displace them.

C. MacMUlan, Minn. Bot Stud., Bulletin IX., p. 1001.

cumaphytic (ku-ma-fit'ik), a. [cuniaphyte +
4c.'] In hot,, adapted to the action of the surf

:

as, the cumaphytic form assumed by marine
algsB and other plants.

cumaphytism (kH'ma-fit-izm), n. [cumaphyte
+ -ism,] The changing of the normal form of
certain plants, particularly marine algse, to
abnormal forms for the pui-pose of better re-

sisting the action of waves and rough water.
cumarone, n. Same as *coumarone.
cumber-board, ». Same as *comber-board.
cumberlandite (kum'b6r-land-it), ». [Cum-
berland (Cumberland Hill, TB. I.) + -ite"^.] In
petrog,, a name given by M. E. Wadsworth
(1884) to much-altered rocks composed of
abundant titaniferous magnetite, lime-soda
feldspar, olivin, and secondary minerals.
cumbersum, a. A simplified spelling of cum-
bersome.

cumbi'-* (kum'bi). n. [Tamil kumbai.] A fetid
gum-resin exuded as transparent tears on the
buds and young shoots of Gardenia gummifera
and G. lucida. . See dikamali and Gardenia.



cumboo-millet

Ctunboo-millet (knm 'bS-mil-et), n. [TamU
kambu + E. millet] In the East Indies, the
cat-tail millet, Pennisetum spicatum.
cumbre (kom'tea), n. [Sp., top, summit, < L.
cumulus, heap: see cumber, cumulus.'] A di-
viding ridge, or divide.

On the afternoon of the same day the party camped at
a point 4600 feet above this, on the flmt "cumbre," or
dividing ridge. Qeog. Jour. (E. 6. S.), XII. 615.

cum d. or cUv. An abbreviation of the New
Latin CM»» tfmdendo, ' with the dividend': used
in stock-exchange quotations.
cumengite (kum'en-jit), ». [From M. Cu-
msnge, a French dhemist.] An oxychlorid of
lead and copper from B0I60, Lower California,
closely related to pereylite, but supposed to
have distinguishing optical characters. Also

cumfit, n. . A simplified spelling of comfit.
cumfortabl, a. A simplified spelling of com-
fortable.

Climforter, ». A simplified spelling of com-
forter.

Cmuids (ku'mi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cuma +
-idx.] A family of sessile-eyed crustaceans
typified by the genus Cuma.
cumidic (ku-mid'ik), a. [(Mm{m) + 4d + -Jc]
Used in cumidic acid,aname^ven to two bibasie
acids : a-cumidic add, CgH2(t'H3)2(C02H)2
(1:3:4:6), melts above 320° C. and is also called
s-dimethylisophthalic acid; and ^-cumidic acid,

C6H2(CH3)2(COgH)2 (1:4:2:5), sublimes with-
out melting and is called s-dimethylterephihalic,
acid.

cnmidine (ku'mi-din), n. [cumidAc + -irae".]

A base, C6H4^(NH2)CH(CH3)2 (1:4), prepared
by the reduction of p-nitrocumene. It boils at
225° C. and is also called p-aminoisopropyl-
benzene.—Comldlne ponceau. See-ttponceau^—CTx-
mldlne red. See *rc(fi, n.

cuminic (ku-min'ik), a. Derived from cumin.
— CumlnlC acid. Same as cumic acid.

CUlIlinil(ku'mi-nil),TO. [cumin+ -U.]Jl 1,2- dike-
tone, CgHTCeH^COCO C6H4C3H7 (1:4:41:11),

I , spared by the oxidation of cuminoin. It crys-
tallizes in prisms which melt at 84° C.

CUminilic (ku-mi-nil'ik), a. '[cuminil + 4c.]
Derived from cuminil Cnminllic acid. A crys-

talline acid, ((CH3)2CHCeH4]2C(OH)C05H, prepared by
fusing cuminil with potassium hydroxid. It melts at
120° C.

cumixioill (ku-min'o-in), n. [cumin (L. cu-

minum) + -in.] A white crystalline ketone
alcohol,C3H7C6H4C(OH)COC6HAC3HY,formed
when cuminic aldehyde is boiled with alco-

holic potassium cyanide. It melts at 101° C.

cumliliess, ». A simplified spelling of comeli-

ness.

cumpanion, n. and a. A simplified spelling of

companion.
cumpany, n. A simplified spelling of company.
cumpass, n. and v. t. A simplified spelling of

compass.

cumular (kii'mu-lar), a. [NL. *CMOTMtons, < L.
cumulus, a heap : "see cumulus.] Having the
form of a heap ; heaped

;
piled up ; oumulous.

—Cumular cloud, a cumulus cloud.

cumulate (ku'mu-lat), a. Heaped or piled up

;

as, a cumulate sentence or subject.

Short sentences are prevalent in our language, as long
ones are in the GeiTnan. In all things we incline to curt-

ness. . . . But we can use the cumulate construction
when needed. J. Earte, Fhilol. Eng. Tongue, § 655.

Cmnulative Jurisdiction, in Scotch law, same as coji-

currentjuriadiction (which see, under concurrent, a.).—
Cmnulative temperature. See *iemperature.

cumulescent (kti-mu-les'ent), a. [cumulus +
-escent.] Assuming the characteristics of the

cumulus form of cloud
;

piling up
;
growing

larger.

cumulitic (kfi-mu-lit'ik), a. [cumulus + -ite^

+-ic.] Having an appearance of being gath-

ered into heaps, as an agglomerated mass of

micro-particles in a rock. See cumuUte.

It is mied with minute, reddish, non-polarizing grains,

agglomerated into semi-opaque, often spherical, balls,

which give the mass a "cumulitic " appearance.
Amer. Geot., Feb., 1905, p. 98.

cumulo-cirrus (kii"mu-16-sir'u8), n.
;

pi. cumu-
lo-eirri (-1). A high' cloud belonging to the

cirrus group, but having the cumulus struc-

ture ; an alto-cumulus. See *cloud.

cumulo-nimbus (kii"mu-16-nim'bus), n.
;

pi.

cumulo-nimbi (-1). Cumulus developing toward
the formation of rain, but from which little

rain has yet fallen. See *cloud.

Cumulous deposits, accumulations of vegetation in

water, where it does not suffer complete decay, as in

marshes where peat is formed. Van Hiae, U. S. GeoL
Surv., Monograph 47, p. 471.
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cumulo-volcano (ku''mu-16-vol-ka'n6), n. A
name suggested by Lacroix, in connection with
studies of Mont
Pel6, in Martin-
ique, for steep
cones or col-
umns built up of
masses of vis-

cous or rela-

tively infusible
lavas which
have been
forced out from
below the
earth's surface
and have been
heaped up with-
out moving far,

if at all, from
the vent.

Examination
through a telescojpe

convinced Lacroix
that this top was
composed of " solid"
rock, not debris, Cumulo-volcano.

and led him to ad- FormedatMoutPelfi, Martinique, in 1903.

vance the idea that
Pel6 now was to be classed as a cumvlo-volcarw, a theory
which his subsequent observations and those of his col-

league Giraud, and of Sapper, Heilprin and the author
have fully confinped.

Amer. Jour. So,., Oct, 1903, p. 272.

cumulus, n.—Turreted comnlUB, a large cumulus
cloud from whose sides rise special masses suggesting
the tun-ets of a fortress. See -kdoud.

Cu. N. An abbreviation of cumulo-nimbus.

cunctatious (kungk-ta'shus), a. [ounctati{on)
+ -ous.] Prone to delay. Carlyle.

cunctatory (kungk'ta-to-ri), a. [cunetat(ion)

+ -ory.] Disposed to linger or delay. Car-
lyle.

CUudy (kun'di), n. [Also cundie, condy, cun-

diff, cundith, etc., < OP. conduit; see conduit.]

1. A covered drain; a conduit.— 2. lalong-waU
mining, the unfilled space between pack-walls.
— 3. In steep mine-workings, a chute down
which coal or other mineral slides to a passage
below.— 4. A small roadway or air-eourse.

[Scotch and North. Eng. in all uses.]

CUneiformist (ku'nf-i-fdr'mist), n. [cuneiform
+ 4st.] One who is versed in or has made a
special study of cuneiform writing or writings.

N. r. Tribune, Oct. 26, 1900.

Cunoniacese (ku^'no-ni-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Robert Brown, 1814), < Cunbnia + -aeese.J A
family of dicotyledonous, choripetalous plants

of the order Sosales, typified by the genus
Cunonia, (which see), and differing chiefly

from the Saxifragaceie, in which it was for-

merly included, by having the seeds in two
rowsin thecarpels. There aie 20 genera and about 123

species, 70 of which belong to Weinmannia, woody plants

with stipuled, opposite, or whorled leaves and small flow-

ers in clusters or compound raoemes, chiefly natives of

Australasia, but also found in the Pacific and other

islands and in South America. See Platylophus, 3, tile-

seed, and Weinmannia.

cuutry, n. A simplified spelling of country.

cup, »l.—Anathema cup, a large silver cup at Pembroke
Ci5lege, Cam-
bridge, bearing
the hall-mark of
1481; and pre-
sented by the
bishop of Win-
chester: so
called from the
inscription en-

graved on its

base, QUI AL-
lENAVERIT
ANATHEMA
SIT, 'cursed be
the man who
sells (this cup).'
— Antlmonlal
cup. See -kan-
timonial.—Cup
and gutter
system, the
system of tur-

pentine-gather-
ing by the use
of earthen cups
and metal gut- iit.

ters. — Dorsal ii^
Cnp,incrinoids, "^ .-,

the part of the ^/^'J
theca below the
origins of the
free arms. —
Dragon -boat
cup, a small porcelain wine-cup made by Chinese
potters and decorated with paintings of racing-boats in the
dragon festival.— EtUall'S CUP, a cup used in the Passover
service and dedicated to the prophet Elijah,whose name is

synonymous with redemption. As the Passover service
commemorates the Exodus and symbolizes the final eman-

cup-day
cipation at the Great Day, a special, large cup is filled

with wine aid placed in the center of the table at the
Passover service, ready for the Prophet, who, according
to tradition, will suddenly make his appearance on a Pass-
over eve and announce the coming of the Messiah.—Eve's
cup. See *£»e.— Grape-trellfe cup, a small wine-cup
of Chinese porcelain bearing paintings of grape-vines ris-

ing from frames.—Jugal cup, in ornith., the cup-shaped
depression, or socket for the articular face of the jugal,
found on the external face of the distal end of the quad-
rate bone.— Keyser cup, a tall cup with a cover, made in
China for expoixation and painted with European designs.

The tall cups with covers called Keyser cups, which are
illustrated in Sir Henry Thompsoil's Catalogue, and also
by Jacquemai't, are painted with a broad panel containing
St. Louis of France and his queen on a canopied throne,
and narrower alternate panels with kneeling figures and
birds. S. W. Bushell, Oriental Ceramic Art, p. 612.

Vaptaio cups, two gold vases about O.m.OS high, having
each a single handle, found at Vaphio, in Greece. They

Decoiation of the Vaphio Cups.

are decorated with sculpture in relief, representing bulls

and herdsmen. They are considered to be the finest ex-

amples of Mycensean or prehistoric Greek work.

cup, V. II. intraiis. 4. To fit concavely over
a contiguous leaf. See *cupping, 4.

cup-anf-ring (kup'and-ring'), n. A peculiar
type of markings on' rocks, stone monuments,
and buildings, consisting of cups and rings,

and of doubtful significance.

Rock inscriptions. Archaic. An account of the cup-and-
ring marking on the sculptural stones of the old ai^d new
worlds. London, 1890. 8vo.

Smithsonian Report., 1890, p. 597,

cupang (ko'pang), n. See *kupang.
cupay (ko-pi'), n. [Also cupey; of S. Amer.
origin .] In the West Indies and South Amer-
ica, a parasitic shrub or tree of the gamboge
family, Clusia rosea. Its wood is reddish and
is used only as fuel. See ^aralie and Clusia.

Cup and Gutter System of Turpentine-
g:atnering.

I I, i\ It ia rosea).

cup-break (kup'brak), n. A cup-shaped frac-

ture. Some metals, when broken in a testing-machine,
show a cup-break, the particles on the edges stretching
more at the moment of rupture than those nearer the
center.

cup-cake (kup'kak), n. A plain cake, usually
baked in small tins: so named from the fact

that the original directions gave the propor-

tions of the ingredients as measured by cup-
fuls.

cup-chuck (kup'chak), n. Same as bell-chuck.

cup-day (kup'da), n. In racing, the day on
which a race is run for a cup.



cup-dmm
cup-dram (kup'drum), n. A chain-sheave
having recesses to receive the alternate in-
dividual links of the chain which passes over it.

cupel, n. 2. The hearth of a cupellation fur-
nace in which silver is separated from lead ; a
test. See fesA, 2.

cupel-furnace (ku'pel-f6r"nas), n. A form of
assay furnace.

cup-escutcheon (kup'es-kTich"on), n. A door-
plate having a cup-like recess'containing the
keyhole, knob, and a door-pull or finger-hole

:

used with sliding doors.
cupesid (ku-pes'id), a. and n. Of or belonging
to the Coleopterous family Cupesidee.
CUpev (ko-pa'), n. Same as *cupay.
cup-flower (kup'Sou'Sr), n. A twining annual
herbaceous plant, ScypJianfhiis elegans, belong-
ing to the family Loasacex,but without stinging
hairs. It has opposite, twice-pinnatiSd leaves, and yel-
low, cup-shaped, axillary flowers with ten petals, the
alternate ones being somewhat spurred at the base and
Ivger than the others, which are three-awned at the tip.

It is a native of Chile.

cup-fungus (kup'fung^gus), Ji.
;
pi. cup-fungi

(fuu"ji). Any ediscomycetous fungus, espe-
cially one of those which have the ascomata
distinctly cup-shaped. Also eup-mushroom.
cup-headed (kup'hed-ed), a. Having a cup-
shaped head : saidof a railroad spike so shaped,
particularly in English practice, where the
rails are supported in chairs: in the United
States, a socket-spike.

cupia (ko-pi-a'), "• [Tupi eupid.'i An unde-
termined yellow ant found in Brazil, where it

is or was eaten, according to Piso and Hum-
boldt, by the Marivatano and Margueritare
Indians.

Cupid's-flower (lm'pidz-flou"6r), n. The
cypress-vine, QuamocUt QuamocUt.

cuplet, n. A simplified spelling of couplet.

cupling, n. A simplified spelling of coupling.

cup-marked (kup'markt), a. In archxol.,
marked with cup-like depressions, as cup-
stonies.

The significance of inscribed and cup-marked stones,

dolmens, and other early monuments.
Qeog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XL eSL

cup-marking (kup'mar"king), n. A circular

cavity, with or without a surrounding ring,

found as a peculiar form of archaic sculptured
marking in Scandinavia, Scotland, America,
and even In early churches in Prussia. See
*cup-a'nA-ring.

cupped, a. 2. Lodged in a cup or depression
of uie ground, as a golf-ball.

cupper, n. 3. A device for making cup-
leathers, which are used for packing pumps
and hydraulic presses, it consists of a die of the
size of the outside of the cup to be made and a plug or
plunger of the size of the inside of the cup. A disk of
leather of the proper size is cut, is wet and stretched over
the plug, and ia pushed into the die and allowed to dry and
set.

cupping, n. 4. The taking of a concave form,
as tobacco leaves do in drying, when placed
face to back. Cupping is prevented by string-

ing the leaves face to face and back to back.

cupping-pump (kup'lng-pumj)), n. In surg.,

an air-pump used for dryeupping.
cuil-plate (kup'plat), n. A small plate of glass

or china, three or four inches in diameter,
formerly used to hold a teacup from which the

tea had been poured into the saucer to cool,

cuppy^ (kup'i), a. 1. Cup-like; concave: as,

euppy flowers.—2. Full of small cup-like cavi-

ties. See cup, n., 6 (6). [Golfers' cant.]
—Ouppy He, in golf, the position of a ball when it lies in

a depression or shallow hole in the course. W. J. Travis,

Practical Golf, p. 46.

cuprammonia (kii-pra-mo'ui-a), n. [NL., <

eupr-um, copper, -I- NL. ammonia.'] A solution

of cupric hydroxid in aqueous ammonia;
Schweitzer's reagent, a substance resembling horn
or celluloid may be obtained by the action of cuprammonia
on cellulose which, with its original vegetable structure

(as, for instance, cotton fiber), is thus dissolved and then
recovered in amorphous condition by evaporation of the

solution and the removal of the copper by a dilute acid.

cuprammonium (ku-pra-mo'ni-um), n. [NL.,

<L. eupr-um, copper, -t- ammonia + -um.'] In
cliem., the compound radical in certain salts

obtained by the action of ammonia upon the

ordinary salts of copper.

cupreol (kii'pre-ol), n. [cuprea (see def.) -f-

-ol.] A complex alcohol, C20H34O -I- H2O,
found in cuprea-bark. Cinchona officinalis. It

crystallizes in needles or leaflets which melt

at 140° C.

Cupreous pyrites. See *pyrites.

cupressineous (kii-pre-sin'f-us), a. Belonging
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or pertaining to the tribe Cupressinese or cypress
family ; cypress-like.

Cupressinoxylon (ku-pres-i-nok' si-Ion), n.

[NL. (GOppert, 1850), < L. cupressinus, of
cypress, -I- Gr. fd/lov, wood.] A genus of fossil

Cupressittoxyion,

AandB, CupressiKOxyton iVardi; A, transverse section through
annual rin^: iz, cells of fall wood ; ^, d. ^. medullary rays ; c, very
laf^e intercellular space, B, radial section ; a, medullary rays ; b,
trache'id with two rows of bordered pits. C, Cupressinoxylon
-Cotumbianum, tangential section. All magfnified about 33 diame.
ters. (From "Bull. 56 of the U. S. Geol. Surv.")

coniferous plants based entirely on the inter-
nal structure of the wood which has not been
connected with other parts. It agrees in a general
way with that of the cypress family, but more closely still

with that of Sequoia in the tribe Taxodiex. The lead-
ing character is the circular punctations of the tra-
chelds shown in radial section, which are always in a
single row. The genus is chiefly Upper Mesozoic, being
most common in the Lower Cretaceous. Though found
in many parts of the world, it is perhaps most abundant
in the United States, and constitutes most of the fossil
wood found in such great quantities in the Potomac
formation of Virginia and Maryland.

cupriaseptol (kii"pri-a-sep'tol), n. lcupri{c)
+ asept{ic) + -01.2 A light-green crystalline
compound, Cu(C6H4(OH)SOq),H20, obtained
by neutralizing phenol-sulphuric acid with
cupric oxid and purifying ; copper sulphoear-
bolate : used as a hemostatic.
Cupric reduction, the reduction of the state of cuprous
oxid of an allsaline solution of cupric tartrate (Fehling's
solution), which serves as a test for and the means of
quantitatively determining certain kinds of sugar, as
glucose.

CUprobismutite (ku-pro-biz'mut-it), n. [L.
cuprum, copper, -I- E. bismut(h) + -ite^.2 A
sulphid of bismuth and copper occurring in
groups of bluish black prismatic crystals.

cuprodescloizite (kTi"pr6-da-eloi'zit), n. [L.
cuprum, copper, + descloieite.'i A variety of
deseloizite containing copper; it occurs in
green to brown crusts or reniform masses.
cupro-iodargyrite (ku'pro-x-o-dar'ji-nt), ».

[L. cuprum, copper, + iod(ide) + Gr. "apyvpoq,

silver, -1- -ite^,] A rare mineral consisting of
the iodides of copper and silver: it is found in
Chile.

cuproplumbite (ka-pro-plum'bit), n. [L.
cuprum, copper, -i- plumbum, lead, -l--ite2.] a
sulphid of copper and lead intermediate in
composition between galena and chalcocite:
first described from Chile, but also observed
elsewhere, for example, in Montana.
CUprotungStite (ku-pro-tung'stit), n. [L.cit-
prum, copper, + tungst(f:n) + -ite'^.] Atungstate
of copper, or of copper and calcium ( (Cu, Ca)
WO4), occurring in crystalline granular masses
of a green color.

cuprum (ku'prum), n. [LL. cuprum : see cop-
per. 2 In chem., the metal copper.
cup-shake (knp'shak), n. See shake, n., 7.

cup-stone (kup'ston), n. In archseol., a stone
with cup-like depressions made in its surface.
Such cups are found in Europe and Asia, on natural
rocks as well ason prehistoricmonuments and on churches.
Cup-stones occur also in America. See -kcup-markiing.

cur. An abbreviation (o) of currency; (6) of
current.

curage, n. A simplified spelling of courage.
curageous, a. A simplified spelling of coura-

curangin (kii-ran'gin), ». \Curanga+ -in'^.'] An
amorphous, bitter glucoside, C48H77O2P (*),
founfJ in Pioria amara (Curangaamara of Vahl).
It melts at 172° C.

curare, «. Same as curari.

CUraSSOW, n— Sloiuitaill curassow, Oreophcmtder-
bianus, a species confined to the forest in the vicinity of
the Volcan de Fuego, Guatemala. Also called Tnountain
pheasant.

curine

curator, n.—Curator ad hoc ('guardian for this), a
guai diaii appointed for one special purpose only.— Cura-
tor bonis, (a) In civil law, an officer appointed to take
cai-e of property. (6^ In Scotch law, one appointed as
guardian for minors, mcompetents, etc.

curatorial (ku-ra-to'ri-al), a. [LL. curdtorius

(< curator, curator) -h -ial.'] Of or pertaining
to a curator or his of&ce or duties.

The purely curatorial part of the work.
Ounther, Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., XX. v.

CUratorium (ku-ra-to'ri-um), n. [NL. cura-

torium, neut. of liL. euratorius, adj. < L. cura-

tor, curator.] A board or college of curators,

forming the governing body of a German uni-

versity or Imperial institution.

The function of the curatoriUTn is the appointment of

the officials and the general management of the institu-

tion. H. S. Carhart, in Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 405.

curatory^, n. [NL. curatorium.] Same as
*curatorium.
curb, n.2, 4. (i) Same as crib^, 11.— Curb
market, business in stocks, bonds, etc., transacted on
the curb, that is, on the street, or not within a regularly
organized exchange ; specifically, the business carried on
by large groups of brokers, not members of the exchange,
neai' the New York stock-exchange : as, piices on the
curb market.

curb-hook (kferb'huk), n. A snap-hook fitted

for the curb-straps of a bridle.

curbing (kferb'ing), TO. 1. The act of cheeking
or restraining.

—

2. Material prepared forcurb-
stones either roughly worked to dimension, or
finished ready to set.

curcas (ker'kas), n. [NL. ourcas ' (specific

name), Sp. cwrcaso / of S.Amer. origin.] The
seed of certain Muphorbiacese, as Jatropha Cur-
cas, found in South America. Its oil has
purging properties.

curculionideous (ker-lm^li-o-nid'e-us), a. Be-
longing to the coleopterous family Cureulio-
nidse, the weevils.

curculionist (kfer-ku'li-on-ist), TO. [L. curculi-

o{n-), curculio, + -ist.] One versed in the
study of curculios.

curcuma, n.—Ohlocurcnma, the goldenseal, Hydras-
tis Canadensis.

curcumein (k6i;-kn'me-in), n. Same as *cur-
cumin, 2.

curcumin, n. 2. A name given to several yel-
low acid coal-tar colors, as, fast yellow, brilliant

yellow, and citronin. Also cureum^n.
curd-knife (kferd'nif), n. A series of knife-
blades placed side by side in a metal frame
fitted with a handle, used in slicing curd in
cheese-making ; a curd-ciitter.

curd-soap (kerd-sop'), n. Soap which has been
coagulated or granulated by the addition of
common salt to the original solution obtained
by boiling together fat and an alkaline lye.

cure, TO. 6. That which is cured (see cure, v. 4)

;

a product preserved by drying, salting, etc.

;

a catch of fish so treated.

The fish caught round the Newfoundland coast are
generally of good quality, but the Labrador cure, owing to
tile short season, is often very inferior.

Encyc. Brit., XXXL U3.

CMorld-of-gold cure. See -itgold-cure.— 'Economic
cure, cure of a disease, not necessarily absolute, but to
the extent that the patient regains his wage-earning ca-
pacity. Lancet, June 18, 1904, p. 1753.

—

Open-air cure.
See *open-air.—Terrain cure, treatment of disease by
means of graduated exercises and measured mountain
climbing, combined usually with strict regulation of the
diet

cure-all, to. 2. The name of various plants
having real or supposed medicinal virtues:
in most cases a translation like heal-all and
all-heal, but applied specifically to the water
avens, Geum rivale, and the garden or lemon
balm, Melissa officinalis. The evening prim-
rose, (Enothera biennis, is called king's cure-all.

cure-master (kur'mas*ter), TO. In fishing, one
who superintends the curing of fish.

curf (kurf), TO. [Another spelling of fcer/2, a
cutting, layer, etc.] On the Isle of Portland,
a calcareous rock which, considered geologi-
cally, is one of the members of the Portlandian
division of the Jurassic series. [Local. Eag.]
curialist (kfl'ri-al-ist), n. Icurial -\- -is<.] An
officer or dignitary of the Roman Curia or
papal court; also, one who advocates or sup-
ports the papal system.
curibali (ko-re-ba'le). n. Same SiSjuribaU.
curiboco (ko'ri-bo'ko). to. [Braz.] In Brazil,
a person of mixed Indian and negro descent.
curine (kur'in), n. [cur(ari) + -ine2.] _a. crys-
talline alkaloid, CiaKigO^Nij, found in curari.
It melts at 212° C. It tastes at first sweet
then bitter and acts by paralyzing the nervous
system.



curlst

curist (ku'rist), n. One who cures or who
professes to cure disease : usually employed in a
somewhat contemptuous sense and in compo-
sition ; as, mind-cwHs*, sure-CMris*, etc. (really
formed from mind-cure + -ist, etc.).

curl, »., 4. (6) A disease of potatoes in which
the shoots become curled up and deformed.
It is attributed to chlorosis. ' (c) A disease of
other plants in which the leaves curl up.

—

Leaf-COrL See *lea/-eurt.

curl, V. I. trans. 4. In cricket, to cause (the
ball) to curve in the air: said of the bowler.

II. intrans. 5. In cricket, to curve in the
air : said of the ball.

curl-cloth (kWkieth), ». A kind of woolen
fabric with a curly face.

curld, pp. A simplified spelling of *curled.

curled (kferld), p. a. 1. Having the form of a
curl; brought into curls.— 2. Having a wind-
ing grain : said of wood, as curled maple. See
maple.— 3. In bot. : (a) much folded or crum-
pled, as the leaves of Cichorium Endivia. (6)
Affected by curl. See curl, n.,i (a), *(6), *(c).

curling^ (ker'ling), n. 1. The act of forming
into curls; taking the form of curls.— 2. Same
as curl, n., 4 (a), *(6), *(<;).— 3. A process for
giving a curl to the long nap on the face of
some woolen fabrics, it is done by passing the fabric
beneath a plate fitted with a brush which is given a rotat-
ing or otherwise curving motion.

4. The faulty detaching of cotton from the
comb in a combing-machine.

curlock (kfer'lok), n. A dialectal form of char-
lock.

curly, a. 2. Affected with curl. See curl, ».,

4 (a), *(6), *(c)— Curly top, a disease of unknown
origin which affects the sugar-beet. The leaves become
much curled and the roots hairy, tough, and fibrous.

Sugar beets in New York, Oliio, and Michigan suffered
severely from leaf spot. In Utah, Colorado, Nebi-aska,

and to a slight extent in the Middle States the disease
known as ^^ curly top" was prevalent and injurious.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 671.

curly-grass (kfer'li-gras"), n. A fern of the
genus Schizsea : so called from the curly thread-
like segments of the sterile fronds. See cut
under Schinsea Cnily-grass family, the fem family
SchizsBaceje (which see).

curly-head (k6r'li-hed"), » The erect silky

clematis, Clematis ochrolevca, an American
plant which ranges from Pennsylvania to

Georgia, it is an erect hei'b a foot or more high, cov-

ered with silky hairs, having opposite sessile, ovate

Currant-borers.

6, pupa, both enlarged ; c,

natural size, of Sesia tipuU-

Curly-head {^Clematis ochroleuta),

(From Britten and Brown's " Illustrated Flora of the

Northern States and Canada.")

leaves and large solitary thick and leathery greenish-

white flowers nodding at the summit of the stem ; the
flowers are converted into heads of fruit one to two
inches In diameter, formed of a mass of long, curled,

plumose, persistent styles of a yellowish -brown color,

suggesting the name.

currant^, «.—Black currant mite. See *miui.—
Cane-bligbt of currant. See *cane-blight.— Currant
bark-louse. See *bark-louiie .—Currant endropia, an
American geometrid moth, Prioeycla annantaria, whose
larva feeds on the foliage of the currant in the iiorth-

easteni United States.— Currant plant-louse, saw-
fly, scale. See -kplant-louse, etc.— Native currant
of Australia. Same as *Wu«6errs/-(rce.—Wild currant,
any curraut in its native state ; also, other plants with
currant-like fruit, as Amelanchier Botryapium (Dis-

mal Swamp region), and Berberii trijotialata (Texas).

The fruit of the latter is used for tarts, jellies, etc.

currant-borer, n. (b) The larva of a cosmo-
politan moth, Sesia tipuliformis, probably in-

troduced into the United States from Europe,

(c) An American cerambycid beetle, Pseho-
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cerus supernota-
tus. Also called
long-horned cur-
rant-borer.

currant-bug(kur'-
ant-bug), «.-Yel-
low-llned currant-
bug. Same as /our-
lined -kleaj'-bug.

currant-fly (kur-
ant-fli), n. An
Americantrypetid
fly, Epochra cana-
densis, which at-

tacks the fruit of
white and red
currants, its larva
feeding within the
fruit which pre-
maturely ripens, «. lai

decays, and falls, j?"!^,,, a.Pse««,rus „^.,„„„„„,
currant - leai twice natural size.

(kur'ant-lef"), n.

The Bishop's-cap ormiterwort, Mitella diphylla:
so called from some resemblance of the leaves
to those of the currant.

currant-moth, ». — Pepper-and-salt cnrrant-
motta, an American geometrid moth, Lycta eognataria,
with pepper-and-salt markings, whose larva feeds on the
foliage of the currant and other plants.

currency, n—Divisional currency, currency con-
sisting of tne small or fractional pieces.

current^, n. —After currents, electric currents in
muscular tissue produced after the arrest of a galvanic
current.—Alternating current. See -kalternating.—
Average current, in elect., the average intensity of an
alternating current ; the square root of the mean square
of the current value. The average current is also some-
times defined as that value which is equal to the value of
the equivalent continuous cunent. — Axial current.
See AdxiccJ.- CellUlifUgal current. &ee*cellulij'ugal.— Cellnlipetal current. See *cMuiipetal.— Constant
current, a direct or alternating current of constant
mean intensity.— Continuous current, a direct cmrent
of constant or uniform intensity.— Current of Injury,
a ciu-rent setup as the result of an injury to a muscle or
nerve. The injured surface becomes electronegative, as
compared with the intact substance. Also known as
Hermann's demarcation current.—Dielectric current.
Same as displacement *current.—Direct current, an
electric current which always flows in the same direction.

—Discharging current, the current derived from dis-

charging a charged storage battery or condenser.— Dis-
placement current, the condition of electric stress in
an insulating material or dielectric produced by an alter-

nating electromotive force acting thereon.—Eddy cur-
rents, in elect., induced currents flowing in closed cir-

cuits within the mass of a conductor placed in a fluctu-
ating magnetic fleld or moving through a fleld so as to
cut lines of force. Also called Foucautt citrrenta.—En-
ergy current, an altemathig current or component of
GUiTent in phase with the electromotive force or voltage.
— Foucaultcurrent, in e^gct., same as eddy -^current.—
Franklinic current, a cuiTent produced by an electro-

static machine.— Guinea current, a current in the
Atlantic ocean which flows eastward along the Guinea
coast; the comiter-current of the equatorial Atlantic.

—Hermann's demarcation current. Same as
itcurrent of injury.—Idle current, in elect., a term
formerly used for awattless current.—Leakage current
Of transformer, in elect., a term formerly used for the
exciting current of transformer, that is, a current passing
through the primary circuit at open circuit of the sec-
ondary coils.— Local current, in elect., a current circu-

lating within any small portion of an electric circuit and
not traversing the circuit as a whole. Currents flowing
within a voltaic cell, for example, and not entering the
external circuits, are local cun'cnts.-Magnetic cur-
rent, the magnetic flux. Seetrbagnetic *arcmt.— Molec-
ular current, in phys., a term sometimes employed to
denote that electric current flowing around each mole-
cule of iron which was assumed by Ampfere in a theory
of magnetism.— Molecular theory ofvital currents,
the theory that nerves and muscles are composed of
electi'omotive molecules seilally connected.—Monsoon
current, a cuiTcnt of the equatorial oceans, particularly

of the Indian ocean, caused by the monsoon winds.—Ore
currents, in geol,, subterranean watera which are be-
lieved to have brought the ores in solution to form ore-

deposits.—Oscillating current, in elect., a peiiodically
reversing ciUTcnt in which the successive half-waves are
of equal duration but gradually decrease in intensity.

See *oi«e™oM«fl'.—Planktonlc current. See -kplank-

(oreic-Polyphase current, a system combining two or
more alternating cun-ents differing in phase.— Poncelet
current, a cunent of water having a dynamic energy
of 100 kilogramineters per second.— Power current.
Same as energy *current.—T\llaa,ting current, a cur-

rent which varies periodically in intensity, so that it

always or generally flows in the same direction ; a pulsa-

tory cunent.—Reactive current. Same as wattless

*cwrren(.— Rotary current, a terai occasionally used
for a polyphase, especially a three-phase, current.— Sur-
face current, a cuii'ent of small depth at the surface

of a lake or ocean.— Terrestrial currents, electrical

currents traversing the crust of the earth ; eai'tli-currents.

—Tesla current, a term sometimes used for oscillating

current. See *current.— Upper currents, the motions
of the atmosphere as shown by the clouds or by balloons

at great elevations. According to Broun's rules, deduced
in 1846 from observations at Makerstown, Scotland, the
successive layers one above the other move in directions

successively deflected more and more to the right of the
lower wind. This law was also deduced independently

by Clement Ley for southern England (1872), by Abbe for

American balloon voyages (1871), and tor clouds through-

out the United States (1872), and is sometimes known by

curupay
their names.— Wattless current, an alternating current,
or component of cuiTent, displaced in phase from the
electromotive force by a quarter-period.

current-bedding (kur'ent-bed"ing), n. Cross-
bedding developedin depositsmade by a strong
current over a sandy bottom. Dana.
current-bottle (kur ' ent - bot " 1) , ». A sealed
bottle, usually one of a number, containing a
dated writing asking for its return when found

:

east into the sea by investigators of the direc-
tion and velocity of ocean currents. Geog.
Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 374.

current-collector (kur'ent-ko-lek"tgr), n. In
elect., any device, as a sliding brush or a trol-

ley-wheel, for conveying current from a fixed

to a moving portion of the circuit of an electric

machine, motor, generator, or system ; or vice
versa.

current-density (kur'ent-den"si-ti), n. In
elect., the ratio of the "current flowing to the
cross-sectional area of the conductor, taken at
right angles to the lines of flow, it is expressed
in c. g. s. units of current per squai-e centimeter, or In am-
peres per square centimeter, or sometimes in amperes per
circular mil.

current-gage (kur'ent-gaj), re. An apparatus
designed to measure the flow of liquids through
channels ; a current-meter.
current-marfe(kur'ent-mark), n. \ngeol.,the
undulating surface of sands that are drifted by
a current : contrasted with a ripple-mark which
is formedbv small waves. Geog.Jour. (R. G. S.),

XVIII. 196."

curricular (ku-rik'u- lar), a. [NL. *curriculu-
laris, < L. curriculum, a course.] 1. Of or per-
taining to a carriage course or carriage-driving.— 2. Of orpertaining to a curriculum orcourse
of study. See *curricularigation.

curricularization (ku-rik"u-lar-i-za'shon), tt.

[curricular + -ize + -ation.] Subjection to a
hard-and-fast school or college curriculum.
Youth who want somewhere room for individuality, if

not for distinction, and resist curricularization and, as the
French call it, the canalization of knowledge.

a. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 609.

currycomb (kur'i-kom), v. t. To curry, as a
horse.

Cursive epilepsy. See *epilepsy.

cursor, n. — Radial cursor, an addition to the slide-
rule, devised by Lanchester.

Lanchester's radial cursor, which makes thermodyna-
mical calculations with y-wise exponents almost as direct
as plain multiplications, and far more con venient than with
the log. log. line. Nature, July 24, 1902, p. 293.

CUrsus, n. 2. A course of study.
curtail (kfer'tal), n. In arch., a member shaped
like a volute or scroll, especially in stair-build-
ing, as in the lower termination of a hand-rail
or the projection of the lowest step of a flight.
See curtail-step.

curtain, «. 9. In hydraul. engin., a woven
fabric of brushwood or withes, suchas branches
of willows, placed in a stream to retard the
current and permit the deposition of siJt, or to
compel scour and remove it.— 10. A vertical
fold of the mantle within the margins of the
valves of certain pelecypods (the pectens).

—

11. In arch., a wall which serves as an inelosure
rather than as a support. Thus the wall beneath a
large window, as in a church, or that between two but-
tresses which carry the vault and root without its assis-
tance, is acurtain.-Asbestos curtain. See *asbestos.—
Auroral curtain, an an-angement of nearly vertical
beams of auroral light resembling the folds of a curtain, or
drapery, and partly ohscuring the light of the stare beyond.
The foldings are usually in motion horizontally, or chang-
ing so as to ^ive the appearance of motion, and show that
the sheet of light is apparentlya boundai7-suiface between
moving masses of air.

curtain-holder (ker'tan-h61"d6r),re. A me-
chanical device for holding a car window-cur-
tain in any desired position Magnetic curtain-
holder, a curtain-holaer consisting of bar-magnets fas-
tened to the lower edge of the shade and bearing against
soft iron guides in the window-casing. The shade is held
in place by magnetic attraction. A slight pull readily re-
leases the magnets, and when again at rest they hold the
curtain in place.

curtain-paper (ker'tan-pa"p6r), n. A kind of
tinted and ornamented paper of close texture,
used to some extent in the United States for
roller-blinds or window-shades.
curtain-raiser (ker'tan-ra"zer), n. A short
opening piece acted before the principal play
of the evening. [Theatrical slang.]

Curtate expectation of life. See *expecta^
tion.

curteous, curtesy, curtezan. Simplified spell-

ings of courteous, courtesy, courtezan.

curupay (k6-r6 -pi'). » [Guarani CMr«pai.]
The name in Paraguay and Argentina
of Stachychrysum Cebil (Piptadenia Cebil of
Grisebach), a large tree of the mimosa family.



A simplified spelling of

Curvature of Field.

curupay
It yields a strong and easily worked dark-red timber, used
for furaiture and house construction, and a reddish gum
resembling gum arabic. The bark contains from 19
to 26 per cent, of tannin, and is much used locally for
tanning hides in the manufacture of sole-leather. Also
called cebU and cebil Colorado.

curv, a., n., and v.

curve.

curvature, n. 4. In prajecUve geom., susoep-
tibility of being cut in two different pointsby
a straight, independently of whether the eon-
stmct possessing this property has any point
at which two straights inclined to one another
and lying in this construct might meet. In
metric geometry curvature is often used for
the measure of curvature or the reciprocal of
the radius of curvature Aids of curvature,
the intersection of
consecutive nor-
mal planes of
a skew curve. —
Curvature of
field, in photoff.f

ttie imaginary con-
cave surface upon
which the rays of
light are brought
to a focus. Cor-
rections for this
are made in photo-
graphic and other objectives in order that the 'image
may appear sharply defined at all points of the plane of
the plate or film.—Curvature of s^ace. See -^epace.—
Sachs's curvature, the difference in the growth of the
two sides of a ixx>t, causing it to curve. WettsteCn.—
Specific curvature, the curvature of a surface expressed
in terms of the solid angle subtended by a unit of area.

—

Tennlnal curvature, in geol.,tiie bending over of out-
cropping edges of strata. This is a common feature in
glaciated regions, but it is not confined to them. The
same effect is sometimes the result of creep.

curve, n—Adjoint or adjunct curve, in matlu, a
curve which passes i-1 times through every i-fold point
of a primitive curve.

—

Affective curve. See icaffective.—Binomial curve, in Tnath., a curve whose ordinate
may be expressed by some power of a biuomial function
of the abscissa: thus y=x™(aH7bxBi)p is a binomial
curve.—Curve of Carus, the axis of the pelvis repre-
sented by a curved line.— Curve of centers of buoy-
ancy. See ircurves of- ship calcuiatiotw.— Curve of
comfort, in climatology^ a curve connecting temperatures
and moistures that correspond to perfect nodily comfort
for a given velocity of the wlna Abbe, in Monthly
Weather Rev., Aug., 1898.— Curve Of decay, in radio-
activity, a curve showing the diminution of activity of

a Radioactive substance, as a fmiction of the time.

—

Curve of discomfort, a curve connecting temper-
atures and moistures that correspond to extreme bodily
discomfort for a given velocity of the wind ; a hyther.
W. S. Tyler, in Monthly Weather Sev., May, 1904.—
Curve of displacement. See Recurves of ship cat-

cuJations.- Curve of distribution. Same as Quit-
elet's *curve.—Crave Of eneisy, in phyg., any curve
representing change of condition or configuration of a
system, in which energy is one of the variables ; specifi-

cally, in spectroscopy, the curve of distribution of energy
in the spectrum.— Ciirve of extinction, in naval arch.,

a curve showing graphically the diminishing angle of in-

clination in the rolling of a vessel in still water which has
been inclined by an extraneous force and then allowed to

oscillate freely in the water.— Curve Of fatigue, inphys.,

the curve which shows the gradual change in the defor-

mation of a body subjected to continued stress.- Curve
Of flexure, in a curve drawn on an anticlastic surface
which may be held fixed without involving the immova-
bility of the surface : the curve will be that formed by
the successive elements of the inflexional tangents.

—

Curve Of flotation, in rmval arch., a curve formed by a
normal section of the envelop of the load-water planes of

a vessel, in the theory of unresisted rolling.

—

Curve Of
loads. See -kcurves of ship calculations.—Curve Of
longitudinal sbearlng-stresses. See iicunes of ship

calcviations.— Curve of metacenters or transverse
metacenter. See -kcutves ofship calculaHoTis.—Curve Of
resistance, in naval arch., a curve which shows graphi-

cally the resistance ofa ship ormodel to towing as obtained

by experiments in a model basin. The model is run at

various speeds and its resistance to towing is measured for

each speed. These resistances are plotted as ordinates

with the speeds as abscissse and the points thus ob-

tained are joined in a curve. The resistance for a given

speed is separated into three parts, the wave-making re-

sistance, eddy resistance, and frictional resistance (see

kretdstance), and by suitable calculations, using the law of

comparison, the curve of resistance and curve of effective

horse-power for the full-sized ship of similar form to that

of the model are obtained.

—

Curve of saturation,
in metem:, that curved line on the Hertzian or Neuhoff

diagram of adiabatic changes which separates the dry

stage from the cloudy stage.- Curve Of searcll (nffltioJ),

a curve of pursuit geometrically developed from informa-

tion as to the speed and time of departure of a vessel or

fleet of the enemy from a given place, or from its speed

and probable time of arrival. The pursuing or scouting

vessel follows this curve as the best method of syste-

matic search for the enemy with the Information avail-

able.—Curve Of sensitiveness, a curve which represents

the relative sensitiveness of a photographic plate for

rays of different wave-length.—Curve of stability, a

cui-ve which shows the relation between the angle of m-
clinatlon of a floating vessel, as a ship, and the arm of the

righting couple. See also kemrves of ship calculations.—

Curve Of velocity, a curve for every point of which the

abscissa is the length of time after a certain instant Mid

the ordinate is the velocity acquired at the end of that

period of time.— Curve of welgllt. See *m.rves of ship

ialculatims.—Oarye resistance. See *res^s^nce.—

Curves ofsMpoalcUlations. in determming the qual-

ities of a ship, naval architects make certain calculations

based on the form of the vessel as shown by the lines.

These calculations are made by certain mathematical rules
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known as Simpson's rules, trapezoidal rule, etc. (see •krule).

The calculations are made for the vessel floating at a cer-

tain number of equally spaced water-lines, and the values
obtained are laid off in a diagram. The points thus obtained
are joined by cuiTes passing through them (see the cut).

Fromthediagram the quantitiesforany intermediatewater-
line can be obtained without calculation by reading their
values from tlie intersection of the corresponding cuiTes
with the water-line. The following curves are usually cal-

culated for a vessel of any importance : Curve of displace-
ment, a curve showing to a suitable scale the displacement
of a vessel in fresh or salt water for any given mean draft.
Curve of centers of buoyaney, a curve snowing the posi-
tion of the center of buoyancy (see center) corresponding
to the immersion of a vessel to any given water-line. The
curve showing the vertical position of the center of buoy-
ancy is generally plotted in combination with the curve
of transverse metacenters as follows (see the cut) : A di-
agonal line at 45° inclination is drawn on the diagram.
Where this diagonal intei'sects any given water-line a
vertical line is drawn (see dotted line in diagram), and
the intersection of this vertical with the curve of meta^
centere and the curve of centers of buoyancy gives the
height of the metacenter and of the center of buoyancy
corresponding to the displacement of the vessel floating
at that water-line. The longitudinal position of the center
of buoyancy is shown by laying its value off on the water-
line corresponding to any given displacement forward or
abaft a vertical indicating the middle perpendicular (not
shown in diagram). Curve qf transverse metacenters or
curve of metacenters, a curve showing the height of the
metacenter with reference to the water-line correspond-
ing to any given displacement For flie method of lay-
ing off curve, see above. Curve of tons per inch immer-
sion or curve qf tons per ineh, a curve showing the addi-
tional displacement corresponding to one inch deeper
immersion of the vessel in the water when it is floating at
any given water-line. Thus it is the measure of the

cuscamidine

m2, where mi < ma?-Iseidomal curve. See kisei-

dotnoJ.—Isentropic curve, a curve, in any thermody-
namic diagram, indicating any process or operation during
which there is no change of entropy.

—

IsOg3rriC curve.
See *tso!;j/re.—Isothermal curve, the curve which
represents the expansion or compression of a gas or vapor
at a constant temperature. The isotheimal curve for a
perfect gas follows the law of Boyle or Mariotte, which is

that the pressure times the volume is a constant.

—

idnematU! curve, a curve which is usually the resultant

of two or more harmonic or circular motions mechanically
combined.—Uquidus curve, a curve which shows the
temperatures of complete fusion or of the beginning of

solidification of a series of alloys containing every propor-

tion of the two constituents. See -ksolidus curve.—IjoaA
curve, in electrotechnics, a curve which indicates varia-

tions of the load of an electric-power system as a function
of any variable, such as the time of day, upon which the

size of the load depends.—Hacnetic curves. (6) See
*magnetic.—mixed CUTve, an irregular curve; a curve
composed of two or more different curves.— Motion
curve, a curve showing the successive positious of a piece

of mechanism or a point, specifically of the link-block or

of that part which moves the slide-valve of a steam-en-
gine, as in a locomotive or marine engine.-FolytlOPic
curve, in thermodynamics, a curve of constant specific

heat for a perfect gas; a curve having the equation
pvn = const, where p is the pressure of a gas and v is

its volume.—Probability curve. See QtUtelet's *curve.—Qu^telet'S curve, a cui've which exhibits the ar-

rangement or distribution of a group of statistical events
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loid contained in the bark of certain species
of cinchona.
cuscamine (kus'ka-min), n. ICu^e^o) (bark)
+ amine.] Same as *cttscam*(iine.

Cuscutacese (kus-ku-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Dumortier, 1829), '< Cm'cuta + -aceee.^ A
family of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants
of the order Polemomales, the dodder family.
It contains the ^enus Cvicuta only, and differs from the
Conmlvylacem, m which it is included by many authora,
chiefly in its parasitic habit, the leaves being reduced to
minute scales. See Cuscvia and dodd&rl.

cusecs (ku'seks), n. An abbreviation of ouUc
feet per second, occasionally used by irrigation
engineers, particularly by British engineers,
as an expression of rate of flow of water.
cush^ (kush), n. [Origin obscure.] In North
Carolina, the crumbs and scrapings of cracker-
or meal-barrels, fried with grease.

CUShaw (ktish-a'), n. [Also casliaw, cashew,
kersJuiw ; said to be of American Indian ori-

gin.] A fruit, mostly oblong or crooked, of
Cucwrbita moschata, sometimes called squash
and sometimes jpumphm. The pumpkins, as the
term is understood m North America, belong to the spe-

cies Cueurbita Pepo, and the autumn and winter squashes
to C. moBchata. The name seems to be applied somewhat
loosely, and in its local usage may designate pumpkin-like
fruits other than those of Cueurbita moscIuUa; but the
usage of horticultural writings seems to confine it to that
species, although it does not follow that all fruits of C.

meschata are cushaws. The winter crookneck or Canada
crookneck type is the fruit most commonly known as
cushaw or cashaw. It keeps well into winter. The name
is chiefly used in the southern and western United States

The best variety [of squash] for family use is the Cashaw,
a long, cylindricid, curved variety, swollen at one extrem-
ity, of fine, creamy yellow color, very solid and excellent

to use as a winter squash, and quite as valuable as any for

the otlier purposes.
W. -N. White, Gardening for the South, p. 214.

cushion, n. 3, (J) (2) An expansion at the lower ex-

tremity of a grape-vinefrom which a part of its roots spring.

This had ten roots springing from the cushion at the

base.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Veg. Pathol., Bulletin 2, 1892, p. 62.

(!) Same as saddle, 3 (g) (6). (m) In piantiforte-maHng, a pad
or roll of felt placed under the ends of the keys to prevent
noise. See cut under pumoforte. (m) Same as coronet^,

6. (o) A pool formed by a low dam or obstruction imme-
diately below a higher dam to prevent erosion or destruc-

tive effect of the water which falls over the higher dam or

hydraulic work.— Cushion form, in phytogeog., the
vegetation-form which is embodied in a *cu8hion-plant
(which see, with cut). Also called hassoek /orm.—Leaf-
CUShlon, in paleobot, the more or less raised and usually

rhombic area left on the ti'unks and stems of various fossil

plants, especially Lepidodendron and Sigillaria. It in-

cludes the leaf-scar proper (see searl, 4), the print of the

vascular bundle, the ieparichnos(which see), the ligule (see

ligtde (d)), and other markings.— Sucking cusUons,
circumscribed areas of fatty tissue in an infant's cheeks,

the function of which is supposed to be to prevent the
cheeks from sinking in while the child is at the breast.

cushion, v. t. . 4. In mack., to compress (ex-

haust-steam or other motive fluid) by closing

the exhaust-outlet of a cylinder before the

piston completes its traverse. The gradual com-

pression causes increasing pressure against the piston and
arrests the motion of the reciprocating parts without

shock. See cushion, «., 2 (ft).

cushion-bit (kush'on-bit), n. A metal bit m
which the mouthpieces are covered with vul-

canized leather. Hound pads of soft leather, which
bear against the horse's cheeks, are attached to the side

oftherings.
, a ,/,. s x

cushion-crawling (kush on-kra « hng), n. In

Eng. bilUarSs, a mode of nursing along or

near a cushion: analogous to American play

'on the rail' before it developed into 'straight

(straight-forward and corner-turning) rail.'

cushion-draw (kiish'gn-dra), n. In billiards,

the name of two draw-shots, in one of which

the cue-ball retrogrades parallel with and
along the cushion, and in the other comes pe-

culiarly out at right angles to it, cushion

and first object-ball being struck, in both

shots, at about the same time.

cushion-flower (kush'on-flon'''6r), n. An ever-

green shrub, Hdkea laurina,ot the family Pro-

teacesB. See Hdkea. [Australian.]

cushion-plant (kush'on-plant), n. In phyto-

'^^Tr0ffi/^--'r'fn

A Cushion-plant (f<^-fe«a minima) at Peru and Bolivia Nat-

ural size. (Drawn from Schimper's " Manzengeographie. ).
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geog., a plant of a vegetation-form resembling
a cushion, consisting of a mass of branches
from an axis, which may either persist or dis-

appear, so crowded that leaves and flowers are
shown only on the general surface. Except
in the case of mosses, it is mainly an alpine or
arctic type, but is also developed on islands of
the south temperate zone.

cushion-rest (kush'on-rest), n. In billiards,

the cushion used as "a support for the striker's

bridge-hand or for the cue itself, the latter
especially in giving the odds of one hand
against two.
cushion-steam (ktsh'on-stem), n. The steam
which remains in a steam-engine cylinder and
the clearance-spaces after the exhaust-valve
closes.

cushion-work (kush'on-wferk), n. See cushion
style, under cushion.

In old embroidery the cushion-work or -style {opus
pvlvinarium) was like modem so-called Berlin work. It
was done in cross- or tent-stitch with silk or wool, and
was used to cover cushions, either to kneel upon or to up-
hold the mass-book at the altar ; hence its name. It was
also used for emblazoning heraldic designs.

Sock, S. K. Handbook, Textile, Fabrics, p. 81.

cusk-eel (kusk'el), n. Any fish of the family
'Ophidiidse. They are marine forms, eel-shaped,
but have nothing in common with the true eels.

cusp, n. 5. (c) One of the segments, with
pointed tip, of a valve of the heart.—Ceratoid
cusp, a cusp at which the two branches of the curve, in
the neighborhood of the singular point, lie on opposite
sides of the common tangent.

cuspate, (kus'pat), a. [ctisp + -ate'^. Cf.

cuspidate!] Resembling a cusp ; having the
form of a cusp.
cuspid (kus'pid) , n. and a. [L. cuspis (ctt«pjti!-),

a poini;: see eu^.] I. n. A canine tooth.

II. a. Same as cuspidate, 2.

cuspidal, a. 3. Having cusps; cuspidate: said
of teeth. [Rare.]— Cuspidal tangent. See*tan-
gent

cuspidation (kus-pi-da'shon), n. Same as

*cuspimg.
cuspidite (kus'pi-dit), n. [L. cuspis (cuspid-),

point, + -ite^.] Same as euspidine.

cuspidule (kus'pi-dfll), n. [NL. *cuspidula,

dim.of cjufpjs, acusp.] A minute cusp. [Rare.]

cusping (kus'ping), n. In arch., an arrange-
ment of cusps; a series of cusps; the general
system of decoration by cusps, as in Gothic
tracery.

cusplet (kusp'let), n. [cusp + -let.] A small
cusp.

cuspule (kus'pul), n. [cusp + -ule.] In anat.,

a small projection or minute cusp on a tooth.

customary, n. 2. A book which treats of the
rules, regulations, usages, and ceremonies to

be observed by a religious community, order,

or college. Also custumary Customary estate,
See irestate.

custom-free (kus'tum-fre), a. Free of customs-
duty; duty-free; on the free list: as, custom-

free goods.
cut, V. I. trans. 20. In golf, to draw the club
smartly across and underneath (a ball) with a
quick upward turn of the wrists. Practical

Golf, p. 49.— 21. In pr<yectivegeom., said of the
intersecting by a fixed plane /i (the picture-

plane) of a figure, the subject, made up of

planes /3, y, 6, etc., and straights 6, c, d, etc.,

thus constructing the meets ju^; l^y, J"^! and
thepaSSes/i'6,iU'C. /I'd. Thus is obtained a new figure

composed of straights and points, all on ji, and called a
cut of the subject. If the subject is an eject of an origi-

nal, the cut of the subject is an image of the original;

The operations of projecting and cutting are the two
fundamental ones of the Projective Geometry.

C. Leudesdorf, Cremona, Projective Geom., p. 2.

Cut service, terrace. See irservicei, *terrace.—Cxit-

ting-down machbie, in shoe mmmf., a foot-power
cutting-machine employing a straightrcdge knife for cut>

ting panels, trimming shank-pieces, etc.—Cutting-Off
tool, in a lathe, a special tool (or cutting off any part of

the work to release it from the chuck, or to finish the end
of the piece. It is made in many forms. A tool having
two parallel cutting-off blades, with a nan-ow space be-

tween them, is used to cut flat rings from a pipe and is

called a ring-autting tool. An automatic machine for

cutting metal rods into lengths is called a cutting-off

machine, as is also a cold saw for cutting rods and bars.

See parting-tool—To cut ice, to make an impression;

effect something. [Slang.]—To out the pan, in soap-

making, to add salt to the original solution obtained by
boiling together fat, alkali, and water, in order to precipi-

tate or curdle the soap, leaving glycerin in the watery
brine or under-lye.

II. intrans. 9. In mech., to become scored

or scratched by friction, as a journal-bearing

or piston-rod when imperfectly lubricated or

improperly packed.—To cut in., (c) In carnage-

cut-and-cover

painting, to apply color around a letter or stripe.—To
cut out, to cut all out, in sheep-shearing, to finish the
work. [Australia.]

cut, n. 22. In mining : (a) An advance open-
ing made with a pick or by blasting in drifting
or other mine-work to facilitate subsequent
blasting, (b) An open side. In long-wall
work, one working-face in advance of another
gives it cut. Barrowman, Glossary.— 23. In
forestry, the season's output of logs.—24.
In agri., a land or ridge.

After this the furrows between the "lands," or "cuts,"
are cleaned out, so as to allow of surface dtuinage.

H. J. Webb, Advanced Agriculture, p. 319.

25. A slit or narrow opening across the stage

of a theater for use in moving the scenery
up or down.—26. In sugar-manuf., a pause
in the process of boiling syrup, during which
the evaporating-pan is partly emptied of the

concentrated syrup. A portion is left to set

up crystallization in the fresh syrup which is

then added and the process resumed.

To obtain this result, reduce the cutting and shorten

the time of boiling, refiners now proceed as follows, viz.,

they concentrate some liquor in the pan to nearly the
crystallizing point and add to it a proportion of the dried
sugar from the first or earlier cuts of a former boiling.

Sai. Aimr. Sup., Feb. 28, 1903, p. 22706.

27. In math.: (a) Any separation of the
system of rational numbers into two classes,

Ag, Aj, which possesses the characteristic

property that every number in A^ is less than
every number in A2.

Every separation E = A -I- A' which satisfies these condi-
tions is called a cut, and will be denoted by (A, A'). We
have seen that every rational number a is associated with
a definite cut. Conversely, a cut (A, A') in which A has
a last element a is perfectly definite, and specifies a with-
out ambiguity. Jincyc. Brit, XXXL 284.

(6) In projective geom., the figure obtained by
cutting. See *cut, v. t., 21. (c) In function-
theory, the line of division in the «-plane,
which serves to separate the branches of a
function from one another.— 28. The act of
cutting or interfering. See cut, v. i., 6.— Flah-
fin cut, a standard pattern in decotutive glass-cutting, re-

sembling the serrated fins of a fish.—Forward cut, in
cricket, a stroke by which a short>pitched baU is sent to the
right side of point. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 67.—Hob-
nail cut, a standard pattern in decorative glass-cutting.

—Indian cut, a method of cutting gems in Ceylon and
the Orient, in which the size of the table is usually double
the size of the culet and there is no special order as to the
size of any of the facets, the gems being cut for weight
and preservation of color rather than for their beauty.
They are almost invariably recut when sent to Europe or
the United States.—Late cut, in crictet, a wrist-stroke by
which a length ball, or a ball short of a length, is hit
when it has almost passed the batsman, so as to send it in
the direction of third -man. Hutchinson, Cricket, p, 67.

—Olive cut, a standard pattern in decorative glass-cut-
ting.—Prism out, a standard pattern in decorative glass-
cutting.-Rasp cut. Same &s raspl, 1.—Speedy out,
an injury to the inside of the fore leg of a horse just be-
low the knee, inflicted when the animal is trotting or go-
ing at a rapid gait— Split cut. (a) See split, (b) A
standard pattern in decorative glass-cutting. See itsplit,

n.— Square cut, in cricket, a wrist-stroke by which a
length ball, or a ball short ot a length, is sent in the di-

Table diamond cut. Strawberry diamond cut.

rection of point Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 67.— Straw-
berry diamond cut, table diamond cut, standard
patterns in decorative glass-cutting.

cut-and-cover (kut'and-kuv'er), a. and n. I. a.

In engin., a term applied to a method of tun-

nel construction in which those portions which
approach the surface are made by cutting
down from above (instead of boring horizon-
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tally) and filling in with the excavated earth
when the cut has been properly lined and
roofed over.

II. n. The out-and-cover method of tunnel
construction.

cnt-and-flll (kufand-fil'), «• In geol, lateral
planation on one side of a meandering stream
accompanied by deposition on the other.
This is cut-and-fill. The sediment eroded from the

curve which is concave toward the stream is shifted
down-stream, while that deposited in the curve which is
convex toward the stream is brought down from above.

Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geol., I. 183.

CUtch^ n—Diamine catch, a direct cotton coal-tar
colorof the disazo type, derived from diamido-naphthalene.
It dyes unmordanted cotton a violet brown from a salt bath.

cut-chain (kut'chan), n. In mining, a chain
used on inclines, which may be out at different
places to suit various levels.

cut-finger (kut'fing"ger), n. See Vinea.
cutigeral (ku-tij'e-ral), a. [L. cutis, skin, -I-

gerere, carry, + iilK'] Carrying or supporting
skin.—Cutigeral cavity, the depression or emargina-
tion in the inner upper border of a horse's hoof.

cut-in (kut-in'), n. Same as cut4n notes. See
cut, p. a.

CUtization (ku-tl-za'shgn), n. [L. cutis, skin,

-I- -ise + -ation.'i Transformation into skin.

outline (kut'lin), n. Same as *cantUne.

Cutling^ (kut'ling), n. [cut + -Mngrl.] A
cutting; a small part of a plant, as a twig,

severed for purposes of propagation.

cut-looker (kut'luk"6r), n. One who inspects
the weaver's cut or piece of cloth as it comes
from the loom.
cut-meter (kufme'ter), n. An instrument for
measuring the cutting-speed of machine-tools.
It is essentially a form of tachometer, having a dial which,
when the instrument is pressed against the spindle of a
lathe, the cutter of a milling-machine, or the table of a
planer, records the speed of the cut made by the tool.

cut-money (kut'mun"i), re. See *money.
cut-off, n. 7. An attachment to a magazine
firearm which enables the soldier to use it as
a single-loader and reserve the cartridges in

the magazine.
The new weapon [Springfield rifle] is what is known as

the clip-loading magazine gun, being provided with a
cut-off which enables the firer to use it as a single loader.

Beview of Iteviews, Nov., 1903, p. 570.

8. In forestry, an artificial channel by which
the course of a stream is straightened to facili-

tate log-driving.—9. The practice of stopping
or cutting off the admission of motor-fluid,

such as steam, to the engine-cylinder before
the traverse of the piston is completed, it
makes the steam imprisoned in the cylinder work by ex-
pansive action after cut-off has occurred, so that the steam
is of lower pressure and temperature when the exhaust
takes place, and the heat in it is more efficiently utilized.

The cut-off is said to be short when the expansion period
is long. The expansion or de^ee of expansion is the
reciprocal of the cut-oif ; that is, if the cut-off is at | of
the stroke, the expansion is $, or the steam has g the
volume which it occupied when the valve closed. The
point of cut-off is the point of the piston travei'se at which
the valve closed.—Commercial cnt-Off, a point on a
steam-engine indicator-diagram which is determined by
drawing a line paralled to the base-line through a point
which shows the maximum pressure during admission,
and intersecting it with the backward prolongation of the
expansion-line by a hyperbolic curve ; that point of cut-off

which gives the greal^t power for a dollar expended to
produce such power.—Cut-Off governor, a governor
which regulates the speed of the engine by varying the
point of cutK>ff, thus changing the amount of steam or gas
admitted to the cylinderby shortening or lengthening the
period of admission, but without affecting ^e pressure
during such admission.—Cut-off muscle. Same as com-
pressor urethree.— Cut-Off plate, (a) Same as lamt-off
vcdve. (6) A partition or plate in a valve-chest having
one or more ports controlled, as to opening and closure,

by a cut-off valve.—Cut-Off ring, a metal ring with a
number of holes around its i>eriphery, placed in the steam-
chest of a turbine and used to regulate the amount of

steam admitted to it. The position of the holes in this

ring determines the number of nozles in use.— Cut-Off
valve, a steam-valve which slides on the back of the main
steam-valve to cutoff steam from the latterand hencefrom
the cylinder. This enables the cut-off to be made earlier

and more sharply than by means of a single valve, since

the exhaust functions of the main valve are not modified

by the angular advance or considerable lap required to

produce early cut-off of admission. The cut-off valve may
be adjustable by hand or by the governor to make the

cutoff variable.—Drop CUt-Off, a closure of the period

of admission of steam to an engme-cylinder by releasing

the valve from the mechanism which opened it, so that it

closes suddenly by a weight or by a spring. (See Corliss

kvalve.) This was first proposed for vertical spindle-

valves by Sickles. A dash-pot is required to prevent

inconvenient shock.— CSovemor CUt-off, a period of

admission for the steam to the cylinder, which is made
to vary as the demand for steam varies and is effected

automatically by the action of the engine governor.—Trip
cnt-Off. Same as drop -kcwt-off.

cut-out, n. 2. A clutch ; a device for mechani-

cally oonneeting or disconnecting two pieces.

-Him cut-out, in elect, a cut-out in which a film or

sheet of paper or mica is employed which is punctured

if the voltage exceeds the noimal value.
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cut-over (kut'o'ver), V. t. In cricket, to injure
(the batsman) by striking him in vulnerable
parts : said of the ball.

cut-shot (kut'shot), n. A blast-hole designed
to break coal which has been opened on one
side by shearing with a pick or otherwise.
[Scotch.]

CUttacoo (kut'a-ko). n. [Jamaica.] In Jamaica,
a small bag made of basketry, carried attached
to a belt or shoulder-band and used for cany-
ing tobacco and trinkets.

cuttage (kut'aj), n. [cut + -age.'] The prac-
tice or process of multiplying plants by means
of cuttings or severed, parts.

cuttanee (kut'a-ne'), n. [Hind. Pers. *kattani,
< Hind, katdn, fine linen (Fallon), fcoWare, waste
selvage of silk (Yule, 1903), < Pers. Ar. kattdn,
linen.] A stuff of silk, or of sUk and cotton,
at one time imported into Europe &om the
East Indies.

cutter^, n. 3. (c) A vessel of the government
revenue marine which is known as uie revenue-
cutter service—Albany cutter, a style of sleigh fiist
built by James Goold in Albany, New York. Its character*
istic features are a light bent-wood frame for ttie body,
well-curved panels, and full-sweep outlines. An enlarged
size has seat-room for four or six passengers.—EnsUage
cutter. See -kemUage.

—

Formed cutter, a cutter made
of a special form to adapt it to particular kinds of work.
It is made in a great variety of forms to which special
names are given, as turist-drill cutter, grooving-cutter,
angular, spiral, convex, volute cutter, ete.

—

Lever cut-
ter, a small machine which has a feed-table on which hay
or other material to be cut is placed and pushed against
a pivoted knife operated by a hand-lever. Larger ma-
chines employ revolving knives operated by means of a
hand-crank.

cutter-brig (kut'fer-brig), n. A square-rigged
vessel with a fore-and-aft mainsail and a
jigger-mast.

cutter-built (kut'er-bilt), o. Built on the
lines of a cutter.

cutter-gig (kut'er-gig), n. A ship's boat be-
tween a cutter and a gig in build and size.

cutter-rigged (kut'6r-rigd), a. Rigged like a
cutter. See cutter, 3 (6).

cutter-spindle (kut'Sr-spiu'dl), re. A revolv-
ing head or spindle to which cutting-blades
can be attached.
cutter-yacht (knt'er-yot), n. A deep-draught
comparatively narrow-beamed vessel rigged
as a cutter.

Cutthroat finch. See *finch'^.

cutting, re. 9. A process in bookbinding. After
gluing, rounding, and backing, the edges are cut in a
special machine. Cutting is one of the secondary pro-
cesses included in the general term forwarding. See
forwarding, n., 2.— Accretion cutting. Same as *<«!-

eretion thinning.—Clean cutting, in forestry : (a) The
cutting of the entire stand, (b) An area upon which the
entire stand has been cut,—Gutting series, in forestry,
a block, or a part of a block, containing even-a^ed stands
whose ages differ uniformly within given limits and
which are to be cut in turn, the cuttings usually following
a given direction. A perfect cutting series seldom exists,

except under the clean-cutting method followed by
artificial reproduction, or under the sprout method.

—

Preparatory cattisgs. See stand *method.— Regen-
eration cutting. See reproduction itcutting.— Re-
moval cuttings. See stand AnutAod.-Beproductlon
catting, in forestry, any cutting which is Intended to
invite or assist reproduction.— Seed cuttings. See
stand itmethod.— Severance cutting, in forestry, the
cutting of all trees upon a 'narrow strip before natural
pruning has far advanced, in order that the trees border-
ing this strip may, as the result of partial exposure, be-
come wind-firm through the development of strong roots.

cutting-almond (kut " ing - a ' mqnd), re. The
American feverfew or prairie-doc^, Parthenium
integrifoUum, a stout composite plant with
numerous small white-fiowered heads in dense
terminal corymbs: found from Maryland to
Minnesota and south to Georgia and Texas.
cutting-back (kut"ing-bak'), n. Theheading-
in of shoots or plants by cutting the leading
shoots off at the ends.

cutting-bed (kut'ing-bed), n. A bed or plot
of sandy soil for propagating plants. The cut-
tings of currant, privet, or other shrubs or trees are set
in the bed in the spring or fall and allowed to stand for
one growing season, when they may be removed from it

for sale or permanent planting. In a greenhouse a shal-
low box of wood or slate placed over the hot-water or
steam pipes and filled with sand is used as a propagating-
bed for such plants as the geranium, verbena, ete.

CUtting-cylLnder (kut'ing-sil"in-d6r), re. The
cylinder with a knife-attachment which cuts
the roll of paper printed on a web-press into
sheets of proper length.

cutting-die (kut'ing-di), re. A simple die for
cutting out the blanks used in making tinware
and other sheet-metal objects.

cutting-engine (kut'ing-en'jin), n. A machine
for cutting gear-teeth or ratchet-wheels. It

has an indexing device to divide a circumfer-
ence into aliquot or equal parts.

cut-work

cutting-frame (kut'ing-fram), re. A wooden
frame, with a trough and a spindle, in which
are placed the wheels used in glass-cutting.

cutting-grass (kut'ing-gras), re. Same as cut-

grass. The name is also applied to a number of sedges,
especially to species of
Cladium and Scleria.

On the Island of Guam
there are open areaa
called ' savannas ' cov-
ered with the cutting-
gi-ass, XipkagrostisJloH-
dula, also called r^eti or
gword-grass. In Austi-a-

lia and Tasmania occurs
Cladium psittacoruTti
and in the Ilverglades of
Florida, Cladium effu-
sum, also called saw-
grass. In the West In-

dies and South America
grow Scleria rejlexa, S.

latifolia, and a number
of allied species called
cortadera and herbe cou-
teau. See cut-grass,

knife-grass, razor-grass,
saw-grass, -kCladium,
and Scleria.

cutting - in (kut " -

ing-in'), ». The
Cutti^g.gj^ss^Ufj^H.rrcsiis proooss of shorten-

Portion of leaf-blade showing cutting- iug the grOwth Of
teethj spikelets. All magnified. plants Or of reduc-

ing their size by cutting the leading shoots in

two. Often called *cutting-back (which see).

cutting-liquor (kut'ing-lik"or), re. In calico-

priniing, a chemically prepared liquor for dis-

charging (or cutting), in spots, a color that is

printed on the cloth, in order to produce a

pattern. G. Duerr, Bleaching and Calico-print-

ing, p. 45.

cutting-machine (kut'ing-nia-shen"), re. An
apparatus, used by cracker-bakers, for cutting
a sheet of sponge or water dough into crackers.
Sometimes called peeling-machine.

cutting-pot (kut'ing-pot), re. A shallow earth-
enware pot filled with sand and used as a,

small propagating-bed in a window or green-
house.
cutting-press, n—Armature-disk cattlng-presa,
a press employing a gang of dies which punch the blank
circular armature and make all the perforations, key-slots,

and notohes at once. Other machines cut segments of
armature-disks, cutting, perforating, and notomng at one
stroke. See *notehing-press.

cutting-shop (kut'ing-shop), ». An establish-
ment in which flint-glass is decorated by the
process of cutting or grinding.

cutting-tool (kut'ing-tol), n. A tool with a
sharp edge intended or adapted for cutting,
as distinguished from a boring-, piercing-,
planing-, riving-, sawing-, or other tool.

cutting-wire (kut'ing-wir), n. In eeram., a
piece of fine brass wire, a foot or more in
length, to each end of which a small piece of
wood or other object is attached as a handle:
used by potters for cutting the plastic vessel
from the wheel-head. See archetto.

cuttle* (kut'l), re. [Origin obscure; perhaps
orig. a fold made by the use of the back of a
knife (see cuttle^).'\ A fold or plait of cloth,
formed when the piece is done up in layers.
cuttle* (kut'l), V. t. [See *cuttle^, re.] To fold
(cloth) in plaits, with the exception of a length
at oneend, whichis wrapped around the plaited
part for convenience in unfolding and show-
ing it.

Cuttle, to fold cloth in the following manner. Firsts a
small portion is doubled, then another upon it (not round
it), and so on until it is all doubled up ; finally wrap the
end, left first or last round all. The reasons for adopting
this mode are, that the cloth is supposed to keep best ; it
is easier to unfold for show purposes ; it piles best
Glossary of the Dialect ofAlmondbury and Huddersfield,

[p. 34. N.E.D.

cuttle-shell. Same as cuttlebone.

cuttjr-stoup (kut'i-stoup), re. A pevpter vessel
holding the eighth part of a ohopin or quart.
Jamieson.

cut-under (kut'un-d^r), re. A carriage or other
vehicle in which the body is cut out in such a
way as to allow the front wheels to pass under
it in turning; also, the form thus produced.
See cut-under buggy, under buggy^.

CUt-ups (kut'ups), re. pi. Articles of hosiery,
such as stockings, undershirts, etc., cut and
shaped out of a web initted by machinery,
and then sewed together and finished by other
machines.
cut-work (kut'wferk), re. [cut, re., 13, -1- work, re.]

Intypographic printing, the pressworkofwood-
cuts or their electrotypes, or of illustrations
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of any kind, that requires more skill than that
given to ordinary type-work.

comb^, coomlfi.'] A round valley-head inclosed
... on all sides but one by steep slopes ; a corrie

;

cutworm, n— Bean cutworm, the larva of an Amerl- acirque. The tvpical owms of the Welsh moun-
caii nootuid moth, q^doconto cjjicreoia. It devours the tains have been shaped by glacial erosion.

Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 541.

C. W. 0. An abbreviation of cash with order.

cyamelide (si - am ' e -lid), n. [cycimel(lorw) +
-ide^.'] A polymeric form of cyanic acid,

(C0NH)4. It forms a white, amorphous, in-
soluble powder.
cyamellone (si-am'e-lon), n. [eya(,nie) +

buds and leaves of beans and peas.— Black cutworm,
the larva of Agrotis j/pOT7(m.—Bronzed cutworm, the
larva of Nephelodes violans.— Climbing cutworm, any
one of several different cutworms which climb trees and
plants at night to feed on foliage or fruit ; notably and
specifically, the larva of Bnxoa scandens.— Clover cut-
worm, the larva of a noctaid moth, Mamestra trifolii,

which, although partial to clover, feeds also upon other
plants, as the cabbage.— Cotton-boll cutworm, the
larva of an American noctuid moth, Prodenia ornitho-
galli, which feeds on the bolls and squares of cotton in the
same way as does tlie boll-worm.— Dark-sided cut-
worm^ the larva of an American noctuid moth, Euxoa
messoria.—Dingy cutworm, the larva of Feltia sub-
gothica.— Granulated cutworm, the larva of an Ameri-
can noctuid moth, Feltia annexa.— Greasy cutworm,
the larva of an American noctuid moth, Agrotis ypeilon.
—Pretty cutworm, the larva of Mamestra legitima.—
ShagTEened cutworm, the larva of Feltia malefida.—
Speckled cutworm, the larva of Mainestra subjuncta.

Spotted Cutworm (.Nociitti c-niffriim),

a, moth ; 6, larva, somewhat enlarged.

—Spotted cutworm, the larva of an American noctuid
moth, Noctua c-nigrwm, which damages grains, grasses,

and other crops.—Striped cutworm, the larva of an
American noctuid moth, Feltia jacidifera, a species of
eastern distribution. —Variegated cutworm, the larva
of an American noctuid moth, Peridromia saucia, which

Variegated Cutworm iPeridrotnia saucia).

m, moth ; d, c, d. larvae ; e, egg ; /, egg mass on twig. All
reduced except e, highly magniHed. (After Howard. U. S. D. A.)

damages crops of nearly all kinds, including garden and
field crops, also fruit-trees, greenhouse ^ants, etc.

—

Western striped cutworm, the larva of an American
noctuid moth, Feltia herillis, a species of western dis-

tribution.—W-marked cutworm, the larva ofan Ameri-
can noctuid moth, Noctua clandestina.

CUVenant, n. and v. A simplified spelling of

covenant.

cuver, cuverd, cuvering. Simplified spellings

of cover, covered, covering.

cuverlet, n. A simplified spelling of coverlet.

CUTetous, a. A simplified spelling of covetous.

cuvette, n. 4. Inphotog., a narrow vessel of
glass, porcelain, vulcanite, etc., for holding sil-

ver nitrate or other solutions : it is placed ver-
tically or at an angle, and into it the photo-
grapluo plate is dipped. Wilson, Cyc . of Photog.

,

p. 107.

cuvey, n. A simplified spelling oi covey.

Cuvier, canal of. Same as ductus Cuvieri.

Cuyahoga shale. See *shale^.

Cuzco corn. See *cornX.

cuzen, cuzenage. Simplified spellings of cozen.

CUZin, n. A simplified spelling of cousin.

C. V. An abbreviation of Common Version (of

the Bible).

0. V. 0. An abbreviation of Commander of the

Royal Victorian Order.

cwm (kSm), n. [W. cwm, a valley, comb : see

mellone.1 A tribasic acid, C9H3N10, known
only in solution and in its salts. The potas-
sium salt is obtained by heating mellone with
a solution of potassium hydroxid. Also called
mellone hydrid.

cyameluric (si"a-me-lu'rik), a. lcyamel(lone)
+ -uric.'\ Noting a tribasic acid, CeHs03N7
+ 3JH2O, whose potassium salt is formed
when the potassium salt of cyamellone is

boiled with a solution of potaisium hydroxid.
cyanacetic (si'^an-a-sefik), a. [cyan{ogen) +
acetic.'] Derived from chloracetic acid and
potassium cyanide.— Cyanacetlc acid, a crystaU-
me acid, CH3(CN)C02H, whose potassium salt is formed
by the action of a solution of potassium cyanide on
chloracetic acid. It melts at 55° C.

cyananiline (sT-an-an'i-lin), «. [eyan^ogen) +
aniline.] A crystalline base, NHrC-NHCgHs

NHiC-NHCgHs
formed by the action of cyanogen on aniline.

It melts at 210-220° C.

cyanephidrosis (si-a-nef-id-ro'sis), n. [6r.
Kvavo^, blue, + e(j>lSpuBi(, superficial perspira-
tion.] Blue sweat, a form of chromidrosis.

cyanescent (si-a-nes'ent), a. \cyan{eous) +
-escent.] Tending to a'oyaneous or dark bluish
color.

cyanethine (si-au'e-thin), n. \cyan(ide) +
eth{yl) + -ine^.] A compound, C9H15N3,
which occurs when ethyl cyanide is treated
with potassium.
cyanformic (si - an - f6r ' mik), a. [Irreg. <

cyan(ogen) + formic] Same as *cyanoformic.

cyanhematin (si-an-hem'a-tin), rt. [Irreg. <

cyan(ogen) + hematin.] "A supposed com-
pound of cyanogen and hematin.
cyanhemoglobin (si -an -hem-o - glo ' bin), n.

[Also eyanhiemoglobin ; irreg. <cyan{ogen) +
hemoglobin.] A compound of hydrocyanic acid
with hemoglobin.
cyanhydrate (si-an-hi'drat), n. [cyan(ogen)

+ hydr(ogen) + -ate^.] Same as *cyanhydrin.

cyannydrin (si-an-hi'drin), n. lcyan(ogen) +
hydr(ogen) + -in^T] A compound, EC(OH)
CN.H or K-C(OH)CN.K', containing a hy-
droxyl and a cyanogen groiip. The cyan-
hydrins are usually prepared by the addition
of hydrocyanic acid to an aldehyde or ketone.

cyanic, a. 3. Same as cyanotic.

cyanide, n.—^Alkaline cyanide, a compound of cyano-
gen and an alkali metal.—Cyanide of cacodyL See
•kcacodyl.—Cyanide process, an important process of

modem metallurgy, in which a dilute solution of an
alkaline cyanide, aided by the action of atmospheric
oxygen, serves to dissolve metallic gold existing in a
very finely divided condition in rock: the gold is

recovered from the solution by precipitation on metallic

zinc. The process is especially valuable in the treat-

ment of poor but abundant ores of gold, as in South
Africa, and of tailings from other methods of treatment.
—Flatlnobarlum cyanide. Same as -tcbarium plaiino-
cyanide, or platinum -kbarieyanide.—Potassium cya-
nide. Much of the salt sold under this name is in reality

a mixture of two thirds potassium cyanide and one third

sodium cyanide, this mixture serving quite well for all of

its usual applications in the arts. In two respects these

alkaline cyanides have recently commanded special at-

tention, first on account of their use on a veiy large scale

for the extraction of gold from rocks containing the

precious metal in such small proportion as not to admit
of profitable working in any other way, and secondly on
account of the demonstrated possibility of utilizing, with

the aid of the electric furnace, the nitrogen of the air for

the production on the a scale of the cyanides them-
selves. See -kcyanide process.

cyanide (si'a-nid or -nid), v. t.; pret. and pp.
ayanided, ppr. c/yanidimg. [_cyanide, n.] To
treat an ore with a weak solution of an alka-

line cyanide, as in the cyanide process for the

extraction of gold. See ^cyanide process.

cyanilic (sT-a-nil'ik),i a. [cyan{agen) + 41 +
4c.] Noting a crystalline acid, C3Hg03N3 -t-

2H2O, obtained by boiling mellone with mtric

acid. It is isomeric with cyanuric acid but is

more easily soluble.

cyanimide (si-an'i-mid), ^n. [cyan{ogen) +
imide.] A salt of a hypothetical acid, H2CN2.
—Calcium cyanimide. Same as -kcaXeium eyanamiak.

cyanine, n. 2. In chem., a beautiful blue dye,

ehinoline blue, prepared by acting on a mix-

ture of ehinoline and lepidine with amyl iodide.

cyaphenin
Unfortunately it does not resist the action of light, and
hence has lost its importance as a dyestuff, but ' it is

used in making orthochromatlc plates for photogi-aphy.

—

Alizarin cyanine, a name applied to several mordant
dyestuffs derived from anthraquinone, which produce
greenish blues. They are chiefiy tetra- or penta-hydroxy-
anthraquinones.—Brilliant alizarin cyanine G and
3G, mordant coal-tar colors, similar to alizarin blue.

—

Cyanine B, an acid coal-tar color prepared by oxidizing
patent blue. It dyes wool and silk, in an acid bath, a
blue resembling indigo.

cyanitic (si-a-nit'ik), o. [cyanite + -ic] Per-
taining to or containing cyanite.

cyanmethemoglobin (si" an-meth"em -o-glo'-
bin), n. \_eyan{pgen) -I- methemoglobzn.] A
compound of methemoglobin with hydrocyanic
acid.

cyano (si'a-no), n. [Detached from cyanogen.]
The radical CNO contained in cyanic acid.

cyauochroite (si-a-nok'ro-it), n. [Gr. Kvavog,

blue, + XP°^! color, + -ite^.] A hydrous sul-

phate of copper and potassium occurring in

bright-blue crystalline crusts, found in Vesu-
vian lavas after the eruption of 18.'55.

cyanocrystallin (si"a-no-kris'ta-lii)), n. [Gr.

iwavog, blue, -I- KpharakAOQ, crystal, -1- -in^.] A
bluish pigment found in the eggs and carapace
of the river crab and the lobster.

cyanoform (si-an'o-f6rm), n. lcyan(ide) +
(chloro)form.] A crystalline compound,
CH(CN)3, formed by the action of potassium
cyanide on chloroform.

cyanofonnic (si"a-n6-f6r'mik), a. [cyano(gen)
+ formic] See the following phrase Cyano-
formlc acid, a hypothetical acid, CN.CO2H, known
only in the form of its esters, which are prepared by the
dehydration of esters of oxamic acid.

cyanogenetic (si"a-no-je-net'lk), a. [eyano-

(gen) + -genetic, C-genesis : see geneUc] Giv-
ing rise to cyanogen. The poisonous propei-ties of

certain fodder-plants and food-grains are referable to cya-

nogenetic glucosides which occur in the young plants but
gradually disappear as the seeds ripen.

Besides lotusin and dhurrin, the glucosides we have
isolated from young plants of Lotus arabicus and Sorghum
vulgai'e respectively, only one other cyanogenetic gluco-
side is definitely known.

Philos. Trans. Ray. Soc. (London), Ser. a, 1902 p., 409.

cyanomaclurin (si"a-no-ma-kl6'rin), n. [Gr.
Kvavoc, blue, + E. niacinrin.] A compound,
CisHi^Ofi, closely related to the catechins and
found in the jack-wood, Artocarpus integrifolia.

cyanometric (si"a-no-met'rik), a. [cyanometer
+ -ic] Pertaining to or measured by the cya-
nometer.

cyanophilic (si-a-no-fil'ik), a. [Gr. icvavog,

blue, -I- fihic, loving, -I- -ic] Sam% as *cya-

cyanophilous (si"a-nof'i-lus), a. [Gr. Kvavog,

blue, -1- ^(/lof, loving, + -ous.] In cytol., hav-
ing the capacity of readily staining in blue or
green dyes : said of cells and tissues : opposed
to erythrophMous.

cyanophycean (si'^a-no-fi'se-an), a. and n. I.

a. Same as *cyandphy'ceous'.

II. n. An alga of the Cyanophycese.

Gloioconis, found by Benault in a coprolite of Permian
age, is regarded by him as a Cyanophycean allied to Gloe-
ocapsa. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 409.

cyanophyceous (8i"a-no-fl'se-us), a. In bot,
of or pertaining to the Cyanophyceee, or blue-
green algss.

cyanopia (si-a-no'pi-a), n. [NL., <Gr. Kvavog,

blue,+ i)il> (air-), Sye.] Blue vision; a morbid
condition in which objects appear to have a
bluish tin^e.

cyanoplatinite (si"a-no-plat'i-nit), «. [cyano-
(gen) + platin-um + -ite^.] Same as *platino-

cyanoplatinOUS (sl^a-no-plat'l-nus), a.

[Gyano{gen) + platin-um + -ous.] Same as
*platinocyanie.— Cyanoplatlnons acid. Same as
i^platinocyanic acid.

cyanosine (si-an'o-sin), n. [Gr. Kvavog, blue, -t-

-ose + -in^.] A coal-tar color of the xanthene
type, made by methylating phloxin. it dyes
wool a bluish pink or red in an acid bath. It is only
slightly soluble in water, but dissolves readily in alcohol.

cyanuramlde (si"a-nii-ram'id), n. [eyanur-ie

+ amide.] An ainide of cyanuric acid; espe-

cially melamine, (CNNH2)3, which is more
properly called cyanurtriamide.

cyanurenic, a. Same as cyanuric.

cyanurin (si-a-nu'rin), n. [Gr. xiavog, blue,

+ mipov, urine, + 4n^.] Indigo-blue obtained

from urine.

cyanurtriamide (si*a-niir-tri-am'id), n. See

cyaphenin (si-af 'e-nin), n. [cya(nate) +
' " -1- -JH^.] A crystalline compound.



cyaphenin

(CeH5CN)3, formed when potassium cyanate
is heated with benzoyl chlorid. It melts at
233° C.

Cyathaspis (si-a-thas'pis), «. [NL., < 6r. kvoBo^,
a cup, + doTri'c, a shield.] A genus of extinct
osti'acoderm fishes, known from its dorsal
shield and rostral plate : found in the Upper
Silurian rocks.

Gvatheacese (si-ath-e-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
\Cyathea + -acese.'] One of the seven coordi-
nate families of homosporous leptosporangiate
Filicales, or true ferns, typified by the genus
Cyathea, The species, which are mainly arborescent
and are commonly known as the tree-ferns, are associated
within about 10 genei-a, under 3 tribes, namely, Cyathese^
Thrygopterideaf and Dicksoniex. The sporangia, which
are either sessile or short-stalked, are provided with a
complete annulus extending obliquely over the apex of
the capsule, aud are aggregated in dense sori home upon
mostly elevated receptacles. There are more than 250
species, mainly tropical, and divided about evenly between
the eastern and western hemispheres.

Gyatheae (si-ath'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Cyathea
+ -ex.] One of the three tribes constituting
the family Cyatheacese. The sori are bome dorsally

upon the simple veinlets or at their forking ; the indusia
are globcrae, cyathiform, scale-like, or (in Alsophila)

wantnig. The principal genera are Cyathea-, Hemitelia
and Alsophita, embracing many of the most beautiful

tree-ferns.

OTathocrinoid (si-a-thok'ri-noid), n. and a.

I. n. A crinoid allied to Cyatltocrimcs.

H. a. Pertaining to Cyathocrinus.

cyathometer (si-a-thom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. Kvadoc,

cup, + fiirpov, measure.] An instrument de-

signed to detect any tampering with liquids in

bottles, vats, or other receptacles, it indicates

how much of the liquid has been withdrawn and if there-

after any has been added. Sd. Amer. Sup., Nov. 22,

1902, p. 22,481.

cyathophyllid (si-a-tho-fil'id), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the family Cyathopliyllidse.

II. a. Pertaining to or having the characters
of the fossil coral family Cyathopliyllidse.

Cyathophylloidea {si"a,-tho-fil-l^-id'e-a), n.pl.

[NL., < Gr. KvaOoi;, cupj + fvXAav, leai, + tmoq,

form.] A Paleozoic section of rugose corals

having the peripheral region of the visceral

chamber extensively occupied by vesicular

dissepimental tissue whose lenticular cells are

directed obliquely downward: not generally

recognized.
Cybele, n. 3. [NL. (Salisbury, 1809), < L.

Cybele, < Gr. K^/SMj?, Cybele, a Greek goddess.

The summit of the flower before expanding
resembles the crown which Cybele is conven-
tionally Represented as wearing.] A genus of

dicotyledonous plants of the family Proteacex.

See Stenocarpus.

cycad, n. 2. A fossil cycadean trunk belong-

ing to either of the genera Cycadeoidea or

Bennettites.

A Famous Fossil Cycad. Amer. Jour. Sd ., July, 1904,

[p. 40.

cycadean (sl-ka'de-an), a. [cycad + -ean.']

Same as cycadace'ous ; also specifically and
commonly applied to fossil trunks of the fam-

ily Bennettitaeese.

In no case, however, had the fructification of any Fem-
Cycad been definitely recognised, hence it remained an

open question whether the Cycadean advance wliich was

so miurked a feature of the vegetative organs found its

counterpart in the reproductive process.
Nature, June 4, 1903, p. 113.

Cycadeoidea'(si-ka-de-oi'de-a), ». [NL. (Buck-

land, 1828), < Cycas (Cycad-) + -oidea (see

-oidea, -oideus, -oid).'] A large genus of fossil

cycadean trunks of the family Bennettitacem,

characterized by an axis consisting of a large

medulla or pith, a woody zone usually of three

exogenous layers or rings, and a very thick

false bark or armor (see *armor ) in which the

reproductive organs are buried. Those in which

seeds have been found have been called -kBennettites

(which see). These trunks are abundant in the quarries

of the Isle of Portland, where they are popularly called

crow's-nests from the cavity at the summit caused by the

loss of the terminal bud. Great numbers occur in Meso-

zoic strata in Italy and in the United States.

cycadeous (sik-a'de-us), a. Same as *cyea-

cycadite (sik'a-dlt), n. [cycad + -ite^.] A fos-

sil cycad. [Bare.] ,„,,._ ^ , rxi-r

Cycadofilices (sik"a-do-fil'i-sez), «. »?. [NL.

(Potoni6, 1897), < Cycas (Cycad^) + L. films,

pi. of filix, fern]. A group of extinct plants,

all Paleozoic so far as is known, having the

systematic rank of a phylum, coordinate with

the Pteridophyta and the Spermatophyta and

intermediate between these in having the out-

ward appearance of ferns but bearing true

seeds. The name PUridospermiphyta has been pro-
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posed as better expressing these relations. The group
was originally founded on features of the internal struc-

ture of these plants which were incompatible with tlieir

classification as fenis. The discovery of seeds was subse-*

quent and the group now includes many genera not pri-

marily included in it

cyc^dofilicinean (sik'a-do-fil-i-sin'i-an),o.

[Cycadofilices + -ine^ + -c-d».] Relating or be-
longing to the Cycadofilices. [A bad form.]

It is impossible to do more than to point to a few indi-
cations afforded by external and, to a slight extent, by in-

ternal structure, of the survival of Cycadqfilicinean types.
Sm^c BriU, XXXI. 426.

cyclad (si'klad), n. [NL. Cyclas (cyelad-).'] A
fresh-water moUusk of the genus Cyclas, or of
the family Cycladidse.

cyclamen, n—wild cyclamen, in bot., in California,
any species of the genus Dodecatheon; the shooting-star.
Parsons and Buck, Wild Flowers of California.

cyclamen'^ (stk'la-men), n. Same as ^cycla-
min, 2.

cyclamin, n. 2. A coal-tar color of the xan-
thene type. It dyes wool and silk bluish red
in a neutral bath. Also spelled cyclamen and
cyclamine.

cyclamiretin (sik la-mi-re 'tin ),«. [Cyclami{n)
+ Gr. pririvri, resin.] A white amorphous com-
pound, Ci4H^r02, obtained by the hydrolysis
of the glueosiue cyclamin.
cyclamose (sik'la-mos), n. [Cyclam{in) + -ose.']

A levorotatory sugar, C12H22O11, found in the
roots of Cyclamen Europseum.
Cyclanthaceae (sik-lan-tha'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1836), < Cyclanthus + -accse.] A fam^
ily of monocotyledonous plants typified by the

fenus Cyclanthus, They bear sonie resemblance to
oth palms and screw-pines, but have the moncecious

flowers arranged in dense alternating spirals or whorls
around a thick succulent spadix. The family includes 6
genera and 44 species, all natives of tropical America.
The lasgest and most important genus is Carludovica
(which see).

cyclanthaceous (sik-lan-tha'shius), a. [Cy-
clanthacese + -o«s.] Belonging to the plant
family Cyclanthacese.

cyclar (sik'lar), a. Same as cyclic.

cycle^, n. 10. In elect., the time of one com-
plete wave, or double reversal, of alternating
currents. Frequencies are usually denoted in
cycles per second. See *alternating.— 11. In
clieni., same as *ring, n. 18.— 12. In mecli., a
succession of conditions, operations, or phases
which follow each otherin a determinate order;
specifically, in gas or internal-combustion
motors, the successive changes experienced
by the mixture of fuel and air in the motor
cylinder. In the cycle proposed by Beau de Rochas,
now better known as the Otto cycle, the mixture of fuel
and air is drawn into the cylinder by an aspiiating stroke
of the piston and the mixture is compressed by the return
of the piston ; then this compressed mixture is ignited by
an electric spark, or other means, and the expansion due
to the heating of the air by the combustion of the gas
causes a rise in pressure and exerts the forward effort on
the piston during the second outward stroke ; during this

increase of volume the pressure is lowered. On the second
retuni stroke, the exhaust-valve is opened and the burned
gases are expelled during this fourth traverse. Then the
cycle repeats itself. This cycle may be realized in one
cylinder ; or aspiration and compression may be done in

one cylinder, and the working-stroke and following ex-

haust take place in another ; or, in the two-phase cycle,

or two-cycle motor, the intake or aspiration phase may
take place just at the end of the working-stroke, the
exliaust not occupying the time of a piston traverse. This
makes one working-stroke for each complete revolution
of the crank. The cycles may differ in having the com-
pression and expansion isothermal or adiabatic, the heat-
ing at constant volume or at constant pressure, and the
cooling phenomena isothermal or adiabatic. The com-
pression may be omitted, although efficiency is increased
by retaining it The cycle of the gas-mixture should not
be confounded with the mechanical arrangements for
realizing and utilizing it

Their three-quarter actual horse-power motor, which is

of the two cycle compression type, having an impulse at
each revolution and is reversible.

Hiscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 103.

It thus takes four strokes or two revolutions of the
shaft to complete the Otto cycle, the cylinder being used
alternately as a pump and a mo1>or, and the engine, when
working at full load, thus gives one impulse for eveiy two
revolutions. Encyc. BHt., XXVIIL 184.

13. In math. : (a) In geom., a closed path in

a multiply connected region, (i) In function-
theory, the set of. homologous corners of a
given region (in substitution-groups).— 14.
In meteor., the repetition of some general
atmospheric phenomenon at approximately
regular intervals. The more prominent cycles are

the 35-year period, deduced by Bruckner ; the sun-spot
period, which varies between seven and thirteen years
following the sun-spots ; the 26.6 day period, deduced by
Professor F. H. Bigelow ; the lunar or tidal periods, the
Existence of which has been asserted by many persons
but which are still uncertain ; a 7-year peri(>d in the rain-

fall of Illinois, announced by Dr. Cyrus Thomas; the
geological periods of indefinite and irregular extent, dis-

cussed by many geologists ; the sun-spot period iu the

cyclic

tropical temperatures combined with aretardation further
away from the equator, as deduced by Eoeppen; the
annual temperature-wave carried slowly from the tropics

to the polar regions by the ocean current or surface drift

;

and the diurnal and annual periods, carried from the sur-

face of the ground downward by the conduction of heat
through the gromid.

—

AniBBtroilS CVde. See 1'aru}e-

strowi.—Aseznal cycle. See sexnua *cj/c!«.— Auto-
mobile cycle, a form of motor-driven bicycle; a motor-
cycle.— GaJlpplC cycle. Same as Calippic period (which
see, under CaKpjn^.—Canlcnlar cycle. See -kcanieu-

lar.—Clanslus' cycle, the succession of operations pro-

posed contemporaneously by Clausius and Bankine for an
ideal steam-engine. In this cycle all paits of the engine
are assumed to be perfect, withotit Initial condensation,
leakage, radiation, or clearance in the cylinder. The feed-

water is taken into the boiler at the exhaust temperature
and heated until it becomes steam of a certain pressure
and temperature. The steam is supplied to the cylinder
at constant pressure until cut-oiT takes place ; after which,
expansion takes place 'adiabatically, pressure being re-

duced to the back-pressure. Then the return-stroke of

the piston is performed at the constant teiminal pressure
until all the steam has been swept from the cylinder and
file cycle is complete.—Closed cycle, a complete cycle

;

a series of states of a quantity of gas which starts with a
certain volume, pressure, and temperature and in which
the gas returns to those same conditions at the end of the
cycle.—Cycle Of eclipses. See saros.-Cycle of ero-
sion, the time involved in the reduction of a land area to
base-level. Chamberlin and Salisbury, GeoL, I. 7a—
Elmerian cycle. Same as schizogenic kcyde.—Ericsson
cycle, the succession or series of operations upon a gas or
air used in Ericsson's design of hot-air, or so-called

'caloric,' engine. "The special feature is the change of

quantities of heat in the air or of intrinsic energy at con-
stant pressures, so that the change of volume is the strik-

ing dynamic element The air is passed by displacement
over the heating surface, and its temperature and volume
are increased ; it then does work at constant temperature
by increasing the volume it seeks to occupy at that pres-
sure, and is afterwards displaced into the cooling-cham-
ber, to which it imparts temperature, and shrinks in
volume at the lower constant temperature ; after which
it is heated again, repeating the series.— FOUT-stroke
cycle. Same hb four-phase cycle (which see, under inter-

nal-combustion irmotor.— Creneslal cycle, the period of
reproductive life in woman, consisting of conception and
gestation, parturition, and lactation.

—

Geograplllcal
cycle, in phys. geog., an indefinite period of time in which
a land mass is worn down from iia initial form to a fea-
tureless plain close to sea-level; a cycle of erosion.

—

Irreversible cycle, in thermodynamics, a cycle in which
one or more of the operations cannot be peiformed in the
reversed sense. An operation which involves tlie develop-
ment of heat by friction is of this sort and a cycle con-
taining such an operation is irreversible.

—

Joule cycle,
the succession of operations upon a gas used in a hot-air
or closed-cycle gas-engine. The air is compressed by a
piston in a cylinder, and passes tlience through a heating-
chamber. From the heater it passes to the motor-cylinder
where it does work on the external resisf^ce, exhausting
thence into a cooling-chamber. From the latter the-
intake of the compressor wlthdraw's the air and repeats
the series of operations. The pressures in both heater
and cooler are not supposed to vary, by having the vol-
umes of these latter large enough. The Joule cycle
becomes, that of the usual intenial-combustiou -^lotor
(which see) wlien the heater becomes the place where
fuel is introduced and by its combustion heats the air,

while the cooler serves to keep any heat from going to
waste with the free exhaust to tlie atmosphere. The
Joule cycle reversed is used in refrigerating machinery.

—

Ranklne's cycle. Same as Clausius' ifcycle.— Scblzo-
genlc cycle, that stage in the life-history of certain
parasites which is devoted to multiplication by division.
See sporogenic -Acycle.

The glomerular parasite . . . may represent the schizo-
genic or Eimerian cycle of the species and as such may
antedate the whole sporogenic cycle of the tubules.

Jour. Exper. Med., VI. 310.

Sexual cycle, in biol., that form or generation of ani-
mals and plants in which they spring from an ovum or
female gametocyte, as distinguished from the asexual
cycle, or generation which, arises by budding or fission of
the pai'ent organism. The sexual and asexual cycles
alternate in tlie so-called 'alternation of generations.'

—

Sporcgenlc cycle, the resting or spore stage in the life-

history of certain animal parasites. See schizogenic
itcycle.

cycle-horn (si'kl-hom), n. An alarm signal for
use on bicycles, usually blown by compressing
a rubber bulb which forces air through a reed
at the smaller end of the hom-tube.
cycle-path, (si'kl-path), n. A path for bicycles.

The cycle tax consequently has been devoted, first, to the
construction of cycle-paths, on which wheelmen have equal
rights with pedestiians.

Encyc Brit, XXVII. 328.

cycle'Way (si'kl-wa), n. An elevated roadway
for the special use of bicycles, motor-cycles,
etc. : as, the cycleway between Pasadena and
Los Angeles, California.

CycUSB (sik'li-e),n.joi. [NL., < Gr. kI'k?oc, circle.]
An order of fossil marsipobranchiate fishes
found in the Lower Devonian, interesting on
account of its high development.

cyclic, a. 4. Id cfeem., containing a cycle or ring.—5. In bot., arranged in whorls: said of the sta-
mens, petals, etc., in a flower; also, having the
parts so arranged : said of the flower: cyclical.
In composition used in this sense and also with reference
to the annual course or cycle of illantrlife. See monocyclic,
1 and*3, bwyclici., penta<y/lic, -kdicyclic, and *pleiocyclic.

6. In geom., having its vertices all on the same
circle : thus, if a quadrilateral has its vertices
concyclio it is cycJtc— Cyclic albuminuria. See



cyclic 333
•oitiiminMrta.—Cycliccompounds. Same wkringam- cvclohexanonn fsi-klo-hfik'ss-TiOTi'*pounde ov closed *clmin compounds.- CvQ-OjacOT^tazA.

''7*'i°-Oe^ailOIie ^Sl-KlO-neK sa-DOn;^
See •constonf.— Cyclic hydrocarbon, a hydrocaibon
containing a closed chain or ring of carbon atoms.— Cyclic
jpermutation. Same as eycliccd permutation.

I . -, [eyclo-
kexane + -one.'] ' A ketone, CgHioO, prepared
by oxidizing cyclohexanol. It boils at 154.5°
C. Also called pimelic ketone.

cycloramic

the family TurMvidse and including turbinate
shells with inflated whorls marked with spiral
striae, rounded aperture, and conical oper-
culum.p^MiPaifn™ i„^^- ** .i'"i'*"""'"'*''"-' ^- Also called ptoeiicfetoBe. eulum.

''ffin SVpSpkl\hlmeor%S'^™re1uTafS^ CJTCloid, a. 3. & chem., containing a cycle, or cyclone-season(.i'kl6n-se"zn),«. The months
.»— 1. ..,i»u.... -..^_.-_.. . ..

»» .... -..iT.^ ^f „*„„„ .1 ;.ii.. _«^i:.„i-.._i..— during which hurricanes, typhoons, or cyclones
-— ... ...-.-•. « .t.xA..u4^ai uiciiio ui- passage recui-B at in- ;:;„„ „j!' *. i . n o ^f !_" _l
tervals wittiout substantial change : used especially of ^^^S ^t atoms : used especially of the structure
rondos and sometimes of songs in \rtilch successive stanzas of organic compounds.

cSaUr(S^llk\u)7«lr-Inamannersueh ^'^tu^Tl\ .P-*fT'- T 1 M 1that a cycle or series of cycles occurs : said of T«lie? ^ (si-klw'dal-i), adv. In a cycloidal

certain periodic changes as of temperature or „„„i„7i„+„„„.. / - 1 1 -/j- .. - n rr. -^

pressure in which thi varying conditions are ^^^}j^i^°^'i^^^T^^°K^'^-^^°^^'!':,
[pr- «''«^°f,

repeated and follow each other in the same Z^Jit^i t' 1°T
(see ct/cZoid) + rp<i™f a

order. turning.] In photog., a kind of lantern-shde

are most frequent, in India the cyclone-season ex-
tends from July to November ; in China and .lapan from
April to November ; in the West Indies and the Philip-
pines from August to October.

cycloneurous (si-kio-nu'rus), a. fGr. Kmhic,
circle^ -I- vsvpov, nerve, + -oms.] Having the
principal parts of the nervous system arranged
in a circular manner, as certain jellyfishes.

cycUcism(sik'li-sizm), n. IcycUc + -ism.] The {°^P!,T ^ ^^^ operation of engine-engrav- cyclonic law, the law of the circulation of the «inds
custom or system of reckoning days or years by
cycles.

cycliCOtomy (sik-ll-kot'o-mi), n. [Gr. KVKXmd^,
circular, + -TOfua, < rauelv, cut.] An operation
for dividing the ciliary body of the eye. Syd!.
Soe. Lex.

Cyclide, n.— DaTboUX'scycIlde, a point surface repre-
sented by any equation of the second degree 1 (a, b, c, d,
e) = 0, talten in connection with the relation b2 -I- c2 -f d2— ae= f "— *' =—-«-..• • -_j, '_ . '..

geometr'
taining the imaginary circle common to all spheres of spi
as a double cuiTe.—Dupin's cycllde. Same as KyOide.
cyclism (sik'lizm), n. [cycle + 4sm.'\ The use
of the bicycle or tricycle as a means of trans-
portation or for health or pleasure.

Military eycliirm wants no undue praise.
Saturday Rev., Aug. 2, 1890, p. 136.'

cyclocentric (si - klo- sen'trik), a. [Gr. kMmc,
circle, -I- Ktvrpov, center, -1- -ic] Having the
starting-point of the spiral at a little distance
from the center, so that the first whorl runs
around it, as in the shells of certain mollusks.
Syd. Soe. Lex.

mg or turning.
Cyclolith (si'klo-lith), n. [Or. Kiaof, circle, -I-

Aidoi, stone.] A prehistoric megalithie stone
circle.

But similar blocks are also found disposed in circular
form round the baiTows, and they are then known as ey-
cloliths or stone circles. Keane, Ethnology, p. 130.

within a cyclone ; specifically, the rule that, in the noith-
em hemisphere, if one stands with his back to the wind,
the center of the cyclone bears from 50 to 80 degrees to
the left of front or from 10 to 40 degrees in front of the
left hand ; it will also be more directly to the left of the
movement of the lower cloud;. In the soutliei'n hemi-
sphere the center will be to the riglit instead ot to the
left. Originally the cyclonic law assumed a circular mo-
tion around a storm-center, but at present it uiclades tiie

idea of a spiral movement inwai'd with a gradual ascent,
and a corresponding outtiow and descent above.

A
who

advocates the circular theory of cyclones; one
who makes too much use of explanations based
on the theory of cyclones.

cyclono^apn (si-klon'o-graf), n. [cyclone +
Gr. ypaipeiv, write.] A form of dromoseope
devised by Viscovich in 1882 ; an apparatus for
drawing cyclonic movements; also, a diagram
•for exhibiting the circulation of winds around

A degree of exactness for e^cltmietrical operations was a storm-center.

cyclomatic (si-klo-mat'ik), a. [NL. 'cyclomat-

„ „ ,,. . , . . - . - icus, icycloma, a'ciraie: see cycloma.^ Of or - -

lthIZl^'nZ?^Zeottt^Jf^Sn^''^,^. pertaining to a cycle or cycles.- Cyclomatic cydpnlst (sI'klo-nist),« [^cyclone + -ut]

Meim^S^lcl^^^Zi^Ji^^^evZlTB^ number, in phys.. a number which denotes how many cvclonologist ; in a restricted sense, one '

. . -= '_ . .
1-. o.oou. op»i,c eycjeg occur m a given process or are comprised ma -^ i-.. ii ^ i...ii ^ 1

diagram.

cyclome (si'klom), n. [NL. cycloma, < Gr.
Kiiclo)fia,a, circle, wheel, coil, < kvkmvv, make
into a circle, < (tii/c/lof, circle.] In bot., a ring-
shaped cushion of anthers. McNab.

cyclometrical(si-klo-met'ri-kal), a. 1. Of or
pertaining to the cyclometer or to cyclometry.

Cycloconiunt oleaginum.

Cross-seclion of epidermis of an olive leaf,

showiiiif the mycelium iji tile cuticle, and the
erect conidia, greatly mag^nified. (Drawn from
Eugler and Prantl's " Pflanzenfamilien.)

cyclocephalian (si"kl6-se-fa'lian), a,

cyclocephalic.

Cycloceras (si-klos'e-ras), n. [Gr. ra/c^lof, circle,
+ Kipa(, horn.] A"genus of Paleozoic nauti-
loid cephalopods with slightly curved shells
bearing annuli and longitudinal ridges.

cycloceratitis (si"klo-ser-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., <
Gr. ni/cAof, circle, + nipaq (/cepar-), horn, + -itis.J

Inflammation of the cornea and ciliary body.
Cycloconium (si-klo-ko'ni-um), n. [NL. (Cas-
tagne, 1845), < Gr. kvkTmc, circle, + k6vi(, dust
(see eonidi-

«)«).] A ge-
nus of hy-
phomyce-
tous fungi
having di-

chotomously
b ranched
black hyphEB
growing in
the epider-

mis of the host and producing two-celled dark-
colored couidia. The single species, C. oleaginum,
is parasitic on leaves of tlie olive in Europe and California,

causing a disease called scab. See •kscab of olive. . -

Cyclodonta (si-klo-don'ta), n. [NL., < Gr.

KVK^og,. circle, + oMg (odovr-), tooth.] A divi-

sion of the pelecypod mollusks characterized
by the extrfeme torsion of their dentition,

,
which curves out from under the be^ks and is

not set upon a flat hinge-plate.

cyclogenpus (si-kloj'e-nus), a. [eyclogen +
-ous.\ Of the nature of a eyclogen; exoge-
nous. Syd. Soe. Lex. [Not used.]

cyclograph) n. 2. The name given to a ma-
chine, invented by A- P.- Smith of .the British

Museum, for photographing Greeli; vases. The
vase to be photographed rotates while travel-

ing along the circumference of a cjrele having
its center at the center of the lens.^3. A spe-

cial form of camera for obtaining panoramic
views.— 4. An apparatus for automatically
making a topographical record of th^ ground
traversed during a journey,
it is intended for use on a bicycle, aiid the rider must set

the instrument for direction by the aid of a compass, the
remainder of the recording being done automatically.

cyclography (si-klog'ra-fl), n. [Gr. /cra/lof,

circle, + -ypaipla, < ypo^iiv, write.] A method
for the treatment of geometrical problems by
means of circles: due to Fiedler, 1863. Sci-

now obtained.

2. Cyclometric; specifically, pertaining to the
rectification of the circumference.

Same as Cyclonal gradient. See *gradient.

Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 113. cyclonologlst (si -klo - nol ' 6 - jist), K. Icyclo-
nolog-y + -ist] A student of cyclonology; one
who is wedded to the circular theory of cy-
clones. See cyclonic law.

which joins the center of a cyclonic whirl at the earth's
surface with corresponding centers in the layers of air
above. The line is generally inclined to the earth's sur-
face and is rarely a straight line.— Centered cyclone, a
theoretic cyclone in which the isobars are circular, the
winds are parallel to them, and the whole system is

stationary relative to the earth's siu'face.—Cyclone^ozle,
See *»iozie.— Diurnal cyclone, the cyclonic appeai'-
ance of winds on a weather-map of the whole illuminated
hemisphere, on which the departures from normal
temperatures, pressures, and winds show a general inflow
toward the heated central region over which the sun is

vertical, thereby constituting a true cyclone, though one
of feeble energy.—Eclipse cyclone, the cyclonic appear-
ance of a weather-map during a tot^ eclipse of the sun,
on which the departures from normal temperatures, pres-
sures, and winds show cyclonic and anti-cyclonic tenden-
cies in tlie atmosphere around the central shadow.

cyclone, ».—Axis of^a cyclonej_m meteor., a liiie cyclonology (si-klo-nol'o-ii), ». [cyclone + 6t.
'"'""' " ' '

'""'" •--'-'*' '"-'- -/loyia, < ^teytfu, speak.] 'The scientific study of
the winds and other phenomena of cyclones.
cyclopedist, cyclopsedist (si-klo-pe'dist), «.

[cyclopedia + -ist.J One who contributes to
oi* makes a cyclopedia or encyclopedia.

Cyclopeltis (si -klo -pel 'tis), n. [NL. (John
Smith, 1846), < Gr. KinOuof, circle, -t- vsatii, a
shield.] A genus of free-veined polypodiaeeous
ferns, having the crowded simple pinnse nar-
row, auriculate, and articulated with the raehis,
the sori borne in from 1 to 3 rows on either
side of the midvein, and .the indusia peltate.
There are 2 species, C. semicordata, a well-known West
Indian plant, and C. Presliana of the Philippine Islands.

Ferrel'B theory of cyoloneB,theapplicationtoge'iieral cyclopentane (si-kl6-pen'tan), re. [Gr. /ciidof,
cyclonic motions of the laws governing small local circle, + E. pentane.] A synthetic cyclic hy-
cyclones; especially the assumption that the condensa- j .^

', Vt tt t*. •
"j'^y"^"'-^

J'-'J" .r "•'

tion of vapor in ascending convection-currents is the ini- ^nn^' ^SJ^IO- ^t is an oil wbicb boils at
tial cause and the supporting force of the cyclone.— 50° C. Also called pentamethylene and R-pen-
Folar cyclone, the theoretic circulation of the atmos- ten^,
phere about the north or south polar regions, forming a „„p1__i,„_,-_ /rT tlfi fn'ri a^ n rNT, < ft,.
cyclone with acold center, in which the lowerair flows cyciopnona ^Sl-KlO-tO ri-a;, n. \_!iU., ^ Ur.
outward but the upper air flows inwaid.— Primary «"«'«'£, circle, -I- -<popog, < iptpetv, carry.] In-
cyclone, a large area of low pressure having a well-de- sufSciency of the obliq ae muscles of the eye,
fined system of isobars and rotation of the wind.-Satel- producing a tendency to rotation about an an-
Ute cyclone, a small depression that is supposed to +„_„„„„+„„:„„ „.„;„ iit„j r>„„^„j xn„i, -7 Vnno
revolvi around a larger primary jcyclone, although this teroposterior axis. Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903,
actually happens very-rarely.—Secondary cyclones, a P- 211.
small area of low.pressuieand -ravolving winds usually cyclophorlc (si-kl6-for'lk), a. Relating to or

T^Ul^^^LtS^'i^^.^t^l.t^r'S^- t'^\ r^r °L|y«l°PJi°"^- OpUcafjour.,
ally lasting .only a.few hours.— solar cyclone, a whirl- ,^"p" *i

J-yi**, p. ™a..
ing movement like a terrestrial cyclonic stoim observed Cyclopia (si-kl6'pi-a), B. [NL. (Ventenat,
in the polai- atmospherej a sun-spgt j asolar protuber- 1808), < Qr^KvuloQ, circle, -|- ^tp^im.), eye: see

Cyclops. The allusion is to the circular de-
pression of the base of the calyx, around the
pedicel.] A genus of shrubs of the family
Fdbttcese. They have small, sessile, trifoliate leaves, and
yellow flowers borne singly in their axils. There are about
10 species, all South African. See bush tea, under «eol.

ance ; a. soljir tflame.-^Stationary cyclone, a cyclone
whose pentei? lias no appreciable movement -of trans-
lation ; ^a '.centered cyclone. 'A moving cyclone is fre-

quently .stu^ipn^ry ^or some -time at some point in its

history, aii4 ma^ even move backward, making a loop
or reentrant- ';3.ngle in an otherwise steady progression.
During this sta^pnary period the isobars become almost
perfectly circulaT and the inclination of the wind to the i o 11/.,%
isobarsbecomesvery slight— Tropical cyclone, a laige CyClopiC* (si-klop ik), a, [Cyclopia (see def.)
whirlwind beginning as a small one within ten degrees of -|- -jc.] Obtained from a plant of the genus
the equator and increasing in size as it moves until it be- rAinl/vnin /t„..i.«4.. „^a.a „,.j ii ' .j r. u r.

comes known as a hmrioanein the Atlantic, a typhoon in )^,r2^^:Z: ?ISlW(^Pifc„'?'?,^,^"Z
*°"'' "^^HsO*.

the Pacific, and a cyclone in the Indian Ocean.-Trough '""J"* ? *'j^
leaves of Cyclopia, subtefnata

of a cyclone, the line drawn through the center of a Cyclopically (si-klop i-kal-l), adv. In the man-
f,.^..^^ cyclone (approximately north and south in northern lati- nerofthe Cyclopes. See 'Cyclops, 1, and cyelopic.

Asnowmanufactured SfbriSS^rlaSlSyiftCSt^ rtTafS^'j^^ CyclopifOrm (si-klpp'i-fdrm), a. [h. ^Clops
has the greatest departure from the normal. This line {pyolop-), Cyclops, + forma, form.] Shaped
separates the front and rear of the cyclone. In front of like a oyclops.
it the barometer is feUmg^a^dmthe.re^^^^^^^

Cycloplegic (si-klo-plej'ik), a and n. I,
"

consequence of the f

of cyclones, the region between latitudes 30' and ou",

within which cyclones occur by virtue of the combination
of descending polar and ascending equatorial winds into

one rotating mass of mixing air ; a zone of mixture in

which the west wind retains the upper hand.

An under-
euce, May 2, 1902, p. 713.

cyclohexane (si-klo-hek'san), n. [Gr. kvkIoc, cyclone-cellar (si'klon-sel'ar), n.

circle, + E. hexane'.] A hydrocarbon, CeHig,
found in Eussian and in Californian petroleum,
and also prepared synthetically. It boils at
81° C.

cyclobezanol (si-kl6-hek'sa-n61), n. [cyclohex-

ane + -oZ.] An alcohol, CeHiiOH, derived

from cyclohexane. It boils at 160.5° C.

Relating to or of the nature of cycloplegia.

, II. n. 1. An agent, such as atropihe, which

.

causes paralysis of the ciliary muscle. Optical
Jour., June, 1903, p. 726.-2. A person suffer-

ing from cycloplegia.

ground room used as a refuge on the approach Cyclops, n. 4. [l. c] A monster having one
of a cyclone or tornado in certain western imperfect eye, sometimes showing a fusion of

plains and prairies of the United States, two, near the middle line.

Sometimes called cyclone-pit. cyclopterin (si-klop'te-rin), n. [Cyclopterws +
Cyclonema (si-klo-ne'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. -j«2.] a protamin obtained from the testicles

fft/tAof, circle, + 'v^/ia, thread.] A genus of of the teleost fish CyclopteruS lumpus..

Paleozoic gastropods commonly assigned to cycloramic, a,— Cycloramic camera. See*comeni.



cyclose

cyclose (si'kloz), n. [6r. Kii/cAof, circle, + -ose.']

A sugar containing a closed carbon chain in
the molecule.

cyclosis, n. 2. In phys. , the existence of cycles.

The existence of cycles is called Cyclosis.
Clerk Maxwell, Electricity and Magnetism, I. 17.

3. In math., the occurrence of closed paths.
Cyclos^ondyli (si-klo-spon'di-U), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Kii/tAof, circle, 4- airdvSvhtg, a vertebra.]
A suborder of sharks having the calcareous
lamellse of the vertebrse arrauged in one or
more concentric circles or series around a
central ring, instead of radiating from a cen-
tral ring as in the asterospondylous sharks.

cyclospondylic (si"kl6-spon-dirik), a. Hav-
ing the characters of the Cydlospondyli ; hav-
ing vertebrsB that are partly cartilaginous and
partly ossified by the deposit of bone arranged
in concentric layers; also, noting such ver-

tebrse.

cyclospondylous (si-klo-spoi>'di-lus), a. Same
as *cyclospondylic.

Cyclosporales (si'klo-spo-ra'lez), »r./i/. [NL.,
< Gr. KvnTtoQ, circle, + mroiid, seed (spore), +
-ales.^ An order of the Phmophycese, or brown
seaweeds : practically the same as Fticacese.

cyclostomian (si-klo-sto'mi-an), a. [Gr. kv-

ich}{, circle, + CTo/xa, mouth, -t- -ian.} Having
ciieular orifices of the zooeeia or cells, as cer-

tain polyzoans.
cyclostyle, n. 2. A peristyle of circular

foim.
cyclotomic, a. 2. Eelating to or of the nature
of cyclotomy.— cyclotomic equation. See -kequa-

Hon.

cyclotomy (si-klot'o-mi), n. [Gr. kvkTio^, circle,

-I- -TOfiia, < Ta/iclv, cut.] 1. In surg., opera-
tiou for division of the ciliary muscle, prac-
tised to relieve tension in glaucoma.— 2. In
math., the theory of the partition of the circle.

Cyclotus, n. 2. \l. c] Same as synotus, 2.

cyclovertebral (si-klo-v6r'te-bral), n. [Gr.

/ciiK/lof, circle, -I- E. vertebral.'] The body of

a vertebra in fishes ; the centrum.
Cydippidea (si-di-pid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Cy-
dippe + -idea.] An order of tentaculate
Ctenophora. They have the body of spherical, cylin-

drical, or compressed form, with 2 simple or branched
tentacles reti'actile within tentacular sheaths, and the

meridional and stomodeal canals not produced Into a
peripheral-canal system. The order includes the families

Mertensida and Pleurobrachiidx.

Cydones (si-do'nez), n. [Gr. Kwdtwef.] One
of the early races of Crete.

Cygnian (sig'ni-an), a. and n. [Cygnus +
-ian.] I. a. Having a spectrum similar to

that of Arided (a Cygni, often called Deneb).

II, n. A star having such a spectrum.

cyl. An abbreviation (a) of cylinder; (6) of

cylindrical.

Cylinder oiL See *ott—Delivery-cylinder, in a
printing-press, the cylinder which seizes the printed

sheet when it leaves the printing-cylinder, and delivers it

to the fiyon the receiving-table.— Displacement-cylin-
der, an auxiliary cylinder used on some intemal-combus-

tion engines for forcing the charge into the main or work-

ing cylmder.— Impression-cylinder, the cylinder of a
rotary printing-machine which resists the pressure of the

plate-cylinder and gives the impression which produces

the prmt. See cylinder, 2 (c).— Inside cylinder, a cyl-

inder located between the frames of a locomotive instead

of outside of them. The Inside cylinder compels the use

of a cranked axle, and compacts the connecting-rods and
guides into the small spaces under the boiler. The valve-

gear is then usually forced outside the frames, where it

IS more liable to injury. See iocomotiue.— Inverted
cylinder, a vertical-engine cylinder in which the piston-

I'od passes downward through the bottom-head. In the

original vertical engines built by Watt and others, the

piston-rod passed through the top-head.— Inverted-cyl-
inder engine. See *en£rij»«.—Low-pressure cylin-

der, the last cylinder in which the steam is expanded in

a compound or multiple-expansion engine, the steam

passing first into the high-pressure cylinder and thence

through the other cylinders in the order of their size,

the low-preasme cylinder being the largest— Outside
cylinder. See overhanging -keylinder and locomotive.—

Overlianklng cylinder, a cylinder of a locomotive

which overhangs the fi-ames. Usually called oxttside cyl-

inder or outside connected <!vKn<f«r.—Plate-cylinder,

the cylinder of a rotaiy printing-machine on which are

fastened the curved electrotype or stereotype plates to be

pnnted.—Porcupine cylinder. Same as porcupine

kbeater.

cylinder (sil'in-dfer), ®. t. To press under a,

cylinder or between cylinders.

cylinder-band (sil'in-d6r-band), «. A type of

fluted band, observed in certain metallic

spectra, which has the appearance of a hol-

low half-cylinder illuminated from one side.

Electrochem.. Industry, Dec. 1903.

cylinder-cake (sU'in-dfer-kak), n. Salt-cake

(sodium sulphate) made by heating common

salt with sulphuric acid in cylindrical cast-iron

retorts. G. Lunge, Sulphuric Acid, II. 121.
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Oylindrosporium (si-lin-dro-spo'ri-um), n.

[NL. rGreville, 1822), < iw^ivdpos, cylinder,

+anopa, seed (spore).] A large genus of par-

asitic melanconiaceous fungi having the pale-

colored conidial cushions (sporodochia) em-
bedded in the surface of the host, and pro-

ducing filiform straight or variously curved
conidia. C. Padi is a common species causing a disease

of the leaves of plum and cheri^y. See cherry *lettif-ipot

cylindruria (sil-in-dru'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

icv?.iv6poc, cylinder, + ovpov, urine.] In pathol.,

the condition in which there is a passage of

urinary tube-easts in the urine.

Cym. An abbreviation of Cymric.

Cymba, «.—Cymba concbse, in anat., the upper por-

tion of the concha of the ear, above the auditory meatus.

cymbalo (sim'ba-16), n. Same as cembalo.

cymbella (sim -"bel ' a), «..; pi. cymbellse (-e).

[NL., dim. of L. cyihba, a boat: see cymba.]

In bot., one of the elliptical zoospores of some
algfe.

""cymbocephalic, a. 2. Belonging to a sub-

division of the oSidocephalic forms, character-

ized by an exceedingly protuberant occiput.

Aitken Meigs.

Cjrmbocephalous (sim-bo-sef'a-lus), a. Same
as cymbocephalic.

cymbocephalus (sim - bo - sef ' a - lus), n.
;

pi,

cymbocephali (-li). [Gr. kii///??, bowl, + KCijiaAii,

head.] One who has a cymbocephalic skull.

cyme, »*.- Bostrycbold cyme. Saine as bostryx.
ingiurDine; c, nng oruyiiiiucr-giiHjiirtiigc ^ • , . , -,» n i , n o
(the cylinder which shuts off the water CymCnOl (Sim C-nOl), n. {CymeUC "T -Of. J oame
from tie vanes or buckets is fastened to ^^g carOOCTOl.

cymidine (si 'mi -din), n. lcym(etie) + -id^

-^ -ine'^.] Amino-eymene, CHs06H3(NH2)CH
(CH3)2( 1:3:4), an oily monaeid base which
boils at 230° C. Also caXl6dZ-amino-methylr4^
methoethylphen.

cymogene, n. This veiy volatile product, obtainable
at tile beginning of the distillation of crude peti-oleum,

boils uuder ordinary pressuie at 0° C. (a2° F.), and consists

chieHy of noi-mal butane, C4HJ0. Also chymogene.

Same as kymo-

cylinder-gage, n. 2. A gage for testing or

measuring the size of the opening in the

escape-wheel of a cylinder-escapement.— 3.

A steam-gage connected with the cylinder of

a steam-engine.
cylinder-gate (sil'in-der-gat), n. A cylindri-

cal gate or valve used to regulate the amount
of water flow-

ing to a tur-

bine. In its usual
form it is a seiies

of Angers protrud-
ing downward
from a cylinder
and filling the
passages between
the guide-vanes of
the turbine.

cylinder -pres-
sure (sil ' in -

d6r-presh"ur),
n. The motor
effort on a pis-

ton-motor, due
to the tension
of the fluid
which drives it.

The pressure at
the beginning of
the stroke is the
initial pressure,
that at the end of
the stroke the
final or terminal
pressure. The
avei'age of all

pressui^s through-
out the strnke is

the mean pres-
siu'e, or the mean
effective pressui'e.

cylinder-printing (sil'in-dfer-prin'ting), n.

The printing of cloth on a machine consisting
of one large cylinder and a number of smaller
ones. The surfaces of the latter are engraved
with the patterns to be printed.

cylinder-relief (sil'in-d6r-re-lef*), n. A drain cymograph (si ' mo -gi'af ), n.

for carrying off water wliich collects in a graph.
steam-cylinder; also, an automatic valve which cyniometer (si-mom'e-t6r), ». [Gr. Kv/ia,

opens when the pressure rises above a certain wave, + iierpov, measure.] In elect., an in-

point; a relief-valve. strument for the measurement of the wave-
cylincurarthrosis (siHin -drar-thro ' sis), n. length and frequency of electric oscillations.

[NL., < Gr. KvXiv6po(, cylinder, -1- dpS/aumf, cymotrichoUS (si-mot'ri-kus), a. [Gr. Kv/ia,

articulation.] In anat., a hinge-joint. wave, + 6p<f (jpix-), hair.] In anthrop., char-

Cylindrical spiral. See *spiral. acterized by having wavy hair,

cylindricality (si-lin-dri-kal'i-ti), m. [cyiin- cymyl (sim Ml), n. \eym{ene') + -yl.] The
drical + My.] The quality of being cylindri- radical, CeH5(CH3)CH(GH3)2(l:4), of cymene.
cal; cylindricity. cynanchin (si-nang'kin), n. [NL. Cynanchum
cylindrite (sil'in-drit), ». [NL. *eylindrites, (see def.) + -im^.] A compound found in the
< Gr. iciiXivSpog, cylinder, + -ctiiq, E. -ite'^.] A milky juice of Cynanchum acutum Linn. It

sulphid of lead, antimony, and tin, occurring crystallizes in leaflets which melt at 149° C.

in massive forms with concentric cylindrical cynanchocerin (si-nang-ko-se'rin), m. [NL.
structure: found in Bolivia. Also written Cynanchum (see def.) + "Gr. uTipdQ, wax, +

Cylinder'gate.

. shaft of turbine; A, casing surround-
ing turbine ; r, ring or cylinder-gate flange

the inner edge of this ring or flange) ; d,

d, d, hangers supporting Hange and gate

;

c, rod actuating worm and wheel to raise

and lower the gate.

kylindrite.

cylindrograph (si-lin'dro-graf), n. [Gr.

KvMvdpog, cylinder, -1- ypdifecv, write.] In

«2.] A compound obtained from the milky
^

juice of Cynanchum acutum Linu. It crystal-

lizes in needles which melt at 146° C.

cynanchol (si-nang'kol), n. [NL. Cynanchum
(see def.) + -ol.] A crystalline substance ob-
tained from the milky juice of Cynanchum
acutum Linn. It was afterward separated into
cynanchocerin and cynanchin.

cynapin (sin'a-pin), n. [NL. cynapium (see
def. ) + -iri2.] An oil of uncertain composition
obtained from fool's-parsley, ASthusa Cyna-
pium. It has a strong odor and reddish-yellow
color.

Oynare8e(si-na'rf-e), n.pl. [NL., < Cynara -^

-ese. ] A tribe of plants of the family Asteracese,

typified by the genus Cynara; the thistle fam-
ily; same as Cynaroulese. Cynareee is the
proper form of the tribal name.
cynarrhodion, cynarrhodium, n. Erroneous
forms often used for cynorrhodon or cynorrho-

vhotog., a form of panoramic camera which Aium. .... .,... ^r^ , , ^

has an angular range covering nearly half the cyniatria (sin-i-a-tn a), n. [Gr. Kbuv (kw-),

horizon. Woodbu^, Encyc. Diet, of Photog., aog, -1- mrpeia, medical treatment.] Investiga-

252 t'O"^ "'""^ treatment of diseases of the dog.

cviindroid. n. 3. In anthrop., a cranium the <:yniatrics_(sin-i-at'riks), n. [Gr. nvo»>, dog, +
norma verticalis of which is elongated, flat- ««rp"«>f,.< ^arpk, physician: see mtrw.] Same
tened at the forehead and occiput, and rounded as cmiatno.

^, , ,

at the sides. G. Sergi, (trans.) Var. of the cynipidean (si-ni-pid e-an),a. Of or belonging

Human Species, p. 39.— 4. In patW., a body *» ["e hymenopterous family Cympidse, the

resembling a tube-cast, consisting usually only gall-flies.

of mucus. cynism (sin'ism), n. Same as cynicism. Tliirl-

cyUndroscope (si-lin'dro-skop), n. [Gr. Kiihv- wall. 2^. E. D.

dpog, cylinder, + okotteiv, view.] In photog., cynOCtonine (si-nok'to-nin), n. [Gr. KuviHrm/m,

an apparatus for viewing panoramic pictures, aconite, (neut. of Kuvdnrovoc, killing dogs (<
the print being curved to a radios which cor- kvim (am-), dog, + -ktovoc, < Krdveiv, kill), +
responds to the original radius of the pano- -i»2.] An amorphous, bitter alkaloid, C'sgHss
ramie camera or cylindrograph used to secure O13N2, found in Aconitium septentnonale. It is

the negative. Wall, Diet, of Photog., p. 172. poisonous, producing tonie-clonie spasms.

Cylindrograph.

a, objective; 6, curved film; r, camera; d, arm for rotating
objective.



cynodoniclithys

cynodonichthys (sin'o-don-ik'this), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kwiidouf (KvvodovT-), canine tooth, + txBiig,

fish.] A genus of fishes of the family Pceciliidse

found in fresh waters of Mexico.
cynodont (si'no-dont), n. [Gr. icvvddm^, acanine
tooth, < Ki(Mi (kvv-), dog, + oiovg (otSovr-), tooth.]
A member of the reptilian suborder *Cyno-
donUa.

On the other hand, like the cynodonts, they show a
i-udimeutary secondary palate.

Am«r. Nat, Feb. 1904, p. lOa

Cynodontia (si-no-don'ti-a), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of Cynodus, < Gr. /ciwrfJouf, a canine tooth

:

see eynodont.^ A suborder of anomodont
reptiles of medium size, having the squamosal
expanded, the quadrate reduced, and double
occipital condyles : Owen's family Cynodontia
(1876), raised to a suborder by Osborn (1903).

cynolatry (si-nol'a-tri), n. [Gr. Kvuv (lew-),

dog, + XaTfiEia, worship.] Dog-worship.
cynology (si-nol'o-ji), ». [Gr. iw(M (kw-), dog,
+ -T^oyia, < Ikyeiv, speak.] The natural history
of the dog.
Cynomoriaceae (si-no-mo-ri-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Lindley, 1836), < Cynomorium + -acesa.]

A family of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous
root-parasitic plants of fungoid habit, contain-
ing the genus Cynomorium only (which see).
Lindley gave this name to the family EcUonophoracese in
which he and most other authors included this plant, but
Engler, in 1897, removed it from that family and classed
it in the order Myrtateg, as a distinct family. See rhizo-
gen.

cynomorphoilS (si-no-m6r'fus), o. [Gr. Kvv6-

/loptlmg, dog-shaped, (.'kvuv (kvv-), adogj + /iopfr/,

form.] Resembling, or characteristic of, the
Old World monkeys contained in the family
Cynopithecidee or Cercopitheddee.

cynopMlist (si-nof'i-list), n. [Gr. kvuv (kw-),

dog, + ^iAof, loving, + -isi.] A lover of dogs.

N. E. D.
Gynophobia (si-no-fo'bi-a), n. [Also kynopho-
hia; <Gr. miuv (kdv-), dog, -t- -fpo^ia, ( ipojidv,

fear.] 1. Same a,s lyssophobia.— 2. A morbid
fear of dogs.
cyilOpic(si-nop'ik),a. [Gr. Kvvair?ig, dog-eyed,

< Kvov (KW-), dog, + u^ (iiT-), eye.] Dog-eyed;
shameless. Badham. [Nonce-word.] N. E. D.

Cynthia, n. 4. [l. c] In hot., the Virginia

"goat's-beard (which see).

cynnrenic (si-nu-ren'ik), a. leynur(ic) + -en

+ -ic] Obtained from the urine of dogs.
— Cynurenlc acid, a colorless compound, HOC9H5NCO
OH.HoO, contained in the urine of dogs fed with meat-

fat It crystallizes in silver, lustrous needles and when
anhydrous melts at 267-258° C. Also called hydroxy-
quinolinecarboxylic ctdd.

cynuric(si-nu'rik), a. [Gr. /ciKJv (KW-), dog, +
ovpov, urine.] Noting a crystalline acid, COg
H.CeHiNHCOCOgH + HgO, which melts,

when &ee from water, at 188-189° C, with

decomposition. Also called oxalylanthranilic

acid.

cynurine (sin'u-rin), n. lcynur{ie) + ine^.] A
colorless bitter compound, HOCgHgN, pre-

pared by the fusion of cynurenic acid and also

by the oxidation of cinohonine and certain

related compounds. It crystallizes in lustrous,

monoclinic, anhydrous prisms or, with 3H2O,
in needles melting at 201° C. and 52° C. respec-

tively. Also called 4-hydroxyquinoUne.

cyperoid (si'pe-roid), a. [Cyper-us + -oid.'\

Eesembling, allied to, or belonging to the

dalant-genus Cypems or the family Cyperacex.

yphaspis (si-fas'pis), n. [Gr. kv^6q, bent, +
aamg, a shield.] A genus of trilobites of the

family Proettdse, having a short ovoid gla,bel-

lum, broad cephalic margins, a variable num-
ber of thoracic segments, and a small pygi-

dium. It occurs in the Silurian and Devonian
rocks.

cyphophthalmid (si-fof-thal 'mid), a. Having
the characters of or belonging to the family

Cyphophthdlmidx.
Cyphosomatidse (si"f6-s6-mat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cyphosoma{t-)'+ '-ides.'] A family of

regular ectobranchiate Echinoidea, of the

order Diademoida. They have the ambulaci-al plates

compounded, with 3 to 7 pore-plates in an arc ; theadoral,

supraoral, and sometimes also the aboral plates primaries,

and the remaining constituents demi-plates. It is typi-

fied by the extinct genus Cyphosoma, the only living

genus being Glyptocidaris.
,

cyphotic (si-fot'ik), a. [eyphosis (-ot-) + -jc]

Humpbacked : usually kyphotic.

cypressi, »—Alaska cypress, Alaska ground-
cniress, the yellow cedar, Chamsecypans Nootkaterms.

See weJJow.—Arizona cypress, Cupressus Anzomca, a

tree of the mountains of Arizona and northeastern

Mexico, sometimes attaining a height of 70 feet, with the

trunk very large in proportion to the height The wood
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is light and soft. The tree is occasionally cultivated for cypriferOUS (sip-rif 'e-rus), a. [Cypris + L.

M"*v^!J*'":i.''^"^°"^?ih??JI^*i?i!S«2?'!^?;ii®«Sfp?J /«'•'«> Ijear.] Contaimng the tests of the os-macNaos -kamress.— Cblleaill cypress, a tall, stately v j _ j. ^
tree, Mboce^Au, tetrag^^ the ChUean Andes mA tracode crustacean Cypns.
Patagonia, with a straight trunk sometimes 120 feet high, Cypro-Mycensean (si"pr6-mi-se-ne'an), a. Ee-
and soft, white, light, resinous wood, which isdmable luting to both Cyprus and Myceni; noting

relics of the Myceneean age found in Cyprus.
See *MycensBan.

under giound and is much used for railway-ties in Chile.

This species, together with the Chilean cedar (Fitzraya
Patagonica), is recommended for planting in swampy
mountain-moors of the temperate zones. The name aierce r!TrtiroTiiapii1» (^sin-rn-nis'i-rlB'l « nl TNT.
isoftenapplied tobothof them, aswellastoiidocedrug ^7^^°^?^^^. ^I'^f°1°'® . V.'.

": P- .L^^'i
ChUeims.—Dwarfcypress. Sameascj/prfisa-moss. See
AeotA-<!!/j)r««».— Flowering cypress. See tamarisl!, 1.

—Gowen cypress, Cupressus Govenicma, a tree of the
California coast regions, sometimes 60 feet high and 2 feet

< Cyproniscus + -idee.] A family of isopod
crustaceans, parasitic on Ostracopoda, typified

by the genus Cyproniscus.

in diameter, with fight, soft wood : sometimes cultivated OyproniSCUS (sip-ro-nis kus), n. [NL., < CypriS
for ornament.— Oround-oypress, the lavender-cotton -1- Gr. bvioKog, a wood-louse (see Onisens).']
(which see, undercoKoni).—Guadalupe cypress. Same rj\^g tvpioal and only genus of the family Ci/»-
as .4mom •cj/iJre«8.—MacNab's cypress, C«pm««« rnnisAdnp Kos'imann lS8i
Macnabiana, a small bushy tree of interior California, rontscioae. Ji.0SSmann, i.00*.

occasionally 30 feet high and over a foot in diameter, with Oypro-Phenician (si"pi'6-te-nish'an), a. Of
light, flne-grained wood. It is occasionally planted for ^j. pertaining to the civilization "brought to
ornament in southwestern Europe.—Mexican cypress,
Mexican bald cypress, Taxodium Meidcanum. See
Taawdmm.— Monterey cypress. See cypressl, 1. (a)

The Monterey cypress is a tree 60 or 70 feet high, with a
trunk very large for its height, usually 2-3 feet in di-

ameter, but exceptionally 6 feet Its slender erect branches
form in old trees a broad flat-topped crown. The wood is

hard, fine-grained and durable. This tree is remarkable

Cyprus by the Phenicians. colonies were estab-

lished in Cyprus by Phenicians at an early period, and the

earliest Fhenician inscriptions have been found there.

Cypselid (sip'se-lid), n. [Gr. Kvfehdat, pi., <

Kvipe^i, Cypselus.] A descendant of Cypselus,

tyrant of Corinth. The Cypselids dedicated

the chest of Cypselus at Olympia.

cypselous (sip'se-lus), a. [cypsela + -ous.']

Having the character of a cypsela; bearing
cypselsB.

cyrillaceous (sir-i-la'shius), a. Belonging to

the plant family Cyrillacese.

Gyroplane (sir'6-plan), n. 'Gr. Kvpog, lord (1),

-I- E. plane.] 'A special form of tripod-head

for photographic cameras or surveyors' plane-

tables, by which the plane of the table can be
adjusted to be normal to any line, and free ad-

justment horizontally or in azimuth be subse-

quently made without changing the position

of the normal: useful in taking panoramas
by photography. The usual ball-and-socket

mounting is retained, but in addition a conical

axis in the ball gives a separate adjustment
without disturbing the ball.

Gjrrtean (ser'te-an), a. [Gr. Kvprdf, convex, -t-

-e-an.] Noting that type of vertebra in which
both faces of the centrum are convex. Wieland,

1899.

but fortunately it thrives well in'cuSr™.d T^s Oyrtia (s6r'ti-a), n. [NL. < Gr. .vpr6,, curved.]

been introduced throughout the Pacific coast region from A Paleozoic genus of Brachwpoda resembling
Lower California to Vancouver Island, also to some extent Spirifer, but having a high suberect cardinal
in the southeastern United States, and extensively hi area and perforated deltarium.
southern and western Europe, in South America, and in -, .. ,. .-, ... txtt r. 1 .- a
Australia and New Zealani-Montezuma cypress, an Oyxtina (s6r-tl'na), M. [NL., Gr. rapTiic, curved,
individual tree of the Mexican cypress ot historic note. -I- -inal.] A Paleozoic genus of braehipods in
See Taxodium Nootka cypress, Nootka Sound " "" - • - ...
cypress. Same as Alaska -keypress.— Fond-cypress,
a subspecies of the bald cypress, Taxodium dwtiehum
imbricarium, regarded by some as a distinct species,

Monterey Cypress iCupressus macrxarpa').
(From Sargent's " Silva.")

for its very restricted range, being confined to an area
about two miles long and 200 yards wide on the California

coast south of the Bay of Monterey, extendingfrom Cypress
Point to the shores of Carmelo Bay, with a small grove on
Point Lobos. It is now nearly extinct in its native habitat

growing in or ai'ound ponds, swamps, and shallow streams,

from the Dismal Swamp to Florida and Alabama. It is

distinguished from the typical bald cypress by its smaller CyTtinilorm (ser-tm 1-Iorm), a.

general aspect like Spirifer, but having a
median septum in the ventral valve which sup-
ports the convergent dental plates or spondy-
lium.

Having the

size and acieular leaves, and is more frequently cultivated

in the nortliem United States and in Europe than the type

form.—Red-bark cj^ress. Same as Arizona -keypress.

—Shasta cypress. Same as MacNab's keypress.—
Southern, vfiginla, Virginia swamp, water cy-

press, local names of the bald cypress.— Soatbern
cypress, the white cedar, Chamacyparis thyoides. The
bald cypress is also so called.

cypress-grass (si'pres-gras), n. A general

name for plants of the genus Cypents ; galan-

gal. See Cyperus.

cypress-vine, n. 2. The climbing fumitory,

Adlumia fungosa.

form and aspect of Cyrtina, an extinct genus
of brachiopods.

cyrtocephalus (s6r-to-sef'a-lus), n. [NL, < Gr.
icvprog, curved, convex, -I- Kei/m?.?/, head.] In
anthrop., a cranium which has a convexity, ex-

tending from the frontal and parietals to the

vertex, resembling a protuberance. G. Sergi

(trans.), Var. of the Human Species, p. 55.

cyrtoceracone (s6r-to-ser'a-k6n),ji. [Gr. Kvprdf,

curved, + idpag, horn, -1- kHvoc, cone.] In the
nautiloid cephalopods, a shell curved, like

Cyrtoceras, on both venter and dorsum.
Cyprian vitriol. See *vitriol.

Cypricardella (sip"ri-kar-del'a), n. [NL., < CyrtOGhoanites(s6rno-k6-a-ni'tez),n:p;.[NL.,

Cypri(na) + Card{ium) (genera of peleeypods) <Gr. Kt)£r(5r,^urved, + x^avog, a funnel,+ -/jw.

-f- -ella.'i A genus of Devonian teleodesmace

ous peleeypods having subquadrate concen-

trically lined valves, each bearing two cardinal

teeth. Same as Microdon, 3.

Cypricardinia (sip'ri-kar-dln'i-a), n. [Cypri-

(na) + CardHum) (genera of peleeypods) +
-in + -ia.] A genus of Devonian teleodesma-

ceous peleeypods having two small cardinal

teeth in each valve and bearing concentric

laminas on the surface with a finer ornament

between
Cypricardites (sip*ri-kar-di'tez), n. [Cypri- cyrtocone (s6r't6-k6n), »

(na) + Card(ium) (genera of peleeypods) +

E. -ite^T] A Paleozoic suborder of the nautiloid

cephalopods, including forms with straight or
curved shells variously ornamented and with
simple sutures, the siphunole tubular or num-
muloidal and the siphonal funnels short and
bent outward.
cyrtoccelian (sfer-to-se'li-an), n. [Gr. ictiprif,

curved, -1- Kollog, fioUow.! Having that type
of vertebra in which the anterior face of the

centrum is convex and the posterior concave

:

convexo-concave. Wieland, 1899.

[Gr. icuprdr, curved.

In the nautiloid cephalopods.-t-fcuTOf, acone.]

Ute's B -ite2 1 a' STlurian genus o'f priono- a curved form of the young shell replacing or

desmaoeous peleeypods of the family Cyrto- succeeding the more primitive orthocoiie.

donUdse, with subequal valves bearing fine Cjrrtodonta (s6r-to-don'ta), n. [NL., < Gr.

cardinal teeth. Kvprdf, curved, + oSmc: (bSovr-), a tooth.] A
Cypridlna shales, In South Devon, the Rhineland, and genus ofprionodesmaceous l'elecypo< a, typical
Westphalia, the uppermost division of the marine Devo- .

^j^ Cvrtodontidx and having rounded heavy

ZSlZ'^Z^^
" "" " shells! SwcardTnal area, from 2 to4curvea

CVDridinoid (si-prid'i-noid), n-. and a. I. n. cardinal teeth, and strong lateral teeth. It is

i fish belonging or allied to the family C2/- of Silunan age.

pridinidie. cyrtOgraph (ser'to-graf), v. \Gr. K.prdg,

II a. Having the characters of the Cyprid- curved, convex, + ypafeiv, wnto
J

bame as

midk
'

cyrtometer.



cyrtoid

Cyrtoid (sfer'toid), a. [Gr. Kvproeid^g, < Kvprd^,

curved, arched, convex, + tirfof, form.] Hump-
backed. Syd. Soc. Lex.

Cyrtoidida (s6r-toi'di-da), n. 2>l- [NL., <
Vi/rtoides ( < Gr. /cuprdf, curved, + eWof, form)
+ -ida.] An order of nassellariau Badiolaria
having a helmet-shaped shell without a sag-
gittal furrow. It includes the families Tripo-
calpidse, Anthocyrtidse, Podocampidse, and
others.

Cyrtolites (s6r-to-li'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. avprdi,

curved, + Xifloc, stone.] A genus of Silurian
rhipidoglossal gastropod moUusks of the fam-
ily Bellerophontidse, having widely umbilicate
keeled shells without peripheral slit and with
strong transverse ribs or lamellsB.

cyrtometer, ». 2. Aninstrumentformeasuring
the shape or size of the head.
Cyrtomiom (s6r-t6'mi-um), n. [NL. (Prese,

1836), referring to the curved veins, < Gr.

Kvprij>iia, curvature, < Kvprmv, make curved, <

icuprdf , curved.] A small genus of rigid, simply
pinnate polypodiaceous ferns allied to Polysti-

chum, from which it differs by its freely anasto-
mosing venation. There are about 6 species, all Asia-

tic, of which C. falcatum, C. caryotideum, and C. For-
ttinei are commonly cultivated in greenhouses.

Oyrtonotus (sSr'to-no'tus), n. [Gr. Kvprdc,

curved, + vin-og, the back.] A genus of short

and thicked-shelled Pelecypoda, allied to As-
tarte and characterized by the broad cardinal

surface, with one strong tooth on each valve.

It is of Devonian a§e.

cyrtopia (ser-to ' pi -a), n.
;

pi. eyrtopise (-§).

[NL., < Gr. nvprdi; curved, + Cnj) {im-), eye,

face.] A schizopod crustacean in a larval stage,

in which the antenneB are transformed and no
longer serve for locomotion, and the posterior

pairs of thoracic and abdominal feet and the
gills appear.
Cjrrtoplatyan (s6r-to-plat'i-an), a. [Gr. KvprSg,

curved, + v/iarvg, flat, + -ati.] Having the an-
terior face of the vertebral centrum convex
and the posterior face flattened ; convex-plane.
Wieland, 1899.

cyrtosis (sfer-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. KvpTuaig,

curvedness, humpbacked condition, < KvpToirv,

curve, arch, hump, < Kuprdg, curved, arched,

convex.] Spinal curvature.

Cyrtospadix (s6r-to-spa'diks), n. [NL. (C.

£och, 1853), < Gr. KvprOf, curved, + spadix, in

reference to the curved middle part of the

spadix in the type species, C. stiHatipes.] A
genus of monoeotyledonous plants of thefamily
Ariicese. See Caladium, 2.

cyrtostyle (s6r'to-s1il), a. and n. [Gr. Kvprdg,

curved, + ffrt/lof,' pillar, column (see style^).^

I. a. Having columns arranged in a gener-

ally curvilinear plan : said of a portico, or a
part of one, which has a rounded horizontal

projection.

II. n. A portico having a rounded projec-

tion ; or, by extension, a building furnished

with such a portico.

cyst, n. 5, (a) The resistant coating formed
by the parent organism previous to sporula-

tion and inclosing the spores, in Sporozoa. (6)

In Sporozoa, the common envelop surrounding

the two associated gametocytes. (c) The re-

sistant covering secreted by many Infusoria

.previous to going into a resting-stage, or be-

!fore fission, or for the purpose of resisting""

; draught or otherunfavorable conditions of envi-

ronment.—Dentlgerous cyst, a dermoid cyst in

, which a tooth has developed.— Inclusion cyst, a cyst

which results from the inclosuie in tissue of one origin

of an islet of tissue of different origin.- meibomian
cyst Same as chalazion.— Mother-cyst. See -kmotlier-

cysJ.-NabOtlllan cysts, small nodules foiTOed by re-

tention of the mucous secretion in the Nabothian fol-

licles.— Parent-cyst, Same as •kmother-cyst.— Plllfer-

0Q8 cyst, a dei-moid cyst which contains hair.— Serous
cyst. Same as Ayi/romd.

dyStal (sis^tal), a. [oyst + -oZi.] Pertaining

to or derived from a cyst— (hrstal residuum, the

surplus of pi-otoplasm remaining after the formation of

the gametes in the gametooyte of Sporozoa, and serving

•for the nutrition of the sporoblasts during their further
' development

cystamine (sis'ta-min), n. [Gr. niiBTtq, blad-

der, +a»ime.] Same as *t(nto»e.

cystatrophy (sis-tat'ro-fi), n. [Gr. Kiiang, of

-the bladder, + arpo^'m, atrophy.] Atrophy

of the bladder.
_

cystauchenitis (sis''t&-ke-ni'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. KiioTig, bladder, + avxvv, neck, + -ites.]

Inflammation at the neck of the bladder.

CTstectomy (sis-tek'to-mi), ». [Gr. /cfconf,

bladder, + eKToixii, excision.] Excision of the

urinary or gall-bladder, or of a cyst.
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cystein (sis'te-in), n. [Gr. Kvarig, bladder, +
-e- + -m2.] An organic sulphur body which is

closely related to cystin. On oxidation it yields

cysteinic acid, and this, in turn, taurin.

'

cysteinic (sis - te - in ' ik), a. Pertaining to or
derived from cystein— Cystelntc acid, an oxida-

tion product of cystein, C3H7NSO6. By loss of COg cys-

teinic acid gives rise to taurin.

Cystencyte (sis'ten-sit), n. [Gr. KvoTtg, blad-

der, + ev, in, + KiJTOf, a hollow (a cell).] One
of the large vesicular cells of which cysten-
chyma is composed. W. J. Sollas.

Cystic canaL Same as cystic duct (which see, under
Suet).— Cystic degeneration. See itdegeneration.

cysticercosis (sis ' ti-s6r - ko ' sis), n. [NL., <

cysticercus + -osis.] An infection with blad-
der-worms or larval tapeworms (oystioerci) of

the genus Txnia. Cysticercosie of man is caused by
CysttcerctLS ceUidosa ; of cattle, by C. bovis and C. fentt-

icoUis; and of hogs, by C. celltUosse and C. .tenuicoUis.

cysticolous (sis-tik'o-lus), a. [Gr. Kvariq, blad-

der (cyst), + L. cotere, inhabit.] Inhabiting
a cyst : specifically applied to certain Myzos-
tomaria. Cambridge Nat. Hist., II. 334.

cysticotomy (sis-ti-kot'o-mi), n. \cysUe + Gr.
Toiiia, < TQ/jEiw, cut.] Incision into the cystic
duct of the liver.

cystidean, n. II. a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Cystidea.

cystigerous (sis-tij'e-rus), a. [Gr. kvbtk;, bag
(cyst), + L. gererej' bear.] Bearing or con-

cystotrachelotomy

bladder.] One of the dactylozo5ids of Sipho-

nophora, modified for excretory purposes.

Sedgwick, Text-book of Zool., I. 151.

Cystonectse (sis-to-mek'te), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

KvoTig, bladder (cyst), + vr/Knig, swimmer.] A
group of siphonanthous Siphonophora having
a large apical pneumatophore without necto-

ealyces or bracts, the pneumatocyst having an
apical stigma. The gastei-ozooids are generally nu-

merous and an-anged either on the lower aide of the pneu-
matophore or on a long tubular ccenosarc. It includes

the Physaliidie and several other families.

cystonectous (sis-to-nek'tus), a. Having the

characters of the C'ystonectse.

cystonula (sis-ton'ti-lS,), ». ;
pi. oystonulx (-le).

[NL., dim. of c^sto»,"cyston.] The youngest
larva of the Physaliidee. It has a float and one
siphon with a tentacle hanging below it.

cystopexy (sis'to-pek-si), n. "Gr. nvoTig, a

bladder, + vij^tg, a fixing.] In surg., an opera-

tion for the fixation of a prolapsed bladder to

the anterior abdominal wall.

cystophore (sis'to-for), n. [Gr. KiiffTif, bladder

(cyst), + -ijiopoQ,. '<. (pipuv, bear.] 1. The stem
or stalk which bears the cysts in the Myxobac-
teriacese.

Finally a condition is reached in which the stem or cys-

tophore, as it may be conveniently called, is teiminated
by one ormore rounded masses of veiy similar dimensions.

Thaxter, in Bot Gazette, XVII. 391.

/ T .•• . - .. - .. - ., 2. Same as oscopAore. Jacfrson, Glossary.
taming cysts; cystic: ^s,cysUgerous^owths.

cygtophthisis (sls-tof'thi-sis), ». [NL., < Gr.
cystmeima_.(sis-ti-ue>i-a), «. [NL. cj^^h- •^ST^^P^^^^^^^^;

.+ ^e/^^, consumption: see
nsemia, < E. eystirt + Gr. ai/ia, blood.] Pres-
ence of cystin in the circulating blood. Also

cystinuria (sis-ti-nii'ri-a,), n. [NL. cystinuria,

< E. cystin + Gr. oipov, iirine.] Excretion of

cystin in the urine.

cystinuric (sis - ti - nu ' rik), a. \_cystinuria +
-ic] Relating to or affected with cystinuria.

cystiphragm (sis'ti-fram), n. . [Gr. kvoti;, a
bladder, + tppayfia, partition.] One of the
curved partitions which divide transversely
the zooecia of the trepostomatous Bryozoa:
contrasted with the diaphragms or flat par-

titions.

cysto-adenoma ( sis * to -ad- e -no 'ma), K. ; pi.

cysto-adetiomata (-ma-ta). [Gr. nvariL bladder,
+ NL. adenoma.^ A gland tumor which eon-
tains cysts.

cystocarcinoma (sis"to-kar-si-n6'ma), n.; pi.

cystocarcinnmata (ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. kvotlq,

bladder, + NL. carcinoma.^ A cancerous
growth which contains cysts.

cystocarpium (sis-to-kar'pi-um), n.; pi. oysto-

carpia (-a). Same as cystocarp.

Cystocidaroida (sis"to-sid-a-r6'i-da), n. pi.

fNL., < * Oystocidaris (< Gr.kvang, a bladder,
-•- Kirfopif, a Persian head-dress) + eHof, shape.]
An order of primitive PaleBechinoidea regarded
as transitional to the Cystoidea and character-
ized by an exocyclic test, narrow and straight

ambulacra, with 4 vertical rows of plates each
with a central pair of pores, broad interambu-
lacra, numerous scale-like eehinate plates,

periproct posterior, and mouth with well-de-

veloped jaws. It is of Silurian age.

Cystodictya (sis-to-dik'ti-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
KvoTig, a bladder, + SIktvov, a net,] A Paleo-
zoic genus of eryptostomatous bryozoans,
typical of the family Cystodietyonidee.

Cystodictyonidse (sis"to-dik-ti-on'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cystodictyon ( -idse.] A Paleozoic
family of eryptostomatous Bryozoa in which
the zoaria consist of several rows of cells

grown together back to back, forming flat,

branching fronds
;
primitive cells with tubular

vestibules, and superficial aperture with a
lunarium ; and interzooecial spaces with vesic-

ular tissue.

Cystoflagellata (sis"t6-flaj-e-la'ta), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. KioTcg, bladder (cyst), + NL. Fla-

?eUata.'\ An order of mastigophoran Protozoa.
t contains individuals of large size with a single nucleus,

reticular protoplasm, a stout membrane, and 2 flagella,

one of which is modified into a long tentacle, while the
other is small, and contained within the gullet. It in-

cludes two genera, both marine : Noctiluca (which see),

and Leptodiscus. Same as Rhynchojlayellata.

cystogen (sis'to-jen), n. [Gr. Kvang, bladder
(cyst), + -yevvg', -produced.] Same as *uritone.

cystoiu, a. II. n. One of the structures pro-
duced by the swelling of a functionless pollen-
tube within the ovarian cavity of plants.

cystomatous (sis-tom'a-tus). a. [cystoma(,t-)

+ -ous.] Relating to,'containiIig, or compli-
cated by a cystoma.
cyston (sis'ton), n. [NL. cyston, < Gr. Kvang,

phthisis.} Tuberculosis of the bladder.

cystoproctostomy (sis'to-prok-tos'to-mi), n.

[Gr. KvaTig, bladder, + npunTdg, anus, + ardfia,

mouth.] Insurg., an operation forthe establish-
ment of a permanent communication between
the bladder and the rectum.

cystosarcoma (sis'to-sar-ko'mS,), n.
;
pi. cysto-

sarcomata (-ma-tS.)." [Gr. kvbtiq, bladder, +
aapKupa, sarcoma.] A sarcoma which contains
cysts.

cystoschisis (sis-tos'ki-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kvang, bladder, + axiatQ, cleaving.] Congenital
fissure of the bladder.

cystOSCOpe (sis'to-skop), n. [Gr. nvoTiq, bladder,
+ oKOKelv, view,] A hollow tube illuminated

CystOSCOpe, with bulb attachment for inflatiD^ the bladder.

by an electric light, employed to bring into
view the interior of the bladder.

Alterations in the internal vesical orifice as demon-
strated by the stone-searcher and cystoscope.

Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 15, 1903, p. 74.

cystoscopic (sis'to-skop'ik), a. [eystoscop-y +
-ic] Relating to cystoscopy or the cystoscope

;

obtained by use of the cystoscope. Med. Rec-
ord, June 13, 1903, p. 952.

cystoscopical (sis-to-skop'i-kal), a. Same as
^cystoscopic.

cystoscopy (sis-tos'ko-pi), n. [Gr. Kvattg,

bladder, + -anoma, < amireiv, view.] Inspec-
tion of the interior of the bladder by means of
the cystoscope. Med. Record,, J\ine 13, 1903,

p. 952.

cystosore (sis'to-sor), n. [Gr. /cter/c, bladder
(cyst), + aup6(, a heap.] In bot., a group or
heap of resting-spores within a cell, as in the
fungus Woro'nina.

cystospasm (sis'to-spazm), n. [Gr. Kiarig,

bladder, + anaa/idg, contraction: see spasm.]
Spasmodic contraction of the walls of the
bladder. F. Krafft-Ebing (trans.), in Alien,
and Neurol., Feb., 1903, p. 29.

cystospore (sis'to-spor), n. [Gr. (tdonf, bladder
(cyst), + avopa, seed (spore).] In bot., same
as carpospore.

cystostomy (sls-tos'to-mi), m. [Gr. mW/f,
bladder, + arS/ia, mouth.] In surg., an opera-
tion for the establishment of a permanent
opening into the bladder.

cystotrachelotomy (sis"to-tra-ke-lot'o-mi), n.

[Gr. KvoTig, bladder, + rpaxv^dg, neck, +
-To/iia, < Tafttiv, cut.] In surg., incision through
the neck of the bladder.



cystozoSid

cystozoSid (sis-to - z6 ' old), n. [G/icinrnf, blad-
der (eyst), + zooid.'] The enlarged body-like
anterior portion of the proscolex of certain Ces-
toidea, as Dipylidium caninum. See *acantho-
eooid. Villot.

cyst-pearl (sist'p^rl), ». See *pearl.

cyst-worm (sist'werm), n. A bladder-worm.
(^ase (si'tas), n. [Gr. Kvrog, a hollow (a cell),

+ E. -ase.] An enzym which ferments cellu-
lose: found in germinating seeds, certain
fungi, and possibly in some animal secretions.
See *complement, n, 8.

The views advanced by Bordet and others of the French
school regarding the union of the amboceptors with the
cells to be destroyed are less precise than those of Ehr-
lich. Both, however, recognize the importance of an
association of the amboceptor as a condition for the
effective action of the complement (cytase).

Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 249.

cytaster (si-tas'ter), n. [Gr. xtirof, a hollow
(a cell), -I- aariip, star.] In cytol., the star-like
radiation seen at either pole of the karyoki-
netic spindle during; the division of a cell.

Cytherea (sith-e-re'a), n.

[NL. (Salisbury, 18i2), <

L. Cytherea, < Gr. KvBepcta,

a surname of Aphrodite.]
A genus of monoeotyledo-
nous plants of the family
Orchidaeese. See Calypso,!.

Cytherella (sith-e-rera),

n. [NL., <Cythere -1- -ella.^

A genus of ostraeode crus-
taceans or water -fleas,

having elongate, smooth,
bean - shaped valves,
flanged on the hinge. They
are commonly regarded as
appearing in Silurian time
and continuing to the
present.

cytiau (kut'i-ou), n. pi.

[W., pi. of ewt, a hut, cot,

sty.] In Eng. archseol., a
name given to certain pre-
historic stone huts in
Wales, as those at Tre'r
Ceiri. Sci. Amer. Sup.,
Nov. 14, 1903, p. 23299.

cytoblast, ». 3. hi cytol:
(a) The nucleus of the
cell. Sejileiden, 1838. (6)
One of the hypothetical
units of cell-structure.

Altmann, 1890. (c) A
naked cell; a protoblast.
Eolliker.

c3rtoblastemal (si"to-
blas-te'mal), a. [cytohlastema + -al^.'] Of or
pertaining to cytoblastema.

cytoblastemic (si"to-blas-te'mik), a. Same as

*cytoblastemal.

cjrtochemism (si-to-kem'izm), n. [Gr. kvto(,

a hollow (a cell), + E. chemism.'] Same as
*ehemotajds.

cytochromatic (si'to-kro-mafik), a. In cytol.,

of or pertaining to cytochromes, or to the ap-
pearance of specific, readily stain able sub-
stance in the cytoplasm of certain cells.

cytochrome (si'to-krom), a. [NL. eytochroma,
< Gr. Kl'Tog, a hollow (a cell), + XP^fa, color.]

In neurol., a name given by Nissl to the so-

called 'granules,' or nerve-cells with scanty
cytoplasm incompletely surrounding a small

nucleus which does not exceed in size the

nucleus of an ordinary leucocyte or neuroglia

cell : opposed to *caryochrome cell which has a
larger nucleus.

cytochylema (si-to-ki-le'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

KVTo(, a hollow, (a cell), + xi'^^Ct juice, -I-

-ema.'i Same as *cytolymph.

cytochyma (si-to-ki'mS,), n. [Gr. kvtoc, a hol-

low (a cell),
+

'
xv/ia, "jaice.] The fluid eon-

tents of the vacuoles found in cell-protoplasm.

cytoclasis (si-tok'la-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. nvrog,

a hollow (a cell), + kMoic, breaking, < /c/ldv,

break.] Necrotic destruction of cells.

cytoclastic (si-to-klas'tik), a. [Gr. KVTot,. a
hollow (a cell), 4- /cAaordf, < K?i.dv, break.] Ee-
lating to cytoclasis.

cytocyst (si'to-sist), n. [Gr. kvto(, a hollow (a

cell), -I- KvoTii, a bladder (a cyst).] A sehizont

inclosed in a membrane, as in the sporozoan
blood-parasite Lankestrella.

cytoderm (si'to-dferm), n. [Gr.-KiTof, a hollow
(a cell), -I- dip'/M, skin.] Same as cyUoderm.

S.—22

Cytherea bulbosa.
House.

One half natural size.
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cytodiagnosis (si"to-di-ag-n6'sis), n. [Gr. rvto^,

a hollow (a cell), -K'did>Tumc, diagnosis.] Diag-
nosis based upon a study of the cell-contents
of the fluids of the body, especially of the
cerebrospinal fluid. Lancet, May 30, 1903, p.
1535.

cytodieresis (8i''to-di-er'e-si8), n. [Gr. Kwrof, a
hollow (a cell), -(- Hiaipsaii, a division.] In
cytol., cell-division, both direct (amitosis) and
indirect (mitosis, karyokinesis).
cytodieretic (si'to-di-e-ret'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to cytodieresis, or cell-division.

cytogenic (sl-to-jen'ik), a. 1. Same as cytog-
enoua.— 2. Concerning or pertaining to cyto-
genesis or the subject-matter of the science of
cytology.

cytogenjr, n. 2. Cell-lineage ; the series of
cells which intervenes between an embryonic
cell and the tissues or organs or parts of the
body which ultimately arise from it.

The relationship of the inner and outer layers in the
various forms of gastrulas must be investigated ... by
tracing out the cell-lineage or eytogeny of the individual
blastomeres from the beginning of development

E. B. Wilson, in Biol. I;ectures, 1894, p. 2.

cytoglobin (si-to-glo'bin), «. [Gr. rorof, a hol-
low (a cell), + !E. glol){uUn) + 4rfi.'\ A cell
globulin.

cytohyaloplasm (si-to-hi'a-lo-plazm), n. [NL.
cytohyaloplasma, < Gr. KiiT'6i,'a, hollow (a cell),

-i- iia^g, glass, -I- TrAaofia, anything formed.]
In cytol., the reticular or alveolar substance of
the cell-cytoplasm as opposed to the more
liquid cytochylema or cytolymph.
cytohyaloplasma (si-to -hi" a-lo-plaz'ma),».
[NL.] Same as *cytoftyalopiasm.

cytohydrolist (si-to-hi'dro-list), n. [Gr. KvTog,

a hollow (a cell), -t- E. hy'drol(ysis) + «st.] An
enzym which attacks and breaks up the cell-

wall by hydrolysis.

cytohydrolytic (si"to-hi-dro-lit'ik), a. [Gr.
TOTof, a hollow (a cell), -1- E. hydrolytic.2 Re-
lating to or of the nature of intracellular hy-
drolytio ferments.
cytoust (si'to-list), )!. leytol{ysis) + -ist.] An
enzym whicli dissolves the cell-wall.

cytologic (si-to-loj'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

cytology or cells.

cytological (si-to-loj'i-kal), a. Same as *cyto-

logic.

cytologist (si-tol'o-jist), n. One who studies
cells or cytology.

Cjrtology (si-toi'o-ji), n. [Gr. /cdrof, a hollow
(a cell), -r Aoyia, < Myciv, speak.] The study
of the structure and functions of the cells of

animals and plants ; especially, the study of

the cells of the human body, and of the sig-

nificance of changes in their form and location
in disease.

cytolymph (si'to-limf), n. [Gr. lo^og, a hollow
(a cell), -I- L. lymphs, clear water.] In cytol.,

. the more liquid substance contained in the
reticulum or alveoli of the cell-cytoplasm.
Also called cytochylema and hyaloplasma.

cytolysin (si-tol'i-sin), n. [cytolys{is) + -in^.]

Same as *(^totoxin.

cytolysis (si-tol'i-sis), n. [Gr. Kvrog, a hollow
(a cell), + /limf, dissolution.] Inpathol., the
destruction or degeneration of cells.

cytolytic (si-to-lit'ik), a. Relating to cytolysis

;

having cell-destroying properties.

cytomachia (si-to-mak'i-a), n. [Gr. kvto(, a
hollow (acell), +'fiaxv, figtt.] 'Cell-fighting'

;

a rhetorical name referring to the apparent
struggle for mastery between pathogenic mi-
cro-organisms and the protective cells of the

body. Biick, Med. Handbook, III. 534.

cytometer (si-tom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. /cirof, a hol-

low (a cell), -I- /zerpov, a measure.] Any device

used in counting cells: employed frequently in

the special sense of hemacytometer.

cytomicrosome (si-to-mi'kro-som), n. [Gr.

KVTO(, a hollow (a cell), -1- fUKpdc, small, -I- aa/ia,

body.] In cytol., one of the minute bodies

which are supposed to make up the cytoplasm
of the animal and plant cell.

cytomitoma (si-to-mi-to'ma), n. Same as *cy-

tomitome.

cytomitome (si-tom'i-tom), n. [NL. *mjtomi-

toma, < Gr. /curof, a hollow (a cell), -I- /iirof

thread.] In cytol., the reticulum which forms

the more solid portion of the cytoplasm of the

cell ; the cytohyaloplasm.

cytomorphosis (si-to-m6r'f6"sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. laiToq, a hollow (acell), -I- fi6p(iiQm^, shaping.]

In Mol., a general term for all the structural

alterations which cells, or successive genera-

cytothesis

tions of cells, may undergo from the earliest

undifferentiated stage to their final destruction

.

Minot, 1901.

cytopnagy (si-tof'a-ji), n. [Gr. KiiTog, a hollow
(a cell), + -(payia, <i ^oyetVjeat.] Same as pha-

.
gocytosis.

cytophan (si'to-fan), n. [Gr. Kvrog, a hollow
(a cell), -I- -(pav7/g, < ijmiveadai, appear.] The

' ovoid matrix surrounding the nucleus-like
granulesj or karyophans, in the strand of the
contractile stalk of certain Infusoria, as Zo-

cytopharynx (si-to-far'ingks), n. [NL., < Gr.
KvTog, a hoUow (a cell), + ipdpvy^, pharynx.]
The 'gullet or esophagus of a protozoan, as a
oiliate.

cytophil (si'to-fil), a. [Gr. kvtoq, a hollow (a
cell), + ipiTiog, loving.] In cytol., having a
disposition to combine with the receptor of a
cell: a term applied to one group of ambo-
ceptors. fVasserman (trans.), Immune Sera,

p. 18.

cytophilic (si-tof'i-lik), a. Same as *cytophil.
Cytoplasmic bridse. in eytol., a strand of protoplasm
connecting two adjacent blastomeres during the early
cleavage of the egg.— Csrtoplasmlc cycle, that stage
in the life-cycle of a micro-organism dming which it is

living in the cytoplasm, or cell-body, of some cell of the
host organism : distinguished from the intranuclear cycle
or stage.

cytoplast (si'to-plast), n. [Gr. rarof, hollow,
(a cell), + TrTidard^, formed.] In biol., one of

the hypothetical bodies or units of protoplasm
in the cell.

cytoplastin (si-to-plas'tin), n. [Gr. toto?, a
hollow (acell), + E. plastin.] The plastin of
the cytoplasm of a cell.

cytoproct (si'to-prokt), re. [Gr. Kvrog, a hol-
low (a cell), -t- wpunTog, anus.] In zool., the
anus of a unicellular organism, such as an in-
fusorian.

cytopsyche (si-top-si'ke), n. [NL. cytopsyche,
< Gr. KVTog, a hollow (a cell), + il»>x^, mind.]
The consciousness of the protoplasmic con-
tents of a cell, according to the metaphysical
system of E. Haeckel. Haeckel (trans.), Rid-
dle of the Universe.

cytoreticulum (si"to-re-tik'u-lum), re.
;

pi.

Cytoreticula{-\a). [Gr. mrof, a hollow (acell),
+ L. reticulum, a little net: see reUculum.]
In cytol., the network of more solid substance
in the cytoplasm ; the spongioplasm as dis-
tinguished from the more liquid ground sub-
stance, cytochylema or cytolymph. See cut
under *ceH.

Cytoryctes (si-to-rik'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. kvto<;,

a hollow (a cell), + bpm-riQ, a digger, < 'opvaat:,v,

dig, excavate.] The supposed protozoan
organism of smallpox and vaccina ; one of the
vaccine-bodies. Nature, Aug. 4, 1904, p. 324.

cytosin (si'to-siu), n. [Gr. niirog, a hollow (a
.cell), -\--ose + -in^.] A pyrimidin derivative
(C4.H5ON3) of the nueleinic acids, from which
it is obtained as a constant deeompositiou-
produot together with xanthin bases.
cytosoma (si-to-s6'ma), re.

;
pi. cytosomatn

(-ma-ta). [NL.] Sanie as *cy tosorfte.

cytosome (si'to-som), n, [NL. cytoioma, <

Gr. niiTOQ, a hollow (a cell), + auua, a body.]
The body of a cell.

Cjrtospora (sl-tos'po-ra), n. [NL. (Ehrenberg,
1818), < Gr. KVTOQ, a hollow (a cellj^ -•- -j-npa,

seed (spore).] A large genus of sphEeropsi-
daeeous fungi having allantoid, hyaline .spores
produced in irregular chambers in an erum-
pent stroma buried in the surface of the host.
About 200 species have been described. They occur on
the branches of woody plants, and many ai'e I'egarded as
the pycnidial conditio]] of species of Valsa. Also incor-
rectly spelled Cytispora.

cytostasis (si-tos'ta-sis), ». [NL., < Gr. /cirof,

a hollow (a cell), -i- araaiq, standing.] Arrest
of blood-corpuscles in the small vessels.

cytotactic (si-to-tak'tik), a. [cytotaxis (-laet-)

+ -jc] Of or pertaining to the locomotion of
cells in relation to other cells ; exhibiting
cytotaxis.

C3rtotaxis (si-to-tak'sis), n. [Gr. /tw-of, a hollow
(acell), + rdjff, arrangement.] The move-
ment of cells, or of cell-masses, in relation to

one another. The approach of cells to one another is

spoken of as positive cytotaxis, tlieir withdrawal from one
another as negative cytotaxis.

cytotherapy (si-to-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. /cirof,

a hollow (a cell), -I- Oepaneia, medical treat-

ment.] Same as *oi'ganotherapy or *opother-

apy.

cytothesis (si-toth'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /cirof , a
hollow (a cell), + 6eaig, placing, arranging.] In



cytothesis

fhysiol., the regenerative or restorative change
in a cell or neuron : the opposite of *cytolysis.

cytotoxij: (si-to-tok'sik), a. [Gr. (rfrof, a hol-
low (a cell), + to^ik6v, poison (see toxic).']

Eflecting the destruction of cells : applied to
the action of special cytotoxins.
cytotoxin (si-tp-tok'sin), n. \_cytotox(ie) +
-tn2.] Aja adaptation-product which has spe-
cific toxic properties for the particular kind of
cell which was used in immunization. Generally
speaking, these bodies result on immunization with cells
from a different species, and are specific. Autocytotoxias
may, however, a&o be formed. The action ol the cjto-
toxins depends upon the presence of a specific ambo-
ceptor and of a complement (see -kc&mplementt 8) which
is present in normal serum. Examples are th^ neph-
rotoxins, hepatotoxins, leucotoxins, etc. Also termed
•ttcytolysin.

cytotropic (si-to-trop'ik), a. [Gr. /ciirof, a hol-
low (a cell), + TpiwoQ, a turning.] Of or per-
taining to the growth or bending of cell-masses
in relation to one another.
CjiiOtropism (si-tot'ro-pizm), n. [cytotropiic)
+ -ism.'] The growing or bending of cell-

masses, or of cells, toward or away from one
another. See *cytotaxis.

cytozoan (si-to-zo'an), a. andH. I. a. Having
the characters of the Cytozoa.

II. n. One of the Cytozoa.

Cytozoon (si-to-zo'on), n.
;

pi. cytozoa (-a).

• [NLi., < Gr. icvTog, a hollow (a cell), + fuov, an
animal.] A protozoan parasite of the red
blood-corpuscles.

Cyttaiia (si-ta'ri-a), n. [NL. (Berkeley, 1841),

so named from the resemblance of the plants
to a wasp's nest ; < Gr. idnrapog, honeycomb,
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Cyttaria,

A, C. Cunnti in different stag-es of development ; B, C,

oti: £, a loo^itudinal section throug^h a stroma; C,
spore-case with spores. (From En^ler and Frantl's *

'

familien.")

czansm

wasp's nest.] A genus of discomycetous fungi
having the ascomata sunken in the surface of

a subspherieal mostly stipitate stroma which
is gelatinous when mature. About 6 species are

known, mostly from Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego,
where they are eaten by the natives. They grow upon
living branches of beeches, species of Notho/agus. See
beech-fungus and mushroom, I,

Cyttariacese (si-ta-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Cyttaria + -acese.'] A family of ascomycetous
fungi named from the single genus Cyttaria,

and having the same general characters. See

*Cyttaria.

Z. An abbreviation of (Gould's) Cordova

Zones. See *(?. C. Z.

czar, tsar, n white Czar, a name by which (or its

equivalent) tlie Czar of Sussia is known especially in Asia.

The White Tsar's people call

Aloud to the skies of lead :

"We are slaves, not freemen:
Ourselves, our children, our women-
Dead, we are dead.

Though we breathe, we are dead men all.

R. W. Gilder, In the Heights,

The White Tsar's People, L 3.

czardom, tsardom (zar'dum, tsar'dum), n.

The dominion, power, or office of a czar._

czarian, tsarian (zar'i-an), a. Of or pertaining

to a czar.

The growing influence of the Tsar in the affairs of other

nations was conditioned by the same causes as the decline

of the Tsarian System within the confines of Kussia.

A. Ular, Russia from Within, p. L

czarism, tsarism (zar'izm), n. Absolutism
in government, such as that of the Czar of

• Bussia. A. Ular, Russia from Within, p. 5.
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daer-stock

daer-Stock (dil'6r-stok), «. [Mir. doer, Olr.
doir, doer, base, servile, Ir. door, captive,
enslaved, guilty, = Gael, daor, enslaved (< do-,
not, = Gr. Act-, ill (see dys-), + fear, man),
+ E. stock.} In Ir. anUq., cattle or other
stock granted by a chief to a tenant for his
nse, ownership still remaining with the chief.
Sometimes used attributively: as, daer-stock
tenancy.

The Daer-stock tenant, distingnished by the limited
amount of stock which lie received from the Chief, re-
mained a freeman, and retained his tribal i-ights in their
integrity. . . . The 2?aer-«tocfr tenant [through accepting
a large gi'ant of stock from the Chief] had unquestionably
paited with some portion of his freedom, and his duties are
invariably referred to as very onerous.

Maine^ Early Hist of Institutions, p. 159.

daffy (daf'i), a. [daff'^ (still in dialectal use)
+ -y 1.] 1. Like a silly person ; silly ; imbecile

;

'soft.' [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]— 2. Dry; in-

sipid. [Prov. Eng.] Eng. Dial. Diet.

D. A. Ot. An abbreviation of Deputy Adjutant-
General.

dag^, n. 4. A short tapering or pointed piece

of metal like the point of a dagger, used to

interlock timbers with each other, or to form
the stabbing or piercing teeth on rolls for

breaking coal.—5. The first antler of a buck,
which is slender, almost straight, and without
branches, thus resembling a dagger or dag.

dagesh, n. See daghesh.

dagga (dag'a), n. [South African name, also

rendered dakka, tfeicte.] In South Africa,

Cannabis Indica, the Indian hemp, which is

used by the natives as a narcotic. It is collected,

dried, and smoked by the lower classes of Hottentots, who
are rendered stupid and incapable of connected work
while under the influence of it. See hashish, deiamba,
and CannoMs.

dagger, n—^American dairger,anoctuidmoth, .drnteZa
anwricaTia, common in the Atlantic United States,

where its larvae feed on the foliag^e of maple, elm, and
other forest and shade trees.— Ocher dagger, an Ameri-
can noctuid moth, A%iatela morula, whose larvae feed on
the leaves of elm and basswood.—Witch-Iiazel dagger,
an American noctuid moth, Apatela hamamelis, whose
lai'vse feed on tlie leaves of the witch-hazel, oak, and other
forest trees.

dagger-head (dag'6r-hed), n. A timber placed
diagonally in the launching-ways of a ship

and securing certain timber shores placed
between the bottom of the vessel and the
bilgeways.
dagger-moth (dag'6r-m6th), n—Gra7 dagger-
moth, an American noctuid moth, Apatela interrupta,

whose lai-vae feed on the foliage of the apple, pear, cherry,

and plum.

dagmai (dag'mi), n. [Bisaya dflSfl'WJai, dagmay.]
In the Philippines, a name for Galadium Colo-

casia, also called ^afti. See toroi and Colocasia.

dagO^ (da'go), n. [Chamorro dago, a yam.]
In the island of Guam, the square-stemmed
yam, Diosoorea alata, and other species of

Dioscorea resembling it.

Daguerreotype etching, in photog., a process for biting

daguerreotypes by immersing the plate in dilute hydro-

chloric acid opposite a platinum plate, and passing a cur-

rent from a couple of Grove's cells for a few seconds.

Oxychlorid of silver is formed, which, when removed,
leaves the plate sufficiently etched to be printed from.

Devised by Sir W. R. Grove.

dahlia, "—Sahlla wartlet, Txlia crasncomis, one
of the commonest British sea-anemones.

dahllite (dal'it), re. [Named after the brothers

Tellef and Johann Dahll, Norwegians.] A
mineial containing the phosphate and carbon-

ate of calcium and occurring in yellowish-

white fibrous crusts. It probably results from

the alteration of apatite. Found at Bamle,
Norway.
Dahoman (da-ho'man), a. and n. Same as

*Dahomeyan.
Dahomeyan (da-ho'mi-an), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to Dahomey.
II. n. A native of Dahomey.

dahu (da'ho), n. A large forest tree, Artocarpus

Lakoocha, of India and Ceylon, belonging to

the breadfruit family, it has simple leaves, glabrous

and shiny above and softly downy beneath. The round,

velvety, yellow, acid fruit is edible when ripe ; the spadix

of the male Bowel's is pickled, and is used in curry ; the

seeds ai'e eaten ; the roots yield a yellow dye, the bark a

fiber suitable for cordage ; and from the viscous latex a ce-

ment is prepared. In Bengal called dephal (which see).

Daikoku (di-ko'kS), n. [More fully Daikoku-

ten : Sinieo-Jap. dai, great, + fcofa, black, +
ten, deva, god; corresponding to Chin, fat,

treat, + lieh (or Jw), black, + t'ien, heaven,

eva ] One of the seven gods of happi-

ness of the Japanese; the god of wealth,

whose image is found in every household.

He is represented as a shoit, stout person, weanng a cap

with the visor well drawn down; standing or sitting on

tags of rice; carrying a mallet, the emblem of labor, in
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the right hand ; and over the left shoulder a large sack
(wealth), the mouth of which is grasped firmly with the
left hand, thus controlling its expenditui-e.

daikon (di'kon*), «. [Jap. dai-kon, < Chin, tai,

great, + kun, root.] A large variety of radish,
Baphanus saUvus, one of the most important
root-crops cultivated in Japan. It is eaten
raw or boiled, and when pickled forms the
chief relish of the people.

daimiate (di'mi-at), n. [daimi{o) + -ofeS.]

The position, territory, or juris(Uction of a
daimio.
daimioate, n. Same as *daimiate.
Daimonel^ (di-mon'e-liks), n. [NL., irreg. <
Gr. iat/jmi, demon, + lllff, spiral: see helix.']

An erect, spiral, gigantic fossil found in great

Dnimonefix in position. Arilcaree formation. Sioux County,
Nebraska. Average height six to seven feet.

numbers in the Arikaree sands (Loup Fork
Tertiary) of northwestern Nebraska, chiefly

in Sioux county, and also in eastern Wyoming
and southern South Dakota. These anomalous
fossils, thought by some to represent the buiTows of
tertiary rodents, consist throughout of intertwining plant
fibers of roots of varying size, which, in section, invariably
yield perfectly preserved plant-tissue, a fact which led
the discoverer to assign them to the vegetable kingdom.
Though of diverse form and varying size, two principal
kinds are conspicuous, the one with, the other without, an

Photomicrograph of a thin section of Daimanelix, showing
plant structute.

axis. DaimoTielix, though known for years to the cow-
boys and ranchmen as the demVs corkscrew, was fliBt

definitely described by Erwin H. Barbom-, State geologist
of Nebraska, in 1891. Collections of specimens are now
to be found in the lai-ge museums of the United States,
notably that of the University of Nebraska, the Field
Columbian Museum, the Cai-negie Museum, and the
United States National Museum.

daimonion (di-mo'ni-on), n. [Gr. dain&viov,

prop. neut. of dai/idviog, adj., < daluuv, demon.]
Same as demon, 1 : usually with reference to
the demon of Socrates.

dainanago ((K-na-na'go), n. [Jap. Tainan, a
port of southern Formosa, + anago, eel.'] A
name of the conger-eel of Formosa, Leptoce-

phalus erebennus.

dainty, a.—Dainty SOlplmr, an American pierid
butterfly, Nathalisiole, ot verysm^ size and yellow color
bordered and banded with black. Its larvae feed on the
marigold. It inhabits the southwestern United States
and Mexico.

daira (di'rS), n. [Ar. ddira, circle, household,

dallastype

private estate, <.ddr, go about.] The private
estates of the Khedive of Egypt.
Dairy scales. See *scaleK
dairy-farmer (da'ri-farm''6r), n. A farmer
who operates a dairy-farm.

dairy-farming (da'ri-farm'^ing), n. That
branch of agriculture which is specially de-
voted to the production of milk and the manu-
facture of butter, cheese, and other milk pro-
ducts.

dais, ?>•—Chamber of dais. See *chamier.

daisy, n. 4. A kind of sea-anemone. Actinia
bellis. [England.]—Big daisy, the oxeye daisy.—
Blue daisy, (o) The chicoi'y.—Blue sprlng-dalgy, the
robin's-plantain, Erigeron pidchellus, from its early

flowering and the color of the rays. See plantainl.—
Bull's-eye, butter-daisy (b). Names for the oxeye daisy.

—Chlldmg daisy, dlcl^-dalsy, the English daisy.—
Dog-daisy. See Mo(7-aai«y.— EngUsb, European,
garden daisy. See daisy, i.—Horse-daisy. See
•ifhorse-daisy.—Red daisy, the orange hawkweed. See
hawkweed.— Shasta daisy, a perennial herb which
bears very large white-rayed flowers resembling the
white field-daisy in general form : originated by Luther
Burbank, and apparently of hybrid origin. It is hardy
in New York.—MHllte daisy, tlie oxeye daisy, more com-
monly called whiteweed.— Yellow daisy, yellowoxeye
daisy, the common cone-flower, RudbecHa hirta.

daisy-fleabane (da^'zi-fle'ban), n. See flea-
bane.

Dajidae (daj'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dajus +
-idee.} A family of isopod crustaceans parasi-
tic upon schizopods. Dajus is the typical
genus.

Dajus (da'jus), n. [NL. {Kroyer, 1846, G.
spelling for .Daiws), < Gr. daiog, destructive.]
The typical genus of the family DajidiB.

Dak, An abbreviation of Dakota.
daka (da'ka), n. [Also dacca, prop, dhaka:
see def.] An East-Indian muslin of fine and
delicate texture, made on the native loom in
the district of Dhaka, or Dacca, Bengal.

dak-boat, daivk-boat (dak'bot), n. [Hind.
ddk, a post, + Eng. boat.] A mail-boat.
[Anglo-Indian . ]

dakhuis (dak'hois), n. [D., < dak, roof, thatch,
+ huis, house.] A house thatched with straw
or reeds. [South Africa.]

Dakota formation. See *formation.
Dakotian (da-ko'ti-an), a. Same as Dakotan.
L. H. Morgan, Ancient Society, p. 154.

Daksha (dak'sha), n. [Skt. Daksha, lit. activ-
ity, capacity, power, as adj. able, active, dex-
terous: see dexter.] In Hindu myth., a son of
Brahma, ofwhom grotesque legends were told.

dal2 (dal), re. [D., = E. dale^.] A valley.
[South Africa.]

dalaga (da - la ' ga), n. [Tagalog dalaga =
Pampanga dalaga, prob. < Skt. ddraka, boy,
son, in dual two boys, or boy and girl. Cf.
Malay dara, maidenhood, anak ddra, a young
woman, a maid, < Skt. ddrd, a -wife.] In
Luzon, Philippine Islands, a young unmarried
woman ; a girl.

Dalamian (da-lar'ni-an), a. [Sw. Dalarne,
'the valleys,' otherwise Dalecnrlia, a former
province of Sweden: see dale^.] In geol., a
series of Procambrian rocks in Sweden.
Dalatiidae (dal-a-ti'i-de), n.pt. [NL., < Dala-
tlv^ + -idle.] A family of sharks typitied by
the genus Dalatius, otherwise known as Scym-
nus or Scymnorhinus. The typical species is

D. licha of the Old World.

daler (da'ler), n. [Sw. : see dollar.] A copper
coin, of fictitious value, of Charles XII. of
Sweden

.

dalesfolk (dalz'fok), n. pi. Dwellers in a dale or
valley ; dalesmen. Mary Hotvttt.

daleth (da'leth), n. [Heb. ddleth. prop, ddlet

:

see delta, D.] The fourth letter (T) of the
Hebrew alphabet, corresponding to the Eng-
lish D. Its numerical value is IV.
dali^ (da'le), «. [Hind, dull.] See dollijK

Dalibarda (dal-i-bar'da), n. [NL., (Linnseus,
1753), named in honor of Thomas Francois
Dalibard (1703-79), a French botanist.] A
genus of plants of the family Mosacess, closely
related to Subv^, but distinguished by the
nearly dry drupelets inclosed at maturity by
the connivent calyx lobes. The only species, D.
repens, a native of nottheastern North America, is a low
perennial unarmed herb, with slender root-stocks bearing
tufts of simple, cordate, crenate leaves, the scape-like
peduncles bearing 1 or 2 delicate white flowers. It has
much the habit of a strawberry. See -kdewdrop, 2.

dallastype (dal 'as -tip), n. [Dallas (D. C.
Dallas, inventor di the method, 1875), + type.]
A process used in the early days of photo-en-
graving: now superseded by more modem
methods.



Dalmanites

Dalmanites (dal-ma-ni'tez), n. pi. [NL., <
Dalman, a proper name, + -ites, E. -ite'^.] A
genus of trilobites of the family Phacopidx, in
which the test is distinctly divided into three
subequal areas both longitudinally and hori-
zontally. The glabellum is large, with prominent frontal
lobe and three pairs of lateral lobes, the compound eyes
very conspicuous and sohizoohroal, thorax with eleven
grooved segments, pygidium large, with many segments
and usually a caudal spine. It is veiy characteristic of
the Silmian and Devonian formations.

dalmatic, n. 2. The imperial mantle, resem-
bling the ecclesiastical dalmatic, worn by
kings and emperors at coronation and on other
important occasions. The dalmatic worn by Queen
Victoria when she was crowned in Westminster Abbey,
June 28, 183S, was of cloth of gold.

dalo (da ' 16), n. [Fijian dalo, < Polynesian
toro.] In Fiji, Caladium Colocasia, the roots
and leaves of which are among the principal
food-staples of the natives. See taro.

Daltonist (da,rton-ist), n. Same as Daltonian.

dam'^, n. 5. a" fire-brick wall forming the
front of the hearth or crucible of a blast-fur-

nace, through which the tap-hole is formed.
— Bear-trap dam, a species of movable dam used in
tlie canalization of rivers for purposes of navigation.
It consists of two large plates or leaves, each hinged
above its lower edge, one pointing down-stream and tlie

other up-stream. The distance apart of the hinged ed^es
is such that when both are horizontal the leaf pointmg
down-stream overlaps the other leaf. When both are
raised, the free edges of the two leaves approach one an-
other and form a tlat triangle nearly isosceles. In this
position the two leaves form the barrier to dam back the
water of the stream. When it is lying flat on the bottom
of the river the dam does not obstruct the stream. It is

lowered during high water and during those periods
when the natum flow or depth of the stream is adequate
for pui-poses of navigation. When it is desu'ed to in-

crease the depth artificially, the dam is raised. This is

accomplished by admitting water through submerged
culverts and sluices into the space under the two leaves

from a pool artificially, created at a short distance up-
stream. The pressure of the water underneath the leaves

raises them somewhat, and with them the level of the
water above the dam. This still further Increases the
pressure of the water under the leaves, and under its in-

fluence the leaves continue to rise to any desired height
within the limits of movement provided. The dam is

lowered by closing the gates connecting the space under
the dam with the upper pool of the river, and opening
corresponding gates which connect the space under the
leaves with the river below the dam. The internal pres-

sm'e being thus diminished to a value less than the ex-

ternal pressme due to the load of water on the outside of

the dam, the leaves gradually fall. The leaves move
closely between abutments or piers at- their ends, under
which are the culverts and sluices for raising and lower-
ing the dam. This type of dam was first devised in 1818

by Josiali White, a Philadelphia merchant, to meet the
needs of coal navigation on the Lehigh river, in Pennsyl-
vania, and was soon adopted extensively on logging-

streams in Pennsylvania and Canada. Since 1880 it has
received extensive study and its use has been much ex-

tended.—Canvas dam, a sheet of canvas or stout cloth,

usually attached at the upper edge to a strip of wood, so

arranged that it can be placed in an irrigation-ditch for

the pui'pose of forcing the water out of the ditch upon
the adjacent fields. See *ia^oo7i.—Drop-head dam, a
dam with a mechanical device which can be dropped to
permit the passage of water.—Flood dam. See -ksplash-

dam.— Gravity dam, a dam of which the cross-section

is of such dimensions that the structure will resist the
overturning action of water, that is, will stand against
destructive forces because of its weight, and not be de-
pendent upon bracing or arch-action against the sides.

—

HydraullC-flll dam, a dam constructed of materials
washed into place by a process similai' to hydraulic min-
ing.— Rolllllg dam, a dam for raising the water in a
shallow stream. It has no sluiceways, but a smooth top
of timber over which, under a sufficient head of water,
logs may slide or roll.— Self-loading dam. See*»-iii^ter-

dam.—To rip a dam, to remove the plank which closes

a splash-dam.

Dama, ^. This, the generic name for the European
fallow-deer, Dama dama, or D. vvXgaris, was for a short
time used for the American deer generally placed in the
genus Odocoiieus of Kafinesque, which has precedence
over Cariacits.

damage, n. — contingent damages, those given
where the issues upon counts to which no demurrer has
been filed are tried, before demurrerto one or more counts
in tlie same declaration has been decided. Bouoier, Law
Diet.— General damages, in law, damages which neces-

sarily result from the commission of a wrong or breach
of contract, and therefore need not be specially pleaded
in the complaint or declaration.—Interventng dam-
ages, damages which arise after judgment or order : suf-

fered by an appellee by reason of delay caused by an
appeal from the judgment or order.

damalic (da-mal'ik),' a. [Gr. Sd/iaXtg, fem.
(dd/iaXog, mV), a young cow, + -ic] Derived
from the cow.—Damalic acid, an organic substance
found in the urine of the cow.

damaluric (dam-a-hi'rik), a. [Gr. id/m^tg, a
young cow, + ovpov, mine, + -ic] Derived from
the urine of the cow

—

Damaluric acid, an acid,

C8H10O2, said to occui- in cows' urine.

damascenine (da-mas'en-in), n. [NL. damas-
eena (see def. -I-' -ine^.'i An alkaloid, CipHis
O3N, contained in the seed-coats of Nigem
Damascena L. It melts at 27° C, boils at 168°

C, and gives blue fluorescent solutions.

damask, v. t. 3. To deface or destroy by
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stamping or marking: as, to damask seditious
books.
Damaskeen texture, in petrog., the interlaced, varie-
gated, appearance of some varieties of obsidian, produced
by differences in color of glass or of varieties of microlites.

dambosite (dam'bos-it), n. Same as dambonite.
Damburneya (dam-ber'ne'ya), n. [NL. (Eafin-
esque, 1838), named for t. A. Dambourney
(1722-95), a French botanist.] A genus of
dicotyledonous trees of the family Lauraceee.
See Nectandra.
dammar, T}.-Philippine dammar, a resin obtained
from Darmtiara PhUippiineinsig (Agathis lorantkifolia of
Blanco, not of Salisbury), a large coniferous tree growing
in the mountain districts of Luzon, Camarines, and sev-
eral other of the Philippine Islands.—Bock dammar,
the commercial name for the resin obtained in Burma
from Neiaandra adorata.

dammaran (dam'a-ran), n. [dammar + -an.']

A neutral resin, "Cj^oHggOe, one of the con-
stituents of Australian dammar-resin.
dammarol (dam'a-rol), n. [dammar + -ol.']

A volatile oil obtained by the distillation of
Australian dammar-resin.'
dammarone (dam'a-ron), n. [dammar+ -one.]
A volatile oil obtained by the distillation of
Australian dammar-resin with lime.
dammar-pine (dam'ar-pin"), n. A tree, Dam-
mara alba. See Dammara.
dammaryl (dam'a-ril), n. [dammar + -yl.]

A tasteless, odorless powder, C45H72, obtained
from dammar-resin. It softens at 145° C. and
melts at 190° C.

damnation, n— Legacy by damnation. See
•klegacy.

damnous (dam'nus), a. [L. damnosus, < dam-
num, hurt.] In law, of or pertaining to dam-
age ; causing loss or damage.
damnumfatale (dam'num fa-ta'le). [NL.]
In civil law, damages caused by reason of
chance, that is, by the happening of an event
which could not be foreseen or guarded against
by the highest degree of prudence or care.

damp, n. 6. The popular name of a disease
which attacks young seedlings and succulent
plants, causing them to rot off near the surface
of the ground. An excessively moist atmosphere is

particularly favorable for its development. Pythiwm De
Baryanum, is responsible for most of the "damp" in cu-
cumbers, egg-plants, peas and slmilarplantswhileaspecies
of Bhizoctonia causes this disease in cotton, and Alter-
naria tenuis produces the effect in tobacco. Also called
dam/jping off.

damp, V—Damped vibration. s,ee*ira)ration.

dampener, n. 2. In laundry-work, a machine
for dampening collars, cuffs, and other gar-
ments previous to ironing. One type employs metal
and rubber rolls for spreading a film of water over the col-

lars or other pieces as they pass between the rolls.

dampening-press (damp'n-ing-pres"), n. A ma-
chine for pressing laundered garments that
have already been sprinkled with water or
otherwise dampened ; a combined sprinkling-

machine and press.

damper, n. 1. (c) in elect. ; (1) An attachment which
makes a measuring-instrument aperiodic or dead-beat

;

that is, so that it assumes its final position without oscilla-

tion. It usually consists of vanes moving in a closed air-

space or inaliquid, or of conductors moving in amagnetic
field. (2) The appliance in a synchronous machine or
motor used to prevent surging. See -kamAtrtisseur.

damper-action (dam'per-ak"shon), n. In
pianoforte-making, a collective term for all the
parts which compose and control the daihpers.

damper-flange (dam'per-flanj), n. In piano-
forte-making, the wooden piece, fastened to the
action-rail, to which the damper-lever is

pivoted. See cut waA^v pianoforte.

damper-head (dam'per-hed), n. Inpianoforte-

making, the padded head or cross-piece of a
damper which is designed to check the vibra-

tions of the strings when the key is released.

See cut MndLevpianoforte.

damper-lever (dam'per-lev'fir), n. In piano-

forte-making,the wooden piece that connectsthe
damper-lifter with the damper-head. See cut

Tindei pianoforte.

damper-lifter (dam'pfer-lif'tfer), n. In piano-

forte-making, the connective piece between the

whip and the damper-lever; also called spoon,

from its shape. See cut Tindei pianoforte.

damper-spring (dam'p6r-spring), n. Jnpiano-

forte-making, the spring which presses the dam-
per-head against the string when the key is re-

Ifeased. See cut under ^«o»o/orte.

damper-wire (dam'per-wir), n. Inpianoforte-
making, the wire that carries the damper-lever.

See cut xmAev pianoforte.

damping, n. 2. (6) The stopping of the ten-

dency to surge or hunt, in synchronous ma-
chines, as alternating-current generators or

synchronous motors or converters, by means of

dance-house

closed low-resistance copper turns inserted in
the pole-faces of the magnetic field. See
*amortisseur.— 3. Premature decay in plants,
especially young seedlings, attributed to exces-
sive moisture. See *damp, 6.

damping-coil (dam'ping-koil), n. In elect., a
coil of wire used to check the vibrations of
the needle or moving parts of a galvanometer
or dynamometer by means of the Foucault
currents induced in the coil.

damping-machine (dam'pin^-ma-shen'O.n. 1.

A machine used for dampening "or moistening
certain classes of wool fabrics, to render the
fibers of the nap more flexible and susceptible
of the quality of finish desired. Another fonn of
damping-machine is sometimes used for cotton cloth, to
improve its feel and appearance.

2. A mechanism used by printers for the
quick dampening of paper to make it pliable
under impression.
damping-off (dam'ping-df), n. The decay of
young plants, particularly of seedlings and
cuttings, at the surface of the ground. See
*damp, n., 6.

damp-proof (damp ' prof), a. Proof against
damp: 'as, a damp-proof aourse of masonry.
damsel-bug (dam'zel-bug), n. Any heterop-
terous insect of the family Nabidse, a group of
small predatory bugs often included in the
family Beduviidse Black damsel-bug, a heterop-
terous insect, Coriscus subcoleoptratua, of the family iVa-
bidee, common in the northern United States. It is black
in color and has yellowish legs, and usually rudimentary
win^s.—Blonde damsel-bng, a heteropterous msec^
Corucws ferus, of the family NaMdee, a third of an inch
long, and light yellow in color, dotted with brown. It is

found in both Eui'ope and North America, hiding in
flowers to capture the small insects which frequent them.

damsel-fish (dam 'zel- fish), n. A name in
tropical regions of various species of the fam-
ily Fomacentridse, especially of those which
have brilliant colors.

dan^ (dan), n. [Prob., like dan^, a rustic reduc-
tion of dandy'^, applied to various mechanical

appliances.] Naut.,a,
small buoy having a
pole on which is dis-

played by day a flag

and by night a lan-
tern. It is used to hidi-
cate both tlie position of
deep-sea fish-lines and a
center around which a
steam trawler is worked.

Dan. An abbreviation
of Danish.

n,„ Dansea (da-ne'a), n.

[NL. (J. E. ginith,

1793), named in honor of Giovanni Pietro
Maria Dana, professor of botany in Turin.]
A genus of marattiaceous ferns which com-
prises about 20 species of similar appearance,
restricted to the humid forests of the West
Indies and tropical America. The sterile fronds
are from 1 to 3 feet high and mostly once pinnate, the
pinnte opposite and articulate to the rachis, the veins
mostly forked and parallel. The fertile fronds are of sim-
ilar sliape, but somewhat reduced, and the numerous ses-
sile sporangia are borne along the free veins and fused into
more or less sunken linear synangia which open eventu-
ally by apical pores. Most species have the stipes once
or several times nodose. One of the best known is D. alata.

danaidin (da - na ' i - din), n. [danoAn -^ 4d,
+ -in^.] A resinous compound, C22H2oOe,
obtained by the hydrolysis of danain.
danain (dan'a-in), n. [NL. Danais (see def.)
+ -in^.] A glucoside, C14H14O5, contained
in the root of Danais fragrans.
danaine (dan'a-in), a. and n. I. a. Of or be-
longing to the"subfamily Danainse.

II. n. Amember of the subfamily Danainse.
danaro (da-na'ro), n.; pi. danari (-§). [It., <
L. denarius : Bee denarius, denier^.] An Italian
coin, the denier.

dance, v. II, trans. 4. In the West Indies, es-
pecially Trinidad,to clean and polish (cacao) by
treading it with the naked feet. The friction
caused by the treading removes the mildew
from the outside of the beans and at the same
time polishes them.
dance, n.—Green-com dance, a ceremonial connected
with the ripening of Indian com.— Pyrrhic dance..
Seepyrrhici, n. 1.— St. Guy's dance, St. John's dance,
chorea.

dance-fljr (dans'fli), re. Any fly of the dipter-

ous family Empididse, or Mmpidse: so named
from the dance-like mode of flight.

dance-hall (dans'hal), n. A hall, usually in

connection with, or as an annex to, a saloon,

where dancing is carried on. [Chiefly U. S.]

dance-house (dans'hous), w. 1. A dance-hall.
— 2. A house in which ceremonial dances, or
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religious eeremoiiials connected with dances,
are performed.
dancer, «._ 4. Same as dandy-roller.
dance-society (dans's6-si*e-ti), n. Tnanthrop.,
a society which has tte duty or the privilege
of performing a certain religious ceremonial
the chief outer expression of which is a dance.
On superficial examination various tribes appear to be

organized according to identical principles, but fuller
knowledge generally reveals ditferences among the simi-
larities. From this it was concluded that such terms as
gens, band, age-tratemity and dance-society have no stable
or exact meaning and hence little descriptive value, de-
tailed information being the great desideratum.

Seience, May 31, 1901, p. 8B4.

dancette, n. 3. In silver and metal work, dec-
oration relieved by the addition of twisted
wire.

dancing-mania (dan'sing-ma"ni-S.), n. A form
of saltatory chorea associated with religious
ecstasy, occurring in wide-spread epidemics in
the middle ages.

dancing-rattle (dan'sing-rafl), n. A rattle
used to accompany dances, particularly dances
that form part of religious ceremonials. HaU
eel (trans.). Hist, of Mankind, 11. 274.

dancing-stilts (dan'sing-stUts), n. Stilts used
in dances. Such stilts were used by the natives of the
Marquesas Islands, and are also common in China.

dandle dinmont (dan'di din'mont), n. A small,
long-bodied, short-legged, coarse-haired breed
of terriers popular in Scotland, named after
Andi-ew (Dandle) Dinmont, a character in
Scott's novel "Guy Mannering," who pos-
sessed such a dog.

dandruf, dandrif, n. Simplified spellings of
dandruff, dandriff.

dandy^, n. 5. (a) A roller placed on a machine
in advance of another, toperforma preliminary
operation, {b) See dandy-roller.— 6. An open-
work basket or vessel, used either to carry
fuel, or to confine fuel in a larger grate, or to
hold pig-iron in a furnace-hearth for prelimi-
nary heating.

dandy-cart (dan'di-ka,rt)j n. A kind of spring-
cart, used by milkmen, etc. N. E. D.
dandyfunb (dan'di-fungk), n. Naut., a kind
of pudding formerly well known among sea-
faring men.

Pantiles, on occasion the only article of food, are what
the self-satisfied landlubber would coll biscuits. Tliey are
served with a liberal hand, but the stock is protected by
their almost irrefragable character. Out of pantiles a
delectable dish is to be made by vigorous pounding in a
bag, followed by the admixture of some handy liquid,
preferably old pea soup, with the addition of a little fat
pork. When this creation is browned in the oven it be-
comes " dog's body. " Should there be molasses to add,
the result is "dandy-funk. "

C. Protheroe, Life in the Mercantile Marine.

dandy-jack (dan'di-jak), V. i. To play the
jackadandy (which see).

dandy-loom (dan'di-lom), n. Originally a
hand-loom with a take-up mechanism for the
woven cloth, invented by William Bedcliffe,
in England, in 1802. It was afterward adapted
to operation by power.
danay-rig (dan'di-rig), n. The rig of a kind
of yawl or sloop known as a dandy. See
dandy^.

dandy-roll (dan'di-rol), n. Same as dandy-
roller.

Dane, n.— Great Dane, a breed of powerful, straight-

haired dogs, standing from 24 to 30 inches high at the
shoulders. The mnz^e is ratherpointed, the tail thin and
wiry. The Danes are usually plain mouse-color, but there

are spotted and brindled varieties.

Danebrog, » 2. The Danish national flag

—

a white cross on a red ground. Also Danne-
hrog.

Danes' money. See *money.

Danger ball. See guilty *ball.

danger-line (dan'jSr-Iin), n. A line, real or

imaginary, marking the boundary between
apparent safety and danger, as the fire-lines

at a conflagration, or the line or level on a

river-bank above which the rising waters of a

river in flood may overflow, or burst the banks.

Monthly WeatherBev., Jan., 1902, p. 3.

dangersome (dan'j6r-sum), a. [Sanger +
-some.'] Dangerous. [Prov.]

dangle (dang'gl), n. One of the points, bobs,

rings, or the like, that dangle from an object.

dangle-foot (dang'gl-fut), n. The dropping of

the anterior part of the foot in conseguenoe

of paralysis of the flexor muscles m the

anterolateral part of the leg.

dangle-money (dang'gl-mun'i), ». An early

Chinese bronze coinage, so called from its re-

semblance to and former use as dangles of a

musical instrument. Also called bridge-money.
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Danian (da'ni-an), n. [L. Dania, Denmark,
< Dani, Danes : see Dane.] In geol., the
uppermost division of the Cretaceous sys-
tem in France and Belgium, wanting in the
English series.

Damcali (dan-ka'lf), n. One of the dialects
of Abyssinia, sometimes grouped with Galla,
Somali, and other dialects in a 'Cushite'
division of Hamitic languages.

Dantean, a. II. n. A student of Dante.
Danthonia (dan-tho'ni-a), n. [NL. (De Can-
dolle, 1805), named in honor of Etienne Dan-
thoine, a French botanist. ] A genus of grasses.
There are about 100 species, belonging to the tropical and
temperate regions of both hemispheres. D. pemciUata,
of Australia, widely distributed in that country andknown
as wallaby-grass, is valued for spring pasturage. D.
Califomica is an important element in flie natural pastu-
rage of the Pacific coast of the United States. D. spicata,
known like other species as vrild oat-grass, is a character-
istic plant of worn-out pastures in the northeastern
United States.

Danubian com. See *corn^.
Dapedins fda-pe'di-us), n. [NL., < Gr. ddmiav,
gi'ound, pavement.] A genus of ganoid fishes
of the ta,mily Dapedidse, having flattened ovate
bodies with elongate dorsal and anal fins and
an almost equally bilobed tail. It occurs in
the Trias and Lias of Europe and India.
Daplinacese (daf-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL.-(St.
Hilaire, 1805), < Daphne + -acese.] A family
of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous (chori-
petalous or apetalous) plants of the order
Daphnales, by some included in the order
Myrtales, the mezereon family, typified by the
genus Daphne (which see). See also Thymelx-
acese, by which name it was long known.
Daphnales (daf-na'lez), n.pl. [NL. (Lindley,
1833), < Daphne + -ales.] An order of dicoty-
ledonous archichlamydeous plants, including
6 families, of which the Daphnaeese and
Elseagnacese are the most important, in Lindley's
classification, of which it is the daphnal alliance, it in-

cluded the Proteacex and Lauracex, which are now
referred to different ordei-s.

Daphnean (daf'ne-an), a. Of or pertaining to
the nymph Daphne" T.Hardy.
Daphneimoria (daf-ne-fo'ri-a), n. [Gr.
dcupuTiifiopia, < Sa6v^(popEiv, v., < 6a<jwri^6po(, laurel-
bearing, < Sa^rvtj, laurel, -I- -(jiopog, < ^epccv, bear.]
In Gr. anUq., a festival, a kind of May-pole
ceremony, observed in Thebes, in ancient
Greece, it occurred once in eight years, butwas prob-
ably at first annual. A boy, richly dressed, and with his
long hair let down, headed the procession. He was fol-

lowed by his nearest relative carrying^ the decorated pole
and a band of suiging-girls holding olive-branches.

daphnetic (daf-net'ik), a. [daphnet-in + -ic]
Connected with daphnetin Daphnetic acid, a
hypothetical acid, (H0)3CgHoCH:CHC00H, (2:3:4:1),

known only Jn the form of salts and of its anhydrid,
daphnetin.

daphniacean (daf-ni-a'se-an), a. and n. I, a.

Eesembling or pertaining'to the Daphniacea.
II. n. One of the Daphniacea.

daphnite (daf'nit), n. [Gr. Satpmi, laurel, -I-

-ite^.] A rare member of the chlorite group,
occurring in green flexible laminee aggregated
in small spherical forms with concentric and
radiated structure ; it is characterized by the
presence of ferrous iron with almost no
magnesium.
dapicho (dap'i-cho); n. [Braz. tapieho, classed
doubtfully as a Tupi word ; compare Guarani
tapichd, similar.] A South American name for
the caoutchouc from the roots of Siphonia
elastiea. Also called easpis.

Dappled butter. See diseased *butter.

D. A. Q. M. Q. An abbreviation of Deputy
Assistant Quartermaster-General.

D. A. B. An abbreviation of Daughters of the

American Seuolution, a society of American
women.
darapskite (da-rap 'skit), n. [Named after
Dr. L. Darapsky.] A monoclinio salt consist-

ing of the nitrate and sulphate of sodium:
found in Atacama.
Darby and Joan seat. See *seat.

dariole (da-ri-61'), n. [F. ; origin unknown.]
A French cheese-cake.

dark^, a—Catbodlc dark space or Crookes's dark
space. Same as Crookes's -Aspacc—Jiaxk Continent,
a name applied to Africa by H. M. Stanley (1878), prob-
ably in allusion to the lack of knowledge with regard to
it, as well as to the dusky complexion of its inhabitants.

—Dark Ughtnli^, radiation, segment. See -kiighu
ningl, etc

—

Dark Slide, in photog., the holder for the
sensitized plate; plate-holder: single or double back.—
Dark star. See *stari.

darkling, a. 4. Sitting in the dark.

As to Eusapia, in Appendix A (not Appendix B, as the
notes say), Dr. Maxwell criticizes the Cambridge report
on her deceptions. Dr. Hodgson deliberately allowed her

DasistoiLa

to release her hand from his hold, informed the darkling
company that phenomena were about to occur, and occur
they did. Atltenaum, June 3, 1905, p. 69a

dark-sighted (dark 'si* ted), a. In psychol.
optics, adapted to light, and therefore seeing
objects as if tinged with black.

If we pa^s, again, from light to dark, our eye is dark-
sighted. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 23.

Darluca (dar-lu'ka), n. [NL. (Castagne, 1851 ),

. named after Michel Darluc, a French natural-
ist and physician.] A genus of spheeropsida-
ceous fungi having globose, superficial pycnidia
and mostly spindle-shaped hyaline spores pro-
vided with polar appendages. Eight species have
been described most of which are parasitic on rusts
{Uredinales). D. Filum is a very common cosmopolitan
species.

darning-egg (dar'ning-eg), «. Same as darn-
ing-ball.

darning-needle, n— Eve's damlng-needle. Same
as Adam's needle and thread, the Yucca Jilamentosa.

daroga (da-ro'ga), n. [Also darogha, daruga,
droga, etc.; < Hind, daroghah,] An overseer;
inspector ; superintendent

;
governor : a title

(originally Mongol) applied in India to various
executive ofScers. Tule and Burnell.

darrein, a.— puis darrein continnance (Since the
last contmuance), in law, a plea allowed to a defendant,
after having already pleaded, by reason of some new
matter arising after joinder of issue.

dartl, «. 6. Plan; scheme. [Australian slang.]

Your only dart is to buy a staunch horse with a tip-

cart. Solf Boldrewood, Nevermore, iii.

7. Idea; 'style'; fancy: as, " strawberries and
cream, eh!—that's my dart." [Australian
slang.]

darter, «., 3. (a) (2) Of these small brilliantly col-

ored flshes of the fresh waters of the eastern United States
about 50 species are known, the following being the most
common : the black-sided darter, Hadropterus aspero ;

the blue darter, Etheostoina cserulewm ; the blue-breasted
darter, Etheostama camumm; the fan-tailed darter,
Etheostoma JUibellare ; the green-sided darter, Dipleson
blennioides; the johnny darter, Boleosomu nigrum;
the least darter, Microperca puruitulata; the manitou
darter, Percina caprodes , var. zebra; the tessellated

darter, Boleosoma olmstedi.

dart-fish (dart-fish), n. A carangoid fish, Tra-
chynotus rnsselU, inhabiting Australian waters.

dartman (dart ' man), n.
;
pi. dartmen (-men).

A warrior or soldier armed with darts or
javelins.

dartWOOd (dart'Wud), n. A small riibiaceous
tree of tne West Indies, Chomelia fasdculata,
used for darts and arrows.
darwinite (dar'win-It), n. ^Darwin + -ite^.]

A mineral found in Chile. Same as whitneyite.

Darwin's point, process, tip. Same as Dar-
win's tubercle (which see, under tubercle).

das (das), n. [D. das = G. dachs, a badger.]
Same as dassy.

dash, )>.-Black dash, an American hesperiid butterfly,
Lvmochores pontiac, blackish brown in color with yellow
on the basal half of the fore wines : found from Massa;
chusetts to Nebraska.—Long dash, an American hespe-
riid butterfly, Thymelicus mystic, occurring in the north-
eastern United States and feeding in the laTval state on.
grass.

dash^ (dash), n. [Also dashee; W. African.]
A present or gratuity; a cumshaw. N. E. D.
dash-box (dash'boks), ra. A dash-pot; a cyl-
inder in which a partial vacuum is created by
more or less withdrawing a piston. On the re-
turn of the piston by its weight or a spring, the air below
is compressed and released through controlled openings,
causuig the valve to seat-with less shock or with none.

dashee (dash'e), n. [W. African.] Same as
*dash^, n.

dash-foot (dash'fut), n. ; -ph dash-feet (fet).

An iron, fitted to receive and retain the dash-
frame, attached to the inner side of the front
panel or bar of a light carriage-body.

dash-molding (dash 'moF ding), n. A light
metallic molding placed upon the top edge of
a dash to protect the leather from being worn
by the driving-reins.

dash-piston (dash 'pis' ton), m. The piston
which slides in a dash-pot. Sometimes, as in the
caae of a dash-pot on a governor, the piston does not fit

closely in the pot, a passage being left for the oil with
which the pot is flUed. In the case of the dash-pots for
closing the admission-valves of a Corliss engine, the pis-
ton flits tightly, and a vacuum is formed when it is drawn
up, and compression occurs on the descent.

dash-plate (dash'plat), n. A plate sometimes
fixed in a marine boiler, over the fire-box, to
prevent the crown-sheet from being left bare
when the ship heels or rolls heavily, such a
plate holds the water from running to leeward as the
ship rolls, and hence the crown-sheet does not get over-
heated. Also called division plate.

dash-rail (dash'ral), n. A rail placed outside
of the covered rails of the dash of a carriage.
Dasistoma (da-sis'to-ma), n. [NL. (Bafi-
nesque), irreg. < Gr. daavg, shaggy, -(- ard/ia,



Dasistoma
mouth: in allusion to tho hairy throat of the
corolla.] A genus of plants of the famUy
ScrophularianesB. it is related to Oerardia, but differs
in Its yellow flowers, with the cells of the anthers awned
at the base. There are about 8 species, natives of eastern

shape c

dastur (da-stSr'), ». [Also destour, destoor,
dustoor; Pers. dastur, < Pahlavi dastobdr, chief
councilor, chief priest. Compare dustoor,
custom.] A chief priest.
DasyatidSB (das-i-at'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <.Das-
yatts + -idse.] A family of sting-rays, typi-
fied by the common sting-ray of Europe, Das-
uatts pastinaca. The rays of this family have smaU
teeth and a slender tail usually provided with a strong
seriated spine which may inflict a dangerous wound.
The name of the family is usually Tragcmides, but the
name DasyatidsB is older.

Dasyatinae (das"i-a-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Das-
yatis + -inse.'] A subfamily of sting-rays
typified by the genus Dasyatis, characterized
within the family by the slender tail.

Dasyatis (das-i'a-tis), n. [NL. (Bafinesque,
1810), later corrected to Dasybatis and Da-
sybatus, < Grr. daavg, thick, -f- parlg (also iSdrof ),

a ray or skate.] The typical genus of sting-
rays, represented by numerous species on both
sides of the Atlantic, in the South Seas, and
about the East Indies. Usually called Trygon.
DasybatUS (da-sib'a-tus), n. [NL. , < Gr. daabg,
thick, -f- lldrag, a ray or skate.] An emended
form of *Dasyatis.
Dasycottus (das-i-kot'us), w. [NL., < Gr.
daav^, rough, -I- K&rTog, a fish (see Cottvs).'] A

DasSrcoCtus setiger.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

genus of small soft-bodied sculpins found in
the deep waters of the North Pacific.

dasyphyllous,a. 2. Having thickly set leaves.— 3. Having thick leaves.

dasyproctine (das-i-prok'tin), a. Relating to
or like the agutis which belong to the genus
Dasyprocta.
dasypygal (das-i-pl'gal), a. [Gr. <5aa{/f, hairy,
+ irvyii, rump. ] Having the posteriors covered
with hair: said of the large anthropoid apes
as distinguished from the gibbons and Old
World monkeys, which have ischial callosi-

ties. [Rare.]
Dasyscopelus (das-i-skop'e-lus), n. [NL.,< Gr.
<5aavg, rough, -f- axdireh);, a peak, promontory.]
A genus of lantern-fishes of the family Myctoph-
idsB, characterized by the rough, firm scales.

D. spinosus is a species from the mid-Atlantic.
Dasyscypha (da-sis'i-fa), n. [NL. (Nees, 1817),
< Gr. Saavg, hairy, -f- OKijipri, okv^oc, eup.J A
genus of discomycetous fungi, so named from
the hairy ascomata which are sessile or stipi-

tate. The spores are usually simple and hyaline. About
160 species hare been described. They are distributed
throughout the world and occur chiefly on decaying
trunks and branches. D. Willkormnii is said to produce
a disease of the larch called blister. See tarch-ifblister.

datal (da'tal), a. [date^ + -a^i.] Chronolog-
ical; of or pertaining to date: as, the facts are
stated in dUital order. N. E. D.

datG^, ri.—Of even date, an expression commonly used
in legal instruments to indicate that another instrument
referred to was or is to be executed upon the same date.

date^, n. Z. An occasional name in California

of the fanleaf palm, Neovoashingtonia filamen-
tosa.— Chinese date, the fruit of a cultivated form of

the Asiatic jujube, Zizyphits Jujuba. It is eaten either

fresh or dried, and is often candied as a sweetmeat. See
Zizyphus.—DlLte coffee, honey. See -kcogee, -khoney.—
Trehlzond date, the date-plum of the Mediterranean re-

gion, Diospyros Lotus. It is considered to alford the
best stock for grafting persimmons.—Wild date, in Cal-

ifornia, one of the Spanish bayonets. Yucca Mohaverms.
The fruit has somewhat the appearance of a date and has
also a sweet and succulent flesh, eaten, fresh or dried, by
the Indians.

date-fever (dat'fe"v6r), n. Same as dengue.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IH. 400.

date-palm, n. The date-palm, introduced by the Mis-
sion Others and by American pioneers, has long existed

in California, but in inferior seedling varieties. Good
varieties have recently been introduced by the United
States Government under auspices promising commercial
success over limited ai'eas in Arizona and Califomia. The
date-palm, to mature fruit, requires long-continued heat
and dry air above, with an abundance of water at the
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roots, and is thus suited to hot deselts reclaimed by irri-

gation. It will bear alkali in" the soil and will endure
more frost than the orange, but less than the peach. It
is dioecious and in culture is usually pollinated artiflcially,
one male tree sufficing for a hundred female. The varie-
ties do not breed true by seed and are propagated by the
suckers or offshoots put forth from the base of young
trees. The tree dies if tlie terminal bud is desti-oyed.
The plantations in the Sahara form a shelter for many
fruit-trees which could not otherwise be grown. The
fruits as grown by the Arabs are of three principal types,
viz. soft dates (those known to the American market),
which aie very sugary ; similar dates, but with a much
lower sugar-content, usually eaten fresh from the tree

;

and dry dates, which are not at all sticky, are picked up
as they tall, and are regarded by the Arabs as much bel>
ter for food than the soft dates. One of the best of in-
numerable named varieties is the deglet noar. Some
good seedling varieties have been developed in the south-
western United States.

dater, n. 3. An apparatus for stamping the
date on receipts, orders, or other papers, in
some complex forms the hour also can be indicated, a
clock in the base of the instrument changuig the hour as
the day advances, without attention from the user.

datil (da'tel), n. [Sp. ddUl, date (Phoenix
dactylifera) : see dateS.'\ 1. Tucea baccata.
See yucca.— 2. In South America, a name of
several palms, especially of Cocos Datil, the
leaves of which yield a fiber which is braided
by the natives into hats, baskets, etc.

datmg-machine (da'ting-ma-shen"), n. A
machine having type-wheels and mechanism
for printing dates on cards, tickets, etc.; a
dater.

datiscaceous (dat-is-ka'shius), a. Belonging
to the plant family Datiscacex. Also datisceoiis.

datiscetin (da-tis'e-tin), n. [datisc-in + -et- +
-i»2.] A pale-yellow compound,

C6H4 < ^Q > C6(6h)2(OCH3)2, prepared by the

action of sulphuric acid on datiscin. It crys-
tallizes in needles, melting at 237° C.
Datism (da'tizm), n. [Gr. Aaria/j4g, < Adric,
Datis, the Median commander at Marathon,
who spoke broken Greek.] Brokenness or in-
correctness of speech natural to a foreigner,
or an instance of this ; a fault or mistake in
speaking a foreign language.

We can understand that a small Athenian boy should
commit a Datism in Latin.

Saturday Rev., Nov. 14, 1891, p. 564.

datival (da-ti'val), a. Of or belonging to the
dative case: as, aaiiwaJ terminations.
dato (da'to), n. [Also datto, dattu; Philippine
Sp. dato, datto, < Sulu datoh, chief, < Malay
ddtolp, ddtuk, a grandfather, the head of a fam-
ily, hence a title of distinction, a chief, a petty
prince.] A feudal lord or chief in Sulu and
other Malayan countries. In Sulu the dates formed
a council which governed the state. The sultan was merely
the executive head of the council.

The Galas district is nominally under the charge of the
Dato, Bentara, but he lives at Kota Bharu, as do all the
chiefs. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 36.

datum, n— Ordnance datum. See *ordnance.

daturic (da-tu'rik), a. [datura + -ic] Of or
pertaining to datura. Noting a coloriess acid, C17
H34O2, isomeric with margaric acid, occurring as a gly-
ceride in the seeds of Datura stramonium. It crystallizes
hi slender needles melting at 66° C.

daturinic (da-tti-rin'ik), a. [datura + -in +
-ic.] Same as *daturic.

daturism (da-tu'rizm), n. [datura + 48m.']
Poisoning by datura or stramonium (James-
town or jimson weed), or its active principle,
daturine.

daub, n. 5. In coloring enameled leather, a
thick black substance put on as a first coat to
fill the surface in preparation for the final col-

oring. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 265.

dauber, n. 2. A heavy round brush of rice-

root, sharpened to a round point, used for
cleaning out the comers of a carriage.

daufin, n. A simplified spelling of dauphin.
daughter-chromosome (d4'ter-kr6"mo-s6m),
n. One of the two chromosomes which arise

by the equal division of a single chromosome
in a mother-cell.

daughter-cyst (da'tfer-sisf), n. A cyst formed
on the interior of the mother-cyst in Teenia
echinococcus, the cause of hydatids in man and
in various domestic animals. From the walls of
the daughter-cyst arise numerous tapeworm heads, or
scoleces, which are readily detached ; and if the organ
containing the cyst be swallowed by the dog, the flnal

host of the pai'asite, some of the scoleces are likely to
develop into the adult form of the tapeworm.

daughter-nucleus (d&'ter-nii"kle-us), n. In
cytol. and embryol., one of two cell-nuclei de-
rived by divisionfrom a single mother-nucleus,
as in normal cell-division. See cut under
^chromatin.
daughter-segment (da'tfer-seg^ment), n. In

day-breeze

eytol. and embryol., either of two metameres,
blastomeres, chromosomes, or other organic
elements, derived by division from a single
mother-element of the same kind.
daumont (do-mdh' ), n. [Named from the Due
d'Aumont, who introduced this vehicle into
France in the time of Napoleon I.] A carriage
drawn by four horses, of which the two near
ones are ridden by postilions, and having two
footmen at the rear: noting a style of driving.
dauphin, n. 2. A billon coin struck, under
Charles VII. of France, for Dauphin^.
Davallieae (da-va-li'f-e), n. pi. [NL., < Da-
vallia + -esB.I A tribe of mainly tropical
polypodiaeeous ferns, its component genera aie
distinguished by usually terminal and marginal or sub-
marginal sori, and by extrorse indusia. It includes among
others the well-known genera Davaltia and Nephrolepis,
several species of which are commonly cultivated, those
of the latter genus being known as sword-terns. 8e«
Davallia and 8word-*/ern.

David powder. See *powder.
David's harp. See kharp.—DscTi&'a shield. See Zion-
ist ifjlag.

Daviel's spoon. See *spoon.

daviesite (da'viz-it), n. [Named after Thomas
Davies of the British Museum.] A lead oxy-
chlorid occurring in colorless prismatic crys-
tals : from Atacama.
dawa (da'wa), n. [Fijian name.] In the
Fijianlslands, Pometia pinnatu,& stately forest- »

tree which belongs to the Sapindacese. it has *

pinnate leaves, flowers in teiminal panicles, and fruit

containing a seed inclosed in a honey-like, glutinous,
pulpy white aril which is edible and is esteemed by the
natives. The bark is saponaceous, and the timber, though
coarse-grained and porous, is suitable tor cabinet-work.
The tree is also found m Kew Hebrides, New Caledonia,
and New Guinea.

dawk-boat, n. See *dak-boat.
dawn, )!—False dawn, a transient light on the horizon
about an hour before dawn ; a phenomenon well known
in the East.—Liquid dawn, in ceram., a ruby-red color,
obtained from copper. Also called dawn-red.

dawn-red (dftn'red), n. Same as liquid *dawn.
dayi, n—AfBrmance day general. See kafimmnce.
—Apparent solar day, the interval between two suc-
cessive meridian transits of the sun. On account of the
sun's variable motion in right ascension, these apparent
solar days vary slightly in length : December 23-24 is about
63 seconds longer than September 17-18. —Borrowed
days. See ^/^orrowed.— Cnajlge Of day, a change in
one's reckoning hi circumnavigating the world, in order
to make it agiee with the calendar. (See gained irday,
lost rkday.)_ This is accomplished when, on crossing the
180th- meridian (or a conventional line which has been
substituted for it in certain paries of its course), one day
is dropped (the lost day) when sailing from east to west,
or one day is reckoned twice when sailing [roni west to
east. See date-line.— Confederate memorial day, a
legal holiday in several of the southern United States : in
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and Mississippi, April 26;
in North and South Carolina, May 10; and in Virginia,
May 30.—Day In, day out, everyday ; all the time.—Day
of atonement, see Jewish -kfasts and Jewish itfestioalg.—Days of devotion, feast days, whose observance is
a matter of devotion and not of obligation.

—

Day ter-
rors, sudden attacks of fright with a confused mental
state, sometimes occurring in children during their waking
hours.—Flag day, the anniversary of June 14th, 1777.
when Congress adopted the Siais and Stripes as the flag of
the United States of America : now widely obseiTed as a
holiday.— Gained day, the day that is gained or reckoned
twice when circumnavigating the world from west to east.
See date-lins and change of *day. —Labor day. See
labor-day.—lost day, the day that Is dropped out, at the
date-line, in circumnavigating the globe from east to west,
in order to make the ti-aveler's reckoning agree with the
calendar.-Lunar day. (a) The period of the moon's
axial rotation. (6) The time during which the sun shines
upon any speci&ed point of the moon's sm'face : opposed
to lunar night, (c) The interval between two successive
transits of tlie moon across the meridian : sometimes
called tidal daj/.—Lustrlcal day, in Xmn. antiq., the
day on which a child was purified by sacriflceand received
a name : for boys the ninth after birth, for girls the eighth.—Making-np day. Same as contango or continuation
(ill!/.—Midwinter day, an old name for Christmjia day.
—Primrose day, April 19, the anniversary of the death
of Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfleld, celebrated by
his admirers and followers, members of the Primrose
League (which see, under leaguel),—St. Bamabas's day.
Same as Bamaby aai/(which see,under dai/l).—St. John's
day. (a) June 24, a festival observed In honor of St.
John the Baptist: an important day in the history of
freemasonry. (6) December 27, a festival observed in
honor of St. John the evangelist and apostle.

—

Seal
days, in Eng. law, days upon which motions were heai-d
in the Court of Chancery. They were so named because
each motion had to be stamped with the seal of the coui-t,

which was not in court on other court days.

—

Tidal day,
the Interval between two high tides, as distinguished
from the length of the lunar day or the solar day. The
tidal day results from the interferences of the great lunar
and solar tidal waves.

—

Treasury day, pay-day. [The-
atrical slang. 1— Year and day. See -kyear.

dayan (da-yan'), n.
;

pi. dayanim (da-ya'nem).
[Heb. daydn.] A judge. See *beth-din.

day-blind (da'blind), a. Able to see indis-

tinctly or not at all in a bright light. See
hemeralopia. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 628.

day-breeze (da'brez), n. A periodical light

wind, occurring in open countries far from any
special influences of oceans or mountains.



day-breeze 344 death-wave
It is due to the descent of rapidly moving cool air repla- space. (6, c, d) See *«pacc.—Dead time, water. See (Jeaf-carS (deferz), n. pi. The ear-lobes of
cing that which ascends when heated by sunshine. The irtimei, *water.—To be dead, in golf, to lie so near the f-y,. HnmBstipsitprl fnwl
corresponding night-breeze is due to the How of air from hole that a player is certain to put it in with his next j^","!',^^ „V",„';s „ , a„„„ „„ a-„
adjacent hills or trees, where it has been cooled by noc- stroke : said of a ball. deafforest (de-a-for est), V. *. bame as d!S-

j,T^„^^wli"-'i,- v.^ T •, ... dead-bird(ded-berd'),m. A certainty; a fore- //»?*«* ^. ,^ ^ .-, u ^Oay-coacn (da koch), n. In railroading, an „^j^^ conclusion [Australian slang ]
deaflforestation (de-a-for-es-ta'shon), n. Same

ordmarypassenger-ear with ordinary double d|a,d-bolt(ded'b61t),«. Inalock, Iboltoper- as fsnJorestoJion.
seats, as distinguished from a sleeping-ear, ated directly by the key. deaf-mutlsm, n. 2. A usage in speech or
di-awing-roomear, dining-car, or chair-ear: not dead-burnt (ded'bfemt)' a Said of lime or writing that is peculiar to deaf-mutes.
necessarily limited to day use. plasterof Paris, heated so strongly in the burn- deafness, ».- Cortical deafness, deafnessdue to a

'dYwn^'^o/eriJ/"^'
"• ^™^'^°*'^^y: "'^ fng as to have become incapabf/of promptly '.-Xe^, "la-^^ls°' ^„«.'"'5;^^^S^S?a!

aXI/^'^~JZ.,a-^j- -„\ T 7 7 4.1,
taking up water : the lime is thus prevented deafness, psychical deaftaess, a form of mental

aay-aegree (da de-gre"), n. in phenology, the from glaking or the plaster from setting. disorder in which sounds can be heard, but cannot
unit by which an excess or deficit of effective

or
be recognized or interpreted. It is supposed by

heat is expressed • one decree of temperature Underfavorable conditions gypsum actually bi'caks up Hunk to be due to the destruction of the cortical

no,. fTiTonf^ r».,. !.'„..«„ T., i,. • ..• . at 63°. B, and forms insoluble anhydrite found in nature centers in which auditory sensations are raised to the rank
per twenty-tour hours. Thus the gemnnation of a and identical with dead-burnt gypsum. of nercentions.
seed planted m the ground may require ten days at an Nature Nov 13 loo^ n Ri _: . . . . ^. . ^ j,

average temperature of 60° F., or 600 day-degrees ; or 80
j»»™/-e, nov. i», i»us, p. m. ^^^ phenomena which make their appearance after de-

day-degrees above 42° F. considered as the lower limit of deadener, n. 2. In lumherinq, a heavv log or stmetion «' the former [centers], he JMunk] names, in

vitality. The day-degree centigrade and the day-degree timhpr with snikfi<! spt in thp hntt ptiiI" so^na *'' '^^ °' ^^^ two higher senses, cortical blindness and

Fahreiheit are used In the metric and English systems ?™?^^'^',„.!Pvf®A^V?i, i

''""^".'*' ^° ^^- cortical deafness ; the disturba.nces which result from the

respectively tened in a log-slide that the logs passing under extirpation of the centers of tlie second order, he terms

day-mosquito (da'mus-ke'to), «.- spotted day- **<=""« ™ ^o^t^^t with the spikes and are mental blindness a..dm«»««?d^o/7«8..

mosquito, the common name in the British West Indies retarded. «' ''^«""' (trans.), j-nysioi. j-sycnoi., i. .ioi.

for the yellow-fever mosquito, ste(;o7nyia/a«cia(ffl. deadeyo, 71. 2. In mec7j., a bearing made in a Mind-deafness. Same as mrataZ *(ic(j/?ies«.—Para-
day-number (da'num-bfer), n. A numerical solid meee and not sniit into hnlvps ni- nrn doxlcal deafliess, deafness, due to disease of the middle

\?/tniTnT<irl ;,, /.»l^nl»tin<rtl,n pnT-T-Pftinns fnr
>*?"" I"<*^»' ?"" ^°^ spill mto Uaivcs Or pro-

ear, in which hearing is more acute in a noisy place, asdatum used in calculating the corrections tor videdfor taking up wear: used mostly in cheap the street or a raUway train. Also called jxiracum o/
aberration, precession, and nutation required and temporary work. ITtJiw.— Psychical deafbess. Same as mental*deaif-
in reducing the mean place of a star to its dead-finish (ded-fin'ish) n Anv one of sev- mess-— Throat-deaftaess, deafness resulting from a catar^

apparent place for any day of the year. gral leguminous trees or shrubs of the genera Ei^Skn taU''^
'"""' ""'* '""^ *° "'"'"^ °' **

thi"fe"obsl^XiTT^7of°5oorH™r''''"'''^**
^cacfa and AlUzzia; especially AlUzzia basal- deali, v. t.-To deal oS. in poker, to continue to dealtheKoyalObservatoiy,^Lapeot^(,oMaop^e.^^^^^^^^^
fcca and Jcocja Farnesiana, which by their until L jack-pot is opened.

'

dense growth form such an obstruction to the deal^, w Colonial deal. Same as na(»»e *<fmJ.—
day-stone (da ston), n. A surface fragment, travelerthat he isbroughtto a ' dead finish ' or Native deal, in Australia, the wood of the she-pine,

day-student (da'stii"dent), n. A non-resident ^a^ Jfageia elata, a large tree ot the yew family. It is free

student who attends college during dead-furrow (ded'fur'o), n. In a^n., the fur- {^ ^-ulS ^n'lfS" norrJS^iry1C;^keTl^''Srs
day-ticket (da tik^et), n. A railway or other row that remains open in the center of a ' land ' and ship-woi-ms.
ticket good for only one day, usually the day or field in plowing. The dead-furrow is the last fui- dealate (de-a'lat), a. Zde- + alate^.'} Deprived
of issue. row made ; it is really a double fun'ow, since the plow of wings : said of the queens of ants whose
Dayton limestone. See *limestone. throws the furrow-slice either way in making the last ^jugg are shed after the nuptial flight.

day-view (da'vii), n. [A translation of G. ™"""-
>i t / j, i dealated (de-a'la-ted), a. Same as *dealate.

tagesansicht.^ 'Phe metaphysical system of dead-head, «. 4. In lumler^ng, a sunken or ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ as fourteen dealated queens in a
Gustav Theodor Fechner, of which the pnn- jP*™? S'J"^™ *°b-

. , , .^, , ,,,.,, single shovelful of its nest>eaith.

cipal points are that there is no absolutely un- dead-lock, n. S. A lock with a key-bolt, but Biol. Bulletin, Oct., 1904, p. 246.

conscious matter, that all finite beings make with no latch-bolt, operated by a knob.-4. A
flgal-ends (del'endz), n. pi. See deal^, n., 1.

up one sole infinite being, and that this is the loek.i" which the key-bolt must be moved by ^ ^ g j„ ^^^^'^^^ ^^^^'^^ '^

only relation between the finite and the in- turning the keym each direction: distinguished "^^^ '^^ ^^^ ^^1^^ %^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
finite. j^°?,^^F",^^J?,''^\ , rr V .. A A players bet upon.
dazement (daz'ment), h. Idaze + -mmt.-] A dead-lock (ded lok), I). *. To bnng to a dead-

j^^l-yard (del'yard), ». A yard where deals
dazed state or condition. ockorstandsti 1: as,' theyhave deac^Zoefcedthe

"^^t stacked or sold.

The 'kin^ relapsed ' into his dazefment, muttering, *

cannot be, it cannot be 1

"

legislature," The Nation, Aug. 4, 1892, p. 81.legisiaiure ^nv ^^ac^on, ^ug. ., in^^, p. oi
deanthropomorpWc (de-an"thro-p6-m6r'fik),

dead-lurk (ded'lerk), n Sneafe-thievmg; the "
^j "| ^ deanthro^omorpHi^nf+ -ic] Of

L. Wallace. The Fair God, vii. 4. filtering of a dwelhng during the absence of ^^
L

f
/^

I" ^^^^^^j,
J^^^^.

D.B. An abbreviation of Doomda2,Boofc. the family, for the purpose of robbery. [Slang.
^^j^^_

D-bit (de'bit),'n. Same as pod-hit. a1«a -Za-., /^'i/l'™oT,^ « Tt, 7«,™7.*w«„ <, faiior, death, n—Local death, the 'death' or cessation of

D An ablireviation (6) of direct current; dead-man (ded man),M. InZMmftenwa- afallen
^j^ai Action which is conlJinually occurring among the

/„\ „* n!oWf r„,„-f. fWr.f TVoMot ^f r^ tree on the shore, or a timber to which the haw- cells of animals and plants as the result of metabolism.—
(c) of District Court, (d) of Oistnct of Co- ^^^ ^^ ^ y^^^^ .^ Attached. Molar death, gangrene or necrosis in which a mass of
lumiia; (e) of Deputy Consul; (/) of Divus Cse- . , „.„._ 4.T,„mi, c/lpd'mflny tlinm"1 »i The tissue is destroyed.— Molecnlar death, ulceration or

sar (the divine Caesar).
aeaa-man s-inumo (oeo manz cnum ;, n. ine ^^^ ^^ ^j^;^^ ^^^ ^3^^^^ ^^^ destroyed gradually, as

nPh An abbreviation of Doctor of C7(em-
early orchis, OrcAis mascw a of England, so contrasted with 7m,iar*dca«ft.-Peril of death, inW,U. t.n. An aooreviation oi uocior oj o/tem
called from the color and shape of the tubers, the condition of apprehension of death in which k person

A It^'b ^ vi -oi^-^^ „* n^„. *., r>7^i,«-r Also called deadman's-hand. [Prov. Eng.] must be in order to make a valid gift causa Tnorto.

D. 0. S. An abbreviation of Deputy Clerk of ^f e D death-adder, n. 2. The black-snake of Aus- ,

Session
fn„„„„„,r. • „ dead-plate, ». 2. The part of a cotton-scutch- truMn, Pseudechis porphyriacus. See blaclc-

D.E. An abbreviation of^namcaZB^^^^
ing machine between the beater-grids and the _,«««?«, 1- ,_, ,, „ ,,a degree conferred at the completion of a grad-
just-eaees death-angle (deth'ang'-'gl), n. An angle in a

uate course in inechanicalengineenng.
dead-roasting (ded'r6s"ting), n. Boasting of military position made memorable by heavy

deacon, n 4. A hunter's name for the young ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^\^^ farthest practicable deiree losses: also called Moody angle.
of the elk or wapiti, Cemts ca«.fl<7e»ms.

in the expulsion of sulphur. Also called slee*- death-blast (deth'blast), «. An unusually de-
deacon-seat, n. The bench in front of

,.f)^ting structive winder storm, or a blast of deadly
the sleeping-bunks in a logging-camp.

dead-Stroke, a. II. re. A stroke in power ham- gas. The destruction of St Pierre, in Martinique, in

Deacon's process See *iJrocess. mers (as in those driven by steam or by belts) JJ^^^T^Alf'fS.^^th-blast of hot gases roUing down from

deactivation (de-ak-ti-va'shou)« Ide-fac- ^^ ^^.^^ ^j^^ hammer-head is not instantly deltn™ /deth'tupS n The poisonousmush
tive + -aUon.) Loss of radioactivity: said of withdrawn after striking and the blow is in- room AnidnMaUSiL Selde^h,*^^!^radium audits emanations, and of other radio- ^j^^jj^ -^ ^g^^^ ^^^ i^^^^t received on any. aud^^'otr *Sa«ite

^^^ ^^'^^^V *<i9a'nc,

active substances. ... „ , cushioning device. This is the most effective blow, jpn+tj,,t_/flp4.h 'fl,-,//«\ ,,, Tn 7«>/) n tnTlnvip/l
Prof. Curie, in Comptes Rendus, gives the results of and is preferred except for line finishing or planishing °-^^J°^?^ ^^tZ. ? V' A^iiT' * -^

his experiments of the action taking place when radium strokes. It is secured by having the mechanism which upon tne property ot a fleceaent upon its

is placed in an inclosure maintained at 460 deg. C. or at lifts thehammer after the blow overtake the hammer-head transfer to heirs, legatees, or distributees.
— 180 deg. C. He finds that the law of deactivation is after the blow has been delivered. The expression is usually used in reference to the English
still the same throughout this range of <|™P?^ture.

dead-Water, n. 2. The water which is below 1»^ "^l^J,'" "•"* ^T "l''^
taxes were.la^^elyin-

Sci. Amer. i>up., t&a. iu. iwi.^. i6aii. "^i™ ,""",'„ .,„ !,„.,+; „,™f„„„ ;„ „ • creased. The corresponding American term is direct or

^ J iQ T„ ^o7^ ==1,1 nf o >,a11 • C«^ wliPT,
the level of the heatiug-surface lu an in- collateral inlieritan^.tasi:.

dead, o. 19. Ins'oi/jSaidora pan. w wnen temally fired steam-boiler, the circulation in death-ffrannle (deth'ffrap*n n A pIosp dp<5-

''
'^"^:le^Tattavir s"^d?ad*su;:"

this pai^t of the boiler being very slow.
.

^'erate^S with feK^^^ ^e'dlathra
near a hole that the player IS dead sure 4_ in rat(roo&»ff, the weight Sesperate, ISentless contest,
hole it; (c) when It lacks life or resiliency, ^f a car as distinct from its load (called the deatTi-of-man fdeth'uv-man"1 n TheAmeri-
_20. In efee/ said o a circuit which ,s not «,, ^, paying weigU) whether it is' a freight- c\nlaLXXck o7spXicoWbane, C^^^^^
connected with any soYJ;?„ „

®
^v [nH,?^tTon'

car a passenger-car, or a stock-car. maculata: so called from the poisonous prop-
either directly, or indirectly, as by inductioii. ^ead-wlieel (ded'hwel), b. A wheel or pulley erties of its root.— 21. Said of molten metal wnen It IS tnicK which surrounds a sleeve or cylinder carrying death-Denny (deth'pen^i) n The obolus
and sluggish, either from insufficient melting, ^v supporting a mechanism, but which cannot which the ancients placed in the hand or
or from having stood too long m a lad.e. Dead be used as a driving-pulley. mouth of the dead as passaee-monev for

SlC^lltSrh^itSarbe-rcl^^^^^^^^^
K^ncJrdpUyin,,t^e^i.. ^Z."'

^''^'' ^^^^^ -"^^ ^^

Sin^sl-^DealS end, aclosed end of abranch water-pipe, cards from the various players; cards which death-ring (deth'ring), n. A ring containing
passage, etc., through which there is nojlow or movement, cannot be used again for any purpose during poison which is intended to be transmitted
—Deadlln.Sanieaso(iy)o»e;f«.—peadnnsers,coianess the hand then being played Dead-wood fence, during thn ant nf xhnkintr handa w Tnni><,
and p?llor of the fingers due to defective oirculation a ^ j^„^^

^.^e
, faUen ^tree-trunks c^ ifito siffi ^^^^^ rinlg n isH N^ n '

precursor, at tunes, ofRaynauds disease-Dead fllUsh. ig„^^ j^^^ ,3 by side, and finished above with the j ^^S,®'^"""SS. P- 4d5. N.H,. D.

See */fni«/u-Dead fna^ said of a contact at bin^^^^ smlue? branches. [Australia.] . doath-WaVC (deth'wav), n. Any great ocean

J:? rf'iliVflrat otS^lbaiil" w'toa^BoZirv- deaf, a.-Deaf-and-dnmb alphabet. See dea/.mute. wave which causes the destruction of vessels

M7— TTead lime See •iinwi.-Dead loss. See *«os«. —Deaf nut, a nut without a kernel; figuratively, any- at sea or of property and hves on land. Such are

—Desid lowwater, tlie lowest stage of ebb-tide.—Dead thing empty and worthless. Jf. E. D. the inundations on the Wexford coast ; the great ocean-



waves,
coasts

death-wave 345 decemplez
due to earthquakes, that devastate the eastern decadactyloUS (dek-a-dak'ti-lus), a. [Gtr. moving the Outside surface of, or cleaning, a

SrctlvlstoHi^g arheigh^rthe'^ea™ Stop's ?^'«'<'f
ri,Sor, ten-flngered, < 6iKa, ten, + dLrv- piece of metal preparatory to ^ving it alar-

October, 1899. Aof, finger.] Having ten finger-like projec- ticular finish.

death-weed (deth'-wed), n. An ambrosiaceous tions or rays. decapper (df-kap'er), n. [decap + -e»-i.] A
plant, /do oa^ifam, giving trouble as a weed, decadarch (dek'ardark), n. [Gr. SeiaiSapxoQ, device for removing exploded primers from the
particularly in northern Nevada and southern < dendg, a company of ten, + apx^Q, ruler.] A primer-seat of a cartridge-case.
Oregon. It grows profusely in low alkali commander of ten men; a deeurion. decapsulation (de-kap-su-la'shon), n. [de-

+

meadows and pastures, sometimes invading decadaxchjr (dek'a-dar-ki), n. [Gr. 6em6ap- capsulation.'] In surg., the depriving of an
cultivated ground, and is very persistent by x''-<^> < (5eKd(Sap;i;of," decadarch.] A body of organ of its investing membrane Decapsnla^
reason of its creeping rootstocks. rulers consisting of ten men. tion ofthe kidney, or renal decapsulation, the oper-

debarbarization (de-bar^ba-ri-za'shon). «. decadary (dek'a-da-ri), a mcad + .ap'K-] t°fe^^''e^Tfn'lX't't^^^f''^^Tc^Z
[aeoarbanze + -ation.] The act of debarba- Kelating or pertaining to a decad of days; Brighfs disease.

rizing or the state of being debarbarized. specifically pertaining to the periods of ten Secapterus (de-kap'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
N. E. D. days into which each month of the French (Jmo, ten, +7rTcp<iv, wing.] Agenusof maCkerel-
debarbarize (de-bar'ba-riz), v. t.

;
pret. and Revolutionary calendar of 1793 was divided. ute fishes of the family Carangidse, distin-

pp. debarbarized, ppr. debarbarizing. [de- -I- decadent, a. II. n. One who or that which guished by the presence of the free finlet be-
barbarize.'] To free from barbarism : as, first exhibits decadence or deterioration; speeifi- hind the dorsal and behind the anal. There are
debarbarize, then civilize. De Quincey. oally, one whose literary or artistic work is numerous species in all waim seas. D. punetatm, the

debarrence (de-bar'ens), n. [debar + -ence.l supposed to show the marks of national or oigar-flsh or round-robin, is common on the Atlantic

The address made by a Scotch-Presbyterian general decadence: applied especially to a coast of the United states. See cut under a?ar-^sA.

minister at the celebration of the Lord's Sup- certain group of French writers and artists. decapterygian (de-kap-te-rij i-an), a. Same
per, describing the character of those who decadescent (dek-a-des'ent), a. [decad{ent) as •*'decapterygious.

should partake, and debarring the unworthy. + -escent.'] Tending to o[ecay; in a decadent decapterygious (de-kap-te-rij'i-us),_ a. [Gr.

Also called debarring. See to fence the tables, state. diica, ten, -I- irrepv^ or wrepvytou, wing, fin.]

under /ence. decadic (dek'a-dik), a. [Gr. deKadind;, < Sem^, Having ten fins or fitilets.

debarring (df-bar'ing), n. .Same as *debar- the number ten : see decad.] Of or pertaining decarbonizing-furnace(de-kar 'bo-ni-zing-
rence.

'

to tens; reckoning by tens; proceeding by or f6r"nas), ». Hee *furnace.
debash, n. See dobhash. based on tens: as, the decadic system of num- decarbtiration (de-kar-bu-ra'shon), n. Same
debilitative (de-bil'i-ta-tiv), a. [debilitate + bers. as decarburization.
-ive.] Thathas a tendency to debUitate; that decafid (dek'a-fid), a. [Irreg. < Gr. rfcKa, ten, decarch, dekarch (dek'ark), n. [Gix. dempxii,
causes or tends to cause debilitation. + L- -fidus, < findere, divide.] Same as de- < dl/ca, ten, -h dp;t;(if, a ruler.] A leader of ten;
debloom (de-bl6m'), v. t. [de- + bloom'^.] To cemfid. specifically, the head of the oligarchy of ten
remove the bloom of. See *deblooming. decagrade (dek'a-grad), n, [Gr. Sem, ten, + appointed" by Lysander, after the battle of

deblooming (de-blom'ing), n. The removal or L- gradus, step, degree.] Ten degrees of an .^gospotami, in each of the leading Greek
concealinent of the bluish fluorescence of lu- arc or angle measured accordingtothatPrench cities.

bricating-oil from petroleum. Exposure for along system in which the quadrant is divided into decarchy, dekarchy (dek'ar-ki), n. [Gr. <?£-

time to sunlight and air is said to be effective, and nitro- one hundred parts ; a tenth of a quadrant. Kapyia, < oeKaprnc : see ^decarch.] An oligar-

^S?^:^e^°ihte*aS'nttTevTrenT'^^^^^^ ^tt^^'^^^tL ^f^^wt^l' + ^^S'/^T' ^H f^'^V ^PT^^^Hl' T^^ t^ose estab-

of iron or steel. ''®°> '^ ^""P (™P-)> water, + -ofei.] In lished by Lysander in the leading Greek cities

debouchure (de-bo-shiir'), n. [debouch + -ure.] chem., a compound containing 10 molecules of after the battle of .S]gospotami.

A mouth, opening out, or outlet; specifically, 'water, as crystallized sodium sulphate, Nag decarnate (de-kar'nat), a. [LL. decarnatus,

the opening out ol a stream as it emerges from SO4.IOH2O. pp. of decamare, deprive of flesh, < L. de, from,

aoonflned valley or gorge upon an open valley Between33°andi7°, however, it was found that in solu- + caro (car«-), flesh.] Stripped of flesh ; di-

or broad plain, or the junction between the nar- tions containing but small amounts of sodium chloride vested of incarnation.

row and the broad portion of a valley: also Sfm^S^lSsw^^^etli^SbTifetiiffal^b"^^^ decaspermal (dek-g.sper'mal), a. Inftot.ten-
applied to the zone of change from a mountain {„ the form of the decahydrate, and the solubility curves seeded.
track of high gradient to a plains track of for this decahydrate are very much flatter than the cor- decasyllable (dek-a-sil'a-bl), ». [Gr. (Se/co, ten,
much lower gradient and consequent decrease responding curves for the anhydrous salt. + iniAXafl;^, syllable.] In »ro«., a line of ten
of load.

Sc^ence,J^n.2i,lm,v.Ue.
gyUables.

Deposition at the dedotjffftwre of the valley follows the decahvdrated (dek-a-hi'dra-ted), o. Inehem., decatholicize (de-ka-thol'i-siz), v. t. [de- +
samepnnoiplesasdepmUwnelsewheie containing 10 molecules of water. G. Lunge, Catholicize.} To divest of Catholicism or

J 1. •

C/^mberlmandSalubury,Geol.,I.m. guiphuric Acid, IL 22. Catholic character.
debris-cone (de-bre kon),». Amoundorcbne decalcomania.-VitrillaWe decalcomanla, in oe- decatize fdek'a-tizi v t met and nn dec-bmlt up by the accumulation of erupted, frag- ram., a colored design printed in mineral colors on paper, „^^^l'^ ^ /il„]fj' „ ri!^ ^LZu^ A
mental products about the vent of a volcano, for transference to the surface of pottery or porcelain. amzea, ppr. aecamzmg. \s<

,
aecaur, aeprive

Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 269. decalescence (de-ka-les'ens), n. [de- -\- ea- ("J"*?) °j. 1.*? ™«'' 5 "«: P"^- + ""**'"' P""®*,®

debrital (de-bri'tal), a. [Irreg. < <ie6m (with lescence.} The sudden aibsorption of heat by (cloth), < LL. *coacfo« for coactare, compel,

assumed stem de6n-«-) -I- -oil. Ct. detrital.} iron which is observed when that substance is
press together: see coaci.] To subject, as

Of, pertaining to, or consisting of debris, heated to about 795° C: opposed to recales- tightly rolled cloth, to the action of steam in

Geog.Jour. (B. G. S), IX. 328. cence.
"""^er to increase and fix its press-luster: a

debt, ». Ancestral debt, in «»«-, a debt of an ances- dccalobate (dek-a-16'bat), o. [Gr. dim, ten, process m the finishing of woolen cloth,

tor which survives him and which the lawcompels the -|- Xofldc lobe -t-ofe-l.] Ten-lobed aecatOlC (aek-a-to ik), a. [trr. oirarof, tenth,
heir to pay.—Contingent debt, in Scots law, a debt j_„-i„_'„ \ Bimnlified stipllinp- of dee/ilnmie + '"•] Containing ten carbon atoms— Deca^
which is to become due upon the happening of a future gf^'^^f' +" tfk^^^^^^ ^n^^^l. ""^^r, ^^f " toic acids, the name given to the isomeric, aliphatic
event, as distinguished from a pure or a future debt.— decalVant (ae-Kal VantJ, a. ana n. \^U. Oe, acids, C10H20O2. The chief member is capric acid.
Future debt, m Scots law, a debt which is to become away, '+ calvans, ppr. of calmare, make bald, < Aann-nAatix n t o nt a wm-ri t« <.i,t off fiia
due upon some detoite future d^ ^ distinguished from g„;„^ ' ^3,13 ; gee cMow.} Same as depilatory.

aecaUQate, V. t. a. Ut a wora, to cut Oil the
a pure or a contingent debt—Preferred debt, a debt

1 /j 1 / i\ ro j' 4.

provable in bankruptcy, such as taxes, judgments, wages decameral (de - j£am e-ral), o. ["i". oe/ca, ten, dccavolt (dek'a-volt), n. [Gr. (5«ko, ten, -I- E.
due a servant, workman, or other employee, up to a -I- ^ipof, a part.] Divided into ten parts : as, riolt.} In eieci." an electromotive force equal
certam amount and earned during a certain limited pe- the ^comerai radial symmetry in the calice of to ten volts FRare 1nod, a Soma yide preference, etc., that shall be paid before ,

•' •' ku uoii vuikb. |^j.i,aic.j

any other debt or debts are paid.—Pure debt, in Scots a corai.
_ _ .... _ , decay, «— Curve Of decay. See*c«roe.

law, a debt actually due, as distinguished from a future decanting-jai (de-kan ting-jar), n. In chem., Deccan traps. See **rop3.
or a contingent debt-Writ of debt, a writ which issues a jar, commonly of porcelain or stoneware, deceast, p. a. A simplified spelUng of (fe-
rn favor of a party claiming the recovery of a certain and i,„^

' j_ xu„ o,vi„ n oeripH nf +iihiilatnrB« at ^^.^J '
oiiiJi.iiuo>i oi/ciiiug ui u^

liquidated sum of money alleged to be actuaUy due him. ^^J^^g
"^ the Side a series ot tuDulatures at ceased.

debt-raiser (det'ra^zer), n. One who under- different levels for drawing off a liquid from deceiv, v. A simplified spelling of deceive.

takes to raise or succeeds in raising money to above a solid sediment or deposit. deceive, v. t. 5. In fencing, to evade, as an
pay off a debt, such as the mortgage on a decap (de-kap ), v. t.; pret. and pp. decapped, attack or parry, thus causing an opponent to

church, or the like. PPr- decamping, [de- + cap^.\ To remove the lose the contact or feel of one's foil.

ddbut, n. 2. In chess, same as opewimg, 9. cap of. See *decapper. decelerate (de-sel'e-rat), v. i.
;

pret. and pp.
Queen's Knight's ddbut. Same as Vienna opening. decapartlte (dek-a-par tit), a. feame as "oe- decelerated, ppr. deceleratimg. To decrease m

dec. An abbreviation (<i) of (iecZarateoJi; (e) of cempartite.
, ^ ^ ., .

velocity: opposed to ooceierote.
declension; (f)ot declination, (g)otdecorative. deca,mta.te,v. t. 3. In TOO«ft.,to stnke out, as , , .. /fls baI b r5'shnTi> » rdf-

+

decacanthous(dek-a-kan'thus),o Havingten the highest number of the symbol^^^^

spines, as the dorsal fin of some fishes. bolic method of calculatmg semmvanants.— \.'^ (.. „^^piL„Hnn
decacarbon (dek-a-kar'bqn), n. [Gr. d^m, ten, 4. Of a word, to cut off the beginning.

ifecember moth See *moth+ -E. carbm.] A compound, usually of the decapitator(d^kap'i-ta-tor),». [NLdecojw- Ve«emDerm^^

aliphatic series, contaW ten atoms of tetor.] 1- One who decapitates; a headsman. deMm^lliat^W-^^^^^

carbon. -2- In SMrg-., a hook witU sharp inner curve, ;®?'+/^^^^
Maving ten

decacere (dek'arser), n. [NL. Decacera.} A used to decapitate the fetus in cases of ob- ^ppl^art^trrd/sem'^r Itfo PL decern
ten-armed eepHalopod, a member of the Deca- structed labor. decempartlte (de-sem Par-tit), o. LL. deem,

cem; a decapod. decapod, n. 3. In mech., a ten-wheeled ten, +^orfo«i«, parted (see jjorfote).] Having

decacyclene (dek-a-sik'len), ». [Gr. oran, ten, locomotive; strictly, a locomotive having ten parts or amsions.

+ TO/aof, circle,
+

-ewe.] A dark-yellow crys- eight driving-wheels and a single truck: a decempedate (de-sem pe-dat), a. [L. decern,

talline compound, trinaphthylenebenzene, type used for haulihg heavy freight-trains, ten, + jpe« (ped-), foot, + -otei.] Ten-footed;

(CiqH6)3C6, prepared by the fusion of ace- [CoUoq.] ,. _^ ^ ^ ^
deoempedal; decapod.

naphthene with sulphur. It melts at 387° C. decapodan (de-kap'o-dan), o. and n. Same as decemplex (de-sem'pleks), o. [1a. decomplex, <.

and contains ten closed chain-Systems in its decapod, 1 and 2. dscem, ten, + -plex, -fold.] Tenfold. Syd.

molecule decappage (de-kap'aj), n. The process of re- Soe. Lex.



decene

decene (de'sen), n. [L. dec(em), ten, + -ene.]
A hydioearbon, CjoH2o, belonging to the eth-
ylene series. It is an oily liquid which boils
at 172° C.

decenniad (de-sen'i-ad), n. [decennium +
-arfi.] A period of ten years; a decennium.
decentered (d§-sen't6rd), a. [de^+ center +
-ed2.] Same as *decentrated.

decentrated (df-sen'tra-ted), a. l*decentrate
(< h. de- + *centratus, < centrum, center) +
-ed2.] In optics, having the optical center not
directly in front of the pupil : noting a lens
which by this fact has a slightly prismatic
action.

decentration (de-sen-tra'shon), n. ['decen-
trate + -iom.] Removal from a center: as,

decentration of a lens, in which the visual line

does not pass through the center.

decentric (de-sen'trik), a. [L. de- + centrum,
center, + -ic] That has been decentered,
detached, or dissociated from a particular

center or central object; considered or viewed
apart from and without reference to some cen-
tral notion or object.

We see love charms dissociated from sex centers and
become objectB of independent attraction. ... If toucli,

smell, voice, eye, . . . are the decentric seiles, we can see
how now a change in fashion, now in manners, . . . may
each be only a change of fetish groups.

6. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 116.

decenylene (df-sen'i-len), n. [L. decern, ten,
-I- -en + -yl +' -ene.l A colorless liquid, Cig
Hjg, prepared from decylene bromide and
alcoholic potassium hydroxid. It boils at
150° C. Also decine.

decerebrate (de-ser'e-brat), a. [L. de, from,
+ cerebrum, cerebrum, + -atei.] Deprived of
the cerebrum ; associated with or consecutive
to removal of the cerebrum.

The decerebrate monkey exhibits " eataleptoid " re-

flexes. Father Kircher's experimentum mirabile with the
fowl and the chalk line succeeds best with the decerebrate
hen. Eruyyc. Brit., XXXL 744.

decerebrate (de-ser'e-brat), V. t. Same as
decerebrize.

decerebration (de " ser - f - bra ' shon), n. Re-
moval of the brain.

Dechenella (dek-e-nel'a), n. [NL., <G. Dechen
(H. von Dechen, 1800-89, a German geologist)
+ dim. -eHa.'] A genus of Devonian trilobites

of the family Proteidse.

dechristianization (de-kris"tian-i-za'shon), n.

The process of making non-Chnstiau ; a break-
ing down of Christianity.

The Renascence was not, as has been said, a auperflcial

revolution of people's souls ; it was, for a narrow group of
souls reared in tlie aristocracy of art and intellect, a pro-
found dechristianisation which, underneath the Reforma-
tion, was to spread among us in the eighteenth century.

Tarde (trans.). Laws of Imitation, p. 363.

Decian (de'shi-an), a. Of or pertaining to
the Roman emperor Decius or his reign (249-

251) : as, the Decian persecution of the Chris-
tians.

decidua, n,—ovular decidua. Same as decidua re-

llexa.—Placental decidua. Same as deadua nerotina.

deciduitis (de-sid-u-i'tis), n. [NL., < decidua
+ -itis.'\ Inflammation of the decidua.

deciduoma (de-sid-ti-o'mS.), n. ;
pi. deciduomata

(-ma-tS,). [NL., < Aeddua + -oma.'i A tumor
of the "uterus resulting from overgrowth of a
portion of the decidua which remains after

abortion.—Deciduomamall^um, a cancerous tumor
resulting from malignant degeneration of a deciduoma.

declfer, v: A simplified spelling of decipher.

decil, n. 2. In math., an object or term occu-
pying a place whose ordinal corresponds to
10 or to a multiple of 10. Also decile.

decilux (des'i-luks), n. [L. deci{mu8), tenth,

-i- lux, light.] In photom., one tenth of the
illumination from a light-source having an
intensity of one hefner and placed at a distance

of one meter; one tenth of a lux.

decim. An abbreviation of decimeter.

decima, n. 8. A tenth part; a tithe or tax of

one tenth.

decimal. I. a—Decimal candle. See -keandle.—

Decimal degree, (o) of time, 0.1 of an hour. (6) Of an

angle, one sixtieth of a right angle, (c) Of an arc, one
two-hundred-and-fortieth of a circumference.—Decimal
bonr, an hour divided into one-hundredth parts called

decimal minutes, and into ten-thousandth parts called

decimal seconds.—Decimal minute, (a) Of an angle,

one six-hundredth of a right angle; 0.1 of a decimal de-

gree. (6) Of time, 0.01 of an hour ; 0.6 of an ordinary min-

jite.—Decimal second, one one-hundredth part of a

decimal minute.—Decimal watch. See -kwatch.

n. re.— Infinite decimal. See tn/ini««.—Periodic

decimal, a recuning decimaL -„, . .

decimillivoltmeter (des-i-mil-i-volt'me't6r),

n. [L. deei(.mus), tenth, + millivolt + meter^.^
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In elect, a voltmeter reading to tenths of a
millivolt.

decimo, n. (c) A silver coin of Chile, equiva-
lent to 10 eentavos. (rf) A copper coin of La
Plata, the tenth part of a medio.
decine (de'sin), n. [L. dec(em), ten, + -ine^.]

Same as *decenylene.

decinormal (des-i-n6r'mal), o. [L. deci(mus),
tenth, + normalis, normal.] 1. Having one
tenth of a normal or usual strength.—2. In
phys. chem., said of a solution in which one
liter contains One tenth of the gram-molecule
or gram-equivalent of the dissolved substance.
See ^concentration (c) and normal ^solution.

decipber, n. 2. Adeciphered cipher; a trans-
lated version of a cipher.

deck, V. t. 5. To rig out: as, to deck the card-
cylinder of a Jaoquard loom To deck up, to
pile (logs) upon a skidway.

deck, n. 2. The names given to the various decks in
a vessel differ greatly at different times and in different
localities, (a) The decks of United States war-ships, as
officially defined, are as follows: The highest deck ex-
tending from stem to stern is called the main deck. A
partial deck above the main deck at the bow is called the

decl.

the highest deck, of light construction, on which the life-

boats are carried. A snort low deck at the bows is called
an anchor-deck or mor^ey-forecastte. A raised quarter-
deck is a part of the upper deck abaft the bridge-house,
at a somewhat higher level than the upper deck forward.
A forecastle is a deck above the upper deck at the bows.
A poop is a sunilar deck at the stern. In a special British
design of cargo-steamer, of which many have been built,
the side, instead of meeting the main deck rectangu-
larly, is rounded o£f so as to make a continuous curved
surface with the deck. Inboard of this the side is

again curved up. The space between the sides at
the top is covered by a narrow deck called the turret-
deck, the horizontal part on the main-deck level being
called the harbor-deck. In a generally similar type of
cargo-steamer, in which, however, the side is not rounded
oil, the narrow deck covering the central superstructure
or trunk is called the trunk^eck. In a large Long Island
Sound steamer, besides the important structural-steel
lower and main decks, there are the following, from below
upward : saloon^, gallery-, hurricane-, break-, and dome-
decks. The tonnage-deck is that one fi-om which the un-
der-deck gross tonnage is measured. (See tonnage.) In
vessels having three or more decks to the hull it is the
second deck from below ; in all othera the upper deck
of the hull is the tonnage-deck. (Sec. 4160, Revised
Statutes.) A fiush deck is one extending from stem to
stern without break in continuity of sui'face.

7. In car-building, the roof of the clearstory
of a passenger-car, often called upper deck;

formme-deck; at the stem, poop-deck; amidships, u^er also, the sloping roof on either side of the clear-
deck. The name upper deck is. also applied to a pari^ial ^^^^^ often cafled lower deck. The word is used ii.

many compounds, such as deck-hood, a projecting shelter
to keep the rain out of the deck-end ventilator of a street*

deck extending from the waist to either bow or stem, in
which case the name forecastle-deck or poop-deck, as the
case may be, is not used, though the terms /orecostie- and
Suarter-deck may be used in a general way to designate

le corresponding portions of such upper deck, when
there is no deck above the main deck at the bow or stem,
the terms forecastle- and quarter-deck may be used, in a
general way, to indicate the portions of the main deck for-
ward of the foremast or of the superstructure and aft of
the mainmast or of the superstructure, respectively. A
partial deck above the main deck amidships, the space
under which is not inclosed or consists of small compait-
ments, is called the bridge-deck. This term should not
be applied to a simple connecting gangway between the
forward and after bridges or between a bridge and the
forecastle-deck or poop-deck. The working bridges are
called the bridge, the forward bridge, the t^fter bridge,
the upper bridge, tiie tower bridge, according to circum-
stances. A connecting gangway between the forward and
after bridges, or between a bridge and the forecastle-deck
or poop-deck, is called the fore-and-aft bridge. The first

deck below the main deck, which ia used primarily for
berthing puiposes, and on which no guns, or light i^id-
flre guns only, are carried, is called the berth-deck. This
is usually the deck at or next above the water-line. A
complete deck on which guns are carried between the
main deck and the berth-deck is called the gun-deck. If
there are two such decks, they are called the gun-deck
and the lower deck, respectively. A deck of extra strength
and thickness of plating worked for protective purposes
is called the protective deck. Where such a deck ia stepped
a complete deck-height^ the respective portions are called

car ; deck4amp, a gas-lamp suspended frovn the under side
of the Aeck; deck-sash, a clearstory window.—Deck side,
tJiie vertical side, including sash, etc., of the clearstory of
a car.—Deck snatch-lDlOCk. Same bb- plate irsnatch-
block.—Dec^ ventilator, one of the sashes at the deck
side of a car, operated by a deck-sash opener.— protec-
tiye deckj in a war-ship, a deck in the vicinity of the
water-line intended primarily to prevent the peneti-ation
of the enemy's projectiles into the vital parts of the ship
beneath it For location, see -kdeck, 2. The deck is

sometimes of an arched shape, the edge of it at the side
being from 4 to 6 feet below the load water-line and usually
rising to from 2 to 3 feet above it in the center. More
frequently, however, the centi'al part is flat and there is

a sloping part at the side, as indicated in the cut under
frame. This form of deck is used in most protected and
armored cruisers and also frequently in battle-ships of
recent design. In many battle-ships, however, the pro-
tective deck in the central parts is carried out level to the
top of the armo]>belt In the British navy the main-deck
plating is sometimes made extra heavy, forming a second
protective deck above the first In the HVench navy, in
the largest ships, there is usually a second protective
deck entirely below the water at the level of the bottom
of the side armor. Protective decks are usually made in
two or three thicknesses of plate, the iippei' thickness
being of nickel-steel. The total thickness of steel on the
flat pai-ts varies from 1 to 3 inches, on the slopes from 1
to 6 inches. Also erroneously called protected deck.

middle protective deck and forward (or after) protective deck-block (dek'blok), n. A block having one

Tfit'de^nii'h IpfnTor ctvtd ffitn s'SerVel'sX, °' '^°'?
«'^«'^^«i'

^^^
^^^f^^ ^^^ ^/'V^^'l^

worked similarly to a protective deck, but not of extra "^^ piece and screwed to the deck. See
strength and thickness above structural requirements, is plate *snatch-block.
called the water-tight deck. A deck worked for protective decker, n. 3. In ZttTOftmno, one who rolls logs
purposes below a protective deck is called the splmter- ,__.„ '

oViflwou- nr lr>e» HoA
deck. This applies to a separate construction only and .'^P2.''*^'??'^*y°'rS-''?^,'';

^
not to plating worked on the lower side of protective-deck ClecK-ereCtlOn (dek e-rek"shon), n. In ship-
beams. A jiartial deck below the berth-deck, if situated building, any permanent structure proiectine
on or above the protective deck or the water-tight deck, above the ffeneral line of thn unnpr rippk oc o
is called the orlop-deck; if below the protective deck or j„„t i,^ t

e^iierai line ot ine upper aeck, as a
thewater-tight deck, it is called the jjJayorm If there deot-house, poop, or fore-castle. fTAtte, Man-
are two platforms at different levels, they are called the ual of Naval Arch., p. 10.
upperpWormand the Joioerp/aVj™. Where no pro- deck-head, n. 2. The card exposed on the
tectivedeekorwater-tightdeckisfltted,thesamenomen- t-y, nf tJio Vinclr- er.onifi»ii11ir ^Uain^t^A f«„™„
clature wiU be foUowed, the deck next below the berth- f°P /"^ '"® P^^?> speeincally, tne turned trump
deck being called the orlop-deck. A deck that is stepped m the game or spoil-nve.
less than a deck-height is named as though it were deck-hOOd (dek'htid), ». See *deck, 7.
continuous. Deck space, in general, takes the name dPFkinff-rhnin Cdpk'intr-pliBn^ « Somo oa
of the deck above which it is situated. The space above '*|,™Sf:'''i°'V^ "• °*™^ **
a protective deck or water-tight deck is not, however, .

toaamg-cnatn.
named from this deck, but
actual use to which it is

receives its name from the deck-lamp (dek'l&mp), n. See *deck, 7.

. . . .. .,.,. P"^ Th>is, if the berth- deckle-edge (dek'l-ej), re. Same as decWe (6).deck coincides with the protective deck, the latter term Hoolr liirht ^ilok'li«-\ « A l,ooTnr ni^»o „f „i„o„
is used only in referring to the stractural features of the QeCK-llgm; (deK lit), n. A Heavy piece of glass,

deck itself, but the space above it receives its name from Of Circular or rectangular prismatic form, set
the berth-deck. Similarly, an orlop-deck coinciding with into a deck to give light below,
a protective deck gives its own name to the deck space, dprlr-line (dfik'lin^ n In shin h^iil/linn *ha
When neither of tSese decks coincides with the protective ^2„ w®„i v„ *h^'|„f ' f t-

^
f ^if"'"^' t

deck, the space above the latter is called the store-rooms, "pe tormea by the intersection of the surface
the upper coai-6«nter«,ete., as the casemay be. (b) In the of the deck at the top of the beams with the
British navy the highest complete deck is called the upper central longitudinal plane ; also, the intersec-
dec*, and the next deck below the Tiiamdect, these decks *;„„ nf tlio aii7.fo<.o tdtVv. ftiL rr.nlrlo/4 o.,.r„„« „«
being thus a deck lower than the decks of the same name 1]°^ 9? ^''f

surtace With the niolded surface of
in the United States navy. The deck below these decks ^°^ Side Ot the vessel: called deck-hne at center
is called the lower deck, corresponding generally to the and at side, respectively,
berth-deck in the United States navy, the term (jcrtA-decft dppk.nail (rlnk'naU » A Irind t\f enf+ i.....
not being used, (c) In merohant steimers the following °„;f?!Litu^ „ L^ i.^'»2" i

®°." "°^
names are generally used: The upper dec* is the highest 5? ® i J^ I. '

commonly made in a
complete cfeck of full structural strength. If IJieie are diamond form : used for decks where any pro-
two decks, they arethe upper and lower decks. If there jection of the head above the level sui-face
are three decks, they are called upper, main or middle, would hn nWpctinTinhlB
and lower decks. In vessels carrying passengers aa weU j , '"^i V- "I

/ j i 7 i -»/• ^

ascargo, a deck of lighter construction may take the place CieCK-piating (dek pla'ting), n. In ship-build-
of the upper deck and is called a spar-deck. In ves- ing, the steel or iron plates forming the cover-
sels where this deck Is of stiU lighter construction, the ing of a deck, considered coUectivelv.deck is called an OTunTOff-dec*. A light deck, the space j«5, -.4. /j„i,»„„i.% .

v,u"ovijYoijr.

under which is partly or entirely closed at the sides but QeCK-pOt (dek pot), ». A large iron pot or
more or less open at the ends, is called a shelter-deck. A kettle used on whalers to receive scraps from
bridge-deck is one of the same character, extending a the try-pots
comparatively short length amidships. A shade-deck is a
deck not inclosed at the sides of the vessel, being sup-
ported by stanchions extending above an open rail Such
a deck does not usually extend the full length of the ves-
sel. Very large pajssenger-steamers may have additional
decks, as follows

:
A partial deck below the lower deck Jp-t _._i, /J_l-'o!n.Vl^ « fi^a */i^^i. r,

is called an arlop-deSe. Decks above the upper deck OeCK-sasn ^oeK sash), Jl. bee *«ecfc, 7.

receive various names, as saloon-deck, hurricane-deck, CleCKt;, pp. A Simplined spelling of decked,
promenade-deck, and boat-deck, the last being usually decl. An abbreviation (2>) of declination.

The oil flows freely between their fingers into the pots,
while the refuse, called "twitter," is thrown into another
receptacle, called the deck-pot, or perhaps into scrap-
'"bs. Sci. Amer. Sup., March 5, 1904, p. 23561.



declamation

declamation, n. 2. (&) A specially close or
successful union of tones with words, as in a
song or aria, (c) A work in which the text is

read or spoken -while a musical aceompaniment
or comment is played. Also called melodrama.
See melodrama, 2.

declaration, n. 6. In card-playing, an an-
nouncement or meld ; in bridge, specifically, the
naming of the trump snit by the dealer. Some-
times called the mafce.—Auburn Declaration, a
defensive statement of doctrine issued by a convention of
the Presbyterian synods of Utica, Geneva, Genesee, and
the Western Beserve (Anbum, New York, August 17,

1837), in answer to the acts of the General Assembly (May,
1887) exscinding the churches of the above synods for al-

leged heresies. The declaration was later (1868) indorsed
by the General Assembly as having " all the fundamentals
of the Calvinistlc creed."—DeSaration of Paris, a
declaration signed by the duly authorized delegates of the
powers to the Congress of Paris, in 1866, in regard to the
rights of belligerents and neutrals in time of war. It in-

cludes four points ; (1) Privateering is al)olished ; (2) the
neutral flag covers enemy'sgoods,except when conhuband

;

(3) neutral goods, except when contraband, are not liable

to capture under an enemy's flag ; (4) blockades to be bind-
ing must be effective. The United States refused to ac-
cept the first of these, but concurred In the others.

—

Mecklenburg Declaration. See Mecklenburg Declara-
tion of iTidepevdence, in Century Cyclopedia of Names.

declare, t).i. 5. In bncig'e, to make or name the
trump suit, or to announce the intention to
plsty without a trump.

dTecIass (de-kias'), v. t. [T. d^elasser, < d4-, L.
de, from, -f classe, class : see class, ».] To re-

move from one's or its class.

ddclassement (da-kl'as-mM'), n. [F., < d4clas-

ser, declass.] The breaking down of class dis-

tinctions in society.

The primary school ... Is rapidly leading to a general
ddciosseTnent. Kid,d, Social Evolution, App. ill.

declination, n— circle ofdeclination. See*CT"rcie.

—Declination axis, compass. See -kaxisl, -kcompass.

—Declination of aplaiie, In di'aZin^, the angle made by
a vertical plane with the prime vertical or with the meri-
dian plane.

declinatorium (dek"li-na-t6'ri-um), %.; pi.

declinatoria (-a). In phys., an instrument for

measuring the magnetic declination ; a circle

of declination,

decline, v. i. 10. In chess, to refuse to take a
piece or pawn offered.

decoagnlate (de-ko-ag'u-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. decoagulated, ppr. deeoagulating. [de- +
coagulate.'] To change from a coagulated con-

dition : applied by Duclaux to the action of a
diastatic ferment, found in malt, which con-

verts starch into soluble dextrines.

decoction, n Zlttmann's decoction, a decoction of

sarsaparilla, containing calomel, cinnabat, and various

aromatic substances, employed in the treatment of syphilis.

decoctor (de-kok'tor), n. [L. decoctor, < de-

coquere, squander, "waste, lit. boil down, boil

away: see idecoct.] In Boman, law, an insol-

vent; a bankrupt; one who squandered public

funds.
decode (de-kod'), »• *• ;

pret. and pp. decoded,

ppr. decoding, {.de- + code.] To turn or trans-

late (a message or letter from a cipher code)

into its original language or form. See code, 4.

Decodon (dek'6-don), n. [NL., < Gr. SiKa, ten,

-I- 'oi(n)q {060VT-), tooth.] A genus of ladyfishes

or Labridse, found in the waters about Cuba,

remarkable for their bright colors. D. pueU
laris is the only species.

decohere (de-ko-her'), V. i.; pret. and pp. deco-

hered, ppr. decohering. In elect., to increase in

resistance, as a coherer in process of restora-

tion to its normal condition of sensitiveness or

as an anticoherer when acted upon by electric

waves.
.

decoherence (de-ko-her'ens), ». Decohering

action. Science Abstracts, VI. J B,'p. 128.

decoherer (de-ko-her'6r), n. Same as *anU-

decohesion (de-ko-he'zhon), n. [de- + cohe-

sion.] The effect of decoherence.

After a short description of the single contact coherer

used byhim and an explanation of the so-called decohesion,

he calculated how near the metallic surfaces must be

brought together. Science, March 21, 1902, p. 466.

decoic (de-ko'ik), a. [Gr. 6iKa, ten, + -o- + -ic.]

Noting an acid, the same as *decatoic or caprie

acid.

decollate, v. t. 2. To remove the apex of, as

of a shell.

decollation, n. 3. In conch., the removal—
by death, growth, or accident— of the upper
whorls of a spiral shell after the animal has

ceased to occupy them. See cut in middle

column.

The colls may be lost by decollation, as in Coecum, in

which the spiral part drops off. ,,,.„„,. „„„
Sedgwick, Text-book of ZoOl., I. 360.
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decollator (de-ko-la'tor),
n. Same as *decapitaior.

d^coUetage (da-kol-
tazh'), n. [F., < dScolle-
ter, cut low in the neck:
see dicolleti.] In dress-
making : (a) The state of
being cut low in the
neck: said of the bodice
or waist of a dress. (6)
The low-cut neck itself
of a bodice.

decompensation (de-
kom-pen-sa'shon),». [de-

J,+ compensation.] Failing si

dedolomitize

decostate (de-kos'tat), a. [de- + costate.]

Having no libs.

decoy, n. 4. A pond used to snare and en-
trap, and also to maintain and breed, water-
fowl—Decoy letter, a letter prepared and mailed for

the purpose of detecting suspected violators of the postal
and revenue laws and postal thieves, or for similar pur-

A, decollated (adult) form,
and B, perfect (young) form,
of Cylindrella ttobiUor Ad.,
Jamaica; the dotted line
shows where the decollation

compensation ofthe heart L^Se^NafuraS h?s'?o;;!^')"''

in valvular disease.

decompression (de-kom-presh'on), n. [de- +
compression.] Relief" from pressure; specifi-
cally, relief from excessive atmospheric or
hydrostatic pressure.

decongestive (de-k^n-jes'tiv), a. and ». [der
+ congestive.] I. a. Tending to reduce con-
gestion.

Treatment by physical agencies, by electricity in par-
ticular, restores general and local nutrition, has a decon-
gestive local action, depuratlve in general, and antl-neo-
plastic in particular. Med. Record, Aug. 1, 1903, p. 167.

II. n. A remedy designed to reduce con-
gestion.

deconsider (de-kon-sid'6r), V. t. [de- -^ con-
sider.] To leave out of consideration; treat
with scant consideration.
deconsideration (de-kgn-sid-e-ra'shon), n.

The act of deconsidering or the fact of being
deeoDsidered.
deconstruct (de-kon-stnikt'), V. t. [de- -t- con-
struct.] To take apart (what has been put to-

gether); undo the construction of; undo (what
has been done).

deconstruction (de-kon-struk'shon), n. [de-

+ construction.] The undoing of what has
been constructed or done.

decorating-wheel (dek'o-ra-ting-hweF),^. A
small cylinder or disk of wood, baked clay, or
metal which revolves on the end of a handle
and usually carries a pattern in relief or in
cavetto; a coggle: used for impressing orna-
mental bands aroimd jars, etc., while they are
in a plastic state. Also called rumier.

decoration, m.— Com-flower decoration; a style of
ceramic ornamentation in which small blue fringed flow-

erets, with green leaves, ai'e painted on porcelain or
cream-colored waj-e: at one time extensively used by
certain English, French, and American potters.— Geo-
metric decoration, the arrangement of mathematical

lines and figures In such a
way as to produce an inter-

esting pattern. The most
perfect and elaborate exam-
ples are to be found in the
various Arabic styles.

—

Hawthorn decoration.
See •khawthorn.—Lowe-
Btoft decoration, a pecu-
liar style of ceramic em-
bellishment erroneously
supposed to have originated
at Lowestoft, England, in
the latter part of the eigh-
teenth century. It consists
of designs painted on por-
celain or opaque white ware
made at many English fac-

tories, and on Chinese porcelain which was carried to

Holland, England, and the United States m large quanti-

ties by the East India Company. Its main characteristics

are sprays of roses in pink and green, borders of lattice-

work, and waving dotted lines, usually in brown or

purplish red.—Mural decoration, the treatment of a
wall-surface in an interesting way by the use of mosaic,

fresco, oil-painting, or work In relief.—Blce-graln
decoration. See itrice-grain,

decorationist (dek-o-ra'shon-ist), n. [decora-

tion + -ist.] An expert or professional dec-

orator. Carlyle.

decorporated (de-k6r' po-ra-ted), a. [L. de,

from, + corpus {corpoi--),\>o&y, + -ate^ + -ed^.]

Deprived of a body : said, for example, of the

head after its separation from the body by the
guillotine.

decorticated (de-k6r'ti-ka-ted),^. a. 1. Same
as decorticate

:

' applied most frequently to

trunks of fossil trees of the coal-measures.—2.
Having the periostracum, or the periostracum

and the porcelanous layer, worn away, as a
sheU.
decorticator, n. 2. Any machine for remov-
ing hulls, bark, or other outer covering of

seeds or parts of plants : as, a h.em.p-decortica-

tor, or hemp-brake.
decortization (de-k6r-ti-za'shon), n. Decorti-

cation.

Geometric Decoration.

decoyman (de-koi'mau), n. A man in charge
of a decoy or of several decoys for luring
birds, animals, etc.

deer. In music, an abbreviation of decrescendo.

decreative (de-kre-a'tiv), a. [de- + creative.]

That tends or serves to hinder, reverse, or
undo some creative act.

Development is upward, creative, and not decreative.

G. 5. Halt, Adolescence, II. 546-

decree, n.—Veeiee of forthcoming, in Scots law, the
decree, made after the arrest of a debtor, by which it was
adjudged that the debt be paid or the property of the
debtor delivered to the creditor causing the arrest.—Or-
der of decrees, the doctrine concerning the order of the

divine decrees to create, to permit the fall of man, to pro-

vide salvation, and to secure acceptance of salvation to

some. There are three forms of the doctrine, supralap-

sarianism, infralapsarianism, and sublapsarianism.

decrement, n Logarithmic decrement, the Na-
pierian logarithm of the ratio of a preceding to a succeed-

ing amplitude in a damped vibration.

decrepit, a. 2. In geol., said of rivers that

have reached the last stages of their existence,

or of that portion of a drainage-course which
has reached base-level and where deposition'

along the bed exceeds the amount removed by
floods. Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 182.

decres. In music, an abbreviation of decre-

scendo.

decubital, a. 2. Eclating to decubitus.

Thi'ombosis may take place in this area due also to the
added weight of the decubital position.

Med. Record, July 26, 1903, p. 131.

Decubital gangrene. Same as bed-sore.

Decubitus paralysis, pressure-paralysis due to lying for

a long time in a faulty position.

deculor, deculorize. Simplified speUings of
decolor, decolorize.

decumana (dek-u-ma'na), n. [L. (porta) decu-

mana, adj. fem. of decuihanus. See decuman.]
One of the two gates of the typical Koman
camp. See decuman, a., 1. Opposite the porta decu-
mana was the porta prsetoria, the two being connected
by the via prsetoria, the principal street of the camp.

decuria (df-kii'ri-a,), n.; pi. decurise (-e). [L.:

see deoury'.] A company of ten ; specifically,

in the Jesuit method of instruction, a minor
division of a class in which chiefly memory
lessons are heard.
decurion, n. 3. In Bom. hist., a member of
the senate of a colony or of a municipality ; a
town-councilor.— 4. A member of the great
council of an Italian city or town.
Decurtate pulse. See *pulse^.

decussation, n—puiet decussation. See -kfiUet.—
Fontanal decussation. Same as ^fountain decus-
sation.

decylene (des'i-len), n. [L. decern, ten, H- -yl

+ -ene.] Same as *decene.

decylic (de - sil ' ik), a. [L. decem, ten, -I- -^l

+ 4c.] Same as eapric.

ded, a. A simplified spelling of dead.

dedans (de-dan'), n. [F. dedatis, the interior,

prop, prep., within, < de (< L. de), of, -1- dans,
within: see denigen.] In court-tennis, that
part of the penthouse at the service end which
is netted off for spectators.

dedendum (de-den'dum), n.; pi. dedenda (-da).

[NL. (contrasted with addendum), < L. deden-
dum, neut. fut. pass. part, of dedere, give up,
< de, away, + dare, give.] That part of the
tooth of a cog-wheel or gear which is inside
the pitch-circle and is intercepted between the
pitch-line and the circle which limits all

the roots of the teeth and the spaces between
them. The addendum of the teeth of the
meshing-wheel enters into this space.

deditician (ded-i-tish'an), n. [L. dediticius, a
captive, also as in def .',' < deditus, pp. of dedere,

surrender, give up.] In Bom. law, a foianer

slave who upon manumission was not admitted
to full citizenship because of some offense

committed during slavery.

dedly, a. A simplified spelling of deadly.

dedolomitization (df-do'lo-mit-i-za'shon), n.

[de- + dolomitisationl] In'petrog., the change
of a dolomite to some other rock.

dedolomitize (de-doro-mit-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. dedolomitized, ppr.' dedolomitieing. [de- +
dolomite + -ise.] In petrog., to change (a dolo-

mite) into some other kind of rock, as by the

formation of magnesian silicates or of mag-
nesium hydrous oxids.



deed
Deed of arrangement, in Eng, law, an instrument trans-
ferring the property of a debtor to a trustee for the ben-
efit of his creditors.

deeducational (de-ed-u-ka'shon-al), a. [de- +
ediicational.] As regards the fiindermg or un-
doing of education or educational woA.
deemanate (de-em'a-nat), v. t.

;
pret. and pp.

deemanated, ppr. deemanating. [de. + ema-
nate.] To deprive (a radioactive substance) of
the power of giving off an emanation, or to
reduce, by heating or other process, the rate
of the escape of the emanation from such a
substance.
deemanation (de-em-a-na'shou), n. The pro-
cess of depriving (a radioactive substance,
such as radium) of the power of emitting ema-
nation, or the reduction of the rate of such
emission ; the state or condition in which ema-
nating power ceases or is reduced.

Thus de-ematiation does not permanently destroy the
power of thorium of giving out an emanation.

E. Rutherford, fiadio-activity, p. 216.

deep-field (dep'feld), n. In cricket: (a) A
fielder placed at or near the boundarjf some-
where behind the bowler. (6) The position of

such a fielder.

deepsinker (dep'sing-k6r), n, 1. A deep tum-
bler ; a tumbler of the largest size as regards
depth.—2. The drink or beverage served in

• such a tumbler. [Slang, Australia.]

deep-tank (dep'tangk), n. In ship-building, a
tank formed by partitions orbulkheads cutting

off a part of the hold and specially constructed

to hold water ballast. See *hallast-tartk. A
midship deep-tank is in themiddle of the length

;

the forepeak and afterpedk tanks, or trimming
tanks, are at the ends of the vessel.

deer, ft,—Irish deer, an extinct representative of the
Cermda, Cervus or Megaceros gigcmteus, remarl^ble for

its lai^e size and great spread of palmate antlers, "which
diverge at right angles from the plane of the frontals and

skeleton of the Irish Deer ICervus gigantetis) from the Pleisto-

cene of Ireland. (From Nicholson and Lydekker's " PalseoQ.

tology," after Owen.)

have a distinct brow- and bez-tine and a small posterior

tine on the opposite side of the beam to the bez-tine."

{Nicholson and Ludekker, Manual of Paleont., p. 1134.) Its

remains are found in the bogs of northern Europe, partic-

nlarly of Ireland, and specimens have been found with a

spread of more than 11 feet between the tips of the

antlers. Also called Irish Elk.

deer-balls (der'balz), n. See hart's-truffles.

deer-brusll (der ' brush), n. One of several

shrubs of the genus Ceanothus {G. integerrimus,

C. incanus, and C. veVuUnus) which furnish shel-

ter and browsing for deer.

deer-fern (der'fem), n. See *fern^.

deer-fly (der'fli), n. 1. A European hippo-

boscid fly, lApoptena cervi, which lives on the

European red deer.— 2. An American hippo-

boscid fly, Lipoptena depressa, which occurs on
Cervus virginianus : also called deer-tick.

deer-food (der'fod), n. The water-shield or

water-target, Brasenia Schreberi, supposed to

be eaten by deer.

deer-foot (der'fut), n. A V-shaped iron catch

on the side of a logging-car in which the bind-

ing-chain is fastened.

deer-forest (der'for'est), ». A tract of land

frequented by deer and used as a hunting-pre-

serve. „ . , , XI

deer-grass, m.— 2. A bunch-grass, Epuiampes

rigens, found in the southwestern United

States: it is of some forage value.— 3. In Wy-
oming and Montana, the sheep's fescue, Fes-

tuea ovina. ,,.»•. » > «

deer-grasshopper (der'grS,s^hop-6r), n. A
Malayan locustid insect, of the genus ilfeeo-

poda, which is enabled by its greatly devel-
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oped hind legs to take enormous leaps. Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1900, p. 854.

deerhorn (der'hdm), «. 1. The hom of a
deer; also, the bone which forms the antlers of

a deer.— 2. A large rough mussel, Xritigonin

or Unio veirucosa, found in the Mississippi

river, the shell being used in the manufacture
of buttons. -Also called buckhorn.

deerman (der'man), n. A member of one of

the pastoral reiiideer-raising communities of

Siberia: opposed to the maritime fisherman
of the same tribes.

deer-necked (der'nekt), a. Having the dorsal

or upper margin of the neck concave instead
of convex or at least straight; ewe-necked:
said of a horse.

deer-park (der ' pSlrk), n. A park in which
deer live or are kept.

Deer parks . . . constitute a feature of considerable
importance because of their area in the mountain regions
of both the Eastern and Western portions of the United
States. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 686.

deer-stalker, n. 2. A lined cap of cloth or
flannel, peaked before and behind with the
same material, and sometimes having ear-flaps
which are turned up over the crown and tied
together at the top by laces. [Eng.]
deer's-tongue, ». 2. The white adder's-tongue,
Erythronium albidum.—3. The rib-grass, Plan-
tago lanceolata. In all the deer's-tongues the
form of the leaf suggests the name.
deer-tick (der'tik), n. Same as *deer-fly.

deer-weed (der'wed), n. A handsome yellow-
flowered Californian leguminous plant, Loiits

glaber. Also called wild broom. See *broom^.
deer-yard (der'yard), n. A winter pasture or
browsing-ground of deer.

de-etMcize (de-eth'i-siz), v. t. To deprive of

moral implications or tendencies.
det a. A simj)lified spelling of deaf.

del. An abbreviation (a) of defendant; (b) of

defined; (c) of defimte; (d) of definiUon.

defaultant (de-f&l'tant), a. [default + -o»*i.]

Charged with' or guilty of defaulting.

defaiUter, n. 2. In the British service, a sol-

dier accused of a militaiy offense.

defector (df-fek'tor), n. One who defects,

falls away, deserts, "or secedes, as from a re-

ligious body, a political party, or the like.

defemination (df-fem-i-na'shon), n. [L. de-

+ femina, woman, -I- -ation.'\
" Deprivation of

some of the characteristics of awoman, with or
without the assumption of some of those of the
male sex.

defeminize (df-fem'i-niz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp.

defeminized, ppr. defeminizing. [L. de- + femina,
woman , + -ize.'] To deprive of feminine quali-

ties and tastes; affect with masculine notions
or a liking for mannish modes of life and pur-
suits or an aversion to domestic life. Amer.
Jour. Psychol. XI. 546.

defendant. ».—Defendant In error. See -kerror.

defender, ». 4. In Irish hist., one of an asso-
ciation of Boman Catholics organized in the
north of Ireland in the eighteenth century to

oppose the Protestants who had organized as
Peep-o'-day Boys or Orangemen.
defenestration (de-fen-es-tra'shgn), n. [NIi.

defenestratio(,n-), <.'*defenestrare, \ L. de, from,
-I- fenestra, window.] The act of throwing
out of the window: as, the defenestration of
Prague in 1618, when Bohemian insurgents
broke up a meeting of imperial commissioners
and threw two of their number out of the
window, an act which preluded the Thirty
Years' war.

defense, n.—seiOln or Prussian defense, in chess,

the rejoinder 2 . . . ICt to KB3 to the King's Bishop's,

opening. Also called King's Knight's defense.—Daml-
ano defense opening. See Aopenin?.—Defense to
King's Knight's opening. ^eG*opening.—Hannekin
defense. Same as Berlvn or Prussian -kd^ense.— Italian
defense, in chess, a variation of an antiquated defense to
the King's Bishop's opening.— King's Knight's defense.
Same as Berlin -kdefense.—JjovBZ defense, in chtiss, a
variation arising in an antiquated form of the King's
Bishop's opening.— Paulsen's defense, in chess, 6 Kt—
K 5, B—Kt 2, an original defense to the Kieseritzki
gambit, invented by the German player Louis Paulsen.

—

PhUldor's defense. See opening, 9.— Fmssiaji de-
fense. Same as Berlin icdefense in the Buy Lopez open-
ing.— Qneen's Bishop's Pawn's defense, in chess, i P

—

K 4, P—K 4 ; 2 B—B 4, P—QB 3, adefense tothe King's
Bishop's opening.

—

Statement Ofdefense, a term some-
times used to denote the plea or answer of a defendant

—

Two Knight's defense. See opening, 9.

Defensive circle, gland, proteid. See ''cir-

cle, *gland, *proteid.

deferent, n. 3. In math., the locus of the cen-
ters of circles of which a biciroular quartic is

drawn as the envelop.

deflector

deferentitis (def-e-ren-ti'tis), n. [NL.. <

deferens (-ent-) + "4Us.1 Inflammation of the
vas deferens.

Deferred shoots, in bot. See *shoot.

defervesce (de-rer-ves'), v. i.; pret. and pp.
defervesced, ppr. defervesdng. [L. deferves-

cere, < de- -I- /ercescere, boil: see fervescent.']

To cease to boil; cool down; hence, to be-
come more or less neglected or out of favor or
regard.

defervescent (de-f6r-ves'ent), a. and n. [L.

defervescens {-ent-), ppr. of defervescere : see
*defervesce.'] I. a. Causing or associated with
a reduction of fever.

II. n. A remedy employed to produce defer-

vescence.
Defibrges's pendulum. See ^pendulum.
defilade (def-i-lad'), ». [defile'^+ -ade.] That
arrangement of a fortification by means of

which its interior is concealed from an adver-
sary on a neighboring height.

defillition, n— constructive definition, definition

by stating the essential requisites for constructing an ob-
ject having the defined character. Such definitions have
been highly valued in geometry, but they do not always
conduce to sound or philosophical development of the
subject—Diagnostic definition, a statement which,
without attempting to analyze the essence of the object
of a general term, undertakes to show that it may be dis-

tinguished from everything else.— Genetic definition,
(a) and (by See ge^ietic. (e) Definition by describing a
process for producing the object defined. It is often con-
founded with the constructive definition, which is a
species of genetic definition. Thus if as a definition of

I^ussian blue it were said tobe the substance precipitated
on mixing aqueous solutions of partially oxidized green
vitriol and yellow prussiate of potassa, this would be a
so-called genetic definition ; but it would fail altogether to
mention one of the essential characters to which the
name is due. Less excusable is a method of defining ab-
stract conceptions which has been highly favored by
German writers since Kant It consists in saying that iJE

from some familiar conception certain enumerated in-

gredients are omitted, what remains is the conception
intended. This is no definition, and serves no other pur-
pose than to lead tlie reader to mistake a vague feeling

for an intellectual description and to produce a false

Illusion of scientific accuracy.

—

Normal definition, a
definition of a class of objects as diifering only acciden-
tally from a certain norm with a distribution of frequency
of given departures from it according to the law of prob-
abilities.- FragmatlstlC definition, a definition by
means of characters that might conceivably infiuence

rational conduct Such would be the definition of a prob-
able assumption as one which could safely be made the
basis of a business enterprise.— Scholastic definition.
Same as Aristotelian definition. See definition, 3 (1).

—

Typical definition, a definition of a group as being of a
certain hierarchical order (species, genus, family, etc.),

and as composed of individuals differing from a certain
actual form (assumed as a standard 'type ') by as much as
individuals of. a group of the named hierarchical order
might be expected to differ, or to be connected with that
type by a series of almost insensible gradations.

Definitive host, sporoblast. See *}iost^,

*sporoblast.

definitize (de-fin'i-tSz), i). *. ;
pr^t. and pp.

definitized, ppr. definiUzing. [definite + ^ize.]

To make definite.

Hope and fear may be regarded as special forms of ex-
pectation. Expectation is indefinite. . . . Hope and fear
definitise expectation.
W. Wundt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 377.

definitor (df-fin'i-tgr), n. [L. definitor, < de-

finire, define.] An officer in certain religious
orders whose duty is to decide points of dis-
cipline.

deflate (de-flaf), v. t. \de- + -flate, as in
inflate.] To remove the air from: the oppo-
site of inflate.

deflation (de-fla'shon),». 1. The act of de-
flating.— 2. In geol.,' denudation by the action
of the wind bearing solid particles. Walther.
deflectionization (de-flek''''shon-i-za'shon), n.

Theactof deflectionizing; loss of inflections.

In Saxon thh infinitive was a flexional one. It could not
be otherwise, because there was no flexionless infinitive
in the language. This variety then, which we call the
Flat Infinitive, is a direct product of deflectionization.

EarU, PhiloL Eng. Tongue, U 669.

deflectionize (de-flek'shon-iz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. deflectionized, ppr. deflectionizing. [de- +
flection -I- -4ze.] To subject to flectional decay

;

deprive of inflections.

Ilectional languages are called Synthetic, and deflec-
tionized languages are said to be An^ytic.

Earle, PhUoL Eng. Tongue, H 445.

deflector, n. 8. In general, something which
deflects. Specifically- (o) A plate or board which is

projected Into a current of gas or air to cause it to flow to
one side. (6) A partition or surface, plane or curved, by
which the names or hot gases in a boiler-setting are com-
pelled to follow definite paths, (c) A similar partition to
force circulating water to rise or descend in a boiler in
definite directions and places, (d) A cone or vane in a
ventilatinB-hood. (e) A board placed outside of a car-
window, at right angles to the motion ofthe train, to keep
smoke and cinders away from the open window.
4. See the extract.



deflector

Another conspicuous advantage arising from the use of
compasses of this pattern is the readiness with which
they admit of correction by the use of the " deflector, " a
simple instiTiment devised by Lord Kelvin for the meas-
urement of directive force, the successful application of
which to compass correction depends on the fact that,
when the directive force is equalized on all points, the
error of the compass is neutralized.

. Brit, XXXI. 108.

349 dehydrocholalic
degeneration, overgrowth of the connective-tissue
framework of a part, which compresses and causes
atrophy of the functionating cells.—Gelatlnlform de-
feneration. Same as colloid degeneration.— Eera-
old degeneration, transformation of the plasma of the

cell into keratin.—Method Of degeneration, in math.

cess of removing grease from a greasy object;
specifically, the removal of fatty matter from
raw sheep's •wool by the solvent action of petro-
leum naphtha. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust.

a method of obtaining results by letting one dimension j«_„aJ'„' « '
^ j

vanish.—Partial reaction of degeneration, the pres- degree, «.—Baume aegiee, a degree of the Baum«
« i= . J 1, ,

=
, _ >j _ j.__-i scale of specific gravity. See -kscaleS, n.— Decimal de-

deflexibility (de-flek-si-bil'i-ti), n. l*deflex-
ihle^-MU) +-i«^.] Capabilityofbeing deflected.
Brov^ham.

deflocculation (de-flok-u-la'shon), n. Ide- +
flocculation.'] The reversal of the process of
flocculation (which see).

The removal of the finest particles from the surface soil
is attributed to deftaccidation induced by the use of
sodium nitrate, and followed by the washing of the finest
particles into the subsoil. Nature, July 7, 1904, p. 238.

deflorate (df-flo'rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. deflo-

rated, ppr. deflorating. [L. deflorare (pp. -atus)

:

see deflovier.'] To strip of flowers ; deflower.

deflorence (de-flo'rens), n. [L. de- + flos

(fior-) + -enc'e.'] Thefading out of the eruption
of an exanthematous disease.

defness, n. A simplified spelling of deafness.

deforest (de -for 'est), v. t. Ide- + forest.^

deformation, n. 5. In hot., any malformation

ence of reaction of degeneration in a muscle under direct
galvanic stimulation, with preservation of normal reaction
in the nerve supplying this muscle. See reaction of degen-
eration, under reaction.—Physiological degenera-
tion, the atrophy of certain cells or tissues or organs that
others may attain to perfect development. Brinton,
Basis of Social Relations, p. 82.

—

Polychromatopbllic
degeneration, a condition of the red corpuscles of the
blood, which is characterized by a simultaneous afiinity
of the cells for more than one dye, namely, for a basic as
well as an acid dye.— Qualn's degeneration, flbious
degeneration of the muscle of the heart.— Senile degen-
eration, fibrous degeneration occurring as a result of
catabolic changes in the aged.— VJrchow's degenera-
tion. Same as lardaceous disease (which see, under lof-
daceous).

Degenerative juncture. See *juncture.
degerm (de-j6rm'), V. t. [de- + germ.'] To
extract or remove the germ from. See deger-
mincitor.

After de-germing, the maize is unhusked, wetted, sub-
mitted to a temperature sufiicient to rupture the starch
cells. Eneyc. Brit., XXVI. 363

previously glaciated region,
of Geol., p. 969.

n. [de- +
ice from a

Dana, Manual

or abnormal growth due to the attack of some j1^„it^v^i'V.Xs''.^ix'« T,i\ „ f-ntt *j ? ij,T-
Tiarasitfi— 6 In ocoZ the -nroppsH whprpbv deglutlble (de-glo tl-bl), «. [TXlj. *degluUbths,
parasite.— O. in geol., the process whereby,

<,!,. Oeglutire, swallow: see degluUtion.l Capa-under the influence of strains (usuaUy com- ^lg„f|,gj'l^^ » -" P

pressive), individual strata, masses of rock, or - , . . ,,. ,.,...
larger portions ofthe earth's crust sufferohange deglycermize (de-glis e-nn-iz),i). «.; pret. and

of form, as when massive rocks become sehis- PP- (iepiyeenmeed, ppr. deglycmm^ing \_de-

tose, flat strata are folded, or mountain-ranges ??^««'-!» „+ -^^-X , ^P separate the glycerin

are upheaved.
deformational (de-f6r-ma'shon-al), a. Of or

glycerin -\- -4ze.']

from (a fat or oil) before using the fatly acids
for the manufacture of soap. Sadtler, Hand-

pertaining to deformation ; teidiig to produce ^^^^^^i^*^",!,*- ^'^'"y P-.7^-
ni^T ^

deformation. degradand (deg'ra-dand), n. [ML. degra-deformation.
Several deformational movements had affected this

, district. Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 359.

deformity, «.— Ctun-stopk deformity, displacement

dandiis, fut. pass. part, of degradare, degrade
see degrade,'] One who is to be degraded or
reduced in rank. B. W. Hwson, Hist. Church
of Eng., iv. 494. N. E. D.oftheforearmfollowingfractureofthehumerus.—SUver- ."^ ^"s-'.r- *"*•

-t'- ^ . , ,,

fork deformity, the peculiar curve of the outline of the degraaation, n. 10. In orgamc ehem., the
. ^ ^_,_i,_ _»?,_„„.- «_..x j,^^. , J _. resolution of the molecule of a compound into

other substances of smaller molecular weight,
wrist characteristic of CoUes's fracture of the lower end of

the radius.

defraudation, n. 2. In Sp. law, the offense

of fraudulently avoiding payment of a public
tax.

defrock (df-frok'), v. t. [F. d&froquer; as de-

+ frock.]
' Same as unfrock.

defrost (de-fr6st'), v. t. [de- + frost.] To re-

move the effects of frost or freezing from;
restore to a sound unfrozen condition or state.

[CoUoq.]

Each year there is visible improvement in the methods
of defrosting meats inEnropean markets. Frozen mutton
from the antipodes and from Argentina reaches the- retail

butcher shop in better fonn and appearance than form-

erlv Yearbook, XT. S. Sept. Agr., 1896, p. 26. greawr ana neater proportion or tne total energy
' r « , <

r universe.—Differential degradation, in peoJ., the vary-

deff An abbreviation of degree. ™g degrees of erosion exhibited by a series of stratified

delelation (de- je -la ' shon), n. [L. de- -f- gela- /°£,^' ^'fi^fw^
degrees of hardness and resistance

tio(n-\ freezing.] Melting; fusion; the change degradator (deg-ra-da^or), n. [NL < ML.

from the soUd to the 4iid phase or stati; *P™/«™- degrade.] One who decades ;
one ,^.„„..

Uquefaction: opposed to congiaUon: .N.E. B. ^^^^ T^n-^ A ""'tt^ r^\°"*l ^^V^-^^^ .of dehorn (de-h6m'), «

degenerate, o. II. n. One who has retro-
rank. if. >J.i).a!0», Hist. Church of Eng., IV. remove the horns fre

It denotes the systematic elimination of one carbon atom
after another from a compound, whereby we pass down a
homologous series, step by step, from the more to the less
complex.

A method of preparation of aldehydes and the sys-
tematic degradation of acids.

Nature, March 24, 1904, p. 604.

Degradation of energy, in thermodynam., the trans-
formation of energy from higher, or more available, to
lower, or less available, forms. The most important case
is that of the degradation of kinetic or potential energy
into heat. The general doctrine of the degradation of
energy is that the processes of nature are in general such
as to convert energy from available to unavailable forms.

free. See *de(rfj>M!«.—Degree of an equation. See
egree, 7.—Degree of a surface, the order of a surface.

See surface, 2.—Degree of freedom, (a) See freedom,
(b) In j)hys. chem., the number of conditions of a thermo-
dynamic system which can be changed independently of
each other, without destroying the system by suppressing
one of its phases. For example, a system composed of water
existing in the two phases, liquid and solid, and depend-
ing for equilibrium on the two conditions, temperature
and pressure, has one degree of freedom and only one

:

any desired temperatme may be given to it within certain
limits, but the pressure is thereby fixed ; and any pres-
sure may be established within certain limits, but the
temperature is determined in so doing.

—

Degree ofsatu-
ration. See Irsaturation.— Degrees of frost. See
-f^rost.- Geothermie degree, the ratio between depth
in the earth and increase of tempei-ature equivalent to
one degree. After passing below the outer zone of vari-

able seasonal temperature, the usual ratio, as ascertained
by data from deep wells and mine-shafts, is from 66 to 60
feet in depth to 1° F. Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 267.

—

Lambeth degree, a degree given by the archbishop of
Canterbury. Although he can confer all degrees given by
the two universities, the graduates have many privileges
not shared by the recipients of his degrees. Bouvier, Law
Diet— Meroury-in-glass degree, a degree of the ther-
mometi'ic scale in which equal relative expansions of
mercury in glass, as in the ordinary mercury thermom-
eter, are taken to mark equal differences of tempera-
ture. The raercury-in-glass degree does not conform
strictly to the degree of the gas-theiinometer, because the
relative expansion of mercury in glass with change otf

temperature is not strictly uniform.

—

Number of de-
gree, in hygrom., the difference between the tempeiuture
of the air and the dew-point.

—

Platlniun degree, a de-
gree of the thermometric scale in which equal changes in
the electric resistance of a platinum wire are taken to
correspond to equal changes of temperature. The plati-
num degree, like the mercury-in-glass degree of ordinary
thennometers, does not agree precisely with the degree
of tile gas-thermometer because the change of resistance
of platinum with temperature is not strictly uniform.

—

Square degree, the area included between two parallels
of latitude onedegree apart and two meridians of longi-
tude one degree apart, which intersect them. Geog. Jour.
(R. G. S.), xVlII. 92.

debair (df-har'), v. t. [de- + hair.l To remove
the hair or wool from, as hides or skins. Mod/-
ern Amer. Tanning, p. 37.

dehalogenize (de-ha-loj'e-niz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. dehalogenized, ppr. dehalogenizing. [de- -\-

halogen + -ize.'] In ehem., to deprive of one or
more of the halogens chlorin, bromine, iodine,
etc. Jour. Soc. Chem. Industry, II. 171.

dehematize (de-hem 'a-15z), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

dehematized, ppr. dehematizing. [Also dehaima-
tize; < L. de-, from, -I- Gr. al/mij-), blood, -I-

-ize.] To deprive of blood, either locally, by
compression or the use of the Esmarch band-
age, or generally, as in the 'salt frog' ; render
exsanguine. Med. Mecord, March 7, 1903, p. 362.

so that the degraded forms, such as heat, constitute a HpTiiiTnntrlnbiTuVp CrlS Tiatti n wln'W n^»^ a, * •

greater and greater proportion of the total energy of the
QenemOglODiniZe (ae-nem-0-glO bl-mz), V. t.

,

-^•- ';<;- - - *!? pret. and pp. dehemoglobimzed, ppr. dehemo-

gradedfrom a normal type or standard, espe- jp___jp ,

cially in moral nature and character, and £.=„ „ tL!.L.

exhibits certain morbid physical and mental
traits and tendencies.

That which nearly all degenerates lack is the sense of

morality and of right and wrong.
Nordau, Degeneration, ill. 18.

degeneration, w. 5. A progressive departure „,„„„^„,^„„.„„„ „„„ „^^,„^„^
of a family from the normal condition

:
shown dferaissantTdi-grl-sai")!'™'

in the first generation by a nervous tempera- ~~- •

ment, moral depravity, and excesses; in the

second by tendency to apoplexy and severe

neuroses frequently with alcoholism; in the ^.„„ ^,„„„.„
third by mental derangement, suicide, and d'^grasTdii'-gra')"
intellectual weakness ; and in the fourth by ^ - ^ '

hereditary imbecility, deformities, arrested
development, and sterility.— 6. In geol., dis-

integration produced by weathering.—Adipose
degeneration. Same as fatty degeneration.—Anemic
degeneration. Same as polychromatophilic -kdegenera-

fJOM.—AngloUthlC degeneration, atheroma with abun-
dant calcareous deposit.-Ascending degeneration,
(a) Degenerative change in the spinal cord which pro-

gresses upward toward the brain. (6) Wallerian degenera-

tion proceeding in a direction from the periphery toward
the center.—Bacony degeneration. Sa.measlardaceous d^CTas-former (da-gra'f6r"'mer),

8. In thermodynam., to convert
from a form of greater to one of less availabil-
ity: said of certain transformations of energy.
degraded, p. a. 5. In geol., worn down; lev-
eled by erosion.— 6. In thermodynam., reduced
to a form less available for further transfer-
mation : said of energy which as the result of deliorner (de-h6r'
transformations has been converted into heat, ner) n [dehorn +
=-^, .

. .. ^, ..
[F., prop. ppr. -er-l.] Aninstrament

of degraisser, remove the grease from, < de- + for cutting off the
graisse, grease : see degrease.] Sand, or the horns of cattle,
like, mixed with potters' clay, to prevent it Dehumanizedvirus.
from cracking when fired. gee *viriis

n. [F., for *^efifra^, < <J^- dehydracetic (de-hi-
graisser, degrease: see degrease.j A thick- dra-set'ik) a. lcle- +
grease obtained as a by-product from wool, - -

•

'
'

and also in the manufacture of some kinds of
leather.

To remove from the red blood-
corpuscles their characteristic coloring matter,
the hemoglobin. Jour. Tropical Med., Nov. 2,

1903, p. 337.

*. [de- -i- horn.] 1. To
from (domestic cattle). Two

tools are used in the operation, a saw and a clipper. The
saw has a narrow web held in a frame and resembles a
buteher's saw; the clipper has a chisel-shaped knife
which moves in guides and is operated by a rack and
segments controlled by a pivoted handle.

2. To saw off the ends of logs bearing the own-
er's mark and to put on a new mark. [Ken-
tucky.]

disease (which see, under lardaceous).— ChltlnOUS de-
feneratlon. Same as wmyloid degeneration.—Comma
egeneratlon. See *(!oniwnB.— Cystic degeneration,

degeneration associated with the formation of cavities

or cysts in the part affected.-Deseencjlng degener-
ation. Wallerian degeneration advancing from the

nerve-centers toward the periphery.—Earthy degene-

D6gras, which has been refen-ed to in connection with
the woolen industry as being obtained from wool grease,
is also a by-product of great value in the leather industry,
and a great demahd for this material for currying pur-
poses has led to the manufacture of it as a special indus-
try. Set. Amer. Sup., Dec. 6, 1902, p. 22618.

A sub-
stance of brown color and resinous consist-

ence, a constituent of tanners' d6gras and sod-

hydr{ogen) + acetic.'

Noting an acid,

colorless compound,
CHoCOCH . COCH :

C(CH3)0C0, pre-
pared by the pro-
longed boiling of

ethyl aoetoacetate
(acetoacetio ether).

It crystallizes in rhombic needles or plates,

melts at 108.5-109° C. and boils at 269.9° C.
oil, the presence of which enables the fish-oils dehydrocholalic (de-hi"dr6-ko-lal'ik), a. [de-

used in currying leather and in oil-tanning to -1- hydro(gen) + cholalic]
' Noting an organic

form an emulsion with water. acid, C24H34O5, obtained on oxidation of cho-

ration. Same as calcareous degeneration.—'FVaious dogroasmg (de-gre Sing), n. Ihe act or pro- lalic acid.



dehydrogenate

dehydrogenate (df-hi'dro-jen-at), v. t; pret.
and pp. dehydrogenated, ppr. dehydrogenating.
[de- + hydrogen + -ateK^ Same as dehydro-
genize.

dehydromorphine (de-hi-dro-mdr'fin), n. \_de-

+ hydro(gen) + moi-pMne.'} ' A colorless oom-
pound, (C]7Hi803N)2, contained in opiumand
prepared artificially by the oxidation of mor-
phine. It crystallizes with 3H2O and decom-
poses without melting. Also called pseudo-
morphine and oxymorphine.
dehypnotize (de-hip'no-tiz),B. t.; pret. and pp.
dehypnotized, ppr. dehypnotizing. [d«- + hyp-
notize.} To awaken from the hypnotic state.

deieidal (de'i-si-dal), a. Ideicide + -oZi.] Of
or pertaining to the slaying of a god. JP. J.
Bailey, Festus. N. E. D.

deictic, a. 2. Demonstrative.

The augment seems to have been originally apronominal
deictic particle. Bncyc. Brit., XXXL 676.

deindividualization (df - in-di-vid"u-al-i-za'-

shon), re. Destruction of individuality; hence,
a social process destructive of individuality
and self-dependence, and creative of depen-
dence or pauperism.

There are social causes of deindividualization and de-
socialization. Giddings, Inductive Sociol., p. 263.

deindividualize (de-in-di-vid'u-al-iz), V. i.;

pret. and pp. deindimduaUzed, ppr. deindividu-
alizing. [_de- + individualize.] To destroy in-
dividuality.

The degraded are those who are both deindividiuUized
and desocialized. They have lost both social instinct and
self-respect. Giddings, Inductive Sociol., p. 263.

Deiphon (de'i-fon), re. [NL.] An aberrant
genus of trilobites, with the two lateral lobes
of the entire animal much reduced and modi-
fied. The glabellum is globular and the fixed cheeks
produced as long curved spines at the base of which are
theeyes. The thoracic segments arenineand their pleura
are entirely separated from each other ; the pygldium is

small and bears two paiiB of curved spines. It is of Silu-
rian age.

deipotent (de-ip'o-tent), a. [L. detis, god, +
potens, having power.] Possessing divine
power.

But Paul denounced a curse deipotent
Against him. W. C. Wilkinson, Epic of Paul.

Deister sandstone. See *sandstone.

dejectile (de-jek'til), re. [d^ect + -He.] A
missile hurled down upon an enemy.
dejection, re. 6. In geol.j volcanic debris ; a
sediment of volcanic origin.

dejector (de-jek'tor), re. A medicinal agent
which tends to produce evacuation of the
bowels ; an aperient.

dejeuner, «. 2. A breakfast service, usually
consisting of a tray, cups and saucers, tea-pot,
sugar-bowl, cream-jug, and slop-basin.

de^rch, dekarchy, n. See *decareh, *de-
earehy.

del^, ». A simplified spelling of delP-.

Del. An abbreviation (a) of Delaware; (6)
\l. c. j of delegate.

delabrated (de-la'bra-ted), p. a. [*deldbrate
(L. de- + Idbrum, Up, + -ate^) + -ecfi.] Hav-
ing the lips or edges removed: applied to vol-

canic craters of which the walls have been
partly_ destroyed.

oelaminate (df-lam'i-nat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

delaminated, ppr. delaminating. [NL. delam-
inare (pp. -atus), < L. de- + lamina, a thin

plate of metal: see laminate.] To split into
separate layers or plates: used in embryology
of the formation of the embryonic layers when
one is derived from the other by splitting, and
not, as usual, by invagination or cell-migration.

delaminate (de-lam'i-nat), a. [NL. delami-

natxis, pp.] Formed by splitting off from a
layer or plate: said of the formation of the
endoderm in certain coelenterate embryos.
deleb (del'eb), re. [Ar.; cf. <to/6, plane-tree.]

A variety of the palmyra-palm, Borassus fla-

hellifer, distributed from Senegambia through
the Sudan and Central Africa to German East
Africa and the Zambesi. The seeds are used

as food,' and from the leaves mats are made.
See palmyra, 1, and Borassus.

delectus (df-lek'tus), re. [L. delectus, a selec-

tion, < deligere, select: see delectus personse.]

A graduated selection of passages from Latin

or Greek authors, usually with notes and a

vocabulary, for translation by school-boys: as,

a Latin delectus; Valpys Greek Delectus.

delegant (del'e-gant), re. [L. delegans (-ant-),

pp. of delegare, assign: see delegate, v.] In

civil law, a debtor who, to discharge his debt,
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assigns to his creditor a debt of a third party
due to himself.

delegate, ».—Apostolic delegate. See *apostoHc.

delegatee (del-e-ga-te'), h. [delegate + -eel.]

In dvil law, the"assignee of a delegant; one to

whom a debtor is assigned in satisfaction of
another's debt. See *delegant.

delegator (derf-ga-tor), n. [LL. delegator, <

L. delegare, delegate.] In civil law, same as
*delegant.

delestage (de-les-tazh'), re. In French marine
law, the throwing overboard of ballast.

Del6zinier's base. See *base^.

delf-*, re—Brlsllngton delf, stanniferous faience made
at Brislington, near Bristol, England, in the eighteenth
century. It is of coarse body and yellowish enamel and
is frequently decorated with crudely painted copper-
luster designs.

—

Bristol delf, stanniferous faience made
at Bristol, England, in the eighteenth century, in imita-
tion of Dutch delf, but possessing a body sufficiently hard
to resist a steel point.—Lambetb delf, tin-enameled
pottery produced at Lambeth, London, England, in the
seventeenth century, in imitation of the delf ware of Hol-
land. It is of a harder and denser paste than the Dutch
product, and the blue color used in the decoration is of a
Ealer tint—Liverpool delf, tin-glazed pottery made at
iverpool, England, dunng the first half of the eighteenth

century, in the manner of Holland delf. The decorations
were frequently printed. The body is quite hard and of
a pinkish tint— Staffordslllre delf, stanniferous enamel
produced at several places in Staffordshire, England, in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It was of a
coarser body and ruder decoration than other English
deU.

Delicate long-sting, an American braconid parasite,
Ma^rocentrus delicatus, which destroys the codling-moth.
Saunders, Insects Injurious to Fruits, p. 132.

delicatessen (del-i-ka-tes'en), re. pi. [G., < F.
delicatesse, < dSlicat, delicate.] Delicacies;
delicate or dainty articles of food, implying, in
German use, sausages and the like.

delictum (de-lik'tfim), re.; pi. delicta (-ta).

[L.] In civil and Scots law, see delict.

deligate (del'i-gat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. deli-

gated, ppr. deligating. [L. deligatus, pp. of
deligare: see deligation.] To tie off; apply a
ligature to. N. E. D. *

deume (de-lim'), v. t.; pret. and pp. delimed,
ppr. deliming. \de- + lime^.] To remove lime
from, as skins. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 50.

delimit, v. t—Delimiting curve, a curve which sepa-
i-ates two regions of the surface upon which it is drawn.

delimitate (de-Um'i-tat), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
delimitated, ppr. delimitating. To determine
and lay down the boundaries of; delimit.

delimitation, » 2. In iot., same as *ahjunc-
tion.

delimitative (de-lim'i-ta-tiv), a. [delimitate
+ -ive.] Having'power to delimit : as, a delimi-

tative commission has been named.
delineative (df-lin'e-a-tiv), a. [delineate +
-j»e.] That serves to' delineate ; of or pertain-
ing to delineation.
When, however, we encounter delineative elements or

subjects employed in ornamental offices, we may reason-
ably assume that ideas were associated with them, that
they were symbolic.

20th An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1898-99, p. 65.

delint (de-linf), V. t. [de- + lint.] To remove
the fiber,' or lint, from cotton or similar seeds.

delinter (de-lin't6r), re. [delint + -er^.] A
kind of cotton-gin forremoving the short fibers,

or lint, which remain on the cotton-seed after
the first ginning; a linter.

deliquescent, n. 5. In hot., becoming liquid
at maturity, as certain agarics.

Dellrliun corms ( 'aberration of the heart'), extreme ir-

regularity in the movements of the heart

—

Delirium
vesanlcum ('insane aberration'), the delirium of true
insanity as distinguished from that associated with other
conditions, such as acute fevers.

—

Muttering delirium,
a condition, seen in acute fevers, in which the patient is

unconscious of his surroundings and is quiet, but con-
stantly mutters to himself.

deliverance, re—second deUverance, in Eng. law, a
writ by which a plaintiff in replevin, having lost his suit
by default or nonsuit, could have the same distress again
delivered to him upon giving the same security as before.

delivery, re. 11. In a cotton-mill, the quantity
of sliver delivered from a machine Eiroiess
deliveiy, immediate and special delivery of mailed letters
or parcels.— Free deliyexy, in postal service, the delivery
of mail-matter, by carriers, within atown or city, or within
a limited distance from a substation.

—

General delivery,
(b) the department in a post-office where letters are kept
(by direction of the senders) until called for.— Rural
tree delivery, deliveiy of mail-matter, by wagon, over
long routes in rural disbicts : it includes the delivery and
collection of ietteis and packages, the sale of stamps,
the registry of letters, and the giving of receipts for
money-ordera— Rural free-delivery route, the official
route followed by a rural carrier. It is usually about 26
miles long and reaches about one hundred farms and iso-

lated dwellings, and is supposed to be traversed by the
carrier in one continuous trip in one day.— Special de-
livery, in postal service, the delivery, bjii special carrier
or messenger, of any letter to which the sender has
affixed an extra stamp, called a special-delivery stamp.

delivery-box (de-liv'^r-i-boks), n. A box or

delthyrium

chamber into which a liquid is thrown by
pumps and from which it is delivered to any
desired point.

delivery-pipe (de-liv'6r-i-pip), re. The pipe
through which liquids pass away, or are
ejected, from a pump ; a discharge-pipe.

dellenite (del'en-it), «. [Dellen, in Sweden,
+ -ite^.] In petrog., a name proposed by
Brogger (1896) for rocks intermediate in
composition between dacite and rhyolite.
Dellenite is a porphyritic or non-porphyritic aphanitic
rock, characterized by neaily equal amounts of potash
feldspar and lime-soda feldspar, with quartz and subor-
dinate amounts of other minends.

Delolepis (de-lol'e-pis), re. [NL., < Gr. drjht^,

visible, + lem(, scale.] A genus of fishes of
the family Cryptacanthodidae, or wrymouths,
found in Alaskan waters.

delomorphic (del-o-m6r'fik), a. [Gr. S^lo^,

visible, + /iop<j4, iorm, + -ic] Of appre-
ciable size : noting those cells of the stomach-
glands which supposedly secrete the hydro-
chloric acid. Also called parietal or oxyntie
cells. W. D. Halliburton, Chemical Physiol,
and Pathol., p. 633.

delomorphous (del-o-m6r'fus), a. [Gr. iS^Aoc,

visible, + /lop^, form, + -ous.] Same as
'^delomorphic.

Delphin blue. See *Uue, re.

Delsartian (del-sar'ti-an), a. Of or pertain-
ing to Francois Delsarte (1811-1871), a French
musician, or to a method of developing bodily
grace and strength founded by him.

delt, pp. A simplified spelling of dealt.

Delta connection, moth, purpurin. See
*polyphase, deltoid moth, *piirpurin.
deltar(del'tal), a. [delta + -al^.] Of or per-
taining to a'Jlelta ; of the nature of a delta.
delta-plain (del'ta-plan), re. The nearly level
lowland portion of a delta, above water. S.
D. Salisbury, Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1892,
p. 101.

delta-plateau (del'ta-pla-to*), n. A sand-
plain ; a delta formed'at the front of a regional
glacier.

For such topographic forms Professor Davis long since
proposed the name of delta-plain or delta-plateau, instead
of sand-plain, a designation which has also been employed
by many others, being both suggestive and descriptive.

Amer. Geol., Sept, 1903, p. 163.

delta-ray (del'ta-ra), re. See *ray^.
deltarium (del-ta'ri-um), re.

;
pi. deltaria (-a).

[NL.,<Gr. to™,the letter A, + -<in«m.] lutte
telotrematous
Brachiopoda, the
deltidial plates,
taken as a single
feature ; the cov-
ering of the del-
thyrium in these
organisms : con-
trasted with del- . . , .V u- ,,.,...
.. ,. J A part of the hinge of the biachiopod
tiaium and. pseU- Sptri/cr. showing the deltarium. D.

dodeltidium '*"" "'" °°'' ciarke.j

(which see).

Deltentosteus (del-ten-tos'tf-us), re. [NL., <
Gr. SeXra, delta, + kvrdQ, withm, + bareav,
bone.] A genus of small gobies found in the
Mediterranean. D. guadrimaeulatus is the
typical species.

delthyiial (del-thir'i-al), a. [delthyrium +
-alX.] Of or pertaining to the delthyrium.

Delthyris (del'thi-ris), re. [NL. for *Deltath-«m (referring to the pedicle aperture), < Gr.
otATa, the letter A, -I- 6i>pa, a door.] A subgenus
of Paleozoic brachiopods, having the general
characters of the genus Spirifer, but mth the
surface of the shell covered with fine con-
centric lameUse.- Delthyris Umestone, in the ori-
gmal nomenclature of the New York rock formations, a
term applied to a division of the Helderberg series, taking
Its name from the abundance of thebrachiopod Delthyrw
01 Spmfer ; also known as the Delthyris shaly limestone
and the Catskill shaly limestone. The present geographic
designation of the formation is the New Scotland beds.
deltnynum (del-thir'i-um), ».; pi. delthyria
(-a). [NL. for *deHafhyrium, < Gr. rfePlro, the let-
ter A, -1- Bvpuni.a,

little door.] In
the Brachiop-
oda, the trian-
gular pedicle-
opening in the
cardinal area
of the ventral
valve, extend-
ing from the
beak to the
hlTKre-liTiA T^ ^ P*'' ®^ '^* hinge of the brachiopod

I;T;°™™ • Sfiri/tr. showing the delthyrium, A.may remam open ( After Hall and CTarke.)
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tju-oughlifeorbecomecloseclinearlylifebythegrowthof Dematiappa» Mfim n ti fl'sio «> « rtl PNL 1the deltldmm or, in secondary stages when the deltidium Q,,™^ „ n

^^lem-a-tl-a se-e;, n. pi. ll\L..i

is absent, by the development of the deltidial plates See
^a™e as Dematws;

; the form now m use.
*deUidtum, *deUidial plates, amUrdeUarium. DematOpllOra (dem-a-tof 6-ra), «. [NL. (Har-
deltidial (del-tid'i-al), a. [deltiditim + -aA.'] tig> 1883), < Gr. (!E/ia(r-)/a band, + -^opof, <

Of or relating to" the deltidium.- Deltidial
plates, in the lirachiopnda, the two symmetrical plates
which, in advanced fomis
(Telotreinata), cover the del-
thyrial opening or delthyr-
ium. These plates are a sec-
ondary structure, appearing
late in the phylogeny of the
class. They grow from the
sides of the delthyrium and
sometimes becomecoalesced
along the median line at
which they meet, forming a
structure similar in appear- ,

* part o( the bin^e of the

ance and function to the 'i"e'':!:Z^,.:'^,Ltir n'^'TuA
deltidium, but veiy differ- Hall and Clarke.)
ent therefrom in origin, and
known as the paeudodeltidium.— Deltidial tube, in
certain extinct Brachiopoda, an incomplete tube or
syrinx formed on the inner surface of the deltidium.

deltidium (del-tid'i-um), n.
;

pi. deltidia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. delra, the letter A, + dim. -tdioi.^

Dematophora necatrix.

A, a viiie-stock affected by the fungus (after a prolonged stay in a
moist chamber} ; B, a vine-root with rows of black sclerotia of the
fungus exposed, and bearing bristle.like conidiophores; C. portion
of A after the formation of conidiophores; enlarged. (From Tubeuf
and Smith's " Diseases of Plants," after R. Hartig.)

(jiipeiv, bear.] A genus of fungi of doubtful
relationship occurring commonly as sterile

strands or layers of mycelium parasitic on the
roots of plants. It sometimes forms tuberous black
sclerotia from which bristle-like conidiophores may arise
bearing ovoid hyaline conidia. Viola has also described
what he regards as a perithecial condition of the fungus.
D. necatrix is the best^known form. It attacks the roots
of the grape and various fruit- and forest-trees. 8ee
•kaubernage and -kroot-rot

demedication (de-med-i-ka'shon), n. [de- +
medication.'] See *cataphoretic demedication.

d6niel6 (da-ma-la'), n. [F., < demeler, untangle,
separate, discuss, < de- + meter, mix: see mell,

melee.'] Contest ; contention
;
quarrel ; squab-

ble : as, an unfortunate demele with the cook
;

a demele with Russia.

demene, n. A simplified spelling of demesne.

dementtolize (de-men'thol-Iz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. dementholized, ppr. dementholizing. [de- +
menthol + -ize.] To deprive of menthol.— De-
menthollzed oil, oil of peppermint from which the men-
thol has been removed.

dementi (da-man-te'), n. [F., < dementir, deny,
< de- -t- mentir, lie.] The giving of the lie

(officially) ; denial.

Dementia pracox, a form of insanity occurring at pu-
berty.— Secondary dementia, a form of chronic demen-
tia which follows repeated acute attacks.

Demerara crystals. See *crystal.

demeritorious (de-mer-i-to'ri-us), a. l_de- +
meritorious (with ref. to demerit).] Blame-
worthy as well as destitute of merit: the oppo-
site ot meritorious : as, demeritorious conduct.

Let us start from a particular case. I sign what I know
to be a malicious libel. I am, then, a malevolent liar.

My conduct proves that I am neither benevolent nor truth-

ful. I deserve blame, and my conduct is de-meritorious.
Leslie Stephen, Science of Ethics, p. 279.

demersal (de-mer'sal), a. [Irreg. L. demersus,

pp. of demer'gere, immerse, + -al^.] Having so

great a specific gravity as to sink in water

:

said of fish-eggs.

The eggs may be pelagic, i. e. so light as to float when
laid, as in the Cod, Haddock, Turbot, Sole, &c., or demer-
sal, i. e. 80 heavy as to sink to the bottom, as in the Her-
ring. Parker and Hasivell, Zoology, II. 225.

demi-bateau (dem"i-ba-to'), «. One of the two
small boats which when united form a pontoon-
boat. Also called demi-pontoon.

demibranch (dem'i-brangk), n. [demi- + Gr.

jipayxiov, gill.] In lamellibranchiates, one of

the two gills on either side. Fhilos. Trans.

Boy. Sac. (London), 1903, ser. B, p. 151.

demi-brigade (dem'i-bri-gad"), "• A small

brigade of the Napoleonic era, consisting of

three battalions.

demi-COlumn (dem-i-kol'um), n. Same as en-

gaged column : used especially when about half

the shaft is engaged in the wall.

demicontrafagotto (dena-i-kon"tra-fa-got't6),

n. [It.] A form of bassoon intermediate in

size and pitch between the ordinary bassoon
and the double bassoon.

demidolmen (dem-i-dol'men), n. Amegalithic
table-stone resting with one end on one or two

A brachiopod [Derbya Cymbjtla) showing the deltidium, D. (After
Hall and Clarke.)

In the Brachiopoda, the convex or concave
single plate which covers the delthyrium or
pedicle-passage, in the embryo this appears as a
single plate on the dorsal side before the development of
the ventral valve, with which it finally becomes fused
(see pradeltidium), and characterizes certain of the Pro-
tremata ; but in all advanced forms (Telotre)nata) the
deltidium is absent, being replaced by the deltidial plates.

Deltistes (del-tis'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. SeAra,

delta, -I- term, -uttt/c.] A genus of suckers
of the family Catostomidse, found in the lakes
of southeastern Oregon, characterized by very
strong jaws and triangular teeth in the phar-
ynx. D. luxatus is the typical species.

deltoid. I. a—Deltoid dodecaJiedron. See *do-
decakedron.— Deltoid eminence, that part of the hum-
erus where the deltoid muscle is attached.

—

Deltoid
plates, in the blaatoid Echinodermata or Blastoidea, the
triangular interradial plates lying at the summit of the
calyx.

II. n. 2. In zool., a deltoid plate.— 3. In
math., a symmetrical quadrilateral with a
diagonal as axis.

Delusion of grandeur, insane belief in one's own im-
portance, wealth, social rank, etc.

—

Delusion Of nega-
tion, insane belief that some part of the body is lacking.—Delusion of persecution, insane belief that one is

being pursued, watched, or slandered by secret enemies.

Delusional insanity. See ^insanity.

Dem. An abbreviation (a) of Democrat; (b)

of Democratic.

demagnetizer (de-mag'net-i-z6r), n. One who
or that which removes magnetic polarity, or
which causes something to cease to exert
magnetic attraction ; specifically, a device for

removing any polarity or tendency to exert
magnetic attraction from articles which have
touched or have been in the sphere of action of

an electromagnet, as in chucks or clutches or
lifting-apparatus where the grip has been by
magnetic action. Demagnetization is usually effected

by frequently reversing the polarity of the demagnetizing
mass, while the object to be demagnetized is gradually
withdrawn from the influence of that mass ; or the object,

if small, may be rapidly revolved in the radius of action

of a mass of fixed polarity, and then gradually withdrawn
while so revolving.

demand, n.—Reciprocal demajid, the external de-

mand for the products of one economic group induced by
the demand of that group for the products of non-compe-
ting groups. Thus in international trade, through the

tendency of imports to balance exports, one nation's de-

manfi for the products of other nations induces an equal

reciprocal demand on the part of those nations for the

products of the first nation. It was contended by Caimes
that this principle determines the relative valuation of

protlucts of groups within a nation when there is no free

movement of labor and capital from group to group.—
Stale demand or claim, in law, a claim or demand that

has been alloweti to lie dormant so long that, although
not barred by the statute of limitations, it is not looked

upon with favor by the law.

demareteion (dem'''a-re-ti'on), n. See dam-

areteion.

demographically

upright stones, while the other end rests on
the ground.
demi-gross (dem'i-gros), )i. An English coin of
the time of Edward III., of the value of two
pence.
demi-kindred (dem'i-kiu"dred), n. Persons
related by either the paternal or the maternal
blood.

demi-landau(dem'i-lan"da), «. AhaK-landau;
a landaulet.

demilegato (dem"i-la-ga'to), a. [It. : see demi-
and legato.] In mwsic, noting a style of perform-
ance in which the tones in a phrase are
slightly separated by a silence, but not enough
to become fully detached. It is indicated
roughly by staccato marks and a sweeping
curve. See cut («) under staccato.

demilitarize (de-mil'i-ta-riz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. demilitarized, ppr. demilitarizing, [de- +
militar-y + -ize.] To convert from a military

to a civil form of government
;
place under civil

jurisdiction. N. E. D.
demimondaine (dem-i-mon-dan'), n. [F.,<
demimonde, demi-monde.] A member of the
demi-monde. N. and Q., May 27, 190,5, p. 418.

demineralization (de-min"e-ral-i-za'shon),
n. [demineratize -I- -ation.] Loss of mineral
constituents : noting a process which occurs in
softening of the bones (osteomalacia). Med.
Eecordj June 27, 1903, p. 1047.

demi-piquet (dem-i-pek'), n. A saddle with a
peak about half as high as that of the military
saddle.

His rider occupied his demipique, or war-saddle, with an
air that showed it was his familiar seat

Scott, Legend of Montrose, ii.

demi-plate (dem'i-plat), n. In Echinoidea, one
of the ambulacral plates which are cut off from
the median suture by the union of adjoining
plates behind. Lankester, Treatise on Zool.,
in. 288.

demi-pontoon (dem"i-pon-t6n'), ». Same as
*demi-bateau.

demi-season (dem-i-se'zn), a. Intermediate, as
in style, etc., between two seasons : as, a demi-
season costume. N. E. D.
demi-semi (dem-i-sem'i), a. Half of a half : ap-
plied contemptuously to a person (or thing) of
no particular account or consequence : as, a
demi-semi statesman. N. E. D.
demisemiqua'ver, n— Half demlsemlqnaver.
Same as heinidertiisemiquaver.

demit (de-mif), n. An act of demission or
transfer of membership, as from one masonic
lodge to another ; also, the letter which of-

ficially certifies to such a transfer.

demi-tasse (dem-i-tas'), ». [F., half-cup.] A
small cup, as of coffee served after dinner.
democentric (dem-o-sen'trik), a. Character-
ized by the idea that the people to which an in-
dividual belongs forms the center of the uni-
verse.

The heliocentric system was expanded out of an antecen-
dent geocentric system, itself the offspring of a democen-
tric system, which sprang from an earlier ethnocentric
system bom of the primeval egocentric cosmos of inchoate
thinking.

W. J. McOee, Kep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-98, p. 831.

democratic, a.— social Democratic Federation.
See ^federation.

demodectic (dem-o-dek'tik), a. [Erroneously
formed from Demodex.] Of or pertaining to
DemofJea;.- Demodectic acarlasls, a slowly spread-
ing, not highly contagious infection of the hair-follicles
with the hair-follicle mite (Demodex follicidorum). 'The
best known and most dangerous variety of the disease is

that which occurs in dogs. The bovine variety causes con-
siderable injury to the hide, lowering its market value. In
man demodectic acariasis is rather common, but rarely of
importance. Other varieties occur in horses, goats, and
sheep. Also called follicular mange.

demodicid (dem-o-dis'id), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the family Demodicidse.

II. a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the family Demodicidse.

demogenic (dem-o-jen'ik), a. [Gr. iy/io^, the
people, + -yev^f, -producing.] Creative of a
people organized on a civic basis, as distin-

guished from a tribe or group of tribes organ-
ized on a basis of kinship. Giddiiigs, Prin . of

Sociol., p. 74.—Demogenic sociology, that part of

social science which is concerned with the social life of

peoples which have outgrown the tribal state and have de-

veloped a civic organization.

demographically (dem-o-graf 'i-kal-i), af?«). As
regards vital and social conditions ; with refer-

ence to demographic conditions.

Buenos-Ayres is a ttiwn which is altering demographi-
cally in two very sensible ways ; there is a rapidly increas-

ing popfilation, together with improving sanitary and medi-



demographically
cal conditions, indicated by a falling death-rate and a de-
crease in the percentage of still-bom children.

Biamelrika, Jan., 1904, p. 100.

demoid (de'moid), a. [Gr. d^fioeid^g, < d^/ioc,
the people (see demos), + eWof, form.] Char-
acteristic of a region or period, or of a partic-
Tilai- geologioal formation : applied to fossils
that are so common as to be typical.
demolitionary (dem-o-lish'ou-a-ri), a. [demo-
lition + -ary.'i Tending todemolish or ruin

;

destructive.

demological (dem-o-loj'i-kal), a. Of or per-
taining to demology or demography. Philos.
Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1895, ser. B, 186.
loo.

demology (de-mol'o-ji) , n. [Gr. S^fwg, the peo-
ple, _+ -yMyla, < yiAyciv, speak.] Demography

;

originally, vital statistics, now expanded in
meaning to denote the statistical study of popu-
lation in extent, density, and composition.
Fhilos. Trans. Boy. Soe. (London), 1895, ser. B,
186. 783.

demon, «. 5. In awtfsrop., a supernatural pro-
tector or helper. See vtanito and *nyarong.
— Maxwell's demon, an imaginary intelligent agent as-

sumed by Maxwell in a discussion of the second law of
thermodynamics. The function of the demon was to open
and close a gate or valve in a partition separating the two
halves of a reservoir of gas in such a manner as to allow
only particles of high velocity to pass through in one direc-

tion and those of low velocity in the other. The result
would be that, without the expenditure of work,thetemper-
ature of the gas would be raised on one side and lowered on
the other, in contradiction of the second law of thermo-
dynamics.

demonism, n. Z. Specifically, in antlirop., the
belief in the existence of an intimate relation
between a person and one or more super-
natural beings who become his protectors and
helpers. This form of belief includes the raanito of the
Algonkin, the nyarong of the Sea Dayak, and similai" beliefs
of many other tribes and peoples. Also called tnanitoism.
Also davmonifmi.

The advantages of totemism are many, but most of
thein are social and benefit the special groups or the com-
munity at large. The hold that the manitu has on the
individual consists in its personal relation : the man feels
that he himself is helped, and I suspect this is the main
reason why it supplants totemism. I believe Mr. Lang

' some years a^o suggested the term manituism for this
cult If this name be not accepted I venture to propose
the revival of the word ' daimon ' (5ai>uf) to include the
manitu,- nyarong, and similar Spirit helpers, and ' daimmi-
igm ' as the name of the cult.

Rep. Brit. Ass'n, Advancement of Sd., 1902, p. 743.

demonolatrous (de-mpn-ol'a-trus), a. Per-
taining to or given overto deinonolatry ; devil-
worshiping: as, demonolatrous tribes.

demonomaniac (de"mon-g-ma'ni-ak), n. An
insane person believed by others, or by him-
self, to be possessed by a devil.

For the demonomaniacs of a hundred years ago—be-
lated representatives of medieeval mysticism, who typify
the ancient form of paranoia— are now substituted the
modem paranoiacs.

C LrmibTOio (trans.), Man of Genius, p. 173.

demonomy, «. 3. The system of knowledge
that pertains to human activities.

I use the term sociology to distinguish one of five coor-

dinate sciences, esthetology, technology, sociology, phi-

lology, and sophiology ; and I call all of these sciences
d^mAmfymy.

J. W. Powell, Eep. Bur. Amer. EthnoL, 1898-99, p. Ix.

demonophobia (de'mon-o-fo'bi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Saiiiuv demon, -1- -<popia, fear.] Fear of

demons; demonomania.
demoustrant (de-mon'strant), w. One who
takes part in a public demonstration, as of
approval, hostility, or the like.

demonstration, n. 6. In liom. law, the formal
statement of the plaintifE's claim in presenting
his case to the court : somewhat analogous to

the ' declaration ' of the common law Abstrac-
tional demonstration. See *a6s<rac(i{mo2.—Demon-
stration by contlnnons identification, a demon-
sti-ation which assumes that phenomena are to be
identified by those featureswhich change indefinitely little

in indefinitely short intervals of time.—Demonstration
by extreme cases, a demonstration which proceeds by
imagining limiting cases of the application of a principle

assumed as general, as, for example, when the properties

of a function are demonstrated by considering the cases in

which one and the other variable becomes zero and be-

comes infinite.—Demonstration by limits. See 7n«eAoiJ

lif limits.—VemOTgaxiajl. demonstration, a demon-
stration which virtually assumes that a collection to which

it relates is finite.—Dllemmatlc demonstration, a

demonstration by enumerating all possible cases and by
demonstrating the proposition for each possible case sepa-

rately.—FermatlaJl demonstration, a mode of demon-

stration applicable to a collection of objects, say the Ns,

provided it has the following character : let the vs be

certam objects among the Ns, and let ' exhaustive step ' be

the designation of a definite mode of transition from one

N to other Ns. Then, if the Ns be such that any N what-

ever can be reached by a finite number of exhaustive steps

starting from some v, a Fermatian demonstration will be

applicAle, and will proceed upon this assumption. Tlius,

if Q be any quality possessed by every v and also possessed
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by every N which can be reached by a single exhaustive
step from another N that has the quality Q, the statement
of mis will be a Fermatian demonstration that every N
has the quality Q.— Gemlnational demonstration, a
demonstration by imagining a moving object suddenly to

separate as if it consisted oftwo or more coincident objects

which at a certain moment begin to move along separate
paths so as to generate wholly distinct parts of a new
place.— Generallzational demonstration, a demon-
stration made by demonstrating a proposition which in-

cludes the proposition to be proved as a particular case.— Fiojectlonill demonstration, a demonstration which
passes from imagining points or lines to imagining lines
or sui'faces through those points generated by the recti-

linear motion of the former through a point ; or which
imagines the section of lines or surfaces by a plane, so as
to give points or lines.

—

Pullatlonal demonstration, a
demonstration which supposes an objectsuddenly to begin
to occupy a place of higher dimensionality, as when a parti-
cle occupying a mathematical point suddenly begins to
occupy a continuously expanding spherical surface.

demonstrational (dem-on-stra'shon-al), a. Of
or pertaining to demonstration.
demonurgy (de'mon-er-ji), n. [Gr. iaifujv,

demon, -f ipyov, work.] The practice of magic
with the help of the devil or of demons.
demonymic (dem-6-nim'ik), a. and n. [Gr.
d^/iof, the people, + 6vv/ia, bvofia, name.] I.

a. Bearing a name derived from the deme, or
township, to which one (who was an inhabitant
of ancient Attica) belonged.

II. n. The name itself.

demopllil (dem'o-fil), n. [Gr. Sjj/ioQ, the people,
-I- ^lAof, loving.] A friend of the people.
N. E. D.
demopMlism (df-mof'i-lizm), n. [demophil +
-ism.^ Love of" the people ; regard for the
masses.
On the " high mountain " where you [Gladstone] stand

there is ademon, not of demagoguism, but of deTnopnilism,
that is tempting you sorely.

T. W. Meid, Life of Lord Houghton, IL 253.

demorphism (de-m6r'fizm), n. [de- + mor-
phism.] In petrog., the decomposition, disin-

tegration, orweathering of rocks, as contrasted
with their metamorphism or transformation
into other rocks. Von Lasaulx.
demos, n. 3. In social., a people which has
outgrown the tribal system and is organized
on the basis of neighborhood and varied
modes of cooperation instead of on the basis
of blood-kinship; a social body which, since
blood-relationships are no longer important,
includes individuals of various lineages or
nationalities. Biddings, Prin. of Sooiol., p.
257.

Demospongise, n. pi. 2. A class of Porifera
consisting of the orders Carnosa, TetracUnel-
lida, Haliehondrina, Hadromerma, Dictyocera-
tina, Dendroceratina, and the Myxospongida.
It is characterized by the rhagon type of canal system,
and is the most widely spread group of sponges of the
present day. It includes tlie most highly organized of the
sponges.

demot (de'mot), n. [Gr. StiuSttii, < d^/Jog, the
people.] A member of an old Attic deme, or
hundred. Grote.

demote (de-mof), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. demoted,

ppr. demoting, [de- + {pro)mote.'] To re-

duce to a lower grade or class: opposed to

promote: as, to demote a boy for falling behind
in his studies.

demotic, a. 2. Pertaining to a people devel-
oped beyond the tribal stage and including in-

dividuals of various kindreds or nationalities.

Giddings, Prin. of Socio!., p. 96.— 3. Social.

It is convenient to denote the primary activities com-
prised in the domain of esthetology as pleasures, since they
are largely physiologic in character, though, like other ac-
tivities, chiefly demotic (or collective) in their manifesta-
tions; and the activities may be classed asambrosialpleas-
ui'es, decoration, athletic pleasures or sports, games , and
fine arts.

J. W. Powell, Hep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1898-99, p. xii.

Demotic composition, the combination of various ele-
ments of age, sex, nationality, and race in a social popu-
lation or people; a demos. The intermingling of ele-

ments unlike in organic constitution, in age, and in sex,
and of elements bred of different parent stocks and hav-
ing therefore unlike qualities and habits, may be called
the demotic composition.

Because genetic and congregate aggregation must de-
velop together a population always has a demotic compo-
sition. Giddings, Prin. of Sociol., p. 96.

Demotic society, a society which has outgrown the tribal
stage and which includes individuals of any lineage or
kindred. Giddings, Elem. of Sociol., p. 190.

demotics (df-mot'ikz), n. The scientific study
of the common people ; sociology.

demotion (de-mo'shon), n. (de- -f (pro)mo-
tion.'] Reduction in rank or relative position
in any series or class : opposed to promotion.

This regimentation [of the members of an Indian family
or tribe] is complicated by various factors, such as adop-
tion, and (especially) what may be called promotion and
demotion, 1, e., advancement in "age"(rank) by common
consent in recognition of prowess, ete., with coiTelative

dendritic

reduction in "age" as the penalty for cowardice, ete., so
that the actual age relations may be completely lost

Smithsonian Rep., 1901, p. 75.

demotist (df-mot'ist), n. [de7not(ic) + -ist.']

A student of the ancient Egyptian form of
writing known as demotic (which see).

Though demotic has not yet received serious attention
.at Berlin, tile influence of that great school has made itaelf

felt among dem^tists, especially in Switzerland, Germany,
America, and England. Eneyc. Brit., XXVIL 726.

demurrant (de-m6r'ant), n. [demur + -ant'^.']

In law, a party to an" action who puts in a de-
murrer.
demurrer-book (de-tn6r'6r-biik), n. A tran-
script containing a copy of all the pleadings in
an action by which an issue of law, rather than
of fact, has been joined.

demy, n. 5. The gold half-lion of 20 grains of

Robert II. of Scotland, the lion itself weigh-
ing 40, or more usually 38, grains.

denar (de-nar'), n. [G., < L. denarius : see
denarius.'] A money of account of Breslau:
one pound equals 288 denars.

denaturalization (de-nat'ii-ral-i-za'shpn), «.

[denaturalize + -ation.] i. "Deprivation of the
status and rights of a citizen or subject ; loss of

citizenship.— 2. Same as ^denaturizaUon.
denaturalize, v. t. 4. Same as *denaturize.

The manufacture of denaturalized alcohol as a substi-
tute for petroleum spirit Encyc. Brit., XXXL IS.

denaturant (de-na'tu-rant), n. [denature +
-ant.] A substance'added to alcohol or other
material in order to unfi^t it for use in a par-
ticular way. See *denaturization.

denaturate (de-na'tu-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

denaturated, ppr. denaturating. [NL. *denatu-
rare : see *dmature.'i Same as *denaturize.
G. Lunge, Sulphuric Acid, II. 14.

denaturation (de-na-tu-ra'shon), n. [F. de-
naturation; as denaturate + -ion.] Same ss
*denat'urization.

denature (de-na'tfli-), v. t. ; pret. and pp. de-
natured, ppr. denaturing. [F. d4naturer, < NL
*denaturare ; as de- -t- nature.] Same as *di-
naturize.

denaturization (de-na*tur-i-za'shon), n. [dc-
naturize + -ation.] 1. The act or process of
denaturizing tes salt, in Germany, or seed-
oils, in Spain) ; specifically, the addition to
alcohol of something which renders it unfit
for use as a beverage (thus exempting it, un-
der special legislation, as in England, France,
Germany, arid the United States, from taxa-
tion), so as to permit its economical use as a
fuel or in the manufacture of varnishes, chem-
icals, etc. Wood-spirit naphtha, and Dippel's animal
oil are among the materials most employed for the dena-
turization of alcohol, but others are used.

2. A term introduced by Neumeister to desig-
nate a change effected in the physical or chemi-
cal properties of the albumins whereby they
lose their individual -characteristics and, u
coagulated, can no longer be dissolved in their
ordinary solvents. Denaturization can be
brought about by heat, acids and alkalies, the
salts of the heavy metals, ete.

denaturize (de-na'tu-riz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

denaturized, ppr. denaturizing. [de- + nature
+ -ize.] To deprive (something) of its peculiar
nature; specifically, to treat (alcohol or other
material) so as to render it unfit for use in
one way while leaving it capable of being
used in another. See *denaturization. Trans.
Amer. Inst. Meet. Engin.. 1898, p. 139.

Denbighshire grits. See *grifi.

dendo (den'do), n. [Native name in Angola.]
An evergreen tree of the ebony family, Dios-
pyros Dendo, native to western tropical Af-
rica. It yields a very black hard wood known
commercially as hladk ebony or Niger ebony.
dendra, «. Plural of *dendron.
dendraxon (den-drak'son), n. [Gr. divdpov,
tree, -f- dftm, axis.] A neuron, or nerve-cell,
the axis-cyliiider process of which branches
off immediately into dendrites. Also spelled
dendraxone.
dendrite, re. 3. In neurol., one of the proto-
plasmic processes of a nerve-cell : opposed to
*neurite, the axis-cylinder. See cut at *neu-
ron.

dendritic, a. 8. In pJiys. geog., branching ir-

regularly, in the form of a tree : as, dendritic
drainage, streams, valleys.

The student should study also the well-developed den-
dritic drainage hi Lebanon valley at the bottom of the
map. I. G. Russell, Rivers of North America, p. 204.

Dendritic cancer. See -Acancer.



dendrobe

dendrobe (den'drob), n. [NL. den,droUum.'\ A
dendrobium. N. E. D.
Dendrobium, n. 3. [J.c] Aplant of the genus
DendroHum.
Dendrobranchiata (den"dr6-brang-ki-a.'ta), n.
pi. [NL. : see*de7i4robranchiate.^ A division
of macrurons decapod crustaceans in which
the branchial plumes are divided in an arbo-
rescent manner. It includes the Peneeidse and
the Sergestidae. Contrasted with Phyllohran-
chiata and Trichohranchiata. Spence Bate.

dendrobranchiate (den-dro-brang'ki-at), a.

and n. [NL. dendrobranchidtws, < Gr. dhSpov,
tree, + ^pdyxia, gills : see branchiate.'] I. a.

Having arborescent gills ; of, or pertaining to,
or resembling, the DendrobrancMata.

II. n. One of the Dendrobranchiata.

Dendroceratina (den " dro-ser -a- ti'na), n. pi.
[Nlj., < Gr. deiidpovj tree, -I- icepaq'\it£paT'-), horn,
+-ina^.'] One of the two orders of ceratose
sponges (the other being IHctyoceratina) hav-
ing the spongin fibers dendritic, arising from a
basal plate of spongin, and not anastomosing.
It includes the family AplysilUdse.

dendroceratine (den-dro-ser'a-tin), a. Resem-
bling or pertaining to the Dendroceratina.
dendrochemical (den-dro-kem'i-kal), a. [Gr.
SevSpov + E. chemical.'] Relating to chemistry
as applied to the study of trees for industrial
purposes : as, the dendrochemical laboratory of
the Bureau of Forestry of the United States
Department of Agriculture.

dendrodic (den-dro'dik), o. [Gr. (5ev<5/3ii(}i7f,

same as Sev6pou6rjQ, tree-like (see dendroid), +
-ic] 1. Same as dendrodojit.— 2. Tree-like:
said of ramifying structures seen in the sec-
tions of certain organs.

Dendroidea (den-aT6-id'e-a),n. j>Z. [NL.: see
dendroid.] A suborder of the graptofites char-
acterized by tree-like mode of growth and dif-

ferentiation of the zoSids and thecn in bud-
ding, nourishing, and generative individuals.
They extend from the Upper Cambrian into the Middle
Bevonian. Their most widely known genera are Dictyo.
Tiema and Dendrogra^ue.

dendrolatry (den-drol'a-tri), n. [Gr. SMpm,
tree, -I- TiaTpeia, worship.] Tree-worship. Jowr.
Amer. Folk-lore, April-June, 1903, p. 132.

dendrolene (den'dro-len), «. [Gr. dhSpav,
tree, + -I- + -ene.] A. trade-name of a viscid
petroleum product used to protect the bark of

trees against insects.

dendron (den'drQa),».: pi. dendra (-dra). [NL.,
< Gr. devopov, tree.] Same a."! *dendrite, 3.

dendrophil (den'dro-fil), a. and ». I. a. 1.

Tree-loving.— 2. Dendrophilous.
II. n. A lover of trees.

dendrophilous (den-drof'i-lus); a. [Gr. Shdpm,
tree, + (pi^iv, love.] Tree-loving

;
pertaining

to or characterized by an arboreal mode of

Ufe.

dendropsychosis (den^drop-si-ko'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. devopov, tree, + tpvxtjciig, animation: see
psychosis.] A supposed instinctive interest in

trees, or impulse to climb trees : regarded as
possibly a psychical vestige of prehuman life

under arboreal conditions.

The significant fact is that most of both the childish
animisms and also of these specialised dendropsychoses
fall away or end completely at puberty.

O. S. HaU, Adolescence, II. 217.

Dendropupa (den-dro-pu'pa), n. [NL., < Gr.
devSpov, tree, -f- NL.' Pupa, a genus of mol-
lusks.] A genus of Carboniferous land-shells

resembling Pupa but having no teeth in the
aperture.

Dendrotrophe (den-drot'ro-fe), n. [NL. (Mi-
quel, 1855), < Gr. SivSpavj tree, + rpo^, nour-
ishment.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants,

of the family Santalacese, often parasitic on
trees. See Benslowia.

denegatory (df-neg'a-to-ri), a. [denegate +
-oryT] Involving or implying a contradiction;

contradictory: as, a denegatory declaration.

Bentham.
denga (den'ga), ». [Russ. dewigra.] A Russian
copper coin of the value of half a copeck.

denier^, n. 2. A unit of weight in the French
system, in use before 1812, equal to 19t troy

^ains.— 3, A unit of weight for silk yams,
equal to about 8^ troy grains.

denier^ (de-ner'), »• *• To obtain the fineness

or size of (a silk thread) in deniers.

denigrate (den'i-grat), a. Blackened; turned
black.

denitratation (de-ni-tra-ta'shon), n. Same as

denitration.
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denitrate, v. t. 2. To remove the lower oxids
of nitrogen from (nitrous vitriol), in the manu-
facture of sulphuric acid by the lead-ahamber
process, so that these oxids may not be lost,

but returned to the lead-chambers.—3. To de-
compose (guncotton, nitroglycerin, or other
nitric esters used as explosives), removing the
nitric-acid radical and regenerating the cel-

lulose, glycerin, etc., from which these were
produced.
denitration, n. 2. The process of removing
the lower oxids of nitrogen from nitrous
vitriol in making sulphuric acid. See *«tewj-

trate, 2.— 3. The process of removing the
nitric-acid radical from guncotton or other
nitric esters, regenerating cellulose, etc. See
*denilrate, 3.

denitrator (de-ni'tra-tor), n. An apparatus
for denitration.

denitrifler (de-ni'tri-fi"6r), n. 1. That which
destroys or prevents the formation of nitric
acid or nitrates, as certain ferments in the
decomposition of nitrogenous organic matter.
—2. In bacterid., any micro-organism which
is capable of breaking down nitrates into
nitrites, and nitrites into ammonia compounds,
or of liberating nitrogen from any of these.

denitrify, v. II. trans. In bacterial., to break
down nitrates into nitrites, and nitrites into
ammonia compounds, or to liberate nitrogen
from any of these compounds by bacterial
action.

denitrize (de-ni'triz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. deni-

trized, ppr. denitrizing. [de- + nitr{ogen) +
-ime.] Same as denitrate.

denizen, n. 3. In bot., a plant suspected to
be of toreign origin, though behaving as if

indigenous. H. C. Watson.
dentli(dengk'li),«. [Hind. dhenkU.] Inlndia,
a device for raising water, similar to the Egyp-
tian shadoof (which see).

The simplest and earliest form of water-raising machin-
ery is the pole with a bucket suspended from one end of
a crossbeam and a counterpoise at the other. In India
this is known as the denkli or paecottah ; in Egypt it is

called the Bhadilf. Eneyc. BHt., XXIX. 692.

Dennett grass. See *grass.

Dennstaedtia (den-stet'i-a), n. [NL. (Bem-
hardi, 1801), named for August Wilhelm
Dennstaedt (or Dennstedt) of Weimar, author
of numerous botanical works.] A genus of

polypodiaceous ferns, of the tribe Davalliese,

with slender creeping rootstocks and delicate
solitary twice or thrice pinnate fronds 2 to 6
feet high. The globose sorus is terminal,^ the sporangia
borne within a special cup-shaped indusium which is

more or less adherent on the exterior side to the reflexed
segment of the leaf margin. There are about 20 species,
mostly tropical and sub^opical ; but one, J), punctuobula^
the hay-scented fern, occurs in the United States and
Canada. See Dickeonia.

denomination, n. 4. In any system of reck-
oning, a class of units of one kind and having
a specific name, as tens, hundreds, thousands,'
etc., in numbers; dollars or cents in values;
pounds, hundredweights, tons, etc., in express-
ing quantity; inches, feet, yards, miles, etc.,

in measures of length, etc.: as, an issue of
paper money of small denomination.

d!enotive (de-no'tiv), a. [denote + -ive.] Serv-
ing to denote ; denotative ; specifically, denot-
ing by means of arbitrary terms, or by terms
which have no natural association with the
idea expressed : opposed to connoti/ve.

Among primitiye peoples this derwtive symbolism is

not developed, and in lieu thereof an extensive and cum-
brous system of connotive or associative symbols is em-
ployed. Smithsonian Rep,, 1892, p. xxiit

denounce, v. t. 6. In diplomacy, to announce
the intention of abrogating (a treaty) in ac-

cordance with its provisions or arbitrarily.

dens, n. 3. In entom., the terminal point of

a mandible.
dense, a. 6. In optics, having a large index
of refraction; capable of transmitting light

at a less velocity than the velocity of li^t-
waves in vacuo.
densification (den'si-fi-ka'shon), n. The act

or process of rendering dense.

The investigation of glass-pot clays, therefore, is re-

stricted to the determination of plasticity, shrinkage,

densification temperature, fusion poini^ and chemical
composition. U. S. Oeol. Surv., 1897-98, p. 428.

densify (den'sl-fi), v. t; pret. and pp. densified,

ppr. densifying. [dense + -i-fy.] To render
dense. [Rare.] U. S. Geol. Surv., 1897-98,

p. 428.

densimetry (den-sim'e-tri), n. The use of the
densimeter ; specifically, the operation of de-

denudant

tennining the density of samples of gunpow-
der.

density, n. 4. In photog., opacity of the de-
veloped film of a negative Densitjr in phase, in
statistical meek., the number of systems, in a very great
ensemble of independent systems, which at a given moment
have phases lying between specified (infinitesimal) limits.

The detisUy-in-phase is constant in time for the varying
phases of a moving system

;
provided, that the forces of a

system are functions of its coordinates, either alone or
with the time. J. W. Gibbs, Statistical Mech., p. 9.

Dynamic density (of a population), the number of
inhabitants per square mile taken in connection with
their power to coBperate, as determined by concen-
tration in cities and their means of communication.
— Flux density, the lines of magnetic force per unit
section, or the induction.

—

Magnetic density, the
rate of distribution of lines of force in a magnetic
field. The unit is the gauss or one c. g. s. line per
square centimeter. — Optical density, the property
by virtue of which transparent substances transmit light
at velocities less than that of a light-wave in vacuo.
Great optical density is associated with a large index of
refraction, and vice versa : thus, glass is optically denser
than water, and water than au.—Stem density. See
*steml.—Vapor density, the density of a gas or vapor,
at a specified pressure and temperature, in terms of that
of hydrogen, or sometimes of air, taken as a standard.

density-globe (den' si- ti- glob), «. A glass
globe having a capacity of from 30 to 2,000
cubic centimeters, used in accurate determina-
tions of the density of gases. The globe is

provided with a stop-cock sealed on the neck.
M. W. Travers, Exper. Study of Gases, p. 121.

dent. An abbreviation (a; of dental; (6) of

dentist; (c) . of dentistry.

dental, l. a.—Dentalarterles, arteries which supply
the pulp-cavities of the teeth.—Dental follicle, furnace,
etc. See */ollicle, itfurnace, etc,—Dental processes.
Same as alveolar processes (which see, under alveolar}.

—Dental prosthesis, the supplying of missing teeth or
parts of teeth by artificial substitutes.

II. n. 3. Denlex macrophthalmns, a fish of
the family Lutianidee, found in the Mediter-
ranean.
dentale (den-ta'lf), n.; pi. dentaUa (-11 -a).

[NL., neuter of Jj.'dentalis, dental.] In iehih.,

the dentary ; the tooth-bearing or anterior
bone of the lower jaw.
dentalize (den'tal-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. den-
taliged; ppr. dentalizing. [dental + -ize.] To
convert (a sound) into a dental, such as d or t.

dentary-splenial (den ' ta - ri - sple ' ni - al), n.

The fused dentary and splenial bones, or a
bone which takes the place of those two in
forming the jaw.

Dentate fascia. See*/a8cia.—Dentate fissure. Same
as hippocampal fissure (which see, under hippocampal).
—Dentate gyros. See ^gyriie.—'Denta.te nucleus.
Same as dentate body (which see, under dentate).

dentes. Plural of dens.

Denticete (den-ti-se'te), n. pi. [L. dens, a,

tooth, -I- Gr. Kfrog (pi, K^/n/), a whale.] A sub-
order of Cetacea containing the toothed whales.
J. E. Gray, 1864.

denticle, n. 3. In the graptolites (Hydrozoa),
one of the thecse. See *theca, 1 (d) (6).

denticular (den-tik'u-lar), a. Resembling
small teeth ; tooth-like ; denticulate.

denticulate-serrate (den-tik''''u-lat-ser'at), a.

In bot., between dentate and serrate, with the
teeth veiy small.

denticuliform (den-tik'u-li-f6rm), «. [L. den-
ticvXus, denticle, + forma, form.] Having the
form of a small tooth or denticle.

dentification (den-ti-fi-ka'shgn), n. [L. dens
(fie»<-), tooth, + -ficare, (.facere, make.] The
formation of tooth-substanee or dentin.
Dentigerous cyst. See *eyst.

dentinasal (den-ti-na'zal), a. and n. [L. dens
(denti-), tooth, -I- nasus, nose : see nasal.] I,
a. Dental and nasal : said of certain sounds,
as the consonant n.

II. n. A dentinasal sound.
dentiparous (den-tip'a-ms), a. [NL. *denUp-
arus, < Ij. dens, tooth, -I- parere, produce.]
Producing teeth.

dentition, n cheek dentition, the molar teeth

:

used chiefiy by British writers.

dentology (den-tol'o-ji), n. [L. dens {dent-),

tooth, + Gr. -/loyjo, <; Xtyeiv, speak.] Same as

dentonasal (den-to-na'zal), a. and n. An im-
proper form for *denUnasal.
d!enucleate (df-nu'kle-at), v. t; pret. and pp,
denucleated, ppr, denucleating. [NL. *denu-
cleare, < L. de, away, -t- nucleus, nucleus.] To
deprive a cell of its nucleus. Also enucleate,

denudant (df-nii'dant), a. and n. I. a. That
denudes; denuding'.

II. n. An agency or process which tends to
denude a region. J. Gdlde, The Great Ice
Age, p. 259.
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denudation, ». S. In sura., the state of a Bart From Lammas to March the lands are subject to the tion of a deposit being madj as when goods are found

Which is deprived of its Natural covering! as a I^P'-^-'^-Se of stock. Encyc. Brit. XXVILm -^he^J^^d^ .s under an oWigafon to return them to

bone of the periosteiim.-chemieal denndatlon, depauperation (de-pa-p6r-a'shon), /^. Idepau- depositee (de-poz-i-te'), "• [deposit + -eel.]
in ffeoi., the process of removing the material of the land perate + -Jon.] Impoverishment; depauperi- The person with whom a thing is deposited,m solution. /. C. Russell, Rivers of North Amenca, p. -^ x- _ t:.^^i^. ' r r j-xio yjxj a

^
a r

8i.-Plaln of marine denudation, plain of sub- nation. Undley. as for safe-keeping, or as security, etc.

agilal denudation. See -kpiaini. depauperize, v. t. 2. To impoverish or render depositing-machiue (de-poz'i-ting-ma-shen*)

denudationist(den-ii-da'shon-ist), )(. One poor; depauperate,

who emphasizes the influence of surface oepention (dep-e-nsh on), «. [NL. »<?epm-

agencies in the production of relief forms, to
the apparent neglect of deep-seated or subter-
ranean agencies that may contribute to the
same end.

How much of a, valley is due to original fracture and
how much to subsequent erosion remains a matter of
opinion. After all, it is largely a question of degree in

Uo(nr-), < L. deperire, waste away, < de, away,
+ perire, waste away, perish: see perish.'] A
wasting away. Bentham.
depetauze (de-pet'al-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
depetalized, ppr. d^etalizing. To deprive of

petals; remove the petals from. U. S. Dept.
Agr., Div. Veg. Pathol., Bulletin 5, p. 40.

vulsionists" and the
most matters which are in dispute between the "con- dophased (de-fazd'), O. [de- + phase + -ed^.]
villsinniBts" and the "rf«««/J»h>»n.j.*ii "

Jjj g^(,(_^ out of phaSe.
dephlegmatory (de-fleg'ma-to-ri), a. Of or
pertaining to me removal of phlegm or watery
matter from spirits and acids, or to the de-
phlegmator or condenser by which this is

effected.
Same as dephlogisticate, v. t. 2. In med., to reduce

inflammation in.

In candy-making, a machine for casting

creams, gums, or other conserves in starch or

other molds, or for depositing liquid candies

upon paper, it consists of a steam-heated hopper for

keeping the conserves liquid, combined witli pumps for

delivering the material under pressure to the dropping or

depositing machinery, which delivers the right amount
of liquid into each mold. The stai'ch molds, placed in

trays, pass under the machine on a traveling api'on, or a

gaper band travels under the machine on which the

quid candy is delivered in drops. It is often combined
with the starch-buck and the starch-printer to form one
machine. In cake-moKng, a similai' machine is used

for making soft^dough calces, etc. It consists essentially

of a hopper and delivery-rolls for depositing semi-Huid

dough in cakes on pans moving upon a conveyer under
the machine.

.

deposition, n. 9. In geol., the accumulation
of sediments, or the precipitation of minerals

(particularly ores) from solution— Secondary
deposition, accumulation by chemical alteration, or re-

placement, or precipitation within the body of an existing

rock.

In theoretical geology he first suggested that secondary

deposition might be the genetic condition of the iron ore

bodies Science, March 22, 1901, p. 461.

[d^u- depiction.., 2. In^a*fc.,:repreientation; mkp-
^^.^^^ffSVotat^g'^gosltioL'!^''"*^'^

Subordinate or local systems of crust-strains . . . are

concentrated along old aepositional and structural limits.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVL 461.

depot, n. 3. Milit : (d) A place where mil-

itary prisoners are confined.

depotentiation (de-po-ten-shi-a'shqn), n. [L.

de- + potenUa, power, + -atibn.'] deprivation
of power or potency.
depot-wagon (de-po'waggon), n. Formerly a
square-box wagon with a detachable top ; now
arockaway with a trap-door at the rear end
which can be converted into a baggage-rack.
[U. S.]

depressant, ». 3. A therapeutic agent which
is employed to reduce mental or physical
strength.

II. a. Causing a lowering of the physical or
mental forces.

depressibility (df-pres-i-bil'i-ti), n. Capability
of being depressed.

' denudationists.
Athensmm, May 13, 1905, p. 596.

denudative (de-nii' da-tiv), a. [denudate +
-i»e.] Of or pertaining to denudation; ef-

fective in causing denudation. [Kare.] Smith-
sonian Eep., 1899, p. 279.

denumerable (df-nil'me-ra-bl), a.

^denumeral.
denumeral (de-n1i'me-ral), a. Enumerable; Dephosphorizatlon process, a method of eluninating

numerable; countable; capable of being put the phosphorus and sulphur from iron while converting

into one-to-one correspondence with the class " ™*° ^^^ .
™s ]« <!<>"? by ?sing magnesian limestone

„ ,, , , , _5. ., ._ „ „i „„j„_ or dolomite, mstead of the sdicious ganister employed m
of all natural numbers m their usual order.—

,j,e acid process, for lining the converter.
Denumeral collection. Sameaadenwmeraoieset. See j ._. ^ot ^ix i.

*s"i!^ depict, «.t. 3. In Twaft., to represent; map
denumerantive (de-nii'me-ran-tiv), a. [demir depictioi

.

'
"

. _

merant + -dve.] Pertaining"to or like a denu- puig: as, conformal depiction.

merant. Sylvester. depictive (de-pik'tiv), a. [depict+ ^ve.] Hav-
denunierate(de-nu'me-rat),«.«.;pret. andpp. ing the quality of depicting or portraying;

denumerated, ppr. denumerating. [de- + nu- pictorial: as, the (fepic«i»e character of Chinese

merate.] 1. To count off or enumerate.— 2. writing.

In math. : (a) To determine the number of in- depicture (df-pik'tur), n. [depicture, «.] Por-

dividuals in a given class. (6) To determine trayal
;
pictured representation; depiction,

the denumerant of an equation. depigment (de -pig' ment), «. t. [de- + pig-

denumeration, ». 2. In raaa. : (o) Counting ment.'] To deprive of pigment,

off, or enumeration. (6) The determination depigmentation (de-pig-men-ta'shon),«. [de-

oi the number of individuals in a given class, pigment + -ation.] The loss or removal of pig-

(c) In theory of equations, the determination ment; decolorization ; more particularly, the
- - loss of pigment by which the white race be-

came differentiated from all others.

Such a climate perhaps directly produced, or, at any rate,

favored, variation towards that lymphatism and depig-
Tfwntation that thus came to be characteristic of the I'ace.

Jour. Polit. Eeon., Dec., 1900, p. 8L

depigmented (de- pig 'men -ted), a. [depig-

ment + -ed^.] Deprived "of pigment. Buck,
Med. Handbook, V. 485.

HoTiiinnontiVe (US, Tiiw'TnfiTi ti7^ « t • Ttrpt and deprOSSlOn, «—Barometric depression. (6) A re.
aepigmentizejae-pig men-tiz;, v. t., pret. ana J^^ ^ low barometric pressure; a region of relatively

-gntized, ppr. depzgmentizzng. [ae- ^ -

-I- -ise.] To cause loss of pigmentT
Lit. Digest, June 17,

of the denumerant.
denumerative (de-nii'me-ra-tiv), a. [denii-

merate + -ive.] Of or periaiiiingto denumera-
tion.

denunciation, ». 5. The act of denouncing a
treaty.

Denver group. See *group^.

deoperculate, a. 2. Having an operculum
that does not spontaneously separate from the

sporophore, as certain mosses.

deoxidator (de-ok'si-da-tor), n. An agent or

apparatus for deoxidizing.

deoxidize, v. t Deoxidized bronze. See ToKn
•kbronze.

deoxygenization (de-ok''si-jen-i-za'shgn), n.

[deoxiygenise + -ation.] Same as deoxygena-

tion.

deozonization (de-6*z6n-i-za'shon), n. [deo-

zoniee + -ation.] In chem., deprivation or re-

moval of ozone : usually applied to its rever-

sion to the condition of ordinary oxygen gas.

Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 205.

dep. An abbreviation (6) of department; (c)

oldeponent.
depancreatize (de-pan'kre-a-iSz), v. t ; pret. plaster, v. l, 5.

and pp. depancreatized, ppr. depancreatizing. deplenish (de-plen'ish), v. t, [de- + plenish.]
[de- + pa^icreas (-at) + 4ze.] To deprive of i tq empty; deplete: as, to deplenish one's
the pancreas by a surgical operation. Buck, purse.—2. To dispose of the plenishing of;

Med. Handbook, VHE. 39. displenish: as, to deplenish one's home.
depart. An abbreviation of department. deploy, v. i. 2. To spread out, as the lower
department, n— staff department, one of the Bu- gnj of a valley glacier which extends out on a

St^^enL'il'udlsae'irwI^^t^^^^^^ Plai?- Chaml>erlinandSalisbury,_Geol 1.241.

iMpertiir-General's, Judge-Advocate-General's, Quarter- depolymonzatlOn (de-poFl-mer-l-za'shon), n.

master's. Subsistence, Medical, Pay, Engineer, and Ord- In chem., separation of a more complex mole-
nance Departments, and the Signal Bureau. g^le into two or more simpler ones which
departmentalism (d^-^art-men^Ul-izm),ji.

g^^g similar to each other, as the separation of

gion ot low barometric pressure ; a region
low pressure ; a region of pressure lower than the nonnal

;

a storm-center, (c) The difference between the low baro-
meiric pressure and the normal pressure for that locality

;

the departure of the pressure.—Depression Of the dew-
point. See *i2«w-jifn7it.—Depression range-finder.
See *ra»se-;!7ider.—V-Shapeo depression, in meteor.,
an area of low pressure whose isobars run to a point like

the letter V, generally formed on the equatorial side
of the trough of a' cyclone, or the trough between two
adjacent anticyclones. The wind accompanying the de-
pression is usimlly a squall or squally.

tation in; decolorize.

1899, p. 699.

depilitant ;de-pil'i-tant), n. [Irreg. assumed
from depilatory, as "if from a L. *depilitare.

The proper form would be *depilant : see de-

pilate.] In tanning, material used to swell or
distend the fibers of a skin, thus loosening the
hair-roots and enabling the tanner to remove depressomotor (de-pres-o-mo'tgr), a. and n.

the hair. C. T. Davis, Manuf . of Leather, p. 161. I. «. Causing a retardation of motor activity.

deplaster (de-plas't6r), «. *. [de- + plaster.] II. n. An agentwhich retards motor activity.

To purify (wines that have been treated with depressor, ». 4. In elect., a device, consisting
gypsum) by the removal of the plaster. See of a generator or other source of electromotive

force, placed in the return circuit of au elec-

tric system and having the function of keeping
the potential in that circuit approximately the
same as that of the ground. Also called a crusher.
A depressor or crusher is essentially of the same nature
as a booster,-but is applied to the regulation of the return
circuit instead of the insulated circuit.— Depressores
capitis, in the musculature of lepidopterous and other
larvee, the muscles which arise from the jugular plate or
from the prostemum and are attached to the lower border
of the occipital foramen ; they ojierate in depressing the
head.— Depressores externl, in the musculature of

lepidopterous and other larvse, the muscles which arise

from tJie jugular plate, or from the prosternura, and are

[departmental + -ism.] Departmental methods molecule of trioxvmetbvlene into three of attached to the lower lateral border of the occipital fora-•^ — ' ' men ; they operate in depressing the head with a more or
less lateral motion.—Depressor substance, a substance,

or usages. simple formic aldehyde.
department-store (de-part'ment-stor), «. J\

depo'sit, «.—Active deposit. See *(M!«t»e.—Ooncen- fonned "in thVprtuitory boTy7theactionTrwhich is"to

large store or shop in wnicn many cunerem; tjation deposit, an accumulation of ore formed by the produce a fall in blood-pressure.

lines of retail business are carried on under " -- -

one general management, such as the sale of

fabrics, clothing, shoes, hats, jewelry, toys,

household utensils, groceries, books, etc.

[U. S.]

Known in America as "department stores," situated at

, , . , pressure.
leaching of overlying or adjacent rock, the removal of depilut (de-prinf), V. t. [de- + print.] To
disseminated matter in solution, and the precipitation of i: , fi- .-^ „,.t,inlfi'> with the "Sflme tvnpa but
it in an enriched body. Contrib. to Earn. Qeol., U. S. P^^"^ 0= V*'^ aiT.10ie; Wlin tne same types, DUt

Geol. Surv., 1902, p. 241.—Deposltwairant. See*wor- in a separate form trom tne mxscellaoy on

rsTit.—Glacial &poslt, the materials, such as terminal which it forms a part ; offprint,
and ground moraines, brought together by glacial ac- deprint (de'print), n. An article printed in«™ —IrreKUlax deposit, in lam, one m which money «»^1'*"»>' V"f i#i.iiiu/, ... ..^.^ €... ^^^^ j,i..ii„ou. .i»

uio^iuoa ucvyi».,. ^ depositary is not the same types, but separately from the mis-
jtuaJly received, but only an ceUany of which it forms a part ; an offprint ; a

ji.nowum^»^="™~ -X- - - is depSsitea for safekeeping. The depositary is not the same types, but separately from _the mis-

nninta of soecial convenience for customers using the bound to return the money actually received, but only an ceUany of whit
various traffic lines, and tending to the exthiction of equal sum.-PhOSphatlc deposit, a general term for separate print,.-^.---^ ..

an accumulation of calcium phosphate, such as IS exten- J Jl An ahhrAviation C7i1 of (Jmim/m
Bively worked for the production of fertflizers. Such a 5®**?!.

aODreviatlon (0) 01 aepmy.

mass frequently consists in large measure of more or less aepta, n.—Deptb-peroeption, in psychol., the visual

S^ds oT^m-iui-riteil establi|fin^ent|^^^^^ ^^^

Departure In despite of court, in old Eng. Zow, failure

^fteSant in a real action to reappear on demand after

hivingonceappearedand been presentm court Jiapaije

and Lawrence, Lxw Diet rj ,^ _i_

depasturage (de-p&s'tur-ag), n. [depasture +
-age.] Grazing; pastui-age.

altered remains of animals (bones, teeth, fecal matter,

ete.), either of comparatively recent origin, as in phos-

phatic guano, or altogether fossil, as in the bone-breccia

of South Carolina, m coprolites, etc.—Quasi deposit, in

law, a deposit in which the depositary comes lawfully

into the possession of another's goods, but vrith no inten-

perception of the third dimension.—Molded depth,
ship-building, the interior depth of a vessel from the
molded or exterior surface of the framing at the keel to
the upper surface of the upper-deck beams. " The depth
in one and two-decked vessels is to be taken from the
upper part of the keel to the top of the upper deck beam



depth
at the middle of the length, aasuminff a normal round up
of beam of one-quarter of an inch to the foot of breadth.
In Bpar-decked vessels and awning-decked vessels the
depth is to be taken from the upper part of the keel to
the top of the main deck beam at the middle of the
length, with the above normal round up of beam."
Lloyd's Rvles.

depth-gage (depth'gaj), n. 1. An apparatus
(or measuring the depth of a hole or recess, or
the distance from a plain surface to a project-
ing point.— 2. An attachment to a drill or
other boring-tool so adjusted that when the
desired depth has been reached a rod rests on
the surface of the work and prevents the cut-
ter from entering farther.

depula fdep'u-la), n. [NL. depula, dim., irreg.

<Grr. dtirag, a goblet, a
chalice.] In embryol.,
that stage in the de-
velopment of the egg
which succeeds the
blastula and precedes
the formation of the
gastrula. Haeckel.

der. An abbreviation (a)
of derwation; (b) of ^-
rivative ; (c) of derived.

deracialize (de-ra'sial-

iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

deraoialiged, ppr. dera-
cializing. [de- + racial + ^ze."] To break
down the characteristic habits or qualities
of a race or stock ; diminish the relative
influence of heredity as compared with that
of environment. Patten, Develop, of Eng.
Thought, p. 365.

deracination (df-ras-i-na'shon), n. {deraci-
nate+ -ion.'] Apluckingupby'theroots; eradi-
cation ; extirpation.

deradenitis (de-rad'e-nl'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Sipv, neck, -I- aSfpi, gland, -I- -i*!«.] Inflamma-
tion of the cervical lymphatic glands.
derail (de-ral'), n. [derail, ».] In railroad
ing, a switch which is designed to divert or

X>epula of Amphioxus in
Optical Section. (Enlarged.)

a, archenteron or gastro-
ccele ; b, entoderm or hypo-
blast; c, ectoderm or epi-
blast. (From Marshall's
" Vertebrate Embryology.")
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Derby, director of the geological survey of
Brazil.] A ferrous antimoniate and titanate
occurring in slender black prismatic crystals

:

found near Ouro Preto, Minas Geraes, Brazil.

Dercum's disease. Same as ^adiposis dolorosa.
derecho, n. 2. A strong wind or squall blow-
ing straight forward, without any apparent
cyclonic rotation. G. Hinrichs, in Mo. Bev.,
Iowa Weather Service, 1885.
derencephalia (der"en-se-fa'li-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. dip)), neck, -I- ty/cl^cXof, brain.] Same as
*deranencephalia.

derencephalus (der-en-sef'a-lus), n. ;
pi. der-

encepJiali (-la). Same as *deranenc^halus.
Derepodichthyidse (der"e-pod-ik-thi'i-de), n.

pi. [NL., < Derepodichthys + ^iB.] A family
of small blenny-Uke fishes found in the deep
waters off British Columbia. They are character-
ized by the absence of scales and spines, the small size
of the gill-openings, and the attachment of the slender
ventrals below the eye.

Derepodichthys (der « e - po - dik ' this), n.
[NL., irreg. < Gr. dip};, neck, + Trodf (fforf-),

foot, + IxSic, fish.] A genus of blenny-
like fishes, of which the single known
specimen was dredged by the " Alba-
tross" off Queen Charlotte Island, British
Columbia ; the species is B. alepidotus.

D^richthyidse (der-ik-tM'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Derichthys + ddse.'] A family of eels found
in the deep waters of the Gulf Stream. They
are characterized by the development of-the bones of the
jaws and by the slender neck to which the snake-like
head is attached. The single species is DenchthyB ser-

pentines.

r '-&

simple Form of Derail at Drawbridge.

a, draw, open position ; b, lock on draw, open ; c, derail ; ti,

switch-rod, stand, and danger-signal ; £, interlocking connection
between draw-lock and derail, so that draw cannot be opened
without opening derail and displaying danger-signal. Arrow
shows direction of approach to derail.

throw a train or car from the track or to stop
its further progress. Derails are placed on sidings to

prevent a car&om oeing moved from the siding to the line

when the switch is closed ; they are also used at draw-
biidges and at crossings. Any emergency obstruction on
a track may serve as a derail. Derails on sidings are

placed beyond the clearance-point of a switch.

derailer (de-ra'16r), n. A derailing switch.

See *derail, n.

deranencephalia (der-an^'en-se-fa'li-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. 6£f»!, neck, + av- priv. + iyKefaWog,

brain.] The condition of being a monster
with a rudimentary brain lying upon one of

the upper cervical vertebrse ; also, a monster
exhibiting complete or nearly complete ab-
sence of the brain and the beginning of the
spinal cord.

deranencephalus (der'^an-en-sefa-lus), n.
;
pi.

deranencephali (-&). [NL.] A monster char-
acterized by deranencephalia.
derangement, n— Hey's internal derangement,
a form of partiEU dislocation of the knee attended by
severe pain and spasmodic contraction of the muscles.

—

Problem of derangements. See itproblem.

derashah (de-ra'sha), n. [Heb., < ddrash,

seek, interpret, study.] A sermon or exposi-

tion of a scriptural or Talmudie theme in the
synagogue on Sabbath or festival mornings.
One who delivers the discourse is called dar-

sha/n, that is, a preacher.

derationalize (de-rash' on-al-iz),. v. t.
;

pret.

and pp. derationaliged,"i>pi. deraUonalizimg.

[de- + rationaliee.'] To deprive of the power
of reason or of reasoning ; convert from a ra-

tional into an irrational being.

To call upon men to worship gravitation, and sing

hallelujahs to the whirlwind, is to call upon them to

derationalize themselves.
C. Bodge, Systematic Theol., L 279.

derbio (d6r'bi-6), n. [Sp. derbion, also der-

Uso ; origin uncertain.] A carangoid fish,

lAchia glauca, found in the Mediterranean.

derbylite (d6r'bi-lit), n. [Named for Dr. O. A.

Derichthys serftntinus.
(From Bull. 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Derichthys (de-rik'this), n. [NL., < Gr. Sipti,

neck, \- ix^ii fish.] A genus of eels, consti-
tuting the family Deriohthyides, found in the
depths of the Gulf Stream.
de rigueur (de re-gfer'). [P., 'of rigor' or
strictness.] Strictly required, as by etiquette,

usage, rule, etc.; essential ; imperative : as,

full dress is de riguew.
derivant, n. 2. One who or that which is de-
rived from another.
He sees quite clearly that neither the hide-bound em-

piricism of the traditional English school, nor the vault-
ing a priori dialectic of Hegel and his English-speaking
derivantB, suffice to philosophical salvation at present.

Pop. Sci. Mo., March, 1901, p. 652.

3. In med., same as derivative, n., 1.

II. a. 1. Deriving; derivative.— 2. In
. med., same as derivative, a., 3.

derivative. I. a. 4. In geol., derived from
some other source ; not native to the rock in

which it is now foxmd.
The shells which they occasionally contain are probably,

in most cases, derivative—they donot occupy the positions
in which the molluscs themselves lived.

J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 371.

Derivative rocks, in geol., rock strata which have been
formed mechanically by the abrasion of preexisting rocks

;

generally speaking, Vtie sedimentary rocks.

II. n— First, second, third, etc., derivative, in
math., the derivative obtained by performing the opera-
tion of derivation upon the original function, upon its

flrat, second, etc, derivative respectively.— Psirtlal de-
rivative. If a; and 2/ are independent in 2 =/ (a;, y), the
derivative of z with respect to x when x varies and y re-

mains constant is called the partial derivative of z with
6z

respect to x, and is denoted by the symbol j-.—Total

derivative, a derivative obtained when all the variables

of the function vary.

derive, v. t—Derived circuit, curve, function,
group. See -kcircuit, -kcurve, furuition, -Mgroupl.

dermal, as.—Dermal body, one of the various struc-

tures having a glandular or sensory function, found in the
dermis and to some extent in the epidermis of certain

gephyreans, as SipuruiiUus.—Dermal branchiae, cor-
tex, glands, etc. See -kbranchiae, -kcortex, irgland, etc.

dermalaxia (d^r-ma-lak'si-a), n. [NL., for

*dermomalaxia or *c(errrtatonialaxia, < Gr. Slpjia,

skin, -^ ii&TM^iq, softening.] Softening of the

skin.

dermale (d6r-ma'le), n.; pi. dermalia (.-li-a).

[NL., neut. of dermalis, dermal: see dermal.']

In sponges, one of the spicules which support
the dermal or bounding membrane of the

sponge. Sedgwick, Text-book of Zo61., I. 92.

Dermanyssus (der-mar-nis'us), n. [NL. (De
Geer, 1778), irreg. < Gr. Sepfia, skin, + viaaeiv,

pierce.] A genus of mites. V. gaXlvnse is the

chicken- or fovrt-tick. It is not a true tick, but a mite

dermatopathy
belonging to the family Gamasidie, and is one of the most
persistent and injurious pests of the hennery. It also
attacks man, horses, cattle, dogs, cats, and rabbits.

dermarticulare (der-mar-tik-a-la're), n.; pi.

dermarticularia (-ri-a). [NL., < Gr. Sepiut, skin,
-I- NL. articulare, a "bony element of the lower
jaw: see articular,] A bony element lying on
the posterointernal face of each ramus of the
lower jaw of some reptiles. It may fuse with
the articulare or remain distinct as in turtles.
Also dermartieular.

For this dermal element, which in some reptiles is dis-
tinct throughout life, I have adopted the term derma/rtic-
vlare. J. S. Kingsley, in Amer. Nat, Feb., 1906, p. 61.

dermatitis, n— Blastomycetlc dermatitis. See
irblastomycetic.—Dermatitis calorlca, inflammation of
the skin caused by heat (or by cold).—Dermatitis con-
gelatlonls, frost-bite.—Dermatitis exfoliativa, any
mflammation of the skin which is attended with an abun-
dant desquamation.—Dermatitis herpetiformis, a
grave chronic skin-disease with lesions of most varied
character, marked by burning sensations and itching.

Also called Duhring's disease.—Dermatitis mediCSr
mentosa, an inflammatory redness of the skin due to
the action of certain drugs, such as quinine, in susceptible

persons.—Dermatitis venenata, an inflammation of

the skin caused by some poison or irritant, such as poison-

ivy.—Epidemic exfoliative dermatitis, an epidemic
skin-disease marked by an eruption of confluent reddish
patches followed by an abundant desquamation.—Malig-
nant paplllaiy dermatitis, a parasitic disease of the
skin sun'ounding the nipple, the tendency of which is to

become cancerous. Also called Paget'a disease.— Rdnt-
gen-ligbt or Kiintgen-ray dermatitis, a severe mflam-
mation of the skin caused by exposure to the Eiintgen
rays. Also called X-ray dermatitis.—X-ray dermati-
tis. Same as Pontgen-light -kderrimtitis.

Dermatobia (dfer-ma-to'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
dip/ia(T-), skin, -I- (iiog, life.] An important
genus of CEstrid flies, containing one or more
species (as D. noxialis) which attack human
beings in tropical regions. The eggs are laid

on the skin, the larva living in the connective
tissue under the epidermis.

dermatocellnlltis (der^'ma-to-Bel-u-li'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. 6epim(T-), skin, -V Nli. celMUtis.]

Inflammation of the skin and underlying cellu-

lar tissue.

dermatocyst (dfer'ma-to-sist), n. [Gr. 6ip/ia(T-),

skin, -I- KiIijTif, blad(ier'(cyst).] Aoystic tumor
of the skin.

dermatodynia (d6r"ma-t6-din'i-a), n. [NL.,
< 6kpim{T-), skin, + bSviri, pain.] "Same as der-

dermatograph (d6r'ma-t6-graf), n. [Gt. 6ip-

^o(t-), skin, -I- yp&ipcivj write.] A device for
marMng upon the sMn.

dermatographia (d6r"ma-to-graf'i-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Stpfia, skin, -1- ypa^tiv, write.] An irri-

table condition of the skin in which a raised
line follows the drawing of a hard-pointed in-
strument across it.

dermatographism (der-ma-tog'ra-flzm), n.

Same as ^dermatographia.

dermatol (d6r'ma-t61), n. [Gr. 6epfia{T-), skin,
+-ol.] A trade-name for *bismuthum subgal-
lieum (which see).

Dermatolepls (dfer-ma-tol'e-pis), n. [NL., <

Gr. 6ep/M(T-), skin, -^'Tieivlc, scale.] A genus
of large bass-like fishes found on both coasts
of tropical America, characterized by the
smooth embedded scales. The species are D.
inermis of the West Indies, and D. punctatus
of the west coast of Mexico.

dermatome (der'ma-tom), n. [Gr. d^ppta, skin,
-1- -TOfiog, < ra/ielv, cut.] A knife with a very
fine blade, used for removing certain skin-
blemishes.
dermatomere (dSr'ma-to-mer), n. [Gr. 6ip-

/ia(r-), skin, + ftipog, part.] In embryol., one
of the cleavage-cells or blastomeres which give
rise to the integument or skin.

dermatomyositis (der"ma-to-mi-o-si'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. iipfiaij-'), skin, + (irreg.) p-v6q, gen.
of iivg, muscle, + -itia. The right form would
be *.dermatomyitis.] Inflammation of the skin
and imderlying muscular tissue.

dermatoneurosis (der"ma-t9-nu-r6'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. dipfia, skin, ¥ vevpov, nerve, -I-

-osis.] An affection of the skin due to a mor-
bid state of the nervous system.

dermatopathia (d6r"ma-to-path'i-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Sipjia, sMn, -f -iradeia, < naffog, disease.]

Same as dermatosis, 2.

dermatopathic (der"mar-to-path'ik), a. Of or

pertaining to disease oi tfie skin.

dermatopathology (d6r"ma-to-pa-thor6-ji), n.

[Gr. 6ipfia(T-)y skin, -I- E. pathology.] i^athol-

ogy of the skm.
dermatopathy (d6r-ma-top'a-thi), n. [NL.
dermatopathia.] Same as dermatosis, 2.



dermatophone

dermatophone (d6r'ma-to-fon), n. [Gr. 6ep-
jiia(T-), skin, + ^ui^, sound.] A modified cy-
lindrical stethoscope devised for dermatoph-
ony.

dermatophony fdSr'ma-tof'o-ni), n. [Gr.
6ipna{T-), skin, + <i>tM^, sound', + -^3.] Aus-
cultation of the sounds of the Islood-stream ia
the vessels of the skin.

dermatoplasm (d^r'ma-to-plazni), n. [Gr.
dip/M(j-), sMn, -1- n/idd/m, "anything formed.]
The living protoplasm that is said to form an
essential part of the cell-membrane in plants.

dermatoplasty (d6r'ma-to-plas''ti), n. [Gr.
(J^p/io(r-)j skin, -f- nXadrdg', < 7r?.aaaEtv, form.]
Restoration of lost skin by grafting or sliding
the integument from another part.

dermatopteran (dSr-ma-top'te-ran), a. and n.

I. a. 01 or belongiag to the Bermatoptera.
II. n. A member of the Dermatopiera.

dermatopterous (d6r-ma-top'te-rus), a. Be-
longing to or resembling the Dermatoptera.

dermatoptic (der-ma^top'tik), a. [Gr. Sipfiaij-),

skin, -I- otttmSq, of sight : see optic.'] Relating
to or having the faculty of perceiving varia-
tions of light by means of the skin alone, in

the absence of definite organs of vision : as,

(ferma<qj)*ic perception in certain ooslenterates,
moUusks, and other invertebrates. Also Aer-
matoscopic.
dermatoscopic (d6r'''ma-to-skop'ik), a. [Gr.
6ipiia{T-), skin, + okoweiv, view, + -ic] Same
as *dermatoptic. Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XII.
452.

dermatosome (d6r'ma-to-s6m), n. [Gr. Skp-

lia(T-), skin, -I- (Tu/i<z, body.] In bot, one of
the granular bodies which occur in rows, united
and surrounded by protoplasm, forming the
cell-wall. Wiesner.

Dermatostethus (d6r"ma-to-ste'thus), n.

[NL., < Gr. Sip/ia(T-), skin, -f- arijBoq, breast.]
A genus of pipe-fishes of the family Syngna-
tMdse, found in the Gulf of California.

dermatosyphilis (d6r"ma-t9-sif'i-Iis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. 6epfui(T-), skm, + E. syphilis.'i Syphilitic
lesions of the skin.

dermatotherapy (d6r"ma-t9-ther'a-pi), n.

[Gr. 6kpiia{T-), skin, -I- Bepanua, treatment,
cure. ] Treatment of the skin and its diseases.

dermatotyloma (d6r"ma-to-ti-16'ma), n.; pi.

dermatotylomata (-ma-ta)". [Gr. Skpim{T-), sMn,
-I- Tvhj/ia, a callus.] A callus.

dennatotylosiS (d6r"ma-to-ti-16'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Sip/ia(T-), skin, + TiTMaig, a making or
becoming callous.] Same as *dermatotyloma.

Dermatozoa (dfer'ma-to-zo'a), n.pl. [NL., <
Gr. 6ipim(T-), skin, -I- f^ov, animal.] Animals
that are parasitic on or in the skin : a general
term, of no value in classification.

dermatozoan (d6r " ma -to - z6 ' an), a. and n.

I. a. Relating to or characteristic of the Der-
matozoa.

II. n. One of the Dermatozoa, or any animal
that is a skin-parasite.

dermatozoonosis (dfer'^ma-to-zo-o-no'sis), n.
[NL., < Gr. iipfia{T-), skin',' + Zvov, animal, +
-osis.2 Any disease of the skin produced by
animal parasites living on or in the skin, as
psoriasis, acariasis, dracunculosis, ground-
itch, etc.

dermatropMa (dto -ma - tro '&-'&), n. [NL., <

Gr. 6ip/ia{T-), skin, -f' Tpoij4, 'nourishment.]

Atrophy of the skin.

dermatrophy (der-mat'ro-fi), n. Same as
*derma^opMa.
dennepenthesis (der-me-pen'the-sis), n. [NL.,

< Gr. dep/ia, skin, -t- iKtvOeat(, insertion : see

epenthesis.'] Skin-grafting.

dermitiS (dfir-mi'tis), n. [NL., < (Gr. 6ip/ia,

sMn, + -iUs.'i Same as dermatitis.

dermoblast (dfer'mo-blAst), n. [Gr. dlp/ia, skin,

+ pTMBTog, germ.] ' In enibryol., that portion

of the mesoderm which gives rise to the derma,
or true skin.

dermochrome (d6r'mo-kr6m), a. [Gr. 6ipim,

skin, + xp^M") color.] A colored illustration

of the skin m health or disease. Lancet, May
9, 1903, p. 1308.

dermographism (d6r -mo^ ' ra - fizm), n. [Gr.

dip/ia, skin, + ypafuv, wnte, + -j«j».] Same
as *dermatographia.

dermoid, a. II. ». A dermoid cyst.

dermol (dSr'mol), «. [Gr. Sip/ia, skin, + -ol.']

A trade-name for bismuth ehi^sophanate.

dermophlebitis (dfir^mo-flf-bi'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. 6ip/m, skin, + ^^V (<I>^P-), vein, + -j*i».]

Inflammation of the superficial veins.
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dermopliyte (dfer'mo-fit), m. Same as dermato-
phyte.

dermoplasty (dfer'mo-plas-ti), n. Same as
*dermatopUisty.

dermostosis (d6r-mos-t6'sis), n. [NL., prop.
*derm(at)oiiteo»is, < Gr. Sep/ia, skin, -f- obteov,

bone, -I- -osis.] The presence of a bone-like
structure in the skin,

dermosyaovitis (d^r'mg-sin-o-vi'tis), n. [Gr.
Sep/ia, skin, -I- NL. synovia + Utis.'] Inflamma-
tion preceding and accompanying perforating
ulcer (which see, nnder perforating).
dermosyphilis (d6r-mo-sif'i-lis), n. Same as
^dermatosyphilis.

dermotricn (d^r'mo-trik), n. [Gr. 6ipiia, skin,
-I- 6pi( (rpix-), hair.] A mesoblastic dermal
fin-ray of fishes. E. S. Goodrich, Quart. Jour.
Micros. Sci., March, 1904, p. 512.

dermotrichium (d6r-mo-trik'i-um), n.
;
pi. der-

motrichia(-a,). Same a,8*dermotrich. Nature,
May 5, 1904,' p. 13.

dernier, a. II. In roulette, a bet that one of the
numbers from 25 to 36, inclusive, will win.
derodidymUS(der-o-did'i-mus), n.

;
pi. derodid-

ymi (-mi). [Gr. dkpij, neck, -I- diSv/iog, twin.]
A double-headed monster.
derotremate (der-o-tre'mat), a. Same as dero-
trems and derotrematous.

derrick, n. 2. The overhead framework used
in drilling the holes for oil-wells, and which re-
mains in place after the boring is completed
and the drilling machinery is removed Gln-
derrlck. Same as gin\ 2 (c).— Guy-derrtck, a derrick
in which the apright post is stayed by three or more guy-
ropes which extend to the ground on opposite sides and
are there anchored tohold the derricl; in position. Where,
as in a quarry, several derricks are placed in reach of one
another, horizontal guy-popes maybe used to join the tops
of all the posts together and fumisha support againat side
strains, reducing the number ofguy-ropes and giving more
freedom to the booms of the derricks. Large floating der-
ricks on tow-boats or scows sometimes use two booms on
opposite sides of one large post having guy-ropes or stay-
ing-shrouds at the sides between the booms. In such der-
ricks the post is fixed and the booms have only a limited
swing to the right or left of the point of support—
Hauling deiTlek, a simple crab or windlass on a
frame, which can be anchored where desired.— Stiff-
leg derrick, a derrick in which two stiff rods of
wood or iron taJce the place of guy-ropes. The legs are
placed as close together as passible to give free room for
the sluing of the boom, the usual position being one quar-
ter of the whole circle in which the boom might turn if it

were a guy-derrick. In large derricks the post and boom
are supported upon a *sluing-gear (which see).

derrick-crab (der'ik-krab), n. The hoisting-
gear and its frame at the foot of any hoisting-
apparatus such as a crane or derrick, con-
sisting of a drum on which the hoisting-rope
may be wound, and the necessary reducing-
gears and pinions.

derrick-elevator (der'ik-el"-e-va-tor), n. See
*elevator.

derricking (der'ik-ing), a. Of or pertaining
or proper to the jib or boom of a crane or der-
rick or its inclination with regard to the post.
—Derricking motion (of a crane), uie radial motion of
the jib when its inclination with regard to the post
is altered in order to place a suspended weight nearer
to or farther from the post, as distinguished from the
lifting motion itself, or from a sluing or circular motion
round the axis of the post.

derrid (der'id), n. [NL. Derris'(Derrid-).'] A
tarry substance obtained from the bark of the
root of Derris (Pongamia) ellipUca, the active
principle of a decoction used in Java for kill-

ing fish. One part of this substance in 5,000,000
parts of water is said to act instantly on large
fish. Jovr. Soc. Chem. Industry, X. 268.

derth, n. and V. A simplified spelling of <?eartfe.

deruinate (de-ro'i-nat), a. [de- + ruinate.]
Ruined ; in a state of ruin.

Derwenter (der'wen-tfer), ». In Australia, a
released convict, especially one from Hobart
Town, Tasmania, where there was a convict
settlement on the banks of the river Derwent

:

hence the name.
DesargueSian (da-sar-ge'si-an), a. See *Argue-
sian.

desazonize (de-sak'Bn-iz),.». *. ;
pret. and pp.

desaxonized, ppr. desaxonizmg. {de- + Saxon
+ 4ze.'] To divest of distinctively Saxon
qualities and tendencies.

That sometimes almost gives me to believe
I might have been a poet, gives at least
A brain desaxonized

!

Lowell, CathedraL

descamisado (des-kar-me-sa'do), n. [Sp., lit.

'shirtless,' < des- (< L. &-) priv. + camisado,
Kcamisa, shirt.] In Sp. hist., an extreme
liberal and revolutionist ifi the turbulent
period after 1820.

Descartes's formnla. See *formula.

desiderant

descend, v. i. 7. In phys., to pass from higher
to lower readings or values upon any scale

:

said specifically of the musical scale and of

the thermometric scale.

descendancy, descendency (de-sen'dan-si,

-den-si), ». ldescendan{t), -en(t), + -ey.'i De-
sc'endants considered collectively. Buck, Med.
Handbook, V. 36.

descendant, ». 3. In geol., a topographic
feature carved from the mass beneath an older
topographic form which has been removed.
descendental (df-sen-den'tal), a. [descendent

+ -aU.] Relating to inherited nature and
ordinary conditions : humorously distinguished
from transcendental.

Square, lover of Plato and Molly Seagrim, with his brain
full of transcendental mondity, and his heart full of de-

scendental appetites. Whipple, Essays and Rev., II. 342.

descensional, a. {descension + -aP-.] 2. Spe-
cifically, in geol., noting the disaggregation of

the antecedent rock, the separation of unl'ke
particles, and their final aggregation in beds;
noting the breaking down of complex silicates,

the solution of certain original components,
and a gathering of the. modified and assorted
product into stratified deposits.
Kunuing hand in hand with this descensional process,

there has always been a reascensional process by which
the coherence, the crystallization, and in some measure
the complex composition of the rocks are restored.

Chavnberlin and ScUisbury, Geol., I. 412.

descensionist (de-sen'shon-ist), n. Idescen-
sion + -ist.] One who holds some theory in-

volving descending movement or action. See
the extract.

Three theories are maintained as to the course of the
[subterranean] waters which deposit ores. Some hold
that the waters doing the work are descending; otliers
that they are laterally-moving; others that they are as-
cending .... But if we are aescensionists . . . we may
say that the waters which are doing the work are de-
scending. Science, Kov. 15, 1901, p. 768.

description, n— Xbe world of description. See
the wond of irappreciatiOTi.

descriptive, a. 2. lageom.: (a) Pertaining
to the projective methods of Monge. (6) Not
containing the idea of quantity or measure-
ment.

Projective Geometry on the other hand, dealing with
projective properties (i.e. such as are not altered by pro-
jection), is chiefly concerned with descriptive properties
of figures.

C. Leitdesdorf, tr. of Cremona, Projective Geom., p. 50.

desectionalize (de-sek'shgn-al-iz), v. t.
;
pret.

and pp. desectionalized, ppr. " desectionalizing.
[de- + sectional -H -ize.] To free from sec-
tionalism in any sense or in any connection;
widen in scope or spirit by the removal of
whatever limits or divides; convert into one
broad whole.

This tendency to merging unification and desection^
alizing is steadUy pervading every human interest.

Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 2, 1904, p. 7.

desert^, n. Specifically— (6) In phytogedg.,
one of the three principal tj-pes of Sehimper's
climatic formations, the result of excessive
drought or cold. In desert all surviving
vegetation is stunted and the difference be-
tween woodland and grass-land (the other two
grand types) is obliterated Desert act. Same as
Carey *ac«.—Desert devU. Sameas*dci)iJ, 16.—Desert
polish, a smooth and shining surface impaited to rocks or
other hard substances by the wind-blown sand and dust
of desert regions, tieikie. Text-book of Geol., p. 438.— Desert sandstone, in geol., the later Cretaceous
formations of Australia.—Desert vamlsh, in petrog.,
a hardened film of iron oxid or quartz on rocks and
stones polished by wind-blown sand, found in deserts.
OUbert. See *case-hardening, 2, and*desert polish.

desertion, w. 5. In bot. Same as lipoxeny.

desert-rod (dez'6rt-rod), «. Any one of several
species of herbs belonging to the gennaHremos-
tachys of the mint family, natives of western
and central Asia.

deserv, v. A simplified spelling of deserve.

desexualize (de-sek'gu-al-iz), v. t.
;
pret.

and pp. desexuaUzed, ppr. desexuaUzing.
Ide- + sexual +-ize.i To deprive of sex
or sexual characters; castrate.

desiccate, v. t—DeBlccatlng tube, a glass
apparatus which permits air or gas to pass to and
from an inclosed space through sulphuric acid or
other desiccating material.

desiderant (de-sid'e-rant), n. and a.

[L. desiderans (-<im<-j,jppr. of desiderare,
desire: see desire.] I. n. One who de-
sires a thing.

n. a. Desiring; of the nature of
desire.

When we ask what we know the soul to be, we
can only answer : A sentient desire, or degiderant
feeling, which, through its own effort after satis-
faction, gradually differentiates itself into a
world. Thomas Davidson, Bousseau, p. 243.



desiderium 357 detainer
desideriuni (de-si-de'ri-um), n.; pi. <fo- desmOpathy (des-mop'a-thi), n. [Gr. (5£(T//(if , a despatcher, «. 2. A die with double numbers,
stoena (-a). Ih.: see desire.^ A longing band, +- n-a0eK(, < TrdSof, disease.] Disease of such as tvro fives on opposite sides, instead of
or araent desire as for something once pos- ligamentous structures. a deuce opposite the five: so called because it
sessed and now missed; pain or regret on desmorrhexis (des-mo-rek'sis), n. [NL., < throws higher than the average and despatches
account of loss or absence. Gr. decfidc, a band, 4- M^i^. a breaking, < the game quickly.
AU Conservatives ... regard the -memory of Lord /"O^TOi, break.] Rupture of a ligament. dcspecialization (de-spesh'''al-i-za'shon), n.

ex^lS"dtwSStLt'S?a'^XglMi&fe°^er" ^!Z°t\^t'«^ff''fY- ^^li^
^'^

''T''' '^K'
'*°*/*

'^^^T''^ ?*"" ^ ''^^.V^ ^'^J^^^'
Sat. Rev., AprU 21, 1883, p. 486. *. "^^°-> + -osis.} A disease of the connective zation to one of greater generality. Patten,

desieht fde-sit"> n r* + «j«ft« 1 A disfio-
}^^^^^-

.^ ,
Heredity and Social Progress, p. 117.

urement • an evesore
^% r £

A disfig- desmosite (des'mo-sit), n. [Irreg. <Gr.<5eff^df, despecialize (de-spesh'al-iz),'«. i; pret. and
«h„ ho.! o' v.„. J .,' .1^ 'a- J *,

a band, + -jte^.] In ^eJrogi., a banded compact pp. despedalizea, ppv. 'desaecializing. [de-

+

em\'^dtthreeVearisrrd''ret4lXhTbK^ rock developed from, shales and slates by con- speeiali^.:\ To pass from a specialized to a
was such a desiffht to the others, that she carried the box taet-metamorphism induced by intrusions of more generalized condition or stage. Patten,
to the smith. diabase. Zinelcen. 1841. Heredity and Social Process, p. 61.

MUs Yonge, Cameos Eng. Hist, ser. 2, vi. 68. Desmothoraca (des"m6-th6-ra'ka), TO. »?. [NL., despiritualiZC (de-spir'i-tu-al-lz), v. t.
;

pret.
design, n. 9. Specifically, in music, either the ^ Gr"". Seafi.6g, a band, + d6pa^ (flijpoK-), breast- and pp. de^pwitualised, ppr. despiritualismg.
melodic pattern, the harmonic process, or the plate.] An order of BeMo^oa having a stalked [,de- + spiritualize.'] To deprive of spiritual
rhythmic and metric form adopted in composi- *" unstalked shell perforated by numerous character,' power, or influence; aft'eot with
tion, by which a particular work or a class of pores. It includes Clathrulina and Orbidi- worldliness or materialism: as, to tfojspmfMaijse
works is made coherent and characteristic. In nella.

_
Christianity.

the evolution of artistic music the principles of desmotropic fdes-mo-trop'ik), a. [Gi. deafidg, despumation, ». 2. The mechanical removal
design have been but slowly perceived and a bond, + rpoiroc, a turning, + 4c.'] Pertain- of scum or foam from a liquid by skimming,
established— Artsof deslen. See*ar«2. i"g to or characterized by desmotropism. desseit-spoonful {de-zert'spon"ful), n. As

Designate Individual, in logic, an individual object, -feature, June 26, 1902, p. 214. much as a dessert-spoon will contain ; about
'™'!.'^» '" /"*'j^'''*i"i°''°°? °' V"i* ""^

''*'S8
re- desmotropism (des-mot'ro-pizm), n. [Gv. two drams.

§S2l,'i'ilt1?,S?by'tts^veTff™^Top'^'^n^^^^^ f-^^^
^ ^ond, -1- rpd^of,

' tifrning', + -km.] destopr.». See*d,Mur
(or a description.^which amounts to a proper name in '^ clwm., a term proposed by Victor Meyer destnctiniC (de-stnk-tin'ik), a. [NL. destricta
logic, since it is "assumed to be applicable to nothing and Jacobsen, as a substitute for tautomerism, (see def.) + -in + -46.] Noting an acid, an

XhS- o°K'*is*"a S?«Jr,^TeTnS^viSU^x"fstSg'^i?"S;'e
to^«yan easily experienced shifting of the indigo-blue crystalline compound, extracted

world of Shalispere's tragedy ; so is 'earth's sateUite' if
*'oms in a molecule from one order of attach- from the lichen Clnama destricta.

the phrase is spoken by a pereon vrho knows, and to a ment to another, SO that each of two isomeric destroyer, n. 2. Specifically, a torpedo-boat
prson who knows, that tiiere is but one; and so is substances readily changes into the other. destroyer. See torpedo-boat.
quality in a list of categories. ^ dosmotroposantonin (des"m6-trop-6-san't6- dostnictional (de-stmk'shon-al), a. Zdestruc-

oesigningly (ae-zi - or de-si nmg-li), a.dv. In- nin), n. Idesmotrop^ { santonin.] 'A color- tion -I- -aP-.] Pertaining to di- formed bv de-
tentionally; -with crafty or evil design; for less dextrorotatory alkaloid, structive agencies or processes; specifically,
selfish ends.

.
HC:C(CH3)CCH2CH.O.CO relating to or resulting from denudation.

design-paper (de-zin'pa-p6r), n. A drawing- I
il I / isomeric

paper printed in cross-lines and used in HOC-nff!Ho'ifir!TT„f'TTrTT^rTT \'
»"•='' raie steep oUfl is clearly in botli cases a <ies«»T«;«i<mo«

geSgnl^g patterns for textile fabrics, and ^Yh sSlliff^o^m wMch^^t^'i ppeparedby "^"^'^"""'"'''""S.'^r^'fS.t^jtS:, I90.,p. 38.

CX^KtadroVa'^afq^Slor^ I^c^Sifes-Tn^^S^t^^^^^^^
desiUcate <de-sil'i-kat), v. t.; pret. and pp. 260° C

needles, melting at gtructional -\- -ist.] One whose aim is destnie-

desiUcated, ppr. d^Hlicating. ide-+ silica + desmotroposantonous (des"m6-trop-6-san't6- of°enSn'Is°of des"t?S??foi''
*''^ '^^'^''°^ °' '''^

-ate'^] Li chem., to remove sihca from a sub- nus), a. Derived from desmdtroposkntonii. °* engmes of destruction.

stance which contains it, as, a rock. —Desmotroposailtouous acid, a colorless, levorota- The torpedo (that ever verdant topic of the univeraal

desilication (de-sil-i-ka'shon), TO. The act of J^y,
crystalline compound, HOCjgHsCCHgfeCHCCHa) destruetwnaiist). Sci. Amer., Ixxix. 32S.

rlARilififl,tiTi*»nr thp statfl nf hfiiTiorlftdlipfltAH COOH, (3:1:4:6), prepared by the reduction of aesmotropo- .«...,«_ „

destoentiaf (detlnen'^^^^^^^^ !??.'"c"'"-

i'--"'-<=-thsantonous acid and meit?at Destructive leaf-hopper. See *leaf-hopper.

nentia, desinence, + -01^.] Of orpertaining desmitropy (des-mot'ro-pi), to. Sameas*cf€«- *+^*T'''T/pl1|lSv't„"*flLVrn^^to a desinence ;terminational; terminal ;desi- motropism. + ^ty-] ihe ability to destroy; destructive-

nent: as, the ^sijientoZ -it for -ed in dialectal d6sobngeant(da-z6-ble-zhon") TO FP lit "«fV "®' seismic <Je«irMC*m^ can be aceu-

En^li«h-' , „ , 'disoW^ng':^omtarrsXy A small ^^^^^^
deHpiency(de-sip,-en-si),„. Same as d«*»p»- cha,ise ^^th a^ceommodations for ^„„j,„^

desk-book (desk'buk), TO A book of reference An'oIdi)m6%ea»«, in ae farthest comer of the court, ""^^ Z * /**"^^- *"" garbage-incinerating

for desk use; a hand-book for ready reference, hit my fancy at first sight; so I instantly got into it.
piani. These furnaces are usually m pairs, stiaddling a

as in matters of spelling or the like. Sterne, Sentimental Jour., p. 10. SSnish nu^^^'e^fSr^S * ^ temperature

desma,«; 2. A ligament ;foTmeriy, a bandage, desocialize (de-s6'shal-iz), v. t.; pret. and destniohirnliVp Crlfi stnit'tfi rn.! ?,^ „ / . r.^-.t
desmactinic (des-mak-tin'ik), a. [Gr. Sia,m, pp. desomalized, pprV dJiomalidng. \_de- + and nn SS^rlz&l^ t>S ll'^^^^^^
band, + dm'f (a«™-), ray.] Of sea-urchins, soM -H -ize.] 1?o break down social instincts, r^e- + ,Srar+ tj^rT^S orfZhaving the podia continued upward to the habits, and relations ; render non-social. Gid- ifart • disZl^zl ;v^^ F 7)
apical plates; opposed to nysa^tvnic (which d^^nductlve Sociol., p. 262. . de&aSe(di-sutsfan'shi-at), ..*.;pr4.

Tl!™or««a r^A., „,= ™»'« H^ « TOT
d^soeuvrd (da;ze-vTa'), a. [P., < des- priv. + smd pp. desubstanUated, ppr. desubstanliating.Desmarestia (dez-ma-res ti-a), n. [NL. (were, work, < L. opera, work.] Unemployed; v^f. + s,ihstn«f«ntp-\ tA rtBnri™ nf Q„H<=fo,t„2

(Lamouroux, 1813), nam-ed for A. G. JJemo- unoccupied; idle.
^' MrsHuSr^afdNED

along the NlwV^land coast auTin souther! d&«BUvrement(da.z.v-re.mon'),» [P.] A S^'^^'cS.; ttTeStffsul&tr^
,lI™«„a*o Mo='„,i, „a-f> « rr. A.„.Ar "1^ nnempioyed; lack of occupation or radical of sulphuric acid from (a substance).desmergate (des m6r-gat),_ to. [Gr to/z<if, work. jo^r. srit. Imt. of Elect. EngL, 1899-1900band, + tpy&TVi, a worker.] A worker ant i have nothing to write you, and therefore, write for t, 474 •

"^ ^ '
'

which IS intermediate in structure between the tlie pleasure of it, and from mere d^sosMOT-em«»e. J^milnTioMnt. I'/is o„i *5'„u n „ mi
soldier or worker major, and the true worker Ufe of Lmgfellow. ll. 143. °®,^HJ|*,'tiw=^t*-'^^^^^ "''§,");\ ^^«P™f«f
or worker minor of the same species. desonation (de-so-na'sh8n), to. [de- + sona- £n«i^ ISgSo n 4B6

°^

desmic (dez'mik), a. BesembUng or pertain- tion.] The removal of sonant quality: as, JooiilWiinn.»«>,. chs =,',i'«i"™ ,o„\ ^ t„ -.r,»™

des^mod^frrdesma-din'i.. to PNL < Gr 7^efv^Zf.tf ''^''^' ''^^''^'^' '^^^^^^
desmodynia (des-mo-din i-a), to. [NL., < Gr. Exper. Phonetics, p. 203. remove sulphur from aompthinir pIsp as scran«, a baud, +adi.,, pain.] Pain in the desopMstication (de-sHs-ti-ka^hou), to The '^^It^^^^Zere^etZot^^^
hgaments. act of freeing or the fact of being freed from fp^m ^jg gulnhid
desmogen (des'mo-jen), TO. [Gr. deff/iof, band, sophistication. desultor fde-sul't6r) m nl deifidtores(.ia've7^
t-y^^'/f.-produci'ng.] In 6o«., the embryoniaDe Soto group See *^W. . llXe^tsm^T'lL^^^^^^
^=^lS^*^k-S^§5?mS.'«t1sVri?ne*l t'SaS^'"""^ """'" """"^'" ^'"' Wan circus whVrode two or more horses at

from the cambium and subsequently transformed into per- jpg__^„i.Ql„ij- /jgg„t^:t-^^^ „ r^ once, leaping trom one to another.
manent vascular strands. aesoxycnoiailC (oes-OK si-KO-iai IK), a. L«e«- det, TO. 2. A recent simplified spelling of <fe6f.

desmogenous (des-moj'e-nus), a. [Gr. (J«(7/^dc,
for d*s- + oxy{gmi) + eUUlw.] Noting an

^gt) An abbreviation of the Latin d^tur, Met
a band, -I- -yn^^f, -produced.] Of ligamentous acid, a reduction-product of eholalic acid,

it be given.'
origin or causation. ^24^40^4. detacfiing-roUer (de-tach'ing-r6''16r), ».

desmoliemoblast(des-mo-he'm6-blast),TO. [Gr. deso^cholic (des-ok-si-kol ik), a. [des- for On a cotton-combing machine, a steel -roller

fe/iof, band, -^ oi^, blood, -I- /3;iffl(ir<if, germ.] dis- + oxy{gen) + ehoUc.] Derived from chohc ^itjj ^n intermittent motion, for detaching
Same as mesenchyme. Also desmoheemoblast. ^^^ ,»>' '"^s ot oxygen.-i)espxyclioUc apld, a ^ tuft of cotton after it is combed.

pes Moines beds. See *Mi. pSSfon^S ox l^^'it* isV4?l^d'Su at" itl Detachment of the retina. See ^reUna.
desmoma (des -mo 'ma), to.

;
pi. desmomata igo'c. detail, to. 5. The service on which one is de-

(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. 6Ba/iafM, a fetter, < desoxydat^on (des-ok-si-da'shgn), to. Same as tailed ^Detail paper. See -kpaper.

dea/wvv, bind, fetter, < Sea/tdg, a band, fetter.] deoxidation. detainer^, to. (c) In law, the fact of being
Same as <fes»»o, 1. desoyt (de-soi'), m. A shortened form of sergre- detained or held in custody: as, a writ of

desmon (des'mon), to. [NL., < Gr. Sea/idg, a dusot/. A. M. Earle, Costume of Colonial habeas corpus may issue to inquire into the
band, bond, chain.] Same as ^amboceptor. Times, p. 98. detainer of a prisoner.



detassel

detassel (de-tas'l), v. t. Ide- + tassel.'] To
remove the tassel of growing Indian com.
See *detasseUng.

detasseling (<ie-tas'l-ing), n. The act or prac-
tice of removing the tassel (male infloreseenee)
from growing Indian com. in breeding for im-
proved Steele, weak plants ai'e detasseled to eliminate
their pollen, and where cross-fertilization is sought the
plants destined to bear the ears are thus treated. Detas-
seling has been performed experimentally on pai-t of the
rows in fields to observe the effect on the yield of grain
and forage, with ambiguous results.

detector, ».—Electrolytic detector, a form of receiv-
ing apparatus used in wireless telegraphy. It consists of
a small electrolytic cell the space between the terminals
of which is bridged by a chain of deposited metallic parti-

cles. Electric oscillations break down this bridge and
momentarily increase the resistance of the circuit.—Elec-
trotliermiA detector, in wireless telegraphy, same as

thermcU -kdetector.—Magnetic detector, a receiving
appaitttus used in wireless telegraphy. Its operation

depends upon the fact that the sudden changes in the
magnetization of the iron core of the receiver, caused by
the electric oscillations, are capable of producing sounds
in a telephone placed in circuit with a coil about the core.

—Uechanlcal detector, in elect, a device for the detec-

tion of electric waves based upon the tendency of a ring

of wire, suspended near a resonator carrying electric

oscillations, to turn into the position of minimum action.

Such detectors were employed by Hertz in his study of

the propagation of electric waves in conductors.-

—

TOermi detector, a receiving apparatus, used in wire-

less telegraphy, the action of which depends upon the

heating of a minute wire by the electric oscillations.

detector-bar (de-tek'tor-bar), n. A secondary
rail or bar placed beside the rails of a switch

and intended to prevent its movement while

a train is passing over it. The bar is pivoted to the
switch in such a manner that when the switch is to be
moved it rises above the level of the top of the switch-rail

and then returns to its normal position. In rising it

strikes the car-wheels, detects their presence, warns the
switchman, and also prevents the movement of the switch
until the last wheel of the train has passed. See switch.

detent-lock (df-tent'lok), n. A lock, usually
a spring-lock, in which the bolt has notches,
into which may be slid a detent or catch oper-

ated bv a knob or pin. One of these notches is so

located that when the bolt is drawn back and the detent
thrown in, the bolt is held back in the lock and does not
project or operate to fasten the door. The other notch is

opposite the detent when the bolt is thrust out, and then
the bolt cannot be withdrawn by the turning of the key
outside, and the door is secure even against pass-keys or

tlie keys belonging to the lock.

detent-rod (de-tent'rod), TO. 1. A rod which
carries a catch or detent.— 3. A rod which
controls the motion of a detent.

d6tenu (da-te-nii'), « [F-
,
prop. pp. of d4tenir,

detain.] One who is detained in custody;

a prisoner : used especially in reference to

English and French prisoners of war held by
either country during the wars of 1793-1815.

deteriorationist (de-te"ri-o-ra'shon-ist), 11.

One who holds that deterioration is the pre-

vailing tendency or rule of things ; a deteri-

orist.

deteriorator (de-te'ri-o-ra-tgr), n. One wbo
or that which deteriorates or causes deteriora-

tion.

detefiorism (de-te'ri-o-rizm), n. [L. deterior,

worse, + -isTO.] The doctrine that the general

tendency of all things is to grow worse: op-

posed to meliorism.

Meliorism and the opposite theory, which we suppose

must be called deteriorism. Goldwin Smith. 2f. B. D.

determinant, n. 4. In iiol., in Weismann's
doctrine of germ-plasm, the material bearer of

all the hereditary qualities of a-eell, regarded

as composed of as manybiophores, or bearers

of single hereditary qualities, as are to be
possessed by the cell and its descendants.

I shall designate . . . the particles of the germ-plasm

determining thera [the cells] as the ' determining parts

'

or ' determinants. ' Weismann (trans. ), Germ-plasm, p. 67.

Accessory determinant, according to Weismann, a

determinant of the accessory germ-plasm. See -kgenn^

plasm.—'DocbrinB ofdeterminants, in iioL, that part of

Weismann's doctrine of germ-plasm which regards each

cell as represented in the germ-plasm by a determinant.

Often used as synonymous wii3i the doctrine of germ-

plasm. — Heterodynamous determinant, in Weis-

mann's doctrine of germ-plasm, one of the determmants

which are the bearers of the hereditary qualities of cells

that are different in the two parents.—Heterologous

determinant, in Weismann's doctrine of germ-plasm,

one of the determinants which are the bearers of the

hereditsory qualities of cells that are not homologous in the

parents, so that the cells which they control in the devel-

onine onfanism cannot exhibit the qualities of both

p^ents in combination. -HomodynamouB determi-

nant in Weismann's doctrine of germ-plasm, one of the

deterJninants which are the bearers of the hereditary

qualities of cells that are alike in the two parents.—

HomoloBons determinant, in Weismann s doctnne of

Jerm-plMm, one of the determmants which are the bearers

Sf the hereditary qualities of homologous cells in both

parents, so that the ceUs which they control in the

SCTeloping organism, may exhiMt the qualities of both

3arentB in combination.—Leading term Of a deter-

^^t, in math., the prod^Srflie elements (constitu-
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ents) in tlie principal diagonal. — Supplementary
determinant, according to Weismann, one of the de-

terminants to which the identity between the constituent

cells of a lost part of the body of an organism and the

part that is regenerated in its place is due.—Term Of
a determinant. From the array choose n different

elements (constituents) such that there is one and
only one element from each row and column, multi-

ply these elements together, the product will be a term
of the determinant,

determinate, a—Determinate growth, in ftot. See
•^rowtA.— Determinate number. See imumier.—
Determinate variation. See *variation.

II. n. In Weismann's doctiine of determi-
nants, any cellwhich has distinctive hereditary
qualities.

I shall designate the cells or groups of cells which are
independently variable from the -germ onwards as the
'hereditary parts' or 'determinates.'

Weismann (trans.), Germ-plasm, p. 57.

determination, i. 14. In hot. and zool., the
identification, classification, and naming of
specimens of plants or animals.

determine, v. i. 4. In Oxford and other uni-
versities, to take part in a solemn disputation
preparatory to graduation as master of arts.

See determination, 12.

deterrent, to. 2. A substance used in the
manufacture of smokeless powder to moderate
the violence of the explosion and to diminish
sensitiveness to shock. Vaseline^ camphor,
etc., are so employed.
deterrently (de-t6r'ent-li), adv. In a manner
to deter : as a deterrent : as, the possibility of

being called to account has acted deterrently..

deth, TO. A simplified spelling of death.

dethyroidized (df-thi'roi-dizd), p. a. [de- +
thyroid + -^ze + -ed^.] Deprived of the thy-
roid gland. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 410;

detin (de-tln'), v. t.; pret. and pp. detinned,

ppr. deUnning. [de- + tin.'] To remove the
tin from (articles plated with tin).

detinning (de-tin'ing), to. The operation of

removing the tin from articles plated -with tin,

as tinware or tin scrap.
Detinue of goods In frank marriage, in old Eng.
law, a writ which lay in favor of a wife who had obtained
a divorce, to recover the property given with her in mar-
riage.

Detonating fuse, oil, etc. See */M«e2^ ^oil, etc.

detortlon, to. 2. In Hoi., the symmetry of a
straight organism whose ancestors were
twisted. [Rare.] Eneyc. Brit., XXX. 796.

detritus, to. 3. In pathol., caseous or other
disorganized material formed by the destruc-
tion of living tissue.

Detrusor urlnse, the muscular coat of the bladder, es-

pecially the longitudinal libers.

detter, to. a simplified spelling of debtor.

deuteragonist (dii-tfer-ag'o-nist), TO. [Grr.

deiyrepayuviaTiiQ, < deiirepog, second, -I- ayaviar^c,

actor : see agonist,] In the Gr. draina. an
actor who played the second part, after that
of the protagonist.

deuteranope (dii'ter-an-op). to. [See *deuter-
anopia,] In psychophys., one who is afSicted
by the form of red-green blindness known as
deuteranopia. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and
Psychol., I. 274, II. 787.

deuteranopia (dii-ter-an-o'pi-a), TO. [NL., <
Gr. SeiyrepoQ, second, -f KL. anvpia, blindness.]
In psychophys., a form of red-green color-
blindness; the so-called green-blindness.

deuterencephalon (dii-t6r-en-sef'a-lon), «.

Same as *deutocereTyrum. Encyc. Brit., XXIX.
499.

deutero-albumose (du"te-ro-sl'bii-m6s), n.

One of a group of albumoses, also known as
secondary albumoses, which are formed during
the process of proteolytic digestion. During
gastric digestion their formation is preceded by that of
the primary alburrwses. They can all be precipitated by
saturation with ammonium sulphate, partly m neutral
and partly in acid solution. The digestion of fibrin leads
to the formation of at least four deutero-albumoses. See
•kaXhumxise and digestion-products, under *dige8ti<m.

deutero-caseose (dn'^tero-ka'se-os), to. Adeu-
tero-albumose derived from casein.

deuterocladus (dii-te-rok'la-dns), TO. [NL., <
Gr. (SevTEpoc, second, -I- ycXJidof, branch.] In
sponge-spicules, an aetine bearing branches of
the second order.

deutorocone (du'te-ro-kon), to. [Gt. Sein-epog,

second, + /covof, cone.] The inner and anterior
cusp of an upper premolar.
deuterocoiiid (dii*te-ro-kon'id), n. [Gr. dev-

repoQ, second, + Hijvo;, cone. + -i(J2.] The
inner and anterior cusp of a lower premolar,
deutero-elastose (dii"te-r6-e-l&s't6s), n. a
deutero-albumose derived from elastin.

deuterofraction (dii^te-ro-frak'shon), ». One
of the groups into vvhich the deutero-albu-

deutoplasm

moses, which result from the albumins on pro-
teolytic digestion, can be separated: spoken
of as deuterofraction A, B, C, etc.

deuterogamy, TO. 2. In &o<., a form of nuclear
fusion in certain cryptogams which is subse-
quent to the sexual act and superposed upon
it. P. Groom.
deutero-Isaiah (du''te-ro-i-za'y5, or-i-zi'yS,), n.

The name applied by some modem critics to
the author of chapters xl.-lxvi. of the book of
Isaiah ; also, this part of the book, which was
probably written at the end of the Babylonian
exile.

deutero-Nicene (dii*te-r6-ni'sen), a. Pertain-
ing to the second Nicene council. See Nicene,

deutero-Fauline (dfi'te-ro-p^'lin), a. The
designation of certain" writings similar in

character to tiie epistles of Paul, but con-
sidered to be from another hand. Some critics

so name the Epistle to the Hebrews and the
Pastoral Epistles.

deuteroplasm (du'te-ro-plazm''''), to. [Gr. 6eii-

repog, second, + w&a/ia, anything formed.]
Same as deutoplasm.

deuteroplasma (dii''te-ro-plaz'ma), n. [NTJ.,

< Gr. deiiTepos, second, + nWaa/la, anything
formed.] Same Rsparamitom.
deuteroproteose (dfi'te-ro-prd'tf-os), to. Same
as *deutero-dlbunfose.

deuterosaurian (dii'"te-ro^s4'ri-an), a. and to.

I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters
of Deuterosaurus.

II. TO. Amember of the genus De«<ero.sa!(rMg.

Deuterosaurus (du*te-ro-s&'rus), to. [Gr.
Seirepo;, second, -I- aai'poq, a lizard.] A genus
of extinct theromorphous reptiles of the fam-
ily Deuterosauridse, having double-headed ribs,

large canine teeth serrated on the edges, no
palatal teeth, and large lacrymal bones. It

occurs in the Permian formation.

deuteroscopia (du''te-ro-sk6'pi-a), n. [NL.]
Same as deuteroscopy.

deuteroscopic (du"te-ro-skop'ik), o. Of or
pertaining to deuteroscopy or second sight:

as, the deuteroscopic faculty.

deuterostrophy (dti-te-ros'tro-fi), to. [Gr.
deirepog, second, + arp'o^, turning.] In phyl-
lotaxy, a spiral of the third degree.

deuterosystematic (dii''te-ro-sis-te-mat'ik), a.

Of or pertaining to a second or secondary sys-

tem.
deuterotokous (du-te-rot'9-kus), a. [Gr.
devrepoi, second, + -rd'/cof , < reKelv, bring forth J
Of or pertaining to deuterotoky or the parthe-
nogenic generation of both male and female
offspring.

deuterotoky (dii-te-rot'o-ki), to. [Gr. Sevrspoc,

second, -H-ro/cia, < -fd/cof, < remv, bringforth.] A
form of parthenogenesis in which the -virgin fe-
male gives birth to offspring of both sexes, as
the so-called sexual generations in the Aphi-
didsB and Cynipidm. Cambridge Nat. Hist., V.
141.

deuterotoxin (du''''te-ro-tok'sin), TO. A deriva-
tive of a toxin whic"h has a less marked affinity
forthe correspondingantitoxinthan prototoxin.

deuterozoic (dii"te-ro-z6'ik), a. [Gr. devTspog,

second. -I- fu^, life, "+ -ic] In. geol., a term
proposed to designate the later Paleozoic for-
mations (Devonian, Old Red Sandstone, and
Carboniferous system) of Great Britain, in dis-
tinction from the earlier ones: not now in use.

deuthyalosome (dat-hi-al'o-som"), to. [Gr.
6e{iT{epog), second, -1- vah)c, glass. + aufm, body.]
In cytol., the nucleus remaining in the egg
after the formation of the first polar body.
Van Beneden, 1883.

deutobrochal (dii-to-bro'kals a. [Gr. Hevr-

(epof), seconc, -f- fipoxo^, a'noose, a mesh.]
Noting one of the stages in the intra-ovarian
development of the oocyte, the chromatin being
coarsely reticular and the nucleus showing
one or two nucleoli. Buck, Med. Handbook,
VI. 450.

deutocerebrum (du-to-ser'e-brum), n.; pi.

deutocerebra (-bra). '[Gr. 6evT(epo(), second,
+ li. cerebrum, brain.] That portion of the
brain of an insect which comprises the an-
tennal or olfactory lobes ; the second lobe of
an insect's brain. Also called deuterencepha-
lon. A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., pp.
231, 237.

*^^

deutoplasm, «. 2. Same as *deuteroplasma



deutoplasmogen

deutoplasmogen (du-to-plaz'mo-jen), n. [Gr.
deiiT(E/)of), second, + irldaua, anj^hing formed,
+ -yev^c, -producing.] In embryol., that por-
tion of the egg-cytoplasm which forms or is

converted into deutoplasm.
deutosomite (dn-to-so'mit), n. The posterior
of the two somites into which the segment in
the Hexapoda and Chilopoda is more or less

theoretically supposed to be divided. Science,

March 27, 1903, p. 485.

devastative (dev'as-ta-tiv), a. Destructive;
that wastes or ravages : as, devastative floods.

devastavit, ».—Devastavit by direct abuse or di-
rect devastavit, in law, actual embezzlement of the
property of an estate by an administrator, executor, or
other trustee, or the converaion of the same to his own
use ; also the wilful release of a claim due the estate, or
the suiTender of a lease below its value ; and generally
any culpable act by which the property is actually wasted
or lost— Devastavit by maladministration, in law,
payment, by an executor, administrator, or other trustee,
of claims against an estate that are not actually due or
owing, or payment out of the order in which claims ought
to be paid, or payment of legacies prior to debts ; and
generally any disposition of the funds that may cause a
loss to a preferred class, although not beneflting the
trustee.—Devastavit by neglect, in law, a negligent
act or omission, upon the part of an executor, administrar
tor, or other trustee, which results in loss to the estate

:

for example, failure to sell goods at a fair price within a
reasonable time,.neglect to collect a doubtful debt that
might with diligence be collected, etc.—Writ Of devas-
tavit, in law, a writ that lies against an executor, ad-
ministrator, or other trustee to recover damages for a
devastavit.

develop, v. t.—io develop one's game, in chess, to
proceed in the line of one's intended tactics.—To develop
out, to subject to a photographic process which requires
the use of chemiceds, usually in a dark place, for the
production of the image : contrasted with to irprint out.
See imprint

developable, a. 3. If, in the series given for a
function by a development formula, the gen-
eral expression for the error decreases indefi-

nitely as we increase the number of terms, the
sum will approach as its limit the value of the
function, which is then said to be developable.

developing-machine (de - vel ' up - ing - ma-
shen"), n, A machine for developing photo-
graphic plates or rolls of films.

development, n. 3. (b) The generation of a
new' living being considered inductively as a
fact, without reference to the question whether
it is to be regarded as evolution or unfolding,
or as epigenesis or new formation; the sub-
ject-matter of the science of descriptive em-
bryology or embryogeny.—6. (c) Specifically,

in music, the second section of a movement in
sonata form or the central portion of a fugucj
in which the thematic material in the subject
or subjects is unfolded and variously treated.
Also called the working-out or the development
section.—7. In chess, the movements by which
a player in the early pai-t of the game places his
pieces in position for future action DlslOcar
flon Of development, the, development of embryonic
organs out of their proper order or position.— Induced
development, the generation of a new living being from
an egg, considered as epigenesis or new formation and as
the result of the reciprocal Interaction between it and its

environment Embryologists and writers upon specula-
tive biology commonly hold that the conception of inher-
ent development or evolution or unfolding and the concep-
tion of induced development or epigenesis or new format
tion are contradictory and mutually exclusive ; but there
are many facts and theoretical considerations which show
that the organism is neither Inherent in the germ nor in-

duced by the conditions of its existence and develop-
ment, because it is in the reciprocal interaction between
the two. The organism would not be what it is if either
the constitution of the germ or the conditions under
which its development takes place had been' dilferent
From this point of view it is as great an error to locate de-
velopment, either individual or ancestral, in the conditions
of existence as it is to locate it in germ-cells. It exists in

neither, because it is in the relation between the two, and
the prominence of the one or of the other in the mind of
the investigator is dependent upon the purpose that he
has in view in making the comparison. The contradic-
tion between the notion of induced development and that
of inherent development is not in germ-cells nor in living
beings, but in the mental concepts of the biologist, who
names, and tries to separate in his mind, what is not
separable in fact See inherent -^development and -An-
nate, 3.—Inberent development, the generation of a
new living being through the unfolding or evolution or
manifestation to sense of the organization which is held
to have been invisible or latent or potential in the germ-
cell. Sea*innate, 3.—Law Of development toward
OPPOBltes, in psychol., one of Wundt's three laws of psy-

chical development Feelings and impulses, at first of

low intensity, gradually increase in intensity by contrast

with feelings of opposite quality that have for a time
been predominant, until Anally they gain the ascendancy
over the formerly predominant feelmgs, and are them-
selves for a longer or shorter time in control. W. Wundt
(trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 327.—Mosaic theory of
development, the theory that the fertilized egg con-

tains localized representatives of the parts that are to

arise from it, so that it may be regarded ea a mosaic. E. B.

WUson, in Biol. Lectures, 1893.

developmental, a.— Developmental mecbanlcs,
experimental embryology. See -kembryology.
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develqpmentalist (de-vel-up-men'tal-ist), n.

A believer in the theory of progressive devel-
opment ; an evolutionist. N. E. D.
developmentarian (de-vel-up-men-ta'ri-an),
n. One who adopts the evolutionary or devel-
opment theory in philosophy, biology, anthro-
pology, etc.

developoid (de-vel'up-oid), n. [= It. svilup-

poide; irreg. i develop + -oid.l Of a given
primitive curve, a curve such that each of its

tangents is cut by the primitive at an angle o
which is any function whatsoever of the co5r-
dinates of the point of intersection. When
this angle is constant, the developoid is called
ordinary. Beltrami.
deveneriint (dev-e-ne'nmt), n. [L. devene-
runt, ' (they) have come.'] In old Eng. law, a
writ which lay in favor of the king, to deter-
mine what lands and tenements 'nave come'
to the crown by escheat by reason of the death
of a tenant in capite.

deviability (de-vi-a-bil'i-ti), n. In phys., the
property of being capable of deflection from
a path, as cathode rays, by the action of a
magnet.
deviation, n—Angle of deviation. See *angle3.—
Standard deviation, (a) in Inol, the index of varia-
bility. See variability.— (o) If the law of error be stated

by the equation z — —t=-
VttC

c2 , more conveniently

written (1/y^) exp _ (a;_(J)2/c2, then c/>^ = <r is called
.by Pearson the standard demotion. The square root of
the average of the squared departures from the mean in
both directions is a measure of variability called the stan-
dard deviation.

deviative (de'vi-a-tiv), a. [deviate + -i»«.]

Of, pertaining to, or producing deviation, de-
flection, or divergence. Lockyer.
deviator, n. 2. An appliance for altering the
course of a balloon by resistance against wa-
ter. The appliance is suspended from the
balloon by a cord and floats in the water. See
the extract.

A strap at each end carries a rope passing to the bal-
loon. When the ropes are of unequal length the deviator
takes an oblique position and gives a steering effect ; when
the ropes are equal the blades become parallel to the di-
rection of movement and there is no deviation and but
little resistance. This instrument is, in fact, a multiple
rudder of the simplest form. Both these Aematars have
been designed to keep at a certain depth below the sur-
face of the water. Sei. Amer., Oct 26, 1901, p. 266.

devil, li., 9. (/) A machine for unloading grain from
the hold of a vessel. N. E. D.— (<;) A small, portable
charcoal-furnace used in foundries for drying molds. It
is constructed of a light iron latticed frame and is usually,
suspended in the mold.

11. A junior counsel who assists his superior,
usually without financial reward. [Eng.]— 12,
In math., a curve whose equation is yi— x* -|-

ay2 -I- bx3 = o.— 13. A 'literary' or profes-
sional 'hack'; one who does professional work
for another who gets all the credit.— 14. Gun-
powder moistened with water or alcohol so as
to destroy the granulation and form a paste

:

used as a sort of firework by boys, and as a
priming or fuse.— 15. A moving whirlwind
carrjdng up columns of sand, such as are com-
mon in India, Persia, and countries having dry
seasons: sometimes called dancing-devil or
desert devil, and known in upper India by the
local name bagoola (Bind, bagula).— 16. A
highly seasoned dish of crabs, chicken, eggs,
or the Uke, cooked together.— Devil's bedposts.
See *!)«(Ji)ost.—Devil's coaoh-liorse. (6) Ocypusolens,
a large European rove-beetle, of the family Staphylinidse,
of savage appearance and habits and foul odor, (c) The
wheel-bug. Also called the deml's riding-horse.— Devil's
corkscrews. See *Daimonelix.—'DevWs darning-
needle, (c) A name commonly applied to any common
species of dragon-fly. (d) The American or Vii'ginia

virgin's-bower. Clematis Virginiana, so named from
its gossamer-like fruit— Devil's hop-vlne, the green-
brier or cat-brier, Smilax rotundi/olia.—DevUs on
horseback, a savory dish made of oysters fried or broiled
with a small piece of crisply fried bacon astride of each.

—Devil's rldll^-horse. Same as itdevil's eoach-horse.

—Hickory homed devil, the larva of an American
ceratocampid moth, Citheronia regalis. See cut under
royal homed caterpillar.

devil, 1). Tl.intrans. To do professional work
(literary or legal) for another who receives all

the credit, and sometimes also the remunera-
tion or fee ; act as a literary or legal devil.

devil-dancer (dev'l-dan"ser), n. In India, a
person who believes himself inspired and who
performs dances like the whirling dervishes.
See dervish.

devil-dancing (dev'l-dan'sing), n. The per-
formances of the devil-dancers of India.

devildom (dev'l-dum), n. [devil + -dom.'} The
realm, domain, or sway of the devil; diabolic

power or its exercise. Tennyson, The Eevenge.

devil's-ironweed

She meant a commination, or, at best.
An exorcism against the devildom
Which plainly held me.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora iJeigh, iL

deviler (dev'l-6r), n. -l. One who operates a
machine known in England as devil and in the
United States as rag-picker or shoddy-picker.—
2. One who attends a hard-waste breaker in
a cotton-factory.— 3. A rag-shaking machine.—4. One given to patient and laborious re-
search. [Slang.]

devil-fish, n. (d) Any large cuttlefish, as an octopus
or an architeuthis. (e) Lacepedia cataphracta, a fish

found in Australian waters.

deviling^ (dev'1-ing), n. Acting as a 'devil'

or office hack; literary or legal hack-work : as,

a youngbarristerengagedintJOT'iZi'nfl'. [CoUoq.]
Devillian (de-vil'i-an), a. and n. [Deville, a
town of Prance.] "I, a. In geol., pertaining
to the lowest division of the Cambrian system
in the Ardennes mountains of Belgium.
H, M. The Devillian division.

devil's-apple (dev'lz-ap"l), n. 1. See apple,
3.—2. The thorn-apple, Datura Stramonium.
devil's-bean (dev'lz-ben), n. [West Indian.]
Same as bottle-cod.

devil's-bite (dev'lz-bit), n. The American
hellebore or Indian poke, Feratrum viride.

devil's-bones (dev'lz-bonz), n. The wild yam,
Dioscorea villosa. See wild yam (a),'under yam,

devil'S-claw, n. 2. In bot., a small spiny tree.

Acacia Greggii, of the southwestern United
States and northern Mexico. It sometimes reaches
30 feet in height and a foot in diameter, and bears briglit

creamy-yellow flowers in spikes and long, crooked, pen-
dent pods. The wood is hard, heavy, fine-grained, dm-able,
and strong, and of a rich brown or red color. It is called
ufia de gato by the Mexicans, and shares with A. Wrightii
the name of cat's-claw.

Devil's-claw (Acacia Greggii).

(From Sargent's " Manual of the Trees of North America.")

de'Vil'S-claws . (dev'lz-klaz), n. The corn-
crowfoot. Ranunculus arvensis :. so called from
its bur-like fruit.

devil's-flngers (dev'lz-fing'gerz), n. The
bird's-foot trefoil, Lotus corniculatus. Com-
pare crow-toe.

de'Til's-flax (dev'lz-flaks), Js. The toad-flax,
Linaria Idnaria.

devil's-flower (dev'lz-flou'''er), n. The red
campion. Lychnis dioica. Also called adder's-

flower.

devil's-grandmother (dev'lz -grand 'muTH-
6r), n. The woolly elephant's-foot or tobacco-
weed, Elephantopus tomentosus.

devil's-grass (dev'lz-gras), n. 1. The joint-

grass, Paspalum distichum.— 2. The couch-
_

grass, Agropyron repens.— 3. The gum sue-

"

Cory, Chondrillajuncea.— 4. Same as Bermuda
grass. See under grass and Cynodon, 1.—5..
Same as bur-grass, 1.

devil's-greens (dev'lz-grenz), n. Same as
*devil's-grass, 3.

de'Vil's-grip (dev'lz-grip), n. The carpet-weed,
Mollugo vertidllata.

devil's-gnts, n. 2. The corn spurrey, Sper-
gula arvensis.— 3. In Australia, the dodder-
laurel, Cassytka filiformis. See *dodder-laurel.

devH's-hair (dev'lz-har), n. The American
virgin's-bower, Clematis Virginiana.

devil's-head-in-a-bush (dev"lz -hed-in-a-
bush'), n. The bladder-ketmia or flower-of-an-

hour, Hibisoiis IHonum.
de'Vil's-herb (dev'lz-6rb), n. A trailing or

climbing plant, Plumbago scandens : so called

from the use of its root and leaves as a blis-

tering agent. See Plumbago, 2.

devil's-born (dev'lz-h6rn), n. Same as stink-

horn.

devil-shrimp (dev'l-shrimp), n. A slender

crustacean with long-stalked eyes, of the genus
Lucifer.

de'vil's-iron'weed (dev"lz-i'6m-wed), n. The
arrow-leaved lettuce, Lactuca sagitUfolia, of

eastern North America; also, less commonly,
the wild lettuce, L. Canadensis.



devil's-needle

devU's-needle (dey'lz-neMl), ». The salt-
marsh mosquito of the Atlantic coast of the
United States, Culex solidtans. [New Jersey.]

devil's -paint-
brush (dev'lz-
pant'brush),
n. The orange
hawkweed or
golden mouse-
ear, Hieraoium
aurantiaoum,
from the pen-
eil-like pap-
pus. The name
IS also applied to
the kiug-devU,
H, praaltum,
which somewhat
resembles the
first-named plant:
both have be-
come pests in the
United States.

devil's -pitch-
forks (dev'lz-
pich^fdrks), n. DevU's.paint.brush (Hiertuium aurantia.

The common ''""'• on< '"""'' """"i =«•

beggar's-ticks or sticktight, Bidens frondosa.
The biouspidate fruit resembles the tines of
a pitchfork.

devil's-plague (dev'lz-plag), n. The wild
carrot, Dauais Carota, which is a plague to
farmers, especially in America. See carrot
and Daucus (cut).

devil's-rattlebox (dev'lz-rat'l-boks), n. The
bladder-campion, Silene vulgaris, the seeds of
which when ripe rattle in the inflated pod.

devil's-root (dev'lz-rot), n. The lesser broom-
rape, Orobanche minor, wMch is injurious to
clover upon the roots of which they are para-
sitic. The name is also applied to the devil's-
bit, Scabiosa Suedsa.

devil'JS-tether (dev'lz-tesH-'Sr), n. The black
bindweed. Polygonum Convolvulus.

devirs-tongue (dev ' Iz - tung), n. 1. The
priekly-pear, OpunUa, especially 0. Opuntia
and 0. humifusa: so called from the spiny
tongue-shaped branches or joints.—2. See
*AmorphoplMUus.

devil's-trtunpet (dey'lz-trum^pet), n. The
jimson-weed, Datura Stramonium: so called
from the trumpet-shaped flowers.

devil's-vine (dev'lz-viu), n. The hedge-bind-
weed, Convolvulus septum.

devil's-walking-stick (dev*lz-wa'kiug-stik),
n. The ailantus tree, AHanthus glandulosa.

devll's-weed (dev'lz-wed), n. Same as *devil's-

ironweed.

devirUize (de-vir'il-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. de-

virilised, ppr. devirilizing. [de- + virile + -zap.]

To rob or deprive of virility or vigor ; emas-
culate ; deprive of vitality or force ; weaken.

It would be dilScult to find a better illustration of the
devirilizing effectsof transcendental and idealistic habits
4)f thought, than in these pages [a book under review],
which are so chastened and refined that all vitality seems
to have gone out of t^em.

Ajner. Jour. Ptychol., XIL 277.

devize, v. Same as devise.

devolutive (dev-o-lii'tiv), a. [devolut(ion) +
-i«e.] That is of the nature of, or involves,
devolution. N. E. D.

devolv, V. A simplified spelling of devolve.

Devon (dev'on), n. The name of a shire (Dev-
onshire) in England, applied specifically to a
breed of dairy cattle noted for their docility

and the quality of their milk. The color is red,

varying from dark to pale chestnut, bat there must be no
mixture of black or white. The skin is yellow, the hair
soft, and the general appearance symmetrical

Devonia(de-v6'ni-a), n. [NL. Devonia, Devon,
Devonshire.] In geol., the region of Devonian
rocks, without regard to geographical limita-

tion; the Devonian rocks.

Devonian, I. a. This term was first applied in geology

by Sedgwick and Murchison to a series of rooks in North
and South Devon and Cornwall in which fossils had been
found which were recognized byLonsdale as intermediate

in character between Silm'ian and Carboniferous. The
lower and upper limits of the formation were not defined

in Britain, but were more precisely determined by the

same geologists in the Bhineland. So uncertain, however,

were the bounds assigned to the base of the formation

that more recent study in various countries has added to

the lower part of this system considerable beds that had
before been assigned to the Silurian system. ' Strictly ap-

plied, the term Devonian Implies the rocks bearing the

marine faunas of that time and is contrasted with the Old

Ked Sandstone, which is a formation sometimes different

lithologically and which represents the lake, lagoon, or

delta deposits of the same age.

n. m. 1. A native or inhabitant of Devon-

shire.— 2. In geol., the Devonian series.

Devonshire cream. See *eream^.
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devotionalism (de-vo'shon-al-izm), n. [devo-
tional + -ism.'] iJevotional character.

devotioner (de-v6'shon-er), n. One who be-
lougs to a religious society of a devotional
character. N. E. D. De Prieidan.

devulcanize (df-vul'kan-iz),?;. *. ;
pret. and pp.

devulcanized, ppr. devulcanizing. [de- + vulcan-
ise.'] To remove sulphur from, as vulcanized
india-rubber, and restore to the condition of
the original material. There have been numerous
attempts to do this, but none of them has been effective,
only partial restoration of plasticity having been attained.

dewberry, n., 2. The dewberry has now been im-
proved to such an extent that it has become an important
cultivated fruit. The improved forms are derived from
native North American species. The most prominent
garden kind is the Lucretia, derived from the wild Rvbus
roribaccus. The Bartel, another cultivated form, is de-
rived from Bvbue invisus; others, in the southern United
States, from Ritbus trivicUis; others, in the westei-n
States, from Rubtts vitifoliue. The dewberries are trail-

ing, blackberry-like plants. There are hybrids between
the common wild dewberry of the northern United States,
Rubus procumbens, and the high-bush blackberry (R.
nigrobacctts). In cultivation, the dewberries are usually
trained to stakes or trellises.—CaUfOmla dewberry,
Rvbus vitifoliut, a somewhat trailing species with 3-5-foli-
ate leaves, ovate to oblong coarsely toothed leafiets, and
oblong, sweet berries: common in the coast ranges of
California from San Diego county to the Eraser river, and
also in Idaha

dew-bit (dii'bit), n. A light breakfast taken
very early, before the regular breakfast. [Eng.
dial.]

dew-DOW (dti'bo), '«. A halo or rainbow seen
on a surface covered with drops of dew. An
analogous bow has occasionally been seen by reflection
from drops of water, resting upon a layer of dust, which
have been formed by the gentle fall of particles of fog.
Both lunar dew-bows and solar dew-bows have been ob-
served ; and both principal and supernumerary dew-bows,

' analogous to the ordinary double rainbow, have been re-
corded.

dew-cap (du'kap), n. A prolongation of a tel-

escope-tube beyond the object-glass, intended
to prevent deposition of dew, and also to ex-
clude stray light. A small telescope should be
provided with a dew-cap, bright without, but
dead-black within, and having a length equal
to twice its diameter.
dewdrop, n. 2. laiot., an American rosaceous
plant, Daliharda repens, related to the straw-
berry, with long-petioled, ovate-orbicular, cor-
date and erenate leaves, and white flowers on
long peduncles. The fruit consists of several
dry achenia inclosed in the enlarged calyx. It
also bears cleistogamous flowers,

dew-flower (d^'flou^'er), n. Same as day-

iew-graSB, ?>. 2. The whitetop proper, -^grros-

tio alba. Also called white lent, English bent,

etc. When this grass has a purple or brown
color, the redtop proper, it is called summer
dew-grass.

dewlap, n. 5. A brand or ownership-mark on
the dewlap of an animal. [Western U. S.]

dew-leaves (du'levs), n. pi. Upwardly inclined
leaves adapted for the coUectiou of dew.
dew-moth (du'mdth), n. An English collectors'
name for a European moth, Setina irrorata :

from its habit of flying in the eai-ly morning.
dew-point, »—complement of the dew-point, the
number of degrees by which the temperature of the dew-
point is below the temperature of the air.^ Depression
Of the dew-point. Same as complement qf the itdew-
iiinnt.—Dew-point apparatns, apparatus for determin-
ing the dew-point Tnat devised by Regnault consisted
of a polished silver cup containing ether in the center of
which was immersed the bulb of a delicate thermometer.
A current of air blown through the ether hastened its

evaporation, cooling it down until the outside of the silver
cup showed a deposit of dew ; the temperature correspond-
ing was the desired dew-point. Modifications of this
apparatus have been made by Alluard, Crova, Abbe, and
others, in order to secure greater delicacy or freedom from
disturbing currents of wind. The deposition of dew de-
pends to a considerable extent upon the nature of the sur-
face and the perfection of its polish. The deposition
begins upon the points or spots where a slight roughness
exists, but is detected soonest where the surface is pol-
ished.—Tronton's electrical dew-pointhygrometer.
See irhygrometer.

dew-pond (du'pond), n. A small and shallow
pond, usually ai-tiflcial, located on ridges or
hiUs where no adequate supply of water is pos-
sible from surface-drainage or from springs.
The water is colleetedby condensation fromthe
air dew, which is prevented from rapid evap-
oration by the means employed. The practice of
making dew-ponds is common in Berkshire, England. A
wide, shallow hollow is made, dry straw is spread over it,

and upon this is laid a layer of finely puddled clay, which
is in turn closely strewn with stones. The pond then
gradually fills with water.

We have no waters to delight
Our broad and brookless val^s

—

Only the dew^pmid on the height
Unfed, that never fails.

R. Kipling, The Five Nations (Sussex).

dezincation

dew-rake (du'rak), n. A rake for the surface
of grass or stubble. N. E. D.
dew-snail (dn'snal), n. A garden or other slug:

so named because it is usually found while the
dew is on the herbage.
deziocardia (dek*si-o-kar'di-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. 6e^i6g, right, + KapSla, heart.] Same as
dextrocardia.

dexiotrope (dek'si-o-trop), a. Same as dexio-

tropic.

dexiotropic, a. Z. Turning to the right hand
or in a clockwise direction: said of the direc-

tion of cleavage in the eggs of certain inverte-

brates.

dexiotropically (dek'si-p-trop'i-kal-i), adv. In
a dexiotropic manner.
dexiotropism (dek-si-ot'ro-pizm), n. The state

of being dexiotropic.

Dexter aspect. See ^aspect.

dextraural (deks-tr&'ral), a. [L. dexter, right,

-f- auris, ear, + -aP-.] Searing more distinctly
with the right ear than with the left.

dextrinase (deks'tri-nas), n. [dextrine + -ase.]

In chem., a supposed distinct enzym, forming
part of the diastase of malt, believed to con-
vert starch into maltodextrine.

dextrinate(dek8'tri-nat),«. [dextrine + -ate^.]

A compound of dextrine : applied specifically

to a compound of iron and dextrine used in
medicine.
dextrinize (deks'tri-niz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
dextrinized, ppr. dextrinizing. [dextrine + -ize.]

To conveiii partially or wholly into dextrine.
Various farinaceous foods for infants are thus
transformed, usually by simple heating, and
the product sometimes gains in digestibility
by this treatment.

dextrinized (deks'tri-nlzd), ^. a. Having the
contained starch converted into dextrine : as,

dextrinized bread.
dextrinOUS (deks'tri-nus), a. [dextrine + -ous. ]
Of or pertaining to dextrine.

dextrocamphene (deks^'tro-kam-fen'), n. See
*camphene.
dextrocardial (deks-tro-kar'di-al), a. [L. dex-
ter, right, + Gr. xapSia, heart, + -dP-.] Hav-
ing the heart on the right side.

dextrocerebral (deks'tro-ser'e-bral), a. [L.
dexter, right, + E. eerebral'.] Havii^ the right
cerebral nemisphere functionally more active
than the left.

dextrocular (deks-trok'u-lar), a. [Ii. dexter,
right, -I- oculus, eye, -t- -drK] Possessing mor^
acute vision in the right eye than in the left.

G. M. Gould, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Aug., 1904, p.
361.

dextroduction (deks-tro-duk'shon), n. [L.
dexter, right, -I- dMe1Ao{n-), leading.] Move-
ment to the right.

dextroform (deks'tro-f6rm), n. [dextr{ine) +
form{aldehyde),] Acompound of formaldehyde
and dextrine used in surgery as a substitute
for iodoform.
dextrogyral (deks-tro-ji'ral), a. Of orpertain-
ing to right-handed rotation; having rotatory
power in the direction of a right-handed screw

:

said of crystals or other optically active sub-
stances capable of turning the plane of polari-
zation of light toward the ri^t: opposed to
*Uvogyral.

dextromanual (deks'tro-man'u-al), a. [L.
dexter, right, + manuatis, of the "hand : see
manual.] Same as right-lumded.
dextropedal (deks-trop'f-dal), a. [L. dexter,
right, -I- pes (ped-), toot, + -al.] Using the
right foot and leg by preference in kicking,
hopping, etc.

dextrorotation (deks-tro-ro-ta'shon), n. In
optieSj rotation (specifically of t£e plane: of
polarization of light) in a clockwise direction

:

opposed to *levorotation.

dextrorotatory, a. 2. In bot., turning or twin-
ing to the right. See right-handed, 3.

dextrosinistral (deks-tro-sin'is-tral), a. [L.
dexter, right, + sinister, left + -al.^ Passing,
moving, etc., from right to left.

dextrosuria (deks-tro-su'ri-a), n. [dextrose +
Gr. oipov, urine.] Excretion of dextrose in
the urine.

dextroversion (deks-tro-v6r'shon), n. [L.
dexter, right, -I- versio(n-), turning.] The act
of turning to the right side : said of the uterus.
dezinc (de-zingk'), v. t. [de- -I- gino.] To re-
move zinc from,_as old galvanized iron.
dezincation (de-zing-ka'shon), n. Same as

'on.



dezincify

dezincify (de-zingk'i-fy), V. t.
;

pret. and pp.
dezincified, ppr. dezincijying. [de- + zinc +
-t-/y.] To eliminate zine from, as from an al-

loy or mixture : usually from lead, as in the
Parkes process.

D. F. An abbreviation {&) of Z)ea»o/tfteJR!icM%.

D. F. M. S. An abbreviation of Domestic and

dg. An abbreviation of decigram.
D. H. An abbreviation of deadhead or dead-
headed.

dhan'"^ (dan), re. [Hind. Hindi dhdn, rice, =
Pali dhannam, < Skt. dhdnya, adj., cereal, n.,

grain, com.] In India, a general term for rice
in the husk.
dharma (dar'ma), n. [Skt. dharma.'] Estab-
lished order, usage, custom, rule, duty, virtue,
right, law, etc. In Buddhism, the law; the
canon. Also dhurma.
dhama, dhurna {d&r'mi, dur'na), n. [Hind.
dhamd, put down, set down ; dftarnd dena (as
in def.).] A coercive measure resorted to in
the East Indies by a creditor, complainant,
or claimant, who sits at the door of the debtor,
without tasting food^ until the debt is paid or
the demand is complied with : as, to sit dhama
(or in dhama).

dhotee, ». 2. A striped cotton fabric woven
in suitable lengths for winding about the loins.

It is manufactured extensively in Great Britain
for the East Indian trade; is woven in all

widths from 22 to 50 inches, and in lengths of
40 yards.

dhurrin, n. See *durrm.
D. Hy. An abbreviation of Doctor of Hygiene,
a degree conferred by Durham College, Eng-
land.

diabase, n—Ash-bed diabase, a local term used on
Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior, for an igneous rock re-

sembling a conglomerate, but regarded by Wadsworth as
a scoriaceouB, amygdaloidal sheet into which much sand
was washed during its early history.

diabetes, »—Bronzed diabetes, a form of diabetes
in which there is a discoloration of the skin, due to a de-

f>osit of blood-pigment, and usually also cirrhosis of the
iver.— Cerebral diabetes, excretion of cerebrose in the
urine.— Diabetes altemans, diabetes which alternates
with gouty attacks.—Pancreatic diabetes, diabetes due
to disease of the pancreas.—Phlorizin dlaoetes, excre-
tion of sugar in the urine following the ingestion of
phlorizin.— PbOBpbatlc diabetes, a morbid condition in

which there is a profuse excretion of urine containing
phosphates, but not always sugar.—Pnnctnre diabetes,
excretion of sugar in the urine, experimentolly produced
in animals by puncture of the medulla oblongata.

Diabetic cataract, center, etc. See *cataract,

*center^, etc.

diabetogenic (di'''a-be-to-jen'ik), a. ^diabetes

+ -genie, -producing.] Producing diabetes.

diablo (de-a'blo), n. [Cuban use of Sp. diablo,

devil.] the Cuban name of the bat-fish, Og,

coeephalus vesperUlio. See out under bat-flsh.

diablotin (de-a-blo-taii'), n. [P., dim. of dia-

ble, devil.] 1. An imp; a little devil. Scott.—2. (a) latheFrenohWestlndies, oneof the
petrels, CEstrelata hsesitata. {b) In Trinidad,
the guacharo, Steatornis caripensis.

diabolatry ((^-a-bol'a-tri), n. [For *diabolola-

try, < Gr. o«d/5o^?, the devil, + TMrpeia, wor-
ship.] Worship of the devil.

His infinite and illimitable charity of imagination could
transfigure even the most monstrous historic representa-
tive of Christian or Catholic diabolatry into the likeness
of a terribly benevolent and a tragically magnificent
monomaniac. Eneyc. Brit., XXIX. 360.

diabolo (di'S'bo-lo), n. [It. diabolo, diavolo,

< L. diabolus, devil.] The game of the devil

on two sticks. See devil.

diabolology (di-ab-o-lo]'o-ii), n. [Gr. dta^oXo;,

the devil, + -Aoym, '< Tiiyeiv, speak.] The sum
of statements and beliefs concerning devils or

the devil.

diabolonian (di-ab-o-16'ni-an), n. iDiaboltis

(see def.) + -on- + -ian.'] In Bunyan's ' Holy
War,' one of the warriors of Diabolus (the

Devil) in his attack on Mansoul (man's soul).

diabrosis (di-a-bro'sis), re. [NL., < Gr. 6id-

Ppaaig, < Sid^i^pixjKBiv, eat through, < (J«i,

through, + pipp6tTKeiv, eat.] Erosion ; ulcera-

tion; corrosion.

Diabrotica, n com-root Dlabrotlca. Same as

•kcor'nyroot worm.
diacalorimeter (di-a-kal-o-rim'e-ter), n. [Gr.

Sia, through, + E. calorimeter.'] A device for

measuring the insulating power of liquids for

heat.

diacanthous (di-a-kan'thus), a. [Gr. di-, two-,

-I- amvBa, thorn, "spine.] Having two spines

under each leaf. Syd. Soc. Lex.

diacathodic (di-a-ka-thod'ik), a. [dia- \-

cathode + -ic] Of or pertaining to rays ob-

diaclasite (di-ak'la-sit), re. [Gr. Si&iOi

breaking apart, +"4te2.] A partially i
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tained by the interposition of a perforated
metallic screen or gauze, negatively electri-

fied, in the path of cathode rays.
diacetic (di-a-se'tik), a. [di-^ + acetic.]

Acetoacetic— Diacetic acid, an acid (CHsCOCHq
C02^ sometimes found in the urine under abnormal
conditions, notably in diabetes. It is derived by oxida-
tion from oxybutyric acid, and by loss of carbon dioxld
gives rise to acetone. Also called acetoacetic add.

Uacetonurla (di"as-e-to-nu'ri-a), re. [NL., <

diacet(ic) -I- -on + Gr. oipov, urine.] The ex-
cretion of diacetic acid in the urine, it may oc-

cur in the course of infectious fevers or of diabetes, in the
latter case often preceding the appearance of coma. Also
diaceturia.

diacetllria (di"as-e-tu'ri-a), n. [NL., < diace-

t(ic) + Gr. oipov, urine.] Same as *diaceto-
nuria.

diacetyl (di-as'e-til), re. [di-2 -H acetyl.] A
yellow compound, CH3COCOCH3, the simplest
member of the class of aliphatic 1, 2-dike-
tones, prepared from isonitroso methyl-ethyl
ketone. It boils at 88° C, hasa pungent, sweet
odor, and its vapor has the color of chlorin.

diaclase (di'a-klas), re. [Gr. dtdiAaat^, a break-
ing in two (used in fig. sense of 'feebleness'),
< ouuOmv, break in two, < Sia, apart, + kTmv,

break.] In geol., a joint: a name suggested
by Daubr^e. Compare *paraclase and *Utho-
clase.

Daubr^e showed that the valley system of northern
France follows a line of rectangular fractures, which he
called diaclases.

J. W. Oregory, in Smithsonian Rep., 1898, p. 374.

SidiikaBiQ, a
altered

enstatite,

diaclast (di'a-klast), re. [Gr. *6miAax!Tog, <

diaiAav, brea£ in two, < 6ia, apart, -I- lAav,

break.] An instrument used in perforation
of the fetal skull in craniectomy.

diaclastic (di-a-klas'tik), a. [As diaclast +
4c.] Pertaining to or produced by diaclases.

The direction of the Greenland fiords is determined
by a similar series of intersecting diaclaBtic fractures.

Geoff. Jour. (R. Q. S.), XIII. 236.

diaclinal (di-a-kli'nal), a. [Gr. &m, through,
+ kUvuv, bend.] In geol., transverse to the
axis of a fold.—Diaclinal valley, a valley which
cuts across an anticline or syncliue.

diacodion (di-a-ko'di-on), re. Same as diaco-

dium.
diacoelosis (di"a^se-16'sis), re. [NL., < Gr. did,

through, + Ko'iXaaig, a hollow, lit. a hollowing,
< KoiTitivv, make hollow.] The division of the
eoeloma or body-cavity into sinuses and chan-
nels, as in leeches.

The coelome is much restricted by a growth of connec-
tive tissue, which splits it up into sinuses and channels, a
process termed diaaxlogU. '

lioUeston and Jackson, Forms of Animal Life, p. 579.

diaconiCS (di-a-kon'iks), n. [Gr. dtamvutAg, of

deacons, < dmlwvo^, deacon.] That branch of
practical theology which treats of the science
of the ' inner mission,' that is, the mission to

the community already Christianized, as dis-

tinguished from the 'outer mission,' which
reaches out to the unconverted world. It is

the study of pastoral duty to the sick, the un-
fortunate, and the fallen.

diacranterian, a. 2. Having a tooth in the
hinder portion of the jaw longer than the other

teeth. This type of dentition is found in some
snakes, the common hog-nosed viper, Setero-

don, being a good example: opposed to iso-

dont.

II. re. A snake having a tooth in the hinder

part of the jaw longer than the other teeth.

diacrinous (di-ak'ri-nus), a. [Irreg. < Gr.

SiaiipivELv, separate, -I- -ous.] A term applied to

gland-cells which permit their secretion or ex-

cretion to pass out directly as from a filter

:

opposed to *ptyocrinous. The kidneys are good
examples of diacrinous glands.

diacrisis (di-ak'ri-sis), re. [NL., < Gr. diaxpiBiQ,

separation, < SiaKpiveiv, separate : see dia-

critic.] 1. A disease characterized by a mor-
bid state of the secretions.— 2. A critical dis-

charge or excretion, as sweating in pneumonia.

diacritical, a Diacritical ciirrent, in e/ec*., amag-
netic current which will produce in an iron coil diacritical

magnetization, or a magnetization equal to one half satu-

ration.
, , s _-v

diacromyodous (di"a-kro-mi-o'dus), a. [Gr.

di-, two,- + oKpov, extremity, + /iv6d7ic, mussel-

like, < w (/"^), muscle.] In ornith., having

the syringeal muscles attached to both the up-

per and the lower ends of the bronchial haU-

rings.

diactin (di-ak'tin), «. [Gr. 6U, double, +

diagenism

dKTlg(dKTW-), a ray.] In the nomenclature of
the spicular elements of sponges, a straight
or curved spicule with two arms.
diactinism (di-ak'tin-izm), re. [diactin-ic -t-

4sm.] The property, possessed by certain sub-
stances, of transmitting chemically active rays.
Diadectidse (di-a-dek'ti-de), re. pi. [NL., <

Diadectes + -idee.] A family or anomodont
Reptilia, founded on genera from the Permian
formation and including Diadectes, Empedias,
and some others. The teeth are transversely elon-
gated and divided by a median ridge. Cope has regarded
this peculiar type of tooth as indicative of herbivorous
diet.

diadem, n. 6. In embryol., a term applied to
certain eggs in the blastula stage.

Diadematoidea (di-a-dem"a-t6-id'e-5,), re.

[NL., < Gr. 6tddv/ia(T-), diadem, -i- el6o;', form.]
An. order of Euechinoidea or sea-urchins, hav-
ing an actinal central peristome and an abac-
tinal periproct situated within the dorsooen-
tral system, internal and external branchiae,

jaws and teeth and a continuous perignathic
girdle, and ambulaeral plates continued be-

yond the peristome or as separate buccal
plates.

Diademina (di*a-de-mi'na), n. pi. [NL. for

*DiademaUna, < Gr. SidSriija, diadem, + -itufi.]

A group or suborder of regular ectobranchiate
EMnoidea, of the order Diademoida, having the
ambulaeral jplates of varying degrees of com-
plexity. It includes the Orthopsidse, Diadem-
atidse, Pedinidse, and other families.

Diademoida (di-a-de-moi'da), n.pl. [NL. for

Diadematoida, <"Gr. SidS^im, diadem, + -oida.]

An order of regular ectobranchiate Echinoidea.
They have the mouth and anus both central and oppo-
site, the latter opening in the center of the apical system

;

the external branchise passing out through the buccal
clefts; a dental apparatus present; no interambulacral
plates on the peristomial membrane ; and the ambulaeral
plates generally compound. It includes the Arbaeiidee,
Diadematidx, Strongylocentrolida, and other families.

diaderm (di'a-d6rm)j re. [Appar. < Gr. Sia,

through, -I- Skpfia, skin.] In embryol., a col-

lective term for both ectoderm and entoderm,
diadoc]lokinesia(di-ad''''o-ko-ki-ne'si-a), re.

[NL., < Gt. itadoxii, succession, + kIvtjbii;, mo-
tion.] The power of executing, in alterna-
tion^ antagonistic movements, as those of
flexion and extension of a limb.
diadromous (di-ad'ro-mus), a. [Gr. Siddpo/iog,

running through, K'Sid, through, -I- -6po/iog, <
dpa/ietv, run.] In bot., having all the nearly
equal nerves proceeding in a fan-like manner
from the summit of the petiole to the margin
of the leaf, as in the maidenhair-tree.
diadumenos (di-a-dti'men-os), re. [Gr. imSov-
/jtvog, middle, ppr. of SiaStiv, bind around: see
diadem.] In Gr. antiq., a fillet-binder: a
name applied to a class of antique marble and
bronze statues representing an athlete bind-
ing a fillet about his head. They are sup-
posed to be based upon a famous bronze ori-

ginal by the sculptor Polycletus.
disene (di'en), «. [Gr. 61-, two, + -aiva, the
termination of rpiaiva, a trident]. In the no-
menclature of the spicular elements of
sponges, a trieene in which one of the cladisks
has been atrophied.
diafanous, a. A simplified spelling of diapha-
nous.

diaforetic, a. and re. A simplified spelling of
diaphoretic.

diafragm, re. A simplified spelling of dia-
phragm.
magenesis (di-a-j6n'e-sis), re. [NL., < Gr.
Sia,^ through, -t^ ytvemg, birth.] In geol., the
action of heated waters upon clastic sediments
at the time of their deposition, assumed to
explain the origin of crystalline schists : pro-
posed by Gumbel (1888) ; employed by Walther
to embrace those physical and chemical modi-
fications which take place in a sediment from
the time of its deposition to the time when it

is modified by orogenic or volcanic forces,

when it undergoes metamorphism.
diagenetic (di"a-jf-net'ik), a. Caused by or
characteristic of diagenesis.

diagenic (di-a-jen'ik), a. [diagen(esis) + -ic.]

Pertaining to or resulting from the processes
of diagenism.

To sum up, metamorphism may be considered as pre-
senting itself under these phases, 1. Static metamor-
phism or diagenism, the product being diagenic rocks.

A. W. Grabau, in Amer. Geol., April, 1904, p. 236.

diagenism (di-aj'e-nizm), re. Idiagen(esis) +
-ism.] A term used by Johannes Walther to

include all the physical and chemical changes



dlagenlsm

which a rock mass undergoes after deposition,
aside from those caused by ja^essure during
orogenic disturbances or by igneous activity.
Amer. Geol., April, 1904, p. 236.

diagnosable (m-ag-n5'sa-bl), a. [diagnose +
-able.'\ Capable of being diagnosed.
diagBOSis, n— CUnlcal diagnosis, diagnosis made
from the Bymptoms alone.—DUignOBiS by ezclnBlon,
diagnosis based upon a comparison of all the affections
which have various symptoms in common, and the rejec-
tion of one after another as certain essential signs are
found to be lacking, until only one disease, which answers
all the tests, remains.— Pat&OlOglcal diagnosis, diag-
nosis made by an examination of the morbid changes
present— Physical diagnosis, diagnosis based upon
information obtained by auscultation, percussion, and
palpation.— Senun diagnosis, diagnosis by means of
serums. Among the various antibodies (see -kivevmunity)
which have been discovered, the agglutinins and precipi-

tins are of special interest : the first, because their forma-
tion facilitates not only the diagnosis of certain bacterial

infections, but also the recognition of the corresponding
organisms ; the second, on account of their special bio-

logical and medicolegal significance, the modem blood-
test being based upon their formation, (a) As regards the
agglutinins, Gruber and his pupil Durham first showed
that cholera bacilli and typhoid bacilli when suspended
in an inert fluid lose their motility and collect in little

cliinips{see -kagglutination, 4) upon the addition of homol-
ogous blood-serum, that is, of blood-serum derived from
an individual infected with the corresponding organism.

Figrure showing uniform Distribution of Bacilli, before the Action
of the corresponding Agglutinins. (From Cabot's " Guide to the

Clinical Examination of the Blood.")

Further research then led to the recognition of the fact

that within certain limitations'the action of the aggluti-

nins is specific, that is, that the blood-serum from a ty-

phoid patient, for example, does not agglutinate the com-
mon colon bacillus, the cholera bacillus, streptococci,

staphylococci, etc., and vice versa. But it was also

Figure showing typical Agglutination.' (From Cabot's " Guide

to the Clinical Examination of the Blood.")

shown that the blood-serum from a given case may cans?

a positive reaction with closely related organisms, as in

the case of cholera serum, which will agglutinate vibrio

Ivanoff, vibrio BeroUnensis, and vibrio Seifie-VereaUles.

Then it was demonstrated that normal blood-serum may
have a more or less well-marked agglutinative effect on

certain organisms, so that it would appear that the value

of this method for the purpose of recognizing bacteria

must of necessity be limited. While this is true, in a

certain sense, it has been ascertained that marked quan-

titative differences exist in the behavior of immune blood-

serums to micro-organisms in general, and that it is pos-

sible to obtain a positive and exclusive reaction between

a given organism and its corresponding serum if the lat-

ter is strongly diluted. Normal human blood-serum, for

example will not agglutiiiate the typhoid bacillus in

dilutions exceedmg 1:10, whUe with typhoid serum

a positive reaction can still be obtained with dilutions of

1-60 1:200, and more. The clinical significance of the

principle of bacterial agglutination was first pointed out

byWidal who showed that the reaction can be obtained

with typhoid blood-serum quite early in the course of the

disease, namely, at a time when the other clmical symp-

toms often leave the diagnosis in doubt For this reason

Widal's name has been coupled with the reaction. It

should, however, be termed Uie Orvber-Widal reaclvm,

or stiil better, the Gruber-Orunbaumrmdal reaction,

for Griinbaum had fully realized the clmical import of

Grubert discovery before Widal, but did not publish

hteresults, owing to the scarcity of his materi^, untU

rfter Widal's first paper had appewed. At the present

toe ae method is filly recognized as one of the most
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impoi'tant in the diagnosis of typhoid fever especially,

and is extensively utilized in clinical work. In other

diseases, such as dysentery, Malta fever, bubonic plague,

cholera, pneumococous infections, etc., the method is at

times also applicable for diagnostic purjioBes, but the
clinical value of the reaction is here diminished to a cer-

tain extent, owing to the comparatively late date of its

appearance. For the recognition of the corresponding
organisms, however, it is invaluable. The clinical exami-
nation may be conducted as follows : A large drop of

blood is received on a glass slide and allowed to dry. In
this form the material is conveniently brought to the
laboratory. Here the blood is soaked off with sterile

bouillon, or distilled with water, using 16-25 drops for the
one drop of blood. This gives a dilution of 1:16:25, as
the case may be. One drop of this fluid is placed on a
cover-glass and mixed with a drop of a bouillon culture of
the typhoid organism not more than 24 hours old. In
this manner a final dilution of 1:30:60 is secured. The
cover-glass is mounted on a cupped slide and set aside
for 30 minutes. If at the expiration of this time the
bacilli have lost their motility and have gathered in
clumps, as shown in the accompanying illustration, the
reaction is positive. Numerous modifications of this
method have been described, which are all alike in prin-
ciple. A new departure, however, has been made of late
in the use of dead cultures, which are f^glutinated In
the same manner. This is an important discovery, since
it makes the test more readily applicable for the general
practitioner, doing away with the necessity of keeping
an actively motile culture on hand. The reaction is ob-
tained in fully 96 per cent of all cases of typhoid fever
at some stage in the course of the disease, (b) As regards
the precipitins, these bodies are formed as the result of
immunization of animals with albuminous substances de-
rived from individuals of a different species. When the
resultant antiserums are then brought together with so-
lutions of the albumins used in immunization, precipi-
tates result This phenomenon has been notably investi-
gated by Tchistowitsch, Eordet and Wolf, Wassermann,
and Uhlenhuth, and the underlying principle utilized in
forensic blood-diagnosis. To this end the material in
question (stains on clothes, wood, weapons, etc.) ' is first

examined for the presence of blood by the usual methods
(hemin test, spectroscopic behavior, etc.). If the pres-
ence of blood iias thus been demonstrated, i^e question
whether it is of human origin or not is next investigated
by mixing a filtered solution of the material under ex-
amination with a small amount of blood-serum obtained
from a ' humanized 'rabbity that is, a rabbit in which pre-
cipitin formation has been previously provoked by re-

peated injections of human blood-serum (hydrocele
fluid). The mixture is kept in an incubator, at the tem-
perature of the body, for a number of hours and is then
examined. If a precipitate results, the blood-stains ai'e

presumbly human. The differentiation of animals of
closely related species is, however, not possible in this
manner, and the blood of a humanized rabbit will thus
not only precipitate the semm of the human being, but
likewise that of the antliropoid apes. In this manner
the close relationship existing between different species
can be demonstrated, a faot which renders the precipi-
tins of signal interest also to the biologist See also
^agglutination test.

diagnosticum (di-ag-nos'ti-kum), n.
;
pi. diag-

nostica (-ka). [NL.] A means of diagnosis.
—IFlcker'S diagnosticum, a dead culture of the ty-

phoid bacillus which, in suspected cases of typhoid fever,
can be used in the agglutination test, in the place of the
living organisms. See iragglutination test.

Diagonal line, the line through the middle points of the
three diagonals of a complete quadrilateral ; specifically,

in naval arch., a curved line formed by the intersection
of a diagonal plane with tlie surface of a vessel. The di-

agonal plane intersects the central longitudinal plane in
a horizontal line and is thence inclined downward and
outward. A rabatted diagonal is a diagonal shown in its

true form, by turning the diagonal plane up to the hori-
zontal about its intersection with the central longituduial
plane as a hinge. Seerabattement. Diagonallinesaramuch
used in obtaining smooth, fair forms for a vessel's lines,

and the harpings usually follow the diagonals. See cut
under harping, 2 (6). Also diagonal.—Diagonal sym-
metry. See *S!/mm««rs/.—Diagonal trlgram. See
•ktrigram.

diagram, n—Argand diagram, a plane figure repre-
senting imaginary quantities of the formx,-(- yi, by points
having for orthogonal coordinates x and'y. In such a
diagram it is necessary to consider the parts of the plane
at infinity to be one point— Entropy diagram, the
diagram of a thermodynamic cycle involving changes of

entropy.— Euler'S diagram, a graphic representation of
logic^ relations first given by the mathematician Leonard
Euler, in his "Letters to a German Princess." Circles, or
ovals, are used to represent each by its contained surface
the aggregate of possible individuals to which a certain
predicate applies.— Hertz's diagram, a graphic presen-
tation of the temperature, pressure, and moisture of a unit
mass of moist air when undergoing adiabatic changes
of volume.— Metacientrlc diagram. See -kmctacerk-

trie.— NeulLOfiPs diagram, a diagram, analogous to that
of Hertz, used for the purpose of determining more ac-

curately the condition of the moisture in air ascending
to a given altitude or pressure.— Folseux diagram, a
diagram of unit points, like the intersections of the hori-

zontal and vertical lines of squared paper, introduced by
the French geometer Puiseux, for the treatment of func-
tions.— strain-diagram, a figure or diagram di-awn (as

a rule automatically) by the mechanism of a testing-ma-
chine, in which the abscissse are the pounds of stress

applied to the test-piece and the ordinates are the strains

or the amount of deformation, in pounds or tons, of the
specimen under that load. The paper on which the dia-

gram is drawn is moved in abscissa by the weighing ap-
paratus, while the specimen in changing its form under
stress describes the ordinate by means of a multiplying
mechanism attached to it for the purpose.— Variation-
diagram, an indicator-diagram which records the dia-

grams for enough successive strokes of the engine to de-
termine whether the governor is acting properly, or
whether it is unable properly to control the steam admis-
sion.— Volume-entropy diagram, a thermodynamic
diagram expressing the relation between the volume of a

dial-writer

substance, such as a gas or vapor, and its entropy.

—

Volume-pressure diagram, a thermodynamic diagram
expressing the relationsbetween the volume and pressm'e

of a gas or vapor.

diagram-factor (di'a-gram-fak'tor), n. The
ratio of the actual'mean effective pressure,

measured from an indicator-diagram, to the

mean effective pressure of a diagram in which
the various operations of admission, expan-
sion, release, and compression are carried on
imder assumed ideal conditions. Trans. Amer.
&0C. Mech. Engin., XXIV. 751.

diagramic (cU'a-gram-ik), a. Same as dia-

Biagramma (di'a-gram-a), n. [KL. : see dia-

gram.'] The name of « genus of grunt-fishes,

of the family Bsemulidx, found in the East
Indies.

diahvdric (di-a-hi'drik), a. [Gr. did, through,
+ iiSap (i6p-), water.] Passing through or con-
veyed by water : as, a diahydric sound,

diakathodic, ». See *diacathodic.

diakinesis (ai''''a-ki-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. did,

through, + Kivrjaig, movement.] In cytol., the
segmented spireme stage in,the primary oijcyte

or spermatocyte. This stage follows synapsis and is

characterized by the persistence of the chi'omosomes for

some time in the form of double rods.

dial^, w.—Lunar dial. Sameasw-'ig'Ai ov nocturtml dial.

dial^ ((K'al), n. [Origin not ascertained.] The
commerfjial name for the best grade of kauri-
gum.

dial. An abbreviation (a) of dialect; (6) of

dialectal, dialectic, or dialectical.

dialdane (di-al'dan), n. [di-2 -I- ald(eliyde)

+ -ane.] A colorless crystalline compound,
OCHCH2GH(OH)CH:CHCH2CH(OH)CHO,

prepared by the action of hydrochloric acid on
a mixture of aldehyde and water. It melts at
130° C. and may be distilled under reduced
]pressure.

dialdanic (dl-al-dan'ik), a. [dialdane + -jc]

Derived from dialdane.—Dialdanic acid, a color-

less compound, C8H14O4, prepared by the action of potas-
sium permanganate on dialdane. It forms monoclinic
crystals, melting at 80" C. and boiling at 193° C. under 20
millimeters pressure.

dial-feed (di'al-fed), n. In slieet-metal work, a
feed-motion adapted to multiple-die presses
which perform one or more operations upon a
single blank or shell. It consists essentially of a cii^

Gular plate, called the dial, which revolves horizontally
under the upper dies of the press. Two types are in use.

In one the dial is a flat plate on which the shells are
placed by hand. As it revolves the shells are carried
under the single upper die, eaoh being brought to the
right position Dy stationary guides above the dial. The
dial can also be used to carry the shells to a second feed-
motion which carries each in turn under a gang of dies
that perform a series of operations upon each shell. See
-AmiUtiple-press (with cut). In the other type the dial
carries a nimiber of female dies placed in a ring upon the
plate. The blanks or shells are fed to these as they pass
the front and ai'e carried by the i-otation of the dial
under one or more upper dies in tui'n. The press may
have three u[>per dies and perform .an equal number of
similar operations, or it may have two or three different
dies and perform a series of consecutive operations upon
each blank in turn. Presses having a dial feed-motion
are called dial-presses.

diallagic (di-al'ar-jik), a. \diaHage + -jc] Of,
or of the nature of , the mineral diallage. ^

dialog, n. and v. A simplified spelling of dia-
logue.

DialommilS (di-a-lom'us), n. [NL., < ML.
dialis, dial, -I- (Jr. i/ifia, eye.] A genus of
blennies from the Gal&pagos Islands, charac-
terized by having the eyes divided each by a
horizontal partition. JD. ftiscus is the only
known species.

dial-press (di'al-press), n. A press having a
dial-feed motion. See *(J«at-/eed.— Horizontal
dial-press, a dial-press employing a vertical dial fitted
with a number of female dies, placed in a horizontal
position, the single opposing die moving in horizontal
guides. The shells are fed to the revolving dies by hand.

dial-recorder (di'al-re-k6r"'d6r), n. A clock
combined with a "dial recording mechanism
for registering the time of arrival and depar-
ture of employees.

dialurate (di-a-lu'rat), n. Idialur-ie + -ateh]
A salt of dialurio acid.

dialuric (di-a-lii'rik), a. [dial{ysis) + uric.']

Noting an acid, a colorless compound,

CO < jq^2QQ > CHOH, prepared by the reduc-

tion of alloxan. It crystallizes in short, tetrag-
onal prisms. Also called tartronyl-urea.
dial-'writer (di'al-ri''''t6r), n. Aform of writing-
or printing-macTiine of the type-writer class,
in which Qie letters are arranged on a dial like
the figures on a clock-face and a pointer or
arm is moved to the desired letter, or the



dial-writer

whole dial is turned on its center to bring the
desired letter to the point where the impres-
sion is to he made.
dialycarpel ((U"a-U-kar'pel), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
SiaAveiv, part asunder, -I- NL. carpelhim, carpel. ]

A fruit with separate carpels. Syd. Soe. Lex.

dialycarpic (di"a-U-kar'pik), a. Same as dia-

Ipcarpous.

dialydesmy (di'ar-li-des'mi), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
Sta?i.veiv, part asunder, + Seafidg, band, +,-^8.]
In bot., the breaking up of the axial cylinder
into separate bundles each with its own sheath.

dialyneurous (di*a-li-nu'ras), a. [Irreg. <',Gr.

6ia'M>eiv, part asunder, + veiipov, nerve, -r -(yus.l

Characterized by dialyneury: as, the dialy-

neurous nervous system of certaingasteropods.
Proc. Zool. Soe. London, 1901, II. 466.

dialyneuiy (di"a-li-nu'ri), n. Idialyneur-ous
+ -^3.] The condition of the nervous system
among rhipidoglossal Molliisea,. characterized
by the anastomosis of each pleural ganglion
with the opposite half of the visceral commis-
sure by means of the pallial nerve.

dialysator(di'al-i-za-tor), TO. Idialy8e'+ -ator.']

Inphys. chem., a dialyzer. [Kare.]

dialysis, %. 7. In bot, the separation of parts
normally united, especially the parts of a
whorl.— 8. In peirogr., transformation of rooks
by weathering and processes of disintegration

:

in contrast to processes of metamorphism.
dialystaminous (di-al-i-stam'i-nus), a. [Irreg.

< Gr. SuMeiv, part asunder, -I- NL. stamen,
stamen.] In hot., having the stamens sepa-
rate. N. E. D.
dialystely (di"a-li-ste'li), n. [Irreg. < Gr. SiaTAeiv,

part asunder, -I- arifkri, a pillar.] In hot. , the
condition in which the axial cylinder consists

of several plerome strands or steles which
remain for the most part separate throughout
their course.

dialytic, a. 4. In hiol., noting an evolutionary
stage or condition in which the divergent
characters of inbred varieties do not combine
or average in the hybrids but follow one or
the other of the parental lines, as discovered

by Mendel. Compare ^catalytic, 2, *hemilyUc,

and *prostholytic. O. F. Cook.

dialytically (dl-a-lit'i-kal-i), adv. By dialysis;

specifically, in math., by dialytic elimination
(which see, under dialytic).

dialyzation (di-al-i-za'shon), n. Same as

diani. An abbreviation of diameter.

diamagnetic, a. 3. Of lower permeability

than air. See magnetic *circuit.

diamantine, a. II. n. A trade-name for boron
in the crystallized state and in fine powder,
used as an extremely hard abrasive and polish-

ing material.

diamba (de-am'ba), »8. [Native name.] Same
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subsequently diazotizing and combining with p-naphthol,
indigo-blue shades are obtained; when combined with
metadiamines, fa^t blacks are produced.

diaminuria (di-am-l-nu'ri-a), n. Idiamine +
Gr. oipov, urine.] The elimination of diam-
ines in the urine. This is notably observed
in association with cystinuria, where putres-
cine and cadaverine have been repeatedly
met witii.

diamond. I, n. 2. The diamond has been artificially

reproduced by Moissan, though as yet only in extremely
small crystals, by dissolving amorphous carbon in molten
iion at tile very high temperature of an electric furnace
and suddenly cooling the metalby dropping it intowater or
mercury, which causes crystallization to take place under
the pressure due to the conti-action of the exterior of the
mass u^on the interior portion. By dissolving away the
iron with an acid the minute diamond crystals ai'e iso-

lated. The recent discovery of minute diamonds in the
meteoric iron of Cafion Diablo, Arizona, gives a peculiar
interest to these experiments of Moissan. The diamond-
mines in South Africa, which were comparatively unpro-
ductive during the Boer War, with its close rapidly
returned to normal activity. This region has been enor-
mously productive, the mines near Kimberley having
yielded, according to one estimate, rough diamonds to a
value of approximately $250,000,000, during the period
from 1889 to June 30, 1003. It has also produced some
very large diamonds: the Jubilee diamond, found at
Ja^ersfontein, in 1893, weighed 972 carats, and the Culli-

nan diamond, found at the Premier mine January 25,

1905, weighed 3,026 carats, or one and one third pounds.
The latter stone measured 4x2^x2 inches, and was bounded
m part by natural octahedral faces and in partby cleavage
planes. The original stone before fracture had probably
nearly double the weight given.

—

Brazilian diamond,
a name given to small spherical or rounded crystals
of diamonds, in contradistinction to the Indian type
—the octahedral form. — Cape May diamonds.
Lake George diamonds, clear, well-formed quartz
crystals fancifully supposed to resemble diamonds.'

—

Indian diamond, tlie octahedral form of diamond.

—

Irish diamond, a name originally applied to rock-
crystal cut in diamond form, but more recently ap-
plied to a paste Imitation of a diamond when sold by
Irish dealers.—Rose diamond. See rose-cut.—Writing
diamonds, minute pointed cleavages of diamonds, se-

cured in steel or copper holders, used for making minute
marks, letters, or inscriptions on glass or similar sub-
stances.

II. a. .Diamond brown, cement, flavin, etc. See
•kbrovm, etc.—Diamond cotton. (&) A cotton diaper into
which a small diamond figure is woven.—Diamond
draw-dates, photograpb. See *draui-plate, *photo-
graph.

diamond-black (di'a-mond-blak"), ti. 1. The
trade-name of a very fine lampblack, almost
absolutely pure carbon, made in Ohio by the

smothered combustion of natural gas : used in

the preparation of printers'ink.— 2. Amordant
acid coal-tar color of the disazo type, derived
from salicylic acid. It dyes wool in an acid bath a
black which becomes exceedingly fast when after-treated

with potassium bichromate. It may also be applied upon
chromium-mordanted wool.

diamond-field (di'a-mgnd-feld), n. An area
which yields diamonds fi'om its superficial

as, the diamond-fields of South

Same as

Any of the

diameter, n. 3. The diameter (see def. 2) of

the object observed, taken as a convenient
measure of linear magnification used in micros-

copy and in telescopic work.

A magnification of 15 diameters or more is easy.

D. P. Todd, Stars and Telescopes, p. 320.

CoccTgeopubic diameter. See*coccygeopubic.— Con-
jugate diameter ofthe pelvis, a diameter of the brim
oFthe pelvis measured from the promontory of the sacmm
to the symphysis pubis.—Diameter limit, the diameter,

usually breast-high, which defines the size to which trees

are to be measured or used for any given purpose. Also

the inner diameter of the pelvis measured between the
sciatic notches.

diameter-tape (di-am'e-tfer-tap), «. A tape

for ascertaining the diameter of trees, so

graduated that the diameter corresponding to

the girth of a tree is read directly from the

tape.
Diametral curve. See *eurve.— Diametral plane.
(i) See*p!an«.

diamide (di-am'id), n. [<?i-2 -t- amide.'] 1.

Same as hydrazine.— 2. The name of a class

of organic compounds containing two univa-

lent amido groups, -CONH; they are derived

from dibasic acids.
Diamine azo-blue, black, etc. See -kazo-Uue, kUaek,

etc.—Diamine colors, the direct cotton coal-tai' colors

:

named because many of them are diamines. For specific

diamine colors see -kblv^, *red, -kgreen, etc.

diaminogen (di-a-min'o-jen), n. [diamine +
-gen.'] A direct" cotton coal-tar color of the

disazo type, preparedby combining diazotized

acetyl-naphthylamine-diamine with a-naph-

thylamine, diazotizing the product and com-

bining again with /3-naphthol-sulphonic acid,

andfinalhr saponifying with sodium hydroxid.

It dyes uumordanted cotton a daik bl ue in a salt bath. By

deposits
Africa.

dlamond-flg (di'a-mond-fig'), n.

'^diamond-plant.

diamond-fish (dl'a-mond-fish"), n.

garpikes (Lepidodeidie) : so named on account
of its diamond-shaped scales.

diamond-flounder ((ya-mond-floun"d6r), «.

A large flounder, Sysop'settd guttulata, found
on the Pacific coast of the United States.

diamond-frame (di'a-mond-fram), n. In a
bicycle, the truss made of hollow steel tubing,

brazed at the joints, by which the weight of

the rider is transferred to the axles of the

wheels. Its shape is approximately that of the

lozenge on a playing-card called the diamond.

See bicycle.

diamond-grain (di'a-mond-gran'O, n.

carat, 4.

diamondiferous'(<3i'''a-i'io^-'iif'S-™s)' **•

mond -^ L. -fer, <ferre, bear, -I- -o«a.]

mond-produoing: as, diamondiferous earth; a

diamondiferous country; diamantiferous.

diamond-plant (di'a-mond-plant), n. The ice-

plant, Mesembryanihemvm crystallinum. See

ice-plant.

diamond-plate, n. Z. In iron ship-building, a

piece of plate of conventional diamond shape

See

[dia-

Dia-

Diamond-plate.

uniting and strengthening parts which cross

each other at the same level.

diapherin

diamond-point, n. 2. In railroading, a cross-

ing where two tracks cross obliquely instead
of at a right angle. [Eng.]—Diamond-point
tool, (o) A pointed tool which takes a light chip, used
by pattern-makers for turning internal sm^aces. (b) A
tool which has a V-shaped point, used for turning and
grooving metal.

diamond-sparrow (di'a-mqnd-spar"6), n. One
of the honey-suckersj Oicseidse, Pardalotus
affinis, which is spangled with red, yellow,

white, and black. Also called diamond-bird.
[Australia.]

diamond-spot (di'a-mond-spot), n. A British

collectors' name for a fiuropean pyralid moth,
Sotys trigonalis.

diamond-truer (di'a-mgnd-tT8'"6r), n. A hand-
tool consisting of a sliort rod of steel with a
wooden handle, and having a black diamond
inserted in the poiut of the bar: used in dress-

ing and truing emery-wheels.

diamond-willow (cli'a-mond-wil'''6), n. See
willow^.

diamorphosis, n. 2. In physiol., growth into

normalshape.
diamylene (di-am'i-len), n. [di-2 -f- amyl

-I- -ene.] A colorless compound, (CH3)2(':
C(CH3)C(CH3)2CH2CH3, prepared by the ac-

tion of sulphuric acid on trimethylethylene.

It boils at 154-156° C.

Diana fritillary. See *fritillary.— 'Eiee of
Diana. See *tree.

diancister (di-an-sis't6r), n. [NL. diandstron,

< Gr. A-, double, -I- ajKiarpov, a fish-hook.] In

the nomenclature of the spicular elements of

sponges, a monaxial C- or S-shaped rhabd
with the ends sharply bent and with a central

excision.

diandrous, a. 2. In omith., having two male
mates.
dlanil (di-an'il), n. [(K-2 + ara7.]— DianUblaok,
blue. See -kblack, -kblue.

dianine (di-an'in), n. \dian{il) + -vne^.'] The
trade-name of a photographic developer cou-
sisting of diaminoresorcinol.

dianisidine (di-a-nis'i-din), n. [_di-^ + anisi-

ditie'.] An organic compoundformedby the con-
densation of two molecules of anisidine with
the elimination of two atoms of hydrogen.
— Dianisidine blue. See *blue.

dianium (dl-a'ni-um), n. [NL., < L. Diana,
Diana.] A name proposed by Von Kobell for
a supposed new element obtained from the
mineral columbite as found in Bavaria. It has
been shown to be the same as niobium.
Dianol red. See .*red^.

dianthine (di-an'thin), n. [Appar. < NL. Dian-
thus, pink, + -ine-.] A direct cotton coal-tar
color of the disazo type, derived from diamido-
azoxy-toluene, which dyes unmordanted cotton
red in an alkaline salt bath. Also called roso-

pherdne, rock scarlet, St. Denis red, and Trona
red.—Dianthine B and G, two coal-tar colors of thexan-
thene type, similar in properties and composition to ery-
throsin.

diap. An abbreviation of diapason.

diapalma (di-a-pal'ma), n. [Gr. 6m, through
(c£ diachylon^' Macodium, etc.), -1- L. palma,
palm.] A drying and cleansing plaster for-

merly composed of palm-oil, litharge, and sul-
phate of zinc, butnow generallymade of white
wax, diachylon plaster, and sulphate of zinc.

diapason, w.— Bell diapason, in organ-building, an
open diapason stop of which the pipes are flared or belled
at the top, which produces a slight increase in the reedy
quality of the tone.—Diapason clock. See itclook^.

diapause (di'a-p&z), n. [Gr. 6ia, through, -1-

Tzavaiq, stopping : see pause.] In embryol., the
stage of quiescence which separates two tjlas-

toWnetic movements in the insect embryo.
Wheeler, 1893.

diapensiaceous (di'^a-pen-si-a'shius), a. Be-
longing to the plant family DiapensiacesB.

diaphanie (de-a-fa-ne'), n. [F., < diaphane,

diaphanous.] ' A process for the imitation of

painted or stained glass. N. E. D.

diaphanoscope, n. 2. An illuminating appa-
ratus employed in diaphanoscopy.
diaphauoscopy (di"a-fa-nos'k6-pi), n. [dia-

phanoscope + -y'^.] Examination of a cavity,

such as the antrum of Highmore, or of a hollow
organ, such as the stomach, by means of trans-

illumination, an electric light being placed be-
hind or within the part.

diapherin (di-af'e-rin), n. [Gr. Sicufkpav, differ,

-I- -m2.] An amfier-colored compound of asep-

terol, HOCeHiSOaNHCgHgO, (1:2), used in

surgery as a powerful antiseptic. It forms hex-
agonal crystals which melt at 85° C.



diaphery

diaphery (di-af'e-ri), «. The calycine synthesis
of two flowers. Morren.
diaphoric (di-a-for'ik), a. [Gr. 6ia6opa, differ-
ence, + -ic] Of or pertaining to difEerences.
—Diaphoric function. See *functim.

diaphotOSCOpe (di-a-fo'to-skop), n. [Gr. did,

through, + 0uf (0IJT-), light, + OKOKelv, view.]
Sarae as ^diaphanoscope.
diaphragm, n., 2. (c) A thin ring or plate,
pierced with a hole which is usually, but not
always, circular. A series ol these is attached to the
inside of the tube of a telescope or other ojptical instru-
ment for the purpose of preventing reflections of light
from the inner walls of the tube. ((J) A' sheet or disk
of flexible material, confined at the edges, but
free to yield to pressure on one side or the
other : used in regulating-devices where pres-
sure is one element, and to operate valves by
a pressure from a distance, (e) In tunnel-
work, a partition separating the working-face
fromthe first chamber.— 6. In statisUcalmeeh.,

a portion of space, separating two ensembles
of systems of molecules, such that there is no
interchange of particles between the two.

This independence of the systems determined physi-

cally by forces which prevent particles from passing from
one system to the other, or coming within range of each
other's action, is represented mathematically by infinite

values of the energy for particles in a space dividing the

systems. Such a space may be called a diaphragm.
J. W. Gibbs, Statistical MeoL, p. 196.

7. In pathol., a membranous structure which
partly or completely closes the lumen of a
tube or cavity : as, inherited diaphragm of the
larynx. Med. Record, Jan. 17, 1903, p. 111.

—

Anbert diaphragm, in psychophys., an instrument for

controlling and vaiying the
amount of light admitted to a
dark room. It consists essen-

tially of two strips of blackened
metal which slide upon each
other in grooves; tile inner end
of each strip is cut out in
the form of a right-angled trian-

§le, so that the openmg of the
i^hragm is always a square.

—Diaphragm process, a pro-
cess for the electrolytic produc-
tion of caustic soda and chlorin
from a solution of common salt,

in which the products, sepa-
rated at the two opposite elec-

trodes, are prevented from
mixing by the interposition of a
porous diaphragm. Electro-
ehem. Industry, Sept, 1903,

p. 463.— Fericaxdlal dlar
phragm. Same aB pericardial
septum (which see, under peri-
cardial).— Secondary dia-
phragm, the transverse meso-
colon.

diaphragm (di'a-tram),
V. t. To interpose in the
path of a beam of light,

or in the field of an opti-

cal instrument, a screen
containing an aperture;
specifically, iapnotog., to

reduce the aperture of an objective by the
use of a diaphragm.
Generally speaking it would be an advantage to dia-

phragm the objective during the day.
STTiithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 137.

Diaphragmatic hernia, tic. See *hemia,
*tic.

diaphrSigmatically (di^a-frag-mafi-kal-i),
acw. By means of the" diaphragm : as, to

breathe diaphragmaticaUy.
diaphragm-furnace (di'a-fram-f6r''nas), n. A
farnace for roasting or oxidizing ores. It has
successive levels or shetves on which the ore is placed,

the ore becoming gradually hotter as it drops from level

to level toward the fire at the bottom.

diaphragm-valve (di'a-fram-valv"), n. 1. A
valve whose opening aiid closing are controlled

by the motion of a diaphragm.—2. A valve

to which aplate ordiaphragm is attached which
will move when the pressure of a liquid in

contact with one side of it reaches a certain

point.

diaphtherin (di-af'the-rin), n. [Appar. < Gr.

diaipdelpecv, destroy (f)"+ -in^.] Same as *oxy-

quinaseptol.

diaphthol (di-af'thol), ». Idiapih (mre) + -oi.]

The same as *quinaseptol.

Diaphus (di'a-fus), n. [NL., erroneously for

*Diaph6s, < &T. did, across, + 0ur (^ur-), light.]

A genus of lantern-fishes of the family Mycto-

phidx, characterized by having luminous spots

each divided by a cross-line (as in the Greek

letter theta, 61). D. theta is found on the coast

of California.

diaphyllons (di-af'i-lus),

lyphylloui.
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diaphysitis (di^a-fi-si'tis), n. [NL., < diaphysis

+ -iUs.} Inflammation of the shaft of a long
bone.
Diaporthe (di-a-p6r'the), n. [NL. (Nitschke,

1870), irreg. <'Gr. dmiropBelv, destroy, < 6iA,

through, + vopBelv, destroy.] A genus or

pyrenomycetous fungi having the membrana-
ceous perithecia buried in a more or less dis-

tinct stroma which may be either valsoid or
effuse, and consists of the slightly blackened
substance of the host. The spores are uniseptato
and hyaline and sometimes appendiculate. Over 400 spe-
cies have been described, occurring on a great variety of

plants throughput the temperate regions. D. parasitica
causes chestnut-blight or canker, a destructive disease in
the eastern United States. See oak 'kcarUcer.

diapositive (di-a-poz'i-tiv), n. [dia- +positive.']

In photog., a " transparent positive picture
(such as a lantern-slide), made from a nega-
tive.

If one of these views be printed aa a diapositive, and
superposed on the other negative, a composite picture
will be produced. Sd. Am«r., June 25, 1904, p. 494.

diapsid (di-ap'sid), a. [Gr. Sl-, two-, + aV^f
(di/jjd-), arch : see apse."] Having two temporal
arches like the members of the reptilian sub-
class Diapsida.
Diapsida (di-ap'si-da), ». pi. [NL., < Gr. 6i-,

Three Aubert dia-

phragms, mounted side by
side in a wooden frame, for
insertion in the wall of a
daric room. The grooves
carry scales, and the upper
metal strips carry corre-
sponding marks, so that
the size of the square open-
ings can be read ofT. The
grooves also carry clips
for holding strips of ground
or colored glass. A ^lass
strip is shown in position
over the two smaller open-
ings.

a. Same as dia-

Skull of Hatteria (Sphenodon functatutn), a typical diapsidan
reptile.

a, supratemporal fossa; 6, superior temporal arch or arcade ; c,

infra- or laterotemporal fossa; d, inferior temporal arch or arcade.
The specimen figured is young, the teeth of an old hatteria being
fused in one mass.

two-, -I- aV'f; arch.] A subclass of Septilia
which contains those forms with (primarily)
two temporal arches, a relatively small squa-
mosal, large quadrate, and coracoid and pro-
coraeoid early coalescing, or the procoraeoid
degenerate : contrasted with *Synapsida. Os-
hom, 1903.

diapsidan (di-ap'si-dan), a. Belating to or
having the characters'of the reptilian subclass
Diapsida: as, diapsidan types of shoulder-
girdle.

Diaptosauria (di-ap-to-s&'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.,
in allusion to the doulile tenrporal arch, < Gr.
Si-, two-, -1- o^i'f, arch ( < awretv, fasten), 4-

aavpoq, lizard.] A superorder of primitive
reptiles established by Osbom to include those
having a skull with two temporal arches and
vertebrae typically amphicoelous. Hypocentra
may be present throughout the vertebral column or lack-
ing in the dorsal region; abdominal ribs or plastron
always prosent. There are several ordera included in the
group. The hatteria, Sphenodon, is a typical and the
only living member of the group.

diarch (di'Srk), a. [Gr. 6i-, two-, + apx^, be-
ginning.] In bot., having two protoxylem
groups, as the steles of roots.

The diarch roots of a Sphenophyllum have been de-
scribed by Renault, who has also investigated the leaves.

Bncyc. Brit., XXXL 412.

diaremia, diarsmia (di-a-re'mi-S), «. [NL.
diarsemia and diarrhiemia (?), appar. irreg.

formed from dtappeiv, flow through : see diar-

rhea.^ A watery condition of the blood, with
an excessive transudation of serum through
the walls of the blood-vessels, frequently seen
in sheep which are severely infested with par-
asites.

diarrhea, n.—Camp diarrhea, a bowel disturbance,
often dysenteric in character, which affects bodies of
troops in camp.—Cochin China diarrhea, a form of
chronic diarrheawhich occurs endemically in Cochin China.
Jour. Exper. Med.,yi. 87.—Diarrheaalba. SameaswAite
diarrhea.—Summer diarrhea, a diarrhea occurring in
hot weather, believed to be caused by ptomaines in food
which is undergoing the first stages of decomposition.—
Vicarious diarrhea, watery intestinal discharges
occurring as a result of nature's efforts to remove excre-
mentitious matterwhich is accumulating in consequencje of
impaired action of the kidneys or the skin.

diascMstic (di-a-skis'tik), a. [Gr. "diaaxi-oTOi,

< d«a(T,^ifeiv, separate.] In petrog.,'s, term useu
by BrSgger (1894) to designate rocks derived
by differentiation from a common magma
prior to their eruption.

Diatrypacese

diaspid (di-as'pid), ». [Qv. 6i, -two, + dairk

(domi-), shield.] In the nomenclature of the
spicular elements of sponges, a monaxial short

rhabd with expanded flattened ends.

diasporometer (di"a-8po-rom'e-t6r), n. [Gr.

iiaa-TTopd, dispersion," + /j,hpov, measure.] A
device for producing and measuring the dis-

persion of Ught.

diastase, n,— Xalca diastase, a diastase, derived from
the fungus Aspergillus oryzse, discovered by the Japanese
chemist Takamine. It does not give the reaction for

peroxydases, but shows to a high degree the power of de-

composing hydrogen dioxid. It is a medicinal prepara-

tion.

diastasic (di - as - ta ' sik), a. Idiastase + -ic.

Cf. diastatic.'] Of or pertaining to diastase. U.

S. Dept. Agr., Bep. 68, p. 16.

diastasimetry (di "a - sta - sim ' e - tri), n. [Gr.

Stdaraaig, difference (see diastase), + -/lerpia, <

/tirpov, a measure.] The determination of the
diastatic power of a substance, that is, of its

capability of converting starch into dextrose.

diastema, n. 3. In cytol., the pale region in

the cytoplasm or area of sparser protoplasmic
fibrillsB which foreshadows the division-plane

in karyokinesis, or indirect cell-division.

diastematic (di-as-tf-mat'ik), a. [Gr. So-

daTi}ua{T-), interval, -f-' -ic] Pertaining to or
of the nature of a diastema.
diastematomyelia (di-a-ste^ma-to-mi-e'li-a),

n. [NL., < Gr. SidaTii/ia(T-), interval, + fiveijiq,

marrow. J A congenital condition in which the
spinal cord is in two separate lateral halves.

diastoloscope ((^-anstol'o-skop), n. Gr. Sia-

BTo>Ji, separation, distinction, + ukoweIv, view.]
An eyepiece for the microscope which, in place
of lenses, has two cones on a common axis.

Diastema (di -as 'to -ma), n. [NL., < Gr. Std,

through (?), + (rr(5/aa," mouth.] A genus of
platypodous gastropods of the family Pyra-
rmdeUidSB. They have turreted shells with flat whorls
transversely ridged and spirally lined, and the aperture
separate from the body whorL The species occur in
Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks.

diastral (dl-as'tral), a. [NL. *diastrum, dias-

ter, + -aP-."] Kelating or pertaining to a
diaster : as, the diastral sta^e in the division
of a single ceU-nuoleus into two.

diastrome (^-as'trdm), n. [Gr. Std, through,
+ arpa/m, layer.] In geol., the splitting or
sedimentary rocks alon^ their bedding-planes.
diastrophic (di-as-trof'ik), a. [Gr. Siaarpo^^,

distortion, + -»c.] Pertaining to upheavals or
displacements in the earth's crust ; of the na-
ture of diastrophism.

It is desirable that a boring be made, as deep as pos-
sible, in a Plutonic rock. A mass should be selected
which is of great age and which has not for many geologic
periods been subjected to diastrophic changes.

Rep. Carnegie Inst., 1902, p. 286.

Diastrophic geology, that branch of geology which
treats of upheavals and dislocations in the earth s crust

diastrophism (di-as'tro-fizm), n. [Gr. Suunpix^.
distortion, H- -ism,.'\ in geol., a general term
suggested by J. W. Powell for all the varieties
of deformation of the earth's crust. As elab-
orated by G. £. Gilbert^ it is of two varieties : orogeny,
or the upheaval of mountains, and epeirogeny, or the
production of continents. U. S. Qeol. Surv., Monograph
1, pp. 3, 340.

diathermanosity (di'<'a-th6r-ma-nos'i-ti), n.
Same as diathermanoe.

"

The diathermoTiosity of water and certain solutions.
Nature, LXVTL 425.

diathesis, n—Urlc-acld diathesis, a theoretical con-
dition in which uric acid is formed in abnormal amount
within the body and tends to be deposited in the tissues.

diatomaceons, a. 2. Containing' or made up
of diatoms : as, diatomaceons earth. See infu-
sorial earth, under infusorial.

diatome (di'a-tom), n. Same as diatom.
diatomean (di'a-to'me-an), n. Same as diatom.
diatom-earth (di'a-tom"-6rth"), n. A sedimen-
tary deposit composed of the abandoned frus-
tules of diatoms; infusorial earth. Geikie,
Text-book of Geol., p. 179.

diatom-ooze (6i' a-tom-Sz*), n. An extremely
fine deep-sea deposit consisting of the aban-
doned frustules of diatoms. Geikie, Text-book
of Geol., p. 179.

Diatonic interval. Se& interval, 5.

diatropic (di-a-trop' ik), a. [Gr. Sid, across,
+ -Tponog, < Tptmiv, turn, -1- -ic] In hot.,
transverse to the direction of the stimulus or
operating force: said of organs so placing
themselves.
Diatrypacese (di"a-tri-pa'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
<Diatrype + -acek.'] A family of pyrenomy-
cetous fungi, named from the genus Diatrype.



Diatrype 365 dichogeny

Diatrype (di-a-tii'pe), n. [NL. (Fries, 1849), in which derivatives of the aromatic hjrdro- dlcacodyl (di-kak'o-dil), n. [di-^ + cacodyl.']

irreg. < Gr. 'itarpimav, bore through, < did, carbons serve for the production of a positive A colorless highlypoisonous compound, (CH3)2
through, + rpuirav, bore.] A genus of pyre- image capable of development in color. Paper, AsAs(CH3)2, prepared by the action of zinc on
nomycetous fungi having the perithecia sunken calico, silk, or wool is impregnated with a solution of one cacodyl chlorid. It melts at - 6" C, boils at 170° C,
iTi a dftvlr />n1n?ai1 flo+tonoS ofliiaa afrnmii of a group ol dyestuffs of which primulin, the sodium has an offensive smell, and inflames spontaneously in thein a aarK-COlorea nattenea ettuse stroma

guiphonate of a complex amido base, is typical, and presence of air or Jhlorin. Also caUed tetrim^hyldi-
Whieh IS at first covered by the outer bark ot washed in cold water, and the dyestuff is diazotized by arsenide.
the host. The ostiola perforate the surface of the stroma the action of acold solution of sodium nitrite sharply j:_ni„s„ CrIi-liHl'silrl n Trii 2 4- enlp(Uim\ +
at maturity, a fact to which the name refers. The spores acidified by hydrochloric, sulphuric, or other acid. After °^°'}^'i)r^^\r !'.„ - „' T„u f^!.!*^JI
are simple, allantoid, and hyaline or yellowish. About washing in cold water, the tissue is exposed behmd a -*c.J in cnem., containing, as a salt, two atoms
70 species have been descnbed ; they occur chiefly on photographic positive, a drawing, or some natural object, of calcium. Dicalcic phosphate (Ca2H2(P04)o) forms
the branches ot various trees. D. Stigma is A common The image is then developed by the use of a weak solu- the chief part of the so-called ' reverted phosphate ' in

species on the oak. t'on of a suitable phenol or amine, as an alkaline solution fertilizers which by keeping have lost the soluble charac-

ilioiilin ^Hi a'Hlr^ /r ffii. MniiTinr a flmihlB oj ^-naphthol for red, of phenol for yellow. Or of eikono- ter o£ the original monocfloic phosphate or superphos-
ttiaUllC (.dl-a Ilk), a. IhiV. d^MOf, a QOUDie gen for blue. The picture is then washed. Also known phate of lime (CaH4(P04)o).
pipe or course, < <5(-, two-, + aw/uif, a pipe.] ae the primidin process. rtlparTinnip Vdi kar-bon'ikl a rdi-H + ear-
1. Of or pertaining to the diaulos, or .fouble diazurin. diazurine (di-az'u-rin), ». m«^o-) "^S'cUaStwo cS-Cic-aeidradicals
course in ancient (Seek racing.- S. In nooL, + azure + 4n^.1 A direct coal-tar color of the _o co OH 13ZlS sSmes i^^
divided into two duets, as the hermaphrodite disazo type, derived from dianisidine. it dyes .or^^^l-^u^eliTd^arSic

^°"'^'^™^' ''^

duct from the ovotestis of gastropodous mol- unmordaiitSd cotton a dull violet in a salt bath, but for
correctly "sea lor mcaroomiiw.

,
,. „ ,

lusks. Sedateicfe, Text-book of ZoBl., I. 378. the best results subsequent diazotizing and development dlCarbOXyUC (dl-kar"bok-Sll ik), a. ["*"''
"f

ilioTriol (AR a\r'^ -n n Tii,. A, +wn -I- T.
"'*'' /3-naphthol are necessaiy. Upon development it carboxyl + -Jc] Containing two earboxyl

Oiaxiai tai-aK si-ai;, a. lw. o«-, two-, -r u. gives a navy blue. crones —CO OH, in the molecule, as an or-
<m*, axis,_+ -aii.:^ Same as toi. dibasicity (di-ba-sis'i-ti), «. iaiahasu> + 4ty.] fl^nTcWoiad '

'

diaxon (di-ak son), n. [NL., < (xr. dt-, two-. In c?(e»j., the character of being dibasic ; the Htpnatinrdi kast'ik^ a rdieast + -ie ^ Of ner-

tto&c"vliLi"™rs
"'""""' ^'""^ faracterofanacidaseontaininltwoatomsofdica^^lgt^^^^^^^

two axiB-cylinder processes. hydrogen replaceable by a more basic or elec- dicasti: as, the dieastic assembly; the dieastic
diazeuXLB, n. 2. A disjunctive proposition

:

tropositive element or radical. badee
so called, it would appear, by the immediate dibatag (dib'a-tag), M. [E. African.] J^V^-iiirJaitmR a A simoUfied snellins of dwerta-
successors of Aristotle in his school. culiartntelope, Ammod<^cas clarkei, found in ^i^

simpimea spelling oi mcepna

^azin, diazine (di-az'in), «. idi^ + azine.-] Somaliland. it resembles the gazelles, but has a long, DiceUocephalus (di-sel-6-sef'a-lus), ». [Also
The name of a class ot cyclic organic com- slender neck, somewhat like that of the gerenuk. The n!;^^I;^^I5lIt>l»,o ivrT i C. "Xli^Al.n a fwr,
nmiTida contaiTiinff two nitroffRTi atom<! in the females are hornless; the horns of the males are recurved Ihkellocephalus. NL., < (ir. di/ce/Ua, a two-
pounds containing two nitrogen atoms in tbe ^^ ^.j^^^^^ ^^ the base. prongedlioe, a mattock, + icefaA^, head.] A
*mL ISLX'^-°la^ ^^^> "iiO' «*«• Sec ^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^.^g j^^j^^ ^ ^^^ ^^p^^ ^j ^^^ j.^j_j widely distributed genus of Cambrian trilobites

Tk: ^Vi.-v 1.1... „4.., a„„*i,7„»7, *i,7,.« „+„ Columbian Museum for 1902-3 is formed by two plates having a large creseentic cephalon with conate,
Diazo black, blue, etc. See*6tocfc,*6Jtte,ete^ representinggroups-theoneof the diSaea^,, or Clarke's transversely grooved glabellum, 9 thoracic
diaZOacetlC (di-az"o-a-set'ik), a. \d%azo- + gazeUe, and the otherof the spotted hyaina-mounted in „„„„p^*„ ' 3 „ fanJUje nvffidium bearinc
aceUcI Noting an ether, a lemon-yellow oil, the museum. l^a^ure. Sept 8, 1904, p. «8. ^e^m^ente,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^
^^*"^g

n >nH0OOC„H» -nrenared bv the action of
"^^^^^l, n. 2. A plautmg implement which

flicephalus (di-sef'a-lus), n.
;
pi. dicepMU (-li).

II >CHCOOC2H5, prepared by the action ot carries the seed in the handle and drops it
tNlT., < Gr. W<(,a;iiV, two-headed, < di-, two-,

nitrous acid on ethyl aminoacetate it ci^stal- ^^t ^%rSl ""L^^^M.:, Sin"] - +
'^'^l^'

^-^"^
''^°P^'''T^^^Tmlizes at low temperatures, melts at -22° C, boils at84' C. o a „„;. „f wheels drawn bv a horse and DlCeratldaB (dis-e-rat'l-de), n. pi. [NL.., < Ih-

under 61 miUimeters pressure, has a characteristic pene- f • ^ V^^ or waeeis drawn oy a norse, ana
(-eerat-) + 4d^.l A family of extinct

trating unpleasant smeU, and explodes in contact with furnished with cogs which make holes for seed
: i^Se„dLmaceoiis nelecvnods ofwhioh IHeeras

concentrated sulphuric acid or after prolonged boUing. used in cotton-planting. [Southern U. S.]
teleoaesmaceous peJecypoas or wnicn mceras

It is more correctly termed e«As/idia8oacctate, and is used ^...,.2 cdili'liTKr'* « Thp apt of tilanHni^
IS tHe typical genus,

in organic syntheses. °i^?r?^Hiiwp ^Lkhhl.\ « i
P^*'^*™g diCG-top (to'top), n. A top with numbers on

diazoamino .(di-az"'o-am'in-6), n. [Detached ^^*^ » ^^^^^- S«« ***'«^> «"• *•
its sides, one of which will be uppermost when

use of diazamino-, < diazo- + amine.'] The mhUing is not a method suited for sowing large areas, the top comes to rest after being spun ; a tee-
name of a class of organic compounds contain- but is useful in filling up WarOEs. totum.

-^-.- ..-r?T.r.rv.« « m. i .
Ji.H. It afcace, Agriculturc, p. 181. ,, ^ J .,_ ,,.,. r. j.-, j . ^

ing the group RN:NNHR'. These substances , , x, , i\ rj- > j. i , , dicetyl (di-set'il), m. Same as *<lo«nco»tone.

are often incorrectly termed dja«ort»ii(ioderiva- dlbenzoyl (di-ben zo-il), «. iat-'' + benzoyl.] dicbamphitriane (di-kam''fi-tri'en), n. [Gr.
tives; they are readily converted into aminoazo 1- Same as l)enzil.— 2. A combining fonu g, in two, + iulfi, on both sides, + rpcaiva,

compounds, many of which are dyes. ^^ed m organic chemistry to in^c^e the
trident.] In the nomenclature of the spieular

diazobeilzene(di-az"6-ben'zen),«. Idiazo-
presence of two benzoyl radicals (CeHsCO-) elements of sponges, an amphitrirene in which

+ 6Se]^A univalent orgaiio rUical, ,^."-
^l^^ ^° ««"!«

"/.^ ^"'"PO^d. the cladisks are bificated."^

CeHgNiN-orCeHgN-. Derivatives of both dlbenzyl (di-ben zil),». [d_^2 + 6e»^;.] A
jjj j^ ^ j (dik"a-pet-a-la'se-e), n. pi.

^
III

colorless compound, CeHsCHaCHgCeHs, pre-
"^^.l. ^^gier, i896), < Dichapetalum + -acel]

k P?r^,^yT<.**^
action of sodium on benzyl i fai^ily^f 'dicotyledonous choripetalons oI-

forms are known, those of the latter being «^lo"^-
.}U°l^^

monoebme crystals melting sometimes sympetalous plants of the order
termed 6e««e»edia.e;om*Mm compounds.-Dlazo- at oi.o-oAO v^., ana dous at /S4 (,. Also

<jeraTOiate«, typified by the genus 7)icfeopeta?M»H,

, „ •, .Pww/^
as^lBA^momtncaldiph^Uthane.^ and characterized by regu&r 5-merouS flowers

benzeneiinlde,apale-yellowodycompound,CeHBN<ii, diblastic (di-blas'tik), a. [Gr. d^-, two-, + borne from a scaly involucre or cup-shaped
prepared by the action of hydrazin on benzene diazo- poff1"<if, germ.] Composed of two gemi-layers

; disk. There are 3 genera and about 89 species, natives of

nium sulphate. It has an aromatic ammoniacal odor, and having the character of or bemg in the condi- tropical Africa and America and Madagascar. They are

boils at 73.6° C. under 22-24 milltaieters pressure. The tion of a dlblastula. See diblastula. trees, shrubs, or woody vines with alternate entire coria-

vapor causes a flow of tears. Also called triazobenzem -nrhnVh-riAiat-a M^ Tin +lim/l ,• 5'+a^ « »,7 rVT ceous leaves and small fiowers in compound cymes in the

aniLphenyloyelotriazm. DlbOtnriaiata(dl-Do-thrid-l-a ta),M. »«. [JNL,.,
axils or apparently on the petioles of the leaves. See

Hia!7nii.?difl yo'ik^ a Vdiazo- + -ie^ Noting *> <*'• ^'"J *'"°-> '^ ^^- iothndmm + -ata^.] -kDichapetalum.

a dZ of or^a^o'aromS acids contM^Sf A group of Cesto»*a. The soolex is provided with Dichapetalum (dik-a-pet'a-lmn), ». [NL.
a class ot oreamo aromatic aems containing

^^g two suckers, or bothria, these bemg situated respec- (Thouars, 1806), in allusion to the two lobes
the radical ENHNO2 or the tautomeric form tj^eiy „„ ^^ ^oiaai. and the ventral aspect, and the uterus \f the nptals i (iv AVaTt, two Z^tral^vBN : NO . OH. communicates with the exterior. It mclndes the order 5>I jne petals, \ W. Oixa, m two, 1- KETaAov,

JSo»nn,-,iTn C/li o tS't,! iiml » Tdaaen + -n. Psevdophyllidea. The majority of the members of this leaf (petal).] A genus of plants, type of the
aiazoniiun (dl-a-zo ni-um), «. \mazo- -r n

group are parasitic in fresh-water fishes, though certam tamWy DichapetaUcese. There are about 70 species,
-h -»«»».] A basic organic radical, JIJM. »ome ones aie found in birds and in man. chiefly natives of Afiica and Madagascar. One of these is

111 DibothriOCephalUS (di-both''ri-6-sef'a-lus), m. known as rat-ijoisoji.

N [Gr.dt- two-, -I- |3oflpto», dim. of ^(i0pof7 a pit, + dichlorbcnzene (da-kl6r-ben'zen), m. [di-2

+

of the diazonium compounds are regarded as
Ke(i,aX^, head.] The older name of the genus chlor(ine) + benzene.] One of three com-

tautomerie forms of diazo compounds. JSothrioeephaUis (which see). pounds with the formula C6H4CI2, distin-

diazotate (di-az'o-tat), n. [d»-2 -f- a«ofe (see
Jii,otryoid(di.i[,ot'ri-oid),a. [di-^ + botryoid.] guished bv the prefixes oriho-, meta-, para-,

diazo-) + -ate\] A salt of an acid, EN : NOH. fi„™T,„„-„iiV hntrvoid • havino' the aeeondarv ^^ "^^ colorless ; the flrst two are liquids, and the last is

Tt mav he rewarded as a tautomeric form of
J^ompoundlybotryoid

,
naving tne seconaary

crystalline solid melting at 63" C. and boiling at 172° C.
It may be regarded ^^ *

J?'H.'^°™,®"^f
°™ °i branches botryoid, as in a compound umbel, a The others boU at 179° c.\nd 172° c. respectivSy.,

a diazonium nydroxid KJNOrl, and must not .„„„;„i„ „*„ •" ' j. 1. vi i.- /j- 1 - 1.1 1J.-1 \ m s-J
III

panicle, etc. dichoblastic (di-ko-blas'tik), a. [Gri.Sixa,iD.

'^ dibranchious (di-brangk'1-us), a. [Gr. 61-, two, + phurri;, germ, + -ic] In bot., sym-

be confused with salts of dlazoic acid. ^°-' + /'W^'"' g"l«' + "«««•] ^^^"g *^° podlally dichotomous. Celakovsky.

jjr.«jS-»*;«J^//i5 1.,'/^ H .rg'ehnnl « r/7i/j!»n brauchisB. dichocaltrop (di-ko-kal'trop), n. [Gr. ocxag

"^>? +'!f^«ri ^ The o^eration-of tr^atin^lt Dibrancbus (di-brang'kus), n. [NL., < 6c-, "f^^, in two, + E. caltrop.]' In the nomen-

afidt "ifor^^ound with^sodium nitrite anlhT t'^"'- + ^P^rxa, for |pay;t»v, rill.] A genus ^latui'e of the spieular elements of sponges, a

Zph^ntTFpJJl l^the nroductTM of a diaJo o* deep-sea frogfishes of the family Ogeocephal- caltrop with bifurcate arms. See *caWop, 4.

com^md
production of a diazo

.^^ ^ atlanUcus abounds in the abysses of dichogamism (di-kog'a-mizm), n. [Gr. %«,
diazotize (di-az'6-tiz), «.*. ;.pret. and pp. <ii-

the Gulf Stream. „. . , , ,. s, .
in two, + 7Vf, marriage.] Complete herma-

atoUzed,pi>T.diazotizing. [dJ+ azote 4 4ze.] dlbrom-, dlbromo-. [di-2 + brorn(ine).] A phroditism, or the presence of tfie accessory

In chem to treat an aromatic amido compound combinmg form used m organic chemistry to reproductive organs as well as of the gonads

with nitrous acid so as to introduce the diazo- indicate the presence of two bromine atoms in of both sexes. G. H. Zewes

croup of two united atoms of nitrogen which the molecule of the compound. dichogamy, n. 2. In zool, the maturation

togeOier behave as a dyad radical. By this dibromide (di-bro'mid), ». [di-^ + lrom{ine) in hermaphroditic animals of the ova and

reaction various brilliant dyestuffs are ob- + 4de^.] Incftem., a compound containing two sperm at different times so as to preclude selt-

tained. S«wi«er, Handbook of Indust. Chem., atoms of bromine united to a dyad element or fertilization. ., ., r/-. j- ^

48g radical: as, ethylene dJ6romJ^. dichogeny (di-koj e-ni), m. [trr. ()t;i;o, in two,

diazotVBe (di-az'6-tip ), ». In p^oto./., a dibutyl (di-bii'til), ». \di- + butyl.] Same as + -/ct^c, -producing.] The normal develop-

methoTof photographic dyeing and printing, *octane. ment of cells and tissues in an organism m



dichogeny

different ways, in accordance with normal
changes in the conditions to which they are
exposed.

Oicnogrraptus (di-ko-grap'tus), n. [NL., < Gr.
iixa, in two, + ypairroq, written, engraved
(see graptolite).'] A genus of Silurian grapto-
lites in which the hydrosome consists of 8
simple monoprionidian arms originating from
the funiole, the latter enveloped in a circular
disk.

dichophyllotrisene (di-ko-fil-o-tn'en), n. [Gr.
6ixa, in two, + (jivXkov, leaf, +" rpiaiva, trident.]
In the nomenclature of the spicular elements
of sponges^ a phyllotrisene in which the flafr^

tened cladisks are forked.

dichopterous (di-kop't6r-us), a. [Gr. Sixa, in

two, + TT-epdv, wing.] In entom., having cut
or emarginate wings. Syd. Soc. Lex.

dichoptic (di-kop'tik), a. [Gr. dixa, in two, +
E. opiJc] Having the eyes distinctly sepa-
rated, not joined together above, as with many
insects. Opposed to *holopUc. Cambridge Nat.
Hist., VI. 440.

Dichorisandra (di"ko-ri-san'dra), n. [NL.
(Mikan, 1820^, irreg. i Gr. St-, two, + x"/''?"",
separate, + av^p (avdp-), a male (anther).] A
genus of plants of the family Commelinaeese.
There are about 30 species, natives of tropical America,
some of wliich are grown in choice glass-houses for their

striking habit and foliage. The flowera, usually not very
showy individually, are blue, and grow in large panicle-

like clusters. The best-known species in cultivation is

D. thyrsifijora from Brazil. It has large lanceolate green
leaves. Another horticultural favorite is D. nwsaica; it

has variegated foliage.

dichost (di'kost), n. [Gr. Six") in ^'^o^ +
bariov, bone.] In ichtJi., a bone anterior to

the bones above the myodome ; the basisphe-
noid. It is very improbable that the bone named basi-

sphenoid in fishes is the homologue of the basisphenoid
of the higher vertebrates. T. Oitl.

dichotic (di-kot'ik), a. [Gr. i'tx^j in two, +
pjf (uT-), ear, + -ic] Involving the use of both
ears for the simultaneous hearing of tones of
different pitch : opposed to diotic : as, dichotic

audition ; a dichotic experiment.

dichotomistic (di-kot-o-mis'tik), a. Of or per-
taining to dichotomy or dichotomists : as, the
djc/wfomisiJc principle of classification.

dichotomized (di-kot'o-mizd), p. a. Divided
in half: said of the moon or of one of the in-

ferior planets at the moment when exactly
half of the disk is illuminated.

dichotomy, n— Bostryclioid dicbotomv. Same as
helicoid dichotomy (which see, under AcKcoic^.—Law Of
dichotomy, Mendel's law of ancestral inheritance. See
•kinheritance. Davenport, in Science, Jan. 16, 1905.

dichotria^nic (di"k6-tri-e'nik), a. EesembUng
a dichotrisene, or cliaraeterized by a possession
of dichotriBBnes.

dichotrider (di-ko-tri'd6r), n. [Gr. dixa, in

two, + TpiSeipoc, three-necked (see *trider).']

In the nomenclature of the spicular elements
of sponges, a trider having t^ee arms diehot-

omous. See *trider.

dichotypy (di'ko-ti-pi), n. [Gt. 6ixa, in two,
-I- TvTTog, t3T)e, -f- -^*.] The occurrence of two
different forms of the same organ on the same
plant or stock.

dichoxytrisene (di-kok-si-tn'en), n.
,
[Gr. 6ixa,

in two, + oftif, sharp, -I- rpiaiva, trident.] In
the nomenclature of the spicular elements of

sponges, a dichotrisene in which the divided

branches are acute.

dichroiscope (di-kro'i-skop), n. Saane as di-

chroscope.

dichroitic (di-kro-it'ik), a. Same a,B dichroic.l.

dichromat, dichromate (di-kro'mat), n. [Gr.

di-, two-, + xP"H-a{T-), color.] One who pos-

sesses- only two of the three normal primary
color-sensations; a red-blind or green-blind

person. The term presupposes the correctness

of the Young-HelnJioltz theory of color-vision.

dichromatea (di-kro'ma-ted), a. In photog.,

acted on with abichromate.

dichromic, a- 2. In opWcs, having the property
of dichroism ; diohroic— Dichromic acid. Same as

kpyroohromic acid or -kaMhydrochromic aeld (H2Cr207).

dichromism (di'kro-mism), n. [Gr. Sixpa/wg,

two-colored, < 6i-, two-, + XP<^I^, eolor, -I- 4«m.^

Color-blindness as regards one of the three so-

called primary colors of the Young-Helmholtz

theory. . ^

dichronouB, a. . 2. In hot., having two periods

of growth in one year. Syd. Soc. Lex.

dichrooscope (di-kro'o-skop), n. [Gr. Si-, two,

-f- xpo"' color, + ammelv, view.] An instru-

ment for the blending of colors, devised by

Heinrich Dove. Beams of colored light are produced
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by transmission through stained glass and the proportion

of their admixture is regulated by a polaiizing arrange-

ment m» . .

dick-a-Tuesday (dik-a-tiiz'da), n. The Ignis

fatuus; will-o'-the-wisp; jack-o'-lantern.

dickcissel (dik-sis'el), n. [Said to be imita-

tive.] The black-throated bunting, Spiza amer-

icana, a small member of the sparrow family.

It is abundant in many parts of the eastern United States,

ranging west to Nebraskaand south to Arizona. The male
has a black patch on the throat and some yellow markings,

but the general color above is grayish brown. See Spiza,

witiicut

Dickensesaue (dik"eiiz-esk'), a. Eesembling
or peculiar to the style of Charles Dickens, the

novelist.

Dickensian (di-ken'zi-an), a. Of or pertaining

to Charles Dickens, the novelist (1812-70), orto

his writings or style : as, Dickensian char-

acters.

Dlckensiana (dik"enz-i-a'na), n. pi. {Dickens
+ -i- +-ana.'] Collections of sayings, anecdotes,
relics, manuscripts, books, editions, works,
etc., relating to or connected in any way with
Charles Dickens, the novelist.

An important Dickens Exhibition will be held at the
Memorial' Hall, Farringdou Street, on March 26th, 26th,

and 27th, under the auspices of the Dickens Fellowship.
Tliis is the first exhibition of JHckensiana ever held in

London. AtTienseum, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 243.

dickpfennig (dik'pfen''''ig), ». [G., 'thick
penny.'] A billon coin of Strassburg in Al-
sace in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies, equal to 6 batzen.
Dicksoniese (dik-so-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Dicksonia + -ese.l One ol the three tribes com-
prising the family of terns Cyatheacese. It is distin-

guished from the other two by having the indusium ex-

m)rse and formed at lea£t in part by the more or less

modified opposed leaf-segment, and further by having the
ring of the sporangium providedwith a stomium of thinner
cells. It includes among others the important genera
CibotiAi'm and Dicksonia. See -ACyatheacese.

dickthaler (dik'ta'lfer), n. [G., ' thick dollar.']

A small and thick Austrian silver coin of the
year 1484, bearing a portrait of the Archduke
Sigismund.
dickyl, ».—Dicky Sam, » nickname for a native of
Liverpool, England.

dicky* (dik'i), a. [Attrib. use of Dicky, dim.]
Poor in quality or condition ; ' sorry '

;
' queer '

:

as, a dicky lot; a dicky concern. [Slang.]

dicky-daisy (dik'i-da''''zi), n. See *daisy.

Diclonius (di-kl6'ni-us), n. [NL., < Gr. dt-,

two-, + (it is said) iMvig, the sacrum.] A
genus of dinosaurian reptiles described by
Cope as having elongated skulls with'extended
and very broad snout, very large nostrils, and
subrectangular orbits. The teeth are closely ar-

ranged in an alveolar groove opening inward, the succes-
sional teeth forming several tectiform series. It occurs
in the Ci-elaceoua rocks and is generally regarded as sy-

nonymous with Hadrosaurus and Trachodtm.

dicoelious (^-se'li-us), a. Same as diecekms.

dicondylic (di-kon-dil'ik), a. [Gr. 8i-, two-,
+ k6v&u?ix>c, a knob, condyle.] Same as dicon-

dylian. [Bare.]

diconic (^-kon'ik), a. Noting an acid, a color-

less compound, CgHigOe, prepared by the ac-

tion of concentrated hydrochloric acid on citric

acid at 200° C. It forms small crystals, prob-
ably of the monoeliuic system, and melts at
199-200° C.

dicot (di'kot), n. A colloquial reduction, among
botanists, of dicotyledon.

dicotyl (di-kot'il), n. [Gr. 6t-, two-, + KOTiXti,

socket (see cotyledon).'] Same as dicotyledon.

The main development of the early Dicotylg and other
plants constituting the best horizon markers took place
in the late Jurassic. Amer. Jour. Sd., Dec, 1903, p. 416.

dicotyledonary (di-kot-i-le'don-a-ri), a. [di-

eotyledon + -aryi.] Pertaining or relating to
dicotyledons. N. E. D. _

Dicranacese (di-kra-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< IHcramim + -acese.'] A large family of acro-
carpous mosses of the order Bryales. it is typified
by the genus Dicram/wm (which see), and characterized
by erect stems, awl-shaped or bristle-shaped leaves, a
simple peristome of 16 teeth, and 1-celled spores. There
are 48 genera, chiefly of the temperate zones (only 2 occur-
ring in the tropics), growing in low, moist ground and
forming sod or turf.

dicranobranchiate (di-kra-no-brang'ki-at), a.

and n. I. a. Relating to or characteristic of
the Dioranobranchia, or possessing pliunose
dorsal gills.

II. TO. One of the Dicranobranchia.

Dicranopteris (di-kra-nop'te-ris), TO. [NL.
(Bernhardi, 1806), < 'Dicranuhi + Gr. wrepig,

a fern.] A genus of gleicheniaceous ferns.
They are scaodent trailing gr semi-erect and of mostly
indeterminate growth, the pinnatifld pinnffi opposite and
wholly later^ borne in pairs far apart upon the wiry,
more or less naked, di- or trichotomously branched

Dictyospongidse

rachides. The genus is one of the most abundant of

tropical ferns, often forming impassable thickets in open
or half-cleared ground. The species are imperfectly

knoivn. See Oletchenia.

Dicromita (di-krom'i-ta), n. [NL., < Gr. iiKpoog,

Dicromita a^ssizi.

(From Bull. 47 U. S. Nat. Museum.)

forked, + iiiTog, thread.] A genus of deep-sea

fishes of the family Brotulidx.

Diet. An abbreviation of dictionary.

Dictsean (dik-te'an), a. [L. Dictseus, < Gr.

Aucraios, < AiicTi}, t! JXcte, a mountain in Crete.

C£. diotamnus and dittany.'] Of or pertaining to

Mt. Diote (or Dikte) in eastern Oete, where
Zeus is said to have been reared.

dictational (dik-ta'shon-al), a. [dictation +
-aZi.] Of or relating"to "dictation: as, dicte-

tional experiences.

The popular mind . . . has retreated from its uncom-
fortable dictational attitude and thrown the whole matter
over to the States of the South.

G. W. Cable, in The Century, Jan., 1886, p. 409.

dictative (dik-ta'tiv), a. {dictate + -ive.] Of
the nature of dictation; characteristic of one
who is in the habit of speaking 'svith authority.

He uttered . . . such other dictative mandates as

were necessary. J. F. Cooper, Pioneers, xxiii.

dictatorialism (dik-ta-to'ri-al-izm), TO. [dicta-

torial + -ism.] The methods or manner of a
dictator or dictatorial person.

Dictionary catalo^e. See *catalogue.

Dictyoceratina (dik'''ti-o-se-rat'i-na), TO. pi.

[NL., < Gr. diKTvov, a net, -H ickpag {Kepar-),

horn, -t- ma^.'] One 08 the two orders of cera-

tose sponges (the other being Dendroceratina)
having the spongin skeleton in the form of a
network of anastomosing fibers. It includes
the families Spongidse, SpongelUdse, and Aply-

dictyodrome (dik'ti-o-drom), a. [Gr. SiKTvov, a
net, + -ipo/iof, < dpa/ielv, run.] Netted-veiiied,

the nerves soon disappearing in the paren-
chyma of the leaf. See nervation, (a) (5).

dictyodromous (dik-ti-od'ro-mus), a. Same as
^dictyodrome.
dictyoid (dik'ti-oid), a. [Gr. diKTvoEid^g, net-

like, < diicrvov, net, + elSog, form.] Ha'ving the
form of a net; reticulate; specifically, having
both longitudinal and transverse septa : ap-
plied to the spores of certain fungi. Same as
muriform^ and ^fenestrate. See *Fenestella.

dictyonale (dik-ti-o-na'le), TO. ; pi. dictyonalia
(-lia). [NL., neut. of *dictyonaUs, adj., irreg.

< (3t. SIktvov, a net.] In sponges, one of the
parenchymal spicules which become fused to
form the continuous skeletal framework of
the Dictyonina.

Dictyonema, n. This hydrozoan genus is commonly
regarded as closely allied to the Oraptoloidea, but the
fronds are funnel- or fan-shaped and the branches con-
nected by transverse bars or dissepiments, the thecse or
cells being usually quite obscure. It is wholly fossil and
ranges from the uppermost beds of the Cambrian into
the Devonian.

dictyopteran (dik-ti-op'te-ran), a. and to. I.
a. Of or belonging to the Sicl/yoptera.

II. TO. A mem'ber of the Dictyoptera.
Dictyopteris, TO. 2. A genus of the Pfe«()p%-
cex, or bro-jvn algsB, separated from the other
members of the family Dictyotacex by the
presence of a midrib.
Dictyosiphon (dik''ti-o-si'fon), n. [NL. (Grev-
ille, 1830), from the tubular, reticulately
branching thallus ; < Gr. diicrwv, a net, +
aiijiuv, a tube.] A genus of the Pheeophycese,
or brown algse, occurring in both the North
Atlantic and southern oceans. Seven species and
varieties are found on the New England coast Repro-
duction, as far as loiown, is only by unilocular sporangia.

Dictyospongia (dik*ti-o-spon'ji-S,), n. [NL., <
Qi.diKTvov, netj-H oTroyytd, sponge.] A genus of
extinct hexactinellid silicious sponges, typical
of the family Dictyospongidee and characterized
by its obconical form and the smooth exterior
of its reticulum. It is of Devonian age.
Dictyospongidse (dik*^ti-6-spon'ji-de), 7t. pi.
[NL., < Dictyospongia + -j'das.] A family of si-
licious hexaetinellid sponges, comprising gen-
era of obconical form and growing as simple
individuals, in which the reticulum is princi-
pally composed of vertical and horizontal
strands and the exterior is variously orna-
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mented with nodes, tufts, and fringes. The
family is closely allied to the living ^pleetella,
but is regarded as wholly of Paleozoic age.
Dictyosporse (dik-ti-os'po-re), n. pi. [NL., <,

Gi'. SiKTvov, net, + airopi, seed (spore).] A
name applied by Saccardo to artificial divisions
of various families and orders of fungi, es-
pecially those of the Pyrenomycetes and Fungi
Imperfeeti, to include the genera which have
spores both transversely and longitudinally
septate.

Dictyotales (dik-ti-6-ta'lez), n. pi. [JDictyota

+ -alen.] An order of the Phseophycese or
brown algsB, containing the sin^e family
Dictyotacese (which see).

dictyotic (dik-ti-ot'ik), a. [Gr. Siktvut6q, made
in net fashion, < Siktvov, net.] Pertaining to
or characteristic of a network Dletyotic
moment, in certain Radiolaria, the period during which
the skeleton is formed. Also called loHcation moment.
Haeekel,

dicyanide (di-si'a-nid), n. [dJ-2 + cyanide.']

The name of a class of compounds containing
two cyanogen radicals, -CN, in. the molecule.
dicycle (di'si-kl^, n. [Gr. SUvkTvoq, two-
wheeled, < Si-, two-, -H/c{i/cAof, circle.] A form
of two-wheeled vehicle constructed on the
plan of the bicycle, but with the two wheels
parallel instead of in line;

aicyclic (di-sik'lik), a. [Gr. 6iKVK?og, two-
wheeled: see *dioycle.'] 1. In two cycles:
said of the calyx-base of the Crinoidea when
there are two rings of plates between the top-
most joint of the column and the first cycle of
plates situated in the projection of the ambu-
lacra or arms : contrasted with monoeyclie.—
2. Noting organic compounds the atoms of
which form two closed chains, each having
one or more atoms in common. Also bicycUe.— 3. In bot: {a) Forming or disposed in two
whiorls, as a perianth or other series of organs.
Jackson, Glossary. (6) Biennial : said of
hapaxanthous herbs which require two sea-
sons to mature. Pound and Clementn.

dicyclist (di'si-Wist), n. Idioycle + -i«<.] One
who rides a dicycle. See *dicyele. N. E. D.
dicyetmid (dis-i-em'id), n. One of the Dicy-
emidae.

dicymose (di-si'mos), a. Doubly cymose.

Didache (did'a-ke), n. [Gr. diSaxli, teaching,
< diSaanetv, teaoli.] The Teaehingof the Twelve
Apostles, an apocryphal writing discovered in

a manuscript of the year 1056 at Constanti-
nople in 1873. The date of its composition was about
the end of the first century A. D. It consists of two parts,

the first of general ethical teaching, the second relating
to church polity and liturgy.

The metropolitan Ph. Bryennios, who discovered and
edited the Didache. Eneye. Brit., XXXI. 384.

Didachist (did'a-kist), n. The unknown au-
thor or editor of the Didache. Also called
Didachographer.
Didachographer (did-a-kog'ra-fer), n. [Gr.

thSaxv, teaching, -1- -ypaipog, < ypa^uv, write.]
Same as ^Didachist.

didascalies (did-as-kal'iks), n. Matters to be
taught : subjects of teaching.

Did not the Athenians, the wisest of nations, . . . give
to melopoeia, choregraphy, and the sundry forms otdiaas-
calice, me precedence of all other matters, civil and mili-

tary? Pefflcooi, Crotchet Caatle, vi.

didascaly (di-das'ka-li), n.; pi. didascalies

(-liz). [Gr. ScSaoKaMa, earlier wepl 6i6aciKaXim),

'(treatise) concerning (dramatic) produc-
tions,' the word meaning teaching, and hence
the rehearsing or production of a play, <

diSdcKsiv, teach.] 1. A catalogue of the an-
cient Greek dramas : such catalogues were pre-
pared by Aristotle, Callimachus, Aristophanes
of Byzantium, etc., but are now lost. They
contained the names of the dramas and their
writers, with dates and other details.—2. A
bill or poster, hung in an ancient theater, con-
taining a short notice of the play and per-
formers.

diddle-dee (did -1 -de'), n. In the Falkland
Islands, a shrub of the antarctic regions, Em-
petrum rubrum. It is used for fuel. See Em-
petrum.
CUdelphine (di-del'fln), a. Resembling or
having the characters of the Didelphia ; didel-

phian.

Didelphis, n. Same as THdelphys and the pre-

ferred (though erroneous) form, under the rule

of priority.

didelphous (di-del'fus), a. Resembling or

having the characters of the Didelphia or Mar-
supialia.
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didigonal (di-dig'o-nal), a. [Gr. Si-, two-, -t-

B. aigonal.] In mineral., noting a type of
symmetry characterized by a dyad axis (that
is, one of two-fold symmetry) in which two
planes of symmetry intersect. See *symmetry.
dl-diuraal (di-di-6r'nal), a. [_di-'^ + diurnal]
Twice a day : as a di^diurndl visit. N. E. D.

didle (di'dl), n. [Also didal, didall, dydle,
dydel.] 1. A triangular spade used for ditch-
ing.

A sickle to cut with, a didall and crome
for draining of ditches, that noies thee at home.

Tusser, Good Husbandrie, p. 38.

2. A scoop or dredge on the end of a long
pole, used for clearing watercourses or chan-
nels. [Prov. Eng. in both uses.]

didodecahedron (di-d6"dek-a-he'dTon), n.
[<Zj-2 + dodecahedron.] A diploid.

didonia (di-do'ni-a), n. [NL.^ < L. Dido (Di-
don-). Dido. The'allusion is to her trick with
the hide : see dido.] Of the isoperimetric
curves on a given surface, that one which con-
tains the maximum area.

didromic (di-dro'mik), a. [didrom- y + -ic.]

Doubly twisted, as the awns of some grasses.
didromy (did'ro-mi), n. [Gr. Si-, two-, -I-

-Spo/wg, < Spa/ielv, run, -t- -^3.] In iot., double
torsion.

diductor (di-duk'tor), n. [NL., < L. diducere,
draw apart, < di-, apart, + ducere, draw.] In the
articulate orders of the Brachiopoda, one of a
pair of muscles which by contraction open the
valves. These muscles originate in a broad base on the
anterior part of the muscular area of the ventral valve
and are insei-ted on the cardinal process of the dorsal
valve. There is also a pair of small accessory diductors
inserted on the cardinal process and originating on the
posterior part of the ventral muscular area,

Didymaea (did-i-me'a), ». jj?. [NL., < Gr. AtSv-
fiaia, neut. pi. of AiSvualog, a name of Zeus, <
AiSv/ia, Didyma, near Miletus.] In Gr. antiq.,

a festival in honor of Zeus and Apollo held at
Didyma, near Miletus, iu Asia Minor: known
only by late coins and inscriptions.

Didymseum (did-i-me'um), n. [NL., < Gr.
AiSv/uuov, prop. neut. of AiSv/^aloc: see *Didy-
rrisea.] A temple or shrine sacred to Zeus and
Apollo at Didyma, near Miletus. Tliere waa a
sacred way leading to it which was built for an earlier
temple on the pite, and which was bordered by a seiies of
archaic seated figures now in the British Museum. The
later building, of which remains still exist, probably dates
from about 334 B. 0. It was dipteral, with the cella open
to the sky.

didymalgia (did-i-mal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
6iSv/wi, the testicles, -I- alyog, pain.] Pain in
the testicle.

Didymaspis (did-i-mas'pis), n. [NL., < Gr.
SiSv/wg, double, -I- aamg, a shield.] A genus
of fossil fishes from the Old Red Sandstone,
having a cephalic shield in two pieces and no
cornua at the sides.

didymate, didymated (did'i-mat, -ma-ted), a.

Same as aidymous. [Rare.]

didymia (di-dim'i-a), n. [NL., < didymium.]
In ckem., didymium oxid.

Didymltidse (did-i-mit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Didytnites + -idee.] A family of Triassic am-
monites with globose eonehs having broad bi-

fid sutural saddles.

didymitis (did-i-mi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. SiSv-

uoi, testicles, + -itis.] Same as orchitis.

didymoclone (di-dim'o-kl6n), n. [Gr. SiSv/iog,

twin, -I- iM)v, a twig.] In the nomenclature
of the spieular elements of sponges, a short
straight spicule with thickened ends bearing
forked branches.
didymoid (did'i-moid), a. [Gr. SiSv/wg, twin,

-I- cidog, form.] Having two (twin) cells: ap-
plied to the spores of certain fungi.

Others [spores] by a cross-partition become twin or 2-

oelled (didymoid) ; othera by further parallel cross-parti-

tions become a row of cells (phi-agmoid).

Underwood, Moulds, Mildews and Mushrooms, iii.

Didymozoon (did"i-mo-z6'on), n. [NL., < Gr.

SiSvfwg, twin, -t- [ffiov,' animal.] The typical

genus of the family Didymozoonidse. Taschen-

berg, 1879.

Didymozodnidse (did'i-mo-zo-on'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Didymozoon + -idse.] A family of

trematoid Platyhelminthes, of the order Mala-
COCOtylea (or Digenea). They have an anterior sucker

only, mouth within the sucker, and the genital pore ter-

minal, in front of the oral sucker. The worms are her-

maphroditic and live in pairs in cysts. They are found on
the integument or in the mouth and branchial cavity of

marine fishes. The family includes the genera Didymo-
zoon and NeTnatohothrium.

die^, n. 9. A hard-metal former or working-

face for shaping, cutting, or impressing: usu-

ally used in pairs. See defs. 5 and 6. Specifi-

cally— (a) One of a pair of formers, each with an intaglio

die-back

design, between which is introduced the blank of a coin
or medal, and by which, under pressure, a relief is stamped
on both sides of the blank, (b) One of a pair of formers
on one of which is an intaglio and on the other the com-
plementary cameo. When a sheet of metal is placed be-
tween them, the common design is pressed when the dies
come together, (c) One of a pair of formers in each of
which one half the desired design is incised as an intaglio.
The stock to be shaped is introduced between them, and
when the dies are brought together, the shape and design
are impressed upon the stock. This process of die-
forging of stock is m very wide use for the parts of guns,
sewing-machines, wrenches, bicycles, and manufactured
articles generally. The pressure is secured by the drop-
press and the fall of a tup or hammer carrying the upper
die on its face, (d) One of a pair of formers for stamping
spoons, tinware, or brass from the sheet, cutting the
blank from the stock, and molding it in one or more oper-
ations. Such dies are often quite complex, and involve
drawing the metal and stripping it from the female die
after forming, (e) A surface or anvil to support the stock
against the blow and shearing action of a punch, and to
^ow the punch to pass into a hole or recess in it after
the shear is completed. Such dies must have the hole
slightly larger than the punch, (f) A special shape of
cutting-edge and the complementary recess for cutting
soles, uppers, or cards of irregular shape, (g) A hard-
ened steel roller, engraved with a design in intaglio, used
•to raise the pattern on the blank by rolling it under pres-
sure, (ft) The acting face of a power-hammer, even if

smooth. Die-forging for articles to be made in large
quantities has practically replaced hand-forging in the
United States.—Blanking and perforating dies. Same
as double -kdies.— Combination and double-action
die, a die that cuts and bends a blank and continues the
work by bending it or drawing it into still another form.
See double-action irdies.— Combination die, a die
used first to cut the blank and then to turn or bend its

edges intosome simple foim. It is used in making box-
covers, bottoms of cans, toys, lamp-burners, pans, and
other shallow ware or the parts of other objects. It is

sometimes used with a punch to out a hole in the blank,
as in making fruit-can covers with a fruit-can combination
die.— Cutting and drawing dies. Same as double-action
Adie>.— Dle-Blnldng macnlne, a milling-machine
adapted to the work of milling or cutting out the dies used
in drop-hammers.—Disk-cutting die, a die used in an ar-
mature-disk Acutting-press(which see).—Double-action
dies, dies of which the upper one is in two parts, one
outside of and moving independently of the other.
The outer outs the blank and pushes it downward into
the lower die. Then, by a dwell or pause in its move-
ment, it clamps tlie blank by the rim, holding it flnnly
between the upper and the lower die. The smaller
inside die is timed- to touch the blank just as it is

clamped, and, pushing downward, draws or stretches the
blank into the center of the lower die. The blank, having
been drawn into its permanent form, is left behind by the
rising of the upper die and is stripped off the dies by
striking the stripping edge of the lower die, dropping
through it out of the press. In some dies the finished
ware is discharged upward by the rising through the
lower die of a push-out plate, that ejects it from the press.
Double-action dies are sometimes called cutting an^
drawing dies.- Double dies, dies which cut two blanks,
one small and one large, side by side, or a small hole and
a blank next to it. By feeding the sheet-metal to a press
fitted with double dies it is thus possible first to cut a
small blank or hole and then to cut a blank aroimd it.

The first stroke of the press causes the dies to make two
distinct cuts. The second stroke completes the preceding
operations and performs the first half of the next^ and
thus every stroke finishes one completed washer, key,
bicycle-chain link, door- or key-plate, or other hardware
object having a hole or perforation at its center. Some-
times called blanking and perforating diefi.^Drawlng
dies, dies used in drawing blanks already cut on other
machines.— Perforating dies, dies or punches for stamii-
ing holes in sheet-metal in making strainers, screens,
lamp-burners, colanders, and sheets of perforated meteL
See kperforating-press.—'Mple-SuCltion dies, dies hav-

Triple-action Dies.

a, the lower die; 6, the upper cuttingf and holding die; c, the
inner drawin£r die ; rf, the embossing die rising on plunger./

. throughl sleeve £, and meeting die £ ; e, supporting-bolster: i,

stripping.edge ; h, bed of press.

ing the upper die in two parts moving independently
and, in addition, a third die moving upward through the
fixed lower die.

die^, V. t.—Dlelng-ont machine, in shoe-mmiu/., a
• power-machine for slamping out, by means of dies, leather

to form the soles or other parts of boots and shoes. It is

essentially a stamping-press with a cutting or shaping
die and a wooden block on which the leather stock is

placed to be cut

die-back (di'bak), n. A disease of the orange-
tree and other citrous fruits, limited to Florida.
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The exact cause is nnknown, but it is probably due to
malnutrition or the excessive use of nitrogenous ferti-
lizers.

Dieb. alt. An abbreviation of the Latin diehus
altemis, every other day.

die-blO(^ (di'blok), n. A heavy block of east-
iron which supports the die in a press or pnneh.
The heavier such a block is made, the better
it takes up the shock when the punch strikes
the work.
Dieb. tert. An abbreviation of the Latin die-

6«s tertiis, every third day.
die-chuck (di'chuk), n. A chuck for holding
work that is to be turned or bored in a lathe.
It consista of a disk having two or more radial slots, in
which steel jaws slide, the sliding motion being imparted
by screws which can either be worked independently or
together, so that the work can be chucked centrally or
eccentrically.

diectasis (di-ek'ta-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6tiKram{,

a stretching, < dteKreivetv, stretch, < Sid, through,
+ cKTetvciv, stretch: see ectasisJ] In pros.,

lengthening by the insertion of a syllable.

See ectasis.

From the scientific point of view there is, of course, not
a word to be said in favour of such grammatical monsters
as cT); and epdatrOf. But it is perfectly easy to see how
they arose from amisunderstanding of the ' Epic diectasis.

'

Atheneeum, Dec. 29, 1894, p. 884.

die-forging (di'f6r'''jing)^ n. The process of

forging metal parts in dies; drop-forging, it

is done Dy means of a die, made usually in two pieces,

which is fastened in a hammer or press. In one part of

the die a piece of hot metal is placed, which is squeezed
into the shape of the die when the latter is closed. Forg-
ings which are to be duplicated many times are usually
made by this process. See -kdieS.

die-hole (di'hol), «. The hole in a punching
or drawing die. in punching, the die-hole mnst be
large enough to admit the punch and leave a little clear-

ance ; in drawing, it must admit the punch and the ma-
terial which is being worked.

dieidism (di-id'izm), n. [Gr. di-, two-, + eidog,

form, + Asm.'] The assumption of two differ-

ent forius during successive stages in the
life-history of an organism. Sir J. iMbbock,
1874.

Dielasma (di-e-las'ma), n. [Gr. di-, double, -I-

eAoff/M, a metal plate.] A genus of Paleozoic
terebratuloid Brachiopoda having a short
brachial loop and a long free hinge-plate which
carries the muscles of the dorsal valve.

Dielectric constant, hysteresis, strength.
See ^constant, *hysteresis, disruptive *strength.

dielectrically (di-f-lek'tri-kal-i), adv. By di-

electric action: as, dieleciricaUy polarized
bodies.

die-nut (dl'nut), n. A square nut of hardened
steel, in which grooves are cut as in a die,

which is used for cleaning the threads of bolts
or studs which have been damaged.
die-plate (^'plat), n. In steam- or gas-jUMng,

a screw-plate ; a screw-cutting die.

dieresilia (di*er-e-sil'i-a), ». [IiTeg. < Gr.
dmipeiv, to separate, divide, -I- L. siK(qua), pod.]
Same as carcerule (i). Mirbel.

dieresilian (di-er-e-sil'i-an), a. {dieresilia

+ -an.'] Of or pertaining to a diereselia.

dieresis, n. 6. In crustaceans, the division in

the outer branch of the last pleopods.

Dies IrSB (di'ez i're). Day of Wrath: the
opening words, and hence the name, of a
celebrated Latin hymn of the middle ages.
It was probably written by Thomas of Celano in the thir-

teenth centnry. The Boman Catholic Church still uses

it in the funem service.

Diestian group. See *^ro«pi.

diet^, n.— Tofiiell diet, a diet containing very little

liquid or succulent food.

diiethene (di-eth'en), a. [di-^ + ethiyl) +
-ene.] Containing two ethylene groups: as,

diethene diamine, NH < ch^cH^ > NH.

diethenic (di-e-then'ik), a. Same as '^diethene.

Dletlieilic alcohol. Same as diethene -kglycal, CH^
OH.CH2.0.CHgCHaOH.

dietheroscope (di-e-ther'o-skop), n. [Gr. r!i-,

two-, -I- aiSrip, ether, + aiamelv, view.] An
apparatus aiipted to the accurate measure-

ment of the refractions that occur in mirage.
It consists of a telescope within which mirrors, or total

reflecting prisms, or additional lenses, are so arranged as

to cause two images of any object to appear In the field

of view. When used without the telescope the diethei-o-

scope can be arranged as a dipleidoscope or sun-dial

;

the two images of the sun overlap each other and coincide

when the sun centers on the meridian.

diethyl (di-eth'll),«. {di-^ + ethyl.] 1. Same as

*butane.—2. A combining form used to indi-

cate the presence of two ethyl radicals in the

molecule of an organic compound.

diethylamine (di-eth-il-am'in), n. [<is-2 +
ethyl + amine.] A colorless inflammable
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liquid, {C2H6)2NH, prepared by the action of
ammonia on ethyl iodide and formed during
the putrefaction of fish. It melts at —40° C,
boils at 55.5° C, and forms salts with acids
similar to those of ammonia.

dietzeite (det'sf-it), m. [Named fov A.. Dietze,
who first described it.] A mineral consisting
of the iodate and chromate of calcium, occur-
ring in yellow prismatic crystals and fibrous
masses : found in the soda-nitrate deposits of
Atacama.

diff. An abbreviation of difference, different,

or differs.

difference, ?!.— Contact difference of potential.
See *i)oteBtta2. —Difference hypothesis, m psycho-
phys., the hypothesis that equal stimulus ratios corre-
spond to equal sensation differences. As an interprets^
tion of the facts of Weber's law, the diiference hypothesis
is opposed to the ratio hypothesis, which makes equal
stimulus ratios correspond to equal sensation ratios.

—

Difference Ilmen, differential limen; in psyclwphys.,
the just noticeable stimulus difference ; the increment of
stimulus which, if all errors of observation were ruled
out, would be sufficient to make the resulting sensation
just different^ with maximal attention, from the original
sensation; or the increment of stimulus which, under
ordinary conditions of observation after elimination of
constant errors, enables the two sensations to be dis-
tinguished In 50 per cent of a lai'ge number of com-
parisons.

With an area of contact of 1 mm. diameter, the dif-
ference livfien on the Index finger of the right hand was
i4 to sV 0- £uelpe (tranB.X Outlines of Psychol., p. 160.

Difference of potential (b) in a social population,
more or less capacity for progress, "manifested chiefly in
the crossing of cultures."— Frequency difference, in
phys., the numerical quantity obtained by subtracting one
frequency of vibration, such as that belonging to a given
wave-length in a line spectrum, from another.—Method
OfJust noticeable differences, method of least dif-
ferences, method of minimal differences, in psycho-
phys., one of the four classical methods of sensation
measurement In its later and more perfect foims the
method is usually known as the inethod qf nUnimal
chaTiges or as ihe method of limits. The essential feature
of the procedure is that one stimulus is kept constant,
while another, taken at first as sensibly like or sensibly
diiferent from the standard, is varied by minimal steps
until a judgment of difference or of lapse of difference is

attained. O. Euelpe (trans.X Outlines of PsychoL, p. 57.

—

Phase difference, in dect, the difference In time or in
angle, when representing a cycle by 360 degrees, between
two electric waves, as an alternating current and electro-
motive force.—Besting difference, an electiomotive
current which is found to exist on companng the cross-
section of a nerve with its longitndinfd section. Also
called nerve current and denuircation current.— Second
differences, inmatK, the differences between successive
terms ofa series of first differences. In tlie same way the
differences between the second differences give third dif-
ferences, and so on.

Thus we may say that unity which appears in the first

column is ihe first difference of the numbers in the second
column ; the second difference of those in the third column

;

the third difference of those in the fourth, and so on.

Jeoons, Prin. of Science, L IL 9.

To split the difference, to come to agreement by com-
promise, the difference between the two parties being
divided equally ; give and take equally in coming to an
agreement

difference-tone (dif'e-rens-ton), m. A third

tone set up by the sounding of two simple
tones, whose pitch-number is the difference

between the pitch-numbers of the two primary
tones, or between some multiples of these
pitch-numbers; one of the two forms of com-
binational tone First difference-tone, in axom-
tics, a combinational tone produced by the simultaneous
sounding of two musical tones which differ in pitch. It

has a frequency, /, expressed by .the formula : / = u — l,

where u is the frequency of the higher and I of the lower
of the two tones.— Second difference-tone, in acoustics,
a difference-tone having a frequency f=2l—u, where
{ and u are the frequencies of ttie lower and upper tones

producmg the combination.

differentiability (dif-e-ren'shi-a-bil'i-ti), n.

The property of being'difterentiable.

differentiable, a. 2. In math., having a deter-

minate finite or deteriuinate infinite deriva-

tive.

differential. I. a. 4. In meeh. : (a) So con-

structed that the resulting motion is the alge-

braic sum of two unequal motions in opposite
directions. The resistance moves through a path
which Is the difference of two velocities impressed by the
applied force. Hence a slow motion of the resistance is

the consequence of the moving force acting through a
considerable space, and a small moving force overcomes
great resistance. Used in hoisting-pulleys, double screws,

and similar devices.

(6) Having differing velocities, as automo-
bile driving-shafts when rounding comers and
curves, and rollers for grinding grain.— 5. Se-

lective; having different effects upon different

kinds of material : as, differential weathering.
The facts collected pointed t» the couclusion that this

type of vsdley was due to differential pr^lacial decay.

Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XV. 662.

Differential brake, count, connter-Bhaft. etc See
1tbrake3, -kcomOi, -kcounter-shaft, etc. — Differential
Winding. (<>) A winding consisting of two sections,

which are excited by two different currents, as a shunt

diffiision

and a series current, In such a manner that their mag-
netic effects are In directions opposite to each other.

—

Exact differential equation. See -kequation.

U. n.—Differential of a function, the increment
of a function so changed or 'doctored' that its ratio to

the increment of the independent variable equals the
limit of the ratio of the unchanged increments.— Exact
differential if iM /{x = iN jiy, then Mdj/ + Ndx is an
exact differential.— Secor^A dlfferentiaL Since the
differential of a function is, from its definition, usually a

new function of the independent variable, its differential

may be taken, and is called the second differential. The
second differential of y is written d^y. In the same way
we get the third differential, dSy; etc.

differentiant, n. H. a. Of or pertaining to

a discontinuous variation, sport, mutation, or

inherited change in the type of a race or

species.

Of course Mr. Bateson may say that there is really

differentiation there ; it is he, however, who identifies

" differenliaivt" diversity and "discontinuous variation.

"

Biometrika, April, 1903, p. 332.

Differentiant variation. See itvariation.

differentia'te, v. t. 5. In hist, and cytol., to
reveal or resolve structures in (a cell, tissue,

or organ) by treating with some stain or re-

agent.

differentiation, «. 5. In geol., the general
process by which a parent mass of molten rook
of intermediate composition, standing in a
reservoir for long periods of time, breaks up
or differentiates into several fractional deriva-
tives both more acidic and more basic. While
the process is obscure and Inadequately understood, it

accounts for the contrasted lavas which often come from
the same eruptive center at different times. Geikie, Text-
book of GeoL, p. 710.—Induced differentiation, in

biol., the opinion that the process of cell-multiplication

and divergent specialization which takes place during
the development of the organism, and to which its char-

acteristics of form and structure are due, is the effect of
the conditions under which the development takes place

:

as contrasted with the opinion that it is innate or inherent
in the constitution, organization, or architectm'e of the
egg. See inherent *^velopm^nt and *innate, 3.— In-
herit differentiation, in Mol., the process of cell-

multiplication and divergent specialization which takes
place during the developmentofthe organism,and towhich
its characteristics of form and structure are due, regarded
as the effect of the constitution, ozKanlzation, or architec-

ture of the egg. See induced •itSfferentioMon., induced
*devel(mment, inherent •kdevel{^mtent.—Law Of differ-
entiation, the law, formulated by Herbert Spencer, that

society in Its evolution, like the cosmos and the living

organism, passes £rom the homogeneous to the heteix}*

geneons.—Logarithmic differentiation, the method
of passing to logarithms before differentiating.—Mag-
matic ^fferentiation, the differentiation of molten
masses of rock, which are technically called magmas. See
*differentiatio7i, 5.— Precocious differentiation, the
presence, in an egg or embryo, of latent or imperceptible
oi^anization before it exhibits visible oi'ganization.

diffidation fdif-i-da'shon), ». [Mil. diffida-

tio(n-), < diffidare, renounce, defy: see defy.]

Formal relinquishment or renunciation of

faith, allegiance, or amity; solemn defiance

of an enemy ; declaration of hostilities : as, to
send a letter of diffidation.

The primeval legislation of the Teutons permitted to
the va^al . . . the right of diffidation—he might mido
his faith.

Sir F. Palgrave, Hist of Normandy and Eng., II. L

Diffractionband. See dt^actum.—Diffractloncorona,
glory, halo, meteorological phenomena caused by dif-

n'acuon of lights as distinguished from similarphenomena
which may be caused by reflection, refraction, or disper-

sion. "The diffraction circles that occur in coronas, glories,

and halos have small diameters and are much closer to-

gether than those due to reflection and dispersion ; more-
over, in the former the red circles are within the blue,

while in the latter they are outside of the blue.

Diffuse refiectdon. See '•reflecUon.

diffiiser, n. 2. In elect., a reflector placed .

above an arc-lamp
for the purpose of
more uniformly dis-

tributing its light.
—Concentric dlf-
fuser, a diffuser con-
taining a number of con-
centric lings or waves,
shaped so as to dis-
tribute the light uni-
formly over the lower
hemisphere, and enam-
eled with a color tinged
slightly yellow, so as to
compensate for the blu-
ish light of the arc

diffuser - chamber
(di-fii'z6T-cham''b6r), n. A box or chamber
in which a spray of water, oil, or other liquid
is spread out into very fine particles.

diffusibility, n. 2. Capability of spreading
widely : as, the diffimbility of scarlet fever.
diffusion, ».-Anodal difi'aslon, dialysis effected by
means of galvanism.— CoefBdent Of diffusion. See
•coe^JWent— DUTusion constant. See itamttant.—
Dlfilislon pFOcess, an important method of extracting
sugar in aqueous solution from beet-roots cut into slices

:

sometimes applied also to sugar-cane.—Fractional dif-
fusion. Same as atmolysis.—'La.W Of dlffOsion. (a)
In phys., the law, formulated by Fick, that in a mixture

Diffuser.

a, outer globe ; 6, concentric dif-

fuser ; c, case ; ti. cut-out switch

;

e, suspension.hook.



diffusion

of salt and water, bo distributed that the layers of equal
density are horizontal, the number of grams of salt which
will pats in unit time through unit area of a horizontal

plane is /{ -r- ; where n is the number of grams of salt per

cubic centimeter in the layer in which the plane is located,
X is the height (above a fixed plane) of the layer, and R is

a oonstATit called the diffusivity, (b) In^«2/cAo2., thelaw,
formulated by A. Bain, that "according as an impression
is accompanied with feeling, the aroused currents diffuse
themselves freely over the brain, leading to a general agi-

tation of the moving organs, as well as affecting the vis-

cera." Emotions ami WUl, p. 4.—Tbermal (USUslOn.
See diffusion of heat, under diffunon.

difflisionist (di-fu'zhgn-ist), n. One who be-
lieves or adheres to some theory of diflusion,

as the diffusion of taxes (which see, under dif-

fusion).

diffusivity, M. 2. Specifically, in p%s., a phys-
ical constant expressing the rate of diffusion

of a dissolved substance in the solvent. The

diflusivity (i!) is defined by the equation : a = S— , in

which a is the number of grams of the dissolved substance
which will pass in unit tune tlirough unit area of a hori-
zontal plane, n the number of grams of the substance per
cubic centimeter of the layer in which the plane lies, and
X is the height of the layer above a fixed plane. Hori-
zontal layers in the solution are everywhere of equal den-

sity.—Thermal dlffHslvlty,the quantity^ in which k
cp

is the conductivity for heat of the substance, c its specific

heat, and p the density. Also called thermometric coti-

duetivity,

dig-dig (dig'dig), n. Same as *dih-dilc.

digeny (dij'e-ni), n. Digenous reproduction.
Syd. Sac. Lex.
digestant (di-jes'tant), a. and n. [digest +
-anfl-.'] I. a. Aiding or improving digestion.

II. n. An agent used to promote digestion.

digesting-flask (di-jes'ting-flask), «. In cliem.

and bacteriol., a flask used to contain liquids

which are to he maintained at a desired tem-
perature for a longer or shorter time.

Digestion products, (a) The products -of albuminous
digestion. The first step m the process of proteolytic di-

gestion depends upon the reaction of the digestivemedium.
If this is acid, acid albumin results ; if it is alkaline, alka-

line albuminate results. Coincidently the deuaturization

of the albuminous molecule is effected, whereby the indi-

vidual physical chaiaoteristics of the different members of

the group are destroyed. This is followed by the foima-

tion of albumoses, of which two classes are recognized,

namely, primary and secondaryforms. Conjointly the albu-

moses may be viewed as cleavage-products of the original

albumins, and some of their cliaracteiistics no, doubt are

referable to the smaller size of the molecule. As a class

they are much more soluble than the albumins, and some
members of the group are not altogether indiflusible.

Three primary products are recognized, namely, a hetero-

albumose, a proto-albiimoee, and a glueo-albumose. The
first mentioned is an antibody (in the sense of Eiihne), the

second a hemibody ; the third is an exclusive carrier of the

carbohydrate gioup. The secondary products, or deutero-

aUmmous, resultfrom the primary forms on further diges-

tion, and are divided into three groups, according to their

behavior toward ammonium sulphate. These are termed,
thedeM«ero/ro<!Wons4,B,andC. Of these .4 and Bare com-
posed of at least two albumoses each. One member of the

A fraction is known as thio-album/)se, from the large

amomit of sulphur which it contains. As regards the sub-

sequent fate of the albumoses, it was formerly thoughttliat

peptic digestion led to ah end-product, a peptone, in which
the hemi- and anti-grbUps of the albumiuous moleculewere

still united (Kilhne'samphopeptone), while on tiyptic di-

gestion this complex was broken down, with the formation

of hemipeptone and antipeptone. The hemipeptone was
characterized by the supposed readiness with which it was
further decomposed by trypsin into leucin, tyrosin, and
other crystalline products ; but as a matter of fact the sub-

stance itself has thus far had only a hypothetical existence.

Kiihne's antipeptone, on the other hand, could be isolated

apparently as a chemical unity. It can be obtained from

a mixture of digestive products, after removal of the solu-

ble albumins and albuminates and after saltiug out the

albumoses with ammonium sulphate in neutral, acid, and
ammoniacal solution, by precipitation with absolute alco-

hol. The investigation of this antipeptone within recent

years has shown that the substance is not a unity, however,

butamixture of different product*, some of which still give

the biuret reaction (peptones), while othei-s are further re-

moved in structure from the original albumins and no

longer show the characteristic color-change of the ' pep-

tones ' (the peptoids). The various components of the anti-

peptone fraction have not all been isolated as yet, but it

appears fi-om Kutscher's researches in the case of fibrin anti-

peptone that this contains considerable amounts of ai-giuin,

Wsin, and histidin. The antipeptone of Kiihne, in the

original meaning of the terra, has thus no existence, and

further researches have shown that an essential difference,

as far as the end-products are concerned, does not exist be-

tween peptic and tryptic digestion, and that in either

case proteolysis leads to the production of crystalline

bodies, which partly belong to the mono-amido acids a,nd

pai-tly to the diamido acids, while still others exist which

are as yet but little known. Of the manner in which the

cleavage of the albumoses to the end-products of proteo-

lytic digestion occurs, and of the intermediary bodies

which are formed during the process, our knowledge is

still imperfect. But it appears from the researches of E.

Fischer and his pupils that the cleavage may take its

course over products in which amido-acid radicals are

united with one another in gradually diminishing num-

bers. Such bodies are designated dipeptides, tnpeptides,

and polypeptides, according to the number ofamido-groups

whi* are present in combination. Bodies of this orderhave

been synthetically produced, and have also been demon-

strated among the products of peptic and tryptic digestion,
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such as Siegfried's kyrin, obtained from glutin, which ap-
parently consists of one molecule of arginin, one of lysin,

oneof glutaminicacid, andtwoofglycocoll. While formerly
only two proteolytic ferments wereknown to be concerned
in the digestion of albumins, Cohnheim has recently shown
that a third ferment of this order is found in the mucous
membrane of the intestinal tract. This is known as erepsin.
In its general behavior and the rapidity of its cleavage-
action this ferment resembles trypsin, but it differs from
this in its inability to atf^ck the native albumins, while
acid albumins and albumoses are readily broken down to
end-products which no longer give the biuret reaction.
All these data suggest that the older concept of the resti-

tution of the albumins from relatively complex bodies in
the intestinal mucous membrane must be abandoned and
that the reconstruction of the molecule takes place from
much simpler bodies. Where this occurs is as yet a mat-
ter of speculation, but there are reasons to believe that it

may take place beyond the intestinal barrier, and possibly
in the tissues of the body at large, (b) The products of
carbohydrate digestion. Carbohydrate digestion is effected
by the inverting ferments of the saliva, the pancreatic juice,
and the enteric juice. The effect is quite analogous to
what occurs in the case of the albumins, that is, there is a
cleavage of the more complex bodies to relatively simple
substances. The number of these end-products, owing to
the smaller size of the molecule of the original material, is,

however, much smaller, and all belong to one group, the
monosaccharides, of which dextrose glucose) and levu-
lose are familiar examples. These are derived from cor-
responding disaocbarides, which can be compared to the
dipeptides^, and in which two monosaccharine molecules
still exist in combination. The most notable representa-
tives of this order ai'e maltose, which on further digestion
yields two molecules of dextrose ; lactose, which breaktfup
into dextrose and galactose ; and cane-sugar, which siini-

larly gives rise to dextrose and levulose. l%e disaccharides,
in turn, result from the complex polysaccharides, with the
intermediary formation of bodies which are comparable to
the albumoses. Starch, which is the most important food-
stuff belonging to this order, is thus first transfowned into
erythrodeictrine, this into achroddextrine, and this in turn
into the disaccharides maltose and isomaltose. Absorption
of polysaccharides and disaccharides as such does not take
place in the gaatro-intestinal canal, (c) 2'Ae products of
fat-digestion. The digestion of fats is effected by the lipase
or steapsin of the pancreatic juice and the enteric juice.
This is quite analogous to the digestion of albumins and
carbohydrates, and alsoleadsto the liberation of theessen-
tial radicals of the original food-material. The end-products
are glycerin and the fatty acids which enter into the con-
struction of the fat-molecule, which latter, accordingly,
vary with the nature of the fat ingested, the most impor-
tant being palmitic aeid, stearic acid, and oleic acid. In
this form the fats are absorbed and then reconstructed
from the component radicals.

—

Fllmary digestion, con-
veraion ofthe food into chyle.

—

Secondary digestion, as-

similation of food after its digestion in the stomach and in-

testine.

Digestive pocket, digestive sac, in bot., an investment
of the secondary rootlets which pass through the primary
root to the exterior.

—

Digestive fever. See i^everl.

digger, n. 4. One who digs for gold ; a gold-
miner. [Australia.]

diggerdom (dig'er-dum), n. Gold-diggers col-

lectively. [Australia.]

digging, n—Bar diggings, gold-washing claims on a
bar or shallow bank in a river.

digital. I. a—Digital variation. See*va7iation.

II, K. 4. One of those primaries, or quill-

feathers, most commonly four in number,
which are attached to the phalanges of the
second and third digits of a bird's wing.

digitalein (dig-i-ta'le-in), 11. Idigiialis + -e-

in^.'\ A colorless glucoside, 022H380g, con-
tained in the leaves of Digitalis purpurea and
D. lutea. It forms rounded microscopic gran-
ules and is narcotic in its physiological action.

digitalinic(dij"i-ta-lin'ik), a. [digitalin +Ae.']
Derived from digitalin—Dlgltallnlc acid, a color-

less crystalline compound, said to be formed by boiling
digitalin with sodium hydroxid.

digitally (dij'i-tal-i), adv. With, or by means
of, the fingers; with respect to tlie fingers.

digitate-pinnate (dij'i-tat-pin"at), a. Digi-

tate witn pinnate leafiets, as the sensitive

plant.

digitation, n. 3. Finger-action ; use of the
fingers ; fingering ; manipulation with the

fingers.

digltato-pinnate (dij"i-ta-t6-pin'at), a. Same
as digitately pinnate (which see, under digi-

dihexagonal

finger, -I- pimnatus, pinnate.] Same as digi-

tately pinnate (which see, under digitately).

digltogenin (dij-i-toj'e-nin), n. [digit(alis) +
-gen + -i)/2.] A colorless compound, C15H24O3,
formed by the action of dilute hydrochloric
acid on commercial digitalin. It crystallizes

in needles which soften at about 250° C.

digitonin (dij-i-to'nin), n. \digit{alis) + -one
+ -jm2.] A colorless levorotatory glucoside,

C27H4eOi45H20, found in commercial digi-

tahn. It crystallizes in slender needles which
soften and turn yellow at 235° C.

digltophyllln (dij'''i-to-fil'in), n. [digiHalis)

+ Gr. ijAiVmv, leaf, + -jm2.] a crystalline glu-

coside, C22H62O10, a powerful heart-poison
contained in foxglove, Digitalis purpv/rea.

digltoplantar (dij"i-ta-plan'tar), a. [L.
digitus, finger, toe, + planta, sole.] Belating
to the sole of the foot and to the toes.

digitozigenin (dij-i-tok'si-je-nin), n. [dig-

itoxHn) -t- -gen + -in^.^ A colorless crystalline

compound, C22Hi,20^, formed by the action of
alcoholic hydrochiono acid on digitoxin. It

melts at 230° C.

digitozose (dij-i-tok'sos), n. [digitoxiin) +
-ose.'] A colorless dextrorotatory sugar,

C6HT2O6, formed, together with digitoxigenin,

by the action of alcoholic hydrochloric acid
on digitoxin. It crystallizes in prisms or plates

and melts at 102° 0.

diglOSSia (di-glos'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Si-yhMraoc,

two-tongued, < di-j two-, + yVJiaoa, tongue.]
A condition of having a double tongue.

diglottism (di-glot'izm), n. \diglot ¥ -ism.l

The use of two languages among a people, or
of words derived from two languages.
Words run much in couples, the one being English and

theol^ecErench. ... In the following . . . from [Chau-
cer's] Prologue, there are two of these diglottisms in a
single line :

—

' Trouthe and honour, fredom and curteisye.

'

. . . 'Trouthe' is 'honour' and 'fredom 'is 'curteisye.'

J. Marie, Philol. Eng. Tongue, IT 78.

diglottist (di-glot'ist), m. One who speaks
two languages.
diglyoxaline (di-gll-ok'sa-lin), n. Same as

digitigrady (dij'i-ti-gra-di), n. [As digitigrade

-i- -y'^.'\ The state or condition of being digi-

tigrade or of walking on the toes, as do cats

ajid dogs; digitigradism : contrasted with
^plantigrady.

digitin (dij'1-tin), n. [digit{alis) + -in2.] An
inert crystalline constituent of the leaves of

the foxglove. Digitalis purpurea.

digltinervate (dij'i-ti-ner'vat), a. [li.digitus,

finger, + nermm, nerve, + -ate^.']

digitiner'VOUS (dij''''i-ti-n6r'vus), a. Same as

digitipartite (dij''''i-ti-par'tit), a. [L. digitus,

finger, + partitus, parted.] In bot, digitately

parted. See digitate, 1, audparted, 3.

digitipinnate (dij"i-ti-pin'at), a. [L. digitus.

diglypllic(di-glif 'ik), a. [Gr. Si-, two-, -I-

ylvipfi, a carving, + -Jc] Having two siphono-
glyphs, as certain polyps : contrasted with
*monoglyphic.
dignathus (dig'na-thus), ». ; pi. dignaihi (-thi).

[NL., < Gr. 6i-, two-, -f- yvaSix;, jaw.] In teratol.,

a monster having a double lower jaw.
dignitarial (dig-ni-ta'ri-al), a. [dignitary +
-aV-.'] Of, belonging orpeeuliarto, a dignitary

:

as, the perversity of the dignitarial mind.
digonal (dig'o-nal), a. [Gr. dt-^ two-, -1- yuoia,

angle, -I- -al^.'] "Noting an axis of binary or
twofold symmetry ; specifically, one of the six
axes of an isometric crystal normal to the
dodecahedral faces. See *symmetry.
Digonopora, n. pi. 2. A section of herma-
phrodite moUusks in which there are separate
orifices for the male and female organs : op-
posed to Monogonvpora. it contains the Limnse-
idee, Vaginutidse, Onchidiidse, and many opisthobrauchs,
including all the Pteropoda.

digraphic, a. 2. Written in two distinct
alphabets or characters, such as longhand and
shorthand : as, a digraphic copy-book.

This was a bilingual (or digraphic, as both inscriptions
are in the same language), published by De Vogu6.

Scribner's Monthly, June, 1880, p. 206.

digrediency ((U-gre'di-en-si), n. lamath., the
relation of digredienfc sets of variables.

digredient (di-gre'di-ent), a. [L. digrediens,
ppr. of digredi, digress : see digress.} In math.,
said of two sets of variables if on replacing
the variables of the first set by linear func-
tions of themselves, those of the second set
become also replaced by different linear func-
tions of themselves.

dlgressionary (di-gresh'gn-a-ri), a. [digression

+ -ary.'] Of the nature of a digression ; di-

gressive.

digynious (di-jin'i-us), a. In bot., belonging
to the Digynia, in the Linnsean classification.

See Digynia.

dlhalogen (di-hal'o-jen), a. [*-2 -I- halogen.}

In chem., containing two atoms of a halogen
element, replacing two atoms of hydrogen, as
in dichlorbenzene, C6H4CI2, or ehlorbrom-
benzene, C6H4CI Br.

dihedral, a. II. n. In gieow., a pair of consecu-
tive faces of an angloid.

dihexagonal, a. 2. In crystal., noting a type
of symmetry characterized by a hexad axis



dihexagonal

(that is, one of six-fold symmetry) in which
six planes of symmetry intersect. See *6-ym-
metry.

dihydrate (di-hi'drat), n. [Gr. Si; two-, -I-

idup, water, + -ofel.] In -chem., a compound
containing two molecules of water, commonly
of water of crystallization.

dihydrated (di-hi'dra-ted), a. In chem., con-
taining two molecules of water, commonly of
water of crystallization. Thus, alabaster is
dihydrated calcium sulphate, CaS0.2H20. G.
Lunge, Sulphuric Acid, 11. 21.

dihydric (di-hi'drik), a. [Gr. 6t-, two-, + iiSup
(iiop-), water, + -ic] In chem., containing two
atoms of basic or easily replaceable hydrogen

:

as, sulphuric acid is a dihydric acid (H2SO4).
dihydriodide (di-hi'dri-o-did or -did), n. [di-2

+ hydr(dgen) + iod{ine) '+ -ideK'] In chem., a
compound formed by union with the elements
of two molecules of hydriodic acid.

dihydrobromide (di-M-dro-bro'mid or-mid), n.

[di-2 -I- hydro(gen) + l)rom(ine) + -ide^.'i In
chem., a compound formed by union with the
elements of two molecules of hydrobromio
acid.

dihydrocMorid (di-hi-dro-klo'rid), n. [di- +
hydro(gen) + chlor{ine) + 4d 1.] In chem., a
compound formed by union with the elements
of two molecules of hydrochloric acid.

dihydrolutidin (di-hi-dro-lii'ti-din), TO. A
ptomaine (C7H11N) found in cod-liver oil.

dlhydrozy-acid (di-hi-drok''si-as'id), to. In
chem., an acid containing two combining units
of the radical hydroxyl (HO), as tartaric acid.
T. E. Thorpe, Diet. AppUed Ghem., I. 666.

dihydroxyl (di-hi-drok'sil), a. [di-^ + hy-
droxyl,2 In diem., containing two combining
units of the radical hydroxyl (HO): as, tar-
taric acid is a dihydroxyl acid.

dihydroxytartanc (di-hi-drok"si-tar-tar'ik),
o. [di-2 -I- hydr(ogen) + oxy(gen) + tartaric.']

Noting an acid, a colorless crystalline com-
pound, HOOCC(OH)2C(OH)2COOH, formedby
the oxidation of dihydroxymalic acid. It

melts at 98° C. Also dioxytartaric.

diiodide (di-i'o-did), «. [di-^ + iodide.'] In
chem., a compound containing two atoms of
iodine.

diiodocarbazol (di-i"o-d6-kar'ba-zol), TO. [d«-2

+ iod(ine) + carbazol.] A yellow odorless
crystalline compound, Ci2H6l2-NH, obtained
by adding iodine to boiling carbazol. It is an-
tiseptic, insoluble in water, but easily soluble
in ether, chloroform, and hot alcohol.

diiodoform (di-i'o-d6-f6rm), TO. [<ii-2 -I- iodo-

form.] A bright-yellowcrystalline compound,
C2H2I2, obtained by the action of iodine on
acetylene diiodide. It is an antiseptic.

diiodosalol (di-i"o-do-sarol), n. [di-^ + io-

d(ine) + salol.] An' odorless, tasteless crys-
talline compound, CgH2l2(OH)C03C6H5, ob-
tained by condensation of diiodosaucylie acid
with phenol. It is an antiseptic. Also called
i>henyl ester of diiodosalieylic acid.

"onic (di-i-on'ik), a. [di-"^ + ion + -ic] In
phys. chem., producing two ions by electrolytic

dissociation. Physical Rev., Dec, 1904, p. 370.

diisatogen (di-is'a-to-jen), to. [di-2 -I- isat{in)

+ -gen.] A red compound, C;^gH804N2, pre-

pared by the action of sulphuric acid on dini-

tro-diphenyl-diaeetylene. It crystallizes in

needles, and is readily converted into indigo

by reducing agents.

Dlisoteria (^"i-so-te'ri-a), «. pi. [Gr. A«<T«-

riipta, neut. pi., < Z'eiif (g. A'«if ), Zeus,+ auriip, sa-

vior.] In Gr. antiq., an Attic festival held at

about the fourteenth day of the month Sciro-

phorion (June) in honor of Zeus Soter and
Athena Soteira.

Dika almonds, butter. See -k almond, kbutteri.

dik-dik (dik'dik), TO. {_A1bo jUig-dig ; African.]

A smaE African antelope, Madaqua phillipsi.

No game here at this season, except the little dik dik;

all is silent and desolate. Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XI, 28.

dike, n.—Bluedike, a bluiah-gray clay ooll. [New Bruns-

wick and Nova Scotia.] See the extract

Neai' the edge of the upland, it [the soil] passes into a

gray or bluish-gi-ay clay called ' blue dike.'

Dawson, Acadian GeoL, iiL 25.

Composite dike, in petroff., a dike formed by intrusions

of two different rocks at different times into one Assure.

—Corky dike. See *cor*w.—Intersecting dikes, in

geol., dikes which cross each other, the later one bemg
always continuous as compared with the older one which

is cut by it See dike, 6.— Multiple dike, in geol., sev-

eral parallel dikes which essentially form one whole yet

are separated by intervening masses of other rook. See

dike, 6.— Sand-dike, a name given by the miners in the

Scottish coal-flelds to a former stream-course filled with
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sand.— Sandstone dike, sandstone lllling a fissure and
resembling an intrusive dike. The fissure is generally
believed to have been formed during an eailjiquake and
to have been filled with an uprising emulsion of sand and
mud which has afterward hardened.

diketone (di-ke'ton), to. [di-'^ + ketone.] One
of a class of organic compounds the mole-
cules of -which contain two carbonyl radicals,
neither of which is linked to hydrogen or hy-
droxyl. The diketones are subdivided, according to
the de^ee of proximity of the carbonyl groups, into 1, 2
or a-diketones, having the complex RCOCOR ; 1, 3 or fi-

diketones, RCOCHqCOR ; 1, * or y-diketones, RCOCHoC
HoCOR; etc.

dil. AlU abbreviation of the Latin dilutus,
dilute.

dilactic (di-lak'tik), a. [*-2 -I- lactic.] 1. Of
or pertaining to dilactic acid.— 2. Noting a
compound which contains two univalent lactyl
radicals, CHoCHOHCO, in the molecule Di-
lactic acid, a hypothetical acid, H0C0CH(CH3)0C0CH
(0H)CH3, known only in the form of its esters and other
derivatives, which are obtained from ethyl chlorpropio.
nate and ethyl sodium lactate.

dilapidation, to. 3. In eccles. law, the amount
charged against an incumbent for damages
incurred daring his incumbency.— 4. In geol.,

the process by which exposed ledges become
diminished or destroyed through the falling
away of fragments of rock ; also, the materisS
broken off.

dilatant, to. 3. In phys., the liquid or gas,
within a dilatometer, the expansion of which
is to be measured.
dilatation, to. 5. In elasticity, change of vol-
ume under stress.

dilatational (dil-a-ta'shon-al), a. Of or per-
taining to dUatati'on.

dilatometer (dil-a-tom'e-tfer), TO. [Irreg. < L.
dilatare, expand (see dilate), + Gr. /iirpov, a
measure.] An instrument for the determina-
tion of the changes of volume of a substance
or for the measurement of its linear expan-
sion. The form used for the deteimination of the
relative expansion of liquids is essentially a thermometer
with a greatly enlarged bulb. The bulb, including a
portion of the neck, is filled with the liquid the expan-
sion ofwhich is to be measured, and the position of tlie end
of the liquid column in the neck is noted at dilferent tem-
peratures. Fig. 1 shows such a dilatometer used in the

dilution

end, which is free to move with the change of length of
the bai*, is attached a device for tipping a small niiri'or.

By observing the movement of the image of a scale seen
in this mirror, very minute clianges in the length of the
bar may be detected. The most refined form of dilatom-
eter for the measurement of the linear expansion of

solids, and that which is usually employed for tliis

purpose (especially in cases where the size of the test-

piece is small, as in crystals), depends upon the interfer-

ence of light This extremely sensitive method, in which
expansion is measured in the terms of wave-length ct'

light was flret employed by Jamin, whose device, further
perfected and developed by Michelson, has become one
of the most important of optical instruments, the *inter-
ferometer (which see). A special form of interferometer
adapted for the rapid and accurate measurement of th<.-

linear expansion of solids is the
Abbe dUatomeier, the principle '\\ *
of which is indicated in fig. 4. ir i
In this instrument a glass plate,

, ±l1
,

gg, is mounted above the speci-
men, S. Both surfaces are plpne,
but not parallel, so that a thin
wedge of air lies between .them.
A ray of monochromatic light
from above is in part refiected
from the lower* face of gg, and
in part from the surface of the
specimen. These two reflected
rays intei'fere, and a system of
straight parallel interference-
bands is formed. Expansion of
S diminishes the thickness of the layer of air and conse-
quently the difference of path of the interfering light
f"ivm the resulting movement of the fringes the expansion
is computed in terms of the wave-length of the light
employed. Neither the observing telescope nor the de-
vices for illumination are shown in the diagram. Various
other forms of interferometer are employed as dilatom-
eters.

dilatometric (dil-a-to-met'rik), a. Of or per-
taining to the measurement of expansion ; re-
lating to or deteiTuined by means of the dila-

tometer. Nature, July 2, 1903, p. 216.

n \e

Fig. 4. Abbe Dilatometer.

S.S. glass plate;

5, specimen.

vh
diii

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

determination of the coefficient of expansion of liquids
containing gases in solution. The neck is bent vertically
downward and the open end is submerged in a vessel of
mercury. Upon cooling the liquid within the bulb the
mercury column rises in the neck, and its position is

noted upon a scale attached to the neck for tliat purpose.
For the measurement of the expansion of gases an instru-
ment similar to the air-thermometer is employed. The
dilatometer in this case consists of a glass bulb (fig. 2)
the neck of which is connected with a mercury mano-
meter. The gas may thus be maintained at constant
pressure and its chanpie of volume observed, or the pres-
sures may be varied m such a way as to keep the gas at
constant volume. For the measurement of the cubic ex-
pansion of solids a modification of the dilatometer for
liquids has been employed byDulong and Petit Regnault
Eopp, and others. In such
determinations the solid is

inclosed in a glass bulb or
tube (fig. 3) the opening of
which is then drawn out to
form a capillary neck. The Fig. 3.

space within the bulb not
occupied by the solid is completely filled with mercury.
When the dilatometer is heated a certain amount of
mercury is driven out by the combined expansion of the
solid and of the liquid. This is weighed, and from its vol-
umetheexpansionof thematerialiscompnted. The line.Tr
expansion of solids is measured in some cases by the di-
rect observation, through microscopes, of parallel lines
drawn upon the surface of the test-piece. This method,
known as that of Roy and Ramsden, can be employed
only when expansion to be measured is that of a long
bar, and even for such purposes it has been superseded
by more delicate methods. In one form of dilatometer
for more refined measm-ements of the linear coefficient of
expansion the bar is fixed at one end, while to tlie other

dilatory, a. II, to. £1 law, a plea or other
proceeding in a suit which is intended to de-
lay the suit without reference to its merits.
Dilenunatic demonstration. See ^demonstra-
tion.

Dilephila, to— Dark-veined Dllepblla, a cosmopoli-
tan sphingid moth, Dilephila gallii, found in Em'ope,
Asia, and North America. Its larvee feed on grape and
purslane.

dilettante (dil-e-tan'te), V. i.
;
pret. and pp.

dilettanted, ppr. dilettan^mg. [dillettante, ;,.j

To play the dilettante.

dilettantist (dil-e-tan'tist), a. [dilettante +
-jsi.] Affected with or characterized by dilet-

tantism: as, rfite<to»<ist philanthropy.
dilettantize (dil-e-tan'tiz), v. i.

;
pret. and pp.

dilettanUzed, ppr. dilettantizing. [dilettante +
-ize.] Same as *dilettante.

Diligence against the heritage, in Scots law, an exe-
cution in favor of a creditor against the real property of
his debtor.— Diligence against the person, m Scots
law, an execution by which a creditor proceeds against'
the person of his debtor.—Diligence against Wit-
nesses, in Scots law, a process by which the attendance
of witnesses is compelled.— Diligence incident, in
Scots law, a process to cite witnesses and examine havers,
similar to tlie English subpcena for witnesses and order
for taking testimony and for interrogatories.— Dlllgenci
to examine havers. Same as *diligence incident.—
Second diligence, in Scots law, a second execution or
Srocess issued when the first has been disregarded or
isobeyed, similar to the English attachment for con-
tempt—Summary diligence, in Scots law, an execu-
tion or process issued in a summary manner.

dilituric (di-li-tfi'rik), a. Noting an acid, a
compound. CO (N2H2 ) C3H (NO2 ) Og . 3HoO

,

formed by the action of fuming nitric acid on
barbituric acid. It crystallizes in quadratic plates or
prisms which dissolve in water or dilute alkali with an
intensely yellow color. Many of the salts explode when'
heated. Also nitrobarbituric.

dilli, TO. See *dillyK
dill-'water (dU'wa't^r), to. An aromatic car-
minative water prepaj-ed from the volatile oil
of diU or by distilling dill fruit with water.

dilly* (dil'i), TO. [Also dilli; said to be native
Australian.] A bag -woven of grasses or of
fur twisted into cord; a small bag of any ma-
terial. [Australia.]

dilly-bag (dil'i-bag), n. Same as *dillyK
diloph (S'lof), a. [Gr. Sao^oQ, of two crests,
< (54-, two-, + Xd^of, a crest.] Having two arms
dichotomous, as in the spicules of sponges.
A diloph tetraclone is a four-armed spicule
with two of the arms thus bifurcated. *

dilophous (dil'6-fus), a. [Gr. 6Dm^, of two
crests, + -oiis^ In sponge-spicules, having
two of the rays forked or branched.
dilution, n. 3. In homeopathy, the diffusion
of a given quantity of a drug in ten or one
hundred times the same quantity of water.
A given quantity of this solution is again diffused in
ten or one hundred tunes the quantity of water. Each
of these processes is called a diXutixm, and the resnlt-
mg preparation is said to be of the tenth, fifteenth,
etc., decimal or centesimal dilution according io the num-
ber of times the operation was repeated and as the quan-
tity of water in each operation was ten or one hundred



dilutioii 371 dingle-bird

times thatof the diBBolveddrng.-Heat of dUutlon, the (OCHg),, Obtained bythe oxidation of amixtiire dimyaric (dim-i-a'rik), a. [Dimyaria + -icA

"S^^^^^e^l^^m.t^T^.'Z^^rt^^. of ethyl and methyl alcohol It is anesthetic Having, the character of the Dimyaria, that

vent sufficient to double the volume.— Ostwald's dllu- dimetnylamme (di-meth-il-am m), n. A IS, having tvro muscle-layers: as, dimyane
tlonlaw,inp%«.cAcTn.,thelawthatifi)isthenumberot colorless gas, (CH3)2NH, present in herring- nemertines.
liters of a solution which contains a gram-molecule of the ferine, and formed by the putrefaction of fish, Dimylids (di-mil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dimy-

'^Z'oif^^^&TyC'^^J^^^^^^X^^^^i gelatin and proteidVateSal in general, iti; ««., the tyW genus, -I- -iL.] A family of
J prepaied by the action of sodium hydroxid on nitroso- small insectivorous mammals comprising ex-

into ions, the equation 7; r— = constant is true for cer- dmiethylaniline, boils at 7.2-7.3' C, and resembles am- tinet (itieeies from f.hp Tertiarv of RiirnnB
.• , ..X ,1^-"^^™. , ,^ . .u monia in its odor and in the constitution of its salts. cr^yLZ. ioIt

1 ertiary OI Jiurope.
tam classes of electrolytes. Good electrolytes donotobey i%j_.j.i,_i__.i;_. ._„„„_ o«„ *««.«». -,«i bCMOSSer, laoi.
the law, the reason for this being unknown. For good elec- ^imetnyu^ bee oranfl-ei.

dill^ (den), »i. : pi. diMtw (de ' nem). [Heb.]
trolytes empirical relations have been suggested ; one is aimetnylarsme (di-meth-ll-ar sm), n. A. , ^o^ A nud^ment ffi> A law Riiit- a nlpn ni
Rumpki:aUutUnla.o.f.^uia,,^^_ = conatant; ^^tTLnf'^^i

liquid, (CH,)2AsH,.prepared JJ^.^ fcfXlaw or prictpt Ce 'ar! f^^ral.
(1 -») V » by the action of zmc and hydrochloric acid on binioal codes containing £1 the ^nim (precepts), ecclesi-

another Is Van fHofs dilution law. '"^ = con-
«a<30dyl Chlond. It boils at 36° C, ha^ the odor and astical and secular, by which every dayan, or judge, is

gtant. (l—v^^/v poisonous properties characteristic of cacodyl derivatives, guided.

r.*i _j. «— I. i,j- > 1 • i- * 1, "^^ bums spontaneously in air. Also called cacodyl 2 See *ndhadSllnvlan epoch, a subdivision of geologic time following hvdrid
e

j » ^. ocd_ ^unuu.
, ,, . -_. . .,

the cuhnination of the glacial epoch and embracing the j,-l,_tliwlnin-a!7in /i\^ -md-y^/'il t>Tvq»'Ht,N « Dinantian (di-nan shian), TO. [Y^tnare*, a City
reti'eat and melting of the great ice-sheet with the atten- OUnetnylpyTazin (dl-meth il-pi-raz in), «. ^^^^ district in Belgium, + -ia».] In qeol.,

A»",^^°^ ., . .., _- ... . , ,1?™\tfei*!!^"^« /HT ..^,•l-'-^ „.„ the lower division of the 6arboniferous system
dllUTlUin, re.—Alpine diluvium, the loose material aimetnylpyrone (dl-meth-ll-pi'ron), n. [dt-^ i^,^!^^,vnr^B Fniiivalnnt tn tlm finltn orflfllpawB
from an alpine glacier reaft»nged by water. + methyl ^ pyrone.] A colorless compound,

i^Europe. l!.qmvalent to the CulmorCaleaire

dim. An abbreviation (6) of *minM«Mje; (c) of „„ ,CH:CfCHo)v /^ ^, ,, ,. .. °";??i. ,.,- -,^v.,n rj- 9 j. j-.i.

the Latin dimidim, one half. ^^^CH-CfCH^r ^' Prepared by the action dinaphthyl (di-naf'thil), n. [di-2 + tiapMh-

dimagnesic.(di-mag-ne'sik),a, [di-2 + mag- of hydriidic a^id on dehydracetic acid. It ^^nds fc'^^'i ^ -'thev^re coloXs 'and

rSeti;:^^'"''""-'"""*""^"^*'""*""' ir^^8!i|o^^^"At"'Vl"r''°^^--'"rr' LTSpaiekfytassiSa^b^^^^^^^^^^^^

diLanSno^'(di-mang'ga-nus), a. ldi.2+
"^^'^• Also called . a -*m«%Z-y- „ic4l%d va^or thrW a red-hot tu^^^^

manganese) + -o««.] fn cfeem., containing (fiSaethVlxanthin (di-meth-il-zan'thin), «. ^r^Uph?;^!°*"^fie'te? Zty^tSfi^erf^
two atoms ot manganese. [di-^ + methyl + xanthin.'] Same as theobro- platesmeltingatlM'C. and boUing at 360" C; the second

Dime museum. See ^'museum. miree • found in tea crystallizes in hexagonal plates melting at 79-80° C; the

Dimension lines, shingle, Btone. See *ii«e2, •sAin- Tji-j-tian fdi-me'ahiani a In ofnl ^-Htk, j''''^''*°™^*<?°''*f''™*P'*'*°T"'"^*"5'°*'- n •

glei, *«eon«.-E(ina1ilon of dimensions. See*equa- ""neraan (ai-me snian;, a. in geol, noting flmar, ». 3. A money of account in Persia,
tion.-rora dimensions, length, breadth, thickness, and crystalline rocks m Pembrokeshire whiehhave equal to one ten thousandth of the tuman.—
a fourth analogous in character. For exhibiting the rela- been regarded by some English geologists as a a (.nrroTit aH-aar i>nin of Stni^ia pmial tn

^^''rrfg-arrSirL-thTSn^tJ's^f'i t?r£ l^rbTSe'':s''elntUe^iSW'?fd^?^^^^ ^OotaraTribSo United ltl7es%eX'
space ; simUarly any four magnitudes may be regarded as S,

"' i .
" ^eiKie, as eruptives mtruttea into Dinaiian (di-na'ri-an), n. [Dinara, a moun-

the cobrdinates of a ^omt in sparse of four dimensions. Cambrian Strata. tain in Dahnatia, +'
-^OTO.] In geol, a division

rffT^dlmensZfta'whTch\tarse?Je^^^^^
dimetient (di-me^hi-ent), a. [L. dtmetzens of the Triassio rocks in the Mediterranean

dinSS-FlSISItae^lSiSdtaen"^'^^ 'iZ^^JlinUl ^^Z'lZ^^^'Z !^^ *»?«»- province, as recognized by Austrian geolo-
teraddedtolength,breadth, and thickness; in wMrtft., an ^-i mTOatt., Characterizing the dimension- gjgtg^ It lies above the Scythian series, which
(assumed) unknown direction extending in two senses, ality. Be Morgan. [Bare.]

jg the lowest member of this formation, and
' apo-' and eiso-', from every partic e of a cube, and such dimetrfa (di-me'tri-a), «. [NL,., < Gr. <?«-, tvro-, below the TirolisTithat the slightest infinitesimal motion of the cube in this + u*roa womb • see mn/i-jrri roTK^Bnitai tP- -,.=,?, v
direction would take it completely out of itself. In four- T, /^'/^pa, womo

. see TOarna;.j t/Ongenital j)jna,nc (di-nar'ik), a. [Z>«»ara, a mountain
dimensional space a right hand can become aleft hand by abnormality consisting in the presence of a in Dalmatia -f -ic ] Noting a region of the
simple movement. double uterus. Alps.- Dlnaric race, a Burop^n typeT fomid along
Prophetic and well-timed were the parting words to the aunmiSll, V. ^. 2. lo taper, as a column, the coast of the northern Adriatic sea, characterized by

speaker of the illustrious Tchebichefl : "Take to Kine- —Law Of diminishing retnms. See *lawl. being tall, very short-headed, with long dark wavy hair,
maticB, it wUl repay you

;
it ismorefecund thMi geometry

; Diminished COlumn Stile See*Golumn *stile^ delicate, straight, or aquiline nose, and slightly tawny skin.

LVr^^^e.''-''""-'*
^™™'^°" *" '''^- '° '^'''^ iSl^sT^^^n^^in^'^^::!''^

Dinaritid^ (din a rit"!)'^^''/ ""fN!: '1
Sylvester, Discoveries Mech. Conver. of Motion, p. 17. device on a cotton-roving machine for giving "S:„J:]'}^u niL£ "Li *r,lJnlu,t\ 1 7JL i

If it became necessary to assume the existence of five the bobbin of roving its conical ends. Nosmith, Tfl^„i Xf TripIS; f^™^!f;5 -filVTi«l^H=
atoms at equal distances from one another in a molecule. Cotton Sninnine V 207 ,,

genus of TriasSic ammonoid cephalopods,
there would be evidence of a/ourtftiiimeTCKioTt. ,1,-minii'HnT, « 4.™-» J* ji—. *- . , allied to Ceroijfe*, but having fewer and Sim-

C. H. Uinton, m Haiper's Mag., July, 1904, p. 232. aimmUUlon, «.-Figure Of djmlnntloil, m immcoJ 1 ,
^^ g Ceratites 1^•"•"

. ^ ,. "
. ^1. '

^ Bofoteoji, a numeral, usually with a curve inclosing the pi"i !""«» "»« i^«ir»'"t»i/.

Rough dimensions, dimensions which are not exact, notes affected, signifying that the latter are to be per- dilldei (dm'der), n. [A dial form of *dinner,
but which are larger than the flmshed measurement formed as a group with less than then- normal time-value. AS. dinor (OF. denier), < L. denarius: see
will be. .. - 1 o. J.

Saoh groMpa aie the duole, triplet, guartde, quintole, eex- /7/.m,>..2 Mnnr flftinritm] A Incnl namo in
Dimensional equation, formula. See *eqm- tole, etc., the signs for wWch are ?, -?, %t, T, ete.,

"^^
' f^'n^r, aenanus.\ a local name in

Uon*formula respectively.
2.^.4,6,6,

, gome parts of England, particularly m Shrop-

dimere (di'mer), ». [Gr. (J^uEOi^f, of two parts, dimity, ». 2. A thin cotton fabric, either shire, for one of the small coins, called deBO-

<di- two-, + liipog, a part.] In the skeletons ^l^ite or colored, resembUng muslin, distin- ™ ^y the Romans, frequently found on the

of tile reticulate hexactinellid sponges, a mesh guished by raised threads or cords which run sites of old Roman settlements. [Prov. Eng.]

of the second order, made by the intersection l?"g*^^se of the cloth.-Dlmity ruffling, dimity DmematlClltliys (di-nem-a-tik this;), n. [NL.,

of the secondary spioular bands of a primary J'}"*^
plaited longitudmally m weaving.

^ . ^ ^,
< Gr. 6c-, two-, -I- ^Vf^(r-), thread, -f- t;t%, fish, j

auadrule
r j dimmer (dim'er), n. In elect., an adjustable A genus of small fishes of the family Brotu-

dMeric (di-mer'ik), a. [,dmer(ous) + -ic] 1.
reactive coil used for reducing the amount of Udw, inhabiting the coral reefs,

^lateral, or having a right and a left side, as }}ST^\ °^ incandescent amps. dinergate (di-nfer gat), n. [Gr. detv6(, temble

inmost animals: contrasted vrith *polym^nc. dimolecular (di-mo-^k'^u-lar), a. [d»-2 + (large) + epyarm, a worker.] A general term

Comparison of bilateral or «».*«•« animals with rotate
»»«'«««'«'••] Same as *6emofec«Zar. for a worker major, or 'soldier,' among

or polymeric animals.,
. . . . „ Since that time PUoty has practicaUy completed the j^P?,^1L //-* ""-v

P^'y^og'll'C .^O^l^ers.

L. H. Bailey, SmitMonmn Hep., 1897, p. 466. proof of the dependence of the green or blue color upon flmerillO (de-na-rel yo), n. [Bp., dim. of dinero,

2 In 6oi sa.m.% as dimerous themonomolecularconditionandof the white or colorless penny.] A small copper coin of Philip III.

Dimerosporium (di"mer-o-sp6'ri-um), n. [NL., '°™ "P™ *>•«
""^^"^Si^'^Z Aug I90a V 111

^""^ F^^'^JZ- °i ^P^^"' ^""^ °^ ^""^^ ^^°-
<Gr.Tu£p«c, of two parts, + c^opd, seeA

Amer. Chem. Jour., Ang., ms, p. 111. and Louis XIV. of Prance, struck for Valencia

(spore).] A genus of epiphytic fungi of the dimorphism, n. 6. In petrog., modifications in the seventeenth century,

family Perisporiacex, having membranous or produced within the magma of an igneous dinero, n. 2. A Spanish coin, the denier,

subearbonaceous peritheeia seated upon a 'oek by mineralizing or crystallizing agents dingar (ding'gar), n. [E. Ind.] The giant

subieulum of brown mycelium. The spores are hefore its solidification. Belesse, 1858. .
East Indian honey-bee, Apis dorsata. Camr-

hyaline or brown, and have two ceUs, as the name indi- dimorphobiotic (di-m6r"fo-bi-ot'ik), a. [Gr. hridge Nat. Hist., VI. 70.

cates. About 60 species have been described, occurring Si-, two-, -I- fiopijyli, form, 4- /JiWif (/3j6)r-), way dlng-dOUg (ding'dSng), v. I. intrans. To

T^^^^^ll^.^'^^&y>imoT^e'.^lnT^ of Me, + -ic] Exhibiting alternation of gen- sound with the regularity of the ding-dong of

Maclc*blight(a). erations and having a parasitic and a non- a bell.

dimery (dim'e-ri), n. [NL. *dimeria, < Gr. parasitic stage in the course of the complete II. trans. To assail or pester with a con-

Siiupm of tvfo parts.] In hot., the condition life-history. Jour. Exper. Med., VI. 79. tinual succession of complaints, requests,

of being dimerous. Dimorphoceratidse(di-m6r'''f9-se-rat'i-de), taunts, gibes, or the like. Seeding^, v. t.

In the pentamery and dimery of Dicotyledones there is « pl- [NL., < Dimorphoceras (-cerat-) + -Jto.] dinge (dinj), v. t. [Also dindge (obs.) : a var.

usually a posterior sepal with a pair of lateral prophylls. A family of Carboniferous ammonoid cephalo- of ding, v. Cf. sing and singe.} To dent, or
Bneyc. Brit, XXV. 433. pods or goniatites with diseoidal shells and make a depression or hollow on the surface of,

dimetaphosphate (di"met-a-fos'fat), m. [<J»-2 digitate lobes. as by a knock or blow; dint; bash: as, a dinflred

+ metaphosphate.^ In cfeem., a salt which con- dimple, »— Capillary dimple, a slight depression m silk hat. [Prov. Eng.]
tains the radical P2O6, resulting from the a liquid surface; speoiflcaUy.fliat made by bringing the dinge (dinj'), to. [X\so dindge (ohs.), < dinge,

coalescence of two combining "nits of the
iX^^-t^f^jtlfr^niSc^^^^^^ ..]. A dent or depression made by a blow; a

radical PO3 of a metaphosphate : as, potassium ^^^^ h^s its proper position when the capillary dimple is
ormse or bash : as, a dmge on a copper kettle

;

dimetaphosphate, K2P206- barely visible. a hat full of dinges. [Prov. Eng.]

dimethyl (di-meth'il), n. [dJ-2 -I- methyl.'] Dimyaria, n. pi. 2. A group or branch of dingle^, to., 2. (S) The roofed-over space be-

1. Same as *ethane.— 2. A combining form Nemertini in which the dermal musculature tween the kitchen and the sleeping-quarters

used in organic chemistry to indicate the pres- consists of an external coat of circular muscles in a logging-camp, commonly used as a store-

ence of two methyl-groups in the moleciUe of and an internal coat of longitudinal muscles, room,

a compound. It includes the anoplous forms belonging to Dingle beds. See *6edi.

dimethylacetal(di-meth-il-as'e-tal), to. A the orders Protonemertini, Mesonemertini, and dingle-bird (ding'gl-b6rd), n. Same as belU

colorless ethereal liquid compound," CH3.CH Metanemertini. Contrasted with *Irimyaria. bird, 2.



dinic

dinic (din'ik), a. and n. I. a. Same as _
II. n. A medicinal remedy for giddiness.

Dimchthys (di-nik'this), n. [Gr. Sewdg, terrible,
+ IxS^i, a fish.] A genus of gigantic arthrodi-
rous Devonian fishes, regarded as pertaining to
the family Coccosteidee, in whichthe head-shield
is comprised of one laige median occipital
plate, and three pairs of lateral and two pairs
of anterior plates, the trunk also being plated.
The dental plates are movable, without teeth, But both
the mandibles and the maxillsB are sharpened to a cutting
edge which may be cuspidate. The species are charac-
teristic of the Devonian black shales in Ohio and New
York, and European species are also known. Head-shields
have been found in Ohio which measure nearly i feet in
length.

Diniferida (din-i-fer'i-da), 11. pi. [NL., < Gr.
Sivog, a whirl, + L. ferre, bear, + -i(?a.] An
order of Dinoflagellidia having two transverse
furrows. It includes the families Peridinidse
and DinopJiysidse.

dining-car (di'ning-kar), n. A railway-car
fitted up as a dining-room or restaurant, and
supplied with a kitchen, pantry, refrigerator,

etc.

dining-coacll (di'ning-kooh), n, Same as *dinr-

ing-ear.

dining-hall (di'ning-hai), «. A large dining-
room, as in a hotel or college.

dining-table (di'ning-ta"bl), n. The. table in
a dining-room, dining-hall, or saloon on ship-
board, round which people gather to dine ; a
dinner-table.

dinitrobenzene (di-ni"tr6-ben'2en), n. [di-^

+ nitro{gen) + benzene.'] ' A compound, CgH4
(N02)2, derived from benzene by the substitu-
tion of two nitro-groups for two hydrogen
atoms. Orthodinitrobenzene is formed in small quantity
when a mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids acts on ben-
zene. Its crystals melt at 117.9° C. Metadinitrobenzene
is the chief product obtained from the action of a mixture
of sulpliuric and nitric acids on benzene. Its yellow crys-
tals melt at 91° C. At the same time a little paradimtro-
benzene is formed. Its crystals melt at 171-172° C.

dinkel (ding'kel), n. [G.] The one-grained
wheat, THUcum monoeoccum. See wheat. Also
called einkorn.

dinky (ding'ki), a. and n. [Also dinkey; a
prov. word of imitative nature, in effect a var.

of dic%, as applied to small things.] I. a. 1.

Small and neat; trim; tidy; nice. [Prov.]

—

2. Small but pretentious ; small and insignifi-

cant. [Prov.]

II. n.; pi. dinlcies (-kiz). 1. Something
small or insignificant. [CoUoq.]— 2. An ap-
paratus of smaller size than the usual stan-
dard, as a pony- or donkey-engine for doing
work which requires small horse-power.— 3.
A pair of wheels on an axle used to carry the
weight of a beam or pole in erecting structures
or wire lines. The axle is usually curved up-
ward in the middle, with a lever afBxed, so
that the weight can first be raised off the

tround, in a sling, and then wheeled to the
esired point.

dinner-pad (din '6r- pad), n. A pad placed
over the region of the stomach during the
application of a plaster-of-Paris or other
jacket. After the jacket has hardened the
pad is removed, thus allowing room for dis-

tention of the stomach when it receives food.

dJnner-pail (din'6r-pal), n. A tin pail, with a
cover, in which working-men carry, or are sup-
posed to carry, their ' dinner' ormidday meal to

their work. ' 'A full dinner-pail " for the work;
ing-man figures in party rhetoric. [U. S.]

dinner-pair (din'6r-par), n. In parliamentary
usage, a pair, formed by two members of op-
posite parties during the dinner-hour, the vote
of the one balancing the vote of the other in

case of a division while both are absent, that

is, fi-om 7 to 10 P. M. [Eng.]

.dinner-party (din ' 6r-par " ti), n. A party of

guests invited to dinner and for social inter-

course or enteriiainment.

.dinner-ring (din '6r- ring), n. Same as *lan-
quet-ring.

tmnner-set (din'fer-set), n. A set of dishes of

the same pattern for use on the dinner-table

:

as, a dinner-set of Limoges ware.

Dinobolus (di-nob'o-lus), n. [Gr. deivSg, terri-

ble, + ol3oUc, an obol.] A genus of atrema-

itous BracUopoda, of the family TrimerelUdse,

having thick-shelled subcircular valves with

interior muscular platforms slightly exca-

vated for the viscera. They are of Silurian age.

dinoceratOUS (di-no-ser'a-tus), a. Belonging

or related to the Dinocerata, a group of fossil

perissodaotyl mammals.
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dinomania (din"o-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Sivog, whirling, -t- iiavia, madness.] Same as
^danoing-maniu.
Dinoperca (di-no-p6r'ka), n. [NL., < Gr.
deivOQ, terrible (large) + nipiai, perch.] A genus
of serranoid fishes found on the coasts of Balu-
chistan and Sind. Only one species, D.petersii,

is known.
Dinophilea (di-nof-i-le'a), n. pi. [NL., <

DinopMlus + -eo.] A class of Trochelminthes,
represented by a minute worm-like organism,
DinopMlus, inhabiting salt or brackish water.
The body is composed of from 5 to 8 segments, and bears
a head or prostomium and a short ventral tail. The sur-
face of the body bears cilia distributed uniformly or in
rings. The genus Dinophilus is sometimes regarded as
belonging to the Archiannelida.

Dinophis (din ' o-fis), ». [Gr.MvSg, terrible,
+ 6^ig, a serpent.] A fossil marine serpent,
from the North American Eocene, which
attained a length of 30 feet: probably
synonymous with PalseopMs.
dinopid (din 'o - pid), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the family JJinopidx.

II. a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the family Dinopidse.
dinomithid (di-ndr'ni-thid), n. One of the
Dinornithid^.
dinornithine (di-u6r'ni-thin), a. [NL. dinor-
nis {-ortdth-) + -ine^.'] Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the extinct genus binor-
ms and its allies.

dinornitboid (di-nfir'ni-thoid), a. Allied to
or resembling Binorwis or the DinormtMdse.
dinos (di'nos), n.

; pi. deinoi {-Jnoi). [Gr. Sivog,

dejvof, a name of various round vessels.] In
Gr. aniiq., a large bowl without a foot.

dinosaur, n.—chambered dinosaur, the extinct rep-
tile Camarosaurus : so named from the cavities in its vei^
tebrse.— Duck-biUed dinosaur, the dinosaurian reptile
Trachodon or Hadrosaurugf characterized by the broad,
beak-like snout on the skulL

Duck-billed Dinosaur {Hadrosaurus Tnirabilis).

After a restoration by Knight.

dinotberioid (din-6-the'ri-oid), a. and n. I. a.

Belated to or having the characters of the
extinct ungulate Dinotherium.

II. n. An ungulate mammal related to Di-
notherium.

Dinotberium sand. See *sandK
diobely (di-ob'e-li), m. [Gr. dto^eXia, < Si-,

two-, + o^oTidg, o'bol.] In Gr. anUq., an allow-
ance of two obols a day to each citizen pres-
ent during the Athenian festivals, to pay for
seats in the theater.

diodanginm (di-o-dan'ji-um), n.
;
pi. diodan-

gial-&). [NL., < Gr. <5Wof, a passage, + dyyetov,

a vessel.] A sporangium in the ArchegomatsB.
Fan Tieghem.

diodei (di'od), a. [Gr. Si-, two-, -H 6S6g, way.]
Of two ways; in elect, teleg., same as duplex.

diode^ (di'od), n. [Gr. SioSog, a way through,
a passage, < Sta, through, + iSdq, way.] In
tot., the rudimentary or transition body in
vascular plants which develops into the pro-
thallium. Van Tieghem.

,

diodogone (di-od'o-gon), ». [Gr. SioSog, a pas-
age, + ydvoc, generation.] In l)ot., a sporan-

fium in the Spermatophyta which generates
iodes; the embryo-sac and pollen-sac. Fan

Tieghem.
diodopbyte (di-od'o-fit), n. [Gr. S'ioSog, a
passage, + ipm-av, plant.] A plant which pro-
duces diodes ; any vascular plant. Fan T^ghem.
dioeciodimorphic (di-e-shio-di-m&r 'fik), a. In
hot., same as heterogonous, which see.

Diotocardia

dioeciodimorpbous (di-e-shio-di-mdr'fus), a.

Same as *diwoiodimorphic.

dioeciopolygamous (di-e''''shi6-p9-lig'a-mus), a.

In bot., dioeciously polygamous, that" is, hav-
ing some individuals unisexual and others her-
maphrodite.
dioestrous (di-es'trus), a. [Gr. Si-, two-, +
olcrpog, stimulus.] 1. Relating to the first of
two successive periods of sexual desire.— 2.

Relating to the brief interval between two suc-

cessive periods of sexual desire Dioestrous
cycle, thefii'st of two successive periods of sexual desire^

plus a brief interval of rest idioastrum).

dioestrum (di-es'trumf), n. ; pi. dioestra. [NL.

:

see *di(Bstrous.'} A brief interval (from 6 to
14 days) between two periods of sexual desire
in animals.
Diogenodonta (di-oj"e-no-don'ta), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. Sioyev^c, sprung from Zeiis, + qSov(,

(oSovT-), a tooth.] A group of advanced and
modem pelecypod moUusks in which the hinge
has lateral and cardinal teeth on a true hinge-
plate, the former not exceeding two and the
latter three in number.
dionine (di'o-nin), n. A trade-name of ethyl
morphine hydroehlorid. It is employed as an
ocular anesthetic in place of cocaine.
Dionysian, a. 4. Of or pertaining to (a)

Dionysius the Areopagite, mentioned in Acts
xvii. 34, who is said to have been made bishop
of Athens in the year 50 by the Apostle Paul

;

or (6) a pseudo-Dionysius who, about 360-450
A. D.,wTote several ecclesiastical works attrib-
uted by some to the Areopagite.
Dionysic (di-o-nis'ik), a. Same as Dionysiac.
Diopsidse (di-op'si-de), n. pi. [NL., < Diopsis
+ idle.'] A family of acalyptrate Diptera of
which Diopsis is the type. They are small black
flies, rather stout^ with stout front thighs and the head
much widened. They are found in shady wooded places.

dioptometry (di-op-tom'e-tri), n. [Gr. Sm,
through, + 67rr((KOf), of "seeing, + -fierpla, <
fdrpov, measure.] Measurement of the power
of accommodation and of the refraction of the
eye.

dioptric. I. a— Dioptric curve. Same as Cartman
miat.— Dioptric globe. See kholophane.— Diojptric
micrometer, see icmicrometer,

II. n—
^ Prism dioptric, a unit of the deflecting

power of prisms ; a deflecting power equivalent to that of
a prism which displaces the transmitted ray through an
angle subtended by one centimeter at a distance of one
meter : used chiefly by oculists.

dioscoriue (di-os'ko-rin), n. {Dioscorea +
-wte2.] A greenishi-yellow, crystalline, very
poisonous bitter alkaloid, CisHiq02N, con-
tained in Java gadung, Dioscorea hirsuta. It

melts at 43.5° C., and acts on the central
nervous system like picrotoxin, but is less en-
ergetic.

diose (di'os), n. [di-^ + -ose.] Same as ^hiose.

The first volume deals with the monosaccharides, the
chief subheads being : dioses, trioses, tetroses and methyl
derivatives. Jour. Phys. Chem., Oct, 1904, p. 509l

diosmin (di-os'min), ». [Gr. Si^, two-, -I- haiiii,

odor, -I- -m2.] game as •''harbsmvn.

diospbenol (di-o-sfe'nol), n. \dios{min) ¥ phe-
nol!] A crystalline phenol-like body, CipHig
O2, found in buchu-oU from Parapetalifera
hetuUtta {Barosma betulina of Bartling and
Wendland). It melts at 82° C. Also called
Barosma camphor, and Buchu camphor.
Diospyracese (di-os-pi-ra'se-e), w. pi. [NL.
(Drude, 1879), < Diospyros + -aceee.] A family
of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants of the
order Diospyrales, the ebony family: long
known by the name Ebenaceie (which see).
It is typified by the genus Diospyroa, and includes 7 gen-
era and about 318 s;pecies, by far the lai^er number of
which belong to Diospyros. See Diospyros, Uaba, and
Royena.

Diospyrales (di-os-pi-ra'lez), n. pi. [NL., <
Diospyros + -ales.] An order of dicotyledo-
nous sympetalous plants lembracing^ the fam-
ilies Sapotacese, Diospyracese, Styracacese, and
Symplocaceas. They are trees or shrubs with
simple leaves and often valuable wood.
diota (di-6'ta), n. ; pi. diotse (-te). [L. diota,
< Gr. Sknog, two-eared, < St-, two-, + oif (ur-),
ear.] A Greek vase with two ears or handles,
similar to the amphora.

diotic (di-ot'ik), a. [Gr. diurof, two-eared, <
Si-, two-, + oif (tiT-), ear, -I- -jc] Involving
the use of both ears in the perception of a
single tone or clang : opposed to *dichotic.
Diotocardia (di"o-to-kar'di-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. Siarrog, two-eared, -t- Kap6L, heart.] A di-
vision of the gastropod Mollusea based on the
presence of two auricles in the heart: con-
trasted with *Monotocardia.



dioxine

diozine (di-ok'sin), n. [d*-2 + ox{ygen) + -ine^.l

Same as*garnbine B.
diozogen (di-ok'so-jen), n. A trade-name for
a 3-per-eeiit. solution of hydrogen peroxid in
water.

dioxybenzol (di-ok-si-ben'z61), n. [di-^ +
oxy{gen) + henzol."] A diatomic phenol which
results from benzene on the substitution of
two hydroxyl groups for two hydrogen atoms,
for example, pyrocateehin, resorcin, and hy-
droquinone.
diozjrtartaric (di-ok"si-tar-tar'ik), a. [di-^ +
oxy(gen) + tartarie."] Same as *clihydroxytar-
taric,—Dlozytartarlc acid. Same as kdihydroxy-
tartaric acid.

dip, V. I. trans. 8. To submerge (an animal,
as sheep, except the head) in a warm decoc-
tion of sulphur, tobacco, or the like, for the
destruction of injurious parasites and germs
of skin-diseases.

H. inirans. 4. In the manufacture of tur-

pentine, to gather resin from boxes or cups.
[U.S.]
dip, n., 5. (c) In ceram., a preparation of colored slip

for decorating pottery. See -kdip-ware.

7. A small dumpling made of batter dropped
into boiling water a spoonfal at a time and
boiled for about five minutes. Usually in the
plural,

f
Australia.]— 8. Vertical distance

below a given level.—9. A depression or sink
on the surface of the earth.— 10. Crude tur-

pentine. [U.S.]— 11. Among stock-breeders,
'tinge' or 'touch,' that is, a slight strain, of
another breed or variety.— 12. The depth to
which anything is submerged, as a floating ves-
sel, thefloats or buckets of a paddle-wheel, etc.
— Unconformablllty of dip, in geol., the lack of cor-
respondence in the dip ot strata produced when a
later series of sediments is deposited upon the upturned
edges of an older and tilted series.,

dipa (de-pa'), n. [TagalogdJp<i= Bisayadop«f.]
In the Philippine Islands, a measure of length;
a fathom.
dipartite (di-pStr'tit), a. [L. di-, apart, -I-

parUtus, parted.] Divided into various parts:

as, dipartite writings. BusMn.
dipartition (di-par-tish'gn), n.

.
[dipartite +

-ion.'] Sundering; division: as, the dipartiUon
of the sheep from the goats on the judgment-
day.
dipentene (di-pen'ten), n. [di-^ + Grr. Trivre,

five, -I- -e»e.] A terpene, CipHig, found in

a great variety of volatile oils: it boils at
181° C. and is optically inactive. According to
its origin, it has been called by a great variety of names.

dipeptide (di-pep'tid), n. [dJ-2 + pept(ie) +
-«(fei.] A condensation-product of the anhy-
drids of two ainido-acids which are derived
from the albuminous molecule. See ^digestion

products.

cup-fault (dip'fait), n. A fault in inclined

strata which runs in the direction of their dip

and across their strike.

Small dip-fauUa were seen in the sea-cliS. Greater
dip-fatdts of considerable but unknown throw cut off

the entire series along the axis of the "tickle" and again

at a point about 370 meters to the southeast of the head-
land at the sea-chasm. Amer. Geol., Aug., 1903, p. 68.

dip-glaze (dip'glaz), n. In ceram., a liquid

glaze preparation into which the biscuit ware
IS dipped. Compare *vapor-glaze.

diphase (di'faz), a. [Gr. Si-, two-, H- ^omf,

phase.] In elect., same as *guarterphase.

diphasic (di-fa'zik), a. [G-r. d*-, two-, -I- ipdai^,

phase, + -Jc] Having two phases. BucTc,

Med. Handbook, III. 105.

diphenol (di-fe'nol), n. [di-^ + phenol.'] One of
several isomeric compounds. The most important

is the diorthoderivative HOCeH4C6H40H(2:2), prepared

by heating fluorin with potassium hydroxid at 400° C.

It forms crystals melting at 98" C.

dipheiiyl(di-fe'nil),«. [di-^ + phenyl.'] Aoolor-
Iesscompound,CeH5C6H6,foundincoal-tar,and
prepared by passing benzene vapor through a
red-hot tube, it is volatile with steam, crystallizes in

large lustrous monoolinio plates, melts at 70.6° C, and boils

at254°C. Alsocalled frt^Aen;/!.—Dlphenylblne.brown,
etc. See *W«e, -kbrown, etc.

Diphenylamine-orange. See orange^.

diptaenylethanolone (di-fe"nil-eth-an'o-16n),

n. Same as *he'hgoin, 3.

dlphenylimide (di-fe-nil-i'mid)^ n. [diphenyl

r imide.] A colorless crystalbne substance,

(C6H5)2-NH, formed when diphenylamine

vapors are conducted through a tube heated

to redness. It also occurs in crude anthra-

cene.

diphenylketone (di-fe-nil-ke'ton), n. [<Jj-2 -f

^a&iuyl + ketone.] Same as *1>enzophenone.

diphosphate (di-fos'fat), n. [d«-2 + phosph{o-
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riis) + -afei.] In chem., a compound contain-
ing two combining units of the radical of

phosphoric acid. The name has been incorrectly ap-
plied to a phosphate containing two atoms or combining
units ot a metal united to this radical, as diphotphate of

soda instead of disodic phosphate.

Diphragmida (di-frag'mi-da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 01.-, double, •¥^pa.yim, a partition.] In

Hyatt's classification of the Cephalopoda, a
group of primitive Lower Silurian nautiloids
in which the siphunele ip divided by trans-
verse tabulee alternating with the septa of the
shell.

Diphragmoceras (di-frag-mos'e-ras), n. [Gr.
(5*-, double, -I- ^piyna, a partition, 4- Kipai, a
horn.] The typical and only genus of the
cephalopod group Diphragmida.
diphropnoros (di-frof'o-rbs), n.

;
pi. diphro-

phoroi (-roi). [Gr. 6ul)p'o<j)6pog, < S'uppog, a seat,

stool, -H -tpopog, < ip^petv, bear.] In Or. anUq., a
stool-carrier: especially applied to two figures
in the center of the frieze on the eastern side
of the Parthenon at Athens, 31 and 32 Mi-
chaelis.

diphtheria, n. Diphtheria is caused by a specific

bacillus, called Ba^llus diphtheria, or the Klebs-Loef-
fler bacUlus, which usually can readily be detected in the
exudate by microscopical methods. The search for this
organism has become a routine measure in doubtful cases
of inflammation of the upper air-passages, and often a
positive diagnosis of such conditions can be made only in
this way. The disease begins with swelling and redness
of the throat, fever, and loss of strength. The false

membrane appears early and may be confined to the ton-
sils or may spread to the mucous membrane of the nose,
pharynx, or larynx. When the larynx is involved, the
breathing becomes difficult, and suffocation may ensue.
Formerly the only means of saving life in this complica-
tion was tracheotomy, but this has been almost entirely
superseded by intubation. The disease may be followed
by paralysis, by weakness of the heart, or by disease of
the kidneys. Treatmenl^ both curative and preventive,
consists in the subcutaneous injection of diphtheria an-
titoxin—one of the earliest instances, and still the most
effective instance, of senun therapy. See out under
Klebs-Loeffler -trhacilliis.—Diphtheria bacillus. See
•kbadlltLB, with cut

diphtherial (dif-ordip-the'ri-al), a. [diph-

theria -h -aJi.] Same as diphtheritic . Med.
Becord, Feb. 28, 1903, p. 360.

diphtheric (dif- or dip-ther'ik), a. [diphtheria
+ -ic] Same as diphtheritic.

'

Diphtheritic croup, paralysis. See *croup\
^paralysis.

diphtheroidal (dif- or dip-the-roi'dal), a.

Same as diphtheroid.

diphtherotozin (dif-the"ro-tok'sin), n. Toxin
elaborated by the bacillus' of diphtheria.

diphthong (dif- or dip'thdng), v. t. To sound
as a diphthong ; diphthongize.

Isolative dipMhonging or 'vowel-clearing' mainly af-

fects long vowels, evidently because of the difficulty of

prolonging the same position without change.
H. Sweet, Eing. Sounds, § 63.

diphthongia (dif-thong'gi-a), «. [NL., < Gr.
dupBoyyog, having two sounds: see diphthong.]

A condition in which, owing to partial paraly-

sis of the larynx, two sounds of different pitch

are produced simultaneously.

diphthongous (dif 'th6ng-gus), a. Same as
diphthongal.

Diphya limestone. See *Umestone.

diphygenic (dif-i-jen'ik), a. [Gr. Supv^g, of

donbleform, + -yeviig, -^voduoing.] Inembryol.,
producing two different embryos: said of the
Vieyenddee: opposed to monog'ejMC.

diphyletic (di-fi-let'ik), a. [Gr. 6i-, two-, -t-

(jivXov, |;ribe.] In zool., having two sets of

ancestors; derived from two distinct groups
of animals.

The diphyletic origin of the birds as represented by the
Katltee and Carinatse is regarded as an untenable assump-
tion by Fttrbringer, who argues tor the racial unity of the
whole group. Amer. Nat., Jan., 1903, p. 74.

Diphyletic arrangement, a system of classification in

which the divisions are arranged in accordance with the
view that a given group of animals has been derived from
two sources.

diphyletically (di-fi-let'i-kal-i), adv. In a
diphyletic manner.
Diphyllidea, n. pi. 2. An order of tetrabo-

thridiate Cestoidea. They have a scolex with a long

head-stalk armed with several longitudinal rows ot hook-
lets, the head consisting of a retractile armed rostellum

and 4 (apparently only 2) phyUidia, with projecting,

slightly mobile maigins. The order contains but one
family, the Echvnobothridee, and one genus, EehiruAoth-
rium, parasitic in selachians.

diphyodontism (di£-i-o-don'tizm), n. [diphy-

odont + -ism.] The state or condition of being
diphyodont or having two sets of teeth, as is

the case with the majority of mammals.
Diphyphyllum (dif-i-fil'um), n. [NL., irreg.

< Gr. dLtfniQ, double, -I- (Jti/l/lov, a; leaf.] A genus
of Paleozoic tetracorals of the family Cya^

Diplesion

'«e. They grew in compound stocks, the indi-

vidual corallites having no columella and not being con-
nected with each other except by the epithecal wall.

dip-joint (dip'joint), n. A joint in inclined
strata which runs in the direction of the dip.

Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 660.

dipl. An abbreviation (a) of diplomat; (6) of

diplacanthid (dip-la-kan'thid), n. One of the
Diplacanthidse.

diplacusis (dip-la-ku'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
dw/ldof, double, + HKovaie, hearing, < aKOvuv,

hear.] lapsyehol. acoustics, double hearing:
applied usually to the hearing of the same
tone in a different pitch by the two ears (dipla-

CMsis binauralis), but also to the arousing of

two tonal sensations in the same ear by a
single stimulus.

The abnormality (diplactms) may be restricted to a
single ear, may be transitory or chronic, and may be con-
fined to definite parts of the tonal scale or coextensive
with it O. Kiilpe (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 299.

Dipladenia (dip-la-de'ni-a),«. [NL. (Alphonse
de CandoUe, 184'4), < Gr. dtirUog, double^ +
ai^v, gland. The name alludes to the pair of

nectar-glands which alternate with the two
ovaries.] 1. A genus of plants of the family
ApocynacesB. They are shrubs, chiefly twining, all

South American, and mostly from Brazil. Several ot the
20 species are in cultivation in glass houses, where they
are prized for their showy, mostly rose-colored or purple
funnel-form flowers. Dipladenia atropurpurea, D. Boli'

viensig, D. urophylla, and D. ^lendens are the prominent
species. Otiier species are in cultivation, and all the
kinds are prized for their very brilliant fior^l display, and
tor their attractive habit,

diplanar (di-pla'nar), a. [Gr. <?«-, two-, -I- L.

plarms, plane, -1- -ar.] Pertaining to or of two
planes.

diplarthry (dip-lar'thri), n. [Gr. ScnMog,

double, -f ap(j>ppv, joint.] Having the bones
of the tarsus and carpus arranged in a more
or less alternating manner: contrasted with
taxeopody.

diplasmatic (di-ijlaz-mat'ik), a. [Gr. it-, two-,
+ TT^&a/ia, anything formed.] In cytol., con-
taining substances besides protoplasm, such as
pigment, fat, etc.

:

said of the cell-cyto-

plasm. *

Diplazium (di-pla'-

zi-um), n. [NL.
(Swartz,1801),<Gr.
SmM^etv, to double
or be doubled, in
allusion to the
double sori.] A ge-
nus of free-veined
polypodiaoeous
ferns. They are nearly
allied to Asplenium, but t^
are distinguished in ex-
ternal characters by hav-
ing all or part of the
Imear sori borne in pairs
upon the same vein, the
indusia being extrorse.
There are more than 75
species, natives of moist
tropical and subtropical
regions. The type of the
genus is i>. plantaffini-
joliijvm, a simple-leaved
tropical American spe-
cies.

Diplectnim (di-plek'trum), n. [NL., < Gr. de-,

two-, + irTiTjuTpav, a spur: see plectrum.] A

' Difilazium filantaginifolivm.

a. single frond, one third natural
size ; b, portion of frond showing
venation and sori, natural size.

DifiUctruTn /ormosum.
(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

genus of small sea-bass, distinguished by the
armature of the preoperele. I>. formosum is

the commonest of the species, all of which are
American.
Diplesion ((H-ple'si-on), n. [NL., < Gr. iinTJj-

ffiof, twofold, double.] A genus of siriall fishes

,-*<».

Diplesion blennioides.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)



Diplesion

of the Mississippi valley, living in clear brooks.
D. bleimioides, the green-sided darter, is the
common species.

dipleurogenesis (di-plii-ro-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr.
<5(-, two-, + a'Xevpa, side,' + yeveai^, genesis.]
1. Historical progress or evolution through
the acquisition and elaboration of bilateral
symmetry. [Rare.]— 2. The two-sided, bilat-
eral, or dimeric type of form assumed by the
higher members of the animal creation: dis-
tinguished from centrogenesis. L. H. BaiUy.
dipleumla (di-plu'ru-la), n.; pi. dipleurulse
(-le). [NL., < Gr. (!t-,'two-, + itXcvpa, side, +
L. dim. -Mto.] A hypothetical ciliate, swimming,
bilateral ancestor of the eehinoderms, which
is supposed to be recapitulated in the swim-
ming larvsB of modem eehinoderms. See *pel-
matozoic theory.

dlplobacillus Qiip * 16 -ba - sil'us) , ?t.
;

pi. diplo-
baeilli (-j). [NL., K Gr. dm^dog, double, +
NL. 6a«M«s.]

. Any bacillus in which the cells

occur in pairs.

The occurrence of acid-reaistiug diplococci or diplo-
bacilli aiid of drumstick forms has been already referred
to. D. M. Cowie, in Joui-. Exper. Med., Oct 25, 1900, p. 213.

Diploblastica (dip-lo-blas'ti-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. dmhiog, double, + J37jiar6q, germ.] In
2067., those animals which develop from only
two germ-layers (ectoderm and entoderm),
such as the Ccelenterata : distinguished from
the TriploilasUca.

diplocaulescent (dip'<'lo-kMeB'eDt), a. [Gr.
dmUoi;, double, + E. caulescent.^ In boi.,

having stems or axes of the second order.
diplocephalous (dip-lo-sef'a-lus;, a. In tera-
tol., double-headed: a term applied to mon-
strous embryos.

diplocephalus (dip-lo-sefa-lus), n.
;

pi. diplo-
cephali (-li). [NL., < Gr." diirUos, double, +
Ks<pa/t^, head.] Atwo-headed monster.
diplocephaly (dip-lo-sefa-li), »• [NL. *dwlo-
cepliaUa, < diptocepfcate.] Monstrosity inwhich
two heads are attached to the same body.
diplocblamydeous (dip'lo-kla-mid'e-us), a.

[Gr. Sitz'Jmoq, double, + x^l'-^i (.X^l"'^-)^ man-
tle.] In bot., having two floral envelops,
calyx and corolla, or a double perianth, as
many monocotyledons.

diplochoanitic (dip'lo-ko-a-nit'ik), a. [Gr.
(5ijrA(Jof, double, + ;f(iovof, a funnel, + -it-ic.^

In the siphuncles of the ammonoid Cepha-
lopoda, having both funnels and forwardly
directed collars where the siphuncle pene-
trates the septum : contrasted with *mono-
ehoanitio.

diplococcal (dip-lo-kok'al), a. Produced by
or pertaining to 'diplococci. Med. Record,
June 27, 1903, p. 1047.

diplococcic (dip-lo-kok'sik), a. Same as
^diplococcal. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 398.

diplococcns, n. 2. leap.] A generic name
erroneously applied by some writers to certain
species of miorococcus in which the cells occur
in pairs—Diplococcns Intracellularis meningiti-
dis, the pathogenic micro-organism of epidemic cere-
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^ Diplococcus pfteutHoniainbXooi,

The large bodies are red blood corpuscles. Magrnified i,ooo times.

(From Buck's " Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.")

diplocoria (dip-lo-ko'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Siwloog, double, + Kdpv, pupil of the eye.]
The presence of two more or less complete
"jupils in one eye.

Iplodia (di-pl6'di-a), n. [NL. (Pries, 1834),
< Gr. 6iw/i6oc, double, + elSog, form. Cf. dip-
loid.'] A genus of sphaeropsidaceous fungi
having separate black carbonaceous pycnidia
formed beneath the epidermis of the host and
breaking through at maturity. The name refers to
the spores, which are two-celled and dark-colored. About
450 species have been described, many of which are imper-
fectly known. They are mostly saprophytic on woody
plants.

Diplodontidae (dip-lo-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
<IHplod'us (-odont-) + -idse.] A family of
teleodesmaoeous Pelecypoda including thin-
shelled orbicular and convex genera with small
but well-defined hinge-teeth.
Diplodus (dii)'lo-dus),m. [NL.,< Gr.(5«ir;i(iof,dou-

ble, + bdoig(6SovT-), tooth.] Agenusof sparoid
fishes found in the Atlantic. They are silvery in

Difilococcus intraceltulans meningitidis (Meningococcus).

The Urge bodies are disintegrating pus cells. Magnified i.ooo times.

(From Buck's " Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.")

brospinal meningitis. Also called Weickselbaum't miero-

coccus and Tneniiigococcue.—Diplococcos pneumoniae,
the pathogenic micro-organism of acute croupous pneu-

monia, ^so called micrococcus lanceoUUus, pneuTtwcoc-

ciis, and FraenJcel's pneumococcus. See cut in middle

column. _ rn J 1/
diploconical(dip-lo-kon'i-kal),o. [Gr. CikMoq,

double, + iujvtK6(, conic, + -aV-.] Doubly

conical; in the form of a double cone.

Diplodns llolbrookii.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

color, with black spots on the tail. Several species occur
in the Mediterranean. D, holbrookii occurs on the Atlantic
coast of the United States : known in Spanish and Portu-
guese as Sargo,

mplogenesis, n. 2. In 6»oZ., the processbywhich
a change in the environment which produces
a change in an organism produces a similar
change in the germ-cells that are contained in
is body, so that descendants in later genera-
lions are bom with an inherited adaptation for
meeting and responding to this specific change
ill the environment. Cope.

[To] suppose that a modification of either the male or
til 1 female parent affects potential variation in the sper-
in- tozobn or the ovum, is merely to re-state, in other words,
111 it a change of environment which affects the parent
likewise affects the generative products ; and such a state-
tiient is nothing more or less than Cope's theory of Diplor
•jeneris. Natural Science, Nov., 1896, p. 288.

diplogenetic (dip"lo-je-net'ik), a. 1. Relating
t.i diplogenesis.— 2. Same as diplogenic.

BIplogloBsa (dip-lo-glos'a), n. pi. [Gr. 6iwUoc,
double, + yiatjaa, tongue. The tongue is not
forked, but the anterior portion can be with-
drawn into the posterior, like the parts of a
telescope.] A superfamily of Lacertilia, con-
taining the glass-snakes, Anguidse, and related
forms : correlated with Pachyglossa and Lepto-
glossa. Cope, 1864.

diplo^lossate (dip-lo-glos'at), a. Having the
anterior portion of the tongue retractile with-
in the posterior part, like a two-jointed tele-
scope.

diplographic (dip-lo-grafik), a. •{_diplograph^
+ -ie.] Of or pertaining to ' double-writing,'
or to the diplograph, the machine by which it

is produced.

Diplospondyli

diplographical (dip-lo-graf'i-kal), a. Same as

*dvplographic.

diplograpliy (di-plog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. 6ntA6oQ, dou-
ble, + -ypafia, < ypa^eiv, write.] The art of

writing double, or the use of the diplograph,

the machine by which this is accomplished.
See diplograph.

diplohedral (dip-lo-he'dral), a. idiphhedr-mi
+ -aA.] Of or pertaining to a diplohedron, or

diploid.

diplohedron (dip-lo-he'dron), n. [NL., < Gr.
6mW6o(, double, + Idpa, seat, base.] A diploid.

diploidal (dip'loi-dal), a. [diploid + -aP.] 1.

Of or pertaining t'6 a diploid.— 2. Noting a
class of symmetry, belonging to the isometric
system, of which the diploid is the character-
istic form. See *symmetry.
Diploma in public health, a certificate or diploma given
tu one who has passed an examination in public health.
London University grants certificates in this department
Abbreviated D. P.B.

.

diplomate (di^'lo-mat), n. [diplomate, v.] One
TWio holds a diploma.
Diplomatic bureau. See ^bureau.
diplomyelia (dip*lo-mi-e'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
dmMog, double, + jiveTtdg, niarrow (medulla).]
A condition in which the spinal cord is double,
or is made to appear so by a deep fissure which
separates it into two distinct halves.

diplonephridium (dip"lo-ne-frid'i-um), n.
;
pi.

diplonephridia (-a). [NL., < Gr. diKTidog, double,
+ NL. nephridvum.] A nephridium in the
formation of which both ectoderm and meso-
derm have taken part, the peritoneal funnel
becoming connected vrith an ingrowth of the
ectoderm, as in Polychasia generally.

diploneural (dip-lo-nii'ral), a. [Gr. im/iSos,
double, + veiipov, sinewj nerve.] Having a
double nerve-supply, each from a separate
source: as, a diploneural muscle. Mncuc.
Brit., XXV. 395.

diploperistomic (dip'lo-per-i-stom'ik),o. [Gr.
6tK'A6og, double, + B.'peristome + -ic] In
mosses, having a double peristome.
diplophonia (dlp-lo-fo'ni-a), n. [Gr. dnrUog,
double, + ^aivj, sound.] Same as *diphthongia.

diplopia, ».— Crossed diplopia, in this form the
unage on the left side belongs to the right eye, and con-
versely : called also heteronymous diplopia.—Diplopia
monophtbalmica, double vision affecting one ey&

—

Direct diplopia, the form of double vision in which the
image belongs to the eye of the same side. This occurs in
convergent squint Also called homonymous diplopia.—
Heteronymous diplopia. Same as crossed -kdiplopia.

diplopodic (dip-lo-pod'ik), a. [diplopod + -ic]
111 entom., like a diplopod.
diplopore (dip'ia-por), n. [Gr. SmUos, double,
+ KOpog, passage.] A term denoting the pairs
of more or less vertical canals that pierce the
thecal plates in the order Diploporita of the
Pelmiatozoa.

diploporite (di-plop'6-rit), a. and n. I. a.
Pertaining to, or having the characters of the
order Dipltmorita.

II. n. A member of the Diploporita.
diplopterygous (dip-lop-ter'i-gus), a. Belong-
ing to or resembling the Diplopteryga.
Diplosoma, n. 2. [l. c] Same as *diplosome.
diplosome (dip'lo-som), n. [NL. diplosoma,
< Gr. dmUog, double, + aa/ia, body.] In cytol.,
a double centrosome, or one that has divided
into two daughter-oentrosomes which have not
yet moved apart to form the poles of a karyoki-
netic spindle.

diplospire (dip'lo-spir), n.. [Gr. 6mUoQ, double,
+ aneipa, a spire.] A double spiral, as the
spiral brachial supports of some extinct -Bracfe-
iopoda, in which the secondary spirals are
formed by the production of the branches of
the ]ugum between the lamellre of the primary
spiral cones. Diplosplres occur in the genera Eay-
serm, Viplospirella, Tl/ecospira, and some others.

Diplospondyli (dip-lo-spon'di-li), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. (SOTAdof, double, + airdvdv^c, vertebra.] A
suborder of sharks including those forms in
which the vertebral cohimn is imperfectly^eg-
mented so that two vertebral bodies and two
neural arches arise from each segment, it in-
cludes the group known as Notidanidae, most of the spe-
cies being now extinct The best-known of the livhiK
species IS the common shark Hexanchtis griseus.

Hexanch us griseus.
(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)



diplospondylous

diplospondylous (dip-lo-spon'di-lns), a. Of
or pertaining to the suborder Diplospondyli.
diplospondyly (dip-lo-spon'di-li), n. Same as
mplospondylism.
diplostichous (di-plos'ti-kus), a. [Gr. SmUog,
double,+ oTix<K, row.] Having a double layer
of cells, separated by a membrane, beneath the
lens of the central eyes, as in the king crab,
Limuliis. Contrasted with monostichous.

diplostreptococcus(dip''lo-strep-to-kok'us), n.;

pT. diplostreptococei (-a). [NL., '< Gr. dmldog,

double, + NL. streptococcus.'] A form of

streptococcus in which the chains of cells occur
in pairs.

The Portuguese describe a diplo-8treptococcus,v/hiGh they
state they have found cons^ntly in the cerebro-spinal
fluid at the post-mcul^m examination of their cases.

Jour. Trap. Med., June 1, 1903, p. 167.

Biplostylus (dip-lo-sti'lus), n. [Gr. Snr?.6o(,

double, + aTv2og, a pillar.] A genus of amphi-
pods of the Carboniferous period.

diplotegis (dip-Iot'f-jis), n. Same as diplotegia.

diplotegium (dip-lo-te'ji-um), m. Same as
diplotegia.

diplumbic (di-plum'bik), a. [Gr. (5t-, two-, +
L. plumbum, lead.] Having two atoms of
lead in the molecule ^Dlplnmblc arsenlate, lead
arseniate containing two atoms of lead in the molecule.
It has been used as an insecticide.

DiporidJum (di-p6-rid'i-um), n, [NL. (Wend-
land, 1825), < Gr. di-,two-, + 7r(5pof,pore, + dim.
-iSiov. The name alludes to the two apical
pores by which the anthers of some species
dehisce.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants
of the family Ochnacese. See Ochna, 2.

dipped (dipt), p. a. In ceram., immersed in a
color-preparation so as to tint only the surface

:

applied to the superficially colored white jasper
body of pottery maniuactured by Josiah
Wedgwood, in distinction from the solid jasper
which was uniformly colored throughout its

substance.
Dippel's animal oil. See *oil.

dipper, n. 11. In ceram., a workman who dips
ware in the glazing or coloring preparation:
See*dipped.— 12. Any of the gastropod mol-
lusks of the genus Bulla.

dipping-machine (dip'tng-ma-shen'), n. In
candy-maMng, a machine for coating with choc-
olate the prepared candies east from the de-
positing-machine by dipping wire-work trays
fiUed with them in hot chocolate, removing
the surplus, and hardening and drying, it makes
finished chocolates that exactly resemble those dipped by
liand. See *depoBitinff-mtichme and itstarch^buck.

dip-pump (dip'pump), n. A device for elevat-

ing water or other liquid by dipping it in any
manner. Some dip-pumps consist of a pair of barrels

for raising the water, one barrel being lowered as the other
is hoisted.

Diprion (di-pii'on), n. [NL., < Gr. Si-, two-,
-1- irpiuv, a saw.] A name given by Barrande
to graptolites with two rows of thecsB on the
rhabdosome.
Diprionidse (dip"ri-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Diprion + 4dee.'] A suborder of the grapto-
lites comprising forms which have two to four
vertical rows of thecK placed back to back, as
in the genera Diplograptus and Phyllograptus.

dipropargyl (di-pro-par'gil), ». A colorless,

volatile, pungent liquid, CHiCCHaCHgCiCH,
prepared by the action of potassium hydroxid
on diallyltetrabromide. It readily polymerizes and
is a homologue of acetylene, which it resembles in gen-
eral properties. It melts at — 6° C, boils at 86-8r C, and
is also called 1, i-hexadiene.

dipropylketone (di"pr6-pil-ke't6n), n. See
*iieptanone.

dips, n. pi. See *dip, n., 7.

dip-section (dip'sek-shon), n. In geol., a sec-

tion across inclined strata in the direction of

ti'ie dip.

dipsesiS (dip'se-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Sifr/aig,

thirsting, < Si'^av, feel thirst, < d'lApa, thirst.]

Pathological thirst.

dipsetic, a. II. «• A substance that produces
thirst. 8yd. Soc. Lex.

dip-side (dip'sid), n. The side in the direction

of dip, the low side : used with reference to

the attitude of rockformations in underground
workings.

dip-slope (dip'slop), n. A natural slope of

the surface of the ground which is parallel to

the dip of the underlying strata.

Its [the Arnn's] course was determined by the original

dip-slope of the Wealden dome.
Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XV. 220.

dipteraceous (dip-te-ra'shius), a. Same as

*dipterocarpaceous.

dipterid (dip'te-rid), n. One of the Biipteridse.
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dipterocarp ( dip'te-ro-karp), n. A plant of

the family Dipterocaijaaceee. Nature, Jan. 1,

1903, p. 198.

dipterocarpaceous (dip * te -ro - kar-pa'shius),
a. Belonging to the plant family Dipterocar-
pacese.

mpterocarpous (dip'^te-ro-kar'pus) , a. In hot.

,

belonging to the genus liipterocarpus or to the
family Ihpterocarpacese.

dipterygian (dip-te-rij'i-an), a. Two-flnned,
as certain fishes.

dip-turner (dip't6r"ner), TO. A workman in a
pottery who decorates ware with a dip-com-
pound, or colored slip. See *dip-ware.
dip-ware (dip ' war), n. Earthenware deco-
rated with a dip-compound, or colored slip.

See the extract.
In the manufacture of this ware [dip-ware], the body

or paste having been prepared as usual, is handed over to
the "dip-turner." . . . Having coloured clays of the con-
sistency of cream in a vessel with a spout that can be var
ried in form, he blows into this vessel through anotlier
tube, and thus forces the creamy clay out of the first-

mentioned spout upon the piece of clay turning slowly on
the lathe. In this manner rings of coloured clay can' be
deposited on the revolving piece of ware. . . . The ar-

borescent or dendritic forms may also be produced by the
"dip-turner," who, after covering tlie turned piece of the
original paste or body with an evenly-spread coating of
his "dip compound in its creamy condition, drops upon
it^ before it becomes dry, another kind of " dip " com-
pound, having a greater density than the first, and thus,
by holding the piece so that the heavier compound or
colour can descend amid the moist first-spread "dip " he

' permits it to disseminate its particles in an arborescent
form.
Handbook Brit. Pottery and Porcelain, Mua. Prac. Geol.,

[p. 32.

dip-well (dip'wel), TO. A well or spring from
which water is obtained by dipping.

Dipylon vases. See *vase.

dipyridine (di-pir'i-din), to. Idi-^ + pyridine.]
Same as *nieotyrine.

Dir. An abbreviation of director.

diradiation, n. 2. ^ame as hypnotism. Syd.
Soc. Lex.

Dircaean (dfer-se'an), a. Of or pertaining to

the fountain of Dirce, in Bceotia, sacred to the
Muses: applied by Horace in one of his Odes
to Pindar, the lyric poet, whom he styled the
DircsBan Swan.

direct, a. 8. In math., according to the natu-
ral order or correlation: in contradistinction
to inverse.

In every other mathematical operation the inverse
process is far more difficult than the direct process, sub-
traction than addition, division than multiplication, evo-
lution i^han involution ; but the difBculty' increases vastly
as the process becomes more complex.

Jevons, Prin. of Science, I. vii.

directable (di-rek'ta-bl), a. [direct + -o6?e.]

Capable of being directed or steered ; dirigi-

ble : as, a directable balloon.

direct-connected (di-rekt'ko-nek'''ted), a. Said
of a machine, as an electric generator, in
which the revolving generator or armature is

borne on the shaft of the engine without any
belt or other transmission device being re-

quired. Also called direct-coupled.

direct-coupled (di-rekt'kup"ld),^. a. In mech.,
mounted upon a common shaft or upon shafts
having the same axis and coupled so as to turn
as one: said of the driving and driven por-
tions of any mechanical system that are thus
connected so that they revolve as a unit, with-
out the intervention of belts or other de-

vices for the transmission of motion.

direct-driven (di-rekt'driv"n), p. a. In m^ch.,

driven without the use of belts or other de-

vices for the transmission of power, the driv-

ing and driven parts being on a common shaft

or direct-coupled : as, a direct-driven dynamo.

direct-geared (di-rekt'gerd"), a- Having no
intermediate transmission-train of wheels or

transforming mechanism intervening between
the power-shaft and that which it drives : used
of motor-cycles when a toothed wheel on the

motor erank-shaftmeshesinto the gear fastened
to the rear or driving-wheel. See also *direct-

connected.

direction, to.—converse directions, in astral., direc-

tions made in the reverse order of the signs, as when a

Slanet in Pisces is directed to another in Capricorn.—
llrect directions, in aitrol., directions made according

to the succession of the signs, as when a plane in Capricorn

is directed to one in Pisces.—EoLUatlon Of arcs Of di-

rection, in astral., the method of turning directions into

time, to ascertain at what period they will operate. The
measure most commonly adopted is Ptolemy's, which al-

lows a year for every degree.—Line Of direction, (c)

In psyehol. optics, the straight line connecting a luminous
point in space with the nodal point of the reduced eye,

and continued thence to the retina. Primary direc-

tions, in astrol., calculations of the, motions of the hea-

venly bodies in forming aspects with one another, as in the

ascendant and raid-heaven.—Ray Of direction, in pify-

dis.

chol. optics, the parts of the line of direction that lie be-
fore the cornea and behind the lens.— Secondarydirec-
tions, in astrol., calculations of the times of events de-
rived from the aspects formed by the sun and moon after
birth, allowing each day to represent a year of the na-
tive's life.

Directional calculus. Same as *cal<yultis of
extension.

direction-word (di-rek'shgn-w6rd"), TO. Same
as catchword, 1.

directive. I. a—Directive action force, etc. See
•kaction, -kforce, etc.

II. TO. 1. In giraTO., a syntactic case expres-
sing direction toward an object : also called
transitional.— 2. In a sea-anemone or coral

polyp, a mesentery which forms one of the
boundaries of the intermesenteric space at one
of the poles of the principal axis.

directivity (di-rek-tiv'i-ti), TO. The character
of being directive. Science, July 31, 1903, p.

140.— Theory of Directivity, an attempt to explain

the creation and growth of living things, by means of a
vital power which gives origin to them and determines
their manner of growth. It is opposed to any mechanical
explanation of organic nature.

director, to., 2. (c) in geom., a fixed guiding line, (d)

The small printed or written letter inserted as a guide
in the space to be afterward filled by the designer or
illuminator of the large initial.— Director Of an origi-
nal line, in pergp. , the straight line which passes through
the directing point of the original line and the eye or pro-

jection-vertex.—Director Of the eye, in persp., the
intersection of the dtrecting-plane with a plane through
the eye perpendicular to the original plane and that of

the picture, and hence also pei'pendicularto the directing

and vanishing planes.

director-plane (di-rek'tor-plan'''), TO. Inmath.,
a plane director, or given plane used in the de-

scription of a surface.

director-tube (di-rek'tor-tub'''), n. A tube with
sights, or a telescope," by which a torpedo is

aimed at the object attacked.

directrix, m. 4. The first line traced on the
ground in laying out a fortification,

directum (di-rek'tmn), m. ; pi. directa (-fa). [L.,

neut. of directus, straight: see direct.] A
straight line.— In directum, costraight, that is, in one
straight line.

diremption.TO. 3. In w^f. terotoJ., the abnormal
displacement of leaves. See *displacement, 6.

The term di/remption haa sometimes been applied to
cases where leaves are thus apparently dragged out of posi-

tion. Masters, Vegetable Teratol., p. 87.

dirhombobedron (di-rom'-bo-he'drgn), n.
;

pi.

dirhombohedra (-dra). [Nl^., < cii- + rhom-
bohedron.] A solid having the geometric
form of a double hexagonal pyramid, but
consisting in fact of two complementary
rhombohedrons ; aquartzoid.

Dirina (di-ri'na), /i.. [NL. (Fries, 1825), < Gr.
deip^, a ridge of a hill, lit. neck, -I- ina^.] A
genus of lichens, the type of the family Di-
rinacese, having simple crustaceous thalli, dis-

ciform or elongate apothecia, and hyaline, spin-

dle-shaped, 4- to 8-celled spores. The species

occur on tree-trunks and rocks and are widely
distributed.

Dirinacese (di-ri-na'sf-e), to. pi. [NL., < Di-
rina + -acese.] A small family of gymnocar-
pous lichens named from the genus Dirina.

dirinoid (dir'i-noid), a. [Dirina + -oid.] Ee-
sembUng the genus Dirina.

dirt, n—Tocut dirt, to make off ; take one's departure.
Haliburton. [Slang, U. S.]

dirt-bar (dert' bar), TO. A grid-bar, in a cotton-
opening machine, so arranged in relation to
the beater as to free the cotton from dirt.

Also called dirt-grid.

dir't-grid (dert'grid), to. Same as *dirt-bar.

dirt-line (dfert'lin), ». A thin stratum of dirt

and debris which has collected on the surface

of a glacier and been preserved under the sea^

sonal fall of snow. J. Geikie, The Great Ice

Age, p. 30.

dirt-roller (d6rt'r6'''ler), TO. A small cylinder,

covered with eard-olothing, on a roUer-and-

elearer cotton-carding machine, situated above
the feed-rolls, designed to remove from the

main cylinderheavy impurities, such as motes,

etc.

dirt-stop (dfert'stop), n. A strainer; a form of

foot-valve placed at the end of a feed-pipe to

prevent solid matter from getting into the

feed-pump or injector.

dis2 (des), TO.
;
pi. disir (-ir). [ON. dis, a sister,

a female guardian spirit, etc.] In Horse

mythot, a guardian spirit.

dis. (6) In printing, an abbreviation of dis-

iribu'Aon, that is, dead type which is to be dis-

tributed into the various boxes of the type-

case. See distribution, 3, and distribute, v. i., 2.



Disa

Disa (di'sa), n. [NL. (Berg, 1767), of unknown
derivation.] A large genus of terrestrial
orchids, mostly native to tropical and south
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two azo radicals, KN2R, in the molecule of a

compound. Compare diaso-.

disburdenment (dis-b6r'dn-ment), n. The act

of disburdening; relief from the burden of

something oppressive. Bentham.

disbursable (dis-bers'a-bl), a. Capable of be-

ing disbursed or expended ; retailable.

Anecdotes also are portable, unlike the lightning-flash,

which will not go into the pocket; they can be carried

home, they sj:edislmr8able at other tables.

O. Meredith^ Diana, xlr.

disbury (dis-ber'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. disJmried,

ppr. disburying. [dig- + bury^.'] To disinter

;

resurrect : as, disburied secrets. Bulwer.

discal, a. 3. In bot., located on the surface

of a frond ; superficial : applied to ferns. J.

Disa uniflora, one fourth natural size.

Africa, characterized by free sepals, the upper
sepal galeate and spurred, the petals smaU and
joined to the column. Only one species, Disa uni-

fma (D. graridiflora of Linnseus), is cultivated to any
extent; but this is very handsome and is sometimes
called JUmer-of-the-gods. The flowers are several, large,

rose-colored, crimson, and cannlne-red in their various

parts.

disabusal (dis-a-bii'zal), n. {disabuse + -aO-.'\

The act of disabusing. Mrs. Whitney.

disaccharid, disaccHaride (di-sak'a-rid or

rid), n. Same as *biose.

disaccord (dis-a-kSrd'), n. {disaccord, v.']

Want of accord; disagreement; lack or ab-

sence of harmony. Southey.

disacrone (dis-ak'ron), n. [Gr. die, twice, -1-

aer{olein) + -one.'] An old name for *disa<yryl.

cUsacryl (dis-ak'ril), n. [Gr. (5i'f, twice, -I-

a<yr{olein) + -^?.] An amorphous, resinous

product formed by the spontaneous poly-

merization of acrolein.

disappearing (dis-a-per'ing), p. a. That dis-

appears; vanishing— Disappearing gun. See

•kgunl, gun-carriage.

disapprobative (dis-ap'ro-ba-tiv), a. That ex-

presses disapprobation: as, a disapjyrobative

frown.
disarm, v. t. 5. To press (the lips of a horse)

outward so that they may not be bruised on
the toothless portions, or bars, of the lower jaw.

Give your hbrse a bit with a cannon coupe, or cut,

which will disarm his lips. T. Wallis, Farrier's Diet

disartete (dis-ar'tet), a. [Appar. < L. dis-,

apart, -I- Gr. *apT^6g, < dprav, hang, suspend.]

Said of fishes in which the palatine cartilage

or its derivates are attached to both the pre-

ethmoid and the par-ethmoid eomua rather

than confined to the former, as is the case in

the acrartete type of fishes.

The other Percesoces examined by him, as well as the

Cyprinodonts, are disartete (the attachment being at the

par-ethmoid and pre-ethmoid comua) ; but the character

is so indistinctly defined in some adult Cyprinodonts, that

I feel some diffidence in making use of this character for

systematic purposes in the presentstate ol our knowledge.

Annals and Mag. Not. Hist., March, 1904, p. 174.

disarticulator (dis-ar-tik'u-la-tor), n. {disar-

Uculate + -or^.] One who or that which dis-

articulates or disjoints.

disassemble (dis-a-sem'bl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disassembled, ppr. disassembling, [dis- + assem-

ble.'] To take apart.

disassimilate (dis-a-sim'i-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. disassimilated, ppr. disassimilating. [dis-

+ assimilate.] To cause retrograde metamor-

phosis or disassimilation in.

disassimilation(<iis-a^sim-i-la'shon), n. The

opposite of assimilation ; specifically, the same

as retrograde metamorphosis (which see, under

metamorphosis) or eataboUsm.-

disassimilative (dis-a-sim i-la-tiv), a. In

pkysioL, of the nature of catabolism (which

see) • residting from disassimilation or cata-

tolism : as, disassimilative products.

disattaint (dis-a-tanf), v. t. [dw- -t- aftmnt]

To free from attainder. See attaint, v., 4.

disazo- (dis-az'o). A combining form used m
organic chemistry to indicate the presence of

discalenohedron (di-ska-le*n6-he'dron), n.; pi.

discalenohed/ra (-drS). \di-'^ -I- scdleiiohedron.]

A double twelve-si&ed (dihexagonal) pyramid,
whose faces belong to two complementary
scalenohedrons.

Discalia (dis-ka'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Slaitog,

disk.] The typical genus of the family JHs-
calidsB. Haeckel, 1888.

Discalidse (dis-kal'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dis-
calia + -idse.] A family of disconectous
Siphonophora inhabiting the deep sea. They
have an exumbrella without crest^ gonostyles without
mouth, pneumatocyst divided into a central chamber sur-

rounded by 8 radial chambers, a circumferential arrange-
ment of 5 to 10 concentric ring-chambers, and tentacles
with cnidospheres. It includes the genera Discalia and
Discomilia.

discard, »., 1. (c) In poker, the pile of cards
made up by the hands which are abandoned
without being bet upon, and the cards which
have been laid off so as to get others in ex-

chainge for them.
discarnate, a. 2. Disembodied ; disincamate.
We ought lio expect a priori that a discarnate memory

should be defective in its communications from a trans-
cendental world.
J. H. Hyslop, in Proc. Soc. Psychical Kesearch, IVI. 216.

discept (di-sepf), V. i. [L. discepiare, decide,
judge, dispute, < dis-, apart, -I- capture, take.]

To dispute; take exception; differ: as, allow
me to discept. Peacock.
discerptor (di-s6rp'tor), n. One who discerps,

dismembers, or disjoins.

The first discerptor [of-the genus Cimex] was Fabricius,
who, in a perfectly straightforward manner, removed our
species [lectularius] from Cimex to form a part of his new
genus Acantbia. Nature, March 17, 1904, p. 464.

dis. ch. In chess, an abbreviation of discovered
*check.

discharge, v. t. 9. Inlaw, to make an end of;
annul ; cancel : as, to discharge a rule to show
cause.

discharge, «.— Brash discharge, in elect., the brush-
like electric discharge issuing from a high potential
conductor, especially from its points or edges. It is accom-
panied by a bluish or pink glow, is either silent or pro-
duces a hisshig noise, and frequently precedes disruptive
sparks. See electric »park, under spark^.—Coefficient Of
dlschaige. See^coe^cient.—Electrodeless dlsohai^e,
the glow excited in the vapor within an exhausted glass
tube or bulb having no electrodes, when the tube is placed
within the oscillatory field of a Tesla coil or other device
for the production of oscillatory electrical discharges of
high frequency.

The electrodeless discharge is more simple in appear-
ance and in constitution than the better known discharge
in vacuum tubes between electrodes.

B. Dams, in Physical Rev., xx. 129.

Law Of nervous discharge, in Spencer's pggehol., the
principle tliat "every feeling, peripheral or central, sensa-
tional or emotional, is the concomitant of a nervous dis-

turbance and resulting nervous discharge, that has on the
body both a special enect and a general eSect " (H. Spen-
cer, Prin. of FsychoL, ii., § 495).—Tesla discharge, in
elect., the disruptive electric dlscha^e of high frequency
obtained from a Tesla coiL See Tesla *coii.—White
discharge an electric discharge through vacuum tubes,
obtained when the tubes contain dry air or certain other
gases, as carbon dioxid, under certain pressures. It is

characterized by a bright glow of white light which fills

the tube.

The white discharge may be produced in all the gases
with which I have experimented.

B. Davis, in Physical Rev., XX. 149.

discharge-pipe (dis-charj'pip'), n. Same as
*delii)eri/-pipe.

discharger, n. (c) in traTutportation, a machine or ap-
pliance used in discharging freight, coal, giuin, or other
material in bulk, from a carrier, conveyer, or elevator.

The most simple form is an opening at the end or bottom,
at any point of the trough of a conveyer through which
the load is pushed by the screw or the flights of the con-

veyer machine (see irconveyer). In open carriers, belt-

conveyers, and elevators the discharger may be the end
wheel over which the belt or series of buckets passes, the
change in direction (assisted by the momentum) serving

to discharge the load upon a table or into a bin, hopper,
spout, or another conveyer. Dischargers are divided into

stationary machines that trip, upset, orlnvert the buckets
of a horizontal conveyer and cause them to discharge
their loads at a fixed point, and maohmes that travel

along the line of the conveyer and automatically discharge

discobolic

the loads at any desired point. Also called automatic
dumper, (d) In mining and industrial railroading, a
device for unloading skips, ore-cars, etc., upon inclined

roads or slopes. One device consists of an open abrupt
change in the grade of the track, whereby the forwai'd

end of the car, to which the hauling-cable is attached, is

tilted up and the load discharged through a gate at the
rear. Anotlier device employs two tracks at the dumping-
goint, and a skip with four wheels of which the rear pair
ave a wider tread than the forward pair. The skip is

hauled by a cable attached to a link pivoted at the rear

end of the skip ; and when the discharger is reached the
forward wheels follow the inside or narrow ti'acks, which
here run in a horizontal direction, while the rear wheels
continue on the inclined rails. This causes the skip to be
tilted up, discharging the load at the front and open end.
When empty, the skip runs back down the incline in its

normal or loaded position.

discharge-wa'ter (dis-charj'w&'''ter), n. The
water discharged bya pump : specifically water
which is discharged after passing through a
condenser.
discharm (dis-oharm'), "• *• [<i*s- + c/tami.]

To deprive of charm or the power of charming

;

deprive of the protecting influences of charms

;

disenchant.
Brave Luther answered YES : that thunder's swell

Socked Europe, and discharmed the triple crown.
LoweU, To W. L. Garrison, st 5.

dischromatopsy (dis-kr6'mar-top-si),». [Gr. Si-,

two-, + j|Od)/ia(r-), color, -f-'sy/if, view.] Color-

blindness.

disciferous, a. 2. In zool., provided with a
disk.

discigerous (di-sij'e-rus), a. [L. discus, disk,

-I- gerere, bear, -f-' -ous.] Disk-bearing: as,

discigerous woody tissue.

discin (dis'in), n. [Gr. diaitog, disk, + -to2.]

The albuminous component of the jelly of

Medusse : possibly an albuminoid.
Discinidse (di-sin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dlseina

+ -idse.] A family of neotrematous Braehio-
poda having ehitinous, subcireular plano-con-
vex shells with an open pediele-hoteh in early
life which becomes inclosed as a long narrow
slit partially covered behind or near the apex
by a listrium.

Discinisca (dis-i-nis'ka), «. [NL., < Discina +
dam. -isca, < Gr. -wko(.] "A genus of Brachiopodd
resembling Disdna,- but having an internal
septum behind which is an el evated area about
the pedicle-opening. See Discina.

disciplinability (dis''i-plin-a-bil'i-ti), ». The
quality of being disciplinable.

Marro lays chief stress upon diseiplinabUity and socia-

bility. Cr. 5. Halt, Adolescence, I. 299.

disciplinatory (dis'i-plin-a-t6''ri), a. Promo-
tive of discipline : as, disciplinatory educa-
tional methods.
discipline, n—Jamaica discipline, a former buca-
neer or pirate law, to the effect that all prizes should be
divided among the captors and not shared by those who
take no part or risk in the capture.—Prefect Of dlscl-
Sllne, in the Jesuit schools, one who has charge of the
isciplinary regnlations for the students.

discipular (di-sip'u-lar), a. [L. discipulus,

disciple, + -ar^.] Pertaining to or charac-
teristic of a disciple: as, discipular patience.

¥• ?-P-
discission, n— space of discission, in geol., a crevice
or space of dynamic origin ; a separation of walls that had
been in contact : used In contrast with space qf •kdissolu'
tion.

Formerly I called such spaces (with reference mainly to
the accompanying fault-phenomena) "Spaces of Disloca-
tion " but I believe the term " Spaces of Discission "...
would be more suitable.
F. Pdsepni, in Trans. Amer. List Min. Engin., XXIII. 20a

disclaimant (dis-kla'mant), n. [disclmm +
-ant.] A disclaimer; specifically, one who en-
ters a disclaimer in a patent case. See dis-
claimer, n., 5 (d).

disclassed (dis-klasf), p. a. Same as de-
classed, a.

disclassify (dis-klas'i-fi), v. t. [dis- + classify.]
To abolish classificatory distinctions in regard
to ; do away with the classiflcation of.

The process of levelling, disclassifying, making every-
body like everybody else.

Grote, Dtilit Philos., xix. N. E. D.

disclosure, n. 3. The batching of the young
from the egg, as in birds and reptiles, or the
escape of insects from the pupa-case.

discloze, discloznre. SimpUfled spellings of
disclose, disclosure.

discobolic (dis-kob'o-lik), a. [discobolus +
-ic] Of or pertaining to a discobolus; quoit-
throwing.
He gave loose to the full torrent ol his indignation, by

seizmg ... a vast dish of beef, more than fifty ancient
yeoman could eat, and whirled it like a coit, in terrorem,
over the head of the friar, to tlie extremity of the apart-
ment,

Where it on oaken floor did settle,
With mighty din of ponderous metal. . . .
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But . . . his diacobotic exploit proved the climax of his
rage, and was succeeded by an immediate seuse that he
had passed the bounds of legitimate passion.

T. L. Peacock, Maid Marian, </.

Discocampyli (dis-kp-kam'pi-Ii), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. S'wKog, a disk, + Ka/xTrv'/ioc, crooked.] In
Hyatt's elassification of the ammonites, a sub-
order characterized by the rounded outline of
the saddles of the septal sutures while the lobes
become greatly divided, as exemplified in the
germs Ceratites (which see, with out). In highly
advanced forms even the discocampylio saddle
becomes much divided.

discocampylic (dis-ko-kam'pi-lik), a. Of or
pertainiug to the DiscocampyU ; havingrounded
saddles, as the DiscocampyU.

discocellular (dis-ko-sel u-lar)-, a. [L. discus,

disk, + NL. cell/ulai cell,
'+ "-arS.] Of or per-

taining to the discal cell in the wings of lepi-

dopterous insects.

discoctaster (dis-kok-tas'tfer), n. [NL., < Gr.
iioKoq, disk, + bia-i), eight, + aoTrip, star.] A
sponge-spioule with eight rays, each terminat-
ing in a disk, the position of each of which cor-
responds to one of the eight comers of a cube.

DisCOCytiS (dis-kos'i-tis), n. [Gr. diaicos, a
disk, + Kvrig, a box.] A genus of Cretaceous
Bryozoa forming oboonie and cup-shaped zoa-
ria the upper side of which has a decidedly
radial structure.

discodactylous (dis-ko-dak'ti-lus), o. [Gr.
dlaKOQ, a disk, -I- rfa/cruAof, a finger.] Having
the toes ending in disks, as some tree-frogs.

This enables these animals to cling to smooth
surfaces.

discodepula (dis-ko-dep'ii-la,), n. [NL., < Gr.
Siaaoq, a quoit, disk," -I- NC Aepvla.'] The dep-
ula that develops from a discogastrula.
Haeclcel.

discoglossoid (dis-ko-glos'oid), a. Besem-
bling the Discoglossid'se, a family of toads.

Discohelix (dis-ko-he'liks), ». [NL., < Gr.
d(<T/coc, a disk, + e/l(f, a spiral.] A genus of
rhipidoglossal gastropods of the family Miir-

omphalidse, having flat discoidal shells and
rectangular whorls. The species occur in rocks
from the Triassio to the Tertiary.

diSCOhezact (dis-ko-heks'akt), n. [Gr. Siaiw;,

disk, + ef, six, + mrls, ray.] Same as .disco-

hexaster.

discohexactine (dis"ko-hek-sak'tin), n. [Gr.

diamg, a disk, + cf, six, -I- aurlg (oktcv-), a ray.]

In the nomenclature of the spioxilar elements
of the sponges, a hexactine which bears at the
end of each arm or ray a rosette or serrated

umbel.
Discoidal stone. See *stone.

.Discoidea, n. pi. 3. A family of peripylarian

Badiolaria having the shell and central cap-

sule discoid or lenticular. It includes Ceno-

discus, Phaeodiscus, Coccodiscus, and other

genera.

CUSCOlichen (dis-ko-li'ken), n. [NL. disco-

lichen, < Gr. SiaKOQ, disk, + 'Kt.i.xw', lichen.] Any
one of the lichens which belong to the division

DiscoUchenes.

Discolichenes (dis"k9-K-ke'nez), n. pi. [NL.,

pi. of discolie}ien : see'discoUchen.'] Adivisionot
the AscoUehenes in which the fructification is

in the form of open disk-like apothecia. Com-
pare PurenoUchenes.

discolitn, n. 2. A disk-shaped coeeolith con-

vex on one side and concave on the other.

Diacomeiasai, n. pi. 2. Same as OctomeraKa.

discomfort, n curve of discomfort. See *curve.

discomposedly (dis-kqm-p6z'ed-li), adv. In
the manner of one who is discomposed, per-

turbed, or disturbed in mind.

Disconanthse (dis-ko-nan'the), n. pi. [NL.,

appar. erroneously for *Discoanthx or *IHs-

canthsB, < Gr. SlaKog, disk, + avBog, flower.] A
suborder of Siphonoplwra ; equivalent to Bis-

conectSB. Contrasted with Siphonatifhx.

disconanthous (dis-ko-nan'thus), a. Having
the characteristics of, or relating to, the Dis-

Disconectse (dis-ko-nek'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Sianog, disk, + vijicrTK, swimmer.] A suborder

or section of Siphonophora. The body, or coenosome,

is formed by the umbrella of the original ootoradial me-
dusa and includes an apical chambered pneumatophore,

without nectophores or bracts, on the lower surface of

which occur the individuals consisting of a central gas-

trozobid surrounded by concentric rings of blastostyles and
dactylozoBids. The larva is called a rftecontrfa. The group
includes the families DiacaUdse, Porpitida and Velelhdx.

Equivalent to Diaconanthse.

disconectous (dis-kp-nek'tus), a. Of or per-

taining to the Disconectx.
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disconfidence (dis-kon'fi-dens), n. Lack of
confidence.

He [an Indian chief] always treated me with a certain
dvsconjidence, as is customary among the Indians, even in
contact with their friends.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XII. 64.

disconform (dis-kqn-f6rm'), a. Not conforma-
ble (to) or in conformity (with) : as, the work
is disconform to the specifications. [Scotch.]
disconnective (dis-kg-nek'tiv), a. Disjunc-
tive ; that disconnects or serves to disconnect.

disconsider (dis-kgn-sid'^r), V. t. To leave
out of consideration ; set aside as not worth
consideration or respect.

As the man was now disconsidered and as good as de-
posed, we might reduce his proportion of the plunder.

R. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, iii.

disconsideration (dis-kgn-sid-e-ra'shgn), n.

The state of being disconsidered'; disrepute.
I have now arrived at such a pitch of discormderation

that ... I do not know a soul that I can face.
£. L. Steveruan, Th6 Dynamiter, p. 190. N. E. D.

discontinuity (dis-kon-ti-gu'i-ti), n. Lack of
contiguity or continuity. Br. H. More.

discontinuity, n—Polar discontinuity, a disconti-
nuity of a function consisting of its assumuig, in the envi-

rons of the point a=a, values differing little from _ m
where Fa; varies regularly in that jpart The exponent m
is the order of the polar discontinuity.

discontinuous, a— improperly dlscontinnoas
group. See -kgroup.

disconula (dis-kon'u-la) n. ;
pi. diseonulse (-le).

[NL., irreg. dim. of &r. Siamg, a disk.] The
octoradial larva of disconanthous Sipho-
nophora.
discoperipheral (dis^ko-pe-rif'e-ral), a. [Gr.
SioKoc, disk, -(- irepu^tpeta, periphery, + -aP-.']

Arranged in a disk-like manner around the
mouth, as the teeth and sucking-disk of the
lampreys.
discoplacental, a. 2. Belating to, or having
the (Siaracters of the group of mammals known
as DiscoplacentaUa from the character of the
placenta.

diSCOplacentalian (dis-ko-pla^sen-ta'li-an), a.

and n. I, a. Relating to or resembUng the
Biscoplacentalia.

II. n. A member of the Biscoplacentalia.

discoplanula (dis-ko-plan'u-ia), n.
;

pi. disco-

planulsB (-le). [NL.', < Gr. Siu/cof, disk, + NL.
planula.1 The discoidal blastoderm of an egg
with a large unsegmented food-yolk, at the
stage of development which is comparable with
the blastula-stage of an egg that undergoes
total segmentation.
discoplasm (dis'ko-plazm), n. [NL. discoplasma
(Ehrlich), i Gr. 'dianof, disk, + irMa/ia, any-
thing formed.] The structural portion of the
red blood-corpuscles in contradistinction to the
hemoglobin. Ehrlich.

discopodous (dis-kop'o-dus), a. [Gr. ilaiwg,

disk, +T!ovQ {irod-), foot.'] Having a disk-shaped
foot, as certain gastropods.

Discopyge (dis-ko-pi'je), n. [NL., < Gr. Slamg,

disk, + Tzvyij, rump.] A genus of numb-fishes
or torpedoes of the family Narcobatidee found in
the Panama region. B. tschudU is the common
species.

discord, n. 2. a discord is said to be prepared when
the dissonant tone is first introduced in its voice-part as a
consonance and then is held over into a dissonant relation

by that part, or even when it is reached by its voice-part

through a diatonic step : but it is unprepared when intro-

duced by a skip or abruptly. See preparation, 9.

discordance, i«. 8. In g'eoZ.,alackof parallelism

or complete conformity in associated strata.

Discordant feeling, in Wundt'sp«j/cAo2.,acontrastfeeling,
exemplified among the sense-feelings by tickling, among
the intellectual feelings by doubt, and among the elemen-
tary estlietic feelings by dissonance.

The oscillatory and the discordantfedinge are, perhaps,

the most instructive examples of these complex affective

W. Wundt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 219.

Discordant valley. ?>ee*mlley.

discorhabd (dis'ko-rabd), n. [Gr. diaaog, disk,

+ f)d.p6oi, rod.] In the nomenclature of the
spicular elements of the sponges, a monaxial
straight rhabd with one sharp and one blunt
end and girdled with concentric rings.

discouple (dis-kup'l), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. dis-

couplea, ppr. discoupling. To separate (couples)

into imits ; uncouple.

We entered through the cleft, one before the other, as-

cending the steps whosenaiTOwness discouples those who
mount W. S. Dugdale, Dante's Purgatorio, xxv.

discourse, ». 6. That sort of mental operation,

performed by one person or by several, in

which a line of thought is followed out. in either

disease

case, it is conducted by signs which are in part general, or
typical, in their own mode of being, usually ordinaiy lan-

guage ; in part diagi'ams or other iconic signs ; and in pait
mdices, such as individual signs representing the typical
signs. A sign in functioning as such must be interpreted,
or be translated into thought signs, and must be addressed
to some interpreter. In the case of inward discourse, the
person alternately places himself in different attitudes of
mind, and addresses the self of amoment later. Discourse,
in this sense, is not^ like that of 2, restricted to ratiocination.
G. F. Stout, Analyt Psychol., I. 87.

discover, ». *.— To discover check. See*cAec*i.

discovery, «.—Bm of discovery. See*M«3.
discreate (dis-kre-af), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. dis-

created, ppr. dis&reaUng. To cause (that which
has been created) to return to its original no-
thingness or to chaos.

discreation (dis-kre-a'shon), n. The act of dis-

creating.

discrepate (dis-krep'at), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

discrepated, ppr. discrepating. [L. discrepare,

differ, discriminate : see discrepant.^ To dis-

criminate; distinguish.

discriminability (dis-krim''i-na-biri-ti), n.

The property of being discriminable ; tfie char-

acter of that which may be discriminated.

Clearness implies a maximal discrimiTWlnlity or sepai'a-

bility from other processes.
H. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. iL 189.

discriminant. I. ».—Discriminant of f (z) = o,

the product of the squares of all the differences between
any two roots of the equation.

II. a. 2. Discriminating.

discriminate, v. i—Discriminating circle, cubic.
See circle, ircubic, n.

Discrimination reaction, discriminative reaction, in

psychophysics, a reaction in which the movement of re-

sponse is delayed until an act of discrimination has been
performed, that is, until the reactor has identified the
given stimulus as some one of two or more stimuli pre-

viously known and agreed upon.

In the discriTimuition reaction, he [the subject] moves
when he has apperceived some one of two ormore familiar
stimuli. M. B. Titchener, Primer of PsychoL, p. 2IS0.

Law of discrimination. Same as Weber's law (which
see, under {awl).— Sensible discrimination, in pay-
ckophysics, a term introduced by Fechner to cover the
experiencing of mental processes, alike or different, and
the report of their likeness or difference. It is used more
especially of the methodical comparison of sensations,
with a view to the determination of the diflerenoe-limen.
The German term, unterschiedsem^Jindlichkeit, has been
variously translated difference sensibility, differential sen-
siU'inty, diseriminative seneibUity, and sense discrimi/na-
tion. J. M. Baldwin's Diet, of Philos. and Psychol, (ii.

517) recommends sense discrimination; E. B. "Titchener
(Exper. Psychol., IL) uses differential sensitivity (abbre-
viated D. S.).

The instrument of this analysis [of sensations ] was
denominated by Fechner sensible discrimination.

0. KiUpe (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 3L

discrimination-time (dis-krim-i-na'shon-tim),
n. In psychophysics, the total duration of the
discrimination reaction, or, more commonly,
this time minus the duration of the simple re-

action.

By subtracting the previously determined simple time
from this longer time we get a aiscrimination time.

W. ITwiwit (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 279.

Discriminative limen, threshold. 8ee*i!men.
disct. A contraction of discount.

disculor, «. *. and a. A simplified spelling of
discolor.

disculus (dis'ku-lus), n.
; pi. disculi (-li). [NL.,

dim. of discus, a disk; see disk.^ In HepaUcse,
the occasional adventitious inflated lower lobe.
See auricle, 3, (c). Spruce.
discumfort, v. i. and n. A simplified spelling
of discomfort.

discurage, v. and n. A simplified spelling of

discurteous, discurtesy. Simplified spellings
of discourteous, discourtesy,

discuver, discuvery. Simplified spellings of

disdiaclasis (dis-di-ak'la sis),n. [Gr.d/f, twice,
-1- didic'Miaii, taken as ''refraction ' : see dia-

clasis.'] In opUcs, double refraction.

disease, n—Acarine diseases. See iracari-ne, n.—
Adams-Stokes disease. Same as Stokes-Adams -kdis-

ease.—Adenoid disease. See y^adenoid.—Almond-dis-
ease. See -kleaj-blight.—taneAeaa. coffee-disease,
circular whitish blotches occurring on the leaves, shoots,

and berries of the coffee plant in America : said to be due
to the t\mgMs Stubum fiavidwm.—Association disease.
See *as80(»atioii.— Baelz'S disease ofthe lip. See*^{i;2>.

—Banana-disease, a disease of banana-stems in the
West Indies, attributed to the fungus Marasmiue semi-

us(i8.— Banti's disease, an affection marked by enlarge-

ment of the spleen with cirrhosis of the liver, anaemia,

abdominal dropsy, and sometimes jaundice.—Barcoo
disease, an affection, occurring in the elevated regions

of South Australia, characterized by gastric disturbances,

bulimia, and an eruption followed by extensive desquama-
tion and sometimes sloughing of the subcutaneous tis-

sues. Also called Barcoo vomit and Barcoo rot—Bax-
lOW'S disease, infantile scurvy.—Bazln's disease, tu-

berculous ulceration of the leg ;
psoriasis of the mouth

;

molluscum contagiosum.—Bechterew'S disease, gen-



disease

eral muscular atrophy with extreme stiffness of the spine.
—Bermuda lUy disease, a disease of the cultivated lily
characterized by spotting and distortion of the leaves and
flowers and usually a stunting of the whole plant. It is be-
lieved to be caused by digging and using the bulbs before
they have ripened.—Bottom disease. See •crofaitsm.—
Brlndle disease. Same as mosaic *disease.—Brown
disease, a disease which affects potatoes, causing the
flbrovascular bundles to turn brown. It is attributed to
the fungus Stysanus stemoniUs.—Brown-S^qnard'S
disease, paralysis of one side of the body with anaesthesia
of the other side.

—

Bnlll's disease, a disease of new-
born infants, marked by fatty degeneration of the liver,

edema, purpura, and other morbid conditions.— Cab-
bage seedling disease, a disease of seedlings of cab-
bage, caused by the fungus Olpidium Brassicx, which at-

tacks the stem near the surface of the soil and kills the
plant

—

Cacao-disease, dark dead patehes on the cortex
of cacao, which are doubtfully attributed to species of
Nectria— Cacao-pod disease, a disease of cacao-pods,
due to. the fungus Phytophthora omnivora. — Calico
disease. Same as momie -kdisease.

—

Callfomla Tlne-
disease, a serious disease of the grape in California,
characterized by the imperfect development of the flowers
and fruit and Anally the death of the plant Its cause is

unknown.

—

Canna-dlsease, a disease of canna-leaves,
due to Uredo Cannx, which causes orange spots at first

and Anally the death of the leaf.

—

Carnation disease,
a disease of carnations following the attacks of aphides.

More recent researches by Woods go to show the cor-
rectness of his conclusion that aphides alone ai'e respon-
sible for the carnation-disease. Sncyc. Brit, XXVI. 60.

Carrot-disease, a disease characterized by brownish,
sunken spots on the root of the carrot, caused by Phojna
sanguinolenta. It also attacks the stem and prevents the
formation of seed.

—

;Cattle-and-game disease, a fatal

infectious disease of cattle, deer, and other animals, due to
a minute polar-stained micro-organism of the s^vine plague
group, which gains access to ana multiplies in the blood.
Also called hemorrhagic septicemia.—Chestnut disease,
an obscure disease of plants in which they die backwards
from the top.

—

Climacteric disease. Seei^climacteric.—Climatic disease, any disease supposed to be caused
by a change of climate, as the so-called fever of acclimatiza-

tion of the tropics.

—

Coffee-disease, aseriousdiseaseofthe
coffee-plant in India and other portions of the Old World.
It is caused by one of the rusMungi, Hemileia vastatrix,
which attacks the leaves causing yellow discoloration and
death.—Coffee-leaf disease. Same as coffee--kdisease.—Golocasia-disease, a disease caused by Perono^tora
trichotoma, which attacks the roots of Caladium Colocasia
in the West Indies.

—

Conifer seedling disease, a disease
of conifers, especially of spruce and silver fir, caused
by the fungus Pestaiozzia Uartigii, which attacks the
young plant at the surface of the soil and kills it

—

Cor£d-spot disease, canker-like cracks or excrescences
on the branches of various trees, associated wit^ the
bright red fungus, Nectria cinnaharina. — Cretinoid
disease. ReLmeasTnyxedema.—Darier's disease. Same
as irkeratosis follicvlorum-,—Dercnm'S disease. Same
as itadiposig dolorosa^—Divers' disease. Same as
caisson-disease.—Drooping disease, a disease of the
peony caused by a fungus, Sderotinia Pseonise, which
attacks the plant at the surface of the soil causing it to
wilt and die.—Dubois's disease. Same as Dubois's
-kabscesses.—Duhrll^s disease, dermatitis herpeti-
formis. —Ecblnococcus disease, a morbid condition
which results from the presence in the body of the
encysted Tsenia echinococcus. See hydatid,—Elevator
disease, a form of pneumonoconiosis, or dust-disease,
which affects those who run elevators in coal-mines.—Family disease, an hereditary disease, especially of
the nervous system.

—

Fan disease. Same as -ksereh.

-Fig-tree disease, canker-like cracks in the bark of
the fig, attributed to the fundus Libertdla ulcerata.—
File-cutters' disease, lead-poisoning from inhalation of
particles of lead arising from the leaden bed upon which
the file rests while being cut

—

Flint-disease. Same
as chalicosis.— Focal disease, a localized affection of the
central nervous system.

—

Fourtb disease, a mild erup-
tive fever which presents some of the characteristics of
measles, German measles, and scarlet fever, but is believed
to be distinct from all these diseases.

—

Fll^ncblng dis-
ease. Same as wwjsatc *di«ease.— Frledreicb'sdisease,
Same as Friedreich's ataxia (which see, under ataxia).— Crl^nard's disease. Same as -kent^roptosis.—Gum
disease. Same as*/oo*-roj, 2.—Hair-combers' disease,
anthrax or malignant pustule.— Hodgson's disease,
aneurism of the aorta.

—

Hollybock-dlsease, a disease

of hollyhocks, due to the fungi Pttccinia malvacearum
and CoUetotrichum Altlwsse.—'ROOl-ajli-mouiSl dis-
ease. Same as foot-and-mouth disease (which see, under
foot).— Hop-disease, a mildew occurring on the leaves

of the hop-plant, due to Podosphxra Castagnei; also the
black fungus, Capnodium satidnum, which . covers the
leaves and stems.

—

Innate disease, congenital disease,

not necessarily hereditary.—LUy-disease, a disease of

Lilium candidum characterized by brown spots on the
stem, leaves, and buds, which are said tobe produced by a
species of Botrj/(is.

—

Little'sdlsease,muscular rigidity of

congenital nervous origin.—Marie's disease, acromeg-
aly; also hereditary cerebellar ataxia and pulmonary
osteo-arthropathy.— Mastoid disease. Same as mastoi-

ditis.—TULa.tch-makeiB' disease, necrosis of the jaw, due
to phosphorus poisoning.— M6nl6re's disease. Same as

auditory vertigo (which see, under vertigo).— JIBgao-
nette-<usease. See leaf-blight of mignonette under
1tlcaf-blight.—WxieTB' disease. Same as -kankylos-

tmniasis.— Mongrel-disease. Same as mosaic ^disease.
— Mosaic disease, a disease which affects the leaves of

certain plants, especially the tobacco-plant It is character-

ized by the formation of numerous light-colored spots scat-

tered over the surface of the leaf, giving it a mosaic ap-

pearance. It is attributed to an abnormal activity of the

oxydizing enzymes of the ceUs.—Mottled-top disease.
Same as mosaic -kdisease.—Mulberry-root disease, a

disease which attacks and kills the roots of the mulberry in

Japan: attributed to the fungus Helicobasidiummompa.—

Mmnmy disease, a fungous disease of the guava pro-

duced by Glceospmum Psidii, which causes the fruit to

shrivel and decay.— Musbroom-disease, a disease of the

cultivated mushroom occasioned by species of Vertieillium.

and other fungi.-Naviculardisease,m vet. surg., an in-

flammation and caries of the navicular bone, starting usu-
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ally asan inflammation of the lower portion of the great
sesamoid sheath and causing severe intermittentlameness

:

seen exclusively in the horse.— Oak-seedling disease,
a disease of the roots of seedling oaks due to uie pyi'eno-

mycetousfungus Rosellinia quercina.— Paget'S disease.
Same as malignant papillary -kdermatitis.—Fandanus-
disease, a disease which attacks the trunk and branches
of the screw-pine, Pandanus, attributed to the fungus
Melanconium Pandam'.—Parchment disease. Same
as parchment-skin.— 'Paizot's (Usease, a syphilitic in-

flammation of the articular ends of the long bones, giving
rise to pseudoparalysis.

—

Pearlydisease, aform of tuber-
culosis in cattle.

—

Potato-disease. (6) Same sa potato
late *6%At.— ReckUnghansen's disease, an affection
marked by the occurrence of fibrous growths on the
nerves, of skin tumors resembling moUuscum fibrosum,
of pigmentation of the skin, and of pains in the joints.

—

Red disease, a former name in some parts of England of
hog-cholera and swine-plague, on account of the red
patohes which appear on the skin of affected animals.
See hog-cholera imder cholera.—Beichmann's disease,
hypersecretion of the gastric juice.

—

Riga's disease, a
form of ulcerative inflammation of the mucous membrane
of the under surface of the tongue and floor of the mouth.— Sacred disease, a name formerly applied to epilepsy.— Sacro-lliac disease, chronic tuberculous inflamma-
tion of the sacro-lllae joint— Savill's disease, an epi-
demic inflammation of the skin accompanied by exfolia-
tion of the epidermis.— Screw-pine disease. Same as
Pandanus -kdisease.— Scythian disease, a form of in-
sanity occurring in adult males, preceded by atrophy of
the sexual organs and impotence.— Silver-flr leaf-dis-
ease, a disease of Abies Picea, caused by the pyrenomy-
cetous fungus, Acan^hostigma parasiticum, which covers
the under surface of the leaves and stems with a yellow-
brown mycelium.

—

Sleeping disease. Same as sleepy
^disease.— Sleepy disease, a disease of tomatoes which
attacks the roots and causes the plant to wither and die.
It Is caused by Fusarium Lycopersiel, according to
Massee.— Soil-disease, any disease the contaglum of
which is derived from the soil^- Sore shin dis-
ease, a disease which attacks cotton seedlings near
the surface of the soil and causes their death.
It is attributed to an undetermined fungus.

—

Spot-
dlsease, any disease of plants which produces spots
on the leaves, particularly the disease of the leaves
of tile violet caused by Altemaria Viola. See -kleaf-spot.— Steppe disease, the Russian cattle-plague.— StUl's
disease, an affection in children in which there is en-
largement of the spleen and lymphatic glands associated
with an Infiammatory state of many of the joints.

—

Stokes-Adams disease, a slowly progressive form of
degeneration of the heart muscle, marked by attacks of
fainting, dizziness, or convulsions, dropsy, slow pulse,
and shortness of breath.

—

Sutton and Gull's disease.
Same as arteriosclerosis.—Talma's disease, an affection
marked by tonic muscular spasms, similar to those of
Thomson's disease, but coming on in later life and
not congenital as is this affection.

—

Thomson's dis-
ease. See Thomsen.—'Tsetse-fly disease, a disease
of animals in South Africa, caused by the presence
in the blood of Trypanosmtm, inoculation with which
is effected by means of the tsetse-fly.

—

Vagabond's
disease or pigmentation, a brownish discoloration of
the skin of tramps caused by dirt, the irritation from
scratehing, and the action of the weather.

—

Vlolet-
dlsease. Same as -kleaf-spot of violet.— Water-borne

'

disease, a disease the pathogenic germ of which is trans-
mitted mainly through the medium of the water-supply

;

among such diseases are typhoid fever, cholera, and dys-
entery.—Weir Mitchell's disease. Same as erythrome-
lalgia.—White face and foot disease, redness and m-
fiammatlon of the white face or white limbs of an animal
on account ofthe decreased resistance of the non-pigmented
areas of the skin to irritant influences.

—

^Wilt-disease, a
serious disease which attacks the roots of the cotton, the
watermelon, and the cow-pea, causing the plants to wilt
and die. It Is caused by a pyrenomycetous fungus Neocos-
mospora vasinfecta. See -kwUt for other wilt diseases.

—Yellow disease of the hyacinth. Same as -kbacte-
riosis of the hyacinth.

disease-fungus (di-zez' fung-gus), n.
;

pi. dis-

ease-fungi (-1) . A fungus capable of producing
disease in either animals or plants.

disease-proof (di-zez' prSf), a. In lot, proof
against disease. See *resistant, I. 2.

diseme (di'sem), n. [L. disemus, < Gr. Simi/ioi,

of doubtful quantity (having two possible
quantities), < Si-, two-, -I- ai;/ia, a mark, taken in
sense of a^/ielov, a mark, sign, unit of time,
mora.] In anc. pros., a syllable contaiziing
two morse or units of time. See disemic.

disenactment (dis-e-nakt'ment), n. [disenact
+ -ment.1 The repeal of an enactment. S.

Smiles.

disengagement-gear (dis-en-gaj'ment-ger), n.

A releasing-gear ; a device for disengaging a
catch from the notch or pin with which it is

engaged. Such a gear is used in Corliss engines to let
the admission-valve close at the right time.

disengagement-governor (dis - en - gaj ' ment-
guv"er-nor), n. A governor which works by iis-

engaging' the valve-gear when the speed is

too high, thus closiug the regulating-valve,
and by engaging the valve-gear when the speed
is too low and so opening the regulating-valve.
When the engine runs normally the governor
runs free.

disenmesh (dis-en-mesh'), v. t. To free from
entanglements or entangling meshes.

As ye behold tills web of circumstance
Deepen the more for every thrill and throe.

Convulsive effort to disperse the fllms
And disenmesh the fame o' the martyr.

Brovming, Ring and Book, xil. 565.

dishouse

disentailment (dis-en-tal'ment), n. The act

of destroying an entail, or an estate in fee

tail.

disentombment ([dis-en-tom'ment), n. The
act of disentombing. S. Smiles.

disequilibrate (dis-e-kwi-li'brat), v. t.
; pret.

andpp. disequili1>rated,ppv. disequilihrating. To
disturb or destroy the balance or equilibrium

of ; throw out of balance either physically or

mentally.
disequilibration (dis-e" kwi-li- bra ' shon), n.

An unbalanced condition: as, & disequilibration

of the organism.
disequilibrium (dis-e-kwi-lib'ri-um), n. [dis-

+ equilibrium.'] An imperfect equilibrium,

as of intellectual and moral faculties. Smith-

sonian Rep., 1890, p. 648.

disfaith (dis-fath''^), ». Lack of faith; distrust.

disfever (dis-fe'v6r), V. t. To free from or al-

lay fever. G. Meredith.
disforestation(dis-for-es-ta.'shon), «. 1. Same
as disafforestation.— 2. The act of deforesting,

or of clearing of woods and forests ; the de-

struction of forests.

disfrock (dis-frok'), «' ' To unfrock or de-
prive of the clerical oflSce or character. Carlyle.

dlSgorger, n. 2. In the manufacture of effer-

vescing wine, the woykman who temporarily
removes the cork from a bottle of wine which
has undergone secondary fermentation, thus
allowing the yeasty sediment to be blown
out of the neck of the bottle by the accumu-
lated gas as it escapes. Sadtler, Handbook of
Indust. Chem., p. 207.

disgregation, n. 2. In thermodynamics, the
transformation-value of configuration of a
body or system. The disgregation added to the
transformation-value of the heat contained in a system
equals the entropy of the system. J. W. Gibbs, Statistical
Mech., p. 69.

disguize, v. t. and n. A simplified spelling of
disguise.

disn, n. 3. In mining: (c) A small rough
vessel used in diamond and gold washing:
sometimes used attributively : as, he obtained
good dish prospects after crudely crushing up
the quartz

—

Petri dish, a shallow glass dish with a
cover, used for making separation-cultures of bacteria
and other micro-organisms by means of the poured-plate
method : named for the inventor R. J. Petri, a German
bacteriologist See poured irplate and poured-plate
•kcuXture.

dish, V. I. trans. 5. To form with a concave
center, as a disk, a wheel, a running track, or
a racing-track.

II. intrans. 2. In trotting, to throw the
feet outward, moving them forward with a
circular motion instead of in a straight line.
Also paddle.
dishallucination j[dis-ha-lii-si-na'shon), n.
The act of disillusionizing or the fact of being
disillusionized; a foeeing from hallucination.
-B. Buchanan.
disharmonism (dis-har'mo-nizm), n. Same as
disharmony. Ripley, Bace's of Europe, p. 39.

disharten, v. t. A' simplified spelling of dis-

dished (disht), p. a. Concave, as a dish; hol-
lowed out—Dished face. The face of an animal that
is decidedly concave in profile.

There was a time when swine-breeders had a delusion
for "dished faces'' and heavy jowls.

Jiep. Kan. State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 52.

Dished hoof. See *hoof.

dish-faced, a. l. (6) Said of a horse in which
the profile of thefaee is concave.
dish-feed (dish'fed), n. A device for feeding
cotton into a carding-machine. it consists of a
roller and a flat-plate, the latter curved upward at the
delivery end. Also called shell-feed.

dish-keel (dish'kel), n. A keel composed of a
broad horizontal plate bent up slightly at the
edges to give a connection with the side plating.

dish-machine (dish'ma-shen"), n. In wood-
working, a power-maeliine for cutting thin
shallow dishes or platters from wood. The block
of wood, previously steamed to soften it, is placed In the
machine, flrmly clamped to the feeding mechanism, and
presented to the cutting-tools which cut off thin veneers
of the required shape. It will cut 7,000 veneers ^ of an
inch in thickness, in an hour. The dishes when cold
retain their dish-like form.

dishome (dis-hom'), v. t.-, pret. and pp. dis-
horned, ppr. dishorning. To deprive of a home

;

render homeless.
dishouse (dis-hous'), v. t.

; pret. and pp./di«-
housed, ppr. dishousing. X. To expel from a
house; evict.— 2. To clear of houses, as in
widening a street or in making other public
improvements.



dishmnanize

dishumanize (dis-hu'man-iz), V. t.; pret. and
pp. dishumanized, ppr. dishumanizing. To de-
humanize; deprive of human powers or attri-
butes.

dish-washer, n. 4. A machine for cleaning
and washing plates, dishes, etc. it consists essen-
tially of a large vessel kept full of boiling water charged
with soap-powder. The crockery is placed in a large
gnlvanized wire basket suspended by a chain from a crane
anil lowered into the water. Power is applied to large
revolving paddles or agitators that keep the hot soapy
water in violent motion through the basket, completely
washing the contents. The soiled water is removed and
clean water added as fast as required. The machine has
a capacity of many hundreds of dishes an hour. When
the dishes are washed the basket is raised out of the
water, swung round on the crane and lowered for a
moment into clean, hot water. On taking the basket out
"f the rinsing water the dishes dry quickly from the heat
to which they have been subjected.

disilluminate (dis-i-lii'mi-nat), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. disilluminated, ppr. disillummating. To
deprive of light ; obscure ; darken.

The gods are heavy on me, and all the fates
Shed fire across my eyelids mixed with night,
And bum me blind, and disUlwmi'iiate
My sense of seeing.

Svjinbume, Atalanta.

disillusive (dis-i-lu'siv). a. Tending to dis-
illusion or to disillusionize.

A long line of disillusive centuries has permanently
displaced that [Hellenic idea of life].

T. Hardy, Return of the Native, iii. 1.

disimagine (dis-i-maj'in), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

(Hsimagined, ppr. disi/niaginmg. To imagine
not to be ; cease to imagine ; banish from the
imagination.

Truth, whose centre is everywhere and its circumfer-
ence nowhere, whose existence we cannot disimagine.
Emerson, Letters and Social Aims, Progress of Culture.

disimitate (dis-im'i-tat), «). *. ;
pret. and pp.

disimitated, ppr. disimitating. To cease to imi-
tate and to undo the results of imitation.
Tarde (trans.), Laws of Imitation, p. 20.

disimmure (dis-i-miir'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. dis-
immured, ppr. disimmuring. To free from im-
murement or confinement within prison walls

;

release
j
liberate.

disimprisonment (dis-im-priz'on-ment)^ n.
Release from imprisonment ; liberation.
Browning.

dlsincarnate (dis-in-kar'nat), a. Disembodied;
freed from the trammels of the flesh, as the
souls of the dead. F. T. Palgrave, Death in
the Forest.

On the hypothesis already explained, these appear-
ances would be caused by the action of the disincarnate
upon the living mind.

A. Lang, in N. Y. Evening Post, Jan. 12, 1901.

disinfector, n. 2. A machine or apparatus for
disinfecting and cleaning garments, bedding,
etc., by means of hot water, steam, chemicals,
or the fumes of burning materials. One type em-
ploys a steam-tight drum in which the articles are
either boiled or washed by the aid of chemicals, steam,
or hot water. Another form is a gas-tight closet in
which the things are submitted to disinfecting fumes.

disinfeudation (dis-in-fu-da'shon), n. In law,
the act of freeing from the obligations of a
feudal tenure.

disinheritation (dis -in - her - i - ta ' shon), n.

Disinheritance.

disintegrant (dis-in'tf-grant), n. Whatever
disintegrates or tends to disintegrate. H.
Spencer.

disintegration, n.— Boulders of disintegration,
rounded masses of rock which are produced by weather-
ing from fragments originally angular. Granites and
other massive varieties which are much cut up by joints

are often covered by these boulders, which closely simu-
late water-worn specimens.— Disintegration-product,
a substance formed by the breaking down or chemical
disintegration of another. In radioactivity the idea of

disintegration is extended to the elements, helium being
regarded as a disintegration-product of radium.

—

Disin-
tegration theory, in radioactivity, the theory that
certain elements, as radium, thorium, actinium, and
uranium, undeigo successive spontaneous changes with
the production of a series of new substances called disin-

tegration-products.

disintegrationist (dis-in-te-^ra 'shon-ist), n.

An advocate of disintegration or of some
theory of disintegration.

disintegrator, n. 2. See *sand-mixer. — carr
disintegrator, an impact crushing-machine consisting

of a series of concentric cages revolving in opposite
directions at high speed.

disintensify (dis-in-ten'si-fi), V. t.; pret. and
pp. disintensified, ppr. disintensifying. To ren-

der loss intense; tone down.

And all-subduing black,— black's soul of black
Beyond whites' power to disintensify.

Browning, Ferishtah's Fancies, Bean-Stripe.

disjected (dis-jek'ted), p. a. Torn or wrenched
apart; dismembered; sundered; disconnected;
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scattered: as, a directed series of lectures;
disjected members.
di^unction, n. 2. In logic: {V) a term con-
sisting of two or more terms united by the
conjunction or or its equivalent.—3. In hiol.,

the separation or alternative inheritance of
the parental characters in crosses between
inbred varieties or strains of domesticated
plants and animals. Called also the law of
disjunction, or Mendel's law. See Mnheritance.

Disjunctive absorption, term. See *absorp-
tion, -''term.

disjunctor, n. 2. In hot., the minute spindle-
shaped cellulose body formed in the middle
lamella between each pair of conidia of certain
fungi.

These disjwmitors serve as points of application for the
elastic push of the swelling spore-ends, and as the con-
necting outer lamella of the cell wall suddenly gives way,
the spores are jerked asunder.

Encye. Brit, XXVIII. 667.

disk, n., 5. (d) In Bchirwdermata, the central part of
the body from which the arms radiate, (e) In crinoids,
that part of the theca which lies above the origins of the
free arms. Also called tegmen and vault. See dorsal
*cup. (/) In Rotifera, that portion of the head which
bears the ciliary wreath, (g) In mollnsks, the lower sur-
face of the foot or part used in locomotion, as in gastro-
pods. (A) In some ccelenterates, the oral aspect of ^the
body.

8. A small medicated gelatin tablet about -^g

of an inch thick, which contains a small
amount of glycerin to prevent it feom becom-
ing hard and brittle : a simple means of apply-
ing accurately adjusted quantities of mydri-
atic, myotic, and anesthetic alkaloids such as
atropin, physostigmine, and cocaine to the eye.—Acoustic disk; See 'ka^oustic.—Ananglold disk.
See *anangioid.— Central disk, a secondary chitinous
extension between the bases of the branches of the rhab-
dosomes in some graptolites, notably the JKchograptidm.
It consists of two layers and serves partly as a basal sup-
port for the branches and partly as an organ of fixation.

—

Hensen'S disk, a light band in the center of a Bowman's
disk.—Interfusion disk, the disk formed by the inter-
fusion and mingling of the rays which pass through tlie

objective of an optical instrument In a telescope it is

the image of the object-glass formed by the eyepiece.

—

Lagrange disk. Same as interfusion kdisk.—'Ulas-
son's disk, in exper. psychol., a disk of white card-
board along one of whose radii is drawti an interrupted

black line of even thickness. On rotar
tion, the disk shows a series of gray
rings, dark near the center and lighten-
ing to imperceptibility toward the per-
iphery. The disk has been much used

0-«-M-.] for the determination of the difference
limen of brightness, and also for the
study of fiuctuation of the visual atten-
tion. Anmiles de Chimie et de Phy-
sique, XIV. 150.-Middledisk of En-

Masson's Disk gelmaiin. Same as Hensen'S -kdisk.—
Primary disk, the disk of adhesion or

fixation by which the sicula and young rhabdosomes of
certain graptolites were attached. It was of tenuous
structure and was frequently replaced by a secondary
(central) disk. See eentrai -kdisk.—Kamsden disk.
Same a^interfusion-'kdisk.—Eetractlle disk, a flattened
disk-shaped organ at the aboral p(^e of certam polyzoan
larvae, such as those of Bugula.—Strobic d^k, a disk
upon which concentric circles or wheels are drawn : so
called because the circles appear to spin when the disk is

moved rapidly through a circular path before the eye-
See stroma circles, under strobic.— Stroboscopic disk,
a disk, with equidistant openings or alternate open and
closed sectors, used for stroboscopic observations of peri-

odic phenomena. See «*ro6oscofie.—Sun disk. Same as
winged *(Jis*.—Winged disk, in Egyptian art, the sym-
bol of the sun, a complete circle, is represented with

Rear View of Sullcy Dislc-plow. «, Cut-
away plow disic in position for turning: at
end of furrow ; 6, straight dislc.

Winged Disk-

outspread vulture's wings and the uraeus on either side.

The symbol was borrowed by the Assyrians to represent
Assur.

disk (disk), V. t. [disk, ».] In agri., to culti-

vate with a disk-cultivator.

disk-carrier (disk'kar'''i-6r), n. Inphotom., the
support of a disk or screen which is movable
along or fixed to the photometer-bench, ac-
cording to the style of the photometer.

disk-cultivator (disk'kul''''ti-va-tpr), n. A cul-

tivator in which the part applied to the soil

consists of sharp-edged disks placed vertically

and rolling with the progress of the cultivator.

Its use is to cut the weeds and pulverize the
soil. See ^'cultivator.

disk-cutter (disk'kut'''er), n. A tool used by
potters for cutting out disks of clay for mak-
ing pie-plates. Itconsists of a wooden arm supported
on one end by a small foot or block of wood, of circular
or rectangular form, in which the arm revolves ; at the
other end is a metal point, usually a common horse-shoe
nail, passing through the arm at a right angle, with the
point down. The foot or block is placed on the rolled

sheet of clay and held in place while the arm is revolved

disp.

by the hand of the workman, the metal point cutting out
a perfect disk. This is afterward shaped over a convex
mold to fonn the concave pie-plate.

disk-flower (di8k'flon''''6r), n. A flower of the
disk of a composite plant. See disk, 4 (c).

disk-jelly (disk'jel-i), «. A sea-blubber; a
disoomedusan.
disk-plow (disk'plou), n. A plow having
revolving disks, resembling those in a
disk-harrow,
in place of
?low-shares,
he action of

this tool is not
precisely that of
the plow, since
the disks break s

up and tear
apart as well as
turn over the
soil.

disk- saw
(disk'sS;), n.

A saw in the
form of a
disk, used for cutting rails or beams in the
rolling-mill. Its cutting rim is either toothed or
toothless. It is set in rapid rotation and the friction of
the contact produces a heat sufiicient to fuse the metal
in contact with the disk as it revolves, even if the disk is

softer in quality than the metal to be sawed. Also called
fusiov^disk.

disk-shell (disk'shel), ». The shell of certain
brachiopods, as Disoina.

disk-valve, n. 2. Any valve in which the
opening is closed by a disk, as in the ordinary
stop-valve.

disk-wheel, n. 2. A type of wheel for cars
or motor-vehicles in which the hub is con-
nected to the rim by a continuous web or
plate, instead of by spokes with open intervals
between, such wheels appear to be solid disks. In
car-wheels of this pattern the plates are of steel, bumped
or dished to give lateral stiffness ; or the plate is double
with compressed card-board between. In motor-vehicles
the disk is of thin steel, concaved to give elasticity by
slight flexure of the plate under shock. Such wheels at

- high speed raise less dust than spoked wheels, and do not
3mm in moving through the air.

dislevelment (dis-lev'el-ment), n. ' Deviation
from the level: as, a correction for dislevelment
was made.

dislocation, n. 4. The territorial distribution
of an army

—

Dislocation of the lens, displacement
of the crystalline lens of the eye.

dislocatory (dis - lok ' a -to - ri), a. Involving
dislocation or dislocations: as,, dislocatory
movements of the earth's crust.

disloyalist (dis-loi'al-ist), n. A disloyal or
disaffected person.

dismal, n. 6. pi. The blues ; the dumps ; a
state of gloominess or despondency : as, to be
in the dismals.

dismantlement;(dis-man'tl-ment), n. The act
of dismantling or the state" of being dis-
mantled.
dismarket (dis-mar 'ket), v.t. To deprive
(a market) of its status and privileges.

dismissible (dis-mis'i-bl), a. Liable to be dis-
missed or discharged from office ; removable.
dismpnntable (dis-moun'ta-bl), a. That may
be dismounted Dismountable gun. See *guni.

disobeyal (dis-o-ba'al), n. [disobey + -al] An
act of disobedience : as, disobeyal of an order
of the court.

disobliger, n. 2. An English vehicle which
was developed into the American track-sulky
of the high-wheeled, springless type.
disodic (di-s6'dik), a. [di-^ + sodlium) + -ic]
In chem., containing two atoms of sodium, as
the common phosphate of soda of commerce,
Na2HPOi.]2H20.
disomus(aa-s6 'mus), ». ;

pi. disomi (-mi).
[NL., < Gr. diaa/ioc, having two bodies, < 6i-,

two-, + aii/M, body.] A monster with two
bodies.

disorder, n. 7. In logic, disagreement with
every conceivable general rule whatever, it is

impossible for a finite collection of objects to be in dis-

order in this sense, nor is it possible for a continuum to

be in disorder. Whether or not it is possible for an in-

finite discrete collection to be in disorder Is a question
that has not been solved.

disorderly, a. II. n. A person accused or

guilty of disorderly conduct.

disorientation (dis-6''''ri-en-ta'shgn), n. [dis-

+ orientation.] Loss of the ability to deter-

mine direction or to estimate correctly time
and space. Lancet, June 25, 1904, p. 1808.

disozidize (dis-ok'si-diz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disoxidiged, ppr. disoxidizimg. [dis- + oxidize.]

Same as deoxidize.

disp. -An abbreviation of dispensatory.



dispansive

dispaiisive(dis-pan'siv), a. [h. dispansiis, pp.
of dispandere, spread out: see dispand.'] In
optics., serving to dispand or spread out : ap-
plied to a system of lenses which has a nega-
tive focal distance. Opposed to collective.

disparate, a. 2. In the psychology of sensa-
tion, belonging to or derived from different
senses (said of sensations) ; appealing to differ-

ent senses (said of stimuli).

Diversion of the attention by disparate stimuli, wlien
it occurs, is probably the more effective.

O. Kiilpe (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 410.

Disparate points. See *point^.

dispendious (dis-pen'di-us), a. [L. dispendi-
osus, expensive, < dispendium, expense, loss,

< dispendere, expend: see dispend.'\ Costly; ex-
pensive ; extravagant ; lavish : as, ' a dispendi-

ous use of material may in the end be true
economy.' A. J. Beresford-Hope, Eng. Cathe-
drals, ii.

dispense, v. t. 5. To put up (a. medical .pre-

scription).

dispermic (di-sp6r'mik), a. [Gr. 6i-, two-, +
airepfia, seed, + -ic.J Affected with or pertain-

ing to dispermy: said of eggs containing two
spermatozoa.
dispermin (di-sp6r'min), n. [Gr. ii-, two-, +
oTtlpfta, seed, + -in^.'] Same as *piperazin,.

dispermy ((i-sp6r'mi), n. [Gr. <Si-, two-, +
oTupfm, seed, + -y*.] The entrance of two
spermatozoa into a single egg.

disperse, "• t- 6. In optics, to refract by
amounts which vary with the wave-length of

the refracted ray ; separate a composite beam
of light, into its components, forming a spec-
trum. See dispersion, 3.

dispersion, n. 3. (6) In physiol. optics, the
blurring of the retinal image due to faiilty

accommodation

.

The dispersion images indicate the position of the object
as before or behind the object of distinct vision.

0. Kiilpe (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 353.

6. In 6ot. , the distribution of seeds and of plants

by various means, as by the wind, by birds and
animals, etc—Anomaloos dispersion, dispersion

of light m which the direction is reversed, the refrac-

tion increasing with
the wave-length in-

stead of diminish-
ing, as in ordinary
cases. Anomalous
dispersion is an ac-

companiment of

selective absorption

(see selective). It

manifests itaeU only
in ithe case of media
having a large ab-

sorption coefficient,

and in that region
of the spectrum
which is occupied
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rors of observation as regards size, but without reference

to size or direction. (6) The tendency of material parti-

cles or bodies, including conscious individuals, to go apart,

as from a center ; hence, in the phenomena of population,

the continual breaking down and dispersing of aggrega^

tions, counteracting a tendency toward concentration.

See law of *aggregation. L. F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol.,

I. 249.— SeUmeler's theory of dispersion, a theory

of dispersion based upon the assumption that the particles

of the refi'acting substance partake of the vibratory mo-
tion of the ether. This theory, proposed by Sellmeier in

1870 was subsequently further developed by Helmholtz,
Lommel, Ketteler, and others.

dlspetal (dis-pet'al), V. t. ; pret. and pp.' dis-

petaled, dispetallei, ppr. dispetaling, dispetal-

ling. [dis- priv. + petal.'i To strip (a flower)

of its petals.

Here all is sunny, and when the truant gull
Skims the green level of the lawn, his wing
Dispetals roses.

R. L. Stevenson, Underwoods, I., Son. xxxv.

disphenoid (di-sfe'noid), n. [(Ji-2 + sphenoid.']

A crystalline form of the sphenoid group of

the tetragonal system, bound by eight similar

isosceles triangles in symmetrical pairs ; a te-

tragonal sealenohedron. See sphenoid, 1.

dispireme (di-spi'rem), m. [Also dispirem; <

Gr. 6i-, two-,+ awclpri/ia, aireifiafw., a thingwound
or ooiled, a spire.] In cytol., the stage of karyo-
kinesis duringwhich the chromosomes unite to

form two skeins, one for each of the daughter-
nuclei.

dissect

sel measured in tons weight: distinguished
from register-tonnage which is measured in
conventional tons of 100 cubic feet.

Displacer piston. See *piston.

display, n. 2. In printing, the art of selecting
and arranging types of unequal size, as in a
title-page or advertisement, so as to make
certain parts emphatic and the whole likely

to attract attention.

display-man (dis-pla'man), n. An employee
of the United States Weather Bureau whose
duty is to display the weather flag-signals,

storm-signals, or other warnings.
display-pipe (dis-pla'pip), n. In organ-hiild-
ing, a pipe set in the front of the case and
usually ornamented. Such pipes are some-
times those which sound, and sometimes mere
dummies. Also show-pipe.

displeznre, ». A simplified spelling of dig-

I

Anomalous Dispeision.

by the absorption-band. In transparent substances the
frequency of the light-wave does not coincide with the
natural frequency of vibration of the ions or particles of

the refracting medium. In such cases the index of re-

fraction in general diminishes as the wave-length of the
light increases, and the result is normal dispersion in

which the shorter waves are most strongly bent from their

path. Whenever, however, the frequency of the light-

wave coincides with the vibration-frequency of the parti-

cles of the medium, there is a disturbance of this relation.

In the case of bodies having strong selective absorption,

such as fuchsin, there is a marked diminution of the index
of refraction with an increase of wave-length as the fre-

quency of the light wave approaches the natural frequency
of the particles of the substance (that is to say, as the ab-

sorption-curve is approached on the side toward the vio-

let), followed by a sudden and very great rise in the value

of the index for wave-lengths corresponding to the ab-

sorption-band. On the side toward the red the values of

the index of refraction are very great, but they diminish
again rapidly afi the wave-length increases. The varia-

tions in the index of refraction which occur in anomalous
dispersion are shown graphically in the figure, in which the

dotted curve shows the values of the coefficient of absoii)-

tion of the substance. The region inclosed by this curve
is that of the absorption-band of the substance which has

its maximum at the wave-length Aa represented by the

vertical line in the diagram. For those portions of the

spectrum lying between o and \i and also beyond Aa,

where the values of the absorption coeificient are small,

dispersion follows its normal course, the index of refrac-

tion diminishing with increasing wave-length. Within

the absorption-band, between A^ !i°d Aq, occurs the sudden
change in the value of the index shown in the curve, and
it is in this region that anomalous dispersion is observed.

Anomalous dispersion occurs not only in certain solids

having strong and well-marked absorption-bands, but

likewise in certain vapors. Sodium vapor, for example,

which is opaque to light of the wave-length of the yellow

sodium lines .689 n, exhibits the phenomenon in this re-

gion.—Atmospheric dispersion, the formation of a

Ipectrum when a ray of white light is refracted by the

atmosphere or by any part of it A bnght star seen near

the horizon appears as a vertical spectrum band by reason

of atmospheric dispersion.-Disperalon-appMTatns, m
optics, any optical system for produomg a spectrum, as a

spectroscope.— Dispersion circle, lens, photometer.

See -keircle, •icns,*pAo«<mi«<er.—LawOIOlsperslOn. (a)

In the theory of errors, the law of the distribution of er-

Division of polien-mother-cells in the lily as described byGuigfnard,

A, anaphase of the first division, showinj^ the twelve daugjiter-
chromosomes on each side, the interzonal fibers stretchings between
them, and the centrosomes, already double, at the spindle-poles ;

S, later stage, showing the cell-plate at the equator of the spindle
and the daughter-spiremes (dispireme-stage of Flemming) ; C, divi-
sion completed, double centrosomes in the resting-cell ; D, ensuing
division in progress, the uppw cell at the close of the prophases,
the chromosomes and centrosomes still undivided, lower cell in the
late.anaphase, cell-plate not yet formed. (From Wilson's " The
Ceil.")

dispirous (di-spl'rus), a. [Gr. 6l-, two-, +
cnelpa, coil, spiral.] Having double spirals:
applied to the elaters of the Repaticse, Spruce.
displacement, n. 3. in naval arch., displacement is

the total weight of a vessel and of everything on board,
which, in accordance with the laws of hydrostatics, is

equal to the weight of the volume of water displaced by
the vessel when afloat. It is usually given in long tons,
and is ascertained by calculation, from the plans, of lines
of the vessel for a series of mean drafts, in accordance
with certain rules. The results of the calculations are
then plotted in curves of displacement. See ircurve.
Light displacement is that of the vessel without water,
stores, provisions, ammunition, coal, or cargo. Load dis-
placement is that of the ship fully loaded. Normal load
displacement, or rwrmal displacement, in a warship, is

that flxed by the designer as the average condition and
includes the weight of coal, stores, ammunition, etc., con-
sidered to be the average amount to be carried. Deep
load displacement is that which corresponds to the full
amount of coal, stores, ammunition, etc., which can be
placed in the bunkers, storerooms, holds, and ammuni-
tion-rooms.

6. In veg. teratol., a malformation, in leaves,
due to abnormal cohesion or fusion of parts
which results in dislocation and other apparent
changes in the form. Thus two fused leaves
may appear like a single lobed leaf, a whorl
may be reduced to two opposite leaves, etc.
Masters— Angles of displacement, in physiol. op-
tics, angles employed to determine the position of the
foremost line of regard. The angle of vertiedl displace-
ment measures the divergence of the plane of regard, up
or down, from the primary position ; the angle of later^
displacement is included between the foremost line of re-
gard and the median line of the plane of regard.—Curve
of displacement. See -^curves of ship calculations.—
Displacement lubricator, pump. See *lubricator,
*pumpi.— Law Of displacement, in phys., the law of
the shifting, with temperature, of the wave-length of the
maximum of the energy-curve for the emission-spectrum
of a black body. Also called Paschen's law.—Wave of
displacement. See *wavei.

displacement-tonnaee(dis-plas'ment-tun'aj),
n. In ship-building, the displacement of a ves-

ispluviate (dis-plu'vi-at), a. [L. displuviatus,

< dis; apart, + pluvia, rain.] Protected from
rain ; provided with channels to carry off rain.
—Dlspmvlate atrium. See *atrium.

dispone (dis-pop'), v. t. To deprive of the
popedom; depose as pope; unpope. Tenny-
son.

Disporea (di-sp6're-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. 6i-,

two-, + tmopd, seed"(spore).] A group of Myxo-
sporidia in which only 2 spores are produced
in each trophozoite. They are parasitic forms, liv-

ing freely as amoeboid organisms in the bile or urine of
fishes and frogs. Also caUed Disporoeystidae,

disporous (di-sp6'rus), a. [Gr. Si-, two-, +
oTTopd, seed (spore).] Having 2 spores : said of
certain Coceidia ; producing only 2 spores, as

some Myxosporidia.
disposability (dis-po-za-biTi-ti), n. The qual-
ity of being disposable : as, the disposabili^ of

one's time, one's property, or the like.

disposition, ?}. 10. SpeemanUy, in organ-build-
ing: (a) the plan or specification in accor-
dance with which the whole instrument is

built; (6) the arrangement of the visible

parts of the instrument, as of the display-
pipes, the case, the desk or console, the stops,

etc—Bond and disposition In security. See itbondi.
— Physiological disposition, a tendency of certain or-

gans or tissues to respond in definite ways to certain
actions upon them.—Psychical disposition, a natural
tendency of the mind to present certain definite kinds of
phenomena under definite kinds of circumstances.-
Psychophysical disposition, a tendency to the pro-
duction of a certain kind of consciousness in response to
certain kinds of physical stimulation ; also a tendency to
the production of certain physical effects in response to
cerl^n mental activities.

dispossessory (dis-po-zes'so-ri), a. Idispos-
sess + -ory.] Eelating to or involving dis-

possession or eviction : as, a dispossessory war-
rant.

dispriest (dis-presf), i>. t. To deprive of the
status of priest. Same as unfrock. N. E. D.
dlsputably (dis-pu'ta-bli), adv. With some pos-
sibility of dispute ; with less certainty

;
ques-

tionably.

Linus and Thamyris, and, more disputably, Orpheus, are
. . . precursors of Homer. Bulwer, Athens, I. 279.

disquiparant (dis-kwip'a-rant), a. and n.

[dis- + (e)quiparant.'i I, "a. belonging to a
disquiparanee.

II. n. An object so related to a second that
the latter is in a different relation to it. Thus,
a husband is a disquiparant, a spouse an equip-
arant.

disquisitionist (dis-kwi-zish'on-ist), n. The
author of a disquisition. Bagehot.

disauisitor (dis-kwiz'i-tor), «. Theauthorof
a disquisition: a disquisitionist.

disregardant (dis-rf-gard'ant), a. That pays
no heed or attention ; disregardful. Eusldn.
disruptionist (dis-rup'shpn-ist), n. [disruption
-\- -is*.] One who disrupts or favors disruption

;

specifically, one of those who seceded from the
Established Church of Scotland in 1843 and
founded the Free Church of Scotland. See dis-
ruption of the Scottish ChurchfUoder disruption.
Disruptive strength. See ^strength.
disniptment (dis-rupt'ment), n. [disrupt +
-menu] Theprooessofbreaking off; disruption.
disrupter (dis-mp'tor), n. Ahigh explosive:
so named because t£ie effect of such explosives
is to separate forcibly surrounding matter into
small particles ratherthan to propel it to a dis-
tance.

diss. An abbreviation of dissertation.
dissect, V. t. 4. In geol., to cut up or erode (a

,

plateau, mountain, etc.) into numerous irregu-



dissect

A Dissected Mountain-range, Utah.

]ar valleys or ravines : as, a dissected plateau

;

a dissected mountain-range.
An excellent illuBtratlon of a well dissected upland is

found in the Ozark plateau of southern Missouri.
W. M. Dairis, Elem. Phya. Geog., p. 278.

To dissect out, in surg., to remove entire by a process of
dissection without injuring or removing any of the sui--

rounding tissues.

dissecting-knife (di-sek'ting-nif), n. A seal-
pel.

dlssecting-wound (di-sek'ting-w6nd), n. Same
as dissection-wound (which see, under wound.)

dissection, n. 5. In hot., the condition of
being dissected. See dissected.— 6. In- geol.,

the erosion of a land-surface into numerous
irregular valleys. See *disseet, 4 Dissection
tubercle. Same &8 anatomical tubercle {whicYi see, under

disseizin, n— Fresb disseizin, in law, a disseizin
accomplished within the time in which the disseizee
might of Ms own accord and by his own power, without
the assistance' of the king, or legal process, reenter and
defeat the disseizin.

disseminule (di-sem'i-niil), «. [Irreg. < L.
dissemin-are, disseminate, + -ule.l In phyto-
geog., the body by which a plant is propagated,
whether seed, spore, offshoot, etc., or the
whole plant.

DisseminvZes designed to pass through a resting period
are often brought into conditions where they germinate
at once. F. E. Clements, Bot. Surv. Neb., VII. 51.

dissentientism (di-sen'shent-izm), n. The
principles or conduct of a dissentient.

Dissentis type. See *type.

dissight (dis'sit), n. [dis- + sight.'] An un-
sightly thing ; an eyesore. Southey. [Bare.]

dissimilar, a. 2. In bot, having different

forms in the same individual, as the anthers
in the genus Cassia.

dissimilate, v. /.—Slsslmllated gemination. See
itpemination.

dissimilatory (di-sim'i-la-to-ri), a. Produced
by dissimilation. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics,

p. 203.

dissimulative (dl-sim'u-la-tiv), a. Relating
to or characterized by pretense or dissimula-

tion : as, a dissimulative life ; dissinmlatime arts.

Dissipation of energy. See ''energy.

dissipator (dis'i-pa-tgr), ». One who or that
which dissipates—Electric dissipator, an instru-

ment devised by Elster and Geitelfor showing the relative

number of electrified particles or electrons in the atmos-
phere at any place. It consists of a metallic body con-
nected with the gold-leaf ' electroscope or equivalent
electrometer. The metal body is first charged with a
definite charge of electricity from some independent
source. The rate at which this charge is neutralized by
atmospheric electricity or free electrons is shown by the
index of the electroscope.

dissociality (di-s6-shi-al'i-ti), n. The quality

of being dissocial or unsocial. Carlyle.

dissociant (di-s6'shi-ant), a. and n. [L. d4s-

gocian(t-)s, ppr. of dissociare, dissociate.] I. a.

Tti chem., producing dissociation: as, the dis-

sociant temperature. Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect.

.
Engin., Jan.^uly, 1902, p. 284.

II. n. Thatwhieh dissociates ; a dissociating

agent.

Dissodanta in order of power: water, formic acid,

methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol. There are other dissociants,

but the above are among the most common and generally

employed. SH. Amer. Sup., Dec. 31, 1904, p. 24,242.

dissociate, v. II. intrans. To undergo disso-

ciation ; of an electrolyte in solution, to sep-

arate into ions some possessing positive and
some negative electric charges, and capable

of conveying an electric current by their mo-
tion through the solution with these charges.

With the exception of some bare statements to the

effect that the yellow oxide, on heating, changes to the

red, and that it dissociates at a lower temperature, the

foregomg is all that has come to my notice which in any
way bears on the subject

Amer. Chem. Jour., April, 1903, p. 321.

dissociation, n. 3. In psychol.: (a) The dis-
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junction of an associative connection, as by
lapse of memory or by intercurrent associa-
tions, by the selective process of active atten-
tion, etc.
What is associated now with one thing and now with

another tends to become dissociated from either. . . .

One mi^ht call this the law of dissociation by varying
concomitants. W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 606.

The part played by dissociation is evident. If there
were no such breaking up of representations, imagination
would be simply memory.

J. M. Baldwin,, Handbook of Psychol., I. 218.

(6) A minor degree of the disintegration or
disaggregation of consciousness, as it is

termed, which culminates in the phenomena of
dual or multiple personality.

If we . . . seek for some quality common to all the
various states in which hallucinations occur, we shall find
that their most striking characteristic is the dissociation
of consciousness.

E. Parish, Hallucinations and niusions, p. 71.

Arrhenlus's theory of electrolytic or Ionic dissoci-
ation. During the earlier half of the nineteenth century
it was supposed that the electropositive and electronega-
tive atoms in a dissolved compound were definitely com-
bined, and that in electrolysis tliey did not part company
until they were forcibly torn apart by the electric current
About the middle of the century it was found that if we
eliminate the complication of polarization at the elec-
trodes, a current through an electrolyte can be obtained
by using even the smallest electromotive force ; it was
therefore obvious that the current is not concerned with
tearing apart firmly combined ions. Clausius accordingly
made the assumption that in a solution of an electrolyte
an exchange of atoms between neighboring molecules is

constantly going on, in such a way that some free ions
constantly exist in solution ; that is, that dissociation into
ions exists, the amoimt of which was considered to be
very small. The hypothesis of Arrhenius is, that a con-
siderable number of the molecules of an electrolyte in
aqueous solution are at all times dissociated into ions,
and he supported this hypothesis with considerations
derived from facts of two dilferent kinds. One is the fact
that if we make a solution containing a certain number
of molecules of a non-electrolyte (say one hundred mole-
cules of sugar) and another solution of the same volume
from the same number of molecules of an electrolyte (say
one hundred molecules of common salt), the solution of the
common salt gives an osmotic pressure which indicates
that the hundred molecules of the solid have become
nearly or quite two hundred molecules when dissolved.
Similar statements can be made of the lo\^ering of the
freezing-point, the lowering of vapor pressiu^e, and the
raising of the boiling-point of the solutions. The other
fact is, that in the body of the solution electrolysis does
no reversible work such as would be required to separate
ions from each other, but is entirely expended in forcing
ions against frictional resistance. Whatever freedom of
the ions must be assmned in order to explain this phe-
nomenon of electrolytic conduction exists whether the
electric current is passing or not ; that is, the molecules of

the salt have been more or less dissociated into ions by
going into solution. It is believed that at infinite dilution
all the molecules of an electrolyte are dissociated into
ions ; at less dilution, according to Arrhenlus's hypothe-
sis, the degree of dissociation can be determined by com-
paring the osmotic pressure, or the conductivity, calcu-
lated from that at infinite dilution, with the observed
osmotic pressure or conductivity.—Dissociation co-
efficient. Same as dissociation ireonstant.—Dissocia-
tion constant. Isotherm. See -kconstant, -kisotherm.—
Electrolytic dissociation, in pkys. chem., the separa-
tion of the molecules of a dissolved (or fused) electrolyte
into ions bearing opposite electrical charges and capable
of carrying an electric current through the electrolyte.

—

Ionic dissociation. See electrolytic •kdissociation.

dissociation-point (di-so-shi-a'shon-point"), n.

In phys. chem., tla.6 lowest temperature at

which a heated gas or vapor perceptibly disso-

ciates into simpler molecules.

dissoconch (dis'o-konk), n. [Gr. 6iaa6(, two-
fold, + K6yxri, a shell.] The shell of a veliger

or larval moUusk.
diSSOgeny (di-soj'e-ni), n. [Gr. (5«ro-(Sf, two-
fold, + -yCT)??, producing.] In zoiil., a form of

reproduction among the Ctenophora, character-

ized by the presence of two periods of sexual
maturity, one in the larvalj the other in the
adult form of the same individual.

dissogonous (di-sog'o-nus), a. [NL. *dissogo-

nus, < Gr. diaadg, twofold, + ydvo^, offspring.]

Same hh pedogenetic.

dissogony (dis-sog'o-ni), n. [NL. *dissogonia,

< *dissogenvs : see dissogonous.'] Same as pedo-
genesis.

dissolution, ».— Space of dissolution, in rocks, a

cavity or space formed by the solvent action of circulat-

ing water or other corroding agent: contrasted with
spqLce of -kdiscission.

dissolutionism (dis-o-lii'shon-izm), n. Anar-
chism or nihilism.

Coarseness is contrary, vulgarity is contradictory to

elegance just as in politics the monarchical principle is

contrary, but the principle— if any such principle t^ere

be—of disunionism, dissolutionism, or communalism,
... is contrary to the republican principle.

Swinburne, in The Forum, Oct, 1891, p. 180.

dissolntionist (dis-o-lii'shon-ist), n. One who
advocates or aims at dissolution or dissolu-

tionism.

dissolutive, a. 2. Pertaining to or character-

ized by dissolution or disintegration.

distance-rod

Much of the content is certainly rubbish, matter that
Myers calls dissolutive, stuff that dreams are made of,

fragments of lapsed memory, mechanical effects of habit
and ordinary suggestion.

W. James, in Proc. Soc. Psychical Research, XVII. 20.

dissolv, V. A simplified spelling of dissolve.

dissolver, n. 2. In paper-making and other
industries, a machine for dissolving, purifying,
freeing from acids, and otherwise treating
salts, chemicals, clays, colors, and paper pulp
in water or other liquids. It consists of a large
metal vessel having a bowl-shaped bottom and fitted

with a horizontal turbine supported by an upright spindle
passing through the bottom of the vessel The clay,

colors, chemicals, or other materials to be treated are
placed in the vessel with the required amount of water
to give the desired mixture or solution. By means of a
belt to a pulley on the spindle the tm-bine is revolved at

a high speed. This sets up a rapid motion in the liquid,

drawing it downward in the center into the turbine and
throwing it violently outward from the tmbine against
the sides of the vessel. The concave sides cause the
liquid to move upward in a spiral path till again swept
downward through the wheel. Th^ rapid motion and
attrition against the sides of the vessel disintegrate and
dissolve the material, insoluble matter falling to the bot-

tom and the solution being then drawn off.

dissonance, n,— pure dissonance, in acoustics, dis-

sonance in which the relation of the frequencies of the

dissonant tones is such that the harshness due to rapid
tonal beats is absent

dissonate (dis'o-nat), v. i. [L., dissonare ; see

dissonant.] To be dissonant or harsh : said of

sounds.
dissonating (dis'o-nat-ing), p. a. Same as
dissonant.

dissopliyte (dis'6-fit), n. [Gr. Smadi, double, +
<pvT&v, plant.] In phytogeog., a plant of which
the subterranean parts are adapted_ to meso-
phytie or even hydrophytic conditions, and
the aerial parts to xerophytie conditions.

Such plants grow on alpine gravel-slides, sand-bars,

strands, etc. F. E. Clements, Bot Surv. Neb., VII. 24.

dissophytic (dis-o-fit'ik), a. [dissophyte + -ic]

Having the character of or in some way re-

lated to dissophytes. F. E. Clements.

dissymmetrically (dis-si-met'ri-kal-i), adv.

In a dissymmetric way.
dissymmetry, ». 2. Symmetry between two
objects, with respect to a plane of symmetry,
as between the right and left hands, orbetween
right and left crystals of tartaric acid.

distaf, n. A simplified spelling of distaff.

distaff, n.—Descent by distaff, maternal descent
See distaff side, under disSa/.—Frlgg'a distaff [Sw.

Friggerocken], a former Swedish name for the constella-

tion of Orion.

Distal ligation. See *Ugation.

distalia (dis-ta'li-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

*distalis, distal.] "A collective term for the
bones of the third or distal, row of the carpus
and tarsus.

distance, n. 9. In psychol., extension in the
third dimension; spatial depth.

An object is before us, and our perception of it as an
object is at once associatively supplemented by the idea
of its dista/nce.

E. B. TUehener, Outline of Psychol., p. 204.

10. Td. painting, remoteness of objects as indi-

cated by increased delicacy and harmony of

color.

If Philip de Koninck is his [Jacob van Rilysdael's] equal
in the presentment of immensity of distaTice, he is left

far behind by Kiiysdael's atmospheric acluevements.
Burlington Mag., IL 69.

Distance circle, scale, sense. See itdrcle, itscales,

Asensei.— Interobjectlve distance, the distance be-

tween the centers of the pupils of the two eyes in the
primary position: to this distance operarglasses and
other binocular instruments are set—Interocular dis-
tance, the distance between the eyepieces of a binocular
instrument as a field-glass.— Out of distance, beyond
reach; too far away.— Principal distance. See per-

spective, 71., 3.— Striking distance, the distance through
which a disruptive discharge will pass. See electric spark,

under spark.—To know one's distance, to know what
distance should be kept in one's relations or intercourse

with others.

distance-flag (dis'tans-flag), n. In horse-rac-

ing, the flag held by the man stationed at the

distance-post. See distance, 3.

distance-language (dis'tans-lang''''gwaj), n.

A mode of communicating with distant per-

sons or places.

Man [in the evolution of language] . . . from signs

went on to sounds—he invented the telephone. By all

the traditions of Evolution this marvellous instrument

ought to be, and is even now on the verge of becoming,

the vehicle of the distance-language of the future.

H. Drurrnnimd, Ascent of Man, p. 183.

distance-measurer (dis'tans-mezh''''ur-6r), n.

An instrument for determining distances ; an
angulometer or a telemeter.

distance-rod (dis'tans-rod), n. A reach-rod;

a rod which holds "two parts of a machine a
fixed distance apart.



distance-stand

distance-stand (dis'tans-stand), «. The stand
at the distance-post 6t a raoe-eourse.
distannic (di-stan'ik), a. [(ii-2 -1- L. stannum,
tin, -I- -ic] In chem., containing two atoms
of tin: as, distannic tetraethides (Sn2(C2H5)4).
distater (di'sta^tfer), n. [Gr. 6i-, two-, + craTJip,

stater.] An ancient Greek gold coin of the
value of 2 staters.

distearoglycerophosphate (di-ste''a-r6-glis*e-
ro-fos'fat), n. [di-2 -I- stear(ic) + "glycerdne)
+ phosphate.^ Glycerin-phosphoric acid in
which two of the glycerin-hydroxyl groups
are replaced by two stearic-acid radicals.
In combination with choline, namely, as distearyl lecithin,
distearoglycerine phosphoric acid is fomid as the predomi-
nating glycerophosphate of the animal lecithins.

distearyl (di-ste'a-ril), a. [di-2 + sUaryl.']
Noting a substance that contains two stearyl
groups.

distegOUS (dis'tf-gus), a. [Gr. diareyoc, of two
stories, < 6c-, jwo-, -I- ariyog, cover, roof.]
Said of fishes in which a myodome is present,
and the cranial cavity is thus double-floored.
distemper^, ».—C]l0klng distemper, a disease of
horses thought to be produced by eating musty hay. See
forage itpoisoning.

distensile (dis-ten'sil), a. [L. distensus, pp.
of distendere, distend, + -ite.] Same as dis-

tensible. Mneyc. Brit., XXXI. 560.

distichal (dis'ti-kal), n. [As distich + -a?.]

One of the first duplicating plates of the radial
series in the calyx of a crinoid, preceded below
by the costals and followed by the pabnars.
distigmatic (di-stig-mat'ik), a. [Gr. 6i-, two-,

-I- arty/ia, mark : see sUgma.'] In hot., having
two stigmas.

distillation, n.—vacnnm distillation, in phyg.
chem., the distillation of a substance under diminished
pressure, so as to lower the tempeititure required for
ebullition : often used to prevent decomposition of the
substance by the higher temperature required for ebulli-
tion at atmospheric pressure.

Perhaps the two greatest aids to manufacturing phar-
macy are vacuum distillation and centrifugal extraction.
The former has long been in use, but the latter has only
come into general use in this country during the past
fifteen years. Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 22,631.

distiller, n. 2. An apparatus for distilling

water. On shipboard such apparatus is used to supply
fresh water for drinking and washing, and for use in the
boilers. A coil of boiler steam is placed in a tank of sea-
water and the distillate caught and cooled. The depos-
ited salt is removed at intervals as the solution of sea-

water grows concentrated; For drinking, the distilled
water is subsequently aerated.

distilling-tube (dis-til'ing-tub''), n. An ap-
paratus adapted to the fractional distillation

Distilling-tubes.

(I. Glinsky's distilling-tube; d. Wurtz's distilling-tube; c, Vol-

ney's distiIlinE;-tube; d. Mart's distilling-tube; e, Lebel and Hen-
otnger's distilling-tube.

of liquids, permitting only the vapor of that

one to pass over whose boiling-point is shown
by the thermometer. Such tubes are also fre-

quently used to prevent spray from passing
over.

distinctive, a. II. «• -A. distinctive mark ; spe-

cifically, in Heb. gram., a distinctive accent.

There are 26 of these— 18 disjunctive and 8

conjunctive.

distingu6 (dis-tan-ga')> «• [F., pp. of distin^

guer, distinguish.] Distinguished, especially

in appearance or bearing; characterized by
an air of distinction.

distinguislied,i)-a—Dlstlngnlslied service order.
See -border. „ , . „ , . . ^.

Distoma lanceolatiun, a fluke occasionally found m the

bile-ducts of herbivorous animals and of man.—Distoma
pulmonale or Bingerl, a fluke which infests the bron-

chial tubes, causing a severe pulmonary disease, in the

natives of Northern China, Korea, and Japan.—Distoma
westermajmi, a fluke which occasionally infests the

lungs of domestic animals, and, very raiely, of man.

Distomatidse (dis'to-mat'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Distomum (Distoma (distomat-)), + -ida.] A
family of trematoid Platyhelminthes, of the

order MalaCOCOtylea. They are digenetic forms with
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2 suckers, the posterior being on the ventral surface, and
the genital opening usually median, ventral, and in the
anterior third of the body. The forms included are para-

sitic in the alimentary canal and its appendages and in
the blood-vessels of vertebrates. The family consists of
the genera Distoma, Bhopalophorus, Eadlikeria, and
Bilharina.

distomatosis (dis'to-ma-to'sis), n. [NL., <
Distoma(t-) + -osis.'\ In med., infection with
trematoid worms. In man this occurs in four chief
forms: hepatic distomatosis, with secondary pancreatic
and intestinal infections in some cases, caused by Fas-
ciola, Dicrocceliuin, and Opisthorchis ; intestinal disto-

matosis, caused by Fasciolopsis, Heterophyes, Qastrodis-
cus, and Balanorchis ; pulmonary disUymatosis, with sec-
ondary cerebral symptoms in some cases, caused by
Paraoonimus westermani; venaZ distomatosis, caused
by Schistosoma.

distomatous (^-stom'a-tus), a. [Gr. 6i-, two-
-I- ardfialr-), mouth, -f -ons.J Provided with
two mouth-like structures, like Distoma among
the trematode worms.
distome (dis'tom), ». An individual of the
fenus Distoma or of the family Distomidse.—
ye distome, Agam^distomumophthalmcbium (Diesing,

18S0), an immature, probably erratic distome, reported as
patasitic in the human eye.

Distomea, n. pi. 2. A group or tribe of mas-
tigophorous Protozoa, of the order Polymasti-
gida, having the flagella separatedintotwo sym-
metrical groups, with a mouth-area at the base
of each group (whence the name). It includes
the genera Trigonorrwnas, JBexamitus, Trepo-
monas, Spironema, and Uraphagus.—3. Same
as *Malacocotylea.
distomian (dis-to'mi-an), n. One of the *Dis-
tomidse.

distomiasis (dis'to-mi-a'sis), n. [NXi. distoma
+ -iasis.'] A morbid state which results from
the presence in the body of one of the species
of Distoma or flukes. See *distomatosis.
distomid (dis'to-mid), n. A •''distome.

distomoid (dis'to-moid), a. [Gr. 6i-, two-, -I-

ard/ia, mouth, -1- elSog, form.] Same as *dis-
tomatous.

distortional (dis-t6r'shon-al), a. [distortion +
-ail.] Of or pertaining'to 3istortion or change
of form under stress Distortional wave, a wave
in an elastic solid due to the sudden application of a
shearing or torsional stress.

distortionist (dis-t6r'shon-ist), n. A contor-
tionist.

distortionless (dls-tdr'shon-les), a. [distortion
+ -less.^ Free from the phenomena of dis-
tortion.

distraction, n. 11. In surg., the act of pulling
upon the segments of a limb so as to cause a
separation of the opposing joint-surfaces.

distrainee (dis-tra-ne'), n. In law, one whose
property has been taken by distress.

distrib. An abbreviation (a) of distributed;
(b) of distributive.

distribuend (dis-trib-u-end'), n. [L. distribu-

endus, gerundive of '

distribuere, distribute.]
That which is to be distributed. S. Sidgwick.
distributary, a. II. n. In phys. geo'g., an
outflowing branch of a river, such as occurs
characteristically on a delta.

distribute, v. *.—Distributed vector. See ^vector.
—Distributing post-offlce. See *post-ojfice.

distributee (dis-trib-u-te'), n. [distribute +
-eel.] In law, one legally entitled to a share
of the personal estate of an intestate.

distributer, n. 2. In printing, the appliance
in a linotype machine which returns to the
magazine for re-use the matrices which have
just been used in composition and easting.—3.
In elect., a panel, piUar or small switchboard
by means of which the various circuits for a
building or suite of rooms are connected to
the mains.
distributer-bar (dis-trib'u-ter-bar), n. In
printing, a bar in a linotype machine which
has a series of tracks and combinations upon
which the used matrices are carried to their
proper position for distribution in the maga-
zine. Also called distributing-bar.

distributing-bar (dis-trib'u-ting-bar), n. Same
as *distributer-bar.

distributing-table (dis-trib'u-ting-ta'bl), «.

In printing, a surface of metal upon which
inkmg-rollers distribute printing-ink. it is

usually a part of the printing-machine. For the hand-
pregs it is a separate attachment.

distribution, n—Bipolar distribution, the occur-
rence in both polar regions of organisms, mostly marine,
which are not known to occur in the tropics.—Bipolar
theory of distribution of species. See *Upolar.—
Canonical distribution. See -kcammical.—Combina-
tional distribution, the distribution obtained in the
combinations presented by games of chance.— Curve Of
distribution. Same as Qudtetet's *c«nie.—Discontinu-
ous distribution, the occurrence in widely separated
regions or geological formations of organisms or of the

disvulnerability

remains of organisms which are not known to inhabit the
intervening area, nor the intervening formations. See
•6tpo2artty.— CSeological distribution, the vertical

range, through successive rock strata, of extinct faunas
and floras, or of the species constituting such assemblages

:

contrasted with geographical distribution or the contem-
poraneous distribution of such organisms, living or ex-

tmct—Horizontal distribution, the distribution of

organisms considered as ranging over the earth or thi-ough

the sea horizontally, as distinguished from their distiibu-

tion in altitude.—Miciocanonlcal distribution, in

statistical mech., the limiting distribution in phase of

part of a canonical ensemble when the difference of the
limiting energies is indeflnitely diminished.

From a certain point of view the microcanonical dis-

tribution may seem more simple than the canonicaL
J. W. Gibbs, Statistical Mech., p. 116.

Normal distribution, the conformity of statistical

events to the mathematical law of error.

The regression curve between pairs of blood relations...

is within the limits of random sampling linear. This
had already been suggested by Galton on uie basis of the
theory of nonnal distribution.

Bumtetrika, Nov., 1903, p. 305.

Vertical distribution, the distribution of organisms in

altitude on the one hand from sea-level to tjie tops of
mountains and on the other from the sea-level to the bot-

tom of the sea ; bathymetrical as distinguished from hori-

zontal distribution.

Dlstribntiohal area, the entire territory over which a
given animal, or group of animals, is distributed. It need
not be a continuous distribution : thus southern Europe
is the distributional area of the chamois, although the
animal is confined to a few mountain ranges which form
its station.

distribution-valve (dis-tri-bii'shon-valv'), n.

The main slide-valve in an engine which has
a double valve or Meyer valve, it is so named to
distinguish it from the expansion-valve which rides on
tlie back of the main or distribution-valve.

Distributive fault, justice. See ^fault,
^justice.

district, n. 3. A subdivision ofan English county
with its owa elective council charged' chiefly
with jurisdiction in sanitary matters. These
districts are classed as * urban ' and ' rural ' according as
they lie within or without a borough or city.—Distoict
formation. Same as climatic -trjormatixm.—Forecast
district, in meteor., a district for which a weather fore-

cast is made. The United States is divided into forecast
districts, with rather arbitrary boundaries, for the con-
venience of the official forecasters. These are New Eng-
land, the West Gulf district, the North Central district,

the Kocky Mountain district, the South Pacific district,

and the North Pacific district. !B>egions not included in
these belong to the Washington forecast district. The
forecasts emanatingfrom the forecast division at Washing-
ton are sent to the district forecastera at Boston, New
Orleans, Chici^o, Denver, San Francisco, and Portland,
Oregon, and distributed by telegraph, telephone, and
mail, daily, through these respective forecast districts.

disturbance, n. 6. In astron., same as^er-
turbaUon; the deviation of a body from the
elliptical grbit it would otherwise pursue,
caused by the attraction of bodies other than
the primary— Disturbance of patronaee, in old
Eng. lam, the act of a patron by which he sought to pre-
vent the presentation of his clerk to a benefice.

disturbant, a. II. n. In law, same as dis-
turber.

distumpike (dis-tern'pik), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

disturnpiked, ppr. disturnpiking. [dis- + turn-
pike, n.J To convert (a turnpike) into an ordi-
nary highway by the legal removal of toll-

gates ; &ee (a road) from tolls.

distylous (di-stl'lus), a. [Gr. 6i-, two-, -I-

OTvAoi; pillar: see style^.'i In bot., having two
styles.

disubstituted (di-sub'sti-tu-ted), a. [di-^ +
substituted.^ Noting compounds in which two
hydrogen atoms are replaced by other atoms
or radicals. See substitution, 6.

diSUlphid, «— carbon disulphid. See Ksulphid of
carbon.—HYdrogen disulphid. See -khydrogen.

disulphonic(di-sul-fon'ik),o. [di-^ + sulph(,wr)
+ -n- + -ic."] In chem., containing the sulpho
group of atoms, HSO3 or HO.SO2, twice in
union with carbon: as, anthraquinone disul-
phonic acid, Ci4Hg02(HS03)2, used in the
manufacture of artificial alizarin.

disulphuret (di-sul'fu-ret), n. [dJ-2 -I- sulphur
ret.'] Same as bisulphuret.

disulpburyl (di-sul'fu-ril), a. [rfj-2 + sulphur
+ -yl.] In chem., containing the group of
atoms known as sulphuryl, SO2, twice: as, di-
sulphuryl chlorid or oxyehlorid, (802)0010.
disunite, v. II. intrans. Of a horse, in gallop-
ing, to move the left hind leg immediately
after the right fore leg, or vice versa.
disvulnerability (di8-vul"ne-ra-bil'i-ti), n.
[disvulnerable + -ity.] The quality possessed
by some persons of a rude physical type of
being comparatively difficult to wound seri-
ously;, that is, of recovering easily from wounds
or injuries.

This insensibility shows itself also in disvulnerability,
or rapid recovery from wounds, firet pointed out by Bene-
dikt, which appears to be a frequently observed phenom-
enon among criminals. H. U. Ellis, The Crimmal, p. 113.



disvulnerable 383 dividing-plate

diSVnlnerable (dls-Vlll'ne-ra-bl), a. {dis- + ditriglyphiC (di-tri-glif'ik), a. [ditriglyph + classed roughly as domestic, industrial, sacerdotal, oma-

vulnerable
-l

Possessing the faculty of being -ic] Pertainmg to or charaeterized by the
'^''''^'"^''''''i^ltu;.!:^;. Etknol..m^,f.-».

dimeult to wound severely, that' is, ot being presence of ditriglyphs: said of an arrange- _. . .

abletoreeovereasily from wounds; not easily ment of the Doric order which, by widening Diversion weir. See *«)ejr.

vulnerable (as to consequences of wounds). the intercolumniation, necessitates the use of diversisporous (di-v6r-si-sp6'rus), a. [L. rfi-

Defectives arelacking in sympathy partly, at least, be-
^^° tliglyphs between the columns instead of ^r^«, aifferent + G-^- '3°. fed (spore).]

cause they are tasensitiye, analgesic, and more or less one. See dltnglyph. Mavuig different kinds of spores.

dismdnerabU. ditligonal, a. 2. Noting a type of symmetry diverter, w.— Electrical dlverter, a form of combined
Amer. Jour. Relig. Psychol. andBdtu!.,Ma.y,190i,v.3i. (>ha,rn.(>t.eriKPi? hv a fln<rmta^ avis (that is rnip, lightning guard and fuse for telephonic and other eiec-

":,
cndj-acxenzea oy a mgouai axis ^inai is, one

trical apparatus. It consists essentially of a coil of flue

dlta (de ta), ». [Tagalog dito.] In the Phd- ot threefold symmetry), in which axis three copper wire the inductance of which serves to divert sud-

ippines, a tree, Paki seholaris, belonging to planes of symmetry intersect. Bei6*symmetry. den surges of current to a neighboring ground-plate. Tlie

tie Apoeynacew, which yields a valuable medi- ditrigonally (di-trig'o-nal-i), adv. Inaditrigo- SSnlro'm heaVc^ente''
°' '"'™^ '"^'^ """"*

cinal bark. See dmJ-<ree and dito-6arfc. nal manner. ,i{i.,n«+5i.in*^ ^/n „o,. +^ wt^ +^\ „ rpu. „„„„
ditaine (de'ta-in) n idjM + -^«.2.] A col- ditties (dit'ez) n. ^J. [Detached from mty- Tlity of beLraTve^^^^^^^ chann'e?:;
or ess. bitter alka oid CaaHasp.Na.fflgO.oon- 6aff.]Auy fabrics suitable for makmg ditty-

^^ dwertmUy of trade,
tamed in dita-bark, EcUtesscholana L. {Alsto- oags for sailors' use : used only m the plural. •njIortiVnlar Ti^rnin Sfin *hernin
nia seholaris Brown), from the Philippines, dittogram (dit'o-gram), «. [Gr. Arr^f, double.

Diverticular Hernia, bee hernm.
^

which crystallizes in thick, glassy, lustrous + 7W"/«», a writing.] Same as *dittograph. diverticularization (di-v6r-tik''u-lar-i-za

-

prisms, ft is used as a febrifuge. Also caUeddittograpll(dit'6-graf),». [Gr. .J.rrdf, double, shon), «. In mfiryoi., the act of forming di-

echitamine. + 7P%ew, Wite.] An instance of dittography ;
verticula, evagmations or pockets during de-

ditamine (dit'a-min), M. [dita + amine.'] An a letter, syllable, word, or series of words, Yeiopment.
i-w- i-t\ „ a „„

amorphous alUaloid, CipHigNOa, contained in mechanically and unconsciously repeated by a diverticulate .(di-v6r-tit u-lat), a. bame as

dita-bark from the Philippines. It melts at copyist. Also dittogram. aiverttoumea.
, ^ -a

75° C. dittographic (dit-6-iraf'ik), a. Of the nature diverticulum, ». 2 Any short side passage

ditch, ».-BeMnd-tlie-Dltcli. The DevU's Ditch or of a dittograph.
'^ " of the nature of a cul-de-sao or blind aUey.

Dike. See The kDitch.—Tbe Ditch, a large prehistoric Dittrich'S plUgS. See *plug. Four or five feet below the entrance was a dwertUidum,
embankment near the race-course of Newmarket, Eng- j,.„_„.j. /Aii'Z^ ^/^^ ., r,7« 2 a. ..^^^^ -\ n^„ or short side passage . . . probably used as a place in
land. It is 4 to 6 mUes long, 18 to 20 feet high, and 100 fljreiae (Ol-U re-ld), rt. [dl-'i + weide.] One which to turn around when the animals come back to take
feet broad on top, and has a slope of 60 feet on the south- 01 a class of organic compounds, such as unc a look at the intruder before finally disappearing in the
west side. It separates the race-course proper from an- acid, which contain two ureide radicals in the bottoms of their burrows.
other, known as "Behmd-the-Ditch," where certain races -rnnlficiilfi Tho=o ..„huta„no= .™ ..f i„t=™=t ,„ ..«„„«„ Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 26L
are also run. Also known as the i)eOTT« DitcA or Dite.- ?„ „.?h VhJ™ *!h.S^ .?f w^= LSH .?ti^^

^ T^^ ,

To put under the ditch, to intersect with ditches or 1'™T i.>^^ ^.^.^^^.f^Mf^n^/fi^^^ 1.^^^ 3- ^ <^^SOl., a protrusion of protoplasm com-
tien^cbes for irrigation purp'oses. [U. s.] dtolwe?

°'*™«™°"= "^*""^ ^"^^ "" *^« 'o™ "' munieatingwith the fused procarp cells and the
ditcher, n. 2. A ditch-machine.-3 In lawn-

diuretic, «.-Cardiac diuretic, a remedy which pro-
p'aeenta.-ralse diverticulum, a diverticulum of the

bowls, a ball which runs off the field of play into d„ces diuresis indirectly by increasing the fdrce and effl-
jntestme caused by a protrusion of themucous membrane

the surrounding gutter or ditch. ciency of the heart-beai-Sallne diuretic, asalt of so- JSr,°"8^*i™l/rnS,T?rn^';V^^
ditching-plow (.fich'ing-plou) ». A strong, dium'or potassium which increases the urinaiy secretion^ SilKit^oSrctus viSL^^Tn t^em^^^
heavy plow used m loosening the earth at the aiuretin (di-u-re tin), n. \aiuret-%c + -tn^.] siondiverticulum.adivertioulumcausedbyaprotruding
bottom of ditches. The proprietary name of a compound of so- force acting from within. Jour. Hxper. Med., Jan. 16,

ditch-machine (dich-ma^shen"), ». A machine ,

dium saUcylate and sodium theobromine which Jf^g- |frp^^Xe'^m'°w^SSt,'ast;^e""Jr
for digging ditches or excavating trenches. possesses mailed diuretic properties. traction of fibrous adhesions.—True diverticulum, a

ditch-moss (dich'mds), n. The water-weed or Diurnal revolution, sleep, variation. See diverticulum of the intestine formed by a protrusion of

water-thyme, Pfe«o«naCaMa<fe™s. *revolumi, *'sleej,,*variation. theent^e tUcta^^ot the wOl
: ovvo^ed to false Miver-

ditch-rider (dich'ri';d6r), n A man, who is ^^]^^^,i%'^^]' \ SnulTStS'gt d^trtlmento di-ver-ti-man'to), «. [It.,
employed to nde along and inspect all parts Af„Va^ ^Irt^f tL Ll^ dose o^^^^^^^

< *«ertire, divert.] In mjmc- (k) A dance
of an irrigation-canal or ditch and to give espe- iT**''^^°''?i P^" °5 tie daily dose ot a drug, tne

j^+ , +' ^ j^ £" . entr'acte f ft')

cial attention to the distribution of later and ^we of the fraction denoting the number of
^nTeeeof ch^ber musfc' made un of several

+>,o T.,.o™TiY-mTi nf wastB Pff Ar«/W7 Trri granules that must be taken at even intervals -« piece or cnamoer music, maae up oi several
the prevention ot waste. Jf. M. JSIewell, Im- ^ ^^^^^^ ^^ twenty-four hours. movements rather loosely combined; a suite
gationm U. b., p. 107. „„„i„«„„ „f +^=.,^1, . „!,„=.. „.«.i w or sonata (m the older sense), (c) A pot-
diterebene (di-ter'e-ben), ». Ss^me a,s *diter- ^^^^j,^J°^flZ,ft^t^^^^Liti^ pourri or fantasia, (d) A free episode £i a
pene, revolution of the earth in the course of which "the north fugue.

cuterpene (di-ter'pen), n. A terpene having terrestrial polar point is taken within 30; of the south side- divertisemeut. ?t. 3, Sameas*(ii«7Cr«meK?oCa):
the formula C,oH32.

,^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^l?l^^SShSr ^?^1?en*?elt'SiSl.^"''^^'"°* in this sense u'sually in the French form di^i-
dltesseral (di-tes e-ral), a. [Gr. 6i-, two-, -I- ,-2 /js„-) „ rPera div diw formerlv dev < *^^sement.

L.«m«m, a small square or cube: see «.«.«r.a.] "^i^I^ffiCan e^ s&fl' Sk^^^^ (^i'vez), n [L. *f, rich ] A rich
Having two small squares or cubes: not^^^^^ Je d^a. For the deLnt of meaning com- "^^^^

t?<f-]
usually regarded as the proper

certain symmetry classes belonging to the iso-
j^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ Persianmyth., "^P« »* ^^^ "^"^ "^^^ °^ t^^ P^^^^^ ^"^ Luke

metric system. See symmetry. ^ ., ... „/j„„™ . „ ^e^i . „„ ^vil ffenins xvi.-Dives costs, in law. See cost2.

ditetragonal (di-te-trag;o-nal) «. [di-2 + ^^;llP^VreSn\y'oY'*"S^much Divesian (di-ve'si;an), a. [^i.«. in Prance.]
tetragonal-l In crystal: (a) Twice four-an- "^^ . ^^^^ quotations with cumovex: Ju ^eo2. noting a division of the Jurassic sys-
gled or twice four-sided: said of the eight- ,. .A x? dividend- er div with- *^^ ™ ^^^ vicinity of Dives and elsewhere m
facedprismandeight-facedpyramid (or double ^^A^ divided- (b) of^^o'n

' ^^ance, in part equivalent to the Kellaways
pyramid) of the tetragonal system. (6) Noting °""^^"*7;5«^^.W otdwwon.

rooks or Middle Oolites of Britain,

a type of symmetry characterized by a tetrad divagate (di-ya gat), ».. ».
;
pret. and pp. diva- divestitive (di- ves ' ti-tiv), a. Having the

axis (that is, one of tetragonal or fourfold aated, vvi. divagating To wander about, as power or properi;y of divesting,

symmetry) in which four planes of symmetry from pla,ce to place or from subject to subject;
jgyide, v.t. 12. In billiards, to divide balls

intersect. B&e ''symmetry. stray; digress.
,. , , , „, . , (mentally) into sixteenths, eighths, quarters,

dithallious (di-thal'i-us), a. [_di-^ + ihalli^m **W'^*'®d-it'i7,f;
°'' " -°^' "'

^^'^''^^' ^""^ ^^^^ee quarters of their diameters;

+ -otis.] IncAem., containingtwoatomsofthe j9„.?™^_ yS,xS „, J. . i„„ „;v „ e„«,o„= in order to insure certain deviations, strokes

metal thallium. divalency (dl va- or dlv a-len-si), n. bame as aie divided into quarter-foUows, half-draws, half-spread,

<"*SiT*In ifrn'^'l-^aft of dithifScid- at Divers'^ dteLe, divers' palsy. Same as caissor^dis- (U^der».-Contlnentid divide, a water-parting be-
-ateJ-.J in cnem., a sait oi aitmonic acia .as,

cage _norentilie diver, one of the globes or human tween river systems that flow into different oceans.—
sodium dttmonate, JNa2b2Ue (rormerly called figures used in the experiment with Ferdinand's globes. Great Divide, specifically, the Kocky Mountain water-

hmosulphate). See*globe. jP'^ije-

Dlthvrocaris (dith"i-r6-ka'ris), n. [Gr. <5i-, divergence, m. 4. In &o«., gradual separation divided, ». a. W in jjAokoJ., applied to a consonant,

doub'le, + %., a dobr, + «a/,/f, (prob.) a during the' process of len'gthening, as in the ^e\'?Knfue%reragST?h'e'^r i? P^'alXi
shrimp.] A genus ot crustaceans or the order pods of Asclepias. Divided harmonically, divided internally and exter-

P%?tocarj(ia, having a bivalved carapace ridged divergent, as. 4. In 6ot, gradually separating nally into segments having the same ratio.—Divided in-

medially and at the sides, and several free seg- with growth. See *divergence, 4. TS^HS^'.nif' ^^iiiSil ^ii *?'
^V". Pf°'°*

^ "^°° ""
ments the last bearing two cercopods artieu- diverginervate (di-ver-ji-ner'vat), a [Irreg. cU^|endr»--CumuSve divlde^^ a dividend
lated to the telson. It occurs m the Devonian < diver(gent) + nervate.] In bat, having di- ^jth ^egarS to which it is agreed that if at any time it is

and Carboniferous formations. vergent nerves. not paid in full, the difference shall be added to the foUow-

ditokous. a. 2. Producing two kinds of young, divereinervous (di-ver-ii-ner'vus), a. Same ingpayment Thus if a cumulative dividend is 6 per cent,
uxuvi>.uui>, D ./ D> viii^ie*""*"*""' V J •" and only 4 per cent, is paid, the amount due at the next
as some worms. ,.,..,. /:» *diyermnerva^.

^ . , „ ^, _ . pS^ent is 6 per cent-^Prrferential dividend, a dlvi-

di-tri-. An elliptic combination or dt- + tn-, diversicolored (di-v6r-si-kul ord), a. Or vari- dend on preferred stock.

meaningeither'<^or<ri-'or'di-and<n-':as, ousorw^^
. A cumulative i,«/mntw« dimdm* is somethnes said

dl-tnchotomous (= 'diohotomous or tnchoto- dlVerSlflorate (dl-ver-Sl-flo rat), a. [li. dwer- to be "guaranteed," and jM-e/erentiai dividends payable

mous'), di-trimerous, etc. sus, diverse, + flos {flor-), flower.] Same as by all companies registered under the [British] Companies

ditrichOtOmOUSly (di-tri-kot'o-mUS-H), adv. diversiflorous. Acts, 1862 to 1900, are cumulative unless stipidated to be

InTStrichotomous manner. diversifoliate (di-v6r-si-f6'H-at), a. [L. di-
"t^erwise. Eneyc. Br^t., :k^yii. m.

ditrichotrisene (di"trik-o-tri'en), n. [Gr. 6c-, versus, diverse, -I- folium, leaf.] Same as di- dividing-motion (di-vi'ding-m6"shon), n. An
double, -I- rplxn, threefold, -t- rpiaiva, a tri- versifoUous. apparatus for dividing a straight line or circle

dent.] In the nomenclature of the spicular diversional (di-ver'shon-al), a. [diversion + into a given number of equal parts. It is com-

elements of sponges, a trichotrisene in which -o^l.] Relating, pertaining to, or used in di- monly used on gear-cutters for spacing the

the subsidiary branches are also forked. version : as, diversional contrivances. teeth.

ditriglyphal(di-tri'gli-fal), a. Sameas*di<n- The uses to which the earthenware of the aborigines dividing-plate (di-yi'ding-plat), n. A plate
-

ftjc was applied were numerous and important; they may be having series of holes spaced at proper inter-



dividing-plate

vals to be used in dividing circles or distances
into a given number of equal parts ; an index-
plate.

dividual, a. 2. Divided; separate; distinct.

Me-and-Thee : some dividual Existence or Personality
distinct from tlie Whole.

Fitzgerald, Notes to Rubaiyat, st 32.

3. Divisible ; capable of being divided into
parts: as, "'a dividual essence in Truth,"
Lowell.

dividualism (di-vid'u-al-izm), «. The opposite
of individualism or subsistence as a distinct
entity. See individualism and individuality.

We see in a general way that a condition of the presen-
tation of visions lies in the over-sensitiveness of certain
tracks or domains of brain action and the under-sensitive-
ness of others, certxiin stages in a mental process being
represented very vividly in consciousness while the other
stages are unfelt ; also that individualism is changed to
dividucUism. Francis Galton, Human Faculty, p. 169.

dividuality (di-vid-u-al'i-ti), n. [dieidual +
-i%.] The opposite of individuality. See the
extract.

Dividuality [in dreams] replaces individuality, and one
portion of the mind communicates with another portion

as with a different person.
Francis Galton, Human Faculty, p. 207.

divinatorial (di-vin-a-to'ri-al), a. [divinatory

+ -al^.l Based on conjecture ; conjectural:

as, divinatorial criticism.

diving-lamp (di'ving-lamp), n. An electric

lamp specially arranged for use by submarine
divers.

divinify (di-vin'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. divini-

fied, ppr. divinifyitig. ^divine + -i-fy.] To
render divine; ascribe divine attributes or
powers to ; regard as divine.

Divisible offense. See *offense.

division, **., 5. (e) in railroads, the longest undi-

vided part of a line : distinguished from the smaller
subdivisions called irsections.

10. In Hoi., the breaking up of an organism,
either naturally or artificially, into two or

more parts which restore what is lacking and
become new organisms of the typical form, as

contrasted with reproductiou by buds, which
begin as small parts of the parent organism
and gradually increase in size until they at-

tain the typical form.

For instance, the delevopment of a new individual at

the side of the body of hydra is a typical example of bud-
ding, while the breaking up of lumbriculus or of a pla-

narian into pieces that form new individuals is a typicaJ

example of division.

T. H. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 149.

CasBlnl division, in astron., the principal division in

Saturn's ring, discovered by Cassini in 1676.— Chesa-
peake division, in geol., a division of the Miocene Ter-

tiary developed along the Atlantic coast,— Heterotype
division. See -kheterotype.— Homograpbic division,
in math., projective division ; the partition of a straight

line or of two straight lines by two projective ranges or

point-rows.— Postreduction division, a reduction di-

vision of the chromosomes in the secondary oocyte or
aecondaryspermatocyte, following an equation division in

the primary oocyte or primary spermatocyte.— Prere-
dncuon division, areduction division of the chromo-
somes in the primary obcyte or primary spermatocyte,
preceding an equation division in ttie secondary o6cyte or

secondary spermatocyte.

divisional, a. 3. Fractional.

II. n. An aliquot part; a sub-multiple.
—Divisional plane, see -kplanel.

division-center (di-vizh'on-sen"t6r), n. Same
as *centrosome.

division-engineer (di-vizh'on-en-ji-ner*), n.

The chief engineer having cfiarge of the main-
tenance of way for a division of a railroad.

division-peg (di-vizh'on-peg), n. A hardened
steel peg which is used with a division-plate.

The peg is attached to an arm, the turning of which feeds

the work in the machine into position for the next cut.

When the arm has been turned the correct distance, the

peg is pushed into a hole in the division-plate and holds

the work steadily while the out is being taken.

division-plane (di-vizh'on-plan), n. A joint

in a rock which facilitates the separation of

blocks of stone.

division-superintendent (di-vizh'on-sii-p6r-

in-ten"dent), n. The chief officer in charge

of the traffic of a division of a railroad.

divisor, ».—Essential divisor of the discriminant,

a divisor unaffected by birational transformations.—Un-
essential divisor of a discriminant, a perfect square

which, multiplied by an essential divisor, gives the dis-

criminant. »j. . . y

divisory (di-vi'z6-n), a. [NL. *dimaonus, <

L. divisor, divisor.] Relating to or concerned

with the-division of something and the distribu-

tion of the parts among a number: as, divisory

actions in law; diwsory contracts,

divorce (de-v6r-sa'),K. [P.] A divorced man
divorced ('di-vorst'), P- «• Separated by legal

decree from the bonds of matrimony; repudi-

ated by a formal act of divorce.
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divorcee (di-v6r-se'), n. [^divorce + -eel, after

the F. forms (which are also often used in

Eng.), divorce, m., divorcee, f.] A person who
has been divorced. The term is more com-
monly applied to a woman.
divorcee (de-v6r-sa'), n. [P.] A divorced

woman.
divot, n. 2. In golf, a piece of turf out out
with a club in playing a stroke.

diwy (div'i), «. [divi(dend).'\ A dividend;

an amount to be divided or shared by the mem-
bers of a party or ring. [Slang.]

diwy (div'i), V. i.
;

pret. and pp. divvied, ppr.

divvying. Togo shares—Todiwyup, topay up
the share that ought to come to one. [Smng.]

dix (des), n. [P., ten ; OP. dis, < L. decern, ten

:

see ten.2 The lowest trump in games such as
penuchle, bezique, sixty-six, etc. it can be ex-
changed for the tumed-up trump at any time, the holder
of it scoring ten points.

Dixa (dik'sa), n. [NL. (Meigen, 1818), < Gr.
6ii6c, Ionic for diaaog, double.] A genus of
midges typical of the family Dixidse. They are
minute and inhabit damp places in forests. The larva:
are aquatic and resemble those of mosqultos. Less than
ten species are known to inhabit the United States, and
four are found in Great Britain.

dixeny (dik'se-ni), ti. [Gr. di-, two-, + f^rof,
host. ] The inhabiting by fungi of hosts of two
different species. Be Bary. See *polyxeny,

dixid (dik'sid), n. and o. I. n. A member of
the dipterous family Dixidse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the faihily Z)»a:idas.

Dixidse (dik'si-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dixa +
idss.2 A family of midges intermediate be-
tween the Culiddse and the Tipulida and con-
sisting of the single genus Dixa.

dizoic ((M-z6'ik), a. [Gr. Si-, two- + f^ov, ani-
mal.] Producing two young: as, a dizoic
spore; specifically, producing two falciform
bodies or sporozoites, as the spores of certain
Coccidiidea. LaVbS.

dizziness, n— Pnrklnje's dizziness, in.psychol., an
illusion of rotation, due to involuntary movements of the
eyes. If one twirls upon one's heels until the surrounding
objects seem to be moving in the opposite direction, and
then stops, the suiTounding objects will appear to continue
their movement : this is Pm-kinje's dizziness. If the eyes
are watched during the illusion, it will be seen that they
execute slow movements in the direction of the origin^
rotation, alternating with I'apid movements in the opposed
direction. B. C. Sanford, Exper. Psychol., p. 42.

dl. An abbreviation of deciliter.

D. L. An abbreviation (a) otDeputy Lieutenant;
(6) of Doctor of Law, a degree equivalent to
D. C. L.

;
(c) of Doctor of literature, a degree

equivalent to D. Lit.

D. Ii. D. -An abbreviation of Doctor of Letters
and Didactics, a degree conferred by some in-
stitutions.

D. Lit. orD. Litt. An abbreviation of Doctor
of Literature or Letters.

D. L. O. An abbreviation of Dead Letter Office.

D. L. S. -An abbreviation of Doctor ofLibrary
Science, a degree conferred by the University
of the State of New York.
dm., dm.^, dm.^ Abbreviations of decimeter,
square decimeter, cubic decimeter.

DTM.. 2. In a«fro».,an abbreviation for *Z)«rcfe-
tnusterung (which see). It usually refera to Ai-ge-

lander's Bonn Durchmustemng of the northern heavens,
more properly referred to as B. D. M. or simply B. D.

3. Same as M. D. (which see).—4. An ab-
breviation of Doctor of Mathematics.
D. M. D. -An abbreviation (o) of Doctor of
Dental Medicine ; (6) of Doctor of Mathematics
and Didactics: degrees conferred by certain
institutions.

D. N. P. P. An abbreviation of the Latin
Dominus noster Papa Pontifex, ' our lord the
Pope and Pontiff.'

do- or dom- (do-, dom-). ldom{inantly).'] In
petrog., in the quantitative system of classifi-

cation (see *j'ocfci), a prefix used in forming
words, denoting that one constituent or group
of constituents dominates another within the
ratios < f > S.

do^, V. t.—To do the block. See *tlocki.

D. O. An abbreviation (a) of Doctor of Ora-
tory; (b) of Doctor of Osteopathy.

Doassansia (d6-a-san'si-a),«. [NL. (Cornu,
1883), named for ^roile" Doassans, a Prench
botanical chemist.] A genus of smut-fungi
of the order Ustilaginales, having the spore-
masses inclosed in a layer of sterile cells and
embedded in the tissue of the host, producing
leaf-spots. About 16 species have been described,
mostly occurring on aquatic or marsh plants. D. Alis-
matis is frequently found on the leaves of the water-
plantain, Alisma Plantago.^quatica.

dock

dob2 (dob), n. [Dial. var. of dofti.] A small

piece of anything ; a lump. [Prov. Eng.]

dobash, n. See dobhash.

dobber (dob'^r), n. [ctofeii + -eii.] 1. Apiece;

a lump : a big lump.— 2. A large heavy taw
or marble.— 3. The cork or float of a fishing-

line. [U. S.]

He floated on the waves like a merman, or like an

angler's dobber, until he landed safely on a rock.

Irving, Knickerbocker, ii. 5.

dobbin-cart (dob'in-kart), n. An Irish four-

wheeled carriage used for traveling, and gen-

erally drawn by two horses. N. E. D.

dobby, n Center-shed dobby, a form of dobby-loom
chieriy used in weaving cotton fabrics the structure of

which (as that of gauze) precludes high speed, or for which
closed shedding is essential.

dobby-loom (dob'i-lom), n. Same as dobhy-

machine.
dobby-shedding (dob'i-shed'ing), n. A method
of operating the harnesses of a loom for pat-

terns beyond the range of tappets and too lim-

ited to be economically produced by a Jac-

quard loom.
doblon (do-blon'), n. [Sp.] A gold coin of

Spain, the double escudo : same as doubloon.

doc (dok), n. A colloquial form of doctor, as a

title of address.

doc. ;
pi. docs. Abbreviations of document, pi.

doGu/ments.

docalcic (do-kal'sik), a. [do(minantly) + cal-

CTC] In petrog., dominantly calcic : used in

the quantitative classification of igneous
rocks (see *roclc'^ ) to describe divisions of igne-

ous rock-magmas characterized by a dom-
inance of calcium oxid over contrasted con-

stituents. In Classes I, II, III, docalcic rangs ai'e those

in which lime preponderates over potash and soda, in the

salic constituents within the ratio
^20' -I- Na20' ^^

CaO' ^ 6 .' 7

In Classes TV, Y, docalcic sections of rangs are those in

which lime preponderates over magnesia and fer-

rous iron in the femic constituents within the limits

Mg0 4-FeO a, ,

CaO" ^ 5 ''
'

docetically (do-se'ti-kal-i), adv. According to

the doctrines of the Dbcetse (which see).

docetize (do-se'tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. doce-

tized, ppr. docetizing. IDocetse + -ize.i To
represent according to the doctrines of the

DocetsB.

dochmiasis (dok-mi-a'sis), n. [NL., < Doch-
mius + -iasis.'] Same as '''ancylbstomiasis.

docil, a. A simplified spelling of docile.

docimasy, )2.—pulmonary docimasy, a method of
determining whether or not air has entered the lungs of a
dead infant, by which an indication is furnished whether
the child was bom alive or dead.

docfcl, «— Bloody dock, Hurmx sanguineus. Also
called red-veined dock and bloodwort. See bloodwort (a).—Blunt-leaved or broad-leaved dock; the bitter dock,
Bumex obtus^olius.—Butterfly-dOCk. Sameas*6after-
doclc, 1.— Can-dock. See candock, 2, and water-can.—
Clustered dock, Bumex conglomeratus, an Old World
species naturalized ui the United States from Virginia
to South Carolina and in California : peculiar in having the
smallgreen flowers in whorls along the stems and branches.— Cuckold-dock, the burdock, Arctium Lappa.—UtOJ^-
seed dock, Rumex hastulat^ls, a native American species
ranging from New York to Florida and west toKansas and
Texas : it has winged fruit which early drops away. Also
called Engelmann's sorrel.— CiOlden dock, (a) See doc*l,
1. (6) Humex persicarioides, an American species long
confounded with the golden dock of the Old World, found
on sandy shores from New Brmiswick to Virginia and
westwai'd to Kansas and New Mexico, and also on the
Pacific coast-Pale dock, the white dock, i?u7nea! solid-
/alius; also the peach-leaved dock, H. altissi'mus, and
sometimes the gieat water-dock, B. Britannica.—
Peach-leaved dock, Bumex altissimiis, a tall American
species, sometimes 4 feet high, found along streams
and in swamps from Massachusetts to Maryland and
westward to Nebraska and Texas. 'The pale-green lan-
ceolate leaves suggest the Qame, and it is also quite as ap-
propriately called tall dock.—-Prairie dock. See *prairie-
doci-. —Red-veined dock. Same as bloody -kdock.-
Sharp dock, sorrel-dock, sonr-dock, any one of
several docks with more or less acid juice, as Bumex
Acetosa, B. Acetosetla, B. crispus, and Oxyria digyna,—
Tall dock. Same as peach-leaved kdock.— Water-dock.
See -kwater-dock.

dock^, V. t. 5. In biscuit- (cracker-) making, to
prick holes in (each biscuit) before it is put in
the oven, to provide for the escape of moisture.
dOCk^, n. Docks ai'e distinguished broadly as wet docks,
or those consisting of an inclosed water-space or basin in
which ships lie to take in or discharge cargo, and which
cannot be pumped dry ; and dry-docks, in which vessels
can be taken entirely clear of water. The latter are divi-
ded into excavated or graving-docks, slip-docks, lifting-
docks, and floating docks. A basin dock is a wet dock
whose entrance is continually open to the tide ; a closed
dock, one whose entrance is closed by a lock, caisson, or
gate so as to maintain the interior water-level approxi-
mately constant. A slip-dock is one in which a vessel is
partially hauled out on a marine railway in a slip provided
with gates which are closed at low tide, excluding the
waterfrom the vessel. A lifting-dock is one in which a sub-
merged platform on which the ship is landed on blocks and



dock
is then raised vertically clear of the water with the ship by
hydraulic power. An off-ahme dock is a floating dock with
a bottom and one Bide wall, maintained in an upright
position by means of upper and lower parallel booms
attached to the side wall and to strong vertical columns
built on the foreshore. A box-dock is a floating,dock
whose ends can be closed by caissons or gates after the
entrance of the vessel, the interior space being then
pumped out as in a graving-dock. A balance-dock is the
ordinary type of floating duck with open ends, in which
the side walls ai'e utilized as ballast compartments to main-
tain the dock in level balance. A self-docking Jloatiny dock
is one so arranged in detachable sections that all its under-
water paits can be successively docked by the remaining
parts for examination and repairs.

2. In railroading, a track at a siding or in a
freight yard, having a raised platform on each
side for convenience in loading at the level of
the car door. [U, S.]—Bureau of yards and
docks. See -kbureau.—Portable dock, a dock, built on
the principle of the caisson, which can be towed to a ves-
sel needingrepairs.

—

Shlp-bnlldlllg dock, any dry-dock
or caisson within which the hull of a vessel may be built,

and the use of cradle-construction and ways be avoided.

dock-cress ^dok'kre8), n. See cress and Lap
Sana.

docker^ (dok'er), n. [doelfi + -eri.] 1. An
inhabitant of Devonport, England (formerly
Plymouth Dock).— 2. A laborer in the docks:
as, a trades-union for dockers was formed.—3.
A ease secured by a lawyer from a prisoner
after his arrest or upon arraignment. [£ng.
law-slang.]

docking'-^ (dok'ing), n. [tJoefcS, v., + -inpi.]

. The operation of placing a vessel in a dry-
dock for cleansing, inspection, painting, and
repairs.

docking-keel (dok'ing-kel),, n. In ship-build-

ing, one of a pair of exteriol: sicle keels secured
under the bottom of a lafge armored warship,
usually about half-way between the main keel
and the turn of the bilge, to support the ship
when in dry-dook. The lower surface of each of the
docking-keels is parallel to that of the main keel and of
about flie same width, to give good bearing surface on tlie

blocks in the bottom of the dock on which the ship is

landed.

docmac (dok-mak'j, n. [Ar. doqmdq, dugmdq,
a mallet, < daqq, knock, smash.] A catfish,

Bogrus docmac, of considerable size, found in

fresh waters in Egypt.
docoglossan (dok-o-glos'an), a. \T>ocoglossa

-I- -an.] Kelating'to the "Vocoglossa.

docosane (dok'o-san), n. A colorless com-
pound, CHslCHg'^goCHs, found in paraffin from
brown coal and prepared by the reduction of

the ehlorid Gs^'^iA)^. It melts at 44.4° C.

and boils at 224.5° C. under 15 millimeters

pressure.

dx)ctOI, n. 10. In angling, a name applied to

several artificial flies: as, the blue doctor, the

silver doctor, etc.— 11. A boiler feed-pump
such as has been preferred on the western
rivers of the United States, it is a vertical steam-
pump, with a fly-wheel between the steam-cylinder and
water-cylinder, and is said to be especially reliable. In
case of need it can be operated by turning the fly-wheel by
hand.

12. The cook of a merchant vessel
f
also, the

cook of a lumber-camp. [Slang.]— Doctors of
the Cburch, the designation of certain fathers of the

early church, eminent for their knowledge and teaching
of tlieology. The title is applied to four of the Greek
fathers: Athanasius, Basil, Uregory, and Chiysostom;
and to a number in the Latin church including Ambrose,
Augustine, and Jerome. Some of the great schoolmen
of the middle ages are also so designated. The title is

still used in the Greek Church.

doctor-bird (dok'tor-bferd), n. A local West
Indian name for various humming-birds of the

genera Eulampis and Lampornis: probably
given on account of their dark plumage.

doctor-knife (dok'tor-nit)^ n. The stationary

blade in a roller cotton-gin. Taggart, Cotton
Spinning, I. 32.

doctor-SJtiears (dok'tor-sherz), n. In calico-

printing, two pieces of metal that clamp, by
means of pinching screws, the doctor-blade on

a cylinder printing-machine.

doctrin, ». A simplified spelling of doctrine.

doctrinairism (dok-tri-nar'izm), n. Same as

doctrinaria/nism.

doctrinism (dok'tri-nizm), n. ldoctrine+4sm.2
Adherence to doctrine or doctrinal preaching.

document, « Document of title, in commercial

law, a bill of lading, or other paper which confers upon
the holder possession or right of possession of the goods
therein described.—Judicial documents, in law, the

papers required to be filed which make up the record of

an action or special proceeding. They include the writs,

pleadings, intennediate orders, and papers upon which
they ai-e founded, att'ecting the proceedings, documentary
evidence, inquisitions, verdicts, judgment^ and decrees.

documentarily (dok-u-meu'ta-ri-li), adv. As
a document.
documentary, a- 2. Educational; instruc-

tional.
8.-25

385
We now approach the time when for a century and a

half French held a recognized position [in England] as the
language of education,' of society, of business, and of ad-
ministration. Long before 12&0 we get traces of the doc-
wmentary use of French, and long after 1360 it was con-
tinued. Trevisa says it was a new thing in 1349 for children
to construe mto English in the grammar schools, where
they had been used to do their construing into I'rench.

EarU, Philol. Eng. Tongue, H 62.

Documentary theory, same as documentary hypothesis.

documentation, ». 3. The preparation of rec-
ords or documents for use or for filing.— 3.
Formal or authoritative instruction.

Bemonstrances arose against their perverse and narrow-
minded devotion to " truth," or rather to minute exacti-
tude, .their pedantry and affectation of documentation;
sometimes derived from some old colourists who had not
renounced tlieir former ideal, sometimes from younger
men impelled unconsciously by literature, which had as
usual preceded art in the revolt.

Encyc. Brit, XXXII. 443.

dodder^, n. The various dodders are named, for the
most part, from their principal host or from some leading
character, and the speciflc names are usually translations
of vernacular ones or vice versa. See the following phrases.

—American dodder. Seeglrnnerate-trdodder.—Bealiei
dodder, Cuseuta rostrata, a species of the Alleghany
region from Maryland southward, growing on various
herbs and shrubs.

—

Button-bush dodder, C. Cephalatir
thi, which grows on the button-bush, but also on other
plants, and has a very wide range in Nortli America.

—

Clover-dodder, the thyme-doddei\ C. EpithyriMm, injur-

ious to clover. See dodder'^-.—Dodder-cake plant, the
false flax or gold-of-pleasure, yielding dodder-seed, from
which the oil is expressed and made into cakes.

—

Fleld-
dodder, C. arvensis, one of the most common species,

found in bothl^orth and South America.—Flaz-dodder,
C. Epilinum, an Old World species introduced in the
United States, injurious to flax.— Glomerate dodder,
C. paradoxa, chiefly confined to the Mississippi valley,

peculiar from its dense clusters of flowers. It grows
mainly on composite plants. Sometimes called American
dodder.—GronovlUB's dodder, C. Gronomi, a large,

showy American species, very common in the Atlantic
States, and ranging from Nova Scotia to Florida and Texas.
It grows on many herbs and shrubs.—Hazel-dodder, C.

Coryli, growing on the hazel and other shrubs, and ran-
ging from Connecticut to Virginia and west to Nebraska
and Arkansas.

—

Lesser dodder, the thyme-dodder, C.

^IpitAi/mum.- Lucerne-dodder, the thyme- or clover-

dodder, which is also injurious to lucerne.— Smartweed-
dodder, C. Polygonoriim, which grows chiefly on species

of Polygonum, a large-fruited American species of the
Mississippi valley, ranging eastward to Pennsylvania and
Delaware. It is very common in the Potomac valley

where it forms large yellow mats on the water-willow and
other plants.—Thyme-dodder, C. EpUhymum, growing
on thyme in Europe, but most injurious to clover. See
clover-irdodder and dodderi (cut).

dodder-laurel (dod'fer-ia'rel), n. A dodder-
like plant, Cassytha filiformis, of the laurel

family, found in the warm maritime regions

of the world. Compare scrub vine, under vine.

doddyi, « 2. Specifically, a local name for

the Aberdeen-Angus polled cattle.

dodecafid (do-dek'a-fid), a. [Gr. S6deKa, twelve,

-i- L. -fidus, < Jmdere, divide.] Divided into

twelve parts.

dodecahedron, n—Deltoid dodecahedron, a crys-

talline foim of the tetrahedral group of the isometric sys-

tem embraced by twelve similar quadrilateral faces ; the

analogousform of the holosymmetiic group is the trigonal

trisoctahedron. Also called a tetragonal tristetrahedron.

dodecameral (do-de-kam'e-ral), a. [Gr. 6i>-

6eKa, twelve, -1- ^epog, division, + -alK'] Di-

vided into twelve parts or series of twelves,

as in the septal divisions of the Rexacoralla.

dodecanaphtheneCdo'dek-a-naf'then), 11. [Gr.

diiSem, twelve, -I- B. naphihene.'] A colorless

liquid, C12H24) found in Baku petroleum. It

boils at 197° C.

dodecane (do-dek'an), n. [Gr. dtidcKa, twelve,

+ -one.'] Acolorless hydrocarbon, CH3(CH2)iq
CHo, prepared by the action of hydriodic acid

and phosphorus on laurie acid. It melts at

-12° C. and boils at 214.5° C.

dodecant (do'de-kant), n. [Gr. S&Sem, twelve,

+ -fl«<l.] One of ttietwelve divisions of ahex-
agonal crystal formed by the lateral axial

plane with the three planes which pass through

the vertical and each of the lateral axes.

dodecapartite (do-'dek-a-parfit), a. [Gr. 66-

dcKa, twelve, + L. parUtus, parted.] Made up
of twelve segments; dodecafid.

dodecapliarmacum(d6"dek-a-far'ma-kum),
n. [NL., < Gr.dMcKO, twelve, -I- ia'p/iaicov,

drug.] Same as apostle^ ointment (which see,

unAer'apostle).
dodecarch (do'de-kark), n. [Gr. 6o6eKdpxvs, <

diiSeKa, twelve, + apxeiv, rule.] One of a rul-

ing body of twelve.

Psammetichus L, one ol the dodekarchs, and the legiti-

mate heir of the crown. Schag, Kelig. Encyc, I. 707.

dodecatoic (do'dek-a-to'ik), a. [Gr. fiwdimrog,

twelfth, -t- -ic] Noting the isomeric fatty acids,

Ci2Ha402- The most important ones are the

laurie and hordeic acids.

dodecylene (do-des'i-len), «. [Gr. Sadem,

twelve, +^l + -me.'] A general name for iso-

dog

meric, olefinic hydrocarbons. The normal com-
pound is a colorless liquid, CU3(CH2)gCH:CH2, prepared
by the distillation of palmitic acid under 600 miUimetets
pressure. It melts at —31.5° C. and boils at 96" C. under 16
millimeters pressure.

dodge, V. t. 3. In ckange^nging, to change
the place or order of (a bell) in the series used.
dodge, n. 2. Of a bell in change-ringing, a
change in its place or order in the series used.
Doegling oil or train-oil. See *oil.

doeskin, n. S. An enameled cloth finished on
one side to resemble leather in color.

dof, V. A simplified spelling of doff.

dofelic (do-fel'ik), a. [do(minantly) + felie

K feH,dspar) + ic).'] In ^eirog'., dominantly
felie : used to describe divisions of igneous rock
magmas characterized by a dominance of nor-
mative feldspar over normative quartz or len-

ads (= nephelite, leuoite, sodalite) within the

HmitsS.^<f>f See*rocfc.

dofemane (do-fem'an), n. [do(,minantly) +
J'e{rro)m{agnesian) + -ajie.] In petrog., the
name of the fourth class oif igneous rocks in
the quantitative classification (see *TOcfci

) ; a
rock in which the femic (ferromagnesian) nor-
mative minerals preponderate over the salio

minerals, that is, normative quartz, feldspars,

feldspathoids (lenads), and corundum, within

the limits < ? > 4 • The salio and femic minerals
Jt'em

used in determining tlie class are calculated from a chem-
ical analysis of a rock. The dofemanes include rocks poor
in feldspar or free from it, sucli as «nany peridotites, py-
roxenites, some gabbros, and chemically similar lavas,

dofemic (do-fem'ik), a. ldo(,minantly) + femic
(< fe(rro)m{agnesian) + -ic).] In petrog.,

dominantly femic. Used to describe divisions of ig-

neous rocks, in the quantitative system (see *rockl), char-

acterized by a dominance of ferromagnesian normative
minerals over salic minerals, that is, normative quartz,

feldspars, feldspathoids(lenads), andcorundum, within the

doferrous (do-fer'us), a. [do(minantly) + fer-
rous.] In petrog., in the quantitative system
(see *rock^), noting divisions of igneous rocks
characterized by a dominance of ferrous oxid

over magnesia, within the limits » < f- > |.

These divisions are subrangs in classes IV. V.
doffer-brush (dof'er-bmshj, n. An auxiliary

device, on a cotton-combing ma6hine,.for keep-
ing the comb-needles free from dirt.

doffer-COmb (dof'er-kom), n. A thin plate of

steel, serrated on one of its edges, for comb-
ing, by an oscillating movement, the fibrous

fleece, as cotton or wool, from the dofl!er-cyl-

inder of a carding-machine.
doffer-cylinder (dof'6r-sil'in-d6r), n. Same as
doMrig-cyUnder.

doffer-roll (dof'6r-r51), n. The small roll in ad-
vance of the principal one in a calendering- or
ironing-machine, or in a mangle, by which the
fabric is stripped off and delivered to the re-

ceiving-table, 'instead of being allowed to fol-

low around the pressing-roll.

doffing-motion (dof'ing-md' shgn), n. Any me-
chanical arrangement for removing a product
from a machine, as a hank from a reel in a
textile-mill.

dog, n.j 9. (m) A shorty heavy piece of steel, bent and
pointed at one end and with an eye or ring at the other.

It is used for many purposes in log-

ging, and is sometimes so shaped
that a blow directly agauist the line

of diuft will loosen it. Also called
tail-hook, (n) In agri., an imple-
ment for dragging brush, roots, and
poles out of the ground ; a brush-
puller. [Eng.]— BlgdOB, inpoAre?-,

a hand which is ace high and nine
low, with some one card of the se-

quence missing, as A E Q 10 9.

When played, it beats a straight or
little dog and loses to. a flush.

—

Borzor dog,the Kussian wolfhound,
practically a lai'ge, long-haired grey-

hound, somewhat like the stag-

hound, but with a soft, silky coat.

—

Cape hunting-dog. See cut and
description mider x^coob.— Coon-
dog. See *coon-doff.—Dog's letter.
See dog-letter and H, 1.— Heel dog, a dog that follows at

heel.

—

Hunting dog. (c) pt- In astron., a northern con-

stellation closely following Ursa Major ; Canes Venatici.
—Umit dog, one that may be exhibited, or may compete
for prizes, in a class limited to dogs that have certain re-

quired qualifications.— Little dog, in poller, a hand which
is deuce low and seven high, with some one card of the se-

quence missing, as 2 4 6 6 7. When played, it beats a

straight, but loses toa big dog or a flush.— St. Bernard
dog, a variety of the dog, of large size and powerful build,

named from the hospice of St Bernard in the Alps. The
breed was formerly used for searchingout and aiding travel-

ers. Theoiiginal race died of distemper about 1814. There

Dog:, 9 {m).



dog'
ar«two VaSBtj^SjIifie long- arid the short-haired, hut both
have heaTy, Equate heads. The color is tawny, orange and
wlittei or grizzled.— Stralgrllt-tailed dog.a form of dog
or artrer for cylindrical stock to be turned iij the metal-
working lathe, in which the projection to engage the face-
plate is straight, and intended to be acted onby a pin or
bolt projecting from the face-plate. The other and more
usual form, in small sizes, hastheprojectingarmL-shaped,
the end of the L engaging in a slot or against a shorter
stud on the driving face-plate.

dogberry, «. 3. Eibes CynosVati. See wild
*gooseberry, 1.

dog-boat (dog'bot), n. See *rigging-sled.
dog-bolt2 (dog'bolt), n. [dog, n.,r 9 + 6o/<i.]

The boltwhich is usedin connection witha dog,
for holding a bonnet or a manhole or hand-hole
cover in place,

dog-bur (dog'b^r), n. The wild eomfrey, Cyno-
glossum Firgiidcum ; less properly, the hound's-
tongue or dog's-tongue, C. officinale.

dog-buttons (dog'but-nz), n. pi. The seeds of
the nux vomica. Also called quaker buttons.

Dog-cart phaSton. See *phaeton.
dog-chuck (dog'chuk), n. A device which is

clamped to a piece of work for the purpose of
driving it while it is being machined. A tail,

which is sometimes straight and sometimes bent at right
angles, is provided on this device for catching in a face-
plate or against a stop.

dog-crab (dog ' krab), n. A swift-running crab,
Cancer canimis, said by Bumphius to burrow
under houses and to enter them.

dog-daisy, n. 2. The mayweed or dog's-fennel,
Anthemis Cotula.—3. The oxeye daisy.

dog-dance (dog'dans), n. A ceremony of some
North American Indian tribes; the ritual of
one of the age-fraternities, embracing warriors
of approximately the same age, who form a
semi-religious society.

dog-dandelion (dog'dan-'de-li-qn), n. The fall

dandelion or hawk-bit, LedntoSon autumnale.
Dog-day locust. See *locustK
dog-fall (dog'fal), n. In wrestling, a fall in
whichboth wrestlers strike theground together.
dogfisb, n., 1. (i) In Australasia, the name of various
flshes-of 'distinct families, chiefly sharks. In Australia it

is nsed for ScyUiovhinus lima, of the family ScyUiidse.
In New South Wales it is Scylliorhinus inaculatus
Blaihv. The tpine dogfish of New Zealand is Squalus
TTMculatus, of the family Squalidx; the spotted dogfish
of New South Wales, ScyUivrhinus anale; the dusky
dogfish of New South Wales, Chiloscyllium modestutn
Giinther ; and there are others in Tasmania and Aus-
tralia. Austral English,—Callfomia dogfish, a species
of dogfish found on the coast of California and Alaska,
SquaZus sucklii.—Dogfish shark, any shark of the family
Squalidae.—Electric dogfish, any fish of the genus
Astroscopus, inhabiting both shores of tropical America.
These fishes have the power of giving an electric shock
from an-electric organ situated on top of the head.

dog-flea' (dog'fle),?i. See Pulex.

dogger^ (dog'6r), n. [dog + -erl.] In lumbering,
one who attaches the dogs or hooks to a log
before it is steam-skidded.

dog-grease (dog'gres), n. The fat. of the dog,
once considerably used as a household remedy,
but now replaced by petrolatum and related
products: also used in glove-manufacturing
to some extent.

dog-hobble (dog'hob'l), ». [dog + hobble, n., 3.]

One of the calfkiUs, Leueothoe Catesbsei: so
called because its dense growth arrests dogs
in the hunt. Also called dog-la%irel.

dog-hook, n. 3. In lumbering, a hook on the
end of- a haul-up chain of a Size to permit it

to be hooked into a link of the
chain when the latter is looped
arou,nd an object.

dog-iron (dogT'ern), n. A short
bar of iron or steel, bent near its

ends at right angles into the shape
of a sjj[uare Z or a capital E,-and
pointed at the ends so that it may
be driven into timber or logs : used
as a cramp.

dog-ljiurel (dog'ia"rel), n. Same
as *dog-hobble.

dog-leg, (dog'leg) «. A name given

to a number of things,which have ^'•e-^'"''' 3-

a bent form resembling that of a dog's hind
leg. See dog-legged.—Dog-leg fence, a fence com-
posed of rough tunbef piled up and stayed by crossed

stakes called iios-Jcfl'8. [Australia,]

dog-lily (dog'lil"i), «. The common pond-lily

or spatter-dock, Nfmphsea advena.

dog-line (dog'lin), n. The trace by which the

harness of a sledge-dog is connected with the
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dog-nail (dog'nal), «. A railroad-spike, hav- the end of a log, and a chain is hitched in the ring for

inff a RTirfifldiTifforwidehead TEnff 1
skidding the log by horse-power. It is also used mgaUier-mgaspreaaingor wiaeneatt. Liing.j
ing up logs on a drive. A rope is run through the rings

aog-nap (dog nap), n. A short nap while in a, of several logs, and they are di-agged tluough marshes or

sitting posture. W. Phillips. partly submerged meadows to the channel.

dog-nettle (dog'net'l), n. The dead-nettle, dog-winkle (dog'wing"kl), n. A marine gas-

Lamium purpureum; also, the hemp-nettle, tropod. Purpura lapillus, noted for its de..

Galeopsis Tetrahit.

dog-pole (dog'pol), n. One of the poles of a
dog-travail. See travail^.

dogs-and-cats (dogz'and-katz'), n. The field-

clover, Trifolium arvense.

dog's-bane, n.—Bitter dog's-bane. Same as dog's-
bajie, 1. Also called bitter-root.—Clasplng-leaved
dog's-bane, Apoegnwm hyperidfolium, the upper leaves
of which are clasping. Its range is well northward from
Ontario to British Columbia, but it is found in Ohio, Illi-
nois, and New Mexico.— Climbing dog's-bane. Same
as Virginia silk (which see, under silk).—Dog's-bane
family, the plant family Apoeynaceee.—SpTesuiil^
dog's-bane. Same as dog's-bane, 1.

dog's-dinner (dogz'^"er), n. Same &s pov-
erty-plant.

dog S-fennel, n. 2. Eupatorium capilUfoUumj
an anomalous species having the leaves pin-
natifid with filiform segments: found in fields
from Virginia to Florida and in the West
Indies— False dog's-fennel, the fetid marigold (which
see, under marigold).—YeUOW dog's-fennel, Helenium
tenuifolium of the southern United States. See UeUnium
and sneezeweed.

dog's-finger (dogz'fing'g^r), ». The foxglove.
Digitalis purpurea.
dogsfoot-weed (dogz'fut-wed), n. A burweed,
Vrena sinuata, widely distributed inthe trbpics,
having a tough fibrous bark. The leaves are
more or less like a dog's foot in shape. See
Urena.

dog'S-head (dogz'hed), n. An American pierid
butterfly, Zeren^jcsesonia, occurring abundantly
in the southern United States. The wings are
lemon-yellow bordered with black. The outlines of the
yeUow of the fore wings suggests the head of a dog. The
larval food-plant is clover.

dog-sledge (dog'slej), n. A sledge designed to
be drawn by dogs. Such sledges are used by
the Eskimos and in northern Asia.
dog's-mouth (dogz'mouth), n. The great snap-
dragon, Antirrhinum maju,s.

dog-snapper (dog 'snap" 6r), n. Afish, iM*-
janus jocu, known from the Florida Keys to
Brazil. See snapper.
dog's-rib (dogz'nb), n. The rib-grass or Eng-
lish plantain, Plantago lanceolata.

dog's-thistle (dogz'this"l), n. The Canada
thistle. See thistle.

dog's-tongue, n. 2. Same as deer's-tongue.
See Trilisa.

dog-stopper (dog'stop"6r), n. Naut., a stop-
per or heavy rope put on to relieve the regular
stopper when at anchor in a heavy sea, or to
bitt the cable or fleet the messenger.
dog-strop (dog' strop), n. A strop of rope
passed around a yard for the purpose of hook-
ing a block into it for lifting a weight.
dog-throw (dog'thro), «. The worst possible
throw iiji a dice-game, such as hazard or craps.

dog-tie (dog'ti), n. A metal cramp or short
anchor, used in stonework.
dog-toes (dog'toz), n. The plantain-leaved or
mouse-ear everlasting, Antennaria plantagini-
folia: Also called pussy-toes.

dogrtop^h (dog'toth), V. t. To ornament (an
aireh or other part of a building) by applying
dbg-tooth molding. See dog-tooth, a. and n.

dog-warp (dog' warp), n. In lumbering, a rope

struction of mussels by boring through the
shell and devouring the mollusk, and for

yielding the dye known as Tyrian purple.

uOgWOOd, n., 3.— Also, in Australia, the sugar-tree,

ilyoporum platycarpum, a tall shrub or small tree yield*

ing a beautifully mottled and grained wood, suitable for

veneering and cabinet-work, and possessing a pleasant
perfume when freshly worked. It also yields a very
sweet exudation or manna, of a whitish or pmkish color,

eagerly sought after and eaten by the aborigines, and a
a resin used by them as a substitute for pitch
and wax. — Aider-dOgWOOd, the alder-buckthorn,
Rhamnus Frangula.— Alternate-leaved dogwood.
Same as blue *dogwood.— AmezlcaXL dogwood, the
flowering dogwood, Comusfiorida.— Bastard dogwood,
(a) Ateleia Cubensis, a small leguminous tree of Cuba.
(6) Ponmderris apetata, a small rhamnaceous tree of
Tasmania, yielding a beautiful satiny wood suitable for

carving and tummg. See P&maderris.— Black dog-
wood. See dogwood, 3.— Bine dOgWOOd, Cornux alter-

nifolia, a small tree of eastern North America, some-
times 30 feet high and 8 inches in diameter, with cymes
of cream-colored flowers and dark blue-black subglobose
fruit : found from Nova Scotia to Georgia and Alabama, and
westward in the northern range to Minnesota. The wood
is simUar to that of the flowering dogwood. Also called
alternate-leaved and purple dogwood.— California or
Callfomian dogwood, Comus Nuttalia, a tree of the
Pacific slope, 40-fiO (or exceptionally 100) feet high and

California or Californian Dogwood {Camus NuttalUi).
(From Sargent's " Manual of the Trees of North America.")

1 to 2 feet in diameter. It is of the type of the flowering
dogwood and is often so called. The involucral bracts
are sometimes 3 inches long, narrowed at the base, and
white or tinged with pinl^ The wood is very hard,
strong, and flne-erained. It ranges from California to
Vancouver Island, and east to the Sierra Nevada.—
Dwarf dogwood, the bunch-berry or dwarf cornel. See
hunch-b&rry, 1, cornel, and Comus.— False dogwood.
Same as striped maple (which see, under nuipleX).—
Florida dogwood, the flowering dogwood, Comvs
/orida.— Flowering dogwood. See Comus and Cali-
fornia -kdogwood.— Green-osier dogwood. Same as
round-leaved -kdogwood.—JamaiCB. dogwood, Ichthy-
omethia Piscipula. See Piscidia ana fish-poison.—
Male dogwood, the cornelian cherry, Comus mas.
See eomel and under cAerrj/.- Pacific dogwood.
Same as Califomia -kdogwood.— Poison-dOgWOOd, the
poison-sumac, Rhus Vemix.— Pond-dogwOOd, the but-
ton-bush, CephaZanthxts oecidentalis, the leaves of which
resemble those of the dogwood, and which grows around
ponds and swamps.— Pmple dogwood. Same as blue
-kdogwood.— ReA-oslei iOgwOOA. See red osier, under
osier.— RonBlI-leaved dogwood, Comus asper^folia, of
eastern North America, the twigs and leaves of which
are rough-pubescent.— Round-leaved dogwood. Cor-
nus circinata, the leaves of whicli are orbicular. Its
range is well north from Nova Scotia to Manitoba, not
extending farther south than Virginia and J^issouri.

—

Striped dogwood. Same as striped maple (which see,
unde^»^ai)^el).—Swamp-dogwood, (a) The silky cornel.
Comus Anwmum. (b) The poison sumac, Rhus Vemix.
(c) The hop-tree, Ptelea trifoliata.— Virginia, dogwood,
the flowering dogwood, CornMsyfortda.- Western dog-
wood. Same as California kdogwood.—White dogwood.
(a) The guelder-rose, Viburnum Opvlus. (b) r
Jamaica kdogwood.

dogmaticism (dog-mat'i-sizm), n. [dogmatic

+ -ism.'} The quality of being dogmatic.

dog-mint (dog'mint),; n. The basil-weed or

horse-thyme, Clinopodium vulgare:

with a strong hook at the end, which is used dog-wrench (dog'rench), n. A spanner having
in breaking .dangerous jams on falls and a handle so that it can be turned like a crank,
rapids, and in moving logs from other difficult dohemic (do - hem'ik), a. [do{minantlyy ^-

positions. hemic (< he(matite) + m{agneUte) -1- -ic).] In
petrog., dominantly hemic. Used in the quanti-
tative classiflcation (see krockV) to describe divisions of
Igneous rocks characterized by having hemic minerals
(normative magnetite, hematite) dominant over tilie
minerals (normative titanite, ilmenite, perofskite), within

the limits5<{>|.

dolang (do'lang), n. [Tagalog dolang, a table,
= Bisaya dolang, a tray, pan, trough.] In the
Philippine Islands, a low table, used, to eat
from.
dolcan, n. 2. In organ-building, a very, soft >

stop of the flute class, having pipes wider at
the top than at the bottom. Also dulcan.

dolcian (dol'si-an), n. [See doldano.'] In
organ-building, a"reed-stop. Also dulcAan.

Two valves of j»ryftV»i«rfi<toL.. representing diagrammatically DoIciUiSt (dol-Se'nist), n. In eCCUs. hiSt, an
the approximate position of the holes bored by the dog-winkle adherent of the Tlftrtv of Dnlpinn a IpnHfip nf
(/^r^»,.»/a^,-tfa.r) in about .00 specimens of JI/j.A7«i, gathered at ^1^7=1^.^ „„11 J 4-t / ^ 7- ?> ?,'

^^^^'^^'^ "'
Newquay, Cornwall. (From " Cambridge Natural History.") the SeCt Called the ApOStOltC Brethren.

, -, ,^ , ... ^ , ,
dolcissimo (dol-ches'si-mo), m. [It., superl. of

aog-wedge (dog weo), w. In lumbering, a,n iron doles, <!,. duUsis, sweet.] In orqan-biiildinq,
wedge with a nng in the butt, it is driven into a very soft stop of the flute or string class.

"



dole

dole^ (dol), V. t. [F. doler, pare, OF. doler,

hew, plane, < L. dolare, hew, plane.] To pare
and thin (leather or sMns). N. E. D.
dolenic (do-len'ik), a. [cb{mmantly) + lenic

{< U{ueite) + n(ephelite) + -ic).] In petrog.,
aominantly lenie. Used in the quantitative olaasifl-

cation (see itrockl)^ to describe divisions of igneous roclcg

having the lenads (normative leucite, nephelite, and the
sodalites) dominant over normative feldspar, within the

limits I <l>f.

dolente (do-len 'te), a. [It. , < L. dolens (doleni-)

:

see doleiu'.'] In musie, sad, plaintive.

dolerine, dolerin (do'le-rin), n. [Gr. Solep6e,

deceptive (< 66?iog, deceit), + -ine^,'] A name
given by Jurine to a tale-schist, found in
the Alps, containing feldspar and chlorite as
essential constituents.

dolerite, ti.—concretionary dolerlte. Same as pil-

low libamlt.

dolfin, n. A simplified spelling of dolphin.

dolichellipsoid (dol'il^-e-lip'soid), n. [Gr.

6o'mx6s, long, + E. ellipsoid.'] In anthrop., an
elongated cranium of ellipsoid form. G. Sergi
(trans.), Var. of the Human Species, p. 49.

dolichoceplial (dol'^i-ko-sefal), n. Adolicho-
cephalous jjerson. ' " "

doUchocercic (doFi-ko-s6r'sik), a. [Gr. 6o?.t-

Xh, long, + /cep/u'f, radius of the arm.] Having
the forearm disproportionately long in relation
to the arm. Also written doliehokerlcic.

dolichocerous (dol-i-kos'e-rus), a. [Gr. (lo/U-

X^C, long, + idpac, horn.] 1. Having long
'horns' or antennae.— 2. Of or 'belonging to
the Doliehocera, a subtribe of Museides in Lat-
reille's classification. Syd. Soc. Lex.

dolichocnemic (dol'''i-kok-ne'mik), a. [Gr.

iohx^c, long, -I- Kv^pi, the leg, tibia.] Having
long legs. Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc. (London),
1897, ser. B, p. 173.

dolicliofacial (dol"i-ko-fa'shial), a. [Gr. ioXc-

xoi, long, + L./acie«,'faoe, + -aP-.'] Having
a long face : same as leptoprosopic. Jour. An-
throp. Inst., XVni. 23.

dolictaohieric (dol"i-ko-hi-er'ik), a. [Gr. SoTu-

x6?, long, + kpdv, sacrum.] Characterized by
a disproportionately long sacrum.

dolichokerkic, a. Same as *doUchoeereic.

dolicliolekanic (dol'i-ko-le-kan'ik), a. [Gr.

ioJUxic, long, + ?ieKdv!i, dish (pelvis), + -Jc]

Same as *dolichopelvic. Turner.

dolichopellic (doI"i-ko-pel'ik), a. [Gr. doXtx6;,

long, + 7re/l/la, a basin (taken, like li.peltjis, a
basin, in a modern sense 'pelvia').] Same as
*doUchopeii>ic.

dolicbopelvic (dol'l-ko-pel'vik), a. [Gr. (Jo/lf-

X^s, long, + L. pelvis, basin (pelvis), + -ic]
Characterized by a pelvis which has a dispro-

portionately long anteroposterior diameter.

dolichopodous (dol-i-kop'o-dus), a. [Gr. (5o/l«-

xAvovQ, < 6o'Aix6c, long, -f • vrois {iro6-), foot.]

Having disproportionately long feet.

dolichoprosopous (dol'''i-ko-pro-s6'pus), a.

[Gr. SoA.ix6i, long + npdaomov, face.] Same as
*doUchofacial.
DoUchosauria, n. pi. 2. A group of Pythono-
morpha, or mosasauroid reptiles, containing
those with the rami of the jaw united by
sutural symphysis. Variously considered as a
superfamily, suborder, or order. Also DoUeho-
sauri.

dolichosaurian (doFi-ko-s&'ii-an), a. and n.

I. a. Belated to or having the characters of

the DoUchosauria.

II. ». One of the DoUchosauria.

Dolichosoma (dol"i-ko-s6'ma), n. [NL., <

Gr. So'XixiQ, long, + ctu/imz, body ] A genus of
stegocephalous AmphiMa from the Carbonifer-
ousandPermianformations.havinga relatively

small triangular skull with tapering snout and
over 150 vertebrae.

dolichotmema (dol'''i-kot-me'ma), n.^ pi. doU-
ehotmemata (-ma-ta). [NL. , < (?r. So?i.ixiie,1ojie,

+ r/ii7/«i;, section.] In6ryo2.,aflliform cell which
ruptures and sets free the gemma of a moss.
Correns.

dolicho-uranic (dol"i-ko-u-ran'ik), a. Same as

*doUehuranic. F. Russell, in Amer. Anthropolo-

gist, Jan.-Maroh, 1901, p. 42.

dolichuranic (doF'i-ku-ran'ik), a. [Gr. So7uxk,

long, + obpavdg, palate.] Having a long pal-

ate ; that is, in cramom., having a palatomaxil-

lary index less than 110. Turner.

dolina (do-le'na), n. [Russ. dolina, dim. of

doM, a dale, valley.] A vertical cavity, usu-

ally leading into a cave, dissolved out of some
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soluble rook, such as limestone, by descend-
ing waters. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 477.

doll'"^, n. 2. A simple contrivance on a Jac-
quard loom which indicates to the weaver that
something is wrong with the action of the
pattern-card cylinder. Also called detector
and ilochhead-board.

dollar, m.—BelldoUar. See *srfii.—British dollar,
a silver dollar struck at the branch of the British Mint

obverse. Reverse.
British Dollar.

Two thirds size of original.

established at Hongkong in 1866. It was current for a
few years at the same value as the Mexican dollar which
it was intended to supersede.—Cannon dollar, a Mexi-
can or other pillar dollar.

—

Carolas dollar, the old
pillar dollar of Spain. This dollar remains the standard

obverse. Reverse.
Carolus Dollar.

Two thirds size of original.

coin of the Malay states.—Conant dollar, the new
silver dollar struck for the Philippine Islands in 1904 : so
called from Charles A. Conant, financial adviser of the
Philippine Commission.— DOS dollar, an English
name for the lion dollar of Holland (see doUcur), the
chief metallic currency of Maryland in 1701.

—

Dollar
of Scotland, a silver coin of Charles II., struck in 1676.— Globe dollar, the Spanish-American silver piece of
eight, with the device of two globes resting on the waves

dolomitize

dollar, the dollar struck in Mexico without the king's
head, after 1810.—Rlgsbank dollar, a silver coin issued
by the National Bank of Denmark in 1813, with a nominal
value of about 48 cents ; also, a silver coin issued by
the same bank in 1841, weighing 222.936 grams, 876 fine.— Ring dollar, a silver doUai' from which a planchet
was cut in order to keep the piece in local circulation, as
in St Vincent and the leeward Ishinds. See holey -kdol-
iar.—Sand dollar, a Mexican dollar molded in sand
from a Spanish dollar, 1808-11.— Scale dollar, the Mex-
ican silver dollar with the device of a pair of scales, first
struck m 1868-69.— Sicilian dollar, a Sicilian silver
coin, the ohda d'araeTito, which came into Malta subse-
quent to the time of the British protectorate in 1797, and
had a real value of about 4 shillings sterling.

—

Sun dol-
lar, the Mexican silver dollar or peso coined at Guanas
juato, which is preferred by the Chinese of the northern
ports of China. Also known as the Shanghai dollar.

dollar-fish, n. 3. A flat, disk-shaped echino-
derm, Echinara^hnius ^arma, found along the
Atlantic coast. Also known as caJce-urchin
and sand-dollar.—4. The John^dory, Zeus aus-
tralis : so called from the mark on its side.
The fishermen of Soman Catholic countries hold this fish

in special respect, as they recognize in a black round
spot on its side the mark left by the thumb of St. Peter,
when he took the piece of money from its mouth. Oiin-
ther, Study of Fishes, p. 461.

dollar-leaf (dol'ar-lef), n. The round-leaved
wintergreen, Pyrola rotwndifolia : so called
from the shape and size of the leaf.

dollfish (dol'fish), n. A species of butterfly-
fishes, Chsetodon mmeralis. [Panama region.]

dolly2, n—Dolly catch. See *«oteftl.

doUy^, n. 6. A machine for washing pieces of
cloth. The pieces are sewn 'together into an endless
band, which is then passed through a detergent liquor
and afterward wrung between two heavy rollers.

dolly-car (dol'i-kar), n. A small car attached
to a cable, which is used for drawing cars up
an incline. The dolly-car is placed behind the cars to
be drawn up, and, being attached to the cable, pushes the
cai's up the incline.

dolly-pedal (dol'i-ped'''al), n. A foot-treadle
to hold down the upper or forming die of the
forming-tool used in welding up links of hand-
made wrought-iron chain.

dolly-tub (dol'i-tub), n. 3. A tub in which a
dolly is used. See dolly^,4.

Dolly Varden. 3. A large hat with a brim
overloaded with flowers, worn at one time
by women.
dolmen-tUJnillllS (dol'meii-tix"mu-lus), n. A
dolmen, or cell composed of large stones, cov-
eredby a mound of earth. Probably many dohnens

Obverse. Reverse.
Globe Dollar.

Two thirds size of original.

between the pillars; it first appeared in 1728.— Holey
dollar, a Spanish silver dollar from which a small circu-
lar piece, cfdled a dump, had been struck. It was circu-

lated by order of the government of New South Wales in
1813, the object being to keep the silver coins in the
colony. It was also current in Tasmania. [Australia.]

—

In-
dependentdollar, a silver dollar or peso of Chile, coined
in 1817.

—

Maximilian dOllar,theMexicandollarorpeso

Obverse. Reverse.
Maximilian Dollar.

Two thirds size of original.

of the emperor Maximilian (1864-67).—Mexican dollar,
the silver dollar or peso coined in Mexico, extensively

Obverse. Reverse.
Mexican Dollar.

Two thirds size of original.

used as a circulating medium in the Far East, and having
a present weight of about 417.6 grains, or 377.26 grains of

fine silver.—MorelOS dollar, a silver dollar or peso
coined in Mexico in 1812-13 by the republican general

MoreloB.— Flllax dollar. See i»22ar.—Republican

Dolmen^tumulus of Kerca'do, Morbihan, France.

were originally so covered, but gradually were denuded
by tillage of the surface soil and by erosion.

dolomedilie' (dol-0-me'din), a. Of or belong-
ing to the araneid genus Dolomedes.
dolomite, n—sertle dolomite [Benie township in
Ontario], a stage of the New York series of formations
represented by mag^esian limestones, constituting a final
phase in the Silurian of the Appalachian region. The
formation is characterized by its remarkable, profusion .of

'

merostome crustaceans of tiie genera Eurypterics, Pte-
rygotus, Eiisarcus, etc., and has commonly been known.aB
the Eurypterus iedg, correspondmg in position to similar
fossiliferous beds ofGreat Britain and the Baltic provinces.—Gashed dolomite, one in which there are narrow
cavities resembling gashes. Amer. Jour'. Sei., April, 1906,

p. 291.—Guelpb dolomite, in geol., a division of the
Upper Silurian rocks highly developed in the Province of
Ontario and notable for its profusion of fossils. The fauna
extends eastward into New York where it is found in

dolomites intercalated among the layers of the Lockport
limestone. It is also represented in the Silurian dolomites
of Wisconsin, Ohio, Indiana, and Iowa.

—

Knoxdolomite,
a maas of.dolomite in Tennessee, the lower 2,000 feet of

which are referred to the Upper Cambrian, while the
upper partcontains typical Beekmantown fossils.

—

Little
Fails dolomite. See Beelemantown AUmestone.—Men-
dola dolomite, a division of the Triassic rocks of the
Alps and the Tyrol.—Namur dolomite, a division of the
Carboniferous limestone in Belgium, lying below the Vis6
limestone and above the Dinant limestone.— Plate
dolomite, any dolomite rock which breaks into thin

plates; specifically, the middle member of the upper
Zechstein Permian formation of Hesse, Germany, consist-

ing of massive or honeycombed plate dolomites, includ-

ed between the lower and upper gypsum-bearing clay

members.—Fortlandian dolomite, a division of the
Jurassic rocks in the Jura Mountains, and equivalent, as

a part to a whole, to the Portland sands of the Portland

Islands.—Sohlem dolomite, a division of the Triassic

rocks in the southern Alps.

dolomitize (dol'o-mi-tiz)^ v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
dolomitized, ppr.' dolormtizing. [dolomite +



dolomitize

-ise.] To convert (limestone) into dolomite.
Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1900,

p. 400.

Doloneia (do-lo-ne'ya), n. [Gr. ^o7i£iveta,<.^6>MV,

Dolon, < SdXoc:, deceit : see dole^.'] The story
of the spy Dolon, which is the main subject of
the tenth hook of Homer's Iliad, it is supposed
by many critics not to be part ot the original poem, but a
later interpolation.

dolose (do'los), a. [L. dolosus, < dolus, deceit:
see dole^.']. Deceitful ; crafty : involving crim-
inal intent.

dolphin, n. 10. In lumbering, a, cluster of piles

to which a boom is secured. [U. 8.]— 11.
Same as dolphin-fly.—Black dolphin. Same as col-

lier *plant-louse.—aieea dolphin, Nectarophora pigi.

— Small dolphin, the smaller of the two species of dol-

phin, Coryphana equigetia. See Coryphena.

dolus (do'lus), n. [L.: see doleK'\ In civil

law, malicious or criminal intent; fraud; de-

ceit: same as dole^.

Dom. An abbreviation of Dominion.

D. 0. M. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin

Batur omnibus mori. 'it is given unto all to

die'; (6) of the Latin Deo OpftmoJfaasJmo, 'to

the best and highest God.'

domagnesic (do-mag-ne'sik), a. \_do{minantly)

+ magnesia + -ic] In petrog., dominantly

magnesic; used in the quantitative system

(see *rocki), to describe divisions of igneous

rocks in which magnesia is dominant over

ferrous iron within the limits ^^ < 1 > f

.

FeO
domain, n. 8. In math. : (a) A set of numbers
when the sums, differences, products, and quo-

tients of anynumbers in the set (excluding only

the quotients of division by 0) always yield as

results numbers beK)nging to the set. (b) The
space within whicha given function is develop-,

able in a series in powers of e-a : termed the

domain of the point, e=a.— 9. In function-

theory, the region of the z-plane within a circle

about a as center with any radius less than
the distance from a to the nearest critical

point :- called the domain of its center a. For a
power series (that ia, a series ot ascending positive integral

powers, an + ojx + o2 xa + . . .) if there is a frontier

valueK such that when | x I < B there is absolute conver-

gence but when | x I > R there is divergence, the open
region (B.) [points within a circle whose center is at O and
radius B) is called the domain of the series.—Domain Of
rationality. Same as -kiMmain, 8 (a).— OalolB do-
main. If f {x)=0 is an equation in the domam n
and of the nth degree with distinct roots a, oi,

. . . <m-\, then the domain n(«, oi m-i), obtained

by the adjunction ot all its roots to O, is called the

Galms domain ot the equation f (x)=a Thus the roots

ot the cubic x3 + 3x2—2x—6=0are—8, ± »'2;henoeits

Galois domain is (1(1, )/2).

domalkalic (do-mal-kal'ik), a. {do{minant^i)

+ alkalic.'] In petrog., dominantly alkaUe.
Used in the quantitative classification (see*rooH), to de-

scribe divisions of igneous rocks having alkalis dominant
over lime in the salTo minerals (normative teldspars and
feldspathoidsX and other divisions having allralis domi-
nant over magnesia, ferrous iron, and lime in the temic
(normative feiTomagnesian) minerals, within the limits

KaO'-HNaaC.T .s ,„d
MgO+ FeO+ CaCy ^ ^ |.

CaO=
"^tz-T » K20"-fNa20"

^'^"^

respectively. The flrstare rangs ot classes I, II, III; the

second rangs of classes IV and V.

domatic (dp-mat'ik), a. [Gr. "da/ianKd;, <

ddfiafj-), house : see dome, w.] Of or pertain-

ing to a dome : as, domatic cleavage : the do-

matic class of crystals: see *clinohedral and
*symmetry.
domatium (do-ma'ti-um), n, ;

pi. domatia (-a).

[NL., < GtT. ia/mriov, dim. of ia/m, a house.]

A shelter fonned on certain tropical plants for

the protection of beneficial insects, especially

mites and ants. See *aearodomaUum.

The acazodomatla are found at the angles ot the veins

on the back ot the leaves and are hollowed out in the

tissue of the nerves. The ant-shelters occur in the

intemodes which are hollow at a part only of their

length ; the intemodes are fusiform, and the dotruUia in

the part at the greatest diameter where there are one or

two openings which at first are circular, but in the older

and woody shoots become elongated and may reach a

length ot 3 <"o^^^^
^^ Micron. Soc., Aug., 1904, p. 427.

domatophobia (do'ma-to-fo'bi-a), n. [NL <

Gr. 66)/ia(T-), house, + -^/3(a, fear.] A morbid

repugnance to, or actual fear of, remaining

witUn the four walls of a room.

dome^, n. 6. In geol, an anticlinal fold whose

axis equals or approximates a point ; an anti-

clinal fold with quaquaversal dip. Domes are

most commonly produced by lacoohths, but

they may be due to intersecting folds.

Tt win h« too irreat a digression to discuss here whether

ltol*^d^'^M b^^hed by a branch of the Khtae

rSnMnkfrom the area of the channel toward the North
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Sea, or by the lower Rhine emptying into the Atlantic

through the English Channel. „ „ „ , ,^ ,„»
Geog. Jour. (R G. S.), IX. 537.

Dome Yolcano. See itvolcano.— Whlsperlng-dome, a

cupola whose surface is such as to produce a very perfect

echo, a person at one point hearing what is said even in a
low tone at the opposite point Compare whispering-gal-

Ury, under galleiry.

dom. econ. An abbreviation of domestic

economy.
dome-kiln (dom'kil), n. A form of lime-burn-

ing or coke-making retori; in which the roof is

formed by a spheneal arch or dome, as distin-

guished from the simple shaft-kiln and the
ring-kiln.

Domestic piracy, science. See *piraey, *scii^

ence.

domesticable (do-mes'ti-ka-bl),ffl. [NL.*do-
mesticabilis, < ML. domesticare, domesticate.]
Capable of being domesticated: as, domesti-

cable animals.
domesticator (do-mes'ti-ka-tor), n. One who
domesticates plants and animals.

Taking the gifts of nature : Man is then a quarryman or
miner, a gleaner, a fisherman, a hunter, and latera(2o7nes-

ticator. Smithsonian Hep., 1895, p. 643.

dome-top (dom'top), n. The topsheet of the
steam-dome on a boiler.

domicil, v. t. A simplified spelling of domi-
cile.

domicile, n. S. The place at which a bill of
exchange is payable.
domicile, v. t. 2. To make payable, as a bill

of exchange, at a specified place.

domiciliaris (dom"i-8il-i-a'ns), n. ; pi. domidli-
ares (-rez). [NL., < L. domicilium, domicile.]

An animalwhichuses anothermerelyas a domi-
cile, and does not prey upon it or share its

food. The most common examples are sponges
which attach themselves to, and bore into,

shell-fish. [Bare.]

They are, more definitely, domieiliareg, and excavate
their burrows . . . solely for the purpose of a residence
or domicile. Smit?tsonian Sep., 1886, L 320.

dominance, n. Z. In bid., the visible mani-
festation by a cross-bred organism and by some
of its descendants of one or two mutually an-
tagonistic parental characters to the exclusion
of the other.

In each of these cases more or less definite dominance
of one character has been found.
Bateson and Saunders, Rep. EvoL Com. Roy. Soc., L 139.

dominant. I. a. 3. Having the crown free to
light on all sides because of greater height.
See oroifiji *cZa5«.—4. Characterized by or ex-
hibiting dominance. B%%*dommance, 2 ^Domi-
nant character, one of the antagonistic or mutually
incompatible characters ot the parents ot a cross-bred or-

ganism, that is exhibited or visibly manifested by the
cross-bred organism and transmitted to descendants. See
•kinheritmice,—Dominant estate. Same as dominant
tenemerU (which see, under dominant).—Dominant
group. See svfydomvnaiu -kgroup.—Dominant har-
mony, idea. See -kharmony, kidea.

II. n. S. In biol., when the cross-bred off-

spring of parents with antagonistic or mutu-
ally exclusive characters visibly exhibits a
character of one parent, while it does not visi-

bly exhibit but is able to transmit to descen-
dants the antagonistic character of the other
parent, then the character (a) which is mani-
fested, and the cross-bred organism (6) which
exhibits it, and (c) those of its descendants
which exhibit it, and (d) the parental charac-
ter, and (e) the parent that exhibits it, are all

called dominants. On the other hand, the parental
character which is not visiblj; manifested by the cross-

bred organism, but is transmitted to and visibly mani-
fested by some ot its descendants and their descendants,
is called a recessive, as are also the organisms that exhibit
it See innheritance.

3. The greatest of a set of numbers without
regard to sign.— 4. In petrog., in the quanti-
tative classification (see *rocfci-;, a factor which
dominates over another between the ratios \
aud ^ Extracted dominant, in tiiot., a dominant of

pure blood ; one Uiat does not exhibit nor transmit the cor-

responding recessive character.—Under dominant, in
music, the fifth below the key-note, that is, the same as
siibd&minav^. See -kundert^me, 4, and under -kscale.—
Upper dominant, in m,usic, same as dominant, when it

is to be distinguished from the under dominant; also,

over dominant.

domine (do'mi-na), n. [8p., a teacher ofLatin,

= B. domine, dominie.'] A name applied to a
fish, the black eseolar, Mpinnula magistralis,

in the Wpst Indies.

doming (dom'ing), n. [dome, v., + ing^.'] Pro-
ducing an anticlinal fold whose axis is a point
and whose si-^es dip in all directions: the re-

verse of *baMning (which see).

donkey

They somethnes disturb the prevailing dip ot the sedi-

ments and cause local doming, as on the divides to the

southeast and southwest ot Bald Mountain.
Contrib. to Econi Geol., U. S. GeoL Surv., 1902, p. 3a

Dominique (dom-i-nek'), n. Name of a West
Indian island: applied to an old American
breed of fowls having barred plumage resem-

bling that of the Plymouth Koek.

Dommo loo. See *loo^.

domiric (do-mir'ik), a. Ido(minantly) + mir

(< miagneslum) + ir(on) )
'+ -ic.} In petrog.,

dominantly miric. Used in the quantitative classifi-

cation (see -krockl), to describe divisions ot igneous rocks

having magnesia and ferrous iron dominant over lime in

the temic (normative ferromagnesian) minerals, within

the limits^° + f

'

< { > S- Sections of rang m classes

IV and V.

domirlic (d6-m6r'lik), a. ldo{minantly) +
mirl ( < m(agnesium) + ir(on) + l(ime) ) + -ic]

In petrog., dominantly mirlic. Used in the quantl.

tative classification (see -krock 1), to describe divisions of

igneous rocks in which magnesia, ferrous oxid, and

iSne are dominant over potash and soda in the femic

(normative ferromagnesian) minerals, within the limits

MgO -h FeO -H CaO"
Bangs in chases IV and V.

K2O" -)- NaaO" ^^" *

domitic^ (do-mit'ik), a. ldo{minantly) + mit

( < m{agneUie) + i(lmenite) + t(itanite) ) + -ic]

In petrog., dominantly mitic. Used in the quanti-

tative classification (see kroek 1), to describe divisions ot

igneous rocks in which mitic minerals (normative magne-
Hte, hematite, ilmenite, titanite, etc.) are dominant over

polic minerals (normative pyroxene, olivin, akermaniteX
PO

within the lunits -^ < I > J.
Order 4 m classes IV and V.

domoid (dom'oid), a. [dome + -oid."] Some-
what dome-shaped.
domolic(do-mol'ik),a. [dom(inanily) + ol{ivin)

+ -ic.] In peirofl'.. dominantly 'olio. Used in the

quantitative classification (see 'Aroc^l), to describe divi-

sions ot igneous rocks in which normative olivin and
sicermanii^ are dominant over normative pyroxene, within

the limits — < J > f Sections of orders in classes IT

andV. °

Dom. Froc. An abbreviation of the Latin
JJomus procerum, 'house of peers,' or 'house

of lords,' the upper branch of the British par-

liament.

don^ (don), n. [A dial, variant of don^.] In
sea-fishing, a buoy used to mark a fishing-

ground.
When productive ground is discovered a " dtm, " or buoy,

is placed in the sea, with a red or black flag by day and a
white globe light close to the surface at night.

Sd. Amer. Sup., Sept. 28, 1903, p. 23182.

donaciform (do-nas'i-f6rm), a. [NL., Donaa
(Donac-) + L. forma, form.] Havingthe form
of the peleoypod genus, Donax.
donarinm (do-na'ri-um), n. [NL., appar. in

allusion to L. donarium, a votive gift: see
'donary.] A supposed new chemical element,
announced by Bergmann in 1851, shown after-

ward to be thorium.
doncella^ (don-sel'a), n. [Porto Bican Sp.:

see damsel.'] Either of two trees of the genus
Byrsonima of the family Malpighiacese, B. spi-

cata and B. liioida, especially the former. They
yield hard, useful woods. See sureite.

Donders' law. See *^aw\
Dondia ^don'di-a), n. [NL. (Adanson, 1763),
named in honor of Giacomo di Dondi (129&-

1359), a physician and botanist of Venice.] A
genus of dicotyledonous plants of the family

donga (dong'gS.), n. [S. African.] In South
Africa, a channel formed by the action of wa-
ter ; a ravine ; a gully.

dongola (don'go-la), n. [Appar. named from
Dongola in Nufeia'j N. E. Africa.] A general
term for leather made from goatskins or sheep-
skins with either a bright or a dull finish.—
Dongola process, race. See kprocess, krace.

dongon(ddng-on'),n. [Alsodungon; <Bi8ayan
dongon.] In the Philippine Islands, a tall tree,
Tarrietia sylvaUca, of the family Sterculiacex,
with keeled fruit, it yields logs 6O feet long and 20
inches square, which are used in the construction ot build-
ings and bridges and as keels for vessels.

doni^_ (dd'ni), n. In (Suam, a name of several
species of Capsicum, especially of varieties of
Cajisieum annuum and C. frutescens.
donium (do'ni-um), n. [NL., appar. < L. do-
num, a gift: see donate.] A supposed new
chemical element, announced by Bichardson
in 1836, but afterward shown to be beryllium.
donkey, n. 3. In mech., a subsidiary apparatus
for carrying a weight or load, or coming into
action to steady and support a primary ele-
ment.— 4. A driving-frame or truck acting
as a tractor on rails, to puU or haul a weight
or load.



donkey
The turntable ie 70 ft long and is operated by a 10-hp,

direct-current motor of the street railway type geared to
an independent traction wheel, the driving combination
being supported in a pivoted frame, or "donkey," which
rests with all its weight upon the turntable track, even
when the table is tipped by a locomotive.

Ulect. World amd Engin., Feb. 21, 1903, p. 883.

Bull donkey, in Iwmbermg, a large donkey-engine which,
by drum and cable, drags logs from the place where they
are yarded.—Koad donkey, a donkey-engine, mounted
on a heavy sled, which drags logs along a skid-road by
winding a cable on a drum. It has a second drum for the
haul-back.— Spool donkey, a donkey-engine equipped
with a spool or capstan. Instead of a drum, tor windini
cable.— Yarding donkey, a donkey-engine, mounte(
upon a heavy sled, used in yarding logs by drum and

spool . .

cable.— Yarding donkey, a donkey-engine, mounted
upon a

' ' . . . - . --.

cable.

donkey-boiler (dung'ki-boi"Wr), n. 1. A
small boiler, usually upright, employed -when
only a small power is required.— 3. Naut,,
a small boiler which furnishes steam when
there are no fires in the main boUers.
donkey-drop (dung'ki-drop)j n. In cricket, a
ball bowled very slowly, which seems easy to
hit. [Slang.]

donkey-party (dung'ki-par-ti), n. An enter-
tainment in which the chief amusement is a
game in which the players attempt to pin,
blindfolded, a paper tail, in the right place,
upon the picture of a tailless donkey.
donkey'&-eye (dung'kiz-i), n. Same as
horse-eye, a sea-bean, Muscima urens.

donn^e (don-na'), n. [F., a thing given, a
condition, datum ; pp. fem. of donner, give.]
The motif or fundamental idea of a literary or
dramatic composition.-

Another story, a very good story, . . . arrests atten-
tion, for a reason irrelevant to its goodness, and that is the
resemblance of its "doron^e" to Mr. Kii^ling's "His ^i-
vate Honor." N. Y. Timet, Sup., July 30, 1904.

Donop's attack. See *attack.
donzella (don-zel'a), n. [It.] A damsel; a
young lady : as, a ' beautiful donzella.' Camjle.
doodle-bug (do'dl-bug), ». 1. The larva of any
cicindelid beetle. [Southern U. S.]— 2. The
larva of certain species of the neuropterous
genus MyrmeUon, which build pits in the
sand for the capture of ants and o&er insects.
Called also ant-Uon.

doog (d6g), n. [E. African (Somali).] The
native name of a tabanid fly, Pangonia tri-

color, common in Somaliland where it swarms
on camels and other domestic animals, con-
stantly drawing blood. Froc. Zool, Soc. Lon-
don, 1900, I. 9.

doom, n—To false a doom I, in <%ote law; (i>)Tolbring
an action to set aside a decree.

doom-ring (dom'ringj, n. A ring of stones,
within which the primitive Norse courts of
justice were held. N. E. D.
door, »—Charging door, the door through which the
charge is introduced into a furnace or cupola. In a rever-
beratory furnace the charging door is at one aide ; in a
blast-furnace or cupola, it is near the top, on a level with
the charging platform, and the fuel, as well as the ore or
metal to be meltod, is introduced through it—Dutch
door, a door divided in two horizontally, so that one half
may be open while the other is closed.—The Open door,
commercial intercourse and opportunities for all nations
on the same terms : a very modem phmse applied par-
ticularly to foreign trade with China when there was
danger that the Chineae government was about to giant
to some of the powers exclusive control of certain porta
and sections of the empire ; hence, the ^open door policy'
advocated by Great Britain, the United States, and Japan.
-Underwriters' door, a door so made as to conform to
certain requirements of the fire-insurance companies : as,

a wooden door covered on both sides and all edges with
tin-plate carefully soldered. Underwriteraf floor and
other similar terms are in use.

—

Venetian door, a door-
space fitted with a door much smaller than itself, the
place reaerved on either side (and usually above) being
filled with glass.

door-cam (dor'kam), re. A device for retain-

ing the window in a carriage-door at any
height, or for preventing it from rattling.

door-cnain (dor'chan), n. A short chain used
in fastening a door, usually so that it can be
opened only a few inches.

door-check (dor'chek), n. A combined spring
andpneumatic device forcontrolUngtheclosing
of a door, especially a car-door. The door when left

open is automatically closed by the spring, the movement
being controlled by a piston which movea in a cylinder
filled with compreased air : the air, firat compressed by
the movement of the door when opened, slowly escaping
through a small opening, allows the piston to move, and,
through suitable connections, permits the spring to close
the door gently and without jar or noise. The movement
of the piston is controlled by valves that may be set at
any pressure required.

door-fastener (dor'fas'''n6r), n. Any appliance
for fastening a door ; speciflcally, a fixture at-

tachedto a doorto prevent it frombeing opened
beyond the lengfth of a short chain. AWien the
end of the chain is placed in a slot in the fixture it cannot
be drawn out until the door is closed. Often called door-

chain.
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door-grass (dor'gras), n. Same as doorweed.
door-nandle (dor'han^dl), n. Same as door-
knob.

door-holder (dor'hoFdfer), «. A spring-catch
placed on the floor or wall behind a car-door
and designed to catch the door when it is

opened and hold it open.
door-key (dor'ke), n. A key for locking and
unlocking a door.

door-man (dor'man), n.; pi. door-men (-men).
An ofScer or attendant stationed at a door to
guard it, maintain order, etc. ; a doorkeeper.
door-money (d6r'mun''''i), n. The money taken
at_ the door or entrance to any place of enter-
tainment where an entrance-fee is charged.
Compare gate-money.
doornboom (dom ' bom), n. [D. doornboom,
'thomtree.'] In South Africa, athomymimosa.
Acacia horrida, growing as a shrub or small
tree, very common along the course of the
Karoo rivers, and very often used for hedges.
The leaves and pods are eaten by goats and sheep in tunes
of scarcity. Like many othermimosas this species is rich
in tannin and yields a gum aomewhat like that of gum
arable, biit of an amber color. The bark is much used for
tanning in South Africa. See karoo thorn, under «Aoml.

door-roller (d6r'r6"16r), n. A contrivance for
making a sliding door run easily ; generally a
wheel which runs on a rail at the top or the
bottom of the door. There are also patented
antifriction rollers.

door-stop, n. 3. A strip of carriage-lace, or
metal, used to prevent a carriage-door from
opening beyond a fixed point.

door-track (dor'trak), n. A rail secured to a
plank or joist to receive the rollers of a sliding
door.

door-valve (dor'valv), n. A flat valve hinged
at one edge and opening to allow passage of
fluid by pressure from below, as a trap-door is

lifted. GaXled also a, flap- ov claek-vahie. Two
door-valves, back to back, form a butterfly-

valve,

doorwa (dSr'wa), n. [Skt. Mrvd, whence Pali
dubba. Hind, dub, E. doob.'] Same as doob.
dopS (dop), n. [Cape D. dqp, a tin cup in which
vmeyard workers receive, several times a day,
their rations of wine; lit., a shell: see dop^.}
Cape brandy of a peculiarly fiery type. Also
called cape smoke.
The Naval Brigade . . . went tor the bottles like a

cartload of bricks. Blessed it they weren't Dop.' " Never
mind," says the Naval Brigade, "if the quality ain't up to
Admualty pattern,' we'll have to issue a double ration"-
and he did—so help me 1

J. Salph, in War's Brighter Side, p. 170.

dope, n, 3. In the manufacture of dynamite, to be
used as an explosive agent the liquid nitroglycerin,
which is the most importent ingredient is absorbed by a
solid material in fine powder ; such absorbent ia called tlie

dope, and it may be inert as regards explosion, or active
—in the latter case simply combustible, or itself explosive.

4. Opium, especially the thick treacle-like
preparation used in opium-smoking. [Slang.]—o. -Any drug, such as opium, laudanum,
morphine^ cocaine, hydrate of chloral, hashish,
.etc., which has the property of inducing sleep
or of stupefying; a narcotic. [Slang.]— 6. A
person under the influence of, or addicted to
the use of, some dope. [Slang.]
dope (dop), V.

;
pret, and pp. doped, ppr. doping.

I. trams. To drug; stupefy with drugs, such as
'knock-out drops' (hydrate of chloral), or the
like: as, to dope a race-horse. [Slang.]

II. intrams. To indulge habitually in the
use of opium or other drugs either for the
pleasurable sensations produced or as anes-
thetics. [Slang.]

dope-book (dop'biik), m.' A miscellaneous
collection of racing information. [Bacing
slang.]

dope-fiend (ddp'fend), n. A habitual user of
drugs, such as opium or cocaine. [Slang.]

dope-sheet (ddp'shet), n. A list of race-horses,
giving the record of their performances in
previous races. [Racing slang.]

dopey (do'pi), a. See *dopy.
dopolic (do-pol'ik), a. [do(mvnantly) + pol
(\ p^yroxene) + ol{ivine)) -H -ic] In petrog.,

dominantly polic. TTsed in the quantitative classifi-

cation (see Itrockl), to deacribe divisions of igneous rocks
in which polic minerals (normative pyroxene, olivin, aker-

manite) are dominant over mitic minerals (magnetite,
PO

ilmenite, titanite) within the limits ^< I > |.

dopotassic (do-po-tas'ik), a.
_
[do(minantly)

+

potassic.'] In petrog., dominantly potassie.
Used in the quantitative classification (see ^roekl), to de-

scribe divisions of igneous rocks in which potash is dom-
inant over soda in &e salic minerals (normative feldspars

and feldspathoids) within the limits^^ < i > S-

Dorldiidse

doppel-flote (dop«l-fl6'te), n. [G., 'double
flute.'] In organ-building, a stop oi the flute

class, the pipe's of which have two mouths,
giving a peculiarly sonorous tone.

doppio (dop'pio), doppia (dop'pia), a. [It.,

mase. and fem., < L. duplus, dupld, double : see
double."] In nmsie, double: as doppio movi-
mento, doppio tempo, double movement, double
time (twice as fast); doppio valore, double
value (twice as slow), pedMle doppio, with two
parts for the pedals; lira doppia, a double or
bass lyre : and so for other instruments.

doppione (dop-pio'ne), ». [It. : see doubloon.]

1. A gold coin of Louis XII. of Prance, during
his occupation of the Milanese (1500-12).— 3.

A gold coin of 10 scudi, struck by the Duke of

Savoy in 1641, during the siege of Coni.

Dopplerization (dop"ler-i-2a'shqn), m. The
application of Doppler's principle that from a
source of waves, approaching or approached,
the waves reach the receiver in greater num-
ber than when the source and receiver are rel-

atively at rest, and vice versa. See Doppler's

*principle.

It the point-source is in motion, the ^an-potential re-

quires Dopplerimtion as well as the ordinary potential.

nature, Jan. 1, 1903, p. 203.

Doppler's effect, principle. See *effect, *prin-

dpte.

dopy (do'pi), a. [Also dopey ; < dope + y^.]

Stupid, as if under the influence of some drug;
dull; heavy. Also dopey. [Slang.]

The patients are said to be " dopey " ; they are markedly
proatrated, indifferent to their surroundings, and want
only to be left undisturbed.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VL 686.

dopyrlc (do-pi'rik), a. {do(minantly) + pyr
(<pyr{oxene)) + 4c.] la petrog., dominantly
pyric. Used in the quantitative classification (see -kroekl),

to describe divisions of igneous rocka in which normative
pyroxene is dominant over normative olivin and alcer-

P . ,

manite, within the limita ^ < I M-

doqnaric (do-qu&'rik), a. [do(mmam,tly) + quet-

ric (< quar(h) + -ic).] In petrog., dominantly
Quaric. Used in the quantitative classification (see

rtrockl), to describe divisions of igneous rocks in which
normative quartz is dominant over normative feldspar,

within the lunita = < J > J. Ordera of classes I, II, IIL

dor** (d6r), n. [Gr. i6pv,a. shaft, a spear: see
tree.] In the nomenclature of the spicular
elements of sponges, a monaxial lance-shaped
or curved rod, one end of which is sharply
pointed while the other has a two- or three-

edged blade.

Dor. An abbreviation of Doric.

dorab (dd'rab), n. A fish, Chirocentrus dorab,
of the family Chiroeentridx, which ranges from
the Bed Sea to the Malay Archipelago.
doradilla (do-ra-derya), n. [Sp., dim. of
dorado, gilded.] 1. In Spain, the rustyback,
or stone-fern, Ceteraeh Ceierach, formerly con-
sidered a valuable remedy for diseases of the
spleen. See *Ceteraeh, 2.— 3. In Mexico, a
name of several species of Selaginella, also
called flor de piedra, or stone-flower, which
grow on the bare, stony sides of canons. The
n*onds of these plants roll up when dry so as to form a
ball, and remain dormant until rain falls. The dried
-plants are offered for sale in the markets of San Luia
Potosi and other Mexican cities, and are used as remedies
for diaeaaes of the liver and for other maladiea. See
resurrectioTirplant (6).

Doratonotus (dor"a-to-no'tus), n. [NL., < (?)

*doratus (< Sp. dorado), gilded, -I- Gr. vSrof,

back.] A genus of small bright green labroid
fishes found in the "West Indies. D. megalepis
is the common species.

Dorcas society (d6r'kas so-si'e-ti). A society
of women of a ohurch'whose work it is to pro-

vide clothing for the poor : so called in allusion

to Dorcas, a disciple at Joppa who was "full

of good works and almsdeeds which she did "

(Acts ix. 36), including the making of " coats

and garments " (ix. 39).

dorcastry (d6r'kas-tri), n.; pi. dorcastries

•(-triz). [Irreg. < "Dorcas + -t^y.] Same as

*Dorcas society.

Dordonian (d6r-d6'ni-an), n. [F. Dordogne, a
river (a conflux of the rivers Bor and Dogne)
and a department of southwest Prance.] In
geol., a division or substage of the uppermost
Cretaceous in Prance.

Doridiidse (do-ri-di'i-de), iv.pl. [NL., < Dori-

dium + -idee.] A family of tectibranchiate

gastropods, having the shell completely inter-

nal, the mantle with 2 posterior lobes and a

caudal filament, and the epipodia reflected.

It contains the single genus Doridium.



doridioid

doridioid (do-rid'i-oid), o. Of or pertaining
to the Doridioidea.

Doridioidea (do-rid-i-oid'e-a), n. pi [NL., <
Doridium + -oidea . ] A group of nudibrancrii-
ate gastropods. The liver is unbranched ; the anus
median ana posterior, generally dorsal, and sur-
rounded by branched appendages which are cerata or
gills ; and the mantle contains spicules. The group in-

cludes the families Polyceridx, DirididsB, PhyllidiidsR,
DoridopHdse, and Corambidx.

Doridllim (do-rid'i-um), n. [NL.; formation
uncertain ; appar. dim. of Gr. S6pv, tree, shaft,

spear.] The typical genus of the family
DoridiidsB. Meckel, 1809.

Dorm pennies. See *penny.
dormant, a. 5. In hot., not active or growing.
—Doimant buds,dormant eyes, potential buds ; buds
which do not shoot unless specially stimulated.—Dor-
mant mine, scale. See irmine^, -kscale^.—^Dormant
state, the inactive state of ft plant or organ, aa in

winter or a protracted di7 season.

dormeuse (d6r-m6z'), n. [F., fem. of dormeur,

sleeper, < dormir, sleep.] A coach designed
to convey invalids. It had a curtained coach-top and
was fitted with a cot so arranged that the passenger could
either sit up or recline.

Dormitator (d6r-mi-ta'tor), re. [NL., < L.

dormitator, sleeper.] A genus of gobies found

Dartnitatoy maculatus.

(From Bulletio 47, U. S. Nat. Museuq).)

in the streams of the West Indies and Mexico,
characterized by the robust body and small
scales. D. maculatus, the common species, has
been found as far north as the Carolinas.

dormy(d6r'mi), o. [(Jorw+-^l.] In groZf, noting
the condition of a player when he is as many
holes ahead of his opponent as there remain
holes to be played.

dorsal, a. 3. In pfeoiioZ., pronounced with the
back or middle upper surface of the tongue
raised to the palate.—4. In hot., relating to

the back of an organ. See back^, 3 (h) Dor-
sal canal, cup, eye, etc. See -kcwnal, etc.

dorsalis (ddr-sa'lis), n.; pi. dorsales (-lez).

[NL. : see dorsal."] A blood-vessel or nerve
which supplies the dorsum of any part: as,

dorsalis linguce, an artery in the dorsum of the

tongue.
d'Orsay (dor-sa'), n. [Named after Count
cFOrsay (?).] A coup6 or brougham, suspended

Modern d'Orsay.

upon four elliptic and four C-springs, and
formerly without a driver's seat, the horses

being guided by postilions.

D'Orsay bit. See *bifi.

dorse^, M. 3. Thebackofabookorof afolded
document.
dorsibranch (ddr'si-brangk), n. An animal
having gills upon the back, as certain annelids.

dorsicolons (d6r-sik ' o-lus), a. [L. dorsum,

back, + colere, inhabit.] Inhabiting the back
of another organism. [Bare.]

dorsiferous, a. 2. In hot., borne on the back,

as the sori of most ferns.

dorsiflex (ddr'si-fleks), v. i. [L. dorsum, back,

+ flexus, pp. of flectere, bend.] To bend to-

ward the dorsum: noting movement of the

foot. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 223.

dorsiflexion (d6r-si-flek'shon), n. [L. dor-

sum, back, + flexio{n-), bending.] Movement
toward the dorsum, as in approximation of

the toes to the anterior surface of the leg.

Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc. (London), ser. B.,

1893, p. 48.
, . „ .

dorso-anterior (ddr*s6-an-te'n-or), a. Having

the back directed anteriorly : noting the posi-
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tion of a child during birth, in relation to the

mother.
dorsocaudad (d6r-so-kS.'dad), adv. On the

dorsal surface and the anal half of the body.

There is a pair of well-developed, brownish-colored setra

arising from caudal mai'gin, and extending dorsocau-

dad, as in pupa-case.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Entom., Techn. Ser. 8, 1900, p. 39.

dorsocentral (d6r-so-sen'tral), a. and n. [L.

dorsum, back, + centrum, center, + -al^,'] I.

a. Being toward the back and central.

II. n. The undermost plate in the calyx of

the Crinoidea, usually obscured in the adult
condition of stalked forms, but exposed in the
stalkless genus Uintacrinus, and seen also in

the larval stages of the recent Antedon: by
some authors regarded as the topmost segment
of the stalk. Also termed centrodorsal.

dorsocephalic (ddr'so-se-farik), a. Relating
to the back and head collectively ; situated
on the back, or dorsal region, near the head.
dorsonasal (ddr-so-na'zal), a. Relating to the
bridge of the nose.

dorsonucbal (dor-so-nH'kal), a. Relating to

the back and the neck.
dorso-OCCipital (ddr'sp-ok-sip'i-tal), a. Relat-
ing to the back of the head and the body.
dorsoposteriad (ddr'so-pos-te'ri-ad), adv. On
the back and behind.

'

dorsoposterior (d6r"so-pos-te'ri-or), a. [L.

<J(M-«M»», back,+ j)os<m6r, posterior'.] luohstet.,

descriptive of the position of the child during
birth, when its back is directed toward the
back of the mother.
dorsoradial (d6r-so-ra'di-al), a. [L. dorsum,
back, + E. radial.'] Relating to the radial
(outer) side of the back of the forearm, wrist,

hand, or fingers.

dorsoscapular (d&r-so-skap'u-lar), a. [L. dor-

sum, back, + scapula, scapula.] Relating to
the posterior surface of the scapula.

dorso-ulnar (ddr-so-ul'nar), a. 'Relating to

the ulnar (inner) side of the back of the fore-

arm, wrist, hand, or fingers.

dorsoventrad (d6r-so-ven'trad), adv. From
the back toward the ventral side.

dorsoventrality (d6r"so-ven-trari-ti), ». The
condition or quality of being dorsoventral.

dorsum, n., 2. (b) In the ammonite cephalo-
pods, the inner or umbilical margin of the
conch,—4. In hot.: (a) Same as hack^, 3 (h).

(6) The convex side of the girdle of a diatom.
doiyl, re.—Bastard dory, (a) Atsh, Antigonia caproe,
widely distributed in both the Atlantic and the Pacific

oceans. (6) An Australian fish, Zeus austraiis, of the fam-
ily Zeidx, the Australasian representative of Zeus/aber,
the European 'John-doiy.' [New Zealand.] (c) A broad-
bodied, rough-scaled, bass-like fish, Histioptems recurvi-
rostris.

Dorycrinus (do-ri-kri'nus), n. [Gr. 66pv, a tree,

+ Kp'ivov, a lily (see crinoid).] A genus of
camerate Crinoidea from the Devonian and
Carboniferous rocks havingacorrugated calyx,
thick calyx plates, and strongly elevated teg-
men.
Doryicbtbys (do-ri-lk'this), n. [NL., < Sdpv,

spear, + ixBiiQ, fish.] A genus of pipe-fishes,

of the family Syngnathidse, found mainly in
the Pacific. They sometimes ascend rivers.

dorylid (dor'i-lid), re. and a. I. re. A member
of the hymenopterous family Dorylidse.

II, a. Of or belonging to the Dorylidse.

dorylopbilous (do-ri-lof'i-lus), a. [NL. Dory-
lus + Gr. (jitleiv, love.] Pond of the Dorylidse:
said of the guest-insects which inhabit the
nests of ants of that family.

There are guests of the "indifferent type," e.g. Myrme-
donia, which retain more or less of the form of their non-
dorylophUous relatives, and are connected by incipient
and half-way transformations with one or other of the
three preceding types.

Jour. Soy. Micros. Soc, April, 1903, p. 173.

dorypbory (do-rif'o-ri), re. [Gr. Sopmjmpia, a
guard, < dopvip'dpog, one of a guard, lit. a spear-
man, spear-bearer, < 66pv, spear, + ijiepew,

bear.] In astroU, a guard of planets attend-
ing the sun and moon.
Dorypterus (do-rip'te-rus), re. [NL. , < Gr. S6pv,

a shaft, a tree, + irrepov, wing (fin).] A scale-

less ganoid fish from the Permian rocks of
Germany, having an unossified skeleton and a
very high dorsal fin.

dos (dos), n. [L. dos (dot-), dower: see dower,
dotal.] In ciKil law ; (o) Property brought to
a husband by his wife, upon marriage. See
dotal *pr<merty. (h) A common-law dower.
See dower^, 2.

dosalane (do-sa^lan'), re. \do{minantly) + sal

(< s{iliea) + al{umina) ) + -ane, the termination

Dotbideales

of the names of classes.] In petrog., the name
. of the second class of igneous rocks in the

quantitative classification. (See*rocfc.) Rocks
of this class have a preponderance of salic minerals (nor-

mative quartz, feldspai's, or feldspathoids) over femic
(normative ferromagneaian) minerals withm the limits

-^ < ? > S. They include many granites, diorites, gab-
fem - " •

bros, syenites, and nephelite-syenites, with their aphanitic

equivfdente.

dosalic (do-sal'ik), a. \do{minnntly) + sal

(< s(iUca) + al(umina) ) + -ic] In petrog.,

dominantly salic. Used in the quantitative classifi-

cation (see -krock), to describe that division of igneous rocks

in which the salic minerals (normative quartz, feldspars,

feldspathoids) are dominant over the femic (normative

fen-omagnesian) mmerals within the limits
jgj^ <{> j.

This is class II, dosalane.

dose, n.—Fractional doses, doses of medicine which
are below the normal amount but are given at shorter in-

tervals t^an are customary.

dose, V. t. 4. To divide into proper quantities

for a dose ; calculate the amount of (a drug)

that should be prescribed for a dose.

In other words, we cannot exactly dose the application.

Great as is the difficulty in dosmg an X-ray exposure, it is

vastly grealier when we undertake to utilize the radio-

active substances that at present aie furnished commer-
cially. Med. Record, March 7, 1903, p. 365.

dosimetric (do-si-met'rik), a. [dosimetr-y +
-ic] Of or pertaining to dosimetry.

dosimetrician (d6"si-me-trish'an), re. [dosi-

metric + -ian.] One who practises dosimetry.

For, as we have seen, the vulgar, called upon to choose
between the mattoid and the man of genius, never hesi-

tate to sacrifice the latter. Even at the present day,

many practitioners who take thedosimetridans seriously,

laugh at homceopathy.
C. Lombroso (trans.), The Man of Genius, p. 22L

dosimetrist (do-sim'e-trist), n. [dosimetr-y

+ 4si.] Same as *d6'sitneMeian.

dosimetry (do-sim'e-tri), re. [Gr. 66atg, dose,
-I- -iierpia, < ilirpov, a measure.] 1 . The accu-
rate measurement of the doses of medicines.— 2. A system of therapeutics in which treat-

ment is mrected chiefly toward the symptoms
and consists in the administration of alkaloids
in the form of granules at definite intervals,

each granule containing a single dose of the
remedy of proper amount for administration
at the prescribed interval.

dosodic (do-so'dik), a. [do {miimntly) + sodic.]

In petrog., in the quantitative system of clas-

sification (see *rocfcl), dominantly sodic: said
of divisions of rock magmas in which the ratio

of the soda to the potash is greater than 5 to 3
and less than 7 to 1.

dosootee (do-so'te), n. [Also dosooty; < Hind.
dosuti, dusuti (also dosiita), < do, du, two, +
sut, a thread (see swtra, sew^).] In India, a
kind of cheap cotton cloth woven with threads
doubled. Yule.

dossier (dos-ia'), re. [P., < dos, back.] A bun-
dle of writings or documents relating to some
one matter or subject, inclosed in a wrapper
and briefed on the back ; the ' papers in the
case.'—The secret dossier, certain documento which
in the trial of Captain Alfred Dreyfus, for treason, in France
iu 1894, were illegally and secretly presented as evidence
against him. These documents were said to have been
shown to the jury at a time when the court was not in
session, and largely upon the strength of this evidence
Dreyfus was convicted.

dotl, re. 1. if). In 6oe. : (1) One of the small, usually
circular and pellucid oil receptacles in certain leaves, as
of Hypericum. (2) A pit in a cell-wall.

2. 'li. projective geom., one of the system of re

coplanar points which determine a polystigm.
In each dot intersect (n-1) connectors, going through

the remaining (n-1) dots.

Merriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p. 76.

Double dot, in imisical notation, see dofl, 1 (c) (1).—On
the dot, at the precise moment ; with punctuality and
regularity : as, to begin work on the dot
dotted (dot'ed), p. a. 1. Marked with a dot
or dots; spotted: as. a dotted pattern, the
dotted i.— 2. Consisting of dots, as, a dotted
line.—Dotted bar. See *bari.

Dotal property. See *iwoper%.
dotational (do-ta'shon-al), a. [dotation +
-a<i.] Having the nature of a gift for the
good of others ; altruistic. [Rare.]
Natural selection thus becomes altruistic or data-

titnud. J. A. Ryder, Biol. Lectures, 1896, p. 30.

dote^ (dot), re. Decay or rot in timber. [Lum-
bermen's term.]
dotbideaceous (do-thid-f-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to the Dothideacese, a family of fungi.
Dotbideales (do-thid-f-a'lez), n.pl. [NL., <
Dothidea + -ales.] An order ofpyrenomycetous
fungi, containing the single family Dothidea-
cese, and having the same general characters.
See Dothideacese.



dotilic

dotiUc (do - til ' ik), a. ldo{minantly) + «i ( <
t{itanite) + il{menite)) + 4c.'] In petrog.,
dominantly tilio. Used in the quantitative classiflca^
tion (see *rocA-l), to describe divisions of igneous roclcs in
wliicli tilio minerals (nomiative titanite, ilmenite) are
dominant over liemic minerals (normative magnetite,

.H,
hematite), within the limits = < § > f

Same asdotriacontaue (dot-ri-a-kon'tan), n.
*dotricontane.

dotricontane (dot-ri-kon'tan), ». A colorless
crystalline hydroearbon, CsaHgg, of the me-
thane series, prepared by the action of sodium
amalgam on oetyliodide and contained in
petrolemn. It melts at 70.5° C, and boUs at
310° C. under 15 millimeters pressure: also
called dotriacontane and dicetyl.
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creased alcoholic strength. Sadtler, Hand-
book of Indust. Chem., p. 225.— 9. In sMp-
building, to cover (a surface, particularly part
of a deck or of the exterior of a vessel), with
two thicknesses of platiug or plasLking To
doable pawns, in chesg, to play so that two pawns of
the same color are placed on the same file or row.— To
double rooks, in chess, to place both rooks on the same
file or row.

II, intrans. 6. JlfiM*., to move with the dou-
ble-quick step.

The Garrison Artillery lined the parapet . . . and
cheered themselves hoarse as the British Infantry doidiled
along the road to the main Gate of the City.

M. Kipling, Soldiers Three, p. 399.

7. In printing: (a) In type-setting, to repeat

._ ..
words or lines through negligence. (6) In

dotter^ n. 2. in naval use, an apparatus used Wesmork, to make a second impression over
to tram gun-pointers to aim accurately at a tar- the first.— 8. In M^tords, to cause an object-

get. The apparatus carries a miniature target close to "^"> almost invariably the first, to go to and
file muzzle of the gun. The target is given a vertical return from a cushion, either for pocketing or
oBciUating motion to imitate the effect of the rolling of a for caroming.— 9. In base-ball, to Dut out two
vessel at sea; the pomter follows the motion of the target ttibti nn nno V>1i.,7 daa */i^,T.iL «, 17
with his gun by means of the gun-sight, and when he ^™!vi°V°® ^J^X' ^^^^ *aouble, %., 17.

judges he is aiming at the center of the target he presses uOUDie-DOWed. (QUb l-boud), a. Naut., said of
a flring-key as he would in actually fhrlng the gun. The a vessel in which both ends are alike, so that
electric apparatus worked by the flring-key makes a dot -i^--'i ^ • - •• '

at the point on the target at wliieh he was actually aim-
ing when he pressed the flring-key.

dotting-wheel (dot'ing-hwel), n. A dotting-
pen or tracing-wheel (which see). """;

, ,

dottyi (dot'i), a. [etoJi + -^1.] Having dots; double-claw (dub 1 - kia), n.

covered or characterized by dots: as, a low, jP^**??- oe% Martynia.

eZoife/ underwood. R.L.Stevenson. douDle-cropping (dub'l-krop
dottyi (dot'i), a. [Dial. var. of (io«2^.] 1. Of
unsteady gait ; feeble and tottering, as from
stiffness or lameness: as, to be a little dotty
on one's feet.— 2. Feeble-minded; silly.- [Col-
loq.]

dot-work (dot'werk), n. Dot-painting. See
*pointillism.

dpuanier (dwan-ya'), «. \¥.,<douane,cws- roots, under *<jo«6ie.
trai-house: see douane.] A custom-house double-double (dub'I-dub"l), n. A multiple
omcer. gtar composed of two pairs. Epsilon Lyrse is per-
aOUDie. 1. a—Double algebra. («) An algebra of haps the best example. Each paii- is itself binary, and the
coplanar vectors. See the extract two pairs (probably) revolve around their common center

Allthesymbolswhiohinsinglealgebradenotenumbers/'fS''i*i'°/"""„ %^'P!™^^^ . ,.

.r magnitudes, in double algebra denote lines, and not ttOUMe-enaer, n. 3. A locomotive having

it is able to move in one direction or its oppo-
site with equal facility without turning, as a
ferryboat. White, Manual of Naval Arch., p.

The unicom-

-- _ - ^ 'ing)- "• The
raising of two or more crops on the same land
in one season. This is accomplished by means
of companion crops and succession crops (see
'''erop).

doubled (dub'ld), jj. a.-l. Made double; du-
plicated.— 2. In miisic, reinforced by its oc-
tave: said of a tone in a melody or a chord.

—

Doubled pawn, rook. See to double pawns, to double
rooks, under ^double.

either a truck or a pilot at each end: intended
to haul trains in either direction without being
turned.— 4. A double-pointed file.

double entente (do'blon-tonf). [F., 'double
meaning.'] See double entendre.

double-ganger (dub'l-gang'-'er), n. [G. dop-
pelgdnger.2 The apparition of a living per-
son ; a double ; a wraith.

Either you are Hereward, or you are his double-ganger.
Kingsley, Hereward, xix.

double-geared (dub'l-gerd),^. a. Having two
changes of the speed by means of gears, as in
the back-gears of a lathe. This term is applicable
only to the number of gear reductions, and not to the
amount of change in the acting force which depends on
the ratios of the diameters of the gears.

double-header, n. 2. In lumbering, a plao^
from which it is possible to haul a full load to
the landing, and where partial loads are topped
out or finished to the full hauling capacity of

_ „ , . s» - teams.

^^"Xe^i^r^^hou^te^^^i^^^^. double-jacketed (dub'l.Jak"et-ed),:p. a. Fitted
- - with two walls. The cavitybetween the walla may be

filled with steam while the outer layer is covered with a
non-conducting covering, or the double jacket may be of

merely the lengths of lines, but their directions.

A. De Morgam,, Trig, and Double Algebra, p. 117.

Double az, a pictographic and
decorative type common in the
prehistoric remains of the Le-
vant It is found in Hittite hie-

roglyphics, on Cypriote .cylin-

ders, and on Mycensean objects,
on which it has some connection
with Zeus Labrandeus. It is- the
most important of the Cretan
pictographic symbols. Also
callea labrys.

The most constantly recur-
ring of these, indeed, is the
labrys or double ax already re-

ferred to— the special symbol
of the Cretan Zeus.

A. J. Evans, in Smithsonian Rep., 1901, p. 436.

Double chant, concerto, consciousness, counter-
point, court. See ehmit (0), concerUi id), ieconseiouS'

ness, counterpoint^, 3 (0), -Aeourt.—Double flute, etc.

See *Jlute, etc.—Double fUgue. See /«?««.-Double
green. Same as methyl green (which see, under greenl).

Double Ax.

two layers of poor conductors of heat

They are fitted with a strong bottom hoop and bands
round the sides, and can be double-jacketed for steam-
heating if required. Eneyc. Brit., XXVII. 368.

rapMc transformation. See *^omti.— Double
Quartet. See quartet—Hovble shake or trill. See
shake, s.- Double sharp, silt, suspension. See sharp,
rkslitl, suspension, 5.

H. n. 14. In printing: (6) Same as madkle.
— 16. In lawn-tennis, two successive faults in
serving.— 17. In base-ball, a play in which a
fielder, either alone or with assistance, puts double-leaf (dub'1-lef), n. Any plant of the
out two runners before the ball is returned to genus Ophrys. Also called twdyblade (which
the pitcher for delivery.— 18. In asiron., two see).

stars which seem one to the unaided eye, but double-lop (dub'1-lop), a. Having the ears
which are seen separated through the tele- bent directly downward: said of a rabbit,

scope. Optical doubles, probably very rare, are com- The ears . . . hang down by the side of the head like a
posed of two stars nearly in line with the observer, one of double-lop rabbit. Eneyc. Brit., X. 709.

SXr "^^"fo^f^ir^^ir^J^^i^^^l double-opposed (dub'l-o-pozd'O, a. In maoh
revolve around their common center of gravity; also, and composed of two parts which are opposed to
more usually, called binaries, A spectroscopic double or
binary is one in which the stars are too close to be sepa-
rated by the telescope, but of which the duplicity is shown
by the periodic doubling or shifting of lines in the spec-
trum. Visual doubles are pairs of stars near each other,

but not so near as to require a telescope to separate them

;

o Capricomi and 9 Tauri are typical examples.

19. pi. Sheet-iron plates, from 0.020 to 0.035 of

an inch thick, which are ready for tinning. The
term is also applied to plates which nave already received
an extra thick coating of tin and which have, besides, been

each other either in position or m action, a
double-opposed engine is one having two cylinders which
are placed on opposite sides of the shaft and hence tend
to balance each other when running.

double-ply (dub'l-pli), a. Made up of two
layers or thicknesses: said of manufactured
articles, such as hose or rubber belting, in
which layers of canvas alternate with layers of
rubber fabric. In double-ply hose there are
twolayersof canvas andthree layers of rubber.

hammered to make the tm adhere more firmly to the iron. j„„v,i_ „„_j._j //i„-h'i ^fii-'/tarl^ n Vfatn-mr t-^rrn

—Double and twist, two strands of yam twisted to- flOUDle-ROrtett (duB 1-por tea;, a. Havmgtwo
gether; a two-ply thread. ports which open simultaneously so as to give

double, V. I. trans. 8. In the manufacture of a large opening with small motion : said of

spirituous liquors, to distil a second time (the engine-valves.

,

low wines or weak spirit obtained in the first dotHble-riveted (dub'l-riv"et-ed), a^ Having
distillation), thus producing a liquid of in- two rows of rivets in each joint, in lap-riveting

doublure
this necessitates only two rows of rivets, while for butt-
joints two rows are needed on each side of the butt, mak-
ing four rows in all.

double-spar (dub'l-spar), n. Same ».s doubly
refracting spar. See ealcite.

double-standard (dub"l-stan'dard), «. That
may be registered in two classes : applied to
cattle. Thus the double-standard polfod Dur-
hams may be registered as shorthorns or as
polled Durhams.
double-suspension (dub"l-sus-pen'shon), a.
Having a perch gear and the body suspended
upon four elliptic and four C-springs, leather
braces connecting the body to the C-springs

:

said of a coach.
doublet, n. 1. (e)In6aitar(fs, the doubling of a ball-
See -kdouble, v. II. 8.

5. In organ-building, a tivo-feet stop, or fif-

teenth. Seestop\6—Dou,bletgame. See*gamel.
-Photographic doublet, a cpmbination of four simple
lenses arranged in pairs separated from each other by a
distance equal to about three times the diameter of the
lenses. This combination is used in astronomical photog-
raphy, and possesses the advantage over other types of
lenses used in this work, and also over reflecting mirrors,
that it covers a compai'atively large field.

double-thong (dub'l-th6ng), v. t. To strike or
lash with the doubled thong of a whip.: as, to
double-thong the off-wheeler, in driving.

double-threaded (dub'l-thred"ed), a. 1. Hav-
ing or sewing with two threads, as a sewing-
machine having both needle and shuttle.— 2.
Having two screw-threads which start at points
180 degrees apart and have each twice the
pitch which appears from measuring from the
tip of one thread to the tip of the next parallel
to the axis. Double-threaded screws givevery
rapid motion to the nut.
double.ton (dub'l-ton), n. [double \- -ton, as in
simpleton.'] In wHisi and bridge, a two-card
suit.

double-tongue, n. 2. A kind of dwarf bntch-
er's-broom, Buscus Bypoglossum, of southern
Europe : so called from the appearance of the
eladodes. See Ruscus.
double-tooth (dub'1-toth), n. The nodding
bur-marigold or water-agrimony, Bidens cernua,
translating the genus name.
double-touch, n. 2. In organ-building, an ad-
justment of the keyboard action by which dif-
ferent effects are produced when the keys are
depressed partially or wholly, so as to permit
of a decided differentiation between simulta-
neous tones.

doubling, n., 2. (d) in sUp-buUding, a second thick-
ness of plating or planking covering a surface, particu-
larly part of a deck or of the exterior of a vesseL

7. (a) In texUle-manuf., any process of com-
bining two (or more) slivers and drawing them
into a single sliver of smaller size than any of

- the separate ones, for the purpose of making
more uniform roving. (6) In weaving, the pro-
cess of winding two threads or rovings upon a
spool or bobbin.—8. In biol., same as redu-
plication : said of the chromosomes and centro-
somes of the cell when they undergo fission.

—

9. In bridge, the act of doubling the value of
the trick points after the dealer's side has de-
clared. See *bridge'^.— 10. In the production of
metallic antimony from its ore, the remelting
of the singles, or lumps of crude metal first ob-
tained, and the mixing, in due proportion, of
those containing surplus iron and those con-
taining unseparated sulphur. The product of
this second fusion is called bowl-metal because
poured out into and solidified in a bowl of
cast-iron.— 11. In bookbinding, the thickening
of the covers of a book by the addition of thick
paper or thin boards.—Doubling in balk, in bil-
liards and some kinds of pool, a mode of pocketing by
first driving the object-ball to a cushion, this ball and
the cue-ball being within the string-line.

doubling-frame, «.—FUerdoubiing-frame, a mod-
ified form of a throstle spinning-machine for the twisting
together of two or more threads.

doublure (dub-liir'), n. [F. doublure, a lining,

< doubler, double, v.] 1. The ornamental lin-

ing on the inner covers of a sumptuous book.
The simpler styles are of silk, velvet, or bro-
cade. Highly decorated books have linings of
thin leather, with borders or centerpieces
hand-tooled in gold. See cut on page 392.

One of Edward's books, however, has actually the first

instance in an English book of a decorated "doublure,"
the name by which we understand the inner side of the
boards of a book.

C. Davenport, in Portfolio, N. S., XXX. 28.

2. In paleon., the reflexed inferior margin
of the carapace in the Trilobita, specially no-
ticeable on the cephalon and pygidium.
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(against) ; a hostile attitude : usually with on
donzain (do-zan'), »• [F-: see dozen.

'i 1. A
stanza of twelve lines.— 2. AFrench plated or

billon coin, the twelfth of the franc d'argent

under the Valois kings and the twelfth of the

silver 6cu d'argent under Louis XUI. and his down^, m.—Vegetable down.

dluzaK6-zan'),«. [F.:seec?<,.^ ] Anad- do^W (doun^bo)^^. In nolin-playing,,

ministrative council of twelve elected men.

OT upon; as, to have a private down on one;

the diggers had a down on made dishes. [Aus-

tralia.]
Same as *bomJiax

[Channel Islands.]

douzainier, douzenier (do-zan-yer'), ». [P.,

< douzaine.'] A member of a body of an
administrative council of twelve. [Channel
Islands.]

stroke of the bow downward, beginning with

the nut: opposed to *Mp-6oM).—Down-bow mark,
in violin music, a sign to use a down-bow, usually ^ or—

.

downcast, «. 3. In ship-building, a duet or

trunk with a cowl or hood at its upper end,

arranged to drive air down into the interior of

a vessel.
Dove of Noah,Coi«mtiaA'o(i«At,asmallmoderneonstel- J /j.,,_/t„^»A_\ „ i Anv tube
lation south if Lepus and close to the feet of Canis ^^J^^?]^^!^}^°^lf^ ^^'CaI^'^, fl^i'T^Hn^!
Major.— Scaled dove, scaly dove. See scale-dom.

dove-petrel (duv'pef'rel), «. Any of the small
. petrels of the genus Prion, especially the type
species P. turtur, common in southern seas.

The name was suggested by the size and color

of the bird.

dove-pox (duv'poks), n. An infectious disease
of doves identical with pigeon-pox. See
^pigeonr^ox.

dover"'^ (d6'v6r), n. A clasp-knife of a Mnd
originally made by a cutler named Dover.
[Australia.]

Dove's law of the rotation of the winds.
See *wind^.

apple-tree on which other kinds are grafted dovetail, n. 2. pi. Two irons, one with a
or budded when it is desired to secure a tree of flange, the other with a recess, cut to a taper

:

small stature. Dwarf apple-trees are usually regarded used to hold carriage-doors in position.
as of two general types or tribes, the paradise and the dOVetail-fiSh (duv'tal-fish), n. A fish, Attldef-
doucin. 3Se^P?i?dfe5j?the=n^|roltle,tw?it^^^^^^^^ dul taurus, ot the tamily Pomocentridae : found

on the coast of Barbados.
dovetailing-machine (duv'tal-ing-ma-shen''),

n. A machine for making the recesses which

Doublure of Prayer-book of Edward VI.

douche (dosh), v. t. [douche, n.] To apply a
douche to.

doucin (dS-san'), B. [F.] A variety of dwarf

cin is used when a tree of intermediate stature is desired.

Dwarf apple stocks are prapagated by layers ; any variety

of apple can be grafted on them.

dough, n. 4. Money; 'boodle.' [Slang, U. S.]
— Sour dongh, in Germany, the leaven used m making
black rye bread. It consists of old dough which has been
exposed to the air in a moist condition and has entered
upon both alcoholic and lactic-afiid fermentation.

dough-bag (do'bag), n. A money-bag, espe-

cially one full of money for corrupt purposes

;

a corruption fund. [Slang, TJ. S.]

dough-belly (dd'hel^i), n. The steel-back

or passage for leading solids or fluids down-
ward.— 2. A downtake.— 3. The descending

element of a sectional boiler, through which

the cooler or heavier water descends in the

process of circulation.—4. In a blast-furnace

for smelting iron from the ore, a large pipe

which takes combustible gas from the top of

the furnace-shaft and brings it down to boil-

ers, stoves, engines, etc., in which it is burned

as a source of heat.

down-drait, TO. II. «. Pertaining to a current

of air or gas which flows downward: used in

connection with furnaces. In down-draft furnaces

the current of air is admitted on top of the grate and

n T m • •j.1. passes down through it.

^- £:uT'^°."°°!: *°°^_'^1.J?:,-^ down-faulted (doun'faFted), a. Depressed

It was shown that the coals occur in a down-faulted

block of coal measiue beds surrounded by Pocous strata.

Science, March 16, 1901, p. 426.

down-grade (doun'grad), n. and a. I. n. A
downward sloping portion of a road or rail-

way; hence, figuratively, a downward moral
course.

n. a. Sloping downward; hence, relating

to a downward moral course.

are to receive a dovetail-shaped tenon. The
stock is out away by a rapidly revolving cutter-head of

the desired section, fed in against the end of the piece to

be jointed and regulated for depth and for distance apart
by cams and feed-devices. The tenons can be simUarly HownmOSt (doun'most), adv. and a. Farthest
cut, and will be standard and duplicates of each other ^^^

.

)^g^^ ^^ „ 'gj „, uppermost.
dove-tlck (duv tik), n. A cosmopolitan tick,

'^^ -^

Argas reflexus, which inhabits dove-cotes and They affected to champion the cause of the "downrtwst

, _ „ . . . ., ^T -,. , „ - - , ,. , . man-" New Yorh Independent, June li, 1900, V- 1^0.
chub, Campostoma anomalum. (Indiana). See 'sucks blood for nourishment, but which is , . , . __ /-v_ « <.!,„ i„„„„ „„„i;
cut, under Campostoma. [Local, U. S.] capable of living for at least two years without downright, a. U. n. One ot the low^ quaii-

-- J"
fjd_ Also ca&d iMffeoM-Wcfc.

t^^s «'«?*» °f» fl«««« °*
''""Ji

Sannan,
J J /J / -j\ mi. ii J Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 191.
dove-weed (duv'wed), n The spotted spurge ^o^take, ». 2. A passage or tube leading

milk-purslane, EuphorUa macjrfato: so jownwarfi through wlich I material, as coal,

ore, etc., is poured into hoppers or carts.

dough-bov,n. 2. An infantry soldier. [CoUoq.,

UTS.]
dough-day (do'da), n. A day shortly before

an election, on which the 'dough,' or money.
for use (chiefly in purchasing votes) in the
election is distributed to the 'workers' of a
party. [Slang, U. S.]

dough-divider (do'di-vi^'d^r), «. A machine
for cutting dough; a doughing- machine
(which see). There are two sizes made : one for cut-

ting the dough into thirty pieces, used for making rolls,

biscuits, etc ; the other for cutting it into fifteen pieces,

used for bread-loaves.

dough-bead (do'hed), n. A blockhead ; a stu-

pid fellow; a fool. [Slang, U. S.]

named because its seed-capsules are a favorite

food of the ^und-doye. Also called spotted
dovm-thrust (doun'thrust), a. Pertaining to

eyebrtght. [West Indies ] ^^ resulting from a downward movement, as
dOVe-WhlStfe (duv'hwis'l), «. Alight whistle, j^ faults.-Down-tbmEt fanlt.a normal or gravity
single or compound, attached to pigeons and fault ; one in which the chief movement is a downthrow
sounded by their flight against the wind. It is of one side of the fault in the direction of the hade,

used in China and other countries of eastern dowress (dou'res), n. Awoman possessed of

Asia. Also pigeon-whistle. or entitled to the possession of a dowry.

dow6 (dou), n. [Hind, dao, Burmese ddh.^ A dozen (duz'n), v. t. To make up into bundles
hewing-knife which serves on occasion as a
sword. [Anglo-Indian.]

dibugh-mixer (do'mik'ser), '». A machine for dow. An abbreviation of dowager.

mixing dough Screw dough-mixer, a dough- dowdyism (dou'di-izm), «. The quality of

mixer which is operated by means of an iron or steel being dowdy in dress or appearance ; lack of
screw on a horizontal shaft The dough is mixed and gmartness or 'style' in dress.

iS^.Sev"^^6Vat)rn TmZhine dowel-mill (dou'el;mil), «. A hollow cutter,

for rolling and molding dough to prepare it to ^1"«^ «"t8 on the inner face, used for making

be placed in pans.
aowe s.

of twelve, as certain kinds of dressed hides.

The next day wipe off grain with flannel, and stock is

finished, and may be sorted and dozened to ship away.
C. T. Davii, Manuf. of Leather, p. 376.

D. P. An abbreviation of Doctor ofPharmacy.
d. p. In elect., an abbreviation for double pole.

D. P. H. Aji abbreviation of Diploma in Pub-
lic Health.

D. P. 0. An abbreviation of distributing post-

An abbreviation of Doctor of Physical
douih-trougH (d6'tr6f), n. A long box made dowel-plate (dou'el-plat) n. Axi iron plate office.

of wood or^on, about 2 feetwide, H deep, and Puncfired with roimd holes, used for making D P. S.

foors to 12 loAg, in which dough il mixed by dowels b5: driving the wood through the holes^^^^^
vv • .- /^n * „ ^,E and left to prove or rise. It is also used dowel-stnp (dou'el-stnp), n 1. A piece of dpt. An abbreviation (&) ot department.

iiauu auu loLu uu piv^.c
stock from which round dowels are made.—2. drab^, n. 3. An English collectors' name for
A strip intended to receive dowel-pins and a number of noctuid moths of a drab color:

form a joint. as, the clouded drab, Tseniocampa instabilis;

Dower by custom, in common law, the dower to which a the northern draJ), T. opima; the lead-colored
widow became entitled by reason ot some local or partic- drdb, T. populeU.
ularcustom.—Dower de la plus belle, in common Jau), j-j,-. Cflr^^ « rPr • pt drnhc^ dra/mn "] Tn
theprooessbywhiohawidowwasrequu'edtore-indowher- orac laraKj^ «. LiT. ,

ei. araKe
,
aragon.} in

self out of the lands held by her as guardian in socage, in southern France, formerly, an elf ot popular
order to release from dower the lauds of her husband held fancy.
in ohivahTT. This could be required by the guardian in drach. A contraction of drachma, a drachm,
chivalry when sued by the widow for dower. It was tv-„ „JL,t-—, /j_s/i,x ^;„™^ «. re- *„.!„,„,
abolished with militai^ tenures, of which it was aninci- DraCOniSm (dra ko-iuzm), m. [Gr. Apaiojv,

dent—Dower ex aasensn patrla, in common law, the L. Draeo{n-), Draco, -I- -wm.] Draconic sever-—.-'^^~^
T .^.^t;'™ „o,i.ro «« fQT,,^ fi>T>i.;»a fjio s*"8 ^ (ioMier o* osMum ecelesiee (which see, under ity; harshness: as, the Draeonism of the slave

-jnpl.] In weaving gauze or leno tabncs, the (to^gri, 2), except that the property endowed belonged to i
'

'-
'

. ... >
i,_ j_. i _ _-

thg jmgi,(u,a'j ((jti,er jn4 waa given by his consent lawis.
,, - , /i - ,» \ -o i xi a.

dowlas, n. 2. In modem use, a coarse cotton dracuncular (dra-kun'ku-lfer), a. Kelatjng to

fabric made to imitate the linen cloth of the <" caused by the guinea-worm, Draeunculus

same name medmensis.
draf, «. A simplified spelling of draff.

"'^, W. 12. Drf^e <^t is that measured at the stem

;

forward, that measured at the bow ; m«an draft.

hand and left to prove i

to receive dough from the doughing-machine.

douglasite (dug'las-it), «. [Pouglashall, near
Stassfurt, -1- -ite^.] A hydrated chlorid of

potassium and ferrous iron found at Stassfurt,

Germany.
Douglas s fold, ligament, or line. See *fom.
Douglas's fossa. Same as rectovaginal pouch
(which see, under poitcii).

Doukhobor (d6'ko-b6r), n. See Dukhobortsi.

douina, n. See *duma.
douping (dou'ping), n. \_*doup. v. (< d<mp, n.)

-jnpi.] In weaving gauze or leno fabrics, the

arrangement of the doup-threads inthe heddles

and reed for crossing or twisting about others.

douping-warp (dou'ping-warp), n. Same as

*whip-fhread.

doup-thread (doup'thred), n.

thread having a doup or loop at

dourine (do-ren'), » [Origin not

A disease of horses, affecting chiefly the geni-

tals and hind legs, thought to be due to the

preseuee of a protozoan parasite, Trypanosoma

equiperdum.

dourra (do'ra), n. See durra.

dout, doutflil. Simplified spellings of doubt,

doubtful.

card, which is dealt face down.

II. «. 2. In dominoes, the first stone laid on
the table.—3. A scrimmage' in foot-ball.

When a player is held so t^at he can no
longer advance the ball, he cnos 'down,' and
the ball is then placed on that spot for a
scrimmage.—4. A grudge or prejudice

average between that at the bow and the stem, or
that measured at the middle of the length ; draft extreme,
that measured to the lowest projecting portion of the
vessel, as the rudder or the propellers when they are
below the lowest point of the keel ; light draft, that at

light displacement ; load draft, that at load displacement
See irdisplacement,

34. In texttle-manuf., the amount of attenua-
tion of a lap, sliver, or roving effected by



draft

drawing it 'between rollers running at different
speeds.—35. A body or bnneli of cattle which
have been separated from the rest of the herd.
See draffs, 10. [Australia.]—Direct draft, an
arrangement of the flues for the products of combustion
aach that these products move always in the same direc-

tion towaid the chimney.

—

Fan draft, a system of supply-
ing the air for the combustion of coal in boiler-furnaces

by means of mechanically driven fans or blowers.

Fan draught is also of great value under unfavourable
conditions, such as hot weather, calms, or following

winds, giving a command of steam not possible with fun-

nel dxuught and ordinary ventilators.
White, Manual of Naval Architecture, p. 563.

Forced draft, an accelerated draftproduced by supplying
air to the furnace at a greater pressure than that of the at-

mosphere.

—

Induced draft, an accelerated draft caused
by drawing the gases away from the furnace by a cen-
trifugal fan or other device, so that the pressure within
the furnace and flues is less than that of the atmosphere.—Mechanical draft, draft for a furnace which is pro-
duced by some mechanical contrivance such as a blower,
steam-jet, etc., as distinguished from a natural draft
produced by a chimney.

—

Skip-shaft draft, a plan
for a plain weave (as for calicoes), with four or more
shafts or harnesses in a loom, by skipping from the first

shaft to the third in drawing in the warp-threads through
the heddles, then from the second to the fourth, and so
on.

—

Stralcht-oyer draft, the process of drawing in
warp-threads for a loom through the harnesses in their
regular order.

drafts, v. t. 6. In cotton manuf., to attenuate
(a lap, sliver, or roving) by drawing it be-
tween rollers which run at different speeds.

—

7. To separate (and sort) from the herd : as,

to draft cattle. See def. 3. [Australia.]

draft-cord (draft'kdrd), n. A cord or small
rope attached to the draft-scroll on a spinning-
mule.
draft-engine (draft'eu"3in), n. 1. An engine
used to cause a current or draft of air or other
gas through ffues.

—

Z. An engine for hauling.
This is an improper use : such an engine is a
traction-engine if mobile and a windlass or
derrick if stationary.

drafter (drWtfer), ». 1. One who drafts ; one
who drafts a document : as, the drafters of the
Constitution of the United States.— 2. One
employed in a drafting-yard to sort out sheep.
[Australia.]— 3. A draft-horse.

, draft-furnace (draft'f6r"nas), n. A furnace
used in a primitive metliod of ventilating
mines or shaJCts. it was placed at the base of the
shafti BO that a column of air heated by it should rise and
carry out with it the air or gases to be removed. In
modem plants this ventilating is effected by fans.

draft-gage (dr&ft'gaj), n. A gage for measur-
ing the force of a draft by ascertaining the
difference in pressure between a point in

the course of the draft and the pressure of

the atmosphere.
draft-gear (draft'ger), n. In car-building^ the
entire system of couplers, draw-bars, springs,

etc., used to connect one car with another or

to the locomotive.—Continuous draft-gear, a
draft-gear extending by means of rods, called draft-rods,

from one draw-bar of a car to the other, and designed to

distribute the pulling strains when the car is being
hauled.— Friction draft-gear, a form of draw-head for

railway-care in which the action of the usual spring
attachment is retarded by introducing friction surfaces

which must move upon each other when shocks of traction

or retardation occur.

drafting-machine (draf'ting-ma-shen''),™. An
appliance for the rapid and accurate drawing

Drafting-machine.

a, a, square ; d, 6, pivoted arms ; r, fixed point of support on
board; li, map.

of plans, diagrams, and mechanical drawings.
It consists of a graduated square having extension arms
which in a normal position are at a right angle and can
be adjusted to other angles when desired. It is provided

witii two parallel arms hinged at the outer end to two
more arms, which are, in turn, hinged to a fixed' point on
the edge of the drawing-board. The combined arms per-

mit of a free movement of the square over the board, and
yet keep It at all times at the same relative angle.

(Urafting-room (draf'ting-rom;, n. Same as

drawing^oom^.
drafting-yard (drafting-yard), n. A stoek-
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yard which has many small yards or pens
arranged for sorting sheep. [Australia.]

draft-scroll (drMt'skrol), n. A scroll on a
spinning-mule for regulating the draft of the
roving. C. Vickerman, Woollen Spinning,
p. 233.

draft-tube (draft'tub), n. An air-tight tube
which descends from the bottom of a turbine-
casing into the tail-race, with its lower end
below the surface of the water in the latter.
The atmospheric pressure is balanced in part by the
height of the water column, so that the motor can be
placed above the level of the tail-race and yet suffer no
loss of effective working head. This lessens the weight
of the transmission shaft, and the turbine need not be
placed so low as to be inaccessible. Applicable princi-
pally to downward-flow wheels.

draft-wheel (draft'hwel), n. On a machine
for textile-fibers, a gear for regulating the
speed of the draft-rollers for attenuating the
sliver, roving, lap, etc.

drag, >l.— Collapsible drag(naut.), a drag which folds
up mto a comparatively sm^ compass, such as the cor-
nucopia and umbrella drags.—Comncopla drag (naut.),

a heavy iron ring, varying in size according to the tonnage
of a vessel, to which is laced a funnel-shaped canvas
bound on the seams with rope. At the pointed end of the
canvas a small iron eye is secured into which the trip-

ping-line is bent ; and a four-part bridle is formed at the
mouth end of the bag by continuing the rope a couple of
fathoms and ending it in an iron ring to which the hawser
is secured with two half-hltehes and a stopped end. The
weight of the iron ring is generally sufficient to i keep the
mouth of the bag down in the wator. After the hawser
has been led through the hawse-pipe or over the bow-
chock, it is bent on to the bridle-eye and the drag is tossed
over the bow. A long scope of hawser is given to the
drag, and the tripping-line, which is employed for revers-
ing the drag and getting it on board, is kept well slack.

—

Folding drag (naut.), a hinged or swiveled set of wooden
or iron frames 1x> which is laced a shape of canvas.

—

Kite
drag (naut.), a form of drag popular among English sea-

men, consisting of several spars lashed together at or
pinned through the center. When spread out they re-

semble the sticks of a kite. Around the outer ends of
the spars, and encircling them, a chain is passed, and to
this chain is laced a baggy canvas shaped to the frame.
A bridle leads from the four spars to which the towing
hawser is made fast, and a tripping-line is bent to the end
of one of the spars to capsize the kite and haul it on
board horizontally.—Portahle drag (naut.), a drag, easy
of transportation, such as the cornucopia drag.—Propel-
ler drag (naut.), the drag which the propeller exercises
in a heavy sea if the engines are stopped and the vessel is

allowed to take up Itsown position.

—

Spar drag (na«*.),

a single spar with a bridle leading from its extremities,

into the slings of which a hawser is made fast To the
center of this spar a kedge-anchor is secured to hold the
spar down in the water and to give it additional resisting

power, and to one of its ends a tripping-line is made fast.

— Umbrella drag (naut.), a patented folding drap;, built

like an umbrella, to a ring in the handle of which the
hawser is bent, while the tripping-line is secured to a
ring in the ferrule.

drag-bench (drag'beneh), n. Same as draw-
ben^h.

drag-buck (drag'buk), n. See *bucJcB, (c).

drag-cart(drag'kart), m. Same as *btimmer, 3.

drag-lines (drag'linz), n.pl. In geol., a set of

cross-strise which are prottlioed on the lee sides

of older strise. T. C. Chamberlin, in U. S. Geol.

Surv., 1885-86.

dragma (drag'ma), n.
;
pi. dragmata (-ma-tS).

[NL., < Gr. SpayiM, a handful, a sheaf.] In
sponge-spicules, one of the mierosclere^, of

which there are several in a cell or sclero-

blast, lying in sheaves.

drag-mill (drag'mil), n. A mill for grinding
ore by dragging massive rollers over the mass
to be pulverized ; an arrastre.

drag-nut (drag'nut), n. A nut on a bar, bolt,

or rod for drawing two parts of a mechanism
toward each other, or the reverse.

(^agomanate (drag'o-man-at), n. [dragoman
+ -ofeS.] The ofSoe of a'dragoman ; the inter-

preter's department: as, the consular drago-

manate.
dragomanic (drag'o-man-ik), a. [dragoman
-^ 4c.'] Of or pertaining to a dragoman: as,

dragomanic expenses.

dragon, «. 10. The larva of a European noto-

dontid moth, Hybocampa miUhauseri, having
remarkably angular outlines and conspicuous

comers and humps, so that it resembles an
oak-leaf curled and eaten by a tortrieid larva.

— 11. The hellgrammite fly, Corydolus cor-

nutus. [Local, eastern U. S.] —Blue dragon.
Same as Broseley -kdragon. — Broseley dragon, a

1*3-'^^ <j

Broseley Dragon.

drainage
design used extensively by Thomas Turner of Caughley,
near Broseley, England, in the decoration of tableware, in
the latter part of the eighteenth century. This pattern
was almost as celebrated as his willow pattern. Also called
blue dragon.—Jizagon green. Same as malachite-green.— Flying dragon, a meteor with a luminous train.— Or-
der Of the Double Dragon. See *ordcr.— Water-
dragon. See water-dragon.

dragonade, dragonnade (drag-o-nad'), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. dragonaded or dragonnaded, ppr.
dragonading or dragonnading. [dragonade, n.]

To persecute by methods similar to those of
the dragonades.
dragonet, n— Sword-dragonet, a common name of
the fish Callionymus lyra.

dragon's-blood, n. 2. In ceram., a red color
resembling arterial blood, with iridescence, in

places, due to the presence of copper; a va-
riety of sang-de-boeuf

.

dragon's-claw (drag'onz-klS.), n. The coral-

root, Corallorhiza odontorhiza or C. nvultiflora

:

so called from the claw-like form of the root.

dragon's-mouth (drag'onz-mouth), n. 1. The
snapdragon.— 2. A terrestrial orchid, Are-
thusa bidbosa, of eastern North America, with
gaping flowers.

dragon's-skin (drag* onz - skin), ». A name
given by coal-miners to decorticated trunks
and slabs of Sigillaria and Zepidodendron,
from the resemblance of the scars to the scales

of reptiles.

dra^on's-tongue (drag'onz-tung), n. An oc-

casionalname of the spotted wintergreen, Chi-

maphila maculata.
drag-road (drag'rod), n. Same as *dray-road.

drag-sled (drag'sled), n. Same as *drayi, 3.

dragsman, n. 3. One engaged in dragging a
a river, lake, pond, harbor, or the like, in

search of something.
drain, n. 2. (d) In ship-bmlding, a large pipe
which runs through or above thedouble bottom
of a war-ship and is connectedwith the principal
pumps to remove water from the various com-
Sartments. The main drain is from 12 to IB inches in
iameter, has openings into the large compartments con-

trolled by valves, and is intended to pump out the water
in case of damage by grounding, collision, ete. The sec-

ondary or auxiliary drain is also connected with all the
large compartments and is used for all ordinary pumping.— Block drain. Same dsplug *drain.— Busb, brush-
wood, or wood drain, an old style of drain consisting of
poles or fagots placed at the bottom of a trench and cov-
ered with soil. The water passes among the material
while it lasts, then through the cavity left by its decay.
Of the same type are spray drains and straw drainB, in
which branches and st^w are used.— Cobble or cob-
ble-stone drain. Same as rubble drain (which see,

under drain). W. I. Chamberlain, Tile Drainage, p. 29.

—Mole or mole-plow drain, a luain made by a mole-
plow, consisting of a cylindrical channel communicating
with the surface by a slit which is closed by a furrow-
slice.—Plug drain, a drain formed by placing in the
bottom of a trench a row of connected poles or fagots and
puddling clay over these, then drawing the poles along
and repeating the process. Also called block drain.
[Great Britain.]— Sheep-drain, one of the small dltehes
often made in upland pastures in Great Britain.— Shoul-
der drain. See wedge-and-shouider itdrain.— Stone
drain, either a rubble drain (which see, under drain) or
one made with flat stones at the bottom of a trench so
placed as to secure a passage, the trench above being filled

with soil.—Turf or we<^e drain, a drain formed by
cutting a trench with or without ledges at the bottom and
inserting turf, grass side down, to be supported either by
the ledges ormerely by its wedging, the space above being
filled with soil. [Great Britain.]—Wedge-and-shoulder
drain or shoulder drain, a turf drain which has ledges
or shoulders.

drainage, n.—Adjusted drainage, a drainage-system
in which the streams and valleys nave come, by spon-
taneous changes, to follow chiefly the belts of we^ rock,
while the ridges and divides follow the belts of resistant
rock. Rivers and divides also are similarly adjusted.

—

Antecedent drainage. See *antecedent.—Arterial
drainage, tliat part of drainage which Is effected through
large open channels which are either artificial water-
courses or natural ones improved : opposed to mitwr
kdrainage.—Autogenetlc drainage, see kautogenetic.—Deep drainage. Same as thorough *drainage (a).—
Drainage cycle, the initiation, development, and ma-
turity oi drainage of any given region to the time of

interruption introduced bynew conditions.

" The old drainage of this basin presents some interest-

ing peculiarities, and the interpretation of these will en-

able us to determine some of the deformations of the

basin duriiig the development of this old drainage cyc^."

W. 6. Tight, V. S. Geol. Surv., Professional PaperlS,
[p. 76.

Dumb-well drainage. Same as gink-hole *drainage.
—Eplgenetlc drainage. Same as inherited -kdrainage.

—Essex system of drainage, an earlier British method
of drainage m which drains of the bush and straw type

(which see, under -kdrain) were placed under each, or

each second or third, water-furrow : hence, also called

/arrow -rfrainffl^e.- Inherited drainage, streams the

courses of which have been determined by the slope of a
once overlying series of strata now removed by erosion so

as to disclose rock structures of another arrangement with

respect to which the streams manifest no sympathy. Also

called superposed or epigenetic drainage.—Minor drain-
age, deep or thorough drainage as opposed to arterial

•drainage (which see).—Mole drainage, drainage with
mole Adrains (which see).— Parallel drainage. Same as



drainage
tAorou^AAdmiiuif^eCa).—sink-hole dTalnage,the drain-
ing of land which is underlain by an impervious clay, by
sinking a shaft through the latter into a bed of gravel be-
neath. This is Elkington's system of drainage. Also called
dumb-well and swallow-hole drainage. [Great Britain.]— Superposed drainage. Same as inherited -kdrain-
age.— Surface drainage, draining by open furrows
and ditches and natural watercourses.— SwallOW-hOle
drainage. Same as sinJc-hole •kdrainage.—^ThOTOX^h
drainage, (n) in agri., drainage by means of thorou^s
(see thorough, n., 1 (6)) ; specifically, underground drain-
age by any of the modem systems, including the Essex
(see above). The latter was followed by a system of
parallel drains, somewhat shallow and rather closely
placed, devised by Smith of Deanstone ; this was dis-
placed (but only temporarily) by Farkes's system of deeper
and more distAnt drains. Also called deep and parallel
drainage. [Mainly Great Britain.] (6) In »urg., drainage
of a cavity by a tube which opens at the surface at two
opposite points, allowing irrigation and drainage of the
cavity without disturbance of the dressings.— TUe drain-
age. See drain-tiles, under tilei.—Underground
drainage, drainage by any system of closed drains;
underdraiuage. Under&cround drainage secures the bene-
fits of drainage in the highest degree and escapes
the disadvantages of sui'face diuinage.

drainage-area (dra'naj-a"re-a), n. The entire

Ijasin drained by a river and all its tributaries.

drainage-level (dra'naj-lev"el), n. A nearly
horizontal tunnel in a mine or other under-
ground working to receive and gather the
water from upper levels, so that it can be
pumped out.

drainage-way (dra'naj-wa), «. A drain or
drain-way; a drainage-channel.

drainer, » 3. A vessel or bag in which moist
substances are put to drain.

draining (dran-mg), n. The drawing or run-
ning oft of water, especially the artificial re-

moval of water from land by surface or under-
ground channels ; drainage. Different methods
are known, as bush draining, furrow draining, mole
draining, plug draining, thorough draining, tile drains
ing, etc. See *drain and -kdrainage.

drain-tube (dran'tab), Ji. A drip-pipe; a pipe
for draining the water from the cylinder of an
engine or a pump.
drake^, ». 4. (6) Any one of several pseudo-
iieuropterous insects used as bait by fisher-

men, especially certain May-flies. Ephemera
danica and E. vulgata are known to English
fishermen as the green drake and the gray
drake.— 5. A man-of-war of the Vikings.
Marri/at. N. E. D.
dram^ (dram), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. drammed,

ppr. dramming, \_dram, n.] To ascertain the
fineness or size of by dram weight, as of a silk

thread or yam.
dram. Ai abbreviation of dramatic and
dramatist.

dramaticism (dra-mat'i-sizm), n. [dramatic
+ -i8m.'\ Dramatic character or quality.

dramaturgic, a. 2. In anthrop., bringing
about effects by means of a dramatic perform-
ance, as in cases where a myth is dramatized
with a view of bringing about the events the
origin of which is accounted for in the myth.
F. H. Cmhing, in 13th Bep. Bur. Bthnol., p.

375.

drammage (dram'aj), n. Idram + -age.'] The
weight in drams of 1,000 yards of a raw-silk

thread.

dranu (di'a'nS), n. [Fijian name.] In the
Fiji Islands, the giant taro_, Aloeasia Indica,

the starchy root-stock of which is eaten by the

natives in times of scarcity, though it is very
acrid and often causes sickness. See *piga.

drap d'6t6 (dra'dS^ta'). [P., 'summer cloth.']

A fine woolen fabric for summer dresses.

Draper'sactinometer, law. See *acUnometer,
*law^.
drapery (dra'p6r-i),». t; pieta,r)dT^p. draperied,

ppv. draperying. [drapery, n.] To drape; cover
with draperies.

And then her dress—what beautiful simplicity

liraperiedlaeT form with curious felicity.

Byron, Don Juan, xvi. 102.

dratchel (drach'el), n. [Also dratchell, drotchel,

drotchell; < drateh, dreich, linger, dawdle: see

dretchS.] A slovenly, untidy woman; a slat-

tern. [Prov. Eng.] JbA«scm, Diet, of the Eng.
Lang., 1755.

She '11 be a poor dratchell by then she's thirty, a-mar-

r'in' a' that'n, a fore her teeth's all come.
George Eliot, Adam Bede I. IL 20.

drave (drav), n. [Northern Eng. form of

drove.'] 1. A fishing trip in which the mem-
bers of the crew go as sharesmen, each sip-

plying a net and receiving a share of the

profits.—2. A haul. N.E.D.
Dravidian architecture. See Indian archi-

tecture, under Indian.

dravite (drav'it), n. [F., Dra/ve, G. Drau, a
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river of Tyrol, Carinthia, etc., one of the tribu-

taries of the Danube, + -ite^.] A brown to

black magnesian variety of tourmalin, found
in the Drave district in Carinthia.

draw, V. I. trans. 31. In golf, to 'pull' (a

ball); to cause (it) to curve to the left.— 32.
To pull by means of a hook or similar device
(threads of warp) through the heddle eyes of

a loom.— 33. In organ-playing, to pull out (a
stop-knob) so as to cause a certain set of pipes
to sound.— 34. In cotton-spinning, to lengthen
and attenuate (the sliver or roving) by drawing
it between sets of rollers running at different
speeds.— 35. To make (wire, piping, or tub-
ing) by drawing a piece of metal through
successively diminishing holes in perforated

Slates

—

To draw stumps, in cricket, to close a match
nally, or for the day, by pulling the wickets from the

ground. S. H. Lyttellon, Cricket and Golf, p. 114.

—

To
draw to the ear, in archery, to draw a bow so fully that
the drawing hand is as far back as the archer's ear : a
fault which makes against accurate shooting.

H. intrans. 13. In poker, to discard part
of the original hand and draw an equal number
of cards so as to improve the value of the com-
bination held.— 14. In agri., to effect drain-
age ; to draw off water.

A drain, in the language of fanners, is said to draw,
which means that it renders the land dry on either side to
a certain distance. Low, Il^act Agr., p. 268.

15. Id salt-ioiling, to take out from the pans
the salt as it crystallizes and set it aside to
drain.— 16. In cricket, to turn the ball past the
leg-wicket, by allowing it to glance off the bat
and pass between the wicket and the body.—To draw away, in cricket, to shrink away from a ball
bowled at the legs : said of the batsman.

—

To drawlevel,
in cricket, to equalize a score.—To draw up. (e) To as-
sume an erect or stiff attitude : used reflexively : as, she
drew; (herself) tty disdainfully. (/) To come up with; gain
on an opponent, as in racing.

draw, ». 11. In j)ofcer, the second part of the
deal; the filling of the hands after discarding.— 12. A depression in the land through which
surface-water flows after rains ; a basin-like
valleyconvertible into an inngation-reservoir
by damming its outlet.

One of the characteristic inhabitants of draws and low
meadows ... is Vernonia gigantea.

F. E. Clements, Phytogeog. Neb., p. 307.

13. In hort, the sprouts or shoots that spring
from the tuber of the sweet-potato when it is

placed in a seed-bed and by means ofwhich the
plant is propagated.— 14. In organ-huilding,
same as draw-stop. [CoUoq.]— Contlnuonsdraw,
in archery, a style of shooting in which the string is

loosed and the arrow discharged immediately upon the
completion of the draw, without the usual pause.— Sand
draw, a channel filled with sand overlying a subterranean
stream ; also, the stream itsell

A sand draw is a subterranean stream. On the siuface
is seen only a broader or narrower band of piire sand,
marking the channel.

P. A. Rydberg, Contrib. U. S. llfat Herb., IIL 470.

Spread draw, in billiards, a stroke by which the cue-
ball rebounds from the object-ball at an angle more obtuse
than that of the direct draw. It is not always possible to
say where the spread ends and the draw begins.

draw-bowl (dr^'bol), n. One of two wooden
rollers, of cylindrical form, running in contact
with each other for the purpose of drawing
cloth from a bleaehing-keir.

draw-box (dr3,'boks), n. In cotton-manuf., a
set of three or more pairs of roUers attached
to combing- and certain other machines for
attenuating, or drawing out, the sliver.

draw-cock (dr§,'kok), n. A drain-cock; a pet-
cock ; a valve for draining water out of an en-
gine- or pump-cylinder.
drawer, n. 6. One who draws warp-threads
through heddles, preparatory to putting them
into the loom.
draw-game (dr&'gam), n. A game of dominoes
in which the player may draw from the bone-
yard when he cannot play.

araw-hole (drft'hol), n. A holethrough which
the spent ore is removed from a furnace.

draw-hook (drS,'huk), n. 1. The hook-end of
a draw-bar in the construction used in auto-
matic car-couplers. The hook is so made that when
two cars are run together the hooks of the two draw-bars
pass each other and are locked together by powerful
springs. The hooking, in the best systems, takes place in
a horizontal plane, although many efforts have been made
to have the hooks operate in a vertical plane.

2. Same as ^gooseneck, 4 (6).

drawing-hand (dr§,'ing-hand), «. In archery,

the hand used to pull tte string and hold the
arrow against it in drawing a bow ; ordinarily,

the right hand : Apposed to bow-hand, 1.

dra'Wing-pliers (dra'ing-pli"6rs), n. pi. Apair
of gripping-pincers used, in the process of

dredging-machine

drawing wire, to seize the stock and pull it

through the hole in the draw-plate.

drawing-ring (drS.'ing-ring), n. In archery, a
ring worn on the thumb of the drawing-hand

by tribes which use a thumb-loose to catch and
pull back the bowstring.

draw-iron (dra'i"em ), n. A swaged iron rod,

fitted with a forged shackle near the branched
end, used for attaching shafts to sleighs.

draw-kiln (dr4'kil), «. A lime-kiln so con-

structed that the burned lime is drawn at the

bottom. X. E. D.
drawn, p. a. 7. Abnormally tall and slender

because of too much crowding and too little

sunlight and air : said of a plant, particularly

a seedling. Badly drawn plants are of little

value.

—

Drawn game, in chess, a position in which the

game is even or the advantage on one side too slight to

secure victory. A draw may also be anived at by perpet-

ual check, by stalemate, or by failure to mate afterhaving
received notice to mate within fifty moves. Of late a draw
counts half a point in a tournament— Drawn glass,
glass which has been pulled and stretched when heated.

Maw-pit (dra'pit), n. A pit in a furnace for

the reception of the exhausted ore.

^aw-plate, n. 3. A transverse plate connect-

ing the side-frames ina locomotive andfoi-ming
part of the framing to which the draw-bar is

attached.—Diamond draw-plates, tiny flat plates

made Of diamonds which are drilled with minute holes,

sometimes as small as the thousandth of an inch, for the

purpose of drawing platinum, gold, iron, or copper wire.

draw-rod, n. 2. A straight rod with a thread
and nut at one end and an eye and thread and
nut at the other, used to secure the draw-bar
of a sleigh.

draw-shave (dr&'shav), n. A surgical instru-

ment resembling a drawing-knife, with a sin-

gle long handle, used to remove thin slices of
tissue or pathological growths from the inte-

rior of a cavity.

draw-sheet (drS.'shet), n. In hospitals, a wide
sheet so disposed on the bed that it can eas-

ily be drawn from under a patient who is ly-

ing upon it.

draw-shot (dr&'shot), n. In billiards, a shot
in which the cue-ball is struck underneath its

center, so that after hitting the object-ball it

comes back toward the player; a draw. Draw-
shots are live or dead according as the cue-ball, for the
sake of position for the next shot, is returned fast or slow.

draw-skid (dr3,'skid), n. Same as *brow-skid.
draw-stroke (drS^'strok), n. In cricket, the
stroke of the bat by which a draw is performed.
Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 318.

draw-table (dra'ta"bl), n. A draw-bench;
a machine for drawing metal rods or tubes
through a die to reduce them to a particular
form and size.

draw-tube (dra'tub), n. One of the overlap-
pingmovable tubes of a field-glass or telescope.
dra^ (draks), n.

;
pi. draces (dra'sez). [&r.

(5pdf, a handful : akin to dpax/^i, a draohra : see
drachm, dram, drachma.] In the nomenclature
of the spicular elements of sponges, a tuft of
monaxial filaments.
drayi, n. 3. In. forestry, a single sled used in
dragging logs. One end of the log rests upon
the sled.

drayJ, v. t—To dray in, to drag logs from the place
where they are cut directly to the skidway or landing.

dray-road (dra'rod), n. In lumbering, a, nar-
row road cut wide enough to allow the passage
of a team and dray ; a drag-road. .

Dr. Bot. An abbreviation of Vector ofBotany,
a European degree.
Dr. Chem, An abbreviation of Doctor of CJtetn-
istry, a ^European degree. Also Ch. D.
dream^, »—waking dream, mpsychtH., a dreamlike
or visionary state, occurring in the waking life. It may
be of all degrees, from the vivid visual imagery of normal
reverie ('day-dreaming') to the hallucinatory state of the
ecstatic.

dreamer, n. 5. pi. See the quotation.

A member of the band of chief Joseph, the leader of the
non-treaty Nez Percys, was killed by whites, and the
Indians are said to have made depredations on the crops
of the latter; while a native religious sect, known as
Dreamers, under the leadership of Smohalla, tended to
widen the breach. Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 463.

dred^, dredful. Simplified spellings of dread,

dredge-boat (drej'bot), «. A large, flat-bot-
tomed vessel equipped with a dredging-maehtne
for removing mud, sand, etc., from the bottom
of a harbor or in a channel.
dredge-machine (drej'ma-shen"), n. The
digging and hoisting mecHanism on a dredge-
boat.

dredging-machine, ".— ciam- shell dredging-
machine, a dredging-machme which employs a bucket



dredging-machine

Clam-shell Dredging-machine.

a, pivoted boom; *, "A" shape frame; c, stiff leg supporting
Tranie ; d, guy-rod ; e, clam-shell bucket, lifting tree-stump ; _f,

chains lifting bucket and controlling its operation ; ff, power-
house ; h, guide-poles ; i, spoil-boat.

resembling the bivalve shell of a clam. The open bucket
is lowered into the water till it sinks into the silt. The
leaves are then drawn together, inclosing a mass of silt,

and it is raised to the sur-

face and discharged byopen
ing the two leaves.

—

Dip-
per dredglng-maclilne, a
machine consisting essen-
tially of a strong flat-bot-

tomed boat upon which are
boilers and engines for

handling a derrick erected
at the bow of the boat. The
derrick has a massive boom
which supports a shovel or
dipperresembling the scoop
of a steam-shovel. The
dipper is lowered to the
bottom of the water, and,
by means of chains, is

dragged through the mud
or silt until it is flUed ; it is

then raised from the water,
and the boom is swung to,

the right or left, over the
bank or over a scow, and its

contents are dischai-ged.

Since the boom swings in
a half-circle in front of the
boat, the machine can
dredge out a channel equal
in width to the diameter.

—

Hydraulic dredglng-ma-
Cblne, a dredging-machine
which employs a rotary
pump and hinged suction-
pipe. Tlie end of the suc-
tion-pipe is let down into
the water until it rests upon
the sand. A jet of water
through a hose, or some other mechanical device is

emplbyed to loosen the sand, and the mingled sand
ana water are drawn up through the suction-pipe and
forced into a discharge-pipe. The latter may be a long
flexible pipe supported on boats or floats and extending
over the water for a mile or more to the shore. The
mingled sand and water are discharged on the shore, the
water running back and the sand remaining on the shore.

The sand forms about 20 per cent, of the discharge, but so

large is the pipe and so rapid the flow that the machine
has great capacity, excavating and delivering ^eat quan-
tities of sand in an hour. In the larger maphines of this

type the discharge is turned directly into hoppers in the
hold of the sea-going vessel in which the machine is car-

ried. The water escapes through gates, and when the
vessel is loaded with sand, it proceeds to sea and dis-

chai'ges it in deep water.— Orange-peel dredgtng-

Bucket of Clam-shell Dredging-
machine.

a, frame supporting shells; 6,

socket for guide-poles ; c, guide-
way for arms supporting shells;
d, mechanism for operating
shells; e, chain controlling d

;

*", bivalve shells, in closed
(loaded) posidon ; open position
shown by dotted lines ; ff, pivots
supporting shells ; h, lifting-

chain.

Bucket of Orange-peel Dredging-machine.

a, leaves of bucket ; 6t arms supporting leaves, pivoted at top and
bottom ; c, mechanism controlling operation of leaves; d, chains

controlling leaves; e, lifting-chains. Compare movements of parts

as shown in open and closed position in two cuts.

machine, a dredging-machine having a bucket which
is divided into four parts which resemble the skin of

an orange divided into quarters.— Vacuum dredglng-
maclline, a dredging-machine which employs a vacuum,
made by condensing steam in a suitable reservoir, in place

of a pump to raise the mingled sand and water. Not in

general use.

dredging-pump (drej'ing-pump), n. A form
of pump for use in the removal of water con-

taining sand, mud, or other solid material
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such as occurs in dredging operations. See
hydraulic *(lredging-maehine.

dredging-tube (drej'ing-tub), n. In a hydraulic
dredging-machine, the tube which carries up
the mud, sand, or other solid materials from
the bottom, or which delivers it at a distance.
See hydraulic *dredging-macMne.
dieibund (dri'bimt), n. [G., < drei, three, +
bund, alliance: see *bund^.'\ A triple alliance.
See. specifically. Triple Alliance, 3, in Century
Cyclopedia of Names.
dreikanter (dn'kan-tfer), n. pi. [G., 'three-
cornered things.'] Angular and prismoidal
pebbles whose flat faces have been cut by
wind-blown sand. They sometimes closely resemble
artifacts, for which they have been mistaken. Nature,
Dec. 10, 1903, p. 143.

drenching (drench'ing), n. 1. The act of
soaking or covering with water; a thorough
wetting.— 2. In vet. toed., a dose of liquid
medicine ; a drench.
drenctaing-bit (drench'ing-bit), n. An appli-
ance with a mouthpiece like that of a bridle-
bit, used for administering medicine to horses.
The mouthjnece is hollow and has an opening
midway between the ends ; connected with it

is a funnel.

Drepanaspis (drep-a-nas'pis), n. [NL., < Gr.
dpenavm, a sickle, + aamg, a shield.] A genus
of ostraeoderm fishes having the armor of the
head more or less completely fused into large
plates, the caudal region short, with small
plates and heterooereal tail.

Drepanididse (dre-pa-nid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Drepanis (-id-) + -»<?».] The Sandwich Island
honey-suckers of the genus J)rfpa»Js and re-

lated genera, considered as forming a distinct
family of birds. They have curved, slender
bills and extensile tubular, brushy tongues.
See out under Drepanis.

Drepanidiidia (dre''''pa-nid"i-id'i-a), n. pi.

[NL.] A suborder of Hsemosporidia which in-

fest the blood-^corpuseles of amphibia, reptiles,

and birds: contrasted with Acystosporidia.
They are small uninucleated, gregarine-Hke organisms
found in the red, rarely in the colorless, corpuscles. De-
stroying these, they are then liberated freely into the
plasma. Later they pass through other changes, involv-
ing encystation in the red corpuscles, then fission, and
migration into new cell-hosts.

dress, v. t. 11. In veg. pathol., to treat (grain
and other seed) with hot water, formaldehyde
solution, or a similar fungicide, for the pur-
pose of destroying the spores of smut and other
plant-diseases.— 13. In milling, to clean and
refine (flour) ; free (flour) from bran by pass-
ing it through bolters. See milling.

dress, n. 7. In printing, a set of types with
their appurtenances ; also, their arrangement
and their general appearance in print.
In consequence of this, a large number of small print-

ing shops sprang up in obscure places, being generally
known as " holes." These shops often used secondhand
and worn-out dresses of type, and, operating secretly, pro-
duced pamphlets and small books of a very poor grade.

Censvs Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 62.

Fancy dress, an unusual dress or costume that is imag-
ined or intended to represent that of some historical or
fictitious type or person. Sometimes used attributively

:

as, a.fancy-dress balL

dresser^, n. 6. A mandrel having a round top
face, used by blacksmiths in forging the forked
ends of connecting-rods.—Emery-wheel dresser,
a hand-tool for truing and dressing worn, eccentric, or ill-

balanced emery-wheels.

dresser^, n. 3. A dressing- or toilet-table.

dressersnip (dres'er-sMp), n. [dresser -i-

-ship.^ In a hospital, the office of a dresser, a
medical student or young physician whose
duty is to dress wounds, ulcers, etc.

He [Sir James Paget] had been too poor to afford a
house-surgeoncy, or even a dressership.

Eneyc. Brit., XXXL 40a

dress-form (dres'fdrm), n. A frame, some-
times of wire, in the form of a woman, used
in making dresses. Such forms are sometimes capar

ble of being expanded and contracted, according to the

proportions of the woman for whom the dress is fitted.

dress-guard (dres'gard), n. 1. A removable
cover designed to be placed over the rim of a
carriage-wheel to prevent the garments of

persons who are entering or leaving the car-

riage from coming in contact with the wheel.

—

2. A similar guard placed on the wheels of a
bicycle.

dress-improver (dTes'im-pr6"ver), n. A bustle,

usually in the shape of a pad or cushion, in-

tended to give the desired curve to a woman's
hips and back.

dressiness (dres'i-nes), n. Fondness for dress

orfashionable dress; modishness; stylishness.

[Colloq.]

drift

dressing, n Dry dressing, the application to a
wound OT dry gauze, absorbent cotton, or the like, im-

pregnated (or not) with corrosive sublimate or other

antiseptic—Occlusive dressing, one which covers the

wound and adjacent parts, shutting out the air and obvi-

ating idl possibility of infection from without

—

Ore
dresslnSt " rnetal., the breaking up of lumps of ore

mixed with veinstone so as to detach the formerfrom the

latter; the first stage of the mechanical purification of

the ore before submitting it to chemical treatment.

dressing-forceps (dr^s ' ing - f6r " seps), n. A
forceps with pivoted blades and scissor-like

handles used for grasping lint, drainage-tubes,

etc., in dressing a wound.

dressing-machine, n—Box-dressing machine, a
planing-machine whichemploys reciprocating planes mov-
ing between vertical guides, used to finish the comers of

packing-boxes after they have been put together by a box-

nailing machine (which see, under -^nailing-viachiTie).

dressmakery (dres'ma"ker-i), »i. A dressmak-
ing establishment ; a dressmakei's business.

She also gave her an insight into details . . . concern-

ing the conduct of a dresmutkery.
W. Besant, All Sorts and Conditions of Men, viiL

dressmaking (dres'mak"ing), n. The occupa-

tion of a dressmaker.
dress-preserver (dres'pre-zfer'vfer), n. A lea-

ther-covered iron frame extending from the

step of a carriage upward over the rim of the

wheel, designed to prevent mud or water from
being thrown into the carriage.

dress-suit (dres'sut), n. A gentleman's even-

ing clothes. [Colloq.]—Dress-suit case, a flat,

thin traveling-bag, intended originally to carry a gentle-

man's dinner or evening dress.

drias (dri'as), m. [Origin obscure.] The deadly
carrot, iftapsia Garganica. See cut under
Tliapsia.

dribbler, n. 2. Infoot-ball, one who ' dribbles,'

or kicks the ball lightly along the ground. See
dribble^, v. t., 3.

driblet-cone (drib'let-kon), n. A cone pro-
duced by the ejection of drops of molten lava
or fragments of but partly solidified lava to no
great height, so that they fall back still vis-

cous and adhere to the surface wherever they
faU.

A driblet-coTie has no ciuter, but simply a hole for the
projection of lava in small liquid masses, drops, driblets,

or worm-like streamlets. Da/na, Manual of Geol., p- 271.

driery (dri'6r-i), n. A drying establishment:
as, a peach or an apple driery. Also spelled

drift, n., 7. (6) The flow of a current, (c)

The amount by which a ship is drifted by the
action of a current, wind, or sea. {d) The
place in the sheer where the rails are cut off.— 11. (6) A conical steel pin used by riveters
or fitters to drift or force two holes not quite
in line with each other, so that the openings
will coincide and let the rivet or bolt pass
through.— 17. (o) A set of fishing-nets. (6)
A drift-net. (c) The catch of fish taken in a
drift-net.— 18. In turpentining, a subdivision
of the crop, usually 2,100 boxes or cups.— 19.
In oceanography, a broad and shallow current
which advances at a rate of ten or fifteen
miles a day, like that which crosses the middle
North Atlantic. W. M. Davis, Elem. Phys.

Geog.— 20. In aeronautics, the tendency of an
object supported in the air (as a kite or a bird)
to move in the direction of the air ; opposed
to lift or the ascensional force. If. S. Maxim,
in The Aeronautical Annual, 1896, p. 50.

—

Dead-reckoning drift (naut.), the determination of
drift by dead-reckoning. Wnen a ship is hove to under
sail she will come up and fall off, and the middle point
between is considered the compasS'Course, to which must
be applied the leeway, variation, and deviation, in order
to obtain the true course, or the true drift of the vessel.

The speed of the ship on this drift is determined by
the patent-log.

—

Drift of a projectile, deviation of

a projectile from the plane of fire, caused by the ri-

fling of the gun.—Drift Of zero. See *«ero.— Eskar
drjit, coarse gravel and shin^e in banks. R. M. John-
ston.— Eztra-moralnlc drift, glacial debris occurring
outside of the area actually occupied by the ice. jR.

Ik Salisbury, Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1892, p. 61.—Lower terrace drift, gravels and shingle in terraces
occurring in Tasmania and Australia. Ji, M. Johnston.—Overwash drift, the material which is washed out
from the front of a glacier. R. D. Salisbury, Geol. Surv.
of New Jersey, 1893, p. 160.— Preglaclal drift, loose
sand or gravel lying beneath the till, in Ireland. G. H.
Einahan.—Quaxtz dllft, a drift containing quartz frag-
ments as a prominent constituent of the loose rock-mantle.
Science, March IB, 1901, p. 407.—Ripple drift, the pro-
cess by which a moving current of water produces ripples
upon the sand of its bed and thus leaves a record of its

direction. GeiHe, Text-book of Geol., p. 255.— River
drift, the gravel deposits accumulated by a river in its

toiTential stages. —Rubble drift, a coarse agglomeration
of angular debris and large blocks set in an earthy matrix.
The fragments are of local type and the deposit of glacial
or Suvioglacial origin.
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drift, V. t. 5. To drive*, specifically, to diive
by striking a set, pin, or block placed against
the object to be driven.—6. To enlarge or
shape a hole by the use of a drift-pin.

drift-angle (dTift'ang*gl), n. l. lanavalarch.,
the angle betweena tangent to the circular path
of the center of gravity of a vessel, when turn-
ing under the influence of the rudder, and the
central longitudinal liue of the vessel.— 2.
The angle by which the direction axis of the
bore of a gun deviates from the true direction
in order to compensate for the drift of the
projectile.

drift-bed (drift'bed), n. In geol.^ a layer of
drift of sufficient uniformity to be distinguished
from associated ones of similar origin ; a drift-

stratum.

drift-boat (drift'bot), n. A boat used for put-
ting out and taking in a drift-net.

drift-bottle (drift'bot'l), n. A bottle used for
the same purpose as a*drift-cask (which see).

drift-cask (drift ' kask), n. An empty cask
closely sealed, usually furnished with a pole
and flag, numbered, lettered, labeled, and
tagged, set adriftin some part of the ocean, to be
observed from time to time by passing vessels,

as an aid in the study of ocean-currents. If it

is found cast upon the shore, the inclosed tags,

or labels, or cards are sent to the nearest hydro-
graphic office. See '''drifter.

drift-deposit (drift'df-poz'it), n. Any accumu-
lation of glacial origin

;
glacial or fluvioglaeial

deposit. J. GeiMe, The Great Ice Age, p. 724.

drifter (drift'er), n. One who or that which
drifts ; specifically, a cask, buoy, float, or other
light object, properly labeled and tagged, and
allowed to drift freely inthe ocean to determine
ocean-currents. When the surface ofthe drifterabove
the water is intentionally made liu:ge, relatively to the im-
mersed portion, the drift is due principally to the influence
of the surface-winds. When the drifter is not exposed to
the wind itshows the influence of the ocean-currents either
at the surface or at a considerable depth, depending upon
the depth of the layer in which it floats. This may be
regulated to some extent by an arrangement similar to
that of the Cartesian and Florentine divers. Drifters are set
afloat in all parte ofthe ocean, and their paths are shown on
the monthly pilot-charts, together with the paths of dere-
licta

Excellent use hashereheen made of "drifters, "or floats,

supplementing the tempeiature and salinity observations.
On the voyage from Iceland to Jan Mayen in 1896 twenty
drifters were thrown overboard.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 275.

drift-filled (drift'flld), a. Filled with drift:

the condition of preglacial depressions, which
were crossed by the great ice-sheet and filled

with its morainal deposits.

A paper on the " Drift-filled and Post-glacial Glens of

Ayrshire." Geog. Jour. (K. G. S.), XVIIL 83.

drift-flsh (drift'fish), n. pi. Fish taken with a
drift-net. N. E. D.

drift-fislier (drifffish'^r), n. One who uses a
drift-net ; one who is engaged in a drift-fishery.

drift-fishery (dritt'fish'6r-i), ». A fishery m
which drift-nets are used.

drift-keel (drift'kel), ». Same as hilge-keel.

drift-map (drift'map), n. A map showing the
distribution of various glacial and glaciofiuvial

deposits, generally called drift.

drift-peat (drift'pet), n. A peat deposit asso-

ciated with or imbedded in glacial drift.

The ancient alluvia with their arctic flora must be older
than the drift-peat and timber thatimderlie the carse de-

posite of the 45 to 50 foot level.

. J. Oeikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 308.

drift-piece (drift 'pes), n. See drifts in the

sheer draft, under dro/if.—Ordnance drift-piece,
an attachment to the rear sight of a gun, by means of

which compensation for the drift of the projectile, caused

hy the rifling of the bore, is made.

drift-pin (drift'pin), n. A steel pin having a
slight taper, preferably largest in diameter at

about the middle of its length and tapering

toward the ends : used in snip-building and
structural work to force the punched holes in

the material into line, so that a rivet or bolt

can be inserted.

drift-way (drift'wa), n. In stock-raising, a

right of way across neighboring land.

dnl, drild. Simplified spellings of drill, drilled.

drill 1^, n Calyx drill, a core-drill having a revolving

cylindricsd serrated cutting-tool. In soft rook, the cutter

is used alone ; in hard rock, chilled-steel shot are used as

abradants. A stream of water is delivered to the cutter

through the hollow drill-rod and, as it is under pressure,

it sweeps the chips and stone-dust upwai-d in the annular

space between the outer casing of flie drill-rod and the

sides of the bore-hole. The nshig stream of water and

chips soon reaches the top of the short casing and here

the current, having more room, slackens and the stone

chips faU into the open top of the casing or calyx. The

calyx, with ite contents. Is lifted out of the hole with
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the tools, and the core Is broken off and raised as with
any form of core-drill.

—

Half-roand drill, a form of

boring- or perforating-tool for metals in which the
cutting edge is made at the end of a bar of semi-
cylindilGal section or half-round rod. The flat part
makes a channel up through which the borings may pass.—011-tnbe drill, a twist-drill in which is cut a dender
channel, following the twist from the shank to the pomt,
which is used to convey a fine stream of oil to the cutting-
point and to cool and lubricate the tool : used in boring
deep holes in steel. It can be used in any form of boring-
machine.— Faddy-drill, a well-boring drill with expand-
ing cutters.—FeFcnsslon-drilLthe ordinaiy drillforhand-
work on rocks, which is struck by a sledge, or, where it is

massive, is lifted up and allowed to fall into the drill-hole.
'

—

Flllar-drllL &&me aspillar drUlitig-machine.—Pneu-
matic rotary drill, a form of boring-machine for steel
orother metels, usually portable, and dnven bycompressed
air. The motor in the body of the tool has a rapid
rotary motion, geared down to the slower speed desirable
for the cutting edges of the drill proper.

—

Puinp-dlill,
a rock-drill in which thebar or shank is raised and lowered
by a lever-action like a pump-handle. The descent of the
bar causes the catting blow of the bit at ite lower end.
The bar is turned continually as it rises and falls.— Sensi-
tive drill. See *dTillirts-machine.— Setting-up drill,
the methodical performance of certain calisuienic exer-
cises designed to give an erect carriage.— Slotting-drlll,
a drill for metal which cute at its sides rather than at ite

end : hence, if the work is fed crosswise to tiie axis of
the drill, a long slit or slot will be cut

—

String-drill,
a form of drill for light work in which the holder or shank
is caused to revolve by a round turn of a piece of cord or
catgut, to which a to-and-fro motion is given by hand or

- by foot-treadla For jewelers' use, the ends of the cord
may be attached to the ends of a bow, making what is

called a bow-drill.—Wlmble-dzlll. (a) A drill which
bores by means of the cutting edges on ite end. (b) An
apparatus used with a boring-tool which cutson iteend and
is ted into the hole by a gimlet point, or with a tool such
as is ordinarily turned by hand.

drill-bone (dril'bon), n. A bone which some-
times develops in the deltoid muscle in sol-
diers: supposed to result from irritation
caused by the pressure of the musket.
drill-clamp (dnl'klamp), n. A portable frame
for holding a drill, having, usually, a screw for
feeding the drill; a portable drill ; a frame for
a ratchet-drill. This frame is often called in
American shops an old man.
drill-core (dril'kor), n. Same as core\ 2 («).

drill-extractor (drireks-trak'tor), n. A de-
vice, used in drilling tube-wells, by which the
drill-rod or -bit can be drawn up out of the
tube in case of breakage; a drill-tongs.

drill-grinder (drU'giin'dfer), n. A grinding-
machine for forming different kinds of twist-
drills and other drills.

drilling-clip (dril'ing-klip), n. A frame or
holder to force a drill against the service-pipe
for gas or water when the latter is to be drilled

and tapped to connect a new service-outlet.

drilling-maclline, n. specifically, a power-machine
of thenrst class, employed in drilling small holes in

metals. Small machines and all hand-power machines
used for this purpose are often called drtUs, as the radial

drill-yard

uniting these features into a complete machhie. Drilling-

machines are often named after the things on which the

work is to be done, as rail-drilling machine, etc. Drill-

ing-machines, when of superior construction, with great

refinement of adjustment in the moving parts, aie said to

be sensitive ; hence, the term sewiitive drill, that is, one

highly responsive to delicate and rapid adjustment. The
drilling-machine is sometimes used also for other work,

by employing tapping- and milling-cutters on additional

spindles, as in the drilling-, tapping-, and milling-ma-

chine.-Borlng-and-drilUng macbine. See*boring-

maehine.—Gajie drUUng-maclllne, a drilling-machine

having from two to ten spindles placed in a row above

the work-table, each supported by a fixed column or

frame. The spindles may all carry the same style of drill

or different ones, according to the requiremento of the

work, andmay be used in turn, or all at once.—Multiple-
spindle drilllllg-maclline, a drillmg-machine having

four or more spindles. Two principal types are in use
In one, the drill-heads which carry the spindles are sup-

ported on a cross-rail and are adjustable to any position,

or at any angle on the cross-rail ; in the other, the spindles

are arranged in groups about a center, with adjustment
along the radius of the circular group.

—

Turret drUlliig-

machlne, an upright drilling-machine, with a disk sup-

Multiple-spindle DriUing-machine.

a, traversing and partly rotating table ; *, Self-centering chuck

:

c, spindles {24), drilling tools not shown ; d. wheel controlling trav-

erseof table; e, feed mechanism ; y, control. About 16 feet high.

drill (which is properly a radial drilling-machine). Wlien
the diameter of the boring-tool (drill) exceeds two inches
the machine is properly a boring-macMne. All machines
for boring holes in wood are called borvng-m<Lckinee. See
-kboring-machine and boring^mill. The essential features

of the machine are a rotary spindle carrying the cutting-

tool, a table for holding the work, and a suitable frame

Turret Drilling-machine.

a, revolving turret with ten spindles, two shown with tools;
6, table with vertical traverse and feed.

porting four or more radial spindles and having a rotary
motion, under the control of the operator, whereby each
spindle, with ite special drilling-, reaming-, or other bor-
ing-tool, can be brought in turn to the work, thus making
it possible to periorm a series of operations upon the
same piece wifliout removing it from the table.— Up-
right dlllllng-maclline, the most common and genei^
ally useful of the single-spindle driUing-machines. The
spindle has a feed-motion, an automatic stop to control
the depth of the hole, and a quick return in withdrawing
the tool. The table is adjustable to the work and there
is often a lower or floor table, the upper table swinging
out of the way when this is used.

drilling-twill (dril'ing-twil), n. Same as
drilUnfi^.

drill-^in (dril'pin), n. In a lock, the project-
ing pm that serves as a guide for a hollow key.

drill-sllip (dril'ship), n. A practice-ship; a
ship for the instruction of cadets; a vessel
employed for teaching the rudiments of sea-
manship, navigation, gunnery, and marine en-
gineering.

dxill-templet (dril'tem'^plet), n. A templet or
jig in which the holes to be drilled in the work
are carefully laid out as to location and relative
distance and hardened steel bushings are in-
serted at these points. If the drill is inserted tlirouah
these bushings and the templet firmly clamped to the
work the drill will bore all the holes exacUy in the same
relations to each other, in every piece.

drill-tongs (dril'tdngz), n. 1 . A tool for grip-
ping and esAracting the drill-rod when the lat-

ter has been broken in the bore of a well and
has fallen to the bottom.— 2. A drilling- or
boring-tool with one jaw which can go behind
or below the object to be perforated, while the
bit is on the face or end of the other jaw, so
that closure of the jaws causes the bit to ad-
vance and make the hole.

drill-yard (dril'yard), n. In railroading, a
special yard for receiving, classifying, and for-
warding freight-cars; a division or junction
yard, as opposed to a freight, storage, way-
station, or terminal yard, it is divided into three
parte : the receiving-yard, where the arriving trains are
received ; the classification-yard or car-sorting yard ; and
the forwarding-yard, where departing trains are made
up. The classification-yard is many times larger than the
receiving- or the forwarding-yard and is always placed
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between them, In a continuous line, so tliat all moTements
of oars shall be progressive or in the direction of their
destination. The receiving-yard is a group of parallel
tracks all connected by switches with the main-line tracks,
and it always includes tracks leading to the roundhouse,
coal-yard, etc., storage-tracks for cabooses, and cripple-
ti'acks. On the arrival of the train at the receiving-yard
the engine and crew are dismissed and the train is deliv-

ered to the yard crews. Drill-engines then proceed to
rearrange the cars of the train. The caboose is sent to its

storage-track and the cars are Inspected and moved for-

ward to the classiflcation-yai'd. This yard consists of a
lai-ge number of parallel tracks joined together by dia-

gonal tracks, called ladder-tracks. The drill-engineB push
the train along the ladder, turning out each car (or group
bound to one station) into its special track, thus sorting
them into way- or through trains for the next division, or
into the proper trains for other roads that have junction-
points in the neighborhood. In this classification process,

all injured, damaged, or unsafe cars, called cripples, are
sorted out and sent to the cripple-tracks. Fourmethods of
drillii ig a train in a cbissiflcation-yard are employed. One is

to place the drill-engine in the rear of the train and to push
it^ as a whole, along the ladder, sending one car at a time,
the first, second, etc., into its proper track. This implies
* kicking,' or sending a car off into its track by moving the
whole train forwai'd and casting 'off the end car to run into
its place by its own momentum, the remaining cars being
stopped or pulled backward ready for the next push for-

ward. Another method is to send the train into the lad-
der-track and then to employ a second drill-engine, mov-
ing on a track parallel with the ladder, to pole one car at
a time into its proper track. This is done by placing a
wooden pole at one comer of the engine and fitting the
other end into an iron pocket on one comer of the car.

The forward movement of the engine poles or pushes
the car along until it has sutficient momentum to en-
ter its appropriate trtick. In this method only the
engine moves backward and eqch car moves continu-
ously forward. These two methods are used where
the entire yard is upon one level. ' The third method is

used when the entire yard is upon a down grade, or
where the ladder-track alone is upon a down grade.
The drill-engine pushes the train upon the down-grade
ladder (this may be on an artificial grade) and the
work of drilling is greatly hastened by using gravity to
assist the engine in handling the train, or by using grav-

ity to send each car down grade into its proper trac^ the
train and engine moving only slightly or just enough to
start the free car down the grade. The fourth method
employs a hump-ladder, or a ladder-track laid upon a
slight artificial hill or 'hump.' The engine pushes the
train up the hill, and as each car reaches the summit or
hump it is released and runs down the grade to its proper
track! By this method no single car ever moves backward
and its progress through the yard is hastened with a
great saving of time and labor. At the farther end of the
classification-yard is the smaller advance-yard, connected
with it by ladder-tracks. In this yard the fresh engine
and crew receive the ti-ain with the cars properly arranged
according to destination. The train is made up by drill-

engines that pull out the proper cars from each track of

the classification-yard, and make up the new train in the
advance-yard. Drill-yards are always double, one com-
plete yard being assigned to trains moving one way, and
the other to those moving in the opposite direction.

Some drill-yards are a mile or more long and have track-

age for a thousand cars. Such yards are usually outside

of cities, and in the neighborhood of coal-storage yards

and car-shops. In a well-planned yard trains are usually

received, classified, and sent forward within an hour or

two and at an expense of only a few cents per car.

drimin (dri'min), n. {I)rim{ys) + -jre^.] A.

orystalline pulverulent compound, C13H14O4,
found in the bark ofBrimys Wmteri. It darkens
and melts at about 256° C.

drimol (dri'mol), n. [Drim(ys) + -ol.'] A
colorless compound, C28H58O2, found in the

leaves of Drimys Winteri. It crystallizes in

needles, melts at 73-74° C, and boils without
decomuosition.
drinking-SO:xg (dring'king-s6ng), n. A song
suited to convivial gatherings, or where toasts

are drunk.
drip, Ti. 6. In meteor., the drops of water which
fall from leaves and other objects which are

enveloped by clouds or fog, or covered with

dew. In some locations, such as the summit of Green
Mountain, in the Island of Ascension, the cloud-drip is

the only source of water for plants and animals. The fog-

drip on the California coast is also important.

7. An inclined wooden platform, used in the

manufacture of salt, for drainingthe saltbefore

it is conveyed to the storehouse.—8. A de-

posit formed from dripping water, as stelae-

tites in caves.— 9. In hort, the water that

drips from the sash-bars and other roof-sti-uo-

ture of a glass-house. The true drip is due to the

water of condensation, although the term is also applied

to the water of leakage.

dripcock (dripTiok), n. A waste-valve or re-

leasing-valve used in hydrants. See *hy(lrant-

drip-cup (drip'kup), n. A shallow tray of tin

or iron placed under a bearing or machine to

catch the dropping oil, so that it will not soil

anything underneath, and to preserve the oil

which is usually strained and used again.

drip-grooves (drip'grbvz), n. pi.
_
Channels, in

beanngs for machinery, in which lubricant

may be caught, as it is fed in drops or collects

from a splash or spray surface, and fed to the

entire surface of contact between sha,ft and
bearing.
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drip-pan (drip'pan), n. Same as *drip-cup,

dripping-point (drip'ing-point), n. See *drip-
tip.

drip-point (drip'point), n. 1. The end of a
metal rod or wire from which oil drips when
it is to be used as a lubricant or when it is

to be burned in some forms of internal-com-
bustion engines.— 3. Se6*drip-iip.
drip-sheet (drip'shet), ». In med., a wet sheet
from which the water (cold, cool, or warm, as
the case may be) is wrung out and which is
then wrapped around the naked body of a pa-
tient standing in .a tub of water.
dripstone, n. 3. Same as stalagmite.
drip-tip (drip'tip), «. In hot, a long acumi-
nate point 01 a leaf, common in regions where
the rainfall is heavy, which serves to drain off
the water rapidly. It occurs only on leaves
with a wettable surface. Also dripping-point,
and drip-poimt.

drip-valve (drip'valv), n. A valve for remov-
ing liquid which is superfluous, or undesired;
specifically, a valve through which condensed
steam, in the form of water, is removed from
a cylinder of an engine, or any pipe carrying
steam. Such water is not only inconvenient, but may
become dangerous if accumulating in excess. Similar
drip-valves are required to remove tar and other liquids
from gas-mains.

drisk (drisk), n. [Appar. a mixture of dri{zzle)
and (du)sk.'i A drizzle or drizzly mist.
[New Eng.]
^vable (driv'a-hl), a. 1. Capable of being
driven: as, a arivable nail.— 2. Suitable for
driving: as, a drwoWe distance.— 3. Suitable
for the transportation of logs: as, a drivable
stream, that is, one down which logs from a
lumber-camp may be floated and directed in
their course. [North America.]
drive, V.t, 1. (e) in criacet, to strike (a ball) forcibly,
so as to send it somewhere in front of the wicket, (f) In
Iwnbering, to float ^ogs or timbers) from the forest to the
mill or smpplng-pomt (g) In enttmi,, to induce (a colony
of honey-bees) to leave one hive and enter another : usu-
ally effected by pounding on the hive.

drive, »., 1. (.0 I" croquet, a roquet stroke that sends
the object-ball to some particular spot, (ff) In golf, the
shot off the tee : usually made witha wooden club (driver).
(A) In cricket, a stroke by which a ball, usually a half-
volley, is hit somewhere in front of the wicket.

8. A driving mechanism, as of a motor-cycle
or motor-carriage : used with some qualifying
term, as a flexible drive, a geav-drive, etc.—9.
In lumbering: (a) Abodyof logs or timbers ia
process of being floated from the forest to
the mill or shipping-point. (6) That part of
logging which consists in floating logs or tim-
bers.—Bevel-gear drive. See Mevel-gear.—Hilye
bridge, euchre, whist, etc. Same sa progressive bridge,
euchre, -kwhist, etc. See progressive -kgwrnes.—Flying
drive, in lumbering, a drive of logs of which the main
portion is put through with the utmost despatch, without
stopping to pick up the rear.—Union drive, a drive of
logs belonging to several owners who share the expense
pro rata.

drive-off (driv'df), n. In golf, the initial stroke
played ; a drive from the tee.

drive-J)ipe (driv'irip), n. l. The feed- or sup-
ply-pipe of a hydraulic ram.— 2. A pipe to be
driven into the ground for a driven well. A
pointed strainer is put on the end of the pipe to make it

drive easily and also to serve as a foot-valve.

driver, n., 1, (i) a horse which is fitted to be used for
driving, in distinction fromone used for riding or as a draft-
horse. Drivers are classed as roadsters and standard-
bred or trotters, the laat being used for racing purposes,
(i) In sporting phi-ase, a pigeon or other bird that when
liberated from the trap, or flushed, flies rapidly and
directly away. Contrasted with twister, (k) A wooden
golf-club with which the ball is driven from the tee. Also
play-club. See cut under golf-dub.

driver-brake (dri'ver-brak), n. A brake ap-
plied to the rim of a driving-wheel on a loco-
motive. Also called driving-wheel brake.

driver-chuck (dri'v6r-chuk), n. A chuck fas-

tened on the head-stock mandrel which drives
work that is being turned between centers.

driver-mast (dri'ver-mast), n. On a six-masted
vessel, the after-mast. See *after-mast.

driving-belt (dri'ving-belt), n. The belt by
which an engine or other source of power
drives the machinery of a factory, or any pri-

mary belt that conveys motion.

driving-bit (dri'ving-bit), n. A light bit of
varying pattern and construction designed es-

pecially for trottii)g-horses.

driving-chain (dil'ving-chan), n. Any form
of chain used in transmitting power from a
motor to a tool, machine, or conveyor, or from
one part of a machine to another. It is usu-
ally made with detachable links, designed to
run over sprockets, and is used in bicycles,

motors, etc.

driving-wing

driving-cheek (dn'ving-chek), ». A wing pro-
jecting from the face of a disk, by which an-
other element may be made to move or to re-
volve; a crank which drives by pushing a
follower by a flat surface.

driving-chuck (dri'ving-chuk), n. A lathe-
chuck fitted with a driver for rotating the
work. The chuck is usually a cu-cular face-plate, hav-
ing one or more pins projecting from its face. The name
is sometimes applied to the cup-chuck, because the wood
to be turned is driven into it by blows from a hiunmer.
driving-cleik (dri'ving-klek), n. In golf, an
iron club with a comparatively straight face

:

it is slightly deeper than the regular cleik.

driving-clock (dn'ving-klok), n. A form of
clock which drives a mechanism or apparatus.

Driving-clock of the z6-inch Equatorial Telescope of the U. S.
Naval observatory at Washington.

as a telescope, heliostat, or chronograph, at a
uniform rate which is directly related to the
passage of time. Such clockwork is attached to an
equatorial telescope, so that the tube shall move exactly
in opposition to the motion of the earth on its axis, and
the optical axis of the lenses be directed continuously
upon a star. In stellar photography, calling for long ex-
posures, the driving-clock of the telescope-tube must be
of the greatest refinement and accuracy as a machine and
as a timekeeper.

driving-cushion (dri ' ving-kush 'on), ». A
wedge-shaped cushion for the driver of a car-
riage. It is placed on the carriage-seat, with the thin
edge in front, so that the driver is held in a half-sitting
position. .

*

driving-flange (dri'viug-flanj), n. A flange or
rim on a wheel or shaft which, by friction or
by engagement, drives another part of the
machine.
driving-iron (dri'ving-Ffem), n. In golf, an
iron club with less loft than the regular iron
and a slightly deeper face.

driving-mashie (dri'ving-mash^i), n. In golf,
an iron club with a small, deep face, with less
loft than an ordinary mashie, and usually with
a longer shaft.

driving-pinion (dri'ving-pin'yon), n. Any
small toothed wheel which drives another, or
from which another receives its motion. 2fa-
smith, Cotton Spinning, p. 213.

driving-putter (dn'ving-put'er), n. In golf,
a wooden putter with a straight face, used in

. plajring against the wind.
driving-rein (dii'ving-ran), n. A rein fitted

with a billet and buckle at one end for the at-

tachment of the bit : the other end is stitched
to the hand part.

driving-rod (dri'ving-rod), n. In locomotives,
the connecting-rod; the main-rod: distin-

guished from the side-rod.

driving-wing (dri'ving-wing), n. One of the
arms of a double crank, or of a crank formed
in the shaft to be driven, at such a distance
from either end that there is a bearing for the
shaft on each side of the crank, if one of the
arms is lighter in weight than the other, by reason of the
smaller resistance to be overcome on one side of the crank-
pin, the driving-wing will be the more massive arm.



Drobisch's spiral

Drobisch's spiral. See *spiral.

drog (drog), V. t. To transport or carry in a
droger: as, he was engaged in dragging sugar
from the West, Indies. N. E. D.
drogue. «. 2. Same as drag, 1. (j).

Dromatheriidse (dr6"nia-the'^ri-i-de), n. pi.
IDromatherium; the type' genus, + idee, fanuly
ending.] A family of small mammals, com-
prising extinct species from the Trias and
Jurassic. The type genus Dromatherium has 3
premolars and 7 molars, the dentition some-
what resembling that ofthe living Myrmecobius.
The family is commonly considered as belonging with the
polyprotodont marsupialB, but it has been suggested that
some of the species assigned to the group may really be
anomodont reptiles. Gilt, 1872.

Dromiacea (dro-mi-a'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Droviia + -aeea.~\ A g'roiip of braehyurous
crustaceans or crabs in which the fifth pair of
feet, which are sometimes chelate, are carried
dorsally. The group belongs wholly to Meso-
zoie time.

dromograpll (dro'mo-graf), n. [Gr. dp6/ioc,

running, + ypa^eiv, write.] 1. A device for
recording the rapidity of the blood-current.

—

2. An instrument for recording the apparent
path of anything in the atmosphere, it has a
vertical cylinder on which directions in azimuth and alti-

tude may be inscribed by pencils which slide vertically.

A telescope pointing toward a balloon, a bird, a kite, or a
cloud carries the pencils with it, and the record made by
the latter gives the altitude and azimuth of the object at
any moment. Two dromographs, with observers at sta-

tions a short distance apart, can obtain a continuous
record of the movement of an object that is mutually
visible. Having clocks that agree perfectly, they make
time-marks every five minutes on the respective recoi-ds.

dromometer (dro-mom'e-t6r), n. An instru-

ment for the measurement of velocity ; a speed-
indicator.

^omometry (dro-mom'e-tri), n. The mea-
surement of speed ; the use of the dromometer.
Dromomitlliase (dr6m-6r-nith'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Dromomis, (Dromorniih-) H- -idse.'i A
family of large, extinct birds which contains
species related to the emu.
dromos, rt. 3. In Gr. anUq., the shortest foot-

race which was just the length of the stadium,
or about 600 feet. See stadium.—4. The en-
trance to the Mycensean beehive tomb. See
*l)eehvBe tomb.

dromoscope fdro'mo-skop), n. An instrument
for exhibiting the circulation of winds around
a storm-center, or for locating a storm-center
when the direction of the wind is known.
dromotropism (dro-mot'ro-pizm), n. Inter-

ference with tlie conductivity of muscle.

The centrifugal cardiac nerves influence the frequency,
the force of contraction, and the conductivity of the excite-

tory wave (chrono-, ino-, and dromo-tropi»m of Engel-
mann). Encyc. Brit, XXXI. 733.

drone^, n. 3. The tone emitted by the drone
of a bagpipe.
drong (drong), n. A lane or narrow passage.
[Prov. Bug.] N. E. D.
Drooping disease, n. See *disease.

drop, V. I. intrans. 10. In archery, to fall short

of the mark aimed at: said of an arrow.—11.
To show a tendency to lower the shoulders, due
to weakness of the muscles: said of a horse.
—To drop asleep, to sink quietly into slumber ; llgurar

tively, to die peacefully, without struggle, and as if un-
observed.—To drop off. (1) To become detached and
fall : as, the petaJs dropped off, one by one ; (2) to drop
asleep; (3) die peacefully, and as if unobserved; (4)

become less regular; faU gradually: as, he began to
drop o/in his visits.—To drop to, to 'tumble to'; 'catch
on ; become awftre of; begin to understand; perceive:
as, the crowd did not drop to his game for some time.
[Slang.]

Drop.

a, flaring approach and submerged platform; *. flanng wings

and submerged platform of outlet to ditch below drop ; c, floor on

the grade of the ditch below the drop forming a water.cushion ; d,

short flume on grade of ditch above drop.
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n. trans. 10. To lose or part with : as, to

drop a thousand dollars at poker. [Slang.]

drop, 1. > 9. (A) A device of timber, metal, or masom^y
for permitting the waters of irrigating and other canals

and ditches to descend to a lower level without causing
erosion. The drops are usually provided with a water-

cushion to break the force of the fall.

15. In elect., a fall of potential.— 16. A steep
slope.—17. A disease of lettuce, caused by
the fungus, Sclerotinia lAberUana.—18. A fall

or sudden vertical descent, as from a height
or from a general level, either in space, or
from some known position or condition, as in

prices, values, temperature, etc, : as, an un-
expected drop in the rate of discount; a
drop in the price of steel.— 19. The distance
through which, or the extent to which, any-
thing drops : as, a drop of twenty feet ; a drop
of ten points in copper ; a drop of twenty de-
grees in temperature in as many hours.

—

JSO.
In tabular work, a drop-line.—21. In base-
ball, a ball so delivered by the pitcher that it

shoots downward.— 22. In tennis, a ball so
struck by the racket as to shoot sharply down-
ward after crossing the net.— 23. A patent-
leather ornament, pear-shaped or of other or-
namental form, used on the faee-straps and
hip-straps of a harness.—24. The newly born
young of animals: most commonly used in
speaking of sheep.—Black drop, vinegar of opium.
—Drop culture. See -kcuUure.— Green (&aps, a solu-
tion of mercuric chlorid or corrosive sublimate, colored
green to attract attention to its poisonous character.

—

Hoffmaiin'S drops, the pharmaceutical name for a mix-
ture of three parts of alcohol and one part of ether : used
as an anodyne, and called after Hoffmann, of Halle, who
died in 1742. Also called Hoff-mamrCs anodyne.—Knock-
out drops, a powerful narcotic, such as a saturated solu-
tion of chloral hydrate in water, or a preparation of the
fruit of Cocevius Coccvlus (fishberries) : employed by
evil-doers to stupefy their intended victims.—TO have
the drop on one. Same as to get the drop.

drop-arch (drop'arch), n. An arch lower in
proportion than is usual : as, a blunt-pointed
arch, a segmental arch, or a three-centered
arch.

drop-berry (drop'ber"i), n. The Solomon's-
seal, Polygonatum, applied to P. multiflorum
and F. commutatum. See Solomon's-seal.

drop-bolt (drop'bolt), n. 1. A bolt so con-
structed as to drop into a socket.— 2. The
bolt which keeps the drop of a gallows in
place until the signal for its withdrawal is

given.

drop-cake (drop'kak), n. A small cake made
by dropping thick batter from a spoon into
hot, deep fat, or on a well-buttered pan to be
baked in the oven.

drop-door (drop'dor), n. In car-building, the
gate or flap of a hopper or drop-bottom ear.

See drop-bottom.

drop-dry (drop'dri), a. Water-tight; proof
against leaks : as, a drop-dry roof. N. E. D.
drop-ear (drop'er), n. An ear that turns
downward, as in certain dogs. See *drop-
eared.

drop-eared (drop'erd), a. Having ears that
turn downward, but are not so long and pen-
dulous as those of a hound : said of dogs.

drop-flower (drop'flou"6r), n. Any plant of
the genus Nabalus, so called from its nodding
heads. It is better known as rattlesnaJce-root

(which see).

droprforgef(drop'f6ri), v. t. To shape by the
impact of a falling mass or weight. Usually the
shaping is done by one blow received upon the stock
while uie latter is held between hardened steel dies care-
fully adjusted to each other, so as to hold each one half
of the required shape. When the two halves come to-

gether by the fall of the weight, the stock takes both
form and impress from the dies, and a finished product
results, needing only trimming and polishing. Most
manufactured forgings for the parts of sewing-machines,
guns, bicycles, automobiles, and the like, are made by
this process, and fine patterns in forks, spoons, and metal
ware can be similarly produced, with great economy of
labor and exact duplication of size and form. See drop-
press.

drop-frame (drop'fram), n. In eandy-maldng,
a hand- or power-machine for making the
many forms of fruit or other drops ; a fruit-

drop frame, it consists of a pair of rolls engraved
with forms of fruits, fishes, toys, etc., between which
the sheets of candy are passed and by which they are

' impressed and cut into drops. The finished drops are
delivered to a traveling-apron and conveyed through
cooling-boxes to be chilled and hardened.

drop-gate (drop'gat), n. A gate in an irriga-

tion-canal operated in such a way that it can
be opened by dropping a shutter.

drop-handle, n. 2. A carriage-door handle
which is attached to the spindle in such a
manner that it hangs down when not held in

the hand.

DrosophilidsB

drop-hook (drop'huk), n. A harness check-

hook secured to its base by a collar which
allows the hook to drop to the sides.

drop-jaw (drop'jS,), n. Paralytic rabies in

the dog: so called from the half-open mouth,
due to paresis of the jaw muscles, which is

characteristic of this form of the disease.

The dumb form of rabies is very common, and many
persons know it as "dropjaw" who have no idea of ite

true nature. Yearbook V. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 233.

drop-key (drop'ke), n. In lock-making, a key
having a hinged shankto allow the end or bow-

to hang down parallel to the door.

drop-leg (drop'leg), n. A vertical pipe which
carries gas, steam, or water downward from
a horizontal pipe.

drop-lever (drop'lev'fer), n. 1. A lever hav-

ing a drop or an offset to pass an obstacle or

to bring the end to any desired point.— 2. A
lever that drops or swings on a pivot, used to

disengage the feed or stop any part of a ma-
chine.

drop-light, >^. 2. An electric lamp, analogous
to a gas drop-light, for table use.— 3. A coach-
window that can be dropped in grooves in

the framework of the coach, so as to be out of

sight.

drop-line (drop'lin), n. 1. A hand-line ; a fish-

ing-line worked by hand without a rod. See
yiand-lins.—2. A horizontal line, as in a genea-
logical table, which is carried lower down
when the space for continuing it horizontally

is insufficient.

drop-lubrication (drop'lu-bri-ka'^shgn), n.

Lubrication by some device which drops the
oil upon a bearing constantly, instead of ap-
plying it in a flood intermittently.

drop-meter (drop'me^ter), n. An instrument
for measuring liquids by drops.
drop-motion (drop'm6"shon;, n. An arrange-
ment on a yam-reel by means of which two of

the arms of the reel can be shortened so as to

release the hank and facilitate its removal.
dropping, «. 5. pi. The waste material which
drops under a machine, as in the process of

scutching cotton.

The primary impurities from each of the two processes
of opening and scutching are known as the droppings.

Hannan, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 115.

6. A disease of cattle commonlyknown as milk
fever, somewhat analogous to puerperal fever
in women : so called because the cow drops to
the ^ound when sick.— iceberg droppings, debris
deposited from an iceberg.

The results obtained by geologists, who have been study-
ing the peripheral areas of the drift-covered regions of oui
continent, ai-e such as to satisfy us that the drifts of those
regions are not iceberg.droppi'ngs.

Simthmnian Bep. 1S90, p. 221

dropping-flask (drop'ing-flask), n. A light
glass vessel for delivering liquids by drops

:

also used for weighing out
liquids.

dropsy, n. — Abdominal
dropsy, ascites. — Amniotic
dropsy, hydramnios. — Ar-
ticular dropsy, hydrarthrosis.
Cardiac dropsy, dropsy con-
sequent upon weak circulation
due to heart-disease.—Dropsy
Ofthe^raln, hydrocephalus.- „ ;„„ „„t
Dropsy of liie chest hydro.

Droppmg.nask.

thorax.—Dropsy of the perl-
caxdliun, hydi-opericardium.

—

Dropsy Of the peri-
toneum, ascites.— Dropsy of the pleura, hydro-
thorax.—Dropsy of the spine, hydroraohis.— Dropsy
of the testicle, hydrocele.—Dropsy of the uterus,
hydrometra.—False dropsy. Same as retention cyst
(which see, under retention).— Hepatic dropsy, dropsy
(ascites) due to obstruction of the flow of blood in the
veins of the liver.

dropsy-plant (drop'si-plant),^. The common
garden- or lemon-balm, Melissa officinalis, re-
puted to cure dropsy.
dropt, w. A simplified spelling of dropped.
drop-table, n. 2. A table, without legs, which
is hinged to a waU. When not in use it may hang
down against the wall ; when in use it is propped up by
one or two hinged braces or by a revolving bracket : used
in boat-cabins and in small pantries. *

drop-terret (drop'ter'et), n. A hamess-terret
attached to its base by a collar which allows it

to drop to the sides.

dropwort, ».—western dropwort, Porteranthus tri-
fohat'us. See cut under Gillenm.

droseraceous (dros-e-ra'shius), a. Belonging
to the plant-family broseraceee ; pertaining or
related to the sundews.
droshky, n. 2. A very low four-wheeled car-
riage of the cabriolet type.
Drosophilidse (dros-o-flri-de), «. pi. [NL., <
Drosophila + -idse.'\

' A family of acalyptrate



Drosophilidse

muscoid Diptera of which Drosophila is the
type: commonly known as the little fruit-flies.

drOSOphore (dros'o-for), ». [Gr. Spoaog, dew, +
-^opof, < fepeiv, bear.)] A device for spraying
water into air to increase its humidity; a kind
of atomizer.

dross, V. t. 2. To convert (lead) into dross or
protoxid by melting in an oxidizing atmo-
sphere. The operation is usually accomplished
in a reverberatory furnace.

drove^ (drov), v. t. and i.
;
pret. and pp. droved,

ppr. droving. To follow the occupation of a
drover.

drove-road (drov'rod), n. An ancient road or

track along which cattle may be driven, but
which is not kept in repair : same as drove^,

n., 2.

drown, v. t. 4. In phys. geog., to submerge
beneath the waters of a lake or ocean : said of

a valley that is thus converted into a bay by a
relative change of land- and water-level. See
*drowned stream.— 5. In tobacco culture, to in-

jure by long-continued rain followed by warm
sunshine. The tobacco soon wilts under these
conditions. Also called scald.

This tobacco was cut after being drowned or scalded.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p. 33.

drownd, pp. A simplified spelling of drowned.
drowned (dround), p. a. That has been
drenched or submerged, as drowned lands;
also, that has perished by drowning Drowned
boiler. (<t) A type of sectional boiler in which the evap-
orating umta deliver the steam formed in them into
a drmn or chamber below the level of the water in the
latter: distinguished from a 'foaming' boiler, in which
each unit disengages from the area of ite own cross-section

only, or above the water-level of the steam-and-water
drum.

The Belleville boiler belongs to what is called the
"foaming" class. This epithet is not applied as a mark
of disparagement in any way, but simply to distinguish it

frbm the " drowned " class. The difference between the
two is that, whereas in the "foaming" class the tubes
deliver the steam above the water level in the large steam
drum, in the "drowned" type the steam is delivered in

the drum below the water line.

Sei. Amer. Sup., Dec. 27, 1902, p.

(b) A fire-tube upright boiler in which the tubes forming
the heating-surface are suiTounded for their whole length
by the water to be evaporated, instead of projecting for

part of their length above the normal water-level. This
construction diminishes the tendency to leakage at the
upper tube-sheet, because the tubes are not subject to
such wide ranges of temperature change, and to such
changes of length relatively to the outer shell, as the fire

varies in intensity or the water-level is carelessly lowered.
—^Drowned level, a horizontal passage or level, as in a
mine, at each end of which an upward shaft, either in-

clined or verticid, rises above the level of the roof. Such
passage and shafts form an inverted siphon, and water
gathering there fills it up, and can only be removed by
pumping, as no drainage is possible.—Drowned stream,
a stream whose valley has subsided until the sea, en-

croaching upon it, has formed a bay or estuary of its lower
course. The St. Lawrence, Hudson, Chesapeake, and Del-

aware rivers are examples of drowned streams entering
the sea. The St. Louis river fiowing into Lake Superior
illustrates similar inland relationships. See irdroion, 4.

drowner, n. 2. In irrigation, one who works
the sluices of reservoirs and side-channels, in

the upper part of a valley, which flood or
drown meadows below, so as to afiord an
equable distribution of water for irrigation.

Locally called drownder.

Dr. Phil. An abbreviation of Doctor of Phi-
losophy.

Dr. Phys. Sc. An abbreviation of Doctor of
Physical Science. Also D. P. S.

drug-beetle (drug'be'tl), n. Same as *Mscuit-
heetle (which see, with cut).

dnig-disease (drug'di-zez), n. 1. A morbid
state caused by the long-continued or habitual

use of a drug.— 2. In homeopathic medicine,

the complex of symptoms noted afterthe admin-
istration of any drug for purposes of proving.

The manifestations of drug action thus produced are

carefully recorded, and this record of " drug-diaeaees,"

after being verified by repetition on many "provers," con-

stitutes the distinguishing feature of the homoeopathic
materia medica. Eneye. Brit., XXIX. 312.

druggy (drug':), a. {drug + -2^1.] 1. Of or

relating to drugs. —2. Being under the influ-

ence of a drug.

drug-mill (drug'mil), n. A special grinding-

mill used in the manufacture of drugs.

drum^, n.,1. (6) The head or membrane of a banjo or

similar instrument.

3. (*) A circular box, revolved by machinery, in which
skins are tanned or colored. See also -kcolaring-wheel.

C. T. Davis, Manuf. of leather, p. 337.

8. (6) A drummer in a military command.

12. An inflatable sac on the side of the neck
of such a bird as the prairie-chicken: sup-

posed to give resonance to the sound produced
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by the wingswhen drumming. See tympanum,
2. (c) (2).— 13. An Australian bushman's
bundle ; a swag.—14. The revolving cylinder
of the kymograph, chronograph, or other in-

strument, upon the surface of which curves
are drawn, time records made, etc.

The clockwork of the kymograph is wound up, and the
drum swung round to its proper starting-point

M. B. Titehener, Exper. Psychol., L i. 104.

Black drum, the salt-water drum, Pog&nias ckromis.
See cut under arum,—Conical dram, in mining, a form
of rope-drum used on hoisting-engines to equalize the
variation in load due to the varying length of the hoisting-
rope as the load ascends or descends in the shaft Such
drums are usually double and serve two hoisting-com-
partments, one load ascending as the other descends.

—

Drum-and-cone signal. See ^m^nat.—Drum mem-
brane. Same as tympanic membrane.— Wash drum, a
drum for washing skins. Modem Amer. Tanning, p. 81.

drum^, V. t. 5. To treat in a drum, as skins.

See *drum^, n., 3 (fc). Modern Amer. Tanning,
p. 90.— 6. ia forestry, to haul (logs) by drum
and cable out of a hollow or cove.
drum-barrage (drum'bar"aj), ». See *har-
rage.

drum-beat (drum 'bet), n. The sound of a
diMim.

drumbledore (dmm'bl-dor), n. An imitative
variant otdwmiledore (a bumblebee). Compare
drumble-drone. Sometimes applied figura-
tively to a person. [Prov. Eng.]
drum-dial (drum'di'''al), n. Arevolving cjrlin-

drical surface on wKich a record is kept in a
time-register. Engin. Mag., July, 1904, p. 618.
Drumhead motion, the vibratory motion or wave-motion
of the head of a drum, boiler, or tank.

drum-language (drum'lang'gwaj), n. A sys-
tem of communication in which certain ideas
are expressed by rhythmical combinations of
drum-beats. This method of signaling is found
among the negroes of the west coast of Africa.
Batgel (trans.). Hist, of Mankind, II. 406.

drnmlinoid (drum'lin-oid), a. and n. [d/rumUn
+ -oJd.] I, a. Resembling a drumlin.

Some of the principal ridges present drumlinoid pro-
files, while their lateral slopes were greatly over-steepened.

Sei. Amer. Sup., Jan. 16, 1904, p. 23447.

II, n. A hill resembling a drumlin in shape.
drumlinoidal (drum-Un-oi'dal), a. Same as
*drumUnoid.
drumloid (dmm'loid), a. and n. [_druml{in) +
-md.'\ Same as *drumlinoid Drumloid hill, a
hill having a lenticular outline similar' to that of a drum-
lin.

While the drumlin type is fairly distinct, drumlinsgrade
into hills which are not drumlins. When they become
somewhat irregular in form they are sometimes desig-
nated drumloids, drunUoid hills or immature drumlins.
It is not certain that some of them may not be over-ma-
ture drumlins— that is, drumlins made irregular by
unequal surface deposits upon regular drumlin forms.
B. D. Salisbury, Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1891, p. 74.

drummer, ». 4. A horse that beats the airby
throwing its fore legs out irregularly as it goes.
Grose. [Jockey cant.]— 5. Same as tZrwTOi, 11.

— 6. A local English name for a rabbit: so
called on account of its habit of beating or
drumming upon the earth with the hind feet.

drumstick, n. 4. The tetanus bacillus, which
has a round spore at one extremity.

drum-tannage (drum'tau'lj), n. Tannage by
means of a drum. See *dr'um'^, n,, 3 (Jc). C. t.

Daw«, Manuf. of Leather, p. 399.

drum-wheel, n. 2. In tanning, same as *drum^,
n., 3 (fc).

drunk, p. a. 3. Bent ; crooked : used to de-

scribe a bent screw which imparts a sidewise
as well as an endwise motion to a nut.

drunkard, n. 2. [pZ.] The marsh-marigold.
—3. Ipl.) The wintergreen or checkerberry,
Gaultheria procumbens.
drunken, p. a. 5. Producing intoxication, or
used in manufacturing intoxicants, as certain

plants— for example, the betel-nut, called

drurilcen date, the darnel, called drunken rye-

grass.

cminken-fish (drung'kn-flsh), ». One of the
trunk-fishes, Lactophrys trigueter. [West
Indies.]

drunkenness, n. 3. In mech., unsteadiness,

crookedness, or inequality of pitch in a screw,

such that the nut either wabbles or does not
advance at a constant speed— Sleep drunken-
ness, a confused mental state and muscular incoBrdiuar

tion sometimes seen in one aroused from a deep sleep.

drunkery (drung'ke-ri), n.
;
pi. drunkeries (-riz.)

[drunk -¥ -ery."] "A place in which to get

drunk; a grog-shop or saloon. [Colloq.]

N. E. D.
drupal (drS'pal), a. [drupe + -al.'] Same as

drupaceous.
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drupiferous (drS-pif'e-rus), a. [NL. drupa,
drupe, -H h.ferre, bear.] Bearing drupes,
drusiness (dro'zi-nes), n. The state of being
drusy ; exhibiting a surface of minute crystals.

Drusiness is sometimes produced by a regular deposit
upon the faces of one mineral of minute sub-individual
belonging to a different species.

H. A. Miers, Mineralogy, p. 86.

Drusy vein. See *vein.

dry. I. a. 14. In j)a*feo?., not attended with
suppuration, a fluid discharge or exudation, or
hemorrhage.—Dry arch, element, etc. See arcAi,
ete.—Dry method, in chem., same as dry way.—Dry
Streak. Same as dry *faee.

II. n. 4. Dry land : as, to execute a piece
of engineering work in the dry (that is, not
under water).

Owing to the annual rise and fall of the Nile, it was
seldom that such work [the digging of a canal] could be
executed in the dry.

Sei. Amer. Sup., Jan. 10, 1903, p. 22B90.

dryback (dri'bak), a. Having no water-space
at the back end : used in reference to boilers
which have no water-space at the back of the
combustion-chamber.

dry-blowing (dri ' bio " ing), n. A method
adopted in Western Australia, of freeing
pounded gold ore from the powdered matter
when water is not available, it consists in slowly
pouring the crushed material from one dish into another
and blowing away the powder with the mouth as it falls,

when there is not wind enough to do the work.

Drydenian (dri-de'ni-an), a. Of, pertaining
to, or characteristic ot'John Dryden, the Eng-
lish poet (1631-1700).

He [Crabbe] reverted to the Drydenian triplet and
Alexandrine on which Pope had frowned.

G. Saintsbury, Hist Nineteenth Cent Lit, p. 8.

Drydenic (dri-den'ik), a. Same as *Drydenian.
Drydenism (dri'den-izm), n. A phrase, turn
of expression, or" the like, characteristic of
John Dryden, the English poet.

dry-fly (dri'fli), n. In angling, an artificial fly

intended to float on the surface of the water
like the natural insect. Also called floating

fly-

Dry-Jly fishing, although more or less has been heard
about it, is still little practiced in this country, and many
anglers will be interested to see the work done at the
tournament with dry flies.

Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. IBL

Dry-fly casting, in angling, a mode of fly-casting in
which the fly is not allowed to sink below the surface of
the water.—Dry-fly flsblng, in angling, fishing with the
dry-fly.

To define dry-fly fishing, I should describe it as pre-
senting to the rising fish the best possible imitation of
the insect on which he is feeding, in its natuiul position.

F. M. Halford, Floating Flies, p. 117.

dry-hole (dri 'hoi), n. A hole in a mine or
quarry in which no water can be used in the
drilling process. Such is any hole the mouth
of which is at a lower level than the bottom
as the drilling proceeds.
drying-bath (dri 'ing -bath), n. In chem., a
vessel, often made of sheet-copper or sheet-
iron, cubical or nearly so in form, in which
substances are heated to a determinate tem-
perature in order to drive off water, or some-
times alcohol or other liquids. The walls are
often made double, and hot water or steam occupies the
intervening spaoe. An electric current is sometimes passed
through resistance-coils so as to produce an easily regu-
lated temperature. Also called drying-oven.

drying-cylinder (dri'ing-sil"in-der), «. A hol-
low metal cylinder, heated by steam, for drying
textile fabrics brought into contact with it.

dr3nng-room (dri'iug-rom), n. A room, as in
a factory, where drying operations are carried
on._

drying-stove (dri ' ing - stov), n. 1. A core-
oven. See drying-oven, under oven.— 2. A
laundry dry-room.
drying-train (dri'ing-tran"), n. A number of
receptacles containing desiccating materials,
so joined together that any gas passingthrough
them is thoroughly dried.

dry-kiln (dri'kil), n. In lumbering, a kiln for
drying andseasoning cut lumber, boards, etc.;

a lumber drier, such kilns aie often made of great
size, contain tracks for cars loaded with lumber, and are
fitted with steam-heating pipes and power-fans for deliv-

ering warmed air.

dry-mixer (dri'mik'sfer), n. See *sand-mixer.

Dr3rnaria (dri-na'ri-a), n. [NL. (J. Smith,

1841, adopted from Bory de Saint-Vincent,

1825, as subgenus), < Gr. 'd/juf, oak.] A pecu-
liar genus of mainly epiphytic polypodiaeeous
ferns mostly with fronds of two sorts, the

sterile ones sessile, concave, cordate-oblong

and sinuate or laeiniate, having little chloro-

phyl and conspicuous, raised venation ; the fer-
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tile ones larger, pinnatifld or pinnate, the the system, developed chiefly by Berzelius,©! represent- duct. w.—Aberrantclnctofthellver. See *(i6<!rro»»t.

Bori roundish nnkpd snTncHmia /.nTifl<i<>Tif Ing chemical compounds as constituted of two parte, a —Botal'S duct. Same as (i«c«iM£oto«i.— Closed dUOt,

?,?>^/o f t^ ?,',^»+- \<. ??^ confluent, ^^^^^ ^nd a negVtive, chemically and eleotrioaUy com- m""'.Tan elongated cell which is not conttouous but ha>
Dorne ac xne juiietion or tne compoundly an- piementaiy, that is, mutuaUy opposed. Thus sodium the intervening septa remaining.—Dotted duct, in bot,
astomOBing vemlets. There are about a dozen sulphate was represented as composed, not of sodium sul- a duct or vessd marked with dots or pits.—Hermapbro-
species, widely distributed in the eastern phurandoxygen, but of sulphuric acid (SO3) and sodium dite duct, in certain moUusks, as /feiix, a duct leading

liBmisnhRTB nf wliloVi 71 «.,^/«-A>7,„ i= +i,= -K„=4. "^^ which themselves were separated into positive and from the hermaphrodite gland to the exterior or com-nemispnere, ot wtuch 1). quereifolM is the best negative constituents, in some respects the theory is municating therewith through other pa8sage8.-Inter-
Juiown. similar to the modem one of electrolytic dissociation. cellular dUCt, a duct or passage formed between the

Dryopteridese (dri-op-te-rid'f-e), n. pi. [NL., duality, M.-The principle of duality, in gemn. -. m cells.-NephrlC duct, the duct of the kidney
:
a general

< DryopteHs {Dryoptend-) + -e».] A large The principle that m theorems of conflguiation and de- term applied to ae proneptac^ mesonratac^ Md m
tribe of polypodiaceous ferns of various habit termfcation any element or componenTmay be inter- nephnc d"o'*-Re«=^ated duct, a Juct taniuo ui. iJuiypuuiai^Bous rerns oi various aaoii, .j,._„pj™j(.i,on element or comnonent of like determining markings seem to form a network.— SantOTUli's duct
and venation, typified by the genus Dryopteris. ;?^el taTheSXZ unde?cSlStto^^^ Same alsantoWm'i or Bernard', canal (which se^ under
They liave the stipes contmuous with the rhizome, the Soint or angle for sect in the plane (jonfflJl).—ScalarlfOrm duct, a duct with ladder-like
sori terminal or dorsal, the indusia superior and either j ,. /?-/ i- \ ., < . j. j j t j markings, characteristic of ferns. See woJoriCorm, 1, (6X
free upon all sides or extrorae, or often lacking. The ClUailZe (On. a-liz;, ». I. , pret. ana pp. auauzea, amj sealariform vessels under scalari/orm Skene's
genera occurring within the United States and Canada ppr. dualizing. TO make or regard as two. dUCtS, minute tubules which open into the female urethra
are : Dryoptens, Phegopteris, Qoniopteris, Phamero- 2f E. D. "ear the meatus.- Tbyroglossal duct, the temporary
phlebia, PolysOchum, Sagenia, aa& Teetaria. J,,v,l ..i i A. / f\ TnTnata a foivoT.n-nmin+of.lo connection between the thyroid gland in the embryo and

DrvODteris fdri-on'te ris « PNTWAdanson ^Ub^ v. t 4. (/) io make a fair show outside the floor of the mouth.-Umbilical duct, in emftryot,

i^?f /^ U'n-op te-ns;, n. \_i\Li. (J^aauson, ^p ^q ^^^ surface, as by placing the goodwares the tubular connection between the primitive intestine,
1106), ^ ur. dpwf, oak, + m-epig, a fern, ine j^ the upper part of a basket and the infe- or archenteron, and the umbUical vesicle,

name alludes to frequent association of ferns rior beneath. [Prov., Eng.] duct (dukt), «. t. and «. {h. ducere, -pp.'ductus,
with oaks and groves generally.] Marge genus

j„v,.e„d fdub'end^ n The carved and of a lead, draw: see duet, n., a,nd at. abduct, adduet,
of polypodiaceous ferns, type of the tribe

''^ost^or snrinl bar of a ca^lee ete-i To draw: said of muscles which abducti

y^ltl^^ Ti?™ "»Fj?,'",?±llv*SS^?iH dubitant (^ii'bl-tant), a. and l '

[L. duUtans adduct, or circumduct a part, such as the leg

^lr^° A
''°y^^^\ ^i*i

superior cordato-rem-
^ Doubting ; inclined to doubt : as, a shy, dt The eyes can never be pronounced tanocent In any case

form mdusia fixed at the sinus. The type of the hif„„f oraaH^-i-a R.,7«.<».
o^j-, •*»-

tmtil the diMMnsr and verting power of each separate
genus is 2). Kiix-mas, the well-known male-fern or vermi- osKWif creaxure. .OBtwer. muscle has been determined.
fuge, of wide distribution. Nineteen species occur within 11. n. Une wno doubts ; a doubter. Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 2ia
the United States and Canada, many of them the com- dubl, a., n., v., and adv. A simpliaed spelling ,1„M'i1 a A nimnlifiArl RnelliTiir of diirtOp
monestwoodland species. See maie-/er»andATepArodiMm „f (imihlp

f F 6 QUCTU, O. A Simpiinea Speumg or OMCIMC.
J J. .J /J- /. ..V -D T,T

VL uuuutB. Ductus dorsopancreatlcus. Same aaSantorvnisieduct
aryopteroia (dn-op te-roid), a. Kesembling dubld, j)p. A simplified spelling of dowftteii. orcorMrf.—Ductus bepatopancreatlcua. Same as the
or related to the genus Dryopteris, or the tribe dublet n. A simplified spelling of doublet '*™' "•'' TFirsunp.—J)\ictnB ompbalo-entericns. Same
Dryopterid^^

. Tinhoia-a a})S(XBSeB ot 6iBea.se. See *'abs:!ess. ^J^^^^^^"^- r^ Amerl A sbvuh or smslldry-pipe (dn'pip), n A pipe, running along ducat, ».-Barbary ducat, an Arab gold coin cmxent *^^^ ^^j^' ^-J"' ^°ite ,imWe fa^fvnear the top of the steam-space, which takes in the Vest Indies in the first half of the eighteenth oen-
tree, Oitma Llucu, ottne gamDoge ramily,

steam from the boiler, it is perforated with a tmy. found in the Andes of Ecuador and Colombia,
number of small holes, the end being closed to prevent ducatello fdo-ka-tel'o), «. [It., dim. of ducato, " yields a fragrant gum-resin which is used
any Isi^e body of water from entering. The aggregate ducat.l A silver coin of Venice ^7 tlie natives like incense.
area of the holes is a little less than the area of a cross- . . ,,.. , ,. .„ j, , , . rtnAAor-oraaa frlnii'hT-orlia^ n Thn fBm Vn.
section of the steam-pipe, so that the steam wiu be ducbesse (du-shes'), n. [F. : see duehess.^ A auaaer-grass (ana er-gras;, ». ine rem ve-

slightly expanded and superheated so as to become type of sofa borrowed by the English de- ""^^ '^^^> ^»*«»*«'» CaptHus-Venerts. hee
thoroughly dry. Signer Hepplewhite from the French. It is com- .^S"v ,5 -*'i- t.v
dry-room (dri'rom), n. In laundry-work, an posed of two arm-chairs placed face to face with a stool flucusa (du dish;, a. Lime a dude; character-

inclosed chamber heated by steam-pipes, used connecting them, all three being framed together. istic of a dude.

in drying shirtSi collars, and other laundered duck^, v. I. intrans. 4. In bridge, to lead a dudler (dud'16r), n. Same as *dudley.
articles, it is made of wood lined on the inside with Bidt from the dealer or the dummy hand, and dudley (dud'li), ». [From the surname Dud-
sheet-metal and asbestos, or is made entirely of metal and make no attempt to win the trick third hand, 'ey.] An engine for hauling logs which pro-
fitted with wood or metal racks on which the Mticles are even when able to do SO. See underplay. pels itself and drags its load by revolving a

8u™tfon-fins for"rem"rtig thI'Sd Stowhen it is satu- ,^ H- trans.-To duck up (naut.), to lift (the clue of large spool around which are several turns of
ated with moistme. theforesail ormamsail onasquare-riggerX sothattheview a cable, fixed at each end of the track.

dry-rot, n^l. Trametes Pim, TMepHorapedi^lata f^i°'Z':^^lr^^lt.''^:^^to1^^^Z^?i; dUjileyite (dud'li-it), » lI>udJ^(viUe) in
and other Hymemmycetes awe a timber disease. See tack (junction of the foot and lult) of the sail is lifted by a Alabama, + -Ite^.j A hydrous smcate allied
^conlr2, 3, and Thelephora. Fusanum SolanixaA several small permanent purchase called a tack-tackle when the to the vermieulites and derived from the alter-
species of Phrnna cause a fungus disease of potatoes, lower part of the sail near the mast obstructs the helms- ation of marffarite
turnips, and other root>crops. man's view ahead. J,,« „„i,*^?.Jx"^ „v,™'4.x\ „ rr*. t~, «
dry-rot (dri'rot),..t To affect with dry-rot. duck^ 5. In cr«.*, no score ; zero : short *^orS^°d^°«t^^^^^^^

d"r^-sait,«.«. 2. In dairying, to add the salt '^^^^tiLZaSL'^kfLm^^^i^- IS.i^aly'Tl^^rl'^ffo^eXe^^^r^Xi
to'the butter while it is being worked. [Eng.] 1?°!,'?,%/^ •'Si,%t^''»' yj'j,^„.^^^^ LflTncrindVthi pro^r^nJ^^^
dxyster (dri'st^r) « Adrier; oneemployed l;3^f&iSvrbS?S?se«Sa7raS??i?j5! ^^^^ffiCi^'aSrefo^Trf^^rSll^"^^^^^in a drying establishment; one who is en- for the market: used originaUy for decoys, whence the S«sc5lDt(?randTrdiftectfatel2OT-l27m
gaged in carrying on some drving operation. name.- Field-lane du^, a local English name for a

tne sculptor ana architect (about_l207-l278).

&. Z., Dr. Zool. AbtoeviatioM oi Doctor of baked sheep's head. dueling-a)lstol (du el-mg-msnol) n. A long-

Zomogy duck-acom (duk'a"k6m), n. The water-chin- barreled pistol of fine workmanship, made es-

D.S. -4n abbreviation (&) of Doctor 0/ Sc«e»ce. kapin,^^e2MOT6()i«tea.
J^^i&^?I-^^^}^^f< „ rt ^ n .. , j.

D. Sc. D. An abbreviation of Doctor of Sd- duck-bamacle (duk'bar'na-kl), n. Same as duellant (du-el ant), n. [L. duellum, duel, -I-

ence and Didactics *goose-barnaele. -ant.] A ttuelist.

D, S. 0. An abbreviation of DisUnguished Ser- duckbill, n. 4. Poh/odon spathuU, one of the ^t^^ lSttiTnSk''rfS.^^ °™^''' ''*^* "" *"°^ ""*

vice Order. ganoid fishes of the order Salachostomi. Two j. m. Hart, German Universities, p 77

d. S. q. An abbreviation of djscfeorffed to gjcifc species are known, inhabiting fresh waters of ^^ettjgt (du.et'ist), re. [duet + -isf] One who
quarters. the United States and Chma. ^^j^gg ™J^ jjj ^^ ^^'g^

j « «

D. T., D. Th. Abbreviations of Doctor of The- duck-boat (ddi'bot), n. A light, shallow-draft duetto, n. 2. A base coin of Lucca, equal to
ology. boat propelled by oars or a sail, and employed two quattrini

^fJi- ^ abbreviation (a) of d^rium tremens, in duck-shooting. dufP (duf), v.'i. In golf, to miss a stroke by
[Slang.] (6) In etec«., of doM6?e-«AroM); as, a Duck-egg porcelain. See *porcelain. hitting the ground behiid the ball
d. «. switch. ducker2(diik'6r), n. 1. One who rears ducks, duffadar (duf-a-dar'). n. THindi
D-trap (de'trap), n. In^temeinjr, atermsome- — 2.
times applied to simple forms of traps resem- duck-i
bling the letter D. duck-L
Du. An abbreviation of Dutoft. [Local, __ ^^ „»„„„» ^.»,»ix.
dual. La. 3. In ^eom., given by a principle duck-mud "(diik'mud), n. Same a,B crow-silk man ia^Vharge^ofTKane onabor^r'VAnrfX
of duality, as by interchanging point and (which see). Indian ]
straight in a plane.-Dual consolouBness. See duckS (duks), n. pi In hot., a name indis- We now composed a small party; besides our D«/M<^,*cmscioumas.

^ ii. v cnmmately applied to any of the Amencan there remained laasoo and Si twelve aSmXZd
n. n. 2. In geom., a figure or theorem ob- gpeeies of Cypripedium except C. arietimm. Ruby. GeV^mir.^ G. &)rxil.m

tained by a principle of duality, as by mter- duck-shover (duk'8huv*6r). n. A cabman who dufoil, n. 2. In hot., the twayblade, Ophrys
changing side and angle in a plane.- 3. In

y^^^^-^^ ^^y^ \^ p^^g^ ^^ 'j-^j^ ^ ^^ ^„j^
' J » «. ^«'-y*

fSe^rwSt'Srclrbltve^ Z^r'^^^ °' ^''^"•'^ ^^^ *""•
^^"^- ffivSW-Vrrn^Chamorro name inby one or by two pieces or by ^ piece on ^^^^^ ». -Greater duckweed. ...ro...« .o..- W^] ^''^e^^iLX ^'TtheTr'tUe

two or more cmrerent squares. rftfzo, formerly included in the genus iemm. Alsocalled form ot Artocarvus communis the chnRtnnt If kn
dualism, n.-EtMcal dualism, a moral system which waUr-fiaxseei-TioViBllXduc^eed, the water-lettuce, Zed^ofwh\eU o«^\^^«„«^'n«^^^
demands J>ne kind of conduct toward feUow-members of Pisha StraHotes. ^^™^ v} WfllCU, called nangka, are roasted and
one's own social group, and the opposite kind of conduct dnpkwhpat ('dllk'hwet^ n A local Tinmft fnr

eaten by the natives. The latex is used as bird-lime,

toward allothermenTespecially,in primitive society, the ''S^f^^,*' ^S^Jw/Ifm '

i\,c T.rf^iJl T,„v »».« "'^ing 'or whitewash, and as a medium for mixing
recognition of one set of duties toward fellow-clansmen Fagopyrum Tataneum, the Tartarian buck- pamts. The soft yeUow wood is used for cupboards and
and of opposite duties toward strangera not of the blood- wheat or India wheat. This species differs from the interior woodwork of houses, but will not stand exposure
bond. Fevctaopbystcal dualism, the metaphysical common buckwheat in having a grain with notched or "> the weather. See Artocarptts, breadfiruit, mrcoA-
opinion that mind and matter are two different kinds of wavy edges, a more slender habit of plant, smaller and ""'i % and kaiAipol.o.

existents which are capable of acting upon each other. hastate leaves, and greenish or yellowish flowers in DugOUgidSB (dli-gong'gi-de), n. pi. {^Dugong

dnalistic, a. 3. In chem., pertaining to the smallercluster^
j , .

"* *^*0 A family of sirenian mammals, in-

dualistic system.-Dnallstlc notation, a notation OUCk-Wlng (duk wing), n. Same as duck-mng eluding the existing species of dugong and the
based upon a principle of duality.—Duallstlc system, *game. extinct genus I'rohalicore. J. E. Gray, 1821.



duguan
duguan (do-go-iin'). » \T!a,ga.logduguan, < Tag-
alog and Bisaya dug6, blood.] In the Philip-
pines, the name of several species of nutmea,
especially Myristica PhiUppiensis, a tree yielS-
ing a red resin . its fruit is fragrant and was formerly
used by the natives for making sweetmeats, but the in-

closed nutmeg and its surrounding mace have little if any
aroma. Also called talangtaloMg. See Myristica.

duiker (di'kSr), n. [Cape D.] Short for
*ditiker-hok.

Mr. Oldfleld Thomas exhibited and made remarks upon
the skin of a female yellow-backed duiker (Cephalophus
sylvicultrix) which had been obtained in the Awemba
district of North-Eastern Khodesia.

Atherueum, Jan. 25, 1902, p. 120.

duiker-bok (di'ker-bok), n. [Cape D., < duiker,

diver, + hok, buck.] A small South African
antelope, Cephalophus grimmi. it is about 26 inches
high and typically of a yellowish-brown color. The males
have small, straight pointed horns ; the females are horn-
less. The name is extended to other antelopes of the
same genus.

dukau (do-kan')t »• [Aram., stage, platform.]
The stage in the Jewish temple npon which
the priests officiated, and the Levites stood
when singing the daily psalms.
duk-dllk (dok'dok), n. [New Britain.] The
rituals of a secret society of the natives of
New Britain. In these rites large masks are
used which are said to represent the cassowary.
Batzel (trans.). Hist, of Mankind, I. 133.

dukei, n. 6. A vehicle having a victoria body
suspended at the front on scroll-irons. At the
rear is a rumble for a footman. It is some-

A Duke, appointed Demi-daumont.

times driven by a postilion. Now called a
ladies' driving-phaeton Cfrand-duke. See dukei, 4t.

Duke bit. See *UtK
duke-phaeton (duk'
fa'^e-ton), n. A foj-m of

the duke which is pro-
vided with a detach-
able driver's seat at the
front. See *dukei, 6.

dukhan (dii'kan), n.

[Also diikn, duchn ;

< At. duhhn.'] The
pearl or negro millet,

Pennisetum spieatum, a
grass widely cultivated
in warm countries for

the sake of its seed and
sometimes for fodder
for cattle. The seeds are
an '.important food-staple in.

many countries, but are not
of such great economic im-
portance as those of durra
(Andropogon Sorghum).
They are ground into meal,
which in Africa is eaten in

the form of mush, and in

India, where it is the princi-

pal food-staple of the natives

in many parts, in the form of

bread or cakes, which are

eaten together with butter-

milk. In India called cum-
boo-millet.

Dukbobors (d8 ' ko-

bdrz), n. pi. See Duk-
hobortsi.

dulcamaretin (dul-ka-mar'e-tin), n. [dulca-

mara + -et + -«»2.]" A resinous compound,

CigB^eOe, formed by the action of dilute acids

on dulcamarin.

dulcan (dul'kan), «. See *dolcan, 2.

dulcin, n. 2. "Same as *sucrol.

dulcinan (dul'si-nan), n. Same as duldtan.

dulcinea (dul-sin'e-a), n. [Sp., from the name
of Dulcinea del Tbboso, the lady beloved by
Don Quixote, the hero of Cervantes's romance
of that name; < L. duleis, sweet.] A sweet-

dulcitanide (dul-sit'a-nid), n. [duldtan -(-

-idei.] The general name employed in chem-

istry for compounds of acids and duleitan : as,

ienzoduldtanide.

Dulidae (du'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dulus +
S.— 26
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-id».] A family of passerine birds related to
the shrikes, found in tropical America.
dull-witted (dul'wif'ed), a. Stupid; having
a dull wit.

I do not believe that the average boy of the modem
congregation is duller-vtitted or more restless now than I
was then. W. Gladden, Paiish Problems, p. 404.

dulotic (du-lot'ik), a. [Gr. *dmiX(jTiK6c, < Sov-

%u)atQ, enslavement, < SorvTaovv, enslave, < Sovkoq,

a slave : see dulia.'] In entom., slave-holding:
applied to those genera of ants which enslave
colonies or individuals of colonies of other
ants.

Bahl is mistaken in supposing that L. bismarckensis is

a dtdotic ant, as a perusal of the above quoted passages
from Wroughton's work will suffice to show.

Biol. Bulletin, May, 1904, p. 257.

dum, a. and v. A simplified spelling of dumb.
duma (do'ma), n. [Also douma ( < F. douma);
< Russ. duma, a council, a court, a chapter (of
an order), also thought, idea, elegy, = OBulg.
Bulg. duma, council, = Bohem. duma, thought,
reflection, = Pol. duma, thought, idea, reflec-

tion, opinion, elegy (see *dumJca) = Little
Russ. duma, thought, = White Euss. duma,
pride, arrogance, = Lith. duma, opinion, =
Lett, joa-doms, council; of Teutonic origin, <

Goth, doms= OHG. tuom = AS. dom, B. doom,
judgment: see doom^, ».] In Eussia, a coun-
cil; an official assembly; specifically, an elec-
tive legislative assembly or council in Eussia,
established by ukase of Nicholas II. in 1905.

The DouTnas of nearly all' the principal cities have
addressed the throne praying that the representatives of
the people be summoned at once.

N. Y. Times, June 9, 1906.

In this [plans for a National Assembly] he [the Czar]
has been influenced by the men who instituted the recent
Congress at Moscow, of delegates from the zemstvos and
dumas, or district and municipal councils.

Outlook, Aug. 12, 1905, p. 892.

dumaist (d5'ma-ist), n. [duma -f- -isf] A
member of a duma.

The Czar, on March 3, issued a rescript addressed to
the Minister of the Iniierior directing him to prepare
plans for the assembling of representatives of the people.
. . . [The plan] was received with derision by the zem-
stvoists and dumaiHs at their Congress in July.

Outlook, Aug. 12, 1905, p. 892.

Dukhan (.PenHisetuTn spica-
iuni), about one half natural
size. (Drawn from Englerand
Prantl's " Pllanzenfamilien.")

dumaree, n. See *dumree.
dumasin (dii'ma-sin), «. [Dumas, a French
chemist, -I- -i»2.J An oily ketonie compound,
CgHjoO, prepared by passing the vapors of
acetic acid or acetone through a red-hot tube.
It has a spicy odor and boils at 120-125° C.

Dumas's method. See *method.
Dumb jockey, peal, tooling. See *jockey,
*peaU, blind tooling (under tooling).

dumb-barge (dum'barj), n. See *barge^.
dumb-bell, )t. 2. In ftacteno?., a diplococcus:
so called from its shape Dumb-hell crystals.
See ircrystal.

dumb-card (dum'kard), n. See *card^.

dumbcow (dum'kou), V. t. To browbeat into

silence or submissiveness ; cow. B. Kipling.
[Anglo-Indian.]

dumb-drift (dum'drift), n. An airway for con-
veying foul air and dangerous gases to the

upcast shaft of a mine, past, but not through,
the ventilating-furnaoe, to avoid explosions.

dumb-furnace (dum'fer"nas), n. Same as
*dumb-drifi.

dumb-iron (dum'i"ern), n. In carriages, an
iron shaped like the half of an elliptic spring
attached to a half-elliptic and with it present-

ing the appearance of a full elliptic. It is

sometimes covered with wood and richly

carved.

dumb-pintle (dum'pin''''tl), n. A rudder-pintle

whose lower end rests on a disk in a socket-

brace designed to take the weightof the rudder.

dumb-sound (dum'sound), V. t. To deaden the

sound of or proceeding from : as, to dumb-
sound an iron bridge. N. E. D.

dumb-telescope (dum'tel"e-sk6p), n. See
*telescope.

dumb-watches (dura'woch*ez),m. The pitcher-

plant, Sarracenia purpurea, also the trumpet-
leaf, S.flava, in allusion to the convex circular

expansion at the summit of the style,J re-

sembling a watch.

dumby, n. See *dummy, 5 ((J).

Dumdum bullet, fever. See *bullet, */e!)e»-i.

dumka (dom'ka), n. [Pol. dumka, dim. of

dMma, thought, elegy : see *duma.'\ A Polish

lament or threnody, or a piece of music in a
melancholy style.

dummele (dum'e-le), ». [Cingalese?] A tar

prepared from the wood of the bastard sandal-

dumping-car

wood, Erythroxylum monogynum, a shrub or
small tree of southern India and Ceylon. It is

used as a preservative of native boats. See
Erythroxylum.
dumminess, n. 2. Specifically, an abnormal
mental condition of the horse, following acute
inflammation of the brain, in which the vari-
ous senses are dulled and the animal takes no
notice of its surroundings. There is also a
peculiar alteration in the method of taking in
the food . U. S. Dept. Agr. , Eep. on Diseases of
the Horse, 1903, p. 11.

dummy, n. 3. («) Proofs of pages of. com-
posed type pasted down upon a larger leaf in
proper order, to show the general arrangement
of an intended book or pamphlet.— 5. (c) The
dealer's partner at bridge, {d) In the game of
rounce, an extra hand of 6 cards in the center
of the table. Amer. Soyle, p. 322.— 6. A person
who is put forward (by interested parties in the
background) in some capacity in connection
with a matter in which he has no real concern
or as to which he is the mere tool of his movers

:

for example, (o) as an incorporator or a
director of a bank, a railway, or other com-
pany, in order to satisfy some statutory re-

quirement as to number, place of residence,
or the like, or as (&) in Australia, when the
public lands were thrown open, one who made
application for a,n allotment in his own name,
but really on behalf of another who had
already made his own 'selection.'— 7. A horse
affected with dumminess, which follows an
acute inflammation of the brain. See *dum-
miness, 2.

The duration of the disease varies from a few hours to
a week, the average being perhaps 72 hours. Horses
which recover are said to become *' dummies "— animals
with a permanent cerebral lesion and defective intelli-

gence. Jour. Exper. Med., VL 66.

dummy (dum'i), v. i. To act as a dummy.
See *dummy, 6.

dummyism (dum'i-izm), n. The practice of
using or of acting as a dummy in any matter,
as taking up land by perjury and false pre-
tenses on the part of the dummy. See
*dummy, 6.

dummy-weed (dum'i-wed), n. The coltsfoot,
Tussilago Farfara.
dump2, «. t. 5. To press closely; subject to
severe pressure, as bales of wool. [Australia.]
dump-car, n— Air dump-car, a gondola-car of which
the body can be tilted up to discharge the load. It is
operated by compressed air. See irgravel-car.

dumper, n. 2. In railroading, any form of tilt-

ing-, dumping-, or unloading-car, whether
operated by hand or by power.
dump-grate (dump'grat), n. A furnace- or
boiler-grate which can be tilted or tipped up so
as to drop or dump its load of ash and cinder

;

a dumping-grate or tip-grate.

dump-hook (dump'huk), n. A levered chain
grab-hook attached to the evener, to which a
team is hitched in loading logs. A movement
of the lever releases the hook from the logging-
chain without stopping the team.
dumping-boat (dum'pirg-bot), n. A boat or
scow used in the removal of rubbish and in
dumping it into the ocean. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, VI. 880.

dumping-car, ». Any railroad-car which is

used to carry loose material in bulk and which,

Dumping-car for Industrial Railroad.

a, car tilted up for convenience in loading; *, car loaded and
locked for transport; c, car released and upset, discharging coal.

through its construction or fittings, can be
made to discharge its load. The most simple form
has a balance square, cup-, orV-shaped body, sosupiwrted
that it can be tilted up to discharge the load at the side of
the.track. In another type the body is hinged to a turn-
table on the truck and can be swung around and tilted in

any direction. Another simple form has a tilting-floor

and fixed ends, or a fixed sloping floor and hinged sides, or
two floors joined together and sloping outward, with
hinged sides. In this type the car-body is fixed and the
load is dumped by releasing the hinged sides. In this

sense the hopper-car, having sloping fioors for the auto-
matic discharge of the load through the hopper, is a dump-
car. The largest and most complicated type consists ol

an under-frame supporting two hinged and inclined floors

. which meet in the middle and, when closed, sustain the



dumping-car
load in a V-shaped trough. When the load is to be dis-

chai'ged, one section of one floor may be opened and the
load dumped between the rails, or, by means of deflecting
plates and a fixed apron on the side of the car. It may be
dumped at the side of the track. Two sections may be
opened and the load discharged on both sides or on one
side. The dumping apparatus may be operated by hand
or by compressed air (obtained from the air-brake system),
either when the train is at rest or when it is in motion, and
in any direction, one car at a time or all the cars of the
train at the same instant.

dmnijlingj n. 3. Any one of two or three
species ofdwarf, stemless, succulent evergreen
plants belonging to the genus Mesembryan-
themum, especially M. minimum, called the
small dumpling, a plant only half an inch high,

and M. obcordellum, called the greater dumpling,
which is about an inch higher Bine dumplings,
a favorite dish among the Creek Indians, consisting of two
cups of com meal, half a teaspoonful of baking-powder,
and a little butter, made into small balls which are dropped
into boiling water and cooked for five minutes. Sci.

Amer. Sup., May 7, 1904, p. 23703.

dump-moraine (dump'mo-ran'''), ». A moraine
formed of material dropped from a glacier.

dumpoke (dum'pok), «. [A back-formation
from dumpoJced.'] A stufEed duck ; in general,

any baked dish. [Anglo-Indian.]

dumpobed (dum'pokt), a. [Hind, dampukht,
cooking in steam, simmering, < dam, air,

breath, steam, -I- pukht, cooked.] Boiled, as a
fowl, with butter and spices ; now, baked, as a
fowl. [Anglo-Indian.]

dump-skip (dump'skip), n. A bucket for hoist-

ing coal or ore, so constructed as to overturn
or open when its contents are to be dumped.
dumree (dum're), ». [Also dumrie, dumaree;
< Hind, damri.^ A copper coin formerly in

nse in Central fiidia, of very slight value. Tule
and Burnell.

dnmilS (du'mus), n.; pi. dumi (-mi). [L., a
bush, OL. dusmus, prob. connected with den-

Bus, thick: see dense.\ Abush or low-branching
shrub.
dnn^. I. a—Dun hackle, land, limestone, skipper.
See -khackleS, -kland^, JRedegdale -klvmeatoTie, *sfripj7erl.

II, TO. 2. A dun-colored natiural or artificial

fly used in angling: as, the pale-olive dun,

made with a body of hair from the polar bear

;

goose-dMK, with a body of gray goose-pinion;

blue dun, with a body of pale mole-fur.

dnnal (dii'nal), a. [dune + -oil.] of or pertain-

ing to dunes.

At Lake of the Woods there is no evidence that the Isle

aux Sables is tenanted by both dunal and predunal types

of plants.

C. MacMUlan, Minn. Bot. Studies, Bulletin IX. p. 993.

dun-bar (dun'bar), n. A British collector's

name for a dun-colored moth (Cosmia trapezina)

having two bars or transverse lines on the fore

wings. N. E. D.
Duncanella (dung-ka-nel'a), n. [NL., < Dun-
can, proper name, •^- -eMa.] A genus of ex-

tinct tetraeorals of the fanuly Cyathaxoniidse,

including very simple conical cups with regular

septa and no tabuto or dissepiments. It is of

SUurian age.

dunchl (duneh), n. [dunch^, ».] A jog with

the elbow; a nudge; a 'digintheribs.' [Scotch

and prov. Eng.]
dnncn^, a. 2. Dull; stupid; slow of under-
standing.—8. Heavy, as bread ; stodgy. [Prov.

Eng. in both senses.]

n. n. 1. A stodgy pudding, made of flour,

currants, and water. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. Im-
properly baked bread. [Newfoundland.]
dunel, w.—Active dune, a sand-dune in the wandering

or shifting state.— Barrier dune, an artificial ridge

created for the protection of inland areas by obstructing

the shiftmg of the sand, as with living grasses, brush

fences, etc.—Gray dime, a dune belonging to the inner-

most and highest of three lines found on some coasts : so

called because the sand is tinged by an intermixture of

humus ; a land dune. The gray dunes and white dunes
are inside of a low outer row.—Land dune. See gray

itdune.— Sea, dune. See white *iisMi«.—Wandering
dune, one which, being unprotected by vegetation, is

continually changing its shape and place under the ac-

tion of the wind. The movement of dunes is commonly
inland from the shore.—White dune, a done belonging

to the middle of three lines as found on some coasts, and

also medium in height : so named because the sand is

uncolored by humus. Also oaUed sea dune. See gray

•kdune.
i t_-i. . j..

Sunelm. An ecclesiastical abbreviation ot

the Latin Dunelmensis, ' of Durham.'

dun-fly, n. See »'dun, »., 2.

Dung substitute. Same as *dunging-salt.

dunga-runga (dm)g"'ga-rnng'ga), n. [Aborig-

inalname m New South Wales.] A small tree

of crooked growth, Noteleea ovata, yielding

close-grained, hard wood, used for tool-han-

dles. See Noteleea.

dmig-beetle,«.-Indlandiuig-l)eetle, an EastIndian

acaiSbfflidbeetfe, called by KirbyandSpenceCoprwrntdag.
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dunging-salt (dung'ing-sMt), n. A trade-

name for sodium phosphate or arseniate when
used in caUoo-printing as a more cleanly sub-

stitute for cow-dung in the bath in which, to

remove superfluous mordant, the cloth is im-

mersed after printing and before dyeing. Also
called dung substitute.

dungon (dung-6n'), n. See *dongon.

dungstead (dung'sted), n. A dung-heap ; a
place where manure is piled ; a midden.

The general conclusion arrived at, and clearly expressed
by HeOfer, is that excessive loss in manure can be best
avoided by storing it in a deep mass in a water-tight
d/ungsUad placed in a well-shaded situation, in which the
material is firmly compressed.

Nature, Sept 16, 1904, p. 491.

dung-worm (dung'werm), n. A worm or larva
found in cow-dung, used as bait.

Dunkard series. See *series.

Dunker^, n— seventh-day Dnnkers, a division of
the Dunkers organized in Pennsylvania in 1728 by Conrad
Beissel. The society, now almost extinct, was monastic
in character, advocated celibacy for its members, and ob-
served the Sabbath on the seventh day : whence its name.

dunkirk (dun'kferk), n. A privateer vessel
from Dunkirk in the seventeenth century.
dunkirker (dun'k6rk-er), to. 1 . Same as *dun-
hirh.— 2. One of the crew of a dunkirk.
dunk-tree (dungk'tre), n. The jujube, Zieyphus
Jujuba. See Zizyphus. [West Indian.]

dunner^ (dun'er), v. i. [Var. of "dinner, col-

lateral form of dinnle, dindle; imitative.] To
vibrate with a reverberating sound; make a
thundering, reverberating noise. [Scotch.]
dunner^ (dun'Sr), to. [dunner^, v.] A hollow
reverberating sound, as if made by heavy
blows from the closed fist on a door ; a thun-
dering sound. [Scotch.]

dunnite (dun'it), n. [fivmn, a proper name,
+ -ite'^.'] Same as *explosi/i}e B.

dunstone (dun'ston), to. [dvmX + stone.'] In
petrog., stone of a dun or dull brown color,

sometimes sedimentary, as dolomite or sand-
stone ; occasionally, an altered dolerite. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]
dunting (dun'ting), TO. Knocking; hitting;
dinting; in ceram., the cracking of ware en-
tirely wirough, while it is being fired in the kiln.

duny (du'ni), a. [dune + -ji.] Having nu-
merous sand-dunes.
duodecagon (du-o-dek'a-gon), TO. [Gr. dvadem,
twelve, + yuvla, angle.] Same as dodecagon.
duodecane (dii-o-dek'an), TO. [&r. dvMciai,

twelve, + -ane.'i Same as ^dodecane.
duodenary, a. 2. In music, pertaining to a
duodene, or consisting of duodenes.

II. TO. A musical instrument for acoustical
research, played from a keyboard laid out in
duodenes.
duodenate (dti'o-de-nat), v. i.

;
pret. and pp.

duodenated, ppr. duodenating. [duodene +
-ate^.'] In music, to modulate by duodenes.
duodenation (dii-o-de-na'shon), n. [duodenate
+ -ion.^ In music, the act, process, or result
of modulating by duodenes.
duodaoocholecystostomy (du-o-de"no-kol"e-
sis-to8'to-mi), n. .

[NL. dvx>deymm + Gr. x^^h,
bile, -1- kiiaTi;, bag, bladder, -I- ard/m, mouth.]
In surg., an operation for making an artificial

opening between the gall-bladder and the duo-
denum.
duodenohepatic (du-9-de"no-he-pat'ik), a.

[duodenum + hepaUc.'i Eelating' to both the
duodenum and the liver. Bu^k, Med. Hand-
book, I. 654.

duodenotomy (dii-6-de-not'o-mi), TO. [duode-
num + Gr. -To/iia, ( Tafielv, cut.] In surg., an
operation for making an opening, into the duo-
denum.
duogravure (dii"o-gra-var'), ». [E. *du,ogra-

vwe, irreg. < L. diio. Wo, + gravure, engrav-
ing.] A method of photo-engraving which
requires two plates for the production of a
print in one color. N. T. Times, Jan. 1, 1904.

duole (du'61), n. [L. duo, two, + dim. -ole,

L. -olus.'] In music, a group of two notes to
be performed in the time normally occupied
by three.

duoparental (du'^o-pa-ren'tal), a. [L. dtio, two,
+ parens, parent.'] Of or from two parents
or sexual elements ; bisexual; amphigonio.

The conclusion that chromatin was the true hereditary-
substance could only be deduced with convincing clear-
ness after duo-parental . . . reproduction had been
studied. Nat. Sei., Nov., 1896, p. 312.

duotal (dii'o-tal), II. The trade name of
guaiaool carbonate, a white odorless and
tasteless crystalline compound, (CgH^O.CHs
0)200, obtained by the action of phosgen on

durenol

guaiacol-sodium. it is decomposed in the intestines

into guaiacol and carbonic acid, and is used as an intes-

tinal antiseptic and in tuberculosis. It is official in the

U. S. Pharmacopoeia under the name SMOiacoJiscartonas.

dup2 (dup), TO. [D. dop, a shell, husk.] A
trough used in South Africa for sheep-wasldng.

Dupin's cyelide. Same as cyclide.

duplex, a Cox duplex press. See *;pressi.—Du-
plex lock, paper,pump. See *lockl, *vaper, -Apumpl.
—Duplex rail. Same as compound rail (which see, un-

der raill).

duplexity (dfl-plek'si-ti), n. Same as duplic-

ity, 1.

dliplicand (du-pli-kand'), n. [L. dupUcandus,

fut. pass. part, of dupUcare, double.] In
Scots law, a double feu-duty due to a superior

upon entry into possession by an heir, or at

certain specified times.

duplicate, v. i. 2. In whist and bridge, to play
the same cards over again, as nearly as possi-

ble under the same conditions, each side get-

ting the hands originally held by its opponents.

duplicate. La. 4. In &o«., folded.— Duplicate
wnlst board. See-kboard.

II. TO Uemory duplicate, in whist, a game in

which the hands are preserved and played over again by
the same players at the same table.

duplicator (dii'pli-ka-tgr), n. 1. One who
duplicates anything; one who makes dupli-

cates.— 2. A machine or other contrivance

for making duplicates, as of a writing or draw-
ing or the like.

duplicident (dTi^plis'l-dent), a. [L. duplex

(duplic-), double, H- d&ns (dent-), tooth.] Same
as dupliddentate.

duplicipennate (dii'''pli-si-pen'at), a. [L. du-

plex (duplic-), double, -I- penna, wing: see

permaie.] In entom., ha,ving the wings folded

longitudinally in repose, as the moths. [Kare.]

duplicispinate (du"pli-si-spi'nat), a. [L. du-
plex (duplic-), double, + spina, spine: see
spinate.'] Bearing double or duplex spines.

duplicity, to. 4. m biol., the division of a part
of the body of an organism, such as a limb or a
digit, into two equivalent parts which may be
regarded as equivalent to normal single mem-
bers. W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 406.—Axial duplicity, the presence in a bilateral animal of
a pair of organs or parts in place of one which is normally
single and median, as the presence of two tails in some
breeds of goldfishes, or of two heads in monsters.

durative (dtir'a-tiv), a. [NL. *durativus, <
L. durare, continue: see durCfV.] In philol.,

that expresses or serves to.express continued
or continuing action : as, to ' sit' and to 'strike'

are durativeveTha, while to ' strike down ' and to
' sit dovpn ' are perfective verbs and express
completed action.

durbachite (diir'bach-it), TO. [Durbaeh, in Ba-
den, Germany, -I- -ite'^.'] In petrog., a variety
of syenite rich in mica which occurs as a basic
faeies of granite, and also as independent
bodies.

Durchmusterung (dSrdh-mos'te-rong), n. [G.,

< durchmustern, inspect closely, review, scru-
tinize, < durch, through, -I- mustern, inspect,
muster : see muster, v.] A German name given
to certain extensive catalogues of stars which
give their magnitudes and their approximate
positions sufficiently for identification. Tl\e
oldest and best-known is Argelander's Durchmusterung of
the Northern Heavens, containing about 324,000 stai's. It
was made at Bonn, and is usually refened to by the initials
B. D. M. His successor, Schttnfeld, extended the work to
stars south of the equator, in the Southein Durchmuste-
rung (S. D. M.). A third is the CordovaDurchmusterung
(Cord. D.), extending Schonfeld's work to the south pole.
The three contain sill the stars easily observable with a
telescope of three inches aperture down to the ninth
magnitude, and many between magnitudes 9 and 9i.
There is also the Cape (of Good Hope) Photographic Durch-
musteiTing (C. P. D. M.), covering neaily the whole otthe
southern hemisphere.

durdenite (der'den-it), n. [Named for H. S.

Durden of San Francisco.] A hydrous ferric
tellurite occurring in greenish-yeUow small
mammillary forms : found with native tellu-

rium in Honduras.
durene (du'ren), «. [? L. durare, last, -I- -ene.]
A colorless compound found in coal-tar oil and
prepared by the action of methyl ehlorid on
toluene in the presence of aluminium ehlorid;
1, 2, 4, 5-tetramethyl benzene. It has an odor
resembling that of camphor, crystallizes in
leaves, melts at 79-80° C., and boils at 193-
195° C.

durenol (du're-nol), TO. [durene + -ol] A
colorless compound prepared by fusing du-
rene-sulphonic acid with potassium hydroxid

;

1, 2, 4, 5-tetramethyl phenol. It crystallizes
in large flat prisms, melts at 117° C, boils at
249-250° C, and is volatile with steam.



durezza

durezza (do-ret'za), n. [It., < L. duritia, hard-
oess, < duns, hard.] In music, harshness of

tone or expression.

durgah (dur-ga'), n. [Also durgaw; < Hind.
dargak, < Pers. dargah, threshold, door, place,

court, mosque, shrine; < dar, door, + gdh,

place.] In India, the shrine of a Mohamme-
dan saint.

duridine (dii'ri-din), n. 111. durare, last, +
-id + -ine^.'] A colorless compound prepared
by heating xylidene with methyl alcohol. It

melts at 14° C. and boils at 252-253° C.

durote (do-ro'ta), n. [Sp. duro, hard.] In
Venezuela, a large, legummous tree of Guiana
and Venezuela, Bocoa Provacensis, which
yields the boco-wood. See boeo-wood.

durrin (dur'in), ». [durra + -jm2.] A gluoo-

side, H6CeH4CH(CN)OCeHii06, present in
Egyptian durra. It crystallizes in brilliant

leaflets.

durylic (du-ril'ik), a. ldwr(ene) + ^l + 4c.'\

Derived from durene Dnryllc acid. Same as cm-
mylic (wid.

duscle (dus'kl), n. [Appar. an artificial for-

mation from dusk.l The black nightshade,
Solanum nigrum.
dusky-wing (dus'ki-wing), n. Any butterfly
of the genus Thanaos]: so called on account of
its dark color. —Dreamy dusky-wing, an Amer-
ican hesperiid butterfly, Thanaos icelits, occun'ing in
nearly all parts of the United States. Its larvse feed on
the ^pen.—Jiiyenal's dusky-wing, an American hes-
periid butterfly, Tha/naosjuvenalis, occuvring throughout
the eastern United States. Its larvie feed on the oak.

—

Lncllins'B duskv-wlng, an American hesperiid butter-
fly, Thanaos lucuius, occurring in the .Atlantic United
States. Its larvae feed on wildcolumbine and on pigweed.

—

Martial's dusky-wtng, an American hesperiid butterfly,
Tlianaos martialis, occurring throughout the Atlantic
United States and westward to Colorado.—Persius's
dusky-wing, an American hesperiid buttei-fly, Thanaos
persius, of wide distribution in the United States. Its
larvae feed on the willow and poplar.— Sleepy dusky-
wlng, an American hesperiid butterfly, Thanaos brizo,

occurring throughout most of the United States except
the far Northwest.

duss (dus), n. [E. Indian.] A shrubby labiate
plant, Sussodia oppositifoUa, ipdigenous to

the Himalaya Mountains, it has opposite or ter-

nate leaves, and spikes of minute white flowers with
feathery calyx-teeth. The leaves are covered with downy
wool, which is used to remove insect lai'vte from old sores

;

they are also applied to wounds and bruises. The wood
is moderately hard and close-grained and is used for mak-
ing gunpowder charcoal.

dust^, n. 11. In 6ot., pollen. Blair. 12. Flour.
[Slang, Australia.]— Dust-particles of Miiller.
See -trhotnoconmm.—Dust process, in ceram,., a method
of making buttons, tiles, etc., by pressing dampened clay-

dust in molds.

dust-bar (dust'bSr), n. In cotton manuf., one
of the parallel bars in a grid for the escape of

dust and extraneous matter in cotton, in the
scutching- and other preparatory machines.

dust-cage (dust'kaj), n. In a cotton-scutching
machine, a drum or cylinder with a perforated
svtrface, against which the cotton is blown and
from which it is taken in the form of a fleece

or sheet. By means of a draft-fan and conduits attached
to the ends of the cylinder the dust is removed from the
cotton through the perforations.

dust-cullector (dusfko-lek'tor), n. In milling,

a machine for removing and cblleeting the dust
from purifiers and other milling-machines. It

consists of a large number of cloth cylinders, placed
radially, through which the dust-laden air is blown, the
air escaping tlirough the cloth and leaving the dust in the
cylinders to be removed as fast as it collects.

dust-counter (dust'koun'tSr), n. An instru-

ment for counting the number of particles of

dust in a unit volume of air. it is made in several

forms, but in each a small volume of air is suddenly ex-

panded so that it cools to the dew-point, and the moisture
condensing on the dust-nuclei brings them down to

rest on the surface of a glass mirror, where they may be
counted. The air along the French aud Italian Riviera,

for example, contains sometimes many thousands of dust-

particles per cubic centimeter, the purest observed having
760. On the Rigi Kulm the lowest number observed is

210. In the western Highlands ol Scotland the lowest
number is 16.

duste.e (du8-te'), m. [Varied from /j<siee ?] The
offspring of a fustee and a white. [West Indies.]

duster, ». 6. An apparatus or device, usually

employing a current of air, for removing dust
or fine particles from any material, such as
grain, ore, rags, and the like.— 7. A light wool
or Unen blanket, embroidered or plain, used as

a cover for the lap, in driving, to protect the
clothing from dust.— 8. A test-well which fails

to reach water; a dry hole. [U. S.]

Great assistance would have been given in the location

of this line of complete saturation had the unsuccessful
test wells of the past been divided into two classes, as salt-

water wells and dusters, instead of calling them all dry
holes, as has generally been done.

Contrib. to Econ. Oeol., U. S. Geol. Surv., 1902, p. 338.
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dust-fall (dust'f&l), n. The settling of dust
from the atmosphere.
dust-feather (dust'feSH"er), n. Bee feather.

dust-figure (du8t'fig"ur), ». A regular figure

formed on the surface of a body by the deposi-
tion of dust. The dust adheres to certain parts of the
surface, sometimes by osmosis, sometimes by electric

attraction, sometimes by a special physical or chemical
affinity between special kinds of dust and special parts of

the solid surface,

dust-flow (dust'flo), n. A stream or land-slide
of water-saturated volcanic ashes.
Few days, however, pass without clouds of steam rising

from the crater, accompanied from time to time by dust-

fiowsAiyNn the gorge to the Rivifere Blanche to the south-
west or across the basin of the Lac des Palmistes to' the
east. E. 0. Hooey, in Science, July 1, 1904, p. 24.

dust-fog (dust'fog), TO. 1. A whitish fog formed
of vapor-dust or the finest kind of mist, differ-

ing from the dust-haze which frequently fol-

lows volcanic eruptions and is formed of fine

dust-particles or nuclei upon which vapor has
begun to eondeuse.
Cold winds from the north-east, accompanied by dvM-

fogs, began only in December, and then the cold reached
11° Fahr., and even 6° Fahr. at night.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 649.

dust-haze (dust'haz), «. See haze^.

dusting (dus'ting), ». 1. The act of casting
dust or powder upon anything ; specifically, in
ceram., sprinkling over the damp, unburned
clay, through a canvas bag, powdered lead or
galena, which in the kiln will fuse into a glaze.
This method of lead-glazing was employed in
England for common red pottery. See lead-

glaze and *plumMferous, 2. — 3. The act of
brushing the dust from a surface, as of a table,

chair, floor, etc.

dust-plate (dust'plat), n. A plate placed in
front of the cinder-outlet of an iron blast-
furnace,which usually servesalso to support the
slag-runner, so that the workmen may be pro-
tected from dust and solid particles whichmay
be blown through the cinder-opening by the
blast.

dust-pressed (dust'prest), p. a. See Prosser's
^process.

dust-proof (dust'prof), a. Proofagaiustdust

;

capable of excluding dust.

dust-shower (dust'shou"er), n. A cloud of
dust which, having been caught up into the
upper atmosphere by a violent wind in one
place, is blown, it may be, long distances, and
precipitated with or without rain or snow.
See also *sea-dust.

dust-trunk (dust ' trungk), n. A conduit
through which cotton is blown (in the early
processes of manufacture) and the dust
knocked out by the cotton striking against
projecting fins or plates.

dust-vapor (dust'va-por), re. See *vapor-dust.

dust-wind (dust'wind)" n. A wind that brings
dust-storms, such as the northwesterly gales
on the eastern coast of Australia. Geog. Jour.
(R. G. S.), XVIII. 91.

dust-wisp (dust'wisp)j n. A delicate spray or
stria of dust or iee-spiculse floating in the sky
among the sunrise and sunset colors ; usually
of a steely-white tint and hence highup in the
atmosphere.
This was of an uiimistakably volcanic character, differ-

ent from anything that has appeared here since ihe Kra^
katoa sunsets, though not equal to those in splendour.
Since that maximum, the colouring has been gradually
lessening. Yesterday and to-day it was remarkably
weak, the chief feature being the dust-vnsps, which were
more conspicuous than I have previously seen them dur-
ing this apparition. Nature, Dec. 26, 1902, p. 174.

dusty, a. 4. In bat., covered with granula-
tions simulating dust. Also farinose.

dusty-husband (dus ' ti - huz " band), n. The
alpine rook-eress, Ardbis alpina.

dusty-miller, n. 3. Same as miller, 3.

dusty-wing (dus'tj-wing), m. Any member of

the neuroptei'ous family Coniopterygidas : so
named from the fact that the wings are covered
with a white powder.
Dutch. I. a.—Dutch consolation, door, kiln,
roof, sauce. See ^consolation, etc.—Dutch treat, yel-
low. See treat, -kyellow.

II. «.—Double Dutch, (a) Unintelligible gibberish.

(6) A form of the child's game of jumping the rope in

which two ropes are used.

dutch, V. t To dutch it, in euchre, to name a differ-

ent color when the trump is turned down.

Dutchman, n. , 3. [I. c] A layer of suet fas-

tened with skewers into a roast of lean beef or

mutton.— 4. [Z. c] In ZMm6m»fir, a short stick

placed transversely between the outer logs of

a load to divert the load toward the middle and
so keep the logs from falling off.

Dutchman's-breeches. ». 3. The streaks of

dye-beck

blue sky seen between the alto-stratus clouds
after a storm begins to abate.

duty, n.—Duty of water, in irrigation, the relation
which the quantity of water applied bears to the area ir-

rigated. For example, one cubic footof water per second
flowing throughout the irrigating season should irrigate

100 acres. Under a high duty of water 160 or more acres
may be irrigated; under a low duty 60 acres or less

may be watered. Or, in other units, two and a half acre-

feet of water held in a reservoir should be ample to fur-

nish water for one acre ; or under a high duty one acre-
foot of water may irrigate half an acre or more.— Export
duty, a sum of money levied by a government upon the
exportation of goods. Such duties are unconstitutional
in the United States.— Probate duty. See probate-
duty.

duv, re. A simplified spelling of dove.

duzen, n. A simplified spelling of doeen.

D. V, M. An abbreviation of Doctor of Veteri-

nary Medicine.

D. V. M. S. An abbreviation of Doctor of
Veterinary Medicine and Sv/rgery.

D. V. S. An abbreviation (a) of Doctor of
Veterinary Science ; (6) of Doctor of Veterinary

Surgery.

Dwarf male. See *male^.

dwarf-ear (dw^rf'er), re. An ear-snail ; a gas-

tropod belonging to the fanally Otinidse, having
an auriform ^ell.

dwarfism (dw^rfizm), n. [dwarf + -ism.'\

The state of being a dwarf or dwarfed; dwarf

-

ishness.

Some predisposition to deformity is noted in funnel-

breast, hallux valgus and dwarfism.
Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 215.

dway-berry (dwa'ber"i), re. [A reduction of

*dwale-berryj] Same as dwale, 3.

dwel, V. and n. A simplified spelling of dwell.

dwell, n. 2. An automatic pause in the action
of one part of a machine to enable another
part to complete its work; specifically, in a
sheet-metal drawing-press, a pause in the mo-
tion of one die to enable another to continue
its work, or a pause in the motion of the two
dies to enhance the effect of their combined
pressure, it is also utilized to enable one die to serve
as a binding-clamp, holding the blank firmly, while an-
other die draws itinto the required shape. A dwell can be
produced by the use of a cam or by the omission of some
of the teeth of a gear.

dyad, I. re. 5. A group or association of two
chromosomes in certain cells, such as the
germ-cells in certain stages.— 6. In pros., a
group of two lines having different rhythms.

Dyads and triads there are in Pindar, but they do not
disturb the rhythmical working of the odes.

B. L. Oildersleeve, Pindar, p. liii. N. E. D.

II. a. 2. Noting an axis of twofold symme-
try. See *symmetry.
dyadics (di-ad'iks),re. Thatbranch ofpure math-
ematics which supposes no other regular re-
lationbetween the principal objects of its study
than those which are concerned with the as-
sumption thatthere are two alternative ways in
one or other, butnot both, of which eaoh of those

'

objects is determined. For example, if the algebra
of necessary reasoning, which is wholly concerned with
the dyadic distinction between what is true and what is

false, taking no account of greater or less probabilities,

be considered in its pure mathematical relations, regard-
less of its application to logic, the simple mathematical
theory that will so result belongs to dyadics.

dyakis-dodecahedral (di'''a-kis-d6'''dek-a-he'-

dral), a. Of or pertaining to a dyakis-ddiieca-
he'dron or diploid; diploidal.

dyakis-dodecahedron, re. 3. AsoUd oftwenty-
four faces, somewhat resembling the deltoidal
ioositetrahedj-on.

dyakis-hezacontahedron (di ''' a - Ms -hek "' sa-
kon-ta-he'dron), n. [(Jr. Svamc", twice, -I- B.
hexacontahedron.'] A solid of 120 faces, recip-
rocal to the great rhombieosidodecahedron.
Dyaus (dya'us), re. [Skt. dyoAs (stem dyo),
gen. divds (dyos): see Zeu^ and Jupiter.2 In
Hindu myth., the god of the sky, answering to
the Greek Zeus and the Eoman Jupiter in their

simpler aspects.

dye, re.—Basic dye. (a) Same as -kbasic stain, (d) See
basic -kcolor.—Neutral dye, a dye which results through
the interaction between a basic and an acid dye, whereby
the acid and basic afiinities of the two become mutually
saturated : as, for example, the eosinate of methylene-
blue.— Oxyazo dyes,, a class of artificial coal-tar colors

which includes Soudan' brown, crocein orange, and others.
— Paste dye, a coloring material prepared for dyers' use
in the condition of a semi-liquid pasty mass. Artificial

alizarin and indigo are among the dyestuifs supplied in

this form.— Triphenylmethane dyes, an important
class of artificial dyestufls, of which magenta or fuchsin

and Hofmann's violet are prominent examples ; made from
materials originally derived from coal-tar, and very exten-

sively used in dyeing, especially on wool and silk.

dye-beck, » spiral dye-beck, a kind of dye-vat with

a winch, for dyeing piece-goods which are made to pass

spirally along the winch, by means of guide-pins, from
one end to the other.

.



dye-box

dye-box (di'boks), ». In leather-mamif., a box
or tray in which the dye is placed and in which
the skins are dipped.

dye-leaves (di'levz), «. pi l. The inkberry or
gallberry, Bex glabra.— 2. The sweetleaf,
Symplocos Unctoria.

dyer's-weed, «. 2. The woad, Isaiis tinctoria.— 3. Either of the two American goldenrods,
Solidago nemoralis and S. rugosa, somewhat
used in dyeing. See Solidago.

dyestuff, n.—Albumen dyestnff. Same as albumen
*cotor.

dygOgram(di'g6-gram), ». lGv.6i(mpug),-poweT,
+ ya{yia), angle, -I- /pd/i/ia^ a writing.] A dia-

gram that shows both the horizontal directive
magnetic force of the compass-needle onboard
ship under local influences and its deviation
from the meridian for any latitude and sailing-

course; specifically, the dygogram of Captain
Colongue (1870) and of A. Smith, from which
Paugger obtained the idea of his mechanical
di'omoscope of 1872.

dyn., dynam.. Abbreviations of dynamics.
dyname, n. See dynam, 2.

dynamic, a. 5. Sthenic ; functional, not or-

ganic: as, a <Z^«amJc disease.— 6. In iot., ca-
pable of strongly sweUing on one side : ap-
plied to tissue.

—

Dynamic action. See iraction.

^Dynamic agent, in society, whatever produces
change, especiSly progressive change. L. F. Ward^
Outlines of SocioL, p. 167.—Dynamic cooling, in
tneteor., the cooling of a portion of the atmosphere
when it expands against a slightly inferior pressure
whereby its own internal heat is partly consumed in doing
external work.—Dynamic density. See*iJe?m(y.

—

Dy-
namic heating, in meteor. ^ the warming of the air; when
it is compressed, by virtue of a slightly superior external
pressure whereby work is done upon it and an equivalent
amount of heat is thereby generated.

—

Dynamic know-
ledge, meteorology, etc. See -^knowledge, -^meteorology,
etc.

D^amlcal capacity, in physics, same as density.
[Rare.]

dynamicity (di-na-mis'i-ti), n. [dynamic +
-ity.'i In chem., same as atomicity or valence.

The term has not come into general use.

dynamics, n— chemical dynamics, mphys. chem.,
ciiemical mechanics as applied to a chemical system
which IS not in equilibrium but is undergoing changes in
the active masses of the reacting substances ; the study
of the velocity of chemical reactions.- Vital dynamics,
the theory of the vital forces in motion, as distinguished
from mechanical or chemical forces acting upon the living
organism.

dynamist, ». 2. A student of dynamics.
dSTDiamite, n. Nitroglycerin soaked up by silicious

earth as an mert absorbent or 'dope' is now distinguished
as dynamite No. 1, and the meaning of the word is ex-

tended so as to include also numerous mixtures of nitro-

glycerin with absorbents which increase the force of the
explosion. See dope, 3.—Gelatin dsrnamlte, a high ex-

plosive used for blasting, made by mixing a cheap absor-

bent with explosive gelatm.—Ugnln dynamite, a trade-

name for various mixtures of wood-pulp or sawdust with
a nitrate, generally sodium nitrate, and more or less nitro-

glycerin : used as explosives in blasting. '

dynamite-shell (di'na-mit-sheF), n. A pro-
jectile with thin walls and containing a large

bursting-charge of dynamite; especially the
sheU fired from dynamite-guns.
dynamitic (di-na-mit'ik), a. [dynamite + -ic]

Of or pertaining to dynamite or dynamiters.
dynamitist (di'na-mi-tist), n. [dynamite +
-ist.'] One who favors dynamitism.
dynamo, n,—compound dynamo, a dynamo in which
{he field-magnets are excited by both series and shunt
windings.— Fly-wheel dynamo, a dynamo in which the
revolving part, either the armature or field, serves as a
fly-wheel for the engine.—Load Of a dyiiamo. See
kloadi.

dynamocosmical (di^na-mo-koz'mi-kal), a.

In meteor., relating to the terms in the analyt-

ical expression for the variations of any
meteorological element that are supposed to

depend upon the influence of forces external

to the earth and therefore solar or cosmical.

dynamogen (di-nam'o-jen), n. [Gr. S-hva/ug,

power, -I- -yevi/g, -producing.] A trade-name
of an explosive consisting of yellow prussiate

of potash, potash, chlorate of potash, starch,

and charcoal, made into a paste with boiling

water and spread vrith a brush over porous

paper, which is then to be dried, out up, and
rolled into cartridges.

dynamogenesis, »

—

Law of mental dynamog-
eny or dynamogenesis, in psychol, the doctrine that

every consciousness tends to express or realize itself in

corresponding muscular movements; or, more accurately,

that every consciousness tends to kiniesthesis as its natu-

ral term The law is a translation, so to speak, from the

law of neural dynaraogeny, which asserts that incoming

energy of stimulation tends always to be transformed into

outeoing energy of bodily movement Its venficatron has

usMUy been attempted by means of the dynamometer or

some equivalent instrument; a normal pull or squeeze is

recorded, and then the puU or squeeze as reinforced by

the dynamogenic effect of some sensory stimulus.

If simultaneously with the contraction the subject
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received a sensorial impression, the contraction was some-
times weakened, but more often increased. This rein-

forcing effect has received the name of dynamoneny.
W. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 379.

dynamogenetic (dI"na-mo-je-net'ik), a. Same
as dynamogenic.

dynamogenic, a. 2. Producing force: as, the
dynamogenic value of food. Smithsonian Sep.,

1898, p. 543.

djrnamogenous (di-na-moj'e-nus), a. Same as
dynamogenic.
djniamogenously (di-na-moj'e-nus-li), adv. In
accordance with the principle of dynamogeny.
dynamographic (di"na-mo-^af'ik), a. [Gr.

divafitg, power, -I- ypaijicw, write, -1- -ic] Of or
pertaining to the graphic recording of force.

dynamology (di-na-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. dvva/itc,

power, + -Aoyla, < Xcyeiv, speak.] The science
of forces ; dynamics.

In the sciences of organized bodies we find them sub-
divided by abstraction into categorical sciences, which
we call chemologyor chemistry, morphology, dynamology
or dynamics, ontology or evolution, and psychology.
J. W. Powell, in Amer. Anthropologist^ Oct-Dec, 1901,

[p. 603.

dynamometamorphic (di"na-mo-met-a-m6r'
fik), a. Pertaining to or characteristic'of dy-
namometamorphism, or changes effected in
rocks bv movement and pressure. Nature,
Aug. 4, 1904, p. 317.

dynamometamorphism (di^na-mo-met-a-
mdr'fizm), n. [Gr. dvva/iig, -pdwerj + meia-
morphism.'] Injpetrog., metamorphie changes
produced by mechanical rather than chemical
processes. See metamorphism.
dynamometamorpbosed (di'^na-mo-met -a -

m6r ' fozd), p. a. Metamorphosed by pro-
cesses among which earth-movements are the
controlling factors.

dynamometer, n. Z. An instrument for de-
termining the magnifying power of a telescope
by measuring the diameter of the little image
of the object-glass which is formed just out-

side of the eyepiece : usually, and better, called
dynameter, to distinguish it from the instru-
ment for measuring stress.

dynamophone (di-nam'o-fon), n. [0:T.dvva/j.ic,

power, + ipuv^, sound.] ' A form of transmis-
sion dynamometer in which the twist of a run-
ning-shaft is determined by the aid of specially
mounted telephones whose relative angular po-
sitions, when giving the same tone vibrations,
can be accurately measured and compared
with those when the shaft is at rest. Science,

Aug. 29, 1902, p. 339.

dynamoscope (di-nam'o-skop), n. [Gr. dkia/ug,

power, -I- OKcmeiv, view.] An appliance for aus-
cultating a muscle during its contraction.
dynamoscopy(di-na-mos'k9-pi), n. [dynam-
oscope + -^3.] The use of the dynamoscope
in listening to the murmur produced by con-
tracting muscular fibrils.

dynamostatic (di^'na-mo-stafik), a. [Gr. d{wo-

/MC, power, -I- aTaric, '< laraaBai, stand: see
static.'] Static in connection with power.
—Dynamostatic machine, a machine designed by

dysentery

synchronously with the converter, which charges the con-

densers in parallel and connects them in series for dis-

charge.

dynamotor (di'naf-mo-tgr), n. [Gr. dm'a{iug),

power, + E. motor.] A combined electrical

motor and generator by means of which direct

euiTent can be drawn from the source of sup-

ply at one voltage and delivered for use at an-

other voltage. The dynamotor is used for

electroplating, and has various functions in

laboratories which employ electric power.
Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 209.

dyne-centimeter (din-sen'ti-me-ter), n. l.

The c. g. s. unit of work ; the work done by a

dyne offeree acting through one centimeter;

an erg.—2. The c. g. s. unit for moment of

force ; a unit of torque ; the moment of a force

of one dyne acting at the end of an arm one
centimeter in length.

dyophoue (di'o-fon), n. [Gr. 6vo, two, + (puv^,

sound.] In acoustics, an instrument for the

simultaneous production of two tones differ-

ing in composition or timbre but ot equal

pitch.

dyophysite (di-of'i-zit), n. [Gr. dim, two, -f-

^{iffif, nature, -I- ite^.'] Same as diphysite.

dyopnysitism (di-of'i-zi-tizm), n. [dyophysite

+ -ism.] Same as diphysitism.

dyotheletian (di-oth-e-le'shian), a. [Gr. Sio,

two, + fe/l)?T;^f, one who wills, -i- -ian.] Of orper-

taining to the doctrine that there are two wills

in Christ.

The monotheletian patriarchs and the dyotheletian

popes mutually anathematized each other.

A. F. Heard, Kuss. Church and Russ. Dissent, p. 2.

dyotheletism (dJ-oth'e-le-tizm), n. Same as

dyothelism.

dyphone (di'fon), n. [Irreg. spelling for di-

phone, as if meaning 'having a doubled, that

is, increased sound.'] A powerful double lute

with fifty strings, invented by Thomas Mace
of London in 1672.

dysacoiisis (dis-a-ko'sis), n. [Also disacusis;

NL., < Gr. Sva-,'\Q., + aKovaig, hearing.] In-

complete deafness; hardness of hearing. Also

Dynamostatic Machine.

a, dynamo or converter; *, step-up tiansfofmer: c, laminations;
rf, revolving-frame ; e, glass condensers

;
/-, sparlc.terminals.

Professor E. Thomson, which gives-very high direct-cui*-

rent voltage of considerable power. It consists of an al-

ternating-current generator or inverted converter (see
ieconverter), a step-up transformer (see ittransformer), a
series of glass-plate condensers, and a frame revolved

dysalbumose (dis-al'bu-mos), n. [dys- + al-

bumose.] A variety of hetero-albumose which
results from the latter on standing. It is in-

soluhle in a dilute saline solution.

d^saphe (dis'a-fe), n. [NL., < Gr. 6va-, ill, +
o^7, touch, ^'anreiv, touch.] Impaired sense
of touch.

dysaphia (dis-a'fi-a), n. [NL.] Same as

*dysapke.
dysarthrosis (dis-ar-thro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr
owff-.ill, + ap6puaig, jointing: see arthrosis.]

1. Same as dysarthria.—2. Congenital defect
causing limited movement of a joint.— 3. Dis-
location of a joint.— 4. A false joint.

dysboulia (dis-bo'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 6vb^ov-
Ala, ill counsel (taken as 'difficult willing'),

< Sva-j hard, ill, + pm/J;, will, wish, counsel.]
Impairment of the power of the wiU. Also
written dysbulia. Baldwinj'JAat. of Philos. and
Psychol., U. 817.

dyschromia (dis-kro'mi-a), ». [NL., < 6va-,

hard, ill, + xp^f"-, color.J Same as dyschroia.

dyschronons (dis'kro-nus), a. [Gr. 6va-, ill, +
Xp6voc, time.] lU agreeing, or disagreeing, in
time : opposed to synchronous.

It [consciousness] has a selective power, manifest both
in choosing and in combining sensations received at dif-

ferent times. It can mal^e synchronous impressions dys-
chronous in their effects, and dyschronous impressions
synclironous. Science, July 4, 1902, p. 6.

dyscinesia, n. Same as dysMnesia.
dyscoria (dis-ko'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 6va-, ill,

-I- ndpt;, pupil of the eye.] Irregularity in the
contour of the pupil of the eye.
dyscrasial (dis-kra'si-al), a. [dyscrasia +
-al^.] Same as dyscrasic.

dysderid (dis'de-rid), n. and o. 1. n. A mem-
ber of the family Vysderidse.

II, a. Having the characteristics of or be-
longing to the family Dysderidse.
dysenteriform (dis-en-ter'i-f6rm), a. [L. dys-
enteria, dysentery, + forma, form.] Besem-
bling dysentery.
dysentery, n. Recent researches have shown that
there are at least two diseases, and iioBsibly more, having
the same genenil symptoms and still grouped under the
common designation of dysentery. One form, distin-
guished as bacillary dysentery, is characterized by the
presence of a specific bacillus, Baiklhis dysenteries or
Shiga's baciUus (so named after the Japanese physician
who discovered it). Another form, amebic dysentery, is

associated with the presence in the intestine ol a unicel-
lular animal micro-organism. Amoeba dysenteries. This
form is less acute in its onset than bacillary dysentery.



dysentery
but may continue for months or even years, causing great
emaciation and anemia, and not infrequently leading to
abscess of the liver.

dysentery-root (dis'en-ter-i-rSt), n. The stiek-
seed or beggar's-lioe, Lappula Virginiana,
from the supposed medicinal properties of the
root. Also called dysentery-weed.

dysentery-weed(dis'eii-ter-i-wed), n. 1. Same
as*dysentery-root.— &. The low cudweed or
wartwort. Gnaphalium uUginosum.
dysgalactia (dis-ga-lak'ti-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
OVB-, ill, hard, + yoKa " (ya/tam--), milk.]
Diminished secretion of milk, or secretion of
milk of an unhealthy character.
dysgenesia (dis-je-ne'si-a), n. [NL.] Same
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dyspeptone (dis-pep'ton), n. [dys- + peptone.']
An insoluble modification of hetero-albumose
which results from the latter on prolonged ex-
posure to water or on drying. Also termed

dysgeogenous (dis-je-oj'e-nus), a. [Gr, 6va-,

ill, -f- y^, earth, + -ytvric, -producing.] Dis-
integrating slightly or not at all into detritus
(said of rocks); resisting decomposition;
hence, coarse and little retentive of water
(said of soils) : opposed to *eugeogenous.

dyslexic (dis-lek'sit), a. [dyslexia + -Jc] Re-
lating to or affected with dyslexia.
dyslochia (dis-16'ki-a), n. [Gr. Sva-, ill, -f-

Mxia, lochia.] Cessation in whole or in part
of the lochial discharge.
dyslogia (dis-16'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 6va-, ill,

+ Uyoi, reason.] Impairment of the reason-
ing faculties. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and
Ps.ychol., 11. 571.

dyslogical (dis-loj'i-kal), a. Characterized by
dyslogia or the disturbance of thought shown
by a jumbled order of words in speech or
in writing.

dyslysin (dis'li-sin), n. [Gr. Sva-, ill, + Aifft?,

dissolution, + 4»2.] A decomposition-pro-
duct of eholalic acid, C24H3e03, formed during
the process of Intestinal putrefaction.
dysmenia (dis-me'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-,

ill, -t- fiipi, month.] Same as dysmenorrhea.
dysmenorrheic (dis-men-o-re'ik), a. Same as
at ' ^

dysmnesia (dis-mne'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-,

hard, ill, -I- fivfiai^, memory.] Forgetfulness

;

impaired memory.
dysodontiasis (dis'^o-don-tl-a'sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. Sva-, ill, -1- otSodf {hSavr-), tooth, -t- 'iasis.']

Delayed or defective dentition.
dysosmia (dis-os'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Svaoa/ila,

ill smell (taken in NL. as ' difficulty of smell-
ing'), < Svaoa/iog, ill-smelling, < Sva-, ill, -I-

6a/i^, bS/iii, smell.] Loss in whole or in part of
the sense of smell.

dysostosis (dis-os-to'sis), n. [NL., irreg. for
'dysosteosis, < Gr. Sva-, ill, -f- bariov, bone, -f-

-osis.] Imperfect formation of bone.
dyspepsia, n—Acid dyspepsia, impaired digestion
due to extreme acidity of tne gastric juice.

—

Reflex dys-
pepsia, impairment of the digestive powers as a result of
reflex nervous influence, due, for example, to eye-strain.

—

Salivary dyspepsia, impaired digestion due to de-
ficiency or altered character of the saliva.

'

dyspepsiodynia (dis-pep"si-o-din'i-a), m. [NL.,
^ Gr. ovajrefia, dyspepsia, + bSvvri, pain.] Heart-
bum.
dyspeptodynia (dis-pep"to-din'i-a), n. [NL.]
Same as *dyspepsiodynia.

dysphasia (dis-fa'zia), ». [NL., < Gr. Sva-,

hard, -t- ifdaLC, a "speaking.] Difficulty of
speech which does not amount to actual
aphasia.

dysphasic (dis-fa'zik), a. Eelattng to or suffer-
ing from dysphasia.
dysphonic (dis-fo'nik), a. Relating to or
suffering from dysphonia.
dysphotic (dis-fo'tik), a. [Gr. Sva-, ill, -1-

(t>(Jg {(j>uT-), light, -I- -»c.] In phytogeog: (a)
Poorly lighted : designating the dim tract be-
tween the photic and aphotic levels in a body
of water.
The flora of the dysphotic region [in fresh-water lakes]

is composed almost exclusively of microphytes, Diatoma-
ceae in particular ; but exceptionally a few macrophytes
have been observed in it,

A. F. W. Sehimper (trans.). Plant Geog., p. 811.

(h) Adapted to live in such a tract: as, a
dysphoUo plant, a dysphotic flora.

dyspnoea, »

—

cardiac dyspnoea, difficult respiration
one to sluggish pulmonary circulation, and consequent
deficient aeration of the blood, from heai't-disease.— Ex-
plratOIT' dyspnoea, a foi-m of dyspnoea in which the
chief difficulty is in expelling the air from the lungs.

—

InsplratoiT dyspnoea, a form of dyspnoea in which the
chief difficulty is in inspiration.

—

Renal dyspnoea, diffi-

culty in respiration accompanying disease of the kidneys.— Traube's dyapncea» a form occasionally observed in
diabetes, in whicn the desire for air is urgent yet the res-
pirations are slow.

oysprosia (dis-pro'si-a), ». [NL.] Oxid of
dysprosium.
dysprosium (dis-pro'si-um), n. [NL.] In
ehem., one of the supposedly distinct elements
of the yttrium group contained in samarskite
and gadolinite, closely related to holmium, but
distinguished from it by a special absorption-
spectrum. Symbol, Dy ; atomic weight, 162.5.

dysrliytlimia'(dis-rith'mi-a), n. [NL., < Sva-,

ul, -1- pvdjidQ, rhythm.] In pathol., an occa-
sional disturbance of rhythm.
dyssynchronous (di-sing'kro-nus), a. [Gr.
ova-, bad, ill, -H aiv, with, -I- ;i;P'^''<'?.time.] Not
coincident as to time ; not synchronous.
dystaxia (dis-tak'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-,

ill, -)- Tofjf, disposition, order.] Tremor simi-
lar to that which occurs in paralysis agitans.

dysteleological, o. 2. Of the nature of or per-
taining to dysteleology.

Arguments [from design] . . . cut both ways, as the
formidable array of facte capable of an equally cogent

Dzo
SvaddvaTot;, bringing a hard death, < Sva-, hard,
-(- 6avaTog, death.] A painful death.

dysthjinia (dis-thi'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Sva6v/xia, despondency, < Siiadv/wg, despondent,
melancholy, low in mind, < Sva-, ill, -1- Ovfidg,

mind.] Mental depression.
dysthyroidism (dis-thi'roid-izm), n. [dys- +
thyroid -f- -wm.] A morbid state marked by
impaired function of the thyroid gland.
dystopia (dis-to'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-, hard,
+ T&iroc, place.] Malposition ; dislocation.
dystraumia (dis-tra'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Sva-, hard, -(- rpav/ia, wound. The foi-mation
really means 'a condition of being hard to
wound.'] A condition in which the healing
processes are sluggish.

C&strophy, «.— Progressive muscular dystrophy.
Same as progressive muscular atrophy (which see, un-
der ^offj-essive).— Pseudohypertrophic dystrophy.
Same as pseudohypertrophic paralysis (which see, under
paralysis}.

dysuresia (dis-u-re ' si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-,

hard, -I- oiip^ffffj urination.] Same as dysuria.

dysuresis ( dis-u-re'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Sva-,

hard, -f- oipT/aig, urination.] Same as *d^s-
uresia.

dyssmtribite (di-sin'tri-blt), n. [Appar. an
error for "dyssyntribite, irreg. < Gr. Sva-, ill, -I-

awrpi^Eiv, shatter (ahi, together, -f- rpi^eiv,

rub, scrape), -I- -ite^.J An impure massive
mineral or rock, resembling serpentine in a]^-

pearance, but near piuite m composition : it

occurs in Jefferson county, and elsewhere in
northern New York and is doubtless pseudo-
morphous in origin.

Dyvour's habit. See *haUt.
dzo (dzo), u. ; pi. dzos (collective dso). [Tibe-
tan dzo (Jaeschke, 1866, p. 33).] A hybrid, the

dysteleological application sufficiently shows.
J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism, 1.6.

dysteleologist, ». 2. Any agent which evades
the functional end, as a bee which secures
honey from a flower by means not conducive
to cross-fertilization.

dysteleology, n. 2. Any evasion of the func-
tional aim or end, as where an insect punc-
tures a nectary from below without coming
into contact with the anthers, thus frustrating

the end of cross-fertilization.

dysthanasia (dis-tha-na'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

result of a cross between the male of the water
buffalo and the female of the domesticated yak.
The dzo are kept for beasts of burden and for

the milk yielded by the eows.

They also breed herds of dzo, a very valuable hybrid be-
tween the cow [buffalo] and yak, and capable of carrying
eighty pounds more than either the horse or mule. The
male dzo is used for ploughing, and the female gives more
milk than any other of the bovine race. . . . From the hair
of the dzo and yak the Mantzu prepare a heavy felt used for

boots and for circular cloaks, woiii in cold or wet weather.
Qeog. Jour. (E. G. 8.), X. 3&



3. (c) (3) leap.'] The sign
of residuation (which see).

(d) [cap.] In chem., some-
times used as the symbol for

erbium : more commonly £r.
(e) The common symbol for

the modulus of elasticity, or

the force, in pounds, required
to stretch a bar of any material one square
inchin cross-seetion until its length is increased
by one hundred per cent. (/) In elect., a
symbol for electromotive force. — 5. An ab-
breviation (c) of Earl; (d) of Eastern; (e) of

English; (/) vaexper. psychol., ot experimenter.

E. A. An abbreviation of entered, apprentice,

in freemasonry.
eacid (e'as'id), n. [Prop, e-add or E-acid,

appar. for E^mmens's) acid.'] The name given
by Dr. Emmens of New York, in 1888, to a
substance which he assumed to be a new organic
acid, but which in fact was merely picric acid
or trinitrophenol crystallized from solution in
strong nitric acid and perhaps retaining a little

of the latter. Also Emmens's aeid.

eaigle, n., l. Ihe eagle is the emblem of St John the
EvaQgeligt and for this reason is placed on lecterns from
which the gospels are read. It is also the emblem of
regal and imperial power and as such was adopted by the
Soman and Holy Roman Empires.

9. A base foreign coin which circulated in
England in the reign of Edward I.— Bearded
ea^e. Same as bearded vulture.

eagle-fern (e'gl-fem), n. See *fern^.

eagle-hawking (e'gl-hak"ing), ». The pluck-
ing of wool from dead sheep. [Bushman's
Eng., Australia.]

ear^, »*., 8. (g) in archery, the stiff portion of a reflex

bow at the end of each limb and including the nock. The
ear worlis stiffly in order that the curve of the bow may
be more readily rever«ed in stringing it.— Blainvllle
eaXB, congenital inequality in size and configuration of
the two ears.

—

Cagot ear, absence of the lobule of the
ear.

—

Cauliflower ear, a shrunken ear following the ab-
sorption of effused blood after an injury.

—

Darwinian
ear, an ear in which the upper portion of the helix ia de-
fective.

—

Diabetic ear, mastoiditis occurring as a com-
plication of diabetes.—Ear vesicle, a cystic structure
constituting the organ of Itearing in mollusks and worms.
See cut under Synaptidse.— Insane ear, hematoma au-
ris.—Morel ear, a large flabby ear in which the curves
of the concha ai-e not pronounced.— Stahl ear, an
abnormally broad external ear.—To be on one's ear,
to be very angry or much exasperated. [U. S. slang.]

— Vestibule of the ear. See immMaiwus vestibvle,

under vestibule.—WUdermuth ear, abnormal promi-
nence of the antihelix.

earbow (er'bo), n. The forehead-piece of a
bridle when it is made to pass before one ear
and behind the other.

ear-covert (er'kuv"6rt), n. In ornith., one of
the tufts of feathers covering the external
opening of the ear.

ear-crystal (er'kris'tal). n. Same as otolith.

ear-cushion (er'kush"pn), n. A small cushion
designed to be hung in the back of a coach as

a head-rest.

ear-finger (er'flng"ger), n. The fifth or little

finger: also called the auricular finger.

ear-fly, ».—Blaok-strlped ear-fly, Chrysopa vittatua,

an American gadfly

of the dipterous fam-
ily Tabanida, which
particularly attacks

the ears of horses
and cattle. C. uni-
vittatus is a very
common species, also

annoying to live

stock.

ear-forceps (er'-

f6r"seps), n. A
very delicate for-

ceps for remov-
ing foreign

bodies from the

external audi-

tory canal. ^ . ,, .

ear-learning (OT'lfer'ning), n. Learning that

is acquired through the sense of hearing.

Scripfun, Exper. Phonetics, p. 114.

Ear-fly f^Chrysofis univitlatus').
enlarged,

(U. S. D. A.)

ear-minded (er'min"'ded), a. In psychol., hav-
ing a marked tendency to carry on mental
operations (remembering, thinking, imagining,
dreaming, etc.) in terms of auditory images

;

of an auditory, as opposed to a visuail or motor
type of mental constitution. A person is called
ear-minded, in a nan-ower sense, when his memory is

chiefly or exclusively auditory ; and, in a still narrower
sense, when his verbal memory is thus auditory in type.

Notwithstanding the fact that he was decidedly visual,
he had a strong tendency to be ear-minded.

W. B. Secor, in Amer. Jour. Psychol., XI. 22a

ear-mindedness (er'min"ded-nes), n. In
psychol., a type of mental constitution, char-
acterized by the predominance of auditory
processes as vehicles of the complex mental
functions (thought, memory, etc.). Baldwin,
Diet. Philos. and Psychol., II. 571.

ear-muff (er'm-.if), n. One of a pair of cover-
ings for the earSj made of cloth or fur, worn as
a protection against wind and cold.

ear-plug (er'plug), ». l. An ornament in the
form of a plug, worn in the lobe of the ear.

Numerous copper ornaments were found, such as pen-
dants and ear-pluffs, some of the latter being decorated
with symbolic designs. Nature, Jmie 9, 1904, p. 138.

3. A stopper (made of cotton-wool and wax,
of a vaselined cork, etc.) for closing the aper-
ture of the one ear, while a stimulus is applied
to the other.

ear-sand (er'sand), n. Same as ear-dnist.

ear-splitting (er'splif'ing), a. Deafeningly
or overpoweringly noisy.

ear-tab (er'tab), n. One of a pair of tabs or
tags fastened to a cap and tied down over the
ears and under the throat as a protection from
the cold.

eartb^, >>- Barbados earth, a friable earthy marl of
Miocene age, occurring in the Barbados Islands and ac-

cumulated in deposits which rise to a height of over one
thousand feet It is largely composed of the minute sili-

cious skeletons of radiolaxians with an intermixture of the
calcareous tests of theForamm^^era. According to Haeckel
the number of species of Hadiolaria in the Barbados
earth is not less than 400 and probably more than 500.

This authority regards it as a deep-sea deposit and states

that very many of the Barbados radiolarians "are to-day
extant and unchanged in the radiolarian ooze of the deep
Pacific Ocean."—Black earth, (b) Same as chernozem.—
Blue earth, a local name for the stratum which yields

amber on the shores of the Baltic Sea.— Gassel earth.
Bameas Vandyke brown.—'EaxthaviaATaa.t. See*quadr
rant.— Golden earth, in early chemistry, one of the
names for orpiment or arsenic ti-isulphid.—Japonic
earth, terra Japonica; catechu; cutch.—Kare eaxth.
in chem., one of those earths of which the compounds
ai'e found in nature only in small quantity and spar-

ingly distributed. The principal rare earths are beryl-

lia, scandia, ceria, lanthana, neodymia, praseodymia,
yttria, erbia, terbia, ytterbla, samaria, zirconia, and thoria

;

but there is doubt as to the individuality of some of these,

and several others have received partial recognition.

—

Rare-earth metals, the metals the oxlds of which are
known as the rare earths. See -kearth.—Red earth, red
residual soil which results from the decomposition of fer-

ruginous rocks; terra rossa.— Residuafy earth, soil

formed by the decomposition and disintegration of rock,

withoutundergoing transportation. M. D. Salisbury, Geol.

Surv. of New Jersey, 1892, p. 45.—SantoTln earthy a
mineral material of volcanic origin, resembling the Italian

pozzuolana, found in the Greek island of Santorin, used
in making hydraulic cement

earth-almond (erth'a"mond), n. The yellow
nut-grass or earthnut, Cyperus esculentus. More
frequently in the plural.

earth-apple (6rth'ap"l), «. The Jerusalem
artichoke, ffelianthus tuherosus.

earth-bar (^rth'bar), n. In elect., a metallic
bar forming part of a switchboard and used as

a conductor tor grounding such circuits as may
be connected with it.

earth-club (erth'klub), n. The squawroot,
Conopholis Americana, so called from the club
shape of the plant.

earth-drop (ferth'drop), n. In elect., the volt-

age or difference of potential at any point be-
tween the return conductor of an electric sys-

tem and the ground.
earth-fork (erth'f6rk), n. A fork with flat ti nes,

used, like a spade, for turning up the earth.

earth-glacier (6rth'gla*shier), n. A mass of
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land-waste and snow which slides down hill as

the snow melts in the spring. J. Geikie, The
Great Ice Age, p. 600.

earthing (fertn'ing), TO. In eZec*., the act of con-
necting to earth

;
groimding.

earth-lamp (6rth'lamp), to. In elect., an incan-

descent lamp one terminal of which is grounded
while the other is connected through a switch
to a circuit. It thus serves as an indicator of

the insulation of the circuit from earth.

earth-lard (Srth'lard), n. The subterranean
larvse of the common European cockchafer,
Melolontha vulgaris. [Great Britain.]

earth-light (6rth'lit), «. Light reflected by
the earwi : same as earth<-shine.

earth-louse (6rth'lous), TO. 1. Any root-feed-
ing aphidid, as the corn root-louse, Aphis
maidi-radiais, or the lettuce root-louse, Bhizo-
bius lactucse.— 3. Any one of many soil-inhab-

iting thysanurous insects, especially those of

the family Poduridse.

earth-metal (ferth'mef'al), to. A metal the
oxid of which is classed'among the earths, as
aluminium, the oxid ofwhich is alumina.

earth-pillar (^rth ' piH ar), to. A column of
loose, unconsolidated niaterial produced by
erosion. The best knovm examples are found
in the Tyrol.

A paper by Dr. Christian Kittler on earth-pillars and
similar structures. Geog. Jawr. (B. O. ».), XI. 441.

earth-pitch (ferth'pich), n. Same as mineral
pitch (which see, under mineral).
earthquake, n—submarine earthquake, one
whose origin or focus is beneath the sea, and which affects
the overlying- sea-bottom.

earth-return (6rth're-t6rn"), n. In elect., a re-
turn-circuit which, instead of being insulated,
is grounded throughout, or of which the ground
itself forms a principal part : opposed to metallic
^return.

earth-sculpture (erth'skulp'tur), to. Themod-
ifying of surface features of the earth by sur-
face agencies; the carving of relief by erosion.
earth-&aker (eith'sha"k6r), «. A poetic epi-
thet (Gr. aeurixBuv), applied to Poseidon and
Zeus.

He [Poseidon] is clearly the impersonation of water
rather than either the earth-shaker or the brother of Zeus.

F. Gardner, Types of Greek Coins, p. 203.

earth-shock (erth'shok), n. An earthquake;
specifically, the most violent oscillations dur-
ing the continuance of an earthquake ; also,
the sudden movement of the ground conse-
quent upon the intentional explosion of a
mine or the accidental explosion of a maga-
zine of explosives.

earth-shrinkage (erth'shring''kaj), n. In geol,
the shortening of the earth's mameter and
the lessening of its volume, which are inferred
from the deformation of its outer portion, and
which are explained by loss of heat, by loss of
centrifugal energy, and by loss of porosity.
Under the new.hypothesis tlie earth-shrinkage is due to

original porosity and gravitational compression, and is in
active operation today. The amount of such spacial re-
duction has not been estimated, but it must be several
times any possible reduction due to cooling.

Amer. Geol., Feb., 1904, p. 112.

earth-slope (ferth'slop), n. The slope which
loose rock-waste will assume under the influ-
ence of gravity.

earth-wave (erth'wav), to. An oscillation of
the ground, either vertically or horizontally,
on a small scale, as by the explosion of a mine,
or on a large scale, as by earthquakes ; a vibra-
tion of the crust of the earth as an elastic
solid.

earth-wax (6rth'waks), n. Same as ozocerite
or mineral wax.
earthy, a. 6. In chem., having the general
character of the substances known as earths,
and of their compounds : as, an earthy salt.
7T^8?*hy degeneration. Same as calcareous degenera-
tion (which see, under degeneration).



ear-tone

ear-tone (er'ton), n. In psychol., a tone due
to the constitution of the ear itself, and not to
the presence of a wave-motion in the sur-
vounding medium.

The first difference-tone ... is an ear-tone and not an
air-tone. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., L i. 40.

ear-tuft (er'tuft), n. 1. A tuft of feathers
suggesting an ear, as those of the great homed
owl.— 2. A tuft of feathers arising near the
ear-opening, as in the Inca tern.— 3. A tuft

or pencil of hair on the tip of the ear, as in
the lynx.

east, n—East-by-nortb, the seventh point of the cpm-
pass, counting from north, equal in angular value to 78°

45'.

—

East-by-SOUtll, the seventh point of the compass,
counting from south, equal in angular value to 78° 45'.

—

East Coast fever. Same as ^riean Coast it/ever.—

East-northeast, the sixth point of the compass, counting
from north, equal in angular value to 67° 3&.—East-
SOUtheaat, the sixth point of the compass, counting
from south, equal in angular value to 67° 30'.

east-ender (est'en"d6r), n. An inhabitant of
the eastern part of a eity or town, specifically

[cap.] of the East End of London.
easter (es't6r), v. i. [easter{ly).] To change
toward the east, as the wind ; move toward the
east, as the head of a vessel.

Easter card, lily. See *card^, Bermuda *Uh/.

Easter-bell (es'tSr-bel), n. The greater stitoh-
wort, Alsine Holostea.

Easter-ledges (es'tfer-lej^ez), n.- The bistort,

Polygonum Bistorta. See Polygonum.

East-Indian (est-in'di-an), a. and n. I, a. Of
or pertaining to the £!ast Indies : used in a
comprehensive sense.

II. n. A native or resident of the East Indies.

easting, n. 2. Beachingthepointinitsdiumal
motion where it crosses the prime vertical and
is exactly east of the observer : said of a hea-
venly body.

EastliEike (est'lak)'

a. Noting a style
of design in fur-
niture, current in
England and the
United States in

the latter half of

the nineteenth cen-
tury. It was based on
a book entitled "Hints
on Household Taste"
written by Sir Charles L.

Eastlake and published
in London inl869. East-

lake's designs are, for

the most part taken from
the medieval work of

England.

eastmost(est'most),
a. Farthest east (of a series or row) : as, the

eastmost house on a street that runs east and
west; easternmost.

Eastralia (es-tra'li-a), n.
.

\_East (Aust)raUa.'i

A modem colloquial designation for the east-

em Colonies of Australia. [Australia.]

Eatonia (e-to'ni-a), n. [NL., named for Amos
Eaton.'] A genus of telotrematous Brachio-

poda characterized by large flabellate, deeply

excavate muscular scars in the ventral valve

and a large bifurcate cardinal process. It is of

early Devonian age.

Eau celeste [F., 'sky water," alluding to its deep-blue

color], a fungicide applied to fruit-trees and other plants

as a spray, originally made with copper sulphate arid am-
monia largely diluted with water, forming a solution of a

deep-blue color. The modified eau cfleste is now made
with 4 pounds of crystallized copper sulphate, 6 pounds
of sodium carbonate, 3 pounds of water of ammonia, and
46 gallons of water.—Eau-de-vle de pil^uette, an inferior

brandy, made by distilling the weak wine or piquette ob-

tained by adding water to the marc, or residue of grape-

skins, seeds, etc. , left in the first expression of grape-inioe,

re-pressing and fermenting the liquid. Jour. Soe. Chem.
IndvMry, XL 256.—EaU forte [F., 'strong water']. See

aquafortis.

eau-fortist (6-f6r'tist), «. [F., < eau forte +
-iste, E. 4st.) One who uses eau forte or agua

forUs especially in etching; an etcher.

eaves-martin (evz'mar'-'tin), n. The European
house-martin or swallow, Birundo urbica : so

called because it nests beneath the eaves of

houses.

eb, n.. a., and v. A simplified spelling of eib.

Eb. In chem., a symbol sometimes used (instead

of the more common Er.) for erbium.

ebb, n Ebb-and-flOW structure, in geol, an alterna-

tion, in a sandstone, of a cross-bedded layer with a hori-

zontal one indicating a period of deposition in a consider-

able current succeeded by one of comparative quiet.

Ebenezer (eb-en-e'z6r), n. [Heb., 'stone of

help. '] 1 . A stone erected by Samuel (1 Sam.

vii. 12) as a memorial of divine aid in defeating

the Philistines. Hence— 2. Any memorial of
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divine assistance: often adopted as a name for

a chapel or church.

Here I raise my Ebenezer,
Hither by thy help I'm come

;

And I hope, by thy good pleasure.
Safely to arrive at home.

B. Robinson, Come Thou Fount of Every Blessing (old
[version), st 3.

3. A contemptuous name for a 'dissenting
chapel or church. [Eng.]
Eberth's bacillus. See *bacillus.

Ebionize (e'bi-on-iz), v. i. pret. and pp. Ebion-
ieed, ppr. Ebionising. [Ebion(ite) + fee.] To
become am Ebionite, or to affect or imitate the
doetrinfes and practices of the Ebionites.
ebonine (eb'o-nin), a. [ebon + -ine^.'] Black;
dark; somber: as, "the ebonine gate of doom,"
F. T. Palgra/ve.

ebony, n—Black ebony, a trade-name for the wood
of Dwspyros Dendo. See Niger itebony.— Calabar,
Gaboon, Lagos ebony. Same as Niger •kebony.—
Ceylon ebony, the wood of several species of Diospyros,
especially J). Ebenaster, D. Ebenum, D. moniana,
and D. sj/Ivattca.- False ebony, ebony of the
Alps. See laburnum.— Green ebony of Indi^ the
hard, greenish-yellow wood of Diospyros ehloroxyton.—
Uadagascar ebony, the highly prized wood of two
species of Diospyros, D. haplostylis and D. mierorkmn-
bus.— Manila ebony, the wood of either of two trees,

Diospyros Ebenaster and the mabolo, D. discolor. See
•kmabolo and -kka/magon.— Mauritius ebony, the wood
of Diospyros tesselaria: often called black Mauritius
ebony to distinguish it from the white ebony.— Moun-
tain ebony of Australia. Same as Queensland -kebony.— Niger ebony, the black wood of the Aen<!io,Diospyros
Denao. Also called Calabar, Lagos, Gaboon, and black
ebony. See kdendo.— Orange Blver ebony, the hard,
black wood otEuelea PseudMenus, a shrub or small tree
of the family Diospyracese.- See kEuclea, 2.— Queens-
land ebony, the wood of either of two leguminous
trees, Bauhmia Carronii and B. Hookeri. Also called
mountain ebony.—Red ebony of Mauritius, the wood
of Diospyros rubra.— St. Helena ebony, the hard, black
wood of Trochetia Melam^oxylon, a small 'tree oS the
family Stercvliacex indigenous to the island and now
nearly exterminated.— Senegal ebony, the jet- or
brownish-black wood of Dalbergia melanoxylon, called
by the natives diaXamha/m.—Slam ebony, a commercial
term for the wood of several species of the genus Dios-
pyros, especially D. Ebenum, D. nwntana, D. rajn^lora,
D. Ebenaster, and D. peregrina. See gaub.—Texan
ebony, a handsome leguminous tree, Zygia flexicavlis,

of western Texas, Arizona, and northern Mexico, espe-
cially of the Gulf coast and lower Eio Grande, with light-

yellow fragrant flowers in dense spikes, large curved,
woody pods, and very hard and heavy close-grained
wood, often beautifully colored, and hence much prized

Eastlake Chair.

Texan Hbony l.ZygiaJlexicaitlis').

(From Sargent's " Manual of the Trees of North America.")

for furniture, etc.—White ebony, a trade-name for the
grayish or white-streaked woods of Diospyros melanida
and D. chrysophyllos of the Ma^carene Islands. D.
Malacapai, of the Philippine Islands, also furnishes some
of the wood sold under this name.— Zanzibar ebony,
the wood of Diospyros mespilifomiis, a tree distributed
over the whole of tropical Africa.

Ebor. An abbreviation of the Latin Ebora-
cum, York, or of the Latin Eboracensis, of

York.
ebriose (e'bri-6s), a. [L. ebriosus, < ebrius,

drunk : see ebrious.] Drunk : same as ebrious.

ebriously (e'bri-us-li), adv. Drunkenly.

Not ebriously swilled but moderately tasted.

T. Newton, Fowre Severall Treatises.

ebulliently (e-bul'yent-li),; adv. In an ebul-

lient manner ;'overflowingly; 'gushingly': as,

ebulliently sentimental.

ebuUioscopic (e-bul''''yo-skop'ik), a. 1. Of or

pertaining to t'hose methods of determining
molecular weight, dissociation, osmotic pres-

sure, etc., which depend upon measurements
of the boiling-point, in the ebullioscopic method
for the determination of the molecular weight of a
substance the boiling-point of a liquid is observed as

affected by the presence of a given proportion of the

substance in question dissolved in such liquid. Amer.
Chem. Jour., April, 1903, p. 342. [Rare.]

ebuUitionary (eb-u-lish'o-na-ri), a. [ebulli-

tion + -aryi.] Of the nature of an ebullition

;

characterized by a bubbling or boiling com-
motion; bubbling: as, an ebulliUonary agita-

tion.

eburated (eb'u-ra-ted), a. [L. eburatus, <

ebur, ivorv.] Covered with^ or as with, ivory

;

having the appearance of ivory. Froc. Zool.

Soe. London, 1898, p. 318.

eburnean, a. 2. [cap.'] In the classification

eccyclema

of late geological deposits bearing human
relies, a subdivision of the Paleolithic section

in France. It includes the oldest deposits containing

well-flnished implements associated with carved bone
and ivory. It was the period of the mammoth, went
back into glacial time, and was followed by the Taran-

dean or reindeer epoch.

ebumeoid (f-ber'nf-oid), a. [L. eburneus, of

ivory, -I- -oid.] Ivory-like as regards color;

ebuTTieous.

eburnitis (eb-6r-ni'tis), n. [NL., < L. eburnus,

of ivory, -I- .^tis.] A condition of increased

density and hardness of the dentine of teeth.

E. C. An abbreviation (a) of Eastern Central,

a London postal district; (6) of Established

Church.

ecardine (e-kar'din), n. [NL. Ecardim.es.'] A
moUusk having a shell without a hinge; a
braohiopod.
dcartele (ar-kar'te-la'), a. [?., pp. of ^carteler,

divide into quarters.] In her., divided into
quarters : said of a shield.

ecboline (ek'bo-lin), n. [Gr. ck/SoX^, a throwing
out, -I- -ine^.] A brownish amorphous, slightly

bitter alkaloid contained in ergot.

eccaleobion (e-kal''''e-o-bi'on), n. [Irreg. < 6r.
luKalta, I call forthj -I- R'uiv, aeo. of /J/of, life.]

An apparatus for hatching eggs by artificial

heat; an incubator.

eccentric, I. a. 7. In astron., noting orbital
motion which is not in a circle around the
center of attraction ; as applied to curves gen-
erally, deviating from circularity, as the ellipse

and hyperbola.—Eccentric projection. Seekpra-
jectioTL—Eceentria wheel. (i>) in carriages, a Bftb
wheel so centered that when backing to either side the
body of the carriage is thrown to one side of the center, tm
facilitate turning in a short radius.

H. Ti.-Adjustable eccentric, an eccentric whicb
is so constructed that the distance between the center of
figure and the center of motion can be varied in order to
vary the throw of the rod. This result is secured either
by slotting the disk of the eccentric, or by mounting one
eccentric upon another so that the effective eccentricity
may be the sum or the difference of the eccentricity of
each disk, or may have intermediate values.

—

Backward
eccentric, that eccentric which is used when 6 loco-
motive or a ship goes backward and the valve-gear is

adjusted accordingly. See reversing-gear.—Movable
eccentric. Same as adjustable iceccentric.

eccentrolinead (ek - sen - tro - lin ' e - ad), n.

[eccentriic) + L. limea, line, + -adS.] A ruler
for drawing eccentric radial lines. It is used
in designing gears and making drawings of
gear-teeth, etc.

ecchondrotic (ek-on-drot'ik), a. Same as
*epichondrotic.

ecchondrotome (e-kon'dro-tom), n. [Gr. CK,

out, -1- x^^P°Cf cartilage, + -to/ioc, < ra/jelv,

cut.] Ajo. instrument for cutting cartilage.

Eccl. An abbreviation (c) [Z. c] of ecclesiastic;

(d) II. c] of ecclesiology.

ecclesiarch^ (e-kle'zi-ar-ki), n. [Gr. iiuikiiaia,

church, -I- apxh, rule.] The rule of a church;
government by ecclesiastics.

ecclesiast, n. 3. A member of the ancient
Greek ecclesia; a free Greek citizen having
the right to vote in the ecclesia or assembly.

Ecclesiastical emerald. Same as Brazilian-
^emerald.

ecclesiasticize (e-kle-zi-as'ti-siz), v. t.; pret.
and pp. ecclesiasticized, ppr. ecclesiasUcizing.
To render ecclesiastical ; bring under the influ-
ence of, or into conformity with, the church.

ecclesiol. An abbreviation of ecclesiology.

ecclesiolater (e-kle-zi-ol'a-tSr), n. [Gr. kKic?.7i-

aia, church, -t- -MrpJi^, worshiper.] One who
shows excessive reverence for church author-
ity, form, and traditions.

ecclesiolatry (e-kle-zi-ol'a-tri), n. [Gr. hicXp-

aia, church, -t- TMTpeia, "worship.] Worship
of the church as such ; extreme, undue re-

spect for the formal observances and author-
ity of the church.

eccrisiologia (ek-ris-i-o-lo'ji-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. luKpiaiq, secretion, + -"ktyia, < "hirfeiv, speak.J
That branch of physiology which treats of se-

cretion : same as ecerinology.

eccritic, n. II. a. Relating to excretion or
to any of the excretory organs : said of a disease
which affects these functions or organs, or of
a remedy which promotes excretion.

eccyclema (ek-si-kle'ma), n.; ]j\. eccyelemata

-klem'a-ta). [Gr. hKnikhijia, < eirnvKkelv, wheel
out, < £K, out, + hvkTimv, wheel, < kvkTmq, a
wheel.] A machine in the Greek theater which
in some way disclosed an interior to the spec-
tators, as in the murder scene of the "Agan-
memnon" of .SIschylus.



ecdemic

ecdemic (ek-dem'lk), a. [Gr. sKdijixog, from
home, in foreign lands, abroad, < 'ck, out, +
d5/iOf, people.] Originating from without; not
endemic : said of diseases.

ecdemiomania (ek-dem*i-o-ma'ni-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. hudriiila, a going or being abroad (< eKdy/fiog,

abroad), + /lavia, madness.] A morbid im-
pulse to travel unceasingly.

ecdemite (ek'de-mit), n. [GcT. iKSti/ioc, abroad,
+ -jte^.] An arsenite of lead containing 8 per
cent, of chlorin. It occurs in crystals and in
massive forms, ranging in color from yellow to
green : found in Sweden. Also called helioph-
yllite.

ecesis (e-se'sia), n. [NL. "cecesis, < Gr. olioiati,

habitation, < olicelv, inhabit.] The fixation of
a migrating plant in a new habitat.

In a word, Ecegig is the adjustment of a plant to a new
habitat. It comprises the whole process covered more or
less incompletely by acclimatisation, naturalisation, ac-

commodation, etc.

F. E. Clements, Bot Surv. Neb., VIL 60.

ecethmoid (ek-eth'moid), a. [ec- + ethmoid.']

In ichth., same as *ecto-ethmoid. Science, March
8, 1901, p. 379.

ecnelon, n. 2. MiUt., one of the subdivisions
of a command marching in echelon.— 3. In
optics, a set of glass plates placed one upon
another, with the edge of each projecting
slightly, stepwise, beyond the edge of the
preceding one. The device, which is due to A.
A. Miehelson, is used for the production of dif-

fraction spectra of high dispersion and resolv-
ing power.—Echelon diffraction grating. See
*graUng2.—Bchelon spectroscope. Seeitspectroseope.

echidnase (e-kid'nas), n. [Gr. ixiSva, viper,
+ -ase. ] A supposed temperature-raising sub-
stance analogous to diastases, foimd in viper
venom.

echidnotoxin (e-Md-no-tok'sin), n. [Gr.
£;i;idva, viper, + toxin.] A general poison found
in viper venom.
echiuiovaccine (e-kid-no-vak'sln), n. [Gr.

Ixcdva, viper, + E. vaccine.] Viper venom that
has fteen heated for a few minutes to 75-85°

C, and has thus lost its poisonous properties.
The remaining solution has the properties of
a venom vaccine.

echin. An abbreviation of *echinology.

ecUnal (e-ki'nal), a. [Gr. ix"">ii hedgehog,
sea-urchin (see ecnmjw), + -al^.] Pertaining
or belonging to a sea-urchin.

ecbinastrin (ek-i-nas'trin), n. lEchinasier +
-irfi.] A red pigment found in certain inver-
tebrates, as in starfishes.

echinate (ek'i-nat), v.
;
pret. andpp. echinated,

ppr. echinating. [Gr. cx'vog, hedgehog, + -ate^.]

I. trans. To project at an acute angle to the
axis of (a fiber), giving it a feathery or plumed
appearance : said of the spicules "in the axin-
ellid type of sponge skeleton.

The spicules so placed are said to "echinate" the fibre.

E. JR. Lankester, Treatise on Zool., IL 140.

n. intrans. To project at an acute angle to
the axis of a fiber : said of the spicules in a
sponge skeleton.

Xchinocaridse (e-ki'''no-kar'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Echinocaris + 4dx.] A family of phyl-
locarid crustaceans of the suborder CeraUo-
carina. its genera possess an elongate bivalved carapace
with nodes in the cephalic region and one or more lateral

carinse. They are mostly of Devonian age.

Echinocaris (ek-i-nok'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr.

exivog, a sea-urchin, + liapig, (prob.) a shrimp.]
The typical genus of the family Echmocajridse.

Schinocereus (e-ki-no-se're-us), n. [NL. (Bn-
gelmann, 1848), < Echino (cactus) + Cereus.

The name refers to its intermediate position

between these two genera.] A large genus of

globular or columnar cacti, very closely al-

lied to Cereus, with which some authors unite

it. It is distinguished by the spines, biistles, or wool

arising from the bracteate ovary, short funnel-shaped

flowers, and spiny globose or elliptical fruit. The spe-

cies are native from Texas south and west Some of

them are usually found in the collections of cactus cul-

tivators.

Echinochloa (ek-l-nok'lo-a), n. [NL. (Palisot

de Beauvois, 1812), in allusion to the bristly

spikelets; < Gr. cx'^^o;, hedgehog, + x^,
grass.] A genus of grasses, meluding about

12 species, widely distributed in warm and

tropical reeions. Four species occur in the United

States, ranging from New York to Texas. They are

usuaUy tall annual grasses with broad leaves and a ter-

mtaal inflorescence composed of several one-sided spike-

like racemes. The European E. Crws-gaih, the cockspur

or barn-yard grass, is widely distributed as a weed in

all cultivated regions except the extreme north.
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echinochrome (e-ki'no-krom), n. [Gr. ex'tvog,

sea-urchin (see echinoderm), + xP"n color.

Same as *echinochromogen.

echinocllTomogen (e-ki-no-kro'mo-jen), n.

[Or. hxivog, sea-urchin, + xp^f") color, + -yev^;,

-producing.] A yellowish pigment found in

echinodermsj also called echinochrome.

echinococcosis (e-ki"no-ko-ko'sis), «. [NL., <

Echinocoeeus + -osis.] Infection with Echino-
coccus, the larval stage of a tapeworm which
lives in the dog; hydatid disease.

Echinocorys (ek-i-nok'o-ris), n. [Gr. i:x'''^''€,

sea-urchin, + /ciiptif, a helmet.] A genus of spa-
tangoid Echinoidea or sea-urchins. Ithasalarge
oval actinally high test, biporose ambulacra, oval peri-

stome, and inframarginsd posterior periproct. It is very
common in the Upper Cretaceous formation. Same as
Ananchytes.

Echinocotyle (e-M-no-kot'i-le), ». [NL., < Gr.

ix"">Q, hedgehog, + KOTvhj, a socket.] The
typical genus of the family EcMnocotylidse.
The metacestode stage of E. rosseteri, which is parasitic
in the duck, occurs in- the ostracode crustacean, Cypris
cinereus. Blanchard, 1891.

Echinocotylidae (e-ki"no-ko-til'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Echinocotyle + '-jd«.] A family of
tetracotylean Cestoidea having the aeetabula
armed and the rostellum furnished with one
or two circlets of hooklets. They are parasitic
in birds. The typical genus is Echinocotyle.

Echinocystis, n. 2. A genus of Lower Silu-

rian cystideans of the family Cryptocrinidse.—
3. A genus of Silurian PaUeechinoidea, of the
family Cystoadaroida.

echinoidean (ek-i-noi'di-an), a. and n. Same
as eehinoid.

echinologist (ek-i-nol'o-jist), n. [echinolog(y)
+ -ist.] One who is versed in echinology or
thft study of eehinoderms.
echinology (ek-i-nol'o-ji), n. [Gr. ex'i'oc, sea-
urciiin, + -^oyca, <.7iiyuv, spe&k.] That branch
of zoSlogy which treats of eehinoderms.

echinophthalmia (e-ki-noph-thal'mi-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. 6;i;(vo£-, hedgehog, + o^ea^^fc eye.]
A form of inflammation of the eyelids charac-
terized by stiffness and projection of the lashes.

echinoplute (e-ki'no-plet), n. [NL. echinoplu-
tetts.] Same as *echinopluteus.

echinopluteus (e-K-no-pliJ'te-us), n. [NL.,
< Gr. £;t:ivof, sea-urchin, + NL. pluteus.] The
pluteus, or free-swimming larva, of a sea-
urchin.

Echinopsis (ek-i-nop'sis), n. [NL. (Zuccarini,
1836), in allusion to the spiny character of the
plant; < Gr. kxlvog, hedgehog, + dipig, view.]
A South American genus of Cactacese, marked
by spherical or very short sharp-ribbed stems
and very long tubed cereus-like flowers with
the ovary and tube narrow-bracted. Itis closely
related to CereuR and has been combined with that genus
by some authors. It consists of about 20 species. A num-
ber of them are in cultivation, for example, E. multiplex,
E. EyHesii, E. gew/mdta, and E. tvMflora,

echinosphaerite (e-M-no-sfe'rit), n. [NL.
Echinosphserites.'\ A cystid of the genus
Eehinosphserites, notably E. aurantium,a,iovxa
characteristic of the echinosphserite limestone.
See ^limestone.

Echinpsphaerites (e-ki'no-sfe-ri'tez), n. [NL.,
< G' ixi-^'OQj sea-urchin, -t- a<palpa, a ball, + -ites,

E. -ife2.] A genus of cystideans of the family
EchinosphseriUdse. it is characterized by globose
non-pedunculate calyx, central mouth, short ambulacral
grooves, and anal pyramid, and is very abundant in the
Lower Silurian of Russia and Scandinavia.

Echinosphseritidae (e-M'no-sfe-rit'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Eehinosphserites + -idie.] A Silurian
family of the Cystoidea, typified by the genus
Eehinosphserites.

echinothuriid (e-ki-no-thii'ri-id), a. and n. I.
a. Of or pertaining to the family Eehinothuri-
idee.

II. n. A member of the Eehinothuriidse.

echinothurioid (e-ki-no-thu'ri-oid), a. Having
characters similar to those of the Eehinothu-
riidse.

echinulation (e-kin-u-la'shon), n. [NL. 'echi-
nulus, dim. of L. echinus, sea-urchin, -I-

-ation.] A small spiny or prickly outgrowth.

echinus, «. 5. [cop.] A genus of dicoty-
ledonous plants belonging to the family
Euphorbiacese. See Mallotus.

Echiostoma (ek-i-os'ta-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
exis, serpent, + ard/ia, mouth.] A genus of
deep-sea fishes of the family Stomiatidse. E.
baroatum is the common species.

echiretin (e-ki-re'tin), n. [Echi(tes) + Gr.
pit'""!, resin.] An amorphous dextrorotatory
compound, C35H66O2, contained in dita-bark,

Eckites iimbellata.

One fifth natural size.

eel.

Fala scholaris (Echites scholaris of Linnseus).

It melts at 52° C.

echitamine _(e-ki-tam'in), n. lEchit(fis) +
amine.] Same as *ditaine.

echltein (e-kit'e-in),m. lEcMt(es) + -e-in.] A
colorless dextrorotatory compound, C42H7PO2,
contained in dita-bark, Pala scholaris {Echites

scholaris of|LiimsBus). It crystallizes in needles
or prisms melting at 195° C.

echitenine (e-kit'e-nin), n. lEchit{es) + -ene

+ 4ne^.] A brown amorphous alkaloid, C20
H27O4N, contained in dita-bark, Pala scholaris

(Echites scholaris of LinnsBus). It melts above
120° C.

Echites (e-ki'tez), n. [NL. (Patrick Browne,
1756), < L. echites, < Gr. e^tn/r (otherwise read

as L. echiie, <

Gr. *£;i;iT9), the
name in Pliny
(not recorded
in Greek au-
thors) for some
climbing plant,
prob. clematis,
prob. < Gr. ex^y
adder.] A large
genus of twin-
ing plants be-
longing to the
family Apocy-
nacese. Thegenus
diHers from Dipla^
denia in having a
flve-lobed disk in

the flowers and in
bearing a five-

scaled or glandular
calyx. They are
tropical American
plants, extending
as far north as
southern Florida.

In choice horticul-

tural collections a

'

lew of the 40 spe-
cies may be found,

as E. unibeUata, E. Andreweii, and E. puludosa.

echitin (ek'i-tin), n. \_Echit(es) + -in^.] A
colorless dextrorotatory compound, C32H52O2,
contained in dita-bark, Pala scholaris (Echites

scholaris of LinnsBus) . It crystallizes in leaflets

melting at 170° C.

echiurid (ek-i-ii'rid), n. Any member of the
family Echiuridse.

echo, n. 7. In whist, a response to a partner's
signal for trumps.— 8. In bridge, a method of
showing the leader how many cards his part-
ner holds in the suit led, or of indicating that
the third hand can trump the third round.
The flrst is called the plain-suit echo, the sec-
ond the down-and-out echo Echo sign, a frequent
indication of epilepsy, being the repetition of words or
phrases in speech or writing.— Plaln-SUit echo, in whigt
and bridge, a method of playing the pone's cards so asto
show the leader how the formers suit is distributed. See
*ecAo, 71., 7.

echo, V. i. 4. In bridge, to show the leader
how many cards the third hand holds in the
suit led.

echolalia, n. 2. An agreeable but meaning-
less arrangement of words in poetry.

The "Eve of Crecy" contains two magnificent examples
of that mode of poetic expression dubbed "echolalia by
Max Nordau, and as such condemned by him.

A. Vallance, William Morris, p. 19.

echo-organ (ek'o-6r-gan), n. In organrbuilding,
a section of the instrument, containing very
delicate stops, inclosed in a thick swell-box,
which is often placed at a distance from the
rest of the organ, so as to be capable of echo
or distant effects. Sometimes the echo-organ
has a keyboard of its own in the console, but
often it is played from either the swell or the
choir keyboard through a special mechanism.
echopathy (e-kop'a-thi), n. [Gr. ^x^, echo, +
-TraOeta, < iradog, disease.] A neurosis charac-
terized by the meaningless repetition of words
or movements.

echophrasia(ek"o-fra.'Bi-a), M. [NL., < Gr.
W", echo, + ippdatg, speaking.] Same as
echolalia.

echurin (ek'u-rin), n. [Prob. for ''echyrin, <
Gr. exvpog, strong, secure (< ix^iv, hold) + -inK]
A dyestufl: madeby treating a mixture of 3 parts
of flavin and 5 parts of picric acid with 12
parts of nitric acid. It dyes wool a reddish
yellow in an acid bath.

ecitophile (e-sit'o-fil), «. lEciton + Gr. (juMv,
love.] Any inquiline in the nests of ants of
the genus Eciton.

eel,, eclect. Abbreviations of eclectic.



eclabium 409 ectophytic

eclabium (ek-la'bi-um), n. [NL., < Gr. h, out, ecotone (e'ko-ton), n. [Gr. okof, habitat, + egg-capsules with a longitudinal suture. This tribe cor-

+ L. labium, lip.] Eversion of the lip. t&voc,; tension, stress.] In phytogeog., the line responds to the subfamily 4n^«ect™» of Saussme.

Eclampsia Infantum, convulsions occui-ring m infancy, along which two types of vegetation compete •KCtODrailcmata (ek'to- brang- ki- a ta), n. pi.

v'^t&'Zt^]^^ °" tlflVt^'"]- for tlie same ground^ See *tension-Une. i\ E. KJ^-;-'?Jir'^*™+f
*''**

lo^^T^ °^
'^f

"'^''

£clectic scnool. See *school. Clements
JSchmmdea having the mouth and anus at op-

eclecticize (ek-lek'ti-siz), V. t.; pret. and pp. ecDhrasis Cfik'frj) sisl « TNT, < (ir eicAoaaie
Posi^e POles and an apical system of plates.

eclectidzed, ppr. ecleeticimng. [eeUctic + -i^e.]
dlrcrtrtfon < JLTL fell rtoouS^ '^^^^ ^""^ endocyelic and have external gills

To make selections from: as, to eciec««0e and +lZt Vea^ A^eso^^^^^ R''^"^"*-
^* ^'"'^''^^^ the order JMademMa.

harmonize all mythologies. Maurice. tTHnn »^ut^ hLi„™«^^ £^!,tt<>vL?^^^ Compare *EndobrancMata.
eclectist (ek-lek4ist),^ leclect-ic + 4st.J One

ecphyaditfs (ek^^^^ "V'^T < Gr ectobrancbiate (ek-ta-brang'ki-at), a. [NL.
who favors or who practises eclecticism.

ecpnyad^S^ek fi^aHii^hs^^^»^^
ecMranehiatus\Gr.-i.r6cJmoJ: + fip^yx^a,

js. Ji. u. « iiahhfadai crrnw nntl + ifisl Shttih ns nn- giUs: See oranchtate.] Having an exsertile
eclipsareon (f-klip-sa'rf-on), n. v pi- ecUpsarea

)^em^tis branehia, as the gastropod Valvata.
(-a). [^Jreg < eclipse + -areon (for -ano«,

ecphyma,'». 2. Same as measUs. ectobroncMum (ek-to-brong'M-um), «.; pi.

;^iZl-^
^ apparatus for ^^^^^''^^'^S f,^^^\^-^.^:^^^^Z^\^i;^^'t%^_ i^,„,^^ ^ .ctoftroncte (-a). [iNL"., <Gr.irdf, without,

+

ooliiSfn « r. , _* ,. = J. 7 1 Tj»«„»» growing out, an outgrowth, < iKdAsadat, grow /3p'iy;i;<'f, windpipe.] In omith., one of several

''^^!h.''-^eXtl°o^-i^iJ'4Sur^^ri o^t.
^-^V'

P^xJ^^^e- be^r. < - out, + 0&., branches given off laterally and dorsally from
*Algol variable. grow, (jAeiv, produce.] In crustaceans, a the mesobronehium or prolongation of the

eclipser (e-kUp'ser), n. A mechanical device branch of any joint of an appendage, as a bronchus.

for autoriiatically interrupting the beam of baseephysis. Trans. Litmean Soc. London, ectocalcaneal (ek"to-kal-ka'ne-al), a. [Gr.

light from a lighthouse. Zool., Feb., 1903, p. 448. ^"'"''f) without, + NL. caleaneum + -aA.] On the

A double or divided ec%ser is used which occults'the ecpyrosis (ek-pi-ro'sis), n. [NL., <GT.mvipu- outer side'.of the calcaneumorboneoftheheel:
light during every alternate revolution. atg, < cKKvpovv, bum up, < eK, out, + nvpovv, specifically applied by Owen to the outermost

Eneyc. Brit., XXX 256. bum, < nvp, fire : see pyre.'\ Destruction by oi the ridges on the posterior side ofthe proxi-

eclipsis (e -klip 'sis), n. [L. eclipsis, < Gr. fire. mal end of the tarsometatarsus of a bird.

e^Xecf^i, a failing, cessation, non-appearance, The sect of Stoics adopted most fully the system of
ectocarpaceous (ek"to-kar-pa'shius), a. Be-

eclipse: seeeclipse.^ 1. Aneclipse.— 2. Omis- catastrophes destined at certain interval to destroy the longing to the family of algse £ctocarpoce«.
sion of a sound or letter ; specifically, in Celtic world ... the Cataclysm, or destruction by water, which ectochoroidea (ek'to-ko-roi'de-S), n. [NL. , <

gram., the suijpression of the sound of a radi- s'^eeps away the whole human race, and annihilates all Gr. cktSc, without, +' J'fh .chor'oidea, choroid.]
cal consonant when preceded by another of "k'^Zf o?Vetfrt«LVby' fltr^whtrdSlv'es'Z The external layer of the choroid,
the same organ. J. CDoKOBan, Irish Gram, globe itself. Sir C. ij/eJ«, Princip. Geol., Lis. ectocnemial (ek-tok-ne'mi-al), a. [Gr. tfcriif,

p. 58.—3. A momentary loss of consciousness, --.ji. ,,, -.< P„ ourn^at^ ( iorni,.T without, + Kv;^/i)7, tibia, + -aZi.j On the outer
ecUptical (6-klip'ti-kal), «. Relating or per- ®S destroV (see acLefTite fS^^ «i<Joof thetibir:'as, the ectocBmmZ ridge, the
taining to the ecliptic. The ammonium «aH nf t^^ trnT™lnl \^1^ outer of the two prominent ridges on the tibja

eclpge.(ek'lo-3e), n. [NL. eoUge, < Gr. Moy«, Rented wXS A^LstrL Tan eSloW've^ fo^
of abird, the other hemg the procn^mial ridge,

Ta rrrkefa iuSu selttS th?^^; "CrSng" heUs" Thetme !i: issSZ be": ectocondylar (ek t^kon'di-lar) a. [Gr. |..do
caiiy, in rnet., a juoieious selection ot tne most given to an explosive consisting of the so-called blasting- without, + k6v6v?io(, condyle, + -orS.] Eela-
striking circumstances in describing anything, gelatin with picrate and either sulphate or hydrochlorate ting to the ectocondyle or outer articular face
J. de mile, Rhet.,\lo7. of ammonium

.,, ,, , of such a bone as a femur: contrasted with
ecmnesia (etmne'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. h, out, ecroulement (a-krol-mon ),n. [F., < ^crmUr, *entocondylar.-'Estocoji&ylai depression or cav-+ p-v^aig, memory.] Loss of memory of events jaii to pieces, ^ e- (L. ex-) + crawler, shake, ity, the hollow receiving the ectocondyle.

occurring during a limited period of time, reo- fall to pieces.] A falling down or to pieces, ectocondyloid (ek-to-kon'di-loid), a. [Gr.
oUection of what has happened before or after as a building, great masses of rock, or the j/criif, without, + K(iv(!iAof, condyle.] Same as
that time being retained. "te

>
a land-slide. *ectoeondylar.

ecoid, ». S6e(EC0id. ecstrophy, ». See exstrophy. ectocomea (ek-t6-k6r'ne-a), m. [NL., < Gr.
ecologic, ecological, ecology. The simpler tctal origin, valve. See superficial origin i^Tdg, without, +' NL. cornea, cornea.] The
and now the ^yreferred spellings of eecologic, (under origin, 5 (6)), *valve. outer layer of the cornea.
(Bcological,CBCology. ectally (ek tal-i), adu. Extemally; on the ex- gctojiactylism (ek-to-dak'ti-lizm), n. An ab-
econ. An abbreviation of eco»o»Mcs. tenor; superficially. normal absence of digits. £atoore, Study of
econometer (e-k6-nom'e"-ter), «. An appa- BCtatlc, «s. 2. Distensible. Variation,
ratus for determining the economy of a steam- ectenic (ek-ten'ik), a. [Gr. e/ctci^c, strained, ectio.etluiioid (ek-to-eth'moid), n. [Gr. e/crric,

boiler by measuring the amount of carbon di- zealous, eager, < exTeiveiv, stretch : see ectasis.^ without, -f B. ethmoid.l In ichth., same as
oxid (CO2) which passes up the chimney. bubjected to tension, literally or figuratively; prefrontal.
economic, a. 6. Eelating to value as viewed strained.--Eotenlc phenomena. See *plienomenon. pV't.nB'PTipsiofpk-to-ien'p-siR^ n FGr cktSc- out-
from the standpoint of material welfare in con- ectepicondylar (ek-tep-i-kon'di-lar) a. [Gr. ^fdef? K, S^n, production ] The pro-
trast with values of other orders. Thus higher

^"Jf^',
^^hout 4- em, upon -f ^6v6vm(, con- ^^^(^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^vinl rise to structures from

education may represent an economic loss to the commu- dyle. J bituated just above the outer condyle __;4.v,.,,f . „„„nc,o/i tr. *S./J/i/y/.««<»o
nity, although the social and moral advantages derived of the humerus.-Ectepicondylar foramen, a per-

™^out
.
opposea to enaogenesis.

fromitfaroutweighthatloss.—EoonomlCDOtany.CUre, foration in the outer, distal portion of the humerus, found ectolateral(ek-t6-lat'e-ral), a. [Gr. e/crtf, Wlth-
freedom, etc. See *botany, etc. in some reptiles and chai-acteristic of the anomodont out, + L. latus (later-), side, + -a^l.] Situated
economics, n—Dynamic economics, a proposed di- reptiles.— Ectepicondylar process, aprocessjustabove qh tijg outer side
vision of political economy dealing with changes iu the the outer condyle of the humerus of such birds as gulls „„4.„x„_i, ., /j.- ,'»s „ rn« ' /- ,.,ii-u..„t j_
production, distribution, and consumption ot wealth, and and sandpipers. e^fitOlopn (ek to-lot), M. Lt.r. e/crtf, without, +
the effects of -such changes upon social organization.— «„*-_{„__j_i„jj /.i, +„_

j kon'di loidl a '^o^j crest.] The external ridge or crest on

?KCe°lJefare?S>ic*&l^aSf^^^^^^ B2.ie ^s*ectocondylar ^rvd*ectocondyhid.' ' S"?^ an upper molar as that of a horse or

SKitodfdSJ.su|SS?derof^^^^^^^^ (ek-teth'moid), a. and ». [Gr. rhinoceros. From it arise the parastyle meso-
state, and regards international economic relations as sKTdc, outside, + E. ethmoid.! I a. External Style, and metastyle. bee cut under «JoofA.
merely accidental. Most frequently, however, the term is

to the ethmoid bone.
"

ectomCSOblast (ek-to-mes'o- blast), Jl. [Gr.
used synonymously withjJoiitwaiecoiiOTiij/.m imitation of i-" i-iio oi,umuiu uuue.

_ wit-Viniit + TC mesnhlnst! ir, emhriinl
theGermanusage.—Pure economics, theoretical politi- II. m. A portion of the ahethmoid forming cktoc, witnout, -f li. meaoowst.j memoryoi.,
cal economy, conceived of as an independent, abstract a plate on either side of the mesethmoid and tne cell-layer or cells which have not yet dit-
scienoe: contrjMted with economics viewed as an integral usually constituting part of the anterior wall ferentiated into ectoblast and mesoblast
part of social science, and with the art of political economy, j. j.i,

• vj. ,i * ... , , ^ nrnnar
thati8,abodyof precepts for the guidance of political and Ot tlie orbit. It appears as a transverse, vertical plate piopei.

social action.— Social economics, the science which in the skull of bu^ds and is frequently termed the antor- ectonepnridium (ek"to-ne-frid'l-um), n.
;
pi.

deals with economic laws in their relation to social wel- bital or pars plana.
, ecton^kridia (-a,). [Gr. c/crdf, without, + NL.

fare. ThetermisfrequentlyusedasasynonymforpoJai- ectethmoidal (ek'teth-moi-dall, a. [ecfeifemoiti nevhridium.! A nephridium of ectodermal
eal economy oiecmomics.

-I- -aP.] Relating to the ectethmoid or antor- oriffin as in the annelidseconomizer, TO. 2. Speoifieally— (6) In fog- hital nlate AUa erto-ethmoidal
ongin, asm tne anneiias.

signalingonBritishrailways,a4evicebywhich X^^^^ (e^ trr^-S) T" [Gr erBpdc
ectonuclear (ek-to-nu kle-ar), a [Gr. e«r.}f,

the detonation of one track-torpedo on the Sil^^fiiJ, &,^™e.]' Tkenaie'by l^Xl'otu^fZi^A^'n^Z^ ot^^rail by the passage of the engine-wheels re- ^^.^^ '^ ''jg'
j^ ^^n^^ ^^ j^s neighbors: f^f.J^^^JfKZ^ucleTrmoves the second one m series before the ormosed t>^ mitnnvm the name bv which the ! "

opposed to yndonuetear.

wheels reach it. people call tTeSves ^?4°iP^^,?
(e_k-top'a-gus), n

;
pi. ectopagi (-ji .

economy, n. 5. In theol. : (a) The practical Pf°P^®
call themselves.

[Nj^.^ < g^. sKrdg, outside, + 7zr,yiwvm(V7<-ay-).

measures employed in giving effect to a divine ecthymatoid(ek-thim'a-tm [ecthyma{t-) fix, fasten.] A double monster with lateral

dispensation. (6) The cautious presentation +-o«(i.] Besemblmg ecthyma. union of the trunk from the umbihcus upward,

of doctrine, aocoimodatingit to the feelings ecthymatous (ek-thim ?;tus) « [ecffeW^) ectoparenchyma (ek"to-pa-reng'H-ma), n.

and prejudices of the hearirs :' used by J. B. +-"»«]. B^latin^ ^9 or affected with ecthyma. ^-^^^^ < q.^ f^^^ outside, + IHI..parenchyma.]

Newman to describe the accommodated ecthyxosis (ek-thi-ro sis), n. [NL., < Gr. zk ^^ trematodes, the outer portion of the paren-

method (mt'olKmou.iav) of the eariy fathers; O'^*' +, '>"?"' ^oo' (see thyroid), + -osis.} A <.^ jg^^_ ^ j^jc^os. soc, Aug. 1903,

in a bad sense, the system of wit4olding a myxoBdematoid condition following excision p/ggo.

large portion of gospel doctrine in teaching
ectiris (eftrrif) »

"

[NL < Gr £«roV with- ectoperitoneal (ek"to-per"i-to-ne'al), a. [Gr.

the mass of Christians.- Motor economy, in
ecnriS(eK-tins;, ».Li^

kr<if, outside, + ^rE/afrowioi-, peritoneum.] Re-
Jmj^Msttcg, the principle of ease of utterance. Scripture, out, -l- i/wf, ins.j xne external layer 01 tne

bating to the surface of the peritoneum which
Exper. Phonetics, p. 123.— Perceptive economy, in ins. ;» ir, nr,r,tQnt w^fli tliBvispera or the abdominal
linguistics, the piinciple of the neglect, by language, of Ectoblides (ek-to-bi'i-dez), n. pi. [Erroneous '® \?

contact with the viscera or tne aoaominai

certain differences and the exaggeration of others, in or- f-_,-. f-_ t^tt, * ij'ptnhiifla' < KctoMo + -idip 1 A wall. - .^ , ^„ , , i . j ,

der to bring the essential part of the sentence into promi- torm tor JN L JictoMiaee, <.J,etoma^ia^j A
g^topliyte (ek'to-fit), n. [Gr. turdc, outside. +

nence. tiibe of cockroaches of which Ecto6*a is the
"J^^^y^j^j-, An external vegetable parasite.

Perceptive ecmomy reqairea not only the suppression type. It contains species with spiny thighs, the last
p„4.„„i,Trtic fek-to-fit'ik), a. [ectophyte ¥ -ic.}

of needless distinctions but also the emphasis of needful ventral plate of the female large and valveless, the supra- ^X °fi.
^ T ,oVf"oi,\.ntr,r.h,H-a

ones. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 123. anal lamina of both sexes transverse and naiTow, and the Ul tne nature 01 an ectopnyte.



ectophytic
More orlewer of their rootlets have their extremities in-

vested by a weft of hyphal mycelium as an ectophytic my-
corhiza. jEncyc. Brit., XXV. 439.

Ectopic gestation. Same as extra-uterine preg-
nancii (which see, xa^Asix pregna'tunj).
ectoplast (ek'to-plast), n. [Gr. rardf, without,
+ TTAacrnif, formed.] The outermost layer or
membrane bounding and inclosing the cyto-
plasm of the plant cell.

ectopocystic (ek"to-po-sis'tik), a. [Grr. iKTonoc,
out of the place," +' Kvang, bladder, + -ic]
Relating to or caused by malposition of the
bladder.

ectoretina (ek-to-ret'i-na), n. [NL., < (Jr.

eicrdg, outside, + NL. retina, retina.] The
outer layer of the retina.

ectorganlsm (ekt-6r'gan-izm), n. [Gr. e/triif,

outside, + E. organism'."] Same as ectoparasite.

ectorhinal (ek-to-ri'nal); a. [Gr. ekt6;, with-
out, + ^ic (ptv), nose, -I- -al.'] Situated on the
outer side of the nose Ectorblnal Ussure. See
•kfissure.

ectosac (ek'to-sak), n. [Gr. E/crdf, outside, +
odKKog, sack, "bag.] The membrane inclosing
the ovum, or egg.

ectosaccal (ek-to-sak'al), a. Of or pertaining
to the ectosao.

ectosipho (ek-to-si'fo), «. [NL., < Gr. hrdg,

without, + a'ujxM, L. siplw, a pipe : see siplton,]

The outer siphuncular tube in the nautUoid
eephalopods of the extinct family Endocerat-
idse.

ectoskeletal (ek"to-skel'e-tal), a. [Gr. enrdg,

without, + aKeTierdv, skeleton, + -aP.] Same
as exoskeletal.

ectoskeleton (ek-to-skel'e-ton), n. [NL., <

Gr. kurdq, outside, 4 cueleTdv, skeleton.] Same
as exoslceleton.

ectosolenian (ek-to-so-le'ni-an), a. [Gr. e/cT<if,

outside, + aaX^, channel, pipe, + -iow.]

Having an extended neck-like orifice, as the
foraminifer Lagena sulcata. Compare *entoso-

ectosome, n. 2. In eytol., one of the deeply
staining granules eliminated from the chro-
matin of the nuclei of the germ-track during
their karyokinetie divisions. Haeckel, 1902.

ectosphenotic (ek'^to-sfe-not'ik), a. and n. I, a.

[Gr. enrdc, without, + ll. sphenoiic.'i Relating
to the external portion of the sphenotic bone.
—Ectosphenotlc process, a name given by Mivarb to a
small, slightly hooked process which arises on the sphe-
notic process of the skull in birds, just in advance of the
articulation of the quadrate.

II. n. The eotosphenotie process.

ectosphere (ek'to-sfer), «. [Gr. E/criSf, outside,

+ia(j)alpa, ball.] In cytol., the outer or cortical

zone of the centrosphere.

Ectospora (ek-to-spo'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

f«T(5f, outside, + airopa, seed (spore).] A group
of aporozoa in which sporulation takes place
at the close of the trophic period and the spore
mother-cells or sporoblasts are formed at th^
periphery of the spovonts. It includes the
Gregarinida, Coccidiidea, and the Ssemospo-
ridia. Compare *Endospora. Mesnil.

ectostracal (ek-tos'tra-kal), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the ectostracnm.

ectostracum (ek-tos'tra-kum), n.; pi. ectos-

traca (-ka). [NL., < &r. cktAq, outside, +
ioTpaimv, "shell.] The second layer of the
integument of mites, lying between the epios-

tracum and the hypostracum. it consists, in the
Hydrachnidss, of a single layer of subcubical cells form-
ing a dense tissue fiat on both sides.

ectosylvian (ek-to-sil'vi-an), a. [Gr. cktSc,

outside, + Sylvidn.'i Situated at the outer

side of the Sylvian sulcus— Ectosylvian sul-
cus. See -ksulcun.

ectotheca (ek-to-the'ka), n. [NL., < Gr. e/criif,

outside, + Bi/KTi. receptacle.] In certain hy-
droids, the external layer of the chitinous cov-

ering; an exotheca.

ectotlixix (ek'to-thriks), n. [From the specific

name of the fungus, Megalosporon ectothrix:

< Gr. £ict6s, outside, + 6pi^, hair (see def.).]

The form of the parasitic fungus causing tinea

or ringworm which produces its spores on the

outside of the hairs.

ectotrachea (ek"t6-tra-ke'a), n. [NL., < Gr.

£/cT(if, outside, + Tpax^ia, windpipe.] The outer

epithelial layer of the trachess of insects.

It is the sp-called peritoneal membrane or invaginated

epiblast: a true pavement epithelium.

A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 432.

ectotrochlea (ek-to-trok'lf-a), «. [NL., < Gr.

f/trdf, outside, + NL. trochlea.'] In ormth., a

name sometimes applied to the articular facet

or trochlea on the outer distal end of the tarso-
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metatarsus, with which the outer toe artic-

ulates.

In both groups [Grebes and Divers] the tai'so-metatai'sus

is mucli compressed laterally, and the ectotrochlea is much
reduced. Proc. Xool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 1041.

Ectotrophi (ek-tot'ro-fi), n. x>l. [NL., < Gr.

E/cTof, outside, + -Tpo^oQ, < Tp6(jieiv, nourish.]

A gi'oup of thysanurous insects having ex-

ternal mouth-parts, and comprising the Mach-
ilidsB and Lepismatidie.

ectotrophic' (ek-to-trof'ik), a. [Gr. kurdQ, out-

side, + -rpo^oQ, < rpi(l>ew, nourish.] Getting
nourishment outside: in hot, said of fungi
which envelop the roots of a plant without
penetrating them.'

ectotrophous (ek-tot'ro-fus), o. Of or belong-
ing to Uie Ectotrophi.

ectrimma (ek-trim'a), M.
;

pi. ectrimmata
(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. eKTpifi/j.a, < exTplpeiv,

rub constantly, < ek, out, + Tpi/ieiv, rub.] An
ulcer resulting from long-continued pres-
sure or friction ; a bed-sore.

ectrosis (ek-tro'sis), n. [Gr. e/a-pum^, miscar-
riage.] Abortion; abortive treatment of dis-

ease.

ectylosis (ek-ti-lo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ck, out,
+ TvTiuaiQ, a becoming callous, < r{iA0f, a
knob, callus.] The removal [of corns or other
callosities.

ectylotic (ek-ti-lot'ik), a. Pertaining to or
effecting ectylosis.

Ecua. An abbreviation of Ecuador.
6cuelle (a-ku-el'), «. \F.: see sculler^.] Alow
porringer, with handles, used for soup or
broth, common in the middle ages : usually of
wood, but sometimes of pewter or even silver.

6cuelle(a-kti-er), v.t. [F. 4cuelle, a porringer
or bowl : see *4ou,elle.] To grate or rub gently
in a pan lined with rounded knobs, made
for the purpose.
From the rind of the fruit, by a process known as

ecueUing, which consists' of gently rubbing the fruit on
rounded projections arranged inside a brass basin, a
very fine essence of limes is obtained.

Bvlletm Roy. Gardens (Kew), May-June, 1891.

ecumene (ek'ii-men), n. [Gr. ohov/ih?!: see
ecumenic.] Tte habitable part of the world

;

the part of the world inhabited by man.
Ecumenical patriarch. See *patriarch.
6ciirie (a-kli-re'), n. [F. : seeeguery, equerry.]
A stable ; stabling.

ecurvature (e-kfer'va-Jur), n. [L. e-, out, +
E. ciwrvature.] An outward curve.
ecurved (e-k6rvd'), a. [L. e-, out, + E. curved.]
Curved outward.
eczema, n—Eczema eplzootlcnm. Same asfoot-and-
mouth disease (which see, under /oot).—Eczema mar-
ginatum, an eczematous eruption occurring on the inner
side of ihe thighs.

eczematoid (ek-zera'a-toid), a. \_eczema{t-) +
-oid.] Resembling eczema.
eczematosis (ek'-'ze-ma-td'sis), n. [NL., < ec-

sema{ *-) -!- -osis.] One of several skin-diseases
characterized by an abnormal secretion from
the surface.

Edam cheese. Same as Dutch cheese (a) (which
see, under cheese^).

edaphic (e daf'ik), a. [Gr. Ua^og, base, ground,
+ -ic] Influenced or produced by the soil or
its contents; arising from the soil: as, edaphic
formations {see*formaUon); e<Ja;;Mcinfluences.
The edaphic factors in climatology are the temperature,
moisture, and sunlight favorable or unfavorable to the
growth of the plant ; the edaphic factors of soil-structure
are those that more intimately relate to the growth of
vegetation, such as its moisture, capillary structure, and
soluble chemical contents.

The waiter-supply is an important edaphic factor. A
series of springs emerging from some rock-stratum rarely
fails to alter the vegemtion.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), Aug., 1903, pp. 149, 151.

eddering (ed'6i'-ing), TO. [edder^ + ^ig^.] 1.

The act of binding or strengthening a hedge
at the top by an interlacing of flexible rods or
osiers or other material.— 2. The rods, osiers,

etc., used for this purpose. [Prov. Eng. in
both uses.]

eddoes, TO Blue or nnteddoes. in the British West
Indies, Xanthosovia molaceum, a large-leaved aroid plant
with violetblue petioles, widely cultivated for the sake
of its edible starchy root-stock.

eddy, to.—Tldal eddy, a whirl or gentle local circulation

in some comer of the ocean formed by the deflection of
one or more tidal streams.

eddy-chamber (ed'i-eham"ber), n. A cham-
ber in which, by jets or otherwise, a current of

fluid is compelled to whirl in eddies, as in a
spray-nozle. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1899,

p. 153.

eddy-current (ed'i-kur"ent), «. In elect.,

currents induced by alternating, rotating, or

edgy

movitig magnetic fields in places where they

are not desired and are objectionable because

they consume energy and produce heat. To
avoid or reduce eddy-currents, the iron of changing mag-
netic circuits is subdivided by lamination in the direc-

tion at right angles to the path of induced electromotive

force (so as to give no closed circuits for the production

of eddy-currents), and large copper conductora exposed to

changing magnetic fields are stranded, that is, composed
of a number of smaller conductors more or less insulated

from one another, deduction of eddy-currents is the

cause of the lamination of the iron in transformers, induc-

tion-motors, and armatures of electric machines in gen-

eral. Also called parasitic current and Foucautt current.

Eddying suspension. See *su^ension.

eddy-rock (ed'i-rok), «. A rock, generall;y a

sandstone, which shows marked cross-bedding

or flow-and-plunge structure.

edelweiss, n New Zealand edelweiss, either of two
species of Gnaptialium, O. Cotensoi and Cr. grandicepe:
so called from the resemblance of their woolly, silvery-

white fiowers to the edelweiss, to which they are closely

related botanically.

edema, to Angioneurotic edema. See *angioneu-
rotic.—Collateral edema, serous infiltration into the
tissues outside of an aiea of inflammation.—Flying ede-
ma, oedema fugax, evanescent swellings, due to effu-

sion of fluid, occuning in various portions of the body

:

differing from urticaria in not being accompanied by
itching or other signs of irritation.—Malignant edema,
an edematous swelling extending rapidly and accom-
panied by gangrene and the subcutaneous formation of

gas.—Mucous edema, solid edema. Same as myiy-
edema.

edentate, a. 3. In bot., having no teeth, as
an entire leaf.

edestin (e-des'tin), TO. [Gr. iSeardg, eatable (<

i6eiv, eatj, + -in'^.] A erystallizable vegetable
globulin found in wheat, rye, oats, etc.

EdestuB (e-des'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. tdeariiQ, an
eater, < l&eiv, eat : see eat.] A genus of ex-
tinct cestraciont selachians : known only by
the large-arched symphysial dentitions (fin-

spines according to some authors) which occur
in the Carboniferous of North America, Rus-
sia, and Australia.

edge, TO. 7. In^ofcer, same as (and a substitution
for) age, 13.—To the edge, to the highest degree ; in

all completeness. [Golloq.]

edge-laid (ej'lad), a. Made of narrow strips
laid together face to face, and with the edges
up and exposed, as floors and table-tops : said
also of built-up leather belting when to secure
thickness and strength the elements of the
belt run on their edges.

edge-molding (ej'moVding), to. In arch., any
molding which has as its chief or an important
part a projecting sharp arris.

edge-plate (ej'plat), to. A heavy iron plate
placed against the inside of the rockers, or
sills, of a heavy carriage-body to insure sta-
bility and strength.

edge-roll, v. t. 3. To roll (a flat strip, as of
steel) in a coil or helix around a cylindrical rod
with the flat face of the strip perjiendicular to
the axis.

edge-runner (ej'ruii"&r), to. A form of grind-
ing-apparatus or -mill for ores or similar ma-
terial, in which a heavy disk or wheel runs in
a circular path upon its edge in a pan or mor-
tar. By its weight and the sliding motion of
its edge as it revolves, it comminutes the ma-
terial.

edge-stitching (ej'stich'ing), n. In sewing-
machine work, the process of sewing two parallel
rows of stitches along the edge of the fabric to
form a double edge-stitch. See multiple-needle
*sewing-machine.

edge-weed (ej'wed), to. The fine-leafed water-
hemlock or water-fennel, (Enanthe Phellan-
drium.

edge-zone (ej'zon), to. In corals, a fold of
tissue extending over the theca and usually
containing a cavity continuous over the Up of
the calycle with the coelenteron. In colonial
forms the buds arise from this part. Annals
and Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan. 1904, p. 22.

edging, to. 5. laphotog., a coat of albumen,
gelatin, or india-rubber along the edges of a
collodion-covered dry-plate; a protection to
the film during development. Generally the
whole surface of the plate is given a substratum
for the collodion.

edging-machine, ». 3. In sheet-metaj, work, a
inachine for turning and forming an edge in
tinware and sheet-metal. By changing the forming-
rolls it becomes a turner or turning-machine ; by the use
of still other rolls it becomes a burring-machine. See
'kbeading-machine.

edgy, a. 3. Having contours which are too
sharply defined : said of a picture.
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edh (e5H), n. [e, auxiliary vowel (as in em,
ess, etc.), + dh = th in this, that, etc., AS. d.j
A name of the Anglo-Saxon letter d or 5
representing the sound ot th in that, this,

smooth, etc.

edictaliy (e'dik-tal-i), adv. By edict or pubHo
proclamation : asj to be edictaliy notified or
enjoined.

edility, adility (e-dil'i-ti), ». [L. eediUtas,<
sedilis, edile.] The office of edile or the duties
pertaining to it.

edinol (ed'i-nol), n. The trade-name of a
Ehotographie developer, said to be m-amino-o-
ydroxybenzylaleohol hydroohlorid,

NH2C6H3(OH)CH20H.HCl.

£dison effect. See ^effect.

edition, n— Acting edition. Seeiracting.

editor, n. 2. An exhibitor: in the phrase
editor of the games (translating the Latin editor

ludorum), an officer who superintended the
Roman public games. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur,
p. 347.

edobole (e'do-bol), %. [Gr. olSog, a swelling, -t-

,tf(iAof, a throwing.] Inphytogeog., a bolochore
in which propulsion is effected by means of
turgescenee. F. E. Clements.

Edomite (e'dom-it), «. [Edom, + -ite^.'] A
descendant ofEsau or Edom; one of the race
which dwelt in southern Palestine (called
Edom, or Idumsea), and which was bitterly
hostile to the Isrselites, a kindred nation.
Sdomitisll (e'dom-5-tish), a. lEdomite + -isfe.]

Pertaining to of characteristic of the Edomites,
the descendants of Esau and the hereditary
enemies of the Israelites.

Edrioaster (ed"ri-o-as'ter), n. Same as Edri-
aster.

edriophthalmate (ed"ri-of-thal'mat), a. Same
as eariophthalmous. Annals and Mag. Nat.
Hist., Feb. 1904, p. 154.

edriophthalmian (ed"ri-of-thal'mi-an), a. and
n. I. a, Sameas edriophthalmous.

II. n. Any individual of the order JSdriopfe-

thalma; a sessile-eyed crustacean.
£. D. S. An abbreviation of English Dialect

educand (ed'u-kand), n. [L. educandus, that
is to be educated, < educare, educate.] One
who is to be educated ; a pupil or student.

We wish therefore that the eduoands be taught to ob-
served Petty.

educatory (ed'u-ka-to-ri), a. [educate + -ory.1

Educative; that has an educating effect or in-

fluence; as, an educatory regimen.
educement (e-dus'ment), n. [educe, + -ment.'i

The act of drawing oat or developing.

Edwardian (ed-war'di-an), a. [Edward +
-ian.^ Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

any one of the sovereigns of England named
Edward or his reign : as, th e Edwardian period

;

Edwardian architecture.

Edwardsian (ed-ward'zi-an), a. and n. [Ed-
wards + -»a».] I. a. Pertaining to Jonathan
Edwards or his opinions (*Edwardsianism,
which see).

II. n. One of the school of American theo-
logians which has followed the lines laid down
by Jonathan Edwards (1703-58). The mem-
bers of the school differ widely from the
founder and among themselves. For their
general view, see *Edwardsianism.
Edwardsianism (ed-ward'zi-an-izm), n. The
system of modified Calvinism which is the out-
growth of the teachings of Jonathan Edwards
(1703-58), The majority of its defenders recognize the
following tenets : all moral character lies in the will

;

man's ability to choose does not lessen his dependence on
the interposition of the Holy Spirit ; without such inter-

position man, by nature depraved, infallibly chooses evil

;

God's decrees are consistent with human liberty; the
governmental theory of the atonement. Also called New
England Theology and New-light Divinity.

E. E. An abbreviation (6) of Early English;

(e)of Electrical Engineer.

E. £. and M. P. An abbreviation of Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary.

eel, n.—Black eel, AngwiUa australis, of Australia and
New Zealand.— Commom efel. Same as black -Aeel.—
Fresh-water eel, a name applied to eels of the genus
AngwiUa, which live chiefly or wholly in fresh water.—
Green eel, Muriena afra, an eel of the family Murse-
nidse, found in Australian waters.—Long-necked eel,

an eel of the family Deriehthyid^.—HotheT Of eels.

See motherl.— Silver eel. (a) Mwrssnesox cmerem,
of New South Wales. Also called sea-eel. (6) Lepto-

cephali/s wilsoni of Australia, (c) Congrmnwsena habe-

nata of New Zealand.— Ssrmbranchold eel, an eel-

like flsh of the family Symbranchidee. Also known as

rice-eel.

eel-cake (el'kak), n. Small eels fried to-
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gether and turned out of the pan like a flat

cake. Wallin.

eel-cat (el'kat), n. One of the channel catfish,

Ictalurus anguilla.

eelery (e'le-ri), ».. [eel + -ery.'] A place
where eels are caught ; an eel-fishery.

eel-grass, « Kreen eel-grass, the white water-crow-
foot, Eatrachiwm trichophyllum, ranging from Nova

I
Scotia to North Carolina, and also found in California,

Europe, and Asia,

eel-pick (el'pik), n. An eel-spear.

eel-picker (erpik'^fer), n. One who fishes with
an eel-pick.

In its [the Broad's] deep mud eels abound ; and the eel-

picker in Ms little pxint, . . . is a common object on the
flats. 0f. C. Dames, Norfolk Broads, xxvi.

eel-pump (el'pump), «. A portable pump for
forcing eels and fish out of water-pipes.
[Rare.]

eelskin, n. 2. In ceram., d peculiar glaze of
a brownish-yellow tint, seen on old Chinese
porcelain,

eel-trap (el'trap), n. In mech., a screen or net
used in water-pipes to prevent the entrance*
of flsh which might otherwise pass into
machines and clog their valves.

eel-trunk (el'trungk), n. A box with holes in
it in which eels are kept alive until they are
wanted, [Prov. Eng.]

eel-'Vrorm (el'wSrm), «. Any one of the free-
living nematoid worms of the family Anguil-
lulidie (which see). Yearbook U. 8. Dept. Agr.,
1897, p. 568.

E. E. T. S. An abbreviation of Early English
Text Society.

efemeral, a. and n. A simplified spelling of
epheitieral.

effect, n. 9, In art, an accidental or unusual
combination of colors, lights, or forms which
especially excite the interest of a painter and
form a suitable motive or key in painting or
etching.

It is evident that such perfectly favorable effects are
likely to be rare, but they do occur, and the business of
the imaginative artist is either to seize upon them when
they do occur, or Imagine them in their absence.

P. G. Hamerton, in Portfolio, 1886, p. 152.

Budde effect, the effect, not due to heating, of the
chemically active rays of the sun in causing expansion
of dry chloriii gas : observed and described by Budde.

—

Coefficient of Peltier effect, a numerical constant de-
noting the size of the Peltier effect ; the heat developed in
a circuit consisting of more than one metal, other than
that dfte to the overcoming of tlie resistance of the cir-

cuit, divided by the product of the current and the ab-
solute temperature. —Doppler's effect, the effect, upon
the apparent frequency of a train of waves, of a move-
ment of the source of the wave-motion toward or away
from the observer; Doppler's principle (see principle).
Thus there ic a displacement of lines in the spectrum of a
startoward the violetwhen the earth and star are approach-
ing- each other, and vice versa.—Edison effect, a phe-
nomenon of the vacuum of incandescent lamps, consisting
of an electric glow near the ends of the filament, Caused
l3y a curre?it flowing through the gases between the ter-

minals or from a third terminal and the negative leg
of the filament.—Faraday effect, the rotatory effect

of a magnetic field upon the plane of polarization of
light. —Ferranti effect, in elect., the rise of voltage
occun'ing in underground cables under certain conditions
due to the effect of distributed capacity and self-induction.
— Fly-wheel effect, a property common to all revolving
wheels, or balanced masses, of storing up energy when
accelerated by a force greater than the average and of
giving up this energy when retarded.- Illuminating
effect, the illuminating power of a source of light or of

a group of such sources. It is measured by comparing
the brightness of a snilace at the position in question
with the brightness of the same surface when illuminated
by a unit light-Source, such as the Hefner lamp, placed
at a distance of one meter.— Jonle effect, the heating
effect produced by the passage of an electric current
through a conductor, arising from its resistance only.

—

Jonlean or Joule-Kelvin effect. Same as JotUe-Thomr
so» *e/ect.— Jonle-Thomson effect, the effect upon
the temperature of a gas of forcing it to pass through a
porous plug or small aperture. It was found by Joule
and Thomson (Lord Kelvin) that hydrogen rose in tem-
perature by this process, but that other gases were cooled.

Ifhas since been shown that at very low temperatures
hydrogen is likewise cooled by passage under pressure

through an orifice.— Kerr effect, a phenomenon occur-

ring when light is reflected from the surface of a magnet.
It consists in a rotation of the plane of polarization of

the reflected ray when the light falling upon the magnet-
ized mirror is polarized at right angles to or parallel

with the plane of incidence.—Lenard effect, the ioni-

zation of gases by ultra-violet light.— Mechanical
effect, the result obtained from a mechanical device or

the useful work done by a machine ; the available power
developed by an engine.— Multiplication Of effects,

the law, formulated by Spencer, that in society, as through-

out the cosmos, every cause produces more than one
effect— Purkinje effect. See Pwrkinpe -phenomenon.
— Pyrometric effect. Same as -Acalor^c intensity.

— Rowland effect, in elect, the magnetic effect of

electric convection or of a moving electrostatic charge.
— Skhl effect, in elect., the tendency of an alternating

current to concentrate itself most upon the surface of the
conductor through which it flows at high frequency, due
to the magnetic field of the current inside of the conduc-

efficiency

tor.— Vacuum effect, the effect produced by a vacuum,
or the amount of pressure less than that of the atmosphere
which exists in an evaporating apparatus, as in sugar-
boiling.—Young effect. See recurrent *msion.—Zee-
man effect, the effect of a strong magnetic field upon
the lines in the spectrum of a beam of light passing
through it. The lines ot the spectrum are widened and
subdivided, the light of the components due to the divis-

ion being polarized.

effect-carbon (e-fekt'kar''''bon), n. See electric

^arc.
Effective head, pressure, resistance, section, util-
ity, value. See Khead, etc.—Mean effective pressure.
See -kpressure.

efferential (ef-e-ren'shal), a. [efferent + -j-oZ,]

That carries outward or away ; that serves to
carry off; of the nature of an efferent: as, an
efferential blood-vessel.

emcacity (ef-i-kas'i-ti), n. [L. efficacitas, <

effieax, efficacious : "see efficacious.'} The qual-
ity of being efficacious ; efficaciousness ; effi-

cacy; effectiveness. Browning.

efficiency, n.— Apparent efficiency, in elect., the ratio

of the power-output divided by the apparent power-
input. (See amareni -Apower.) If the apparent power is

greater than the true power, the apparent efficiency is

less than the true efficiency and equals the product of
power-factor and true efficiency.

—

Efficiency Ofa source
of light, the ratio of the luminous energy of a source of
light to its total energy. Radiant efficiency or luminous
efficiency is the ratio of the light^giving radiation of a
source to the total radiation. The method formerly em-
ployed in the detennination of this important constant
consisted in measuring the total radiation received upon
the face of a thermopile or bolometer placed at a given
distance from the source of light and comparing the same
with the radiation reaching the heatrmeasuring instru-
ment when a glass cell containing water or a solution of
alum was interposed in the path of the rays. If such a
cell were capable of transmitting all the light-giving radi-
ation and that alone, the ratio of the effecte thus obtained
would be the radiant efficiency. It was known atan early
day that this assumption was not warranted, andacon-ec-
tion, thought to be approximately accurate, was applied.
It has recently been shown that even with this correction
the values obtained for the radiant efficiency are much too
large, and more rigorous methods have been devised, as
follows : (1) Langley's method. The first of these methods
consists in dispersing the light from the source bymeans of
a prism of rock-salt or fluorite, which is transparent to all

wave-lengths, and in determining the distribution of in-
tensities throughout the spectrum thus obtained. If a
curve be then di-awn having as abacissse wave-lengths
and as ordinates the intensity of each wave-length of
the spectrum, the area which it incloses will represent
the energy of
total radiation
from the
source. If a
vertical line
(r) be drawn
at 76/1, which
corresponds to
the boundary
of the visible

spectrum in
the red, this
line will di-

vide the in-

closed area in-

to two pai-ts.

76ii WAVE LENGTHS
Efficiency of a Light Source.

one of which (») represents the light-giving energy, the
other (o) thatportion'of the energywhich is non-luminous.
The ratio of the light-giving area to the total area of the
curve will then be the radiant efficiency of the source of
light. The first experimenter to obtain such curves was
S. P. Langley. {2) 'Angstrom's method. Anothermethod
of measuring the radiant efficiency of a source of light is

due to Knut Angstrom. An opaque screen is mounted
in such a position as to cutoff all rays lying beyond the
red end of the visible spectrum, and the remaining radia-
tion is assembled upon the face of a bolometer by means
of a cylindrical lens. The ratio of this quantity to the
total radiation, measured by the same instrument, gives
the radiant eiBciency of the source of light. The radiant
efficiency of such sources of light as have been measured
by the two methods thus described is given in the follow-
ing table. The values„obtained by the integration of the
energy-curves and by AngstrBm's method are marked re-
spectively L and A.

Source.
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pared with the luminous energy emitted by the flame,
gives the gross efficiency. In computing the gross effi-

ciency of electric lights the heat of combustion of the fuel
used to generate the current supplied to the lamps or the
equivalent amount of energy, whatever be its source, is

to be taken. In the case of a steam-plant for electric
lighting the losses by dissipation of heat in the boiler,
engine, dynamo, and lead-wires, together with the loss by
convection and conduction in the electric lamp itself,

all enter into the computation of the gross efficiency.

Whatever process for the production of light may be em-
ployed, the amount of energy dissipated for the purpose
of obtaining luminous radiation is very great, and the
gross efficiency of luminous flames used in lighting ranges
from .001 to .002, while the gross efficiency of elec&ic
lamps under the best existing conditions for the production
of power is little if any above these figures. Electric effir-

ciency. It is convenient in the case of the electric light
to express the efficiency in watts per candle— a method
not comparable with the energy-ratio defined above, but
useful for the compai'ison of the various types of lamp
used in electric lighting. The electric efficiency of the
ordinary lamp ranges between four watts per candle and
three watts per candle, according to the temperature of

the filament, that of the arc-light from two watts per
candle to one watt per candle (mean spherical candle-
power), while the efficiency of the Nemst lamp is inter-

mediate between that of the arc and the glow-lamp.

—

LluninOllS efficiency. See ieeffi,cieney of a source of
K^At—Projected efficiency, the hypothesis that, in the
process of evolution, existing individuals and their present
interests are by natural selection subordinated to the in-

terests of a much lai'ger number of future individuals.

Kidd, Western Civilization, p. 65.~Radlant efficiency.
See •Aeffi.dency of a source oflight.—Thermal efficiency,
the ratio of the heat converted into work by a thennal en-

gine to the total amount of heat supplied to it—Trans-
mission efficiency, the ratio of the power delivered by a
transmission-mechanism to the power received by it ; the
efficiency with which anything can be transmitted.

Efficient zone. See *^one.

effigy-mound (ef'i-ji-mound), n. A mound or
earthwork representing some object, especially
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which serves as a stopper to a vessel from
which a gas is allowed to escape in determin-

ing its density by the rate of effusion. M. W.
Travers, Exper. Study of Gases, p. 281.

effusive. I. a.—The eflftislve period, in the solidi-

fication of an igneous rock, that period in which it cools

after having been poured out on the surface of the earth

:

at this time the finer-grained portion or ground-mass of

the rock is usually ciystallized.

II. n. In petrog.f a volcanic rock poured
out on the surface of the earth : contrasted
with intrusive rocks. Also extruswe. Amer,
Jour. Sai,, Aug., 1903, p. 121.

eg, n. and v. A simplified spelling of egg.

egerild (e-je'ri-id), n. and a. I. n. Amember of

tne family Egeriidse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the lepidopterous
family Egeriidse or Mgeriidse.

Ggg^, w. 3. In cricket^ no score; zero; a duck's
P^g- [Slang. ]—Egg apparatus, the three nucleated
cells at the micropylar end of the embryo-sac of plants,

two of which form the synergidse and the third the
oosphere. See oosphere and synergida.—Egg centro-
some, a centrosome belonging to the egg, as distinguished



ego-altruism

ego-altiuism (e^go-al'trS-izm), n. Altruism
conjoined with self-respect; the subjective as-

pect of morality.

Subjectively, molality is sell-respect, and that desire
lor the good opinion ol others, and that endeavour to de-
serve it, which Mr. [Herbert] Spencer has called ego-al-

truism. Giddings, Inductive Sociol., p. 257.

egocentric (e-go-sen'trik), a. [L. ego, I, -I-

centi-um, center, + 4o.'] Having or regarding
seU'-as the center of all things; centering in

self; egoistic.

The heliocentric system was expanded out of an ante-

cedent geocentric system, itself the offspring of a
democentric system, which sprang from ah earlier

ethnocentric system born of the primeval egocentric cos-

mos of inchoate thinking.
19th An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-98, p. 831.

egocentricity (e-go-sen-tris'i-ti), ». [egocen-

tric + -Uy.~\ The character of being egocen-
tric ; speciflcally, an extreme and abnormal
state of self-concentration or egoism.
Ziehen limits the hysterical constitution to emotional

instability, egocentricity, craving for attention, peculiar
predilections, disorders of imagination and attention (fan-

tastic instability).

Amer. Jour. Psychol., July-Oct, 1903, p. 100.

ego-idea (e"go-i-de'a), n. In psychol., the em-
pirical or psychological idea of the self.

Besides the idea of one's present corporeal and mental
ego, there is still a third member participating in the
usual ego-idea. This is the very essential total idea that
has been deposited in memory by the succession of one's
most important mental and physical experiences in the
past. T. Ziehen (ti'ans.), Introd. to Physiol. Psychol., xi.

egols (eg'olz), n. pi. A name of the potassium-
mercury salts of o-nitro-pHenol-, o-nitro-oresoi-

and o-nitro-thymol-p-sulphonic acids. The
former, called phenegol, is best known. The
others are eresegol and thymegol. They are
bactericides.

egomania (e'go-ma'ni-a), n. [L. ego, I, -I- Grr.

IjLavia, madness.] An " exaggerated egotism,
amounting to an actual mental disorder.

egomaniac (e-go-ma'ni-ak), «. One who ex-
hibits egomania.

egotic (e'got-ik)j a. [Irreg. ego + -t-+ «c.] Self-

regarding; egoistic.

Under sociability are lumped together desires so diverse

as the craving for companionship, and the eagerness for

appreciation, the one effective, the other egotic.

E. A. Ross, in Amer. Jour, ol Sociol., IX. 539.

egressive (f-gres'iv), a. [L. egressus, pp. of

egredi, go out (see egress), + -««e.] That pro-
ceeds forth or downward from an ultimate
source or cause, as in tracing some process of

development or evolution.

We may follow two methods [in working out a problem]
. . . the regressive and the egressive. The regressive . . . starts

from the completed process and proceeds backward . . .

in search ol the factors and the forces which have pro-

duced the completion ; and . . . cannot terminate till the
sufficient reason or the ultimate cause be reached. If we
follow the egressive method we simply reverse the pro-

cedure and reason downward.
A. M. Fairhairn, Philos. Christ. Kelig., p. 40.

egret, n.—cattle egret, a small heron, Bubul,<ms iMs,

formerly abundant in Egypt and frequently confused
with the sacred ibis.

egnrgitate (f-g^r'ji-tat), v. t. ;
pret. and pp.

egurgitated, ppr. egurgitating. [L. egurgitare,

< e, out, + (LL.) gurgitare, < gurges (gurgit-),

gulf.] To throw up or out.
Egyptian bath-sponge. Same as sponge-gourd.— EgTO-
tlau bondage, a state of servitude or bondage as oppres-

sive and degrading as that of the Israelites in Egypt—
Egyptian brown, clover, cotton, etc. See *broivn,

n., ete.—ECTptlan cross, the ankh (which seeV—Egpi-
tlan opiitbalmla. Same as trachoma.—Egyptian
thorn. See JAorw.— Egyptian type, letters, or flg-

nres. See amtique, n., 3.—White Egyptian.com. Same
as -^chiclcen-corn.

Egyptianism(e-jip'shian-izm), n. [Egyptian
+ -ism.'i The characteristics of the Egyptians

;

also the inclination to adopt Egyptian customs.

Egyptianize (e-jip'shian-iz), v. <.; pret. and pp.
Egyptkmiged, ppr. EgypUanizing. [Egyptian
+ -fee.] 1. To make similar to an Egyptian
iu appearance and customs.— 2. To treat (clay)

by a patented process involving the use of

tannic acid, in order to give it increased ad-

hesiveness and tenacity. See *Egyptianized

«to.—Egyptlanlzed clay, clay treated by a special

process discovered by B. G. Acheson, of Niagara Falls, by
which it is rendered more soluble and plastic and its ten-

sile strength is increased 50 per cent, in the burned loi-m

and 360 per cent in the sim-dried form, by the addition

of a small proportion of tannin; an effect assumed to be

similar to that produced by the use ol straw in the manu-

facture of bricks by the ancient Egyptians. Sci. Amer.,

April 26, 1903, p. 311. ^„ ^. , .^ .,

Egypticity (e-jip-tis'i-ti), n. [Egyptie + -ity.^

The quality of belonging to Egypt.

Egyptologic (e-jip-to-loj'ik),a. [Egyptolog-y

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to Egyptology.

Egyptologue (e-jip'to-log), n.- [Gr. Alyvwroc,
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Egypt, -I- -?.oyog, < yi,6yew, speak.] An Egyp-
tologist.

£. H. P. An abbreviation of electrical horse
power.
Ehrlicli's side-chain hypothesis. See im-
munity, 5., with cut.

ehuawa (a-ho-a'wa), n. [Hawaiian; also

ahuawa.] In the Hawaiian Islands, Cyperus
Isevigatus, a sedge, very widely spread in the
tropics, from which the natives of the island
ofNiihaumake fine, very flexible, highly-prized
mats.

E, I. An abbreviation (a) of East India; (6)
of East Indian.

E. I. 0. An abbreviation of East India Com^
pany.

Eichhornia (ik-h6r'ni-a), n. [NL. (Kunth,
1843), named in honor'of J. A. F. EicJihorn
(born in 1779), patron of science and adviser
to the king of Prussia.] An untenable name
for Piaropus, a genus of plants of the family
Pontederiaceee. See *Piaropus.
Eichwaldia (ioh-val'di-a), n. [NL., < Mchwald,
a Russian geologist.] A genus of protrematous
Brachiopoda, of the family Eieliwaldiidse, char-
acterized by the fine epidermal network cover-
ing the surface of both valves. It occurs in
Silurian rocks.

eicosane, n. See Mcosane.
eicosylene (i-kos'i-len), n. [Also eikoaylene;
Grr. eUoat, twenty (= L. viginti, twenty: see

' , + -yl + -ene.1 A colorless liquid

hydrocarbon, C20H38, obtained from paraf&n.
It boils at 314^315= C. ai

An abbreviation of East India

and is also called
icosinene.

E. I. 0. S
Company's

Elder-down cloth, a heavily napped wool or cotton
knitted fabric ol thick texture, in plain and lancy colors
and effects, used for blankets, cloakings, women's sacks,
robes, ete.

eidolic (i-dol'ik), a. [G-r. sl6o%iK6g, mythologic,
< d6o?Mv, an image, idol, myth.] Of the nature
of an eidolon ; eidolon-like.

eidoloclast (i-doro-klast), n. Same as idolo-

clast.

To be an eidoloclast is not a pleasant office, because an
invidious one ... It is prudent to devolve the odium
of such an office upon the idol himself. Let the object ol
the lalse worship always, il possible, be made his own
eidoloclast.

Ve Quincey, Qoethe as Reflected in "Willielm Meistor."

eidolon, ». 3. One ofthe small floating winged
figures frequently found in Greek art, especi-
ally on Greek vases. They are sometimes quite
human, with wings ; sometimes hall human, hall bird,
like harpies, and ol both sexes. They are supposed to
represent the human soul, being similar to the Egyptian
conception.

eidoloscope (i-dol'6-skop), «. A formofMneto-
scope or moving-picture machine.
eidophone (i'do-fon), n. [6r. eUoc, form, -(-

^urv^, sound.] A cylindriealbox, with a lateral

tube and mouthpiece, over the open end of

which sheet-rubber is fastened. Sand or lyco-

podium powder dusted on the rubber assumes various
geometrical designs called voice-figures when one sings

into the instrument. Athenseum, Feb. 4, 1893.

eidophusikon (i-do-fo'si-kon), n. [Gr. eUog,

form, -1- (pvaiKdv, neut. of ijivaiKdc, natural: see
physic.^ A kind of magic lantern or stereop-

ticon constructed by an Alsatian painter,

Philip de Loutherbourg, in London about 1780.
A set ol colored slides was made lor it by the painter
Gainsborough. The machine and slides were exhibited at

the Grosvenor gallery in London in 1885.

The eidophusitcon, as the Anglo-Alsatian called it, seems
to have emotionn^ his lellow Academician much in the
same way as a fine violin.

W. Armstrong, m Portfolio, N. S., IX. 64.

eidoptometry (i-dop-tom'e-tri), n. [Gt. Eidog,

form, -I- onTiucds), of seeing, + -/lErpla, K/iirpov,

measure.] Determination of the degree of

acuteness of vision.

eidotrope (i'do-trop), n. [Gr. cWof, form, +
rpdwog, a turning.] A device for exhibiting,

bymeansof revolving disks, certainjihenomena
which arise from persistence of vision. The
form ol the instrument is similar to that of the ordinary

chromatrope, but the revolving disks carry perforated

patterns in gauze, lace, etc.

eidotropic (i-do-trop'ik), a. Pertaining to or

exhibited by means of the eidotrope.

Eifelian (I-fe'li-an), a. and n. [Eifel in Ger-

many.] I. a. In geol., designating a subdi-

vision of the Middle Devonian in the Eifel

region in Germany and Belgium regarded by
German geologists as equivalent to the Calceola

group of the Bhineland. It is underlain by
the (joblenzian and overlain by the Givetian.

II, n. The Eifelian subdivision.

ejector

Eigenmannia (I-gen-man'i-a), n. [NL., named
after C. H. Eigenmann, a "German-American
ichthyologist.] A genus of fishes of the fam-
ily Gymnotidas, found in Central and Southern
America. E. humboldti is the common species.

eight^, I. O.—Eight-hour movement, a movement
which aims to establish, either through the combined ac-

tion of trade-unions or by compulsion of law, a working-
day of no more than eight hours in all industries.

II. n.—In eights, (a) in bibliography, having eight
leaves to the sheet ; applied to early printed books. (6)

In meter, in lines of eight syllables, (c) In companies or
'teams' of eight (d) In printiTig, containing eight pages
only : said of a type-form or a printed and folded sheet

eight-coupled (at'kup"ld), a. Having eight
driving-wheels coupled by side-rods. The driv-

ing-wheels of heavy freight or consolidation engines are

often coupled in this manner, there being four wheels on
each side coupled together.

eighteen, n.—in elghteens, containing eighteen pages

:

said ol a type-form or a printed and folded sheet ; in

bibliography, an octodecimo.

eight-square (at'skwar), a. and n. I. a. Hav-
ing ei^t corners; octagonal.

II. n. An octagon or an octagonal solid.

eight-square (at'skwar), v. t. [eigkt-sgmre, a.]

To make octagonal.

eikonogen (i-kon'o-jen), n. [Gr. e'cKiw, an im-

age (see icon), + -ysv^g, -producing.] The
trade-name of the sodium salt of amido-/3-

naphthol-monosulphonio acid, used in photog-
raphy as a developer.

eikonolatry, n. Same as iconolatry.

eikonometer (i-ko-nom'e-tfer), n. [Gr. Ei/aii',

image, -I- ij-hpov, measure.] A device for mea-
suring the size of an object under the micro-

scope, or for obtaining the magnifying power
of a microscope.

e'

CIKONOMeTBIU

Eikonometer.

a, object-glass, and 6, eyepiece of the microscope ; c. eiko-
nometer; d, object examined; e, e', apparent size and position of
object seen througli microscope ; y, image of the image at e, t',

reduced to one tenth the size; at/; is a micrometer scale read by
means of a lens in the eyepiece, h, by which the image at e, e* can
be measured; g, lens.

Eimeria (i-me'ri-a), n. [NL. (Schneider, 1875),
from the German'surname Eimer.'\ A spurious
genus of Coccidiidea, otthetavailjAsporocysti-
dsB, characterized by the absence of sporocysts.
With scarcely an exception, the species are nothing but
the schizogenic generations ol Coccidia belonging to other
genera and species.

Eimerian cycle. Same as schizogenic *<yycle.

E. Ind. An abbreviation (a) of East Indies;
(6) of East Indian.

eirenarchical, a. Same as ^irenarehical.

eirenarchy, n. Same as *irena/rchy.

eisegesis (is-e-je'sis), n. [Gr. ela^riaig, < etariyela-

dai, lead into, < elg, into, -1- ifyelaBai, lead.]
A subjective method of intei-pretation by
introducing one's own opinions into the
original: opposed to exegesis.

eisegetical (is-f-jet'i-kal), a. Relating to or
of the nature of eisegesis.

eisne, a. See eigne.

eisodic, a. Same as esodic.

ejaculative (f-jak'u-la-tiv), a. [ejaculate +
-ive.'] Of the nature of an ejaculation ; ejacu-
latory: as, an e/acMZa*ii;e expression.

eject, n. 2. In projective geom., the figure com-
posed of straights and planes made in project-
ing the original.—Axial eject, a figure composed ol
planes obtained by projecting from a fixed straight (the
projection-axis) an original composed of points.

ejection, ». 3. In pMlos., the mental act of
forming an eject.

ejectivism (f-jek'tiv-izm), n. [ejective + -ism.]

mphilos., tie doctrine that the formation of

ejects is an indispensable factor in the forma-
tion of the consciousness of personality.
Baldwin.
ejectivity (e-jek-tiv'i-ti), «. [ejective + -ity.'\

The fact of being ah eject or inferred exis-

tence. G. J. Romanes.
ejector, n. (d) in sheet-metal work, an attachment to a
press for throwing out the finished stamped or drawn
object while the die is rising and before the operator or
the feed-motion places the next blank in position. The
push-out plate used with presses employing double dies

is a form of ejector. (See dovJble dies, under *die.) The
stripper, on the other hand, is not an ejector, since it

releases the work from the die only, without removing it

from the press. See stripper.



ejector-blade

ejector-blade (f-jek'tor-blad), «. In the Mer-
genthaler linotype, a device which ejects the
slug from a mold into a stick or galley; on a
Dow machine, one which ejects types, after
they are assembled, into a stick or galley.
ejector-washer (e-jek'tor-wosh"er), H. A tank
or receptacle in which" sand for filter-beds is
washed or scoured by streams of water from
an ejector.

eka-aluminiuiu (ek^a-al-u-min'i-um), n. See
eka-.

eka-boron (ek'a-bo'ron), n. In chem., the
name given by ilendel^jefi to an element, the
existence of which he predicted, occupying
the same position in his fourth series that
boron does in the second. When this element
was subsequently discovered it was named
scandium.
ekaha (a-ka'ha), n. [Native name.] In the
Hawaiian Islands, the bird's-nest fern, Neot-
topteris Nidus, a fern with large simple fronds
usually growing as an epiphyte on forest trees.

See hird^s-nest, 1 (c).

eka-iodoform (ek'^a-i'D-do-form), n. Iodoform
with which 5 per cent, of formaldehyde has
been mixed.
eka-silicon (ek"a-sil'i-kon), n. In cliem., the
name given by Ilendel6jeff to an element, the
existence of which he predicted, occupying
the same position in his fifth series that silicon

does in the third. When this element was
subsequently discovered it was named germa-
nium.
eka-tellurium (ek"a-te-lii'ri-um), n. In chem.,
a supposed new element, announced by Griin-
wald, occupying the same position in Mende-
16jeff's eleventh series that tellurium does in
the seventh, and presumably identical there-
fore with the austriacum of Brauuer. As yet
there is no confirmation of the existence of
either of these hypothetical substances.
eke, n. (c) An added structure, (d) In agri.,

an oblong stack.

Ricks ai'e built either as long ekes or round stacks.
J. Wrightson, Farm Crops, p. 127.

ekkyklema, n. See *eccyclema.
Elachistids (el-a-kis'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Elachista + -id^.j A family of tineoid moths
containing many large and prominent genera,
some of its forms having considerable eco-
nomic importance.
elseagnaceous (eFe-ag-na'shius), u. Belonging
to the plant family Eleeagnacem.

Elaeocarpacese (e-le-6-kar-pa'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1836), < ElsBOcarpus + -aceas.^ A
family of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants
of the order Malvales, typified by the genus
JSlseoearpus. They were formerly included in the
TUiacex,ou.t differ &oni that family chieSy in the fact
that the 2-CBlled anthers open by terminal pores, and in
the absence of mucilage-cells in the bark and pith. There
are 8 genera and about 120 species, haK of which belong to
Elseocarpus and 44 to Sloanea. They are chiefly natives of
the tropics or of temperate regions of the southern hem-
isphere, a few growing in China and Japan. They are
trees or shrubs with undivided leaves and flowers in ra-

cemes, cymes, or clusters. The wood is often valuable.
See breakax, 1, maqui, and hedgehog-fruit

elaeocarpaceous (e-le-o-kar-pa'shius), a. Be-
longing to the plant family Mseocarpacese.

ElSBOCOCCa (e-le-o-kok'ka), TO. [NL., <Gr. eAoiov,

oil (or k?iaia, the olive-tree), -1- k6kkoq, berry.]

In bot., a genus of trees. E. vernicia is the
tung-tree, the varnish-tree of China and Japan.
— ElSBOCOCCa oil, a drying oil obtained in China and
Japan from the kernels of Elseococca vernicia (Aleurites

cordata). It contains the radical of a special acid,

ela3omargaric acid, CX7H30O2. Same as tung-oil (which
see).

Elasocrinidae (e-le-9-krin'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Elxocrinus + -idx.'\ A Devonian family of

hlastoidEchinodermata orblastoids, character-

ized by having the posterior deltoid divided

into two parts by an anal plate and the anus
distinct from the posterior spiracles.

elaeoleic(e-le-o-le'ik), a. Pertaining to elseoleic

acid.— Elseolelc acid, a liquid acid, CiYHsoOa which

is found as a glyoeride together with ela;omargaric acid in

the oil from tiie seeds of Elxococca vernicia. It is also

formed when the isomeric elaeomargaric or elaeostearic

acid is heated to 176°-180" C. in a tube filled with hydrogen.

elaeomargaric (e-le*6-mar-gar'ik), a. [Gr.

clauyii, oil, + /iapyap{lTi;g), a pearl, -I- -ic. Cf.

margaric.'] Noting an acid, a colorless com-
pound, C17H30O2, prepared by the saponifica-

tion of elseococca oil with alcoholic potassium

hydroxid. It melts at 41° C. and is readily

converted into elseoleie acid, with which and

with elsBOstearie acid it is isomeric.

elJBoplasti, eleoplast (e-le'o-piast), n. [Gt.

i}MMv,oil, + trXaardg, formed.] 1. In cytol., a
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highly refractive globular body consisting of

granular protoplasm and containing drops of

oil.— 2. A minute body of unknown function
arising within the endochrome of certain

diatoms. It may be genetically connected
with the pyrenoid. Mer^schhowsky.

eleeosaccharuin (e-le-o-sak'a-rum), ». [Gr.

iXaiov, oil, -I- adKxapov, sugar.^ A mixture of

an essential oil and sugar; oil-sugar.

elseostearic (e-le"o-st6-ar'ik), a. [Gr. e/uuov,

oil, -I- areap, suet, + -ic.] Noting an acid, a
colorless compound, C17H30O2, preparedby the
saponification of elseococca oil which has been
exposed to sunlight. It melts at 71° C, is iso-

meric with elsBomargario and elseoleie acids,

and is converted into the latterby heating.
elseothesium (e-le-o-the'si-um), ». ;

pi. elseo-

tliesia (-si-a). [L. (Vitruvius), < G:i.*i'kcuodtaiov,

< iTMiov, oil, -I- Biaic, putting.] In an ancient
Roman or Greek bathing establishment, the
room where the bathers were anointed after
bathing.

ElagatlS (el-a-ga'tis), «. [NL.] A genus of
carangoid fishes related to Seriola, distin-

guished by the presence of the finlet behind the
dorsal and anal fins.

Elaidlc etliers. Same as -kelaidic esters.—Elaidlc esters,
the esters of elaidic acid.

Elaldln test, a test applied for the identification of partic-
ular fixed oils, depending upon their reaction with nitric
acid which converts olein into elaidin.

elaidinic (el"a-i-din'ik), a. lelaidin + -ic]
Having reference to elaidin Elaldlnlc acid, »
substance isomeric with oleic ^acid.

Elaphebolia (el"a-fe-b6'li-a), n. pi. [Gr. 'E^a-
(jn/pdMa, < e/la^^d/fof, an epithet of Artemis : see
Elaphebolos.'] A feast of Artemis Elaphebolos
in Phocis. It is mentioned by Plutarch in con-
nection with the city of Hyampolis.
Elaphebollon (eFa-ff-bo'li-on), m. [Gr. 'EXa-

pIpoTuitv, (.'KAm^TiP'^hk: seQ Elapliebolia.'] The
ninth month of the Greek calendar, from the
middle of March to the middle of Apiril, ap-
proximately. In this month the Elaphebolia
were held.

Elaphebolos (el-a-feb'o-los), n. [Gr. e7Mp7ip6-

Aof, shooting deer, < i\a^oc, deer, -t- jid^Aetv,

throw.] The deer-slayer: an epithet ofArtemis.
Elaphoglossum (eKa-fo-glos'um), n. [NL.
(Sohott, 1834), < Gr.'lXa'^of, a stag, + yTiiiaaa,

the tongue. The fertile fronds are fancifully
compared to a deer's tongue.] A well defined

fenus of tropical polypodiaceous ferns. The
onds are simple, tongue-like, glabrous to densely scaly,

from a few inches to two feet high, usually clustered from
a decumbent rhizome, and are of two sorts, the fertile

somewhat contracted and wholly covered on the lower
surface with sporangia. There are about 150 species, gen-
erally distributed throughout the tropics, alike in having
the simple or forked veins free and parallel, directed
nearly at right angles to the margin.

Elaphomycetaceae (eVa-fo-mi-se-ta'se-e), n.

pi. [NL., < Elaphomy'ees' {Etaphomycet-) +
-aceee.'] Afamily of subterranean ascomycetous
fungi, named from the single genus Ela-
phomyces, having the ascocarps inclosed in a
distinct peridium. The sporesform a powdery
mass at maturity.

elapine^ (el'a-pin), a. \Elaps + -inel.] Re-
lating to the snakes of the genus Elaps and their
relatives, usually considered as forming the
family Elapidse.

elapine^ (el'a-pin), n. \Elaps + 4ne^.^ A poi-

sonous constituent of snake-poison.

elasmometer (e-las-mom'e-ter), n. [_elas(^tic)

+ Gr. iiirpov, measure.] A form of inter-

ferometer for the measurement of the elas-

ticity of flexure.
Elastic fatigue. See •kafter-strain.—'Eia&tiia force of
vapor, hysteresis. See -kvapor, ^hysteresis.— Elastic
limit. See limit of elasticity.— Elastic nut. See
•«u«.—Elastlc-plston pump. See *i)umi)i.— Elastic
resistance, spindle. See -kreHstance, -AspiruUe.

elastica (f-las'ti-ka), n. [NL.] 1. The elas-

tic (middle) layer of the walls of the arteries

:

an abbreviation of *iunica elastica

(whichsee,without).

—

2.1nphysics, ^OOO,.
a curve such that the reciprocal of OUUU
the radius of curvature at any y .

point is proportional to the dis- /C -ii

tance of the point from a straight
Une. Also called elastic curve.

elasticin (f-l&s'ti-sin), n.

+ in9.'\ Same as elastin.
Elasticity of elongation, the resistance to stretching or
compression of a body subjected to longitudinal stress.

Its value is denoted by Young's modulus. See modulus
of elasticity, under modiUus.— Elasticity offlexure, the
resistance to bending manifested by a body subjected to
transverse stress Elasticity Of llfinllls, the resistance
to change of volume under compression, shown by liquids.
Liquids at rest offer no resisi^nce to change of form but
their elasticity of volume is in general very high and the

elder

return to their original volume when relieved from stress

is complete.—Elasticity oi volume. Same aaelastidty

of bulk.— ZqusAion of elasticity, the' characteristic

equation of a perfect gas ; an equation of condition ex-

pressing the relation between elastic pressure, volume,
density, and temperature prevailing in tlie ideal gas:
the combined laws of Boyle, Mai-iotte, Gay-Lussac, ami
Charles; the equation of Van-der-Waals.—Eotatlcnal
elasticity, the power of a medium to resist rotational

stress and when released to return to its original con-
formation : specifically applied to certain conceptions of
the luminifeix)us ether.

elastoidin (e-las-toi'din), n. [elast(ie) + -old

+ -jn2.] An albuminoid belonging to the
skeletins, found in certain cartilaginous struc-

tures of a shark {Mustelus leevis).

elastose (f-las'tos), n. [elast{in) + -ose.J An
albumose "derived from elastin.

elater^, w.—Eyed elater,

,

an American elaterid beeth,

Alaus oculatus, so called on
account of two large eye-like

spots on its thorax. Its larvse

live in decaying wood,

elaterics (el-a-ter'iks),

n.pl. [NL. *elatericus,

Gr. iTiOT'^p, A driver, <

cTiaiwEiv, drive, set in
motion : see elastic."] The
science, of the elasticity

of solids. C. S. Peirce.

elateristt (e-lat'e-rist),

n. One who holds a
particular theory of elas-

tieity : used by Boyle
with reference to his

law. See quotation un-
der elastic, a., 2.

elatinaceous (e-lat-i-na'-

shius), a. Belongingto the plant family Ela-

tinacese.

elbow, n. 7. In carriages, the rail that forms
the upper part of the frame of the quarter.
— False elbow, a piece of timber shaped to fit tile elbow
of a carriage-body. It is used as a form for the roll or
elbow-cushion.—Miners' elbow, enlargement of a bursa
at the point of the elbow, due to pressure, occurring in

miners who work in low tunnels resting the weight of
the body on the elbow.

elbow-bit (el 'bo -bit), n. A coach-bit with
long cheek-pieces which have a double-elbow
bend below the mouth piece.

elbow-board, n> Z. hi psychol, an apparatus
for determining the just noticeable (passive)

Eyed elater iAiaits ocuiattts).

Sumewhat enlarged.

m

[elastic Elasti^a Curves.

motion of the forearm, that is, the just notice-
able change of articular sensation at the elbow.
Also called arm-hoard. The foreai-m and hand
(palm down) are laid upon the hinged boai'd, which
is thus brought to the horizontal : the elbow-joint rests
directly above the hmge. The experimenter then
gently draws down the weight, and thus raises the for-
ward end of the board. The observer reports the first
indication of articular sensation at the elbow.

elbow-spring (el'bo-spring), n. A carriage-
spring slightly curved . The spring-plates are gradu-
ated toward one end, and the other end is bolted to the
body, it being used as a spring body-loop.

elder^, n—American elder, Sambucus Canadengis.
See cut under Samfcucw^.—BlOCd-elder, the dwarf elder,
Samhucus Ebulus.— California elder. Same as pale
*eider.—Common elder. Same as AnwHcan -keMer.
—Dwarf elder, (a) See elder^. (h) Same a& uiildi dder
(a) (under e!der2). (c) Same as wM elder 0>) (under
eid«r2).—Oerman elder, the Old World elder, Sam-
bucus nigra. See elder^, bour-tree, hautboy, 2, and Judas-
tree, 3. — Ground-elder, the dwarf elder, Samhucus
^SmZm.-Horse-elder. Same as horseheal.— Marsh-
elder. See marsh-dder. The name is applied to all
the species of Jm.— Mexican elder, a tree 25-30 feet
high, Samhucus Mexicana, of the Southwestern United
States, Mexico, and Central America, with creamy-white
flowers, small, blackish, shining, juicy berries, and light^
soft, fine-grained wood. It makes a fairly good shade-
tree in the dry regions of Mexico and Lower California,
and the berries are eaten by the Mexicans and Indians.

—

Mountain-elder, (a) The red-berried elder. (6) Same
as pale kelder.—tale elder, a tree 30-60 feet high, Sum-



elder

Pale Elder iSambucHS giauca).

(From Sargent's " Manual of the Trees of North America.")

hiicus glaruia, common on the Pacific slope from British
Columbia to southern California, and extending inland to
the Sierras and the Wasatch Mountains. The noweiB are
yellowish white ; the berries blue-black, whitened with a
mealy bloom, rather sweet and juicy; the wood light,
soft, weak, and coarse-grained. It is sometimes planted
for ornament.—Parsley-elder, paxsley-leaved elder,
the Old World elder, SaTtibucug nigra, especially a form
with naiTowly lobed or cut leaflets.— Prlckly-elder, the
Hercules'-club or angelica-tree, Aralia spinosa.—Red-
berried elder, Sambueus pubens, a North American
shrub of wide distribution across the continent, differing
from other species by its conical inflorescence and red or
scai'let di*upes.— Sweet elder. Same as American -kelde-r.

—Water-elder. See water-elder.

elder-blow (el'der-blo), n. The common
American elder, SanibvMts Canadensis.

elder-rob (el'dfer-rob), <i. The juiee o( the
fruit of the Old World elder, Samhucus nigra.
Also called elder-roob.

elect. An abbreviation (6) of electrical; (c) of
the Latin electitarium, eleetuarj'.

election, n— judge ofelection, one of a body of voters
appointea to receive, count, and record the ballots cast at
an election and to report the same to the proper author-
ities.— SupervlBOra Of election, in United States law,
the pei-sons appointed by the United States Circuit Court
judge to supeiTise the registration of voters and the hold-
ing of elections for members of the House of Representa-
tives. The law providing for such supei'visors was re-

pealed in 1894.

electionary (f-lek'shon-a-ri), a. [election +
-ary^.'] Relating or pertaining to the exercise
of one's right to vote at a popular election, or
the casting of one's vote at such an election.

election-committee (e-lek'shgn-ko-mit"e), n.

In parliamentary or municipal elections in the
United Kingdom, a committee of voters volun-
tarily formed to promote the election of a par-
ticular candidate.

electric. I. a—Electric axe, bath, blue, calamln,
capstan, car, etc. See -^arc, etc. —^ectric chorea.
Same as -kchorea electrica.—Electric efficiency. See
iteffieiency ofa source of light.— Electric Inertia. See
ijierfm.-Electric motor, (a) See electric, (b) See
irmotor.— Electric osmose. See electrical endosmosis,
under mdosmosis.—Electric steel process. See *pro-
cess.—Electric sunstroke. Same as electric -kprostration.

II, n. 2. A railway or car operated by
electricity: usually in the plural.

Electrical fire, kiss, syntony. See *fire, etc.

electricity, n— Atmospheric electricity, the free

electricity present, in the atmosphere of the earth and
supposed to be equivalent to the sum of the small charges
of electricity accompanying the particles of dust and at-

mospheric vapor, and especially of those on the electrified

ious or electrons of Elster and Geitel and the free corpus-
cles of J. J. Thomson. Both positive and negative elec-

trons exist in the atmosphere, and the charges are equal,

so that the general character of any electric reaction de-
pends on the preponderance of positive or negative elec-

trons. The upper layers of air are usually electrified

positively relative to the lower -layers ; the ground is or-

dinarily negative. The descending air of the foehn con-
tains more positive than negative electrons. At a lower
cloud-level of about two thousand meters Ebert finds Uie
electronic chai'ge greater tlian at tlie earth's surface. At
the eai-th's surface, under normal conditions, there are
from one to tliree electrostatic units of charge per cubic
meter of air, and somewhat more free positive than free

negative units. This latter diiference diminishes with
altitude, and at three kilometers the charge is four elec-

trostatic units per cubic meter for each kind of electricity.

—Atom of electricity, natural unit of electricity,
in phys. chem., tei-ms sometimes used to denote the quan-
tity of eleotiicity which is carried by a single ion of a
univalent element, such as an atom of hydrogen.
— Cleavage electricity, electrification produced
by the cleavage of crystalline substances.- Contact
electricity, electricity supposed to be produced by the
mere contact of two substances. Since the production of

electricity requires ener^, this energy must be supplied
when producing electricity by contact, by chemical ac-

tion, as con'osion of one of the contact plates, by heat, etc.

— Terrestrial electricity, the electrified condition of

the eai'th as distinguished from that of the atmosphere.
It is usually negative and more intense in equatorial than
in polar regions. It was formerly^upposed to have ori-

ginated in the earth either by chemical, thermal, or
piezo-electric processes; but the theory of electrons or
corpuscles and the discovei'y of the ionization of the air

and the emanation of radio-active gases from the earth
have modified these views.

electricize (e-lek'tri-siz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
electricized, ppr. electridmng. To charge, as a^

Leydenjar; to electrify.

Then eHeetrieise the bottle and place it on wax.

Franklin, Experiments and Observations on Elect, p. 16.
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electrics (e-lek'triks'), n. The science of elec-

tricity.

electricute (e-lek'tri-kiit), v. t. [Also electro-

cute; absurdly formed from electri{city) +
(exeicute.J To execute or put to death by
electricity. [Recent and eoUoq.] ,

electricution (e-lek-tri-ku'shou), n. The act
of eleetrieuting". Also electrocution. [Recent
and colloq.]

electrification, n. 2. The substitution, upon
a railway system, of electric for steam or other
motive power; the conversion of a steam-, ca-
ble-, or horse-railway into an electric railvpay.

electrion (e-lek'tri-on), n. [Gr. ijTieKTpov, am-
ber (repr. electricity), + i&v, going (see ion).']

In phys. chem., a name given by Lord Kelvin
to an atomic quantity of negative electricity.
According to it each atom of matter has positive elec-

tricity distributed uniformly through its mass, and, con-
centrated at one or more points, in general within it,

atomic quantities of negative electricity, to which Lord
Kelvin gives the name "electrions."

Nature, Oct. 22, 1903, p. 611.

electro-anaesthesia (e-lek"tro-an-es-the'si-a),
n. Insensibility to electrical stimulation.
electro-analysis (e-lek"tro-a-nari-sis), n. In
chem., the method of determining the amounts
of metals in solutions by causing the metal to
be deposited, by electrolysis, in a form con-
venient for weighing.
The differences observed in the electro-analysis of mer-

cury from a potassium cyanide solution are due to an
attack of the platinum disc serving as cathode and to the
solubility of platinum in potassium cyanide.

Sleet. World and Engin., March 28, 1903, p. 630.

electro-analytical (e-lek'''tr9-an-ar-lit'i-kal), a.

In chem., utilizing, or related ito, methods
of analysis by electrolysis, and especially by
the electrolytic deposition of metals.

Electro-analytical methods, on account of their sim-
plicity and quickness, are becoming more and more used
in practice.

Elect. World and Engin., Nov. 21, 1903, p. 863.

electrocardiogram (e-lek-tro-kar'di-o-gram
),

n. Arecord showingthe variations in the electric
currents in the body which occur with the
pulsations of the heart. Sci. Amer., March 5,

1904, p. 197.

electrochemical energy, eqidvalent of an
element, filtration. See ^energy, etc.

electro-copper (e-lek-tro-kop'er), n. Copper
which has been deposited from solution by
means of electrolysis.

electrocute, electrocution. See *electrieute,
*electricution.

electrocyanide (e-lek"tro-si'a-nid), a. Em-
ploying cyanides and electrolysis Eleetrocya^
nlde process, a cyanide process in which the solution of
the gold is aided by electrolysis.

electrode, ».—Brush electrode, a wu'e brush con-
nected with one of the poles of an electric battery, used in
the thenipeutic application of electricity to the body.

—

Calomel electrode, in phys. chem., a non-polarizable or
reversible electrode consisting of metallic mercm'y cov-
ered with the insoluble mercurous chlorid (calomel) and
with the chlorid of the other metal indicated by the con-
ditions. Suppose the other metal to be zinc ; then, if a
cmTent passes from the electrode to the electrolyte, clilo-

rin ions from the mercurous chlorid go into solution,
leaving their equivalent of metallic mercury ; if the cur-
rent passes from electrolyte to electrode, clilorin ions from
the zinc chlorid combine with mercury to reproduce mer-
curous clilorid. All succeeding currents in either direc-
tion meet precisely the same conditions, and the electro-
motive force is constant.—Indifferent electrode, in
electrotherap., the electrode which serves to complete the
circuit. The one employed to make the therapeutic ap-
plication is called the therapeutic electrode.— Reversible
or non-polarizable electrode, mphys. chem., ametallic
plate standing in a solution of a salt of the metal. When
a current passes from the plate into the solution, part of
the metal fs dissolved ; when the current passes from the
solution to the plate, part of the metal of the solution is

deposited on the plate ; the chemical process in one case
is precisely the reverse of that in the other. Moreover,
tlie two currents in the two opposite directions have pre-
cisely the same electromotive force, assisting or opposing
the cun'ent ; that is, the electrode is non-polarizable.

electrodeless (e-lek'trod-les), a. Without
electrodes: said" specifically of a vacuum-tube
through the glass of which no metal terminals
are inserted, or of the electrical discharge
within such a tube when the latter is placed
in a suitable oscillatory field.

electrodiagnosis (e-lek'tro-di-ag-no'sis), n.

The locating and determination of disease by
testing the reaction of nerves and muscles to
a current of electricity.

electro-ethereal (e-lek''''tro-e-the'ri-al), a. Of
or pertaining to the ether, considered as the
medium to the disturbance of which electrical

phenomena are ascribed— Electro-ethereal
theory of light, a theory of light, propounded by Kel-
vin (1903), according to which the electrons in a source of
light are vibrators that derive energy by collisions with
surrounding atoms and radiate it in the form of ether-
waves.

electrolytic

electrogoniometer (e-lek'''tro-g6-ni-om'e-t6r),
n. An instrument devised' by Rontin for
measuring the difference of phase between the
electromotive force and current in a three-
phase system.
electro^am (f-lek'tro-gram), n. A diagram
exhibiting continuously the electric condition
of the atmosphere at any station.

electrograph, ?i. 3. In pfeotojr., a photograph
of an electric spark. See the extract.

Perhaps it is not exactly correct to describe this as a
photograpli, since light plays no part in its production. It
may more properly be called an " electrograph." The
manner in which such representations of electric dis-
charges are produced is as follows : An ordinary photo-
graphic plate, inclosed in two light-proof paper bags (as
used in X-ray work), is placed nlm upward on a metal
plate, which is insulated. The pointed dischargers of an
induction coil, in this case one giving a 10-inch spark, are
placed a few inches apart, touching the paper envelope.
The circuit is then closed, and a single discharge brought
about by holding the hammer of the coil and letting it go
suddenly. The spark in its passage through the sensa^
tive film decomposes it. The negative is then developed
in the ordinary way.

Sei. Amer. Sup., March 11, 1906, p. 24405.

Hlectrog^raph.

4. ,An instrument for the continuous recording
of atmospheric electricity.

electrography, « 3. In photog.,s, Tprocesshy
which a dry sensitized paper is made to re-
produce a design through the agency of
electric sparks, it consists in placing a bromo-iodide
of silver paper on a spotted metallic plate, pressing the
same down by means of a glass, and passing sparks from a
powerful Leyden jar along the metallic plate. Each
break in continuity of the metallic surface causes a
spark which discolors the paper at this point

electrohorticulture ( e-lek-tro-hdr'ti-kul-tur),
n. The gi'owing of plants by means of the
electric light, the electric Ught either (and
usually) supplementing the sunlight or afford-
ing the only illumination for the plants : the
latter condition is commercially impossible.
electro-industrial (e-lek"tro-in-dus'tri-al), a.
Relating to electricity as applied to industrial
operatious.

electro-irrigation (f-lek"tr9-ir-i-ga'shon), «.
Irrigating by means of water pumped by
electric power.
electroluminescence (f-lek^tro-lii-m i-nes'ens)

,

n. Luminescence electrically excited, as by
the discharge in a vacuum tube. See *lumi-
nescence.

electroluminescent (e-lek"tr9-lii-mi-nes'ent),
a. Rendered luminescent bythe electric' dis-
charge.

electrolysis, n. 2. In surg., the destruction
of tumors, cicatricial bands, calculi, and other
pathological formations by means of the
electric current.-Arrhenlus's theory of elec-
trolysis, in phys. chem., the hypothesis that an electric
cmxent is cai'ried through an electrolyte only by dissoci-
ated ions, coupled with a proposed method of determin-
ing the relative amounts of the dissociated and the nndis-
sociated molecules. —Laws of electrolysis. The prin-
cipal laws relating to electrolysis are as follows : (a) The
amount of chemical action in a given time is equal in all

parts of the circuit (6) The number of ions set free in
a given time is proportional to the strength of the cur-
rent The current is carried through the electrolyte by
the motion of ions possessing electric charges, and the
ions of each element carry an unalterable charge of
electricity; increase of current therefore involves an
increase in the number of ionsliberated. (c) If the same
current be passed simultaneously through several cells

in series, containing different electrolytes, the weight of
the ions liberated in each cell is equal to the total
quantity of electricity conveyed, multiplied by the electro-

chemical equivalent of the ions of that cell.

Electrolytic detector. See •deJector,-Electrolytic
dissociation. See *dissoCTatioii. —Electrol3rtio gas,
in chem. , the mixture of gases set free in the electrolysis of
dilute oxacids or of alkaline solutions, as well as of other
subst^mces. In the cases specified, the gas is an explosive
mixture of one volume of oxygen with two volumes of hy-
drogen. The volume produced in a given time is some-
times used to measure the strength of the current of elec-

tricity by means of one of Uie forms of voltameter.—Elec-
trolytic hysteresis. Interrupter. See -khysterem,
itimterrupter.—Electrolytic meter, inpA^s.,ameter for
measuring an electric current by the weight of metal
which is dissolved or deposited by the passage of the cur-



electrolytic

rent (or of a convenient fraction of it) throngh an electro-
lytic cell.—Electrolytic refining, a mode of purification
now applied on a very large scale and with great advan-
tage to several of the metals, especially to copper, which
is thus obtained for electrical conductors of a far higher
degree of purity than would otherwise be possible, while
notable quantities of gold and silver present in minute
proportion are at the same time saved. The principle of
the process is the decomposition of a salt of the metal to
be refined, dissolved in water, by passing an electric cur-
rent through it, the metal in question being deposited in
a pure state on the negative electrode, while the acid con-
stituent of the salt attocks and dissolves a slab or plate of
the impure metal which forms the positive electrode, re-

producing the salt. By suitable regulation of the cuiTcnt
some impurities are not dissolved, while others, which
pass into solution, are not deposited.— Electrolytic
slime, the finely divided deposit of material left undis-
solved at the anode in electrolytic refining, as of copper.
From it the precious metals are recoverable with profit,

even when they have formed but a very minute propor-
tion of the original copper.

Electromagnetic coupling, inertia, waves.
See '^coupling, eto.

electrometallurgical (§ - lek " tro-met-a-ler'ji-

kal), a. Belating to or connected with elec-

trbmetallurgy.
electrometSbllurgist (f-lek-tro-met'al-fer-jist),

n. One who is versed in the art of electro-

metallurgy (which see).

electrometallurgy, ». 2. The process of ex-

tracting metals from their ores, or the manu-
facture of metals by the use of heat from an
electric arc.

electrometer, n Dolazalek electrometer, a quad-
rant electrometer of great sensitiveness used in the study
of radioactivity. It has a very light needle of silvered

paper suspended by a quartz fiber. It can be made to

indicate a potential difference of 0.05 millivolt.—Ebert
electrometer, an apparatus for observing the charge
of electi-ons contained in the air at a given time and
place. It consists of a clockwork aspirator which draws
a definite quantity of air through the space between two
metal cylinders fittingone into the other. If the capacity

of the system and the quantity of air drawn through it at

a given time ai-e known, the quantity of electricity that
has been contained in a cubic meter as a charge of elec-

trons can be deteiinined. It ia especially adapted for

use in balloon ascensions.

electeomobile (e-lek-tro-mo'bil), n. An elec-

tric automobile ; a motor-ear driven by elec-

tric motors whose current is derived from
electric storage-batteries or accumulators.

electromotive, a—contact electromotive force,
in elect., the electromotive force due to the contact be-

tween t\yo different metals. The existence of a true con-
tact electromotive force which does not depend on chem-
ical action is denied by many physicists.—Energy
electromotive force, inelect., an alternating electromo-
tive force or component of electromotive force in phase
with tile current.

electromotivity (e -lek " tro - mo - tiv ' i-ti), n.

^electromotive + -ity.'] The power of exciting

electrical action.

' The original positive current of a freshly excised eye-

ball has two factors ; electroraotimty of the cut end of the

optic nerve and electr(yinotivity of the disturbed retina.

PhUos. Tram. Roy. Sac. (London), 1900, ser. B, p. 128.

electron, n. 2. In phys. chem., the defi-

nite charge of electricity which is asso-

ciated with a univalent ion. Sometimes called

an atom of electricity. See *eleetrieity.— 3.

According to a recent hypothesis, a minute
particle detached from an atom of a gas by
certain agencies, as when the gas is carry-

ing an electric curi'ent. The electron has a mass
of something like one tliousandth of the mass of an
atom of hydrogen, and possesses (or consists of) a neg-

ative electric charge equal to that of the negative univ-

alent -ion of electrolytic conduction. In a gas at very

low pressures, the electron constitutes the negative ion

of gaseous conduction, while the atom from which the

electron has been detached constitutes the positive ion.

In gases at greater pressures, electrically neutral mole-

cules become attached to the electron and to the atom
from which the electron has been detached, and these

complex systems constitute the ions of gaseous conduc-

tion at atmospheric pressure. In liquid electrolytes, ac-

cording to this theory, an atom or radical from which
one, two, or three electrons have been detached is a
positive univ^ent, bivalent, or trivalent ion. An atom
or radical to which one or more electrons have been
attached constitutes a negative ion of the corresponding

valence. In metallic conductors the electrons pass from
an atom to an adjacent atom without producing elec-

trolysis or chemical decomposition. The experimental

basis of the hypothesis has been chiefly discovered by

J. J. Thomson, with the aid of some of his pupils.

These n^;ative ions perhaps realize the conception of

electrons due to Lorentz and Larmor. ... An atom plus

an electron is a monovalent anion, an atom minus an

electron, a monovalent cation. In metallic conductors

the electrons can pass from one atom to the next, and

thus allow a current to flow without chemical decom-

position. J. J. Thomson, Encyc. Bnt., XXVIII. 16.

It may be convenient here to emphasize the dimen-

sions of an electron as above specified, for the aiguments

in favor of that size are very strong, though not abso-

lutely conclusive; we are sure that their mass is of the

order one thousandth of the atomic mass of hydrogen,

and we are sure that if they are purely and solely elec-

trical their size must be one hundred-thousandth of the

linear dimensions of an atom; a size with which their

penetrating power and other behavior is quite consistent.
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Assuming this estimate to be true, it is noteworthy how
very small these electrical particles are, compared with
the atom of matter to which they are attached. If an
electron is represented by a sphere an inch in diameter,

the diameter of an atom of matter on the same scale is

a mile and a half. Or if an atom of matter is repre-

sented by tlie size of this theater, an electron is repre-

sented on the same scale by a printer's fuU stop.

Sir Oliver Lodge, in Pop. Sci. Mo , Aug., 1903, p. 291.

Electron theory iaphys. chem., the hypothesis, not yet
fully developed, that the atom of any element consists

of a definite (large) number of electrons, describing or-

bital and vibratory motions under the influence of the
forces actmg between them. Optical considerations led
Lamior and Lorentz to adopt the hypothesis as a basis

for mathematical studies, before J. J. Thomson isolated
electrons (called corpuscles by him) and found that the
electrons produced in a vacuum-tube are identical in
mass, whatever the gas and whatever the metal of the
electrodes. That atoms of all elements are made up of

different numbers of identical elections is an attractive
and valuable working hypothesis.

The electron theory flts and luminously e^lains Am-
pfere's idea that magnetism is due to a rotating cun'ent
of electricity round each atom of iron ; and following
these definite views of the existence of free electrons,
has arisen the electronic theory of matter.
Sir W. Crookes, quoted in Science, June 26, 1903, p. 1001.

electronic (e-lek-tron'ik), a. Pertaining to or
of the nature of electrons. See ^electron, 2
and 3.— Electronic charge, the number of electrons
contained in a unit volume, as one cubic meter of gas or
air. This increases rapidly with altitude above sea-leveL
The upper strata of air have high electric conductivity,
as is shown by the auroral displays and heat-lightning.
According to some authorities, the electric charge of the
upper air is the effect of the violet rays of sunlight ; ac-
corduig to othei^, it is due to corpuscles emanating di-

rectly from the sun's atmosphere. The condensation and
precipitation of aqueous vapor takes place on the nega-
tive nuclei more easily than on the positive ; the former
are therefore washed from the lower air down to the earth,

thus leaving the positive charge to preponderate in tlie

atmosphere. Victor Conrad computes the amount of
electricity attached to one gram of water in a cumulus
cloud as 0.028 X 10-8 of a coulomb.— Electronic theory.
See -Aelectron theory.

electron-trap (e-lek'tron-trap), ». An, ar-

rangement by which plus and minus electrons
may be separated from each other by taking
advantage of the different velocitieswith which
they move.
electro-osmose (e-lek-tro-os'mos), n. See elec-

trical endosmosia] under endosmosis.

electro-osmotic (e-lek'tro-os-mofik), a. In
phy.'i. chem., producing, produced by, or con-
nected with electric osmose.

electropa'tll(e-lek'tro-path), n. [Abackforma-
tion from electropatliy.'] One who is skilled in
the art of electrotherapy.

electrophore (f-lek'tro-for), n. [See electroph-

orus.'\ Same as electrode.

electroptaototherapy (e-lek'''tro -fo -to -ther'-
a-pi), n. The treatment of disease by means of

t"he electric light. Lancet, July 11, 1903, p. 104.

electrophysiCS (f-lek-tro-fiz'iks), n. Same as
electrotogy.

electropheumatic (e-lek''''tro-nu-mat'ik), a.

Moved by electric and (then) pneumatic
power,—Electropnemnatic action, in organ-build-

inff, an action in which the original impulse from the
console is conveyed by electricity, but the force exerted
within the instrument (in opening valves, ete.) is derived
from compressed air.—Electropnenmatic organ, an
organ with an electropnenmatic action.—Electropneu-
matic thermostat. See -kthermostat.

electroprocess (e-lek'tro-pros''''es), n. The arts

or manipulations needed to produce an electro-

typed duplicate.

electroprognosis (e-lek"tr6-prog-n6'sis), n. A
prognosis based upon the reactions obtained
upon a trial application of electricity to dis-

eased nerves or muscles.
electrorefine (e-lek''''tro-re-fin'),«. t.

;
pret. and

pp. electrorefined, ppr. electrorefining. To refine

by means of electrolysis, a plate of the crude
metal is made the anode in an electrolyte consisting of
a salt of the same metal ; when the current passes, the
crude metal dissolves from the anode, and the pure metal,
if suitable conditionp are maintained, is deposited on the
cathode.

electrorefining (e-lek'tro-re-fi'''ning), n. The
refining of a metal by mean's of electrolysis.

electroreplica (e-lek''''tro-rep'li-ka), n. A me-
tallic duplicate of an orginal produced by
electrodeposition.

An electro replica of Tycho Brahe's quadrant, from the
original in the British Museum, is deposited in the
Smithsonian Institution. Smithsonian Hep., 1890, p. 728.

electroscope, «—Lantern electroscope, an electro-

scope so constructed that it may be placed in the field of
a projecting lantern and an enlarged image of the moving
parts thus be thrown upon a screen for observation at a
distance.—Radium electroscope, an electroscope, de-
vised by Strutt, in which the chai'ge is permanently main-
tained by the action of a small mass of radium, or in
which the leaves of the instrument, thus charged, are
discharged by contact, collapse, and^e recharged by the
radium at a regular rate indefinitely.

electrostenolysis (e-lek'tro-ste-nol'i-sis), n.

electrovitalism

[electro- + Gr. arevd^, narrow, 4- Mmc, disso-

lution.] Electrodeposition within the inter-

stices of a permeable substance traversed by
the current within an electrolytic cell.

electrostenolytical(e-lek''''tro-sten-o-lit'i-kal),

a. Of, pertaining to, or by means of electro-

stenolysis.

eiectrostenolytically (e - lek'ti'o-sten-o -lit'i-

kal-i), adv. In an electi'ostenolytic manner or

by an electrostenolytic process.

electrostriction (e-lek-tro-strik'shon), n.

[electro- + LL. 'sti-ictio{n-), compression.]

Change in the dimensions of, or deformation of,

a dielectricproduced by the a ction ofan electro-

static field.

electrosurgical (e-lek-tr6-s6r'ji-kal), a. Re-
lating or pertaining to the use of electricity in

surgery : as, electrosurgical devices.

electrosyntnesis (f-lek-tro-sin'the-sis), «.

Chemical synthesis effected by the aid of elec-

trolysis.

electrotactic (f-lek-tro-tak'tik), a. [electro-

taxis (-tact-) +'-ic.] Of or pertaining to the

locomotion of organisms in relation to electric

currents ; exhibiting electrotaxis.

electrotazis (f-lek-tro-tak'sis), n. [NL., <

electro- + Gr. rdf(f, disposition]. The orienta-

tion or the locomotion of organisms or of cells

in relation to eleetria currents : a phenomenon
first observed in vertebrates in the frog's tad-

pole, in 1885.

electrotelethermometer (e-lek'tro-teFe-th^r-

mom'e-ter), n. An apparatus consisting of a
mercurial thermometer with platinum wires

sealed into the glass at the bulb and at differ-

ent points on the stem. These wires are connected
with a smteh, an alarm-bell, and a battel? in such a man-
ner that, when the mercuiy expands to a particular point
corresponding to the position of the switeh, the circuit is

closed and the alarm rings. Sci. Amer., Sept 12, 1903,

p. 184.

electrothanasia (e-lek''''ti'o-tha-na'zia,), n.

[electro- + Gr. ddvaro^, death.] Death caused
by electricity.

electrotherapist (f-lek-tro-ther'a-pist), n.

Same as elecirother'apeutist.

electrothermal (f-lek-tro-thdr'mal), a. Re-
lating to heat produced by electricity.-Electro-
thermal detector. See itdeiector.

electro'thermic (e-lek-tro-thfer'mik), a. Same
as '^electrothermal. Engineering Mag., June,

electrothermometer (f -lek'tro -thfer-mom'e-
ter), n. An instrument for the measurement
of temperature by electrical means ; an electri-

cal thermometer.
electrothermy (f-lek-tro-thSr'mi), n. [eleciro-

-i- Gr. dipii% heat, + -j/S.] The science of the
electricity developed by heat. N. E. D.
electrotonus, n—Fbysicalelectrotonns, an electri-
cal change, analogous to physiological electrotonus, which
takes place in a wire during the passage of an electric
current— Physiological electrotonus, an altered ex-
citability of a nerve brought about as the result of the
passage of a constant current, such that at the positive
pole the excitability is diminished (region of anelectrot-
onus), while it is increased at the negative pole (region
of catelectrotonus).

electrotropic (f-lek-tro-trop'ik), a. [electro- +
Gr. TpoTTiKd^, of turning: see tropic] Of or
pertaining to the growth or bending of an or-
ganism under the influence of electricity; ex-
hibiting electrotropism.
electrotropism (f-lek-trot'ro-pizm), M. [Also
by error or elUpsis electropism ; < electrotrop{ic)
+ -ism.] The growth or bending of an organ-
ism under the influence of electricity.
electrotype, n— Electrotype shell, the thin sheet
of metal, usually of copper, deposited by electrolysis in
the previously prepared mold of wax, that has been
pressed upon a surface of type or of engraving in relief.
The shell so obtained, of the thickness of an ordinary
sheet of paper, is made usable for printing by the addition
of a type-metal backing.

electroty^iograpll (f-lek-tro-ti'po-graf), n. A
type-making and type-setting apparatus, in-
vented by Meray-Eozar of Nuremberg, in
which some operations are controlled by elec-
tricity. Its types are east singly.

The " Electrotypograph" . . . justifies automatically
. . . and offers the greatest facility for corrections. . . .

There are two distinct machines combined in one. One
of these is a writing and the other a casting and composing
machine.
La Nature, as quoted in Sci. Amer. Sup., Aug. 30, 1902.

[p. 22288.

electrotypoplate (e-lek-tro-iS'po-plat), n. An
electrotype plate produced from types made
and composed by the electrotypograph.

electrovitalism (e-lek-tro-vi'tal-izm), n. The
doctrine of the electrical nature of nervous
action.
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elevator

machines differ materially in form and application, and are
given many different names, according to their construc-
tion or the uses to which they are put They are often
combined with conveyers.—DeiTlck-^evatOr, an appa-
ratus forlifting grain stored in bulk in a vessel's hold and
transferring it to lighters or into the bins of storage-eleva-
tors. The elevator proper is borne upon a frame on a flat-

bottomed vessel, as In me case of the marine derrick used

Derrick- or Grasshopper-Elevator.

<z, u, hull of scow or lighter; d, propellingf-engine and steam-
toiler for f, the elevator operating and adjusting engine; ti, the
bucket-elevator and its casing ; e. chute into which the buckets
-^lischarge ; y, conveyer delivering to the spouts ; ^, discharge or
loading spouts or chutes fed from A, conveyer receiving from y,
and delivering to^.

forplacingmachinery in vessels. The truss carrying the ele-

vator has jointed member^ so that the elevator can drop
down through hatchways in the decksof the vessels to be
unloaded. Hence another common name, grasetwpper-
elevator. Uei. Amer., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 76.— Elevator
disease. See itdisease.— Uterine elevator. Same as
repositor.

devator-cage (el'e-va-tor-kaj*), n. The cage
or inclosed car by which passengers and freight

are carried in an elevator. In mines, the sides
are grated or protected with bars only.

elevator-cup (el'e-va-tor-kup*), n. The metal
receptacle attached to the chain or belt of a
bucket elevator : usually called bucket.

elevator-scales (el'l-va-tor-skalz'), n. Plat-
form-scales for weighing " grain as it comes
from an elevator. Such scales are usually automatic,
receiving about 100 bushels as a load, recording the
weight, and then emptying the grain into a storage-bin.

Two hoppers work alternately, filling and emptying.

elevator-shaft (el'e-var-tor-shaft*), n. In mod-
em buildings, the inclosed space, of uniform
height from top to bottom, in which an eleva-

tor-car moves up and down.
Eleven nxle, in bridge, a mathematical rule invented by
R. F. Foster to enable the pone to determine how many
cards in the leader's suit are out against him higher than
the one led, when this is the fourth best. It is the fol-

lowing : Deduct from eleven the number of spots on the
card led, and the remainder is the number of cards in the
suit higher than the one led, which the leader does not
hold. From the remainder ttius found the pone deducts
the number he holds himself, and sees in the dummy,
higher than the one led, and this second remainder, if

any, is the number the dealer holds. For instance, the
7 is led, dummy lays down Q, 10, 5, and the pone holds
A, 8, 6. Deducting the 7, led, from 11, 4 higher than the
7 are left, all of which are in sights so that uie dealer has
no card higher than the 7, and the leader must hold
K, J, 9, 7. Therefore, if dummy does not cover the 7, the
pone will pass it, and it will win the trick. The dealer,

if he knows the eleven rule, will of course avail himself
of it and cover the 7 led with the 10 in dummy's hand,
BO as to force the pone to play higher and lead up to

dommy's guarded qiieen, if he continues the suit

elf-cup (elf'kup), n. A small stone perforated

by the action of water at a waterfall.

elf-god (elf'godt, n. The elfish god, that is,

Cupid. Tennyson.

elfic (el'fik), a. [elf + 4c.'] Of or pertaining

to an elf
;
proper to an elf.

elfin, «. 3. An American lyesBnid butterfly of

the genus Indsalia.—Banded elfin, a lycienid but-

terfly Indmlia niplum, occurring throughout the United
States and found commonly in open spaces in pine woods.

It is brown in color, with the under sides of the wings
checkered with brown and white. Its larvae live on pine-

leaves.—Brown elfin, an American lycienid butterfly,

Inntalia angvstus, of dark-brown color, inhabiting the

northern United States. Its food-plant is unknown.—
Hoary elfin, indsalia irus, a species occurring east of

the MisBissippi, feeding in the larval state on the fruit of

the wild plum.

elfin-tree (el'fin-tre). [Tr. of G. zwerglaum
(Schimper).] Inphytogeog., an alpine type of

tree with short, gnarled, often oblique or hori-

zontal stem, and long serpentiue branches

bent in all directions, occuring mainly in the

tropics. A.F. W. Schimper(ttajis.), Plant-G-eog.,

pp. 704, 705.

elfin-'WOOd (el'fin-wud), n. A wood composed

of elfin-trees. See *elfin-tree. A. F. W.

Schimper (trans.), Plant-Geog., p. 704.

elf-owl (elf'oul), n. A diminutive species of

owl, Micropallas wUtneyi, found in the south-

western United States.

Elgin sandstone. See ^sandstone.
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Elian (e'li-an), a. Of or pertaining to "Elia,"

that is, Charles Lamb, who wrote essays under
this pseudonym.
Many of the new letters are of no literary account;

perhaps a score have the true Elian cachet, and one or

two supply a link hitherto missing in the writer's life.

Athenxura, June 3, 1905, p. 681.

eliasite (f-li'a-sit), n. [Elias, name of the
mine of origin, + -iie^.] An alteration-pro-

duct of the pitch-blende of Joachimsthal,
Bohemia ; a kind of gummite.
Elijah's cup. See »'cup.

eliminant, «. 2. In med., an agent which
stimulates excretion.

Eliminative selection. See *selection.

eliminator, n. 2. A combination of a sepa-
rator for taking the water out of steam and a
trap for automatically discharging the water
from the collector.

elittoral (e-lit'6-ral), a. [L. e, out, + litus,

Uttus (Utto'r-), slbore, + -nl.} Out from shore

;

that is, occurring in the sea near shore, at
least below high water mark.
She finds that the plant Callymenia phyllophora is

elittoral, and occurs in crevices in the rocky caverns
where the tidal surge is strong. Only young plants were
uncovered by low tides ; mature plants were well beyond
low tide line. Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., April, 1906, p. 216.

elixir, n.—Brown-Sdquard's elixir, a sterilized testic-

ular fluid used in the treatment of mental and nervous
diseases.—McMunn's elixir, a watery solution of opium
of the same strength as laudanum.

Eliz. An abbreviation of Elizabethan.

Eliza, n. See *L(mg Eliza.

Elizabethan, a. II. n. One who lived during
the Elizabethan period; especially a poet, or
dramatist of that period.

EUzabethanize (e-liz-a-beth'an-iz), v. t,
;
pret.

and pp. ElizabetlianiHe^, ppr. Elizabethanizing.
To give an Elizabethan character to ; pattern
after the style of the Ebzabetban period.

elkl, n. 5. [.cap.'] A member of a benevolent
and fraternal society known as the Benevolent
and Protectvoe Order ofElJcs, organized in New
York in 1868. Its membership is restricted to
citizens of the United States.

Elk-horn fern. See *fern^.

elk-game (elk'gam), n. A ceremonial game
of the Dakota Indians of North America,
played with a ring and darts : similar to the
hoop-and-pole game.

Elk River series. See *series.

elk-yard (elk'yard), n. A space cleared in
the deep' snow by the trampling of a small
band of elk, within which they live and feed.

Called, in America, moose-yard. See effil.

ellagitannic (e-laj-i-tan'ik), a. [ettagi(c) +
tannic] Pertaining to gallnuts and tannin.
—Ellagitannic acid an acid substance resembling
ellaglc and tannic acid, but derived from the tannin of

divi-divi and myrobalans rather than from gallnuts or
sumac. Its empirical formula is Ci^HioOio-

Elliott eye. See *eye^.

Elliott's apparatus. See *apparatus.

ellipse, »—Aberrational ellipse, the little ellipse

which a star appears to describe annually on account of
the aberration of light Its major axis is always 41 sec-

onds long and parallel to the ecliptic. Its minor axis
varies with the stai-'s latitude, that is, its distance from the
ecliptic.— Ellipse Of stress, a geometrical construction,
devised by Bankine, for finding the stresses at a point
within a solid in a state of strain. It is an ellipse whose
center is at the given point, whose principal axes are the
normals to the planes ofprincipal stress, and whose princi-

pal semi-axes are proportional to the intensities of the
principal stresses.

ellipsoid, n. 2. In anthrop., a cranium the
norma verticalis of which has an ellipsoidal

form. G. Sergi, Var. of thte Human Species,

p. 27.—Fresnel's ellipsoid, an ellipsoid whose semi-
axes ai'e taken proportional respectively to the maximum,
minimum, and mean values of the light-velocity for a
given biaxial crystal. See axes of light-elasticity, under
amA.—Lrrotatlonal ellipsoid, an ellipsoid that is not
a solid of revolution.—Planetary ellipsoid, an oblate

ellipsoid.

Ellipsoidal harmonic, structure. See Lamb's
function, undei function, auA *structure.

ellipsone (e-lip'son), n. lellipse + (cyel)one.]

A whirlwind in which the winds describe
ellipses instead of circles. Mtz Soy. [Rare.3

ellipsonic (e-Up-son'ik), a. Having the shape,
motion, or property of an ellipse.

Elliptic spheroid, substitution. See*ellip-

soid of revolution, ^substitution.

Elliptical vibration. See *mbration.

ellipticity, n— coefficient of elllptlclty. See
•kcoe^icient.

ell'Wife (el'wif), n. A dialectal variant of aU-
mfe.
elm, n. Of other varieties of elm (comprising some trees
more or less closely related to the elm and a few belong-
ing to diflerent families but somewhat resembling elms :

elm-butterfly

those given below are among^ the most important—
American elm. Same as white -kelm—Basket-elm.
Same as *(!eiter-eim.—Bastard elm, the hackbeny,
Celtis occidentalis. See hackberry, 2 (with cut).—Broad-
leaved elm. Same as vntch-elnu—Cedar-elm. See
kcedar-dm Cork-elm. See *cor*-rf»n.—Corkywhite
elm, an occasional name of the cork-elm.—Dutch elm, a

form of the English elm with corky ridges on the branches

:

distinguished by some authors as a species, Ulmus sub-

eroso.-Dwarfelm of Siberia. See Ulmus.—'Eixa bark-
beetie, elm flearbeetle, elm leaf-beetle, elm span-
worm. See-kbark-heetle, Icfiea-beeUe, kleaf-beetle, irman-
worm.— English elm, Uhnus campestrig. See elm (with

cut). This tree was extensively planted in some Ameri-

can cities, especially Washingiion, by the English and
Scotch gardeners, who apparently were not aware of the

superior claims of indigenous species.— False elm. Same
as bastard *dm.— Himalayan elm. See Ulmus.— '531-

dlanelm,the8lippery-elm(whiohBee).—Mountaln-elm.
(a) The Scotch elm. (6) The wmg-elmor winged elm. See
woAoo,3.—Ked elm. (a) The slippery-elm, from the red

wood, by which it is distinguished from the white elm,

and well known among lumbermen. (6) The winged elm,

Ulmus alata, so called in Florida and Arkansas, (c) Ul-

mus serotina, a tree of limited distribution on limestone

hills and river-banks in southern Kentucky and northern
Alabama and Georgia, only recently distinguished from
U. /ulva, from which it differs in its much smaller fruit,

in the absence of mucilage in the inner bark, and in other

respects. The wood is reddish in color.—Sweet elm,
the slippery-elm, from the sweet aromatic taste and smell

of the mner bark.—White elm, Ulmus Ameriearm, the

most important of American elms. It sometimes reaches

\Vhite Him {Uintus Americana).

a height of 120 feet and a diameter near the base of 10
feet, with 60 feet or more clear of limbs. The trunk tiien

normally divides up into a large number of more or less

.
equal branches or subsidiary trunks, which diverge in
graceful curves in all directions, forming an inversely
pyramidal or umbrellarshaped top of wide expanse and
great beauty, the dense foliage furnishing a perfect shade.
The wood is tough and difftcult to splits but vei7 durable
and of great value in the arts. The tree ranges from
Newfoundland to Florida and westward to the base of the
Rocky Mountains.

elm-beetle (elm'be''''tl), «. 1. The elm "bark
"beetle. See ^bark-beetle,— 2, A native Ameri-
can beetle, Monocesta corylij of the family

Chrysomelidie, which
feeds on elm-leaves in
the more northern of
the Southern States.

elm-1)orer (elm ' bor'
ef), w. Any one of
several coleopterous
insects whose larvse

bore into elm-trees.
Among them are the ceram-
bycids Saperda tridentata,
S. lateralis, S. vestita, Dry-
obius sex-maculatitSf Dvla-
rius brevUineus, Neoclytus
erytkrocephalus, and N.
caprasa ; the cnrculiouid
Magdalis armicollis ; the
buprestid Anthaxia viridv-
comis; and the scolytid
Hylesimis opaciUtts.

elm-butterfly (elm'but^er-fli), n. Any oae of

Elm-borer (Duiarius irevi/stteut).
(Packard, U. S. D. A.)

Elm-butterfly [Polygottia prag^et.
Natural size (Packard, U. S. D. A.>



elm-butterfly

several nymphalid butterflies whose larvae feed
on elm-leaves, as Euvanessa antiopa, Polygonia
interrogaUonis, P. faunus, and P. progne.

elm-gall (elm'gai), n. A gall upon the leaves
of the elm.—Oooksoomb elm-gall, a gall resembling
in shape a miniature cockscomb, made on the leaves of
elm by an aphidid, Colopha ulmicola.

elm-grass (elm'gras). n. See *grass.
elm-moth, (elm'mdth), n. Any one of several
species of moths whose larvae feed on elm-
leaves, notably Paleacrita vernata, known in
the larval state as the spring canker-worm.

elm-scale (elm'skal), n. An American diaspine
scale-insect, Chionaspis amerioana.

Elohimic (el-o-him'ik), a. [EloMm + -»c.]

Characterized by the use of the Hebrew word
Elohim, ' God,' instead of ' Jahveh,' or ' Jahwfe,'
the proper name of God; Elohistio: applied
to certain passages in the Hebrew scriptures

:

as, the Elonimic psalms; the Elohimic portions
of Genesis; MloMmic dooMments.
eloiner (e-loi'n&r), n. One who eloins ; one who
causes an eloinment; for example, one who
removes chattels so that they cannot be re-
plevied.

£. Ion. An abbreviation of east longitude.

elongation, ».—Elasticity of elongation. See
*ela8tieity. — Elongation strain. See *strami.— Per-
centage of elongation. See elongation -kstrain.

elongato-conical (e-long-ga'to-kon'i-kal), a.

Shaped like an elongated cone.'

elongato-ovate (f-long-ga'to-o'vat), a. Shaped
. like an elongated' egg.
elotillo (a-lo-til'yo), n. [Mex. Sp. elotillo, dim.
of Mex. (Nahuatl) elotl, an ear of green
maize.] lii Mexico, a name of the fleshy,

leafless parasitic plant, ConophoUs Americana,
which somewhat resembles a small ear of corn.
See cut under squawroot.

elpasolite (el-pa'so-lit), n. lEl Paso, a county
in Colorado, + -lite for Gr. XiSoq, stone.] A
fluoride of aluminium, potassium, and sodium,
perhaps analogous to cryolite in composition :

found in El Paso county, Coloriado.

Elpidia(el-pid'-
i-a), n. [NL.
(1?h6el, 1876).]
The typical ge-
nus of the fam-
ily Eljpidiidse.

Elpidudae (el-

pi-di'i-de), n.

pi. [NL., < El-

pidia + -JdeB.] A
family of deep-
sea holothnri-
ans of the or-

der Actinopoda. They have the body generally flat-

tened ventrally, mouth more or less ventral, tentacles

from 10 to 20, stone-canal single, respiratory trees absent
or rudimentary, calcareous ring of 6 or 10 pieces, and the
spicules of various shapes. The family contains about 20
genera, of wliich Ulpidia is the typical one.

elpidite (el'pi-dit), ». [Gr. eliris (eXwiS-), hope,
-F -j*e2.] A silicate of zirconium and sodium
occurring in from white to brick-red masses,
rarely in ofthorhombic crystals: found in

southern Greenland.

eltrot (el'trot), n. [Also altrot, heltrot, hilirot,

hilltrot, eldertrot, eldroot, eldrop,_ etc. ; a not
understood compound of E. dial, elt, yelt,

var. of gilt, AS. gilte, a young sow, + rooii.]

1. The cow-parsnip.— 2. The water-parsley.
— 3. The wUd or cow parsley.—4. The wild
carrot.— 5. A stalk of certain plants, espe-
cially the wild parsley. [Prov. Eng. in all

uses.]

elutor (e-lii'tor), n. [NL. *elutor, < L. eluere,

wash out, < e,"out, -I- -luere, lavare, wash: see
lava.^ A vessel in which tribasic calcium su-

crate, produced by the addition of lime to

beet-root molasses, is washed with dilute alco-

hol in order to free it from impurities before
it is decomposed by carbon dioxid and crystal-

lizable sugar thereby recovered from it.

elutrJator (f-lii'tri-a-tor), n. [NL. "elutriator,

< L. elutriare, wash but, rack off, < eluere,

wash out : see *elutor.'] An apparatus for the

analysis of finely divided solids, such as soils,

by means of which the particles of different

size and weight are separated from each other

by falling through water or a current of water.

See cut in middle column.

eluvial (e-lu'vi-al), a. [eluvium + -aU.'\ Of
the nature of eluvium ; formed by wind-drift

or atmospheric weathering: as, eluvial accu-

mulations. Nature, XXIIT. 225.
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Ventral View of Elpidia glacialis, Th.
a, anus ; nt, mouth ; p, tube-foot ; t, ten-
tacle. (From Lankester's " Zoology.")

Elutriator.

(t, container for sample; dander, reservoirs for water ; i:, stop-
cock to control flow of water; d, agitator; e, receptacle for coarse
particles

; f, settling-vessel for fine particles.

eluvium (e-lii'vi-um), n. [NL. "eluvium, paral-
lel to L. eluvio(n-), a washing away, < eluere,
washout: see *eZMtor. Ct. alluvium.'] hi geol,,
an accumulation of dust and soil produced by
decomposition of rocks in situ, or drifted by
winds.

For atmospheric accumulations of thiS' nature [loess]
Trautschold has proposed the name eluvium. They ori-
ginate in situ, or at least only by wind-drift, whereas al-
luvium requires the operation of water, and consists of
materials brought from a greater or less distance.

Qeikie, Textbook of Geol., p. 322.

elvanitic (el-va-nit'ik), a. [ehanite + -ie.1
Containing, resembling, or characterized by
elvanite.

elydoric (el-i-dor'ik), a. [F. eludorigue, erro-
neously formed from Gr. iX(au>v), oil, -t- iidup
{Mpo-), water, -I- P. 4que, E.-t'c] Noting a com-
plicated method of painting, invented by Ar-
maud-Vincent de Montpetit in the eighteenth
century, supposed to combine the effects of
oil- and water-color.
elytriferous (el-i-trif'e-rus), a. [NL. elytrum
T L. ferre, bear.] Bearing an eljrtrum : as, an
elytriferous segment of certain polychsetes.
elytrodema (el"i-tr6-de'ma), n.

;
pi. elytrode-

mata (-ma-ta). [Nil.] Edema of the submu-
cous tissues of the vagina.

elytroncilS (el-i-tron'fais), n.
;
pi. elytronci (-si).

[NL., < Gr. lAvrpov, a sheath (vagina), + bymg,
a mass.] A tumor of the vagina.
elytrophore (el'i-tro-for), n. [Gr. ilvrpm, a
sheath, -I- -^opoQ, < (pipetv, bear.] A special
part of the parapodial ridge bearing an ely-
trum, as in some polyehsetes.

elytrous (el'i-trusf , a. Resembling or suggest-i
ing the elytra of a beetle.

Elz. An abbreviation of Elzevir.

Elzeviran, n. II. a. Noting a style of book-
making practised by the Elzevir family. See
Elzevir editions, under Elzevir.

E. M. -An abbreviation (a) of Engineer ofMines ;

(6) of the Latin equitum magister, master of
the horse.

ema-fiber (a'ma-fi"ber), n. The fiber of the
kendir, Apocynum venetum. See *kendir.
emailloid (e-mal'oid), n. [F. *6niailloide, <
Smail, enamel, + -oide, E. -oid.] A tumor
which arises from the enamel of a tooth.

emajagna (a-ma-ha'gwa), n. [Porto Rico.]
Same as *m^jagua, 2.

emanation, ?i. 5. Specifically, in radioactivity,
an unstable gaseous disintegration-product
spontaneously produced from a radioactive
substance. The radioactive elements thus far known
to give off an emanation are thorium, radium, and actin-
ium. The emanations are inert gases resembling in
their chemical relations the gases of the argon group, but
differing from these and from all other known chemical
compounds in the fact that they are produced as disinte-
gration-products continuously at a rate which is in-
dependent of the temperature and the chemical and
physical state of the compounds from which they are
formed and which are converted spontaneously into
other and non-volatile disintegration-products at a con-
stant rate. The existence of an emanation, which is pro-
duced only in very small quantities, is detected by means
of its radioactive effects. The rate at which it is

produced and at which it disappears by disintegration is

determined from the change in the intensity of these
effects, and it is by such observations that the eman-
ations of radium, thorium, and actinium are distin-

guished from one another. The radium emanation differs

from the others in that it is the first disintegration-
product of that element, whereas with tljorium and
actinium the emanation in the case of the former
is the fifth, and in the case of the latter the third,

disintegration-product to he produced. These three
emanations differ greatly in the degree of instability

which they exhibit. The rate of decay (which measures
the rate at which the radium emanation is converted into
the next following and non-volatile disintegration-prod-
uct) is comparatively slow, about 3.7 days being required
to reduce its activity to one half ; whereas the thorium
emanation suffers the corresponding reduction in about
one minute, and the actinium emanation in 3.9 seconds.

embelic
The properties of the emanations, which are in the main
similar, have been most completely studied in the case
of radium emanation. Its chemical inertness is shown
by the fact that it will pass through tubes containing
reagents which absorb all gases except those of the argon
family, that it is unaffected by the electric spark in an
atmosphere of oxygen, and that it may be kept in contacli
with incandescent magnesium or calcium for hours with-
out loss. Both radium emanation and thorium emanar
tion are capable of condensation at low temperatures, the
point of liquefaction of the thorium emanation being
—120° C. and that of the radium emanation —160° C. Afl
three emanations are radioactive, giving off a-rays, and
they possess the property of imparting temporary radio-
activity to all substances with which they come in contact
This imparted radioactivity disappears much more slowly
than the emanation itself, having its own law of decay,
and the imparted radioactivity is of the same character,
whatever the nature of the substance affected. The im-
parted radioactivity, or excited radioactivity, is ascribed
to the formation, on the surface of the body made active,
of a solid disintegration-product ; and it has been found
possible to remove this product by rubbmg the suiface
with sandpaper, and to transfer the activity to the latter.
The radioactive matter can also be dissolved by certain
acids. However, it is not destroyed, but reappears on the
surface of the dish after the acid has been evaporated.

,

Thus it appears that a film of radioactive matter is de-
posited upon surfaces with which the emanation comes in
contact, and that this active deposit consists of a series
of successive disintegration-products of the emanation.
A series of changes of this sort has been traced, and the
successive disintegration-products, which differ as regards
their stability and radioactive character, have been studied-
They are known respectively as radium A, radium B,
radiwrnC, radium D, radium E, radium, F, radium, Q;
thorium A, thorium, B, thoriv/m, C> and actinium, A, ac-
tinium B, and actinium C. These disintegration-prod-
ucts behave as solids, being in general volatilized at a
white heat. They are soluble in strong acids, and sepa^
rable from one another by electrolysis. Each disintegra^
tion-product is spoken of as the parent of the one which
it produces, and the finst of the series is known as the
parent subetatice. In most of these changes in radioac-
tive bodies rays are emitted ; but certain changes (known
as rayless chatiges) unaccompanied by radiation have
been recognized. The emission of ;a-rays and y-rays ap-
pears to be characteristic of the last of the succession of
changes to which the radioactive elements are subject,
and to result in the appeai-ance of a product more stable
than those which have gone before.

emanational (em-a-na'shgn-al), a. {emanor-
tion + -aU.} Relating or pertaining to the
theory of emanation : as, emanational ideas.
emanatism (em-a-na'tizm), n. The cosmo-
logical theory of 'emanation.

His idea on the Word bore the impress of emanatism.
Cockran, Fressens^'s Hep. to Itenan, p. 21. JV. £. D.

emancipative (e-man'si-pa-tiv), a. {emanci-
pate + -4»«.] Having the property of emanci-
pating; serving to emancipate: as, emanci-
pative knowledge. Fitzedward Hall, Hindu
Philos. Syst.

emanium (e-ma'ni-um), n. [NL., irreg. < L.
emanare, emanate.] A radioactive substance
separated from pitchblende by Giesel. It was
at first believed to be a distinct element, but
was afterward shown to be identical with the
actinium of Debierne (see *actinium, 2).

emarginate, v. t. 2. [An erroneous use of
the word, as if ' to bring out the margin' (into
view). The proper word would be *demurgi-
nate, parallel to delimitate, etc.] To render
visible or conspicuous the boundary or margin
of (something); specifically, to bring out
clearly the outlines of (objects under the mi-
croscope) by adjustment of the focus and
lighting.

emasculate, v. t. 4. In plant-breeding, to re-
move the anthers from a hermaphrodite fiower
in order to prevent self-fertilization. In case
of monoecious plants^ as Indian corn, the whole
male inflorescence is removed. See *detas-

emasculative (f-mas'ku-la-tiv), a. Tendii^
or serving to emasculate (in any sense).
6maux ombrants (a-mo'zon brou'). [F.,
'shading enamels.'] In pottery and tile-mak-
ing, enamels in which the design is modeled in
intaglio and tinted glaze is poured in to a level
with the surface. The different thicknesses of glaze
produce the lights and shades of a picture, on the principle
of lithophanes.

embarcadero (em-bar-ka-da'ro), »i. [Sp., <

em6arca»-, embark.] A wharf ; a quay. [Span-
ish America and Philippine Is.]

Embayed mountain. See ^mountain.
embedment (em-bed'ment), n. [embed +
-ment.'] 1. The act of embedding or the state
of being embedded or firmly fixed in some
surrounding mass.—3. The mason work, clay,

cement, or the like, in which something is or is

to be embedded,
embelic (em-bel'ik), a. [Embelia + -ic] No-
ting an acid, an orange-colored crystalline

principle, CaB-i^i or Ci8H2g04, obtained
from the dark-red fruit of Embelia Ribes : said
to be anthelmintic.
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[Tupi emWra, bark, embryoferous (em-bri-of 'e-rus), a. [Gr. emerald, w.-BrazlUan emerald, a jewelera' name
bast.J A name in Brazil of a number of trees i/i^fmov, embryo, + L. -fer, bearing, i ferre, for the rich green variety of tourmalin found in Brazil,

which yield bast-fiber, especially of Xylopia bear.] Inclosing or producing an embryo. ??^ «0Mr»Mii».-Eccle8iastical emerald. Same as

frutescensa,^A X. sencea. ThenameemMraftrar.™ embryogenesis (em''bri-6-jen'e-sis),«. rNL.,< -„"roroJino'^« r^=,^^ o™=,.~„-.«(white bast) is applied to X.ffrandi/ioro and Dajjftnopm S IuSomiT embrvo +" yheaic ffenprnHnT, 1
emergence, w.-Orazlng emergence, m ophct,

BrasUienns and emUra guassA to Sombax pubeseens the ml'
^/^PP""^,

.^^"'J°>
7" ^-'^otg, generatlon.J emergence of a ray of light from withm a refractive

fiber of which is strong and resembles juteinSr ^^® generation of embryos, or development medium in a direction such that the angle of refraction is

emblematology (em-blem-a-tol'6-.ii), n.' [Gr. from embryos ;embryogeny: the subjeet-mat- ^^a'JKearivpaStotSe'fnS
i^li^m<r.), emblem, + -^oym, < Xiye^v, spekk.] ter of the science of embryology. ~Tfll^^lXtoUo^^hythetVLZsot
The science of emblems; the study of the ^moryogenetlC (em''bn-o-je-net'lk), o. Of or an earthquake from the focus to the point of emergence,
origin and significance of emblems. pertaining to embryogenesis. • Emergency brake. See *brakeS.

emblemist (em'blem-ist), n. [emblem + -ist.'\
embryograpner (em-bri-og'ra-fer), n. One emerse (f-mers'), v. t; pret. and yp.emersed,

A writer or inventor of emblems: as, "Quarles who is versed in the science of embryography ppr. emerging. [L. emersus, pp. ot emergere,
the Emblemist," Soutliey, Doctor, 1. xlviii.

or embryology
;
an embryologist. emerge: see emerge.'} To rise, or cause to

embody, v. t. 3. To paint with body or so- embryol. An abbreviation of embryology. rise, from a liquid: opposed to immerse.

Sie^Xrt- In..a.,«iefittingofone^SE^SSSS ^^^^^^^^^^^XS^fp^
embole (em'bo-le), n. [NL., < Gr. £/i/3o;i^, in- todevelopmanormalornearlynonnalwaybyt^^^

See*wedffei.
sertion.]' S^me IL emb^ly. Sl^e^lSSI^.o^Z^r^r'oreTf^r^Ka^r^^^^^^^
embolism, n—Air embolism, obstruction to the pas- of an organism during its early stages of development ;

ppr. emerytng. [emery, n.} 1. 1 o coat or cover
sage of blood by the froth which results from the entrance that a small nucleate fragment of an unfertilized egg may with emery, as in making emery-cloth, emerv-
of air into the circulation.—Baclllary embolism, oh- be fertilized -and give rise to a diminutive embryo; and - Daoer or the like 2 To rub or Tmlish wifh

' struction in a small blood-vessel caused by an aggregation that the constituent cells of certain embryosmay be shifted ^ ^ '' ... ' '
-^ "^ f^^/ii^u nitu

of micro-organisms.— Fat embolism, obstruction in a around with reference to one another without aitecting
emery or witn emery-paper, emery-clotn, etc.

blood-vessel caused by fat-globules, aconditiousometimes the future history of development. ©meryllte (em'e-ri-lit), n. [emery + Gr. Xtdo^,
observed incases of fracture of a long bone. embryoma (em-bri-6'ma), ti. ; pi. embryomata Stone.] In mineral, a silicate of calcium and
embolo (em-bo lo), n [Aborigmal name, (.ma-ta). [NL., < Gr" EuBpviv, embryo, -I-

aluminium better known as margarite (which
southwest Africa ] The bluish, fleshy, edible -W] A tumor composeT-^oUy or in part see).
fruit of .E«c«eo i?«c«^6e«««, a shrub or small of fetal tissues or structures.

^ emery-surfacer (em'e-ri-s6r"fa-s6r), n. A
rTp.pV.T^ Ip«'^,w.r9 ^"^ ""^"^^ Embryonic shield, variation. See *sUeU, surface-grinder; amacliineinwhichabroad,
Biver ebony. See*Euclea, 2. *variaUon. solid emery-wheel is employed to finish a flat
embolus,.™. 4 The terminal portion of the embryonoid (em'bri-on-oid), a. [embryon + surface. The work to be surfaced is fastened to a slid-
digital joint of the palpus of a, male spider, con- .^j^.j' Eesembling an embryo in form or tog table guided to move on a true plane surface, and
taming an orifice near the tip through which structure

ci^uij.^/ m iuim vl passed underneath the revolving wheel,

the seminal fluid is collected and later e.ieeted. o»v.v..Tr««o+i,«i««^ /„™//v_: s «- ii, t- \ emetatropHa (em"e-ta-tr6'fi-a), n. [NL., <

Palpus. . . . TheemJotoof the bulb haaast^uterect ^^r'^Xtv^el^rvo ?e'7«!S Gr. ^/'-^^omiting, +"-rpo0/ar<^ r;,^0.,'., nour-
sporspringingfromthecavitybelowtheapexofthelamina LJ^"; W"?^. emoryo, -1- ii. prtfftotopj^.J ihe jgh,] Wasting of the body resulting from the
of the bulb, while the emiolus itself is short, strongly Study ot abnormal embryos or of pathological persistent vomiting of food
curved, and conspicuously flanged on each side. conditions traceable to defective development. oWiPtip rnnt ^B-mpt'lV TKt^ '« Tl,o fl^oro^^™

Proc. Zoot. Soe. London, 1903, 1. 161. embrvoohore (em'bri-6-f6r1 n TGr euBovov
emeUC-rOOt (e-met ik-rot), n. Ihe flowering

_, j.x. c .^ . ™^/„''^\l:^ / i.'- -i
L^r. Efifipvov, spurge, Mtphorbia corollata. See spurae^.

Embossed printing. 8e6*pnnUng embryo, + -^opof,<^fp™ bear.] A celliilar e^etocatharsls (em"e-t^-ka-thar'sif), ». [NL.,
embOSSing-machine, n. 4. A machine which envelop inclosing the six-kooked oncosphere, < Gj. i vomiting, + "K&Bapmc, purfflng 1stamps a figure or design on leather, such as or tapeworm embryo Combined vomiting and purging.

' ^ ^^^
alligator or seal, as it passes under or through tmbryopnyta (em-bri-of i-ta), n. pi. [NL. -metomornliiTiP fem"B-t,o-TnA^'fiTl^ « rftv
the steel plates or rollers on which the figiSe (Engler, l|92): see *embryophyte.:\

.
A gjeat ^™^rSSl^T K°r^phinel' Same^stne steel piates or rollers on wmen tne Ugure

^f'^f^'' ^'"f^:
see "emoryopnyie. j A great ^^^^^ vomiting, -I- E. morphine.^ Same as

or design has been cut. division of the vegetable kingdom, including apomorphine
-c -i ""'"'' *"

embossing-press, n. 3. A press which has all plants which possess an embryo proper, tj'tit F_pnnta/.t v tx v <«.» -„»»»., *.;,„„
dies forembossingcoins, je/elry, and silver- these being also the only ones whicS have vas- ^i^ieMoe ^- ™- ^- '^ °°"""" **"™"

ware. The upper die is fixed to the top of the frame, <^^^\ tissues. It is therefore the equivalent of the emfasls, emfaslze, eiufatic. Simplified spell-
and the lower die, carrying the blank, is moved upward ascnlar plants of other authors. The Mmbryophyta are inffs of emnhasii etc
against it under heavy pressure. subdivided by Engler into the £m;«l/opAyto a«pAoM- _„f°_™+V^ „„„ „^

pmhoiipliPTnPTit Con-bosh-monM n rv < fw ?«">« and the -Bm*n/oi)ftj/(B sipAoJWfl'ama, the former of emigrant, «. ^. in Ojo(., one ot a generation

^I??w „^T. T,ffT,.?^rv,^LL"'=A '™j, which is the same as the *.ircteff<mia««, recognized by of parthenogenetic insects which migrateboucher, open into another body : see embojt- him aa synonymous, while the latter is fjie saSie as the from the plant upon which they were bom tochure.] The opening ot one vessel into an- Phanerogamia or Spermatophyta. „ ~f„ "f „i „„„K;" V,;"j •^ t- t. 71
other: as, the im6o«tfeeme»*of the cloaca. embryophyte (em'bri-6-fit), ». [WL. embryo-

apl^* "f another kind upon which they

embouchure, ». 3. In vocalization : (a) The phytum, < Gr. eii^pvoi, embryo, -I- ^6v, a ^ '

'

position of the vocal organs in forming a tone, plant.] A plant generated by means of an * winged parthenogenetic generation frequently ap-

(6) The particular character of the tone itself, embryo
;
a plant belonging to the group Mm- ^^^'d^^jfS.^d tatfat^^'genlSn ?e'?S^*to'^th1

especially at its beginning. Occasionally the oryophyta.
_ original host . . . These generltions have been totin-

term is further defined as pateto?, <?ewtoZ, etc., embryothlaSlS (em-bn-pth'la-sis), n. [Gr. e^isiuA ... us emigrants, alienocolsi, smA remigranu.
according to the apparent position of the cen- e/iPpvov, embryo, + d^Moig, break, < d?,av, break.] -P™"- ^mer. PMlos. Sac, 1903, p. 297.

ter of resonance. In swrgr., the operation of breaking the bones pmioxatinniot ^em t cn-5'oi,r>T, i=t\ », r„„-
embouchure-tube (on-bo-shiir'tiib), „. The of the fetus, in cases of difacult lafor, to facil- ^^^i!i^Ti!t.} ^'Ce'fho H^^r advoc^Xs
cavities of the pharynx and mouth collee- itate its removal.

,^ . . ^^,. ^^ ^ emigration-fir example, as a remedv for dull
tively, when used m voeahzation. embryothlast (em'bn-9-thlast), M. Same as times overcrowdine or the like
embowerment(em-bou'er-ment),B. [embower embryothlasta. emiffratorv rem'i-li^s tn ril «' Mi,r™f^^„
+^ment.-i The act of emboweriig or of pla- embryotome (em'bri-o-tom), n. [Gr. e,.l3pvm,, [R|?e ]

^ gra-to-n), a. Migratory,

cing within a bower : as, the em6oM;erme«t of embryo, + -ro/wf, < ra^riv, cut.] An instru- pallia Ce-mil'i-al « rNTT tCa^d^i iai7\
Mrs. Pipcbin. ^ictes, Dombey and Son. ment for dismembering the fel^us in embry- ^^ppar lioT a "personal name ] A genusembrasure (em-bra zur), i;. <. ; pret. and pp. otomy. of nlnnta nf tlia famiw /<o*^„«^~ n-^j i
embrasurea,\ppr. fb/^uring.^ [embrasil embryotroph (em'bri-o-trof), ». [Gr,,Ppv<., fJ^X' ^^th'7mile^TyZfre"no\.t
».] To fiumish with embrasures^ as a wall or embryo -I- -rpo^of, < rpe^ew, nounsh ] In em- florets, and achenia with 5 acute ciliate angles
fort : used chiefly in the past participle. bryol, that which nourishes the embryo ; the They are natives of Africa, tropical Asia, and Oce^^ct
embreastment (em-brest'ment), n. [em- + food-yolk or deutoplasm. They are of general interest only from the tassel-flower or
breast + -ment."} A breast-lilfee swelling onthe embryotrophy (em-bri-ot'ro-fi), n. [Gr. l/j^

lady's paint-brush, an old-fashioned garden animal known
surface of the ground. Coleridge. A\ E. D. ^p.m', embryo fetus, + -rpa^^, <rpe^™ nonr- SSt1i"sl^r''^V'c^"„t°Xrno^ dlMsS* S
embrittle (em-bnt'l), t\ «., pret. and pp. em- ish.] The nutrition or nourishment of the em- Emilia sagittata. It is an attractive plant of elsy culture
brittled, ppr. embrittling, [em,- -\- brittle.'] To bryo. beai-lng small scarlet or sometimes golden-yellow heads.

'

make brittle, or liable to break under sudden embryjllcia (em-bri-ul'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Emilian, a. II. n. An inhabitant of the prov-
load or shock. This result willfollowany cause which J/j/JpuotiJl/cia, < E/z/S/jiiTO^l/nif, an obstetric forceps ;

ince of Emilia, Italy,
raises the elastic limit relatively to the ultimate resis- gee *embryuleus.] In surq., instrumental ex- Emin red. See *rerfl.

Seutfofs"etfn1he^mpenW°proc"s'Ls^^^^^^ traction of the fetus. eminent, a. 5. In miwai., highly perfect

:

„ ,^ . ,. , , J ™,i ,„ ^ 1 J , embryulcus (em-bri-ul'kus), ». ;
pi. embryulci saia ot cleavage.

Sudden cooling hardens and ^ttte^steda^ cast (.gj).' [-jjL < Gr. e^/3p«™A/t,S<:, an obstetric emission ».-Coeffleient Of emission. See *co.#.

. „ A X, ^'f'"-f"'-.^^J^f*- forceps, < ^/^i^o^, emb^o, + IA««v, draw.] ~"«--I^lsslon spectrtim. See *speo«™m.-Selec-
embrocado, ». 3. A brocaded fabric of gold, a hooUhaped insUmeSt used in the forcibli JSfon!'2fn!l'e°Sec\Z,^rse?LWrra^"lS''

*" ^'^'"
silver, ana sim. ,.,,.- ., ,.„ extraction of the fetus. emission-band (e-mish'on-band') n In onHrsembryectomy (em-bn-ek'to-mi), «. [Gr. Embryx (em'briks), n. [NL., (?) irreg. < Gr. a band of Kght or of infeaied or ultra-Woletl^^pvo^ emhryo + E/cro^, excision.] Ee- £^/3pim^, bite at, bite.] A genus of diep-sea radiation, occupying Lumited region o? themoval of the embryo by an operation, in cases figtes of the North Pacific, belonging to the spectrum'. Emission-bCs areSng^^shed
of extra-utenne pregnancy. family of Zoarcici*. from bright lines in the spectrum by th!^ fact
embl70, n.-Hexac^tti embryo, a tapeworm em- emendate (e-men'dat), v.t; pret. and pp. that they are not monochromatic
^S^^^^eTj^i^^'J^St^iJ^^o^^lZttol^. em.ndated,'i,pr.emendaiing [yemendare (H eMssion'^line (e-mish'rUnr» One of the
ter the body cavity or to become encysted in the volun- -atus), emend: see emend.] 'io remove errors bnght lines in the spectrum of an element"
tary muscles.

^
and corrupt readings from (a text). opposed to absorption-line.

embryOCtoniC (e°'''^'^;°f;^°;i^^^^^ rirst, then, he compared, emendated, and transcribed emisslvity, n. Specifically- 2. A phvsicalmg to embryoctony
;
destructive to the fetus the t«xt of Scripture. constantbymeansof which the power of radia-

in the uterus. j. H. Sevmum, Hist Sketches, IIL v. 6. tion of a body is quantitatively expressed, it



emissivity
is the quantity of lieat emitted per second by a square
centimeter of the surface of the body when the difference
of temperature between the body and its surroundings is
one degree centigrade. Eimssivity is frequently used as
the equivalent of emissivepower or coeMcient of cTwiselim,
which is the radiating power of the body as compared
with that of an ideal blacic body at the same temperature.
See radiation.

emmensite (em'en-zit), «. rEmmens (see def.)
+ -ite^.] A name given by Dr. Emmens of
New York to a class of explosives proposed by
him. The chief varieties were No. 35, for blasting, con-
sisting of picric acid with sodium and ammonium nitrates;
No. 259, for military and naval use, consisting of the
same ingredients and dlnitrobenzene ; and No. 5, pro-
posed as a substitute for gunpowder, consisting of picric
acid, sodium nitrate, and charcoal or flour.

emmer (em'fer), n. [G. emmer, a dial, form of
amer: see amel-corn.] A species of wheat,
Triticum dicoceum ; amel-corn. Though commonly
Icnown as Russian spelt, it differs markedly from true
spelt, having the heads much flattened and very com-
pact, the spikelets in two rows, almost always bearded,
and usually two-seeded, and being much more hardy. It
is produced in some quantitjr in Bussia and several
European countries, but the grain is used rather for grits,
porridge, etc., than for bread. Varieties have recently
been experimentally introduced into the United States.
See amel-corn and gow/mer.

einoloa(a-mo-16'a),M. [Hawaiian *e»io/oa.] A
grass, Eragrostis variabilis, indigenous to the
Hawaiian Islands, it grows in tufts from one to three
feet high, and is distinguished from all other Hawaiian
grasses by the roughness of its rachis and branches of the
panicle. Also called kcUa/malo.

emolumentary (e-mol-u-men'ta-ri), a. [emolu-
ment + -ar^i.] "Productive of' emolument or
profit; financially advantageous.
emotion, n.—AstbeniC emotion, mpsychol., weaken-
ing, depressing, paralyzing emotion : thus, fear and anxiety
are asthenic emotions. The distinction between sthenic
and asthenic emotions is due to Kant.— Sthenic emOr
tlon, in psychol., emotion which is accompanied by
heightened muscular innervation and the corresponding
feelings of power or activity, such as joy or anger : op-
posed to asthenic emotion.

Emotional memory. Same as *affective mem-
ory.

emotionalize (e-mo'shon-al-iz), V. t.\ pret.
and pp. emoUon'alised, ppr. emotionalieing. To
render emotional; infect with emotional ex-
citement; regard as a mere matter of emo-
tion.

A pious family, where religion was not emotionalized.
Froude, Carlyle, I. v.

emperor, n. 4. [cap.'] The trade-name of a
standard quality of fine BngUsh drawing-paper
made in sheets 72 by 48 inches.—ooatweed em-
peror, a nymphalid butterfly, Ansea and/rvij whose larva

feeds on the goatweed : found in the western United
States from Illinois to Texas.—Gray emperor, a nym-
phalid butterfly, Chlorippe celtis, whose larva feeds on
hackberry.

empetraceous (em-pe-tra'sMus), a. Belong-
ing to the plant-family Empetracese.

Empetrichthys (em-pe-trik'this), n. [NL.,
< Gr. iv, in, + irirpa, rock, + Ix^iiQ, fish. The

Death Valley Fish {.Empetrichthys merriami, Gilbert).

name alludes to the large pharyngeal bones.]

A genus of poecilioid fishes remarkable for the

great size of the pharyngeal bones and teeth.

E. merriami is found in the desert springs of

Death Valjey, California.

emphraxis (em-frak' sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

i/i0pa^ig, obstruction, < e/i(l>pcu7aetv, shut up,

< h, in, + (ppaaaeiv, fence in, shut up.] Ob-
struction of a canal or duct by some morbid
product.

emphysema, ».-subcutaneous or surgical em-
physema. Same as interstitial emphysema.

empided (em'pi-did), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the family Empididse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the dipterous fam-

ily Empididse.
Empire style, a name applied, in the histoiT of French

decorative art, to the types developed during the suprem-

acy of Napoleon I., especially by the imperial architects

Percier and Fontaine. Interesting examples of the em-

pire style are illustrated in Percier and Fontaine's

"Recueil des Decorations Int^rieures" (Paris, 1801). The
empire style is contemporaneous with the classical school

of Jacques Louis David. See French schools of *painting.

—The New Empire, the great historical period inaugu-

rated in ancient Egvpt on the expulsion of the Hyksos

or Shepherd Kings by Aahmes (Amasis), the founder of

the eighteenth dyiiasty about 1700 B. 0.

Empiric function. See */ ""
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empiricistic (em-pir-i-sis'tik), a. [empiricist
+ -ic.J Same as empiristic.

An empiricistic psychology [of Bernardino Telesio], the
singular completeness and consistency of which accounts
for its wide influence on Italian philosopliy.
Jour. Philos., Psychol, and SH. Methods, May 26, 1904,

[p. 307.

empirico-psychological (em -pir" i - ko - si - ko-
loj'i-kal), a. Pertaining to or characteristic
of empirical, as distinguished from specula-
tive or philosophical, psychology.
The principle of psycholphysical parallelism has an e?w-

pirieo-psychological significance, and is thus totally differ-
ent from certain metaphysical principles tliat have some-
times been designated by the same name.

W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 318.

empiriocritical (em-pir"i-o-krit'i-kal), a. Of
or pertaining to empiriocri'ticisni.

empiriocriticism (em-pii'"i-o-krit'i-sizm), n.

[Gt. epmeipia, experience, +' NL. criticismus,
criticism.] The system of philosophy of Rich-
ard Avenarius (1843-96), founded on pure ex-
perience, that is, natural experience concept-
ually amplified, olarified, and completed. The
only assumption of the system not given in experience is

supposed to be that the motions of our fellow-men have
the same interpretation as our own. This is one of the
most important philosophical developments of the latter
half of the nineteenth century, but is understood by few,
owing to the difficulty of its author's principal treatise
and his employment of a novel terminology, which is in-
sufBciently explained.

Brmplrio-cHtieism ... is the hypothesis of the msep-
arability of subject and object, or . . . of ego and environ-
ment, in purely empirical, or k posteriori form.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 668.

emplastnim (em-plas'trum), n. ;
pi. emplastra

(-tra). [L., < Gr. l/jtrTMOTpov, plaster.] Same
a,s plaster, 1.

empleomania (em-pla'''6-ma-ne'a), n. [Sp.,
< empleo, employ, + mania, mania.] A mania
for public employment; a thirst for public
office and its opportunities for personal en-
richment.
The empleowMnia, which is the dry-rot of Spain, as it

threatens to become of the United States, supplies every
leader with a momentarily devoted band of adherents.

Lowell, in The Century, Nov., 1898, p. 144.

empress, »—Red empress, an old English collectors'
name for Vanessa polycrdoros, more commonly known as
the large tortoise-shell.

emprosthotonic (em - pros - tho - ton ' ik) , a.

[emprosthotonos + -ic] Characterized by the
tonic muscular spasm known as emprosthot-
onos.

emptor (emp'tor), ». ;
pi. emptores (-to'rez).

[L., < emere, biiy.] In law, a buyer, its most
frequent use is in the maxim caveat emptor, ' let the buyer
take heed'— that is, a purchaser of property without
warranty takes it at his own risk.

empyema, n—mastoid empyema, suppurative in-
flammation of the mucous membrane which lines the cavi-
ties in the mastoid process.

Empyreal air. See *«!>!.

Emscherian (em-she'ri-an), n. [G. Emsdher,
or Emsche, a small river in west Prussia.] In
geol., a division of the Senonian in western
Europe, comprising the two Cretaceous sub-
stages, Coniacian and Santonian. it is preceded
by the 'ruronian (Angoumian substa^e) and followed by
the Campanian. In the Anglo-Parisian Basin it is charac-
terized by Micraster cor-testudinarium (Coniacian) and
M. cor-anguinum (Santonian), and in southern France by
Hippurites.

emu', )!., 2. {d) A name erroneously applied
to the rhea, or South American ostrich.

emu-apple (e'mii-ap''''l), n. A name of two
Australian trees and their fruits: (a) Bancoo-
ria acidula (Owenia aoidula of F. von Mueller),
belonging to the mahogany family, with fruits
the size of a small peach, which are eaten by
the colonists and aboriginals. (6) Same as
*bitter-1)ark, 1.

emu-bush (e'mn-bush), «. A name of two
Australian shrubs or small trees, Stenochilus
longifalius, of the ta,rm\j Myoporacese, and Mete-
rodendrum olesefolium, of the soapberry family,
whose leaves are greedily eaten by sheep, af-
fording food when grass and other herbage are
killed by drought and heat. Called also emu-
tree.

emulsifier (e-mul'si-fi-er), n. An agent, such
as gum arable, employed to effect the emulsi-
fieation of a fixed oil.

emulsion, n.—Bromide emulsion, in photog., finely
divided silver bromide suspended in gelatin. It is made by
adding silvernitrate and a soluble bromide towarm gelatin,

cooling the mass, and thoroughly washing the jelly. 'The
mass is next worked into a state of fine division. All opera-
tions are conducted in a dark room.—CMorld emulsion,
in photog., an emulsion consisting of silver chlorid sus-
pended in gelatin : largelyused inthe preparation of lantern-
slides. Itisnotso rapid in actional the bromide emulsion.
—CWoriodobromlde emulsion, in photog., finely di-

vided silver clilorid, bromide, and iodide suspended in gela-
tin.—Ctalorobromide emulsion,in})Aotof7.,finely divided
silver chlorid and bromide suspended in gelatin.— Col-

enamel-prism
lodlobromlde emulsion, in photog., finely divided sil-

ver bromide held in suspension in coUodion. Used in
the preparation of sensitive surfaces on glass or paper.—

•

CoUodiobromoclllorld emulsion, in photog., finely di-

vided silver bromide and silver clilorid held in suspension
in collodion : used in the preparation of sensitive surfaces
on glass or paper.— Collodloohlorld emulsion, in pho-
tog., an emulsion consisting of silver chlorid in a finely
divided state held in suspension in coUodion. Two varie-
ties are made : one needing development when used, the
other serving for * printing-out.'— CollOdlon-albumin
emulsion, in photog., an emulsion consisting of collodion
to which a small quantity of albumin has been added,
together with zinc bromide and silver nitrate, to render
it sensitive to light.— Collodion emulsion, in photog.

:

(a) Washed, a collodion sensitized by the use of zinc bro-
mide, silver nitrate, and nitric acid, and allowed to evap-
orate. The pellicle is washed with water, then with
alcohol, and is afterward emulsified with ether and alco-
hol. (6) Unwashed, a collodion containing finely divided
silver bromide held in suspension.— Gelatin emulsion,
finely divided sensitive silver compounds suspended iu
gelatm.— Gelatinobromlde emulsion, finely divided
silver bromide held in suspension in gelatin.— GelatlUO-
cUorld emulsion, in photog., finely divided silver chlo-
rid suspended in gelatin. The image produced is latent
and requires development. When a certain percentage
of free silver nitrate is added the image is printed out by
the action of light.— Kerosene emulsion. See kerosene-
soap -Aemulston.— Eerosene-soap emulsion, an emul-
sion of kerosene and soap, used as a standard insecticide.

The best formula is kerosene 2 gallons, whale-oil soap

^ pound, water 1 gaUon. The soap, finely divided, is dis-

solved in boiling water and immediately added to the
kerosene. The mixture is then violently agitated while
hot until it has increased somewhat in bulk and has as-

sumed the consistency of cream. It will keep indefinitely
and should be diluted only when used. Yearbook U. S.
Dept. Agr., 1899, p. 150.— Silver emulsion, in photog.,
an emulsion confining silver in the form of bromide,
chlorid, or iodide, or a mixture of these held in suspen-
sion in a viscous material, as collodion, gelatin, etc.

emulsor (f-mul'sor), n. [NL. "emulsor, < L.
emulgere,iniYk.oui: see emulsion.

'i
An appara-

tus for lifting water by an air-lift, that is, by
forcing air down a tube and allowing it to es-
cape at the mouth of a vertical discharge-pipe.
As the air rises it carries water along with it.

emu-tree (e'mii-tre), H. Same as *em'Ur-bush.

emydosaurian (em''''i-do-sa'ri-an), a. and n.

I. a. Relating to or haVing the characters of
the Emydosawria.

II. n. Amember of the order Emydosauria;
a crocodilian.

en-.-enc. Abbreviations ot eneyeUypedia.
enable, v. t—Enabling act, an act or a statute which
removes a restriction or disability and empowers a person
or a corporation to do what he or it could not do.

enaction (e-nak'shon), n. [enact + -iom.] The
act of enacting or the state of having been en-
acted or made law ; enactment.
enactory (e-nakt'o-ri), a. [enact + -ory.'\ Of
the nature of an enactment or of enactment.';

;

relating to enactments : as, bills enactory and
declaratory.

enaena (a-na-a'na), n. [Hawaiian *enaena.'i
A composite plant, Chiaphalium luteo-album,
widely distributed over the warmer parts of
the earth, with heads of brownish flowers.
See Jersey livelong, under livelong^. [Hawaii.]
enalid (en'a-lid), n. [NL. Enalus, also EnhaVus
(L. C. RicHard) (see def.) ( < Gr. £v,in, + oAf,
sea), + -»d2.] A plant with the oecological
character of the genus Enhalus, family Vallis-
neriacesB. See 'sea-grass.

enamel, n. 8. The firm white substance which
covers the bony scales of some ganoid fishes.
—Bllston enamel, painted enamel on copper produced
at Bilston, Staffordshire, England, in the latter half of the
eighteenth century: usually consisting of small objects
such as snuff-boxes, patch-boxes, and trinkets. Compare
Battersea enamel, under enamel.—Cluny enamel, pot-
tery decorated with colored enamels by the method prac-
tised at Cluny and Longwy, France, and at other places.
Outlines of the designs are first applied to the surface of
the ware in black or dark color containing iron, which
repels the enamels. The spaces between are then filled
in with relief enamel colors, which, after firing, resemble
cloisonne enameling, appearing as convex drops, raised m
the center and thin at the edges. Also called Longwy
enamel.— Tj/OTtgwy enamel. Same as Cluny -kenamel.— Stanniferous enamel, in ceram., a thick, opaque
glaze, of milky whiteness, containing oxid of tin; tin
enamel. It resembles white-lead paint. This enamel is

used on majolica and delf.—Tin enamel. . Same as
stanniferous irenamel,

enamel-cell (e-nam'el-sel), n. One of the cells

which are concerned in producing the enamel
in the embryonic tooth ; an adamantoblast or
ameloblast.

enameling-furnace (e-nam'el-uig-f6r'''nas), n.

A furnace used for vitrifying the enamel coat-
ing on metal, glass, or biscuit. The work is placed
in a muffle, which consists of an arched chamber in the
midst of a small furnace.

enameling-lamp (e-nam'el-ing-lamp), n. A
glass-blower's lamp with a blowpipe for per-
forming some of the more delicate surface
ornamentation on glass.

enamel-prism (e-nam'el-prizm), n. One of the
microscopic rods, set side by side in close con-



enamel-prism

taet, of which the enamel of the teeth is
formed. In section they are five- or six-sided,
hence the term.
enamel-pulp (e-nam'el-pulp), n. The central
portion of the enamel-organ lying between the
cubical cells and the enamel-membrane which
incloses the superior part of the dental papilla.
enanthem (en'an-them), ». Same as eium-
thema.

enanthematous (en-an-them'a-tus), a. Relat-
ing to or affected with an enaiithema.
enanthylic, «. Same as csnanthylic.

enantiobiosis (e-nan'ti-o-bi-o'sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. havTcog, opposite, -t- j3io)ai(, Uving.] The
living together of organisms which mutually
impede each other's development.
EnantioUparis (e-nan"ti-o-lip'a-ris), n. [NL.,
< Gr. EvavTioQ, opposite, -i- Nlj. Liparis.'] A
genus of snail-fishes of the family Liparidse,
found in the Antarctic Ocean.
enantiomorpb (e-nan'ti-o-mdrf"), n. [Gr. hav-
rioQ, opposite, -I- .i/op^ij, form.] Noting the
stereomerie isomer of a compound containing
one or more asymmetric carbon atoms : thus,
levorotatory lactic aeid is the enantiomorph of
the dextrorotatory acid, and vice versa. The
word is also used of crystals.

enantiomorphism (e-nan"ti-9-m6r'fizm), n.

1. The property or condition of being enantio-
morphous. Specifically— 2. In crystal., the
relation of similarity of form between crystals
which are not superposable, so that one of two
crystals differs from the other as it differs from
its own image in a mirror. See enantiomor-
phous.
enantiomorphously (e-nan"ti - o - mdr'fus - li),

adv. In an enantiomorphous manner: as,

enantiomorphoiisly related crystals.

enantiotropic (e-nan"ti-o-trop'ik), a. [Gr.
havrioc, opposite, -I- -rpowog, < rpiiretv, turn.]
In phys. ehem., capable of transformation in
opposite directions.

Sulphur is enantiotropic : if rhombic sulphur, which is

stable below 9(i° C, is kept at a temperature above 96° C.
but below its melting point, it is transformed iuto monoc-
linic sulphur ; and if monoclinic sulphur, which is stable
at temperatures between 96° C. and its melting point, is

kept below 96° C, it is transformed into rhombic sulphur.
H. C. JoneSt Prin. Inorganic Chem., p. 172.

enantiotropy (e-nan-ti-ot'ro-pi), n. The state
or condition of being enantiotropic. A. Mnd-
lay, The Phase- Bule, p. 42.

Enargea (en-ar-je'a), n. [NL. (Banks, 1788),
< Gr. ivapyeia, clearness, distinctness, < hapyiiQ,

clear, distinct.] A genus of plants of the family
lAUacem. See Luzvjriaga.

enarkyochrome (en-ar'ki-o-krom), n. [Gr.
£v, in, + apuvg, a, net, -I- xP^/^t color.] In
neurol., a nerve-cell in which fine threads of
chromatic substance connect the nodal points
in the nuclear network or reticulum.

enate (e'nat), n. [L. enatus, pp. of enasci, be
born, < e, out, -t- nasci, be bom. Cf. agnate,
cognate.'] A relative on the mother's side.

enatic (e-nat'ik), a. [enate + -jc] Pertaining
to OP characteristic of a clan in which descent
is reckoned from mother to children : opposed
to agnatic, which designates clans in which de-
scent is reckoned from father to children.

Biddings, Prin. of SoeioL, p. 167.

en axe (on aks), [F.] In or upon the axis : used
in architecture. Thus, an entrance-door or a
fireplace may be on the principal axis of the
room, and is then said to be en axe.

en barbette (on bar-bet'). [F.] In barbette;
so as to fire over the parapet. See barbette.

encarditis (en-kar-di'tis), n. Same as endocar-

ditis.

encash (en-kash'), V. t. [e»-l + casW-, after P.

eneaisser.'] 1. To turn (a note, draft, or check)

into cash; cash.— 3. To convert into cash;
obtain in the form of cash ; realize in cash.

encelialgia, encoBlialgia (en-se-li-al'ji-a), n.

[NL. enomlialgia, < Gr. ejKoi'^ta, the intestines,

+ aTiyog, pain.] Pain, located in any of the

abdominal viscera.

encelitis, encoelltis (en-se-li'tis), n. [NL. en-

ccelitis, < Gr. tynocXia, the intestines, -I- -iiis.]

Inflammation of one or more of the abdominal

viscera.
, ^

encephalin (en-sef'a-lin), n. [Gr. syKeipaloc,

brain, -I- -j»2.] A derivative of cerebrin.

encephalodialysis (en-sef*a-lo-di-al'i-sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. kyui^alcQ, brain, + 6ta7i.vati, disso-

lution.] Softening of the brain.

encephalolitll (en-sef'a-15-Uth), n. [Gr. eyxi-

0aAof, brain, + liJBog, stone.] A concretion

witMn the brain-substance.
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encephalomalacosis (en-sef'''a-lo-mal- a-ko'-
sis), re. [NL., < Gr. eyKiipaXog, liraiii, -I- fia^Kdg,
soft, -I- -osis.2 Same as encephalomalaeia.

encephalomalaxis (en-sef"a-lo-ma-lak'sis), re.

[NL., < Gr. hyici(^a7iOQ, brain, -t- fidhi^ic, soften-
ing, i /iaTMoaeiv, soften, <./ia?.aKdg, soft.] Same
as encephalomalaeia.

encephalomeningocele (en-sefa-lo-me-ning'-
go-sel), n. [Gr. kyKk(lia'XoQ, brain, -I- " jJ-nviy^,

membrane,-)- K7/17, tumor.] Protrusion, through
a fissure of the skull, of brain-substance with
a portion of the attached membranes.
encephalomeric (en-sef'a-lo-mer'ik), a. Of or
relating to an eucephalomere or brain-seg-
ment.
encephalometric (en-sef*a-lo-met'rik), a. [Gr.
eyKeipa^S, brain, + /^eTpav, measure, -I- -ic] In
anat., relating to measurements of the brain.

encephalomyelitis (en-sefa-lo-mi-e-li'tis), n.
[NL., < Gr. syK6(j>ah)g, brain, "-I- /ive'Adc, marrow,
-I- -itis.'} Inflammation of both the brain and
the spinal cord.

encephalopathic (en-sef-a-lop'a-thik), a. Of,
pertaining to, or of the nature'of encephalo-
pathia, or disease of the brain.

encephalorachidian (en-sef'a-lo-ra-kid'i-an),
a. [Gr. eyiciipah);, brain, -I- pd'xic, spine, -I- -id
+ -jnre.] Same as cerebrospinal.

encephalorhachidian, a. See *encephalora-

encephaloscope (en-sef'a-lo-skop), re. [Gr.
kyui^a'Aog, brain, -1- ckottuv, view.] A tubular
device resembling a speculum, with a re-
flecting mirror or electric light attachment

:

used for inspecting the brain in operations on
the cranium.
encephaloscopy (en-sef'a-los'ko-pi), re. [ere-

cephaloscope + -y^.] Examination (not neces-
sarily visual) of the brain.
enchannel (en-ehan'el), V. t.; pret. and pp.
enchanneled or enchannelled, ppr. enchanneling
or enchannelUng. \enA + channel.'] To con-
fine within its proper channel.

Enchanter's plant, the common vervain, Verbena qffici-

nalig.

Enchodontidse (eng-ko-don'ti-de), «.pZ. [NL.,
< Enchodus {-odont-) + -idse.'] A family of
extinct teleost fishes whose rapacious habit is

indicated by their powerful jaws and teeth.
The species were without scales, but bore a series of dor-
sal and lateral bony scutes. They are found only in
Cretaceous rocks.

Enchodus (eng'kp-dus), re. [NL., < Gr. iyxoQ, a
spear, -f- oSovq (oSovt-), a tooth.] The typical
genus of the Enehodontidee.

enchondrosis (en-kon-dro'sis), re.
;
pi. enchon-

droses (-sez). [NL., < Gr. ev, in, -I- ;f(5v(ipoc,

cartilage, -t- -osis.'} An outgrowth from car-
tilage ; also, a tumor composed of cartilage,

or chondroma.
enchyma (eng'ki-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. tyxv/ia,

an infusion : see enchymatous.'] A liquid elab-
orated from chyme and used in the forma-
tion of the living cells and tissues.

Enchytrseidse (eng-ki-tre'i-de), re. pi. [NL., <

Michyfy-seus + 4ak.'] A family of limicolous
Oligochseta, consisting of small worms having
straight or curved setsB, sometimes a single
pair of caleiferous glands, a dorsal vessel in
the anterior region, and usually a single pore
on the prsestomium. It contains Enehytrieus,
Pachydrilus, and several other genera found
in fresh and salt water and in damp earth.

Enchytraeus (eng-ki-tre'us), re. [NL., < Gr.
iv, in, + x^rpUf an earthen pot: see cm/tra.'i

The typical genus of the family Enchytrsddx.
Henle, 1837.

encinillo (en-the-nel'yo), n. [Sp., dim. of
encina, oak. It resembles certain European
species of oak.] In Porto Bico, an indig-
enous shrub of the spurge family, Drypetes
ilicifoUa.

encliticism (en-klit'i-sizm), re. [enclitic +
-ism.] Ingram., the tendency of a symbolic
word to lose its accent in a stronger adjacent
(like an enclitic) word. J. £orfe, Philol. Eng.
Tongue, U 254.

encoBlialgia, encoelitis, ». See *encelialgia,

*enceUUs.
encoffinment (en-kof'in-ment), re. [ere- H-

coffin + -ment.'] The act 6t placing a corpse
in a coffin ; coffining.

encoil (en-koil'), v. t. [ere-l + coili.] To
wrap or hold captive in, or as in, a coil. P. J.

Bailey, Pestus.
encolumn (en-kol'um), v. t. \enA + colvmn.']

To ornament with columns: as, encolMmned
walls.

end-correction

encomienda (en-ko-mi-en'da), m. [Sp.,acom-
mission, charge, grant, < ML. in commendam :

see commendam.'] In a special use, an estate

in Spanish America, comprising land and In-

dian inhabitants, granted to one of the early

military adventurers.
encorbelment (en-kdr'bl-ment), re. Corbeling
(in the general sense of the projection of one
mass or surface beyond the substructure) and
the construction of it in masonry.
encounter, n—Molecnlax encounter, in phys., a
collision between two or more molecules of a gas, taking
place during the ti-anslatory motion of each molecule,
postulated by the kinetic theory of gases. See gas, 1.

encranial (en-kra'ni-al), a. [Gr. h>, in, -t-

upavim, skull, -(- -aV-.'i' Same as intracranial.

Encrinal limestone. See *limestone.

Encrinasterise (eng ' kri - nas - te ' ri - e), n. pi.

[NL., < Encrinus, + Gr. dar^p, a star.] A
subclass of the Asteroidea or starfishes. They
are of paleozoic a^e and characterized by the alternate

meeting in the middle of the ambulacraJ groove of the
slightly inclined ossicles and by the position of the
m^lreporite on the oral side of the disk.

Encrinite limestone. See *Umestone.

encrinoid (eng'kri-noid), a. Pertaining to or
having the characters of the pelmatozoan
order Encrinoidea.
encurage, v. t. A simplified spelling of en-
courage.

encyciopedize, encyclopsedize ''en-si'klo-pf-

diz'), V. t.; pret. and pp. enoyclopediseci,

psedized, ppr. eneyclopedizing, -psediei/ng. [en-

cyclopedia + -ize.] To treat, describe, or
arrange as in an encyclopedia, or with ency-
clopedic fullness, accuracy, and system: as,

to encyciopedize knowledge.
end, n. 10. One length of a piece of woven
woolen or cotton goods. In dyeing, 'goods given
tour ends' means that the piece is passed through the
coloring-liquor four times.

11. In mining, that one of two vertical sets of
joints in coal which shows the rougher sur-
face. [Eng.] Geihie, Text-book of Geol., p.
660

—

Both ends against the middle, a system of deal-
ing at faro with prepared cards, so that if the end of the
layout wins the middle shall lose, or vice versa.—Change
Of end, in cricket, the shifting of a bowler &om one wicket
to the other.—End-on tube. See *(««()«.—Law of het-
erpgony of ends, in Wundt's psychology and ethics, the
principle that "manifestations of will, over the whole
range of man's free voluntary actions, are always of such
a chanicter that the effects of the actions extend more or
less widely beyond the original motives of volition, so
that new motives are originated for future actions, and
again, in their turn, produce new effects." W. Wundt
(trans.X Ethics, I. 330.

—

Open-end straight. See
itstrai^ht.

endangiitis (en-dan-ji-i'tis), n. [NL., < endan-
gium + -iHs.] Inflammation of the lining mem-
brane of a lymphatic or blood-vessel.

endangium (en-dan-ji'um),re.
;
j)l. endangia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. IvSov, within, -i- dyyelov, vessel.]
Same as iniima.

endaortic (en-da-6r'tikj, a. [NL. *endaorta
(Gr. ivSov, within, + aopr^, aorta) + -ic]
Eeferring to the interior or the lining mem-
brane of the aorta.

endaortitis (end-a-6r-ti'tis), re. [NL., < *ere-

daorta + -itis.] Inflammation of the lining
membrane of the aorta.

endarterial (end-ar-te'ri-al), a. [Gr. ivdov,

within, + dprripla, artery, '+ -al.] Eelating to
the interior of an artery.

endarteritic (end"ar-te-rit'ik), B. Eelating to
or affected with endarteritis.

Endarteritis deformans of Vlrchow. Same as *arte-
ritis d^ormans.—Endarteritis obliterans, endarte-
ritis of the smaller vessels, causing occlusion.— Endar-
teritis prollferans, a chronic degenerative process
marked by an overgrowth of fibrous tissue in the inner
layers of the arteries.

end-brush (end'brush), re. The terminal rami-
fication of a motor nerve-fiber in the granular
sole of a Doyfere's elevation on the side of a
muscle-fiber.

end-bud (end'bud), re. An organ consisting
of a number of sensory cells, each bearing
sensory hairs, eompactecl into a bud-like mass.
Such organs are scattered over the surface of the body
of flshes, but in mammals are confined to the month cav-
ity and serve as organs of taste.

Allied to the sense organs of the lateral line are struc-
tures known as end buds.

J. S. Eingsley, Vert Zool., p. 68.

end-chase (end'chas), re. End play ; end mo-
tion ; motion axially along a shaft.

end-correction (end'kp-rek"shon), re. In
phys.j the correction to "he applied in the de-
termination of the thermal, electrical, or
malefic conductivity of a rod or of the mag-
netic flux within a coil or of the capacity of a
cylindrical condenser, on account of the



end-correction

effect of the.ends of the rod or cylinder upon
the quantity to be computed.
endecanapnthene (en - dek - a - naf ' then) , n.

[Prop, hendeoa- ; < Gr. fo(5e/ca,"eleven, + napk-
thene.'] A colorless, liquid hydrocarbon,
C11H22, found in Baku petroleum. It boils at
179-181° C.

endeiolite (en-di'o-lit), n. [Qr. ivSem, want,
lack, + lidoq, stone. Analysis showed a large
loss, assumed to be silica. ] A rare mineral from
southern Greenland, of uncertain composition
but containing niobium, zirconium, cerium,
iron, calcium, sodium, and probably silicon:
it is allied to pyrochlore and occurs in choco-
late-brown octahedrons.

endemia (en-de'mi-a), n. An endemic disease.
endemic, a., 2. (6) In phytogeog,, properly,
confined to a particular region, whether indig-
enous or not : sometimes confused with indig-
enous. OriginaUy used (A. P. De Candolle, 1820) of
genera whose species are all grouped in one region ; later,
also of species whose distribution is similarly limited.
Compare ^polydemic, itpandemic, and sporadic.

endemio-epidemic (en-de"mi-o-ep-i-dem'ik),
a. Noting an endemic disease when it sud-
denly assumes increased virulence and attacks
a large proportion of the population.

endemiological (en-de"mi-o-lo3'i-kal), a. Per-
taining or relating to endemiology!
endermically (en-der'mi-kal-i), adv. In med.,
by the endermic method of administering cer-
tain medicines, that is, by direct application
to the skin.

end-game (end'gam), n. In chess, the third or
last stage of a game, arising after the forces
on both sides have been sufficiently diminished
to make the pawns the paramount issue. The
other stages are the opening and the middle
games.

endite (en'dit), n. [Gr. hfiov, within, -I- -ite2.]

One of the processes on the inner or mesial
border of the leaf-like abdominal appendages
of the branchiopod Crustacea.

endlTe, m.— Sea^-endlve, any seaweed of the genus
HaliB&ns, translating the genus name.

end-measure (end'mezh-ur), n. A measure of
length which is defined by'the distance between
certain points in the surfaces of the ends of a
bar, and not by the distance between lines en-
graved on the bar. Natwre, Aug. 7, 1902, p. 350.

end-moraine (end'mo-ran"), n. A terminal
moraine.
end-motion (end'mo''''shon), n. Axial motion;
the motion of a part oif a machine along the
line of its shaft, as distinguished from its

motion of rotation.

endoabdominal (en'''do-ab-dom'i-nal), a. [Gr.
lv6ov, within, + L. abcCmnen, abdomen, -I- -aU."]

Situated or occurring in the abdomen,
endobiotic (en"do-bi-ot'ik), a. [Gr. evdov,

within, -I- ^iaaiQ, way of living: see Motic.']

Living as a parasite within the tissue of the
host, as ChrysophJyctis endobiotica in potato
tubers.

Endobranchiata (en-do-brang-ki-a'ta), .». pi.

[NL., < Gr. evdoi>, within, -I- ^payxia, gjlls : see
branchiate.'] A group of regular Echinoidea,
having the mouth and anus at opposite poles,

the anus surrounded by the apical system of
plates when they are present, and no external
gills. It includes the orders Bothriocidaroida,
Cystocidaroida, Cidaroida, Melomitoida, and
Plesioddaroida. Compare *Ectobranchiata.

endocannibalism (en-do-kan'i-bal-izm), n.

[Gr. tv6ov, within, + E. cannibalism.'] Canni-
balism within the family ; the custom of eating
parents and relatives. Keane, Man Past and
Present, p. 79.

Endocardial murmur. See *murmur.
endocarditis, ».—infections or ulcerative endo-
carditis, a septic form, mai'ked by ulceration of the valves,
leading to loss of substance and permanent impairment of
function.— Plastic endocarditis, a form of endocarditis
marked by a fibrinous exudate which causes adhesions of

the valves to the neighboring parts.

endocellular (en-do-sel'u-lar), a. [Gr. Ivdov,

within, + L. celluld, cell,' +' -ar'^.] Within a
cell; intracellular.

Endoceras (en-dos'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr. forfov,

within, + icipa(, horn.] A genus of Silurian

nautiloid cephalopods of the family Mndo-
ceratidse, characterized by the development of

the endocones inclosing a central canal, the
endosiphuncle, and by the projection ofthe fun-
nels from one septum apically toward the
next.

Endoceratida (en"do-se-rat'i-da), n.pl. [NL,,
< Endoceras {-cerat-) + -ida.] A subdivision
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of the order Nauttloidea of the tetrabranchiate
Cephalopoda, characterized by large tubular
siphuncles and a complete isolation, by the
funnels, of the interior of the siphuncle from
the interior of the camerK.
endoceratite (en-do-ser'a-tit), n. [As Endo-
ceras (-at-) + -ite^l] A member of the genus
Endoceras.
endoceratitic (en-do'-ser-a-tit'ik), a. [endo-
ceratite + -ic] Having an endosiphon, as
cephalopods.
endocliyious (en-do-ki'lus), a. [Gr. hiSov,

within, + ;iwA(if, juice, moisture, + -ous.] In
bot., placed inside the chlorenchyma: said
of aqueous tissue which serves as a defense
against physiological dryness, as in Cactacese
and most other stem succulents. A. F. TV.

Schimper.

endoclinal, a. 2. In geol., pertaining to or
of the nature of an endoeline.

Finally he proved that the complicated tectonics of the
Silurian tableland, its endless overiolds, its endoclinal and
exoclinal structures, can be unravelled by means of the
graptolite zones.

Sep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1901, p. 626.

endoeline (en'do-klin), n. In geol, a fan-fold
of anticlinal type.

endocCBle (en'do-sel), n. [Gr. lv6ov, within,
-I- KolAog. hollow.] The cavity in the endo-
derm; the archenteron.
endocolitis (en"d6-ko-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
ivSov, within, + kSTmv, colon, -f- -iWs.] Inflam-
mation of the lining membrane of the colon,
endocomplement (en^do-kom'ple-ment), n.

[Gr. h/Sov, within, + E. complement.] A com-
plement which occurs in the body of a cell, in
contradistinction to complements which occur
free in the serum.
endoconal (en-do-kon'al), a. \_endocone +-aU.]
Relating to an endooone,
endocorpuscular (en"do-k6r-pus'ku-]ar), a.

[Gr. evoov, within, -f- KL. corpuscuiwm, cor-
puscle, + -ar3.] Within a corpuscle, espe-
cially a blood corpuscle.

endocrane (en'do-kran), n. Same as endo-
eranium.
endocranium, n. 2. The lining membrane of
the skull; the dura mater.

endocrystallic(en"do-kris-tarik), a. [Gr; ivdov,

within, +/c/D{)orffi;i;io£', crystal, -H-sc] In petrog., a
term used by J. D. Dana (1894) to describe that
form of metamorphism which may be referred
to the effects of pressure in modifying the
structure of crystals, as in the production of
secondary twinning, or in fracturing them.

endocystitis (en"do-sis-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
evdov, within, + kvoti^, bladder, -I- -itis.] In-
flammation of the mucous membrane of the
urinary bladder or gall-bladder.

endod&rm, ».— secondary endoderm, in embryol,
a name for the endoderm cells which foiTO the wall of
the mesenteron or mid-gut in certain animals such as the
insects, which have a primary endoderm in the form of
vitellophags, or cells which are early set free into the
yolk and aid in its assimilation by the growing embryo.

endodontics (en"do-don-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr,
IvSov, within, + bSoiig (bSovr-), tooth, -I- -itis.]

Inflammation of the membrane which incloses
the pulp-cavity of a tooth.

endoectothrix (en-do-ek'to-thriks), n. [Gr.
hSav, within, + hrdg, without, + Bpi^, hair.]

That form of the fungus causing tinea or
ringworm which produces its mycelium and
spores both on the exterior and on the interior

of the affected hairs.

The spores in this variety are arranged in chains with
short jointed mycelium here and there ; these elements
being in more or less profusion either in or outside the
shaft or tliey may occupy both localities

—

endo-ectoihrix.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VII, 781.

endoenzyme (en-do-en'zim), n. [Gr. ivSov,

within, -f- enzyme.] An intracellular ferment;
a ferment which exercises its peculiar func-
tion within the cell,

endogamic (en- do-gam 'ik), a. Same as endcg-
amous.—Endogamic mating. See imiating.

endogamy, n. 2. In bot, the fusion or coales-

cence of two or more female gametes.
endogastric (en-do-gas'trik), a. [Gr. evdov,

within, + yatrrrip, stomach, -I- -«c.] Situated
within the abdomen; coiled posteriorly, as the
shell of Spirula. Compare *exogastric. Encyc.
Brit., XXX. 795.

endogenesis (en-do-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
evSov, within, + yheaig, origin, production,]
The production of or the giving rise to struc-

tures from within : opposed to *ectogenesis.

endogenetic, a. 2. Formed directly from solu-

tions, as a rock, whether from silicate solu-

tions (igneous magmas), aqueous solutions.

Endomyces
or gaseous solutions (sublimation), including
those formed through organic agencies. Gra-
bau, 1904,

Endogenetic rocks may also be called nonolastic, since
they are never composed of fragments of older rocks, as
are the clastic rocks, though they include regenerated
rooks, or those in which the material of the older rocks
has gone back to the original state of fusion or solution,
from which it is then redeposited in a chemical way,

Amer. Geol., April, 1904, p. 229.

endogenous, a. 3. In geol., formed within a
mass of rock or even within the earth itself:

especially employed to describe the effects, in
contact-metamorphism, produced in the intm-
sive rock itself, as distinguished from those in
the walls. The common endogenous results are a dense
or even felsitio or glassy texture due to the relatively

quick chill.

endogeny (en-doj'e-ni), n. [Gr. IvSov, within,

+ -yevsia,i--yev7;i,--pToduaed.] 1. Sameas*en-
dogenesis.— 2. In sporozoans, sporulation tak-
ing place while the cyst is within the host.

Compare *exogeny.— 3. Same as endogamy.

endoglobular (en"do-glob'u-lar), a. [Gr. Ivdov,

within, -I- L. globulus, globule, + -ar'^.] Situ-

ated or occurring within a blood-globule,

especially an erythrocyte. Jour. Exper. Med.,
March 25, 1901, p. 473.

endognatll(en'dog-nath),». [Gr. ct(5od, within,
-t- yvadoi; jaw.] The inner branch of a gnath-
ite or mouth-appendage in crustaceans. Proc,

Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 705.

endognatbal (en-dog'na-thal), a. [Gr. lv6ov,

within, + yvd0oc, jaw, +' -al.'] Within the jaw.
endognatMon (en-dog-na'thi-on), n.; pi. en-
dognathia (-'&). [NL., < Gr, ivdov, within, -I-

yvddo;, jaw.] ' Same as intermaxilla.

endolabium (en-do-la'bi-um), n.
;
pi. endolabia

(-a). [NL., < Gr.' Ivdov, vvithin, 4- L. labium,
lip.] The tongue, lingua, or hypopharynx of
an insect. It is placed inside the mouth and
is attached to the labium,
endolemma (en-do-lem'a), n.

;
pi. endolemmaia

(-a-ta). [NL., <'Gr. himm, within, + Mfi/ia,

scale.] In histol., a structureless membrane
lying beneath the exolemma and inclosing the
axis-cylinder in the tail of certain spermatozoa.
endomesoderm (en-do-mes'o-derm), n. [Gr.
ivdov, within, -1- fiicog, middle, + dipfia, slan,]
In embryol., that portion of an embryo not yet
differentiated into endoderm and mesoderm
proper. Same as *mesentoderm.
endometritis, n— Exfoliative endometritis, in-
flammation of the mucous lining of the uterus with the
casting off of the superficial portion of this membrane,

—

Membranous endometritis, a form of infiammation in
which there is a fibrinous exudate which forms a false
membrane,

endometry(en-dom'e-tri), n. [Gr,ft«5oi', within,
-1- -/lerpia, < iiirpov, measure,] The determina-
tion of the capacity of a cavity, especially
that of the cranium,
endomorphic, o. Specifically— 3, "10. petrog.,
having the. character of those phases of con-
tact-metamorphismwhich are developed withia
the intrusive rock. See *endomorphism.
endomorpMsm (en-do-m6r'fizm), n. [Gr, ivdov,

within, -I- p-opffj, form, + -ism.] In petrog.,
changes brought about within the mass of an
intrusive igneous rock by contact with the in-
truded rock. The commonest modifications are in the
crystallization of the intrusive rock, which is usually
more finely grained, sometimes glassy, and often more
porphyritio near the contact. Less often there are changes,
in the composition of the intrusive rock, resulting la
some cases from differentiation within the igneous magma.
In rare instances there has been a diffusion of material
from the surrounding rock into the intruded rock. Also
called ertdomorphic contact-m£tamorphism.

endomusia (en-do-mii'zi-a), ». [NL., < Gr.
ivdcfv, within, -I- /iovaa, muse.] In psyehol., a

term suggested
by Baldwin and
Stout, on the
analogy of endo-
phasia, for 'in-

ternal song,'that
is, for the men-
tal processes
which constitute
melodic imagery
and which may
prompt to melo-
dic expression.
Baldwin, Diet, of
Philos. and Psy-
chol.. I. 564.

Endomyces (en-
dom'i-sez), n.

[NL. (Reess,
1870), < 6r.

vo^,

«^«,

Endomyces decipiens.

a, mycelium bearing chains of coni-

dia and chlamydospores, magnified 120

times; b, portion of mycelium bearing
asci, magnified 160 times.

(Drawn from Engler and Prantl's
" Pflanzenfamilien.")
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hidov, ynthin, + |U{i/o?f, fimgus.] A genus of endopterygotic (en'^do^-ter-i-go'tik), a. Per- ;8i)oro0oo in which the spore-formation goes on
Ascomyeetes, the type of the family Endomij- taining to, or characteristic of, the Endoptery- during the growth of the trophozoite, and the
cetacese, having a loose mycelium bearing gota. spore mother-cellsorpansporoblastsare cutoff

naked 4-spored asci at the ends of short, sim- endopterygotism (en'Mop-ter-i-go'tizm), n. in the interior of the body. It includes the
pie branches. So called from the (act that some of The development of wings in the early stages Myxosporidia, Sarcosporidia, and the Haplos-
the species grow within the tissues of their host. R deci- -within the body, as with the Endopterygota. poridia. Compare *Eetospora. Mesnil.

Sig c%S'^ecL^IJ!^*c'o"ce.rd to JXltil\t We have no evidence that any Endopteiygota existed endOStemitiC (en"do-ster-nit'ik), a. Of or per-

slime-flix rftraes
concerned in producmg the

j^^gnggj paisozoic insects, so that the phenomena of en- taining to an endostemite.

Endomycetacese (en-do-mi-se-ta'se-e), n. pi. '"'^'"^''"'^'""'"^"""'"^""'^'''i^S^.W, XXIX. 602.
endosternum (en-do-ster'num), n [NL., <

[NL., < Endomyces {Endomycei-), -f-ace«.] A p„dnT.tPrvffotoiis fen"dor)-ter-i-e6'tus1 a ^J"'
""''"'-?

'^c'''™' ''7T''
^""east-bone

:

see

famiiv of ascomvpfitniis fii^D-i Tiflmnrt from thfi ®5'''lP- • y^Z O • ^t -u
^° .^^?'' '*„ sternum.] S&me SB entosternwm.lamuy oi ascomyeetous tungi namea irom tne Pertaining to or having the characteristics of -„j„„*s+io Cbti rlns tn'ti«1 » FNTj < endnxlfvmgenua Endomyces. The asci are naked, that is, are the Endovtervoota

endOStltlS (en-flos-ti tisj, ». IJMj., <. eMOSlfiKTO

not inclosed in an ascocarp, hut are produced at the sides „„?„fr„vfj7^^ v^=^», rAi=„.„-j« H" -»fe«.] Inflammation of the endosteum.
orendofthehyphffi.

"^ '^ endoraclus (en - dor a.-;^), n. IMbo endo-
Qj^^Q^Yieholysin (eu-do-the-li-oVi-Bin), n. [en-

endomyocarditis (en"d6-mi-6-kar-di'tis), «. »-ft«cftw; < Gr. epcW, mthm, H- pa;y«f, spme.] dothelium -f lysin.] A lysin, belonging to the
[NL., < Gr. Mov, within, +>%, muscle, -I- The delicate membrane which lines the spinal ^j^gg ^f cytotoxins, which causes the destruc-
KapSia, heart.] Inflammation which involves eamal.

. ,,« „ , -. , . , tion of vascular endothelial cells, leading to
both the lining membrane and the muscular end-OTgan (end or"gan), n. In physiol., any

^jjg extravasation of blood. Also termed
substance of the heart. specialized structure which forms the terminus jiemorrhaain
endonomic (en-do-nom'ik), a. [Gr. evdov, of a,Path of nervous conduction: usually ap- g^^^^jj^lj^l^jg /en.do.the''li-6-lit'ik), a. Of
within,-!- vd/Mf, custom, law.] Concerning or plied to the terminal organs at the periphery or pertaining to an endotheliol^sin : noting the
pertaining to the sort of selection which is due ot tne boay.

action of an endotheliolysin.
to the aptitude of a race for dealing with its The ^«n^ti»njrtiich we is^^^^^^^ The agglutinative hemolytic and e^dofAeZioiyfe action of
envii-onment. f^^J'n.^a^S'X,^''^i^I^t'^j£Z^Zi'. '^^ Wo'JIsermn. Jour. Med. Besearch, Oct, 1904. p. 369.

This form of selection, determined by the aptitudes tion. S. S. ritcftejwr, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 144. endotheliotOXin (en-do-the "li-6-tok' sin), K.

™*t"'i'*J]f*U'*''*°-'*'''rt'"**°^™^^**''°^°'™°"'
endosarcode(en-do-sar'k6d), M. [Gr. CTiSoi;, [mdothelmm -I- toxin.^ The antibody which

ment, "'"'

"y^jj^^J^
^°°'

j^i^^ ^ ^^g _ ^9^4 p^gg within, -1- crapK(i(5)7f,' (TopKoeid^yf, fleshy : see sar- results on immunization with endotheHal cells.

1 ' ' , code.'] Bajne &s etidqplasm OT endosarc. Also endotheliolysin.
endonuclear (en-do-nu kle-ar), a. [far. lv6ov, endoscopy (en-dos'ko-pi), m. [Gr. evgov, with- endotherni(en'do-th6rm),». [Gr. Jcdov, within,
withm, + L. nucleus, a nucleus, + -ar .J jn^ + ..oKoma, < OKOTr'tiv, view.] Inspection of + Bipfaf, heat.] In chem., a compound sub-
Situated or occurring within the nucleus ot the interior of any cavity or canal of the body, stance in the formation of which from its con-
the cell

:
opposed to *ecto»MC«ear.

_ TherapeuUc Gazette, Jan., 1903, p. 59. stituents energy is absorbed, and in its de-
endopelvic (en-do-pel yik), a. [far. CTdw, Endosepsis (en-do-sep'sis), ». [NL., < Gr. composition energy (usuallv heat) is evolved,
within, -f L. j)e(««s, basm (pelvis), -f -»c,] Sit- fodoi-, within, -1- <7#«c, putrefaction.] Sepsis EndotModon (en-d6-thi'o-don),»!. IGi. evSoBi,
uated or occurnng tntlun the pelvis. excited by a poison formed within the organ- within, -I- o&if (o(5ovr-)' tooth.] A genus of
endopencaroial (en do-per-i-kar tti-al), a. igmj autotoxemia. anomodont reptiles, comprising large animals
[Gr. forfov, within, -1- wepiicap6wv, pericardium, endosipho (en-do-si'fo), n. [NL., < Gr. evSov, from the Karoo formation of South Africa,
+ -ai-i Belating to both the endocardium within, -I- au^mi,'!,. sipho, a pipe: see siphon.] characterized by their palatal teeth, elongated
*j *S;^'^.^"*^* j"°i-/ • .\ ruTT ^ n ^ ^^^ extinct nautiloid cephalopods of the muzzle, and terminal nares overhung by great
endopuasia (en-do-fa si-a), n. [NL., < far. family Endoceratidse, the contents of the ecto- nasalia.
IvSm, withm, -1- <j>at!ii, speech.] In psyenol, gipho of the siphuncle as a whole. endothiodont (en-do-thi'o-dont), a. Related
mternal speech: a term proposed by Morselli enJogipliO-blade (en-do-si'fo-blad), n. fen- to orhaving the characters of Bredoajodon..
for the auditory or Ibotor processes which con- aosipho + blade.] In 'some of the extinct endotlirix(en'd6-thriks), ». [Gr. »<5ov, within,
stitute imagery of spoken words and which nautiloid cephalopods, as the EndoeeraUda, a + ep<f,hair.] That form ofthe fungus causing
may prompt to verbal expression. Saldwm, membralie supporting the endosiphuncle and tinea or ringworm which produces its myee-
Diet. of Philos. and Psychol., I. 564. extending to the ectosipho. lium and spores within the shaft of the affected
endophasic (en-do-fa sik), a. lendophas^a + endosiphocoleon (en"d6-8i-f6-kol'e-on), m.

;

hairs.
-ic] Pertaining to endophasia or internal Tp\.endosiphocolea(-a). [lfti.,<"Gr.&<fov, within, endotoxin (en-do-tok'sin), to. [Gr. ^vdov, within,
speech. + atifiuv, pipe, -I- KoieSg, sheath.] In some of + E. toxin.] A toxic substance sot free during
A person may be gifted with an excellent visual imagi- the Silurian nautiloid cephalopods, as Endo- the processofbacteriolysisbymeansofimmune

nation of objects or words, and may yet use in his pro- ceras, a flat, broad, conchiolinous tube extend- sera against which the animal body does not

"°T° '?fi''f„*tl°^ ^ol^ ^f t V'JiS^i 'S'^hLl^Tw .S® ™g f™™ tlie posterior end of the visceral sac appear to be capable of producing an antitoxin.
makes use in this case of a cerebral mecnanism that con- /'„„, .i •„ It. j t. \ a j ai rm. -c 5 • i t^T. j. j j-j.

nects the working of the intellectual centers with the (mclosed m the endosiphocone) toward the These specific toxins are only liberated after
sympathetic action of the endophasic center. apex. or during the destruction of the micro-

Amer. Inventor, May 1, l»Oi, V. 20e. endOSiphOCOne (en-do-si'fo-kon), n. [NL., < organism.

endophragnia(en-d6-frag'ma),»i.. [NL.] Same Gr. fodoi', within, -1- ffi^ui/, pipe, -I- Kuvof, cone.] endotrachea (en-do-tra-ke'a), «.; pi. endotra-

as emdoBferoffm.-Endophragmal system, in some ^^paleon., the posterior conical continuation ehex (-e). [NL., < Gr. Mm, within, -I- TpaxAa,
crustaceans, a kind of internal skeleton consisting of a seg- 01 the endosiphoeylinder 01 the siphuncle of trachea.] The inner layer of the trachese of
mental series of calcified plates, projections of the ventral certain Paleozoic Nautiloidea {Endoceratidse). insects. It consists of a membrane, part of which is
and lateral regions of the thoracic exoskeleton into the endoslnhocvllnder (eu'do-si-fo-sirin-dferl. n. thickened in such a way as to form ohitinous transverse
interior of the body, so arranged as to form a row of lateral p„ ^g within -I- aiiav a sinhon + iwXivSdoc ^"^^^ ™ * ^P'"^ strengthening which serves to hold the
chambers in which the muscles of the limbs lie, and a l^T.evomi, witnm, -r mpuv, asipnon, -r KUMVopog

^^^^ ^ ^ ^ Packard, Text-book of Bntoni., pp.
sternal canal which contains the thoracic portion of the a cylinder.] In some 01 the extmct nautiloid 435 44s.
neiTous system. ,.„,.,._, , _^,. cephalopods (E!»(i06era«(te), acalcareous cylin- endotrypsin (en-do-trip'sin), n. [Gv. kvitm,

Endophyllacese (en-do-fi-la se-e),n.pl [NL., der lining the anterior and wider part of the within, -f E. trypsin.] An intracellular pro-
< ErOophyUum +-aceie.] A small family of siphunMar tube. teolytic ferment having the general character
mst-fungi, of the order Uredmales, named endosipftofunicle (en"d6-si-f6-fu'ni-kl), «. of trypsin.
from the genus Endophyllum

:
characterized [nl., emlosipho + h. fukiculus, a little rope.] endotiyptase (en-do-trip'tas), n. [Gr. evSov,

by having the teleutospores produced in a In certain extinct nautiloid cephalopods (Piio- within, + E. tryptaie.] An intracellular pro-
chain-lLke series. ceras), one of the supporting cords which ex- teolytic ferment which has been found in

** -,?? i?Swr.^®"s"r ^1^^' ^ A^ \ ^ * n
*«°* ^°^ *^« endosiphuncular structures to yeast and which 'is capable of digesting and

veilll, 1825), <Gr^vd<n.,mthin, + 0a^^ leaf.] the ectosipho. destroying zymase. Wature, Aug 27, 1903,A genus of rust-to^ of the order I7re*»aZe«. endosipll0-sheatll(en-d6-si'f6-sheth),». [NL. p. 385. .

s
. .

S'lL^^ui^runtk^cldJiSi-Uk'periSL^mtn? ^^osipho + ^. sheath.] In some of the Silurian endovasculltis (en-do-vas-ku-U'tis), n. [NL.,
less buried in the tissue of the host, whence the name, cephalopods {Hmoocerauda), the membranous < Gr. IvSov, within, -i- L. vasculwn, vessel, -I-

K Sempervivi is parasitic on the leaves of Sempervivum. waU of the endosiphocone which becomes -iUs.] Same as *endangiitis.
endoplastron (en-do-plas'trgn), TO. [NL.] hardened by deposition of lime carbonate. Endozoa (en-dd-z6'a), n. [NL., < Gr. IvSov,
Same as entoplastron. endosiphotube (en-do-si'fo-tub), «. [Gr. evdov, within, -t-Cyov, animal.] Same as Entoeoa.
endoplutonism (en-do-plo'to-nizm), TO. [eTO- within, -I- (tj0(di', pipe, -f- L. tubus, tube.] See endozoic (en-do-zo'ik), a. Same as entosoie.
dopluton-ic + 4sm.] Id. petrol., the theory *endosiphwncle. end-point (end-point'), to. 1. Inanalyt.ehem.,
which assumes the cooling of a molten earth, endosiphuncle (en-do-si'fung-kl), n. [Gr. Ivdov, the point at which a chemical reaction is com-
endoplutonist (en-do-pl6 to-nist), TO. lendo- within, -I- NL. siphunculus, dim. of L. sipho, pleted without excess of either reagent. The
pluton-ic + -ist.] One who advocates the pipe.] An axial tube in the fossil nautiloid end-point is commonly determined by means of an Indi-

theory of an originally molten earth. Cephalopoda, passing through the center of the S*^""
= ^?^ instance, when the amount of an alkali is to be

endopod(en'd6-pod),TO Same as ^dopodi^. siphuncfe in fomis with endosiphuncular or- ^iaSe1t!'Iit3'^'^|^'e\fJ?TdLl^''anTthel£
endoproct (en'do-prokt), TO. One ot the £^(Jo- game deposits. Same as prosipnon, endosipnon, point is known by the change of color of the litmus.

procta. and *en4osiphotube. 2. In function-theorv, of an interval or path
Endopterygota (en*dop-ter-i-g6'ta), TO. pi. endosiphuncular (en"do-si-fung ' kfl-lar), a. from xo to X, either of the points xq, X. Also
[NL.,<Gr. Ivdov, within, -t- irrepvyord^, winged.] Situated within the siphuncle. called end^aVue, of the path.
A superordep of insects whose wings, in the endosmosic (en-dos-mo'sik), a. An erroneous end-port (end'port), «. In much. : (a) The
early stages, are developed withinthe body. It form for endosmotic. opening at either end of the face of the valve-
includes the Coleoptera, Diptera, Lepidoptera, endosmotic equivalent. See osmotic *equiva- seat of a steam-engine, or the traverse of the
etc. ^ni- valve thereon, through which steam is admit-
endopterygote (en-dop-ter'i-got), a. and to. Endospharaceae (en''do-sfe-ra'se-e), n. pi. ted alternately to the crank-end and to the
I. a. Of or belonging to the superorder En- [NL., < Gr. ivdov, within, -t- SphsBraceie.] A head-end of the cylinder. (6) In gas-engines,
dopterygota. subfamily of the Protococoacese, (which see). an opening through the wall of tLe cylinder
II. TO. An insect of the superorder Endop- Endospora (en-dos'po-ra), n. pi. [Gr. ivdov, which is uncovered by the travel ot the piston

terygota. within, -I- mopa, see'd (spore).] A group of just as it reaches the end of its stroke. Such



end-port

end-ports release the exhaust gases at the end universe remains cc

of the stroke, particularly in the two-phase jJw'dhiln'ilMn^^
cycle type of engine.

'

end-product (end'prod-ukt), n . The substance
linally produced as a result of a series of
chemical reactions.

end-reaction (end-re-ak'shon), n. In ehem.j a
reaction easily recognized l>y the senses, as by
a change of color, and which takes place only
when some other reaction has been completed,
thus serving to indicate that this latter is at
an end. Thus, if a little yellow potasBium chromate is

added to a solution of sodium chlorid, and then a solu-
tion of silver nitrate is gradually dropped in, as soon as the
precipitation of the chlorin as silver chlorid is complete a
permanent red color makes its appearance, due to the
formation of silver chromate.

end-rib (end'rib). In organ-building, the board
forming one end of a wind-chest.
end-stopped, end-stopt (end'stopt), a. Hav-
ing a break or pause at the end of the line

:

applied to poetry.

At first Shakspere has his breaks and pauses at the end
of the line— the verse is ^ end-stopt' \ gradually he more
and more found pleasure in carrying on the sense from
one line to another without a pause at the end of the luie
— the verse is 'run on,' and the breaks and pauses occur
with great frequency in some part of the line other than
the end. Dowden, Shakspere Primer, p. 39.

end-thrust (end'thmst), w. The push exerted
through the axis of a shaft in transmitting
power, or in resisting the action of weights.
In marine engines the propeller tends to force the shaft in-

board by a force equal to that by which the boat is pro-
pelled ; in driving through bevel gears the pressure is

oblique to the teeth and causes end-thrust on both shafts

;

in vertical shafts, the weight of machinery (and perhaps
the load) forces the shaft downward. The end-thj'ust is

resisted by someform of thrust-bearing or by a ball bearing.

end-value (end'vaKii), «. 1, In the calculus,

an upper or a lower limit. Thus vn.Jaf{x)dx,

the numbers a and 6 are the end-values of x.— 2, In function-theory. Same as *end-pointj 2.

end-wool (end'wul), n. Parts of a fleece of
wool which are of little or no value.

energesis (eu-er-je'sis), n. [NL., < Gr, kvtpyelVj

be in action, show energy : see energy. ] In veg,

physiol., a term proposed by Professor Charles
R. Barnes *'to designate the disruptive pro-
cesses by which energy is released." It has
heretofore been included in respiration. See
respiratioTif 4.

It will at least do no harm to propose that the terms
aerobic and anaerobic energesis be considered, to which
fermentative energesis may be added if necessary.

C. Jt. Barnes, in Science, Feb. 17, 1905, p. 252.

energetic, «. 2. In phi/s,j of or pertaining to
energy or to the science of energetics.

It is used to find equations of motion from energetic
data. Nature, Jan. 29, 1903, p. 297.

energid (en'er-jid), n, [Gr. hepy6q, at work
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constant in amount the proportion of

for the production of work is continu-
ally diminishing. See correlation of e?terg^'es.— Electro-
chemical energy, in -phys. chem., either electrical en-
ergy when it performs chemical work, or chemical energy
when it is manifested as electrical energy.— Energy
electromotive force. See kelectromotive.—'EneTgy
spectrum. See *»pectnim.—Energy surface, that one
of the thermodynamic surfaces which has for its equation
TJ=f («7j) where U is the energy of the system, v its vol-
ume, and Tj its entropy.—Equation Of energy. See
kequation.— Factors of energy, in pkys., two factors
such that one defines the direction in which energy shall
be transferred in the case of a given body, while their
product defines the whole quantity of energy possessed
by the body. The first factor is called the intensity-
factor, the second the capacity-factor. If a small vessel
of water is suspended in a larger, our knowledge of the
whole energy of heat contained in the two masses of
water does not inform us as to the direction in which
energy shall be transferred. If, however, we know the
temperature of the two masses of water, we know the
direction in which the transfer will take place. In this
case the intensity-factor depends on temperature, and the
capacity-factor on the mass of 'the water. For volume-
energy, as of steam or compressed air, the intensity-factor
depends on the pressure and the capacity-factor on the
volume of the steam or air.— Tl^Q energy, in tkermody-
TUtrn., a name given by Helmholtz to that part of the in-
trinsic energy of a thermodynamic system whose dimiim-
tion determines the maximum work which the system
can perform upon bodies external to it. The remaining
part of the total energy of the system, which cannot be
transformed into external work, Helmholtz called bound
energy.

From a theoretical point of view, it would be preferable
if we would not base our calculation on the thermochemi-
cal value of the heat of reaction, but on Helmholtz's
"free energy " of the reaction.

Electrochem. Industry, June, 1904, p. 213.

Intrinsic energy, the internal energy of a body or sys-
tem, due to its configuration, position and motion, or to
the motion of its parts, as measured by the work it is

capable of doing without the introduction of energy from
other bodies.—Law, principle, or theory of specific
nervous energy, in neurol., the doctrine that every sen-
sory nerve is specific in function, so that, however stimu-
lated or connected, it can, or could, mediate only such
sensations as it gives rise to under normal conditions.

* la. opposition to the principle of indifference of func-
tion, it is generally held, at the present time, that the
law of specific energy, as it is termed, is an especially
valuable asset of modern nerve and sense physiology.
^Nevertheless, the history of the law shows a gradual re-

gression. W. Wundt (trans.), Physiol. Psychol., I. 330.

Law of ecLulpartition of energy, the £oltzmann-Max-
well law for the partition of energy in a gas : the law that
in a gas the distnbution of energy will be such that
every mode of vibration of its particles is equally favored.
— Radial energy. Same as radiant energy. [Rare.]

—

Strain-energy method. See •straini.— Tliermal
energy, that form of energy which manifests itself

as heat; the lower form of energy into which the
higher forms (kinetic energy, potential energy, ete.) tend
to degenerate, and which is only in part recoverable
into more available forms.—^nraction energy. Same
as tractive *ejror«.—Translatory energy, kinetic energy
due to the motion of translation of a body or particle.

energy-meter (en'er-ji-nie''''t6r), w. An appa-
ratus for measuring and usually also for re-
cording tlie passage of power or energy
through it. it records both the quantity of force and

engine

engine, w.— Aero-steam engine, an engine in which
the motor energy is derived both from hot air and from
steam, admitted together to the cylinder. Its theory is

that the hot steam wiU impart heat and therefore greater
tension to the air, or that the hot air will raise the steam-
tension, and that the mixture will be less liable to loss

from condensation in the cylinder than steam alone. It
has not proved to be of practical advantage. The name
is also applied, less correctly, to engines in which the
crank-shaft is driven by two cylinders, of which one is sup-
plied with steam from a boiler and the other with hot air

from a heating-chamber.—Balanced engine, an engine
so constructed as to be free from unbalanced forces which
would make it shake or rock.—Balance-valve engine,
a steam-engine provided with a balance-valve (which see).

—Camel-backengine, Sameas-*-cameZ-&acA:, 2.—XJlosed
heat engine, a closed-cycle engine ; an engine in which
the same charge is used repeatedly, being alternately

heated, allowed to expand doing work, cooled and com-
pressed, heated, ete. ; an engine operating on the Camot,
Joule, or Ericsson cycle.—Coal-duSt engine, an internal-

combustion engine which uses coal-dust as a fuel. The
coal-dust is blown on to a hot plate and vaporized by
heat in a chamber filled with compressed air.—-Condens-
ing engine, a steam-engine in which the steam, after

working in the cylinder, is exhausted into a chamber in

which a pressure less than that of the atmosphere pre-

vails. This condition can continue only by continually

condensing the steam to water, either by a jet of water di-

rectly or by contact with a water-cooled metal surface.

The vacuum is maintained by pumping out the water and
air or by placing the condensing chamber over 32 feet in

the air with its discharge-pipe sealed by water at its foot

so as to cause and maintain a vacuum above the water-

column. A condensing-engine will be smallerthan a non-
condensing engine of the same power as respects its cylin-

der-volume. It is theoretically more efficient thermally,
since it rejects its fiuid at a lower temperature : and the
discharge of condensed steam and warmed injection-water
gives the boiler a supply of pre-heated feed-water.—Cor-
Uss engine, a four-valve engine having cylindrical rock-

(see energy)^ + -id^.] In hiol.. the cell-nucleus the time through which this force has been exerted:

together with the cytoplasm which it influences ised in the sale of electric current to consumers and
«« ^«™;«o4-nc,. oi™/^c,+ oTm/^TlTrT«/^«« ™^+u «y,77 *» determmc expcnditupe of mechanical energy.
or dominates: almost synonymous with ceM, ^ (en-fas'), v. t: pret. and pp. Waced
except that It does not me udesuc^^^

ppr. .4cin<7. W^ + face Utter endorse).

i

ppr. enfadng, [fw-i -h face (after endorse).]

To write, print, or stamp some mark or form
of words on or across the face of (a note,
houd, certificate, map, or the like).— Enfaced
paper, the name given to the bonds or certificates of

certain India loans : so called because they are marked
on the top, bottom, and left margins by a broad band
impressed upon them from an enchased copper-
plate. Bithell, Counting-house Diet.

as the wall of the plant-cell. Sachs, 1892.

energism (en'6r-jizm). n. [G. and NL. ener-

gismits', as energ-y -r -ism.] Any theory
of ethics which makes the summum honum to
consist, not in the excitement of particular
feelings, but in a particular state of mind
considered as an activity. The term originated
with F. Paulsen, and is employed by Thilly and other of - *. . v s- r 4.\ r ^ _!_ *«„ * n
Paulsen's disciples. The distinction upon which the enfacement (en-fas'ment), w. lenface + -ment.J
definition turns is not between an external fact and an The mark or form of words written, printed,
internal fact, nor between the state of mind of society or stamped on or across the face of a bond
and that of the moral agent himself, but is rather partly _„ «nffi p+p • cupIi qs "intprpsf. navflhlA iti
between a state which modifies all others and a pos- ?^ note, etc.. sucn as interest payaoie m
sibly transient state, and partly between a state of mind London," or the like.

regarded as a fact in iteelf and a state of mind regarded enfilade, n. Milit., (b) An infantry or artil-

as a seeming, that is, as a sort of Mgn, possibly decep- Jery fire which sweeps a line of works or
tive, of another state of mmd. Perfectionism seems to _„ Jl ^-^ a- v +_ flaTiV
be nearly coextensive with the principal kind of energism. ™^^ irom nanic to nauK.

, «

Energopoda(en-er-gop'6-da),n.i)2. [NL.,<Gr. enfranchise, v. t 5. The feudal law, to free

hepydg, active, + -n-oic ('iroS-)ftooU'\ A super-, from the obligations of feudal tenure, as to

family of dipterous insects, in the classification convert a copyhold estate into a freehold,

of Brauer, containing the families Asilidse, engage, v. t. 9. In construcUon, to fasten or

DoliehopodidsB, Emmdse, Lonchopteridse, and let into a wall for support, as to secure a

(doubtfully) Fhoddx. column to a wall. See engaged column, under

energy, »—Angular energy, the kinetic energy of column.
« ^ . i

rotation ; the product of the moment of inertia of a rotat- engagement nng. See '^rmg^.
ingbodyintoonehalfof its angular velocity.—Apparent enffaxb (en-firarb'), V. t [ew-i + garh._, To
energy, in elect. S&me &s apparent •kpower.—A.Yaila.hle /ifpaa' attira • rrnvb
energy! m tAermodynam., that part of the energy of a

oress, attire
,
gar o.

rr. » •

system which can be employed for mechanical purposes, engastration (en-gas-tra shon), w. [^r. £v,in,

J, W. Gibbs.—Bouad energy, in thermodynam., the + yaar^p (yaorp-), belly, + -ation.j The pla-
change of total energy, in an isothermal process, mmus the cine of a fowl, as a stuffing, inside anotherfowl,
change of free energy occurring in that process.—Con- t^^p n
densatlonal energy, energy stored in a medium as the -^** ^- -^'

. ,j. .\ r
result of work done m condensing or compressing it.— engenderment (en-jen der-ment), n. \engen-

Curve of energy. See*c«?T)e.—Degradation of en- der + -ment.'] The act of engendering, pro-
ergy. See 'kdegradaU(m.—-DoG%Tya.e of the dissipa- creatine, or reproducing.
tlon of enerffF. the doctrme that m the processes of . °' a * a «^»-ni;A»/^ rinAii;-r.» «-p

natm-etheWa tendency for energy to be converted into engin, n. and V. t. A Simplified cpellmg of

unaviiilable forms, so that while the total energy of the

Corliss Engii^.

a, steam inle^-valves; b, exhaust outlet-valves; c, wrist-plate
actuating' the fougr valves ; d, governor controlling' point of release
or trip ot valves a: e, rod from governor to tripping-latches or
-levers ; /, dash-pots acting as air-springs to close a quickly and
by compression of air prevent shock in closure ; £, roller resting on
governor driving-belt and by its weighj-forcing the affns and balls
up in the governor-belt breaks or runs-off; h, hand-control throttle-
valve in the pipe Irom boiler ; /, rods from eccentric causing wrist-
plate c to oscillate ; ^, oil-pump to force lubricant at intervals into
cylinder and valve casings; I, dash-pot to diminish oscillation of
the governor-balls, or the " hunting " of the governor up and down
its spindle; ?«, cover or head of the steam-cylinder; «, outlet
for exhaust-pipe.

ing-valves to open and close the poi*t3 alternately. The
inlet- and exhaust-valve being separate, the latter are
opened to their full extent at each stroke, while the
former are opened only so much as the governor permits.
All the valves are actuated from a disk or wrist-plate
which receives motion from the eccentric, though the
inlet-valves are disconnected from tiiis plate by a trip
and closed by a dash-pot. The advantages of the Cor-
liss engine are the small clearance spaces, the large port
areas, and the sharp cut-off ; the latter easily variable by
the governor through a wide range as the load varies,
while the point of release of exhaust and the point of
closure which causes compression are constant The
engine was promoted by George H. Corliss of Providence,
Rhode Island.-Coupled engine, (a) A duplex or twin
engine, two cylinders acting through their mechanism
on one crank-pin or on one revolving shaft (&) A loco-
motive which has two or more pairs of driving-wheels
coupled together by side or parallel rods.—Diagonal
engine, an engine so set that the direction of the piston's
travel is neither horizontal nor vertical ; an inclined en-
gine.—Explosion engine, internal-combustion engine

:

so named because early forms of the internal-combustion
motor used mixtures of gas and air which were explosive
and detonated when set on iire. The modem engine, with
compression, does not detonate, but a true ignition takes
place at constant volume, and little or no noise is audible
aside from that due to the power. When the ignition takes
place outside the cylinder, and without doing work against
the piston, the free expansion of the same mixture is

noisy, because the air receives the impact of the ex-
panding gases.—Fan engine, an engine which drives a
fan or rotary blower, usually directly connected on the
common revolving shaft.—Hot-water engine. Same as
fireless locomotive. See locomotive.— Hydro-Oll engine,
an internal-combustion engine in whicn water in equ^
quantities to that of the oil which constitutes the fuel is

drawn into the cylinder oh the aspiration stroke. The
water is atomized by the air which enters to furnish oxy-
gen for combustion, and a complete mechanical mixture of
water and oil-vapor is made. On ignition the water-vapor
becomes steam, tending to keep down the temperature
and pressure of the mixture and to absorb heat during
expansion. The presence of the water-vapor diminishes
the volume of fuel-vapor in a given cylinder, and dimin-
ishes the danger of pre-ignition on compression. The
principle Is specially adapted to the use of crude petroleum
as fuel, since the retai'ded combustion and lower temper-
atures mitigate mechanical difficulties from the varying
volatility of the elemente in unrefined oil.— Inslde-con-
nected engine, a locomotive in which the driving
mechanism is so constructed that the cranks are formed
in the driving axles of the front pair of wheels and there-
fore come within the frames. The cylinders are also be-
tween the frames, under the smoke-box. This type was
much used in Europe and was followed in early American
practice, but the greater convenience and accessibility for



engine
adjustment and repair of the outside-connected type soon
made this latter form standard in the United States.—
^temal-combnstlon engine, any engine in which
the pressure for driving the piston is obtained by bummg

Internal-combustion Hn^ine (sectional view),

a, water-outlet: *, vapor-pipe; c, throttle-valve: d, connectingf-
rod; «, carbureter ;y, crank-shaft; f, cam-shaft; h, cam; i, exhaust-
valve; ^, water-inlet ; i, induction-valve.
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piece receiving its compression in a passwhenbeing passed
back over the top of the middle roll. For heavy and
massive sections, such as an ingot or bloom, the lifting of
the piece requires a mechanical lifting table, but to in-

stall this diminishes the labor cost while increasing only
the first cost and repair-account. The reversing engine
will be more approved when the rolls are of large diam-
eter. In England such reversing engines were often
geared to tlie rolls, perhaps three to one, and were re-

versed by a Stephenson or Joy link-motion operated by
a steam or hydraulic cylinder or by hand. To diminish
the weight of the fly-wheel and its living force, which
would retard quick-reversal, the engine was often of two-
cylinder design, simple or compound, with cranks quar-
tering, or at 90 decrees apart

—

^Rotative engine, a
term commonly used in specifications to distinguish the
ordinary engine with connecting-rod and crank from an
engine in which the reciprocating movement is not con-
verted into circular motion, as in pumps of tlie direci>.act-
ing type.— Saddle-tank engine. Same as saddle-tank
iocoTTtottue.— Series-expansion engine, a compound
or multiple-expansion engine in which the steam expands
in steps or stages in a series of cylinders.— Side-beam
engine, a form of beam- or lever-engine in which the
working-beam is placed at the side of the vertical cylin-
der instead of above it, as is more common. For sym-
metry of the stresses there are usually two of these
side-beams, one on each side of the cylinder. This
form of engine was once used widely for side-wheel
war-vessels, but it is now out of use.— Simple en-
gine, a fonn of engine in which the process of ex-
panding the working fluid is completed in one cyl-
inder, instead of in two or more as occurs in the
compound engine.— Slngle-actli^ engine. See nnglC'
ncftTCi;.—Solar engine. See soiur.— ^herlcal engde,
any engine which has a spherical form, as Hero's engine

;

specifically, the Tower spherical engine, which consists
of a pair of quai-ter-spheres hinged to a disk along diam-
eters at right angles with each other, and inclosed in a
hollow sphere which tlie disk and also the quarter-spheres
just fit The hollow sphere is steam-tight and forms the
cylinder. The two spaces between the sections and disk
will, in the course of a revolution, open and close in pairs,
thus giving the effect of the action of steam admitted to
a hollow sphere. In principle this spherical engine is
similar to a Hooke's universal joint, the sections corre-
sponding to the bows and the disk to the cross-piece which
connects the bows.— Splral-Tane engine, a form of
rotary engine in which the revolving pistons were por-
tions of helices instead of being planes.

—

Scinare eng&ie.
(o) A reciprocating engine in which the stroke or traverse

engine-frame

Internal-combustion Engine (side view).

a, inlet'pipe for fuel mixture; 6, water-jacket; c, piston-rings;
</, piston; ^, cylinder; y, fly-wheel; g; base-chamber; A, half-speed
wheel ; », gflvernor-gear ; A, holes for sparking-plugs.

or exploding a mixture of oxygen and faelin the cylinder
of the engine, as in a gas-, gasolene-, or oil-engine. See
itrnotor and -^cycle.—Inverted-cylinder ei^lne, a
vertical engine having an inverted cylinder. I^om its

use, also called the steam-hammer pattern. Most marine
screw-engines are now built in this way.

—

Llqnld-fael
engine, an internal-combustion engine which uses a
liquid, such as gasolene, for fuel, as distinguished from an
engine which uses gas or a solid for fuel.—Multicyllnder
enklne, an engine having more than two steam-cylinders.—Nigger en^ne, an engine intended forroughand heavy
work out of doors or in exposed places where little care
can be taken of it. It is usuxilly cheaply made, and
without finish or poliBhed surfaces except where unavoid-
able.—Outslde-connected engine, the usual American
form of simple locomotive engine, in which the cylinders
are outside of the frames, and their pistons are connected
byrods, also putside the frames, to pins outside of the driv-
ing-wheels.— Quadrant engine, a form of steam-engine
mechanism in which the piston was rectangular in shape
and was pivoted on one edge which comcided with the
axis of a geometric cylinder. The opposite edge was free
to move through an arc of such cylinder, which was usu-
ally a quadrant or 90°. The other two edges fitted the
two heads steam-tight^ and the piston oscillated through
90° as the steam was admitted alternately on its opposite
faces. The motion was transmitted through connecting-
rods from the axis by means of vibrating arms whiwi
worked like half-beams of a beam-engine.

—

QnaFter-
crank- engine, an engine in which the angle between
Uie cranks, which work in pairs, is 90°, or a quai-ter of the
complete circle. Locomotives are made with their cranks
quartered, so as to have one cylinder always at its most
advantageous crank-angle when the other is at or near its

dead-center. Blowing or compressing engines are often
similarly designed, with one cylinder vertical and the
ol^er horizontal and with the two connecting-rods on
one crank-pin. Then the maximum resistance of the
compressing cylinder comes when the e£Fort of the driv-
ing steam-cylinder is most powerful.

—

Quintuple ex-
pansion engine, an engine in which the expansion of
the steam takes place in five steps or stages, either in five

successive cylinders, or in more. In the latter case, the
steam will expand from one of smaller capacity into two
others of latter, but as respects each other of equal, capa-

city somewhere in the senes : if eight cylinders are used
this will occur three times.

—

Reaction engine, an engine
in which the moving or propelled part or element, which
corresponds to the piston, is impelled by reaction or un-
balanced pressure instead of by the direct pressure of the

motor fluid, as is usually the case. Turbines are often

driven by reaction.—Reversll^ rolUug-mill engine,
a type of engine designed to drive the massive rolls for

rolling plate or iron or steel beams or rails, when the roll-

train is 'two-high, ' or consists of one roll above another,

with the 'pass ' for rolling between them. When onlytwo
rolls are used, the hot metal must be passed back over the

top of the upper roll to be inserted a second time between

them if the engine and rolls turn in one direction only. If

the rolls and engine reverse their motion, the piece under-

going rolling may be passed back on the same level.

Practice in the United States has favored the • three-high

'

roll-train, with continuous motion of engine and rolls, the

'W^" III'
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Square Engine.

a, exterior casing of the steam-cylinder; *, b, first piston, sliding
horizontally in casing a; c, c, second piston, sliding vertically in
piston &; d, crank-pin, receiving motion from the combined eflTort

otb and c: e, space receiving steam to impel 6; J", space receiving
steam to impel c; g, shaft to take off the power.

of the piston is equal to the diameter of the cylinder. (6)
A form of engine in which the crank is driven by the
pressure on two rectangular pistons, the second of which
traverses in a suitable recess in the firat. This double
motion enables the pistons to follow the angular dis-
placement of the crank without the use of connecting-
rods, and gives a sqilare section to the case inclosing the
two pistons.— SnlplLtir-dloxid engine, an engine in
which the vapor of sulphur-dioxid (SOg) is used in place
of the vapor of water. This is done for the purpose of
utilizing the low boiling-temperature of SO2 and perhaps
its smaller cylinder-condensation at the temperatures at
which it is operated. But the material has tx) be pur-
chased or manufactured, and its odor is objectionable,
while no economy in its use has been demonstrated.

—

Sui^cal engine, an apparatus similar \xs the dental
engine, used by surgeons in certain operations on bone.
—Tankye engine, an engine having a bed-plate of the
designflrst proposedby C.T. Porter, of the United States,

and adopted in England by Tangye Brothers. The cylin-

der is overhung at the back end of the bed to allow of
free expansion by heat, and the front part curves down-
ward in front of the cylinder to carry the guides and give
free play to the sway of the connecting-rod. The bed-
plate thus consists of two parts only, and the metal is

disposed so as to give rigidity and m£^s and present a
pleasing effectto the eyeby its lines.—Thermodynamic
engine, an engine which derives its motive power from
nse in temperature or increase and diminution of
intrinsic or heat enemy in the medium which it

employs : applied to hot-air and gas-engines, often
to distinguish them from steam-engines, although by
strict definition the last belong also hi the same class.—Thxee-cylinder engine, an engine with three cylin-
ders, each taking hold upon a crank which is set at an
angle of 120° from the other two. Such an engine has no
dead-centerandgivesa very unifonn turning effoi't : much
used with capstans and winches and steam steering-gear.—Twin-screw engine, an engme designed to propel
twin screws, one on each side of the keel of a vessel. Such
an engine is usually, in effect, two engines, so that each
screw and shaft may be driven independently.—Two-
cycle engine, an internal-combustion engine having only
two phases or strokes in a complete cycle. The explosion,
expansion, and exhaust take place in one' (the out or work-
ing) stroke, and admission and compression of the charge
take place in the other (or return) stroke. The mixture
has to be under slight compression either from a second
cylinder, or from ttie front face of the working-piston.

Many small gas-en-
ginesarebuilton this

plan, as by it each cy-

linder gives on im-
pulse to the crank
for each revolution
of the latter, while
in the four-cycle en-
gine two revolu-
tions take place for

each impulse. In
the form shown, the
working piston acts
as a valve and no
others are required.
The piston uncov-
ers the exhaust out-
let at the end of the
stroke before it un-
covers the inlet port
leadingfromthecom-
bustible mixture.
The return of the
piston compresses
the chaise, and the
igniter fires it. See
internal- cmn\iu%iion
•kmotor.—Vacuum-
englne, an engine
in which the power
in the cylinder re-

sults from the pres-
ence, on the neg- Two-cycle Engine,
ativesideof the cy- ,. , , , ^ » - 1 j
linrfPT of a t^TiRinn «. working-end ofcylinder; i, inclosed
imaer, or a tension crank-case filled with slightly compressed
ot vapor leS8_ than aspirated and combustible mixture of
that of the atmos- air and gasified fuel; r, working-piston;

phere, while on the ^. inlet-port for mixture from crank-case;

positive or pressure ''• >ffniter, or spark-plug; y.j: exhaust-

Siae a low pressure
^^^ deflector to prevent inlet mixture from

aoOVe tne atmos- crossing over to exhaust-port before the
phere, orthat of the piston has closed the latter on its return

atmosphere alone, stroke; J, connecting-rod; A, crank and
is exerted. Hence crank-shaft,

the power comes
from the vacuum or absence of pressure opposed to the
motion of the piston. Very low pressure condensing
steam-engines would be of this class, but modem engines
have always the positive pressure much above the at-

mosphere. The Newcomen atmospheric engine was of this
type.— Vibratlng-plston engflne,
an engine whose rectangular piston
is free to move around aflxed hinge-
joint on one of its sides, so that the
piston moves in its casing as a door
swings upon its hinges. It is no
longer used. See q-kmarant irengine.

—Waste-heat engine, an engine
which utilizes asa source of heat the
discharge of a primary motor. In
such- engines steam may be made by
conducting thehot exhaust dischai'ge
of gas-engines under a boiler; or the
waste heat of the boiler-furnace gases
may be used to superheat and mix
with the steam from the boiler ; or
the exhaust from a large engine at
high pressure may be used to operate
a second smaller engine with alower
pressure-range.

—

Wollaston'S en-
g(lne, an experimental apparatus de-
signed to illustrate the expansive
force of steam.

engine-cycle (en'jin-si*kl), n. The Tarious
phases attending one complete revolution of
the crank of an engine, including admission,
expansion, exhaust, and compression, in some
engines, particularly gas-engines, two revolutions are
sometimes needed for a complete cycle. See ifcycle.

engineer, ^.— cadet engineer, formerly the title of
a student at the United States Naval Academy who
entered the corps of engineer ofQcers of the navy : now
abolished.—Chemical Engineer, a degree given to
graduates of a technical or engineering school for special
knowledge of the scientific laws and the rules of practice
concerned with the manufacture of chemical products.
Abbreviated Ch. ^.—Civil engineer, (a) See engineer, 1.

(&) The title of an officer of the corps of civil engineers of
the United States Navy. See *corps2.—Forest Engi-
neer, a degree given for a course in the study of forestry.
Abbreviated F. .£'.—Hydrographic engineer, (a) An
engmeer skilled in hydrography; a hydrographer. (&)An
official grade of governmental engineering officers in some
comitries, as in France.— Sanitary engineer, an en-
gineer skilled in the relation (and application) of the prin-
ciples of public sanitation to engineering works and
public improvements ; one who is competent to design,
construct, and operate public works as aids to public sani-
tation.-Topographic engineer, an enguieer skilled m
topographic surveying and mapping ; a topographer.—
Traveling engineer, an expert locomotive engineer sent
out by railroad companies to inspect the locomotives and
to instruct engine-drivers and firemen in their duties.

engineering, n— Agricultural engineering. See
rural -kengineering,— Chemical englnefcring, a de-
partment of manufacturing in whi&h the productive
processes aie chemical reactions, or depend upon the laws
of chemistry,—Dynamic engineering. See engineer-
*«^---R^al or agricultural engineering, the science
ana the art of producing and maintaining a farming
plants mcluding the laying out of the farm, fencing,
drainage, ii-rigation, the construction of buildings, and
the provision of machhiery, also the construction and
care of roads.—Sanitary engineering, that division of
civil engineering which deals with the relation (and ap-
plication) of the principles of public sanitation to engi-
neering works and public improvements.— Steam engi-
neering, thatdepartment of engineering which deals with
the generation and distribution of energy by means of
steam-power.- Topographical engineering. Same as
topographical surveying (which see, under surveying).
engine-frame (en'jin-fram), n. The structure

Wollaston'S Engine.



engine-frame

.which connects, or ties together, the various
parts of an engiiie. it is usually a heavy iron casting
connecting the cylinder to the shaft-]oumals and support-
ing the weight of practically all the parts of the engine.

engine-pit (en'jin-pit), n. A cleaning-pit; a
pit made between the rails of a railroad-track
to allow room for getting underneath a loco-
motive to clean or repair it. The pits are usu-
ally as wide as the distance between the tracks
permits, and about 3 feet deep.
engine-stop (en'jin-stop), ». A device for clos-

ing, either automatically or by hand, the steam-
valve of an engine in case of accident. One form
consists of a falling weightwith an electrical releasewhich
may be operated automatically, if the engine runs too fast,

from the breakage or loss of the governor-belt, or may be
operated from any one of a number of stations in case of
an accident in a remote part of the works.

engine-telegraph (en'jin-tel"e-graf), ». An
apparatus used in large steam-vessels to send
signals from the bridge or other station of the
executive officers to the engine-room. One dial
is placed at the transmitting and another at the receiving
end. A pointer on each di^ is actuated by an operating
handle at the other instnunent. The connection between
them is made by chains and wires, or is electric or pneu-
matic. The right-hand half of the dial is for orders ahead,
and the left hand for orders astern. The usual arrange-
ment is to place the order * Stop ' in the center, and others
are ' Stand by,' 'Quarter-speed,' 'Half-speed,' 'Full-speed'
(ahead or astern as the case may be). The telegraph is

also connected with a bell-sounding device.

englacial (en-gla'sMal), a. [era- -t- glaciaf]
Being within a glacier: used, in geol., with
reference to detritus carried within the ice of
a glacier or ice-sheet : as, englacial drift.

The water which descended into the ice from its sur-
face through crevasses, or through smaller cracks or
pores, had a vailous course. It is possible that it was
sometimes concentrated into streams which had longer
or shorter courses within the ice itself. On one of the
Alaskan glaciers at the present time, an englacial stream
appears at the surface of the ice, issuing from an ice tun-
nel, pursues a superglacial course for a short distance,
and plunges again beneath an ice arch and pursues for an
undetermined distance an englaeial course.
X. D. Salisbury, Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1891, p. 87.

£nglander,n—^Uttle Englander, in recent English
politics, an opponent of colonial extension or of terri-

torial aggrandizement.

Englerophoenix (eng'lSr-o-fe'niks), n. [NL.
(Kuntze, 1891), < G. Ungler (Adolph Bngler,
director of the Berlin Botanical Garden) -I-

Gr. ipolvi^, palm.] A genus of palms. See
MaximiUana.

Englisb. I. d-— English cholera. See ^cholera.—
English schools ofpainting. See itpaivMng.— English
yellow. See -kyellow.

II. w.— Beverse English, in billiards, a stroke

which twists the cue-ball on the side opposite to the di-

rection in which it should go after taking the first

cushion.

englobe (en-gl6b'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. englobed,

ppr. englobing. [?»- -I- globe.'] 1. To inclose

as in a globe: as, " youthful energy englobed
within me bosom of the young." See inglobe.

— 2. Specifically, to absorb or take within
the substance of a white blood-globule,

amoeba, or other single-celled body.

Red blood coi'puscles are often englobed by this

amoeba [in amoebic dysentery], as are also micrococci and
bacilU. :Encyc. Brit, XXXI. 536.

englobement (en-gl6b'ment), TO. lenglobe +
-meat.'] The process of englobing.

It is difficult to explain this difference except on the
ground that the englobement of parasites in the liver is

more active at cerKiin periods of the cycle, or occurs in-

termittently, and that the destruction of englobed para-

sites may be completed very rapidly, i. e. within a few
hours. Jour. Evger. Med,., Feb. 6, 1902, p. IBS.

englyn Cen'glin), n. \K\&o englin, < W. en-

glyn, pi. englynion.] In Welsh poetry, a
stanza (now always a quatrain) of a certain

metrical structure. N'. E. D.
engouement, engofiment (an-g6-mon'), « [F.,

< engouer, be choked in gorging.] Infatuation

;

an unreasoning fondness.

The young lady . . . had never received kindness ex-

cept from this old spinster and her brother and father

:

and she. repaid Miss Crawley's engoHment by artless

sweetness and friendship.
Thacieray, Vanity Fair, xxxiv.

engr. An abbreviation of engraving.

engraver, n. 2. A tool used in engraving

;

a triangular rod of steel, of different widths,

with a plow-shaped point, pushed forward
to make a furrow on the surface of wood or

metal that is being engraved.

engraver-beetle (en-gra' ver-be'tl), n. Any
beetle of the family Scolytidse. Also called

bark-beetle.

engraving, n. The taking of impressions from raised

or incised seals has always been practised by civilized

people. The goldsmiths of the Middle Ages and Be-
naissance in Euiope used engraving in the decoration

of their work, and were accustomed to take impres-
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sions fron) their designs. Such impressions have been
traced to the twelfth centmy. Among the earliest ex-
amples of engraving, properly so called, on metal are
about three himdred prints in the dotted style (maniire
criblie) in which black spots are relieved against white
and white spots against black, which date from about
1450 A.D. The practice of engraving was encouraged
by the use of niello in the decoration of metals. (See
niello.) Undoubtedly frequent impressions were taken
from niello designs. For making plates to print upon
paper, copper and later steel were substituted for other
metals. Engraving on copper was extensively practised
by the great artists of the Renaissance, as PoUa-
juolo, Mantegna, Botticelli, and Marcantonio Raimondi
in Italy, and Martin Schongauer and Albert Diirer in
Germany. In France engraving on copper found its

first development in the illustration of books, as in the
architectural series of Jacques I. Androuet Du Cer-
ceau. In the seventeenth century the largest develop-
ment of engraving on metal, occun-ed about the power-
ful personalities of Rembrandt and Rubens. The influence
of Rubens, especially, brought about the culmination of
the art After this period, engraving on copper and
steel became universal throughout modem civilization.
Tlie special contribution of England to the art of en-
graving on metal was the development of mezzotint,
which was, however, invented in Holland in the middle
of the seventeenth century. Wood-engraving was brought
to perfection by the large scliool of German artists of
the Renaissance grouped about the court of the Em-
Seror Maximilian I. The chief of them was Albert
'iirer who may still be considered the greatest master

of the art. From Germany the art of wood-engraving
was can'ied into Italy, and practised with a peculiar
charm by the painters of the quattrocento and cinque-
cento. The father of the modem art of wood-engrav-
ing is Thomas Bewick of Newcastle, England (1753-1828).
Previous to his time the practice was chiefly in black
line, that is, a drawing in black lines was made upon
the block and the portions of the surface not touched
by the draftsman were cut away by the engraver.
Bewick established the ascendancy of the white line,

that is, the incision made by the engravers' tools. This
change in point of view vastly increased the effective-
ness and artistic interest of the engraved block. The
principles of Bewick have been accepted by all modem
engravers whose interest is artistic rather than com-
mercial. As in the case of engraving on copper and
steel, the development of wood-engraving in modem
times has been great, but little has been added to the
fundamental principles established by the older masters.— Photochemical engraving, (a) The art of preparing
engraved printing-plates by photographic and chemical
methods. (6) An engraved printing-plate produced by
this process. See photo-engraving and photogravure.

engreen (en-gren';, v. t. [em-i -I- green.] To
cover or clothe with green : as, to engreen
the hills. J. S. Blackie.

engroove (en-grov), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. eri^

grooved, ppr. engrooving. [en-i + groove.] 1.

To fit into a groove. Tennyson. — 2. To Chan-
nel : as, " a narrow glen, engrooved with slid-

ing water," B. D. Blackmore.
Ennanced line. See *Une2,
enbancive (eu-han'siv), a. [enhance + 4ve.]
That tends or serves to enhance, heighten, or
intensify; that imparts added force : as, an en-
handve sentence, or expression. Also enhan-
sive.

'

enhemospore (en-hem'a-spor), n,. [6r. iv, in,

-I- alfm, blood, -I- airopd, seed (spore).] In the
division of the malarial parasite within a red
blood-corpuscle, one of the nucleated segments
into which the protoplasmic body of the para-
site separates. On the breaking up of the cor-

puscle .the segments are set free and then in-

vade fresh corpuscles.

enhydritic _(en-hi-drit'ik), a. [enhydrite + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to an enhydrite.

enjewel (en-j6'el), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. enjeweled,

enjewelled, ppr. enjeweling, enjewelUng. [eriA +
jewel.] To bejewel.

To lone lake that smiles,

In its dream of deep rest.

At the many star-isles

That enjewel its breast.
Poe, Al Aaraaf, ii.

en I'air (on ISr). [P.] In the air; unsup-
ported: said of the flank of a line of battle
which does not rest on an impassable obstacle.

enlarge, v. t. 8. To cause (a horse) to spread
his legs wider apart, so as to prevent him from
interfering.

Ho enlarge your horse you should prick him with both
heels, or aid him with the calves of your legs, and bear your
hand outwards. T. Wallu, Farrier's Diet

To enlarge an estate, to give to the tenant of a par-
ticular estate another estate in the same property superior
to that already held.—To enlarge tUe pocket. See
pocket.

enlife (en-lif), «• t.
;
pret. and pp. enUfed, ppr.

enUfing. [era-i -I- Ufe.] To impart life to ; en-
liven.

... As if they knew
What music slept enchanted in each stem.
Till Pan should choose some happy one of them.
And with wise lips enl%fe it through and through.

Lowell, Invita Minerva, st. 5.

enneacontahedral (en''''e-a-kon-ta-he'dral), a.

[enneacontahedron + -al'.]" Having 90 faces.

enneacontahedron (en''''e-a-kon-ta-he'drgn), n.

ensellure

[Gr. *hveaK0VTa, assumed form for the actual
Evtv^wovra, ninety, -I- i6pa, seat, base. [A poly-
hedron of 90 faces.

enneaeteric (en''''e-a-e-ter'ik), a. [Gr. ivvahr/pog,

nine years old, i'kwta, nine, + irog, a year.]
Containing or consisting of nine years : as, an
enneaeteric period. Grote. .

Enneagyilia (en"e-a-jiii'i-a), n.^il. [NL., < Gr.
kvvia, nine, -H yro^, female (style).] In the
Linnsean artificial system of botanical classi-

fication, an order in any of the first thirteen
classes characterized by having fl.owers with
nine styles.

enneapnyllous (en-f-af'i-lus), a. [6r. hnka,
nine, -I- ^vX/m>, leaf, -I- -ous.] Having nine
leaflets : said of a compound leaf.

Enneapla (en'^e-ap'la), ». [Gr. imka, nine, +
-TT/Wof (neut. pi. -ir/ia), -fold. Of. flexapte.] An
edition of the Old Testament ascribed to Ori-

gen, containing nine versions of the Scriptures
in parallel columns. Only a single reference is found
to the work and there is doubt a£ to its existence.

ennearctic (en-f-ark'tik), u. [Gr. h>, in, -I- E.
Nearctic] Confined to the Nearctic region.

ennomoclon (e-nom'o-klon), n.
;
pi. eunomo-

clones (-klo'nez). [Gr! emo/iog, lawful, regular,
-1- K2.&V, a twig.] In the terminology of the
spicular elements of the sponges, a four-rayed
spicule, in which one arm is shortened and in-

flated.

Enochic (e-nok'ik), a. [Enoch + -ic] Of or

pertaining to the patriarch Enoch, the seventh
from Adam, whose alleged prophecies (as re-

corded in the apocryphal Book of Enoch) are
supposedly quoted in the Epistle of Jude,
verse 14.—Enochic literature, the literature that has
grown up around the apocryphal Book of Enoch, mentioned
by the early Christian fathers and later writers, but first

made definitely known in Europe through three copies of

an Ethlopic version of it brought from Abyssinia by
Bruce, the African traveler (1730-94), and translated into

English in 1821.

end (en'61), TO. [Appar. for *henol, < Gr.

ejf (iv-), one, -I- -ol.] One of several compounds
containing the unsaturated alcoholic group
—CH :GOH-. Thesecompounds pass more orless readily
into the isomeric or tautomeric group -CH2.CO-, which is

called the ketone form.

enolic (e-nol'ik), a. Of or pertaining to an
enol.

enophite (en'o-fit), n. [Gr. h, in, -1- fijwf, ser-

pent, + -ite.] An uncertain alteration-product
from the chrysolite rocks of Krems, Bohemia,
It is intermediate in composition between the
chlorites and serpentine.
Enophrys (e-nof'ris), n. [NL., < Gr. h, in, -^

o(pp(i, brow.] A genus of sculpins of the

Enofihrys bison.

(From Bull. 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

North Pacific, characterized by the long un-
branched preopercular spine. E. bison is the
buffalo-scul^in of the Puget Sound region.
enophtbalmia (en-of-thal'mi-a). re. [NL.] A
more correct form for enophtfialmus.
enoplan (en-op'lan), a. and re. I. a. Relating
or pertaining to the Enopla.

II. n. One of the Enopla.
enorganic (en-6r-gan'ik), a. [Gr. kv, in, -H
bpyayov, organ.] Existing as a permanent
attribute of the organism.
enplein (oh plan). [P.] In roulette and
other banking games, flat upon any number.
en prise (on prez). [F.j In chess, in a position
to be taken : as, a piece or pawn may be put
or left enprise.

enroll, v. t. 4. In law, to engross : to prepare
in proper legal form ; also, specifically, to make
a legislative bill ready for the consideration
of the Executive Enrolled hill. See *bill3.

ens. An abbreviation of ensign.

Ens legls (L., a being of the law), in law, a thing created
by law, as a corporation.

ensanguin, v. t. A simplified spelling of en-

ensellure (an-se-liir'), «. [P., < enseller, sad-

dle, < en, in, -1- selle, saddle: see selP.] In
anthrop., a strongly marked curve of the dorso-
lumbo-sacral region. Deniker, Races of Man,
p. 93.



ensemble 428 entocondyloid

ensemble, ".-Grand ensemble, in statistical me- entartlirotic (en-tar-throt'ik), a. [Gv. eirrdg, Gr. ivrepov, intestine, + ^iatg
,
consumption:

chanics, an ensemble o( systems, in which the various within + apSpoi', joint, + -0<-iC.] Same as i»- see plitnisis.} Intestinal tuberculosis,
systems are composed of pai-ticles of various kinds and terarti'ailar enteroplegia (en"te-r6-ple'ii-a), n. [NL., <
in which the systems differ both in phase and in the i . j i__ ,™ +o^ ; t„^'^i la^^ „ rr^ ftr ;^™™ intfistii^n

' + tt/ti-A istrnkn 1 l^i
number of particles which they contam entepiCOndylar (en-tep-1-kon di-lar), a. [to. lir. eiTcpo!; intestine, -f tta,)^ strote.J i'a-

A grand ensemble is therefore composed of a multitude ^"^'^C within, + em, upon, + K6vSv%g, condyle, ralysis of the musoular coat of the intestine.

of petit ensembles. J. W. ffiftis, Statistical Mech., p. 190. + -a»-3.] 1. Onthemner side of the humerus enteropneust (en te-rop-nust), n. In zool., a
Mlorocanonloal ensemble, an ensemble of systems, in and above the condyle : as, the entepicondylar worm-like animal belonging to the group En.
statistical equilibrium, such that all the systems have the foramen, a foramen so situated, found in the teropneiista.
same energy. humeri of many mammals and very character- enteroptosis (en-te-rop-to'sis), w. [NL., < Gr.
In a microcanomcal erisemble of systemsthe energy(E) j (^j ^f ^j^g gats.— 2. Relating to the internal evrepov, intestine, -1- irramf, falling.] Prolapse

{m enl^fdd vSy hfihe"ii«S?yir
'"^ ''°*'"

epicondyle or entepieondyle. or sinking down of the intestines, and usually

J. W. Gibbs, Statistical Mech., p. 116. entepicondyle (en-tep-i-kon'dil), n. [Gr. kv- of some or all of the other abdominal viscera.

Petit ensemble, an ensemble of systems in which the T<Sf, within, + /£<ivJ«;Wf, condyle.] The process due to want of tone in the abdominal wall.

systems differ only in phase. J. w. Gibbs.—Time en- or projection just above the inner condyle of ^^^o called Irlenaras disease.

semble, the "ensemble of phases through which a single
^j^ humerus: the internal epicondyle or epi- enterorrhexis (en"te-r6-rek'sis), n. [NL., <

HsSE',p.W9.°°™'
J.W.iabis.Si^-

trochlea. See out under epicWe. Gr. Ii^epov, intestineV + ^7f<f, rupture.] Rup-

II. a. In music, same as concerted : as, an enteraden (en-ter'a-den), n. [Gr. evrspov, in- ti^re of the intestine.

e««e»»6ic passage or work. testine, -I- ddi^, a gland.] An intestinal gland, enterosepsis (en"te-r9-sep sis), n. [NL., <

ensepulclier,ensepulclire(en-sep'ul-k6r),j). t; enteraaenitis (en-te-rad-e-ni'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. CTrepov, intestine, -f- aijfig, putrefaction.]

pret. and pp. ensepulchered, ensepulchred, ppv. enteraden + -itis.'] "Inflammation of the intes- Blood-poisoning by absorption of toxic mate-

ensepulchering, ensepulchring. [en- + sepulr tinal glands. rials formed within the intestine.

cher.~\ To entomb ; bury. Pollok. enterectasis (en-te-rek'ta-sis), n, [Gr. evrepov, enterospasm (en'te-ro-spazm), n. [Gr. evrepov,

ensient (en-si-enf), a. In law, same as en- intestine, + e/cracif, extension.] Distention of intestine, H-un-oo/idf, spasm.] Spasmodic colic.

ceinte (which see). the intestines with gas. enterostomy (en-te-ros'to-mi), «. [Gr. evrepov.

Ensign halyards. SeB*halyard. enterelcosis (en"te-rel-k6'sis), ». [Gt. evrepm, intestine, + (n-i5;U0," mouth.] Formation, by a
ensign-fly (en'sin-fli"),». Any parasitic hymen- intestine, 4- e7i.Koaig, ulceration.] Ulceration surgical operation, of a permanent opening
opterous insect of the family j'samida. Com- of the mucous membrane of the intestines. into the intestine. Same as enterotomy, 2.

stock. Manual of Insects, p. 626. entero-anastomosis (en*te-r9-a-nas"to-mo'- enterotome (en-ter'o-tom), n. [Gr. evrepov,

ensilage, v. t. 2. To make into silage; to sis), m. [Gr. evrepov, intestine, + avaarSfiaaig, intestine, -I- -ro/iof, i ra/^ln, eut.'] A portion
ensile.—3. To affect by feeding silage, as en- anastomosis.] Intestinal anastomosis. of the embryo of vertebrates containing those
silaged milk. enterocentesis (en"te-ro-sen-te'sis), n. [NL., structures which later develop into the diges-
The crops «»i«ao[ffe(« should contain no more water than < Gr. evrepov, intestine, + Kcvr)?<r(f, puncture.] tive tract. [Rare.]

can be retained in the cells of ttie plant, etc. In SMrg'., operative puncture of the bowel. enterozoic (en"te-r6-z6'ik), a. Of or pertain-
Jlf.if«2M,Silos,Ensda«e,andsaage,p.80.

gjjtgj.„gjj,jl^jjyg^j,gt^j^y (gjj,,tg.j.^.,^^j,,^.gjg. i^g t" the i^fewsok
ensilage-cutter (en'si-laj-kut"er), ». A large tos'to-mi), w. Same as enterocKole'cystotomy. Entlielminthes(en-thel-min'thez), n.j??. [NL.]
power-machine having revolving cutters fed enterocleisis (en"te-ro-kli'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Same as Enthelmintha.
by hand, or by a self-acting feed-table that evrepov, intestine, + K^ieiaig, kX^oiq, a closing, < entheomania (en'''the-6-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., <
moves the corn-stalks, etc., to the cutters. Kkeieiv, close.] Obstruction of the bowel. Gr. iv6eog, inspired, frenzied, "-I- imvla, mad-

|iS™d"'en^ira|^cTtt'^^are°&^^th'Z^^^^^^
ness.] Religious frenzy.

livering the cut ensilage at the top of the bins. These evrepov, intestine, + lAhai^, drenching, < /cAiifejv, enthlaSlS (en thla-sis), n. [Gr. ivOMais, a dent
may be belt-and-bucket elevators of the ordinary type, or drench: see clyster.'] Rectal injection of large caused by pressure, < eve/tav, dent by pressure,
pneumatic conveyers, consisting of sheet-metal pipes quantities of water, usually for the purpose of < ev, in, -I- flAdv, crush.] A comminuted de-

JJirfWi^e*Slt°?hVSt^r%Z'onh^'c™t^^\^^^^ washing out the large intestine. J/.c?.ie.cor<J, pressed fracture of the skull,

conveyers may be fixed in one position or pivoted at the July la, IHOd, p. 107. entnymematlC (en-thi-me-mat iK), a. In logic,

bottom. Ensilage-cutters are sometimes fitted with split- enteioclysm (en'te-ro-klizm), n. [Gr. hrepov, of the nature of or containing an enthymeme

;

ting and shreddmg appliances for splitting corii-stalks intestine, -I- KkvauAh drenching, < /tXvfejv, incompletely stated : as, an enthymematw syl-

bLbVouSgafone
"'" "'''"'' '''''°°'''

drench.] Same as%nteroclysis. ' lo^sm
ensilate (en'si-lat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. ensi- enterocoele, n. 2. A body-cavity or ooelom entiris (en-ti'ris), n. [NL., < Gr. evrSg, with-

lated, ppr. ensilating. [ensile -1- -ate^.} To which arises as a diverticulum from the di- in, + Ipig, iris.] The posterior pigmented

ensile. [Rare.] N. E. D. gestive cavity of the embryo. Parker and layer of the iris.

ensilation (en-si-la'shon), n. [ensile + -ation.'] Sasivell, Zoology, I. 359. entity, n. 3. An individual fact or conception.

The making into and preserving as silage, Enterocoelic pouch. See *pouch. having in itself all that is needed to constitute

[Rare.] enterocolostomy (en"te-ro-ko-los'to-mi), «. a characteristic whole.

The life of the plant under the restricting conditions of [Gr. ei-repoii, intestine, 4- KliXoy, colon, '-f ard/ia,
pajpabie enlargement of the pyloras, in infants a few

ermlation. Nature, Oct 22, 1886, p. 606. mouth. J In surg., tbe establishment ot an ar- weeks old, has now come to be recognized as a definite

aKciilie+ ^A-n oT'liaf^ n Vfinsalf -t- -»s* 1 One tiflcial Communication between the colon and clinical and pathological cntifj/.

^wKnitTucte ories sitostr tte stoling of some portion of the sm'all intestine. TK^-^^-Uo Gazette, Feb. 16, 1903, p. ui.

fodder. enterocyst (en'te-ro-sist), n. [Gr. evrepov, in- entoblast, n. 2. In emiryol., one of the

En-Soph (en-s6f), n. [Heb., the infinite, lit. testine, -F KvaTig,_ bladder (cyst).] Cystic tu- blastomeres or segments of the egg which,

'no end.'] In cabalistic doctrine, the Deity, mor of the intestine. takes part in forming the wall of the intestine,

prior to the creation of the universe, from entero-enterostomy (en"te-ro-en-te-ros'to- or enteron.

which the ten attributes forming the Adam mi), n. [Gr. hrepov, intestine, -I- Ivrepov, in- entobronchium (en-to-brong'ki-um), n.
;

pi.

Kadmon emanated. See *Sephiroth, *Adam testine, + aT6jia, mouth.] The operative for- entobroncUa (-a). [N£., < Gr. evrdg, within, -I-

Kadmon. mation of a permanent communication be- /JpiSy;);©?, windpipe.] In ormfft. , one of several

enspell (en-spel'), ". *• [«»-'^ + spelP-.'] To tween two originally non-continuous portions tubes branching off from the vestibule or

cast a spell upon; charm; fascinate; enchant, of the intestine. Med.. Record, Feb. 28, 1903, dilatation of the bronchus.

enstatitlC (en-sta-tit'ik), a. [enstatite + -jc] p. 352. entocalcaneal (en-to-kal-ka'ne-al), a. [Gr.

Pertaining to, resembling, or containing en- enterograph (en'te-ro-graf), n. [Gr. evrepov, evrdg, within, -I- NL. 'calcaneum' 4- -al.] Situ-

statite. intestine, -1- ypii^ew, write.] A medical instru- ated on the inner side of the calcaneum or

ent., entom. Abbreviations of entomology. ment for recording the peristaltic movements heel-bone : specifically applied by Owen to

entacmseous (en-tak-me'us), a. [Gr. evriif, of the intestines. the innermost of the ridges or projections on
within, +a/c/iaiof, adj., <aK,«i^, point: seeaeme.] enterohematin (en"te-ro-hem'a-tiu), n. [Gr. the posterior face of the proximal end of the

In actinians, having the tentacles of the inner evrepov, intestine, + m/j.a(r-), blood, -f -ijiS.] A tarsometatarsus of a bird,

longer than those of the outer cycles. Trans, red pigment found in the so-caUed livers of entochoroidea (en-to-ko-roi'de-a), n. [NL.,
Linnean Soc. London, Zool., Oct., 1902, p. 299. certain invertebrates. < Gr. evrdg, within, -I- S'L. chofoidea.'i The
entaCOUStiC (en-ta-kos'tik), a. [Gr. ewiif, enteroid(en'te-roid), a. [Gr. forepov, intestine, posterior layer of the choroid,

within, + a/couffrt/ciJf, of hearing.] Relating to + eidof, form.] Shaped like a bowel or intes- entocnemial (en-tok-ne'mi-al), a. [Gr. cvriif,

or originating within the organ of hearing. t™e. .,.,.. ^^ .
within, -I- ki^^i?, tibia, -I- -a«.] Situated on

entailable (en-ta'la-bl), a. lentail -)- -able.] enterofeinase(en"te-ro-kin as),re. [Gr. evrepov, the inner side of the tibia.

Capable of being left in fee-tail; also, often intestine, + B. Unase.] A kinase found in entocoele (en'to-sel), n. [Gr. cvr<5f, within, -1-

used with reference to any property that is the intestinal mucous membrane, which ren- mlXog, hoUow.]' The portion of the coelenteron
capable of being left by will. ders the pancreatic trypsin physiologically ac- or gut-oavity of a hexactinian polyp inclosed

Ental valve. See*«atoe. tive. Similar bodies probably occur elsewhere in the within each pair of mesenteries ; the intra-

entapophysial (en-ta-po-fiz'i-al), g. Of or STnrtosnrZ'oS"'™"'"'""""*^'""""- mesenterial %ace: opposed to *exoc,Ble.

pertaining to an entapophysis. See *enta-
gnteromere (en'te-ro-mer;, n. [Gr. hrepov, ^'"S" -'''""««™ '^<"'- London, Zool., Oct., 1902,

pophysis.
c- „!„\ „ rri. £,.,/„ intestine, + /iepof, part.] A segment of the in- ^SV-™!,-. , i- -/,., n

entapophysis (en-ta-po£'i-sis), «. [Gr.evr.ic
testinal tVact in the embryo. entocoelic (en-t9-se'bk), a. Same as c«*ero-

vrithin, + airdipvacg, apophysis.] An internal p^+„„mviasiB ren'te-ro-mi-i-a'aisl m TNT,
'^^''-

apophysis;. an'apophy^s that projects inter-
«^*(f™^^^,%l:^ti^e/+7i«?fly0' i>re^s^nce

entocondylar (en-to-kon'di-mr), a. [Gr.evr<Sf,

nally, as with many arthropods.
of larvae in tW intestiAe, and the morbid state

fit^in, -fscivd^^f, condyle, -1- -aj;3.] Relating

The wall of the oesophageal portion of the foregut [m ^esultins therefrom. *°
'f^

entoeondyle, or inner articular face of
spiders]. . . is supplied mth a well-developed posi^cere^

enterODexv 7e "te^ro-nek'si) n [Gr Ivrenov ^"^ * ^°'^^ »« » femur: contrasted with

aS;ra^rw^o^"d\Tpfw^SlS"^™ iniST'n Z^^X:{.Tr.'^^°''f^''^A^^''--'^^^^^^^^^^Sftott«,anUyador.^^^^^^^ operatioil for the a:ttachment of a portion St'the STusSfaTiid"
*'" entoeondyle, as m the ta>so-

^^..tS^^"^t^^^^^o^^y<^^^^^ intestine to the anterior abdominal wall entocondyloid (en-to-kon'di-loid), a. [ento-

pace.

'*"'°^
pr^ Zool SocLmdon, 1902, p. 186. enterophthisis (en'te-rof'thi-sis), n. [NL., < condyl-ar -\- -oid.] Relating to the inner side



entocondyloid

or portion of a condyle, or suoh an articula-

tion as that of the distal end of the humerus.
entOCOnid (en-to-kon'id), n. [Gr. hrdg, with-
in, -I- KuvoQ, cone, -I- -»d2.] The postero-
internal cusp of a lower molar. See cut under
*tooth.

entocomea (en-to-k6r'ne-a), n. [NL., < Grr.

cvr^f, within, + NL. cornea, cornea.] Same
as memhrane of Demours or Descemet (which
see, under membrane).

entocranial (en-to-kra'ni-al), a. [Gr. evrdg,

within, -I- Kpovtov, cranium, + -al-l Same as

endocranial.

entocyst (en'to-sist), n. Same as endoeyst.

entoglossuiu (en-to-glos'um), n.
;
pi. entoglossa

(-a). [NL., < Gr. hrdc, within, + yAaaaa,
toiigue.] The foremost bone of the hyoid
apparatus of a bird, lying in the substance of
the tongue : really composed of a pair of bones
properly Icnown as ceratohyals.

£ntognathi (en-tog'na-thi), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. evrdg, within, + yvddog, jaw.] A proposed
group of thysanurous insects including the
Vampodeidse, the Japygidie, and the various
families of Collembola.

entohyal (en-to-hi'al), ». [Gr. ivT6Q, within,
+ 'hyal{oid).'\ bne of a chain of median bones
in the lower part of the gill-arches in fishes

:

same as basibranchial. Storks, Synonymy of

the Fish Skeleton, p. 518.

£ntoloiaa (en-to-16'ma), n. [NL. (Qu61et,

1882), < Gr. svrdg, within, -I- ?i.C)/ia, fringe.] A
genus of agarics haying reddish or pinkish
angular spores, a somewhat fleshy stem and
pileus, and no volva or annulus. The species
are widely distributed, occurring in fields and
woodlands.

£lltoiIiaGro'dus (en-to-mak'ro-dus), n. [NL.,

< Gr. evTOfiog, cut in, + a«:pof,'at the extremity,
+ 6(5o{if(o(!(wr-), tooth.] A genus of small blen-
nies of the tropics, differing from Salarias in

the presence of the long canines.

entoiueric (en-to-mer'ik), a. Pertaining to or
of the nature of an entomere.

entomesoblast (en-to-mes'o-bl&st), ». [Gr.

hrdg, within, + /iimg, middle, + li'Aaardg, germ.]
A layer or cluster of embryonic cells which
have not yet been differentiated into entoblast

and mesoblast proper.

entometatarse (en-to-met'a-tars). It. [Gr.

evrSg, within, + E. me'tatarsiis.'i The internal

face of the tarsometatarsus of a bird. Owen.
[Rare.]

Entomidse (en-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mn-
tomis + -idse.'] A Paleozoic family of ostra-

eode crustaceans, characterized by short,

strongly convex, subequal bivalve tests with
a depression near the middle of the dorsal

region.

entomion (en-to'mi-on), ». ;
pi. entomia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. hrdg, within, + o/iog, shoulder.]

In craniom., the anterior point of the mastoid
angle of the parietal bone. Von Torok.

Entomis (en'to-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. ivrojiig, a

gash, < ivTOftog, cut in.] The typical genus of

the familv Entomidas.

Entomoconchidae (en"t9-mo-kong'ki-de), n.pl.

[NL., < Entomoeonehus + -idie.l A family of

Carboniferous ostracode crustaceans, charac-

terized by subglobose, somewhat inequivalve

shells, with a truncate front edge and a slit

on the central portion of the margin.

Entbmoconchus (en"t9-m6-kong'kus), n. [NL.,

< Gr. hro/iog, cut in, '+ ndyxr/, a shell.] The
typical genus of the family Entomoconehidse.

Entomophila (en-to-mof'i-la), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. evTo/iov, insect, '+ 0//lof, loving.] A group
of hymenopterous insects (according to Ash-
mead's classification) having the hypopygium
entire, the pronotum not extending back to

the tegulsB, and the tarsi slender, it includes

the families Crabronidie, Pemphredonidee, Bembecidee,

Larridse, Trypoxylonida, Philanthidse, Nyssanidse,

Spheddse, ana Ampulicidm.

entomophilous, «. 3. In j?%tofireofir., parasitic

on insects: said of a class of fungi. Pound
and Clements.

Entomophthoracese (en^to-mof-tho-ra'se-e),

». pi. [NL., < Entomophthora + -acem.'] A
family of phycomycetous fungi named from

the genus Entomophthora. See Entomoph-

entomophthoraceous (en " to -mof-tho -ra'

shius), a. Belonging or pertaining to the

Entomophthoracese.

Entomophtliorales (en'to-mof-tho-ra lez), n.

pi. [NL., < Entomophthora + -aUs.1 An

Eniotnosporium maculatum.

a, section of leaf, through a disease-spot,
showing a fruit pustule of the fungus con-
taining spores in different stages of de-
velopment ; d, young spores, showing meth-
od of development and attachment to the
mycelium; c, mature spores, all highly mag-
nified. (Drawn from Report of U. S. D. A.)
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order of entomogenous fungi containing the
single famUy Entomophthoraeese. See Enio-
mophthorex.
Entomophthorinese (en"to-mof-th6-rin'f-e), n.

pi. [NL.] Same as *Entomophthorale8.
entomopllthorous (en-to-mof'tho-rus), a. Per-
taining to or caused by a fungus of the genus
Entomophthora.
A view of graasboppers dead or dying from entomoph-

thorous disease.
L. 0. Howard, in Yearbook, TJ. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 460.

Elltoinosporilim(en"t6-mos-p6'ri-um), n. [NL.
(L6veill6, 1858), < Gv.'Ivto/zov, insect, + cKopa,

seed (spore).]

A genus of

parasitic fungi
of the order
Sphxropsida-
les, having
black flattened

pycnidia with-
out ostiola.
The spores usually
becomefour-celled
and furnished
with slender ap-
pendages. E. mac-
vXatutn causes the
leaf-blight of the
pear and quince.
See leaf-irblight.

entomosteg-
OUS (en-to-
mos'te-gus), a.

Belonging to
the Entomos-
tega, a divi-

sion of Forammifera ; characterized by having
the cells subdivided by transverse partitions.

entomostomatous (en'to-mos-to'ma-tus), a.

Belonging to the Entomostomata, sipionobran-
chiate gastropods which have the lip of the
shell notched.

entophthalmia (en-tof-thal'mi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. kvT6g, within, + btjidaXiiia',' ophthalmia.]
Inflammation of the inner structures of the
eyeball.

entopic (en-top'ik), a. [Gr. ivronog, in or of a
place, < h, in, + Tdnog, place.] Being or
occurring in the proper place : as, entiypie ges-
tation.

entoplasm (en'to-plazm), m. [Gr. evTiif, within,

-f -nkaajia, anytiling formed.] Same as enda-
plasm.
entoplastral (en-to-plas'tral), a. [entoplas-

tr-on + -aO-.'\ Kelatingtotheentoplastron, the
bone in the plastron of a turtle that corre-

sponds to the interclavicle of other reptiles.

entoptOSCOpe (en-top'to-skop), ». [Gr. kvrdg,

within, -I- birr^mdg), of seeing (see optic), +
CKOwetv, view.] An instrument employed in

testing the transparency of the luedia of the
eye. A beam of light enters the eye through a minute
hole in an opaque diaphragm, and any opacities in the
lens or humors of the eye are projected as distinct shadows
on the retina.

entoretina (en-to-ret'i-na), n.; pi. entoretinse

(-ne). [NL., < Gr. hrdg, within, + NL. retina.}

The inner layer of the retina.

entorganism (ent-6r'gan-izm), n. [Gr. hrdg,

within, -1- E. organism.} An internal parasite.

entosclerite (en-to-skle'rit), TO. [Gr. hrdg,

within, + aiA^pdg, "hard, + -ite^.} A sclerite

that is entirely internal, having no external

portion, as the prophragma or mesophragma
of an insect. Froc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902,

p. 174.

entoseptnm (en-to-sep'tum), n.; pi. entosepta

(-ta). [NL., < Gr! hrig, within, 4- L. septum,

sseptvm, a partition.] In corals, a septum de-

veloped within an entoccele. Compare *exosep-

tum. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Feb., 1903,

p. 147.

entOSOlenian (en"to-so-le'ni-an), a. [Gr. ivrdg,

within, + aiMjv, a channel, pipe.] Having an
internal neck or tube, as the foraminifer La-
gena globosa. Compare *ectosol^man. Smith-

sonian Uep. {Nat. Mus.), 1897, p. 306.

entosphenal (en-to-sfe'nal), n. [Gr. ivrdg,

withm, + afijv, a wedge, + -a^i.] A bone in

fishes anterior to the bones above the myo-
dome : same as basisphenoid. Starhs, Synonymy
of the Fish Skeleton, p. 512.

Entosphenus (en-to-sfe'nus), n. [NL., < Gr.

kvT6g, within, + a'^vv, wedge.] A genus of

lampreys running in the rivers from California

northward on the Pacific slope. E. tridentatus

is the common large lamprey of the Pacific

coast.

eutrainment

Entosphenus tridentatits.

(From Bull. 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

entosphere (en'to-sfer), «. [Gr. kvrdg, within,
-1- a^lpa, a ball.] In cytol., the inner or
medullary zone of the centrosphere of the
cell. Z^gler, 1899.

w;^^~i

Centrosome and aster in the polar mitoses of Unio. (Lillie).

A, aster of the first polar figure, central granule (centrosome)
surrounded by medullary {entosphere') and cortical (ectosphere)
zones ; B, late anaphase of second polar mitosis, radial ento-
sphere bdunded by continuous membrane ; C, D. prophases of
second mitosis, formation of central spindle within and from the
substance of the old entosphere. (From Wilson's " The Cell,")

entostosis (en-tos-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. kvrdg,

within, -H 'omikav), bone, -t- -osis.} Same as
e»o«tosisJor endostosis.

entotentacle (en-to-ten'ta-kl), n. [Gr; kvrdg,

within, + NL. teniaeulum, tentacle.] One of
the radially arranged tentacles which arise
later than the exotentacles and from the en-
toeoBles of a coral polyp.

entothoraz (en-to-tho'raks), n. [Gr. kvrdg,

within, -I- Bdipa^, thorax.] A ohitinous pro-
cess, probably an elaborate inward fold of the
integument, which projects upward in a forked
manner from the sternum. Also called apo-

ElIntotrophi (en-tot'ro-fi), n.pl. [NL.,< Gr.
kvrdg, within, -t- rptx^g, feeder, nurse : see
trophi.} Same as *Entognathi.
entotropbous (en-tot'ro-fus), a. Pertaining
to or having the characteristics of the Entot-
rophi or Eniognathi.

entotympanic (en"to-tim-pan'ik), a. [Gr.
kvrdg, within, -I- Tvfnravov, drum : see tym-
panum.'] Situated or occurring within the
drum of the ear.

entozoal (en-to-zo'al), a. [entogo-on + -aV-.}

Caused by the presence of Entosoa: as, an
entozoal disease.

entozoologically (en'to-zo-o-loi'l-kal-i), adm.
From the point of view of an entdzo61ogist,
or regarding entozoology.
entrain^, v. t. 2. To carry along mechan-
ically by the flow of another fluid at high ve-
locity. Thus water may be carried through a pipe with
steam at such a rate that it cannot be precipiUited and
attach itself to the walls of the pipe, but must move
with the steam into the engine-cylinder or other vessel
into wliich the pipe delivers, Sd. Amer. Sup., Dec. 27,

1902, p. 22568.

entrain^ (en-tran'), V. [ew-i H- train^.} I.

trans. To put aboard a train.

I doubt very much whether, in £ussia, a whole army
corps was ever entrained or embarked, secretly and
noiselessly, in the latter hall of a single night ; but in

Japan this has been done again and again.
George KermMn, in Outlook, June 18, 1904, p. 402.

II. intrans. To go aboard a train.

entrainer (en-tran'er), n. A device for sat-

urating a current of gas or steam with liquid

:

usually a hollow or pocket for collecting a
liquid in such a way that it will be picked up
by a passing current of gas or steam.

entraiument (en-tran'ment), n. The act of

entraining; specifically, the catching up and
conveying away by live steam of minute drops
of water from a boiler or of particles of sugar
from an evaporating-pan or other vessel from
which steam is exhausted.
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Entrance-cone in Sea-urchin's
Egg- (Magnified.)

A, sperm-head before en-

trance; », nucleus; »i, middle-
piece and part of the flagellum

;

B, C, sperm-head immediately
after entrance, showing en-
trance-cone ; Z>, rotation of the
sperm-head, formation of the
sperm-aster about the middle-
piece; £, casting ofT of middle-
piece, cenlrosome at focus of

the rays. The changes figured
occupy about eight minutes.
(From Wilson's " The Cell.")

entrance

entrance^, n. 7. In phonetics, the initial
movement in producing a sound; the ' attack'
or on-glide. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p.
429.— 8. In music of a concerted sort, the
point at which or the effect with which any
one of the parts begins, especially when not
at the beginning of a piece or passage Pupil
of entrance, same ad itentranee-pupii and interfusiim
*di8k (which see). Jour. Mm. Micros. Soc, June, 1904,
p. 283.

entrance-cone (en'-
trans-kon), n. In em
iryol., the conical pro-
trusion of the surface
protoplasm of the egg
at the point of entrance
of the spermatozoon.
entrance-pupil (en '-

trans-pu'''pil), n. In a
lens system, the circu-
lar space correspond-
ing in size and position
to the image which is

formed of the stop by
that portion of the sys-
tem which lies between
the stop and the object.
See interfusion *dislc.

entrancing (en-trans'-
ing), p. a. That 6n-
tranees or transports
with delight or won-
der: as, entrancing music; an entrancing tale.

entrechat (on-tr-sha'), n. [F., < It. intrec-

ciata (sc. capriola), a complicated caper, pp.
of intrecdare, complicate, < in, in, + trecda,

plait, tress.] A leap in ballet-dancing, dui'ing

which the performer strikes his heels together
several times.

"Mr. Edgeworth excelled me so much" [said the
stranger], " that I sat down upon the gromid, and burst
out a Cluing ; he could actually complete an entrechat ot
ten distinct beats, which 1 could not accomplisli."

Edgeworth, Memoirs, II. vi.

entrfe, n. 5. An old dance resembling the
polonaise, or the music for it.

Entropy leakage, a lowering of the value of the entropy
factor in the expansion of a heat-medium, and a conse-
quent lowering of the intrinsic energy of the medium,
without a corresponding useful expenditure of mechani-
cal energy to overcome a resistance. The heat-energy of

the medium is dissipated without doing work, as the
water is wasted which leaksfroma mill-dam.—Frlnciple
Of the Increase of entropy, the principle (due to Clau-
sius) that, owing to the inequalities of temperature be-
tween different points, the entropy of the universe con-
tinually tends to morease.—Unit Of entropy, the *claus
(which see).

entry, n.—catchword entry. See -kcatchword.—
Entry sign, in music: (a) In acanon that is but partly writ-

ten out, a mark indicating the point at which the imitating
part is to begin. (6) A sign from a conductor to a singer

or player to begin.—Table Of double entiy, a table

having two arguments, as, for example, a multiplicatiou
table. It may or may not be ai*raiiged so that one argu-
ment is entered at the top and the other at the side. As
long a£ the quantities in the table vary with two inde-
pendent quantities, or appellations, to be entered, it re-

mains a table of double entry, however arranged. Tables
of triple, quadruple, etc., entry would be possible; but
they are little used, since any table of N -f 1 arguments
can be replaced by N tables of double entry, though a
larger number will often be convenient. A table of double
entry cannot be reduced to a table of single entry.

—

Wilt of entry, in common law, a writ which lies in favor
of one having a right of entry to recover possession of

lands wrongfully withheld.

entry-clerk (en'tri-klSrk), n. A clerk whose
busmess is to make entries in the proper book
or books ; in common usage, a clerkm a mer-
cantile establishment who keeps a book of

original entry in which all purchases and sales

are recorded in the order of their occurrence.

entry-word (en'tri-w6rd), n. The word under
which a book is listed or entered in a cata-

logue.

Entyloma (en-ti-lo'mS), n. [NL. (De Bary,

1874), < Gr: hruTLOvoBdlj to grow hard^ < h, in,

-f- rtAof, a callus.] A genus of parasitic fungi

of the order XJsUlaginales. The mycelium is inter-

cellular and not gelatinous as in most smut-fnngi. The
spores are interciJai-y or terminal, usually formmg groups

in the tissue of the host, but not separating from it Some
of the species produce gall-like swellings, and many bear

simple conidia. About 70 species have been described.

E Physalidis is common on species ot Phymlie.

enucleate, «. * 3. In eyiol., to deprive (the

cell) of its nucleus; to denuoleate.

enuf, a., n., adv., and interj. A simplified spell-

ing of enough.

Env. Ext. .^abbreviation of -Ef»«o^jEa!<raor-

dinary. ^„ , . , , .,

enzoSty (en-z6'o-ti), n. [Gr. ev, in, + (epz)-

zo6ty.'\ A contagious disease of animals, such

as infectious abortion of cattle, confined to

small localized regions.
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enzymatic (en-zi-mat'ik), a. [Irreg. < en^m
+ -atie. The proper form is eneymie.'\ Re-
lating to an enzym or ferment ; enzymic.

enzymation (en-zi-ma'shgn), n. {ew^m +
-ation.'] The process of sinecting with an
enzym Oxidizing enzymation, the so-called to-

bacco ^fermentation (which see). Also oxidiziTig enzy-
Tnosis.

enzymic (en-zim'ik), a. Relating to or of the
nature of an enzym.
enzymol (en'zi-mol), n. [enzym + -ol.2 A
proteid ferment used in place of hydrogen
peroxid as a wash for the ulcerated surface of
the pharynx.
enzymology (en-zi-mol'o-ii), n. [MGr. evZv/iog,

leavened (see enzym), + -^oyia, < Xkyeiv, speak.]
The study of enzyms.
enzymosis (en-zi-mo'sis), n. [enzym + -osis.']

Fermentation by non-organized ferments.
Roberts.

E. 0. A game of chance, in which the appro-
priation of the stakes is determined by the
falling of a ball into one of several niches
marked E or O respectively. N. E. D.
eo- (e'6). [Gr. tj&q, dawn: see eocene, etc.]
In petrog., specifically, a prefix used before
the names of rocks, chiefly volcanic, to indi-
cate that they were erupted in geologically
ancient time as distinguished from Tertiary
or recent time. Its use was suggested by O. Norden-
skj'dld in 1893. The resulting terms are eobasaXt, eo-
dacite, eorhyoUte, etc.

Eocardidse (e-o-kar'di-de), n. pi. [NL. Eocar-
dia, the type genus, -I- -idee.'] A family of small
fossil rodent mammals, containing species of
the genera Helomys, Phanomys, Palseocarida,
etc., from the Santa Cruz formation (Miocene)
of Patagonia. Ameghino, 1891.

Eocicada (e'c-si-ka'da), n. [NL., < Gr. ^(if,the

dawn, + L. cicada, cicada.] A genus of the
Cicadidse or harvest-flies occurring in the
Jurassic lithographic slates of Bavaria.
eodemotic (e'o-de-mot'ik), a. [Gr. i^g, dawn,
+ demotic,^ iPertainin^to the dawn or demo-
tic (civil as contrastedwith tribal) organization
of society.

On comparing the method classes with the periods and
culture-grades, it is found that archaic trephining was
chiefly prehistoric and exclusively eodemotic, but that
neoteric trephining persists, at least vestigially, among
backward representatives of civilized peoples.

Hep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1894-95, p. 18.

eohistoric (e'^o-his-tor'ik), a. Pertaining to
the dawn of history : as, eohistoric times ; eohis-
toric man.

eolation (e-o-la'shon), n. [L. ^olus, the wind-
god, + -ation.'] In geol., the process of earth-
sculpture by wind; the scouring of exposed
formations by wind-driven dust and sand, the
chiseling of cliffs and modeling of beaches by
wind-driven waves, and the modification of ex-
isting features by transportation and deposi-
tion of rock material by wind.
eolith (e'o-lith) n. [Gr. ^6g, dawn, -I- Wog, a
stone.'] A rudely chipped flint implement (or
what appears to 'be such) regarded, from its

workmanship, as older than the paleoliths.
Eoliths are found in the oldest Quaternary
deposits of Europe. Keane, Ethnology, p. 74.

eolithic (e-o-lith' ik), a. Pertaining to or char-
acterized by the presence of eoliths.

eolotropic! (e'o-lo-trop'ik), a. [eolotrop-y +
-ic] Characterized by eolotropy; having a
different structure in different directions : op-
posed to isotropic. An eolotropic medium shows dif-

ferent elastic properties according to the direction of the
stress, and, when transparent, exhibits double refraction.

eolotropy (e-6-lot'ro-pi), n. [Gr. oWXoc,
changeable, shifting, -t- -Tpo7coc,<.Tp6wEtv, turn.]
Difference of structure in different directions.
Doubly refracting crystals are eolotropic, and isotropic
bodies, when twisted or subjected to longitudinal or shear-

• ing stress, show a temporal^ eolotropy.

Bodies . . . whose electro-magnetic properties merge
into those of isotropic non-conductors as the eolotropy dis-

appears. H. Hertz (trans.), Electric Waves, p. 203.

eon, M. 3. Thelargestdivisionofgeologictime:
used by J. D. Dana especially in dividing the
archsean into astral and archsenzoie eons.

eonial, gonial (e-o'ni-al), a. Same as eonian.

eophone (e'o-fon), n. [Gr. r/dg, dawn, the east,

the orient, + (jiai^, sound. The intended
meaning seems to be ' that which orients, or
fixes the direction of, the sound.'] An ap-
paratus for ascertaining at sea the direction
or bearing of a source of sound-waves, it con-
sists of a pair of trumpet-shaped receivers pointing in
the same direction and mounted on opposite sides of a
separating screen. From these condensing-receivers tubes
lead downward and are attached to the two ears ot the

epanonn
obsei'ver. The screen and trumpets are

mounted on a short vertical mast free

to be turned so that the edge of the
screen can point in any direction.

When the observer receives by trial the
most intense vibration of the ail', then
both mouthpieces and the screen be-

tween them are pointed to the source
of sound. Used in thick weather or
at night.

Eoplacophora (e''''o-pla-kof'6-

ra), n. pi. [Gr. ^(5f, dawn, 4-

TrAdf (ttAo/c-), plate, + -<popog,

< (jiepeiv, bear.] A suborder of
the polyplacophorous chitons.
It is characterized by having the tegu-
mentum coextensive with the articula-

mentum, or the latter projecting in

smooth insertion-plates, and by having
posterior gills. One of its two families
is Paleozoic, the other Tertiary and
recent

Eopsetta (e-op-set'a), m. [NL.,
< Gr. waif, dawn, -I- i//yrTa, a flat- „ .

fish.] A genus of flounders ,0°' ""^-^X^
closely allied to Hippoglosso- j^""^^,*',?'"^" f
ides, found on the coast of Cali- ^ve" coming'°to

fornia. E. jordani, the single each cone from dif-

,
•: . ' J, Yi ferent directions

known species, is frequently and to reflect those

sold as English sole. coming obliquely;
• ... *,_ _ _,_ .... t- ^,^, ear-tubes con-

eOrnyOllte (e-O-n O-Ut), n. [eo- nectlng each cone
-1- rhyoUte.] in pe^og^,B. geo- =fre%=?ator"I

Eophone,

ears; f/,5uspeDding-
spring to carry
weight of e, clamp
to press the tube-
outlets against the
ears; y, revolving
mast carrying coH

cones and
hand-

greatest intensity
of sound; /t, dumb
compass in a fixed
relation to the axis
of the ship ; i,

pointer indicating
the bearing of the
screen and cones.

[NL., < Gr.

logically ancient rhyolite,

*eo-.

Eosaurus (e-o-s&'rus), «. [NL.,
< Gr. ^(if, dawn, + aavpog, a
lizard.] A genus of stego-
eephalous.4»ipfe«Wo represented screeifj' ^, ,..„„.

only by detached amphicoelous wheel to point the

vertebrae from the Coal-meas- fr"e"p^oint°"o?
ures of Nova Scotia.

Eoscorpius (e-o-skfir'pi-ns), n.

[NL., < Gr. ijiii, dawn, -I- anop-
irioQ, a scorpion.] A genus of
fossil scorpions from the Car-
boniferous rocks of Illinois.

Eosebastes (e''''d-se-bas'tez), n.

vi>s, dawn, + Sebastes.] A subgenus of the
genus Sebastodes, including the red rockfishes
of the coast of California.

Eosln B, BN, or BW, a coal-tar color of the xan-
thene type, the sodium salt of dibrom-dinitro-fluores-
cein. It Is applied like eosin, but gives bluer pinks.
Also called eoM'n scarlet.—EosmJ. Same as -kerythro-
sin—rEosln S or BB, a coal-tar color of the xanthene
type, the potassium salt of the ethyl ether of tetrabrom-
fluorescein. It is insoluble in cold water, but readily

'

soluble in alcohol, and for this reason it is often called
spirit-soluble eosin. Its application is the same aa that of
eosm.—Eosln scarlet, same as iteosin B, BN, ot BW.
—Eosln lOB. Bsnie SB phloxin—Blethyl eosln. Same
as erythrin, 1.

eosinophil, a. H, n. A leucocyte which stains
only with the acid dyes, such as eosin. Also
called acidophil and om/phil.

eosinophilia (e'o-sin-o-fil'i-a), «. [eosin +
Gr. -fiKla, < ipiAMv, love.] The presence in the
blood of eosinophil'leucocytes in markedly in-
creased numbers. R. C. Cabot, Clinical Exam,
of the Blood, p. 116.

eosinophilic (e'o- sin- 6 -fil'ik), a. Same as

eosinophilous (e'd-si-nof^i-lus), a. [eosinophil
+ -ous.] Staining readily and intensely in
eosin; of or pertaining to an eosinophil.

eosimu (e-6'si-um), n. [NL., irreg. <Gr. ^lif,

dawn (aurora), -I- -ium.] A name suggested
by Berthelot for the recently discovered atmos-
pheric gas krypton.

eosolate (e-6'so-lat), n. [eos{in) + -ol + -ate^.]
A salt of sulpho-aoids of the aliphatic creosote
esters. Calcium eosolate is a gray, gritty powder, with
slightly pungent etliereal odor and somewhat acrid
leathery taste : used in diabetic affections. Silver eosolate
is used in gonorrhea, and quinine eosolate in malaria.

Eotrochus (e-ot'ro-kus), n. [NL., < Gr. ^ag,
dawn, + NL. Trochus, a genus of gastropods.]
A genus of platypodous MoUusca, charaoteri zed
by turbinate, widely umbUieate shells which
have flat whorls and concave base, and which
sometimes carry agglutinated foreign particles.
The genus was described from Silurian rocks.

epacme (ep-ak'me), n. [Gr. km, upon, + iiKiii],

acme.] A stage inthe ancestral orphylogenetie
history of a group of organisms, such as a family
or a genus or a species, before the perfection of
development, or acme, is reached. Jour. Roy.
Micros. Soc, Oct., 1903, p. 616. [Bare.]
epagomenic (ep'''a-g6-men'ik), a. Same as epa-

epanorin (ep-a-no'riu), n. [NL. epanora (see
def.) + -in'^.] A yellow compound contained
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in thelielaen Leeanora epanora. It crystallizes ephebic, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the adult
in needles, melting at 131-132° C.

'

Epanorthidse (ep-a-n6r'thi-de), «. pi. [NL.
(Ameghino, 1889), < Ei>anorthis, the type genus,
+ -idx.l A family of mammals, coinprising
small species, known from fragmentary re-
mains in the Santa Cruz formation (Miocene)
of Patagonia, and placed with the diprotodont
marsupials.
epanorthotic (ep"an-6r-thot'ik)y a. Of the
nature of or characterized by epanorthosis ; ephebolic (ef-e-bol'ik), a. [Gr. e^;>;3of, youth,
given to epanorthosis. _ + fioT^^, a throw, cast (cf. metabolic, etc.).]
eparchsean (ep-ar-ke'an), a. [Gr. M, upon, + Same as *ephebic, 2.

E. archsean'.'] Situated above the recognized ephebus (e-fe'bus), n. Same as epliebe.
archsean: applied to a group of rooks which epheby (ef'e-bi), n. [Gr. %;8/a (or kpi^eta,

stage of individual development or ontogeny,
as contrasted with the adolescent and the
senile stages.

[The] ephebic stages ^ive the differentials elaborated
in the ontogeny at the acme of the evolution of the stock.

Hyatt, Biol. Leot., 1899, 132.

The ephebic stages begin with the assumption of char-
acters of lowest tazonomic ranlc (varietal).

Amer, Jour. Sci., Jan., 1903, p. 12.

contain no fossils and are not yet accepted as
Paleozoic, but which apparently are later in
age than the true archsean. Dana, Manual of
Geol., p. 446— Eparchsean Interval, the time-in-
terval between the formation of an archsean rock and the
next overlying one. Asflrstusedby A. C. Lawsonitwasre- -^i^J.«„ /„ i-„i >^^ \ j
strioted to Precambrian time, but it has had a wider sig- epnecuc (e-tet tlk), a. and »
niflcance in the writings of others. Science, N. S., Feb. 20,

1903, p. 290.

[eparch + -ofeS.]

Of or pertaining to

pi. epareualia

eparchate (ep'ark-at), n.

Same as eparchy. Schaff,

eparchial (ep-ark'i-al), o.

an eparchy. Schaff.

'

eparcuale (ep-ar-ku-a'le),

f-li-a). [Gr. £7r^, upon, -I- L. accM«, arch.] The
independent ossification from which the neural
spine is developed ; the supradorsal of Gadow.
eparitoi (e-par'i-toi), n. pi. [Gr. kirdpiroi or
enapirat.'] A picked laody of hopUtes created in
Arcadia, in ancient Greece, after the founda-
tion of Megalopolis in 370 b. q. They probably
formed a considerable troop.

Here too the £!paritoi must have ha^ their quarters; and ephedlilie (ef'e-drin)

man's estate, < eijnifieveiv, arrive at man's
estate), < ipifiog, adult: see ephebic.'] The
adult condition ; adulthood ; the ephebic stage:
used in the classification of the stages of ontog-
eny.

[Gr. iipeKTiwig,

able to hold back, < enexetv, hold back, < M,
to, unto, -I- exeiv, hold.] I. a. Holding the
judgment in check.

II. n. One who suspends judgment.

itwas their duty, in case of an hostile assault, to defend the
southern circuit of the walls.

J. B. Bury, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVIII. 18.

Epaxial actlnophores. See *actinophore.
epeirogenetic, epeirogenic. Same as *epiro-

epembryonic (ep-em-bri-on'ik), a. [Gr. evi,

upon, + embryonic.'] Of or pertaining to
stages in the life of an organism later than the
embryonic stages. Hyatt, Biol. Lect., 1899,

p. 132. [Rare.]

6perlail (a-par-lon'), n. [F., OF. esperlanc,

esperlan, esperlen, etc., < MLG. sperlink = E.
sparling'-.] The European smelt.

All these men were called Pyrrhoneans from their
master ; and also doubters, and sceptics, and ephectias,
or suspenders of their judgment, and iuvestigators, from
their principles. And their philosophy was called in-
vestigatory from their investigating or seeking the truth
on all sides ; and sceptical from their being always doubt-
ing (crKeVTo/im), and neverfluding ; and ephectic, from the
disposition which they encouraged after investigation,
I mean the suspending of their judgment, epoche

;

and doubting, because tliey asserted that the dogmatic
philosophers only doubted, and that they did the same.

Diogenes Laertius (trans.). Lives of the Philosophers,

[p. 406.

n. [Ephedra + 4ne^.]
A crystalline alkaloid, O10H15ON, contained
in the leaves of Ephedra distachya and other
species of Ephedra. It is mydriatic.
epnedrismos (ef-e-dris'mos), n. [Gr. i^eSptafid^,

lit. 'sitting or riding upon (another's back),'
< eipsdpi^siv, sit or ride upon another's back, <
Ifeopog, sitting upon, < ewi, upon, + edpa, a
seat.] A Greek game in which a stone was
set up at a given distance and balls were
thrown at it. The player who failed to hit the stone
was blindfolded and made to carrv the victor to the stone.

This is also the case with the group illustrating the oft-

repeated theme of the EpheUrismoa or Bncotyle.
M. B. Huiah, Greek Terra^cotta Statuettes, p. 123.

XTi^H'n^^'^f^^pl.^^t fn„Tfi«lf
°'"^^*™ ephelkustic (ef-el-kos'tik), a. [Gr. ^^.to^«-

Europe, and esteemed as a food-fish.
^^_ attracted, drawn after, < i.pkUvaZ power
of attraction, < s<p^hceiv, draw after, attract, <

upon, -I- ehceiv, draw.] In Gr. gram., at-

eph-. See epi-

"Svll., Ephes. Abbreviations of Ephesians.

Epbebaceae (ef-f-ba'sf-e), n.pl. [NL., < Ephebe
+ -acese. ] A family of gymnocarpous lichens
named from the genus Ephebe.
ephebarch (ef'f-bark), n. [Gr. h^iiBapxoq, <

Ipl^oq, a boy, -I- a/D;t;df, leader.] In Gr. antiq..

tracted or appended : applied to the letter
(n) when, for the sake of euphonious utter-
ance, it is appended to a word ending in a
vowel and followed by another beginning with
a vowel.

t".rA"^f^:l?;L"*^.L\S"*o:\rr*^'^*' ephemerantby (e-fem'e-ran-thi), n. [Gr, e^.
whose precise duties are not now known,

ephebastic (ef-e-bas'tik), a. Of or pertaining
to ephebasty: having characters which be-
long to the mature growth-stage of a colony.

ephebasty (ef'e-bas-ti)n. [Gr%^of mature Ephemerida (ef-e-mer'i-da), n. pi+ aoTv, city.] Id paleon., the condition of #"i„™w"„ ;:„„„i.^„„„.i „„"i'* „ii;

fiepo^, of the day, fleeting, + avBo^, flower.] In
bot., the phenomenon of lasting only one day
or less: referring to flowers or, chiefly, their
corollas. F. E. Clements.

. ..,, , [NL.] The
Ephemeridse considered as of ordinal rank,

i3l*r.l"^.*3f^^^^^^^^^^corals ; the stage of mature growth
Epbebe^ (e-fe'be), n. [NL. (Fries, 1825), <

Gr. eni, upon, -f- 7/3)?, youth, > pubescence, in

allusion to the pubescent thallus.] A genus
of lichens having the thallus small and
branched and composed chiefly of the algal

element. The apothecia are small and round.
The species are few and occur on wet rocks
and earth.

Ephebeitic (e-fe-be-it'ik), a. \_ephebeitis +
-ic] Of or pertaining to ephebeitis. [Bare.]

Many of the
of processes n
called ephebeitic.

ephebeitis (e-fe-be-i'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

eipvfieia, man's estate, -I- -itis (implying in-

flammation).] The fever of maturing youth.

[Bare,]

[Gr. e(j>^p.epog, of the day, -I- fiopf^, form.] Of
or pertaining to the ephemeromorphs; of or
pertaining to a form of organic life that is

transitory and unstable—in particular, a form
of life which, being definitely neither plant
nor animal, has no permanent place in nature

;

ephemeromorphous. [Rare.]

Ephemeroptera (e-fem-e-rop'te-ra), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. e^/iEpog, of the day, + irTepdv,

wing.] In entom., the Ephemeridse consid-
ered as an order.

e phenomena are those of over-accentuation ephete (ef'et), n. [Gr. i<l)iT7jg, a commander, a
nc^mal at

vf:^l%Z^%l,^^^^_ ^-^^^^ magistrate, < iM.a^, send to, command, <M
to, -I- livat, send.] In Gr. antiq., a criminal
magistrate in Athens, especially one who tried

cases of murder.
ephetic (e-fet'ik), a. [ephete + -ic.'] Of or
pertaining to the oflce of ephete.

When the youth takes the helm of his own being, he ephippial, a. 2. Having or carrying a brood-
navigates a choppy sea. ... He must strive, flght, and pouch: as, the ephippial females of certain
storm his way up, if he would break into the kingdom of priistapRnns
man. . . . Many an impulse seeks expression, . . . which i'»'io''<»^0'*^o-

will never be heard of later. Its function is to stimulate ephippiC (e-tip ik), a. [Gr. etpmmop, a saddle-
the next higher power. . . . Never is ij so true that cloth (taken for 'saddle'), + -ic] Saddle-

epichilous

ephoric (e-for'ik), a. [ephor + -ic] Same as
ephoral.

Ephraimite (e'fra-im-it), n. 1. In Old Test,
hist, a member of the tribe of Ephraim, one
of the 12 tribes of Israel.— 2. A nickname for
pieces of 8 groschen struck at Berlin by Fred-
erick the Great about 1759 : so called from one
of the directors of the mint.
ephydriad (e-fid'ri-ad), n. [Gr. c^vSpiaq {-a6-),
of the water (sc. v'viiijiri, nymph), < cttj, upon,
+ Map, water.] A water-nymph. L. Bunt.
[Rare.]

ephydrid (ef 'i-drid), a. Of or belonging to
the dipterous family Ephydridee.
ephydrogamic (efi-dro-gam'ik), a. [Gr. em
upon, -I- vdap, water, + yd/iog, marriage, -1- -ic]
Hydrophilous, with the pollination occurring
on the surface of the water.
ephyrula (ef-ir'ii-la), «. ;

pi. ephyrulas (-le).

[NL.] Ayoung acraspedote medusa newly set
free from the scyphistoma.
epial (ep'i-al), n. [F. ^pial (Geoffrey), < Gr.
em, upon, -f- -al.] In ichth., the neural spine;
the spine in which the neural arch ends.
Starhs, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 524.

epialid, hepialid (f-, hf-pi'a-lid), n. and a.

I. n. A member, of the family Epialidse (He-
pialidse).

II. a. Of or belonging to the lepidopterous
family Epialidee {Hepialidx).
epiandrium (ep-i-an'dri-um), n.

;
pi. epiandria

'-a). [NL., < Gr. im, to, -I- avf/p {avSp-), male.]
ri the Arachnida, the opening of the male
genital organs.

Epibaterium fep"i-ba-te'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Forster, 1776),. in allusion to the climbing
habit, < Gr. ETripar^pioi, of or for climbing, <
em/Saivew, go upon : see epibatus.'] A genus of
plants of the family Menispermacese. They are
usually twining shrubs with axijlary panicles of small
flowers, but the leaves not peltate as in some related
genera. There are about 30 species, widely distributed,
chiefly in the tropical and subtropical regions of the Old
World. One species, B. CaroUnum (Coccvius Carolinus
of Linneeus), occure in the southern United States, and an-
other, £'. diversifoliwm (Coceulus diversifolius of de Can-
dolle), extends from Texas to Arizona and Mexico.
epibenthic (ep-i-ben'thik), a. [epibenthos +
-ic] Living upon or in the bottom of the con-
tinental shelf or littoral zone of the ocean; of
or pertaining to epibenthos. See *epibenthos,
*benthos, *benthonie.

Everywhere, however, the epibenthic fauna is exposed
to cei'tain definite environmental conditions, as compared
with a deeper fauna. Uncyc. Brit, XXXIII. 933.

epibenthos (ep-i-beu'thos), n.. [NL., < Gr. ewi,

upon, + pev6o(, depth (see *benthos).] The
animals and plants that exist next to the ben-
thos, or deep-sea fauna and flora— namely,
those that live in the sea-bottom of the conti-
nental shelf or littoral zone, and those that
are attached to its surface, and those that
creep or run over its surface, considered col-
lectively- See *benihos.
The fauna of this zone [continental shelf or littoitd

zone], generally very well characterized, may be distin-
guished as the epibenthos. Uncyc. Brit, XXXJII. 933.

epiboulangerite (ep"i-bo-lan'jer-it), n. [epi-
+ boulangerite.'] A lead sulphantimonate,
Pb3Sb2S8, occurring in dark bluish-gray to
black masses. It is perhaps derived by altera-
tion from boulangerite.
epibranchial, ». 2. In ichth., one of the upper
bones of the giU-arches. They lie just above the
angle of each arch, between the superior pharyngeals
(which they support) and the ceratobranchials below.

epibranch^ale (ep"i-brang-ki-a'le), ». ; pi. epi-
branchialia (-U-a). [NL., neut. of *epibran-
chialis, < Gr. em, upon, + fip&yxia, gills: see
branchial.] In ichth., the uppermost of the
three pieces of the gill-branches (branchialia)
in the gill-apparatus.

Epibulia (ep-i-bu'li-a), n. [NL.]
genus of the family Epibulidee.
1829.

Epibulidse (ep-i-bii'li-de), n.pl.
bulia + 4dae.] A family of ealyconeetous Si-

phonophora. it consists of polygastric forms with a
short, inflated, spirally convoluted stem, cormidia ordinate
in a spiral ring protiected by a corona of palpons, pneu-

'ithout [pericystic radial pouches but with

The typical
Eschseholte,

[NIj., < Epi-

It includes the genera Epibulia and

nothing human is alien from each individual, as in this

fever of ephebeitis. (J. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 89.
shaped; specifically, having the ends of the

vertebral centra concave in one plane and con-
vex in the other, as are the cervical vertebrse

of birds; heteroooBlous. fVieland, 1899.

in boys or the period of ephebic ephor, n. 2. In modem Greece, an overseer
or superintendent of public woHJs.

ephebiate (e-fe'bi-at), n. [Gr. k<trnpeia, man's
estate, -I- -ate^.'i In Gr. antiq., the period of

adolescen'
education.

matophore wifl

hypocystic villi.

Angela.

epicheilous, a. See *epicMlous.

epichiloUS (ep-i-ki'lus), a. [Gr. £7rj;|;£(Xi7f,

on or at the lips, < eiri, upon, + ;fEiAoc, lip.] Of
or pertaining to the lip or buccal segment

:

specifically applied to earthworms having the
prostomium separated from the buccal seg-
ment by a complete groove. Also epicheilous.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, p. 199.



Epichloe

EpicMoe (e-pik'lo-e), «. [NL. (Tulasne, 1865),
< Gr. CTTi, upoBj + xM, grass, verdvire.] A
genus of parasitic fungi of the order Mypo-
creales, having the peritheoia embedded in a
smooth, bright-colored, fleshy stroma which is
at first covered with a conidial layer. The asci

432 epigyny

and sodium, HNaBeSisOg, occurring in col-

orless twinned orthorhombie crystals of tabu-
lar habit: found in southern Greenland. It

has the same composition as eudidymite, but
differs from it in cry.stallization.

,. ^ . , ^ ^ ^— . .„., „v,. , -. ^-. epidotiferous (ep^i-do-tif'e-rus), (7. [epidoU

fv.^^tX^^^»^!}^^^L^''2I?^J°Z\I^? epicostal (ep-i-kos'tal), a. [Gr. k^i, upon, + +l,.ferre, bear.] fJontalning epidote; epi-

dotie.

epicontinental (ep"i-kou-ti-nen'tal), a. [^epi-

+ continental.'] In geol., resting iipon a con-
tinent: said of shallow seas formed by the
submergence of continental areas in certain
geological periods. Clmmherlin and Salisbury,

Geol., I. 11.

species are mostly parasitic on grasses, as the name indi-
rates. E. typhina frequently attaclis the cultivated grasses,
Poavratenm, blue-grass, aad Phkum prateme, timothy.

e^icnondrosis (ep*i-kon-dr6'sis), m. [NL., <
Gr. ewl, upon, -I- x^^^poi, cartilage, + -osis.]
A growth of cartilage upon the periosteum,
such as that producing the antlers of a deer.

epichondrotic (ep-'i-kon-drofik), a. [epjcfeon- epicrtsls, n. 3. A secondary crisis in an in-
drosis(-ot-)+-ic.] Relating to a growth of oar- fectious disease

1j. casta, rib, + -aP-^ Lying upon a rib.

epicotyleal (ep"i-kot-i-le'al), n. [Gr. em, upon, epidotization (ep"i-d6-ti-za'shon), n. [epidote
+ KOTvTiij, cup, + -ail.] In iehth., the metap-
terygoid, one of the lateral bones of the head
of fishes. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skel-
eton, p. -514.

tilage upon the periosteum or perichondrium.
The antlers of deer are epichondrotic growths.
Epichondrotic growths

preponderate, with multi-
ple and broadened bases.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

[1902, I. 2i8.

epichordal, a. 2.
Noting a type of ver-
tebra, found in some
Batrachia, in which
the cartilaginous ele-

ments from which the
centra of the vertebrse
are developed are sup-
pressed on the ventral
side of the notochord,
as in Pipa, Bombina-
tor, and Alytes.

The epichordal feature is

not necessarily indicative
of relationship.
H. Gadow, Amphibia and

[Keptiles, p. 20.

epichorion (ep-i-ko'ri-

on), n. ; pi. epiehoria

(-a). [Gr. £ff(, upon,
+ x^P"^! the mem-
brane that iTicloses

the fetus.] In em-
bryol., that portion of
the uterine mucosa
which folds over and
incloses the
mammals.
epichrosis (ep-i-kro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
iirlxpuaLQ, a surface stain, < 'eKixpi^wiivai, color
on the surface, < kirl, upon, -I- ;i;puwiu'ai, color.]

Cutaneous discoloration, as in chloasma,
freckles, etc.

epichysis (ep-i-M'sis), n.

a pouring in, also a pitcher, < emx^lv, pour inj

< £Tri, on, in, + ;i;etv, pour.] In Gr. archaiol.,

a pitcher for wine, etc. ; a beaker.

epiclastic (ep-i-klas'tik), a. [Gr. km, upon, -I-

K/Uzariif., broken, + -Jc] In petrog., noting
detritai, surfieial rocks made up of fragments
of preexisting rocks. Teall, 1887.

epiclavicle (ep-i-klav'i-kl), n. 1. In ichth.,

same as supraclavicle (yi'ineh see).— 2. A bone
of the shoulder-girdle of stegocephalian am-
phibians extending dorsally from the clavicle

;

the clithrum.

epicnemial (ep-ik-ne'mi-al), a. [epicnemis +
-aP-.] Relating to the superior and anterior
portion of the tibia Epicnemial process, the

-i- -ize + -ation.1 lu petrog., ihai form of
metamoiphism which is accompanied by the
formation of epidote, usually at the expense
of the ferromagnesian minerals, but also from
the feldspars in some instances.

epidural (ep-i-du'ral), a. [epi- + dura (mater)
+ -aU.] Situated upon the dura mater : as,

the epidural space, an interval between the
periosteum which lines the spinal canal and

^ the dura mater of the spinal cord.

Geikie, Textbook of epifocal (ep-i-fo'kal), a. [epi- + focal.'] Ly-
ing about the focus ; arranged with reference
to the focus; near the focus; specifically,

above the seismic center or focus of an earth-
quake.
When this material is volcanic it is almost invariably

magnetic, and we perceive in its sudden rearrangement
causes which should produce magnetic effects wltiiin all

epifocal district. Encyc. Brit., XXVIL 608.

epifoUiculitis (ep"i-fo-Iik-u-]i'tis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. em, upon, + NL. fotlicalus, follicle, +
-ife.] Inflammation of the hair-follicles of

cularorbifrelatively to a point Q which itself eDiffl^c'fen-i-eam'ikl a TGr «m utioti -I-
has a miifoi-m circular motion about O. n the S^arriLe^l Relat^^ to '

^° '

angular velocities have the same siim. the enicvclic is '"c^^J ™arnage.J Keiatmg lo

epicrystalline (ep-i-kris'ta-lin), a. [epi- +
crystalline.} In geol., noting a crystalline
structure or character which is superimposed
(as often in regional metamorphism) upon an
older sedimentary one •--'"-
Geol., p. 802.

epicurrent (ep'i-kur-ent), n. [Gt. i-Kl, upon,
+ L. currens, current.'] A stream or current
at the surface of the sea, such as the Gulf
Stream. Haeckel (trans.), Planktonic Studies,
p. 625.

epicycle, m. 2. (6) In mod. a«<ro»i., sometimes
used for the geocentric path of a planet, or
its path relative to the earth regarded as fixed.

epicyclic, a. II. «.. A curve which is the
path of a point P describing uniformly a cir-

egg m

angular velocities have the same sign, the epicyclic is

direct; if opposite, retrograde.

epidemicity (ep-i-df-mis'i-ti), «. [epidemic +
-ity.] The condition of being epidemic. Eneuc.
Brit., XXVII. 468.

as about the thir- .j T_*iy -t- . , -v
(After KoUman.) epiaemiograplust (ep-i-de-mi-og'ra-nst), w. A
aisize. writer on the subject of epidemics. N. JS. D.

epidendral (ep-i-den'dral), a. [Gr. ctt/, upon,
+ dhdpov, tree, + -aP-',^ Growing on trees:
applied chiefly to epiphytes : as, an epidendral
orchid,

epidendric (ep-i-den'drik), a. Same as *e2?i-

dendrah

vert"Jbrate Cpiderma (ep-i-d6r'ma), n.; pi. epidermata
(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. em, upon, + Skpfia^
skin.] A cutaneous excrescence, such as a
wart.
epidermatic (ep^i-der-mat'ik), a. Same as epi-
dermic.

epidermatous (ep-i-d6r'ma-tus), a, Pertain-

r'Nrr / P ' ^^^ ^^ ^^ affecting the epidermis,

i- /I'l ^ e^';ryffiCj EplHermlc ^obea.. Same as epithelialpearls (which see,
., ^ ,. .. See epidermic

/, eprchorion.
A longitudinal section of the

human uterus with an ovum in
situ estimated as about the thir-

teenth day.
One-half natural size.

a, cavity of uterus ; b, decidua
vera ; c, dorsal wall of uterus ; d,
vagina; e, os uteri; j; cervix
uteri ; g; villi projecting from
wall of blastodermic vesicle ; H,
wall of blastodermic vesicle; i,

uterine glands; J, cavity of
ovum or blastodermic vesicle;
&, decidua serotina; I, epicho-
rion ; m, ventral wall of uterus.
(From Marshall's
Embryology,")

under pearl).— Epidermic medicatiozL
method, under epidermic.

epidermin(ep-i-der'min),n. lepid€rmis-\-~in2.-\
etjiffeiiiqt ('e-Tiii'e Tii^;^^

Izi emollient consisting of equal paits of white X^^^hn iLS^trS^f^
wax, aeacia, glycerin, and water, employed
as a vehicle for exhibiting skin-medication.

the mating of
animals: as, gigantic colors, those worn by
males during the mating period and supposed
to attract the females. E. B. Poulton, Colors
of Animals, p. 338 I^ilgamlc character, any
characteristic of color, markings, structure, or conduct
which serves to attract or excite the other sex during the
courtship of animals, such as the song of birds, the drum-
ming of the grouse, the plumage of the peacock, etc.— Ep-
Igamlc coloring. See -trcoloriiig.

Epigastric angle, fold, fossa, zone. See
*angleS, *fold^, *fossa, and abdominal regions,
under abdominal.
epigenetic (ep"i-je-net'ik), a. [epigenesis, af-
beT gensUc.l 1. Of, pertaining to, orproduced
by epigenesis.
He criticises the ideas of process and of the unity of

-

history, and contends for an epigenetic as distinguished
fi'om an evolutionary view of the origins of civilisation.

Mind, XII. 629.

2. In phys. geog. , a term applied to those rivers
whose courses have been determined by the
slope of a once overlying series of strata, now
removedby erosion so as to disclose rock-struc-
tures of another arrangement; superposed;
inherited.

__ ^ ... ,
..n. [epigen(y) -i- -ist.]

Une who accepts the doctnne of epigenesis as
opposed to evolution in the sense of preforma-

epidermolysis (ep"i-d6r-mol'i-sis), n. [Gr.
etnSepfi(is), epidermis, + Xvaic, loosening.] A
loosening of the epidermis from the next un-

_^ ^_
derlying layer of the skin.

tone, upwardly directed proces'S on the supenyrp'sk of epidermoma (ep"i-d6r-m6'ma), n.
; pi. epider-

the tibia, particularly pronomiced in^^ebes and loons. ^„^„,„ i.rr,.:^£ [Gr. i^cdep^ki epidTirais,epicnemis (ep-ik-ne'mis), n.

+ Kv^/iT). tibia.]

A small sele-

rite sometimes
found at the
base of the
tibia in some
Arachnida,
which does not f

appear to have
separate mo-
tion.

epicoeloma (ep-

i-se-16'ma), n.

[Gr. iiri, "upon,
+ KoDjj/ia (t-), a
hollow, cavity:

see cceloma.'i

The portion of

the coeloma, or
true body-cav-
ity, nearest the
notochord in

the vertebrate
embryo. Also
epiccelom.

[Nil., < em', upon.

epidermoid, a. n. 7». A" tumor composed of „^?;=?fi°;^'..?''^*-"f*^*- ,^ , ^
cells resembling those of, or derived ^om, the ®P^f!?w ^I'^lh^i 1' \ P'^'

^'^7"*' ^row-

epidermis
» '

^ ^ mg atter, -I- -tie-*.] A sulpharsenate of copper

epidermoidal (ep"i-der-moi'dal), a. Eesem- f^d iron oecurringin steel-gray prismatic crys-

blinff the enidermis
" *^'^ lound near Wittichen, Baden.blmgthe_epidermis.

epiglottitis (ep^i-glo-S'tis), n. [NL., < epi-
glottis + -itts.'] Inflammation of the epiglottis.
epi^ath (ep'ig-nath), n. [Gr. kirl, upon, +
yvoBoQ, ^aw.] & Isopoda, an epipodite usually
consisting of one article afSxed to the external
margin of the protopodite or basal part of a
maxilliped.

Characteristic of or

epidermosis (ep^i-d6r-mo'sis), n.
;

pi. epider- epigraf, n. and v. t. A simplified spelling of
moses (-ses). [Gr. emoepfi^tc:), epidermis, + epigraph.

r &
qsis.} A disease of ^the skin which^afEects epigramme (ep-i-gram'), n. [F. ^igramme:„„ . .. sf:e epigram.] A small fillet of game, poultry,

lamb, or other delicate meat prepared and
served as an entree.

epiguanine (ep-i-gwa'nin), n. Onelof the
xanthin bases, CgHyNsO.
epigjme (ep'i-jin), n. [Gr. hm, to, + ymii,
female.] The female aperture or vulva in
arachnids " _ - _ _ _

momata (-ma^-t^. __
+ -orna.] A cutaneous excrescence or out^ epigonalTe'-pig'o-nal), a.growth, such as a wart. fe?tainfaig to L" ep^one.

fft, epicceloma.
Transverse section across the middle of
the length of a frog embryo. Magnified.

a, dorsal root of spinal nerve : it, meso-
blastic somite ; c. subuotochordal rod ; d,

archinephric duct; e, intestinal region of
mesenteron ; y, splanchnoccele ; ^, epi-

blast; A, yolic-ceils ; i, mesoblast ; j,
splanchnopleuric layer of mesoblast ; i,

somatopleuric layer of mesoblast ; /, archi-

nephric duct ; fn, myocaie or epicoeloma

;

n. notochord : o, spinal cord. (From Mar-
shall's *• Vertebrate Embryology.")

chiefly the superficial layer, or epidermis
epidiabase (ep-i-(K'a-bas), n. [epi- + diabase.']
Inpetrog., a diabase the augite in which has
been changed to amphibole, uralite, or horn-
blende: applied to rocks previously called
epidiorite. Issel, 1892.

epidiascope (ep-i-di'a-skop), n. [Gr. tm,
upon, + Old, through, -(- anontlv, view.] An
instrument for the optical projection of the
images of opaque bodies on a screen by means
of reflected or transmitted light, it consists" of
a lantern-box containing a powerful arc-light, a water-
tank for removing heat-rays, and a series of mirrors be-
neath and above the objective. Nature, Feb. 19, 1903,
p. 376. See cut at projecting-'klantem.

epididymectomy (ep - i - did -i -mek'to - mi), n.
[NL. epididymis + Gr. cKTopi, excision.] Ex-
cision of the epididymis. Jour. Trop. Med.,
Jan_. 15, 1903, p. 25.

epididyioite (ep-i-did'i-mit), n. [Gr. hnl, upon,
+ E. {eu)didymite.] A silicate of beryllium

epigynum
[NT.., < Gr ^

Arachnida, the opening of the female genital
organs; the epigyne. Trans. Linnean Soc.
London, 2d ser., Zool., 1892, p. 297.
epigyny (e-pij'i-ni), n. [epigyn-ous + -yS.]
In bot., the character of being epigynous; the
growth of corolla and stamens on the top of
the ovary.
Apart from this, botanists are generally agreed that the

concrescence of parts of the flower-whorls . . is an
indication of advance, as is also the concrescence that
gives the condition of epigyny. Encyc. Bnt., XXV. 440.



epihypocycloidal

epihypocycloidal (ep«i-M-po-si-kloi'dal), a.

[ep»- + hypocycUndat.'] In math., having a
generating rolling curve of such a form that
the portion of the profile without the primitive
circle is epicycloidal, while that within it is

hypocyeloidal.

epilaryngeal (ep"i-la-rin'je-al), a. [Gt. Eiri,

upon, + Adptiyf, larynx, +'-e-dl.'] Above the
larynx; falsetto.

epilate, v. *.—Epilatlng forceps. See*forceps.

epilatory (e-pil'a-to-ri), n. [L. e, out, +pilu8,
hair, after depilatory.'] Same as depilatory.

epilemilia(ep-i-lem'a,),«.
;
pi. epite?»mato(-ma-

ta). [Gr. iTL, upoii, + Ai/ifia, scale.] The
fine, transparent sheath of a terminal nerve-
fibril.

epilemmal (ep-i-lem'al), o. Of or pertaining
to the epilemma. Jour. Exper. Med., March 25,

1901, p. 506.

epilepsy, n

—

cursive epilepsy, epilepsy in which
the prodromes take the form of an impulse to rim.—Diurnal epilepsy, a form of epilepsy in which the
attacks occur only or chiefly during the daytime.— Focal
epilepsy. Same as cortical epilepsy.—'LaxyngeaX epi-
lepsy. Same as laryngeal *vertigo.—'Soaxaaal epi-
lepsy, a form of epilepsy in which the paroxysms occur

nd '" '
"

' ' ~ *"
epsy, a
tnly at i -Psychic epl-night, and* usually during sleep.

lepsy, a form of epilepsy attended with men&l derange-
ment.

Epileptic cry. See •crj/.—Epileptic status a morbid
condition marked by almost continuous epileptic seizures,

the intervals between which are passed in a state of coma
and fever.

epileptold, a. H. n. A person who is prone
to have epileptic seizures.

epilobe, n. 2, In bot., a plant of the genus
~ " ' Also applied to CJiamsenerion an-

'mm, the great willow-herb, long in-

cluded in Mpilobium.

epilog, »., and V. i. A simplified spelling of

epilogue.

epilogismti n. 2. Something added; an epi-

logue.

epilogist (e-pil'o-jist), n. [epilogue + -«««.]

The writer or the speaker of an epilogue.

The ejnlogist says that missing sections of the tale

wiU he lost unless he finds time to treat them ; this is

a confession that the pretended book of the Grail (as-

sumed according to the usual mediaeval fiction) has no
existence outside of his inner consciousness.

Jour. Amer, Folk-lore, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 56.

epimagmatic (ep-i-mag-mat'ik), a. \epi- +
magmatic] In petrog., noting those minerals
in igneous rocks which have been formed since

the solidification of the magma: not pyro-
genetic. Such minerals are often called sec-

ondary minerals. See secondary, 4.

epimere (ep'i-mer), n. [Grr. eni, upon, +
ftipog, part, portion.] 1. In embryol., a por-

tion of the mesodermal wall of the epiooeloma

in the vertebrate embryo. See cut under
*epicoeloma.— 2. In. gool., same as epimeron.

epimorphosis (ep"i-m6r-f6'sis), n. [Gr. iwi,

upon, + fidfupaait, forming, < /lopijxmv, v., form,

< fwp^, form.] The regeneration of a piece

or fragment of an organism by celi-prolif-

eration at the cut or injured surfaces : a more
common form of regeneration, distinguished

from ^morpiiallaais.

epimysium (ep-i-mi'si-um), n. [NL., erro-

nesusly formed from Gr. km, upon, + ijJvq (jiv-),

muscle.] The connective-tissue sheath of a
muscle.

epimytll (ep'i-mith), n. [NL. epimythium, <

Gr. emiMiov, < iiri, upon, + /liBog, fable. Com-
pare affalulaUonJ] The moral appended to a

fable or story.

epimythium (ep-i-mith'i-um), n.; pi. epi-

mythia (-a). [NL.] Same as *epimyth.

Such are the repetition in cursive of a fable ,

an epimythium.
. and of

epimythium.
D. C. Residing, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIII. 296.

epinephridial (ep'''i-nef-rid'i-al), a. [Gr. km,

upon, + NL. nephridium + -aP-.'] Of or per-

taining to the spaces above the renal organ or

nephridium. See the quotation under *peri-

gonadial.

epinephrin (ep-i-nef'rin), n. [Gr. km, upon,

+ ve<^i)6q, kidney, + -j»2.] 1. A term intro-

duced by J. J. Abel to designate the active

blood-pressure raising principle of the adrenal

glands. See also *adrenalin.— 2. The pro-

prietary name of a preparation made from the

suprarenal fcapsule, which possesses marked
hemostatic properties.

epineural, a. 2. Lying upon or over a nerve.
— Epineural canal, in some echinoderms, one c2 the

canals which run between the nervous system and the

adjacent body epithelium.

Eplnnula (e-pin'u-la), n. [NL., < L. e-, out, -I-

pinnula, dim. ot pinna, fin.] A genus of scom-
S.—28
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broid fishes of the family GrempyUdse: found
in the West Indies.

epinotum (ep-i-no'tum), «.; pi. epinota (-ta).

[NL., < Gr. tiri, upon, + votoq, back.] Same
as metanotum. Biol. Bulletin, May, 1904, p. 258.

epionycMum (ep"i-o-nik'i-um), n. ;
pi. epiony-

cMa (-a). [NL., <; Gr. em, upon. + fiwf
(oTO;);-)j"nail.] The membrane which covers
the nails of the fetus.

epiopticon (ep-i-op'ti-kon), «. ; -pi. epioptica

f-ka). [NL., < Gr. eni, upon, -1- bicriKdq, optic]
The second of the three ganglionic swellings
in each of the optic gangua of an insect. A.
8. PacJcard, Text-book of Entom.,pp. 253, 254.

epiostracum (ep-i-os'tra-kum), n. [NL., < Gr.
em, upon, -I- bcTpaieov, stell.] The outer layer
in the integument of Acarina. it consists of a
single layer of cells, rounded or conical on the outer side
and flat on the inner side. These cells form the papillse
with which the soft parts of the body are often coated.

epiotic, n. 2. One of the outer or lateral pair
of the supratemporal bones in the cranial roof
of the stegocephalian Amphibia, regarded as
bones of dermal origin.— 3. In ichth., a lateral,

posterior paired bone of the cranium, usually
forming a blunt projection . It lies at the side of the
supraoccipital behind the parietal, and articulates below
with the exoccipital. The upper limb of the poat-tem-
poral is attached to il

epiparasite (ep-i-par'a-sit), n. [Gr. knl, upon,
+ irapdaiTog, parasite.] Same as ectoparasite^

ep|ipastic (ep-i-pas'tik), a. and n. [P. 6pipas-

tique, < Gr. en'maarog, sprinkled over, < emTrdtr-

aeiv^ sprinkle over, < km, upon, + naaauv,

sprinkle.] I. a. Sprinkled over, as silk or
paper with oantharides or other blistering

agents, or with a powder.
II. n. A substance which causes a blister

when applied to the skin; blister-plaster; a
vesicatory.

£pipll. An abbreviation of Epiphany.
epimiallus (ep-i-fal'us), n. ;

pi. epiphalli (-i).

[NL., < Gr. tm, upon, + ^\Uq, phallus.] In
some pulmonate gastropods, an enlargement
of the vas deferens, which does not enter the
penis directly, but is continued beyond the
apex of that organ and frequently bears a long
blind duct, the flagellum. Froc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1897, p. 447.

epiphenomenal (ep"i-fe-nom'e-nal), a. [epi-

phenomenon + -aU.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of an epiphenomenon.

The spiritual becomes the "epiphenomenal," a merely
incidental phosphorescence, .so to say, that regularly
accompanies physical processes of a certain type and com-
plexity. Erwye. Brit., XXXI. 88.

From the standpoint ofnaturalism a world described in
such terms is epiphenomenaZ.

J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism, IL

epiphenomenalism (ep^i-ff-nom'e-nal-izm),
n. [epiphenomenal + -ism.2 The doctrine that
consciousness, or mind, is an added or secon-
dary phenomenon (epiphenomenon) ; the doc-
trine that consciousness is the incidental resiilt

of the phenomena of neural structure and of

neural activity according to the laws of me-
chanics. According to this view, freedom and responsi-

bility are illusions or a routine, having no more real rela-

tion to conduct than has the sound of the bell to its tolling

or the whistle of the engine to its movements. The aim
of science is held to be the objective study of a material

universe, into which our minds mustnot be thrust as part

of the problem, which is complete and intelligible only
when considered objectively and as separated from our
minds by a chasm that is intellectually impassable. Sensi-

ble knowledge is held to consist of phenomena or appear-

ances which are produced in our minds by a natural world
that in itself is, and always must be, utterly unknown and
unknowable ; and as the human brain is part of the phe-

nomenal world of appearances in our minds, critical

epiphenomenalism resolves itself into the assertion that

our minds are the by-products of appearances in our

minds, produced by we Imow not what.

How does epiphenomenaliffm arise? By immediate
inference from the fundamental thesis of parallelism, the

denial of causal relations between mental and physical.

If the volition is not the cause of its movement, then con-

sciousness is inefficient. If the physical world is a closed

circle, then the mind is a mere epiphenomenon on the

roof of things but looking helplessly down. Everything

goes on exactly as if it were not present. It is therefore,

so to speak, a potential absentee. If it vrere an actual

absentee, the world would be no different.

C. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 80.

epiphenomenalist (ep"i-fe-nom'e-nal-ist), n.

[epiphenomenal + -is*.] One who holds con-

sciousness to be an epiphenomenon. See

*epvphenomenalism. C. A. Strong, Why the

Mind has a Body, p. 83.

epiphenomenalistic(ep"i-f§-nom'''e-nal-is'tik),

a. Partaking of the character of epiphenome-

nalism. 0. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a

Body, p. 350.

epiphe

epipleur

enomenon, n. 2. A phenomenon which
IS secondary to another or others; a phenome-
non which is a sort of by-product in no wise
afEecting other phenomena. The term is used
especially to describe consciousness as conceived by Dr.
Shadworth Hodgson, who thinks that not only is con-
sciousness without effect upon the brain, but that one
idea is without effect upon other ideas.

The human soul Herbart conceived to be such a real.

its various presentations and mental processes being bul-

passing epipheiiomena of its simple underlying existence.

These epipken&mena he attributed to the interaction of

the reals. H. Nichols, Cosmology, § 121.

To say that consciousness is an aura or epi^herunn^non
of the organism, which itself is but a mechanical automa^
ton, is to shirk the difficulty, not to face it

J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism, II. 37.

Specifically—3. Inpsychol. theory, a collateral

product of a given set of conditions ; a phe-
nomenon which accompanies the effect of a
given cause, but which itself has no place in

the chain of cause and effect.

They [psychical changes] are called collateral products
or "epipherumiena " to obviate the charge of materialism,

and to conform to the interpretation of the conservation

of energy that we have just discussed.
Erwyc. Brit, XXXIL 68.

4. In neurol., a supererogatory phenomenon

;

something added after the plan of the work is

complete.

The cortex cerebri [is] the most important portion of

the brain from a psychical point of view, though from the
physiological standpoint it may seem rather an epiphe-
nomenon or afterthought. Buek, Med. Handbook, II. 273.

Epiphenomenonhypothesis. See ifepiphenomenali»m-

epiphonematical (ep*i-fo-ne-mat'i-kal), a.

[epiphonema(t-) + -jc -I- -al'^.'] Of the nature
of an epiphonema.
epiphylly (ep'i-fil-i), n. [Gr. km, upon, -I- ipiiV.m',

a feat, -f -^3.] The occurrence of epiphytes
upon leaves. Kearney, Contrib. National
Herb., V. 436.

epiphyma (ep-i-fi'ma)^ ». ;
pi. epiphymata

(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. eir/, upon, -I- fjmim, a
growtfii.] Any disease of the skin.

epiphyseolysis (ep-i-fi-sf-ol'i-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. kirUjivaiQ, epiphysis, -I- /liiiKj,-, dissolution.]
Separation of an epiphysis.

epiphysitis (ep"i-fi-si'tis), n. [NL., < epiphy-
sis + -itis.] Inflammation of an epiphysis.

epiphyte, «., 1. Schimper clasBifles epiphytes as
follows : (a) proto-epiphytes, comprising the little-homo-
geneous species which are compelled to obtain nourish-
ment from the surface of their support and directly from
atmospheric sources; (6) hemi-epiphytes, which germi-
nate and pass through their earliest stage on trees, but
which later become connected with the ground by their
roots ; (c) nest-epiphytes, consisting of species which" by
appropriate devices collect large quantities of humus and
water; (d) tank-epiphytes, in which the root system is
developed only as an anchoring apparatus or is entirely
suppressed, so that the whole process of nutrition is

carried on by the activity of the leaves.

epiphytism (ep'i-fi-tizm), n. [epiphyte + 4sm.'\
The character or habit of being epiphytic.

epiphytotic (ep*i-fi-tot'ik), a. [Gr. iwl, upon,
+ fvrdv, plant, -1- -otic (as in epizootic).] In
bot,, noting an epidemic of a plant-disease.

epiphytous (ep"i-fi'tus), a. Same as epipJiyUc.

epiplankton (ep-i-plangk'ton), n. [NL., < Gr.
em, upon, -I- NL. plankton.] The animals and
plants which float or swim at the surface or
above the hundred-fathom line, considered
collectively and in contrast with the dwellers
in deeper water; the pelagic plankton (which
see, under *plankton).
The epiplankton of the open sea is described as oceanic ;

it consists almost entirely of holoplanktonic forms and
their larvae. Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 936.

Llmnitlc epiplankton, the animals and plants which
float or swim at or near the surface of fresh water.^
Neritlc epiplankton, the floating or swimming animals
and plants of the waters near the coast.—Oceanic epi-
plankton, the floating and swimming organisms of the
nigh sea.

epiplanktonic (ep"i-plangk-ton'ik), a. [epi-

plankton + -ic] Of or pertaining to epi-

plankton ; floating or swimming in the water
at the surface or above the hundred-fathom
line

;
pelagic. See *planktonic.

epiplasmic (ep-i-plaz'mik), a. [epiplasm +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the epiplasm.

epiplastral ^ep-i-plas'tral), a. and n. [epi-

plastron + -aU.] I. 0,.- "Of or pertaining to

the epiplastron.

II. n. One of the pair of bones which lie

behind the entoplastron bone of the plastron

of the Chelonia, or turtles. Together these
bones form the epiplastron. See the outs under
Chelonia anA plastron.

epipleur (ep'i-plor), n. [Gr. ewl, upon, -I-

TrAenpd, the side.] A cavity in Amphioxus,
surrounding the pharynx at the sides and
below, into which the respiratory stream of



epipleui

water passes through the gill-openings and
from which it escapes through the atrial pore.

epipleiiral, n. Q. Same as epipleura, 1.

epiploenterocele (o-pip*lo-en'te-r6-sel), n.
[Gr. emir^oov, omentum, +' hrepm, 'intestine,
+ K}jA^, a tumor.] Hernia of a loop of intes-
tine and portions of the omentum.
epiplopesy (e-pip'lo-pek-si), re. [Gr. emirTioov,
omentum, + ir^^ig, fastening.] Attachment,
by a surgical operation, of the omentum to
the anterior abdominal wall in order to cause
anastomosis between the blood-vessels of the
two parts.

epipod (ep'i-pod), n. Same as epipodite.

epipodal (e-pip'o-dal), a. Same as epipodial.
epipodium, n. 2. in some Echinoidea, a raised
ring surrounding each pair of pores on each
primajy ambulacral plate.

epipolize (e-pip'o-liz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
epipolized, ppr. epipolizinq. [Gr. kinno74, a
surface, + -fee.] To render fluorescent. See
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episcope (ep'i-skop), n. A form of projection-

lantern, for opaque objects, in which reflected

light is used: a simplifiedform of *epidioscope.

See *lantern.

episcopolatry (e-pis-kO-pol'a-tri), «. [Gr. Ima-
KOTTOf, Dishop, + TMTpem, worship.] Worship of

bishops ; blind devotion to the episcopal system
in church organization. N. E. D.
Those Englishmen who, in the violence of their recoil

from Presbyterianism and Congregationalism^ have cher*
ished proclivities in the direction of ^mscojiol

"' " «,Dec.

"

epipterygoid (ep-ip-ter'i-goid), «. and n. I,

a. Situated upon or above the pterygoid bone.—Epipterygoid bone, a rod-shaped bone articulating
with the ptei'ygoid bone.

II. re. 1. In herpet., a cartilage-bone, de-
veloped in some reptiles,- which abuts on tbe
superior face of the pterygoid.— 2. In ornith.,

a hooli-like process developed on the inner
edge of the pterygoid near its articulation
with the quadrate.
epipy^um (ep-i-pij'i-nm), n.

;
pi. epipygia (-a).

[Gt. en-/, upon, + nvy^, the buttocks.] The
last dorsal segment of an insect's abdomen:
applied especiallyto the Sbavl^a,teHymenoptera.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, p. 236.

epirhizous (ep-i-n'zus), a. [Gr. em, upon, +
pi^a, root.] Growing on roots.

epiro^enic (e-pi-ro-jen'ik), a. [Gr. ^mipoc, a
condientj + -yevtK, -producing.] Continent-
making; in geol., pertaining to movements by
which wide changes of level have occurred
without special orogenio results; noting con-
tinent-making movements or the up-and-down
movements or oscillations of continental areas.
G. K. Gilbert, 1890.—Epirogenlc phyBiography,
land-features controlled and limited largely Dy epirogenlc
disturbances which give rise to cycles of change : a term
proposed by W. H. Hobbs, together with the contrasted
term erogenic phygiography, which emphasizes the im-
portance of earlier structural features and erogenic dis-
turbances in controlling suiface-contour. Science, Oct.
23, 1903, pp. 538, 639.

epirogeny (f-pi-roj'e-ni), re. "[Also epeirogeny; <
Gf . ijvEipog, themainland, a continent, + -yeveia,

< -yevriQ, produced.] The production of a con-
tinent ; the appearance of a continent due to
contiuental oscillation of level. See *diastro-
phism. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., pp. 392,
1374.

epirotulian (ep*i-ro-tii'li-an), a. [Gr. ini, upon,
-t- NLi. rotula, patella, -f- -ian.'] Situated or
directed upon the patella or knee-ca,p: as, an
epirotulian blow. Buck, Med. Handbook, III.

846.

epirrhysa (ep4-n'sa), n. pi. [NL., irreg. pi.

based on Gr. empjmarg, a flowing in, < einppelv,

flow in or upon, < em, upon, + pelv, flow.] In
the sponges, the canals which carry water
from the exterior of the body inward to the
flagellate chambers ; the inhalant canals : con-
trasted with aporrhysa, or exhalant canals,
which are the conduits carrying water from
the flagellate chambers inward to the para-
gastral cavity.

Epis., Episc. Abbreviations of Episcopal.

episarcine (ep-i-sar'sin), re. [Gr. em, upon, +
adp^ {aapK-), ueab., + -ive^.'] A basic substance,

C4.H60Ns(?), possibly belonging to the pyrim-
• idm group.
episcnesis (e-pis'ke-sis), re. [NL., < Gr. kirl-

axeaic. stopping, holding back, < eirixecv, hold
back, < em, upon, to, + ix^iv, hold.] Sup-
pression of any of the normal excretions.

episclera (ep-i-skle'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. em^i

upon, + oKATipdg. hard: see selere.2 The super-

ficial layer of tne sclerotic.

episclerotitis (ep-is-kle-ro-1i'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. ewi, upon, + sclerotic + -ito.] Same as

episeleritis.
'" (e-pis-ko-pal'i-ti), n. [episcopal

-ity.} r. The essence of the episcopacy,

2. The office of bishop.— 3. The dignity or

bearing of a bishop. N. E. D.

episcopation (e-pis-ko-pa'shon), n. [NL. *epis-

copatio{n-), < tL. episcopari, be a bishop, < epis-

eopus, bishop. ] The act of consecrating to the

episcopal office ; the being made a bishop.

Episcutister, with nine detachable
sectors.

Ch. Times, Dec. 22, 1882, p. 915.

episcotister (ep*is-ko-tis't6r), n. [Gr. eizusKo-

H^eiv, darken, < em, upon, -I- anari^eiv,make dark,
< bk6toq, darkness.]
In psychophys., an
instrument devised
by H. Aubert for
the accurate gradu-
ation of intensity
of light. In its origi-

nal form the episcotister
consists of two similar
disks of blackened brass
from each of which four
octants have been cut
out. The disks are
pierced at the center for
mounting upon a color-
mixer. The nearer or
outer disk is furnished
witharetaining-rim, and
is graduated, over 45
degrees of its periphery,
in units of one degree.
When the episcotister is

rotated before a som<ce
of light, the light is dark-
ened to a degree which
can be measured in'terms of the angular value of the black
sectors. The construction of the episcotister may be
widely varied, to suit different conditions.

A small motor was attached to the stimulus-lantern, and
an episcotister was mounted upon it

J. W. Baird, Carnegie Inst, Pub., xxijL 60.

episematic (ep"i-se-mat'ik), a. [Gr. eiri, upon,
to, + a^pa, mark: see semaUc.'\ Serving as a
special means of recognition : applied to char-
acteristics or animals which, when displayed,
serve as recognition-marks for the guidance of
other individuals of the species.

—

Episematic
coloring. See -kcoloring.

episioplasty(ep-i-si'o-plas-ti), n. [Gr. emerefov,

the region of the pu'bes, + nAaarSg, < irMaaeiv,
form.] Operative restoration of a defect in
the vulva.

episiotomy (ep"i-si-ot'o-mi), re. [Gr. ewiasiov,

the region of the pubes', + -ropm, < rapelv, cut.]
In surg., incisions into the labia during child-
birth, made to relieve dangerous stretching of
the perineum.
epispadiac (ep-i-spa'di-ak), a. and». I. a. Re-
lating to or affected with epispadias.

II. re. One who has an epispadias.

epispadias (ep-i-spa'di-as), re. [NL., < Gr.
evi, i:pon, + mraSitv, a re'nt.j Abnormal open-
ing ofthe urethra upon the dorsum ofthe penis.

epispinal (ep-i-spi'nal), a. [epj- -I- spinal-l
Situated on or aboVe the spinal cord Epi-
spinal spaces, intervals between the spinal cord sub-
stance and the pia mater.

episplenitis (ep"i-sple-m'tis), re. [NL., < Gr.
£ir/, upon, -I- aTrKffv, spleen, -t- -ife.] Infiam-
mation of the pei'itoneal covering of the spleen.

epistapedial (ep"i-sta,-pe'di-al), a. [Gr. en-t,

upon, -I- NL. stapedius (see stapes) + -aP-.']

Ljring upon or relating to the stapes : as, the
epistapedial cartilage, a branch of cartilage
running from the columella to the tympanum.

epistasis, re. Z. An arrested or stationary con-
dition in the ancestral history of a group of
organisms.

Epistasis is a modified form- of the process emphasized
by Boas under the name of neotenia, a reversiou of a phy-
lum to a modified embryonic condition.

Science, March 6, 1903, p. 381.

Epistemological parallelism. See *paral-
lelism.

epistemal, a. II. n. In ichth., the lower me-
dian bone in the hyoid arch. Also called
urohyal.

epistemuiu, re. 6. In spatangoid sea-urchins,
me third pair of plates on the ventral face of
the posterior interradius.

epistolite (e-pis'to-1it), re. [So called in allu-

sion to its flat rectangularform andwhite color

;

< Gr. eTncToMj, letter, + -ifei.] A rare mineral,
consisting essentially of the silicate, niobate,
and titanate of sodium with water, oceurringin
silver-white tabular crystals with pearly luster

:

found in southern Greenland.
epistoma, n. (d) The anterior part of the

epitozonoid

cephalic doublure of the midbita, sometimes
isolated by tbe sutures.

epistomian (ep-i-sto'mi-an), a. Of or pertain-
ing to an epistoma.

epistroma (ep-i-stro'ma), re. [LQr. eiriarpaua,

trappings, < Gr. smaTopewiivat, spread over, Kenc,

over, + oTopewvvai, spread.] A varied form of
ornamentation of the echinoid test, which
arises early during postlarval development,
and which is due to the deposit of calcareous
substance on the plates.

epit. An abbreviation (a) of epitaph; (6) of
epitome.

epitactic (ep-i-tak'tik), a. [Gr. hmTaKrutdg, <
emragig, command, injunction, < eiriTiaaeiv, put
upon as a duty, < eiri, upon, + rdaaeiv, order,

arrange.] Of the nature of an injunction or
command.
The categorical foim involves an epitactic meaning,

Whewell, Elem. of Morality, Preface, p. 16.

epitaf, n. and v. A simplified spelling of epitaph.

epithecal, <i. Z. Situated on the outside of the
body, as the radial water-vessels of a starfish.

Compare *hypothecal.
Epithelial cancer. See *cancer.— Epithelial pearl or
nest. Same as onion 'kbod/y.

epithelioglandiilar (ep-i-the*li-o-glan'du-lar),

a. Belating to the epithelial cells of a gland
or of its duct. Nature, April 24, 1902, p. 604.

Epithelioid cell,^ histoids, cell resembling an epithelial
cell in shape.

epitheliolysin (ep-i-the-li-ol'i-sin), re. lepithe-

ttum + lysin.'] A lysin which is the product
of immunization with epithelial cells and is

antagonistic toward them.

epitheliomiiscular (ep-i-the"li-o-mus'ku-lar),
a. Concerning or pertaining to epithelial cells

with muscular processes.

epitheliotoxin (ep-i-the*li-o-tok'sin), n. [epi-

thelium + toasre.] A cytotoxin produced by
immunization with epithelial cells and toxic
for the homologous cells.

epithelium, re—Auditory eplthellnm. See-traudi-
lory.— Cubical epithelium, epithelium composed of
cellshaving amore orless cubical shapa This variety grades
into columnar epithelium.

—

Glandiuar epithelium, any
epithelium consisting of glandular or secreting cells.—
Sensory epithelium, an epithelium which gives rise to
sensory cells, such aa uiat which forms the essential layer
of the organs of the special senses.

epithelization (ep-i-the-li-za'shon), n. [epi-
thelium + -ize + -ation."] Conversion into
epithelium.

Epithetosomatidse (ep-i-ihet*o-so-mat'i-de), re.

^. A family of gephyreans, peculiar in hav-
ing a hollow proboscis
whose lumen opens intothe
body-cavity, and a series
of pore-likeopenings which
lead from the exterior to
the same cavity. The
typical and Only genus is

|

Epithetosoma.
epithyme (ep'i-tMm), n.

[JSh.epithymum.']The lesser
or thyme-dodder, Cuseuta
Epithymum. See dodder'^
(with cut).

epitokal (e-;pit'o-kal), a.
Of or pertaining to an epi-
toke ; sexual: as, the epito-
Tcal region of the palolo.
Nature, April 21, 1904,
p. 582.

epitoke (ep'i-tok), re. [Gr.
etzi, upon, + rdKog, birth,
production.] The sexual
portion of polychsetous
worms, as the palolo. See
*atolce.

epitomatory (e-pit'o-ma-
to-ri), a. [epitomate 4-

-ory.l Of the nature of an
e'pitome; epitomized,
epitonic (ep-i-ton'ik), a.

fGr. eiriTovog, stretched. <
emreivuv, stretch, < eirl,

upon, -f- Telveiv, stretch.]
Stretched; overstrained.
Gf. Meredith.

epitoxoid (ep-i-tok'soid), ^l^Ji-:TS^ST,i^^:
n. [epi- + toxoid.'] A (P'om/'CambridBe Nat-

toxoid which has a less
"'^^ "^""'y- ">

marked affinity for the corresponding antitoxin
than has the toxin proper.
epitozonoid (ep-i-tok'so-noid), n. [epi- +
toxonoid.2 A toxonoid "which has the least
affinity for the corresponding antitoxin.

j4, B^thetosotna nor-
vegicum, a, a, ti^ht and
left slits leadiDK to the
Eores ; b, mouth ; e, pro*
oscis. B, The same ani-

mal opened doisally, a,

pores; b, esophagus;



epitrachelion

epitrachelion (ep'i-tra-ke'li-on), ». ; pi. epU
trachelia (-&). [NGr. emrpax^iMv, neut. of
MGr. tiTiTpax^XtoQ, upon the neck, < Gr. em,
upon. + rp&xip^Q, the neck.] In the Gr. Ch.. a
priest's stole, as distinguished from the ora-
rion, or deacon's stole.

Epitrapezios {ep*i-tra-^e'zi-os), a. [Gr. em-
TpoTT^fiOf, at table, < em, at, + rpdn-efo, table.]
An epithet of Hercules ; specifically, noting a
table-statue of Hercules seated, in bronze,
which was made by the Greek sculptor Lysip-
pus and presented by him to Alexander the
Great, it was afterward owned by Hannibal and by
Sulla. In the time of Domitian it had passed to the col-
lection of a Banian amateur poet named Vindex. It is

described by Martial and Statius. A plaster cast in the
Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris, taken from in original now
lost, is supposed to represent the statue.

epitrichial (ep-i-lrik'i-al), a. {jepitnchium +
-al'^.'] 1. Of or pertaining to the epitrichium.— 2. Situated upon a hair or hairs.—Epitrichial
layer, a layer of larger cells representing the most super-
ficial layer of the epidermis in the human embryo of the
third month.

epitympanic, a. S. Situated upon or above
the tympaniim.—Epitympanic bone. See tym-
panic, n., 2.— Epitympanic space. Same as itattic^, 3.

epitjrmpanum (ep^i-tlm'pa-num), n. [NL., <

Gr. £7rt, upon, -1- Tvpmavov, a drum : see tympa-
num.'] Tie attic of the tympanum.
epityphlitis (e^'i-ti-fli'tis), n. fNL., < *epi-
typhmn « Gr. cm, upon, + rvipMc, blind: see
esscum) + 4tis.] Same as appen^mtis.
epivertebral (ep-i-v6r'tf-bral), a. andm. [epi-

-t- vertebral.'] I. a. Situated upon or above a
vertebra.

II. n. Same as neural spine (which see, under
neural). Starks, Synonymy of the Pish Skele-
ton, p. 524.

epizoicide (ep-i-z6'i-sid), n. [epizoa + L. -eida,

< csedere, kill.] An agent which destroys ex-
ternal animal parasites.

epizygal (e-piz'i-gal), a. and n. [Gr. ivi, upon,
-t- l^vyiv, a yoke, + -aP.] I. a. Having reference
to the upper pinnule-bearing of two arm-seg-
mentginthe Crinoiclea, whiehmeettransversely
in a rigid suture and form a syzygy, constitut-
ing physiologieally but one segment.

ir. n. An epizygal segment.
E-plan (e-plan), n. In arch., a plan according
to which three main structures of approxi-
mately equal importance are connected, with
usually a smaller one projecting into the court
of honor between the main wings, the shape
of the whole being like that of the letter E.

Compare *L-plan.
epoch, n. 5. In the mechanies of vibration, a
term introduced into the equation for a simple
harmonic motion in cases where time is not
reckoned from the instant when the vibrating
particle has reached its greatest positive elon-
gation. The equation then becomes x = a cos (£«> -f e),

in which e is the epoch. The epoch is the angle traversed
by the point of reference in the interval- between the era
of reckoning and the instant of greatest elongation.

—

Chellean epoch. See ACAeZJran.—Dlluvlan, fores-
tlan epoch. See *diluman, *forestian.— Helvetian
epoch, in geifl., a name given by some glaciologists to the
second interglacial epoch of Europe, represented by the
lignites of Switzerland and Great Britain. It intervened
between the Saxonian or second glacial epoch and the
Folandian or third glacial epoch.— Interglacial epoch,
in geol., one of the intervals of mild temperature in the
glacial period, when the ice retired. These intervals are
recognized by intercalations in the boulder-clay of strati-

fled beds of sand, gravel, and clay, often containing plant-
remain»or marine or fresh-water shells.—Mecklenhm^-
lan epoch [Mecklenburg in north Germany], in^eol., a
subdivision of the Pleistocene or glacial period, of north-
em Europe. It is equivalent to the fourth glacial epoch,
and is evinced in the ground-moraines and terminal
moraines of the last great Baltic glacier, which reach their
southern limit in Mecklenburg.- Neudecklail epoch
INeudeck in Frussial, in geol., a subdivision of the Pleis-

tocene or glacial period of northern Europe. It is equiv-
alent to the third interglacial epoch, and is represented
by marine and fresh-water deposits between the boul-
der-clays of the southern Baltic coast-lands. It is pre-
ceded by the Polandian or third glacial epoch and fol-

lowed by the Mecklenburgian or fourth glaeial epoch.
— Norfolklan epoch IXor/otk in England], in geoL,

a subdivision of the Pleistocene or glacial period of nor-
thern Europe. It is equivalent to the first interglacial

epoch, and is typically represented by the forest-bed

period of Norfolk. It is preceded by the Scanian or
first glacial epoch and followed by the Saxonian or
second glacial epoch.— Folandian epoch [Poland in

Europe], in geol., a subdivision of the Pleistocene or
glacial period of northern Europe. It is equivalent to the
third glacial epoch, and is represented by the glacial and
fiuvioglacial accumulations of the minor Scandinavian
ice-sheet and the upper boulder-clay of northern and
western Europe. It is preceded by the Helvetian or
second interglacial epoch and followed by the Neudeck-
ian or third interglacial epoch.— Saxoidan epoch, in

geol., a subdivision of the Pleistocene or glacial period of

northern Europe. It is equivalent to the second glacial

epoch, and includes the accumulations of the time of

maximum glaciation, when the northern ice-sheet ex-
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tended to the low grounds of Saxony. It is preceded by
the Norfolkian or first interglacial epoch and followed by
the Helvetian or second interglacial epoch.— Scanian
epoch [L. Scania, Scandinavia, Sweden], in geol., a sub-
division of the Pleistocene or glacial period of northern
Europe. It is equivalent to the first glacial epoch, and is

represented only in the south of Sweden (Scania), which
was overridden by a great Baltic glacier.— Terrace
epoch, in qeol., a subdivision of the Pleistocene or
glacial period of North America. It is regarded by Ameri-
can geologists as equivalent to a part of the Champlain
period, and is characterized by a great abundance of ter-
races of fluviatile, lacustrine, and marine origin.

eponym, n. 4. The archon eponymus at Athens
(see archon); also, one of certain Assyrian
functionaries who gave their names to the
years during which they held oface.
^onymlc disease, a disease which bears the name of a
person, usually of the one who discovered or first accu-
rately described it, as Brighfs disease.

epsilon, ». 2. in math., a quantity which ap-
proaches zero when the independent variable
approaches a certain limit fixed for it by the
conditions of the particular problem or dis-
cussion.

epsomite (ep'so-mit), n. lEpsom + 4te^.] See
styloUte.

eq. An abbreviation of equity.

equal, a.— identically equal, congruent; the same
in everything but place or name.

eqiializer, n. 3. In a wide sense, any form of
balanced bar designed to equalize irregular
strains, as in the buffers of a car-platform or
the springs used to keep a car-vestibule closed
under the swaying of the ears when in motion.—4. A box or taiik, loosely filled with sand,
coke, sawdust, or other cleansing material,
through which the gas from a producer is

passed to make its quality uniform.
eaualizing-giear (e'kwal-i-zing-ger'"), n. Any
device for making each of the driving parts
do its proportionate share of the work; in
motor-vehicles, the differential gear.
equalizing-lever (e'kwal-i-zing-lev"er), n. A
lever to which the two" adjacent ends of the
springs of a locomotive are attached. It insures
the equal distribution of the weight of the engine be-
tween the springs, no matter how the track-surface may
depart from a true plane ; this mitigates shocks and main-
tains equal tractive effect on the driving-wheels so as to
lessen the tendency to slip on defective alinemente.

equalizing-machine (e'kwal-i-ziTig-ma-shen''0,
n. In wood-working, a machine for sawing
off the ends of blanks of hubs, spokes,
handles, etc., to make them of equal length
preparatory to turning them in a lathe or
treating them in some other machine. The sim-
plest machine is a sliding saw-table provided with a
length-gage, on which the blank is cut one end at a time.
The better and more common types have two circular
saws adjustable to positions for blanks of different
lengths, and fitted with some form of feed-table for
bringing the blanks to the saws. Sometimes called equal-
izing-saw.

equalizing-pipe (e'kwal-i-zing-pip"), n. A pipe
which connects two or more pipes in such a
manner as to permit a free flow from one to
the other, thus maintaining an equal pressure
in all of them.
equate, v. I. trans. 4. To join by the sign of
equality—Equating motion. Same as -kjack-in-a-box
motion.

II. intrans.—To equate for curves, (a) In rail-

road construction, to diminish the slope of grade of a rail-

road while passing around a curve, in order to compensate
for the increased tractive resistance due to the curve, so
that the total tractive resistance on the curve shall be the
same as on a straight poit-ion of track having the original
grade. (6) In the preparation of the running schedules
for trains, to make an allowance of an imaginary increase
in length of line, on account of and as an equivalent of
the retardation due to curves.—To equate for grades,
in the preparation of the running schedules for railroad-
ti-ains, to make an allowance of an imaginary increase in
length of line, on account of and as an equivalent of the
retardation due to grades.

equation, n, 4. it is to be noted that a chemical
equation, used to represent the results of a chemical
change under certain conditions, does not of itself imply
that such results necessarily occui'; this can be estab-

lished only by actual experiment, and the equation
merely furnishes a brief form of statement of what the
experiment has shown to be true.—Annual equation,
a periodic variation of the motion of the moon owing to

the variation of the sun's distance, in consequence of

which as the earth moves from perihelion to aphelion the
length of the month becomes shorter, the moon's angular
motion being accelerated, while the reverse effect takes
place as the earth returns from aphelion to perihelion.

The effect, equal to a little more than 11 minutes, was
discovered by Tycho Brahe about 1590.—Beltrami's
equation, an equation analogous to Laplace's equation
for a plane. It is of the form

a /G^-r^\ d /E^-Fi*\— ( <)U <>V )-t- 3-1 -^B ^M 1=°'
du\ J ^v\ g J

where H = y EG — F2, and u, v are variables determining
the position of a point on a surface such that the square

of its linear element <J«a = E du2 -i- i F du dv -^- G dv2.

Beltrami, Opere Matematiche, L 325. —Brightness

equational
equation, in paychol.-optica, the subjective match of two
impressions in regard to brightness or luminosity. A
typical brightness equation would be given with the
matching olf two grays. The term is, however, generally
reserved for the matching (in respect of brightness) of a
color with a color, or of a color with a gray.—Consist-
ent equations, simultaneous equations.—Cvclotomic
equation, an equation related to the partition of the
perigon, such as (icn_ l)/(a;- 1) = o, where n is prime.— Di-
mensional equation, in phys., aformula or equation in-
dicating the manner in which the fundamental units ofany
system of physical measurements enter into a derived
unit or quantity.—Equation of acceleration. See
*acceleration.—Sq,na,tion of elasticity. See *eiog-
(ici«j/.—Equation of energy. Denoting kinetic energy
by E<K), and potential energy by E<P), we may write the
energy equation

- [B(P) _ Eo(P)] = E(K) _ Eo(K).

In words : The total energy of the system, or the sum of
the kinetic energy and the potential energy, is a constant
quantity.—Equation Of equilibrium, an equation ex-
pressing the conditions under which the parts of a dynam-
ical system will remain at rest. The complete specifica-
tion of the conditions of equilibrium usi^y demands a
set of such equations.—Equation Of force, an equation
expressing the dimensions of the derived entity force
(P) in terms of the fundamental entities, mass, length,
and time : [P] = [M] [L] [T]-2.—Equation of state, the
law/(p, », fl) = a, connecting the pressure (p), volume
(v), and temperature (0) defining the change of state of a
homogeneous liquid or gaseous substance.—Equation
of the equinoxes,- the difference between the mean and
apparent places of the equinoxes, arising from the varia-
tion in the force which produces their precession. This
force is a maximum when the sun passes the solstices,

and disappears at the time of the equinoxes.—Equations
Of the transformation, the equations which express
^ and y' In terms of x and y, or invei'sely, when a point
transformation replaces P(x, y) by V(3if, ;/').-Equation
time-piece, a timepiece which shows the difference
between mean and apparent solar time. [Now obsolete.]—
Eqtlivalent equations, equations such that every root
of either is also a root of the other.—Exact differential
equation, an equation in which an exact differential is

equated to zero.— Formulaic equation, an equation
which has to do only with the very nature of the opera-
tions involved, and not at all with the particular nuinbers
operated with. Thus the equation (« -t- o) -t c = a + (b -t- c)
expresses the fact that addition is an associative opera-
tion.— Fractional equation, one containing an expres-
sion in which an unknown or variable is contained in a

2
denominator ; for example,- -H = 0.— Galoisian equa-

tion, for a domain H, an irreducible equation of prime
degree whose roots are all rational functions of two of tlie

roots.— Cras equation, the equation ps=E, 9, wherep is

pressure, v volume, 9 temperature, and R a constant.

—

Gauss's equation,

where a, b, c are constants, and x is the independent
variable.—Graph Of an equation. See *graph.—
Green's equation,

JJj^'a Tvdu =JjiJ.w .dir —Jjjv\!^v&v,

an equation useful for problems in gravitation, hydro-
dynamics, and electrostatics.— Hypergeometrlc equa-
tion. Same as Gauss's -kequation.— Incompatible
equations, equations having no solution whatever in
common ; for example, x + y = i and 1x +2y = 9.— In-
consistent equations, incompatible equations.— Inte-
gral equation, (a) In alg., an equation whose terms
are integral expressions so far as concerns the unknown
or variable. (6) In the calculus, an equation which con-
tains no differentials.— Irrational equation, an equa-
tion which contains an indicated root of an unknown or
variable.—Laplace's spherical harmonic equation.
Same as Laplace's principal equation. See Laplace's
equation.— Metacyclic equation, of degree p, an equa-
tion whose group for a domain R is the metacyclic group
of degree p.— Octic equation, an equation of the eighth
degree.—Foisson's equation.

a'(l-'t)^ + {«-(<» H-i-f l)ai}^ -«»!/ = 0,
da^ t > dx

<nv rfgy <j2v_

rfa:» t(j/2 rfz2

1 ''V .— —= an-p,
K dt

where k is a constant ; x, y,z are the coordinates of a
point in space ; t denotes the time

; p is a function of
X, y, z; and V may denote temperature, potential, etc.

— Frlmitive of a differential equation, an integral
equation which satisfies a differential equation.— Radical
equation, an irrational equation.—Beflection equa-
tions, in optics, equations from which the pliase and
intensity of the reflected ray may be computed from the
angle of incidence and the index of refraction of the mir-
ror. The two best-known foims of such equations are
those of Fresnel and of Neumann.—Symmetric equa-
tion, an equation which is unchanged by interchange of
the unknowns or variables.—Tidal equations, equa-
tions which are involved in the theory of the tides.

—

To reduce an equation. See -kreducc—Vaa der
Waal's equation, an equation which represents the
relation between volume and pressure of a gas with
much better approximation than the law of Boyle and
aCay-Lussac. The law of Boyle may be written pv = RT;
where p is the pressui'e exerted by a gram-niolecnle of
the gas when its volume is v, T is the absolute temper-
ature, and R is a constant. To the pressm-e, p. Van
der Waal adds the attraction of the molecules of the gas

on one another, represented by —^, and he snbtracts

from the volume, v, that part of this volume which is so
occupied by the molecules that it is not left free for their

motion. The equation becomes (? + -;,) (""^j =1^,

where a and fi are constants depending on the properties

of the gas in question. —Vertical equation, the
equation of a conic referred to a vertex as origin

—

Zonal
equation. See *zoruil.

equational, a. 2. Operating with eqiiations

:

as, equational logic.



equationally

equationally (f-kwa'shon-al-i), adv. As an
equation or as equations": in the form of equa-
tions

j by CSC of equations.
equationism (e-kwa'shon-izm), «. [equation
+ -ism.'] The principle of solving problems
equationally.

equator, « .— Hydrometeorlc equator, the line which
divides regions in wliich the ramfall varies with the slight
movement of the equatorial belt ol calms and attending
winds ; the pluviometric eqnator. This line varies not
only with the variation of the winds, but also with the
orography, and is often determined by the presence of an
elevated ridge trending nearly east and west Supan's
hydrometeoric equator bends, south of the astronomical
equator on the east of the continents, and north on the
west.

Dr. Supan draws a line, the kydrometeoric equator,
dividing regions experiencing the rainfall conditions of
the northern winter half-year from regions which have
those of the southern summer half-year and vice versft.

This bends south of the astronomical equator in the east,

and north in the west, of the continents, which may be
interpreted, in the present writer's opinion, as a mon-
soonal phenomenon. Geog. Jour. (R. 6. S.), XIII. 64.

Meteorological eqnator, the region on the globe
near the geographic eqnator, which corresponds to the
belt of calms, midway between equal opposing winds,
and with reference to which the general circulation of
the atmosphere is approximately symmetrical.

equatorial. I. a. 2. In crystallog., of or
pertaining to the horizontal or lateral plane.—Eqnatonal acceleration of the sun. See *accel-
eration.—Equatorial belt of low presanre. See
*Iiresmre.—Equatorial crystal, a crystal in which the
principal axis of symmetry is perpendicular to the equa-
torial plane of symmetry.— Equatorial horizontal
parallax. See *j»ira»ax.— Equatorial mounting,
the mechanical part of an equatorial telescope, consisting
of the stand, axes, circles, driving-clock, etc., with
their appendages.—Equatorial symmetry. See ieaym-
metry.

II. 1.—Elbow equatorial, or (F.) Equatorial
COUdE, an equatorial so arranged that by the use of two

J^quatorial Coudft of the Paris Observatory'.

plane mirrors the observer is able to view an object in any
part of the heavens by looking down the polar axis
from a fixed position. It has gi-eat advantages and
some drawbacks.

—

Twin equatorial, two telescopes,
which may be of different sizes and forms, attached to
the same equatorial mounting. In some cases the two
tubes are Urmly connected ; in others they are indepen-
dent as to their motion in declination.— Universal
equatorial, an equatorial so constructed that its

mounting and driving-clock can easily be adjusted to
suit any latitude.

equatorward (e-kwa'tor-ward), adv. {equator
+ .^ard.] In the direction of the equator;
with motion toward the equator.
ecnuancborate (e-kwi-ang'kor-at), a. and n.

[li. eBqutis, equal, + anchora, prop, ancora,
anchor, + -aiel.] I. a. Having similar an-
chorate processes at each end. See anchorate.

II. n. An equianchorate sponge-spicnle.

equiangular, a— Mntnally equiangular, having
me angles of the one equal respectively to the angles of

^e other, taken in the same order.

equiangularity (e"kwi-ang-gu-lar'i-ti), n. The
condition or quality of being equiangular.

Equianharmonic quadrangle. See *quad-
ranffle.

eqularcal (e-kwi-ar'kal), n. [For *equiarcual,

< L. eeqnus, equal, 4- arcus, bow (arc), +
-a^i.] A line which cuts off, on a system
of carves, equal arcs measured from the

origin.

equiarticulate (e^'twi-ar-tik'n-lat), a. [Ly
eequus, equal, + artieulus, joint, + -afei.]

1. Alike in the number and arrangement of

articulations.— 3. Having joints of equal

length, as the legs of some crustaceans.

equiazial (e-kwi-ak'si-al), a. [L. eequus, equal,

+ axis, axis, + -aP.J Having axes of equal

length. Buck., Med. Handbook, II. 320.

eqnicellular (e-kwi-sel'u-iar), a. [L. sequvs,

equal. + cellula, cell, + -arS.I Composed
of an aggregation of similar cells, as some
colonial protozoans.

equicross (e'kwi-kr6s), a. [L. sequus, equal,

+ B. cross''; a.] Having equal cross-ratios.
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equidiagonal (e'kwi-di-ag'o-nal), a. [L.

eequus, equal, + B. diagonal.] With equal
diagonals.

equidimensional (e'''kwi-di-men'shon-al), a.

pL. eequus, equal, + dimensio(n-), ctimension,

+ -oil.] Having equal dimensions : used espe-
cially in description of the grain of rocks.

equidistant, a— Equidistant projection. See
frpr^eciion.

II. n. Same as *equidistantial.

equidistantial (e^kwi-dis-tan'shal), n. [NL.
*eeqmdistantia, equidistance, +, -aU."] A
curve, in Bolyai's non-Buclidean geometry,
coplanar with a straight line, perpendiculars
to which from all points of the curve are
equal.

In the Euclidean geometry all points equidistant from
a straight line are on a straight line. In this non-
Euclidean geometry all points equidistant from a
straight line are on a curve called tlie equidistcmtial.

Science, March 11, 1904, p. 404.

Equidistantial surface, in Bolyai's geometry, the locus
of points on one side of a plane from which perpendiculars
to that plane are equal.

equieluptic (e"kwi-e-lip'tik), a. [L. eequus,
equal, + NL. ellipUcus, elliptic] Of equal
elliptic eccentricity.

equiglacial (e-kwi-gla'shal), a. [L. eequus,
equal, + glaeies, ice, -I- -aP-.'] Being in the
same condition as regards ice Equiglacial
lines, lines drawn by Hildebrandsson connecting those
points on the earth's surface at which the condition of the
ice-formation is the same as to thickness oramount on any
given day in the year.

equigraphic (e-kwi-graf'ik), a. [L. eequus,
equal, -I- Gr. -ypa(pia,< ypaifiuv, write.] Homolo-
graphic ; noting a method of map-projection in
which equal areas of the earth's surface are
reduced to equal areas on the map.
equilarcenous (ek-wi-lar'se-nus), a. [L. equus,
a horse, -f- E. larcenous.] Given to horse-
stealing. [Humorous.]

equilateral, a— Mutually equilateral, having the
sides of one equal respectively to the sides of the other
taken in the same order.

equilateralness (e-kwi-lat'er-al-nes), w. The
condition or quality of being equilateral.

equilibration, n.-Artlllclai equUlbratlon, in
soeiol., adjustment to environment by artificial means or
intelligent choice, as opposed to the equilibration brought
about by natural selection. L. F. Ward, Dynamic SocioL,
II. 484.—Law ofequilibration, the law, formulated by
Spencer, that in society, as throughout the cosmos, agroup
or aggregate highly charged with energy transforms a
neighboring group or aggregate less highly charged.

equilibristic (e''''kwi-li-bris'tik), a. [equilibrist

+ -ic] Of, or characteristic of, an equilibrist

;

balancing.

equilibrium, ?}.; 1. Inp%g.<!Aem., the equilibrium
m a thermodynamic system is said to be indifferent if it is

not disturbed by changing the mass of some or all its

phases. If a system consists of a liquid and of its vapor,
at a certain temperature, and at the pressure of the vapor
saturated at that temperature, we may, without changing
temperature or pressure, condense a certain mass ofvapor
or evaporate a certain mass of liquid, and the system will
be in equilibrium indifferently in every one of the states
through which it is made to pass. The same is true of a
system consisting of a hydrated salt and of a solution of the
hydrated salt, at the temperature at which the solid salt
and the solution have the same composition : a certain
amount of the solid may be dissolved or precipitated, but
the system is indifferently in equilibrum in every one of
the states through which it is made to pass.

—

Absorptio-
metrlc eqnllibri'am. See *absorptiometrie.—Axmo-
spheric equlllbrlum,the tendency of the force of gravity
to produce motion in any portion of the atmosphere, either
horizontally or vertically, relatively to the earth's surface.
In static equilibrium there is no tendency to move in any
direction. In thermal equilibrium there is no tendency to
move so far as the temperature infiuence is concerned. The
equilibrium of mixed gases is disturbed by the factthatdiy
air is denser than moist air, the former sinking under the
influence of gravity and being driven equatorward under
the influence of centrifugal force more energetically than
the lattor. These conditions give rise toproblems in ther-
mal-gravitational and thermsd-centrifugal equilibrium, or
in general thermodynamic or convective equilibrium. In
thermal-gravitational equilibrium three stages are recog-
nized : (1) Stable equilibrium, when the decrease of
temperature with altitude in the surrounding still air is less
than the adiabatic rato inmoving air, or one degree Fahren-
heit for each 183 feet In this case a mass of air at any
height in tlie atmosphere lias a tendency to return to its
original level when it has once been displaced. (2) In-
different or neutral equilibrium, when the vertical gradi-
ent of temperature in still air is exactly equal to the
adiabatic rate in moving air, and a disturbed mass stays
in its new location. (3) Unstable equilibrium,, when the
veiiical gradient of temperature in still air is greater than
the adiabatic rate in moving air. In this case the ma£s of
air when once started in vertical motion continues to
rise or fall as the case may be, because the thermo-
dynamic change in its own tempei-ature is less than the
change actually existing in the surrounding atmosphere.
A thunder-storm, with its ascending currents and forma-
tion of tall cumuli, illustrates unstable equilibrium.

—

Chemical equlllbllum, the state of a chemical system
in which the concentrations of the acting substances re-
main unchanged. If the transformation is irreveraible,
equilibrium comes when one or more acting substances
are consumed ; if the transformation is reversible, equilib-
rium is attained when a given substance is decomposed

equinus

and reproduced at the same rate.— Convective equilib-
rium, the tendency or liability of a mass of air to ascend
or descend in the atmosphere because of buoyancy. In
stable convective equilibrium the ascending and descend-
ing masses return "to their initial levels because the rate of
cooling due to expansion, or warming due to compression,
exceeds the gradient in the quiet air. In unstable con-
vective equilibrium ascending masses continue to ascend
and descending masses continue to descend because their

changes of temperature and densit}^ are less than those
in lihe quiet air about them. In indifferent convective

equilibrium the ascending and descending masses remain
Euways in equilibrium with the strata into which they
come, because their changes of temperature coincide
with those of the quiet air through which they pass.

—

Criterion of equllibrinm, a simple law or rule, based
upon a study of the conditions of equilibrium of a system,
by means of which the question whether equilibrium
exists inany given case may be decided. Gibbs has shown
that in an isolated system the energy of which is constant,

thermodynamic equilibiium exists when the entropy is

constant or decreasing ; and that in such a system, tlie

entropy of which is constant, equilibrium exists when the
energy is constant or increasing.- Equation Of equi-
librium. See Aeguation.- False equilibrium, in
pkys. chem., a state of equilibrimn not capable of predic-
tion by thermodynamics in its present development.
All the equilibriums predicted by thermodynamics can
be verified by experiment, but many cases of equilibrium
occur which cannot now be predicted by thermo-
dynamics, or which are contradicted by thermo-
dynamics. If the discrepancy is due to some unwai'-
ranted simplification introduced into the theory,
Duhem calls the equilibrium an apparent false
equilibrium; oiherwiae, a genuine false equilibrium. If
water is cooled ten degrees below the freezing-point, ac-
cording to thermodynamics the water should not remain
in equilibrium aa liquid water, but should become ice

;

yet sometimes the solidification does not take place, and
the water remains unchanged as liquid water. This is an
apparentfalse equilibrium, forweknowwhatunwarranted
omission of considerations has led to the erroneous pre-
diction of disturbance of equilibrium which does not
take place.—Labile equilibrium, (a) A type of equilib-
rium existing in the case of fluids, in which there is a
continuous slipping of the molecules. (!>) In chem. : (1)
An assumed condition of a mass consisting of the same or
of different kinds of matter, in which apparently no
chemical change is going on, but in which it is imagined
that individual atoms are exchanging places with othere
of exactly similar character, so that in a given (perliaps
extremely shorty time many molecules may be decom-
posed and precisely as many molecules, of absolutely
similar character, formed. (2) The equilibrium of a
liquid cooled, out of contact witli its solid phase, below the
temperature of equilibrium between the liquid and the
solid : or of a liquid heated, out of contact with its vapor,
above the temperature of equilibrium between the liquid
and the vapor having a pressure equal to the actual pres-
sure on the liquid. Water, free from ice, may be cooled
many degrees below its usual fi'eezing-i>oint ; when
brought into contact with a fragment of ice, sometimes
when disturbed mechanically, part of the water instantly
freezes, and the temperature rises, from tliat of the labile
equilibrium of water alone, to that of the stable equilib-
rium between water and ice.

—

Point Of equilibrium,
in a field of force, any point at which the forces are bal-
anced. — Statistical equilibrium, in statistical
mechanics, an equilibrium, as regards phase, between the
systems of an ensemble, such that the distribution of the
ensemble in phase remains unchanged.

equilibrium-ring (e-kwi-Ub'ri-um-ring), n. A
balancing-ring; a metal ring placed on the
back of a slide-valve,, or in the casing of a
steam-chest, to keep the steam-pressure from
acting over an area on the back of the valve
equal to the area of the exhaust-port. This so
relieves the valve of pressure that it is practi-
cally balanced. The ring is usually placed in
a recess and kept tight by placing springs
behind it.

equilibrize (e-kwil'i-briz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

equilibrieed, pp. equilibrieing. [eqmlil)r(ium)
+ -ige.] To bring into a state of equilibrium
or equipoise ; balance or cause to balance.

equilobate (e-kwi-16'bat), a. [L. eequus,
equal, -1- lobus, lobe, -I- -ateK] Having lobes
of equal size, as the tails of some fishes.

equimolecular (e"kwi-m6-lek'ii-]ar), a. [h.
eequus, equal, -I- NL. niolecula, molecule, +
-arS.] Ha'dng or containing an equal number
of molecules—Equimolecular solutions, in phys.
chem., solutions in which equal volumes contain the same
number of molecules of the two dissolved substances, that
is, solutions which contain quantities of the two dissolved
substances which are in the ratio of their molecular
weights.

equinate (ek'wi-nat), v. t.
;
prep, and pp. equi-

nated, ppr. equinating. [equine + -ate*.] To
inoculate with glanders.

equinoca-TUS (ek-wi-nok'a-vns), n. [NL., < Ii-

equinus, of a horse, + cavus, hollow.] Same as
'^talipes equinocavus.

Equinoctial year. See *year.
equinovarus (ek'-'wi-no-va'rus), n. [NL., < L.
equimis. of a horse, +' varus, bent.] Same as
talipes equinovarus.

equinox, n. — Equation of the equinoxes. See
•c^MotroK.—Mean equinox, the point on the equator
which is determined by coiTecting the true equinox of the
date for the equation of the equinox and the nutation.

equinus (e-kwi'nus), n. [NL. . < L. equinma, of a
horse : see equine.] Same as talipes equinus.



eqtdpartile

equipartile (e-kwi-par'til), n. [L. eequus,
equal, + pars (part-), v&rt, + -ile.'i One of the
divisions between which stand equipostiles.
Biometrika, Aug., 1902, p. 386.

equipartition (e^kwi-jpar-ti'shon), ». [L.
sequus, equal, +i)arfitjo(m-), partition, distribu-
tion.] In phys., the distribution of energy
throughout a medium, consisting of molecules
in motion, in accordance with the law of the
part;ition of energy. See *energy.

Equipartition of energy is Bupposed to establish itself
within a small fraction of a second.

Lard Rayleigh, in Nature, LXXIL 54.

equiped (e'kwi-ped), a. and n. [Also equi-
pede ; L. sequus, equal, +j>es (ped-), foot.] I.
a. Having legs of equal length : said of some
crustaceans : as, the equiped chilopods.

II. n. One of the chilopods whose legs, save
the lastpair, are ofapproximately equallength

;

a member of the JEquipedes of Kirby.
equipment, »—BureauofEquipment. See khuredn.
equipoise (e'kwi-poiz), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
equipoised, ppr. eqwipoismg. [equipoise, ».] 1.
To bring into a state of equipoise or balance

;

hold in equipoise.— 2. To counterbalance.
equipostile (e-kwi-pos'til), n. [L. sequus,
equal, + (?) post, after, + -«?e.] An object,
value, or term in a series or array correspond-
ing to values of an argument in arithmetical
progression. BiometriJca, Aug., 1902, p. 390.
equipotent (e-kwip'o-tent), a. [L. sequus,
equal, + potens, powerful : aeepotent.'] Equal
in power.
Equimotentlal ftmctlon. See kfurwtion.—'Eq.xiivo-
tentlal system, a system of forces such as is represented
by certain animal ova or adult lower animals, like Tubu-
laria or Clavellvna, each portion of which has the same
prospective potency in development or regeneration, that
is, is capable of responding adaptively to a number of
conditions.

equipotentiality (e"kwi-po-ten-shi-al'i-ti), n.
The qualitjr of being equipotential.
equiprobabilism (e - kwi - prob ' a - bil - izm), n.
[L. sequus, equal, + probabiUs', probable, +
-ism.] The opinion in moral theology that
where the reasons for either of two opposed
courses of action are equally balanced, a man
may use his liberty to follow either.

equiradial (e - kwi - ra ' di - al), a. [L. sequus,
equal, + radius, spoke (radius^.] Having
equal radii.

equiradiate (e-kwi-ra'dl-at), a. [L. sequus,
equal, + NL. radiatus, radiate.] Having radii
of equal length, as certain sponge-spicules.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1900, p. 129.

equirotal, a. II. n. A vehicle, invented in
the early part of the nineteenth century, hav-
ing wheels of uniform size and the body jointed
in the middle, the forward portion turning
with the front axle.

Equisetales (ek-wi-se-ta'lez), n. pi. [NL., <
JEquisetum, + -ates.] An order of pterido-
phytie plants of the class Equisetinese, contain-
ing the family Equisetacese only, which see for
characters.

Equisetinese (ek-wi-se-tin'e-e), n.pl. [NL., <

Equisetum + -inese.'] A class of cryptogamic
plants of the phylum Pteridophyta. It embraces
the orders Equisetales and Calajnariales. Ensler now
uses the name Equisetales for this group, calling the
order Euequieetales, a change of doubtful propriety.

equisized (e'kwi-sizd), a. [L. sequus, equal,
+ E. sized."] Of the same size.

The two Rhomboidea are about equisized.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1897, p. 290.

Equitable assignment. See Assignment.
equitative (ek'wi-ta-tiv), a. [equitate + -we."]

3f or pertaining to equitation or horseman-
ship.

equitensal (e-kwi-ten'sal), n. [L. sequus,

equal, + tens(io{n-)), tension, + -aP-.l A line

which cuts a system of tense lines so that the
tensions at the crosses are all equal.

Equitinse (ek-wi-ti'ne), ».j)/.[NL., < Eques
(Equit-) + -inse.'] A subfamily of drumfishes
typified by the genus Eques: called ribbon-

fishes from their lengthwise black stripes.

equiv. An abbreviation of equivalent.

equivalence, n. 2. In chem., capability of

mutual replacement, in chemical combination,
of definite quantities of different substances:
thus,there iseg"!ai;aZe«cebetweenapproximately
18.07 parts of aluminium, 40.1 of calcium, 4fi.l

of sodium, and 55.9 of (ferrous) iron in com-
bining with tha same fixed quantity of oxygen.

equivalent, I. a. 3. In geom.: (&) Said of two
polygons if they can be cut into a finite num-
ber of triangles congruent in pairs.—5. In

applied to the respective quantities of
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different substances which are capable of re-

placing each other in combination with a fixed
ijuantity of some particular substance. These
mutually replaceable quantities of such sub-
stances are said to be equivalent to each other.
See ^equivalence, 2.—Equivalent by completion,
in gevm., said of two polygons if it is possible so to annex
equivalent polygons to them that the two polygons so
composed are equivalent.

—

Equivalent equations,
focus, Illumination, lens, projection, sets. See
-kemuition, etc.

II. n. 3. See*eg'MM)a?e»ce, 2.— Electrochem-
ical equivalent of an element, in phys. ch&m., the
weight in grams of that element which, in electrolysis, is

transformed from the ionic to the non-ionic condition, or
conversely, by the passage of the unit quantity of elec-
tricity, or one coulomb. If this equivalent is known for
any one element, it thereby becomes known for all other
elements by the third of Faraday's laws of electrolysis.
Silver is the element selected for the experimental deter-
mination, and the value adopted for its electrochemical
equivalent by the International Congress of Electricity at
Chicago, in 1893, is 0.001,118 gram. This number is per-
haps too small by about one part in a thousand. If we
divide this equivalent by the atomic weight of silver and
multiply by the equivalent weight of any other elemenl:,
we obtain the weight of the second element which would
be deposited by the passage of one coulomb of electricity.
For instance, the atomic weights of silver and of copper
being 107. 93 and 63. 6, and the equivalent weight of copper

being half its atomic weight, we have
'

x 0.001,118

gram equals the electrochemical equivalent weight of
copper, or 0.000,328 gram.— Mechanical equivalent of
U^nt, the numerical quantity which expresses in ergs, or
other units of mechanical energy, the value of a unit of
light. If we take as the unit of light that which produces
an illumination of one lux, we may define the mechanical
equivalent of light as the energy in ergs of the light-giv-
ing ether-waves received in one second upon one square
centimeter of surface at a distance of one meter from a
source of light having an intensity of one hefner. The
first attempt to estimate the mechanical equivalent of
light (although not in precisely the above 'terms, which
aie of more recent origin) was made by Julius Thomsen
in 1865. He determined in absolute measure the radia-
tion from an incandescent body, as a gas or oil-fiame

;

then filtered out the infra-red rays by interposition of a
cell of water, and measured the transmitted light. On
account of the incomplete adiathermancy of the cell, his
values axe, however, subject to a large correction. Mea-*
surements by more refined methods have since been made
by Tumlirziind by Angstrbm. (See -keffwiency of a source
of light.) Angstrom found the luminous energy received
by a square centimeter of surface at a distajice of one
meter from the fiame of a Hefner lamp to be 20.6 x 10-8

gram-calories per second, or, in mechanical units, 8.63

ergs per second. The composition of light from various
sources, as gas-fiames, the electric arc, or the sun, diifers,

and the effect of radiation upon the eye varies greatly
with the wave-length. The luminosity is a maximum for
rays in the middle of the spectrum and diminishes rap-
idly toward the red and violet. The mechanical equiva-
lent should therefore depend on the composition of the
light. From Angstrbm's value it is possible to compute
that of all other sources of light that have been spectro-
photometrically compared with the Hefner fiame. The re-
sults ofsuch acomputation are given in the following table

:



Eretnurus spectabilis.

One fourth natural size.

Eremums
cnltiTated for their
striking habit and
great flower-st^lu
crowned with
showy white, rose-

colored, or yellow
flowers. The leaves
rise from the root
in a dense clump or
rosette ; the flowers
have 6 segments,
usually withering
on the stalk, 6 sta-

mens, and a 3-par-
titioned and 3-

comered ovary.
Among the garden
species are E.robus-
tu8, JB. Himalaicus,
and ja. spectabilis.

The best known is

S. robustug, which
often sends up a
stalk 8 feet high
bearing rose-col-
ored flowers.

erepsin (e-rep'-

si7i).«. [L. erep-

(<MS), pp. of eri-'

pere, snatch away, + -a- + -in^.'] A ferment
discovered by O. Cohnheim in the intestinal

mucosa, whioli is capable of causing the cleav-

age of acid albumins and albumoses into crys-

tSline end-products of proteolytic digestion,

but which is without effect upon the native
albumins. It acts in neutral or feebly alkaline

media. A similar ferment has apparently been
found also in the vegetable world.
Erethizontidae {er"e-tlu-zon'ti-de), n. pi.

lErethizon(t-) + -idse.'\ The American porcu-
pines of the genera JBreiW«OK and Coendoo (Syn-
theres), considered as constituting a family, a
view generally held by American zoologists.

O. Thomas, 1897. See out undeT porcupine.
eretmologist (er-et-mol'o-jist), n. l*eret-

mology ( < Gr. eper/tdc, oar,' + -Aoyia, < X^«v,
speak) + -»«<.] One who is skilled in the
science of rowing; a professional oarsman.
[Humorous.J

ergal (6r'gal), n. [G. ergal, < Gr. cpyov, work,
-I- -aJl.] lia. phys., potential energy: a word
introduced by Clausius. It is that portion of the
total energy of a system which diminishes as work is done
by the system, and it corresponds, therefore, to the nega-
tive value of the force-function and also to Helmholtz's
term free energy.

ergasiomania (fer-gas'i-o-ma'ni-a), n. [Nil.,

< Gr. kpyaaia, work, labor, -1- iiavik, madness.]
A restless desire, amounting at times to an
insane impulsion, to be continually at work

;

also, a desire on the part of a surgeon to oper-

ate at every opportunity, whether or not the
operation is indicated or justifiable.

ergasiophobia (6r-gas'i-o-fd'bi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. epyaaia, Work, labor, -f- -(fopta, < ^o/JeZi',

fear.] An excessive disinclination, which
may amount to an insane aversion, to work

;

also, excessive timidity, on the part of a sur-

geon, and fear to perform an operation even
when it is urgently indicated.

ergastic (Sr-gas'tii), a. [Gr. ipyacTLKdg, able

to work, working, < ipyd^eaBai, work, < ipyov,

work.] Being the result of biologic activity:

a term applied to rather stable substances

formed by the activity of the cell-cytoplasm.

d. Meyer, 1896.

ergastinse (er-gas-il'ne), n. pi. [Gr. ipyaoTlvm

(Hesychius), < kpyaar^g, < epyiieoBai, work.]

In Gr. antiq., maidens who were chosen to

weave and embroider the peplum of Athena.
Certain flgures in procession in the eastern frieze of the

Parthenon are supposed to represent them.

ergastoplasm CSr-gas'to-plazm)^ ». [Gr. kpyaar-

(iKog), able to work,' + w^aapa, anything

formed.] The more active portion of the pro-

toplasm which forms the fibrillar structures of

the cell: nearly the same as Mnoplasm (Stras-

burger) and ergoplasm (Davidoff). Gamier,

1897.

ergastoplasmic (er-gas-to-plas'mik), a. Of

or pertaining to ergastoplasm. Nature, March

12, 1903, p. 455.

ergastulum (6r-gas'tu-lum), «.; pi. m-qastula

(la). [L., an accommodated form (as if dim.) of

an Italian Gr. 'epyaarpov, < Gr. ipy&^eadai, work,

labor: s6e*ergasUc.'} In Bom. antiq., a prison

for slaves attached to a Roman villa or farm

;

a house of correction.
,

ergatandrOUS(6r-ga-tan'drus), a. [Gr. epyftrw,

a worker, +av^p {av6p-), male, + -o«s.] Hav-

ing worker-like males: said of certain ants.

ergatandry (fer-ga^tan'dri), ». [Gr. tpyd-HK,

worker, + aviip (avSp-), male, + -y«.^ In

entomol., the condition of certain male ants
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which fail to develop wings and resemble the

worker-ants in form.

ergatogyne (6r ' ga - to - jin), ». [Gr. ipy&Tnu

worker, -I- ym^, lemale.] A female ant of

worker-like aspect due to the absence of wings
and wing-muscles ; an ergatoid female.

ergatogynic (6r " ga - to - jin ' ik), o. Same as

*ergatogynous. Biol. 'BuUeUn, May, 1904, p.

252.

ergatogynous (6r-ga-toi'i-nus), a. [Gr.

ipy&Tijg, a worker, -I- ymij, female, + -ows.]

Having worker-like females: said of certain

ants.

ergatoid (6r'ga-toid), n. and a. [Gr. epydr^g,

a worker, -I- cl'iog, form.] I. n. A wingless al-

though sexually competent ant of either sex.

The females are really secondary queens.
Cambridge Nat. Hist., VI. 140.

II. a. Having the characteristics of an
ergatoid.

ergatomorphic (er * ga - to -m6r ' fik), a. [Gr.

ipy&TrjQ, a worker, + p^op^, form, + -ic] Of
or pertaining to ergatomorphism ; having the
appearance of a worker-ant.
ergatomorphism (6r"ga-t6-m6r'fizm), n. [er-

gatomorph^c + -ism.^" 'the resemblance of

certain male and female ants to workers,
through a failure to develop the wings and
their musculature.
erg-nine (6rg ' nin), n. A practical unit of

work or energy equal to 1 X 109 ergs. See erg-

ten. [Bare.]
ergogram (6r'g6-gram), n. [Gr. Ipyov, work,

-t- ypAppa, anything written.] A record of

muscular work ; a tracing obtained by means
of the ergograph. See *ergograph.

The ergoffram pictures a very specific form of fatigue
and shows a very wide range of individual differences.

9. S. Hall, Adolescence, L 150.

ergograph (6r'g6-graf), n. [Gt. ioyov, work,
-t- ypdipeiv, write.^ An instrument for record-
ing muscular work ; a recording dynamometer
or ergometer : used especially in the study of
muscular fatigue. The work recorded by the ergo-
graphs ordinarily employed is that done by a single

finder pressing against a spring or pulling against a
weighti. In Mosso's instrument, the earliest form of the
ergograph, there are three principal parts : the padded
arm-rest, with arm-straps and brass tubes which' hold the
unused Angers in position; the weights, attached to a
cord which passes over a pulley to a flnger-cap adjusted
to the lifting finger; and the recording carriage, which
moves between metal guides with the movement of finger
and spring, and carries a writing-point by which i^e ergo-
gram or work-record is traced upon the smoked surface of
a kymograph drum. An ergograph of this type is termed
a weight ergograph. In owier forms of the instrument,
the compression of a spring replaces the pull-up of the
weight : spring ergographsMave been devised, for exam-
ple, by GatteU and Binet. In yet other forms, among
which Menmann's ergogra,ph may be mentioned, there is

no graphic record ; the recording carriage and kymograph
are replaced by a work-adder.

This greatly increased range of individual variation in
early puberty was no less marked in vital capacity and in
resistance to fatigue as tested by the ergograph.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 16L

ergographic (6r-go-graf'ik)j a. lergograph +
-«c.] Kelating to, or obtained by means of,

the ergograph.
He studied the effecton the ergographic curve of drink-

ing-water, and of tile injection of cocaine and caffeine.

Stiid. Yale Pgyehol. Lab., VIIL 104.

ergology (6r-goro-ji), n. [Gr. ipyov, work, +
-'Aoyia, < Myuv, speak.] Physiology and psy-
chology considered dynamically, as the
performance of work.
ergometric (6r-go-met'rik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the ergometer or the results shown by
it; recorded or furnished by the ergometer:
as, an ergometric diagram ; ergio»»e*ricmeasure-
ments.
ergonomy _(6r-gon'o-mi), n. [Gr. epyov, work,

-I- v6po^, distribution.] Physiological division
of labor. Haechel (trans.), Wonders of Life,

p. 35.

ergophobia (er-go-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Ipyov, work, + -ijiofiia, < IjiopElv, fear.] A mor-
bid aversion to labor. Compare *ergasiophobia
N. Y. Times, Oct. 17, 1903.

ergoplasm (fer'go-plazm), n. [Gr. Ipyov, work,
-1- nUapM, anything formed.] The active
protoplasm which arises from the achromatic
portion of the germinal vesicle of the egg and
produces, wholly or in part, the first polar
spindle. Davidoff, 1889.

ergosterin (er-gos'te-rin), n. [ergro(«) -I- Gr.
arepedg, solid, + -m^.j A colorless compound,
C2eH4nO.H20, contained in ergot of rye. It

crystallizes in pearly leaflets or in pointed
needles, melts at 154° C, and boils at 185° C.
under 20 millimeters pressure.

Eriobotrya

ergot^, n.—Com eisot, the

fungus UstUago Zese, which
transforms the kernel of com
into black spores. See emut.

ergotinic (6r-go-tin'ik), a.

[ergot + -irfi + -ic] Per-

taining to or derived from
ergot.— Ereotlnlc acid, a

poisonous substance found in

ergot, but probably not con-

cerned in the production of the

clinical picture of ergotism.

ergotism 2, ». _2. Logical
reasoning ; ratiocination.

The ratiocination or ergotinn

ot the logicians is only one kind
of reasoning and one little used
by the ordinary mind.
L. F. Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 462.

ergotization (6r'go-ti-za;- o??r."^o?'^S"X??,:
Shon), W. TergOtize + fected kernels are enormous-

-a&«.] The act or pro- irspSltHfarS**"Vt!
cess of affecting with the minaUng spore (enlarged).

poison of ergot.

ergotol (6r'go-t61), n. [ergot + -oZ.] A liquid

preparation of ergot two and a half times as
strong as the United • States Pharm'acopceia
fluid extract.

Erian, a. II. n. In geol., a major group of

feological units comprising the Marcellus,
[amUton, Genesee, Portage, and Chemung

divisions as used by the original New York
geologists. The term was applied by Dawson to the
entire Devonian system as represented in TSew York and
Canada as a more appropriate term, but It is now re-

stricted to that part of the Devonian which is represented
by the Marcellus and Hamilton shales.

Ericales (er-i-ka'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,

1833), < Erica + -ales."] An order of dicotyle-

donous sympetalous plants characterized by
regular flowers, usually free stamens as many
or twice as many as the lobes of the corolla,

and a compound ovary, it embraces 8 families, of

which EricacesB is the most important See Diapeneia
cess and Bpacridaceee.

erichthoid (e-rik'thoid), a. [erichthus + -oid.]

Of or pertaining to an erichthus : as, an erich-

thoid larva.

erichthus (e-rik'thus), n. [tth., meg. < Gr.
i/pi, early, -I- i%6vc, fish.] A late larval stage
of a stomatopodous crustacean, as the man-
tis-shrimp, in which the full number of seg-

ments and of limbs of the adult animal is

reached.
ericineous (er-l-sin'e-us), a. Same as erica-

ceous.

ericinol (e-ris'i-nol), n. [eric(oUn) + -irfi +
-ol.'] A colorless, volatile, oily compound,
C2pH260, prepared by the action of dilute

acids on ericolin. It turns brown in the air.

ericolin (e-rik'6-lin), n. [L. erica, heath, +
-ol + -in^.2 A very bitter, brown, resinous
compound, Cs4H5e02i, found in several plants
of the heath family, in Arctosiaphylos Uvor-

ursi, and in Xedum palustre.

ericophyte (e-rik'o-fit), n. [L. erica, heath,
-1- Gr. ^vt6v, plant.] In phytogeog., one of a
class of plants, typified by the genus Erica,
which are adapted to live on the soU of heaths
and peat moors. Eneyc. Brit, XXV. 432.

Ericsson gun. See *gun.
Ericraiba (er-i-sim'ba), n. [NL., < Gr. cpi-,

much-, + Kvp^ri, a eiip, bowl.] A genus of

small minnows found in the Mississippi valley,

distinguished by the silvery mucous cavities
on each side of the head. E. buccata is tlie

common species.
Erie blue, Erie Canal china, Erie clay. See
*hlue, etc.

erikite (er'i-kit), n. [Named after Erilc the
Red, the discoverer of Greenland.] A silicate

and phosphate of the cerium metals and so-
dium, wim also aluminium and thorium. It

occurs in complex orthorhombic crystals of a
brownish color, in southern Greenland.
erinaceine (er-i-na'se-in), n. A hedgehog of
the subfamily Eri/naceinse.

erinite (e'rin-it), n. [Erin + -ite^.'] A basic
copper arsenate occurring in green mammil-
lary crystalline forms: from Cornwall, but
earlier supposed to come from Ireland, hence
the name.
Eriobotrya (er'i-o-bot'ri-a), n. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1821), in allusion to the lanate inflores-
cence, < Gr. Epiov, wool,-!- pdrpv^, a bunch of
grapes.] A genus of plants of the family Ma-
lacess. They are small trees with evei'green leaves, ra-

cemose-paniculate Inflorescence covered with woolly hairs,
thick 5-toothed calyx, crenulate petals, and 3-6 seeds, one
in each compartment of the fruit There are about 10
species, natives of eastern Asia. The loquat, Eriobotrya
Japonica (Phntinia Japonica of Gray), sometimes erroue-
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ously called Japanese plum and Japanese medlar, is
practically the only representative ol this genns grown in
the United States. It is hardy in the Gulf States, where
It is grown for the small, acid, yellow, plum-like fruits.
The nowers are white and are borne in terminal clusters
late in the season ; the fruits mature in the following
spring.

eriocaulaceous (er^i-o-kd-la'shius), a.
Of, pertaining to, or having the characters
of the plant family EriocaulacesB.

eriocome (er'i-o-kom), n. [NL. eriocomus, <
Gt. Ipiov, wool, '+ K6fii!, hair.] A woolly-haired
person : a memlier of a division of mankind,
the erioeomi, characterized by ileeoy hair, like
that of the Melanesians and negroes, beni-
Icer, Races of Man, p. 40.

eriocyanine (er*i-6-si'a-nin), n. [Gr. ipuv, wool,
+ cyanine.2 An acid coal-tar color of the tri-

phenylmethane carbinol type. It dyes wool a
bright blue in an acid bath.
erioglaucine (er"i-6-gia'sin), ». [Gr. iptov,

wool, + yXavxdg, greenish blue, + -ine^.'] An
acid coal-tar color of the triphenylmethane
type. It dyes wool and silk greenish-blue
shades in an acid bath.

eriometer, n—Yoniig's eriometer, an instrument
used in measuring the diameter of the rings of color seen
when a bright light is examined through a mass of small
particles or fine fibers. It consists essentially of two glass
plates between which the fibers are placed and an aperture
in a sliding-screen through which the eye may view the
bright light. If the angular diameter of tlie colored ring is

observed a numerical table gives the con'esponding linear
diameter of the particles. A corresponding graduation may
be Inscribed on the instrument so that the numeric^
tables need not be used.

eriometric (er"i-o-met'rik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to an eriometer ; obtained by the eriometer.
—Yonne'B eriometnc scale, in the eriometer, as
constructed by Young, the first red-and-green ring is

made to cover a given circle by moving the sliding-tube
to and fro, and an index shows the diameter of the parti-
cles. On the arbitrary scale used by him, 1 is equivalent
to a diameter of 0.00003 of an inch, and the other scale
nnmbers represent simple multiples of these: 3, the size
of the particles observed in a thin layer of milk; 3.5, the
spores of Lycoperdon bovista; 32, lycopodium seed or
spores ; 46, diameter of coarse wool.

erionite (er'i-on-it), n. [Irreg. < Gr. Ipiov,

wool, + -»te2.] A hydrated silicate of alumini-
um, calcium, sodium, and potassium, occur-
ring in aggregates of wool-like fibers in cavi-
ties in a rhyohte tuff: foundatDurkee, Oregon.

eriophorouB (er-i-of'9-rus), a. [Gr, tpio^pog,

wool-bearing, < iptov, wool, + - i^po^, < ^ipuv,

bear.]' Wool-bearing; cottony; flocculent.

eriophyllous (er-i-of'i-lus), a. [Gr. iptov, wool,
+ ^Mov, leaf.] Having woolly leaves.

Eritrean (a-re-tre'an), a. pt. Eritrea + -an.']

Of or pertaining to the Italian Red-Sea colony
of Eritrea: as, Eritrean currency; Eritrean
defenses.

,

erizo (a-re'tho), n. [S. Amer. Sp., so named
from the prickly, bur-Uke fruit, .< Sp. erizo, < L.
ericius, hedgehog. See urchin.'] In Venezuela
and Colombia, the tibo.urbou, Apeiba Tibourbou.

See *Ubowbou.
eri, n, A simplified spelling of earl.

erlan (fer'lan), n. lErla, Crandorf, Saxony, +
-an.] In peirog., a flne-grained metamorphie
rock composed chiefly of augite, with some
feldspar, quartz, and other minerals. Also
called (in German) erlanfels. Breithaupt.

erly, aSo. and a. A simplified spelling of earty.

erm. In her., an abbreviation of ermine.

ermin, ». and v. t. A simplified spelling of
ermine.

ernest, n., a., and v. t. A simplified spelling of

earnest.

Ernestine order. See *order.

Ernogrammus (6r^no-gram'us), n. [NL., < Gr.
ipvog, a sprout, + yp'a/i/i^, a line.] A genus of

blennies found in Japan, remarkable for the
branching lateral lines.

erodent, '^^ II. a. Producingerosion; erosive.

erodible (e-ro'di-bl), a. [erode + 4ble.] Ingeol.,

yielding io erosive action ; subject to the de-

structive processes of surface agencies.

Eros, n. 3. In astron.. No. 433 of the asteroid

group, discovered photographically by Witt, at

Berlin, in 1898, and for a time provisionally re-

ferred to as D. Q. Its orbit is much smaller than that
of any other minor planet, its mean distance from the sun
being less than that of Mars. Itsperiod is 643.11 days. At
times it can approaclithe earthwithin aboutl3,000,000'miles

(nearer than any other member of the solar system), and
thus furnishes perhaps the most precise of all methods for

finding the solar parallax. At these rare approaches it

may nearly reach the limit of naked-eye visibility, but it

is usually observable only in large telescopes, its diameter
being not more than IB or 20 miles. At certain times there

are regular variations in its brightness from which an axial

rotation in 5 hours 16 minutes is inferred.

erosible (f-ro'si-bl), a. [L. erosus, pp. ofero-

439

dere, erode, + -ible.] Capable ofbeingeroded:
as, an erosible rock.

In some parts the tufa is traversed by vertical veins of
a harder and less easily erosible rock.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X 478.

erosion, n.— Cycle of erosion. See *c3/rf« 1.—Ero-
sion column. See *coZutn».—Glacial erosion, the
erosion produced by glaciers and subglacial streams. The
efficacy of this process has been much discussed, but its

importance is coming to be more and more accepted by
geologists. See corrie, combs, Aord, hanging •kvaUey,
rock-oasin.—Head erosion. Same aa head-water -kero-

moTi.—Head-water erosion, the erosion of a valley-
head or escarpment so that it is worn back in a di-
rection opposite to the flow of its stream. Also retro-
gressive erosion.—Retrogressive erosion. Same as
nead-water -kerosion.— Sheet^flood erosion^ erosion ac-
complished by sheets of running water, as distinct from
streams. J. W. McGee, in Bulletin Geol. Soc. Amer.,
VIII. 88.—Table-land Of erosion. See *table-land.—
TTnconformabillty by erosion. Flat strata forming a
land area are often carved into valleys by running water.
Without appreciable tilting they may then be depressed
beneath the sea and the valleys may be filled with new
sediments which do not differ in dip, although usually
contrasted in kind with the old. The stratigraphic break
between the two is called unconformability by erosion.
—Wlnd-erOSlon, the wearing away and transportation
of rock material by the wind.

He particularly commended to geologists the study of
wind-eromm of snow hardened by pressure and low tem-
perature. . . . One could see the structure change from
form to form under one's very eyes, and thus quickly
gain such an insight into the processes of wind-erosion as,

in the case of more stubborn rock, could only be obtained
by prolonged study. Athenesum, Dec. 7, 1901, p. 778.

erosional (f-ro'zhon-al), a. [erosion + -aP-.]

Of, pertaining to, or produced by erosion.
The terraced character of the outlet at Horseheads was

also described, and the opinion expressed that the broader
terrace is an erosional and not a constructional (flood-
plain) feature, and that it represents the outlet of Lake
Kewberry at Its principal sta^e.

Science, Jan, 2, 1903, p. 26.

erosodentate (e-ro^so-den'tat), a. [L. erosus,
eroded, + deniatus, toothed.] Having irreg-
ular tooth-like projections ; specifically, in bot.,

dentate with erose teeth.

erosodenticulate (e-rd'<'s9-den-tik'u-Iat), a.

[L. erosus, eroded, 4- denUcuVus, dim. of dens,

tooth, + -fltel.] Having small, iiTOgular,

tooth-like points.

erotically (e-rot'i-kal-i), adv. In an erotic
manner or sense.

eroticism (e-rot'i-sizm), n. [erotic + -ism.]

The state or character of being erotic; un-
due prominence of sexuality or the sexual
emotions ; inpathol., excessive sexual desires.

eroticist (e-rot'i-sist)^ n. One affected with
eroticism.

eroticomania (e-Tot'''i-ko-ma'ni-S), n. [NL., <

Gr. kp(jTtK6c, erotic, H- /lavla, madness.] Same
as erotomania.

erotism (e-rot'ism), n. A condition marked
by erotic tendencies ; eroticism.

erotogenic (er^'o-to-jen'ik), a. Exciting sexual
desire.

erotology (er-o-tol'o-ji), n. [GiT. Ipoc (ep'"'-),

sexual love, -f- -h>yia, < ^iyeiv, speak.] The
study of the phenomena of sexual love.

These [unwritten codes of modesty] are like psychic
garments with changing fashions, but erotology well un-
erstands that sometimes to ignore their- existence is

itself to win. 6. S. Ball, Adolescence, II. 118.

erotometer (er-o-tom'e-tfer), n. [Gr.epag (epur-),

sexual love, -t- '/lirpov, measure.] A standard
or gage of sexual love. G-. S. Hall, Adoles-
cence, n. 132.

erotopath (e-rot'o-path), n. [A back-forma-
tion from erotopaihy.] One who is dominated
by perverted sexual ideas. Alien, and Neurol.

,

Feb., 1903, p. 72.

erotopathia (er'''9-t6-path'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ipuf (epuT-), sexual love, -i- irdBog, disease.]

Perversion of the sexual instinct. Amer. Jour.

Psychol, XIII. 328.

erotopathia (er'o-to-path'ik), a. Relating to

or suffering from' erotopathia ; erotic. Alien,

and Neurol., Feb., 1903, p. 75.

erotopathy (er"6-top'a-thi), n. Same as *ero-

"a.

erotopsychic (6r'''6-top-si'kik), a. [Gr. ipaq

(ipoT-), sexual love, + ^xh, mind.] Same as
*erotopathic.

errancy (er'an-si), n. The condition of err-

ing ; liability to err.

erratic, a. 6. In eool., occurring in an un-
usual location.

Parasites which occur in their normal host, but in an
unusual location, like the brain oysticerci ... in a sub-

cutaneous cyst . . . may be spoken of as erratic.

Trans. Amer. Micros. Soc, 1903, p. 128.

error, n. 8. In base-ball, a failure by one of the
fielders to put out an opponent when he has
the opportunity ; a misplay by which a runner

Eryops

secures a base.-Average error. See *metluid of
average error.— Clock error. See *doi!*2.—Defend-
ant m error, a party to an action, either plaintiff or
defendant in the court below, who is opposed to the
plaintiff in error in the appellate court. See plaintiff
vn error.-Error Of a planet, the difference between
its observed and its calculated position.— Error Of ex-
pectation, fatigue, habituation, in psychophys., va-
riable errors, incidental more especially to work by the
gradation methods. The error of expectation may make
a change of judgment come either too soon or too late,

according as the expectation is directed upon change or
uniformity of the stimuli; the errors of fatigue and
habituation delay the change of judgment beyond the nor-
mal point The errors can be avoided by a fltting dispo-
sition of the series : in certain cases the error of expecta-
tion, may, perhaps, for all practical purposes, be eliminated
by treating it as a constant error ; that is, by repeating'the
series wiwi reversal, and taking the average result.

—

Fechnerian time-error, in psychophys., a constant or
systematic error, due to temporal arrangement, which
may be eliminated by performing the experiment twice
over,.—^once in the time-order ab, and once in the time-
order 6a,— and by averaging the result of the two experi-
ments to a single value.—Law of tretmemsy of error.
Same as law of error. See error, 5.—Method Of average
error. See -miethod.— FlainttGTln error, in law, a party
to an action, either plaintiff or defendant in the court be-
low, who sues out in an appellate court, a writ of error,

to review proceedings upon which the error is alleged.
— Probable error of an event. See -kcoefflment of
eariability.— Space eiTOr, in psychophys., a constant or
systematic error, due to spatial arrangement, which may
be eliminated (like Uie Fechnerian time-error) by repea1>
ing the experiment with reversal of spatial conditions,
and averaging the two results.— Station error, in geod.
and astron., the difference between the position of a
point on the earth's surface determined by astronomical
means (its astronomical latitude and longitude) and the
same as fixed by combination with data obtained from an
extended geodetic survey. The differences arise from
local deviations in the direction of gravity, due to local
accidents of the surface or the underlying strata, and
seldom exceed a few seconds, but in mountainous regions
and mining districts are often much larger.

error (.er'or), v. t. In law, upon an appeal, to
reverse tfie judgment or other determination
of the court below, on account of error in its

proceedings. [Rare.]
ersseiform (6r-se'i-fdrm), a. [NL. Erssea (?) -I-

L. forma, form.] Resembling or having the
structure of the Erseeidse ; composed of three
medusoids, a sterile, a fertile, and a special
nectocalyx. Compare "^eudoociform.

ersseome (6r-se'om), n. [Gr. tpaaiog, dewy (<
ipav, dew), + -ome.] One of the two main
forms of cormidium in hydrozoans, consisting
typically of a hydrophyllium, a ^astrozoid with
a tentacle, one or more medusoid gonophores,
and generally a nectocalyx.
erthen, erthling, erthly. Simplified spellings
of earthen, earthlmg, earthly.

erubim (e-ro'bem), n. pi. [Heb. 'erUUm, pi.

of 'erub, mixture, combination.] Among tie
Jews, certain devices to get around the strict
observance of the Sabbath rules, when circum-
stances make such observance difficult or im-
possible. The strict follower of rabbinical injunctions
must not go out on the Sabbath beyond a certain distance.
In order to establish the legal boundaries the rabbis have
ordained that certein eatables may be deposited beyond
the limit on the day preceding the Sabbath or festival, so
as to make it appear that the place where the food is

deposited is one's domicile, extending thereby the limit
for one's movements.

Erucaeformia (e-r6-se-f6r'mi-a), n. pi. [NL.,
erroneously for *eruciforni4a, neut. pi. of *eru-
ciformis, < eruca, a caterpillar, -f forma, form.]
A group of flies of the family TipuUdsB, hav-
ing caterpillar-like larvse : supposed to be the
most primitive of existing Diptera. Phala-
crocera is an example.
erucic (e-r6'sik), a. [L. eruca, a sort of cole-
wort.] Noting an acid, a colorless compound,
C22H42O2, contained, in combination with
glycerol, in white and black mustard-seed oil.

It crystallizes in long slender needles, melts
at 33-34° C, and is readily converted into the
isomeric brassidic acid.

erucin (e-rS'sin), n. [erv/i(ie) + -in^.] The
glycerin ester or erucic acid, found in rape-
seed oil.

erugatory (e-ro'ga-to-ri), a and n. [NL. "eru-
gatorius, < L. erugare, free from wrinkles, < e,

out, -I- ruga, wrinkle.] I. a. Having the
property of removing wrinkles.

II. n. A remedy used to eradicate wrinkles.

eruption, ».— cone of eruption. See *co«e.— Mas-
sive eruption, the protrusion of lava without the format
tion of a volcanic cone. Compare -irjissure-eruption.

Oeikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 342.— Subaerial erup-
tion, outbreaks of lava or tuff upon the land, as con-
trasted with those beneath the sea.

Eruptive center, vein. See *center^, *vein.

Eryops (er'i-ops), n. [NL., (?) irreg. < Gr. epveiv,

draw out, +C)ip,fa,ae.] Agenusofstegocepha-
lian reptiles from the Permian rocks of North
America, having an elongated triangular skull

with somewhat tapering snout, relatively small
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roimd orbits, and rugose cranial bones with
indistinct sutures.

erysipeloid (er-i-sip'e-loid), n. and a. \_ery-

«»pei-a«+ -Old.] I. n. A chronic inflammation
of the sMn resembling erysipelas, occurring
sometimes in persons who have been brought
into contact with the skins of wild animals,
either living or recently dead.

II. a. Besembling erysipelas.

ErysiphaceseCer'i-si-fa'se-e), n. pi. {NL.,<Ery-
sipJie + -acese.'] The family of fungi typified
by the genus Erysiphe. See Erysiphese.

ElTthea (er-i-the'a), n. [NL. (Watson, 1880),

< Gr. 'EpWeia, one of the Hesperides.] A genus
of palms. They have fan-shaped leaves, slender, naked
trunks, perfect flowers in large, decompound panicles, and
for fruit a black globose drupe. There are two species,

^. arTtiatay from Lower California, and E. edulis, a native

of Guadalupe Island, off the western coast of Mexico.
Both species are cultivated out of doora in favored locali-

ties of southern California.

erythran (er ' i-thran), ft. [Gr. cpvBpSi, red, +
-an.] Acolorless liquid compound,

HOCHCH2OCH2CHOH,
prepared by the long boiling of erythrol with

dilute sulphuric acid. It boils at 154-155° C.

under 18 millimeters pressure.

erytbrarsin (er-i-thrar'sin), n. [Gr. ipv6p6^,

red, + ars{enic) + -in^.] a red pigment,
C4H12O3AS6, formed, in very small quantity,

by the oxidation of cacodyl.

erythrasma (er-i-thras'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

kpvdpdg, red, + -aa/ia, a termination.] A con-

tagious skin disease, running a chronic course,

due to the presence of a vegetable parasite,

Microsporon minuUssimum.
erytlirm,». 3. A coal-tar color of the xanthene
type, prepared by the methylation of eosin. It

dyes sUk a bluish red with a red fluorescence.

Also called primrose ^Erythrln X, an acid coal-tar

color. Same as -kponceau 5R.

erytbrism, n. 2. In anthrop., redness of hair,

generally combined with li^t complexion.—3.
Tti zool., the assumption of red in animals, in
place of their ordinary coloration.

Sr^tftrism is particularlycommon amongtheMungooses
and is responsible for a large number of the untenable
species which have been formed in that group.

Proe. Zool. Soc. Lortdon, 1886, p. 77.

erythroblast, (e-rith'ro-blast), TO. [Gr. ipvdp6g,

red, + fthiardg, germ.] One of the colored amoe-
boid cells found in the marrow of the bones
and supposed to give rise to the red blood-cor-

puscles.

erythroblastic (e-rith-rp-blas'tik), a. Of or

pertaining to erythroblasts.

erytirocentanrin (e-Tith'''ro-sen-ta,'rin), n.

[tlrythr(sea) centaur(ium) (see def.) + -»»2.] A
neutral, bitter, gluooside-like body, CQH14O5,
formed in Centaurion Centaurium {Erythrsea
Centaurium of Persoon).

Erytbrochsete (er*i-thrp-ke'te), n. [NL. (Sie-

bold and Zuccarini, 184fi), < Gr. epvOpu;, red, +
NL. chseta, bristle, < Gr. ;fotT5, mane. The allu-

sion is to the color of the pappusm the type spe-

cies.] A genus of plants of the family Asteror-

ceas, closely related to Senecio. There are about
thirty species, chiefly Asiatic. One B|)ecies, the leopard-

Slant, a variety of J3. KeBmp/eri (Senecio Ksempferi of De
andoUe), is well known in cultivation. It is called by

gardeners Far/ugium. It is grown in the North as a foli-

age pot-plant, and waa at one time a favorite window-
garden subject. From Washington southward, it is hardy
in the open. The planthaslarge orbicular-cordate leaves,

blotched and spotted with yellow, white or rose-colored
patches. A form with glaucous-green leaves edged with
creamy white is known as Biloer-leaf.

erytbrocbroic (e-rith-ro-kro'ik), a. Of or relat-

ing to erythrochroism.

erytbrocbrolsm (e-rith-ro-kro'izm), n. [Gr.

ipv6p6c, red, + XP"": color, + -ism.] Same
as erythrism.

erytbroclastic (e-rith-ro-klas'tik), a. [ Gr.

epvdpdg, red, -I- /da(TT(Sf, < /cXot, break, -I- -ic]

Relating to destruction of the red blood-cells.

erythrocyte (e-rith'ro-sit), n. [Gr. epvBpdg, red,

-httirof, a hollow (a cell).] A red blood-corpus-

cle as distinguished from a white or colorless

blood-corpuscle (leucocyte).

erythrocytolysis (e-rith 'ro-si-tol ' l -sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. epv6p6g, red^ + nirog, a hollow (a

cell), + /tvffif, dissolution.] Destruction of

the protoplasm of the red blood-corpuscles.

erythrocylM)lytic (e-rith''ro-si-to--lit'ik), a. Of

or pertaining to erythrocytolysis or the de-

struction of red blood-cells by hemolysins.

enrtbrocytorrhexis (e-iith'ro-si-to-rek'sls), n.

[Gr. ipvSpdg, red, + /oroc, a hollow (a cell), -1-

p^^tg, rupture.] Kupture of an erythrocyte or

red blood-cell.
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erythrocytoscblsis (e-rith'ro-si-tos'H-sis), n.

[Gr. epvdpdg, red, + levTog, a hoUow (a cell), +
axioic, cleaving.] Division by fission of a red

blood-eorpuscle.

erythrocytosis (e-rith^ro-si-to'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. kpvdpk, red, + KVTog, a hollow (a ceU), -I-

-osis.\ The formation of erythrocytes, or red
blood-corpuscles.

eryttirodermatitis (e-rith^'ro-d^r-ma-ti'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. ipvBpdg, red, -I- c!Ep^(r-), skin, +
-itis.] Inflammatory redness of the skin.

eiTthrOgen (e-rith'ro-jen), n. [Gr. ipvdpdg,

red, + -j-ei^f, -producing.] 1. A fatty, green
crystalline compound, said to occur in certain

specimens of pathological bile.— 2. A sub-

stance, possibly a chromogen, foundin flowers.

erythrogenic (e-rith-ro-jen'ik), a. [Gr. epvdpdc,

red, + -yevqg, -producing, + -ic] Producing
or giving rise to red blood-corpuscles.

erythroglucin (e-rith-ro-glo'sin), n. [Gr.

spvBpdg, red, -t- yXvuvg, sweet, -i- -irfi (see *glvir-

ci»).] Same as *erythrol.

eiythrograiiulose (e-rith-ro-gran'u-16s), n.

[Gr. epMpdg, red, + E. granulose.] A variety
of soluble starch which is colored redby iodine.

erythrol (er'i-throl), n. [Gr. £pv8p6c:,Ted, -I- -ol.]

The correct name (by regulation) for erythrite.

erytbroleinic (er'i-thro-lf-in'ik), a. [erythro-

lein + -Jc] Noting an acid coloring-matter of
unknown composition contained in archil or
orchil.

erythrolysin (er-i-throl'i-sin), n. [erythrolysis

+ -irfi.] A lysin which is specially directed
against the red corpuscles of the blood. The
term hemolysin is more generally used, although strictly

speaking it would comprise the leucolysins as well as the
Qrythrolysins.

erytbrolysis (er-i-throl'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
ipvdpdg, red, + Maig, dissolution.] The destruc-
tiou of red cells bymeans of specific cytolysins.

See also *erythrolysin.

erythromelia (e-rith-ro-me'li-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. ipvBpdg, red, -I- fiiXoc, limb.] A neurosis
characterized by redness of the skin on the
exterior surfaces of the extremities.

erythropbage (e-rith'ro-faj), n. [Gr. epvBpdc,

red, +0aj'eiv,eat.] A phagocyte which destroys
the red blood-globules. '

erytbrophllous (er-ith-rof'i-lus), a. [Gr.
ipv6p6(, red, + ^ilelv, love, -I- -oiis.] Readily
staining in a red dye, such as erythrosin : said
of cells : opjjosed to *cyanopMlous.
erytbrophleine (e-rith-ro-fle'in), n. [Eryth-
rophle-um + -ine^.] A crystalline poisonous
alkaloid, C2aH4305N (?), contained in the bark
of Erythrophleum Guineense: a local anesthetic
and heart-poison. It is used by the natives of
the west coast of Africa as an arrow-poison.

erytbrophobia (e-rith-ro-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. ipvapdc, red, -t- -^pia, < ipo^elv, fear.] A
morbid aversion to the color red.

erytbropbore (e-rith'ro-for), n. [Gr. kpv9p6(,

red, -I- -(p6poQ, bearing, < ^tpeiv, bear.] The
red ehromatophore of algse.

"

erytbropia (er-i-thro'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. kpo-

8p6i, red, + inj) (inr-), "eye.] Red vision : a
condition in which all objects appear to be
tinged with red.

erywroplate (e-rith'ro-plat), n. in photog., a
plate impregnated with erythrosin and used in
the orthochromatio process.

erytbropsia ( er-i-throp'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
£pv0p6(,vei, + fi^tf, view.] Same as *er^<Ar<)pa.

erythropsin (er-i-throp'sin), n. [Gr. efyuBpdg,

red, -I- 6il>ig, viewj -I- -in^.'] Same as rhodopsin.
erythroretin (e-nth-ro-re'tin), n. [Gr. ipvdpdi,

red, -I- IntrlvT), resin.] Oneof the resinous sub-
stances remaining after the crystalline sub-
stances have been removed from rhubarb
extract. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 974.

erythrose (er'ith-ros), n. [Gr. ipvdpdc. red, -1-

-ose.] A sugar, H0CH2CH(0H)CH(0H)CH0,
belonging to the group known as tetroses. It
is closely related to erythrol.

erytbrosiderite (e-rith-ro-sid'e-rit), n. [Gr.
hpv6p6g, red, -1- aiS^phtiQ, of iron (see siderite).]

A hydrous chlorid of potassium and ferric iron,
found as a red deliquescent coating on the lava
of Vesuvius after the eruption of April, 1872.

erythrosin, erythrosine (e-rith'ro-sin), n.
[Irreg. < Gr. ipvBpdg, red, + -in^.] A coal-tar
color of the xanthene type, the sodium or potas-
sium salt of tetra-iodofluorescein. it dyes wool
and silk bluish red or pink in a slightly acid bath. Also
called erythrosin B, erythrosin D, eosin J, pyrosine B, and
iodeorine B.— Erythrosin BB. Same as *pWo2!i» P.

—

Enrthrosin G, a coal-tar color of the xanthene type, the
sodium or potassium salt of di-iodofluorescein. It dyes
wool and silk yellow, red, or pink in a slightly acid bath.
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Also called dianthine G, vyrosins J, and iodeosine G.—
ErrtlUOSln plates, in photog., sensitized plates stained

wifli the red organic dyestufl erythrosin to mcrease their

sensitiveness to the longer wave-lengths of the spectrum.

erythrotoxin (e-riQi-ro-tok'sin), n. [Gr. ipv-

6p6g, red, -1- E. toxin.]
' Same as ^erythrolysin.

erytnrozinkite (e-rith-ro-zing'ldt), n. [Gr.

epvdpdg, red, + E. zinc, zink, + -ite^.] Probably
a manganesian variety of the zinc sulphid
wurtzite : from Siberia.

eiythrozym (e-rith'ro-zim), n. [Gr. epv6p6g,

red, + iv/iii, ferment.] A peculiar ferment of

the nature of an enzym occurring in madder-
root. It possesses the power of decomposing rubian,
yielding several products the most important of which
is alizarin. The foiTQula assigned to it by Schunck is

C58H34N2O40 + CaO.

erythruria (er-ith-rS'n-a), n. [NL.,< Gr. epv6p6g,

red, + bbpm, urine.] iSie passing of red urine.

Usually hematuria or hemoglobin/aria.

Esbach's albuminimeter. See *alhuminimeter.

escalator (es'ka-la-tor), n. [F. *esealateur, <

NL. Escalator, X MlJ. scotere, climb a stair:

see scaled, v.] A moving stairway. It is essen-

tially a conveyer, employing two chains which form an
endless belt thatbevelson a double track, passing overtwo
large sheaves, one below the floor at the foot of the stair-

way and one imder the floor at the head of the stairway.

The links of the chains support the treads and risers of a
flight of steps, each pair supporting one tread and one
riser. When the tracks are level, as at the landings of the
stairway, the treads and risers travel ontwo pairs of wheels,

each pair moving on one track, and the treads form a con-

tinuous platform, the risers hanging below out of sight
Where the tracks are inclined they separate, one pair of
wheels following the upper track and the other the lower
track ; the treads separate and the risers fill the spaces be-

tween the steps, thus forming a continuous traveling stair-

way. In operation the belt travels overthe lower sheave up
the stairway and,turningdownward overthe second sheave,

returns with the treads and risers hanging below until

they are again reversed in turning upwM^ over the lower
sheave. The two landings are uius traveling horizontal

walks, and the stairway is a series of steps continually
moving upward. The passenger steps upon the lower
platform and stands stiU, the steps lifting him until the
upper platform is reached, where he walks off upon the
floor. At the side of tlie casing an endless hand-rail
travels upward at tlie same speed as the stairway. Very
large escalators have two stairways, one carrying pas-
sengers up and the other down. A single escalator, hav-
ing steps three feet wide, has a capacity of six thousand
passengers an hour. See -kconveyer.

Escalator.

-tf .' (t, escalator operating as a horizontal apron-conveyer ; b, es-
calator operating as an elevator; c. conveyer returning inverted
and idle; tt, d, sheaves over which conveyer turns, one being a
live sheave giving motion to the conveyer; e. traveling hand-rail.
B : f. lower track ; g. upper track ; k, frame supporting one tread
and riser ; t, four-wheel truck supporting frame, first pair on level
position, others with forward pair of wheels on lower (inside)
track, rear pair on upper (outside) track. (See D, showing wheels
and tracks.) C : a. treads traveling horizontally ; b, tieads ascend-
ii>g

< J. preventer or guard, guiding passenger off to k. second-
story floor; «, traveling hand-rail. D: f. Tower rail; g. upper
rail ; /, track and wheels.

escalin (es-ka-lan'), n. [P., < D. scheMing, E.
shitting: see shilling.] A name of various
coins : (a) A coin of Haiti, equal to 6 sols, and later to
16 sols. (0) A silver coin of Lifege, equal to i florin or 10
stivers, (c) A silver and billon coin, equal to 3 stivers,
struck for a long period in the Low Countries, (d) A cop-
per coin struck, by Kussia, for Prussia, 1759-6L («) A
coin of Basel the one forty-flfth of a rix-dollar.

Escalloniacese (es-ka-lo-ni-a'sf-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Dumortier, 1829), < Escallonih + -acese.] A
family of dicotyledonous ehoripetalous plants
of the order Rosales, typified by the genus
Escallonia (which see), included by many au-
thors in the Saxifragaoese. it includes 26 genera
of trees and shrubs, mostly natives of the southern hem-
isphere. Itea (which see) is the only genus which occurs
in the ITnited States.

escambron (es-kSm-bron'), n. [Sp. escambron,
buckthorn {Ehamnus sp.).] Aname of several
plants armed with spines, especially the cat's-
elaw, Pithecolobium Unguis-cati, called escam-
bron Colorado; Pisonia aculeata, the cockspur;
and Volkameria aculeata, called escarr&ron
blaruM. [Porto Rico.]
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escapado (es-ka-pa'do), n. [Sp.] An escaped
prisoner. Mayne Beid.

escape, ». 11. The outlet or gate in an irri-

gation or other hydraulic work by which water
may be permitted to escape from the canal,

either automatically or under direct control.

escapee (es-ka-pe'), n. An escaped person:
used particularly with reference to convicts
who have escaped from penal settlements, or
have escaped and been recaptured.
escape-head (es-kap'hed), n. A device by
which an escape is operated. See *escape, 11.

escapement, n. 3. In pianoforte-making, that
part of the action which provides that the ham-
mer, after striking the string, shall instantly
recoil, whether or not the key is released.
The escapement is called dovble when the mechanism
admits of giving a second blow without fully releasing the
key.— VertiCEll escapement, a form of clock escapement
in which the escape-wheel is on a vertical axis, the rest
of the train having horizontal axes : also called the crown-
and-verge escapement, since the change from horizontal
to vertical axes is usually made by a crown-wheel hav-
ing teeth on the edge of the cylinder.

escapement-anchor (es-kap'raent-ang'-'kor), «.
In clockwork, the two arms 6t the detent or
pawl which engage with the teeth of the
escape-wheel, so as to allow only one of its

teeth to pass at each oscillation of the pen-
dulum or balance-wheel. The shape given to these
two arms so as to envelop a part of the arc of the es-
cape-wheel resembles that of uie flukes of an anchor.

escape-pipe (es-kap'pip), n. An exhaust-
pipe; the pipe through which steam escapes
from an engine or a blow-off valve.
escape-scuttle (es-kap'skut"l), n. In ship-
huitaing, a scuttle which can be opened from
a confined space such as a coal-bunker, to
permit escape therefrom when the ordinary
entrance is blocked.
escape-warrant (es-kap'wor"ant), n. See
'^warrant.

escape-way (es-kap'wa), n. The channel
through which the water is discharged from
an escape. See *escape, 11.

escape-wheel (es-kap'hwel), n. The last
wheel in the mechanism in clock- and watch-
work by which the power of spring or weight
is released or allowed to escape, by the catch
and release of detent elements controlled by
the timed swing of the pendulum or the os-
cillation of the balance-wheel.

escarole (es-ka-rol''), n. Blanched endive: a
salad vegetable. Also escarolla.

eschar, n. 2. Same as slough^, 2.

eschanne (es'ka-rin), a. Having the charac-
ters of, or resembling, the Eseharina.

eschrolalia (es-kro-la'Ii-a), n. [NL. *eeschro-

lalia, < Gr. alaxp^s, shameiEul, -I- ?M?ieiv, speak.]
Obscenity in speech.

escigenin, sescigenin (e-sij'e-nin), n. [xsci(n-

ic) + L. -gen-, produce, -I- -ic] A com-
pound, CigHooOgi formed from escirio acid,

a gluooside found in horse-chestnuts. It is

a crystalline powder insoluble in water.
escinic, sescinic (e-sin'ik), a. [L. eesc(ulus),

horse-chestnut, + -ine + -ic] Obtained from
horse-chestnuts— Escinic acid, an acid, C24H40O12,
which is also a glucoside: found in horse-chestnuts.

esciorcein, sesciorcein (e-si-6r'se-in), n. [ass-

eu(leUn) + orcein.'] A substance, C9H7NO5,
resembling orcein, formed by the action of

ammonia on para-esculetin.

escoba (es-ko'ba), n. [Sp. escoba, broom, <

L. scopa, broom.] A name, in many coun-
tries settled by the Spanish, of tough-stemmed
undershrubs used for making temporary
brooms for sweeping the floor or ground about
a house, especially of species of Sida and
plants resembling them, in Porto Kico, Sida
acuta is called escoba blanca, or white broomweed; S. rhom-
bifolia, escoba colorada, or red broomweed ; and 5. vlim-
folia, escoba dulee, or sweet broomweed. These weeds
are also called escobilla. See Sida, 1.

escobilla (es-ko-bil'ya), n. [Sp., dim. ot escoba,

broom.] Same as *escoba.

escobita (es-ko-be'ta), n. [Sp. eseobita, a little

whisk-broom, dim. of escoba, a broom.] In
California, one of two species of the plant-

genus Orthocarpus, the name referring to the
brush-like inflorescence. 0. densifiorus is the com-
mon escobita, 0. purpurascens the purple escobita ; the
latter is also called pinkpaint-briish. See -kowl's-clover.

escolar (es-ko-lar'), ». [Sp., a scholar, a
student; appar. first with reference to the
black escolar, called also domine (see *domine)

:

in allusion to the 'black robe.'] A Cuban
name for a scombroid fish of elongate body
and swift movements, especially the species

Buvettus pretiosus.
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escorzonera (es-k6r-tho-na'ra), n. [Sp. escor-

zonera, scorzonera.] A name in tropical
America of several plants having fleshy roots,

especially Craniolaria annua, belonging to the
family Mariyniacex, and in Mexico to a
composite plant, Pinaropappus roseus, the
roots of which are used medicinally and are
offered for sale in the markets. In Spain the
name is applied to Scorzonera Hispanica and
Beichardia picroides. See black salsify, under
salsify, and Scorzonera.
escribano (es-kri-ba'no), ». [Sp., a writer, a
notary: see scrvoen.'] A Cuban name for the
fish called in English halfbeak {Hemiramphits
roberti).

escudo, n. 2. A gold coin of Chile, of the
value of five pesos, equal to $1,825.

esculetic (es-ku-let'ik), a. [esculet(in) + -ic]
Derived from esculetin Esculetic acid, an acid,
CgH2(OH)3CH : CHCO2H, formed by boUing esculetin
with a solution of barium hydroxid.

esculic (es-ku'lik), a. [esculm + -ic] Derived
from esculin.—Esculic acid. Same as *eapogenin.

esculotannic (es"ka-lo-taH'ik), a. [L. sescuVus,

horse-chestnut, + £. tannic.'] Tannic, and de-
rived from the horse-chestnut ^Esculotannic
acid, a variety of tannic acid or tannin having the
composition 026524^12, and found in the bark, leaves,
and other parts of the horse-chestnut.

Escurial lace. See *lace.

escutcheon, »— Sacral escutcheon, a name given
by Mivart to the slightly raised shield-shaped figure
(apex backward) on the posterior portion of the dorsal
face of the sacrum of parrots. The term is of limited
application, since in most birds this portion of the sacrum
is smooth.

esdragol (es'dra-gol), n. A colorless liquid,

CH3CH : CHCefliOCHo, found in Chinese
anise-oil. It boUs at 215-216° C.

eseridine (f-ser'i-din), n. [eser{ine) + -id +
4ne'^.] A "colorless crystalline alkaloid, C15
H23N3O3, accompanying physostigmine (es-

erine) in Calabar bean, Physostigma venenosum.
It has a pronounced action on the heart.

eserine-pilocarpine (es "e-rin - pi-lo-kar'pin),

n. A combination of the alkaloids eserine
(physostigmine) and pilocarpine : used in the
treatment of horses for colic, and as a purge
in herbivorous animals.
eshreen (esh-ren'), n. [Ar. 'ishrin, twenty, <

'askar, ten.] A coin of modern Egypt, the 20-

faddah piece.

Esmarch bandage. See *bandage.
esmeralda (es-me-rai'da), n. [Amer. Sp. use
of Sp. esmeralda, emerald: see emerald.] A
name applied by Spanish Americans to differ-

ent fishes of the genus Gobius.

esmeraldaite (es-me-ral'da-it), n. [Esmeralda
(see def.) -I- 4te^.] A hydrated ferric iron,

Fe203.4H20, occurring in black masses with
vitreous luster: from Esmeralda county, Ne-
vada.

esocolitis (es"o-ko-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. iaa,

within, -t- kS'Aov,' colon, -I- -itis.] Same as
colitis.

esofagus, n. A simplified spelling of esophagus.

Esophageal pouch. See *pouch.
esophagectomy (f-sof-a-gek'to-mi), n. [Gr.
olao<j)dyog, esophagus, + inroiiii, excision.] Ex-
cision of the esophagus, in part or as a whole.

esophagism (f-sof'a-jism), n. [esophagus +
-ism.] Spasmodic narrowing of the esophagus.
esophagoblast (e-so-fag'o-blast), n. [Gr.

oicofdyoc, gullet, + J3hicrr6(, germ.] A name
given to each of three large ectodermal cells

which, in certain annelids like Thalassema, give
rise to the esophagus or gullet of the larva.

esophago-enterostomy (e-sof'a-go-en-te-ros'-

to-mi), n. A surgical operation for establish-

ing direct communication between the esoph-
agus and the small intestine, shutting out the

stomach which may or may not be wholly or

partially excised.

esophagoplasty (e-so-fag'6-plas-ti), n. [Gr.

olacxpdyo;, gullet, + i^'kaariq, < k'/moguv, form.]
Plastic surgery of the esophagus.

esophagOSCOpe (e-so-fag'o-skop), «. [Gr. a'lao-

(payog, esophagus, + oKowelv, view.] An in-

strument which enables an observer to obtain

a view of the mucous membrane of the esoph-

agus.
esophagOSCOpic, a. Eclating to esophagos-
copy.
esophagoscopy (e-sof-a-gos'ko-pi), n. [Gr.

olcoijidyoQ, esophagus, + -oKoma, < oKOTrtlv, view.]

Examination of the interior of the esophagus
by means of the esophagoscope.

esophagospasm (f-sof'a-go-spazm), n. Same

espinillo

esophagostomy ff-sof-a-gos'to-mi), n. [Gr.
olao(l)dyog. gullet, 4-' ard/xci, moutli.] The estab-
lishment of a permanent opening from the
neck into the esophagus.
esophagotome (f-so-fag'o-tom), n. A knife
used lor the performance of esophagotomy.
esophagus, «—posterior esophagus, in certain gas-
teropoda, as Triton, a narrow tube connecting the crop
with the stomach.

esophoria (es-o-fo'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iaa,

within, -I- -fopia, (.-ipopog, < (pepeiv, bear.] A
condition, depending upon imbalance of the
eye-muscles, m which there is a tendency to
convergence of the visual axes less pronounced
than in actual squint or esotropia.

esophoric (es-o-for'ik), a. [ < esophor-ia +
-ic] Relating to or characterized by esophoria.

Esopus grit. See *grif^.

esotropia (es-o-tro'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. laa,

within, 4- -TjOOTTOf, < rpineiv, turn.] An exag-
gerated esophoria amoimting to convergent
squint.

espada (es-pa'da), n. [Sp., a sword.] 1. A
professional buU-nghter whose duty is to kill

the bull with the sword. See also matador.—
3. The swordfish.

espagnolette (es-pan-yo-lef), «• [P., < es-

pagnol, Spanish, + -ette.] A fastening for a
double casement-window or light double door.
A round rod reaching from top to bottom of the casement
is fixed to the outer valve or fold. When both folds are
shut the rod is turned upon itself, and hooka at the top
and bottom take hold of fixed pins in the head and sill of
the frame.

esparcet, %.— False or wild esparcet. Astragalus
bisulcatus a common leguminous plant of the western

False or Wild Esparcet (Astragalus bisulcatttsf.

One fourth natural size.

United States, congeneric with the principal loco-weeds,
yet not only innocuous, but of growing importance as a
forage-plant and capable of being made to grow densely
like clover and alfalfa, ao as to be cut as hay.

espec. An abbreviation of especially.

Esperanto (es-pe-ran'to), TO. [Name trans-
ferred to the language from the pseudonym of
its inventor. Dr. Esperanto, whose real name
is Samenhof or Zamenhof, of Warsaw. The
pseudonym Esperantoia a word of the artificial

language so called, meaning 'hoper' or 'hop-
ing person,' being a noun (in -o) trova the par-
ticipial adjective (in -a) esperanta, hoping,
present participle (in -anta) of the verb (in -i)

esperi, to hope, < F. espSrer, < L. sperare, hope

:

see esperance.] The name of a recent 'uni-
versal language ' constructed, like Volapiik, by
arbitrary reduction and manipulation of words
and forms taken from existing European lan-
guages, and the adoption of a simple and reg-
ular inflection. The general aspect of the
language as printed is that of a shrunken
composite of Latin, Spanish, and French, with
a Polynesian spelling.

esphera (es-fa'ra), m. [Pi?., a sphere: see
sphere.] A gold coin of Portugal, struck un-
der Emanuel I. (1495-1521) for the colonies.

espinillo (es-pe-nel'yo), n. [Sp. espinillo, a
dim. of espino, thorn-tree, < espina, thorn : see

spine.] In Spanish countries, a small thorn-

bearing tree, in Uruguay and Argentina eapecially

Acaeia Cavenia, a shrub or amall tree with numerous
heads of yellow flowers cloaely resembling the widely
spread A. Farnesiana, but having long conspicuous white
stipulary spines. Like many other trees of the mimosa
family, its legumes are rich in tannin. They are known
commercially as quirinca-pods (which see). It shares
with A. FarnesiaTia the name arom/i, from the aromatic
fragrance of its flowers.
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espino (eB-pe'no), n. [Sp. espino, a, thorn-
bush or thom-tree, < espina, a thorn: see
spine.'] 1. Same as *espiniUo.— 2. A name
applied in Spain to several species of hawthorn
(Cratsegus Oxyacantha, etc.) and of buckthorn
(Bhamnus), and in tropical America to thorny
mimosas {Acacia macraeaniha and others) and
species of Fagara, including the prickly-ash
(Fagara Clava-Herculis).

esponja (es-p6n'ha), n. [Sp., sponge: see
sponge.'] In Porto Eico and Spanish Ainerica,
the sponge-gourd. See Luffa.

espundia (es-pon'di-a), M. [Sp., an ulcer in

horses.] The Bolivian name for a skin-disease,

said to be a lupus, peculiar to the lower east-

ern valleys and lowlands of western South
America. It is not contagious, but may be-

come mortal through neglect and excesses.

Many attribute it to the sting of an insect.

Espy's dew-point method, rule, theory of
storms. See altitude of a *cloud, *rule\
*storm.

essence, «., 7.—within the last few years knowledge
oj the true chemical nature ol the essences or essential

oils, which occur in ereat variety in the vegetable king-

dom, and to which the odors, tastes, and medicinal ef-

fects of many plants are due, has been greatly increased.

Instead of single substances, these essences are found to

consist of hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, and esters,

often of special character and variously mixed with one
another ; and among the notable achievements of modem
organic chemistry have been not only the successful study
of these materials of natural origin, but also, in a number
of cases, their artificial reproduction.—Essence de Bou-
logne, a trade-name for a solid bleaching material made
by passing chlorin gas over crystallized carbouate of soda.

Also known aa cAJorosone.—Essence Of ananas. Same
as ethyl butyrate (which see, under butyrate).— Essence
Of beef, the juice of beef, prepared in various ways for

invalids.— Essence Of cajeput. (a) An alcoholic solu-
tion of oil of cajeput (6) The French designation for oil

of cajeput.

—

Essence of gllOfle. Same as oil o/ cloves.—Essence of mlaonll, the essential oil of the leaves of
Melaleuca viridijloraf from New Caledonia. It is a mix-
ture consisting of terebenthene, eucalyptol, and uniden-
tified terpene hydrocarbons, and is said to be analogous
to oil of cajeput— Essence of orange, a colorless dex-
trorotatory oil obtained from the peel of sweet oranges.
It contains terpenes and other substances and has its ro-

tatory power largely affected by changes of temperature.—Vbiegar essence, vinegar of extra strength, contain-
ing as much as 12 orl4 percent, of acetic acid : sometimes
made by removing a part of the water of ordinary vinegar
by evaporation. Also known as double vinegar.

Essenize (e-se'niz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. Esse-
nized, ppr. Mssenizing. [Essene + -ize.] To
teach, or incline toward, the doctrines and
practices of the Essenes.

essential, a. 5. In geol., noting those miner-
als of any species of rock which establish its

character and which must be mentioned in its

definition: contrasted with *accessory. GeiMe,
Text-book of Geol., p. 89. —Essential graphs.
See irgraph.—Essential Singular point. See *pointl.

Essex (es'eks),. n. A breed of black hogs, of

small size, named from Essex, England, where
the breed had its origin: valued chiefly for

rapid growth and early maturity Essex lion.
See irlion.

essexite (es'ek-sit), n. l^Essex county, Massa-
chusetts, + -ite^.] In petrog., a phanero-
crystaUine rock intermediate in composition
between diorite, gabbro, andnephelite-syenite.
It contains labradorite and some orthoclase, occasionally
nephelite, together with pyroxene, barkevikitip horn-
blende, olivin, and biotite. Sears, 1891.

essexitic (es-ek-sit'ik), a. [essexite + 4c.] In
petrog., having the chemical or mineral char-
acters of essexite.

essoinee (e-soi-ne'), n. [A.P. essoignU, pp.
of essoignier: see essoin, v.] In lain, a person
whose excuse for absence from court is

allowed.

essoin-roll (e-soin'rol), n. In law, a list of the
essoins and the date to which the court is

adjourned.
est., estab. Abbreviakions of established.

establish, ». t. 8. In systematic biol., to give

technical publication to ; fix by publication in

the nomenclatorial sense. See *publication, 5.

—To establish a suit. See -ksuit.

estadia (es-ta-de'a), n. [Sp. estadia, < estar,

be, < L. stare, staiid.] In Sp. law, the period

during which the charterer of a vessel, or the

party who is bound to receive the cargo, must
pay demurrage by reason of his delay in carry-

ing out his contract.

estanco (es-tan'ko), n. [Sp., a monopoly, a

monopoly store.] A place or store where

articles included in the government monopo-

lies are sold. [Philippine Is.]

estate, «.—Customaiy estate, in Sm. law, an estate

which originated and existed according io the custom of

the manor in which it was held.—Dominant estate.

Same as dtminanttenemera (which see, under dommatU).
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—Estate by dower, the estate in real property which a

widow takes by dower. See dowerl, 2.—Fast estate, a

term sometimes used for real estate.—Real estate. See

reaJi.-To enlarge an estate. See *erUarge.

ester, ».—Acetoacetlc ester. See •kacetoacetic.—

Ester number, in chem., the quantity of a neutral fat

or oil required to saponify a fixed quantity of an alkali.

If there is no free fatty acid present, the ester number is

the same as the saponijication iteguivalent. In the case

of a natm-al fat which contains both neutral fat and free

fatty acid, the ester number is the difference between the

total saponification equivalent and the saponification

equivalent of the free fatty acid. Also known as ether

value.— Laurie ester, an ester of lauric acid. Some-
times the term is used, speoifloally, for the ethyl ester,

CH3(CH2)ioCOOC2H5, prepared by the action of ethyl

alcohol and hydrochloric acid on lauric acid. It melts at

- 10° C. and boils at269°C.—OrtllO ester. See*orthx)egter.
—Orthocarbonlc ester, a colorless liquid, c(0CjH5)4,
prepared by the action of sodium ethylate on trinitro-

chloromethane (chloropicrin). It has an aromatic odor and
boils at 168-159° C.

esterification (es-t^r-i-fi-ka'shon), n. In or-

ganic chem., the preparation 6i esters (ethe-

real salts) from alcohols and acids or certain

of their derivatives, if the free alcohol and acid

are employed, water is also formed, the reaction being
represented thus : BOH + HOCOE.' -> KOCOE' -|- H2O.

The acid esters of mono-, di-, trl-, and tetrarmethyl suc-

cinic acids have been prepared and their esterification

constants and electric conductivities determined.
Jiejj. Brit. Ass'n. Advancement of Sei., 1902, p. 686.

esterify (es-ter'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. esteri-

'

fied, ppr. esterifying. [ester + -i-fy.] To form
an ester from. Jotir. Phys. Chem., May, 1905,

p. 427. .

Esth. An abbreviation of Esther. See Century
Cyclopedia of Names.

esthesioblast, sesthesioblast (es-the'si-o-
blast), n. [Grr. aladT/aig, sensation, + p?uuyT6g,

germ.] In neurol., a sensory cell in the
integument of an animal, which serves to
collect sensations from the external world.

esthesiogenic, a. 3. Producing or condition-
ing sensation or perception : as, an esthesio-

genic agent, esthesiogenic factors.

esthesiogenous (es - the - si - oj ' e - nus), a.

Esthesiogenic.

esthesiomania, sesthesiomania (es-the'^si-o-

ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aladr/mc, feeling, -I-

fiavia, madness : see mania.] A moral sense
so perverted, or simple eccentricity so ex-
treme, as to constitute the borderland or even
a mild degree of insanity.

esthesiometer, n. The instrument is made in a great
variety of forms, all based, however, upon the simple com-

esurience

' pressure constant of the hair is determined by means of

a balance, and the limen is expressed in terms of gram-
millimeters. E. B. Titehener, Exper. Psychol., II. i. 16.

esthesiometric, sesthesiometrlc (es-the-si-a-

met'rik), a. In psychol., pertaining to tKe
esthesiometer or to its use : as, the esthesiomet-

ric compasses (the esthesiometer), the esthe-

siometric method.
esthetic, a. 5. In pathol., liaving sensation

:

as, "a patch otiesthetic sMn." Philos. Trans.
Roy. Soc. (London), ser. B, 1898, p. 64.

estneticist, sestheticist (es-thet'i-sist), n.

Same as esthetieian.

estheticokinetic, sestheticokinetic (es-thefi-
ko-ki-net'ik), a. la physiol., relating to sen-
sation and motion; both sensory and motor.
esthetology, aesthetology (es-the-tol'o-ji), n.

[Gr. aiaO^og (see esthetic) + -Xoyia, (. Xtyuv,

speak.] The science of esthetics, particularly
in reference to the forms of art in different

types of culture. J. W. Powell, in 18th An.
Bep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., p. xxvi.

Estnonycidse (es-tho-nis'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
prop. *Esthonychidee, < Esthonyx, the type
genus, + -idsB.] A family of TiUodontia,
comprising animals of moderate size, whose
remains occur in the Wasatch, Lower Eocene,
of the western United States. like the other til-

lodonts, these animals resembled the rodents, ungulates,
and carnivores, having incisor teeth like rodents, and
molars suggesting those df ungulates. Cope, 1883.

estimator, n. 3. A weighing-scale adapted to

the estimating of the quantity of material in

a gross (or other number) of articles by weigh-
ing a single article. A drop-foi^g or other article

is placed on the scale-pan, and the sliding weight on the
beam is moved until it balances the article, when it indi-

cates, by the marks on the beam, the total weight of the
desired number of the same kind of article.

estivation, ».—indeterminate estivation, estiva,

tion in which the parts do not come into contact in the
bud ; open estivation.

estivator, aestivator (es'ti-va-tor), n. An
animal which becomes and remains dormant
during the summer.
estivo-autunmal, sstivo-autnmnal (es'ti-vo-

^-tum'nal), a. Belating to both summer and
autumn ;' specifically, designating a grave form
of malarial fever occurring in the late summer
and the autumn. Encyc. Brit., XXX, 484.

Estlander's operation. See *operaUon.
Estonioceras (es-to-ni-os'e-ras), ». [NL.,
irreg. < Estonia, Esthonia, a province of Russia,
+ Gr. Ktpa(, horn.] The typical,genus of the
Estonioceratidse.

Estonioceratidae (es-to-ni-os-e-rat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL. Estonioceras {-at-) + -id^.] A family of

Lower Silurian tetrabranchiate oephalopods
having coiled or curved shells with biangolar
section in youth and triangular section in later

Giiesbach's Dynamometrical Esthesiometer.

pass pattern. In certain recent Instruments the points
are attached to rods which press against spiral springs
inclosed in the metal tubes which form the legs of the
compasses, and a scale is marked upon the front surfaces
of the tubes. It is thus possible to read off the amoimt
of pressure exerted in any given application of the points
to the cutaneous surface ; and the esthesiometer may be
used not only to measure the limen of dual impression,
equivalences of tactile extent, etc., but also to test the
pressure-sensitivity, the depth of sleep, etc. See the ex-
tract.

One of the latest departures of the experimental psy-
chologist consists in prodding people with a pointed in-
strument when they are asleep to find out how much ex-
citation is required before they begin to move, and how
much it takes to wake them up. . . . The instrument em-
ployed is called a Griesbach esthesiometer, . . . and may
be used with either a sharp or blunt point. It measures
the stimulus necessary to induce subconscious reaction,
and that applied at the waking-point.

Nature, June 6, 1902, p. 137.

Halr-eBtheslometer, in psythophys., an instrument
for the determination of the stimulus limen of

-<L (TTTTat J

Hair-esthesiometer.

punctual pressure. The hair-esthesiometer, devised by
M. von Frey, consists of a hair (human or horse-hair) set
in a metal handle, and adjustable in length by a set-
screw. When the length of hair has been found to
whose stimulation a pressure-spot first responds, the

estragol (es'tra-gol), n. \estrag{on) + -ol.] A
colorless liquid, CHsOCeHiCHaCH : CHg,
contained in oil of estragon from Artemisia Vra-
cunculus L. It boils at 215-216° C. and is used
forflavoringpickles. Also caWe^paramethoxy-
allylbemene.

estramazone (es-tram'a-zon), ». Same as

stramazone.

Being eager to punish him, I made an estra/maz&M.
Scott, The Monastery, xxviL

Estrangelo(es-trS,n'ge-lo), «. [Also esiranghelo;

Syriac estrg,ngelo, 'gospel character.'] An an^-

cient form of the Syriac alphabet.

The brush of the Chinese determined the direction
downwards and from right to left, as for painting. The
ancient Syriac estranghelo waa also written in the same
way, but from left to right Deniker, Baces of Man, p. 142.

estrapado (es-tra-pa'do), n. Same as strappado.
estremadurite (es-tre-ma-do'rit), ». [Estrema-
dwa (see def.) -I- -iie2.]" Phosphorite or mas-
sive apatite, mineral calcium phosphate, as
found in Estremadnra, Spain.
estriate (e-stri'at), a. [NL. estriatus, < L. e-,

out, -I- siriatus, striped.] Not striate; not
possessing striee : said of the surface of many
Insect solerites. Annals and Mag. Nat, Hist,,

June, 1903, p. 606.

estropajo (es-tro-pa'ho), n. [Sp., a dish-cloth,
<estropajear, clean with adrybrush or rubber.]
In Porto Eico and Spanish America, the
sponge-gourd. See Luffa.
Estuarine series. See *series.

esurience, esuriency (e-su'ri-ens, -en-si), n.

The state or quality of being esurient. Cole-
ridge.

No pretextbeyond the fact of esurience and the sense of
ability is suggested for the villany of Subtle, Dol, and
I'ace. Swinburne, Ben Jonson, i. 40.



e. t.

e. t. An abbreviation (a) of electric telegraph;
(6) leap.] of English translation.

eta, n. 2. In elect, a symbol for coefficient of
maf/netic hysteresis. See magnetic *hysteresis.
et al. An abbreviation (6) of the Latin et
alibi, ' and elsewhere.'

eta-palm, n. Sams a,s ila-palm.
Etcueminian (eoh-e-min'i-an),». lEtehemin,
a river of Canada, also name of a tribe of
Indians.] In geol.
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neut. of a'iBkptoi, of the ether: see ethereal.'] A
supposed new element announced by C. F.
Brush in 1898, and described by him as a gas
of density only one-thousandth that of hydro-
gen and having a much greater conducting
power for heat, as present in the earth's atmo-
sphere, and as perhaps extending throughout
interstellar space. Sir W. Crookes has shown
that etherion is probably nothing more than
highly rarefied vapor of water,^ „.j ^„ y.^v,., a subdivision of the rocks

of the Canadian Atlantic, regarded by some etHeromania (e-thfer-o-mk'ni-a),
American geologists as Precambrian and by ether (air), -I- imvia, madness.] Addiction
others as correlated with the Lower Cambrian, the use of ether as an intoxicant,
It has a thickness greater than 1,200 feet, and is under- ethprmia Cn'tliB mo> n r^thm. 4. /i..o n nf
lain by the Hiironian and overlain by the Cambrian beds tirfr^^?. (^ tHe-rus), a. iether + -OUS.] Of
with Prototenus. Its characteriBtio fauna consists of Hyo- - -

nature ot etner.

ethnopsychic

ethnize (eth'niz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. ethnized,
ppr. ethnizing. [Gr. eBvog, nation, -I- -ize.}
Same as *ethnieige.

ethnobotanical (eth"no-bo-tan'i-kal), a. Re-
lating to the uses of plant's among" aborigines
or primitive races.

In May, 1899, Dr. Walter Hough was detailed to carry
on ethno-botanical researches in Mexico, in connection
with certain explorations by the Division of Botany.

Smithtonian Rep., 1899, p. 65.

[Gr. a'lB^p ethnobotany (eth-no-bot'a-ni), n. [Gr. IBvog,

Idiction to People, + L. botany.] Botany in its relations
to the economic uses of plants by different
races, especially by aborigines or primitive

_ races.

Uthidm, Entomostraca, small phyllocarids, and homy etMcal, a. 2. In a special sense, relating tO Collections of interest in ethnology, ethTwbotany, and
braohiopods, and it is claimed that the O^ejie&isot Lower medical ethics or in accord with the code of ^'>'^°^°SV- Smithsonian Sep., 1899, p. is.
Cambnan fauna has been found h, it. r^jgg ^y^^^ ^^^^ physicians in their relations ethnocentric (eth-no-sen'trik), a. [Gr. efloof,

to one another and to their patients.—Etjiical peopl6> + nhirpov, center, -I- 4c.] Character-

™,v,i»v, „«„_ J J—1

v.~°~,"' onlture, dualism. Seeiteultwre.-kdualism. ized by the idea that the tribal unit to which the
Slt^ f^ !k

exposure and development is sub- ethician (e - thish ' ian), n. lethie + -ian.] A self belongs is the center of the universe. W.

rA^'^.i" *ut;^f°?ri.fl*'°^. °i^„ iTl'^.^i ^t'fd^'^t °f «tW<=«
;
a writer on ethics. J. McGee, in 19th An. Eep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol.,

At a moment when ethidane . . . are coming to per- p. ool.
ceive the social bases of morality, one would not lay a ethllOCOnchologV (eth'^no-kone-kol'o-ii), TO.stnLwm their „»v. Yet it is weU to recognize.that, after |-^. Ifoof, people, + fi. CO^ch^h,gy.-f Thk

study of the use of shells by various peoples.

etching, n. 4. Inphotog., a plate, as of copper,
coated with a substance sensitive to ught.

such as nitric acid, which attacks the bare
metal— Typographic etching!. See the extract.

The invention ot Palmer's process called at first Glyphog-
raph;^ about the year 1844 ; this was afterwards per-
fected, and used to a considerable extent under the name
of Dawson's Typographic Etching.

Eneyc. Brit, XXIX. 411.

Zinc etching, in photog., any one of several reproduc-
tion processes in which a zinc plate is etched after having
been subjected to photographic treatment.

Etells (et'e-lis), to. [NL., < Gr. IreAtf, an un-

Etelis oculatus.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

identified fish.] A genus of brilliantly colored
fishes of the family JjuMarndse, allied to the
snappers, but more elongate and swifter in
movement. The color is bright crimaom. M. oculatm
occurs in the West Indies and is known there aa eachw-
oho ; E. evurue is found in Hawaii.

ethane (eth'an), to. lethCer) + -one.] A eolor-
less_, odorless gas, CHoCHs, found in illumi-
nating gas and in crude petroleum, and pre-
pared by the action of hydrogen on ethylene,
acetylene, or ethyl iodide, and by the action of
water on zinc ethyl. It boils at —93° C. Also
called methylmethane, dimethyl, and ethyl
hydrid.

ethelism (eth'el-izm), n. [Gr. e66?i-ecv, be will-
ing, -t- -ism.] A form of voluntarism. [Eare.]
ethenic (f-then'ik), a. [ethene + -«c.] Of or
pertaining to ethene or ethylene.

ethenoid (eth'e-noid), a. [ethene + -aid.] In

straw in their way. „ ,

all is said, ethics is more than a mere wing of sociology.
E. A. Robs, in Amer. Jour. Sociol., May, 1903, p. 773.

ethicism (eth'i-sizm), TO. lethie +
Ethical quality or spirit ; tendency to moralize"
Theliteratureof those greatmen was . . . the Socinian

fraftotaCalviniststock. Their faith . . . was Unitarian,
ut their art was Puritan. So far as it was imperfect

—

... it had its imperfections— it was marred by the
intense ethieism that pervaded the New England mind for
two hundred years, and that still characterizes it . . .

They . . . pointed the moral in all they did.
W. D. Howells, in Harper's Mag., Nov., 1895, p. 867.

ethico-political (eth'i-ko-po-lit'i-kal), a. Re-
lating to both ethics and politics : as,' the ethico-
political system of Confucius.
ethidene ^th'i-den), to. [eft(er) +4d + -me.]
Same as ^etlwlidene.

Ethiopian. 1.
the negroid race which inhabits Africa (Blu-
menbach).— 3. In eoSgeog., pertaining or be-

ism ] ethnodi(y (eth-nod'i-si), to. [Gr. edvog, people,

aUze
"*" '''"'' O"stioe.] The science of comparative
jurisprudence, including the study of the forms
of law found in primitive society.

ethnoflora (eth-no-flo'ra), TO. [NL., < Gr. kBvog,

people, + NL. flora.]
" The plants, taken col-

lectively, usedbytheaboriginesofanylocality.
See *ethnobotam,y,.

The months of July to November, inclusive, were spent
... in researches among the ZufU Indians, the special
objects being a comparative study of the peoples of the
Southwest and a coUectiou of the " ethnoflora ot Znfii.

Smithsonian JRep., 1903, p. 36.

ethnog. An abbreviation (a) of ethnographical
;

n T XT. , i.. J. (^) ef ethnography.
"• ±^^ ^£lW:\l±^'^i? ethnpgamic (eth-no-gam'ik), a lethnogam^

+ -JC.J Fertaming to or characterized by eth-
nogamy.

of*ca*°ai^d^I^fC''ri^*"nh^jtL^^^

a—Ethmoid crest, fossa. See-karea,

of Africa and Arabia south of the tropic of
Cancer, together with Madagascar, Mauritius,
Bourbon, Rodriguez, and the Seychelles.

II. TO. 3. In artthrop., one of the Ethiopian
race.

ethmoid. I,
•kfossai.

II, TO.— Lateral ethmoid in ichth., the prefrontal,
a bone lateral to the ethmoid. Starke, Synonymy of the
Fish Skeleton, p. 509.

ethmoiditis (eth-moi-cK'tis), n. [ethmoid +
-itis.] Inflammation of the mucous membrane
which lines the cavities in the ethmoid bone.
ethmolysian (eth-mo-lis'i-an), a. [Or. rfijidQ,

a strainer, + TAiaig, opening, -I-' -an.] In
echinoids, having the pores of the water-vascu-
lar system and the plate in which they open
extending backward until they separate the
two posterolateral genital plates. Compare
*ethmophract.

%'fTJ±:^^^r^l^^LTZ't l^^^rl" ethmopWct'Ceth'mo-frakt),^. .[Gr.^fi^df, a
the molecule doubly linked, as in ethylene,

|[>C:C<|.

ethenyl (eth'e-nil), to. [ethene + -^?.] A triva-
lent radical, CH3C *-.

ether 1, ».—Aran's ether. SacmeiLe*ethylidenechlorid.
Compound spirit of ether. See •spirst.—Ether ex-
tract. Same as ethereal extract (which see, under ethe-
real).—Ether value. Same as -kester nwmoer.—Rult-
ether, the trade-name of certain esters possessing fruity
aromas, some of which occur in fruits. They are chiefly
compounds of ethyl, butyl, and amyl alcohols with acetic,

propionic, butyric, and valeric acids : for example, isoamyl-
propion'ate, C5H1XOCOC2H6, has an odor of pineam)le,
and isoamylacetate, CbHjiOCOCHs, that of pears. Miey
are largely used for the manufacture of fruit-syrups,
essences, etc.- Hydrobromlc ether, ethyl bromide,

pie, -F yd/io(, marriage.] A form of marriage
confined to the eonsanguineal group, with
absence of captive or purchase ceremonies : a
form of endogamy without any vestige of inter-
tribal manuages. W. J. McGee, in 17th An.
Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., L 284.

Ethnogenic association, sociology. See *as-
sociation, *sociology.

ethnogeographer (eth'-'no-je-og'ra-fSr), n. One
who studies the geographi'cal distribution of
races, or who is versed in that subject.
ethnogeographic (etMno-je-o-graf'ik), a. Of
or pertaining to ethnogeography.
The features which distinguish one ethnogeographic

province from another are chiefly . . . meteorologic^
and they permit ... a much closer division of human
groups than the general continental areas.

Brinton, Basis of Social Relations, p. 198.

ethnogeographical (eth'no-je-o-graf'i-kal), a.

^ ^ ^^ „, ^ ,,_,_-^, _ Saxae a,B *ethnogeographic.
strainer, -I- '^paardg, '< ^paaiuv, inclose.] 'in ethnOgeographically(eth'''n9-ie-o-graf'i-kal-i),
echinoids, having the pores of the water-vas-
cular aperture situated only in the right an-
terior comer of the apical system. Compare
^ethmolysian,.

ethmophysal (eth-mo-fi'sal), to. [Gr. ridii6g, a
strainer, -I- <^vaa, a bellows, + -aU.] In ichth.,

the nasal, a small lateral bone above the olfac-
tory organ. StarJcs, Synonymy of the Fish
Skeleton, p. 520.

ethmosphenoidal(eth'"mo-Bfe-noi'dal), a. [eth-

+ sphenoid +

adv. As Tegards ethnogeography; in" ac-
cordance with the methods and results of eth-
nogeography. Encyc. Brit., XXX. 487.

ethnogeography (eth"no-je-og'ra-fi), «. [Gr.
l&vog, people, + yeaypa^la', geography.] The
science or description of the distribution of
races and peoples over the surface of the
earth. Brinton, Basis of Social Relations.

Ethnographic parallels, the occurrence of similar cus-
toms, arts, and beliefs among peoples in[nearly the same
stage of culture in widely separated regions.

^^^li^A^'S^lA'oL-^^^i^h^l «fS?l*,tlS'"^'"°"
^''^ ^' ''''^'''''"''^

sphenoidal suture.

C2H5Br.—H7drocy;anic ether, a colorless ethereal Ethnic psychology, psychopathology, lace,
fluid, CsHbCN, misoible with water, alcohol, and ether : society. See *psycliology, etc.
'^"''"^^

°^.'^„,^,SVhT.TtL? ae' "ntirn' IS ethnicist (eth'ni-sist), TO. [ethnic + 4st.] Same
as

medicine.—Quiescent ether, ether the position of
which in space is unaffected by the movement of bodies
through it. In the theory
is supposed either to be ci

through space or to remain stationary and undisturbed by
the motion of bodies. The ether of the latter hypothesis
is called the quiescent etAer.— Salicylic naphthyl
ether. Same as -kbetol.— Spirit Of vitriolic etiSer, the
pharmaceutical name for ordinary ether. Also called
gulphurie ether. The correct chemical term is diethyl
ether.

—

Sulphur'ether. Same as thio-ether.—Wigger'S
ether. Same as kethylidene chlorid.

Ethereal sulphates. Same as conjugate *sul-
phates.

etherene (e ' th6r - en), re. [ether + -ene.] A
little-used name for ethylene. Other syno-
nyms are setherin, xthylene, etherin, ethene, and

y of light, the luminiferous ether ethnicize (eth'ni-siz), V. i.
;
pret and pp. ethni-

carried along by bodies moving cized, ppr. ethnidzing. [ethnic + -ize.] To
tend toward or favor ethnic or pagan ideas or
practices.
There were two errors which the new-bom Christianity

had to guard against, ... a relapse into Judaism on the
one side, and against a mixture with paganism and specu-
lations borrowed from it, and a mythologizing tendency,
on the other. Accordingly the earliest heresies, of which
we have any trustworthy accounts, appear either as juda-
izing or as ethnicizing (hellenizing) tendencies.

K. E. Eagenbach (trans.). Hist, of Doctrines (revised by
[Henry B. Smith, 1861), I. 64.

ethnologize (eth-nol'o-jiz), V. i.
;
pret. and pp.

ethnologized, ppr. ethnologizing. [ethnolog-y +
-ize.] To discuss from an ethnological point of
view.

ethnomaniac (eth-no-ma'ni-ak), re. [Gr. idvog,

people, -I- pavtaKdg, (. pavia, mania.] A rabid
advocate of racial autonomy ; an extreme na-
tionalist. Stand. Diet.

ethnometry (eth-nom'e-tri), n. [Gr. I&voq, a
people, a nation, -I- -perpia, < pirpov, a mea-
sure.] The measurement of the value of a peo-
ple in the scale of civilization.

Dumont considers that the increase of population is the
best criterion of the customs, manners, and habits of a
people ,rthat it is, in short, a veritable ethnometry.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, XL 725.

etherion (e-the'ri-on), to. [NL., < Gr. a'Mpmv,

[In an earlier edition (1847), quoted in N. E. D., the ethnoDsychlC feth-nop-si kik), a. [Gr. eOvoq,

word is ethnizing^
_

people, -I- i/w.f//, mind.] Pertaining to the ool-

ethnicopsychological (eth"ni-ko-si-ko-loj'i- lective mind of a nation, race,' people, or
kal), a. Relating to ethnic psychology'. analogous human group.



ethnopsychic

The ethnopsychic relationship between these [initiatory]
rites and those indicating the new birth of the sonl, with
a bacltground to both of the resmrection of spring follow-
ing the death of autumn, ... is unmistakable.

a. S. Hall, Adolescence, 11. 407.

ethnos (eth'nos), n. [Gr. edvoc, a company,
band, tribe, people, nation, pi. e6v7i, L. gentes,
'the nations,' the gentiles, the (other) peoples,
the heathen.] The tribe or nation, in an an-
thropologic aspect.

Note that I say ethnic mind. For let it be said here,
as well as repeated later, that there is no such thing as
progress or culture in the isolated individual, but only in
the group, in society, in the ethnoe. Only by taking and
giving, borrowing and lending, can life eitiier impi-ove or
continue.

Brinton, Basis of Social Relations, introd., p. xv.

ethnoteclmics (eth-no-tek'niks), n. [Gr. iBvo^,

people, + E. technics.'] The science of com-
parative technology, inc]u(Ung the study of

the technology of primitive man.
ethnotechnograpliy (eth'no-tek-nog'rar-fi), n.

[Gr. fflvof, people, + rixi"!, art, + -ypmpla, <

ypaipeiv, write.] The study of the technology
of different peoples.

ethnozoology (eth'no-zo-oro-ji), m. [Gr. l&voc,

people, + E. soology-l Tho study of the fauna
of any region in its relation to the human
population. Jour. Anthrop. Inst., 1901,. p. 45.

ethochroi, n. pi. See *sethochroi.

ethological, a. 2. Relating to the study of

human character.— 3. Relating to the study of

customs.— 4. Relating to oecology.

To these genera, each of which embraces species pre-
senting a considerable range of ethological peculiarities
while differing but little in morphological characters, we
must also add Leptogenys.

Biol. Bulletin, May, 1904, p. 261.

etbology, n. 3. Same as oecology. [Rare.]
ethophysical (eth-o-fiz'i-kal, a. leth{ic) +
physicaW] Having both ethological and physi-
cal characters.

ethoxycaffein (eth'^ok-si-ka-fe'ln), n. [eth(er)

+ oxy{gen) + caffein.] A colorless, beauti-
fully crystalline compound, C8H9N4O2.OC2H5,
slightly soluble in water and alcohol, made by
boiling 3 parts monobrom caSein with 2 parts
potassium hydrate in 10 parts alcohol. It is

sedative in nervous headache.
ethoxyl (eth-ok'sil), n. '[etk(er) + ox(ygen) +
-yl.] In organic chem., the univalent organic
radical, -OC2H6.

Etliyl bromide. . See *(iromide.—Ethyl chloild, a
colorless very volatile liquid, C^Bl^CI, prepared by heat-
ing alcohol with hydrochloric acid. It bums with a green
flame, boils at 12.6° C, and is used in medicine as an anes-
thetic and in chemistry as an alkylating agent,— Ethjrl
green. Bee greenl.—Ethylhydrid. a&me as *etha7ie.— Ethyljphenacetin, a yellow, oUy compound, CgHi
(0C2H5)NCaH5CH3C0, almost insoluble in water but
readily soluble in alcohol and ether, obtained by the
action of ethyl iodide on phenacetin-sodium. It is hyp-
notic and analgesic.—Ethyl violet. See •^violetl.

ethyldiacetic (eth'il-di-a-set'ik), a. [ethyl +
diacetic.'] Noting an acid Ethyldiacetic acid.
Same as iediacetic acm.

Ethylene chlorld, a colorless liquid, CH2CI.CH0CI, pre-
pared by the action of chlorin on ethylene. It Doils at
83.6° C. Also called 1,2-clidelorethane and very rarely
elaylcMorid.—Ethyleae bydrlodlde. Sameaaiodide of
ethyl.—Ethylene series, the series of hydrocarbons, of

the general formula GnHgn, homologous with ethylene.

ethylenimin (eth-U-en'i-min), n. [ethylene +
im{ide) + -im".] a basic substance found in
semen ; the so-called spermin, C2HKN.
etbylidene (e-thil'i-den), n. [ethyl + -id +
-ene.] A bivalent organic radical, CH3CH <.

Sometimes called et%i({ene.—EUiTlldene chloild,
a colorless ethereal liquid, C2H4Ca2, made by the chlorina-

tion of ethyl chlorid : employed as an anesthetic.

ethylidene-diamine (e-thil'''i-den-di-am'in), n.

A non-poisonous ptomaane, C2H0N2.
ethylsulpliuric (eth'il-sul-fii'rik), a. Noting
the following acid.—Ethylsnlphnrlc acid, a color-

less syrup, C2H5OSO2OH, formed by the action of sulphuric

acid on alcohoL It readily yields salts and is important as

an intermediate compound in the production of ether and
ethylene from sulphuric acid and alcohol.

etiolation, n False etiolation, a condition charac-

terized by the absence of ehlorophyl, often observed in

wheat and other grasses, due to too low temperature.

etiophyl (e'ti-6-fil), n. [Gr. oirio, cause, +
^vTOxrv, leaf.] The yeUow principle obtained

from etiolated parts of plants, as buds of the

skunk-cabbage, essentially different from

ehlorophyl. See the extract under *e<»opZa«<.

etioplast (e'ti-6-plast), m. [Gr. aiTia, cause,

+ itlaardi, formed.] A plastid found com-

bined with etiophyl.

For this principle I propose the name etiophyl, and for

the associated plastid, which seems to be a distmct body,

I propose a corresponding nam^ efiopJMt.

H Kraemer, in Proc. imer. Phdos. Soc, Apnl 8, 1904,

[p. 264.

Eton coat, Eton jacket. See *coat».
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6trenne (a-tren' ), n. [F. itrenrw, OF. estrenne,

< L. strena, a New-Year's present, prop, an
omen; a Sabine word.] A present; properly,

a New-Year's present. Dickens.

Etropns (et'ro-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. vrpov, ab-

domen, + mv; (iroS-), foot.] A genus of small

' (Fraiii !ij!!=tLii «, L'. S. Nit. .Museum.)

fragile-bodied floonders having the mouth very
small, found on both coasts of tropical Amer-
ica. E. crossotus is the common species abun-
dant on sandy shores.

Efararia ware.- See *ware^.

ettringite (ef ring -it), «. [G. Ettring-en +
-ite'^.] A hydrous sulphate of aluminium and
calcium, occurring in colorless aeicular crys-

tals : found in cavities in lava at Ettringen and
elsewhere.

-etum. [L. -etum, also -turn, neut. of -e-tu-s,

-tu-s, orig. adj. and participial suffix: see -ed^.]

A suffix added in Latin to names of trees and
other plants, to designate a plantation, grove,
or garden of the plant specified: a,s, pinetum,
quercetum, arboretum, etc., a forest of pines,

oaks, trees, etc.; rosetum, a bed of roses;

vinetum, a vineyard, etc. Hence, in modem scien-

tific nomenclature and English use, the suffix is added to

the genus or family name of a plant to form a collective

expression for the living individuals of one or more
species. Thus, it is used to denote : (a) An exhibitional
collection in which many species are represented, as the
pinetwm, quercetum, etc., of a botanical garden; also

attachable to a more general term, as in arboretum, (b)

A ^eatise on a particular group of plants, as Gordon's
PiTietumf. (c) In ^Aj/to^eo/7., a natural association inwhich
one species or more than one of the same genus predomi-
nates, as ericetum, coryletum, etc. See iteharacetum.

E. U. An abbreviation of Evangelical Union.

eusesthesia, euesthesia (n-es-the'si-a), «.

[NL. eusesthesia, < Gr. ev, well {ev-, good, true),

+ aiadjiaic, perception.] A normal state 01

the senses.

euangiotic (u-an-ji-ot'ik), a. [Gr. cv, well, -1-

ayyeiov, vessel, + -otic] Having the retinal

disk provided with blood-vessels: opposed to
*anangiotic.

Euascales (li-as-ka'lez), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ev,

well (ei-, good, true), -I- aoKdg, a sac, aseus, +
-ales.] A group including all the fungi and
lichens which produce true asci.

Euasces (ii-as'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ev, well
(ev-, good, true), + dffxdf, a sac, ascus, -I- -e».]

Same as '^Euascales.

Euasterise (ii-as-te'ri-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
ev, well, + aarfip, a star.] A subclass of the
Asteroidea or starfishes, characterized by hav-
ing the pairs of ambiilacral ossicles placed
opposite each other and inclined upward like

the rafters of a roof. The position of the
madreporite is generally on the dorsal surface.

Eubacteria (ii-bak-te 'ri-a ),n.pl. [NL. , < Gr. rf,

well, + paKrljptov, rod (see iacterium) .] An
order of Schizomycetes, including, according to
Migula, four families, the Coccacese, Bacteria-
cese, Spi/rillacese, and Chlamydobacteriacese.

Eubasidies (ii-ba-sid-i-e'f), n. pi. Same as
*Eubasidii.

Eubasidii (ii-ba-sid'i-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. ev,

well, -I- NL. hasidium.1 A division of the
Basidiomycetes, including all the orders having
true basidia. Compare *Hemibasidii.

Euboeic (u-be'ik), a. Same as Euhoean.

eucaine (Vka-in), n. [Gr. ev, well, + (^co)-

caime.] A colorless crystalline compound,

CH N <
C(CH3)2CH2 COOC6H5

^^^^ ^ C(CH3)2CH2 ^ ^ ^ COOCH3 '
P'"-

pared from acetonamine. It is used by oculists
as an anesthetic in place of cocaYne. Also called methyl-
tetramethyUvrmethyl-p-benzoylpiperidine-y-carboxylate.

eucalypsinthe (ii-ka-lip'sinth), n. [Eucalyp-
(tm) + (ab)sinthe.'] A liquor distilled from
the leaves of Eucalyptus Globulus : analogous
to absinthe.

eucalyptene (u-ka-lip'ten), n. [Eucalyptus -I-

-ene.] A colorless dextrorotatory terpene,
C10H16, found in the essential oil of Eucalyptus

Eucinostomns

Globulus and of E. amygdalina. It is a dextro-

terebinthine.

eucalyptic (ii-ka-lip'tik), a. [Eucalyptus -H

-ic] Belonging'or relating to the plant genus
Eucalyptus.

eucalyptol, "• This substance is apparently identical

with cineol, CjoHigO ; it occurs in many species of Eu-
calyptus besides E. Globulus.

Eucalyptus oil. See*o»i.

Eucliaridse (u-kar'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < £m-
charis + -idse.'] A family of lobate ctenopho-

rans, having large lobes with complex lobular

canals, body covered with elongate touch-pa-

pillsB, and a main tentacular filament present

as well as accessory filaments. The typical

genus is Eucharis.

eucharistial (H-ka-ris'ti-al), n. [ML. eucharis-

tialis, prop, neut.' of eucftarisOalis, adj., < LL.
eucliaristia, eucharist.] A vessel in which the

eueharist is reserved.

eucharistize (ii-ka-ris'liz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
eucharistiged, ppr. eueharistizing. [eucharist

-{ -ize.] To bless; consecrate.

Placing the bread and wine upon the Lord's Table . . .

as a devout offering to God of His creatures of bread and
wine that He may acceptthem at our hands ... to be by

Him eucharislized to the higher sphere and purpose of tie

new creation.
Bk. Cam. Prayer (1661), quoted in J. H. Blunt, Annot

[Bk. Com. Prayer, p. 174.

Euchlsena (u-kle'na), n. [NL. (Sehrader, 1832),

in allusion to the situation of the seeds; < Gr.

ti, vfell, + x^'^'""' cloak, covering.] A genus
of grasses, consisting of a single species, E.
Mexicana, the teosinte (which see).

In Guatemala the euchZaejia, nearly akin to maize, was
called the maize of the gods.

F. Batzel (trans.). Hist, of Mankind, IL 176.

euchlorhydlia (H-klor-hi'dri-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. ei, well, -I- E. chlor{in) + hydr(pgen).]

The presence of a normal amount of hydro-
chloric acid in the gastric juice.

euchre, 7!.— Call-ace euchre, a variety of euchre for

from four to six players, each playing for himself. The
pack varies according to the number of players : all cards

below the 9-spot are omitted for four ; the 8's are put in

for five ; and the 7's for six. Sometimes the joker is

added. A trump is turned up by the dealer, and each
player in turn can order up or pass. If it is turned down,
each player in turn can name a new suit. The maker of

the tmmp, whether he has ordered it up or taken it up,

then has the privilege of calliiig upon the holder of the
best card of any suit which is not trumps to be his part-

ner, but the pai-tner thus called upon must not disclose

himself. When the hand is played the partner will be
revealed. If the partners win 3 or 4 tricks, each scores a
point. If they win all 5 tricks they score 2 if four play
and 3 if five or six play. If the maker of the trump plays
alone, either through not having called any suit or by
discovering that he holds the best card in play of the
called suit, he scores 1 for winning 3 or 4 triclcs. If he
wins all the tricks he scores aa many points as there are
players, including himself. All euchres count 2 points to
the adversaries of the maker of the trump and his part-

ner.

—

Domino enchre, a game resembling euchre, played
with dominoes instead of cards.— Drive euchre. Same
as progressive euchre. See progressive *gam£S.—
Railroad euchre, a variety of euchre in which if any
player says he will play alone, one of his advei-saries can
play alone against him, and either or both of the lone
players can ask for his partner's best card, giving one
from his own hand in exchange for it^ If a lone band
euchres a lone hand it counts 4.— Set-back euchre, a
variety of euchre in which the partners are set back 2

points if they are euchred instead of allowing their ad-
versaries to score 2. The revoke penalty is settled in the
same way.— Seven-handed euchre, a variety of euclire
in which seven persons play with a full pack of 62 cards.
Seven cards are dealt to each player, 2— 3— 2 at a time,
and the remaining tour are left on the table to form the
widow. No trump is turned. Each player in turn, be-
ginnifag on the dealer's left, bids a certein number of
points, usually 6 or more, to make the trump. There are
no second bids. The highest bidder takes the widow and
selects from it what cards he pleases, discai'ding as many
in their place. He then chooses his partners, giving them
a marker to distinguish them. If he has.bid 6 only, he
can take two partners. .\ bid of 6 or 7 entitles him to
three partners, but a bid of 10 must be played without
partners. A bid of 20 must be played without seeing or
exchanging with the widow and also without partners.
The bidder always leads for the first trick. If he loses,
failing to make what he bid, each of his advei'saries
scores that amount^ or sets him back, as agreed.

euchroic (u-kro'ik), a. [Gr. ei, well, -1- ;fpod,

color.] Noting an acid, a colorless compound,

(HOCO)2C6(^Q>NH)2.2HaO, prepared, to-

gether withparamide, by heating ammonium
mellitate. It crystallizes in quaM-atio prisms
which melt and decompose above 250° C.

euchylia (ii-kil'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ev, well,
+ x''^S, juice (see chyle).^ A healthy state of
the chyle.

Eucinostomus (ii-si-nos'to-mus), n. [NL., <
Gr. evKlv(^og), easily moved, -1- OT6/ia, mouth.]
A genus of small silvery fishes of the tropics,
of the family of Gerridee, distinguished by



EucinostomuB 445 eukinesia
the very large size of the interhemal bone at ev6ai/iav, happy: see eudemtm.'] Happiness as toliberateformaldehydeintheintestinal fluids;
the base of the second anal spine. E. gula is undeistood by Aristotle, namely, as consist- an intestinal antiseptic,
the commonest species. Ing, not in pleasure except as a sign of per- eugenol (u'je-nol;, n. [Gr. Ayevr/g, well-born,
Buciroa (u-si-ro a), n. [NL., said to be (irreg. ) footed activity, but in the activity which befits + , -i a colorless oilv oomnonTid H6r„H,
< Gr. a, well, 4 Ktipia, a cord, a bandage.] a human being, that is, in virtuous activity, ,

"'•-'
>

""'o^^^ess oUy compound, HOOfiHs
The typical genus of the Euciroidx. of which the highest and best kind is that (03CH3)CH2CH:CH2, contained in oil of

Euciroldee (u-si-ro'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < which is self-controlled through reason, the cloves, oil of bay, oil of cinnamon-leaves, oil of
Euciroa + -idse.'] A family of anomalodes- virtuous activity of the soul in a completed allspice, oil of cassia, oil of pimento, andincer-
maoeous pelecypod ifoHt(sca. They poaseas sub- life. tain other essential oils. It boils at 247.5° C.
equivalve shells with a strong tubercle in the right valve eudermol Cii-dRr'moU n I Gr ev wpll + and has a spicy odor. Also called 12-riroioemw/-
beforetheresUinm,and the dorsal margins aie modified "^i—i^tY^ ''V^ ,n VV j ' P V- nhendinWi^ethvl ether

J^ J^ s

so as to overlie and underlie each other.* Species are raie OWO, skm, -I- -0?.] A trade-name for mcotme P^ew^o'-^^
and occur only in the Tertiary and recent periods. Salicylate. It is a colorless crystalline compound which engenOl-acetamiae (U je-nol-a-set a-mid), n.

Euclea n. 2. In hot a genus of plants of the *' soluble in water, alcohol, and oils, and contains 64 per A crystalline compound of eugenol and aceta-

familv' Ttimmirnpf!^' tw „™ *..™ „.. .i,,„v,„ ™.>i,
"ent. of nicotine. Being non-irritating and odorless, it mide. It is used as a local antiseptic andlamiiy uwspyracese. They aretrees orshrubs with can be used in ointment of from 0.1 to 0.26 per cent. HiiatiiKr nnwHnrevergreen coriaceous leaves, alternate, oppo8ite,orrai'elym strength in the treatment of paraiiitic skin-diseales. <*"^'^"'f-p°j!5

•
// - -i -/- .^-jn » i,whorlB of three, and small flowers in usually axillary cymes. ,,, j,-„„„.^„xj_ ,- ,-

" i"*""";"' °'^'" ""'"='"^°-
, eugeuol-iodlde (u"ie-nol-l'o-dld), re. A yellow-

There a,re about 25 species, natives of tropical and south- eudiagnostic (u-di-ag-nos tik), a. [Gr. ™, isl odorless antikeptie compound, CioHiiIOa,em Africa, and Arabia, of which a racemora isthetype. weJl, -I- OiayvacnKdc, able to distinguish: see .-ui-i-.j >,_ +>,„ „„+;„,, „« i„/iir,o r>vr cii-noT
Several species are used in wood-working, especially E. diagnostic.-] In vetroq easilv distinguished,

0"t?™ed by the actio i ot lodme on eugenol-
Pseudebenus, the Orange River ebony, fke fruit of this ^uJ iV^^th^t.i-iiJJi/il.etltZ^i^J^^^^^ sodium. Also called todo-eugenol.
species is eat«n by the aborigines, under the name erftftoZo, „^tvi^^^° i i /looQw .^i. ^^i^^f^ i eUgenol-SOdium (u"je-n61-s6'di-um), n. A
andthatofS. »r.d«!«te unfer the name ffwn. applied by Zirkel (1893) to the texture of rocks

crystalline compound,' CjoHnNaOa, obtained
Euclidean number.'motion, transformation, inwtieh the mineral constituents can beree-

ijy dissolving eugenol in soiStion of sodium
Se6*««m6er etc.

a?,^^™?*^*?-®^'^^—tf^^- rr i, -i.
hydroxid. Aso AoTin a.s sodium engenolate ov

Euclid's postulate. See ^postulate. eudldymite (u-did'i-mit), n. [Gr. ro, well, -I-
^q^jj^-^^j euaenate

eucnemia (uk-ne'mi-a), n. [NL < Gr. ei, well,
t'^TSU^^'""'^T^t'l rf

^''"'''*^ °^ beryllium
gugeogenous (u'ie-oi'e-nus), a. [Gr. ei, well,

+ Kviiiin, tibia.] In anthrop., the normal con- f°d sodmm, HNa-BeSigOg, occurring m white "4.^:,"^ earth, + -Wf, -producing. Seegeoge-
dition of the shin-bone ; the absence of pla- X^'"!^^ ™°°o«li^Jo crystals „^/^'] j^ ^^^ disinte^ating readily; yield-

%^"Ts2
^'"- ^»**'-''^<''<'^'**' J^^-March, «Sdwmeter,^».-Jim^^^^^ ing plentifJ detritus and producing good soil

:

laui, p. o.i.
rn 11 _i_ , two platinum electrodes, with spark-gap, sealed into the said of rocks. Thurmann.

eUCOne (u kon), a. [trr. ct, well, -l- Ktoof, glass. The tube is graduated in miUimeters. Both authors apply to Yorkshire Thurmann-s recogni-
eone.] Possessing a well-developed crystal- .....,,/,.,.,, ., , ^ tion of eiisreo^Mous and dysogeogenous rocks. The lor-

line lens or cone : said of the eyes of certain eumomeTTicaiiy ^u ai-g-mei ri-Kai i),a,av. ay
^^^j. ^j^^ ^j ^.^^^^ yj^,^ ^ plentiftd detritus, and the over-

insects, as the H«»ie»o»*era and remdoptera, ™®??^°* the eudiometer; in a eudiometnc lying soils are cool and moist. The dysogeogenous rocks

V»„T.,«*.*.,«« TiT««.«««*.,«« „i.„ . ^ A method. — or limestones of this area— yield a less abundant de-many Coieo^tera, JVewropiem, etc. : opposed ...
rEudoxia + tritus, and are in Yorkshire much fissured and broken, so

to *aconea.uA*psmidocone. i^°^t^^?i^i' IJ^aoxia + that the overlying soil is comparatively dry.

eucrasite (u'kra-sit), n. [Gr. evKpa<rla, proper ^; f"!^"""' *°'F?-]
Resembling or having the |,„^. j„^r. (R. G. S.), Aug., 1903, p. 16I.

mixture (< eJ.«parof, well mixed), -)- -Mj A structure of the Eudoxidsi; composed of a Eugerion (u-je'ri-on), n. [NL., < Gr. eiyvpla,

complex thorium silicate allied to thorite.
stenle and a fertile medusoid without special a green old' age f. J A genus of hemipterous

Eucratea (u-kra-te'a), n. [NL., said to be < "^1*°?*Y?-.
Compare *ers^form. i^gegts with large, membranous, reticulated

Gr. ™, well, + /cparmdc, mighty (< /rpdrof,
eudOXin (u-dok sm), «. [Appar. < Gr. et<dofof fg^e and hind wings, prolonged lancet-like

might), (otherwise perhaps < Gr. eiKparog, °* goo^ ""^P?*?' t :*"\] ^, ^ll™!'*^
.^^^^^ °* mouth-parts, and filiform antenn». It occurs

temperate, of similar elements).] The typical
"osqphen (tetra-iodo-phenolphthalem) eon-

j^ ^^^ fermian formation,

and only genus of the family Eucratezdx.
taming 52.9 per cent, of iodine. I* is an inter- guggtig (^.jgt'ik), a. [eug(,enol) + -et- + ^c.-]

Lamouroux, 1812. »li^„t^i™"f-°^ T- -^*r^°rP ' m. * A
Noting 'an acid, a colorless compound,

'D..«-„4..^;.3J c,T T,,.o to'i /i5, », «; rnjT / CUdoxome (u-dok som), w. [Gr. cudofoc, of good e b 13
Eucra^^+ i^A famflv' of c^lostSius ^^P^^t^- + -<"»«•] In hydromedusLs, one of HOC6H(OCH3)(C02H)CH2CH:CHg,formedby
Aucratea + -%aiB.\ A tamily ot emiostomacous

^j^^ ^^^ ^^^.^ ^^^^^ ^^ cormidium, consisting the action of sodium and carbon dioxid on eu-

\XT^.lo2^^r^^:^t?^%^^:f^Zr^. tymcaHy of a hydrophyllium, a gastrozooil genol. It crystallizes in long^^^^^^

biserial zooecia having a subterminal, usually oblique With a tentacle, and one or' more medusoid melts at 1.^4 t/. Also called S-aUylphendiol-
aperture. The family has lived from Cretaceous time gonophores. Compare *ersssome. {p,Q)-methyllic acid.
to the present. ' Pinlrilid3» rfl-driri dp^ « n? TNT. / ny^.giri. 'Erig\.er^Vh3.:^,».R^e mVa.eie\e\ovm&ntot mme i^o-

'P.n(>rnst:ar>i>9 l'ii-k™<!-ta''!'hiii'> m 1)7 TNT, ^ iiUttriimffi lu-uru 1-ae;, re. pi. is\u., \ JijUMrt,- rozoans in which they exhibit euglenoid movements madep i^ 5 wfi? i T ^™,t^™^^ 'a^/|5,h=V^''„^
'*«« +-»d«.] A family of terrieolous OUgo- possiblebythethin, flexible covering present at this time.

br. ra, well, -i- L. Lrustaeea.i A amsion or g;,^^„ j^ ^^^^^^^^ ^, ^^^^ ^j .^^j^ble size having euglenoid (u-gle'noid), a. \Euglena + -oid.'\ Ke-
subolass of the crustaceans which do not have pau-ed nephiidia, sets in couples and sigmoid in shape, sembling Euglena.
the body divided into median and lateral lobes, spermiducal glands present, and the male and female gen- «,,„i„-u„i{_ /,? ~i„v',-, l^r.^ .., iz,« -i. /»7/>j.a/7i» i

and have two pairs of antennte and the max- erative openings, in some genera, unpaired. It contains ^58^°''^"5 ^^"S^°° ¥-"";> »• leu- -r gu)OUiin.\

lii^«7XronHJhir=^nf«»1iHf«t^ about 20 genera, all of which except J!Md!W«Ms, which is One of the supposed components of serum
iiiSB or manaiDies noipeuiiorm. almost cosmopolitan in range, are restricted to tropical globulin which is insoluble in water. See

^i^S)^T?r^* '^'^"^J^i""^'.'*' if-^^
(CavaniUes, Africa. l]so->'pseudoglol>uUn.

1797),<Gr. ™,well,-l-/v.^<o?, hidden. The open- Eudrilus (u-dri'lus), n. [NL. (Perrier, 1871).] Euglypha (u-gli'fa), n. The typical genus ofmg floweris capped by the calyptnform calyx r^^^ 41^.^1 ^^^^ ^'j ti,g \^-^^^ Eudrilidse. thi KmnyE^glypMdse. Dujardin, 1841.
and the fruiting carpels are backed with a

gugcticg (u-ek'tiks), n. Same as evectics. Euglyphidae (fi-glif'i-de), n.pl. [Euglypha +
oork-hke covering] A genus of dicotyle- g^fg^ig^- gufgnjigtjg_ simplified spellings -i^«.] A family of mostly fresh-water rhizo-
donous plants, the type and only genus of the

ot euphemism, euphemistic. pods which have a shell formed of regular

^:^%'^lSl^lS.\-^^^^^\^ll^7^T^ e™. e^O'iy- Si-nP^fied spellings of eu. plates of chitin or of siUca often bearing

leaves and large white flowers, solitary in the upper axils, pliomc, eupkony. spines, and with the pseudopodia sharp-

Only 4 species are known, 2 in Chile and 2 in New South eugallol (li-gal'ol), k. [ew- -H (pyro)gallol.2 A pointed and often branching but not anasto-
Wales and Tasmania. The wood of the Chilean species thick. Syrupy, brownish-yellow compound, mosing. It contains the genera Euglypha,

mtSo " ™'°"^ purposes. See C6H3(OH)20.C2H30, readily soluble in water; Trinema,_Cyphoderia,Campasais,andNadinella.

V-nnrrm-hianaiB Cfi'/krif i fi'sfi-p^ » 1)1 PNL acetyl pyrogallol. It is employed in a 33-per-cent. eugranitic (li-gra-nit'ik), a. [Gr. ei, well, -I-

n^^^ia^\fw^J^T^LI^nleJl^/^t}^i\^ acetone solution, and when painted on the skin leaves a E. granitic] In petrog., distinctly granular
(Gay, 18i6), < Eu(»-ypMa + -aceee.i A family firm, elastic film : used in the treatment of skm-diseases. or OTaniHc in sti-ni^.iirfi ro«™
of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants of the

jjugaster (ii-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. ei, well, eShi^ (^-£f't), a. IGr svypa6o,, well
order Hypeneales, containing the single genus -^ya^rw, belly.] A genus of ophiurans or panted, < ^S, well, 4- ypaluv writ^ paint]

af:r3,t"«„!,1f^rkrT?f'litS"7^Belon^ brittle-stars fr^m the North American Devo- Pertaining to ^r 'cha/aettri^ed^y ' |-aph
eucryphiaceous (/-knf-i-a shms), a. Belong- ^ possessing a small disk and long arms resemblance.

EufvcCobffiaS-f6'^^sTT' [NL < ^"1^ ^ ^°^^1«
^^^tt

°* ^"^"^ti^S ambulacral jsugrapm confusions are such as arise from the mis-iiUCyciOgODlUS lu sm 10 gu ui ^hn. V^V^; ) plates, and on either side a series of spinous takingand transplacing of forms which appear alike.
Gr. rf, well, + KviAog, circle, + NL. golnus.} adambulaeral plates. A- B- Bawden, in Psychol. Eev. Mon. Sup., III. iv. 81.

fcaTerfotZfttteamrofcSmrt Eugeniacrinus (u-je-ni-ak'ri-nus), ». JNL < euhyostylic (u-hi-o-stil'ik), a
.

[a« + hyo-

.SSL^XZ^Sc"(ifS^on'ik) a [Gr &TaTT;^e=;, gUs-oHriAc;^ ffi o"^ ;:Silos?;ly^
"^ *° "'^ '^""^ ''^ '^'^-

'SlTS of ha^^^^^^^^^ P°«^^T/ ^
r^i^

saucer-sLped calyx and euhyostylyJu-hL's'ti-li), «. [.^+ .—2,]
ness7see*k«*mo»^.]Eelatingoreontribuag concealed and closely imited basal plates That condition of the second ^sceral arch,

to haoniness- considered as delating or con- ^^^''^ ^'^ overiapped by radial plates ex- found m most rays, m which the hyoman-

+riw??i f. ha^^fnp«f V / A tended upward so as to form conspicuous dibular forms the sole support of the jaw, the

»!,^»™^^v» 3i™n,;,>o rrfdfiVnnTi T7I „ t projections. eeratohyal serving merely to support the gills

:

'^^r°'^%'''^^Zr.^;^L7r^'^:^'e:l: eugenid, «. H. ». The science which deals eopelatlve with W^i and *methyostyly

l^iemonizZ. [Gr ev6mf.m>iiecv,' olll or ac- with the means of cultivating and improving Euichthydina (u-ik-thi-di'na^n. pi [NL., <

count happyf < d6ai^v, happy: see eudemon.l the innate good qualities of man. Also eu- Gr. ™, well
V'^*'^^r^'''flt-ATt-L^^^T

OvTonnatHp-rAr BaffifiTThaTiTiv Also pndo'monise Qemcs. tion or suborder of Gastrotncha which con-
To consider or esteem ha^ppy Also e»d«monM^^^

eugenism (ii'je-nizm), n. [Gr. rfyei^f, well- tains forms having two pedal appendages. It

mr,ieTZfe%rthe'et^To?"h'f"u^^^^^^^^ bfrn, -1- -iJ.] The aggregate of th^ most includes the genera Ichthydium, Chsetomtus,

than by the sentiment of the man in whose bosom it re- favorable conditions for healthy and happy Chs^tura and Leptdoderma. Compare *Apo-
sidea. No person is entitled to be called happy, whom existence. Galton. dir/a.

S%"«^«Sl?forwtirctditZt"w"o°^dT^^^^^^^^ »•
[f^?»(«')

+ emsopodous(u-i-sop'o-dus), a. Having the

sire more or less to make his own. form{aldehyde).] A colorless, crystalline com- characters of or resembling the Emsopoda.
_

ffrote, Fragments on Ethical Subjects, V. pound soluble in water obtained by the action eukinosia C^-ki-ne'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. eiwi-

eudemony (ii-dem'o-ni), n. [Gr. Mat/iovia, < of formaldehyde upon eugenol-sodium, said vjiala, easiness of motion, < evdviiTog, easily



eukinesia 446 eurygnathism

moved, < ei, easily, + Kimv, move.] Normal brownish-yelloW color, found with lignite at Eurafrican(u-raf'ri-kaii), a. and ». I. a. Of,

power of movement. Baiershof in the Fichtelgebirge, Germany. pertaining to, or melnamg, in whole or in part,

eukrite, ». -Same as euoriie. eupepticity (u-pep-tis'i-ti), ». Good digestion, both Europe and Aftiea: as, a former ^wra/-

euktolite (uk'to-lit), n. [Gr. eijcrfc desired, + or the state of feeling resulting from it. Car- rjcan contment; a ^raMcan race.

X/eof, stone.] iiee -ivmanzite. ' '
lyle. H. «. An individual belonging to the Eu-

Eulamellibranchiata (u-la-mel-i-brang-ki- euphemist (u'fe-mist), n. [euphem{y) + -ts«.] rafncan division of mankind, wiioh, according

a'ta), n. pi. [NL., < eu- + lamellibranchiataA One given to the use of euphemisms. to certain wmter.s, includes the peoples of

An'order of mollusks of the class Peleeypoda. euphonicon (u-fon'i-kon), n. [NL. : see eu- southern Europe and northern Africa.

They have the mantle-edges united at one or more points, phome.'] A variety of harmonichord. EurampllSea (u-ram-fe'a), «. [NL., < Gr. ei,

the branchiffi with vascular interfllamentary junctions, the euDhonon (u-fo'non), n. [NL., < Gr. eMumof, well, + baiuboi, beak.] The typical genus of

SJt'Sld^l'JorS^^ttcTulerSerof w?ll-sounding : see e«i)feo«3,.] A variety of the family j;«ra«i>A«icia,. Gegenbaur,\%^.

large and important families, among them being the harmonichord.
'

EUTailiphSBidse (ii-ram-fe'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
Unionidx, Cyprinidas, and Cyrenidae. euphorbic (u-for'bik), a. {Euphorbia + -jc.] < Euramphsea + -idse.'] A family of lobate

Ellleptorliainph'US(u-lep-t6-ram'fus),«. [NL., Derived from Euphorbia.—SapJua'bia acid, an ctenophorans having two wing-like projections
< Gr. rf, well, + /^rdf, fine, small, + paiu^, amorphous acid contained in the gum-resin euphorbium

^^ ^j,g aboral pole in which the subtentacular
beak.] A genus of halfbeaks, or Hemiram- J^J^^Xi^^ltrH^w!\ « rFyur>horUa + -i9ie^-] eostse and meridional vessels are produced.

^ftid«,founlinthe open seas of t^^^^^^
Tn^'o^'vSlft fepoiron^'uscS^oS^^^ The typical_genus is^«™«,^fe«.a. /

Enlerian polyhedron. See ^polyhedron.
-{,„wiinti<.rii fAr-bori'l « rSitofeorMa -I- -one] Aryan.

^'^f^''AlfT!irl2t''7::*straiah(y Tc&Tst^lurr^St^JSo'i^'^^^^^^ 6. » A European Aryan^ ,-,.,„Euler s line or straignt. bee -^straignv:
„„„_„,,t,h p tt n ^nntainAH ili fhe iniTti. euresol (u're-sol), n. [eu- + res(or<nn) + -oi.]

Euloma (u^^-^), .«•

[^•,t-?-,+ ^Sl^ tt^^XAori^ArS^'^b^ r}m^^a. A viscii yellow^mass,'resorcin ^nonoicetate!
fringe.] A genus ot trUobites ot ttie tamiiy

„„n.„ „<. iico r
-^

It is used as a substitute for resorcin m skin-
Projivdee: characteristic of the lowest Silunau It meUs a UGJ ^ ^^

rp , „ ^ ,,,ofEm:ope.
„ .„ j „ Of o. ^ear or bearing well, < ei, well, + /peLV, eurhodxne (u'ro-din), ». [Gr. «- well -^ ^d<5™,

eumenid (u'me-md), a. and ». I- «• Of or
^^^^^ A ta-ade:name if phenyl urethane. ree- rose,+W.] The name of a class of organic

belonging to the hymenopterous family Eu- ^mmended for medical use as an antipyretic compounds contaimng the complex

n „. A member of the hymenopterous fam-
euphoScfl-fo-ri-us), a. [Erroneously for E^NCsHg <\\^ ;CH.

^y mmmtdie.
-v ,„+/,= „„„s „ r-NTT *eMpfeoroMS, <'Gr. eijopoc, bearing well, endur- ^ ^^ ^-^^i;,. ., .

EumiCrotremUS (u-mik-rot re-mus;, n. [J^Ij., .„„„;i„ ' „„«„„+i„ /•!>, _.ii £.A.i„^„, Kqot. l They are prepared from ammo-orthodiammes and'qui-

< Gr rf weU, +V«pof, small, + rpW hole.] J"S easily orpatiently, <ei, well, + <l,ipeiv, bear.] „„„^^ ^^^^^^^ ,^^ble bases with a yeUowish-green flu-

A genus of lump-feshes having the bddy nearly
^l^eerful or patient in life.

S.'lJtiSn
™' '^*' "' ""^"'* """ ""'' °" *^^°^

oTiViBripfll nnd covered with nrickles: found in The conviction is borne in upon the soul ... that man appucaiion. ,,,.,,
?f M ^l 4tla^+T»

louuuiu
jg^,^^„^^^ j,gijjg that real evil can not befall eurhodol (u'ro-dol), n. leurhod(tne) + -oZ.]

tne JNortn Auantie. the good man, living or dead ; and that he can afford to be The name of a class of organic compounds con-
eunutOSlS (u-mi-to sis), M. [JNL., < ea- + mi- glad and eKpAorioug that he is alive. " N OH
tosis.2_ Typical mitosis or indirect eeU-divi- ft 5. HaJ«, Adolescence, IL 647.

taining the complex HOCeH. < T II

'

"^CH,
sion, in which the chromosomes are divided gupittone (ii-pit'on), n. [Gr. rf, well, + ^irra,

^ ^ ® * N.C.CfiH/
longitudmaUy mstead of transversely. ^^j, + .^^^j gg^^^g ^s eupittonic add. See formed by the action of hydrochloric acid on

enimtotic (u-mi-tot ik), a. [.eumtosts {-ot-) + i,^putonic. the eurhodines, which they resemble in color
-M.] Oforpertaimngtoeumitosis. eupittonic (ii-pi-ton'jk), a. [eupittone + Ac.-] and fluorescence.

ETimyreteS(u-mi-se tez),».i)J. LiNJ^.,
J.

U^^ Noting an acid, an orange-yellow compound, eurhytlmuc (ii-rith'mik), a. [eurhythm-y, eu-
well, +^i/«;ref, plural of w, fungus (see (CHoOeCioHgOg, formed by the oxidation of ryihmy + -ic.] Harmonious : said especially
Jtf3,cete«).] A name used by recent s^^ woottar oil containing pyrogallol and methyl A architecture in which the proportion is
tists to include all the so-called true fuugi, as pyrogallol ethers. It crystallizes in longhair- agreeable
the Phyeomycetes, Ascomycetes, and Bastdio-

ij^g needles, melts at 200° C, and is dibasic, eittlivthmv See eurvthmv
mycetes The My.omycetes and ScM.ophyta Also called ^itocaZ. I3a^?ris'tik)"same as fte«mfe.
are excumea. eupnoeic (iip-ne'ik), o. [eapnosfli -t- -ic.J Kelat- eurobin fii'ro-bin'i m Teat- -I- Corfllrofta -t- -jm2 1

eumycetic (u-mi-set'ik), a. Of or pertaanmg ^„P
to o/Characterized fey eupnoea; breathing ®S?ysarrbi^^riacetete'^. It is^^^^^^^^^

to ihe JlMmycetes. normally. ter, and is used as a substitute for chrysarobin.
Eunema (u-ne ma), h. [NL., < Gr.CT, well, Eupomotis (ii-po-mo'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ro-, Europasian Bnl)reglon,mzoe9eo9., a division of the Hol-

-I- v^fia, a thread.] A genus ol I'aleozoie ^^-q + iraua, lid, + oig (or-), ear.] A genus arctic region comprising Europenorth of the Alps and Asia

rhipidoglossal gastropod mollusks having an .f oiinfishfiH (aentrnrfMd^p's distiinniished hv nor*'' of the Himalayas. It is roughly the same as the

elo^gatl pyramidal %re with two or more ?L Wunt phi-^1^73 ^^^^^^^^ Eu^siaticregion of HeUprin and the Palearctic region of

keels and transverse stns on the whorls. commonest of the sunfishes, is abundant Eurouean o -The Enronean concert See *con<;cre.
eunicean (u-nis'e-an) a. \Eunice + -an.-] Per- throughout the northeastern ukited States. eiSen \t'r6^ln)°T A trade^ifme o^^^
taming to or resembling the genus mmce. eupraxy (ii'prak-si) n. [Gr. ev^pa^ta, well- isobutyl orthocresol iodide, recommended for
euniClfom (u-nis i-tdnn), a. lEumce -i- L.. domg,<ra,welIj+7rp<4(7<TMv,do: seei)rac«M!,prac- medical use as an antiseptic and a substitute
/orma, form.] Formed bke a eunicoid worm. «8ce,i)raa»s.] Well-doing; right conduct; mor- for iodoform
ennicoid (ti'ni-koid), o. [Eunice + -oid.'] Ee- alitv in behavior. enronium fii-ro'Di-um^ « PNL <^j FAirima
sembling, or pertaining to the ^nia^^^ Eupterotid* (up-te.rot'i.de).^«. pL [NL < X??p^ ^1 sup'^^os'i'newe&tann^unfed
eunol (u'nol), «. ieu{calyptol) -i-n(aphth)ol.-] Eupterota + -^dse.] A faimly.of moths allied to by Dem^eay i£ 1901, obtained in veiy smallA compound, existing in an a- and ^-modifiea- the Lasioeamptdse, but differing from them m quantity as oxid, sulphate, etc., from samar-
tion, made Iromeuealyptol and o- and ^-naph- possessing afrennlum. The European processionaiy skite and monazite. Its comnounds have been fui-
thol: used as an antiseptic in surgery and moth, CMtAocam^a pro<«»8ioMa, is a striking ex ther examined by Urbain and Lacoi£be. It is characterized
dermatology. The family is widely distributed, and the larvae of many by a special spark-spectrum, and also by a phosphorescent

piiTniph-ftute fii'nuk-flot), J!. An old musical -?™^''^™9""'--
, . , ..^ , r-K-n i r% spectrum, and appears to be intennediate between sama-

W,S,l«B?t conSstinff of a sliffhtiv flarins E«PUCCmia (u-puk-sm'i-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. rium and gadolinium, with an atomic weight of !*out
instrument consisting ot a siigntiy nanng ^ ^ ^ Fucdvio^, A group of species of i5i.79.

wooden tube having a po^th-hole m the s,de
pJ^„,.J ^1,1^^ produce spermogonia, se.-idia, eurybathic (u-ri-bath'ik), a. [Gr. evpv;, wide,

near the smaller end, into which the player
u.edospores.and teleutospores. the last germil Odeo" depth.] Having a wide or great

veTrnrnfmS-wSlirw^tt™™^ nating only after a resting period.. The group range as to deptii ; able to^ live in both ^deep

the player's tone and imparted to it a peculiar bleating IS subdivided into the A uteupucama and the and shallow water. Encye. Brit., XXXIU. 936.

and tremulous character. The instniment was made iu JSetere^puceinia. Schrceter. eurybentllic (u-ri-ben'thik), O. [Gr. evpvg,
several sizes so as to provide for part-music. It isstiU gupyrene (u'pi-ren), a. [Gr. d, well, + nvp^, wide, -I- /Sei^of, depth (see *benthos), + -ie.j
sometimes made as a loy^

stone of a fruit (nucleus).] Containing a well- Enduring great difeerences of depth; found at
Euomphalldse (u-om-tal i-de), «. pi. im..,

^ developed nuclear portion : appUed to the nor- different depths in the ocean.

Zn^'^JrAXt^l'^^^oU^lin^. 7:lZ^Ttei.:%'02^
*" *"'*^°^^-- ^^campyU (^-n-kam™ [NL., <

t^t^^:tS^:^^'^:^:^L e^^&nrAS, wen, .. ...Are, ^^eZTth^'l'^'mtnZ't^hfC^^^^^

nnercX As at present eonstiued, the family + -"'^'^ A "^^^^ fn-eemsh-yellow crystalline tites having broad and entire septal lobes and

extends from the Cambrian to the Tertiai|
comLOund having a vanilla odor, made from saddles, m the earlier or PiUeozoic forms the shells

extenas rrom uie v^auiuxic»" ,« u o iciumij
paraphenetidin and vanilla. It is antipyretic, are for the most part lateraUy compressed, but they be-

formations.
rri / euauuiine (li-kwin'en), n. [ew- + guivine.l oome rotund or coronate in later phases, and the simpler

euonymOUS (y-on i-mus),
_
a. [hj juiruwoj,

^ge pharmaceutical name for ethyl quinine- '°™ °' *'= l"*"« « •»' "y subdivision,

well-named, < ro, well, + oi'o/«z,name.J Well
garboxylate, C20H23O2N2COOC2H5, prepared eiirycephalic, a. 2. Having a broad but do-

or fittingly named. ^ from quinine ethyl chlorcarbonate. It is taste- liohoeephalie skull; belonging to a subdivision
euonymus-Oll (^-"'^ ,i-™"*:?"^'

r,/iioV\.; less, but otherwise resembles quinine in chem- «/. **!« oSidocephalic crania as classified by
traoted fiom the seeds of the spin^e-tree,

ioal and medicinal properties Aitken Meigs.
^MO«iyTO«» .SMro;)«««, of central Jiurope. j,^ An 3.l,hTe-na,tionof Europe or ot European, eurycephalous (ii*ri-sef'a-lus), a. Same as

Buorthoptera(u-dr-thopte--ra), «. W. l«l^.,
Eurafrlc (li-raf'rik), a. Sameas*i'«ra/rM!aTO. euryceplwUc.

^'-
n' ^,^hftfol' earX' coSed^f'I That EurafHc region which has been the birthplace of TSathi^ (u-rig'na.tMzm), ». [eurygna-

The Dermaptera, or earwigs, consiaerea as a ^^^ nations. Smithsmian Rep., 1899; p. 48a <«(<>««) + -««»'] The condition of being eu-
suborder of Ortftopfera. ,.„.,„. ri- / s j_ ^^ rygnathous.

aTincinit.n m-os'miti, n. [Gr. evoa/iog, sweet- Eurafnca (u-rat'n-kii). n. \_Eiir(ope) + Jf- „ ^, . „. , ,

*?mefto|, < ei, well,' + A./j«,AMf smell, odor rica] Europe and Africa considered as one er^lTroiSn'o? t^'!J£*eeTtn^?a™%^^^^^
osmium), + -ite^-] A fossil resin, of a continent or ethnic area. found that the Caucasic face is oval with vertical jaws;.



eurygnathism
the Mongolic broad (eurygnathous) ; the Negro progna-
thous ; the Hottentot both pro- and euiygnathoUB.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 181.

eurygnathons (u-rig'na-thus), a. [Gr. eipiif,

broad, + yviBoc, jaw.j' In anthrop., having
wide cheek-bones and upper jaws, like the
Mongoloid race. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire.

euryEaline (u-ri'ha-lin), a. [Prop, "euryaline,

< Gr. tvpvg, wide, + oXf, salt.] Having a wide
range or capacity as to saltness ; able to enduie
great changes in the salinity of water.

All Baltic marine animals can live in water of varying
saltness, and are therefore said to be euryhaline.

Voyage of H. M. S. ChaHeiiger, xxix.

Eurynotus (ii-ri-no'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. ebpvc

broad, + vcyros, back.] A genus of extinct
ganoid fishes having a deeply fusiform trunk,
large pectoral fins, and the dorsal fin extended
to the tail. It occurs in the Carboniferous
rocks of Great Britain and Europe.
euiyon (ii'ri-gn), n. [Gr. evpCc, wide.] In
craniom., the points on the lateral faces of the
skull at which the greatest width is found. Von
Torok.

enrypauropodid (ii-ri-pa-rop'o-did), n. and a.

I. n. A member of the myriapodous family
Eurypauropodidm.

11, a. Of or belonging to the myriapodous
family Eurypmiropodidee.
eiir^rof^athous (li-ri-prog'na-thus), a. [Gr.
ctiptjf, wide, + tt/kS, before, + jvddog, Jaw.] In
anthrop., having wide cheek-bones and upper
jaws, combined with prognathism. Geoffroy
Saint-Hilaire.

Craniological studies which had already been cultivated
by Morton, and on which Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire based his
four fundamental types; orthognathous, eurygnathous,
prognathous, and euryprognathous.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 166.

eiUTpterid (u-rip'te-rid), n. and a. I. n. A
merostome crustacean of the family Eurypte-
ridse.

II, a. Having the characters of or pertain-
ing to Eurypterus or the EwrypteridsB.

eurypteroid (ii-rip'te-roid), a. Having the
characters of Airypterus. A. S. Packard, Text-
book of Bntom., p. 6.

Eurypterus beds. Same as BerUe ^dolomite.

eurytnermal (u-ri-th6r'mal), a. [Gr. eipdf,

wide, + 6tpiiri, heat, -I- -aZl.] Capable of endur-
ing ^eat differences of temperature ; found in

localities which differ widely in temperature

:

contrasted with *stenothermal.

Some members of the epiplankton are, however, extra-
ordinarily eurytherTruU and eurybathic ; for example,
Calanus Snmarchicus ranges from 76° N. to 62° S. (ex-

cepting perhaps for 10° each side of the equator), and is

apparently indifferent to depth.
Eneyo. Brit, XXXIII. 936.

eurythermic (u-ri-th^r'mik), a. Same as
*eurythermal.
Two species proved to be purely epiplanktonic, both in

the warm and cold areas,twelve were eurythermic and
eurybathic, ranging from the surface to 700 fathoms in

both areas. • Nature, Nov. 6, 1903, p. 23.

euryzygous (u-riz'i-gus), a. [Gr. evpvc, wide,

+ (vy6v, yoke.] With wide zygomatic arches.

Sergi.

EusarcUS (u-sar'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. evaapKOC,

fleshy, < Gr. eS, well, + aap^{aapK-), flesh.] A
genus of merostomatous Crustacea, of the fam-
ily Euryp teridse. it is characterized by having the first

six abdommal segments greatly expanded and those fol-

lowing abruptly contracted. It occurs in the upper Silu-

rian rocks of western New York.

Eusiphonacea (u-si-fo-na'sf-a), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gr. ei, well, + ai<j>av, a pipe, + -acea.'i A
superfamily of anomalodesmaeeous Peleoy-

poda, ' It is characterized by the formation of a calcare-

ous tube which may include one or both of the valves and
is usually famished with a perforated anterior disk. The
division includes only two genera, ClavagMa and Aeper-
gUlum, both of them fossil and recent.

Eusiphonia (ii-si-fo'ni-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

ei, well, + o-i'^uv, pipe.] A section of the sub-

family of anomalodesmaeeous Pelecypoda char-

acterized by long siphons and the position of

the lithodesma at the anterior end of the in-

ternal resilium.

eusitia (u-si'gia), n. [NL., < Gr. bv well, +
ffirof, food.] A normal appetite for food.

eusplanchnia (ii-splangk'ni-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. ei, well, + a7rMiyx''a, bowels.] A normal
state of the internal organs.

Eustachian fossa. See*fossaK
eustatic (u-stat'ik), a. [Gr. ev, well, + ffrordf,

< laraadat,' Btani.'] Well established ; not sub-

ject to subsidence or elevation; in equilib-

rium: descriptive of land-areas.

eustomachous (u-stom'a-kus), a. Same as

empeptic. 8yd. Sbc. Lex.
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Eusuchia (u-su'ki-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. rf, well,
f aoixoc, a local Egyptian name of the croco-
dile.] In Huxley's classification of the rep-
tiles, a division or order of the Crocodilia char-
acterized by the unpaired and terminal nostril,

which is internally prolonged and floored by a
secondary palate. This group includes the
modem crocodiles and the later fossil forms.
eutazic (u-tak'sik), a. [Gr. ev, well, + rafif,

order.] Same as *quincubital. P. C. Mitchell,
1899.

eutaxite (u-tak'sit), n. [Irreg. < eutax-y + -ife2.]

Inpetrog., a name first appUed by Fritseh and
Eeiss (1868) to phonolitic rocks of Teneriffe,
but subsequently used for any lava possessing
eutaxitic texture.
eutazy, n, 2. In ornith., the condition of a
bird's wing when the fifth secondary is pres-
ent.

Eutectic alloy, eutectic point or tempera-
ture. See *alloy, *»oi»ti.

eutectoid (u-tek'toid), a. and n. [eutect(ic) +
-oid.'^ I. a. Exhibiting eutectic character.

II. n. A substance which behaves as a
eutectic.

eutexia (u-tek'si-a), n. [Gr. evni^ia, < el^KTog,
easily melted : see etttecWc] The property of
fusing at low temperatures. See eutectic.

euthanasian (ti-tha-na'si-an), a. [euthanasia
+ -an.'] Belating to or marked by euthanasia.

eutheca (u-the'ka), n. [Gr. ev, well, -1- ft^/c^,

case : see theca.'] In corals, the true theca as
distinguished from a pseudotheca, the former
having true centers of calcification. Compare
*pseudotheca. Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (Lon-
don), ser. B, 1896, p. 141.

euthecate (u-the'kat), a. leutheca + -atei.]

Characterized by the possession of a eutheca

:

as, the euthecate corals. Annals and Mag. Nat.
Mist., Jan., 1904, p. 24.

eutherian (ii-the'ri-an), a. [Eutheria + -an.]

Pertaining to or having characters found in
the Eutheria, or placental mammals.

Much depends upon future investigations in regard to
the structure of the Ewtheria/n ovum.

Eneye. Brit., XXX. 605.

euthycomi (u-thik'o-mi), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
eiidig, straight, + Kii/iti, hair.] Individuals or
types of man with straight hair, like the
Mongols; a subdivision of the Lissotriches.
Haeckel.

euthytropic (u-thi-trop'ik), a. [Gr. evBvc,

straight, -I- rpoTTog, direction.] A descriptive
term suggested by J. Milne for those earth-
quake shocks whose vibrations are in the same
direction as the line of transmission of the
shock itself. Also euthutropic. Nature, 1881,

p. 126.

eutocia (u-to'si-a), n. [Gr. evraida, < evTOKog,

bringing forth easily, < ei, well, -I- Temlv, bring
forth.] Normal childbirth.

Eutracheata (u-tra-kf-a'ta), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ei, well, +' rpaxeia, trachea.] A group of
Arthropoda including the insects and myria-
pods as distinguished from the tracheate
Arachnida and the Prototracheata.

Eutuberacese (n-tii-be-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

eu- + Tuberacese.] Same as Tuberacese.

euzenium (uk-se'ni-um), n. [NL., < Gr. ewfcvoc,

hospitable:' see euxenite.] A supposed new
element (or rather either of two, distinguished
as euxenium I and II) announced by Hofmann
and Prandtl in 1901 as present in the Norwe-
gian mineral euxenite : said to resemble zirco-

nium, but to differ from it in certain reactions.

Its existence is very doubtful.

E. V. An abbreviation of Engineer Volunteers.

evacuator, n. 2. In swrg. , an instrument for

removing fluid or solid particles from a cav-
ity, as the detritus from the bladder after

lithotrity.

evaginate (e-vaj'i-nat), a. [L. eeaginatus, pp.
of evaginare, unsheath, < e, out, + vaginare,

sheath: see vaginate.] Pushed out or everted;
turned inside out.

evagination, ».— Potential evaglnation, in em-
bryoL, an arrangement of the cells, or of then* nuclei,

of such a nature as to indicate the point at which a
future evagination will be formed.

evanescent, a. 5. In math., infinitesimal.

evang. An abbreviation of evangelical and

eve-jar

evans (ev'anz), n. A provincial corruption
of avens.

evans-root (ev'anz-r6t), n. [See ^evans.]
The water-avens, Geum rimale.

evaporation, n.—Heat of eyaporatlon. Same as
irheat of vaporization.— Multlple-^ect evaporatl01L|
a process by which the latent heat of vapor given off

from one evaporating-vessel is utilized by applying it

to raise the temperature of the liquid in another vessel,

and so on, the vapor in each case being carried through
coils of pipe surrounded by the liquid to be heated.
Such an arrangement is much used in sugar-reflning.

evaporation-tank (f-vap-o-ra'shon-tangk), n.

A vessel or tank holding a large quantity of
water fully exposed to the sun and the wea-

Symons's Standard Evaporation-tank.

A tank 6 feet square (rim, 3 inches aboveground) kept tilled to a
mark near the top ; water. 2 feet deep. At one corner is the float

and a semicircular scale with an index-flnger, which shows the
height of water in the tank.

ther. It is used for measuring the evapora-
tion from a representative natural surfacre of

water.

Evaporative capacity, the capacity of a boiler or
evaporator to convert water into steam. Evaporative
capacity is usually stated in pounds of water per hour.
—Evaporative efficiency, the ratio of the amomit of
water evaporated by a bouer per pound of coal burned,
to the amount which it is theoretically possible to eva-
porate with the same pound of coal.

evaporator, ». 2. A device for evaporating
water into steam. The necessary heat is derived
from live steam or from the waste gases given ofi! by
a fmnace used primarily for some other purpose. Such
evaporators ai-e used on shipboard to make steam from
salt water, this steam being then condensed to furnish
fresh water for the boilers or for culinary purposes.

3. A device, used in connection with gasolene-
engines, to transform the liquid hydrocarbon
into a gas or vapor by heat or by fine subdi-
vision in a current of air. Miscox, Horseless
Vehicles, p. 179— LllUe evaporator, in mgar-
rfianvf., an arrangement for rapidly evaporating cane-
juice in which, imder progressively reduced pressure, the
juice is sent through a series of tubes surrounded by
steam.— Multiple-effect evaporator, a series of evap-
orators the first of which is heated by live steam from a
boiler, the second by steam generated in the first, the
third by steam generated in the second, and so on. There
are usimlly three or four evaporators in the series, and as
the heat range is lowered it is usually necessary to lower
the pressure on the surface from which evaporation oc-
curs.

evaporometer, n— stelllng's evaporometer, an
arrangement for determining the amount of evaporation

Evangelical prophet. See *prophet.

evanild (e-va'ni-id), n. and a. I, n. An in-

sect of the family Evaniidse.

II, a. Of or belonging to the hymenop-
terouB famUy Evaniidse.

stelllng's Evaporometer.

a, a', natural surface of the pond, river, or ocean ; d, c, d, e, f,
evaporation-pan ; t, thermometer ; g, h, i, A, I, tn, «, p. float full of
air to support the water in the pan at the proper height ; s.s', rim
to prevent insplashing from waves ; r, weight to keep the metal
framework upright; o, vent-pipe to allow the air in the float to ex-

pand and contract.

under natural conditions from a surface of water represent-
ing the surface of a river or lake. It consists essentially

of an evaporation-pan supported within another pan and
floating on the surface of the water. The amount of evap-
oration is measured either by weight or by volume.

eve^, M.— St. John's eve, midsummer eve. See mOf
«wmfm«r.

eve-eel (ev'el), n. A common name of the
conger-eel. [Eng.]

eve-jar (ev'jftr), n. Same as ene-churr.



Evening-snow {Linanthus
dickotomus).

One third natural size.

Even or odd
Even or odd. (6) A way of betting or ol settling who shall
pay for something, as by calling the number of a bill (odd
or even) ; or the number of matches held in the hand,
even or odd. In the Spanish game of rondeau the players
bet that the number of balls left on the table will be odd
or even.

evener, n. 4. An acid liquor used in coloring
sMns to obtain a uniform shade, ~
Practical Tanning, p. 73.

evening-snow (ev'ning-
sno'), n. In California,
a delicate herb, Linan-
tJius dichotomvs, related
to Gilia. It opens its white
flowers about four o'clock in
the afternoon, closing them
again in the morning. It is so
abundant on open slopes as
to whiten the ground. The
flowers are salver-shaped, an
inch wide, and oppressively
scented.

Everglade State, the state of
rionda.

evergreen. I. o.—Ever-
green beech. See *beechi.

II. n—Broad-leafed
evergreen, an evergreen tree
or shrub with broad leaves,

chiefly dicotyledonous, such
as Magnolia fmtida^ as dis-

tinguished from coniferous
trees with needle-shaped
leaves.— Bnncli-evergreen,
the ground-pine, LycopodiuTn
obscurum.—Chris tmlas
ever^rreen, Sdaginella ru-
jKstns, a plant of wide distri-

bution, often used for Christ-

mas decoration. See Selagi-

nella.—Ooial-eveieieen,
the common club-moss or running pine, Lycopodiutn
clavatum. See Lycopodiutn.—Swamp-evergreen, the
shining clnb-moss, Lycopodium luctdvium. See -kclvb-

moss.—Trailing evergreen. Same as «wamp--keoer-
green.

everlasting, I. a—Everlasting grass, the sain-

foin.

II, n. — Alpine everlasting, AnUnnaria al-

piiia, a low floccose-woolly plant of northern North
America, extending entirely across the continent and
ranging from Colorado and California to the arctic cii'cle.

—CUanuny everlasting, QnaphaZiwm decurrens, 'a

rather tall glandular-viscid American plant, having the
narrow BessUe leaves decurrent on the stem, whence it is

called winged cudweed. Also called baisaTn^weed and
meeet balsam.— Eaxtv everlasting. Same as rrunise-

ear everlasting (which see, under mouse-ear).—Laxge-
flowered everlasting, AnaphaMs margaritacea, a
widely diflfused NorthAmerican plant, also occurring in

northern Asia and adventive in Europe; it is closely

related to Antennaria and Grmphaliwn, but has larger

heads.

—

Llfe-everlastlng. Same as ev&rlastvng. applied
to the same species, but particularly to Gnaphalium. G.

obtitei/oliunt' is called fragrant or sweet life-everlasting

on account of the balsamic odor emitted after the flowers

have fallen.

—

Moor everlasting. Same as mountain
*e»erJ(MtiKS.—Mountain everlasting, Antennaria
dioioa, a low floccose-woolly plant with relatively large

heads, the flowers of which are sometimes pink : found
in nearly all parts of North America, and also in Europe
and Asia, especially in mountainous regions.— Mouse-
ear everlasting. See mouse-ear.— tesacly everlast-
ing, (a) The mouse-ear everlastmg (whlofi see, under
m^use-ear). (fr) Same as large-flowered -keverlastin^.—
Plantabl-lear everlasting, the mouse-ear everlasting.

Eose-flowered everlasting, the SwanKiver everlasting,

Synxarpha Manglem.

Evermannia (ev-fer-man'i-a), n. [NL., named
for B. W. Evermann, an Aiinerican ichthyolo-

gist.] A genus of small gobies distinguished

by the naked body and elongate form: found
on the Pacific coast of Mexico. £. zosterura

is the common species.

evemiin (e-v6r'ni-in), n. [Evernia + -Jn2.]

A yellowish tasteless amorphous compound,
CgHi407, found in certain of the lichens of

the genus Evernia.

Eversible sacs or glands. See defensive

*glands.
evertebrate (e-v6r'te-brat), v. t.; pret. and

pp. evertebrated, ppr. 'evertebrating. [L. e-, out,

-1- vertebra, vertebra, + -ateK'i To deprive of

backbone; hence, to render useless and in-

effective.

evertor (e-v6r't.or), n. That which everts or

rotates oiitwardj" as a muscle. Lancet, July 4,

1903, p. 56.

Eve's apple, in Ceylon, a name applied by the English

to the fruit of Ervatamia dichotoma (Tabemsemontana
dichotama of Roxburgh), a small dichotomously branched

tree belonging to the dogbane family. It has a milky

latex dark-green, coriaceous leaves, and fragrant white,

salver-shaped flowers with yellow throat The fruit con-

sists of two distinct carpels, broadly ovoid when npe, and

orange yeUow without. They contain numerous seeds

surrounded by crimson pulp.— Eve's CUp, the trumpet-

leaf or huntsman's-hom, Sarrocemiaytem—Eve's darn-

ine-needle. Same as Adam's needle and thread,

ySccafilamentosa.— Eve's plant, the Spanish bayonet,

Yucca aXoifolia. See bayonet.

evidence, ».- self-regarding evidence, in iow.ew-

dence for or against a party derived from statements made

by orCn thS conduct of himself or Us representatives.

When in favor of the party it is caUed self-semng evidence,
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and is generally inadmissible ; when against him it is

called sSf-distenring evidertce, and is always admissible

—

as an admission in a civil case, or as a confession in a
criminal case.— Self-servlng evidence. See self-regard-

ing -kevidence.

evisceration, n. 2. In ophthalmol., removal of

the internal parts of the eyeball, the sclerotic

coat being left. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 557.

evisceroneurotomy (e-vis*e-ro-nii-rot'o-mi),

n. Evisceration of the eye witli division of the
optic nerve. Buch, Med. Handbook, I. 557.

evocative (ev'o-ka-tiv), a. [evocate + -ive.']

Tending or fitted to evoke or call forth.

evolute, ra. II. a. Evolved; developed: as,

an evolute curve.

evolutility (ev"o-lii-tiri-ti), n. \evolut(J,on) +
He + -ity.'] The capability possessed by all

. living things of undergoing changes in form,
size, or structure, as the result of the nutritive
processes.

evolutine (ev'o-lu-tin), a. {evolut{ion) + -ine^.l

Of or pertaining to evolutility.

The evolutine cycle of tissues deprived of their intimate
relations with nerves. Nature, Feb. 6, 1903, p. 336.

evolution, n—compound evolution, evolution in
which the rate and course of progress in one aggregate or
group is affected by tlie proximity and influence of
another aggregate.—Determinate evolution, the doc-
trine or opinion that the modiflcation of species according
to the principle of natural selection is guided into certain
predetermined lines by a natural necessity, or by the
adaptive acts of the organisms themselves. Bvm&r.—Doc-
trine Of evolution, (a) In embryoL, in individual
development or ontogeny, the doctrine or opinion that
the generation of a living being from an egg consists in
the unfolding, or evolution, or manifestation to sense, of
the organization or speciflc constitution which is latent or
potential in the egg : contrasted with or opposed to the
doctrine that development is epigenesis, or new formation.
The embryological doctrine of evolution has undergone
many changes. In the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies most of its advocates regarded the germ as a com-
plete and perfect miniature of the. visible organism, so
delicate and transparent and minute that it transcends
our means of observation and eludes our senses, and is

made known to us by the mind's eye. Development was
held to be the distention of this miniature, and its mani-
festation to sense, by the intussusception of nutritive mate-
rial, without any change in the volume or in the organiza-
tion of the essential living substancewhichexists,in its com-
pleteness, at all stages ofdevelopment. Most of the present
advocates of this view believe that while the germ has a
flxed and deflnite architectm'e which controls and directs
each step in the process of development, this architecture
is different from and much simpler than that of the
developed organism. Some hold that it is not the individual
organism as such that is preformed in and unfolded from
a germ, but only its character as a member of a species

;

while its individuality as a particular organism is induced
by the mechanical conditions under which it develops.
Others hold that it is not the material equivalent of the
completed organism, but only its latent potency, or the
capacity for generating it, that resides in the germ.
OUiers, again, hold that while the geim is neither the
perfect organism in miniature, nor its material equiv-
alent, the germ is like the perfect organism in so fai' as
it is from Uie flrst organized into deflnite regions which
are set apart for the construction of specific parts or
regions of the body of the future organism. In general, any
view ofjndividualdevelopmentwhich attributes predom-
inant or supreme importance to the properties of the germ
and subordinate importance, or no importance, to the con-
ditions under which development takes place, is in so far
evolutionary. Evolutionary views of individual develop-
ment are usually, but not always, associated with evolu-
tionary conceptions of ancestral development. (6) In
ancestral development or phylogeny, the doctrine or
opinion that the speciflc constitution or architecture
which a germ-cell is held to possess at the beginning of
its development, and to which the organization of the
being that is generated from it is attribut«d, preexisted
in the germ-cells of preceding generat^ns. In the
extreme form in which it was held by the embiyologists
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it is the doc-
trine that since individual development is and always has
been the unfolding of preexisting structure, each succes-
sive organism has existed, as such, from the beginning, in
the germ-cells of its first ancestor, and in those of all

successive ancestors, so that it is not the actual modem
organism, but only its visibility or perceptibility by sense
that is new. The modifications of this doctrine by more
modern embryologists, who have sought to make it con-
sistent with the progress of biological science, are too
subtile and refined for concise statement, (c) In biol.,

the doctrine or opinion, accepted as an established truth
by all recent biologists, that all living beings have come
into existence, in course of nature, by uninterrupted
descent, without break of continuity, from a few ancient
and simple forms of life, or from one.

—

Mechanico-
physlcal theory of evolution, the doctrine or opinion,
advocated by Niigeli, that the origin of species is due to
a principle of improvement which brings about increasing
complexity and greater division of labor, because the
continual advance of an organism of its own accord is a
property of living organic substance.

—

Spontaneous
evolution. See spomtajiemM.—Squadron of evolution
{rMvaZ), a squadron formed for exercise in naval evolutions,
fleet tactics, and drilL

—

Tidal evolution. See *tidal.

evolutionary, a.—^Evolutionary ethics, as most
commonly and usefully understood, that view of ethics
which was inaugurated by Herbert Spencer, was im-
proved by Leslie Stephen, and is supported by most of
the recent writers, as HOffding, Wundt, Paulsen, Alex-
ander, Simmel, and others, but is opposed by the follow-
ers of Green and other idealists and also by Diihring.
The term has also been applied to the doctrine that con-
science is educable, and has also been extended by some
so as to include perfectionism.

excavator

evolv, V. A simplified spelling of evolve.

evolve, V. t. 4. In chem., geol., etc., to give

off or make manifest by separation from a mix-
ture or a compound : most commonly used of

a gas or vapor: as hydrochloric-acid gas
evolved from a mixture of common salt and
sulphuric acid.— 5t. In math., to extract (roots).

Evoxymetopon(e-vok''''si-me-t6'pon), n. [NL.,
< Gr. £v-, well, -p ofif, sharp, + fiiTuwoVjhiow.'i

A genus of cutlas-fishes of the family Trichi-

uridse, found in the West Indies.

exact, V. 4. In Eng. law, to call (a party) in

court to answer. When the party could not be

found, he was exacted, usually five times at five succes-

sive county courts before being outlawed.

Exact differential. See ^differential.

exaction, n. 3. (6) The calling of a party to

answer. See *exact, v., 4.

exaggerational (eg-zaj-e-ra'shon-al;, a. lexag-

geration + -ai.i] Pertaining to or characterized

by exaggeration; hyperbolical.

exalgin (ek-sal'jin), n. [Irreg. < Gr. tf, out,

+ aTi-yog, pain, -t- -in''^.'] The tiade-name of

methylaoetanilide, recommended for medical
use as an analgesic.

ex all (eks ai). Sold without any of the rights

or privileges that usually appertain to stocks

or bonds, as, for example, the rig;ht to receive

the maturing dividend (see ex div.), which is

reserved to flie sellers, or the right to partici-

pate in future issues. See *ex right. [Eng.]

exaltado (ek-sal-ta'do), n. [Sp., 'exalted.']

In modern Spanish history, a member of a po-
litical party about 1820-22, which was ex-

tremely democratic in sentiment.

exaltation, n. 6. An abnormal mental condi-

tion marked by an overweening sense of self-

importance (amounting even to delusions of

grandeur), an optimistic contentedness with
one's surroundings or condition, and a state

almost of rapture or ecstasy.

examin, v. A simplified spelling of examine.

examinationist (eg-zam-i-na'shon-ist), n. [ex-

amination + -is*.] One who believes in or is

an advocate of the system of basing appoint-
ments on fitness as ascertained by competitive
examination.
exanthalose (eks-an'tha-los), n. [Gr. ef, out,

-I- avdog, flower, + al^ -I- -ose.J A white efflor-

escence, perhaps Na2S04 + 2H2O, derivedfrom
Glauber's salt.

exanthema, n. 3. In bot., same as die-back.

exappendiculate (eks-ap-en-dik'u-lat), a. [L.

ex, out, + appendicula, appendage, -I- -atei.]

Destitute of appendages.
exarteritis (eks-ar-te-ri'tis), n. [NL„ < Gr.

£f, out, + apr/ipla, artery, + -itfe.] Inflamma-
tion of the outer layer of the wall of an artery.

exarthrosis (eks-ar-thro'sis), ». [Gr. cf, out,
-I- apdpov, joint, -I- -osis.2 Dislocation of a

joint.
Exc. An abbreviation of excellency.

excalate (eks'ka-lat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. ex-

calated, ppr. excalaUng. [ex- + (inter)calate.']

To drop out; remove from a series: the oppo-
site of intercalate.

There remains the assumption that vertebrse have been
eaxaiated in front of the pelvis. . . . Six vertebrse must
have been excalated.

PhUos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), ser. B, p. 342.

excalation (eks-ka-la'shon), n. [excalate +
-ion.] 1. The omission, dropping out, absence,
or removal (of 'something) from a connected
series : the opposite of iniercalaUon,.

Hence the supposition of excalation of vertebras in
front of the girdle [of Mustelus vulg.] leads also to the
necessary corollary that a vast amount of both inter- and
ex-calaUon must go on at another spot.

PhUos. Trans. Soy. Soc. (London), 1900, ser. B, p. 343.

Specifically— 2. The absence, in a race of or-
ganisms, of any element in a series of homolo-
gous parts, such as a limb or a pair of Umbs
m an arthropod, or of a vertebra in the spinal
column of a vertebrate, considered as evidence
that the part in question has been lost or sup-
pressed., jffatwre, Dec. 21, 1898, p. 171.

excavating-pump (eks'ka-va-ting-pump), n.

1. A pump used to keep down water in exca-
vations and trenches.—2. A pump used for
excavating or removing soft materials or emp-
tying cesspools.

excavator, n. (c) a modified form of dredging-ma-
chine used in digging irrigation canals. It consists of >
chain-and-bucket conveyer mounted on a trolley that
moves on rails laid on a traveling crane. Tracks are laid
on each side of the canal, and upon these the crane moves.
The conveyer, supported by a denlck, cuts into the soil,
both belowand above the water, and lifts it to chutes that
discharge it on the banks at each side. Since the conveyer
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Excavator.

a, crane, traTeling on tracks (outboard track not shown) ; 6,
bucket-conveyer; c, spoil-chutes to spoil-banks; ti, spoil-banks;
f. excavated canal.

travelB on the crane transversely to the length of the canal
all the soil can be excavated and the crane advanced on
the tracks as fast as the canal Is dredged out.

excelsin (ek-sel'sin), n. [L. exceUus, high, +
-»».2] A crystalliiie globulin contained in the
Brazil nut.

excelsior, n. 3. A printing-type^ now known
as 3-point—about 24 lines to the inch, it is too
small for letters, but is used for characters of mnsic, piece
fractions, and border decorations. See type, 8.—Excel-
sior macblne, in woodrworMng, a machine for planing
wood into excelsior. It is'a simple form of vertical planer,
using reciprocating cutters driven at a high speed.

exception, n—Declinatory ezceptloif, in the civil

law N Louisiana, a dilatory exception which denies the
jurisdiction of the court before which the matter is

brought.—PreSmptory exception, in tl^e civil law of
liOuisiana, one intended to cause the dismissal of the ac-

tion.

excement (ek-ser'nent), a. [L. excernens
C-enf-), ppr. of excernere, separate: see excern.^

Same as excretory.

excess, n—Excess faie. See */<M'ei.—Principle of
motor excess, in psychophys. , the principle that " pleas-
ure and pain can be agents of accommodation and devel-
opment only if the one, pleasui'e, carry with it the phe-
nomenon of motor excess [heightened nervous energy],
and the other, pain, the reverse,—probably some form of
inhibition or of antagonistic contraction. J, M. Bald-
win, Mental Develop., p. 189.

excessory (ex-ses'o-ri), a. [excess + -ory."] Of
the nature of excess ;

produced as a residual
or by-product. J". E. Cai/mes, Leading Prin.

of PoUt. Eoon., p. 128.

exchange, v. i. 2. To go, by exchange with an-
other officer, from one regiment or branch of

service to another.

exchange, «. 12. A mutual transfer of two
ofBxiers in different regiments or branches of

the service.

Transfers and exchanges under this paragraph will be
immediately reported to the War Dep't.

[7. S. Army SegvZaUons.

13. In chess, the advantage of having a rook
against the opponent's kmght or bishop.—post-
exchange, a store at a military post under the manage-
ment of the military authorities : also called a canteen.

—To gain, win, lose the excliange, in chess, to win or

lose a rook for a knight or bishop.

Excipula (ek-sip'u-ia), n. [NL. (Pries, 1825),

< L. excipulwn, a vessel, NL., an exciple : see

exci/ple.'] A genus of Fungi ImperfecU, type of

the family Exeipulacese, having black mem-
branous or leathery, somewhat cup-shapedpyo-
nidia, with a simple opening. The spores are

elongate, hyaline, and one-celled. The species

occur on dead stems of plants.

Excipulacese (ek-sip-u-la'sf-e), «. pi. [NL.,
< Eampula + -acese.'\

' A family of Fungi Im-
perfeeti of the order SpTiieropsidales, having
more or less cup-shaped black pyenidia either

smooth or bearing bristles. Named from the
genus Excipula.

excisor (ek-si'zor), n, Oao who or that which
excises.

excitation, n—^Law of polar excitation. See the
extract.

Pfliiger stated his law of polar excitation as follows
(" Untersuchnngen," S. 456) : " A given stretch of a nerve
is irritated by the development of catelectrotonus and
the disappearance of anelectrotonus, but not through the
disappearance of catelectrotonus or the development of

anelectrotonus." Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 770.

excite, v. t. 5. In electric machinery, to send
cuiTent through the magnetic field coils, and
so produce the magnetism required for the

operation of the machine.
exciter,™. 3. Inetec*., the dynamo-electric ma-
chine, battery, or other apparatus, which sup-
plies current to energize the magnetic fields of

other electric machines—Belted exciter, an ex-

citer driven by a belt from the machine which it excites.

—Compensating exciter, an exciter directly connected
and in synchronism with the altemater, and traversed by
the current of the altemater, for the purpose of compen-
sating for the armature reaction of the altemater. See
compensated *aJter»o«er.—Hertzian exciter, an ap-

Saratus for the production of electrical oscillations or

[ertzian waves ; a Hertzian oscillator.
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Alternator with Bel^driven Exciter. ^, alternator; B, exciter.

exciter (ek-si'tor), n. Same as exciter ; specifi-

cally, a nerve, stimulation of which excites to
greater action in the part supplied.

excitosecretory (ek-si"to-se-kre'to-ri), a. Caus-
ing increased secretion.'

excl. , exclam. Abbreviations of exclamation.
Exclusive inheritance. See inheritance.
Ex. Com. An abbreviation of executive commit-
tee.

excrementive (eks-kre-men-tiv), a. [ex-

crement + -ive.'\ Pertaiiiing to or forming ex-
erement»
excretin (eks'kre-tin), n. [h. exeretus {seo
excrete) + -jm^.]

' ^ crystalline body of the
composition C2nH360. which has been espe-
cially obtainedfrom the feces of herbivorous
animals. It is supposed to be closely related
to cholesterin.

excretionary (eks-kre'shon-a-ri), a. [excre-

tion + -ary.'] Of or pertaining to excretion

;

of the nature of an excretion : as, excretionary

matter. Huxley.
excretolic (eks-krf-tol'ik), a. [excrete + -ol

+ -Jc] Derived as an oil from excretions.
—Excretolic acid, an oily substance of fecal odor, ob-
tained from hiunan excrement. Its composition is un-
known.

excretophore (eks-kre'to-for), re. [L. excreta,

excreta, -t- Gr. -tpopog, (. ijiipeiv, bear.] A cell

which serves to carry excreted matter away
from the body.
The excretopfwres of leeches . . . undergo a similar

process. A. Mathews, Biol. Lectures, 1899, p. 165.

Excretory tUblUe, one of the group of urinary tubules
which open into the pelvis of the kidney.

excurvation(eks-ker-va'shgn), n. [L. ex, out,

+ cwrvatio(n-), curvation.] ' An outward curv-
ing or bending.
excusator, n. 2. (a) In Eng. law, one who
makes an accusation. (&) in old Ger. law, a
defendant; one who wholly denies the plain-

tiff's cause of action. Bouvier, Law Diet.

ex. doc. An abbreviation of executive docu-

ment.
executancy (eg-zek'u-tan-si), n. [exeeutanit)

+ -cy.'] In music, the fuiaction or action of an
executant or performer ; execution.

Execntlon par6e, in French law, a right by which a
creditor, without preliminary legal process, may seize

and cause the goods of his debtor to be sold for payment
of the debt. It involves an act upon the part of the
debtor amounting to a confession of judgment, and is

similar to a warrant of attorney.—Stay Of execution,
in law, an act or order which postpones the operation

of an execution for a certain time, or which makes it de-

pendent upon the happening of some event.

^ecntlve mansion, the building in Washington, D. C,
occupied by the president of the United States : popularly

known as the 'White House."
Executor of bis own wrong, in law, same as execu-

tor de soji tort. —Executor to the tenor, in law, a

person charged in a will with a duty or duties which
pertain to the office of executor, as the appointment of a
particular person to discharge a particular debt.— Gen-
eral executor, in law, an executor appointed to admin-
ister the entire estate without limitation of time, place,

or subject-matter.— Instituted executor, in lam, an
executor nominated and appointed in the will of the tes-

tatorwithout conditions, and whose right to act is superior

to that of substituted executors, when there are such.

See substituted •eaMcutqy.-Rightful executor, in law,

an executor legally nominated and appointed in the will

of the testator, as distinguished from one appointed by
the court by reason of the refusal or inability of the

rightful executor to act. The distmction is of importance,

as the rightful executor, deriving his authority fi'om the

wUl, may perform most of his duties prior to probate and
grant of letters testamentary. He cannot, however, bring

an action as executor prior to such time.— Special
executor, in law, one appointed to administer a pair of an
estate, or the whole estate, for a limited time, or in a partic-

ular place.—Substituted executor, in law, an executor,

nominated and appointed in the will of the testator, who
is to act upon condition that another so appointed refuses

the appointment For example. A, by will, makes B his

executor, but if B will not act, then he appoints C, and if

exhaust-iqill

C wOI not act, then D, etc. B is the instituted executor.
C is said to be substituted in the first degree, D in the
second degree, etc.

execx. A contraction of executrix.

exegete, ». 2. In Gr. antiq.-. (-a) A leader;
guide; teacher; expounder. (6) In Athens,
an interpreter of religious law and regulator
of ceremonies. The ofBce was confined to the
aristocracy.

Exelissa (eks-e-Us'a), m. [NL., said to be
(irreg.) < Gv.' e^eTiia'aeiv, unroll, < «f, out, +
eXiBcuv, roll.] A genus of platypodous gas-
tropod Mollusca, with small turreted shells,

having continuous transverse ribs, spiral strise,

and contracted aperture without , canal and
with continuous peristome. It is of Jurassic
age.

exenteritis (ek-sen-te-ri'tis), n. [Gr. cf, out,

-I- hirepav, intestine, +-i*8«.] Inflammation of

the peritoneum covering the intestines.

exercize, n. and v. A simplified spelling of

exercise.

exhale, v. i. 2. To pass through in the form
of drops ; ooze : noting especially bleeding
from a surface in the absence of any wound.
exhaust, n. 3. A pump, fan, or other device
for removing air from a building, enclosure, or

receptacle, by lowering the pressure in the
egress-pipe or flue Exhaust mllL See *t«m-
bling-mitl.— Point of exhaust, that point in the
stroke or in the cycle of processes in an engine-
cylinder at which the valve opens to release from the
cylinder the contents which have done their work of
(fiiving. It should, theoretically, be just at the point
when the crank and piston are at the dead center. In
high-speed engines, to compensate for the inertia of the
material, the release may take place just before the end
of the stroke. See release, 5.

exhaust-gas (eg-zast'gas), n. The products
of combustion due to the firing of the charge
in the cylinder of an internal-combustion
engine.

exhaust-head (eg-zS,st'hed), n. A device for
diminishing the noise from the exhaust-pipe of
a high-pressure engine, and for entrapping any
water or oil which would otherwise be ejected
with the outgoing steam. These heads are usually
conical in form, so that the steam shall expand in volume
and dimihish in velocity as it reaches its vent. Helical
and radial bafflerplates separate out water and oil, and
convey the latter to convenient separators, and the dry
steam issues in a steady stream over a large area, instead
of in a succession of puffs with attendant noise.

'

exhaustion, n— Nervous exhaustion. Same as
neurasthenia.

exhaustion-method (eg-zas'tyon-meth'''pd), n.

Inpsychol., a method for the determination of
the elementary qualities of olfactory sensation.
The nose is exhausted, by continued smelling, for a given
odor ; then another odor is presented. The assumption
which underlies the method is that if the second odor is

qualitatively different from the first it will be sensed,
despite the exhaustion of the organ for the first odor

;

while if the second odor belongs to the same qualitative
group as the first, it wiU not be sensed at all, or will be
sensed weakly and imperfectly. S. B. Titchener, Exper.
Psychol., L i. 76.

exhaustion-time (eg-zas'tyon-tim), n. In
psychophys., the average time required to
exhaust the olfactory organ for a given odor.
See *exhaustionrJinethod.

exhaust-jacket (eg-zftsfjak^'et), n. A cham-
ber in or around any part of an engine within
which exhausted products from the cylinder
are circulated to utilize heat which would
otherwise bewasted. Encyc.Brit.,XX\IIl. 190.

exhaust-lap (eg-z^st'lap), n. The amount by
which the edges of the working face of the
slide-valve of a steam-engine project over the
inner edges of the portawhen the valve stands
in its central position, symmetrical with the
ports. Suchan overlap on the exhaust edges of the valve
prevents the steam from escaping prematurely from the
expanding volume on the working side, and closes the
deuvery-port to the exhaust-passage before the piston
reaches the end of Its traverse, so as to imprison some
steam behind the piston, whose compression acts as a
cushion to bring the reciprocatingmasses to rest.

exhaust-lead (eg-zast'led), n. The amount by
which the exhaust-port of an engine is opened,
or release occurs, before the end of the pressure-
stroke.

exhaust-line (eg-z&st'Un), n. The line on an
indicator-diagram from a steam or other engine
which is traced by the pencil or point of the
instrument when the pressure in the cylinder
is that existingwhen the exhaust-valve is open
and the engine-piston is making its return
stroke with the driving steam in that end of
the cylinder which is not connected with the
indicator.

exhaust-mill (eg-z4st'mil), n. 1. A mill having
hollow journal? or an opening at one end to
which an air-pipe with an exhaust-fan is fitted
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for the purpose of drawing dust or moisture
out of the mill when it is in operation. 2.
Same as *tumbUng-mill.

exhaust-«H)ener (eg-z&st'6p"n6r), n. In cot-

ton^manuf., a machine in which an exhaust-fan
is employed for opening cotton as it comes
from the Ijale. Taggart, Cotton Spinning,
1. 66.

ezhib. An afehreviation of the Latin exhibeatur,
'let it 1)6 ^iven.' [Used in »ied. prescriptions.]

exhibitionism (ek-si-bish'on-ism), n. lexhibi-
Uon + -ism.'] A form of' sexual perversion
characterized by exposure of the person to

others, without any attempt at concealment
or any evidence of shame.
From'time to time the Alienist and Neurologist is con-

sulted by cases of exhibiUoniifm which are as much a sur-

prise to the unfortunate victims as to the astonished
public and startled courts.

Alien, and Neurol., Aug., 1904, p. 347.

exhibitionist (ek-si-bish'on-lst), n. A degen-
erate who obeys a morbiil impulse to expose
the person.

ex hypothesi (eks hi-poth'e-si). [NL.] 'From
the hypothesis

'
; according to the hypothesis;

hypotheticall^ ; supposedly ; assumed to be.

exilarch (ek'si-lark), n. [L. exul, an exile, -t-

Gr. apx^t chief. The word translates Aram.
resh galuta 'chief of the captives.'] The chief

of the Babylonian Jews after the destmetion
of the temple and until the tenth century A. D.
The exilarch exercised great authority not only over the
Jews of Babylonia, but in all other countries, levying
taxes and exercising other similar powers.

exile-tree (ek ' sil-tre), n. The quashy-
quasher, TheveUa Thevetia. See Thevetia.

existencei » 5. In logic, presence in the uni-

verse, system, or total collection of individual
objects considered. A class is said to exist when an
individual of the class occurs in the universe considered

;

a relation is said to exist when a set of individuals in the
universe is in that relation. Consequently such relations

as incompoBsibility, refuting the existence of, and the
like, although they are in a sense relations (better called
pseudorelations), do not possess existence. On the other
hand the relation of adjectives to corresponding abstract

nouns, and other similar relations, refer at once to two
different universes, the one of actually existing things,

the other of possible symbols, and may thus hS admitted
to possess existence relatively to a second universe.

—

Ex-
istence theorem. See-ktheorem.'

existential, a. 3. Pertaining to external and
accidental characters.

exit, n. 4. In phonetics, an off-glide or vanish.

A somewhat less gentle exit of the isolated voweL . .
•

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 430.

Exit wound. See *wound.—Pupil of exit. Same as

interfusion -kdiik.

exite (ex'it), TO. [Gtr. i^a, outside, -I- -ite^. Cf.

endite."] A process on the outer border of the

leaf-like abdominal appendage of a phyllopod
crustacean. A. E. Shipley, Zool. of jjiverte-

brates, p. 260.

exit-pupil (ek'sit-pii^pil), n. In a) lens system,

the optical image of the entrance-pupil, which
is formed by the whole system of lenses, it is

also the image of the stop, fonned by that portion of the lens

system which lies between the stop and the image space.

In instruments designed for visual use the eye of the ob-

server should coincide in position with the exit-pupiL

See interfuxion -kditk.

exitus,^' 2. Termination of a disease : usually

an unfavorable ending: as, lethal exitus.—3.

The external opening of a canal; meatus.
ex-librism(eks-li'brizm),n. [ex-libr(is) + 4sm.}

The collecting and study of book-plates.

ex-librist (eks-li'brist), n. [ex-Ul)r(is) + 4s«.]

A collector of ex libris or book-plates.

If, on the one hand, the more enthusiastic "ez-librists"

(for such a word has actually been coined) have made the

somewhat ridiculous claim of "science" for"ex-Iibrisme,"

the bitter animadversion, on the other, of a certain class of

intolerant bibliophiles upon the " vandalism" of removing
book-plates from old books has at times been rather ex-

travagant. Eneyc. Brit., XXVI. 306.

exmeridian (eks-me-rid'i-an), a. [L. ex, out,

-t- B. meridian.] Not in the meridian : deno-

ting observations or objects. See *extramerid-

ian. [Rare.]
ExoascaceaB(ek*so-as-ka'se-e), n.pl. [NL., <

Exoascus + -acex.] A family of parasitic as-

comycetous fungi, named from the genus Ex-

oascus, having the asoi borne free on the host

and forming no distinct membrane beneath.

See *Exoascus. ' „. . , ™, -

Exoascales (ek'so-as-ka'Iez), n. pi. [NL., <

Exoascus + -ales.] An order of ascomyoetous

fungi, having the aflci borne free and separate

on the surface of the host. It contains two

families, AscocorUdacese and Exoascaceie.

exoascous (ek-so-as'kus), a. [Gr. efu, outside,

-f- aoKig, a bag (see ascas).] Having the asci
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free, as in the order Exoascales.

XXVin. 558.

Encyc. Brit.,

Exoascus Pruni.

Plums afTected by this fungus are
devoid of stones and bear the fungus
spores on their surfaces, a, branch, one
fourth natural size ; b, cross section of an
affected plum, two thirds natural size ; c.

young asci ; d, mature ascus (enlarged).
{Drawn from Engler and Prantl's
" Pflanzenfamilien.")

Exoascus (ek-s6-as'kus), n. [NL. (Fuekel,

1860), < Gr. efi), outside, + air/nSc, bag (see

ascMts),] A genus
of parasitic

fungi, typical

of the family
Exoascaceee : so

named because
the asci are pro-
duced ill a thin

layer on the sur-

face of the host.
The mycelium is

perennial, and the
asci axe 4- or 8-

spored. The species
occur mostly on
fruits, causing en-
largements and other
deformities. E.
Pruni is a common
species, attacking
plums and produ-
cing plum-pockets.

Exobasidiacsee
(ek"so-ba-sid- i-

a'se-l), '

n. pi.

[NL., < Exoba-
sidium + -acese.]

A family of parasitic basidiomyeetous fungi,
named firom the genus Exohasidivm and hav-
ing the same general characters.

Exobasidlales (ek^so-ba-sid-i-ai'lez), n. pi.

NL., <. Exobasidium '+ -ales.] An order of
parasitic basidiomyeetous fungi, containing
the single family Exobasidiacese.

Exobasidium (ek"so-ba-sid'i-um), n. [NL.
(Woronin, 1867), < &r." ^fu, outside, -I- -NL.
basidium.] A genus of parasitic basidiomy-
eetous fungi, having 4-sporedbasidia breaking
through the epidermis of the host and form-
ing a thin whitish coating. The species attack eri-

caceous plants chiefly, producing gall-like formations. E.
AzalesB occurs frequently on Azalea : the fleshy galls

formed are called may-apples. See honeysuckle-appte.

exocannibalism (ek-so-kan'l-bal-izm), n. [Gt.

Ifu, outside, + E. cannibalism!] The custom
of eating the flesh of strangers. Deniher,

Baces of Man, p. 148.

exocardia (ek-so-kar'di-a) n. [NL., < Gr. efu,

outside, -I- Kapiia, heart.] Displacement of
the heart.

Exoccipital fissure. Same as *ape-fissure.

exocepnalous (ek-sp-sef'a-lis), a. [Gr. efu,

outside, + Ke^lij, head.'] Pertaining to or
having the characteristics of the Exocephala.

exocerite (ek-sos'e-rit), m. [Gr. i^u, outside,
+ KkpaQ, horn, + -ite^.] In crustaceans, a scale-

like structure borne by the second joint of an
antenna.
exochorion (ek-so-ko'ri-on), n.; pi. exochoria
(-a). [Gt. i^a, outside, + x^P'"'"} chorion.]
1." In emftr^oZ., the outer or ectodermal layer of

the chorion in the mammalian embryo.— 2.
The outer layer of the chorion of an insect's

egg. A.S. Pactord,Text-bookof Bntom.,p. 520.

exoclinal (ek-sg-kli'nal), a. [exoclin{e) + -al.]

In geol., pertaining to or of the nature of an
exocline.

exocline (ek'so-klin), ». An inverted fan-fold,
or a fan-structure of synclinal type. Lap-
worth, in Geol. Mag., VL 62.

exocoele (ek'so-sel), n. [Gt. efo, outside, -I-

KoiAog, hollow.] The portion of the coslenteron

or gut-cavity of a hexactinian polyp which lies

between different pairs of mesenteries ; the in-

termesenterial space : opposed to *entoccele.

The two first pairs appeared within the dorsal exocoeles,

the moieties of each pair arising at the same time and re-

maining equal ; the two next pairs were within the middle
exocceles ; and finally appeared the pail's wltliin the ventral
exocoeles. Biol. Bulletin, July, 1904, p. 84.

exoccelic (ek-so-se'lik), a. In aetinians, of or
pertaining to an exocoele: as, the exocmlic

tentacles. Compare *entoccelic. Trans. Imnean
Soc. London, Zool., Oct., 1902, p. 302.

exocoeloma (ek"so-se-16'ma), n. ; pi. exocmlo-
mata (-ma-ta). [Gr. efu, outside, -I- KoiTiupa,

a hollow, "cavity: see cfletoma.] In embryol.,

that portion of the coeloma, or true body-cav-
ity, which lies in the extra-embryonic region
of the vertebrate embryo.
exoderm (ek'so-derm), n. [Gr. efu, outside, -1-

Sippa, skin.] 1. Same as epidermis.—2. Same
Si,sectoderm.— 3. The external crust of thebody
of an insect. N. E. D.
exodermis (ek-so-der'mis), n. [NL., < Gr. efu,

outside, + Skpiia, skin.] The outermost cor-

exoplutonic

tical layer of the root corresponding to the
hypodermaofthestem. Seeftjwotfej-ma.

exogamy, n. 2. In hot., the tendencyof closely

allied gametes to avoid pairing.

.

exogastric (ek-so-gas'trik); a. [Gr. i^a, with-
out, -1- yadTTip, tte belly.] In the tetrabran-
chiate cephalopods, having the ventral sinus
on the arched external side of the shell, as in
the Nautilus: contrasted with *endogastrie
(which see).

exogastrula (ek-so-gas'tro-Ia), »!.;pl. exogas-
tridse (-le). [NL.', <Gr. i^ii, outside, -I- NL.
gastrula.] An abnormal kind of gastnila. pro-
duced by a bulging out (instead of an invagi-
nation) of the vegetative pole of the blastula.

exogenesis (ek-so-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. efu,

outside, + yheaig, origin.] Origin from with-
out : said of a disease arising from external
causes. Jour. Trap, ifed,July 15, 1903, p. 227.

exogenic (ek-so-jen'ik), a. [As exogen + -ie.]

Originating outside of the body; exogenetio.

exogenous, a. 3. In geol., applied by Von
Humboldt to extrusive, volcanic rocks, in con-
trast to endogenous rocks. See ^endogenous, 3.

exogeny (ek-soj'e-ni), n. [Gr. i^u, outside, +
-yifieta, <. -yiinjq, -ham.] 1. B&me aa exogamy.
—2. In sporozoans, sporulation taking place
after the cyst has left the host, as in Gregar-
inida and Cocoidiidea generally. See *endogeny.
exogynous (ek-soj'i-nus), a. [Gr. efu, outside,

+ yvvfj, female (style), + -ov^.] Having the
style or styles exserted.

exohysteiopexy (ek-so-his'te-ro-pek-si), ».

[Gr. «f(j, outside, + iaripa, iute'rus, -I- ffi?fif,

fastening.] In surg., operative fixation of the
uterus beneath the fascia of the anterior ab-
dominal wall outside of the peritoneal cavity.

exolenuna (ek-so-lem'a), n. ; pi. exolemmata
(-a-ta). [NL., '< Gr. efu, outside, + Mpua,
scale.] tn. histol., a very delicate tubular
sheath surrounding the endolemma, which in
turn incloses the axial fiber in the tail of cer-

tain spermatozoa, like those of Helix pomatia.
exometritis (ek"so-me-tri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
i^a, outside, -I- tii/Tpa., uterus, -I- -itis.] In-
flammation of the peritoneal covering of the
uterus.

exomorphic (ek-so-mdr'flk), a. [exomorph(ism)
+ -ic] Inpetrog., belongiiig to or havingthe
characters of exomorphism. Amer. Jour. Sci.,

April, 1903, p. 280.

exomorphism (ek-so-mdr'flzm), n. [Gr. e^a,

outside, + popi^, torra, + -ism.] In petrog.,
that variety of contact-metamorphism which
is developed, in the surrounding walls, by an
intruded mass of eruptive rock. The commoner
changes produced in the metamorphosed rock are indura-
tion and cementation in some cases, recrystallization (the
conversion of carbonates into silicates) in others, etc

:

contrasted with kendomorphism, or tne effects, chiefly
those of chilling, produced upon the border of the erup-
tive itself.

exomphalous (ek-som'fa-lus), a. [Gr. e^6/upa-

/lof, having a prominent navel, < ef, out, -t-

ofmaMg, navel.] Belating to or having an um-
bilical hernia or projecting navel. N. E. 2).

Exon'-' (ek'son), n. [NL. Exonia, Exeter.] A
native or inhabitant of Exeter, England.
Exonautes (ek-so-n&'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. efu,
outside, -I- vavTvi, sailor.] A genus of flying-

Ejeonautet rondeteti.

(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

flshes of the family Exoeetidte, which have
both pectoral and ventral fins developed as
wings and the anal fin as long as the dorsal.
E. rondeleU is a common species of the At-
lantic.

exophoria (ek-so-fo'ri-a), ». [Gr. l^a, oufeide,
-f- -ipopta, < -ijiopoc, < ipipetv, bear.] A condition
depending upon imbalance of the ocular
muscles in which there is a tendency to diver-
gence of the visual axes, not amounting to
actual divergent strabismus. Med. Record,
April 18, 1903, p. 607.

exophoric (ek-so-fo'rik), a. Belating to or
characterized by exophoria.
exoplutonic (ek"so-pl(J-ton'ik), a. [Gr. i^u,
outside, -I- E. pluionic] In geol., formed or
made up of originally plastic rock-material



ezoplutonic

that has been extruded, intruded, or protruded
from deep-seated suborustal sources Ezopla-
tonlc hypothesis, the assumed exoplutonic origin of
certain rocks.

exoplutonism (ek-so-plS'to-nizm), n. The
process of forming or exposing rook-forma-
tions by exoplutonic activity.

exopod (ex'o-poJ), n. [Gr. Ifu, outside, +
irovc (nod-), foot.] An exopodite.
Exopterygota (ek^sop-ter-i-go'ta), «. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. l^u, outside, + TrTepvyordc, winged.] A
Buperorder of insects characterized by having
all stages of •wing development entirely ex-
ternal. It includes the Orthoptera, Odonata,
Hemiptera, and related orders.
exopteryg[Ote (ek-sop-ter'i-got), a. and n. [Or.
l§o>, outside, -I- izTepayun-dq, winged.] I. a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Exopterygota ; having mewings developed out-
side of the body.

II. n. A member of the Exopterygota.
exopteiygotic (eVsop-ter-i-got'lk), a. Same
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exaggerated exophoria amounting to actual
divergent strabismus or walleye.
exotropic (ek-so-trop'ik), a. [Gr. i^u, out, -l-

-rpowog, < Tptnelv, turn: see trmie.l In hot.,

tending to grow away : s4id of lateral roots
with relation to the main root or to that next
higher in order than themselves.
exotropism (ek-sot'ro-pizm), n. [exotrop-ic +
-Jsm.] In 6o<., the property of being exotropic.
exp. An abbreviation (o) ot ex parte; (6) of
expired; (c) of export; {d) of express.

expand, V. I. frans.—Expanded metal. See*metal.

II. imtrans Expanding brake. See -khrake.—
Expanding clntch, a Metion-clutch in which the con-
tact is obtained by expanding or forcing radially outward

exopterygotlsm(ek'''sop-ter'i-g6-tizm), n. The
development of wings outside the body, as
with the Exopterygota. Encye. Brit., XXIX.
503.

ezopterygotous (ek'sop-ter-l-go'tus), a. Same
as ^exopterygote.

exorbital (ek-s6r'bi-tal), a. [L. ex, out, + or-
bita, orbit, -I- -al.'] External to or beyond the
orbit: as, exorbital protrusion of the eyeball.

exorcistic (ek-s6r-sis'tik), a. [exoreist + -ic.']

Of or pertaining to an exorcist, or exorcism

:

used or practised by exorcists: as exoreistio

adjurations.

exorcize, v. t. Another spelling of exorcise.

exosepsis (ek-so-sep'sis), n. [KL., < Gr. Ifu,
outside, + arfyiQ, putrefaction: see sepsis,\

Sepsis excited by a poison introduced from
without, as opposed to *endosepsis or *aMto-
toxemia.

exoseptum (ek-so-sep'tum), n.; pi. exosepta
(-ta). [NL., < Gr. e|u, outside, + L. sepUtm,
sseptum, partition.] One of the calcareous
septa which make their appearance in an exo-
coele of a coral polyp. Siol. Bulletin, July,

1904, p. 82.

exosporangial (ek''''8o-spo-ran'ji-al), a. Hav-
ing the sporogenic organs without an integu-
ment of hyphsB, as in fungi of the family Mu-
eoraeese.

Antithetical to these are the remaining, or exoaporajir
giatf Zygomycetes, as they were termed by Brefeld!

JLa/ar (trans.). Technical Mycology, II. 66.

exostosis, n— Ivory exostosis, a bony tumor of ex-
treme density.

exostra (ek-sos'tra.), n. ; pi. exostrse (-tre). [L.,

< Gr. i^aarpa, < i^aaeiv, thrust out, < ef, out, -t-

iiBeiv, thrust.] In Gr. antiq. : {a) A theatrical
machine) representing a movable chamber,
which was wheeled out through one of the
stage-entrances. (6) A bridge used in attack-

ing a fortified town.
exotentacle (ek-so-ten'ta-kl ), n. [Gr. I|<j, out-

side, ¥ NL. ieji*ac!«Z!<m, tentacle.] In actini-

ans, a tentacle arising from an exocoele.

It is worthy of note in this connection that the exoten-
tacles in Sideraetrea radians have been found to appear
throughout in advance of the entotentaoles, being the only
zoantharian in which this relationship is faoiown to occur.

Biol. BvXletin, July, 1904, p. 88.

exotherm (ek'so-thferm); n. [Gr. sfu, without,
-1- BepiJiti, heat.] In ehem., a oontipound sub-
stance in the formation of which from its con-
stituents heat is evolved, and in its decompo-
sition, energy (frequently heat) is absorbed.
exothyropexy (ek'so-tU'ro-pek-si), n. [Gr.
l^a, outside, + diipa, door (see thyroid), + Tn^fif,

fastening.] Dissection of the thyroid gland
from its bed and fixation of it on the surface :

an operation for the relief of goiter, by induc-
ing atrophy of the thyroid gland without its

entire destruction.

exotospore (ek-s6'to-sp6r), n. [Gr.

e(aT(iK6i), foreign (See exoUe), +
airopA, seed (spore).] One of the
minute bodies (sporozoites) which
form a stage in the development of
malarial parasites, introduced into

the body by the bite of a mosquito
(Anopheles). Each is slender.almost filar

mentous in shape, sharply pointed at each
end, and thicker in the middle where the
nucleus is lodged. La/nkester.

exotropia(ek-s6-tr6'pi-a), n. [NL.,

< Gr. l^o, outside, f -rpon-ia,
tii-'^-.-iooioBy''-)

< -rpoTTOQ, < rpkireiv, turn.] An

v
Exotospores.

(From Lankes-

Expanding Clutch.

a, shaft; b, hub keyed or otherwise fastened to a; c, c, arms or
spider fitdngr loosely in the pads ordrum-segfmentsf/, <^, so tliat the
latter may move radially outward ; tf, f , e, «, the internal ring: surface
or drum against which li, d, d, d, press and to which is attached the
fiart to be driTen from a when the clutch is engaged ;/,f, right- and
eft'hand screws by which d, d, d, d, are separated or Drought
together ; g, g, arms by which /,/, are turned through the angles
necessary By means of an external lever (not shown).

a part which bears against the inner cylindrical surface
of a rim. The expanding is usually done by pushing a
cone between the parts it is desired to fonie outward, or
by wedging apart the segments of a cylinder which is

split at one or more points to allow this action.

—

Ex-
pandingcultlTator, lianger, pulley. See ircvZtivator,
etc

expander, n. 2. A tool used to secure a tube
in a plate or sheet so that the joint shall be
steam- or water-tight under pressure. The tube
is inserted in the hole, which it flra closely but so as to
slide or be driven into place. Then within the tube is

inserted the expander, having rollers which can be forced
out radially against the inside of the tube while they are
revolved in place. This pressure rolling-action enlarges
the tube and forces its outer surface against the walls of
the hole. The end of the tube is UBually also headed over.

expansion, n. 7. In ship-building, a drawing
in which a curved or warped surface, as a
ship's outside plating or a longitudinal, is laid

out or expanded on a plane surface by con-
ventional methods to show approximately the
true relations and dimensions of the parts.

—

AdlabatiC expansion, the increase in volume of a gas
when no heat is added to it from without to do the me-
chanical work of overcoming the external resistance, so
that the gas has less intrinsic energy than when expan-
sion began. The gas will be at a lower temperature at
the end of the expansion than when it began, and hence
the pressure will be less for a given increase of volume
than in isothermal expansion.—Expansion by stages,
the process of expansion used in compound engines in
which the gas or vapor is introduced successively into

cylinders of greater and greater size as the pressure de-
creases. The process is called two-stage ea^anmm, three-

stage expansion, etc, according to the number of stages.— Initial expansion, the expansion of water into steam
which occurs in a boiler when the valve is opened to

supply steam to the engine-cylinder. It is an amount
sufficient to fill the cylinder and its clearance-volume up
to the point at which cut-off takes place.

—

Irreversible
expansion, an expansion which takes place in such a
manner that, by reversing the operation, compression
will not be obtained ; so, the expansion of steam through
a nozle is a case of irreversible expansion.

—

Isothermal
expansion, the increase or volume of a gas when the
pressure varies inversely as the volume, and the tem-
perature is kept constant during all such changes. The
gas follows the law of Mariotte or Boyle.

The ideal motor for using compressed air is one which
will supply heat to the air as it is required in expanding.
This is called Isothermal Eiapansion, and is often attained,

and sometimes exceeded, m practice by supplying heat
artificially. Eneyc. Brit, XXXI. 899.

Maflanrln expansion. Same as Maclawrin's theorem
(which see, under theorem).

expansion-box (eks-pan'shgn-boks), n. A res-

ervoir placed in a gas-line close to an engine

to assist in maintaining a steady flow of gas
through the pipe and to check pulsations in

the pipe-line which supplies other apparatus.

expiansion-cock (eks-pan'shon-kok), n. A
valve or cock for regulating the flow of a gas

so as to provide.for a given amount of expan-

sion when it has passed the valve. Such ex-

pansion-cocks are used for regulating the ex-

pansion of ammonia in a refrigerating-system.

expense

expansion-coupling (eks-pan'8hgn-kup''''ling),
n. An expansion-joint; a devictj for connect-
ing two lengths of pipe so that they are free
to expand and contract as the temperature
changes.
expansion-fabric (eks-pan'shou-fab'Mk), n.

In petrog., the arrangement of microscopic
crystals in a layer about a phenocryst in a
porphyritic rook, indicating that they have
been crowded back into the solution by the
expansion of the phenocryst in crystallizing.
Pwsson, 189.9.

expansionism (eks-pan'shon-izm), ». lexpan-
sion + 4sm.2 A policy of (territorial) expan-
sion.

expansionist (eks-pan'shon-ist), «. One who
favors expansion, as of the currency, or the
extension of national territory; one who ad-
vocates the annexation of outlying territory.

expansion-plate (eks-pan'shon-plat), n Same
as *hook-plate.

expansion-rate (eks-pan'shon-rat), n. The
change of volume of an expanding substance
divided by the time required for the change.
If dv is the change of volume occurring in a short in-

dv
terval of time dt, then rrr is the expansion-rate.

expansion-ratio (eks-pan'shgn-ra''''shio), n.

The ratio of the volume of a gas or vapor,
such as steam in a thermal engine, after ex-
pansion to the volume before expansion began.
expansion-roller (eks-pan'shgn-ro''''ler), n. A
roller placed under one end of a truss of a
bridge, boiler, or roof (the other end of which
is fastened) to allow the structure to expand
or contract freely with changes of tempera-
ture : also used imder long pipe-lines for the
same jiurpose.

expansion-shaft (eks-pan'shon-sh&ft), n. A
shaft in the valve-gearing of certain forms of
engines which is regulated by the governor so
as to determine the point of cut-off and the
degree of expansive working of the steam
in the cylinder.

expansion-slide (eks-pan'shon-sHd), n. A
slide or valve on the back of the main valve
of an engine, for cutting off the steam earlier
and more sharply than is done by the main
slide-valve, and causing a greater degree of
expansive working of the steam than would
be secured by the main valve.
expansion-tank (eks-pan'shgn-tangk), n. In
a hot-water heating-systeni', a ^eet-metal
vessel placed at the highest point in the
pipe-system and open at the top to the at-
mosphere. It is kept partly filled with water to unite
the flow and return water, and, at the same time, to
give the whole mass of water in all the pipes room to
expand under the influence of heat. It is fitted with
a glass water-gage and supply- and overflow-pipes.

expansion-trap (eks-pan'shon-trap), n. A
device for separating water of condensation
from steam which uses the unequal expan-
sion of metals by heat as a means of open-
ing or closing the inlet-valve. A rod immersed
in the -water is cooled and shortened or deflected, open-
ing the valve and allowing the. accumulated water to
flow out; when the water has been discharged and
steam replaces it, the rod expands or bends in the other
direction and closes the valve. A tube may be used
instead of a rod, or a compound rod or tube made
of two metals.

expansion-trunk (eks-pan'shon-tmngk), ».
In, ship-building, a trunk at tie top of each
tank-compartment of a vessel which carries oil
or other liquids in bulk, in such vessels, in order
to avoid the shocks on the bulkheads and deck and the
loss of stability due to the motion of a liquid with a free
surface, the large compartments mustbe completely filled.
The trunk extending above the compartment is of com-
paratively small area and is partly flUed with the liquid,
the level of which rises or falls in it with change of
volume of the liquid due to changes of temperature.
The trunk thus acts as a feeder to the tank-compartment.

expansion-valve, n. 2. Same as *expansion-
eock.

expansometer (eks-pan-som'e-t6r), n. An
instrument for the determination of coeffi-

cients of expansions; a *dilatometer (which
see).

expectation, >».— Curtate expectation of life, a
simplifled formula of life-expectancy which deals only
with complete years, and is computed to be about six
months less than the actual expectancy in any indivi-
dual case.—Error of expectation. See -kerror.

expectoration, n— Fmue-Julce expectoration,
matter of a dark purplish color, due to admixture of
blood, expectorated in certain cases of cancer or destruc-
tive inflammation of the lungs.

expectorator (eks-pek'to-ra-tor), n. One who
expectorates.

expense (eks-pens'), «• <• ;
pret. and pp. ex-

pensed, ppr. expensing. To charge or debit



expense

with an item of incurred expense to be col-
lected from the proper party and accounted
for by the ohargee : used chiefly in dealings
between express or railway companies or their
agencies.

expensilation (eks-pen-si-la'shon), n. [NL.
expensilaUo{7i~)j in LL. prop, two words, ex-
pensi laUo{7i-)f a setting down of expense : ex-
pensi, gen. of expensunfiy expense; laUo{n-)j
bearing, setting. Cf . accej^UlaUmi.'] In Bom,
law^ the merging of an existing indebtedness
into a new and more formal contract or obli-

gation.

expenthesis (eks-pen'the-sis), w. [Appar. an
arbitrary fusion of exp(ansion) + Gr. hdeatgj

insertion.] The lengthening of a word by
the use of afifixes. Compare epenthesis. S. 8.

Kaldemcm, Analyt. Orthog.
experiment, n—Aristotelian experiment, an ex-

periment in which a bead held between the tips of the
first and second fingers is felt as one if the fingers are
parallel, but as two if they are crosBed.—Blank experi-
ment, in i?«ycAopAy«., an experiment, irregularly intro-

duced in a regular series of observations, to teat the bias

of the observer. Also termed, under different circum-
stances, catch esaperimentf puzzle experiment, test ex-

periment.

Go to all psychological books, to see if they contain any
reference to mental measurement, and the metric me-
l^ods, and the blank expeii/ment, and so forth.

Amer. Jour, Psychol, XIV. 86.

Gomu's experiments. See velocity of -klight.—Ex-
periment area, a forest area of known size upon which
successive measurements or other detailed studies are

made for the determination of the growth and behavior
of the stand, or upon which experiments are conducted
to ascertain the effect of methods of treatment upon the
forest. See -kvaluation area.— Experiment station.
An establishment in which experiments are systemati-

cally carried on in a particular line of research or activity.

See •kagricvltural experitfient station.—Fechner'S
Clond experiment, in psychophys., an experiment for
demonstrating the sensible equality of just notice-

able differences of sensation at various points of the
brightness scale. Two clouds are found, in a clouded
sky, which present to the naked eye a barely discernible
difference of brightness. The difference remains just
perceptible when the clouds are viewed through gray
glasses of various shades of darkness. E. B. Titchener,
Exper. Psychol., II. L 29.—Fechner'S paradoxical ex-
periment, hi psychophys., sn experiment which shows
that, under certain conditions, the removal of apart of the
stimulus received by the total visual apparatus increases
the intensity of sensation. "Look at a uniformly illu-

minated surface. Now bring before one eye a darkened
glass : the binocular field is darkened. Close the eye be-
hind the dark glass : the field becomes noticeably brighter.
The explanation is probably that, in the first part of the
experiment, the monocular fields are not too different to
blend to an average result ; whereas, in the second part,

the bright field wholly suppresses*the dark." £!. C. San-
ford, Exper. PsychoL, p. 169.— Fechner'S shadow ex-
periment, in psychophys., an experiment for demon-
strating the sensible equality of just noticeable differ-

ences of sensation at various points of the brightness
scale. A Kumford photometer is so arranged that one
of the two shadows on the screen is barely different from
the background of the screen itself. The shadow remains
just perceptible when viewed through gray glasses of

various shades of darkness. E. B. Titchener, Exper.
Psychol., II. i, 31.—Flck's Inspiration experiment,
in psychophys. , an experiment which indicates the relation

of the field of smell to the field of breathing : devised by
A. Fick in 1864. " Introduce an olfactory stimulus— e. g.,

the pointed end of a paper funnel held over some scented
object— into the posterior half of the nostril, and you
smell nothing at all ; shift the stimulus to the anterior
half of the nostril, and you get an intensive smell sensa-
tion." £!. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 118.—
Inclining experiment, in naval arch., the inclining

of a vessel by known weights moved across the deck
for known distances, thus giving the ship an angular
inclination which is measured by suitable instruments.
The draft of the vessel, and, &om it, the displaqement
and iwsition of the metacenter, being known, the posi-

tion of the center of gravity of the ship and its con-
tained weights can be determined from the data ob-
tained by the experiment—Eundt's experiment, in

acoustics, an experiment in which a system of standing
sound-waves is produced in a horizontal glass tube by
means of the longitudinal vibrations of a rod attached

to a plunger in one end of the tube, and the length of the

waves is indicated by the gathering of a light powder
placed in the tube, at the loops. By measuring the dis-

Kundt's Experiment, a, b, c, d, transverse ridges of powder.

tance between the transverse ridges of powder (a, 6, c, W)

thus formed, the wave-length, which is twice that dis-

tance, may be found and the velocity of sound in the gas

within the tube may be computed.—Marlotte's experl-

laent amethod of determining the blind spot in the eye ;

demonstrated by Mariotte to Charles II. in 1668. A black

spot on a white ground, or the reverse, is placed on the

wall • then if one stands a little to the left of it and looks

straight ahead at the wall with the right eye, the left be-

ing closed, and slowly steps backward, at a certam time

the image of the spot will dis-

appear when the rays from it --::::^.-..<:::::s-^

impinge upon the blind spotinthe p
retina.—Melde's experiment, 1

)j

in acoustics, an experiment in U
which one end of a flexible cord

is attached to the vibrating prong

of a. tuning-fork and the cordis ., .. , r-

Stretc^dty the application of Melde's E,penme„..

Ragona-Scin&'s Experiment.
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weight to the free end. At certain degrees of tension,

depending upon the frequency of the fork and the weight

and length of the cord, the latter vibrates in parts showing
well-defined loops and nodes.— Meyer's ex])erlment, in

psychophys., an experiment in visual contrast. A strip of

gray paper is laid upon a colored background, and the

whole is covered with white tissue-paper. The elimina-

tion of contours by the tissue-paper enhances the con-

trast effect The experiment was described by H. Meyer
hi 1866.—Mlclielaon's experiments. See velocity of
klight.—'RagonarSdaii.'a experiment, in psychophys.,

an experiment in visual

contrast. Two white cards,

carrying black figures (for

example concentric circles),

are set together at a right

angle. Between them, at

an angle of 45°, is placed a
sheet of colored glass. If

one looks down at the hori-

zontal card through the
glass, the one black figure

appears tinged with the
antagonistic color. The ex-

periment was described by
Scink in 1869.— Wmidt'S
mirror experiment, in
psychophys., an experi-
ment, described by Wundt
in 1862, for the demonstration and analysis of the
perception of transparency (reflection in a mirror, the
seeingof an object through or behind another object).

The apparatus employed is of the same type as that used
in Ragona-Scin&'s contrast experiment.

experimental, a. 3. Of the nature of an ex-

periment; characterized by experimentation;
tentative : as, the eitperimental stage in the
production of an inyention, when it is being
tested or examined to discover its nses and its

behavior under commercial conditions or

usage; an experimental scale, a limited or

small scale.-Experimental geology, pathology.
See -kgeology, -kvathmogy.

experimentalism (eks-per-i-men'tal-izm), n.

1 . That philosophywhich regards observation
oE fact as affording the only assurance of posi-

tive truth, as distinguished from mere mathe-
matical truth; the philosophywhich was natu-

rally developed out of the prosecution of the
experimental sciences; the school of English
philosophy of Locke, Berkeley, Hartley, the
Mills, and others, together with Hume.— 2.

Experimental research in some branch of

science.

expertise (eks-per-tez'), «. [F., in OF. esper-

tise, < expert, espert, expert.] An examination
by experts ; a survey by a board of skilled ex-

aminers of any obscure or doubtful ease in
order to establish a foundation upon which th e

court may base an intelligent and definite

judgment.
expiation, n—Fast of expiation. See *fast3.

expirate (ek'spi-rat), a. [L. exspiratuSthveatheA
out, pp. of expirare, breathe out : see expire."]

In phonol., that is the result of |or is accom-
panied by expiration or outbreathing.

Ordinary speech is generally expirate in European lan-

guages. Yale Psychol. Studies, 1902, p. 103.

expiration, n—Expiration gronp, in phonal., a se-

quence of sounds limited by pauses. Yale Psychol. Studies,

1901, p. 76.—Expiration Interval, inphonol., the period
of a sequence of sounds limited by pauses ; the duration
of an expiration group.

expiree (ek-spi-re'), n. [^expire + -ee^.] One
whose term nas expired ; specifically, a con-
vict whose term of imprisonment or transpor-
tation has expired. [Australia.]

explemeutal (eks-plf-men'tal), a. [explement
+ -a(l.] Of the nature of an explement ; spe-
cifically, designating: (a) two arcs which to-

gether complete the circle; (6) an arc which
with a given arc completes the circle

;
(c) two

sects which together complete the straight;
{A) a sect which with a given sect completes
the straight.

explicit (eks'pli-sit), n. [explidf^, «.] The
concluding words of a book or section of a
book. See the quotation under Mndpit.
exploder, ». 3. Milit., a device for exploding
gunpowder or a high explosive ; a primer.
—Mowbray's exploder, an apparatus for use in blast
ing which fli-es the charge by means of static electricity.
It is put up, for convenient transport, in a wooden case
shaped like a small barrel and furnished with a handle
by which it may be carried. Hence it is sometimes called
the powder-keg exploder.

exploit, V. t. 4. To work (as a mine, etc.) ; to
turn to industrial use.

explorer, n—Linear explorer, a device for indicating
or recording the linear oscillations of a moving railway-
car or other vehicle.

exploring-coil (eks-plor'ing-koil), n. In elect.,

a coil of wire which is connected to a measur-
ing-instrument and is used to investigate mag-
netic fields, etc., by observing«the electromo-
tive force induced in the coil or its change of
resistance when placed in the field.

exposition

exploring-needle (eks-pl6r'ing-ne*dl), ».

sharp-pointed needle with alongitadinalgroc
A

groove
whiprh'is thrust into a tumor and, on with-
drawal, may engage in the groove sufficient

pus or other soft contents of the swelling to

peinnit of a diagnosis.

exploring-tambour (eks-pl6r'ing-tam"bor), n.

Ai apparatus used to record the respiratory
movements of the chest.

explosion, ».—Setonatlve explosion, an explosion
produced, not by the application of flame or a heated
body, but by shock, usu^y from the discharge of a small
primer charge of fulminating mercury.—Wave Of ex-
plosion. See irwavel.

explosion-bomb (eks-plo'zhon-bom), n. In
thermochem., a form of calorimeter used for
the determination of heats of combustion, it

consists of a steel vessel within which are placed a small
amount of the substance to be oxidized and oxygen enough
to insure complete combustion. Ignition is secured by
sending a strong electric current through an iron wire.

The heat evolved is measured by the rise in temperature
of a water-bath In which the bomb is submerged.

explosion-chamber (eks-pl6'zhqn-cham"ber),
n. A chamber at the end of tte cylinder of

an internal-combustion engine where the
charge is compressed and ignitedj the clear-

ance-space of an internal-combustion engine.

explosion-engine (eks-pl6'zhon-en"iin), n. A
form of internal-combustion engine in which
the mixture of fuel and air is drawn into the
cylinder in such proportions that, when ig-

nited, combination with the oxygen takes
place so rapidly ,and conoussively as to pro-

duce a report. The modem engines which compress
the mixture before igniting it are not explosive in this

sense, but are practically silent

explosion-lake (eks-plo'zhon-lak), n. A lake

which occupies a volcanic crater or caldera.

explosion-motor (eks-plo'zhgn-mo"tor), n.

Same as ^explosion-engine.

explosion-pipette (eks-plo'zhon-pi-pet"), n. A
pipette of stout glass, of some suitable shape,

having two platinum electrodes so sealed in

that an electric spark may be made to cross

the gap between mem and thus ignite an ex-

plosive mixture of gases contained in the pi-

pette. M. W. Trainers, Exper. Study of Gases,

p. 136.

ex^osive. I. a— Explosive speech. See+jpeccA.

Il, n. 1. The principal classes of explosive sub-

stances are: (a) gunpowder; (6) nitroglycerin and its

compounds, the most important being dynamite ; (c) gun-
cotton and similar nitro-substitution compounds; (d)

picric acid and the picrates ; (e) fulminates ; (/) Sprengel
safety-mixtures; (g) nitrate mixtures other than gun-
powder, and chlorate mixtures. There are many varieties

of each class.—Amino explosive. See *amino.—Ex-
plosive D, a high explosive consisting largely of picric

acid ; used in the United States land sei'vice as a burst-

ing-charge for shell.—Favler explosives, explosive
agents patented by Favier in Belgium, consisting chiefly

of a mixture of alkaline nitrates and nitronaphtlialene.
Poudre Favier No. 1 contains ammonium nitrate and
dinitronaphthalene ; No. 2, ammonium nitrate, sodium
nitrate, and dinitronaphthalene ; and No. 3, sodium nitrate

and mononitronaphthalene. These explosives are not
readily fired by accidental shock, require heavy detona-
tors to explode them, and, in. the case of those con-
taining ammonium nitrate, are very liable to injury by
absorption of moisture in storage.— Farone's explosive,
an explosive agent which consists of two partff of potas-

sium chlorate and one of carbon disulphid.—Phonic
explosives, consonants uttered with vocal-chord action,

as 6, d, «.- Sprengel explosives, a class of explosive
materials proposed by D. H. Sprengel in 1873, which
involve the -principle of mixing just before use a com-
bustible with an oxidizing substonce, neither of these
being explosive in the separate state. Some of the mix-
tures proposed were open to serious objection, as, for

instance, petroleum or carbon disulphid mixed with
liquid nitrogen tetroxid, but some useful mixtures have
been devised, notably that known as rend-rock or racka-
rock (which see).

Exponent of a ratio, the number of times the conse-
quent is contained in the antecedent.—Exponent Of ir-
regnlarity ofapermutation, thenumberof cycles in it.

exponentially (eks-po-nen'shal-i), a,dv. By
exponentials.

exponentiation (eks - po -nen - gi - a ' shon), n.

[exponent + -i- + -aUon.] The" act of affect-

ing with an exponent or index.

Moreover exponentiaMon unavoidably introduces ordi-
nal notions, since ab is not in general equal to bo.

A. W. B. Sussell, Prin. of Math., p. 120.

Export duty. See *du1y.
exposit (eks-poz'it), v. t. [L. expositus, pp. of
exponere, set forth : see expound, exposition.]
To expound ; explain or interpret.

exposition, «. 7. In music: (a) The act,

process, or result of presenting or enunciating
the themes or subjects of a composition. (6)
Specifically, the opening section of a fugue or
a sonata, in which the sub.ject or subjects are
first set forth : often called the exposition sec-
tion.— 8. That sort of setting forth of a pur-
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pose or general idea which consists in showing for the radioactive, gaseous product produced
how the purpose or idea will apply to particu- by radium salts, which was first observed in
lar oases.

ezpOBUre, n. 7. In meteor., the method of
placing any instrument so that it shall cor-

1900 by Dorn and afterward more carefully
investigated by Eutherford, who called it the
radium emanation. The name em-adio has never re-

ceived any general recognition from workers in this
branch of science and its use has been abandoned by Eam-
say in his recent writings which have dealt with the ac-
tion of radium emanation on water and on copper Baits in
aqueous solutions.

Finding the name 'radium emanation ' somewhat long
and clumsy, Sir William Ramsay has recently suggested
'ex-^adio ' as an equivalent. This name is certainly brief
and is also suggestiveof its origin.
Rutherford, Philos. Trans. Eoy. Soo. Loud., 1904, p. 172.

rectlymeasure a given meteorological element.
A barometer should be so placed as to indicate the pres-
sure prevailing in the free air at a given level. If the wind
is blowing the instrument, or the house in which it is

placed, becomes an obstacle to the wind, by which the
pressure is increased on the windward and diminished on
the leeward side ; similarly, in a wind, an open chimney
in a closed room causes a lowering of the pressure, while
a window opened on the windward side causes an increase.
In general, a barometer, whether mercurial or aneroid,
should be so placed that the wind-effect may be annulled
or measured and allowed for. The latter is accom-
plished by the *anemobarometer (which see). In order eXradiuS (eks-ra'di-us), n. [ex- + radi'US.'\
thatatheimometer shall indicate truly the temperature rrim T-arlinH of o-n oaori'Viofl nirnlo
of the air, it must receive heat from the air by convection JJ^^. '^t* / i ^.?V®®°o ,! ?S. .l x,. • -ux
and conduction, but all radiation from other objects 6^ rignt (eKS Tit), bold without the n^Qt,
should be cut off except from those having the same tern- usually accorded to stockholders, of having
perature as the air. When a thermometer is hung in the new issues first offered to them for subsorip-open ah- in the shade, it is usually exposed to radiant <.:._ . ,_„„j • ^i„„i, „„ -u" j +,„..,„„„<.)""„
heat from the soil, buUdings, and clouds, and to refleo-

^^°^ ^^^^ ^^ 8*°"^^ <>' OO^d transactions,
tionsof the rays of the sun; it also radiates its own heat to exrupeal (eks-ru'pe-al), «. [L. ex, out, +

cranium. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish
Skeleton, p. 510.

exrx. An abbreviation of executrix.

exsanguination (ek-sang-gwi-na'shon), n.

[exsanguine + -ation.'] Loss of blood ; blood-

and has little to do with the temperature of tlie adjacent
air unless the wind is blowing strongly enough. When
held in the shadow of a wall or tree, its temperature is

usually somewhat lower than when it is moved a few
inches farther on into the full sunshine, although the tem-
perature of the ail' is the same in both places. A common
method of exposure is to place the thermometer within a
screen or so-called thermometer-sheltermade of light slats
overlapping each other so as to out out direct sunlight ___»_4. /„Vo t,&«*-'\ ., * rr „„.o™™^ «., ^».
but aUow the free entrance of the wind. This method exsert (eks-s6rt ), v. t. [L. exserere, pp. ex-
fails if the wind fails to keep the interior surfaces of the sertvs, thrust out : see exserted.i TO protrude
shelter at the true air-temperature, for, in general, the or thrust out.
temperatureof these surtaoeslags behind the temperature ex sWp (eks ship). In com., same as *exof the air. By rapidly whu-ling a thermometer or by ere- 7^,°"'*: ^ •"^i-/- •" vi/«.., dhuxc

ating a rapid current past it, the convection may be in-
szeamer.

creased to such an extent as to bring the thermometer to eX Steamer (eks Ste'mfer). In com., free of all
the temperature of the air withm a very smaU limit expense as far as the steamer : said of com-

fnTeTp'ioy'Sd
^ ^^ ^^ '

^"^ "^^ '*^™"* modities sold to be exported.

8. In forestry, see *aspeet, 9.-Sod-exposnre, ®? store (eks s tor). In com., vrithout free de-
the location of a thermometer-shelter, or the exposure of livery alter leaving the store or warehouse

:

a thermometer, over a large expanse of grass-covered soil said of goods for export,
rather than over the tinned surface of a roof or the hot exstulpate (ek'stlil-pat), V. t. : pret. and pp.

exTresr."'rrinl^alTto give or represent exstulU<i,m. 4-^WK '«.Xl
by means of a figure, graph, symbol, or func-
tion—To express y in terms of x, to give explicitly
/x lor y=fx.
express. I. a—Express warranty. SeeirwarrarUy. .,.. ,,--, ,, ,-

II. n.-Llmlted express, an express train having exstulpation (ek-stul-pa'shon), n. [exstulpate

pare, representing G. ausstillpen, turn inside
out, < ex, out, + "stulpave, < G. stulpen, turn
inside out.] In zool., to extrude or push out,

as an eversible papilla or other process.

Extensometer.

accommodations for a limited number of passengers.
Very fast trains are thus limited, in order that the speed
may be maintained. As originally used, the limit applied
only to the number of cars. See limited train.—I^cal
express, in railroading, a train scheduled to run a cer-

tain disl^ce (for example, over one division) as an ex-
press and then to run as a local train, making all stops.

[U. S.]—Pony express, rapid transit by relays of ponies

:

the system in use in the United States for the conveyance
of the mails across the western prairies before through
railway-communication was established in 1869.

+ -ation.'] In zool., the act of extruding or
pushing out, as an eversible papilla, or any
other process.

ext. An abbreviation (a) in law, of extended;
(6) of external, externally; (c) of extinct; (d)
of extra; (e) of extract.

exta (ek'sta), n. pi. [L.] In Bom. antiq., the
internal organs from which the haruspices
drew their auguries

express-buggy (eks-pres'bug"i), n. A buggy extasls, n. See ecstasis.

of vifhich the body is made in imitation of that extemporaneous, a. 3. In j>fear., noting a
of an express-wagon. preparation which is compounded at the time

expression, »— Method of expression : (a) In it is ordered, in distinction from a ready-made,
psycho!., a method for the study of mental processes by or oflcinal preparation.
means of their concomitant physiological phenomena; BTt.onHinipt.M- Cfiks-tPTi-KiTn'B ^.pr^ « SnmA na
specifloally, a method for the study of affective processes eXTCnSimeiier (,eKS-ien-sim e-ter;, n. »ame as

by means of such physiological phenomena. The method extensOMeter.
covers the use of instruments such as the automate- extension, «.—Calculus Of extension. See -Aealcw-
graph, plethysmograph, sphygmograph, dynamograph, ««*.—Compressive extension, a term used by T. M.
and pneumograph, which record changes of muscular in- " " ' .......
nervation, voluntary or involuntary. Opposed to it, in the
psychology of the affective processes, is the method of
impression, in which stimuli are presented to the ob-
server in pairs or series, and their affective value is noted
by introspection. The method of expression itself involves
introspection, since this alone can guarantee the nature of

the experience which the recorded physiological changes
serve to 'express.' (b) In obstet : (1) Credo's method,
compression of the flaccid uterus by the hand externally
applied in order to express the placenta after the birth of

the child. (2) Kristeller's method, pressure and friction of

Heade for the tendency of rocks, aifected by increase of
temperature under circumstances which prevent lateral

expansion, to secure relief by flowage and anticlinal fold-

ing. T. M. Reade, Origin of Mountain Ranges, p. 327.

—

Extension of phase, in statistical mech., a name given
by J. W. Gibbs to the value of the integral

r. . . . /"dpi .... dpn dqi .... dqn,

in which Pi. ... Pn are the generalized momenta and
qi . . . . qn the generalized coordinates of a system of n
degrees of freedom.

the uterus made by the hand on the abdominal wall, in __+__oi/,na11iT /nta tBTi'sVinn-nl-i'* ndn From
order to hasten the birth of the child. extensionally (el£S-ten snon-ai-l ;, aay. i) rom

the point of view of logical extension; with
reference to the number o£ the contained indiexpressionism (eks-presh'on-izm), » _ ^

sion + -ism.] The methods or style" of the
expressionists.

expressionist (eks-presh'on-ist), n. [expres-

sion + -ist.] An artist who aims chiefly to

give expression to the emotions or passions.

expressive, a—Expressive method, in peychol,
same as method of itexpression.

express-pump (eks-pres'pump), n. A high-

speed pump ; one that makes a high number
of strokes per minute.
express-wagon, n. 2. A wagon with a body
framed to show parallel and upright ribs out-

side of the panel.

exquisit, a. and n. A simplified spelling of

exquisite.

exr. A contraction of executor.

exradio (eks-ra'di-o), m

vidual ob.iects: opposed to MntensionalVy. See
extension, 5.

A class may be defined either extensionally, by an enu-
meration of its terms, or intensionally, by the concept
which denotes its terms. Nature, Sept 3, 1903, p. 411.

extension-bolt (eks-ten'shon-bolt), ». Along
bolt for a door, controlled by a thumb-piece in

a mortised plate ; a long flush bolt.

extenslonlst (eks-ten'shon-ist), «. One who
favors extension or expansion of any kind ; an
expansionist.

extension-ladder (eks-ten'shon-lad''''6r), n.

See atrial *truclc.

extension-lens (eks-ten'shon-lenz), n. A lens

which can be substituted for one oif the lenses

[Nil. exradio {exira- in a photographic objective to increase the

diojs-?') (preferably *ea;TOdw»!), from the phrase focal length of the combination and conse-

ex radio, 'from radium' : see exa,nd*radmm.'] quently the size of the image. Nature, July

The name proposed by Sir "WiUiam Bamsay 17, 1902, p. 280.

extinguished

extension-spring (eks-ten'shon-spring), n. A
spiral spring designed to _-l________
resist a pull or a strain inOQ|UUtiiUUjllO
line with its length, it is^^^^^^^^^^^
made by winding wife in a tight

Exte„B,oi,.spn„g.

coil, each turn of the spiral resting on the next In use,
the estimated pull must not exceed a point at which the
spiral will be deformed. It is used to sustain a suspended
weight or to resist any pulling strain.

extensive, a. 5. In agri., noting that method
of farming or husbandry in which relatively
small crops or returns of any kind are taken
from large areas with a minimum of labor and
expense. This method is profitable where land is very
cheap on account of being poor or thinly settled. Opposed
to -kintenffive (which see). Also called low farming.—
^rtensive feeling, fusion, Idea. See -kfeding, etc.

extensometer, n. in the instrument devised by
Lavelle, a metal rod is surrounded by a steam-jacket
whose temperature is in-

dicated by two thermom-
eters. The lower end of
the rod rests at thebottom
of the jacket, while the
upper end passes through
amovablemetalcap which
acts as a support for a
spherometer (not shown
in cut), by means of which
the expansion of the rod
is accurately measured.

extent, «. 6t. The
length and the
breadth (of power,
greatness, duty, or
the Uke).
Dvlce. You are great in all

that's good.
JTinff.Youshewthebounty

Of your opinion. My
extent in all things

Is but to bid you wel-
come.

Shirley, The Koyal Mas-
[ter, L 1.

Illusions ofextent. See
kUluHon, 2.

Exterior polygon.
See *polygon.

exteriority, n. 3.
Exteriorization; extemalization; the mental
reference of sense-processes to objects in the
external world. [Bare.] N. E. D.

exteriorize, v. t. S. To transport to some
place outside of and away from the source:
said of the transfer of radioactivity from the
radioactive substance itself to the walls of
the containing vessel. Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb.
20, 1903, p. 23523.

extern, ». 3. A young physician, or advanced
medical student, who is a member of the med-
ical staff in a hospital but attends only during
the day, sleeping outside; also, one who cares
for patients in the out-patient department or
in their homes.

External association, lohe, point, segments. See
i^assoeiation, etc.

externalist (eks-ter'nal-ist), n. [external +
-is*.] A partizan of the theory of the external
origin of certain forms of sMn-disease. Mneyc.
Brit., XXXI. 568.

externalistic (eks-tfer-narlis'tik), a. Of or
pertaiiiing to extemalisrii ; regardful of what
is merely external and not essential.

extemalization, n. 3. That jprocess by which
a phenomenon of sensation is referred to a
point in the space surrounding the body : in
contradistinction to localization, by which
the phenomenon is referred to some part of
the body.
externe, n. See ^extern, 3.

externolateral (eks-t6r-n6-lat'e-ral), a. On
the outer side.

externum (eks-t^r'num), n.
;

pi. externa (-na).

LNL., neut. of L. exterrms, external.] la
ichth., the pterygoid, a small bone connecting
the palatine with the quadrate. Starks, Sy-
nonymy of the Pish Skeleton, p. 514.

extinction, ».—curve of extinction. See -kcurve.
—Extinction angle, the angle which the extinction-
direction (see extinction, 3) in a section of a crystal makes
with some definite crystallographic line, usually either a
crystallographic axis or the intersection-line of two prom-
inent faces.

extinctive (eks-tingk'tiv), a. Tending to ex-
tinguish, suppress, or destroy.

extinguished (eks-ting'gwisht), p. a.

Quenched
;

put out; destroyed, specifically:

(a) In phar., rendered indistinguishable through fine

subdivision : noting the condition produced by triturating
mercury with lard until the metallic globules are no
longer visible. (6) In the petrographical investigation of
rocks and minerals with a polarizing microscope, noting
the complete darkenmg of a transparent section of a biro-



extinguished

tracting mineral when ite axes of elasticity coincide with
the planes of the crossed Nicol prisms. Geikie, Text-
book of QeoL, p. 125.

extispicilun (eks-ti-spish'i-um), n. [L.] Same
as *extispicy.

extispicy (ek-stis'pi-si), n. [L. exUspicium, <

exta, entrails, + specere, inspect.] In Rom.
antiq., divination by inspection of entrails.

extra, n. 3. In cricket, a score or run not
made from the bat, as a bye or a wide : usually
in plural.

extrSi, adv. used in trade to denote a size somewhat
larger than that mentioned : as, extra elephant folio ; ex-

tra foolscap octavo.

extra-articular (eks*tra-ar-tik'u-lar), a. Out-
side of, or not in relation with, a joint.

extrabranchial (eks-tra-brang'ki-al), a. and«.
I. a. Lying outside of or external to the bran-
chial arches ; forming the external support of

the branchial septa.

Each main extrtz-branchial har is seen to be behind the
corresponding cleft, or apei'tm'a

Trails. Zool. Soc. London, 1883, II. 419.

II. n. A' term applied by "W. K. Parker to

certain cartilages which take part in the for-

mation of supports for the divisions between
the giU-chambers in tadpoles, lampreys, and
sharks, in lampreys the extrabianchiala are the verti-

cal bars of the branchial basket ; in sharks they are the

cartilaginous hands external to the rays of the branchial

septa.

The last extra-branchial sends off no cervicom process,

except from the transverse bars.

Trama. Zool. Soc. London, 1883, IL 420.

extrabroncMal (eks-tra-brong'ki-al), a. Out-
side of, or independent of, the bronchial

tubes.

extracalycinal (eks'ti^-ka-lis'i-nal), a. Out-
side of the calyx ; specifically, in corals, de-

noting growths not taking place within the
calyx: as, extracalycinal gemmation, which
takes place either from the sides of the polyp
or in the eoBnenchyma.
Polyps with a well-deflned edge-zone send out their

bads in the edge-zone, the buds being then said to be
extrctcalyeinal.

PhUos. Tram. Soy. Soc. (London), ser. B, 1896, p. 147.

extracanonical (eks-tra-ka-nou'1-kal), a. Be-
ing outside of the canon of Scripture : refer-

ring usually to books not included in the pres-

ent canon or list of sacred books, but contem-
poraneous "with them.
Extracapsular fracture. See *jracture.

extxacapsulum (eks-tra,-kap'su-lum), n.
;

pi.

extracapsula (-la). [NL., < exira, outside, +
capsula, capsule.] The outer, jelly-like, pseu-
dopodia-emitting portion of the sarcode body
of the Badiolaria, which is differentiated from
the inner system or capsule of tough, slimy
protoplasm.
extracarpal (eks-tra-kar'pal), a. Lying just
without the region oiE the wrist or carpus.

extraciliary (eks-tra-sU'i-a-ri). a. Derived
from the outer layer of the ciliary body of
the cerebellum.
extracivical (eks-tra-siv'i-kal), a. That ex-

ceeds or oversteps the province, duties, or

privileges of a citizen.

extracivically feks-trS-siv'i-kal-i), adv. Be-
yond the proper sphere of citizenship.

extracolumella (eks*tra-kol-u-mel'a), n. A
three-rayed car-
tilaginous ex- a
tension of the
bony columella.
The direct branch
is the extrastaj^e-

dial, the superior
branch the supra-
stapedial, the infe-

rior branch the in-

frastapedial

extraconscious
(eks - trS - kon '

shus), a. Outside of, apart from, or beyond
consciousness ; extramental. Science, Feb. 1,

1901, p. 184.

eXtraconstellated (eks " tra -kon - stel ' a - ted ),

p. a. Not included within the boundaries of

any constellation, as a star. Formerly there was

a number of vacancies on the celestial sphere between

certain constellations, but the boondaiies of the latter

have now been so modified that such vacancies no longer

eSracorporeal (eks'tra-k6r-p6're-al), a. Situ-

ated, essting, or occurring outside of the

body : specifically applied to stages of a para-

site occurring elsewhere than in a host.

extracorpuscular (eks'tra-kdr-pus'ku-lSr), a.

Situated or occurring outside ot the blood-

corpuscles.

Columella auris of Columba livia,
showing extracolumella.

a, suprastapedial ; b, extrastapedial ; c,

infrastapedial ; d, stapes. (From Parker
and Haswell's " Zoology.")
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extra-cover (eks'tra-kuv'fer), n. la cricket:

(o) A fielder who plays between cover-point

and mid-ofE, hut farther from the batsman's

wicket than either ; an extra cover-point. (6)

His position in the field.

extract, n. 8. Shoddy or loose wool fiber, ob-

tained by tearing apaxt old cloth, from which
the cotton or other vegetable fiber has been
removed by means, of acids and heat Adrenal
extract. See *adr«n<rf.—Chestnut extract, an extract

of tannin prepared from the wood and bark of the Castanea
vesca, a vaiiety of chestnut-tree. It is largely employed
in the dyeing ot logwood blacks upon silk and silk-and-

cotton-mixed goods.—Extract Of COlmnbO, an extract

prepared from the root of African columbo, Jateorrhiza
palmata : a bitter tonic, said to be free from tannic acid.

—

Extract style. See A^ttg/lei.—Hemlock-bark extract,
a material prepared on a large scale for tanners' use, by
digesting the bark of the hemlock-spruce with hot wat«r
and evaporating the clear liquid to dryness or to the con-

sistence of a soft paste.—Fltnltaryextract. See Hpitui-
tary.—Suprarenal extract. Same as *adrenal ex-

tract.—Tanning extracts. See Manning.—ThJIOiA
extract. See Mhyroid.

extracted (eks-trak'ted), p. a. 1. Produced
by extraction. Specifically— 2. Brought about
hy extraction, or the production of segregated
descendants by Mendelian hybrids.

By pairing such hybrids with extracted albinos we
should, in the Mendelian view, produce equal numbers of
albinos and dark-eyed hybrids.

A. B. Daroishire, in.Biometrika, Jan., 1905, p. 25.

Extracted honey, hybrid, recessive. See -khoney, etc

extraction, n. 4. The production of se^e-
gated descendants by Mendelian hybnds.
Bateson.

extractor, ^. (g) a kitchen press for extracting the
juices of meats in making meat extracts, beef-tea, etc.

(h) A machine with rollers throughwhich skins are wrung
to remove the surplus water after they have been soaked.
Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 2.— Caldwell's ex-
tractor, a simple form of apparatus used for extracting
fat from milk, etc.' It consists of a double-walled glass

tube, the inner tube having perforations and containing
the mass to be extracted. The small tube at the lower
end is attached to a flask containing the boiling liquid
used for extracting, while a return condensei' is connected
vrith the upper end.—SOXUet extractor. See SoxMet's
extraction -Aapparatus.

extract-wool (eks'trakt-wul), K. Wool which
has been freed from vegetable impurities by
some chemical process.

extracystic (eks-tra-sis'tik), a. Situated out-
side of a cyst or a bladder. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, V. 401.

extradition (eks-tra-dish'on), V. t. Same as
extradite (which see).

extradural (eks-tra-dU'ral), a. Situated out-
side of the dura mater.
extra-embryonic (eks " tra - em - bri-on'ik) , a.

Not forming a part of tlte embryo proper;
specifically, noting that portion of the verte-
brate embryo which lies outside of the um-
bilical stalk.

extrafascicular (eks"tiSnfa-sik'u-lar), a. Ly-
ing outside the vascular bundles.
In certain cases the structure was further complicated

by the appearance of extra/asdcular zones exterior to
the whole stellar system. Encyc. Brit., XZXL 419.

extragenital (eks-tra-jen'i-tal), a. Originating
or located elsewhere than in or on the genital
organs.

extraglacial (eks-tra-gla'shial), a. Situated
or occurring outside of the region occupiedby
a glacier. J. Geikie, The Great lee Age, p. 644.

extragoveminental (eks* tra - guv-Sm-men'-
tal), a. Being beyond the province, powers,
or proper sphere of government.
extra-illustrate (eks-tra-i-lus'trat), v. t. To
add illustrations to (a book) ' after it is

printed, by pasting or binding them in.

extra-illustration (eks-tra-il-us-tra'shpn], a.

Illustrations of a book after its completion,
by binding in cuts or engravings.
extragural (eks-tra-j6'ral), a. Same as extra-
judicial,

extralateral (eks-tra-lat'e-ral), a. Situated
or extending beyond the sides; specifically,
noting the right of a mine-owner to the ex-
tension of a lode or vein from his claim beyond
the side-lines, but within the vertical planes
through the end-lines.

extralegal (eks-tr%-le'gal), a. Being beyond
or outside of the domain of law : sometimes
used in the sense of illegal,

extramarginal (eks-tra-mar'ji-nal), a. In
mental pathol., below tfie limen 6i conscious-
ness ; infraconscious. See the extract.

Those [disturbances] that are sub-dominant bring about
rfMrginal or sub-conscious psychical states, and finally
those impulses or Irritations which are infra-dominant
act, in the psychical sphere, below the threshold of con-
sciousness and bring about infrarconscious or extra-rrvar-
ginal psychical activities.

Bijusk, Med. Handbook, IIL 260.

extra-red

extramatrical (eks-tra-mat'ri-kal), a. [L.

extra, outside, + matrix, matrix (the host

plant), 4- -a/i.] In hot., lying outside of the

host plant : applied to that part of a fungus

or parasitic growth which is so situated. See
*intramatrical.

extramental (eks-tra-men'tal),o. Apart from,

outside of, or beyond the niiind ; independent

of mental apprehension.

The rejection, not merely of things-in-themselves, but
of extro'mentai realities in general would imprison us

within our own consciousness and make the latter coex-

tensive with the universe.
C. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 214.

extrameridian (eks^'tra-me-rid'i-an), a. In

astron., not made on the meridian, as an obser-

vation ; used out of the meridian, as equatp-

rials, almucantars, etc.

extrameridional (eks'tra-me-rid'i-o-nal), a.

Same as *extrameridian (which see).

extrametrical (eks-tra-met'ri-kal),a. Inpros.,
same as hypermetric (which see).

extrametropolitan (eks"tra-met-ro-pori-tan),

a. Beyond the limits or jurisdiction of"the

metropolis.

extramorainic (eks'tra-mo-ra'nik), o. Situ-

ated outside of or beyond tlie terminal moraine
of a glacier: usually applied to sedimentary
deposits near a moraine but not produced by
the ice-sheet. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p.

1339.

extranatural (eks-tra-nat'u-ral), a. Outside
the operation of natural laws : as, extranatural

agencies. Huxley.
extrane (eks'tran), a. Not belonging or proper
to a thing; foreign; extraneous; specifically,

in psychol., beyond the range of the hypnotic
rapport. [Bare].

extraneous, a. 2. In music, not belonging to

a standard scale or key; chromatic Extrane-
ous body. Same as foreign body (see foreign, 4).— Ex-
traneous root. See Arootl

.

extra-Neptunian (eks"tra-nep-tii'ni-an), a.

Beyond the planet Neptune ; referring to ob-

jects, especially hypothetical planets, more
distant than Neptune from the sun.

extra-orbital (eks'tra^Sr'bi-tal), a. Situated
outside of the orbit (in any sense of that word).

Extraordinary Index o{ refraction, tithe, wave, see
•kindex, -ktithei-, kwavel.

extra-ovate (eks*tra-6'vat), a. and n. I. a.

Situated outside of the ovum or egg.

II, n. A part of the contents of an e^ ex-

truded through a rupture in the membrane.
In certain circumstances extra-ovates are ca-

pable of development.

it often happens that the extra-ovate receives its nu-
cleus later, obtaining in that case a still smaller fragment,
but, nevertheless, the outcome is a perfectly normal em-
bryo. J. Loeb, Biol. Lectures, 1893, p. 52.

extra-ovular (eks-tra-6'vu-lar), a. Outside the
egg: opposed to *inira-ovuia,r.

extraparental (eks*tra-pa-ren'tal), a. Taking
place outside the body of the parent, as the
development of the majority of invertebrates.
extrapatriarchal (eks'tra-pa-tri-ar'kal), /I.

Being beyond the limits "of the patriarchal
form of family.

extrapelvic (eks-tra-pel'vik), a. Being out-
side of, or unconnected with, the pelvis.

extraperineal (eks"tra-per-i-ne'al), a. Being
outside of, or away from, the perineum.
extraperiosteal (eks*tra-per-i-os'te-al), a.

Being outside of, or independent of, tlie" peri-
osteum.
extraptaysiological (eks^trSrfiz^i-o-loj'i-kal),
a. Not in accord with, pr not subject to, piy-
siological laws ; non-physiologieal.
extraplacental (eks'tra-pla-sen'tal), a. In-
dependent of the placenta.
extraplanetary (eks-tra-plan'e-ta-ri), o. Same
as *'ultra-planetary.

Extrapolar region. See '•region.

extrapolate (eks-trap'o-lat), V. t.; pret. and
pp. extrapolated, ppr. 'extrapolating, [extra-
+ (inter)polate.'\ In math, and astron., to de-
termine (a value or quantity) by carrying out
an empirical formula beyond the limits of the
data from which the formula has been deduced.
The results are usually more or less doubtful.
See interpolate.

extrapulmonary (eks-tra-pul'mo-na-ri), a.
Being outside of, or independent oi, tlie lungs.
-^rtrapnlmonarygm. aee*giui.
extra-red (eks-tra-red'), a. and n. I. a. Hav-
ing a wave-length greater than that of the red
rays of the spectrum; belonging to the Infra-
red portion of the spectrum.



extra-red

H. n. The invisible portion of the spectrum
which lies outside of the region occupied by
the red rays and of greater wave-length.
extrasacerdotal (eks'tra-sas-^r-do'tal), a.

Being outside the priestly order. •

extraspectral (eks-tra-spek'tral), a. Beyond
the boundaries of the visible spectrum : said
of lines or bands lying in the infra-red or ul-

tra-violet regions.

extrastapedial (eks-tra-sta-pe'di-al), n. In
ornith., the direct, external cartilaginous ex-
tension of the columella aiiris.

eztratelluric (eks-trS-te-lu'rik), a. Not found
among the constituents of the earth ; as, extra-

telluric matters. J. N. Lockyer.

extraterrene (eks*tra-te-ren'), a. Extrater-
restrial.

extratheistic (eks^tra-the-is'tik), a. Being
outside of, or independent of, theism or theistie

inquiry.

exferathermodynamic (eks "tT&-th.iiv- mo - di-

nam'ik), a. Being beyond heat-energy or not
due to the transformation of heat into other
forms of energy, as the losses of heat by an
engine which are not directly due to the work
done by the engine.

extratribal (eks-tra-tri'bal), a. Belating to

individuals or social groups outside of the
tribe.

extratllbal (eks-tra-tii'bal), a. Situated out-

side of a tube.

extratympanic (eks'''trS.-tim-pan'ik), a. Being
outside of the tympanum or drum of the ear.

extravaginal (eks'tra-vaj'i-nal), a. Being
outside of, or unconnected with, the vagina.

extravasate, a. H. n. The fluid which has
been extravasated.
extravasated (eks-trav'a-sa-ted), a. 1. See
extravasate.—2. In geol.'j poured forth from a
subterranean source in a molten state: used
in description of certain eruptive rocks.

extravasation, n. 2. In geol., the protrusion

of molten lava, either primarily from interior

reservoirs, or locally from the interior of an
uncongealed flow, through cracks in its har-

dened crust.

extraTentricalar (eks"tra-ven-trik'u-lar), a.

Not contained in a ventricle either of the heart
or of the brain.

extra-violet (eks-tra-vi'6-let), a. and n. I, a.

Of shorter wave-length t"han the violet-rays of

the spectrum; ultra-violet.

II, n. All thatportion of the spectrum -which

is of shorter wave-length than the extreme vio-

let-rays.

extravisceral (eks*tra-vis'e-ral), a. In em-
bryol., not situated within the visceral arch.

extrazodiacal (eks -^ trii - zo - di ' a - kal), a. In

astron., situated outside the zodiac.

extreme, >>.—Length and breadth extreme, in ship-

building, the greatest length and breadth of a vessel

measured to the extreme butward portion of the hull,

whether above or below water.

Extrinsic association. Same as extenuu -kasBomation;

— Extrinsic variation. See -kvaHation.

extro-. [A prefix: see ea!fr«-. Compare jjife-o-

and intra-.] A prefix occurring in a few words
formed in antithesis to words in intra-.

extropical (eks-trop'i-kal), a. [ex- + tropic

-{ -oP-.] Pertaining to the regions outside the

tropics.

extroversate (eks-tro-vSr'sat), v. t.
;
pret, and

pp. extroversated, pp'r. extroversating. [extro-

+ L. versare, turn : see versant.] To turn out-

ward.

The rather low, very powerful mandible is remarkable

for the angular aspect of its symphysis, and of its posterior

angles, which are prominent, often extroversated, arid

which extend on either side in a kmd of voluminous heeL,
Smithsonian Sep., 1895, p. 510.

extrovert (eks-tro-vert'), ^- *• [extro- + L.

vertere, turn.] To turn from within outward.

See the extract.

The orifice admitted the thumb with ease, and the

bladder mucous membrane was extroverted through it

Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 15, 1903, p. 131.

extrusive (eks-tro'siv), a. and n. [L. extrusus,

pp. of extrudere, extrude, + -Jw.] I, a. Capable

of being extruded or thrust out
f
that tends or

serves to extrude or thrust out or forth; spe-

cifically, in petrog., erupted or extruded: ap-

plied to igneous rocks. Same as ^effusime.

II. n. That which is extruded ; specifically,

in petrog., same as ''effusive (which see) : con-

trasted with intrusive.

eztubate (eks-tfi'bat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. ex-

tubated, ppr. extubating. [L. ex, out, + tubus,
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tube, -I- -ate^.l To remove the tube from (the
larynx) after Intubation (which see).

extubation (eks-tfl-ba'shon), n. Extraction
or expulsion of t&e laryngeal tube used in

intubation.

Exuberant granulation. See ''granulation.

exudate, v. t. II. intrans. In bot., to yield
an exudate.

Abundantly provided with sessile etmdating glands.
U. S. Nat. Her6., VIII 298.

Exudation vein. See ^ein.— Plastic exudation, an
exudation which tends to become organized.

Exurgat money. See ''money.
ex-votive (eks-vo'tiv), a. [L. ex voto, from a
vow, + -ive.] A needless substitute for voUoe.
ex warehouse (eks war'hous). In com., same
as *ea; store.

exx. A contraction of executrix.

ey, n. and v. A simplified spelling of eye:

eyel, ™., 9. (?) in petrog.,mme!)airauge3, (r)Thatone
of the three scars or spots at the stem end of a cocoanut
at which the embryo is located, (s) In painting, the
peculiar form assumed by a break in a fold of drapery

;

notably in the works of Dtirer and the early German
masters. (Q An opening in a heddle through which
thread or yam is drawn, (v) Same as -keye-box.

13. In some echinoicu, a minute pigmented
nodule, probably without visual functions,
situated at the end of an ambulacrum.— 14. In
photog., the spectral range of wave-lengths to
which a photographic plate or film is sensitive

If the spectral colours of red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, and violet are thrown upon an ordinary photographic
plate, ... it is at once seen that the emulsion is not
sensitive to the entire range of the spectrum, and that
the different colours which affect it do not do so equally
with one another. This selective capacity may be called
the " eye " of the plate.

Jour. jRoif. MieroB. Soc., Dec,1904, p. 712.

Appendages of the eye. See *appendages.—Cephalic
eye^ a visual organ found in the head of lameUibranchs
durmg the larval stage, and in adult gastropods. Philos.
Trams. Soy. Soe. (London), 1903, ser. B. p. 311.—Dorsal
eye. (a) See dorsad eye, under dorsal. (&) In chitons,
one of tile numerous pigmented spots scattered either
irregularly or symmetrically over the outer surface of the
exposed area of the shelL Same as -kshM-eye.—EUlOtt
eye (naut.), an eye worked over a thimble in a hawser or
cable end.—Eye-agate. See *agatei.—Eye formula,
a formula which expresses the arrangement of the simple
eyes in the different groups of Arachnida.—Eye Of uie
Stoim, the clear and calm region sometimes found in the
center of a completely developed cyclone of extensive
area, especially at sea.—Eye Of the Wind, the precise
point from which the wind is blowing.—Hare's eye.
Same as lagophthalima.— Larval eye, in gastropods, a
pigmented, visual organ situated immediately behmd the
velum.—Marginal eye, in triclad and polyclad turbel-
larians, one of the eyes situated along the margin of the

- body. See -kbraiTireye.—Falllal eye, on^ of the numerous'
ocelli or pigmented spots, sensitive xa the action of light,

which are developed on different parts of the mantle of
bivalve mollusks.—Faraslneal eye, a rudimentary eye-
like body,, developed froiu the epiphysis of the brain of
some vertebrates in addition to the more frequently found
pineal eye.~Faeudocone eye, an insect eye in which -

the crystalline lens or cone is wanting, its place beingtaken
by foifr cells filled with a transparent fluid and a smaller
nucleated protoplasmic xiortion.—Selenium eye, a device
provided witli. a selenium resistance and two slides for
eyelids, and sensitive to light—Tentacular eye, in
polyclad turbellarians, one of the eyes situated upon the
tentacles: See -kbrain-eye. — ThermOBCOpic eye, an
eye-like organ in certain cephalopods which has been
regarded as an organ for perceiving differences in tem-
perature;—Unpaired eye, a single eye, lying in the
median line, occurring among invertebrates.—Watery
eye, epiphora.

eye-animalcule (I'an-i-maFkul) ». A euglena-
Hke, usually green, organism, having a colored
eye-spot.

eye-area (i'S^rf-a), n. In decorative art, the

eye-device, which' includes the eye, the eye-
lashes, and often the cheek-fold. Haddon, Evo-
lution in Art. p. 36.

eye-balm (i'bam), ». The goldenseal, Hydras-
tis Canadensis, used for affections of the eyes.

eye-band (i'band), n. A boat's mast-band fitted

with one or more eyes or rings for holding
roples or blocks.

eye-bender (i'ben^'dfer) , h. A-Tnachine for form-
ing loops or eyes on the ends of bars, rods,

screw-bolts, etc., by bending the end of the bar
round a forming-tool ; an _ eye-bolt machine.
It is made in various forms, from that of a small hand-
power machine to large and powerful machines for bend-
ing the ends of rods and bars into crooks, loops, and
angles.

eye-block (i'blok), n. In marine hardware, any
form of metal block having a metal ring or eye
at the top.

eye-bolt, n Nut eye-holt, an eye-bolt m which the
Dolt is plain except at the end where it has a thread and
nut—Rivet eye-holt, an eye-bolt in which the bolt is a

plain rivet and is fastened in place in a rivet-hole and the

end upset as in ordinary riveting.—Screw eye-holt, an
eye-bolt in which the bolt is a wood screw.—Shoulder
eye-bolt, any kind of eye-bolt having a shoulder under
the eye for obtaining a firmer hold when screwed or riv-

eted in place.

eyelet-stitch

eye-box (i'boks), n. A box built in a leach and
reaching from bottom to top : used to ascertain
the depth of liquor contained in the leach. Mod-
ern Amer. Tanning, p. 67.

eyebright, n. several plants which are either reputed
remedies for diseases of the eye, or, more frequently,
have bright flowers, usually with a central spot suggest,
ing the pupil of the eye : (a) Any plant of the genus .£«-
fhrasia. (b)The8nndew,Dro8erarotundtfolia. (c) The
ndian-pipe, Monotropa unijlora. (d) The pimpernel or

poor-man's weather-glass, Anagallis arvensis. (e) The
germander speedwell, Veronica Chantsedrys : also called
artgel's-eye, bird's-^e, and god's-eye. (f) The bluet or in-

nocence, Houstonia cmrulea. (g) The officinal lobelia
or emetic-weed, Sapuntiwm inflatum.—Red eyebright.
Odontites Odontites, a plant of the flgwort family related
to Euphrasia, native of Europe and Asia and naturalized
in Maine and Nova Scotia.—Spotted eyebright, Eupa-

Spotted Eyebright {Eupatorium maculatum).
Two fifths natural size,

(From Britton and Brown's " Illustrated Flora of the Northern
States and Canada.")

ittrvmn Tnactdatwm, a handsome American species, with
pink or purple flowers, found tramNewYork to Kentucky,
and westward to Minnesota and New Mexico ; also, in
British Columbia : so called from the bright flowers and
spotted stems. Also called spottedjoe-pyewegdand spotted
boneset.

eyebrow, n. 4. In arch., a molding over a win-
dow ; a window-cap : in American usage, a
light dormer without vertical sides set in a roof

.

eye-cap (i'kap), n. A tuft of scales, sometimes
present on the basal joint of the antenna of
microlepidopterous insects, which serves as a
cap for the eye. Froe. Zool. Soc. London, 1897,

p. 142. -^

eye-cup (i'kup), n. A cup or glass the rim of
which is curved to correspond to the contour
of the orbit: used in l^he application of lotions
to the conjunctiva.

eye-dot (i'dot), n. In various invertebrates,
one of the pigmented-spots of supposed visual
function, sometimes covered by a lens; an eye-
speck. Such spots are found in a variety of
situations on the bddy.
eye-end (i'end), n. That end of a telescope
to which the eye is applied.

eye-fly (i'fli), n. A mmute fly, possibly a Hip-
pelates, which in East India in summer-time
swarms into the eyes of human beings and
domestic animals. Kirby and Spence, Ento-
mology, II. 130.

eye-ground (i'ground), n. The fundus of the
eye, or the back part of the interior of the
eyeball which can be seen on ophthalmoscopi-
eal examination. Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 25,

1900, p. 196. '

eyelet (I'let), v. t. [eyelet, ».] To furnish or
fasten with an eyelet.

eyelet-machine (I'let-ma-shen*), n. In sewing-
machine work, an overseaming machine fitted

with a rotary feed. This feed-mechanism causes the
fabric to move in a circle under the needle, and (since

the needle has a reciprocating sidewise motion between
stitches) the combined motions of feed and needle-bar pro-
duce a series of radial stitches placed round a center, this

center being the opening of an eyelet The opening may
be cut in the fabric and the radial stitches placed round
it, to bind the edge of the eyelet The stitching can also

be locked or purled into place on the fabric. A counting
stop-motion is used on some machines, the machine auto-

matically stopping when the required number of stitches

has been made. Eyelet-machines are also used to cover
and sew into place metal eyelets and reinforeing-rings,

to do many forms of decorative stitching.

eyelet-raiser (i'let-ra^zer), n. In laundry-

worTc, a hand-tool which resembles a punch,
used for raising and forming the eyelet-holes

in shirt-fronts.

eyelet^set (i'let-set), n. A hand-punch for

inserting an eyelet and fixing it in place.

eyelet-stitch (i'let-stich), n. In sewing-machine
work, the method of placing the stitches in
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radial lines round an eyelet-hole or over a
metal reinforcing ring or eyelet. See *eyelet-
machine.
eye-line, n. 3. In some primitive forms of
trilobites, one of two raised lines whieb ex-
tend outward from near the forward end of
the glabella to the eyes.

eye-minded (i'min'ded), a. In psychol., hav-
ing a marked tendency to carry on mental
operations (remembering, thinMng, imagin-
ing, dreaming, etc.) in terms of visual images;
of a visual, as opposed to an auditory or motor,
type of mental constitution, a person is called
eye-wiTided, in a narrower sense, when his memory is

chiefly or exclusively visual, and, in a still narrower
sense, when his verb^ memory is thus visual in type.

The individual may be eye-minded or ear-minded or
motor-minded.

E. B. Titchener, Outline of Psychol., p. 293.

eye-mindednessCi'min^ded-nes),?*. Inpsychol.,
a type of mental constitution characterized by
the predominance of visual processes as vehi-

cles of the complex mental functions (thought,
memory, etc.)

eye-panel (i'pan^'el), n. A panel-shaped deco-
rative element which has developed through
conventionalization from the representation
of an eye. Haddon, Evolution in Art, p. 2i?.

eye-pe(UCel (i'ped''i-sel), n. A stalk or pedi-
cel bearing an eye, as in various crustaceans.
Also *eye-peduncle.

eye-peduncle (i'pe-dung"kl), n. Same as *eye-

eyepiece, n. 2. In entam., the eye-covering in
the pupsB of lepidopterous insects. A. 5T Pack-
ard, Text-book of Entom., p. 631.—Achromatic
eyepiece, any eyepiece in which chromatic aberration is

approximately eliminated.

—

Coxnet eyepiece, a tele-

scopic eyepiece, of low power and large field, especially
adapted for use in the observation of comets and similar
objects.— Compensatlllg eyepiece, an ocular used with
apochromatic objectives, and so constructed as to com-
pensate for errors of aberration not entirely eliminated in
the objective itself.—Compound eyepiece, an ocular
system which consists of two or more lenses.

—

Conti-
nental eyepiece, an ocular the mounting of which con-
sists of a tube of uniform diameter.

—

Deep eyepiece,
an eyepiece which magnifies the real image ten or more
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diameters.— Goniometer-eyepiece, an eyepiece de-

signed for making angular measurements, especially of

the angles of crystals in the microscope field.-High eye-

Elece, an eyepiece of considerable magnifying power.—
idex eyepiece, an eyepiece provided with one or more

adjustable points in the plane of the real image for locat-

ing and making rough measurements of the position of

objects in the field.—Kellner'S eyepiece, an ocular lens

system of the Ramsden type in which the eye-lens is

made achromatic and the field-lens is placed in the front

focal plane of the former. Also called orthoecopic ocm-

Jor.— Monocentrlc eyepiece, an ocular lens system for

telescopes, designed by Steinheil. See the extract.

The Steinheil Tnonocentrw eyepiece is a triple glass,

achromatic, and composed of two flint menisci of differ-

ent thicknesses cappiiig a double convex crown on both

aides. Todd, Stars and Telescopes, p. 34L

Nelson's eyepiece, a microscopic ocular provided with

a micrometer-Bcrew and cross-hairs.

—

OrthOSCOplc eye-
piece, an eyepiece in which the fleld-lens is in the focus

of the achromatic eye-lens. See Eellner's -keyepiece.—
Parfocal eyepieces, a set of eyepieces so constructed

as to be interchangeable without readjustment of the
focus of the microscope.-Perlscoplc eyepiece, a posi-

tive ocular lens system which consists of a triple eye-lens

and double convex fleld-lens.-Polarizing eyepiece.
See solar eyepiece under solarl.—Prismatic eyepiece.
(a) A spectroscopic eyepiece. (f>) An eyepiece with right-

angled reflection-prism attached to the e;^e-lens, so uiat
the observer looks in at the side, perpendicularly to the
axis of the instrument—Projectlon-eyeplece, alens sys-

tem which corresponds to the eyepiece of an ordinary
microscope, but is used in conjunction with the objective
in the projection of microscopic objects upon the screen.

-Searching eyepiece, in microe., an eyepiece of low
power and large fleld, adapted to the ready fljading of ob-
ject, under the microscope ratherthan to the detailed ob-
servation of them when found.

—

Solid eyepiece, a nega-
tive ocular consisting of a single solid cylinder of glass
with curved end-faces, the face of lesser curvature serving
as fleld-lens, that of greater curvature as eye-lens : de-
signed by Tolles.—Spectral eyepiece. Same as spectro-
scopic -keyepieee.—Spectroscopic eyepiece, an attach-
ment to a telescope or microscope which consists of a more
or less complete spectroscope with slit, dispersion-prisms,
scale for wave-lengths, and the necessary lenses : applied
in place of the ordinary eyepiece and used to produce a
spectrum of the real images.-Stauroscoplc eyepiece, a
foim of polarizing eyepiece with quartz plate, used in the
examination of minerals.—Working eyepiece, any eye-
piece used for observing the details of a microscopic ob-
ject, as distinguished from a searching -keyepiece, which
is employed in flnding the object in a fleld of high power.

eye-plate (i'plat), n. A chitinous solerite in
which the eyes of Acarina, of the family Ey-

Ezek.

drachnidsB, are placed. Annals and Mag. Nat.
Hist., Nov., 1903, p. 505.

eye-purple (i'pfer^pl), n. Same as rhodopsin.

eye-ring (i'ring), ». In optics, the exit-pupil

of a lens system ; a circular space within which
the eye of the user of an optical instrument
must be placed in order to utilize fully the
field of view. P. Drude, Theory of Optics,

p. 77.

eye-root (i'rot), n. Same as *eye-halm.

eye-shield (i'sheld), n. A covering for the
eyes designed to protect them from injurjr, as
by flying particles, by mud and dust in riding
in automobiles, etc.

eye-strain (i'stran), n. Weakness resulting

from excessive use of the eyes, from use of the
eyes in a bad light, or from use of them with-
out correcting glasses when muscular imbal-
ance, astigmatism, or other form of ametropia
is present. Headache, dyspepsia, and various
other reflex disorders are, at times, due to it.

eye-structure (i'struk'tur), ». See *strue-

ture.

eye-tubfe (i'tub), n. The tube of the eyepiece

m a telescope or other optical instrument.

eye-tubercle (i'tu^bSr-kl), «. One of paired
prominences on the exterior of the valves of

the Ostracoda which indicate the position of

the lateral eyes.

eye-tumulus (i'tu"mu-lus), n. The raised por-

tion of the cephalofhorax of certain spiders

which contains the eyes. Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1896, p. 742.

eye-wattle (i'wof'l), n. A fleshy excrescence
lying near or about the eye of a bird.

eye-wire (i'wir), n. Wire drawn with a con-
cave side, for making the loops to hold the
lenses in eye-glasses or spectacles.

eye-worm (i'w6rm)^ n. A nematoid worm, Fi-

laria lenUs, found m the human oapsula len-

tis ; also, F. loa, which occurs in the eonjuno-
tiva of negroes on the Kongo.

Ez., Ezr. Abbreviations of Ezra.

Ezek. An abbreviation of Egekiel,



5. An abbreviation (d) (2) in
a ship's log-book, ot furlong,
(e) In elect, ot farad; (/)
of farthing; (g) of fathom;
(h) of field of vision ; (i) of
florin; (J) ot folio ; (fc) of
foot; (I) in music, of forte
(loud).—7. [I. c] In elect.

(a) A symbol occasionally used for rruigneto-

moUve force, in ampere-tums. See magnetic
'^'circuit, (b) A Bymhol ot magnetic reluctance.—8. A symbol of focal distance: F',,_^r«*/ocaZ (.a) A smooth or polished surface. (6)

F", second focal distance F system,
A system of rating the diaphragms or stops tor lenses in
which the designations indicate the ratio between the
diameter of the opening and the focal length of the lens.—
The three F's. See three.

fa (fa), V. i. [fa, m.] To sound the fourth
note of the scale in solmization : as, do, re,
me, fa, sol (or soh), etc. [Nonoe-word.l

Pet. I will carry no crochets : 111 re you,
infa you ; do you note me?

First Mua. An yon re us and /it us, you note us.

Shak., R. and J., iv. 6.

It may even be spoken of as having an outer and an inner
face. Before a stone is put in place each one of its sur-
faces may be called a face, but when placed in the wall it
has two beds, two joints (vertical), a face, and a back.
For a face of a building in the sense of front, see /agade.
23. In turpentine orcharding, the surface of
wood expdsed on the side of the trunk of the
pine to cause the resin to flow. There may be
two or three faces to a tree. A crop consists
of about 10,500 faces.—24. In /or*., the outer
side of a bastion or lunette : in contradistinc-
tion to the inner side or flank.—25. In mech.:

The

fabaceous, a.

ily Fabacese.

Fabian, a.

side of a slide-valve which slides on the seat;
the seat or surface on which a slide-valve
travels, (c) The contact-surface of a valve
which lifts from its seat to open the passage
through.—Dry face, in turpentme-maUng, that por-
tion of the face of a bled tree which has become un-
productive.—Heavy face, a term descriptive of a bold-
faced printing-type like this

:

THIS IS TIXI^E ITCVE OIV e-POIKTT
BOD'C. Often caUed/at-Zocc— To lose face, to lose
one's credit, reputation, good name, or self-respect; be
or feel humiliated in rega^ to one's standing in the eyes
of others.—To save one's face, to act in such a way as
to preserve one's credit, standing in the eyes of others,
or one's self-respect.—A Slap m the face, a sudden
rebuff or insult.

Designating a variety or school face^, v. t, 6. In post-office usage, to arrange

2. Belonging to the plant fam-

of socialism more flexible and opportunist
than the socialism of Marx and the Interna-
tional, and laying emphasis on municipal ex-
periments in public ownership. See *Fabian
Society,—Fabian Society, a prominent socialistic soci-

ety founded in London about 1884.

In municipal politics, again, especially in loudon, the
Fabian Society, founded in 1SS4 by a group of young lit-

erary men, had exercised some influence ; but, if we com-
pare the "Fabian Essays" of 1889 with the later utter-
ances of their writers, it becomes clear that these
Socialists have become for the most part hearty Radical
politicians. Eneye. Brit., XXXII. 668.

II. n. A member of the Fabian Society.

fabianine (fa'bi-an-in), n. [Fdbiana + -ine^.']

A coloring-compound contained in the violet

flowers of pichi, Fdbiana imbricata : said to be
identical with crocin.

Fabianism (fa'bi-an-izm), n. The socialism
advocated by the *I'abian Society (which see).

Fabianist (fa'bi-an-ist), n. A member of the
*Fabian Society (which see).

" "" [Fabiana + -ol.'] Thefabianol (fa'bi-an-61), n. ^ — j , ,,- ,, - ,

odoriferous constituent of the volatile oil of lace-Done (fas bon), »,

(letters) with their faces in one direction:
as, to face the stamped and paid letters.— 7.
To give a false face or surface to; cause to
imitate something else, fraudulently; specifi-
cally, to color (tea or coffee) so as to give a
false impression of superior quality.
Faddy husks and many kinds of leavesfaced with China

clay, soapstone, catechu, and black lead also found their
way abundantly into tea. On the -European side, ex-
hausted leaves were again dried, impregnated with cate-
chu and gum, and faced up to do duty as fresh tea.

Encyc. Brit., XXIIL 101.

8. In hort, to place a layer of apples (usually
with the stem ends uppermost or outermost)
next the head of (the barrel), so that the
fruit will have a uniform and attractive ap-
pearance when the barrel is opened.
face-bedded (fas'bed'''ed), a. In masonry, not-
ing a stone or course in which the plane of
stratification of the stone is placed parallel
with the face of the masonry, and not perpen-
dicular to the face and horizontal, as is now
usual.

The malar bone,

the dried leafv twigs of Fabiama imbricata. It face-chuck (fas-chuk), «. Same &&face-plaU\

imparts its characteristic odor to the drug face-COg (fas kog), n. A cog or tooth which
protrudes from the face of a wheel instead of
projecting radially from the rim; a pin; one
ot the teeth of a pin-gear.

face-cutter (fas'kuf'er), n. See *miUing-(yut-

ter,%
Faced card, (p) A card which is found face upward in the
pack : distinguished from one which is faced after it has
left the dealer's hand and which is called an exposed card.

pichi

fabiculture (fab'i-kul-tur), n. [L. /a6a, bean,
+ eultura, culture.] The cultivation of beans
or other leguminous plants.

fabric, n. 5. In petrog.j the pattern of a
rock produced by the shape and arrange-
ment of the crystalline or non-orystalUne
parts : distinguished from the granularity or face-gear (fas'ger), n. A wheel having teeth
size of the parts, and the crystaUinity or de- or pins on the face, which is at right angles to
gree of crystallization. (See quamtitatwe classi- the shaft, instead of on the rim, parallel to it.

ficaUon of igneous rochi, under *roclfl.) face-harden (fas'har'dn), v. t. To make hard
fabricatire (fab'ri-ka-tiv), a. [fabricate + on the stu-face ; harden a thin layer on the face
i«e.] Possessing power to fabricate or make, of (a piece of metal); subject to a face-harden-
Margaret Fuller. ing process.

fabuia (fab'u-ia), «. [L. See fable.'] In old face-bardening (fas'har"dn-ing), n. The pro-
tow; ; (a) A covenant or contract. (6) Among cess of hardening the face or outside surface

of a piece of metal by the addition of carbon
or some other hardening element. Usually the
plate to be hardened is placed m a kind of oven with car-

bon in some form in contact with the surface it is desired
to harden. Iliis is then subjected to a high heat for a
length of time depending ou the depth to which the hard-
ening is to penetrate. By this treatment cementation
takes place and the plate is given a very hard surface.

the Lombards, eto.j amarriage contract; a will.

fagade, n. 2. In orgarirbuilcmg, same as *pros-
pect, 12.

facei, n., 15. (c) See the extract.

The demands were for a rise of 16 per cent, in wages, an
eight hours' shift from bank to bank, the payment of
wages twice a month, and other concessions. On 18th . .- . . ,.- ,. -. .^ - a • •

i. / xi.
May the Coal Association at Essen agreed to an eight face-jomt (fas'joint), n. A joint (in the sense
hours' day "at the/a«e," with certain exceptions. of a division between stones or bricks) which

Encyc. Brit., xxxilt 26. g^o^g ^n the finished side of the wall, and is

21. In geom., the angle of two consecutive treated carefully with a view to the appearance

edges of an angloid.—22. In arcfe., the outer of the masonry.

and generally vertical surface of any part of a face-milling (fas'miFmg), n. The operation

building, whether a single stone or course of ot machining metal pieces with a mill having

stones, or a whole side, front, or rear, when a ^^^P^ o° its face rather than on its periphery,

wall is not concealed within by plastering and woodworlc as in the usual form of mill.
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face-mite (fas'mlt), n. A small mite, Demodex
folUculorum, ot worm-like form, living in the

ha,ir-follicles and sebaceous
glands, especially of the face

:

supposed to be an occasional
cause of comedones and
blackheads in human beings.

face-plate, n. 4. The cover
of a joumal-boz on a railroad-
car.— 5. The outer plate, or
web, which joins the rim and
the hub of a car-wheel Face-
plate COUpUng. See -kcoupling.

Face -mite (.Dtmodex faCCr, n. 4, A pOSt-offiCC em-
foui^torum-). ployec whosc business is to

ia5ed-"i.^m'?e''s?„- arrange letters with their
sebaceous gland. faocs in ouc direction.

face-symbol (fas'sim'^bol), n. In crystal.,

the symbol by which a crystal face or plane
is designated.
facet^j n. 5. In the embryo of Pentastomum,
the circular thickening left on the detached
integument at the site of the dorsal cone after
the separation of the embryo from the integu-
ment. Also facette. Compare *cervical cross.

facetiation (fa-se-shi-a'shon), n. [*facetiate

( < faceti-ous + -ate^) + -ion.] The making of
fun; the subjection of a matter to facetious
treatment.

After some lumbering facetiation about "those count-
less volumes of contemporary biography wherein success-
ful men of business are frequently invited to inseit their
lives and portraits," he goes on to assure us that "Emer-
son's Representative Men were of a different stripe from
these " men.

W. D. Howells, in N. A. Rev., April, 1901, p. 627.

face-wall (fas'wM), n. A wall built to sustain
the face of an excavation : opposed to a retain-
ing wall, which sustains material whidv has
been placed behind it.

face-work (fas'werk), n. In masonry, that part
of a wall, or the like, which forms the exte-
rior, especially of the side exposed to view.
It is generally composed of better material and is more
carefully laid up. Thus, in a brick wall, the face-work
may be of what are called face-brick and laid with ijiinner
joints.

Facial chorea. Same as ^tic non-doulourevx.— Facial
neuralgia. See -kneuralgia.—Facial spasm, intermit-
tent contraction of the muscles supplied by the facial
nerve.

faciend (fa'shi-end), n. [h. faciendum, neut.
fut. part, of facere, make, do : see fact.} Any
magnitude or symbol which is operated upon

:

thus, a multiplicand is a faciend.
facies, ». 5. Specifically— (a) In geol., the en-
tirety of the limologic and paleontologic char-
acteristics resulting from the external condi-
tions which determine the existence of any
particular fauna or flora for a given region.
These characteristics are defined by physical
conditions, such as climate, altitude, or ba-
thymetry, and the geological or chemicalnature
of the medium. (6) In phytogeog., the phy-
siognomy or characteristic appearance of a
vegetation, depending upon the one or sev-
eral species which predominate in it; or,

the characteristic growth itself. A plant for-

mation has one facies when there is one
controlling species, and several when there are
several such. See *character-plant. (c) lu
peirog., the different modifications of one
mass of igneous rocks, distinguished by their
texture, or by their mineral or chemical com-
position: as, granitic and porphyritic facies
of a dike; a gabbro /ocies of a diorite mass.

—

Adenoid facies, a dull, stupid expression, with habitu-
ally open mouth, characteristic of children with extensive
adenoid growths in the nasopharynx.— Fades abdomi-
nalls, a pinched, drawn face, expressive of severe pain and
anxiety, seen in sufferers from disease of the abdominal
viscera, usually with peritonitis.— Facles cadaverica.
Same as facies Bippocratica (see Hippocratic fa.ce).—
Facies ovaiica, a pale, drawn face, with thin and com-
pressed lips, characteristic of a woman suffering with
disease of the ovaries.— Facies nterlna, a facies similar

to the ovarian, observed in sufferers from disease of the
uterus.



facies-suite

facies-BUite (fa'sM-ez-swet), n. A series of
modificatioiis of one rook-mass in which the
parts vary in composition or in texture, or
both. It is distinguished from a roolt-suite, which con-
sists of roclts fonning distinct geological bodies, erupted
at different times, but genetically rdated to one another
(consanguineous). Brogger, 1894.

facilitative (fa-sil'i-ta-tiv), a. [facilitate +
-itie.] That serves to facilitate.

facing-head (fa'sing-hed), ». In machine-shop
practice, an attachment or supplementary tool
for a boring-machine used in facing or finish-
ing cylindrical work.
facing-lathe (ta'sing-laTH), n. A metal-work-
ing lathe having a head-stockand tool-carriage
only. There is no tail-stocli: and the carriage, mounted
on the bed, can be placed directly in front of the work on
the chuck. It is used in facing or finishing flat surfaces
or parts of the work. A similar lathe for flnishing wood
surfaces is called aftMe-lathe,

facing-machine, n. 3. In marble-working^ a
machine for holding flooring-tiles in position

while they are being faced or rubbed down to

a true surface on a rubbing-bed. It consists of a
group of vertical, weighted, andpointed rods supported
m a frame suspended over the bed. The point of the rod
is centered on the back of the tile and holds it in place,

while leaving it free to revolve as the bed turns under it.

See rt^bing-oed.

3. Achueking-maehine, particularly equipped
for facing or finishing the ends of axles, bolts,

screws, and studs.

facing-slip (fa'sing-sUp), n. In postal service,

a slip of paper accompanying each package of

letters, showing the destination ofthe package,
the point of departure, the date, and the name
of clerk sending it.

facing-tool (fa'sing-tol)^ n. In machine-shop
practice, a cutting-tool in a boring-mill or an
end-mill or other cutter in a milling-machine,
used to face or finish the exterior surface of a
piece of work.
faciobrachial (fa"si-o-bra.'ki-al), a. [L. fades,
face, -I- brachium, arm, + -o'^i.] Relating to

both the face and the arm.
faciocervical (fa"si-o-s6r'vi-kal), a. [li.fades,
face, -I- ceroix (cervie-), neck, rf -aZi.] Eclat-
ing to both the face and the neck.

faciolingTial (fa"si-9-ling'gwal), a. [L./acies,

face, + lingua, tongue, -I- -o(l.] "Relating to

both the face and the tongue : said of a form of

paralysis.

factor, W.—Association factor. See -kaasociatUm.—
Domestic factoid one who resides in the same country
as his principal. See/omsr«*/""'*'"'-^Factorgronpof
O in respect of E, the group defined by the division of the
operations of G into sets in respect of the self-conjugate

subgroup H.

—

Factor of safety, as commonly used, the
ratio of the ultimate strength or breaking stress of a piece
of material to the load to be actually applied ; the ratio by
which the load required to break a piece or structure is

greater than the maximum load to be applied ; the ratio

of the breaking stress to the working stress ; in a stricter

and more recent use, the ratio of the elastic limit of the
material to the working load. The last is better than the
older and more common definition of the term, because the
real measure of the strength of a piece of material, which
is to be repeatedly strained, is its elastic limit, not its ulti-

mate strength, and the factor of safety should hence be
based upon the elastic limit

—

Foreign factor, one who
residespn a different country from his principal. The im-
portance of the distinction between a domesHc and a/or-
Hgnfactor lies in their transactions with thii'd parties. In
the absence of an agreement to the contrary, a 'domestic
factor is presumed u> bind his principal, and in case credit
is given a purchaser is responsible to both the factor and
his principal ; while foreign factors are held personally
liable upon contracts made for their principals, and if credit

is given or taken, it is upon the exclusive responsibility of

the factor.—Form factor, (o) The ratio, expressed deci-

mally, between the volume of a tree, or portion of a tree,

and that of a cylhider of the same height and diameter.
The volume of this cylinder multiplied by the form factor

fives the actual volume of the tree, or portion of the tree,

hree kinds of form factors are distinguished, according
to the portion of the tree to which they refer : a treeform
factor is used for determining the actual volume of the
whole- tree : a stamformfactor for determining the volume
of the stem : and a timierformfactor for determining the
merchantable contents of stem, crown, op both. A form
factor is called absolute when the diameter of the tree is

measured at any convenient height, the form factor re-

fen'ing only to that portion of the tree above the point at

which the diameter is measured ; TiornuU, when the di-

ameter is measured at a height in constant proportion to

the total height of the tree ; and artificial, when the breast-

high diameter is measured. Also called factor of shape,

(p) In elect., in alternating cmrent-waves, a constant

which characterizes the shape of the wave : usually de-

fined as the ratio of the effective value of the wave to

the effective value of a sine wave of equal mean value.

Trans. Amer. Inst. Mlect. Bngin., 1897, p. 310.— Im-
balancing factor, (a) a force which tends to disturb

the balance of one or more elements of a mechanism.

(6) Specifically, in an engine, the ratio of the difference

between the maximum and mean turning moments to the

mean turning moment. This factor determines the weight

of the fiy-wheel necessary to make the engine run steadily,

the function of the fly-wheel behig the stormg up of

energy at the time of the maximum tummg moment, or

when it is greater than the mean, and the giving up of

that energy when the turning moment is less than the

mean.—Impedance factor, in elect, the ratio of the
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impedance of a conductor or circuit to its ohmic resis-

tance. Houston, Diet Elect.- Inductance factor, in

elect; the ratio of the wattless or reactive current to the

total current, in an alternating-current circuit—Lag
factor, in elect., a term formerly used for power factor.

See pfywer-kfcctor.—Load factor, in electric-distribution

systems, the ratio of the average load on the system to

the maximum load during the day.—Power factor, in

elect., the ratio, in aai alternating-current electric circuit,

of the true power divided by the apparent power (see ap-
parent power), or the watts divided by the volt-amperes.— Spherical reduction-factor, inphotom., anumerical
factor by means of which the mean spherical intensity of
a source of light may be computed from the intensity of

the light emitted in a single given direction.

—

Unbal-
ancing factor, the greatest percentage of excess or de-
ficiency of power, over or under the mean power, that
occurs in one revolution of an engine ; the percentage of
fluctuation in the tangential pressure on the crank-pin
above or below the mean pressure dui'ing a revolution.

factorage, «. 3. The aggregate of all constit-
uent factors.

Factorial periodicity, that of a function where F (x -I- w)
= C F X. Here C is a constant. Forsyth.

factorization (fak-to-ri-za'shon), n. [facto-
rize + -aUon.'] In math., the"resolution into
factors.

factorize, v. t. 2. To resolve into factors.

facularjr (fak'u-la-ri), a. Ifacula + -ary^.']

Pertainingto/acMta?.—Facidary flames, in astron.,
brilliant 'maases of vapors, principally calcium, overlying
the faculee of the sun's surface and shown by photographs
taken with i^e spectroheliograph. H. Deslandree. See
'kfacvlid.

faculid (fak'u-lid), »i. [Also (as F.) /acwMe;
< facula + -ifJi*.] In astron., same as */acj«-

laryflames (which see). See the extract.

The images of the atmospherib vapors have also re-

ceived widely different names. Hale calls the brilliant

garts of these images "bright spots," supposing them to
e emitted by the vapors confounded with the highly in-

candescent portions. Since 1903 he gives theih the name
of flocculi, referring to theirform. In tmn, I have always

' considered them a^ emitted by the vapors of the atmo-
sphere, and have called them faculary flames. I propose
the word/acii/ide, which is shorter.

H. Deslamdres (trans.), Sci. Amer. Sup., Oct. 16, 1904,

[p. 24,070.

faculous (fak'u-lus), a. Ifacvla + -ous.'] 1.

Abounding in faculse : applied to regions of
the solar surface where they are numerous.— 2. Of the nature of faculse.

He considers that the latter may lie the portions of the
umbra left uncovered by "faculous veils," which, extend-
ing from the penumbra, not unfrequently lighten up cer-

tian regions of nuclear gloom, leaving others more pro-
foundly dark by contrast.

A. M. Gierke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 77.

facilitate (fak'ul-tat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. fac-

ultated, ppr. facultaUng. To give power or
authority to; invest with faculty; empower.
Baring-Gould.
Facultative aerobia, anaSrobe, anaerobia,
regeneration. See *aerobia, etc.

Facultatively aerobic, anaerobic. See *aero-
bic, ^anaerobic.

facultize (fak'ul-tiz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
faculUzed, ppr. facultimig. Ifaeult^ + -i^e.]

To endow with practical ability.

faculty, n. 7. In alg., the product of a series

of factors in arithmetical progression, a(a + b)
. . . (a+(m— l)b).

Such a product
wascalledbyKramp
a faculty, and he
tntroducedforit the
notation <W/*, call-

ingothebaae, mthe
exponent, and b the
difference of the
faculty.
G. Chrystdl, Alge-

[bra, II. 374.

Faculty psychol-
ogy. See-kpsychol-
ogy. —Faculty
theory of mind.
Same as faculty
•^psychology.

fadang (fa'-
daug), n. [Cha-
morroname.] A
name in Guam
of Cycascirdna-
lis, the nuts of
which, though
poisonous, are
used by the na-
tives as a food-
staple in times
of scarcity. To
remove the poison-
ous principle the
kernels are soaked
in water,which isre-

peatedly changed.
They are then dried
and stored. When
required for food they are ground into meal on a stone
slab, mixed with water, and baked In the form of thin
cakes. Also called /edertco. See Cycas, L

faience

fadda (fad'da), n. [Ar. fadda, silver, a para.]

The Egyptian para, equal to one fortieth of a
piaster.

faddism (fad'izm), n. [fad + -ism.2 A dis-

position to take up with fads ; a fondness for
fads.

faddy (fad'i), a. [fad + -i/i.] Fond of or
given to the pursuit of fads.

fado (fa'do), )!. [Pg., fate : see /ote.] 1. A
Portugueseform of folk-song. See the extract.

The nearest we can get to the original signification o'
the word is to call the "fado " the laborer's song of fate >

which is more than we can do with the present form, for
the Portuguese indiscriminately call "fados " what we
designate as serenades, ballads, jigs, and sailor's horn-
pipes. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, July-Sept., 1902, p. 166.

2. A Portuguese dance common among the
lower classes, or the music for it. The character-
istic pattern of the music is I p^ SKSH [

fsecula, n. Beefecula.
| • ^ • « « ^

[

Faentine (fa-en'tin), a. Of or pertaining to

Faenza, a city in the province of Eavenna,
Italy: as, .Faere<i»e majolica.

faeton, n. A simplified spelling of phaeton.

Fagacese (fa-ga'se-e), w. pi. [NL. (Alexander
Braun, 1864), < Fagus + -acese.'] A family of
dicotyledonous archichlamydeous (apetalous)
trees of shrubs of the order Fagales, typified

by the genus Fagus; the beech family, it in-

cludes also the oak and chestnut, and is characterized by
monoecious fiowers, the staminate often in catkins, the
pistillate with an urn-shaped or oblong perianth and a
3-7-ceUed ovary, the fruit a 1-seeded nutor acorn. There
are 5 genera and about 376 species widely distributed.

See beech, Castanea, chestnut, Fagus, oak, Quercws.

fagaceous (fa-ga'shius), a. Belonging to the
family Fagacex; pertaining to or resembling
the beech.

Fagales (fa-ga'lez), n.pl. [NL. (Engler, 1886),

< Fagus + -ales.'\ An order of dicotyledonous
archichlamydeous plants including the fami-
lies Fagacese, and Betulacese, or the beech and
birch families. It is therefore the same as

the OupvXiferse of many authors.

Fagara silk. See *«i?fc. i

fagine (fa'jin), n. [Ij. fagus, beech, + -ine^.}

An alkaloid said to occur in beechnuts.
fagot, V. t. 3. To ornament (a fabric) by draw-
ing out a number of threads and tying together
in the middle a series of the cross-threads.

See fagoting.

fagot-dxain (fag'ot-dran), n. A drain made
by placing fascines, fagots, or brush in the
bottom of a trench and covering the same
with stones or earth.

fagot-iron (fag ' ot -I " 6m), n. Iron made by
welding together a bundle or pile of flat bars,

or bars of special shape or selected material

:

applied to weld-iron.

fagottino (fa-got-te'no), n. [It., dim. ot fa-
gotto: Bee fagotto."] A small bassoon, usually
with a pitch a fifth above that of the ordinary
bassoon.
Fah. An abbreviation of Fahrenheit.
fahaka (fa-ha'ka), n. [NL. fahdka, intended
to represent Ar'." faqqaga.l The swell-fish or
ball-fish, TetraodonfahMka, found in the lower
Nile and the neighboring seas.

faience, n—Armorial faience, table-services deco-
rated with the armorial bearings of noble families, reli-

Fadati^. iCycascircinaiis.)

A, carpophyl with two half-developed
fruits and two aborted fruits ; B. mature
fruit showu in cross-secdon, one half nat-
ural size.

Armorial Faience in Rouen Style.

In the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia.

gious houses, etc. These form a distinctive cla«s of faience
produced at Kouen, Lille, Nevers, Paris, and Bordeaux.
M. L. Solon, French Faience, Glossary.- Faience k la
come [F.], a variety of tin-enameled pottery in which
the principal decorative motif is a cornucopia of many-
colored fiowers. This pattern was first used on old Rouen
faience, and was imitated later elsewhere in France and
in other countries.- Faience i, nlellure [F.], a name
sometimes given to Henri II. ware, from the resemblance
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Fafence h la Corne.— Plate, Rouen, France.

In the Pennsylvania Museum,- Philadelphia.

of the inlaid clay decorations to nlello-work. See /alienee

d'Oiron, underfaience.— Valence an r^verbere [F.], a
term applied to decorated pottery which has been fired

in a muffle or reverberatory kiln. See reverberator^fwr-
nace, under/wmoce. Also called reverberatory.— Groen-
polnt faience. See Ameriean -kpottery (6).

—

GmebT
faience. See American -kpottery (6).—Lambeth fai-
ence, an art pottery made at Lambeth, England, on the
principles ot the old Italian majolica, with underglaze
painted decorations.

—

Falissy faSence, See Paiissy
ware, under wnre2.— Satat-Porclialre faience, pottery
made of clay from Saint-Forchaire, near Oiron, France

:

same as Henri II. ware, faience d'Oiron, and -kfateivie

d niellure (which see).—Stanniferous faience, pottery
coated with a tin glaze or enamel, such as majolica, delf,

and the earthenwaie of the old French potters. See also
stanniferous •keiw/mel, and stanniferous viare, under

faiencerie (fa-yon-se-re')) » [P-i < fmence,
faience.] A pottery in which stanniferous
faience is made: applied particularly to the
old French manufactories.
falencier (fa-yon-sya'). n. [F.] 1. A dealer
in crockery.— 2. A maker of faience ; spe-
cifically, a potter who makes stanniferous
faience in the style of the old French tin-

enameled wares.
fail-spot (fal'spot), n. In forestry, a place
where natural or artificial reproduction has
failed. [Colloq.]

Failure of issue, lack of living children at the time of
death: but the death of a child, capable of inheriting,

prior to the death of the father will not deprive the latter

of his right of courtesy ; and there is no failure of issue if

a child IS bom within the period of gestation after the
death of the father:

faint, a. 8. Oppressive : applied to the atmo-
sphere. Hawthorne.
faints-back (fants'hak), n. In the distillation

of whisky, the receiver in which the faints, or
weak spirit, is collected, to be afterward re-

distilled: same as *faints-cask. See/ai»*, «., 2.

faints-cask (fants'kask), TO. See */«»TOfe-6acfc.

Fair catch. See AcaicAL— Fair hit or fair hall, in

base-ball, a ball hit within the limits of the foul-lines.—

FaJr-play men, a name given by settlers in Pennsyl-
vania, in a tract between the Lycoming and Pine creeks,

about the year 1769, to three men elected annually, in

rotation, to whom authority was given to determine all

questions of boundaries at a time when the land was still

unsurveyed because it was doubtful whether it had ever
been ceded by the Indians. Their decision was final, and
was reinforced by the common consent of the community.—Fair pleader. See -kpleadar.

fairies'- arrow (far^'iz-ar'o), n. Same as elf-

holt.

fairish (far'ish), a. [/mri + -isfei.] Pretty
fair: passably good, etc. : as, a fairish crop.

fair-lead (far'led), to. Same as fair-leader.

fair-Stitcn (far'stich), n. A sort of machine-
sewing stitch in which the visible portion of

the thread between the stitches on the face,

or fair side of the work, appears to be raised

or rounded instead of lying flat, as in ordinary
plain or flat sewing, it is done by creasing the

stitched material to cause the exposed portion of the

thread to be forced up into a rounded form.— Falr-stitch
machine, in shoe-manvf., a sewing-machine for sewing
harnesses and boots and shoes, having an attachment for

forming a fair-stitch.

fair-trader (far'tra^'dfer), n. One who advo-

cates or favors the fiscal system known as fair

trade (which see, imder trade).

fair-water (far'wft-'tSr), n. In ship-iuilding, a

cover or filling-piece fitted in front or rear of

any projection or abrupt break in the surface

of the under-water parts of a vessel's hull, to

permit the water to flow past smoothly and
without eddying.

fairy-bells (far'i-belz), n. The parple fox-

glove, Digitalis pwrpwrea.

fairy-creeper (far'i-kre'per), n. The climbmg
fumitory, Adlumia fungosa.
fairy-smoke (fSr'i-smok), n. The Indian-pipe,

Monotropa wniflora.
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fairy-stone, n. 2. In Scotland, the name of

a clay concretion also called clay-dog or clay-

stone. See clay-stone and concretion, 3.—3. A
popular designation of a stone arrow-head,
from the superstitions belief that it is of su-

pernatural origin.—4. A fanciful name some-
times given to twin crystals of staurolite.

fairy-tale (fSr'i-tal"), «• 1- A tale or story
about fairies.— 2. A story as unreal and as in-

credible in its statements as' fairies or tales

about them.
faith-curlst (•fath'kii"rist), TO. One who be-
lieves in the efficacy of faith and prayer by
themselves as therapeutic agencies ; a believer
in faith-cure.

faith-mark (fath'mark), to. A fundamental
and characteristic doctrine of a religious faith.

faith-philosophy (fath'fi-los"o-fi), n. A form
of the philosophy of common sense which is

distinguished by insisting that we ought to

repose upon our natural tendency to view the
origin of the universe and of high moral aspir-

ations anthropomorphically. Common-sense philos-
ophy proper, on the other hand, instead of saying that we
oug;ht to yield to certain dispositions to believe says that
it IS impossible not to believe certain doctrines upon suf-

ficient consideration, and it the propositions are not too
definitely enunciated.

faith-state (fath'stat), n. In psychol., an emo-
tive state, characterized by the sense of com-
munion with God and nature, which plays a
prominent part in the psychological process of

conversion. See the extracts.

That state of confidence, trust, union with all things,
following upon the achievement of moral unity, which we
have found, more or less teraely expressed, in every con-
version considered, is the Faith-state.

J. H. Leuba, in Amer. Jour. PsychoL, VIL 345.

The resultantoutcome of them is in any case whatEant
calls a * sthenic' affection, an excitement of the cheerful,

expansive, ' dynamogenic ' order which, like any tonic,

freshens our vital powers. . . . We have seen how this

emotion overcomes temperamental melancholy and im-
parts endurance to the Subject, or a zest, or a meaning,
or an enchantment and glory to the common objects of

life. The name of *faith-state,* by which Professor Leuha
designates it, is a good one.

W. Jaimes, Via. of Religious Exper., p. 506.

faitour's-grass (fa't6rs-gras), to. The leafy
spurge. Euphorbia Msula: so called because
used by faitours or quacksalvers. See leafy

spurge, under spwge^.
fake^. TO,— Flemish fake (tmsu*.), a number of turns of

rope that are concentric, or have a common center, and
lie fiat on the deck instead of riding over each other.

falanstery, to. A simplified spelling of phal-

falanx, n. A simplified spelling of phalanx.

falarica (fa-lar'i-ka), to. [L., Cfala, a kind of

tower or scaffold "from which missiles were
thrown in sieges.] A missile bearing burning
tow and pitch, used in antiquity and in the
middle ages. It was thrown by a catapult or

by hand.
Falcate orange-tip. See *orange-tip.

falcial (fal'§ial), a. [L. falx (falc-), sickle, -1-

-i-al.^ Of or relating to the falx cerebri.

falcidia (fal-the'df-a), n. [Sp., < LL. Falcidia

(so. pars), the fourth part of an inheritance,

as secured by the lex Falcidia, 'the law of

(PubUus) Falcidius,' a Boman tribime who
proposed the law (about 40 b. c.) assuring to

the heir at least one fourth part of the whole
inheritance.] In Sp. law, one fourth of an in-

heritance. It legally belongs to the heir. To
protect it the heir has the right to reduce leg-

acies to three fourth parts of the succession.

Falciform body, in gregarines, one of the 6 to 8 sickle-

shaped, nucleate bodies mto which a pseudonavicella di-

vides, each becoming a young gregarine.-Falciform
lobe, process. See lobe, -kprocess,

falcon, »—laughing falcon, a large South American
hawk, Herpetotheres cachinans, which belongs to the ac-

oipitrine division of the birds of prey.

Falconiformes (fal-kon-i-f6r'mez), n.pl. [NL.,

< . L. falco, a falcon, -1- form, a; form.]

An order which contains the diurnal birds of

prey : divided by Pycraft into three suborders,

Acdpitres, birds of prey proper, Serpentarii, the

secretary-bird, and Cathartss, the American
vultures. The teim seems to have been first employed

in an ordinal sense by Seebohm, 1890, in the "Classifica-

tion of Birds."

falcula, TO. 3. Same a.8 falx cerebri.

Falerian (fa-le'ri-an), a. [L. *Falerianus, <

Falerii.'] •Belonging or relating to Falerii, an
ancient city of Btruria, on the site of the mod-
ern Civit^ Castellana.

falU, V. i. 14. In Scots law, to lose ; forfeit; be
deprived of : as, to fall from a right or estate.
—TO fall calm, to cease to blow, as the wind ; become

calm —To fall down. (<t) To show unexpected weak-

ness'; fail unexpectedly or completely. [Slang.]—To

fallow

fall on or upon, (c) in geom., to come precisely upon

;

rest upon ; be congruent to.

Let the triangle ABC be applied to the triangle DEF,
so that the point A may fall on the point D.

Ass'nfor Improvement of Qeom. Teaching, Plane
[Geom., p. 25.

To fall Within, in geom., to come within ; rest inside
of.

In the same way it may be proved that the line BA does
nxAfall within the angle EFG.

As^n for Improvement of Geom. Teaching, Plane
[Geom., p. 19.

falU, TO. 23. An apron, attached to the front
edge of a carriage-seat, suspended between the
point of attachment and the bottom of the
carriage-body.—24. The capture or surrender
(of a besieged city or fortress) : as, the fall
of Port Arthur.

fallage (fai'aj), n. [fain + -age.-] 1, The
felling or cutting down of timber-trees.— 2.

Fallen branches collectively.

fall-apparatus (fWap-a-ra^tus), m. [G. fdU-
apparat.'] In psyehophys. : (a) An instrument
devised by Hipp for uie control qf his chrono-
BCOpe. An ivory ball di'opsfrom available height upon
a metal plate, breaking and making electrical contacts as

it falls. The electrical circuit includes the cluonoscope,

whichthusregisters the time of fall, (b) An instru-

ment devised by Hering for the comparison of
the binocular and monocular perceptions of

depth. The eyes look through openings in a screen at

a fixed black bead abotit 12 inches away. White beads
are dropped by the experimenter at various distances,

nearer and faruier, from the black bead.

fall-chronometer (t&l'kro-nom*e-t6r), n. [G.
fallchronometer.'] In psyehophys., a gravity-
chronometer. The instrument consists ordinarily of a
heavy screen of metal, falling practicalljr without friction

between vertical metal guides, and making and breaking
electrical contacts as it drops. It may be used to mark
off a known and constant time-interval, thus serving in
place of hammer or pendulum as a control of the Hipp or
other chronoscope ; or, as a tachistoacope, to expose visual
stimuli for a brief and acciirately measurable period. E'.

B. Titchener, Exper. PsychoL, I. ii. 201.

faller, TO. 3. In to»6m»^, one who fells trees.

faller-motion (f&'16r-mo"shon), to. The action
of the faUer-wires on a spinning-mule during
the process of winding the yarn into cops.
JSasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 369.

faller-rod (fS,'16r-rod), n. Same as *faV.er-
shaft.

I

faller-shaft (fa'J&r-shftft), to. A rod which
runs lengthwise of the spindle-carriage of the
spinning-mule and to which the arms of the
faller-wire are attached. Nasmith, Cotton
Spinning, p. 297.

fall-flsh, TO—Red fall-fish, a small minnow, Notropis
rubricroceus, found about waterfalls in tributaries of the
Tennessee and Savannah rivers.

fall-flower (fai'fiou"6r), n. The white-wreath
aster, Aster multiflortis: so called from the
lateness of its flowering. See white-wreath
*aster.

falling-ax (f&'ling-aks), TO. An ax with a long
helve and a long, narrow bit, designed espe-
cially for felling trees.

falling-wedge (f&'ling-wej), to. A wedge that
is driven into the kerf of a tree that is being
cut down to cause it to fall in the desired
direction.

fall-line (f&l'lin), m. In phys. geog., a line
drawn through a number of rivers at points
where they have falls or rapids due to a com-
mon cause ; specifically, a line of this character
in the eastern United States, near the inner
border of the Atlantic coastal plain, passing
through Trenton, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Richmond, etc.

fallow^, TO., 2. In loose practice, the soil is merely
neglected or plowed only once or twice for one or more
seasons, for the sake of 'resting ' it This is often done in
alternate years. In more scientific farming, except in
situations where 'extensive' methods are justified (see

^extensive, 5), a fallow may be either 'uncropped' or
'cropped,' but the ground is always cultivated. The
technique of fallowing is very closely worked out in

Great Britain, and less so in the United States, where
conditions are more various and methods less settled; but
the difference is partly ot terms. See phrases below, and
compare rotation ofcrops, \mdei rotation; see also plirases

under *crop.

—

Bare fallow, a fallow without crops

;

usually, in a specific sense, an uncropped fallow of a
year's duration with thorough cultivation. In British

practice, cultivation is begun in the autumn after the re-

moval of grain, and is continued in the succeeding spring
and summer ; or sometimes it is not begun till winter, the
larger part in any case falling in summer. As many as

nine plowings and cross-plowings are sometimes given,

besides numerous harrowings, ete. The object is the
destruction of weeds and insect pests and the mechanical
and chemical amelioration of the soil. Bare fallows have
now largely givfen way to cropped fallows, though they
are still approved by British authorities tor stiff clays.

For bare-fallowing to conserve moisture see dry -kfarming.
— Cropped fallow, in Great Britain, a fallow in which
the ground is occupied, at least in summer, by a manured
and closely cultivated crop which serves the purpose of
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cleaning and mechanical improvement, at the same time 2. As in a family ; family-like. fang, n. 6. A valve in a pump; the water-seal

V.^Z'pl.T^n'il£^^!^^%l1lA^'lZt The essentiauy/ar„.««. cha««=ter which this people lt§nPsL°ri^^^«?i1f'^ip*°sS^St*ll''w^„S[as bare *faU<m. [the Chinese] has retained. ^T^hw^X-^S ^ ^'

In any case a saving upon the old (teod or bare fallow. ^"'"'''<*™"'>' ^™°""'*^"°°' P- ^^^- f™ ^^U /JT^T' ^s^t^ « A T. u a,
J. ^r^gMBon, Fallow and Fodder Crops, p. 31. family. I, n., 6. In petrography the term is nsed ^^R^"^*?" ^fi^lr^T^^}' TA/I t

° "^^^
^°JDouble-ciopped fallow, a variation of root faUow in by Rosenbnsch to embrace igneous rocks which are alike attacnmg ironwoiK to vrooa. In some cases Uie

which a fodder crop is sown in the autumn and cut in the in composition and texture : as, the famUy of syenitic he»d of such a bolt has fangs or teeth for bitmg mto the
spring in time for the root crop. The pi-actice of this rocks ; the/am% of essexite ; the fwnaty of phonolitic trniber, and m other cases the fangs are on washers,
kind of tallowing is called catch^isroyying. See catch rocks. In the quantitative system of classification (1902) fangle^ (fang'gl), n. [Prob. orig. connected
*?''?',"^^'*S> dragged fallow, a fallow in which it is suggested that the term be applied to a group of ^jA, fnnnU'i. ^ A laTOfi iTrficnilnT' hiinrllB nt
a fodder crop IS sown mautSmn and cut late in the spring, igneous racks which are developed from the same parent

Wlin /anpte .J A large, irregular Dunoie ot

the land being then fallowed during the summer and put magma by processes of differentiation— that is, any group Straw tiea togetner at intervals, ana serving
in wheat in the autumn. [Great Britain.]—Naked fallow, of consanguineous rocks.—Man of family, a man of as a torch.
Same as iiare */a(ioM)2.—RootfallOW, in Great Britain, a birth ; a person of noble or gentle descent : to be distin- faiieo (fan'go) n Tit Sp fanao = Fl OFcropped faUow in which, after winter fallowmg, a root crop guished from /amtis/ mem, a man with a family.—Mono- f„°^ J; j 1 Wi,rt in it« tVipra-npiftip iikoq
(see *croi)) IS grown.—Summer fallow, a bare fallow: syllable family of languages, a group ot languages so /"«", mua.j mua m its tnerapeuiic uses.

60 called because the summer crop is omitted and because designated which is spoken in southeastern Asia, mcluding Measurements which were made of the ionising power
the tillage takes place chie^y at that season.—Winter as iteprincipalmembei'S Chinese, Cochin-Chineseor Anna- and ot the rate of decay of the emanation ot "fango" or
fallow, a tallowing in which the soil is thoroughly culti- mes^ Siamese, and Burmese. mud from the hot springs of Battaglia, would indicate
vatedduringtheperiodwhennotoccupiedby the summer JJ^ a.—Family arrangement an agreement for the that its activity is due solely to the presence of radium,
crop : in Great Britain it forms part ot a root faUow. disposition of property between members of the same Nature, Sept 8, 1904, p. 46a

fall-pflOnOIUeter (f4I'fo-nom"e-t6r), n. [G. family, in which the relationship of the parties is a suffl- f„„-*ft Ci'sTi-.Tfi'tol n fSn dim nf fnnnn
fallphonometer. ] In psychopkys. , a gravity-pho- «ient consideration for the agreement lailCTUtO (lan-ge ^o), n. L&p., Oim. ot fango,

nometer ran instrument consisting of uprights famin,». A simpMed spelling of/am»e. SJ^d ] A kiUifish, P»«foa «itoto, found m
with mechanical releases which allow baUs to fan, »., 1. (a) The fan has been used by various peo- fE!f^?„„ ?/„l^.„^?^- r^ ^„„i.i„^ .„„•„
droii from variahlfi hfiiirhts iitinn nlsit.ps of pies to guard sacred mystenes. In the older ntual ot the tanning (tan mg), n. In machme-semng, a
™pf^l =?^p f"^ n

"^^^S
.

upon plates 01 feoman and Greek churches, a tan was carried by a deacon variety of free embroidery stitching on orna-

te btli^dhimo«ne?tvo?SrwrotW^s'a.^^^^^^^ ?f
^^^ mass, at the gospel side of the alto. ^^ental fabrics used for decorative purposes.

Jhlin1^nXo?ThTsSunJ[?roTuStythe1mp';i;t*^^^^^ 9 In i,»-q,ec<»e jreom one of the flat pencils Also called>«my.
ball on the plate is proportional to the height of the fall, whjch are determined by the sides of a poly- Fan-shapedf Structure. See *structure.
The fall-phonometer thus furnishes a series of sound- gram.— Electric fan or fan motor. See Hmotor.— 'Van*Sl^^ 9t1i> Sbr *orV
stimuli which are intensively graded in terms of some Fan engine. See *e«srtne.—Plenum fan, a fan which f '*"'«*". "*;"'•. oco_ mj-ic.

-. . ,
arbitrary unit is used to force air into a room or hall, thus creating a lantaiSlC (lOn-ta-ze ;, n. [J! . : see jantasy.}

fall-poison (fal'poi"zn), n. Same as fly-poi- current of air: the reverse ot uacMMm */a»i.—Vacuum Same as spun silk (which see, under sjift).

son. 2. fan, a fan which is used to exhaust the air from a room or fantasm. n. A simplified spelling of t)han-

fall-tube (fai'tiib). ». A glass tube about 800
^.„thusproducmgacnrTentotair:thereverseotpie«™

tosm. _

millimeters long through which, in a mercury- fan^ v. I. trans. 6. To "cool with a club"" fantasmagoria, n. A simplified spelling of
pump, the mercury falls to create a vacuum, elul), as policemen sometimes club refractory phantasmagoria.
M. W. Travers,_ Exper. Study of Gases, p. 8. prisoners. [Slang.] Fantasy pearl. See *pearl.

fallway (fai'wa), ». A hoist-shaft or an open- JI. intrans. 3. To strike at something (as f^ntigue (fan-teg'), w. [Also/areteag'«e,/(mfeo3,

ing through which freight is hoisted: so called a base-ball) without hitting it; fan the air. fanteeg, fantaig, fantag ; prob. a dial, mixture
from the custom of using a block and fall to [Slang.l-To fan out. (6) to pass muster; come out ot fantastic a,uA faUgue.^ A state of worriment
do the hoisting. ot an examination, test, or contest successfully : probably or anxiety. [Prov. Eng.]
fall-wind (fai' wind), ». A wind that descends fromdef.4. (<!)Tostrikeout,asinbaae-baU. [Slang.] fantod (fan'tod), n. [Also fanted ; origin
rapidly from the upper regions of the atmos- fan (fan), n. [Said by some to be short for obscure. Of. *fantigue.^ The fidgets: as, to
phere. Such are the foehn, the bora, the mis- fanatic, but this implies a popular pronuncia- give one the fantods. Marie Twain. [Slang.]

tral, the Chinook, etc. tion fan'a-tic. Others associate the word with fantom, n. and a. A simplified spelling of

faloos, ». See*/aJMS. /anl,whiehhas various slang uses.] One who pfearsJow.

false, a. 10. Additional;' assistant; subsidi- ^^ ^^ry enthusiastic on the subject of athletic fan-WOrk (fan'wferk), n. Same as fan-tracery.
ary; supplementary; temporary; used to sup- sports, especially base-ball; one who haunts Far point. See *i)0«TO<l.

plement or temporarily displace something: ?^^^"?^!} .^"H , ^ re?'^
base-ball games; a far3 (far), to. [L. /ar, spelt: see /anna.] A

as, the false work or supports for a bridge oase-ball 'fiend. [Slang.] type of spelt now out of notice,
which is under construction—False banana. Cranks and '/«««' of all degrees Triticum Zea, ii'ar, is one ot the class of spelt-wheats.
Same as -kba-nana, 2.— False bow. Same as irice-prow. Are there to howl and scream. It is distinguished by the distance of its spikelets from
—False cirrus. See *c(oMdi.—False grain, mom- Kansas City DaUy Times, Apia 23, 1903. one another. iow, Pract Agr., p. 325.

&^^defZ^!^^'^^'~^^^'^'^^°-
^^^"^"^ fanam,».-C!uiteroyfanam, a coin of southern India far. An abbreviation (a) of farriery; (6) of

'

falset, v. ^— To false a doom. See*doom. fsm\n°iSi rfBi?hath1 « A mpthnil of rfidiip
Z'"'***'*^-

, , , ,,
false-bard (fais'kard), .. i. To play a card t''g^thrhiar"of'fevlv\ whiX^^^^^^^^ ^flf^?.^'^;"mfkl^"vIL*r+ E'«'.r.°n
tCtrrCldVn?r^e^°ut^\'rwirw^th ^l

is produced by fanmng the p^atlent-fwet i'i.i^^'^^^i^^tlTtitf^r^^T.
the ace when holding the king also. fancLnnette (fan-sho-net'), n. [F. dim. of pSa'^^Iffecr'^ sL^Sr*^

confectioners.

The dealer /aise-rards so that the adveisM-ies will not J-arecftOB, a pet form of i^awcojse, Frances, a :;.,.^J^r,
oee e^eCT.

f^l^irt (fSsV^kt. srVa^Jo.^; '^r^-' A small paslycWd with ^l^r-Vfe^relffiiai'erA^^^
under /afee. ..,.,,. , f i /, , fan-crest, m. 2. In oraift., a large longitudinal faradimeter (far-a-dim'e-t6r), «. Same as

talsioical (lal-sia i-feag, o. \ij. jatsiaicm, <. crest which opens and closes somewhat like a *farad-meter.
falsus,mse,+ dy!w-e,spea.-k, + -alK^ Express- fan. The crests of the hoopoe and cockatoo The current is from a secondarv coil of about 8000ing falsehood

;
falsifying: opposed to vervdv- ^re examples. tur^s of ftaewireSd^thedrtSefSlyLturedT

*?'• „,,.._, „

,

-, . , Fancy dress. See *dress. my /araiUmeter which I exhibited before the British

falua (fWo'a), »i.[Sp. : Bee felucca.2 A boat, fj,„j„_„i_ /f„_.j._„'„l\ „ rfan(da'nnn'\ + ^'ectro-Therapeutic Society in 1902.

used in the PhUip/ine Islands, resembUng i^ ^SfffefVfancyKUic tffifoT^La- ,„ .. ,.
' ^""^ *" ^^""^^ "^^ "^^ ''''• "• ^™-

general a felucca, but with a square sail, ment iaraaizatlon,«.— Galvanlcfaradizatlon,the8timu-
usually of matting. fan-drill(fan'dril), «. Movements and evo- J|«™

»' ^ "^™ by combined galvaiiio and faradic cur

^MireuTslraU in lr°2Ae"e wWcra^^ chSer- ^'?*!°"^ performed in concert by a company of farad-meter (far'ad-me'ter), n. In elect., an

izedbythefaluns. See/««««.. £n^n^irj^Z^tIr)X"'lnpaper.n^lcing, Zf^Z^'ZjX'^TefullJe:"^''''"falus (fa- OS'), n. lAleofaloos, floose, fluce ; ^ revolving wire-oloth cage inclosed in a oas- f!rTH„n«+aLl?r !f I V-°°-?-f'^: >

Hind, falus, fulus, a small copper com, Pers.
i^, u^ed to shake the dalt out of stock. %UiW^^^^^^^

(far'a-do-ku-ta'ne-us), a
fulus, small copper coins, < Ar. falus, filus, fanpffa ffii-na,'(ra1 n rSomptimpo ffin^nn^j.-

J^i^ating to the skin and a faradic current.

fM^us monev cash] In North Africa Arabia i»ijfSa ^ra na ga;, n. i^mmmes janeague, -Faradocntaaeons sensibility, sensibility of the skinjmus, money, oasii.j lu iioiuu Auica, .ajaoid,, ^ St^. fanega, hanega = Pg. Cat. fanega, < Ar. to stimulation by a faradic currerit Alien, and Neurol..
India, and neighboring countries; a small cop- /aJ^a a large sack (Freytag)-] LA Span- Feb., 1903, p.

40.^^
araaic cmrent Aiwn.wM Neurol.,

per corn of various values ranging from one jgh ^nd Spanish-American dry measure con- faradometer (far-a-dom'e-t6r), n. Same as
fourth to one tenth of a cent. taining about 1* United States bushels.—2. ^farad-meter.

^••^•J^V
abbreviation of Free and Ac- ^ Spanish and Spanish-American land-mea- Farang (fa'rang), n. [Hind. Pers. farang:

cepted Masons. ,^«, ... ,,, . sure containing about If acres. see Prank^-, 2.1 A Frank; a Feringhee orEu-
fam. An abbreviation ia)otfarmlmr; (b) of fanfare, n. 3. In boodinding, an erratic or ropean; a non-Asiatic foreigner.

S"^^"'^*"

/^A/,w£.,. Cfam'flmi'Ar'l « See TaJim,m
eccentric Style of decoration which purposely They [the Siamese of Lakawn] have seen less of thelame-nower (tam nou er^ n. &ee lamum. avoids regular or geometrical design. Farang than many ot their countrymen in Upper Siam.

Famennian group. See *group^. fanfest (fan'fest), n. [/a»a -i- (j. fest (as in ««»» '<""• CB- o- S.), XL 489.

fa mi (fa me ) C^ee {a and mt.] In music, soMtzenfest, etc.), festival.] A gathering of farcy-button (far'si-buf'n), n. A small tumor
a., old nanr.e for a half-step or semitone 'fans,'that is, ' base-ball enthusiasts. [Slang.] (enlarged lymphatic ' glank) occurring in a
famiLaUf-mil vs^ ,_.- ^W-^^^^

There was a reguW.V.*. over Ihe rumors of difficul- ^^-jf-"!
fromSariy. Also 'called

in .J *. 2^ s
„„„„„„„..:i„ 1 A- ties among the Giants. JT. F. .Bue. .4mer., July 27, 1904. jarcy-Oua.

fLT: a^ of erufn dta^s"e^SiaUytf fan-flower (fan'flou''.r), .. An Australian k.fMfZtX^^' \ ^^-^-rdy-ell- >

tKer^ous system. shrub, Lobelia cuneiformls, so caUed from the fLr|i » U^«L t™°"' ^y^^^^^^f^
>° ff^«y-

It it necessary to disthiguish.acute forms following ex- fattened fan-like appearance of its flowers. *?fe%'a;^7nf^S^| ifi'^.e'^^Tr '^Z^V^i
haustion or infectious diseases m persons without heredi- aee ocsevola. the place specified on his ticket, or in a higher class than
tary or constitutional defect, the subacute and chronic fan-forge (fan 'fori), B. A forge in which a that for which the ticket was issued.

S,7th"cton';rc^«tSS^^^^^^^ T'^f''^
f^" i"«tead of a belTows furnishes farewel. A simplified spelling otfarewell,

eiteatfamilial. .,.„.,.„„ „„ * I' Farfllgium (far-fii'ji-um), n. [NL. (Lindley,
Arru^. Jour. Piyehol, July-Oct, 1903, p. 364. fang, V. t.-To fang a pump, to prime It [Local, Eng.] 1857), < L. fa/rfugium, the plant called colts-



Farfugium
foot, Tussilago Farfara."] An untenable name
for Erythrochsete, a genus of plants of the fam-
ily Asteracese. See *Erythrochsete.
farinatome (fa-rin'a-tomi, n. [L. farina,
meal, + dr. -to/mc, <."H/iveiv, raftelv, cut.] An
apparatus used in the study of seeds to make
cross-sections of many grains (of cereals) at
once. The object in cutting is to determine
whether the seeds are horny or starchy.
farinha (fa-ren'yS), w. [Pg.: seefarma.'] In
Guiana and the West Indies, cassava meal.

farinivorous(far-i-niv'o-rus), a. Feedingupon
farinaceous products : said of a meal-worm or
a grain-weevil.
Farm lateral. See -klateral.— Pool farm. See poor-
farm.— Seva^e-farm, a farm of a type found near many
British towns m which the public sewage Is utilized for
irrigation. Such farms are devoted chiely to market-gar-
denmg and to growing forage-crops. Mmr, Agriculture,
p. 124, note.

farmacy, n. A simplified spelling of phar-
macy.
farm-boiler (fai'm'boi'''16r), «. A large portable
furnace and boiler for cooking food for cattle,
pigs, etc. The boiler is usually so arranged that it can
be tipped up and its contents discharged without disturb-
ing the Are or furnace. Also called feed-boiler.

Farmers' Alliance^ institute, itch. See
^alliance, etc.

farmer's-ruin (far'm6rz-ro"in), n. The eom-
sperry, Spergula arvensis : so called from its

effect on crops.

Farmer's theorem. See ^theorem.
farming, n. 4. The jsommercial production of
any plant (even horticultural) or animal which
has an economic value : as, trmt-farming, per-
txraieiy-farming (growing flowers for extrac-
tion of perfumery-oils), ostrich-/(5wmwifl' (for

feathers), caX-farming (for fur), etc All-grain
farming. See grwm--kfarming.—Aild farming. Same
as dry iffarming.— Cottage farming, farming with an
acre or two of ground without working animals ; spade
husbandry. [Great Britain.]—Daixy-raimlng, farming
which is occupied wltli the production of milk and milk
products, including the growing of feeds, the manage-
ment of milch-oattle, and the manufacture of butter and
cheese, at .least when this Is conducted on the farm;
dairying.—Dry farming, the practice of ordinary agri-
culture dependent upon rain, when carried on in an arid
or semi-arid country, in distinction from the form of agri-
culture by irrigation. The fundamental principle of dry
farming; as, a method, is that pulverizing the soil makes
it receptive of water and at the same time prevents evap-
oration. By constantly stirring the soil for a year without
crop (see hare -kfallow) enough moisture may, in some
cases, be stored to secure a crop for one or more succeed-
ing 'years. By such methods good crops can be grown
where the rainfall does not exceed 12 inches per annum.
Dry farming is coming into practice in the drier regions of
the western United Stetes where iixigation is not available.

—Grain-farming, farming which is occupied with the
production of cereals. Exclusive grain-farming (sometimes
called aXl-grain farming) impoverishes the soU, because
no return is made for the plant-food taken away.— Grass-
farming, that system of farming (usually of the "low"
type) which rests upon the production of grass for pasture
or hay. F. Storer, Agriculture, III. 326.—Intensive
fanning, that method of husbandry in which, by liberal

application of labor and expense, the maximum returns
are obtained from small areas. Such a method is profit-

able in situations where land is valuable on account
either of fertility and dense population or of adaptation
to a special crop : opposed to ifexten^ive agriculture. Also
called fti^A /arming.—High farming, same as iiitem-

»iDe*/armras'.—Stock-farming, truck-farming. See
•kstock-farming, -ktritek-farming.

farming-shelter (far'ming-shel"ter), n. A shed
or wind-break intended to shelter cultivators

at work upffn their fields: used especially in

connection with the Eed Indians of North
America.

faroUtO (fa-ro-le'to), n. [Bp. faroUto, dim. of

farol, lantern.] In Porto Eico the balloon-
vine, Cardiospermum Halicaeabum, so called

from the fancied reserabance of its inflated

fruit to a miniature paper lantern.

farouche (fa-rosh'), a. [P.; origin obscure.]

Distant or repellent in manner; unsociable;
shy. Mrs. Oaskell.

Parre's line. See *Une^.
Farrington group, series. See*group\ *series.

farrisite (far'i-sit), ». IFarris, a lake in Nor-
way, + -ite2.] In petrog., a name given by
BrSgger (1898) to a compact chocolate-brown
rock composed of 35 per cent, of a melilite-

like mineral, 33 per cent, of barkeviMte, 25

per cent, of diopside, and a little lepidomelane,

altered olivin, and iron oxid. It occurs in a
narrow dike cutting augite-syenite.

farsang (far'sang), n. [Pers. : seeparasang.]
A Persian itinerary measure equal to about
four miles. ,

farynx, ». A simplified spelling of pharynx.

F. A. S. An abbreviation (a) of Fellow of the

Antiquarian Society; (6) of Fellow of the So-

ciety of Arts; (c) oi free alongside ship.

fasc. An abbreviation otfasciculus.
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fascia,, n.—Dentate fascia, a strip of gray matter be-
neath tne coi^pus flmbriatmn in the brain.— Fascia pro-
gria, a layer of tissue covering the neck of a femoral
emia, derived from the cribriform fascia or from the

femoral sheath.—Fascla recta, the sheath of a rectus
muscle, particularly of the rectus abdominis.— Fascia
semilunaris. See iemilunar faseia.—'EaacAa. super-
flcialis. See superficial fascia, under fascia, 7.

—

Tenon's fascia. Same as Tenon's capsule.

fasciated, a. 3. In«od7., marked with vertical
or transverse bands of color. [Rare.]

fascicle, n—Trlneural fascicle or fasoionlus, a small
collection of nerve-fibers in the upper part of the spinal
cord connecting the glossopharyngeal and vagus nerves.

Fasciculated bladder. See ^bladder.
fasciculus, n—Fasciculi innominati, two bundles
of nerve-fibers within the medulla oblongata, continuous
with the fasciculi teretes.— Fasciculus acusticns, one
of a number of white striae which cross transversely the
floor of the fourth ventricle of the brain.—FascioUlUB
aroiformis. Same as ardform fibers.—Fasciculus
cuneatus, the lateral column of the spinal cord.— Fas-
ciculus Of Goll, nerve-fibers which ascend along the
posterior median fissure of the spinal cord to the cere-
bellum.—SolltaiT fasciculus. Same as solitary funic-
vius.—tTinevaai fasciculus. See -kfaseicle.

Fascigeridse (fas-i-jer'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Fasoiger, typical genus, + -idse.'] A family of
repent or erect Bryozoa having the zooecial
apertures arranged in bundles or fascicles.

fasciotomy (fas-i-ot'6-mi), n. [L. fasm-a, a
band, -I- Gr. -ro/ita, i ra/xelv, cut.] In surg.,
operation for the division of a fascia.

Fascipora (fa-sip'o-ra), n. [NL., < L. fascis,
a bundle, ,+ Gr. Trdpog, a pore.] The typical
genus of the Fasdporidss.

Fasciporidse (fas-i-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Fascipora, a pore, -(- -ddse.'] A family of
cyolostomatous Bryoeoa of the Cretaceous
formation, growing in clustered zooeeia open-
ing radially and without accessory pores.

fase, n. A simplified spelling otphase'^.

F. A, S. £. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Antiqua/rian Society of Edinburgh.
fashion-art (fash'on-art), n. The art which
follows new or exotic models, in distinction
from custom-art, which follows the traditional
models of clan, tribe, or nation. Tarde (trans.).

Laws of Imitation, p. 357.

fashion-imitation (fash'sn-im-i-ta'shon), n.

The imitation of new examples or models,
especially of those of foreign origin, in dis-

tinction from austomri/mitation, which consists
in following the traditional usages of family,
clan, or nation.

All resemblances of social origin in society are the direct
or indirect fruit of the various forms of imitation, custom-
Imitation ovfashion-imitation, etc.

Tarde (trans.), Laws of Imitation, p. 14.

fashion-morality (fash'on-m6-ral'''i-ti), n.

Morality built up from new or exotic ideas and
examples, in distinction from eustom-morality,
the traditional morality of family, clan, or
nation.

Hence the individualistic chwacter offashionrTnorality,
analogous to that of fashion-art.

Tarde (trans.). Laws of Imitation, p. 357.

F. A. S. L. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Anthropological Society ofLondon.
Fassanian (fa-sa'ni-an), a. [It. Fassa, a dis-

trict in Tyrol, giving name to the Passa valley
and the Fassanian Alps.] In geol., noting a
group of strata which constitutes the lowest
member of the Upper Trias in the Mediter-
ranean province.

fasti. f_ a. 8. Favorable to high speed : said

of the condition of a race-track or road, and
also, in cricket, of the wicket orplaying-ground
when it is hard and dry, so that the ball travels

fast.—Fast acid-blue, acid-magenta, acid-pon-
ceau, acid-red, acid-violet. See *acid-blue, etc.—

Fast acid-fncnsin. Same as fast -kacid-magenta.—

Fast acid-scarlet. Same as kadd-ponceau.—'Fast
black, Bordeaux, marine blue, etc. See -kblack,

etc.—New fast green. See -kgreen.

II. n. 4. In arch., a fastening, usually a
simple button or bolt to keep a door or window
shut : often used in combination, as door-fast,

shutter-fast, etc.

fast^, n Jewish fasts. The principal Jewish fast-

days are those mentioned in the Bible. The most solemn
fast is the Great Day of Atonement or Fast of Expiation,

on the tenth day of the month Tishri (which see), pre-

scribed by Moses. It is a holy day, " the Sabbath of Sab-

baths." Next in order are : (») The fast of the fourth
month, on the seventeeilth day of Tammuz, which is the

fourth month of the Jewish ecclesiastical year ; on that

day, the rabbis declare, Moses destroyed the tablets ; on
the same day the daily sacrifices ceased, and Apostemus
burned the law and placed an idol in the sanctuary. (6)

The fast of the fifth month, on the ninth day of Ab, the

fifth month of the Jewish ecclesiastical year ; on that day,

the Talmud relates, it was decreed that the children of

Israel should not enter the Promised Land : the destruc-

tion of the first and second temples occurred on the same
day. (c) The fast of the temthmonth, on the tenth day of

fatihah
Tebeth, the reason for this fast being the siege of Jerusa-
lem by Nebuchadnezzar, (d) TAe fast of Esther, on the
thirteenth day of the month Adar,which is the eve ot Purim
(which see). Besides the above there are numerous other
fasts, general, local, and private. For Instance, in some
localities the Jews fast on the twentieth day of Sivan
(about the middle of June), on account of the calamities in-

flicted upon them in 1648 by the Cossacks under Chmiel-
nicki. The Jews of Ifranktort-on-the-Main fast on the
nineteenth day of Adai-, on account of the atrocities com-
mitted upon them at the time of their expulsion from
that place in 1614. The orthodox Jews observe no less
than twenty-five regular fast-days, besides a score or so of
other self-imposed and private fasts, including Jahrzeit,
a fast on the anniversary of the death of parents, and the
fast of bad dreams, which takes place in order that God
may be invoked to ward off the threatening evil. The
very pious Jews fast every Friday, so that they may better
enjoy the Sabbath feast in the evening, which is consid-
ered a meritorious meal.

fast-fur (f&st'fur), a. In Newfoundland, not-
ing the young of the harp-seal when in such
condition that the coat of soft, woolly fur in
which it is clothed when born does not readily
pull out. This coat is shed when the seals are a few
weeks old, leaving them clad in the short, close hair
common among hair-seals.

fastidium (fas-tid'i-um), ». [L. : see fastidi-

ous.'] Slight nausea with repugnance to food.

fastigiation (fas-tij-i-a'shon), n. [fastigiate

+ ion.'] The condition of being, or tendency
to be, fastigiate; applied to trees.

fastigium, ». 4. A period of continuous fever
in an acute disease, when the temperature has
ceased to ascend but has not yet begun to fall.

—5. A projection in the roof of the fourth
ventricle of the brain.

fatl. I. a. 9. In. painting, -nah; full of color.

Put in with an infinity of small '/ai ' touches, the effect

being completed by sharp flashes of white and vermilion.
C. J. Holmes, in Burlington Mag., I. fiS.

Fat acid. Same as sebadc add, (CH2)8(C02H)2. Also
called ipomic acid.

II. n. 4. A local Australian term for fat
or marketable cattle Bayberry fat. Same aa
bay-oil.—Beculba fat. Same as becuiba-tallow (which
see, under tallow).— Fat embolism. ^e*embolism.—
Natural fata, solid substances ot a fatty nature obtained
from animal or vegetable sources.—Niin fat, a fat-like

or waxy substance produced by the insect Coccus adipi-
/era.— Otoba fat. Same as otoba-butter.—'PiohTSlim-
bean fat. See *iea«i.— Ploburim fat. Same aa
PichurzTn ^camphor.—Vaterla fat, solid fat from the
seeds of Vateria Indica. Also known as piny tallow or
Malabar tallow. T. E. Thorpe, Diet. Applied Chem.,
IIL 937.—Wakefield fat. Same as Yorkshire -kgrease.

fatl, V. t. 2. In leather-manuf., to smear over
with a heavy oil. Flemming, Practical Tan-
ning, p. 166.

fat-body (fafbod^'i), n. One of the masses
consisting of connective tissue andfat-globules
found in the bodies of arthropods, amphibians,
and other low forms.

fat-face (fat'fas), n. In printing, same as
heavy *face.

fath. An abbreviation otfathom.
father, ».—Father of lies, Satan.—Father of the
FaithfuL (a) Abraham. (6) The Sultan ot Turkey.—
Father Time, time personified as an old man. See
timel, 1.

father-right (fa'THer-nt), n. Supremacy of
the father in the family that traces descent in
the male line: distinguished from supremacy
of the uncles or brothers of a wife and mother
in the family that traces descent in the female
line. It is a broader and less technical term
thanthe Latin j)a<no»otestos. L. Chimplowicz
(trans.). Outlines of Sociol., p. 53.

father-rule (fa'SH^r-rol), n. Supreme au-
thority of the father in the family, in the evo-
lution of the family, father-rule has generally appeared
later than the so-called mother-rule, which was in reality
the authority of the male relatives of the mother. L. Gum-
plowicz (trans.), Outlines of Socio!., p. 112.

fathom, n—Nautical fathom, in the United King-
dom,the fathom used for the measurement of cables, which
is one thousandth part of a nautical mile, or about H Per
cent longer than the ordinary fathom of six feet

fatignability (fa-teg'a-bil-i-ti), n. Inability
to resist fatigue ; lack of staying power.
fatigue, «.— Coefficient of fatigue, in phys., a nu-
merical constant denoting the extent to which a given
substance exhibits the phenomenon ot elastic fatigue.

—

Curve of fatigue. See*c4ir»e.—Elastic fatigue. See
*after-strain.—Snoi Of fatigue. See *er»-or.—Fa-
tigue fever, an elevation of temperature observed after
an unusual amount of muscular exertion : caused by the
presence in the system of toxic matters resulting from the
disintegration of tissue.- Magnetic fatigue, the loss ot
permeability with age exhibited by some specimens of
iron and steel.

fatihah (fa'ti-ha),M. IAt. fdtihn, fdtha, open-
ing, beginning, ifaiaha, he opened.] The first

chapter (sura) of the Koran, it consists of seven
verses (lines), and contains a doxology (' Te Deum lauda-
mus *) and a prayer. It is greatly reverenced by Moham-
medans, who use it much as Koman Catholics use the
paternoster.

"Gabriel ! why stay'st thou me?" the Prophet said,
" Since at this hour the Fatihah ghould be read."

Edwin Arnold, Pearls of the Faith, All and the Jew, st 4.



fat-liquor

fat-liquor (fat'lik'or), n. A mixture of oils

and alkali for oiling hides or skins to make
them soft. Flemming, PracticalTanning, p. 127.

fat-liquor (fat'lik"or), v. t. To anoint or
coat with fat-liquor. Flemming, Practical
Tanning, p. 22.

fat-necrosis (fafnek-ro'sis), n. A degenera-
tive alteration of fatty tissue, shown by the
presence of firm opaque white areas.
fat-pork (fat'p6rk), ». [From the appearance
of the pulp of the fruit.] The edible fruit of
the monkey-apple, Clusia flava, or the tree
itself. [West Indies.]

fatten, v. i. 3. In poker, to add chips to (a
jack-pot which was not opened on the previous
deal).—4. In skat, to discard valuable cards on
(a partner's tricks).

fattend, pp. A simplified spelling ot fattened.

fat-tree (fat'tre), n. In phytogeog., one of a
class of trees of temperate zones, consisting
chiefly of soft-wooded species such as conifers,

birches, and lime-trees, in which, at the begin-
ning of winter, all the starch of the cortex and
wood is converted into fat, to be reconverted
into starch in the spring. Compare *starcli-

tree. A. F. W. ^cAimper (trans.), Plant-Geog.,

p. 436.
llitty casts. See *co»(i.—Fatty oils. See oil, l.—
Fatty serieB, the claas of carbon oompoundB which have
a chain-like structure, && distinguished from those which
have a cyclic structure. Also called aliphatic series.—

Fatty tnmor. See -ktumor.

fau (fou), n. [Samoauj Marquesan, etc., /aw.]
1. A name in Polynesia of several nettle-like

plants which yield" fiber used inmaking fishing-

lines and nets : as, fau-songa, Piptuirus argen-
teus (Samoa).— 3. A Polynesian name for
Pa/riti tiliaceum, a tree belonging to the mallow
family, with tough bark yielding cordage and
very light wood used by the natives for making
outriggers of canoes and for kindling fire by
friction. Also hau. See *baUbago, corkwood,
and mahoe, 1.

fauces, n. pi. 5. In ancient Bomau building,
a passage in a house, especially that leading
from the first vestibule to the atrium or first

court. It is disputed whether the term is ever
used for inner passages. Vitruvius (trans.).

Architecture, vi. 4.

faucet, )>—Rabbit-ear faucet, a compression-faucet
in which the valve is closed by pressing together two
upright blades or ears.

faucet-filter (fft'set-fil'tto), n. Same as filter-

faucet.

^Ult, n.— Bedding fault, in geoL, a fault whose plane
of displacement coincides with the bedding-planes of the
strata.— Dip-fault, a fault which crosses the strike of

the faulted strata: the opposite of strike-fault.—Dis-
trlbntiYe fault, a fault in which the displacement is not
confined to a single plane, but is distributed among a
series of parallel planes at short distances from one an-

other. ChaTnbenin and Salisbury, GeoL, L 494.

—

Gravity fault, an inclined fault the upper side of

which 1^ slipped down on the under side, because, be-
ing the portion with the smaller base and therefore with
the less support, gravity is conceived to have pulled it

down, when, under tension, the strata drew apart; a
normal fault Oetlcie, Text-book of Geol., p. 702.— Nor-
mal fault. Same as gravity -kfault. The great major-
ity of faults In nature are normal faults.

—

Overthmst
fault. See recerse/auZt.—Rbine-Ticlno fault, a great
line of disturbance of strata, antedating the Triasslc

period and separating the Eastern from the Western Alps.

The line extends from the upper Rhine valley, on ^e
northeast, to the valley of the Ticino, on the southwest

faultage (fait'aj), ». ifault + -age.'] In
geol., faults collectively considered.

My geological surveys go to prove that all that portion
of Icdand has subsided, there being well-marked lines of

faultage going down to the bases of the mountains.
6eog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 272.

fault-breccia (fftlt'brech'ia), n. A breccia
formed by the crushing of rock along a fault.

Sometimes c&WsA fault-conglomerate.
fault-bundle (faifbun^dl), ». In geol., a
group of faults.

Varied arrangements in fault-bundles and fault-poly-

gons. Oeog. Jour. (K. G. S.), XVI. 464.

fault-conglomerate (fait'kon-glom"e-rat), n.

Same as *fault-breccia.

fault-fissure (f&lt'fish"ur), n. The fissure

produced by a fault, even though it is after-

ward filled by a deposit of minerals. Veins in

fault-flssures are especially valued by miners because they

are generally believed to be persistent to relatively great

depths. Geikie, Textbook of GeoL (4th ed.), p. 372.

faulting, n Block-faulting, a process resulting In a

series of intersecting faults which serve to break up the

surface of the earth into polygonal blocks, which are

afterward modified by erosion. See fault-block.

fault-plane (fait'plan), n. The plane or ap-

proximate plane along which faulting has oc-

curred. It is not usually, a simple plane, but is rather

a zone of some width throughout which there is shatter-

ing and mov,ement
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Inclmed fault-planes with downthrow towards one

trough may be parallel with reverse fault-planes upon

which a portion of an arch has moved backward over an

adjacent trough. Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XVL 466.

fault-scarp (fMt'skarp), n. The upthrow

side of a fault left standing as a line of cliffs.

The tendency of erosion is to destroy such Inequalities,

so that a faultscarp Is rarely well preserved. Chamierlin

and Salisbury, GeoL, I. 491.

fault-vein (fait'van), n. A mineral vein de-

posited in a fault-fissure.

fault-vent (fait'vent), n. In geol, a volcanic

vent located on a fault.

During the geological pei'iods when the fault-vent con-

tinued intermittently active, the form of the sill-complex

was capable of being re-moulded periodically in harmony
with the loc^ised crust-stresses.

Nature, Sept 3, 1903, p. 413.

fauna, n.—EnlomarNlObe fauna, an assemblage of

extinct organisms, characterized by the trllobltes£moma
and Niohe, at the base of the Lower Silurian system which
extends from Swedish Lapland to Languedoc in France. It

bears a transitional character between the Cambrian and
Silurian faunas.— Prenunolal faunas. See doc«mi« ii/"

•kcolonies and •kprenuncial.

faunally (fft'nal-i), adv. As regards the fauna
or zodlo^cal remains (of some formation or

area).

FaunaUy the same species characterize the lower and
upper members of the Portage.

Science, Feb. 6, 1904, p. 235.

faunistically (f&-nis'ti-kal-i), adv. As regards
the fauna; faunally.

faunule (f^n'ul), n. [NIi., faunula, dim. of

faima, fauna.] A little fauna ; a subdivision or
subordinate association of the species of a
fauna: used especially of local congeries of
fossils in the successive beds of a given forma-
tion.

Favier powders. Same as Favier ^explosives.

faviform (fav'i-fdrm), n. [L. favvs, honey-
comb, + forma, torm.'] Resembling a honey-
comb in appearance.
favord, a. A simplified spelling otfavored.

favored, a. 3. In organic chem., noting that
configuration of the atoms or radicals in a
compound in which the atoms which have an
attraction for each other are brought as close

together as possible. Thus of the two configurations
for ethylene chlorld,

H H CI H H CI

feather-follicle

unknown origin, which turns the tops of the

plants red and renders them unfit for retting.

fava (fa'yS), n. [Chamorro name.] In the
Marianne Islands, Tristiropsis obtusangula, a
tree belonging to the SapindacesB, with bipin-

nate leaves having usually three pairs of pin-

n», each with 4 to 6 lea;flets, and with ellip-

soidal, obtusely 3-angled fruit covered on the

surface with minute dust-like hairs, and con-
taining a bony putamen. On the island of
G-uam the wood is used in the construction of

small boats.

Fayal lace. See *lace.

fayberry (fa'ber"i), «•. Same nBfeaberry.

F. B. An abbreviation (a) of Fenian Brother-
hood; (b) ot Free Baptist.

F. B. 0. U. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

British Ornithologists' Union.

F. B. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of the Bo-
tanical Society.

F. 0. An abbreviation (&) io. freem^isonry, of

Fellow-craft; (c) [I. c] of the Latin ^^ei com-
missum, bequeathed in trust.

F. 0. P. An abbreviation of Fellow of the Col-

lege of Preceptors.

fcpM reap. Abbreviations of foolscap.

F. 0. S. An abbreviation («) of Fellow of the

Cambridge Philosophical Society ; (&) otFeUow
of the CJiemical Society (London); (c) [Z. c] in

marina wnderwriUng, of free of capture and

feamaught, n. 2. A machine with a main cyl-

inder, workers, and strippers with steel hooks,

sr ^ci
a

\|/

A
& is said to be a favored configuration because in it the
chlorin and hydrogen atoms are nearer togetherthan in a.

favorit, n. and a. A simplified spelling of fa-
vorite.

favositoid (fav-o-si'toid), a. \Favosites+ -oid^
Pertain lug to or"having characters of the genus
Favosites.

Tangential sections very near the surface of the recticu-
latlon show minute points projecting Into the openings of
the mesh suggesting the septa of a favositoid coial or cer-
tain of the hydrocOTalllnes.

Amer. Jour. Sd., Aug., 1904, p. 136.

favous (fa'vus), a. [NL. *favosus, < L. favus,
honeycomb.] 1. Besembling ahoneycomb.

—

2. Of or relating to favus.

favrile (fav'ril), a. and n. [Formed (by L. C.
Tiffany, the producer of the glass, in 1894),
with a differentiation of form intended to make
the word distinctive in trade, from the normal
type *fabrile, < 'L.fabrilis, of or pertaining to
an artisan, < faber, an artisan, a smith : see
fabric.'] I. a. Artistic in a distinctive and con-
centrated way, namely, characterized by rich
colors, enameling, and iridescence, with de-
corative effect : applied to glass so produced.
See the etymology.
H. n. A highly decorative colored, ena-

meled, and iridescent glass, usually in vase-
forms.
fawn^, n. 3. The color of the fawn ; a light
yellowish brown.
fatm-COlored (f&n'kul'ord), a. Of a light yel-
lowish-brown color.

fawn-lily (fan-lU'i), n. A dog-tooth violet,
Frythronium giganteum, of the Coast Range of
California and Oregon. This and other western
species are much finer plants than the eastern, E. Ameri-
canum. The name was proposed by John Burroughs and
alludes to the two leaves, which resemble fawns' ears, and
the Illy-like fiower. Also called (with other species)
chamise-lily. '

faxiness (fak'si-nes), n. [Dial. var. of foxi-
ness^.] In veg. pathol., a disease of flax, of

Fearnaught.
A, feed-table; B, feed-rolleis ; C, main cylinder; D, workeis; E.

strippeis ; F, doffer. (From Vickerman's " Woollen Spinning,")

or teeth, for teasing or opening wool preparar
tory to carding.

feasance (fe'sans), n. [Also fesaunce; < AF.
fesance, fesaunce (P. faisance), < fesant, ppr.
of fcmre, do : see fact. Cf . malfeasance, non-
feasance.'] Performance ; doing or performing
an act or thing; the act or fact of omitting to
do or perform an act or thing. f

Feast of ingathering. See Jewwh kfesUvals.—ViaA
of lights. See kHanukah.—Feast Of Unleavened
Bread, Feast of Weeks. See Jewish -ifestivals.

feast-rite (fest'rit), ». A rite relating to the
celebration of a feast.

feather, n., 3. (Jb) In archery, a piece cut from
one side of a feather, trimmed to the desired
size and shape, and glued tipon an arrow near
the nock to improve its flight. Somethnes other
material Is used. Ordinarily an arrtiw has three feathers
set at equal distances on Its circumference: see cock-
feather.—'^liOOU or parabolic feather, a feather
trimmed to a round shape toward the nock of the arrow.

feather, v. I. trans. 7. To drop (melted
metallic tin) into cold water, which has the
effect of spreading it out with a feathery ap-
pearance.

II. intrans. 4. To make a quivering move-
ment of the tail : said of dogs.—To feather out,
specifically, said of plants that throw out many adventi-
tious shoots after they are pruned or headed back.

feather-beds (fe^n'^r-bedz), n. A plant of
the genus Chara, so called from the thick and
soft mat which these plants form at the bot-
tom of pools in which they grow.
feather-board (fesn'fer-bord), n. A board
with a tapered section thinner at one side
than at the other; aclapboard. [GreatBritain.]
Feathered antimony, tin. See *antimony,

Feather-edge machine, in shoe-manu/., a hand-power
machine for skiving off or cutting a feather-edge on the
shanks of shoe-soles.

feather-fern (feTH'6r-f6rn). n. An ornamental
branching herb of the saxitrage family, AsUlbe
Japoniea. See Spirsea, 2, f6), and *Astilbe.

feather-follicle (fesH'6r-foi"i-kl), n. The little

pit in which the base of a feather rests : formed
by the sinking of the feather-papilla.



featherfoot spider

Featherfoot spider. See *spider.
feather-germ (fesH'Sr-jfenn), n. The papilla
from which a feather is developed. In the
embryo it lies on the surface of the skin, but
in older birds at the base of each feather,
within the feather-follicle.

feather-grass, n. 3. See *cfeions, 4.— 4. One
of several American species of SUpa, including
the crested featlier-grass, S. eoronata, of Ari-
zona and California, and the slender feather-
grass, »S. tenacissima, of TexasandNew Mexico

;

also S. eomata, one of the needle-grasses, and S.

viridula, the featherbunch-grass.— 5. A weed,
Leptochloa mucronata, of cultivated grounds
southward in the United States and in Mexico
and Cuba. Its panicle is composed ofmany slen-
der spreading branches. See slender-grass.— 6.
The velvet-grass, Holeus lanaius.

feathering, n. 6. In violm-playing, a very
light and delicate use of the bow Double fea-
thering, an arrangement of cusps by which smaller ones
are used to subdivide the curve inclosed by the larger
ones. See cut under cugp, Fig. 3.

feather-key (feTH'6r-ke), n. In maeh., a key
fastened to a wheel which slides along a shaft
but also turns with the shaft, the key sliding
along an axial groove, spline, or slot. The key
may be on the shaft, and the groove or slot bo
cut in the wheel.
feather-papilla (fe5H'6r-pa-i)il'''a), n. The
minute conical elevation which marks the
place of development of a feather. It subse-
quently sinks below the level of the skin and
lies at the bottom of the feather-follicle.

feather-pulp (fesn'^r-pulp), n. The assem-
blage of cells by which a growing feather is

nourished, forming a soft, pulpy mass within
the base of a young feather.

feather-sedge (fe^H'fer-sej), n. A beard-grass,
Andropogon saccharoides, so called from its

plume-likepan-
icle. It occu-
pies 'sedge-grass
prairies ' inland in
the southwestern
United States and
serves the purpose
of grazing. Some-
times called cotton-

grots.

feather - stitch
(feSH'6r-stich),

V. t. To orna-
ment with fea-
ther-stitching.

feather- stroke
(fesH'fer-strok),

n. la. Eng. bil-

liards, a deli-

cate touch by
which the cue-
ball is pushed
from balk past
the first object-
ball and into

pocket, njOVing Feather-sedge t^ndropog-on saccharoides).

the object-ball „, plant, one fourth natural size; d,

nnlv nlitrhtlv oerfect spiklet ; f, sterile spiklet, enlarged.

» ,
' **

,1 'j (From U. S. D. A.)
Also called

gviU-slirolce. It has long been abolished among
experts. W. Broadfoot, Billiards, p. 370.

Feather-tongue spline. See *spUne.

feather-tract (feTH'6r-trakt), n. Same as

pteryla. ,

feather-tree (fesH'fer-tre), n. 1. The smoke-
tree, Cotinus CoUniis.— 2. The valley-ma-

hogany, Cercocarpvs parvifolius: so called in

California on account of the feathery styles of

the fruit.

feather-wedge {fe*H'6r-wej), n. Same as

fox^edge.
feather-weed (fesE'er-wed), n. 1. One of the

red algsB of the genus PUlota.— 2. Thecommon
everlasting, Crmaphalium obtusifolium.

feature, v. i. 2. To make a feature o* special

attraction of; display or mention prominently

;

give prominence to : as, A B ia featured at the

Academy as Othello. [Chiefly in newspaper
and theatrical use.]

feazings, ». See *feemigs.

febricity (fe-bris 'i-ti) , n. [Erroneously formed
(as if from a L. aSj. yebricus) from L. febrid-

tere,have a fever, ifehris, a fever: see fever.']

A state of fever or feverishness. Browning.

febril, a. A simplified spelling oi febrile.

Febrile urine. aee*urine.
, ,, ,,

Febronian, a. II. n. One who holds the

Febronian doctrine, which maintains the
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primacy of the body of the episcopate over the
Pope.

fee. An abbreviation of the Latin fecit, (he)
did it or made it.

Fechnerian (feeh-ne'ri-an), a. Eclating to

G. T. Feehner (1801-87), a German psycho-
physicist: as, Fechnerian psychophysics, the
Fechnerian method of average error.

Fechner's cloud, paradoxical, shadow experiment.
See •^experiment.—Fechner's colors, foimulas. See
•kcolor, -kfoTTnuta.

fecht (feoht), V. and n. The Scotch form of

fight.

federal, a—Federal architecture, in the United
states, the architecture of the time since the adoption of
the Constitution, as distinguished from that of the period
before, which is often called colonial or old colonial.—
Federal forest. See national -kforest.

federalistic (fed"e-ral-ist'ik), a. 1. Pertain-
ing to federalism'.— 2. {cap.'] Pertaining to
the Federalist party in the United States.

federate, v. II. intrans. To unite in forming
a league or federation.

Always as the Federative work goes on, it perfects
itseU, and Patriot genius adds contribution after con-
tribution. Thus, at Lyons, ... we behold as many as
fifty or some say sixty thousand, met to federate ; and
a multitude looking on, which it would be difficult to
number. Carlyle, French Rev., II. i. 8.

Federation of labor, a national or other inclusive organ-
ization of trade-unions or other organizations of wage-
earners ; especially in the United States, the American
Federation of Labor.

The Federation of Labour goes more wisely to work,
dealing with particular grievances of particular trades,
and pressing for redress of flagrant grievances. Appeal
is made to the State mainly when the Federation has
failed ; action through the Sl^te is the second resource,
not the first Mncyo. Brit., XXXIL 671.

Social Democratic Federation, an iinportant socialist
society founded in London, in 1881, by K. M. Hyndman,
William Morris, and other socialistic reformers, under
the name of the 'Social Federation.' Two years later the
present name was adopted. It is the largest of the
socialist societies in the United Kingdom. Its theories
and its teachings are largely those of Kai'l Marx.

federico (fa-da-re'ko), n. [Spanish name.]
See *fadang.

'

federovite ^ed'e-ro-yit), n. [Named for B.
Federav, a Bussian' mineralogist.] A variety
of pyroxene related to segirite.

fee'-, n. 6t. In hunting, certain portions of

the dead animal which were distributed
among the huntsmen according to definite

regulations,

fee^, n.— Fee and life-rent, in Scots law, two estates

in land, the former importing absolute ownership and
the latter a life-estate. The two estates might coexist

in different persons at the same time, and from the
loose way in which the expressions were used by con-
veyancers, difficulties of construction arose, and the term
life-rent came often to import a fee: for example, an
estate "to husband and wife in conjunct fee and life-

rent and children of the marriage in fee " meant that
the surviving husband or wife took the fee ; and follow-

ing this construction, an estate to a father in life-rent

and to his heirs in fee gave the fee to the father. Ac-
cordingly, it came to be held that the technical mean-
ing of hfe-rent was fee in all cases where the expres-
sion would, in its ordinary meaning, indicate that the
fee was left over to those who would naturally take it

by inheritance. This construction yielded to the ordi-

nary meaning of the expression when accompanied by
words- or conditions clearly' indicating such intent.

feed, V. t. 6. In founding, to supply extra
metal to (a thick, heavy easting) wMle it is

setting. This is done by having a shrink-head or riser

over the thick portion of the casting and keeping com-
munication open between this and the metal in the mold
by working a feeding-rod up and down until the metal
sets. The object of doing this is to prevent the forma-

tion of shrinkage-holes in the casting by the contraction

of the metal as it cools, this process beginning from
outside and leaving interior holes unless the latter are

filled.

feed, n Blamlre's feed, a lattice-apron device for auto-

matically conveying cotton, wool, and like fibers from one
carding-machine to another, the fibers being delivered at

right angles to the direction in which they are received.

—Continuous feed. See iniermittent-Afeed.—Gut feed,
in stock-raising, animal food or fodder, particularly hay,

which has been cut into small pieces by running itthrough

a cutter.—Intermittent feed, the feedgiven to atool, or

to the work, by means of a pawl and ratchet or a similar

device : distinguished from the eontinumts feed obtained

by the use of a constantly rotating screw.—Piano feed, a

form of feeding-device, arranged in sections resembling

piano-keys, for equably delivering cotton into a scutching-

machine. JTosmitA, Cotton Spinning, p. 80.—Bough feed.
See-kroughage, 2.—Scotch feed, a self-acting feed used

in wool-carding for reducing the carded wool into a flat

ribbon about five inches wide and half an inch thick, and
delivering it to a succeeding carding-machine.—Silent
feed, a mechanism for moving a tool to the work or the

work to a tool, in any machine-tool or woodworking ma-
chine in which the intermittent effect of a ratchet and
dog is replaced by a fiiotion apparatus, so that there is no
audible click when the feed-motion acts. The most usual

forms embody the idea of a cam or toggle, which slips

when pulled in one direction, but which nips upon a suitar

ble surface when motion occurs in the opposite direction,

and in this second position drives the feed-gear.—Star-
feed, a device for feeding a tool to its work by means of

a screw on a lathe-carriage or boring-bar. As the work or

feeder

Scotch Feed.

A, calender- or drawing-rolls ; B, C, carting-pulleys for the
ribbon-sliver; D, carrier for spreadin^r the sliver ; H, feed-apron.
(From Vickerraan's "Woollen Spinning.")

the bar revolves, a prpjecting arm of a rimless wheel on
the end of the screw strikes an adjusted pin, which com-
pels a i)artial revolution of the wheel and feed-screw.
The projecting arms are of such a shape as to suggest a
star of four, five, six, or more points.

feed-bag (fed'bag), n. Same as nose-bag (which
see}.

feea-bed (fed'bed), n. 1. A place where ani-
mals feed.—2. A level surface forming a table
along which material is fed to a machine.
feed-board (fed'bord), n. The table attached
to a printing- or folding-machine which up-
holds the pile of paper that is fed into the ma-
chine sheet by sheet. See laying-on *table.

feed-boiler (fed'boi"16r), n. Same as *farm-
boiler.

feed-box (fed'boks), n. 1. A box which con-
tains a set of feed-gears or other apparatus for
feeding a machine.—2. A box in which oats or
other feed for horses or cattle is kept.

feed-cloth (fed'kl6th), n. Same as *feed-aheet.

feed-cock (fed'kok), n. The valve or cock by
which the supply of feed-water for a boiler is

controlled.

feed-cone (fed'kon), n. A cone-puUey, or a
cone of gears, used to change the rate of feed
on a machine, in order to adjust it to the cut-
ting speed which is best for the material or for
the tool.

feed-cup (fed'kup), a. An oil-cup ; specifically,
an oil-cup which holds a supply sufficient to
last for some time, and from which the oil is
fed at a unifoiin rate.

feed-cutter (fed'kut"6r), n. A machine for cut-
ting hay, clover, ensilage and the like. Such
machines are made in many forms.
feed-door (fed'dor), n. The opening or door-
frame through which fuel is supplied to a
stove, furnace, gas-retort, etc. in heating-fur-
naces and boilers it may be at the side, just above the
fire-pot ; in a magazine-stove or cook-stove, at the top and
closed by a lid ; in a gas-retort, at one end, serving also
as the discharging door ; and in a blast-furnace, wat^r-gaa
plant, or coke-oven, at the top.

feed-engine (fed'en'jin), n. A feed-pump.
feeder, n., 6. (d) (2) a part of a machine, such as a
finger or arm, for pushing along the material to be op-
erated upon. (sO (2) In elect., a conductor which leads
from the generating-station to a point in the distribution-
system, for the supply of electric current. In low-pres-
sure electric distribution-systems, in which an appreciable
loss of pressure occurs between generator and consumer,
a system of mains is provided, from which the current is

supplied to customers, and a system of feeders which
supply the mains from the generating-station at so many
points that no appreciable variation of pressure occurs in
the mains, but all the loss of pressure is in the feeders,
(ft) A can, pail, or other vessel fitted with a rubber nipple,
used in feeding milk to yomig calves ; a calf-feeder, (f)
In wMling, a box divided into a number of compartments.

Automatic Coal-feeder.

a, hopper-car on railroad-track discharging coal to feeder; 6,
hopper of feeder ; c, delivery ; d. reciprocating gate ; e, short track
on which gate travels ; f, bucket-conveyer traveling on track (not
shown)

;
£-, wheel operating and guiding conveyer, also geared to

control small gear; h. small gear that by its rotation causes gate
(through the crank and connecting-rod) alternately to open and
close; i. screw for adjusting movement of gate to deliver exact
load to each bucket. Arrows show direction of travel of conveyer
and rotation of gear.
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each provided with an adjustable gate. It is used and
combined with Mending-machines for distributing the
different flours or meals in exact proportions and at the
same speed to the blender. It is sometimes united with
a dividing- and distributing-machine for the purpose of
feeding several bolting-machines or other machines, and
is then called a divider and feeder, (j) In transporta^
tion, any automatic machine which feeds or supplies loose
material in bulk to a conveyer- or elevator. It may feed
the load to a belt conveyer in a continuous stream, or in-
termittently to a bucket conveyer, filling one bucket at a
time ; itmay form the delivery end of a conveyer, supply-
ing coal to crusher-rolls or to another conveyer. It is
made in many forms. See out on previous page.
9. The player who tosses the hall to the bats-
man (in rounders and similar games) ; hence,
the name of a particular game resembling
rounders. N. E. D Automatic feeder, a mechan-
ical device used in mining, to secure a uniform and definite
supply of ore for treatment.—Bramwell feeder, in tex-

Bramwell Feeder.

a, elevating toothed apron ; b, box or case ; c, oscillatinff comb ;

d, feed-lattice ; e, feed-table ; y, weighing-scale.

tiUy manvf. , a mechanical device forfceding automatically
raw material, as wool or cotton, to , a machine : invented
by W. C. Bramwell in 1876.

feeder-bar (fe'dSr-bar), n. An oscillating bar,
in a cotton-machine, by which the supply of
cotton to the machine is controlled. Also
called feeler-bar. Taggart, Cotton Spinning,

feeder-head (fe'd6r-hed), n. Same as feed-
head.

feed-gage (fed'gaj), n. A small guide-post,
attaflied to a printing- or folding-machine,
against which the feeder of the sheets places
each sheet of paper, for the purpose of secur-
ing uniform and exact margins : ottener called,
in printing, the feed-guide.

feed-gate (fed'gat), n. l. The gate or open-
ing through which material is fed to a machine,
as that which admits water to a turbine.— 2.
The opening into a mold, through which the
molten metal is poured.
feed-gear ffed'ger), «. The mechanism by
which either the material operated upon or
the tool is fed forward.
feed-grinder (fed'^rin^der), ». A power grind-
ing-mill for reducing com, wheat, oats, etc.,

to coarse meal suitable for feeding to cattle.
It uses steel burs in place of stones, and is often fitted

with an automatic feeding-device and elevator for lifting

the grain to a sack-filler.

feed-guide (fed'^d), n. See ^feed-gage.

feed-Eopper (fed'hop"6r), n. A hopper into
which material is poured at intervals and
from which it is regularly fed to a machine.
feeding, n— Feeding standard, in stock-raising, the
experimentally established amounts of the different nu-
tritive substances required by animals under specified
conditions. Feeding standards widely adopted give the
amounts required per day (per 1,000 pounds of live weight)
of protein, carbohydrates, and fat, together with the fuel-

value of the ration, for oxen at rest, at work, etc.

—

Forced
feeding, the introduction of food into the stomach
through a tube in cases of attempted suicide by starvation.

feeding-cake (fe'ding-kak), n. The solid cake
left from the expression of colza, cotton-seed,

and other oils, used as food for cattle. Groves
and Thorp, Chem. Technol., 11. 26.

feeding-dish (fe'ding-dish), n. A circular plate

or dish which forms the feeding-mechanism of

the Hubner continuous cotton-combing ma-
chine.

feeding-groove (fe'ding-grov), n. A longitu-

dinal groove on the ligula of ahoney-bee worker

by the use of which one bee feeds another.

feeding-machine (fe ' ding-ma-shen"), n. An
apparatus attached to a printing- or folding-

machine, for the automatic delivery of single

sheets to the machine.
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feeding-rod (fe'ding-rod), n. A wrought-iron
rod about J to | of an inch in diameter, used
by foundrymen to feed heavy castings, by keep-
ing open a passage for fluid metal during tiie

shrinking process.

feeding-stuff (fe'ding-stnf), n. The various
kinds of food for cattle. [Local Eng.]
This great change in country dairying . . . has necessi-

tated the extensive purchase alfeeding-stufs for the pro-
duction of milk, especially in winter time.

Bncyc. Brit, XXVII. 363.

feed-pawl (fed'pM), «. A pawl or finger which
imparts motion to a ratchet-wheel to feed a
machine^ or which receives such motion from
the feeding-mechanism.
feed-peg (fed'peg), n. A device, connected
with a star-wheel, which gives an intermittent
rotary motion to one of the feed-rolls of a Heil-
mann cotton-combing machine, for projecting
the cotton forward through nippers. Thornley,
Cotton Combing Machines, p. 39.

feed-regulator (fed'reg"u-la-tor), n. A device
for regulating the amount of feed-water to be
supplied to a steam-boiler, such a device is par-
ticularly necessary on coil, watei^tube, or flash boilers on
account of the small reserve-supply of water they contain.

feed-rod (fed'rod), n. 1 . A rod or shaft which
actuates a feed-motion.— 2. Same as *feeding-
rod.

feed-sheet (fed'shet), n. A movable apron or
table which feeds material into a machine, as
the feed-apron of a wool-carding engine. Also
called feed-doth.

feed-table (fed'ta'bl), n. In textile-manuf.,
a movable, flexible table, usually'constructed
of narrow slats of wood, for carrying or feed-
ing material into a machine.
feed-tank (fed'tangk), ». l. A reservoir or
vessel in which the water to be supplied or fed
to a steam-boiler is contained. The water may
be hot or cold: when hot the tank is usually
closed to prevent loss by evaporation.— 2. A
reservoir or vessel designed to hold liquid fuel,

such as kerosene or gasolene, which is to be
fed to a burner.— 3. A reservoir or tank con-
taining reagents, or raw materials, which are
to be fed to a vessel in which some chemical or
manufacturing process is conducted.
feed-trough, n. 2. Along, narrow trough, about
18 incheswide, 4inehes deep, and l,500feet long,
placed between the rails of a railway-track and
partly filled with water, a scoop suspended from
the tender of the locomotive of a moving train and dip-
ping into the trough causes the water to rise along the
slope of the scoop and pass into the water-tank of the ten-
der.

feed-wheel (fed'hwel), n. A hand-wheel for
operating the feeding-mechanism of amachiue.
feed-wire (fed'wir), n. Same as feeder, 6 {g).
feeP, V. t.—lo feel the blade, in fencing, to be aware
of the otherwise imperceptible preparations of the op-
ponent for attack through the contact between the foils

or swords.

feeler, n. 6. A thickness-gage.— 7. A thin
piece of metal for determining the space or
play left in a bearing or for determining the dis-

tance between the two plates in a riveted
joint.

feeler-bar (fe'ler-bar), n. Same as *feeder-har.

feeling, »—common feeling. See *common.—Dis-
cordant feeling, in Wundt's psychology, a total feeling,
derived from the oscillatory feeling, in which the affective
oscillations follow each other very quickly, and the suc-
cessive feelings themselves are strongly opposed: in-

stances are tickling, doubt, the feelmg of tonal dissonance,
etc.—Extensive feeling, in psychol., a feeling which
arises from the spatial and temporal arrangement of the
sense-elements of a perception or idea.

—

Intensive feel-
ing, in Wundt's psychology, a feeling, or affective pro-
cess, which depends upon the relation of the qualitative
attributes of the sensational elements in perceptions or
ideas.

The expressions "intensive" and "extehsive" do not re-
fer to the character of the feelings themselves, for they
ai'e in reality always intensive, but to the conditions for
the rise of these feelings.

W. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol., p. 164.

Law of feeling, in psychot, the doctrine that, in many
cases, association of ideas depends, not upon the con-
tiguity or resemblance of the ideas themselves, but upon
a permanent or transient state of the feelings.

The writers who have pointed out this influence (often
efficacious though latent) have conceived this superior
law, which might be called the law of feeling, in two dif-

fer^t ways, some as absolute and universal, others as
partial and local.

T. Bibot (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 173.

Oscillatory feeling, in Wundt's psychology, a total
feeling in which opposing feelings, or affective processes,
alternate with each other in rapid succession.

—

Partial
feeling, in Wundt's psychology, a feeling, or affective
process, which enters as a component into a total feeling.

Every composite feeling may, accordingly, be divided
(1) into a total feeling made up of all its components, and
(2) into single partim feelings which go to make up the
total feeling. These partial feelings are in turn of differ-

F^librige

ent grades, according as they are simple sense-teelingB

(partial feelings of the first order), or feelings which are
themselves composite (partial feelings of the second or
higher orders).

W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 169.

Total feeling, in Wundt's psychology, the affective ex-

perience which results from the simiUtaneous presence of
separate affective processes in consciousness ; the resul-

tant of a number of partial feelings.

feeling-efEect (fe'ling-e-fekt''), n. InpsychoL,
the aSective, as distinguished from the sen-

sory, result of the application of a stimulus.

Likeness may mean "likeneBBOl feeling-effect," as in the
former case it means likeness of direct sense-effect. Green
and blue would then be like, because they put us in like

moods, of restfulnesB or quiet.

E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. B4.

feeling-tone (fe'ling-ton), n. In psychol., af-

fective experience, as referred to the intellec-

tual experience which it accompanies and
colors ; more especially, simple affection, as re-

ferred to the sensation which it thus accom-
panies, and of which, in some psychological
systems, it is even regarded as an attribute

;

affective tone.

Perhaps the most efficient agent in determining the
manner in which delusions are formed is the feeling-tone
of pleasantness and unpleasantness.

J. W. Slaughter, in Amer. Jour. Psychol., XI. 307.

feezings(fez'ingz), w.^jZ. [/ee^eS.] Naut., the
unlaid end of a rope.

Fehling's reagent, test. See *reagent, *testK
fei (fa'e), n. [Tahitian/ei, the vernacularname
of the plant and its fruit.] The wild banana
of Polj^nesia and New Caledonia, Musa Fehi.
It is distinguished from cultivated bananas and plantains
in having erect fruii^spathes, bearing numerous crowded,
angular, oi-ange-colored fruits containing a few seeds. The
fruit is prepared in various ways for food : sometimes
beaten to a consistency of paste and made into puddings
together with oocoanut-custard and other ingredients. In
Samoa, where it is called soaa, the natives prepare from
the sap a dark-purple dye with which they stain their
bark-cloth, and which they sometimes use for ink. The
species has been introduced into the Hawaiian Islands
and is found growing in some of the higher ravines of the
island of Oahu.

feint, n. 3. pi. See faint, n., 2.

fei-tsui (fa-tswe'), n. [Chin, fei-ts'm : fei, fS,
the blue-green kingfisher; ts'ui, the feathers of
this bird, used in ornamental feather-work.]
A beautifully variegated green variety of
jadeite much prized, on account of its colora-
tion, by the Chinese. The prevailing shade is

a bright emerald- or cabbage-green.
fei (fei), n. [L.. gall: see galU.'} Gall; bile.
—Fei hovls, the pharmacopoeial name for ox-gall.

feldsparic (feld-spar'ik), a. [feldspar + -ic]
Same as feldspathic. N. E. D.

feldspathization (feld-spath-i-za'shon), n.

lfeldspath(ic) + -ize + -ation.'] In petrog., the
development of feldspar in rocks through con-
taet-metamorphism. Fowrnet.
feldspathize (feld'spath-iz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. feldspathized, ppr. feldspathining. tfeld-
spath + -iee.J To change to feldspar: a term
employed in geology to describe this metamor-
phio process. Geilcie, Text-book of Geol., p. 780.

feldspathoid (feld'spath-oid), n. Ifeldspaih
+ -oid.'i Feldspar or some other species
(nepheUte, sodalite,1eucite, andtheseapolites)
which plays a similar part in the composition
of rocks.

P61ibre (fa-lebr'), n. [F. Fmbre, mod. Pr.
felibre, a pq-rticular use, in connection with
Felibrige, of felibre, a parishioner, usually
identified with Sp. fcligr^s, a parishioner, of
unknown origin but conjectured by some to
be reduced from L. filivs gregis, ' son of the
flock,' 01 filius eoolesise, 'son of the church.'
A literary fancy has maAe felibre mean 'book-
maker,' as if from Pr. faire ( < L. facere),
make, + lihre ( < L. liber), book.] A member
of the literary society known as *FMibi'ige
(which see).

Felibrian (fe-lib'ri-an), a. [F. filibrien, <

Felibre : see *FSlibre'.'] Relating or pertaining
to the F61ibres or the Proven9al literature,
etc., produced by them : as, Felibrian studies.
The two Faibrien societies maintained in Paris by the

children of the South of France.
T. A. Janvier, A Feast Day on the Rhone, i.

F61ibrige (fa-lf-brezh'), n. [F. FSlibrige, Pr.

Felibrige, a name adopted by the society men-
tioned: 8ee*Felibre.] A society constituted in
Provence, in 1854, for the maintenance and
purification of the Romance dialects of the
south of France, represented by the Provencal,
and for the promonon of Proven9al literature
and art.
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felic (fel'ik), a. [/ei(<fopar) + -jc] In^
in the quantitative system of classification

(1902), a term used to signify that a rock, or
group of rocks or minerals, has the properties
of or contains feldspar. See quantitative sys-
tem of igneous *rocks.

Telichthys (fel-ik'this), n. [NL., < L. felis,

oat, + Gr. IxOiig, fish.] The generic name of
a large sea-oatfish, known as gaff-topsail eat,

from the elevated dorsal fin. The common
species is F. felis.

fellaheen (fe-la'hen), n. pi. See fellah.

felleous (fel'e-us), a. [L. fellt^s, < fel (fell-),

gall.] Eelating to the bile; bilious.

fellmongery (fel'mung-g6r-i), n. IfeTlmonger
+ (er)y.'] The business of a fellmonger or his
establishment.
Woollen millB, tanneries xaAfellTnfmgeries.

Nature, Aug. 28, 1902, p. 413.

Tell sandstone. See *sandstone.
-Felly cut-off and doweling machine, a saw-table with
two circular saws used to cut off the ends of felly-
blanks, at the right length and proper bevel, and to make
the dowel-seats. —Felly-planlnB machine, a wood-
planer for planing strips and blanks for fellies, shafts,
carriage-bows, etc. It planes several at once. A more
complicated machine is allied to a molding-machine and
employs one, two, or four cutter-heads placed vertically
or horizontally to dress two or four sides of bent fellies.

—

Felly-rounding machine, a machine for rounding and
finishing the inner cm-ve of bent and planed fellies. It is

essentially a molding-machine having one horizontal cut-
ter-head.— Felly-truing machine, a sander used in
finishing fellies. See -ksandsr.

felly-holder (fel'i-h6l"d6r), n. A felly-plate
and a T-head bolt which together form a clamp
over the joint in a felly and prevent the wood
from splitting.

felon-grass (fel'on-gras), n. Either of two
plants reputed to cure felons : (a) The master-
wort, Imperatoria Ostruthvum. (6) The black
hellebore, SCelleborus niger.

felon-herb (fel'on-erb), «. Either of two plants
reputed to cure felons: (a) The common mug-
wort, Artemisia vulgaris. (Jb) The mouse-ear
hawkweed, Hieracium Pilosella. See mouse-
ear, 1.

felonice (fe-lon'i-se), adv. [LawL., adv. from
*felom,eiis, adj., < felo(n-), felon.] In Eng. law,
feloniously: a term formerly required to be
used in all indictments for felony.

felon-weed (fel'on-wed), n. The common Old
World or tansy ragwort, Senecio Jacobsea, ad-
ventive in the United States : so called from its

use as a remedy for felons.

felsi-. [G. fels, rook, + i, a letter used to sig-

nify that the character is microscopic. Of.

*fiilso-.'] Inpetrog., in the quantitative system
of classification (1902), a prefix placed before
the name of a rock to signify that its texture is

mierofelsitio, microscopically aphanitio, and
homogeneous, but not that of isotropic glass

:

as, felsimonsonose.

felsitic, a. Z. Having an aphanitic texture

:

applied to the ground-masses of those por-
phyries which are so fine-grained as to be
aphanitic, and to those glassy ones that do not
have a vitreous luster.

felsitoid (fel'sit-oid), a. [felsite + -oiS.'\ In
petrog., having a felsitic appearance, with an
exceedingly compact aphanitic texture: ap-
plied to metamorphic rocks. Such rocks occur in

beds or bed-like masses, sometimes in districts of contact-

metamorphism. They embrace h^efilnta, adinole, and
porphyroid. Oeikie.

felso-. [G.fels, rook, + o, a letter used to sig-

nify that the character is .megascopic] In
petrog., in the quantitative system of classifi-

cation (1902), a prefix placed before the name
of a rook to signify that its texture is mega-
scopically felsitic, megascopically aphanitic,

but not glassy : as, felsomonsonose. it is used in

a similar manner in petrography genei-ally and may be pre-

fixed to the name of any_aphanitic rock : as, fdaorhyoUte,
feUoliparite, etc.

"
"' " '

felsobanylte (fel-s6-ban'yit), n. [Hung. Felsb

Bdnya, 'upper mine': felso, upper, Idnya,

mine.] A hydrated aluminium sulphate, oc-

curring in snow-white crystalline masses, found
at Kapnik Bdnya, near Felso Btoya, Hungary,

felt^, ».— Fire felt, a fli-e-proof material made up in

sheets to be placed in walls and floors to increase their fire-

resisting qualities.— Foundation felt, a coarse felt, made
in sheets of varying thickness, to be placed between the

feet of a machine and its foundation, to decrease the

amount of vibration transmitted to the foundation from

the machine.— raiorolltlc felt, in petrog., the ground-

mass of some lavas, trachytes and andesites, which are

composed of microscopic prisma or fibers of feldspar.

felter (felt'6r), n. [fem + erl.] One who fol-

lows the occupation of feltmaking.

feltrum (fel'trum), n. [ML., felt, packing : see

/e«i and cf. feuter^.'i In medieval armor,

S.— 30
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woolen wadding used to protect parts of the
body,
felwort, n. The common felwort is Oentiana Amarella,
also called autumn gentian. The name is also applied to
species of Swertia, a genus closely related to Oentiana.

femaleness (fe'mal-nes), n. The quality of
being female.

Ifnmerous facts point to the conclusion that maleness
Mii femaleiuiBS may be regarded as expressing metabolic
alternatives open to the germ-cell in its development, and
that the bias in one direction or the other is laraely due
to environmental stimuli. Eneyc. Brit, XXXII. 210.

feme, n.—Feme sole trader, a married woman who,
by the custom of London, and either by common law or
by statutory authority in many of the United States, is

entitled to caixy on business on her own account and re-
sponsibility.

femlc (fem'ik), a. [fe(rro)m{agnesian) + -ic]
Having the characters of, or belonging to, the
second group of standard minerals, including
non-aluminous ferromagnesian and calcic sili-

cates, silicotitanates, and non-silicate and
non-aluminous minerals. Used in the quanti-
tative classification of igneous rocks. See
*rocfci.

femlnin, a. and «. A simplified spelling of
feminvne.
reminlsm, n. 3. The presence of specifically
feminine characteristics in the male.
feminist (fem'i-nist), n. [F. f&ministe, < L.
femina, woman, -H -ista, E. 4st.'\ 1. An ad-
vocate of the claims of women as the equals
of men in the. realms of literature and art as
well as in the sociological world. Athenaeum,
Nov. 26, 1904, p. 730.— 3. One who devotes
himself to the study of woman, especially from
the physiological and medical points of view.
G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. xiv.

femorohnmeral (fem"o-r6-hii'me-ral), a. Re-
lating to both the femur and the humerus.
femoropopliteal (fem"o-r6-pop-li-te'al), a. Of
or pertaining to both the femur and the popli-
teus—Femoropopliteal neuralgia. Ssme as sciatica.

femorotibial, a. 3. Relating to the femur and
tibia.—Femorotibial index. See Mndex.
femur, n.— PUastered femur, a thigh-bone on which
the linea aspera is greatly enlarged and prominent.

fence, n— cockatoo, dead-wood, dog-leg fence. See
ircockatoo, etc.— Panel fence. Same as snake fence.

Bee fence.—Stump fence, a fence composed of uprooted
stumps of trees laid horizontally, the roots of contiguous
stumps interlacing.—To mend one's fences, to guard
one's own political interests at home. [Political slang,

U.S.]

fence-arbor (fens'Sr^bor), n. A piece which
connects the spindle and the tumblers in a
combination-lock. See lock^.

Modem combination locks are so constructed that by
means of independent bearings^ which are operated
through the revolution of the spindle, and by use of a
balanced /ence-orfeowr, ... it is impossible for any one
manipulating the spindle or the dial to form any idea of
the position of the tumblers on the inside, because the
moment the spindle is revolved, thefence-arbour is lifted

away from the tumblers, and there is no possibility of

feeling their motion. Eneyc. Brit., XXXII. 360.

fence-row (fens'ro), n. A fence with the line

of shrubs and other vegetation which fre-

quently grows up under its protection.

Along fence-rows in partial shade.
, If. L. Brittan, Manual of Flora of Northern States, p. 952.

fence-season (fens'se''''zn), n. Same as close-

time.

fence-shop (fens 'shop), n. A shop where
stolen goods are sold. See fence, n., 7.

fenchene (fengk'en), n. Ifench(yl) + -ene.]

An oil, CjoHie, of the terpene series resem-
bling camphene. It is prejjared by boiling

fenchyl ohlorid, C10H17CI, with aniline.

fenchone (fengk'on), n. Ifenehivl) + -one.']

A ketone, CioHieO, isomeric with camphor,
which it resembles in general chemical prop-
erties. The dextro-form occurs in fennel-oil,

the levo-form in thuja-oil.

fenchyl (fengk'U), n. [Gr. *fenchyl, < fenchel,

fennel, + -^i.] In chem., the levo-form of
*fenchone (which see).

fencing-stick (fen' sing -stik), n. A stick,

usually made of hickory,-with a basketwork
guard for the hand, used in fencing.

fender, >t.) 1. (6)Jf(tK*.: (2) a projection extendhig lon-

gitudinally along the side oi a vessel a short distance

above the water-line to protect it from damage when go-

ing alongside other vessels or landing at wharves. The
fender may be formed of rectangular pieces of timber
firmly secured to the side, or of plates of U-shaped cross-

section riveted to the outside plating. Tugboats usually

have an upper fender at the level of the deck and a lower
fender just above the water-line. Feiry-boats and river-

steamers have a heavy fender extending all around the
vessel at the level ofthe main deck. ,(/) A removable wire
net or scoop placed at the front of an electric car to catch
or push aside an object or person overtaken by the car or

falling in front of it.

fender-bar (fen'd^r-bar), n. Naut, a long

,
fennel

fote-and-aft fender of wood hung'over a ship's

side just above the water-line amidships to
prevent chafing against a dock.
fender-boom (fen ' d^r - bom), n. See sliear

*boom. ,

'

fender-guard (fen'd6r-gard), n. See *fender-
rail.

fender-rail (fen'd6r-ral), n. A rail on the ex-
terior of a street-car designed to act as a fen-
der in protecting the side-panels against in-

jury from the wheels of passing vehicles. It

is armed with a strip of iron called the fender-
guard.
fender-skid (fen'd6r-skid), n. In lumbering,

a skid placed on the lower side of a skidding-
trail, on a slope, to hold the log on the trail

while being skidded.

fendillate (feh'di-lat), v.t.; pret. and -pp.fen-

dillated, ppr. fendillating. [F. fendiller (dim.
otfendre), < li.findere, split: see fentand fis-

sion + -ate^.] To split or crack slightly in
'

many places.

fendillation (fen-di-la'shon), n. The condition
of being fendillated.

fenessi, n. See *flnessi.

fenestella, n. 4. [cap.'] A genus of pyreno-
mycetous fungi having the perithecia arranged
in more or less definite groups beneath the
surface of the hark of the host, rhe name refers
to the spores, which have both longitudinal and trans-
verse septa, giving their surface a resemblance to small
windows.

fenestra, n. 3. In surg., an opening in a
splint or immovable dressing to permit of in-

spection of the part or to relieve pressure.
— Mandibular fenestra, the inandibular foramen.

fenestra'te, a. 3. In mycol., same as*dictyoid.

fenes'tra'ted, a. 3. In surgical instruments,
• having large openings.

The entire covering of the mastoid should be chiseled
away with ... a bone gouge, aided at some steps by a
fenestrated, sharp, hollow curette, and with bone-cutting
forceps. Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 223.

f§ng-hwang (fung'-hwang'), «. See fung-
hwang. In Chinese art it is used as the em-
blem of the empress.

Fungf-hwan^, or ' Chinese Phenix ': wood-carving of about 1600,
from the Imperial Palace of Peking, China. In the Pennsylvania
Museum, Philadelphia.

fennel, «—Azorean fennel, the sweet fennel, Feenic-
vZum dvlce.—Inilail fennel, a variety of the common
fennel, Fxnicidwm Fmni&dum, cultivated in India
and used in curries and for medicinal piuposes.

—

Prairie-fennel, a plant of either of the umbellif-
erous genera hovnatiurfii or MuiAneon, abundant in

Frairie.fennel ILomatium tnontanum).

One third natural size ; fruit natural size.



fennel

the western TTnited States from Montana to Washing-
ton : Bospected of being ipoisonous to stock. There seems
to be some proof of this m the case of Lomatium nvdi-

Prairie-fennel (Afttsineon Hookeri).

One third natural size; fruit twice natural size.

eatde, but L. Tnontanum and Musineon Hookeri are in-
nocuous and bid fair to become useful forage-plants.

fenomenal, fenomenon, etc. Simplified spell-
ings ot phenomenal, etc.

fense, n. and V. A simplified spelling offence.
fent, w,—To spring a fent, to test the color-strength of
a dye by dipping in it a piece of the material to be
colored.

fin-ting (fua'ting'), w. See *fun^Ung,
Fenzlia (fenz'U-a), n. [NL. (Lindley, 1833),
named in honor of Eduard Fenzl (1808-79), an
Austrian botanist.] A former generic name
of a plant of the family FoUmomacese, now
referred to lAnanthus under the specific name
i. dianthijUyrus {FenzUa dianthiflora of Lind-
ley). It is an old garden aimual from southern California,
dwarf and tufted, bearing a profusion of lUac, purple, or
sometimes white flowers resembling pinks, llie white-
flowered form is sometimes catalogued as Fenzlia alba.
See TkgrouTid-pink.

ferding (f6r'ding), n. [LG. ferding or Sw.
j^erding, a fourth part, = E. fa/rtMng.'\ A
silver coin struck at Biga .and Eevel in the
sixteenth century and belonging to the cur-
rency of the Order of Livonia. It was equal
to the fourth of a thaler.

Fermatian demonstration. See -^demomtra-
tion.

Fermat's law. See Maw^,
ferment, n.. 0. Familiar examples of the action of
ferments are the conversion of starch to dextrose, of al-

bumins to peptones, and of fats to fatty acids and gly-
cerin, by t^e diastatic, proteolytic, and lipolytic ferments
of the digestive juices. Besides the common digestive

fermevis which are secreted by the digestive glands,
there are numerous others which exercise their specific

functions within the cells, and which, in contradistinc-

tion to the former, are designated as tissue- or intra^el-

ItUar fermeTits. The number of these is very lai^e, and
it appears that many metabolic processes, which were
formerly attributed to a special vital activity on the part
of cells, are referable to their action. In the liver-cell

not leas than a dozen different ferments of this character
have been demonstrated. The great majority of known
ferments are hydrolytic. These effect the cleavage of

those Bubst^ices against which their special activity is

directed, in the presence of water, the components of

which take part in the reaction. In addition there are

the so-c&ilea oxydases, which can effect oxidations, and
there is evidence to show that reducing ferments, reduc-

tases, likewise occur. Until quite recently it was held
thatferment action was in all cases destructive. Re-
search has shown, however, tliat certain ferments are

capable of a reversible action, and are hence constructive

as well as destructive. Lipase, for example, will not only

cause the decomposition of ethyl butyrate to ethyl alcohol

and but^c acid, but it will also construct this substance

from tiie corresponding radicals. Maltase will similarly in-

vert maltose to dextrose andreconstmctthemaltose mole-
cule from dextrose. Whether or not all hydrolytic fer-

ments exert a reversible action is not known, but it is

quite possible. All fei-ments have a certam optimum
temperature at which their activity is most extensive.

This varies somewhat with t^e different members of the
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group, but is about that of the body. Boiling destroys
Uie ferments, but in the dry state they may be heated to

a higher temperature without losing tJiieir activity. The
effect of cold is shnilar to that of heat Quite important
also is the reaction of the medium. Cei'tain ferments do
best with a feebly acid reaction ; with others an alkaline
reaction is necessary ; while still others can act in acid as
well as in alkaline and neutral media, but exhibit certain
preferences. Generally speaking, ttie action of the dif-

ferent ferments is specific, that is, a given ferment will
act only upon a certain substance in a manner compara-
ble to the relation existing between a lock and its key.
Or it might ^so be said that a given ferment is specifl-
cally tuned to the substance upon which it can act
Upon this behavior the classification and nomenclature of
the ferments are based. In the latter the suffix -ase is

used in connection with the name of the substance
against which the specific action of the ferment is di-
rected. A ferment which causes the cleavage of proteins
(albumins) is thus termed a protease ; one which decom-
poses fats, a lipase ; and similarly amylase, maltase, lac-
tase, urease, nuclease, aldehydase, etc. Of the chemical
nature of the ferments very little that is definite is

known. As a class, they are usually regarded as being of
albuminous character ; but it is possible that the reac-
tions which suggest this view are referable merely to
contaminating albuminous substances. Colloidal solu-
tions of various metals, such as platinum, palladium,
iridium, osmium, etc, have properties which are very
similar to those of the ferments, for which reason they
are sometimes spoken of as mjetallic^ ferments or in&r-
ganic ferments. Bredi^ and Von Bemek have shown
that a gramatomic weight (193 grams) of colloidal
platinum, diffused in 70,000,000 liters of distilled water,
is still capable of producing an effect upon more than a
million times its amount of hydrogen peroxid. It could
further be proved that the reaction which occurs is mono-
molecular, a fact which indicates that the platinum itself
does not enter into the reaction. Such colloidal solutions
will invert cane-sugar exactly like the organic ferments
of an animal or a vegetable organism. As in the case of
the latter, also, the action of the inorganic ferments can
be desti'oyed by such substances as hydrocyanic acid,
mercuric chlorid, hydrogen sulphid, etc. The mode of
action of the ferments is still a matter of speculation.
Formerly iliey were sharply differentiated from the so-
called orgimized ferments or ferment org^iisms, which
occur widely distributed in nature and comprise the im-
portant group of bacteria, blastomycetes, and molds. Dur-
ing the life-processes of these organisms chemical
changes result in the various media in which they have
found lodgment^ which are perfectly analogous to those of
the ferments proper, but which M-e apparently dependent
upon the life of the organism and cease when this has
been destroyed. Becent research has shown, however,
that the resulting chemical changes are, after all, not
strictly dependent upon the life of the'cell, and are refer-
able also t» unorganized ferments which, in contradis-
tinction to the common digestive ferments, are not se-
creted to the outside, but remain intracellular. Their
action can be demonstrated after the death of the cell, if

the cell-body is entirely broken up, as by repeated tiiaw-
ing and freezing, by high pressure, etc. Familiar ex-
amples of the action of oi^ganized ferments are the alco-
holic fermentation produced by yeast, the acid fermenta-
tion caused by the mycoderma aceti, etc.— Conform
ferment, a bacteriolytic ferment which will cause the
destruction of those bacteria only which produce it—
Glycolytic ferment, a ferment assumed by Lupine to
exist in the blood and to cause the decomposition of glu-
cose into water and carbon dioxid. Also glvcolytic.—
Heteroform ferment, a bacteriolytic ferment which
will cause the destruction not only of the bacteria which
produce it but of others as well.—Hydrolytic ferment,
a ferment which causes the cleavage of a more complex
substance into simpler bodies in the presence of water,
which is at the same time decomposed. The action of all
the digestive ferments is hydrolytic. See irferment, 2.— Lactic ferment, a ferment which will decompose
lactose (milk-sugar) into lactic acid and carbon dioxid.

—

Sncroclastlc ferment, a feiment which causes the
cleavage of disaccharides to simpler sugars with 6 atoms
of carbon.

fermentation, 7^.— Fermentation test, a test for
su^ar in the urine, in which yeast is added to the suspected
fluid. If sugar is present, fermentation will occur.—Fer-
mentation theoiy of disease, the theory (now super-
seded by the germ theory) that certain diseases (the so-
called zymotic diseases) are due U> a
process analogous to fermentation
induced in the tissues by the presence of
a minute quantity of the specific virus
derived from one sick of the same dis-

ease.—Fermentation tube, a delicate
glass apparatus desicped to detect gases
set free by fermentation. The bubbles of
&& rise in the vertical tube, which is

frequentlygraduated to measure the gas.—Mnclc or mucous fermentation,
a special kind of fermentative change
sometimes observed in solutions of
cane-sugar, in which neither common
alcoholnor acetic acid is produced, but in
which the sugar yields carbon-dioxid
gas, mannitol, and a mucilaginous or
gummy subsbince. Access of air and
tiie presence of nitrogenous matter
are necessary, and the solution must
be neutral or slightly alkaline. Jour.
Soc. Chem, Industry, VIIL 81L—Bopyfermentation, a
so-called disease of wine and beer which renders l^e fer-
menting liquid viscid. It is believed to be caused by the
occasional presence of an abnormal ferment-oreanism.—
Tobacco fermentation, a peculiar form of fermenta-
tion which occurs during the process of curing tobacco.
Oxidizing ferments probably play an important part

ferment-cell (fer'ment-sel), n. In Mstol.y a
cell which secretes a ferment.

fermentlng-sqiiare (ffer-men'ting-skwar), n.
A shallow vat for fermentations. -^

fermentisclble (fer-men-tis'i-bl), a. [Irreg.
< ferment + L. -isc-ere, inceptive formative,

Bird'S'foot Fern {Peilaa ami-
ihopus).

a, plant, one third natural
size; b, pinna, slightly enlarged..

fern

+ ible.'] Capable of undergoing fermenta*
tion.

The molecular disturbance thereby produced is im-
parted to the femisnti[s]cible substance, sugar, and breaks-

it up into simpler bodies, alcohol and carbon dioxide.
Science, N. S., Jan. 2, 1903, p. 15.

fermentum (f6r-men'tum), to. [NL. use of L.
fermentum, ferment.] In the medieval church,

a portion of the eueharist reserved from vl.

previous consecration, which was brought to a-

priest about to celebrate mass. The particle thu&
used was called/crmenium, the leaven, and was often sent;

by the Pope or a bishop, as a token of Christian communion^
to priests in neighboring churches.

fem^, ».—Baby fern, the black maidenhair or maiden-
hair spleenwort, A^enium Trichom^nes. — BeB-Yer^
meadow fern, Dryopteris
thelypteris, with reference

to its habitat— Bird's-
foot fern, Pellsea orni-

thopu^t of western North
America, referring to the
characteristic shape of tJie

pinnee.—Blrd'8-nest fern,
Neoii^teris Nidus, widely
distributed through the
eastern tropics. See bird's-

nest, 1 (c) and -trekaha.—
Black fern, an Australas-
ian tree-fern, Cyathea me-
duZlaris, the pith of which
was formerly eaten. See
Cyathea.—Bine fern, Pel-
lsea atropurpurea, a com-
mon North American fern,

usually called cliff-brake.—
Bog fern, Woodwardia
Virginica, a lowland pluit
of the eastern United
States and Canada.- See
Woodwardia. — Boston
fern, aluxuriant cultivated
form {Nephrolepis exaltata
var. Bostoniensis) of the
common sword-fern. See
sword-fern.—Bonlder-
fem, DennMsedtia puneti-
lohvla. See -kDennstaedtia
and hay-scented itfem.—
Braid fern, in Australia,
Platyzoma microphyllum..— Brlttle-fem, FUixfra-
gilis, (Cystoptensfragilis),
a nearly cosmopolitan fern.

See Cystopteris.— Cater-
nlUar-fem, Phyllitis Sco-
lopendrium {Scolopendri-
um, mUgare), known commonly as the hart's tongue
(which see). — Chain fern. See chain-fern. — Cloafc^
fern, any fern of the genus Notholeena, certain species of
which have the margins of the frond inflexed, serving as
a partial 'cloak' or covering to the sporangia. See Notho-
Isena.— Coffee-fem, Pellsea andromedasfolia, of Arizona
and California, so caUed in allusion to the resemblance of

the revolute-mar-
gined leaf -seg-
ments to kernels of
coffee. — Corai-
fern, Gleichenia
drcvnata, an Aus-
tralasian fern. —
Cotton-fern,.
Notholsena New-
berryi, a fern of
southern Califor-
nia, covered on its-

under surface by a
Webby tomentum
of entangled soft,

whitish hairs, sug-
gesting cotton.—
Grape-fern, Lep-
topteris superba, of
New Zealand. —
Creepln^-fem.
Same as clvmbing-
/em (which see).

—

Deer-fern, an ev-
er^een fern, Stru-
thiopteris Spicarit
(^Lomaria Spicant),
so called in the
northweste ra
United States and
Canada. — Ea^le-
fern, the common
brake, Pteridium
aquUinum. See
Pteris.—Elk-horn
fern. Same as
stag - horn fern
(which see, under
stag-horn). Aid-
cornium (Platy'
cerium), to which it
belongs, is a genus
of coarse epiphytic

_ ., tropical ferns. ——Floating-fern, the iwd-fem, Ceratopteris thalictroides.
See -kCeratopteris and pod-fern.—nragrant fem, Dry-
opteris fragrams, a boreal species common to both hemi-
spheres. — Grajsa-fern, any one of several species of
Vittaria; in the United States, V. lineata, occurring in
Florida. See *r««aria—Grass-leaved fem, same as
grass-*fern; especially Vittaria elongata, a variable east-
em tropical species.—Hay-SCented fern, DennMatdtia
punctuobula. See Dicksonia and itDennstsedtia.—B.OTSe--
shoe fern, in New Zealand, Marattia fraxinea.—Inter-
rupted fem, Osmunda Claytonianxi. The sporangia are
home usually in two or three pairs of much reduced pinnse
near the middle of the otherwise foliose frond, hence the

Coffee-fern iPellaa andromedesfolia).
a, entire plant(one fourth uatural size)

;

b, segment (three fourths natural size).



fern

Interrupted Fern iOsmunda C/ayttmiana).

<From Britton and Brown's " Illustrated Flora of the Northern
States and Canada.") Two fifths natural size.

vernacular name. It is a native of the eastern TJnited States
and Canada.—King fern, the royal fern, Osmwnda regalis.

See Omiunda.—Ostrich fern. See oetrieh-femand kMat-
teuceia.—Faxasol-fem. Same as coral-*fern. —VoA
fern. See pod-fern.—Prlck^-fem, in Australia, Al-
sopMla (metralig, a tree-fern 26 to 30 feet high.—Besur-
rectlon-fem, in the southern United States, Polypodium
polypodioidety which contracts durii^ drouth but revives
in moist seasons ; hence the name. See polypody.—Rib-
bon fern, (o) Pteris aerrulata, a native of China, widely
spread throughout tropical and warm temperate regions.

(b) In Australia, Ophiodenrna pendiUa.—Snake-fem. (a)

See snake-fern. (6) The royal fern, Osmunda regalis,

which grows in low, wet situations and is thus associated
popularly with sn^es. See 0»nvwnda.— Splder-fera.
Same as riM>ori--kfern—Strawberry-fem, Hmdonttis
paXmata, so called in Jamaica.—Sword-fem. (a) Any
species of the genus Nephrolepis, especiiiUy N. exaltata,

which is, in one or anotherform, by far the most commonly
cultivated fern in the United States. See Boston itfern,

and Nephrolepis. (b) In Australia, OrwrmnitiB australis,

a small species with simple leaves.—UmlireUa-fem.
Same as eagle-*fem.—Water-fern, (a) and (6) See
water-fern, (o) Same as fioatmg-*fem. See *Ceratop-
terts.—Windsor fern. Same as creeping--kfem.

fern-ball (fSm'bsll), n. An artificial ball con-

sisting of the Creeping rhizomes of certain

Japanese ferns, commonly of DavaUia bullata,

closely bound together with absorbent vege-
table fiber. Growth is induced by drenching in water
and hanging in a warm shaded situation.

fern-bird (ffern'bferd), n. A small passerine

bird of New Zealand, which belongs to the

genus Sphenceachus and is usually placed with
the warblers of the Old World.
fern-bush (f6m'bush), n. Same as sweet-fern

(which see with cut).

fern-chafer (f6m'cha"'f6r), n. A British col-

lectors' name for a European searabseid beetle,

Bhizotrogus solstitialis.

fern-cycad (f6m'si"kad), n. Any plant belong-

ing to the CycadofiUces. See *Cycadofiliees.

These plants, therefore, whilst retaining the outward
form of ferns, are in reality transitional types. For con-

venience, these plants, which include the genera Hete-

rangium, Lyginodendron, Medullosa, and many others,

have been placed in a special group, the Cycadofllices or

Fem-Cycadi. Nature, June i, 1903, p. 113.

fern-tree (ffem'tre), n. In Australia, a tree-

fern (which see).

fernwort (ffem'wfert), n. Any plant belonging

to the Pteridophyta, or ferns and fern allies.

In recent years tardy justice has been given to the

fernworts (Pteridophyta). iSaenee, May 22, 1903, p. 830.

Ferranti effect. See *effect.

ferrarenite (fe-rar'en-it), n. [L. ferrum, iron,

+ arena, sand, + -ite^.'] Inpetrog., a sand-

stone composed of iron ores. Grabau, 1904.

ferrated (fer'a-ted),i?. a. \li. ferratus, aoYorei

with iron, + -ed^.] Charged with iron as a

constituent, as a substance of organic origin

intended for medical use.

ferratin (fer'a-tiJi)> »• [ferrate + 4rfi.'] An
iron-containing nueleoproteid which ooctirs iu

the liver. It was discovered by Schmiedeberg.

See *phosphoearnic add.

ferratogen (fe-rat'o^jen), n. [ferrate + -gen.l

A nuclein compound of iron containing 1 per

cent, of that metal : said not to be affected by
the gastric iuice but absorbed in the intestine.

Ferrers gradient formula, law, theory of cyclones,

theory of the circulation of the atmosphere. See

kgraaiewt, •iaiol, -kcyclone, *eirculatwn.

ferret^, n Black-footed ferret, Putonus nigripes, a

member of the weasel family, which inhabits the plains of

Nebraska and Kansas, where it feeds largely on prairie-

dogs. It is of a yellowish-brown color, with the tip of

the tail and the legs black.
_ _

ferric, a. 2. In elect., containing iron.-Ferrlo

hydroxld, in chem., a substance, re2(HO)8, which oc-
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curs as a constituent of brown hematite ore of iron and of

common iron rust ; artificially prepared it is a useful co-

agulant for clarifying water, and serves as a brownish or
buff-colored dye. finproperly called ferric hydrate.—
Ferric inductances, inductances with an iron core-
Ferric nltrosulphate, in chem., a basic ferric salt, made
by treating ferrous sulphate with nitric acid ; it has been
used in tanning.—FeiTlc OZld, in chem., FeoOs, the red
oxld of iron, which occurs in nature as specular iron ore
and red hematite, and as a constituent of brown hema-
tite ore and of iron rust ; artificially prepared it is used as
a polishing-powder (colcothar) and a cheap pigment.

—

Ferric sulphate, in chem., a substance, Fe2(S0i)s, used,
alone or' as a constituent of iron alum, in certain pro-
cesses of tanning and dyeing.

ferricyanhyoric (fer^i-si-an-hi'drik), a. Same
as hydroferroq/anio

Ferrier's albumin process. See *process.

ferrilutite (fer-i-lu'tit), «. [h.ferrmi, iron, -I-

lutwm, mud, -t- -dte^.J lupetrog., a ferruginous
mud rock. Ctraba/u, 1904.

ferrin (fer'in), n. [L. ferrum, iron, -f- -m^.]
A brown iron-containing pigment found in the
so-called livers of various invertebrates.

ferrirudite (fer-i-ro'dit), n. [L. ferrum, iron,
-I- rudus, rubble, + -ite^.] In petrog., a con-
glomerate or breccia of iron ore or distinctly
iron-bearing minerals. Grabau, 1904.

ferrite, n. Z. In chem.-. (a) A compound of
ferric oxid (Fe203) with a more basic metallic
oxid, as calcium ferrite (CaFe204), from the
union of ferric oxid with lime (CaO). The
miueral franklinite consists essentially of zinc
ferrite, and magnetite or magnetic iron ore
(FcgOi) may be viewed as iron ferrite (FeO.
Fe203). (6) Pure iron as separated out (from
iron carbides) in the cooling of steel.

ferritization (fer'''i-ti-za'shon), n. [ferrite +
4ge + -ation.'] In petrog., alteration of other
minerals into ferrite.

ferro-alloy (fer'o-a-loi"); »• An alloy of iron;
a chemical mixture of some metal with iron.

ferro-aluminium (fer"o-al-u-min'i-um), n. In
metal., an alloy of iron and aluminium, used
in modifying the character of steel, and in the
production of mitis-castings of wrought-iron.

ferroboron (fer-o-bo'ron), n. In metal., a com-
pound of ironwith boron, iron boride, intended
for use in ascertaining the modifying effect of

boron upon steel.

ferrobronze (fer'o-bronz), n. In metal., bronze
or gun-metal alloyed with a small proportion
of iron.

ferrochrome (fer'o-krom), n. See *ferrochro-
mium.
ferrochromium (fer-o-kro'mi-um), n. An alloy
of iron and chromium, the proportions of the
latter element varying from over 20 per cent,

in poor ferrochromium to more than 63 per
cent, in rich ferrochromium. The peroent^e of
carbon in the alloy is sometimes as higli as 10. Ferro-
chromium is prepared in crucibles and requires a large
consumption of fuel. Wh^n the required proportion of
chromium is not above 40 per cent., it is prepared in a
blast-furnace from chrome iron-ore. Ferrochromium is

used chiefly in the production of chroTtie-steel (which see,

under ifsteell). It is also made by electric smelting, and
by the Goldschmidt process (see itatmmnothermics).

ferrocobaltin (fer-o-ko'bal-tin), n. Same as
*ferrocobaltite.

ferrocobaltite (fer-o-ko'bS.l-tit), n. The min-
eral cobaltite, when containing a more than
usually large proportion of iron.

ferroconcrete (fer-o-kon'kret), re. Reinforced
concrete ; steel-concrete. See *eoncrete.

ferrocyanhydric (fer"o-si-an-hi'drik), a. Same
as Ji/yaroferrooyanic.

ferrodolomite (fer-o-dol'o-mit),«. lamineral.,

a carbonate intermediate between dolomite and
siderite, containing variable amounts of iron.

Van Rise, 1904.

ferroferric (fer-o-fer'ik), a. In chem., same as

ferrosoferrio. Jour. Soc. Chem. Industry, XIV.
157.

ferrogallic(fer-o-gal'ik),a. 1. Injjftotog'., not-

ing a printing process in which paper sensi-

tized with a solution containing gelatin, ferric

chlorid, ferric sulphate, and tartaric acid, and
dried in the dark, is, after exposure beneath
a negative or a tracing, developed by immer-
sion in a solution of gallic acid. The printshows
black lines on a white ground. Gallic acid may be dusted
on the sensitized paper before exposure. The print is

then developed by washing in water.

S. Noting paper sensitized as above described

:

largely used by architects and engineers.

ferroglass (fer'o-glas), «. [h. ferrum, iron, -l-

E. glass.'] Same as *wire-glass.

ferrolite (fer'6-lit), «. [L. ferrum, iron, +
Gr. Was, stone.] In petrog., a rock com-
posed of iron ores. Wadsworth, 1892.

ferromagnesian (fer"o-mag-ne'si-an), a. [L.

ferrum, iron, + E. magnesium + -an.] Con-

fertilization

taining both iron and magnesium : applied to
minerals and also to rocks. The common ferro-

magnesian rock-making minerals are pyroxenes, amphi-
boles, micas, and olivin.

ferrometer (fe-rom'e-t6r), »• [L- ferrum, iron,

H- Gtr. idrpav, a mea.sure.] An instrument de-

vised for the determination of the quantity of
iron in the blood.

ferromolybdenum (fer"'o-mo-lib-de'num), n,

A chemical mixture of iron and molybdenum,
prepared by melting pure metallic molybde-
num and adding to it the required percentage
of metallic iron : used principally in making
steel for gun-forgings.

ferronatrite (fer-o-na'trit), n. [L. ferrum,
iron, -I- NL. natrum, niter, -I- -ife^.] A
hydrated sulphate of sodium and ferric iron,

occurring in whitish spherical forms: found
in Chile.

ferronickel (fer-p-nik'el), n. An alloy of

nickel and iron,

ferropallidlte (fer-6-pal'i-dit), n. A white
granular ferrous sulphate, FeS04.H20, which
occurs with roemerite in C!hile.

ferroproteid (fer-o-pro'te-id), n. An albumin
in combination wim an iron-containing radical

— for example, hemoglobin.
ferropyrin (fer-6-pi'rin), n. [L. ferrum, iron,

-I- Gr. 7ri;p(er(if), 'fever, + -in^.] A trade-name
for an orange-colored powder prepared from
antipyrin and ferric chlorid, containing 64 per
cent, of the former and 12 per cent, of the
latter. It is soluble in water and alcohol and
is stated to have remarkable styptic properties
without caustic effects.

ferrosilicon (fer-o-sil'i-kon), n. In metal., a
compound of iron with silicon (iron siUcide),

rich in the latter element, for use in steel-

making.
ferrosomatose (fer-o-so'ma-tos), n, A brown
tasteless powder which consists of a mixture
of 2 per cent, of an organic compound of iron
with somatose, easily soluble in water : hema-
tinic and non-styptic.

ferrotitaniuni(fer'o-ti-ta'ni-um), n. ln.metal.f
an alloy of iron and titanium used to som&
extent in steel-making.
ferrotungsten (fer-o-tung'sten), n. In metal.,.

an alloy of iron and tungsten, rich in the latter-

metal, used in the manufacture of tungstem
steel for cutting-tools.

Ferrous oxalate, in chem^ oxalate of iron with ferrous
(apparently dyad) valence, FeCaO^. It occurs in the min-
eral humboldtite in lignite deposits, and is used in solu-
tion by photographers.—Ferrous OXld, in etiem., a com-
pound of iron with oxygen, FeO, in which the iron has
apparently dyad valence.—Ferrous sulphate, in chem.,
sulphate of iron (with ferrous valence)7l'eS04, or in the
crystallized condition FeS04.7H20, a salt extensively used
in the arts for many purposes : same as green vitriol or
copperas. See copperas.

ferro-yanadium (fer " o-va -na ' di -um ) , ». A
chemical mixture of iron and vanadium, used
somewhat in the manufacture of steel.

ferruglnation (fe-ro-ji-na'shon), n. The pro-
cess whereby, in the alteration of iron-bearing
rocks, the residue becomes permeated and
stained with compounds of iron, chiefly the
hydroxid limonite.

ferrule-hook (fer'il-huk), n. A ferrule and
hook combined, used as an end-trimming for a
swingletree.

ferrule-ring (fer'il-ring), n. A combined fer-
rule and ring for the end of a neck-yoke.
ferrum (fer'um), n. The Latin name for iron,
from which the chemical symbol for the metal,
Fe, is_derived : used by German pharmaceutical
chemists, in price-lists,etc.,andinthe names for
iron compounds, &b ferrum citricum, citrate of
iron.

ferry, n.—Aerial ferry, a transporter bridge or ferry-
bridge ; a device for transferring traflic across a navigable
stream or waterway by means of a platform suspended
from a traveler or ta-olley running on a track on a bridge-
span, elevated by end-towers sufficiently high to prevent
interference with navigation. The traveler, which is oper-
ated by motors controlled from the platform or car, travels
back and forth across the bridge-span, and thus conveys
the suspended platform at the level of the roadway or
approaches back and forth from one approach or landing
to the other^

fertil, a. A simplified spelling ot fertile.

Fertile worker. See *wor]cer.

fertilization, «.—Artlflclal fertilization, (a) The
bringing about of fertilization by artificial means, such
as placing the ripe ova and male cells of a fish in contact,
or placing the pollen of a fiower upon the stigma. (6) The
artificial initiation of the process of development in an un-
fertilized egg by something else than a male cell. In 1899
loeb found that after the unfertilized eggs of the sea-ur-

chin have been immersed in a dilute solution of magne-
sium chlorid in sea-water they undergo normal or nearly
normal development when they are &ansferred to pure
sea-water. This has been held to be proof that tertUiza-
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tion is a cbemical process ; but more recent experiments
have shown that a similar effect may be produced by
cane-sugar, urea, sulphuric acid, stiychnine, and even, in
the silkworm, by gently brushing the eggs. The eggs in
Avhich the experiments are most successful are those that
occasionally develop without fertilization under normal
conditions, and as tiiere is no physical or chemical simi-
larity between the objects that have been used with suc-
cess, it seems probable that they do no more than to dis-
turb the stability of the egg and permit its organic mech-

. anism for development to work, and that the effect may
be no more like that produced by the male cell than a
jar which opens the valve of a steam-engine is like the
engineer.—Asymmetrical fertUlzation, the appear-
ance, in the second generation and in later generations,
of the descendants of a cross between two varieties of in-
dividuals that differ among themselves with respect
to a parental characteristic : considered as evidence of
the resolution of compound gametes into unit-characters.

In general terms we can declare that the result of the
cross— the " asymmetricalfertilization," to speak strictly
— is the production of a diversity of gametes.

Proc. Ray. Soc. (Loudon), 1903, IL 79.

fertilizer-sower (fer'ti-li-2er-s6''er), n. A
horse-power machine for sowing chemical fer--

tilizers in drills or broadcast ; an attachment
to a seed-sower, either a broadcast or drill ma-
chine.—Hand fertilizer-sower, a small machine, re-

sembling a liand broadcast sowing-machine, used to scat-

ter ashes or other fertilizer or to spread sand upon icy
sidewalks or roadways. &ee sowing^Tnachine.

fertilizing-pouch (f6r'ti-li-zrng-pouch), n. The
spermatotheca or receptaeulum seminis of the
queen-bee.

fenilic (fe-ro'lik), a. {^Ferula + -ic] Derived
from Ferula Narthex or asafetida Femllo acid,
metamethoxy-parahydroxycinnamic acid, CjpHio04, a
crystalline substance whlcli occurs in asafetida and can
be made artificially from vanillin.

F. £. S. An abbreviation (a) of Fellow of the

Entomological Society; (b) of Fellow of the Eth-
nological Society.

fescue, w.— Callfoniia fescue, Fegtuca aristulata, a
Pacific species forming large aud handsome tussocks
along streams, etc. ; rather harsh and coarse for forage.

—

Creeping fescue. Same as red *fescue.—Hard fescue,
I'estitca ovina duriuscvXa, a variety of the sheep's-fescue,

which tluives on diy sandy soils and resists summer
drought. It is of value for pasture, in cooler and moun-
tainous regions and, if sown thicldy and exclusively,

makes a good lawn.— King's fescue, a native bunch-
grass, Festuca confinis, valuable for forage on dry slopes

in the northern Kocky Mountain region.—Meadow fes-

cue. See tall /e«c«e.—Eat's-tall fescue, a slender
weedy species, J**. Myurog, with a close narrow panicle to

which the name refers. It is a European species now
well spread over North America.—Red fescue, Fegtuca
rubra, a species of many forms with somewliat the range
of the sheep s-fescue, and differing from that species in

having creeping rhizomes by which it forms a compact
turf. In Europe it is rated with the best forage plants

;

in Germany it is highly esteemed for dry sandy meadows.
It is a good sand-binder and is useful also for shady
lawns. A variety (tflaucodea) called Tennesgee fegcve \s

the best pasture-grass In mountain valleys of North Caro-

lina and Bast Tennessee.—Seed-fescue. See tall -kfegcue.

—Sheep's fescue. See «Aeep's-/esc«c.— Slender fes-
cue, a native species, F. octoftora, with thin erect culms
and a narrow raceme or panicle, found in dry sandyplaces,

etc., in the United States.—Tall fescue, a European
species, Fegtuca eiatior, widely cultivated and thoroughly
naturalized in North America, of great value for meadow
and pasture on moist soils rich in humus. A form 2 or 3

feet high with a narrow panicle is the ordinary meadow-
fegeae. A more robust variety {arundinacea) is called

reed-fegeue and is very hardy and productive.— VarlOUS-
leafed fescue, a slender European species of creeping
habit, Fegtuca heterophylla, related to the red fescue

aud of like use in similar localities.

fest^ (fest), n. [G., a feast, a festival: see

feast.^ In German nsa^e, a gathering of many
persons to participate in or enjoy some festal

performance, as singing, shooting, gymnastic
exercises, etc. : as, a sdngerfest, schiltzenfest,

tumfest, etc. Forest and Stream.

festilogy (fes-til'o-gi), n. [L. fegtum, festival,

-I- Gr. -Aoyjo, < Xiyeiv, speak.] A treatise on
ecclesiastical festivals. Sometimes spelled

festology.

festinate (fes'ti-nat), v. i. ; pret. and pp. festt-

nated, p^T.fesUnaiing. To quicken the steps

involuntarily when walking, as in paralysis

agitajis. Buck, Med. Handbook, "VT. 486.

Festival of Ughts. See *ffanM*aA.—Jewish festi-

vals. The Jewish festivals or holy days may be divided

into two categories. Biblical and post-Biblical. The
former are : (o) The Sabbath (which see). (6) Kosh ho-

desh, the first (day) of the Jewish lunar month (Num. x.

10). (c) Pesah, the Passover, also called Chag ha-mazoth,

the Feast of Unleavened Bread (see -kmatgotk). (d) Sha-

buoth or Chag ha-Shabuoth, the Feast of Weeks, also

called Yam ha-Ukarim, or Day of the First-fruit (Num.
xxviiL 26). (cj Sukkoth, meaning 'booths,' or 'taberna-

cles,' also called Chag ha-'Agiph (Ex. xxiiL 15, 16), the

Feast of Ingathering (see Feagt of Tabemadeg). (f)Yom
Teruah (Num. xxix. 1), the ' day of blowing the trumpet,'

now known as Rosh ha-ghanah or first of the Jewish year,

when the shofar (ram's horn) is used, (s) Yom ha-kip-

pnrim, the Day of Atonement, which is not properly a

day of feasting, but the most solemn fast-day in the year.

The post-Biblical Jewish authorities have added an extra

dayto the principal festivals ; thus the Feast of the Passover

has now eight instead of seven days ; the Feast of Weeks
has two instead of one ; the Feast of Tabernacles has (in-

cluding Shenmni 'Ateereth and SKmbath Torah) nine in-
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stead of eight ; and Bosh ha-shanah has two instead of

one. There are several minor festivals and holidays in

the Jewish calendar, but these, with the exception of

kHanukah (which see), as well as the above-named addi-

tional days, are disregarded by many reformed congrega-
tions.

festivous (fes'ti-vus), a. [fesUve + -o«s.] Fes-
tive : as, a festivous occasion.

festology (fes-tol'6-ji), n. Same as *festilogy.

festoon, n. 5. A British collectors' name for

a European limacodid moth, Apoda testudo,

yellow-brown in color with narrow brown
stripes arranged like a festoon.

festoon-pine (fes-ton'pin), n. Same as Christ-

mas *evergreen.

Fetal circulation, the course of the blood-current in the
fetus. It differs in some important respects from that in
the adult, owing to the fact that the aeration of the blood
occurs in the placenta instead of in the lungs. There is a
communication between the two sides of the heart, and
the entire mass of blood in the body is of a mixed venous
and arterial character, except that in the umbilical vein,
which passes from the placenta to the liver, which more
nearly resembles the arterial blood in the adult.—Fetal
envelops, the membranes which cover the fetus in the
womb ; the chorion, amnion, and allantois.—Fet£d inclu-
sion, a double monstrosity in which one fetus is inclosed
in the other ; intrafetation.— Fetal membranes. Same
as "kfetal envelopg.

fether, fethery. Simplified spellings otfeather,
feathery.

Fetid limestone. See *limestone.

fetidity (ff-tid'i-ti), ». [feUd + -ity.'] Fetid
nature or smell.

fetid-shrub (fe'tid-shrub), n. The papaw,
Asimina triloba.

fetish-drum (fe'tish-drum), n. A drum used
in connection with fetishistic rites.

fetish-house (fe'tish-hous), n. The house or
hut in which a fetish is kept. E. B. Tylor.

fetishic (ff-tish'ik), a. [fetish + -icJ\ Per-
taining to or having the character of a fetish.

F. Battel (trans.). Hist, of Mankind, I. 43.

fetish-priest(fe'tish-prest), n. A person who,
with the assistance of a fetish, exercises magi-
cal powers and performs religious functions

:

a termused to designate the shaman of Africa.
F. Mateel (trans.), Hist, of Mankind, H. 367.

fetticus (fet'i-kus), n. [Origin not known.]
The leaves of the corn-salad, used as a salad.

fettler (fet'16r), n. One who fixes or prepares.
Specifically— (a) One who cleans castings in a foundry,
chipping off rough spots, fins, etc., and brushing off the
sand. (6) One who prepares the hearth of a puddling-
fumace. (c) One who shaves and smooths green pottery
to remove the seams made in molding, (a) In textUe-
manvf., one who cleans up machinery, or serves as a
helper in a menial capacity.

fettling, n. 2. The repairing or preparation
of a machine or part of a machine.— 3. The
process of cleaning castings after they leave
the foundry sand, including tBe chipping off

of runners, fins, and scabs, filing rough spots,
cleaning sand from the surfaces, and cleaning
out cores.—4. The repairing of the hearth of
a puddling-fumace by the use of iron ore rich
in oxygen.— 5. In ceram., the process of even-
ing the glaze on the surface of bisexut-ware
before it is fired in the glost-Mln. Aftertheware
has been dipped in the liqnid glaze and allowed to dry,
the excess of di7 glaze is scraped out of the hollows and
perforations. The surface is then retouched with a brush
in spots which are thin or bare.

feu et lieu (fe a lye). [F., L. focus et loous,

'hearth and place.'] In. old French Canadian
law, hearth and home, meaning actual settle-

ment by a tenant on the land. Bouvier Law
Diet.

feu-holding (fii'hoFduig), n. In Scots law, a
tenure in which the tenant pays feu duty to
his superior. See/e«.

feuillemorte, n. 2. Same as feuillet, 2.

feverl, n—Acclimation fever, an ephemeral fever
which attacks a new-comer in the tropics. It has no
definite character, but may be of gastric, malarial, or ther-
mal origin, or may be a mild yellow fever in places where
that disease is endemic It has no real r^ation to the
process of acclimation.—Aden fever. Same as dengue.—
Adenonervous fever. Same as bubo plague (which see,

under jilaffue).-AfHcan Coast fever, a very severe
piroplasmosis of cattle in Africa, similar to Texas fever,

and transmitted by the brown tick {Rhipicephalug appen-
diculatug) and the black-pitted tick (S. mnug). Also
called Rhodegian redwoAer, Rkodesian tick-fever, coagt

tick-fever, Eagt Coagt fever. — AfHcan fever. (6)
Pernicious malarial fever.—Algid fever. 8ee*(rfsi(J.

—

Assam fever. Same as *Ara2a-azar.—Autumnal fever,
an indefinite term denoting any fever which occurs in
the autumn, usually malarial or typhoid fever. —Bal-
last fever. See MoJIiue.-Blduotertlan fever. See
*biduotertiam.— Black fever. (6) Same as -kkala-
arnr.— Black-water fever, malarial hemoglobinuria.
— Bladder fever. See Mladder.—BOOhoO fever, a dis-

ease of Hawaii and other Pacific islands, of which the
chief symptoms are gastro-intestinal disorder and extreme
depression of spirits.— BrOkOU-Wlng fever. Same as
dengue.—Bucket fever, an old term for dengue.—Bu-
lama fever, yellow fever.—Digestive fever, a slight
rise in the temperature of the body during the process of
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digestion.—Dnmdnmfever, a disease occurring in India,

which resembles, and perhaps is identical with, Kala-azar.

It is marked by enlargement of the liver and spleen and
by the presence of protozoan parasites in blood drawn from
the spleen.— East Coast fever. Same as African,

Co<Mt*/evfr.— Elephantold fever. See -kelephantoid.
— Fracture fever, a slight elevation of the body temper-
atm-e coming within a few hours of the occurrence of a
fracture.— GarrlCk fever. Same as Siddong -kfever.—

(ilraffe fever. Same as dengue. Sci. Amer., April 9,

1904, p. 287.— Hemogloblnurlc fever. Same as

black-water itfever and hemoglobinuria. Jour. Trap.

Med., June 1, 1903, p. 183.— Lazaret fever. Same as

typhwfever.— Malarial fever ofcattle. Same as Texa*
ifever. Also known as piroplamwgig 6om».—Malta
feyer, a disease marked by long continuance of the fever

at a nearly constant level, prostration, pains in the joints,

headache, and diarrhea. It prevails along the shores at

the Mediterranean and in other subtropical and tropical

regions, and is associated with the presence in the body of

a special microbe, Micrococcug melitengig. Also called

rock-fever, Mediterraneanfever, Naplegfever.—Medlter-
ra.nean fever. Same as Malta *fever.—Naples fever.
Same as Malta /e»er.—Neapolitan fever. Same as

Malta */ei)er.—ParatypllOlO fever, a continued fever

resembling typhoid in its general symptoms, but not
responding to the specific tests for that disease: ite

causation is not yet definitely ascertained. — Bho-
desl£UI fever, a cattle-disease in Africa, resembling
in its symptoms and mode of transmission (by a
tick) Texas fever. Athenseum, May 21, 1904, p. 659.—

Rocky Mountain spotted fever. See -ktick-fever.—

Siddons fever, alow fever believed to be due to the ag-

gregation of large numbers of persons in poorly ventilated
rooms : so called because it once prevailed in Edinbui-gh
while Mrs. Siddons was playing there.—Southern fever.
Same as Texagfever of cattJe, an anemia caused by Piro-
plagmabigeminum.—Spotted tever. (c) See*tick-fever.

—Stiff-necked fever. Same as dengue.—Subcontlnu-
ous fever, remittent malarial fever.—Tex^s fever. See
Texag.—^Trypanosoma fever, a fever in man (sleeping-

sickness?) or in animals (surra, dourine) due to the pres-

ence in the blood of one of the species of Trypanosoma.
Nature, Dec 3, 1903, p. 108.—Undulant fever. Same as
Jfirfta */«>«.—Urinary fever. Same as urethral fever
(which see, under /eserl).—Walking typhoid fever, a
form of typhoid fever in which the constitutional symp-
toms are not very severe at first, and the patient is not
confined to his bed, but moves about during the greater
part or the whole of the course of the disease.

fever-bush, n—California fever-bush. Same as
kquinine-bugh. See -kbear-bnigh and taggel-tree.

feverd, pp. and a. A simplified spelling of

fevered.

fever-fly (fe'ver-fli), n. A name ^ven in Eng-
land to a fly, Dilophus febrilis, which occasion-
ally multiplies excessively, in past years the co-

incidental prevalence of fever during the swarming of
this fly gave rise to the popular name. The larva eats

the roots of the hop-plant.

fever-gum (fe'v6r-gum), n. The blue-gum, Eti-

calypttts globulus. See fever-tree, 1.

feverwood (fe'v6r-wud), n. Same as fever-
btish, 1.

fezant, n. A simplified spelling of pheasant.
ft. An abreviation (a) of the Latin fecerunt,
they did it or made it

; (6) of folios ; (c) of
forhssimo ; (d) ot following (plural).

P. F. A. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Faculty of Actuaries.

Ffestiniog flags. See *flagK
fff. In mitsic, ,an abbreviation ot fortissimo

:

more usually ff.

F. F. P. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons.
f. g, a. An abbreviation of free of general
average.

P. G. a. An abbreviation of Felloto of the Geo-
logical Society.

f. h. p. An abbreviation of friction horse-
power.

P. H. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Horticultural Society.

P. I. A. An abbreviation of Fellow of the In-
stitate of Actuaries.
Fianchetto di donna opening. See *opening.
fiat, n—Joint flat, in law, a flat which formerly
issued against two or more trading partners. Bouvier,
Law Diet.

fiber^, n—Ansulate fibers, a decussating system of
fibers which exists in the brain of reptiles and amphib-
ians and is regarded as corresponding to Meynert's com-
missure in mammals.—^Association fibers, in neural.,
fibers which connect different regions of the same cere-
bral hemisphere : opposed to commisgural fiberg, which
connect the two hemispheres.—Baliama fiber, the fiber

of Agave rigida, from plants cultivated in the Bahamas.
See nenejuen.—Bamboo fiber. See -kbamboo.—Bast-
fibers. See iicMd, 2. — Bolo-bolo fiber, the bast-
fiber obtained from Clapp^rtonia Ji^olia, a West
African plant of the linden family.—Chambered fibers,
m bot., fibers which have become septate so as to
appear multicellular, such as occur in the secon-
dary wood of dicotyIedonB.-£Cosmos fiber, any mixed
waste of vegetable fibers, as flax, jute, hemp, 'nettle, etc.— Gaboon fiber, a stiff variety of the African bast or
piassava: used for stilt brushes.—Hard fiber, a trade-
name for paper which has been passed through a warm
solution of zinc chlorid, and afterward over heated rolls,

cooled, and thoroughly washed with pore water. It is

strong and tough, and is not injured by water.—Indu-
rated fiber. Same as hard A;/!6er.—Interzonal fibers, a
bundleof delicate achromaticflbersconstitutingthecentral
spindle during loiryokinetic cell-division. This spindle !a
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etiTeloped by the mantle-flbers (which Bee, and also cut at fibril, n. 3. In histol., a delicate fiber, such Jitroma(,t-) + -osis.2 The development of
*di^reffl«).—Leaf-flber machine, a machine for ex- according to one theon?, is found in tlie fibroid tumors.

S.i"iMSma flber"' S''^'"LXi-Vlln. protoplasm of eells.-Side fiU of Oolgl. a deli- fibromembranous^(fi-bro-mem'bra-nus), a.

ntlus fiber. Same as MoMritius *Ae»u).— Mexican cate branch passing off at right angles from the neujjax- [L. fibra, fiber, + membrana, membrane, +
fiber. Same as ToTjipfco •/i6er.—Med!cana fiber, one near itejunction with the body of a ganglion-cea— .oug.] Composed of a membrane containing
the fiber of the Agave heteracantha, or istle, fomid Tomes'a fibrils. See Tames s *fil)ers. much fibrous tissue
in Mexico, Texas, and California, used for the manu- fibrilia (fi-briri-a), n. TNL., < L. iihra, fiber.] fli,_-_,_{«_ /•«//>,-;; '„,7 T'+fo\ », nvrr / T
facture oi cheap brushes— Moriche fiber, a fiber An "fine veeetaMe fiber that can be Sttbsti-

fioromyitlS (H'toro-mi-i tis), n. [NL., < L.
obtained from the young leaves of the ita-palm, Mauri- f^y,°P®

vegetaple UDer ttiat can oe suDSCi
^j^ g^ + Qj, ^ ^ muscle, + -!to.] In-

fia /feawosa. It is prepared in the same manner as tuted for cotton m the manufacture ottabncs. flammation of a muscle with hyperplasia of
raffla, by stripping on the outer sliin of the unexpanded fibnllate, V. U. intrans. To form fibnls, as fi,n fihroiis ti<»Riip
leaves and drying in the sun. It is then twisted into eoaeiilatinff hlood

uiic uuiuuo uibbuc.
_

strings and mide mto cords and hammoclis. See Mauri- A_jfi Ji:,.„rf
° Tm rri,„ *„,„off„T, «f fiT,nil=

fibromyXOma (fi"bro-mik-so'ma), n.
;
pi. fibro-

tia and tto-paJm.—Motor fiber, one of the fibers in a liDruiatlon, n. (0) ihe tormation ot nonis. rnyxormta (-ma-ta). A tumor composed of
mixed nerve which convey motor or centrifugal im- Fibrin antlpeptone. See kantipepUme.— tlLyoBia. fibrous and mucous elements
pulses only.—Odontogenic fibers, a term suggested by fibrin, an insoluble form of myosin ; one of the coagu- ii\^-.—,.,—,^„^.„-.„ /fi»v„.A w.^v/ZoS oSr. L•n'™a^
Mummery for the "layer of connective tissue surround- latedilbumins. fibrOmyXOSarCOma (tl"too-mik"s?-sar-kO ma),
ing the pulp and entering mto the substance of the fibrin-fa ptnr rfi''hrin-f!)t'>'t,nTl « A substance ™- > V'. fioromyxosarcomata (-ma-ta). A myxo-
mStrix." The term is sugiested because of then- great nDnn-iaCEOr (11 D™-taK tor;, n. A suDSiance J^^ containins much fibrous tissue.
similarity to the osteogenic fibers of bone.-01on4 fiber, which IS concerned m the formation of fibrin

; fil^J^"„,_n^a ,«/7#^^ ^j„o-
a fiber prepared from the bast of Touchardia latifolia, specifically, a substance which will give rise nbroneUTOma (tl Dr9-nu-ro ma}, TO.

,
pi. Jioro

a nettle-like plant growing in the Hawaiian Islands, to the formation of fibrin, such as fibnnogen. V^uromata (-ma-tk). A fibrous tumor involv-.

called olona by the natives. It is remarkable for its £t\^-s^ ^i^v-.ij^ /-ft/u™; i^-u//,-; i:-«\ *. C!«-r».n, in ff nerve struotures.
strength and durability, and is used chiefly for making fibnn-globulin (fi bnn-glob"u-l«>), n. Same

fiv» "^cigated (fi-bro-nu'kle-a^ted), a. Com-
flsh-nets, some of which are more than 100 fatlioms as *fibnnoglobuhn

.

^ „i fii^r" oT!.! lX^^.rl^«^Xo+»,q r,n«lol i^
lonB.-6pnbe fiber, a bast-fiber derived from the stems fibrinocellular (fi*bri-n6-sel'u-lar), a. Com- POsed of fibers and having elongated nuclei in

, of Urera SandwicensU, a Hawaiian plant belonging to
g j| f fi^^n with an admixture of desqua- *^® interstices. ....... ,the nettle family. It is highly esteemed by the natives, ^.Jvl/iooiio " <' " " ""I fibropapiUoma (fl''bro-pap-l-lo'ma), n.; pi.

who use it for the same purposes as the olona.—Palma maieu ceiis. ... „ iShrt^nZ^lln'mjifji ( ma i'a\ A tiiTnnr'whieh eon-
fiber. Same as po«»»aiWs&- Palmyra fiber, a fiber fibrinogenetic (fi'bri-no-je-net'ik), a. Same f*.™-Pfr , V^^^lu fli^^^ T^h^=^^^^
obtained from the base of the leaf-stalEs of the pahnyra as fibrfnoqenic.

*^™^ *^^ elements of both fibroma and papil-

Vairo, Boraesus Jlahellifer. It is harsh and wiry, and has flLjiiXi.* /jk/zv-j _= _i.-u/,-5 i;„\ „ a loma.
become of importance commercially since 1891, replax!ing "°,"'^96lODUim (11 on-no-glOD u-lin;, n. A

fii,j.-_i,t. (fi'bro-plaf), n. .An interarticular
to a meat extent the West Afi-ican bast-fiber, derived globulin which is derived from fibrinogen dur-

fli:°^„7jj,-''"
" ^ ''

luuciiiiu

from iZa^Aiamn^/'erit in the manufacture of stiff brushes, msf the nrocess of coasulation, that is, during nDrocaruiage.
_ _ «» i j

See palrmra, l.-Pontlne flbera, the nerve-fibers pres- the transformation of fibrinogen into fibrin. fibropurulent (fi-brp-pu'ro-lent), a. Marked
ent m the pons Varolii.—PoBtcommlssural fibers, fiv,S

""
"i "j. /en,,n r.« ™-f'rs ioT,+\ // Tt, hy pus with an admixture of flbrm in flakes,

fibers of the postcommissure situated just posterior to flbrmopurulent (tl"Dn-no-pu rp-lent), «• In ^.^ Xan Cfi'hrna'l i, i • nrat and rm Hbrosed
the peduncle of the epiphysis. The fibers p^s through paifto?., noting the type of certain exudates, °''™^^.^"

-""^"^^'r^V*-'
P„

n w^ FZ'rrT^h^^^i
the Sptic thalami and, according to Meyuert, diverle of inflammatory character, which show a tenl VW- fibrosing, [fibrose, a.-] To form fibrous

into the white substance of the cerebral hemispheres. j_„„,. +„ „i_i „„/i wliinV. /.nntoin -niio tissue, as in cirrtiosis orm Cicatrization. JiUCK,
In lower vertebrates the fibers pass ventraUy through -^S'?^y'^''pi°i°:''"^.w,'"°''°?^'^7°P'^^^ , . , Med Handbook V 561
the thalami and join the basal tr5«t. Smith applies tSe fibrinose (fi'bn-nos), ». -Analbumose denved J?"'"- ^»"V"""''v^^ ,

term to uncrossed fibers derived from the hippocampus from fibrin. nprospoilgian (ti-t)ro-spon ]i-an;, a. ana n.

which "collect upon the dorsal aspect of the ventral fibrinosis (fi-bri-no'sis), n. [NL., < fibrm + }• «• ff^^^^J^ *° •". Possessmg the oharac-
[prelcommissure and incline backward and downward to . -, f_^_.rto7 o foriflitim in wTiipTi thp-rfi teTB of the Fl,brospong^SS.
enter the thalamic region." Trans. Unnean SocLm- -OStS.} In ijafftOJ., a COnOltlon in WQieQ tnere ^ One of the KfiroOTiomois'
don, June, 1897, p. 54.-Postretlnal fiber, any one IS an excessive tendency to coagulation of the ^i, "«'/«>;,„+'jm ^ rihrnlit'f nt ^ + -iV 1
of a series of nerve-fibers arising from the facets of the blood. "J?'^?"." (":'"^°i ^^h "' J-fiP'^if^S'^i'' Ti

"*%-'

compound eye of an insect and passing into the gan- ~„^„„„. i,™„,h«i, a.. j.i„™,i..-m, mhrf«™. Eelatmg to fibrosis. Swic, Med. Handbook,
glionic or outer lobe of the optic ganglion of.tlie brain.

^Jjjf°^?„e*^"S?!^'|ibri^ont^lfivStey~™^?™ ^- ^^^

i^^e°?^^*toSin^f^'ln ^h hfm^clreteSS™hI ri«!/.-Flbrlnous pneumonia. S^measl^oupouspneu. Fibrous oak-apple. See *(Ki*-<Mij.Ze.-Fibrous slab,

bundll ofXrs m^des One divlrion S^Sie ouWdl? "«'»'' (^hich see, mder pneumonia). a building matlrTa], invented in tfie nineteenth century,

aSfani2riorlTi«n^^^^^ fibrimiria (fi-bri-nu'ri-a), n. [NL., < fibrin + ?f,=™,^i"'«T^J?°i?^'"8ff1
'^^''' *° ^^P""'" ^'^

otlier division, passing posteriorly, isthepar-stemiJoi-fflJis. (jj.. oiipov, urine.] The passage of fibrin in Jer or ^oariing. compare sioir A
, ., r

Smith uses the t«rm in another sense, referrmg it to fibers ""V .^s'Jzl:'i aBsoeiated with cTmlwria F- I- 0- An abbreviation of Fellow of the In-
originating in the hippocampus which, in tW course «?.™® •jl"™!:!"?^^^^?"^^^®'^ ^^ „ .rTSw «<««««« of Chemistry.
are divided by the ventral commissure (precommissureof nbro-adenoma (11* Dro-ad-e-no ma), ».;pl.^0rO- -,, Ua aoV\ n rP */.<.77y. -naoTrtViTBoil 1
other writers). Those proceeding downward and forward adenomata C-ma^tS,). A glandular tumor con- "S^*^ ijx"^^^ -''

."V.
L^-

/'"^'f!
P'*«J^'^"'eaa.j

in front of the ventral commissure are termed precom- taininff much fibrous tissue
Kesemblmg packthread or string (in color)

:

missuralfibers.— Prussak's fibers, fibers which extend _i" 5. ~',_ .^rf,'^ ^1, r„Tv,T>r.=o/l as, .^CisiZe laoe.
fromtlieshortprocessofthemalleustothenotehofKivini. flbro-adipOSe (tl-bro-adl-pos), a. *^omposed - ,1^ , „ , . .. . „ ^^ a fig +- Quartz fiber, a fiber obtained by fusing quartz in the of fibrous and fatty tissue. f^ma form 1 F^^sh^^eii • eCSte ovAid
oxyJiydrogen fiame and drawing it out whUe soft into a fibro-angioma(fi"br6-an-ii-6'ma), TO.; pi. ^6ro- JO^^' form.J Jig-sftaped, elongate ovoitt,

filament Fibers thus produced are sometunes so fine as anaiomMta (-ma-tii'>
' An aneioma with a larM ''apidly tapenng to One extremity.

to be invisible to the unaided eye. They are, however, of
angtormui (-ma^a,). An angioma witn a large

(•fik'l-mii) m An American
great tensile strength, and have elastic properties which admixture of fibrous tissue. „5^1^}za%}^^!:'^ll^^^
Idapt them for usi in'the suspension of the moving parts fibrobroncMtis (fi"bro-brong-ki'tis), TO. A chironomil fijr, Spara mconstans^he larvse of

of galvanometers and of other physical instruments of
„V„,,n„,,s iti^flamin of the mucous mem- ^^^^^^ l^'eed in nch hothouse earth and some-

extTemedelicaey—RelsBner-afiberarodrlikestructme ZJtl^tiiTyl^^Xl^T^t^l^
mucous mem-

times damage planted seeds and the roots of
or fiber lying within the lumen of the central canal of the brane 01 the bronchial tubes.

nlants

^i^nXme ^oTi^UTe^^^tri^ asV/S ^"jl^SralTSfI'Som^tot
Rck's law of diffusion, inspiration experi-

oephalon and connects with the torus longitudinalis. The .Jfirocarcwomato (-ma-ta). A carcinomatous ment. See Uw of *diffusion (a), ^experiment.
theory has been advajiced that the structure is the result tumor which contains much fibrous tissue. ficoida lit m A plant of the family ^fe(i-

lS^'i°i::s'cttterfSi,nb^»f fib^rs°'^h°£ri^l
fi^^^^^^^^ Containing aca^" formeriy caUei^ ^coicfe* (which see),

internal to the chief fillet or lemniscus 'and which, accord- -E?!,Ti!,VXt +^i™«J^ lo^« .1 <7,^.>™„
Lindley.

ing to Bechterew, include the central contmuation of the ribrOCCUUlar tUmor. _
Same aa fibroma. ^A K.-Haad-fid, a pointed pm of hardwood, from U

vagus and trigeminal nerves.- Short association flDrOCllOnuntlS (BE brp-kon-dntlS), TO. [ML/., to 20 inches long, used to open the strands of a rope in
fibers, fibers in the cerebrum which serve to connect ad- ^ L. jibra, fiber, -I- Gfr. ydi/rfpoc, cartilage, -I- splicing. A somewhat longer metallic pin of this sort is

jacent convolutions, passing around below, the gray mat>
.v--. i TnflnTnmaHnTi of a fihrocaW-iljiirB called a marfo'Tiesmie. [Naut]

rui* S-b-enSn-i "^J S^^^-lel^l.SfS- fibfo^ryrtalS^e"lSS, f Crys- fiddle, ». 4 f ceram., a rack in.which pieces

Spiral fiber, the spiral chitinous thickening of the tallized in fibrous form, as many calcareous of ware that have been dipped in liqmd glaze
endotracheal membrane in thetraohese of insects.—Tam- organic Structures, such as the skeletons of are placed to drain.— 5. A piece of wood by
Pico fiber, the coarse, stiff fiber obteined from four or

thi corals 'f^hioh the guy-ropes Of a tennis-net are
five species of plants which grow on the high, arid table- tue i-uiaiH. A_j.T.jj.r a-c j. i. - .......
landsof northern Mexico, and which is exported from the fibrocyst (fi'bro-sist), TO. [L. fibra, fiber, + Stretched to keep them taut.-Com-stalk fiddle,

port of Tampico. It is used as a substitute for bristles in Gr. /ctiffTif, bla(fder (oyst).] A fibroid tumor /««*<'°''"-»'«'*-
,, , , ,, . . , ,.

the manufacture of brushes and 18 also m demand for the ™t„vi, la iinflBrirniTiff pvatir- rlfiwfiTifi™.timi fiddlC-back (fid 1-bak), TO. An Australian

^^'-^e'^l^^S:^^V^.^f^^'tr.S."?^(^ ^^^'^miW^2^&:^^.tTfilro. -rab»id Ule, ScL>rrMna a^tralasi..

fiber are Agave lophantha, A. techeguiUa, Sarmiela cystomata (-ma-ta). [tHi., as fibrooyst + -oma.'] AjV P ?';' ,»,„ . -,.,x .1 i.-j
Carneromna, and Yucca Treculeana. See *lechuguiUa, j^ fibroma which'contains cystS. flddle-bCetle (nd'l-be'^tl), TO. A large carabld
kpalmapita, aoi *palma samandoea. Foi Oie three flv_n -i _.*,•_ /fj/zhro-B-laa'tik) ' a Containing beetle, Damoster blaptddss, -which occurs in
most important commercial grades of this fiber, see nDrO-eiaSTilC (n Dro-e las IIK;, a. v^oniauiuig

T„„a„' -^^ ntliprnri^tal rfiVions and which
Jaumam, palma, and Tula istte, under ««««.- Tibislri white fibrous and elastic tissue. Japan ana otner onent?l regions, ana wnicn,

fiber, in British Guiana, same as moriche *fiber.— fibroglioma (fi*br6-gli-6'ma), TO.
;
pi. fibroglio- "7 ™e Widening ot its elytra, IS somewhat lid-

Tomes's fibers or fibrils, processes given oil from the f° r-ma-ta^ flJlj < L "Hbra. fiber, -f- NL. die-shaped.
odontoblasts, in the dentinal oanals.-WelBmann'B fibers, '","™ ^

i
- ?"^^^i^'fl;' „^'-C"T'„li^^^^ « The ereat hairv

intrafused muscle fibers, or fibers within the muscle plwma.^ A mixed fibroma and glioma. nttflle-grass (hdl-gras),». ine great nairy

spindle.-Yucatan fiber. Same as A««ejMe». fibrolamellar (fi-hr6-lam'e-lar),a. InmMierai., wiilow-heib, Eptlobium hirsutum.

fiber-faced (fi'b6r-fast), a. 1. Covered or a structure produced by the separating of fiddle-head, «i. Z. pi. The crozier-hke uucoil-

faeed with a compressed composition made a fibrous mineral or mineral ag^egate into ing young fronds of the cinnamon-fern, Os-

from wood-pulp or other materials and called thinlamellee. t?ejfc»e. Text-book of Geol., p. 105. munda oinnamomea: so named from their

fiber. There are many kinds of fiber, most of them hav- fibrolipoma (fi"bro-li-p6'ma), TO.; pi. ^6roM- fancied resemblance to the carved head of a
ing names to define the use for which they are intended, nomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < ti. fibra, fiber, + violin.

2. Said of paper that plainly shows fibers on -^^ ^„g^ fat,"+ -oma.1 A mixed fatty and fiddle-beaded (fld'1-hed-ed), a. Havinghandles
its surface, as that made for United States fibroid tumor. that are fiddle-shaped : as, fiddle -headed ser-

bank-notes and some forms of bond-paper,
fibrolitic (fi-bro-lit'ik), a. [fibrolite -f- -ic] ving spoons ;

^(Jdie-feeadet^ forks.

fibra,».— FlbrsB propria. Same as short association Pertaining to, resembling, or characterized by fiddler, TO. 5. A &ah, Trygonorhina fasdata, a
*J'l>ers.

,^,,^ .».,-, , X rri,„ i.^ „ the presence of fibrolite (silUmanite) : applied member of the family mJ»o6a«j(i«. [Aus-
fibrification (fi''bn-fi-ka'shon),». The forma-

to certain metamorphie Vocks, such as ^eiss tralia.]
tion of fibers or fibrous structures. . ^y g^^gt fiddle-rack (fid'I-rak), to. Naut. Same as .^d-

I have not detected any other ;i6n>i<!a««m of the ceUs p,^„j,„mgoJte(,n„egtive-tiBsuetnmorof the dle,n.,2.
. ^ , „, . »

except this. ^ ^ ^^.^ u ™ i i, 'J^S;""""""""^ • fiddler-flsh (fid'16r-fish), TO. A &ah, Bhmolatus
ff. Bunnei^te. (trans.), in c.L.Nit»ch,Pterylog™phy,^»^^"^^^^^j^

(fi-bro-ma-to'sis), n. [NL., <p^^ll^t thefamUjEhinobaHd^.



flddle-sUde

fiddle-slide (M'l-sUd), n. A slide in the com-
pound-rest of an engine-lathe for setting the
tool to turn a taper.

fiddley (fid'li), «.

[Also fiddly, ficUey

;

prob. a nautical use
of *fiMly, adj. from
fiddle, in allusion to
the grating.] Naut.,
the iron framework
or cover forming a
hatch on deck over
the engine- or fire-

room of a steamer.
Jour. Brit. Inst.
Electr. Engin., 1899-i
1900, p. 574. I

fiddling-Stone (fid'-*

ling - ston), n. A
small whetstone. M.ode/rn Arner. Tanning, p.
175.

fideicommiss (fid'*'f-i-ko-mis'), n. In <miil law,
same as *fideicommissum.

fideiconunissary (fld'e-i-kom'i-sa-ri), n.; pi.

fideiconimissaries (-riz)! In dvil law, the bene-
ficiary of a fideieommissum.
fideicommissor (fid'''e-i-ko-mis'or), n. In civil

law, the one by whom a fideieommissum was
made.
fideicommissmn (fid''e-i-ko-mis'um), n. [L.
fidei commissum, a thing given in trust.] In
civil law, a trust. It originsited in a devise by which
property was left to one who was to use it for the benefit
of, or give it to, another who was incapable of taking it

by the will. It is said to be the origin of the trusts and
uses of the common law.

fidejussory (fi-df-jus'o-ri), a. Of or per-
taining to a fidejussion.

fideos (fe-da'6s), n. [Sp. fideos, vermicelli.]
In Porto Bico, a species of dodder, Cuscuta
Americana, which in places covers masses of
vegetation with its yeUow, thread-like, twin-
ing stems.

J

fid-hook (fld'huk), n. A slender, fiat

hook used to keep another hook from
slipping on a chain,

fidibus (fid'i-bus), n. [G., origin un-
known. The form is like that of L.
fidibus, dat. and abl. pi. ot fides, a lyre,

or of fides, faith.] A spill or lighter;

a kindler; a match.

Pid.hook.fidley, m. See*Mdl^..
fiducial, a. 4. Belating to or char-

acterized by the belief in supernatural powers.

The ceremonies of the folk, like those of other primitive
peoples, are primarily fiducial^ and involve representa*
tion, or even personation, of the deified potencies forming
the tribal pantheon.

J. W. Powell, Smithsonian £ep., 1900, p. 62.

Fiducial points, in thervwm., the melting-point of ice,

called the ice-point, and the boiling-point of water under
a barometric pressure of 760 millimeters, called the steantr

point.

field, n. 13. Specifically, in electric machines,
that part of the structure in which the mag-
netic flux is excited. The electrical or me-

470 fiest

field-glass, »— Frismaticfleld-glass. Seepri»mati»
•kbinoevlar.

field-gun, n.— Ehrhardt fleld-Eun, a fleld-gun de-
signed for long recoil (about four feett on its carriage.

The carriage is so constructed that after two or three
rounds it tdces a nearly fixed position and hence permits
very rapid firing.

field-hockey (feld'hok^i), n. An outdoor game
played by two opposing teams or sides who
endeavor to drive the ball toward and into the
opponents' goal with clubs curved at one end.
j^so shinny, shinty, and bandy.

fieldman (feld'man), n. ; pi. fieldmen (-men).
A man employed "in the field, as a member of

a field-party ; also, a trai^ling representative
of an enterprise or an undertaking: distin-

guished from one employed indoors.

The fieldmen of the Geological Survey have been the
pioneer surveyors of the natural features of the vast
regions which constitute half the continent.

5a. Amer. Sup., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 22,647.

field-music (feld'mii'''zik), n. A military band
of any size accompanying a body of soldiers.

field-pine (feld'pin), n. A small heath-Uke
herb, Hudsonia ericoides, of the rock-rose

Revolving^ Field,

a, pole-piece ; 6, iield-ring: chub of spider; t/. spolces of spider

;

^, field connections;/", pole-piece bolt; ^, lield-leads ; A, nut for

pole-piece bolt; i, lield-winding ; i, shaft; /, field-iing lamina-

•tion; w». field-ring : «, oil-deflector; (», key; ^, field-lead fastener;

^, field-collar. «

«hanical power is produced by rotation of the

armature in the magnetic field or of the mag-
netic field in the armature. See outs under
*armature.— 15. In math., same as *domain,

8.—Angle of field. See *a7i^fe3.— Corporal of the

field See *<!orpora!2.—Curvature of field. See

*c«ria«Mre.—Held boUer. See •ftotter.-Fleld of

attention, mpsyehol., the range of consciousness that is

characterized by clearness of the perceptual or idea-

tional processes of the moment; the range of percep-

tions or ideas that represent the object of attention.

—Held of audition, in psychol., the range of space oyer

which sounds of acertain intensity and qudity are audible

or within which they are localized, pie phrase is used

loosely, but always on the analogy of tbejteld of mgmn.--

Held Of conaclonsnesB. See *co7M<»(m«i««.—Held

stationary Field,

a, name-plate; d, magnet-frame; c, hand-wheel; (f, hand-wheel
shaft; e, hand-wheel shaft-collar

; y; fulcrum-pin; ^, foot; A, hold-
ing-down bolt; s, brush-holder yoke; i, pole-face; /, pole-piece
bolts ; fn, brushes ; », stud-support ; o, bus-ring ; ^, series-connec-
tion bars; f, series windings; r. shunt windings; s, connection-
board ; t, terminal ; u, field-leads.

Of force, the space throughout which the attractive or re*

pellent action of a mass or system is manifested. A field

of force may be regarded as a system of equipotential sur.
faces and lines of force, by means of which the distribution
of potentials and intensities is indicated.—Held ofinat-
tention, in psychol., the range of consciousness that is

characterized by obscurity ofthe perceptual or ideational
processes of the moment ; the background of conscious-
ness ; the contents of consciousness apart from those con-
scious processes that represent the object of attention.

—

Held of smell, in psychol., the range of space from which
we receive olfactory stimuli that are effective for sensation.
E. B. Titckmer, Exper. PsychoL, 1. 1. 73.—Held Of a
lens, of touch. See -klens, AtoucA.-Hatness of
field. See -kfiatnegs.— Galois field. Same as Galois
•kdomain.—IlaenellC field, motor.fleld. Seemagnetie
ircircuit, irmotor.— UultipOlax field, the magnetic
field of a motor or generator having more than two
poles.— Old field |;rowtli. See volunteer -kgrowth,—
Point field, in projective geom., the oo 2 points on a
plane.—Polyphase field, in an electric generator or
motor, a ma^etic field produced by polyphase currents.

—Relative field. Same as ifassociatUm area.—Rotary
field, in deet., a magnetic field in which the lines of force
have a motion of romion. The tenuis usually applied to
fields produced by means of polyphase currente in fixed

coils ; but the fields of certain dynamos and motors with
revolving field-magnets are sometimes called rotary fields.

— Shifting field, in elect., a ma^etic or electrostatic field

the lines of which change position with respect to the
medium within which they are formed.— Straight field,
m projective geom., the oo2 straights on a plane.— Stray
field, in elect., that portion of the electros^tic or electro-
magnetic field of any apparatus or machine which Is not
utilized in its operation.— Strength of field, the force
upon a unit mass, unit pole, or unit charge situated at
the point where the intensity of the field of force is to be
measured. Strength of field is likewise expressed in terms
of the number of lines of force per unit of area of field.

—

Zero field, in phys., a field of force, such as an electro-

static or magnetic field, the intensity ot which is zero.

field, 1). t. Z. In chem. inditstries, to induce
oxidation or other change by exposing to the
air and solar heat. A term not in general use.

field-coil -(feld'koil), n. In elect., a coil of wire
around the field-magnet of a generator, motor,
or other electrical machine, or one which
serves to produce bymeans of the current flow-
ing in it the magnetic field of any electrical

device.

field-company (feld'kum*i)a-ni), ». A com-
pany of engineers in the British army, equipped
as pioneers and pontoniers for field service.

fiela-cometcy (feld'k6r*net-si), n. The office

or rank of field-comet. [South Africa.]

field-cress (feld'kres), n. Same as cow-cress.

field-derrick (feld'der*ik), n. .An oil-well der-
rick. See *derrick, 2.

field-distortion (feWdis-tdr'shgn), n. The
twisting^ bending or displacement in any way
of the lines of an electrostatic or magnetic
field or of any field of force.

field-geologist (feWje-oro-jist), n. A geol-
ogist who works in' the field, as distin-

guished from one who is confined to a labora-
tory or library.

,

field-geology (feld^je-ors-ji), n. Geological
work in the open air or in nature, as contrasted
with investigation parsned in the laboratory.

Field-pine {.Hudsonia ericoides). About one half natural size.

(From Britton and Brown's " illustrated Flora of the Northern
States and Canada.")

family, found near the Atlantic coast from
Nova Scotia to Virginia.

field-pole (feld'pol), n. In elect., the magnetic
pole of the field of a generator or motor.

field-rheostat (feld're"o-stat), n. A rheostat
or adjustable resistance used for the control
and regulation of the magnetic field of an
electric generator or motor.

field-roller (feld'r6"16r), n. A land -roll

(which see).

field-salad (feld'saFad), n. Same as corn^
salad.

field-spool (feld'spBl), n. A spool or bobbin
on the field-magnet of an electric generator,
motor, or other device, upon which the field-

coil is wound.
field-trash (feld' trash), n. In the British
West Indies, the tops and leaves of the sugar-
cane, which are removed in the field and gen-
erally serve for feeding stock or for manure.
See cane-trash, 1.

The refuse, or macerated rind ot the cane (which is

called cane-trash in contradistinction to ;!e2(i-era«A), . . .

serves tor fuel to boil the liquor.

B. Edward*, Hist British Colonies in W. L, XL 262.

field-troop (feld'trop), n. A company of pio-
neers and sappers of the British Boyal Engi-
neers.

field-wormwood (feld'werm*wud), n. See
*wormwood.

fiend-fly (fend'fli), n. Any one of many spe-
cies of tree-hoppers of the ta,w\yMembraddse ;
so named on account of their strange forms
and sinister appearance. For similar reasons
they are also called brownie-bugs.

fierse, a. Another spelling of fierce.

fiery, a. 4. In cricket, causingtiie ball to bound
high after pitching : said of wicket or bowler.
fiery-hunter (fir*i-hun't6r), n. An American
carabid beetle, Calosoma calidum, dark in
color, with reddish or copper-colored pits on
the elytra. In Canada this beetle is called
*copperspot (which see, with cut).

fiest^(fest), a. [Also feest, < D. vies, nauseous,
disgusting, also disgusted (ik ben vies van hem,
I amsickof him).] Disgusted (with); sickand
tired (of) . [Local (orig. New York ?), U. S.]



fife

^e, n. 2. In organ-building, a piccolo stop,
^fteen, n—Half fifteen, see -khaif.

afth. I. a.— pifth quarter. See*quarterl.
II, n.—circle of flftlis. See eircle 0/ keys, under

circle.

Golden Fig {Ficus aurea),

a, branch bearing fruit and leaves, one
fourth natural size ; b, fruit, three fourths
natural size.

ng globular blue fruits which resemble plums and are
eaten by children and aboriginals. It yields a soft,

easily worked wood and a bark rich in tannin. Called
also ealhun and Briaba'm qucmdong.—Oase fig. Same
as Hottentot fig (which see, under 7!^2).—Clustered fig,
in Australia, a large tree, Ficus glomerata, native to
India, Malaysia, and Australia, the fruit of which is of a
light red color when ripe and hangs in clusters along the
trunk and highest branches. It is eaten by the aborigi-
Ties. Its wood is soft, coarse, light, and not durable.—
Pig wax, wine. See itwax2, Urmne.— (}oat-fig. Same
.as ca^rriflg.—dol&eiL fig, Fieus aurea, a tree of southern
Honda, the Keys,
and the Bahama
Islands. At first it

la parasitic on the
-trunks of other
trees, but later
-sends down aerial
jootfi which coar
lesce oil reaching
the ground and
3)roduce large
trunks from 3 to 4
feet in diameter,
the growth of ad-
ditional roots from
"the branches serv-
ing to propagate
the trees over lame
:areas after the
manner of the ban-
ian. See banian^
rfwith cut).—Gular
fig, in India, same
as clustered '^fig.

—Horse-fig, m-
sembryanthemum
edule. Also called
sour ^9.— Indian
fig. (ft) The fruit
^the saguai'O, Cereus gigwnteus.—Moreton Bay fig,

Ficus macrophylla, a handsome evergreen tree, much
used as an ornamental tree in streets and gardens in Aus-
tralia, especially in Sydney and Adelaide. Its fruits are
not edible.—Mulberry-fig, the sycamore-fig. See syca-

•more, 1.—Poplar-leai fig, Fi<ms Isevigata. See fld^, 1.—Prickly fig. Same as MM«6«rrj/-*o»A.—Purple fig, in

the United States, a cultivated form of Ficus Canca; in

Australia, Ficus scabra, a large tree yielding a brittle,

spongy, useless wood, and small, black, edible fruits.—^RlDbed fig, in Queensland, Ficus pleurocarpa. It

fields a light, soft, elastic wood.—Bougb-leaTed fig,

same as the Australian imrpte*;!s'.—EU8ty fig, the Port
-Jackson fig, Ficus rvMgvnosa. It yields soft, brittle,

spongy wood, sometimes used for packing-cases.—Sour
Jg. Same as Aorse-*/!sr.—niomy fig, Mesembryanthe-
•mum spinosum, a plant of the Cape region of Africa, the
rfiowering branches of which harden into Sharp spines,

. which protect it from herbivorous animals : in sharp con-
ti-ast with the purple-flowered JIf. floribundum, which
yields excellent pasturage and is so succulent that cattle

feeding upon it require little water.—Umbar fig, in India,

same as clustereditfig.—'Vniite fig. Same as rough-leaved

*jfSi.—Wild fig. W Either the poplar-leaf or the golden
fig.—'WlllOWflg, the East Indian benjamin-tree, Ficus
BenjamirM. It is a medium-sized tree, often epiphytic,

and yields a mottled, gray wood.

:fig. An abbreviation (6) of figurative or otflgvr-

rati/oely.

£g-bar (fig'bar), n. A device attached to a pan-
ning-maenine to work semi-soft dough. The
dou^ is pressed from a box by means of fine corrugated

rollers and falls upon the apron of the panning-machine
in long strips, where it is cut to any desired length. The
box is built with three compartments, so that thi'ee differ-

ent doughs or two doughs and a jelly can be run at the

same time.

£g-eater, n. 3. A local Australian name of a
small passerine bird of the genus Zosterops.

Also termed grape-eater.

^ghting-top (fi'ting-top"), n. Inaman-of-vrar,

a platform, generally circular in shape, on or

near the top of a mast, aud provided with rapid-

fire guns of small caliber and with accommo-
dations for riflemen. It is generally reached

by a ladder inside the hollow steel mast. Also

called military top.

£g-insect (fig'in*sekt), n. Any insect of the

chalcidoid family Agaonidse, which inhabits

figs, or anyi one of the numerous parasites of

the insects of this family ; sijecifically, Blasto-

phaga grossorum, which fertilizes the Smyrna
fig of commerce. See *Blastophaga, with cut.

flg-marigold (fig'mar"i-g61d), n. See marigold

and Mesembryanthemum.
:fig-moth (fig-m6th), n. A cosmopolitan ^hy-

eitid moth, EphesUa cautella, whose larva lives

in dried figs, nuts, cacao-beans, fla.xseed meal,

dried currants, and other stored products. Also

called dried-currant moth.

£g-paste(flg'pa8t),m. 1. A confection of figs;

a national sweetmeat of Turkey and Greece.

2. A pink or white confection consisting of

squares of a semi-trt^nsparent sweetish paste

dusted with fine.white sugar.
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Fig-tree disease. See *disease.

figuline, n. n, a. Of or pertaining to a potter
or pottery: as, figuline wave. See fi^uUne rus-
tigue, xmaevfiguUne.

figurative, a. 5. In geom., at infinity.

On each straight is one and only one point ' at infinity,'

OTfigurative pomt.
Serrmum and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p. 73.

Figurative point, straight. See -kpaint 1, -kstraightl.

figure, «. 18. In ornamental woodwork, the
grain of the wood, especially such grain when
of unusual richness and when used with g)e-
cial care as a part of the design.— 19. pi. The
highest division of the lowest grade in the
classical course in a Jesuit school. [Eng.]—Ac-
companiment, achromatic figure. See *aecompani-
ment, *acAroma(ic.—Heilng'B and Wundt'S figures,
in psychd., figures embodying a variable optical illusion

filaree

P forwhich the polar curve PA B C P indicates the verti-
cal distribution of light intensities. The mean spherical
intensity is measured by
one half the area included
by the Bousseau figure.—
Schroeder's figure,
Schroeder's stair figure,
in psyckol., a figure which
embodies an optical illu-

sion of reversible perspec-
tive. The figure may be
seen, by change of fixation,

either as a flight of stairs, or
Schroeder's Stair Figure.

as the under side of such a flight (or a piece of overhang-
ing masonry). The illusion was publishedby H. Schroeder
in 1358.— Vertex of a solid figure, a point of a flgure
where three ormoreof its faces intersect.—Zollner's fig-
ure, in psychol., a flgure which embodies a variable optl-

Hering's and Wundt's Figures.

of direction. The horizontal lines of the flgures are really
garallcLbut appear curved. The flgures were published
y E. Sering in 1861 and by W. Wundt in 1898.—

lAska's flgure, a simple
geometrical diagram which
consists of two or morje
straight lines of equal length,
a and b, making different
angles with the horizontal
base-line H, It serves to il-

lustrate certain illusions of
extent and perspective.

—

Llchteuberg's figures, pat-
terns upon a powder-strewn
insulating surface which are
produced by electrostatic action, as when the spark or
brush from a positively chaiged conductor is received

LSska's Figure.

ZUllner's Figure.

cal illusion of direction. The parallel verticals of the
flgure appear to converge and dive^e under the influence
of the oblique cross-pieces. The illusion was described
by F. ZSllner in 1860. Also ZSUner's lines.

figure-painting (fig'ur-pan^ting), n. Painting
which is concerned especially with the dra-
matic or decorative use of the human figure.

figure-skating (fig'ur-ska";ting), n. Fancy
skating in which figures of various kinds are
described on the ice by the skater.

figurette (fig-u-ref), n. A small figure. See
figurine.

figure-weaving (fig'ur-we"ving), n. The weav-
ing of fancy designs.

figuring, n. 3. The adding of figures, as to a
drawing, in architectural and engineering work the
drawings, however accurately made to scale, are covered
with the dimensions in Arabic flgures. Figuring includes
also the dotted lines and the little arrow-heads which

V

'A

\/A
Miiller-Lyer

Figure.

^ ^ mark the dimensions figured.

upon an ebonite surface covered with powdered sulphur fig-wasp (flg'wosp), n. The agaonid insect,
or red lead : so called from 6. C. Lichten- «, . . ~ . . . .

berg, who in 1778 described such flgures
and the method of obtaining them.— Miil-
ler-Lyer figure, in psychol., a figure
embodying a variable optical illusion of
extent. Two vertical or horizontal lines of
the same length are supplied with oblique
end-pieces, converging in the one case and
diverging in the other. The line with the
diverging end-pieces appears the longer.
This illusion, also termed the arrow-head

and feather illusion, was
published by F. Miiller-Lyer
in 1889. — Miinsterberg's
figure, in psychol., a flgure
embodying a variable optical
illusion of direction. Two
vertical rows of black and
white chess-board squares
are laid edge to edge so
that there is some overlap-
ping of black by white and conversely.
The line of junction appears not vertical,

but oblique. The illusion was
described by H. Miinsterberg in

1897.— Plane figure, a figure

all the points of which are in
the same plane.—Poggendorff's
figure, in psychoid, a flgure
which embodies a variable opti-

cal illusion of direction. Two
vertical parallel lines are crossed
obliquely (except over the in-

terspace, which is left blank) by a third line

:

the two parts of this third line, on either side

of the verticals, appear not to lie in the same
straight line. Attention was called to the
illusion by J. C. Poggendorfl in I860.—Primal

figure, in projec-
tive geom., a range,
a flat pencil, or pogge„.
an axial pencil— dorff's
Rousseau's fig- Figure,
ure, a diagram for
the approximate graphical de.

termination of the mean spher*
ical intensity of a source of
light where the distribution
of the light about a vertical Hlar hypothesis,
axis is symmetricaL It is a the doctrin"

aga grossorum.

The introduction into California, by the United States
Department of Agriculture, of the blastophaga or j^^ wasp
has fairly passed the experimental stages, as is well proved
by the largely increased production of Smyrna flgs at
Fresno, in that State, where a colony of this useful insect
has been established.

Teariook IT. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 673.

fig-worm (fig'w6rm), n. The larva of the fig-
moth (which see).

F, I. Inst. An abbreviation of Fellow of the
Imperial Institute,

F. I. J. An abbreviation of Fellow of the In-
stitute of Jou/rnalists.

fil3, V. and n. A simplified spelling of fill.

filament, n. 6. In geometrical topics, a mov-
able object which at any one instant, or indi-
visible determination of time, is at every part
of a Une. During a lapse of time a filament
is restricted to being in some surface, which
it is said to generate.— 7. A long thread-
like bacterial
growth T.lnJTi

filament, in eytol.,

a delical^ thread
or network of linin
spread through the
cell - nucleus. —
Seminal filar
ment, a spermato-
zoon.

fllander^, n. and
V. A simplified
spelling oi phi-
lander.

filantliropic,fil-
anthropist,
etc. Simplified
spellings of phi-

lanthropic, etc.

Rousseau's Figure.

opinion that the
separate treads
seen in some proto-
plasm are the es-

sential structures of

all protoplasm.

FA'B'C'F is theBouBseau'snguie for the source of light at ulSiiieQ \M^-^'

curve with CarteBian coor-
dinates in which the abscisBse

are the intensities of light mear
sured at viuTing angles with

the horizontal plane through the source, and the ordinates

are the sines of the corresponding angles. The curve Filaree {Erodzufn cicutariwn)^

One third natural size.



fllaree

re'), n. [A reduction of alfilerilla.'i In Cali-
lomia, either of two species of stork's-bill,
Erodium cicutarium and E. moschaium; al-

filerilla

—

Unsky fllaree, Erodium moachutum, the
coarser of the species named above. Ita foliage has a
musky odor, especially when wilted. Also called muak-
clover and sometimes ffreen-stemmed /Siaree.— Red-
stemmed fllaree. Same as alfilerUla.

Filarial periodicity. See ^periodicity.

filariasis tfi-la-ri-a'sls), n. [NL., < Mlaria +
-asis.'] Presence of Filaria in the blood-ves-
sels and lymph-vessels : the underlying cause
of elephantiasis.

"In certain tropical countries a disease loiown as filari-
asiSt which somewhat resembles certain forms of leprosy,
is transferred among human beings by certain mosquitoes.
L. 0. Howard, in Yearboolc V. S. Dept Agr., 1901, p. 190.

filariosis (fi-la-ri-o'sis), to. [NL., < Mlaria +
-osis.'] Same as *filariasis. .

filarious (fi-la'rjrTis), a. Saiaxe as filarial.

filasse (fi-lAs'),-». [F.filasse, bast,, harl, tow,
< F. fil, < L. filum, tHread.]- Vegetable fiber

Srepared for thfe proqegses of 'jnanUfaeture.

ator (fi-la'tor). TO.
.

{yiliiyfilatof'^<'*filare,

spin a thread :"see /feS, «j.] <^,The ^^^ing ap-
paratus of a sflkworm, situated in the tubular
spinneret. '

- .. ', ". ' -

filbert, n.'-p'fiiaok-knot^jof tkefllberfe', S'ee*6!aci.
knot.—WQSt Jndla^, fllbejt, .th^ 'ge£ds of-the simitar-

pod or mato&-1;K)X bean, Lensfvhaseii^mdes. See -kgogo.

filbert-g£irU (fil'J)ert-galJ, .
•». ^A .gaW ^whieh re-

sembles a filbert,— iBrM)6-tlBe.,fill)erfrgall, one of

a bunch of .jifopUygJ-eenish gaUs, rBsemblilfg'a' bunch of

filberts, found on the'atem of the gibpe and Ihhabited by
a ceoidomyiid larva The gall was named Vitia cory-

loides by W^sh and Kiley, and the insect which makes it

is probably a IHplosis..

filbert-mildew (fil'b6rt-mil"du), m. The fun-
gous disease, due to Phyllactinia suffulta, which
attacks the leaves of filberts.

filch, n. 3. One who filches or is given to

filching ; a filcher.

&ld^, pp. A simplified spelling of ^ZecJ.

file^, TO.—Lateral file, a small steel file set in a metallic

frame and adjustable laterally or otherwise, used by den-
ti.st8 in spacing teetti.—Uolar file, a small file formerly
used by dentists in filing mdlarteeth : now superseded by
the carborundum wheeL—Separating file, a file for-

merly used by dentists for separating teeth : now super-

seded by thin carborundum disliis.

file*, TO. 11. An individual soldier.

But the TpooTfiU who has to carry it, as well as his gun
and various other accoutrements ; how does it appeal to

him? Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 227.

Blank flle, in a two-rank formation, a file consisting only
of a soldier in the front rank.

—

Open flle, in chess, a file

on which there are neither pieces nor pawns. A player
may obtain possession or command of such an open flle

(' take the open file,*) by playing his queen or rook on any
of its squares.

—

Rl^ht by flle^ a movement, in drill, m
which a column in smgle me is formed from a column of

twos or squads.

File-cutters' disease'. See ^disease.

filer* (fi'16r), TO. IfiW^ + -eri.] One who de-

files something.

fThe Chinese] eate their meate with two sticks of Ivoiy,

Ebony, or the like : not touching their meat wltdi tiieir

hands, and therefore no great^2er« of linnen.

P. Heylj/n, MIKPOK0SM0£, ed. 1633, p. 680.

file-stripper (fil'strip^'fer), to. One who draw-
files or finishes the blanks for files, either by
hand or in a machine, preparatory to cutting

the teeth.

Filet lace. See *lace.

filharmonic, a, A simplified spelling of phil-

harTnonic.

filiation, ». 5. An individual or group of in-

dividuals derived from one source or parent.

fillbranch (fil'i-brangk), o. and to. [Nli. fiU-
branchiuSjili. _/K«jb, thread, + Tyranchise, gills.]

I. a. Having long gills formed of tubular

filaments, as certain bivalve moUusks; fili-

branchiate.

n. TO. A bivalve moUnsk of the order Fili-

branchiata.

Filibranchia (fil-i-brang'ki-a), n. pi. [NL.]

Same as *Filibranchiata.

Filibranchiata (fil-i-brang-ki-a'ta), to. pi.

[NL.] An order of bivalve moUusks. They
have the gills in the form of long filamente that hang
down into the mantle cavity, are bent back upon them-

selves in the form of a V, and may or may not be con-

nected by interfilamentary ciliated Junctions. The order

includes the families Ancmiidee, Arcadx, Trigoniidx,

xaAMytUidm. ...... „tt ^..
filibrancMate (fil-i-brang'ki-at), a. [NL. fik-

branchiatus, < L. filum, a thread, + hrancMse,

gills: see branchiate.^ Having, as some pele-

eypod moUusks, the plates of the gills narrow,

strap-like, and much elongated. PhU. Trans.

Boy. Soc. (London), ser. B, 1903, p. 178.

filicauline (fil-i-kft'Iin), a. [L. filum, tlu-ead,

+ caulis, stem, + -ine^.2 Having a thread-like

stem.
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filicic (fi-lis'ik), a. pj.filix(filic-), fern, -I- -ic]

Derived from or pertaining to ferns— Flllcle

acid, a crystalline compound, CiiHieOs, contained in

the rhizome of the common male fern, Dryopterts FUix-

mas. To it the extract chiefly owes its therapeutic value

as an anthelmintic.

filicide! (fil'i-ad), n. [L. fiUus. son, or filia,

daughter, + -cida, < csedere, kill.] One who
kills his or her son or daughter.

filicide^ (fil'i-sid), TO. [L. fiUus, son, or filia,

daughter, -I- -cidium, < csedere, Idll.] The kill-

ing of one's son or one's daughter.

filicin (fil'i-sin), TO. [Jj. filix (filic-), fern, + -in^.2

One of the active vermifuge principles found
in the rhizome of the male fern.

filicinean (fil-i-siu'e-an), a. Belonging or re-

lated to the Filicined' or Filicales; fern-like.

fllicineous (fil-i-sin'e-us), a. Same as *fili-

cinean.

filicologist (fil-i-kol'o-iist), TO. IfiUcolog-y +
-isfj One versed in filieology ; one engaged
in the study of ferns.

Filicornia (fil-i-k6r'ni-a), TO. pi. [NL., < L.

filum, thread, -I- cornu, liom.] A superfamily
of beetles corresponding to the Adephaga or
Caraboidea, having the anteiii?i8B filiform and
all the tarsi 5-jointed.

filiform, a. II. TO. In s?(r<jr., a very slender hair-
like bougie. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 745.

filigree (ll'i-gre), v. t. IfiUgree, to.] To orna-
ment with filigree-work.

filing-block (fi'ling-blok), TO. Same a.s filing-

board.

filing-gap (fi'ling-gap), TO. In elect., the space,

between the terminals of a coherer in which
the filings or other conducting particles upon
which its action depends are placed.

filing-machine (fi'ling-ma-shen*), to. A power-
machine for filing metals, resembling in gen-
eral plan a scroU-saw in which the vertical

reciprocating saw is replaced by a file. The
work to be filea is placed upon a table and is fed to the
flle by hand. Files of any shape or size can be used in
the machine, and by tilting the table the work can be fed
to the file at any angle. Filing-machines for sharpening
cotton-gin saws employ horizontal reciprocating files

with an automatic feed-motion which presents one tooth
of the saw at a time to the flle and consols the number
of strokes of the flle upon each saw-tooth..

filio-pietistic (fil'i-o-pi-e-tis'tik), a. [Irreg.

adj. from, filial piety'.') Relating or pertaining
to filial piety. [Bare.]

He has set ... in its true light the theocracy which
the Puritans founded and maintained in Massachusetts.
As long as that theocracy lasted men dared not speak the
truth about it; since it decayed, orators and historians,
indulging in what Mi*. Adams calls "filio-pietistic cant,"
have praised the Puritans for those qualities which they
have condemned in other bigots.

Harvard Graduates^ MagaziTie, March, 1891, p. 439.

Filipendula (fil-i-pen'du-13.), to. [NL. (Adan-
son, 1763, adopted from toumefort, 1700), <
L. filum, thread, + pendulus, hanging. The
allusion is to the tubers, connected by the root-
stocks as if upon threads.] A genus of plants
of the family Boaacese. . They are perennial herbs,
which have flowers similar to those of Spirsea, but with
about lO.pistils ripening into dry, one-seeded, indehiscent
fruits. There are about 9 species, natives of the north
temperate zone. Some are familiar garden plants, as
FUipendvla Filipendula (Spiraa Filipendida' of Lin-
UEBUS), the meadow-sweet, and F. Ulmaria^he queen-of-
the-meadowB, both white-flowered, and F. rubra (Ul-
maria rubra at HillX the queen-of-the-prairie, with pink
flowers. See queen-<^-the-prairie and queen-qf-the-^m^a-
dows. -

Filipina (fil-i-pe'nS), n. ; ^1. FUipina^ (Jkz).

[Sp., fern, of FiUpino, Filipino.] A native
woman of the Philippine Islands.

Filipino (fil-i-pe'no), TO. [Sp., < NL. PhiUp-
pinus, adj. (NL. Insulse PhilippinsB, Sp.- IsUis

Filipinas, Philippine Islands)^ < Philippus, Sp.
MUpo, Felipe, Philip.] A native of the Philip-
pine Islands; in a restricted sense, a native of
more or less pure Spanish descent. Also in-

correctly Philippino.

filippic, n. A simplified spelling ot philippic.

Filippi s gland. See *gland.

filippo (fi-lip'9)j »• [It.] The silver testone
of Milan issued under Philip IH. of Spain, and
continued by his successors.

filipuncture (fil-i-pimgk'tur), to. [L. filum,
wire, +punctura, puncture.] Introduction of
fine wire into an aneurism with the design of
inducing coagulation of blood within the sac.

fllistatid (fi-lis'tsr-tid), to. A spider of the
family FiUslaUdd.

filitannic (fil-i-tan'ik), a. [L. fili(x), fern, +
tannic.'] Noting an acid, a glnooside tannin
obtained from l£e rhizome of the male fern.

filite (fi'lit), TO. [L. fihim, thread, + -»te2.]

An explosive, a variety of smokeless powder,
largely produced at the Italian government

fillet-strap

powder-works, the same in composition as
ballistite, but formed into slender cords in-

stead of into cubical grains. See haUisHie.

Filix (fil'iks), TO. [NL. (Adanson, 1763), < L.

fiiix, a fern.] A genus of polspodiaceous ferns,

the equivalent of Cystopteris (Bemhardi, 1806):

The type of the genus is F. bulbifera, the
common bladder-fern of the United States
and Canada. See Cystopteris and bladder-fern.
— FlllZ-mas, the male fern, Driopteris Filix-mas.

S1V-, V. t. 10. In poker, to draw cards which
improve the hand: usually restricted to filling

four-card flushes or straights. Amer. Hoyle,

Poker, p. 162.— 11. To execute: as, to^M an
order for goods.— 12. To make up: as, tofiK
a prescription Filled soap. See *soap.

filU, TO. 3. In engin. : (a) An embankment of
earth or rock made as a road-bed : the opposite

of cut. (&) The vertical height of the top of an
embanlnnent above the nalairal surface at any
point.—4. Deposition alternating with or in
contrast to scouring out. The contrasting

terms are scour and fill, cut and fiU. Bep.

Brit. As^n forAdvancement of8ci., 1900, p. 733.

filler^, TO. 5. A machine for filling bottles,

cans, or bags with liquids or dry materials.
—6. In fe<w<.,.a tree tiiat is planted in an or-

chard temporarily, to be removed when the
trees of the regular planting and of more en-
during character are well grown and occupy
the land. [^Colloq.']— 7. In the manufacture
of plastic materials, a solid substance, such as
wood fiber or mineral powders, used to give
greater consistence to a viscid constituent,

such as collodion or a fused resin.— 8. In en-

gin. : (a) A longitudinal timber or other ma-
terial placed between two parallel members,
as a tuuberplaced between two steel I-beams
to stiffen them and to enable them to actasone
beam. (6) A hollow cylindrical pipe or spool
through which a bolt is passed to fasten to-

gether two parallel beams or struts. The
bolt in conjunction with the
filler prevents the two beams
or struts from spreading apart
and from moving too close to-

gether.
The floor framing consists of six

sills, the four centre ones being six-

inch ''!" beams with wood tillers ex-
tending the entire lengtii of car.

Elect Sen., Sept. 11, 1904, p. 450.

fillers (fi-lar'), n. [Hung, fil-
Ur.] A current subsidary coin
of Hungary, the hundredth
part of a krona, equivalent to
two tenths of a United States
cent.

filler-vase (fil'^r-vas), to. In
Myceneean pottery, a narrow
vase having a funnel-shaped
bottom with a hole : used ap-
parently to transfer liquids to
narrow-necked receptacles.

fillet, TO., 5. (Jc) The rounded comer of a groove
in a roll, or of a pattern for molding, etc.

—

11. A loop-shaped instrument or bandage by
means of which,, when passed over a project-
ing part of the fetus, traction is made in cases
of tediaus or obstructed labor miet decnssar
tlon, a crossing of nerve-fibers over the median line in
the medulla oblongata. These fibers lie above or dorsad to
the decussation of the pyramids and form a bundle of
longitudinally coursing flbeis known as the fillet (lemnis-
cus). See;!22et,9.—FUlet-flOCk. See the extract

In its course towards the cerebrum, the fillet is said to
receive accessions of fibers from the nuclei of the sensory
cranial nerves, from little clumps of nerve cells scattered
in its course—the 'fillet fiock' of Boiler.
Ferrier and Turner, in Philos. Trans. Koy. Soc (London),

[1894,ser. B, p. 76a

lateral flllet-tract, a tract which leaves the lateral
flllet at the level of the motor nucleus of the flfUi nerve,
lying between the nucleus and the superior olivary body
on the mesial side of the motor root. The tract may be
traced to the distal end of the inferior olive, and gradually
duninishing in size may be followed distinctly as far as
the sixth thoracic . segment Ferrier and Turner, in
Fhilos. Trans. Boy. Soc (London), 1894, ser. B, p. 742.—
Scattered flllet fibers. See *fibert..

fillet, V. t. 2. In cooking: (a) To form into or
dress as a fillet, as a piece of beef. (&) To
cut fillets from, as from a chicken or a fish.

filleting, TO. 4. Mortar or plaster used to fill

up a close joint where one surface meets
another. Thus, at the beginning of a slated roof at the
eaves mortar is used to close the cracks between the wall
and the flrSt rows of slate. Filleting in this sense is a
poor substitute for flashing.

fillet-strap (fil'et-strap), n. In a harness, a
strap which passes over a horse's rump and

Filler-vase.

(From " Annual of the
British School at

Athens.")
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extends do-wn to the shaft, to which it is con- tory device of glass for filtering through glass
neotedby aloop. wool or asbestos. •

filling, n. 7. In wooden sMp-buiMng, a piece of filter-plate (fil'tfer-plat), n. A plate or screen
timber placed between the frames to ffll_up made of two perforated metal plates with the
the spaces and give greater strength. When
placed in the bottom, between the floor-tim-
bers, such pieces are called filling-timbers.

filling-case (fil'ing-kas), n. In cotton-carding,
a cynndrieal can in which the sliver from a
doubler is collected.

filling-timber (fil'ing-tim*b&r), n. In sMp-
huilding, see *filUng, 7.

film, n— Surface film, the outer or boundary layer at

filtering material between them : used for fil-

tering a liquid.

filter-press (fll't^r-pres), v. t. To filter by
means of a filter-press. This mode of extracting a
liquid from mixture with a solid is lareely applied in a
number of chemical industries, notably m sugar-making.
S. P. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust Chem., p. 133.

filtration, n— Electrochemical filtration, in phy».
chem., a term formerly used to denote electric osmose,
or cataphoresis.

the free surface of a body of liquid. The surface Mm be- filum,"™. 3. A.hair-like process On the radius
haves ni many respects like a stretched membrane, and by t\f +-ha An-nr^ «nn4-T.»,.« 4« «« t,:-j™
its action upon the inclosed liquid produces the si-caUed -°* .*''^, down-feathers in some birds,

capillary effects. nmiCOlOUS (fi-mik o-lus), a. [L. fimus, dung,

filmogen (fil'mo-jen), n. [Irreg. < fihn -I- -o-
^+^eolere, iniabit, 4- -ous.'] Living in dung.

finger-tip

another terminal and fire the charge of explo-
sive mixture. See mternal-combusiion engine,
under engine.— 7. hi flax-manuf., a small lot
of fiber that has been treated at one operation
in the scutching process.—Dead fingers. See
•kdead.— Hammer finger, a condition of permanent
flexion of the middle johit of a finger, analogous to the de-
formity called hammer-toe.— fflppocratic fingers, a
condition in which the finger-tips are clubbed with curved
naUs, seen in various chronic affections, especially of the
heart and lungs.—Morse finger. Same a* telegraphers'
cramp.— Peeiei fingers, the rhizomes of the male fern
from which the leaf-bases and chaff have been removed.

—

To give one the finger to give scanty recognition or en-
couragement ; to act coldly or disappointingly toward one
who had been led to expect assistance or friendship.

finger-berry (fing'g6r-ber"i), n. The American
or high-bush blackberry, Mubus nigrobaccus.

finger-fish (fing'g6r-fish), n. A starfish.

-Wodu;;iiig,^] A sWti^n olsolable" finM. 3. (,, The thin sheet of m_etal squeezed
^^B^-^?:^t i^'l'^:^^:^^- ..t"..^,^^°^l'2

nitrate of cellulose in acetone with addition of
a small amount of castor-oil. It resembles
flexible collodion, liquor adhsesivus.
film-tension (film'ten"shon), n. The adhesive
power of a thin film of any material ; the force
required to separate two plates having between
them a thin film of a given material.

filobacterium (fi"lo-bak-te'ri-um), n.
;
pi. filo-

bacteria (-&). [NL., < li.fiUm, thread, + NL.
hacterium, bacterium.] A bacterium having a
filamentous or thread-like form

out between the collars of the rolls in a foil-
train.

fin. An abbreviation of the Latin adfinem, at
or to the end.

Fin. An abbreviation (a) of Mnland; (b) of
Finnish.

finca (fen'ka), n. [Sp., < fincar, also Mncar,
OSp. ficar, fix, attach: see fitch^, fichu.^
Fixed property ; real estate.

finch^, n—Cutthroat finch, a bird-fanciers' name for
one of the small African weaver-birds, Anmdinafasdata ;

given on account of the red mark around the throat of
the male.

said
filo-floBS (fil-6-flos'), n. Same a,s filoselle.

filologer, fildlogical, etc. Simplified spellings find, v. i. 2. To discover scent or game
ot pUlologer, etc. of dogs in the field.

fin de Sifecle (fan'de syek'l). [F.] The end of
the century : used attributively of anythingthat
exhibits certain characteristics supposed to
mark the closing years of the nineteenth cen-
tury, regarded as a period of emancipation
from the traditional social and moral order.

filomel, n. A simplified spelling of philomel.
filopena, n. A simplified spelling of philopena.
filosity (fi-los'i-ti), n. Ifilose + 4ty.1 The
character of producingmanythreads or shoots

:

applied to the habit of the potato of produc-
ing, under certain conditions, many thin,
slender shoots.

filosofer, filosofic, etc. Simplified spellings
of philosopher, etc.

fils (fes), n. [F., < OF. filSj fis, fiz, < L. fiUus,
son: see^KaZ.] Son: usedin French as Jjtnior

is used in English,j>^e (father) being used for
senior : as, ' Dumas fiXs,^ 'Dumas the younger'
or 'junior.'

filter^, n— Beikefeld filter, a filter for sterUizing
liquids. It consists of a hollow cylinder made from in-

fusorial earth, the silicious skeletons of JHntffm&ceae, in-

serted in a metallic case. Water and other liquids pass
rapidly through the filtering medium while germs, ani-
malcules, or suspended matters remain on the surface.
The cylinder can be easily removed for cleansing.—Bi-
chromate ray filter. Same as •kbichromate cell.—
Siunont filter, a vessel containing coarsely granular
animal charcoal or bone-black through which, in sugar-
refining, colored syrup is slowly percolated and thereby
becomes decolorized.—GSOOCh filterorcrucible, in chem.
analysii, a platinum crucible the bottom of which is per-
forated with fine holes and covered with a layer of asbes-
tos in short fibers. The liquid to be filtered is poured
into the crucible, and the solid matter left upon the felted
asbestos may be washed free of all soluble substances,
dried at any required temperature, and weighed in the
same vessel, the weight of the crucible and asbestos in
the dry statehaving been determined in advance.—Inter-
mittent filter, an arrangement, usually consisting of a

All these fin-de-Hkcle cases have ... a common fea-
ture, ... a contempt for traditional views of custom or
morality. Such is the notion underlying the word. . . .

It means a practical emancipation from traditional dis-
cipline which theoretically is still in force, . , . the end
of an established order which for thousands of years has
satisfied logic, fettered depravity, and in every art
matured something of beauty.

Max Nordau (trans.). Degeneracy, p. 6.

finding, n.-
verdict

-Special finding, inlaw, same as special

finding-circles (fin'ding-ser^klz), n. pi. Cir-
cles attached to the mounting of an equatorial,
and so placed as to be readily seen from the
floor, which show the declination and hour-
angle to which the telescope is directed ; also,
circles on the tube of a transit instrument
which show by the aid of an attached level,
the altitude of the object to be observed.

fine^, m.—Fine for alienation, in feudal law, money
paid by a vassal to his superior for the privilege of trans-
ferring his feudatory.—Fine for endowment, in old
Eng. law, a fine required to be paid to the lord by the
widow of a vassal as a condition of receiving dower in her

device in a sheet-metal press, for holding the
sheet-metal in position while it is being cut
and allowing it to advance again a fixed dis-^

tance and serving also as a gage in guiding the
work to the press.

finger-grass, n. 2. Syntherisma serotina, a
native American g^rass with shorter, broader,
and more hairy leaves than the common finger-
grass : found
from Delaware
to Florida and
westward to
Mississippi.
Other species,
as, S. fiUformis
and 8. villosa,

are also called

finger -grass. —
,
3. Any species
of the genus
Chloris, which
consists of
handsome and
sometimes use-
ful grasses with
radiating spikes
like those of
the crab-grass
and crowfoot-
grass, rendered
specially at-
tractive by the
long awns ofthe
flowers. Several
are in ornamental
cultivation, as the
Australian C. trun-
cata, called wmd.
mill-grass, bearded
crowfoot, and eta/r-

grass; C. vertieaiata, of Kansas, Texas, ete., also called
windmai-grats; and C. elegans of the southwestern United
States, called feather crowfoot. - - --

Finger-grass iCAloris verticillata).

a, plant, three fourths natural size, the
Eanicle unexpanded : when expanded the
ranches are spread at rifht angles to

the axis ; b, spikelet, broken open to show
the parts (enlarged). (U. S. D. A.)

- - -„— in the Bahamas the name
w,«wm Ul M VOSBIU lUS £b CUllUllJlUU Ul I'CCtilVlllg UUWer in ner f. 1 f_ /J! / 1 ^f^i ,/. - .

husband's lands.— Fresh fine, in old Eng. lam, a fine nngcr-laKO (nng ger-lak"), n. In geog.j one or
levied within a year. See Jo levy a fine, under levy.— a group of lakes which diverge somewhat like
Joint fine, in old Eng. law, a fine or amercement that -^ " -

• -

uiuiicuv lunoi,^- ».»<..,eg...o«., |j=««.j w,.=,=.,u,g .^. o fi^?2 /I* '^S!?!*»,i^«°" o^.^jImI^^™™™""'
^' occurs in central New York.

bed of sand, employed for the purification of sewage, the nnc, ».—Fine Dine. See*ot«e.
fiiiirdr loaf /fi7i(r'<»Ai' 1af> »

liquid sewage being allowed to percolate for some horns fine^, V. t. 4. In ship-building, to reduce the ""Ber-ieai (.ungger-iei;, n,

and then to drain ot(, so that the interstices between the lateral dimensions of a vessel below the water^
-fotentMa Canadensis.

sand grams may become filled with air before the sewage i •
^ ., ., m< u,,.^i

is again turned on : in this way aerobic microbia multiply J %' ,
and oxidation ot the decomposing organic matter aids fine^, adv.—To sail fine (naut.), to sail close to the
largely in rendering it harmless. Sometimes called an wind ; sail so as to keep the luff or forward leach of the
aerated filter.— EltasatO filter, a filter resembling ui sail trembling,
construction the Pasteur filter, but of small size, Used in fine-hair (fin'har), V. t. In leather-manuf., to
laboratoiT work for the filtration of sniaU quMitlties remove (from a skin) the fine hair or down
fluid.—Leaf filter, a contrivance used m sugar-refinmg, ,. , . ^ .. t ju. ju. ±1. -l . « ~r~ m~ vx~

—
:

consisting of a series of rectangular bags of cotton cloth, Which is sometimes lett alter the coarser hair finger-parted (fing'ger-par"ted), a.
each stretohed over a wooden frame, the frames being has been removed. C. T. Davis, Leather, digitately parted
placed parallel to each other, in the same trough. The p 381, -^ 2— jl /^

—

syrup is rmi into this trough and filters into the bags, run- <£,,„»__ „ -,. «i«.._* .»«___.__ o j. ,» . .

nlng oft from each through a hole in the bo&ra of fineness, ».- Coefficient offlnenesB. See*coefficient.

the frame. The suspended solid impurities are ;thus fineS (finz),re. pi. [PI. ot fine'', a., 13, used as
left on the outside of the bags, which are the niore nouD.] In metal., ore which is,pulverized or in

Ss"mtlr.^ame*'iS1e^iJM(^r.^-lFrte^:^^: *°° «'""" ^^^''^^^ *° ^^ '"^^^^^ ™ *»»« °'<"-

berland filter, a filter designed to render water nary way.
germ-free. It consists of an unglazed porcelain tube or finesSO, » 4. In the fine arts, subtlety and
candle which serves as the filtering material, hiCMed in a delicacy in color or form.
suitable jacket, the whole being connected with the water- «,..,:...,- j „- _,.- , , , ^1. <

supply. The candle mayalso be inserted in foul water Subtlety of the modeUmg, as seen particularly in the fMe
and the filtering process be effected by a suction-pump. <>* tt>e Christ and the finesse of the drawing a the hands.

The candle is easily removed from the Jacket for cleansing « ^'T' ™ Burlmgton Mag., IIL 93.

by friction with a brush and is sterilized by heating in a fineSSi (fl-nes'e), n. rSwahili/eKe««», mfenessi,
bake-oven.-PeyTon's .^^r, a oylindrical^ve^^^^^ with

^fineggi jackfi-uit.] In West Africa and Zan^

SfnZs'^ffltatfon^*?^'y^"h';-oXan^^^ zibar, the name for ^rtocarp^^mte^n/oiw. See finger-stone (fing' gSr-ston"), n. A popular-'-• • T i^ ,. . ._-7 ..

—

local name for belemnite.

finger-tip, «. 2. In archery, a tip of leather or

an air-tight closed top, used by sugar-refiners for thecoU'
tinuous filtration of syrup through animal charcoal in "•^uai, i;i±o uaiuc lui ^, u^

order to remove color. Hydrostatic pressure may be em- breadfruit &nijaclc-tree,
ployed to increase the rapidity of flow of the liquid.— finotOP, » Alkali finetop. Same as*alkali-grass, 2,

Itn^ZtTliZr&Zl^tl'S&it^^V^^i^i^lt fingerr». 5. li a mechanical piaoio-player, a

The fivefinger,

finger-machine (fing'g6r-ma-shen^), n. A
piece of gymnasium apparatus intended to
exercise the muscles of the hand and forearm.
It consists of small parallel bars which are held separate
by weights and far enough apaili to be grasped with the
fingers extended, and then drawn together by an effort

_of the muscles of the hand and forearm.

In bot.,

finger-print (fiag'gfer-print), n. An impression
made^ as with ink or some other pigment, with
the tip of a finger, so that its markings are
recorded. These markings are individual in character
and are permanent thi-oughout life. They are used for
purposes of identification according to a system devised
by Francis Galton.

In June 1897 a resolution of the governor-general in
council directed the adoption of the finger-print system
throughout India, and its gradual substitution for the
previously existing anthropometric system has since been
carried out. Its use is not confined to the police depart-
ment, but extends to all branches of public business.

Eneyc. Brit., XXV. 469.

„- I syrup :

order to remove suspended impurities. AIbo known as
a bagfiller.

filtering-plate (fil'tfer-ing-plat), n. A perfor-

ated glass or porcelain plate with beveled
edge, inserted in a funnel or in a bottomless
crucible for filtering purposes.

filtering-tube (fil'tfer-ing-ttib), n. A labora-

lever'that strikes or depresses a keyl See
*piano-player.— 6. A projecting pin or rod,

straight, or slightly curved; specifically, a pro-
jecting curved wire which carries an electric

current into the clearance-volume of an in-

ternal-combustion motor, so that at the proper
time a spark may pass between its tip and

otner material worn upon a drawing-finger to

protect it from the friction of the bowstring,
xips ai-e oftwo kinds : screw-tips, adjustable to any degree
of tightness by a screw-bolt and nut ; and knmikle tip,

shaped so as to stick to the fingers when the aiTow is

loosed. See drawing-glove.

3. pi. On the coast of southern California, a
plant of the stonecrop family, Stylophyllum
edule, with tuftedcylindricalleaves the size of a



finger-tip

iead-pencil. The Indians used the leaves as a
salad. Parsons and Buck, WUd Flowers of
California, p. 142.

£llisll, «. 5. In Imilding, all those parts of the
work which are not essential to the structure
but areintended to give elegance ofappearance
or neatness within, or such smoothness of sur-
face as makes it easily cleaned. Thus the interior
finish includes the woodwork of door-trims, dados, and
the like, the marhle-work when put to similar uses, and
jnantelpieces, etc. -Brnsh finish, a finish for the surface
•of brass which is obtained by buffing it to a dull or ' old

'

brass finish ; a finish for the surface of brass that makes
the metal appear dull and old.— Cabinet flnlsll. See
•kcabi-iiet.—Dead finish, anything, such as an impenetra-
Isle thicket, an impassable place, or the like, which brings
a traveler to a deaxl stop ; also, the stop itself. [Australia.]—Grease finlsh,'a duU mat finish on either gold or silver,

generally produced by rubbing the metal with finely
.ground pumice mixed in oiL— Stone finish, a dull mat
finish slightly coarser than the grease finish, produced by
rubbing down silver, gold, or other metal with flat smooth
surfaces of pumice-stone.

fbishmg-rolls (fln'ish-ing-rolz), n. pi. The
rolls or a train of rolls in which a har of metal
is finished.

fllislimg-school (fin'ish-ing-skol), n. A school
where the education of young ladies (chiefly)

is 'finished.'

finishing-tool, n, 2. In glass-manuf., an in-

strument, resembling a pair of forceps, used
to shape the necks of bottles, lamp-chimneys,
etc. Also called horcellas, ponteglo, and pro-
cellas. See proceUas.

Tlnlte in its kind, having an end or boundary. A
thing that can be limited by another of the same nature
is said to he finite in its Hnd. For example, body is said
to be finite because we always conceive a larger. So
thought is limited by anotherthought.

—

Finite number,
point. See -knuTriberf -kpoiniX.

finitesimal, a. [finite + -esimal, as in infinites-

imal.'} In math., distinguished by a finite

ordinal.

finitude, n—The axiom of flnltnde.m the termi-
nology of Russell, the false assumption that a kind of
quantity such that, given any one of the kind, there is a
greater of the same kind, can have no finite limit. The
class of fractions whose denominators exceed their numer-
ators is an obvious instance of the falsity of the prin-
ciple. Kussell appears to call it an axiom derisively.

—

Relative finitude, the being in a finite ratio to another
magnitude.

fin-keel (fin'kel), ». A projection downward
from the bottom of a sail-boat or yacht, in gen-
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Finsen lamp, light treatment, ray or light.

See *lampi, *light^, *ray^.

Finsen's apparatus. See *apparat%s.

finta (fen'ta), n. [8p. Pg.] Originally, in

Spain and Portugal, a land-tax or contribution

to a common expense or tribute to the king,

levied on every subject in time of special

emergency. The Sephardim (Spanish Jews)
stiU apply the term to their fixed contribu-

tions for the synagogue.
fiord-valley (fy6rd'val"i), n. A narrow, nearly
parallel-walled valley occupied by an arm of

the sea. J. GeiMe, The Great Ice Age, p. 46.

fiorino (fe-o-re'no), m. [It. : see /orjra.] A
Tuscan goli coin equal to about 27 United
States cents: so called from the fact that it

bore the fleur-de-lis, the arms of Florence.

fir. n.—Algerian fir, a tall pyramidal species, Abies Xu-
midicat native on high mountains in Algiers. It is hardy
in France and England, and is attractive in ornamental
cultivation.

—

Alpmeflr, AMeslasiocarpat a tall tree, 80-
175 feet high and 2-5 feet in diameter, which occupies
high moun^n slinies and summits from Arizona to Alaska
and eastward to Goloiudo and Idaho. It has dense foli-

age, small dark-purple cones, and lights soft wood of little

value except for fuel. Also called balsamrfirt suhalpine fir,

and Oregon balswm-tree.—Ainabllls fir. Same as lovely

irfir.—Balsam-flr. (a) Abies baZsatnea. See Alms, fir,

and baZswm-tree. (b) The she-balsam or Fraaer fir, Aoies
Fraseri, at the more southern Appalachian Mountains,
(c) Same as oZmne Ayfr.

—

BalsamOf fir. Some as Ca7u»2a
balsam.—Brlstle-COne fir, Abies mnusta, a large tree,
100-150 feet high and sometimes 3 feet in diameter, dis-
tinguished by the long awns of the bracts of its cones,
which give tbem a bristiy appearance. It is a rare tree,

restricted to a small area of southern California on the
slopes of the Santa Lucia Mountains in Monterey county.
The under surface of the leaves is silvery white, for which
reason it shares with several other firs the name of silver

fir,
—Cephalonlan Hi, Abies CepTialonica, a fir with large

cones, a native of the highlands of Cephalonia and Greece.
Also called Greek fir.

—Crimean fir, Abies Nordmanni-
a/na, a native of the Crimea and western Caucasus, which
has long cones the bracts of which are tipped with a con-
spicuous sharp point. Also called the NordTnann fir said

Nordinann's silver fir. It is common in the parks of Eu-
rope.

—

Double fir, donble fir-baJsam,the she-balsam
or Fraser fir, Abies i^roseri.—Douglas fir, the Douglas
spruce.—Douglas fir blight. See*blight.— Fraser fir,

Abies Fraseri, a small tree of the more southern Appa-
lachian region, from southwestern Virginia to western

eral shape like the ventral fin of a fish. The
fin-keel is usually made of metal, and acts as
additional ballast, and being low down gives
increased stability.

JFinn. An abbreviation of Finnish.

Pinno-Slav (fin-o-slav ' ) , » . A person ofmixed
Finnish.and Slaivic descent. Keane, Ethnol.,

p. 200.

^inno-Slavonic (fin*o-sla-von'ik), a. Of
mixed Finnish and Slavic descent ; of or per-
taining to the Finno-Slavs.

Tinno-Tatar (fin-o-ta'tax), a. 1. Of or per-
taining to the group of languages usually
ealledUral-Altaic, or to the people who speak
them. See Altaic.— 2. In a somewhat more
limited sense, relating to or including those
peoples which comprise the western branch of

the Ural-Altaic group, especially the Finns
and Turks.

Pinno-Turki (fin-o-tfer'kf), n. The group of

peoples which speak Finnic and Turkish lan-

guages. Also called TJral-Altaic. See Altaic.

^nno-Torkish (fin-o-tfer'kish), a. Of or per-

taining to the Finns and Turks: . same as
Ural-Altaic. See Altaic.

Finno-Ugrian (fin-o-ti'gri-an), a. Of or per-

taining to that group of peoples which speak
either Finnic or Ugrian languages.

Finno-TJgric (fln-o-ii'grik), a. Same as *Finno-
TJgrian.

Finnsko (fin'sko), n. [Norw. Finnsko, < Mnn,
Finn, -I- sko, shoe.] In Norway, a boot made
of the skin of the legs of the reindeer buck
steeped in a decoction of birch bark or tanned
in tar-water. It is worn with the hair outside.

These ;!nji««il:o . . . are a pre-eminently warm covering

for the feet, and are very suitable for use on ski or snow-

shoes. Nansen (trans.), First Crossmg of Greenland, 1. 48.

Tin. Sec.
tary.

An abbreviation of Financial Secre-

Fraser Fir (.Abies Praseri).

(From Sargent's " Manual of the Trees of North America.")

North Carolina and eastern Tennessee. It has dense foli-

age and small cones with a rough surface, thus differing
markedly from the more northern balsam-fir which it re-
places. Also called biAswm-fir and she-balsam. Grand
great Callfomia, or silver fir, the Oregon white fir,

Abies grandis.— GieeiLfiX. Same as CepluUonian *fir.
—Indian fir, the mast-tree, Polyalthialongifolia. See
mast-tree, 2, and kasoka, 2.—Lovely fir, AMes amabilis,
one of the largest and most beautiful of western American
trees, often attaining a height of 250 feet and a diameter of
6 feet When growing in open situations it is clothed to
near the groundwith blanches which sweep down in grace-
ful curves and which are covered with reddish-brown or
puiple branchlets. The ^ood is light but Imrd and fine-
^ined, and is valuable for the interior finish of buildings.
The tree occupies high mountain slopes and benches in
the Cascade and Coast ranges from British Columbia to
Oregon ; it has been introduced into parks in western Eu-
rope. Also called amaMlis fir, red fir, red silver fir, and
7»niteyir.—Lowland fir. Same as ffr<MKi*/Sr.—Magnifi-
cent fir. Same as Shasta irfir.—Mexican fir. Same
as socre(J*/ir.—Noble fir,.4Me«noMi«,avery large tree,
sometimes attaining a height of 250 feet and a diameter
of 8 feet, forming extensive forests in the Cascade range
and Siskiyou Mountains at from 2,500to 5,000 feet elevation.
It has densely set' short leaves and large oblong cones, the
bracts broad with fimbriate margins and strong midribs
produced into conspicuous tips. The wood is light but
strong and rather fine-grained, and is used under the name
of larch for the interior finish of buildings. Also called
red fir.—Nordmann'B silver fir. Same as Crimean irfir.

Oregon white fir. Same as grand -kfir.—Parasol fir.
See j)ar(MoJ-/ir.—Pitch fir, Abitts PicMa, a small tree of
northeasternBussiaand Siberia, extending to Kamchatka.
Also called Siberian fir.—Plum-fir, Aageia Andirm.
See Podocarmis, 2.—Red fir. (a) Same as noble -trflr.

(6) Same as Shasta irfir. (c) The Douglas spruce, Pseu-
dotsuga mucronata—Red silver fir. Same as lovely irfir.

-Sacred fir, Abies religiosa, a native of Mexico and
Guatemala, forming forests in the highlands to 9,000 feet
altitude. It is a large tree, sometimes 150 feet high, the
leaves silvery white beneath, and bears oblong-oval purple
cones with cuspidate bracts. It was discovered by Hum-
boldt and introduced into Europe by Hartweg in 1838, and
is much planted in the more southern conntries. The spe-
cific name as well as the common name alludes to the prac-
tice in Mexic* of decoratiug churche%with the branches
of this tree. Also called Ifexiom/Sr.

—

Scotch fir. Same
as Scotch pine (which see, under pinfii)..— Shasta fir,
Abies magnifiea, a large tree, sometimes attaining a height

flre-crome

of 200 feet and a diameter of 10 feet, a native of the Cas-
cade range and Sierra Nevada Mountains, common on
Mount Shasta, reaching a maximum elevation of 10,000
feet. It has large oblong-cylindrical cones with smooth
surfaces and short curving leaves. The wood is light and
soft, not strong but dm-abie, making coarse lumber. It is

considerably plimted in Europe and to some extent in the
eastern United States as an ornamental tree. Also called
reijyir.- She-balsam fir. 8eebalsam-irfir0).—SOteTUaii
fir. Same as pitch -kfir.

—Silver fir, the name given to
most firs which have the under surface of their leaves sil-

veiy white or glaucous : (a) Abies Picea.' See silver fir,
under silver. (6) Same as Algerian irfir. (c) Same as
bristle-cone -kfir. (d) Same as grand irfir. (e) Same as
Fraser irfir. (/) Same as white irfir. ig) Same as Shasta
irfir. (h) Abies amdbUis, distinguished as red silver fir.
(il Abies Pichta, sometimes called Siberian silver fir. (j)
The king-pine, Abies Webbiana, often called Webb's silver

fir. See king-pine, under i»?t«l.— Sllver-fir leaf-dla-
ease. See *digcase.— Spruce-fir, the Norway spruce,
Picea Abies (which see, under spruceS).— Subalplne fir.

Same as alpine irfir.
—Umbrella fir. Same as umbrella

pine. See Sciadopitys.— White fir. (a) Abies concol&r,
,

a large tree of the Bocky Mountains, extending westward*
to California, north to Oregon, and south to Mexico, at-

taining its maximum height of 250 feet in the Sierras. It
is the only fir of the arid regions and Great Basin. The
wood is light, soft^ and coarse-grained, but is somewhat
used for lumber. (i>) Same as grand irfir. (c) Same as
lovely irfir.

fir. An abbreviation of firJan.

fire, ?>.—Automatic fire. Same as spontanemts combus-
tion (which see, under combustion).—Electrical fire, a
term used by Benjamin Franldin as synonymous with elec-

tric fluid and frequently in the sense in which electric
charge is used by modem writers.

There is no more electrical fire in a bottle after charg-
ing than before.
Franklin, New Experiments and Observations on Elec-

[tricity, p. 35.

Greek fire. (i>) A solution of phosphorus in carbon di-

sulphid. When this is exposed to the air at ordinary
temperature the solvent soon evaporates, and in a very
short time the phosphorus, which is left behind in a finely
divided condition, bursts into fiame. It has been pro-
posed to use this solution in war in setting fire to ships,
houses, etc., but it is not very effective, since the oxid of
phosphorus formed in combustion coats overtbe wood or
other less inflammable material, protecting it from the
oxygen oftheair, and so from the flre.

—

^Redfiie, a pyro-
technic mixture of readily combustible materials, one in-
gredient of which is strontium nib'ate or chlorate,which
causes the whole to bum with a vivid red light : much
used for theatrical and out-of-door exhibitions, and in
signaling. Thorpe, Diet Applied Chem., IIL 34L

fire, V. i. 7. In geol., to breakout in fiamesor
incandescent gases: said of volcanoes.

fire-altar (ffr'aFtar), n. An altar upon which
burnt sacrifices were offered, as distinguished
from one used for incense only, in some cases
the fire-altar was built up of the remains of former burnt
sacriflces : the most remarkable known instance of this
was at Fergamon in Asia Minor.

firearm, n—^Automatic firearm. See*o««omo«»c.
fire-bag (fir'bag), n. Abag containing fire-mak •

ing implements such as are used bv Indians.
fire-bean (fir' ben), n. The scarlet runner,
Phaseolus mulUflorus.

fire-bird, «. 2. The vermiUon flycatcher, Py-
rocephalus rubineus, one of the SouthAmerican
fire-crowned flycatchers, represented in the
southwestern United States by lie subspecies
P. rubineus mexicanns. The full rounded crest and
under parts of the male are of a brilliant scarlet, whence
the name.

fire-blende (flr'blend). n. Same aspyrostilpnite.
fire-blight (fir'blit),n. l. Seei)ear-&%A*, under
blight.—2. A disease of flax and hops.

fire-bolt (fir'bolt), n. A bolt of fire or flame ; a
discharge of lightning such as sets fire to in-
fiammable terrestrial objects ; any severe flash
which appears to strike downward to the earth's
surface.

fire-boss (fir'bos), n. A mine official who ex-
amines the mine for gas and inspects safety-
lamps taken Into the mine. Jcmr. Franldin
Inst., Aug., 1903, p. 106.
fire-bowl OBr'bol), n. A large bowl-shaped
utensil made by Japanese and Chinese potters
for holding fire. See *hibaehi and *fcoro2.

&'e-b0X, n—^Belpalre fire-box, a locomotive fire-box
the flat crown-sheet of which is stayed to the parallel
boiler-sheU, thus avoiding the necessity for using crown-
bars.

fire-brat (Er-brat), n. A thysanurous insect,
Thermobia fumorum, of the family Lepismati-
dse; found in bake-houses, and supposed to be
fond of heat.

fire-bug, n. 2. Same as cabhage-bug.
firebum-bush (fir'bfem-bilsh), n. A West In-
dian shrub, Triopteris Jamaioensis, belonging
to the family JfaJpi^fejaceffi .- so called from the
use of its leaves m the treatment of bums.
fire-cracker, »i.-noral fire-cracker, vegetable
nre-cracker, the cnmson satin-flower, Brevoortia Ida-
Maia. See irBrevoortia, 2.

fixe-crome (flr'krom), n. A long pole with a
hook at one end, used in pulling down build-
ings at a fire in order to save adjoining prop-
erty.



fire-cure

'fire-cure (fir'kur), v. t. To cure (tobacco) by
meaBS of open flres. Alter the tobacco has yeUowed
for a few days, hanging on scaffolds or in the bam, slow
wood flres are kindled on the floor of the bam and main-
tained for four or flve days. This method is used with
'darlc export tobacco,' and imparts to it a creosotic flavor
demanded by the export trade. See eagmrt -ktobacco.

Tobaccos that have been fire-cured, as the plug tobac-
cos, contain in most cases neither oxidase, peroxidase, nor
catfdase. If. S. Dept. Agr., Kep. 6S, p. 34.

fire-door, n. S. A fire-proof door in a wall or
partition, designed to retard or prevent the
spread of fire into or through a building, it is

made of iron, or of wood covered with sheet-iron, and some-
times closes automatically, moving into place when the
heat of a Are melts a fusible link.

:fire-drill (fir'dril"), n. 1. A primitive instru-

ment used in producing fire by friction, con-
sisting of a pointed stick pressed into a hole
in a piece of dry wood and rapidly twirled be-
tween the hands : later the twirling was done
by means of a thong or bow.

—

2. The exercises
and training given to a company of firemen,
the crew of a ship, etc., to accustom them to
the duties proper to each in case of fire, or the
disciplinary drill given to school-children in

school to insure calmness among them, and
prevention of panic, in case of fire occurring
in the school-bidldings.

fire-drilling (fir'dril"ing), n. The process of
obtaining fire by means of the fire-drill.

;fire-finch, n. 2. A name applied to various
weaver birds (Ploceidse) of the genus Pyromela-
na, on account of the brilliant red shown by the
males in breeding plumage.

'fire-fisb. (fir'flsh), n. Aname of species of fishes

of the genus Pterois found in the East Indies.

rfire-fiame (fir'flam), n. A fish, Cepola rubescens,

of the family Cepolidx; found in European
waters.

:fire-grass (fir'gras), n. The parsley-piert, Al-

chemilla arvensis.

:fire-laiie (fir'lan), n. Same as *fire-Une, 1.

.fire-line (fir'lan), n. 1. In forestry, a strip

kept clear of iimammable material as a pro-

tection against the spread of forest fire.—2.
pi. The 'lines' or cordon established by the
police around the scene of a fire, and at a safe

distance from it, thus setting up a danger-line
within which no one is allowed who is not con-

nected with fighting the flames or salving the
property.

-fire-on-the-mountain (fir^on-the-moun'tan),

n. A euphorbiaeeous annual plant of 'the

warmer regions of America, PoinsetUa hetero-

phyUa, having bright red floral bracts which
m this species are toothed. Also called Mexi-
can fire-plant

'&:e-painting (flr'pan'''ting), n. The action of

the fire in bringing out certain iridescent ef-

fects in metallic luster-glazes by special treat-

ment in the kUn. See the extract.

The biscuit ware is entirely covered with a glaze of a
solid tint which, when exposed to the usual degree of

heat in fbring, would come from the kiln in a single lus-

treless color or valueless tone. By subjecting it to a pe-

culiar firing, in a kiln especially designed for the purpose,

a wonderful iridescence and variety of coloring is pro-

duced. So appropriately has this ware been named that

if the finished product should be afterwards placed in an
ordinary glost furnace, it wUl entirely lose its beautiful

appearance, but if returned to the special kiln once more
the Fire-Painting will again be restored in all its pris-

matic brilliancy. By this process Fjre-Painted ware may
be produced successfully in all colors and lustres.

E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the V. SI, p. 494.

.fire-patrol (fir'pa-trol"), n. A salvage corps

maintained by the insurance companies, and
working with the fire-department of a city.

Their business is to prevent looting at flres, and to pro-

tect goods or household stuff from damage by water with

the Sirpaulins, rubber sheets, etc., with which they are

provided. They are also charged with the safe-keeping

of the property until the insurance losses have been ad-

justed and paid. See salvage corps, under salvage.

(Chiefly TJ. S.]

Jre-pink (fir'pink), n. Seepinlc^.

fire-plant (fir'plant), n. Same as *fire-on-the-

mowitain.
'.fireproofing, n. 2. Any building material

used to retard or prevent the destruction of a

building by heat or flame. Such materials used in
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portions of an otherwise non-fireproof building merely
hinder the spread of a fire and tend to render the build-
ing slow-burning. Among them are stone, marble, terra-
cotta, brick, artificial stone, corrugated iron, and sheet-
metals for exterior walls, and slate, tiles, and sheet-metals
for roofing. For interior walls, floors, and stairs, slate,

marble, plain and ornamental brick, plasters, cements,
reinforced concrete and mosaic, wire lathing, metallic
window-frames, sashes, doors, shutters, and trim, and
wire glass are extensively used. For floors between steel
beams, reinforced concrete, hollow brick and hollow tile,

plaster, and cements are used, not only to build fiat arches,
but also to inclose and protect the beams and columns,
piping, and electric wiring. Woven wire, grille-work, and
expanded metals ai-e also used for inclosing stair- and ele-
vator-wells. With these materials a steel-frame building
can be made fire-resistant to a high degree and safe
against serious hijury from the burning of the furniture
and ordinary contents.

fire-resisting (fir're-zis'ting), a. Pitted to
resist the effects of rire : asjire-resisting mate-
rials. [^Suggested by the International Pii-e-

prevention Congress as a substitute for fire-

proof.'] Engineering (London), July 24, ] 903, p.
127.

fire-risk (fir'risk), «. l. The risk of loss by
fire.— 2. The obligation to make good loss or
damage by fire undertaken by a fire-insurance
company. Hence— 3. The property on which
this risk is taken : as, a good fire-risk.

fire-stick, n. 3. pi. A pair of sticks used for
lifting coals out of the fire, or for rearranging
the burning fagots.

In the same plate are included a pair of wooden fire-
sticks or tongs [of the Tulare Indians.]

SmithsonioM Rep. (Nat. Mus.), 1900, p. 180.

fire-stop (fir'stop), n. Same &s fire-'bricl,ge.

fire-syringe (fir'sir''''inj), n. 1. An instrument
used by certain peoples of the East Indies to

Ereduce fire. It consists of a hollow cylinder of wood,
one, or metal, open at one end, and having a close-fitting

piston by means of which the air in the cylinder can be
suddenly compressed and thus a piece of tow or similar
material at the bottom of the cylinder ignited.

The most interesting objects . . . from an ethnological
point of view were a set of the fire-suringes (generally
manufactured from bone or horn) which are still used in
some up-country villages for the production of flre.

Sep. Brit. Asifn Advancement o/Sd., 1901, p. 418.

2. A device consisting of a cylinder and piston
attached to a tinder-box. The tinder may be
ignited by the heat generated in the compres-
sion of the air in the cylinder.

firetail, n. 3. An Australian name of two
small weaver-birds, .^gintha temporalis, and

Fire-proof Floor Construction.

j1, steel beam ; jS, hollow brick, forming flat arch ; C, hollow

Ibricic abutment for arch i Z>, tile, under beam ; E, concrete filling;

/•, wood flooring ; G, tile flooring ; H, steel cleat ; /, wood stnp for

Mooring i J, cinder bedding under tile ; .AT, plaster ceiling i i, stay-

<vod joining beams.

fire-test (fir'test), n. 1. The determination
of the temperature at which kerosene or other
hydrocarbon oil used for illumination on being
graduallyheated first gives off enough vapor to

catch fire from a momentarily applied match
or electric spark. Same as flash-test.—2. The
subjecting of pottery or porcelain to various
degrees of heat in a kiln to ascertain its rela-

tive hardness or fire-resisting properties.

Indeedj^re-tests madeby Prof. Isaac Broome, towhom I
submitted specimens, show that the Tucker porcelain will

stand a higher degree of heat than the Sevres ware.
M. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the U. S., p. 127.

fire-thorn (flr'th6m), n. The pyracanth or
evergreen thorn, Cotoneaster Pyracaktha.

fire-top (fir'top), n. The great willow-herb or
fireweed, Chameenerion angustifolium.

fire-walk (fir'wfik), n. A ceremony of the Fi-

jian s in which a number of barefooted men
walk over hot stones which fill a large circular

pit.

Among these notable accounts is one by Col. Gudgeon,
British resident at Karatonga, describing the experiment
by a man from Baiatea, and also a like account of the Fiji

fire ceremony from Dr. T. M. Hocken, whose article is

also quoted in Mr. Lang's paper on the "Fire Walk," in
ttie Rt)ceedings of the Society for Psychical Kesearch,
February, 1900. This extraordinary rite is also described

by Mr. Fraser in the Golden Bough, and by others.

Sei. Amer. Sup., Feb. 14, 1903, p. 22677.

fire-'walking (fir'w&"king), ». Same as *fire-

walk. Athenaeum, Feb. 13, 1904, p. 217.

fireweed, n. (e) The jimson-weed. Datura
Stramonium; also, occasionally, D, Tatula. (J)
The wild lettuce, Lactuea Canadensis, (g) The
golden ragwort, Seneeio aureus.

fire-well (fir'wel), n. An emanation of in-

flammable gas from a natural vent.

In the second class of gas-springs we may group the
emanations of carburetted hydrogen, which, when they
take flre, are known as Fire-wells. Eneyc. Brit., X 261.

fire-worm, «. 2. Same as Wackhead *cran^

berry-worm.

firing, n. 7. Same as ^scorching, 3: applied

especially to tobacco and com.

During very rainy seasons, and in some kinds of unfa-

vourable soil, the plant issubject to amalady ealieiflring.

Tatham, Cult, and Com. of Tobacco, p. 22.

fish-eye

firing-head (flr'ing-hed), n. A box or head
containing a percussion-cap and a firing-pin,

fitted to an oil-well torpedo. After the torpedo is

in place at the bottom of the well, a small weight called
a go-devil is dropped on the firing-head, which explodes
the torpedo.

firing-pin (fir'ing-pin), n. That part of the
breech-mechanism of a small arm or cannon
which explodes the primer of the cartridge.

firm, n.—Long firm, a swindler or a pack of swindlere
who, pretending to be in business in some particular line

or lines, order goods, usually from a distance, to be sent
to their pretended plaee of business, dispose of the goods
at once for whatever they will bring, and disappear, leav-

ing the bill unpaid, to repeat the swindle in some other
place. [Colloq., Great Britain.]

fir-moss (f6r'm6s), n. The fir club-moss, Ly-
copodiwm Selago. See *elub-moss.

fir-rape (fer'rap), n. 1. The pine-sap, Sypo-
pitys Hypopithys.— 2. The beech-drops, Lep-
tamnium Virginianum.

First aid, hand, officer, etc. See *aAd^, etc.

firstness, n. 2. In the phenomenology of C. S.

Peirce, the mode of being of that which is

whatever it is regardless of anything else.
This is true only of qualities of feeling, such as red or
scarlet, and of such qualities of a similar nature as we sup-
pose things to possess. Thus, although hardness consists

in resistance to being scratched by a second thing, yet our
ordinary common-sense conception is that a hard body
possesses in itself a quality which it retains although it

never comes into contact with another, and that this qual-
ity, which it possesses regardless of anything else and
would possess though all the rest of the universe never ex-
isted, is the cause of the difficulty of scratching it. The
mode of being of such an internal quality is firstness.

That which haa firstness can have no parts, because the
being of an object which has parts consists in the being
of the parta wliich are none of them the whole. Any
analysis of the constituents of a quality is a description
of something found to be true of whatever possesses that
quality. But a quality of feeling, as it is in its mode of
being as a quality, has no parts.

fiscalization ?fis''''ka-li-za'shon), n. [Sp. jis-

ealisamon = Pg. flsealisacSo': as flscaUee +
-ation.l The fiscal treatment of a matter.

It was also resolved, in view of the fact that they were
interested ih the development and fiscalization of the
trade, to maintain the Ixaditional regimen decreed in
the royal letter of January 2.S, 1612.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XL 188.

fiscalize (fis'ka-liz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. fisea-

lized, ppr. fiscalizing. [Sp. Pg. fiseaUsar : as
fiscal -I- -dee.'] To examine, manage, or regu-
late (a matter of business) in respect to its

fiscal or revenue features.

fisetic (fi-set'ik), a. [G. *fisetisch, < fiset(holz),

young fustic] Of or pertaining to fustic.
—Fisetic acid, an incorrect name for flsetin.

fishi, n.j 6. (6) The Southern Pish, Piscis
Australis or Austrinus.—Atka fish, a flsh of
the genus Pleurograrmnus, found about the island of
Atka.— Electric fish, any of the fishes which have
the power to give electric shocks, as several species of
rays, the elecmc eel, and the electric catfish.

—

Fonr-
eyed fish, (a) A common name of fishes of the genus
Anableps, found in the fresh waters of South America.
Their eyes are completely divided by a horizontal parti-
tion into an upper and a lower portion ; the lower part is

popularly supposed to be for use in the water, the other
in the air. See Anableps, with cut. (6) A name some-
times applied to fishes having ocellated spots of color
resembling auxiliary eyes.- Indian flsh. (a) A name,
in Jamaica, of Pmnacanthus paru, of the family CA»-
todontidx. (b) Chsenobryttus gulosus, one of the sun-
fishes found m fresh waters of the eastern United States.— Isinglass-fish, any fish, as the sturgeon, from which
isinglass is made.— Jugular fish, a flsh in which the
ventral fin s are inserted in advance of the pectoral
fins.- San Fedro fish, the opah, Lampris luna
Silver-bar fish, a common name applied to a member
of the family Chirocentridas, Chirocentrus dorab, a large
fish of the Indian Ocean.— Struck fish, a fish salted and
then smoked.

fish-block (fish'blok), n. The hoisting-block
used in fishing an anchor.
fished (fisht), a. Pilled with fish.

When it [the net] was hove up alongside it was seen to
be veU fished.

Rep. Mass. Com. Fisheries and Game, 1904, p. 33.

fisher-fish (fish'6r-fish), n. One of the remoras
(Echeneidi^), said to be used by the Chinese
to catch other fish and turtles. The remora has
a powerful sucking-disk on top of its head, and clings

tightly to any object. A line is said to be fastened to the
tail of the remora, for the purpose of pulling it and its

captures to the shore.

fishery, n. 4. The exercise of the right to
fish ; a fishing venture or season.

Only thirty-six [pearl] fisheries took place [in Ceylon]
during the nineteenth century.

Nature, March 17, 1904, p. 466.

Bank fisheries. See *!>aniri.—Bureau of Fisheries.
See -kbureau.— Pelagic fishery. See *pelagic.

fish-eye (fish'i), «. 1. A moonstone cut in the
form of the eye of a fish and having a peculiar,

soft, milky reflection.— 2. An icthyophthal-

mite. See apophyllite.



Comb-horned Fish-fly (CAaM/iorfej
^ectiniconi is)

.

fish-fly

fish-fly (fish'fli), n. A member of the genus
Chamiodes, of
the neuropter-
ous family Sial-

idse; specifical-

ly, the comb-
homed fish-fly,

Chauliodes pec-
tinieornis.

fish-front (fish'-frunt), n. A strengthening slab
placed on the front of a made mast ; a piece of

wood or iron used to strengthen a weak or
broken spar.

fishing, n Fishing bill, in law, a bill for discovery in
equity, improperly drawn upon loose, vague and insuffi-

cient allegations. It may be dismissed upon that ground.
— Goi^e-fishlng, fishing with a goige-bait, that is, one
which IS intended to be swallowed by the flsh.

fishing-cat (fish'ing-kat), n. A small spotted
species of eat, Felis viverrina, found in Bengal

:

so named from its habit of catching fish.

fishing-crih (fish'ing-krib), n. Naut., a oom-
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floor of the well is a grating which freely ad-

mits the sea-water. „ ^
fissicoele, fissicoel (fis'i-seF), n. [7^. jj^sus,

split (see ^sile), + Gr. /awAof, hollow.] A
cavity in ttie embryo formed by the splitting of

a mass of cells. Same as sehizocaele.

Pissidentacea (fis'i-den-ta'se-e), ». i)Z. [KL., ,, . ^

< t'igsidens (-dent-) + -acese.] A family of ac- fissuring (fish ur-ing), n.

roearpous mosses of the order .Brontes, typified fissm-es through strata,

by the great genus Fissidens, and containing fist^, n. 3. Imprinting, the index sign ^°, in-

only two other genera. It is characterized by two- eluded by type-founders among the marks of

ranked leaves winged on the back and formed of a single reference.
layer of simUar cells, and by havmg the t«eth of the g ^3 ^^ /gf, „ game as^e^ a-ud. fise-don.
peristome united at the baae and usually split mto two "»">'"""'>"''

'
. , . , „

thread-shaped divisions. They are handsome erect mosses figtula, «. 5. A tube or pipe wnicn normally
growing in moist, shady places throi^hout the world, connects some internal part or organ of an

fissnre-eruption (fish'ur-e-rup''shon), n. An
outbreak of lava through a fissure in the

earth's crust without the production of a vol-

canic cone. The name was suggested by Sir A. Geikie

to describe the great lava fields of the Snake river r^on
of Idaho, where there are vast surface flows of basalt un-

accompanied by volcanoes. Geikie, Text-book of Geol.

(4th ed.), p. 264.
'" ' '" ^ The production of

There are 579 species, all but 9 of which belong to the

genus Fi^sidetie.

fissigemmation (fis"i-je-ma'shon), ». [L.

flssus, split, + gemma, bud: see gemmation.]

In biol., reproduction by means of buds that

become detached
;
gemmation.

^ „ .. fissil"'^, a. A simplified spelling of ^siiJe.

partment in which the engine for fishing the flssion-algSB (fisn'on-aFJe), n. pi. Same as
Schizophycese.

fission-plants (flsh'on-plantz), 7!

multiptying by simple division:

strieted to the Schisophyta.

fissiparation (fis"i-pa-ra'shon)
arous + -ation.']

fission, 2.

pi. Plants
usually re-

n. [jfosip-

SeeSame as fissiparism.

In a fissip-

Having a

the attachment of the flocculus to the cerebellum in

mammals. Also known as theparafloccviar ndcus.— FiS-

anchor is placed,

fishing-rod (fish'ing-rod), n.
_
A long, slender,

tapenng rod, frequently jointed and elabo-

rately made, to which is attached the line and
hook used in angling.

fish-kid (fish'kid),_n. Same as Jcid^, 2.

fish-leaves (fish'levz), n. The common pond-
weed, PotomogieiOTJ BOtoiis. Seepondweed (with fissiparously (fi-sip'a-rus-li), adv.

cut)

.

aro u s manner.
fish-mold (fish' mold), n. A fungus which fissirostrate (fis-i-ros'trat), a
grows on fishes. deeply cleft beak ; fissirostral.

fish-mouth (fish'mouth), n. The snake-head flssura, to.— Fissurafloccnll, a fissure which bounds

ov tuTtle-h.ea,A, Chelone glabra. . . «. . .... ,.„

Fish-mouth nebula. 8ee*ne1>ula.

fish-pass (fish'pas), ». An artificial channel
designed to enable fish to pass from one body
of water to another or over river obstructions

such as falls or dams. Nature, Aug. 18, 1904,

p. 364.

fish-pendant (fish'pen"dant), n. Naut, the
rope to which the fish-hook is secured.

fish-poison, »- AIso two species of Cracca, C. pur-
purea and C. toxiearia, used to stupefy fish. See Teph-
ragCa and -AaTiuAu.— Brazilian fish-poison, Seriamia
lethtUU (called timM by the natives) and PaiuKnia
pyimaiba. See Serjaiaa and Aiiariiiuco.— California
fi^-polSOn. In California a number of plants are used
by the Indians for stupefying fish. The two principal

ones are Chlorogaium pomeridmnum, belonging to the
Melanthiacex, with a bulbous saponaceous root, also

called amole, or soaproot ; and Piscaria eetigera (Croton

animal with the surrounding air or water, as
the trachea of an insect or the blow-hole of a
whale.

Like cetaceous animals and Whales, the Lamprey hath
& fistula spout or pipe at the back part of the head.

Sir T. Broume, Pseud. Epidemica, liL 19.

Amphibolic fistula. See kamphH)olie.—'B\]iaXY fis-

tula. See l^fii'ftan/.—Black orpurging fistula. Same as
purging-caeeia. See Cassia.—Branclual fistula, a con-

genital opening in the neck communicating with the phar-

ynx, due to non-closure of a branchial cleft— Coccygeal
fistula, an opening near the coccyx leading down to a der-

moid cyst of that region.—Fecal fistula, an openmg in

the abdominal wall communicatiug with the intestine.

—

Gastric fistula, a communication formed between the

stomach and the external surface of the abdomen.—
^Iry-Vella fistula, an artificial opening made into

the intestine of an animal for tbe purpose of collecting

the intestinal secretions.— Urinary fistula, an abnor-

mal opening into any portion of the urinaiy apparatus.

—Vesical fistula, an abnormal opening into the uri-

nary bladder : variously called vesico-intestinai, vesico-

uterine, or vesicovaginal, according as it affords a com-
munication between tbe bladder and intestine, uterus,

or vag:ina.
sura prseollvalls, a Assure present in the cerebellum of gj^^jg (fis'tu-la-ne"dl), M. A blunt-
mammals. Ithasatransversedirectionandseparatesthe """.'"r^i"'™*^, -^ -• , •• .11, ' .4.

anterior lobefrom the remainder. In animals below man pointed, flexible probe With an eye near its

it is also called Assura prima.—Tissoidi prima, the extremity, used for passing a ligature or seton
deepest fissure which crossesthemesal plane of the cere- through a fistulous tract
bellnm. It separates the cephalic lobe or lobus anticus ~.,|. /«„*,-, ig/tKx „ ,,7 TNTj • see fl«.
from the rest of the cerebellum, and is the most constant * IStUiata (ns-tu-ia ta;, n. pi. ys u.

.
see JIS-

Assure in the mammalian series (Smith> It is also known tuMte.] In Wachsmutn and bpnngers classi-

as fissura prsRclivalis, sulcus furcalis, and 'sulcus pri-

marius cerebelli.— Fissura rhlnalis, a fissure, on the
ventral surface of the mammalian brain, extending from
the olfactory bulb or lobe to the Sylvian fissure at the
temporal lobe. From this point to the caudal surface of the
cerebrum, where it terminates, it is called the postrhinal
Ji£sure. In the human brain it is not represented.—Fis-
surasecunda, afissure in the cerebellum which passes in

a transverse direction, more or less parallel with the fissura

prima. The fissura prima separates the lobus anticus «^^ 1 i- /^ 4.- i-^ i. \
from the lobns centralis. The fissura secnnda separates IlStUiatlOn (ns-tu-la snon), n
the lobus centralis from the lobus posticus.

" " - '
,.-«....

rhinal fissure, in anat., the furrow which separates
the rhinencephalon from the rest of the hemisphera

—

Exocclpltal fissure. Same as ieape-jUsure.— nio-
Ischlauc fissure, in omitk., the space or cleft between
the ilium and ischium. In the ostrich and most of ite

allies, this remains open throughout life ; in the vast ma-

tetigerus of Hooker), belonging to the EuphorhuKem, fioonre n — AdaeGlTilta.1 flasnre See*adoccimtdl
of which the crushed leaves are used.—Ceylon fish- uSSUre, n- Aooccipitai fissure. aee*aaoca,pmu.

TPOisoiLHydnaearpus veneruita, a tree belonging to the
familyFlaeourtiaeex, the narcotic fruits of which are used
to poison fish, but which sometimes render them unAt for

fo<^ : also found in Malabar and Travancore. Called by
the Cingalese nuituJu.-East Indian flsh-polson, Wal-
sura piscidia, a small tree of Ceylon, Travancore and
Halabar, belonging to the Meliacex. Ithas a bright yellow
fruit with a single seed surroundedbyan edible ariL The
bark is used as a fish intoxicant, which does not render
the fish unfit for food.—Guam fish-polson, the fruit of

& tree, Barringtoniaspeciosa. See "mtotong and -kpuiijig.

—Malayan fl^-poison, a poison derived from De-
guelia elliptica, a handsome leguminous climber called

tu6a by the Malayans. See :*tu<ia2.—IIezlcan fish-poi-
son. (<i> Several species of Sebastiana of the spuive
family, especi^y S. bUocularis and 5. Paltneri. (0)

Two leguminous plants, Ichthyomethia Pisdpula ana
CrOfCca toxicaria. (c) Paullinia pteropoda, of the soap-

berry family.-Philippine fish-poison, a poison derived

from several Fhilippme plants, called tuba by the natives

(see Mubai). Among them are the widely spread physic-

nut, Jatropha Curcas, and Croton Tiglium(Bee Croton,!),

of the spurge family, and Coccvlus Coccvlus. (See Coc-

cttlus).—Polynesilin fish-poison, BarringUmia speciosa

and Degudia trifoliata, the latter a creeping leguminous
stiand-plant, the pounded leaves of which are used. See
tcbotong and Malayan *fish-poison.—South Sea Island
flish-polson, Lepidium piscidium, a cruciferous plant
indigenous to islands of the southern Pacific Ocean.-
West Indian fish-poison, Jaguinia armillaris. See
•kbarbasco.

fish-poIe (flsh'pol), n. A slender pole to which

a line is attached for fishing; specifically, a

pole of natural growth and in one piece, as

distinguished from an artificial jointed rod.

See rod\ 1 (e).

fish-powder (fish'pou*d6r), n. Dned fish pul-

verized : a food for use on arctic or other long

voyages, where space and keeping qualities

have to be considered. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.),

Xm. 140.

Fish-skin grain. See *graira^.

fish-tail, «.—Flsh-tall wind, a wind which blows

toward or from a target and causes a rifle-ball to strike

either too high or low, respectively, so that the shot-holes

are contained within an area whose outlme suggests the

shape of a Ash's tail. The broad end of the tad is above

the bull's-eye when the wind blows toward the target, but

below it when the wind blows toward the marksman.

fish-well (fish'wel), n. An inelosure in a fish-

ing-vessel, extending from the bottom to the

deck, and designed to contain live fish. The

fication of the Crtnoidea-, an order contain-

ing forms in which the arms are fsee above
the radials and the posterior side of the

tegmen is extended into an elongate sac

or ventral tube. The ambulacra are tegminal and
roofed over by .covering pieces. Cyathoerinus, Poterio-

crinus, and Leeythocrinus are examples of the order. Most
of the genera are Paleozoic : none survive after the Trias.

The produc-
tion of a fistula.' N. E.'Ii.

. . fistulatome (fis'tu-la-tom), n. [L. fistula +
Amredallne fissure, a Assure of the brain near the ex- Qp -rouof, < rauiiv, "cut.] An instrument re-
tremitv of the temporal lobe.—Ansate fissure or sul- ,.^.'^' C . 1. j t.. i. j ^
c^in anot, one of the minoFflSSferi^ on Ste semblmg a probe-pomted bistoury: used for

superior aspectof the anterior half of the brain.—Antero- laying open a fistulous tract.
temporal fissure, a fissure just caudad to and more or figtule. n. 2. A sponge of the genus Fistula.
less parallel with the Assure of Sylvius. Synonymous pjotnliiinra Cfia Hi H-n'n rol u TNT. < T.
with the superior temporal sulcus, or the parallel fis-

™p«UiPOra (US-tU-lip O-ra;, ». V^^-i ^ 1^-

sure in apes. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, L 128.— fistula, pipe, + Gr. TTiJpof, pore.] The typi-

CaUosal fissure, the interval between the dorsal sur- eal genus of the family FistuliporidsB.
faceof the coTOUseallosum and the cerebral cortex^e. Fistuliporidae (fis-tu-U-por'i-de), «. pJ. [NIj.,
—Craniofacial fissure. See kcramofaeuil.—Zeto- """^'Fyi'^osv"=»?"

*» . .,'' en 1 •

rUnalflssnre. m anat., the furrow vfhlch separates < Fistuhpora + -^idse.] A family of Paleozoic
tabulate corals growing in incrusting, mas-
sive, or branching form, with very fine tubu-
lar corallites, having horizontal tabulse and
no septa.

Joriiiy of bbds, the distal portions of the ilium and fistulizatioU (fis'tn-li-za'shon), n. [fistula +
t» „™.f >,. .1 „„.t,™ „» *»,„

_^^g _|_ _jj^j(„j_-j game as *fistulation.

&V-, n. 8. In optics, a periodic phase through
which Newton, in his emission theory of
light, assumed the luminous corpuscles to
pass, and which enabled them to be alter-

nately reflected or transmitted at the sur-
face of a refracting medium. This assump-
tion formed the basis of the so-called theory

o/' fits,—Nine-day fits. Same as trismus neonatorum.

ischium unite, converting the proximal portion of the
Assure into the obturator foramen. Also called the
obturator fissure.—Inferoftvntal fissure, a fissure

which lies between the middle and the inferior frontal
convolutions of the brain. Also luiown as the sub/rontal
fissure.— IntexceretirtLl fissure, the large Assure which
separates the two hemispheres of the Drain.—Intra-
paxletal fissure, a Assure which arches through the
parietal lobe of the brain in men and apes. It arises in
the antero-inferior angle of the lobe, usually between the
Sylvian and central Assures, and in rare cases is contin-
ued into the sylvian fissure. Also known as the parietal
yiMure.-Longltndlnal, fissure, (a) The deep cleft f.i.t. An abbreviation of /reeJM tracfc. [EngJ

' " ' '" ^ ' "' *
-"••--

^^^ ^^ [Appar. <which separates the two hemispheres of the brain supe- fitcher (fioh ' 6r), V. t.
riorly. (6) A longitudinal depression on the under surface «-.k™ sHcTc 1 tn mininn tn atlT.t'"- " tn <>nnR«
oftheliver. Obturator fissuie. Same as Uioischiadie J^<="'^> SUCK.} inmimnQ, to saes., 10 Cause

*/!«*ure.— Occipital fiSSUre. Same as parieto-occi-

pital ^isnire.-Parietal fissure. Same as intra-
parietal irfiseure.—POBtcllval fissure, a fissure of the
cerebellum behind the cliv

the vermis.—PostgracUe ,

belluza between the slender and the inferior semilunar
lobes.—Postseptal fissure, a Assure of the brain in the
posterior portion of the occipital lobe.— FrecUval fis- fiffiyiir « ' Q
sure.. Same as */!(r«Krapr«c!t»(rf«.— Pregraclle fis- " +?' t'
sure, a fissure of the cerebellum between the slender " " <.-«.«»

and biventer lobes.—Rlvlnlan fissure. Same as notch
of Rivini.— Simian fissure, a Assure found in the
brains of monkeys on the lateral surface of the cerebrum ™—

«

between the occipital and parietal lobes. Caudad of the -£1? ,j. / . %
Assure the biain substance is so folded as to form an fIvtOUa (fi-to ni-a), n. [NL. (Coemans, 1865),
operculum under which portions of other fissures may be named in honor of the sisters Elizabeth and
found. AlBoknovmaBape-Jissureoraffenspalte. 8ee*ape-
fissure.— Subfrontal fissure. Saune as irt/erofrontal

kfixture.—Supercentralfissure,a fissure nearly parallel
to aud above the Assure of Kolanda— Suprasylvlan

and arches more or

to stick; to operate a drill without giving it a
rotary motion, thus forming a wedge-shaped

[>i<uu«u usDuxo, » ..=.^oj,i .^ic cavity in which the drill will stick.
clivus or inclined upper surface of fl4.„t,«~ o rm. c * 4.1. 1 t. c i„
uUe fissure, a Assure of the cere- fltchew, n. 2. The fur of the polecat, formerly

...
. . ,— ., known as the fitchew, later shortened to ^tc7i.

See fitch^, 2.

itting, n. 3. Specifically, any small casting
or other metal part of a machine or apparatus
used to fit together or assemble other parts,
as a coupling or elbow used to join lengths of

fissure, a fissure which lies above 1

less completely over the end of the Sylvian fissure.

well developed in the brains of camivorea
It is

Sarah M. Fitton, Irish writers on popular
botany (1817).] A genus of plants of the
family Acanthacese. They are trailing herbs, with
inconspicuous flowers borne in bracted terminal spikes.
The three species, all natives of Peru, are grown in green-
houses for the delicate and showy red or white venation



Fittonia

of the heart-shaped leaves. F. Verschaffeltii and F,
argyroneura, the former with red, the latter with white
veins, are frequent in good collections.

five, »—High five. See •ctnoA, 4.

five-corners (fiv'kdr-nerz), n. The fruit of a
small Australian tree, Styphelia iriflora, be-
longing to the family Epacridacese ; also the
tree itself. The fruits are about the size of a pea and
have a sweetish pulp with a large stone. They form part
of tile food of the aboriginals. [Australia.]

fLvefinger, n. 5. The Virginia creeper, Pwr-
^lenoaissus qmnquefolia ^Dwarf flveflnger, Poten-
tilla pwmiUa, a low perennial herb of the eastern United
States, closely related to the common flveflnger, P. Can-
adensis, but much smaller and having more deeply
toothed leaflets.

fivefingers {fiv'fing'''g§r8.), n. The American
ginseng, Panax quinquefoJms.

flve-or-nine (fiv'6r-iun"), n. The game of Pope
Joan or matrimony without the lay-out, the
eldest hand beginning with the 5 or 9 of any
suit.

flve-sisters (fiv-sis't6rs), n. The whorled
loosestrife, J^simacMa quiodrifoUa, the whorls
of which consist as often of five as of four
leaves, it is a delicate and graceful plant with yellow
flowers dark-streaked or spotted on filiform peduncles in

the axils of the leaves. It grows in shady places through-
out eastern North America. See loosestr%fe, with cut.

fivesprig-tree (fiv'sprlg-tre), n. AWestlndian
tree, Quararibea turbinata, of the silk-cotton

family; so called from its whorls of five

branches. The leaves andflowers, when dried,

possess a strong odor of fenugreek.

five-throw (fiv'thro), a. Having five different

cranks or cams, so that five separate motions
can be received or imparted.

fix, ». 2. In naut. surv., the operation of de-
termining ( ' fixing*) the position of an unknown,
point by the three-point problem, which in-

volves the measurement, at the i)oint, of the
two angles between lines running to three
knoijpn visible points.

There is nothing in a nautical suiTey which requires
more attention than the "Jix" ; a knowledge of the prin-

ciples involved is essential in order to select properly sit-

uated objects. The method of fixing by two angles between
three fixed points is generally known as the "" two-circle

method," but there are really three circles involved. The
" station-pointer" is the instrument used for plotting fixes.

Mieye. Brit., XXXfll. 97.

fixate, V. t. 3. la psychological sMiphysiological
optics, to direct the eyes upon ; bring withinthe
area of clearest vision.

. The tendency to fixate the lower end of an oblique line

drawn in perspective.
JE. B. Titehener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 312.

fixation, n. 6. Attachment ; adhesion : as,

various parasites have organs for flxaUon.—
7. In psychological and physiological optics, the

act or process of directing the eyes upon some
object, and of maintaining this direction dur-

ingthe time required for observation ; the bring-
ing of a retinal image into and holding it upon
the area of direct vision.— Fixation-circle, -cross,
-mark, -point, in peyehologtaal and physiological optics,

» small object or a spot of light which the observer is re-

quired to fixate, and which thus serves to maintain his eye
or eyes in a constant position during an experiment : used
in perimetry, in tachistoscopic observations, etc.— Inner
fixatlon-polht, in psychol., the element or aspect of an
idea which is most clearly and distinctly perceived as the

Jdea runs its course : an expression borrowed from the
physiology of vision, and contrasted with outer fixation-

point W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 156.

—

Une Ofllzation, in psychological andphyitological optics,

a line in the field of regard along which the fixation-point

«f the eyes moves as convergence is changed from a far to

a near object, or conversely. W. Wundt trans.). Outlines

of Psychol., p. 135.—Monocnlar flzatlon-polnt, the
point of regard or center of the area of iirectvision of the
single eye.— Outer flzation-point. Same as filiation-

pomt See -kJixaUon-circle.

fixative, n. 2. In perfumery, a substance used
to detain from too .speedy evaporation a highly
volatile ingredient of agreeable odor. The
substance so used may itself be inodorous or

may contribute to the blended odor of the mixed
perfume.— 3. Sameas *aJB&ocepto)-.

fixator (fik'sa-tpr), n. Same as ^amboceptor.

Fixed cheek. See *cheeJc.
,

Fizeau-Cornu method. See ^method.

Fizeau's experiment, method. See velocity

of Might.
Fl. An abbreviation (6) of Flanders; (c) of

Flemish; (d) oi Florida.

Pla. -An abbreviation of Florida.

flab (flab), n. [Var. of^op.] In bot., the cap
of any large mushroom. Also /op.

flabellifoliate (fla-bel-i-fo'Ii-at), a. [L. flaibel-

lum, fan, -t- folm-k, leaf (see/oKate).] Having
fan-shaped or fan-like leaves, either such as

those of the fan-palms or such as fold like a

fan, SB do those of Oxalis.
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Flacian (fla'shian), a. and m. I. a. Of or per-
taining to the works or doctrines of Flacius
Illyricus, an eminent Lutheran reformer 1520-

1575.

II. n. A follower of Flacius Illyricus. See
*Flac/ianism.

Flacianism (fia'shjan-izm), n. The doctrine
of Flacius IllyriousJ who as a strict Lutheran
opposed the teachings of Melanohthon in the
adiaphoristic and synergistic controversies.

Flacourtiace» (fla-kSr-ti-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1830), < Flaeowrtia + -ace*.] A
family of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants
of the order Hypericales, typified by the genus
Flacourtia, formerly included in the Bixacese,

but more closely related to the Violacese. It

includes 79 genera and about 300 species,
chiefly woody plants of the tropics. See Satny-

Absence Flag:.

flag^, n. 7. A trade-name for the outer or
distal portion of bristle, which is thinner and
lighter than the basal portion.

The /lag is much thinner and more flexible, and is used
for pamt brushes. SH. Am. Sup., 1903, p. 22,611.

Absence fla£, a small,
square, blue flag hoisted
at the starboard spreader
of a yacht to signify that
the owner is not on
board.—Flag day. See
*dayi.— Fool-weath-
er flag, a storm signal.

—Rattlesnake fla§,
a flag of the Ameri-
can Revolution : a coiled
rattlesnake on a yel-
low field.— Spanish
flag, a name of certain
fishes which ai-e alter-

nately banded with
bright red and golden or
white. Gonioplectrus
hispanuB of the West
Indies, a small bass-like
fish, is specially known
by this name, as is also
the crimson -banded
rockflsh of the California
coast, Sebastodes rubri-
mncius.—Zionist flag,
the fiag of the Zionists,
which has two horizontal
blue stripes upon awhite
ground. These colors are considered sacred. The prayer-
scarf, tallith .(which see), has the same colors. In the
center of the flag is the cabalistic Magen^David, 'David's
shield,' which consists of two intertwined triangles, sup-
posed to be the emblem of protection.

flag'', ».—Crimson flag, Schizostylis cocdnea, an iri-

daceous plant of South Africa related to Gladiolus, with
long tubular crimson fiowers. It is a favorite in fiower-
gardens.—False sweet-flag, the yellow flag. Ins Pseuda-
eorus. — Narrow flag, the slender blue flag. Iris pris-
matfica, of eastern NorthAmerica, with long,narrow leaves.

—Foison flag, a name commonly applied to species of
Iris, especially /. versicolor and /. prisrrmUca, to distin-

guish them from the sweet-flag.—Sattlesnake-flag, the
rattlesnake-master, Eryngium yucffi/oliuTn, which pos-
sesses a flag-like aspect. See GntMnder rattlesnake-master.— White flag. (a)Seedef. (b) Iris FlorentiTM, witli

bluish-white flowers. See Iris and orris-root.

flag^, n,—Altiroath flags, a local name of beds of gray
flagstones in Torfarshire, Scotland, belonging to the Old
Ked Sandstone.—Bannlsdale flags, a division of the
Upper Silurian in Westmoreland, England, regarded as es-

sentially equivalent to the Middle Ludlow formation of
Shropshire, includingthe Aymestrylimestone. The strata
attain a thickness of more than 5,000 feet and carry many
fossils.—Bellvale flags, a subdivision of the Devonian
system in New Jersey and southeastern New York. It is

regarded by New Jersey geologists as equivalent to a part
of the Hamilton group. Itattains,inNewJersey, athick-
ness of 1,800 feet or more and is underlain by the. Monroe
shales and overlain by the Skunnemunk conglomerate.
Fossils are rare and they are those of the Hamilton group.
—Brathay flags [Brathay, a small stream in Westmore-
land], the lowest division of the Coniston flags of the Upper
Silurian in Westmoreland and Cumberland, England

:

regarded as the equivalent of the Wenlock strata of Shrop-
shire. They attain a thickness of 1,000 feet and contain
many fossils, chiefly graptolites.— ConistOn flags, inEng.
geol,, a name applied to several divisions of the Silurian

locks. The Coniston flags in Westmoreland and Cumber-
land attain a thickness of about 3,000 feet and underlie the
Coniston grits. They are regarded by Geikie as equiva-
lent to the Lower Ludlow group or Upper Silurian. The
Coniston limestone in the same region is of Lower Silurian

ageand equivalent in part to the Bala limestone (which see).

—Ffest^Og flags [Ffestiniog in Wales], a division of

the Lingula flags (Upper Cambrian) of Wales, having a
thickness of about 2,000 feet and carrying trilobites,

brachiopods, and other fossils. They constitute, in

Geikie's classification, the middle subdivision of the Lin-

gula flags and lie between the Dolgelly slates above and the
Maentwrog flags below.—Gardeau flags, a term intro-

duced by the New York geologists for a division of the
Portage group of the Upper Devonian lying above the
Cashaqua shales and below the Portage sandstones. They
attain a thickness of severalhundred feet along the Genesee
river and the Gardeau Reservation, from which they take

name.— Uiignla flags, a division of the Cambrian system
which lies at the bottom of the upper or Olenus series in

Wales and takes its name from the vast numbers of the
brachiopod Lingula or lAngulolla damsi which occur in

some of the layers.

flag-dues (flug'duz), n.pl. Naut., a charge or

flame-gage

tax made against a vessel in some harbors for

displaying flags: an excuse for extorting a fee
additional to the regular harbor-dues.
Flagellar agglutinin. See *dgglutinin.

flagellation, n. 2. In biol., the formation or
development of flaeella.

flagellum, n. 5. In sporozoans, a vibratile
male gamete in Halteridium, a blood-parasite
found in birds.

flageolet, n. 2. In organ-building, a stop,
usually of 2-feet tone, giving high fluty tones.

flag-lily (flag'lQ''''i), n. The common blue flag.

Iris versicolor.

flag-list (flag'list), n. The list of admirals or
flag officers of a navy.
flag-pay (flag'pa), n. In the British navy, the
pay of a flag-officer while flying his flag or com-
manding a fleet or squadron.
flag-rank (flag'rangk), n. In the navy, the
rank of officers above the grade of captain,

including commodores and tie various grades
of admirals.

flag-reed (flag'red), n. In Australia, the com-
mon reed, Trichoon Phragmites. See reed^,

with out.

flag-wire (flag'wir), n. A rod pivoted at the
ends so as to be free to rotate about its own
axis and to serve as a hinge for any body sup-
ported by it ; hence, in machinery, a part or
member thus mounted and used to convert
reciprocating into rotatory motion.

flail-joint (flal'joint), n. A hinge-joint with
abnormal mobility in opposite directions.

flair, n. 3. Scent; the critical sense in art
and literature. [Rare.]

No better proof could be given of Vasari's genuine fi:tir

and intuition as a critic of ai-t than this passage.
C. Phillips, in Portfolio, N. S., XXXVII. 95.

flakage (fla'kaj), n. [flahe -f- -age.1 The flakes,

chips, or splinters which fall during the pro-
cess of fashioning (flint-) arrow-heads and
otherimplementsby^aW«g^ (which see). Amcr.
Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 120.

flake^, n.— Icy flake, the peculiar white cracks or frac-
tures, usually along the cleavage-planes, produced in the
diamond during the cutting process when the necessary
care to prevent overheating has not been taken. The
dullness is greater or less according to the amount of the
fracture.

flake-hurdle (flak'hfer'dl), n. Same asfla'ke'i, 1.

flake-knife (flak'nif), n. In archseol., a chip
or flake of flint or of some other brittle stone
used as a knife.-

flaker, n. 2. An implement of bone, antler,
or similar material, used for shaping imple-
ments from brittle stones like flint, jasper,
and chert. The stone was first roughly shaped with a
small hammer and then placed on a pad in the hand. By
means of the fiaker small chips were broken off.

flaking, n. 2. The occurrence of streaks or
spots of white, or lighter color, in organisms
that are not usually white. Bateson and Saun-
ders, Eep. Evol. Com. Eoy. Soc, 1902, I. 47.

flaking-roUs (fla'king-rolz) n. pi. In rmlUng,
a roller-mill adapted to making flaked cereals
or prepared breakfast foods in which the
grains of wheat, oats, etc., are In the form of
thin flakes ; a flaking roller-mill.

flambage (flon-bazh'), n. IF., iflanibe, flame.]
A cauterizing, sterilizing, or singeing process
in which the tMng to be operated upon is

passed rapidly through a flame or over red-hot
plates.

flame, n.—CtUaxy flame, In PlatyhdmintM, a bundle
of vibratile cilia, situated, typically, in the interior of a
cell (the flame-cell) terminating one of the capillary
branches of the water-vascular or excretory system.

flame, v. t. 5. To hold in or pass through a
flame, as an instrument, in order to sterilize it.

flame-arc (flam'aro), n. See electric *arc.

flame-band (flam'band), n. In spectroscopy, a
bright band in the spectrum, due to the radia-
tion from a flame.

flame-box (flam'boks), n. A fire-box which is

intended to serve as a combustion-chamber,
as in a deep fire-box on a locomotive-boiler.

flame-carbon (flam'kar'bon), n. See electric

*arc.

flame-carpet (flam'kar"'pet), n. See *carpet, 4.

flame-flue (flam'flo), n. The flue which leads
directly away from the fire-box of a flue-boiler,

and is supposed to be filled with flame: as
distinguished from the smoke-flue which re-

turns the gases to the front end of the boiler,

after combustion has been completed.

flame-gage (flam'gaj), «. A device formeasur-
ing the height of standard flames used in pho-
tometry. It consists of a translucent screen, with a
vertical scale, upon which an enlarged image of the tip of
the flame is thrown by means of a lens of short focus.



flamenco

flamenco (flS-men'ko), n. [Sp. flamenco, fla-

mingo. The fish is so named in allusion to its

red color.] The Mexican name of a species of
snapper, Lutianus guttaius, a common food-fish
of the Panama region.
flame-opal (fiam'o'pal), n. An opal in which
the colors are distriouted more or less regularly
in bands or streaks.

flame-plate (fiam'plat), n. A plate, such as
the erown-sheet, which, in a fire-box or furnace,
is exposed to tho flame or burning gases from
the m-e.

flame-reaction (flam're-ak'shon), n. Same as
flame-test (which see, linder *iest^).

flame-shoulder (flam'shoFdfer), n. A British
collectors' name for a European noetuid moth,
Agrotis plecta, a small dark species with a
flame-colored stripe on the shoulder of each
fore-wing.
flame-test (flam'test), n. See *test^.

flame-tight (flam'tat), a. Proof against the
passage or escape of flame, as the safety-lamp
used by miners.
flanch (flanch), V. Same as flange.
flanch-chuck (flanch'ehuk), n. A chuck hav-
ing the shape of a flange or face-plate, with
points or teeth for carrying the work instead
of slots to which the work is bolted. Also
called flange-chuck.

flanch-mill (flanch 'mil), n. A small hand-mill
used principally for grinding coffee. As ordi-
narily made the grinders are of ii'on and can be
set to grind to the desired size.

flange, ?>.—Blind flange. Same as blank flange. In
England, also called a na-thoroughfare.

dknge-chuck (flanj'chuk), n. Same as *flMnch-
chucJc.

flange-coupling (flanj ' kup ' ling), n. See
*coupUng.

flange-iron (flanj'i'''6m), n. Any iron bar or
beam having a projecting rib or flange, as
an angle-iron, T-iron, etc.

flai^e-pulley (flanj'puFi), n. A pulley having
a flange around one or both edges. Such
flanges are usually to keep the belt from slip-

ping off the side of the pulley.

flanger (fian'jer), n. 1. A flanging-maehine.— 2. Same as snow-flange.—3. In mech. and
sMp-iuiMing : (a) A mechanic skilled in flang-
ing metal plates. Also called flange-twrner.

(6) Same as flanging-machme.

flange-steel (flanj ' stel), n. Steel having so
low a percentage of carbon or other hardening
constituents as to be sufficiently ductile to be
bent at right angles in the process of flanging
(see flange, v. t. and flanging-maehine), without
cracking or local overstrain.

flange-tile (flanj'til), n. A tile having a flange
along one or more edges.

flange-turner (flanj 'ter"n6r), n. Same as
*flanger, 3 (a).

flanging-clamp (flan'jing-klamp), n. hi forg-
ing, a large and massive beam-clamp for hold-
ing large work while it is being hammered to
form a flange on its edge. It consists of two hori-
zontal beams. The npper one is adjustable by means of
screws ; the lower one is rigid and is designed to hold
formers over which the hot metal is bent to make the
flange.

flanging-hammer (flan' jing-hamper), TO. 1.
A hand-hammer used for turning a flange on
the end of copper-pipe, etc.— 2. A machine
for turning up the edges or forming flanges
on the edge of metal plates for boilers, pipes,
tanks, etc.

flank, n—Flank en potence (mUU.), a flank which is

either advanced or refused and perpendicular to the rest

of the line.

flanky (flang'ki), a. [flank + -yi.] In leather-

manuf., loose and coarse : as, a flanky sMn.
Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 116.

flannel, TO.—Welsh flannel, flannel made from the
wool of Welsh sheep.

flannel-flower, to. 3. An Australian plant,

Actinotus Selianthi, of the parsley family.

It bears white flowers in simple umbels sur-

rounded by a many-leaved involucre, which
is longer than the flowers and looks as if it

were cut out of white flannel.

flannel-leaf (flan'el-lef), n. The mullen, Ver-

iaseum Thapsus.

flaimellet, n. 2. A cotton fabric woven and
finished in imitation of wool fiannel.

flannel-moth (flan'el-m6th), TO. Any moth
of the family Megalopygidse. Especially the

crinkled flannel-moth, Lagoa criapata, whitish in color,

with its wings furnished with long curly hairs, resembling

flanneL Its larvae feed on apple, oak, elm, and raspberry.
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flannel-plant (fian' el -plant), n. Same as

*flannet-leaf.

flap, TO. 10. Id. mycol., Ba,mea,s *flab.— 11. In
phonetics, a flapping motion of the tongue or

uvula or the sound produced by it, as in vocal-

izing the letters lotr.

The most distinct glide-consonanta are the flaps, of

which the Norwegian 'thick' Ms an example.
H. Sweet, Eng. Sounds, p. 12.

flapmingo (flap'ming-go), TO. [An alteration of

flamingo. Compare *^»»e»co.] One of the

file-fishes, Monacanthus ciliatus, found in the
West Indies and northward to Florida.

flapper, n. 6. pi. Hinged channeled irons

attached to the top of the low portion of the
door of a landau. When up, they support the
door-glass frame: when the glass is lowered,
they fall flat upon the door-bar.—7. In crus-
taceans, the tail, or the telson together with
the appendages of the last abdominal segment.

flap-rein (flap'ran), TO. A strap extending from
the bridle-bit to the flap of a saddle for train-
ing a horse to hold his head in a desired po-
sition.

flare-spot (flar'spot), n. In photog., same as
ghost, 8.

Thus obtained a flatter field and freedom from "fmre-
spot " [in portrait objective]. Eiixye. Brit., XXXI. 693.

flare-up, to. 3. Naut., a distinguishing light ex-
hibited as a signal by a pilot vessel, or a sig-
nal flare to a vessel which is overtaking an-
other vessel, used as a warning to the ship
coming up from astern.

flaser (fla'zfer), to. [G. dial. flMser, dial, form
otflader, a streak, vein.] In German mining
language, a streak or vein.

The word has been transferred to English use in connec-
tion with * structure,' aa flaser structure, a structure in dy-
namicaUy metamorphosed granitoid rocks which consists
of rounded and uncrushed areas in the midst of fine-

grained and drawn-outmaterials, thus imitating flow-lines.

Kemp, Handbook of Bocks, p. 18*7.

flaser-gabbro (fla'zer-gab''r6), n. Dynami-
cally metamorphosed gabbro which has the
flaser structure.

,

flashl, V. I. intrans—To flash hack, to strike back:
said of a flame of the Bunsen type in which, owing to un-
due admixture of air, i^ition at the base of the burner
occurs by the transmission of fiame through the tube.

—

To flash over, in elect., to pass, as a spark, from one com-
mutator-bar to another.

II. trans. 7. In photog., to cover with an
exceedingly thin layer, as of metal in a plat-
ing-bath.

The so-formed negative is sprung from the wax, cleaned
and polished, and flashed over with a very thin layer of
nickel in a nickel bath. Nature, Jan. 29, 1903, p. 301.

flash^, TO. 9. In elect., an accidental electric
arc of short duration and great intensity.

flash-board (flash'bord), to. Same as flashing-
ioard.

flash-boiler (flash'boi'lfer), «. A type of boiler,
first perfected for steam motor-ears, in which
the steam is instantly made by bringing small
masses of hot water upon very hot surfaces.
Such surfaces are usually tubes, heated by the fire on the
outside, whUe the hot water is forced through them. A
boiler of small bulk will make a large amount of steam
per hour, the steam being usually superheated, which
favors economy. The boiler has no store of reserve en-
ergy, but for this reason is safer. Semiflash bailers are
those in which there is some water, at all times, in pro-
cess of heating before fiashing into steam. In the true
flaah-boiler there should be no liquid water except the
last dischaige of the feed-pump undergoing instant trans-
formation into steam.

flasher^, to. 6. A device for automatically
lighting and extinguishing incandescent lamps
or groups of lamps: used especially in the
operation of electric advertising-signs.

flashing^, n. 4. In elect, on commutators of
direct-current dynamo-electric machines, the
carrying of a spark from one brush to another,
when it appears as a flash encircling the com-
mutator-surface.

flash-lamp (fiash'lamp), n. In photog., a lamp
for producing a fiash-light. Powdered mag-
nesium or aluminium is blown into an alcohol
or gas fiame.

flash-spectrum (flash' spek"trum), n. The
spectrum of bright lines or luminous arcs seen

flatfoot

or photographed during a total eclipse of the
sun at the beginning and end of the total ob-
souration. It lasts for a few seconds only.

fladk, TO., 2. (6) In 8ter«ot!/'}itn9, a molding-frame, withi
a screw at each comer, fltting closely to the form around^
which it is placed.—Bologna flask, a flask of heavy un-
annealed glass. It flies to pieces when any hard angular
body is dropped into it

—

Dewax's flask, Dewar's
liquid -air flask,

Oewar's Flasks.

Flash-spectrum.

Eclipse of 1900. (ETeished.)

flask within another,
having a complete dou-
ble wall within whose
intervening space is a
very periect vacuum.
The glass surfaces of
the vacuous space are
often silvered, the con-
ductivity forheat bein^
thus reduced to a mini-
mum and liquid air

can be preserved in
the flask for hours or
even for day^ while
it is kept cold by its

own evaporation.—Er-
lenmeyer's flask, a
conical glass vessel with a flatbottom, used especially when
liquids are to be decantedfrom precipitates.

—

Fembach's
antitoxin flask.
See ifaniitoxiiu—
Giles's flask,agrad-
uated flask used in
voliunetric analysis.
(See the cut) The
extra 100 cubic centi-

meters is used
standardizing thel
solution.—lilter \

^ . flask, in chem., a
/# \ ghiss flask, usually
^'laiiari- \ furnished with a _,._.„, ,

ground -glass stop-
Soyka s Bactena Flask.

per, having a mark on the neck indicating
the capacity up to that level of a liter at a.

Giles's Flask
particular temperature, commonly 15" C.

It is much used in connection with volu-
metric analysis, for preparing solutions of determinate
strength.— Mlqnel flask, a culture-flask used in the
bacteriological study of water.

—

Sovka's bacteria
flask, a culture-flask with parallel sides, one of which
may be ruled in squares for counting.

flask-shell (fiask'shell), TO. A mollusk with a
flask-shaped shell ; in Great Britain, a boring
mollusk, Gasirochsena modioUna.

flat^, I. o. 11. In cotton-shipping, not com-
pressed ; not hard packed. Cotton which is to be
shipped any great dist^ince, by rail or ship, is usually
compressed in very poweriul presses to reduce the bulk
as much as possible. Cotton which has not been through
such a press is said to be flat.

13. In printing, said of the proof or print of a
plate or engraving in relief which has received
the fiat impression of the press without the
overlay used to develop Ught, shade, and per-
spective.— 13. In golf, said of the Ue of a
club, when the head is at a very obtuse angle
to the shaft.— 14. Not distinguished by a
characteristic termination: as, a^* adjective
(a noun that occupies an adjectival position be-
fore another noun and becomes an adjective
without infiection or modification of form : as,

a stone wall ; garden fiowers) ; a flat adverb
(see *adverb).

II. TO., 4. (pr) Something that Is flat and shallow, as
a basket or hamper for caiTying produce to market a shal-
low two-wheeled hand-cart cto.

8. In ship-iuilding : (6) A platform, deck, or
floor which is of restricted area and does not
form an important part of the vessel's struc-
ture.

It is evident moreover, that the greatest loss of longi-
tudinal stability must result from the flooding of com-
partments near the bow and stem, unless the buoyancy
of the water-line area at the tops of these compartments
is preserved by watertight .^(rt« or platforms.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 120.

14. A narrow bar of iron or wood, covered
with card-clothing, surmounting the main cyl-

inder of a cotton-carding machine.— 15. In
hort., a shallow box, usually 2 to 4 inches deep,
used by gardeners to start seeds and cuttings,
and also to serve as a tray on which to carry
pots

—

AlkaJiflat. See *ai*:(rfi.— Heel of the flat,
that part of a top flat of a cotton-carding machine which
is nearest to the main cylinder.— Mahogany fl&t, the
bedbug, Cimex leetiilantis. [Local, southern V. S.)—
Stationary flat, in cottonr^m4t/n^f., a small piece of wood
faced with flanneX which rests on tile top drafting-rollers
of a drawing-frame, to clear the rollers of loose cotton
and impurities.

flat^, V. t. 6. In leather-manuf., to shave or
smooth on the flesh side. C. T. Davis, Manuf

.

of Leather, p. 403.

flati, adv—Flat aback.—See •oftocft,

flatfoot (flat'fut), TO. 1. In^a*?!oZ., a condition
in which the arch of the foot is broken down, the
sole touching the ^ound throughout its entire
area.—2. A condition in heavy draft-horses
(usually of the fore feet), in which the heel is



flatfoot

low, the ground-surface broad, the sole flat or
slightly convex, and the wall more acutely
slanted than is normal.
flat-hammer (flat'ham^6r), n. The hammer
first used by the gold-beater in flattening out
a pile of quartiers or pieces of gold ribbon.
flathead, n. 4. Notothenia coriiceps, a fish of
the family Trachinidee found in Australian
waters. Also called Maori-chief.
flatman (flat'man) , n. Onewho navigated a flat-

boat : used especially in early river navigation
in the Ohio and Mississippi valleys.
natneas of field, in phoUg., the property in an objective
of bringing the rays to a focna on a plane surtace, as that
of the sensitive plate. While this is theoretically impos-
sible, many lenses are nowmade which approximate flat-

ness of field very closely. See -kcurvature offield.

flat-square (flat'skwar), a. Having rectangu-
lar cross-sections : said of a file.

flattening (flat'ning), n. In vegetable tera-

tol., the abnormal assumption by normally
cylindrical stems, branches, or other organs
of a compressed or flattened condition, it oc-
curs in Coccolotng, Bauhinia, JRuscu^, Phyllwnthtis, etc.,

in the spadices of araceous plants, and the petioles of
aquatic plants. This phenomenon is to be distinguished
from fuBciation (which see). Masters.

flatter-dock (flat'6r-dok), re. 1. Same as co«-
dock, 2.— 2. Same as *batter-dock, 2.

flattie (flat'i), n. Iflafi + dim. 4e. Cf . sharpie,
sharpy.'] A flat-hottomed boat.
Flat-ware presser, a workman in a pottery who makes
fiat-ware, such as plates, saucers, etc., in a mold or on the
jigger. Seejiggerl, 2 (d).

flat-waste (flat'wast), n. Incotton-mamuf., the
impurities and short fibers of cotton which
gather on the flats or upper carding-surfaces
of a carding-machine ; also, the loose fibers

which gather on the clearing-flats that rest on
the top drawing-rollers of a drawing-frame.

flatwoods (flat'wudz), n. pi. 1 . A local name
in Ohio for valleys formerly occupied by rivers

but now flats and covered with woods.— 3.

In Alabama, especially in the Coosa valley, a
type of land consisting of an impervious clay
derived from the Cambrian shales, supporting
a dense growth of dwarf oaks, pines, etc.

flat-works (flat'w6rks), «. An ore deposit
lying parallel with the mclosing rocks but of
later origin than the walls. Geucie, Text-book
of Geol., p. 819.

flautino, n. 4. In organ-iuUding, a two-foot
stop giving fluty tones.

flautone, n. 2. In organ-building, a stop pitched
an octave lower than the ordinary flute-stop.

flavazol (flav-az'61), n. [li.flavus, yellow^

+

ae{o) +'0l.'] A mordant coal-tar color, similar

to, if not identical with, gambine * yellow.

flavenol (flav'en-61), n. [L. flavus, yellow, -I-

-en+-ol.'] A colorless crystalUue compound,
CieH^sON. Also eeil\ed2',4'-hydroxyphenyl-

methylgmnoUne. It melts at 238° C.

flavin, n. 2. Abright yellow crystalline com-
pound, C13H12ON2. Also called 2.2'-diami-

nobenzophenone. It melts at 135° C—Diamond
flavin, a mordant coal-tar color of the monoazo type, de-

rivedfrom benzidine and salicylic acid. It dyes chromium-
mordanted wool orange-yellow in an acid bath,

flavinduline (fla-vin'du-lin), n. [As flav(in)

+ induline.] Abasio coal-tar color of the azo-

nium-ehlorid type. It dyes tannin-mordanted
cotton yellow.

flavocastaneous (fla'*'vo-kas-ta'ne-us), a. [L.

flavus, yellow, + castanea, chestnut, -(--o«m.]

Of a yellowish-chestnut color. Annals and
Mag. Nat. Hist., June, 1903, p. 615.

flavocobaltic (fla-vo-ko'b&l-tik), a. [L. flavus,

yellow, +E. eobalt+-ie.'] Noting a class of

amino-nitro cobaltic salts. The chlorid has the

formula Co2Cl2(N02)4(NH3)]o.

flavohyaline (flii-v6-hi'a-lln), a. \li. flavus,

yellow, + Gr. te^of, glass. ] Yellowish and

transparent, as the wings of certain insects.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Bist, April, 1904, p. 290.

flavol (flav'61), n. [Ii. flMVUs, yellow, + -o?.]

A bright yellow crystalline compound, C14H10

O2. Also called dihydroxyanthracene.

flavoline (flav'6-lin), n. [flavol + -ine^.] A
crystalline compound, CigHisN, prepared syn-

thetically from quinoline. It melts at 65° C.

flavone (flav'on), re. [L. jtoJMS, yellow, + -oree.]

A group of naturally occurring yellow color-

ing-matters, some members of which are used

as dyes. Theparent substance is oalledphenyl-

pheno-7-pyrone, CjsHioOg.
fl^vopallid (fla-v6-pal'id), a. [_Jj.flavus,

yellow, +pallidus, pale.] Pale with a yellow

tinge. [Rare.]

flavophenin (fla-v6-fe'nin), n. lli. flavus,
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yellow, + E. phen{yl) +-in^. ] A direct coal-

tar color.

flavotestaceous (fla'^vo-tes-ta'shius), a. [L.

fl^jus, yellow, -1- testaeeus, of a shell.] Dusky
yellow. An/nals and Mag. Nat. Hist, June,
1903, p. 611.

flavovlrescent (fla ^ vo - vi - res ' ent), a. [L.

flavus, yellow, + viresiens, virescent.] Vires-
cent with a yellow tinge. [Rare.]

flax, re.—Blue flax. See Levris's wild */to;.— Ca-
thartic flax. Same as purging-fiax,—OoiVon flax,
flax which has been prepared to resemble cotton, usually
by chemical means, as with hydroxid and carbonate of
sodium and sulphuric acid.— Courtral flax, a fine qual-
ity of flax produced in Belgium, whence it is exported to
other countries.—Dutch flax, the false flax, Caimelina
sativa.—'Dwaxt flax. Same as purging-flasc.—'East
Indian flax, Reinwardtia trigyna, a small shrub of
northern India, closely related to and resembling flax.

—

Evergreen flax, Linum arboreum, a large shrubby
evergreen species native to Crete.—False flaJC. (a)
Camelimi saliva, also C microcarpa, so called from its

resemblance to flax and because it often grows in fields
of flax as a weed. (6) The field-cress or mithridate mus-
tard, Lepidium campestre.—Lewis's Wild flax, Linum

Lewisii, a large blue-fiow-
er^d species very abundant
on the western prairies and
plains of North America,
extending to Alaska ; long
confounded with the sim-
ilai' Old World species. L.
perenne. Its stenis yield a
strong, fine fiber, utilized
by the aborigines for cor-
dage, etc., and the planthas
been recommended for ex-
periment as a source of
commercial fiber. In Cali-

fornia it is called blue Jtax,
other local species having
flowers of some different
color.—Monntaln flax.
See imumntaiTi-fiax.—Na-
tive flax, (a) In Aus-
tralia, lAnum Tnarginale, a
congener of the common
flax. Though a smaller
plant it yiddB fiber of ex-

cellent quality which is

used by the aborigines for
making fishing-nets and
cordage. (6) In New Zea-
land, L. Tnonogynum; also
the New Zealand flax,

Phormium tenax. See
Piwrmium. — Perennial
flax, lAv/wm perenne, the
large blue-flowered wild

a, plant, one third natural size; differing from the Amer-
«, capsule, two thirds] natural lean L. Lewisa, Which IS

size ! €, seed, slightly reduced. still included in it by some
botanists, inhavingheterog-

onous flowers.—Rooky Mountain flax. Same as Lew-
is's urild kfax.— WUtt flax, (a) Linum Virgvrdanum,
the common small yellow-fiowered species of the eastern

(Jnited States. Also called Oender yellow fax. (b)

Same as Lewis's wild -kfiax. (c) Same as toadrflax. (d)

Same as false -kfiax (o). (e) The garden tickseed or cal-

liopsis, Coreopsis tirwiorio.- YeUow flax, any yellow-

flowered species of Linum: usually witha further qualify-

ing adjective: as.thes/enderyeMow.^aa', LVirginianum;
the stiff yellowJlax,L. medium; the Florida yellow fiax,

L. Floridanum of the southern United States ; the ridged

yellow fiax, L. striatwm; the grooved yellow fiax, L.

sulcatum. L. rigidum, the large-fiowered yellow fiax, ia

a species of the western United Stetes.

flax-blade (flaks'blad), re. In New Zealand,

a leaf of the New Zealand flax. See Phormium.

flax-dodder (flaks'dod"er), re. See *dodder^.

flax-drop (flaks'drop), re. The flax-dodder, Cus-

cuta Epilinum.

flax-lily (flaks'lil"i), re. 1. Same asflax-bush.
—3. A variety otDianellalssvis, an Australian

fiber-plant belonging to the lily family. It

yields a strong, silky fiher and was formerly

much used by the aborigines for making bas-

kets.—3. In Tasmania, Dianella Tasmanica.

Called also broad-learned flax-lily.

flax-plant (flaks'plant), re. Same as flax-bush.

flax-ripple (flaks'rip'l), ». Same as ripple^.

flax-star (flaks'star), re. A plant) AsteroUnon
Linum-stellatum, of the primrose family, a na-

tive of the Mediterranean region, bearing

greenish star-shaped flowers.

flax-tail (flaks'tal), n. The common cattail or

reed-mace, Typha latifoUa.

flax-vine (flaks-vin), re. The flax-dodder, Cus-

flea-beetle

latitudes and at high altitudes in Europe, Asia, and North
America.—Canada or Canadlan-fleabane, the horse-
weed, LeptUon Canadense.—Dalsy-fleahane, any plant,
of the genus Erigeron, but more especially S. ranmosus,
E. annuus, and E. Philadelphicus. The western daisy-
fieabane is E. Bellidiastrwm, a small species, cinereous-
pubescent throughout, with purplish flowers, found on th»
plains of Nebraska, Kansas, andTexa&—Dwaiffleabane,
the low or purple horseweed, Leptilon divarieatum, or
the Mississippi valley and Texas, a small hairy plant,
rarely a foot high, with larger heads than the Canada flea-

bane and purplish rays.—Early fleabane, Erigeron ver-
rms, a low plant with spatulate root-leaves and rather-
large white- or pmk-rayed heads, found in moist soil from
Virginia to Florida and Louisiana. It flowers in early
spring.—Marsh-fleabane, any of the American species,
of Pluehea. P. camplwrata is the salt-marsh fieabane.
P. fcetida, P. j^efio^ata, and several other species grow in
inland swamps, especially in Florida. See Pluehea.—
PhUadelptaia fleabane, Erisieron PhUadelphicus, the-

most widely distributed and one of the most beautiful of
American fleabanes, having soft pubescent stems and.

Philadelphia Fieabane t^Erigeron PhUadelphicus').

Two fifths natural size. (From Britton and Brown's " Illus-

trated Flora of the Northern States and Canada."}

leaves and large terminal heads, with rose-purple rays.
Also called sweet se(Mons and sAremA.-Running flea-
bane, Erigeronjiagellaris, a small delicate plant running'
by decumbent rooting stems, the small oblong leaves-
mostly near the ground, and ttie large single heads with
white or pink rays borne on long slender peduncles. It is.

confined chiefly to the Great Plains from South Dakota,
to New Mexico.—Salt-mai^sll fleabane.- See marsh-
*/!eo6<me.—Spicy fleabane, the salt-marsh fleabane.

—

Spreading neaDane,|JM^erore divergens, a diffusely-

branching species, ranging over the entire western United,
States from Montana to Waahington, and south to Texas
and Mexico. It is a hairy plant with large heads, the
narrow violet or purple rays separated considerably from
one another.—Tliree-nerved fleabane, Erigeron sub-
trinervis of the Plains and Great Basin, having lanceolate
three-nerved leaves and large solitary terminal heads with
very numerous, long, and showy blue or pink rays.

fleabane-mullet (fle'ban-muF'et), re. The
common European fleabane, PuUcaria dysen-
terica.

flea-beetle, re—Banded flea-beetle, Systena teeniata,.

a species which is found commonly on beans and peas.

—

Convex flea-beetle, P«i/!Ko(Jes convexior, a beetle which,
occurs on the sugar-beet and on rhubarb and other garden
vegetables.— Cucamber flea-beetle. Same as potato-
*jiea-beetle.—^g-plan.aear'beetle, Epitrixfuseula, a
beetle which occm's on the egg-plant, cabbage, potato,
and other plants.— Elm flearbeetle, the imported elm
leaf-beetle. See -kleaf-beetle.— El0I^;ate flea-beetle,
Systena elongata, a species which lives on weeds, but.
sometimes eats the leaves of the cotton-plant.— Horse-
radlslL flea-beetle, Phyllotretaarmoracise, which feeds,
on the leaves of cruciferous weeds and vegetables.—Fale—

flaxwort (flaks'wfert), re. Any plant of the flax

family, especially of the genus Mnum.
fleai, re Cat and dog flea. See Pulex, i.

fleabane, re.—African fleabane, Tarchonanthus cam^

phoratus, an aromatic shrub or small tree of South Africa,

but also found in Abyssinia and Somaliland, belonging to

the aster family, with leaves silvery tomentose beneath

and large pyramidal clusters of yellowish-white dioecious

flowers. It has beautifully variegated yellow wood, used

in making musical instruments. It is cultivated as an

ornamental plant. See urild seme (c), undersajecZ.—Bitter

fleabane, the blue fleabane, Erigeron acris, a plant with

blue or purple flowers and acrid juice, found in northern

Pale.striped Flea-beetle (Systena blanda).

a, larva ; h, beetle ; c, eggs : d, sculpture of egg ; e, anal segment,,
from side ; /, same from above, a-d, six times natural size ; ff, y,
much enlarged. (Chittenden, U. S. D.A.)

striped flea-beetle, an American chrysomelid beefilej

Systena blanda, which inj ures the foliage of tomatoes and



flea-beetle

potatoes.

—

Potato flea-
beetlOf a small American
chiysomelid beetle, Epit-
rixcucumeriSt which eats
small round holes in po-
tato-leaves. Also called
cucuTtU)er Jlea-beetle. See
jiea-beeUe. — Red-head-
ed flea-beetle, Systena
frontalis, a species noted
for the damage which it

inflicts upon sugar-beets.— Red - legged flea^
1>eetle, Crepiaodera ru-
j^pes, a species which in-
jures the buds and ten-
der foliage of fruit-trees.

—SplnacU flearbeetle,
an American chrysomelid
beetle,i>t«(mj/cAa xantho-
melsena, black in colpr,
with a yellowish prothorax and abdomen, and of wide
distribution. It feeds on spinach and the sugar-beet.

—
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Potato Flea-beetle i^Epitrix cucu-
meris).

Much enlarged. (Chittenden.
U. S. D. A.)

Spinach Flea-beetle (Disonyc/ta xanthomelana).

a, beetle ; 6, egg-mass showing mode of escape of larva at right

;

f. full-grown larva; i/, pupa, iz, f , and </. five times natural size;

d, more enlarged. (Chittenden. U. S. D, A-)

Strawbeny flea-beetle, Baltica ignita, a widely dis-

tributed metallic-colored species which lives both as larva

and as adult on the leaves of the strawberry and certain

other plants, more frequently perhaps on the evening
primi-ose.— Sweet-potato flea-beetle, Chmtomema
confinis, a bronze-colored species which frequently de-

stroys the lekves of young sweet-potato plants.

—

Tobacco
fle&-beetle, Epitrix parvtda, a reddish-brown species

Tobacco Flea-beetle i^Epitrix fannUa').

a beetle ; 6, larva : c, d, e, larval details ; f, pupa. All much
enlarged. (Chittenden. U. S. D. A.)

which punctures the leaves of. young tobacco-plants.—

Vlolaceoos flea-beetle, Crepidodera helxines, a cep-

pery, violet, or greenish-black species, often injurious to

the foliage of the cherry.—

WavT-snlped flearbeetle,
Phyllotreta vittata, a species

black In color, with a yellow

wavy stripe down each wing-

cover. Its larvae mine the

leaves of cruciferous vegeta-

bles, on which the adult bee-

tles feed.— Western flea-

beetle, Phyllotreta ptmlla, a

dark polished olive-gieen spe-

cies which damages cabbage,

turnips, and sugar-beete in the

western United States.

flest-btlg(fle'bug),TO. Any
small eapsid bug of the

genus SalticusoT its near
allies.—Potato flea-biig;,.an

American eapsid bug, Baltieus
Uhleri, which feeds on the
leaves of the potato and other

garden crops.

Potato Flea-bug {Halticus Uhleri).

a, brachypterous female : *, full-winged female ; c. head of male
in outline, a. d. much enlarged; c, more enlarged. (Chittenden.

U. S- D. A.)

flea-dock (fle'dok), m. Same as *'batt&'-dock, 1.

flea-mint (fle'mint), n. The pennyroyal, Men-
tha Pulegium.

flea-weevil (fle'we'''vil), n. A beetle of the
family Curcu(^emif2a3.— Anple-leaf fleOrweeTll, an
American curculionid beetle, Orchestes pallicomis.

flebotomy, n. A simplified spelling of phle-

botomy.

fl^che, n. 4. In a chart, a barb attached to an
arrow to indicate the force of the wind which
blows in the direction of the arrow. Ordinarily
six filches are used to represent six different

OTades of wind from calm to hurricane ; but in
British charts sometimes twelve are used.

—

5. One of the points on a backgammon-board.
Flechsig's myellnation method. See -kmyeliTuition.

—Fle^sig treatment. See iftreatment.

flection, ». 6. In geom., same as flexure, 1.

Flectional adverb. See *adverb,

fleece, 7! . 6. Ina»a<., white fibers, resembling
wool, encircling the corpus dentatum in the
cerebellum. -Also calledjfteece ofStilling—^Fallen

fleece, the fleece of a diseased animaL

fleet^, V. t.— To fleet the messeneer (nauf), to shift

the eyes of the messenger, an endless rope used for heav-

ing in a cable by a capstan. [Obsolete.]

Fleet In beins, a fleet which, though it may be so inferior

to the fleet of the enemy as to be imable to engage in open
flght with him, is yet unconquered and able to hamper
his offensive movements.

A Jleet in beiTtg, therefore, is one the existence and
maintenance of which, although inferior, on or near the
scene of operations, is a perpetual menace to the various

more or less exposed interests of the enemy, who cannot
tell when a blow may fall, and who is therefore compelled
to restrict his operations, otherwise possible, until that
fleet can be destroyed or neutralized. It corresponds
very closely to "a position on the flank and rear" of an
enemy, where the presence of a smaller force, as every
military student knows, harasses, and may even paralyze
offensive movements. When such a force is extremely
mobile, as a fleet of armoured cruisers may be, its power
of mischief is very great ; potentially, it is forever on the
flank and rear, threatening the lines of communications.
It is indeed as a threat to communications that the Jieetm being is chiefly formidable.

A. T. Malum, War with Spain, p. 76.

The fleet, the navy, especially the Eoyal Navy ; aB,

admiral of the fleeL

fleet^ (fiet), a. Skimmed; skim: applied to
sMm-milk or to cheese made from it : as, fset
milk, fl^et cheese. [Eug.]

flegm, n. A simplified spelling of j>%2ep7».

PlsJsdUDan's bygioma. See ^hygroma.
Fleitmann's test. See *iesf^.

Flem, An abbreviation of Flemish.

Flemingia (fle-min'ii-a), n. [NL. (Roxburgh,
1803), named in honor of John Fleming (died
in 1815)^ a British physician who wrote ^on
Indian Dotany.] A genus of dicotyledonous
plants of the family Aeanfhacese. See Thun-
hergia.

flemingin (fle-min'jin), n. [Flemingia + -im2.]

An orange-red crystalline powder, C12H12OS,
obtained from Moghania congesta (Flemingia
eongesta of Boxburgh), and used as a dye.
Its commercial name is waras (wurws) or wars.

Flemish accounts (naut.), abbreviated or deficient
records.—Flemish arcMtectuie, fake. See *archi-
tecture, •kfakeT..— Flemish lOOP. Same as Flemish eye
(which see, nnder eycl).

flemish^ (flem'ish), V. i. [Origin uncertain.]
To make a quivering movement of the tail:

said of a dog ; to feather.

flesh, n—To ^o the way of all flesh, to meet the fate
of all living bemgs ; to die.

flesh, V. II. intrans. To become more fleshy,

as one who has been ill and is convalescent

:

used with up.

fleshen (flesh'n), a. [flesh, n., + -en?.'] Of
flesh ; composed of flesh: as, fleshen hearts.

Western Flea-beetle WJtyl-
lotreta pusilta).

Much enlarged. (Riley,

U.S.O.A.)

Tlie contest between ray fteehen and servile nature and
th^ Law's spirituality of origin.

F. W. Farrar, St. Paul, IL 236 (trans, of Eom. vii. 14).

flesher, n. 5. &aai%aa*flssh-split; commonly
applied to sheepskin.

flezural

When unsplit it is called a roan ; when split in two, the
upper half is c^ed a skiver, the under or fleshy half a
flesher. W. Matthews, Modem Bookbinding, p. 37.

Spring flesher, a long, thin, pliable knife with a
handle at each end : in distinction from the ordinary stiff

flesher.

flesh-glove (flesh'glnv), n. A glove of some-
what rough material specially made for the
same purpose as a flesh-brush.

fleshing (flesh'ing), n. 1. In leather-mannf.,

the process of shaving or scraping the locJse

flesh from hides or skins. Sadtler, Handbook
of Indust. Chem.,p. 325.— 2. The distribution
or the condition of the flesh of an animal.

This bull presents a well-nigh invulnerable body of beef

;

the holes the critics pick in it are few. He has ample
scale and width, and Uie evenness.of his fleshing is quite
out of the ufiuaL

ISJft Bien. Sep. Kan. StaU Board Agr., 1902-04, p. 22&

Green fleshing, the process of removing the flesh from a
hide or skin while it is green, or before it has undergone
any of the tanning processes. C. T. Davis, Mani^. of
Leather, p. 379.

fleshing-beam (flesh'ing-bem), n. Abeam for

working out the flesh side of a hide or skin.

fleshing-machine (flesh'ing-ma-shen*), n. A
machine which fleshes hides ofskins by means
of a roller fitted with knives. C. T. Davis,
Manuf. of Leather, p. 148.

flesh-split (flesh'split), n. In split leather, that
part of the hide or skin which is nearest the
flesh, as distinguished from the *grain-split.

Also called flesher. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of

Leather, p. 429.

Fletcherism (flech'Sr-izm), n. [Horace Fletcher

(b. 1849).] The taking of food only when
hungry, with extremely thorough mastication,
continued until the bolus of food is entirely

liquefied.

fleurdelised (flfer-de-led'), p. a. 1. Adorned
orornamented with fleurs-de-lis.— Sf. Branded
with a fleur-de-lis (as a criminal).

flenred (flerd), p. a. Decorated with conven-
tional flowers.

fleuron, n. 2. Li arch., a floral ornament;
specifically, the large conventional flower

usually placed in the center of the abacus of

a Corinthian capital or classic ceiling-caisson

;

also, the floreated termination of a Gothic
finial.

flew* (flS), n. [Prob. from *flew''^, v., = *flueS,

v., contained in verbal noun flewing, fining.]

A layer or fold of cloth as it comes from the
loom. is. Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 480.

flewS, n. See *flu^.
flewing (flo'ing), n. [Prop. *fluing, prob. <

flue (spelled also fl,ew), waste downy matter,
etc.: see flue^.] The process of examining
cloth for blemishes in weaving by folding it

upon the front of the loom as it is unrolled
from the cloth-beam. B. Marsden, Cotton
Weaving, p. 479.

flez^ ( fleks), n. [L. fl,exus, pp. : see ./Jea;i, «.]

A point of contrary flexure or a point of in-

flexion.

The ordinary singularities of a plane curve would tbofl

be the node, the cusp, the link, and Vheflex.
Cayley, Collected Math. Papers, V. 621.

Flexibilia (flek-si-bil'i-a), n. pi. [NL., neut
pi. of L. fl^aiiMis, flexible.] An order of the
Crinoidea in which the tegmen is composed of

numerous small loosely joined movable pieces.
All species are Paleozoic and are stemmed except Mar-
supites and Uiviacrinvs, from the (Cretaceous formation,
which are without columns.

flexlbilitas cerea (flek-si-bil'i-tas se're-ii).

[NL., ' flexibility of wax.'] A form of muscu-
lar ripidity in catalepsy in which one can bend
the limbs of the patient with a little force,
the member retaining the position in which it

was last placed.
fiezil, a. A simplified spelling ot flexile.

flexile, a. 2. In baeteriol., applied to filamen-
tous forms of bacteria which are twisted and
curved, although retaining their rigidity.

flexing (flek'sing), n. A bending; in geol., a
bending or crumpling of layers or strata.

flexuosity( flek-gu-os'i-ti), n. \_flexuous + -ity.]

The quality of being flexuous or full of bends
and curves.

The cerebrum exhibits a decidedly superior degree of
flssural complexity with notable flexuogity of the gyres

;

particularly of the pre-frontal, parieto-occipital, and pa-
rieto-temporal areas.

Amer. Anthropologist, Oct-Dec, 1903, p. 617.

flexural (flek'gu-ral), a. lflexure+ -aU.] Of
or pertaining t« flexure or the bending of an
elastic solid; producing or tending to produce
flexure

: as, a flexural stress.—Flexural couple.
See coupte.— Flexural strength, the strengtti rf an



f. Cervical Flexure.

The t)ratn of a human embryo, esti*

1 as about the middle of the eighth

flezural

elastic Bolid as measured by its resistance to forces tend-
ing to bend it.

The transverse or flexural strength of the slates was
selected for experiment because of the ease and accuracy
with which the tests can be made.

U. S. Oeol. Surv., 1897-98, p. 268.

flexure, «. 4. In geol., the folding or bending
of strata under compression Baalcranlal flex-
vxe, a bend in the embryo at the upper end of the me-
dulla oblongata.— Cerebral fleznTe,one of the bends or
flexures in the embryonic brain.

—

Cervical flexure,
a bend or flexure in
the neural tube of the
vertebrate embryo at
the junction of the
brain and the spinal
cord. — Compound
flexuretin geoC,Si flex-

ure or fold which con-
tains other smaller
flexures or crumpllngs
subordinate to the ma-
jor system.

—

Cranial
flexure, the bending
or flexure of the em-
bryonic vertebrate
brain around the an-
terior end of the no- ^ated
tochord.—Curve Of week. "(Hrom Vii'so'

"*IS^®«J^)^<?2?^• »• thalameucephaloi.; S. cerebral—flaSTlCltyOineX- hemisphere: c, olfactory lobe; rf. optic
Ure. See ^elasticity, stalk ; e, spinal cord ; y, cervical flex-— Mesencephalic ure;#, medulla oblongata; A, cerebel-

fleXUre a bend or '*^'" * '* mesencephalic flexure ;j, mid-

ftmcnrp in thfl npiiral brain. (From Marshall's " Vertebratenexure m tne neural Embryology.")
tube of the vertebrate ' •'

embryo at the level of
the midbrain, or mesencephalon. See out

—

Reversed
flexure, in ffeoL, an overturned fold.—Symmetrical
flexure, in geol., a fold with equal dips on each side of
its axis.—Unsymmetrlcal flexure, in geol., a fold in
strata with steeper dips on one side of the axis than on
the other.

flexure-fault (flek'§ur-fMt), n. In geol., a fault
situated within some portion of a fold and
genetically connected with the development
of it. riexure-faults usually occur on the steeper limb
of an asymmetrical fold. Overthrust faults are one type
of them. Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 109.

flexus (flek'sus), H. [L., a bending^ a wind-
ing : see flextious."] A bend or bending Hal-
lux flexus, a deformity marked by flexion of one joint

of the great toe with extension of the other. Also called
hammier-toe.

*

flick^, V. II. intrans. 1. In cricket: (a) To
move the wrist or forearm quickly at the mo-
ment of delivering the ball : said of the bowler.
[Colloq.'j (6) To rise quickly from the pitch

;

bump : said of the bali. Hutchinson, Cricket,

p. 110.— 2. To flutter; flit, as a bird. li. F.

Burton.
flicfci, n. 2. In criclcet, a quick turn of the

bowler's wrist or forearm at the moment of

delivering the ball.

flicker^ n. 2. Specifically, in psyehot, an
unstable visual perception, occasioned by the

intermittenee or intensive fluctuation of stim-

uli.

For the determination then of the reflecting power, for

example of a vermilion disc, it was only necessary to se-

lect from the series a gray disc which when combined
with it in equal parts gave no perceptible flicker.

0. N. Hood, in Amer. Jour. Sci., Sept, 1893, p. 173.

nielter method, the method of/icierj)Aoto7»««rj/(which

see, under -kphotometry).

The brightnesses of these colors were determined by
itood'syiicfter-mc(Aod. •

Amer. Jour. Psychol., Xlll. 139.

• Flicker photometer. See -kphotometer.

flicker-tail (flik'6r-tal), n. 1. The gopher.

[Western U, 8.]—2. An epithet popularly

applied to the State of North Dakota, in allu-

sion to the gopher, which is very common in

that State. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 256.

flier, n. 8. One of the fresh-water sunflshes,

Centrarchiis macropterus, found in the southern

United States.—9. An apparatus attached to

a printing-machine, usually a gang of parallel

rods worked by a rooking shaft, which seizes

each sheet as it is printed and conveys it to

the delivery-table.— 10. One of the two lower-

most leaves of a tobacco-plant.

Flyers, the first two bottom leaves, which are overripe

and very trashy.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1899, p. 435.

Blue-plgeon flier. See *Mue-pigeon.

flier-frame (fli'^r-fram), n. Same as throstle, 2.

flier-yarn (fli'6r-yam), n. Yam that is spun

on the throstle or fly-frame.

flight^, n. 5. In archery: (c) The course of an

arrow through the air. (d) The distance tra-

versed by an arrow.—10. In mach.: (c) A
wing or scraper, pushed or pulled through

the trough of a conveyer by a chain, to drag

the load through it. {d) A flat bucket or vane

on the peripherjr of a wheel-pump or on the

chain which it drives. In practice this vane is made

S.— 31
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to traverse a pipe or box which prevents the water from
flowing back, and as such pumps are used for only very
low lifts, a fair percentage of the water is carried up.

11. Same as flyhoat.—12. In angling, the
set of spinning-baits attached by the trace to
the reel-line in a spinning-tackle.—13. A
primary, flight-feather, or remex : a tei-m com-
monly used by pigeon-fanciers.—14. The dis-

tance a bird may or does fly ; the height at
which it flies : in these senses, largely figura-
tive.—15. A group of three or more locks
situated in such close proximity along a canal
that the level of water between any two adja-
cent looks of the series may economically be
raised and lowered to produce a lift : in dis-

tinction from locks arranged in isolated pairs
with considerable distance between the dif-

ferent pairs. A greater number of lifts, and hence a
greater aggregate height of lift, can be accomplished
by a given number of locks if arranged in a flight than
if the same number are arranged in isolated pairs.

—

Flight Of colors. See-Acolor.-Flight of Ideas, the
mental state in which ideas follow one another in rapid
succession, the patient being unable to keep his mind
fixed on anyone subject—Nuptial flight, the flight of the
queen bee during which she unites sexually with the males
or drones. The queen bee leaves the hive soon after her
escape from the brood-cell, and, meeting the males in the
air, is fertilized, probably by a number of males, and re-
turns to the hive with her spermatic receptacle flUed
with male cells, which may retain their vitality and their
fertilizing power for the rest of her life. See ruymud
-kpartkenogeiiesis.

flight^ (flit), V. IJUght^, m.] I. intrans. To
take flight ; fly : an English sporting use.

II. trans. To shoot (wildfowl) in their flight

to or from their feeding-grounds.
flight-conveyer (flit-kon-va'fer), ». See *con-
vei/er, 4.

flight-muscle (flit'mus"l), n. One of the mus-
cles used in flight ; a vtdng muscle.

flight-shooting, n. 2. In archery, distance-
shooting with flight-arrows.

flimflam (flim'flam), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. flinnr-

Jlammed, ppr. flimflamming. [flimflam, «.] To
cheat out of (money), as in making or receiv-
ing change or the like. [Slang.]

flimsy, n. 3. A manifold copy of a report or
despatch made on flimsy; reporters' 'copy';
a duplicate or a triplicate writing made on
flimsy.

flindosa,flindosy (flin-do'zii, -zi), n. [Australian
corruption of Flindersia.^ The rasp-pod or
crow's-ash, FMndersia a/ustralis. See Flinder-
sia and rasp-pod.

fling, n. 6, A sudden or rapid throwing; a
whipping action; a sidewise motion with
respect to the principal direction of motion

:

as, the fling of a connecting-rod.

flinkite (fling'kit) «. [Named for Prof. Gus-
tav FUnk, a Swedish mineralogist.] A basic
manganese arseniate occurring in greenish-
brown orthorhombio crystals : foundinSweden.

flint, n. 4. Sheepskin dried in the sun. Mod-
ern Amer. Tanning, p. 175.— 5. An abbrevia-
tion of flmt-glass nint age. See *a^.—Flint
com. See *coml.

flint-brick (fllnt'brik), n. A hard brick made
of pulverized flint; fire-brick. Stand. Diet.

flint-core (flint'kor), n. Same as Corel, 2 (k).

flint-dried (flint'diid), a. In Jeather-manuf.,
dried in the sun. Modem Ammr. Tanning,

p. 32.

flint-flake (flint'flak), n. In archieol., one of

the fragments of flint from which, in pre-

historic times, implements were made, or one
of the chips broken off in shaping implements.

flint-flaker (flint ' fla '' ker), n. Same as

''flaker, 2.

flint-knappery (flint'nap* jr-i), «. In archseol.,

a place vmere flint was knapped or chipped.

flint-paper (flint' pa "pfer), n. Paper coated

with glue and finely crushed quartz or fiint,

used like sandpaper for polishing.

flioma (fle-6'ma), n. Sebastodes pinrdger, one
of the rdckfislies of the family Scorpsenidse

:

found on the Pacific coast of the United
States.

flipflap, n. 5. A kind of tea-cake. [U. S.]

flip-glass (flip'glas), n. A small glass gob-

let from whioh flip, or toddy, was drunk ; also,

a large glass tumbler in which flip was mixed
and heated. See flip^ and flip-dog.

flipper, n. 5. In a sawmill, a steam-operated

device for flipping, upsetting, or throwing
over a log, cant, or piece of timber from a
set of live rolls to other rolls, or for throwing
a log out of the log-slide to the log-deck pre-

paratory to rolling it down the sloping deck to

the log-loader.

float-feed

flirt, V. I, tra/ns. 6. To throw over; discard;
jilt. [Slang, western U. S.]

I did n't wonder at folks thinking that preacher done
flirted me. Fursman, Sanctifled Town, p. 72.

U. intrans. 4. In a/rchery, to fly unsteadily

:

said of an arrow.
flitch, n. 4. A strap; a doubling-plate; a
fishing-bar; a metal or wooden plate bolted
to a beam or girder at a joint or other weak
spot, to strengthen it and keep it straight
when exposed to endwise thrust.

flitch (flich), V. t. [flitch, ».] To cut into
flitches: as, to flitch hogs; to flitch halibut.

flitch-plate (flich'plat), n. A strap or plate of
rolled metal ' used to connect two or more
pieces of a flitch-beam.

float, v.i,— Floated and set fair. &ee lathfloated and
set fair, under lathi.

float, n. 12. A timber drag used for dressing
off roads, especially race-courses.— 15. In
stereotyping by the plaster process, the iron
plate (about half an inch thick) which up-
holds the baked plaster mold in its dipping-
pan. The plate and the pan float in a bath of

the much heavier medium of melted type-
metal.— 16. In geol. and mining, loose pieces
of ore which have become detached from the
parent mass in place and have traveled a
greater or less distance. They indicate the
presence of a vein and guide the prospector
in his discoveries.

In the South claim, beside the marbles supposed to un-
derlie the surface croppings, chrome iron ore is found as

"float " all over the surface, and at one point a deposit of
75 or 100 tons crops above tiie surface. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
1897-98, p. 241.

17. pi. Commercial fertilizers consisting of
low-grade phosphates ground to an impitlpa-
ble powder. They are used with special ad-
vantage in connection with green manures
and in composts to render the phosphoric acid
more available— Erdmaim's float, in chem., a hol-
low cylinder of glass, about two inches long and sealed at
both ends, of rather smaller diameter than the burette
in which it is placed and floating with uniform immersion
in the liquid to be measured. It has a transverse mark at
about the middle of its length. The graduation of the
burette is read off at the level corresponding to the mark
upon the float This little appliance permits a reading
to be made without error, due to the meniscus surface
of the liquid.

float-boat (flot'bot), n. An old name for a
ship's long-boat: so called because in some
circumstances it was not hoisted on board, but
towed astern; a raft for transporting cargo
and passengers.
float-carbureter (flofkar^bn-ret-^r), n. See
^carbureter.

float-chamber (fldt'cham^b6r), n. The chamber
surrounding a float, as in certain forms of
float-traps, float-valves, etc.

float-cut (flot'kut), a. Single-cut; cut in one
direction only: used in connection with files,

to distinguish from double-cut.

floater, n. 5. A dead human body found float-

ing in the water. [U.S.]— 6. In Mississippi
and Tennessee, a representative in the State
legislature who may be elected indifferently
from either of two or more counties.—7. A
vat in which hides are tanned. C. T. Davis,
Manuf. of Leather, p. 403.— 8. A cask, buoy,
or other hermetically sealed vessel containing
messages or records and left to drift on the
ocean surface in the hope that it will be found
by others. See*drifter. Geog.Jour. (E. G. S.),

Xn. 527.—9. A floating island. [Louisiana.]

Occasionally some of the land is torn away and becomes
an island. Such islands are known as flottants ot floaters,
by the Creoles, and are among the most picturesque
sights of these Louisiana lakes, sailing upon them, borne
hither and thither by the winds or currents.

Sci. Amer. Sup., May 30, 1903, p. 22,911.

10. On the stock-exchange, a certificate^ bond
or other paper, especially one not officially

funded or listed, that is accepted as a recog-
nized security.

On the Stock Exchange, where slang abounds, 'floaters

is a term which would puzzle outsiders. Floaters are

exchequer bills and similar unfunded stock.

Temple Bar Mag., Feb., 1871, p. 320.

float-feed (flot'fed), n. A device in which the
flow or feed of a liquid is controlled by the
rise and fall of a float; specifically, a device

for carburetting an air-current in motor-ears,

or in internal-combustion engines^ in which
the rising of the level of the liquid gasoline

raises a valve to close the flow from the inlet,

and a lowering of the level opens the flow

again. Much used in modem motor-cars. The
AutomoUU, May 2, 1903, p. 478.
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float-gage (flot'gaj), ». Sa,me a.a floaUng gage. usuaUy on the top of a permanent dam, wall, eerned with the floor, as the pavement^.

floatff^! 8 Ifprocessoffatt^ing^^B di.e,^.MM.ead, to confine flood-waters tern- «t™^->
-^^f-^^^^^^^^^^

-^ m ra^road

distended. See^ai, l, 1 («), and>a*, r. t., flood-ground (flud'ground), n. The portion of whose funotion it is to support the floorway.

3 Also known ^. /attening, laying out, and
f.

"vervaUey which beeomes^subm^^^^^^
erJ^r^etresrd^^'^^VbS'^S^'nd'irftS^

plumping. times of flood ; a flood-plain or nver-flat. uana, ^^ ^^^^ ^ the/ooraoj/, provides (or a driveway 23.fr

Floating batterr (6) Sxme as De la Hive's * ring. Manual of «eol. (4tn ea. ), p. lad. leet in width, andtwo footways for footpassengers as feet
—FloSlng fhr. Same as •dry-rty.— Floating plate, flood-hatch (flud'haeh), «. A sluice or gate, in width, making a total width ofyioorwoy of 41.3 feet

Saxieas*fioat, 16.- Floating policy. See *pSlicy2. usually rectangular and of timber, sliding in Sei. Amer. Sup., May 23, 1903, p. 22894..

float-key (flot'ke), n. A sliding key; afeather; vertical grooves or ways in a bulkhead or dam floose (flos), n. See *falus.
a spline ; a key which can move axially in a impounding water, for the purpose of closing Floral zone. See *eone.
groove or keyway. a flood-opening; a flood-gate: to be opened floran (flo'ran), n. [Of undetermined (Cor-
float-quartz (flot'kw&rts), n. See float-min- \,j raising during floods, to prevent the water nish ?) origin.] In mining, tin ore which is of
ei-al. above the dam from reaching an undesirable fine grain or which has been very finely

float-stage (flot'staj), «. A raft; aeonstruction height. stamped.
of timber, or of barrels and timber ; a floating flooding, n. 3. A method of applying water floreate, floilate (flo're-, flo'ri-at), v.

;
pret..

stage ; a buoyant platform held to a vessel's for irrigation by permitting it to spread and -py. floreated, floriated, pTpr. floreating,.

side by painters, or byfore-and-aft guys, and on over nearly level ground, with or without re- floriating. I, intrans. To flower out; blossom.
which footing is obtained by men at work upon straining checks or small dikes built of earth. Baring-GovM.
the outside of the ship. in wad flooding the water is turned upon the field and jj f

rj, decorate with flower-patterns.
floattrap (flot'trap), n A device for auto- fy^^^^i-^^Zt:^Z^'^S!^rt^:^^t floreation, floriation(fl6're-, flo^ri-a'^hon), „.
matically discharging, by the aid ot the steam- g^^^^ ^ ^ certain extent and the water controUed by Decoration with flower-patterns.
pressure, the water of condensation from a tank checks or dikes. ^„ ,^. ^ ^ , ^, Florentine, ». 4. [i.e.] Same as */anc7>tmne«e.
or pipe-line. The valve is operated by the na- flooding-dam (flud'ing-dam), n. Another —Florentine school of painting. See *painting.—
ing or falling of a float attached to it. name for *floodrdam. Dialect Notes, II. vi. Florentine school of scnlptnre. See *sovlptwre.—

float-valve (flot'valv), n. A valve to which flood-loam (flud'lom), n. A fine silt deposited Florentine tTrtll.™. Same as •ramW«-«mH

is attached a float for regulating the flow of a on the flood-plain of a river in time of over- flore pleno (flo re pie no). [U, abJ. of ^«j)(e-

liquid. As the level of the liquid changes, the flow. Science, June 21, 1901, p. 988. nus, fuU flower.'] With the flower full
: used

float rises or faUs, thus closing or opening the floodometer (flu-dom'e-ter), n. A gage or in- m hort. with reference to flowers which have

valve. strument for indicating the height of water in the petals (or m composites the rays) multi-

flob (flob), V. [Also flub ; imitative : cf . fl<yp.1
a stream subject to floods. plied so as to fill the whole disk

;
double-flow-

1. intrans. 1. To flop; bang.— 2. To puff ; flood-pipe (flud'pip), ra. A pipe by means of ered; double.
.

swell Compare *to6 which some place is flooded.-Magazine flood- florescence, M. 2. A flowering or blossoming

TT '*v/.Mji To Tinff-'cniiBB tn swpll FPrnv Plpe (Msmi), one of a set of pipes leading from a sea- out; growth; development; maturity.

FnJ'in aUusea 1 '"V.^*". ^°"ff„""'
bymeansof which sea-water is ad- The age of greatest [artistic]>re«c.n«aU over the area,

li^ng. in ail uses.J mitted to flood the ammumtion-rooms when the magazme »s e l u
^^^^_^^^ ^^ XXXL 69

flocculate (flok'ti-lat), D.j. [ft)CC«Z(««)-H-ate2.] flood-cock is opened.
, , , , a u.^ ,a^ „4./\ „ rw A-l,.e "^l r.n"

To form visible loose light masses, oi flocculi, flood-plain (Ai^'plan), n. A nearly level al- Aorette (flp-ret ), « [F. dun of ^«r. OF
as of clay in soU-water or of nitrogenous subl luvialplamformedbydepositionof land waste flor, flower.] A French coin of the time of

stances in milk. The addition of lime or salt ^J graded or aggrading streams during times Charles VI., equal to 20 deniers :
so called from

causes soil-water to flocculate ; ammonia pre- of Aood. the three fleurs-d^hscrowne^^^^

vents the flooculatiou or breaks it up. A sheet Sweeping up from the sandy shores of the sea across
HOreium ^n9-re ram), n.,yi.jwreta (-ta). 1.JN1,.,

of uniform stratus cloud often flocculates with marshes, ^-orf^Jains and weU-watered forests. < L.^sOtor-), flower, -h -etem.] AbotanieaL

numerouscirro-cumulusoralto-cumulusclouds ^"^^ ^"- ^'>- ^"^^^ ^^'P' ^^- g*'^?" limitedm its scope to the scientific cul-

arranged in rank and file. flood-plane (flud'plan), ».
.
The highest level

p^o^*],°?e^*°^|?:U, etc. See «»»i. etc-Flor-
flocculency (flok'u-len-si), n. Same as /occ«- *? ^n'oh water rises dunng a time of flood. 'Sa doverT Sei Jiio*iS^o«fa.

lence.
' " Such levels are often recorded by flood-marks, floridean (flo-rid'e-an), a. Of or belonging ta

flocculous (flok'ii-lus), o. lfloccul{us)+-ous.'i or bench-marks cut into stone waUs, wooden the JYorides.-Fiorideaii pit. See*ptei.

Besembling or of the nature of flocculi ; floe- posts, or buildings. Floridlan series, in Amer. geol., a series of Pliocene Ter-

piilosp floor, n., 5. (ft) In wood ship-building, same tiary beds extending through the Atlantic States. They

flocculus. ». 5. ina««r<m., anamegivenby ^^ floor-Umber (c) M iron sMp-buildmg the f-J* S S^1i^4t^npi
'"'''"° ''"'''"'" *

Hale to cloudy wisps, bright or dark, with bottompart of a frame, consisting of the floor-
florid-song (flor'id-s6ng), «. Figurate or con-

which the sun's surface appears to be covered plate, irame-bar, and the reverse trame-bar.— trapuntafmusic, as distinguished from plain-
when photographed with the spectroheliograph 10- A unit formerly used in the measurement g^^
by the light of some special wave-length, as, of excavation and emban^ent. its magnitude florigrapMc (flo-ri-graf'ik), a. [L. flos (flor-)^Z instance, through a fine in the spectrWdue ™iv1i"en'tta'USlS''^rw°iS^^8. ru^sSffl Kr7+Gr. rp^S^writi.'] O^ or^ertS
to some special element such as calcium, hy- 20, feet square, and 1 foot in depth. to flower-writing or literature in regard to flow-
drogen, or iron. —Fissure of the flocculus. See flooring-machine (flor'ing-ma-shen'), n. In ers. G. 5. ^faZ?, Adolescence, II. 209.
*ji>sy,ra flocculi. Astrophysicai Jour., Jan., 1904, p. 42. ^ood-worUng, a machine for planing and flnish- florin, n. 5. A Polish silver coin of the value
flock-duster (flok'dus"t6r), m. A duster adapt- ing flooring, ceiling, siding, and casing. It is of about 12 United States cents.—Double florin,

ed to shredding and dusting wool flock. Also essentially a planer and matcher an English silver coin of the value of four shillings, author^

CcSTI^k'ing), n. 1. The act of removing ''^±^u^ti?^l^':^^^^^Lf^ ^Wh^i'^k^^l^l.tr^'l f:^.'flocks from a fabric. See flocMng-nuichine.- ^n the cla.sB Edrioasteroidea. They are mostly '"?.iirtT' °',°'^®7'^l/^l''*^^„^^^^
2. A collection of damaged or broken cotton arranged in double series, and resemble thi «B^iL^„fS^^^^\ f-?

*phytogeography

fibers from the combing-needles of a cotton- ambufacral ossicles of the Asteroidea.
flonstically (flo-ns ti-k^l-i), adv. In a flons-

combing machine. It is liable to be formed floor-Ught (flor'lit), n. A piece of glass, or a fl„l!l?!l" r/-' -f•,,V'f"«"'*- , „ .« • «„
when the needles are imperfectly adjusted. ftame witfi many pieces of glass, let into a ^i^lf^JPiil^-ns'tiks), n. pi. Same as florisUe

flock-opener (flok'6p'n6r), ». Same as *flock- floor to allow of the transmission of light from Py^yeograpny.

fliuifpr above ™® species, considered primarily with reference .to

_ ,~ ... ,s „ ri? j„„™. / «„„ /T ^l a__ i— /J- / 1 \ T i J . numbers, would be represented by distribution or (lorts-

flOCOOn (flo-kon ). M. rF.^co«,<^c, <L../oc- floor-plan (flor plan), m. In arcft., a drawing Uci. Pound and C7em«nt«, Phytogeog. of Neb., p. W.
CMS, flock: see./?oc&2.J The filamentous, waxy which shows the plan of one story, especially flomla Cflor'ii-lS"* « • nl Am-«73. MbI riSTT,

secretion of certain plant-lice, especially of with reference to those parts which are in ^ ofX-a ^o™ '/awMb rfo™ \s of a
those of the subfamilies Cfe6nne««« and Pem- connection with the floor rising out of it. Thus Seda^or 1^811 nlants of anartloSar
vMainx. the dottedllnes indicating patterns of the ceUing and aU 11? i-+

.^^'^' ^fj"^®.
Plants, Ot a particular

dJ.2*„ m S!oo *./«. indications of objects several feet above the floor have no locality
:
either the plant content or the sys-

noeiZ, n. aeejiew.
^,. ,. ^ , , necessary place in a floor-plan. tematic exhibit.

*s°i;epki™^?l°f tSL'l&^reClSSfSlsto'^^ floor-plate (flor'plat), n. 1. A foot-plate; a florule (flor'ul), n [NL. >«Za.] Same a*

ondiSy. [Slang.] plate, usually of iron or steel but sometimes *fliorvm. Amer. Jour. Sd., Dec, 1903, p. 417.

flogger n. 3. In ftrtdpe, a separate score-sheet builtuj>ofboards,usedasaflooraroundengines flory-boat (flo'ri-bot), «. [Origin of^ry-nn-
or -boo'k in which the winnings and losings on and boilers. The use of such plates permits of easy known.] A small boat employed in carrying

pai'h rubber are entered. Also called wash- access to pipes placed beneath them, as they are usuaUy passengers between a vessel and the shore,

hook
held mpUce.only by ttieu- own weight

.^^ flbscellc (flo-sel'). »• [I., floscellus, dim. of

floodN-Malnflood. W High water. (6) A h.rge, Lt ^Xl^p^r facT f^r^iT'paTof'^he -/'''*' ^ow-] In oertaiUfThe echinoids or

ffl body
™ ™ter ; main'tide, (c) The main ocean ;

^'ots on •« upper lace, Wrmmg part ot the sea-urchins, an arrangement of the ambulacral
matasea. If. E. D. Aoor of a machme-shop, so that work can be rosette around the peristome in which the am-

flood, r. «. 2. See ''splash, i.
, fl„~„„„^ ;fls,',.A=1,^ „ a„ ^i<>»+^-„ ^. v,

l^nlacra are depressed and the intervening
flood-arcll (flud'arehf, n. One of the arched floor-pudl (flor push), n. An electric push- areas projected mto lip-shaped ridges,
openta^ in a bridge or viaduct over a valley button inserted in the floor of a room and flog^ule (flos'kul), n. \ Any rotifer of the
or lowland through which flood-water may

fl°Pt™*ti^ ^71^5® ftT „ A >,«»w «f»nfl« fl
'''™"y ^loscularkdte.

^

pass during high water: used in distmction *°?Uest
.

(^or rest) « A hea'^^ standard
flosculus (flos'ku-lus), «.; pl.flosculi (-li). [L.

from a chaSnel arch, which spans the channel
!l^f,^„^^/l%°^*^«h^°°'^,f"'^

supports the tool-
flosculus, \ little flower : see;tosc«Ze.]

^A tubu-
and through which water continuously or usu-

?«^*^r^^?^:l^^^!ich'l^«fl7^t^I,nr-^^^^^^^ 1*^
"^^T

'''^^ ^ "^"^^^^ ^^^^ ^* *>^« ""^"^ "^
ally flows. _ r^ . of the lathe being cut away to permit such large work to certain homopterous insects of the family Fm~

flood-board (flud'bord), n. One of several swing. goridee. Kirby and Spence.

boards or timbers placed horizontally one on floorway (flor'wa), n. In bridges, that part of flossS, n. 4. The loose silk which envelops the
another between suitable supports or piers, the construction which is immediately con- coeoon-pod of the silkworm.



floss-silk

floss-silk, n. 2. Loose or broken filaments ot
silk from the cocoons.— 3. A soft, coarse
yam made from silk and used in making
shawls, bands, and ordinary silk fabrics.

flotation, ». 3. The act of launching, or 'float-

ing,' a new enterprise, a loan, a new issue of
stocks or bonds, or the like Center of flotation.
See *eenteri.— Curye Of flotation. See*cM«e.— Sur-
face of flotation, in naval arch., in the tlieory of the
unreBiBted roUing of a vessel, the surface formed by the
envelop of the load-water planes ol a vesseL

flounce^, n. 2. In saddlery, a covering for a
pistol-holster, either of leather or bearskin.

floundsr^, t^.— Arctic flounder, a small flounder, Liop-
eetta gladalw, found in arctic seas.

—

Eel-back flounder,
a species of flounder, lAopsetta putTiami, found along the
New England coast ; the female is nearly scalelees.

—

Four-
spotted flounder, a species of flounder, Paralichthys
oblongus, found along the Atlantic coast from Cape Cod to
Cape Hatteras.— Peacock flounder, a large species of
flounder, Platophrys lunattts, found m the West Indies ;

it is remarkable for the curved streaks of blue scattered
over the body.— Pole flounder, the deep-sea flounder,
Glyptoeephalue cynoglossm, of the Noi-th Atlantic.

—

Southern flounder, Paralichthys lethosiigma, a flounder
found on the South Atlantic coast of the United States.

—

Starry flounder, a large, coarse flounder, Platichthys
ittellatuB, with black spots : found in the North Faciflc.

—

Summerflounder, thecommon large flounder, Paralich-
thys dCTttatus, found from New York southward along
the Atlantic coast. See cut at ParoKcAttes.— Winter
flounder, the small rough-scaled flounder, Pseudopleuro-
nectes a/mericwnu8, common along the New England coast.

flour, n— Clear flour, a trade-name for the third of the
three graded into which wheat flour is commercially di-

vided. See patent irjlour and straight •kjUmr.— ElOUT Of
rocks. See •kraclt-pmr.—QiifCaaxa. flour, unbolted
wheat floui' or wheat meal, retaining the bran : used in
making brown bread (which see, under ftreadl).

—

Patent flour, flour made from wheat by roller-milling
instead of by grinding between millstones; the first

of the three grades into which flour is commercially
divided.— BoUer-process flour, flour made by the roller
process (which see, under -kproces^.— Standard flour,
as deflned by the United States Department of Agricul-
ture, flour prepared from standard wheat, and containing
not more than 13.5 per cent, of moistm:e, not less than 8.5
per cent, of protein, and not less than .4 per cent, of ash.
— Straight flour, a trade-name for the second of the three
grades into which wheat flour is commercially divided.
See pcdent -kflour and dear •kflour.

flour-beetle, n. 2. Any one of several beetles
of the genus TriboUum, as T. ferruginewn and
T. confuswm—Broad-homed flour-beetle, a cosmo-
politan beetle, Ectwcerus cornutus, limited in its distribu-

tion in the United States to the sea-coast towns, and found
in ground cereals of various sorts.— Confused flour-
beetle, a cosmopolitan beetle, TriboliuTn con^iis'tim, oc-

curring in grain of all kinds, usually following the attacks
of theltrue grain-weevils. Its principal damage is done to

flour.— Depressed flour-beetle, a cosmopolitan beetle,

Palorus subdepressus.— BuBt-re<^ fiour-beetle, the
most abundant of the flour-beetles, TriboHujn ferrw-
gijiewm, occurring in various stored cereal products in

most parts of the world.— Slender-homed flour-beetle,
Echocerus maaallosus.—SmaH-eyei flour-beetle, the
smallest of the tenebrionid flour-beetles, Palorus ratze-

burgi.

flour-moth (flour'm6th), n. Anyone of several

small moths whose larvse feed on flour, as the
Indian-meal moth, Plodia interpunctella, or the
meal snout-moth, P^raiJis/arinaZis.— Mediter-
ranean flour-moth, a cosmopolitan phycitid moth.
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Mediterranean Flour-moth (,Efihestia kuehnieiia),
'

a, moth ; c, larva ; </, pupa, enlarged ; e, two joints of larva,

more enlarged. (Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

Ephettia kuehnieiia, which dbes great damage in floor-

mills. The larvee form cylindrical silken tubes in which
they feed. The infested flour becomes felted together and
lumpy, and clogs the milling maohinei-y.

flour-weevil (flour'we"vl), n. Any one of the

flour-beetles.

flour-worm (flour'w6rm), n. The larva of any
one of the flour-moths or flour-beetles.

flow^, V. i. 9. In the differenUal calculus, to en-

large (or diminish) continuously, that is, by
infinitesimal increments (-H or — ).

flow^.TO. 9. Aquicksand. [Scotch.]- Ebb-and-
flow structure. See *ebb.— Flow of marble, in geol.,

the gradual bending or deformation of marble, either

minutely when in blocks at the surface or in mass and
more extensively when buried beneath a heavy load of

overlying strata : due to the plasticity developed under

strain. Nature, July 9, 1903, p. 231.—Tube Of flow. See

tttfie. J 1 .

flowage, n. 2. In mech., gradual internal

motion or deformation, without fracture, of a

VISCOUS solid such as asphalt.— Zone of flowaee,
in geol., the deepest of the three zones into which the
earth's crust is conceived'tobe divided with regard to the
deformation of rocks. In the zone of flowage the rocks
are confined on all sides, yet loaded beyond their resis-

tance as determined at the suitace. Earth-movements
therefore develop a viscous flow in these solids. The
upper limit of the zone of flowage vaiies in depth, ac-
cording to the nature of the rock, from 600 meters for soft
shales to 10,000 meters for flrm granites. The con'elative
zones are the zone of fracture and the mi^d zone of
fracture and flowage. The terms were suggested by C.
Bi. van Hise.

flow-blue (flo'blo), n. In eeram., blue color
which spreads or flows more or less through
the glaze which is placed upon it. Also called
Jl'own hive.

flow-dike (flo'dik), n. A shallow artificial

channel to convey running water : generally
employed in drainage. [Obsolete.]

Flower of chivalry. See -kchivalry.—Flowers of ar-
senic, of ocher. See -karsenic, -kocker.

flower-basket (flou'er-bas'ket), TO. 1. A bas-
ket in which flowers are held.— 3. A hexacti-
nellid sponge, Ewplectella aspergillum. Also
called Venus's flower-basket.

flower-beetle (flou'6r-be"tl), n. Any one of
many beetles which habitually frequent or
feed upon flowers. A number of scarabsid beetles
of the mbe Cetoniinx have this habit, as the hermit
flower-beetle, Osmoderma eremicola, the rough flower-
beetle, 0. scabra, the bumble flower-beetle, Euphoria
inda, and the sad flower-beetle, Euphoria melaneholica.

.

Many of the MaXachiidsc and Cleridse are also flower-
beetles, and certain species of the firefly family, Lamjpy-
ridse, particularly of the subfamily TelephorinsB, which
contains the so-called soldier-beetles, feed on pollen and
are called flower-beetles.— California flower-beetle, a
western United States scarabeeid beetle, Hoplia callipyge,
which feeds on flowers.

flowerer, n. 2. A person employed to paint
flowers on pottery. [Eng.]

This last was usually done by women 'flawerers,' who
scratched a rough floral pattern into the body of the ware
and rubbed a little zafire or powdered cobalt glass over
the incisions, a kind of ceramic tattooing which was
largely practised at Burslem about 1750.

JR. L. Hobson, in Burlington Mag., IV. 148.

flowering, to. 3. The spawning of pelagic
fishes, which sometimes cover large areas of
the surface of the sea with their spawn.— 4.
The appearance of the surface of lakes and
other large bodies of fresh water due to the
occurrence of considerable quantities of algse,

usually blue-green forms.
flower-midge (flou'er-mij), to. A midge that
infests flowers.— Clover flower-mldge an American
cecidomyiid fly, Dasyneura trifolii, which breeds in the
flowers of red clover. Formerly called clover seed-Tnidge.

flower-of-Jove (flou'er-ov-j6v'), TO. The rose-
campion, Lychnis Flos-Jovis. Also Jupiter's-

Jlower.
flower-of-the-gods (flou'6r-gv-THe-godz'), n.

See *IHsa, with out.

flower-show (flou'6r-sh6), n. A public exhi-

bition of flowers and flowering plants.

flow-gate (flo'gat), TO. A long gate at the side

of a foundry-mold from which the molten metal
flows into the mold at several poihts.

flow-glaze (flo'glaz), TO. A glaze on pottery or
porcelain which flows down the sides of the
vessel, usually in streaks of different colors.

flow-line (flo'lin), to. In igneous rookSj one
of a number of streaks or bands of different

color, or parallel arrangement of crystals,

which indicate the direction of differential flow
or planes of movement along which the molten
magma spread or flowed during its eruption
justbefore its solidiflcation. Beefl/aidal struc-

ture.

flow-structure (flo'struk't^r), to. Same as

fluidal striicture.

flox, n. AsimpUfled spelling ot phlox.

F. L, S. An abbreviation of Fellow of the Lin-

nsean Society.

fluatation (fl6-a-ta'shon), TO. A trade-name for

treatment with so-called 'fluate' solution. See

*fluate, 2.

fluate, TO. 2. A trade-name for a solution of a
silico fluoride (salt of h^drofluosilicic acid)

proposed for use by brushing over the surface

of building- stone in order to close the pores

and protect the stone from disintegration. >

fluate (flo'at), v.t.; pret. and pp. ^«afe«i, ppr.

flmating. To treat with the so-called 'fluate'

solution. See *fluate, 2.

fluavll (flS'a-vil), TO. [Appar. < L. flm-ere, flow, +
F. a/B{at), down, +-il.'] That portion of crude

gutta-percha which is dissolved by boiling ab-

solute alcohol and which remains in solution

after alban has separated out on cooling.

flub (flub), w. [Var. of *yJo6.] To bang; flop.

[Prov. Eng.]

fluke

flub (flub), n. [Jlub, v.] Same aa foozle, 2.

fluce (flSs), TO. See ''falus.

Fluctuation structure. Same as flmidal stric-
ture.

flue^, flewS (flo), TO. [Also flewe; ME. flew,
flow; related to MD. vluwe, a fishing-net, D.
/omm;, a snipe-net, F. ^m, a net (Boiste). Origin
obscure.] A fishing-net, stationary or used as
a drag-net.

flue-chamber (flo'cham"b6r), «. A chamber
or enlarged section in an exhaust-flue, formed
to secure a thorough mixture of the fuel-gas;

with oxygen, or else to diminish the velocity
of flow of the gas, so that dust or solid matter
carried with it may have time to settle and be
precipitated out.

flue-cure (flS'kur), «. <. In the tobacco industry,
to cure (tobacco) in a close barn by artificial

heat distributed by flues of stone, brick, or
iron. Flue-curing is practised upon ' bright-

yellow' tobaccos. See *to6acco.

flue-dust (flo'dust), TO. The dust which collects

in the flue of a metallurgical furnace, and
which contains some very fine particles of

metal, usually in the form of oxids.

flue-gas (flo'gas), TO. Any mixture of gases
froie the flues of smelting-works or other
chemical factories.

flue-heater (flo'he"t6r), to. 1. A device for

heating a flue or air-shaft to promote the cir-

culation of air.— 2. A heater for feed-water
or other material placed in the channels or
passages carrying hot gases from a furnace.

fliuellen, to Sharp-polnted flnellln, Kickxia Ela-
tine, a plant ol the figwort family having hairy stems and
sharp-pointed triangular hastate leaves, native ol Asia,
but naturalized in Europe and in North America from
Canada to North Carolina.

flue-net (flS'net), to. Same as *flue^. Habak-
TcvTc, i. 15 (margin).

fluent, a. 4. In fluxions, enlarging (or dimin-
ishing) continuously, that is, by infinitesimal

increments (-1- or — ).

flue-pipe (fle'pip), n. In organ-bmlding. See
jjipei, 2.

fliie-register (fl6'rej"is-t6r), to. In organ-
building, %».tsie as flue-stop.

flue-scraper (fi6'skra"p6r), m. A device for
cleaning the small fiues of a multitubular
boiler, it consists of pieces of sheet-metal twisted into
a helix of the diameter of the inside of the flue, or of
brushes of wire or scraping-edges, and fastened to a i^
long enough to reach thi'ough the flue from end to end.
Modem scrapers are often revolving devices, driven by a
motor and pushed through the tube while in motion.

flue-sheet (fle'shet), n. The plate into which
the flue or flues of a boiler are fastened. In
some cases it is also the tube-sheet.

flue-way (flo'wa), n. The opening through a
furnace or ventilating flue; a furnace or ven-
tilating flue.

flufSug-wheel (fluf'ing-hwel), TO. In leather-

manij^., a wheel for smoothing or brushing the
flesh side of sheepskins. C. T. Davis, Manuf.
of Leather, p. 511.

flufiment (fluf'ment), n. [fluff + -ment.'] 1.

Light, loose tails or material. [Cumberland,
Eng.]—2. Puss or fussiness in either dress or
manner. A. M. Barr, in The Century, XXXIX.
817.

fluid. I. a.^ Fluid measure. Same a& apothecaries'
measure (which see, under measure).

II. TO—Cephaloracbidlan fluid. Same as cere-
brospinal fluid.— Colesr'S fluid, a serum containing the
toxins of the erysipelas streptococcus and of BacCllug
prodigiosus, employed in the treatment of sarcoma and
other malignant growths.

—

Ilux Of a fluid, in phys., the
flow in cubic centimeters per second through any imagi-
nary surface in a fluid mass ; the surface integral of fluid
velocity over such asurface.— Pasteur's fluid, a nutrient
solution used for the cultivation of bacteria and other
micro-organisms, supposed to contain all the elements of
protoplasm.

fiuidally (fl5'i-dal-i), adv. In the manner of
a fluid.

fluidiform (flo-id'i-f6rm), a. [L. fluidus, fluid,

-f- forma, form.] Of fluid form; gaseous;
ethereal; intangible.

fluidism, to. 2. Same as humoralism.

fluke^, TO. 6. A result of accident or lucky
chance rather than of skill.— 7. A failure,

as of a yacht-race for lack of wind Mush-
room fluke, the circular iron flange or umbrella shape at
the end of a mushroom-anchor shank or stem. A mush-
room anchor has no stock.

fluke^, V. t. 2. In shooUng, to hit by a chance
shot.

Fluking kangaroos at 300 or 400 yards is not exhilarat-

ing sport, as anyone might understand if he tried cata,-

piUting grasshoppers at 50.

F. G. Jflalo, in Smithsonian Eep., 1901, p. 695.



flnke

flnke^, » —Bronchial flnke. Same as lung itfluke.—
Indian Ilver-flnke. OpisthorchU novtrca (Braun, 1903),
a trematoid worm found in the liver of man and dogs in
India. It is from 9 to 12 millimeters long.— Lung flnke,
lyigtomaringeri.

flaky, a. 3. Uncertain; shifty: said of the
wind. Also floohy.

flume, n. 4. An inclined trough in which
water runs, used in transporting logs or tim-
bers— Rating flume, a conduit or long box, usually
rectanglar in section, forming part of an irrigating can^
or ditch and arranged for «ie purpose of showing the
quantity of water flowing through the canal or ditch.
The flume is rated by suitable measurments, that is, the
relation of height of water to quantity in the flume is

ascertained and indicated by marks on the sides. H. M.
WUgOTij Irrigation Engineering, p. 93.

flume, V. I. trans. 2. In lumbering, to trans-
port, as logs or timbers, by a flume.

II. intrans. 1. To conduct a channel or
canal, by a flume, along an artificial tem-
porary construction in situations where an
earth or masonry channel cannot readily be
secured by excavation and embankment.— 2.

To build a flume or artificial channel and its

supporting construction.

The original scheme was to develop the Coquitlam by
Jluming idong the steep hillside a distance of about seven
mUes. Elect. World and Engin., May 10, 1903, p. 837.

fluming, ». 2. An artificial channel an'd its

supporting construction, generally of timber

:

used to conduct a stream or canal in situa-

tions where an earth or masonry channel can-
not readily be secured.

flunky, n. 4. A cabin waiter on a passenger-
vessel.

fluo-aluminate (flo'o-a-lii'mi-nat). n. In chem.,

a compound of aluminium fluoride with the
fluoride of a more electropositive metal, as
the mineral cryolite, sodium and aluminium
fluoride.

fluocalcium (flS-9-kal'si-um), n. Jnclwm., same
as *calcium fluoride.

fluoniobate (flS-o-ni'o-bat), n. lfluo(ride) +
mob{ium) + -atei.] In chem., a compound of
niobium fluoride with a fluoride of a more
electropositive metal : also called niobifluoride

or niobiofltioride.

fluoradellte (flb-o-rad'e-lit), n. Same as *Ul-
asite.

fluoramide (flo-o-ram'id), n. In chem., an ex-
plosive liquid of oily consistency said to have
been obtained by electrolysis of a solution of
ammonium fluoride. The name implies the presence
of hydrogen as a constituent. The substance has also
been called nitrogen fluoride, on the assumption that it

consists of nitrogen and fiuorin only. Its existence is

doubtful.

fluoran (flo'o-ran), n. [^Mor(«de) + -an.'] A
crystalline compound, C20 H]2 O3, formed to-

gether with phenolphthalein, of -which it is the
annyorid.

fluoranthene (fl8-o-ran'then), n. \JlMor{ide')

+ Gt. dvflof, flower, + -ene.] A solid hydro-
carbon, C15 Hjo, found in coal-tar, in Amer-
ican petroleum, and in the organic distillate

obtained in the preparation of mercury from
its ores in Idria, whence its other name, idryl.

It melts at 110° C. Sadtler, Handbook of
Indust. Chem., p. 394.

fluorapatite (flo-o-rap'a-tit), n. See *chlorap-
atite.

"
»

fluorate (flo'o-rat), n. \Jluor(ide) + -«<ei.] In
chem., same as fluate : the correct modem
term is fluoride.

fluorene (flo'o-ren), n. [1liwr{ide) + -ene.] A
soUd hvdrocarbon, Ci.ij H^q, contained in por-
tions of coal-tar boUing at 300-400° C. If not
quite pure it has a violet fluorescence. Also
called orthodiphenylenemethane or 2.2'-methy-

lenebiphenyl. It melts at 113° C.

Fluorescence absorption. See *absorption.

Iluorescent screen, a screen usually of some material
pervious to X-rays, one side of which is coated with calcium
tuugstate, calcium sulphid, barium platino-cyanide, or
other substance which fluoresces under the action of these
rays or under other influences. When used in X-ray ex-

aminations shadows appear on the screen. Similar
screens are used in the spinthariscope, and in experi-
mentation on luminescence. See also 'kfiuoroseope.

fluorescer (flo-6-res'6r), n. A fluorescent sub-
stance. Nature, March 31, 1904, p. 523.

iluorescin (flO-o-res'ln), n. [fluoresce + -t7i2.]

A colorless crystalline compound, C20H14O6,
prepared by the action of zinc dust and sodium
hy^oxid on fluorescein. It melts at 126° C.

flnor-herderite (flo-or-h&r'd6r-it), n. See
*herderite.

fluoridation (flo ' o -ri -da ' shon), n. In geol.,

the process whereby fluorin combines with

bases, and more especially with calcium, to

484:

yield fluorides. Van Hise, IT. S. Geol. Surv.,

Monographs, XLVn. ii. 204.

fluoride, » silicon fluoride, in cAem., a gaseous

substance obtained by heating a mixture of fluoi^spar

and concentrated sulphuric acid with silica or any sili-

cate. It is a colorless gas of initant odorand high density,

decomposed by water with formation of a jelly-like mass
of silica or a silicic acid.

fluorin, n. After several abortive or doubtfully suc-

cessful attempts by various chemists to isolate the ele-

ment fluorin this result was finally attained by Mois-

san in 1886. He submitted to electrolysis anhydrous
hydrofluoric acid in which a little potassium-hydrogen
fluoride had been dissolved, using a specially constructed

apparatus of platinum alloyed with iridium. Flnorin

so obtained is a gas of. pale greenish-yellow color, with a
strongly irritant and penetrating odor, liqueflableatabent
— 185^C. under atmospheric pressure, and intensely active

in its chemical relations to other substances. It com-
bines even in darkness with hydrogen with violent det-

onation ; silicon, boron, arsenic, antimony, sulphur, and
iodine take fire spotaneously in the gas ; and it decom-
poses water with liberation of oxygen in the form of ozone.
With oxygen itself fluorin will not combine.

fluorindine (flo-o-rin'din), TO. [fluor{ide) +
ind(igo) + -dne^.] A weakly basic dye, C30
H2oNi, very fluorescent in alcoholic solution.

fluoroform (fl6'o-ro-f6rm), TO. [Jluor{ide) +
form(ic).'\ A colorless gas, CHF3, which
liquefies at 20° C, under the pressure of 40 at-

mospheres. It is an analogue of chloroform
and iodoform and is formed from these sub-
stances by the action of silver fluoride. Also
called trifluor methane.
fluoroformol (flo * o-ro -f6r ' mol), n. [fluoro-
form + -ol.'\ The trade-name for fluoroform
(CHF3) in dilute solution in water: recom-
mended for medical use as an internally ad-
ministered antiseptic in pulmonary phthisis.
Also called ^MOJ^i.
fluorography (flo-o-rog'ra-fi), to. [fluor(ide)
+ 6r. -ypcujiia, < ypa^iiv, write.] The process of
etching on a surface of glass by means of hy-
drofluoric acid.

fluorol (flo'o-rol), n. [fluor{ide) + -ol.} A
two per cent, solution of sodium fluoride : used
as an antiseptic in place of corrosive sublimate
and formaldehyde.

fluoroline (flo'o-ro-lin), to. [fluorol + -4me2.]

A volatile basej di2Hi3N, found in parafBn-
oil from lignite coal-tar. It has the odor of
quinoline.

fiuorometer (flo - o - rom ' e - t6r), TO. An appa-
ratus for the determination of fluorin by the
action of sulphuric acid upon a mixture of the
substance with powdered quartz, the volume
of the sUicon tetrafluoride evolved being
measured—Dennis flnorometer, an apparatus used
in conjunction with X-rays in locating foreign substances
in the body, or determining the nature of fractures or
dislocations.

fluorophore (flS'o-ro-for), n. [fltior(escence)
+ Gr. -<^pog, < ^kpeiv, bear.] An atomic group
the presence of which in the molecule of a
compound is supposed to cause the exhibition
of fluorescence. Such groupings are the ring
structures in pyrone, acridine, anthracene,
etc. Nature, Nov. 5, 1903, p. 15.

fluoroscope (flo'o-ro-skop), to. [fluor{e8ceinee)
+ Gr. (TKOirelv,

view.] An ap-
aratus de-
signed for ob-
serving the
effect of the
ESntgen rays
by means of

their action
on a fluores-

cent sub-
stance. It con-
sists essentially
cf a tube or box closed at one end by a screen coated with a
fluoi-escent substance, as tungstate of calcium. When an
object, as the hand, placed before a vacuum-tube is ob-
served through the fluoroscope, the shadows of its parts
that are not transparent to the X-rays are seen on the
fluorescent screen.

fluoroscopic (flo'o-ro-skop'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to the fluoroscope or to fluoroscopy.

fluoroscopy (flo-o-ros'ko-pi), TO. The art of
using the fluoroscope or of examining by
means of a fluorescent screen, the shadows of
bodies exposed to X-rays.

fluorotype (flo'o-ro-tip), to. [fluor{ide) + Gr.
rfcirof, type.] In photog., a photographic
process in which sodium fluoride is used in

sensitizing the paper.
fluoryl (flo'o-ril), TO. [fluor^ide) + -yL] Same
as *fluorof6rmol.

fluosilicate, n. 1. (b) In chem., a compound
of silicon fluoride with a fluoride of a more
electropositive element, as Na28iFe=2NaP+
SiF4 ; also called tilicoflttoride.

Fluoroscope.

fluter

fluotantalate (flS-o-tan'ta-1at), n. [fl^o{ride)

+ tantalvm + ite^.'] In chem., a compound
of tantalum fluoride with a fluoride of a more
electropositive metal : also called tantalo-

flvoride.

fluotitanate (flS-o-H'tan-at), n. [flno(ride) +
Utan{ium) + -ofci.] In chem., a compound of
titanium fluoride with a fluoride of a more
electropositive metal : also called titanifluoride
or titanoftuoride.

Flnotltanlc acid, in chem,., a compound of titaninum
fluoride with hydrogen fluoride (hydrofluoric acid),
HaTiFg = 2Hr + TiFi ; also caUed hydrogen litani-
fiuoride or HtanafMoriae. It may be viewed as derived
from metatitanic acid (HgTiOs) by replacement of oxygen
by fluorin.

fluozirconate (flo-o-zer'ko-nat), TO. [flno(jide)
+ zircon (ium) + -ofei.] In chem., a compound
of zirconium fluoride with a fluoride of a more
electropositive metal: also called nireoni-
fluoride or zirconofluoride.

flurish, V. and ». A simplifled spelling of
fMii-ish.

flurry, to. 6. The scum that forms on top of
a dye-vat, as an indigo-blue vat.

flusn^, TO. 5. In tea-growing, a fresh growth
of shoots with leaves fit for picking. After the
removal of the pekoe tip (see irpekoe) and the younger
leaves a new flush is secured from axillary buds by stun-
ulative culture or by removing tile greater part of the
plant's foliage.

flush^, V. i. 8. To put out a new grovrth, as
plants which have been partially deprived of
their foliage : especially applied to tea-plants.
The trees fiush three times a year ... of these three

flushes the m-st gives the best leaf, and brings the highest
prices. Kew Bulletin, 1896, p. 16.

flush^, TO—Four flush, in poJ-er, four cards of the same
suit; a bobtail.—Uonkey flnsb, in poker, a flush of
three cards only.

flush-board (flush'bord), •«. Same as *flash-
board.

flush-gate (flush'gat), n. A gate, sluice, or
valve placed in a dam, reservoir-wall, or pipe-
system, to be opened when desired to flush
out the reservoir, the channel below the reser-
voir, or the pipe-system.
Next to the waste gates comes the Jlush gate, which is

16 ft wide, and has its top edge at the same elevation
when in normal position as the top of the main dam.

Elect. World and Engin., Feb. 13, 19M, p. 807.

flushing-tower (flush'ing-tou''6r), TO. A post-
or after^jondenser ; a condenser, in the form
of a vertical bo:j, used in the manufacture of
sulphuric acid to condense the acid which is

not condensed in the first condenser.
flush-joint (flush'joint), n. In masonry, a joint
between stones or bricks which has been filled

with cement or mortar so as to be flush with
their faces.

Flustrella (flus-trel'a), n. [NL.] The typi-
cal genus of the family FlustreUidse. Gray,
184S. ;

Flustrellidae (flus-trel'i-de), to. pi. [NL., <
Flustrella + -wfas.] A family of ctenostoma-
tous ^ymnolesmatous Polyzoa, having the zo-
OBcia immersed in a gelatinous crust, the ori-
flce bilabiate, and larvae with a bivalve shell.
Flustrella is the typical genus.

flute^, TO., 1. and 2. The variety of names applied
both to flutes proper and to fluty stops in the organ is
very great Thus the older direct flutes are also called
gtraight, drbec, or beaked : these were made in different
sizes, with dilterent fundamental tones, and were then
distinguished as dieeant, alto, tenor, and hassjluUs. The
tranmerie fiute is also called traverte flute, flute douce,
flauto traverao, flute travernire, German flute, cross-flute,
etc In the modem orchestra, l>esides the standard flute
in C, the smaller size, called the octave orpiccolo flute, is

used
; but in military bands several varieties are found,

as the terz or tierce flute, and ttie fourth or quart flute,
the fundamental tones ofwhich are 1^ and F respectively.
The old flute d'armour was an alto flute, its fundamental
tone being A. Organ-stops of a fluty tone are oftwo kinds,
with stopped or with open pipes and belongmg properly
to the stopped diapason and the open diapason classes re-
spectively (see diapason). Unfortunately, most of the
names used for these stops either have no fixed and
recognized meaning or are purely fanciful.—Como
Ante. See *co™o-^«te.—Dounle Ante, a du-ect flute
with two tubes and (usually) a common mouthpiece.—
Onion flute, a toy musical mstrument of a sort repre-
sented by the kazoo.— Swiss Ante, (a) An old name
for the transverse flute. (6) In organ-building, a flue-
stop with open metal pipes of narrow measure and pene-
trating tone.

flflte-douce (flut'dos), n. [F.] Anoldnamefor
the transverse flute, and for an organ-stop
imitating it.

flute-organ (flot'dr'gan), to. A barrel-organ
fitted with a set of pipes of flute-like tone.

flute-pipe (flSt'pip), to. in organ^building : (a)
Same as *flue-pipe. (6) Specifically, a pipe in
any one of the many flute-stops.

fluter, n. 3. In laundry-work, a hand- or power-
machine, consisting essentially of a pair, of



fluter

corrugated rolls, used in forming flutings in
fabrics and clotning.

flute-tool (flet'tai), ». Same a,s flute-hit.

fluting, n.—inagaesiam fluting, a group of lines in
the spectrum of magnesium wlUch present the appear-
ance of the fluting of a column.

FlUTlal formation, a deposit of river sediment along
the lower course of a stream formed through inability
of the stream to carry away its overload ; an accu-
mulation of the sediments of a river within its own
valley.—nuvial period. See -kperiod.

fluvioglacial (flb"vi-6-gla'sMal), a. {h.flwwus,
a river, + glades, ice, + -aA.] Pertaining to
the combined action of rivers and glaciers.

Science, June 21, 1901, p. 988 Fluvioglacial
theory, in geal., a theory which involves the action of
glacial ice, of flowing water, and sometimes also of wind,
and which is advanced to explain certain superficial de-
posits which have no connection with the miderlying
rock. The .loess of China is an example.

fluviograph (flo'vi-o-^af), «. [L. flmius, a
river, -I- Qr. ypd^eiv, write.] An instrument de-
vised by W. M. Puller for measuring and re-

cording automatically the rise and fall of a
river. The record is made at an observation
station by the aid of an electric attachment.

fluviolacustrine (fle"vi-6-la-kus'trin), a. [L.

flavius, river, -I- lacustris. Of a lake, -1- -inei.]

In geol., noting those sediments which are
partly the result of flowing waters and partly
of lakes ; such, for instance, as deltas formed
in lakes and passing into beach gravels and
sands. Geikie, Text-book of Greol., p. 1202.

flUTiology (flo-vi-ol'o-ji), n. The science of
rivers and streams, in their physical forms
and actions.

One of the elementary principles of the modem science
of flvmology is that a vigorous stream will in time grade
its channel consonant to its baselevel, whether that
haselevel be another stream or static water.

AToer. Geol., Jan., 1904, p. 43.

FInvlomarlne series, a name given by Edward Forbes
to a series of Oligocene thin-bedded sediments in the
Hampshire basin and on the Isle of Wight, England,
which are partly of marine, partly of brackish, and partly
of freah-water origin. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 1249.

fluviometer (flo-vi-om'e-ter), n. [L. flwcius,

a river, -I- metrum, a measure.] An apparatus
for determining the height of water in a
river; a river-gage.

flux, n., 8. (&) Continuotis motion.— 9. In
enameling, a colorless vitreous base, composed
of silica mixed with minium or red lead and
potash or carbonate of soda. See *fondant'^, 2.

—10. In 6of., the slimy exudation from wounds
in the bark of various trees.—Baum^'s quick
flux. Same as *powder of fvxion.— Celiac flux. See
keeUae.—'Flxa. density. See kdemsity.— Flux Of a
fluid. See irfluid.— CiOld flux. Same as aventwrin, 1.—
Light flux, in photom., the whole beam of light from a
Bomoe.; speoiflcally, the quantity of luminous energy
given off by a som-ce of light divided by the time in which
it is given. The unit of flux is called thej lumen. This is

the beam, from a unit light source, contained within a
unit solid angle (the angle which subtends a square meter
at a radius of! meter).— Magnetic flux. See magiuMc
kainuit.—Malnz flux, a colorless glass, rich in lead,

used for the manufacture of imitation diamonds or other
imitation gems, the colors being added to this magma.

—

Salivaiy flux, salivation.— Sebaceous flux. Same as

seborrhea.— Unit Of magnetic flnx. See -kunit.

flux-root (flnks'rot), n. The pleurisy-root, As-
elepias tuberosa, the root of which is used in
dysentery.

flux-turn (fluks'tSm), n. In elect., the mean
magnetic flux through one turn of a coil mul-
tiplied by the number of turns.

flyi, V. t.—To fly up Into the wind, to come up into

flie wind ; act as though the helm was to leeward ; have
the vessel's head point into the wind.

^1, n., 3. K) Same as sm/tl, n., 2. (j~) Nwat., in a
screw-log, a hollow copper cylinder about 10 inches long,

having a number of blades or flns twisted to a helix of

uniform pitch which cause the log to make a revolution

in traveling a certain distance through still water.

10. Naut., an old-fashioned name for the

compass-card—Fly rollway. See *roiiway.

fly2 n Ant-decapltatlng fly, a phorid fly, Apoceph-

Slus pergwndei, which lays its egg on the neck of the

black carpenter-ant, Canmonotm pennttllvanieue. The
larva penetrates the head of the ant which eventually

becomes separated from the body.— Big-eyed fly, any

syrphoid fly of the family Pipunevitdx : so called from

the very large eyes.—Black fly. (») Same as collier

itplant-iome.~CixcTiiax-aeamea fly, a book-name

for any dipterous insect of the suborder Cyclorhapha

(which see).—Floating fly. Same as *(fiv-;!!/.—Ctolden-

eyed lace-wlnged W, any neuropterous insect of the

family Chrya^pulie. See cut under Chrygops.—aiaas-

Stem fly any one of very many species of the dipterous

family Oeelnidse, whose larvso live in the stems of gram-

ineous plants.—Oreen-hOttle fly, any green sarcophagid

fly of the genus LtusUia or some closely allied genus.

Also s'r«e^^6ott^e.—Hippelates fly, any oscinid fly of the

genus Hippelates. They are very small flies which
swarm about the eyes of human beings and domestic

animals and are supposed to transmit the disease known
as pink-eye.—Humpbacked fljr, any true fly of the

family Phoridee (which see).—loiu-leg^ea ny, any
dipterous insect of the family J>ttKehopodtdas.—lSiOg6-

Screw-worm Fly {Chrysontyia maceUaritt'),
enlarged. (Howard, U. S. D. A.)
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like fly, any nematoceious dipterous insect of the
famQies TimiliAm, Blepharoceridie, Dixidse, CuHeidai,
Chironomidx, AlyeetophiMdse, or Ceddonmiida.—
Hoth-llke fly, any member of the dipterous family
Psychodidae.—Valmer fly. See palmer^, 3.—Salt-
water fly, any fly of the family Ephydridx whose
larvae breed in salt, brackish, or alkaline water.—Screw-
worm fly, an
Americansarco-
phagid or flesh-
fly, Chrysomyia
macellaria,
which lays its

eggs on sores
and wounds in
domestic ani-
mals and hu-
man beings, its

larvie develop-
ing in the same
places and
greatly aggra-
vating the in-
jury. It will
also oviposit in
the nostril's of
human beings,
the larviE de-
veloping in the
posterior nares
and fauces.

—

Small-headed fly, any member of the dipterous family
Acroceridse (which see).— Spear-wlnged fly, any true
fly of the family LonGhopteridse (which see).— Stem-eyed
fly, an American fly of the family DiopsidaB, Sphyra-
cephala brevieomis, which has a horn-like process on
either side of the head, on the tip of which the eye is

situated. It is commonly found on the leaves of skunk-
cabbage.-Tangle-veined fly, any dipterous mseot of
the family Nemestrinidse (which see).—Thick-head fly,
any dipterous insect of the family Conopidse. See CJo-

Twpidas and cut under Conops.— TobaccO white fly, a
European insect of the homopterous family Aleyrodidie,
AUyrodes tdbaci, occurring on tobacco-leaves.—White
fly. (c) Any homopterous insect of the family Aleyro-
didss (see Meurodidas) ; apeciflcally, the white fly of the
orange, Aleyrodes citri.— YellOW-fever fly, an undeter-
mined fungus-gnat of the family Myeetophilidee, and
probably of the genus Seiard, which occurs abundantly
at times in the southern United States. Its simultaneous
swarming with yellow-fever outbreaks gave rise to the
popular name, but the fly has no connection with the
fever.

fly-amanita (fli'am-a-ni'''ta:), n. See *Ama-
nita a,TiA fly-agaric.

fly-ball (fli'bai), a. Having balls or weights
which fly outward from the action of centrifu-
gal force as they are revolved.

flyblow, n, II. a. Of the nature of flyblow:
flyblown. Mrs. Browning.

fly-by-night (fii'bi-nit), n. A jib set like a
studding-sail;,a squaresail set on some sloops
when running before the wind.

flycatcher, n— Creat-crested flycatcher, Myiar-
chvs crinittts, a large species of the eastern United States.

—Paradise flycatcher, an East Indian bird of the genus
TerpHphone. See Terpsiphone.

fly-eater (flt'e'tfir), n. A small Australian fly-

catcher of the genus Gerygone.

fly-finish (fli'fin''ish), v. t. In pianoforte-mak-
ing, to assemble the parts of the action.

fly-flick (fli'flik), n. A flat wire brush with a
straight handle like that of a broom, used for
killing flies.

fly-frame, n., 2. (b) a frame for transferring plate-

glass to the grinding-bencb.

fly-fungus (fli'tung^gus), n. Saxae asfly-agamc.
See ^Amanita.

Yiyiitg dragon, handicap, horse, etc. See -kdrngtm, etc
— Flylngkltes, the loftiest sails in a ship, the skysails,

moon-rakers, sky-scrapers, and star-gazers, all of these,

except the skysail, being to a certain extent legendary
sails claimed to have been carried on lofty ships in former
times.—Flying party. Same as fiying colunvn (which
see, under column).—To set flying, to hoist (a sail) from
the deck to its position aloft, as, for instance, a maintop-
mast staysail on a schooner, or a club or sprit topsail.

flying-fish, n. 2. A small constellation of the
southern hemisphere, Piseis Volans. Some-
times simply Volans—Sharp-nosed flylng-flsh,

a small Qying-ish, Fodiator(uyutus, found on both coasts

of tropicsd America.

flying-homer (fli'ing-ho^mfir), «. A homing-
pigeon raised for flying and not for its mark-
ings or other points.

flying-machine, n. BemarkaUy successful results

have Deen attained both with dirigible balloons and with
" heavier-than-air" machines. See -kair-shCp, and *aero-

pkme.

flying-rings (fli''ing-ringz'). «-i'^- Apparatus
in gymnasiums consisting of wooden or iron

rings covered with leather and attached to

ropes suspended in pairs from beams or in a
series.

fly-mold (fli'mold), n. The fungus, Empusa
musGse, which is parasitic on the house-fly.

fly-mushroom (fli'mush''rom), n. Same as fly-
agaric. See '^Amanita.

fly-off (fli'6f), n. That portion of the rainfall

or precipitation upon the earth's surface which

fodder

is evaporated and returned to the atmosphere

:

distinguished from the rim-o^, or that portion
of the rainfall which flows away from the sur-
face to form rivers. J. W. Powell.

fly-pulley (fli'pul'i), n. A pulleywhich is free
to move endwise on the shaft.

fly-table (fli'ta'''bl), n. 1. A table with flaps or
folding leaves.— 2. The table on which printed
sheets ar'e laid in order when they have been
delivered by the fly. See cut of stop-cylinder
machine under prvnting-maehine.

fly-tick (flJ'tik), n. A larval mite, TrombidivM
musearum, commonly found attached to the
house-fly.

fly-title (fli'ti"tl), n. The abbreviated title of
a book on a fly-leaf before the full title-page.

fly-trap, re. 2. In hot.: (6) The pitcher-plant,
Sarraoenia purpurea ; also the trumpet-leaf, 8.

flaA>a, the leaves of which entrap flies and other
insects.

fly-weight (fli'wat), a. Having weights which
fly out as they are revolved.-Fly-weight gov-
ernor. See -trgovemor.

fly-wheel, n—segmental fly-wheel, a fly-wheelmade
of sectors fastened together. This is frequently done on
account of the difflcmty of casting large wheels in one
piece.—Fly-wheel effect. See -keffect.

ftn. A contraction ot fathom.
F. M. An abbreviation (6) of Foreign Mission.

fo. An abbreviation ot folio.

F. 0. An abbreviation (6) of Foreign Office.

foal, n.—To be In foal, to be pregnant, as a mare.

foam-flower (fom'flou'Sr), n. The false miter-
wort, Tiarella cordifolia : so named from the
light effect and white color of its flower-clus-

ters. See coolwort.

foaming (fo'ming), a. Specifically, noting a
class of sectional boilers in which each unit
discharges the steam-gas formed in it into a
chamber above the level of any water which
may accumulate in the latter. The disengagement
of steam from the water is therefore more tumultuous, by
reason of the small area of cross-section, than in the other
type called 'drowned,' where the ends of the generating-
units are below the water level, and steam only frees itself

from water at the larger disengagement area of the larger
vessel or drum.

Focal disease. See kdiseaee.—Focal Idea, focal sen-
sation, in pgyckol., a sensation or idea given in the state
of maximal clearness, as the direct object of attention:
opposed to margvnal idea or sensation. Amer. Jour. Psy-
clwl., XII. p. 262.—Focal Interval, the distance between
the foci of the two refracting surfaces of the segment of a
sphere, as the cornea. See -kiiiierval of Sturm.—Focal
plane, point, radll. See *plane^, eto.

focimeter, '-l—Abbe's foclmeter, an instrument de-
vised by Abbe (of Jena) for the determination of the focal
length of lenses or lens-systems from measurements of
their magnifying power.

focimetric (fo^si-me'trik), a. lfoeimetr{y)
-ic] Of or pertaining to foeimetry or the focim-
eter.

focimetry (fo-sim'e-tri), n. [focimeter -H -yS.']

The art of measuring the focal lengths of mir-
rors, lenses, or optical systems.

focoid (fo'koid), n. [focus + -oid.'] One of
the two circular points at infinity, or points
where every circle in a given plane meets the
straight at infinity or figurative straight of
that plane.

focometric, a. Same as *focimetric.

focometry (fo-kom'e-tri), n. Same as *fodm-
etry.

focus, n. 5. In paihol., a center of morbid
action ; one of the primary or principal lesions.
Jour. Emtper. Med., Nov. 29, 1901, p. 45.—Actinic
focus, the focus to which the shorter and, chemically,
most active rays are gathered by a lens or optical system.
The actinic focus, on account of the greater refnmgibility
of the chemically active rays, lies nearer to the lens than
the so-called optical focus.—Chemical fOCUS, in photog.,
that point to which light rays inducing chemical changes,
particularly in silver salts, are brought by the refractive
power of a lens or objective.—Depth Of focus, in optics,

that property of a lens system which gives, simultane-
ously, well defined images of near and distant objects.

—

£o[Uivalent focus, the focus of the single lens which is

equivalent to a given lens system.

focus-adjuster (fo'kus-a-jus'ter), ». An ar-

rangement fitted to a lens, by means of which
the focus can be adjusted to different lengths
for different purposes. Woodbury, Bncyc . Diet,
of Photog., p. 210.

focusing-screen (fo'kus-ing-skren), n. In
photog., the material used in a camera upon
which the image formed by the lens is seen.
It is usually of very flnelyground glass. Glass coated
with a semi-opaque substance, as starch paste, may be
used. Glass may be made mat by the use ot fluorides.

fodder, n—To pull fodder, to strip the leaves from
standing com. Each handful (termed a hand) Is tied with
a twisted leaf and hung on a broken stalk to cure. On
gathering, a day or two later, three or four hands are tied

mto a ' bundle. ' 'The expensive practice of pulling fodder,



fodder
formerly tiniTereal in the southern United States, is
giving way to the process of shredding the stover, form-
ing a kind of ' com hay.'

foddering (fod'^r-ing), n. The act of supply-
ing fodder to cattle ; feeding out fodder.
Foehn sickness. See *sickness.
fogl, n—Barometric fog, a fog produced by the con-
densation of aqueous vapor in the atmosphere due to the
cooling consequent on the expansion of the air when the
baiometric pressure diminishes, as when a wave of low
pressure passes over a station, or when air is draivn hori-
zontally into an area of low pressure.—Chemical fog,
in photog., a detect in gelatin negatives giving a veiled
appearance. It is due to the emulsion used. Nature,
Aug. 21, 1902, p. 389.— Cosmic f(K. See •cosmic.—Dry
fog. (a) A light fog whose particles do not wet objects,
but are themselves slowly evaporating owing to the
warmth of the sun or of the ground and the dryness of
the air ; a fog from which all the heavier particles of
water have dropped away, leaving their own latent heat
of condensation in the air to evaporate the remaining fog-
particles. Apparently the air between the drops in a
foggy atmosphere is not necessarily saturated with mois-
ture, {b) An atmospheric haze due to the presence of
fine solid matter, such as dust or fine soot from soft coal
flres or ashes from forest and prairie fires. These carbon
particles collect about themselves special atmospheres of
aqueous vapor and other gases. The spectrum of the
transmitted light shows only the red and ultra-red waves.
As the upper layers of the dry fog cool off by radiation
and the little atinospheres of vapor become water, the
dry fog changes to a drizzling mist and often to steady
rain. Prairie flres and the resultant dry fog are men-
tioned by Marco Polo in his travels in India-—Electric
fog, fog produced by an electric discharge from an elec-

trical machine; also, a foggy state of the atmosphere,
accompanied by electriq phenomena, such as ball-light-

ning, St. Elmo's flre, and rapid changes from positive to
^negative electricity, or vice versa.—Radiation fog, fog
^formed by cooling due to radiation of heat from the lower
layer of the atmosphere downward to the cold ground or
upward to the clear, cold sky.—Red fog. (!>) A cloud of

wind-bome dust frequently noted off the northern part
of the western coast of Africa.—Woolly fog, a layer of

fog that rolls slowly over the low-lying slopes of a moun-
tam in the night-time. [Alaska.]

.fog^, n Yorkshire fog, the velvet-grass, Holcuslana-
tun. See Holcua. [Eng.]

fog-bank, n. 3. A term applied to a mist of

condensing vapor of any liquid, not necessarily

water, consisting in reality of an immense
number of minute drops 6l the liquid in a
state of suspension.

When sulphur or other nuclei are put into the globe

containing benzol vapour the result is peculiar. Instead

of distributing themselves homogeneously throughout

the receiver they usually collect in a heavy band near the
bottom. This is invisible until revealed by the first

eiihaustion, when a heavy sluggish fog-bank is seen, only

a few centimetres higli. Nature, Oct 8, 1903, p. 649.

fog-billow (fog'bil''o), n. Fog the upper sur-

face of which is thrown into -waves, breakers,

and biUows by the action of a gentle wind.
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fog-limit (fog'lim"it), n. In physicg, the differ-

ence between the outside atmospheric pressure

andthe pressure -within a closed vessel contain-

ing dust-free air saturated with moisture at

-which condensation of the moisture begins.

A particular fog-limit and hence a particular size of

nucleus is reached for each case until the fog-limit van-

ishes. C. Barm, in Science, Feb. 17, 1906, p. 276.

fogman (fog'man), n. A man engaged in sig-

naling mo-ving railway-trains during fogs.

Many attempts have been made to design a mechanical
apparatus for conveying to a driver the requisite informa-

tion as to the state of the signals during a fog, and for

enabling the/offmen to be dispensed with.
Eneyc. Brit., XXXII. 14&

fogo (fo'go), n. [A variation of ftoflio, perhaps
suggested by foh, or fieJ} A bad smell ; a
stink ; a stench. [Scotch and north of Ireland.]

fog-scale (fog'skal), n. Any arbitrary sys-

tem of recording the intensity of fog. Symons's
proposed scale requu-es the establishment of a set of five

screens at a uniform distance of 20 yards from the ob-
server, illimiined by lamps from behind by night but by
white screens and sunlight by day. Screen number
1 has narrow alternate white and black stripes and
number 5 has broad stripes. The others are intermedi-
ate. The scale of 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, indicates that the stripes

on number 1, etc., have become invisible owing to the
diffuse light of the fog.

fog-signal, n.—Edem fog-signal, an apparatus for

use on vessels at sea in thick weather, by which the di-

rection of sound-waves approaching the ship can be de-

termined. A series of twelve trumpet-shaped collectors

MeduUary Fold.

A Frog Embryo at tbetimeof the appear-
ance of the neural or medullary folds :

seen from the dorsal surface. Magnified
about rs times, a, neural or medullary
fold: the reference line points to thejunc-
tion of the anterior and the left lateral

folds ; b, neural groove ; c, yollt-plug,

greatly nduced in size, but still visible

through the blastopore. (From Marshall's
" VertebrateEmbryology.")

?W.tMgii'Mt.«--ii«riti»t>!i>MI'ta---

Fog-billows. (McAdie.)

fog-buoy (fog'boi), n. A buoy placed over or

near a shoal, and provided with either a beU
or an automatic whistle.

fog-chamber (fog'eham''b6r), n. In physics,

a closed vessel containing dust-free air satu-

rated with some vapor and used in the study

of nucleation and the phenomena of condensa-
tion.

fog-drip (fog'drip), n. The drojjs of water
vSiich faU to the ground after being formed
by the running together of the particles of fog

collecting on solid bodies, especially vegeta-

tion.

fogger^ (fog'to), n. A man who, m foggy or

snowy -weather, places detonators on a rail-

road-track to apprise the engine-driver of the

position of a signal or switch. [Eng.]

foggie (fog'i), n. \_Msofogie; prob. connected

-with fog^.'] A bumblebee. [Prov. Eng. and

Scotch.]
fogging (fog'ing), n. Fog-sigaabng on rail-

ways by means of detonators attached to the

rails, etc.

But if, as sometimes happens, a fog continues for sev-

eral days, great difficulty is experienced in obtaining suf-

ficientmen to carry on this important duty without undue
prolongation of their hours of work. When this happens,

signalmen, shunters, porters, yardsmen, and even clerks

may have to be called on to take a turn at "fogmng.
Encyc. Bnt., XXXII. 148.

Edem Fog-signal.

a, a, sound-collecting cones; b, b, terminals of conductors from
a, a; c, f, contact-arm to receiver-wires from conductors ; d, d, re-
ceiver.wires connected electrically to c, c: e, e, telephone-receiver
apparatus or ear-pieces.

is fastened to a mast, each directed toward a different
point on the horizon. From each collector an acoustic
tube leads to a central receiving apparatus from which
two ear-tubes lead to the operator's head. The collectors

convey sound to the operator, butwhen any oneis coupled
to the ear-tube, the others are cut off. By testing around
the circle the direction of any signal is easily and cer-

tainly determined.

fog-tin (fog'tin), n. A tin piece for holding
detonators or torpedoes on a raUway-track

:

BO called because used by British railroads
during fogs, to notify the engineer of the loca-

tion of a signal.

fog-trumpet (fog'trum''''pet), n. A trumpet
used as a signal during fogs.

foiP, V. II. intrans. In hunttng, of an animal,
to retrace its own track for the purpose of
baffling the hounds; ' run the foil.' See foil?, n.

fold^, n. 7. In geol., a bend in strata varying
from a monoclinal or a simple change in the
inclination of the beds -with a dip still in' the
same direction as before, through antiolinals
and synclinals, which have respectively op-
posing and converging dips on each side of a
central axis, to overtmned, collapsed, and fan-
shaped folds, with very irregular dips. Folds
are believed to be due to the compressive
strains in the earth's crust. Compare mono-
clinal, anticlinal, synclinal, isocline,*dome, basin,

9, etc.— 8. In the Brachiopoda, a term applied
-with distinctive value to the median elevation
of the shell, which is more or less pronounced
in all except atrematous genera. Usually the fold
extends along the longitudinal axis of the dorsal valve,
accompanied by a corresponding sinus on the ventral
valve, but in ontogeny this relation is sometimes found
to be reversed in early stages, or it may manifest itself in
either form only in the final stage of growth.—Arnold's
fold, a sickle-shaped fold of mucous membrane in the lac-

rymal sac.— Carlnate fold. Same as iioelinic -kfold.

foUetage

— Conjonctival fold, the line where the coDjimc-

tiva is reflected from the eyeball upon the eyelid.

— Douglas's fold, ligament, or line, a crescentie

line which marks the lower edge of the sheath of the
posterior portion of the rectus abdominis mnscte.--

Eplgastrlc fold, a duplicature of the peritonenm cov-

ering tlie epigastric vessels.— Gastro-Ueal folds, a
valve-like structure which separates the intestine from the
chylific stomach in locusts.— Ima^lnal fold. Same
as imagined disk.— Isocllnlc fold, mgeol., a fold whose
sides have the same dip, usually a succession of closed
synclinals and anticlinals of the most tmiform type. The
attitude, whether vertical, overturned, or recumbent, is

not essentia. Also called carinatefold.—Ume fold, in
tanning, a streak or mark in a skin from the action of lune
in one of the folds. [Bare-]— Marshall's fold, a dupli-
cature of the pericardium inclosing traces of the left

superior vena cava, a vessel concerned in the fetal circula-

tion.— Medullary fold, in embryol., a fold of ectoderm
which bounds the medullaiy plate on each side during the
first stages in the
development of the
central nervous sys-

tem. Also called
neural fold.—
Opercular fold,
in embryo fishes, a
fold of skin grow-
ing back over the
branchial region to
form the opercu-
lum.

folder, n. 4.
An attachment
to a sewing-ma-
chine for bend-
ing and folding
the fabric pre-

vious to sew-
ing. It is made
in a great va-
riety of forms
to produce the
different plaits,

folds, and bands used in garment-making and
in decorative sewing.— 5. In sheet-metal work,

a hand-power machine for folding over the

edges of sheet-metal plates to form a lock,

turning the edges of small tinware and roofing-

plates, etc. ; a tin-folding machine.
folding, n.— Intermittent folding, in geol., folding

renewed at intervals, with periods ol quiet between.

folding-machine, n. 3. A machine, or a

hand-tool, for turning over and folding under
the edges of vamps or other parts of a shoe

;

a vamp-foldingmachine— Straight-edge folding-
machine, a hand-power machine for folding leather or

fabrics ; an edge-folding machine^ It folds only in a
straight line. Other machines follow the shape of the
vamp or other part of a shoe.

foliary (fo'U-a-ri), a. Same ^foliar.
foliate, V. t. '3. In arch. : (a) To adorn by
means of foliation. See foliation, 7. (V) To
divide, as an arch, into smaller arches or

foils. See/o«i, 7.

foliate, a. 4. Arranged in foliations : said of

a pattern : divided into foliations : said of a
bounding line or outline.

foliobranch (fo'li-o-brangk), a. Same as *folio-

branchiate.

foliobranchiate (fo-li-o-brang'M-at), a. [L.

folium, a leaf, + hratichise, gills, + -ofei.]

Ha-ving the leaflets of the gills expanded and
plate-like: a forip characteristic of archaic
types of pelecypod moUusks like Nueula and
Yoldia . Also foUbbranch.

foliolose (f6'li-6-16s), a. [NL. *foliolosus, <

foUolum, foliole.^ Bearing folioles or leaflets,

especially an abundance of them.
folk-craft (fok'kraft), n. Popular or demo-
cratic art and skill in social self-control.

Suggestion, education, and publicity the choice instru-
ment of the new folk-craft i:hat is talnng the place of the
old state-craft. E. Ross, Socifl Control, p. 432.

folk-dance ([fok'd&ns), n. A popular dance,
or the music for it, which originates in the
same way as a folk-songand is similarly trans-
mitted by .tradition. Polk-danees and folk-

songs are always historically intermingled.

folk-medicine (f6k'med''i-8in)i n. The tradi-
tional medical maxims, remedies, and meth-
ods current among the people.

folk-state (fok'stat), n. A political state em-
bracing only one homogeneous folk or people

:

in distinction from a composite nation formed
by federation or conquest and comprising peo-
ples of various bloods and languages that must
be assimilated. Gumplomcz (trans.). Outlines
of Sociol., p. 153.

folk-tale (fok'tal), m. A folk-story.
foUetage (fol'e-taj), n. [P. feuilletage, puff-
paste, the rolling of paste, < feuilUter, roll
paste, turn over leaves, < feuillet, a leaf: see
feuilleton.'] A disease of the grape-vine in Cal-



foUetage

iforoia due to a condition of the soil in combi-
nationwith intense heat. Also called sunstroke.

follicle, n— Agminate fOlUcles. Same a; Peyerian
glands (which see, under gland).—Ciliary follicles.
Same as Meibomian glands (which see, under gland).—
Dental follicle, the membranous bag which incloses the
tooth before its eruption. See dental sac.—Follicles of
Ueberklilin. Same as Lieberkiihn'i glands (which see,

under ffiand).—Meibomian follicles. Same aa Mei-
bomian glands (which see, under srtoJM*).—Montgom-
ery's foUlcles, depressions in the mucous membrane of
the uterus.—NabOtUan follicles, little vesicles on the
mucous membrane of the ceiTix ul^ri, caused by disten-
tion of the mucous glands.

ibllicle-cell (fol'i-kl-sel), n. In Mstol.j one
of the cells which go to make up a follicle,

h, follicle-cells.

Section through part of the ovary of an adult rabbit. The section
is taken vertical to the surface of the ovary, and shows one fully
formed Graafian follicle and others in various staifes of develop-
ment. Magnified.

a, ovum ; i, nests of epithelial cells derived from the deeper
layers of the genital epithelium ; c, primitive ovum ; d, cavity of
graafian follicle ; e, outer layer of Graafian follicle or tunica granu.
losa ; y, inner layer of Graafian follicle or discus proligerus ; e;

^outerlayer of columnar epithelial cells, investing the ovary: A,
follicle cells surrounding an ovum. (From Marshall's " Vertebrate
Embryology.")

such as the follicle which incloses the egg in
the ovary.

follicular mange. Same as *demodecMc aca-
riasis.

follow, V. I. trans.-io follow (Its) Innings, in
cricket, said of a side when, having completed its ih'st in-

nings, it immediately begins its second, in consequence of
havmg made a certain number of runs (75 in a one day's
match, 100 in a two days' match, and 160 in a tliree days'
match) less than its opponents. -Mso to follow on.

II, intrans.—Follow-on rule, in cricket, the rule
which requires that the side which bats first and leads by
160 runs in a three days' match, or by 100 runs in a two
days' match, or by 76 runs in a one day's match, shall

have the option of obliging the other side to go to the bat
immediately for the second time. See to -kfoUow (its)

innings.—10 follow throngh, in golf, to allow the club,
after stiildng the ball, to follow, without breals or pause,
on the line of the ball's flight untU the swing ends.

ifollow, n. 2, The difference in the external
diameter of aspring, especially of a coiled or
helical spring, when unloaded and when com-
pressed by its working load. The torsion of

the rod which forms the coil tends to increase
the diameter as the spring closes.

Jollower, «. 4. In ^Jie-t?rM;»»gi, a wooden block
placed on top of a pile that is to be driven
deeper than the weight of the pile-driver can

.

fall. By the use of such a block the pile can
b^ driven even after its head is under water.
— 5. A wheel which is driven by another
wheel, either by a belt or by a tooth connection.— 6. The smaller element of a compound"
piston, which is bolted to the larger to complete
the. structure, it is usually a plate, or it may be a
Ting. In old Englisli designs using fibrous packing, the
follower was called t\ie junk-ring.

ifoUowing, p. a. 3. In naval arch., said of the
edge or end of a surface or blade, as a propeller

blade, which is in the rear when moving
through water: opposed to leading'^.

rfollow-rest (fol'o-rest), n. Same asresii, 6 (6).

ibllow-sbot (fol^o-shot), n. In hillia/rds, the
reverae of the *draw-skot (which see). Also

follow-through (fol'o-thrS), n. In golf, the
course described by tte club in the swing after

the ball is struck.

Tomalhaut(f6-mal-h4t'), n. [-Ar./«JKW, mouth,
-1- at, the, +' hut, a large fish (applied to a
whale and to a cod).] The first-magnitude

star situated in the mouth of the Southern
Fish, Kscis Austrinus.

fond*, n. 4. A gravy fi'om braized and spiced

meats which serves as the foundation for

sauces.

fonda (fon'da), n. [Sp. fonda, also honda, =
Pv.fronda — It. fonda, flonda^ an inn, a purse,

= OP. fonde, F. fronde, a sling, purse, < L.

fuTida, a sling.] In Spain and Spanish-speak-
ing countries, a hotel, inn, tavern or boarding-

house.

:fondamenta (fon-da-man'ta), n. [Venetian

fondamenta ('< L. fundamenta, pi.), earlier
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plural of It. fondamento, foundation, < L. fun-
damentum, foundation.] A seaside quay; pri-

marily, a landing-place : inVenice [cap.], spe-
cifically appliedto the greatquaywhich reaches
from the Ducal Palace to the Public Garden in
the Fondamenta degli Schiavone.
fondant^ (fon-don'), n. [P. fondant, ppr. of
fondre, melt: see foimd^, «.] 1. A thick,
smooth, creamy paste of sugar, used as a basis
of French cream candies.— 2. The base or flux,

in enamel, which is colored throughout by me-
tallic oxids while in a state of fusion.

fonetic, fonetist, etc. Simplified spellings of
phonetic, etc.

fonic, a. A simplified spelling of phowic.
fonograf, fonografer, etc. Simplified spell-

ings otphonograpk,_ etc.

fonologic, fonologist, etc. Simplified spell-

ings oi phonologic, etc.

fonotype, fonotypic, etc. Simplified spellings
of phonotype, etc.

Fontainebleau schools of painting. See
*painUng.
Fontana, spaces of. See *space.

fontanal (fon-ta'nal), a. [L. fontanaUs, var.

of fonUnaUs, of a fountain : see *fonUnal.']
Fountain-like.—Fontanal decussation. Same as
^fountain decussation.

fontanelle, n—Mandibular fontanelle, a small,

elliptical opening in the proximal half of the lower jaw of

many birds.— Supraorbital fontanelle, a perforation

in that part of the cranium wliich forms the upper por-
tion of the orbit.

font-cover (font'kuv'''er), n. In church arch.,

a permanent
and often dec-
orative pro-
tectionforthe
open top of

a baptismal
font. It fre-

quently has the
shape of a spire
with pinnacles,
or of a decorative
cupola, or in
some cases is

richly sculp-
tured. It may be
hung with a pul-
ley or windlass
from a hinged
arm overhead, so
that it can be
swung clear of
the font after be-
ing lifted a few
inches.

fontein (fon-
tin'), ». [D.:
S6efountain.]
A fountain or
spring: com-
mon in South
AfricanDutch
place-names

:

as, Bloem-
fontein.

fontinal (fon'ti-nal), a. [L. fonUnalis, < fons,
a fountain, spring: see fount, fownta/in.^ In
phytogeog., growing in or about springs : said
of a plant formation.

The rupestrine flora exhibits four types : The fontinal
or dripping roclj, the soil-covered ledge, the bare rock
and the cliff summit types. Science, Jan. 29, 1904, p. 170.

food^, ri.—Respiratory food, food whlchsupplles heat
to the body by oxidation, and is then excreted through
the lungs in the form of carbon dioxid and water.

food-cnopper (fod'chop''''6r), n. A domestic
machine for cutting up raw or cooked meat,
vegetables, crackers, etc.

food-groove (fod'grSv), n. In braehiopods, a
ciliated groove leading along the arms of the

lophophore to the mouth ; in orinoids, a cili-

ated groove on the ventral surface of a brachial.

food-of-the-gods (fod'ov-ane-godz'*'), n. An
umbelliferous plant. Ferula iTarthex, the prin-

cipal source of asafetida. See asafetida and
ferula, 3.

food-rope (fod'rop), n. In ascidians, a viscid

mass offood-particles held together by a slimy

substance secretedby the endostyle and passed
along, by the action of ciliated cells borne by
the same structure, toward the oral aperture.

fool-hay (fol'ha), n. The old-witch grass,

Panioum capillare, and the rough bent-grass,

Agrostis Memalis, grasses resembling each
other in the long, slender branches of their

panicles : neither of much agricultural value.

foolometer (fol-om'e-ter), n. Something by
which fools may be gaged or measured. Syd-

ney Smith. [Humorous.]

Font-cover, Baptistery of St. Francis's
Church, Netting Hill, London.

footman

fool-proof (fSl'prSf), a. Proof even against the
ignorant or meddlesome handling of fools

;

secure against accidents even in the hands of
a stupid person : said of machinery. [Humor-
ous.]

The standard of construction has been raised, and it is

claimed that the new motor starters are as fool-proof as
rheostats can be constructed.

Elect. World and JEngm., Feb. 18, 1906, p. 371.

foot, «. 16. Naut.: (a) The lower edge of a
sail. (6) The part of a mast near the deck.—17. In lot., one of various organs of attach-
ment, (a) A petiole. (6) The stalk of a frond in ferns,

(c) The claw or point of attachment of a petal, (d) The
organ of attachment and temporary nutrition of the em-
byro. (e) The base of hair below the epidermis.—Anten-
nary feet. See *antennary.— Circular foot, a unit of

surface equal to the area of a circle whose diameter is one
foot. It is equal to 0. 785398 -i- of a square foot, and is

used in order to dispense with the fractional number
0.786+.— Cord foot. See *cordl.— Foot cine. See
irclue.— Foot lining^ a horizontal hand of canvas on the
bottom of a squaresail, designed to strengthen and take
the chafe on that part of the sail.— Footof the perpen-
dicular, in geom., the point where the perpendicular
meets the straightline or plane towhich it is at right angles.

—Mandibular foot, the second trmik-appendage of the
nauplius larva of Crustacea, so called because it develops
into one of tlie mandibles of the adult.—Morton's foot.
Same as metatarsalgia.— Off tbelr feet, in printing,
said of composed types that are not strictly vertical in a
mass, and that receive undue impression on one side

only of the face. Each printing-type, however small,
rests at its base on two slight projections called feet.

When one line or a larger mass of composed type is

slightly tilted, the types are off their feet, and impression
is unavoidably strong on one side and weak on the other

;

when they are truly vertical and rest squarely on both
feet, they are on their feet. Be Vinne, Mod. Book Com-
position, p. 260.— Keel foot, a pronounced degree of
talipes equinovarus, so callea because of the peculiar

fait of bearers of such a deformity.—Tabetic foot, the
istorted foot seen in some cases of tabes dorsalis.

footage (fut'aj), m. Inmmngi, a piece-work sys-
tem of paying miners in which they are paid
for each running foot of work done.

Foot-ball eax, deformity of the external ear following
an effusion of blood from injury, as in foot-ball.

foot-boat (fut'bot), n. An old name for a small
ferry-boat designed to carry foot-passengers
only.

foot-bond (fut'bond), n. An electric bond be-
tween the buttedends of two trolley-road rails.
—Hydraulic foot-bond, an electric bond) of this kind
formed by a copper band or cable attached at each end to
solid copper tapered plugs which are forced by a ' hy-
draulic compressor into holes drilled in the foot of the
two rails.

foot-brails (fut'bralz), n. pi. See *l>rail.

foot-brake (fut'brak), n. A brake which is ap-
plied or released by a lever or treadle operated
by the foot.

foot-candle (fufkan^'dl), n. A British unit of
illumination equal to 12.2 luxes ; the illumina-
tion produced by a British standard candle at
a distance of one foot in a horizontal direction.
See *candle-foot and *illumination, 1.

foot-clonus (fut'kl6''nus), n. Same as a,nTcle-

clonus.

foot-disk (fut'disk), n. The lower attached end
of the body of certain zoantharian polyps, as
Actinia.

foot-drop (fut'drop), n. Dropping of the ante-
rior portion of the foot when the limb is.Taised
from the ground, due to paralysis of thefiexor
muscles. ' '

,

footeite (fut'it), n. [Named for A. E. Foote of
Philadelphia (died 1895).] A hydrated oxid and
chlorid of copper occurring in deep-blue mono-
clinic crystals : found in .Arizona.

foot-fringe (fut'frinj), n. In gastropods, the
fringed or digitate margin of the epipodium.
foot-gland (fut'gland), n. In certain bryozoans,
a collection of granular cells at the bottom of
the stalk arranged around a central space com-
municating with the exterior.

footing, n. 17. In archery: {a) A piece of
hard wood or other material placed at the for-
ward end of an arrow to give weight and serve
for the attachment of the head; foreshaft. (6)
The position of an archer in shooting.
foot-lever (fut'lev''''er), n. A treadle ; a lever
for operating a machine or mechanism by the
pressure of the foot.

footlingi, n. 3. One of the strips of board
which run longitudinally on top of the frames
in the bottom of a boat.

foot-maker (f'iit'ma"ker), n. In glass-mamif,
a workman who makes the feet of dishes, gob-
lets, etc. Webb, Indust. Democracy, XL. 490.

footman, n.—Banded footman, a small lithosiid moth,
Ozonadia unifascia, with lead-colored fore wings crossed
by a yellow band and with pink hind wings. It is rather
common throughout the South Atlantic united States.—
Fainted footman, Hypoprepia fuscosa, a species with
red-and-yellow wings, occurring in the eastern United



footman
states.— Pale footmail, Crambidia pallida, a drab-col-
ored species, OGcarring in the northeaat«rn United States.— Striped footman, Hypoprepia mtnioto, a species oc-
curring in the eastern United States. It is scarlet in color,
with ttiree broad lead-colored longitudinal stripes on the
fore wings.—Two-colored footman, Lexit bicolor, a spe-
cies occorriug in Canada and the northern United States.
It is slate-colored, vfjih the prothorax, tip of abdomen, and
costa of the fore wing yellow.

foot-phenomenon (fut'ff-nom"e-non), n.

Same as ankle-clonus.

foot-power (fut'poa''6r), n. Power applied by
the motion and pressure of the foot, as for
driving a Ijieycle or maehine.

foot-ptunp (fut'pump), n. A portable pump
intended to be operated by hand, and having
a bracket or stirrup so that it can be held in
place by the pressure of the foot.

foot-rill (fut'ril), n. In coal-mining, an en-
trance to a mine formed by driving a level

into a hillside; a dip-road used for bringing
out coal.

foot-rot, n. 2. Adisease of the orange and other
citrous trees, supposed to be due to Fusarium
Limonis, but also affected by the use of ferti-

lizers and methods of cultivation. Also called

gum-disease.— 3. Same as *l)ottomr^ot.

foot-scab (fut'skab), n. Any acarine disease
of the feet ; in particular, the ehorioptic scab
of sheep. The minute parasites cause an intense itch-

ing, and there is a reddening of the skin, followed by scal-

ing, and later by the formation of yellowish-white crusts.

The crusts thiclcen, craclcs mayform in the folds of the pas-

terns, and the legs may become quite unsightly.

foot-second (fut'sek'und), n. 1. A unit for
measuring the flow of liquids, equal to a flow

of one cubic foot per second.— 2. A unit of

velocity equal to one foot per second, used in
stating the velocity of a projectile. Also called
second-foot.

foot-slope (fut'slop), n. The lower slope of a
mountain-range.

Norcia, a town ... 29 miles north-east of Temi, on the
south-west/oo{-«£opes of tlie Sibylline Mountains.

Eneyc. Brit., XXXI. 249.

footstone (fut'ston), n. A stone placed at the
foot of a grave, usually small as compared with
the headstone.

foot-tone (fut'ton), n. In organ-building, a
general term for the pitch of stops or pipes
with reference to that of the keys used. See
s«opl. 6, load foot, 12 (c) (2).

footy*. re. 2. A foot-soldier : an infantryman.
[Slang.]
And trampin with the Footies ain't as pleasant as it

looks

—

They scarcely ever sees a Boer, except in picture books.
A. B. Paterson, in War's Brighter Side, p. JOS.

foozle, n. 2. In golf, a badly played stroke.
[Scotch.]

foozle (fo'zl), V. t. or i.
;
pret. and pp. foozled,

ppr. foozling. To bungle; make a mess of;
do clumsily or bunglingly : as, to foozle a shot,
in golf.

F. O. R. An abbreviation offree on rail : com-
pare F. 0. B. [Eng.]
forage-plant (for'aj-plant), n. A plant suit-

able for forage ; a plant that is commonly
eaten by cattle.

forage-poisoning (for'aj-poi'zn-ing), n. A
disease of animals, especially the horse, char-
acterized by depression and paralysis of the
nervous system, caused by eating damaged
food or drinking stagnant water. Also called
leucoencephaMis, spinal meningitis, and
staggers.

forage-press (for'aj-pres), n. A baling-press

;

a press used to compress hay or straw into
bales for shipping.

forager, n. 2. A foraging ant, an ant of the
tropical and subtropical genus Ec^Um.
foramen, «.-Conjugate foramen, an aperture be-
tween two apposed bones formed by a notch in each.

—

Foramen centrale. Same a& foramen of Soemmering.
—Foramen eplploicum. Same as/oramen of Winslow.
— Foramen mclslvnm^ the opening between the pre-
maxillary and maxillary, m such a skull as that of a deer

:

BO called because the opening is formed, as it were, by
cutting into the premaxilla.—Foramen InterOBsenm,
in omith,, the space between the distal ends of the
coracoid and claricle and Vba proximal end of the scapula
through which passes the great tendon of the wing
muscle. Alsoforamen trioeseum.—Foramen of BotiU.
Same as ductus BotaUi.—Foiaiaen of Hasendle,
an opening in the pia oyer the fourth ventricle of the
brain.—Foramen of Hoieagnl Same as foramen
csecum (cl—Foramen of Tannl, the uterine opening
of the Fallopian tube.—Foramen snpracoracoidenm.
Same as supriUioracQid -kforwrnxn.— Foramen snpra-
pyrlforme, an opening above the pyramidalis muscle
through which the gluteal vessels and superior gluteal

nerve emerge from the pelvis.—Foramen trlosseum.
Same as itforamen interoBseum.—Foramina Of Mor-
gagoi, the openings of Littri's glands in the spongy por-

tion of the urethra.—HlO-lSCllladlC foramen, in omith.,

the oblong space between the ilium and ischium;
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the ilio-ischiadic fissure closed posteriorly by the union

at the ilium and ischium.— iBcUatlc foramen. Same
as iluhitchiadie iiforam^n.—0lbitOtiaBal foramen, in

omith., a perforation in the anteorbital plate (prefontal)

for the passage of the orbitonasal nerve.— Parietal fora-
men (c) An opening in the parietal bone, or between the

pariettu bones of reptiles ; the pineal foramen.— Pneu-
matic foramen, an opening, or perforation for the ad-

mission of air, found in various bones of many species of

birds, very frequently in the humerus and almost always
in the femur.—Repngnatorial foramen. Same as

repugnatorial pore. — Snpracoracold foramen, in

omith., a perforation through the distal half of the cora-

coid; also forwrn-en supraeoracoideum.— Supratroch-
lear foramen, a perforation in the olecranal fossa, im-
mediately above the distal end of the humerus, occurring
as an anomaly in man, but constant in some other animals.
Alsoknown as olecranon perforation.— Trigeminal forar
men, the pei-foration for the exit of the trigeminal nerve.

—Vagas foramen, the perforation for the exit of the
vagus nerve,—Visceral foramen, the perforation or
foramen in the hinge-plate of certain telotrematous
brachiopods, Athyris, through which it has been sup-
posed the posterior part of the intestine passed.

Foramimferal limestone, sand. See *lime-
stone, *sand^.

foraminooptic (fo - ram " i - no - op ' tik), a. In
craniom., relating to the foramen magnum and
the optic foramen.—Foraminooptic line, the dis-

tance between the hasion and the optic foramen.

forbesite (f6rbz'it), n. [Named for David
Forbes, an English chemist.] A hydrated
arseniate of nickel and cobalt, occurring in
grayish-white fibrous crystallinemasses : found
in Atacama.

Forbidden trult. (if) In Ceylon, a name applied by the
English to the fruit of Ervatamia dich^toma. See
•kE-oe'8 apple.

force^, »., 10. This billiard-stroke is so named be-
cause the cue-ball is forced to run counter to its natural
or forward tendency. There are three kinds of force—the
horizontal or draw, the perpendicular or piqu^, and the
curved or mass^. At pocket games there is also the
forcing hazard, a difficult pocketing risked for the sake of
gaining position, but not necessarily involving draw,
piqu6, or mass^.- Acceleratlve, addltltlous force.
See iraccelerative,-kadditttiou8.—^Directive force, a force,
or couple; which causes a suspendedbody to tend to assume
a certain position : as, the directive force of the earth's
magnetic field upon a magnet, or the directive force of a
bifllar suspension upon tne needle of an electrometer.—
Equation of force. See kequation.—'FislA Of force.
See -kfield.— ITeBb force, in old Eng. law, a trespass or
force recently done(within forty days).—Kesnltant force.
See resultant icvtctor.— Retarding force. See iraccelerct-

liveforce.— TlAe-iaishie force, the force due to the dif-

ference both in amountaod direction, between the attrac-
tions of the moon and sun on the body of the eartli and on
the movable masses (oceans, etc) upon its surface. In
response to this force the tides rise and fall. On the line
of centers, drawn through the center of the earth and that
of the disturbing body, that is, at points on the earth's
surface where the body is in the zenith or the nadir, the
force simply diminishes gravity slightly. On the circle
90° distant (where the disturbing body is in the horizon)
it increases gravity just half as much. At points 64"

distant from the line of centers the intensity of gravity
remains unchanged, but the force is exactly tangentiid
(that is, horizontal), urging the waters toward the line of
centers. The actual tides can no^ however, be calculated
from a mere knowledge of the tide-raising foroes, since
they depend largely upon other circumstances, as the ex-
tent, depth, and shore-outline of the oceans, the rate of
the earth's rotation, the density and viscosity of water,
the action of winds, currents, etc.

—
^^actlve force, the

efifort exerted by a locomotive or a draft-animal to pull
the train or the vehicle attached to it The force must
be sufficient to overcome the resistances to motion, which
include f^iction^ rolling and sliding, wind and air resis-
tances, resistances due to inertia of the masses tobe moved
and the external and variable resistances due to grades,
curves, and the condition of the road-bed. In railway
practice in good weather the tractive force is from one-
flfth to one-fourth of the weight upon the driving-wheels.

force^. V. t.— Forced lubrication, mate, move,
vibration. See irlubrication, etc.

force-de-cheval (f6rs*d6-she-val'), ». {¥.,
'power of horse.'] The French horse-power
or unit of power, equal to 0.986337 English
horse-power
force majeure (fdrs ma-zh6r'). [F.] Supe-
rior force.

force-nozle (fors'noz'l), n. A blast-nozle ; a
nozle through which the exhaust-steam from
a locomotive-engine passes to force the draft.

force-oiler (fors'oi'lSr), n. A device for feed-
ing oil under pressure to bearings ; a pressure
feed-oiler.

force-pijie (fors'pip), «. A pressure-pipe ; the
discharge-pipe from a pressure-pump.
force-power (f6rs'pou*er), ». The magnitude
of a force.

forceps, n—Azls-traction forceps, an obstetrical
forceps with an attachment which enables traction to be
made in the line of the pelvic axis.—Bone forceps,
a forceps with sharp bills, used for cutting bone.
—Epllatlng forceps, a forceps used for pulling out
hairs.— Fixation forcqis, a forceps used to hold the
eye steady during an operation upon it.— Hemostatic
forceps, a forceps used for the compression of an aitery
U> control hemorrhage during a surgical operation.

—

Ligature forceps. (S) A forceps used to grasp and hold
an artery while it is being ligated.—Uon forceps, a
strong forceps with short serrated bl^es, used for grasp-
ing and crushing bone.—Utbotomy forceps, a forceps
used for removmg the atone from the bladder in the

forcive

Forceps.

j4, hemostatic forceps ; 21, lithotomy forceps.

operation of lithotomy.—Uajor forceps, a collection of
nerve-fibers passing from the corpus callosum to the
occipital lobes.—Minor forceps, a collection of nerve-
fibers passing from the corpus callosum to the frontal
lobe.—Boiler forceps, a forceps having a roller at the
extremity of each broadened or fenestrated blade, used to
compress the granulations of the lids in trachoma.

forcherite (for'sher-it), n. [Named for V.
Forcher.^ A variety of opal colored orange-
yellow by orpiment : found in Styria.

forcing, n., l . in horticultural use forcing denotes

:

(a) The rearing of plants outside of, or in advance of,

their natural seasons, by means of artificial'heat and un-
der glass. (6) The process of compelling flowers to ap-
pear from bulbs and tuberous parts (as from rhizomes of
lily-of-the-valley) by subjecting them directly to an un-
usually high degree of heat, as when the pots or boxes
are placed on hot pipes in a more or less confined space.

forcing-hill (for'sing-bil), n. A hill of plants
so prepared as to be forced beyond its season
just where the plants grow. UsuaUy the earth is

heaped around a box, forming a hollow embankment
when the box is removed ; then over the area a pane of
glass is laid. Sometimes the seeds are planted in the
bottom of a depression and the pane is laid over the
cavity on the surface of the ground. X. H. Bailey. See
i^hand.box.

forcing-jet (for'sing-jet), n. The jet of steam
which comes through the blast-nozle and goes
up the stack of a locomotive, thus forcing or
inducing the draft; also, the steam jet in an
injector for feeding boilers.

forcing-machine (for'sing-ma-shen''), n. A
machine for forcing one piece over another on
which it fits tightly. Such machines are used for
forcing gears, pulleys, propellers, etc., on or oif their
shafts, and are operated either by a screw or by hydraulii;
pressure.

forcing-press (for'sing-pres), 71. A hydraulic
press, of massive construction, for pressing
locomotive wheels, armatures, motor-gears,
etc., upon shafts or axles where- a very tight

fit is required. It has a hydraulic ram, in a vertical

or horizontal position, and a resistance-head to hold the
wheel or other object and sustain it against the powerful
pressure of the ram. It is also used to force wheels
from the axles or shafts. One type is called a wheel-
press.

forcipiform (f6r-sip'i-f6rm), a. [L. forceps
Iforeip-), forceps, -I- forma, form.] Having
the form of a forceps Forcipiform pedlcel-
laria, in a starfish, one of the pedimculate pedicellariss

in which the two hooks cross each other and are attached
to the end of the basal plate farthest from them.

Forcipiger (f6r-sip'i-j6r), n. [NL., < L. for-
ceps {fordp-), forceps, -I- gerere, oarry.J A
genus of butterfly-fishes of the family of
ChsBtodontidse, having the snout very long
with the short jaws at its end. J*", longirostris

is common in the South Seas.
forcipressnre (fdr'si-presh-ur), ». [For *for-
dpipressure, < L. forceps, forceps, -I- pressura,
pressure.] Arrest of hemorrhage from the
cut end of a blood-vessel by pressure made by a
self-retaining forceps.

Bleeding vessels in the dura may be caught with the
hsemostatic foroeps ; if the bleeding be not checked by
such forcipressure, a curved needle threaded with cal^t
may be carefully passed under the vessels and the liga-

ture then tied. Buck, Med. Handbook,VIL 877.

forcipulate (f6r-sip'u-lat), a. [NL. forcipu-
latus. < "forcipulus, dim", of forceps, forceps

:

see forceps.'] Shaped like a forceps, as the
pedicellariee of echinoderms.

forci've (for'siv), a. and n. [force"^ + -iue.]

I. a. Oi or pertaining to 'force' as distin-
guished from 'energy.'

To any one who has stood aloof from the polemic be-
tween the 'energetic' and the 'forcive' view, it must
seem proved that the former has rendered a permanent
service to physics. Science, March 2B, 1904, p. 510.

n. n. An imaginary distribution of pressure
over a level sudaee of water, such as to re-
place the pressures due to a given series of
waves distributed over the same area.

By a suitable synthesis of a series of distributed/orCTtM
with their associated surface displacements, the solution
was put in a form which lent itself towards the elucida-
tion of several important problems.

Nature, Feb. 16, 1906, p. 383.
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Fordilla (for-dil'a), n. [NL., named for S.

W. Ford, a paleontologist.] A primitive Cam-
brian genus of bivalved shells believed to be
a pelecypod moUusk.

forei (for), inter}. In golf, a warning cry ('look
out, before!'; uttered to attract the attention
of a person who is liable to be struck by the
ball.

Fore-and-aft motion, rig, road, tackle. See
*motion, fore-and-aft sails, *road, *tackle.

fore-and-after (for'and-after), n. 1. A vessel,

such as a sloop or schooner, which carries
fore-and-aft sails only.— 2. A cooked hat hav-
ing the peaks in front and behind, such as is

worn for full dress in the navy.
fore-awning (f6r'fi"ning), n. The forecastle
awning; the awning which extends from the
foremast forward.

forebay, n. 2. A recess at the entrance of a
canal or hydraulic device. Also called iay.—
3. The sick-bay; also, an old name for the
spar-deck galley on a merchant vessel.

fore-bowline (for'bo'lin), n. The bowline be-
longing to the bowline-brindle gear on the
leech of the fore-course.

fore-cabin (f6r'kab"in), n. A cabin situated
in the forward part of a vessel.

fore-caddie (for'kad-i), n. In golf, a person
employed to go in advance of the players to
watch where their balls alight. [Scotch.]
forecast, n. 3. Specifically, in meteor., a state-
ment of the expected weather. Official daily
weather forecasts were first published by Fitz-
roy in England in 1861 Forecast district. See
traistrict.— Long-rasffe forecast, in meteor., a state-
<nent of the weather to he expected at some quite distant
date, such as a week, a month, or a year.

—

Seasonal
forecast, in m-eteor., a statement of the general average
character of the weather during an approaching season,
especially as to rainfall, temperature, or wind ; the pre-
diction of climatological averages rather than of detailed
weather items. Seasonal forecasts of the monsoon rains
have heen officially published in India annually since
1885.

forecaster, n—weather forecaster, one who is

slcilled in meteorological science, and is regularly and
officially engaged in forecasting the weather from the
data supplied hy meteorological observing-stations.

forecastle-deck (for'kas-l-dek), ». See*deck,2.

forecastle-head (for'kas-l-hed), n. The for-

ward part of the forecastle-deck, or topgallant-
forecastle near the knight-heads.
fore-chains (for'chanz), n.pl. Strong, narrow
plates of iron bolted to the ship's timbers
through the side, abreast the foremast. To the
upper ends of these plates deadeyes are secured by an
iron strap, and through these deadeyes are reeved the
lanyards of the lower rigging. The ship's channels are
also called chains, as jore-chavns, main-chaintt, and
mizzen-chainB. On some vessels the upper ends of tlie

chain-plates carry tumbuckles instead of deadeyes for

setting up the lower rigging.

fore-channels (for ' chan * elz), n. pi. Small
horizontRl
platforms or
projections
on the out-

side of a
narrow ves-
sel, situated
abreast of
the respec-
tive masts
and de-
signed to

give a great-
er spread to the lower rigging by having the

upper part of the chain-plates secured to the

outside rim of the channel.

fore-course (for'kors), n. The foresail of a

square-rigged vessel, being that sail which is

bent to the foreyard.

forefather's-CUP (f6r'fa-TH6rz-kup), n. The
pitcher-plant, Sarracenia purpurea.

forefeel (for'fel), n. In psychol., an anticipa-

tory feeling or anticipatory tactual perception

;

a tactual image associatively aroused by the

presentation of a visual, auditory, etc., stimu-

lus.

The sight of ice yields a foreftel of its coldness, the

smeU of baked meats a foretaste of their savor.

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 59.

forefeeling (for-fe'ling), n. A presentiment;

a foreboding.

A strong forefeeling that much of my destined life in

this world was yet to come. Kinglake, Eothen, p. 309.

fore-glow (for'glo), n. A glow seen in the east

before sunrise, corresponding to the after-glow

seen in the western sky after sunset.

foregon, p. a. A simplified spelling of fore-

gone.

^^^^^E=
ForcrChaQnels.
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fore-gny (for'gi), ». A rope leading forward
from the outboard end of the swinging or
boat-boom, designed to steady the latter when
it is swung out for use.

forehand, o. 3. In lawn-tennis, noting a stroke
made by a right-handed player when the ball

is on the right side of his body, or by a left-

handed player when it is on the left side.

fore-hatch (for'haeh), m. The hatch next abaft
the foremast on sailing-vessels, but generally
forward of the foremast on steamers.
forehead-drop (for'ed-drop), n. In a harness,
an ornamental strap which rests against a
horse's forehead. The upper end is attached
to the crown-^iece of the bridle.

Foreign car, judgment, piracy. See *car^,
etc.

foreign-hearted (for'an-har"ted), a. Affected
with foreign sympathies, ideas, or ideals in
literature and art; foreign at heart.

The classical school [in England] could not find en-
couragement for the ideals they admired, and were forced
to seek the realization of their hopes ... in sunny Italy
and other distant lands, . . . and when they returned
they were foreign-hearted.

Patten, Development Eng. Thought, p. 361.

fore-intestine (f6r'in-tes''''tin), n. The first of
the three primary divisions of the alimentary
canal of an insect ; the divisions indicated in
the embryo; the stomodssum of the embryo.
It includes the mouth and pharynx, the pumping-appara-
tus of haustellate orders, the esophagus, the crop, the
sucking-stomach, and the proventriculus. A. S. Packard,
Text-book of Entom., p. 299.

fore-kidney (for'kid"ni), n. Same as proneph-
ron. ',

foreland, m. 3. The portion of the shore usually
left outside of a protecting dike or embankment
for the purpose of breaking the force of the
waves.— 4. In phys. geog., low alluvial land
added to the coast of the mainland by the
action of the sea or of streams. Geog. Jow.
(R. G. S.), IX. 538 Foreland grits. See*i7ri«2.

fore-leech (for'leeh), n. The luff of a sail ; that
part of a fore-and-aft sail which is against the
mast. Also written /ore-feacft. [Eng.]

forellenstein (fo-rel'en-stJn), n. [G. forelle,

trout, -t- stein, stone.] A phaueroerystalline
rock composed of lime-soda feldspar and olivin

with a little pyroxene, the olivin sometimes
changed to serpentine. The dark minerals
appear as spots in the feldspar and suggest the
spotting of trout.

forelope (for'lop), v. i. To act as a Eore-looper.

foremast-hand (for 'mast -hand;, ». A man
shipped before the mast; a forecastleman.

foremast-officer (f6r'mast-of'''i-ser), n. An old

designation of the boatswain, carpenter, and
sailmaker on a merchantman.
fore-milk (for'milk), n. Same as colostrum, 1

.

foren, forener. Simplified spellings of foreign,
foreigner.

fore-note (for'not), n. In music, same as appog-
giatura or *vorsehlag.

fore-orlop (for'dr'lop), n. The forward part of

the orlop-deck ; the space forward of the hold
on the orlop-deck.

forepale (for'pal), v. t. and i. ;
pret. and pp.

forepaled, ppr. for^aling. 1. To fence off.

Hence—2. In. mining, to prevent the caving of

an excavation by the use of shores or planks
and braces so placed as to support the walls;

shore ; also, to drive the ends of the shoring-
pUnks ahead of the end of the excavation, in
very loose material, to hold it in place.

forepole (for'pol), ». *. and i.
;
pret. and pp.

forepoled, ppr. forepoling. Same as *forepale.

fore-purpose (for'pfer'pos), n. Previous design

;

set purpose. Southey, Doctor, lii.

fore-rake (for'rak), n. That part of a ship's

head which projects .beyond or overhangs the
forward end of the keel.

fore-rigging (f6r'rig''ing), n. The shrouds, and
their ratlines, of the fore lower mast.

fort-royal (for'roi'al), n. The sail next above
the topgallantsail on the foremast.

foresail, n.—Balloon-foresall, a large sail of light

canvas carried in place of the regular fore-staysail, that is,

the first head-sail forward of the foremast

fore-set (for'set), a. In geol., noting certain

beds of a delta-deposit formed chiefly from
heavier sediments rolled down a stream along
the bottom and dumped at the steeper slope.
Fore-set beds are those of greatest inclination and vari-

ability in a delta, often characterized by cross-bedding

;

they are underlain by the iottam-iet and overlain by the
top-set beds. See -kbed^. Chamberlin and Saliehury,

Geol., I. 19L

Fore-sheet horse, traveler. See *horse^,

Mraveler.

forest

foreshift (for'shift), v. t. To move forward.
Appendages that are farther forward upon the body than
their equivalents in allied but more primitive animals may
be regarded as having been moved forward, atforeshifted,
duriug ancestral history. E. R. Lankester, in Nat
Science, April, 1897, p. 266.

foreshore, n. 2. The narrow level slope or
berm constructed on the seaward side of a
breakwater or dike, built to diminish and dis-

sipate the force of waves before they strike the
breakwater proper.

fore-shoulders (for'shol'd^rz), n.pl. The pro-
jecting parts of a vessel's bows in the vicinity

of the water-line.

fore-shrouds (for'shroudz), n.pl. The shrouds
of the fore lower mast.

fore-spencer (fdr'spen"s6r), n. The fore-and-
aft sail which sets on a small extra mast abaft
the foremast. "This sail

has a gaff, but no
boom, and is some-
times referred to as
thefore-trysail.

forest, n.. 1. A forest

judged by the character of
the stand may be tiniberland
or woodland. These con-
stitute the two great classes

of forest between which it

is possible to draw a practi-

cal but not an absolute dis-

tinction. Tirriberland may
be broadly defined as that
kind of forest which con-
tains in commercial quan-
tity trees of sufficient size

and of the required kind to
furnish sawlogs, pulpwood,
ties, poles, or wood for simi-
lar uses ; woodland as forest
which contains trees fit foi-

flre-wood or fencing, but no
trees, or very few, which ai e
suitable for the uses enu-
merated above. A timber
tract is a body of timber-
land, usually of large area

Fore-spencer.

A wood-lot is a forest of small area in which the wood is

used mainly for fuel, fencing, and other farm purposes.

4. In ^hytogeog., specifically, a closed woodland,
that is, one in which the crowns of the trees
touch.

—

Absolute forest land orsoll. See*absolute.— Commuital forest. Same as town kforest.—Compos-
ite forest, a forest in which both seedlings and sprouts
occur in considerable number.

—

Cromer forest-bed.
See/ore»t-&ed group, under /orest.—Grown forest, fed-
eral forest. See natimial *forest.—je6.eTal forest
reserve. See national f(yrest irreserve.— Forest army-
worm, cover, engineer, etc. See -karmy-worm, etc.

—

Forest floor, the deposit of vegetable matter on the

tround in a forest. Litter includes the upper but slightly
ecomposed portion of the forest floor ; huTnus the lower

portion, in which decomposition is well advanced.^
Forest influences, the influences exerted by forests on
rainfall, temperature, wind, evaporation, humidity, run-
off, dust, water-supply, and other climatological matters.
Forest influences are determined by means of observing-
stations placed within and without the forest In gen-
eral, in comparison with equal ai-eas of prairie, forests
teud to cool the air, to add less moisture by evaporation,
to retard the run-off, to diminish erosions and floods, to
conserve the rainfall and snowfall without altering the
average run-off, to produce less dust and injurious germs,
to prevent the water-table within the forest from sinking
lower down, and to keep the soil from freezing. Foreste
have no particular influence on the amount of rainfall.—
Forest service, that branch of the government service,

in the Department of Agriculture, which is charged with,
the administration of the national forest reserves, and
with forest investigations and cooperative forest work
throughout the United States. See -kBureau of
Forestry.—FliagtDg forest, a luxuriant woodland
growth,' due, not to atmospheric precipitation, but to tel-

luric water, as along streams and lakes. A. F. W.
Schvmper (trans.). Plant Geog., p. 177.

—

Index forest,
that forest which in density, volume, and increment
reaches the highest average which has been found in a
given locality ; a normal forest Measurements of such
a forest provide a standard for comparison with other
forests of the same age and composition, grown under
similar conditions. — Keeper Of the forest, in Eng.
forest law, the chief officer or warden of the forest

—

Light forest. See ircaatinga.—'miyaBOaa forest, a
type of tropical woodland more or less leafless dm'ing the
£y season, especially toward its close ; tropophilous in
character : usually lower than a rain forest ; and rich
in woody lianas and in herbaceous epiphytes, but poor in
woody epiphytes.—National forest, a forest which is

the property of the nation ; in the United States called

federal forest.—THa.tiO'OaX forest reserve. See -kre-

serue.—Normal forest. Same as indetc kforest.-'Bai^
forest, forest in which shade occurs only in isolated

patches, under single trees or small groups of trees.—protection forest, a forest whose chief value is to
regulate stream-flow, prevent erosion, hold shifting sand,

or exert any other indirect beneflcial elTect

—

Bajn for-
est, a type of evergreen (chiefly tropical) woodland, usu-

ally much over 30 meters high, and rich in thick-stemmed
lianas and woody as well as herbaceous epiphytes, requii-

Ing heavy precipitation. 4. F. W. Schimper (tians.). Plant

Geog., p. 260.—Eeserve sprout forest, a two-storied

forest in which sprouts form the lower and seedlings the
upper story. Also called coppicevnth standards, sta/ndard

coppice, and Ktored co^i»cc.— Savanna forest, a type of

tropical woodland more or less leafless during the dry
season, rarely evergreen, xerophilous in character, usually

(but often much less than) 20 meters high, park-like,

and very poor in underwood, lianas, and epiphytes, bat



forest

irich in terrestrial herbs, especially graBses.

—

Thom for-
est, a tropical type of woodland, like the savanna forest
in foliage and average height, but more xerophilous, very
rich in underwood and slender-stemmed lianas, poor in
terrestrial herbs, especially grasses, usually without epi-
phytes, and abounding m thorny plants.—Town forest,
a forest which is the property of a city, town, or village.
Also called communtu forest.

fare-stage (for'staj), n. The fighting-platform
or forecastle -which was built on the forward
part of the upper deck of ancient vessels.

forestay, «. 2. The bracket or leg which sup-
ports the frame of a handprinting-press.—Fore-
stay tackle. See -ktOAsne.

fore-staysail (for'sta'sal or -si), n. The first

headsail forward of the foremast, which sets
on the forestay.

forester, n. 3. (o) One who is versed in
forestry. (6) One who practises forestry as a
profession.— 7. leap.'] A member of anyone
of several benevolent and fraternal societies.
;(a) A member of the Atident Order of Foresters, founded
in Yorkshire, England, in 1745, and introduced into the
United States in 1832. It has 'courts' or lodges in 36
comitries, a membership of over a million, and disburses
perannum over $5,000,000. (&) A member of the Inde-
pendent Order of Foresters, founded in Newark, New
Jersey, in 1874, with * courts ' or lodges in many countries.

(c) A member of t\ie Foresters of America, originally part
of the Ancient Order of Foresters, but separated from it

in 1889.

8. Apony raised in the New Forest. [Local,

Eng.]— LaJiSton's forester, a common moth, Alypia
langtonii, occurring in Canada, the northern United
States, and California.

forest-groym (for'est-gron), a. Grown in the
forest from self-sown seed.

forestian (fo-res'ti-an), a. [ML. /oresto,
forest.] Of or pertaining to forests. — Fores-
'tian epoch, in geot, a subdivision of the Pleistocene or
-glacial series in northern Europe. It comprises the Zow£r
^orestian, or fourth interglacial epoch (Ancyclus beds of
the Baltic area and Littorina clays of Scandinavia), lying
"between the Mecldenbm-gian or fourth glacial epoch and
the Lower Turbarian or fifth glacial epoch ; and the Upper
Forestian, oriifth interglacial epoch, indicatedby a buried
forest between the deposits of the fifth and sixth glacial

epochs.

ibre-stomach (f6r'stum"ak), n. A dilatation
of the esophagus just above the stomach.

forest-rat (for'est-rat), n. See *rat\
forestry, n—Bnrean of Foiestrv. See *bureau.

forest-survey (for'est-sfer-va'), n. ' An inspec-
tion or survey of woodlands or forests to ascer-
tain the kinds, qualities, and number of trees

•on a given area. It includes also the study and ex-
lamination of the commercial value of the trees as lumber
:and the value of the land in relation to lumber-produc-
tion.

forest-wind (for'est-wind), n. 1 . A wind in a
forest.— 2. In forestry, the wind which blows
gently from an adjacent forest after it has
been cooled by nocturnal radiation from the
surface of the leaves.

fore-swifter (for'swiff'tfer), n. The forward
shroud of the fore-rigging.

fore-tacks (for'taks), n. pi. The tacks of the
fore-course or foresail.

foretop, n. 4. Same as forelock^.

foretopgallantmast (for ' top - gal" ant or -to-

gal'ant-mast), n. The mast next above the
foretopmast.
foretopgallantsail (for'top-gaFant or -tg-gal'

ant-sal or -si), n. The squaresail next above
ftie topsail on the foremast of a square-rigged
vessel.

foretopgallantyard (for'top-gaFant or -to-

gal'ant-yard), n. The yard next'above tlie

topsaU-yard on the foremast.

fore-topsail (for'top-sal or -si), n. The square-
sail on the foremast next above the course or
foresail.

fore-trysail (for'tri-sal or -si), ». Same as
*fore-spencer.

Torfars (for'fars), n. [Named from Forfar in
Scotland.] Coarse, heavy, unbleached linen
fabrics, made in Forfarshire, Scotland.

forfez, n. 2. A pair of anal organs which open
or shut transversely and cross each other, as in

the male of Baphidia. Kirhy a/nd Spenoe.

forficiform (f6r-fis'i-f6rm), a. [L. forfex {for-

fic-), scissors, -1- forma, form.] Having the

form of scissors.— Forflclform pedlcellarise, in as-

teroids, one of the pedunculate pedicellariH; in which the

two hooks are attached to the end of the basal plate

nearest to them. .

forficulid (f6r-fik'u-lid), n. and a. I. «. A
member of the Forficulidas.

n. a. Of or belonging to the ForficuUdse or

earwig family.

fOTSeK n Double-Mast foi^e, a forge for black-

smiths' nae having two twyers or openings to admit the

blast below the bed of fuel. The heat is less locaUy m-
tense, and a larger mass may be uniformly heated for

hammer treatment.

forge^*, V. i. [Prob. a particular use of forge'-,
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v., 1, in allusion to the clicking sound.] Infar-

riery, to strike the heel of the front shoe with

the toe of the hind shoe, producing a clicking

sound.
, „, , „

forge-cinder (f6rj'sin'''d6r), '«. The slag from

a forge or bloomery.

forgelammer (f6rj'ham*6r), n. Any heavy-

hammer for forging large pieces which is

worked by machinery; a steam-hammer or

powerrdiiven hammer.
forge-limber (f6rj'lim"b6r), n. The limber of

a forge-wagon, as distinguished from the gun-
carriage limber or the caisson-limber; part of

a field-battery.

forget'^, forgett (f6r-get'), «. la glove-making,
same as fourchette, 2.

forge-test (forj'test), n. A bending test ap-

Silied to WTOught-iron and steel plates or bars,
pecimens are bent both hot and cold, and also with and

across the grain ; the angles to which they are to be bent
without fracture, and the radius about which they must
be bent) depend in each case on the use for which they
are intended and the thickness of the plate.

forget-me-not, n—-white forget-me-not, any spe-

cies of several genera of the borage family {Plagiobothrys,

Oreocarya, Cryptanthe, etc.), related to and somewhat
resembling Myosotis, but bearing white flowers. These
plants, forming many species, are natives of western
North America and Mexico. Some or all are included
under the names •irnievit<is and •kpopcorri^jiower (which
see).—Wild forget-me-not, the bluet or innocence,
Eomtonia ceeruUa.— Yellow forget-me-ndt, in Cali-

fomia, any plant of the boraginaceous genus Amsinckia.
They are very rough hairy herbs with yellow flowers
shaped like those of the forget-me-not. A. speetabilis,

common southward in the State, has the flowers half an
inch wide. Called also wooUy-breeches.

forging^ (for'jing), n. Zforge^, v., + -ingi.J

A defect in a horse's gait consisting in striking
the heel of the front shoe -with the toe of the
hind shoe, which produces a clicking sound.
It is not considered so serious a fault as over-
reaching or grabbing.

forgi-7. V. A simplified spelling otforgive.

forned, n. A simplified spelling of forehead.

fork, 7^., 1. (c) In fflass-manvf., an implement (with
a long iron handle and two prongs, used for laying up
bottles in tiers in the annealing-furnace.

8. In mecli. : (a) A pair of teeth or pins
standing out from a bar and inclosing a
space within which runs the belt of a ma-
chine fitted -vfith fast and loose pulleys. By
moving the bar which carries the pins end-
wise the belt can be shifted. (6) A piece of
steel fitting into the socket or chuck on a
lathe, used for dri-ving the piece to be turned.— 9. A position, in a game of chess, where
two pieces are attacked at the same time by
a pa-wn.—Electric fork, in acou«fric9,

a tuning-fork which is actuated by
means of an electromagnet— Giajlt
fork, in psychophys., a large timing-
fork, with a range of from 16 to 25
vibrations per second, used for deter-
mining the lower limit of tonal hear-
ing.— SeU-lntermpting fork. Same
as electric */ort.— SUver-fork de-
formity. See -kdeformUy.

fork, V. t. 4. In chess, to attack
(two hostile pieces) -withapawn.

forked-leaf (ffirkt'lef), n. In
the southern United States, the
Turkey oalk, Quercus Cateshsei:

so called from the shape of the
leaf.

fork-head, n. 2. A rod-end
which is split or di-vdded to form
an opening for the reception of
the end of another rod, the two
being then fastened by a pin or
bolt.

" '

fork-tined (f&rk'Und), a. Noting antlers that
lack the large, more or less depressed brow-
tine found in the wapiti and European red
deer of the genus Cervus: contrasted with
*l>row-tined. The South American swamp
deer, Blastoeerus paludosus, and the mule-deer,
Odocoileus maerotis, have typical fork-tined
antlers.

Forli pottery. See *pottery.

form, ^.,2. It is the combination of all the like faces pos-
sible on a crystal of given symmetry ; that is, all the faces
embraced by a given symbol (See *symbolX, 7.) The
forms of the isometric system (cube, octahedron, tetra-
hedron, pyritohedron, etc.) are closed forms. (See/orjn,
2.) This is also true, in the other systems, of the various
double pyramids (bipyramids), the bisphenoids, and also
the rhombohedrons, scalenohedrons, and trapezohedrons.
In these systems, however, most of the forms are open
forms. They include l^e pinacoids, prisms, domes, etc.

. (See -kpinacoid, irprism, -kpyraimid, -ksphemmd, -^pedion.)
In these cases it is obvious that two or more forms are re-
quired for a complete crystal. Two geometrically similar
forms are said to be cojnplemeTitary when their combined
faces correspond to all the faces of some form of a class
of higher symmetry in the same system. Thus the faces
of the two complementary tetraliedrons (tetrahedral class.

form
isometric system) correspond to those of the octahedron
(holosymmetric class), m such cases the complementary
forms (which may be enantiomorphous) are often distin-

guished as positive and negative, plus and Tninus, or direct

and inverse,

25. A flower-bud of the cotton-plant.

Forms appearing in May bloomed in 21 to 32 days.

U. S. Sept. Agr., The Cotton Plant, 1886, p. 263.

Biologic form. See *biologic.— Center of form. See
cOTferi.— Form factor. See doctor.-Form genus.
See itgenus.—Foxms Of address. Such forms are gov-
erned principally by social and official customs rather
than by legal enactments. The external addresses of
letters are generally more formal than the superscriptions
witli which they begin ; but these latter, as well as the
modes of address used in repetition in the Iwdy of a letter,

and the forms of conclusion, vary considerably in propor-
tion to the degree of intimacy between the writer and the
person addressed, as well as to the character of the com-
munication (official or social). Finer distinctions and
greater elaborations of detail prevail in the social and
official circles of the more conservative European mon-
archies. The forms here given are those most commonly
used in the United States and Great Britain. Those
which precede the colon are the most formal, and there-
fore most appropriate for use on the envelop of a letter.

Those following the colon axe adapted for internal super-
scription and for repetitions throughout the communica-
tion. The matter of abbreviation of such titles as Eight
Honorable, Honorable, Reverend, etc., is largely one of
convenience or relative importanca Purely official ad-
dresses are frequently shortened to M. Hon., Hon., Rev.,
etc., but the Departanent of State of the United States
always spells out tiie term ' Honorable ' in its official com-
munications. An .^IdmiraZ is addressed by the style of his
rank and his ordinary name only : as. Vice-Admiral A. B.

:

Sir ; except ([in the British service) where the officer pos-
sesses hereditary or other special rank : as, ^ear-Admiral
the Earl of C, or Lord D. : My Lord ; or The Hon. E. F.

:

Sir.— An Ambassador from a Foreign Country to the
United States as His Excellency the Kt. Hon. Sir 6. H.
(titles): Excellency.—An Ambassador of the United
States as His Excellency I. J. : Sir.— An Apostolic Dele-
gate as His Excellency K. L. (or The Most Rev. K. L.),

Delegate Apostolic : "Your Excellency.—An Archbishop
in the Church of England as His Grace (or The Moat
Bev.) the Lord Archbishop of C. : My Lord Archbishop,
or "Your Grace. In the Roman Catholic Church as The
Most E.ev. (for His Grace the MostP-ev.) M. N., Archbishop
of C, or The Most Key. the Archbishop of O. : Your
Grace, or Most Rev. Sir.—An Archdea,con as The Yen.
P. Q., Archdeacon of B., or The Yen. the Archdeacon of
K., or The Yen. the Archdeacon Jones : Yen. Sir, or Sir.— A Baron as The Rt. Hon. Lord S. : My Lord, or Your
3x>rdship. Daughter as The Hon. (Christian and sur-
name) : Madam. (Ifmarried to a commoner, as The Hon,
Mrs. B.). Son and his Wife as The Hon. T. U. : Sfr ; The
Hon. Mis. T. U. : Madam.—A Baroness as Tke Et Hon.
Lady Y., or The Lady Y. (no Christian name): Your
Ladyship, or Madam. Dowager as The Rt. Hon. Edith,
(or The Dowager) Lady Y.: Madam.—A Baronet as Sir
w. X., Bart : Sir. Wife as Lady X. (surname only, unless
a Lady by birth, when the address of her specific rank is

used) : Your Ladyship, or Madam.—A Bishop or Suffra-
gan Bishop in the Church of England as The Rt. Rev. the
Lord Bishop of Y., or The Rt Rev. the Bishop Snffragan
of : My Lord, or My Lord Bishop, or Your Lordship,
or Rt Rev. Sir. In the Roman Catholic Church as The
Rt Rev. Z. A., Bishop of B., or The Rt Rev. Bishop of
B.: Right Reverend Sir. In the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the United States as The Rt Rev. Bishop
(using either surname or name of diocese).—A Cabinet
Officer in the United States as The Honorable the Secre-
tary of War : Sir.-A Canon as The Rev. Canon C. : Kev.
Sir, or Sir.—A Cardinal as His Eminence D. E., Cardinal
(or Cardinal Archbishop) of F. , or His Eminence the Cardi-
nal (or Cardinal Archbishop) of F. , or His Eminence James,
Cardinal F. : Your Eminence.—A Clergyman as The Rev.
J. K. (if above commoner's rank. The Rev. Lord L., or The
Rev. the Hon. J. K., or The Rev. and Hon. J. K.; ifaDoctor
in any faculty, as The Rev. Dr. J. K., or The Rev. J. K.,
D.D.) : Rev. Sir, or Sir.-A Countess as the Rt Hon. the
Countess of Q., or The Rt Hon. Lady Q. : Your Ladyship,
or Madam. Dowager as The Rt. Hon. Bertha, (or The
Dowager) Countess of Q., or The Rt Hon. the Dowager
Lady Q.: Madam.—A Dean of the Church (ff England as
The Yery Rev. the Dean of R. : Very Rev. Sir, or Mr.
Dean, or Sk. In theRomam. Catholic Church as The Rev.
S. T. : Your Reverence, or Rev. and Dear Sir.—A Duchess
as Her Grace the Dpchess of U. : Your Grace, or Madam.
Dowager as Her Grace Charlotte, (or The Dowager)
Duchess of U.: Madam.—A Duke as His Grace (or The
Most Noble) the Duke of Y.: My Lord Duke, or Your
Grace, or May it please Your Grace. Daughter as The
Rt Hon. the Lady (or The La4y alone) (Christian and
surname) : Your Ladyship, or Madam. (H married to
one of inferior rank. The Rt Hon. the Lady Beatrice [hus-
band's surname] : Madam.) Eldest Son and his Wife,
same as Marquis or Earl, Marchioness or Countess, ac-
cording to the rank assumed. Younger Son and his Wife
as The Rt Hon. the Lord (or The Lord alone) W. X. : My
Lord, or Your Lordship ; The Rt Hon. the Lady (or The
Lady alorui) W. X. : Madam, or Your Ladyship.— An
Earl as The Rt Hon. the Earl of Y.: My Lord, or Your
Lordship. Daughter as The Rt Son. the Lady (or The
Lady alone) (Cliristian and surname): Madam. (If mar-
ried to one of mferior rank. The Rt Hon. the Lady Isabel
[husband's surname] : Madam.) Eldest Son and his Wife
same as Yiscount and Viscountess, or other assumed rank.
Younger Son and his Wife as The Hon. Z. A.: Sir; The
Hon. Mrs. Z. A. : Madam.— An Emperor as Your Imperial
Majesty, or Su-e.- A General as is an Admh^.— A Oov-
ernor of a Colony as His Excellency Sir B. C, Governor
of D.

: Sir (or, if of more exalted rank. His Excellency the
Earl ot D., with the proper style of that rank), or His Ex-
ceUency Governor E.: -Your Excellency.— A Goocrnor ofa State or Territory (United States) as His Excellency the
Governor of F.: Sir.—A Judge of a State Court as The
Hon. G. H.: Sir.—A Justice of the Peace or Magistrate
On Great Britain) as K. L., Esq., J. P., or The Worshipful
K. L. (if above commoner's rank, then accordingly):
Your Worship.—A Justiceqf the Supreme Court q? the
Untied States as The Hon. L J. : Mr. Justice.—The Eing
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of England as The King's Most Excellent Majesty, or
Your Majesty ; May it please Yonr Majesty, or Sire.— A
King's Counsel as M. N., Esq., K. C. : Sir.— A Knight as
Sir O. P. (followed by the initials of his Order, or, in the
•case of a Knight-Bachdor, by Knt.) : Sir.— A ikeutemint-
Oovemor of a State (United States) as is a Judge of a State
Court— The Lord Chancellor of England as The Rt.
Hon. the Lord High Chancellor : My Lord, or Your Lord-
ship.— The Lord Chief Justice of England as The Kt.
Hon. the Lord Chief Justice of England : My Lord, or
Your Lordship.— A Lord JvMice of Appeal as The Bt
Hon. Lord Justice Q., or The Et. Hon. Sir E. S. : My
Lord, or Sir.— The L(yrd Lieutenant of Ireland as His
Excellency (or according to his rank of nobility) the Lord
Lieutenant : Your Exoellenoy, or according to rank.- A
Lard Mayor as The Et. Hon. the Lord Mgor of T. : My
Lord, or Youi' Lordship. Wife as The Et. Hon. the Lady
Mayoress: as a Baroness.- A Jfaid of Honour as The
Hon. TJ. V. : Madam.— A JIfarcAioness as The Most Hon.
the Marchioness of W.: Your Ladyship, or Madam.
Dowager as The Most Hon. Alice {or The Dowager),
Marchioness of W. ; Madam.—A Marquis OT Marquess as

The Most Hon. the Marquis of X. : My Lord Marquis, or

My Lord, or Your Lordship. Daughter as The Et. Hon.
the Lady (or The Lady alone) (Christian and surname)

:

Madam. (If married to one of inferior rank. The Et
Hon. the Lady Florence [husband's surname] : Madam).
Eldest Son and his Wife according to the courtesy title

assumed. Younger Son and his Wife as The Et. Hon. the
Lord Henry Y. : My Lord, or YourLordship ; The Et. Hon.
the Lady Henry Y. : Madam, or Your Ladyship.— The
Master of the Rolls as The Kt. Hon. Qiame or title), or The
Et. Hon. the Master of the EoUs : sir, or Judge (on the
Bench asMy Lord, orYour Honour).—A Mayor (Great Brit-
ain) (other than a LordMayor, which see, supra) as TheRt
Worshipful the Mayor of Z. : Su'. (United States)

His Honor W. W., Mayor of A. : Sir.— A Member of
a Colonial Ministry, etc., as The Hon. B. C. ; Sir (unless

of exalted rank, then accordingly).— A Member of Par-
liament as M. P. (these initisds following the ordinary
designation of the Member): Sir (or according to rank).
— A Minister (British Diploibatic Service) as D. E., Esq.,

(other titles according to rank) H. B. M. Minister (pr

Minister Resident) : Sir (or according to rank).— A jlfm-

ister iff the United States Abroad as F. G., Esq. : Sir.

—

A Minister to the United States, name, with title (if any)

:

Sir.

—

A Parish Priest at Rector (Roman Catholic Church)
as The Rev. N. O. : Your Reverence, or Eev. and Dear
Sir.— A Peer who is a Knight of the Garter, of the Thistle,

or of St Patrick, should have the initials K.G., K.T., or

K.P. appended to his name.— The Pope as His Holiness

Pius X : Your HolmesB, or Holy Father.—The President

of the United States as His Excellency the President of

the United States : Sir.— An Ex-President as is a Judge
of a State Court.- The Prime Minister of England bb-

cording to his rank, with the addition, after his name, of

Head of His Majesty's Government— A Prince as H. E.

H. the Prince of W., K. G., etc., or H. E. H. Brince Alfred,

or H. E. H. the Duke of E. : Your Eoyal Highness, or Sir.

— A Princess as H. E. H. the Princess of W., etc., or

H. E. H. Princess Alice, or H. E. H. the Duchess of S.

:

Your- Eoyal Highneas, or Madam.—A Privy Councillor as

The Rt Hon. T. U. : Sir. (It a Duke or Marquis, according to

rank.)—The Queen of England as The Queen's Most Excel-

lent Majesty: Your Majesty.orMay it please Your Majesty,
or Madam.— A Representative in Congress or in a State

Legislature as is a Judge of a State Court— The Secre-

tam of State (United States) as The Honorable the Secre-

tary of State : Sir.— A Senator (United States or State) as

is a Judge of a State Court— The Speaker (^ the House of
Commons as The Et Hon. A. B. : Sir.— The Speaker of
the United States House of Representatives or <^ a State

Assembly as is a Judge of a State Court- A Vicar-Oen-

eral as The Very Rev. C. D. : Very Eev. and Dear Sir.—

The Vice-President of the United States as The Honora-

ble E. F., Vice-President of the United States: Sir.—

A

Viceroy as His Excellency, followed by the usual form of

address for his particular rank irrespective of his position

as Viceroy, and by Viceroy and Governor-general of

India (or Viceroy and Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, as the

case may TobX— -kViscawnt as The Rt Hon. the Lord Vis-

count (or The Viscount) G. : Your Lordship, or My Lord.

Daughter as The Hon. (Christian and surname) : Madam.
(If married to a commoner, as The Hon. Mrs. H.) A Son

and his Wife as The Hon. L J. : Su- ; The Hon. Mrs. L J.

:

Madam.—A Viscountess as The Rt Hon. the Viscountess

K : Your Ladyship, or Madam. Dowager as The Et
Hon. Felicia, (or The Dowager) Viscountess of K.

:

Madam. The wives of British Ambassadors, Archbishops,

Bishops, Judges of Superior Courts, Lord Provosfa,

Mayors, and Members of Parliament, take no titles by

virtue of their husbands' offices, but only such as are

theirs by right of bu:th or marriage. The conclusion of a

lettermay generally consist of a repetition of the various

terms used in the address and superscription, in the

manner following, according to the class of communica^

tion : I have the honor to be. My Lord Duke, Your Grace s

most obedient and humble servant; or, Very Reverend

Sir, yourobedientservant—Formspecles. See*«M(M8.

Illusory foim, in math., indeteiminate form.— Inde-

tenulnate form. See MwJetermijiate.— Involution

form, in bacteriol., an organism which has assumed a

swollen, irregular outlme -vriiich does not correspond with

its typical shape.—Settlng-np form, in harra-rmlang, a

foimer or holder in which the staves are assembled toform

akeg or barreL It is adj ustable to various sizes of barrels

and IS fitted with suppoits for the first or lowest truss-hoop.

—Synclinal forma. See irsynclirua.—Tsv^iom, m
Kol., the species or specimen which is accepted bythe sys-

tematist as a type.—Vlftratloh form. See -kmbration.

form, V. I. trans. 6. In elect., to change (the

surface of the plates of a secondary or storage-

cell) by repeated charge and discharge, so that

they are in condition for use.

TL.intrans. 3. In eteci., to convert the active

material of the positive plate of a storage-cell

into lead monojrid or that of the negative plate

into spongy lead, either by the action of the

charging current or by direct chemical means.

formacdl (fdr'ma-kol), n. [forma(ldehyde) +
Gr. KdUa, glue.] Same a.aformalclshyde*gelaUn.
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formal, a. 11. Implicit; not active; latent;
virtual.

Prejudice is formal scepticism.
A. Collier, Clavis Universalis, x. 84.

Formal abduction. See -kabdwition.

formal^ (fdrm'al), n. A trade-name for formal-
dehyde.
formaldehyde (f6r-mal'de-hid), n. \form{ic)
+ aldehyde.'] A gas, CHoO.' it can be obtained in
several ways, as, tor example, by leading a mixture of
vapor of methyl-alcohol, CHiO, and air over a heated
platinum spiral. The solution is called, commer-
cially, formalin. It is a powerful disinfectant The
vapor, unlike sulphur dioxid, does not attack textiles,
furniture, etc.; therefore it is largely used for the
disinfection of rooms. Its solutions are extensively em-
ployed, as vapor and in solution, for the preservation of
food and anatomical specimens, and lor embalming. Also
called formic aldehyde, methyl aldehyde, or methanol.—
Formaldehyde bisnlplllte, a crysi^line compound re-
sulting from the action of formaldehyde upon sodium
bisulphite. It is used as an antiseptic—Formaldehyde
felatln, lamp. See -kgelatin, klam.p.—Tormal&s'b.y&i
annln-albumlnate ortannalbumlnate, ^compound

of tannin-albumin and formaldehyde which is insoluble
in the acid fluids of the stomach but is slowly split up
into its three components in the lower intestines. It is

an intestinal astringent and antiseptic—Formaldehyde
urea, a compound resulting from the interaction of forma-
lin and urea.

formaldehyde-generator (f6r - mal ' de -Md -

gen ''' e-ra-tor), n. An apparatus designed to
brlng'a mixture of the
vapor of methyl alcohol
(wood-alcohol) and air

in contact with heated
spongy or finely divided
platinum, whereby the
alcohol is oxidized to
formaldehyde: used in
disinfection. Methyl al-

cohol is placed in the recep-
tacle a, and drawn up there-

from by a wick which ends
just below the platinized
disks b, held in the cone-
shaped bottom of c. The
alcohol is lighted and allowed
to bum until the disks have
become heated. The Same
is then blown out, but the
vapor of the alcohol, mixed
with air, drawn in at the holes
d, in passing through the
disks, is oxidized, and the for-

maldehyde produced escapes
through the apertures «.

formaldehyde-regenerator (f6r-mal'de-hid-
rf-gen''''e-ra-fcor), n. An apparatus designed to

liberate formaldehyde
from its solution, or
some combination there-
of, and permit the es-
caping vapor to be con-
ducted into and be
diffused through a space
to be disinfected. Many
machines of this type have
been devised. The formalde-
hyde solution (formalin), with
calcium chlorid or glycerin or
both, is poured through the
orifice a, into the boiler b.

The latter contains partitions
c, which induce a circulation
of the liquid and a rapid evolu-
tion of formaldehyde vapor
when heat is applied to the
sides of the boiler by the
burners d, fed by alcohol from
the lamp e. The formalde-
hyde vapor is conducted
through the flexible hose and
nozle/, clamped at a, through
a-keyhole of the door closing
the room to be disinfected,
thus diffusing the vapor with-

out exposing the operator who superintends the action of

the machine.

formalesque (fdr-mal-esk'), «. \_formal +
-esgwi]. In landscape-gardening, noting that
style or spirit of treatment which is character-

ized by an essentially formal handling, being
dominated by the architecture or the engineer-

ing, while still retaiuing some natural features

;

not admittedly and designedly formal, but still

not unreservedly free and natural. L. S.
Bailey.

formalin (f6r'ma-lin), n. \_fdrmdl(dehyde) +
-in^.} A trade-name for aqueous or dilute

methyl alcoholic solutions of formaldehyde,
containing up to 40 per cent, of the latter.

formalina (f6T-ma-]i'na), n. [NL.] An iodine

derivative of formaldehyde. It has been used
for inhalation in cases of consumption. Also
called igazol.

formalin-gelatin (fSr'ma-lin-jeFa-tui), n.

Same as fiirmaldehyde *gelatin.

formalinize (f6r'ma-lin-ize), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

formalinised, ppr. formalinieing. [formalin +

Formaldehyde-grenerator.

Fonnaldehyde-regenerator.

formation

-*«e.] To add small amounts of formalin to, as
to cultures of typhoid organisms for the pur-
pose of killing them. The dead bacteria give
the same reaction as the living culture wnen
used in a Widal test.

formalith (f6r'ma-lith), n. [forma{lin) + Grr.

Aiflof, stone.] A trade-name for blocks of in-
fusorial earth soaked in formalin and used for
disinfecting.

formamidate (f6rm-am'i-dat), ». Iformamide
+ -atei.2 A salt of formamide, H.CONHg.
—Mercury formamidate, a soluble salt with a neutral
reaction. It does not coagulate albumen, and gives but
little pain when injected.

formamide (f6rm-am'id), n. lform(ate) +
amide.'] A colorless liquid, 0:CH.NH2, pre-
pared by heating ammonium formate.
formanilide (f6rm-an'i-lid), n. [form(ie) +
ardl^ + -ide^.] A colorless crystalline com-
pound, CgHsNH.COH, obtained by digesting
aniline with formic acid. It is antipyretic and
analgesic.

formant (fdr'mant), «. [Ij.formans (formant-),
ppr. of/ormare,"form: seeform,v.] hiphonol.,
the name given by Hermann to "the tone of

constant pitch for each vowel,—^independent
of the tone on which it is sung." ScripUi/re,

Exper. Phonetics, p. 39.

A vowel, according to him [Hermann], is a special
acoustic phenomenon, depending on the intermittent
production of a special partial, or 'formant,' or * charac-
teristiquc' The pitch of the 'formant ' may vary a little

without altering the character of the vowel.
V. C. McKendrick, in Nature, Dec 26, 1901, p. 187.

format (f6r-ma'), n. [F. format= It. formate
= G. format, shape and size of a book, < NIj.

"formatum, neut. of L./orMia^as, formed, pp. of
formare,iorm.] 1. In printing, the shape a.ni

size of a book, as, for example, duodecimo, oc-
tavo, quarto, folio, etc.— 2. In painting, en-

graving, etc., the relation between length and
breadth of surface.

formation, «., 4. (6) In the classification of
rook-masses as adopted by the United States
Geological Survey for cartographic purposes,,
the cartographic imit, or usually the ultimate
rock body separately named and mapped.—5.

In acol., a plant society or association. See
the extract and plant *formation.

Geologists, paleobotanists and a few botanists have
several times called attention during the past few years
to the persistent misuse by many ecologists of the word
'formation,' when referring to plant societies or associa-
tions. Regardless of the sanction of a century ... of
usage for 'formation ' in the geological sense, iiiey have
proceeded . . . to transplant the word, vi& Germany, into
English botanical literature.

Science, March 18, 1904, p. 467.

Barrlngtonia formation. See'kBarringtonia.—^Bona-
ventnre formation, a name given by Logan to a
heavy sheet of red conglomerates and sandstones which
unconformably overlie the Devonian and Silurian lime-
stones of Gasp6, Canada, and are regarded by him as
wholly of early Carboniferous age. It is named from the
island of Bonaventure, which is composed wholly of
these rocks. Later writers have assigned the lower por-
tion of these beds, which attain a thickness of several
thousand feet, to the Upper Devonian ; but they are all
deposits of lacustrine orestuarine origin, and are now re-
garded as representing one of the Old Red lakes which
were numerous in northern latitudes during Devonian*
and early Carboniferous times.

—

Boone formation, in
geol., a subdivision of the Carboniferous in Arkansas, re-
garded as equivalent to the Burlington and Lower Keo-
kuk '.groups. It attains a thickness of 250 feet and is

underlain by the Eureka shale and overlain by the
Wyman sandstone.—Bumun formation, in geol., the
lower division of the Jurassic formation in Queensland,
Australia.- Cape May formation, strata formed dur-
ing a portion of the Pleistocene period in New Jersey.
—Climatic formation, a plant formation the character
of whose vegetation is governed by atmospheric precipi-
tation. According to Schimper, the author of the distinc-
tion, climatic formations fall into three types

—

woodland,
grass-land, and desert. Opposed to edaphic itformation,
and alternatively termed district formation.—Closed
formation, a plant formation in which the ground is

completely occupied, as in a meadow.—Columbia for-
mation, in geol., a subdivision of the Quaternary forma-
tion of the Atlantic coastal plain and the Mississippi val-
ley, consisting of a series of subestuarine and submarine
deltas and associated delta-deposits. It is characterized
by wide-spread stratified deposits and associated terraces
whichare newer than the Lafayette formation.— Cultu-
ral plant formation, in phytogeog., an aggregation, in a
given region, of cultivated plants of one or of several spe-
cies as determined, on the one hand, by their adaptations,
and, on the otlier, by economic considerations. Weeds, as
governed by conditions of cultivation, are here included.—Dakota formation, in geol., a division of the Creta-
ceous system in the interior region of the United States.

It lies at the base of the series, and is largely composed
of lacustrine sandstones, with deposits of lignite and an
abundance of dicotyledonous leaves.

—

Decker Ferry
formation, in geol., a division of the Upper Silurian
rocks of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. It consists of the
Decker Ferry shale and the Decker Ferry sandstone of the
Pennsylvania Geological Survey, the Decker Ferry lime-
stone of that survey being a different formation. It is

regarded by New Jersey geologists as equivalent to the
Cobleskill (coralline) limestone of New York. It attains
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a thickness of 450 feet, and is underlain by the Bossard-
ville limestone and orerlain by the Rondout formation.
Its lower part is characterized by Chonetes jerseyensis.—
District fonnaUon. Same as cliTnatic it/ormation.—
EdaphlC formatloil, in j^hytogeog., a plant formation
the vegetation ofwhich is chieflydetermined by edaphic in-
fluences (see ^edaphic),—Heat Offoimatlon. See itheat.— IgnaclO formation, mgeol., a stratum of quartzite
near Silverton, Colorado, believed to be of Upper Cam-
brian age. W. Cross, Amer. Jour Sci., Oct, 1904, p. 249.—Kansan formation, in geol., glacial deposits form-
ing the lowest member of the Pleistocene.

—

Layered
formation, a plant formation in which different vegetar
tion forms succeed each other in strata. See -klayer, 7.—
Livingstone formation, in geol., the uppermost mem-
ber of the Cretaceous system in the Rocky Mountain re-
gion, lai^ely composed of volcanic sands in which have
been found some fresh-water and terrestrial Mollitsca,
and a large number of land plants.—Magothyforma'
tion, in 47^0^., a series of sands and gravels in the Chesa-
peake Bay region overlying the Potomac formation, from
which it is separated by a supposed plane of erosion. It
is regarded as pertaining to Cretaceous time

—

Manas-
quan formation, in geol., one of the divisions of the
Upper Cretaceous of the Atlantic border lying at the top
of the aeries and composed lai^ely of highly glauconitic
sand.—Maroon formation, in geol., a very thick series

of mixed arenaceous and calcareous sediments, belong-
ing to the Carboniferous period and occurring near
Aspen, Colorado.—Matawan formation, in geol., a
series of Upper Cretaceous sands and clays lying at the
bottom of ^e formation, attaining a tiucknesa of about
400 feet in New Jersey, but gradually thinning south-
ward. The fossils are wholly marine.

—

Monmouth
formation^ in geol., a division of the Upper Cretaceous
series of the Atlantic coast of Worth America resting
on the Matawan and overlain by the Rancocas division.

It consists largely of glauconitic sands with many fos-

sils.

—

Montana formation, in geoL, a division of the
Cretaceous rocks in the interior of ttie United States, re-

garded as lying above the Colorado and below the Liv-
ingstone formation. It is composed of lacustrine and
brackish water depc^its with coal seams and an abundant
terrestrial flora, and also carries occasional bands of
marine deposits.

—

Kegaunee formation, in geol., the
uppermost member of the Middle Marquette series in the
Marquette iron range of Michigan. It consists largely of
cherty iron carbonate and slate, and is penetrated by
numerous dikes of trap. The alteration of the cherty
iron carbonate under the influence of the meteoric
waters has produced ttie iron ores, which have been very
productive.

—

NeoshO formation, in geol., a formation
of Permian age in Kansas, immediately overlying the
uppermost coal-measures and consisting of limestone and
shale with many marine fossils (PseudoTnoTiotis, Pleuro'
phoms).—Open formation, a plant foimation in which
the ground is incompletely covered, as in a desert

—

Pampas formation, in geol., a deposit of Quaternary
age, similar to the loess, of both seolian and aqueous
origin, occurring in the pampas region of South America,
in wluch have been found fossil remains of gigantic
sloths (Megatherium and Mylodon) and armadillos (Pan-
ochthus and Glyptodon).—Pamnnkey formation, in
geol., Uie Kocene deposits of Maryland, consisting of
clays, greensand marls, sands, and limestones. They are
divided, on lithic and biotic differences, as follows : at
the base, the Aquia Creek stage with Fiscataway and
Pospotansa substagee, and above, the Nanjemoy stage
with Fotapaco and Woodstock substages. The fauna has
throughout a sublittoral expression and consists chiefly

of moUusks with Foramina/era, Bryozoa, some corals,

ostracodes, flsh, and a few reptilian remains. DartoTi,
189L— Fatagonian formation, in geol., a series of
clays, sandstones, and limestones of Lower Miocene age
in Argentina and Patagonia, which contain an abundant
marine invertebrate fauna closely allied to that of the
Miocene beds of Australia and New Zealand. It overlies
the Pyrotherium beds and is overlain by the continental
vertebrate-bearing beds of the Santa Cruz Miocene
formations.— Fatnxent formation, in geol., a series of
variegated sands and clays typically developed in the
basin of the Patuxent river, Maryland, and fonning the
basal member of the Potomac group. With a thickness
of 60-100 feet they overlap the Algonkian crystallines

' and the Newark sandstones and shales, of all of which
tiiey constitute the redeposited residuals, and they
are themselves overlain by the clays of the Arundel
formation. The contained fossils are almost wholly
restricted to plant remains and afford indecisive evi-

dence as to the Upper Jurassic or Lower Cretaceous
age of the formation. See Potomac -kformation.— Pen-
sanken formation, in geol., a series of clays, sands,
gravel, and boulder beds of Mid-pleistocene age, typically
developed in a broad shallow trough extending across
New Jersey in a northeasterly direction from the head of
Delaware Bay to Raritan Bay. These beds unconform-
ably overlie the Precambrian crystallines, Triassic sand-
stones, and the Cretaceous and older Tertiary beds, and
their materiids are the products of disintegration of the
older rocks at tlte north as well as of the country rocks of

of the vicinity, all deposited from swiftly moving water
carrying floating tea

—

Plant formation, in phytogeog.,

originaUy (Grisebach, 1838) an assemblage of plants, of
one or of a plurality of species, which forms a distinct

uid complete feature of the landscape: in ecological

plant geography (see -kphytogeography), an assemblage
of plants occupying a congenial station, that ii^ inhabi-

ting an area marked by a special sum of ecological con-

ditions, and determined by l^eir adaptations to life in

such an environment, therefore considered biolc^cally

not taxonomically. The formation is the phytc^eograph-

ical unit ; but since the unit may be taken in a broader

or narrower view, the application of the term has greatly

varied and th^ has induced attempts to introduce a more
precise terminology. Wanning dropped 'formation' in

favor of a term tnuislated sometimes a^ociation, some-
tunes society, applying this to t^e imits of his classifica-

tion, which was based on water-content of the soiL

Schihiper subdivided formations into climatic and
edaphic, the latter coirespondmg to Warmhig's 'associ-

ations,' and it is nearly with ihe latter equivalence that

'formation,' used without qualification, now seems to be

applied. See -kassociation, 4, plant association, under

•kassociation, and itregion, a—PotOmac fOimatlon, in

geal^ a series of clays, sands, and conglomerates lying at
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the base of the Cretaceous system along the inner edge

of the middle Atlantic coastal plain region, and attaining

its greatest development in Maryland. The deposits are

almost wholly of fresh-water and estuarine origin, and
p(»tions contein an abundant fiora of early Cretaceous

expression, together with some brackish-water moUusks,
fishes, plesiosauTB, and dinosaurs. The series has been
dividea into the lower Patuxent and Arundel stages

which may be of late Jurassic age, and the upper
PatapBco and Baritan stages which are of Lower Creta-

ceous age.—Rancocas formation, in geol., a division of

the Upper Cretaceous in New Jersey lying above the
Monmouth and below the Manasquan divisions, and con-

sisting chiefly of greensand marls carrying many fossils.

—^Raritan formation, in geol., a subdivision of the
Lower Cretaceous (Potomac group) of the Atlantic coast

region extending from New Jersey into Maryland and
attaining a thiclmess of 500 feet. It is underlain by the
Patapsco formation and overlain by the Matawan forma-
tion, and is characterized in New Jersey by plant remains
and a few brackish-water moUuscan shells.

—

Salt forma-
tion, a series of related strata containing beds of rock
salt or brina-Santa Cruz formation, in geol., a
division of the Tertiary series, in southern South
America lying above the Patagonian and remarkable
for the profusion in number and variety of its mam-
malian rdhiains which represent a fauna of austral
type strongly contrasted with contemporary faunas of
northern latitudes. It is regarded as of Miocene age.

—Soudan formation, in geol., a series of fragmental
sediments, jaspers, and iron ores of the Archsean era,

in the Vermilion iron range of Minnesota.

—

Star for-
mation, in geol., a division of the Carboniferous
limestone in Australia.-Timl)er Creek formation,
in geol., a series of sandstones and limestones at the
base of the Upper Cretaceous m Texas.—Trinity for-
mation, in geol., the lower division of the Comanche
series of the Texan Lower Cretaceous series, comprising
the Travis Peak, Glenrose, and Paluxy beds. The formar
tion consists of conglomerates, sands, and limestones,
with abundant moUuscan fossils.—Tolarosaformation,
in geol., a series of sandy marls containing fresh-water
shells of Pliocene age, overlying the Tertiary Otero marls
in southeastern New Mexico.

—

Toscaloosa formation,
in geol., a series of clays and sands, aggregating 1,000
feet in thickne^ forming tbe basal member of the Creta*
ceons system in westmi Alabama and northeastern
Mississippi, and probably equivalent in part to the Bari-
tan of New Jersey and the Patapsco of Maryland.

—

Tascan formation, in geol., a series of volcanic
tuffs of Miocene age capping the lone forma-
tion in the Sacramento valley of California.

—

Walpara formation, in geol., a rock series in the Can-
terbury district of New Zealand believed to representthe
Upper Cretaceous and possibly some of the older Tertiary
formations. It consists of conglomerates which attain
a thickness of 8,000 feet, sandstones, and shales, and con-
tains numerous plant remains, fishes, and saurians.

—

Washita formation, in geol., the highest division of
the Lower Cretaceous deposits of Texas, resting on the
Fredericksburg group, and subdivided into the Preston,
Fort Worth, Denison, and Shoal Creek beds, in ascending
order.-Weber formation, in geol., a series of thin-bed-
ded carbonaceous limestones and slmles of the Carbonif-
erous period, occurring near Aspen, Colorado.

formatol (f6r'ma-t61), n. {form(dldehyde) +
-rtfei + -oZ,] A disinfecting and antiseptic
dusting-powder containinff formaldehyde.
formatore (fdr-ma-to're), w.; -pi, formatori
(-re), [It., a former.] One who models in
wax or plaster.
When found, one side of the skull and some fragments

of limb-bones were all that was exposed ; but the skilful
removal of the matrix by Mr. J. Hall, assistant/ormatore
in the Museum, has revealed most of the skull, t^e upper
surface of the pelvis, and the femur.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 776.

formatory (f6r'ma-to-ri), a. [NIi. *formato-
ritts, <L. /or/ware, torin: seeformjV,'} Tending
or serving to form. Buskin,
fonnene (fdr'men), n, {Jbrm (ic) + -en«.]
Same as methane.

former^, w., 2. (&) One of a number of ap-
pliances and machines used in bending and
shaping sheet-metal into tubes, cylinders,
boxes, and other forms. For making cylindrical
blanks for round vessels and pipes, the machines employ
long bending-rolls in groups of three, the sheet-metal
being bent to the right diameter by the size and adjust-
ment of the rolls. Small machines using two short rolls
having irregular faces are used in forming blanks for
pepper-boxes, candlesticks, and other smsul cylindrical
vessels. Forming-machines for making square or triangu-
lar blanks for boxes and pipes are properly sheet-metal
bending-machines. Wire-forming machines, used in mak-
ing wire rings, handles, and bails, all use rolls or sections
of cylinders round which the wire is bent to give it the
proper shape.

3. The templet used for the cutting of gear-
teeth ; the guide used for giving desired mo-
tion to the cutter when forming or cutting ir-

regularly shaped pieces in a profiling-machine.—4. In elect, a frame upon which the coils of
certain types of armatures and transformers
are wound.—Line-former, two concentric strips of
brass leads, usedbyjob-printerstokeepin proper position
lines of type arranged fora curve.—Moldlne-fotmer, an
appliance for reproducing the exact form <n any molding
or irregular surface. It consists of a large number of thin
metal strips inclosed in a frame. Placed over the molding,
or horizontally against it, the outer ends conform to ihe
surface on which they rest and reproduce its form. A bind-
ing-screw holds the strips in place when removed from the
molding.— Sllp-roU former, a former in which one of
the rolls can be released from the machine for conveni-
ence in slipping the finished blanks off the end of t^e roll.— Square-pan former, a tinman's stake for bending
the edges of tin-plate in niaklBg baking-pans, etc.

formula

former-wound (fdr'm^r-wouna;, a. In elect.,

wound upon a former or frame "-afore being
mounted : said of certain types of armature-
coils.

Formic aldehyde. Same as formaldehyde.
Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., XIV. 1070.

formicarious (for-mi-ka'ri-us}, a. [NL. *for-
micarius: seeformicarium.'] BelongiDg to or
resembling an ants' nest or formicary. Annals
and Mag. Nat. Hist,, Oct., 1903, \u 427.

formicary, n. II. a. Of or pertaining to ants
or an ant-bill or community: as, formicary
routine. Tlie Atlantic, Feb., 1892, p. 180.

formicate (f6r'mi-kat), v. i.; pret. and pp.
formicated, ppr. formicating. [L. formicate,
swarm as ants, (.formica, an ant.] To swarm
(in the manner of ants). Lowell.

formicide^, n. [NL. ^formicida for *formicicida,
< formica, ant, + cmdere, kill.] One who or
that which kills autsj a substance destruc-
tive to ants.

In the coffee regions the damage done by them is so
serious that the Brazilian Government at one time offered
a large premium for a successful/ormtcida or ant exter-
minator.

Van Hise, U. S. Geol. Surv. Monc^raphs, XLVII. 45fi.

formicivorous (for-mi-siv'o-rus), a. [L. for-
mica, ant, + vorare, devour.] Feeding on
ants : a term applied to certain birds and mam-
mals such as the flickers and ant-eaters.

formin (fdr'min), n. Same as *urotropin.

forming-macliine, n., 2. (&) In hat^maUng,
a felt-forming machine. It is the second machine
used in the proce^ of hat-making and follows the blov-
ing-machine. It consists of an ah>tight chamber having
an air-inlet at the top and an air-outlet at the bottom.
When ready for use a hollow cone or form of peitorated
metal is placed in the chamber in such a position that it

covers the outlet, so that when an air-suction or exhaust
is started all the air must be drawn tiirough the perfora-
tions of the cone. When the chamber is closed and the
exhaust started, a blast, bearing a cloud of loose hair
from the blowing-machine, is turned on and the floating

hair gathers in afilm on the former, being pressed down by
th^air pressure and held in place by the suction through
the perforations. When this film is sufficiently thick, tJie

blast and exhaust are cut off, the chamber is opened,
and the former is removed and plunged into water, when
the film readily slips off in the shape of a felt cone the
exact shape of the former and ready for the next process
of working and matting together to form a felt hat^

body. See blovrifi^-m4ichine.— Lock-formlng machine,
a machine for making the hook or lock on parallel edges
of the blanks used in making the bodies of cans. It con-
veys each blank to themachine, clamps it, forms the hook,
and releases and delivers the finished blank at a high
speed.

forming-rolls (f6r'ming-rols), n. The rolls

used in a forming-machine; also, the machine
itself.

forming-tool (fdr'ming-tol), n. In tnachine-

shop practice, a shaped cutter used in a lathe
to give a special shape or form to a piece of
work.
form-maker (fdrm'ma^^r), n. One who works
at a brake, in a cracker factory, forming the
dough into sheets to be run on the cutting-
machine.
formoform (for'mo-form), TO. lform(atdehyde)
+ form(ic).^ A dusting-powder consistiug of
starch, zinc oxid, thymol, and formaldehyde.
formol (fdr'mol), n. Same as '^formalin.

formopyrin (fdr-mo-pi'rin), w. \_form{alde~
hyde) + {anti)pyrin.'] A white crystalline
compound obtained by the action of formalde-
hyde on antipyrin. It is antipyretic and an-
tiseptic.

formpse (f6r'm6s), to. [form(aldehyde) + -ose.]

A mixture of at least two substances formed
by the polymerization of formaldehyde under
the influence of calcium oxid. It contains a
sugar, CeHigOe-
form-quality (fdrm'kwol 'i-ti), to. In psychol

,

that which gives to a group of elementary
mental processes a certain perceptual or idea-
tional form, or indicates the specific group-
arrangement: regarded by certain authors as
a positive ideational content, appearing in
consciousness together with such ideational
complexes as are composed of separable ele-
ments, but referred by others to the laws of
association and the selective activity of atten-
tion. The term was introduced by C. von
Ehrenfels in 1890.

In a very great variety of mental complexes, over and
above the elements into which the complex falls, there
remains, he insists, a mental factor which is a necessary
and characteristic feature of the complex,— someUiing
which may remain unchanged even though all the ele-
ments be altered. This new factor, this 'positive idea-
tional content*' is thef<yrmrqualiiy.

Amer. Jour. Psychol, XIIL 276.

formula, w.— cippoiettl'e. D'Arcys, Pirancls'B, etc,
fOimula, various algebraic foimulae devised by the



formola
authors vhoBe names are given, to express the quantity
ol How of water in terms of length, depth, etc., in
a measuring-device.— Constitutional or structural
formula, a formula expressing not only the kind and
number of atoms in the molecules of any substance, but
also their arrangement or order of attachment to each
other. Seegraphicfonmuia.— Tieacaxtes's fonunla, in
optici, the trigonometrical statement of the relation
between the angles of incidence (i) and of refraction (r),

viz. : -;— = n, where n is the index of refraction. This
sm r

is known as SneU's law, but the statement of it in the
above form is attributed to Descartes.

—

Dimensional
formula, an algebraic expression indicating the manner
in which the three fundamental quantities of any system
of measurements— usually length, mass, and time— enter
into any derived physical quantity. Thus the dimen-
sional formula of a force is LMT-a.— Euler's formula.
(b) In geom., F + 8 = E + 2. In any convex polyhedron
the number of faces increased by the number of summits
exceeds by two the number of edges.- Feolmer'S
formula, Feolmer'S fundamental formula, in pin^-

chophys., the formula dS = e—, where S stands for

intensity of sensation, iJ for stimulus, and o for a constant
value.— Feolmer'S measurementformula, Feolmer'S

s
metric formula, in psychophys,, the formula S = J: log —

>

where S is a sensation of given intensity, i is a constant
value, a is the stimulus which evokes S, and r is the
liminal value of this stimulus. If we make r = 1, the
formula becomes S = k log S.— Ferrel's gradient
formula. See *gra<Uent.--F0Tm\ila, Of Avemarlus,
an empirical formula for the electromotive force of a
thermo-electric couple, proposed by M. P. Avemarlus of

Kief (1863). It has the form ^

E(t, - 1,
) = b (t,- 1,) -t- c (ti= - ti),

where E is the electromotive force, ti and t2 are tempera,
tures of the junctions, and b and c are constants which
dependuponthemetalS6mployed.—FormillaOf Stefan.
See Stefan's *!fflMi.—Fourler-Bessel formula, a formula
expressing the algebraic sum of a series of sines and
cosines of successive multiples of a unit angle. The
coefficients and angles may be so adjusted that the sum
total shall represent the observed variations of any natural
phenomenon. It serves as an interpolation formula if the
observed quantities are not governed by any known law,

but as a serial development if the natural law Is known.—Fresnel's formula. See reflection *eg"i«i8io«s.— Gal-
ton's formula, aformula of natality (which see) devised
by Francis Galton.

If we denote the paternal age by p, the maternal by m,
and the degree of natality by n, the formula is

m -I- p + n = 91i
n= 91i — (m-l-p);

that is to say, the natality can with satisfactory reliability

be estimated to be equal to the difference between the

age of both parents taken together and the number QIJ.

Philos. Trans. Bay. Soc. (London), 1895, ser. B, p. 847.

Garrod's formula. See muscle */oraMrfffl.— Green's
formula, an equation for the distribution of magnetism
in a cylinder acted ujron by a uniform external force

parallel to its axis. It is

pj _px
_ a - a

\ = irirXpa •
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and — the absence of the ambiens. For example, A B
X + showed that the first three muscles and the ambiens
were present—Nerve formula, a method of noting the
arrangement of the spinal nerves, especially in the lower
vertebrates, such as fishes, where some of the nerves of the
pectoral and pelvic girdles have been fused, thus lessen-
ing their apparent number.—Neumann's formula. See
reflection -kequations.— Flialailgeal formula, a method
01 expressing the number of joints or phalfuiges in the
digits of either the fore foot or hind foot, the enumeration
being from the innermost digit outward.

The phalatigeal formyla is 2, 3, 4, 5, 4.

Osbom, The Reptilian Subclasses Diapsida

Folsson'B formula, t*""* Synapsida.

rf'V £fV J'\ _

ix' iy' .Jza
V2V = ^"V = inp,

pl Pl

where A is the linear density of free magnetism at a dis-

tance X from the middle of the cylinder, whose radius is

a and length 2 1, A is the coefficient of magnetization, X
the magnetizing force, and p a constant.

—

Heron's
formula, ,

A = Vs(8-a)(s-b)(s-c),

where s = i (a -I- b + c), and A = area of any triangle.

—

Holman's formula, the equation,

S' e = mt°,

which expresses the relation between the electromotive

force of a thermo-element and the temperature of the

hot junction. In this formula e isthe electromotive force

for a difference of temperature of 1° C, and t the tem-

perature to be measured, and m and n are constants.

-Hypsometric formula, the formula H= -log ,

where B is the pressure (in centimeters of mercury) and S

the density (referred to mercm^) of the air at the earth's

surface ; H centimeters the height, and y the atmospheric

pressure at tlie elevation H.—Lambert'sformula, a for-

mula for obtaining the mean wind dii'eotion from a table of

observed directions, namely,

E-'W + (]yE + SE-SW-lfW) COB 45°

**" *~N - S -t- (NB +NW- SB - SW) cos i-V

where d> is the angle between the north and the

mean wind direction measured round by east—
Le Cliateller'S formula. See Le Chatelier's *law
cfradiation.— JHoaeley'S formula, in naval arch., an

expression for the dynamical stability or the work done in

inclining a vessel to a given angle. It considers the im-

mersed and the emerged wedges of equal volume formed

by the load-water planes in the upright and inclined posi-

tions and the distances of their centers of volume from the

inclined water-plane. The product of the sum of these

distances by the ratio of the volume of awedge to the total

volume of the under-water hull is diminished by the prod-

uct of the versed sine of the angle of inclination and the

distance between the center of gravity and the center of

buoyancy in the upright position. The resultant quantity

multiplied by the displacement or weight of the vessel is

the work done in inclining the vessel to the given angle.

—Muscle formula, a plan devised by A. H. Garrod for

expressing by letters and symbols the presence or absence

of certain leg-muscles used by him in claasifying birds.

The letters A B X Y represented respectively the femoro-

caudal, accessory femorocaudal, semitendinosus, and ac-

cessory semitendinosus, while + indicated the presence

where p is a function of x, y, z, the coordinates of a point
in space, and V may denote tempei-ature, or concentration
of a solution,or electric andmagnetic potential,or the New-
tonian potential due to an att^racting mass, etc.

—

Stans-

field's formula, the equation T^=aH-b, which ex-

presses the relation between the electromotive force of a
thermo-element, used for the measurement of high temper-
atures, and the temperature. T is the absolutetemperature
of thehotjunction, Ethe electromotive force when the cold
junction is in boiling water, and a and b are constants.—
Structuralformula. Seegraphicformula.—Van der
Waal's formula. See Van der Waal's *equation.

formulary, n. 3. A collection of medical
formute.
formulistic (fdr-mu-lis'tik), a. {_fornmla+-ist
+ -ic.] Consisting of a, formula; adhering or
conformingto some recognized formula ; taken
from the recognized form or formula.

The sacred myths have a constant bearing upon /ormtt-
listie prayers and observances.

Sep, Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-98, p. 231.

fornix, n. 4. In topical geom., a part of a sur-
face which, in conjunction with another simi-
lar part which inseparably accompanies it,

increases the oyclosis of the surface by two.
If cut away, it would leave two holes in the surface.
Viewed from one side of the surface, it appears as a tubu-
lar bar (however much distorted or knotted) bridging the
space from the edge of one hole to that of the other and
leaving a transverse tunnel ' beneath formed by the
twin f(»:nix; while viewed from the other side it appears
a£ a tunnel joining one hole to the other with a trans-
verse bridge above formed by the twin fornix.— Fornix
longns, a term sometimes used as a synonym for the
arched portion of the fornix in the mammalian brain.
Cei'tain of the fibers are supposed to originate in the gyrus
fomicatus.

fortescue (fSr'tes-kii), n. [Appar. from a sur-
name Fortescue, whence by a popular adapta-
tion the torm forty-skewer, as alluding to the
many sharp spines. But some consider/ort?/-
skewer to be the original.] A seorptenoid fish,

Pmitaroge marmorata,' ionndi in Australian
waters.

Fortescue, or 40-skewer, a fish of New South Wales, Pen-
taroge marmorata, Cuv. and VaL, family Scorpeenidse

;

called also the Scorpion, and the Cobbler. All its names
allude to the thorny spines of its fins. The name Fmies-
cu« is an adaptation of Forty-skewer by the law of Hobson-
Jobson. M. JE. Morris, Austral English.

Fortification lines, the edge of a zigzag luminous figure
sometimes observed subjectively during an attack of
megiim.

Fortified milk. See *millc

fortoin (f6r't6-in), n. lfor(tnaldehyde) + (co)-
taim]. A yellow, tasteless crystalline com-
pound obtained by the action of formaldehyde
oneotoin. Itisusedasauintestinalastringent
in diarrhea.

Fort Pierre group. See *group^.
fortress, >>-The fortress. Same as -kSebastopol.

fortuitisio, n. 2. The doctrine that a tendency
in the universe toward a certain direction of
developmentmaybe accounted for by continual
fortuitous changes, combined with an inherent
possibility of an indefinite sum of change in the
direction which development takes and an
inherent impossibility of an indefinite sum of

change in the opposite direction. The case is

supposed to be analogous to that of a large number of

gamblei'S playing against one another. Some of them are

ruined from time to time and drop out of the game ; and
thus the average capital of those who remain tends to

Fortuitous variation. See *variaiion.

forty, «.— Half forty. See *half.

forty-legs (f6r'ti-legz), n. AnAustralianmyria-

pod, Cermatia ot Seutigera smithii.

forty-skewer (f6r'ti-skii'6r), n. Same as

'^fortescue.

forty-spot (f6r'ti-spot), n. A shrike, Parddlotus
quadragintus, one of the diamond-birds. [Aus-
tralia.]

forward^. I. a Forward glance, in cricket, a
glance-stroke played forward ; a stroke by which the ball

fa turned in its course, usually to the leg side, by playing

forward with the surface of the bat held slantwise.— For-
ward play, in cricket, the act of stocking or stopping the

bowling 'by stepping forward with the left foot and meet-
ing the ball soon after it has pitched.

Fothergilla

n. «. In foot-ball, baslcet-iall, and other
games, a player in the frontline of the team.
forward^, adv. 4. In cricket, in front of the
batsman's vricket: said of a fielder's position.

forwarding-yard (f6r'ward-ing-yard), «. See
*drill^ara.

fosfate, fosfatic, etc. Simplified spellings of
phosphate, etc.

fosforic, fosforus, etc. Simplified spellings of
phosphoric, etc.

foss, n. A simplified spelling otfosse.

fOSSal, ».—Amjrgdalold fossa, the interval between
the pillars of the fauces occupied by the tonsil.— Crota^
pUtefOSSa. See ircrotaphite.—Douglaa'afoSBa., Same
as rectovaginalpouch (v/nich see, jmderpouch).— Epigas-
tric fossa, (a) The urachal fossa, (d) The pit of the
stomach.

—

Euimold fOSSa, a groove on the cribriform
plate of the ethmoid bone in which lies the olfactory lobe.—Eustachian fossa, a sulcus in the petrous portion of

the temporal bone which lodges a part of the Eustachian
tube.— Fossa capitis femorls, the depression on the
head of the femur giving attachment to the ligamentum
teres.—Fossa cerebellL See occipital fossee.—TOBSa,
COBtallS, depression on the body of a vertebra where it

articulates with one of the ribs.

—

Fossa Intercondylql-
dea. Same as interoondyloid fossa. See intercondyloid.
— Fossa Of Rolando, a groove which marks the division

between the parietal and frontal lobes of the brain.—Fossa sella. Same as pituitary /o«8(t.— Harderlan
fossa, the depression in advance of the orbit in which
the Harderian gland is lodged. See sriand.—Hypogas-
tric fossa, a depression on the inner surface of the ante-

rior abdominal wall between the hypogastric folds.

—

Hy-
potrochanteric fossa, a depression below the trochanter
of the femur, well marked in the anthropoid apes and in
certain of the lower races of man.— uitercondylold
fossa. See intercondyloid.— Lacerate fossa, an open-
ing in the wall of the orbit of the eye, just above the
alisphenoid : more or less irregular in shape, whence the
name.—Mastoid fossa, a depression for the lateitil sinus
on the inner surfaoe of the mastoid poi-tion of the tem-
poral bone.— Mesencephalic fossa, in omith., the de-
pression in the cranium which contains the olfactory
lobes and adjoining parts of the brain constituting the
mesencephalon.— MetencephaliC fossa, in omith., the
depression in the floor of the cranium which contains the
medulla.- Olfactory fossa, the depression on the inte-

rior of the cranimn which contains ttie olfactory lobes.

—

Patellar fossa, (a) See patellar, (b) A depression in
the hyaloid membrane of the eye on a level with the en-
trance of the optic nerve.— Popliteal fossa, the degres-
sion on the posterior face of the femur, near its distal

end.— Quadratojugal fossa, the name given by PyoiiTx
to the triangular space in the skull of a bird, bounded on
the outside by the slender quadratojugal, on the inside
by the palatine, and in front by the end of the maxil-
lary. Trans. Zool. Soc. London, 1900, p. 185.— Sub-
trochanteric fossa, the deep pit on the posterior
side of the proximal end of a bird's humerus. When the
humerus is pneumatic the pneumatic foramina open in
this fossa.—Supraclavicular fossa, (a) See supraela-
vicvZar. (b) Tne depression between the sternal and the
clavicular origins of the stemomastoid muscle.

—

Supra-
condyloid fossa, a depression on the femur between the
internal tuberosity and the internal supracondyloid
tubercle.

—

Sylvian fossa, a depression on the under
surface of the brain within the fissure of Sylvius con-
taining the insula.-Tonsillar fossa. Same as amygda-
loid -kfossa.—Urachal fossa, a depressed space on the
inner surface of the anterior abdominal wall between the
urachus and the hypogastric artery.

fossette, n. 3. A hollow of considerable depth
in the grinding-face of a tooth, more or less
completely,surrounded by enamel folds : typi-
cally shown in such a tooth as the molar of a
rhinoceros. See cut under *tooth.

fossiform (fos'i-fSrm), a. [L. fossa, ditch, -t-

forma, form.] Having the form of a fossa or
pit; pit-shaped.

Fossil oil, an early name for petroleum. Dialect Notes,
IL vi.

—

Fossil ore. See Clinton ore, under ore.—
Fossil rain-marks, scars made in the soft mud or
sand by rain, which, before being obliterated, were
covered by a layer of sediment that preserved them, the
whole being subsequently compacted into rock.

—

Fossil
rlver-cbannel, a former river channel buried beneath
later formations.—Fossll water, water contained in
rocks of sediment£u*y origin, especially that part of
such water which is regarded as having been derived
from the sea and incorporated in the muds at the time
the sediments were laid down.

fossula, n. (6) In anat., one of the numerous
sligjht depressions on the surface of the brain.

fostite (fos'tit), n. [{sv,l)phost{eat)ite.'\ A
trade-name for cupric sulphate converted into
a dusting-powder, for application to plants as

a fungicide, by being soaked np in solution
by an inert mineral powder, such as soap-
stone, and dried. Also known as cupric steatite

and sulphosteatite.

F. 0. T. An abbreviation of free on tntck.

[Eng.]

Fothergilla (foTH-6r-gil'a), ». [NL. (Murray,

1774), named in honor of John Fothergill (1713-

1780), an English physician and botanist.] A
genus of shrubs ofthe fa,im\j SamameUdacese.
It is distinguished from related genera by having apet-

alous flowers in terminal spikes, a bell-shaped and 5- to

7-lobed calyx, numerous stamens, and the fruit a 2-parti-

tioned and 2-seeded capsule. There are three species of

the southern Alleghany region, two of which, F. Carolina
{f. Oardeni of Murray) and F. major, are planted for

ornament The former is sometimes known as witcA-otdtr.



fotograf

fotograf, fotografer, etc. Simplified spell-

ings ot photograph, etc.

fotometer, fotometric, ete. Simplified spell-

ings of photometer, etc.

fototype, fototypic. Simplified speUings of
phototype, phototypio.

Foucault prism. See *prism.
Foucault's method. See *method Skud velocity

of *light.

foujdar (fouj'dar), n. [Also fousdar, phous-
dar; < Hind. Pers. faujddr, a military com-
mander, < Pers./a«;", a regiment, + ddr, one
who holds.] Formerly, in Persia, a military
officer; in India, under the Mogul govern-
ment, an officer who had charge of the police

and erimiaal matters. [Anglo-Indian.]
fonjdari (fouj-da're), n. [Hind, faujdan, <

faujddr : see foujdar.^ In India, a local native
court of justice.

Fool block, a block in which the rope has jammed.

—

Fool chain. Same as/ou2 Aawse.—Fonl coast, a coast

which is lined with reds and breaJceis.— Foul ground,
a harbor in which rocks, shoals, or wrecks endanger navi-

gation.—Foul hand, in poker, a hand containing more or
fewer than five cards, any part of whicli has been lifted

or looked at—Foul ttp, in hate-haU, a pitched ball just

tipped by the batsman^ dub, so that its direction and
speed are not appreciably altered.—Foul water (nouC.).

(o) Water in which the bottom mud and sand rises to the
surface. See to mafcefovi water, (b) Water which shows
unequal soundings, (c) Water resting on a bottom of

rocks and shoals.—Foul wind {rmut.}, a head wind.

foul-lines (foul'Knz), n. pi. In iase-ball, lines

drawn from the outer comer of the home plate
along the outer edge of first and third hases
to >the boundaries of the ground. See fottP-,

n., 2.

foundation, n. 9. In ship^bmlding, any part
of a ship's structure which is bnUt up or spe-
cially reinforced to support heavyweights, as
engines and boilers, turrets, guns, boat-cranes,
ete.

foundation-bolt (foun-da' shou-bdlt), n. A
large and heavy bolt used to secure the base
of steel columns to the foundation stones or to
secure heavy machinery to a floor.

foundation-plate (foun-da'shgn-plat), n. X.

A bed-plate for a steam-engine or heavy ma-
chine, usually of oast-iron.— 2. An anvil or
base-plate u^on which ornaments are arranged
in a stamping- or embossing-press.—3. A
plate used in a foundation which is built up
of plates and angles, as the engine founda-
tions in a ship.

foundation-stop (foun-da'shgn-stop), n. See
stopK 6.

founder^, v. i. 4. In golf, to drive the ball

into the ground by turning in the face of the
club when striking.

founder-shaft (foun'd^r-shaft), n. In mining,

the original shaft for a mine. [Sng.]
foundry-proof (foun' dri- prof), ra. The last

proof of composed type, supposed to be nearly
free from fault. The i)roof-reader of the printing-
house reads it for the detection ot unnoticed typograph-
ical blemishes. When the type is not electrotyped or
stereotyped it is called tUe prea^proo/.

fountain, n. 8. A fountain-shell or watering-
pot shell ; any shell of the genus Aspergillum.
—Fountain decussation, a decussation of nerve-flbers

of the crura cerebri beneath the posterior longitudinal
fasciculus.

fountain-brush (foun'tSn-bmsh), n. A mark-
ing, painting, or stenciling brush having a res-

ervoir in the handle for ink or paint. Pressure
upon a button at the end of the handle releases enough
iiDc to wet the brush. When the brush is worn out it can
be removed from the handle and a fresh brush affixed.

fountain-dues (foun'tan-diiz), n.^l. Naut,
the amount of money charged against a vessel

for furnishing her with fresh water while in

harbor and filling her water-tanks for sea.

fountain-pump (foun' tan-pump), n. A pump
for throwing a spray like a fountain, for use
on a lawn or for spraying trees.

fountain-syringe (foun^tan-sir^inj), n. A
rubber hag terminating ina flexible tube, with
appropriate tip for the administration of

urethral, vaginal, or rectal injections.

foimtain-tree (foun'tan-tre), n. The deodar,

Cedrus Deodara. See deodar.

Fouquieriaceae (fo-ki-a^ri-a'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Dumortier, 1829), < Fouquieria + -acese.'] A
family of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants

of the order Hypericales, consisting of the

the single -genus Fouquieria (which see).

fouquieriaceous (f6-ki-a-ri-a'shius), a. Belong-

ing to the plant family Fouquieriacese.

four n. 7. In cricifcet, a boundary; also, a ball

hit by the batsman, which reaches the boun-

dary, thus scoring four runs. See *fourer.
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Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 314

—

Four np and three

to play in goV, noting the score of a player when he has

four holes to the good, and there remain only three holes

to be played: he wins the match.—Long fours, candles

about eight inches long, weighing four to the pound.—
Short fours, candles from four to five mches long, weigh-

ing four to the pound.

fourchette,« 5. The combination in one hand
of the cards immediately above and below the

one led, such as queen and 10 over a jack.

—Imperfect fourchette, the combination in one hand
of the card immediately above and that nert below the

card led : as, queen, 9 on a jack led.

fourchite (fSr'shit), n. [Fourche Mountain,
Arkansas, + -Jte^.] An olivin^ee monchi-
quite; a dark porphyry or non-porphyritic

aphanite with hornblende or pyroxene in a
more or less glassy ground-mass. It occurs in

dikes.

four-coupled (f6r'kup''ld), a. Having four driv-

ing-wheels coupled or connected by side-rods,

as the standard American passenger-engine
which has two such drivers on each side.

four-course (for'kors), re. In farming, acourse
of crop-rotation which is completed in four
years. See rotation of crops, under rotation.

four-cut (for'kut), a. Cut into foxir parts, as a
piston-ring.

four-cycle (for'si'^kl), n. Same as four-phase
cycle (which see, under internal-combustion*mo-
tor).

four-cylinder (f6r'sil"in-d6r), a. Having four
cylinders, either working together or each one
working separately from the others.

Fourdrinier machine. See *j>aper-machine.

fourer (for'fer), n. [four + -erl.] In cricket,

a four ; a ball hit by the batsman, which reaches
the boundary, thus scoring four runs. B. B,
Lyttelton, Cricket and Golf, p. .14.

four-homed (f6r'h6md),a. Having four horns,
as the Quito sheep, or thefour-horned antelope,
Tetraceros quadricomis, of India.

Fourier-Bessel formula. See *formula.

four-in-hand. I. n. 3. A long scarf or neck-
tie. One of the ends (which are broader than
the centerwhich surrounds the neck) is wound
over the other, passed up between the neck
and the tie, and then brought down iii front
through the loop thus formed.

II, a.—Four-in-hand coach, a heavy coach, with
square boot and box, and fitted with roof-seats on the main
body, a driver's seat on the box, and a footman's seat on the
boot :a gentleman's drag, wrongly called a taUy-ho (a name
ffiven to an individual coach introduced into New York by
Colonel Kane, about the year 1876).—Foui^In-hand har-
ness, a set of harness for four horses—two leaders and
two at the pole. The standard pattern is without breech-
ings. The pole-team have pads : these may be omitted on
the leaders. The bridles of the pole-team are fitted with
rein-rings to support the lead-reins.

four-o'clock,n—caIlfomlanfouivo'clock,JftraM2u
Califomica of southern California, a species with numer-
ous small flowers resembling diminutive azaleas. Par-
eons and Buck, Wild Flowers of California, p. 208.—FOUT-
O'clock family, the plant family Nyctaginaeex.

four-on (for'on), a. Said of an arrangement of
pages for presswork by which four copies in
quadruplicate can be printed together on the
same sheet by the same operation. See *two-
on. Tie Vinne, Mod. Book Composition, p. 349.

four-phase (for'faz), a. Having fourphases or
conditions ; in gas-engines, four-cycle.

foursome, a. II. n. Agolfmatch in whlchfour
persons engage, two playing against the other
two.
foursquare, a. II. n. A figure with four equal
sides.

fourteener (f6r'ten''6r), n. A line of poetry
of fourteen syllables. &. Saintsbury.

fourth. I. a.— Fonrthstateofmatter. See*i7ui(ter.

II. n.—Fourth best, iu whist and bridge, the fourth
card of any suit counting from the top : themodem sub-
stitute for the penultimate and antepenultimate.

four-toes (for'toz), n. The plantain-leaf ever-
lasting, Antennariaplantagimifolia. Also called
dog-toes skudi pussy-toes.

Fovea canlna. Same as cmdnefossa (which see, under car

niney—Tovea capitis femoris. Same as -kfossa capitis
feTnoris.—Fovea Ischladica, in ornitK, the most evi-
dent depression on the lower side of the pelvis, lying just
in advance of the first true sacral vertebra.— Fovea Jug-
ularls, the depression at the root of the neck between
the sternal origins of the stemomastoid muscles.— Fovea
lumhalls, in omitK, a small depression on the under
side of the anterior part of the ilium.— Fovea navlcu-
larls. Same as navicvlar fossa (which see, under ruivic-
trfor).—Fovea nucha, the groove at the back of the
neck justbelow the skull.-Foveapbaryngis. Same as
Jiosenm/iiller's fossa.—Fovea puaendalls, in omith.,
that depression on the under side of the pelvis of a bird
which lies just back of the first sacral and is crossed by
the transverse processes of the sacrals.— Fovea 'brian-
gulailB. Same as ventricle of AranWus,
foveation (fo-vf-a'shon), n. Ifoveate + -ion.']

The formation or the presence of pits, noting

Fowl-tick ijlr^asmini--
atus).

Ventral yiew, highly-

foztail

this phenomenon in the pock-mark or vaccina-
tion-scar. Biometrika, Feb., 1903, p. 137.

foveiform (f6've-i-f6rm), a. Having the char-

acter of a pit, depression, or fovea.

foveolated (fo've-o-la-ted), a. Same as fove-
. olate.

foveolate-punctate (fo've-o-lat-pungk'^tat), o.

In entom., punctured with foveolse, as the
elytra of certain beetles.

fowP, n—Hollow fowl, "poultry, rabbits, etc.; any
meat not sold by butchers. HaZliwell.

fowl-mite (foul'mit), n. See *chicken-mite.
fowl-pock (foul'pok), n. Same as *hen-pox.

fowl-tick (foul'tik), re.

Either Argas persicus of

South Africa, or Argas min-
iattis of i^erica, giant
mites which attack chick-

ens.
foxi, re. 5. A drain carried
under another watercourse
by means of a depressed
culvert forming an inverted
siphon. Commonly called

a dip-culvert or a dive-cul-

vert.— 6. One of the north-
ern constellations (Vulpec-
ula), situated between the
constellations of the Swan magnified. '(M'a'rx."u."s'..

and the Dolphin.— 7. [Tr. °-*'

G./ttc7j».] A freshman in a German univer-
sity. [Not used in American colleges.]

A duel was going on between two Ftichse (Freshmen).
. , . The two "foxes " fought out their time and were re-

leased, greatly to their own satisfaction.

J. M. Bart, German Universities, pp. 71, 72..

fox-chop (foks'chop), re. A cultivated fonnj
of the dog's-chop, Mesembryanthemum caninum.
fox-farming (foks'far-ming), n. The industry
of rearing the blue or arctic fox ( Fulpes logo-
pus) for its valuable skin. Uninhabited islands,

of the Aleutian chain in Alaska are used for the pur^
pose, the animals being allowed to run wild. The only
care given them consists in supplying them with food,,

and they are trapped as in the wild state.

fox-feet (foks'fet), re. The fir club-moss, Lyco-
podium Selago.

foxglove, re. 4. The pitcher-plant, Sarracenia
purpurea.— 5. The trumpet-creeper, Campsis-
radicans—American foxglove, DasisUnna Pedicu-
laria, a large, much-branched, viscid-hairy herb of east-
em North America, with broad twice-pinnatifld leaves
and large yellow flowers resembling those of the foxglove
in shape.—Blue foxglove, the throatwort, Campanvla-
Trachelium. See throatwort, 1.—False foxglove. Q))>

Any species of Dasistoma, American plants with large
yellow flowers, related to the foxglove. D. flavum is the
downy false foxglove ; D. 2^ev^aeu7n, the entire-leaved
foxglove; D. Pedicularia, the ferrt-leaved foxglove; D.
Virgimcum, the srmothfoxglove ; and Z>. grandijhrum, the
western false foxglove.—JmUbb'- or lady's-fozglove,
the mullen, Verbascum Thapsus.—Lousewort fox-
glove, the American lousewort, Pedicularis Canadensis.
-Mullen foxglove. (6) Digitals Thapsi, native. in-

Spain.— West Indian foxglove, the Spanish calalu,.
Phytolacca octandra.—White tcselove, the haskwort^.
Campanula latifolia. See Imskwort.— Yellow foxglove,,
the downy false foxglove, Daeistama Jlavuin.

fox-grass (foks'gras), re. See salt-marsh
*grass.

fox-head (foks'hed), re. 1. The head of a fox.— 2. A dnnMng-cup in the form of the head of
a fox, suggested by the Grecian rhyton. Such
cups were made by European potters in the-
latter part of the eighteenth century.
Fox Hills group. See *groupK
fox-key (foks'ke), n. A split key into the enl
of which is driven a thin wedge of steel to>

prevent it from working out.

fox-poison (foks'poi'zn), n. The spurge-laurel,,
Daphne Laureola.

foxtail, n— Alpine foxtail, Alopecurus alpinus,.
an erect short-headed species which occurs in the arctifr
regions of both hemispheres.— Branching foxtail, Cfcss-
tochloa composita, a stout species with a bristly, branch-
ing panicle. It extends from. the West Indies into
southern Florida. The name has also been applied to
one of the windmill-grasses, ChlorisverticiUata.—Bl]Stiy
foxtail, Chxtochloa verticillata, a species with rather
short adhesive awns, a weed found sparingly in waste
places. Sometimes also the Hungarian grass C. Italica.
—Floating foxtail, the water-foxtail, Alopecurus genic-
vlatus, a species widely diffused in Europe, Asia, and
North America, affording excellent grazing in wet places.— Laxge foxtidi, in California, me larger species of
barley-gass, Hordeum, more properly railed squirrel-
tail.—Meadow-foxtail, a pasture-grass,.4/opficuri«pra-
tensis, native in Europe and inraoduced into Horth
America. It is valuable in mixtures for pasture in
moist ground on account of its earliness and other
good qualitiea Its heads, like those of other species of
le genus, suggest a small timothy. See cut on foUow-

Ing page.—Mountain foxtail, Alopecurus oeciden-
talis, an erect species growing in mountain meadows of
the Kocky Mountains, occasionally abundant and yield-
ing a fine, long, bright-colored hay. The heads are
thicker and shorter than those of the meadow-foxtail

—



foxtail

Small foxtail, in
California, tlie small-
er species of Hor-
deum. See large
•kfoxtaU.—Smoow
foxtail, Chietochloa
iTtiberbig, a species
somewhat resem-
bling the yellow fox-
tail, but easily dis-
tinguished by its

longer bilstles and
by Its rootstooks.
It Is widely diffused
in several varieties,
being found in the
southeastern United
States, the West In.-

dies, and Mexico.

—

Western foxtail
Same as Tnountain
•kfoxtail. ~ Yellow
foxtail, Cheetoehloa
glauca, a very com-
mon grass of mild
latitudes, appearing
as a weed in culti-
vated ground. Also
known as pigeon^
grass (which see).

See cut at -kChaeUh
chloa.

foxtail-pine
(foks'tal-pm"), re

el.— ~

Meadow.foxtail (Atopecunis firatensis).
a, plant, one fourth natural size ; hj

spikelet; c, flowering glume i d, stamens
'ind pistil. (*, c, and d slightly en-
larged.)

1. &&% foxtail-pme, under
pine'-.— ». Pviiua Balfov/riana, a small tree of
the northwestern United States, resembling
P. aristata, but having the scales destitute of
prickles.—3. The loblolly-pine, Pinus Teeda.

foxyl, a. 4. In painting, marked by a disa-
greeable, hot quality of color.—5. Penetr.at-
ing and well acquainted with the ways of the
world; sharp; especially, having an air of
knowingness : it then signifies a not very es-
timable character.
F, P. An abbreviation ot fire-plug.
F. P. S. An abbreviation (a) of Fellow of the
Philological Society; (6) of Fellow of the Philo-
sophical Society of Great Britain.

Fr. An abbreviation (6) of France; (c) of i'Vi-

dOAf.

&actabling (frak'ta-bling), n. A coping, as
of a tractable, but the term often extended
to include the coping of any wall,

fractile (frak'til), a. [L. fracius, broken, -I-

-i/e.] That may be broken or cleft
;
pertain-

ing to breakage or cleavage.
fraction, n., 4. In math. : (c) In geom., any
multiple of any gubmultiple of a magnitude.^-
5. In cfeem., one of the parts into which a sub-
stance is separated in the process of fractional
distillation. See fractionation.— Continued
fraction of tbe second order, a traction whose nu-
merator and denominator are themselves continued frac-

tions. See continuedfractiont under continued.—Qrdlnal
fraction, a mark for an object interpolated in a natural
series or row.

fraction (frak'shon), V. t.
[_
fraction, k.] Same as

fractionate.

Although the gas contained so little silicon hydride,
they succeeded in fractioning it.

Amer. Chem. Jour., March, 1903, p. 282.

Fractional crystallization, diffusion, equa-
tion, function, number. See *&rystalMa-
tion, etc.

fractionate, v. t—Fractionating tube. See -ktube.

fractionator (frak'shou-a-tor), n. In chem.,

an apparatus for fractional distillation.

fracto-cumulus (frak'to-ku'''mu-lus), n.
; pi.

fracto-cumuli (-li). A ragged cumulus ; an ill-

defined cloud in the first stage of condensation
and representing the tops of small, low atmo-
spheric waves due to rapid winds near the sur-

face of the ocean or land ; scud. The fracto-

cumulus is, relatively speaking a low cloud,

lying some distance below the flat base of the
ordinary cumulus. See *cloudX, 1.

fracto-nimbus (frak't6-nim"bus), «. ;
pi.

fracto-nimU (-bi). An ill-defined, ragged, or*

broken cloud from which rain falls or is threat-

ening to fall. See *cloud\ 1.

&acto-stratus (frak ' to - stra " tus), n.; pi.

fracto-strati (-ti). The edge of a stratus

cloud which is disappearing through the

evaporation of its moisture, leaving only rag-

ged portions which soon disappear. See
*cloud^, 1.

fracture, ». 4. In phenol., same as hreakmg,
2. A. L. Mayhew, Old Eng. Phonol., V. i. § 81.
— Barton's fractnre, fracture of the lower articular end
of the radius.— Bennet's fracture, a Iractm-e of the first

metacarpal bone Complicated fracture, a fracture

associated with injury to other structures, such as an im-
portant nerve or a large blood-vessel.—Depressed
flractnre, a fracture in which the broken part is sunken
below the general surface of the bone : noting usually a

commonformof fracture of the skull.— Extracapsular
fracture, fracture of a bone, such as the hip-bone, near
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the joint but outside of the capsular ligament—Fracture
fever. See A/OTe)"!.-Hlckory-stlck fracture. Same
as greenstick fracture.— Incomplete fractUie, a frac-
ture in which the bone is not broken entirely across : a
greenstick fracture is of this nature.— Intra-artlc-
Ular fracture, a fracture involving the articular sur-
face of the bone.— Intracapsular fracture. See
intracapsuiar.—Unear fracture, a fracture running
lengthwise of the bone.— Multiple fracture, frac-
ture of several bones or of one bone in several places.

—Silver-fork fracture. Same as CoUes's fracture.— Spontaneous fracture, a fracture produced by a
very slight force, such as simple muscular contrac-
tion, due to abnormal brittleness of the bone or to
its partial destruction by a cancer or other lesion.

—

Sprain fracture, rupture of a tendon from its point of
attachment to the bone, a splinter of the latter being
torn away with the tendon.— WlllOW fracture. Same
as greenstick fracture.—Zone Of fracture, a name sug-
gested by C. R. Van Hise for the outer portion of the
earth's crust, in which the deformation ot rocks produces
fractures and open cavities. As tJie depth increases and
the load becomes greater, weak rocks, such as shales, can
at 500.meters no longer maintain cavities, and the limit
ot resistance ot even the firmest granites is reached at
10,000 meters, or the zotw of itjlowage (which see). Be-
tween these limits lies the mixed zone of fracture and
fiowage, embracing rocks of variable resistance.

ftsenum, n. Seefrenum.
fragarianin (fra-ga'ri-a-nin), n. [Fragaria +
-m2.] A gluco'side found in the roots of Fra-
garia vesca.

fragban (fran), n. lAlso fratcn, representing,
respectively, the spelling and the present
pronunciation of Ir. fraochan, the plural of
fraochag, a whortleberry, < fraoch, heath.]
The whortleberry, Vaccinium Myrtillus.

fragil, a. A simplified spelling ot fragile.
fragilin (fraj'il-in), n. [li.frapUs (see def.)

-I- -m^.] A compound crystallizing in red or
reddish-yellow needles and found in Sphsero-
phorusfragilis.
fiagilitas (fra-jil'i-tas), n. [L.] Brittleness.
— Fragllltas cfinlmn, brittleness ot the hair.-Eragll- .

Itas Osslum^ a condition In which the bones break veiy
easily, sometimes as a result of simple muscular action.

fragm., frgm. Abbreviations (a) otfragment;
(b) ot fragmentary.
fragment (frag'ment), V. i. {fragment, ».] To
break up into pieces : said of a cell-nucleus or
nucleolus that breaks up amitotically into two
or more pieces of unequal size.

fragmental, a. 2. Same as dasUe.
fragmented (frag'men-ted),^. a. Broken into
fragments ; . specifically, in biol., broken or
separated into parts each of which forms a
new individual. See fragmentation.
A few streptococci and isolated filaments are found in

the exudate of the catarrhal bronchitis and in the alveoli

filled with fragmented leukocytes and organizing exudate.
Jour. Exper. Med., Oct 26, 1900, p. 162.

Fragrant fern. See *fern.

fraiP, n. 4. A wooden carrier or crate used
by glaziers to carry sheets of glass. [Eng.]
frailejon (fra-e-la-hon'), n. [S. Amer. Sp.,

aug. of Sp. fraile, a friar : see/nor. The name
alludes to some fancied resemblance of the
plant to a friar with his gown and cowl.] A
general name for a growth of peculiar tall

composite plants belonging to the paramos of

the equatorial Andes. Their densely hairy ensltorm
leaves are as long as the arm and form rosettes, sometimes
pressed to the ground, sometimes crowning a massive
stem clad with dead leaf-bases.

fraising-macMne (fra'zing-ma-shen"), n. A
profiling-, forming-, or routing-machine used
in roughing out the carving or shapes on such
articles as canes, umbrella-handles, and chair-

frame-work
The next piece is the first fuitock, the lower part of which'
laps on one side of the floor, and the upper part laps on
the side of the second futtock, the lower end of the latter
butting against the upper end of the floor-timber. The
successive pieces are called
third, fourth, etc., futtocks,

'

and the last the top-tini-

ber. The various pieces are
through-bolted to each other
across the central joint, thus
forming the complete frame.
In iron and steel vessels the ;

frames are of the most var- ^ . . j- .-

led constaiction! 0«ing to
C'OSS-secUon ol ordmary Frame,

the ease with which the ma-
'--.'flf.river^^^r m^bar"^'"

terial can be worked into
various fonus. The simplest is that consisting of a frame-
angle-bar, a reverse frame angle-bar, and a floor-plate.

In the upper part of the frame the frame-bar and reverse
frame-bar are rivetedback to back, as shown in the section.

This is called a. built frame. In the lower part the two-
bars are spread apart and riveted to the floor-plate inter-

posed between them. (Seecutunder^or, 5.) In modem
steel vessels, particularly men-of-war, a single piece, as a
channel-bar, bulb-angle, or Z-bar, takes the place of the
frame-bar and reverse frame-bar. This is called a solid

frame. In vessels with a double bottom the frame in the-

lower part becomes a part of the cellular bottom and is a
more complex structure. (See cut under* bottom.) The
frame of a protected cruiser with double bottom is shown
under framie, 5. In large merchant steamers with double<
bottoms a generally similar construction is adopted. The:
upper part of the frame is a piece separate from that in.

the bottom, and it is secured to the margin-plate by a
bracket and gusset. (See cut under -kbracketi.) Other
forms of frames are used in vessels in various places.

(See deep icframe, -kbelt-fram^, -k web-frame.) The deep-
longitudinal members in the framework of the double bot-
tom are sometimes called longitudinalfraises, but more
usually longitudinals. A boss-frame is one of the frames-
at the stem which are curved out around the stem-tube.
The transomrfram>e is that at thestem-post in vessels hav-
ing an overhanging stem. It has a very deep floor which.
is riveted to the upper interior part of the stern-post,

and the radiating stern-frames abaft it, forming the con-
tour of the stem, are secured to it at their heels.

6. ig) In bee-keeping, an open four-cornered box, read-
ily removed^from the hive, in which the bees construct
their combs.' (h) In printing, same as . composing-stand.

10, In towUng or tenpinSj a division of the

Ampere's Frame.

legs.

fraktur (frak-tiir'), n.JGr., < li.fraetura, break-
ing: see fracture.'] m printivig, the form of

pointed letter used in ordinary German books
and newspapers, it differs from the older German
black-letter in the greater stiffness and similarity of the
shapes, and in the points or finials with which it bristles.

Though black and forbidding, traktur is a thm character.

The small letters are about one fifth narrower than roman
letters ot same size of body. DeVinne, Mod. Book Com-
position, p. 253.

X^i a gtattur S^e.

F. R. A. M. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

koyal Academy of Music.

framboesial (fram-be'si-al), a. [frambcesia +
-ail.] Eelating to or of the nature of fram-

bcesia or yaws. Lancet, May 30, 1903.

framboesiform (fram-be'si-f6rm), a. Resem-
bling frambcesia or yaws.

frame, v. t. 7. In ship-building, to erect and ad-

just the frames of (a vessel) in place above the
keel on the building-slip.

frame, n., 5. (6) In ship-building, one of the

ribs or transverse members which extend up
on each side of the keel and support the out-

side planking or plating. In a wooden vessel a

frame is made up of curved pieces of timber. The lowest

piece is the floor-timber, which extends across the keel.

game through which a player continues at one
setting of the pins. Three balls usually con-
stitute a frame.— 11. In pool: (a) The tri-

angle used to spot the balls in pyramidal form
at pyramid, continuous, following, and fifteen-

ball pool and their offshoots. (6) The leg or
game playedwith such a set otballs at all except
continuous pool.—Ampfere's frame, a support for a
couple ot wire heli-

ces through which
an electric current
is made to pass.
The colls then be-
have as it they were
magnets. Wires
bent in other forms
may be similarly
suspended.—Deep
frame, in irtm
ship-buHdiTig, one
of the frames in the
side ot a cargo-ves-
sel which has no
lower deck or hold-
beams. Insuchves-
sels the frames are about 50 per cent, deeper transversely
than in a similar vessel with hold-beams or lower deck.

—

Frame angle-bar, in iron ship-building, the outer bar of
aframetowhich the outside plating Is riveted. See -kfra/me,

6(6).—Inframe, xaship-buUding, said ofa vessel of which
theframes ai'e erected and regulated In place on the buUd-
ing-sllp before the outside planking or plating is put on.-^—

•

Intermediate ftame, in ship-tmUding, an extraframe tor
additional si^ength placed between two ot the regularly
spaced frames of a vesseL— Square frame. In ship-build-
ing, one of the frames which stand square across the cen-
tral plane of the vessel, as distinguished from a cant-fram&
or cant. The greater part of the frames of all vessels are
square frames, and in modern Iron and steel vessels. In
which the material used permits beveling without loss of
material, nearly or quite all are square frames.

frame-angle (fram'ang^'gl), n. Same as*/ram^
angle-bar.

frame-bar (fram'bar), n. Same as *frame
angle-bar.

frame-hive (fram'Mv), n. A beehive so con-
structed as to contain movable frames.

frame-lifter (fram'lif'''t6r), n. A strip of lace,

attached to the glass frame of a carriage, by
which it is lifted out of its bed in the door or
body.

frame-liner (fram'li"n6r), n. 8ee*liner^,5.

frame-plate (fram'plat), n. A rolled plate

forming the web of the side-frame for a loco-
motive.

frame-slotter (fram'slot."6r), ». A slotting-

machtne especially adapted for finishing the

side-frames of locomotives.

Frame-slotting machine. See *slotting-rm-

frame-work, n. 4. Spinning done on a throstle-

or ring-frame ; also, knitting done on a stock-

ing-frame.



framing-piece

firaming-piece (Iram'ing-pes), n. A straight
piece ofwood placed at the center of a carriage
head at right angles with the axle and extend-
ing from the front of the fifth wheel-plate to
the horn-har.

frajiceschino (fran-ches-ke'nd), n. [It., <

Francesco, Francis.] A Tuscan silver coin of
the value of 5 paoli.

francescone ([fran-ches-ko'ne), m. fit., < Franr-

cesco, Francis.] The silver eoudo of Francis
of Lorraine, who died in 1737, equal to 10 paoU
or 6f lire.

franchise, n Municipal firancblse. (a) A legislative

{rant or charter by which a municipality, as a city, town.
Tillage, etc., is organized and empowered tomake laws or
ordinances for i1» own government. (6) A privilege or
grant extended by a municipal corporation to a private

corporation or person, as the right to maintain a street-

railway, to use streets for water- or gas-mains, etc.

francisc (frati-sisk'), M. Ifrancisca.'] Same as

francisca.

franckean (frank'e-an), a. Of or pertaining
to the work or opinions of A. H. Francke, one
of the leaders in the Pietist movement in

Germany at the beginning of the eighteenth

century.
franckeite (frang'ka-it), n. [Named after Carl

and Ernest Francid, mining engineers.] A
sulphid of antimony, tin, and lead, containing
also small amounts of silver and germanium,
found in the mining region of Las Animas,
Bolivia.

Franco-Annamese (frang^'ko-an-a-mes'), a.

and ». I. a. Pertaining to both France and
Ann am.
H. n. A person of mixed French and Anna-

mese descent.

Franco-Canadian (frang^ko-ka-na'di-an), a.

and n. I. a. Pertaining to both France and
Canada.
H. n. A person of mixed French and Cana-

dian-Indian descent. [Bare.]

PrancopUl, Francophile (frang'ko-fil), a. and
n. [NL. Francus, French, + Grr. ^('^f, loving.]

I. a. Very friendly to France or the French.

The FraTicophU attitude of Italy towards the end of the
Franco-German war. Encyc, Brit., XXIX 634.

II, n. One who is very friendly to France or
the French.
Francophobe (frang'ko-fob), n. [NL. Franeus,
a Frenchman, + Gr. -<l>ol3o;, < 0o/3eiv, fear.] One
who is possessed with a morbid fear of the
French. N. E. D.
Francophone (frang'ko-fon), ». [NL. Francus,
French, -1- Gr. ipomf/, soimd.] One who speaks
the French language. Deniker, Baces of Man,
p. 508.

frangnlic (frang'gu-Hk), a. [fra/ngnlrin + -jc.]

Of or pertaining to frangulin.—FranguUc acid,
a brownish-yellow crystalline compound, Gi^qO^ iso-

meric with alizarin.

Frankfort agreement. See ^agreement.
firankfnrter (frangk'f<5r-t6r), n. [G. Frank-
furter wurat, 'Frankfort sausage.'] A highly
seasoned variety of German sausage.

frankincense, n. 1. The principal trees yielding res-

inous eiCudations known as frankincense are ; {a)BoswelUa
Carterii (see Boswellia)', (6) the Norway spruce, Abies
Picea ; (c) the loblolly-pine, Pinus Tasda (see frankin-
cense, 2); and (d) Styrax punctata (see Styrax).—West
African frankincense. Same as •hbumoo^. See also
bungo-tree.

franking-machine Cfrang'king-ma-shen'), n.

A machine for cutting the ends of the bars
for a window-sash in such a way as to give the
joints the appearance of mitered joints.

Fraiiist (frang' kist), n. One of a semi-
Christian sect of Jews founded by Jacob
Frank (1712-91) in the province of Podolia,
Poland. The Frankists are also called Zoharites, be-

cause they rejected the teachings of the Talmud and ac-

cepted for their guide the mystical doctrines of the
cabala of the Zohar, or "book of splendor."

Franklinia (frangk-lin'i-a), n. [NL. (Bar-

tram, 1785), named in honor of Benjamin
Franklin (1706-90), the American statesman
and scientist.] A genus of plants of the
family Theaceae, closely related to Lagianthus

and by some authors united with it. f. auo,-

maha (Oordonia pubetceng of L'Hdritier), the only species

(discovered by the Bartrams on the Altamaha river in

Georgia), is now known only in cultivation. It is a small

tree, reaching a height of 20 fee^ with lustrous but de-

ciduous foliage and handsome white magnolia-like flowers

aliening from late summer till autumn. It is hardy as

tar north as Philadelphia.

Franklinist (frangk'lin-ist), m. An electri-

cian who advocated the one-fluid theory of

electricity originated by Benjamin Franklin.

The terms FrankUnlsm, Frantlinitt and the lYank-

linian system occur in almost every page. _^ .^ , ,^
FritttUv, Hist, of HecMaty, I. isa
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ftank-tenure (frangk'ten'nr), n. In feudai

laio, a holding in frank-fee.

frapp6, a.— Caf6 frapp^, black coffee and cream, taken

in equal quantities, mixed and sweetened, and frozen.

F, B. A. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Royal Astronomical Society.

frasco (fras'ko), n. [Sp., a flask: see flask.)

A liquid measure used in some Spanish-Ameri-

can countries, equal to about 2^ United States

quarts.

frase, n. and r. A simplified spelling of phrase.

fraseologic, fraseologist, etc. Simplified

spellings of phraseologic, etc.

Fraser-Mortimer variation. See ^variation.

Fraser's attack. See *attack.

frasil, n. Seefraeil.

Frasnian (fras'ni-an), o and n. [F. Frasnes,

a town of Belgium.] I. a. In geol., of or

pertaining to the lower division or stage of

the Upper Devonian in Belgium and northern
France.

II, n. The Frasnian division.

frass (fras), n. [G. frass, food for swine,
nasty food (OHG. frdz, food), < OHG. frezeen,

G. fressen, = AS. fretan, eat, devour: see
/reti.] The excrement of a larval insect.

nrate (fra'te), n. [It., < L. frater, brother:
see /nor.] An Italian friar or monk.

ftaternalism (fra-tfer'nal-izm), n. [fraternal
+ -iswi.] The character of being fraternal;

specifically, the cultivation and safeguarding
of that fraternity, or brotherhood of an entire

people, demanded by the French revolution-
ists.

In a New Zealand aiming to realize a democratic fro-
ternaXiffm, conscience strikes its high noon.

E. A. Ross, Social Control, p. 53.

fraternity, n— Greek-letter fraternity, in the
United States, a (generally) secret society, formed among
undergraduate ccSlegians, chiefly for social purposes, and
designated by two or more letters of the Greek alphabet.
A fraternity usually consists of several ' branches or chap-
ters ' situated in the various colleges. Many have large
and costly 'fraternity houses.' Membership does not
terminate on graduation.

Fratricellians (frat-ri-sel'i-anz), n. pi. Same
as Fratricelli.

frail (frou), n. [G., = D. vrouw, etc.: see
frow^.'\ In German use, a woman ; a married
woman;, a wife; lady; as a title, Madame;
Mrs. : as, Frau Schultze.

fraud, n—Ba^e of fraud. See kbadgei.—Tta.vA
OTAeTf in postal service, an order from some poslAl
authority to a local postmaster suspending the delivery
of mail-matter to any party known or suspected of using
the mails for illegal purposes.

frSrUlein (froi ' Ifu), «. [G., < frau, woman,
lady, + dim. -fe»».] In German use, an un-
married woman; a young lady; as a title,

Miss: as, Fraulein von Beuter.
frazzle (fraz'l), V.

;
pret. and pp. frazzled, ppr.

frazzling. [Also frazle; orig. E. dial., a var.

otfasel, E. dial.fazle, fazzle, farzel, v., perhaps
by association yiith.fray^, v.] I, intrans. To
ravel out, as the edge of a fabric ; unravel

;

fray.

II. trans. To wear, as by hard usage, into
shreds, rags, or tatters; fray out; tear to
pieces. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

frazzle (fraz'l), n. [Jrazzle, ».] A shred ; a
tatter; a frayed rag; a frayed or worn-out
condition: as, to be worn to afraezle. [Prov.
Eng. and U. S.]

F, B. C. I. An abbreviation of Fellow of the
Royal Colonial Institute.

F. B. 0. O. An abbreviation of Fellow of the
Royal College of Organists.

F. B. 0. P. An abbreviation (a) of FeXhw of
the Royal College of i'hysicians ; (6) of FeUow
of tlie Royal College of Preceptors.

F. B. 0. P. E. An abbreviation of Fellow of
the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh.

F. B. C!. S. (E., I., or L.) An abbreviation
of Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons {of
Edinburgh, ^Ireland, or of London).

F. B. 0. V. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of
the Royal CoUege of Veterinary Surgeons.

fteckle, n—Cold freckle, a spot similar to a freckle
occurring on a portion of the skin not exposed directly to
the light.

f^ee, a. 19. In hort, abundantly blooming or
fruiting; also, of profuse and rapid growth.
—Free aBSOClatiOn, m exper. psyckot., an association
freely effected by the obeerver, in an experiment upon
the association of ideas—effected, that is, in terms of his
mental constitution and existing stock of ideas, without
restraint or suggestion from the side of the experimen-
ter : opposed to ambiguous or partially constrained and
to univocal or constrained associations. E. B. Titche-
ner, Exper. Psychol., IL i. 192.— Free cheeks, hit,
idea, etc. Sea *eheek, etc—Fte* eolnotTB, > phrase
denoting tbat tbe mint is opaa ki any one jrtit may

firee-wheel

bring bullion to be coined. The United States mint is

now (1906) closed to the free coinage of silver.-Free
HetbOdlst Church. See Free Xethodists, under JfttA-

odist.— Viee of general and particular average, in

marine underwriting, a clause limiting liability to total

loss. See average.—Tlte overside, in com., free of

all charges down to the moment of discharge : said of

merchandise bought for import: same as *ex ship.—

Free Quaker. See guaker.

freeboard^ (fre'bord), n. [Also formerly/ree-
bord, tr. OF. frank bordum, ' free board,' free

border.] A margin of ground, specified in

some cases as two and a half feet in width, in

other eases much more, claimed beyond or out-

side of a fence which incloses a place, as a park
or forest. [The nautical use is later: see

free-board.]

ttee-board''*, n. The minimum free-board to which
British merchant vessels may be loaded is indicated by a
mark known as the Plimsoll marie Lloyd's Register is

empowered to assign the deepest water-line to which a

vessel may be loaded. The lines must be permanently
marked on the aide of the vessel, as shown in the cut

TOP or""'*'
SrATeroRy o£ck lin£.

UPPER EDSe
ormfuzcwrgL un£
PACING THROVatf
CEHTite or DISC.

Free-board Marking fur Steamers.

FW is the fresh-water free-board line to which the ship
can be loaded in a fresh-water harbor. S is the corre-

sponding summer load-line for the same displacement in

salt water. "W is the winter free-board line. WNA is

the winter free-board line for voyages in the North At-

lantic. I S is the line for summer voyages in the Indian
Ocean. L R is Lloyd's Register. For sailing-vessels the
FW and WNA lines only are marked.

freedom, n Economic freedom, the exercise of de-

liberate and free choice in economic activities, as in tlie

sale or purchase of commodities or services, the produc-
tion or consumption of wealth, or the selection of au
occupation ; absence of legal or customary restraints

upon economic conduct.

fteedomism (fre'dum-lzm), n. [freedom +
-ism.] The doctrine of the freedom of the will

;

libertarianism : opposed to necessitarianism.

[Bare.]

It may be true that consciousness is an illusory guide,

but this is nothing in favor of necessitarianism. ... If

it be illusory, argument on either side of the question is

perfectly futile ; for I have nothing but the testimony of

consciousness to the cogency of the alignment for necessi-

tarianism. But if that authority be impeached, I am as
much in the dark about that theory as I can possibly be
aboutfreed&rrwtm.

J. H. Hyslop, Elem. of Ethics, p. 2U.

free-fooder (fre'fo'dfer), n. One who is opposed
to the taxing of food-stuffs. [Nonce-word.]

That class of free-fooders which regards any legislative

Interfereuce with the buying and selling of anything of
the nature of food, however bad, as noxious economic
heresy, and a restriction of the free play of competition.

Nature, Dec. 24, 1903, p. 179.

freeing-port(fre'ing-p6rt), n. In ship-building,

a hole in the bulwarks close to the deck, witii

a flap-cover which opens outward to permit
water that comes on the deck to run overboard
freely. Also freeing-scuUle.

freeing-SCUttle (fre'ing-skut'l), n. Same as

'''freeing-port.

free-select (fre'sf-lekt*), ». t. To select and
take up (undisposed-of crown lands) under the
Australian land laws, and acquire title to the
same by annual payments during a series of

years. Bee *free-selecUon. [Australia.]
free-selection (fre'sf-lek^'shon), n. A system
by which a settler in an Australian colonymay
select, take up, and acquire perfect title to a
block of from 40 to 320 acres ofcrown lands at

a fixed rate per acre (usually twenty shillings),

and pay for the same at the rate of one shilling

per acre per annum for twenty years. [Aus
tralia.]

free-selectot (fre'se-lek'tor), n. One who free-

selects crown lands in Australia. See *free-
selection. [Australia.]

free-silver (fre'sil'vfer), a. Advocatiog thefree
and unlimited coinage of silver at an arbitrary
standard rate : as, the free-silver party.
Free-stater (fre'sta't6r), ». A native or inhabi-
tant of the Orange Free State of South Africa,
now a British colony with the title of ' Orange
Elver Colony.'
free-wheel (fre'hwel), ». j. l. To ride a bicycle
with the wheel free from the control of the



ftee-wheel

pedals ; coast.—2. To free the wheel of a bi-
cycle from the control of the pedals.

£reez, v. andn. A simplified spelling of /ree«e.
freeze^, v. «.—to freeze out. (ft) In poker, to cause
one to lose all his original stake in a game of freeze-out.
See -kfreeze-out, 2.

freeze-out (frez'out), «. l. The act of freez-
ing out. See to freeze out, uniei freeze^, v. t.—2. A variety of poker in which each player
starts with an equal number of chips and no
one is allowed to replenish his stock or to with-
draw or loan any part of it. As soon as any
playerhas lost his capital he is frozen out, and
must retire from the game.

freezer, «. 2. A sheep whose mutton is in-
tended to be frozen and exported. [Australia.]

freezing-tank (fre'zing-tangk), n. Iniee-maJc-
ing, a large tank fitted with cold-brine circulat-
ing pipes and containing cold brine which is

kept in constant circulation by means of a
brine-agitator, in which distilled water is

placed m cans to be frozen, it is usually fitted
with a can-filler, an air-hoist, and a traveling crane for
lifting the cans of ice and conveying them to the ice-dump,
where the blocks are loosened ana discharged, and, if too
large, are sawed into convenient shapes for handling. A
large tank may have a capacity of lOO tons of ice a day.

Truster line. Same as Frigier 1rstraight.— Tl6giBr
point, straight. See irpmntl, itetraightl. t

freignt, n. 4. Short for freight-tram.—Cost,
freight, and Insurance. See ieott^.

freight-agent (frat'a"jent), n. The'person in
the employ of a transportation company who
has charge of the freight-carrying department
of its business, either at the head office (the
general freight-agent), or at some particular
port or station.

freigbt-ton (frat'tun), n. Forty cubic feet of
cargo : frequently used as the basis of freight
charges in ocean transportation of light bulky
goods irrespective of their actual weight. See
toni, 2 (fc).

fireignt-tonnage (frat'tun"aj), n. Stowage-
space for cargo on a vessel measured in freight-

tons of 40 cubic feet.

Freight tonnage is simply a measure of cubical capa-
city. Merchants and shipowners make considerable use
of this measurement, although it has no legal authority.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 72.

fremitus, n..—Hydatid fremitus. Same as hydatid
thrill (which see, under thrilll).

Tremont cottonwood. See *cottonwood.
Trench boston, cliff, curve, decimal candle, ^all,
gray. See -kboston^ etc.— I'^ndl minute, a centesimal
minute. See centesimal division.—Frencn schools Of
painting, schools ofsculpture, seal. See -kpainting,

-^sculpture, ieseal'^.—Ftench second, a centesimal sec-

ond. See centefsimal division.—French weed, (ft) The
penny-cress, Thlaspi arvense : said to be so called, on ac-

count of its offensive qualities, in parts of Canada of anti-

Gallic sentiment. See penny-cress and •kslvnkweed, 3.

French (french), v. I. trans. [French, a.] 1.

To prepare according to the French mode.—

;

2. To dress, as a chop, by partly freeing the
bones.—3. In metal., to carrjr out the last step

in the refining of metallic antimony, by which
"bowl metal' is converted into ' star metal.'

II. intrans. [I. c] In hot., to appear dis-

torted and unnatural, owing to some abnor-

mal condition of the plant. See *frenching.

Trench-fried (french^frid), a. Said of potatoes

which are cut into strips, triangularin section,

and fried in hot fat.

frenching (fren'ching), «*. The peculiar dis-

tortedanddwarfed condition ofcotton, tobacco,

corn, and other plants, due either to some fun-

gus or to disturbed nutrition : often used syn-

onymously for the mosaic disease. See mosaic

*disease.

Trenchism (french'izm), n. [French -^- -j«w«.]

A custom, usage, or idiom peculiar to or char-

acteristic of Prance or the French; a Gal-

licism.

frenologer, frenologic, etc. Simplified spell-

ing ot phrenologer, etc.

frenum, « Frenum Hoigagnl, a dnplicature of tissue

serving as a stay to the ileocsecal viilve.

freq. An abbreviation (6) ot frequent.

freauency, n., 3. specifically, the numerical mea-

sure of the rate of vibration of an oscillating body, or the

rate at which the cycles of any periodic motion repeat

themselves. In acoustics, frequency is synonymous with

pitch, although the pitch of a sounding body is usually

expressed in terms of the number of single vibrations per

second, whereas frequency is given in double or complete

vibrations. The frequency of vibration of bodies sending

out waves capable of affectingthehuman ear lies between

two fairly well-deflned limits. The lower auditory limit,

which corresponds in pitch to the lowest audible tone, is

iibout 20 complete vibrations per second. The upper

limit varies somewhat with the individual, but lies be-

tween 16,000 and 20^000 complete vibrations per second.

The frequency of vibration to which light-waves are due

Is very much higher than that of sounding bodies. Smce
the frequency necessary to maintain a train of waves Is

directly proportional to the velocity of the wave-motion,

S.—32
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and since ether-waves move with a velocity about one
million times as great as that of waves in the air, the fre-

quency of ether-waves would be a million times as great
as sound-waves of the same wave-length. Sound-waves,
however, have a wave-length about a million times that
of light-waves, so that the frequency of light-waves is

about a million million times as great as that of sound-
waves. Light-waves, like sound-waves, have a consider-
able range of frequency, but the limits of visibility, which
correspond to the limits in wave-length of the visible
spectrum, lie closer togetherthanthe'limits of audibility.
The longest wave-length which produces an effect upon
the eye is .76 /», frequency 4 X 10" vibrations per second

;

while the shortest wave-length to which the eye is sensi-
tive is about .40 II. These waves, which constitute the
extreme violet of the system, have a frequency of 7.5 X
10>* vibrations per second. Ether-waves of frequency
too great to affect the eye are also known to exist. These,
^ich constitute the i^tra-violet spectrum, are detected
by means of their action upon the photographic plate or
by their power of producing fluorescence. The shortest
ether-waves known to exist have a wave-length of about
.1 It and a frequency of 30X 10'* vibrations per second.
Ether-waves the length of which is too great to affect the
eye are also known to exist. These constitute the infra-
red spectrum and are detected by means of their thermal
action. The longest waves known to be due to the vibra-
tions set up in a body by virtue of its temperature have a
wave-length about 60 f« and a frequency of 6 X 10'" vi-

brations per second. It is possible by electrical means to
produce ether-waves similar in all respects to light-waves
but of much lower frequency. The range of such ether-
waves, thus far produced, lies between IX 10"° vibra-
tions per second and 0. The termB high freqitency and
low frequency are purely relative, the former being ap-
plied to comparatively rapid and the other to compara-
tively slow rates of vibration. Thus a musical tone hav-
ing a frequency of 10,000 vibrations per second is called a
tone of high frequency, corresponding to high pitch,
while one lying near the lower limits is said to be of low
frequency. In the same way an electric generator pro-
ducing an alternating cmrent with a periodicity of 10
alternations per second is termed a low-frequency alter-
nator, whereas the discharge from a Tesla coil giving
1,000 electric oscillations per second is called a high-fre-
quency discharge.

4. In elect., eee *alternaUng Convergence Are-
qnency. See *convergence.— Requency converter,
curve. See itconverter, 3, *curve.—Croup frequency,
the frequency, with*any statistical value, of the occurrence
of a charaoter in a group of organisms.— High fre-
quency, a frequency greater than that commonly ob-
tained or employed. Thus the rapid oscillatory discharge
of a TeBlacoU is said to be a discharge of high frequency.
See *frequeney, 3.—mgli-freqnency wave. See
-kwavel.— I,aw Of frequency, oee probability curve,
under probability, 2, RvZe II,—Modal frequency, the
relative frequency in the population, considered of indi-
viduals, with the modal value of a character.

fresh, a. 13. Noting a cow that has recently
given birth to a calf.

freshen, v. t. 4. "In surg., to denude (a part)
of its tegument so as to form a raw surface
which will readily unite with a similar surface
when the two are brought into apposition.

—

To freshen ballast, to shift the ballast about.
Fresnel-Arago law. See -klaw^.— Fresnel's blprism.
See iKbiprism.

fret^, v.t. 6. To form by fretting or corrosion.

Let it stampe wrinkles in her brow of youth.
With cadent Teares/ret Channels in her cheekes.

Shak., Lear, i. 4.

fret^, n.— Curvilinear fret, in ornmnentation, a form
developed in curved lines, as distinguished from straight
lines and angles ; curvilinear pattern.—Dovetail fret, in

arch., a fret which has obtuse and acute angles, being made
up of diagonal lines, which gives to each section or member
a wedge shape, as of a dovetail.

freta, n. Plural of *fretum.
fret-board (fret'bord), n. In musical instru-

ments of the lute and zither classes, a strip of

hard wood, provided with frets, against which
some or all of the strings can be stopped so as
to alter the pitch of their tones. In the violin

and similar instruments frets are now unusual,
and the analogous part is called the finger-
hoard.

fretum (fre'tum), n.; ^\. freta (-ta). [L. /re-

tum, a strait, sound, channel.] lii embryol., a
constriction in the embryonic heart between
the ventricle and the bulbus arteriosus.

F. B. Or. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Royal Geographical Society.

F. "&. H. S. An abbreviation (a) of Fellow of
the Boyal Historical Society; (6) of Fellow of
the Boyal Horticultural Society.

Fri. An abbreviation of Friday.

friar, n.—Keformed fTiar, one of the members of a re-

formed branch of a monastic order ; specifically [cap.], a
member of the Observantines, a branch of the Franciscans

dating from 1419.

friar S-COWl, ». 2. Same AS friar's-cap.

frib (frib), n. [Imitative : cf . fribble.'] A short,

loose piece of a fleece of wool.

.

F. B. It B. A. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Royal Institute of British Architects.

fricadillo (fri-ka-dil'o), n. [Kitchen Sp. (?),

< Sp. frieando, ^ F. fricandeau: see fricandeau

Anifrieandelle.'] A meat-ball or roll.

FHctlon draft-gear. See^dri^^ear.—Kinetic friction,
the resistance which has to be overcome to maintain a slid-

ing solid in uniform motion ; sliding friction or slipping fric-

tion.—Molecular magnetic friction. See magnetic

friction-wrench

khysteresis.— Moment Of fHction, the product of the
frictional force which resists rotation, as of a shaft in its

bearing, into the distance between the axis of rotation
and the surface at which the friction occurs.— Starting
friction, static friction. See statical -kfriction.—
Statical friction. Same as friction of rest. Also
called starting friction and sometimes staticfriction.

friction-brake, n—water friction-brake, a testing
device in which the friction of a thin layer of water con-
tained between a revolving and a stationary disk is used
to absorb the power generated by the engine. Trans.
Amer. Soc. Mech. Engm.; XXIV. 740.

friction-calender (frik'8hon-kal"en-d6r), n. A
machine, consisting of three or more steel and
paper cylinders, operated in contact with one
another and at different degrees of speed, for

imparting a gloss to cotton^ linen, and other
fabrics in the process of finishing.

friction-composition (frik'shon-kom-po-ziah"-

on), n. A mixture of substances capable of

feeing readily ignited by moderate friction, as

on the heads of ordinary matches, in artillery

friction-primers, etc.

friction-disk (frik'shon-disk), n. 1. A device
consisting of a small wheel with a smooth peri-

phery which
bears against
the face of a
smooth disk.
The wheel can be
moved axially
along its shaft, to
which it is fastened
with a feather, and
hence the angular
velocity of the
transmission can
be varied within
certain limits. By
this device the
motion is turned
through a right
angle, as the driven
shaft is parallel
to the face of
the drivmg disk.
When it is desired
to have a reversing

.1



Friday

Friday, K.—Ctood-rrlday grass. See*j7ro««.

Friedlknder's bacillus. See *bacillus.

Friedreich's disease. Same as Friedreich's

ataxia (which see, under ataxia).

friend, »— Lady's friend, an officer of the House of
CommonB, prior to the abolition of parliamentary divorces
in 1867, whose duty it was, when a husband sued for di-

vorce or prayed for the passage of an act to divorce him
from his wife, to see that proper provision was made by
the husband for the wife's support.

friendly, a. II. »«. ;
pl.friendlies (-Hz). One who

is friendly or acts as a friend; specifically, a
native of a naturally hostile country who is not
only not hostile, but who acts as a friend to a
traveler, explorer, or the like.

Fries. An abbreviation (a) of Friesian ; (6)

of Friesic.

Frieslander (frez'lan-dfer), n. An inhabitant

of Prieslaud.

friez, »., V. t., and a. A simplified spelling of

frieze.

frieze^, n Irish frieze, a heavy, shaggy woolen clotli

made from long, strong wool, compactly fabricated .and

very durable : speciaUy identified with Irish manufac-

ture.

frieze-cutter (frez'kufer), n. A machme for

cutting a molded surface along the edge of a

board or strip.

frigate, n, Jackasa frigate, a vessel between a doop
of war and a frigate in character, which carried a whole

tier of guns and had a light spar-deck over its battery.

It also carried a couple of guns on the quarter-deck and

one or more on the forecastle-deck.

flight, m.— Precordial ftlght, extreme anxiety, at-

tended with a peculiar and distressing sensation over the

region of the heart, probably due to a functional disorder

of the sympathetic nervous system.

frigotherapy (frig"9-ther'a-pi), n. [Irreg. <

L. frigus (frigor-), cold, + Gr. BepuTeia, medi-

cal treatment.] Same as *crymotherapeutics.

frijolito (fre-ho-le'to), n. [Mex. Sp.] The
proper form ot'frigotito.

fril, V. and n. A simplified spelling ot frill.

frill^, n. 4. The shell of a kind of scallop.

fringe, n.—Alleghany fringe, the climbing fumitory,

Adlumiafungosa.—AmeiiBOD. &lnge, the fringe-tree,

Chiorumthus rir(7«nico. — Haversian fringes. See

synovial fulds, under synovial.—Herschel'S ftinges,

interference fringes observed at the line ot separation

between the totally reflected and the ordinarily reflected-

light which emerges from a prism placed upon a plane

glaas or mirror.—Interference fringe. See mterfer-

ence, 6.— Fnrple fHnge, the smoke-tree, Cotinus Cotmiis.

Also called false aS purple fringe-tree.— Synovial
fMnges. See synovial folds, under synovial.—White
fringe. Same as American -t^ringe.—WOOi-tril^e.
Same as Alleghany -fringe.

fringe-bush, (frinj'bush), n. Same as fringe-

tree.

fringe-cup (frinj'kup), n. The two-leaved

bisnop's-eap or miterwort, Mitella di;pkylla:

so called from the fringe-like petals rising out

of a cup-shaped calyx.

fringe-nower (friiij'flou''6r), n. Any plant of

the genus SeMsanthus, of Chilean ori^n, several

species of which have been introduced into

cultivation for the sake of their flowers. Though
belonging to the SolaTUtcese, the corolla limb is more or

less two4ipped and laciiiiate. ScMzanthus pinnatus has

p'vin^tisect leaves, and flowers variable in color, the lower

lip nsiially violet or lilac, the upper one paler, with a
yellow'blotch at its base and spotted with violet or purple.

Also called butterfly-Jlower. See Salpiglossideie.

fringe-loom (frinj'iem), n. Aloom so equipped
as to form the weft into long loops beyond the

selvage;

fringe-moss (frinj'mds), n. Any moss of the

genus Triehostomum.

fringe-tree, «.—False fringe-tree, the smoke-tree,

Cottnus Cotinus.

frison (fri-z6n'), "• [F-] A heavy woolen
cloth with a long, thick nap, originally made
in Friesland.

frit-fly (frit'fli), n. A European fly, Oscinisfrit,

whose larva seriously damages growing wheat
and other small grains.

Fritillaria, »-, !• in Califoml^ F.pluriJUrra is the

pink, F. eocemea the scarlet, and F. tUiacea the white frit-

illary. ^- pudiea, on the eastern slopes of the Sierras, has

solitary yellow flowers. The bulbs of F. Camschatcensis

were once a staple article of food among the aborigines of

Kamchatka. For other species see -kmission-helli and
kstink-bells, Persian lily (under Persian) and toad-lily, 2.

fHtillary, n Diana fritlllaiy, an American nym-

ghalid butterfly, Semnopsyche diana, occuiTlng in the

illy country of the southern United States, and in the lar-

val state feeding on violets. It is remarkable for the

great difference in color of the two sexes, the male having

the wings brown broadly banded with orange, while the

wines ofthe female are black bordered with metallic blue.

-Great spangled trltmaxj, Argynnis a/bele,^

American species which occurs m Canada and the norUi-

eastei-n United States. Its larvse feed on the leaves of the

violet— CrUlf frttlllaiy, Agrauhs vamdlse, a species

common in the BOuthemTTnited States and reaching as far

nora as southern New Jersey and Pennsylvania and west

to California. Its larvse feed on passion-flower plants.—

Meadow IHtlllaxy. Brenthis bettona, a small American

"eciSsocc^Hgln Canada, Colorado, and the northern
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United States. Its larva; feed on violet plants.-- Silver-

bordered fritUlary, Brenthis mynna, a small American

species occurring throughout Canada and the nortliem

United States. Its larvffi feed on violet plants.-Varie-

eated fritlllary, Euptoieta claudia, occurring east of

the Rocky Mountains, more abundantly in the southern

United States. Its larveo feed on the pafision-flower,

portulaca, violet, mandrake, stonecrop, and tick-trefoil.

frizzing (friz'ing), ». 1. The act of producing

a curled appearance.— 2. A curly finish given

to a heavily napped fabric.

F. E. Met. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of
the Royal Meteorological Society.

F. R. M. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Royal Microscopical Society.

Frobenius's method. See *method.

tlOg^, 11. 2. The presence of mucus on the

vocal cords, causing hoarseness and an inclina-

tion to cough or hawk : usually called frog in

the throat.— 3. AphthBB in children— Catholic
fiog, a species of toad, Notaden bennetti, found in east-

em Australia. Its popular name is derived from the dark

cross on its back. Also called HoJj/-Cross toad.—Coim-
helm'B firog. Same as salt *frog.— Frog In the throat.
See -kfrogl, 2.— Salt frog, a frog from whose vessels the

blood has been drained away, its place being taken by a

saline solution : used for physiological experiments. Also
called Cohnhndm'sfrog.

frog", n. S. An attachment to the frame of a
loom, against which an iron finger strikes,

stopping the machine should the shuttle fail

to make timely passage through the warp.

—

4. In lumbering : (a) The junction of the two
branches of a flume. (6) A timber placed at

the mouth of a slide to direct the discharge of

the logs.- Sprlng-raU tros, a railroad frog in which
one of me four rails which form It is free to slide sidewise

g k
Spring-rail Frog,

a, guide-rail ; d, main-line service-rail; c, siding-rail; t^, spring-
rail frog, closed and in normal position; «, pivot on whicii it turns;
/", spring controlling spring-rail frog ; ^, elevation showing position

of rails.on a line drawn between first and second tie ; h, elevation

showing position of rails on a line drawn between second and third

tie.

upon bearings laid upon the ties. In its noiinal position

the free rail is pressed by a spring against the three fixed

rails of the frog, closing the opening and making the line-

rail practically continuous. When a ear passes to or from
the siding its wheels press the free rail to one side and
open the fi'og, the spring closing it after the last wheel
has passed. See frog^, 2.— Trolley ftog, a device for

fastening together trolley wires at any point where the
trolley wire branches, and properly guiding the trolley

wheel along the trolley wire on the movement of the car
over the track. Houston, Diet. Elect.

frog^, ». 3. In a carriage, an ornamental piece
of wood covered with silk or worsted woven to
match the carriage-fringe.— 4. In a harness,
a pear-shaped ornament of patent leather, fin-

ished at the narrow end with a ring.

frog-boot (frog'bSt), n. A piece of heavy felt

shaped to fit around the frog of a horse's foot
and to fill the space between the frog and the
shoe.

frog-cheese (frog'ehez), n. The contents of

any immature puflEball.

frog-eye (frog'i), n. A disease which affects

tobacco-leaves, producing numerous small
white spots. It is attributed to a fungus, Cer-
cospora NicoUanee. See *leaf-blight.

frog-eyed (frog'id), a. Affected by the disease
called frog-eye.

firog-face (frog'fas), n. A deformity, caused
by the presence of an intranasal tumor, in
which the face assumes a fancied resemblance
to that of a frog. Buclc, Med. Handbook, IV.
155.

frog-flower (frog'flou"er), n. Any plant of the
genus Sanunculus.

frog-grass, »». 2. The toad-rush (which see,

under rusfp-).

frog-leaf (frog'lef), n. The water-shield or
water-target, JBrasenia Sehreberi.

frog-lily (frog'liFi), n. The yellow pond-lily
or spatter-dock, Nymphsea advena.

frog-motion (frog'm6''shon), n. A cam or other
device which acts on a frog or catch.

frog-mug (frog'mug), n. £a earthenware mug
contaimng a frog modeled in the bottom or on
the side, which, as the contents were drunk,

, suddenly appeared, to frighten the drinker.
frog-plant (frog'plant), n. The orpine or live-
for-ever, Sedvm Telephium. ^

frog's-bladder (frogz'blad''6r), n. Same as
*frog-plant.

frontozygomatic

frog's-mouth (frogz'mouth), n. 1. Same as
*frog-plant.— 2. Same as frogmouth

frogwort (frog'w6rt), n. The buttercup, iJo-

nunculus bulbosus.

fromage (fro-mazh'), « [F- fromage, OF.
formage = It. formaggio, < ML. *formaticum, <

li. formare, form, shape : seeform, v.} Cheese.

fromenty, w. See frumenty.

frondigerous (fron-dij'e-rus), a. [h. frons-

(frond-), leaf, + gerere, bear.] In bot., bear-

ing fronds or leaves.

Frondist (fron'dist), n. A member or sup-

porter of the Fronde.

frondivorous (fron-div'o-rus), a. [L. frons
(frond-), leaf, -I- vorare, devour.] Devouring
or feeding on leaves. Southey.

front. I. »• 10. In theat. language : (a) That
part of a theater which, from the actor's point
of view, lies in front of the curtain ; the audi-

torium or audience part ; hence, the audience
itself: as, to be in the/ro«i. (6) Everybody
engaged to work before the curtain.— 11.
Mint., the entire system of defenses con-
structed along one side of the polygon inclos-

ing the site to be fortified: as, a bastion or
polygonal front.— 12. The forehead-piece

of a bridle, generally of leather with metal
trimmings.— 13. The exterior surface of a
lock mortised into a door ; the portion of a lock

that is visible and through which the bolt

passes ; in a rim-look, the end facing the door-

frame.— 14. In entom., practically the fore-

head ; the part of the face between the eyes and
between the vettex and the clypeus Armored
ftont, a false front used with a mortised lock as a tem-
porary protection to the lock-front— Astragal front, a
lock-front having a molded (astragal) sm-face cori'espond-

ing to the same type of door-molding.—Dry front, noting
a microscopic objective which is separated by an air-gap

from the object ; in contradistinction to immersion lens.

— Front of operations, the imaginary line connecting
the front of the different columns or detachments of an
army in active campaign.— Swing front, a device applied

to a photographic camera which enables the objective to
be plaoed at different angles to the axis of the camera.—
To change f^nt. See -kchmige.

II. a. 3. In p/ioMoZ., modified in utterance

by the configuration of the central portion of

the front or upper side of the tongue.

Front vowels are rounded by the lips only.
H. Sweet, Eng. Sounds, p. 2.

Front matter, in printing, all the type-work before the
text of a book. Title-page, dedication, table of contents,

preface, etc., are rated as 'front matter.—Front Of&ce.
See *office.

front, V. t. 5. Jn phonol., to pronounce with
the front of the tongue, or as a 'front' sound.

See *front, II. a. 3.

frontad (fron'tad), a. [front + -adS.] In an
anterior direction. Buck, Med. Handbook, II.

252.

frontage, n. 3. Land that lies along a river

or creek. [Australia.]
Frontal apron. Same as *apron, 6.-Frontal area,
the surface of the skull extending from the orbits to the
coronal suture.—Frontal Index, moraine. See Mndex,
•kmoraine.—Frontal point, in avthrop., the point where
a line dravm inwai-d from the higher outer part of the
superciliary border of tlie frontal lobe intersects the
mesial border of the cerebrum. Ctm/ninghmn.—Frontal
protuberance. Same as frontal eminence.— Fjrontal
shield, (a) See frontal, (b) See*shield.

&ontalls (fron-ta'lis), to. [NL. : see frontal.]

The anterior fleshy portion of the occipito-

frontalis muscle.
front-fall (frunt'fai), n. The falUng of the
front of a house.
One front-fall of this kind in Fleet Street maimed

several persons. Southey, Doctor, ciii.

frontispiece (fron'tis-pes), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
fronti^tieced, ppr. fronnspiedng. [frontis-

piece, m.] 1. To furnish with a frontispiece.—2. To use as a frontispiece : as, to frontis-

piece a map.
nontlet, ». 6. The skin which covers the
forehead of a mammal, particularly of a rumi-
nant.

Frontonasal hinge, shield. See *hinge,
*shield.

fronto-orbital (fron*t6-&r'bi-tal), a. Relating
totheregionofthe forehead anS orbit.—Ftonto-
orbttal sulcus. See *sideus.

Frontoparietal shield. See *shield.

frontopontine (fron-to-pon'tin), a. Eelating
to the frontal bone and the pons.—Frontopon-
tine tract. See *tractl.

frontotemporal (fron-to-tem'po-ral), a. [L.

frons(front-), forehead, + «e?KporaJ"temples, +
-a?!.] Relating to both frontal and temporal
bones, or to the corresponding regions of the
skull.

frontozygomatic (fron''to-zi-gd-mat'ik), a.

[L. frons (^front-), forehead, -I- 'E. sygomatie.}



frontozygomatic

Relating to the forehead and to the zygomatic
arches.—FrontozTOomatlc index. SameaB««cpAa«o-
zygomatic 'kindex. Topinard.

frontwarcL (frunt'-ward), adv. [front +
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merouseoneretionsresemhlinggrains ofwheat.
It Is one form of contact-metamorphism produced in clay
slates and phyllites. The concretionsappear to be incipi-

ent stages in the formation of crystals of andalusite or sim-

C^r^d?^^S.= ^^' ^ "'"^'"'^* fSaral(fr„,^i,Uul'^^), a. lyruci^

Men define .a man,
The creature who stands front-wa/rd to the stars,

The creature who looks inward to himself.
Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vii. 281.

frost, H. 6t. A spiked sole put on shoes to en-
able one to walk on ice without slipping.

Great £.ain and very Slippery ; was fain to wear Frosts.
Judge SewcUl (Jan. 19, 1717), in A. M. Earle's Costume

[of Colonial Times, p. HI.

culture (L. fructvs, fruit, + culimra, culture) +
-dZi.] Of or pertaining to fruit-culture.

fructiform (fruk'ti-fdrm), a. {L.fruetus, fruit,

+ forma, form.] Of the nature of or having the
form of fruit : a,s, friicUform productions.
fructivorous (fruk-tiv'o-rus), a. \li. fructus,
fiuit, + vorare, eat.]

' That feeds on fruit

;

fruit-eating: as, a. friictivorous bird.

Degrees of frost, temperatures expressed in degree;
frUCtOSUria (fruk-to-su'ri-a), n. ^.fructuS,

below the freezing-point. On the Fahrenheit scale the "™"> + -OSe + Gr. ovpov, unne.] The pres-
reading of the thermometer subtracted from 32° gives the ence of fruit-sugar in the urine when voided.
temperature in degrees of frost :thus^^^^^^ degrees of fouctule (fruk'-tul), n. [NL. *fructulus, fflm. of
frost correspond to -1-12 F. ; forty degrees of frost to—8 F. ^„..„4„,„ )t«..it. -i A J" j-i, i '

—JackFrost,anur8erypersomflcationof frost, especially
/™cm, truit.J One ot the carpels or eompo-

in connection with the fiost traceries on the window- nent Irmts of a compound or aggregate fruit,
pane. [Rare.]

flrost-bow (frdst'bo), n. A halo of white light fruendal (fro-en'dal), a. [L. fruendus, to be
attending the sun in cold weather. The term is enjoyed « frvi, enjoy), -1- -aZi.l Same as
applied popularly and indiscriminately (1) to the white kfriifnAtiie
rainbow of 18° to 41° radius, produced by the action of »•''

J. "'',,.
.. ,,. , „ . , , ,

minute globules of water (the colored rainbow due to laige iruenaive (tro-en dlv), a. [h. fruendus, to be
dropshasaradiusof 40°to42°30'); (2)tothewhitehalosof enjoyed, -I- -JDc] Reserved for the satisfac-
Z2° and especiaUy of 46°radius, due to the action of ice- tion of desires : as, fruendive wealth. C. H.

frost-crack (frdst-krak), ». A wound in the ^Z\\Ir'/A^%''^-' ?' ^^-
r^ is. -,

trunk of a tiee, oausedV the splitting of the ^^^^ism fro ga^^^^^^^
^^^ULTit ^Zl

bark due to unequal shrinkage during a sud-

den frost.

Frosted heart. Same as Meed heart.

frost-figure (frdst'fig'ur), ». The formation
of ice-needles or arborescent figures on win-
dow-panes or other surfaces by deposition of

the frozen vapor of the atmosphere.
frost-flower (fr6st'flou"6r), n. 1. Any plant

of the genus Aster : so called on account of

the lateness of its blooming.— 2. One of the
ice-crystals of a frost-plant. See *frost-plant.

frost-hardy (frd^fhar'^di), a. Capable of en-

during a frost that is injurious to other plants

or animals.
frost-hole (frdst'hol), ». A low-lying region,

A conscious cultivation, defense, and advo-
cacy of thrift and prudence by many persons
or by a class ; a kind of cult, distinguished
from the personal habit of frugality.

friigalist (fro'gal-ist), n. [frugal +4st.'] One
who accepts the puritan creed and practice of
*frugalism (which see).

Given the conditions of climate, drink, and disease, the
thoughtful, cool -blooded, -home loving frugalist was
bound to outlive in the industrial masses the careless,
roistering sensualist. IS. Moss, Social Control, p. 34.

fruit, n—Ballistic, catapult fruit. See *baUistic,
kcatapult.—Coii£.-aen.t ftmt, a compound fruit—Fruit
fallen, the produce of any possession detached therefrom
and capable of being enjoyed by itself. Thus a next pres-
entation, when a vacancy has occurred, is a fruit ^len
from the advowson. Wharton.

fruticetum
modest colors and wide distribution, which feeds on ripe
fruit and Indian corn.— Pear flniit-cliafer. Same aa
l>rovm •kfruit-cha^er.

fruiterer, ». 2. Same as fruiter.

fruit-ether (fr6t'e"ther), «. See *ether\
fruit-fly, »— Cherry fruit-fly, a trypetid fly, Trypeta
cmgulata, which lays its eggs on cherries, in which its

larvffi develop.

fruit-garden (fr6t'gar"dn), n. A garden de-
voted to the growing of fruit.

fruit-maggot (frofmag'-'ot), n. A maggotwhich
infests fruit—cherry friilt-maggot, the larva of a.

trypetid fly, Rhagoletis ciTigulata, which infests the fruil*

of the cheny.

fruit-mill (frot'mil), n. A fruit-press.

fruit-separator (fr6t'sep"a-ra-tgr), n. A ma-
chine for sorting fmits according to size.

fruit-stall (frot'stftl), n. A stall in a market
or public place where fruit is sold.

Fruit-tree oark-beetle. See *6ar*-6ee«;e.—Fruit-
tree leaf-roller. See klea^.^oller.

fruit-worm, »— Cranberry Cralt-worm, the larva
of a phycitid moth, Mineola vaccmii, which lays its eggs
on the young fruit of the cranberry : the larvae enter
the berries and eat out the seed-chambers, a single
larva sometimes destroying four berries.— Currant
ftUit-WOrm, the larva of an American geometrid moth,
Tephroclystis interruptofaseiata. It feeds on both the
fruit and the foliage of the currant, and pupates between
folded leaves.— Green-ftult worm, the larva of any one
of several American noctuid moths, notably of Xylina^
antennata, which feeds on the foliage and young fruit of
the apple, pear, peach, and strawberry.—MorelOB orange
fralt-worm, the larva of a Central American trypetid
fly> Trypeta I'udens. which lays its eggs on yoimg citrus

as in the Thuringian forests, in which frost is - . . -r-r ^
' m - . . ^ , .,

especiaUy likely to occur; an ice-cave. «'"*? «• H. trans. To bring into frmt under

frost-itch (fr6st'ich), n. Same as prwitus cultivation.

feJe»»aKs(whicll see, under ljrMn<«s). Trees of it^ obtained under the name "Shiro Smomo,"

frost-lamp (fr6st'lamp), «. A lamp burned I*"!- --
^^'^^^j^J^.^V. s. I>ept. Agr., 1901, p. 386.

beneath tlie oil-chamber of a lighthouse lamp
fruitarian (fr6-ta'ri-an), a. and n. Vfruit +

farr'frotc^Saliig"
^ -.^^...TheUpertypelwouldbe JruelLrian,^

frost-mark (frdst'mark), n. In geol., the

peculiar ring-like or hummooky surface pro-

duced upon loose sediments by the action of

frost upon their contained water. •

frost-plant (fr6st ' plant), n. Any plant on
the stems of which crystals of ice are formed
during the first freezing weather of autumn.
The best-known plant exhibitmg this phenomenon is Heli-

amtherman Canadense, but it has been observed in other
(See froetweed.) The next most

Morelos Orange Fruit-worm i,Trypeta /udefts).

Adult fly. Female, Enlarged. (From " Insect Life.")

fruits, its larvee feeding on the pulp. It is common iu
parts of Mexico, and derives its name from the Mexican'
state Morelos. Its accidental introduction into iiie

species of that genus, yam Jiuni/u^'i^./ j.i;o ucv^ luuov „ , . , , /f„„i/v=«l\ „
important frost-plant is the American dittany, Cmji«(i irUlt-Deetle (frot be'^tl), n.

Crystals of great beauty and perfection have

been observed on this plantnear Mount Vernon, Virginia.

Less marked frost phenomena have been observed in a

number of other plants, as Pluehea eavvphorata and P.

I. a. Of orpertaining to fruits; consisting solely
of fruits and nuts, as a diet.

One of the chief objects of the series of experiments
was to furnish data as to the value of nuts as food.
Fruits contain little protein, and nuts are relied on in the
fruitarian plan of eating to balance the ration.

Sd. Amer., Oct 10, 1903, p. 266.

II. n. One who holds the theory that fruits
and nuts constitute the only proper food for
man.

A beetle which
infests frmt—Apple fmit-beetle, J)otu:uspestUena,
an Australian beetle which damages the fruit of the apple,
and which is liable to be introduced into the TTnited
States.

fcetida, the heliotrope, and some thisHes. fruit-borer (frot'b6r*6r), n. An insect which
frost-ridge(fr6st'rio),«. A prominent ndge bores into fi-iiit. -Pear fruit-borer, a Japanese
on the trunk of a tree, formed by the repeated ""* '""" """"• "'^

opening and healing of a frost-crack.

frost-signal (frdst'sig'nal), n. A flag-signal

indicatingthe approach of a frost that is likely

to prove injurious to vegetation. It is a white

flag with a black center. See cold^ave signal,

under signal.

frostweed-aster (fr6st'wed-as"t6r), n. Same as

white heath-caster.

frowzled (frou'zld), a. Rumpled; tousled;

disheveled; frowzy.
Frozen ball, in billiards, the cue-ball in fixed contact

with one or more object-balls.

F. R. P. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Boyal Photogra^Mc Somety.

frs. An abbreviation ot francs.

Frs. An abbreviation of Friesian or Friesic.

F. B. S. 0. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Boyal Soakiy of Canada.

F. B. S. E. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Boyal Somety of Edinburgh.

F. B. S. L. An abbreviation (a) of i^feZiw 0/
4. i,-. , .

the Boyal Society of Literature; (6) of Fellow ftuit-bug (frot'bug), n. An insect which in-

^f fhff Kntinl RnnKtii ^Londont. fests fruit Harleouin frnlt-bng, an Australian het-oftheM^al
*»f^-^ih^^^°°,^- f p,.„.^ .f rt . eropteroas insect, Jiimlynms versicolor, which sucks the

F. R. S. S. Au abbreviation ot JiellOW of tne
^^^y^^ growing plants, and which when full-grown dam-

Boi/al Statistical Society. ages apples, causing them to spot and rot

F. t,. S. S, A. An abbreviation of Fellow of fruit-chafer (fr6t'cha"f6r), n. Any one of

the Boyal Scottish Society of Arts. numerous species of scarabsBid beetles, espe-

fruchtschiefer (frocht'she''f6r), n. [G. frucht, eially ofthe cetonian group, which eat fruit, as

grain, -I- scte/er, schist ] Inpe«w^.,athinly the &g-ea,tei, Allorhina nitidq— Brown fruit-

laminated fine-grained schist containing nu- chafer, an American cetoniid beetle. Euphoria imda, of

Pear Fruit-borer iNephofteryx rubrizontUa').

damaged pear with pupa, a.a. moth ; b. larva

;

size ; f , reduced.

phycitid moth, Sephopteryx rubrizonella, whose larvae

destroy nearly 50 per cent of the pear crop of J^an.

Morelos Orange Fruit-worm (.Trypeta Ittdens).

a, larva; d, anal segment; c. puparium; rf, head; e, anal seg-
ment, a and c enlarged ; *, d, and e still more enlarged. {From
" Insect Life;")

southern United States, and especially into California
is greatly feared.— Peach fmit-WOrm, the larva of a
Japanese tineid moth allied to Orapholitha.— Rasp-
berry fralt-worm, an American dermestid beeife,
Byturus wnicolor, whose small white larva is often found
on the inside of red raspberries after they are picked.

frunt, n., a., and v. A simplified spelling of
front.

nustrate, a. II, n. A weak contraction of
the ventricle of the heart, the impulse of which
is imperceptible at the wrist, giving the imr
pression of intermittent pulsations. Buck, Med-
Handbook, IV. 599.

frustulation (frus-tu-la'shon), n. {frustule +
-aHon.'] A method'of non-sexual repreduetion
in Cnida/ria it consists in the abstriction of small por-
tions from lateral branches which bear no hydranths.
These portions, except for the absence of cilia, resemble
planulse, becoming attached and giving rise to new colo-

nies. Allman.

fruticetum (fro-ti-se'tum), n.; pi. fruiieeta
(-ta). [NL.,<L. fr«tea;(frM<ic-), shrub, H--e«Mm.]
A collection of living shrubs, usually for sci-

entific exhibition; a scientific shrubbery.. .„.



fry

ftyl, n—Lamb's files, the testicles of the lamb, prepared
for eating. Called also mmtntain-oyster,

fiy2, n. 3. Any small edible fishes, as those
of the family Engraulidx, the anchovies, and
certain fishes of the family Clupeidse, as the sar-

dines, and of the family Athmnidse.— 4. The
roe or fishes, especially that of such fishes as
are used for food.

Frying-pan brand, a large brand used by Australian cat-

tle-stealers to cover and thus obliterate the brand of

the owner of the stolen cattle.

f. S. An abbreviation of /oo<-seco«(?.

F. S. A. (6) An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Society of Arts.

F. S. I. An abbreviation (o) of Fellow of
Sanitary Institute; (6) of Fellow of Surveyors'

Institution; (c) ot Free Sons of Israel.

F. S. S. An abbreviation of Fellow of the Sta-

tistical Society.

F. S. Sc. A. An abbreviation of Fellow of the

Society of Science and Art (London).

F. T. C. D. An abbreviation of Fellow of
Trinity College (Dublin).

fth., fUun. Abbreviations ot fathom.

faang (Siamese pron. ffe'ang), n. [Siamese

feuceng (Michell, 1892).] "A current Siamese
silver coin, one eighth of a tieal, equivalent to

3i United States cents.

fub3 (fub), n. The lowest quality of wool taken

from a fl.eece.

fuchi (fe'ehe), n. [Jap.] The ring into which
the base of' the handle of a Japanese sword
fits. The two principal parts of the hilt are

the fuchi and kashira.

lticlisia>, ».— California fncbsla, Zauechneria Call-

Jiymica. Called balsamsa by the Spanish Califomians,

who use it as a vulnerary. See Zauschneria.—Native
ftaclisla, in Australasia, any one of several species of

native plants, (a) In Australia and Tasmania, species ot

the genus Maeeutoxeron, belonging to the rue family,

especially M. speciosum. (6) In Queensland, a shrub of

the family Myopnracex, PhoUdia mucttlata. (c) In New
Zealand, the kotukutuku, Fuchsia excorticata. See *ko-
Uikutuku, ifkonim, and -Mookytook.

fuchsia-tree (fu'shia-tre), n. The kotukutuku,
Fuchsia excorticata. See *kotukutu]cu.

fUCtasin, n.—^Acld facbsin. See -kacid-fnchnn.—

Fnchsln bodies, minute rounded hyaline bodies, stain-

ing readily in fuchsin solution, found in certain malig-

nant tumors.—New fachsln. Same as new -kmagenta.

fuchsinophil (fok-sin'o-fil), a. and n. ifuch-
sin + Gt. ^j^c, loving.] I. a. Staining readily

in the presence of fuchsin dye : said of certain

cells or parts of cells.

n. n. A leucocyte which has a selective ac-

tion for fuchsin stain.

fachsinophilic (fok-sin-o-fil'ik), a. [fuchsin-

ophil + -jc] Same as ^ifuchsinophil.

fuchsinophilous (fSk-si-nof'i-lus), a. Same
as *fuchsinophil.

fuchsone (fok'son), n. IGr.fuchson.'] A name
suggested for diphenylquinomethane, (C6H5)2
CICBH4O. An important group of dyes is derived from

this compound, and a system of nomenclature was based

on the name.

facose (fri'kos), n. [L. focus, seaweed, + -o«e.]

A crystalline sugar, CgHi206, obtained by
heating seaweeds with dilute sulphuric acid.

fuddah (fud'a), n. Same as *fadda.

fuddling-cup (fud'Hng-kup), n. An old Eng-

Fuddling-cup.

lish earthenware cup made of several recepta-

cles molded together and communicating one

with another. To empty one it was necessary

to empty all.
, -

.

fndee v. i. 2. In printing, to make use of im-

proper materials or methods to produce a

needed result with greater speed.

fudge n. 2. In newspaper parlance, matter of

supposed importance, as the latest sporting

news or sensational stuff, which comes to

band too late to find a place in the plates

before going to press, and is inserted m a

special place by cutting the plates. See ^fudge-

box— S. In printing, an unworkmanlike prao-

tiee.—4. A kind or home-made candy com-

posed ot milk, sugar, butter, and chocolate,
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boiled together, flavored with vanilla, and,

when nearly cool, poured into a rectangular

pan and cut into squares: more fully desig-

nated chocolate-fudge, when chopped walnuts form

an ingredient it is knoivn as nut-fudge. The name al-

ludes to the hasty amateur manufacture.

fudge-box (fuj'boks), ». The space on the

front page of a newspaper cut out, or ar-

ranged to be cut out. if need be, to receive the

matter called ' fudge,' that has come in while

the forms are going through the press.

fudge-mold (fuj'mold), n. In printing, a mold
constructed to oast a taper- or wedge-shaped
linotype designed to form part or the whole of

a circle.

fudge-slug (fuj'slug), n. In printing, a taper-

or wedge-shaped slug designed to form part

or the whole of a circle.

fudgy (fuj'i), a. [fudge + -y'>.2 Awkward;
bungling, or showing the results of bungling.

[U. S.]

Fuel ratio, the amount of heating-capacity in a fuel as

compared with another fuel taken as a standard. Every
co^ has a capacity to raise a ceiialn number of pounds of

water one degree Fahrenheit for each pound burned : the

ratio, experimentally determined, of tliis heating-capa-

city or calorific power to that of a pound of pure carbon is

the fuel ratio of that coal.—Gaseous fuel, fuel in a
gaseous state, which of late years has come to be more
and more extensively used. It is chiefly represented by
the 'natural gas* of petroleum regions, the waste com-
bustible gases escaping from iron-smelting furnaces, and
•generator' gas specially made from coal or other solid

forms of fueL Among the advantages attending the use
of gaseous fuel are the absence of ash, the high tempera-
ture attainable by application of the 'regenerative' prin-

ciple, the easy transference for short distances through
pipes or flues, and the easy control of consumption. On
the other hand, limitations are placed on the use of such
fuel by its bulkiness, and the consequent restriction of

storage and of tra^port to any great distance.—liquid
fuel, fuel in a liquid state, as crude petroleum or the
more or less purified hydrocarbon oils derived from it.

Great importance attaches to its use under certain condi-
tions. Among the chief advantages are the freedom from
ash, the very high heat-producing value, the capability

of storage without any waste of space and in tanks of any
shape, &e ready transference through pipes, and the
easy control of consumption. Use of such fuel has been
adopted to a greater or less extent in war-ships, pleasure-
craft such as naphtha-launches, and automobiles or
motor-cars. For the last-named purpose alcohol has been
to some extent substituted for petroleum products.

—

Patent fuel, a trade-name for coal-dust or coke-dust in-

corporated with pitch or other binding-material and
molded into blocks or briquets.

fuel-oil (fu'el-oU), n. Oil which is used as
fuel either in an internal-combustion engine
or in a furnace, it is derived from crude petroleum
by separating out the naphtha and kerosene by distilla-

tion, and by abstracting part of the lubricating-oiL

fuel-'7alue (fU'el-vaFu), n. The amount of
heat which may be furnished to the body by
oxidation of any given article of diet.

By fuel-value is here meant the total energy which a
given substance can yield the body ; in other words, it is

the heat of combustion of that part of the food which is

capable of oxidation within the body.
Encyc. Bnt, XXVII. 444.

fugal^ (fii'gal), n. [{centri)fugal.'\ A local

abbreviation for centrifugal: applied in Aus-
tralia and elsewhere to centrifugal machines.

fugato, n. II. a. Of the nature of a fugue ; to
be rendered in fugue style, but not according
to strict rules. Bee fugato, n.

fuggeri'te (fug'fer-it), ». [Prof. E. Fugger of
Sa&burg + -ite^.'\ A tetragonal silicate closely
allied to gehlenite in composition, but diflfering

in physical characters : found in the monzonite
of the Monzoni valley in the Tyrol.

fugitate (fu'ji-tat), V. t. : pret. and pp. fu^i-
tated, ppr. fugitating. In Scots law, to sen-
tence to outlawry for fugitation.

fugue, n— Single fugue, a fugue with only one sub-
ject :opposed to aim6ie.^5ft«(which see, unAerfugue {a) \

fuji (fo'je), TO. [Jap.] The Japanese wisteria,

Kraunhia Japonica. See Wisteria, 1.

Fukurokujiu (fu-k5-r6'k§-jy8), m. [Sinico-

Japanese -.fuku (< Chin, fu), happiness^ + roku
(< Chin, loo), venerable, + jiu (< Chin, sheu,

shou), long life.] The Japanese god of lon-
gevity (one of the seven gods of happiness),
represented with an abnormal dome-shaped
head and long beard, carrying a peach in bis
hand, and sometimes accompanied l>y a deer,
another of his attributes.

ful, a., n., adv., and v. A simplified spelling
of full.

fulaari (fo-la-a'ri), n. [New Guinea.] One
of several masked executive ofScers in each
village of British New Guinea, who, in accor-
dance with native custom, are charged with
seeing that the taboo is observed when it has
been placed by the taboo-chief on cocoanuts.

full-rigged

when a failure of crops isareca-nuts, etc.

threatened.

fulcral (ful'kral), a. Of or pertaining to a ful-

crum; specifically, in ichth., pertaining to the

processes on the base of fin-spines and rays by
which the fin is erected.

fulcrum, n. 7. in rotifers, the short stem of

the incus, one of the parts of the mastax or

pharyngeal mill.— 8. In the trilobites, the

bend or the point of abrupt curvature of the

thoracic pleura, which divides them into proxi-

mal and distal portions.

fulcrumage (ful'krum-aj), n. The turning

about a point, as a fulcrum.

fulgorid (ful'go-rid), TO. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the FiJSgoridse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the family Ful-

goridsB.

fulgural (ful'gvi-ral), a. [L. fulguralis, ifulgur,

li^tning.] Of or pertaining to lightning: as,

fulgural superstition— Fulgural science, divina-

tion by lightnmg.

fulgurant, a. 2. Injjatfto?., with lightning-like

rapidity: an epithet applied to the pains of

locomotor ataxia, because of the suddenness of

their appearance.
fulgurating (ful'gu-ra-ting), J), a. Darting or

shooting in the manner of lightning ; lanci-

nating: BS, fulgurating pains.

fulgurator ^ful'gu-ra-tor), n. In
phys., a device used in the study
of the spark-spectra of substances.
It consists of a vertical glass tube with
platinum wires, a and b, which afford a
spark-gap. The terminal h is smiounded
with a capillary tube to the top of which
the liquid to be vaporized by the spark
rises, covering the platinum wire. The
spark passes between the surface of this

liquid and the upper terminal.

fulgurite, to. 2. An explosive of

the nitroglycerin class, used for

blasting: similar to dynamite, but
the nature of the dope has not
been disclosed by the inventor.
fuUl, a.— Fall house, (ft) in »o*er, same
a&fiun, n, 3.— FuUllne. (6) In prinUng,
aline of composed types of letters only that
fill tlie measure of the page or column. A Fulgurator

line that consists partly of letters and partly

of quadrats is known as a break line.— Full up Of, full to

satiety ; ' sick and tired of ' : as, he wasfuU up of the place.

[Australia.] —Keep full for stays! an order to the

wheelsman to keep a good full on the vessel so as to

accelerate her speed a little before going in stays in order

that she may come about quickly.—Keep her full! an

order to keep the sails full of wind.

fuU^, TO. 4. A ridge of gravel formed back of

a beach by storm-waves. [Local, Bug.]

The wash of the waves, owing to percolation, piles up
the pebbles thrown forward by the breaker, forming a
bank, or ridge, or FuU^ and this is the action proper to

the sea on ashore of shingle;
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 636.

To hold a good full, naut., to steer so as to keep the

saUswell bellied out by the wind ; to keep the vessel off

sufiiciently from the wind to fill her sails.

full^, adv. 5, In organ-playing, with all the

stops drawn ; with the whole power of the in-

strument : as, the piece was played^K.
full-arc (ful'Slrk), TO. An electric arc supplied
with 9.5-10 amperes of current and consuming
450-480 watts.

full-blood, TO. 2. Belationship through both
parents or through a complete series of ances-

tors: as, brothers or cousins of the full-blood,

orfulUloods of a certain tribe or race.
Fullers' board. See Moorti.—Fullers' chalk. Same
ss fullers' earth.—Fullers' earth. (6) In geol., specifi-

cally, the middle subdivision of the Lower OBlites of the
Jurassic system in Great Britain, constituting the Fullo-
nian group or stage. It is underlain by the Bajocian series,

with the Cheltenham beds at the top, and overlain by the
Bathonian, the lowest member of which is the Great or
Bath Oolite.—Fullers' grease. Same as Yorkshire
^grease, except that the term fullers' grease^ when
used in its strictly specific sense, applies only to the fatty

acids recovered from the scouring of woolen cloth, ex-

cluding the grease from raw wool.—^Fullers' scale. See
*scaie3.

full-fledged (ful'flejd), a. Fully developed
or matured; fully organized and ready for

action or use: as, afull-Jledgedtown.
fuU-je-veled (ful'jo*eld), a. Said of a watch
when each of thepivot-holes contains a jewel,
made of a ruby, garnet, or some other gem.
fnllonian (fu-16'-nian), n. [L. fullo{n-), a
fuller.] S&me a,s*fu1lers' earth {b).

fuU-pitch (ful'pieh), TO. In cricket, a ball

bowled so as to reach the batsman before it

touches the ground ; a fuU-toas.
full-rigged (ful'rigd), a. Fully rigged; with
aU the sails set that properly belong to the
class of vessel named or reieired to: as, a
full-rigged ship. See ship.
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fall-toss (ful'tos), u. In ericket, same as */«Z/- fnmigatory, a. II. n. A room or apparatus
pitch. used for fumigatiou. Syd. Soc. Lex.

nilminate, «.— Mercuric fulminate, a valuable ex- fiuning, n. 4. The process of subjecting oak
' ' " " ''

or other wood used in furniture to the fumes
of ammonia, in order to give it an appearance
of age.— 5. Inpfeotoj/., the process of exposing
albuminized paper to the fumes of ammonia,
which makes the paper print a trifle more
quickly and gives it a purple tone.

fumitory^, «.—Bulbous funjltory. («) The YioWovi-

loot atvaoaco»ie\ Adoxa MosehatelUTM. (0) The hollow-
wort, CapvMdeg cmywm.

fumivorous (fu-miv'o-rus), a. [L. fwmis,
smoke, + vorare, devour.] Smoke-consuming.

It [crematory apparatus] ... is Jumiiioram, [and]

fulsum, a. A simplified spelling otfulsome. emits no smell. Bmk, Med. Handbook, IIL 361.

fulvo-hyaline (ful"vo-hi'a-lin), a. [L. fvXirm, funa (fo'na), n. [Jap. funa.'] The Japanese
yellow, + Gt. id/<,ivoV, of glass: see hyali/ne.] name of tfie common goldfish, Carassius aura-
Transparent but dark yellowish in color. tus, found in the rivers of Japan.
fulvo-rufous (ful'vo-re'fus), a. [L. 'fulvtts, funambulism (fu-nam'bu-lizm), m. [L. funam-
yellow, + rufus, red.] Dark yellowish red. iuPm, a rope-walker, + -ism.^ The art of tight-

fiima (tu'ma), n. [A back-formation from L. rope walking; rope-walMng.
fumare, suBject to smoke or vapor, < fumus, Funariacese (fu-na-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

smoke, vapor: see fume.l A trade-name for Funaria + -aoese.'] A family of mosses of the

plosive agent, made by the addition of alcohol to a warm
solution of mercury in nitric acid. It forms small yel-

lowish-white crystals, having the composition HgC2NQ02,
very readily exploded by slight heating, friction, or a blow.
It is too violent in its effects and xao expensive to be
used as a principal or primary explosive, but it is largely
used in detonators and percussion-caps, to bring about
the explosion of other materials, such as guncotton and
dynamite. Also known as fvlminaiing mercury or
simply aa fulminate.

fulminuric (ful-mi-nu'rik), a. Derived from
fulminic and uric acids Fulminuric acid, a col-

orless solid, C8H3N3O3, isomeric with cyanuric acid. It

explodes at 146° C. Sometimes called Uocyanuric add.

the vapor of carbon disulphid when applied to
plants as an insecticide.

fumagiue (fu'ma-jin), n. [NL. "fumago (/«-
magin-), < L. fumus, smoke, + -ago (-agm-),

order Bryales, typified by the genus Funaria.
They are characterized by the pear-shaped capsule pro-
vided with a neck and often raised on a long s^k.
The family includes 12 genera, of which Fmiaria and
Physcomitriwrn are the most important.

as m imago, image, with a sense suggested Ijy function, n Automorplilc ftmctlon. See -kauto-

eerugo, rust.] The black or brown coating ^''' """ ^ -"-^— -" ~" •»

upon the leaves and stems of plants formed by
the mycelium of various fungi.

fumago (fii-ma'go), n. [NL. (Persoon, 1818),

< L. fumus, smoke, + -ago as in imago, image

;

used in NL. in a special sense : see imMgo.'i

A name which has been applied to the eonidial

condition of species of Capnodium.
fumarine (fu'ma-rin), n. [Fumaaria + ime^.'\

A bitter alkaloid, C21H19O4N, contained in
Fumaria offieinalis. It crystallizes in prisms
and is optically active.

fumarole, n. Salnte-Claire Deville distinguishes the
following : (a) Dry fumaroles, which are very hot and
yield volatilized anhydi'ous (for example, ferric) chlorids.

(6) Add, fumMroles, which yield sulphurous and hydro-
chloric fumes and steam, (c) Alkaline fv/maroles, which
yield sal ammoniac and steam at approximately 212° P.

(d) Coldfuimarolee, below 212° F., which yield steam, car-

bon dioxid, sulphureted hydrogen, etc. Annates de Chimie
et de Physique, LIT. 19.

fumarolic (fii-ma-rol'ik), a. Characterized by,

pertaining to, or due to the action of fumaroles.

The placing of various ore deposits of many well-known
districts in such classes as fumarolic solfataric, pneumar
tolytic, etc., without giving evidence for such a distribu-

tion, seemed to the speaker to be premature.
Science, April 3, 1903, p. 643.

fumatorium (fii-ma-to'ri-um), n.
;
pi. fvmato-

ria(-a). [NL.: sw*fumatory^, fumitory^, n.']

A fumatory ; specifically, in recent use, an air-

tight structure in which small trees or other

plants are fumigated to destroy scale or other
insects.

fumatory^ (fu'ma-to-ri), n. INL. fumatorium
(recent use), < \j"fwmare, pp. fumatus, smoke

:

see fume, w.J Same as fvmitory^ (which is a

less correct form).

fumba (fom'ba), n. [Also mfumba; < Swahili

fumba, with noun-prefix mfumba, connected
with fumba, close, shut.] A sleeping-bag of

matting used by the natives in the lower Zam-
besi valley.

fumble, n. 3. In base-ball,foot-ball, and other

games, an act of fumbling.

The world's a well strung fldle, mans tongue the quill.

That fills the world with/«m6te for want of skill.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 87.

fume, ».— Lead fume. See*lead2.

fume, V. «.—Fuming nitric acid, an impure nitric

acid containing other oxids of nitrogen ; a reddish-yellow

fluid giving off acrid fumes of the same color.—Fuming
Oil of vltrloL Same as Nordhaugen add 01fuming sul-

phuric add (which see, under eulphwric add).

fum6 (fu-ma'), a- [P-> PP- «* fumer, smoke.]

1. Smoked: as, yerre fumS ('smoked glass').

— 2. Smoky; having a smoky tint: as, quartz

fumS.—S. That has been subjected to the pro-

cess of fuming, as oak, in order to obtain an
antique appearance.

fume-chamoer (fum'cham"ber), n. A box or

chamber connected with a ventilating shaft or

exhaust, used in laboratories to carry off offen-

sive fumes.
fumerole (fu'me-rol), n. Beo fumarole.

Tmn-jiAic.— Cbaracterlatlc function, in thermodynam-
ics, a function of the generalized coordinates, the genei-al-

ized forces, the temperature, energy, and entropy of a
system in equilibrium, in terms of which all the proper-
ties of the system can be expressed.— Cbromatlc
function. See kchromatic.— Compensation of func-
tions. See ^comjiemation.—Decreasing function, a
function which decreases when its independent variable

is increased.—DlaphorlC function, a function of the
differences of specified arguments.—Differential Of
a function. See *di/eren«iai.—Element Of an
analytic function. See *e?enie?it.— Empiric func-
tion, a relation between two variable quantities, found
by direct observation.— EflUlpotentlal function, a
function by means of which equality of potential is

specified.— ]^actlonal function, a function in which
the variable occurs in the denominator : as, ajx, or 6/a:2.

—

Function of position on a Elemann's surface, a
function of a function considered as having a value for

every point of the Riemann's surface that is connected
with the latter function.— Galton's function. See anr
central *i»iftm«a«<;e.— G-fUnctlon. Same as Green's
irfunction.—Graph Of a function, graph of the func-
tion f(aO. See *i?TOi)A.— Green's ftmctlon. (a) A poten-

tial function which at all points of a contour is equal to
logl/r, where r is the radius vector of the pointfrom a fixed

origm. (6) A function diflermg from that just defined by
logi/j-.-Group of afunctlon. See -kgroup. —Hyper-
bolic function, (c) A function bearinga relation to a reci>

angular (equilateral) hyperbola similar to that of the or-

dinary circular functions of trigonometry to a circle. The
hyperbolic functions are not so named on account of any
analogy with what are termed elliptic furuAions. See the
extraot.

The elliptic integrals, and thence the elliptic functions,

derive their name from the early attempts of mathemati-
cians at the rectification of the eUipse. . . . To a certain ex-

tent this is a disadvantage; . . . because we employ the
name hyperbolic function to denote cosh u, sinh u, etc.,

by analogy with which the elliptic functions would be
merely the circular functions cos <p, sin 0, etc.

Qreenhill, Elliptic Functions, p. 175.

Increasing function, a function which increases when
its independent variable is increased.— Infinity of a
function. See *Mi^m'tu.— Inverse function or In-
verse of a function. When«=f (x), then x equalssome
function of y, say x=tl> (y). These functions, f and 4>t are

then said to be inverse functions or wnti-funetions of one
another. The sign of this inversion is minus one written

as an index to the functional symbol : thus, f=0-1' and
=1-1, BO that a;=f-i (j/) and y=0-1 (x). —Klelnlanfunc-
tion, an automorphic function which remains unchanged
by the transformations of a Kleinian group.—Like-
branched functions, functions of one and the same
Riemann's surface.—Monodromy Of a ftmctlon. See
monodramic function, under monodromic.—Octahe-
SJCOU function, a sextic function whose fourth derivative
is identically zero, the canonical form being xy (xi—yi).—

S'-fUnctiOn, a function denoted by Jm, pronounced p, u.

where 2' denotes a sum extended over all values of w ex-

cept the value w=o.— Slngnlar point of a function.
See •ijointl.- Tesseral function, the function called

by Heine and Todhunter associated function of the first

kind; a function converted into a tesseral harmonic by
the factor cos tr0 or sin ff0.—Verb ftmctlon, an opera-

tor containing a purely symbolic letter /5 to denote the

base of a given operation, so that when this verb function

operates on a subject x, it produces the result obtained by
writuig X for ^ in the verb function : thus, using square

brackets to inclose each separate operation, ((c + p)3] x
= (c + x)2, whereas [c + /3]2 a; = {c + f^ (c + x) = c +
(c + x) = 2c+ 2;.—Zero Of a function. See itzero.

Functional adaptation, hypertrophy, mem-
ory, murmur, paralysis, psychology, selec-

tion. See *adaptation, etc.
'11. «. A substance us^ in function-theory (fungk'shon-the"6-ri), ».

Jour. Soc. Chem. Industry, XIII. q,^^^ g^g theory offunctions (which see, under
fumigant, a
fumigation.
657.

fumigate, "•-.— „ ,^, ^^ ,. ,» j * uuuax i.ie«.i.ouui«. — r— —
(wood) in imitation of the effect 01 age ana Fundamental body, a body which cannot rotate. The

smoke. The process is also known a,S fuming, conception has been introduced by German thinkers m

*. 4. To darken the color o|
fiuidal placenta. See *placenta.

ftingus-body

order to support the doctrine of Leibnitz that space and
motion are purely relative, as against the doctrine of
Newton that space is a thing. The difficulty in the Leib-
nitzian doctrine is that rotational velocity is not relative,

unless some peculiar hypothesis is introduced to account
for the phenomena. These hypotheses have usually con-
sisted in supposing the existence of some motionless thing
to which all motion is relative ; but no good reason has
ever been given for rejecting Newton's view that space
itself is this motionless thing.—Fundamental gneiss.
Same as -kbasement .complex.— Fundamental lengthy
plate or zone. See kleugth, *plate.

Funded content. See *content^.

fundicolar (fun-dik'p-lar), a. [L. fundus, bot-
tom, -I- colere, inhabit, -H-orS.] Inhabiting or
living upon the sea-bottom : as,fundicolar ^moX-

lusks.

Professor Felseneer enumerates afew Magellanic species
separately, and divides the Antarctic species into littoral,

of which there are three species ;
fundicolar, of which

there aie twenty-nme, and pelagic, of which there are
five. Science, April 22, 1904, p. 668.

fundiform (fun'di-f6rm), a. [h.funda, a sling,

-I- forma, form.] Having the form of a sling

or a loop.

funeral-airector (fu'ne-ral-di-rek"tor), n. An
undertaker. [II. S.]

Fungi, n.pl. Kecent investigations have added much to

the knowledge of the life-histories and relationships ot
this large group of plants. The tei™, as commonly used
to include the slime-molds and bacteria as well as the
fungi proper, does not signify a natural group. The pres-

ent tendency is to restrict ite use to the Ewmyeetes (true

fungi). The cytological studies of Harper and others

confimi the opinion that the rusts (Uredinales) are most
closely related to the Basidiomycetes, while the researches
of Thaxter have shown the existence of what appears to

be a new order, the Myxobacteritdes, showing characters of
both Myxomycetes and bactena. Various recent sys-

tematic anangements of the fungi have been proposed,
notably those of Brefeld, Schr&ter, Saccardo, and Engler
and Frantl. These classifications differ chiefly in the
terminology used, the relative rank given to different

groups, and t^e position assigned to certain orders of
more or less doubtful relationship. The sporological sys-

tem of Saccardo,used in his " Sylloge Fungorum " as a basis
for the division of the larger groups of the Pyrenomycetes,
Diseomycetes, and Fungi Imperfecti, is very convenient
but artificial. The following arrangement is based upon
that given in Engler's "Syllabus." The termination of
the ordinal names is that at present adopted and has been
used by Underwood. The lichens have been added to
the classes of fungi to which they belong. Class I. Myx-
tymycetes: orders Acrasiales, Plasmodiophorales, Myx-
ogastrales, Myxobacteriales. Class II. Sehizomycetes:
orders Eubacteriales, Thiobaeteriales. Eumycetes (true
fungi): (Tlass IIL Archimycetes : order Chytridiales.
Class IV. Zygomycetes : orders Mucorales, JEntomA>phtho-
rales. Class V. Oomycetes: orietB Saprolegniales, Pero-
nosporales. Class VI. Ascomycetes: orders Protomyce-
tales, Saccharomycetales. Exoascales, Aspergillaies, Peri-
sporiales, Hypocreales, Dothideales, SpkeeriaXes, Laboul-
henidles, Tuberales, Hysteriales, Phaddiales, Pezizales,
Helvellales. Subclass Ascolichenes : orders Parmdiaies,
LeddealeSj Graphidales, Calidales, Verrucariales. Fungi
Imperfecti : orders Sphseropsidales, Melanconiales, Moni-
liates. Class VII. Basidimnycetes : subclass Hemibasidii
— order tlstUaginales ; subclass Protobasidii— orders
Uredinales, Aurieulariales, Tremeilales, Daeryomyce-
tales, Exobasidiales, Agarieales, PhaUales, Hymenogas-
trdles, Lycoperdales, NidviariaXes, Sclerodermatales.
Subclass Hymenolichenes.

Funglc acid, the name given to a mixture of citric,

nmic, and phosphoric acids, which is found in certain
species of mushrooms.

fungicidal(fun-ji-si'dal), a. [fungicide + -aft.']

Relating to fungicides or to the killing of
fungus or fungi ; having the property of de-
stroying fungous or fungoid growths.
fungivore (fun'ji-vor), n. [P. *fungivore, < L.
fungus, fungus, -I- vorare, devour.] A trade-
name for a crude preparation containing iron
sulphate, used at one time in France as a
fungicide application to plants, as, for ex-
ample, to vines attacked by Oidium.

fungose (fung'gos), a. Same as fungous.
fungus, ».— Algal fungus. See *algal.— 'BlStcic

fungus, a name applied to any member of the Pyren-
omycetaXes.— Faiiy-rlngfUngus, the mushroom Maras-
mius Oreades, which forms circles or parts of circles in

lawns and pastures, popularly termed fairy rings. See
fairy ring, under /oirj/.-Fungus cancer. Same as

fungus Aemotodes.-Fungus cerebri, protrusion of the
brain-substance through a fracture of the skull. Also
called cerebral /lerjjia.—Fungus-digestlng plant. See
*i)2(mti.— Grasshopper-disease fUngus, a species of

S^orotrichum which attacks grasshoppers and causes
their death. This fungus has been distributed for the

pm^jose of checking the ravages of grasshoppers in certain

parts of the United States.— Oak-root fungus. Same
as oak-seedling -kdisease.— Flne-cone fungus, the fun-

gus ^ddivjm stroMlinum, occumng on the scales of the

cones of pine.—Hne-leaf fungus, the fungus Herpo-
triehia nigra, occuning on the leaves and branches of the

pine and juniper. See -kHerpotrichia.— Shot-hole fun-
gus, any fungus which attacks the leaves of certain trees,

particularly cherries and plums, causing minute purple

or brown spots, which later loosen and drop out. Cylin-

drosporium Padi, Septoria cerasina, and other forms are

responsible for this disease.— Sore-shln fungus, a

species of Rhizoctonia which attacks the weak seedlings

of cotton-plants, producing an ulcer just at or below the

surface of the ground and often destroying the pliint.

See -kda/mp, 6.

fungus-body (fung'gus-bod*i), n. The large

compound structure of the higher fungi : dis-
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tinguished from the simple filamentous thallus furciferine (f^r-sife-rin), a. [_Fureifer + -ine^.']

of the lower fungi. DeBary.
fungus-gall (fung'gus-g&l), n. A peculiar gall-
like growth produced upon various plants by
the irritation induced by fungi.
fungus-pit (fung'gus-pit), n. A pit in which
mushrooms and other fungi are cultivated.

fungus-trap (fung'gus-trap), n. That part of
the root of a plant which contains a fungus
the ultimate fate of which is to be absorbed
by the host plant. Prank.

foiucle, )i. 5. The central connecting process Furcimanus (fer-sim'a-nus).
in those colonies of graptolites which bear no furca, fork, + manus, hand.]

Relating to or characteristic of the deer of the

genus Fureifer, frequently placed in the genus
Cariacus.

forcilia (fer-sil'i-a), n. [NL., < Ij. furca, fork.]

A late larval stage in sehizopodous crusta-

ceans, in which the paired, stalked eyes be-

come more fully developed and the most an-
terior pairs of thoracic and abdominal feet be-
gin to form in succession from before back-
ward.

[NL., < L.
A genus of

thecBB. " "
zoarcid fishes found in the deep waters of the

funicular, a. 2. In anat. : (6) Resembling a North Pacific,

cord or rope : a term used in describing the furcula, n. 3. In embryol., a forked median
arrangement of muscle- or nerve-fibers.

—

Fnnlcnlar action, action exerted by means of a rope
or cable ; specifically, in mech., the pull exerted at the
ends of a stretched rope or cord when a transverse force
is applied to its middle.—Funicular curve. Same as
catenary curve.— Funicular railway. Seei^ailway.

Fnnlcnlus amnil, a cord which persists tor a while after
the closing of the amnion and chorion, in ruminants,
forming a connecting band between them.

fnnk'l, V. II. intrans. To smoke offensively,

as a fire or chimney, with puffs or gusts.

But there my triumph's straw-flre flared aa^L funked.
Browningt Fra Lippo Lippi, L 172.

fonks, «. II.
be afraid of

:

trans.

back out from.

just above the amis

To shrink from or dread ;
°' » e^^^^opper.

_

.tfrnm rflnllon 1
' fuTCullteCffer'ku-

protuberan.ce arising in the floor of the em-
bryonic pharynx
between the
third and fourth
pairs of visceral
arches. It de-
velops into the
epiglottis of the
adult.—Furonla
supra-analis, a
small forked sclerite

[CoUoq.]

He "funked " the cholera, as he said, and of course he
got it. Having got it, he told me that hBfunked it no
longer—and he got over it.

Oeog. Jour. ( E. G. S.), XIL 198.

flink^, n. 3. One who funks, shrinks from, or
avoids, or who is in a state of funk.

ftiTiTiAl, 71., 4. (c) In the chambered cephalopods, the
extension of the septum about the siphuncle.—Buechner

Kt), n. [L.fur-
CMto,afork,-l-Grr.

7U6oc, stone.] A
mierolite which
has a straight
stem and forked
extremities. F.
Butley, in Miner-
alogical Mag.,
IX. 266.

(fu-

A, furcula.

The floor of the phatynx of a human
embryo, twenty-three days old, seen
from above.

a, tuberculum impar ; />, mandibular
arch ; c, hyoid arch ; ti, first branchial
arch; f, second branchial arch ; y, third
branchial arch; £", lung; A, fifth aortic
arch in the third branchial arch; t, glot-
tis ;y, fourth aortic arch in the second
branchial arch ; A, furcula ; /, third aortic
arch in the first branchial arch ; ?ft, sec-
ond aortic arch in the hyoideaii arch;
ft, membrane closing the hyomandibular
cleft, which afterward becomes the
tympanic membrane. (From Marshall's
" Vertebrate Embryology.")

fannel, a special form of funnel made of porcelain, hav-
ing a perforated bottom on which the filter-paper is laid
flat—Meyer's funnel, a glass funnel with its lower rim -
turned inward and provided with a tubulus: used to lUTGVerxUC
place over liquids in the process of evaporation to con- re-ver'nik), a.

tt^.7^^elZZVo^'St!^h>^^o^af^ [f^iruracea)+m>emiaiseedet.)+^.l De-
of the scyphula of certam jeUyflshes, as Aurelia; a.n

divert irom JLverma /Mr/Mracfiff.— Furevernlc
iofundibulum. acid, an acid, incorrectly called furevernacid, said to

funnel-box (fun'el-boks), ». One of a series .°""""' *"
*'^'=f'

\°^~f•^"™7: , .,

,

of square fiinnels used in metallurgical works fjrfuracrylunc (fer"f6r-ak-ri-lu'rik), a. No-
ting an acid which appears in the urine afterthe
ingestion of fjirfurol.

furfural (f6r'f6r-al), n. [L.furfur, bran, -I- -al^.l

Seefurfitrol.

fiumel-chest (fun'el-chest), n. A sinking in furfuraldeliyde(f6r-f6r-al'de-hid), n. Same as
- fi»T.v«=<.i„^ „* furfural.

for separating metal-beariug slimes according
to fineness.

funnel-breast (fun'el-brest), n. Same as
*f%imiel-chest.

of the sternum, forming a conical depression of
the anterior wall of the chest.

funnel-draft (fun'el-dr&ft), n. The draft or
current of air and products of combustion
from a marine boiler caused by the difference
in the weight of hot gas inside the funnel or
chimney when compared with that of an
equal column of external air.

funnel-tube (fun'el-tiib), n. A small glass
funnel prolonged at the bottom into a tube of
considerable length, much used in chemical

nufurane (fer'f6r-an), n

ane.']

[L. furfur, bran, -I-

CH : CH
A colorless liquid,

| >0,
CH : CH

formed by the distillation of barium pyromu-
cate with soda-lime : one of the products of the
distillation of pine wood, it boils at 31.4-31.6° C,
has a characteristic odor, and imparts an emerald-green
color to a pine splinter moistened with hydrochloric acid.
It is the parent substance of a class of compounds similar
in structure to the pyridine and thiophene derivatives.

laboratories. The tube is passed gas-tight through furfurine (ffer'ffer-in), n. {li.furfw, bran, -I-

' ' " " • -ine'^.^ A colorless crystalline basic compound,
*^15Hl?N203, formed by the action of a dilute
potassium-hydroxid solution on furfuramide.
It melts at 116° C.

furfurylamide (f6r'f6r-il-am"id), n. Ifurfuryl
+ amide.'] Same as furfuramide.

furil (fu'ril), n. \Jur{oin) + -il.] A yellow
crystalline compound, prepared by the oxida-
tion of furoin, melting at 162° C. It is the
analogue of benzil, and has the formula CxHo
O.CO.CO.C4H3O.

the cork of a bottle or flask. Also called tvJbe-funnd.—
Safety flmnel-tube, an ordinary tunuel-tube with a
double bend, with or without one or more bulbs. A
liquid may be poured through it into a gas-generating
flask without .the risk of being driven out by sudden in-

crease of gaseous tension. It also limits access of air to
the contents of the glass, a liquid seal or valve being
established by the part of the introduced liquid which
lodges in the bend.

ftmnel-twister (fun'el-twis''t6r), n. A Euro-
pean rhynchitid beetle, Mhynchites betulse,

whose larvae live in beech-leaves, which they
roll into a fimnel shape.

ftanori (fo-no'ri), ». [Jap.] 1. A seaweed, futilic (fu-ril'ik), a. \_furil + -ic.] Oforper-
Gloeopeltis intricata, from which the Japanese taining to furil Furilic acid, a colorless, unstable,

prepare a fine kind of glue.— 2. The glue crystallme compound, (CiHsOJgCOH-COOH, prepared by

made from this seaweed. It is used for paste, **'° *<'*'°° "' potassium hydroxid on finely divided furil.

Starch, and sizing, the glazing and stiffening fl^^l (f^rl), n. [furl, ».] 1. A roU of what is

of textile fabrics, etc. Nat. aeog.Mag., May, fm-led.— 2. The manner of furiing (a sail), or

1905 p. 208. the appearance presented when furled: as, a

flint (fs'nt), n. [Russ. funtil, < Or. pfund = E. vessel is judged by the furl of the saUs.

pound.] The Russian pound, equal to nine l^\^> PP- ^ sxmpUfied spelUng offurled.

tenths of an avoirdupois pound. furlo, n. and v. t. A simplified spelling of

fun-ting (fun'ting')>»- [Also/i^«m3; Chinese furlough,

fun (fan), flour; Ting Chau, a place noted for furnace, m.—Air crucible furnace, a

J+o rCnttoi^l A flliiTiBfsfi -nnrcftlaiTi havi-ncr a crucibles for melting brass.—BathO'S fim
Its pottery.] A umnese porceiam navmg a acation of the Siemens open-hearth furnac
white paste, resembling m appearance soft

paste but in reality hard.

fbrca, n. 3. An inflected elastic anal organ
ending in a fork, by which the animal is en-

abled to leap, as in Podura. Kirby and Spence.

forcal (fer'kal), a. [NL. *furcalis, < li.fwea,
fork : see /oirfc.] Of a fork ; also, furcate or

forked: as,the/MrcaZprocessesot crustaceans.

—Fnrcal orifloe, a forked opening, as the sternal slit in

certain Perlidss.

furnace with
fomace, a modi-

furnace, from which
it differs in shape, being either circular or elliptical, and
in that the regenerators are placed outside of the furnace
and are independent of it. The advantages of the sep-
arate regenerators are that In case of a break-out there
is no nsk of the metal getting into the regenerators
and that it is impossible for a lealsage of gas to take
place between the gas and the air-regenerators and de-
stroy the brickworlL— Belglan-Sllesian furnace, a
modification of the Belgian and Silesia zinc distillation
furnaces : also Imown as the Bhenigh furnace, on account
of its general use in Rhenish Prussia. It usually has
three rows of retorts and is either direct-fired or gas-

furnace

fired. The retorts are elliptical in shape and, in the
modem furnaces, their number exceeds 200. Also Bel-

gian furnace.—BlcbeiOUX.'B furnace, a gas reheating-
lumace (which see) in which the air for burning the
gases is heated in a shallow fine under the bottom of the fur-
nace,thiisservingto cool the furnace bottom.—Black-ash
furnace, same as *baU-fumace.—Blowp^e ftirnace,
a furnace fed by powdered fuel, oil, or gas, blown through
a pipe with the air which serves for its combustion.
—BOliolie furnace. SameasSj)Bmi«A/«ma<:«.— Cast-
steel famace. See *cast-ited.—Coltness furnace, an
early form of blast-fumace which utilized the waste gases
of iron-smelting.— Crucible funiace, a furnace in which
the material to be heated is contained in a crucible of
refractory material, and thus kept oat of contact with the
fuel. Such furnaces are much used in the manufacture •

of tool steel, in brass foundries, and in chemical labora-
tories and assaying establishments.—Decaxbonlzlng-
fomace, a furnace for eliminating the carbon from a bath
of fused metal, such as cast-iron or -steel, by oxidizing it,

either by the character of the flame or by the constitution
of the slag or the furnace-lining.— Dental ftirnace, a
small furnace used in the manufacture of porcelain teeth.
—Desulphnrizlng-fomace, an oxidizing furnace for
sulphurete or sulphids, in which the sulphur is removed
by roasting with an abimdant supply of oxygen, going off

as SO3.—Electric furnace, an arrangement for utilizing
the extraordinarily high temperature producible by the
discharge of a powei^ul electric current between two
carbon poles. These poles pass through the walls of a
ti-ough or inclosure constructed of the most infusible
material available, and varied as to size and shape witii
the particular use intended. The temperature may be
made to exceed any that can be produced by combustion,
and with the advantage that air may be completely exclu-
ded. Important results ofa scientific character liave been
obtained by means of the electric furnace, and it has
opened up a new field of industrial use in the manufacture
of metallic aluminum, calcium carbide, phosphorus, and
other products.—Engli^ sllver-refineiy furnace, a
reverberatoiy furnace with a movable bed known as a
cupel or test and formerly made of bone ash, but now of
a mixture of clay and limestona The breast of the cupel
is perforated with holes for the removal of the litharge^
which fiows into a pot below. The lead containing about
8 per cent of silver is run out through a hole in thebottom
of the cupel and again cupelled in the same furnace, but
the cupel for this operation is provided with a concavity
at the bottom for the reception of the cake of pure silver.

See cupdlation.— Exell's flimace, a shaft-furnace
adopted for the extraction of mercury from lump-ore. It
is provided with three external fireplaces and is encased
in sheet-iron to prevent the loss of mercury. The vapors
escape into pipes and from these into condensing-cham-
beis. The pipes were at first of cast-iron but these have
been replaced by vertical pipes of glazed stoneware.
The charging apparatus consists of a cup-and-cone with
water-sefd. The Exeli furnaces are largely used in India
and Austria.—GSerman furnace, a furnace for separating
and regaining metal from cinder which has chemically
absorbed it. It was first used in Germany.—Gothic
furnace, the shaft- or blast-furnace for smelting iron from
its ores: so called from a pointed arch placed over the
embrasures when the base of the furnace up to the
boshes waa made of rubble masonry. The term is obso-
lete.—Heatlng-fbmace. Same as reheaiing-furnace,
which see, under furnace.— Herreshoflfs foimace, a
rectangular water-jacketed furnace for copper-smelting.
Its forehearth is detachable and mounted on wheels, and
the slag is removed by means of a lip in front of the fore-

hearth. The furnace is charged from the top which is

covered by a hood connected with a latenU pipe for
carrying away the waste gases.—Injector-foniace,
a form of fire-clay furnace for chemical and assay
laboratories in which a special blast-lamp is used to
bum a mixture of illuminating-gas or pe^oleum-vapor
with air, and the hot flame so produced is driven by
bellows into an opening at the bottom of the furnace.— Mactear fninace, a mechanical furnace with a circu-
lar revolving hearth, for converting black salt into soda-
ash by calcination in the Leblanc process for making
carbonate of soda from common salt.— Gbddlzing-
fUmace, ametaUurgical or otherfumace in which oxida-
tions are effected, usually by heated air.—Reflectini^-arc
furnace, an electric furnace in which the radiation from
an electric arc is reflected upon the substance to be heated.
—Rhenishfurnace. Same as Belgian-Silenan*fumace.— Rotary furnace, (a) A furnace which can be rotated
or rocked to pour the metal (6) A furnace which is con-
tinually rotated or revolved to secure thorough mixture
or chemical reaction underheat as respects the charge.—
Rotarymelting-fomace. Seerotary*melHng-fumaee
(with cut).—St. Bede chemical furnace, a furnace de-
signed for malcing stJt-cakeby the action of sulphuric acid
on common salt, brought into use at the St. Bede chemical
worlts in England.— Salt-<!ake ftmiace, the furnace in
which (as the first step of the Leblanc process for making
carbonate of soda from common salt) salt is heated with
sulphuric acid, hydrochloric-acid gas being given off and
sodium sulphate left behind as salt-cake. There are
various types of furnace so used, but in each there are
two parts, the decomposing-pan, in which the flrst stage
of the reaction is carried ou^ and the roaster or drier, in
which the reaction is completed. Also known as a
siUphate furnace.— SefStFOem's fumace, a small
but powerful blast-fnmace for use in chemical and
metallurgical laboratories. The cylindrical body or
fireplace is surrounded by an outer cylinder which
forms a reservoir for compressed air furnished by a
bellows of good size.— Siemens famace, the most im-
portant and successful form of fumace in which the re-

generative principle is applied. It greatly economizes
fuel, produces temperatures much higher than were
formerly attainable, admite of exact regulation oftempera-
ture, and controls the action of oxygen or its removal in
the hearth. It was brought into use in England in 1869
or 1860, and has proved of great value in steel-making,
the manufacturo of glass and porcelain, and various other
industries. Gaseous fuel is used, and this and the air
necessary for combustion are separately heated by passage
on their way to the hearth through fire-brick chambei-s
filled with loosely stacked fire-brick at a high tempeii-
ture. The products of combustion are carried from the
hearth on their way to the chimney through a second pair
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of similar Are-brick chambers, which are thus heated up
and become ready to serve the purpose of the first pair as
these cool down, the gas- and air-currents being shifted
over at proper intervals from the one pair of chambers
to the other. A number of other inventors have pro-
posed modifications in detail of the original Siemens
lumace.— Btetefeldt famace, a shaft-furnace in which
silver ores are chloridized and desulphurized by first

pulverizing and mixing them with salt and then dropping
them through a current of hot air. So called from it« in-

ventor.— Sulphate famace. Same as salt-cake -kfur-
nace.— Wed(Ullg furnace, a form of furnace used at the
Eoyal PorcelainManufactory at Berlin in 1861. It de-
veloped a very high temperature by the use of combus-
tible gas along with a forced blast of air, the result being
practically that of a blowpipe flame on a large scale.

Furnaces of the same general character have been in-

vented by Ekman, Fletcher, and others.

furnace-charger (f6r'iia,B-ehar"j6r), n. An
apparatus for weighing' and feeding into a
furnace the proper proportions of ore, fuel,

etc.

flirnace-gas (fSr'nas-gas), n. 1. The pro-
ducts of comhustion from a furnace.— 2. The
gas given off by a hlast-fumace. This is rich
enough in unconsumed carbon to be useful as a fuel for
internal-combustion engines, for the production of steam,
and for preheating the blast.

furnace-oven (fer'nas-uv'''n), n. A baking-
chamber built of brick, with a low arch : used
in bakeries.

furnace-plate (fSr'nas-plat), n. Iron or steel

plate used to make the furnace or fire-box of
a steam-boiler.

furnisher, n. 2. In calico-printing, the cloth-
covered roller or the cylinder-brush which
furnishes the color to the engraved roller on
the cylinder printing-machine.

furniture, n., 3. (d) In a harness, all of the
metallic parts with the exception of the bits

and rosettes.

furniture-bug (ffer'ni-tur-bug), n. 1. The bed-
bug.— 2. Any one of several thysanurous
insects of the family Lepismatidx, commonly
found on old furniture.—3. The silver-fish

or slicker. See silver-fish, 6.

furoin (fu'ro-in), n. lfur{furaldehyde) + -o-

-H -ira2.] A colorless crystalline compound,
C4H3O.CO.CH.OH.C4H3O, melting at 135° C.

It is prepared by the action of potassium
cyanide on furfuraldehyde in dilute aqueous-
alcoholic solution, and corresponds to benzoin.

furonic (fu-ron'ik), a. [fur(furpropi)oniic).']

Noting an acid, a colorless crystalline com-
pound, C7Hg03, formed by the oxidation of

furfurpropionic acid. .It melts at 180° C.

furred, a. 3. Fitted with a kind of partition

made with furring-strips, as an outer wall of

masonry. The lath and plaster work are se-

cured to the furring-strips and so are not
exposed to the dampness of the wall.

Purriers' asthma. See *asthma.

furrow, n—Ambulacral furrow, arm furrow.
Same as ambuiacral groove (which see, under am6«-
lacral).—Dead fUrrow. Same as water-furrow. [U. S.]

The plowing of a thoiouglily tiled field should leave

no dead furrows for surface-water to follow.

W. I. Chamberlain, Tile Drainage, p. 68.

Flat furrow, in agri., a furrow so out and so turned that

the furrow-slice rests upon its face: opposed to top
•/ttrroM.—Genital furrow, an infolding of the integu-

ment just below the genital tubercle in the embryo: this

becomes later the vulvar opening or the urethra.—Glu-
teal furrow, the crease between the nates.— Inter-
ventricular furrow, a longitudinal depression on the

external surface of the heart, on either side, marking the

course of the septum between the two ventricles.-Jade-
lOt'S furrows, various lines seen on the face in disease.

—Lap fttrrow, in agri., a furrow in which the slice is

so shaped and so turned that one edge rests on the pre-

ceding slice and [another supports the succeeding one

:

opposed to fat i^furrow.— lAmOiS. furrow, in fflaeiol.,

a crescentic depression due to subglaoial erosion. Na-
ture, April 10, 1902, p. 541.—Mayrlan furrow, one of

the two oblique furrows which form a V-shaped figure

on the mesonotum of male ants : not to be confounded

with the paiapsidal funows.-Meridian furrow, a

central furrow occurring in segmentation of the ovum.
— Nuchal fUlTOW. Same as -kneclc-furrow.— Open
furrow, any furrow not filled by a furrow-slice ; either

a water-furrow proper or a cross-furrow for drainage-
Seed furrow, the last plowing before the sowing. Law,
Pract. Agr., p. 236.— To strike the furrows, in agri.,

to mark off the center of a ridge; to feer.—Ur^al
furrows, transverse grooves in the nails, formed at the

root during a severe illness or other period of lowered

nutrition.—Vitelline furrow yolk-furrow, a Imear
depression on the surface of the ovum marking the be-

ginning of segmentation.—Winter fUrrow, in bare-

fallowing, the autumnal plowing. Loudon, Encyc.

Agr., p. 802.

furrow-pan (fur'6-pan), n. In plowmg, the

bottom of the furrow compacted by the weight

and action of the plow and horse ; also the

subsurface soil of a field so compacted.

furrow-wheel (fur'6-hwel), m. In a plow, a

small wheel running in the furrow, in gang
sulky-plows, two are used, placed one behmd the other

at an angle. Instead of running vertically they are in-

clined outward to reduce the friction.
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fUrst (ftirst), n. ; Tpl.fursten. [G., prince, sov-
ereign, MHG-; vurste, OHG. furisto (D. vorst),

a prince, Ut. the first or chief person (L. primus
or princeps), < fimst = AS. fyrst^ E. first, a.]

A Gennan or Austrian title of nobiUty of lower
rank than hereog, or duke, and higher than
graf, or count. The title is usually translated
'prince': as, Furst Bismarck. The feminine
is filrsUn.

furtiv, a. A simplified spelling otfurti/ue.

furunculoid (fu-rung'ka-loid), a. (TJ. furuncu-
lus, a boil, -I- -oid.'\ Besembling a boil in ap-
pearance or sensation.
forunculose (fu-mng'ku-lds), a. Same as
*furuncuUyus.
furunculous (fu-mng'ku-lus), a. Marked by
successive eruptions of boils.

fur-worker (fer'w6rk"6r), n. In leather^nanuf.,
a wheel for remo\'ing the oil from fur-skins.
Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 204.

furz, n. A simplified spelling ot furze.
furze'-, 1—Native furze, in Australia, an evergreen
shrub, Hakea ulieina, of the family Proteacese.

furze^ (f6rz), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. fwrsed, ppr.

fwrzmg. [For/M««, «.] To become entangled,
as silkfibers duringthe reelingfrom the cocoon.

These [weak cocoons] are separated from the other
kinds, because in reeling they must be immersed in
colder water in order to avoid any furzing or entangling
in the operation.

Haniuin, Textile Fibres of Conunerce, p. 175.

furze-top (ferz'top), n. A name of the red-
top, Agrostis alba, and of the Bhode Island
bent, A. canina.

fusain (fii-zan'), n. [P., the spindle-tree, also
charcoalmade from it, Ki/ih. fusago (fusagin-),
< L. fiusus, a spindle.] A crayon of fine char-
coal j also, a charcoal sketch.

fusarial ( fu-za'ri-al), a. [Pusarium + -aP-.']

Of or pertaining to the fungus Fvsari/wm.

A fusarial disease of tomatoes occurs in Florida and
also in England.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Veg. Physiol, and Fathol.,
[Bulletin 17, p. 35.

Fusarium (fu-za'ri-um), n. [NL. (Link, 1809),
L. fusus, a spindle.] A large genus of
hyphomyeetous fungi, having more or less

effused sporodochia and bearing mostly spin-
dle-shaped or sickle-shaped light or bright
colored conidia on branched conidiophores.
About 300 species have been described, many of which
are probably not distinct. Some are known to be the
conidial forms of hypocreaceous ascomycetes and cause
serious plant diseases, as F. vasinfectum, the conidial
stage of Neocosinospora vasirtfecta, which causes the
wilt-disease of cotton and^cow-peas. See wilt-disease,

under -kdisease, and -kwUt.

fuscin, n. 2. A black pigment found in the
choroid and the epithelial layer of the retina,

adjoining the choroid of the eye.

fuscohyaline (fus-ko-hi'a-lin), a. [L. fusmis,
dusky, -t- Gr. vaXivoQ, 6i glass : see hyaline.]

Dusky but translucent, as the wings of certain
insects. Annals and Mag. Nat. Mist, April,

1903, p. 399.

fuscopiceous (fus-ko-pish'ius), a. [lj.fuscus,

dusky, -I- piceiis, of pitch: see piceous.']

Duslqr black; dark gray. Annals and Mag.
Nat. Bist., June, 1903, p. 610.

fuscopunctate (fus-ko-purigk'tat), a. [L. fus-
cus, dusky, + NL. punctatus, punctate.]
Having dark punctures, as the elytra of.

a

light-colored beetle. Annals and Mag. Nat.
Bist., May, 1901, p. 423.

fuscovlolaceous (fus"ko-vi-o-la'shius), a. [L.

fuscus, dusky, -I- violdcens, of violet color:

see 'Violaceous.'] Dusky violet in color. Annals
and Mag. Nat. Bist., Aug., 1903, p. 268.

fuse^, n. 2. In elect., a i)iece of conductor,
inserted into an electric circuit, which is of

less current-caiTjdng capacity than the rest of

the circuit, and therefore under excess of cur-

rent melts and opens the circuit. Fuses are

either exposed (that is, open fuses} or protected by an
insulating-tube which frequently is filled with some
granulated insulating material. These latter are called

mclosed or ca/rtridge fuses.— Chemical ftlse, a fuse

which is fired by chemical action between substances

brought into contact : used in torpedoes or submarine
mines.—Detonatlng-fnse, a fulminate-fuse used for

detonating high explosives.

fuse-block (fuz'blok), n. In elect., a block of

porcelain or other refractory insulating ma^
terial provided with terminals between which
the fuse-wire of an electric cirouitis connected.
Fuse-blocks are commonly made in two parts, a base
on which the fuse is mounted, and a cover to prevent

the escape of the molten metal when the fuse is over-

heated.

fuse-link (fuz'Iingk), n. In elect., a link, made
of fuse-wire or cast from fusible metal, for in-

sertion in a fuse-block.

Fusicoccttm Abietinum.
a, g^eneral appearance of an

affected twig : b, cross-section of a
stroma; c, spore-bearing: mycelium
(enlarged). (Drawn from Hngter
and Prantl's " Fflaazenfamilien.")

fusion

fuse-lock (fuz'lok), n. A device for lighting
the free end of a fuse by means of a friction-
match which is set off by pulling a lanyard
attached to a trigger.

fuse-wire (fnz'wir), n. In elect., wire made of
an easily fusible metal and used to protect
circuits from excessive currents. When the
current passes a certain value, depending on
the size of the wire, the latter melts, thus
breaking the circuit.

fusibility, n— scale of fusibility, a series of six

species proposed by Franz von Kobell, and now com-
monly used in designating the relative fusibility of min-
erals. The species are : (1) stibnite ; (2) natrolite ; (3)

' almandin garnet ; (4) actinolite ; (5) orthoclase ; (6)

bronzite.

Fusicoccum (fu-zi-kok'um), n. [NL. (Corda,
1829), (Xt. fusus, spindle, + Gr. k6kkoi:, berry.]
A genus of sphss-
r(>psidaceous fungi in

which the pycnidia
form more or less

irregular chambers in

a black leathery pus-
tular stroma. The
spores are simple, hyaline,
and usually spindle-
shaped. The.species occur
chiefiyon the branches of
woody plants and some
are regarded as the pycni-
dial condition of species
of the pyrenomycetous
genus Diaporthe. F. Abie-
tinum causes a girdling
of the silver fir by killing

the bark on the small
branches.

Fusiform gyrus. See
*gyrvs.
fusing (fu'zing), n.

The technical name
of aprocesstowhichthe harderresins,amberand
copal, are subjected preparatory to using them
in making varnishes. More than mere liquefaction
being required, a partial destructive distillation is brought
about by the continued action of heat, and volatile prod-
ucts are given off, after which the residue becomes solu-

ble in turpentine and some other solvents. Sadder,
Handbook of Indust Ghem., p. 109.

fusion, ». 6. In modern psychol.: (a) A mode
of intimate connection of elementary mental
processes, such that the connected elements
are difBcult of analysis, and the resulting com-
plex approximates the simplicity of impression
characteristic of the element itself. (6) The
product of this connection ; the blend or fused
complex. The term has gained currency from its use
in C. Stumpf's " Tonpsychologie " (1883, 1890). It is used
with varying shades of meaning by different authors, and
has not as yet received final definition.

By far the great majority of odours are not elementary
at iul, but compound,—mental complexes or fusions of
the same sort as the note of a musical instrument, which
is in reality a combination of a number of simple .tones.

E. B. Titehener, Exper. Psychol. I. i. 70.

Aaueo-lgneous fusion. Same as hydrothermal *fusion.
—Degree of fusion, the relative simplicity or com-
plexity of a fusion of sensations. See the quotation.

Since the fusion [of tones] presents all grades, from ob-
vious complexity to a simplicity that counterfeits the
simplicity of sensation, we may speak of a scale offusion
degrees. That fusion is the most perfect, which is most
miitary in perception ; that fusion is the least perfect,
whose components fall apart most readily in perception.

M. B. Titehener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 171.

Diffuse fusion, in Wundt's psychology, a fusion such as
is presented by a noise, or a complex of noise and tone,
in which the tonal elements may be referred to a certain
region of the tonal scale, but cannot be separately iden-
tified as tones of definite pitch : opposed to distinct
•/imon.- Distinct fusion, in Wundt's psychology, a
fusion such as is presented by the clang or musical note,
in which, while a single tone of definite pitch dominates
the complex, the other modifying tones, though less in
evidence, can also be identified by specially directed at-

tention as tones of similarly definite pitch : opposed to
diffuse */«si(m.—Extensive fusion, in Wundt's psychol-
ogy, the fundamental form of simultaneous association

which gives rise to the idea of space. A fusion, for
Wundt, is an association characterized by the intimacy of
connection of the elements and the novelty of the resul-

tant. The idea of space is termed an extensive fusion, in
order to mark the nature of the total process which re-

sull^ from the association of the intensive and qualita-

tive elements. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol.,

I. 398.— Heat of ftision. Seefusion.—Hydrothermal
fusion, fusion by heat in the presence of water or of
water vapor ; fusion by the combined action of heat and
water. Also called aqu£o4gneous fusion—Intensive
fusion, in Wimdt's psychology, a fusion of like sensa-

tional elements : opposed to extensive *fusion.—'PowAei
of fusion. See *i)Owder.—Primary fusion, in em-
bryoL, union or fusion of undiflierentiated straotures, as
in the formation of double monsters by the primary fu-

sion of the axes of two embryos developing m the same
egg.— Secondary fusion, union or fusion of embryonic
structures at a relatively late stage, after they have been
clearly differentiated.-Tonal fusion, in psychol. : (a)

The mode of connection of simultaneous sensations of

tone. (6) The perception set up by the concurrence of a
number of simple tonal stimuli. See -kfusion, 6.
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fusion-disk (fu'zhon-disk), n. Same as *disk-
saw.

fusion-point ((u'zhon-point), n. The tempera-
ture at which a solid substance melts.
Fusoma (fu-zo'ma), ». [NL. (Corda, 1837), <
L. fusus, spindle,"-!- -oma.] A genus of hy-
phomycetous fungi, having the hyphse but
slightly spreading and bearing spindle-shaped
septate conidia. F. parasiticum is a parasite
on pine seedlings.

fuss-budget (fus'buj^et), n. A nervous, fidgety
person. [Dialect. U. S.] Dialect Notes, II. vi.

fusser (fus'fer), n. 1. One who fusses or makes
a fuss over or about something.— 2. One who
'fusses' over girls ; a particularly active beau.
[College slang.]

fustee (fus-te'l n. [Appar. a variation of
mitstee, mestee.j The offspring of a mestee
and a white. [West Indian.]

Fustic SUbstltnte, a trade-name for a dyestaS consiBting
of qnercitron extract to which stannate of soda or sulphate
of zinc has been added. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust
Chem., p. 459.

—

Old fustic, a dyewood from Morus iinc-
toria, and also from Maclura tincUyrm and Brousgonetia
tinctoria. See fustic.

fnstin, n.—Patent fnstln, a mordant acid coal-tar
color of the monoazo type, prepared by combining diazo-
tized aniline with fustic extract It dyes wool yellow in
an acid bath. An after-chroming renders the color faster.
Also called wool yellow,

Fusulinidse (fu''8u-Un'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Fur-

sulina + -idse.'] A. family of extinct Forami-
nifera, having fusiform or spherical calcareous
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tests composed of spirally enrolled whorls
which are divided into chambers by vertical

septa and into chamberlets by transverse par-

titions.

futil, a. A simplified spelling of fuUle.

futtah (fut'a), n. [Maori whata = Samoan
fata = Tongan/ato, araised platform or store-

house, = Hawaiian haka, a ladder, a hen-
roost.] A storehouse for grain, etc., set on
four posts so beveled as to afford no hold for

rats that attempt to cUmb them. [New Zeal-

and.]

futu (fS'to), n. [Samoan and Tongan futu,
Fiji vutu.'] A name given in Samoa and Ton-
ga to Barrmgtonia spedosa, a handsome litto-

ral tree having 4-eomered pyramidal fruit the
outer portion of which isusedbythe natives as a
fish-intoxicant. In Fijithe fruits are also used by the
natives as floats for flshing-nets and in playing a certain
game. The tree is of wide distribution and is characteristic
of the vegetation of the inner beach on many tropic^
shores. See itbotong (with cut), and -kBa/rringttmia for-
maMon. Also called hutu.

Future debt. See *deht.

fuye (fS'ya), n. [Jap.] The Japanese flute.

arragjafflgigjjssr iszaizs
Fuye.

fuz, n. and v. A simplified spelling otfuzz.
faze, fuzion. Simplified spellings of fuse, fu-
sion.

F. Z. S.

fuzzing (fuz'ing), n. In shuffling cards, the
act of taking one from the top and one from
the bottom simultaneously, with the finger and
thumb of the right hand. Also called milking
and snowing.

fuzzitype (fuz'i-tip), n. [fuszy + -type.'] An
intentionally blurred photograph. [CoUoq.]

'Ftuizitypea' have no precise functions in illustrating
geological phenomena.

JRep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement nfSci., 1901, p. 341.

fozzy-guzzy (fuz'i-guz^i), n. The commca
everlasting, Gnaphaliumoottmfolium, so called
from its fizzy appearance. Also called fea-
ther-weed.

fyce, M. Same as fiee.

fylactery, ». A simplified spelling of phy-
lactery.

fyrk (fiirk), n. [Sw. Dan.] A copper coin
formerly current in Sweden and Denmark;
192 were equal to one rix-doUar.

fysic, fysical, fysician, etc. Simplified spell-

ings of physic, etc.

fysiognomist, fysiognomy. Simplified spell-

ings of physiognomist, physiognomy.

fysiologic, f^siologist, etc. Simplified spell-

ings ox physiologic, etc.

F. Z. S, An abbreviation of FeUovo of the Zoo-
logical Society,



4. In music: (d) The ff next
above middle C has (at French pitch)

about 388 vibrations per second.

(h) The proper tone of the
fourth or lowest string of the
violin, which is therefore
called the G-string. The vio-

lin or treble clef designates
the degree of the staff as-

signed to the G next above middle C.— 6. In
chem. : (6) G a, p, y, S, e, f, and ij, symbols provision-

ally assigned by drookes to chemical elements the pres-

ence of v?hich in the oxids of the yttria group from
gadolinite seemed to be indicated by special features in

the phosphorescent spectrum.

7. In elect., a symbol for eonductamce, the
reciprocal of resistance. See conductance.—
8. An abbreviation (a) [I. c] otgenitwe; (6)

ot German and Germany; (c) [?. c] olgram;
(d) of gulf; (e) in a log-book, of gloomy weather.

Ga. 3. An abbreviation of GaeUc.
O. A. An abbreviation (o) of General Assem-
f>ly> (J>) U- "•] of general average.

gab® (gab), n. [BEnd.] Same as gaub.

gabare (ga-bar'), n. [F., < Pr. gabarra, = 8p.
It. gabarra; origin unknown.] ^awt., a store-

vessel or lighter.

gabattai (ga-bat'a), n. See *mancala.
gabbock (gab'ok)"j n. [Also gabboh, gabbuck,

gobboeh, < Ir. gobdg, a dogfish, perhaps < gob,

mouth.] A dogfish peculiar to St. George's
Channel, between Wales and Ireland.

gabbrO, n. it is proposed, in the field classification of

igneous rocks in connection with the quantitative system
of classification (1902), to use the term gabbro for all

granular igneous rocks with dominant pyroxene and sub-

ordinate feldspar of any kind, with or without hornblende
and mica. Such rocks would include the less feldspathic

gabbros and norites, and some diorites. See -krock^.

gabbro-diorite (gab'r6-di"o-rit), »i. 1. A rock
intermediate between gabbro and diorite, hav-
ing both pyroxene and hornblende in nearly
equal amounts.—2. A rock partly altered, or

completely metamorphosed, in which the horn-

blende is secondary. Same as *metadiorite.

gabbroid (gab'roid), a. [gabbro + -oid.'] In

petrog., resembling or somewhat Uke gabbro

;

also suggested by Chamberlin and Salisbury

(1904) as a general term applicable to any
crystalline rock in which the ferromagnesian
minerals predominate: thus, many diorites,

gabbros, and dolerites, and all peridotites

would be gabbroids.

gabgab (gab'gab), n. [Chamorro gabgab,

Tagalog dop^tp.] 1. On the island of Guam,
the eoral-taee, Erythrina Indica, the appear-

ance of the bright scarlet blossoms of which
announces the beginning of the rainy season.

Its wood is soft and is used for makingtroughs.
— 2. The South Sea arrow-root. See'^'gaogao.

gabi (ga'be), n. [Philippine Sp., also gaby,

gabe (spelled also gave), < Tagalog and Bisaya

gabi."] A name given in the Philippines to

the taro plant, Caladium Colocasia, the starchy

rootstock of which is a food staple of the na-

tives. Also called dagmai. See taro^ and

Colocasia.

gabilan (ga-be-lan'), n. [Sp., a hawk: see

yavilan.J A name, m Mexico, of one of the

large rays, Rhinoptera steindaclmeri.

gabing-ouak (ga-bing-6-wak'), n. [Tagalog

gabing-oudk, erow's-taro, < gabi, taro, + oudk,

crow.] A very acrid stemlessaroid, Typhonimn

dwaricatum, which grows in damp places.

[Phillipine Is.]

Gabion trip, wrought-iron gabion hoops so intertwined

as to form an entanglement

gabionate (ga'bi-on-at), v. t.
;

pret. and pjp-

gaUonated, ppr. gabionating. [c/aUon + -afe^.]

To furnish or protect vrith gabions. Urquhart,

tr. of Babelais.
gablei, n. 4. In mech., the outer end or tip of

the crank in a cranked axle or shaft. The fin-

ishing of this is termed cutting the gable.

gablei (ga'bl), v. «.; pret. and pp. gabled, ppr.

gabling. To give to a roof a gable or gabled

end.

gable-belfry (ga'bl-bel"fri), n. A small bell-

tower or belfry, having a gabled roof ; a bell-

gable.

gable-wall (ga'bl-wai), ». The wall which
forms the gable-end of a house, in a simple square
or rectangular house with doubled-pitched roof there are
two side-walls and two gable-walls. Generally, but not
always, a gable-wall rises into a pointed, triangular top.

gab-motion (gab'm6"shon), ji. A reversing
valve-gear for slow-running steam-engines, in
which a gab-hook is used to attach the eccen-
tric-rod to the valve-stem or wrist-plate. There
will be two eccentrics : one set relatively to the engine-
crank forforward motion, and the other nearly 180 degrees
from it for backward motion. Each will have its own rod,
and will carry its gab-hook near the end. The engine, when
started by hand, will continue to turn in the direction de-
torminedby the engagement of one or the other hook with"
the pin which drives the valve-rod.

Gaboon rubber. See *rubber.

gaboric (ga-bor'ik), a. Same as *jaboric.—
GaborlC acid. Same as •kjaboria add.

gaboridine (ga-bor'i-den), n. Same as *jabori-
dine.

gaborine (gab'o-rin), «. Same as jaborine.
Gackenia (ga-ke'ni-a), m. [NL. (Heister, 1763),
named in honor of A'.' <J. Gackenholg (died 1717),
professor at Helmstadt.] A genus of dicoty-
ledonous plants of the family Brassicacese.
To this genus belong the stock-gillyflowers, the most im-
Eortant species being G. vncwna (Cheira/nthus inea/nus of
umseus) O. a/nnua (Cheiranthus a/nnuus of Linnaeus),

and G. triHis {Che&anthus tristis of Linnseus). See
Matthiola.

gad^, n. 8. A measuring-rod for land ; a mea-
sure of length varying, in different districts,

from nine or ten to as many as twenty feet.—
9. A division of anuninelosed pasture, said to
have been usually 6^ feet wide in Lincoln-
shire.

gad^ (gad), n. [Ir. gad."} A cord or rope made
from the fibers of the osier. [Irish.]

gadabout, n. 2. A Ught square box-wagon,
a substitute for the democrat.
gadenium (ga-de'ni-um), n. [NL.] A name
given to one of several alleged new chemical
elements said to have been detected in rocks
of glacial origin in Scotland. There is no good
reason for believing in the existence of such a substance,
and it is doubtful whether the original announcement
was intonded to be taken seriously.

gadfly, n—Amerlcail gadfly, Tabanus americanus.—
Black gadfly, Tabanus utratia.—Black-striped gad-
fly, Tabanus nigrmnttatus.—Mexican gadfly, Tabanus
mexictmug.

gadge (gaj), n. [A blunder due prob. to an
imperfect memory of ganch, or a pseudo-
archaism, gagge, old spelling of gag, erro-

neously supposed to have been pronounced
gadge (gaj).] A spurious word, in the passage
quoted, intended to denote some instrument
of torture.

Ah, they come 1 Fly you, save yourselves, you two

!

The dead back-weight of the beheading axe !

The glowing trip-hook, thumbscrews and the gadge !

Brouming, A Soul's Tragedy, i.

gad-hook (gad'hdk), n. A long pole termi-

nating in an iron hook, used by millers to

clear their streams or floating logs and
branches. Also gad-crooJc. F. T. Elworthy,

Dialect of West Somerset. [Eng. Dial.]

gadimine (gad'i-min), n. [(Drigin not ascer-

tained.] A non-poisonous ptomaine, C7H18
O7N, formed during the putrefaction of her-

rings and of corpses.

gadolinia (gad-o-lin'i-a), ». [NL.: see gado-
Unium."] In chem., oxi'd of gadolinium, one of

the rare earths, found as a constituent of the
mineral samarskite from North Carolina ; also

found in orthite.

gadolinic (gad-o-lin'ik), a. In chem. : (a) Con-
taining galiolinium as a chemical constituent

:

as, gadolinic nitrate or sulphate. (6) Relat-

ing to or derived from gadolinite.

gadolinium, n. it belongs to the same family as

yttrium. Its oxid is white, and its salts are colorless

:

atomic weight about 166. It perhaps represents a mix-

ture of more than a single element

gadolinum (gad-o-li'num), n. In chem., same
as gadoUnium.
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gadroon, n. Same as godroon.

gaduin (gad'u-in), n. [L. gadus, cod^ + -u-
+ -j»2.] An organic substance obtained by
De Jongh from brown cod-liver oil. It Is pos-
sibly identical with the morrhuic acid, C9H13.
NO3, described by Gautier and Mourgues.
gad-wand (gad'wond), n. A goad for oxen.

gaeidinic (je"i-din'ik), a. [See *gaidic.'\ Same
as *gaidic.

Gaelicist (ga'li-sist), n. [Gaelic + -ist.'] A.
student of Gaelic ; one who advocates the study
and use of Gaelic.

So far as the patriotic, the natloual, situation is cou-
cemed, we think that Dr. Hyde and the Gaelicdsts may be-

reassured. Evening Mail, Nov. 28, 1905.

gsesum (je'sum), n. [LL. or ML. gesum, gesus,

(Jr. yalaov, yalaoQ, a spear ; of . AS. gar, a spear

:

see firori, grore^.] A long, heavy javelin peculiar
to the ancient Gauls.

gaf, n. and v. A simplified spelling of gaff'^.

gatfl, n—Fore-trysail gaff (naut.), the gaff to which
the head of the fore-trysail is bent— Standing gaff,.
gafis which are kept hoisted, or throated and peaked,
and on which fore-and-aft sails are set by meaJis of an
outhaul, and furled by means of brails. These sails have
no booms.

gaff3 (gaf), n. [Of slang origin?] Short for
gaffer.

gan^ (gaf), n. [Origin obscure.] Used in the
following phrase To blow the §aff. See *Wowi.

gaff-band (gaf'band), «. A split spring-band,
designed to fit over a gaff, and held together
by a screw-bolt which draws the ends together,
binding it to the gaff.

gaffer^, n. 3. A workman in a glass-factory
;

a finisher.

gaff-net (gaf'net), n. Naut., an angler's net
for landing fish : used in place of a gaff-hook.
gaff-sail (gaf'sal), n. Naut., a fore-and-aft
sail which sets upon a gaff: in distinction
from a staysail or a squaresaU, which set re-

spectively upon a stay and a yard. See cut
under gaff^.

gaff-string (gaf'string, n. Naut., an English
term for a rope for making fast a portable post,
or staff to the side of a lighter.

Gaff-topsail clue-line. See *clue-line, *hal-
yards.

gag2 (gag), n. [A particular use of gag'^, ».]"

A common name of Mycteroperca miorolepis, a
large serranoid fish, attaining a length of two-

Gag fJSycttroperca microlepis).

(From Bull. 47, U. 5. Nat. Museum.)

or three feet: found on the southern Atlantic-
and Gulf coasts of the United States.

gag-chain (gag'chan), n. A short chain used
in place of a gag-strap.

gage^, ».—Ingage, pledged ; pawned.

gage^, V. t. 4. To adjust the proper quantity
of water to be used in mixing hydraulic ce-

ment.
gage^, n. 5. A pipeful of tobacco. N. E. D.
—Anger-bit gage. See etufrer-iiit.—Birmingham gage,
a gage for wire and sheet-metals, which was adopted in

Birmingham, England. See vnre-*gage and *B. W. G.—
BoUer-plate gage, a caliber-square adapted to mea-
suring the thickness of sheet-metals.-Carpenter's gage,
a gage for scribing : used by carpenters to mark an in-

cised line parallel to the edge of a board, or the like.

—

Circumference gage, a slide-rule and caliber-gage grad-

uated to give readings of the relative circumference and
diameter of a rope or other cylindrical body ; an internal

and external gage.— Closed-vacumn gage, a mercurial
barometer-gage for pressures below 1,000 millimeters. Th&
upper limb of the U-tube is sealed and a trap inserted.
— Comb^atlon gage, a gage which indicates two mea-
surements, as pressure and vacuum, pressure and head
of water, or pressure and temperature of steam.—Com-
ponndgage. Same ascomMwitiom*^o^e.—Cylindrical.



gage

SSige. a atandard steel gage for measuring internal and ex-
ternal diameters.— Glass-cutter's gBge, an instrument
for measuring and marking glass. It is essentially a scratch-
gage having a diamond-point at the end.—Hook-gage, a
gage for measuring the height of water in a stream or res-
ervoir in which the zero of the gage, or the point intended
to coincide with the surface of the water, is the point of a
sharp metal rod or heavy wire depending from the gage
and bent in the form of a hook x>ointiug upward and
touching the water surface from beneam the surface.—McLeod gage, an apparatus for measuring very small
pressures by taking a known volume of the gas whose
pressure is to be measured and compressing it into a
very small tube ; its volume and pressure after compres-
sion having been observed its original pressure can then
be calculated by Mariotte's or !^yle's Law.—Railway-
gage, the distance between perpendiculars on the insides
of the heads of the two rails of a track. Standard gage
is 4 feet 8* inches ; anything less than this is narrow
gage ; anything broader is m-oad gage. The dimension
was fixed for the United States by the wheels of the British
locomotive imported from the Stephenson Works in 1829.

The gage, in England, is probably due to the fact that
the dislance from center to center of wagon-wheels is

five feet : the fii^t I'ails were troughs or channels to re-

ceive these five-foot wheels. When the change was made
to flanged wheels in place of flanged rails, the axle or
•center dimensions of the wheels were not changed, but
the ^age was made to conform to the dimension of the
xnodified wheel-tread. Some railways in the United
States have 4 feet 9 inches as their standard. The broad
gage in England was seven fe^t ; in the United States it

was six feet The narrow gage in Europe is one meter

:

in the United States three feet. See gage^, 2, (a).—

Thlckness-gage, a gage for testing the thickness of

thin slieet-metals. It consists of a series of steel leaves
bound together in a case that can be carried in the vest*

pocket The leaves range in thickness from four thou-
sandths to twenty-five thousandths of an inch. Sometimes
called a feeler.—Weighing gage, in meteor., a recording
gage that shows the weight of the rainfall or snowfall and
the time, or the rate of fall by weight Wire-gage. (&) A
system of numbers corresponding to certain sizes for
wire. A great many such systems are in use. Some of
the more common are the Birmingham wire-gage (in

America often called the Stilus wire-gage), the American
or Brown and Sharpe wire-gage, and me new British
Standard of 1884. The diameters corresponding to a few
numbers of these gages are here given :

Number.



galagala

yielding dammar-resin. Also called dammar.
See Dammara and Pldlippine *dammar.

galah^, galach (ga'lach), n. [Eeb. gala^.]
One whose hair is shaven, namely, a Koman
Catholic priest. The term is now applied by
Jews to all Gentile clergymen.
galah^ (ga-la'), n. [Aboriginal Australian
name.] The ATistraUan rose-breasted cocka-
too, Cacatua roseicapilla.

A shrieking flight of galahs, on their final flight, before
they settled to rest.

F. Adams, John Webb's End, p. 191, quoted in E. E.
[Morris, Anstral English.

galalith (gal'a-lith), n. [Gv. yaXa, milk, + Wo^,
stone.] A trade-name for a plastic material,
a substitute for horn or celluloid, made by
heating the casein of skim-milk, to which vari-
ous coloring-materials are added, with acetate
of lead or other metallic salts, and hardening
by a solution of formaldehyde. Out of this

material combs, handles for knives and forks,
chessmen, buttons, and many other articles

have been made. Sd. Amer., July 25, 1903, p.
59.

galamai-amo (ga-la'''mi-a'm6), n. [Tagalog
galamai-amo, < "galamoA, fingers or toes, +
am,o, monkey.] A climbing epiphytal plant,
Schellera venulosa, which belongs to the Ara-
liacese, it has 5-foliate digitate leaves with an am-
plexicaul sheath at the base, the leaflets pointed at both
the base and the apex, and the flowers are arranged in
terminal umbelled panicles. The wood, when inclosed in

a box, exhales a fragrant odor. The leaves in the form of
an Infusion are used as a remedy for skin-diseases and for
bathing women after childbirth. Also called lima-lima.

galangal, n— Edible galangal, the rush-nut or
grassnut, Cyperus esculentus.—Lank galangal, C stri-
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end of a whole gale at sea.—Topgallant gale, a gale m
which the old-]^hioned English man-of-war can carry
topgallantsails, such as force 7, a moderate gale, or force

8, a fresh gale, on the Beaufort scale ; a gale of about
forty or fifty miles an hour.

gale^ (gal), v. i. To sail awajf before the wind,
or to outstrip another vessel in sailing: gener-
ally with away. [Obsolete.]

gale^, n—Fern or fern-leaved gale, the sweet-fem,
Comptonia peregrina.

galeage (gal'aj), n. lAlso gaUage ; <gale^ +
-age.J Ground-rent paid for a grant of land.
^[Prov. Eng.]
galeatiform (ga-le-at'i-fdrm), a. [Irreg. < NL.
gaUatus, helmeted, + L. forma, form.] Hel-
met-shaped: employed specifically in refer-
ence to braehiopods having the general aspect
of Gypidmla galeata.

galeeny (ga-le'ni), n. [Also galUney, galmy,
galany ; < Sp. gallvna morisca, the guinea-
fowl, .< L. gallina, a fowl.] A guinea-fowl.
[Prov. Eng.]

galempong, galempung (ga-lem'pong), n.

galley-wasp
oak-gall valued, in dyeing, for the tannin matter it contains.—white galls, the unripe tinitot Phyllanthus Emblica.
See myrohalan and Phyllanthus.

gall* (g3.1), n, A small silver coin of Cambodia,
worth about fourpence.

gallacetoplienone(gal-a-8e-to-fe'non),w. [jgall-

(ic) + acet(ic) + phenCul) + A>ne.'i A pale yel-
low powder, CH3.CO.C6H2(OH)3, known com-
monly as alizarin yellow C : employed in der-
matology.
gallactucon (ga-lak'tu-kon), n. lgall{ic)^ +
L. laetuea, lettuce, + -on.'] A colorless, taste-

less, non-poisonous crystalline compound,
Ci4HgiO, melting at 296° C. It is extracted
from French lactuearium, derived from Lae-

Lank Galangal {Cy^ents strigasits't.

rt, entire plant ; b, a spikelet i c, an achenium, showing: style and
stigmas. (From Britton and Brown's *' Illus. Flora of the North-
ern States and Canada.")

gosus, a common polymorphous American species ranging
from Maine to Texas.

galang-galang (ga-lang"ga-lang'), n. An ab-

original Australian name for any cicada.

galangin (ga-lang'gin), n. [galanga + -in^.]

A light-yellow crystalline compound, C15H10
O5H2O, melting at 214-215° C. It occurs, to-

gether with camphorid and alpinin, in ga-

langal-root. It is possibly a,l,3-trihydroxy-

flavone.

galant (ga-lon' ),a. [F. : see gallanf] In music,

applied to a method of instrumental composi-

tion in which the number of parts or voices

in the harmonv varies freely according to the

tonal effect desired, without any consistent

effort to treat every tone as belonging to an
independent and continuous voice-part, as in

the older contrapuntal style.

galanterie (ga-lon-te-re'), « [E. : see gallan-

try.'] Inm'usic: (a) Anembellishment or grace.

(6) A style of composition or of performance

in which embellishments abound, (c) In con-

trapuntal writing, a style which disregards

strict rules . The term was most used in the eighteenth

century, when the modern views of musical structure

were superseding the older ones.

Galax, «. 2. [I.e.] The plant Gaiaa; apfet/Z/a,

known also as galaxy and leetle-weed. Be-

cause of its persistent shining leaves galax is

gathered in large quantities and sold by flor-

ists for ornamental purposes.

Galaxy, n. 3. [I- "•] Same as *galax, 2
:
a

play upon that name.
gale^. n., 1. Gales are classified as moderate, fresh,

strong, and whole gales. See BeaufoH *scale.— Straight-
line gale, a long-continued gale from the same dweotion

;

a derecho : a gale that is due to a vertical rather than to

a horizontal circulation of the wind ; a gale that blows

straight out, or nearly straight out, from a region and

not around, it.^Tail Of a, gale, the strong wmd at the

Galempong.
In the Metropolitan Museum, New York.

[Javanese t] A Javanese musical instrument
of the zither class, with from ten to twenty-
:^ve strings.

Galena black. See *black.

Galenical^, a. II. n. Any preparation made
from vegetable substances by simple physical
means, as by infusion, decoction, and perco-
lation, as opposed to chemical methods. Sci.

Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 22631.

galenochemist (ga-le'n6-kem''''ist), n. One
who manufactures and uses both galenical
and chemical remedies. [Obsolete.]

galenoid (ga-le'noid), n. [galena + -oid.] A
trigonal tri'sootahedron, a form whose faces
often occur on modified crystals of galena.

Galen's bandage. See *bandage.
galer (ga'lfer), «. [Also galor; <gale^ + -er^.]

A collector of gale or manorial duty; also, an
agent for the letting of mining licenses.

[Prov. Eng. (Gloucestershire).]

galeriid (gal-e-n'id), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the lepidopterous family Galeriidse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the lepidopterous
family Galeriidse.

Galln-Paris-Chevd system. Same as Ch&v4
*system.

galipedine (ga-lip'e-din), n. [NL. Galipe-a,

syn. of Cusparia, -1- -(fyd + -ine'^.] A crystal-

line alkaloid, C19H19NO3, found in Cusparia
(Angostura) bark, it melts at 110° C.

galipeine (ga-lip'e-in), n. \_Galipe-a + 4ne^.]
An alkaloid, C2ofi2l^03, found in Cusparia
(Angostura) bark, Galipea Cusparia. It crys-

tallizes in white needles, melting at 115.5° C.

galipine (gal'i-pin), «. [GaUp-ea-^4ne^.] Same
as *adU/Dei/ne.

gall^, ». 6. A long space without weft in a
piece of cloth.

gall^, ri.—Aleppo gaU, an oak-gall which comes from
Persia and the East Indies by way of Aleppo. It con-

tains from 65 to 60 per cent, of tannic acid and about 4

per cent, of gallic acid. It is valued in dyeing as a mor-
dant for limit and bright shades on cotton and silk

because of the comparatively small amount of coloring-

matter it contains.— Artichoke-gall, an oak-gall of

European distribution occurring in Quercus pedunevlata
and Q. sessUiflora and resembling a small artichoke.

It is made by the cynipid Andncus pUosus.—Bullet
gall, an American cynipid gall resembling a bullet, at-

tached to the smaller twigs of oaks in the northeastern

United States and produced by the gaX\.-&y Holcaspis glo-

6mJ«s.—Eglantine gall. Same as Sedejcar.— French
gall, an oak-gall of inferior quality |in ?;he amount (from
20 to 30 per cent.) of tannic acid it contains.— Indian
galls, the unripe pods of Acaeia scorpioides. They
are used for tanning.— Multicellular gall, a gall con-

taining a nimiber of cells each inhabited by a larva, as

the pithy blackberry-gall which occurs on the stems of the
blackberry, each gall containing many cells of the larva of

the cynipid Diastrophus nebutosus.— Seed-like black-
beny-gall, a very small gall oceurrmg m belt-like clus-

ters anout the canes of the blackberry, and produced by the
cynipid Diastrophus cuscutmformis.—TaiUsil gall, an

gallamine (gal'a-min)^ a. (gall(ic)^ + amine.]
Derived from gallic acid and ammonia.— Galla-
mine blue. See •kblue.

gallanil (gal'a-nil), a. [gaU(ic)^ + anil(ine).]

Formed by tfie action of aniline and certain

relatedcompounds upon gallic acid. A\8o gal-

lanilie GaUaull green, indigo, violet. See -kgreeni,

etc.

gallaniUc (gal-a-nil'ik), a. Sam.e a,s*gallaml.

gallanilide (gal-an'i-lid), n. [gall(ic)2 + anih
(ine) + -ide.] A colorless crystalline com-
pound, C6H2(OH)3.CO.NH.C6H6.2H20,formed
by the action of aniline on gallic acid, it melts
at 207° C. and is used as a food-preservative. For this

purpose it is superior to salicylic acid, because the toxic

dose is much higher on account of its slight solubility.

Also called S,^b-trihy6/roxyiema/mlide.

gallanol (gal'ar-nol), n. [c/allaniiUde) + -ol.]

Same as *gallanilide.

gallazin (gal-az'in or ga-laz'in), n. [flra«Z(tc)2

+ azim,.] A mordant coal-car color of the
oxazin type, prepared by the action of one
of the jS-naphthol-sulphonie acids upon gal-

loeyanine. It dyes chromium-mordanted wool
an indigo blue shade.
gall-bac&ed (g&l'bakt), a. Said of a horse
whose back has been galled by an improperly
fitting saddle.

gallberry (g&l'ber-i), m. ; pi. gallberries (-iz).

The inkberry. Ilex glabra, of the southern
United States.

Gallberry (Ilex glabra), while frequent in land that is

too heavy to meet the requirements of truck-farming, is

occasionally common on high-grade soils.

Keariiey, Contrib. National Herb., V. 479.

Gallberry land, a local name for a type of land near the
Dismal Swamp wnich in its natural state bears a growth
of gallberry. The soil is somewhat rich in organic matter,
therefore black, and is underlain by clay. KearTiey.

galled, p. a. 3. Worn away by washing;
hence, sterile : said of land.

gallery, n., 5. (6) By extension, any com-
pany or group of interested spectators, as at a
golf-match : a forced use. (c) Specifically,

in 6cart6, spectators who are betting on either
player and are allowed to offer suggestions.

—

11. A veranda; a piazza. [Canadian-French.]
— 13. In a lamp-burner, the ring which sup-
ports the lamp-shade Infiltration gallery, an
open trench or covered timnel constructed in such a man-
ner as to receive percolating ground or river waters.—
To Pl:^ to the gallery, to seek popular applause or
good wul.

gallery-deck (gal'e-ri-dek), n. See *deck, 2.

galley-gnn (gal 'i" gun), «. Naut, an old-

fashioned culverin.

galley-packet (gal'i-pak'et), n. Naut., the
mythical navy despatch-vessel which brings
naval news.
galley-peppert (gal'i-pep"6r), n. Naut., the
ashes and soot which accidentally found their
way into the food from the galley-range. [Na-
val slang.]

galley-press (gal'i-pres), n. 1. A form of
printing-press made to take proofs of composed
types on brass or zinc galleys, by platen pres-

sure. In the United States better known as a
proof-press. [Eng.]— 2. A galley-proof

.

galley-slang (gal'i-slang), n. Naut., the ver-

nacular of the galley ; the idioms of the cook-
ing-quarters on a man-of-war.
galley-stoker (gal'i-st6"k6r), n. Naut, a
worthless member of the crew ; a skulker.

galley-wasp (gal'i-wosp), n. [Also galUwasp ;

< galley + wasp. The name was prob. first

applied to any large wasp that infested ships

in West Indian ports. Compare galUnipper,

a large mosquito, prop. *galley-nipper.] 1.

In the British West Indies, any Large bem-
becid wasp.

Then all, sitting on the sandy turf, deflant of galliwasps
and jack-spaniards, and all the weapons of the insect

host, partook of the equal banquet
Kingsley, Westward Ho, xvii.

2. A West Indian lizard, Celestus oceiduus.



galley-wasp

See galUwasp.— 3. The common lizard-fish,

Synodus faetens, of the Atlantic coast of the
TJnited States.

galley-west (gal'i-west), adv. A dialectal va-
riation of collywest, collyweston. Bee *colly-

gall-fig (gftl'fig), n. The fruit of the fig-tree

which contains the gall-flowers. See *gall-

flower, 1.

gall-flower (g&l 'flou'^r), n. l . A modified and
infertile female flower of the fig-tree in which
the fig-insect lives.— 2. Same as *gaUweed.

gall-fly, n.—Craill)erryBall-fly>'>''ecidomyiidfly,Ce(!i-
domyia oxycoccaTui, which causes a bunching of the tip-

Cranberry Gall-fly ^Cecidotrtyta oxycoctann).

a, male ; f>, larva ; c, leaves showing work of larva ; d, ovipositor

of female ; e, antenna! structure of female. Enlargred.

leaves of the cranberry into a compact bulb-like mass
in which are found several of the larvie. The larva is

known as the tip-warm.

—

Parasitic gall-fly, any member
of the subfamily FigiUnae of the hymenopterous gall-fly

family Cynipidse.

gall-fungus (g&l'fung'gus), TO. Any fungus
which produces galls : particularly applied to

the gall of cranberries and related plants, due
to Synchyirivm Vaccinii.

gall-gnat, n.—Guest gall-gnat, Ceddmnyia albovit-

tata, a species which breeds in large numbers between
the leaves composing the so-called pine-cone willow-gall,

which itself is made by another gall-gnat, Ceeidomyia
itrobiloides.

galUluniinic (gal-hu-min'ik), a. Same as
*melanogallic.

Gallian^ (gal'i-an), a. [For *Gallionian, < L.
Gallio(n-) + 4am.] Of or pertaining to Grallio,

the Roman proconsul of Achaia in the time of

Paul the apostle : as, Gallian indifference. See
Acts xviii. 14-17.

Perhaps even the official mind would be stirred to desert

its attitude of Qallian indifference.
Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 983.

galliard^ (gal 'yard), n. [Cf. galliard^.l A
term used in nortl[iem England for a sandstone
or grit of particularly close and uuiform tex-

ture.

Galllcanist (gal'i-kan-ist), n. One who upholds
Gallicauism. See Gallicanism.

gallicin (gal'i-sin), n. [gallic^ + -in'^.'\ A
derivative of gallic or tannic acid used as an
antiseptic dusting-powder, or in solution in
conjunctivitis.

Oaluco-Anglian (gaFi-ko-ang'gli-an), n. An
Englishman who favors lE'rance or file French.
gallied (gal'id),^. a. Naut., worried ; harassed.
— Gallifid wbale, a whale in torment from a'harpoon or
the attack of a swordfish ; a frenzied whale.

gallin (gal'in), n. [gaVr-ic ^+ -irfi.'] Same as
galUin.

galliniTOTOns (gal-i-niv'o-ms), a. [L. gallina,

hen, + vorare, eat.] Tliat feeds on poultry

:

as, a gallinivorovs animal.

gallinullne (ga-lin'u-Un), a. [gallinule ¥
-ine^.l Pertaining to or resembling the gaUi-
nule.

gallipeine, n. Erroneous spelling of *galipeine.

gallisin (gal'i-sin), n. \jgctil(ic)^ + iso{maltose)
+ -i»2.] In ehem., a substance analogous to

dextrine, obtained by fermenting with yeast
a solution of commercial glucose or starch-

sugar and adding to the residual liquid abso-
lute alcohol in excess. Gallisin is precipitated as a
white powder, of faintly sweetish taste, hygroscopic, dex-
trogyrate, incapable of fermentation, and yielding dex-
trose ]>y prolonged heating with dilute sulphuric acid.

Probably identical with isomtUtose, C12H22O11. Sadtler,

Handbook of Indust Chem., p. 17&

galUsization (gal"i-si-za'shon), n. Same as

*f/allieation.

gallium, n. The discovery of this chemical element
was peculiarly interesting, as furnishing striking evi-

dence of the soundness of the theoretical views, as to the

relations of the elements, which led Mendel^jeff hi 1869

to predict the existence of snch a substance and give a

description of the properties it would be found to ex-

hibit: hiffprediction required scarcely any correction when
the element' was actually discovered.

gallization (gal - i - za ' shgn), n. IgalUze +
-ation.'] The preparation of gr^e-juice for

fermentation by adding water and sugar, usu-
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ally starch-sugar. See galUse. Sadtler, Hand-
book of Indust. Chem., p. 206.

erall-louse, ».— Orape-leaf gaU-lonse, the above-

CTOund form of the grape-vine Phylloxera. See Phyllox-

Iro and oaZi-!oiMe.—mckoiy gall-louse, anyoneof sev-

eral American species of the aphidid genus Phylloxera,

which make galls on the hickory.

sall-maker, » Blackberry gall-maker, a cynipid

gall-fly, Diwitrophm turgidus, which makes a large oval

gall on blackberry-stems.

Gallo-American (gar'o-a-mer'i-kan), a. and
n. I, a. French-American : as, a Gallo-Amerv-

can colony. Jefferson.

II. )?. A native or descendant of a native

of France who has settled in America, or has
become an American (United States) citizen.

Gallo-Briton (gal-o-bnt'on ), n. A Briton bom
in France or of partly French parentage; a
Briton who is favorably disposed to France.

gallobromol (gal-o-bro'mol), n, \jgall{ic)^ +
brom{ine) + -0?.] Dibromogallic acid. It is

used as an antiseptic and astringent.

Gallo-Celtic (gal-o-sel'tik), a. Belonging to

the Celts of Prance. J!i\ E. D.
gallocyanine, ».—BrUllant gallocyanine. Same
as -kchromoGyanine.

galloflavin (gal-o-flav'in), n. [e/alHic)^ +
flavin.'] A mordant coal-tar color prepared by
the gentle oxidation of gallic acid. It dyes
chromium-mordanted wool a yellow which is

fast to light and soap.

galloformin (gal-o-f6r'min), n. [gaU(ic)^ +
form{aldehyd^ + -irfi.] A condensation-prod-
uct of gallic acid and hexamethylene tetra-

mine, which readily decomposes with the for-

mation of formaldehyde. It is used as an
antiseptic.

gall-O^the-eartb (g4Fuv-5He-6rth'), n. (a)

Any plant of the genus Nabalus, especially N.
serpentarius. See Prenanthes. (6) Lactuca
Floridana of the eastern United States, (c)

Pterospora andromedea, more properly called

pine-drops.

Gallo-German (gal-o-jfer'man), a. and n. I. a.

Belonging to both S'rance and Germany, or to

both French and Germans.
II. n. 1. One of the French race bom or

resident in Germany.— 2. A descendant of

parents on one side French and on the other
German.
Gallo-Grecianst (gal-o-gre'shanz), n.pl. Same
as *Gallo-Greeks.

Gallo-Greekst (gal-o-greks'), n.pl. [L. Gallo-

grseci.] The name of a Gallic people who set-

tled in the larger ' Greece ' of Asia Minor
called from them Gallogreecia or Galaiia. Hol-
land, tr. of Pliny, 1. 221. N. E. D.

gallol (gal'ol), n. lgall(ic) 2 -I- -o?.] A colorless

crystalline compound,

6(C6H2(OH)2)2CH.C6H4.CH20H,
formed by the vigorous reduction of pyro-
gallolphthallic anhydrid (gallein). It rapidly
darkens in air.

Galloman (gal'o-man), n. lF.*Gallomane.'] A
Gallomaniac.
Gallomaniac (gal-o-ma'ni-ak), n. [L. Gallus,

a Frenchman, -I- (jr. (lavla, madness.] One
who is very zealous for France and French
interests and ways.
gallon^ (gal'on), n. [Ir. galldn^mor, < gaUdn,
branch, + mo'r, great.] The butter-bur or but-
terdock, Petasites Petasites.

gallonage (gal'on -aj), n. [gallon + -age.']

Amount or capacity stated or reckoned in gal-

lons : as, the gallonage of a tank, or the gal-
lonage of an oil-well duringthe period named.

gallonitrate (gal-o-ni'trat), n. [gallonitr{-ic)

+ -afei.] A salt of gallonitric acid.

gallop, V. t.—io gallop to a standstill, to gallop to
a halt ; tire out thoroughly : as, to gallop^ several horses to

a tftandstUl (that is, to gallop, in competition with several
horses, one after the other until they could gallop no
more).

gallop, )>—Gallop rhythm, rapid succession of three
heart-sounds followed by an interval of silence, resem-
bling somewhat the canter of a horae.

galloper, n. 5. A mounted (or unmounted)
despatch-bearer on a battle-field ; an aide-de-
camp.
Gallophile (gal'o-fil); n. {li.Gallus, a French-
man, + Gr. ^i/lof, loving.] One who is friendly
to France.
Gallophobe (gal'o-f6b), n. [L. Gallus, aFrench-
man, -I- Gr. <j}o^elv, fear.] One who hates or
fears France.
Gallophobia (gal-6-f6'bi-a),». [NL.,<L. Gallus,
a Frenchman, -H (jr. -tpo^iv < 0o/3e(v, fear.] Ab-
horrence or fear of France or French ways or
institutions.

galvanochemical

gallotannate (gal-o-tan'at), «. l(jiaUotann(ie)

-t- -afei]. A salt of gallotannic acid.

gallotannin(gal-o-tan'in), n. Same &a tannic

amd.
Gallovidlan (gal-o-vid'i-an), a and n. [NL.
*Gallovidianus, < ^allovidia, Galloway.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the region of southwestern
Scotland known as Galloway, and corre-

sponding to the counties of Wigton and Kirk-
cudbright.

II. n. 1. A native or inhabitant of Gallo-
way.—2. A Gallovidian horse. See galloway.

Galloway, «. 2. A breed of hornless cattle, of
great antiquity, developed in the highlands of
southwestern Scotland. The skin is dark, the hau-
usually black, and the body deep. They are hardy and
docile.

gallows, 71., 2. Specifically, on the great sheep-raising
stations of Australasia, a high wooden frame on which
the cai'casses of butchered cattle or sheep are suspended

;

a meat-gallows. K E. Morris, Austral English.

gallows-tool (gal'oz-tol), n. A clock-maker's
rest on which work is held while it is filed.

[Bare.]

gall-spot (g&l'spot), n. A sore spot produced
bv rubbing or chafing; a gall.

gall-tree (gal'tre), n. In the West Indies, the
bitter ash or quassia, Pierasmu excelsa.

gallweed (g&l'wed), n. Same as five-flowered

*gentian.

gall-weevil (g&l'we'vil), n. A beetle whose
larvie produce galls Cabbage gall-weevil, an
English gardeners' name for a European curculionid
beetle, Ceuthorhynchus BuleicoUis, whose larvie make
small galls or swellings on the roots and stalks of cabbage
and upon turnips.

—

Turnip gall-weevil. Same as
cabbage -k^aUrmeevU.

gallwort (g&l'wert), n. The common toad-flax,

Linaria cknaria : so named from its bitterness.
It is used as an unofiiGial remedy for dropsy, jaundice,
and cutaneous eruptions.

Galoisian (ga-loi'si-an), a. Pertaining to or
named for the French mathematician Evariste
Galois (died 1832).— Galoisian corpus, equation.
See itcorpus, inequation. "

galon^ (ga-16n'), n. [Sp. : see gallon.] A
Spanish-American measure of capacity, equal,

in Porto Rico, to 3.785 liters, or one United
States gallon.

galop, ». i. To dance the galop. See galop,

n.,2.

galpon (gal-p6n'), n. [S. Amer.] The build-

ing provided on a farm in Peru, Uruguay, and
other South American countries, for the ac-

commodation of the laborers, etc. Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, 1894, p. 305.

Galtonia (gS,l-t6'ni-a), n. [NIj. (Deeaisne,
I88O), named in honor of Francis Galton, who
in 1853 published a "Narrative of an Explorer
in Tropical South Africa."] A genus of plants
of the family Liliaeeee, closely allied to the
hyacinths, and formerly referred to the same
genus. Galtonia differs from Hya^intbus chiefly in

having more numerous and flattened seeds. There are
two species, both South African. G. candicans {Hya-
Hnthus candicans of Baker) is a fine hardy bulbous plant
bearing an ascending raceme or spike of drooping white
fragrant flowers. It is also sometimes grown under
glass.

Galtonian (gfiil-to'iii-an), a. [After F. Gallon.]

Of or pertaining to "Francis Galton, an Eng-
lish scientist, or to his theories regarding the
question of inherited characters.

Gallon's anticyclonic law. See *{awi.— Gallon's
curve. Same as QiUtelet's -trcurve.—Gallon's law Of
ancestral inheritance. See ancestral irinheritance
(a).— Galton's method, weights. See -kmethoi,
'kweight^.

galty (gai'ti), a. [Also gaulty; < galf- + -y^.]

Marked by the presence of gait: of the na^
ture of gait or stiff blue marly clay : as, galty
lands; a galty place. ,

galv. An abbreviation (o) of galvanic; (Jb)

of galvanism.
Galvanic faradization. See *faradization.
galvanistical (gal-va-nis'ti-kal), a. [galvanist
+ -ical.] Of or pertaining to galvanism;
skUled in galvanism: as, a galvanistical phi-
losopher.

galvanization, n. 2. Therapeutic application
of the constant electric current by means of the
active electrode passed slowly to and fro
over the surface.

galvanochemical (gal'va-no-kem'i-kal), a.

Relating to the chemical "action of tfie gal-
vanic current.

This treatment of stricture depends for its success
chiefly upon the action of the electricity, which causes
galvanthchetnical absorption to take place— a process
which is based upon the electrolytic properties of the
tissues of the human body.

Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 766.



galvanochemical
GalTanotibemlcal change, chemical change brought
about by the passage of an electric current, as in the
fluids or tissues of the human body.

galvanofaradic (gal"va-no-fa-rad'ik), o. Ke-
lating to both galvanic and faradio electricity.

galvanometer, n.— oscillation galvanometer, a
form of receiver or detector for electric waves, as in
wireless telegraphy, invented by Ewing.— String gal-
vanometer, an InBtrument consisting essentially of a
silvered quartz thread stretched like a string in a strong
magnetic field. When the current is passed through the
thread the latter is deflected perpendicularly to the
direction of the magnetic lines of force, and the amount
of the deflection can be measured by means of a micro-
scope with a micrometer eyepiece. Used instead of the
capillary electrometer in physiological research.

galTanomotive (gay'va-no-mo'tiv), a. Con-
trolled as to motions by the action of the
galvanic current: as, a gaVoanomoUve needle.
[Rare.]

galvanoplastically (gaFva-no-plas ' ti-kal-i)

,

adv. By the galvanoplastic process. See
galvanoplagUe.

galvanoplastics (gal'va-no-plas'tiks), n. Same
as galvanoplasty or elecirotypy. Jour. Soe.

Chem. Industry, XII. 162.

galvanoplater (gal"va-no-pla't6r), n. One
who makes stereotype or electrotype plates
by electrodeposition of metals from a solu-

tion of a salt of the metal.

Serious poisonings, and even death, have in many in-

stances resulted in this way [by absorption of potassium
cyanid through slight abrasions] in photographers, gal-
va/no-platere, or by the handling of plate-polishing pow-
ders containing potassium cyanid.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 785.

galvanoscopy (gal-va-nos'ko-pi), n. [galvanism
+ Gr. -aKcmia, < moTrejv, view.'] 1. Employment
of galvanism for diagnostic purposes.— 2. De-
termination of the direction of a galvanic
current by the galvanosoope.
galvanotactic (gal * va - no - tak ' tik), a.

[galoa/notanis {-tact-) -f-'-ic] Same as *elee-

trotactie.

galvanotaxis (gal"va-n6-tak'sis), n. [galvan-
ism + Gr. Tofif, "disposition.] Same as
't'electrotaxis.

They [cases of unilateral directive stimulation] have
been designated, according to the direction in which they
occur in relation to the source of the stimulus, as positive
or negative Chemotaxis, Phototaxis, Thermotaxis, Gal-
vanotaxis, and so forth. Eneyc, Brit., XXZL 715.

galvaUiOtecImics (gal*va-n64ek'niks), n. [gal-

van-ism + technics.'] The' art of the electro-

deposition of metals.

galvanotherapeutics (gal "va -no - ther-a-pu'-
tiks), «. Treatment of disease by means of
galvanism. Also called gaioanotkerapy.

galvanotherapy (gal"va-no-ther'a-pi), n.

Same as *galvanotherapeuUcs.

galvanotonns (gal-va-not'o-nus), n. [ffal-

van-ism + Gr. Tovog, tension.] Same as elec-

trotonus.

galvanotropic (gay'va-no-trop'ik), a. [galvan-

ism + Gr. rpdirog, a turning.] Same as *elec-

trotropic.

galways (g&l'waz), n. Whiskers of a style

peculiar to Galwaymen.

Mr. S insists that it is a picture of a woman, notwith-
standing that the Celtic face has an amplegrowth of scar-

let galwaya. Newspaper.

galziekte (gal'zek-te), n. [D., ' gall-sickness .']

A disease of cattle in the Transvaal caused by
a large spedies of trypanosome {Trypanosoma
fAeJferi Laveran, 1902) measuring 50 microns in

length by 3.5 to 4 microns in diameter. The
mode of transmission is unknown. Like other

trypandsomes, this parasite lives in the blood.

Details are given of the mode of growth and multiplica-

tion of Tr. Theileri, the cause of the cattle disease known
as Galziekte. Nature, Nov. 13, 1902, p. 46.

gam^ (gam); »• [Origin obscure.] A tusk or

large tooth. [Scotch.]

gam^ (gani), n. [OF. gambe, heaiiesjambe, leg:

aeejamb.^ A leg. [Slang.]

gamasoid, «. and ». [NL. 6am:asoid-ea.2 I. a.

Kesembling a mite of the superfamily Gama-
soidea, or belonging to this group.

II. ». Oneof the Gamasoi^a.
gamba^. n Camba bass, gamba major, 1>ass
gamba, double gamba, in organ-building, a 16-feet

stop with the tone of a gamba.

gambade, n. 3. The leap of a horse.

^ambang (gam'bang), n. [Javanese and Ma-
lay <?aSa»gr.] A Javanese musical instrument

of the xylophone class, consisting of sixteen

strips of resonant wood or metal fastened

loosely on strings, and mounted on a concave

wooden box or frame. The wooden form is

called gambang kayu, the metal form gambang
gongso.
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gamba-work (gam'ba-w6rk), n. 1. In organ-
building, a collective name for the string stops,

of which the gamba may be taken as a. type.
— 2. A form of violin-piano.

gambeer (gam-ber' ),v.t. [Appar. from an un-
recorded noun *gambeer, < P. gambler, an iron
hook.] To take fish with a gambeering-iron
or mackerel-gaff; to gaff. See gaff^.
gambeering-iron (gam -ber ' ing-i "6m), n. A
maokerel-gaffi (which see, under gaff^).
gambette (gam-bef), n. In organ-bmlding, a
4-feet stop with the tone of a gamba.
Gambia rubber. See *rubber.

gambine (gam'bin), n. [gamb(oge) + 4ne^.']

A name given to several mordant coal-tar
colors of the nitroso type. They all dye chro-
mium-mordanted wool brown and iron-mor-
danted wool green Gambine B, a mordant coal-
tar color of the nitroso type, prepared by the action of
nitrous acid upon dihydroxynaphthalene. Also called
(tioxine.—Gambine B, a mordant coal-tar color of the
nitroso type, prepared by the action of nitrous acid upon
a-naphthol.—Gambine Y, amordant coal-tar color of the
nitroso type, prepared by the action of nitrous acid upon
^-naphthol. Also called Alsace green ./.—Gambine yel-
low., See -kyellow.

gambit, n.— Cochrane gambit, one of the chief lines

of defense against the Salvio gambit, namely, 6 . . . F—
B6. See gmiMt.—'DO'aVie gambit, an attack in the
King's Bishop's opening, where white sacrifices two pawns.— Gambit pawn. See *pawn^.—Greco gambit, an in-

teresting though abandoned attack of the King's Knight's
gambit.

—

King's gambit declined, a defense to the
King's gambit wherein the second player tries to evade the
attack by refraining from capturing the offered gambit
pawn.— King's gambit refoiied. Same as King's itgam-
lit declined.—Ktng'a Knight's gambit, 1 P—K 4, P—

K

4; 2 P—KB4,PxP; 3Kt—KBa—King's Rook's Pawn's
gambit, white continuing 3 P—Klt4. Hardly ever played.
— Macdonnell's double gambit, a continuation against
an obsolete defense to the King's Bishop's opening, white
sacrificing two pawns for the attack.—Phllldor*S gam-
bit, 5P—KR 4 in the King's Knight's gambit.— Salvlo-
Cochrane gambit, a variation of the King's Knight's
gambit, in which black plays 5 . . . P—B 6 instead of
Kt-KB 3 or Kt—KR 3.

gambling-hell (gam'bling-hel), n. A gamb-
ling-house.

gambling-tray (gam'bling-tra), n. A large
basketry tray used for tossing dice by North
American Indians.

^>€^ 'f-^
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heavy-bodied, thinly feathered breed said to liave origi-
nated in southern Asia or in some of the islands of the
Malay Archipelago.—Long game, in golf, full wooden
shots from the tee and throug;h the ^een.— Long-
handle game, in cricket, aggressive or hitting play, as
contrasted with defensive. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 71.—Open game, a game of chess in which both sides
play their king's pawns to their respective fourth squares.
All other games, or rather openings, are called close
fi'amcs.— Progressive games, euchre, whist, bridge,
and other four-hand partnership games which may be
played progressively. The principle is the same in all.

The winning lady at each table goes to the next table
north, her partner going to the next table south ; while
the losing couple left behind separate, so that each of the
two players shall get a new partner for the next round.
The winners at the head table do not move. Prizes are
given for the players who win the greatest number of
rounds.— Quarter game, in golf, short approach-shots
to a putting-green.— Short game, in golf, approaching,
or that part of the game, in playing on to a putting-
green, which does not involve the use of a wooden club.— Spanish gajne, a combination of the old French
billiard game of allied pockets and caroms with a
modified form of pin-pool. "This game is played in
New Orleans, Mexico, Cuba, and California and in the
South, and is played with two white balls and one red,
and five pins placed similar to those in Pin Pool. The
red ball is placed on the red-ball spot, and the flist

player stiikes at it from within the balk semicircle. The
^ame is made by winning hazards, carroms, and by knock-
mg over the skittles or pins. It is usually played thirty-
one points up." Amer. Hoyle, p. 491.— Square game, a
game in which the cards are perfectly square, not having
been trimmed for wedges, strippers, etc.—To develop
one's game. See itdevelop. —Willing game, a parlor
game in which all members of the party save one unite in
willing: the performance of a certain action by this out-
standing member. The latter is brought into the room,
blindfolded, after the action to be performed has been
agreed upon by the rest. Sometimes he is left free to
act on his own initiative ; sometimes two members of the
party place their outstretched hands about his neck or
waist. In this case, the game becomes a form of mus-
cular suggestion or 'muscle-reading.' Otherwise, the
success of the game depends upon the ability of the sub-
ject to pick up suggestions by ear as he moves about the
room, or to guess at the action
prescribed for him.

game-cart (gam'kart),
n. A light carriage
originally used to carry

to the moors in

The sixty-first or last

Tulare Gamblings-tray and Dice.

gamboge, n. —American gamboge, the gum-resin
yielded by either of two shrubs or small trees of Guiana and
Brazil, Vismiabacdfera and V. Quianensis.—FaJsegam-
boge. SsLmeas Mysore *gamboge.—KBXloail gamboge,
the gum-resin yielded by Vismia Mexicana.—Htyaoie
gamboge, the gum-resin obtained from Gardnia pnctoria
of Southern India. Also called /a^ffe gamboge.

gambogiate (gam-b6'ji-at),». [samboge-\--i^+
-ate^.] A salt of gambogic acid.—Gamboglc acid,
A resinous substance which is the principal component of
gamboge.

game', n., 6. Specifically-(a) A part of a rubber.
The victors in two games out of three win the rubber.
(6) One of the points to be scored in all-fours, as high, low,
jack, and the game.

14. The number of players necessary, or re-

quired by the rules, for playing a game; a
'set.'— 15. In old archery, a meeting or public
competition of archers.—All-ln game, English bil-

liards without restrictions as to *spot-stroke (which see).

—Around-tiie-table game, in Amer. billiards, a game
in which the successive holding of either red is restricted

to thrice oit its spot—Bergen game, a game of dominoes
in which two points are scored by the player who makes
both ends ofthe line the same.—Bracegame, a conspiracy
between two players to cheat another ; specifically, ia faro,

an understfuiding between the dealer and the case-keeper.
— Callgame. See *eall i.—Cattle and game disease.
See M^mse.-Consnltatlon game. See -kconsulta-

Hon.—Doublet game, in French billiards, a game in

which caroms and pockets count, but the latter only in case

the holed object-ball has first been sent to cushion.
—Drawn game. See*draum,—Dnck-wlng game, a
variety of game-fowl, usually of handsome plumage,
with a conspicuous bar across the wing suggestive of the

mirror ol a duck. The golden duck-wing has this bar of

a rich yellow, while in the silver duck-wing it Is white-
Game at odds, in ch£SS, a game in which the superior

player removes one of his pieces from the board before

the game is started in order to equalize the contest.

The mostcommon odds are those of the queen, of queen
against rook or any other minor piece, of a rook, of a
knight, of a pawn and move, and of a pawn and two
moves. A player may also permit his opponent to make
a stated number of moves before beginning play, upon
the condition, however, that none of the pieces so moved
be permitted to pass the fourth row. Otlier odds are to

effect a mate only with a marked piece or pawn, not to

check except when mating, etc.— Indian game, a

hunting and to bring
back the game : now
used for driving.

game-hole (gam'hol), n.

hole in a oribbage-board.
gamester, n. 6. pi. In billiards, contestants
whose scores are exactly even.
gamesum, a. A simplified spelling of game-
some.

gametange (gam'e-tanj), n. [NL. gametan-
gium.] Same as gametangium.
gamete, n. 2. A general term for the mature
germ-cells, either male (spermatozoiin) or
female (ovum), which unite to form the zygote.
The term " gamete "is now generally used as the equiva-

lent of " eerm-oell," whether male or female, and the term
"zygote ' is here used for brevity to denote the organism
resulting from fertilisation.

W. Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p. 18.

game-tenant (gam'ten'^ant), n. One who rents
the right to shoot game on an estate ; a shoot-
ing-tenant.

gametic (ga-met'ik), a. [gamete + -ic] Of,
pertaining to, or by means of gametes or germ-
cells; gametal.
The term Mendelian Principles is used in its widest

sense,to include not merely the simple Mendeliap phenom-
ena of Dominance or Segregation, but the much more
fundamental doctrine of ga/metic purity.

Biometrika, Jan., 1904, p. 1.

Gametic variation. See *variation.

gametically (ga-met'i-kal-i), adv. As regards
gametes; as a gamete.
They show therefore that the albino cannot be said to

be gametically pure in respect of its whiteness, but that
in order to predict the character of its young a knowledge
of its ancestry is necessary. Biometrika, Jan., 1904, p. 8

gametocyst (ga-met'o-sist), n. [Gr. ya/dTT/g,

ya/drv (see gamete) +' Kvarig, bladder (cyst).]

A unicellular structure, found in the algse and
fungi, which produces only uninucleate ga-
metes : distinguished from gametangium.
gametocyte (ga-met'o-sit), n. [Gr. ya/iETrig,

ya/ii-ni (see gamete) + kvtoc, a hollow (a cell).]

A gamete. Proc. Boy. Soc. (London), March 6,

1902, p. 78.

gametogenesis (gam''''e-t9-jen'e-sis), -». [Gr.
ja/icTtig, ya/iiTTi, (see gamete), + yiveaig, origin,

genesis.] In biol., genesis or origin from gam-
etes, that is, from a sperm- and an egg-cell.

Also gametogeny.

The central phenomenon in Mendelian heredity is

segregation. The characters in simplest cases are treated
as units in gameto-genesis. In more complex cases there
is resolution, sometimes also disintegration and imperfect
segregation, leading to the formation of fresh unitfi. The
gametes bearing these units are produced in numericid
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proportions which on an average are also definite, but as

yet these proportions have only been determined in the
simple cases. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, p. 95.

gametogenic (gam^e-to-jen'ik), a. Belating to

fametogenesis; prodiioing gametes or repro-
uetive cells.

gametogenOUS (gam-e-toj'e-nus), a. Pertain-
ing to or of the nature of gametogenesis

;
pro-

ducing gametes: as, a gametogenouts monont
among Coccidia. See *monont.
The cytological changes in malignant growth resemble

those exhibited by sporogenous or gametogetwue tissues
in plants and animals, in the occurrence of the form of
nuclear division kno\vn as heterotype, as distinguished
from the more usual homotype division.

Nature, Jan. 21, 1904, p. 286.

gametogeny (gam-e-toj'e-ni), n. Same as
^gameiogeneais.

gametoid (gam'e-toid), a. and n. [gamete +
-old.'] I. a. Relating to reproductive cells

which do not become functional gametes:
opposed to ^gametogenic. Nature, Jan. 21,

1904, p. 285.

II. H. A sexually active cell observed in the

reproduction of certain low forms of animal
life.

gamma, n. 4. A proposed imit of magnetic
intensity, equal to one hundred thousandth of

a gilbert per second.

Gamma rays. See *ray^.

gammacism (gam'a-sizm), n. [Grr. yafijia, gam-
ma, + -c- + -ism.] Imperfect enunciation of

g and other guttural sounds. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, VII. 435.

gamma-granule (gam'a-gran-ul), n. One of

the basophilic granule's observed in a certain

form of leucocyte in cases of leueemia.

gamma-iron (gam'a-i"era), n. See *iron.

gammarine (gam'a-rin), a. [Gammarus +
-fnel.] Kesembling or characteristic of am-
phipod crustaceans of the genus Gammarus.
gammaroid (gam'a-roid), a. [Gammarus +
-oid.'] Resembling or pertaining to the genus
Gammarus, or to the family Gammaridse.
gammation, n. 3. An element iu the ana-
tomical structure of the head of the Devonian
fish Palseospondylu^.

An important element having somewhat the form of

an inverted "L"lies on each side, immediately behind the
nasal capsules, and was probably related to the eye, which
was situated above it. ... In order to avoid as far as
possible the introduction of hypothesis into description

we propose to call it the 'garrmuitwn' from its fancied
resemblance to the Greek letter "r."

W. J. and /. B. J. Sollas, in Fhilos. Trans. Key. Soc
[(London), 1904, ser. B, p. 274.

gammoning-fashion (gam'on-ing-fash"on), n.

Naut., a lashing, the turns of which are crossed
in the style of gammoning.
gammoning-fiw (gam'on-ing-fish), n, Naut.,
formerlyabatten of wodS on the top ofthe bow-
sprit over which the turns forming the gam-
moning were passed.

gammoning-Knee (gam'on-ing-ne), n. Naut.,

a timber bolted to the stem below the bow-
sprit.

gamobium (ga-mo'bi-um), n.; pi. gamobia (-a).

[NIj., < Gr. 7V?> marriage, + /Stof, life.] The
sexual or medusoid stage in the life of a hy-
droid jellyfish.

Gamobotnridse (gam-o-both'ri-de), n.pl. [NL.]
A family of tapeworms of the order Tetraphyl-

lidea. They have the four phyllidia united by their

lateral margins to form a single discoid or globular mass.
The family contains the genera LecaniceptuUum, Tylo-

cepkalum, and Discocephcuum, and members inhabit the
spiral Intestine of sharks.

gamodesmic (gam-o-des'mik), a. [Gr. yd/ioc,

marriage, + deafiog, a band,] In hot., having
the component vascular elements of the stele

fused together.

gamodesmy (gam-o-des'mi), n. [gamodesm-ie
+ -y^-^ III bot., the condition of being gamo-
desmic.
gamogenic(gam-o-jen'ik), a. [Gr. ydfioc, mar-
riage, + yev^C, producing.] Of or_ pertaining

to origin from a germ-cell during its matura-
tion and fertilization— Qamogenlc variation.

See -trvarioHon.

Gamolepis (gam-ol'e-pis), n. [NU. (Lessing,

1832), < Gt. ySiioc, marriage, + Tieiri^, scale. The
allusion is to the union of the involucral

bracts.] A genus of plants of the family

Asteracese, related to Senecio. There are about 12

species, aU South African. One of them, ft Tagetes, is

now somewhat grown as a garden ^uaL It bears a

profusion of bri^t-yellow heads, particularly m sunny,

exposed place^ having somewhat thp character of the

dwarf marigold.
..

gamomachia (gam-o-mak'i-a), M. [WL., < Gr.

ydiioc, marriage, + fdm fight.] The hypothet-

ical struggle for existence between the paternal
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and maternal constituents of the fertilized

egg, and the destruction of one of them: as-

sumed as an explanation of the resemblance
of the offspring to one parent only, to the ex-

clusion of the influence of the other.

gamomania (gam-o-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ydfwQ, marriage, H- fiayia, madness.] 1. The
condition of a pistU in which the ovaries are

more or less completely united and the re-

spective styles and stigmata remain free. Syd.

Soc. Lex.— 2. A form of insanity in which
the sufferer often proposes marriage, despite
impossible conditions. Syd. Soc. Lex.

gamophagia (gam-o-fa'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ya/iog, marriage, + -it>ayia, tpayelv, eat.] The
hypothetical destruction of one of the parental
constituents of the fertilized egg by the other.

See *gamomachia.
gamostele (gam'6-stel), n. [Gr. yd/j^oQ, mar-
riage, + <rHi^, pillar.] In hot., a polystele in

which the vascular bundles are fused together
in some portion of their length. See *stele^

and ^polystele.

gamostelic (gam-o-stel'ii), a. [gamostele +
-ic] In hot., having a gamostele.
gamostely (gam'o-ste-li), n. [gamostele + -y^.]

In hot., the condition of being gamostelic.

gamote (ga-mo'ta), n. [Mex. Sp. camote, <
Nahuatlca/reotK, sweetpotato.] InNewMexieo,
the parsnip-Uke root ofan umbelliferous plant,

Phellopterus montanus, which is used, when
young, as an article of food by certain tribes

of Indians.

gamotropic (gatti-o-trop'ik), a. [Gr. yd/iog,

marriage, + TpowiKdc, of or pertaining to a
turn.] Li hot., executed for the advantage of

the fertilizing process : said of certain changes
in the position of flower-stalks made only
once.

gamot-sa-bnni (ga-m6t'sa-bb'ne), n. [Tagalog
gamot, medicine; sa, for; huni, lingworm.]
Same as *acapulco. [Philippine Is.]

gamp2 (gamp), V. t. [Vaguely imitative; cf.

ehamp'f- and gulp.'] iTo eat greedily; gulp
down. Scott. [Scotch.]

gamphrel (gam'frel), n. Same as gom&rel.
[Scotch.]

gamsigradite (gam-si-gra'dit), n. [Servian
Gamsigrad (see' def.) -I- -iie^.] A velvet-black
variety of amphibole, containing manganese
in considerable amount. The original speci-

men was obtained from Gamsigrad, Servia.

gamut-way (gam'ut-wa), n. In old music, the
writing or noting by means of notes rather
than in tablature. See tablature, 4 (c).

gandi (gan'de), n. [African.] A name given
in parts of Africa to the tsetse-fly, Glossina
morsitans. Geog. Jour. (B. G. S.), IX. 56.

gandul (gan-dol'), «. [Porto Rican.] The
dall or pigeon-pea, Cajan Cajan. See Cajan.
gang, V. II. trans. To arrange in gangs;
combine (several) into one set, to be operated
together: as, to gang saws, plows,, or the
like. See gang, n.,9.

The plows are usually ganged, two to one frame, and
are drawn by tliree to five yoke of oxen.

Yearbook, U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 540.

gang, n. 12. Naut., a set of standing rigging
dang drUUng-macblne. See *draiing-machme.
ganga^ (gan' ga), m. [Sp., = F.gangue: see
gangue.j Something that can be acquired or
obtained without labor. [Spanish America.]
gan-gan, n. Same as *gang-gang,
gang-gang (gang'gang), n. [Native Austra-
lian name]. An Australian cockatoo, CaMo-
cepJialon galeatum, of a gray color with a red
crest. Also gan-gan.
gang-ladder (gang ' lad " 6r), n. A horsing-
block.

gangllectomy (gang'gli-ek'to-mi), n. [Gr.
ydy)'liov, ganglion, + eKTo/i^, excision.] Ex-
cision of a ganglion.

That great operation on the nervous system, trigeminal
gangliecUymg, for which Spiller and Frazier now propose
division of the sensory root within the cranium for tic
doloureux.

C. H. Hug?ie>, in Alien, and Neurol. , Feb., 1903, p. 20.

gangliitis (gang-gli-i'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ydy-
y)uov, ganglion, -H-ii»«.] Same as (?an^Konite (a);

ganglioblast (gang'gU-o-blast), n. [Gr. ydy-
y'h.m, ganglion, -I- pXaarig, germ.] An embry-
onic cell which gives rise to a ganglionic cell.

Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., I. 404.
gangliocyte (gang'gli-o-Mt), n. [Gr. ydyyliov,
gangUon. -1- Kvrog, a hollow (a aell).] A gan-
glion cell or nerve-cell. Baldwin, Diet, of
Philos. and Psychol., I. 405.

gangway

ganglioid (gang'gli-oid), a. [gangli-on + -ojd.)

Risembling a ganglion. Syd. Soc. Lex.

ganglioma (gang-gli-o'ma), n.; pi. ganglio-
mata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. yayy/liou, ganglion,
-I- -ojwa.] A tumor of a lymphatic gland.

ganglion, w.—Abdominal ganglion. See -kabdmni.
na(.—Audltoiy ganglion. Same as acovMtc tubercle
(which see, under acottsfic).—Celiac ganglion. Same
as semUuTMr ganglion (a) (which see, under ganglion).—
Central ganglia of the brain, the optic thalami and
corpora striata.— Gompoiind ganglion, an apparently
double ganglion which results from compression of its

central portion by the annular ligament of the wrist See
ganglion, 3 (a).— Ganglia Of Bidder, two ganglia in the
auriculargroove of a frog's heai't— Ganglionectomam-
mlllare, a small rounded eminence at the li>ase of the
brain, just in advance of the posterior perforated space.
In many animals there are two of these prominences, one
on either side of the median line. Also known as the
mam/millary body, or corpus albicans,— Ganglion ha-
benulse, a collection of nerve-cells at thedorsimesal
margin of the thalamus to which pass Abel's from the
pineal body. Also known as habena, habenula, and trigo-
num habenula.— Ganglion Interpeduncnlare. Same
asircorpusinterpeduiiculare.—Ganglion isUimi, asmall
mass of gray matter lying between the crura of the mes-
encephalon. Also known as the intercrural or interpedu-n^
cularganglion.— daJlBllOn Of Auerbacta, agauglionic
nervous structure in the muscular coat of the intestine.

—Ganglion of Cortl, a plexus of nerve-flbers m the
cochlea thi'ough which the cochlear nerves pass.—Gan-
glion of Remak, a ganglion in the wall of the auricle of
the frog's heart— Ganglion of Scarpa. Same as/aciof
ganglion.—GajigMon Of the retina, a layer of nerve-
cells in the retina.— Hypogastric g;anglla, two ganglia,
one on either side of the cenix uteri, connected with the
hypogastric and sacral plexuses.— Intercrural gan-
glion. Same as ^ganglion igthmi.— Interpeduncular
ganglion. Same as -kganglion isthmi.— Melssner'sgan-
glion, ganglionic nervous tissue in the submucous coat of
the intestine.—Meynert's ganglion. Same as baaal
optic ganglion.—'Paihal ganglion, (a) In gastropods,
one of the ganglia between the cerebral and pedal ganglia,
connected with the former by the cerebropleural and
Avith the latter by the plem'opedal connectives, (b) In
cephalopods, same as stellate -kganglion ib).—Sensory

. ganglia, the nervous structures at the base of the brain
which receive the neiTes of special sense.— Stellate
ganglion, (a) The first dorsal sympathetic nerve-gan-
glion. (&) In cephalopods, a large flat ganglion lying on
the inner surface of the mouth, in front of the gul.—
Sublingual ganglion. Same as mtnuaxillary ganglion.
—Valentin's ganglion, an occasional rounded swelling
on the superior maxillsuy nerve.—Walter's gangUon.
Same as ganglion impar.

ganglionervous(gang''gli-o-ner'vus),, fli Eelat-

to the sympathetic nerve. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, L 141.

ganguoplexus (gang*gli-o-plek'sus), n. [NL.]
A plexus of nerve-fibers in a ganglion. Bald-
win, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., I. 405.

gang-loom (gang'lom), n. A loom which has
a number of independent shuttles, as one for
narrow fabrics, such as ribbons.

gang-mill (gang'mil), n. A milling-cutter
built up of several separate cutters, either to

form a long parallel mill or, more often, a mill

for a complex outline. The use of gang-mills has
extended rapidly, since broad pieces of work (for which it

would be impossible to make solid cutters to the required
profiles) can be thereby machined at one traveise.

gang-plow, n—^vineyard gang-plow, a plow which
has a fiame supported by two wheels and carries three or
sometimes four light plows : designed forplowing in vine-
yards, hop-fields, and orange and other orchards.

gang-press (gang'pres), n. A press which em-
ploys a gang of dies or punches, all being
alike. The perforating-press is a gang-press; also, a
press having a series of dies, each different from the others
and used to perform a series of operations upon the same
blank, each operation serving to bring the'object one step
nearer to its finished form.

gangrene, ?;.-Anemic gangrene, gangrene which
results from an obstruction to the blood-supply of the
part. Th&rapevXic Gazette, XXVIL 50. —Decubital
gangrene. Same as bed-sore.—Disseminated cuta-
neous gangrene, multiple gangrene of the skin, of neu-
rotic origin.—Multiple gangrene, gangrene of several
different parts. Jour. Exp&r, Med., Oct. 1, 1900, p. 107.

—SenilegangTene,spoiitaneous gangrene occujring in the
aged, due to obstruction to the blood-supply.- Spon-
taneous gangrene, gangrene occurring without injury-
or other apparent exciting cause. Joitr. Exper. Med.,
Oct 1, 1900, p. 97.— Static gangrene, moist gangrene
arising from obstruction to the venous circulation,

gang-road (gang'rod), n. A road which lies

along the water-front of a town. [Eng.]
There is no quay room except thegang-road along there;

Evidence Hull Docks Commission, p. 62, If, E, D.

gang-spill (gang'spil), n. An anchor-windlass.
gang-'lirimmer(gang'trim"6r), «.A trimmer em-
ploying more than two saws, each saw being
suspended upon a swing-frame and all being
controlled by levers to enable the operator to
use any number or group of saws, within the
capacity of the machine, in trimming stock of.
different lengths. All machines arentted with
automatic feed-chains to bring the stook to the
saws.
gangway, n. 4. In/ore««ry, the inclinedplane
up which logs are moved from the water into
a sawmill. Also called jack-laddet,log-jack,
logwwy, and slip.



gangwayman
gangwayman ( gang ' wa-man ), n. A man
placed in charge of a ship's gangway when in
port.

ganocephalan (gan-o-sefa-lan), a. and n.

I. a. Having the oliaraoteris o£ the Oano-
cephala.

II. n. One of the Gtanocephala.

ganodentin (gan-o-den'tin), n. [Gr. yavoq,

brightness, + E. dentin.'] The structureless
enamel which coats the teeth of the selachian
fishes or sharks.

ganophyllite (ga-no£'i-lit), n. [Gr. y&voQ,

brightness, + Mi/iaov, leaf, + -ite^. The name
alludes to the luster of the cleavage folia.] A
silicate of manganese, aluminium, and alkalis

occurring in brown monoclinic crystals, also
in foliated masses : found in Sweden.
ganpi (gam'pe), n. [Jap.] A shrub of the
family DaphnacesB, Capura canescens (Wik-
strcemia canescens of Meisner), native to India,
Indo-China, China, and Japan, in Japan it is con-
sidered an important fiber-plant and is Bometimes culti-

vated for its bark. This is used— either alone or more
generally mixed witli tlie barhs o( the kozo and mitsu-
mata— for the manufacture of the tough, thin paper
especially valuable in letter-press copying-books.

ganta (gan'ta), n. [Philippine Sp., < Bisaya
gantang.'] In the Philippine Islands, a icy
measure containing rather less than three
quarts; also, a liquid measTire containing
rather more than three quarts.

Ganymede, n. 3. The third and largest satel-

lite of the planet Jupiter.

gaogao (gon'gou), n. [Chamorro name.] In
Guam and the Philippines, the starch derived
from the tubers of Tacca pmnatifida, the ar-

rowroot of the South Sea Islands. See Tacca.

gap-bed (gap'bed), n. A lathe-bed in which a
recess is cut just in front of the head-stock to
permit of turning work larger than will swing
over the guides.

gap-bridge (gap'brij), n. The piece or bridge
which closes the gap in a gap-lathe bed. See
*gap-bed.
gape-worm (gap-w6rm), n. A nematoid worm,
Syngamus traeheaUs, the cause of gapes in

fowls.

gap-stick (gap'stik), n. A pole placed across

the entrance of a sorting-jadi to close it when
not in use.
garS (gar), n. [Also gctrr, guar; a var. of gor,

dial, form of gore^.l 1. Mud; ooze; dirt;

slime. [Shetland and Orkney, and north of

Scotland.]— 2. Vegetable slime found adher-

ing to ships' bottoms.

garage (gar'aj; P. pron. ga-rSzh'), «• [P-

garage, keeping nnder cover, a place for keep-

ing (boats, wagons, automobiles) nnder cover,

< garer, keep under cover, keep, guard, var.

of OP. garw, keep: see garret.] A station in

which motor-ears can be sheltered, stored, re-

paired, cleaned, and made ready for use ; also,

a place of private storage for a motor-oar ; a

stable for motor-oars. [Recent.]

Tlie club's stewards will take charge of the competing

vehicles at the gate of the garage.
Sei. Amer., March 28, 1903, p. 224.

garantee, garanty. Simplified spellings of

garbage-furnace (gar'baj-fer"nas), «. A de-

structor; afuriiace specially constructed for

burning refuse and garbage. When properly de-

signed and managed, such a furnace should need no

other fuel than the refuse to be destroyed.

garbage-grease (gar'baj-gres), n. A trade-

name for mixed fatty material collected from

kitchen sinks, the grease-traps of sewers, etc.

It is not known tliat refineries in this country are as yet

able to handle what is known as ga/rbage grease, as the

secret of the trade seems to be held abroad.

Census Bulletin 190, June 16, 1902, p. 5.

garbanzo (gar-ban'tho), «. [Sp. : see *cala-

vance.} In Porto Rico and Spanish America
generally, the chick-pea, Cieer arielmum. See

chick-pea (with cut).

Barley, beans, lentils, and garbamos grow very well in

the fields in the greatest part of the province [New Cali-

"^^aumboim, quoted in Bulletin 2, V. S. Dept Agr., Div.

[Veg. Pathol., 1892, p. 30.

garblage (gkr'blaj), n. [garble + -age.] The
office or function's of a garbler.

garbling, n. 4. Rubbish found mixed with a

cargo w£ich has been stowed in bulk.

garboard (gSr'bord), n. In ship-building, one

of the planks or plates of the bottom next to

the keel on each side ; also (in the plural), the

whole of the garboard-strakes on both sides,
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or the part of the bottom surface covered by
the garboard-strakes.

We have to go back to "Valkyrie II." to find a midsliip
section that bears any similarity to the easy bi^es and
full garboards that distinguish "Shamrock III." so
sharply from any of her immediate predecessors.

Sd. Amer., June 27, 1903, p. 480.

garboard-plate (gar'bord-plat), m. In iron ship-
building, one of the plates of the strake next
the keel. See cuts under *keel^, 2.

gard, V. and n. A simplified spelling of guard.
Gardeau flags. See *flag^.
garde-du-C0rps(gard-du-k6r'),». [P.] A body-
guard ; a member of a body-guard.
garde-meuble (gard-m6'bl), ». [P., < garder,
keep, + meubles, furniture, pi. of meuble, < L.
mobiUs, movable : see mobile.] A depository
or museum in which valuable furniture, tapes-
tries, and the like are kept.
garden. I. »—

• Formal garden, a pleasure-ground
laid out according to the principles of formal gardening.
See formal irgardening.— Garden husbandry, (o)
Farming carried on with as much care and neatness as
gardening.—Eock garden, a garden, particularly a divi-
sion of a botanic garden, adapted to the growth of alpine
plants, succulents, and other plants fond of dry and rocky
situations ; a scientific rockery.— Tlie Garden, the school
of Epicurus, who taught in a garden. N. E. D.—^Winter
garden, a conservatory or greenhouse so arranged as to
serve as a place of resort, with space for tables and seats.

II. a. 2. Common; ordinary: as, a garden
hen; garden proceedings. [Slang.]-Garden
architectlire. See karchUeeture.

garden-apple (gar'dn-ap"l), n. A name rarely
used for the paradise-apple; a cultural or
domestic form of the common apple (Mains
Mahis, var. paradisiaea) of veiy small stature.

See *doucin and ^paradise, 7.

garden-bed (gar'dn-bed), n. 1. A bed of
flowers or vegetables in a garden.—3. A name
given to certain small areas covered by a
number oflowparallel, artificial ridges some six

or eight inches high and from four to ten feet
apart, found in certain parts of the eastern and
central United States. Their significance is

not known with ijertainty.

garden-chair (gSr'dn-ohar), n. A chair for
garden use

;
particularly, a kind of bath-chair

(on wheels) for the use of ladies and invalids.

gardencraft (gar'dn-kraft"), n. The art of

gardening, both from the utilitarian and from
the esthetic point of view.

To enjoy and appreciate the Italian ga/rden-cra/t one
must always bear in mind that it is independent of flori-

culture. Edith Wharton, Italian Villas, p. 5.

gardener's-delight (gar'dn-erz-de-Kt"), n.

Same as *gardener's-eye.

gardener's-eye (gar'dn-6rz-i), n. The mullen-
pink or rose-campion, Lychnis Coronaria.

garden-fly (gar'dn-fli), n. Any one of several
species of the dipterous family Bibionidse
which breed commonly in the soil of gardens.
garden-ground (gar'dn-ground), n. A plot of
ground suitable for or used as a garden.
gardenin (gar'dn-in), n. [Ga/rdsma + -in^.]

A neutralsubstance, C14H12O6, extractedfrom
dikamali, the resinous exudation of Gardenia
hunda. It crystallizes in lustrous, deep-yellow
needles which melt at 163-164° C.

gardening, n— Formal gardening, landscape-gar-
dening of the kind adopted by the Italians of the Renais-
sance and later by the French in the time of Louis XFV,
It is characterized by straight avenues, artificial lakes and
grass-plots of geometrical outline, and many terraces,

pavilions, and other architectural adornments.

gardenize (gar'dn-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. gar-

deniged, ppr. gardenieing. [garden + -ize.] To
give a garden-like appearance to ; improve by
introducing garden features : as, to ga/rdenize

a public square.

garden-nail (gar'dn-nal), n. A kind of nail

used to fasten the branches of trees, vines, etc.,

to walls ; a wall-nail.

garden-plague (gar'dn-plag), n. The gout-

wort or herb-gerard, Mgopodivm Podagraria.

garden-plow (gar'dn-plou), n. A wheel-hoe.

gardenry (gar'dn-ri), ». [jgarden + -ry.] The
office or work of a gardener

;
garden-work.

garden-seat (gSr'dn-set), n. 1. A seat or

bench in a garden.— 3. A name jocosely ap-

plied to one of the seats forthe accommodation
of outside passengers which are arranged in

parallel rows across the roof of some British

omnibuses, facing in the direction of the jour-

ney. See krnfeboard, 2, for another arrange-

ment.
garden-seated (gar'dn-!se"ted), a. Provided on
top with *garden-seats (whieh see): as, gar-

dera-seated omnibuses.

garden-truck (gar'dn-tmk), n. The products

garnet-tackle

of a vegetable-garden, partieularlywhen grown
for market.
garden-worm (gar'dn-w6rm), n. An earth-
worm.
gardevin, gardevine (gar'de-vin, -vin), n. [P.
gardevin, < garder, keep, -I- vim, wine.] 1. A
large bottle for holding wine or spirits.— 2.
A cellaret (which see).

gardian, n. A simplified speUing of guardian.
gare^ (gar), n. [P., < garer, keep : see garage.]
1. A dock, basin, or turnout on a river or
canal.

Commander Edwards, II.N,, proceeded down the Canal,
taking possession of the gaires and dredgers, while Captain
Fitzroy, II.N., occupied Ismailia after slight opposition.

Eneyc. Brit., XXVIL 708.

2. A railway-station.

garfish, n. (c) In Australasia, (1) Tylosuruaferox, called

in Sydney 'long Tom'; (2) Hermra/m^hus intermedins;
(3) a river-flsh, H. regidana, of the family Hemiram-
phidse.

garg. An abbreviation of the Latin g'arpamma,
gargle.

Gargas marl. See ^"marV-.

gargoyled (gar'goild), a. Ornamented with
gargoyles.

Parvis and portal bloom like trellised bowers.
And the vast minster seems a cross of flowers

!

But flends and dragons on the gargoyled eaves
Watch the dead Christ between the living thieves.

Longfelloio, in trans., Divine Comedy, I. Sounet ii.

garial, n. Same as gharrial and gavial.

garigue, n. See *garrigue.

garinding (ga-rin'ding), n. [Javanese and
Malay garinding.] A Javanese oboe.

garlic, n— False garlic, a
liliaceous plant, Nothoscor-
dium^ bivalve, found in the
southern United States and
Mexico. The genus is closely
related to Allivjm, but is free
from the alliaceous odor. Some-
times called yellowfalsegarlic.

garlic-mustard (gar'Uk-
mus'tard), n. See mtis-

tard.

garlic-shrub, n. 2. The
gvdnea-hen weed, Peti-
veria alUacea. See PeU-
ver%a.

garlic-snail (gar ' lik-

snal), n. Melix aUiaria,
a snail that emits a gar-
lic-like odor.

garUc-tree (gar'lik-tre),

n. In the "West Indies,
Cratseva Tapia, one of
the trees known as gar-
lic pear. See pear^ and
Cratseva.

Garmannia (gar man'
ia), n. [Nil., named
for Samuel Gorman, an
American ichthyolo-
gist.] A genus of small
gobies found in the Pan-
ama region, having the
„«*-„—:«- 1,-ljs J! 4.U X. J raise oariic \jvotnoscor~
anterior naU or tne body dtumHiialve), one third natu-

naked and the posterior "' ='^'-

with large scales. The species is G. paradoxa,
gam (gam), n. A dialectic form of yarn.
[North. Eng.]

garnet^.n— AUzarin garnet, a mordant dyestufl
related to anthraquinone, prepared by the reduction of
a-nitro-alizarin. It produces bluish reds with metallic
mordants. It is used chiefly in calico-printing and wool-
dyeing.—Caxminaph garnet. Same as alpha-naph-
thyla/mine irred.

garnet-paper (gar 'net- pa 'per), n. Paper
coated with finely crushed garnets held by
glue : used like sandpaper for poUshing.
garnett (gar-nef), v. t. [Gamett (machine).]

False Garlic [.Nothoscor-

Garnett Machine.*

I, main cylinder; 2, dofTer; 3, fancy; 4, fancy-stripper; 5-14,

workers ; 15, licker-in ; 16, tumbler ; r7-i9, metallic feed-rolls ; 20-

24, breast-workers ; 25, 26, fluted feed-rvlls.

To open and card woolen yarn waste, shoddy,
etc., on a Garnett machine.
garnet-tackle (gar'net-tak*l), n. A purchase
rigged on the mainstay and used for taking in
and hoisting out cargo.



gamett-tootb

garnett-tooth (gar-net'toth), n. A form of
saw-tooth out in a stee] band designed to be
wound on the cylinders or rollers of a Gamett
machine, used for carding thread-waste, shod-
dy, etc. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 132.

garnetz (gSlr'nets), ». [6. garnets, < Kuss.
gdrnetsu.] A Russian dry measure equal to
nearly three eightJis of a United States peck.
C. Bering, Conversion Tables, p. 55.

gamisliry (gar'nish-ri), n. [garnish + -ry.]

Ornaments ; adornments
;
garnishing.

Herdsmen's souls
Of ancient times, whose eyes, calm as their flocks,

Saw in the stars mere garnishry of heaven.
Brouming, Paracelsus, iii. 183.

garr, n. See *garS.

gamglie (gS-reg'), n. [Southern F., < Pr.

garriga = Cat. garriga, < Pr. garrics, OF.
jarris. Cat. garrig, the hohn-oak or ilex.] In

the south of France, a tract of waste land

covered with the holm-oak, Quercus Hex, and
the Aleppo pine, Finns Merosolymitana, and
other scrub growth, and having a calcareous

soil.

Often upon uncultivated lands, there called the gar-

rigiies, are seen long trains of ants forming two con-

tinuous lines hurrying in opposite directions, one going
away from the nest, the other towai'd it

Smithsoman Rep., 1896, p. 414.

garrison-hold (gar'i-sn-hold), n. Possession

of a place by garrisoning it.

garrison-town (gar'i-sn-toun), ». A town in

which a garrison is maintained.

^armpa, ^.—Red garmpa, Sebastodes caurinus, a
scorpjenoid flsh found from Puget Sound to Sitka.

garter, «. 8. pi. Leg-irons or shackles.

[Sailors' slang.]

gartering (gar'tfer-ing), ». A narrow fabric,

as webbing, from which garters are made.
garter-robes (gar' t6r-r6bz), n. The robes
proper to be worn by Knights of the Garter.

gariia (ga-ro'a), »8. [Peruvian Sp.] The heavy
fog alon^ the coast of Peru on which plants

depend for their moisture. It prevails from
May to October up to a height of a hundred
feet.

Oarzonidse (gar-zon'i-de), n. pi. [Garzonia,

the type genus, + -idsB.'\ A family of extinct

marsupial mammals, of small size, which have
no conspicuous diastema in the tooth series,

and two or three of the premolars with double
roots. AmegMno, 1891.

gas, n. 6. Speeittcally, nitrous-oxid gas when
used to produce ansBsthesia, most commonly
by dentists.— Clayton gas, a mixture of sulphurous
acid and other sulphur-oxid gases employed in disinfect-

ing a ship's hold and clearing it of rats.—Dowson gas,
combustible gas made by continuously passing steam
mixed with air through red-hot anthracite or coke, the
ignition of which is maintained by the supply of air : a
kind of water-gas, which has been much used in gas-

engines. W. L. Dtbdin, Public Lighting, p. 323.— Gas
equation, spectmm. See -trequation, kspectrwm.—
GiCnerator gas, a mixture of gases intended for use as

fuel, made from small coal, lignite, peat, sawdust, or

other cheap forms of solid fuel, either by partial combus-
tion with limited supply of air (in this case consisting

essentially of carbon monoxid and nitrogen), or by such
combustion with admission of steam, in which case the
mixture, known as water-gas, consists essentially ofcarbon
monoxid, carbon dioxid, hydrogen, and nitrogen. See
(ia«eous -kfuel.— Groimd gases, gases of all kinds con-

tained within the earth, as distinguished from the atmo-
sphere outside its surface. Van Hise, U. S. Geol. Surv.

Monographs, XLVIL 6a—Hydrocarbon gas, the mixed
ga^es generated by the action of steam, or of steam and
air, on substances which contain carbon and hydrogen,

such as tar, oils, shale, etc. It contains large quanti-

ties of carbon monoxid, together with hydrogen and a
number of the lower members of various hydrocarbon
series.— Ideal gas, in thermodynamics, a gas which ex-

actly conforms to Boyle's law, that is, which neither ab-

sorbs nor gives up heat during free expansion, and the
internal energy of which is a function of the temperature

idone. Also ^&leA a perfect gas. These conditions are not
rigorously fulfilled in the case of any actual known gas.

—

liresplrable gas, any gas the inhalation of which gives

rise to laryngeal spasm.—Mond gas, generator gas pre-

pared by one of the many special arrangements proposed

for this purpose. Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 364.—Naph-
tlia gas, illuminating-gas made from or carbureted by
naphOia, usually petroleum naphtha.

—

Pan gas, in the

manufacture of carbonate of soda by the Leblanc process,

the gas (mainly hydrochloric acid) given off from the cast-

iron pans in which the first action of sulphuric acid on
common salt is brought about. This gas is carried to

condensers, in which It is absorbed by water, furnishing

the liquid hydrochloric acid of commerce.—Hntsch
gas an oU-gas obtained by introducing the vapors from

hea^d mineral oil (shale-oil or petroleum) into a retort

containing loosely stacked fire-brick and kept at a cherry-

red heat The gases produced are cooled and passed

through a washer containing water to separate tar, and

are compressed into steel cylindeiB lor transportation.

•The mixtui'e contains a large proportion of unsaturated

hydrocarbons, and hence has high illuminating power.

It has been much used for lighting floating buoyR light-

houses, and especially railroad-ears. Several other ar-

rangements for making oU-gas have been patented.—

Pit gas a miners' name for gaseous methane (CH4), as it
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occurs in bituminous coal-mines. Same as fire-damp.-—

Power gas, gas used as a fuel for the generation of

power ;
particularly, gas used as a fuel in mtemal-com-

bustion engines.— Producer gas, a gas generated in a

producer by blowing a jet of steam through an incan-

descent bed of coals ; a fuel-gas or one rich in carbonic

oxid. One pound of water-gas contains about 2,200 B. T.

U and is of about the following composition : CO 27,

H 12, CH4 2, C2H4 1, CO2 8, N 66.— Roaster gas, in the

manufacture of carbonate of soda by the Leblanc process,

the gaseous hydrochloric acid which is given oft from the

brickwork roasters in which is carried out the second

stage of the decomposition of common salt by sulphuric

acid : distinguished frompoM -trgas, which is given off at a
lower temperature in the first stage of the decomposition

in pans, usually of cast-iron.

gas, iJ. t. 3. To treat with a gas or expose to

the action of a gas, as is done with slaked

lime in the manufacture of bleaching-powder.

G. Lunge, Sulphuric Acid, III. 456.-4. To
overcome or poison by means of the inhalation

of gas.

gas-analysis (gas'a-nal*i-sis), n. In chem., the
analysis of substances in the gaseous state, in

which quantitative determinations are chiefly

made by volume, with the necessary attention

to conditions of pressure and temperature.
gas-bacillus (gas'ba-slFus), n. A species of

Baeillus {B. aerogenes eapsulalm) found by
Welch in the blood-vessels of a patient with
thoracic aneurism. It forms gas in culture-
media.
gas-bath (gas'bath), n. In chem., a bath for
the application of regulated temperature,
either by an atmosphere of heated gas or by
gas-burners.

gas-blast (gas'Mast), n. A gas fire which is

forced by an air-blast.

gas-bottle (gas 'bot'''l),_ n. 1. A retort.—3.
A cylindrical vessel of iron or steel for holding
gases under pressure. Carbon dioxid, nitrous
oxid, ammonia, chlorin, and other gases are
sold in such containers. A needle-valve con-
trols the release of the gas.

gas-box (gas'boks), n. The passage or cham-
ber, in an internal-combustion engine, be-
tween the mixing-chamber and the admission-
port.

gas-burette (gas'bu-ret'*), n. In chem., a grad-
uated glass vessel in which gases may be
measured before or after treatment with chem-
ical reagents in the course of analysis.

gas-calorimeter (gas'kal-o-rim''''e-ter), n. An
apparatus forfindmg the heat-value of a known
quantity of gas; an apparatus for measuring
the amount of heat a quantity of gas gives off

when burned. See *calorimeter.

gas-cap (gas'kap), n. In elect., the cover of
the inner globe of an inclosed arc-lamp, which
protects the carbons from rapid combustion by
reducing the access of air.

gas-cavity (gas'kav'i-tl), n. Same as gas-pore.
gas-chamber (gas'cliam''''b6r), n. A device
used in microscopy for studying organisms un-
der the influence of gases.

gas-coke (gas'kok), n. Same as gas-carban.
Gascon, n. 3. [I. c] The common saurel or
horse-mackerel, Trachurus traehurus.

gas-conductor (gas'kon-duk''tgr), n. Any
pipe for conducting gases or vapors : used spe-
cifically for the pipe leading from the mouth of
a blast-furnace to the stoves.

Gasconism (gas'kon-izm), n. [Gascon -4- -isra.]

A peculiarity of speech, manner, or character
of the Gascons ; a spirit of boastfulness or bra-
vado.
gas-cyst (gas'sist), n. A cyst containing gas,
the product usually of a certain species of ba-
cillus. Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 25, 1900, p. 139.

gas-detector (gas'df-tek^tor), n. An apparatus
intended to give warning of the presence of
fire-damp or dangerous gases in a mine.
gas-distributer (gas'dis-trib^u-tfer), n. A piece
of apparatus used in chemical laboratories,
consisting of a central hollow block of brass
with several stop-cocks, one for the admission
o£common illuminating-gas employed for heat-
ing purposes, and two, three, or more by which
this gas may be carried off to asmany mfferent
lamps or burners.

gas-fired (gas'fird), a. Heated by combustion
of gaseous fuel : as, a gas-fired boiler, a gas-
fired furnace, etc. Groves and Thorp, Chem.
Technol., I. 539.

gas-firing (gas'fir'ing), n. A method of firing
a furnace in which a gas or a liquid that has
been vaporized is used as a fuel.

gas-fitter, n— Gas-fitter's tongs, pipe-tongs.

gas-fitting (gas'fit'mg), ». 1. The occupation
of a gas-fitter.—2. pi. The gas-fixtares and

gasogenous

other appliances required in equipping a build-

ing for the use of illuminating-gas; also, the
fittings for gas-pipes.

gas-forge (gas'forj), n. A small steel frame in-

closing fire-brick, of various shapes, and ar-

ranged with either a hearth onwhich the flames
play or a narrow slot through which the flames
pass in a thin sheet. It is used in annealing
rods, forging cutlery, brazing small sheets of

metal, and heating lathe-tools preparatory to

hardening them.
gaS-ftUmace, n., 1 . The name is now applied to many
different types of forges, ovens, and furnaces heated by
natural gas, water-gas, or generator gas, and used in as-

saying, annealing, brazing, carbonizing, enameling, forg-

ing, japanning, melting, soldering, tempering, or welding
metals, and also in warming buildings. Gas-furnaces are
named from the work for which they are used : as the an-
nealing gas-furnace, the brazing gas-furnace, etc. They
consist commonly of a steel frame or box, lined with fire-

brick or other refractory material, and one or more gas-

burners which deliver the gas, mixed with air, under the
pressure of an air-blast.

gas-generator (gas'gen-e-ra-tgr), K. 1. A gas-
producer; agasTretort; an apjjaratus formanu-
facturing gas either by distillation, as in a
retort, or by separation, as in a producer,
or by a chemical process, as in making hydro-
gen by mixing zinc and suljthuric acid, thus
forming zinc sulphate and liberating hydro-
gen gas. See *gas-producer, 1.— 2. An appar
ratus used in chemical laboratories to fur-

nish a particular gas by the action of some
liquid reagent upon a solid, so arranged that
when the gas is no longer required its out-

flow may be cut off by a stop-eook, and its

tension then serves to force the liquid out of

contact with the solid material, thus arresting

the generation of gas until it is again needed.
— BiCbo's gas-generator, a simple instrument for inter-

mittently generating gases, as carbon dioxid, hydrogen
sulphid, ete. By inclining the apparatus, acid or other
liquid contained in one bulb is allowed to fiow into an-
other bulb containing the chemical on which it is to act
When gas is no longer needed, the instrument is returned
to its normal position.^Kipp's gas-generator, a piece
of apparatus used in chemical laboratories to furnish car-

bon dioxid, sulphureted hydrogen, or other gas in limited
quantity when needed, without waste of material when
Uie gas is not being drawn off. It consists of three glass

globes placed vertically one over another, and having a
funnel-tube which runs from the uppermost to the lowest
of the three. The solid material to be acted upon is

placed in the middle globe, the dilute acid to act upon it

in the uppermost one, and the lowest serves to collect

the spent liquor to be from time to time removed.

gas-grate (gas'grat), n. A gas-stove burner
having branches, or bars like those of a grate,

with many small burners. It is used in water-
heaters, cake-griddles, etc.

gas-harmonicon (gas'har-mou'^i-kon), n.

Same a,s pyrophone.
gashgabbit (gash'gab''''it), a. Having a project-

ing chin. [Scotland.]

gas-holder, n. Z. A vessel of metal or glass,

used in chemical laboratories for the collec-

tion and storage of gases.—Mltscherllcli's gas-
holder, a glass vessel closed at top and bottom with ap-

propriate stoppers. The mouthpiece carries an exit-tube

and a funnel-tube which reaches to the bottom. When
filled with water, the upper stop-cocks remaining closed,

the tubulus at Uie bottom may be opened without the
water running out Gas when introduced displaces the
water. When the gas is collected the lower tube is closed

and pressure is exerted on the interior by pouring water
into the funnel-tube. The gas may then be drawn as de-

sired.

gasket (gas'ket), v. t. [gasket, n.] To fasten
with gaskets, as a sail to a yard.

gas-kiln (gas'kil), n. An oven or kiln which
uses gas as a fuel.

gaskin (gas'kin), n. [Also gasJcen, gascoign,

gaseoigne, ult. ' of Gascony,' < OF. Gascoigne

:

see Gascon.'] 1. The sweet cherry, Prumts
avium.—2. The common gooseberry. [Prov.
Eng.]—3. The hinder part of a horse's thigh,
extending from the stifle to the bend of the

hock.
gas-lamp, n.—incandescent gas-lamp, any form of

gas- or gasolene-burner combined with a mantle from the
mcandescence of which light is obtained.

gas-log (gas'log), n. A device resembling a
piece (or several pieces) of fire-wood, used in

a fireplace in which gas is burned.

gas-microscope (gas'mi''kro-sk6p), n. Same
as oxyhydrogen microscope.
gasmoblle (gas-mo'bil), n. A trade-name of a
form of motor-car in which gasolene is used as

a source of motive power in an internal-com-
bustion motor.
gas-motor (gaB'm6''''tor), n. A motor or engine
in which the piston" is moved by the gas or

vapor from an ammonia liquor.

gasogenous (ga-soj'e-nus), a. [gas+-o-+-ge-
nous.] Of or pertaining to a gas, or to me



gasogenous

vapor phase of a substance : as, a gasogenous
molecule.

There are liquidogenous and gaaogerwua molecules,
which co-exist in proportions depending upon the tem-
perature. Engineering, July 24, 1903, p. 109.

gasolene, n. its principal hydrocarbon constituents
are hexane and heptane, CjHi4 and C7Hie, in varying pro-
portions. It boils between 149° and Iftf F. and gives off

a vapor under atmospheric tension at all temperatures.
The vapor of gasolene is 3.05 times as heavy as air. The
volatile elements distil off on storage, unless the contain-
Ing-vessels are very tight. Its calorific power is about
18,000 B. T. U. It is muchused in the internal-combustion
motors ot motor-carsand motor-boats.—Qasoleneengine.
Same as *gasolene motor.—Qasolene foige, a special
type of gasolene torchhavingtwo flames.—Gasolene fur-
nace, a small furnace, usually portable, which bums gas-
olene. It is used in melting solder, lead, etc., heating
rivets and core-ovens, and for other purposes. It Is made
with vapor-burners and on the general principle of the
gasolene torch.—Qasolene motor, an internal-combus-
tion motor which uses a mixture of gasolene vapor and air
as a source of motive power. See cuts at vnterrud-com-
bustion ifengine.

gasolier (gas'o-ler), n. A chandelier in which
gas is used.
gasometer. ».— Bunsen's gasometer, a graduated
Slass vessel for collecting, storing, and delivermg gases,
lercnry or water may be used to fill the vessel beforethe

gas is introduced.

£asometrical (gas-6-met'ri-kal), a. Same as
gasometric.

gas-oxygen (gas'ok"si-jen), a. Producing heat
by the oomhustion of a mixture of illuminat-
ing-gas and oxygen: as, a gas-oxygeu flame, a
gas-oxygen blowpipe. Also known as oxy-gas
and oxy-coal-gas.

The soapstone can be melted in a gat-oxygen jet, and
very fine fibres are easily drawn out from the clear bead
thus obtamed. Nature, June 9, 1904, p. 132.

gaspereau (gas-pe-ro'), n. [Canadian F. ; cf.
Gaspereau (lakes), aaspereaux (village), lo-
cal names in Canada.] 1. The common ale-
wife, Pomolobus pseitdoharengits. [Maine and
Canada.]— 2. Aname given in New Brunswick
and parts of Canada to the herring, Clmpea
vernalis.

gaspergou (gas-p6r-g8'), n. [Origin not ascer-
tained.] The fresh-water drum, AploMnotus
grunmiens. [Canada.]
Gasp6 series. See *series.

gas-pillar (gaa'piF'Sr), n. The short upright
part of a gas-burner to which the burner is
fixed.

gas-pocket (gas'pok'et), n. A quantity of gas
collected in a crevice or hollow. Such coUections
are likely to occur in the crevices in the charge of a blast-
furnace, and, if composed of elements in the right pro-
portions, will explode when ignited by the flames.

gas-producer (gas'pro-du"ser), n. 1. A fur-
nace in which combustible gas is produced, to
be used as fuel in another furnace. Usually the
gas is made by distilling carbonic oxid, which is done by
heating anthracite or bituminous coal in a grate with the
fuel-bed so thick that the upper or freshly charged layers
are in an atmosphere of carbonic-acid gas from the lower
combustion. When the carbon of these upper layers be-
comes hot enough for chemical reaction, it unites with
CO2, decomposing it into two parts of carbonic oxid or
CO. If steam is blown into the ash-pit of such a pro-
ducer, the HgO is decomposed, the hydrogen being me-
chanically mixed with the carbon monoxid, and the oxygen
combining with carbon, to be again broken up, as before,
by reaction with more carbon. See pro€l/ucer -kgae.

2. Same as *gas-generator, 2.

gas-pump (gas'pump), ra. 1. A pump used for
compressing gas.'—3. A pump for raising

water, or for any other service, the motive
power of which is an internal-combustion en-
ginel

gas-radiator (gas'ra"-

di-a-tor), n. A gas-
heateif formed of ver-

ticalsheet-metalpipes
arranged in the form
of a steam-radiator.

gas-regnlator, n.
— Eelonert's gas-regu-
lator, an apparatus for reg-

ulating the flow of gas : used
in connection with an oven
whose temperature is to be
kept constant, such as an
incubator, a drying -oven,

etc. ; a form of thermostat.

The instrument consists of

a glass tube, a, of narrow
bore,blown into a bulb, 6, at

one end and having one or

more lateral tubes sealed

to it near the other end.

Mercury fills the bulb and
part of the stem. When ex-

panded by heat it partly

closes the orifice, c, through
which the gas passes. The
extent to which this can
occur is controlled by the

side adjusting-screw, d. A
S.-33
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by-pass, e, supplies enough gas, at all times, to keep a
small flame at the burner, under the oven.

gas-ring (gas'ring), n. A work-bench gaso-
lene heating-burner in which the jets of flame
are arranged in a circle ; a ring burner.
gas-scale (gas ' skal), n. The scale of a gas-
thermometer. Nature, April 24, 1902, p. 604.

Gassendist (ga-sen'dist), n. [Gossendi + -is*.]

A follower or supporter of Gassendi, a French
metaphysician (1592-1655) who defended Epi-
cureanism.
gasser (gas'er), n. 1. One who is engaged in
gassing lace, cotton, yarn, etc., in order to
remove the hairy filaments. See gassing and
gassimg-frame.— 2. One who 'gasses,' or talks
in an idle and empty manner. [Slang.]
Gasserian artery. See ^artery.
gassing, n. 3. The fumigating of fruit-trees
by means of hydrocyanic-acid gas, to destroy
insects. [Colloq.]

Scale insect enemies of citrus trees are controlled in
two ways : either by spraying the infested plants with
some liquid insecticide or by subjecting them to the fumes
of hydrocyanic-acid gas, commonly designated as "gass-
ing. Yearbook U. S. Dept. £gr., 1900, p. 254.

4. The evolution of gas from the plates of a
storage or secondary cell.

Gassiot's wheel. See *wheel.
gas-spurt (gas'spfert), n. A small raised heap
occurring on the surfaces of some strata, it is

conjectured to be due to the escape of gas from decom-
posing organic matter in the original sand or mud before
complete solidification. OeiMe, Text-book of Geol. (4th
ed.), p. 645.

gaster^ (gas'tfer), n. 2. In certain hymenop-
terous insects, such as ants (FormiMas), the
abdomen exclusive of the stem, or pedicel.

gasterasthenia (gas*t6r-as-the'ni-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. yaaHip, stomach, -t- hcBivem, "weakness.]
Muscular or functional weakness of the
stomach.
gasterocomid (gas-te-rok'o-mid), n. A mem-
ber of the family GasterocomidSB.

Gasteropelecus (gas''te-ro-pel'e-kus),TO. [NL.,
< Gr. yaoT^p, belly, -I- mTuucug, a two-edged ax.]

A generic name of certain carcinoid fishes of
South America, notably G. maculatus.

Gasterostomatidse (gas-te-ros-to-mat'i-de), /(.

pi. [NL., < *Gasterostoma(t-), assumed form
of Gasterostomum, + -idee.'] A family of

malacotylean trematodes, having the anterior
sucker only, the mouth on the ventral surface
but not in the sucker, and the genital open-
ing terminal. They are parasitic in the alimentary
canal of fishes, and the cercaria is known as Buceplmlus.
Qasterostovnwm is the typical genus.

Gasterostomum (gas-te-ros'to-mum), n. [NL.,,

< Gr. yaoT^p, stomach, '+ arS'/ia, mouth.] The

gastro-adenitis

cates the temperature of the latter. Hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic-acid gas-thermometers
have been employed. The hydrogen gas-thermometer is

considered as the normal, but all are reduced to the ideal
gas-thei'mometer by theoretical formulas.— Compen-
sated constant-pressure gas-thermometer, a gas-
thermometer by means of which the volume of gas at
diiferenttemperatures is de-
termined under constant
pressure ; specifically, that
devised by Callencfar in
1887. "The mstrument
consists of two parts — B, a
burette connected by the
capillary tube a with the
thermometer-bulb A ; and a
bulb, C, also sealed to a capil-
lary tube, b, which is of the
same dimensions as, and is

bent similai'ly to, a. The
two parts of the instrument
are connected, at c and d,

to the two limbs of the
differential manometer D.
The readings are taken by
measuring uie volume of the
gas, introduced through E,
in the burette after adjust-
Ulg the mercury tiU the Compensated Constant-pressure

pressm-e in the two parts ,F,„S"Sv%Ts";'srudy of
of the apparatus, as mdi- Gases.")
cated by the differential

manometer, is equal." if. W. Travers, Exper. Study of
Gases, p. 151.

gas-thread (gas'thred), n. A standard form
of thread used on iron and brass tubes.
It is finer than the standard bolt-thread and has a taper
of 1 in £^ to the axis of the tube.

gas-tip (gas'tip), n. A perforated top or cap
of lava or metal fixed to a gas-burner, through
which the gas escapes as It bums, the shape
of the opening in the tip governing the shape
of the flame,

gastliness, n. A simplified spelling of ghasili-
ness.

gastly, a. and adv. A simplified spelling of

Gastornithidae (gas-t6r-nith'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gastornis (-ornith-) + 4dsB.'] A family of ex-
tinct gigantic birds, indicated by bones from
the Eocene of France : sometimes considered
as forming an order, the Gastorniihes. The
members of the group are believed to be more
or less nearly related to the ducks and geese.

gastradenitis (gas"tra-de-ni'tis;), n. [NL., <
Gr. yaari/p (yaarp-), stomach, -1- aS?fv, gland, +
-itis.J Inflammation of the glands of the
stomach, es^peoially when caused by acute
poisoning with arsenic or phosphorus.
gastrsal, gastreal (gas-tre'al), a. [gastrsea
+ -oil.] Relating or pertaining to the gastrsea

, stage of the embryo.

The comparative embryology of this [ccelom] cavity
shows that originally in the most archaic vertebrates it

was formed by the outgrowth of diverticula from the
primitive sro«(r«ai cavity. Eneyc. Brit., XXV. 397.

gastrallum (gas-tra'li-um), n.; pi. gastralia (-a).

[NL., < gastraUs, gastral.] Same as *auio-

Casierosiamum armatum, from Qieintestine ol Cottits Scorpio.

Ventral view (partly after Molin, partly after Levinsen).

b, g^enital pore ; e, anterior sucker : /, vitellarium ; g, simple sac-

like intestine; A, the left vitelline duct, which unites with its fel-

low, and opens by a median duct i nto the germ-duct ; i, uterus ; J,
germarium ; k, mouth, which has a position unique among the
Trematoda, nearly in the middle ,of the ventral surface; /, the
right testis ; m, seminal vesicle ; «, cirrus sac ; o, cirrus or penis ;

M, excretory pore. (From Lankester's " Zoology.")

typical genus of the family GasterostomatidsB.
G. fimbriatwm is parasitic in theperch Percafluviatilis. Its

eggs give rise to larvse which make their way into the
liver or gonad of Unio or ATiodonta, destroying by their
growth the reproductive gland. In the sporocysts formed
m the moUusk arise the cercarisD known as Bucephalus
(which see). G. armatum is parasitic in Coitus Scorpio.

Von Siebold.

gasterotrichan (gas-te-rot'ri-kan), a. and n.

Same as *gastroWichan.

gasterotrichous (gas-te-rot'ri-kus), a. Same

Reichert's Gas-regulator.

gas-thermometer (gas'ther-mom'e-tSr), n. A
thermometer in which the variation of volume
or tensicin of a fixed quantity of dry gas indi-

gastrectasia (gas-trek-ta'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
yauT^p (yaarp-), stomach, -I- ikramg, extension.]
Dilatation of the stomach. Also called gas-
trectasis.

gastrectasis (gas-trek'ta-sis), «. [NL.] Same
as *gastrectasia.

gastreum, n. Same as gastrsewn.
gastric, a— Gastric mill, the thickened and calcified
armature of the chitinous lining of the cardiac division ot
the stomach in certain Crustacea. In the crawfish, and
in most of the higher Crustacea, it consists of a complex
chitinous framework which carries a median and two
lateral projections furnished "with muscles for convergmg
them upon the food and completing its mastication.
Parker and Haswell, Zoology, I. 647.—QasMc neuras-
thenia, pouch, tetany. See •kneurasthenia, etc.

gastricolous (gas-trik'o-lus), a. [Gr. yaarvp
(yaarp-), stomach, -I- L.' colere, dwell in.] In-
habiting the stomach: said of parasites.

gastriloq[Uial (gas-tri-16'kwi-al), a. [pastrilo-

guy- + -aP-.'] Of or pertaining to ventrilo-
quism; ventriloquial.

gastritic (gas-trit'ik), a. [jgastrit4s + -jc]
Eclating to or affected with gastritis.

gastritis, «—Arthritic gastritis, gout of tlie stom-
ach.— Atrophic gastritis, inflammation ot the stomach
causing atrophy of the secreting glands.

—

Catarrhal
gastritis. Same as gastric kcatarrh.—'FolliCXilaxgas-
tritls, inflammation affecting especially the glands of
the stomach.— Glandular gastritis. Same as follicular
kgastritis.—Hirpertrophic gastritis, inflammation of
the stomach leaoing to permanent thickening of the mu-
cous membrane.—Mycotic; gastritis, inflammation of

the stomach caused by the presence of a fungus.— Phleg-
monous gastritis, an acute and severe form of inflam-

mation involving chiefly the submucous coat of the
stomach : often accompanied by the formation of ab-

gastro-adenitis (gas"tr6-ad-e-ni'tis), n. Same
as *gastradenitis.



gastro-anastomosis 514 gastrostenosis

gastro-anastomosis(gaB'tr6-a-nas-t6-m6'sis), gastrogastrostomy (gas^tro-gas-tros'to-mi), ^r. yaar^p (yaarp-) stomach, + /^vrpa, womb,

H. [NL., < Gr. yaoTf/p (yairp-), stomach, + n. [Gt. yaar^p (yaarp-), stomach, + yaar^ip + to/iv, section.] Same as CiBSarean section.

dvacTduaaiu anastomosis.] The establishment (yatrrp-), stomach, + ard/m, mouth.] Same as Oastromycetes (gas'tro-mi-se tez), n. pi.

of a communication between two portions of *gastro-anastomosis. An incorrect form otGasteromycetes.

the stomach which are separated by a con- gastrogenital (gas-tro-jen'i-tal), a. [Qi.yaaT^p gastromycosis (gas'tro-mi-ko sis), n. [NL.,

strietion, as in hour-glass stomach. (yairrp-), stomach, + Nh. genitalis, gemtal.;\ < Gr. yoin-^p (yatrrp-), stomach, + /i6/u7C, fun-

gastro-arthritis(gas''tr6-ar-thri'tis),m. [NL., Having the reproductive organs on the radial gus, + -os«s.] ba,me as mycoUc*gastntis.

< Gr. yaarnp (yatrrp-), 'stomach, + apBplTic, canals, as in the Leptomedusx. Proc. Zool. Soe. gastronomous (gas-tron o-mijs), a. Devoted

gout.] Gout of the stomach. London, 1903, 11. 173. to gastronomy. N- E- !>

G-astrocampyli (gas-tro-kam'pi-li), M. o?. gastrograph (gas'tro-graf), n. [Gr. yaari/p gaatTO-IBSOvaa,eea,l, a. See gastro-esophageal.

[NL.,<Gr.yotrn^p(yatrTp-)',stomach,+ KaufftiXof, (yatrrp-), stomach, + ypti^eii;, write.] A device gastropancreatlC (gas*tro-pan-kre-at'ik), a.

curved.] In Hyatt's olassifleation, that divi- for recording the movements of the stomach Relating to both the stomach and the pan-

sion or suborder of the ammonoid cephalopods during digestion. creas— GastropancreatlC ligament, a fold of peri-

in which the siphuncle is situated on the dor- gastroliepatitis (gas"tro-hep-a-ti'tis),M. [NL
f^^l^tf^y'fhfstomL^'"

^^"'"^ '""°'"'

sal or concave curvature of the whorls, the < Gr. yatrr^p {yaarp-), stomach, +^7rop {Vjrar-),
„a<5troDeriodvilia fsas'''tr6-per''i-o-din'i-a^ n

shells laterally compressed, involute, and'fre- liver, + -itis^ Simultaneous inflammation of
^?^^°^^J^^p'^^^p!)f!t^mS, +°^M^,'ve-

quentlyornamentedwithspuiousproeesses,the both stomach and liver. „-, • -s „ riod, + Mfoi?, pain.] Intermittent paroxysmal
septal sutures not being greatly unlike those gastrohyperneuria (gasnro-lu-p6r-nu'n-a}, n. '

^^ ^j^^ ^^^^^
^
J ^ stomach. ^

of the simpler forms of the goniatites. Thedi- [NL-, < <*r. yatjr^p (yatrrp-), stomach, + vwip, ^.^,,^j.g^^^_gj> ^ r^
yaarJio

YisloninclutfeBonly the old genus Ciym«ma and family over, + VEvpov, nerve.] Increased activity b'»°"''F''-^J^s,
jl iiic,/. fi=tn"-n:«™ i" n„™

ZlZi^:
'"•"'

"' -'•"=•' •"^ "°" •'^*° '^'^'''^'"' of *^« ^t"--^ d-« to disorder of the nerve- ^rr^^JtiroTL^s^jS^ch foTh^^ido^Si

'?a'Sb%?+ fcfcent"er™%aeing^vt gaMponeuria (ps^'tro-M-pp-nu^n-a), ». g^phile (^as'tro-fil), .. [Gr. yat^^p (ya.p-),

tebral centra formed bf the growth of thi pair i^^-' <Gr-. y°<^W ^T"'.rf!^,'J^°^A.ti^ti stomach, -I- ^V, loving.] One 4ho loves good
of ossifications, knownas intlrventralia, wfiich

'^"der, + v^pot-, nerve.] Diminished activity
j ^^ V,

^ ^ j^f
-"

.

are developed on the inferior face of the »* <^? stomach due to disorder of the nerve-
gastrlphiliSn (gas-trof'i-lizm), n. [gastro-

notochord.
siippiy- ,/,.-. j. , -i

\ vhile + -ism.l The love of good eatine.

THe vertebra of the KeptUia and those of all other ^^^'Yo^'^^'^faJ^f^, ^s'twgT^-S ^n^l^^ll^aTJ^l'^S"
^"''*''^''''

Ammota are gastrocentrous. . „J- ,
' -^ "^ j>' . '^ ''

-, ri „ji„„ fi»„+i™ + -ISt-i faame as *gastropMle.
H. aadow. Amphibia and KeptUes, p. 282. ^iterus, + myftf, fastening.] Operative fixation

gastropMlite (gas-trof'i-Ht), a. [^asl^-ophOe
rt i . 1 .J c J. J of the fundiis of the uterus to the antenor ab- s? t*:s n ^™iq „* ™™«*^„™ fi,„ ^™^Gastrocnemial ridge See*ndge ^^^^^^^ ^^jl i^^ ^^^ ^o correct a displace- ±:'Z:^,I°''^

°* gratifying the demands of

gastrocoele (gas'tro-sel), n. [Gr. yaar^p (yaarp-), ^ .
^^.

,
' ^ the stomach,

stomach, -I- Ko'iXoi, hoUow.] In embryol., the _-_+_„ ji__i /„f„*tU jts „t, „ rr- -i/n/n-j;^
Gastrophrenic ligament, a fold of peritoneum which

/.avifv nf tTifi sTPliBTitfirn^ iti the wastmila •
gastro-lleal (gas'tro-U e-al), a. [hrt. yaoTiip extends from the cardiac extremity of the stomach to thecavity ottliearehent»ronmtnegastrula,
(^am-p-), stomach, + Nt. iJewm + -ai.] Of or diaphragm.

emb^To
"^^g^^*'^^ ""^^ty °f *^« y°™e pertainiiigtoboth'the stomach and the ileum. gastrophtUsis (gas-trof'thi-sis), n. [NL., <

gastrocolostomy (gas^ro-ko-los'to-mi), ». ea^?^"il?Siostomv''rSs''too ie iunos'to-mi)
Gv.yaaT^p(yaGTp-), stomach, H-00tW wasting:

iGr- )"«^P (yat^p-), stomach, + ,6^v, colon, ^rrGfi^ffT^o- stomach Tni! iLZm f^iJA^ms.] A cachetjtio state with emacia-

+ nrAua rnoiith 1 TilstjiWislimBTit hv onfira
»»• l^i- yo'^P (.ya^p-^j Btoniacn, -t- IN Li.jgMMMTO tion consequent upon disease of the stomach.

tion of k TZm;iic" between toe colon
"* ^^-

'T.'*''"'rr'^-^
Establishnient of com-

gastroplasty (gas'tro-plas-ti), n. [Gr. ya„r«p

andthestomac"
^"^ * ' ° Son ofVetTunum

"""^ '"'"
(^-^''-)' ^t""^^"^' +' -^<'-'«f. form'ed, 7-/?

gastrodialysis (gas*tr6-di-al'i-sis), n. [Gr. ^ "i".<.ojj . In swrflr., an operation designed to restore the

vaaT^p (yaarp-), stomact, -I- SmXvaic, separa- ,
™« stomach vras enormously dUated and contained a normal shape of a dilated or hour-glass

tion.]'^ Sloughfngoftheiiucousmenlbraneof ^l^p^TSMeS- ^"taSLrfulTlwrp. s'a?
stomach or to supply some defect in that

the stomach. •
a

, ,
f organ.

gastrodiaphane (gas-tro-di'a-fan), n. [Gr. Gastrolepidotldse (gas*tro-lep-i-dot'i-de), n. gastroplegia (gas-tro-ple'ji-^), n. [NL., < Gr.

yatn-iyp (yatrrp-), stomach, + dja^av^f, transpar- P^- [NL.,< *Gas*ro?epJcio<M«,<Gr.yat7T^p, belly, yatTr^p {yaarp-), stomach, -i- nAr/yii stroke.]

eut: see (iitipfeaBOM«.] An instrument carry- + ^«<'''ni?, sealed, scaly: see *iepJ(iofas.] A Paralysis of the walls of the stomach,

ing an electric light, used in *gastrodiaphany family of stegoeephalian amphibians having gastroplication (gas"tro-pli-ka'shon), n. [Gr.

(which see). fully ossified vertebrse and basioeeipitals, a yaoH/p (yatrrp-), stomach, -)-.E. joZicaWoa.] In

gastrodiaphany (gas^tro-di-af'a-ni), n. [As ventral armor of elongated bony scutes, and sarg'., an operation for reducing the capacity

gastrodiaphane + -y^.l lExamination of the teeth with infolded layers of dentin. The gen- of a dilated or sagging stomach by plaiting the

stomach by means of transillumination. A tube
^""^ {Anthracosaurus, Loxomma, etc.) are of wall and retaining the plaits by sutures,

to which an electric light is attached (called a gastrodi- Carboniferous and Permian age. Lancet, July 18, 1903, p. 1*9.

w£dlTUen iSDected'in''a S^^m°*iaL«'^A^"? gastroUenal (gas"tro-li-e'nal), a. [Gr. ytrtrr^p gastropodous, a. See gasteropodous.

iM4,p. sil
ma dark room. Nature, Aug. 4, (ya^^p-), stomach, + L. li^i, spleen, + -oil.] gastropore, n. 2. In the coenosteum of the

gastrodidymns (gas-tro-did'i-mus), n.
; pi. Same a,sgastrosplenic. hydroeorallines like Millepora, one of the

gastrodidymi (-mi). [NL'., < Gr. yatjn^p (yoirrp-), gastrolitniasis (gas'tro-li-thi'a-sis), n. [NL., larger, sometimes tabulated tubes of the

stomach, + (!Mj;/zof,twin.] In teratol., a double < C^r. yaar^p (yaarp-), stomach,' -i- Woe, stone, skeleton which lodge the nutritive polyps,

monster joined in the abdominal region. + iasis.'] The formation of gastroliths and Gastropsetta (gas-trop-set'a), n. [NL., <Gr.

gastrodisc (gas'tro-disk), n. [Gr. yaar^p the morbid symptoms occasioned by their yaarijp, belly, -I- V«7TTa, a flounder.] A genus
(yatrrp-), stomach, -I- iJ«7«;oc, a disk.] The en- presence. of deep-seafloundersfoundintheGulf Stream,
doderm of the vertebrate embryo in the disco- gastrolobin (gas-tro-16'bin), n. IGastrolo- gastroptosis (gas-trop-to'sis), «. [NL., < Gr.

gastrula stage, that is, when both the ectoderm Mum +-in^.'] A dark-colored glucoside con- yaarrip (yaarp-), stomach, -I- icraaiq, falling.]

and the underlying endoderm are spread out tained in the leaves and young shoots of (Jos- Downward displacement of the stomach,
on the yolk in the form of a disk. troloUvm bilobum. gastroschisis (gas-tros'ki-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

gastroduodenostomy (gas^tro-du'o-de-nos'- gastrologer (gas-trol'o-j6r), n. [gastrolog-y yaarfip (yaarp-), stomach, -I- axiais, fissure.]
to-mi), n. [Gr. yoin-i^p (yaarp-), stomach, -I- + -er^-1 One who is versed in gastrology. Congenital fissure of the abdominal waU.
NL. duodenum + Gr. m-tS/jo, mouth.] Estab- gastrological (gas-tro-loj'i-kal), a. Of or per- gastroscope (gas ' tro - skop), n. [Gr. yaarha
lishment by operation of a communication be- taining to the stomach or to the proper supply (yaarp-), stomlch, -I- 'tr/toTreji^^ view.] A hoUow
tween the stomach and the duodenum else- ot its demands or needs.

tu][,e provided with reflecting mirrors and an
where than at the pylorus. Lancet, Aug. 29, gastrologist (gas-trol'o-jist), n. lgastrolog-ij + electric light, which is passed through the
1903, p. 591. -ist] 1. One who is versed in gastrology, or esophagus into the stomach in order to en-

gastro-enteralgia (gas^tro-en-te-ral'ji-a), n. skilled m catering to the demands of the stom- able the operator to inspect the interior of
[Gr. yaariip (yaarp-), stomach, + tvrepov, in- ach.— 2. A physician who devotes special at- that organ.
testine, + aAyoc, pain.] Pain in both stomach tention to the diagnosis and treatment of dis- gastroscopy, n. 2. Inspection of the mucous
and intestines. eases of the stomach. membrane of the stomach by means of a gas-

gastro-enterocolltlS (gas"tro-en"te-ro-ko-K'- gastrology, n. 2. The art of cookery or of troseope.
tis),». [Gr. ytroTiyp (yatrrp-), stomach, + CTTepo»', catering to the demands of the stomach.— 3. gastrosis (gas-tro'sis), re. [NL., < Gr. yaar^p,
intestine, + K(5;i<)v, colon, -I- -ite.] Inflamma- The scientific study of diseases of the stomach stomach, + -osis.^ Any disease of the
tion of both large and small intestines and of and of their treatment. stomach,
the stomach.

, »j. - 4. ,4.- -s gastrolysis (gas-trol'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. gastrosoph (gas ' tro - sof), re. [Gr. yaar^p,
gastro-enterostomy(gas''tro-en-te-rosto-mi), ^^„r^^ f) to„,ae^ stomach, + cro0<if, 'wise.] An epicure; a
re. [Gr. yocrr^p (yatrrp-), stomach, -1- ^repov, rpj^g ^^{ or process of freeing the stomToh gourmet.
intestine, -I- trrti/io, mouth. J ihe establish- from abnormal adhesions to adjacent parts. gastrosophy (gas- tros ' 6 -fi), rt. [Gr. yatn-^p
ment of a communication between the stom-

gastromelus (gas-trom'e-lus), re.; pi gastro- (.^"^9-), stomach, -t- a6<pia, wisdom.] The
ach and some portion or the intestine which IS °™,.,t; r^J", /-, ^ /

"> t"- y"^"'"
aninj^pa nt annA oaUr,r,

more or less distant from the pylorus. ™««».(,-''^-
. ^^' <^^: 7<^J^P (yatrrp-) stomach science of good eatmg.

^i.ht ca.es w- operated on for hemo^h^^^^^^ hts'l.t^r^eVeraU ™ui:r"ry^^^^^^^ y^^.T^'^TXT^'i^i^^^^T^IJtT.^
ZT^on'i:^^:^.^iX^r^^^T:^^^ ing from the anterior^abdomina/wall;a?orm Z'ofTi'S^:^n^Xyo<^^o^^'^^^^^T^^e
Jd^gaHroenterostomy performed, the patient recover- of epigastnus. nevir tSmed awaTiS tha^^w^^^^^
ing : in six ff<«rtroer*™««»« alone w^ ^^^^ed ajd gastromenia (gas-tro-me'ni-a), re. [Gr. yatTr,Jp think of the neightoSg mmions

Basirosopny

all recovered. Jted. Record, Teb. 28. m3, v M3.
(yatrrp-), stomloh, + //^ef, Senses.] Vica- BlackwoodS Mag., XV. 6i2.

''s^^^ctKlh^a^aorSftfrCaf S^i^f^e ^^Ze Tthe'ZmTch''"'"
'^' °'"'°^' mem- gastrost^osis (gas"tr6-ste-no'sis) ». [NL.,

left a branch of the splenic: their terminal branches "^a^e "i ine siomacn.
_ ^ Ur. yaor^p (yaarp-), stomach, -1- arivuaic, nar-

anastomose.—Oastro-eplploic glands. See*gland. gastrometrotomy (gas'tro-me-trot 0-mi), n. rowing.] Contraction of the stomach.



gastrosuccorrhoea

gastrosuccorrhoea (gas"tro-suk-o-re'a), n.
[NL., < Gr. yaoT^p (yaarp-)', stomaoh," + L.
succus, juioe, + Gr. fioia, flowing.] Abnor-
mally abundant secretion of gastric juice.
gastrotheca, n. [NL.] See gasterotlieca.
gastrothoracic (gas'-'tro-tho-ras'ik), a. [Gr.
yaarrip {yaarp-), stomach, '+ Biipa^, thorax.]
Relating to the thorax and the stomach or ab-
domen.
gastrotoxin (gas-tro-tok'sin), n. [Gr. yacT'^p
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protuberance on the handle of a riding-crop,
used for opening hunting-gates.
gate-faucet (gat'ffi,"Bet), ». A faucet having
a gate or valve' for stopping the flow of the
liquid.

gate-keeper, «. 3. An English collectors' name
for an Old World agapetid butterfly, Satyms
megasra, a species which occurs throughout
Europe and western Asia. Also called the

,„ ,, ... ^„.. ,—,^ wall-brown.
(yaarp-), stomach, + E. toxin.'\ A cytotoxin gate-motion (gat'm6"shon), n. A mechanism
produced by immunization with cells from the by which skems of yarn are easily removed
mucous membrane of the stomaoh. from the swift or fly of a reeling-machine.
gastrotrichan (gas - trot 'ri-kan), a. and to. gate-night (gat'nit), n. The night before
[Gastrotricha + -an.'] I. a. Of or pertaining Hallowe'en, when gates, and other things, are
to^e, Gastrotricha.' carried off in sport by children. Dialect Notes,

II. n. A member of the Gastrotricha. II. vi. [Local, U. S.]
gastrotroclia (gas-trot'ro-ka), n. [NL., < Gr. gate-net (gat'net), n. A poacher's net set ina
yaari/p (yaarp-), stomach, -1- rpoxi^, a wheel, gateway, for catching hares or rabbits,
circle.] The larva of a polychffitous annelid gate-nut (gat'nut), n. The nut on the gate or
having two rings of cilia, with incomplete slider of a gate-valve.
rings on the ventral surface. gate-penny (gat'^en"!), n. A tribute paid by
gastrotrocnal (gas-trot ro-kal), a. [gastrot- customary tenants for leave to pass through
rocha + -aJi.] Of or pertaining to a gastrot- one or more of their lord's gates,
rocha.

.^ , ,
gate-tender (gat'ten-'dto), n. A gateman.

gastrotympanites (gas^tro-tim-pa-ni'tez), n. gate-wheel (gat'hwel), n. 1. A wheel
[NL., < Gr. yaariip (yaarp-j, stomach, -I- Tvpi'

navlrrig, tympanites.] Gaseous distention of
the stomach.
gastrozodid (gas-tro-iao'oid), n. [Gr. yacniip
(yaarp-), stomach, + ^fiov, animal, + -ojd.] A
nutritive member of a colony of Hydrozoa,
which is provided with a mouth and stomach-
sac : typically present in the sea-ginger, Milk-
pora aldcorms, and correlated with dactylo-
zooid. See *gonodendron, with cut.
gastrulate (gas 'trg-lat),!). i.; pret. and pp.
gastrulated, ppr. gastrulating. [c/astrula +
-ate^.'] To undergo gastrulation; become a
gastrula.

gastrulated (gas'trS-la-ted), p. a. Igastrulate
+ -ed'j.} Having assumed the gastrula stage,

railroad signal-tower or signal-cabin by which
the gates protecting a highway or street which
cross over the railroad are operated. Jov/r.
Brit. Inst. Meet. Engin., 1902-03, p. 620.— 2.
A wheel either directly attached to, or geared
to, the spindle of a large gate-valve, or to a
hydraulic gate, by which the valve or the gate
may be opened and closed.

gatna (ga'ta), n. [Avestan gdtKa = Skt.
gathd, hymn, verse, meter.] One of five metrical
sections of the Avesta.

gather, v.i. 4. In mech. , to fit into ; flt together

:

used in speaking of the teeth of gears.— 5.
Naut., to overtake another vessel : a vessel is

said to gather on another when it is overtaking
it

especially when the gastrula is formed by gather-dam (ga5H'6r-dam), n. A dam erected
invagination or embole. for the purpose of collecting water; an im-

gas-tufoe (gas'tiib), «. An instrument for the pounding reservoir,
analysis of gases, particularly illuminating- gathered (ga»H ' kvA), p. a. Suppurating;
gas. It has a bulb which contains from 60 to 90 per cent, marked by the formation of pus.
o( the volume of the gas, and the volume of any portion vathprpr n 7 Onenf thfi mfirlijiTi TiprmnnBTit,
absorbed by the use of a solvent is indicated on thVgradu- ^o^s '

»f
"

^ horsrused to lathei'^^r™?^ off

grass in feeding. The four median milk-incisors, two
above and two below, are shed by a colt at the age of two
or two and one half years and replaced by the permanent
incisors. Also called nypper.

gathering, ». 6; In agri., plowing back and
forth around the crown of an existing ridge
of land, thus turning all the furrow-slices in-
ward and increasing the height of the ridge.
[Great Britain.]

gathering-cry (ga5H'6r-ing-kri), n. A slo-

gan ; a summons to war.

ated portion.

gas-turbine (gas't6r''bin), n. See *titrbine.

gasu-basu (ga'sS-ba'so), ». [B. Indian.] An
East Indian plant which possesses local anes-
thetic properties.

gas-valve (gas'valv), n. Any valve for shut-
ting-off or rigulating the flow of gas.
gas-volumeter (gas'vol"u-me-t6r), n. Same
as volumeter. G. Lunge, ' Sulphuric Acid, I.

Xoo.

gas-worker (gas ' w6r"k6r), n. One who is _
employed in any capacity in the manufacture gathering-hair (gaTH'er-ing-har), n. One of
of gas. the soft, flattened, hooked hairs on the tongue
gat^ (gat), n. [A dial, variant of gate'^ ; ef. E. of a bee or wasp. J. S. Packard, Text-book of
Fries, and D. gat, a hole.] 1. An opening or Entom., p. 45.

passage in a sand-bank ; a way from the cliffs gathering-lime (gasH'er-ing-lim), n. In tan-
to the sea. [Prov. Eng.] £lng. Dial. Diet.— ning, lime-liquor which is used repeatedly,
3. Naut., a channel among shoals. new lime being added for each lot of skins.

gata (ga'ta), n. [Sp. prop. fem. of gato, cat: Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 42.

seeca*.] Alargespotted shark, G<M(?^mosioma gathering-machine (gaTH'Sr-ing-ma-shen"),
drratum of the West Indies. n. In hookMndimg, a device for bringing to-

gatel, n—Bear-trap gate, a mechanicaJ device for gether the signatures which make up a book,
controlling the flow of water, its general outline being

athi
...... . .similar to the bear-trap of the pioneer hunters and trappers.— By-pass gate, a gate or valve placed in an auxiliary

by-pass pipe extending around some feature in the main
pipe-line, as around a meter or valve.— Flaslllllg-board
gate, a device by which flashing-boards are held or con-

gateV-'- 8- To place (a warp) in a loom ready gathering-table _(gaBH'6r-ing-ta"bl)

for weaving.—4. To put (a machine, as aloom)
in order to do its work properly.

gateado (ga-ta-a'do), n. [S. Amer. Sp., appar.
< Sp. gateado, resembling a cat, cat-like, <

gato, cat.] A tree of the sumac family, Aslro-
nium graveolens, native to Colombia and Ven-
ezuela, It abounds in a glutinous sap.which has a
nauseating terebinthine odor. Gateado yields a hard,
durable, dark-colored cabinet-wood and a bark rich in
tannin. Also called tiMga/ro.

gSiteau' (ga-to'), «. [F., a cake: see wastel.']

A cake— R&teanSt, Honor^ orde Frlncesse Louise,
a form of pufl-paste or sponge-cake filled with Bavarian
cream.

gate-boz (gat'boks), n. In steam- and water-
fittings, a tubular casting, usually larger at the
lower end, designed to flt over a buried water-
pipe forconvenience in reaching a gate or valve
in the pipe by means of a long key; a valve-
box.

gate-catch (gat'kaoh), n. A four-pointed metal

It is divided into compartments from which the signa-
tures are taken by means of automatic fingers.

Among late inventions [in bookbinding] are a casting-
in machine, for putting the body of a book into its cover,
and a gathering machiTie.

Census Bulletin 216 (June 28, 1892), p. 66.

In
bookbvnding, a circular revolving gathering-
board (which see).

gating (ga'ting), n. The college punishment
of confining a student within the college

gates. See gate'^, v., 2. [Eng.]

Drysdale sent out his scout to order his punishment as
he might have ordered a waistcoat, . . . and then
dismissed punishment and gating from his mind.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, I. 197.

gate (ga'to), n. [Sp., a cat: see cat.] A
small shark, Mustelms Ivmulatus, of the family
Galeidse : found on the west coast of Mesieo.
— Crato bonacl, Myeteroperca tigris, a serranoid flsh

belonging to the West Indian fauna.

gatter (gat'er), n. [Origin obscure.] Beer,
ale, or other drink. [Slang, Eng.]

Gaudarian (gow-da'ri-an), a. and n. [Skt.

Gau^a, a district of central Bengal, + -a»*«o«.]

In geol., a division ofthe Triassic rocks in south-
em Asia. It constitutes the upper member of

the Brahmanian or lowest stage of the Triassic.

gayatri

Oaudete (ga-de'te), n. The third Sunday in
Advent : so named from the first word of the
introit of the mass of that day, Gaudete, "Re-
joice ye."
gaultherase (gai'the-ras), «. [gaulther(in) +
-ase.] A gliicosidolytic ferment founds in
wintergreen. It causes the formation of
oil of wintergreen from gaultherin.
gaultherilene (gai-the'ri-len),». IgauUher (-tn)
+ -il + -ene.] A trade-name for a colorless
crystalline hydrocarbon contained in oil of
wintergreen. It melts at 65.5° C, and may b&
identical with triacontane, C3oHg2.
gaultherin (gfi.rthe-rin), ». [Gaultheria +
-j»2.] A crystalline glucoside, Ci^HjgOg.HgO,
contained in the bark of Betula tenia. It is

levorotatory and decomposes at about 120° C.
gauntree, n. 3. A form of traveling crane
in which two horizontal girders carry the
hoisting-crab which is free to travel along
them. The girders are supported at their ends by a
braced vertical frame which is borne on wheels at its feet»
the wheels running upon a proper track. The traverse
of the gauntree as a whole along the rails, and the trav-
erse of the crab at right angles thereto, enable it to com-
mand any point in a long rectangular area. See gaimtree
ircran£.

Gaurian (gou'ri-an), a. [Hind. Gaur, Beng.
Gaud, E. Ga/urovGour, a former city and dis-

trict of Bengal, < Skt. Gauda, a district of
central Bengal, said to mean ' Sugar-land,' <
gaiwra, of sugar.] Of or pertaining to Gaur, a
former city and district of Bengal; hence, of
Bengal and its language. Used only in an extended
sense to designate the Bengali, Oriya (Uriya), Hindi,
Fanjabi, Sindhi, Maiuthi, and Gujarati languages of India,
derived from or cognate with the ancient Sanskrit, to
which they bear a relation analogous to that which the
Komance languages bear to Latin.

The above examples from English and Assamese show
that reversions may take place from inflection to aggluti-
nation, which in fact is .a general tendency amongst the
Qauriam. (Neo-Sanskritic) tongues of India, and also to a
less extent in Italian and other ^Neo-Latin tongues.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 210.

gaussage (gous'aj), n. The numerical value of
magnetic flux density or induction expressed
in gausses.

gaussivity (gou-siv'i-ti), n. The intensity of
magnetizing force ejcpressed in gilberts per
square centimeter or in gausses.
So It. is the inductivity, and H [= intensity of magnet-

izing force] thes'<M«8iTOjj/, C being the line integral of H.
Eneyc. Brit, XXXIII. 214.

Gauss's eciuation, integral. See *equation,
*integral.

ganteite (gft'te-it), n. \Gauti, Bohemia, +
-ite2.] In jpetrog., a fine-grained to aphanitio
rock composed of orthoclase and lime-soda
feldspars in about equal portions and subordi-
nate amounts of ferromagnesian constituents.
It is intermediate in composition between
trachyte and andesite : similar to andesite-
trachyte, trachydoleritCj etc. Hibsch, 1897.

gauz, n. and a. A simplified spelling of gause.
gauze. I. n. 3. In surg., cheese-cloth, im-
pregnated with antiseptic material (such as
bone acid, corrosive subUmate, or iodoform),
or simply sterilized, employed in dressing
wounds.
Cheese cloth is almost universally nsed at the present

for a wound dressing and is known to the profession as
gauie. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 568.

Antiseptic gauze. Same as -kgauze, 3.—MUlersf
gauze,'bolting-cloth.

II. a—Qanze silk. See -kallk.

gauze-weaving (gaz'we"ving), n. A form of
weaving in which the warp-threads alone in-
tersect and are bound in position by the weft-
threads. Sometimes called leno-weaving.

gauze-wing (gftz'wing), n. Any insect of the
old order Neuroptera (which see).

gave^ (ga'va), n. See *gabi.

gavel^ (gav'el), V.' t.
;
pret. and pp. ga/oeled,

gaveUed, ppr. gaveling, gavelUng. To partition
and distribute (or redistribute) equally (the
lands of one deceased) according to the prac-
tice of gavelkind. See gaveP-, n., and gavel-

gavialoid (ga-vi-al'oid), a. {gavial+ - oid.]

Resembling or having the character of a ga-
vial : as, a greatly elongated ga/vialoid rostrum.

gawpy (gSl'pi), n. [gawp + -y.] One who idly

stares in silly, open-mouthed wonder; a gap-
ing, staring simpleton.

"They are a terrible set of fellows," he [Carlyle] said,

"those open-mouthed wondering gawpies, who lodge you
for the sake of looking at you : that is horrible."

Carlyle, in Froude, life of Carlyle, I. 261.

gayatri (ga^'ya-tre'), »• [Skt. gayatri', a meter
(esp. that one'specified)'.] A certain verse of



gayatri

the Rig-Veda (III. Ixii. 10) which every Brah-
man is supposed to repeat mentally in his
morning and evening devotions : it is regarded
as very saered. The verse is, in short, 'Let
us consider the light of the sun.'

gaye (ga'ya), n. [Alsogra^^, gadyS, gayi : native
name.] A name applied inGuam to certain sea-
heans, especially to Stizolohium giganteum, a
woody climber with slender glabrous tranches,
trifoliate leaves.and pale-greenish flowers. The
hard brown orbicular seeds are sometimes
called oxeye beans or, in Spanish, ojo-de-venado
(buckeye).

Gay-Lussac tower. See *tower^.
gayong (ga-yong' or ga'yong), n. [Bisaya
gayong, Tagalog gdyong, an oar: cf. Ilocan
gaydng, a lanee.] la liie Philippine Islands,

an oar used in the native boats.

gay-wings (ga'wingz), n. The fringed milk-
wort, Polygala paudfolia : so called from the
pair of large, usually pink-purple petals of the
aerial flowers.

gaze, ".—At gaze, (c) By sight : said of a dog in hunting.

gazebo, m. 2. Any structure or part of a buUd-
ing which affords or commands an extensive
prospect or outlook, as a turret or lantern on
the roof of a house, a balcony, a projecting
window, or the like.

gazel^, ^ Grant's gazel, Gazella granti, a species

common in East Africa, with longer and finer horns than
any other member of tlie genus. It is replaced in Masai-
land by Thomson's gazelle.— Soenuneriiig's gazelle, G. '

aoerrvmeri'ngiiy of Somaliland. It is characterized by long
ears and massive horns.—Speke'S gazelle, G. spekei, a
small, long-haired species, with the skin of the nose very
flabby.—Waller's gazelle. Seeiegerenuk.

gazet, n. and v.t. A simplified spelling of
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ground. One gear, either spur or bevel, is on that part of the

axle to which one of the wheels is attached, and another on

the other half, the axle being discontinuous : if the two
wheels were fastened to a continuous axle slipping would
occur. Between these two gears, aild meshing with both,

is a third gear. The driving force is applied, through the

teeth, of this third gear, equally on both sides of its axis in

straight running, and both wheels move through eQual

paths. If one wheel seeks to go through a longer or shorter

gazetteer (gaz-e-ter'), v. t. \jgazetteer, ».] To
describe in gazetteers: as, to gazetteer a
country, city, or locality. Chambers's Encyc.

gazzettino (gad-ze-te'no), n. [It., dim. of

gazzetta, a small coin : see gazette.'i A small
Venetian coin struck under the Doge Leonardo
Loredano (1501-21).

G. B. Aa abbreviation of Great Britain.

G. B. and I. An abbreviation of Ctreat Britain

and Ireland.

Or, 0. An abbreviation (a) of Grand Chancellor ;

(6) of Grand Chapter; (c) of Grand Con-
ductor.

g. c. f. An abbreviation of greatest common
factor.

G. C. H. An abbreviation (a) of Grand Cross

of the Ranoverian Gnelphie Order or Grand
Cross of Hanover ; (6) of Knight of the Grand
Cross of Hanover.

G, 0. 1. B. An abbreviation (a) ot Grand Cross

of the Indian Empire; (6) of Knight Grand
Commander of the Indian Empire.

G. 0. L, H. An abbreviation of Grand Cross

of the Legion ofHonor.
g. C. m. An abbreviation of greatest common
measure.

g. cm^. An abbreviation of gram-centimeter
square : the c. g. s. unit of moment of inertia.

G. 0. M. G. An abbreviation (a) of Grand
Cross of St. Mielmel and St. George ; (b) of

Knight of the Grand Cross of SI. Michael and
St. George.

G. 0. S. i. An abbreviation (a) of Grand Com-
mander of the Star of India; (b) of Knight
Grand Commander of the Star of India.

G. 0. V. O. An abbreviation of Grand Cross

of Royal Victorian Order.

G. 0. Z. or 0. Z. In astron., abbreviations of

Gould's Cordova Zones, a series of star-cata-

logues : sometimes referred to as Z. C. {Zones
Cordobenses).

Gd. In chem., a symbol for gadolinium.

G. D. An abbreviation (a) of Grand Duchess;
(6) Grand Duke; (c) ot gravimetric density.

G. B. An abbreviation of Grand Encampment.
geanticline (je-an'ti-klin), n. [Gr. y^, eai-th,

+ B, anticline.'] In geol., an anticlinal or

arching fold which involves a'' great thickness
of strata and affects a large area; a broad
dome formed by the warping of the earth's

crust. Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geol., I.

481.

gear, n. 5. The diameter of an imagfinary wheel
whose circumference is equal to the distance
traversed by a safety-bicycle during a single

revolutionof the pedals : as, a72-inch^ear. [Col-

loq.]—Anchor-trippinggear. Same as amhor-tripper.

—change-speedgear. See *change-»peed,—Compen-
satlng-gear, a combination of spur- or bevel-gears or both

used on motor-vehicles, by which the inequality in length

of the paths traversed by the driving-wheels on curves is

compensated for, without the slipping ot the tires on the

Compensating-gear.
a, shaft-drive from motor in front of vehicle; 6, universal joint

to give flexibility of alinement; f, driving bevel-gear on motor-
shaft extension ; rf, bevel-gear driven bye/ ^, hollow casing bolted
to f/, turning with it and carrying stud^^/y, stud forming axis for

compensating-pinion £; g, compensating-pinion carried around
bodily byy; as e revolves with d, and driving h andy without roll-

ing on either when the driving-wheels run over equal distances in

one revolution ; h.j, compensating bevel-gears, turning solidly
locked with g, except when rolling must occur because the axle-end
on one side must move forward more or less than the circumference
of either wheel in one revolurion, by reason of the rolling of the
wheels round a curve ; k, k' . axle of driving-wheels, not continuous,
but forming two (halves meeting between h and_7 ,' /, one of the
driving-wheels fast on the half-axle ki the other wheel is similarly
fast on k',

path than the other, the inequality is taken up by a roll-

ing of the third gear upon ijie toothed surfaces of the
other two, and compensated for. If either wheel is of
less diameterthan the other by reason of wear or the defla-

tion of the pneumatic tire, the compensating effect is con-
tinuous, while the propelling effect is equal on each
wheel.—Fall gear, such an arrangement of the valve-
gear mechanism as will give the longest period for the
admission of steam.—fialf-speed gear, such an arrange-
ment of the controlling mechanism or of the driving
mechanism as will permit a machine to run at about half
its full speed.—Herring-bone gear. See spiral -kgear
(b).—Joy's gear, an engine valve-gear for cut-off and re-

versing m which no eccentric (or only one) is used. The
motion for operating the valve is derived from a link, one
end of which is attached to the connecting-rod. This luik
moves a secondary or intermediate link carrying, at one
end, a block to which is attached the valve-rod and which
slides up and down a slot. This slot is hung on a pin and,
by turning it about that pin, the motion of the valve-rod
can be varied to give different cut-offs and to make the
engine run in either direction. The principal use of this
gear has been on marine engines, a few pumping-engines,
and fewer locomotives.— Sliding gear, a gear which is

free to slide axially along a shaft and can hence be en-
gaged or disengaged at will. Such gears, arranged in
pairs, are frequently used for changing the speed of au-
tom<*iles.— Spiral gear, (a) A toothed wheel in which
the axis of eadi tooth is not a straight line, either paral-
lel to the axis of the wheel, as in spur-gearing, or inclined
to and intersecting the axis, as in bevel-gear, but is a
helical line, inclined to the axis and not intersecting it.

The surfaces of the teeth are made up of helical elements
(incorrectly called spirals). Such spiral gears in pairs
run very smoothly and quietly, since an'y one tooth is in
contact with its fellow on the other wheel for a consider-
able angle before passing the line jouiing the axes, and
also after passing it The two shafts may make any angle
with each other up to a right angle. (6) A toothed wheel
in which the axial lines of any one tooth are made up of
two helical lines of equal pitch, one right-handed and one
left-handed, which meet at the center of the face or
breadth of the. toothed surface. Such gears are called
herritig-bone gears, from the V-shape which each tooth
receives. In this latter form they can only be used when
the shafts are paialleL—Throw-out gear, a device for
disengaging one piece of mechanism from another ; a dis-
engaging gear ; speciflcally, the combination of levers and
rodsby which, in some forms of marine engine with a sin-
gle eccentric, the motion of the valve from that eccentric
can be reversed and the engine run backward.—Train of
fears, a set of gear-wheels having at least three gears,
ee train of *gearing.—TTip-'valy6 gear. See itvalve-

£rear.—Variable-speed gear, a gear m which the ratio
of the number of turns can be varied within a wide range
of speeds.

gear-block (ger'blok), n. A block or pulley
used in rigging the running-gear of a vessel.

gear-case (ger'kas), ». A cover or casing
placed around gears to keep out dirt and grit,

and also to protect the workmen from being
caught by the gears and injured.
gearing, n—Humpage gearing, a compound bevel-
gear drive for effecting a change of angular velocity or of
speed of rotation.—Train Of gearing, a transmission
mechanism of toothed wheels in which each wheel is re-

lated to that which precedes it and follows it, as a follower
and a driver respectively. If the gears are in the same
plane, it is agimple train; if the driven wheels are not
drivers, but are on the shaft of a second wheel which
is the driver of the next shaft in the train, it is a c(nn-
pound train. Trains of gearing may be used to increase
power and reduce speeds, as in cranes, crabs, winches,
and motor-cars ; or they may increase speed and reduce
Sower, as in clocks and watches. Reversing motions or
isengagement devices may be introduced into trains. A

transmission from a factory engine to the individual tools
Is a train of mechanism, but, as gears are seldom used, it

is not properly a train of gearing.

gear-plate (ger'plat), n. In engines, a wrist-
plate ; a motion-plate.
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gear-pump (ger'pump), «. A pump made by
using a pair of gears sun-ounded by a ease

which just touches the tips of the teeth. The
liquid is carried forwai'd in the spaces between the teeth

and outside casing. The pump works backward or for-

waid equaUy well.

gear-train (ger'tran), »?. A set of three ori

more gears used for transmitting motion. See
train of*gearing.
gear-work (ger'w^rk), n. A gear-train ; a set of

gears for transmitting power.

gedda (ged'a), n. A term appiied to certain

gums. See '*geddic.

geddic (ged'UJ), a. [gedda + -jc] Derived
from the gedda gums— Cteddlc acid, an acid de-

rived from Arabian gedda gums, which consist of a mix-
ture of the calcium, magnesium, and potassium salts of

this acid.

Gedinnian (je-din'i-an), a. [F. Gedinne, a
district in Belgium.] In geol., asubdiviaion of

the Devonian system in Belgium, northern
Prance, and the Bhineland. it forms the base of

the Devonian system and lies uncomformably upon Cam-
brian rocks. In the Eifel it includes the Taimus and
Hundsriick beds with a conglomerate at the bottom.

geebung (je'bung), «. [Also geebong, gibong,

jibbong ; native Australian name.] The fruit

of several Australian proteaceous trees of the

genus Linkia, particularly i./a?cate; also, the

trees themselves. It is tasteless, and seldom
eaten by any but children.

gee-throw (je'thro), n. In lumbering, a heavy
wooden lever with a curved iron point, used to

break out logging-sleds.

gegenscliein (ga'gen-shin), «. [G., < gegen,

opposite, + schein, shining.] The large, faintly

luminous patch on the ecliptic opposite to the

sun, supposed to be apart ofthe zodiacal light.

Its explanation is still uncertain, though it is generally

believed to be due to reflection from minute meteoric
particles at a distance greater than the length of the

earth'sshadow. See *counter-glow.

gegg (geg), n. The Scotch pronunciation of

gag, n., 6.

gehydrophilous (je-hi-drof'i-lus), a. Resem-
bling or having the characters of the Gehy-

drophila.

geic(ge'ik), a. [Gr. 717, the earth, + -ic.] Per-

taining to the earth.'— Geic acid. Same as humic

geikielite (ge'kf-lit), ». [Named for Sir Arch-
ibald GeiJcie, a Scottish geologist.] Magnesium
titanate (MgTiOs), found in theform of nearly

black rolled pebbles in the gem-mines of Rak-
wana, Ceylon.
geira (ga' ra), n. [Pg.] A Portuguese and
Brazilian land-measure, equal to 1.44 acres.

geisha (ga'sha), n. [Jap. geisha, < get, polite

accomplishments (< Chin., i,(orig. M, an art, a

profession) + sha (< Chin. chS), one who.] One
of a class of accomplished and specially trained

young Japanese women (commonly called

"singing- or dancing-girls by foreigners) who
are employed at banquets, and on social, cod-

vivial, and other occasions, to entertain the

company with Japanese dancing, music, etc.

geison (gi'son), n. ; pi. geisa (-sa). [Gr. ye'iaov,

often yuaaav.~\ The Greek name for the cor-

nice of a building : used in treatises on Greek
architecture.
A special peculiarity of the horizontal geisa lies in the

fact uiat their mutules are of different size, vai7ing be-

tween six and four guttae in front.

C. Smith, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVL 338.

geisotherm (je -i ' so-therm), n. [Gr. yv, the

earth, + B. isotherni.'] An imaginary surface

supposed to pass through all points within the

earfii's crust which have the same temperature.
geisothermal (jf-I-so-thfer 'mal), a. and n.

[As geisotherm + -a?f.] I. a. "Same as iso-

geothermal.

n. «. A geisothermal surface ; a geiso-

therm.
Geissler's mercuryair-pump, tubes,vacuum.
See *air-pump, time, *vacuum.
geissospermine (gi-ao-spfer'min), n. [Geisso-

spermum + -jne-i.] "A crystalline alkaloid,

^igB-ii'^^^i + H2O or C23H28O4N2, contained
in pereira bark. It is levorotatory, and melts
or decomposes at 189° C. =

geite (je'it), n. [Gr. ytj, earth, + -ite^.] A
name proposed by John Milne for the matter
which constitutes the nucleus of the earth.

Nature, April 9, 1903, p. 539.

gel (jel), n. [Appar. detached from hydrogel
and similar recent formations, where the sec-

ond element is made to represent the crude
stem of L. gelare, freeze, congeal: see con-

geal.] A gelatinous or albuminous protoplas-
mic substance, especially the protoplasm of

nerve-cells.
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U, however, the colloidal particles become fused, and
thus lose their condition of fine suspension, tlie colloid
becomes relatively solid, or passes into the "gel " phase.

Biol. Bulletin, June, 1904, p. 4.

gelasin (jel'a-sin), n. [geHatin) + -ase + -in^.^

A variety 6i agar-agar. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, I. 138.

gelatlflcatiou (je-lafi-fi-ka'sbon), ». [*gela-

^ify (-fio-) (< gelat{in) + -fy) -f -ation.'] Coai-
version iuto gelatin; the process ot transform-
ing a substance into a jelly-like state.

gelatin, n.— chromatized gelatin. See chroma-
Hzc—TiniA gelatin, aluminium oleate, a soft white
putty-lilie substance of great tenacity, insoluble in water.
It is used as a thickener for lubricating-oils.—Formal-
dehyde gelatin, a pale-brown coarse odorless powder
obtained by treating a solution of gelatin with a small
but definite amount of formalin and evaporating to dry-
ness. It is said to liberate formaldehyde when applied to
denuded surfaces. Also called formacoU.— Gei&tin.
emulBlon. See •emttisio™.—Gelatin of FlorkowBky,
a nutrient medium suggested for the cultivation of the
typhoid bacillus. It contains 5 grams of peptone and 33
grams of gelatin to the liter of normal urine of 1020
specific gravity.— Gelatin paper, relief. See -kpaper,
*reKe/.— Glycerin gelatin, a culture medium for bac-
teria : nutrient gelatin with a certain amount of gly-
cerin added.— Nutrient gelatin, a bacteriological cul-
ture medium composed of nutiient bouillon and an
amount of gelatin sufficient to solidify the medium. —
Wort gelatin, nutrient gelatin prepared with beer-wort.

gelatinase (je-lat'i-nas), n. [gelatin + -ase,}
A ferment whicli liquefies gelatin but which
does not digest coagulated egg-albumin or
fibrin in either acid, neutral, or alkaline solu-
tions. It occurs widely distributed among bacteria,
yeasts, molds, and in various phanerogams. According
to recent research trypsin is not a unity, and a gelatinase
lias been demonstrated as one of its possible components.

gelatiniferous (jel"a-tin-if'e-rus), a. [gelalm
+ 'h.ferre, bear, -t- -oa«.] Producing or yield-
ing gelatin.

gelatinize, v. t. 2. To coat with gelatin : as,

gelatinized paper.
gelatinobromide, gelatinocUorid emulsion.
See *emulsion.

gelatinography (jel"a-ti-nog'ra-fi), n. ['gela-

tin + Gr. ypafla, < ypajpeiv, write.] In photog.,
a rapid process for making newspaper blocks.

gelatinotype (jel-a-tin'o-tlp), «. [gelatin +
(iv. TiiTToc, type.] ' In ^feotogi., a photomechani-
cal process in which a gelatin film in semi-
relief, properly backed, is used in printing in-

stead of wood or metal.

gelation (jf-la'shgn), ». [L. grete<io(»-), freez-

ing, < gelare, freeze.] The assumption of the
solid state by cooling below common atmo-
spheric temperature; freezing.

I do not doubt but that wonderful phenomena of con-
gelation, regelation, degelation, and gelation pure with-
out preposition, take place whenever a schoolboy makes
a snowball ; and that miraculously rapid changes in tlte

structure and temperature of the particles accompany
the experiment of producing a star with it on an old
gentleman's back. Ruskin, Deucalion, I. 44.

gelatose (jel'a-tos), n. [gelat{in) + -ose.] An
albumose derived from gelatin. Also called

glutose or glutinose.

gelechiid (jf-le'ki-id), n. and a. I, n. One of

the GeleehiicleB.

II. a. Of or belonging to the lepidopterous
family QelechiidsB.

gelignite (jel'ig-nit), n. [geQatim) + L. lig-

num, wood, -I- -ite^."] A trade-name for an ex-

plosive of the dynamite class, consisting of 65

parts of gelatin (96 per cent, nitroglycerin and
4 per cent, nitroeotton) and 35 parts of dope
(75 per cent, sodium nitrate, 1 per cent, so-

dium carbonate, and 24 per cent, wood-pulp).

gelinotte (jel-i-nof), »• [F. gelinotte, dim. of

geline, a hen, < L. galUna, a hen : see galUna-

ceous.'i The hazel-hen, Tetrastes lonasia, a
species of grouse common in the pine-forests

and birch woods of the mountain districts of

Europe and central and northern Asia.

gelogenic (jel-o-jen'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr. yehjq,

laughter, + -yei^c, -producing, + -jc] Pro-

ductive or provocative of laughter. G. S. Hall,

Adolescence, II. 95.

gelong (ge-l6ng'), n. [Tibetan gel6ng.'\ In
Tibet, a monk.

gelsemic (jel-sem'ik), a. [selsem{ium) + -jc]

Derived from yellow jasmine— Gelsemic acid,
a colorless crystalline compound, CisHigOg, obtained

from the roots of Oelsemium sempervirens. It forms
fluorescent solutions and is possibly identical with esculin.

gelseminine (jel-sem'i-nin), n. [gelsemine +
-ine^.] An amorphous, very poisonous alka-

loid, C24H28O4N2 or C22H26O3N2. It is found
with gelsemine in Gelsemium sempervirens.

gem, n. 5. The name given by English type-

founders to a body of type that is intermediate

between brilliant and diamond.—6. A cake
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made with flour or com meal, sometimes
.sweetened, and usually baked in a sheet of
small, shallow pans.—Island gems, a large and
clearly defined class of engraved gems, first noted in exca-
vations in the islands of the Mgesca sea. They have since
been found in great numbers elsewhere in Greece and
Crete. The island gems are extremely archaic, but vig-
orous in style. In the representation of animals they are
often especially interesting.

gem, V. t. 4. To exploit in searching for gems;
search for gems in : as, the right to gem a river
or a tract of land. N. E. D.
Gemaiist (ge-ma'rist), n. [Gemara + -««<.]

One who is learned in the Gemara (which
see).

gem-fruit (jem'frSt), n. The coolwort, Tiarella
cordifolia.

gemination, n. 4. In astron., the frequent
apparent doubling of the canals of Mars. It
is still debatedwhether the phenomenonrepre-
sents a real fact on the planet's surface or is

merely optical or visual.— 5. In anat., the
union or fusion of two contiguous teeth caused
by the uniting of two tooth-pulps Dlsslmi-
lated gemination, a gemination, actual or assumed, of
a consonant, followed by a dissimilation of the second
consonant to a mute of the same class, as L. nwmerv^s,
> *nu'm 'ru-, > *numr^mTVr, > ^nwmrbru-, > F. nomfire, >
E. number ; AS. spinl, > *8pmnl, > E. spindle, etc

geminid (j^m'i-nid), «. [Gemin-i + -icP.'] A
member of the meteoric swarm which usually
gives a shower about December 8 from a
radiant in the constellation Gemini Gemlnld
variable, a variable star which in its behavior resembles
i Geminorum. Its period ranges from 7 hours to 13 days,
its change of luster is continuous, and the maxima recur
punctually.

geminipolar (iem"i-ni-p6'lar), a. [L. gemmus,
twin, + polus, pole : see jj'oter.] Having two
like poles, side by side : said of certain nerve-
cells.

gemma, 71. 3. In 6Jo/., one of the hypothetical
units of living matter : similar to Mogen, idio-

hlast, *pangen, *plasome, etc.— 4. A knob-
like protuberance or nodule.
gemmate (jem'at), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. gem-

mated, ppr. gemmaUng. [L.^remmare, put forth
buds, < gemma, a bud: see gem, n.] To put
forth buds or to propagate by buds, as a polyp.
gemmated (jem'a-ted), a. [gemmate + -ed^.']

Set with gems ; bedecked with precious stones.

gemmation, «., 1. (6) The arrangement or

fhyllotaxy of leaf-buds.— Calyclnal gemmation.
ee *ccUycinal.—C(BnSDSib.ytasi. gemmation, in the

Anthozoa, the reproduction of new corallites by budding
from the coenenchymal tissue between the old corallites.

—

Costal gemmation. Same as caenenchynuH -kgemmho-
tion.— ExtracaJycinal gemmation. See -kextracaly-
eimil.—Septal genuna^on, in the asexual reproduc-
tion of the corals, the development of a new coraUite
from one of the septa which becomes enlaiged and
produced so as to inclose a new calyclnal dislL— Stolo-
nal gemmation. Same as hasal geirnnoMon (which
see, under gemmation).— Tabular gemmation, in the
Anthozoa, a mode of calyclnal gemmation observed in
certain tabulate corals in which the tabulee are produced
upward to form pockets from which the new corallites
are developed.

gemmative (jem'a-tiv), a. [gemmate + -ive.']

Relating to reproduction by gemmation.
gemmer (jem'^r), n. One who searches or
digs for gems.
gemmipore (jem'i-por), n. [NL. Gemmipora.']
A madreporarialu coral of the genus Gemmi-
pora.

The genrniipores resemble these in general form, and
in their fringe of short tentacles, but the disk is not
striated. Dana, Zooph., p. 47.

gemmology (jem-ol'o-ji), n. [L. gemma, gem,
-I- Gr. -%oyia, < WcysLv, speak.] The science of

gems.
gemmular (jem'u-lar), a. [gemmule + -arS.'\

Of or relating to gemmules.
That while still in this geimmdar condition, these cell

seeds have for one another a mutual afiOnity, which leads
to their being collected from all parts of the system by
the reproductive glands of the organism.

Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 433.

gemmule, n. 3. In iiol., one of the hypo-
thetical living units conceived by Darwin as
the bearers ' of the hereditary attributes of
animals and plants.

gemmuled (jem'uld), a. [gemmvXe + -e(J2.]

Bearing or ornamented by small protuber-
ances or nodules.

The remainder [of the whorls in Gasteropoda] . . . being
uniformly adorned by two keeled spiral rows of close-set

and conspicuously noduled gemmae, . . . below the two
gemnmled carinse is a strong spiral plain keel.

Proe. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, II. 372.

gem-pan (jem'pan), n. A connected series of

smaU shallow pans, usually circular, in which
the cakes called gems are baked.

Gtempylidse (jem - pil ' i - de), n. pi. [NL., <

GempyVus + 4dse.'\ A family of mackerel-like

generator

fishes, elongate and having very strong teeth,
containing species known as the escolars and
snalce-maacerels.

gempyloid (jem'pi-loid), a. Pertaining to or
resembling the GempyliaiB.
Gempylus (jem'pi-lus), n. [NL. (Cuvier),
formation not clear: cf. Gemylus (1865), Gem-
pylodes (1864), genera of Coleoptera.'] A genus
of snake-mackerels, elongate mackerel-like
fishes with strong teeth found in the open
seas. The commonest species is G. serpens.

gem-salt (j^m'salt), n. Bock-salt, the mineral
halite.

Gen. An abbreviation (c) of Geneva or Gen-
evan.

gen. An abbreviation (c) of gender; (d) of
genera; (e) oi generally ; (f) ot generic ; (g) ot

genus.

gender^ (gen ' dfer), n. [Jav. and Malayan
gender."] A Javanese musical instrument of
the xylophone class, it consists of a graduated
series of eleven strips of metal strung together by two
cords tied about them at their nodal points, and each pro-

vided beneath with a piece of bamboo for a resonator.

geneal. An abbreviation of genealogy.

Genealogical individual. See individual.

geneclexis (jen - e - klek ' sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. /CTOf, kind (nature), + IxXe^cg, selection.]

Unconscious, automatic natural selection, in

distinction from teleolexis, an intentional or

artificial selection brought about by man.
L. F. Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 361.

genepistasis (jen-e-pis'ta-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. yev-, produce, + enlaTaatq, cessation: see
epistasis."] Cessation of development in the
history of a species or race. [Rare.]

Once a condition of stable equilibrium has been reached
... we may have . . . Genepistasis, resulting in the
fixity or stability of an organic species, under stable con-
ditions. J. A. Ryder, Biol. Lectures, 1896, p. 60.

genepistasy (jen-e-pis'ta-si), H. Same as

genepistatic (jen-ep-i-stat'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to genepistasis.

generalization, n. 4. In pathol., the involve-
ment of the entire system in a morbid process
which was at first local.

generalizational (gen'^e-ral-i-za'shon-al), a.
Of the nature of a generalization;" used in
generalization— Generalizational demonstra-
tion. See ifdemonstration.

generalize, V. i. 3. In ^amijmgr, to render large
and typical characteristics rather than details.

generate, v. t. 5. To produce; evolve
J

as
electricity, force, friction, gas, heat, light,

velocity, etc.

The two distinct and independent electromotive forces
generated by such a machine are used to supply two dis-
tinct and independent currents to two distinct and inde-
pendent circuits.

Franklin and Willia/mson, Alternating Currents, viiL

The steam generated from the sea-water, if used for
drinking, ... is condensed and filtered.

R. a. Thurston, Manual of the Steam Engine, II. 141.

6. In music, of a tone fundamental to a chord,
to suggest or fix (the remaining tones of the
harmony).
generation, n. 10. The individuals of a given
mineral species which have been formed at
the same time and under similar conditions,
as in the solidification of an igneous rock, or
the deposits in a mineral vein. Am,er. Geol.,
June, 1904, p. 338.

generational (jen-e-ra'shon-al), a. [genera-
tion + -ail.] Qf or pertaining to generation.

It is stated that 'these generating elements define the
group completely,' whereas tlie generating elements with
a complete set of generational relations are necessary for
the definition of the group ; also as alternative for ' equa-
tions ' should be given 'generational relations.'

Science, June 6, 1903, p. 906.

Generative rupture. See •''rupture.

generator, n—Asynchronous generator, in elect.,

an altei'nating-cun'ent dynamo in which speed and fre-

quency of alternation are not in fixed relation to ea£h
other.—Bipolar generator, in elect., a dynamo havmg
two pole-pieces between which the armature revolves.
The essential features of a bipolar generator for direct
cuiTeuts are shown in the figure. See cut on next page.
—Closed-coll generator, a generator the successive
coils in the armature of which are connected in series.

The dynamos of Gramme and Siemens ai'e examples of
closed-coil generators.—Differential generator, an elec-

tric machine with a differentially compounded field wind-
ing. See electric *mo(or.—Double-current generator,^
a dynamo-electric machine built to supp^ direct as
well as alternating (usually polyphase) currents. It

consists of a magnetic field in which revolves an arma-
ture which is connected tocoUector-rings for the alternat-

ing and to a commutator for the direct current See
cut on next page. — Generator gas. See *gas.—In-
duction generator, in elect., any alteniating-current
generator having an alternating field and two sets of
windings (primary and secondary) which rotate witti



I
Bipolar Generator.

a, base; b, pole-piece; c, protective roping^; d, field-yolce ; «,

pillow-bloclc; f, beariDg-cap; g, pet-cock; A, brush-holder stud
and handle; i, commntator ; >&, armature; /, wire screen; »(, arma-
tare-lead ; «, series field-lead ; a, shunt field-lead ; fi, load-switch

;

^( terminal; r, pilot-lamp; s, pole-piece bolts; ^ driving-pulley.

respect to one another.—monocyclic generator, an
altemating-currentmachine prodncing polyphase electro-

Double-current Generator.

a, magnet-frame; bt pole-piece; Ct armature; dt commutator; St

bearing ; f, shaft ; g, direct-current brush-adjusting handle ; /t,

direct-current brushes; >, direct-current leads; k, pillow-bloclc

;

/, base; ra, belt-tightener track; », field-leads; o, collector-ring;

f, alternating-current brush ; g, name-plate ; r, oil-gage : s, pulley;

t, belt-tightener bolt ; w, keeper-bolt ; V, alternating-current brush-

adjusting handle.

motive forces with a single-phase flow of energy- The
curreDtfi from such generators are particularly adapted to

the stfuting and operation of induction motors.—Motor-
generator, in dZecf., a combination of two machines con-

sisting of a motor and generator mounted on a common
shaft. The usual arrangement consists of an alternating-

current motor, thus driving a direct-current generator.
— Open-COU generator, a generator the ends of the
armature windiDgs of wmch are not joined, each to the
following, but areconnected separatelyto the commutator-
bars or collector-rings-—Polyphase generator, inelect,

a machine which produces two or more alternating cur-

rents that differ in phase.— Fnlsating-current gene-
rator, in eZec£., a generatorproducing direct currenuthat
vary periodically in intensity. The open-coil arc-lighting

dynamos of Thomson and of Brush are examples of pulsar
ting-current generators-—Slngle-pbase generator, in

eUctj an altemating-current machine which produces
oiily one current, or produces currents all of which are
in the same phase.—Tliree-pliase generator. See tri-

phase •peMrator.—Trl-phase generator, in elect., an
altemating-current dynamo from which, by suitable con-

nections with the armature, three currents, in separate
circuits and differing from one another in phase by 60°, are
produced.

generator-unit (jen'e-ra-tor-u*nit), n. A part

of a plant for generating electric power (as a
single engine and the dynamos supplied by
it) which is designed to be operated as a unit,

and which can be thus operated without ref-

erence to the remainder of the plant or can

be stopped without influencing the operation

of the remainder.

Generic Image. See Ainui^e.- Generic whole, the

whole of a logical genus.

Genesee shale. See *shdle^.

Genesial cycle. See *eycle\

genesic (je-nes'ik), a. [Irreg. < genes(is) + -ic.

The normal adjective from genesis is genetic.']

Pertaining to genesis or reproduction; genetic.

Attention should be directed [to] . . . the evidences of

awakenlnt; genesic tendency.
Ued. Record, July 11, 1903, p. 6«.

genesis, n.—social genesis, a division of social science

treatingof the natural origin and development of society.

L. F. Ward, OatUnes of SocioL, p. 190.

genethliacally (jen-eth-U'a-kal-i), adv. M-
trologioally; lay horosoopy.
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He was not only a bold adventurous practitioner In

physic, but also ... an adept, who read the stars, and
expounded the fortunes of mankind, genethliacally, as he

called it, or otherwise. Scott, Kenilworth, xi.

genethlialogic (je-neth^li-a-loj'Ik), a. Of or

pertaining to genethlialogy, or the casting of

nativities.

genethlialogical (ie-neth"li-a-loj'i-kal), a.

Same as *genethUalogic.
Genetic aggregation. See *aggregation.— Genetic
method. (6) That method of philosophical inquiry which
endeavors to avoid assumptions antecedent to the exami-
nation of facts, and so far as it is unable to free itself from
first principles regards them as subject to modification in

the light of experience, proceeding, as far as possible, by
the method of taking up verifiable hypotheses suggested

by observation and of thoroughly testing them experi-

mentally.—Genetic pit, progress, psychology, selec-
tion. See *pitl, itprogress, -kpsyclwlogy, •Aseleetion.

-genetic. An element in recent adjectives

which correspond to nouns in -genesis (see

genesis) and -geny (see -geny), as biogenetic,

phylogenetic, etc. See genetic.

genetics (jf-net'iks), n. That portion of evo-
lutionary science which deals with natural
development uncomplicated by human pur-
pose or artificial process. L. F. Ward, Out-
lines of Sooiol., p. 180.

genetopathy (jen-e-top'a-thi), n. [Irreg. <

Gr. ysvsaiQ (yeveri-), reproduction, -^ iroBog,

suffering.] Disease connected with the re-

productive functions.

The source of this as of all the other genetopathies may
be con^eniial or even hereditary, but very often its

origin is in the nervous system.
G. S. Had, Adolescence, I. 498.

genetophobia (jen"e-to-f6'bi-a), n. [Irreg.

< Gr. yiveaic {yevert-), origfin, -f- -ijiopia, < ^pelv,

fear.] A morbid fear of, or aversion to, the
study of origins.

This geTietophobyi pervades . . . much of the best an-
cient and contemporary philosophical and theolwical
thought. 6. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 41.

Genial apophysis, the group of four genial tubercles.

genicular (jf-nik'u-lar), a. [geniculum + -ar^.]

In hot., growing on or at a node ; occurring in
the tissue of the node: as, genicular cells.

geniculum (je-nik'u-lum), n.
;
pi. genicula (-la).

[NL., < L. g'enicuVwm, a Uttle knee, a joint of
a stem, dim. of genu, knee.] 1, In hot., a node
or joint of a stem.—3. In anat., a sharp bend
in any small organ, such as that in the facial
nerve where it passes through the temporal
bone.
geniolatry (je-ni-ol'a-tri), n. [L. genius, a
genius, + &r. TMrpfla, worship.] The worship
of genii.

genion (jf-ni'on), n. ; pi. genia (-a). [Nli.. <

Gr. yiveimi, the chin, <7£i'iif, chin: see genial^.']

In craniom., the point of the spina mentaUs
interna. Von Toroh.

genioplasty, n. Z. Operative restoration of
a portion of the cheek which is lacking.

genip (jen'ip), n. Same as genip-tree.

genistein (of-nis'te-in), n. IGenista + -in^."]

A crystalline coloring-matter, C14H1QO5, ob-
tained from the flowers of Genista tmctoria
(dyer' s - broom) : trihydroxyphenylketooou-
marin.

gentian

preserved because, although damaged, they still possess a
certain sacredness from the fact that the name of Jehovah
is contained in them. Some genizoth in the Holy Land and
Egypt, especially those of Cairo, have furnished valuable
matter to archaeological and theological students.

genizara (ha-ne'tha-ra), n. [Cuban 8p. use
of Sp. genizara, fem. of genizaro, a janizary.]

A small labroid fish, ClefpUcusparrx. [Cuba.]
Gen'l. -An abbreviation of General (as a' title).

genoholotype (jen-o-hol'o-tip), ». [Irreg. <
Gr. y^vof, kind, genus, -I- o/iof, whole, -I- Ttiirof,

type.] The one species on which a genus is

founded, or a series of species on which a
genus is founded one of which is stated by
the author to be the 'type.' Schuchert and
Buchman, in Science, June 9, 1Q05, p. 900.

genolectotype (jen-o-lek'to-tip), n. [Irreg. <

Gr. yh>oc, kind, genus, + /U/crdf, chosen, -I- rfe-of,

type.] One of a series of species selected
to be the type of a genus subsequent to the
description of that genus. Schuchert and
Buekman, in Science, June 9, 1905, p. 901.

Grenosiris (jen-o-si'ris), n. [NL. (Labillar-
di^re, 1804), incorrectly formed < Gr. yhog,
kind, genus, -I- Iris, a genus of plants.] A
genus of monocotyledonous plants. See
Patersonia.

genosyntype (jen-o-sin'tip), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
ytm^, kind, genus, + aiv, with, + Tviroq,

type.] One of a series of species upon which
a genus is founded, no one species being the
genoholotype, or species on which the genus
is based. Schuchert and Buckma/n, in Science,
June 9, 1905, p. 901.

genotype (jen'a-tip), n. [Irreg. < Gr. yho^,

kind, genus, + rim-og, tyj)e.] The type speci-
men or original description or illustration of

a genus. See type specimen, under type.

Eight sijecies have at various times been referred to
JiomiTigeria, mostly upon very insufficient grounds;
hence me original conception of the genus has become
obscured and is without much present significance. If

the original description and figure of Billings be taken
as a starting-pointi the subsequent vicissitudes of this
genotype will be appreciated.

Amer. Jour, Sei., July, 1903, p. 1.

genson (jen'son), n. [A dial, form of gentian.']

The horse-geiitian, orfeverroot, Triosteumper-

O(HO)2C6H2 < CO ^ "^^ • ^6H4 • OH.
s

genit. -An abbreviation of genitive.
enlt:^ band, in Gephyrea, one of the ridges or bands of
cells attached to the interior of the body-wall which give
rise to the ova and spermatozoa.

Stretching across the ventral aspect of the coelom, at
the point where the ventral retractors are attached to
the body-wall, is a band of cells with relatively large
nuclei. These cells constitute the genital band and are
derived from the peritoneal epithelium.

Proe. Zool. Soc. London, 1903, 1. 37.

genitivally (jen-i-ti'val-i), adv. As regards
the genitive case ; witt reference to the geni-
tive.

genitive, a. 2. Connected with or relating
to generation.

These powers are at their best at the time of strongest
genitive impulses and greatest conceptive power.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, L 490.

genitocoele (jeu'l-rto-sel), n. [tienit{al) + Gr.
KoiXof, hollow.] In zool., a brood-cavity, or
storage-chamber for eggs.

genitospinal (jen'i-to-spi'nal), n. Noting a
nerve-center in the spinal cord which con-
trols the organs of generation and also in part
the bladder and lower bowel.
genizah (ge-ne'za), n.; pi. genizoth (ge-
ne'zot). [Aram., < ganaz, set aside, hide,
save.] Among Jews, a sacred object, such as
a defective scroll of the law, which has been
rendered unfit for liturgical use. such objects are

gentia^, n—American gentian, in pAor., Gentiana
Saponana, the soapwort-gentian, used as a substitute for
the officinal gentian, probably including other species.
Also (improperly) the American columbo, Frasera Caro-
Unensis.—Antmnn gentian, Gentiana Amarelta, a low
Old World species, used medicinally.— Baxrel-gentUm,
the closed gentian, G. Andrewsii, so called from the barrel-
shaped fiowers. The soapwort-gentian, G. Sapanaria, has
been called barrel-Jiowered gentian for tiie same reason.

—

Bastsird gentian, (a) Gentiana acuta. See Twrthem
•kgentian. (b) The pineweed or orange-grass, Sarothra
jenftianoMJee.- Blind gentian, the closed gentian, Gra-
tiana Andrewsii.— Btae gentian, in phar., same as
American -kgentian (excluding Frasera) ; also the flve-

flowered gentian, and generally any blue-flowered gen-
tian.— Bottle gentian, the closed gentian, OetMarM
Andrewsii.—EUlOtt'S gentian, a blue-flowered species,
GentioMa EttioUii, of the southeastern United States of the
same general type as the soapwort-gentian.— Flve-flOW-
ered gentian, the ague-weed, GerMana quinqu^oUa of
eastern North America,
also called stiff gentian
and gall-weed. It is an
attractive plant with
rather slender tubular
flowers in clusters of
about five. Its root is

said to be much used in
domestic practice. —
Gentian aniline
water. See gentian
k violet.—Gentian
blue, violet. See-kblue,
etc.—Larger fHnged
gentian, the ordinary
fringed gentian, Gen-
tiana crinita. Compare
smaller fringed irgen-
tian, — Marsh gen-
tian, (a) Gentiana
Pneumonantlie of moist
grounds in Europe. See
harvest-bells. (6) The
soapwort-gentian. (c)

Same as striped -kgen-
tian.—SOTttem gen-
tian, Gentiana acuta,
a plant of wide distribu-
tion in the northern
regions of both hemi-

Five-flowered Gentian (.Gefttiatia

guingue/otia),

a, plant, one fourth natural size ; b,

corolla, expanded to show the stamens
„„i,-„„„„ , . ... and pistil, about natural size. (From
spheres and m the Britton and Brown's "Illustrated
mountams as far south Flora of the Northern states and
as Mexico. It is a Canada-")

small blue - flowered
species, often with purple stems and foliage, and is

closely related to, andby some identified with, tteautuipn
gentian or common European telwort—Cttie-flowered
gentian, a pine-land species, Gentiana Porphyria, of the
lower Atlantic coast, bearing a single funnel-shaped flower
of blue mixed with some green and yellow.— Smaller
Mnged gentian, Gentiana detansa, resembling the
fringed gentian, but smaller : native both in Eniope and
In northem North America.—Snake gentian, the rattie-
snake-tw)t,iVaba{i«« serpentarius.—Soapwort-gentian.



gentian
See gentian. TbU and the closed gentian, striped gentian,
and other related species differ greatly in habit from the
otBclnal gentian, being lower, more slender, and less erect

plants with oblong leaves narrowed at the base and bearing
their clab-shaped flowers at or near the summit of the
stem, while their nearly closed flowers separate them
widely fromthe fringed gentians and theflve-flowered gen-
tian. In tlie Southern mountains the species of this group
are called Sarmton's snakeroot See American itgentian.—
Soathem gentian, the soapwort-gentian, OentianaSap-
onaria. See American •kgentiwn,—Stiff gentlaiL Same
aaflve-flmoered *genttan.— Striped gentian, Gentiana
viilosa, of the eastern United States, especially southward:
a plant of the habit and property of the soapwort-gentian
(see above), butwith flowers more open,and greenish-white
striped within.— White gentian, the laserwort or herb
frankincense, Laeerpitium lat^oliuin. See Laserpitium.
Also same as hone-gentian (which see, under gentioM).

These are gentians only medicinally.— Yellow gentian.
(a) The officinal species, 6entiana 2uf£a. SeegenOa/nAnd
yellow. The root possesses in a high degree the medic-
inal property of a bitter tonic, (p) The American columbo,
Frasera CarolinenMs.

Gentianales . (jen-shia-na'lez), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, lS33),<Gentiana+-nles.'] An order of
dicotyledonous, chiefly sympetalous plants
characterized by regular flowers, mostly 5-

merous, the stamens borne on the base of the
corolla and as many as its lobes, and 2 distinct
ovaries, it embraces 7 families, of which the Gentiam-
acex, Oleaceie, Apocynacese, and Asclepiadacese are the
most important.

gentianic (jen-shi-an'ik), a. Pertaining to or
derived from gentianin.—Gentianic acid, an incor-
rect name for icgentianin.

gentianin (jen'shia-nin), n. The pale-yellow
crystalline coloring-matter of the root of Gen-
tiana lutea. It is used as a tonic, melts at 267°
C, and is dihydi-oxymethoxyxanthone, HO.Cg

H3<QQ>CeH20H.OCH3. Also called gentisin

and gentianic add.

gentianose (jen'shia-nos), n. [genUan + -ose. ]
A colorless, dextrorotatory compound, C18H32
O16) crystallizing in plates which -melt at
210° C. It is found in the root of Qentiana lutea. It
ferments directly and yields a mixture of gentiobiose and
1-fructose when hydrolyzed. It is a hexomose.

gentiobiase (jen"ti-o-bi'as), n. lgenUol)i(fise)+
-awe.] A ferment which inverts gentiobiose to
the corresponding disaccharldes.

gentiobiose (jen'ti-o-bi'os), n. [genU(an) +
(hex)obw8e.'} A hexobiose derived from dex-
trose.

gentiogenin (jen-ti-oj'e-nin), n. [^enU(an) +
-gen+^^.'] An amorphous cleavage-product,
C14H16O6, of the glucoside gentiopicrin, ob-
tained from the root of Gentiana lutea.

gentiol (jen'ti-61), n. [genii(an) + -ol.'\ An
amorphous compound, C3oH45(OH)g, obtained
from the flowers of Gentiana verna. It melts at

215°-2X9°C.
gentisate (jen'ti-sat), n. {_gentis-ie+-ate^.'}

A salt of gentisic acid.

gentisein (jen-tis'f-in), n. [gent(ian) + Gr. laoQ,

equal (?), + -e- + -J»2.] ^ straw-colored com-

pound, H(^C6H3 < ^Q > C6H2(M)2, which

crystallizes in needles and melts at 315° G. It

is a dye and is also called 1, 3, 7, trihydroxy-
xanthone.

gentisic acid. 8a,jnea,a*gentiamcacid.

gentisin (jen'ti-sin), n. Same as * gentianin.

gentleman's-cane uen'tl-manz-kan), n. The
prince's-feather. Polygonum orientale.

CSenu arcnatiini,evei8iim,exciirvatum, orextrorsum.
Same as -kgenu mrum—Qenu Introrsnm orInversum.
Same as -kgerm valgvmt.—Oen.XL recurvatmn, hyper-
extension of the knee, forming a projecting angle back-
ward.—Genuvalgum, knock-knee.—Genn varum, out-

ward bending of the legs ; bow legs.

genual, a. 2. Pertaining to or resembling a
genu (in any sense)— Genual sulcus. See*sirf-

CU8.

genuin, a. A simplified spelling of genuine.

genus, n Form genus, a genus or group consisting of

form species.-Proximate genus, in logic, the next

higher genus; the genus next above a given species.

—Summnm genus, same as highest genus ; a genus that
is not included in any other genus.

Genyatremus (jen-i-at'rf-mus), n. [NL.,

<Gr. 7&uf, chin (see chin), + a- priv.+ rp^/ja,

hole.] A genus of fishes of the family Sie-

mulidx, commonly known as the grunts.

They are similar to fishes of the genus Aniso-

tremus, but have a curved tail. G. Vuteus is

found in the West Indies.

Genyonemus (jen"i-o-ne'muB), n. [NL.,

< Gr. ytvvi, chin,+ vfjiia, thread.] A genus of

small cyanoid fishes known as kingfishes,

found on the coast of California, where G. Un-

eatus is valued as food.

Genyophrynidse (jen*i-o-£rln'i-4e), n. pi. [NL.
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Genyophryne, the type genus, +-i(Ja5.] A family
of tailless Amphibia which contains species
with dilated sacral vertebrsB and very small
teeth on the front portion of the under jaw.
The few species are found in the Australian
region.

GenyorniS (jen-i-dr'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. yhv(,
chin, -t-opv«f, bird.] A genus of large struthious
birds, apparently related to the emu, known
from remains in the Pleistocene deposits about
Lake CaUabonna, Australia. The type of the
genus is G. newtoni.

genyplasty (jen'i-plas-ti), n. [Gr. jtmc, chin,
-I- wXaards, formed, -I- -^3.] See * genioplasty.

geobiologic (je"o-bi-o-loj'ik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to geobiology.
A forest soil, such as we fliid in western North Carolina,

is an expression, therefore, not only of the phj;sico-geo-
graphio, geographic, and geophysic forces which have
been brought to bear in its formation, but also of the
geobiologic forces which have been at play.

Bot. Gazette, Oct., 1903, p. 266.

geobios (je-o-bi'os), n. [Ghr. yv (7«'^), earth,
land, -1- ^/of, life. ] The animals and plants
of the land, considered collectively and- in
contrast with the animals and plants of the
water.
The term halibios seems to be suitable to designate the

totality of the marine fauna and flora, as contrasted with
limnobiOB, or the organic world of fresh water, and with
geobios or the totality of the land-dwelling or terrestrial
plant and animal world.

Haeckel (trans.), Flanktonic Studies, p. 678.

geobotanic (je"6-bo-tan'ik), a. [Gr. y^ {yea-),

earth, -l-E. botanic.^ Same as geohotemical.
Pop. Sm. Mo., May, 1904, p. 71.

geODotanist (je-o-bot'a-nist), n. [jgeobotan{_y)

+ -^g<.] A student of geobotany.
The most thorough investigations have been given to

the chernozem soils by Russian geo-botanists.
U. H. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Industry, Bulletin 3, p. 18.

geobotany (je-o-bot'a-ni). n. [Gr. 717 (yew-),

earth, -I- Ef &otony.]" Geographical botany
or phytogeography, including its oecological
aspect.
The geology and geo-hoUmy of Asia.

Pop. Sd. Mo., Maly, 1904, p. 68.

geocarpy (je'o-kar-pi-), n. [Gr. yv (yea-), earth,
ground, + mfm-d^, fruit, + -y3.] The habit of
certain plants of burying their fruit in the
ground for protection. The peanut is the
most familiar example. Jour. Soy. Micros.
Soc, Aug., 1904, p. 427.

geocentric, I, a—egocentric system, the an-
cient theory of the solar system which placed the earth

. at its center.—(ieocentrlc zenltb. See * zenith.

II. n. An adherent of the theory that the
earth is the center of the universe.

geocentricism (je-o-sen'tri-sizm), n. [geocen-

tric + -ism.l The geocentric theory.

We have moreover, in approaching these questions to
clear our minds entirely of geocentridgm, theological and
philosophical as well as physical, of our notions of this
earth as the center of the universe and the grand scene
of providential action.

Goldwin Smith, in The Forum, July, 1896, p. 608.

geochemical (je-o-kem'i-kal), a. [Gr. yij (yea-),

earth, + E. chemical.'] ftesenting both geo-
logical and chemical relations. Jour. Soc.

Chem. Industry, VII. 338.

geocbemism (je-o-kem'ism)^ n. [Gr. yij (yea-),

earth, -I- chemism.'] Chemical energy as the
cause of changes in, and as determining the
condition of, the materials of which the earth's

crust is composed.
'

All of these processes are the work of gravity, heat^

light,' electricity and magnetism, and combined they pro-

duce a set of chemical changes which, as a mode of mo-
tion, we call chemism, which must be distinguished from
affinity, for affinity means choice, while chemism means
energy, and valency expresses numerical proportions.

Heat produces expansion, gravity produces contraction

in the materials of the rooky crust, and, conjoined, they
prt}duce chemism. This geochemism is the fundament^
energy. J. W. Powell, Truth and Error, p. 59.

geochemistry (je-o-kem'is-tri), n. [Gr. yij

(yea-), earth, + E. chemistry.'] The chemical
study of the earth, that is, ttie science of its

chemical composition and of the chemical
causes and effects of terrestrial processes.

The problems of geophysics and geochemistry involve
the applications of pure physics and pure chemistry from
the minutest parts of the earth to the mass of the earth as

a whole. Rep. Carnegie Inst., 1902, p. 27.

geochrone (je'o-kron), n. [Gr. yij (yea-), earth,

-I- xp^ou time.] A name proposed for the

standard time unit used in measuring geologic

time and comparing different eras.
[

The time ratio adopted by Prof. James D. Sana for the
Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic periods is, 12, 3, and 1,

respectively. Prof. Henry S. WiUiams applies the term
geopliTehglogKigli'i'ig the standard time unit used the

geogram
name geochrone. The geochrone used by him in obtain-
ing a standard scale of geociironology is the period repre-
sented by the Eocene. His time scale gives 16 for the
Paleozoic, 3 for the Mesozoic, and 1 for the Cenozoic,
including the Quaternary and the Kecent.

Smithsoniam, Rep., 1893, p. 331.

geochronology (je^'o-kro-nol'o-ji)^ n. Geologic
chronology; the application of time measures
to geologic succession. Smithsonian Sep.,

1893, p. 331.

geochrony (je-ok'ro-ni), n. [Gr. y^ (yeo)-), earth,

+ xp^o^y time.] The chronological classifica-

tion of the earth's history.

geocratic (je-o-krat'ik), a. [Gr. yij (yea-),la,ndi,

Kparelv, predominate, + -ic] Relating to times
or concutions in which land predominates or
continents enlarge.

Hydrocratic and geocratic movements alternated dur-
ing Jui'assic times, with a decided balance in favour of
the former, and a recession of the coast-line towards
the north. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XL 133.

geod. An abbreviation of geodesy.

geodal (je'o-dal), a. Characteristic of or per-
taining to a geode or formed by the same pro-
cesses which give rise to geodes.

Geodesic geometry. See *geometry.

geodetic, a.—Geodetic latitude. See *latitude.—
Geodetic leveling. See -Aleveling.

II. n. A geodetic line.

geodeticiani ue"o-de-ti8h'ian), n. [geodeUe +
ian.] One who is skilled in geodesy; a geode-
sist.

He estimates that to complete the undertaking the co-

operation of Ave geodeticians for four complete years will

be necessary. Geog. Jour. (IL a S.), XVI. 366.

geodic (je-od'ik), a. [geode + -sc] Of, per-

taining to, resembling, containing, or that has
contained a geode: as, geodic cavities; geodic
masses.
"Man, like this star, is geodic." " Passing wonderful

!

I have been straining after the stars, how much there is

in the stones I Oeodic Androids !

"

& Judd, Margaret, II. iii.

geodist (je'o-dist), n. [geode + -ist.] A stu-

dent or investigator of geodes.
Fairbum's experiments . . . illustrate this tetrahedral

collapse for short tubes ; and ... it is considered proba^
ble by some geodists.

Geog. Jour. (K. G. S.), XIIL 239.

geodromican (je-o-drom'i-kan), a. and n. I.

a. Of or belonging to the heteropterous series
Geodromica.
n. n. One of the Geodromica.

geoduck (je'o-duk), n. Same as *goeduck.
geodynamic (je^o-di-nam'ik), a. [Gr. yij (yea-),

earth, -1- E. dynftmics.] 1. Relating to the dy-
namics of the earth, or the forces manifested

' in the formation and subsequent history of the
earth.— 3. Specifically, of the solid earth as
distinguished from the ocean and atmosphere.
—Geodynamic observatory, an observatory estab-
lished for the recording and investigation of the phenom-
ena proper to the solid earth, specifically the phenomena
of seismology and yulcanology.

Cavaliere de Bossi, of Bome, has established a "geo-
dyrmmic " observatory in a cave 700 metres above the sea
at Rocca di Papa, on the external slope of an extinct vol-
cano. G. H. Darttrm, The Tides, p. 127.

geodynamical (je-o-dl-nam'i-kal), a. Same as
*geodynamie.
geodynamics (je-o-di-nam'iks), n. The study
of the dynamics and physics of the processes
and phenomena attending the gradual evolu-
tion of the earth and the changes that are stUl
going on.

,

geo-etbnic (je-o-eth'nik), n. [geo(grapMc) +
ethnic]. Of or' pertaining to the geographical
relations of tribes and peoples.

geoform (je-o-f6rm), n. Same as *creoform.
Geoglossaces (je"o-glo-sa,'se-e), ». ^Z. [NL.,
< Geoglossum + -acese.] A family of fleshy
ascomycetous fungi named from the genus
Geoglossum. The ascomata are clubTshaped
or capitate and bear asei opening by a termi-
nal pore. See Geoglossum.

geoglyphic (je-o-glif'ik), a. [Gr. yv (yea-), earth,

-I- y?A!ij)^, a carving, -1- -ic.] In geol., noting those
characters marked on the rocks from which
may be read former conditions of the earth and
its life, as a fossil bird-track or rStin-print;'

Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 95.
'

'

geognosist (je-og'no-sist), n. [geognos-y +.
48t.] One versed in geognosy; a geognost.

Leopold von Buch, the first geognosist of the century,

and hardly less famous than Humboldt
Pop. Sd. Mo., May, 1901, p. 86.

yp&ltfm, a ^mting.] In geol., a special



geogram

name suggested for those continuous sections
of sedimentary strata which furnish a time-
scale for the geologic past.

Further, the meteorologist had his chionometer where-
as the geologist must construct his time-scale from the
records on what might, for purposes of comparison, be
referred to as the " geogramn, or strips of the geological
sediments. Nature, March 16, 1906, p. 477.

GeograpMc cecology. See *<z<Mlogy.
Greograpnlcal biology. Same as -kbiogeography.—Geo-
grapmcal climatology, latitude, tongue, variation.
See -kclimatology, -klatitude, -Atongue, -kvariation.—In-
ternational geographical mile. See *mile.

geographize, v. n. intrans. To study geog-
raphy ; carry on more or less systematic ob-
servations and researches in geography.
geography, n. 3. The main features of a
locality as regards its geographical position
and general character; the knowledge derived
from geographical research.—Applied geog-
raphy, geography considered in relation to commerce
and trade ; commeivial geography.

The term " applied geography " has been employed to

designate commercial geography, the fact being that
every aspect of scientific geography may be applied to

practical purposes, including the purposes of trade.

Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 628.

Astronomical geography, that branch of geography
wliich treats of the astronomical relations of the earth's

surface, such as latitudes and longitudes, and the conse-

quent peculiarities of day and nigh^ climates, and seasons
in different regions. —Commercial geography, the
geographical study of the production, distribution, and
exchange of commodities.—Mathematical geography,
those departments of geographical science which need
mathematics, and are concerned with the determination
of the position of the earth in the solar system, its form,
size, motions, etc., the determination of the position of
places on the surface of the earth by means of latitude
and longitude, the charting of those positions, the
delineation of surface features, etc.

—

OfgajliO geog-
raphy, the science which treats of the responses of or-

ganisms to their enviionment ; biography.

Thus defined, geography has two chief divisions. Every-
thing about the eanh or any inorganic part of it, consid-
ered as an element of the environment by which the or-

ganic inhabitants are conditioned, belongs under physical
geography or physiography. Every item in which the
organic inhabitants of the earth—plant, animal, or man
—show a response to the elements of environment, be-
longs under organic geography. Geography proper in-

volves a consideration of relations in which ^e things
ttiat belong under its two divisions are involved.

Amer. Oeol., March, 1904, p. 168.

Plant geography. Same as phytogeography.

geoid, n. 2. See geode.

geoidal (je'oid-al), a. [geoid +-al.'] Eclating
or pertaining to a geoid.

geoisotherm (je-o-i'so-th^im), n. \Q^.yfj

{yea-), earth, -I- E. isotherm.'] An imagi-
nary surface passing through all points within
the crust of the earth which have the same
temperature.
geologic, o,. 2. Interested in geology or given
to geologizing: as, sreoto<jric tourists.

geologize, v. H. trans. To study or investi-

gate geologically : as, to geologize a district.

geology, n. 1. It is usually subdivided into (a)

Geognosy, or the description of the materials of the
earth (sometimes called lithologic or petrographic geol-

ogy) ; (6) dynamic geology ; (c) stntctural, geotectonic, or
architectonic geology ; <a) physiographic geology ; (e)

paleontologic geology; (/) historical or strattgraphic
geology ; {^) cosmic geology. It is also customary to sub-
divide it according to its applications, as economic geol-

ogy, or the treatment of its relations to the useful rocks
and minerals and mining or quarrying ; practical or ap-
plied geology, etc.

a. The geological conditions or features of

a place : as, the geology of a district.

iEollan geology, the study of geological phenomena
duo to the winds.—Anthroplcgeology, thatbranch of the
science which is specially concerned with the effects pro-

duced by the presence ofman on the earth.—Areal geol-
ogy, that branch of the science under which the local

formations in a particular area are described and discussed.

Under "Areal geology" will be discussed the stratig-

raphy, igneous rociis, and structure; and under "Eco-
nomic geology " will be treated the character and occur-

rence of ore and present mining activity.

Contrib. to JEcon. Geol., TJ. S. Geol. Surv., 1902, p. 32.

BlOtic or biologic geology, geology considered with
reference to biologic phenomena; paleontology.—Dla-
strophic geology. See kdiastrophic.— Economic geol-

ogy, that branch of geology which treats of the origin,

occurrence, and applications of the useful ores and non-

metallic minerals and rocks.

—

Experimental geology,
that method of geological investigation which seeks to re-

produce natural phenomena by artificial or experimental

processes.— Formational geology, that branch of geol-

ogy under which is included the study of the successive

geological formations : practically synonymous with strati-

graphic geology. ._„. ^,.,.., ^_
geomagnetic (je'o-mag-net'ik), a. [Gr. yv
(jeo-), the earth, + E. magnetic.] Of or per-

taining to terrestrial magnetism. Natme,
Aprilll, 1904, p. 581.

geomagnetist (je-o-mag'ne-tist), n. A spe-

cialist in the magnetie phenomena of the earth.

The gemnagnetist Paulina.
Sci. Amer. Sup., Sept 19, 1903, 23176.
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geometer, n Chaln-dotted geometer, an American
geometrid moth, Cingilia catermria, having snow-white

wings marked with zigzag lines and dots of black. Its

larvse feed on a variety of shrubsand trees.— Chickweed-
geometer, an American geometrid moth, Hsematopsis
grataria, reddish yellow in color with pink transverse

bands on the wings. It occms from Maine to Texas, and
its larvse feed on the chickweed.— Flrst-bomgeometer,
an American geometrid moth, Brephos in/ans, having a
blackish-brown form with pinkish-white markings on the
fore wings and the hind wings marked with orange. It is

found in the northeastern United States and in Canada,
extending to Labrador. Its larvfie probably feed on birch

or poplar. It is the most primitive geometrid found
in the North American fauna; hence the book-name.
— Notched-wing geometer, an American geometrid
moth, Ennomos magnarius, one of the largest

Notched-wlllg Geometer {Ukuouios TnagTtarius).
(From Comstock's " Manual.")

species in the North American fauna. Its larvse

feed on the maple, birch, and chestnut; The moth is

ocher-yellow in color with brown spots.— Raspberry
geometer, an American geometrid moth, Synchlora
aerata, of a delicate pale-green color, whose larva feeds
on the fruit and foliage of the raspberry, covering itself

with bits of vegetable matter.

Geometric decoration, tracery, zenith. See *decora-
tion, -ktracery, -kzenith.

geometrical, a— At a geometrical ratio. See
kratio.— Geometrical ratio, solution. See -kraUo,
irsolution.

geometricize (ge-o-met'ri-siz), v. i.
;
pret. and

pp. geometrieised, ppr. geometrideing. To apply
the principles of geometry ; become geometri-
cal. H. C. Butler, Architecture and Other
Arts, p. 31.

geometrid, n—Green geometrid, any member of the
geometrid subfamily Ge&metrinse, nearly all of whose
species are bright green in color. Comxtock.

geometrideous (je-om-e-trid'e-us), a. Same
as geometrid, a.

geometrize, «. II. trans. To form geometri-
cally or according to geometrical principles.

geometroid (je-om'e-troid), a. and n. I. a.

Of or belonging to the superfamily Geometroi-
dea.

II. m. One of t'be*Geometroidea (which see).

Geometroidea(je-om-e-troi'de-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< geometer + oiclea.] The geometrid moths
considered as a group of superfamily rank.

geometry, n. The oldest classification of geometry is

(o), that in which it is divided according to the method of
logical procedure, namely into synthetic and a/nalytic, the
method of geometrical analysis having been invented or
taught by Plato. In modem times this classification in-

tertwines with another, namely (b), that which is based
on the mental instrument or equipment used, giving : (I)

pure or synthetic geometry; (2) rational; (3) descrip-
tive ; (4) projective ; (5) algebraic, algorithmic, analyti-
cal, Cartesian, or coordinate; (6) differential, infinitesimal,
natural, or in^Hnjfic ; (7) enimierative or denumerative.
Some of these are subdivided on the same principle,

as ; (1) (a) geometry of the ruler or straight-edge ; O) of
the ruler wnd sect-carrier; (y) of the rulercmd unitsect-car-
rier ; (S) ofthe compasses ; {fi)ofthervler amd compasses ;

(^ojF linkages. Further divisions are: (c) By dimension-
ality : (1) geometry on the straight or on the line ; (2) two-
dimensional geometry ; (a) plane geometry ; O) spherics ;

{y) pseudo-spherics ; (3) trt-dimenJfionM geometry : (a)

geometry ofplames; (jS) solid geometry ;(y) spheries; (4)
f(mr-dimend6n(d geometry : (o) geometry ofstraights ; (j3)

of hyperspace; (6) n-dimenxionat geoinetry. {d) By ele-

ments : (1) point geometry ; (2) straight or line ; (3) plame ;

(4) point, straight, said plane; (5) straightest or geodesic;

(6) geometry of the sphere ; (7) of other elements, (e) By
subject-matter : (1) pure descriptive, pure projective, or
pure positional geometry, or geoTnetry of position;
(2) topologic geonwtry ; (3) metric geometry ; (4) geom-
etry of curves; (5) of surfaces; (6) of solids; (7)
of hyper-solids; (8) of numbers ; (9) o/ motion or kine-
matic. (^) By assumptions made, omitted, or denied

:

(1) Eudideam, geovnetry; (2) non-Euclidean; (a) meta-
geometry, or pan^geometry ; (b) finite geometry ; (S) semi-
Euclidean; (4) non-Legendnan ; (5) Archimedean;
(6) non^Arekimedean ; (7) non-Arguesian ; (8) non-
Pascalian. (g) By the kind of space or universe
of the geometry: (:n Ew^idean or parabolic geometry;
(2) Botyaian, Lboachevskian, Bolyai-Lobachevskian,
absolute, or hyperbolic; (3) JRienuinffiian, spherical,
or double elliptic; (4) Killings, single elliptic, or
simple elliptic; (5) Clifford's or Clifford-KleirUan. (A)

By the complexity or difficulty of the part treated: (1)
elementary geometry; (2) higher, (i) Bjr the period of
its development : (1) ancient or the antique geometry

;

(2) modern; (3) recent, of the triangle, or the Le-
moine-Brocard.— Absolute geometry, the non-Eu-
clidean geometry of John Bolyai, containing Eu-
clid's geometry as a special case.— Bolyal or Bofyaian
geometry, the geomeiir of Bolyaian space.

—

Character-
istic geometry, that geometry of a surface in which the
geodesic line plays the rdle- taken by the straight line
m the ordinary geometiy.— Differential geometry,

geopbysicist

infinitesimal geometry ; applications of the differential

and intogiil calculus to curves and surfaces.— Geodesic
geometry, geometry in which for straight on the plane,

straightest on the surface is substituted.—Geometry on
a point, the dual of pure projective geometry on a plane,

obtained by interchanging pointwith plane.—Kinematic
geometry, geometry which treats of the properties of

curves and surfaces regarded as functions of the
spacial and angular velocities of lines which move
in accordance with fixed laws.— Lemolne-Brocard
geometry, the geometry of the triangle, inaugu-
rated by Lemoine in 1873, and by Brocard in 1875.

—Lobachevskian geometry, the geometry of a Loba-
chevskian space or universe.-Non-^UClidean geom-
etry, a geometry in which Euclid's postulate with regard

to paraSlel straight lines is not assumed. See ifnon-

Euclidean.— RSLtiOTOil geometry, geometry founded
and developed without the use of urational numbers, and
without ratio : in it four magnitudes by definition form a
proportion ijf the product of two equals the product of the
other two.— Biemannlan geometry, the geometi-y in

which Euclid's tacit assumption that the straight line is

infinite is denied.—Straight geometry. Same as line

gemnetry.— Symbolic geometry, geometry developed
by the use of a symbolic language or calculus of symbols.

geomorphic (je'o-m6r-fik), a. [Gr. 75, the
earth, -f- Itop^fi, form.] Of or relating to the
figure of the earth or to the study of land-forms.

I doubt if any carefulgeomorphic geologist familiar with
all the phenomena involved would seriously consider an
estimate that made it much more than one half at the
most; so liiat it would apparently not be straining the
evidence to take 40,000 years as a rude measure of
the time since the beginning of the retreat [of the Wis-
consin ice-sheet] from the outeiTOOst moraine of the
Wisconsin stage.

T. C. Chamberlin, in Jour, of Geol., Oct.-Nov., 1899, p.680.

geomorpMst (je'o-mdr-fist), ». [Gr. -y^, the
earth, -I- /wp^, form, + -ist.] Same as

The climatologist who studies the physical conditions

of the atmosphere for theirown sake . . . the ^eo?norpAwt
who is satisfied with the study of land forms as a finality

. . . t^ese specialists may all be eminent in their o^vn

lines, but they fall short of being geographers.
Amer. Geol., March, 1904, p. 174.

geomorptaogenic (je''''o-m6r-fo-jen'ik), a. Of
or pertaining to geomorphogeny or the study
of the development of land forms.

geomorphogenist (je"9-m6r-foj'e-mst), n. A
specialist in the investigation of the develop-
ment of earth-forms; a physiographer.

The survey reports have not^ as a rule, been prepared
by persons whose training and interests were primarily
geographical, and veiy few of the geomorpkogenists have
carried their new science forward into a geographical
relation; they have usually stopped with the physical
aspects of the subject, and left the organic aspects with
scanty consideration. Amer. Geol., March, 1904, p. 159.

geomorphogeny (je^o-mdr-foj'e-ni), /(. [Gr.

yv, the earth, + /lopip^, form, -t- -ytveta, < -yev^c,

-produced.] In geol., the study of the origin
of the surface features of the earth.

The French geologist ^ie de Beaumont, whose theory
of geomm-phogeny was stated at length in his 'Notice sur
les systemes de montagnes' (3 vols. : Paris, 1852). This
famous theory was based on a correlation of the mountain
chains by means of their orientation.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 235.
-

geomorphological (je^o-mdr-fo-loj'i-kal), a.

Of or relating to geomorphology . See *g
"

phology. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.)^ IX. 666.

geomorphology (je'g-mdr-fol'o-ii), n. [Gr. 77,
the earth, -I- B. morphology.] The morphology
of the earth ; the study of the form of the earth's
surface features and of their origin.

The first volume of Suess' great work on GeoTtiorphology
was published in 1886, and at once took the leading place
as the greatest contribution ever offered by geology to
geography. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XL 440.

geomorphy, n. 2. The science of land forms.

The survey reports of our various states and territories
contain a great fund of geographical mattter, and some of
the members of these surveys have carried the physical
geography of the lands so far forward as to develop it into
a new science, to which a name, geomorphy or geomor-
phogeny, has been given. Science, Jan. 22, 1904, p. 12.3.

geonomic, n. 2. Pertaining to the earth : con-
trasted with astronomical or pertaining to the
heavenly bodies.
geonomical (je-o-nom'i-kal), a. Same as
geonomic. Smithsonian iJep.," 1903, p. 375.

Geophagus (jf -of ' a-gus), n. [NL., < Gr. yij,

earth, -1- <l>ayelv, eat.]' A genus of eichlid fisjies

found in the rivers of Brazil.
geophilous, a. 2. In bot. (a) Terrestrial; grow-
ing or rooting in the ground. (6) In phyto-
geog., growing on the ground or on decaying
vegetable matter : applied by Pound and Clem-
ents to a class of fungi, (c) Fruiting under-
ground.
Geophysical laboratory, an institution devoted to t^e
observation and study of the physical relations of the
earth, especially its meteorology, tides, magnetism, gravi-
tation, temperature, earthquakes, and volcanoes.

geophysicist (je-o-fiz'i-sist), n. [geo})hysic-»
+ -ist,] A etiadent of geophysics; one who



geophysicist

studies the relations between the features of
the earth and the laws of physics. Amer.
Jour. Sci., Dee., 1903, p. 402.

geophysiognomy (3e"o-flz-i-og'no-nii), n. The
physical features of the face of the earth.
geophyte (je'o-fit),«. 1. A plantwhich produces
underground 'buds that do not develop there.
Areschoug.— 2. A terrestrial plant.

geopolar (je-o-po'iar), a. [Gr. y^, the earth, +
E.po(ar.] Related 'to the pole of the earth:
opposed to heliopolar, which refers to the pole
of the sun's rotation.

In discussing the direction of the variation, two sys-
tema of coordinates are used : First, the 'geopolar,' given
by the hour-angle and latitude of the point where the
direction at any hour cuts the Earth's surface ; and sec-
ond, the 'heliopolar,' in terms of the angle with the Sun's
direction (heliopolar distance), and the angle which the
plane through the direction at any hour and the Sun
makes with the equator. Selence, Feb. 7, 1902, p. 223.

geopolitical (je^o-po-lit'i-kal), a. [Gr. 7^,
earth, + E. poUUeal.\ Eclating to politics as
affected by geographical relations.
The Ijorder-nations . . . the Hebrews, Phoenicians,

Hellenes. . . . Had Geography not aided them by geo-
political advantages of situation, they would at once have
been swallowed up by the empires. Had they not devel-
oped Intellect, their geo-political situation could not have
availed them very long.

Ernil Reich, in Contemporary Eev., April, 1906, p. 606.

geopouy (je-op'o-ni), n. [Gr. ytairavia, < yeu-
k6vo(, a tiller of the earth: see geoponio.'] Ag-
riculture

;
geoponics ; farming.

georetic (je-o-ret'ik), a. [Gr. y^, earth, +
jyrjTflvrf), resin, + -ic] Noting a colorless
crystalline waxy acid, C12HQ2O4, obtained
from lignite from the neighborhood of Weis-
senfels in Saxony.
Georgian architecture. See -^'architecture.

georgical (j6r'ji-kal), a. Same as georgie.

georgino (j&r-je'n'S), n. [It.] A silver Gen-
oese coin of the eighteenth century bearing
the device of St. George on liorsebaek.

georySBid (je-o-ris'id),«. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the coleopterous family GeoryssiHee.

II, a. Of or belonging to the family Georys-
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gravity when this acts perpendicularly to then- ventral
surface, so that they tend to move off from a horizontal
surface and do not come to rest until they are on a more
or less nearly vertical one." C. B. Davenport, Exper.
Moiphol., p. 118.

geotherm (je'o-thferm), n. Same as *geother-
mal, n. .

geothermal (je-o-ther'mal), a. and n. I. a.

Geothermic.
II, n. A line connecting places having the

same temperature at a given depth below the
earth's surface.

Geothermic degree. See *degree.
geothermometric (3e'''6-th6r-mo-met'rik), a.

[Or. yv, earth, + B. thermometric.'] Pertaining
to the measurement and distribution of earth-
temperature.
geotropically (je-o-trop'i-kal-i), adv. In a
geotropic manner or direction.

geotropism. n— Negative geotroplsm, growth away
from the earth, the normal condition in stems. Compare
Iwliotropism.— Positive geotropism, growth toward the
center of the earth, the normal condition in roots. It is

nearly the same as negative heliotropism. See Aelio-

Geoscolecidse (je-o-sko-les'i-de), n. jpl. [NL.,
< Geoscolex (-lee-) + -idee.'] A family of terri-

eolous annelids, mainly tropical. There are eight
setae in a segment ; the clitellum is usually saddle-shaped
and is often furnished with modified set% ; the nephridia
are paired with rarely more than one pair in a segment

;

the male pores are generally within the clitellum ; and
the spermatheciB are without diverticula. The typical
genus is GeoBcolex.

Geoscolex (je-o-sko'leks), n. [NL., < Gr. y^,
earth, + okMiJ^, a worm.] The typical genus
of the family Geoscoleoidse. Leuekart.

geosote (je'o-sot), n. The valeric acid ester of

O OH"
guaiacol, C6H4 < ' ^ an oily liquid used

O-CsHgO
internally in tuberculosis. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, iV. 425.

geosphere (je'o-sfer), n. [Gr. yij, earth, •+

Bfa'tpa, sphere.] 1. The atmosphere of the
earth as distinguished from that of other
planets.— 2. One of the concentric, spheroidal
shells of which the earth may be conceived to
consist. Four are usually postulated, from without in-

ward, the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the lithosphere,

and the centrosphere or barysphere. The sphere capable
of supporting life and embracing portions of the outer
three is called the Mosph&re,

When we regard our globe with the mind's eye, it ap-

pears to be formed of concentric spheres, very like, still

very unlike, the successive coats of an onion. Within is

situated the vast nucleus or centrosphere ; surrounding
this is what may be called the tektosphere [tijktoj,

molten], a shell of materials in a state bordering on
fusion, upon which rests and creeps the lithosphere.

Then follow hydrosphere and atmosphere, with the in-

cluded biosphere. To the interaction of these six geo-

spheres through energy derived from internal and external

sources, may be referred all the existing superficial phe-
nomena of the planet

Sir John Murray, in Geog. Jour. (B, G. S.), XIV. 435.

geosynclinal, »• II. «. Having the charac-

ters of a geosyncline. .

geosjmcline (je-o-sin'klin), n. [As geosyn-

cUn{al).] In geol., a considerable tract in

which the strata are bent into a great trough
with many minor undulations on the flanks.

Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 106.

geotactic (je-o-tak'tik), a. [<geotaxis (-tact-) +
-ic.'] Of or pertaining to the locomotion of

organisms or of cells in relation to the direc-

tion of the earth; exhibiting geotaxis.

geotaxis (je-o-tak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. yv,

earth, + r&^ti, disposition.] The orientation

or locomotion of ceUs or of organisms in rela-

tion to the direction of the earth (orto gravity).
For example, "cockroaches seem to be stimulated by

Gephyroceras (jef-i-ros'e-ras), n. [Gr. ys^vpa,
bridge, + nlpaq, horn.] "A 'genus of ammonoid
cephalopods or goniatites, with compressed
whorls and but slightly progressed sutures:
characteristic of the later Devonian faunas.

Gerablattina (ger'a-bla-ti'na), n. [NL., <

Gr. ynpag, old age, +' NL. Blaiiina, a genus of
cockroaches.] A genus of Paleozoic cock-
roaches.

geranial^ (je-ra'ni-al), n. [geranium + -ra^S.]

A eolorless,'oily aldehyde, (CH3)2C : CH.CHo.
CH2.C(CH3):CH.CH0, one of the chief con-
stituents of lemon-grass oil and of the oil of
citrus fruits. It is formed by the oxidation of geraniol
and is employed to adulterate rose-oil. It is used in the
preparation of ionone, the artificial oil of violets. Also
called citral and 2,6-dimethyl- 2,6-octadienal-8.

Geraniales (je-ra-ni-a'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1833), < 6-eranium + -ales.'] A large order
of dicotyledonous, chiefly choripetalous,plants,
characterized by flowers with distinct petals
and sepals, the stamens usually as many as
the sepals and opposite them, and a superior
compound ovary. The order embraces 20
families, of which the most important are the
Geraniacese, OxaUdaceie, LinacesB, Butaceee,
Balsameaeeee, and Euphorbiacese.

geranic (je-ran'ik), a. [geran-ial + -ic.']

Derived from geranial Geranic add, a colorless,

liquid acid, C10H16O21 formed by the oxidation of
geranial.

geraniene (je-ra'ni-en), n. [jgerani-ol + -ene.]

A colorless liquid, C^qB-xq, prepared by the
dehydration of geraniol. It boils at 162-
164° 0. and has an odor of fresh carrot.

geraniin (jf-ra'ni-in), n. [Geranium + -in^.]

An amorphous bitter principle of undeter-
mined composition contained in the rhizome
of Gerani/um niaculatum. Also geranin.

geranine (jer'a-nin), n. [geranAum + -ime^.]

A direct coal-tar color. It dyes unmordanted
cotton red in a salt bath.

geraniol (je-ra'ni-ol), n. [gerani-um + -ol.]

A colories's liquid, (CH3)2.C:CH.CH2.CH8C
(CH3):CH.CHoOH, vrith an odor of roses,
it is isomeric with bomeol camphor, and is found in Ger-
man and Turkish oil of roses, in geranium oils, and in
various citronella and eucalyptus oils. It boils at 115 -
120° C. under 15 mm. pressure, is the alcohol of geranial,

and is also called rhodinol and 2,6-dimethyl-2,6-octa-
dienol-S.

geranium, n. 5. An impure magenta which con-
tains phosphene.— Geranlnm-oil. See *os(.—Ivy-
leSLVGa gexsoiivaxi, Pelargonium peltatum, an old-fasn-

ioned window and conservatory plant with three-lobed
ivy-like leaves, mostly pinkish or purplish flowers, and a
decumbent or trailing habit of growth. It is much used
for hanging-baskets and lawn-vases. The cultivated

forms are mostly much varied by domestication and per-

haps by hybridization.—Kock geranium, a plant of the

genue Heuchera; alum-root. The species are rock-loving

plants with geranium-like leaves and with an astringent

root like that of Geranium maevXatum. See alum-root
and Heuehera, with cut.— Spotted geranium, the
spotted crane's-bill, Geranium macvlatum : the name
refers, as does also the specific name, to the spotted or

blotched mature leaves.—Wild geranium, any unculti-

vated species of Geraniwm or crane's-bill. In the eastern

United States most often the spotted geranium, G. macu-
latum. Very widely diffused and common is the rather

weedy G. Carolinianum, Cai'olina crane's-bill, with incon-

spicuous whitish flowers. Another wild geranium is G.

viscosissimum, ranging from Saskatehewan to California,

wrongly suspected of poisoning stock.

geranyl-acetate (jer'a-nil-as'''e-tat), n. [ge-

ran(ium) + -yl.] A liquid, C10H17C2H3O2, de-

rived from geraniol by the action of acetic

anhydrid ana also obtained from certain eu-

calyptus oils. It boils at 242-245° C.

geratic (ge-rat'ik), a. [Gr. yvpag (later stem

germigenous

yvpar-), age, + -ic] Eclating to old age ; de-
cadent.
gerenuk (ge-re-nok'), ». [B.African.] The
native name, adopted as a book-name, for
Waller's gazelle, lAtliocranius walleri, an ex-
cessively long-necked species found in Bast
Africa.

Gergonne point of a triangle. See ^triangle.
Cterm variation. See -kvariation.

CSerman chest, furnace. See -kchest^, kfurnacc.— Ger-
man horizontal plane, Protestant, sesame-oil,
standard candle.. See *planei, *Protegtant, etc.

germander, n—American germander, Teucrium
Canadense. See Teucrium (with cut).— Garlic ger-
mander, the' water-germander, Teucrium Seordtum.
Called also English treacle. See Teucrium..— Germander
chickweed, speedwell. See -kchiclcweed, speedwell.—
Madeira germander, Teucrium betonicum, native in
Madeira. Called also Madeira betony. See Teucrium.—
Poly germander. Same as poiy.- Tree-germander,
Teucrium fruticans. See tree-germander and Teucrivjm.
— Wall germander, Teucrium Chamiaedrys. See ger-

mander and, Teucrium.—Wild germander, (b) The
wall germander, (c) Same as wood irgermander.—Wood
germander, Teucrium Scorodonia, also known as wood-
sage (which see, under sage^. See also Teucrium.

Germania^ (jer-ma'ni-a), n. [L.] Germany
personified.

germania^ (her-ma-ne'a), n. [Sp. germania,
hermania, lit. 'fraternity,' <g'ermamo.Aermareo,
brother: see german^.] Gipsy-language;
thieves' cant; jargon; gibberish.

germanium, n,. The discovery of this chemical ele-

ment in 1886 constituted the third verification of Mende-
lejeff's prediction that elements, unknown when his peri-

odic law was pointed out, would later be discovered
having approximately certain atomic weights and certain
properties which he indicated. Germanium has been
found in argyrodite from Saxony and also in minerals
from Bolivia.

Germanize, v. II. intrans. To become Ger-
man in habits, feelings, sympathies, tastes,

etc.

Germanomania (jer'''ma-n6-ma'ni-a), /i. [L.

Germanus, German, + Gr. /iavta, madness.] A
mania or marked predilection for things Ger-
man ; a pronounced fondness for Germans and
German ways.
Germanomaniac (jfer'''ma-no-ma 'ni-ak), n.

One who carries to exe'ess his fondness for
German things and ways.
GermanophitlSt (j6r-ma-nof'il-ist), n. [L.
Germanus, German, -t- Gr. <l>'uos, loving, -I- -ist.]

One, not a German, who is friendly to Germany
and the Germans, their institutions, aims,
ways, etc.

Whether you believe in Diez as an oracle, as some Ger-
manophilists do, or doubt him, . . . everyone dealing
with Itomance etymologies, must at least see what he
says. The Reader, June 11, 1864, p. 744.

Germanophobe (J6r'ma-n6-f6b). n. [L. Ger-
manus, German, + Gr. -0(}/3of, < ^o^elv, fear.]
One who fears, distrusts, or dislikes Germany
and the Germans.
"About this time," as the old almanacs used' to say,

"look out for storms." These will be raised by the ex-
treme Germanophobes of England over the news given in
"The Standard" of London on Monday and reported by
our London correspondent in his cable dispatehes of the
same day. N. Y. Tribune, April 16, 1903.

Germanophobia (J6r"'ma-n6-f6'bi-a), n. [NL.,
< L. Germanus, Gei'man, -I- Gr. -dopia, < (popeiv,

fear.] Morbid dread or distrust of Germany
and her policy ; unreasonable dislike of Ger-
man ways or things.

Germanophobic (j6r'''ma-no-f6'bik), a. Of,
pertaining to, or characteristic of Germano-
phobists or Germanophobia.
Germanophobist (J6r'''ma-n6-f6'bist), n. One
who hates or distrusts Germany.
germantown (jer'man-toun), n. [German-
town, a suburb of Philadelphia.] A carryall
with a standing top, first built at Germantown,
Pennsylvania, in 1816 : the first vehicle of the
class known as a rockaway.
germ-ball (jferm'bal), «. "In trematodes, as a
larval Distomum, one of the more or less
spherical masses of cells of different sizes out
of which a redia is formed, the latter in its

turn containing a new generation of germ-
balls. See cercaria and redia.

germ-band (jferm'band), n. See *hand'2.

germ-case (jerm'kas), n. A case or sac in-

closing germs or reproductive cells.

germ-cefl, n. 3. In hiol., a reproductive cell;

an ovum or spermatozoon : opposed to body
cell, or somaUc cell.

germigene (jer'mi-jen), n. [L. germen, a germ,
+ Gr. -yevT/c, -producing.] A germarium, es-

pecially of cestode and trematode worms. Syd.
Soc. Lex.

germigenous (j6r-mij'e-nus), a. [L. germen,
germ, + Gr. -yswig, -producing, + -ous.] Pro-
ducing germs : as, a germigenous gland.



germln
germin, v. See germme, v.

germinability (j6r*'ini-na-bil'i-ti), n. Capacity
of germinating ; viability.

The experiments were too limited in number to warrant
any conclusion concerning the difference, if any, in the
germinability al the heavyand light seed, either as to the
time the sprouts appeared or the number produced.

Yearbook, U. S. Dept. Agr., 1896, p. 322.

germinable (jfer'mi-na-bl), a. Capable of ger-
minating or proliferating; viable.

It being taken for granted that the selection shall be
made only from souiidt pure, and germinable stock.

1 Yearbook, U. S. Dept. Agr., 1896, p. 306.

Oerminal area, a part of a germ-cell supposed to be set

ap£^ before development begins, for the formation of a
specific part of the future organism. See -kgerminat
localization Germinal cell. See *ce22.— Germinal
contlnnity. (a) The established fact that since a germ-
cell arises oy a process of division which multii>lieB but
does not interrupt the continuity of the preexisting cell,

and since the new organism arises in the same way, there
is not and has not been any break in the continuity of the
organic world, (b) The doctrine that the fertilized egg,

when it begins its development, soon divides into a so-

matic portion (destined to produce the cells of the body,
which are supposed to be out of the line of descent to later
generations and unable to produce germ-cells) and a ger-

minal portion which gives rise to cells, some of which,
sooner or later, give rise to the sexual cells in the body of

the organism which arises from the egg, so that inheri-

tance is always from germ-cell to germ-cell,without the in-

tervention of somatic cells. See •^somatic cell, -kgerm-

cell, (c) The doctrine that the line of connection between
the fertilized egg and the germ-cells of the organism^ that

is produced from the egg is not through the continuity of

ceUs, but through eontmuity of the hereditary substance
or germ-plasm which is tmnsmitted 'from the egg along
certain lines of somatic cells, or germinal paths, to the
place or places where the reproductive organs or germ-
cells of the new organism are to be formed. According to

this opinion the somatic cells are, as such, out of line of

descent to future generations, and the germ-plasm which
some of them are supposed to contain and transmit is of

the nature of a foreign body. See substance of -kh^redity,

-kgerm^laem.—Germinal groove. See *9ro<we.—Ger-
minal layer. %aaiQ ?>B germ-layer ; one of the three lay-

ers, ectoderm, mesoderm, or entoderm, from which the em-
bryo develops.— Germinal localization, the supposed
localization in an egg, either after or before fertilizatiou,

of ^e regions that are to give rise to the parts of the body
of the organism that is to arise from the egg.

On one view it is supposed that the germ-cell has an
architectural organization predetermined before develop-
ment begins, and that development is in part a "histo-

genetic sundering'' of the pre-existing germinol localiza-

tion. Eneye. Brit, XXXIL 212.

Germinal matter, actively living matter. Same as pro-
toplanm. Beale, 186L—Germinal path, the series of
cells which intervenes between the fertilized egg and the
germ-cells of the organism that arises from the egg. See
Irgerminal continuity.—Germinal selection. See -kse-

lection.

genninater (jSr'mi-na-tSr), n. That 'which
causes or induces germination; specifically, an
appliance for testing the vitality of seeds. See
*germinaUng-chamier.
germinatrng-chamber (jSr'mi-na-ting-cham'*'-

bSr), n. A box devised to fumist, artificially,

conditions of temperature, moisture, and light

which are favorable to the germination of seeds
for the purpose of testing their -vitality by
samples. A 'standardgerminating-chamber,' adoptedby
the American experiment stations and the United States

Depai-tment of Agriculture is made with double copper
walls forming a water-jacket^ a side door, trays for the
seeds, etc.

germiparity (j6r-mi-par'i-ti), n. [germipar-ous

+ 4ty.'\ Eeproduetion by means of germs or
germ-cells.

germiparous (jer-mip'a-rus), a. [Irreg. < L.
oerm(em)> ^'gsrm, + parere, bring forth, bear.

The formation 'would prop, mean 'producing

germs.'] 1. Bearing or producing germs.— 2.

Keproducing by means of germ-cells or germs.

germ-mass gferm'm&s), n. A mass or aggre-

gation of cells which will develop into the
whole or some portion of the embryo.

Qermo (jfir'mo), n. [NL., < F. germon, a popu-
lar name of tie dolphin and the albacore.] A
fenus of scombroid fishes, including the long-

nned albacore, Germo alakmga, widely dis-

tributed in the open seas in warm regions, a
large fish -with remarkably long ribbon-shaped
pectoral fin.

germogen (
j6r'mo-jen), n. [L. germ(en,), germ,

+ Gr. -yev^s, producing.] A syncytium or nu-

cleated mass of protoplasm from which the re-

productive orgerm-ceUs arise. The germogen
is clearly seen in the ovaries of insects.

germ-plasm (j6rm'plazm), n. Same as germ-

plasma Accessorf germ-plasm, the germ-plasm to

which, according to 'Weismann, the formation of new or-

ganisms by budding is due. In order to account for the

origin from a bud (which at first is part of the body of the

oisanism which produces it) of a new organism which
may come, in time, to exhibit the characteristics of the

species, to produce germ-cells, and to propagate its kind,

Weismann propounds a supplementary hypothesis accord-

ing to which somatic cells lliat are predestined to produce

new beings from buds receive germ-plasm from the egg in

addition to their proper idioplasm. . Since begonias and
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sea-anemones and many'ofher plants and animalsmay pro-

duce new and perfect representatives of their species from

any part of their bodies, it has seemed to many naturalists

that this subsidiary hypothesis is, in effect, the abandon-

ment by Weismann of the whole doctrine of germ-plasm
(see below), which is based upon the opinion that gei-m-

cells and body-oeUs are fundamentally and completely

different.—Blastogenlc germ-plasm, the germ-plasm
by means of which a neworganism is held, by Weismann,
to be produced from a bud.—Doctrine Of germ-plasm,
the theory of Weismann concerning the intimate structure

of germ-plasm (or ancestral idioplasm, or the substance of

inheritance), according to which it is regarded as made up
of innumerable biophores, each of which is the bearer of

one of the hereditary qualities of the species ; these are

joined in groups, or determinants, each of which is the
bearer of the hereditary qualities of a cell ; the deter-

minants are again compounded into ids, which are the
bearers of the hereditary qualities of an organism and are
identified by Weismann with the chromatin granules or
microsomata; the ids are again compounded mto idants,

each of which is the bearer of a number of possibilities of

individual development The idants are identified with
the chromosomes or rods or loops of chromatin. The
germ-plasm or ancestral idioplasm alone is supposed to
contain all the biophores and determinants of the species,

while each somatic cell contains those only that pertain to
it and to the cells that it is destined to produce during the
development and growth of the individual oi^anism. In-

dividual development is held to beaccompanied by, and to
consist in, the disintegration of an id by differential cell-

division, until finally only one determinant remains to

each cell, there breaking up into the biophores which
give to the cell its inherited characteristics. While de-

velopment is going on, the series of cells which are to give
rise to neweerm-cells is formed and endowed, in addition
to its own idioplasm, with ancestral germ-plasm which it

transports to the place where the new germ-cells are to
arise. Thisattemptto accountfor inheritsAice bythe hypo-
thetic architecture of an ideal substance of inheritance
has a conspicuous place in biologic literature and many
disciples, although it rests, like many similar attempts,
upon the uncritical acceptance of the notion of a substance,
or thing in itself, as a bearer of qualities. We cannot ac-

count for the dog's head by saying that it is supported by
a dog, nor can we hope to account for the origin of the dog
piecemeal, because dogs have no piecemeal existence. See
sitbstance of -kheredity and -kWeiBman/nism.— Reserve
germ-plasm. See accessory -kgerm-plasm.— Sporo-
genlc germ-plasm, the germ-plasm to which the de-
velopment of a new organism from a spore, as contrasted
with an egg, is due, according to Weismann.

germ-polyp (j6rm'pol"ip), n. A polyp pro-
duced by 'Budding.

germ-region (jerm're'jgn), TO. A region of the
fertilized egg definitely set apart for the con-
struction of a specific part of the future
organism.

But, from the standpoint of casual morphology, it must
he asked what determines the arrangement of the different
gernif-regions in the ovum.

•7. Loeb, Biol. Lectures, 1894, p. 49.

germ-sac (jSrm'sak), n. Same as *germ-case.

germ-spot (jerm'spot), TO. The nucleolus of the
germinal vesicle, or nucleus of the unfertilized
egg ; the germinal spot.

germ-stage (jfirm'staj), n. A stage in the early
development of an organism ; the state of be-
ing a germ,
germ-tract (jferm'trakt), n. The series ofcells
which constitute the direct line of descent or
cell-Uneage from the original egg through the
developing germ-cells of the embryo to the
mature germ-cell that will give rise to another
organism. Weismann.
germ-yolk (jerm'yok), n. In embryol., the por-
tion of the yolk which is assimilated by the
cells that go to form the *germ-mass (which
see) : opposed to the foodryolk, which is ab-
sorbed by the' older embryo or young animal.
Owen, 1855.

geromarasmus (ger^o-ma-raz'mus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. y^pag, old age, + uapaa/idg, wasting.]
Atrophy of all the tissues due to old age.
geromorpMsm (ger-o-m&r'fizm), n. [Gr.
ytjpa^, old age, + imppii, form, + -ism.'] Pres-
ence in a young or middle-aged person of the
characteristics of old age

;
premature senility.

Geronomite (je-ron'o-mit). n. [Sp. It. gerono-
mita (MLi. Hieronymita), < &eronomo, < LL.
Sieronymus, Jerome.] A member of the
monastic community which took St. Jerome
as their patron saint.

gerontarchical(ger-on-tar'ki-kal), a. [*geron-
tarchy (< Gr-yipav (yepovr-), an old znaiTi,+ apx^,
rule) -r -icai.'] Of or pertaining to govern-
ment by old men ; establishing or setting up
government by old men. See gerontocracy.

gerontastic (ger-on-tas'tik), a. Igerontast-y
+ 4c.'] hipaleon., having the properties of
or belonging to senile age in the development
of a colony.
gerontasty (ger-on-tas'ti), n. [Gr. yipav
(yepovT-), an old man, + imv, a city.] In
paieon., a senile colony (as of corals orgrapto-
lites).

gerontatrophy (ger - on -tat "ro - fi), m. [Gr.
yipon) (jepovT-), an old man, + atpo^la, atrophy.]
Same as *geroma,rasmus.

get

gerontiC (ge-ron'tik), a. [Gr. yepmnicdg, < yipuv

{yipovT-), an old man.] Having the characters

of old age or senility: specially applied to one

of the stages in the gro'wth and decline of the

indi'vidual, bearing characteristics peculiar to

itself, but reproducing in part those of the

infantile stage.

There are in some groups, especially among parasites,

adaptive stages of a retrogressive nature tliat are not in

any sense gerorUic. A. Hyatt, BioL Lectures, 1899, p. 136.

gerontine (ge-ron'tin), «. [Gr. yipuv {ycpavr-),

an old man, +-ine'^.] A colorless, ci^stalliiie

base, C5Hi4N^, obtained from the hver and
kidneys, especially from those of old dogs. It

is isomeric with cadaverine, which it re-

sembles.
gerontism (ge-ron'tizm), ». [geront(J,c) +
-ism.] Senility or old age considered as a stage

in the normal life-history of organisms.

Oerontism, or old age, is marked in its earlier stages in

gastropod shells by the disappearance of features char-

acterizing the adult. Amer. Nat., Dec, 1902, p. 937.

gerOUSia (ge-ro'si-a), TO. [Gr. yepovata, < yipuv

(yepovT-) an old man ; connected with y^pag,

old age.] In Or. anUq., a council of old men;
a senate : especially applied to the senate of

Sparta, which was composed of 28 membera, to

which the two kings were added. Its functions
were similar to those of the Athenian 'boule.

See houy^.
gemndial, a— Genmdlal infinitive, an infinitive

which has the nature of a gerund or verbal noun.

Gervillia (j6r-vil'i-a), to. [NL., < GerviUe, a
commune in France.] A genus of priono-

desmaeeous pelecypods allied to Perna and
bearing a m'oltivincular ligament and elon-

gated shell : very generally distributed
through rocks of Mesozoic age and continuing
into the lower Tertiary.

gess, V. and to. A simplified spelling of guess.

gest, n. and v. A simplified spelling of gitest.

ges-fcate (jes'tat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. gesfated,

ppr. gestaUng. [L. gestare (pp. gestatus) : see
gestaUon.] To carry in the womb during the
natural period of fetal development; hence,
figuratively, to form and gradually mature
(some project) in the mind, to be brought forth
in due time.

gestation, to.—Abdominal gestation. Seeirabdom-
inal.—Ectopic gestation. Same as extra-uterine
pregnancy (which see, under pregna-ncy).— Mural ges-
taUon or pregnancy, a condition in which the ovum
has been arrested and its development is taking place in

the part of the Fallopian tube which passes tlirough the
wall of the uterus.—Tubal gestation. Same as tubal
pregnant^.

gestati've (jes'ta-tiv), a. [NL. *pestativus, < L.
gestare, gestate.] Of or pertaining to gesta-
tion : as, the gestative process.

gesticulant (jes-tik'u-lant), a. [L. gesUm-
lans, ppr. of gesticulari, gesticulate.] Gesticu-
lating. Buslrni.

gesticulative (Jes-tik'-a-la-tiv), a. [gesticu-

late + -iroe.] Characterized by or accompanied
'with gesticulations.

Diodorus Siculus says that they [the Gauls] . . . drank
with such violent eagerness as either to stuped themselves
to sleep or enrage i^emselves to madness. He also calls
them "extravagantly avaricious" and testifies to their
disorderly and gesticulative fits of rage.

Farrar, St Paul, L 474, note.

gesundheit (ge-s6nt'hit), to. [G., < gesund,
sound in health, -I- -heit, E. -hood.] Health.
—Zur gesundheit, 'to your health,' a good wish ad-
dressed by Oermans to one who has just sneezed.

geti, V. I. trans—To get a pair of spectacles, in
cncket, to fail to score in both innings of a match.—To
get It, to * catch it

' ; come in for : as, he got it when he
was caught (Colloq.]

II, intrans. To get about, (a) To become known;
leak out (6) To be about again as after an illness or per-
iod of confinement to the house.— IVj get away 'with,
to succeed in carrying off ; make away with.—To get
back, to return.—To get Clear, to regain one's freedom

;

become free from entanglements ; be absolved.— To get
forward, to make progress ; advance.—To get left, to
be disappomted ; fail. [Slang.]—To get loose, to be-
come disentangled ; succeed in freeing one's self.—To get
on, (o) In racing, to stake money on (a horse).- To get
on to, to become aware of; 'catch on'; understand.
[Slang.]—To get out. (c) In racing, to escape loss by
backing the horse against which one had already bet-
To get up. (<J) In cricket, of the baU or the bowler, to
nse oft the pitch higher than usual ; to bump.

get^, TO. 3, In coal-mimmg, the output of amine
durmg a stated season or period.—4. Gain

;

wages; specifically, a blacksmith's wages
under the Crowley system. [Prov.]
get* (get), TO. [Aram, get] A bill of divorce
among the Jews. Like the ketnba, or marriage con-
tract, this document is drawn up in the Aramaic language,
uniformly worded and careftdly written by a proper
scribe. The orthodox form must contain twelve full and
equal lines (neither more nor less) to agree with the nn-



get

merical value, in Hebrew of the letters G T. Alter certain
preliminary ceremonies and questionings by the rabbi,
particularly as to whether both pfurties agree to the
divorce, the husband hands the get to his wife in the
Sresence of ten witnesses. In the get is contained the
ate, the names and surnames of husband and wife and of

their fathers, and also the name of the city, and ite location
^whether near a river or sea). After the first lines contain-
mg the date, it runs : - . . "I, N, son of N, of the city of
N, situated on the river N, set thee free, my wife N,
daughter of N, of the city of N, et ceteitu -Thou art set free
and art at liberty to marry any man whom thou mayst
choose. This document from me is a letter of divorce-
ment and liberty according to the law of Moses and
Israel."

geta (ga'ta), m. [Jap.] Wooden, clogs worn
out of doors Toy the Japanese.

getatability (get-afa-Wri-ti), n. The quality
of beinggetatable or attainable; accessibility.

[CoUoq.]
getatable (get-at'a-bl), a. Accessible; that
may be reached or attained; attainable. [Col-
loq.]

gey, a. See gay\ 7.

geyser, n. 2. A gas-burning apparatus at-
tached to a bath for the purpose of heating
water for the bath.

The victim in this case, a young man, was asphyxiated
in his bath by the CO-containing fumes escaping from a
badly constructed and unventilated "geyser.

Nature, June 2, 1904, p. 119.

geyserine (;^'s6r-in), a. \igeyser + -imei.] Of
or pertaining to geysers ; originating through
the agency of heated waters, as geyserite.
Smithsonian Sep., 1899, p. 359.

Geyserite terrace. See * terracei-.

g. gr. An abbreviation of great gross.

ghaffir (gha-fer'), »• [Ar. ghajw or iqftr.']

A native Egyptian policeman. [Anglo-Egyp-
tian.]

gbarial, n. See gharrial.

ghazi (ga'ze"), n. [Ar. ghdgi.'] Among Mo-
hammedans, a warrior, especially one who
has been victorious over infidels; a popular
'hero.'

ghee, n. 2. The solid fat obtained from the
seeds of Madhuea butyraeea, a tree found in

northern India. It is used as a food, and also

for an ointment, and in making soap and
candles.

gherkin, n—Bur gherkin, the small, oval, spiny
fruit of Cucumis Anguria, an annual cucnrbitaceous vine
distributed from the southern United States to the West
Indies and Central and South America. It is used as a
substitute for the common cucumber, especially in pickles.

Galled also West Indian gherkin, Ja/maica cttcutrwer, and
gooseberry-gourd.—West Indiangherkin. Same as bur
^gherkin.

ghoom (gSm), V. i. To search for big game by
wandering alone after dark in a haunt of the
animal. [India.]

Then Capt. G. tells about "ghoiymmg" for bears.

"Ghotynwng "(expressive word I) is, it appears, wander-
ing around alone in the dark, and must be a queerish
sport However, after a night spent in this fashion, (and
a bear slain,) you read how the Captain trailed back to his

camp and fell asleep.
N. Y. Times, Sat. Bev., Aug. 12, 1906, p. 527.

ghost, n. 9. One who does literary, legal, or
artistic work for another, who gets all the
credit; one who 'devils' for another.— 10. A
false line in a diffraction-spectrum caused by
certain periodic irregularities in the ruling of
the gfating which produces the spectrum.
Ohosts usually occur in pairs accompanying a conspic-
uous line on each side of it and near it. See grating.

11. A red blood-corpuscle from which the
red coloring-matter or hemoglobin has es-

caped.

Whether this increase of permeability persists when the
corpuscles have been reduced to ghosts by the escape of
the haemoglobin 1 am unable to say.

Jour. Exper. Med., March 17, 1902, p. 267.

Ghost ophthalmoscope. See -Aophthalmoscope.

ghost-candle (g6st'kan"dl), n. A candle which
is kept burning in a death-chamber for the

Sarpose of frightening away ghosts.

OSt-dance (gost'dans), ». A ceremonial of

a number of North American tribes, of recent
origin, and developed from the Messianic doc-
trines of Indian prophets who jjrophesied the
return of the dead and the extinction of the
whites. These religious ideas and the related rites

originated in Utah and spread as far east as the Missis-

sippi river. They were most potent about the year
1890.

ghost-demon (g6st'de'''mon), n. In folk-lore,

a ghost that has become a demon.
We may trace up from the psychology of the lower

races the familiar ancient and modem European tales df
baleful ghost-demons.

K B. Tylor, Primitive Culture, IL 113.

ghost-flower (gost'flou'Sr), n. The Indian-

pipeT so called with reference to the white-
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ness of the whole plant. Also called corpse-
plant and iee-plant. See Monotropa.
ghost-food (gost'fod), B. Food offered to the
ghosts of the dead.
gnost-god (gost'god), n. A ghost-demon that
is worshiped as a god.
ghosthood (gost'hM), n. The state of being a
ghost.

gnosty (gos'ti), a. {ghost + -yK'\ Like or of
the nature of a ghost : as, a ghosty story ; a
ghost}! "'oo'i-

ghoulishly (gS'lish-li), adv. In a ghoulish man-
ner; with ghoulish eagerness.
giallolino (jai-lo-le'no), m. [It., later giallo-

rino, < gialV), yellow.] A yellow pigment the
nature of which is doubtful

;
perhaps a light

yellow ooher or possibly a sulphid of antimony.
Naples yellow, whioli is assumed by some to be the same
as giallolino, is a mixture of white lead and clirome
yellow.

giant, n. 4k. In gold-mming, a large nozle used
to direct the powerful streams employed in
hydraulic work. See cut under hydraulic.— Waltzing glaat, a whirling column of sand gliding
along over the ground ; a sand-whirl.

giantism, n. 2. Abnormal growth or develop-
ment, especially as regards height.
Lancaster shows how many organisms slide down the

phyletic scale and react to an ever less complex environ-
ment. . . . Ing^'amfa'sm the human skeleton may revertto
a state that suggests thatot the gorilla.

G. S. Ball, Adolescence, I. 337.

giantize (ji'au-liz), v. i. and t.
;
pret. and pp.

giantieed, ppr. gianUzing. [giant + -jae.] To
play the giant; make as big as a giant.

gib^-, ». 4. (6) Thewedge or adjusting-shoe by
which wear is taken up at a sliding contact,
such as a cross-head moving on guides.— 6. A
prism.— 7. The hooked mandible of the male
salmon or trout which is formed during the
breeding-season

.

gibbed Qibd), a. [pjfti + -ed^.l In meeh.,
provided with gibs ; having lips, or hooks,
which hold a piece in place, while permitting
it to slide. The gibs are usually so arranged as to pro-
vide for taking up wear in the bearings.

gibber* (gib'6r), n. [Native Australian.] A
big stone or boulder; an overhanging roek.
[Australia.]

gbber" (jib'er), n. A halky horse ; a jihber.

ibbera (jib'e-ra), n. [NL. (Fries, 1825), <
L. gibber, humpbacked.] A genus of pyre-
nomyeetous fungi ofthe familyOiecMrftitorJoce*,
having black peritheeia seated upon a stroma
and beset withstiff bristles. The spores are brown
and uniseptate. G. Vaceinii is parasitic upon twigs of
the cowberry, Vacemium Yitis-Idxa.

Gibberella (jib-e-rel'a)i n. [NL. (Saccardo
1877), < Giiberd + dim. -ella.'i A genus of
pyrenomycetous fungi of the family Hypo-
creacesB, having somewhat dark-colored fleshy
peritheeia seated either on a stroma or on the
surface of the host. The spores are hyaline
or yellowish and 2- or more-celled. G. puU-
caris is common on branches of various trees.

gibber-gunyah (jib"6r-gun'ya), n. [Native
Australian.] A rock-shelter or aboriginal cave-
dwelling. [Australia.]

gibbet^, n.^Hallfax gibbet, an instrument resembling
the guillotine, and taking its name from Halifax, England,
for use in beheading criminals.—The yeax Of the three
gibbets, the year 1777, in allusion to the three (gibbet-
11K6) / S>

Gibbonsia (gi-bon'si-a), n. [NL., named after
Dr. Wm. P. Gibbons, a California naturalist.]

A genus of small blennies found among the
seaweed-covered rocks along the coast of Cal-
ifornia. G. elegans is the common species.

Gibb's vector method. See *vector.

gib-plate (jib'plat), n. A plate or strap which
holds in place the piece to which it is fastened
and yet leaves it free to move in a prescribed
direction.

Qid bladder-worm. See *iladder-worm.

gidjee (gid'je), n. A colonial form of *gidya.

gidya (gid'ya), n. [Austral, aboriginal name.]
The Victorian myaU, Acacia hmnalophylla.

Also called gidjee. See myall.

Gien pottery. See *pottery.

gift, n.— Indian gift, a gift that may be reclaimed ; a
fgift 'with a string.'—Onerous gift, in law, a gift con-

ditionedupon the performance of something by the donee.

gigi, ». 3. (e) Inmachine-shop practice, a port-

able appliance forholdingapiece of metalupon
a machine and presenting it, successively, in

two or more positions, to the cutting-tools:

also used to assist in guiding the tools to the

work. It is made in many forms and is used
upon a great variety of machines. It is com-
monly employed in making standard parts of

machines, tools, or 'motors.— 5. In policy, a

Giffartina mamillosa.

a, plant, one third natural size; b.

cross-section of a small portion of fer-

tile frond, enlarged ; c, vertical section
of a tubercle and spores from the same,
highly magnified.

gild

special combination of three numbers. See
policy^, 3.

gigantize (ji-gan'tiz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. gi-

ganUzed, ppr. giganUzing. [Gr. ylyag (yiyavr-),

giant, -I- 4ze.'] To cause to appear of giant
proportions.

glgantoblast (ji-gan'to-blast^, «. [Gr. yiyag

(yiyavT-), giant, + pXa<rr6g, germ.] A specially
large nucleated red blood-corpuscle of the
megaloblastic type.

gigantocyte (ji-gan'to-sit), n. [Gr. yiyag

(yiyavT-), giant, -t- idn-of, a hollow (a cell).]

A non-nucleated red blood-corpuscle of large
size.

Glgantotermes (ji-gan-to-ter'mez), n. [NL.,
< Gr. yiyoQ (yiyavr-), a giant, + NL. termes, a
white ant.] An extinct genus of white ants
from the Jurassic Uthographio slates of Ba-
varia.

Gigartina (jig-ar-

ti'na), n. [NL.
(Stackhouse,
1809), < Gr. yiyap-

Tov, a grape-
stone.] Ared sea-

weed, related to
Chonarus or Irish

moss. It occurs com-
monly on both the
Atlantic and Pacific

coasts and isabundant
in the temperate and
colder waters of Eu-
rope. It is used with
other algse 1 for the
manufacture of agar-
agar.

gig -back (gig'
bak), n. A quick-
return motion

;

specifically, a me-
chanism for re-

turning a saw-
mill-carriage after the cut has been made, the
return travel being at a higher speed than the
cutting.

gig-bit (gig'bit), n. A straight cheek-bit with
rein-rings at the ends of the mouthpiece and
side-loops for the reinswhen using it as a curb.

gig-flock (gig'flok), n. The short fibers which
are torn from the fabric during the process of

gigging, or napping.
pgglement (gig'1-ment), n. [giggle + ment.']

Giggling.

gigglesome (gig'1-sum), a. [giggle + -some.']

Inclined to giggle.

Gigli saw. See ''saiv.

gigliato (jel-ya'to), n. [It., < gigUo,^ < L. lilvum,

luy.] 1. A silver coin of Sicily, of the
Knights of St. John of Jerusalem at Bhodes,
and of the kings of Cyprus of the Lusignan
line. It is named from the terminal embel-
lishment of a cross on the reverse.— 2. A
Tuscan gold coin, the sequin, also called the
ruspo.

gil, n. and v. A simplified spelling of gill.

Gila (he'la)^ n. [NL., < Gila (river).] A genus
of cyprinoid fishes or chubs, found in the
Gila river in Arizona, known as hardtails.
The fiesh is very dry and fiat in fiavor; the bones of the
tail are long and slender, with a large caudal fin. G. ele-

gans is the common species.—Gila trout, a name some-
times applied to Gila elega/ns, a cyprinoid fish found in
the Gila river : unlike and unrelated to the trout

gilbert (gil'bfert), n. [Named for William Gil-
bert (1540-1603).] A proposed unit of mag-
netomotive force having the yalue J? = .7958
ampere-turn. 4ir

gilbertage (gil'bfer-taj), n. A name proposed
for the magnetomotive force, in gilberts, of a
magnetic circuit: suggested by the term vol-
tage for electromotive force. [Bare.]
Gilbertia (gil-ber'ti-a), n. A genus of serra-
noid fishes of the South Pacific Ocean.
Gilbertidia (gil-b6r-tid'i-a), n. [NL., named
from Dr. Charles H. Gitberti] A genus of
small soft-bodied sculpins^ extremely degen-
erate in structure, found m the deep waters
of the channels of southern Alaska. G. sigo-

lutes is the known species.

gil-cup, n. See *giU-cup.

gild^, V. t. 7. To electroplate by depositing a
layer of gold from an electric bath.— 8. To
eat the alloy out of (a low-grade gold) by
means of an acid, leaving the fine gold on the
surface.

gild^, n. 8. (a) In phytogeog., one of several
groups of plants wHch depend for their ex-
istence on other plants. The gilds (G. genossen-
schaften), according to Schimper, are four in number:



gild

liaiies, epiphytes, saprophytes, and parasites. See epi-
phyte, 1, -k liana, paramte, 2 (c), and saprophyte. (6) A
group of species which, owing to their like adaptations
imder fit conditions, invade a new region together and in

Pmind and Clements.

Blue Gilia {,Gilia Chamissotiis').

plant, one fourth natural

gilding, n— Chemical gliding, gUding by immersion
in a solution of a chemical compound of gold, without
using an electric current.

gilding-metal (gil'ding-mefal), ». Rolled
sheet-brass from which cartridge-shells are
drawn.

gildo (gil'do), «. [ML. (also congildo), < AS.
gegyMa, < gyld, a gild.] In Anglo-Saxon law,
a member of a gild.

giMsh (gil'fish), n. The male salmon during
the breeding-season.

gil-guy, n— To make a gll-gny, to perform an unsear
manlike piece of work.

Gilia, n. 2. [?. c] Any
plant of thegenua Gilia

.

For species known by
othernamessee*6ird's-
eye, 1 (d), *skunkweed,
and standing - cypress.
—^Blue gilla, the Califomian
Gilia Cka-mi^sonis and the
related G. capitata and G.

achiMesefolia. G. Chamis-
sonis forms masses of bright

deep blue in the fields near
San Francisco; G. capitata
(from which the former is not
always distinguished) is a
similar, more delicate plant
known in cultivation, as is

also G. achillesefolia, a spe-

cies with the leaves dissected

like milfoil. All three have
the flowers in heads, those

of the last-named larger and
less compact.— Frjiiged
gUla. See kground-pink.—
Scarlet gllla, GiZUi aggre-
gata, a species diifused from
}4^ebraska to the Sierra Ne-
vada of California and south
to Texas and Mexico. It is a
viscid plant, a biennial with
stems 2 to 4 feet high, the
leaves pinnately divided, the
flowers in small clustera,

standing out horizontally,

the delicate corolla tubular
withspreadingborder, Itoli size;"*, flower, natural size ; f,

inches long, predommantly fruiting calyx, natural size; d.

SCarlet-TrlCOlOred gSla. ^^' enlarged.

Same as -kWrd's-erye, 1 (3).

gilingan (ge-ling'gan), n. [Tagalog gilingan

(gilinggan),' < giling, grind in a mill.] In the

Philippine Islands, a hand-mill for husking
rice.

The grain is separated from the straw by thrashing, or

by use of wind whenever possible, and is finally separated

from the husk by pounding two or three times in a

wooden mortar, ctdled a "lusong," or by making use of a
sort of handmill, called guilingan.

Gaz. PhUippme Is., 1902, p. 71.

gill^, n.—Extrapnlmonary gill, in some snails, as

Ancylus, a gill-like organ situated within the pulmonary
sac and thought to be used for aqueous respiration.—

Pericardial gill, in nudibranch mollusks, one of the

folds on the dorsal wall of the pedicardium.—Eectal
gills, a remarkable arrangement of tracheal gills in the

rectum of the nymph of the dragon-fly. The rectum is

lined with sixdouble longitudinal ridges of either very deli-

cate papiUsB or lamellae, both papillae and lamellae being
provided witli very numerous tracheal branches.— Tra;-

Cheal gills. They are tubular or leaf-like expansions of

the body integument, richly supplied with tracheal

bi'anches and with a very delicate integument through
which the oxygenation of the blood or tracheal air is

effected. Th^se gills are common among the aquatic

larvse of certain groups of insects.

gill*, ». 3. -An English penny or quarter bit.

[British Guiana.]

gill® (gil)i "• [Compare gillie.'] A fellow or
' cove ' : as, a queer gill. [Slang.]

gill-ale (jil'al), n. [Compare gills and ale-

hoof.'] The ground-ivy, Gleeoma hederaeea.

gill-basket (gil'bas'ket), n. A basket-like

framework of cartilage which surrounds the

branchial region in the cyclostomes or lam-

preys.

glU-books (gil'ljuts), n. pi. The lamellate

branchise of the king-crab. They are borne on

appendages two to six of the abdomen and are protected

by the enlarged first pair, which are united in the middle

giU-CUp (gil' kup), n. A buttercup : usuaUy

in the plural. Also giUcup, gilt-cup, and gilty-

Gmellus (gi-lel' ns), n. [ML., named from

T. N. Gill, an American ichthyologist.] A
genus of small fishes of the iarailj Dactylosco-

pidsB, found among the reefs of Florida.

gillenin (gi-le'nin), n. lGillen+ -4%^.] A
substance said to be the active principle of

American ipecac, Pofteranthus trifoliatus {Gil-

lenia trifoliata of Moeneh), and other species

of Porteranthus. It is emetic.
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gill-filter (gLl'fll''t^r), It. In ichth., one of the

slender appendages attached to the inner sides

of the ^-arches and serving to separate

food from the water and to keep various small

substances from the gills. Nature, Nov. 19,

1903, p. 64.

gill-nssure (gil'fish "ur), n. Same as gill-

opening.

gill-footed (gU'fut'ed), a. Branchiopodous.

gill-fringe (gU'frinj), m. The branchial
membrane or gill-filaments of fishes, on the

outside of the gill-arches, and covered by the
operculum.
gill-bead (gU'hed), n. A machine for pre-

paring flax for spinning. The stricks are combed
out into slivers, which are then combined and combed
into rovings.

gillingite (gil'ing-it), n. IGillinge (see det)
-i- -ite'^.] A hydrous ferric silicate, occur-
ing in black masses with earthy fracture, from
the Gillinge mine, Sodermanland, Sweden.
gilling-thread (gil'ing-thred), »,. A two or
more ply twisted linen or cotton thread, used
for making gUUng nets.

gill-intestine (gil'ln-tes'tin), n. The anterior,
respiratory portion of the alimentary tract in
primitive vertebrates, as opposed to the stom-
ach-intestine, or digestive region. Haeckel,
1879.

gill-lamella (giria-mel"a), n. A flat, plate-
shaped respiratory organ, as distinguished
from a gill-filament; a gill-leaf or gill-leaflet.

gill-leaf (gil'lef), n. Same as *gill-lamella.
gill-leaflet (gil'lef'let), n. Same as *gill-la-

mella.
The cteuidium is made up of two rows of gill-plates or

giil-leajlets, attached to a ctenidial axis. PhUos. Trails.

Soy. Soc. (LondonX 1903, ser. B, p. 189.

gill-pore (gil'por), n. In Balanoglossus, a mi-
nute opening which places the cavity of a gUl-
poueh in communication with the exterior.

This [gill-pouch] in its turn opens to the exterior by a
minute gill-pore. Eneye. Brit., XXVL 85.

gill-poucb (gil'poueh), n. In Balanoglossus,
one of a series of pouch-like cavities arranged
in two lofigitudinal rows posterior to the col-

lar, each communicating with the alimentary
canal through a gill-slit and with the exterior
through a giU-pore.

In most species of Balanog;lossus each gill-slit may be
said to open into its own atrial chamber or gill-pouch.

~
c. Brit, XXVI. 86.

gill-run (gil'run), n. Same as gill^, 2.

gill-sbeet (gil'shet), n. The layer or sheet
formed by the slivers of flax in a gilling-ma-
chine.

gill-spreader (gil'spred''6r), n. Same as gill-

ing-machine.

gill-teeth (gil'teth), «. The spikes or teeth

'

which project from the fallers in a gilling-ma-
chine.

gill-tuft (gil'tuft), n. A group of gill-fila-

ments or of arborescent branchisB, as in cer-
tain annelids.

gillyflower, n.—Dame's-glllyflower. Same as damte's-
violet—Mock gillyflower, the soapwort or bouncing-
bet, Saponaria officinalis.—Night-scentedgUi^ower.
Same a&dame's-violet.—Turkey gillyflower, the African
marigold, Tagetes erecta. See marigold, 1.

gilly-gaupus (gil*i-ga'pus), «. A tall, awk-
ward, foolish person. [Scotch.]

gilsonite (gil'son-it), n. [From S. H. Gilson
of Salt Lake dity.] A very pure form of as-
phaltum obtained in considerable quantity in
the Uinta valley, near Fort Duchesne, Utah.

gilt, n. and v. A simplified spelling of guilt.

giltl, n. 3. In archery, the innermost circle of
the target; the gold.

gilt-cup (gilt'kup), n. Same as *gill-cup.

gilty, a. A simplified spelling of guilty.

gimbal-joint (gim'bal-joint), n. A method of
suspension which permits of motion about two
axes in the same plane, at right angles to each
other; a glmbal.
gimbal-ring (gim'bal-ring), n. A rynd; the
piece on which the iipper millstone rests and
in the center of which is the cockeye, which
rests on the spindle.

gimel (gim'el), n. [Heb. gtmel : see gamma.]
The third letter of the Hebrew alphabet (3),

corresponding to the EngUsh g in go. Its nu-
mericsil value is 3.

gimlet, V. t.—lo gimlet the ancbor, to turn the an-
chor around when it is hanging from the cat-head or
hawse-pipe.

gimlet-bit (gim'let-bit), TO. An auger-bit in

which the cutting edges are drawn into the
wood to be bored by a gimlet-point which
pierces in advance of the paring-edges.

Ginkgoales

gimlet-wood (gim'letr-wud), n. The fluted

gum or gimlet-gum, Eucalyptus salubris, sO'

called from the twisted, fluted structure of the.

stem.

gimp^, n. 3. In angling, a line in which fine

wire is woven, or which is bound or wound
with wire to increase its strength—Gimp lace.

See irlace.

gimp^, V. t. 2. To weave or bind wire into a
fabric or cord to stiffen it.

gin-cut (jin'kut), a. Noting cotton that has

been damaged or cut by the saw-gin.

ginfuku (gin-fo'kd), «. [Jap., < gin, silver, -I-

fuku, belly.] One of the gymnodout fishes of

Japan, Spheroides sceleratus.

ginger^. I. « Amada ginger. Same as mango
ginger(vhlBh see, under ^r^ffeJl).—Broad-leaved gin-

ger, Zimiber Zerumbet. See -kawapuM, 1.—Chinese
ginger, the rhizomes of Languae zingiberina (,Alpinia

zingiberina of Baker), which when boiled and preserved

in syrup, or candied, form a well-known sweetmeat-
Egyptian ginger, Caladiutn Colocasia. See torol.—

Native ginger, in Queensland, Langitas ceerulea (Hel-

lenia cserulea of Robert Brown), so named because the

whole plant, as well as the rhizome, has the scent and
pungency of ginger.—Wild ginger. (6) Any American
species of Asarum^ (c) In the West Indies, any one of
several species belonging to the genera Costusand A Ipinia

(Renealmia oi many authors).

II. a.— Ginger brandy, a cordial made of brandy
strongly impregnated with gmger.

gingerl (jin'j&r), v. t. [ginger, n.] To put
some 'ginger' into (a person); shake up; re-

vive.

gingerbread, n. II. a. Having a fanciful

shape, such as is often given to gingerbread;

showy but unsubstantial or inartistic: (see

gingerhread-worh) ; as, gingerbread fittings on
a yacht.

ginger-grass, «.— oil of ginger-grass. See *aa.

ginger-lea^ (jin'j6r-lef), n. Same as turkey

*mullen.

gingerline (jin'jer-lin), a. and to. [Also gingel-

line, gingeline, *gingioline ; altered (by assimi-

lation to ginger), from It. giuggiolino, of same
meaning, another use of giuggiolino, an East
Indian plant, gingiU, < Hindi andMarathijJM-
jaU, Ar. julj&an, Sp. aljonjoU, etc. : see gingili

and "^aljonjoU.] I. a. Of a reddish-yeliow
color; ginger-colored. [Seventeenth centui^.]

II. re. The color itself; also a cloth of this

color. It was among the stuffs supplied to

the North American Indians "for breeches
and jackets" by the traders. A. M. Earle,

Costume of Colonial Times, p. 114.

gingerol (jin'j6r-61), TO. [ginper -t- -ol.] A
colorless liquid, C5H80(?), with the charac-
teristic pungent taste of Zinziber Zingiber,

from the root of which it is extracted.

ginger-plant (jin 'j6r- plant), n. The tansy,
Tanacetum vulgare.

ginger-roll (jin'j^r-rol), n. A whalemen's
term for the folds under the throat and belly
of the humpback, finback, and sulphur-bottom
whales.
ginger-root (jin'j6r-rot), TO. The coltsfoot,

Tussilago Farfara.

gingery (jin'jfer-i), a. Ginger-like in properties
or appearance : hence, hot; pungent in taste;
spicy.

gingivolabial (jin-ji-vo-la'bi-al), a. [L. gin-
giva, gum, -I- labium, lip, -(- -al.] Relating to
both gums and lips. Buck, Med. Handbook,
VI. 124.

gingkoic (ging-ko'ik), a. [gingko -I- -ic] De-
rived from gingko Gingkoic acid, a colorless, crys-

talline compound, C24H48O3, melting at 35° C. It occurs
in the fruit of Ginkgo biXoba.

gingko-nut (ging'ko-nut), TO. A nut or fruit

of the gingko-tree. Ginkgo biloba.

ginglymo^iibrodia (jing"- or ging"li-m6-ar-
thro'di-a), re.; pi. ginglymoarthrodim (-e).

[NL., < 'ginglymus -t- arthrodia.'] An articula-
tion which has both a sliding and a hinge
motion.
Ginkgoacese (ging-go-a'se-e), «.pJ. [NL.
(Engler, 1897), < Ginkgo -1- '-acese.] A family
of gymnospermous plants constituting the
order Ginkgoales and typified by the genus
Ginkgo : the maidenhair-tree family, it is very
anomalouB and archaic in most of its characters, and is

remarkable in having reproduction effected through the
medium of motile spermatozoids, as in the Cycaaaceie.
Ginkgo is the only living genus, but a number of extinct
genera, as Jeanpaidia, Czekanowskia, Jihipidopsis, and
Whittleseya, caiTy it back to the Paleozoic and connect it

with the Cvrdadtaeese.

^nkgoaceous (ging-go-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to the plant family Ginkgoacese.
Ginkgoales (ging-go-a'lez), «. r>l. [NL.
(Engler, 1897), < Ginkgo -H -ales.] 'An order



Ginkgoales

of gymnospermous plants containing the fam-
ily *Gi)iikgoacex only (which see). See also
Ginkgo, Jeanpaulia, Whittleseya, and *Cordai-
tales.

gin-mill^ (jin'mil), n. A cotton-gin.
ginner^ (jm'fer), n. One who gins cotton or
clears it from the seed.

The crop, according to the ginners, is 9,996,300 bales,
and, according to the canvassing agents, 9,954,106 bales,
ol an average gross weight of 600 pounds.

jr. F. TrOnme, Jan. 6, 1903.

ginnery (jin'e-ri), n. [gmS + -ery.'] An es-

tablishment for the ginning of cotton.

The location of the steam-plant for both ginnery and
oil-mill at the latter place removes a potent som-ce of
danger from the ginnery.

L. L. Lamborn, Cottonseed Products, p. 31.

ginny-carriage, n. 2. A low two-wheeled
basket-phaeton, hung on coil-springs.

gin-pole (jin'pol), n. A pole, secured by guy-
ropes, to the top of which tackle for lining
heavy weights is fastened.

£in-pulley (jin'pul"i), n. The sheave or wheel
of a gin-block; also, the block itself.

£in-race (jin'ras), n. The circular track made
by a gin-horse.

£in-roller (iin'r6"16r), n. One of tjie roUers
between which cotton is drawn when it is

ginned.
gin-saw (jin'sft), n. One of a set of circular
saws used in a cotton-gin.

ginseng, n. several plants notbotanically related to the
ginseng nave been so named as possessing similar medi-
cal properties, as, in Georgia, the sunflower-like composite
Tetragonotheca hetianthoides. — American ginseng.
Panax quimquefolius (see ginteng), native in the wooded
country from Maine through Canada to Minnesota, Iowa,
and Missouri, and southward, but in the South Atlantic
and Gulf states only in the mountains. In many parts of
this area it is nearly extinct. The root has long been ex-
ported (mostly to China) from Canada and the United
States, the export from the latter from 1858 to 1896 ex-
ceeding a total value of $20,000,000, the amount decreasing,
Ibut the price rising during the period. In recent times it
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American Ginseng (Panax quinquefalius).

One fourth natural size.

has been successfully cultivated in the United States. It

requires partial shade,which maybe afforded eitherbytrees

orby lath sheds. The seeds will notgerminate till the second
season, and not at all if they once become dry. The roots

most in demand are large and heavy, with the fewest pos-
sible branches except when, by forlting, the human form
is imitated. According to Korean authority the Ameri-
can ginseng is inert as compared witli the Chinese. In

China it is graded below the Korean, apparently about
with the 'native.' It is little esteemed in medicine in

Anibrica.—Blue ginseng, the blue cohosh, Odvlophyllwm
thalictraides.—'B.OTSe-^SsaeDe, the horse-gentian, Trioa-

teum perfoliatum.— 3a.va3a.esa ginseng, that produced
in Japan : graded lowest in China, and regarded as com-
paratively mert. It is said to be frequently adulterated

with the root of Campanvla glamsa, etc.—Korean gin-
seng, that produced in Korea, chiefly under cultivation :

it is graded next to the Manchurian and is similar in its

properties. The cultivated root is said to be smaller than

the san-samorwild ginseng.—Native ginseng, in China,

a third grade grown near the borders of Korea, said to be
used mainly to adulterate the Korean ginseng.—White
ginseng. Same as horse-^ginseng.—Yell.OW ginseng.
Same as blue -kginseng, referring probably to the color of

the root.

Giottese(iot-tes'), «• [»Joi!todiBondone(1276-

1337).] Of or pertaining to Griotto, or resem-

bling his work.

Giottese frescoes of the Franciscan legends.

N. and Q., 10th ser., I. 220.

gipsy-combs (jip'si-komz), n. The wild teazel,

Dipsacus sylvestris.

gipsy-flower (3ip'si-flou"6r), n. Thehound's-

tongue, Cmoglossum officinale.

gipsy-moth, n. its larva is very destructive to the

f(5iage of orchard, shade, and forest ,
trees. A naturalist,

Gipsy-moth (Porthetria disfiar).

^. larva; ^, female moth. Slightly reduced. (After Ratzeburg.)

experimenting with this insect atMedford, Mass., in 1869,
accidentally allowed it to escape, and it has become
thoroughly established in the country around Boston,
wherf. it has done much damage.

gipsy-rose (jip'si-roz), n. Same as EgypUcm
rose (which see under rosei).

gipsy-weed (jip'si-wed), ». 1. SameasS^fl'te-
weed.—2. The speedwell, Veronica offlcmalis.

giraffe, 91. 5. Sa.Tii6a,a*giraffe-fever. BuckjMed.
Handbook, HI. 400.

Qlraffe camel, giraffe-necked camel. See
*camel.
giraffe-fever (ji-raf'fe"v6r), n. Same as dengue.

giraffesque (ji-raf-esk'), a. {giraffe + -esgue."]

GiraffeJike in coloration or height.

Protective coloration in large animals is illustrated by
the Somali giraffe (well shown by one of Lord Delamere's
photographs of a giraffesque thicket).

Nature, April 14, 1904, p. 656.

giraffine (ji-raf'in), a. andm. I. a. Resembling
a giraffe

;
giraffe-like.

Professor Bay Lankester has di:

a gvraffine animal Pop. Sci. .

II. n. A giraffe-like animal,

It [the Okapil is a giraffine, homed in the male.
Rep. Bnt. Ass'n Advancement of Set., 1902, p. 625.

gird^, n. 2. Twist, used for binding together
the fibers of yarn in the process of spinning.
C. Vickerman, Woollen Spinning, p. 296.

girder^, w.— Equivalent girder, in naval arch., a hy-
pothetical girder whose flanges are equal to the decks
and bottom of a ship and whose web is equal to the sides

and other vertical parts : used in calculating the longitu-
dinal strength of a vessel. White. Manual of Naval Arch.,

p. 348.— Half-lattice girder. See -tclattice-girder.—
Open-web girder, a built girder in which the web is

composed of a framework like a truss with struts and
ties. See web, 5 (d!).— Sandwich girder, a girder built
up with an iron web-plate between wooden beams, the
whole being bolted together.- Skeleton girder, a lat-

ticed girder ; a girder having an open, braced, or latticed

web.—Z-glrder, a girder of which the cross-section re-

sembles the capital letter Z ; either a single rolled section

having a web and one flange on each side, or a built-up

section made of a web-plate and an angle on one side at
the top and an angle on the other side at the bottom.

girderage (ger'der-aj), n. Igirder + -age.'] A
group or system of girders; girders collec-

tively ; the total number of girders used.

mosed it [the Okapi] as
0., March, 1902, p. 429.

[Rare.]

girder-beam (ger'der-bem), n. isame as gir-

der\ 2. Also called girth-ieam.

girder-rail (gfer'dfer-ral), n. A
railway-rail having a deep web,
flat base, and wide and shallow
top, adapted to wheels with small
flanges. It is used in electric railroads

where the rails must be laid in a paved
street or asphalted or macadamized road.

girdle^, n. 10. A ring maderound
the trunk of a tree by the removal
of the bark either purposely or ac-

cidentally.— 11. In earthworms,
the eingulum or elitellum—Nep-
tune's girdle, inm«<f., a form of wet-

pack applied to the upper part of the abdomen.— Pin
and girdle. See *pi»i.

girdle-pain (g^r'dl'pain), n. A painful girdle-

sensation.

girdle-sensation (ger'dl-sen-sa'''shgn), n. A
feeling of constriction as if a belt were drawn
closely round the body: a symptom common
in certain diseases of the spinal cord.

girdle-worm (g6r'dl-w6rm), n. Same as *cranr-

berry-girdler.

Girella (ji-rel'a), n. [NL., for 'Gyrella (?), <

Girder-rail,

a, tread; 6, web,

c, base.

githagism

L. gyrus, gyre, + -ella.'i A genus of perch-like
fishes of the family Kyphosidas, found on both
shores of the Pacific. The species are herbivorous,
feeding on plants by means of their movable mcisors,
0. nigricans is the greenflsh of the coast of California.

Girellinse (jir-e-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Girella
+ ^nsB.] A subfamily of fishes typified by
the genus Girella.

girl, ».— One's best girl, one's sweetheart. [Colloq,,

U. 8,]—Hired girl, a domestic maid-servant.—Second
girl, a domestic servant whose duties are chiefly house-
work and waiting at table, the cook being considered ' first

girl.' [Colloq., U. S.]— Summer girl, one of the young
ladies who congregate at the summer resorts. [Colloq.,

U. S.]

girling (gSr'Ung), n. Same as gilUng^.

,

girn^ (g6m), n. [A metathesis of grin^.] A
trap or snare for catching animals, birds, etc.

:

also used figuratively. [Scotch.]

girn^ (g6m), V. t. [girtfi, m.] To entrap or
ensnare by, or as if by, a gim. [Scotch.]

giro (je'ro), n. [It., < L. gyrus: see gyre.] A
round ; a turn ; a short tour.

Our days here are passed quite delioiously. We see a
few beautiful pictures or other objects of interest, . . .

and afterwards we have a giro in our gondola, enjoying the
air and the sight of marvellous Venice.

George Eliot, in Cross, Life of George Eliot, III. 329.

girofle (zhe-ro'fl). M. [¥.: see gillyflower.] The
French for elove^ Essence ofglrofle, oil of cloves,

giroflfe(zhe-r6-fla'),«. [F.giroflie, ^lyflower.]
1. The clove-pink, a species of Dianthus.

Out of the rich red soil underneath the trees are spring-
ing violets and narcissus and giroMa.

The OuUook, Sept 2, 1899, p. 65.

2. A basic coal-tar color of the azonium-
chlorid type. It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton
a reddish violet. Also called methylene-violet

and fuchsia.

girouette (jir-8-et'), n. [F. girouette, earlier

gyrouette, gyrouet, prob. < It. giro ( < L. gyrus),
a turning, +• -ouette as in. pirouette, a top.] A
weathercock; hence, one who is given to fre-

quent change, as in opinions, purpose, etc.;

an inconstant person.
girti (gert)^ n. A beam; a small girder; a
erosspieee in a frame. [Colloq.]

girts (gert), v. t. [girt^, n.] 1. To measure
or have a girth of: as, the tree girts eight feet.— 2. To measure by a girding-line.

girtb, n—Combination girth, a harness girth fitted

with loops and buckles at eachend : a substitute for the two
girths.- FltZWllllam girth, a riding-saddle girth com-
posed of one broad piece of web, with two buckles at
each end.

girth, V. t. 2. To encircle or surround with a
measuring-line, as in measuring moldings, etc.

girth-beam (gerth'bem), n. A girder.

girth-stretcher (g6rth'strech'''6r) , n. A device
for stretching saddle-girths.

girth-web (g6rth'web), n. The strong webbing
of which girths are made.

girt-line, n. 2. A boundary or bounding line.—Hammock glxt-llnes {navt.), lines on which scrubbed
hammocks are stopped up to dry.

gift-wheel (gfert'hwel), n. The narrow drum
under a hand-press which winds and unwinds
the leather bands which move alternately in
and out the bed of the press which upholds
the form of type.

gisement^ (jiz''ment), ». Same as *gistmen,t
or agistage (which see).

gisement^ (zhez-mon'J, n. lF.,<giser, lie.]

The way in which a thing lies
;
position ; bear-

ing.

g'sernet, n. See guisarme.
isortia (ji-s6r'ti-a), n. [NL., < (?) F. Gisors,
a town in France.] A genus of platypodous
gastro;^ods from the Eocene Tertiary rocks,
belonging to the family OvuUdse and charac-
terized by large, thick shells with short eon-
volute spire.

Gissocrinus (ji-sok'ri-nus), n. [NL., < Grr.

yelnaov, yelaov, eaves, cornice, + Kpivov, lily (see
orinoid).] A Paleozoic genus of flstulate orin-

oids belonging to the family Cyathocrinidx.
They have a short calyx with a long, laterally

folded ventral sac and regularly bifurcating
arms.

gist^ (jist), V. t. An aphetio form of agist

(which see).

gistmentt (gist'ment), n. An aphetic form of

gitana (hf-ta'na), n. [Sp., fem. otgitano.] .A
Gipsy woman.
gitano (he-ta'no), n. [Sp., < L, *Mgyptanvs,
equiv. to MgypUarms, Egyptian, whence ult.

E. Gipsy.] Ill Spain, a Gipsy (man).

githagism (gith'a-jizm), n. A disease supposed
to be caused by eating the seeds of the corn-

cockle, I/ychnis{Agrostemma) Githago.



githagism
These seeds contain a poisonous sapotoxine-lilte sub-

stance, and are regarded in Europe as the cause of the
chronic poisoning or disease ol man and anunals which is
known as githagism.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 307.

Gitocrangon (git-o-kran'gon), n. [NL., < Gr.
ydrau, a neighbor, + icpayyiiv, a shrimp or
prawn.] A probleinatieal fossil described as
agennsof decapod crustaceans from the Upper
Devonian rocks of Thuringia.
Oiton (gi'ton), n. [NL., < Gr. yehm, a neigh-
bor, neighboring; prob. (like yetof, adj., in-
digenous) < yv, earth, land.] A genus of fresh-
water eel-like fishes found in the waters of
Brazil. They belong to the family Gymnotidse.

giulio (jo'lyo), n. [It., < L. Julius.^ A papal
silver coin, one tenth of a scudo : apparently
so called from Pope Julius II.

giustina (jos-te'na), n. [It., < L. Justina.'i
A Venetian silver coin of the value of 11 lire.

— Crlnstina magglore, a Venetian silver coin equal to
160 soldi : first struolc in 1671, and named from St. Gius-
tina, on whose name-day (Oct. 7) the battle of Lepanto
was fought in that year.— Giustina mlnore, a Vene-
tian silver coin also imitated by Cesare d'Este, Duke of
Modena (1597-1628).

giv, n. and v. A simplified spelling of give.

give'-, V. I. trans oivewaytogether! (>mm«.), an
order for all the oarsmen in a boat to pull in unison.—To
give It hot, to chastise severely. [Slang.]-^To give
time, to extend the time, as for the paymentof a debt or
the fulfilment of a contract.—To give umbrage, to
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liquids but solidify at low temperatures when cier. It is peculiar in having a granular crys-

ooucentrated by removal of water, in the case talline structure unlike that of pond-ice.
of phosphoric acid, water is not only removed by evapo- glacicrist (gla'shi6r-ist), n. Iglacier + -ist.']

ration butis also evolved by the chemical decomposition nr,p who is sneciallv vfirand in thfi knowlprlwA
of orthophosphoric acid, which is thus converted into

^ne wno is speoiauy versea in me Knowieoge
metaphosphorio acid, the epithet glacial being applied 01 glaciers.

to the latter.— Croll's glacial theory, an attempt by glacier-lake (gla'shi6r-lak), n. A lake formed
Croll to account lor the existence of a glacial period by between the margin of' a glacier and an en-

circling rim ot land, a glacier-lake may be pro-
duced by the advance of an ice-front against the course
of natural drainage.

The former occurrence ol a number ot glader-lakes or
"extra-morainic" lakes, such as are produced whenever a
glacier or ice-sheet advances against or across the general
slope of a country and impounds the natural drainage.

Naiun, Aug. 28, 1902, p. 424.

the known changes in the eccentricity of the earth's

orbit. The maxima occur once in 100,000 to 200,000 years.

At such periods there is an increased difference in the
relative lengths of winter and summer. At the extreme
the winters are 33 days longer than the summers and the
sun's distance .from the earth is 99,300,000 miles. It is

argued that the extreme cold of such long winters might
not be neutralized by the summer temperatures suffi-

ciently to melt away the accumulated snow and ice.

—

Glacial boundary, the line which separates the intrar

glacial from the extraglacial field.- GlMiaJl cUmate, glaciei-milk (gla'shi6r-milk), n. The whitish
deposit, erosion. See*rftmo(«,eto.-GlaClalllUmor, ^„„ter nf a strSiTn whifl, iasiiBH ft-nrr. n »la»io,
vitreousliumor.—Glacialhypothesis,glaoialtheorT ^^.ter or a stream ^xyiah. issues irom a giaeier

in geol., the tlieory which accounts for the distribution and is colored by suspended Silt or rock-flouT.
of drifts and erratic boulders and for the scoring of the glacier-miU (g]a,'shi6r-mil), n. Same as Vfum-
underlying rock-surface by the lomier extension of gla- ;,-„_ j_ GeiUe, The Great lee Age, p. 310.
ciers and ice-sheets : opposed.to the inceberg theory.— _,_ . .,V , ' -,^. . .,.\ ^ I ^ , »
Glacial lake. See*ia*ei.—Glacial meal, rook-flour glacier-Sllt (gla'shier-silt), ». Extremely fine
formedby the grinding action of a glacier or coming from rock-waste or rock-fiour ground by a glacier
a rfacier.- Glacial mill. Same as moirfML-Glaoisa from its bed, washed out by a glacial stream,
period. S&mesa glaeml epoch (vrlMcti see, Mudev glacial), onrl rloTinoi'fo^ ir. «,iiQ+ mofoi ho^rnn/q
-Glacial Planing, the reduction of a rocky mass to a

and deposited in qmet water beyond,
comparativelysmoothsurfacebyglacialerosion.—Glacial glacincation (gias"i-n-Jia shon), »i. ILi. glaews,
scoring, the scratching andgrooving of a rock-surface iee, + -fieation.J 1. The process of Changing

water or snow into iee.— 2. The formation oi
glaciers. Tyndall.

glaciofluvial (gla-shio-flo'vi-al), a. [L. glomes,
ice, + fluvius, river: ' see fluvial.^ Of or relat-

ing to processes or deposits which involve the
action of glacial streams or of streams head-
ing glaciers. Amer. Geol., May, 1903, p. 285.

by glacial erosion.—Glacial BCratcbes, lines scored
upon a rock-surface by sand and gravel which are dragged
over it by a glacier. See striation, 2.— Glacialterrace.
See *te»Ta<!el.— Glacial theory. See -kglanal hypo-
thegbi.

offend.

n. intrans.-io give and take, to be as ready to glacialism (gla'shial-izm), n. ^glacial + -im.]
give as to receive ; even up by lair exchange, as of cour- The SCientmc theory of the occurrence and ac-
teBies,hardknooks,etc.;givetitfortat.—Toglvebest,to tion of glaciers. .„„ B,„,-,r„„ ^„„., „„„ „,«v ,-,.,-, ,, ^„,r iiis&r '""^ ™°*^='= '^'""^•^^^ ^"''^""- Sl^^4t^ (gla'shial-izd), a. Having been gT^tEi:^^negi:sm^o'^^.'^AhXs^Z

give-ale (giv'al), Ji. Igive (AS. gifu), gm, + affected by glaciers. n.s *«««,mo*«»>z

ale.2 A memorial festival formerly observed glaciate, 5. *. 4. To act upon by a glacier,

annually in some parts of Kent, England, the glacic(gla sik), a. Ih.glaoies, ice, + -jc] Same** •« -.« ~. ...... Qig gidfyiQil,^

glacier, n. Z. A vessel for holding ice and
cost being defrayed from funds which had
been bequeathed for the purpose.

Tlie giveales . . . were the legacies of individuals, and
. . . entirely gratuitous ; though some of them might be
in addition to a common giveale before established in the
parish . ..." I will that my heires shall have five yards
of land lying in Longfleld, and five yards in Pettefleld,
upon condition that they make a yearly geveail on Trinity
Sunday of 6 bushels of wheat, and 1 seame of barley. ..."

Archseologiay ZIL 13, 14,

give-and-take (giv'and-tak'). n. and a. I, n-

The practice of giving and taking on equal or
fair terms ; a mutual making of concessions or
allowances ; exchange, as of ideas, civilities,

repartee, jests, banter, etc. ; a giving of tit-

for-tat.

II. a. Characterized by a spirit of giving
and taking on fair terms, as in evening up
advantages and disadvantages; marked by
mutual concession : as, a give-and-take poUoy.
— Give-and-take plate, in horae-racing, a prize for a
race in which the horses carry weight according to their
height, those above a certain standard carrying more
than those below that standard.

give-away (giv'a-wa"), n. 1. An inadvertent or
unconscious betrayal of one's self or one's
secrets. [Slang, U.S.]— 3. A game of drafts
or checkers in which the players endeavor to
give away their men, the moves
as to force the adversary to take them; the
losing game, of checkers.

Givetian (ji-ve'shian), a. In geol., noting
a subdivision of the Devonian system
in Belgium and the north of France, named
from Givet. it constitutes the upper part ol the
Middle Devonian, and is equivalent to the Stringocephalms
limestone of the Elfel, and the Torquay and Plymouth
limestones ol Devonshire.

gizzard-fish (giz'ard-fish), n. A whitefish,

Coregorms elmpeiformis, found in the Great
Lakes.
G. L. An abbreviation of Grand Lodge.

glabellad (gla-bel'ad), adv. [glabella + -adK]
Toward the glabella.

glabello-inial (gla-beFo-in'i-al), a

cooling wine.—Alpine glacier, a glacier of thetyp<
now characteristic of the Alps ; a glacier which is fed by

glaciomarine (gla-shi6-ma-ren')i a. [h. glades,
iee, + marinus, of the sea.] Of or relating
to processes or deposits which involve the joint
action of glaciers and the sea, or the action of
glaciers in the sea.

glaciometer (gla-shi-om'e-ter), n. [L. glades,
ice, + Gr. /ih-pov, meter.] Any device or ob-
ject which serves to measure the movement of
a glacier.

1

snow and n^v^ gathered in an amphitheater and moving
down a valley ; a valley glacier.— Cliff glacier, a glacier
which occupies a relatively small depression in the
side of a mountain or in the escarpment of a plateau
and rarely descends much below the snow-line. Cluzm- „i^j.t „ „ . , ^ „ . , .

ierlin and Salisbury, Geol., I. 242. — Continental S''*"®" "—Cedar glades. See *cedar brakes.

glacier, a sheet of ice which covers a large part gladiolar (gla-di'o -laT),0. [gladiolus + -ar^.']

Gree^nird^Tt^at^'^lich'co^^ld "n'oSLas"Si 5?S ^^^^^S^ ^^^
^^^^^^f^'

<"^ '^^ 1^''^^^
Z^.'^"America in the glacial period; an ice-sheet— Dead gla- oreast-bone, lying between the manubrium

cier, a stagnant glacier ; a fossil glacier. J. Oeikie, The and the xiphoid cartilage. [Bare.]
Great Ice Age, p. 706.-Fossil glacier, In geol, a term gladkaite (glad'ka-it), n. An eruptive rock
which has been applied by Tolland other EuBsian geolo- ^fonning dikes in the (Jladkaia-Sopka ridge ofgists to the remains -of the Pleistocene ice-sheet on the
coastal plains ol northern Siberia. These ice-beds lie
under a thin layer ol soil which bears a vegetation,
rest upon a ground moraine, and maybe interbedded with
Irozen clays. From the frozen soil above this old ice
carcasses of the mammoth and the hairy rhinoceros have
been obtained, retaining flesh, skin, and hair. Also called

dunite at the head-waters of the Travfanta
river, in the northern Urals, it consists of plagio-
olase (oligoclase-albite) in largest amouni^ together with
biotite, muscovite, hornblende, epidote, magnetite, and
apatite. JDupare and Pearce, cited in Nature, June 22,
1906, p. 192.

stone-ice, rock-ice, and d«(wJ-ice.—Hanging glacier, a rii«j_*_„,-__i_„ / i j j.-, ... „,
glacier of small size on so steep a slopethatttie ice breaks "•laastomanism (glad-sto ni-an-izm), n. The
off and falls from its lower end. Geikie, Text-book of policy or policies of W. E. Gladstone (1809-98),
Geol., p. 640.— lAurentide glacier, a glacier originat- a Liberal statesman of Great Britain

square miles ; hence, any piedmont glacier.—Piedmont abounding in glades.
snaeavor to glacier, the lower outspreading part of a large glacier on glairiarenmis (fflar-i^'B.TnlB^ n rnlni,- -I-

^

being such low land, fed by alpine glaciere from neighb5ri5g moun- ^ fji^ff i pii,^„ JL ^^
' " ' tain valleys. The Mdaspina glacier of Alaska, near jfif!^P^-J Giving rise to glairm or mucus.

Mount St. Blias, is of this type.— Plateau glacier, a glam'=, n. 2. A clamp used in the old method
glaoieror ioe-sneet which covers a plateau, is fed by the of castrating horses.

glamourous (glam'o-rus), a. Full of glamour
or alluring charm,

glance, n. 6. In raiVroadmg, an incline or
shoot made of timber, erected on a mountain-

snowfall on its own surface (not from higher n6v6 reser-
voirs), and is usually bordered or fringed by one or more
descending valley glaciers. Oeikie, Text-book of Geol., p.
636.—Recemented glacier, a glacier formed of recom-
pacted icewhich has mllen-down a cliff (as at the mouth of
a hanging valley)from a higher glacier. Also called regene-
rotedsrfacier.-Keconstructedglaoier.aglacierfonned
by regelation of the snow and ice of avalanches. jDa7Ui,Man-
ual of Geol., p. 242.— Regenerated glacier. Same as re-
cemented *glacier.—'na.al glacier. Same as tide-water
*i;iacier.—Tide-water glacier, a glacier which reaches
down to tide-water and is capable of producing icebergs.
—Valley glacier, a glacier which occupies a valley and
is fed from a n6v6 reservoir, in distinction from a plateau
or a piedmont glacier ; an alpine glacier.

side and designed to cause snow which slides
down the mountain to glance or turn aside
from the track. [Northwestern U. 8.]—7. In
cricket, a stroke by which, instead of being
hit, the ball is allowed to strike the bat and to
be deflected from it, usually to the leg side ; a
gUde.—Northern glance, a' sailors' name lor the
aurora borealis.

» .„ . , .,„ In an- glacier-bed (gla'shi6r-bed), n. The surface glance. «. t. 4. In metal-working, to polish
throp., pertaining to both the glabella and the over which a glacier moves. J. Geikie, The very highly; burnish; planish.—5. In cricket,
inion: as, the ffiafteito-JMJaMength, the dis-

V"" • ^® ^^; ?-/ t-A t.a ..^ mu a:.
to allow (the ball) to meet the bat and to be

tance between the glabella and the inion. glacier-burst (gla shi6r-b6rst), n. The sudden deflected from it, usuallv to the \es side
glabello-OCCipital (gla-beFo-ok-sip'i-tal), a. release of a reservoir of water which has been glance-cobalt (glans'ko'bait) n Same as
^In anthrop., pertaining to \)oth t£e glabella impounded within or by a glacier The melt- ^co6a?*-ffSorS«te?

''

C^gtrtlxe^^S^mu^S ity'^nrS ffil^SSl^^rr^oirsif''^'^*'^^ glanc4sh(gl^s'flsh),„. A common name of

measured from the glabella to the occiput.

glabreity (gla-bre'i-ti), n. See glahrity.

glabrescent (gla-bres'ent), a. [glabr-ous +
-escent.'] In bat.', beeoining glabrous, as organs

that are hairy in the bud or young state and

flabrons with age. „ -

acial, o. 3. Of or relating to a glacier or an glacier-grain (gla'shi6r-gran), re. 1. The glance-stfoke (gilins'st?6kl"«. "'iTcWcfcZa
"ice-sheet.—4. In chem., assuming the solid granular texture of glacier-ice.— 2. One of stroke by which the ball is turned in its
state as aresult of concentration: used chiefly the grains of iee in a glacier. /. GdMe, The course, usually to the leg side by plaving it

of certain acids (as acetic, sulphuric, and Great Ice Age, p. 32. with the surface of the bat held slantwise,
phosphoric acids) whiohare commonly seen as glacier-ice (gla'shito-is), n. The ice of a gla- See *glance, n., 7.

Nature, Sept. 29, 1904, p. 541,

glacier-face (gla'sMfer-fas), ». The ice-cliff

at the front or lower end of a tide-water gla-
cier.

Kothing but glacier-face lined the coast, and the ice
flowed down in curving lines as far as the eye could
reach. Oeog. Jour. (K.. G. S.), XI. 122.

Lampris luna, a cosmopolitan fish found in
open waters of the Atlantic and Pacific; the
opah.

glance-pitch (gl&ns ' pich), n. A lustrous
bituminous mineral allied to asphaltum and
bitumen.
glancer (glan's^r), n. Same as *fender-skid.



gland

gland, n., 4. (c) The sliding member of an en-
gine stuffing-box, by which the packing is com-
pressed against the rod by endwise pressure
from the bolts or nut.—5. In fownding : {a) A
clamp; a hooked bar used for clamping to-
gether the parts of a mover's flask. (6) A
plate through which the ends of a binding-
band or clevis pass ; a cUp.—Accessory glands of
the vasa deferentla, in entom., certain elands, differ-

ing greatly in shape and number witli tlie different orders
of insects, whose secretions mix with the semen or form
spermatophores. In many insects there is only a single
pair ; in others there are many ; in some they are
branched.—Adhesive glands, in entmn., certain glands,
occurring in bees and ants, connected with the poison-
glauds and corresponding to the tubular glands of
the Ortlwptera which secrete the glue with which
the eggs are fastened together. — Adrenal gland.
Same as adrenal, n.—Albumin glands, glandular de-
velopments in the ventral body-wall in the generative
segments of some earthworms. They probably secrete
the albuminous matter found in the cocoon. Also called
capevlogenoiLS glajids,—Alkaline glands, in entom.,
those glands which in the aculeate Bymenoptera, as the
bees, secrete a feebly alkaline substance which, with the
acid product of other glands, malces .the poison of the
sting.— Allurtng glands, in entom., scent-glands, oc-
curring in the males of certain insects, the odor from
which is supposed to attract or excite the females. They
are more abundant in the Lepidoptera, but have also
been found, in certain Trichoptera and Orthoptera.
The androconia may be alluring, and alluring glands may
occur in various parts of the abdomen or in the front or
hind legs. In the Lepidoptera they are usually con-
nected with tufts or pencils of hair, concealed or uncon-
cealed, which serve to distribute the odor.— Anal
glands, (a) and (6). See amal. (c) In entom., paired
or single glands situated near the rectum and usually
connected with it. The secretion of these glands is fre-

quently fetid in odor, and they then function as repug-
natorial organs.—Antennal gland, the gland upon
the basal joint of the second antenna in most Crus-
tacea. It seems to be wanting only in the liopoda.
—Antennary gland, in Arthropoda, the green-gland,
an organ at the base of each antenna by which the func-
tion of renal excretion is performed.—Blandln*s glands.
Same as Nuhn'e -kglands.—Bulbocavernous glands.
Same SACowperian glands (yf\i\ch see, under CowpeWan).— Byssus gland, the gland, situated in or on the foot,
which secretes the silky byssus by means of which My-
tilus, Lima, Pinna, and
other lamellibranchs are
anchoredtoforeign bodies.
— Caudal gland, a gland
situated near the base of

the tail ; in mammals,
same as perineal -kglamd.

—Cervical glands, (a)

The lymphatic glands in

the neck. (6) In tFnci-

naria, a pair of pear-

shaped bodies of unknown
function, which lie one
on each side of the phar-
ynx and probably open
externally near the mouth.
—Conglobate gland, (b)

In entom., a gland, the
function of which is not
known, connected with
the male genitalia of the
cockroach and opening
separately from the ejacu-

latory duct— Corrosive
glands, in entom., certain

anal glands possessed by
the adults of some
beetles, particularly cer-

tain Caratidm, from
which a conrosive fluid is
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Byssus of aLamellibranch with
its Cavity and Duct.

a, diag^iammatic transverse sec.

tion through the foot; 6, maih
stem ; c. terminal threads attaching
the byssus to a foreign object. The
fibers of the byssus are formed in

the cavities of the byssus gland,
,,- , -J whence they issue uu

expelled as a means of de- a^t to the exterior.
thewhence they issue through

duct to the exterior.
Brachinus, Ago- (From Lang's "Comparative

num, Pherosophus, Gale- Anatomy.")

rita, Helluo, Paussus,
Ozmna, Cerapterus, Staphylinus, Stenus, Ocypue, Lacon,

and other genera possess these glands, and Mormolyce

phyllodes, a species of Java, is said to secrete a fluid so

conosive that it paralyzes the flngers for twenty-four

hours.—Coxalglands, (a) In Peripatm, a series of pau-s

of glands lymg in the lateral compartments of the body-

cavity, their ducts opening on the lower surfaces of the

legs. They vary in the two sexes and in different species.

(b) Eversible repugnatorial glands situated m the coxa of

certain of the lower insects, as the Symphyla and Synap-

tera. See defensive *(7icmds.—Defensive glands, cer-

tain eversible glands often found among the Insecta,

which are also called repugnatorial glands. They are

situated in many different parts of the body and aie usu-

ally simple evaginable hypodermic pouches which when
everted give forth a disagreeable odor which is supposed

to be protective. See repiignatorial pores, under re^M?-

»io(oria(.—Dermal glands, the skin-glands of insects.

The function of some of them is unknown ;
others se-

crete hairs, spines, wax, honey-dew, or other substances.

— Eversible glands. See defenxive kglam.a^.—veOa.

glands, certain glands, occurring m several groups of in-

sects in varying parts of the body, which secrete a liqmd

having a disagreeable odor. See defensive -kglands.— Tl-

llPBl's gland, a pau-ed gland in the labium of silkworms

the secretion of which enters the common duct where

the silken fluid is formed.— Frontal gland. Sanie as

•khead-gland. —Gastro-eplplolc glands, lymphatic

glands in the great omentum near the greater curvature

of the stomacTi.-Glaiid of Dufour, the alkaline glan-

dular organ of the poison-apparatus of bees and other

aculeate Hymenoptera, and of some Ichneumomdae and

Tenthredinida.—aiailA Of Lelbleln, in some gastro-

pods, as Murex, a glandular structure situated near the

middle of the length of the esophagus and communicat-

ing with the latter.— Glands of Aselllus. Same as

pancreas ^srfJi.-Glands Of Duvemey, vulvovaginal

glands.- Granular gland. Same as -kgramule -gland.

— Harderlaa gland, a gland which lies in advance of

the orbit of the eye and whose function is to lubricate
the eyelids and, particularly, the nictitating membrane
when this is present—Hemolymph glands, glandular
structures intermediate between the spleen and the
lymphatic glands, believed to be concerned in hemato-
Eoiesis.—fflbematlng gland, a gland, possessed by the
edgehog, in which fat is stored for consumption during

the winter sleep.—Humeral gland, a gland opening
on the upper surface of the antebrachial, or humeral
membrane, of the bats of the genus Saccopteryx. It is

characteristic of the males, being rudimentary or absent
in the females.— Kiohn's gland, in the Phalamgidie,
a gland which opens on the dorsal side of the cephalo-
thorax.— Mfiiys glands. Same as glands of BarthMn
(which see, una.er gland).—Muc^axOUS glands. Same
as mucous glands (which see, under fftom).—Multicel-
lular gland, a gland in which the excretory cells dis-
charge their excretion into a common duct, where it

accumulates before it escapes.—Blushroom gland, in
entom., the combined accessory glands of the vasa
deferentia of the cockroach. See mushroom-shaped
gland, mider siawJ.-Nabothlan glands, small mucous
follicles in the mucous membrane which lines the neck of
the womb.—Nephrldlal gland, in some gastropods, a
differentiated part of the kidney consisting of can^s with
ciliated epithelium and of connective tissue, muscles,
and blood-lacunee.- Nuhn's glands, two glands near the
tip of the tongue the ducts of which open on the inferior
surface. Also called Blandin's glands.—Odoriferous
glands, (p) In entom., various hypodermal glands, giv-
mg forth an odor, which occur in many insects and in
different parts of the body.—Optlo gland, in cephalo-
pods, an organ, of unknown function, consisting of a large
soft body which lies in immediate contact with the eye.
Also called the white-body.— OraX gland, any one of the
salivary glands which lie about the mouth.

The classification of the mammalian oral glands, their
occurrence and structure in the different animals.

Science, June 28, 1901, p. 1026.

Ovoid gland, in echinoderms. Same as -ka^cial organ.—
Parapodial gland, in polychsetous annelids, one of the
collections of gland-cells found on the lobes of the parar
podia.— Fedal gland, in gastropods, one of themucus-
secreting glands of the foot— Fedlpalpal gland, in
many Arachnoidea, certain glands in the second pair of
appendages. They are regarded as poison-glands in some
genera, in others as salivary glands, and in others as spin-
ning-glands; but little is known about their function.
—Pericardial gland, in most moUusks, a glandular
differentiation of the endothelial wall of the pencardlum,
having perhaps an excretory function. Also known as
Kebers orgajn.—Perineal gland, a gland opening in the
perineum. It is from such a gland, lying just beneath
the tail of various species of civet cats, that the civet of
commerce is obtained. See civetl, 1.—Rectal glands.
(&) In gephyreans, the glands near the anal opening.

—

Repugnatorial glands. Same as defensive irglands.

Serous gland, a salivary gland which produces a thin
serous secretion.— Set^arous glands, in annelids,

glands which produce the setse, or wnioh may be
modified into spinning-glands or other structures.—
Skene's glands, two minute tubular glands in the
floor of the female urethra.— Spermiducal gland,
in earthworms, a glandular appendage attached to and
opening into the vas deferens or sometimes opening
independently to the exterior. Also known as prostate.
— Splenolymph glands, the more common variety
of hemolymph glands, of rounded form, found in many
parts of the body.—unicellular gland, a gland which
consists of a single cell, or one in which the ducts through
which the excretion escapes are parts of the bodies of the
excretory cells : contrasted with a gland in which the ex-

cretory cells pour their excretion into a common duct

—

Uteilae or utricular glands, follicles of the mucous
membrane of the uiierus.—Venomous glands, in entom.,
same as p&ison-ghmd. See cut under Hymenoptera.—
Vitelline gland, in platyhelminths, one of the glands
which supply egg-cells with the nutritive yolk necessary
for their nourishment ; a vitellarium.

gland-cell (gland'sel), n. A secreting cell.

On either side of the animal, and lying partly in the
longitudinal muscle-layer, partly in the gelatinous con-
nective tissue within the body of the animal, is a well-

marked layer of gloMd-eells.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, II. 93.

G-landers bacillus. See ^haoillus.

gland-packer (gland'pak"6r), n. A workman
who packs the gland-box of an engine or ma-
chine. See gldnd, 4.

glandula,')>.— Glandulffi concatenatae, a chain of

lymphatic glands situated in the deeper structures of the
neck and extending from the skull to the clavicle. Jour.

Trap. Med., July 1, 1903, p. 208.

Glandular cancer. Same as adenocarcinoma and ode-

nosarcoma.— Glandular epithelium. See*epith£lium.

—Glandular organ, in echinoderms. Same as -kaxial

organ.

glanduliform (glau 'dii-li-f6rm), a. Like a
gland in appearance or function. Syd. Soc. Lex.

glanduligerous (glan-du-lij'e-rus), ». [NL.
glandula, gland, + L. gerere, bear.] Gland-
beaiing; glandular: as, the glanduUgeraus

edge or the mantle of a moUusk.
glanz-gold (giants ' golt), n. [(J.] A cheap
style of ceramic gilding; it comes from the

kiln in a bright state and requires no further

treatment.
glare-wormt (glar'wferm), n. Same as glow-

worm.
glass. I. 'n., 1. In iietroj., glass is the natural product

of the rapid cooling of igneous magmas, and in large masses

is known as obsidian, pttchstone, and pumice. It may
be colorless or of various colors, as white, yellow, orange,

red, green, and black. It forms the ground-mass of many
volcanic rocks, being sometimes recognizable by the un-

aided eye, but often only microscopically. Glass base is the

glass-cloth

name given to it when it forms the matrix for microscopic
crystals in the ground-mass of a rock.— Appert glass.
See the extract

" Appert " glass, which, by reason of its composition
and method of manufacture, can be made into vessels of
any symmetrical shape possessing unusual strength and
resisting perfectly the action of acids, electricity and
climatic changes.

Mectrochem. Industry, April, 1904, p. 165.

Blown glass, glass which is shaped by the blowing
process.— Chipped glass, a variety of rough sheet-glass
used for partitions or screens. The sheets are first de-
polished by subjecting them to the sand-blast. The ground
side is then covered with a coating of the best grade of
liquid glue. When dry the sheets are placed on edge in

frames in the chipping-room, where the temperature is

raised to theproper degree by coils of steam-pipe beneath.
As the glue is cracked by the heat it curls up in small
pieces, drawing with it surface chips from the glass, to
which it firmly adheres, leaving a beautiful pattern of

fern-like tracery. About thirty-six hours are required to
complete the peeltDg process.— Contlnuatlng glasses,
in photog., glasses tinged with red or yellow, which pos-

sess the power of continuing the darkening of the photo-
graph after it has been removed from the camera and
placed under them. This actioil was discovered by A. B.

Beoquerel.— Copper ^aSB. Same as Alexandria blue

(which see, underMw*).- Corrugated glass, unpolished
plate-glass with a corrugated pattern, for use in floors,

roofs, and partitions. Seeflguredrolled-kglass.- Fichtel
glass, a large drinking-glass painted with enamel colors,

first produced in the Fichtel Mountains in Upper Fran-
conia, Bavaria; specifically, a diinking-glass bearing a
representation of one of the peaks of this range, the Och-
senkopf, surmounted by the head of an ox, a character-
istic decoration in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.— Figured rolled glass, unpolished plate-
glass, formed by casting on a casting-table the surface of

which is engraved with an ornamental pattern which is

impressed upon the smface of the glass. Figured glass
is used for roofs, floors, and partitions. See plate-glass.
— Half-CIVStal glass, glass which contains lime instead
of lead.—Haxd glass, glass which can be rendered
plastic only by a comparatively high temperature. Such
glass is often mechanically hard also at ordinary tempera-
tures.- High glass, a barometer the standing of which
is above 30 inches, the normal standing of the barometer
at sea-level.— Jena glass, glass made in Jena,
Germany; specifically, certam varieties especially ad-
apted to the manufacture of scientific apparatus, such
as lenses, thermometers, etc., and of chemical ware.—LaBastlC glass. Seetempered, toughened, or hardened
glass, under glass.—Lead glass. Same as flvnt-glass.—
Lime glass, glass containmg lime ; crown- or window-
glass.—Low glass, a barometer when its standing is less
than 30 inches.—Monlconostereoscoplc glasses, in
photog., a pair of glasses so mounted that a single picture
viewed tlirough them has a stereoscopic effect. The glasses
have one surface plane and the other concave, with a cui'-

vature such as would be formed by a straight line which
moves parallel to itself, guided by a parabolic curve. The
glasses are so set that the straight line, which forms the
cylindroparabolic surface, shiul be vertical when the
glasses are held before the eyes.— Onyx glass, glass
made to imitate onyx in coloring.— QusUTtz glass, a va-
riety of glass which contains quartz. Amxr. Jour. Sci.,

Dec, 1903, p. 469.—Sandwich glass, glassware made at
Sandwich, Massachusetts, where the first pressed glass
was produced in 1827. Tearcups, plates, salt-cellars, and
other articles, with historical and political devices, such
as busts of eminent Americans, representations of famous
ships, forte, and monuments, etc.', were extensively man-
ufactured for twenty years or more.— Slemens's tough-
ened glass. See tempered, toughened, or hardened glass,
under glass.— Singing glass, a thin gl^s vessel having
resonating qu^ities.— Slag glass, glass which contains
slag from an iron-furnace.— Soft glass, glass which is
readily fused, or which becomes plastic at a compai'atively
low temperature. Such glass is often mechanically soft
also at ordinary temperatures.— Spread glass. Same as
broad glass or cylinMer-glass (which see, under broad).^
Stiegel glass, glassware made by Baron Henry WiUiam
Stiegel, at Manheim, Lancaster Co., Pennsylvania, be-
tween 1768 and 1774 : supposed to be the first fiint-glass
made in America. This glass is very characteristic, nav-
ing been blown in iron molds with surface patterns ; it Is
exceedingly sonorous when struck, and was made in sev-
eral colors, white or transparent, deep blue and purple.

—

Cream-jug and Salt-cellar of Stiegel Glass.
In the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia.

White glass, brilliant clear glass which contains no lead,
as distinguished ivom flint or crystal glass.

II. o,.— Glass sand, silk, wool. See *sandl, -ksilk,

wool.

Glass-blowers' cramp or mouth. See *moutk.

glass-cloth, n. 3. An abrasive cloth made by-

sifting finely powdered glass on cloth covered
with glue. Stand. Diet.



glass-cutter's gage

Glass-cutter's gage. See *gage^.
glass-eel (gl&s'el), n. A young conger-eel.
The young do not resemble the adults: they
are elongate, thin, and have very small heads.

glassen (glas'n), v. t. [glass + -ea^ (3).] To
eoat or cover (pottery or the like) with glaze

;

glaze.

glass-mold (glas'mold), n. 1. A hinged mold
in which glass is blown into form. Intaglio
designs are usually cut in it which are repro-
duced in relief on the molded object. See cut
at *blowing-mold.— 2. A mold in which glass
is pressed to imitate eut-glass.

glasspox (glas'poks), n. Chickenpox in which
the vesicles are for the most part cone-shaped
and glittering.

glass-printing (gla.s'prin''ting), n. In photog.,

the art of printing on glass hj the transfer
process. Stand. Diet.

glass-wave (glas'wav), n. A sound-wave in
glass.

When standing sound-waves are produced in a glass
tube two distinct systems of waves are sometimes ob-
served, the air-waves within the tube, and waves which
traverse the walls of the tube. The latter are called glass-
waves. M. W. Travers, Exper. Study of Gases, p. 276.

glass-wing (glas'wing), n. A butterfly which
has transparent wings or wings that are trans-

parent in spots.— Little glass-wing, an American
hesperiid butterfly, Euphyes vernOy brown in color, with
a row of white or translucent spots on the fore wing. It

occurs from New York to Kansas and southward along
the Alleghanies.

glass-work, n. 3. In card-games, cheating
with the aid of a glass or reflector, usually
concealed in some article on the table, by
means of which the sharpercan read the cards
he deals to his adversary.

glasSWOrt, ^. About 6 species of glaaswoTt(Salicomia)
are now said to be found in North America, inhabiting
mainly the salt-marshes of the coast, but sometimes (the
same or different species) growing on saline ground in-

land. S. herbacea, the slender or jointed glasBwort or
marsh-samphire (also called pickle-plant), together with
S. Bigelovii, turns a vivid red in autumn, becoming very
showy on the Atlantic coast, while S. a/mMgua, the
woody glasswort (also called pickle-weed), presents a di-

versity of brilliant color in the Pacific salt-marshes.—
Wllite glasswort, the common sea-blite, Dondia muri-
tima. See blite^.

Olassy humor of the eye. Same as vitreous

body of the eye.

glastum (glas'tum), n. [L. glastum, < OCelt.
*glaston, whence W. and Bret, glas, green,
Olr. glass, It. glas, green, pale, Gael, glas,

gray.] A plant otherwise known as woad
(Isatis tmetoria).

glaucine, a. II. n. A colorless bitter alkaloid
contained in the leaves of the horn-poppy,
Gla/u^wm Glaucium. It forms crystalline

nacreous scales when deposited from water.
glaucochroite (gl&-ko-kro'it), n. [Gr. j^/ivk6s,

bluish green or gray, -I- xpo^t color, -i- -ite^.'\

A silicate of calcium and manganese occurring
in bluish-green prismatic crystals at Franklin
Furnace, New Jersey. It is analogous in for-

mula to the species ot the chrysolite group.
glaucodymium (gU-ko-dim'i-um), ». [NL., <

Gr. yTiavKd^, bluish green or gray, -I- NL. (di)-

dymvum.'] In cheni., a supposed new element
announced by Chronstsohoff in 1897 as present
in salts of didymium as previously known.
No confirmation of its existence has since
then been published.

glaucomatic (gl4-ko-mat'ik), a. [glawcoma{t-)
+ -jc] Pertaining to or characteristic of
glaucoma.

<Uauconiidse (gl&-ko-ni'i-de), n.pl. [NL. Gteit-

corda, the type genus, + -idas.] A family of
harmless snakes with teeth in the short and
stout lower jaw only. The pelvic girdle is more com-
plete than in any other existing snakes ; the ilium, ischium
and pubis may be made out ; and there is a vestigial femur.
There are about 30 species, which inhabit parte of west-
em Asia, Africa, and South America.

glauconitization (gl&*ko-nit-i-za'shon), «. The
process of introducing glaueonite into a rock.

This may be by precipitation in spaces of the
rock or by actual replacement of other con-
stituents. GeiMe, Text-book of Geol. (4th ed.),

p. 177.

Olauconome, n. 4. A genus of Paleozoic

cryptostomatous bryozoans, now regarded as

synonymous with Pmnatopora.
glaucosuria (glA-ko-su'ri-a), n. [Gr. y^vKdf,

bluish green, + ovpov, urine.] Same as Mndi-
canwria.

glaury (glft'ri), a. [glaur -t- -yi.] Muddy;
soUed with glaur : as, glaury 'boots. [Scotch.]

£laze, n. 4. Stock evaporated to a thin paste

by boiling, and applied to meats to give them
a polished surface.— 5. A surface coating or
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sheet of ice. [Local, IT. S.]—Coral glaze, a

coral-red glaze found on Chinese porcelain.— Crystalluie
glaze, a glaze which shows crystalline effecte, produced

by special treatment in the kiln.-Flashed glaze, a

dexterous manipulation of glazes perfected bythe Chinese,

such as blues splashed over with spots of red and lilac,

at first sight appealing to be the result of accident, but

reaUy the result of careful manipulation. W. P. Jervis,

Encyc. Ceram., p. 213.—FUnt glaze, in ceram., a glaze

of which powdered flint is the principal ingredient.—

Fluid glaze, in ceram., a glazing composition, prepared

in liquid form, in which the ware is dipped or which is

applied to the surface of the ware with a brush, as dis-

tinguished from dry glaze (such as powdered galena) or

vapor-glaze (salt).—Flitted glaze, a glaze \rt>ich con-

tains ingrediente which have been melted into a glass

and ground before being applied to the ware. Compare
rawirglaze.— Galena glaze. ^Kme oi lead-glaze. See

also dKsimp.-Kaollnic glaze, a glaze for porcelain, of

which kaolin is the principal mgredient—Lang YSJO

glaze, Chinese sang-de-boeuf ('ox-blood') glaze, said to

have been invented by Lang T'ing-teo, superintendent of

the Imperial Porcelam Works at Kingteh-Tsin, early in

the reign of E'ang-hsi (1662-1722).—Liver glaze, a
variety of sang-de-bceuf glaze, of a dull, dark, or purplish-
red color, usually without the iridescence which charac-
terizes the true ox-blood glaze ; a glaze or enamel having
the color of liver.—Raw glaze, a glaze composed of raw
materials which are melted into a glass for the first time
when fired on the ware in the glost-kiln. Compare fritted

,
kglaze.— SlUciOUS glaze, a glaze produced by fusing an
alkali, such as potash or soda, with sand; a coating of
glass.

—

SlOW-fiOWlng glaze, in ceram., a thick viscous
enamel or glaze which trickles in heavy drops down the
outer surface ot the vessel, during the firing, as in some
of the old Japanese pottery and the recent stoneware
reproductions of the Dedham (Massachusetto) potter^'.

—

Stanniferous glaze, an opaque glaze of a white color
containing oxid of tin : same as ^^i/nniferous -^enamel.
See *tin-glazed.— TearAuat glaze, a variety of souffle

glaze of a greenish tone seen on Oriental porcelain, pro-

duced by blowing a green enamel through gauze upon a
yellowish-brown ground. See souJU decoration, under
souJU.

glaze-kiln (glaz'kil), n. Same as *glost-Mn.
Glaziers' salt. See*salt^.
glaziery (gla'zh6r-i), n. The work of a gla-

zier; glass-work.

glazing, n. 7. In leather-manuf., the process
of rolling leather with a glass roller in order
to give it a bright finish; also, less commonly,
the light application with a sponge of a solu-

tion which when dry gives to the leather its

final luster. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather,
p. 612.

glazing-roll (gla'zing-rol), n. One of the two
smooth roUs between which leather is passed
under pressure to give it a high gloss and
uniform thickness. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of
Leather, p. 615.

global (gle'bal), a. In hot., of or pertaining to
the gleba. See Gleba, 3.

gled-wiug (gled'wing), n. An artificial fly.

Also called redwing. N. E. D.

gleicheniaceous (gli-ke-ni-a'shius), a. Of or
pertaining to the GleiehewiacesB, a family of
ferns.

glendoveer (glen-do-ver'), n. [An arbitrary
alteration by Southey of a French-spelled
term in Sonnerat's "Voyage auxludes"(1782),
grandouver, which is appar. an imperfect tran-
scription (simulating F. grand, great) of the
Sanskrit gandharvd (Hind, gandharb), one of a
class of minor deities, demons, or 'jinn' of
whose origin and functions the usual contra-
dictory accounts are given.] In Southey's
poem, "The Curse of Kehama" (1810), one of
a race of beautiful sprites.

Glenoid notch. See *notch.

glen-pepper (glen 'pep ^fer), ». [Also glenn
pepper; < glen + pepper.

"i
A wild cress, Lepid-

ium campesire, also called poor-man's-pepper,
and more properly field-cress.

glen-weed (glen wed), n. Same as *glen-
pepper.
glia (gli'Si), n. [NL., < Gr. yTiia, glue.] The
glia-ceUs collectively of the central nervous
system in vertebrates ; neuroglia.

gliabacteria (gli"a-bak-te'ri-a), n. pi. [Gr. y^ia,

glue, -I- baeteria,-pl.olbacterium.'] I-abacteriol.,

the members of the family Bacteriacex which
form gelatinous zoogloea. Billroth.

glia-cell (gli'a-sel), n. One of the stellate

sustentacular cells found in the central ner-
vous system ; a component element of the neu-
roglia.

gUacoccus (gli-a-kok'us), n.
;

pi. gliaeoeci{-si).

[Gr. yTiia, glue, 4- /cii/tKOf , Ijerry (spore).] In bac-
teriol., any member of the family Coccacese
which forms gelatinous zoSgloea. Incorrectly
spelled gUacoccos. Billroth.

glial (gfi'al), a. [glia + -al^.'] Of or pertain-
ing to tt'e glia or neuroglia. Buck, Med.
Handbook, IT. 263.

glia-tissue (^li'a-tiBh"o), n. A reticulum of
fine fibers which'forms the framework of the

glitter

glia or neuroglia. Jour. Exper. Med., Nov. 29,

1901, p. 72.

glidaer, a. II. ». A loose, rolUng stone on a
hillside. [Local, Bng.]

glide,^. II. trans. In mcfce*, to glance ; allow
the ball to meet the bat and be deflected from
it, usually to the leg side.

glide, n. 4. In pTjoweiics, a fleeting sound pro-
duced in passing from one position of the
organs of speech to another, as in pronounciDg
the sound-combination M in the word ' kind'-
designated the off-glide of the first letter (fc)

and the OM-g'Mde of the second (i). M. Sweet, Eng.
Sounds, J 23.— 5. In orient, a glance ; astroke
by whieh,instead of being hit, the ball is allowed
to strike the batand tobe deflected from it, usu-
ally to the leg side

—

Glide consonant, a consonant
formed without any fixed configuration of the organs of

Jpeech.— Glide vowel, a vowel which cannot form a sylla-

ble by Itself ; a diphthongic voweL H. Sweet, Eng.
Sounds, § 22.

glideless (glid'les), a. [iglide + -less.l In
phonetics, passing from one position of the
organs of speech to anotherwithout producing
a glide or transition sound, as in the ease of
nd in and. H. Sweet.

glideness (glid'nes), n. In phonetics, gliding

quality.
Glideness and syllabicness generally go together.

H. Sweet, Eng. Sounds, § 23.

glide-plane (glid'plan), n. Same as gliding-

plane.

glider^, n. 2. In aeronaut., a gliding-machine.

Photographs ofthe paths ofgliders taken by Mr. Williams
some time ago with magnesium light distinctly showed
the two oscillations, and in several cases the final over-

turning in a manner perfectly consistent with theory.
Nature, March 16, 190S, p. 464.

gUde-WOrt (glid'wfert), n. The hemp-nettle,
Galeopsis Tetrahit.

gliding-machine (gli'ding-ma-shen*), m. A
machine for gliding through' the air from a
higher to a lower level, propelled by the force

of gravity, like a flying-squirrel.

On account of the internal irregularities which all winds
possessed, it was a great deal more difficult to control any
gliding machine on the ground than when the operator
was in the air, and . . . this was especially true of the
machines thathad been provided with the automatic regu-
lating devices. Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan. 22, 1898, p. 18390.

glimmerous (glim'er-us), a. [glimmer -t- -ous.]

Glimmering.

Thou mirror of Purity, when shall the elfln-lamp of my
glimAnerous understanding, purified from . . . gross
desires, shine like the constellation of thy intellectual

powers !

Burns, Letter to W. Nicol, Feb. 20, 1793, in Prose Works,
[VL 66.

glimps, V. and n. A simplified spelling of

glinkite (glingk'it), n. [Named after Glinka,
a Russian general.] A pale-green variety of

chrysolite, or oUvin, occurring in talcose schist

in the Urals.
gliomatosis (gli"o-mart6'sis), n. [NL., < glio-

ma{t-)-\- -osis.'] A morbid condition marked
by a tendency to the formation of gliomatous
tumors.
gliomyoma (gli"9-mi-6'ma), n.; pi. gliomyo-
mata (-ma-ta). [NL., < glio(,ma) -I- myoma.']
A tumor Having the characters of both a glioma
and a myoma.
gliomyxoma (gli"o-mik-s6'ma), ».: pi. glio-

myxomata (-mar-ta)! [NL., < fir. y'/ua, glue, +
/ib^a, mucus, '+ -oma.'] A glioma which has
undergone partial myxomatous degeneration.

gliosis (gli-6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. yXia, glue, +
-osis.] Circumscribed hypertrophy of glia-

tissue or neuroglia which causes partial de-

struction of the brain-substance.
glischrin (glis'krin), n. [Gr. y^ioxpog, gluti-

nous, -I- -in2.] A mucinous substance produced
in urine by Bacterium glischrogenes.

glissade, n. 3. In music, same as glissando.

glissaune (gli-san'), n. [Of Ir. origin; not
traced.] The ooalfish, Gad/us virens, one of

the cods common in the Baltic and other
northern seas, reaching a weight of 20 pounds.

On the Irish coast the fishermen catch large numbers of

medium-sized coal-fish, called, locally, " gfissaurKS," by
trailing flies, the lines being attached to long bamboo
poles projecting from the stem of sailing boats.

JSncyc. BHt., XXXIL 486.

glistener (gUs'n-fer), ». A gold coin. Moore,
Fudge Family, vi. 45. N. S. D. [Sla^.]
glitter^ (gUt'er), n. A talus slope. [Loeal,
Eng.]

Such slopes [of talus] are known as glitters in Nor-
thumberland, [and] glyders in North Wales.

Sir J. Lubbock, Scenery of England, vl
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An albuiuose derived from

glittery

glittery (glit'6r-i), a. Iglitter + -j^i.] Pull of globulose, a. U
ghttei'; guttering. a glol)ulm.
gloat (glot), n. A local English name for a globulus (glob'ii-lus), «.: pi. ff?o6KZi(-li). [NL.
yanety ot eel, of medium size and dark color, use of L. globufus, a Uttle baU : see globvle.^ In
global (glo bal), a. Iglobe + -all.'] 1. Spheri- polyzoans, a zooecium or an intemode.

RplJnlt^tifr"^' %^' tlif flftofta? earth.-S. globulysis (glo-bti'li-sis), n. [L. globulus),Eelatmg to the round world ; world-wide. globule, + 4r. Umg, dissolution.] The dissollil
With the faculties and tastes of a historian, M. de tio" ot blood-corpuscles by hemolysins. Buck,

Vogu6 toects his thoughts by preference to man. . . . Med. Handbook VIII 467His »^*''t•»n^to use a word of his own, isto be -^M' CHobus paUiduS, the inner portion of the nucleus lentic-T. ChM, m Harper's Mag., Sept, 1892, pp. 492, 493. ^ris, a mass of light-colored gray matter at the base of

globate, a. n. TO. A globular sponge-spieule oin^w;,.o= --^i^ i • / n
such as occurs in thi tetractinelUd genera ^wJ f?;oii? + ' " "'2' \
Geodites End Geodia. r^^'f^a point, + icfpof, horn.]

globe, n. 7. In golf, the ball Counterpoise
glOlie. See •kcounterpo^,—Dioptric SlOlra. Same as
AoJopAaTw.—Epidermic globee. Same as epithelial
pearls (which see, imder jiearA.—Ferdinand's globes,
a crude thermometer described by Ferdinand II. of Flor-
ence about 1630, consisting ot closed empty glass globes
resting ui equilibrium in the midst of a tall glass of , ....
water. The globes descend when the water is warmed glOCniOiaU (gl6-kid'i-an), a. [alochidi(um) +

glossodynia

[^^L., < Gr.
- — .. , ,„, J A genus of
ammonoid cephalopods or ammonites with
smooth discoid shells having a relatively sim-
ple suture and bearing long lateral lappets at
the aperture. It is of Jurassic age.
glochldeous (glo-kid'e-us), n. Same as glochid-
iate.

and rise when it cools. Compare Carrtesia/n devil, under
Cartesian.— aiobe aspect. SeeAaspect.—Spiralglobe,
a globe for inclosing an artificial light, made of spiral or _it^"t.'."'"'t , , , ,. ..,
twisted glass. W. l. Dibdin, Pdblic lighting, p. 409. glOCllinate (glok'i-nat)

globe-animalcule (gl6b'an-i-mal"kul), n.
-'-'' '-'-

Same as globe-animal.

globe-artichoke (glob'ar'ti-chok), n. The
common garden-artichoke, Cynara Scolymus,
so called from its globular heads.

globe-berry (glob'ber"i), n. The yew, Taxus
baceata.

globe-flower, n—American globe-flower. Same as
spreading gloie-flawer (which see, under spread, v. ».).

globostellate (gl6-bo-stel'at), a. and n. [L.

flobus, ballj + steUdtus, starred: see stellate.']

. a. Havmg rays departing from a globular
center, as in certain tetractinelUd sponge-
spieules.

II, n. A globostellate sponge-spicule.
Globular projection. See *projeetion.— dlobular tex-
ture, in petrog., a texture produced in aphanitic and
glassy rocks by the presence of globules or spherulites.

globularetin (glob'^u-la-re'tin), n. [globula-
r(m) + -et- + -j»2.^ "A compound, CvHgO,
produced by the action of dilute acids on
globularin.

Globulariacese (glob-u-la-ri-a'se-e), n. pi.
[NL. (Link, 1829), < Gtobiila/ria + '-acese.'] A
small family of dicotyledonous sympetalous
plants of the order Polemoniales, typified by
the genus Globularia (which see), it is char-
acterized by flowers with 6-lobed calyx ana corolla, four or
only two stamens, and two 1-seeded carpels. There are
three genera and about 20 species, natives of Europe, the
Canary Islands, the Azores, and Sokotra perennial herbs
witli obovate entire, often radical leaves, and flowers in
dense heads, usually globular.

globularin (glob'u-iar-in), n. ^Globularia +
-in^.J An amorplious bitter glucoside, C1KH20
Or, contained in the leaves of Globularia
Ah/pum.

globule, TO—Morgagnl's globnles, glassy droplets seen
between a cataractous lens and its capsule. Also called
UorgagnVs spheres.

globulicidal (glob"u-U-si'dal), a. [L. globulus,
globule, + -(Ada, < csedere, kill, -I- -aP-."] De-
structive to the corpuscles of the blood, espe-
cially the red corpuscles: noting the abiUty of , 1. .i-
the blood-serum of one animal to destroy the glomeroporpbyritic

red blood-corpuscles of another animal. "• Vdlomerous + v

an.] Belatin'g to or'charaetenstic of^ a glo-
chidium.

, -V ^ , -'i
«• [G^r- 7^x'i-i>, var.

of y/4);i;(C,apoint, + -ate^.] Same slb glochidiate.
glockenspiel (glok'en-.shpel"), to. [&., <
gloeke, bell (see elock^^), + spiel, play.] 1. A
musical instrument consisting of a series of
small bells or metal rods or tubes, mounted in
a frame and struck by hammers ; sometimes
the latter are manipulated from a keyboard.
In the form used in militarybands, sometimes
improperly called a lyre, from the shape of
the frame.—2. In organ-building, a stop con-
sisting of a set of bells, bars, or tubes sounded
by hammers.
glockenthaler (glok'en-,ta*l6r), n. [G., <
gloeke, 'beH, -I- *AoZer, "dollar.] A silver coin
of Brunswick having on'one side a bell.

glockerite (glok'6r-it), to. [Named after E.
F. Stocfter, a mineralogist.] A hydrated ferric
sulphate occurring in from yellow to brown
and black stalactitie forms. It results from
the alteration of iron pyrites.
gloeospore (gle'o-spor), n. [Gr. y^i6g, sticky
substance, -I- awopd, seed.] In phytogeog., a
plant the dissemination of whose seeds is as-
sisted by a viscid infloresence or by glan-
dular hairs on the containing fruit. F. E.
Clements.

Olceosporium (gle-6-sp6'ri-um), ». [NL.
(Desmaziferesand Montague, 1849), < Gr. y/^ocdg,

sticky substance, -f- awopd, seed.] A large
genus of the Ftmgi Imperfecti of the order
Melanconiales. The spore-bearing hyphse form a
dense mass beneath the surface of the liost, breaking

wool or cotton weft, so
woven as to throw the
silk on the face: used
for umbrellas and
women's dress-goods.

gloriette(glo-ri-et'), to.

[Also gloriet; < F. glo-
riette, Sp.glorieta; ap-
par. based on L. gloria,
glory.] In arch.: (a) a
small pavilion in a
park. (6) An elabo-
rately ornamented
apartment in a medi-
eval castle or ch§,teau.

glory, TO. - DlffiracUon
glory. See ^diffraction.—
Glory of angels, the ranks
of attendant spirits, ar-
ranged in concentric circles,

by which in medieval Clirls-

tian art the glorification of
the Trinity, Cliristj or the
Virgin is accompanied. Ac-
cording to the scheme of St.

Dionysius, the glory consists
of three hierarchies and each
hierarchy of three orders.
These are from inner circle

to outer as follows : first hier-
archy, cherubim, seraphim,
thrones; second liierarchy.

/(, glomus.
Diagrammatic figure of a tad-

pole, dissected from the ventral
surface to show the glomus, the
heart and branchial vessels, and
the head-kidneys and commenc-
ing Wolffian bodies. The ali-

mentary canal, from the (esopha-
gus to the rectum, has been re-
moved.

a, lower lip ; d, lingual artery

;

c, truncus arteriosus; df, opercular
cavity ; e, ventricle

;
y", cesopha-

gus; £-, first nephrostome; h,
glomus; *', third nephrostome; j„ ~."i~L ~~ir„ " j""~'rt;L'
/.aorta; ,S, cloaca; A aperture of dominions,pnncedoms,pow-
rectai spout; m, commencing ers ; tliird hierarchy. Virtues,
hind limb ;». v^olfiian or meso- archangels and angels. The
nephric tubules; <?, segmental cherubim and seraphim are
duct; ^, head-kidney; y. spout- ofj^n represented simply aslike aperture of opercular cavity; hpads with two foilXaii
r, sinus venosus ; s, u, aflerent "^^"^ "'J" '"J,

louror SIX

branchialvesselsoffirstandthird WmgS. The glory IS rarely
branchial arches ; t, v, efferent shown complete. JamASOn,
branchial vessels of first and third Sacred and Legendary Arl^
branchial arches ; -u], communica-
tion between the afferent and
efferent vessels of the first bran-
chial arch, by further elaboration
of which the carotid gland will
be formed ; x, dilatation at the
base of the lingualartery;^', up'
per lip.' (FromMarshalt
tebrate Embryology."

)

p. 46.— Glory ofthe snow.
See -kChiOTiodoxa.

bush (glo'ri-
bilsli), TO. Tibouchina

. laxa, a thorny shrub
^"" of Peru and Ecuador

growing to the height
of twometers : so named in English green-
houses', from itsprofusion of handsome flowers.
See Tibouchina.

glory-flower (glo'ri-flou'fer), to. [A translation
of the NL. name Clianfhus.] 1 . Same as glory-
pea. See Clianthus.—Z. A plant of Chilean
origin, Eccremoearpus scaber, with racemes of
orange-colored flowers and twice-pinnate
leaves, at the end of which there are branch-
ing tendrils by which it climbs. The corolla is
tubular with a Jomt just a short distance above the
calyx, after which it swells out an the under side and
then constricts into a neck before reaching the small cir-
cular mouth, surrounded by five short, rounded lobes.

forth at maturity and formmg pustules. The spores are glorT-hole. TO. 3. A small furnace for rfihka.t-
sunple and hyaline or light-colored. Over 200 species Tii^ <Tl«Ra —i Wn,Tt tl^o 1o^+ f . i!: !?have been described, m£iy of which cause the serious ^^ glass.—4. JSaut., the lazaret or lazaretto,
disease of cultivated plants called anthracnose. Some * 'OW space below the main-deck in the after
have been shown to be the conidial forms of pyrenomyce- part ot a vessel where provisions and snare
tons fungi. aee*wnthracnose. gear are stowed.
glomes, TO. 3. One of the branches or rounded gloryless (glo'ri-les), m. [A translation of NL.
portions of the frog of a horse's foot, on either Adoxa.] The moschatel or musk-root, Adoxa
side ot the cleft.— Glome of the heel, that part of Moschatellina.
the wall of a horses hoof where it cmres aromid the heel glory-treO (glo'ri-tre), TO. A garden name for

several species of ornamental, shrubby, or
to form the bar, the prominence of the heel.

(glom"e-ro-p6r-fi-rit'ik)}
'nnrnh/imtri- T "

Tn npf/rnn .
oli°i^iiig verbenaceous plants of the genus^orpl^rme.] l.npe»op^^
.Clerodendrtm,_espeeia,llyC.fragrans.noting a texture in igneous rocks in wm«ii _i -___{„„ / 1=:/ -^.^ x

These eirtensive deposite of pigment which were found
g, porphyritic appearance is produced by the S40ry-VUie (glo n-vin),

in nearly all parts of the general circulation seem,without " 5_.„^
ji^uiv, »i/^D<vi.<»iiv.D io hxk^u.uvou, u^ uiic See Chanthus.

doubt, to be referable to a greatly increased globiaicidal aggregation of numerous small crystals of one
action of the plasma. mineral, as pyroxene or feldspar. Jadf?, 1886.

Jour. Exper. Med., Feb. 6, 1902, p. 145. glomerular (glo-mer'u-lar), a. [glomerulus +
globuliferous (glob-H-life-rus), to. [L. globu- -<F^-^ ,

Of or pOTtainiig'to a glomerulus, espe-
- . , , .°. , • - J.

.
' " ciaUy to a glomerulus of the kidney.

TO. Same as glory-pea.

his, globule, + ferre, bear.] Bearing or con-
taining globules; in geol., containing concre-
tions or segregations which consist of mica or
of feldspar and mica: called spherophyrie by J.

D. Dana : equivalent to the more commonterms
spheroidal or orbicular, used of spheroidal ag-
gregates in granitoid rock.

globuliform (glob'u-li-fdrm)j_a. [L. globulus.

gloss^, TO. 3. In leather-manuf., a preparation
which gives leather its final poUsh or finish.
Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 148.—Egg-shell gloss,
in painting, a subdued gloss like that upon an egg-shell.

jloss. An abbreviation of glossary.
Wben acted upon by venom the vessels show irregular ^loRRal (sAns'aW n rdr \,T,r<n^^ +/^r<»,1a -i-

bulging of the waUs, by ricin a localized dilatatiSn or ^ ^jlT^ Af "iX "'• ^ I' r^Z '
^''"S'le, -|-

congestion of the vessels, which give rfse to a glomerular -"'^-J y^ or pertaining to the tongue.
o x..,_ „ ,„„„ _ » glossarize (glos'a-riz), 11. t; pret. and pp.

glossarized, ppr. gtossarimng. (glossar-y -i- 4ge.']
To enter and explain in a glossary.

All the words occurring in the formulae thus far trans-
lated have been glossarized.

Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 51.

appearance. JScience, July 3, 1903, p. 7.

Glomerular nephritis. Same as glomervZonephritis.

glomerulitis (glo -mer-u - li ' tis), TO. P^L., <

glomerulus + -itis.] Same as glomerulone-
phritis. Jour. Exper. Med., Feb. 5, 1902, p. 166.

globule, + forma, form.] Having a globular glomus (glo'mus)^ to.
;
pi. glomera (glom'e-ra)

form ; shaped Uke a globule. _ [L. glomus (glomer-), a ball or clue of yarn, glossatorial (glos-a-to'ri-al), a. [glossator +
thread, etc.: see g'?o»je2.] 1. A coil of choroid -ial.] Pertaining to, of t£e nature of, or con-
plexus extending into either lateral ventricle sisting of glosses : as, glossatorial Uterature,
of the brain.—2. A coil of blood-vessels pro- ' ' _ _ - - - .. —
jecting into the body-cavity, or eoeloma, in
the region of the pronephros in the embryos
of the lower vertebrates. (See out in next
column.)

globuligenic (glob"u-U-jen'ik), a. [L. globulus,

globule, + -gfeTOJis, '-producing, + -ic] Pro-
ducing blood-corpuscles. W. D, Salliburton,

Stem. Physiol, and Pathol., p. 265.

globulimeter (glob-u-Um'e-ter), n. [L. globu-
lus, a globule, + Gr. /ih-pov, measure.] A device
for determining the number of globules in a
definite amount of blood.

globulinose (glob'u-U-nos), to. [gloluUn +
-ose.] Same as *giobulose.

globulist (^lob'u-list), TO. [globule + ist.'] A
homeopathist : so called from the homeopathic
practice of administering remedies in the foriu

of globules. Dunglison.

S.— 34

glossing, TO. 2. In leather-manyf., the rubbing
of virtuaUy finished leather with a solution
which gives it a final luster. C. I. Davis,
Manuf. of Leather, pp. 612, 614.

gloss-kiln (glos'kil), TO. Same as *glost-kiln.

gloom-stove (glom'stov), to. A stove or oven Glossodus (glos'6-dus), to. [NL., < Gr. yUaaaa
in which formerly gunpowder was dried after tongue, + bSmg, 'tooth.] A genus of Carbo-
granulation by cautiously regulated radiation niferous selachian fishes known only from
from surfaces of heated iron: a process now their teeth.
replaced by the use of steam-pipes. Also,by glossodynia (glos-6-di'ni-a), to. [NL., < Gr.
ellipsis, gloom. yAijaaa, tongue, + odvv?!, pain.] Same as glos-

gloria, TO. 5. A fabric with a silk warp and a salgia.



glossohyal

gloss'ohyal, n. 2. In ichth., the bone of the
tongiie. It lies between the superior hypohyals and is

of the basibranchial series of bones. Tlie 'glossohyal'
of Geoffroy is the 'branchiostegal' of Parker. Starks,
Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 517.

glOSBOid (glos'oid), a. [Gr. ylaaaoetSr/s, <
y'Kdaaa, tongue, + eUog, form.] Tongue-like;
resembling a tongue in form.
glossolabial (glos-o-la'bi-al), a. [Gr. y'^Maoa,

tongue, + L. laUum, lip, + -al.'] Relating to
both the tongue and the lips.

glossolabiolaryngeal (glos''o-la"bi -o - la -rin ' -

je-al), a. [Gr. y/iSffuo, tongue, -^ L. labium, lip, +
Gr. Adptryf (Aapvyy-), larynx, + -e-ai. ] Relat-
ing to the tongue, lips, and larynx Closso-
laDiOlaiyngeal parailyBls. Same asjihronifi bulbar
paralysis (which see, imder bulbar).

glossolabiopharyngeal Cglos"o-la"bi-o-fa-"" '-

je-al), a. [Gr. yXuaira, tongue, +'L. labium, lip,+
Grr. ^dpuyf (^n/OTj/y-), pharynx, + -e-al.] Re-
latingto the tongue, lips, andpharynx.— Giosso-
lablophaiTllgeal paralysis. Same as' chronic bulbar
^aro/^ffM- (which see, under bulbar).

glossolalist (glos'o-la-list), n. [Gr. yViaaa,

tongue, + Vm'axIv, speak, + -i«t. j One who has
the faculty or gift of speaking with tongues;
one who is supposed to be miraculously en-

dowed with the gift of tongues.
glossology, n. 3. The scientific study of the
tongue and its diseases.

glossopalatine (glos-o-pal'a-tin), a. [Gr.

y\Sx!aa, tongue, + L. palatum, palate, + -i»el.]

Same as palatoglosse^.

glossopathy (glo-sop'a4hi), n. [Gr. ylatsaa,

tongue, + jr68og, disease.] Any disease of the
tongue.
glossopetrse (glos-o-pet're), n. pi. [NL.,< Gr,
yTiaaaa, tODgue,+ irnpa, rock.] Certain fossil

sharks' teeth: a word used by early writers on
feology and fossils.

_ ossophytia (glos-o-fit'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
yhsoaa, tongue, + i^nrrdv, a growth, a plant.]
Same as black-tongue.

glossophyton (glo-sof'i-ton), n.; pi. glossophy-
ta (-ta). [NL., < Gr. y/Moaa, tongue, -I- ^vrau,

a growth, a plant.] A fungus found in certain
eases of black-tongue.

glossosteresis (glo-sos-te-re'sis), ». [NL., < Gr.
y^Msaa, tongue, + arkpnjai^, deprivation, <
arepeiv, deprive.] Exseotion of the tongue.
glossware (glos'war), n. Same as *glostware.

glost (glost), n. [A dial, form of gloss^.'i In
ceram., glaze applied to pottery or porcelain
biscuit.

glost-kiln rp;lost'kil), n. In ceram., a kiln in
which bisciut ware is glazed. Also called gloss-

Jdln and glaze-kiln.

glost-oven (glost'uv"en), n. Same a,s*glost-]ciln.

glost-placer (glosfpla^sfer), n. In ceram., the
operative who appbes the glost.

glostware (glost'wsir), n. Glazed ware ; baked
pottery which has been covered with a glazing
preparation and is fired a second time. Also
called glossware.

The business was started in a small way by Isaac W.
Knowles and Isaac A. Harvey, who made yellow ware in
a single kiln, which was used alternately tor bisque and
fflost-ware.

E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of The U. S., p. 20L

glottagra (glo-tag'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. ylima,
tongue, + aypa, acatehing. Cf. podagra.^ Same
as glossalgia.

glottalgia (^glo-tal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.yUyrTa,
tongue, + akyog, pain.] Same as glossalgia.

Glottic race. See *race^.

glove, n—^Toeo forthe gloves, in racing, to bet reck-
lessly. N. B. D.

glove-grain (gluv'gran), n. A trade-name for
light leather made from grain split. Modern
Amer. Tanning, p. 114.

Glover's scale. See *scale\

glove-tighten (gluv'tJ"tn), n. A glove-tight-

ener : an eighteenth-century device for hold-

ing up the long gloves worn by women. Glove-
tightens were made of plaited horsehair, ribbons, etc.,

and fastened the glove above the elbow. Also called glme-
band and glove-top. A. M. Barle, Costume of Colonial
Times, p. 118.

glow-beetle (glo'be'tl), ». A European beetle,

Meligethes aeneus.

glow-discharge (glo'dis-oharj), n. A dis-

charge between the terminals of an electrical

machine under conditions such that the di-

electric is rendered luminous although no
sparks appear. The term is sometimes used

to designate the luminous discharge invacuum-
tubes as well as the discharge in air.

glower"'' (glo'er), n. In elect., the light-giving

body of a Nernst lamp. See Nernst *lamp.
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glowfly (glo'fli), n. The firefly.

glow-light (glo'lit), n. In elect, an incan-

descent lamp ; a glow-lamp.

glow-lighting (gl6'li"ting), n. The use of

glow-lamps for lighting purposes.

glucase (glo'kas), n. [gluc-ose + -ose.] A
form of diastase developed by steeping maize
for two or three days in cold water.

glucemia, glucaemia (gl6-se'mi-a), n. Same
as glucoh-emia.

glucide (glo'^d), n. [Gr. y2.vic(ig, sweet, +
-jrfei.] Same as saccharim.

glucin (glo'sin), n. [Gr. ylvKvc, sweet, + -Jm^.]

The sodium salt of amido-triazin-sulphonic

acid. It is used like saccharin as a sweeten-
ing agent in diabetes.

glucinic (glo-sin'ik), a. [gluein + -jc] Of or
derived from glucinum.

glucite (glo'sit), n. [Gr. yh)Kic, sweet, +
-i/e2.] Same as sorbite.

glucoalbumin (glS'ko-al-bii'min), n. One of

a class of albumins which are characterized by
the presence of a carbohydrate complex, in the
molecule, in especially large amount. See
albumin.

glucoalbumose (glo''k9-al'bu-mos), n. One of
the primary albumose's (products of proteoly-

tic digestion) which contains the entire car-

bohydrate group of the original albuminous
molecule.
glucobiose (glo-ko-bi'6s), n. [ghico{se) + biose.']

A biose consisting of two glucose molecules.

glucocyamidin (gld''''ko-si-am'i-din), n. [Also
glycoeyamidin ; ^ glucoeyamUn) +-id+ -i»2.]

A carbonic-acid derivative, C3H5ON3, belong-
ing to the guanidin group. It is formed from
glucocyamin through loss of water.

gllicocyamin (glb-ko-si'a-min), n. [Also glyeo-
cyamin ; < Gr. yhiKbc's^weet, -t- ot/am(ide)+ -j«2.]

A carbonic-acid derivative belonging to the
guanidin group, it is formed throu^ the union of
cyanamide and giycocoll, C^H7N302. Through loss of
water it becomes glucocyamidin.

glucolignose (gl8-ko-lJg'n6s), n. Iglticoise) +
ligndse.2 A compound, CsoHieOgi, obtained
by the successive treatment of fir-wood with
dilute acetic acid, water, alcohol and ether.
Dilute acids hydrolyze it to glucose and lig-

nose.

glucolysis, glucolytic, etc. See ^glycolysis,
etc.

gluconic (gl6-kon'ik), a. [ghic(ose) + -on +
-ic.2 Derived from glucose Gluconic acid, a
colorless syrupy compound, CH20H(CHOH)4.COOH, ob-
tained by the oxidation of starch, glucose, cane-sugar,
maltose, and similar substances, with chlorin or bromine
water and silver oxid. Also called dextronic acid.

glucoproteid (gle-ko-pro'tf-id), n. [Also gly-

. coproteid; < Gr. yTivxic, sweet, + E. proteid.']

An albumin in which a carbohydrate group is

present in especially large amount, as the
mucins and mucoids. On decomposition the
carbohydrate group is, in most cases, obtained
in the form of glucosamine.
glucosamin (gld-ko-sam'in), n. [Also glyco-
samin; < Gr. yhiKiig, sweet, + B. amin(e).'i A
colorless compound, CHO.CH(NH3)(CHOH)3
CHoOH, crystallizing in needles, it is formed,
together wiUi acetic acid, by the hydrolysis of cartilage
or chitin by means of dilute mineral acids. It is dextro-
rotatory and closely allied to glucose.

glucosan (gl5'ko-san"), n. [gltwose + -an.']

A colorless compound formed by heating glu-
cose at 170° C, and also by heating esculin,
from horse-chestnut bark, at 230° C. it has a
very slightly sweet taste, is not fermentable, and is re-
converted into glucose by the action of dilute acids.

glucosazone (glS - kos - az ' on), n. [e/hicose +
az(pte) + -one.'] The osazone of glucose,
CHgOH (CHOH) 3.0 (N2HC6H5).CHN2HCeH5.
It IS prepared by warming d-glucose, 1-fructose, or
d-mannose with phenylhydrazin and acetic acid. It
melts at 206° C. The compound is more correctly called
phenyl gluBosazone.

glucose, n.— Dried glucose, one of several trade-
names for a material sold as food for cattle, obtained by
grinding and bolting maize and pressing the residue after
the addition of water and salt.

glucosidal (^16 -ko - si ' dal), a. [slucoside +
-aJi.] Relating to or containing a glucoside.
glucosidic (gl8-kp-sid'ik), o. {glucoside +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to a glucoside.
glucosidolytic (glo'ko-sid-o-lit'ik), a. [^/ht-

eoside + Gr. Xvt6q, < 'Meiv,' dissolve.] Caus-
ing the cleavage of gluoosides : noting a class
of ferments. Also glycosidolyUc.
The glmiosidolytic enzyme of Sorghum vulgare there-

fore performs the same functions as the enzyme emulsin
which occurs in sweet almonds.

PhUos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1902, ser. A, p. 409.

glucosone (glo'ko-son), m. [glucose -i- -one.]
A non-fermentable syrup having the composi-

glut

tion CeHipOfi, formed bj; the action of con-
centrated nydroohloric acid on glucosazone.

glucosuria, ».—Digestive glucosuria, glucosuria
following the ingestion of unusually large amounts of
sugar or starchy food, irrespective of the existence of
diabetes.

glucosuric (gl8-ko-sii'rik), a. Relating to or
affected with glucosuria.— oineosuric acid, an
oi'ganic acid which was isolated by J. Marshall from an
alkapton urine : probably identical with homogentisinic-
acid.

glucovanillic (gl6*ko-var-nil'ik), a. [gluco(se)

+ vanill(in) + 4c.] Pertaining to glucose and
vanillin Glucovanillic acid, a colorless compound,

CH0(CH.0H)4.CH26.C6H3(6cHs)(502H + H2O, pre-

pared by the oxidation of coniferin by means of potas-
sium permanganate. It forms prismatic crystals which,
when dehydrated, melt at 210-212° C. It is converted by
emulsin into glucose and vanillic acid, and is also calledi
p-glucoxy^mrm^thoxybenzftic acid.

glucovanillin (glo"ko-va-nil'in), n. [gluco{se}
+ vanilla + -»k2.] A colorless compound,.

CHO (CH.OH) i.CHoO.CgHo (OCHg) COH +
2H2O, prepared by the oxidation of coniferin
by means of chromic acid, it is levorotatory,

crystallizes in needles, and melts at 192° G. Emulsin re-

solves it into vanillin and glucose. It is the aldehyde>
of glucovanillic acid, and is termed p-glucoxy-m-meth^
oxybenzaldehyde.

glucuron (glo-kii'ron), n. [Gr. yTMiAg, sweet,
-I- oipov, urine, + -on, -one.] The anhydrid of
flucuronic acid, having the formula CgHsOg.
ucuronate (glo-ku'ro-nat), n. [glucuron-te.

+ -ofei.] A salt of glucuronic acid.

glucuronic (glo-ku-ron'ik), a. Same as *giy-
euronic.

glue, n. 2. [Short for glue-stock.] A very low
grade ofhide, practically worthless for tanning,
but used in the manufacture of glue : commonly
called glue-stock. Flemniing, Practical Tan
ning, p. 265.—Dutch or Flanders glue. Same as
Cologne glue.—Hldeglue.glue made from the trimmings'
of hides, as distinguished from glue of inferior value made
from bones.—Isinglass glue, a pure glue made from
flsh-sounds.—Paxciunent glue, a fine glue prepared by
carefully boiling with water scraps of parchment or sim-
ilarly cleansed animal skins. — Patent glue, a trade-

name for a superior kind of glue of dark color, made from
bones.—BUBSian glue, a trade-name for a variety of car-

penters' glue to which mineral matter, such as lead or
calcium cai-bonate, zinc oxid, or barium sulphate has been
added to the extent of 5 or 6 per cent : it is of whitish
appearance in consequence.—Size glue, a trade-name for

glue of superior quality, carefully prepared from scraps
of animal skin. See size^, 1.

glue-plant (glo'plant), n. One of the red algse,

Gracilaria, occasionally used for food and also

in the manufacture of agar-agar.

glue-pot, n. 2. A part of a road so bad tbau
the wheels of a carriage would stick in it.

[Australia.]

Grlugea (glo-je'a), n. [NL.] The typical genua
of the family Glugeidse. G. bombycisia very de-
structive to silkworms, causing the disease
known in France as lapibrine. Th4lohan,18Sl.

Glug:eid» (gl8-je'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Glugea
+ -idee.] A family of spor-
ozoans, of the order Myxo-
sporidia, having the spores/
minute and pear-shaped,

,

with one polar capsule which
\

is only visible after treat-
ment with reagents. More
than two spores are formed in each
pansporoblast The family consists
of cell-parasites found mostly in
arthropods and fishes. The typical
genus is Olugea; others are Gur-
leya, Thelohania,Ka^ Pleistopkora.

glume, «.—Empty glume, flow-
erless glume. See towering
trglume.—Flowering glume, in
6ot., on* of the glumes (bracts) in
the spikelets of grasses which sub-
tend florets, as opposed to the /!ow-
erless or empty glumes (usually a
pair>at the base of the spikelet.

glump (glump), n. 1. A sul-
len, sulky fellow.

—

2. pi.
The sulks.

glut.v. t. 4. To choke or par-
tially fill up, as an engine-
cylinder or condenser-tube
by a carbonaceous deposit
from inferior oils used in lu-
brication. Animal oils, includ-
ing tallow, suet, and lard, are found
to produce both glutting and corro-
sion, the latter being due to the de-
composition of the fats and the
formation of fatty acids and the de-
position of carbon. Mineral oils are
free from these defects.

glut, n. 10. A block, usually
of bronze, in one face of
which is a recess to receive
the upset end of the valve-

Spores of various

GtuffeHte, highly mag-
nified, after Th61ohan.

a and d, Pltistofhors
iypicatis Gurley— a>

in the fresh condition,

*, after treatment with
iodine water, causing
extrusion of the fila-

ment ; c and d. The-
lokania octospora

Henneguy— c, fresh,

d, treated with ether;

e, Giiieea depressa
Thtlohan. fresh ; /. G.

acuta, Thtlohan.
(From Lankester'3
"Zoology.")



glut

rod in a knuckle-joint. The glut is tightened
by a wedge and screw, or by a key.
gllltaconate (gl5-tak'6-nat), n. [glutacon{ic)
+ -ofei.] A salt of glutaconio acid.

The methylation and condensation of ethyl glutaconate.
Nature, March 26, 1903, p. 504.

glutaconic (glS-ta-kon'ik), a. [glut(en) +
aconic.'] Notinga colorless compound,HOCO.
CH2.CH:CH.C00H, which crystallizes in
prisms and melts at 152° C. It is isomeric with
itaconic,[ eitraeonic, and mesaconic acids.

Also called pentenediaeid or a-y-propyUnedi-
carboxyUc add.
glutamic (glij-^tam'ik), a. [glut(,en) + am(ine)
+ -ic] Derived from gluten and amine.

—

Olntiunlc add, a cryBtalline compound, HOCO.CH
(NH2).CH2.CH2COOH, extracted from pumpldn and
vetch seeds and from beet-root juice. It is also produced
by boiling vegetable proteids with dilute sulphuric acid.

It is deposited in lustrous rhombohedia and melt» at 140°

C. Also called a-amirtofflutaric acAd and, incorrectly,

gUitamjinic add.

glutamine (gl^-tam'in), n. [£ilut{en) + amine."]

A colorless crystalline compound, HgN.CO.
CH(NH2).CH2.CHoCOOH, found, together
with asparagin, widel}[ distributed in the veg-
etable kingdom. It is deposited in slender
needles. Also called a-glutamamide and, in-

correctly, ghitamin.

glutamintc (glS-ta-min'ik), a. \jglutamme +
-tc.] Of or pertaining to glutamine.—Glnta-
mlmc acid, an mcorrect term toT-t<glutam,ic add.

glutaric (glij-tar'ik), a. ^lut(en) + -ar + -ic]

Derived from gluten.— aintaric acid, a colorless

compound, HO.COCH0.CH2.CH0.COOH,which crystallizes

in large, monocliuic pnsms melting at97. 5° C, and boils at
302-304 C. It is found in the washings from sheep's wool
and can be prepared artiflciall^^in a variety of ways. Also
called normal pyrotartarie and or pertta/iiediadd.

glutazin (gl8-taz'in), n. \jglut{en) + az{ote) +
-in^.'] A colorless compound, C6He02N2, which
crystallizes in rectangular plates. It melts and
decomposes at 300° CT, and is probably 4r4mido,

2-6, diketohexahydropyridine.
Gluteal aponeurosis, tine combination of the femoral
fascia over the nates.—Gluteal furrow. See -furrow.

gluten, «. 2. A glue-like animal secretion:

for example, the sticky material secreted by
swallows in nest-building— Gluten feed, a mix-
ture of gluten-meal and com bran ; used as feed for cat-

tie.— Gluten flour, wheat flour from which a part of the

starch has been removed, thus increasing the proportion

of gluten. See gluten.— Otlaten meal, a by-product of

the manufacture of glucose and starch from Indian com.
It consists largely of the germ of the grain, with more or

less of the hu&s and starch : valued as a feed, especially

for milch cattle.

glutenin (glB'te-nin), re. [gluten + -in^.'] That
portion of vegetable gluten which is insoluble

• m alcohol. Also termed gluten-fibrin. See

fluten.
_ utenoid (glS'te-noid), a. [gluten + -oid.]

"Similar to gluten.

gluteoperineal (gl8*te-o-per-i-ne'al), a. Belat-

ing to the gluteal region and the perineum

:

noting a furrow on the external surface and a

group of muscular fibers.

glutimic (gl§-tim'ik), a. [glut(en) + im(ine) +
-ic] Derived from gluten and imine.—Glu-
timic acid, a compound, C6%0sN, formed, together

with glutamic acid, by boiling albumen with a solution of

.barium hydroxid. It melts at 180° C.

glutin, n. 2. Same as gelatin. It forms the

chief part of carpenters' glue. Not to be con-

founded with gluten or any of its components.

glutinize (glo'ti-niz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. gla-

Unised, ppr. glutinising. [gluten (-tin-) + -ize.}

To render glutinoiis or gluey.

glutinoid (glo'ti-noid), n. [gluten {-tin-) +
-oi<2.] Same as *atbuminoid.

glutoform (gl8't6-f6rm), n. Same as *gUtol.

glutoid (glo'toid}, re. [glutiin) + -oid.'] Gela-

tin hardened with formaldehyde : used in mak-
ing capsules. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 374.

glutokyrin (gl5-to-ki'rin), re. A peptone body
obtained by Siegiried on hydrolysis of glutin.

glutol (glo ' tol), re. [jglutlen) + -ol.'\ Same
as formaldehyde *gelatm.

glutose (glS'tos), re. [jglut{en) + -ose.\ Same
as *gelatose.

glutter (glut'Sr), n. [Imitative.] A splutter.

N. E.B. ^ ,

glutton, re. 4. In pugilism, one who takes a

great deal of punishment before he is beaten.

{Sporting slang.]

ycemia, glycaemia (gli-se'mi-a), re. [NL.

glyexmia, <Grr. yXvicvg, sweet, + alfia, blood.]

Same as glucohemia.

glyceral (glis'e-ral), re. [Gr. y^vKepSg, sweet, -I-

-aP.] One oi certain compounds obtained

by the action of glycerol on an aldehyde.

glycerin, re. 2t. Formerly a general designa-
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tion for compounds similar to glycerol in that

they contain three hydroxyl groups—Glycerin
a£ax, a bacterial cultnre-medium, of the composition of

ordinary nutrient agar, to which fr-8 per cent, of glycerin
has been added : especially serviceable in growing the
tubercle bacillus.—GUyceilll Jel^, a mixture of gelatin
and glycerin employed in the manufacture of soluble
bougies, and used also as amountfor microscopical speci-

mens.

glycerinate (glis'e-ii-nat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

glyeerinated, ppr. "glycerinaUng. Same as glyc-

eriee.—Glyeerinated lymph or vaccine, va«oine vi-

ms mixed with glycerin in order to destroy any bacteria
with which the lymph may have been accidentally con-
taminated.

glycerination (glis'e-ri-na'shon), re. [glycerin

+ -ation.'] Treatment or dilution with glyce-
rol. Thus calfs lymph is mixed with glycerol,
which, after a time, kills bacterial organisms
that are often present in ordinary lymph.
glycerinize (glis'e-rln-iz), v. t; pret. and pp.
glyeeriniged, ppi." glycerimzing. [glycerin +
-ine.'] To treat with glycerin; glycerinate;
glycerize.

glycerinophosplioric (glis-e-ri"nd-fos-for'ik)

,

a. Same as *gh/eerophosphoric.

glycerinum (gli-se-ri'num), re. [NL.] A phar-
maceutical Latin name for glycerol.

glycerodegras (glis'e-ro-de-gra*), re. [glycerin
+ degras.] A mixture of glycerin, fish-oil, and
beef-tallow, applied to leather to soften the
finished product. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of
Leather, p. 239.

glycerotormol (glis"e-ro-for'mol), re. [glycerin
+ form{aldehyde) + '•<)?.] A substance formed
by the action of formaldehyde upon glycerin

:

used as an antiseptic.

glycerogelatin (glis^'e-ro-jera-tin), re. A stiff

jelly consistingof gelatin! part, water 6 parts,
and glycerin 7 parts: usedT in microscopy as
a mounting and embedding medium. Also
glycerin gelatin, glycerin jelly, glycerin gum.
glycerolate (glis'e-ro-lat), re. [glycerol +
-afei.] Same as glycerite.

glycerophospliate (glis"e-ro-fo8'fat), n. A
salt of glyeerophosphoric acid with a base
(iron, quinine, calcium^ etc.): employed in
medicine as a nerve tonic.

glyeerophosphoric (glis'e-ro-fos-for'ii), a.

Noting an acid, CsHgOgP, a decomposition-
product of lecithin in which it is present in
combination with choline, two of its hydroxyl
groups being replaced by fatty-acid radicals.

glycerose (glis'e-ros), re. [glycer(ol) + -ose.]

A substance formed by the oxidation of glyc-
erol by dilute nitric acid or bromine. It was
thought to be a triose, CsHrQs, but is now
known to be a mixture of glycerol aldehyde
and glycerol ketone.

glycic (glis'ik), a. [Gr. yTividg, sweet, -I- -ic]
Derived from glycerol Glycic acid. Same as
gludc add.

glycid (glis'id), re. [glyc(erol) + -idi.] A
colorless liquid,

/0\
CH2.CH.CH2OH,

the anhydiidof glycerol, into wliich it is rapidly
converted by the action of water. It boils at
160° C. Also called hydroxypropyleneomd.

glycidlc (gli-sid'ikX a. [glydd + -ic.] Derived
from glycerol.— Glycidlc acid, a colorless liquid,

CH2.CH.COOH,
with an irritating odor. It rapidly attacks the mucous
membrane and is slowly converted, by,water, into glyceric
acid. Also called oxyacrylie (tcia.— Glycidlc ester, an
ester of glycidlc acid : usually applied, looBeljr, to the
ethyl sal^ and often written, incorrectly, 92j/<»'dtc ether.

Glycin blue, corinth, red. See *hlue, re., etc.

Glycine (gli-si'ne), re. [NL. (Llnneeus, 1753;

first used in 'his Genera Plantarum, 1737), <

Gr. y/ltiKiif, sweet, + 4ne, a form of -ireal. The
name alludes to the substitution of Indian
licorice, Abrus Abrus (called Glycine Abrus by
Linnaeus), fortrue licorice, Gly<nirrhiea glabra.']

1. A genus of plants of the family Fabacex.
See Apios.— 2. A name incorrectly applied to

Soia, a genus of plants belonging to the family
FabacesB and including the soy-bean. See
*Soia.
glycinin (glis'i-nin), re. [GVycme + -i«2.] A
globulin found in the soy-bean.

glycium (glis'i-um), re. In chem., same as
qlunnum or beryllium.

glycocliolate (gli-ko-kol'at), re. A salt of

glycochoUe acid.— Sodlumglrcocliolate,thesodium
salt of glycocholic acid. It is administered in cases of

wasting diseases, as it materially aids the digestion of

fats.

glycocholonic (gli-ko-ko-lon'ik), a. [glyco-

cliol(ic) + -one + -ic]
' Derived from glyco-

glycosine

cholic acid.— Glycocholonic acid, a crystalline mono-
basic acid, CggHijNOj, formed by the action of concen-
trated hydrochloric acid on glycocholic acid.

glycocyamidin, glycoproteid, etc. See *glu-
' 'in, etc.

glycoformaKgli-ko-for'mal), re. [glyc(erol) +
formal(in).] A mixture o'f formalin and glyc-
erol: used, in the form of vapor, as a disin-

fecting agent.

glycogelatin (gli-ko-jel'a-tin), re. A jelly-like

mixture of glycerin and gelatin, used in the
manufacture of lozenges and pastils and also

as a vehicle for exhibiting external remedies.

glycogenic, a. 2. . Derived from glycogen.
-Glycogenic acid, a sympy compound, GgHisOv,
formed by the oxidation of glycogen with bromme and
silver oxid. It is possibly identical with dextronic acid.

glycogeny (gB-koj'e-ni), re. [Gr. ylvKvq, sweet,
-1- -yevEia, < -yevw, -bom.] Same as glyco-

genesis.

glycol, re.—Diethene glycol, a compound, CHgOH.
CHa.O.CHaGHaOH, formed oy the union of ethylene oxid
with glycol R iB a liquid which boils at 260*.

glycolaldehyde (gli-kol-al'de-Ud), ». [Gr.

ylvKvCj sweet, -1- E. aldehyde.] A syrupy com-
pound. HOCH2.CHO, obtained by the action
of banum hydroxid on bromacetaldehyde. It

readily gives rise to sugars. Also called

glycolate (gli'ko-lat), n. [glycol(ic) + -ate^.]

A salt of glycolie acid.

glycoleucyte (gH-ko-lu'sit), ». [glyco{,gen) +
leu(eo)cyte.] A large leucocyte, especially

.

adapted to storing nutritive substances such
as glycogen, found in the blood of certain

worms (for example, Sipuneuhts nudus).

r. Ladreyt finds that there are two very distinct types
of leucocytes in this worm [Sipwnculus nudus]. There
are minute plastids, with veiy active fine pseudopodia,
and central or slighuy excentric nucleus (amoebocytes or
phagocytes), which have an important rOle in excretion
and phagocytosis ; and there are large elements, includ-
ing numerous transparent spherules, without pseudo
podia, with a lateral nucleus (vesicular leucocytes or
**glycoleucyte8"\ which are especially devoted to storing
nutfitive substances, like glycogen.

Jour. Soy. Micros. Soe., April, 1904, p. 183.

Glycolie acid, a colorless compound, HO.CH2.COOH,
which crystallizes in plates or needles and melts at 80° C.
Its potassium salt is contained in the greaae of sheep's
wool. Also called kydroxyacetic add.

glycolid (gli'ko-lid), n. [glycol + -id?-.] A
colorless compound,

O
<C0.'CH°>

O'

which crystallizes in large lustrous plates and
melts at 86-87° C. : formed by treating glycolie
acid in a current of carbon dioxid. it is a cyclic,

double ester of glycolie acid. The name was formerly ap-
plied to an anhydridof glycolie acid (C2H2O2) which is

now caned polyglycolid.

glycoline (gli'ko-lin), re. [glycol + -ine^.] A
colorless compound, which crystallizes in
rhombohedra or in lustrous plates and melts
at 15° C. It is contained in commercial fusel-
oil.

glycoluril (gli-kol'u-rU), re. [glycol + urea +
-u.] A colorless compound,

/NHCHNH,
C0(

I ^CO.

which crystallizes in white needles: formed
by the action of hydrochloric acid on a mix-
ture of glyoxal and urea. Also called acetylene
urea.

glycolyl (gli'ko-lil), re. [glycol + -yl] A
bivalent organic radical, CH2CO.
glycolylurea (gU'ko-li-lii're-a), re. See *hy-
mntoin.

glycolysis (gli-kol'i-sis), re. [Gr. yXw/cif, sweet,
+ Maig, dissolution.] The destruction of
sugar in the animal body. This (m part, at least)

is supposedly effected through a ferment which in itself

is inactive, but is activated by a substance formed in the
pancreas which plays the rOle of a kinase. Also glucolysis.

In the liver and in the blood, their first action is to
increase glycolysis, but this etiect is diminished, or even
arrested, by their prolonged action.

Nature, Jan. 21, 1964, p. 287.

glycolytic (gli-ko-lit'ik), a. [glycolysis (-lyt-)

f -ic] Of or relating to glycolysis; causing
glycolysis.—Glycolytic ferment. See itferment

glyconucleoproteid (gli''ko-nu"kle-o-pro'te-

id), re. A nucleoproteid in which thje carbo-
hydrate group is prominently developed.

glycosecretory (gli*k5-se-kre'to-ri), a. [glyco-

(gen) + secretory.] Causing the secretion of

glycogen : as, gh/cosecretory nerve-fibers.

glycosine (gli'ko-sin), re. [Gr. yTuuKuc, sweet,
+ -ose + -ine^.] A colorless compound,
CHNH NHCH
II >C.C<

I , crystallizing in needles
CHN N.CH



glycosine 532 gnomium

whioh sublime without melting. It is prepared Glyphioceras (glif-i-os'e-ras), n. [NL., irreg. jaw measured by the angle between the hori-

by the interaction of ammonia and glyoxal. < Gr. yUfeiv, engrave, + /c^/iaf, horn.] The zontal and one of the raeiallines. Seeprog-

Also called diglyoxaline. typical genus of the family G-lyphioceratidae. nathism, orthognathism.

glycosolvol (gB'ko-sol-vol), n. [glyco(se) + As the type species of this genus, G. spAasncws, gnathobase (nath o-bas), ». [Gr. yvaSof, jaw,

L. so«»ere, dissolve,' + -o?.] A diabetic remedy is the same as that specified byDe Haan as + /3(i<T(f, base.] The proximal or coxal extremity

of indefinite composition and action. typical of his genus Goniatites, Glyphioceras of the leg in many Crustacea when modified

glycosometer (gli-k6-som'e-t6r), n. [glycose, is a synonym of that term in its restricted for the purpose of crushing food by the develop-

+ Gr. /lerpcev, measure.] An apparatus for es- meaning. ment of a series of short hard spines, as in

timating the amount of sugar present in the GlypMoceratidaB (glif"i-6-se-rat'i-de), n. pi. Limulus.
_ , ^, .,-,.,

.

urine. rj^L., < Glyphioceras (-at-) + -idx.^ A family gnathobasic (nath-o-ba sik), a. [gmtkohase

glycuronic (gli-ku-ron'ik), a. [Gr. yAwTOf, ofammonoid cephalopods or goniatites, in typ- + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a

sweet, + oipop, urine, + -one + -ic] Derived ical forms being rotund and involute with the gnathobase. -amnfflfe and Mag. Aat. Htst.,

fromglucose—Olyouronic acid, a syrapy compound, lateral sutural lobes and saddles relatively sim- ^^^7 '?,»,?;j^", ., ,,,,.,.,
*'?5(S?*i^™"^^' obtained by boiling euxanthie acid pie. It is of Carboniferous age and is strictly GnatnobdelMae (nath-ob-del i-de), n. pi.

^^^"tatTll^'^ia^llom^Zdloltt^^thc^- synonymous with the division GonioWMa. ^h < Gnathohdella + .^ss.-] A family ofK c"mo^,%?en""'e?<L,'^eTu^nri^\he'u^eS Glyptic period, in (,eoJ., a division of the Human period ^^^^Sibfe n?ot ctaMd W^': five rtJ^ toVcIVth^admini^trationof these substances. AUogl^r.mic l^^ojthe chW^the paleolithic reUcs found in °f,^"?;'anno'?.Vofdil^^ue%3famSfS^
1 viT , ,- • i=,,- X r-KTT 7 1.77

tD^ <^™s Of J:'6ngord, iTancc.
eludes Svei«l important genera, among them JNr«pi«iM,

giycypillIUIl (gU-Sl-hi in), n. [JNli. glycypnyUa xhe Magdalenian period or Glyptic of Piette has been Hirudo, Avlostoma, Hwmopsis, and Bssmadipsa. Hi-
+ -iM'-i.] A crystalline sweet glueoside, C21S44 further divided by him into two great epochs, the Ebur- rudo medieinalis is the apothecary's leech. It is culti-

Oq, extracted from the leaves of Smilax gly- nean or time of the mammoth, gomg back into glacial vated in special ponds and is not sexuaUy mature untU

mTnh^nn Ti J i J 1 4^ „ ^X Qi times, when the men lived who carved the likeness of it is three years old. In the young stage it feeds npon
cypnyua. it is deposited in lustrous prisms with 3i ^j^^ aauaO. on its tusks, and the Tarandean or reindeer the blood of insects, and then on that of frogs ; but when

?5= 7o??0
(depending on the solvent usedX and melts at

j,^ ^^^^ theolimate had ameliorated, but when rein- it becomes mature a diet of warm blood is requu-ed.
^^^^?'*..''- ^en hydrolyzed It yields phloretin and deer stiU lived in the south of I'rance and were hunted Atdostoma, olten called the hoise-leech, feeds upon
isoduloitos^ and is closely allied to phlorizin if not iden- j,y ^ ^^^g advanced type of mankind. worms and mollusks. HasmopsU vorax, the horse-leech
ttcal with It. Oeihie, Text-book of GeoL (4th ed.), IL vi 1349, note, of Europe and North Africa, attaches itself to the inside

glycyrretin (glis-i-ret'in), n. [glyeyrrh^iea) .... ,,...-l,n -, of the throat of horses, cattle, and n>en. Bxmadipm,
+ _e^ -4- .}ji,2"| A crvstalline compound glyptlCian (glip-tish an), ». [glyptic + -ian.i the land-leech, is found in :forestB 01 damp districts in

flo„H.„0,N fo^fid hv the action of dilute A gem-cutter, gem-engraver, or lapidary. the tropics. See HirKdmito and «c«cA2

acfd^1>Vfy'cS^^'zfcaLT;hictoccir^^^^ (H3T.tOCardia' (glip-to%'di-aV I [^., < e?faSTa)^"1St'H'Gr"^'^^c"-4Pv^-
form of saltrm licorice-root. It mkts at G^- 7^^ called, + m>A heart.] A gnatf^och^lana

i^)-J^-> ^^^^f^^'^^""'200° C synonym of *Bu<^mola (which see). ^ ;tr6Mof, up, -r -arJMW.j in myriapoas, a

elvcvrrhizic (eHs-i-ri'zik) a raJj/wrrtea + CUyptocephalus(glip-t6-sef 'a-lus),«. [NL., plate-like under lip constituting the floor of

^^^TpSnilg to or derivedfrWS.I < G-^- /^^^C, caA%d;+W^," head'.] 1 gel t^e mouth ^nd fomied of the second pair of

GlycyrrhWc acid, a colorless tribasicacid,Ci-H630i8lsr, nus of slender flounders, characterized by the jaws, as in tne x«j«opoaa.

resembling albumen in appearance. It gelsSmizes with great number of their vertebrae, found in deep gnatnometer (na-tnom e-ter;, m. [(jr. yvaUoc,

cold water, has a sweet taste, and oociurs, as the ammonium waters of the North Atlantic and North Pacific J^^i + /'"pov, measure.] An instrument used
orjIcinm^t,inlicorice.root

^^^^^^^ 6. «,™(,io««« is the Craig flomider of North for measuring the angles of the lower jaw.
glyt re.

_
A siinptilied spelling ot glyph. Europe ; ft ZMhirus, with long pectoral flns, is a species gnathonism (na'tho-mzm), n. [L. Giiatho(n-);

glykemia, glyksemia (gli-ke mi-a), n. See of the North Pacific : exceUent for food. name of a parasite in Plautus and Terence. <
*glycemia, glycsemia. Glyptocrinus (gUp-tok'ri-nus), «. [NL., < (3r. Gr. ri/fjeuv, a nickname (' one who is all jaw'),
OlyoxaUc acid, a colorless syrupycompound,HCO.COO_H, yAjnrrdf, carved, + KpjW lily (see mreoid).] A < rvdeof, jaw.] Sycophancy.
found m the leaves and unnpe fmits of many plants, m- '„„„„*„„. 'i „„ '.j •'jij.i, t _..i li- 7 >/*" s> j<»"-j K/j^v^i»x.o;»iv,j.

eluding the gooseberry. It is prepared by the oxidation geMS of camerate cnnoids of the family Melo- „^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^, ^^^^ ^ g , ^ ^^ j^ ^
of alcohol, glycol, or glycerol, by means ot nitric acid, cnmase, Witn a deep ODCOmcal calyx oma- eclipsed with the interposition of a single marriage?"
With water it forms a crystalline derivative, CH(0H)2 mented by ridges and radiating striSB. It is And yet Hacket must have lived to see the practical
COOH. The syrup and the solid are, tlierefore, the aide- „* Lower Silurian a^e confutation of this shaUow Gnathaimm in the result of
hyde and the dihydroxid respectively of oxalic acid.

1. -j , ,• ^^- j ,^ .j, r 7 ^ the marriage with the Papist Henrietta of France

!

Mso aMeO. glyaeylw aad. glyptOttOntOia (glip-to-don tOid), a. [glypto- CoZerfdpe, Notes on Hacket, in Lit Eemams, HL 187.

glyoxalilie(gU-ok'sa-lin),TO. [glyoxal + Ane^.'\ don{t-) + -oid.^ Belated to or having the ... , - ^t. »,- » r« „>CH:CH characters of GZ3«)tod(TO. gnathophorous (na-thof'o-rus), a. [Gr. /i-iiffoj,

A colorless compound, NH<
| , formed, Giyptolepis (gUp-tol'e-pis), m. [NL., < Gr.

jaw. + -jiopof, <^^p«v, bear.] Beanng jaws:

CH : N yi^r6u carved, % ^^kU scale.] A genus of °°*i?f *^^
jaw-bearmg selentes of arthropods,

together with glycosine, by the action of con- extinct ganoid fishes from the Old fild Sand- S.Hv°^2"*' ^ * o
enathopodite.

centrated ammonia on glyoxal. It occura in stone of Britain, commonly regarded as synon- wnattostomata, n. 3. A tnbe of irregular

thick nacreous prisms which melt at 89° C, boil at 265° C vmons with SoZomAj/ciMj! rwhiph «««•> echmoids having a central penstome sur-
and have an alkaline reaction. It is also called fmidazoi

ymous wim Jiowp^cftMts (wmcn see;.
rounded by a perignathic girdle, the ambulacra

OT methylene acetylenazln. The name ^Zwoaarftne is also glyptOlOglSt (glip-tol O-Jist), n. [glyptolog^ nil similar and flie iawR nrfisent but some-
given to certam compounds which are derived from gly- + 4st.^ A student or collector of eueraved «JL j-' ^ S? V j \. 2. t
oxaline Itself by replacement of its hydrogen atoms by „em8

»"""''"'' "^ i-oueoror 01 engravea times rudimentary. It includes both livmg
radicals. „t,^4.JLi-.™ /~ij_ j.„i/- -n m 1 j ^^^ extinct genera.— 4. A name given by
glyonline, glyoxyline (gli-ok'si-lin), »• ™ed fSJ|3 +-"C,W fc ^^^ Haeckel to a superclass of vertebrates contain-

[As glyox(a,y+ -il, -yl, + -Jne2.] An ex- w^^iJ^f/'Z^.^^Z^IZL"' ^ ^^"J^
speak.] ^^ the forms with true jaws, (normaUy) two

plosife consisting o^ guncotton treated with ^^f.^^f/ y/TZl €^9^^^ '""^^ P^^^ °^ "™^«. ^^^ double nostrils, s/me as

a solution of saltpeter, dried, and soaked with '^"'P'lre. ly. j
.
aun, re o. Z6, i»U4- Gnathostomi and synonomous with AmpUrUna.

nitroglycerin. It closely resembles explosive gelatm, t*lyPtopomUSfelip-to-pomus), re. [NL., < Gr. gnathostomate (na-thos'to-mat), a. [Gr.

hut its constituente are less intimately blended. Not to 7''''™T:or, carved, + ;ro/ia, a hd.] A genus of yvagof, jaw, + uriSim; mouth, + -afel.] Hav-
be confounded with the compound glyoxaline (C3H4N2). ganoid fishes from the Old Red Sandstone of ing a masticatory apparatus, as in echinoids.
glyoxime (gli-ok'sim), n. [As glyoxUV) + Scotland. The scales and external bones are gnathostome (nath'o-stom), re. A member
-»j»e.] A coloriess compound, HON:CHCH: ornamented with irregular wrmkles. of the Gnathostomatd, or vertebrates having
NOH, prepared by the action of hydroxylam- Glyptoscorpius (glip-to-skdr'pi-us), re. [NL., true jaws.
ine on gl/oxal. It crystallizes in trimetric < Gr. ylmrrSg, carvel, ^(7/cpp^f, a scorpion.] The gn^thoamnea embrace the great majority of verte-
plates and melts at 178° C. A genus of merostome Crustacea of the order brates. j. t. Kingsley, Vert ZooL, p. 225.

gVozylic (gH-ok-sil'ik), a. Same as o?3^oa;a?i(!. Eurypteridx, with decided arachnid afiSnities enatoo (nea'tol « rTnncrp «»««on ynnrBTiroti
-^GlvoxyUc acid. Same as *glyoxalic acid in the clawed Umbs and the comb-like strue- ^oiwi »J,!^*

^' [^""S* gnatoo, more prop.

glyph, re. 2. A written or pictured character, tures similar to the pectines of sco:^ons It A^^^lt *Tf^' ?l'
^^ '""'j ^"*? ^^T" ?f

"^ V.s^, or symbol representing a word or an ig found in the coal-measures of Sootl

3

f-
P^'Per^eloth (Jcapa or tapa) made from the

X'; anideograph : as, the Mexican or Mayan eW^hek (dtipno^Sk^^^^ PG 1 S«^"p «« ^v ^ °^ the paper-mulberry (BroussmeMapapy-
alvnhs

& f
j j giypTOUieK (giup to-tat ), re. [U.J Same as nfera), and printed with a pattern.

7 ., . .*„-..• ^^^l^'^<-^ • . * gnaur. re. Same as ^reari and fcreari.
Now, when a glyph is read as a word, the interesting gm. An abbreviation of gram. enMaa « ii«<o^ ».i<,.. . „j ™ .. s„„..a ™ tho

erSTntte^XrSie'lI^eTi^^-mV^^Ur^a' ^f » ^ abbreviaJn of Great Master of "S^S^^^^^i^'i^iZ^Z^.
fprpntrnncents. and the oJ«»A mav be read bv SDeaklUB tlw Batn. Samew -Abasement complex.—BsTejulsJl SO-^iBS. See

the word aSd attaching to it any meaning which thi G. M. I. E. An abbreviation of Grand Master it^^SrTJ^"' ^~:^^^^ P^?}^'^'^"^F't^J,
spoken word represents. In this early society words are of the Indian Empire. ^^^^^'^^VM^^f^ti^.^^^&^l
^'^^^J\^'^Lr^S°'^^Zl^yp>^ G M^K, P Anabbreviationof GramMaster

£,;d„^^_^™ -^ M-hison in I85a Le«^n

become signs of spoken words they are signs of sounds. -JJS^JS^W^ "f "*• Patrick. glieiSSltiC (ni-Slt'lk), a. Same as gneissic.

They become signs of word-sounds, then signs of syllabic G. M. M. G. An abbreviation of Grand Mas- gueissosity (ni-sos'i-ti), re. [gneissose + -ity.]

sounds, and ultimately signs of aJphabeHc sounds
;
and fer of St. Michael and St. George. In petrog., the character or structure of gneiss.

'^^r'^r*^^p''C''AiS!°Ett''i§™9l"|:G-B^P- AnabbreviationofGraredJlfastero/GnetalesWta'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Engler,
'

[clxviii. St. Patrick. 1887), < Gnetum + -ales.'] An order of gymno-

«i a. _ / « ts>s\ «. rwi < av y,7,M, o„ ^° ^- S° ^° *^'i abbreviation of Grand Master spermous plants containing the familt Greeto-
Glyphaea (gU-^

J')'
» ^^^:'. \^^-XT{ I "f **« -^^r of India. cex only (which see).

engraving, <>'Ajf«v,engrav^^^^^^ An abbreviation of Greerewicfemm^ gnomisfi (no'mish) a. [gnome + -ish^-]
gen^ of extinct mamrrous crustaceans from ^^ f^_ Gnome-like : as, gi^ish faces.
aeJwassic and (Jretaceous rocks. ^i re. -Potato-scab gnat, a mycetophiUd fly, gnomist (no'mist), re. [gnome + -»«*.] A
glyphic. a. 2. Of the nature of a glyph or spidapus imWei. which breeds iJi scabby potatoes and gnomic poet; a writer of proverbs and apo-
ideograph: as, flr?S[pftiC words. transmits the disease to healthy tubers. theems

"**<'°» ui iiiuyoxuo ouvi »r

Thewrittenlanguagespioducedmprimitivethnehave gnatUon (natil'i-on), re [T^ dim. < (Jr. jT-deof, gnomiuin (no'mi-um), re. [NL., alluding to

distinct words as ideographs; they ilsoha^ a to^^^ 3aw.] Same as mental point (which see), the etymological meaning of tie associated
grammar for the arrangement of aieseff«!/pAM! words un- See also cut under crare«)?»««ra. onhaH- < n«^«,^2 ^ Tr, ..iS„ „ =„«^L<.H tipw
ntp that of hlehlv developed written language. ,„„i.-i.j„_, / ti,/- _\ rr. -a .

coDait
, ^ grreome'^.J In c«ew., a supposed new

J T ?«S^in Bep. Bar. Amer. IffioL, 1898-99, gnatlusm (nath'izm), re. [Gr. jToflof, gaw, + metal having a high atomic weight, which
[P- "^"^ -^^-i The angle of projection of the upper Kriiss announced in 1892 as associated with



gnomium
nickel and cobalt, and the presence of which
he believed to be the cause of the assign-
ment of too high a value to the atomic weight
of cobalt. It has been shown that the sup-
posed discovery was an error.

gnomologist (n6-mol'S=jist), n. ^nomolog-y
+ -is*.] Same as gnomonist.
Gnomonia (no-mo 'ni-^), n. [NL. (Cesatl and de
Notaris, 1863), < Gr. yva/tav, the index of a dial,

a pillar, rod
gnomon.'] A genus
ofpyrenomycetous
fun^, type of the
family Gnomoni-
aceee, having the
perithecia embed-
ded in the tissue
of the host, with
only the elongated
necks projecting.
The spores are elon-
gate, hyaline, and 2-

or 4-celled. About
60 species hare been
described, many of
which are parasitic. Q.
erythrostoma attacks
the leaves of the cherry,

Jiroducing Meaf-scorch
which see).

nOmOHiaCeSe (no- Cnmnonla ,^lhrast<,ma.
men -i - a'se - e), m. «, diseased leaf of cherry showing
rNTj ^ annvrij^vian the habit of the fungus (reduced) ; *,|INJJ., V trMOTOOTOja ^^^^^ through a perithecium (en-
"T -acex,} A. tamily larged); c, anascus, containing eight

of pyrenomycetous ^"""^ "'*'''>' "=s""'=i>-

fungi of the order Sphaeriales named from
the genus Gnomonia. They have membranous peri-
thecia embedded in the tissue of the host and usually with
an elongate projecting neck. The spores are hyaline. See
"kGhumwnia.

Gnomonic net. See *nei?-.

gnomonological (n6"mo-n6-loj'i-kal), a.

\_gnomonolog-y + -ic-al^.j Pertaining'to the
art of dialing. Bailey.

gnoscopine (nos'ko-pin), n. [Appar. < Gr.
(yi)yv6aKeiv, know, + imov, opium, + -ine^.]

A colorless alkaloid, C22H2'304N, which crys-
tallizes in lustrous prisms and melts at 228° C.
It is contained in opium and is closely related
to narcotine.

gnostid (nos'tid), n. and a. I, n. A member
of the family GnosUdsB.

II. a. Of or belonging to the coleopterous
family Gnostidas.

go, V. i.—Golne throngli the fleet (naut.), a form of
punishment at one time used in the navy in which the
culprit received a portion of the flogging to which he had
been sentenced alongside of each of the various vessels
which made up the fleet It was punishment of the most
degrading character.—Going tO Boston, a game of
poker-dice with three dice only, the winner being the
player with the highest number of pips up. Sometimes
c^ed Ya/nkee grab. See -kpoker-dux.— CrOlng witness.
See *witnesi.—Let her go off (naut), an order to the
man at the wheel to put the tiller to the weather side
so that the vessel's head may pay off to leeward.—To
go free (««««.), to sail so that the yards may be braced
m and the sheets slacked. See/ree, ad».—TogOln. (p)

In poker, to put up the ante for drawing cards ; to go into

aja£k-potwhich is already opened.—Togo large (naut),
to sail with the wind well abaft the beam.—To go over.
(a) (2) In bridge, to double the value of the trump. See
Tkoridge.

go, n. 8. As much as is or can be fetched at

oue going or trip: as, to fetch a go of water
from the well ; hence, as much as is supplied
at one time ; a dram : as, a go of gin. [Colloq.]
—9. Abargain ; acompact ; athingfully agreed
upon: as, "Well! is it a,' gof" [Colloq.]—
On the ^0, restlessly or busily active : as, he 's on the go
all the time.

go^ (go), n. [Jap.] A Japanese measure of

capacity equal to 11.01 cubic inches.

Go. An abbreviation of Gothic.

G. 0. An abbreviation (a) of General Order;

(6) II. c] of great organ.

goaf-burned (gof bemd), a. [goaf. 2, +
burned.] Heated in the mow or goaf. N. E. D.
[Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

goaf-horse (g6f'h6rs), n. [goaf, 2, 4- horse.]

A horse ridden upon grain stored in a barn to

compress it. N. E. D. [Obsolete or prov.

Eng.]
goal (go'i), n. [A colonial form of Maori
Jcowhai (see def.) = Hawaiian ohai, Manga-
revan koai, Paumotan kofai, applied to differ-

ent plants.] In the southern island of New
Zealand, the timber of the native locust or

yellow kowhai, Sophora tetraptera, a member
of the bean family. The timber is red in color

and very durable, and is used for fencing and
for pUes in bridges and wharves.

goal^, n. 7. In astron., the point on the celes-

tial sphere toward which the motion of a body
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is directed; thnSj the earth's goal at any mo-
ment is a point on the ecliptic about 90 de-
grees west of the sun.
goal-cage (gol'kaj), ». In roller-polo, the wire
netting which stops the ball iu the goal after
its entrance.
goal-line (gol'liu), n. In foot-ball, hockey, la-

crosse, and similar "games, a line at the end of
the field which passes through the goals.

goal-striker (g61'stri"k6r), n. In certain
games, the player who stands nearest his op-
ponent's goal and endeavors to strike the ball
through it.

goanna (go-an'a), n. A popular variant of
guana (an abbreviated form of iguana) in com-
mon use in Australia for any large lizard;
specifically, the lace-lizard, Varanus varius.
Also gohanna.
go-ashore (go'a-shor"), n. [Said to be a fanci-
ful perversion of the Maori name kohua. This
could be heard as *gowa, which, understood
as an incomplete phrase go a-, could be neatly
completed, in a nautical fashion, as go-ashore.]
A three-legged iron pot with two ears to which
was attached a wire handle for suspension on a
crane over a fire. [New Zealand.]— oo-ashores
(noMt), a seaman's best suit of clothes.

goat^, n.— Cashmere goat, a small, strongly built va-
riety of the domesticated goat^ Capra hircus, which has a
thick undercoat of wool beneatli the long outer hair. The
wool is combed out in summer and used for making
cashmere shawls and fine cloth. The variety is found
most.abnndantly in Tibet.—Nubian gOat, a long-legged,
coarse-haired breed of goat, found in Nubia, Upper Egypt,
and Abyssinia, which has the face strongly curved, the
horns lying close to the neck, and the ears long and pen-
dulous.—To ride the goat. Seeitride.

goat-bush (got ' bush), m. A prickly shrub,
Castela Nioholsoni, of the quassia family,
growing in the southwestern United States
and northern Mexico. Also called chaparro-
amargoso, on account of its bitter bark. See
amargoso-bark.

goat-fig (got'fig), n. Same as caprifig.

goat-flsh, n.—YeUow goat-flsb, Uveneus martinicus,
a flsh of the tamily MvlUdee, found in West Indian waters
and north to Key West.

goat-horn (got'h6rn), n. A form of lightning-
arrester consisting of two metal rods, bent m
the form of horns facing each other, one of

which is connected with the ground and the
other to the transmission-line which is to be
protected.

goat-jug (got'jug), n. A cream-jug having a
base modeled in the form of a recumbent goat
and the figure of a bee modeled in relief, jugs
of this design were made in the eighteenth century at
both Bow and Chelsea, England.

goatling (got'ling), n. A young goat; specifi-

cally, a goat between one and two years old.

[At] the half-yearly meeting of the British Goat Society
. . . held yesterday . . . the newly coined word '//oatZing''

was adopted, to distinguish goats above 12 months and
under two years old. Times (London), Dec. 7, 1883.

goat-moth, n.—poplar goat-moth, a North American
coBsid moth, Cosme cerUerermB, whose larva bores in the
trunks of Popuiustrem/uioides.

goat's-heard, n—Dwarf goafs-beard, the dwarf
dandelion, Krigia Dandelion—^Virginia goat's-beard,
Krigia Virginiea, a plant with a scape one to two feet

high and handsome orange-yellow flowers, found through-
out most of eastern North America. Also called cynthia.

Goatweed emperor. See *emperor.

gob^ (gob), V. i.; pret. and pp. gobbed, ppr. gob-
bing. To brag; boast. [Prov. Eng.]

gobble^ (gob'l), n. In golf, a putt played with
such force that it would be carried some dis-

tance past the hole if it did not go in, but
which does go in.

gobbler^, «. 2. An automatic bucketthe halves
of which separate at the bottomwhenlowered
and close when a strain is put upon the hoist-

ing-chain, digging into the material to be
loaded. ' When the strain is removed the

weight of the load causes the bucket to open.

gobbo (gob'o), n. [Prob. "W. African.] The
okra or bandakai, Abelmoschus esculentus.

gobemouche (gob-mSsh'), «• [P., < gober, gulp,

-t- mouche ( < L. musca), fly.] Agaping simpleton
who believes everythingthat he hears ; a credu-

lous person.

gobemadora (g6*ber-na-d6'ra), n. [Span.,

fem. of gobernador, governor.] In Mexico,
Covillea tridentata, the creosote-bush, an ill-

smelUng evergreen bush of the family !^go-
phyllacese. An infusion or tincture of the leaves

is used as a remedy for gout and rheumatism.

gobernadorcillo (go-ber-na-dor-thel'yo), ».

[Philippine Sp., dim. of gobernador, governor.]

The governor or head-man of a village or

small town in the Philippines.

goeduck

Gobiesocinae (g6"bi-e-s6-sl'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Gobiesox (-esoc-) + -inx.] A subfamily of fishes
typified by the genus Gobiesox.
Gobioidei (go-bi-o-id'i), n. pi. [NL., < Gobius
+ -oidei.] A name applied to the group of
gobies as a whole.
Gobioidinse (g6"bi-6-i-di'ne), m. pi. [NL., <
Gobioides + -dnse.] A subfamily of gobies
typified by the genus Gobioides.

Gobiomorus (go'bi-o-mo'rus), ». [NL., < L.
gobius, goby, + 6r. /xap6;, dull, stupid.] A
genus of small fishes. The name originally covered
species of different groups, but is properly restricted to
the Portuguese man-of-war flsh, G. gronomi, a small flsh

found in th^ tentacles of the Portuguese man-of-war. The
genus is often called Nomeits,

Gobionellus (g6"bi-o-nel'us), n. [NL., < L.
gobio(n-), goby, -t- -ellus.] A genus of gobies

Gobionellus oceanicus.

(From Bull. 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

characterized by the elongate body and
pointed caudal fin. G. oceanicus is the com-
monest American species.

Gobiosoma(g6"bi-6-s6'ma),». [NL., <.h. gobius,

goby, -|- Gr. aoim, body.]' A genus of small
gobies characterized by the naked body and
blunt head. G. bosci is common along the Vir-
ginia and Carolina coasts.

goblinic (gob-lin'ik), a. [goblin -f- -ic.] Gob-
lin-like ; of the nature of a goblin ; of orper-
taining to a goblin.

gobo (go'bo), n. [Jap. go-bo.] The common
burdock, Jrctium Lappa. It is much cultivated in
Japan for its root, which is there a popular garden vege-
table.

goborro (go-bor'o), n. [Aborigiual Australian
name.] The Australian dwarf-box. Eucalyptus
microtheca. See *coolibah.

goburra (go-bur'a), n. A variant of kookaburra,
the aboriginal Australian name for the laugh-
ing-jackass, Dacelo gigas. Also gobera.
gOby^ n—Blind goby, a small goby, Typhlogobius cali-

fomiensis, without eyes in the adult stage, found on the
coast of California.—Crested goby, a flsh of the genus
Lophogobius, characterized by a short body and a crested
head, found in the waters of Cuba.—^Half-naked goby,
a flsh of the genus Garmannia, found on the shores oi
Panama.-I,0ng-4awed goby, a name given to flshes
of the species Gilichthys jmrabilis, a small goby found
burrowing in themud on the coast of California, remarka-
ble for the backward extension of its upper jaw.—^Naked
goby, a fish of the genus Gobiosoma, found in the south
Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States.

god^, n—Littletin god or little tin god on wheels,
a slang name for a man who assumes an air of impor-
tance and authority ludicrously out of proportion to his
actual position and attainments; a man who makes a
fetish of himself.

Wherefore the Little Tin Gods harried their little tin
souls.

Seeing he came not from Chatham, jingled no spurs at
his heels.

Knowing that, nevertheless, was he first on the Govern-
ment rolls

For the billet of " Kailway Instructor to Little Tin Oods
on Wheels."

S. Kipling, Departmental Ditties, Public Waste, st 5.

The dusk ofthe gods. See «Ae -ktwilight of the gods.—
The twilight of the gods. See MwUighJt.
Goddess or Liberty [L Mbertas], liberty personified
by tile Somans as a goddess : occasionally used as an
emblem.

godfather (god'fa^SH^r), v. t. [godfather, n.]
To act as godfather to ; be sponsor for. Burke.
godhed, n. A simplified spelling of godhead.
goditcha (go-di'cha), n. Same as *kurda-
iteha, 2.

godparent (god'par-ent), n. A godfather or a
godmother.
godron (g6-dr6n'), n. [P.] Same as godroon.
godroonage (go-dron'aj), n. [godroon -H -age.]

In decorated art, godroons collectively.

godrooned (go-drond), p. a. [godroon + -ed^,

afterP. godronni.] Ornamented with godroons.
god-shelf (god'shelf), n. In Japan, a shelf in
a household on which are placed the objects
of household worship, forming a Mud of domes-
tic altar : the Japanese name is kaini-dana, and
among Buddhists .BMteM-fJajia. B66*Kami-dana.
"Wanted a religion" is the title of a missionary's d«-

scription of Japan. This, Gulick denies and cites the
countless gods, pious pilgrimages to eighty-eight sacred
places, the god-shelves in every home, the 71,831 Buddhist
temples and 190j808 officially registered shrines.

Amer. Jour. Aelig. Psychol, and Education, May, 1904,

[p. 98.

goeduck (go'e-duk), n. [Also geoduck; from a
native name.] A large edible clam, Panopea
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generosa, of the northwest coast of the tTnited
States. With siphons extended itsometimes reaches a
length of from 3 to 4 feet and weighs from 6 to 10 pounds.
It lives buried deep in sand ord^ near low-tide mark.

Goeduck {Panopta ^eturffsa}.

In Alaskan waters is fonnd a monster clam, the "ffeo-
duck" one of which would afford a meal for several per-
sons ; not so large, however as the great tiidacna and its

species, which weighs, with its two valves, five hundred
pounds, the animal alone weighing thirty.

Sd. Amer. Sup., April 11, 1903, p. 22,805.

goelism (go'e-lizm), n. [Heb. goel (redeemer,
avenger), + -«»».] The custom which recog-
nizes an authorized 'avenger of Wood' and
makes blood-revenge obligatory.

goemin (go'e-min), n. [B. go6m{(m) (< Bret-
gwemon, seaweed) + -in*] A compound ob-
tained from Irish moss, obtained by boiling

carrageen.

gofer-iron (g6'f6r-i''6m), n. A double mold
with long handles in which gofers, or waffles

are baked; a gofering-iron. Also called ^o/er-
tongs.

gofer-tongs (g6'f6r-t6ngz), n. pi. Same as
*gofer-iron.

Goffered scliist. See *seMst.

gOffering-frame (gof'er-ing-fram), n. A frame
with a series of small rods between which the
fabric to be goffered or ruffled is worked.
goffering-machine (gof'er-ing-ma-shen'), n.

An apparatus for plaiting or ruMing textile

fabrics,

goffering-tongS (gof'6r-ing-t6ngs), n. pi. An
iron tool which is heated and used for goffering
or ruffling fabrics.

goggle^, n. S, pi. Aparasitic disease of sheep,
causedby the presence ofabladder-worm inthe
brain which causes dizziness, staggering gait,

walking in a circle, spasms, and convulsions.
Also called staggers, gid, anditurnsick.— 4. \_pl.'\

The garden gooseberry, Ribes Grossularia.

Goggle-eyed scad. Same as goggle-eyedJach
goggle-goy (gog'l-goi), n. The hellgrammite
fly, Corydalus comutus. [Local, New Eng.]
goggly (gog'li), a. Affectedwith the goggles:
as, goggly sheep.

gogo (^o'go), n. [Tagalog name.] In the
Philippine Islands, a giant climber. Lens phase-
oloides, of the mimosa family, usually growing
near the sea, the stems of which are pounded
and used as a detergent by the natives. See
sea-iean, 1, simitar-pod, matcli-box *bean, and
*bayogo, with cut.

gohanna (go-han'a), ». See *goanna.
gohei (g6-ha')i M. [Chino-Jap. go, (Chin,

yii), august, imperial; +hei, (Chm.jii), apres-
ent or presents.] In the Shinto shrines of

Japan, a slender wand of unpaiuted and un-
varnished wood, originally a branch of
Cleyera japonica, from which hang two long
strips of white Japanese paper, notched alter-

natelyon opposite sides, representing offerings

of rough and fine white cloth. There is but
one gohei to each deity worshiped at any
particular temple. M. Satow.

Goidel (goi'del), n. [Olr. Gdidel, pi. Gdidil,

aGrael: see GoeJ. and cf. Godftei.] Amember of

the ' Gaelic ' branch of the Celtic race, namely,
the branch represented by the Irish and the

Gaels of Scotland. See Gadhels, in The Cen-
tury Cyclopedia of Names.
goiaelic (goi-del'ik), a. and n. I. u. Of or

pertaining to the Goidels.

II. n. The language of the Goidels • ancient

Celtic of the branch represented by Old Irish,

and bymodem Irish and Gaelic.

going, M. 7. In stair-building, the width of the

stairway or length of a tread. [Local Eng.]

going-train (go ing-tran), Ji. An operating

train; that part of the gear-train in a time-

piece which drives the hands.

goke^ (gok), n. [A var. of eolk^.2 ^aut, the

heart of a rope ; the core in the center of a

rope.

gola (go'la), n. [Also golah; < Hind, gold, a

warehouse, esp. for grain, a curb, a pier, a ball,

etc., a cannon-ball, etc., < gol, round.] A ware-
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house for storing grain, salt, etc. [Anglo-
Indian.]

Golconda (gol-kon'dS), n. The name of a city

of India noted in the sixteenth century for

its great diamond-cutting industry; hence, al-

lusively, a mine of wealth.

gold. I. n.—Abyssinian sold. Same as ttUmi-gold.

—Alluvial Bold, placer-gold.—Best ^Id, the hit in

the gold which is nearest the central point of the target

In archery competitions a prize is often given for the best
gold.—Burmese gold, gold to which a yellow or red
color has been imparted by treatment with acids and the
subsequent application of rouge and other reddish color-

ations to the depressed parte of the ornamentation.

—

Bumlslied gold, in ceram,., porcelain gilding which has
been brightly burnished by means of a bloodstone bur-
nishing-tool.

—

Chased gold, in ceram., gilding on por-

celain glaze which has been brightened in places by
means of a pointed agate bumishing-tool. The lines are
formed by worldng the point to and fro over the dull

gold and are widened b^ repetition. At Sevres and some
other French factories intricate patterns and elaborate
pictures were drawn on the dull gold ground and exe-
cuted in this manner, the result being a beautiful con-
trasting effect of bright and dead or mat gold, exhibit-

ing the accuracy of a fine engraving. This process' has
also been employed to some extent in England and other
European coun^es, but is particularly characteristic of

fine French poroelains made about 1830. —Diamine
gold, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the disazo type,

derived from diamidonaphthalene. It dyes unmordanted
cotton a golden yellow in an alkaline salt bath.— Glass-
bmshed gold, in ceram., poroelain gilding which is

rubbed with a brush of glass fibers to produce a ^emi-
bright effect This method is an improvement upon the
gold-sanding process, and was quicker in its resulte. See
sanded *gM.— Gold brick, a brick-shaped mass of
gilded metal of no intrinsic value, which plausible swin-
lers, of a certain class, sometimes pass off as genuine,

at a tempting price, on unwary purchasers; hence,
any similar swindle. Frequently used attributively : as,

another gold-brick swindle. [Slang, V. S.]

—

Jeweler's
gold, an alloy containing tliree parts of gold to one of
copper : known as 18 karat gold, that is, gmd of which 18
parte out of 24 are pure metal. No gold of a less purity
is admitted into France.

—

Lump gold, gold found in
placer-mining in the form of lumps or nuggete.

—

Rusty
gold, free gold which does not easily amalgamate, the
particles bemg coated, as is supposed, with oxid of iron.

—

Sanded gold, poroelain-gilding which has been rubbed
with fine sand to j)roduce a semi-bright effect

—

TO
measxire golds, in archery, to measure the distance
from the center of each arrow in the gold, in order to
determine the best gold.

n. 1.- Gold brown. Same as phenylene brown
(which see, under brown).— Gold luster, penny. See
iflusterS, etc.—Gold reserve, ^e reserve.

gold-balls (g6ld'bS.lz), n. pi. Buttercups;
applied more especially to the creeping butter-
cup, BanuncuUis repens.

gold-beetle (goWbe^'tl), n. Any'one of several
leaf-beetles and tortoise-beetles, as Chrysochus
auratus and Coptocycla auriehalcea.

gold-boat (gold'bot), n. A boat used in
dredging for gold.

gold-bug (gold'bug), n. 1. A beetle of a
golden color.

The Gold Bug. Poe (title).

2. An advocate of the single gold standard in
finance; a 'gold man.' [Opprobrious and
slang.]

gold-chain (gold'chan), n. The wall-pepper,
Sedum acre.

gold-cure (gold'kur), n. A secret method of
treatment of the drink habit in which the chiei
remedy employed is said to be chlorid of gold.

gold-diggings (g61d'di§*ingz), n. pi. Any
region where gold-bearing sands and gravel
abound and where gold is being exploited by
digging and washing: sometimes also applied
to the mining of gold-bearing quartz.
gold-dropper (g61d'drop"6r), n. A sharper;
one of a pair who, having dropped a gold coin,
picks it up in the presence of a stranger, and
pretending to have just found it, engages his
attention while the confederate robs nim.
Golden aster, any plant of the genus Chrysopgis, aster-
like composites of North America with bright golden-
yellow flowers. C. Mariana, the Maryland golden aster,
is very abundant in the eastern United States and one of
the handsomest wild flowers, blooming from July to
September.

—

Golden ball, in bot, the gtobe-flower,
Trollius Europeus, applied also to the American or
spreading globe-flower, T. laxus.— Golden book, the
official list of the nobility of Venice.

—

(Solden caljf,

earth, grease, symp, text, type. See -hcdlfi, etc.—
Golden cup, golden guineas, the pilewort or lesser
celandine, Ficaria Ficaria.

goldeneye, n. 4. Melithreptus lumdatus, a
small species of honey-eater. [Australia.]

goldenglow (gol'dn-glo), n. The tall cone-
flower, Etidbeclda ladniaia, which has a pro-
fusion of yellow flowers, the conical disk being
also yellow. It ranges from Canada to New
Mexico.
golden-Jerusalem (g61"dn-je-rb'sa-lem), n.
The common cone-flower, BudhecMahirta.
goldenknop, n. Z, pi. Same^as *goMknops.
goldenlocks (gol'dn-loks), n. 1, The common
polypody, Polypodium vulgare.—2. The golden
cudweed, Pterocaulon virgatum.

goldenrod

goldenoak (gol'dn-ok), ». The smooth false

foxglove, Dasistoma Virginicum, the leaves of

which resemble those of the oak. .

goldenrod, n.—Alpine goldenrod, Solidago alpeitrit,

of alpine snmmite inEurope and of the White and Green
Mountains in America. It belongs to the type of 5. Fir-

gaurea, but is dwarf with' very few large heads and
spatulate radical leaves.-Anlse-scented goldenrod.
Same as sweet -kgMenrod.—Beach-goldenrod. Sione

as seande-A^oIdtnrod.— Blue-stemmed goldenrod,
Solidago ciBsia, a low, partially prostrate or reclining

species with usually bluish or purple stems, lanceolate,

sharply serrate leaves, and bright-yellow heads mostly
in clusters in the axils of the reduced upper leaves:

common in eastern North America.—Bog-goldenrod,
Solidago tUigiTWsa, a stout thyrsiform species growing
in bogs and swamps, chiefly in the region of the Great

Lakes and extending east to Newfoundland and south

to New Jersey : it blooms in July.—Boott's goldenrod,
Solidago Boattii, a slender and graceful species with few
one-sided racemes and long lanceolate serrate leaves nar-

rowed into winged petioles: fomld rather sparingly in

dry woods from Virginia to Florida and Texas.

—

Kroad-
leaved goldenrod. Same as zigzag *goldenrod.—

Bu^y goldenrod, Eutha/mia gramin^folia and E. lep-

tocephaXa, the latter distinguished as Weetern bushy gol-

denrod. They resemble true goldenrods of the cymose
type, but have the receptacle fimbrillate instead of alveo-

late, the rays more numerous than the disk-flowers, and
linear entire leaves. They are also more or less fragrant,

and hence are csJledfragrant goldenrod, at least the east-

ern United States species, which, however, is widely dis-

tributed, ranging from New Brunswick to Florida and
west to Nebraska and the Northwest Territory. The
other species is more slender, and is found from Missouri
to Louisiana and Texaa—Canada or Canadian gol.
denrod, Solidago
Canadensis, the
most abundant,
widely distributed,
and typical of
American golden-
rods. It has large
pyramidal panicles
of recurved, one-
sided racemes, and
lanceolate, coarsely
toothed, triple-

nerved leaves. It
sometimes attains
a height of 8 feet,

and often grows in
dense masses, mon-
opolizing the soil

and becoming a
noxious weed. The
color of the flowers
is a rather dull yel-
low, and the species
is in many respecte
less ornamental
than several other Canada Goldenrod (5o/.Vft.^o C<,fta<itnsis).
smaller and less . , j - a
aK..».4»..t- ^ .. T* «, suinmit of stem and inflorescence;
abundant ones. It

,. „idrtle portion of stem ; c, a ray flower

!

occurs from New ,<. a disk flower: <i and «, one sinhnatu-
Brunswick to Brit- ral size, c and a, enlarged.

ish Columbia and
south to Florida and Arizona. A common name in some
districte is ydlow^weed.—Canary Islands goldenrod.
Same as goldenrod-tree. See also tree-goidenrod.—Cnr^
tls's goldenrod, Solidago Curtisii, a mountain species of

the southeastern United States with abundant flowers in

short clustered racemes in the axils of the upper leavea—Cut-leaved goldenrod, Solidago arguta, a tall, slen-

der, handsome species of the Adirondacks, where it as.

cenda to an altitude of 2,700 feet^ ranging to New Eng-
land, Ontario, Ohio, and Virginia. It has recurved ra-

cemes and large ovate, coarsely and sharply senate
leaves.

—

Double goldenrod. Same as Canada or Ca-
nadian itgoldenrod.—Dnunmond's goldenrod, Soli-

dago Drummondii, of the Mississippi valley, a pubescent
plimt with broad ovate leaves and shorty rather loose, par-

tially one-sided racemes or clusters of flowers in the axils

of reduced upper leaves, or terminal, the rays large and
conspicuous.—Dwaif goldenrod. (a) A dwarf form of
the European goldenrod. (b) Same as gray itgoldenrod.—
Early goldenrod, Solidagojuneea, one of the most beau-
tiful of goldenrods, very abundant throughoat eastern
North America. It bears a profusion of long and grace-

ful recurved, one-sided racemes of flowers en the nchest
golden yellow, and as it blooms in most latitudes by the
first of August and laste through that month, it inaugu-
rates the series of goldenrods which continues the display
throughout the season. Also called yellow-top.—Eir
liott's goldenrod, Solidago Elliottii, a swamp species
found near the coast from Massachusetts to Geoigia,
sometimes 3 feet high, bearing a long terminal recurved
raceme and shorter axillary ones below.

—

Bm-leaved
goldenrod, Solidago ^mifolia, having the lower leaves
broadly ovate and strongly nerved, suggesting those of

the elm, and few short recurved mostly terminal racemes
of deep-yellow flowers : widely distributed throughout the
eastern United States.-European goldenrod, the com-
mon old-world goldenrod, SoudagoVirgaurea. See gol-

denrod and Solidago.— Field goldenrod. Same as gray
*goldenro±—Flat-top goldenrod, Euthamiagramim-
folia. See bushy irgolaenrod and fragrant itgoldenrod.-
Fragrant goldenrod, any of the species of Euthamia,
but especially E. graminifolia and E. Caroliniana. The
latter is distinguished as slender fragrant goldenrod on
account of ite very narrow leaves and slender habit Its

range is more southern than E. graminifolia. See bushy
*g^denrod.—Gray goldenrod, Solidago nevwralis, so

cmed on account of ite ashy-gray color. The flowers, how
ever, are of the liveliest glittering yellow, and occur in

dense, curving, one-sided racemes, often very compact and
massive, rendering it one of the most showy and attrac-

tive goldenrods. It is short, rarely over a footand a half

high, whence it is called dwarf goldenrod. It is very
abundant throughout the eastern United States, and
ranges from Quebec to Arizona, preferring poor soil and
open country. See cut under Soltda^o.— Late golden-
rod, Solidago serotina, a late-flowering species which



goldenrod
langes from Newfoundland to British Columbia and'south
to Oeori^ia and Texas.— Mlssonxi goldenrod, Solidago
Mimourientis, a widely distiibuted species of the western
l)rairies of North America, ranging from Tennessee to
Washington and from Texas to Manitoba. It sometimes
grows 3 feet hi^h and has linear-lanceolate triple-nerved
leaves and termmal panicles of secund recurved branches.—Noble goldenrod, Solidago speciosa, a stout, taU
species with broad ovate leaves, bearing a large terminal
thyrse, ranging from Nova Scotia to North Carolina and
west to Minnesota and Nebraska.—Northern golden-
TOd, Solidago mvZtiradiata, a small, somewhat aberrant
species with apatulate leaves, mostly near the ground, and
a small terminal corymbose cyme of large heads some-
limes having as many as 15 rays. It is found far north
from Labrador and Hudson Bay to British Columbia, and
south in the Rocky Mountains to Colorado.—Pale
goldenrod. Same aswAiee Irgoldemrod.— Viaa-'baxteD.
goldenrod, Solidago Jwtulosa, a tall hirsute species of
the pine-barrens of New Jersey, extending sonthwai'd to
Florida and Louisiana. It has ovate or lanceolate leaves
:and an open terminal panicle of recurved secund branches.— Flnme-goldenrod. Same as early -kgoldenrod.—
nagged goldenrod, Solidago aquarrom and 5. petio-
•tans, two anomalous species with elongate heads in
which the conspicuous green recurved tips of the in-
Tolucral bracts give them a squarrose or ragged appear-
ance. The former ranges from New Brunswick and
Ontario to Virginia and Ohio, and the latter from North
Carolina to Florida and westward to Kansas and Texas.
—Eayleas goldenrod, Chondrophora nudata, a plant
resembling the cymose type of goldenrod, but destitute
of ray-flowers. It has a slender stem with linear-spatulate
root-leaves much reduced above, and open corymbose
cymes of yellow flowers. It occurs in the pine-barrens of
JSew Jersey and thence south to Florida and west to Texas.
The rabbit - brush,
Chrysothamnusrmu-
seoaus, is called /etid

raylesa goldenrod
<see rabbit • brushj
with cut), and C.

Bowardi is distin-

guished as Howard's
raylesB goldenrod.
The latter grows on
the plains from Ne-
braska and Colorado
to Utah and New
Mexico. — Klver-
bank goldenrod,
Solidago Purshii, a
small species con-
fined to rocky river-

banks, found from
^Newfoundland to
Virgmia. It has ob-
lanceolate, obtuse,

crenate root-leaves

and linear' stem-
leaves, and a small
loose terminal thyrse of large heads.— Rock-goldenrod,
Solidago rupestrig, a handsome species growing on
rocky banks 'of streams from Pennsylvania to Indiana
and Tennessee. It has a slender stem 2-3 feet high, leaf-

less below, the leaves linear-lanceolate, triple-nerved, and
distantly sharply toothed, and a terminal pyramidal
thyrse of dense, recurved, one-sided branches, symmet-
rically disposed.— Rongb-leaved goldenrod. Same as

tpreading*goldenrod.—Sall-maxmi goldenrod. Same
as aeaeide-itgoldemrod.— Seaside-^Oldenrod, Solidago
seTnpervirene, a stout, leafy species mhabitingsea-beaches
and salt-marshes from New Brunswick to Florida, and
found also in Bermuda. It has thick, fleshy, entire leaves

densely crowded on the stem, and a large terminal leafy

panicle of compact heads on short recurved branches.

—

Sbarp-taotbed goldenrod. Same as early -kgoldenrod

:

so called from the sharply serrate leaves, which, however,

is not a constant character, the leaves being sometimes

Raytess Goldenrod (.Chondrophora
nudata),

a, entire plant; b, a head; c, a floret.

(From Britton and Brown's " lllus. Flora
of the Northern States and Canada.")

entire.— ShO'Vy goldenrod. Same as noble -kgoldenrod.
— Spreading gndenrod, Solidago patula, remarkable
for flie widely spreading, secund, recurved branches of

the loose panicle. It is a stout, rigid plant, sometimes 6

feet high, with broad elliptical, sharply serrate leaves on
long winged petioles, and often angled stems. It grows
in swamps from Maine to Minnesota and south to Georgia
and Texas.— Stiff goldenrod, Solidago rigida, a very

stout, tall species with thick and rigid ovate or oblong,

long-petioled leaves and dense terminal corymbose cymes
of clustered heads on slightly secund branches. It is

found from Canada to Georgia and west to the Northwest
Territory and Texas.— S'Wamp-gOldenrod, Solidago

neglecta, a rather large and showy plant growing in

swamps from New- Brunswick to Maryland and west to

'W^isconsin and Illinois. It has long, lanceolate, serrate

leaves on marghied petioles, and a terminal thyrsoid

panicle of flowers on one-sided, much-recurved branches.

The name is sometimes applied to the bog-goldenrod.~

S'weet goldenrod, Solidago odora. The whole plant

has a strong odor of anise, and is hence also called anise-

scented goldenrod. It is a slender plant 2-4 feet high
with lanceloate, punctate leaves and axillary and termi-

nal spreading;recurved racemes of bright-yellow flowers.

For uses, etc., see Solidago.— Trus goldenrod, the

sweet goldenrod.—'Wand-llke goldenrod, Solidago

striata, a native of pine-barrens from New Jersey to

Florida and Louisiana. It has a wand-like stem bearing

numerous very small rippressed leaves, the principal

leaves borne at or near the base, entire spatulate, and
long-petioled. The flowers are arranged in a narrow
terminal thyrsus.—'White goldenrod, Solidago bi-

color, the only species the flowers of which ^re not yel-

low, the rays at least, and to a less extent the disk-flowers,

being nearly white or about cream-colored. It is a hirsute

pubescent plant of the virgate type, very variable in size,

usually about a foot high, the lower leaves spatulate,

crenate-dentate, and petioled, the heads in clusteis form-

ing an interrupted thyrse. It grows in dry places from
New Brunswick to Georgia and west to Minnesota and
Missouri. Sometimes called silver.rod.— 'WIUow-leaS
goldenrod. Same as wand-like -kgolderurod.—Wood-
land goldenrod, 'wreath-goldenrod. Same as blue-

stemmed -kgoldenrod.— Zigzag goldenrod, Solidago

fiexicavXis, which has a zigzag or crooked slender stem.
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weak and more or less reclining, and very broad, thin,

ovate, acuminate, and finely serrate leaves, the flowers
disposed in short axillary racemose clusters forming a
nanow, loose terminal thyrse. It grows in rich woods
from New Brunswick to Georgia and west to Minnesota
and Missouri. Also called broad-leaved goldenrod.

goldenrod-garll (gol 'dn-rod-gai"),n. A gall or
blight on tne goldenrod caused by the maggot
of a fly,. Trypeta soUdaginis, or of a tineid
moth, Galechia gallseosoUdaginw.
goldenseal, n. 2. The false or -wild spike-
nard, Fagnera racemosa.

golden-sho'vrer (g6rdii-shou"6r), n. The la-

burnum— Ctolden-sbotrer tree, the purging cassia.
Cassia fistula.

golden-slipper (gol'dn-sUp^fer), n. The larger
yellow lady's-sllpper, Cypripedium hirsutum.
goldenstar (gol'dn-star), n. Same as *golden
aster.

goldenstars (gol'dn-starz), n. A Califomian
liUaoeous plant, Bloomeria erocea, nearly re-
lated to JSookera. The yellow flowers, an inch across,
are borne in umbels of 50 to €0 each, appearing in great
profusion at the close of spring.

goldentop (gol'dn-top), ». An ornamental
grass, Aehyrodes aureum, which grows in lo'w
tufts and bears elegant one-sided panicles. It
has been introduced from the Mediterranean
region into southern California, where it has
become spontaneous.
goldentuft (gol'dn-tuft), n. See Pterocaulon.
golden'Wing (gol'dn-wing), n. A shortened
form of golden-winged woodpecker; the flicker.

gold-fe'7er (g61d'fe''''v6r), n. A feverish desire
to search for gold.

The height of the Klondike gold-fever in 1897.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIIL 305.

gold-field, n. 2. pi. In California, a plant of
the composite genus Beeria and to some ex-
tent of the related genus Lasthenia : so named
from the fact that these plants cover the ground
with their yellow bloom. The species are low
herbs, some of which endure saline or alkaline
soil.

goldfinch, n. 6. In angling, the name of an
artificial salmon-fly.

gold-founded (g61d'foun'''ded),jj. a. Founded
in connection with the discovery or exploita-
tion of gold: as, a, gold-fownded city or town.

I rode up the narrow street, serpentine in construction,
as in stU gold-founded townships.

Rolf Botdrewood, Miner's Right, ix.

gold-fringe (gold'frinj), n. An English col-

lectors' name for a pyralid moth common to
Europe and the United States, Hypsopygia
costalis, the adult of the clover hay-worm.
goldknops (gold'nops), n. Either the tall but-
tercup, Banunculvs acris, or the creeping but-
tercup, B. repens. Also goldenknops.
gold-opal (g61d'6"pai), n. An opal of which
the flames are of a'rieh golden-yellow color

;

also, an opal which is without a play of color
and is cut with facets, forming a bnlliant red
or yellow-red stone.

gold-print (gold'print), n. A print in gold-
leaf. Incorrectly applied to a print in gold ink or bronze,
which lacks the full brilliancy of gold-leaf.

gold-printing (gold 'prin-ting),». Printing in
gold^eaf. Thetype or design, rolled over with a size or SOU,jn—Amateur golf ch^pioiulllp,
"• , "?. ' . . . . . , „ which amateurs only may participate.— Cli

Golgotha

gold-spangle (g61d'spang"gl), n. A British ool-

lectors' name for a noctuid moth, Plusia
braciea.

gold-spot (gold'spot), n. A British collectors'
name for a noctuid moth, Phma festucse.

gold-standard (gdld'stan-dard), a. Using gold
alone as full legal tender. '

in the United States
both gold and silver are legal tender (see silver) ; but since
the demonetization of silver in 1873 the countiy has been
on a gold basis, the purchasing-power of the depreciated
silver dollar having been maintained by the policy of the
fovemment which has preserved its parity with gold,
he situation in other double-standard countries is sim-

ilar. The countries in which the gold standard prevails
in both theory and practice are Great Britain, Germany,
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Austria-Hungary, Rumania,
Turkey, Portugal, Brazil, Canada, Newfoundland, Egypt,
Chile, Peru, Japan, and Russia. For countries having a
double or a silver standard, see silver-standard.

goldstone, n. 2. In ceram., an aventurin glaze
containing particles which have the appear-
ance of specks of gold.

gold-Slffift (gold'swift), n. A British collectors'

name for a moth, Bepialus heetus.

goldtail, n. 2. A British collectors' name for

a liparid moth, EuprocUs amiflMa, closely re-

lated to the brown-tail moth.
gold-'Virash (gold'wosh), n. 1. A thin plating
of gold.— 2. A stream where gold is obtained
by washing : generally used in the plural.

gold-'Water (gold'wa-tSr), n. A liquid distilled

from a mixture of spices, spirits of wine, and
water, and mixed 'with pulverized gold-leaf.

Also called Dantzic brandy.

gold-'weed (gold'wed), n. The com crowfoot,
Banunculus arvensis. Also called horse-gold.

gold-'work (gold'wferk), n. An article made
of or decorated with gold; goldsmiths' work;
also, the stopping or filling of teeth with gold,

golem (go'lem), H. [Heb.] In Jewish use, a
shapeless mass; an unfinished vessel or a
lifeless bulk; in modem Jewish parlance, a
blockhead ; a stupid. The Talmud, as well as
modem Jewish folk-lore, tells of rabbis who constructed
golems and endowed them with life.

goleta (go-la'ta), n. [Sp. goleta = It. goletta

= P. goualette, goelette, goilette; origin un-

glair, is strongly impressed on the suriace to be printed. On
ibis suriace gold-leaf or gold bronze is laid. When fairly dry
the surplus leaf or bronze is rubbed off with a pad of cot-

ton or fur. To bring out a proper metallic luster, the print
should be pressed or burnished. In bookbinding, the gold-
leaf is applied to a glairy surface, and is impressed with a
hot stamp or flnishing-tooL

gold-purple (gold'p6r'''pl), ». Same as purple

of Cassvus.

gold-rain (gold'ran), n. A shower of small
sparkling stars discharged from a rocket or

pyrotechnic bomb.
gold-rush (gold'rush), n. A feverish rush to

some newly discovered gold-field with thehope
of amassing wealth.

goldschmidtite (gold-shmit-if), n. [Named
after Professor V. Goldsehmidt oi Heidelberg.]

A variety of the gold-silver telluride, sylvan-

ite, rich in gold and oceurringin complex crys-

tals of pecvdiar habit : found at Cripple Creek,
Colorado.

gold-shrub (gold'shrub), n. Any one of several

shrubs belonging to the ^enus Palicourea of

the madder family, especially P. spedosa : so

named from the golden color of the dried
flower-clusters and the yellow-green color of

the leaves.

gold-solder (gold'sod"6r or -sol"d§r), n. A sol-

der suitable for gold or high-grade alloys. It

consists of gold 12 parts, silver 2 parts, and
copper 4 parts.

kno'wn.] A Spanish two-masted vessel, rigged
fore and aft, -with high peak and low gun-
wales : formerly much used by pirates in the
Gulf of Mexico.

an event in

. _ . Ibck-golf,
variety of golf in which metallic numerals, from 1 to 12
inclusive, are placed at equal distances in a circle, the ob-
ject of the game being to putt the ball from each of these
points into a hole placed anywhere within Idle circle.

—

Open golf championship, an event in which both
professionals and amateurs may participate.

golf-ball (golf'bai), n. A ball with which the
game of golf is played. See golf.

golf-cart (golf'kart), n. Same as golf-gig.

golf'-croauet (golf'kro-ka"), n. A form of lawn
game which combines the strokes of golf with
the wickets of croquet.

golf-gig (golf'gig),».

A Tight carriage,

without top, having
a gig-body and side-

bar gear.

golf-links (golf-
lingkz), n. pi. The
links or course over
which golf is played

.

Golgi method. See *method.

Golgotha (gol'go-tha), ». [LL. Golgotha, \

Gr. VoAyoda, < Aram. gogoUha, Reb.gulgdleth, a
skull.] 1 . The Hebrew (Aramaic) name of the
place of Christ's crucifixion, somewhere near
Jerusalem.—2. A graveyard or place of inter-

ment.

Presumptuous Churchmen, in most Parts of the King-
dom of Europe, have . . . burnt whole Towns, Male and

Golf-gig.



Golgotha

Female, Children and old Men, . . . dy'd the White
Fields in Blood, turned them into a Golgotha.
Drummond of Hatothorridenj Skiamachia, Works, p. 204.

goliard^ (go'li-ar-di), n. The ribald jesting
and satirical poetry of the goliards.

goliathize (go-li'ath-iz), v. i.; pret. and pp.
goUathised, ppr." goliathmng. IGoUath +
-izej] To taUi after the manner of Goliath,
that is, vauntingly ; boast.

Waiter Map. The banquet, from whence there pulled
out such an incense of unctuosity into the nostrils of our
Gods of Church and State, that Lucullus or Apicius might
have sniffed it in their Hades of heathenism— . . . As to
the flsh, they de-miracled Uie miraculous draught, and
might have sunk a navy

—

Herbert. There again, Goliasing and Goliathising.
Tennyson^ Becket, ill. 3.

goller (gol'6r), V. i. [Also gollar, guller; vaguely
imitative ; compare guggle, gulp, etc., yell, and
'holler' for hollow.'] 1. To emit a gurgling
sound. Jamieson.—2. To utter loud, thick
sounds, as when choking with rage ; to scold
in a loud voice ; bawl. [Scotch.]

golok (go'lok), n. Same as *guloc.

goluptious, galuptious (go-lup'shus, ga-lup'-

shus), a. [A made word; a Mnd of fusion of

gliorioiis) and {vol)wptuous.'i Delicious.

[Slang.]

G. 0. M. An abbreviation of Grand Old Man,
a favorite epithet applied to "WilUam Ewart
Gladstone, the Briti^ statesman, in his later

years.

Goma brea. See *6r«o.

Gomarian (go-ma'ri-an), n. A Gomarist.

gomart (go-mart'), «• [F- gomart, gommart,
< gomme, gum.] The Jamaican birch, Terehin-

thus Simaruba. It yields a gum-resin known
as cachibou (which see).

gomashta (go-mash'ta,), n. [Hind, gvmashta,
< Pers. gamdshta, appointed.] In India, a na-
tive factor or agent.

gombay (gom'ba), ». [Supposed to be of Afri-

can origin.] A festal performance among the

negroes of Bermuda, usually held on Christ-

mas eve : probably a survival, much modified,

of an ancient African rite. Groups of masked men
and boys go about the country from house to house, sing-

ing, dajactng, and playing on musical instruments.

Gombel pottery. See *potte^y.

Gombroon ware. See *ware^.

Gtomphoceras (gom-fos'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.

yd/i^of, a nail, + nipag, a horn.] A genus of

extinct nautiloid eephalopods of Paleozoic

age, characterized by curved shells swollen in

later stages and contracted near the aperture.

gomphoceratite (gom-fo-ser'a-tit), n. [gonir-

phoeeras {-cerat-) + -ite^.] In paleon., amem-
ber of the ammonoid genus Gomphoceras.

Gonactinia (gon-ak-tin'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

yovog, generation (t), + axrig (aicnv-), a ray.]

The typical genus of the family GonactinidsB.

Sars.

GonactinidsB (gon-ak-tin'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gonactinia + -idle.} A family of Zoanfharia,

of the order ProacUnise. They have a sulcus and
asulculus, eight Edwardsian maciomesenteries, and eight

micromesenteries. The sulcar and sulcular macromes-

enteries are sterile: the four remainmg macromesen-

teries are fertile and form couples with four micromesen-

teries. The family contains the genus Oonactinia. G.

proHfera reproduces itself asexually by strobilation.

gonadial (go-nad'i-al), a. [gonad (NL. *go-

nadium) + a?i.] Of or pertaining to a gonad,

or reproductive organ, either male or female.

Many segmented worms in which important develop-

mental processes occur, e. g., formation of new gill slits,

of gonadial sacs, or even of whole segments of the body,

lone after the power of reproduction has been acquired,long aiver i^c i~ y
Encyc. Brit., XXvllI. 138.

gonadic (go-nad'ik), a. [gonad + -ic] Same
as *gonaidial.

gonarttarotomy (gon-ar-throt'o-mi), n. [Gr.

yivv. knee, -1- apSpov, joint, -t- -To/jia, < ra/ielv,

cut.] Operation on the knee-joint.

gondola, n. 7. A coach of unusual size with

a boat-shaped bottom and seats for eight or

more persons.

Gondwana system. 8ee*system.

gonecium (go-ne'si-um), n. Same as *gonce-

gonecyst (gon'e-sist), n. [Gr. yovlj, seed, +
(ctioTjf'bag (cyst).] Same as sermnal vesteU

(which see, under vesicle).

gonecystitis (gon"e-sis-ti'tis), n. [NL., as

gonecyst +-iUs.} Inflammation of the vesiculae

seminales. . , , j

eonff-drum (gong'drum), n. A bass drum made

unusually thin or shallow, like a very large

tambourine, so as to economize space.

gong-piano (gong'pi-an"o), n. A musical in-

strument, common in several countries m
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Gong-piano.

In the Stearns Collection, University of Michigan.

southeastern Asia, consisting of a graduated
series of gongs set in a circular bamboo frame,
within which the player sits.

goniac (go'ni-ak), a. [goni-on + -ac] In an-

throp., relating or pertaining to the gonion.
—Goniac angle, in craniom., same as -Wangle of man-
dibles.

QoniatiteS, n. Origmally (as introduced by de Haan)
a genus of Paleozoic ammonoid eephalopods with closely

coiled shells, simple septal sutures, and mostly broad lat-

eral saddles and lobes. • The genus was later subdivided
into other genera of more restricted scope, so that the

name, whiwi originally had a value parallel to that of ^?n-
numites, has now, like the latter, disappeared from classi-

fication.

gonid (gon'id), n. [NL. gonidium.'] Same as

gonidangium, n, 2. Specifically, the asexual
reproductive organ, borne upon the game-
tophyte, in distinction from the sporangium,
which is borne upon the sporophyte.

gonidiferous (go-ni-dif'e-rus), a. [NL. gonidi-

um + L. -fer, Xferre, bear.] Bearing gonidia.

gonidiophyl, gonidiophyll (go-nid'i-o-fil), n.

[NL. gonidium + Gr. ^XAov, leaf.] Same as
*sporophyl, 2. •

gonimoblast (go-nim'o-blast), n. [Gr. yivt/ioc,

productive, + ^Tioardg, a germ.] The filament
which arises from the fertilized cell of some of

the red al^. It bears the carpospores either

directly or upon *gon1molobes (which see).

gonimolobe (go-nim'o-lob), n. [Gr. ydvijwg,

productive, + 'ko^dq, 'a lobe.] The terminal
lobe into which the gonimoblast of certain
red algSB is divided, it penetrates the surround-
ing tissue of the plant, and from its terminal cells the
carpospores are formed.

Gonioclymenia (gofni-o-kli-me'ni-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. yuvia, angle, + Clymenia, a genus of

eephalopods.] A genus of Devonian ammon-
oid eephalopods or elymenias, with discoid
shells and acute lateral lobes and saddles.

goniograph (go'ni-o-graf), n. [Gr. yovla, an
angle, + yp&^eiv, write.] An instrument for
describing angles.

gonioid (go'ni-oid), a. [Gr. yavloEiSi/g, angular,
< yorvla, angle, + eidoc, form.] See *clinohe-

dral.

goniometer, n—Mandibular eonlometer, an in-

strument for measuring the angle formed by the lower
rim of the body of the jaw and the ascending ramus.
—Occipital goniometer, in era/mom, ^ an instrument
devised for measuring tlie angle between the level of the

Two-circle Goniometer.

a, telescope ; d, disk with four signals, any one of which (as f

)

can be brought by revolution into position. The signal (illumi-

nated by lamp at side) is then, after reflection by small prism

within tube, thrown upon a face of the crystal supported at d, and
again reflected back to the observing eye-piece e ; /. horizontal

graduated circle ; ff, support, carrying vertical graduated circle A,

with centering- and adjusting-apparatus i; J, balancing-weight.

has a third graduated circle and is arranged so that each
zone of faces can be adjusted by two of the circles and
measured by the third without removing the crystal.

goniometry, n. 2. That branch of trigonom-

etry which treats of circular functions in

general, and of their relations.

goniopholidid (go^'ni-o-fori-did), n. One of

the Goniopholididse.

Goniophora (go-ni-of'o-ra), n. [Gr. yuvia,

angle, -1- <l>opog, < ^pe«i',""bear.] A genus of

prionodesmaceous peleoypods having the

form of Modiola, but sharply angulated on the

crescence-line. It occurs in SUurian and
Devonian rocks.

Ooniophyllum (g6*ni-o-fil'um), n. [NL., <

Gr. yuvio, angle, -I- (jniMov, leaf.] A genus of

Broca's Occipital Goniometer.

A'OBA. plane of foramen magnum ; D'OD", plane passing
through the opisthion and the lower rims of the orbits; OC, line
gassing through the opisthion and nasion ; ^£Mine passing through
asion and nasion. The instrument is in position for measuring

the occipital angle, (From Schmidt's " Anthropologische Metho-
den." )

foramen magmum and the line drawn from the medial
point of the posterior part of the foramen magnum and
the projection of the lower rim of the orbit on the medial
plane.—Two'-olrcle goniometer, an instrument for
measuring the angles of crystals, provided with two
graduated circles, one of which is horizontal, the other
vertical. To the latter the crystal-holder and the devices
for centering and adjusting are attached. With this form
of goniometer the position of a face of a crystal can be
determined relative to a reference-face by two angles in
planes at right angles to ea<!h other, in a manner analo-
gous to the use of the latitude and longitude to fix the
position of a point on the earth's surface. Also called a
theod^ite-g(ym(m\,et4!T.— Three - circle goniometer, a
modification of the two-circle or theodolite-goniometer. It

Goniofikyilum Jtyramidate, from the Silurian of Gotland;
showing the operculum in place, twice the natural size. (From
Nicholson and 1-ydekker's ** Palseontology." After Lindstroem.)

extinct tetraeorals, the corallum having the
form of a four-sided pyramid and bearing an
operculum composed of four plates, tt is

from the Silurian rocks.
Gonioplectrus (go^ni-o-plek'tms), n. [NL.,
<.Gt. yuvia, angle, + irTi^Kxpov, a striker, spear-
point, spur.] A. genus of small bass-like
fishes of the family Serranidse, found in the
West Indies. G. hiapanus, the known species, is called
the SpamUhflag, the body being banded alternately with
red and golden stripes.

Goniopteris (go-ni-op'te-ris), n. [NL. (Presl,

1836), < Gr. yuvia, an angle, + irrepic, a fern.

The veinlets are connivent in successive
angles.] A genus of mostly 'pinnate or bi-

pinnatifld polypodiaceous ferns, closely allied

to Dryopteris. it is distinguished, in typical species,

by having the lowermost branches from adjacent veins
connivent in pairs, the resulting veinlet excurrent within
the arch of the next anterior pair, the sori punctiform,
normally non-indusiate and medial on the branches.
The genus is mainly tropical : its systematic limits are
ill defined. Two species, G. reptans and G. tetragona
occur in peninsular Florida-

goniosympbyseal (g6*ni-o-sim-fiz'e-al), a.

Igonion + symphysis + -aP'.] In craniom. , re-
lating to the gonia and the symphysis of the
lower jaw. Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-Maroh,
1901, p. 39.

gonnardite (gon'ar-iEt), n. [Named after M.
Gonnard, a mineralogist, of Lyons, France.]
A zeoUtic mineral allied to mesolite. it forms
white, fibrous masses which fill cavities in the basalt of
the Puy-de-Ddme region.

gonoblastid (gon-o-blas'tid), n. [Gr. y&vo(,

generation, -I- ^Xaardq, germ, -I- -id^.] In coelen-

terates, a gonophore.
gonocace (go-nok'a-se), n. [(Jr. y6w, knee, +
KOK^, bad condition.] Chronic disease of the
knee-joint.

gonocnorism (gon-o-ko'rizm), n. [Gr. ydvog,

sex, + xupwp^q, separation.] The bisexual or
dioecious condition. Arnold Lang (trans.),
Comp. Anat., p. 24.



gonochorist

gonochorist (gon-o-ko'rist), n. An organism
that exhibits gouoehorism or the separation of
the sexes. [Rare.]
gpnochoristic (gon"o-ko-ris'tik), a. Pertain-
ing to or characterized by gonoehorism ; dioe-
cious ; with separate sexes.
gonococcal (gon-o-kok'al), a. {igotweocc-us +
-oil.] Of or relating to gonocoeci.
gonococcic (gou-o-kok'sik), a. [^onococc-us +
-ic] Same as *gonococcal.
gonococcoid (gon-o-kok'oid), a. [jgonoeocc-us
+ -oitJ.] Eesembiing gonocoeci.

gonococcus, M. 2. pi. Mieroeooei which occur
in pairs, flattened at their points of contact

;

the cause of gonorrheal iimammation of the
mucous and serous membranes.
gonocoele (gon'o-sel), n. [Gr. ydvof, seed, -I-

/coi/lof, hollow.] ' The cavity of the gonad, or
reproductive organ.
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Whether we have metamerically repeated gonotames, is

as yet a disputed question.
J. S. Kingsley, Vert Zool., p. 103.

gonotoxin (gon-o-tok'sin), re. [Gr. ydvo^, gen-
eration, -I- rof((KiSK), poison, + -i»2.] A poison-
ous substance produced by the gonococcus.
gonozooid, n. 2. In Rydromedusx, same as
medusoid or gonophore.

gooseberry-season
eeese.—Knobbed goose, the male of the domesticated
form of the Chinese goose, Cygnopeie cygnoides, which
has an excrescence at the base of the bill, lacking in the
wild bird.—Pygmy goose, any one of the goose-teals, or
goslets, which belong to the genus Nettapus.—'SlJOaA-
goose, a local English name for the brant, Bernida brenta.
Also called clatter-goose and vnlk-bob.— ShOOtl]^ at the
goose, in old archery, a shooting-match in which the
mark was the head of a living goose, the body being buried
to the neck in the earth.

gony, «.,2. (c)Thenameseemstohavebeenappliedorig- ffnosp-hamaplp Cffos'bar'/Tia-lrn n A KtnllrAd
inaily to southern albatrosses of medium size, with white ^^r5:„„^™ „ rLl. „ ^U'^- ''

'J; •

^^^'^^O
barnacle, as i«pa«a»aft/e)a;in allusion to the
fable that it gave origin to geese. See har-

The gonoccd or cavity enclosed by the
i

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, (

^onadial wall,
let., 1903, p. 694.

gonocyst (gon'a-sist), n. [Gr. ydvog, generation,
-I- Kiiarig, bladder (cyst).] In certain polyzoans,
a marsupial cavity, formed by the inflation of
the surface of the zoarium, containing the de-
veloping embryos.

gonocyte (gon'o-sit), n. [Gr. ydvog, generation,
KtiTOf, a hollow (a cell).] The primordial

bodies and black wings, such as Dionwdea cfUororhyncJia.
It was thus used by 'deep-water' sailors about 1860, and
its application to the black-tooted albatross, D. nigripes,
of the North Pacific is of later date.

gonyagra (go-ni-ag'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. y6vv,
knee, -I- &ypa, a catering. Of. podagra.^ Gout
in the knee-joint.

gonytheca (gon-i-the'ka), n.; pi. gonythecse
(-se). [NL., < Gr. ydvv, knee, + B^iaj, recep-
tacle.] In entom., the concavity at the apex
of the femur which receives the base of the
tibia.

good. I. a— Good title. See -ktiac—la make
good. 07) In poker, to make a blind or a straddle equal
the ante.

II. n—Conftision of goods. See -kcov/usion.—
Lawftll goods, in international la/w, goods which a neu-
tral ship may caiTy in time of war, including contraband
of war, which is carried at the neutral's risk.

good-daughter (gud'da"'t6r), n. A daughter-
in-law. [Scotch.]

reproductive cell in the embryo, which later woodea (gud e-a), n. [NL., named after G.B.

develops into the oocyte or the spermatocyte,
gonpdendron (gon-o-den'dron), «.; pi. gono-
dendnra (-dra). [NL.,
< Gr. y&vo^, genera-
tion, -I- 6ivdpov, tree.]

A branching blasto-
style, as in Physalia.

gonoduct, n. Same
as gonaduct.

gonoeciiuu (go-ne'gi-

um), n.; pi. gonoeeia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. ydvoc,

generation, + olitog,

house.] In polyzo-
ans, azooecium trans-
formed into a mar-
supial eavity. ^ttel
(trans.), Textbook of
PalsBon., I. 259.

Goode, an American naturalist.] A genus of
small viviparous fresh-water fishes, belonging
to the family Pasciludse, found in the lakes of
Mexico. G. atripinnis is the earliest known
species.

Goodeinse (gud-e-i'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Goodea
+ -inse.l A subfamily of fishes typified by
the genus Goodea.
goodeniaceous (gu-de-ni-a'shius), a. In hot.,

belongiug to or having the characters of the
Goodemaeeie.

good-father (gud 'fa''' infer), ,o. A father-in-
law. [Scotch.]

good-fors (gud'ffirz), n. pi. A local name for
private notes, bills of exchange, drafts, etc.,

circulated as money, 'good for' an amount
indicated, at the Cape of Good Hope, in the first

quarter of the nineteenth century.
GP, gonopalpon or dactylo2o6id gOOd-IUll (gUd ful), a. Ot SailS, a little moro

Connidiuni of Physalia, with
a gonodendroii (modified from
Haecliel).
,Z7,dactylozoOid; G, gastrozoOid;

on the gonodendron ;M6, female
medusoid,^ultimately freed ; M6 ,

male sporosac ; T, tentacle (pal.
pacle) of d'actylozofiid or palpon.
(From Lankester's *' Zoology."}

gonogenic (gon - 6 -

jen'ik), a. [Gr. y6voc,

birth, + -yey^c, ;5>ro-

ducing, + -ic] Of or
pertaining to origin from germ-cells. [Bare.]—Gonogemc variation. See Variation.

gonomere (gon'o-mer), n. [Gr. ydvog, genera-
tion, + /iipoi, part.] Either the male or the
female pronucleus considered as an autono-

nearly full than in full-and-by ; allowing the
vessel to go off sufficiently from the wind to
round out her sails.

goodletite (gfid'let-it), m. A local name in
Australia for the rock forming the matrix of
the ruby.

good-like (gud'lik), a. Of respectable orpleas-
ing appearance : as, a couple of good-like men.
[Prov. Eng.]

mous and persisting portion of the cleavage g09dliking (gud'li'king), to. 1 Kincily feeling;

nucleus and the nuclei of the cells which arise

by division from the fertilized egg. Amer.
Nat, July, 1903, p. 503.

gononephrotome (gon-o-nef'ro-tom), n. [Gr.

ydvoc, seed, H- vsppdq, a "kidney, + rofiii, a sec-

tion.] In embryol., that portion of the meso-

friendly relations. — 2. Good-will
liking or approval. Sydney Smith.

good-mother (gud'muTH'fer) , n. A mother-in-
law. [Scotch.]

good-shoaling (gud'sh6"ling), ». Naut. , sound-
ings that change gradually

;
progressive depths

of water,

nacle^, 2.

gooseberry, «. 3. The farkleberry, Batoden-
dron arhorewm: doubtless so called from its

somewhat similar fruit. See farkleberry
Black-knot of the gooBeberry. See *black-knot.— Canon gooseberry, Ribes Menziesii, of the outer
coast ranges of middle California, a species with flowers
more fuchsiarlike than those of tlie fuchsia-flowered
gooseberry, but small and less showy.—Coromandel
gooseberry, the carambola, Averrhoa Caratnbola, Also
called country gooseberry.— Coimtiy gooseberry, in
India: (a) The Otaheite gooseberry, Phyllanljius dis-
iichus. (0) The Coromandel ^gooseberry (which see).

—

Drooping gooseberry, Ribes curvatwm, a recently de-
scribed species growing on rocky ground in Georgia and
Alabama, the name referring to the recurved branchleta.
— Dwarf cape gooseberry, a species of ground-cherry,
Physalis pubescens, lower than the cape gooseberry, P.
Peruviana, grown in vegetable gardens under the name
of strawberry-tomato. In cultivation it spreads over the
ground two feet in all directions. It is found as a wild
plant over a large part of the United States and in Mexico,
and also grows m South America and India.—Fuchsia-
flowered gooseberry. See Ribes^.—Boose'beTry fam-
ily, the plant family Grossvlariaceae, typified by the genus
Ribes, to which the gooseberry belongs.— CrOOseberry
span-worm. See y^spim-worm.—Hawthorn-goose-
berry, Ribes oxyacanthoides, having leaves closely
resembling those of the hawthorn, bristly and prickly
stems, and smooth, globose fruit : found from Hudson Bay
to Alaska.—Hill gooseberry, a slmib of the myrtle
family, Rhodomyrtus tomentosa, native to India. It bears
a fruit about the size of a cherry, dark purple, with a
sweet and aromatic pulp. The fruit is eaten raw or made
into jam^and also makes excellent jelly.— Illinois goose-
berry. Same as Missouri-kgooseberry.—Malabargoose-
berry, Melastoma Malabathricum, an Indian shrub bear-
ing an oval, truncate fruit having an edible pulp, which
resembles the blackberry in flavor. See Melastoma.—
Missouri gooaeXieiry, Ribes Missouriense, of the Missis-
sippi valley and Texas, naving white drooping flowers on
slender peduncles, and reddish-purple berries.- North-em gooseberry. Same as haipthom- irgooseberry.—
Swamp gooseberry, Ribes lacustre, the stems bristly
with weak spines and prickles, and the fruit glandular-
hairy: growing in swamps, and extending across the North
American continent in the higher latitudes.—Wildgoose-
berry, (o) Any uncultivated species of true gooseberry

;

in the eastern United States, most often Ribes Cynosbati,
a species with few prickles on the stem, but with the fruit
thickly beset with spine-like prickles. The eastern wUd
gooseberry, R. rotundifolium, is found from Massachusetts
and New York to North Carolina. This, like the hawthorn-
gooseberry, which it much resembles, has the fruit
smooth, but differs in having the stem less spiny, the fruit
a little smaller, etc. In California, R. Menziesii (see cafUm
^gooseberry) and R. amarum have been placed under this
name, and there are other wild species. (6) One of several
species of Polycodium. See squaw-huckleberry.

personai gOOseberry-borer (gos'ber-i-b6r'''6r), «. The
larva of a cerambycid beetle, Xylomus agas-

derm which gives rise to the reproductive and „„„j„,-.„„"/™,-,.^ / =^„^ » r4i„„ /a» \ ™.j«.„_^
»v<.™f:nr^ nrSaris. ir, thn vflPt«W,« embryo gOOdSirO. (gud Sir), »._ [AlsO (Sc.) gudeme

;

excretory organs in the vertebrate embryo,

gonopalpon (gon-o-pal'pon), ».; pi. gonopalpa
(-pa). [Gr. y6vog, generation, + NL. palpon.l
In siphonophorans, a palpon borne upon a
gonostyle.
gonophorous (go-nof'6-rus), a. [gonophore +
^vsV] Bearing or producing gonophores.

gonopore (gon'o-por), n. [Gr. y&vo(, genera-
tion, + irdpoc, passage.] The reproductive
orifice of the female, innemathelminths. Par-
ker and Saswell, Zoology, I. 276.

gonosphere (gon'o-sfer), n. [Gr. yifoc, gener-
ation, + aipdipa, a sphere.] Same as oosphere.

Oonostoma (go-nos'to-ma), n. [NL. (Rafin-

esque), erroneously for *Goniostoma, < Gr.

yavla, angle, + arS/m, mouth.] A genus of

small lantern-fishes of the family ChauUodon-
tidse, found in the deep seas. G. denudatum is

the common species.

Oonostominse (gon-os-to-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL.,

< Gonostoma + -mse.'] A subfamily of fishes

typified by the genus Gonostoma.

gonostyle (gon'o-stil), ». [Gr. yAvog, genera-

tion, + btvTmq, a pillar.] A blastostyle or re-

< good + sire. Of. helsire.l A grandfather.
Scott. [Scotch.]

goods-lift (gudz'Uft), n. A freight-elevator;
a device forraising orlowering freight. [Eng.]

gO-oflF(g6'df), ». 1. Start; outset; beginning or
attempt: usually preceded by at and. first: as,

at first go-off (at once, at the very outset).— 2.
In banking, the amount of loans falling due
(and therefore 'going off' the amount in the
books) in a certain period. Lord Aldenham.
N. E. D.
goondie (gon'di), n. [Australian (Wiradhuri)
g4ndai,a,she\i6v. Compare g'Mniya^.] Anative
Australian hut ; a gunyah. [Australian.]

"goondies" to be visited, and the

Gooseberry-borer (,jrylocrius agassizii).

beetle ; b, pupa : c, larva, dorsal view, all about three times
natural size. (Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

There were a dozen _

inmates started to their work.
Rolf Boldrewood, Colonial Reformer, xvii.

goorgoora (gor-go'ra), n. [Punjab gurgura.J
In Afghanistan, a large evergreen shrub or
small tree, Beptonia iuxifolia, o£ the family
Sapotacese, bearing insipid, globular, drupa'-

ceous, fleshy fruits which are
by the Afghans.

,
occurring in the northwestern United

States and British Columbia. Also called
black gooseberry-borer.

gooseberry-gourd (gos'ber-i-gord'), n. The
bur or West Indian gherkin, Cueumis Anguria.
See hur *gherkin.

gooseberry-louse (gos'ber-i-lous*), n. pi.

gooseberry-lice (-lis'''). A red-bug or harvest-
bug, a larval Trombidium. [Great Britain.]

mucTesteeme'd gOOSeberry-midge (gSs'ber-i-mij"), n. A eeci-

aomycid.&y,Cecidomyiagrossularise,whiahlsi,ys
its eggs beneath the skin ofyoung gooseberries

p7o"^uctiVe'zo8ido*faTydr7id~o78ip;honophore g°OSe. n 6 InW the gl^obe from which
in which its larvse feed.

eolony.
,

, ,. / ,^ / t^cZ^o^'nTct^'l' o^L^ C^t^lV^^fC^^^
gonotome (gon o-tom), m. IGr. yovog, genera- - - „ c j,„„„„—* —„„i—™,«„ „i„„u _i.i

tion, -I- To/i^, section.] In embryol., the portion

of the segmented mesoderm which gives rise

to the reproductive organs or gonads of the
vertebrate embryo.

V.S.]—Ca,-pe'Baxrensoose,Cereopmnovse-hollmidiie', fungus disease of gooseberries which attacks
a species once common on the uplands of New South the foliage and young fruit: Aaa to Sphserotheca
Wales, but now much reduced in numbers.—GraygOOSe, mors-UVX
the common European species, Anser cinereus. Also „__„_v—J- -«-„.»- /™Ko'i,„„ j „s/' \ mi.
known as the graylag.-aia.y-eooaB shaft, an arrow: gOOSeberry-SeaSOn (gos ber-i-se' zn), n. The
arrows were formerly feathered with the feathers of season when gooseberries are ripe.—Big-goose-



gooseberry-season

beny season, the time of year when news is scarce, and
the newspapets have plenty of space to devote to the
chronicling of wonderful, fictitious, or trifling matters.

gooseberry-shrub (gos'her-i-shrub'), n. In
the West ladies, same a.s Barbados gooseberry

,

Pereskia PeresMa. See gooseberry.
gooseberry-tomato (g6s ' ber-i-to-mano), n.
The cape gooseberry, Physalis Peruviana.

gooseberry-tree (gos'ber-i-tre"), n. In the
Bahamas, the cultivated Otaheite gooseberry,
Phyllanthus disUchus ^uttle gooseberry-tree, in
Queensland, a tree, Bttchanania Mwlleri, of the sumac
family, bearing sweet, pulpy drupes about one-half of an
inch long, somewhat resembling gooseberries.

g<>OSebill, rt. 2. Naut, an old-fashioned sail,

in shape something like the bill of a goose or
duck. It was used before the wind.
Goose-egg moth. See *motli^.

goose-file (gos'fil), n. Single file ; Indian file.

goosefootgt.—Maple-leaved goosefoot,CAenoj)o(2tum
hybridum, which has leaves lobed as in the maple : na-
tive in both Europe and America.—Nettle-leavedgoose-
foot, C. tnurale, the leaves of which somewhat resemble
those of the nettle. It is an Old World plant, thoroughly
naturalized as a weed in waste places in the United States.

goose-grass, n. 5. Same as ^crowfoot-grass, 2,

and wire-grass. 2.— 6. The Texas miUet, Pani-
cumTexanum. See*minet.— 7. The low spear-
grass, Poa annua.— 8. The sea spear-grass,
Pucwiellia maritima,

goose-grease (gos'gres), n. The melted fat of

the ^oose : much used in domestic medicine as
an ointment.
gooseland (giJs'land), n. In California, flat

land in the Sacramento valley which is partly
flooded by rain in winter and then becomes
the feeding-ground of large flocks of wild
geese from the north. In large portions of the
gooselands the soil is strongly alkaline.

goose-mouth (gos'mouth), n. A horse's mouth
in which the upper lip overhangs the lower.

gooseneck, n. 4. In lumbering: (a) A wooden
bar used to couple two logging-trucks. Also
called rooster, (b) The point of draft on a
logging-sled : it consists of a curved iron hook
bolted to the roU. Also called draw-hook, (c)

A curved iron hook driven into the bottom of
a slide to check the speed of descending logs.—Gk)Oseneck-band, a band made in two parts, designed
to be fitted round amast and held in place by screw-bolts :

Gooseneck-band

.

used to support a screw- or socket-gooseneck for the
boom. Sockets are also provided for belaying-pins.

goose-necked (gos'nekt), p. a. Shaped like or
supplied with a gooseneck.
goose-pen (gSs'pen), «. l. A pen or yard for
geese.—2. in forestry, a large hole.burned in
a standing tree.

goose-rump (gbs'rump), n. A horse's rump or
'hind quarters which drop suddenly to the tail,

giving the animal a somewhat angular appear-
ance from behind. ' Also short-rump.

goose-rumped (gds'rumpt), p. a. Noting a
defect in the conformation of a horse in which
the hind quarters have an excessive slant
downward and backward from the croup, and
the tail is set low.

goose-skin, n. 4. The pitted surface exhibited
by copal, caused by contact with the sand in
which it is embedded.

goose-step, n. 2. An exercise in military
gymnastics in which the body is balanced on
one foot while the other is swung forward
and backward as if on the march, but without
advancing, the object being to give the soldier

an upright carriage in marching.— 3. Amarch-
ing step in which the feet are raised high above
the ground, as when on review.

goose-teal (gSs'tel), n. See *teaU.

gOOSetongue, «. 2. The lemon-balm, Melissa

officinalis.

goose-wing (gSs'wing), n. Naut: (a) The
clue of a squaresail that is kept hauled out by
its sheet when the other clue is hauled up to

the yard and furled. (6) A studdingsail.

goosy (go'si), a. [goose + -3/I.] 1. Goose-

like, especially in stupidity; foolish; silly.
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Carlyle.—2. In a condition resembling that of

the flesh of a plucked goose; hence, 'creepy':

as, a goosy sensation.

G. 0. P. An abbreviation of Grand Old Party,

a rhetorical designation, by some Republicans,

of the Eepublican party in the United States.

gopher-apple (go'f^r-ap'l), n. Same as gopher-

root: so called from the often edible fruit,

which, however, is a drupe and not like an
apple.

gopher-plant (go'ffer-plant), n. The caper-
spurge, Euphorma Lathyris. See spurge. For
the origin of the name see mole-tree.

gopher-plum (go'f6r-plum), «. l. See^Z«ml.
— 2. Same as cocoa-plum. See Chrysobalawus
&TiA.plum^.

gor (g6r), n. [Origin unknown; cf. ^gorb and
^gorhel.i An unfledged bird.

gora (go'ra), n. [Also gorah, gorrah, goura,
gurah; from a S. African native name.] A

Gora.

original in National Museum, Washington, u. C.

South African musical instrument, consisting
of a bent piece of wood or bow with a single
gut string attached, which is sounded by the
player's breath directed through or against a
quill that is fastened to one end of the bow.
Sometimes a small gourd is attached to the
bow as a resonator.

The gorah was formed by stretching a piece of the
twisted entrails of a sheep along a thin hollow stick about
three feet in length in the manner of a bow and string.
At one end there was a piece of quill fixed iiito the stick,
to which the mouth was applied, and the tones were pro-
duced by inspiration and respiration.

Eru:yc. Brit, XII, 311,

Several years ago, Mr, Henry Balfour published an im'
portant memoir on the musical how, and in the current
Journal of the Anthropological Institute (vol, xxxii. p,
156) he describes a superficially similar instrimient, the
goura, which Frobenius and Ankermann have confused
with the musical bow proper. The goura is a bow-like
instrument ; one end of its string is fastened to a flat-

tened quill, the other end .of which is fastened to the
bow, and the string is thrown into vibration through the
medium of the qu£u, which is caused to oscillate by being
blown upon. Those musical bows which have no reso-
nator are held to the mouth when playing in order to
increase the sound, jyature, Nov. 13, 1902, p. 37.

gorb (g6rb), n. [Connected with gorbel and
other forms, gorbet, gorbre, gorbin, garbling,
based on the simple gor, in sense of ' an un-
fledged bird': Bee*</or.] 1. A greedy person;
a glutton. [Prov. Scotch and Irish.]— 2. An
unfledged bird. [Scotch.]
gorbel (g6r'bel), n. [Also gorbal: see ^gorb.^
An unfledged'bird. [Scotch.]

Children . . . often take the bare gorbaU, or unfledged
young, of this bird [the yeldring or yellow hammer], and
suspend them by a thread tied round the neck.

Jamieaon, Scottish Diet (s. v. yeldring).

Gordiichthys (gor-di-ik'this), n. [NIj., < Got-
dius, a genus of hairworms or hair-eels, + Gr.
'i}fi^, fish.] A genus of small eels of the West
Indies, of the family Moringuidse. Iheyare char-
acterized by the extraordinary slendemess of the body
and the great number of vertebrae. G. irretitus is the
known species,

Gordon Eiver group. See *group^.

gore-bloodt (gor'blud), n. Clotted blood; gore.

Thus they travelled from morning till night several
days, through bushes and thorns, which made their arms
and shoulders, which were naked, all of a gore blood.

Defoe, Captain Singleton, xviit

gore-fish (gor'fish), n. Same as garfish.

gorge, ». 12. In arjgrijnff, a bait intended to be
swallowed by the fish to effect its capture:
usually a minnow in which a double-barbed
leaded fish-hook is embedded.^- 13. A fish-
hook oonsistingof a straight or crescent-shaped
piece of stoneorbonesharpeuedatthe endsaud
grooved or perforated in the center : used by
primitive tnbes.

I believe that, . . . starting with the crude fish-i;orfl'e, I
can show, step by step, the complete sequence of the fish-
hook, until it ends with the perfected hook of to-day.

-B. Phillips, in Sport with Gun and Rod, p, 340.

Circle of the gor^e. See itdrele.

gorge-bait (gSrj'bat), n. Same as *gorge, 12.

gorge-baiting (g6rj'ba"ting), n. In angling,
fishing with a gorge.

gorge-circle (g6r3's6r"kl), n. The smallest
circle formed by a plane perpendicular to the
axis cutting a hyperboloid of revolution; the
circle generated by the shortest line from the
generating line to the axis. See *cvrcle of the
gorge.

Gothicist

gorge-line (gSrj'lin), n. The rear line of a for-

tification through wluloh the entrance is made.
Also gorge.

gorget, ». 6. Inorc/»a?oZ., an object of stone or

shell, flat, or convex on one side and concave

on the other, and sometimes provided with per-

forations, stone gorgets may have been used for a
variety of purposes—as bracers, as supports for ornaments,

as badges, etc,

gorgio (g6r'ji-o), n. [G. gadee, gatscho, Sp.

gacho, from a Romany word.] One who is not

a Gipsy; an outsider. [Gipsy lingo.] Borrow.

gorgonin (gSr'go-nin), n. [_Gorgonia + -in^.']

A dark-brown,' horn-like, albuminoid com-
pound comprising the axial skeleton of the

coral Gorgonia Cavolinii.

gorgon-plant (g6r'ggn-plant), /(. The prickly

water-Illy, Euryale ferox. See Euryale, 2, and
prickly water-lily, under water-lily.

Gorgonzola cheese. See *cheese\

gormandizer, n. 2. A young, upright branch
or sucker growing 'from the main stem or

from an old branch of a cultivated tree : so

called from the rapidity of its growth. See
sucker, 5 (6). Also called chupon. [West
Indies.]

goroon-shell (go-r6n'shel), n. [Appar. an
error for *godr6on-shell.'] A tritonoid shell,

Lampusiafemora lis.

gorse-kid (gors'kid), n. A bundle of gorse.

S. E. D.
gosain (go-sin'), n. [Also gossevn,igoussain; <

Hind, gusdin.'] A Hindu priest, devotee,
monk, or religious mendicant.
gosling, n. 3. The American pasque-flower,

Pulsatilla hirsutissima : so called from its

dense, soft hairs.

gosling-grass (goz'ling-gras), n. Same as
goose-grass, 1.

gosling-weed (goz'Ung-wed), n. Same as
goose-grass, 1.

gosmore (gos'm6r), n. [Origin obscure
;
possi-

bly a perversion of gossamer."] A plant of the
genus Hypochaeris, especially H. radieata, now
naturalized in New Jersey and California.

See cat's-ear and Hypoehoeris.

gospodar (gos'po-dar), n. [Russ. gospodarii,
Bulg. gospodar, etc.] Same as hospodar.

Gosseletia (goz-let'i-S,), n. [NL.] A genus of
prionodesmaceous pelecypods, including tri-

angular thiek-shelled'Devonian species belong-
ing to the superfamily Pteriacea.

gossypein (go-sip'f-in), «. [L. gossyp{ium) +
-e- + -j»2.] A phen'ol-like substance contained,
in small quantity, in cotton-seed oil and cot-
ton-seed meal. Also called gossypol.
gossypol (gos'i-pol), n. [gossyp(ium) + -oJ.]

Same as *gossypein.
gOSSypose (gos'i-pos), n. [gossyp{ium) +
-ose.] Same as *raffinose.
Goth, ». 3. A 'barbarian 'in matters of litera-

ture or art.

To call a man a Goth [in the eighteenth century] con-
veyed a vasue sense of superiority on the part of him
who uttered it, and a general sense of disreputability of
him about whom it waa uttered ; and it was made the
harder to endure and the more potent to crush because
the man who applied it did not usually understand what
was meant by it any more than did the man to whom it

waa applied. Lounsbury, Studies in Chaucer, III, 250.

Gothic. I. a. 5. Belonging to or character-
istic of 'Goths' or 'barbarians' in matters of
literature or art.

The constant use of the words Goth and Gothic [by War-
ton] demands perhaps a word of explanation. In the lit-

erature of the eighteenth century these epithets played
about the same r61e that the word Philistine, plays or has
begun to play, in this. They expressed a general disap-
probation without putting the one who employed them
under the necessity of substantiating what he meant by
any precise definition.

Loumbury, Studies in Chaucer, III. 260.

Gothic armor, fully developed plate-armor made in the
latter part of the fifteenth century: a coUeotois' term,
rhis armor appears to have been made chiefiy in Italy,
Uie leading amiorera being the Hissaglia family in ]ffilan.
Fine suits were also manufactured at Nuremberg and
elsewhere in Germany. It is the type usually repre-
sented in the works of the early Eenaissance painteis
both in Italy and in Germany.

II. w—Chnrohwarden Gothic a term ironically
applied to additions made to English Gothic buildings
during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries by
local authorities having only impeilect knowledge of the
style.

What he did in this way laid itself open to the derisive
epithet applied to it of Churchwarden Gothic.

R. S. Clouston, in Burlington Mag., V. 495.

Gothicist (goth ' i - sist), n. [Gothic + 4st.}

One who favors or affects the Gothic style,

especially in architecture.



Oothicity

Oothicitjr (go-this'i-ti), M. ^ ^
Gothic style or qualily; a distinctively Gothic
character.

Gothique (go-tek' ), a. [P.] An epithet ap-
plied to a style of bookbinding in which the de-
sign is bUnd-tooled or bUnd-stumped upon
the cover in medieval or monastic style. See
tooling.

eothite, n. Same as goethite.

QotUandian (goth-lan'di-an), a. and n. In
geol., noting the uppermost division of the
Silurian system of Murchison, taking its name
from the island of Gothland. Quantiralent there-
with is the name Ordovician, applied to the lower division
of the Silurian system. De Lapparent.

gotten (got'n), p. a. Obtained or acquired:
usually with a qualifying adverb; won: as,

ill-gotten gains; new-gotten territory; gotten
battles.

Give me then health, Apollo ; give
Sound mind ; on gotten goods to live
Contented ; and let song engage
An honoured, not a base, old age.

Gladstone, tr. of Horace, Odes, xxxi. 5.

Gouda cbeese. See *ch.eese'>-.

gOUger, n. 5. A snow-plow formerly used on
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[Gothic +-»<«.] government, n charter goTemment. see+cftor-
' " -^^

ter.— Constitutive govemmeilt, that phase of consti-

tutional law and practice which relates to the manner in
which officers of government are chosen.

A modem government may have a written constitution
which sets forth the plan of government. Other nations
have a system of habitual practice, modified from time
to time as circumstances seem to demand, which is

observed as the cdmmon law of the government. I wish
to use the term constitutive government for one of its

departments coordinate with the others which I will set
forth. I desire a term which will signify the manner in
which the officers of the government In all its depart-
ments are selected, chosen, or appointed.

J. W, Powell, An. Kep. Bur. Amer. EthnoL,
[1898-99, p. Ixxxv.

Ctovenunent mant, an assigned servant; a convict,
[Australia.]—Government stroke, a stroke that lacks

. vigor ; a lazy way of doing work such as is supposed to
characterize government employees. [Australia.]

Like the poor the imemployed are always with us, but
they have a penchant for public works in Melbourne,
with a good daily pay and the government stroke com-
bined. Melbourne Argus, Feb. 22, 1897.

governmentalism (guv-6m-men'tal-izm), n.

[governmental -t- -ism.'\ The theory that the
authority of the general government should
not only be exercised to the full but extended.

railroads in the western United States, itcon- govemmentalist (guv-6rn-men'tal-ist), n.
sisted of a strongly built box-car which carried a plow at [governmental i--ist.'\ One who favors eovern-
its head set low enough to run under a drift and throw it TnontalioTn
over. Sd. Amer., Jan. 8, 1903, p. " mentaiism.

ougei
pailro

gouge-shell (gouj'shel), ». A gimlet-shaped S,?„^®^^Pf^*^iiLl?^™™'?/^*"^'*^' "v^'
^

shell, such as that of Vermetus; also, a kind
"°"°'' ° " -"«""""'>" ^*- -""•— —- •—regards the government, its views, policy, or-

regulations ; by the government,
' n.

gracilariid

table together, the player who is quickest to
recognize and grab them adds them to his own
hand. N. E. D.
grab-all (grab'&l), ». A catch-aU; specifically,

a kind of fishing-net withmeshes not less than
2i inches in size, used in sea-fishing along the
shores of Tasmania between sunrise and
sunset.
Put agrabtdl down where you will in "bell-rope " kelp,

more silver trumpeter will get in than any other fish.

K 0. Cotton, in Evidence before Koy. Com. on Fisheries
of Tasmania, 1883, p. 82^ quoted in E. E. Morris,
Austral English.

grabbing (grab'ing), n. 1. The act of grasping
or seizing.—2. A condition^ seen principally
in the horse, in which the hind foot strikes the
heel of the fore foot in traveling.

grab-bucket
(grab'buk"et),
n. A bucket
which can pick
up itsownload;

a self-loading
bucket ; a gob-
bler or clam-
shell bucket.
grab - crane
(grab'kran), n.

A portable
Grab-bucket.

of pinna. - _ - -
..»..:o4. /™x -UKM „ r-ci 1 A * 11 government-house (guv'6rn-ment-hous),

*»*"^.tlif= ^\ F-^ ^ camp-follower ;^1. The building whfeh contains the govern-
a soldier's servant; also, a blackguard. „jent offices.-l. The official residenfe of a
Boys, or rather fags, [employed to carry the men's governor

weapons or harness on the march] were called in French _™„__„_' „ _,_ • „ ,
gomaU, and are a curious feature in the armies of the governor, ».—Differential governor, a governor

time. J. W. Fortescue, Hist Brit. Army I. ii. i.
which runs at a constant speed and is so constructed that

, bucket; 6,6 wings in open position,
or when bucket drops upon material to be
lifted. Dotted lines show position of
wings when closed and forming bottom
of bucket, inclosing load.

when the engine runs at an improper speed the difference
in the speeds produces an action on the regulating-valve
which tends to bring the engine back to a correct rate of
motion.—Emergencygovernor, a device which serves to
check the speed of an engine when the usual regulating
mechanism fails.—Fly-welght governor, a device for
regulating the speed of a steam- or gas-engine in which a
pair of weights, which fly out by centrifugal force as they
are revolved, control the amount of steam or gas admitted
to the cylinder.— Governor cut-off. See *cm«-o/.—In-
ertia governor, an engine governor in which the inertia
of a weight revolving with the shaft is utilized to open
or close the admission-valve or change the point of cut-
off whenever the speed of the engine changes,— Loaded
governor, a governor to which a weight is attached for
the purpose of increasing the strength of its action, thus
giving it a prompter control of the engine, making it

more sensitive te variations of load, and securing a closer
approach to isochronism in the engine.

the name,—Gourd family, the plant family Cucur- gOVemOr-rOtt (gUV er-nor-rod), TO. The rod by
i>it(»:e«.— Mlssonrigonrd. Sameaacalabazuia. It ex- which the motion of the governor is com-
tendseasttotheMissouririver.—Scarlet-fmltedgourd, municated to the valve-gear of an engine,
any one of several species of the genus Coceinia, espe- n^..^ .am An abbreviatinn of nmwrnnr-
oially C. 7«dioo, a native of India aud often cultivated. **"*•**»"• ^^ aoorevianon 01 governor

It is one of the commonest vegetables of the natives, the general,
oblong scarlet fruit being eaten fresh when ripe and gowan, ?l.—Ling-gowan, the mouse-ear hawkweed,
cooked m curries when green.—Wild gonid. (a) Same Bieracmm Pilosella : usually in the plural.- "

goulash, n. See *gv,lash.

goundou (g6n ' do), n. [W. African.] A dis-

ease which attacks the natives on the west
coast of Africa. It is marked by the growth
of a smooth rounded swelling on either side of
the bridge of the nose. Jour. Trap. Med.,
Feb. 16, 1903, p. 62.

goup, gowp (goup), V. i. [Perhaps imitative.]
To throb violently or painfully, as a boil be-
fore it bursts or is lanced. [Scotch.]

goura, n. See *gora.
gourd, n., 1. (c) Same as calabazilla.—BotmBt-
gourd, the fruit of species of Lufa. It is sometimes
split lengthwise, turned inside out, and fashioned into a
bonnet or cut into strips and used for trimming : whence

Grab-hook,

., J ^ ^0,7-
Sia calabazilla. (6) The bigroot of Oregon, JIfiorampeK* gowan. Same as ewe-gowan MUk-gOWan, tne
Oregona. dandelion.—^Water-gowan. Same as meadow-gowan
gOUrdhead (gord'hed), n. Same as big-mouthed (which see, under stowotc),-witch-gowan. Same as

*buffalO m«*-*3owan.—Yellow gowan. (a) See yellow. (6) The

«?^^Z^\".\^^.^%'^,\^\llf'^tf^Lf.^ gOW,"»^Capa.dgown. See*.a.i.

gowp, V. J. See *goup.
goy (go'i), n.

;
pi. goyim (go'yem). [Heb.] In

Jewish use, a nation. Used in the singular for any
nation, Jewish as well as Gentile. Where the plural

tapeworm: in allusion to its resemblance to

the seed of a gourd; a cucurbitinus.

gOUt'^, n.—Abarticular gout, gouty inflammation of

the stomach or other of the viscera, without involvement
of the joints.- Poor man's gont, gout occurring in

consequence of lead-poisoning, exposure, insufficient

nourishment, or the abuse of malt liquors, in laborers or
others to whom luxury is unknown,—Tophaceous gout,
chronic gout accompanied by deposits of sodium urate in

the joints.

gout-fly (gout'fli), n. Same as corn-fly.

goutte d eau (get do). [F., 'drop of w

goyvm is used, however (save in particular cases, for
example Gen. xxv. 23), it specially refers to non-Jewish
nations, the Gentiles, In Yiddish this distinction is not
fully recognized, and goy is used, somewhat like ' heathen

'

in English use, to imply inferiority, and is often em-
ployed among the Jews themselves as a term of contempt
implying ignorance or stupidity.

^uuuuo u cxiu vs"" ""/• L" ) "'"K "^ water. ] goyim, n. Plural of *goy.
A limpid rolled pebble of topaz found in gozell (go'zel), n. [Also goselle; dial, variant,
Brazil, Ceylon, and New South Wales. beside gazel, gazle, etc., of grozle, groszle, a

goutte de suif (get de swef). [F., 'drop of gooseberry: see groser.^ The garden goose-
tallow.'] Tallow-drop: noting a style of pot- berry, JJiftes Grossularia.
tery decoration with enamel colors. See Cluny

(j, p_ An abbreviation (a) of the Latin Gloria
*enamel. Patri, Glorv be to the Father

; (6) of Graduate
gouty-stem (gou'ti-stem), n. In Queensland, j„ Pharmacy.
the bottle-tree (which see). Both names refer to Q. p. IJ. An abbreviation of Grand Passed
the shape of the trunk. The tissues of the stem abound Maxter
In a clear, jelly-like, mucilaginous substance resembling J^"^"^'

•

,

tragacanth, which is used as food by the natives in times Gx. -An abbreviation (6) Of Greece.

of extreme drought. gr. An abbreviation (d) of grammar; (e) of

gouty-stool (gou'ti-stol), n. In old English great; (.f) ot gross.

furniture, a stool designed by Hepplewhite G. R. An abbreviation (a) of Georgius Bex
for the use of persons afflicted with gout. It (King Georae) ; (6) of Grand Recorder.
was fitted with mechanism for raising and grab^, v. fl. intrans. To strike the heel of
lowering the foot. the front foot with the toe of the hind foot

:

Gov. An abbreviation (6) of government. said of a horse.

Governess car. See *car^. grab', n., 3. (c) Aform of dredger-bucket used for

governing-motion (guv'6r-ning-mo'''shon), n. digging soft materials; a clam-shell bucket. (<«) pi.

The action on a spmning-mule of a certain

mechanism for regulating the velocity of the

spindles during the winding of the j'am on
the cop. Also called strapping^motion. Na-
smith, Cotton Spinning, p. .300.

soft materials; a clam-shell bucket.

SiSne as itskidding-tongs. (e) In forestry, the stem'of
. an alder, or other small tree,- which is bent over and
plugged into a hole bored in a boom-stick, or secured in
some other way, to hold a boom or logs inshore, [U. S.]

4. A children's game at cards, in which, when
two or more cards of equal value are on the

crane or der-
rickwithwhich
a grab or crab
is used for
winding in the
hoisting-rope, there being no winding-drum
on the crane.

graben (gra'ben), n. [G. graben, a ditch.] In
geol., a trough-like area caused by the down-
throw of a crustal fault-block.

The main valley occupied by Georgetown is a depressed
fault-block or graben. Seience, Feb. 6, 1903, p. 227.

graben-block (gra'bn-blok), n. [G. graben +
B. block, n.] A depressed segment of the
earth's crust bounded on all sides by faults.

The imagined intersecting faults of the "bysmalith" or
of the submerged grab&nrblock havebeen generally sought
for in vain about those greatest of all granitic massifs,

ii. A. DaXy, in Amer. Jour. Sci., April, 1903, p. 270.

grab-hook, n. 2. A hook having
a narrow throat, adapted to grasp
any link of a chain.

grab-iron, n. 2. A grappling-iron
used for recovering broken boring
or well-drilling tools from a well.

grab-link (grab'lingk), n. Same as
*sUp-grab.
grab-machine (grab'ma-shen'"), n. A digger
or dredger which uses a grab or clam-shell
bucket.
grabouche (gra-bSsh'), n. [Origin unknown.]
A card-game in which each player starts with
an ace and builds up in sequence until he
gets rid of twenty cards Originally dealt to
him. When one can go no further, another
takes it up.

grab-rod (grab'rod), n. In ship-building, a
rod or bar, fastened to a bulkhead or in the end
of a hatchway, which may be grasped in the
hand to steady the body when the vessel is

rolling; also, a horizontal rod fastened to the
side of a war vessel a few feet above the
water-line in the vicinity of the gangway-
ladders, into which boat-hooks are hooked
when holding a boat alongside the ladder.
grab-service (grab's6r"vis), «. Naut., vessels
of two or more masts originally fitted out by
the Bombay government to cruise against the
pirates of the Malabar coast. Admiral Smyth.
grab-skipper (grab'skip"6r), n. In lumbering,
a short iron pry or hammer used to remove
the skidding-tongs from a log.

grab-snow (grab'sno), n. Naut., a two-masted
vessel having a boom-mainsail and belonging
to the Bombay marine. See *grab-service.

[Obsolete.] N. E. D.
grab-vessel (grab'ves"el), n. See *grab-ser-
vice.

grace, n. 19. A bow or courtesy.

All take your places and make your graces.
And let the dance begin.

Stedman, Country Sleighing, st 6.

Congmons grace, grace suited or adapted to the
effect intended,under the conditions in which it is be-
stowed, See-ircongntism.

grace-wife (gras'wif),'m. A midwife. Malli-
well. [Prov. En^.]
gracilariid (gras-i-la'ri-id), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the family Gracilariidse.



gracilariid

n. a. Of or belonging to the lepidopterons
family Gradlariidse.

graciosity (grai-si-os'i-ti), n. [In ME. gra-
ciousete, < OF. gradeuseU; later newly taken
from L. gratiositas, < graUosus, gracious.]
The quality of being gi-acious ; a gracious
aet. Carlyle.

grackle, «. 3. In angling, the name of an
artificial fly used in bass-fishing Bronzed
grackle, Quiscaliis quiscula a&neus, a subspecies of the
purple grackle, found in the northern and western United
States, especially in the Mississippi valley. It is charac-
terized by the bronze or brassy reflections of the plumage.

grad^ (grad), n. [A modern technical applica-
tion of AS. grad, a step, < L. gradus, a step

:

see grade.'] In peirog., in the quantitative
system of classification (1902) (see ^rock^), a
division of igneous rocks lower than the sub-
rang. A grad is based on the proportion of minerals
of the subordinate group of standard minerals, when they
are present in notable amount, that is, when they are
more than one seventh a^ much as the preponderant
group.

grad (grad), n. A graduate. [College slang.]

grad. An abbreviation of the Latin gradatim,

by degrees.

gradate, «. *. 2. In chem., to bring (a solution)

to a desired degree of concentration. [Rare.]

gradate (gra'dat), a. [L. gradatus (parallel

to NL. graduatus, whence B. graduate, a.), <

L. gradus, step, grade: see grade, ».] Ar-
ranged serially according to size, as the whorls
of a gastropod shell.

These [five whorls] being uniformly vitreous, shining,

smooth, gradate. Proc. Zool. Soc London, 1901, IL 417.

gradation, «. 7. In geol., the process of pro-
ducing an even slope, by agencies of erosion

and transportation, on which the supply and
removal of rock-waste or detrital material are
about balanced,—Gradation plain. See -trplaini.

grades™- 5- In (ngion., in the centesimal sys-

tem, the hundredth part of a right angle ; also,

the hundredth part of a quadrant.—6. A small
difference betweenthe brightness of two stars

:

substantially the same as a step: a term used
by observers of variable stars. Astrophysical
Jour., Dec, 1903, p. 377.—7. lD.philol.,oiie of

the positions or forms assumed by a vowel or

root in a series of phonetic changes caused pri-

marily by change of stress and other factors,

as the vowels in English sins', sang, swng, ride,

rode, ridden, etc., Latin capio, cepi, -cipio, etc.,

Greek -y/^m, y/'km, -^Tuom, leave, y/reu, y/rafi,

^rou,cut,etc.--Orade of repose, in railroad construc-

tion,' properly, a grade upon which a train will remain at

rest under ordinary conditions of wind or other pressure

tending to set it in motion ; more loosely, and inaccurately,

an incline or slope in a track which is just sufHcient to

overcome the rolling friction of a train at rest and cause it

to move downward.—Orade resistance. See*re«i«t(mce.
—Momentum grade, in railroad construction, a grade
on a road which employs locomotives of a given power for

a given train resist^ce on a level track, and which the
trains are unable to surmount unless assisted by the train

momentum acquired by approaching the grade at full

speed. See pusher -kgrade, train -kresititanee, and grade
Ar««Mta>ice.—Percentile grades, in the study of varia^

tions, the values obtained by measurements taken at

different points in the scale of frequencies.—Pusher
grade, in railroad construction, a grade too steep for a
single engine hauling an ordinary train, and requiring

the use of a pusher or assistant engine. It is used
wherever the cost of construction and maintenance of

longer and easier grades would be more expensive
than the employment of pusher engines upon a shorter

grade. See -kpusher, 4.—Ruling grade, in railroad con-

struction, a grade on any given road or division which, by
reason of its grade resistaiice and sometimes also of its

curve resistance, sets the limit to the train service ; the
most difficult grade the locomotives with a flxed number
of cars can overcome without the aid of a pusher. In
order of grade resistance it is next to a pusher grade.

See grade irresista/nce, curve -kresistance, and pusher
•orode.-To be at grade, m phya. geog., said of an
eroding and transporting agency, such as a stream, when,

by its own action in eroding or filling, it does not actively

build up or wear down its course. See -kregimen.

grade^, v. I. trans. 4. In ijJiys. geog., to de-

velop by eroding or filling (degrading or ag-

grading) into an even slope on which an erod-

ing and transporting agent (such as a stream)

wUl not actively build up or wear down its

course.— 5. laphilol., to alter or be altered by
gradation or ablaut. Skeat, Prin. Eng. Etymol.,

p. 170.

II. intrans. To prove to be of a certain

grade or quality.

In Nelson County [North Dakota] . . . some of it [the

wheat] is frosted, that of others grading No. 1 hard and

No 2 Northern. ... In Pierce County . . . they have

had no frost and the wheat is grading nearly all No. 1

hajd. ]f. ¥. Tribune, Oct 30, 1891, p. 7.

grade-bred (grad'bred), a. Noting cattle,sheep,

or hogs bred by mating a pure-blooded animal

with one of no pedigree. See graded, 4.

graded (gia'ded), p. a. 1. Arranged m senes

of grades ; existing in a series of grades : as.
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grroded schools ;
graded forms.— 2. Reduced

to a (specified) grade
f
specifically, in pifm.

geog., possessing such a slope or form that the

agencies of erosion and transportation which
act upon it are essentially occupied in carrying

forward the detritus which they receive : said

of stream-courses, hillsides, beaches, etc.—
Graded plain. See -kplainl.

grade-peg (grad'peg), n. A small stake orjjeg

driven into the ground to serve as a point

of reference for heights or elevations. F.

A. King, Irrig. and Drainage, p. 476.

grade-post (grad'post), »s. 1. A stake set ujjon

a right of way to indicate the grade to which
the proposed road must be made to conform.
— 2. A guide-post placed beside a railway-
track to indicate a change in the grade of the
road.

gradient, n. 3. In math., a rational integral
homogeneous andisobarie function. Sylvester.

— 4. Ingeom., slope.

If from any point P on the curve, we draw the tangent-
line, to the right, the gradient is the tangent of the angle
which this line makes with the positive direction of the
axis of X. H. Lamb, Calculus, p. 67.

Adlabatlc gradient. See verticdlitgradient.—AaU-
cyclonal gradient. See itanticyclonal.—Baxometiio-
gradlent, in meteor., the rate of change of barometric
pressure with distance ; specifically, the rate of change of
pressure along the earth's surface. According to intemar
tional agreement, the gradient is expressed in millime-
ters, or in inches, per unit of horizontal distance, namely,
one degree of the great circle, or 60 nautical miles. Un-
less the contrary is specified, the gradient is measured on
the daily map perpendicular to the isobars at any point.

—Critical barometrical gradient, the gradient that
would be maintained imder the infiuence of a steady wind
or a steady system of winds.-^Cyclonal gradient, the
barometric gradient directed toward the center of a cy-

clone.

—

^Electric gradient, the rate at which the electric

potential varies. The great variations of horizontal gra-
dient become explicable by the determination of the ver-
tical gradient in the atmosphere. A spherical cumulus
cloud of one kilometer radius, with its center three kilo-

meters from the earth's surface, will, by its own charge, by
induction cause a decrease of potential toward the earth's

surface of about 11,000 volts per meter of altitude.

—

Fer-
rel'B gradient formula, the analytical expression of the
relation between barometric gradient and attending
winds. This formula was first deduced and published by
Perrel in 1858.—Gradient of refl'action, the rather sud-
den change in the vertical temperature gradient that oc-
curs at considerable altitudes, such as 10,000 feet, in the
atmosphere, corresponding to the abrupt change in gradi-
ents at the surface of a plateau.

—

Hydraulic gradient,
the gradient of pressure between the free surface of a
liquid in a reservoir and any orifice of efflux connected
with the same.—Initial gradient, the very slight gradi-
ent of pressure at sea-level due to differences of density
in the atmosphere or to general or local disturbances,
tides, etc., in consequence of which a general movement
of air is set up, producing the larger observed barometric
gradients that are the result rather than the cause of the
wind.

—

Isopycnal gradient, the gradient of density in
different parts of a fiuid mass ; the difference between
successive isopycnals divided by the distance between
them.—Neutral gradient of pressure. See vertical
•STOdfent-Pressure gradient, the rate of change of
pressure in terms of that of any other quantity of which
the pressure is a function ; also, a line or curve which ex-
presses such change.—Temperature gradient,-the rate
of change of temperature in terms of that of any other
quantity of which the temperature is a function ; also, a
line or curve which expresses such change.

—

^Velocity
gradient, the rate of change of velocitjr in tenns of that
of any other quantity of which the velocity is a function

;

also, a line or curve which expresses such change.

—

Vertical gradient, the rate of variation of any atmo-
spheric condition with altitude, above-ground. A change

'

of temperature of one degree centigrade per 100 metera is

called the adiabaiic gradient. A corresponding vertical
pressure gradient, maintaining neutral dynamic equilib-
rium in the atmosphere, is the neutral gradient ofpressure.

Gradienter screw, the screw, with graduated head,
which elevates or depresses the telescope of a gradienter
and accuratelymeasures the changes in the vertical angles.

gradometer (gra-dom'e-t6r), n. [L. gradus,
step, + Grr. /lirpov, measure.] An instrument
for measuring the amount of slope in any
grade.
graduated (grad'u-a-ted), p. a. Specifically,

in ornith., having the tail moderately pointed,
the tail-feathers regularly decreasing in length
from the center pair outward.

gra^ n. and v. t. A simplified spelling of graff.
graftal n—'Animal graft, a graft made with bone or
other tissue removed from one of the lower animals.

—

Autoplastic graft, a graft made with skin or other tissue
taken from another part of the subject's own body.

—

Heteroplastic graft, a graft made with skin or other
tissue tfucen from another individual.— Sponge graft, a
very small piece of aseptic sponge applied to agranulating
surface to serve as a center for uie formation of new epi-
thelium.

—

.Thiersch's graft, a graft made with a piece
of skin of appreciable size to which a certain thickness of
the subcutaneous tissue is attached.

'

grafts (graft), n. [ME. *graft, AS. 'gratft (not
recorded) = Icel, groftr (gen. graftar), dig-
ging, < AS. grafan, Icel, grafa, dig: see
graved, «.] 1, The depth of a spade in dig-
ging ; the amoimt of earth turned up in one
turn of the spade. Marhham.

grafting

The . . . relics . . . were discovered in 1827, ... at

a depth of about a ' a^sAe'i-graft ' beneath the surface.

Proc. Soc. of AnMquaries, March 7, 1844, p. 30.

2. A narrow crescent-shaped spade, used in

cutting drains. Eng. Dial. Diet.

graft* (graft), n. [Prob. a generalized use of

grafts, digging. Compare the figurative use
of diggings for a location or region where work
is carried on.] 1. Work; labor. [Prov. Eng.]

'Well, I've got some graft to do now.' Often heard in
and about Sheffield.

J?. 0. Addy, Oloss. of Words Used in the Neighborhood
[of Sheffield, 1888-90, Sup., p. 25.

The story [ " The Autobiography of a Thief "
] has been

told in the thief's own words. But this feature is not
without interest to the student of philology. For example
in Australia the slang word for work of every sort and
kind, from that of the head of a State to that of a cross-

ing-sweeper, is "graft." All sortsand conditions of people
use the word in this connexion.

Atheneeum, April 30, 1904, p. 660.

2. A job or a trade.

The roadster proper is distinguished from the tramp by
having a * graft,' or in other words a visible means of sup-
port Pop. Sei. Jour., IV. 255 (1896). N. E. D.

graft* (graft), «, J. [grafts, ».] To work. [Prov.
Eng.]

Graft, to work ;
" where are you grafting ? "

i. e., where
do you live or work? Hotten, Slang. Diet (1869), p. 146.

To graft ... (2) to work, but the work in this case
was stealing, L e., picking pockets. Grafting is also used
in the sense of helx)ing another to steal.

Farmer, Americanisms— Old and New (1889), p. 273.

grafts (graft), n. [An extension of grafts, n.,

2. Compare the like development of job, 'a
piece of work,' to job, 'apiece of corruption.']

1. Dishonest gain acquired by private or se-

cret practices or corrupt agreement or con-
nivance, especially in positions of trust, as by
offering or accepting bribes (directly or in
the vefled form of commissions, fees, gifts, or
philanthropic contributions), or by promising
or using, directly or indirectly, one's official

infiuence or power to assist or protect wrong-
doing, or by levying blackmail—all in a pri-

vate way[and often disguised so as to seem the
customary and proper course of business. The
word graft, with its derivates, came suddenly into ex-
tensive use in the political and journalistic language of
the United States about 1901, as a new term more con-
venient in some respects than the equivalent terms
bribery, corruption, dishonesty, blackmail, *boodling,'
all of which it connotes, and of which it is a succinct
synonym. [Colloq. or slang.]

The World of Graft. Josiah Flynt (title of a book,
[1901).

2. A business, process, place of concourse, or
office, in or at which dishonest gain, by cor-
ruption or direct thieving, may be acquired.
[Colloq. or slang.]

grafts (graft), V. i. To engage in graft; live

by graft. See *graft^, n., and compare quo-
tation from Parmer under *gr(rft*; v. i.

[Colloq. or slang.]

I'd like to see this town run by l^ieves once. Course
they'd graft— couldn't help it, but not any more 'n the
police do.

Josiah Flynt, in McClure's Mag., April, 1901, p. 672.

graftage (graf'taj), n. [igraffi + -age.'] The
process and the operation of grafting, or the
state or condition of being grafted: a compre-
hensive term comprising the act of grafting
and all the questions of science, practice, and
description that grow out of the operation.
L. M. Bailey.

grafter^ (giAf'tfer), n. [grafts, v., + -eri.] One
who 'grafts' (see *graft^, v.); one who takes
or makes ' graft' or dishonest private gain, es-
pecially in positions of trust, and in ways pe-
culiarly secret and corrupt.
When the purchasing agent of a corporation or a firm

accepts a fee or a commission from the seller of goods to
that corporation or firm he is a grafter.

Hartford Times, quoted in Boston Transcript, July 31,

[1903.

grafting!, n. 3. Joining; splicing; specifi-
cally, splicing a rope by unlaying and relaying
the strands of the ends to be joined, or, in knit-
ting, adding one piece to another.—4. In bee-
cultwre, the substitution of eggs or larvae in
queen-cells for the original occupants Bark-
grafting. Same as rind-grafting (which see, under
grafting).

grafting^ (grafting), n. [grafts, v., + -mgri.]
The practice of taking or maWng 'graft'; the
practice of stealing money or its equivalent,
especially in positions of trust, in ways not
easily detected or punishable. N. Y. Tribune,
Oct. 24, 1901.

'

Everybody who has studied public life has been ap-
palled at its corruption. There is a general belief that
every State legislature and the national Legislature are



grafting

given to "grafting." It U felt that they are actuated by
other than pure motives. Why should public life be so
debauched ? 1 have come to the conclusion that it is only
a reflection of private life. There is "grafting" e^erj-
where.

W. T. Jerome, quoted in Boston Transcript (from Hartford
[Times), July 31, 1903.

grafting-saw (grfif'ting-sa), n. A saw with a
wide kerf and coarse teeth adapted for the
sawing of green wood: nsed for cutting off

shoots and making the groove for a graft.

Graham flour. See *fionr.

Srahamite^, n. 2. See *meteorite.

rahamize (gra'am-iz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp.

Grahamized, ppr. iirdhamising. [Graham (see

def.) + 4ze.'] To treat, that is, to open (let-

ters) or cause (letters) to he opened while they
ar,e passing through the post-office, as Sir

Jaines Graham, a British Home Secretary, was
^ siipposed to have done with the letters of Maz-
zini and his friends. [Bare.]
To grahamize.— On 14 June, 1840, Mr. T. Duncombe,

M.P., presented a petition to the House of Commons from
W. J. Iiinton, Giuseppe Mazzini, and others, complaining
that their letters had been opened when passing through
the Fost Office. Sir James Graham, the then Home Sec-
retary, acknowledged that he had given instructions for

this being done, and incurred gi'eat obloquy in conse-
quence; but it appeared subsequently that it had been
done by the Foreign Secretary, Byron s "travelled thane,
Athenian Aberdeen," at the instance of the 14'eapolitan

Government and with the concurrence of the Cabinet.
N. and Q., 9th ser.. May 18, 1901, p. 394.

Graian (gra'yan), a. [L. Grams, Greek, -I- -are.]

Pertaining to'the Graii, or Greeks.
grain^, n. 15. In the tohacco industry, a de-
posit of calcium oxalate, in scattered globules,

often at the hase of the hairs, formedupon to-

bacco-leaves in the process of curing and
sweating.— 16. The English name for the cop-
per coin called grano at Malta False grain, in

iuga/r-mamirf., a new crop of small crystals of sugar
formed when fresh syrup is introduced into the crystal-

lizing-pan in order to increase the size of crystals which
have akeady formed. Sadtler, Handbooli of Indust. Chem.,
p. 132.—Flsh-skln grain, in leather, a grain which re-

sembles the skin of a fish.— Qraln leaf-hopper. Se^
*leaf-hopper.— Giaijas of paradise. (») See -kamutyong.
— Grains of rice, in ceram,. See rice-grain decoration,

under ricei.—Jeweler's grain, one fourth of a carat, or
about four fifths of a troy grain : same as diam&ndrgrain
(which see, under carat, 4). C. Bering, Conversion
Tables, p. 69.

grain^, v. t, 5. (6) To scrape, as with a
slicker, on the grain side. C. T. Davis, Manuf

.

of Leather, p. 380.

grain-beetle (gran'be'''tl), n. A
beetle which breeds in stored
grain. Among these beetles are the flat

grain-beetle, Lsemophloeue pettaillue, the
foreign grain-beetle, Cathurtus advena, the
merchant grain-beetle, Silvanus mercator,

the red-necked grain-beetle, Catharttis

gemellatus, and tiie saw-toothed grain-

beetle, Silvanus surinamensis.

grain-borer (gran' b6r"6r), n. An
insect which bores into grain.

—

Larger grain-borer, a bostrychid beetle,

Dinoderus truneatus, of uncertain origin, ^ _
but probably Central American,which bores enlarged
into stored grain and edible tubers and the (fhi" e n d e n

,

boxes in which they may be stored. '' ^' "• *'

Ghrained negative. See *negatwe.

grainer^, ». 5. In salt^maMng, a pan in which
granulated salt is formed by rapid crystalliza-

tion under the action of solar heat.

grain-gold (gran'gold), n. 1. Gold which de-

velops a granular structure while being heated.
—2. Gold-dust.

graining-paper (gra'ning-pa'pfir), ». A trans-

fer-paper printed in color direct from the

natural surface of woods and copying the

grain of the wood. When wet, it is used as a transfer

fo print the grain of the wood upon any surface as a repro-

duction of natural graining. It is a substitute for artificial

graining.
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grain-lac (gran'lak), n. Same as seed-lac,

(which see, under tec^).

grain-louse (gran'lous), n.
;
pi. grain-lice (-lis).

A plant-louse common to both North America
and Europe, and which attacks growing grain

and grasses as well as other plants. Among
these lice are the English grain-louse, Macrodphum gra-

naria, the European grain-louse, Siphocoryneavense, and
the German grain-louse, MacroHphum cerealis. See cut

in previous column.

grain-moth, n.—Angonmols graln-motta, a motl^
Sitotroga cerealella, the larva of which infests stored

grain. It is now a cosmopolitan species, but is supposed

Red ' necked
Grain -beetle
{Cathartus
getnellatus).

German Grain-louse iMacrosifihum cerealis).

«. winged migrant: b, nymph of same; c, wingless parJhenoge-

netic female; d, same, showing exit hole of parasite. All en-

larged. (After Riley.)

Angoumois Grain-moth'(5iVo/ri'^a cerealella).

a. egg and egg mass; i, larva in grain of corn; c, larva; J,

pupa; f.y*, moth. About two and a half times natural size. (Chit-
tenden, U. S. D. A.)

to have been introduced originally into the United States
from the province in France (Angoumois) from which its

popular name is derived. Also called Jly-weeml.

grain-process (gran'pros"es), n. In photog.,

a process of photomechanical printing in which
the proof is given a granulated appearance.
See grained *negatiiie.

grain-sick (gran'sik), n. Impaction or over-

distention of the rumen or first stomach of the
ox due to eating excessive quantities of food.

Also called grain-siekness and plenalvia.

grain-split (gran'split), n. In leather-^manuf.,

the outer split, which has the grain on it, as
distinguished from the flesh-split. C. T.

Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 188.

grain-tester (gran'tes'tSr), n. A small weigh-
ing-scale adapted to ascertaining the number
of pounds in a bushel of any given Mnd of

gram. A small quantity of the grain is weighed on the
scales and the scale-weight uidicates on the beam the
exact weight of a bushel of that particular kind of grain.

grain-trier (gran ' tri " 6r), n. A contrivance
for sampling grain. See the extract.

Cereals and other large seeds are sampled with a grain
trier. This consists of two hollow cylinders of metal,
one inside of the other, about 1 meter long and 12 mm. in
diameter. They are pointed at the bottom and provided
with a handle at the upper end. A corresponding series

of oblong openings extends at regular intervals along one
side of both cylinders, which may be turned at will so as
to open or close the holes. The sampler, with the holes
open, is thrust into the top of a bag of grain for its entire
length. When filled witJi seeds the inner cylinder is

turned, so as to close the holes, and the sampler removed.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1894, p. 406.

grain-whisky (gran ' hwis " ki), •». Whisky
made principally from raw barley, with only
a small proportion of malted barley to assist

the change of starch into sugar. TPhe bulk of
the Irish whisky of commerce is grain-whisky.
Erwyc. Brit., XXIV. 542.

grain-worm (gran'werm), n. The larva of a
grain-beetle or of a grain-moth.

grallous (gral'us), a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the GraUse, an order of wad-
ing birds

;
gralline.

gram^, n— Gram-centigrade heat-nnlt. SeeA^at-
unit.—Gram atom. See -kgram-atom.

gram^, n,—Black gram, a black-seeded variety of the
green gram, Phaseolus Mungo.—Red gram, the cow-
pea, Vigna Sinensis. See Vigna and cow-pea, under
peal.—Turkish gram, a dwarf Bast Indian bean,
Phaseolus aconitifolius. Called; Ttiot/i lu India.— White
gram, the soy-bean, Soia Soja. See soy, 2, and sahvjM
beans, under beanl.

gram^ (gram), n. [Gr. ypa/i/i^, a line, < yp6xjietv,

draw, write : see gram^.'] In Temematics, the
curve described by a point of a link-motion.

The point of a link-motion which describes any curve
is called a graph, the curve being called a gram,.

A. B. Eentpe, How to Draw a Straight Line, p. 6.

grama (gra'ma), n. [See grama-grass.'] A
name for various grasses : always used with
a qualifying word—Black grama, (a) In New
Meiaco, HUana rrmiica, a perennial grass with running
rootstocks which forms dense patches on hillsides. It

makes excellent pasturage when abundant, and is gath-

ered for hay by uprooting with a hoe. Also called black

bunch-grass. (6) The bristly mesquit, Bouteloua Mrsuta,

Grammatophyllum
and the woolly-foot, B. eriopoda. (c) One of the blow-out
grasses, Muhlenbergia pungens. See -kblow-out. Also
called grama china.—Blue grama, the common grama-
grass, Bouteloua oligostaehya, which ranges from Wiscon-
sin to California and from Texas and Mexico to Manitoba
and Albeiia. It is one of the best grazing-gra^es, with-

standing the trampling of stock and curing in the turf.

In the eastern Rocky Mountain region it serves for pas-

ture all winter.— Crowfoot grama. Same as blue

-kgra/ma.—Grama china. See black itgrama (c).

—

Jointed grama. Same as *8ide-oats.—Low grama.
See six-weeks -kgrama.— One-flowered gramag, a slender
species, Bouteloua urdfjora, of southwestern Texas. It

bears numerous one-flowered spikes near together along
the axis.— Slde-oatS grama. Same aa -kside-oats.—

six-weeks grama, Bouteloua polystachya, a slender
much-branched annual grass, which ranges from Utah to

Texas and southern California. It occurs only in scattered

tufts and is seldom more than 6 inches high. Also called

low grama.— Tall grama. Same as kside-oats.—Texas
grama. Same as geed-^^nusjuit.—White grama. Same
as blue •fl'roma.—Wlre-grama. (a) A much-branched
straggling grass, Muhlenhergia Porteri, of dry mesa£ and
table-lands in the southwestern Unified States and in

Mexico. It is of good quality as feed, but will not bear
trampling ; in rich soil, however, it affords hay. (6) Same
as curly *m«s}ra't.—Woolly-foot or WOOlly-Jolnted
grama. Same as itwoolly-foot.

gram-atom (gram ' at " om), n. In ehem., a

quantity of an element whose weight in grams
is numerically equal to the atomic weight of

the element.
One gram-atom of radium gives off per hour an amount

of heat comparable with the heat produced by the com-
bustion of a gramfi-atom of hydrogen.

Jour. FramMin Inst., Nov., 1903, p. 329.

gram-calory (gram'kal"o-ri), n. The quantity

of heat necessary to raise one gram of water
from 0° to 1° C. ; the thousandth of a greater

calory.

gramenite (gram'e-nit), n. Same as grami-.

nite.

gram-equivalent (gram'e-kwiV'a-lent), n.

That weight of an element' or compound which
is equivalent to one grain of hydrogen ; that

quantity of an element or compound whose
weight in grams is numerically equal to its

equivalent weight.
graminicolous (gram-i-nik'o-lus), a. [L. gram-
en (gramin-), grass, + colere, inhabit.] Living
upon grasses : said of fungi and other para-
sites.

graminiferous (gram-i-nif'e-rus), a. [NL.
*gramvnifer, < L. gramen (gramin-), grass, -I-

ferre, Taeav, + -ous.] Grass-producing; grass-
bearing: as, the graminiferous plains of South
America. Mrs. Somerville, Connect. Phys. Sci.,

xxvi.

graminin (gram'in-in), n. A carbohydrate,
(C6Hio06)eH20, found in the roots of IHseium
alpestre and other plants. It melts at 209° C.

graminous (gram'i-nus), a. [L. grammosus,
grassy, <. gramen {gramin-), grass.] Grassy;
covered with grass ; also, erroneously, grass-

like; gramineous.
gram-ion (gram'i"on), n. In pTiys. ehem., a
quantity of an ion'whose weight in grams is

numerically equal to the atomic weight of the
ion, or, in the case of a complex ion, to the sum
of the atomic weights of the atoms of the ion.

One gram-ion of chlorine signifies 35.45 grams of chlo-

rine in the ionic condition (CI) ; a granb4on of (SO4)
weighs 96 grams (96 being the sum of the atomic weights).

Arrhenius (trans.). Text-book of Electrochem., p. 9.

Gramma (gram's,), n. [NL., < (Jr. ypaft/i^, a
line: see *g'ra»»*'.] A genus of very small bass-
like fishes, with the lateral line broken, belong-
ing to the family Serranidse: found, in the
coast waters of Cuba. G. loreto is the known
species.

Gxammaria (gra-ma'ri-a), n. [NL. (Stimp-
son, 1854), < GT.-ypa/z/j,^, a line (?).] The typi-
cal genus of the family Grammaridx.
Grammaridae (gra-mar'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Grammaria + -idse.'] A family of sertularian

hydroids in which the hydrocaulus consists of
an axial tube which carries the hydrothecse
and is surrounded by and inseparably coa-
lesced with peripheral tubes without hydro-
thecse. The hydrothecse are adnate to the

axial tube. The typical genus is Grammaria.
Grammatophyllum (gram " a - to - fil ' um), n.

[NL. (Blume, 1829), < Gr. ypajijm {ypajifiaT-),

letter, -f- (pvMov, leaf. The allusion is appar.

to the irregular spots and markings on the
leaves of the perianth.] A genus of plants of

the family Orchidacem. They are large epiphytes,

with long leafy stems, narrow leaves, and basal, long-

stalked, loose racemes of large yellow or green flowers,

spotted and mottled with purple or brown. There are 4

species, natives of the Malay region, often cultivated by
orchid-fanciers. G. speciontm, sometimes called the
queen of orchids, is one of the largest and most showy
plants of the family, its stems sometimes attaining a
length of 12 feet in a single year, and the racemes reach-

ing a length of 6 feet.



gramme ring

Gramme ring. See *ring.

gram-meter (grarn'me'tfer), n. A gravitational
unit of work, the work required to lift one
gram one meter vertically against the earth's
attractive force. It is one thousandth of a
kilogram-meter, or about 98,000 ergs.
G-rammicolepididse (gram*i-k6-le-pid'i-de), n.
pi. [NL., < Grammicolepis (,-i'd-) + -idae.'] A
family of deep-water fisnes, allied to the pom-
frets ovBramicUe: distinguished by large scales
and other characters. A single genus, Gram-
micolepis, is known.
Grammicolepis (gram'i -kol'e -pis), ». [NL.,
< Gr. ypa/iuucdc, linear ( < ypa/i/i^, line), -t-Wif,
scale.] The typical genus of the family
Gram/mieolepidid«, containing a single species,
G. irachiusculus, a very rare fish of the deep
waters of Cuba.
Gramminse (gra-mi'ne), ».;2. [NL.,< Gramma
+ -insB.'i A subfamily of the family Serranidse,
or bass-like fishes, typified by the genus
Gram,ma.
Granunistes (gra-mis'tez), ». [NL., <Gr.
ypafi/i^, a line, + -istes.'] A genus of bass-like
fishes of the family Berramelse, found in the
South Seas. Tho species are dark brown in color^ witli

stripes of golden yellow. O. s&xlineatxis is common in
the mid-Pacific

Grammistinse (gram-is-tl'ne), n.pl. A sub-
family of widely distributed serranoid fishes.

gram-molecular (gram*mo-lek'u-lar), a. Per-
taining to or containing a grain-molecule.
Physical Beview, March, 1904, p. 155.

gram-molecnle (grarn'moKe-kul)', n. A weight
of a substance such that the number of grams
taken is equal to its molecular weight or to
the sum of tlie combining weights of the ele-

ments of which it is made up. One gram-
molecule of water, for example, is 18 grams
(H20= l-H-l-16= 18).

Granunysia (gra-mis'i-a), n. [NL., said to be
(irreg.) <Gr. ypd^i/ia, a letter, + /ivg, a muscle.
If so the right formwould be *Grammatomya.'\
A genus of prionodesmaceous pelecypods,
typical of the family Grammysiidse, with large
oval integropallial valves and very simple,
wholly edentulous hinge. It is of Devonian
age.

Gram-negative (gram'negVtiv), a. Nega-
tive (that is, resistant) to Gram's stain. See
*stain.

Gram-positive (grara'poz^i-tiv), a. Positive
(that is, receptive) to Gram's stain.

-To blow the grampus. See itilmci.

See Gram's *method.

grampus,
V, t.

Gram's method, stain
*stain.

granadino (gra-na-de'no), n. [Colonial Sp.,
< Granada, (New) Grenada.] A sUver coin of
Venezuela (the repubUe of New Grenada),
of the value of 8 reals.

granary-beetle (gran'a-ri-be''tl), n. Same as
*grain-beetle (wmeh see).

granary-weevil (gran'a-ri-we^'vl), n. Same
as grain-weevil.

granatine (gran'a-tin), n. [(pome)gra'nate +
-ine'^.'] A colorless alkaloid found in the bark
of pomegranate root.

granatoline (gran-a-to'lin), n. [L. granatus,
gi'ained, -I- -ol + ine^.'] An alkaloid, CgHi^
OH.NH, obtained bythe oxidation of n-methjrl-
granatoline. It crystallizes in prisms which
melt at 134° C.

Granby token. See^*toJi;en

.

grand. I. a. [In some of the following phrases
grand is French, but often treated as the Eng-
lishword.]—Grand fen [F., 'great flre'], the highest
temperature in the porcelain kiln, which by some is sup.
posed to be about 4,7ir F. Also called sTiarpfire, fierce

fire, etc.—Grand guard, the guard detaUed lor the out-
postduty of an army in the field. Agrandguard is nsually
furnished by each brigade.—Grand jen, in the harmo-
nium, a stop whichmakesthefullpowerof the instrument
available.--<>raBdmisere(grafime-zar'),m6(>8t(m,the loss

of every trick, the hand being played as it was originally

dealt, without discarding. Amer. Hoyle, p. 244.—Grand
mlsrare ouverte, in boston, the loss of every trick the
cards being exposed on the table : sometimes called a
sprecKi.-(frand onvert,in«*ot,agrand played with the
cards exposed on the table but not liable to be called. See
i^skat.—Grand toum^, in skat, if the card shown for

a toumS is a Jack, the player may change his bid togrand
toum^, that is, to play without a trump. See *8*at

II. ». 3. Anyannouncement to playwithout

a trump suit, in such games as sJcat, cayenne, etc.

—Gncky grand, in skat, a bid to play a giando after

having taken in both the skat cards. See -kskat.

grandmatemal (grand'ma-tSr'nal), a. Of, per-

taining to, or befitting a grandmother. Bio-

metrika, Nov., 1903, p. 99.

grandparental (grand'pa-ren*tal), a. Of, per-
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taining to, derived from, or befitting a grand-

parent or grandparents : as, a grandparental

inheritance.

Cases in which the taint was grandparentai or farther

removed still, 16. Lancet, April 18, 1903, p. 1081.

grandpa's-beard (grand 'paz-berd*), n. In
Texas, a species of virgin's-bower. Clematis

Drummondil : so named from the fruiting pan-
icle made showy by the feathery tails of the
fruit.

grandrills (gran'drilz), n.pl. [Orig. grand drills,

appar. a factory name.] A kind of coarse
corset-jean, or cotton-drilling.

granilite (gran'i-lit), m. [li. granifm, ^ra,
+ Gr. A(9of, stone.] A name given by Kirwan
to complex granitic rocks composed of more
than three minerals. £«>wan, Blem. Min., I.

346. [Bare.]

granit, «. A simplified spelling of granite.

granite, n, in the quantitative system of classification

(1902), it is proposed to apply the term granite for field

purposes to all phanerocrystalline rocks composed of
quartz and feldspar of any kind, with mica, hornblende,
or other ferromagnesian mineral, if present in subordinate
amoiuits. See itrockl.—AltaU. granite, in petrog., a
granite rich in alkali feldspars, of which the dark con-
stituent is also alkalic, as riebeckite, segirite, etc. Sim-
ilarly, certain syenites may be called alkali syenite.
Jioienbusck—Blnaiy granite, (a) Granite consisting of
the two minerals quartz and feldspar, mica and other
common silicates being absent : in this nearly obsolete
sense granite is almost synonymous with liaplite. (b) A
granite containing two micas : \he granitepri^aer of some
authors.— Concretionary granite, orbicular granite.

—

Paris granite. Same as *semi-porcelain.— 'PiimB-
granlte, an orbicular granite in which nodules or lumpy
i^gregates of the dark minerals, chiefiy biotite, form the
characteristic feature. The fancied resemblance of these
nodules to prunes arranged throughout the rock is the
basis of the name. Sometimes also cSiXedpudding-granite.

A nodular granite from Ontario has been described.
. . . This differs from other orbicular granites in that
there is no pronounced radial or concentric structure.
The same is true of the "pudding " or "prune" granite
of Vermont Amer. Geol, Sept, 1904, p. 139.

White granite, in ceram., a variety of hard white pot-
tery of a bluish tint ; a grade below semi-porcelain. It is

more extensively produced in the United States than any
other grade of crockery, being used principally for table
and toilet services. AlBoca31edstone china and ironstone
cJtina.

granitization (gran'^i-ti-za'shon), n. [granite
-I- -4ze -I- -ation.'] In geol., an extreme phase
of metamorphism leading to the transforma-
tion of sediments into rock which resembles
igneous granite.

granitize (gran'it-iz"), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. gran-

itiged, ppr. granitieing. [granite -I- -ige.] In
geol.: (a) To impregnate (a rock) with granitic
material or minerals. Certain fissile schists are sup-
posed to have been filled with thin seams and layers of
granite magma, intruded in a molten condition, producing
gneiss-like rocks. Other rocks are in some cases im-
pregnated with minerals derived from bodies of molten
granite through processes of contact metamorphism.

(&) To change into granite; convert into granite.
granitoidal (gran-i-toi'dal), a. Same as grani-
toid.

granivore (gran'i-vor), n. [NL. granivorus,
graiu-eating: see granivorous.'] Any animal,
but more particularly a bird, that feeds upon
grain.

Our poultry are chiefiy granivores.
Laiuxt, Aug. 22, 1903 (advt).

granjeno (gran-ha'no), n. [Mex. Sp.] In the
southwestern United States and in northern
Mexico, a shrub, Momisia pallida, of the elm
family, which bears small orange-colored or
red berries having an acid pulp. The plant is

suitable for hedges, and the fruit is edible,
though not much esteemed by the natives.
grannom (gran'om), n. A British anglers'
name for a caddis-fly, Brachycentriis subnubilis,

or an imitation of it.

granny, n. 3. A nurse or midwife. [Southern
U.S.]
granny (gran'i), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. grannied,

ppr. grannying. [granny, «.] To serve as a
nurse or midwife.
She grannied yore mother when you was bom.

Jt McE. Stvart, In Simpkinsville, p. 85.

granny-bush (gran'i -bush), m. Eitheroftwo
shrubs, Cordia Lima of the borage family, or
Croton linearis of the spurge family; both are
covered with an ashy-gray tomentum. [Ba-
hama Is.]

grano, n. 2. A subsidiary coin of Naples and
the two Sicilies, the hundredth part of a ducat,
equal to eighty hundredths of a United States
cent.

grano-alaskOBe(grao''o'a-Ias'kdz), n. [L. gran-
vm, grain, -I--0, signifyin^'megascopio, + alask-
{ite)+-ose.'\ In j)e*ro^., in the quantitative sys-
tem (see rocfcl), a granitic rock having quartz

granule-ball

and alkalic feldspar in nearly equal propor-

tions, the feldspars being nearly equally sodic

and potassic.

granodiorite (gran-o-di'o-rit), n. [gran{ite) -t-

diorite.'] A phanerocrystalline rock inter-

mediate in composition between granite and
quartz - diorite : nearly the same as quartz-mon-
zonite. The feldspars which it contains are orthoclase

and lime-soda feldspar in nearly equal amounts ; quartz
and subordinate amounts of mica, hornblende, or other
ferromagnesian minerals also are present. Becker.

granoliparose (gran-o-lip'a-ros), n. [gran,

granular, ¥ -o- + Uparose.^ lupetrog., in the
quantitative system of classification (see
*rocfci), an igneous rock belonging to the
sodipotassic subrang of the peralkalic rang of
the quardofelic order of persalane. Class I,

having a megascopic granular texture. The
term is applicable to certain kinds of granites.

granolite (gran'o-lit), n. [L. granum, a g^ain,
-(- Gr. Aifoj-, stone.] An evenly granular igne-
ous rock, in distinction from a porphyritic rock.
Turner, 1900.

granolithic (gran-o-lith'ik), a. [L. granum,
grain, + Gr. ^iBoi;, stone, -t- -»c.] Made of
crushed stone, sand, and cement : noting a spe-
cial form of concrete, when pavements or build-
ings are so made they are usually covered with a coating
of neat cement.

granoplasma (gran-o-plaz'ma), n. [NL., < L.
granum, grain, -I- Gr.V>Uo/«i,aiiything formed.]
Finely granular protoplasm.

granospherite (gran'o-sfe-rit), n. [L. granum,
grain, -(- spherXule) '+ -ite^.] In petrog., a
spherulite composed of grains arranged radi-

ally or concentrically. Vogelsang, 1872.

granth (grunt), n. [Hind, granth, a knot,
book, code, < Skt. grantha, a knot, composi-
tion, verse, book, text, < -^granth, ^grath,
tie, connect, compose.] The Book, that is, the
Scriptures, of the Sikhs, containing the hymns
composed or compiled by their leaders from
Nanak (1469-1538) onward.
Granular gland. See -kgranvle^gland.— GraanlaT liy-

pothesls, the doctriue or opinion that the granules seen
m protoplasm are the fundamental units of structure for

all living things.

granularity, n. 2. Tnpe^og., the magnitude
of the grain of a rock : a factor in the texture.

Granulated steel. See *steen.

granulation, n—Exuberant granulations, laive
succnlent granulations which rise above the level of the
skin surrounding an ulcer : also called proud fiesh.—
Granulation tumor. Same as granuloma.

granule, n—Altman's granules. Same as Altmum's
itbioblasts.—Babes-Ernst granules, small granules
which occur in the bodies of diphtheria bacilli and are
demonstrable by staining with a methylene-blue solution
of the composition : 1 gram of the dye, 20 cubic centi-

meters of absolute alcohol, 50 cubic centimeters of glacial

acetic acid, and water enough to make one liter. The
preparations are then counterstained with Bismarok
brown. The pseudo-diphtheria bacilli, when t^us stained,
show no granules.—Central granule. See ircentral. >— Chromatic granules. See *chromatic.— Grannies
of Nlssl. See yissl Itgranules.—Keflr granules. See
*Are/!r—Metachromic granules. See Mnetachromie.
—Nensser's perinuclear granules, peculiar structures
of granular appearance which are seen about the nuclei
of the various leucocytes of the blood on staining with a
certain dye (Neusser's modification of Ehrlich's triacid

stain): regardedby
some as artifacts.

—

Nlssl granules,
small, deeply stain-
ing bodies found
by Nissl in the cy-
toplasm of nerve-
cells. These bodies
are said to consist
cl Kissl substance
and are sometimes
spindle-shaped,
when they are
called NisH spin-
dles. Also called
SissVs bodies and
tigroid.— PlastUl
granule. See
-kplastin,— Solar
granule, one of
the little bright
spots, resemblmg
rice-grains, with
which the face of
the sun appears to
be covered when
viewed telescopi-
cally.

granule-ball
(gran'ul-bai),
n. One of the
roundish gran-
ules which fill

the body of the
pupa of an in-
sect in its later stages of development, and
which consist of leucocytes which have ab-

Nissl Granules.

Two motor cells from lumbar region of

spinal cord of dog fixed in sublimate and
stained in toluidin blue.
A. from the fresh dog ; a, pale nucleus

;

b, dark Nissl spindles ; c, bundles of nerve
fibrils ; B, from the fatigued dog ; d,

dark shriveled nucleus; e, pale spindles.
(After Mann.)



granule-ball

sorted fragmeutB of the tissue of the larval
body.
granule-gland (gran'ul-gland), n. In various
platyhelmittths, one of the unicellular glands
whose secretion, consisting of refringeut gran-
ules, mixes with the spermatozoa. Parker and
Haswell, Zoology, I. 255.

granulitlc^ (gran-u-lit'ik), o. [granule + -ite^

-1--JC.] In petrog., having a granular texture
made up of nearly equidimensional grains or
crystals.

granulitize (gran'u-li-tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

granuUtieed, ppr. granuUtizmg. [granuUte +
-ize.] In petrog., to make granular, as hy
crushing.

granulize (gran'u-liz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
granuUmed, ppr. g'ranuUsmg. To convert into

franules, as a fine powder into a' coarser one
y wetting, sieving, then drying and resiev-

ing, preparatory to making compressed tab-
lets. The product is termed a granulation.

granulo-adipose (gran'''u-lo-ad'i-pds), a. Con-
taining or consisting dt granules and fatty
substance : said of certain cells or tissues

:

same as grarmUy-fatty.

granulo-crystalline (gran-'u-lo-kris'ta-lin or
-lin), a. 1. Containing or consisting of gran-
ules and crystals : said of certain cells or tis-

sues.— 2. In petrog., crystalline with nearly
equidimensional grains.

granuloma, «.— Craiiiiloma troplcmn. Same as
yawt.

granulo-pulpy (gran*u-lo-purpi), a. Consist-
ing of or containing granules and pulp : said
of certain tissues or cells.

grape^, n., 4. pi. (&) A specific affection of the
heel of horses, accompanied by an offensive dis-

charge and the formation of red, raw excres-
cences (grapes) on the surface. Also called
varrucosedermatltis. (c) Tuberculosis of the se-

rous membranes (pleura and peritoneum) in
which conglomerate clusters of tubercles are
found. Also called pearly disease.—Arroyo
grape, the riverside grape, Vitie mupma: bo called in uie
western V. S.—Ashy grape. Same as downy Hgrape.—Bear's-grape. See bearberry, 1.—Bitter-rotOfgrape.
See *6i(ter-rot.— Blue grape, Vitis Meolar, a high-
climbing vine of the eastern United States, having the
leaves bluish-glaucous, especially on the under surface,

and the berries bluish-black with a bloom.—Chytrldiose
Of grape. ~ - --••

nerea,h&vl „
shoots, and small, pleasantly
along streams from Nebraska to Texas, and also in Florida.
— GU)psIand grape, in Victoria, same as native kgrape.
— Grape famuy, the plant-family Vitaeem.— Grape
seed-worm. See*«ee<«-woTOi.—Leaf-bUght of grape.
See 4^2e(^-62t9Ae.— IIacquarle Harbor grape, m Tas-
mania, a climbing shrub of the buckwheat family, Cala-
cinum adpregsum {Muehlenbeckia adpressa of Meisner),
which bears small pink flowers in panicled spikes, followed
by cuiTant-like subacid fruits which are used for tarts,

puddings, and preserves. Also called Maemmrie Harbor
vine and, in Australia, native ivy.— Native grape, in
Australia, an evergreen climber, Cissus hypoglauea, which
bears black edible fruits the size of cherries. Called Cfims-
land grape in Victoria.— Oil Of grapes. See -koit—
Oregon grape. See Berberis.—Femvian wild grape,
Chondrodendron tomentosum, a climbing plant belonging

' to the moonseed family, with leaves 5-nerved at the base,

and clusters of flowers which grow from the leaf-axils or
from the old wood of the stem. The fruit resembles bunches
of grapes, from which are derived the Spanish name uva
defmonte (used in Peru) and the Portuguesepareira brava
(of the Brazilians), both of which signify ' wild grape.'
The root of this plant is the true radix pareirx bravse
used in medicine. See pareira.—Port JackSOn grape.
Same as kangaroo-vine or kangaroo-grape. It is a rail

woody climber of eastern Australia which bears globular
black berries.— Fossnm-grape, the frost grape, Vitit

cordifolia.—'Roelcy WOMatam grape. Same as Oregon
*grape.—aalt-grKpe, the saltwort, Salsola Xali.—Scal&
Of grape. See itscaldl.— Sea-grape, (c) Same as salt-

•kgrape. (d) See sea-grape, 2,- 3.— SmaJl grape, the
summer grape, Vitis astivalis.— Sweet-SCented grape,
the riverside grape, V. mlpina.—TaU-^ape. Seefati-
grape.—Winter grape, a name sometimes given to the
frost grape, the riverside grape, and the blue grape.

grape-cake (grap'kak), n. In wine-manu^.,
the solid mass of grape-skins which remains
after the juice is expressed ; the mare.

grape-caterpillar (grap'kat"6r-pil-ar), n. A
caterpillar which feeds on the leaves of the
grape-vine Social grape-cateiplllar, the larva of
an American pyromorphid moth, Harrisina Americana,
which feeds gregariously on the leaves of the grape.

grape-curculio (grap'k6r-kii"li-6), n. A small
eurcuUonid beetle, Craponius insequalis, which
lays its eggs on yormg grape-berries in which
its larvae feed. Same as grape-weevil (a) (which
see, under weevil).

grape-eater (grap'e"t6r), n. Same&s^fig-eater.

grape-essence (grap'es'''ens), n. An artificial

fruit-essence composed oif chloroform, various

ethers, tartaric acid, and other components

:

used as a flavoring agent.
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grape-fleck (grap'flek), n. See *scald of
grape.

grape-fly (grap'fli), n. One of the fruit-flies,

Drosophila ampelophila, which breeds in grape
pomace and also m preserved fruits and wine.

grape-fungus (grap'fung'''gus), n. One of the
molds, Gidiwm Tuckeri, which attack grape-
vines. Also called vine-mildew. See mildew, 1,

and grape-mildew.

grape-hopper (grap'hop"6r), n. The grape-
vine leaf-hopper, Erythroneura vitis.

Grape-leaf blight, gall-louse. See *l>light,

*gall-louse.

grape-scale (grap'skal), n. A diaspine scale-
insect, Aspidiottis uvse, which feeds on gi'ape-

canes in the United States, Jamaica, and
parts of Europe.
grape-slug (grap'slug), n. The larva of the
grape-vine saw-fly.

grape-stone, n. 2. Same as botryoUte.

Grape-trellis cup. See*cup.
grape-vine, ». 2. Jnwrestlmg, aloe^iawhieh
the arm or leg is twined around that of the
opponent.—Grape-vine aphis, SiphonopTwra viticola,

an aphis destructive to the leaves and young shoots of the
grape-vine in the middle and southern United States.

—

Grape-vine apple-gall, bark-louse, filbert-gall,
leaf-roller, roof-borer, root-worm, saw-fly. See
*apple-gall, etc.— Orape-vlne grass. See vme--kmes-
qmt.— Green grape-vine sphinx. See -ksphmx.

grape-worm (grap'w6rm), n. Same as grape
seed-worm (which see, under *seed-worm).

graph^, n. 2. A curve as representing an
equation or function.— 8. A line drawn
through a series of points whose position has
been already determined.—4. A representa-
tion by points on or in a lattice. Syleester.—
5. The point of a link-motion which describes
any curve. XeTMpe.— Essential graphs, a system
of graphs for logical analysis of which the chief charac-
tenstic is that if two assertions are written at once on the
sheet the eifect is the assertion that one or the other is

true.— Graph of an equation, the line obtamed by
making a diagrammatic representation of an equation
with the aid of a system of cobrdinates; the geometric
picture or map of an equation.—Graph Of a function,
the line plotted when a function is considered as the or-
dinate of its argument as abscissa.-Graph of tbe func-
tion f (X), the curve whose equation is 1/ = / (a;).

graph^ (gpaf), V. I. trans. To draw a curve
representing (a given equation or function).

II, intrwns. To trace graphs.
graph^ (graf), TO. [Detached from compounds
ending in -graph.'} Any apparatus for duplicat-
ing drawings or writings by printing from a
gelatinous surface. [Colloq.]

graphic, a. 7. Concernedwith or using graphs.
Graphic Intergrowth, texture. See -ktexture.

Graphiola (gra-ii'6-la), TO. [Nil. (Poiteau,
1824), < Gr. ypcapela, writing, -I- dim. -ola. The
leaves affected by it have the appearance of
being written upon.] A genus of fungi of
doubtful relationship, but usually referred to
the JJsiilagnales, having the spore-mass sur-
rounded by a black outer and an inner thin
peridium. The spores are produced upon lateral cells

of the fertile hyphee. The species are few and occur as
parasites on palm-leaves. G. Phcenide is a common spe-
cies on Pkcenix dactylifera in hothouses.

graphiological (graf'i-o-loj'i-kal), a. Belat-
ing or pertaining to graphiology.
graphitiel, n—^Acheson graphite, graphite artifloiaUy

made from coke or other amorphous carbon, by the Ache-
son process, in an electric furnace in the presence of a
small quantity of silicon.—Artificial graphite, graphite
produced artificially, an an industrial scale, by heating
intensely in an electric furnace coke or some other form
of amorphous carbon along with a small proportion of
silicon or silicon carbide, this addition apparently being
necessary to bring about the crystallization of the carbon.

produced
-Baragagraphite, the graphitic or carbonaceous schist

Sreduced in Baraga county, in the northern
[ichigan.— Graphite black. See -kblack.

s northern peninsula of ^7
>0 •^htnj.h tnc

Graphitic acid, a bright yellow compound, Ci iHiOs, ob-

tained by the oxidation of Ceylon graphite with potassium
chlorate and nitric acid. It crystallizes in lustrous needles
which become incandescent and explode when heated.
it is formed, in small quantity, by the electrolysis of

mineral acids when the positive electrode is graphite.

—

Graphitic carbon. See "kcarbon.

graphitite (graf'i-tit), n. [graphite + -ite^.}

•In min., a name proposed for such specimens
of graphite as do not intumesee on being mois-
tened with concentrated nitric acid and then
strongly heated. This peculiarity is probably ex-

plained by the small, compact character of the crystals

and is hence not essential. It is very doubtful whether
graphite and graphitite really represent, as has been sup-

posed, two distinct forms of carbon.

graphitization (graf"i-ti-za'shgn), TO. [graph-

itize + -afion.} 1. Conversion of amorphous
carbon or of the diamond into graphite by ex-

posure to a very high temperature. See arti-

ficial *graphite. Electrochem. Industry, March,

1904, p. 108.— 2. The operation of covering

grapple

the surface of an object with graphite. Bee
*graphitize, 2.

graphitize (graf'i-tiz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
graphitized, ppr. graphitizing. [graphite +
4ze.'] 1. To convert into graphite (either of
the two other fonns of carbon) by exposure to
a very high temperature. Industrially the
process is applied to amorphous carbon. See
artificial ^graphite. Electrochem. Industry,
June, 1904, p. 237.-2. To cover (the surface
of an object) with graphite . This may be done by
the direct application of graphite or, in the case of or-
ganic substances, by heating them in absence of air until
uie outer surface is converted into graphite, as is done
with the filaments of incandescent lamps.

graphitoid, a. II. to. Aformof graphite, oc-
curring in certain schists, supposed to be pe-
euliar in its readier combustibility. This,

however, is probably due to the minute size

and purity of the scales.

Qraphium''! (graf'i-um), to. [NL. (Corda, 1837),

< Gr. ypcu^eicrv, a painter's brush or pencil.] A
genus of hyphomyeetous fungi having the fer-

tile hyphsB closely united into an elongate
stipe-like fascicle and bearing at the summit
simple hyaline conidia. Over 60 species have
been described, occurring mostly on decaying
vegetable matter.
graphokinesthetic (^raf'o-kin-es-thet'ik), a.

In psyehol., pertaining to the sensations
aroused by the movements of writing. Psychol.

Bev. Mon. Sup., xiv. 26.

graphologic (graf-o-loj'ik), a. [grapholog-y
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to graphologgr.

graphomania (graf-o-ma'ni-^, n. [Gr. ypaiif),

writing, + /lavia, madness.] A morbid im-
pulse to write or compose.
graphomaniac (graf-o-ma'ni-ak), TO. [grapho-
mania + -ac] One who is constantly writing,
either letters to friends or to the newspapers,
or stories and works of fiction, driven thereto
either by an exaggerated idea of the impor-
tance of what he writes or by an insane im-
pulse.

We have just been considering, in madmen, the sub-
stantial character of genius under the appearance of in-

sanity. There is, however, a variety of uiese, which per-
mits the appearance ofgenius and the substantial character
of the average man ; and this variety forms the link be-
tween madmen of genius, the sane, and the insane prop-
erly BO called. These are what I call semi-insane persons
or mattoids. . . . The graphonumiac, representing the
commonest variety, has true .negative characteristics—
that is to say, the features and cranial form are nearly
always normal.

C. Lonibroso (trans.), Man of Genius, p. 209.

graphon (graf'on), TO. [graph.(ite) + (carb)on.'}

In ehem., a name given by Brodie to carbon
in the form of graphite, which he assumed to
represent a ^peculiar radical, capable of pro-
ducing graphitic acid, while amorphous carbon
and diamond do not yield a similar product.
graphoBtatical (graf-o-stat'i-kal), a. [graph-
{ic) + statical.'] Pertaining to or using graphi-
cal statics.

Great care was taken by experts in maldng the most
correct mechanical and graphosta;ti4Ml calculations and
investigations in order to settle the exact numerical
value in length of the greatest permissible deflections'
at different parts, points, and cross-sections of the bridge.

Sd. Amer. Sup., June 4, 1904, p. 23758.

graphotone (graf'o-ton), «. [Gr. ypw^uv,
write, + E. to»e.] A photo-engraved plate
in high relief, usually of zinc but sometimes of
copper, prepared for printing with type on a.

type-printing press; also the print taken from
a plate so made.
The collotype process is worked universally, and isknown

by a variety of names ; the Germans call it " lichtdruck,""
the French "Phototypie," the Americans "Phototype,"
and we English have given it the titles of "Photo-
print," "Heliotype," "Autotype," "Photophane," "Pho-
to-mezzo-type," "Gfraphotone, etc.

Jour. Soc. Arts, quoted in ScL Amer. Sup., March 28, '

[1903, p. 22767.

graphotype, to. 2. A type-writer for emlioss-
ing letters upon thin sheets of metal to form
type for use in an addressing-machine.—3.
A form of type-casting and -setting machine.

The Goodson graphotype machine . . . depends upon
electricity for its successful operation. It is composed
of two parts : a small table about the size of a type-
writer oesl^ containing an ordinary typewriter, a per-
forating machine, and a dial similar to a clock ; and a
caster and setter.

Census Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 69.

grapnel-hook (grap'nel-htik), to. Same as
grapnel, 1.

grapple, to. 7. pi. (a) Small iron dogs, joined
by a short chain, which are driven into logs
near the end when skidding on mountains,
so that several logs may be skidded by one



grapple

Grapples.

horse at the same time. Also called chain-
grapples, coupling-grab. (6) See *skidding-

grapple-hook (grap'l-huk), n. Same as grap- ^
nel, 1.

Grapta (grap'ta), «. [NL. (Kirby, 1837), < Gr.
ypaiTTdg, marked, painted, written, < ypdfetv,
mark, -write. The reference is to the markings
on the under side of the hind wings, which re-
semble letters or punctuation-marks.] A ge-
nus of Ijutterflies of the family NymphaUdse,
well represented in the United States by the
comma butterfly, G. comma, the semicolon
butterfly^ G. inierrogationis, G. j.-aXbum, and
others. Synonymous with PoJwonia. Muebner,
1816.

Graptolitoidea (grap^to-li-toi'de-S), n. pi.

[NL., < graptolite + Gr.Eidof, form.] An or-

^nic division including the graptolites, an ex-

tinct group of Hydrosoa.
graptoloid (grap'to-loid), a. [gra'ptoliite) +
-oiS.] Belated to, characteristic of, or resem-
bling the graptolites.

Graptoloidea (grap-to-loi'de-a), n. pi. [NL.
irreg. < *grapU>li{fhus), graptolite -I- Gr. ridof,

form.] A suborder of the graptolites, compris-
ing'the graptolites proper, characterized by the
symme&ic structure of the rhabdosomes, the
lack of differentiation of the thecse, and the
solid periderm. They appear at the end of Cambrian
time, attain their first culmination in the middle Lower Si-

lurian with axonolipous forms, and a second such period in
the Upper Silurian with axonophorous forms. Their rapid
development and variation at succeeding geological hori-
zons and their wide horizontal distribution malce them
important index-fossils.

graptomancy (grap'to-man-si), n. [Gr. ypoTmSf,
written, -I- /iavreia, divination.] Divination
by handwriting.
graptotheca (grap-to-the'ka), n.

;
pi. grapto-

thecse (-se). [Gr. yiidnTdc, marked (see grapto-
lite) + 6^iai, a box.] One of the thecse or zoiSid

receptacles of the graptolites.

grass, n. 7. In printing, temporary employ-
ment. [Eng.]—Aleppo grass. Same as Johnson
-kgrass.— Angola grass. PoTiicum spectdbile, a stout
species somewhat resembling the barn-yard grass, iutror

duced from Africa into the lowlands of Brazil. It is

represented as a productive and nutritious fodder grass.

—Aparejo-grass, Sporobolits utilis, a slender, wiry,

much-branched species which grows in Mexico aud ad-
jacent parts of the United States, in swampy places along
streams. The name refers to its use in stuffing the apa-
iBjo (which see).—Arctic grass. Same as rescue-grass.

—Arrow-grass. («) See amw-grass. (b) The esparto,

SHpa tenacissima.— Artlflclal grass, a leguminous
plant grown for forage. [Great Britain.]

The term artificial grasses is usually applied to clovers

and tiieir allies. Frea/m, Complete Grazier, p. 930.

Austin grass. Same as Texas *rmllet.—Baxcoo grass,
Iseilema Mitchellii, an excellent pasture grass of western
and southern Australia, New South Wales, and Queens-
land : named from a river in the last-named colony.—
Bear-grass, (a) See bear-grass, (b) See -Abear-grass, 2.

(c) In the northwesem United States, Xerophyllum
tenax. Its very slender and tough leaves, 2 or 3 feet long,

were used by tile Indians in making water-tight baskets.

This is the bear-grass of Lewis and Clark. Also called
squaw-grass and squaw-lily, and, in Idaho, pine-lUy.
See XerophyauTn.—Bermuda grass. See grass. This
grass produces seed freely in warm coun^es, but in
the United States only at the extreme south. By the use
of imported seed It is found practicable to set aside the
laborious method of propagating by cuttings, provided
the seed is sown in the cool and moist season. See St.

Lucie's *i7ro«s.—Bhabur grass, Ischeemum angus-
tifolium, an Indian grass which possesses valuable tech-

nical qualities similar to those of esparto. It forms the
chief raw material for paper-making in India, and is

also used for ropes, strings, and mats.— BlOW-OUt grass.
See *WoM)-OM<.—Bluejolnt-grass. See bluejoiKt-grass.

The common bluejoint-grass, Calfiinagrostis Canadensis,

ranges across northern North America, extending south

to North Carolina, New MexicA, and California. It in-

habits moist meadows and, when abundant, is highly

prized for hay. It succeeds well in cultivation. In the

northern Eocky Mountains it is replaced by the sub-

species acuminata, the mountain bluejoint-grass. The
name (often simply bluejoint) extends to the other species

of the genus, several of which, in Wyoming, etc., are also

valuable for forage. Northern bluejoint, C. Langsdorffii

(also called Lam.gsdorff's reed-bent and by stockmen pur-

pletop), is highly prized where plentiful. The bluejoints

are also called reed-grass. See pine-*grass.—BottOTa-

grass. (a) See bottom^rass. (b) S&me as Texas *millet.

—Bull-grass, (a) Same as gama-grass. (6) The fresh-

water cord-grass, Spartina eynomrcrides.—Candy-grass.
Same as *stink-grass.—Ca,tCh-0.y grass, a mareh-graas,

HrnnaZocenchrus lenticularis, which ranges along the

coast from Virginia to Texas and up the Mississippi valley

to Illinois. According to Puish, this grass catches flies

by means of its cUiate glumes in the same manner as

Dimma.— Charleston lawn-«rass. See St. Augustine

•^MS.— Colorado grass. Same as Texax *mMet.—
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Crested dog's-tail grass. Same as dog's-tail grass (a)

(which see, under grass). See also Cynomrus. This is, at

least in Europe, a standard grass in mixtures for perma-

nent pasture, and is also sown alone for lawns, forming

an even and compact sod and bearing shade. The ripened

straw is one of the best used in the manufacture of Leg-

horn hats.— Crop-grass, the yard-grass or wire-grass,

JBleimne Jndica : perhaps a corruption of crab-grass.—

Cuba grass. See sorghum, 2.— Dennett grass, one of

the wild ryes, Elymus striatum, of some value as forage.

It is diffused over the eastern half of the United States,

growing along the borders of woods, etc—Bog-tOWn
nrass, the needle-grass, Aristida faseiculata (also A.

'ongiseta). The name alludes to the presence of this

grass in prairie-dog colonies.— Duck-grass, the false

redtop, Poa flava.—Datcll grass, (o) The couch-grass,

Agropyrim repens. (6) The wire-grass or yard-grass,

Eleumne Jjidico.-Egyptian grass. Same as -kcrow-

foot-grass, 1.— Elm-grass, in Texas, the low panic-grass,

Panicum prostratum, which affords forage in wooded
bottom-lands. It is found in the tropics of both hemi-
spheres and, in the United States, along the Gulf
coast from Alabama westward.— Evergreen grass. See
oat-grass, 2.—Everlasting grass, Monachne punctata
(Eriochloa punctata of Hamilton), a tropical grass which
extends, in low rich laud and on prairies, into tlie south-
western United States. It is a smooth and somewhat
succulent perennial, from 2 to 4 feet high, enduring
drought well : a v^uable pasture and hay grass. The
Mexican everlasting grass. Monocline aristata (JEriochloa

aristata of Vaaey), has been tested in the southern United
States, where it is found to yield two good crops of hay
annually.— Floating grass, BydrocUoa fiuitans, a slen-

der aquatic grass of, the Gulf States. In shallow water
the summits emerge ; in deeper water the upper 'leaves

are floating. The tender herbage is eaten by stock.

—

ny-away grass, one of the hair-grasses, Agrostis hye-
malis. The name alludes to the breaking off and blowing
away of the ripe paniclk Also calleu tickle-grass.—
French grass. (&) The sainfoin psoralea, PsorcUea Ono-
brychis, an American plant somewhat resembling the
sainfoin, found from Ontario to South Carolina and west-
ward to Missouri. It has trifoliolate leaves, lone racemes
of purplish flowers, and transversely wrinkled pods.

—

Gilbert's relief-grass. Same as southern -kcanary-
grass.— (Sood-Friday grass, the wood-rush, Juncoides
campestre.— Grape-vine grass. See vine-^mesquit.—
Grass saw-fly. See ksaui-fly.—GTsea grass, the Ken-
tucky blue-grass, Poapraterms. [Pennsylvania, U. S.]

—

Green valley-grass. Same as Johnson -kgrass.—Guate-
mala grass. Same as teosintc—Otvaabo grass, the
Western wheat-grass. See -kwheat-grass. The name
doubtless alludes to 'gumbo soiL'— Hard-grass, (a)

See Tiard-grass. (6) See St. Augustine -kgrass.—Hassock-
grass. SeetvJtedkhair-grass.—'EjaisestUie-giaas. See
kside-oats,—Indlau grass, (a) A tall grass with yel-

low-brown nodding panicles, Sorghagtrum avenaceum.:
diffused over the United States east of the Kocky Moun-
tains, and also found in Ontario, Mexico, and South Amer-
ica It is little valued eastward, but in the western United
States (there called bushy blue-stem) it makes an excel-

lent hay, especially by virtue of its abundant long root-

leaves. Also called reed-grass. (6) A brown-sedge a foot
'or two high, Andropogon scoparius, valued for grazing in

the mountains of the southern United States. In the 'w est
(where it is called little blue-stem) it is less valued than
the former for hay.—Japanese grass. Same as Japor
nese -kwheat-grass.—Johnson grass. See sorghum, 2.

—

Knot-root grass, Muhleiibergia Mexicana, a species
serving to bind the soil of river-banks by its rootstocks,

and affording in low ground considerable hay, good if cut
before the stems become woody. It is widely diffused
northward and eastwai-d in North America.—Lace-grass,
Eragrostis capillaris, a species of no economic value
which bears a large panicle with hair-like branches and
pedicels. It is widely diff-used in dry, sandy places east
of the Mississippi.—La'wn grass. See -klawn-grass.—
Uzard-tail grass, a much-branched leafy annual,
Sackelochloa granvZaris, which bears numerous slender
spikes. It is found as a weed in all tropical countries, and
extends into the warmer parts of the southern and south-
western United States.—Louisiajia grass, the carpet-
grass, Paspalum compressum.—Means grass. See
sorghum, 2.—Mlsslon-Tgrass. See St. Augustine -kgrass.

—Mitchell grass, any one of several species of Austra^
lian grasses of the genus Astrebla, especially A. elymoides
and A. triticoides. The flowering spikes resemble ears of
wheat and are said to have highly fattening qualities.

This grass is drought-resistant and is considered one of
the most valuable for fodder. It is also used for food by
the natives.—^Molasses-^ass, a sweet and highly nu-
tritious grass, Melinis minutifiora, native in Brazil and
occurring also on Ascension Island and in Natal and Mad-
agascar. It is the most esteemed grass of central Brazil
and is regarded as excellent for dairy-cows. It has been
Introduced for trial in the warmer and drier parts of the
United States.—^Moss-grass, a tufted grass, Coleanthus
subHlis, found in wet places in the northern parts of the
Old World and in nortiiweetem North America, reaching
into Washington and Oregon. It grows only from f to 24
inches high.— Munro grass, a panic-grass, Panicum
agrosttyides, common in wet ground thi'oughout the east-

em half of the United States. It is a rather stout grass
with clustered stems and lateral as well as terminal pan-
icles, somewhat resembling those of the redtop, Agrostis
alba. It grows best on land too wet for mowing, but is

valuable for pasture. Also called panic-bent.—Palm-
leafed grass, a broad-leafed perennial grass, Panicutti
plicatiem, 3 or 4 feet high, native in India. On account
of its eleganldy striate, usually plaited leaves, it is a favor-
ite greenhouse ornamental plant. Also, the larger Sout^
American P. sulcatum, with palm-like leaves from 1 to 2
inches broad and from 16 to 20 inches long, cultivated in
greenhouses and on lawns.—Flmento-grass. See St.

AugtiMine kgrass.—Fine-grass, one of the bluejoint-
grasses, Cala/magrostis Suksdorfii, common in the extreme
northwestern United States in low pine woodsandon moist
mountain slopes. It presents the qualities of a good hay or
pasture grass.—Quivering grass. Same as Indian -krail-

let.—Range-grass. Saxaea&vine--kmesquit.— Kat-tall
grass, any of the American species of thegenus Manisuris:
so called from their slender cylindrical spikes. They are of
little agricultural value, except perhaps M. faseiculata, of
the lower B,io Grande in Texas, which is closely related to

grass-ill

the mat>graas of Australia. See *ma«-3ras».—Eedfleld's
grass. See*i!e(i/!«Jdto.—River-grass. Same as Texas
kmUlet.— Si. Augnstine grass. See Stenotaphrum
and »ai«(l. This grass, widely distributed in South
America and on the Paciflc islands, graws along the Atlantic

coast from Florida to South Carolina. It quickly covers

sandy yards with a dense, carpet-like growth, where the
usual lawn-grasses will not grow. From its extensive use
in Charleston for this purpose it has the name Charleston
lavyrirgrass. Also called mission^grass, shore-grass, in
Jajnaicapimento-grass, and in Austi^ia buffalo-grass. In
South America its creeping stems are employed as a diu-

retic- St. Lucie's grass, in Florida, a variety of the Ber-
muda grass, preferred to the ordinary plant for lawns as
rooting less deeply and being less liable to invade neigh-
boring fields.— St. Mary's grass, (a) Same as Johnson
kgrass. (b) Same as guinea-grass.— Salem grass. The
velvet-grass. See fToictu.- Salt-marsh grass, Spar-
Una stricta and S. patens. The latter is also called salt-

meadow grass and fox-grass. Sometimes simply tnarsh-
grass.—SctaaAefa grass, Schrader's brome-grass.
Same as rescue-grass.— Shore-grass. Same as St. Au-
gustine :*srra88.—Simpson's grass. Same as rtMiden-
Acnne.- Six-weeks grass, in the southwestern United
States, the low spear-grass, Poa annua ; also, any low
quick-growing annual grass, as the six-weeks grama See
kgrama.— Slough grass. See ksloughrgrass.—Spring
grass. Same as vernal grass (which see, under vernal).

— Spur-grass, the bur-grass, Cenchrus echinatus. See
hedgehog-grass.— Squaw-grass. Same as bear-kgrass
(c).—Summer grass, the low, annual spear-grass, Poa
annua.— Sweet-scented grass. Same as vernal grass
(which see, under tieraaO.—Syrian grass. Same as,7oAji-

son kgrass.— Three-awned or tnple-awned grass,
any species of the genus Aristidia. See kneedle-grass, 1,

and poverty-grass.—To bring to grass. See kbring.
— Yellow grass. Same as bog-asphodel (which see,

under asphodel).— YellOW-eyed grass. See yeUow-eyed,

grass, i>. I. trans. 5. Inprinting, to discharge

(a workman). [Eng.]
II. intrans. 2. In printing, to seek or give

temporary employment. [Eng.]

grass-bug (gras'bug), n. Any one of many
species of leaf-hoppers which occur in pastures
or meadows, Diedroeephala mollipes.

grass-cold (gras'kold), n. Inflammation of the
lining-membrane of the nose of horses, an
affection readily amenable to treatment. Also
called nasal catarrh and corysa.

grass-comber (gras'ko'mer), n. A landsman
who is making his first voyage at sea; a
novice who enters naval service from rural

life.

grass-crab (gras'krab), n. A Jamaican and
South American crab, Pseudocorystes armatus.

grassed (grast), a. Said of a golf-club of which
the face is slightly spooned or sloped back-
ward.
grasserie (gras'e-ri), n. [F.] A disease of

the silkworm of'commerce. The diseased worms
become restless, bloated, and yellow in color, and when
punctured exude a pus full of granular polyhedral crystals.

U. S. Sept. Agr., Div. Entom., Bulletin 39, N. S., p. 31.

grass-fern (gras'ffem), n. See */er»i.

grassfinch, n. 3. In Australia, any of the
small finches of the genus Poephila.

grass-flofver (gras'flou"6r), m. 1. A plant of

the genus Sisyrinohium, especially 8. angusti-

folium, with narrow grass-like leaves; blue-
eyed grass.—2. The spring-beauty, Claytoika

Virginica.

grass-hand, n. 3. A newly engaged type-
setter. [Printers' slang, Eng.]
grasshopper, n. 4. A chaise of which the
body is suspended by braces to the rear ends
of wooden springs.— 5. A mechanical arrange-
ment for connecting the sucker-rods of several
contiguous petroleum wells 'with a single

steam-engine or other source of motive power.
Groves and Thorp, Chem. Technol., II. 163.
—Cone-nosed grasshopper, any one of the wingless
locustids of the genus Vonocephalui.— Grasshopper-
disease fongus. See -^/unpus.-Meadow-grassnop-
per, any one of the common field-inhabiting, long-homed
grasshoppers of the family Locustidse, as distinguished
from the katydids, the cricket-like grasshoppei'S, and the
shield-backed grasshoppers.

grasshopper - elevator (gras'hop*6r -eFf -va-
tor), n. See derriclc-*elevator.

grasshopper-mouse (gras' hop '•'fer-mous), n.

Any one of several species of small mice of
the genus Onychomys, common in the north-
western United States, especially 0. leuco-

gaster. The food of these mice consists largely
of grasshoppers : hence the name.
grasshopper-spring (gras'hop*er- spring), n.

See *spring.

grass-house (gras'hous), n. 1. The cottage
of a cotter or grass-man.

—

Z. Same as *grass-
hut.

grass-hut (gras'hut), n. A hut the roof and
sides of which are made of thatch, bundles, or
mats of grass, common in tropical re^ons.
grass-ill (gras'il), n. An intestinal disease of
lambs arising from the malassimilation of food
at a time when they first make grass a part of
their diet.



grassing

{passing, n. 2. The act or practice of work-
ing for a second employer elsewhere^ after
working the regular time for one's principal
employer: so called by trade-unions, which
rule out the practice in order to increase the
opportunities for men who are out of work.
Also called smooUng and foxing. Webb, Indust.
Democracy, I. 439.

grass-landt, n. 2. In phytogeog., land natu-
rally covered with grass, -viewed oeoologically.
GrasS'land is regarded by Schimper as one of three great
types ol climatic formation. He subdivides it into
maadwffy hygrophilous or tropophilous grass-land ; steppey
xerophilouB, treeless grass-land; and mvanna, xerophl-
lous grass-land with isolated trees.

grass-lawn (^as'l&n), n. A light, fine cotton
or linen fabric of open texture for women's
dresses.

grass-man (gras'man), n. 1. A peasant liv-
ing in a cottage. [Scotch.]— 2. The person
in charge of the common lands of the parish.
[Scotch.]

grass-moth, n.—Knot-grass moth, a British col-
lectors' name for a European and Asiatic noctuid moth,
Apatela rwniciSf whose larvse live on many low herba-
ceous plants.

grassnut, n. 2. In California, one of the
brodiseas, Tnteleia laxa, common on ado^e
soils. It beats an nmbel of 10 to 25 beautiful violet-
purple flowers. The stem rises from a deep-seated edible
corm, to which the name, usually in the plural, applies.
Also called IthwneV»-spear (which see).

grass-oil. n. Much has been learned of late years In
r^ard to the chemical composition of the fragrant grass-
oils which hold a prominent place in modem perfumery.
The most important constituents are an ^cohol, geraniol
(Ci(^lgOX in Indian grass-oil or palmarosa. oU, from
Aimropogon Schcenomthut; an aldehyde, geranial or
citral (CioHieO), in lemon-grass oil, from Xndropogon
citratus; and another aldehyde, citronellal (CxqHisO), in
citronella-oil, from And^ropogon Nardue.

grass-pink (griis'pink), n. 1. See underjm>^2.
2. The Deptford pink, Jiianthus Armeria.
grass-staggers (gras'stag"6rz), n. 1. See stag-
ger.—2. A frequently fatal disease of sheep
and cattle, due to impaction of food in the
third stomach. Animals suffering from it are
said to \)6fardel-bound. Seefardel-bound.—3.
Cerebro-spinal meningitis or forage-poisoning
of horses. [Eng.]

grass-tree, n. 2. In Australia, a tree of the
lily family, Kingia australis, resembling spe-
cies of Xanthorrhcea.—3. In Tasmania, either
of two trees of the family Epacridaoeie, Cys-
tanthe dracophylla and C. pamdamfolia, the lat-

ter usually called giant grass-tree, and often
raising its long, slender, naked stems, which
bear one or several huge crowns of long wav-
ing leaves, far above the surrounding vegeta-
tion.—4. In New Zealand : (a) A tree of the
family Araliacese, Pseudopanax crassifoUus,

with very variable leaves, those of the young
plants being from one to three feet long and
but half an inch wide. It is then usually
called umbrella-tree, from the'way in which
the rib-like leaves stand out. (S) A name
formerly given to the ti, Teetsia australis.

grass-walk (gr4,s ' wHk), re. A garden-path
covered with grass, instead of gravel.

The grass-walk with its semicircular end forms the
whole extent of the Cetinalegarden.

E. Wharton, Italian Yillas, p. 66.

grass-weed (gras'wed), n. Same as grass-

wrack.
grass-work (gras'w^rk), n. In rmmmg, any
operation which is performed above ground,
grass-worker (gras'w6r''k6r), re. Ci mining,
one who works above ground,
grass-worm, «.— Northern grass-worm, the larva

of an American noctuid moth, Drasteria ereohtea. It

somewhat resembles a geometrid larva in its looping

method of progression, and feeds by night on the leaves

of grass and clover.

grate^, re.—Bodner's screw grate, a valuable contriv-

ance for economizing fuel and effecting the consumption
of smoke in burning bituminous coal, especially under
steam-boilers. Screws are used to keep the grate-bars in

motion, regulating their distance apart, and rocking

them in such a way as to prevent coking of the fuel and
keep it free from ash and clinker. Graves and Thorp,

Chem. Technol., I 516.— Inclined grate, a grate in

which the bars are inclined at a slight angle so that

the fuel, when fed to the furnace, slides downward into

the back or hottest part of the Are, giving up its more
volatile gases first, then coking and sliding down the

grate until consumed.— Sectional grate, a grate in

which the bars are arranged in groups or sections, for

convenience in stoking and in making repairs.

grate-ring (grat'ring), n. A circular casting

which in the fire-box of a honse-fumaoe forms

the support for a round-, rocking-, dump-, or

shaking-grate.

graticulate (gra-tik''''u-lat), v. t; pret. and pp.

gratieulated, ppr. grdticulaUng. [See gratieu-

S.— 35
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lation."] To divide (a drawing or design) into
squares.

gratification, re. 4, Any reward in money
given to solmers for good conduct in a battle
or campaign ; an allowance made to prisoners
of war; a voluntary contributipn made by
soldiers to the widows of comrades.
gratin (gra-tan'), n. [F., < gratter, scrape,

f?ate: see grate^.} 1. A browned crust.— 2.
ood served in a rich sauce and covered with

browned crumbs.
gratinate (grat'i-nat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
gratinated, ppr. gratinating. [gratin + -ate^.']

To cook in a rich sauce and cover with a
crust of browned crumbs.

grating^, re.—concave grating, a dlltraction grating
the lines of which are ruled upon the surface of a con-
cave mirror so that the spectra may be focused without
the interposition of a lens. This important type of
grating was introduced by Rowland in 1882, and is com-
monly known as the Bowlamd concave grating.— Dliltac-
tlon grating. See i2i^ra<;tii»t.—Eclielon diffraction

Echelon Diffraction Grating.

grating, an apparatus devised by Michelson to replace the
ruled grating in a spectroscope, particularly in IJiat form
known as the consist deviation spectroscope, where the
collimator and the telescope remaiA stationary and the
grating is rotated. The echelon consists ofa series of plane-
parallel glass plates, each 10 millimeters thick, overlapping
in such a way as to form a series of steps, each 1 milli-

meter wide. The plates, fourteen or more in number, all

optically worked and in perfect optical contact, are
mounted in a frame. The parallel i-ays of a beam of
transmitted light emerge, because of their retardation, in
a condition to interfere.— Nobert grating, a diffraction

grating ruled by Ifobert—Rutherford grating, in
optics, a plane-diffraction grating ruled upon metal. The
term is commonly used to designate gratings ruled by
means of Kutherford's dividing-engine, as distinguished
from those later produced with the engines devised by
Sowland.—Transmission grating, a finely ruled piece
of glass or other transparent material, such as celluloid,
showing a spectrum by transmitted light, in contradis-
tinction to a ruled metal surface which gives a spectrum
by reflected light. Astrophysieal Jour., Sept, 1903, p.
101.

Gratiolet's radiations. See *radiation.

gratiolin (gi'a-ti'6-lin), re. IGratiola + -ire^.]

A bitter glucoside, CipHegOii (?), extracted
from hedge-hyssop, Gratiola offidnalis. It

crystallizes in silky lustrous needles melting at
200° C.

grattage (gra-tSzh'), re. [F., < gratter, grate

:

see grate^.j The process of scraping out the
interior of the uterus witha brushhaving short,
stiff bristles : resorted to as a substitute for
curettage.

gratuity, re. 2. In the British service, money
paid to soldiers on reenlistment and to good-
conduct soldiers on discharge.

graupel (grou'pel), re. [&.] A form of soft
hail or half-melted snow or sleet.

gravest re.—passage grave, in prehistoric archseol., a
prehistoric grave in Europe, consisting of a dolmen or a
stone burial chamber to .which a covered passage leads.

—

Stone grave, in prehistoric archseol., a grave the sides

of which are Imed with stones and which is covered with
a slab, or slabs, of stone.

gravel, re.—Buchanan gravels, a subdivision of the
Pleistocene deposits of Iowa. They are weathered gravels
deposited during the melting and retreat of the Kansan
ice, and are underlain by £ansan drift and overlain by
lowandriftor by loess.— Cannon-shot gravel, accumu-
lations of glacial gravel, chiefly of rounded flints which
occur in Koriolk and adjacent tracts in southeastern
England.—Flateau-gravel, a glacial deposit resting on
boulder-clay and accumulated in sheets over the plains

and plateaus of northern Europe.

gravel-car (grav'el-kar), re. A tip-car or flat-

car used to transport loose gravel. Such cars are

sometimes fitted with a double mold-board plow, on a
guide-rail, which, when the train is at rest, can be drawn,

y means of a steel rope wound by the engine, over the
cars, thus discharging the gravel on each side. See
-kcar-unloader.

gravel-weed (grav'el-wed), re. 1. The false

gromwell, Onosmodium Vi/rgimamum.— 2. The
bush-honeysuckle, JMerviUa JHei-villa.

grave-wax (grav'waks), re. Same as adipocere.

gravicembafo (gra-vi-ehem'ba-16), re. [An
alteration simulating It. grave, grave, of

clavicembalo, q. v.] A harpsichord.

gravied (gra'vid), a. [gravy + -ed2.] Served
in or with gravy.

gravific (gra-vif'ik), a. [L. gravis, heavy, -I-

gray

-fleus, < facere, make;] Weight-producing.
Edinburgh Bev., X. 147.

gravimeter, n. 3. Specifically, a copper ves-
sel of one cubic foot capacity, with a heavy
plate-glass eover^ used in determining the den-
sity of large-gramed gunpowder inclusive of
the vacant spaces between its grains. See
gravimetric density ofgunpowder, imdieT density.
gravimetric, a.—Dnpont gravimetric balance, a
balance specially constructed for convenient use in deter-

mining tile gravimetric density of fine-grained gunpowder.

gravimetry (gra-vim'e-tri), re. [L. gravis,

heavy, -1- Ur. -/lerpia^ < /drpov, a measure.] The
measurement of weight or the determination
of the specific gravity of bodies.

graviperceptive (grayi-pSr-sep'tlv), re. [L.

gravis, heavy, + ML. *perceptivus, percep-
tive,] , Perceiving the attraction of gravity : a
term noting the awareness or sense of verti-

cality in animals, a quality analogous to geo-

tropism and geotaxis in plants. Jotm: Soy.
Micros. Soc, Oct., 1904, p. 545.

gravisensitive (grav-i-sen'si-tiv), re. [L.

gravis, heavy, + NL. sensitivus, sensitive.]

Sensitive to the attraction of gravity; geo-

tropic.

In a seedling, Phalaris canariensis, the apical part has'

only falling st^h-giains, while lower down both forms
occur, and correspondingly, we find that the seedling is

gram-sensitive throughout but especially so at the apex.
Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Oct., 1904, p. 545.

gravitant (grav'i-tant), a. [NL. *gravitans,

ppr. of gravitare, gravitate : see gravitate.']

Attractive : said of forces of the same type as
that of gravity : opposed to repulsive.

gravitate, v. II. trans. To allow to fall or
move downward under the action of gravi-
tation; manipulate (as gravel, in diamond-
mining) so that the heavier portions sink to

the bottom.
Gravity chronoscope. See *<!Aro7M)»c()»e.— Gravity
correction, the correction of the observed reading of a
mercurial barometer for the fact that for the same height
of the mercurial column the variation in the force of
gravity produces a variation in the pressure. The gravity
correction reduces the observed height of the barometric
column to what it would have been if the force of gravity
had retained the standard value that it has at sea-level
and latitude 45°. The aneroidbarometer and the boiling-
point hypsometer do not require correction for variation
of gravi^, but, the table of vapqr-tensions expressed in
barometric heights does require such correction.

—

Specific-gravity balance. See -kbalance.— Standard
gravity, uie value of the acceleration of gravity at some
selected latitude and level which is taken as a standard
in comparing the measurements of gravity made on dif-

ferent parts of the earth's surface. The latitude taken
is frequently 45° and the level that of the surface of the
sea.

'

gravity-return (grav'i-ti-re-t6m*), a. In
meeh., noting an arrangement of parts such
that the force of gravity returns them to their
normal relations after displacement: as, a
gravity-return gun-carriage—one in which the
upper part is on inclined guides and returns
to the outward firing-position by gravity after
recoil from firing the ^ym.
gravity-valve (grav'i-ti-valv), re. A valve
which is closed against a pressure by the force
of gravity. Elect. World arid Engin., Dec. 12,

1903^ p. 979.

gravivolumeter (grav-i-vol'u-me-tfer), re. [L.
gravis, heavy, H- E. voVumeter.'] A simple
piece of apparatus by means of which the
quantity or weight of a specimen of a gas may
be determined with a fair degree of accuracy
by a measurement of its volume under fixed
conditions of temperature and pressure.

gravure (gra-vurO, re. [F. gravure, < graver,
engrave: see graved, «.] .1. Same a,s photo-
gravure.— 2. A. print or plate produced by
photogravure.
gray. I. a—oray atrophy. See *atrophy.— Gray
matter orsubstance, the cellular as distinguished from
the fibrillar (white) portions of the central nervous
system : same as cinerea.

II. re. 5. Unbleached cotton fabric ; a piece
of cotton or worsted cloth, in the natural color
of the raw material, as it comes from the
loom, before it is dyed or finished ^Alsace

fray. Same as methylene *gray.—Benzo fast gray, a
irect coal-tar color, of unpublished constitution, which

dyes unmordanted cotton bluish-gray shades from a
slightly alkaline salt bath.—Chicago gray, a du-ect coal-

tar color prepared by combining diazotized Chicago
orange with one of the amido-naphthol-sulphonic acids.

-Direct gray, (a) a direct coal-tar color of the disazo
type, derived from tolidine. It dyes unmordanted cotton
gray in a salt bath. (6) Same as methylene -kgray.—
French gray a dull-gray mat finish of silver, first intro-

duced by the French silversmiths.—Malta gray. Same
as methylene *srraj/.—Methylene gray a basic coal-tar

color of unknown constitution, prepared by the oxidation
of dimethyl-paraphenylene-diamine, orby boiling nitroso-

dimethyl-aniline-hydrochlorid with water or alcohol. It

dyes tannin-mordanted cotton gray, but also possesses



gray
the property of dyeing unmordanted cotton. Also called
Almce gray, direct gray, Malta gray, new and mw /ant
gray, and nigrisine.

—

New or new fast gray. Same as
methylene sray.—Oxford gray, a mixed: black-and-
white (5 black, i white) woolen cloth.—Payne's gray,
to) An oil-color consisting of carbon-black, ocher, and
French blue, (b) A water-color consisting of carbon-
black, lake, and indigo.—Pearl gray. See pearl-gray.

gray-band (gra'band), n. A gray laminated
quartzose sandstone of the Medina formation
of western New York : used for flagstones.
graybeard-tree (gra'berd-tre"), n. The fringe-
tree, Chionanthus Firginica. Also called old^
man's-beard.

grayish (gra'ish), a. \jgray + -»s7ii.] Some-
whatgray; tending to gray.
grayling, n. 4. In Australia, Prototroetes mu-
reena, of the family HoplocMtonidie, a, fish

which remotely resembles the English gray-
ling. Also cahed cueumber-Jish, cucumber-mul-
let, fresh-water herring, and Tarra herring.— 5.
An American agapetid butterfly, Cercyonis
alope, which occurs in several well-marked va-
rieties. See below Arctic grayling. Same as
AUjukan graylir^.— Bine-eyed grayluig, an American
butterfly, Cercyonis alope atope, dark Drown in color, witli

a yellowish band on the outer half of the fore wings and
two black spots with bluish centers. Its larvse feed on

. grass.-Dull-eyed grayling, an American butterfly,

Cercyonis alope nephele, of northern distribution, resem-
bling the blue-eyed grayling, but lacking the yellow band
on the fore wings.—Hybrid graylings, intergradations
between Cercyonis aiope alope and C. alope nephele.—
Montana grayling, a species of grayling, Thymallus
nwntanus, found in the head waters of the Missouri
river.

gray-nurse (gra-n6rs'), w. A species of small
sand-shark, Odontaspis littoralis, of the family
Odontamidides, widely distributed. [New South

.
Wales.]
grasnuuo (gra-yo'mo), n. [A Porto Kican form
(also yagrumo) of a native name, answering to
Central Amer. guarumo, Mex. guarumbo, the
Cecropia.^ In Porto Bieo, a name applied to
several trees pf palm-like aspect having a
straight, slender trunk and a crown of large
leaves, especially to Bid/ymopanax Morototoni,
of the ginseng family, and to Cecropia peltata,
of the mulberry family. See *yagrumo.
graziery (gra'zher-i), TO. [pra«jer + -2/3.] The
grazing business; the occupation of a grazier.
grease, n—Distilled grease, a partially purifled
grease obtained by distilung with superheated steam
* Yorkshire grease' from wool and fatty materials which
have been recovered from other sources.

—

Engine-waste
grease, fatty or other lubricating mat^ial recovered
(generally by the use of solvents) from cotton-waste or
rags uded to wipe the spindles, shafts, and other moving

' pi^ of machinery. Such material now consists so largely
of mineral oils that in its recovered form it has little value
for soap-making; but it is applied to making cart-axle
grease and similar coarse lubricants.

—

Foot grease, (b)

The sediment which is often deposited from an expressed
fatty oil on standing. It consists mainly of impurities
which have been in suspension, but necessarily retains
along with these some of the oil.

—

Follers' grease.
See -kfiMers' grease.— Golden grease, a bribe. [Slang.
U. S.]— Yorkshire grease, a mixture of fatty acids recov-
ered from the soap-liquors • used in wool-scouring, with
wool-grease from the raw material, and, sometimes, lubri-
catin^-oils from the spinning and weaving machinery

:

used in soap-making and for lubricating purposes.

grease-heels (gres'hel'z), n. A specific affec-
tion of the heels of hordes. Usually associated
with the growth of a parasitic fungus, an offensive dis-

charge from the numerous sebaceous glands, and the
formation of red, raw excrescences (grapes) on the sur-
face.

grease-mold (gres'mold), Ji. A fungus, Phyco-
myces nitans, which frequently occurs upon
tallow and other grease. See mold^ and Phy-
eomyces.
grease-moth (gres'mdth), «. A European
pyralid moth, Aglossa pinguinalis, which also
occurs in India, South Africa, and Australia.
Itsrlarvse live in silken tubes in bams, stables, and out-
houses among accumulations of vegetable rubbish. Al-
though long supposed to be a grease-feeder, this is now
doubted. Also known to British collectots as the tabby-
moth.

grease-nut (gres'nut), «. Same as *cudgerie, 2.

grease-paint (gres'pant), n. Tallow or some
hard grease, melted and colored by stirring

into it various pigments, used by actors in

painting their faces. While hot it is run into

conveniently formed molds, sticks variously

colored being thus made to meet the needs of

the make-up.
grease-pox (gres'poks), n. Grease (see def. 3)

produced in other animals or in man by inocu-

lation from the horse.

grease-trap (gres'trap), n. Same as trap^, 4.

great, a.—The great Ice. See Mce.

g'eatwort (grat'wert), n. See Triumfetta.

reco-AsiatlC (gre''k6-a-shi-at'ik), a. Per-

taining to the ancient Hellenic inhabitants of

Asia, especially of the coast of Asia Minor.
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Greco-Latin (gre'ko-lat'in), a. Of or pertaining
to both the (areeks and the Latins, or to their

languages, literatures, etc.; Grreco-Eoman.

—

Crreco-Latln square. See -ksquarei.

Grecomania (gre-ko-ma'ni-a), re. [L. Grseous,

Greek, -I- Gr. itavia, madness.] A furor or

mania for everything that is Greek.

Orecomaniac (gre-ko-ma'ni-ak), n. One who
has a mania for things Greek.

Greco-Phenician (gre'ko-ff-nish'an), a. Of
or pertaining to both Greece arid Phenieia

:

applied especially to Greek art developed under
Phenician influences; as in northern Africa
and Spain.

Grecophile (gre'ko-fil), n. [L. Grsecus, Greek,
+ Gr. (piAelv, love.] One who is friendly to or
is an admirer of Greece and the Greeks, their
language, literature, etc.

grecostasis (gre-kos'tarsis), n. [L. Grsecostasis,

< Eoman (Jr. *TpaiK6a'Taa. q, < TpaiK6;, Greek, -1-

maaiQ, station.] In Bont. archseol.,a. platform
in the forum which was a post of honor for
Greek and other foreign ambassadors.
Greek orders. See *order.
green^. I. ».—Oreenflsh. (c) A flsK cured simply by
drying without salt or smoke.—Green manuring. See
•kmanuring.—Green soiling. See -ksoiling. ,

II. n. 4. In golf: (a) The whole links or
golf-course. (6) The putting-gi-een, or por-
tion of the links, devoid of hazards, within
twenty yards of a hole Acid alizarin green, a
mordant-acid dyestuff derived from anthracene. It is

rendered extremely fast when subjected- to au after-

chroming.—Acid green. See itacid-green, 2.— African
green, (a) Bydrated chromium sesquioxid, a green
pigment: same as emeraldrgreen. (b) A name some-
times given to Schwein/urt green.—Alizarin green,
a name of several mordant coal-tar colors. One is

an anthracene derivative and therefore one of the true
alizarin colors; another belongs to the oxazin-group;
while still another belongs to the xanthene-group and is

the same as cerulein or anthiucene green.

—

Alsace green.
Same as dark -kgreen.—Aniline green. Same as alde-
hyde green (which see, \mAer greeni).—Azln green, (a)

A basic coal-tar color of the azonium type, designated as
azin green G B. (6) An acid dyestuif made by sulpho-
nating the foregoing and designated as azin green S.—
Benzal green. Same as benzaldehyde green (which see,

under greeni).—Benzo dark green, a direct coal-tar
color which dyes unmordanted cotton an olive-green from
a salt bath.— Blndscliedler's green, one of the modem
artificial dyeing mateiials made from coal-tar products.
It belongs to the chinonimide class of such materials.

—

Bitter-almond oil green, a basic coal-tar color : same
SLS benzaldehyde green (which see, imder i/reenl).

—

Brll-
llailt green, a basic coal-tar color : same as ethyl green
(which see, under (7re««i).— Capri green, a basic coal-tar
color: similar to Capri -kblue.— Cliloraxnlne green, a
direct coal-tar color of the trisazo type, derived from ben-
zidine and dlchloraniline. It dyes unmordanted cotton
green in a salt bath, and is exceptionally bright for a green
of this class.—Chrome emerald-green, a pigment con-
sisting of chromium oxyhydroxid.

—

Columbia green,
, a direct coal-tar color of the trisazo type, derived from ben-
zidine and sulphanilic acid. It dyes unmordanted cotton
bluish green from a salt bath. Also called direct green
C O.—Dark green, a mordant coal-tar color of the
nitroso type. It produces an olive-green color with an
iron mordant and brown with a chromium mordant

—

Diamine green, a direct coal-tar color of the trisazo
type, derived from benzidine and paranitraniline. It
dyes unmordanted cotton green in a neutral salt bath.

—

Diamond green, a mordant-acid coal-tar color of the
disazo type, derived from amino-salicylic-acid-azo-a-uaph-
thylamine. It dyes chromium-mordanted wool a dark
bluish green in an acid bath, or may be dyed upon un-
mordanted wool and after-chromed.

—

Diamond green B,
a basic coal-tar color: same as benzaldehyde green (which
see, under i/recni).—Diamond green G, a basic coal-
tar color : same as ethyl green (which see, under green'i-).

Dlazln green, a Janus coal-tar color of the monoazo
type, prepared by combining diazotized safranine with
dimethyl-aniline. It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton in a
neutral bath and unmordanted cotton in an acid bath.
Also called Janus ffrcen.—Dlpbenyl green, a direct
coal-tar color of the trisazo type wliich dyes unmordanted
cotton green in a salt bath.— Direct green C 0. Same
as Columbia *9'rera.— Double green, a basic coal-tar
color : same as methyl green (which see, under greenX).—
English green, a greenpigment : eajne as chrome-green.— Fast green J, a basic coal-tar color : same as ethyl
green (which see, under ffi-eenl).— Gallanll green, a
mordant coal-tar color of the oxazin type, prepared by
the nitration of gallanil indigo. It dyes chromium-mor-
danted wool green.— Guinea green B, an acid coal-tar
color of the triphenyl-methane type which dyes wool and
silkgieen from an acid bath.— Guinea §7een B V, a
nitro-derivative of Guinea green B which dyes wool and
silk green in an acid bath.— Imperial green, a basic
coal-tar color: same as *malacnite-green, 3.— Iodine
green, (b) A basic coal-tar color of the triphenyl-
methane type. It is used to some extent in silk-dyeing.
Also called night green, prnnona green, and light green.— Italian green, .a coal-tar color of the sulphid type,
allied to cachou de Laval, obtained by heating a mixture
of caustic soda, copper sulphate, sulphur, and paranitro-
phenol. It dyes unmordanted cotton a dark green in a
salt bath, and is very fast— Janus green. Same as
diazin *green.—'S.6ea green, in golf, & putting-green
which is very fast, that is, on which the ball runs freely.— Kirchberger green, a foirm of copper arsenite used
as a pigment : essentially the same as Scheele's green.—Light green, (b) Same as iodine -kgreen. (c)
Same as methyl green (which see, under greenV).—
methylene green, a basic coal-tar color of the
thiazin type, prepared by the nitration of methylene

greenling

blue. It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton green, and
is used chiefly in calico-printing.—Milling green, an
acid coal-tar color of unpublished composition which
gives a very fast green upon wool.—Naphthalene green,
an acid coal-tar color which dyes wool green in an acid
bath.—Neiiwleder green, a green pigment which con-
sists of Schweinfurt green or the acetoarsenite of copper
mixed with calcium or barium sulphate.—New fast
green, a basic coal-tar color of the triphenyl-methane
type which dyes tannin-mordanted cotton green. Also
called Victoria green.—'Sew green, (a) Same as -kmal-
achite-green, 3, and benzaldehyde green, (b) A basic
coal-tar color of tlie diphenyl-naphthyl-methane type.

—

Night green. Same as iodine *green (b).— Ozamlne
green, a direct coal-tar color which dyes unmordanted
cotton green in a salt bath.—Busslan green. Same as
dark *3r«e».—Snake-sUn green, in ceram., a peculiar
tint of green glaze, with iridescent sheen, found on old
Chinese porcelain.—Through the green, in golf, a term
applied to all that part of the course, excepting hazards,
between the tees and putting-greens.

green^, v. t. Z. In oyster-culture, to give
(oysters) a green tinge about the gills by put-
ting them in pits.

greenalite (gre'na-lit), n. [Erroneously formed
from green + -a- -I- -Kte.] In petrog., meta-
morphosed rock composed largely of minute
granules of green hydrous ferrous silicate.

Leith, 1903.

The iron-bearing formation occurs in the tipper Huro-
nian, and in what is known as the Biwabik division.
This comprises a variety of rocks, including slates,

cherts, and "greenalite. This last-named substance
consists largely of minute granules of green ferrous sili-

cate, without potash, and is named greenalite for conve-
nience. Nature, Dec. 3, 1903, p. 116.

greenback, n. 6. Salmo stomias, the trout of
the Arkansas river.

green-bag (gren'bag), «. A lawyer: so called
from the green bag in which barristers carry
their books and papers.
green-blind (greri^blind), a. Color-blind as
regards the green rays. Stud. Yale Psychol.
Lab., VIII. 1.

green-blindness (greu ' blind ^ nes), n. Li-
ability to distinguish the color green : a form
of partial color-blindness.

green-bottle (gren'bofl), «. Same as green-
bottle *fly.

green-brier, re.—Bristly or Sddle-shaped green-
brier, Smilax Bona-nox of the eastern and southern
United States : so named from its bristly stems and flddle-

shaped leaves. See -kbamboo-brier and *stretchberry.

green-coat (gren ' kot), «. One who wears a
green coat, as a servant, a scholar at certain
charity-schools in England, etc.

greener (gre'nfer), n. [gfreenl-(--erl.] An un-
skilled or inexperienced person ; specifically,

a person without previous experience who
takes the place of another who is on strike,

or whotakesemployment simply to get experi-
ence. Scribners Mag., Sept., 1902, p. 304.

green-felt (gren 'felt), n. A dense, felt-like

growth of the alga Vaucheria.
greenfish, n. 3. Girella nigricans, a fish of
the family Kyphosidse, abundant in rocky-
places from Monterey bay, California, south
to Cape San Lucas. —Alaska greenflsb, Hexa-
grammos octogrammus, a food-flsh of the coast of Alaska.

green-groin (gren 'groin), n. Gangrenous in-
flammation of the vermiform appendix and
surrounding parts.

greenhead^, n. 2. Any one of several species
of American gadflies which have green heads,
as the common greenhead, Tabanus costalis,

and the gray-striped greenhead, Tabanus line-

ola.

greenheart, n. 3. In Jamaica, Zieyphus
Chloroxylon, one of the trees called cog-wood.

greenhew (gren'hu), n. [Also green-hue; <.

greenX, a., + *hew^, n., from AcmjI, v.] 1. In
Eng. forest law, the green parts of trees or
shrubs: same as «er<i, 1 (which see).— 2. The
right to out the green parts of trees or shrubs
for fodder; the payment for such right.

greenhide (gren ' hid), n. A whip made of
untanned hide ; a rawhide. [Australia.]
Greenhouse bug. See *bug^.
green-jack (gren'jak), n. Acarangoid fish,

Caranx ruber, which inhabits West Indian
waters.

green-keeper (gr^'ke^per), n. The person
who keeps the putting-greens of a golf-course
in order. Also greens-keeper.

Greenlandman (gren'land-man), n. A vessel
engaged in whaling near Greenland.
green-leek (gren'lek), n. A small Australian
parrakeet, Polytelis barrabandi.
greenling, n. Z. Any fish belonging to the
family Sexagrammidx, carnivorous fishes liv-

ing in kelp and about rocks in the North Pa-
cine.



green-oyster

green-oyster (gren'ois'tSr), n. The green sea-
weed Ulva Zaotuca, found in frequent associ-
ation with the oyster. [Australia.]
greenroom, u. 4. An apartment for drying
damp or 'green' pottery tefore it is burned.
greensand, w. Z. [cap.^ In geological classifi-

cation, one of certain subdivisions of the Cre-
taceous system, in England the Lower Greensand
overlies the Wealden formation and is characteristically
developed on the Isle of Wight, where it includes the
Atherfleld clay, Hythe, Sandgate, and Folkestone beds in
ascending order. The Upper Greensand is the sandy or
chloritic facies of which the Gait is the clay equivalent(8ee
galtT-). The. Lower Greensand is generally equivalent on
the Continent and elsewhere to the Aptian, the Upper
Greensand to the Albian stage.—Cambridge Green-
Band, in geol.f a bed of Cretaceous* Greensand lying be-
neath the chalk at Cambridge, England, largely worked
for phosphate of lime and phosphated fossils which are
chiefly reptilian remains.

green-shaving (gren'sha'''ving), n. In ciirri/-

ing, the process of shaving a hide or skin which
is in a green or untanned state.

green-sighted (gren'sl"ted), a. Va. pmjdhol.
optics, seeing as If through green glasses.
If the eye is kept for some little time in a reddish illu-

mination (in certain kinds of artificial light, or In a pho-
tographic dark room with a ruby window;), it becomes
adapted to red ; on passing to a normal white-light illu-

mination it is green-sighted, that is, it sees everything as
if tinged with a certain amount of the complementary
^reen. Since the light which in ordinary daylight leaks
mto the eye through the sclerotic is tmged with red,
the organ is (within certain limits) permanently adapted
to red, and in so far permanently green-sighted. E. B.
Titchener, Exper. Psychol., L i. 23.

greenstone, «i. 3. Aname in New Zealand for
several varieties of jade, specifically for pou-
uamu or nephrite, found chiefly on the west
coast of the Middle Island : formerlymuchused
by the Maoris for weapons, implements, and
ornaments.

green-tail (gren'tal), n. 1. Same as *gran-
nom.— 2. A diarrhea of deer : named from the
profuse green-colored evacuations. It is often
fatal, sometimes within twenty-four hours.

Greenwich stars. See *star^.

greenwood, n. 3. Same as green-broom.

Greenwood bit. See *bitK
greenyard (gren'yard), n. Formerly, in Eng-
land, a village pound for the reception of stray
animals; also, a grass-yard in which hounds
may exercise.

gregale (gra-gS.'la), n. [It. *gregale, Sp. gre-

gal, It. also greeo, the northeast wind, prop,
the 'Greek' wind, < L. G-rseciis, It. Greco, Sp.
Griego, Greek.] The cold northeast wind of

the Mediterranean Sea. See levanier^.

gregarinosis (greg-'a-ri-no'sis),'?!. [NL., <

gregarina + -osis.} A disease caused by the
presence of parasitic gregarines.

gregaripnS, <C. 2, By crude and subsequent writers
gregarious plants are further determined as growing in

patches among other vegetation, thus contrasting with
social species, which dominate the whole ground.

gr^ge (grazh), n. [F., < It* greggia; origin

unknown.] The raw silk of the domestic
silkworm before the gum is removed : a trade

or manufacturers' name which has been gene-
rally adopted.
Gregorian, n. 3. In music, a melody written
in one of the church modes ; a piece of plain-

song.

greillade (gral-yad'), n. [P.] Iron ore which
has been sufficiently crushed for reduction in

a Catalan forge.

grelifuge (grel'i-fiij), a. [F. *grSUfuge, <

grMe (OF. gresle), hail, + -fuge, < Ij.fugere,

flee.] Driving away or preventing hail.

—

Grellfoge caimon, the cannon n-om which vortex-rings

are fli'ea for the prevention or dissipation of hail-storms.

Many thousands of these have been used in southern
Europe. See khaU-eaiaum. Sci. Amer. Sup,, Dec. 13,

1902, p. 22536.

grenadine, »• 2. (a)Incoofcery, alardedfiUet,

especially one of veal or poultry, glazed with
its own concentrated liquor. Larousse. (&)

A sweet drink ; a syrup : used for colds, etc.

Larousse.

grenat, n.—Carmlimaph grenat. Same as alpha-
naphthylamine •red.— Soluble grenat, isopurpurate

of potassium or ammonium, produced by the interaction

of picric acid and an alkaline cyanide : used as a brown-
ish-red dye on wool and silk.— Sjriam grenat, the rich

red or purple-red garnets found m Syriam Pegu, India.

grfes, ». 2. The gum of the fiber of the domes-
tic silkworm.—Gr6s bigarr^, in geol., a subdivision

of the Triassic system in the Vosges in Germany and
France. It is ooiTelated with the Upper Bunter sand-

stone, which is the lower division of the Trias.—Ores
Cerame [F., ' potters'-earth stoneware ']. See gris de
Flandres, under ffrts.— Orte des Vosges, in geol., a
subdivision of the Triassic system in Germany and
France, correlated with the Lower Bunter sandstone and
overlain by the Grfes bigarr^. It is unfossiliferous, and is

characterized by the crystalline condition of the quartz-

grains.
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Gressigrada (gre-sig'ra-da), n. pi. [NL., < L.
gressus, walking, + gradi, go, walk.] A division
of Finnipedia containing those forms in which
the hind legs can be turned forward and used
in walking. It includes the walruses, Odo-
bemidsB, and eared seals, Otariidse. Correlated
with *Repti(/rada. J. A. Allen, Hist. North
Amer. Pinnipeds, p. 3.

Gressyla (gres'i-la), n. [NL.] A genus of
anomalodesmaceous peleeypods with the right
margin projecting over the left, ligament pari-
vincular attached to an internal nymph-like
callosity in the right valve: abundant in Juras-
sic rocks.

gribane (gre-ban'), n. [F.] A small two-
masted vessel of Normandy.

grid, n. 4. A name applied to a particular
arrangement of members in which a number
of imrrow, parallel members lying in one plane
are fastened at their ends to two heavier par-
allel members perpendicular to the others.

grid-bar (grid'bar)^ ». Part of a grating of
parallel bars through which dirt and other ex-
traneous matter pass in the scutching or pick-
ing of cotton.

gridiron, n. 3. In Amer. foot-ball, a trivial
term applied to the field of play, in allusion
to the fact that it is crossed by transverse
white lines every five yards. It is also
sometimes called a checker-board, because
recent rules provide for longitudinal lines as
well.— 4. A structure of planks erected above
the stage of a theater to support the mecha-
nism by which the drop-scenes, etc., are
worked.— Oridlron floor, the staging of planks near
the roof of a theater, and directly over the stage, where
the drop-scenes are manipulated ; the gridiron.—Grid-
Iron maaoeaver. See kmarumumr.

gridiron-tail (grid'T-Sm-taF), «• A small
iguanoid lizard, CalUsaurus ventralis, from the
desert regions of southern Utah : named from
the dark bars on its tail.

grid-valve (grid'valv), n. Same as gridiron

Crimmia pulvinata.

, plants, about two thirds natu-

Griess'stest. See*te««i.
griev, V. A simplified spelling of grieve.

griffaun (gri-fftn'), n. [Also griffawn, more cov-

leetlygraffane, < Ir. grafan, Kgrafaim, I scrape

:

see graved, «.] An Anglo-frish agricultural
implement used for cutting turf to be dried
and burned.

The last pale whitey-brown section had been earthed
over, and Larry was dealing a few superfluous final pats
with the flat of his Jbroad griffawn, . . . when Peg came
halting out of doors and up to the field-dyke.

Jane Barlow, Irish Idylls, p. 62.

griffei, n. 3. The part of a Jacquard loom
which raises the warp-threads. Also called
knife-box. B. Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p.
191.

griffe-bar (grif'bar), n. A blade or knife of
the grifEe, or lifting-frame in a Jacquard loom,
upon which the warp-threadhooks catch. T. W.
Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 87.

griffelschiefer (grif'el-she"f6r), n. pi. [G.,

<griffel, a pencil, +'schiefer, slate.] Pencil-
slate : used by German geologists to designate
certain Lower Silurian slates of Thuringia in
Germany which, being intersected by cleav-
age-planes in two directions, are broken for
slate-pencils. They contain some radiolarians
{Sphseroidea).

griffin-dog (grif'in-dog), n. A breed of large
hunting-dogs. They combine the qualities of the setter

and the pointer, and have a harsh coat which specially

adapts them for work in thick covert. The color is a red-
dish gray. The breed, which is of modem origin, origi-

nated in Germany. Also bassett-griffon.

gri-gri^,»- 2. In West Africa, the sassy-bark:
see Mryth/rophleum,. The name is probably
due to the fact that the tree enters into the
fetish worship and ordeals of the natives.

grike (grik), n. [A variant of crike (ME. crike),

dial, form of cncfc2.] 1. A crevice; a chink;
a widened joint in rock. [Prov. Eng.] Nature,

Nov. 13, 1902, p. 33.— 2. A ravine on the side

of a hill. [Prov. Eng.]

gril, V. A simplified spelling of grill.

grilP, n. 2. Faint and short white lines or

cross-bars oh some flat surfaces of engraving.

—

3. In elect., the grid of a storage cell.

grilP, V. t. 2. To mark or stamp with a series

of parallel lines like a grill; specifically, in

line-engraving, to break up (a too flat surface)

with short bars of faint white lines sometimes
crossed at right angles, as may be seen in

some forms of postage-stamps.

grilled (grild),jj. a. 1. Cross-barred; made

gripping-rolls

in the form of a grill ; specifically, said of the
flat surface of an engraved plate which shows
short bars or cross-bars of white Unes.

—

2.
Boasted on a gridiron.

Grimmia (grim'i-a), n. [NL. (Friedi-ieh Ehr-
hart, 1782), named" for Johann Friedrich Karl
Grimm (1737-1821), a German botanist.] A
large genus of true
mosses, type of the
family Grimmiacese.
It consists of more or less

compactly tufted plants,
rooting at the base with
lanceolate, mostly entire
leaves, spherical or ellip-

soidal capsules, and a peri-

stome of 16 teeth (rarely
absent). TJiere have been
described 241 species, dis-

tributed over all the earth,
mainlyintemperate,frigid,
or alpine regions, growing
chiefly on rockr: 104 are
found in America.

Grimmiacea (grim-i; „ „...
a, 8G-G), n.pL [NL., < ral size ; ^, leaf, magnified; f.spo-

Grimmin -I- -nrpa> 1 A ranB'""", magnified; d. portion ofwrvmmia -r -acex.j .a. peristome with ring, magnified.
family of acrocarpous
mosses of the order Bryales, typified by the
genus Grimmia, and characterized chiefly by
the fact that the teeth of the peristome are per-

forated or split up into several strands, it

contains 7 genera, of which Grimmia and Bhacomitriwin
are the most import^t, widely distributed over the
globe, but rare in the tropics. They are leafy, tufted
mosses growing chiefly on rocks and stones, rarely on
trees or on the ground.

Grimm's attack. See *attack.

grimthorpe (grim'thdrp), v. *.; pret. and pp.
grimthorped, ppr. grimthorping. To treat in the
manner of Lord Grimthorpe, that is, to 're-

store' (an old piece of architecture) with the
effect of spoiling it, as Lord Grimthorpe is said
to have done when he undertook to restore the
west front of St. Albans Abbey in England.
Why should any one who flnds it stated that a book has

been bowdlerized or grangerized, that a man has been
boycotted, that a church has been grimthorped, or that a
writer shows aZolaizlng tendencj^ be denied the explana-
tion of these words because they have been formed from
personal names?

J. Bandall, in K'. and Q., March 18, 1893.

grind, n. 7. Naut., a kink, half-turn, ortwist in a
rope.

Grindelia,n. 2. [Z.c] Aplant of the genus Grin-
delia.—8. [l.c-'jlupharm., an officialdrugwhich
consists of the leaves and flowering tops of
Grindelia robusta and G. squarrosa. The name
'Califomiagum-weed' has been used of the official grindelia
in general, but only the former species is Califomian, the
latter being distributed only over the great interior region,
ft robtista is somewhat preferred, and, though collected
in large quantities in California, is said to be scarcer than
G. tquarrosa. The virtue of grindelia resides in the gum
which exudes from the heads and upper leaves.

grinder, n., 1. (/) a cylinder covered with emery tor
sharpening the wire teeth in card-clothing.—Grinders'
lung. See -klung.

grinder-head (giin'd6r-hed), n. A bench grind-
ing-maehine which carries an arbor for two
emery- or carborundum-wheels.
grinding, ».—mgh grinding, low grinding. Same
as high and low TniltiTig (which see, under TtvUling).

grinding-machine, n— Skln-grlndlng-machlne,
a machine forreducing leather or skins to a uniform thick-
ness : especially valuable for treating the skins used in
covering the drawing-rolls of cotton-spinning machines.

gripi, n. 10. In track athletics, apiece of cork,
shaped to fit the hollow of the hand, which a
runner grips when running.
grip-block (grip'blok), n.. A pulley-block at-
tached to the grip or hoisting-tongs on a log-
handling machine.

gripe^, n—Watery gripes, cholera infantum.

Griphopithecus (grif'^o-pi-the'kus), n. [Gr.
jplipo^, a riddle, 4- mdr/Kog, an ape.] A genus
of anthropoid mammals known by isolated
molars from the Miocene Tertiary of Austria.

grip-knot (grip'not), n. A clamp ; a contriv-
ance for holding an article while it is being
turned in a lathe.

gripment (grip ' ment), ». [grip^ + -ment.']

Seizing; holding; gripping.
Generally speaking, the harder the surfaces in contact,

the lower the coeflicient of friction, and the higher the
pressure under which gripment takes place.

Jour. Franklin Inst., July, 1903, p. 51.

grip-pedal (grip'ped"'al), n. In a bicycle, a
pedail fitted with a spring or other device for
holding the foot to the pedal. Also called

' grip-treadle.

gripping-rolls (grip'ing-rolz), n. pi. Feeding-
roUs ; a pair of rotating rolls between which a
board or other piece of material is grippedand
drawn or pushed along into a planing or other
machine.



grisaille

grisaille, m. 2. A fancy fabric with a cotton
warp and a wool weft for women's wear.

gris de perle (gre-de-parl'). [P., 'pearl-
gray. |]

• A peculiar s£iade of gray, sometimes
seen in the glaze of Chinese porcelain

;
pearl-

gray.

Grison liquid. See *Uquid.
grisonnite (gre'son-it), n. [F., < grison (gri-
sonn-), gray, + -ite, E. -ite2.] A name given
to certain of the explosives of Pavier. (See
Favier *exploswes.) One of these consists of
95.5 parts ammonium nitrate with 4.5 parts
trinitronaphthalene ; another of 92 parts am-
monium mtrate with 8 parts dinitronaphtha-
lene.

grit^, n.—Altamaha grits, a diTlsion of the older Mio-
ceoe of Georgia.—Berea grit. Same as Berea sandstone.— Calcareous grit, a division of the Middle Oxford
oolites or Corallian.— CocktaU grit.—See Esoput-kgrit
—Denblgbslllre grits, a divisioa of the Upper Silurian

in North Wales, equivalent in part to the Wenlock group.— Eaopus grit lEsopus, a village in TJlster county,
Kew York], a subdivision of the Lower Devonian in east-

em New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. It attains

a thickness of 400 feet, is underlain by the Oriskany lime-
stone, and is overlain by the Schoharie grit. It was
originally termed the Caudagalli or Cocktail grit, from
the presence of a supposed organism which has been
termed Fucoides caudOrgaUi. Otherwise it is nearlybar-
ren of fossils.—Foreland grits, a division commonly
regarded as the lowest of the typical marine Devonian
series in Devonshire.— Olengailn' gilts, a subdivision
of the Old Ked Sandstone in the south of Ireland, passing
down into Upper Silurian strata and in some regions
overlain by the Eiltorcan beds.— GrypUte grit, a name
given to some of the strata of the Inferior Oblite in
Britain on accoont of the prevalence of the bivalve Gry-
phaa. The term GryphUe limestone is applied to some
of the strata of the same age.—Hangman ^ts, the
uppermost division of the Lower Devonian in North
Devon, lying between the Lynton group beneath and the
ntracombe slates above.— Harlecll grit, a division of
the Lower Cambrian rocks in Wales.— MOOr grit, a
local name of the uppermost member of the Inferior
Oolite in Yorkshire.— Pennant grit, the middle mem-
ber of the Upper Carboniferous coal measm'esof England,
separating the upper and lower coal-bearing series,

and consisting of a succession of plant-bearing grits and
sandstones 1,500-2,000 feet thick.—Rensselaer grit, a
deposit of grit, regarded as of the age of the Oneida con-
glomerate, which overlies the Lower Silurian rocks in
Bensselaer county. New York.—Shawangunk grit, a
heavy deposit of grit and conglomerate which con^itutes
the upper part of the Shawangunk Mountains in eastern
New York. It has commonly been r^arded as of the age
of the Oneida conglomerate of centrd^New York, though
present evidence indicates that it is of somewhat later
date.— Yorksblre grits, certain grits which occur in
the Coralline Oolite of the Middle Jurassic system in
Yorkshire, England : employed as abrasives.

Gritti's amputation. See ^amputation.
glivenink (gre'vi-ningk), n. [Buss. grvoininM,
< grivna, ten copecks,] A Kussian coin; a
ten-copeck piece.

grivna (grev'na), n. [Buss, grivna."] A Bus-
sian suver coin, equal to 10 copecks, and
weighing 31.992 grains troy. Copper coins of
this name were also struck.

grizzle^, n. 4. In bricJ^ma^n^j a badlyburned
second-quality brick of a grayish color.

grizzle^ (griz'l), V. i. [Also grizzel, grisle,

grisle; origin obscure.] 1. To laugh or grin

;

show the teeth like a dog; snarl.— 2. To
grumble ; complain ; whine ; fret. [Prov. Eng.
or Australian.]

grizzly, n. 3. A machine used for breaking
coal or other material to a moderately small
size.

Next a set of grizzlies consisting of |-inch round iron
bars is passed, when finally comes a double screen of
heavy galvanized iron wire with a 1-inch mesh.

Elect. Reo., Sept 17, 1904, p. 465.

grizzljr-king (giiz'li-Mng), n. In angling, an
artificial fly having a green body, a dark-gray
hackle, a scarlet tail, and mottled wings.

grizzly-queen (griz'U-kwen), n. In angling,

an artificial fly.

G. E. jug. See *jug^.

gro. An abbreviation of gross.

groat, n,—Borage groat, a Scottish silver coin of 1467,

of the value of 12 pence.— Spurred groat, a Scottish

silver coin of the value of 16 pence.-Tournay groat, an
Anglo-Gallic silver coin of the time of Henry VIII. : so

called from being struck at Tournay m France.

groining, «.—Fan groining. Sameas/oji*»a«iM7)^.

Grolier Dinding. Same as Grolier design.

Gxolieresque (gro^'li-to-esk'), a. In the stjrle

of binding or ornament used by Grolier, which
was a pleasing combination of curved lines

about a geometrical framework.

gromatics (gro-mat'iks), n. [LL. gromaticus,

grumatiem, of land-surveying (c/romatiea, the

art of land-surveying), Km-oma. gruma, a sur-

veyor's measuring-rod, < Gr. yv6/iav, the index

of a dial, a carpenter's square, etc.: see

gnomon.] The art of land-surveying, as the

laying out of camps.
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He [Frontinns] also left records of his varied experience

and studies. We possess excerpts from a work on gro-

maties. W. S. Teufd (trans.), Hist Roman Lit, IL 147.

gromet-set (grom'et-set), n. A hand-tool for

making gromets.

grondwet (grond'vet) ,n. [D., < grond, ground,

-I- wet, law.] A fundamental law or constitu-

tion in lands settled by the Dutch or under
Dutch influences.

Being the principal Dutch colony in the Malay Ai-chi-

pelago, Java was the first to benefit from the material

change which resulted from the introduction of the
Orondwet or Fundamental Law of 1848 in Holland.

Eneyc. BrU., XXIX. 738.

Gronovius's dodder. See *dodderi.

groo-groo (grb'grS), n. Same as grit-gru.

groove, n,—Dental groove, a slight furrow along the
edge of the jaw in mammals which marks the base of the
ingrowing dental lamina.— Genital groove, in embryol.,

a furrow or groove which in course of development be-
comes therimapudendi orthe urethra, according tothe sex.

— Germinal groove, in embryoUy a median longitudinal
groove in the germ-band of insects which gives rise to the
mesoderm throughout the greater portion of its length
and, in the region of the mouth and anus, to the cell-

masses that spread over the yolk to form the entoderm.

—

Gothic groove, in meeh., a groove having a Gothic arch
section m a rolL— Groove Of Hatschek, a peculiar
sense-organ, supposed to have a gustatory function, which
lies against the right side of the notochord iu the wall of
thej)uccal hood of the lancelet {Branchiogt&ma [Amphxo-
xu«] lanceotatum).— Harrison's groove, a sinking in of
the chest-wall along the line of insertion ofthediaphragm,
noted occasionally in cases of extreme shortness of breath,
especially in children.—Lacrymalgroove, a depression
in the bony wall of the orbit which lodges the laciymal sac.— Leakage groove, a groove turned in an engine-piston
to prevent steam from leaking past the piston. The
steam forms eddies in such a groove instead of going
right by it—Nasobuccal groove, a groove which con-
nects each nostril with the mouth, as in the sharks.— Far-
apodlal tn^ove, in certain gastropods, as the Endodon.
tidx and the Zonitidae, a deep longitudinal furrow run-
ning along each side of t^e body a short distance above
and parallel to the edge of the foot—Fedal groove.
Same as parapodialitgroove.— Vertebral groove, (p)
The depression or gutter on either side ofthe spine.

groove-bit (grSv'bit), ». A boring instrument
of which the shaft is grooved at one side so
that the chips from the point may pass up the
shaft and escape at the entrance to the hole.

groove-board (grSv'bord), n. In organ-build-
ing, that part of a wind-chest in which or on
wBieh are the grooves. Also called ehannel-
hoard. See groove, 3 (c).

groover-head (groV6r-hed), n. A cuttermade
of one or of several pieces, used in awood-plan-
ing or -sawing machine to make grooves in
boards or lumber.
grooving, n. 2. The forming of grooves in
boilers at places where very rapid deteriora-
tion of the metal takes place, particularly at
the laps of the riveted joints.

grooving-hook (gro'ving-hik*), n. A hook-
shaped tool for making a groove in wood.
grooving-machine (gro'ving-ma-shen'), n. In
sheet-metal work, a hand-power machine for
forming a groove in the seam in tin and sheet-
iron pipe. It consists of a bench-pedestal with a long
horn for supporting the pipe or other hollow sheet-met^
form, and a traveling roll which, by means of simple
ratchet-gearing, can be made to travel over the Joint or
seam of the pipe as it rests on the horn. By l^e use of
different rolls, grooves can be formed, seams pressed flat,

and other work done in forming a joint in the pipe.
The end of the horn can be released from its support to
allow for the removal of the finished pipe.

grooving-plane (gr8'ving-plan),m. 1. A plane
which has a narrow iron for cutting a groove.—2. A plane having an iron that reaches from
side to side, so that the frame of the plane will
not interferewhen planing a groove ; a rabbet-
plane.

grooving-saw (gro'ving-sft), n. A single cir-

cular saw used for the same purpose as the
groover-head.
grooving-tool (grS'ving-tSl), n. Any tool used
for cutting grooves; a gouge; specifically, a
round-pointed tool used by wood-engravers.
groper^ (aro'pSr), «. Same as grouper Blue
groper, a large sea-fish of New South Wales and Tas-
mania, Ackoerod/ua govldi% of the family LafyHdse. Often
called parrot-Jish in Australia and blv^head in Tasmania.

grorudite (gr6'r6-<Kt), n. {Grorud, near Chris-
tiania, Norway, -1- -ite^.] n. In petrog., a fine-

grained green porphyry composed of alkali-
feldspars rich in soda, with quartz and eegirite

and occasionally hornblende and mica. Brog-
ger, 1894.

grosbeak, n— sociable grosbeak, the sociable
weaver-bird, Philaterus socitis, many of which nest to-
gether, bnilding a huge, dome-shaped structure of grass,
resembling a haystack. See cut under hive-nest.

gross, I. a. 10. Relatively large; specifically,

visible to the naked eye ; megascopic ; not mi-
croscopic.

ground-cured

Operation was performed, and the kidney in its general
contour and gross substance gave no satisfactory evidence
of the cause of the trouble.

Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 26a

The tumor presented the gross appearance of a sarcoma.
. . . There was no gross disease, except in the prefrontal
region. Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 22L

Gross efficiency. See Irejieiency of a source of light.

II. ».— Power in gross. See powerl, 7 (c).

grossetto (gro-set'o), n. [It., dim. of grosso, a
coin, < grosso, big, thick: see gross.] A Ve-
netian money of account, one twelfth of the
grosso.

gross-flute (gros'flot), m. Z^- 9^osse fldte.] In
organ-building, an 8-feet flute-stop of large
scale and rich tone.

grossone (gro-so'ne), n. [It., < grosso, big,

,thick: see gross.] A silver coin of Venice
'and of other states of Italy, equal to 8 grossi.

grossulariaceous (gros " u - lar - i - a ' shius), a.

Belonging to or having toe characters of the
gooseberry family, Grossulariacex.

grossulin (gros'u-lin), m. Same aspectvn.

grote (gro'te), w! [LG.: see groat.] 1. A cur-

rent subsidiary coin of Bremen, one seventy-
second of a reichsthaler, equal to one United
States cent.— 2. A Flemish coin, one twelfth
of a shilling.

grothite (grot'it), n, [Named for Professor
Paul Grofhj a German mineralogist.] A light-

brown variety of titanite containing a small
amount of yttrium
grouch (grouch), n. Igrouch, v.] A fit of
sulkiness. [Colloq.]

grouch (grouch), V. i. [A variant of gruteh,
grudge, v.] To be sullen or morose.
grouchy (grou ' ohi), a. Sullen ; morose

; pee-
vish; grouty. [Colloq.]

ground^. I. n—sine ground. Seeblue. Thelocal
name at the Kimberley diamond mines. South Africa,

for the matrix of the gem. While embracing a number
of rocks, it is in largest part a variety of peridotite, called
kvmberlite. Near tile surface it has weathered yellow,
the 'yellow ground 'of the miners. Below this it is the
typical blue. Hven when hard in the depths of the mine,
it softens on exposure and may be washed for the gems
without crushing.— Fitted nound, in eeram. Same
as UrtMmMe-sur/ace.-Tom Tiddler's ground. Same
as king's irland.—TO take ground, in milit., to extend
the front of a line.—Yellow ground, the uppermost
portion, about 100 feet in thickness, of the diamond-bear-
ing rock at the Kimberley mines. South Africa. Compare
hive -kgrownA.

U. a—Ground note, stroke, tissue, tone. See
^biotei, etc.

ground^, r>. t. 8. To set (a color); tomake (a

color) fast. C. T. Davis, Manuf . of Leather,
p. 399.—To ground tlie bat. See -khan.

groundberry, n. 2. In Australia, either of two
species of dwarf shrubs of the family Epaxri-
dacese, StapheUa humifusa and S. pimfolia.

' Both bear small fruits with a viscid, sweetish,
edible pulp.

ground-bread (ground'bred), n. Same as sow-
bread.

ground-bridge (ground'brij), n. That portion
of a corduroy road which crosses a stream or
otherbody of water : a system of rough paving
for a ford through a stream having a bad bot-
tom, or through a quagmire or quicksand,
formed by laying small logs or poles parallel

and close together across the roadway and
loading them down with stones.

ground-bundle (ground'hun'^dl), n. Inneurol.,
a bundle of nerve-fibers adjacent to the cen-
tral gray matter in the ventral portion of the
spinal cord,; the fasciculus ventralis proprius,
which is continuous with the fasciculus longi-
tudinalis medialis in the medulla oblongata.

ground-bumut (ground'bfer^nut), n. The land-
caltrop. See caltrop, 3, and Tribulus.

ground-cable (ground'ka^'bl), n. Naut., the
anchor-cable ; a section of mooring-cable which
is intended to lie on the bottom.
groimd-cedar (ground'se-'dar), n. 1. The
Christmas green, Lycopodium complanatum.—
2. The false heather, Hudsorda tomentosa.
Also oalleA poverty^lant.
ground-cover (ground'kuv^'fer), n. Inforestry,
all the small plants growing in a foirest, ex-
ceptyoungtrees : such as ferns, mosses, grasses,
and weeds.

ground-cured (ground'kurd),p. a. Cured upon
the ground, that is, without cutting; cured in
the turf: said of several Western grasses, as
the Buffalo grass {BvXbilis), blue and black
grama (Bouteloua), which furnish winter graz-
ing.

Live stock subsisted largely on the ground-cvred range
grasses, etc. U. S. Mo. Weather Rev., Jan., 1902, p. 6.



ground-cypress

ground-cypress (ground'si"pres), n. See *cy-
press^.

ground-detector (^ouiid'de-tek"tor), «. In
elect., a device for indicating when the insu-
lated conductors of an electric system become
grounded, it consiste of a wire running from the in-

sulated lines to earth and having an incandescent lamp,
or sometimes a voltmeter or galvanometer, in circuit.

Current will flow in this wire only when the insulated
system is connected with the earth at some other point.
Tram. Am. Inst, of Elect Eng., Jan.-July, 1902, p. 698.

ground-drummer (ground'dnim'6r),M. Same
as croaker, 4 (6).

ground-elder (ground'eFd6r), n. See *elder'^.

ground-feeding (ground'fe*'ding), a. Feeding
on the bottom of the water, as certain fishes

:

an anglers' term.
ground-festoon (ground'fes-tSn"), n. Same as
*ground-cedar, 1.

ground-fielding (ground'fel"diug), n. In cricket,

fielding or stopping the ball upon the ground,
in contradistinction to catching it in the air.

ground-flea (ground'fle), ». Jaiy_ one of many
species of leaping thysanurous insects which
inhabit rich earth.

ground-bolly (ground'hoFi), n. See *holly^.

ground-hornet (ground'h6p*net), n. Any hor-
net that nests in the ground, as Vespa ger-
manica.
ground-house (ground'hous), «. Ahouse with
a peaked roof the eaves of which come down
to the ground.

Macgregor describes and figures small ground-houses,
with the gable roof coming right down to the ground, at
Neneba, on Mount Scratchley.

Oeog. Jour. (E. G. 8.), XVL 422.

ground-itch (ground'ich), n. An inflamma-
tion of the skmof the feet which affects coolies
who work in rice-fields in the East. Buck,
Med. Handbook, VI. 221.

ground-joint (ground'joint), n. In masonry,
the meeting of an upper and lower course of
stone in a wall.

ground-laurel (ground'ia"rel), n. The trail-

ing arbutus, Epigsea repens.

ground-lemon (ground'lem"on), ». The wild
mandrake or May-apple, Podophiyllum pelta-
tum. Also called wild lemon.

groTind-lily (ground 'lil"!), n. The nodding
wake-robin, Trillium cernuumt
groundman (ground'man), n. In cricket, a
man whose duty it is to'keep a cricket-ground
in condition for play. Also groundsman.
ground-mine (ground'min), n. See *rmme^.
ground-mite (ground'mit), «. A!ny aoarid of
the family Trombidiidse.

ground-moraine (ground'mo-ran'Oi »• Iti-geol.,

a compact, unstratified deposit formed be-
neath glaciers ; till; boulder-clay.

The first division of the former [moraines]—^roMJwZ-
moraines—^take various forms, from nearly level plains to
drumlins and regularly undulating countiy, with no level

spaces, such as the Bmic lalse plateau.
Geog. Jour. (E. G. 8.), XILL 299.

n. Same as

Same as

ground-moss (ground' mds), n.

*ground-cedar, 2.

ground-needle (groimd'ne"dl), n.

musky *aljilerilla.

ground-parrot (ground'par"ot), n. 1.The flight-

less owl-parrot or kakapo, "Strin^ops hdbrop-
tilus, of New Zealand.— 3. A small farmer in
Australia, otherwise known as a cockatoo. See
*cockatoo, 2. [Australia.]

ground-pea, n. 2. Same as groundnut, 3.

ground-pine, n. 3. The pineweed or orange-
grass, Sarothra gentianoides.— 4. The Ameri-
can germander, Teuerium Canadense.
ground-pink (ground' pingk), n. An annual
herb of southern
California, JUrir-

anthus dianthi-

florus, from 1 to
6 inches high,
which carpets
meadows and
slopes with its

bloom in March.
The funnel-shaped
corollas are nearly
an inch broad, pink
in color, and fringed.
The plant is grown
in gardens for edg-
ings and rockwork
under a former
name, Fenzlia. The
genus ZAnanthiLS
was long included in
QUia, whence this

species is some-
times called /ringed Ground-pink (Linamhus

gilia. dianthifiorus).
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ground-plasm (ground'plazm), n. The more
generalty distributed andfundamental portion

of the protoplasm, either in the nucleus or the

cytoplasm.
ground-provisions (ground'pro-vizh'''onz), n.

pi. In the West Indies, a collective name for

all kinds of roots used as food.

They trust more to plantain-groves, com and other
vegetables than to what are CEUled ground-jiroviHone

;

such as yams, eddoes, potatoes, cassada and other escu-
lent roots.
Bryan Edwards, A Hist of the Brit W. Indies, II. 162.

ground-raspberry (ground'raz'''ber-l), n. The
goldenseal, Hydrastis Canadensis.

ground-rattler (ground'rat"16r), n. A small
rattlesnake^ Sistrurus miUarius, found along
the Atlantic and Gulf coasts south of Port
Macon, Ga., up the Mississippi Valley, and
west to Oklahoma. It Is of a dark ashen-eolor,
marked along the back with rounded brown
blotches, and is one of several rattlesnakes
to which the name Massasauga is given.

groundsel-bush (ground'sel-bush), n. Same
as growidsel-tree.

ground-shield (ground'sheld), n. In elect., a
condueting-plate, between the primary and
secondary windings of a transformer, which is

connected to earth and serves to prevent the
high-tension currents of the primary coil from
entering the secondary circuit. Trans. Amer.
Inst. Elect. Engin., 1904, p. 681.

groundsman (groundz'man), n. Same as
'^groundman.
ground-spearing (ground'spe"ring), n. A flsh,

Trachinocephalus myops, of the family Syno-
dontidsB, common inthe WestIndies and Brazil.

ground-spider (ground 'spi'dSr), n. Any
ground-inhabiting spider, especially any mem-
ber of the families Lycosidse and AtMdx.
ground-substance (ground'snb'''stans), n. 1.

In histol., the structureless substance which
lies between cells or in which cells are em-
bedded.— 2. The fundamental or basic sub-
stance of a cell or tissue.

ground-thermometer (ground ' th6r -mom^e-
ter), n. See *soil-thermometer.

ground-timbers (ground'tim"b6rz), n. pi.

Naut., the timbers of the lower course in tiie

making up of the frame of a wooden vessel.

ground-vine (ground'vin), «. The twin-flower,

Imnaea horealis.

ground-wasp (ground'wosp), ». Same as
^groundrhornet.

ground-weave (ground'wev), ». The founda-
tion weave in the structure of figured fabrics.

ground-worm (ground'wferm), n. An earth-
worm.
grOUp^, n., 3. .(&)Iii tlie recommendations of the In-

ternational Geological Congress this term is applied, in

geological classification, to stratigraphic divisions of the
highest order comprising several terrains. Its equivalent
term in the time scale is era.

5. (6) In combinatorial analysis, one of the
classes into which the objects are distributed

when the order of the objects in a particular

class is material, (c) In group-theory,& aet oi

definite operations containing the operation
compounded of any two of the set, and also

the inverse of every operation of the set.—6.

In crystal., a class of crystals characterized by
the same degree of symmetry. Bach crystal-

line system embraces several such groups or

classes. See *symmetry, where the names
commonly employed in designating the more
important of these groups are given.—7. In
ethnol., a number of people united together by
common habits and usages. Brinton, Basis

of Social Belations, p. 33—^Alblrupean group.
See kalbirupean.—Altem&tine ffrpup. (6) A group com-
posed of all those substitutions which are equivalent to

an even number of transpositions : as, for example, abed,

acdb, adbc, cbda, dbac, bdca, dacb, bead, cabd, bade, cdab,

dcba.—Anor group [Anor, a commune in France], a
Lower Devonian formation in Belgium and northern

France.— AitlCOBti group, a name given by the Cana^

dian geologists to the Silurian strata which compose the

island of Anticosti and range in age from Middle Silurian

to the upper part of the marine Silurian represented in

New York by the Niagaran formation. The rocks are soft

calcareous shales and limestones, and abound in finely

preserved invertebrate fossils.—Applecross group, a

subordinate member of the Torridonian strata of northern

Scotland.-Aqula Creek group, certain Eocene Ter-

tiary deposits of the United States in the region traversed

by the Potomac river. They are largely composed of

greensand, some of them indurated, and abound in fos-

sils.—Arapahoe group, a stratigraphic division of the

Laramie group of formations developed in the vicinity of

Denver, Colorado. The Arapahoe beds constitute, accord-

ing to Cross and Eldridge, the lower division of the upper
Laramie or Denver group and are mostly conglomerates.

They attain a thickness of 800 feet—Arenlg group, the

lowest division of the Lower Silurian rocks in Great Brit-

ain. These rocks consist of dark slates, shales, flags, and

group
bands of sandstone which pass down conformably into

the Tremadoc group of the Cambrian series. They are
typically developed in Arenig Mountain, Wales, where
they were originally described by Sedgwick, and com-
posed part of his Cambrian system. The group is divided
into two or three parts and a number of zones baaed on
the predominance of certain species of graptolites.

—

Arlyalur group, in the Cretaceous series of India, the
uppeimost and most highly fossiliferous division.

—Arundel group, one of the divisions of the so-called

Potomac formation in the Atlantic coast States, regarded
as appertaining to the Jurassic formation together with
the Patuxent group. Its strata contain a considerable
number of vertebrate remains having Jurassic affinities.

—Aubrey group [Aubrey City on the Colorado river],

a heavy series of beds exposed in the Grand Caflon of the
Colorado and belonging to the Carboniferous system. It

is divided into an upper limestone division, estimated by
Gilbert to have a tmckness of 835 feet, and a lower sand-
stone series, 1,455 feet thick : below this is the Red Wall
limestone, 970 feet thick, which in part contains fossils

of Lower Carboniferous age.—Aultbea group, a sub-
division of the Torridonian strata of northern Scotland.

—

Auxochromous group. See irwuxoehronums.—Azoxy
group. See *azoicj/.—Baggy CTOUP [Baggy Point, a
cape on the northwest coast of Devonshhre], a group of

sandstones and shales in North Devon constituting a
division of the Upper Devonian, lying below the Pilton

shales and grits and above the Pickwell-Down grit

These rocks contain a fauna of marine invertebrates un-
like those at a corresponding horizon in South Devon, but
widely represented in other countries.—Bahian group,
a divlson of the rock series in Brazil, regarded as ofLower
Cretaceous age.—Bajoclan group, a division of the
Jurassic system, recognized in Great Britain as equivalent

to the Inferior OSlite, including the Northampton sands
at the base and the Cheltenham beds of Yorkshire, and
attaining in France and the Jura a thickness of 600 feet
in which the xwiks are in considerable part coral-reef

limestones, but contain an abundance of other fossils,

especially ammonites.—Bala group, a name introduced
by Sedgwick for a series of shales, grits, and sandstones
occurring aboutBala in Merionethshire and regarded as

a part of the Cambrian system. Murchison subsequently
interpreted these as equivalent to the sandstones of

Caer Caradoc in Shropshire, and the formation is now
generally known as the Caiiidoc or Bala group. In the
Bala district there are more than 1,400 feet of strata

separated by limestones. The formation abounds in

fossils, and on the basis of some of these, especially the
graptolites, has been divided into zones. Jh a general
way the fauna shows relation with the later stages of the
Lower Silurian of New York and presents even later

' affinities.—Balatonlan group [Balaton, a lalie in Hun-
gary], a division of the pelagic Triassic rocks of the
Mediterranean province as recognized by the Austrian
geologists. It constitutes the lower division of the Anisian
stage and is equivalent to the Lower Muschelkalk or
Wellenkalk of i3ie northern Alps and Germany.— Barto-
nlan group, in the geology of France, Belgium, and
southern Europe, deposits of Upper Eocene age regarded
as equivalent in age to the Barton clay of the Hampshire
basin in England.—Bathonlan group, the name now
generally adopted, in harmony with unirorm terminology,
for the Great or Bath OBlite group, which includes, in
Great Britain, all the formations of Jurassic age which
constitute the upper division of the Lower Oolites

—

namelj^ from the bottom, the Great or Bath Oolite, the
Stonestield slate, the Forest marble, the Bradford clay,
and the Combrash. The term is also in use on the
continent of Europe, especially in the geology of
France and the Jura, where the succession ' of Ju-
rassic deposits is similar.—Bemlcian group, a name
given to the thick series of sandstones and conglom-
erates in Northumberland, England, which represent
the Carboniferous deposits.—Blanco group, lacus-
trine beds of Pliocene age occurring at Blanco Cailon,
Texas, and extenduig northward.—Bosnian group, a
division of the Triassic rocks of the Mediterranean prov-
ince regarded by the Austrian geologists as equivalent to
the Upper Muschelkalk. It lies above the Balatonian and
constitutes the uppermost member of the Lower Jurassic.
—Bridger group, a subdivision of the Eocene forma-
tion, extending north of the Uintah Mountains in Wyo-
ming. It is underlain by the Wahsatch beds and overlain
by idluvium, and consists of lacustrine beds which are
regarded by paleontologists as equivalent to the Parisian
or Calcaire grossier. It has afforded large snakes, 20 feet
long, tillodonts, Quadruma/na, and creodonts, and is re-
markable for the remains of IHruKerata (Dinoceras
ingensX—Bxailehonse group [Burdiehouae, a hamlet
in Midlothian], a division of the Carboniferous system
of rocks as developed in central Scotland, consisting
chiefly of sandstones and limestones, the former widely
used for construction purposes.—Burlington group, a
division of the Lower Carboniferous beds of the Missis-
sippi valley, typically developed about Burlington, Iowa.
It lies above the Choteau limestone and beneath the
Warsaw shales and limestones. The formation abounds
in fossils, especially crinoids.— Caiceola group. See
*calceola.—Cal008aba.tc'hee group, a division of the
Pliocene Tertiary rocks of Florida, constituting the lower
part of the Floridian series.— Caxadoc group. See
Saia *S'ro«j).—Carbonaceous group, a division of the
Carboniferous Limestone series in Northumberland, Eng-
land, lying between the Fell sandstone beneath and the
Uedesdale limestone above, and having a thickness of
.from 800 to 2,600 feet—Catsklll group, a name intro-
duced by the New York geologists for a division origi-

nally regarded as equivalent to the Old E.ed Sandstone
formation of Great Britain, but subsequently construed
as a distinct element in the succession bf marine Devo-
nian deposits, and more recently demonstrated to be' a
lacustrine or lagoon formation contemporaneous with
marine deposits of late '

Devonian time—a conception
implying their equivalence to the typical Old Red Sand-
stone and fortifying the original interpretation.—Chart
group, a division of the Jurassic system corresponding
to the Callovian and Oxfordian, and highly developed in
the Cutch region of India.— Chase group, a division
of the Permian formation in Kansas.- Cherry Eldge
group, a division of the Catsklll formation in eastern
Pennsylvania.— ChloO group, a subdivision of the Cre-
taceous formation of the Pacific border, extending froln



group
Lower California northward beyond the Queen Charlotte
Islands. It is regarded by Californian geologists as
equivalent to the iTpper Cretaceous and as forming an
unbroken series wim the Tertiary. It attains a thick-
ness of nearly 4,000 feet It is underlain near the coast
by the Horsetown beds of the Shasta series, and farther
east by Jura-Trias and Carboniferous deposits, and over-
lain in California and Oregon by the Tejon beds. Its
fauna is charaoterized by the blending of Cretaceous with
Tertiary types.—CUdra group, a division of the Per-
mian system in the Salt Range of India.— Colorado
^Ol^>, a series of Cretaceous beds in the continental
interior of America, lying above the Dakota and below
the Fort Pierre group. It is divided into a lower (Fort
Benton) division and an upper (Niobrara) division, which
together attain amaximum thickness of about 3,000 feet

—

Croatan group, an uppermember of the Floridian series
of marine Pliocene beds in the peninsula of Florida.

—

Cuchara group, a division of the Lower Eocene Tertiary
in Colorado.—Dagshal group [Dagshai in India], a div-
ision of the Eocene Tertiary in the Simla district of India.

—Denver group, the upper member of the so-called
Laramie formation of the Denver basin in Colorado, re-

garded by some writers as of Lower Tertiary age, by
others as belonging to the late Cretaceous.—Derived
group, in math., the self-conjugate subgroup generated
by the combinants of the r infinitesimal generating oper-
ations of any given contmuous group, if the number of

them that ai*e linearly independent is less than r.

—

De
Soto group, an upper division of the Floridian series

of Pliocene Tertiary age in the South Atlantic States.

—

Diabeg group, the lowest member of the Torridonian
series of Precambrian rocks in the north of Scotland, con-
sisting of sandstones, shales, and limestones.— Dlestlan
group [THest, a place in Belgium], a division of the
Lower Pliocene Tertiary in Holland and Belgium, equiva-
lent to the Lenham beds of Great Britain.

—

Dominant
group. See *«6domina7ii*fl'r(ntp.—Factor group. See
itfactor.—Famennlan group iFamienne (Famine, Rit-

terX a district in the western part of Luxemburg, a
province of Belgium], the uppermost division of the De-
vonian in Belgium and northern Fi'ance, consisting of sand-

stones and shales, and divisible into the Condroz psam-
mites above and the Famenne shales below. The beds
carry many fossils closely allied to those of the Chemung
beds of New York and Pennsylvania.

—

FaXTlngton
grouPt & division of the Upper Coal-measures in theBris-
tol coal-basin, England.

—

Fort Flerre ^oup, a division
of the Cretaceous system in tiie interior of the United
States, lying below the Fox Hills group and above the
Colorado formation. It consists largely of bituminous
shales and clays carrying an abundance of moUuscan fos-

sils.-FOZ Hills group, a division of the Cretaceous sys-

tem in the interior region of the United States, lyin^ be-
low the llKlontana formation and above the Fort Pierre
group. The rocks are chiefly sandstones with interbedded
coal deposits.— GiOrdon River group, an upper division
of the Lower Silurian system in Tasmania, consisting of
limestones and conglomerates, and containing a consid-
erable and varied fauna.— Gr0UI> metbod, in forestry, a
method of conservative lumbering in which groups of

young trees which have sprung up m openings caused by
logging, dam^eby insects, windfall, snow-break, or other
agency, are taken as starting-points for the future forest,

or if these are insiuficient, small openings are purposely
made. Reproduction by self-sown seed from the mature
stand at the edges of these groups is secured by careful
cuttings, whichextend the groups untiltheyjoin.—Group
mixture, in forestry, a mixed forest in which trees of

the same species occur in groups not laige enough to be
considered pure stands.

—

Group ofa function, in math.,
the group of substitutions on the variables, wnich leave
the function unaltered.—Group Of substitutions. See
irsubsUtution.—Group seed method, in forestry, a
method of conservative lumbering in which the forest is

reproduced after a single cutting by leaving seed-trees of

the kind desired in groups.

—

Group selection,velocity.
See ifselection,itoelocity.—Helsensteingrom), asubdi vi-

sion ofthe Permian system in the Vosges Mountains, lying
near the base of the series, underlain by the arkose and
shale containing CcUHpteris conferta, and overlain by the
tuffs and marls of lUeisenbuckel.

—

Helderberg group, a
term loosely applied, in New York geology, to formations
of the Helderbeig Momitains in eastern New York, em-
bracing a lower ^wer Helderbeig) and an upper (Upper
Helderberg) division, the two being separated by the
Oriskany sandstone. The term is no longer used in this

sense, but is restricted to the lower division (Helderberg
or Helderbergian), to which it was originally applied.

—

Huerfano groiU), a subdivision of the Tertiary system in
southern Colorado. It is correlated with the beds of the
Bridger basin of Middle Eocene age.

—

Improperly dis-
continuous group, in math,, a group such that ite sub-
stitutions are generally finite but in certain special case^
are infinitesimal.-Integrable group, in m^th. When 6
is a given continuous group, G^ the derived group of G,
Gq that of Gi, and soon, if the series G, G^, G2, . . ter-

minates wiw the identical operation, G is an integrable

group.—KaskasMa group, a subdivision of the Subcar-
boniferousorMississippianrocksin the Mississippi basin,

forming the top of that seiles and underlain by the St.

Louis group. It attains a thickness of 600 feet and con-

tains beds of limestone full of fossil remains, as the Pen-
tremital and Archimedes limestones.—Eeokuk i^up,
a subdivision of the Subcarboniferous or Mississippian

series in the Mississippi basin. It follows the Burlington
limestone andis overlain by the Warsaw shales and lime-

stone, which are frequently united with it It consists

mostIyoflimestone,butalso contains a well-known geode-

bed, bearing geodes of large size with many minerals. Its

fauna is noted for its coarse and large crinoids of massive
construction and its hexactinellid sponges of the genera
Hydnoceras, Physospongia, and Phragmodictya.~'Kh\.~

derbook group, the lowest division of the Subcarbonif-

erous or Mississippian group in the Mississippi basin. It

is underlain by Devonian rocks and overlain by the Bur-

lington limestone, and comprises various subdivisions,

the most persistent of which are the lithographic lime-

stone, the vermicular sandstone and shales, and the Cho-

teaulimestonfc Its rocksare sandstones, shales, and lime-

stones,' and its fauna is marine.— Klelnlan group, in

math,, a group of linear substitutions, ah = (arc + p) -f-

(yx + fi),whereo, ^, v, 6 are imaginaries, and aS—py=l.—

lACian group, the lower division of Juvavian stage m
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the pelagic Triassic series of the Mediterranean basin and
of India.—Lafayette group, a division of the Tertiai-y

rocks, now regarded as of Pliocene age in the Gulf region

of the United States, lying above the Floridian series and
regarded as equivident to the Lagrange, the Orange sand,

and the Appomattox groups of this region.—LewisiaJl
group, a group of gneisses and related metamorphic rocks

belonging to the archsean and occurring in northern Scot-

land and the Hebrides : named by Murchison (1858) from
the island of Lewis.— Little River group, a series of

strata in Nova Scotia referred to the Middle Devonian.

—

Lower Helderberg group, a term introduced by the

New York geologists and equivalent in present usage to

tlie Helderbeig group or Helderbergian. Its rocks are

of earliest Devonian age. See Helderberg kgroup.—Lyilr
ton group, the middle division of the Lower Devonian
rocks of North Devon, consisting of grits and calcareous

slates, lying between ihe Foreland grits beneath and the
Hangman grits above.—Marlon group, an upper divi-

sion of the Permian rocks in Kansas.

—

Marsball
group, the lowest division of the Lower Carboni-
ferous or Mississippian series in Michigan.

—

Mene-
Vlan group, a name proposed by Salter and Hicks
for a series of Middle Cambrian sandstones, shales,

slates, flags, and grits which are seen near St. Davids
(Menevia) in Wales, wherethey attain a thickness of about
600 feet and lie conformable to both Upper and Lower
Cambrian. They abound in marine fossils.— Midway
group, the lowest member of the Eocene Tertiary in the
States of Alabama and Georgia, and extending westward
into Arkansas and Texas.-;-Monodromy group of a
linear equation or system of linear equations, a set of
transformations, not depending on arbitrary variable
parameters, arising jtor one particular fundamental set of
solutions of the linear equation or system of linear equa-
tions.

—

Nasbvllle group, a series of shale beds in east-

em Tennessee, lying above the horizon of the Trenton
lunestone and regarded as equivalent to the Lorraine
shales of New York or the Richmond beds of Indiana.

—

Navesink group, a subdivision of the Cretaceous rocks
in New Jersey equivalent to the Lower Greensand, lying
above the BaritEui clays and below the Upper Greensand.—Niobrara group, a division of the Cretaceous system
in the interior region of the United States. It is regarded
as the upper subdivision of the Colorado formation, which
lies below the Montana and above the Dakota formation,
the latter constituting the base of the Cretaceous series.

It consists largely of chalk and chalky marls, and con-
tains an abundance of organic remains, the most conspicu-
ous of which are the vertebrates, which are represented
by several species of mosasaurs, pterodactyls, plesiosaurs,
turtles, and the toothed birds Hesperomis and Ichthy-
omts.—Non-integrable group, in mnath. When G is a
fiven continuous group, Gi tiie derived group of G, G2
hat of 6^, and so on, if tne series G, Gx, Gg, . . . ter-
minateswithaperfect group, G is a noiM,ntegra^le group.
—Oil-creek group, the lowest division of the Sub-
carboniferous or Mississippian series in northwestern
Pennsylvania. It is regarded as the equivalent of the
Pocono mx)up of eastern Pennsylvania.— OlenellUS
group, uie lowest division of the Cambrian system,
characterized by the presence and culmination of the
trilobite genus 0/eneKtw.— Olenldlan group, the upper-
most division of the Cambrian system, characterized by
l^e presence and culmination of the trilobite genus
Oienw.-Osa^e group, a division of the Subcarbon-
iferous or Mississippian rocks in the interior basin of the
United States, embracing the Burlington, Eeokuk, and
Warsaw limestones, and lying above the Einder-
hook and below the St. Louis groups.— Faucbet group,
the uppermost member of t^e middle Gondwana
beds in the Triassic of India, consisting of about 1,800
feet of sandstones and red clays containing an abundant
flora of ferns, cycads, and conifers, and some vertebrates.
Traces of the Fanchet fauna and flora have also been
found in North Russian (Dwma beds) and in the Beaufort
beds of Cape Colony, Africa. The Fanchet beds overlie
the Damuda beds of Lower Triassic age and are overlain
by sandstones of Jurassic age.—Faradoxidlan group,the
Middle Cambrian formations of shales, sandstones, and
limestones, chai'acterized by tiie presence of various spe-
cies of the trilobitic genus Paradoxides. ^e group
underlies the Upper Cambrian or Olenidian series, and
overlies the Lower Cambrian, Georgian, or Olenellus
group. It is well developed in New Brunswick, Canada,
and Newfoundland, where it constitutes the middle or
Acadian division of the St John group. It includes the
Braintree argillites of eastern Massachusetts, and is
represented in Europe by tlie Menevian of Great Britain
and the Paradoxides shales of Scandinavia, Russia,
Bohemia, and Spain. The contained fauna consists of
numerous trilobites, with some brachiopods, worm-tubes
(hyolithids), rare gasla^ods, echinoderms, and sponge-
spicules. Also cvdled Paradoxidian series.— PatapBCO
group, the basal member of the Cretaceous series of
Maryland, consisting of party-colored clays and sands
lying unconformablyupon the Arundel beds, and overlain
by the Raritan groups. The beds have furnished a
considerable flora comprising ferns, cycads, conifers,
monocotyledons, and some primitive dicotyledons.

—

Perfect group, in math., one which coincides with its
derived group.— Pogonip group, a series of limestone
and shale beds, of Silurian age, in the Eureka district of
Nevada. It is about 3,000 feet thick and contains faunas
of mixed Cambrian and Silurian expression in its lower
portions, and of Lower Silurian expression in successively
higher zones.

—

Potomac group. See Potomac informa-
tion.— Predominant group. See sv^dominant -kgroup.—Puerco group, the basal member of the tenestrial
Eocene Tertiary, developed in the San Juan basin of
northwestern New Mexico, lying upon the marine and
brackish-water Laramie beds of the Upper Cretaceous and
beneath the Torrejon formation. This formation has fur-
nished a large number of multituberoulate mammals
(Poly7nastodon,Neo^lagiaulaa,Trii8odon,Protochriacu8)
and some condylarths and edentates.—Purln group, in
chem., a group consisting of an alloxan group, C4H2O4N2,
joined to a urea radical, as shown in tJie diagram:

grouper

into the structure of the purin bases and of uric acid. The
group suggests the existence of a common mother-sub<

N=:CH

stance of tlie composition nt C—NH

N—0—

N

> CH, which has

N—

C

C. A group of this order enters

been termed purin—^Random group, a division of the
Precambrian roclCB of Newfoundland, consisting of sand-
stones, shales, and conglomerates, and lying immediately
below beds of Pi'ecambrian age believed to contain oi^anic
remains. See MmnaAle 'kglates.— Raxltan group, the
uppermost division of the Potomac series or Lower Cre-
taceous of the coastal belt in the eastern United States,
equivalent in part to the ^Albirapean group (which see).— Katlonallty group, in math., a linear homogeneous
group of transformations every operation of which corre-
sponds to a rational transformation of the solution of a
resolvent equation.—Red Wall group, a name given by
Powell to the Lower Carboniferous Beds in the Grand
Caflon of the Colorado.— Regular group, in mo(A., a
transitive grpui)' of the order n, on n letters.— St. I,0Uls
group, a division of the Lower Carboniferous or
Mississippian series in the interior basin of the United
States. See St. Louis lijnegtone.— Shenango group,
the uppeimost division of the Subcarboniferous or
Mississippian series in northwestern Pennsylvania.—Snb-domlnant group, in entom., in Kirby'e system,
those groups of insects which either never enter the
trojiicB or those tropical insects whoserange does not exceed
60° in the Old World or 48° in the New : in contradistinc-
tion to his predominant groups and dominant groups, in
the first of which he includes groups extending from the
arctic region, where vegetation ceases, to the equator, and
in the second those which' reach to the tropics but fall

short of the polar cupclea.—Symmetric group, in math.,
a group containing all the n fsabstitntions on n elemeuta.
—Theory of groups, in math., a branch of mathematics
which expounds the properties of mathematical groups
of operations or substitutions or transformations.— TontO
group, a series of sandstones of Cambrian age exposed in
the Colorado cafion of Arizona, lying unconformably be-
tween the highly tilted Algonkian beds below and the
massive Ked WaJl limestone of Lower Carboniferous age
above. The series has a lower division, 300 feet thick,
of red sandstones, containing Scolithus, and an upper divi-
sion, 475 feet thick, of greenish shales and sandstones with
impure limestones, containing Obolella, Lingulella, and
Ptychoparia.—1otbscy group, a series of green, purple,
and red slates aggregating about 3,000 feet in thickness,
and forming, according to Walcott, the second fonuation
above the Precambrian series of Newfoundland. The only
foBsU reported is a supposed species of the calcareous alga
Oldhamia.—Torreion group, the upper member of the
basal Eocene terrestrial series, typically developed in the
vicinity of Torrejon, in the San Juan basin of northwest-
ern New Mexico. It is intermediate in age between the
Puerco formation below and the Wahsatch above. It con-
tains a large mammalian fauna with multituberculates,
creodonts, condylarths, amblypods, and some edentates,
rodents, and primates.

—

Torrldoillan group, the upper
member of the Precambrian series of Great Britain, con-
sisting of red sandstones, shales, and conglomerates, wgre-
fating from 8,000 to 10,000 feet in thickness in norfliem
Gotland, lying unconformably upon the older Lewisian

gneiss and, likewise unconformably, below the basal Cam-
brian beds. The sandstones and conglomerates have the
appearance of being terrestrial deposits, are largely meta-
morphosed, and have furnished a few traces of animal
life in the form of trails or tracks on the surfaces of the
beds.— Uintah group, the uppermost subdivision of the
Eocene Tertiary m the Bocky Mountain region, developed
to the south of the Uintah Mountains in Utah. It in-
cludes three fossiliferous horizons : the upper or Uintah
beds proper, the lower or Telmatotherium beds, and at
the base an equivalent of the upper part of the Bridger
group of the Fort Bridger basin. Its thickness is abont
800 feet, and its rocks are chiefly fresh-water deposits
with a great abundance of terrestrial mammalian remains.—Wahsatch group, the lower division of the Lower
Eocene Tertiary in the Wahsatch Mountains of Utah,
lying below the Wind Biver group and above the Tor-
rejon group. These strata have also been named the Co-
ryphodon beds. They carry an extensive series of mam-
malian remains, among which are Phenacodui, the primi-
tive type of the equine stock, several species of Corypho-
don, Hyracotherium, etc.—Wichita group, the lower
division of tlie Peimian beds in Texas, carrying a flora of
ferns and Walchia, and a fauna of cephalopods, flsh, am-
phibia, and reptiles.—Wind River group, a division of
the Lower Eocene, m the vicinity of the Wind River of
Wyoming, lying above the Wahsatch group and below
the Bridger beds : also called the Bathyopns beds. This
division abounds in mammalian remains— the primitive
horses, Phenacodus and Proterohippus, together with
Coryphodon, Hyracotherium, Bathyopsis, and othera.
—Woodstock group, the uppermost division of the
Eocene Tertiary beds in the region of Maryland and Vir-
ginia, bordering the Potomac river, and regarded as rep-
resenting in part the middle division of the Eocene of the
Gulf States.

groupage (gro'paj), n. [group + -age.'] Group-
lEg; avrangement in groups. B.Taylor.

group-breaker (grbp'bra''ker), n. In elect, a
switch or circuit-breaker, in a power-station,
so arranged as to break simultaneously a group
of circuits.

grouper, n. 2. Any one of many different
fishes in different countries. The name is applied
to diiferent species of serranoid fishes resembling or sup-
posed to resemble the serranoid fishes properly so named.
—Black grouper, (a) See grouper, (b) The black jew-
fish, Garrupa nigrita. (c) Mycteroperca ftoTwici.-Man-
grove grouper, a large flsh of the family Serranidse,
Mycteroperca botdengeri. [Gulf of California.]—Poison
grouper, Scorpama plumieri, a fish found from Florida
to Brazd.—Yellow grouper, a name given in the Gala-
pagos Islands to the large grouper Mycteroperca dlfax.—
Yellow-flimed grouper, a large flsh, Mycteroperca vene-
nosa, of the famuy Serranidse. [Florida.]



group-flashing

group-flashing (grop'fla8h"ing), n. The flash-
ing of a light with varying periods between
the flashes, as in lighthouses. The flashes of a
group, two or three In number, are separated by very
short intervals and each group is divided from the next
group by a much longer period of darkness.

group-marriage (grep'mar"aj), n. A form
of marriage in wliieh a group" of men are con-
sidered the husbands of a group of women.
Keane, Man Past and Present, p. 153.

group-mind (grSp'mind), n. In social psycho!.,
the collective miud of a group, class, or so-
ciety ; the stock of beliefs, customs, attitudes,
etc., common to the members of such a group.
Some have maintained that the promptings of the

group-mind as felt by the individual belong in the uncon-
scious or involuntary part of his nature, and partalce of
the character of mechanical necessity.

BriTiton, Basis of Social Relations, p. 24.

group-tjrpe (grop'tip''), «. The common men-
tal and moral type, and the prevailing manner
of a social group. E. A. Boss, in Amer. Jour.
Soeiol., Vlfl. 762. .

group-wife (grSp'wif), n. A woman who is

one of a group considered to be the wives of a
group of men. See *group-niarriage.

Dr. Howitt says, " the germ of individual marriage may
be seen in the Dieri practice ; for as I shall show later
on, a woman becomes a Tippa-malku wife before she be-
comes a Pirrauru or group-wife." ^

Nature, Jan. 6, 1906, p. 226.

group-will (grop'wil), j(. An agreement or
concert of individual wills ; the common pur-
pose and determination of a social group.
JE. A. Boss, in Amer. Jour. Soeiol., VIII. 762.

group-wise (gr&p'wiz), a. Directed upon the
group rather than the individual ; pertain-
ing to the interest of the group. E. A. Boss,
Social Control, p. 28.

grous, ri. Same as grouse.
grouseberry (grous'ber'''i), n. The American
wintergreen or checkerberry, GauUheria pro-
eumbens. See wintergreen, 2.

grouse-locust (grous'lo'kust), n. A locust or
grasshopper of the subfamily TetUginee. J. B.
Smith, Econ. Bntom., p. 92.

grove-snail (grov'snal), n. A snail, Helix
nemoralis.

grow, V. i. 6. Of a crystal, to develop or en-
large by the addition of molecules arranged in
accordance with the laws of molecular attrac-
tion.

—

JSio^rtag pottery, earthenware or crockery
which exhibits the phenomenon of a crystalline growth
on its surface, caused by the chemical action of some of
its constituents.

growing-pains (gro-ing-panz")! fi.pl. Various
indefinite pains about the joints, especially of

the lower extremities, in children and ado-
lescents.

growing-point (gro'ing-point), «. In iot, the
cone of growth at the tip of the stem, at
which the apical cell is located and which is

the seat of vegetative activity.

growth, n—Apical growtli. See *apical.— Basal
growth. See *6a«ai.— Cone of growth. See *<!o«e.— Determinate growth, growth which ends with a bud
at the conclusion of the season.

—

Line Of growth, in

moUusks, especially bivalves, one of the concentric Imes
that mark the external surfaces of the shell and run paral-

lel to the free margin. Each line represents a period of

rest in the process of the formation of the shell.— Old
field growth. See mlwiUeer -Agrowth.— Second
growth, forest growth which comes up naturally after

cutting, fire, or other disturbing cause.—Volume
growui. See irinereinent, 6.— Volunteer growth, in

Jorestrj/f young trees which have sprung up m the open,
as white pine in old fields, or cherry or aspen in burned
tracts.

growth-line (groth'lin), n. Any line which
marks a stage of growth in an organism : as,

the growth-lines of a plant or of a shell.

growth-ring (groth'ring), n. A line of growth.
See *growth.
growthy (gro'thi), a. [growth + -y^.'] Some-
what overgrown; of rather more than the usual
size. [CoUoq.]
She was easily third and Mr. Clough's growthy im-

ported Merlin heifer Dorcas had to stand scaling down to

fourth. Rep. Kan. State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 194.

grub, m. 4. In cricket, a ball bowled along

white Grub {Lachnostema arcuata},

a, beetle ; S, pupa ; c, mature larva. All natural size. (Chittenden,
U.S. D. A.)
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the ground. Also called, in the slang of
oricketj sneaker and ,daisy-cutter.—3v^-hasidle
gmb, the chrysalis of any one of several lai'ge sphingid
moths, as the tobacco-sphinx, or the tomato-sphinx.
[Local., U. S.]—White grub, the larva of any scarabseid
beetle ; especially ol the Melotonthini, and the genus ifflcA-

notterna. The whitegrubs of Lachnostema and Cycloce-
phala or May-beetles do great damage to grass-land and
to strawberry, potato, and other crops planted In old sod.
Other well-known forms belong to iiie genera AUorhina
or June-beetles, Ldgyrus, and Cotatpa.

Grubbia (grub'i-a), n. [NL. -(Bergius, 1767),
named in honor of Michael Grubb, director of
the SwedishEastIndia Company and apatron of
science.] A genus of plants, constituting
the family Gruibiacese. They are heather-like
shrubs, with opposite, entire, linear or lanceolate, coriace-
ous leaves having revolute margins, and small flowers in
clusters of three, the clusters borne singly in the axils of
the leaves or congested in axillary cones. There are three
species, all South, African. .'

Grubbiaceae (griib-i-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (End-
lieher, 1838,), < Grubbia + -acese.l A family
of dicotyledonous apetalous plants of the or-

der Santalates, containing the single genus
*Grubbia (which see).

grub-fungus (grub'fung'''gus), n. A fungus
which attacks the grubs of buried insects and
replaces the body of the larva with mycelium.
The fruiting bodies of the fungus often develop from the
head, giving a peculiar homed effect The common
American species is Cordycepe Eaveiielii. C. Binensia is

used medicinally in China. See Cordycepe, with cut.

grub-prairie (grub'pra'ri), n. Land full of
roots requiring to be grubbed out. See the
extract. [Upper Mississippi region.]
In grub-prairies in the Northwestern states, the soil

is full of the roots of trees and bushes, often of the jack-
oak, hazel, etc., that have been killed back to the roots
by annual fires.

F. B. Hough, Elements of Forestry, p. 52.

grub-screw (grub'skrS), n. A set-screw hav-
ing no head but simply a slot for receiving the
screw-driver by means of which it is turned.
JoiM-. Brit. Inst, of Elect. Engin., 1902-03,

p. 384.

grubstake (grub'stak), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
grubstaked, ppr. grubstaking, [grub-stake, ».]

To fit out or supply with appliances, etc., for
some operation or undertaking, on condition
of sharing in the profits. See grub-stake, n.

Eleetrochem. Industry, March, 1904, p. 103.

gruenerite, n. See *grunerite.

gruff I, n. 2. Crude or impure saltpeter, as
imported from India.

Oru-gru worm. Same as gru-gru, 1.

griinauite (grfi'nou-it), n. [G. Griinau+-ite^.'\

A complex metallic mineral containing sul-

phur, bismuth, nickel, etc. : perhaps only a
mixture of the nickel sulphid polydymite with
bismuthinite and other species : from Grtinau,
Germany.
grundy-swallow (gmn'di-swoFo), n. [A
popular perversion of the original (AS. grurir-

deswelge, properly gundeswelge) of groundsel\

q. v.] The golden ragwort, Senecio aureus.

griinerite (grii'ner-it), n. [Named after Herr
Griiner, a German, who analyzed it.] An
iron amphibole (FeSiOs) occurring in brown
fibrous forms.
griineritization (grll^ner-i-ti-za'shon), n.

[griinerite + -ize + -ation.] In petrog., the
alteration of the minerals in a rock to grii-

nerite or iron metasilieate in the form of
amphibole.

griinlingite (grtin'ling-it), n. [Named after

,K6ii Grunling, a German mineralogist.] A
compound of bismuth, tellurium, and sulphur,

perhaps BuTeSa. It resembles tetradymite.

grunt, ». 3. Among the various fishes of the
genus Hsemulon and family HaemuUdse, so

named, are the following : Black grunt, Heemulon
bonariense; boar-grunt, H. seiurus; French grunt, H.
jlamlineatum ; gray grunt, H. rmicrostomum ; grunt
blackflsh, H. bonariense (see.*blackfish) ; Margaret grunt,
H.album ; open-mouthed grunt (same as French -kgrunt);

red-mouthed grunt, Bathystoma rimator; striped grunt,

Hsemulon macrostomum; white grunt, Bathystoma
striatus (see also capeuna)

;
yellow grunt (same as boar-

•kgrunt).

grunter, »., 1. (c) a horse which has the habit of

emitting a sound during expiration, when suddenly
moved or startled.

Grusian (gro'zi-an), a. and n. [Euss. Gruziya,

Georgia, + -ara.]' Same as Georgian^.

gryllid (gril'id), n. and a. I. n. A member of

the family Gryllidx.

II. a. Of or belonging to the orthopterous

family Gryllidie.

gryocnrome (gn'o-krom), n. [Said to be
formed (by Nissl)' from Gr. ypv, taken in the

sense of ' the dirt under the nail,' + xP^H^t
color.] In neurol, a nerve-eell in which the

chromatic substance exists in the form of

guadil

minute basophil granules which give the
stained protoplasm a dusty appearance.
There is also a considerable number of cells in which the

basophile substance is present as fine granules giving a
blue dusty appearance to the cell body. These cells
Nissl describes as '* gryochromes."

F. if. Bailey, in Jour. Exper. Med., Oct 1, 1901, p. 679.

gryphosis (gri-fo'sis), n. An incorrect form
01 gryposis.

(Srypocera (gri-pos'e-ra), n. ^eQ*Netrocera,%
Grypoceras (grip-os'e-ras), n. [Gr. ypmdi,
curved, + xtpaq, horn.] A genus of ammonoid
eephalopods or ammonites from the Triassio
rocks.

Grypotherium (grip-o-the'ri-um), n. [NL., ^

Gr. jpvirdg, curved, + 6))piov, beast, in allusion
to the claws.] A genus of extinct ground
sloths, related to and closely resembling My-
lodon and Megatherium. Some members of the genus
were contemporary with early man in southern South
America, and one species, G. listai, remains of which
were found in a cave in Patagonia, is supposed to have
been kept in a state of domestication.

G. S. An abbreviation (a) of Grand Scribe; (b)

ot Grand Secretary ; (c) ot Grand Sentinel ; (d)

of Grand Sentry.

Gshelian (gshel'i-an), n. [Russ. Gshel('sk) a
district in Russia'j + -ian.'] In geol., one of
the divisions of the Carboniferous system on
the continent of Europe which constitutes the
marine type of the uppermost part of the
system . The term 'Stephanian ' is applied to the lagoon
type of the same period. The Gshelian is better known
as the Uralian from the high development of the formar
tion in the Ui'al Mouni^s.
G-string, n. 2. A narrow strip of cloth worn
as a breeeh-clout. J, Mooney, Child life : in.

Cyc. of Indian Tribes.

G. T. An abbreviation (a) of Good Templar;
(6) of Grand Tiler.

Gt. Br., Gt. Brit. Abbreviations of Great
Britain.

gu. An abbreviation (a) of guinea; (6) of
gule.

guaba (gwa'ba), n. [Porto Eican.] Same as
*guava, 2.

guacamaia (gwa-ca-mi'a), n. [NL., < Central
American and W. Ind. guacamaya, a parrot.]
A large parrot-fish, Scarus Callyodon guaca-
maia. It is characterized by deep-blue teeth and is found
in the West Indies.

guacamphol (gwa-kam'fol), n. [gua(iacol) +
camphifir) + -ol.'\ An ester of guaiaeol and
camphoric acid, it is suggested as a remedy for the
nigh^sweats of phthisis ; also as an intestinal antiseptic.

guacima (gwa'se-ma), n. [Haytian name.] In
Porto Eico, Guazuma guasuma, a handsome
tree ofthe order ,Ster-

culiacese, which has
elm-like leaves and
axillary clusters of
small yellowish- i

white flowers. The I

fruit is an oval hard nut ^
having blunt projecting
tubercles all over its sur-

face. On the Pacific coasts
of Mexico the nuts are I
made into a drink called

'

orchata de gu&eima, to-
which sugar and lemon
are usually added. They
contain mucilage and are
sometimes administered
as aremedy forgonorrhea.
The innerbark is alsoused
medicinally. It is muci-
laginous and is adapted
for poultices. 1 1 is quite
tough and has been used for cordage. The tree is admiiubly
adapted for avenues. It may be repeatedly trimmed and
soon sends forth aluxuriantgrowthof small branches which
form a dense head. The young branches and fruit are
much relished by cattle. The wood, sometimes called
bastard cedar, is used for tubs, furniture, and interior
woodwork.

guacin (gwa'sin), ». [guaco + -dn^.] An amor
phous bitter principle obtained from the
leaves of guaco.
guaco, n. 3. Same as *huaco.
guacocoa (gwa-ko-ko'a), n. [Cuban.] A tree
of thetaxailyDaphnacese, Daphnopsis Guacocoa,
which yields a very strong, white bast-fiber,

guadalcazarite (gwa-dal-kaz'a-rit), n. [Gua-
dalcagar, in Mexico, -f- -ite'^.'i Sulphid of
mercury (metacinnabarite) containing a small
amount of zinc.

guadil (gwSi-del'), n. [Guanche name in the
Canary Islands.] One of the shrubs which
produce rhodium-wood, Convolvulus floridvs.
It isan ornamental slu'ub, from 4 to 6 feet high, thebranches
and linear leaves of which are covered with a white
powder. The flowers are pure white, so that when the
plant is in bloom it has the appearance of being covered
with snowflakes.

Guacima iGttazut)ia Gtrnxutna).
One fourth natural size.



giiaethol

gTiaethol(gwa-eth'61), n. [gua{iacum) +e«ft(er)
+ -ol.'\ Same as *ajacol.

gnaguanche (gwa-gwan'che), ». [Cuban.] A
small barracuda, Sphyrsena gtmchancho, found
in the waters of Cuba.
guaiacal (gwi'a-kal), n. [guaiac(um) + -ais."]

A little used name for crotonaldehyde, CH3CH

:

CHCHO, which is also called 2-bute)ial.

guaiacene (gwi'a-sen), n. [ffuaiac(um) + -ene.1

Same as "^guaiol, the incorrect name for *tiglic
aldehyde.

guaiacetin (gwi-as'e-tin), n. lguai{acum) +
acet{ic) + -i«2.] Pyroeatechin-monoaoetio
acid : used in medicine in about the same way
as ^aiaeol.
gnaiacol (gwi'a-kol), ». Same as guiacol.

gnaiacolate (gwl'a-ko-lat), n. (guaiacol +
-ate^.} A salt of guaiacol.

guaiaconic (gwi-a-kon'ik), a. [guaiacum +
-one +-ic.1 Derived from guaiaeum resin.

—

Gnolaconlc acid, a resinous, levoFotatoiy compoand,
C3SH40O10, which is obtained Irom gnaiacum resin. It
melta at 100' C, constitutes 70 percent of the crude guai-
acmn resin, and turns blue in the presence of oxldudng
agents. Also called a-resin.

gaaia(^l (gwi'a-sil), n. [jgimiac-um + -^.] A
whitish amorphous compound, (CeHo.O.CHs)^
(02Ca)(HS03)2, the calcium salt of guaiacol
Eulphonic acid : used as a local anesthetic.

gnaiakmol (gwi'a-kin-61), n. [jgvma{cum) +
hina + -ol."] A giiaiacolate of quinine.

gaaiamai (gwi'a-mar), n. {guai{aeoV) + L.
amarus, bitter.] The glycerol ester of guai-

c61 : used in medicine in about the same way
as guaiacol.

guaiaperol (gwi-ap'e-rol, n. {guaMi,(eoV) +
(pi)per(idine) + -ol"] A crystalline com-
pound, C6HiiN.(C7Hg02)2> obtained by the
action of piperidine upon guaiacol: used in

tuberculosis.

{niaiaquin (gm'a-kwin), n. [guaia(eol) +
gutji^ine).] A yellowish solid of bitter taste
consisting of quinine-guaiacol sulphonate,
CeH302.CH3.HSOs.C2oH24N202: an odorless
substitute for guaiacol.

guaiaqninol (gwi'a-kin-ol), n. [guaia(cum,)
+ quina + -0?.] Quinine bromguaiaoolate.
It is used in medicine.
guaiasanol (gwi'a-sa-nol), n. [_guaia{eum) +
L. (?) sanus, sound, + 'oZ.J Diethyl-glycocoll-
guaiacol hydrochlorid. It is soluble in water,
and is used in the same way as guaiacol.

Gtuiiasanol . . was introduced by £.Einhom andHtitz
as a soluble form of guaiaooL It crystallizes in white
prisms, having a faint odor and a saline, bitter taste.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 425.

gliaiene (gwi'en), n. (guai{acum) + -ene.]

A pale blue fluorescent hydrocarbon, Ci2Hi,2i
prepared by the distillation of guaiaeum resin
with zinc dust. It sublimes and forms bril-

liant plates, which melt at 97-98° C.

guaiol (gwi'61), ». [guai(acum)+-ol.'] 1. Same
as *tiglic aldehyde.—^2. Same as *champacol.
guajica (gwa-he'ka), n. [Cuban.] Poecilia

vittata, one of the MUifishes inhabiting streams
in Cuba.
goajilote^ (gwa-hf-lo'ta), n. A variant of
*cuajilote,

guajllote^ (gua-he-16'ta), n. A corruption of
cuajiote.

guako (gwS'ko), n. [From one of the pueblo
languages of "New Mexico, prob. Tehua.] A
vegetable dye used by the Pueblo Indians to
paint their pottery black. It is probably ob-
tained from the root and stalks of a species of

Artemisia.

guama (gwa-ma')) »• [Porto Bican and Vene-
zuelan.] A tree of the mimosa family, Inga
laurina, extensively used in the West Indies
and in Venezuela and Colombia as a coffee

shade-tree. It bears broad, bean-like pods,

with an edible, sweet, fluffy pulp.

guamacho (gwa-ma'cno), n. [Native name in

Venezuela.] A tree, Pereskia Guamacho of

the cactus family, 12 to 15 feet high, which
bears yellow flowers and branches covered
with long, straight spines. When planted in rows
it forms impenetrable hedges. It yields quantities of a
pale brown gum, which diaaolves completely in water.

[Venezuela.]

gliamo (gwa-mo'), n. [Venezuelan.] Same as

*guama.
.

guamuchil (gwa-m6-chel ),n. [Mexican gua-

mticMl, huamuchil, guamaehil, < Aztec quamo-

c7^i«.] A tree, PitheeoloUum dulee, which

bears abruptly pinnate leaves and pods which

contain a sweet edible aril suiTounding the

seeds. [Mexican.] See *lcamachiles.

Guanacaztli iEttteroiobium cyelo

carfium).

a, fruit, one fourth natural size

;

6, seed, three fourths natural
size.
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gnana^, n. [Cuban.] 2. The name in Cuba
for the lace-like inner bark of the blue or

mountain mahoe, Pariti elatum, a malvace-
ou^ tree 50 to 60 feet high. The fiber is ob-

tainable in broad bands up to ]S or 15 inches wide.

Formerlyitwasmuchusedfor tying up bundles of cigars i

its place lor this purpose, however, has been taken by
niecially woven silk bands. It is extensively used in the
TJnited States and Enrope for making women's hate and
millinery trimmiogs. Commercially known as Cuba bast.

glianacaste (gwa-na-kas'ta), n. [CostaBican.]
Same as '''guanacaztU.

guanacaztli (gwa-na-kas'tle), ». [Mex. gua-
nacastU, < Nahuatl quauhnacazUi, ' ear-tree,' <

quauifl, tree, + mo-
caztli, ear.] The ear-
drop tree or ear-pad
tree, Enterolobium
cyclocarpum, a large,

handsome tree of the
mimosa family, it
has wide-spreading sym-
metrical branches, twice-
pinnate leaves, globular
heads of flowers, and pecu-
liar pods shaped like a
human ear, the inner
suture of the legume
being very much con-
tracted and the outer
forming the periphery of
a circle, so that the
rounded top of the pod
meete the rounded base.
The pods contain a
sweetish pulp surroimd-
ing the hard seeds and are eaten by cattle, by means
of which the undigested seeds are disperaed without
losing their vitality. At Colima, Mexico, the natives use
the seeds in times of scarcity as a substitute for maize.
The wood is used for troughs, canoes, and in house-build-
ing, and the pods and bark are rich in tannin and are
used as a substitute for soap in washing. Also called c(m-
acaste and guanacaste.

guanase (gwa'nas), n. {iguan(ine) + -ase.] An
autolytie fermentwhich causes the transforma-
tion of guanine to xanthin.
gnanazole (gwa'na-zol), n. \^udn{ine) + az-
(ote) + -oZ.] A colorless compound,

NH — C(NH)
NH <

I
which crystallizes in mono-

C(NH)NH
clinic prisms, and melts at 206° C. It ia a
feeble base, gives a deep red color with ferric
chlorid, and is also called 3, 5-diamino-l, 2, 4-
triazin.

guandee (gwan-de'), n. Same as *gandul.
guanidin (gwa'ni-din); n. lguan(ine) + .4d +
-ine^.} A strong crystallizable base, CHgNa,
which results on oxidation from guanine.
In combination with ornithln, as arginin, it represents
one of the most constant decomposition-products of the
albuminous molecule.

gtianimin (gwa'ni-min), n. [guan(ine) +
imine.'] A basic substance which is formed
by the action of heat upon a guanidin salt of
a fatty acid.

guano, «.— Phospho-Pemvlan guano, a trade-name
for a mixture of superphosphate of lime and Peruvian
guano : used as a fertilizer.

guanobiliary (gwa*no-bil'i-a-ri), a. [guano +
biliary. 2 Noting a biliary acidj which proba-
bly belongs to the glyoooholic-acid group,
found in Peruvian guano.
gnano-hom (gwS'no-hSrn), «. A tin tube
about 3 feet long and 2 inches in diameter,
used in applying guano and similar fertilizers
to plowed land. U. iS. Bept. Ag., Bulletin 33.
1896, p. 194.

-r »» ,

guanoline (gwa'no-lin), n. \j3wmo+ -0I +
-me2.] A colorless compound, HN:C(NH2)
NHCOOC2H5, formed from guanidin and
ethyl ehloroarbonate. It crystallizes with
^HgO in trimetric laminsB, melting at 100° C.
Also called guanolene and ethyl guanadinecar-
ioxylate.

goanylic (gwa-nU'ik), a. yuan(ine) +-yl +4c.']
Noting a nucleinic acid, C44He6N2oP40s4, ob-
tained from the pancreas.
gnao (gwa'6), n. [Cuban Sp., of native origin.]
A West Indian tree of the cashew family,
Comoeladia dentata. Its edible fruit is known
as maiden-phim (which see). In Mexico the name
is applied to several plante with acrid juice which causes
eruptions of the skin, especially to the poison-o^ {Rhus
Toadeodettdron) and CamoelttMa Engleriama, which are
also called tetlaMa.

guaparanga (gwa-pa-rang'ga), n. [Braz.]
See Marlieria.

guapena (gwa-pa'na), n. [W. Ind. ?] Same as
ribbon-fish.

guaperra (gwa-per'va), n. [Pg, (Lacerda).]
A trigger-fish of the genus BaUstes. ,

guapinol (gwa-pe-nol'), n. [Mex. Sp., < Na-
huatl quamtl, tree, + pinolU, a kind of flour.

guardo-move

There is a dry mealy pulp surrounding the
seeds.] The courbaril, Mymensea Courbaril.

See Hymenxa.
guar (gwar), n. Same as gouaree.

guara^ (gwa'ra), n. [Cuban Sp., from a native
name.] In tropical America, several species
of Cupania, trees of the family Sapindacese,

having pinnate leaves and racemes or panicles
of small flowers. In Porto Eico C. Americana fat-

nishes a wood which, though soft^ is susceptible of a high
polish. Its fruit is a three-celled capsule which opens on
ripening and displays its black seeds with yellow aril

about their base. Guara blanca, or guara de costa, is

C. glabrct, a species common in the West Indies, and
guara Colorado, or guara macho, is C. macrophylla, a
Cuban species. In Jamaica the timber of these trees is

called loblolly.wood.

guarabu, ». 3. A large tree of the family
Csesalpiniacese, Peltogyne eonfertiflora, which
yields a useful wood and from the bark of
which a fine red dye is obtained.

gnaracha (gwa-ra'eha), n. [Mex. Sp.^ also

guaraehe, huaracho, h'uarache.^ 1. A Kind of
sandal used by the Mexicans and the Indians
of Mexico.—2. A graceful Spanish dance, or
the music for it.

guaraguao (gwa-ra-gwa'9), n. [Porto Bican.]
In Porto Bico, a name of several trees of the
genera Trichilia and Samyda, of the mahogany
family. The most important is S. Ovidonia, the hard,

red wood of which resembles mahogan}[ bat is cross-

grained and has larger pores. It is nsed in construction
and for fumitur& The tree has abruptly pinnate leaves
and axillary clusters of white flowers followed by reddish-
brown, capsular fruit. T. spondioides, known as white
bitter-wood in Jamaica, furnishes timber for construction,
and for making carts, boats, and farm implements. See
Trichilia and Samyda.

guard, »., 3. {g) In foot-ball, basJcet-baU, anA '

similar games, a player occupying a certain
position. In foot-ball there are two guards, who play
on either side of the center rush: in basket-ball the
guard prevents the opposing forward from throwing
goals.—Guards or guardians of the pole, the two
stara ^ (Kochab) and y in the constellation of Ursa minor.—Main guard, (a) MUit.: (l) See guard. (2) The
guard from which m the other guards are detached.

(3) A guard chosen from the troops of a garrison under
which all drunkards, etc, are placed. (4) See maini.
(ft) In fort., the keep of a castle ; the lodging of the
main guard.

—

To give guard, in cricket, of the umpire,
to inform the batsman, when he holds bis bat upright
before the wickets, which of the three stumps the bat is

covering.

—

Tonm the guard. See*r«»i.—To take
guard, in cricket, of the batsman, to ask the umpire,* as
the bat is held upright before the wickets, which of the
three stumps it is defending.

guarda-COSta (gar^da-kos'ta), n. Naut., a
Spanish gunboat mostly employed against
smugglers ; a coast-guard vessel.

guara-bolt (gard'bolt), ». In a mowing-ma-
chine, the screw-bolt used to fasten the finger-
guardB in place. See mowimg-madhi'm.
guard-book, n. 2. Na/oal, a book in which
are entered the ciders and official information
received by the boarding-officer of the guard-
ship of a fleet or squadron.
guard-detail (gard'df-tal*), «. The squad de-
tailed from a company for guard-duty.
Guardians of the pole. See *guard.

guard-iron (gard'i*6m), n. 1, pi. ^q& guard-
irons.—2, An iron strap placed along the
outside edge of the wheel-guard of a paddle-
steamer.—3. A guard or fender attached to
the front end of an English locomotive.
guard-lamp (gard'lamp), n. In telephony, an
incandescent lamp in a central station so con-
nected as to serve as a signal or indicator to
prevent; mistakes on the part of an operator.
Elect. World and Engin., Dec. 12, 1903, p. 966.

guard-leaf (gard'lef), n. A leaf that grows
between the clusters of a blossom of a double
hollyhock. Stand Diet.

guard-lock (gSrd'lok), n. 1. A lock placed
at the junction of an artificial canal with the
sea or other natural body of water whose level
is subject to an extent of fluctuation undesir-
able for the canal. When boats are required
to enter oj leave the canal while a difference
of level prevails between the water in the
canal and outside, a pair of locks is necessary

;

otherwise a single lock is sufficient.— 2. Any
lock used to guard a keyhole or to guard an-
other lockj as in the locks of the boxes of a
safe-deposit vault, wlxere the key to the guard-
lock may be held by the attendant of the vault
and the key of the box by the renter, both keys
being used to open the box. See duplex *loclc.

guaraq (gar'do), n. Areceiving-ship or -vessel
on which enlisted men are temporarily quar-
tereduntil drafted to sea-going vessels. [Naval
saUors' slang.]

guardo-move (^r'do-mSv), n. Naut, a trick
played upon a landsman on a receiving-ship.



guard-pile

guard-pile (gard'pil), n. A pile driven in a
waterway near and in front ot a dock, pier,

abutment, or other structure, for the purpose
of protecting the latter from injury Toy ship-
ping or heavy floating bodies.
gliard-pin (gard'pln), ». In a small firearm,

a pin used to fasten the trigger-guard.

guard-plate, n. 2. A curved plate used to

prevent a flexible disk-valve from opening or
lifting beyond the distance limited by the
plate.

guard-polyp (gard'poKip), ». In some hy-
droid polyps, as Plv/nmlaria, a tentacle-like

projection of the eoenosarc, bearing thread-
cells, or adhesive globules, and stirrounded
by a hydrotheoa. It has, probably, a nutritive
function, serving to catch food. Also nemato-
phore, sarcotkeoa, and maehopolyp.
guard-rail, ». 2. JTaM*., a fore-and-aft timber
bolted on the outside of the covering-board or
plank-sheer on steam-vessels navigating har-
bors, lakes, and rivers, to act as a fender when
lying alongside of other vessels, or when made
fast to a dock. Sometimes a second guard-
rail is carried along the sides just above the
water, and is then called a bilge guard-rail.

gruard-ring, n. 2. In elect., an annular metal
plate which surrounds the attracted disk of
an electrometer and is maintained at the same
potential as the disk.

guard-strap (gard'strap), n. A strip of sheet-
iron arched above the top of a driving-wheel
of a locomotive.

guard-TTlre (gard'wir), n. In electric railway
construction, a wire stretched above the
trolley-wire to prevent its coming in contact
with other and still higher wires. Jou/r. Brit.

Inst, of Elect. Engin., 1901-02, p. 91.

Quareschi and Mosso's base. See *l)ase^.

guariuite (gwa'ri-nit), n. A calcium titanosUi-
cate which occurs in yellow tabular crystals
at Monte Somma, near Naples.
Guamieri body. See *body and *Cytoryctes.

guarri (gwa'n), n. [Hottentot name.] In
South Africa, the fruits of any one of several
shrubs belonging to the genus Euclea of the
ebony family, especially of E. imdulata, the
edible red fruits of which are esteemed by
the Hottentots. See *Euclea^.

guarumo (gwa-rS'mo), n. [Also gua/runibo;

from a native name.] In tropical America,
several trees of palm-like aspect with slender
trunks surmounted by a ci-est of large leaves,

especially various species of Cecropia. In
Mexico the name is applied to C. peltata and
C. Mexicana.
guasa (gwa ' sa), ». [Cuban.] The great jew-

fish of the West Indies, Promierops itaiara.

guaseta (gwa-sa'ta), n. [Cuban Sp. ; dim. of

guasa.'] A small sea-bass, !4Zpfees<esa/er, of the
family Serranidee. [Cuba.]

Guastalllue (gwa'sta-lin), n. [It. Guastalla,

name of the foundress.] A member of a
female religious orderfounded in 1534by Coun-
tess G-uastalla, and known as Angelicals (which
see).

Gnastavlno constmctlon. A system of masonry con-

structiou extensively practised in the United States by
a Spanish builder
named Baiael Guas-
tavino. The Guasta^
vino arch is the tim-

brel arch composed
of two or tliree layers

of thin tiles laid in

the most perfect cement It is practically homogeneous
like an egg-shell and capable of resisting great pressure.

Quate. An abbreviation of Chiatemala.

gliativere (gwa-te've-ra), n. [Cuban guatlbere,

from a native West Indian name (Pichardo).]

553 guide-fossil

guatucupa (gwa-tS-ko'pa), n. [Pg., from a guemul (ga-m61'), ». [Sp. guemul, from a 8.

native name.] The pork-fish of the West Indies, ' --'^^— - •
- ' o— ii.

Amsotremvs virginicus.

guava, n. 2. In Porto Eico, Inga vera, a tree

of the family Mimosacese, used as a shade-tree
in coffee-plantations. See Inga and coco-wood.
2.— Cattley guava, Psidium Cattleyanum, a shrub or

small tree, from 10 to 20 feet high, native to Brazil. It

haa leathery, glossy, evergreen leaves and round, claret-

Amer. native name.] A species of South
American deer of mecdum size, usually placed
in the genus Furcifer. There are two species, F.
chilensis and F. antisiensis, which range along the Andes
from Peru to Patagonia. They are characterized by the
antlers, which have a single fork, the front prong of

which is the longer ; by the presence of tuslcs in the upper
jaw of both male and female ; and by the unspotted coat

., „ , ^ _ ofthefawn.
red, acid fruits an inch in diameter, with a strawberry-like guenon (gwe-non'), ». [F.] A French name,
fragrance and flavor. It is cultivated in California and " ._. o.p,^«ollv arlnTitBrt aa n honk-namfi for
Florida for its fruit, which makes fine jeUy. CaUed also jery generally aaoptea as a DOOK-name, lor

strawberry-guava, purple guava, and in Brazil arofa de the oM-WOrid monlieys 01 the genus OercO-
Praya. A dwarf variety, with larger, yellow, sweeter pithecus.
bmU, is cidleA yellow Cattley giMva, yalow strawberry- g-,aj.ar.(. (se-ia.'vo). n. [Mex.! An atheri-
o«am or CAiJKseomm.- Chinese euava, the yeUow 6 .*',\B

^^^^^ orflmdoraZc found in
Cattley guava.— French guava. (a) The pear-shaped JO"! nsn, umrosioma granaocuie, rouna in

variety of the common guava. (6) In Barbados, the ring- Lake Patzcuaro, Mexico.
worm-shrub, Herpetiea aiato.— Hlll-gnava, the hill- ga^ridou (ga-re-don'), n. [F., from the name
foosebei^, Rhodomyrtus tmnentom. See hUl *gooee-

^j j^ character in a farce.] A small round
objects of
or silver:

matic berries about half an inch in diameter. Called
Tnountain -guava in Jamaica.— Strawbeny-euava.
Same as CaiUey -kgua/ca,

guava-berry (gwa'va-ber"i), n. In the West
Indies, a small tree of the myrtle family,
Eugenia Imeata, which bears juicy red fruits of
the size of cherries, which are eaten raw, pre-
served, or made into cordial.

Guavlna (gwa-ve'na), n. [Cuban.] 1. A genus
of gobioid fishes found in fresh waters of the

usually with a single stem and tripod base.

Guernsey, »• 3. [eap.'\ Abreed of dairy cattle,

named from lie island of Gruemsey in the
English Channel. It is slightly larger than
the Jersey, lacks the black marMngs about the
face, and has the inside of the ear yellow.

guerre de course (gar de kSrs'). [P. 'war of

roving' (privateermg).]'" Commerce-destroy-

Welt Indies andBrazil : typified by G. guavma, guest-ant (gest'ant), n. An ant which lives as

of the rivers of Cuba.- 2. [i. c] A name ap- » g"«st m the colony of another species, as

plied in Cuba to the elongate, flat-headed J^e European Forrm^xenus mUdulus,whieh

gobies.-Onavlnahoyera, AwaZ^bLana, <igoUoid ^""^^ ^% ^ ^^^^t m the oolomes of Formica

Bsh found m fresh waters on both coasts of tropical Amer- «/«• CamOnOge JS/at. Mtst., \ i. 1D».

ica.— Gnavlnamapo,i>onnieiitornu(cu2atii«, a gobioid guest-bee (gest be), )i. A bee which lives as
flsh found on both coasts of tropical America.—Guavlna g. smest or inquiline m the nests of another bee

:

t6tard,j;ieo«mja«onM, a gobioid flsh found in streams m i.t° ^t -l^
f

+t^ aanua Pidthvruii are
tlie Westlndies and south to Rio Janeiro.

inus tne Dees or xne genus jrsimyrus are

guaviyu (gwa-ve-yo'), ». [Braz.] In southern guests m the nests of bumble-bees.

•^BnTzU ail northern ArgeUna, either of two guestling (gest hng), n. [A perversion of

trees belonging to the myrtle family, Eugenia Suestmg with substitution of -Img for -»«<,i.]

^m^ntipungenl Both yilidTdible ^^^^^^^'^^.l^^^^^^^^'^:^^;
^^^^"]^^;l':me"\^fer:zilKX=s Sw^^^^^^ A wasp of the

plant, Urena lobata, yielding a useful fiber.

See *aramma, *Cxsar-weed and Urena.

guayaba (gwa-ya'ba), m. [Sp.] Same as gtiava.

Also guayava.
guayacan (gwa-ya-kan'), n. [S. Amer. ?] 1.

The lignum-vitsB, Gv,aiacum officinale and G.
sanctum.— 2. In the southwestern United
States and Mexico, a shrub or small tree, Por-
Ueria angustifolia, closelyrelated to the lignum-
vitte.— 3. In Argentina, a large leguminous
tree, Csesalpinia melanocarpa, yielding a very

family MasaridsB : so named by Comstock be-
cause it is supposed that all of the species of
this family are inquilines.

guevarism (ga-var'izm), «. The euphuistic
literary style which originated in imitation of
that of the Spanish writer Antonio de Guevara
(1490-1545).
At the close of Bemer's ' Golden Boke ' is a passage ap-

plauding the "swete style" of "the sentences of this
booke." ... Most probably this "envoy" in praise of
OuevariMrb was written by Sir Francis Bryan.

S. L. Lee, in Athenseum, July 14, 1883, p. 50.

Guastavino Construction.

hard, heavy wood which resembles lignum- guevarist (ga-var'ist), n. An imitator of the

vitffl except that it is of a reddish-black color, literary style of Antonio de Guevara.

Its fruits are used for tanning and dyeing in the guglia (gS'lya), n. [It. guglia, orig. aguglia, a
same manner as dvoi-divi.—^. In Panama, a needle, an obeUsk, etc., < ML. acucula, L.

bignoniaceous tree, Tecoma Guayacan. amciila, a needle : see adcula, aiguille, aglet.]

guayava (gwS-yS'va), n. Same as guava. In Hal- arch., a decorative obelisk, or upright

guayavi (gwa-ya've), ». [Native name.] In shaft, used as a monument.
Argentina, a large tree of the borage family, Guiana chestnut. See *ehestnut.

Patagonula Americana. It yields a soft and Guiano-Brazilian (ge-a'-'no-bra-zil'ian), n. In
easily worked useful wood. zoogeog., a subregionproposedby Sclaterwhich
guayavita (gwa-ya-ve'ta), n. [Sp. dimin. of includes the greater part of South America,
guayava."] In Porto Eico, the bayberry, Pi- east of the forests of the Andes, between the
menta racemosa (Ca/ryophyllus racemosus of Isthmus of Panama and lat. 30° S., as well as
Miller), the leaves of which yield bay-oil, Trinidad.

the source of bay-rum. See bayberry, 3, and guib (gwib), n. [See guiba.] The harnessed
Pimenta^. antelope, Tragelaphus mctus.

guayrote (gwi-ro'ta), n. [Porto Eican.] A Guichen shales. See *shale^.

tree of the family" ,8a6iace«, Meliosma obtusi- guide, n., 6. {e) pi. In an engine, the rods on which,

folia, native to Porto Eico. it is generally dis- ?r.S^??'????f,^.A^*;7A™^?'S'^_*?« "=':<?=•''«»'* ""lie P's^on

r . 1 *.«^

Guativere {Ce^halopkolis/ulvus^unctattts).

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

A name of several fishes of the West Indies

;

specifically, a serranoid fish, Cephalopholis

fuJvus, of a bright red, yellow, or brown color,

with blue spots, ranging from Florida to Brazil.

Also called guativere amoriJto.—Black sniatlvere.

tributed throughout the island and is valued for its wood,
which is much used locally. Called also aguaeatUlo.

guazu (gwa-so'), n. [Guarani gua^, ' deer.']

The marsh-deer of South America, Odocoileus

or Blastocervs campesiris.

guazuti (gwa-s6-te')) »• [Guarani gua^U,
' deer of the field.'] The pampas-deer of South
America, Odocoileus or Blastocerus campeatris.

gubat (go'bat), n. [Tagalog.] A forest.

gubbin, n. 3. pi. [cap.] The almost wUd in-

habitants of Dartmoor, England.

Gubbio pottery. See *pottery.

Cnhemacularcord. See Acordi.- Gnhemacular sac.
Same as gubemaculum, 2. _,sj_ i _j /...ij/t,;;«j\ „
gudgeon! n ^ Eleotris coxU, a gobioid fish ^faSKtra^eL:,
g^doMg^dKtVuss. ...«.] A Sim- ^«,?Jf-y-

^" *^«—— ^-
Krttr^^hX^rv^eZS'asToLr^ ^d/curve (gid'k^rv), „. Same as *guide.

slides : usually called cross-head guides.

8. In surg.: (a) A filiform bougie passed
through a stricture of the urethra or other
canal, over which a tunneled sound of larger
size is passed. See tunneled. (6) A sound,
grooved in its convexity, which is passed
through the urethra into the bladder and
against which the point of the knife is directed
in operations upon the prostatic urethra.

guide-blade (gid'blad), n. A vane or blade,
usually thin, placed in the path of a fluid to
guide it in a certain direction. Such guide-blades
are used in steam and water turbines properly to direct
the current of steam or water against the moving blades.

A board contain-
ing directionsto travelers, set up at points on

Same as 'nigger-fish. —lieA guativere, Cmhalopholis

^S. 'tTs sc\rStforZd SitTshXw ^^4^^ guembolite, n. See *gumbeUfe.

guelder-rose,m.—Maple or maple-leaved guelder- -J >-w^^/f„.«ix A fossil KTiPpi«H
rose the maple-leaved arrow-wood. Viburnum aceri- gUlOe-IOSSll tgiu los ii;, n. A. lossu species

/oimm.—Virginian guelder-rose, the ninebaik, Opu- regarded as specially characteristic of a given
laster opulifdius. geological formation, horizon, or fauna; an

' "

index-fossil.



guide-iron

guide-iron (^d'i'fem), n. A piece of iron rod
which, having been bent to the contour of a
curved pipe-pattem, is used as a guide by
which the core-maker strickles up its core
without the use of a core-box, Lockwood.
guide-lay (^d'la), n. See *side-lay.

guide-mill (gid'mil), «. A rolling-mill in
which the smaller sizes of iron or steel bars
are rolled, it is fitted, in front of the passes, with
guides, so that the billets or rods shall be presented cor-

rectly to the nip of the rolls.

guide-pin (gid'pin), n. 1. A pin that per-

forates or defines the position of paper in

the process of printing, to guide the proper
placing of the sheet for following impressions
on that paper.—2. One of a set of jjins used
to hold the hub and felly of a wheel in a con-
centric position while they are being worked.

guide-plate (gid'plat), w. 1. In. textile manuf.,
an iron plate, perforated with holes, for guiding
several ends of sliver through the drawing-
frame. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 173.—2.

A'plate which holds the axle-box of a locomo-
tive inposition longitudinally, while permitting
it to slide up and down,
guide-pulley, «. 2, In oval-turning, a pulley

for driving the guide or model at the same
speed as the blank which is being turned.

guide-ring (gld'ring). n. In angling, a metal
ring attached to a fishing-rod, through which
the line runs.

guide-straight (gid'strat), n. In prejeeUve
geom., any straight of one ruled system on a
ruled surface with reference to another ruled
system (of which it is said to be a guide-
straight).

guide-wheel (rid'hwel), n. A wheel which is

provided for the purpose of guiding a moving
structure, rather than of supporting its weight

;

a pilot-wheel.

The boats are furnished with a hinged device at both
ends and provided with guide-wheels to roll on, and at
each side of the outer rail, so that they are kept at a
proper distance from the track.

Sci. Amer. Sup., Apnl IS, 1903, p. 222X4.

Chiignardia (gwij

[NL. (Viala am
L. Guignard, a
French bota-
nist.] A genus
of pyrenomyee-
tous fungi of
the family My-
cospheerellacesB.
The perithecia are
membranous and
are embedded in
the tissue of the
host ; the spores
are ellipsoid or spin-
dle-shaped and hy-
aline. The species
are numerous, oc-
curring chiefly on
leaves. Thepycnid-
ial condition of
some species is

known to corre-
spond to species of
Phoma oftheFungi
Imperfecti, G. Bid-
wetlii causes one of

-nar'di-a or gen-ySr'di-a), n.

Kavaz" 1892), named" for

Guignardia Bidttieliii.

a, portion of epidermis of a grape show-

lijciiii cauaes uiie oi '°B pustules with pycnidia of the Phoma
wein-i uiuaeB uiie oi ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^. ^^^ ^^^ j^^ spores escaping
tne most uestructive ingelatinous worm-likemasses(enlarged);
diseasesofthegrape, 6, portion of a pycnidium showing free

known as black rot. spores and the basidia upon which they

See rot, 2 (6), and were borne (highly magnified) i c, section

arave-rot of a mature ascigerousperithecum showing
" ,J\'. ' , .,1/ numerous asci (highly magnified); d, two

guild-tree(gllO - separate asci containing spores (highly

+T.£t^ m THa magnified); «, separate ascospores (more
tie;, «. iUO

highly magnified).
European bar-
berry, Serieris vulgaris, naturalized in the
United States.

Guillaume alloy. Same as *invar.

guillotine, ». 4, A machine for breaking iron

by means of a falling weight.

guillotine-shears (gU'o-ten-sherz), «. A heavy
type of shearing-machine: used principally for

the cutting up of puddled bars and slabs ready

for piling. The shears are similar to those of ordinary

shearing-machines, but are parallel to the plane of ma-

chine framework instead of being set transversely. Lock-

wood.

Guilty ball. See^bain.
guinara (gf-na'ra), n. [Philippine Sp., from

an undetermined native name.] In the Phil-

ippine Islands, a rather coarse stiff cloth made
from the fibers of Manila hemp. Gaz. Philip-

pine Is., 1902, p. xxxiv.

guinea, », 4. An Italian, [Slang, eastern

U. 8,]—Military guinea, the English guinea of 1813.

-TWrd of a guinea, an English gold cota, of the value

of seven shillings, struck in the time of George 111.

guinea-boat (gin'e-bot), ». A fast galley, pro-
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pelled by oars, used In former times to smug-

gle gold across the English Channel,

euinea-fOWl, m.— Oulnea-fowl wood, either one of

two small trees of the famUy Mymnaceae.Badula Bar-

theeia and B. irmiiaris, natives of Mauritius : so called

from the glandular punctate leaves and dotted flowers.

guinea-keet (gin'e-ket), «. A guinea-hen.

[Southern U. S,]
. ^ , .

guinea-pig, n. 4+. A junior midshipman in

the East India service,—Abyssinian gulnea-plg,

a fanciers' name for a rough-coated breed somewhat larger

than the ordinaiy guinea-pig.—Peruvian gUlnea-pig,

a modern breed with long, silky hair.

guinea-red (gin'e-red), n. See *redi.

guinea-violet (gin'e-vi"o-let), n. See *violeti.

Guipure d'art, linen net upon which are worked raised

patterns.—Guipure de Flanders, a pillow-lace of the

guipure-lace order, ornamented with floral designs con-

nected by bars and brides.

guisaro (ge-sa'ro), n. [Native name,] In Cen-

tral America, a tree of the myrtle family, Psid-

ium molle, related to the guava. It bears

small, acid fruits having the flavor of straw-

berries.

guitar-fiddle Cgi-tar'fld"l), «. An early form
of viol, precedingthe violin, the body of which
was flat like that of a guitar. It had five

strings, of which the two highest were usually

tuned in unison,

guitar-fish (gi-tar'fish), n. A shark-like ray of

the family Bhinobatidee, inhabiting warm sea,s;

specifically, Bhinobatus producttts.

guitar-plant (gi-tar'plant), n. Tricondylus

tinetorius. a small Tasmanian shrub of the

family Proteacese, often cultivated for its orna-

mental foliage. Ttiemealy dust which clothes

the seeds yields a rose-colored dye when in-

fused in water.
guitarro (ge-tar'ro), n. [Sp,, < guitarra, a gui-

tar.] The " Spanish name of Bhinobatus per-

cellens and of other species of guitar-fish.

guitar-violoncello (gi-tar've"o-lon-cher6), n.

Same as *arpeggione.

gulash (go'lash), n. [Also goulash, goulasch,

etB.,<B.wag.gulyas-h4s, lit. 'shepherds meat';
gulyas, shepherd, herdsman (<g'^?^a,herd); hus,

flesh,] A Huiigarian stew of beef, veal,

potatoes, etc., highly seasoned.
guldan (gul'dan), n. [Pers. *gvlddn, < gul,

flower, rose, + dan, holding,] APersianflower-
vase, one form of which is provided with sev-
eral tubes arrauged around the central open-
ing,

gulden, n,— CSold-golden, a gold florin current in Ger-
many and the Low Countries from the flfteenth to the
eighteenth centm-y.- St. Andrles gulden, a gold coin
of the count of Holland in the flfteenth centuiy.— St.
Maartens gulden, a gold piece struck by the bishops of

Utrecht in the flfteentli century.

gulix (gu'liks), n. [PI. of GiiUh (so, linens),

so called from D. GuUk, Gr. Jiilich (F. Juliers),

a town in Prussia.] A linen fabric of fine tex-

ture used for shirts.

guU^, m.—Franklin's gull, Larus franklini, a ^inall

species which has, in the breeding plumage, ahood of dull

black encircling the head and upper neck, and the blue of

the back darker than in Bonaparte's gull. It is about 14

inches long and 35 in spread of wing. Abundant in the
central and western United States.

gulleter (gul'et-er), n. In angling, a tool for

extracting a fish-hook from a fish's gullet.

gulle't-tooth (gul'et-tSth), n. In a circular saw
having inserted teeth, a single tooth adapted
to a gullet-saw blade. See gullet-saw.

gull-grass (gul'gras), n. The goose-grass, Ga-
lium Aparine.

gnllyi, n. 3, A catch-basin,

gully-drain (gul'i-dran), n. A pipe or drain
which extends from a street drainage catch-
basin, catch-pit, or gully.

gully-drainage (gul'l-dra^naj), n. The drain-
age-water, sewage, or other refuse water pass-
ing through a gully.

gully-raker (gul'i-ra^ker), n. 1, A long whip.
As the day wore on, they overtook bullock-drays lurch-

ing along heavily, . . . the driver appealing occasionally
to some bullock or other by name, following up his admo-
nition bya sweeping cut of his" (/liZiy-rafrer," and a report
like a musket-shot.

A. C. Grant, Bush-Life in Queensland, I. 40.

2, A cattle-thief, [Australian slang in both
senses.]

gully-root (gul'i-rSt), n. In the West Indies,
the roots of the guinea-hen weed, PeUveria
alliacea, which are used locally as medicine.
See Petiveria.

gully-squall (giil'i-skwal), n. A violent wind
of short duration, from me mountain ravines
of tropical America, sometimes experienced
in the Pacific Ocean, ,

guloc (gS'lok), n. Same as machete. Also
golok.

glimbelite

gulonic (gu-lon'ik), a. [gul(ose) + -one + -ic]

Belated to gulose,— anionic acid, a colorless com-
pound, C6H10O7, isomeric with dextronlc acid. It passes

very rapidly into its anhydrid, CgHioOg.

gulose (gu'los), n. [Formation not ascer-

tained.] A colorless syrupy sugar, C6H,20g,
nnfermentable by beer-yeast. It is produced
by the reduction of gulonic acid.

gulper (gul ' p6r), n. A deep-sea eel, Sacco-

pharynx ampullaceus, and other species of the

Gulper iSaccopkarynx ampullaceus').

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

family Saccopharyngidie., remarkable for the
extraordinary extension of the gape.

gulpin (gul'pin), n. [Perhaps orig. "gulp-in,

one who would 'gulp in' or swallow anything
told him.] One who swallows without ques-

tion whatever he hears; a simpleton or credu-

lous person; among sailors a 'marine.'

gUm^, n.—Alk gum. Same as CMan turpentine. See
Chian Amrad gmn, awhite, yellow, or brown substi-

tute for gum arable obtained from the Abyssinian high-

lands, probably derived from Acacia scorpiodes. It has a
sweetish taste and a resinous smell.—Animal gum, a
complex organic substance, obtained from mucin, which
on decomposition yields a carbohydrate that is not fer-

mentable but reduces metallic oxids. It was discovered

by Landwehr. The supposed formnlais (C6H]oOb)2.—
Artificial gum. Same as dea;(n'«e.— Babul gum, a

crude gum arable obtained from Acacia scorpiodes. Also
called Bengal gum and Qond {iaA«<{.— Baulllnla retusa
gum. Same as Bauhinia variegata -^gum.—Bauhinla
yaxlegata gum, agum which resembles Indian gum ar-

able but is not very adhesive.—Beet-root gum, a gum
separated from the juice of the beet-root ; it forms a ]elly

with water.— Botany Bay gnm. 0>) Eucalyptus resin-

ifera. See ironbark-tree.— Brittleguin, the brittle, white
gum exuded by Acacia albida of North Africa.—Brcwn
gum, Eucalyptus roim«fa.—Bnchananla latlfolla
gum, aclear resinousgum which resemblesgmn arabic but
IS only slightly adhesive in solution.- Cadle gmn. Same
as gamboge.—Gape gum, an amber-brown gum from the
Acacia horrida of Cape Colony.—Desert B^au,Eucalyp-
tus eudesmoides and B. gracilis.—Teyez-gom, the blue-

gum, Eucalyptus Globulus. See fever-tree, 1.— Galam
gum, a brittle whitish resin obtained from acacia. It

IS used in the arts.—Gum archlpln, a name applied
in Mexico to several gum-resins derived from species of

TereUnthu». See *cuajiote, 2.—Gum aspbaltum.
See *a82>Aa2tu7n.— Gnm-blcliromate process. See
•kprocess.—Gum dammar. Same as dammar-resin..
—Gum disease. Same aa*foot-rot, 2.—Gum myzrh.
See myrrh, 1.— Irlsh-moss gum, the characteristic

gum from Irish moss, Chondrus crispus.—Lactic fer-
mentatlongnm. Same as dextran.—Lelogum, a roasted
potato starch.— Manila gum, a resin of unknown bo-
tanical origin, resembling copal and dammar, soluble tor

the most part in alcohol and readily fusible : used in

making insulating varnishes.—Marsh-mallOW gum, a
gum Closely resembling tragacanth.—Mountain gum,
Eucalyptits tereticomis.—Mudc fermentation gum.
Same as dextran Mule-gum, a technological name for

Ceara rubber on account of its deflciency in elasticity.

See india-rubber, 1.— Orange-gnm, a tree of the myrtle
family, Angophora lanceolata, native of Australia.—Pep-
permlnt-gum. Eucalyptus mminalis. See woolly-but
and nfianna, 4.— Qnlnce gum, a member of the class of
amyloid gums which are distinguished from others by
giving a blue color with iodine solution, as starch does,
whence the name.— Ribbon-gum, one of the pepper-
mint-trees. Eucalyptus a/mygaalina. See swamp-gum
and «fWnfl'j/-6ort.— River-gum, Eucalyptus rostrata.

See redrgum and swamp-gum.—Rustygum, Eucalyptus
eximia.—Scrub-gum, Eucalyptus comiophylla.—Sen-
naar gum, the cnoiest white variety of gum arabic. Also
called picked Turkey gum. See gum arabic.— Seraphic
gum. Same as sagapenum.— Sour^-gum. (a) See sour-
gum. (6) The sorrel-tree, Oxydendrum arboreum.—
Spruce-gum, the black spruce, Picea Mariana; also
the gum obtained from this tree.— Star-leaved gum,
the sweet gum, Liguidambar Styraeiflua : so called from
the star-shaped leaves.— Sugar-gum. (a) See sugar-
gum, (b) The cider-^um or cider-tree. Eucalyptus Gun-
m».—Swamp gum. See swamp-gum—Tuno gum,
see *ti(»o. —Tupelo gum. Same as tMpdo.—Tun)en-
tine-gum. Same as Americam, thus (which see, under
«Am«2).—'vyater-gum. (o) Any one of three trees of
the myrtle family, CaiWstenum lanceolatus, Tristania
laurina, called also bastard box, and T. ncriifolia. (6)
The water-tupelo (which see).—Weeplng-gum, the
woolly-but, Eucalyptits viminalis, in New South Wales,
and E. paucillora in Tasmania.— TVlilte gum. (o) See
wkitel. (6) The sweet gum, LiquidamJ)ar Styracyiua.
— Wood -apple gum, a substance, resembling gum
arabic, collected as an exudation from the Indian tree,

Feronia elephantum. It is met with in Europe as an
adulterant ofgum arabic, and by Indian native physicians
is used as ademulcentremedy in the treatment of diarrhea
and dysentery. Known in India as kuthbel.—yiWii.-
gum, a gum applied to tragacanth and resemblmg cherry-
tree gum, extracted from birch, ash, alder, oak, beech,
and willow. It yields xylose when hydrolyzed.— Yellow
glim, (a) The hickory-eucalyptus, E. punctata. (6) The
black- or sour-gum, Syssa sylvatica.

glimbelite (gim'bel-ite), n. [Named after C, W.
Giimbel. a German geologist,] A glittering
greenish-white silicate of aluminium, iron, and



glimbelite

potassium, not infrequently replacing the bitu-
minocarbonaceous film of the graptolites. It

may be an impure pyrophyllite.
gumbol, m. 4. A type of soil in the southern
and westernUnited States which forms a tough,
.dark-colored mass in a high degree plastic and
clay-like, yet sometimes consisting chiefly of
silt or very fine sand. It is very sticky and
difficult to till when wet, and when dry breaks
into hard cuboidal lumps. See *gumbo clay.—
QnmlDO day, a clay which resembles the gumbo of the
Mlssiasippi valley, a stratified boulder-clay of the lower
till. From the known characters of this material, the term
Is less precisely applied to any dense, massive, or strati-

fied clay of marked plasticity, especially those forming the
subsoil layers of many farming districts.

gum-'box (gum ' boks), n. In southern Chile,

Escallonia macrantha, an aromatic evergreen
shrub with resinous-dotted simple leaves and
red flowers. An infusion is made from the leaves and
flowers which is administered as a tonic and emmena-
gogue, and a balm is made with oil for dressing wounds.
Also called siete-camisas.

gTUn-digger(gum'dig"6r), n. A person engaged
in digging fossil resin of the kauri pine, which
is used in the manufacture of varnish. [New
Zealand.]
gum-disease (gum'di-zez''),w. A disease of the
bark of orange-trees. Bee *gummosis, 2.

gma-field (gum'feld), n. In New Zealand, an
area where kauri-gum may be found.
gum-flower (gum ' flou " 6r), n. An artificial

flower. [Scotch.]

gum-fluz (gum'fluks), n. Same as *gummosis, 2.

gumi (gO'mi), n. [Jap.] The Japanese name
of Meeagnus longi^es, a bush that is now
cultivated in the United States, prized both for
its ornamental character and for the edible
cranberry-like fruits.

gum-lancet (gum'lan''''set), n. An instrument
for incising the gum over a tooth, or for push-
ing back the gum so as to free the neck of a
tooth about to be extracted. See lancet.

gumma-bush (gum'a-biish), n. [West Indian
negro gumma, supposedto be of Airiean origin,

+ JMSftl.] The black nightshade, Solanum ni-

grum, which is used as a pot-herb by the ne-
groes.
gummer.ra. 2. A workman whose business it is

to use the gummer in widening the spaces be-
tween the teeth of a saw.

. gummic (gum'ik), a. [NL. *g'wmmicus, < L.
gummi, gum.] Pertaining to or derived, from
gum or gummic acid.—Gummic acid. Same as

araUn.

gummose^ (gum'os), a. [NL. *gummosus, < L.
gummi, gummus, gum : see gnm, n.] Gummy

;

gummatous.
gummose''' (gum'os), ii. [gum + ehem. -o«e.] An
unfermentable reducing sugar, produced by
the hydrolysis of mucin.
gummosis, ». 2. An abnormal production and
flow of gum from cracks or wounds of trees.
Apricots, cherries, and plums are especially subject to this

disease. Fungi and bacteria are frequently found in the
affected tissues and gum and are believed by some authors
to be the cause of the pathological conditions. Also called

gum^flux and gum-disease.

gum-sboe (gum'shb), n. A shoe made of gum,
that is, india-rubber; a rubber overshoe.

[OoUoq., U. S.]

gum-shrub (gum'shrub), n. In St. Helena,
Commidendrum rugosum, oneoftheshrubsthere
called gum-wood. See scrubwood and gum-
wood, 2.

gum-succory (gum'suk"o-ri), n. See succory.

gum-sucker (gum'suk"er), n. Aperson ofEuro-
pean descent born in the Colony of Victoria,

in Australia. [Australia ; now rare.]

gum-swamp (gum'swomp), n. In the south-

eastern United States, a swamp, or more com-
monly an area in a large swamp, in which the

black-gum or sour-gum, Nyssa sylvatiea, or any
other species of Hyssa, is the dominant tree.

In the Dismal Swamp these areas are distin-

guished from the juniper-swamps.

gum-thistle (gum'this'l), n. A spiny, eaotus-

likfi plant of Morocco, Euphorbia resinifera,

which yields an acrid, poisonous gum-resin, and
is often seen in cultivation. See euphorbium, 1,

and cut at Euphorbia, 1.

gum-tooth (gum'toth), rt. A molar tooth.

gum-wax (gum'waks), rj. The balsamic exu-

date from the sweet gum, lAguidambar Styra-

dflua.

gum-weed (gum 'wed), n. 1. The gum-plant,

GrJrerfeKo (which see ; sXso*Grmdelia).—^. A
weed of the Great Plains, Lygodesmia juncea,

of the Cichoriaceee. It is a rigid, branching,
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skeleton-like plant with most of the leaves very
small or reduced to scales.

guni, m. 7. A professional criminal; a thief;

a pickpocket. [Thieves' cant.]

No one knows absolutely how man^ guns there are in
New York ; the Front Office itself could not tell for a cer-

tainty the number of flrst-class thieves who are on the
streets at this moment; but it is a generally accepted
fact among the gutis themselves that every day in the
week there are euough grafters in the city to people a
good-sized county-seat. MeClure's Mag., XVL 671, 572.

Automatic gun, a gun, generally of small-arras caliber,

in which the recoil or the pressure of the powder-gases may
be utilized, after the first round (by actuating the proper
leverV to perform continuously au the operations of load-
ing, firing, and ejecting the cartridge-case. The cart-

ridges are fed from belts, and very great rapidity of aimed
fire may be attained. See pompom.—Bsixisal guns, a
mysterious booming noise, as of a distant cannon, heard off

the coast near Barisal, India, the nature of which is not yet
clearly understood. Similar noises oS the coast of Hol-
land are there known as TmstpoufferB. In both places
they occur in foggy weather. Analogous sounds are
often reported from the coasts of Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick, and Florida, and -from Seneca Lake, New York,
where they are known as the Seneca Lake guns. Various
plausible explanations have been suggested, but nothing
has as yet been demonstrated.—BoiOrs guns, a gun of
Swedish manufacture, built up of steel castings, having a
breech-mechanism and mounted on a carriage of such de-
sign that the action may be semi-automatic.—^Built-up
gun. Seeffunl. The largest piece is the central tube,which
extends throughout the length of the gun. Upon this tube
is shrunk a series of jackets and hoops, the most impor-
tant one of which is the jacket that covers the rear part
of the tube from a third to half its length. In modem
guns, the threads for the breech-plug are cut in this

jacket. The number of hoops and jackets varies with
the size and type of gun.—Canet gun, a gun manufac-
tured in France on the system of M. Canet. It does not
differ materially from other built-up guns, but, with its

special mounting, is designed to give high initial velocity
and rapid fire.— Converted gun, a muzzle-loading gun
which has been changed to a breech-loading gun.

—

Creusot gun, a gun manufactured at the Schneider
works in Le Creusot, France. The fiim manufactures
built-up guns of all calibers for any service.—Orozler
wire-wound gun, a gun composed of a heavy tube
wrapped with steel wire. The special feature of its con-
struction is the initial compression of the tube beyond
the elastic limit of the metal.—Disappearing gun, a
gun mounted on a disappearing gmi-carriage. See -kgun-
carriage.—'Diamowa.ta.iile gun, a gun for mountain ser-

vice or for the use of naval landing-parties, so designed
that it may readily be taken apart for transportation by
pack-train and for easy handling.—Ericsson gun, a can-
non built up by forcing on thin rings under pressure.—

' Gathmann gun, a comparatively short cannon of large
caliber, specially designed for firing the Gathmann pro-
jectile, which is filled .with gunootton as a bursting-

charge.—Gun down, in trap-slwoting, said of a gun
when it is held in such a position that the butt is below
the shooter's elbow.

Shooting to begin at 2 P. M. sharp. First cup, 26 birds,

handicap, "gun down."
Forest and Stream, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 79.

Hooped gun, a gun in which the central tube or barrel

is reinforced by hoops shiunk on the outside.— Hotcll-
kiss gun, a gun manufactmed at the flotchkiss works in

St. Denis, France; especially, a revolving cannon, and
also the mountain- or fleld-gim of this manufacture. See
machine-gun, mountain-artillery, under artillery, and
field-gun.—Lancaster gun, a piece of ordnance, patented
in the year 1860, having an elliptical bore and increas-

ing twist It proved to be a failure, since the projectile

exerted a wedging action.— Life-line gun, a gun about
the size and pattern of a cavalry carbine, used to throw a

life-line to the top of a burning building to save life im-
periled there.—Maxim gun. See macAwie-sim.—Na-
val gun, a cannon mounted on board a war-ship or used
by thte naval forces of a country.— Nordenfelt gun. See
m(»cAme-3«K.— Eapld-flre gun, a breech-loading gun
of from IJ to 8 inches caliber which uses metallic am-
munition. Each type is designated by the name of the
inventor of the breech-loading system used, as the Ger-

dom, Fleteher, Seabury, Dashiel, Canet, Schneider, Arm-
strong, Driggs-Schrbder, Maxim-Nordenfelt, Hotchkiss,
Gruson, and others.— Seml-automatlc gun, a cannon of

small caliber in which the recoil may be utilized to open
tlae breech, thus saving the time necessary to perform this

operation by hand and permitting more rapid firing.-

SenecaLake guns. See Barisal -kguns.—Siins-Dudley
pneumatic gun, a powder pneumatic gun, the best-

known form of which consists of three parallel tubes, of

which the center one is much longer than the other two.

. Both the center and right-hand tubes open at the breech,

the former for the inti'oduction of the projectile and the

latter for the powder charge. In action, the powder is

exploded in the right barrel and the gases pass to its front

end, then across to the left barrel, and are finally ad-

mitted behind the projectile in the center barrel, mixed
with the air in the two side ban-els which has been com-
pressed by the process. Shells containing sensitive high
explosives can thus be discharged without sufficient shock

to cause explosion.— Subcallber gun, a small cannon,

generally about li to 3 inches in caliber, placed axially in

the chamber of a cannon of large caliber to be fired in

target-practice. The arrangement is such that the breech-

mechanism of the large gun is operated, and the object of

its use is to permit considerablepractice without the great

expense and wear attending the firing of the laige can-

non. Also, a small-arms barrel placed, for the same pur-

pose, in the chamber of a field- or siege-gun.—TO lay a
gun to give a gun the proper elevation and direction to

hit an object; aim or point.—Under the gun, in poker,

said of the first man to bet^tlie player immediately to

the left of the age.—Vlckers-Maxlm monntaln-gun
a mountain-gun of medium power, easily dismounted and
having a well-designed pack outfit for gun, cai-riage, and
ammunition.

gun^, «. II. trans. In forestry, to aim (a tree)

gun-mount

in felling it. in the case of very large, brittle trees,

such as the redwood, a sighting device, esSleA a, gunning-
stick, is used.

guna, n. 2. In the Sankhya philos. of India,
one of the three constituents of the primal
matter out of which the world is evolved. See
the extract.

The originator of the Sankhya doctrine believed that
he recognized in the world of matter three substances or
constituents (gunas, usually, and very erroneously, ren-
dered by "qualities'"^, unequal, and mingled in varying
proportions : of which the first exhibits the characteris-
tics of lightness, of light, and of delighting ; the second,
those of mobility, of excitation, and of pain-giving ; the
thu'd, those of heaviness, of obstruction, and of stupefac-
tion. . . . The undeveloped primeval matter is accordingly
the condition of equilibrium of the three gunas.

M. Oarhhe, Sankhya, in Univ. Cyc, VII. 297.

gun-bed (gnn'bed), n. In wdnance, the plat-

form or wood planking on a deck which sup-
ports a gun-mount.
gun-briWlt (gun'brit), n. The common scour-
ing-rush, Equisetum hyemale, used in polishing
guns.
gun-carriage, n.—Disappearing gun-carriage, a
gun-caniage so arranged that the gun after being fired

descends, under the infiuence of the force of recoil, to the
loading position behind the protection of the parapet,

where it can be manoeuvered without exposing the gun
detachment to the enemy's fire. Duiing the recoil of the
gun sufficient energy is stored up, by means of a counter-
weight or by air-compression, to raise the gun to firing

position when released. The Buffin^ton-Crozier disap-
pea/rvng gun-carriage has been adopted for the sea-coast

Disappearing Gun-carriage with Gun in Firing Position.

Loading position shown in dotted outline.

service of the United States. The gun is mounted upon
levers trunnioned in a top caiTiage which rolls back under
the force of recoil. The lower ends of the levers are
compelled to move between vertical guides and raise a
counterweight. The constrained motion on two lines ap-
proximately perpendicular to each other, thus causing
the gun to describe an arc of an ellipse in recoiling, is the
mechanical principle of the carriage.—Hydraullc-recoU
gnn-carrlage, in ordnance, one in which the recoil of the

I iUl-UCUl X XOe^l 111 W, Uftufcc., \Jll.j 111 w Ill\.ll UIID 1 Cl/WU VX Wl«
un, when fired, is gradually resisted by pistons in cylin.

aers filled with liquid. See irgunymount.

gUUrCase (gun'kas), n. A covering for pro-
tecting a gun, generally of cloth or leather:
sometimes provided with a handle for carrying
the gun when it is not to be used.

gunda (gun'da), n. [Hind, ganda, gutida,

Beng. ganid']." A copper coin of Bengal of the
value of 4 cowries, or one twentieth of an anna.
gun-fence (gun'fens), n. Bee fence.

gun-fire, n. 2. The discharge of small arms or
cannon.
gim-layer (gun'la'er), n. One who lays or
aims a gun; gun-pointer. [Eng.]

Expert g'u9i-2aj/ers and well-drilled detachments are thus
of cardinal importance. Sncyc. Brit., XXVIII. 463.

gun-money (gun'mun"i), n. 2. Prize-money,
reckoned at so much per gun, given to the
captors of an enemy's ship of war that had
been destroyed or deserted in fight. Admiral
Smyth, Sailor's Word-book.
gun-mount (gun'mount), n. In ordnance, the
ensemble of the mechanism, placed on a plat-
form or deck, or in a tuiret, by which a gun
is supported and manipulated, in a modem deck-
mount, the principal parts are the pedestal or stand and
the top-mount or -carriage. The pedestal or stand is the
lower fixed part, permanently bolted to the platform or
deck. Upon it the top-carriage turns on a vertical axis
to train the gun. The top-carriage includes the gun-
cradle or -saddle and the sleeve. The sleeve has trunnions
forming a horizontal axis by which it is supported in the
saddle, and the gun earned in the sleeve can be elevated
or depressed by the elevating gear which connects the
sleeve to the saddle. The sleeve carries the hydraulic
recoil-cylinders, which check the recoil of the gun through
the sleeve when fired, and the springs, which return tae
gun to its normal position in tiie sleeve. In a turret-
mount, the turret support or foundation on which it i"o-

tates replaces the pedestal ; the turret itself, with itsgun-
girders, is equivalent to ijie saddle. Attached to the
girders are heavy steel castings, called deck-lugs, which
are equivalent to the upper part of the saddle. They have
in their upper parts ti'unnion-bearings to receive the trun-
nions on the sleeve which carries the gun. The sleeve is

of the same general character as that of a deck-mount



gun-mount

Elevation.

Central Pivot Gun-mount for 6-inch Rapid-fire Gun.
a, top-carziage saddle; d, pedestal or pivot (the only part of the

pedestal showinir in the cut is th^deck-flange, the remainder being
in the interior of the top-carriage; f, cylindrical sleeve; rf, hy-
draulic recoil-cylinder; e, f, spring return-cylinders ; g, projecting
arm by which gun is attadied to spring return-rods; h, projecting
arm by which gun is attached to recoil-cylinder piston-rod ; y,
hand-wheel for elevating gear; .6, hand-wheel for training gear;
/, shoulder-piece; m, auxiliary training-wheel; », », trunnion
bearings; o, gun-shield; q, g, gun-sights.

described above. (See cut under klurra,.) The rapid
progress of invention in guns and gun-mounts has re-

sulted in a large number of types, and uncertainty and
variety in the nomenclature of the parts.

gunnage, n. 2. Same as *gun-money, 2.

gunnarite (gun'ar-it)j «. [Gunnar, a Swedish
name, + -ite^.']

" .An iron-nickel sulphid, per-
haps 3PeS2.2NiS, occurring with pyrrhotite in
Sweden.
gunnel^ (gun'l), n. [gunneU, w.J A name of the
elongate blennies, found on the rocky coasts of
the North Atlantic and North Pacific, belonging
to the genus Pkolis. The hest-known of these
fishes in the North Atlantic is P. gunnellus.

Guiinellops (gun'e-lops), n. [NL., < Gunnellus,
+ Gr. Slip (uTT-), eye, face.] A genus of blen-
nies, small fishes allied to PhoUs, found in the
North Pacific.
Guimei'S daughter, a' name formerly giyen to the
broadside gun to which offenders were secured before
being lashed or otherwise punished.—To marry the
gunner's daughter, to be bound to the 'gunner's
daughter.'— Gunner's gang, the gunner and his mates
whose duty it is to keep the guns and mounts clean and
in good order.— Gnimer's tailor (naut.\ formerly, the
man who made the cartridge-bags for the guns.—^Master
gunner, one of the warrant-officers in the Brii^ish service.

glinning-Stick (gun'ing-stik), n. A stick used
in guiding the fall of a tree. See *gun^,
V. t.

gunny-sack (gun'i-sak), n. Same as gunny-
bag (which see, under gunny).
gun-pointer (gun'poin''''ter), TO. The member
of a gun's erew whose duty it is to keep the gun
pointed at the target and to fire it. in modem
methods of gun-practice, the pointer keeps his eye con-
tinuously at the sight and manipulates the training and
elevating gear to keep the gun continuously aimed at the
tai^et notwithstanding the rolling of the vesseL

gunpo'wder, n—smokeless gunpowder, a substi-
tute for gunpowder which gives off little or no smoke
when discharged in a gun and develops increased velocity
in the projectile without increased pressure in the gun.
It consists in general of an oxidizing agent and a substance
added to regulate the explosive force. This latter is tech-

nically called a deterrent Smokeless powders are clas-

sified according to the oxidizer used: (1) Ficric-acid

powders (these are not generally stable); (2) ammonium-
nitrate powders (these are highly hygroscopic); (3) gun-
cotton powders ; (4) nitroglycerin and guncotton powders.
The first two classes have pi'actically been abandoned.
Smokeless powders are designated from their appearance,
the name of the inventor, or arbitrarily, as cordite, Pey-
Um, poudre B., etc.

gunpowder-engine (gun'pou-d6r-en''jin), n.

An internal-combustion motor of early design
in which the fuel to supply heat and expand
the air in the mixture behind the worMng-
plston came from a charge of gunpowder intro-

duced at each stroke behind the piston and
fired. It was noisy and impossible to regulate closely,

and the sudden shocks from the explosion of the power
made frequent repair necessary. The gasification of the

solid material in the gunpowder produced high pressures

from small quantities of powder.

gunpo-wder-hammer (gun'pou-d6r-ham*6r), to.

A device for driving piles by exploding gun-

powder on top of a piston on whose rod is at-

tached a hammer-head or tup, which is thus

driven downward against the top of the pile

with great force.
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gun-sen (gSn'sen*), TO. [Jap.] In Japan, a large

iron-framed folding fan used for signaling and
as a weapon of defense.

gun-shieM (gun'sheld), to. In ordnance, an ar-

mored shield attached to and turning with the

top-carriage of a gun : designed to protect the

mechanism and the gun's crew. Such shields are

of varied size and shape, m some cases approachmg the

dimensions of a turret, except that the shield is rela-

tively of thinner armor and is open at the baolt See cut

under8Aie2f{,2(a).

gun-sight (gun'sit), TO. The rear sight of a

small arm or cannon, marked with graduations

corresponding to various ranges. See sighfi-,

12 (c).

gun-spaniel (gun'span*yel), n. A spaniel used
in the field in shooting game.
Gun-stock deformity. See ^deformity.

gunter (gun't6r), n. Same as Chiniers scale

(which see^ under scafeS).—-According to Gunter.
See iraccording.

gunyah (gSn'ya), n. [Aboriginal Australian.]
A shelter of tCe native Australians; a hut of

any Idnd. Compare *goondie.

gunyang (g6n ' yang), to. [Aboriginal Austra-
lian.] The native name of the kangaroo-apple,
Solanum aviculare.

gurah, n. See ^gora.
gurahen, «. Same as *iuranhem.
gurgeon-Stopper (g6r'jgn-stop*6r), TO. See
stoker, 3.

gurjunic (gfer-jo'nik), a. [gurjun + tc] Of or
pertaining to gurjun resin Gnijunic acid, a
crystalline acid, Ci^RfaOgt from gurjun resin.

gurnard, to.—Bearded gurnard, Mullus iarbatus,

a fish of the family MvlUdse, found in European waters.

—

Bed gurnard, the European species of gurnard or sea-

striped Gurnard iPrionottts evolans).

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

robin, Trigla eiwuha.— Striped gurnard, or sea^robin,
PriojiottM eofAa/aSi a trigloid fish found on the South At-
lantic coast of the United States. .Also called %ea-r6Hn.
—Tub gurnard, THgla Hrundo, a gurnard found on
the coast of Europe.

gurnet^, to. 2. In Australia, the fish Centrop-
ogon scorpomoides, of the family Scorpcmidte.—^Flying gurnet, Cnelidonichthys polyowmata, found
on all the Australian coasts from New South Wales to
Western Australia. It has large pectoral flns,.but cannot
suppoi't itself in the air like the flying-fish. *

gurolite (jur'o-lit), to. Same as gyroUte.
gusle (g6s'le),'TO. [ServiangjMsZe, Bohem. housle,

= Euss. gusli, a fiddle, violin, < OBulg. ga'iidalt,

gansti, Euss. gusU, etc. {^ gond-), play on the
guitar, etc.] A Servian viol having only
one string; a form of rebab.

gusli (gos'li), TO. [Rass. gusli: s^e *gusle.'i A
Eilssian zither.

i, TO., (A) In iron shipbuilding, a piece of plate
of triangular form reinforcing on one side the junction of
a part which meets another angularly, the gusset-plate
being approximately normal to the line of uie joint be-
tween the parts. See cut under irbra^ketl, 9 (&).

gusset-needle (gus'et-ne^dl), n. In hniUing,
a needle used for inserting a gusset, as that
in a stocking.

gusset-plate (gus'et-plat), «. A triangular
metal plate used to join two or more pieces
where they meet and form a corner or panel-
point in a truss ; a gusset-stay. B. R. Thurston,
The Steam-boiler, p. 415.

gusset-stay (gus'et-sta), n. A triangular plate
having a flange turned on two sides, which is

used as a bracket-stay in the corners of a
steam-boiler.

Gustatory center, image. See •>• center^,

Mmage.
gusto, TO. 2. Artistic 'style' or 'taste': as,
the grand gusto (It. il gran gusto), the grand
style.

Gutenstein limestone. See ^limestone.
gu't-hook (gut'huk), TO. A hook^ made by
bending a piece of wire, used for joining small
round belts, as on a sewing-machine.
guttal, TO—Gnttse AnglloanSB ['English drops'), a
preparation, composed chiefly of ammonia and alcohol,
formerly employed as a cerebral stimulant

—

Gutta
rosacea, in pathol., same as ac?ie rosacea. See acne.

gutta^, n. 2. A colorless pulverulent compound,
CjoHje, contained in gutta-percha. It begins
to melt at 180° C, and loses its flexibility on

gutturolabial

exposure to air and light. —Gutta merah [Malay
getahmerah, 'nice gutta'], a trade-name for one of the
commeicial grades of gutta-percha. Elect, World and
Engin,, March 14, 1903, p. 449.

gutta-band (gut'fi-band), «. In Greco-Rom.
arch., same as regula, 2.

guttajoolatong (gut'a-jS-la't&ng), TO. [Prop.
*gutta-jelatong, < Malay getah, gutta, -I- jeld-
tang, stinging nettle.] The concrete latex ob-
tained from any one of several Malayan trees
of the genus Dyeraot the dogbane family, espe-
cially Z>. COStulata. it is an inelastic, creamy-white
substance which somewhat resembles gutta-percha, and is

imported in large quantities into the United States for
mixing with other ingredients in the manufacture of low-
grade rubber-goods. Called also jelatong and pontianak.

Importations of "gutta-joolatong," a product of India,
which is used in certain industries as a substitute for India
rubber, now average more than a million pounds a month.

Elect. World and Engin,, June 18, 1904, p. 115a

gutta-milk (gut'a-milk), to. The freshly ex-
uded milky juice of Isonandra gutta, which on
drying forms the valuable substance gutta-

percha. Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 28, 1903, p.
22707.

gutta-percha, TO. Z. In ^eo2., an exceedingly
fine, laminated glacial clay. [Scotland.]

guttatim (gu-ta'tim), to. [L. guttatim, < gutta,

a drop.] Drop by drop.

gutter^^, TO. 9. In turpentine-maMng, one of
two thin bent strips of metal which are in-

serted in gashes cut into the face of a tree and
serve to conduct resin into a cup Parallel
gutter, a gutter specially built with accurately parallel

sides, as distinguished from a fillet gutter or valley gutter.— Parapet gutter, a gutter raised upon the surface of a
sloping roofnear itslower edge,and usually composed of the
flashingturned up against the parapet wallbeyond.—Sem-
inalgutter,in certain earthwonns,agroovewhich connects
the two openings of the spermiducal glands on each side
of the body.

—

Valley gutter, a gutter produced by the
metal flashing of the valley in a roof. Where the run <^
water is very great this flawing may be hollowed into a
decided channel.

gutter-drift (gut 'er- drift), TO. Same as^u*-
teri, 5.

gutter-fillet (gut'Sr-fiVet), ». A cove made
by flashing, as where a chimney breaks the
slope of a roof and the flashing is turned up to
throw the water away from the masonry.

gutterman (gut'6r-man), n. Same aaswamper,
gutter-member (gut'6r-mem*b6r), n. The
architectural feature made by the decorative
treatment of the front or outer edge of the
roof-gutter: prominent in the design in the
Doric style and in some modern styles.

gutter-plane (gut ' er- plan), to. A grooved
plane with a rounded iron which cuts a smooth,
hollow molding.
gutter-tile (gut'er-til), to. A tile, usually of

pottery, bent to a half-circle or nearly so.
Such tiles can be used with the concave side up, forming
gutters, or with the convex side up, forming ridges.

gutter-tongs (gut'6r-t6ngz), to. a variety, of
roofing-tongs used in forming the gutters of a
tin roof.

gutter-tree (gat'6r-tre), TO. 1. Same as gaiter-

tree.—2. The red-osier dogwood or kinniki-
nick, Cornus stolonifera.

guttery (gut'6r-i), to.
; pi. gutteries (-iz). [put

-I- -ery.'i A place where fish are gutted.
gut^tie (gut'ti), TO. 1. A condition of cattle in
which a loop or knuckle of intestine enters a
tear in the peritoneum and is held between
the remains of the spermatic cord and the
anterior margin of the hip-bone, causing ob-
struction to the passage of excrement and
exciting an inflammation which terminates in

gangrene and death. Also called peritoneal
Jternia. XJ, S. Dept. Agr., Eep. on Diseases of
the Horse, 1903, p. 56.-2. The twisting or
knotting of the bowels of animals, causing
severe colicky pains. Same as voVeulus in
man.
Guttural pouch. See *pouch.
gutturalism (gut'u-ral-izm), to. \jguttural +
4sm.'] Guttural quality or character.

There existed of old in the language a group of words
beginning with wh and wr ; such as whide, wharf, . . .

wrath. . . . The contagion of these examples spread to
words beginning with S or K. simple, and the movement
was perhaps aided ... by the desire to reassert the lan-
guishing gutturalism of H and ... of E.

Earle, Philol. Eng. Tongue, IT 166.

gutturalize, v. t, 2. To impart a guttural
character to ; render guttural : as, to guttural-
ize a vowel.
gutturolabial (gut^u-ro-la'bi-al), a. and n.

I. o. Pertaining to or produced by both the
throat and the lips.

II. TO. A sound produced in this way.



gutturonasal

gutturonasal (gut'u-ro-na'zal), a. Belonging
to \>o\h the throat and" the nose.
gutturopalatine (gufu-ro-palVtin), o. Be-
longing to both the throat'and the palate.

gutturosibilant {gut*u-ro-sib'i-lant), a. and n.

I. a. Belonging to the tliroat, hilt sibilant.

II. n. A sound whieh possesses that charac-
teristic.

gutty^ (gttt'i), n. [A diminutized form of

gutlOrpercha.'X In golf, the gutta-percha ball.

[Slang.]

gut-weed (gut'wed), «. The com sow-thistle,

Sonchus arvensis.

guvacine (go'va-sin), n. A monacid alkaloid,

CgHgNOg, from' the areea-nut. It is deposited
in small lustrous crystals which melt at 271-
272° C.

guvem, guvemess, etc. Simplified spellings

of govern, governess, etc.

gUyl, n.—Jib-boom Kuys, ropes which steady the jib-

boom sidewise. They lead from the outboard end of the
apEir to the bows of the vessel, where they are set up.

—

Mwer-bOOm Snys, ropes used for steadying the swing-
ing-boom.—Spanker-bOOm guy, a rope for steadying
the spanker-boom when running before the wind, so that
the spar may not swing inboard when the vessel rolls

deeply to windward.

guy-belly (^'beFi), n. Naut., a rope that sup-
ports the middle part of a derrick or sheer-leg.

guy-chain (gi'ehan), n. A chain used as a ten-

sion-brace or -guy instead of the customary
rope,
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[NL., < (h/mnoascus + -aceee.'] A family of

simple ascomyeetous fungi, named from the
genus Gymnoascus. It has small ascocarps consist-

mg of a thin peridiom of loose hyphss inclosing globose
asoi which arise as lateral branches of the ascogenous hy-
phee. Simple mold-like conidia occur in many cases. See
-^Gyrmioascus.

Qyitmoascus (jim-no-as'kus), n. [NL. (Bara-
netzky, 1872), < Gr'. yv/ivSQ, naked, + aaxd;, a
sack.] A small genus of fungi of the family
Gymnoascacese. They have the peridium composed of

a loose layer of thick-walled much-branched hyplue whose
terminal branches are frequently pointed and sometimes
hooked. The spores are simple and hyaline or bright-
colored, varying from globose to spindle-shaped. G.
Reessii occurs on dtmg.

gymnoblastous (jim-no-blas'tus), a. Same as
gymnoblastic.

Gymnocanthus (jim-no-kan'thus), n. [NX,, an
error for * Gymnacant^s, < Gr. yv/iv6(, naked,
-I- anavBa, spiiie.] A genus of fishes of the
family CoUidx (the seulpins), found in the
North Atlantic and North Pacific, it is charac-
terized by the absence of teeth on the vomer and by the
presence of antler-like spines on the preopercle. O. tri-

euspis is found on the coast of Canada.

Gymnocarpese (jim-no-kSr'pf-e), n.pl. [NL.]
Same as *Discolic1ienes. See gymnocarpous.
gymnocarpic (jim-no-kar'pik), a. Having the
spore-bearing surface or hymenium naked:
applied by Brefeld to the Uredinales and Da-

CmunoglOBSa (jim-no-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. yvfivdc, naked, -I- yTJiaaa, tongue.] A group
of gastropods destitute of radula and jaws.
The proboscis is prominent and in parasitic forms is used
to suck the juices of the host The group contains the
families Evlvmidx and Pyra/mideUidse,

gymnoglossate (jim-no-glos'at), a. and n. [As
. / -/ • \ 117^..* 4.i,„ i. j„„„ Gurmioglossa + -ate'^.'i I. a. Having the rad-

^7:^F ^^1 1^' ^fliS»v'™it IT^^ "la hidV or absent; of or pertaining to the
of the head-block on a demck-mast, to which

chi^nQQio^ga
the guy-ropes are secured.

. *jj » J^
•

gastropod of the group Gymrio-^
guy-roa (gi rod), n. A tension-brace or -stay -'• ' e""""!'"" "^ ""^ s^""!" 3

madefrom a rod instead ofrope, as is customary.

guy-crane (^'kran), n. A derrick; a crane
whichishelduprightbytension-braces or-guys.

guy-peg (gi'peg), n. A peg, usually of wood
but sometimes of metal, to which the tension-

brace or -guy of a derrick, tent, etc., is made
fast,

gynecocrat

An order of Ciliata in whieh the mouth is usu-
ally closed except during the inception of
food, and is without an undulating membrane.
The pharynx, when distinctly developed, is without cil-

iary structures, but is usually provided with a rod-ap-
paratus or with a modification of one. It includes the
families ClUami/dodonta, Enchelina, and Trachelina.
Compare 'kTriehoBtomata.

gymnostomatous (jim-no-sto'ma-tus), a.

[Gr. yv/j.v6c, naked, + aT6/id(T-), moiith.] Hav-
ing the mouth unprovided with an undulating
membrane, as certain ciliate infusorians.

Gymnothoraz (jim-no-tho'raks), n. [NL., <

Gr. yvjivdg, naked, -I- Biypa^, chest.] A genus
of morays or eels, of the family Mursmidse,
comprising many of the largest and most
ferocious members of the group. The genus is

characterized by the well-developed dorsal fins and by the
absence of tentacles on the posterior nostrils. There are
very many species, some of them brilliautly and fantasti-

cally colored. O. moringua and 6. funebris are common
in tie West Indies.

Gympie series. See *series.

gynscandrous, gjrnscarchy, etc. See *gyne-
cand/rous, etc.

gynseceum, n. 4. In some countries, that

part of a Christian church which is reserved
for the women of the congregation.

gynandrism (ji-nan'drizm), n. [jgynandr-ous +
4sm.'\ The state of being monoecious or

hermaphrodite.
gynanoxocratic (ii-na.n-dr9-krat'ik), a. [Gr.

yw^, woman, + avijp (avdp-), man, + -Kparia, <
Kparelv, rule.] Equally ruled by man and
woman ; characterized by social independence
of each sex. Z. F. Ward, Pure Soeiol., p. 373.

gynandromorph (ji-nan'dro-m6rf), n. [Gr.

yvvavdpog, female and male, + iwp^, form.]

Qvy-rode are 8 ft. x J in., provided with an eye at one
end, threaded 2 in. at the other, each fitted with two nuts

and one washer, and all are of wrought iron or mild steel.

Elect. World and Engin., Oct 31, 1903, p. 711.

gUZ (guz), n. [Also gas and gudge; < Hind, gag,

an iron bar, a ramrod, a yard-measure, a foot-

rule, etc. ; Hind, desi gag, the ' native yard

'

(33 inches), lambari gaz, the 'standard yard'

;
(36 inches); Pers. gaz, an ell.] A measure of

' length used in Hindustan and Arabia, equal

to about 27 inches in Bombay, to 33 inches in

Madras, to 36 inches in Bengal, to 38 inches in

Mysore, to 25 inches at Mocha, and to 31.6

inches at Bagdad.
Gyalectacese (ji-'a-lek-ta'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.,

iGyalecta + -aeeee.^ A family of gymnocar-

pous lichens named from the genus Gyalecta.

GynmachiniS (jim-nak'i-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

yv/ivdg, naked, +ax^'-p, ix^ipoc, without hands.]

A genus of soaleless soles of the family of

Soleidx : found in South America.

Qyninasteria (jim-nas-te'ri-a), n. [NL.,<Gr.
yvu.v6g, naked, + iuniip, star.] The typical

€is of the family Gymnasterndie. Gray.

nasteriidse (jim -nas - te - ri'i-de), n. pi.

., < Gymnasteria + -idx.J A widely dis-

tributed family of SteUeroidea. it consists of

phanerozonia with opposite ambulacral ossicles and un-

equally developed marginal plates, abactinal skeleton tes-

sellate with irregular plates, and the whole test covered

with membrane. The typical genus is GyrnnaOeria.

gymnastics, n—Swedish gymnastics. Same as

Swedish -kmovemenU.

Gymneleotris(jim-nel-e-6'tris), «. [NL.,<Gr.
yvuvdg, naked, + hUurpiQ, a fish of the Nile.]

A genus of small gobies with the body largely

naked, found about Panama.
Gymnelinae (jim-ne-li'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Gym-
nelis + -inx.'] A subfamily of fishes of the

family of Zoarcidse, typified by the genus Gym-

Gynmogongrus (jim-no-gong'grus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. yvfivdg, naked, + ydyypog, an excrescence.]
A large genus of red afgse which- resembles
Chondrus, or Irish moss; it is widely distrib-

uted.

gynmoplast (jim'no-plast). n. [Gr. yv/ivdc,

naked, + whzdTdg, , formed.] A naked proto-
plasmic mass, that is, one without an inclos-
ing wall or membrane.
Gymnosarda (jim-no-sar'da), «. [NL., < Gr.
yvfivdg, naked, 4- aapd^, L. sarda, sardine.] A
genus of the Sconibridie or mackerel-like fishes

found in most tropical seas, swimming freely
in the open ocean. Members of the species are
smaller in size than the true tunnies, reaching a weight
of 5 or 6 pounds, and are known as wp/baU tunnies and
ocewnic bonitoa. Two species are well known, G. alleter-

Ota and G. pelamia.

Gytnuosarda alUterata,

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

gymnosome (jim'no-som), ». [NL. gymno-
soma.'] In zool., one of the Gymnosomata ; a
pteropod with a naked body.
gymnospennic (jim-no-sper'mik), a. Same as

Gynmelis (jim'ne-lis), n. [NL., used for the

proper form *Gymnenclielys, < Gr. yu/iviif, naked,

+ iyxe'^vg, eel.] A genus of small brightly

colored eel-shaped fishes of the family of Zoar-

adx, found in the Arctic and Antarctic waters

of the Pacific. G. viridis is common in Bering

Sea.
gymnemic (jim-nem'ik), a- [Gymnema + -jc]

Noting a resinous acid extracted from the

leaves of Gymnema syloestris, indigenous in

India. The leaves, when chewed, produce the curious

effect of temporarily destroying the sense of taste as re-

spects sweet and bitter, so that such substances as sugar

and quinine become indistinguishable in the mouth. E.

B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., L ii. 104.

Gymnoascacese (jim'^no-as-ka'sf-e), n. pi.

gymnospermy (jim'no-sper-mi), n. IGymno-
sperm-ous + -^3.] In hot., the state or charac-

ter of being gymnospermous.
gymnospore, n. 3. Specifically, in hot., a spore

that is naked in the sense of not being pro-

duced in a sporangium.—3. In the classifica-

tion of Le Maout and Decaisne, a cellular

cryptogamio plant in which the spores, by ab-

sorption of the mother-cell, become free in a
common cavity. Their group Gymnospores is

coextensive with the Bryophyta, No longer

used.
Gymnosporidia (jim'''no-sp6-rid'i-a), n. pi.

P^., < Gr. yvfivii, naked, -I- a^Kopa, seed (spore),

-I- dim. -iduxv.'] In Labbd's classification, a
group of protozoan cell-parasites, which form
an order or a suborder of Heemosporidia.
They infest warm-blooded hosts and owe their name to

the fact that no resistant cysts are formed in these hosts,

sporogony, so far as observed, taking place in an inter-

mediate invertebrate host

Gymnostomata (jim-no-sto'ma-ta), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. yv/ivdg, naked, + aT6/m{T-), mouth.]

iDsect gynandromorph ; a moth ij4utomeris io), female on the
left, male on the right side of the body.

In hiol., an animal of a unisexual specie^ but
exhibiting the anomaly of having part of the
body male and part female. Gynandromorphs
are most frequently found among insects.

gynandromorphic (ji-nan-dro-m6r'fik), a.

IgynandromorpJt + -ic] Possessing the char-
acteristics of gynandromorphism.
GynaTidromorphie insects, in which the characters of the

whole or part of one side of the body, wings and antennse,
are male, while those of the other side are female.

W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 68.

gynandromorphy (ji-nan-dro-m6r'fi),re. Same
as gynandromorphism. W. Bateson, Study of
Variation, p. 35.

gynecandrous, gynaecandrous (jin-e-kan'-
drus), a. [Gr. yvvfj {ymaiK-), woman,'-!- avf/p

(avdp-), man, -t- -OMS.] In hot., containing both
staminate and pistillate flowers, as the spike-
lets of some carices ; androgynous. [Eare.]
The terminal spike is, in this species, nearly always

gyniecandrous. Amer. Jour. Sd., April, 1904, p. 308.

gynecarchy, gynsecarchy ('jin'e-kar-ki), n.

[Gr. yw^ (yvvaiK-), woman, + apxv, rule. Cf.

gynarehy."] Bule or supremacy of the female,
especially the alleged mother-right or matri-
archate of primitive human society. L. F.
Ward, Pure Sooiol., p. 336.

gyneclexis (jin-ek-lek'sis), ». [NL., < Gr.
ywij, female, -1- iK'ke^ig, choice : see eclectic.']

Sexual selection through choice by the female.
L. F. Ward, Pure Soeiol., p. 861.

gynecocentric, gynaecocentric (jin'-'e-ko-sen'-

trik), a. [Gr. yvvt/, woman, -I- Kevrpov, center,

+ -ic] Centering in and depending upon the
female, i. F. Ward, Pure Soeiol., p. 296.

— Gynecocentric theory, the view that "the female
sex is primary and the male secondary " in organic life

and evolution, and that the male was developed *' under
the operation of the principle of advantage to secure
organic progress thi'ough the crossing of strains.'' L. F.
Ward, Pure Soeiol., p. 296.

gynecocrat, gynsecocrat (jin'e-ko-krat), n.

[gynecocraey {-erat-).'] One who favors or up-
holds female government. Fitzedward Hall, in
The Nation, LVI. 68.
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gypgite of Kansas is seen to consist of a mass of small,

angular gypsum crystals of varying size.

An. Rep. U. S. Gfeol. Sun., 1897-98, pp. 584, 686.

Grypskeuper (gups'koi-pfer)^ n. [G., 'gypsum
keuper.'l In greoi., a subdivision of the Triassic

system in Germany. It is correlated by German
geologists with tlie upper part of the Keuper, and ia un-

derlain by the Lettenltohl and overlain by the Rhastic.

It reaches a thickness of 1,000 feet and contains nu-

merous plants (Equisetum columnare) and labyrinthodont
and fish remains.

GypsomiS (jip-s6r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. yvipog,

gypsum, + dpvig, bird.] An extinct genus of

OTallous birds like the rail, found in the
Eoeeue gypsum-beds of Montmartre, France.

gypsmu. n*— Gypsum tablet, a smooth plate of

plaster of Paris used in the blowpipe analysis of minerals,

particularly of those which yield colored sublimates.

—

evnscoDathic evnipponathir fiin"e-k6-t)ath'- Paris gypsmn, in geol., the uppermost division of thegyueoupditiuo, gyil»copaiimc ym e ko pai,M
Eocene (Oligooene) in the Paris Tertiary basin. It

ikl, a. [gynecopath-y + -ic] Of or pertaining consists of four beds of gypsum, intercalated with sands

gynecocratic, gsmsecocratic (jin^f-ko-kraf-
ik), a. Igynecocracy (-erat-) + -ic] ' Organized
on the basis of descent in the female line and
governed by woman or by her male relatives

;

matriarchal.

This phenomenon may point to an original gymecocratie
age, such as that proposed by TBpfler in the case of the
Minyadee.

A. H. Smith, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, xlv. 250.

gyaecomania, gynsecomania (jin^e-ko-ma'-
ni-a), n. [NL., ? Gr. ymii (ywaiK-), v^oman, +
fcavia, madness.] Same as satyriasis.

gynecomQrphous, gynaecomorplious (jin^'f-
ko-m6r'fus), a. [Gr. yw?j (ywaiK-), woman, +
liop<l)p, form, -f- -0M«.] In biol., having the form,
attributes, or appearance of a female.

to gynecopathy.
gynecopathy, gynsecopatfay (jin-e-kop'a-thi),

n. [Gr. yvvf/ (ymaiic-), woman, -I- niaog, disease.]

A disease peculiar to women.
gynecophoral, gynaecophoral (jin-e-kof '6-

ral), a. [gyneeophor-ous+-al^.] Sameasjf^»e-
oophoric.

gynerhopy (ji-ner'o-pi), n. [Irreg. < Gr. yxw^,

female, + fiov^, inclination downward^ de-

cline.] The state or condition of a species in

which the females depart more widely than
the males from the ancestral condition.

When female preponderance occurs, it might be called

gynerhopy. Science, Feb. 13, 1903, p. 260.

gynetype (jin'f-tip), n. [Gr. yimj, woman, +
Tvirog, type.] In zool., a female specimen
taken as the tj^e of a species.

gyniatrics (jin-i-a'triks), n. [Gr. yw^, woman,
+ 'larpiKoc, of medical treatment: see iairic.']

The treatment of diseases peculiar to women.
gynocardate (jin-o-kar'dat), n. [gynocardic +
-ofei.] A salt of gynocardic acidj the active
principle of ehaulmugra-oil, used in the treat-

ment of leprosy. Buck, Med. Handbook, V.
490.

gynocardic (jin-o-kar'dik), a. [Gynoeardia +
-ic. ] Of or derived from Gynocardia aynocar-
dic aold; the active principle of chaulmugra-oil. Its salts

are used in the treatment of leprosy.

gynocardin (jin-o-kar'din), n. [Gynocardia +
-j»i2.] A gluooaide from the seeds of Gyno-
cardia odorata.

gynodioecism (jin'o-di-e'sizm), n. [gynodice-

c{iotis) + -ism.} The condition of being gyno-
dioecious.

gynogenetic (jin'o-je-net'lk), a. [Gr. yw^, fe-

male, -I- yhieaif, generation : see genetic.'] Pro-
ductive of females only—Crvnogenetlc parthe-
nogenesis, the production of females only from unfertil-

ized eggs ; thelytoisy. See •khomoparthanogeneids.

gynomonoecism (jin^o-mo-ne'sizm), n. [gyn-
omonoee{ious) + -ism.] ' The condition of being
gynomonoeeious.
gynoplasm (jin'6-plazm), n. [Gr. yw^, female,
+ 7r^dapui, anything formed (see plasm).] The
material that is supposed by Haeckel and
others to enter into the composition of female
cells and give them their distinctive character,
and lo be unlike anything that enters into the
composition of male cells. See quotation
under *androplasm.
gynospore (jin'o-spor), ». [Gr. yvv^, female,
+ cKopd, seed (spore).] Same as *macro-
gOmete. Buck. Med. Handbook, VIII. 541.

gynostyle (jin 9-stil), n. [Gr. yw^. woman, -I-

ariiTioc, pillar: see style''^.] In siphonopho-
rans, a female blastostyle.

Gynura (ji-n8'ra), n. [NL. fCassini, 1825), < Gr.
ywr/, female, + ovpd, tail. The name alludes to

the elongated, tail-like stigmas.] An unten-
able name for Crassocephalum, a genus of

plants of the family Asteracese. See *Crasso-

and marls, the highest of which is celebrated for the pro-

fusion of its mammalian remains Mnoj)2oe/ierivm, PaXmo-
therium, opossum, pachyderms, Camivora).

gypsum-furnace (jip'sum-f6r"nas), n. A fur-

nace used to calcine gypsum in the manufac-
ture of stucco or plaster of Paris. More com-
monly called gypsum-kiln.

gypsum-kiln (jip'sum-kil), n. Same as *gyp-
sum-furnace.

gyratioii, n. 3. In univalve shells, one of the
whorls of the spire.— 3. Any system of gyri
or convolutions in the brain. Amer. Anthro-
pologist, July-Sept., 1901, p. 465 Dove's law
of Syration. See Dofoe's lam of the rotation of the

Awtnds.— Gyration in storm-areas, the rule, an-
nounced by Ferrel, that in the nortl^em hemisphere winds
must circulate about a low pressure in the direction con-
trary to the movement of the hands of a watch, but that
in the southern hemisphere the circulation must be with
the movement. See FerreVe -klaw.

gyrinid (ji-rin'id), n. and a. I. n. One of
the Gyrinid^.

II. a. Of or belonging to the coleopterous
family Gyrinidse.

gyroceracone (gi-ro-ser'a-kon), re. [Irreg. < Gr.
yvp6^, round, + icepag, "horn, + Kovog, cone.]
A shell of a nautiloid cephalopod which is

curved in a loose spiral Ukr that of Gyroceras,
the volutions being sometimes in contact but
with no impressed zone. Hyatt.
QyiOCOiytia, (ji'ro-ko-ri'na), n. pi. [NL. , < Gr.
yvpdg, round, -t- Kopiif;?, a cluij.J Afamily of hete-

gyrus

ing the revolutions of a mechanism, such as a
wheel.
gyrographic (ji-ro-graf'ik), a. [Gr. yvpo; a
wheel, a circle, + ypa^civ, write, -I- 4c.] Noting
an organic acid found in certain lichens (O^ro-
phora 01 Umbiliearia pustulata).

^STOlepis (ji-rol'e-pis), re. [NL., < Gr. yvpd^,

round, -I- Xsnig, a scale.] A genus of hetero-
cercal ganoid fishes characterized by having
the anterior rays of the pectoral fins not artic-

ulated and scales marked with irregular wrin-
kles. It is common in the Mesozoic rooks.

gyromele (jJ'ro-mel), re. [Gr. yvpo^, a wheel,
a turn, -I- fi^^v, a probe.] A device consist-

ing of a sponge on the end of a long rotating
bougie, used for swabbing out the stomach.
gyrometer (ji-rom'e-t6r), n. [Gr. yvpog, a turn,

revolution, -1- /iirpov, a measure.] An instru-

ment for indicating continuously the number
of revolutions of a rotating axis.

Gyromitra (ji-ro-mi'tra), re. [NL. (Fries,

1849), < Gr. yvpdg, round, -I- pt'iTpa, a head-dress,

gypsine^ (jip'sin), «. [t/yps-um + -iree2.] 1.

The trade-name for a fire-proof material; for.

use in building, consisting of plastic hydraulic

lime mixed with coke or sand and asbestos

and pressed into blocks like bricks.— 3. A
dusting-powder containing arseniate of lead,

applied to plants as an insecticide. E. G.

Lodeman, The Spraying of Plants, p. 147.

gypsite (jip'sit), n. \jgyps-um + -ite'^.] Gypsum
m a finely granular form : a local name in

Kansas and Texas, where this variety occurs.

Under the general head of calcined plaster, or plaster

of Paris, in these reports is included the product of

cement plaster made from gypsum dirt, or "gypsiU." A
greater portion of the gypsum product of Kansas and

Texas is of this variety. . . . Under the microscope the

Canomorpha medusula Perty.

From the ventral side, slightly turned to the right.
a, contractile vacuole ; b, adoral zone ; c, cirri ; d, micronudeus

;

e, meganucleus. Highly magnilied. (Biltschli, after Blot^hmann.
From Lankester's " Zoology.")

rotrichous, trichostomatous oiliates. They have
a bell-shaj^ed body, with the anterior end rounded and
the posterior as a caudal appendage projecting from the
bell, and a ventral furrow of cilia, with a row of cilia at
the edge of the bell leading to the mouth at the base of
the appendage. The only genus is Csenfffiwrpha.

Gsrrocotyle (ji-ro-kot'i-le), re. [NL., < Gr. yvpi^,

round, + mrvh), cup.] The typical genus of
the family GyrocotyUdse. Diesing, 1850.

QyrocotylidaB(ji"ro-ko-til'i-de), re-ijZ. [NL., <
Gyroeotyle + -idas.] A family of monozoie
tapeworms. They have a leaf-shaped body with cre-
nate margins ; a sm!^ but deep sucker at the pointed ex-
tremity ; and at the opposite end a rosette organ carried
by a cylindrical peduncle, traversed by a canal which
opens at each end, from which a peculiar proboscis-like
organ can be everted. Qyrocotyle is the typical genus.

Gyrpdus (ji'ro-dns), re. [NL., < Gr. yyp6Q, round,
-t- bdovq, a tooth.] A genus of extinct ganoid
fishes. They have a very flat and deep body completely
covered with scales ; abluntnose; flat bean-shaped teeth
on the palate and splenial, and a few sharp prehensile
teeth on the dentary ; a symmetrical caudal fln, and thick
scales ridged at the margin. The genus is common in the
Jurassic rocks.

gyrograph (ji'ro-gr&f), re. [Gr. yvpoQ, awheel,
-I- ypdi^uv, write.] An instrument for register-

Gyrotnttra escutenta.

One fourth natural size; <z, general view of plant; £, cross -sec-

tion of same. (From Bugler & Prantl's " Pflanzenfamiiien.")

a turban.] A genus of ascomycetous fungi of
the family HelveUacese,ha,ving large fieshy stipi-

tate fruitingbodies (aseomata) with the surface
irregularlydepressedandfolded. The namerefers
to the convoluted turban-like ascoma. Eleven species
have been described, some of which are among the largest
known Aecomycetes. G. esculenta, as its name indicates,
is an edible species occurring in America and Europe.

Gyrophoracese (ji*ro-fo-ra'se-e), re. pi. [NL.,
< Gyrophora + -acese.] A family of gymno-
carpous lichens named from the'genus Gyro-
phora.

gyro-pigeon (ji'ro-pij''on), n. [Gr. yipof, a
turn, + E. pigeon.] A contrivance of tin

having flanges so arranged spirally that when
a rotary motion is imparted to it its gyrations
cause it to rise in the air : formerly used as a
target for shooting.
gyroplane (ji'ro-plSn), m. [Gr. yvpoq, a ring
(wheel), -I- -plane, as in E. aeroplane.] A
type of flying-machine. See the extract.

A further departure from the present fashion of ma-
chine is the gyroplane of Messrs. Breguet^ which revives
interest in the attempt to overcome gravity by vertical
screw propellers. As at present designed, it is supported
by four propellers placed at the comers of a square.

Nature, Dec. 5, 1907, p. 107.

Gyroscopic precession. See *precession.

gyrostatics (ji-ro-stat'iks), n. That branch of
the science of tinetics which deals with the
laws of rotating solids.

gyrus, re.— Broca'fl gyrus. Same as inferior frordal
gyrus. See frontal gyri under mrtu.— Central gyii.
Same as central 'kconvolutiom.— Composite gyms, a
gyi'us, or ridge, just below and in front of the precrucial

or anterior portion of the sigmoid gyrus.—^Dentate gyrus,
an imperfectly formed convolution within the dentate
Assure.—Fusuorm gyms, the lateral occipitotemporal
convolution, a convolution of the temporal lobe which
lies between the collateral and third temporal Assures.
Itforms the posterior portion of the fourth temporal gyrus.
— Gyrus genicull, a vestigial or degenerate gyrus at the
anterior end of the callosumia prolongation of the longi-

tudinal striae of the callosum.— Gyrus Intermedins
rhlnencepball, a name applied bjfRetzius to the tuber-
cle of the olfactory tract in the brains of marsupials and
edentates.—Gyrus UmbiCUS, a thin strip of gray mat-
ter upon the callosum which contains tlie longitudinal
stria; of Fancisii. Also indutium griseum.—Gyms lu-
naris, a small sagittal gyrus lying behind the gyrus inter-

medius in the brains of marsupials, edentates, and in-

sectivores.—Gyms subcallosus, a gyrus which extends
from the rostrum of the callosum to the base of the cere-
brum immediately in front of the precommissure and
lamina terminalis.—Internal gyrus. Same as callosal
gyrus.— Ungual gyms, the median occipitotemporal
convolution of the Drain.—Paracentral gyms, a convo-
lution bounded by tlie paracentral and callosomarginal
sulci.— Postcentral gyms, a convolution posterior to
the central sulcus.- Krecentral gyms, a convolution
bounded posteriorly by the central sulcus : same as ascends
ing frontal gyrus.— Sagittal gyms, a large convolution
on each half of the cerebrum, adlacent to the median line
or flssure which separates the halves of the cerebrum. It
is more or less parallel with the sagittal suture of the
skull.



dense layer of flint chips, which had evidently never been Hadean (ha'de-an), a. Of
..*v *._.•-, »_j ... ^r.

Hades : as, Hadean realms.
3. (d) In mineral., the mi . ,_, .

tial letter of the eeneral disturbed since the materials were operated upon, lor Mr.

T 1 T,7.7 T„.q,„„*„„. SpUrrell was able to piece many of the flakes, and to dem-
symbol, nicl, appliea to a taoe onstrate that the object sought was the manufacture of
of a crystal in the system of hcuhes. j. GeikTe, The Great Ice Age, p. 637.

Miller. See *symbol. (e) In hacienda-piece (ath-i-an'da-pes), n. A private
elect., the symbol for henry coin struck by the proprietor of an hacienda or

ranch in Mexico or Central America.
hack^, n., 1, (<g) The board on which a hawk's meat
is laid.— To be at nack, to have partial liberty, as eyas
hawks before they begin to be trained.—To fly at hack,
to be at partial liberty, as a half-trained hawk.

back^, V. i. 4. To do work as a hack or literary
drudge : as, to hack for a living.

[Origin not ascertained.]

or pertaining to

In(which see). — 4. (/)
pathol., hypermetrojpia.

h., hy. In electrotechuics, abbreviations of
henry.

ha. An abbreviation of hectare.

haa (ha'a), n. [Hawaiian.] A tree of the
spurge family, Antidesma plntyphyllum, found hackee^ (hak'e), n.

on most of ^^le Hawaiian Islands, and reach-
ing a height of 30 feet. Its fruit is a reddish
drupe with a bony, -flattened putamen.
habanera (ha-ba-na'ra), n. [Sp., < Habana,
Havana.] A glow Spanish dance in triple

rhythm; also, the music for such a dance.
habdalah (hab-da'ia),M. [Heb.: ha,i'he,Vddlah,
< &ae{a2,separate.] Areligious ceremony among
orthodox Jews at the close of the Sabbath. On

When Charon's boat conveyed a spirit o'er
The Lethean water to the Hadean shore.
The fare was just a penny,—not too great,
The moderate, regular, Stygian statute rate.

J. G. Saxe, Money King, 1. 188.

hadrome (had'rom), n. [GrT. a6p6(, strong, +
E. -ome.1 The xytem or woodypart of a vascu-
lar bundle.
Hadromerina (had''''ro-me-ri'na), n. pi. [NTj.,

<Grr. dSpdg, thick, large, -I- /lipog, part, + -ma^.]
An order of monaxonidan Demosponqise,
usually of massive form, sometimes stalked
or cup-shaped, of compact structure, with the
skeletal framework radiate or without order,

and the spongin absent or very feebly develop-
ed. It includes several families, among them
the Cqppatiidie, Clionidm, and SuberiMdse.

In ceram,, a mixture of whiting andgum painted
on biscuit-ware when a reserved design is do-
sired in a printed pattern. The whiting drops
off in the kiln, leaving a white reserved de-
sign on the ground color.

hacking!, n. 4. In pathol., the emission of a hadromerine (ha-drom'e-rin), a. [Hadrome
succession of short coughs.— 5. In massage, rina.] Resembling sponges of the order jffa-

the act of striking the muscles with the side of dromerina ; having a massive form

.

the hand. hadromin (had'ro-min), to. [Formation not
returning home from the synagogue the master of the hacking-board (hak'ing-bord), TO. A board on ascertained.] An aldehyde substance said to
house lights a special wax taper. Alls a cup with wine, and which unburned bricks are dried or hacked. aecompanv natural vanillin.

ifo°^%S^X'rtr?.°T^fs°S^S^Vo'd"oVr^^^^ hackles. « 6 One of the long hairs which Hadropte/us (ha-drop'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
in whom I trust and will not be afraid"; "God is my When erected, form a crest along the neck ana adpdg, thick, + wrepdv, wing (fin).] A genus

back of a dog. - .

. .

. - - .

I could see the great dog standing, not sleeping, in the
veranda, the tixi^ktea alift on her back, and her feet planted
as tensely as the drawn wire rope of a suspension bridge.

R. Eiplvng, The Recrudescence of Iniray.

Dun hackle, in angliiiff, an artificial fly.

strength and song, and he became my salvation," etc. He
then pronounces a blessing on the wine ; an ornamented,
chased, or carved spice-box is produced, of which all the
members of the household smell ; and the following bless-

ing is pronounced :
" Blessed thou art, God of the

universe, who created all kinds of spices."

Habeas corpus ad respondendmn, a writ by which a

of etheostomatine perches or darters, contain
ing some of the largest and most active species
of the group. They are small fishes, olivaceous in
color, with large black blotches on the sides, found in the
bottom of clear streams in the Mississippi valley. H'. aspro

LnwvcM buxA#t4B oM jicDifwuucuutuu, <» "ill. wj TTiii..!! a i_ 1 1 Q ' «," T

"

7' J A'
Is thc commou black-sldcd darter,

person was removed out of the custody of one coun, into hacklC'', v. t. 3. In angling, tO dress (an arti- hadrosaurid (had-ro-sa'rid), m. One of the
that of another to answer to a suit in the latter. It was ficial fly) with hackle. TTndrnsaij/ridip
also employed to compel the production of a person in hacklC-back (hak'1-bak), TO. Same a,S* hatchet- l,3^r„aaiirniifl Vhp,! vr, K^'mirl^ n <,„fl « T /,confinement to answer to a criminal charge.—Habeas jw,7t

"•••'- v /> naarOSaurOia (naQ-ro-sa roiO), a. antt B. 1. a.

corpus ad satisfaciendum, a writ by which a prisoner ""<l"'; ^ ^i , /, , is . , i Eesembling or allied to fl(8drosa«er««.
'lackle-bench (hak'l-bench), m. A bench or

ii_ „_ % g^urian having affinities with
table for supporting haokling-pms. Hadrosaurus
hackle-sheet (hak'1-shet) to. The movable Hdeckelism (hek'el-izm), TO. The opinions or
apron, or sheet, to which are attached the speculations of Eri"st Haeckel, a Gerian zoolo-
hackling-pins of a haokling-maohine.

gist, especially his opinion that the life-history
hackmack (hak'mak), to. Same as hackmatack. §£ 4g individual organism is a recapitulation
hackmannite(hak'maii-it)j«. [Named for Dr. of its ancestral history. See *recaSitulation,
Victor Hackman of Helsmgfors.] A member g ^^^^ HaeckeVs *law
of the sodalite group of minerals which occurs nkmamoeba (hem-a-ine'ba), to. fNL., < Gr.m pale reddish-violet dodecahedrons m the „• ^lo^a, -I- NL. amtefiaV] 1. The typical
rock called tawite from the Tawa valley. Kola «.,'. ., ~ - — _•'*'_

Peninsula, Lapland. It- is near sodalite in

composition but contains also the "radical NaS.
hackmatack, n. 2. The juniper, Jmwperus

. .. _ . , - communis.
fea6a, broad bean, < L. faba, bean.] 1. The hackney, n. 2. Specifically, a breed of horses
sand-box tree, Hura orqpttans, a,nd espociallj ^^:^^^ combines thoroughbred blood with that

of the English shire horse or cart-horse and also

that of the native Irish horse. A hackneyis ahorse
of moderate size, but over 14 hands, compact build, good
action and good disposition, not so heavy as a coach-horse

___„„„_.„„»„-.- ~ back.

imprisoned by virtue of the judgment of one court was hackle-bench (hak'l-bench), TO.

brought into another court to charge him in execution - - -

upon a judgment of the latter.

habenal (ha-be'nal), a. [NL. *habenalis, <

L. habena, a thong," strap, rein, <. habere, hold:
see ha/ve.'i Same as habenar. Buck, Med.
Handbook, II. 152.

Habenular ganglion. See ^ganglion hahe-
nulse.

Haberlia (ha-b6r'li-a), TO. [NL. (Dennstedt,
1818), named in honor of Karl Konstantin
Haberle (1764-1832), professor of botany at
Pesth.] A genus of dicotyledonous trees of
the family Anacardiaoeee. See Odina.
habilla (a-be'lya), n._ [Amer. Sp., dim. of^p.

its seeds, which are a drastic cathartic. Called
also javilla. See Hura and sand-box, 3.—2.

In Central America,. Lens phaseoloides, or its

seeds. See Entada, sea-bean, 1, and *lens, 5.

habit, «., 1. ((i) In pefroff., the general appearance nor so 'leggy' as a hunter. The

of a rook given by the texture and the mode, that is, the '^'i"]^
as roadster or driver is used

mineral composition. Rocks may have the same habit but includes horses for ndmg as

and not agree closely in composition. hack-saW (hak sa), TO. See «aw)'.

6. A small piece oflinen attached to a woman's hack-saw (hak'sft), D. *. To cut with a hack-

collar at the back, designed to go under the saw.— Hack-sawing machine, a power-machine em-

genus of the family Hsemamcebidse. H.
rise {Plasmodium qtiartanse) is the cause of
quartan fever in man. See *malaria, with
cuts. Grassi and Feletti, 1890. — 2. [ I. c]
An organism of this genus. Also hemamoeba.—HsBmamceba immacmata, a non-pigmented variety
of H. prxeox.—M. prsecox. Same as Plasmodium
maligmum.— H. rellcta, a protozoan blood parasite of
the sparrow.— H. sub-lmmaculata, a protozoan blood
parasite of the hawk.—H. subprsecox, a protozoan
blood parasite in the owl, lark, and other birds.— H.
Vlvax. Same as Plasmodium festianse.

,^™ ttTuniWS&' Hsemamffibida(hem-a-me'bi-de) «.^ [NL.,
well as for driving. < Hsemamoeha + -^dseJ] A family of Hsemo-

neck of the dress and keep the collar in place

—Dyvour'a habit, in Scots law, a habit which bank-
rupts were compelled to wear unleBS in the bankruptcy
proceedings it was alleged and proved that the insolvency
was the result of misfortune. Bankrupt dealers in an
illicit trade were condemned to wear the habit in any
event Bouvier, Law Diet—Land Of steady Iiabits,
the State of Connecticut

habitancy, n. 2. Inhabitants collectively.

De Quincey.

sporidia, consisting of amoeboid organisms
found mostljr in the red blood-corpuscles, it
includes Halteridiwm^ found in birds, causing fever and
sometimes death ; HxTnamceba, the cause of malaria in
man ; and other forms parasitic in frogs, cattle, and other
animals.

The Italian observers have found that all three species
of the human Hsemamoebidse are cultivable in Anopheles
claviger and not only in this but in other ItoJian species
of Anophele^ while they . . . have failed to cultivate the
parasites in Culex.

*

L. 0. Howard.

ploying a reciprocating hack-saw and used for catting
metal rods, bars, and pipes. Two types are in use. In
one the saw is operated by an oscillating frame, and in

the other it is directly connected with a rod and crank-pin
on a wheel,' suitable mechanism being provided for hold-

ing the saw to its work on the draw or backward stroke

and allowing it to run free on the return stroke, and for

allowing for the wear of the saw. Feed-mechanism is

also used to bring the rod to be cut to the vise, locking it hsemateill. «. See hematein.
in the vise while the cut is made, and releasmg the saw l,»maHTinTia fh^ mnfi r^f\T^\ « Roma qq 7.™
and the vise while the next length is fed to the saw. The nsematinone (He-mat i-non;, n. bame as ft^

„ ^,^ ^ , , * -
ffli- * ^ K *!, • depth and length of cut are adjustable. maUnum.

^^^nl^^fli.'!^^rfn^i^L'^P^l^%'l^^" hackthom (hak' thorn) n.^B.AF.D. kaake- H»moc;rtozoa (hem-o-si-to-z6^^^ [NL

TTflWtiial timf See *timel <^orn, hook-thorn.] A South African thorny, < Gr. mm, blood -1- K.-roc a hollow {a cell), -)-

habituation TO &ror ofhabituation. See *.rror<,/ leguminous shrub. Acacia detinens, which is f^o"- animal.] Same a,s ^HamMsportdm.

.^Si considered sacred by some of the native tribes. Haemogregarina (hem-o-greg-a-ri'na), to.

habutai (ha'^bo-ti'), « IJa^. habwtaye.'] A Called aho loait-a-bit thorn. [NL., < Gr. aJ^ua, blood, H- NL. Gre^ortroa.] A
Japanese silk. hack-tree (hak'tre), to. Same as hackberry, 2. ^'^'^ »* Hxmospondki, typical of the family

haclie (hash), TO. [F.hache,aiaas.:seehatehet.-] haddock, n. 2. A name wrongly applied to Hsetnogregarimdf. It is parasitic in reptiles,
" " - -

^— ' . -1,-^ -_•_•
pggy_^^plygisia.rbatusaMdMerlucciusaustralis amphibians, and fishes. Damlewshy, \?,m.

allied to the family Godidas or codfishes. The Hsemogregarinidse (hem-o-greg-a-rin'i-de), to.

European species of Merlucdm is known as P^- [NL-, < Hsmogregarina + -idee.'] A fam-

the hake. —vew Zealand haddock, a gadoid fish, ily «* blood-parasites of the order Hsmospori-
Meriuecius austraiis, found in Australian waters. dia. The typical genus is Hsemogregarina.

559

A palsBolithio stone implement, called origi-

nally lang de chat, evidently used for a great

varietv of purposes. Also eaWeA coup de poing
(de Mortillet), and Chelleau implement.

This [a Palceolithic workshop] was represented by «



Hsemosporidia ^60

Haemosporidia (hem^o-spo-iid'i-a), n.pl. haikh (hi6h),rs. [The
[NL., \ 6r. al/ia, blood, + oTropA, seeS. (spore), Dative name of Ar-
+ dim. -i6u>v.'] An order of Sporogoa, the mem- menia.] The Arme-
Ijers of which are parasitic in the Wood of uian language,
fishes, amphi'bians, and reptiles. The trophozo- liaikwan(H-kwan'),
ite is generally a vermifonn heemogregarine, which passes n. [Chinese, < feffl*,

its early stages in a blood-corpuscle, but becomes free „.„ 4. i,,i,„„ a, ^ate-
when lull-grown. There appears to be no alternation ol ^^^' ^ . " '

,
5„™

h0Bts,the entire cycle of dcTelopment being passed in tlie ''^ay> _* ,®'^°J?"'"body of one animal. This order contains tile genera Lan- house .J Maritime
kestrella, Earyolysus, and Reemogregarina. Damlewelcy. customs in China.
haemosporidian (hem^o-spo-rid'i-an), o. andw. hail^, n Soft hall,

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Mmmosporidia. small pellets of ice.pertaining 1

n. n. Oneof theJHasmospondJa.—^2. Agen^
eral designation of the pathogenic Protozoa
that live and multiply in the corpuscles of the
red blood of mammals, and give rise to mala-
ria. See *malaria.

Hsemulidse (he-mu'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sse-
muHon) + -idle. Of. Ssemulonidse.^ A family
of sparoid fishes, typified by the grunts, which
constitute the genus Msemulon. They differ frdfai

the Spondee in having the teeth all pointed; from
tbe LutianidiB in having no teeth on the vomer ; and from

Halkal in the Chuitih of Abu's
Sifain, old Cairo. (From Butler's
*' Ancient Coptic Cliurclies of
Egypt.")

Ha9nul0n Macrostomum.
(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

the SetrimiAa in having the maxillary bone or side of the
upper jaw slipping under the edge of the preorbital bone
The species are widely diffused in tropical seas and are
valued as food. The family is often called Prigiip&mat-
idx. I^e typical genus is Samvlon.

hsemiiloid (hem'u-loid), n. Any fish of the
family SsemuUdsB.

bagbaha (hag-ba'hS,), n. [Eeb., < gabah, lift

sometime frozen rain-

drops, at other times
small hail, tisually falling

together with rain and
rapidly melting away.

hail^, W, The various re-

sponses made by naval
ofBcers at night to the
sentry, by which the
lattermay learn the rank
oftheofficerapproaching
the vessel, are as follows

:

Flag-offlcers answer
" fl^

!

" the captain-gives
the name of his ship ; the ward-room officers answer, "Aye,
aye I " the steerage and warrant officers answer, " No, no I

"

and petty officers aud members of the crew answer,
'" Hello I " Yachtsmen have adopted this code with a
slight modification.

liail^, 1). <.—To ball the hall, to throw or drive the
ball to the goal; win the goal. N, E. D, [Scotch.]

hail-badEed (hal'bakt), a. Having a broad
stripe of white running from the back of the
neck to the root of the tail : said of cattle.

bail-band (hal'band), n. One of the narrow
tracts covered with hail which are character-
istic of severe hail-storms, especiallyin Prance.
They generally lie parallel to one another and to the gen-
eral path of the storm, leaving between them lanes of

little hail but of heavy rain and destructive winds.

hail-cannon (hal'kan-on), n. A small cannon
or tube set vertically and furnished with a
conical prolongation. The discharge of a few
ounces of gunpowder in the cannon sends a vortex-ring

of smoke rapidly upward to an altitude of about 1,000

feet Such cannon have been extensively used since 1S90
in southern Europe, under the mistaken belief that nu-
merous discharges of them will prevent injurious hail-

storms. See irgrelifuge earmon.

ing.] The elevation of the open sacred scroll hail-cloud (hSl'kloud), n. A cloud from which"' " - ..
. . jjj^jj falls; that portion of a cumulus cloud

which represents the so-called hail-stage and
within which the temperature is at freezing-
point, the cooling due to expansion being just

counterbalanced by the evolution of the latent
heat of freezing water from the drops of rain
that are being frozen.

hail-gage (hal'gaj), n. A special form of rain-
gage constructed to separate the hail from the
rain-water and allow of the separate measur-
ment of each.

(torah) after the reading of the *parasha
(which see). When it isthus exposed to theview of the
congregation, all stand up and recite the following : "And
this is the law which Moses placed before the childien of

Israel," etc. ;
" This is a tree of life to them that grasp

it," etc. All ceremonies in connection with the reading
of the law, including the hagbaha, are considered meri-
torious, and are performed by prominent members of the
synagogue.

hagbrier (hag'bti-6r), n. The hispid green-
brier, Smilax hispida, the stems of which are
thickly set withlong, straight, slender spines.

It ranges from Ontario to North Carolina, and hailing-port (hal'ing-port), n. The name of
westward to Minnesota and Texas. jtiie port from which a vessel hails, requiredby
haggadah, ». 3. The Jewish ritual for the "law to be painted on the stem of all docu-
first two nights of Passover, it contains extracts mented vessels in the United States ; the port
from the Bible and the Talmud treating of the exodus jj^ -trhieh the managing owner of the vessel

iSr^^XfZ^T^^^ "^'^ ^" ""•""'>'
lives, or which is nerres\to his place of resi-

dence ; the home port of a vessel.

The firing of
__ Dating hail-

Juw'iology'.l In eaW3/Za«» arcfe., the sanctuary, stonns or preve"nti£g haU: beneficial results

aTdistlnguishedffom the choir occupied by of this practice have not been demonstrated

thesineers
' hailweed (hal'wed), to. Dodder, especially the

hagiolater (ha-ji-ol'a-tfer), n. [Gr. &yco,, saint, S'""^"''^''
°" flax-dodder. Also hair-

p P^ rS.
''""''"^'^^'^ ^ «''i''*-^°'^^P«'^-haimkrada(hi-ma-ra'da),TO. [Arawak.] Lin-

/<. y. i/pooe.
rTT„„„!j T A ™i„„ hernia <Ji)fMsa, a herbaceous plant of the family

hahanui (ha-ha-no e),ra. [Hawaiian.] Aspiny, ~ ,,".' . -f ., . ,•'

bristling shrub, Cyanea ferox, of the family
Campanulaceee, with dissected leaves and pur-

^hnS'anntemV'ne-man-izm), n. The ^^?\9'^'^^l' -'' ^h. P^O The^typical

medical theories of Dr. Hahnemann ; homeo-

SerophulariaeesB, native of South America. In
Guiana it is used as medicine in fevers, dys-
entery and disorders of the Uver,

genus of the family Saimeidse.
wards.

Milne-Ed-

pathy.
j.i,„ ,„,„„„ „i„„ „„„!,„ Haimeidse(ha-me'i-de),Jt.i)Z. n^., <. Haimea

haigua (hi'gwa), n. [Nootka tofl-ua, also spelled + .
"*\ ^ „ of protalcyonaeean Aloyo-

top«a 7«a2«,Mfl-«a, fe2,aff,„a,in^^^
consistfng of soUtary polyps with or

by the Indians of the North Pacific coast of ^^^ j^f
^^^ Monoxenia.

Ajnerica for ornaments. Sometimesthe surface of , . v /v- /i, //•\ cs -i.- jn.

thTsheU was decorated with delicate carvings. It was hainberry (han'ber"i), n. Same as Jimdberry.

valued according to its size, the value being determined hainite (hin'it), n. [G. hain, grove (see def.),

^y.'^'''f'^HS''^'^Z&tn^^tltcl?:iJ^ +-ite^-l. A silicate, alUed to wohlerite in
fathom in length. The shortest kind was also called coop-

coop or kopkops (Chinook ikupkup).

haikal (hi'kal), ». [Coptic] In churches of

the Levant, a sacred place, usually distm-

fuished from the choir, in the Coptic churches of

eynt it forms an important member of the plan and is

in some cases covered with a cupola which is rich^

adorned, having mosaics or pamtmgs. See cut m neirt

column.— Halkal Screen, in churches of the fevmt, a

deoSive^detoborate Sreen-waU which shuts off the

hS from the body of the church. In churches of the

Greek rite the screen is called iconostims.

composition, occurring in slender^ colorless to
yellow, triolinie crystals : found m phonolite
of the Hohe Hain ('high grove ') in northern
Bohemia.

hair^, ti.—Beaded hair. See MmdeiJ.— Collecting
hairs, the hairs on the styles of certain composite plants
the function of which it is to collect the pollen as it falls

from the anthers.— Curled hair, hair from animals'
manes and tails steamed and twisted, when hot, into rope,
and afterward untwisted and picked apart, making a light
springy material for upholstering.—Fine hair, an inner

hair-plate

and finer hair or down, found on skins, which SOTnetimes

remains after the coarser hair is removed.-Inthe hair,

with the hair remaining : said of "Wns.—Pepperqom
hair the hair of some African negroid tribes : named from

the small spirals which it forms, beginning at the root

The closeness of these spirals gives the impression that

the hair grows in tufts, although the roots are quite regu-

larly distributed.- Ringed hair a kind of gray hah' in

which the affected hair is mai-ked by segments of white

alternating with the normal color. Also called trichonosis

i»r»co2or.— Salamander's hair, the mineral asbestos.

—Thetls'S hair, a name given by C. T. Jackson to quartz

which contains fine needle-like inclosnres of acthiolite or

asbestos. The fibers are generally straight, but penetrate

the mass in several directions.-True-wool hair, the

hair of a sheep's fleece, which possesses the textile prop-

erties of a serrated surface, curliness, and elasticity, the

typical example being that from the merino sheep.

hair^, v. i. 3. To form fine fibers, as syrup,

when tested by dripping.

hair-ball (har'bfll), n. A small pellet or a

large concretion, composed chiefiy of hair,

found in the stomachs of animals which have
the habit of licking themselves or other ani-

mals. See hezoar and *heteroUth. Tearhook

U. S. Bept. Agr., 1897, p. 501.

Hair-comber's (Usease. See ^disease.

hair-cord (har'kdrd), n. A fabric woven with
very fine lines or stripes, usually running
lengthwise. Also called Jia/i/r-line.

hair-cuticle (har'kii-ti-kl), n. The outer layer
of cells of a hair. See iiair.

hair-drawn (har'drftn), a. Drawn out as fine

as a hair; characterized by over-refinement
or nicety: as, fcair-draion dialectics. Schaff..

hair-felt (hSr'felt), n. Felt made of animal
hair.

hair-fern (har'ffem), n. The American maid-
enhair, Adiantum pedatum.
hair-germ (har'j6rm), n. An ingrowth of epi-

dermal cells from whose base a hair is subse-
quently developed.

hair-grass, »—Bearded orlong-awnedhalF-erasB,
MuhZeiibergia capillaria, a species which bears a large
lighi-purple panicle with slender, spreading branches
and very delicate pedicels, the. flowers also with -a slender
awn. This grass is found in sandy or rocky soils in the
eastern United States.— California halr-grasB, Deg-
chanvpgia holciformis, a much stouter plant thim the
Eastern species of the same genus. Also the slender

hair-grass, D. elongata, and the oat-like hair-grass, D.
calymia.—Oat-llke halr-grass. See Califorma Irhair.

grass.—Silvery halr-grass, a low, tufted grass, Aira
ca/ryophyllea, nearly rdated to Deschmrmsia. Its shin-

ing panicle gives a silvery tinge to flelds where it abounds.
It is a European plant, of no value agriculturally, intro-

duced into the eastern Ilnited States and into California.

In England sometimes c&lled moitse-grass,^ SlenAei
halr-grass. See California itJmir-grass.—Tufted halr-
frass, Deschwmpsia cxsmtosat a European and North
merican grass found in the northern United States and

especially abundant in the Kocky Mountains. It is of little

agricultural value, but
from its tussock-form-
ing habit is useful in
building up and giv-

ing firmness to low,
wet ground. The
stems in rural Eng-
land have been made
into door-mats, and
furnish a fiber. Also
hasBock-grass and tus-

sock-grass.—Water

.

halr-grass. Se
water- hairgrass. -

Wavy halr-grass. I

Same as wood -khair- ^

grass.—WooA halr-
grass, Deschampgia '

Jlexuosay a more deli-

cate European and
American species,
worthless except in
woodland pastures.
The leaves are fili-

form, the branches of
the panicle hair-like,
often flexuous.

hairhoof (har'
hof), n. [One of
the numerous va-
riants of hairif.2
The woodruff,
Asperula odorata.

hairhoimd (har'
h()und), n. Same as hoar-Jiownd (6).

hair-line, ». 3. Same as *liair-cord.

hair-moss (har'mos), n. Same as haireap-moas.
hair-moth (har'mdth), n. One of the clothes-
moths, Tineola hiseliella, whose larva feeds on
hair and woolen goods.

hair-peg (har'peg), n. A straight hair-pin
with an ornamental head. A. M. EarU, Cos-
tume of Colonial Times, p. 122.

hair-pencil (har'pen'sil), n. In entom., a group
of very long hairs which may occur on several
parts of the body of a lepidopterous insect.

hair-plate (hSr'plat), n. The iron plate at
the back end of a bloomery-hearth.

TuftedHair-sftass {Deschatttpsia
casfiitosa).

a, plant, one fourth natural size ; b,

spilcelet, enlarged ; c, florets, stiil more
enlarged.



hair-restorer

liair-restorer (har're-st6r"6r), n. Apreparation
used to restore the tair when it is scant.
hair-rooted (har'rS-ted), a. Noting clouds
which have a bulbous center whence proceed
long wisps like hairs and short wisps like
roots : as, hair-rooted cirro-stratus. Also called
tailed cirrus by Clayden, and cirrus caudatus
by Clayton.
hair-scale (hSr'skal), n. One of the modified
hair-like scales which occur on different parts
of the body of certain lepidopterous and
triohopterous insects.

hair-shot (har'shot), n. In Milliards, a shot
which barely moves the first object-ball ; also,
one which barely misses the second.

hair-slip (hSr'slip), n. A place on a green
skin where the grain has become decayed, en-
abling the hair to slip. Flemming, Practical
Tanning, p. 265.

hair-slipped (har'slipt), a. Marked by places
where the grain has decayed: said of skins.
Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 265.

hair-snake (har'snakj, n. A nematoid worm,
Gordius, parasitic in insects in its early stages
and frequently found in damp places or in
pools when mature. Also known as hairworm
and horsehair-snake, from the popular super-
stition that it is a hair that has metamorphosed
into a worm.

hair-stone (har'ston), n. Quartz penetrated
by slender crystals of rutile, amphibole, or
other mineral species. Also called Fenus
hair-stone and fldche d'amou/r.

hairstreak, n.—Acadian halrstreak, an American
butterfly, Thecla ctcadica, occurring from New England
to Montana and up and down the Pacific coast. Its larvse
Jeed on tlie willow.—Banded bairstreak, a lycsenid
butterfly, Thecla ccdanus, occurring throughout the north-
ern United States east of the Kocky Mountains. The up-
per surface of the wings is dark brown and the under
surface slate-brown. Its larvte feed on the leaves of the
oak and the hickory.—Coral bairstreak, an American
lycsenid butterfly, Strymtm titus, of wide distribution
within the United States. Its larvae live on the wild
cherry and the plum.—Gray balTStreak, an American
lycsenid butterfly, Uranotes melmus, occurring through-
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hakam (oha-kam'), n. [Judeo-Arabic hakdm,
< Heb. halcam, be vrise. Compare Aram, ^akim
or hakims; At. hakim : see hakim.'] In Jewish
use, a sage or philosopher : a title given to the
Sephardi rabbis in the Orient. The chief rabbi
of Constantinople is styled hakdm pasha.
Hakatist (ha-ka-tisf), n. [G. ha, H, + ka,
K, + te, T, -I- -ist. The letters are the initials

of the three founders of the league, Von
Hansemann, Von Kennemann, andVon Tiede-
mann.] A member of the league organized
in Germany for the support of Prussian mea-
sures against the Poles in Posen. N. and Q.,
9th ser., IX. 145, 374.

hake^, n—white hake, a small flsh of tlie family

Gray Hairstreak (.Uranotes tnelinus).

«, butterfly; d, butterfly with wings closed; c, larvA from side;

^, pupa ; e, egg: ; all slightly enlarged except e, greatly enlarged.
(Howard and Chittenden, U. S, D. A.)

out the United States. Its larvse feed on the bean, hop, haw-
thorn, St.-John's-wort, and hound's-tongue.— Great pur-
ple hajTStreak, an American lycsenid butterfly, Attides
fmletsus, the largest of the eastern hairstreaks, expanding
nearly two inches. Its larvse feed on the oak.— Least
purple hairstreak, an American lycsenid butterfly,

Vaiycopis cecrops.— Olive halxstreak, an American hes-

periid butterfly, Mitoura damon, occurring in tlie soutli-

-em United Stetes, where its larvse feed on the red cedar
and' the smilax.—Striped hairstreaft, an American
lycaenid butterfly, Th&cla liparops, wide-spread in the
United States east of the Rocky Mountains. Its larvse

live on the oak, willow, shad-bush, and blueberry.

—

White-M-halrstreak, an American lycsenid butterfly

•occurring throughout tlie southern United States, ranging
as far north as New Jersey, Pennsylvanisi, and Ohio. Its

larvse live on the oak sind the milk-vetch.

hairstrong (hSr'strdng), n. Same as harstrong.

hair-weed (har'wed), n. 1. Any hair-like alga.

See mermaid's-hair.— 2. Same as *hailweed.

lair-whorl (har'hwerl), n. A more or less

spirally arranged ridge of hair, produced by
the meeting of hairs running in different di-

rections.

Jiairy-back (har'i-bak), n. Any fish of the
family Trichonotidx, found in the western
Pacific.

hairy-tongue (har'i-tung), n. Hypertrophy
of the filiform papilto of the tongue : it gives

to the surface a hairy appearance. Buck,
Med. Handbook, III. 291.

!hai-tsai (hi-tsi')) »• [Chinese, <hai, sea,

+ ts'ai, weed.] A seaweed, G-loiopeltis tenax,

and a gelatin prepared from it. The gelatm is

used in the manufacture of lanterns to Strengthen or
varnish the paper, and to give gloss to silk or gauze.

Windows of split bamboo crossed diagonally have their

rhombie openings filled with a film of it as a substitute

ior glass.

S.— 36

white Hake { Urophycis ienuis).

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Gadidx, or codfishes. Urophycis tenuis, a common spe-
cies, is found oft the New England coast. Others are
found in the same region and in Europe.

hako (ha'ko), M. [Pawnee.] A ceremony of
the Pawnee Indians, intended to benefit cer-
tain individuals by bringing to them the prom-
ise of children, long life, and plenty, and
establishing at the same time a bond between
the persons taking part in it, thus insuring
friendship and peace between different clans
or tribes. Alice C. Fletcher, 22d Eep. Bur.
Amer. Ethnol., II. 14.

The expression " hako " is used to describe the whole of
the articles employed in the ceremony, which are two
feathered stems of ash wood from which the pith is burnt
out ; an ear of white com ; three sticks of plane tree ; owl
and eagle feathers ; the heads of two woodpeckers ; the
head, neck, and breast of two ducks ; a wild cat skin ; fat
from a consecrated deer or buffsdo ; an oriole's nest ; and
other objects. . . . The two feathered stems are treated
by the tribe with great reverence, and always deposited
on the wild cat skin when not in use. One symbolizes
the sky, the other the earth. The ear of com represents'
the fruitfulness.-of the earthy and is called "mother."
This seems to ii^icate an origin for the ceremony among
agricultural tribes, though it has been adopted by the
hunting tribes. It does not appear, however, that the
rites were performed at any stated time, or had any con-
nexion with planting or harvesting.

Athenscum, May 20, 1906, p. 628.

hala (ha'ia), M. [Hawaiian.] The native screw-
pine of the Hawaiian Islands, Pandanus tecto-

rius. Coarse mats are made of the leaves.

halachist (ha-laoh'ist), n. One who is learned
in the halachah (which see).

Halselurus (ha-le-M'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. d;if,

sea, + allmpSg, eat.] A genus of sharks of
the tropical Pacific, belonging to the family

halah (cha'la), n. ; Tpl. haldth{cha,'16t). [Heb.,
< halal, perforated.] A cake; originally, a
loaf used in offerings (Num. xv. 20 et passim)
and now partaken of at the three meals of Sab-
baths and festivals. As now used it is a well-baked,
elongated, and twisted loaf, thick in the middle and
tapering toward the ends, with poppy-seed sprinkled
over the top. The halah of some festivals differs in form
from the ordinary Sabbath cake ; for example, that used
at the £.osh ha-shanah festival (New-Year's day) is made
in the form of a ladder. The reason given is that, it being
the season of prayer for forgiveness, the ladder symbolizes
the ascension of the prayers heavenward.

halapepe (ha-la-pa'pa), TO. [Hawaiian.] A
tree of the lily family, bracema aurea, bearing
golden-yellowflowers and small yellow,berries,
and yieldii^g a soft, whitish wood out 6t which
the natives used to carve their idols.

halatinoUS (ha-lat'i-nus)^ «. IGi. aXdrivos,

of salt, < ahi( (aXar-), salt, < aAg, salt: see salt^.']

Having the character of common salt. [Eare.]
halbling (halb'ling), n. [G., < halb, half, -1-

dim. -ling. Cf. halfling^.} A small coin of
Basel and of other Swiss and German states.

halching (hal'ehing), n. [halch + mg.'] The
entanglement of the coils of yarn at the nose,
or top, of a spinning-mule cop. Nasmith,
Cotton Spinning, p. 286.

Haleciidse (ha-lf-si'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Hale-
cium + -idle.'] A family of campanularian
hydroids having the hydrothecae reduced to
shallow, saucer-shaped, pedunculate appen-
dages, the hydranths with conical hypostomes
and the gonophores hedrioblastic. It contains
the genera Haledum, Diploeyathus, and Ophi-

Halecium (ha-le'si-um), n. [NL.] The typi-
cal genus of the family Baleciidse. Oken, 1815.

half, I. a—Half fifteen, in tenuis, a point given to a
supposably inferior player at the beginning of the second
and subsequent alternate games of the set.— Half forty,

half-lichen

in tennis, two points given to a supposably inferior player
at the beginning of the first game, three at the beginning
of the second, and so on alternately in the subsequent
games of the set.— Half thirty. See -kthirty.

II. «.— Half a stroke. See *8trofei.

half-arc (haf'ark), a. Noting an electric arc-
lamp of approximately half the usual illumi-
nating power. In commercial practice arc-lamps
supplied with from 9.6 to 10 amperes and 460 or more
watts were classed as full-arc lamps ; those taking from
6.6 to 7 amperes and 826 to 360 watts, as half-arcs. Also
used substantively.

half-beam (haf'bem), ». In ship-building, a
deck-beam which extends only part way across
the vessel, being cut off at a hatchway or simi-
lar opening through the deck.

half-bird (haf'berd), n. One of the smaller
ducks, such as the teal: so named because it

sells for half the price of the larger species.
[Eng.]

half-bit (haf bit), n. The Spanish half-real in
the British West Indies.

half-blind (haf ' blind), a. Noting holes in
plates (which are to be riveted together)
which do not coincifle or match, those of one
plate being partly covered by the other plate.

half-breadth (haf'bredth), n. In ship-building,

the distance of any given point on the outer
skin or of the exterior line of the frames (in

the latter case called maided half-breadth) to
the central longitudinal plane of the vessel.

Half-breadth plan. See plan.
half-breed, n.—Blgenerlc half-breed, the product
of a cross between varieties of species belonging to differ-

ent genera.

half-broad (haf'brM), n. An English gold
coin, a double crown of James I.

half-bull (haf'bul), n. A term employed by
sealers to denote a male fur-seal from four to
six years old. The largest half-bulls are pi'actically

full grown, but not strong enough to fight theto way into
the rookeries and establish themselves. They are dark
gray in color, lacking the brownish tint characteristic of
old male fur-seals. This class of seals is termed polu-
sikatchi by the Russians.

half-butt (haf'but), n. A cue, used only in
English billiards, the length of which is half-
way between that of a long and that of an
orinary cue.

half-center (haf sen'^ter), n. The position of
the crank-pin of an engine when it is midway
between the two dead-centers or dead-points.

half-clutch (hafklueh), n. A jaw-clutch in
which each jaw is half a cylinder, and con-
sequently has only one driving-face for each
direction.

half-column (haf 'kol''''um), ». An engaged
column of which only half, or about half, pro-
.ieets horizontally from the surface of a wall.

half-crown, n—Newark half-crown, an Eiigiish
piece of Charles I., struck at the siege of Newark.

half-davit (haf ' dav '' it), n. Naut., a fish-

davit.

half-florin (hafflor"in), n. An English coin,
first coined in gold by Edward III. in 1844. It

was current for 3 shillings and weighed 54
grains.

half-hardy (hafhar'di), a. In hort., noting
an intermediate grade between tender and
hardy : said of plants which withstand a little

frost, but not a hard one, and are sown or
planted out after frosty weather is past and
before the weather becomes thoroughlysettled.
Sometimes used also for plants which will live
out of doors throughout the year if given shel-
ter or protection.

half-hit (hafhit), n. See *W<1.
half-iron (hafi'»eTu), n. In golf, a balf-shot
with an iron club.

half-joe (hafjo), n. A Portuguese gold coin,
originated in 1722, the half-dobraof 6,400 reis:
one of the most popular gold coins of the New
World in the eighteenth century.

half-lap (haf'lap), n. The metallic matrix, or
bed, in which are embedded the rows ofcomb-
ing-needles in a cotton-combing machine.
— Half-lap roller, the partof a cotton-combing machine
which carries forward the combed sliver.

half-lapped (haf'lapt), a. Lapped about one
half as much as when brought to the proper
position : used of rivet-holes that do not meet
properly, but are half-bliud.

halMichen (h!if'li'''ken), n. An ascomyeete
which lives as a saprophyte during its early
stage, but later becomes associated with algae

which, usually, have been injured.

Sphseria Lemanese and Thermutis *elatina are ex-
amples of half-lichens.

D. H. Campbell, University Text-book of Bot., p. 188.



half-looper

half-looper (haf'lo'pfer), n. Any one of many
noctuid larvse which, because they do not have
the normal number of prologs, move like geom-
etrid larvse.

half-man (haf'man), n. On coasting-vessels,
a landsman, or deck-boy. [Eng. slang.J
half-moon, «. 5. A species of rudder-fish,
Medialuna califortiiensis, found on the coast of
southern California.

half-mourner (haf'm6r"n6r), n. An old British
colleetors'name for a black and white European
agapetid butterfly, Melanargia galathea. Also
called the marbled white.

half-noble (haf'n6"bl), n. A gold coin of Ed-
ward III. of England, and of succeeding kings
to Edward VI.

562 halitherioid

etching upon three separate metal plates ot printing- halilimnic (hal-i-lim'nik), a. [Gr. aTig, sea,

?.i/tvj!, lake^ -I- -ic] Living in fresh water,
but exhibiting genetic affinity with fonns or

life that are restricted to salt water ; actually

limnetic, but phylogenetically marine. Also
haloUmnic. See *halihioiic.

The fauna of Lake Tanganyika is to be regarded as a
double series, one-half consisting of fonns which are found
everywhere in African fresh waters, the other of what we
may call halolmmic organisms, which are found nowhere
else in the world, at least so far as is at present known.
J. B. S. Moore, quoted in Internat. Year Book, 1898, p. 270.

halimeter (ha-lim'e-ter), n. [Gr. a^, salt, +
fjirpov, measure.] An apparatus for deter-
mining the strength of a saline solution ; spe-
cifically, a device for estimating the amount of
water in beer by determining the quantity of
salt the beer will dissolve.

surfaces of yellow, red, and blue, which are successively

superimposed in printing on a typographic press, to pro-

duce the many needed combinations of color reqijired for

a truthful picture. Successful workmanship depends on
the ability ot the photographer to detect and practically

dissect the primary colors ot a pictorial design, on the

skill of the engraver by hand who may seek improvement
in varying the cross lines on the plates that make neater

combinations ot colored lines, on the purity of the pri-

mary colors and accuracy ot register in, printing. The
four-color process has the added color of black or other

dark color that aids distinctness.

II. a. Noting a print or plate, produced by
the half-tone process. See above
half-top (haf'top), ». Naut., a small, narrow
platform which rests upon the trestle-trees of

the lower mast on a square-rigged mast; a
contracted top. See top^, n., 9.

half-pace, n. 2. A landing in a stair which half-trunk (haf'trungk), a. Pertaining to or
separates two flights of stairs. It differs from having a trunk or hollow piston-rod to which halimetric (hal-i-met'rik), a. [halimetr-y +
quarter-pace in that it crosses the ends of both the connecting-rod is attached, but not having ^g.] Of or pertaining to halimetiy or the ha-
flights, so that the direction of the stairs is a trunk on the opposite side of the piston. limeter. [Kare.]
completely changed. half-vision (haf'vizh"gn), n. Hemianopsia. halimetry (ha-lim'et-ri), n. [Q-r. a7,f, salt, -I-

halfpenny, c—Mark Newby halllpenny. Same half-VoUey (haf'vol'i), n. In cricket, a ball .ueToia, < uirpov, measure.] Determination
as St. Patrick *halfpenny.— St.

^ l^^'^^K ?*"" which reaches the batsman iust after it has of the streneth of a saline solution TEare 1penny, a private copper token issued in Ireland between _;4.„i,„,3 ,,_„_ 4.i,„ „,„,_ j rrJtnTitn^inn riricVet
"^.''"^ »'''''"&''" "^ '*'''*'"''' °"'"^''.'^- L-n-are.j

I660andi680, with St Patrick on the reverse; current in pitched upon tne ground. Mutcmnson, L,noket, habmous (hal'l-mus), a. [Gr. ah/zog, of the
New Jersey in 1682. p. 55. gea (< aAf, the sea), -I- -ous.J Having relation

half-plane (haf'plan), w. Sa.me as *hemiplane. halibios (ha-lib'i-os), n. [Also ImliUus ; < Gr. to the sea, to sea-water, or to common salt.

half-proof (haf'prof), M. In cJrtnaM), evidence oAf, the sea, -I- /3iof, life.] The animals and [Bare.]
entitled to some weight, but insufficient as plants of the ocean considered collectively haUng-hand (hal'ing-hand), n. One of a pair
foundation for a sentence or decree. and in contrast with the animals and plants of of heavy gloves or woolen mittens used to pro-
half-rater (haf'ra"t6r), n. A small yacht of fresh water and those of the land. Haeckel ' ~

less than the unit of rating (one ton). [Eng.] (trans.)j Planktonic Studies, p. 578.

half-ray (haf'ra), n. In math., the aggregate halibiotic (hal"i-bi-ot'ik), a. [Also haldbioUc;
of all points of a straight which are on one && halibios + -ot-ic.'\ Living in the sea.

and the same side of O, a point of the straight, halibut, «.—Arrow-tootlied halibut, the slender-

half-seal (haf'sei), n. In Enq. law, a seal used bodied halibut, Atheresthes stomias, of the North Pacific,
'""'^ '

. . ^i'
. " . ' . . with arrow-shaped teeth.—Bastard halibut, a large

flounder, Pa/ralichthys califomicus, found in the Gulf ot
California. It differs from the true halibut in the much
smaller size and in the fact that its tail is doubly concave
at the point, instead ot simply lunate or forked.

Halichceres (ha-U-ke'res), n. [NL., prop. Hali-
ohcerus, < Gr. iiTic, sea, + x°^po;, hog.] A genus
of Xa6ndffi found in tropical seas, it is charac-
terized by the presence of 9 spines in the dorsal fin, of
large scales, and ot a canine tooth in the posterior part of
the jaw. There are many species, highly variegated in
color, H. radiatus is the pudding-wife and H. Hmttatus
the Slippeiy Dick of the Atlantic coast of the United

used for presswork the two forms were rearranged in one Stete^
^ ..i.i /i.\ t-» it

form to produce 16 pages at one impression on one side. haIlcnonarine(hal-i-kon dnn),o. Resembling
v, , » ., *t •

" ' ' "— * ' x__j„^
Qj, leaving the characteristics of the sponges genus ot the fskmiiy Salisareidee. Dujardin.
belonging to the order Malichondrina ; hali- Halisarcidae (hal-i-sar'si-de), n. pi. [NL.,

in the Court of Chancery to seal commissions
issued to delegates appointed to hear appeals
in marine or ecclesiastical causes.

half-sheet (haf'shet), ». l^aprinUng, an abbre-
viation of one half of a sheet of double size.

When presswork was done on a hand-press, upon sheets
of small size, the sheet of octavo had its pages 1, 16, 13, 4,

9, 8, 5, 12, fh-st printed from one form on one side ot the
sheet. Pages 3, 14, 16, 2, 11, 6, 10, 7, were next printed on
the back ot that sheet, so arranged that they would fold

in order as one sheet of 16 consecutive pages. This
method was called sheetwise.- When large machines were

Turning the paper upside down for the subsequent print-

ing on the back of the sheet enables the pressman to
back each page with its proper mate and produce two „v,n„rfiniH
copies ot 16 pages. Each Aay'-sAeef of the paper cut in /-"V""'""^- ,.,/.. r^ -,
two contains the same number of pages as that of the nallCUTrent (hal-1-kur ent),»8. [far. aAf, sea,
sheet, printed sheetwise.

De Virffne, Mod. Book Composition, p. 337.

tect the hands of sailors and fishermen on the
Maine coast, while hauling heavy cables, etc.

:

frequently double lined in the palms with
leather. A. M. Earle, Costume of Colonial
Times, p. 122.

halinous (hal'in-us), a. [Gr. a/l(vof, of salt, <
a'M, salt.] Having relation to common salt.

[Kare.]
haliplankton (hal-i-plangk'ton), n. [Gr. aXf,

the sea, + NL. 'plan'kton.'] The floating and.

swimming organisms of the ocean, considered
collectively and in contrast with the organisms
that float or swim in fresh water; the plank-
ton. Also haloplankton. See ^plankton and.
*Umnoplanhton. JSaecTcel (trans.), Planktonic
Studies, p. 580.

Halisarca (hal-i-sar'ka), n. [NL., < Gr. d;if,

the sea, -I- d&p^ (aapk-), flesh.] The typical

<

half-shoe (haf'shS), n. A shoe which covers
but one side of a horse's foot: used to correct

some defect in the growth of the hoof.

half-shot, n. 2. In golf, a stroke of less dis-

tance than a full shot, and played with a half

swing: less than a three-quarter shot and
more than a wrist or quarter shot.

half-sibling (haf ' sib " ling), n. A breeders'
term for a half-brother or lialf-sister; the off-

spring of different mothers by the same sire.

The high values, however, found for Judf-siblingg in the
case of the thoroughbreds seem to indicate that we must

L. currens, current.] A stream or current in
mid-ocean, as contrasted with a coast current.
The Gulf Stream is the most familiar example
of a haliourrent. Haeckel " '

tonic Studies, p. 625.

Halisarca + -idee.'] A family of hexaeeratine
triaxonian sponges, having the flagellated
fchambers syconate and the skeletal struc-
tures absent. It contains the genera Halisarca

^___ and Bajulus.

(trans.). Plank, HalisaurUS (hal-i-sa'rus), «. [NL., < Gr. alg,

sea, -I- aaiipog^ lizard.] A genus of marine rep-
halide (hal'id), a. [Gr. oAf, salt, -t- -ide^.] In tiles, referred to the Mosasauridse, based on
chem., having a constitution similar to that of incomplete material from the Cretaceous of
common salt; haloid: thus, potassium iodide is New Jersey : a synonym of *Baptosaurus.
a halide salt analogous to sodium ehlorid or Haliseris (ha-lis'e-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. aXg, the
common salt— Halide acid, an acid corresponding sea, -t- aipig, endive, chicory.] The correct

from potassium iodide.

1904, p. 302.

look rather to unit prepotency than intermittent' pre- Halieut8ea(hal"i-ii-te'a),». [NL., < Gr. dXieur^f
potencyforthesourceof the high value of fraternal as otherwise d^ifif (dX(e«r-), a fisher, a seaman,
compared with parental correlation in the case of the /'>,.',„ £„\. -i a „„_,'„ „* *„„ fc u j? riT'
horse. Biometrite, Nov. 1903, p. 391. < o-l^EWv, fish.] A genus of frogfishes of the

TT-ii. j-i.ia.ci .t. I. ^i family OococeB«ofea«, found m the deep waters
Half-speed shaft. See *shaft. of the Pacific
half-spring (haf'spring), ». A^^spring made Halieutella (hal"i-u-tel'a), n. [NL., <Gr.

aMEvT^g, a fisher, + L. -elld.^ Agenus of frog-
up of one set of leaves ; a half-elliptic spring.

half-sprit (haf'sprit), ». The sprit of a fore-

and-aft rigged vessel, all on one side of the
mast.

As she sailed before with a half-sprit, like a yacht, she
sailed now with a square sail and a mizzen, like a ketch.

Defoe, Captain Singleton, xviii.

half-stopped (haf'stopt), a. In organ-building,

said of pipes which are partially closed at the

top by a lid or cover.

half-tone, n. 3. A picture printed from a
plate produced by the half-tone process (which
see), or the plate itself—Half-tone process, a

Jour. Physical Chem., April,
many times dichoto-
mously divided. The
dicotyledonous gen-
era Fontainea and
Sapindopsisirom the
Amboy clays of New
Jersey and the Mid-
dle Potomac forma-
tion of Virginia, re-
spectively, closely re-
semble it, and it is

regarded by some pa-
leobotanists as a di-
cotyledonous plant

halistase (hal'i-

stas), n. [Gr. aXg,

sea, -I- ardaig,

standing.] The
tract of quiet
water within the

[Haliseris +
This plant has flat fronds

fishes of the family Ogcoeephalidse, found in
the deep waters of the Atlantic.

halieutic fhal-i-ii'tik), a. [GrT. d?iievTiK6s : see
halieutics.'] Of or pertaining to fishing.

Halieutichthys (hal"i-ii-tik'this), n. [NL., <
Gr. a.?:isvT^g, fisher, + l^dbg, fish.] A genus of
frogfishes of the family Ogcoeephalidse, found
in the deep waters off the West Indies.

halieutics, n. 2. That branch of practical
theology ('fishingformen') which treats of the
theory of the extension of Christian mis-
sions; the science of Christian missions,

Haliserites Reichii, one half natural
size. (From Sternberg's " Flora der
Vorwelt.")

^ffi|^K'{L"c^rcU'sc^-oti"ett'lJ>l^o7r^^^^^ specifically, of foreign missions

glass, IS interposed between the lens and the sensitized llaUeUtinse (hal-1-u-tl ne), n. '^l. [NL., (.Hal-

gyration of a
great oceanic current. The Sargasso Sea, in the
North Atlantic, is the most familiar example
of a halistase. Haeckel (trans.), Planktonic

I, ,-. jj,.. L-^'ij., \jju.t- Studies, p. 622. "

ieut(sea) + -inx.l A subfamily of frogfishes halisteresis (ha-Us-te-re'sis), n. [Gr. iiWg, salt,
of the family Ogcoeephalidse, typified by the -1- artpnaiq, deprivation, < arepe'w deprive.]
genus Halieutasa. . Deprivation of salts; specifically, loss of the

hallgl (ha-le'ge), m. [Also (Sp.) haligui, < mineral constituents of bone which causes
Tagalog and Bisaya haligi.'] In the Philippine osteomalacia.
Islands, one of the wooden posts or piles on halisteretic (ha-lis-te-ret'ik), a. [halisteresis

^„. ^ -. ... „-_---—-- ^.
which the native houses are built. (-e«-) -I- -ic] Relating to or affected with

about one sixteenth of an inch from the negative. It hallgraphy (ha-llg'ra-fi), n. [Gr. aXf, salt, -1- halisteresis.

5?,e"l?nes'^rurft-om*°A' ^"^Slefsq^uttTn^^sfe 'W'^^'''' < >'P'^"''.. write.] A discussion of the halithorioid (hal-i-the'ri-oid), n. and a. I. n.

imf^one process.-Tta:ee-ao-\OT half-tone process, sources, properties, etc., of sahne substances.
.
A sireuian mammal allied to Halitherium.

a method ot engiuving in relief by photography, and [Kare.] II. a. Resembling Halitherium.

plate. From the negative thus made, a positive ima^e is

produced upon a prepared metal plate and etched into

relief by acids. The screen is designed to give to the

etching a texture similar to that produced by the en-

graver. A common, but in large manner remediable,

effect of its use is an undue softening of both lights and

shadows with loss ot distinctness.— Half-tone screen,

mphotog., a sheet ot glass ruled with fine lines, crossing

one another at right angles, inserted in the camera
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halitosis (hal-i-to'sis), n. lKL.,<li. halitus, halolimnic (hal-6-lim'nik), a. Same as *feaK-

breath, + -osis.'] Offensive breath. limnic.

halitsa, chalitza (oha-lit'sa), ». IReb. Jfalitsa, halology (ha-lol'o-ji), ». [Gr. a^f, salt,+-/lo7(a,

< hdlais, draw off or out.]" The Jewish cere- <Uyeiv, speak.] The discussion of saline sub-
mony of taking off the brother-in-law's shoe, stances as a class of chemical compounds.
According to the command (Deut. XXV. 6-10), the brother- [Rare.]
In-law who refused to marry the widow of hia brother ha^nma^Dr fha Inm'o tori -n rCtr Hai- Knit, -t-
who died without child was obUged to appear before the lalOmeier (Ha-lom e-ter;, ». \_W. ttAi, salt, f
elders at the gate, where the ceremony of taking off the IJ^erpov, measure.] An instrument for measur-
shoe was performed. The formula is still in use, as other-
wise the widow, according to Jewisli law, is forbidden to
marry.

haller (hal'fer), n. [G. dial, variant of Jieller.J

A small copper coin of the Swiss canton of

Zug.

A great fire.

ing the form, angles, and plane siu'faees of
crystalline salts..

halonial (ha-16'ni-al), a. [Malonia + -aP.I
Belonging or relating to the fossil plant-form
called Baloma (which see).

halophil (hal'o-fll), a. Same as halopMlous.
Also halopMle'.

halophilism (ha-lof'i-lizm), «. lhalopMl+-ism.]
The character of being halophilous.

Halieyan line. See *Une^.
halliblash (hal ' i - blash)

,

[Prov. Eng.]
'Oh—go long wiyo!' said Hannah in high wrath. 'He

an his loike '11 mak a halliblash of us aw soon, wi their
silly faddle, an pamperin o' workin men, wha never wor
an never will be noa better nor they should be.'

Mrs. Humphry Ward, David Grieve, iv. 11.

hallopodous (ha-lop'o-dus), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Sallopodiclee ; of the nature of the
ffallopoda.

Hallstattian (hal-stat'i-an), a. [G. HallstaU,
in Austria, where extensive remains oharao-
terizing this period were found™ -I- -ian.] In
prehistoric arehxol., noting the first period of halophyte,«. 3. In^/jj/to^'eos'., a plant adapted

the iron age. to ^^ absorption of eommon^alt or other salts

hallucar (harii-ka,r), a. [L. hallux (Mlluc-), andeonfinedtoorpreterringasaltysubstratum,

the great toe, '+ -ar».] Relating to the hal- ^s the sea or the sea-shore. Halophytes were

I found a close correspondence between the hdlophiUsm
of the plant and the power of its root-hairs to resist plas-
molysis. W. P. GoMong, in Bot. Gazette, Nov., 1903, p. 364.

halophilons, a. 2. In zodl., inhabiting salt

marshes and sea-coasts.

It seems that littoral Myriopods aremuch more frequent
than is generally supposed, but the author distinguishes
accidental halophilous forms (three species of Lithobius
found in Normandy by Gadeau de Kerville)i

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soe., April, 1904, p. 180.

treated by Warming as a class coordinate with hydro,
phytes, xerophytes, and mesophytea, though recognized
as essentially xerophytic in physiological character.
Schimper and other late writers have regarded them as
included in xerophytes.

lux or great toe ; hallucal. [Rare.]
hallucination,, n— collective hallucination, in

psyahol., a hallucmation experienced similarly and simul-
taneously by a number of persons similarly situated.

hallucinative (ha-lu'si-na-tiv), a. Hallucina- halophytic (hal-o-fit'ik), a. [halophyte + -ic]
tory

;
productive of hallucinations. 1 . Having the character of a halophyte ; ha-

HallT^ dqlorosus, a condition associated with flat-foot in lopliilous : as, a halophytic plant.— 2. Adapted
which pam is felt in the great toe when an attempt is 4.^ j,i ,+1; ^e i,.ri„^u,^^«. „™ „ 7.„7„™^»„*»..
made to walk.-HaUux lexus, hammer-toe affecting *« ^^^ growth of halophytes: as, a halophytic

the great toe.— Hallux rlgldus, stiffness of one or of region.
both of the jomts of the great toe.— Hallux valgus, de- haloplankton (hal-6-plangk'ton), n. Same as
viation of the great toe outward, so that it overlaps the ifhali'DlanMon
other toe5.—Hallux varus, deviation of the great toe tt-i-™™-!,- ,-i,„i „;'i,;;\ „ tivtt / n^ x-i
inward, away from its fellows. Halopsyche (hal-op-si ke), «. [NL., < Gr. oAf,

halma (hal 'ma), n. [Gr. aA|Ua, a leap, < the sea, -f i/iuot, a butterfly.] The typical geiius

aXAeadai, leap.] A game for two persons, of the family JSalopsychidse. Bronn, 1862.

played on a special board of 256 squares with HalopsychidsB (hal-op-sik'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,

19 men apiece, the object of each player be- < Halopsyche + -idm.] A family of tecti-

ing to drive out his opponent's men from their
position and to replace them with his own.
halmatogenesis (haVma-to-jen'o-sis); n. [Gr.
aA/ia(r-), a leap, -I- jivetug, production.] In
hiol., the sudden appearance of new charac-
ters in animals or plants,

or discontinuous ^variation

branchiate gasteropoda ofthe ov&eTMuth^neura,
which have the body ovate and rounded behind

,

the fins broadened at the back, and gills and
proboscis absent. It includes the genus
Halopsyche.

Same Is saltatory halosauroid (hal-o-s4'roid), a. Of or belonging
to the family Salosawridse. Proc. Zool. Soc.

hamma
halukah (ha-18'kji), n. [Also chaluka; Heb.
halukah, < halak',' divide.] The annual and
other contributions sent by Jews for the sup-
port of their brethren in the Holy Land. It

is divided according to the decision of the
Jewish authorities in Jerusalem.
halurgist (hal'er-jist), m. [halurg-y + -ist.']

A worker in salt.

halurgy (hal'er-ji), n. [Gr. aAf, salt,+ epyov,

work.] The manufacture of salt : salt-work-
ing. T. Moss, trans, of Humboldt, Travels, III.

xxxi. N. M. D.
halved, a. 2. In golf, having the same score
on each side : as, a hole is halved jvhen each
side takes the same number of strokes; a
match is halmed when both sides have won
the same number of holes, or have proved
equal; etc.

halving (ha'ving), n. The act of dividing
anything into halves or sharing by halves;
specifically, the act of putting together two
pieeeg of material, as wood, by cutting away
half of the thickness of each and lapping them
one upon another, when a pin or nail or glue
may hold them fast.

halving-joint (ha'ving -joint), n. A joint

made by *halving (which see).

halyard, ».— Enslgn-halyards, the line or whip by
which the ensign is run up or hoisted to the peak of the
gaff or to the head of the flag-staff.— Flying-jib hal-
yards, the purchase used to h6ist the flying-jib along
Its stay.—Jib-halyards, the tackle used in hoisting the
jib. The power of the pm-chase is adapted to the weight
of the sail and ranges from a single whip to a double
and single block.— Jlb-o'-jib balyards, the halyards
used in hoisting the jib-o-jib.— Royal-lialyards, the
purchase by which the royal-yard is hoisted.—Smoke-
stack halyards, a sailors' name for the cog-wheel or other
mechanism by which telescoping smoke-stacks are hoisted.— staysail-halyards, the purchase by which a staysail
is run up on its stay.— StuddmgsaU-halyardS, the whip
which is bent to the studdingsail-yard and by means of
which the latter is hauled out to the yard-arm.—Topgal-
lant-halyards, the purchase which is used to hoist the
topgallant-yard after the topgallantsail has been sheeted
home, so that the canvas will be flattened or extended to
the wind.—Topsail-halyards, these halyards are the
heaviest of any for hoisting yards. They pass overlarge gin-
or tie-block sheeves abaft the respective masts, and in order
to get a big purchase are rigged or rove as follows : on
one side of the deck a long pendant is shackled, which
reaches to the top ; then a long drift of chain is shackled
in, which leads through the gin-block, or topsail tie-block,
and thence toward the deck, and to this end, some distance
above the deck a purchase is secured by means of which
the yard is hoisted.

halysitid (ha-lis'i-tid), n. One of the Salysi-

halo, n ^Dlifraction halo. See *diffraction.—SeT- ' London, 1897, p. 268

Ing's halo, in ^si/cAo^Aj/s., the bright fringe which sur- HalOSaUTOpsiS (haK^-S^-rop' sis), n. [NL.,
rounds the dark after-image of a bright object seen on a
dark background : an effect ol brightness contrast H. C.

Sariford, Bxper. Psychol., p. 161.

Halobia (ha-16'bi-a), ». [NL., < Gr. a^(, sea,

-t- /3iOf, life.] A genus of prionodesmaoeous
pelecypod moUusks, characterized by the ab-

sence of an auricle. It is very abundailt in

the Triassio rocks—Halobia shales. See *shale2.

halobiotic (haK'o-bi-ot'ik), a. Same as *hali-

biotic.
,

halochromism (hal - o - krom ' izm), n. [Gr.

ahjg, a halo, + xPH'^'^y color, -I- -ism.2 The
property possessed by certain organic com-
pounds of forming highly colored salts with
colorless acids and without themselves under-
going any change of structure.

In connection with tills subject reference may be made
to some recent work of v. Baeyer and Villiger on diben-

zylidene acetone and triphenyl methane. They refer to

the constitution of colourless substances which fonn

< Gr. alg, sep,, -1- aavpo(, lizard, + d^ig, appear-
ance.] A genus of deep-water eel-shaped fishes
of the family Salosawridse. Also called Al-

halosel (hal'o-sel), n. [Gr. akg, salt, + P. sel,

< L. sal, salt.] In chem., a salt of the same
type as sodium ehlorid; a halide or haloid salt.

[Rare.]

halo-symptom (hS'lo-simp'tom), n. The ap-
pearance as of a colored circle surrounding a
light: one of the signs of glaucoma.
halotechnic (hal-o-tek'nik), a. [Gr. aAf, salt,

+ TExvri, art, -f -jc.] Concerned with the ex-

traction, preparation, and use of saline sub-
stances^ as of conimon salt.

halotechny (hal'o-tek'ni), n. [Gr. alg, salt,

+ TExov, art, -I- -y^.'\ The art of extracting,

preparing, and using common salt and other
saline substances. [Rare.]

clfomi*?^"'"''^'^
^^^' '^^ *'™ ^^^ phenomenon halo-

-^^-^^^^^^ „_ f_ 2. To hang 'with a halter; hang.

Rep. Bnt Ass'n Advancement of Sei., 1902, p. 119. halter-cast (h&l'ter-kast), o. Said of an, ani-

mal which has been thrown by becoming en-halogenate (hal'o-jen-at), v. t.; pret. and pp.
halogenated, ppr. halogenating. {halogen +
-ate^.'] To introduce a halogen atom into (a

compound); especially, to substitute a halogen
for hydrogen in an organic compound.
A restatement of the view that the reactivity of the

halogens in ortho- and 'pa,r&-halogenated nitrobenzenes is

due to the assumption of the elements of a molecule of

tangled in its halter

Halterididse (ha!-te-rid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Halteridium + -idee.'] A family of Sporoeoa,
of the order Msemosporidia, which contains

the genera Halteridium and Polychromophilus.
The former is found in the blood of birds and
the latter in that of bats

halogenize (hal'o-jen-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and ppr.

halogenized, ppr. halogenizing. [halogen + -fee.]

In chem., to cause (a substance) to combine
with or to take up one of the halogen elements,

as ohlorin or bromine. Smithsonian Sep., 1890,

p. 383.

haloidite (hal'oi-dit), n. [Gr. aTig, s3lt,+sl6oc,

form, -I- -i«e2.] Inpetrog., a term applied by
Wadsworth (1892) to rock-salt.

genusofBawospon(Jia which cousistsof halter-

shaped organisms parasitic in the blood-cor-

puscles of common birds. The typical genus
of the family Halterididse. Labbe, 1894.— 2.
[I. c] A protozoan of the genus Halteridium,

Ross further showed that the mosquito which served as
an intermediate host for this parasite could not transmit
ttie malarial parasite of man or another similar parasite

of birds (halteridium).

G. M. Sternberg, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1901, p. 367.

ham^, n—Beef ham. Same as collared beef(which see,
under collared).

hamamelidaceons (ham-a-me-li-da'shius), a.

Belonging or pertaining ' to the plant family
Ha/mamelidacese.

hamathionic (ham''''a-thi-on'ik), a. [Gr. a/ja,

together, + Belov, sulphur, -I- -on + -ic] Not-
ing an acid, a syrupy compound, Ci^SigSOiQ,
formed by the action of sulphuric acid on eu-
xanthic acid.

hamatum (ha-ma'tum)^ n.
;
pi. hamata (-ta).

[NL., neut. (sc. os, bone) of L. /ia»i«fcs,hooked

:

see hamate.'] The outermost bone in the sec-
ond row of carpals, commonly called unciform
(which see).

hambergite (ham'berg-it)^ n. [Named after
A. Hamberg, a Swedish mineralogist.] A hy-
drated beryllium borate, Be2(OH)B03, occur-
ring in grayish-white orthorhombio crystals:
found in southern Norway.
Hambleton oolite. See '•oolite.

hame^, n— concord hame, abent-wood harness-hame,
strengthened by a strap of iron on the outside.

haminura (ham-i-nii'ra), n. [Said to be S.
Amer.] A large food-fish, Hoplias malabaricus
(Macrodon trahira), of the family Erythrinidse,
inhabiting fresh waters of South America.
Hamitoid (ham'i-toid)La. [Hamite + -oid.l In
ethnol., similar to the Hamites ; especially, of
a Hamitio type which is influenced by negro
blood.

Hamito-Semitic (haffi'l-to-sf-mifik), o. Re-
lating to the peoples speaking Hamitic and
Semitic languages which are considered mem-
bers of one linguistic stock.

hamlet^, ». 2. Gymnothorax moringa, an eel of
the family Murmnidse.
hamlinite (ham'lin-it), «. [Named after A.
C. Hamlin, an American mineralogist.] A
phosphate of aluminium and strontium with
fluorin and water, occurring in colorless rhom-.
bohedral crystals : found at Stoneham, Maine,
and also in Brazil.

hamma (ham'a), ii. [AL., < AS. and ME.
/lam (/»amj»-), an inolosure: see torn 3.] In old



hanuna

Eng. law, a small inclosed field or meadow ; a
closed yard adjoining a house.
hammada (ham 'a -da), n. fAr.] A stony
desert upland or plateau. [Sahara.]
The composition and influence on the hydrography of

tile hamniada, or Cretaceous and Tertiary plateaux of
the higher and lower Sahara.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 226.

Hammarbya (ham-ar'M-a), n. [NL. (Kuntze,
1891), named in commemoration of 3am-
marby, the villa of Linnaeus in the suburbs of

Upsala.] A genus of monocotyledonous plants
belonging to the family Orchidacese. See Ma-
Jaxis.

hanunel^ Cham'l), n. A shed of about 150 feet

area opening into a small courtyard, employed
in Great Britain for feeding cattle singly or

at most by twos.
hammel-feeding (ham'l-fe"ding), n. The sys-

tem of feeding cattle in hammels. ithasthe
advantage over, stall-feeding and box-feeding (feeding

free in an inclosure about 10 feet square and 12 feet

high^ of permitting the antmal air and exercise, and also

requires less litter.

These objects are attained by the system of hammel-
feedingj as it is termed. A hamTnel consists of a small

Fream, Complete Grazier (14th ed., 1900), p. 171.

hammer^, «• , 3. (j) in athletics, a 16-pound weight
(or a 12-pound weight for school-boys), attached by ball-

bearing to a wire handle, which competitors, standing in

a marked circle, endeavor to throw as far as possible.

The old-fashioned hammer had an ordinary stiff wooden
handle.

—

Boiler-maker's hsumuer, a hammer resem-
bling the bridge-builder'a hammer, but with shorter and
lai'ger heads.—Bordeaux hammer, the headache fol-

lowing a debauch. [Colloq.) —Bridge- or ship-liuilder's
hammer, a heavy hammer with two long heads with
small faces.

—

Coppering-hammer, a boat-builder's ham-
mer witti a large fiat face and curved x^en ending in a
claw,

—

Gorrigaii's hammer, a metal disk attached to a
wooden hammer-shaped appliance, formerly employed,
when heated and applied to the skin, to cause rubefac-
tion or a blister : similar in principle and application to
Corrigan's bvMon (which see, under b^ttton).—Duplex
hammer, same as dmtble Jmmvner (which see, under
hammerl).—Interchangeablehammer, a hammer hav-
ing a clamp on the handle for holding different styles of
head and face.—Magnetic hammer, a long-handled
tack-hammer having a head with a long slender peen.
The-head is a permanent-magnet and can be used- to pick
up a tack by its head and hold it in position for driving.—Pneumatic hammer, a hammer operated by com-
pressed air. It has an automatic valve which alternately

Pneumatic Hammer.

, inlet for compressed air by flexible hose

;

i, throttle-valve

controlUng: entrance of air; c, trigger for operating throttle by
thumb of operator; e', trigger for operating throttle by forefinger

of operator; d, valve-box, carrying valve which admits air to cyl-

inder, drives piston out for working stroke, and retracts it ; e, piston
sliding in working-cylinder, and acting as hammenyy, channel by
which air gets to front of piston to drive itback;^, shank of cutting-
tool or riveting-set or swage ; A, riveting-set or swage ; j, handle-
grip.

admits and exhausts the air so long as a trigger is kept
pressed down by the thumb or foreflriger of the workman.—Eevolving hammer, a form of trip-hammer in which
a revolving cam makes the hammer strike a quick suc-
cession of blows.—Slater's hammer. Same as saxi, 2
(which see).—Wagner hammer [from P. Wagner], an
automatic electromagnetic interrupter which constitutes
the buzzer of du Bois-Reymond's inductorlum.

hammer'^, v. I. trans. 5. To declare (a mem-
ber) to be in default, after notice by hammer-
ing three times on the rostrum. [Stock-
exchange slang, Eng.] — 6. To beat down or
depress (price or the market) ; bear.

II. intrans. 4. To make a knocking noise,

as a steam-pipe when steam is let on and a
water-hammer is produced. See water-ham-
mer, 2.

hammer-action (ham'Sr-ak'shon), re. lapiano-
forte-making, a collective name for the parts

which compose and control the hammers.

hammer-block (ham'fer-blok), n. The steel

face of a steam-hammer which is fastened to

the tup by a dovetailed-joint. Various kinds of

hammer-blocks can be used, the form depend-

ing on the work to be done.

hammer-break (ham'fer-brak), ?.. A system
of ignition for internal-combustion motors

where an arc is formed by separating

two surfaces between which the em-rent

passes when thev are in contact. When the gap

a formed between "them, an arc or stream of sparks

crosses the gap and fires the charge. The movable ele-
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ment is often shaped like the head of a hammer, and the

sparks pass as the hammer is lifted from the anvil on

which it has rested.

hammer-butt (ham'er-but), n. In pianoforte-

making, the block, pivoted upon the action-rail,

into which the base of a hammer-shank is

fitted. See cut nndeT pianoforte.

hammer-check (ham'er-ehek), «. Same as

hammer-catcher and chech^, 16,

hammerclavier (ham'fer-kla-ver), „. One of

the early forms of the pianoforte.

Hammered pottery. See *pottery.

Hammer-fish oil. See *oi<.

hammer-head (ham'er-hed), n. In pianoforte-

mahing, the padded projection of the hammer
which strikes against the string.

hammerless (ham'er-les), a. \hammer +
-less.'] Having no hammer or no visible ham-
mer : applied, specifically, to a breech-loading
small arm in which the cartridge is fired by
the action of a firing-pin or a concealed
hammer.
hammer-palsy (ham'er-p&l'"zi), n. See
^palsy.

hammer-rest (ham'6r-rest), ». In pianoforte-
making, the rail which extends through the
action from side to side and against which
the hammers rest when not in use. Also
called spring-rail. See cut under jjiareo/orte.

hammer-shank*(ham'er-shangk), n. In piano-
forte-making, the slender rod or shank of
wood which bears the hammer-head. See
cut oaAeipianoforte.
hammersmith (ham'er-smith), n. One who
works or forges metal with a hammer ; par-
ticularly, one who works large forgings under
'a steam-hammer.
hammer-tail, n. 2. In pianoforte-making, the
backward projection of a hammer-head, de-
signed to engage with the check.
hammer-toe (ham'er-to), n. A deformity of
one of the toes, commonly the second, marked
by ankylosis of the joints— the proximal in
extension, the distal in fiexion.

hammochrysus (ham-o-kn'Bus),-w. [L. ; also
ammoehrysus, < Gr. a/i/ioxpvaoe (only in Pliny
and later Latin writers), < a/i/ioc, sand, xp>"'^Ct
gold.] In PUny and later writers, a name
probably designating a yellow mica schist or
the sand yielded by it.

hammockl, n.—W all hammocks I The command to
lash hammocks and bring them on deck for stowing in the
hanunock-nettings.

hammock-berthing (ham'gk-b6r"thing), n.

Naval, a box-like structure built above the
deck at the side and forming bulwarks, or in
the interior against the side, in which the
hammocks are stowed when not in use. See
cut under/rawe, 6.

hammock-box (ham'ok-boks), ». Naval, a
large box in which are stowed hammocks for
which there is not room in the hammock-
berthing.
hammock-carriage (ham'ok-kar'aj), n. A
vehicle in which the passenger is carried in a
hammock swung between two posts attached
to the axles. [Madeira.]

hammock-lines (ham'gk-linz), «. pi. Naut.,

sets of cords at each end of a hammock, by
which it is hung up. Also called cl^lss.

hammock-moth (nam'qk-m6th), n. A South
American moth, Perbphora sanguinolenta,

whose larva constructs a portable habitation
from its own excrement.
hammock-rail (ham'ok-ral), n. Naut., the
rail around the long troughs, known as ham-
mock-nettings, built on top of the bulwarks.
hammock-stanchions (ham'ok-stan"shonz), n.

pi. Naut., iron shapes to which are secured
the hammock-rails. These stanchions are fixed either

on the main rail of the ship or on the plank-sheer or cover-

ing-board.

hamo (ha'mo), n. [Jap.] An eel, Mursenesox
cinereus, of the fsLvaiiy Mursenesocidx, found in

the waters of Japan.
Hampstead beds. See *be(fl.

ham-tail (ham'tal), re. A tail (of a horse)

shaped like a ham.
hamular, a. II. ». The hamular process or
slender curved end of the pterygoid. [Eare.]

The buUie are so flattened that when viewed from behind
. . . they appear to rise scarcely above the level of tips of
hamulars. AnnalsandMag. Nat Hist., May, 1901, p. 450.

handle

Seveitil men had been teiTibly torn by the bloodhounds,
who, when their masters had fled, noble brutes as they
were, stood gasping and barking ; and hanching at us, at

the entrance of the opening, thus covering their retreat

;

— spouting out in abound or two towards us every now and
then, and immediately retiiing, and yelling and barking
at the top of their pipes.

M. Scott, Cruise of the Midge, p. 10.

hancockite (han'kok-it), n. [Named after E.

P. Hancock of Burlington, New Jersey.] A
member of the epidote group, peculiar in con-
taining lead and strontium, found at Franklin
Furnace, New Jersey.

hand, n.—An old hand, (a) One who has had long ex-
perience : as, he 's an old hand at that game, (6) One who,
in the early days of Australian history, nad been a convict.

The men who had been convicts are termed old hands ;

they are mostly rude rough men with no moral principle
or religious feeling.

T. Mc ComMe, Australian Sketches, quoted in E. E. Mor-
[ris, Austral English.

A taut hand, naut., an ofiicer who is a strict dis-

ciplinarian.

—

Book hand, a style of penmanship suit-

able for books, as distinct from ordinary cursive forms of
writing.— Broken hand, in bridge, a hand in which the
strength is distributed ; one in which there is no suit long
enough to be made the trump.

—

Buddha'S-haAd, a cultivated
variety of the citron,C?i'fri««ied-

ica, in which the individual car-
pels of the fruit are partially
separated, often for half their

J

length, and each is covered by
the highly aromatic, oily rind

;

the whole fruit bearing a rough
resemblancetothe human hand.

|

Thisfruithas an important place
in Japanese and Chinesemythol-
ogy and is very often used as a
decorative design in ceramics
and other works of art.

Huge bowls of rare old porce-
lain held pyramids of fruits

—

apples, sweet-smelling quinces. Fruit of Citrus mtdica
and the highly perfumed "£ud- (Buddha's-hand), Reduced.
dha*s-hariM."

Katharine A. Carl, The Century, Nov., 190S, p. 45.

Cleftliand. See*c2^t.— Comparison ofhands. See
^ccmparison.— Complete hand, in poker, a hand from
which cards have been discarded and to which other cards
have been drawn.

—

Dead-man's hand, in poker, two
pairs, jacks and eights.

—

First hand. (&) In card-playing,
the one who leads in any trick.

—

Hands down, with ease

;

easily : as, to win the race hands down.— Haind under
hand, the natural movement of the hands when descend-
ing a rope without employing the feet—Original hand.
In card-playing; (a) A hand which has not been discarded
from. (6) In poker, the hand- before the draw.^

—

Piano
hand, in whist or bridge, an easyhand to play.

—

^Younger
hand, in card-playing : (a) The opposite of eldest hand

;

the second player on the first trick, (b) In piquet, the
dealer.

hand, v. t.—To hand over, to deliver.

hand-box (hand'boks), n. In hort., a small
box, usually of wood, with a sliding pane of

glass, used for setting over individual plants
or hills of plants in order ro force them ahead
of their season or to protect them. L. B. Bai-
ley. See *forcing-MU.
hand-canter (hand'kan"t6r), n. An easy, slow
canter. In racing it is understood to refer to an easy
victory. If the winner come in at a hand-canter it means
that he is so much ahead of his competitors that there is

no longer necessity to gallop— that victory is assured.

handcuf, handcuft. Simplified spellings of

handcuff, handcuffed.

hand-dynamometer (band'di-na-mom''e-t6T),

[J*i'P-i ^ hana,
kago, basket.] In Japan, a flower-

hana-kago (ha'nS-ka'go), n.

flower, 4-
'

basket
hanch'-^ (hanch), v. t. and i. To snap at

threateningly, as a wild or infuriated animal.

Hand.dynaniometer.

n. Inphysiol. scad. psychophysics, a dynamome-
ter, ofan oval shape, commonlyused to measure
the force of grip or squeeze of the hand. E. B.
Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 167.

hand-grenade, n. 2. A fire-extinguisher con-
sisting of a glass bottle filled with chemicals.
handhold, ». 3. In ear-building, an iron bar
firmly fixed to the side or end of a freight-car
to assist trainmen in boarding it; a grab-iron.
handicap, n—riylng handicap, a race in which the
starting-post is passed at full speed.

handing (han'ding), «. Making work which
is symmetrical, on the right and the left hand,
with respect to an assumed plane of symmetry.
hand-iron (hand'i"em), re. A tinman's stake.
See staked, 5.

hand-lamp (hand'lamp), n. In elect., an are-
lamp without automatic feed, in which the ad-
justment of the carbons is made by hand from
time to time.
handle, n. 4. The feel or touch of goods han-
dled. C. Vickerman, Woollen Spuming, p. 266.



bandle-bar

handle-bar (han'dl-bar), M. In a bicycle or
motor-cycle, the curved bar in front of the
rider by which the vehicle is guided by the
hands. In the motor-cycle mauy of the con-
trolling devices are sMxed to the handle-bar.
handle-piano (haii'dl-pi-an"6), n. A mechan-
ical pianoforte operated by a handle or crank,
as a street-piano.

hand-light (hand'Bt), n. A hand-glass; a
bell-shaped glass used to shelter young seed-
lings and cuttings from rain and wind : not in

general use in the United States.

Hatid-lights are freely used in the market gardens of

this district [the vicinity of Evesham and Pershore] for

the protection of cucumbers and vegetable maiTOWs.
ETieyc. Brit., XXVIIL 532.

handling-room (hand'ling-rom), n. In a war-
ship, an ammunition handling-room ; a com-
parment immediately adjacent to those in
which ammunition is stored and into which
they open. The lower ends of the ammunition-hoists
are in the handling-rooms and the ammunition is passed
from the magazines into the handling-rooms to be- loaded
into the hoists. See cut under -kturret.

handmaid-moth, »-—Walnnt handmald-motli,
Datana integerrima, an American species whose larvae

damage forest trees of different kinds.

hand-me-down (hand'me-doun"), a. Same as
reach-me-down.
hand-out (hand'out), n. In hand-ball, hand-
tennis, and similar sports, the condition of the
game when the striker is out and the players
change places.

hand-pike (hand'pik), n. A piked lever,

usually from 6 to 8 feet long, used in han-
dling floating logs.

hand-rest (hand'rest), n. The T-rest on a
hand-lathe : so called because used as a rest

for a hand-tool in turning and to distinguish
it from an automatic or slide-rest.

handscrew, n. 2. A carpenter's clamp.
hand-specimen (hand'spes"i-men), n. A speci-

men of rock or mineral not too large nor too
small to be conveniently handled for pur-
poses of study. The standard size for rocks
is 1 by 4 by 3 inches.

handspike (hand'spik), v. t.; pret. and pp.
handspiked, ppr. handspikimg. 1. To move by
means of a handspike : as, to handspike a can-
non into place.—2. To strike with a hand-
spike.

Perhaps he did not know me—no, he could not, or he
never would have handspiked me.

Marryat, Snarleyow, vi.

handspoke "(hand'spok), n. A long spoke or

bar fitted at each end for the hand ; specifi-

cally, one of the two used in Scotland in carry-

ing a coffin to the eemeteiy, or from the hearse
to the grave. Also called handspike.

The coffin, covered with a pall, and supported upon
hand&pikes by t^e nearest z'elatives, now only waited the
father to support the head. Scott, Antiquary, xxxi.

hand-Square (hand'skwar), n. A modification
of the squaring-machine, operated by hand,
for the preliminary shaping and truing of tiles.

See *ruVbing-bed.

hand-stake (hand'stak), n. In glove-making,

a tool used for stretching skins. See the ex-

tract.

As soon as the skin is received by the glove maker it is

immediately staked by the hand stake, which consists of

two upright and two horizontal bars, one of the latter

being movable to admit the skin, which is held in posi-

tion by a wedge inserted at the end of the bar. The
stretching is then done by pressing over the skin so
placed a blunt iron like a spade, having round corners
and a handle which fits under the arm.

Sei. Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p.
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— Expanding hanger. (I>) An adjustable hanger; a
hanger having adjustments to allow for taking up wear
and to keep the shaft in line even though the building
settles.

hanging-block (hang'ing-blok), «. Naut., one
of the blocks which are secured under the eyes
of the rigging on the foremast, and through
which the nalyards of the head-sails are rove.

hanging-drop (hang'ing-drop), n. The minute
portion of nutrient solution suspended from a
slide or cover-glass and usually inclosed in a
cell, in which bacteria and other micro-organ-
isms are cultivated.

hanging-parrot (hang'ing-par"ot), n. See
*bat-parrakeet.

Hangman's knot. See *knofi.

hangout (hang'out), n. One's place of business
or resort ; a rendezvous. [Colloq.] Forest and
Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 143.

hank-dyeing (hangk'di"ing), n. The process
of dyeingyamin the form of hanks or skeins.
It is carried out both by hand and by machin-
ery. Also called skein-dyeing. Georgievics
(trans.), Chem. Technol. Textile Fibres, p. 205.

hank-indicator (hangk'in"di-ka-tgr), n. A de-
vice attached to some textile machines for
registering the amount (in hanks) of their pro-
duction. Thornley, Cotton Combing Machines,
p. 196.

hannahill (han'a-Ml), ». [Origin unknown.]
A name of the black sea-bass, Centropristes
striatus, found on the AtlanJ;ic coast of the
middle United States. Jordan and Evermann,
Fishes of North and Middle Amer., p. 1199.

Hannekin defense. Same as Berlin or Prus-
sian ^defense.

Hanot's cirrhosis. See -''cirrhosis.

Hansard^ (han'sard), n. [Hansard, one of the
original compilers.] The official report of
the proceedings and debates of the British
parliament.
Hansardize (han'sar-diz), V. t.; pret. and pp.
Hansardized, ppr. Hansardizing. To confront
(a member of parliament) with his previous
utterances on some question, as recorded in
Hansard, and thus convict him of inconsis-

tency. [Colloq., Eng.]
hansom, 't.—Cape hansom, a hansom-cab with a bow
top, fitted with a pole like a Cape cart.

Hants. A contraction of ancient MantessHire
(now Hampshire).

Hanukah (eha'no-ka), ». [Also Chanukah,
Chanuca. Heb. hanukah, < hanak, dedicate.]
Amongthe Jewe,thefeBtivalofdedication. Jose-
phus(Antiq., XILvii. 7) calls it the "festival of lights." It

is the only post-Biblical festival of importance among the
Jews. It begins on the twenty-flfth day of Chisleu (Kisleu),

about the end of December, and lasts eight days (until the
second day of Tebeth). This festival, like Purim (which
see), is the occasion of much rejoicing. It is celebrated
in commemoration of the defeat of Antiochus Epiphanes
by the Maccabees (B. c. 164). "When the temple was re-

covered from the defeated Syrians it was cleansed and
the sacred vessels were purified. One vial of undefiled
oil for the golden candlestick was found. According to
tradition, that small quantity of oil miraculously con-
tinued to bum for eight days and nights until more oil

was procured. In memory of this, the rabbis decreed the
perpetuation of the festival. Orthodox Jews scrupulously
keep the Festival of Lights. Special prayers and praises
are added to the daily ritual. The chief feature of Hanu-
kah is the 'Hanukah lights.' Every household and even

hand-stamp (hand'stamp), n. Any form of

marking-, printing-, or impressing-stamp used
by hand.
hand-tree (hand'tre), n. Same as handflower-
tree.

hang, V. I. trans.—To hang up. (c) To hitch or
tie up (a horse) to a post, a tree, or the like. [Colloq.

Australia.]

The maU-boy is waiting impatiently in the verandah,
with his horse hung up to one of the posts.

K W. Uarnung, quoted in E. E. Morris, Austral English.

II. intrans. 13. In cricket, to come from the
pitch at a perceptibly decreased rate of speed:
said of a ball bowled. Hutchinson, Cricket, p.
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—

Hanging ball, bits, glacier, lie, valley. See
khalV^, etc.

hang-down (hang'doun), n. A bearing which
is suspended from a roof or beam by a hang-
ing bracket ; a hanger.

hanger, "., 5. (./) a vat in which skins are tanned

by being suspended in the liquor. Modern Amer.Tanning, and soma^.

Modern Russian Hanukah Lights.

every adult male is obliged to light them at home imme-
diately after the evening prayer. One candle, lamp, or

taper is lighted the first night, two on the second, and so

on until the eighth night An additional light, called

shamath ('sei-vant'), serves to supply the light to the

others. Two such lights are sometimes placed in modem
forms.

haoma (ha'o-ma or hou'ma), n. [Avestan
haoma= Skti soma : see soma^.'] Same as homa

p. 78. (g) A long loop or looped rod which hangs from
a transverse beanrattaijhed to a foundry crane, andwhich
receives the trunnions of a molding-flask slung therefrom.

On the position of the Haoma in the Avesta of the

Farsees. Smithsonian Sep., 1890, p. 91.

haplology

haori (ha'o-rf), n. A short loose over-jacket
or -coat worn in Japan.
Women under their umbrellas wore the graceful short

overcoat they call haori, and tottered over the wet ground
on high wooden pattens.

La Farge, Artist's Letters from Japan, p. 274.

hapaxanthic (hap-aks-an'thik), a. [Gr. ava^,
once, + avBelv, bloom, + -jc] Same as *hap-
axanthous.
hapaxanthous (hap-aks-an'thus), a. [Gr. aira^,

once, + dvfcZv, bloom, -I- -oJts.] In 6o<., having
only a single flowering-period : applied to
herbs which after once seeding die through-
out. Such plants may be annual (monocyclic)
or biennial (dicyclic). F. E. Clements.

haphalgesia (haf-al-je'si-a), «. [NL., < Gr. a^,
touching, -t- akyijaig, the feeling of pain.] A
condition of hypersesthesiain which the slight-

est touch causes pain.

haplite, n. Hapllte proper is a granite free, or neaily
free, from muscovite or any dark silicate. The name is also

applied by Eosenbusch and other petrographers to the
highly feldspathic members of the syenite, monzonite,
and diorite families, such rocks being usually called sye^v-

ite-haplite, diorite-haplite, etc. This extension of the
term is connected with the belief that such haplitic rocks
are differentiation products of syenitic, monzonitic, or
dioritic magmas. The roclis in question often occur in

dikes and possess the panautomorphic granular texture,

and these features venter into the, definitions given by
Rosenbusch.

haplitic (hap -lit 'ik), a. [Also apliUo; <

haplite + -jc] In petrog., pertaining to or

having the characters of the rock called hap-
lite.

haplobacteria (hap-16-bak-te'ri-a), n. pi. [Gr.

dwA6og, single, -1- NL. bacteria.'] Unicellular
bacteria of the ordinary rod, spiral, or spheri-
cal form, as contrasted with the *trichobac-
teria (which see).

Haplochellus (hap-lo-ki'lus), «.' [NL., also
Aploclieilus ; < Gr. dnUog, single, -1-

;t"'^''fi

lip.] A genus of kiilifishes closely allied to
fhindulus, but differing in the short dorsal and
longer anal fin. The species are mainly Asiatic.

Aplocheilus is the original form of the name.

haplochlamydeous (hap'''lo-kla-mid'e-us), a.

[Gv. dirMoi, simple, + x^a/iig (x^<^/^'''^)t ^
cloak, -I- -eous.'] In iot., having a simple or
rudimentary floral envelop, as in the pistillate

flowers of the Juglandacese. in plant develop-
ment the haplochlamydeous sta^e succeeds the achla-
mydeous and is followed by the homoiochlamydeous.

Haplocrinidse (hap-lo-krin'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Baplocrinus + -idse.'] A family of orinoids
which belongs to the order Larmformia and is

typically represented by the genus Haplo-
crinus.

Haplocrinus (hap-lok'ri-nus), n. [NL., < Gr.
utMoq, single, + Kpivov, a lily (see crinoid).'^

A genus of inadunate or larviform crinoids
typical of the family Haplocrinidee, of which it

is the only representative, it has a small pyrifomi
calyx in which there are three compound and two simple
radials, uniserial andnon-pinnulate arms. It occurs in the
Middle Devonian.

Haplodinotinse (hap'^lo-di-no-ti'ne), n. pi.

[Haplodinotus + -inse.'] A subfamily of fresh-
water drums, typified by the genus Haplodi-
notus (or Aplodinoius).

Haplodoci (hap-lod'o-si), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
dnMog, single, + SoKog, a beam, bar.] A sub-
order or group of fishes, typified by the toad-
fishes or Batrachoididx. It is characterized by
the peculiar structure of the pectoral arch.
haplodonty (hap'15-don-ti), n. [haplodont +
-^3.] The condition or fact of having molar
teeth with simple crowns. See haplodont.

haplohedral (hap-lo-he'dral), a. [ Gr. dir/iAos,

single, -t- edpa, base, -I- -al.J In. mineral., noting
the asymmetric or pediad group of the tri-

clinic system in which each form has one face
only. See *symmetry.
haplogamic (hap-lo-gam'ik), a. Pertaining or
relating to haplogamy.
haplogamy (hap-log'a-mi), n. [Gr. dirMog,

simple, + yd/wg, marriage.] A method of cell-

conjugation in which the fusions of the nuclei
and the chromatin are not deferred to permit
the formation of vegetative cells or tissues,

plasmapsis, karyapsis, and mitapsis occurring
in the same cell. Vegetative tissues of haplogamic
structures are composed of cells with a single nucleus
and a single set of chromosomes. The alternatives of
haplogamy are -kapaidogamy and -kparagattny. Cook aiid

Swingle.

haplology (hap-lol'o-ji), n. [Gr. dnA6oq, single,

-t- -Xoyla, < Aiyeiv, speak.] The utterance of only
one of two similar adjacent syllables or soimds
that appear in the full pronunciation of the
word. The phenomenon is a ujilvei'sal linguistic fact,

and is parallel to that of haplography (which see). BoUi



haplology

influences appear in the history of many words. Examples
are idolatry for idololatryt symbology for symbolology,
register^ for registrer, registrar, ably for ablely, idly for
idtely, wholly (pronounced wholy) for wholely, etc.

The phenomena seemed related to those of haplology in
the history of words, as in 'nutrix' for 'nutritrix.'

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 168.

haplome^ (hap'lom), n. A member of the Map-
lomi.

Haplomi^ (hap-16'mi), n.pl. [NL.,<Gr. dirWof,

single, +i//of,shoulder, upper arm.] An order or
suborder of fishes which is eharaeterized by the
absence of the mesoeoracoid areh and of spines
in all of the fins. The families contained in thisgroup
are the Paeciliida, orkilliflshes, VoAEsoeida or pikes, the
UrnbridsB or mud-minnows, and the Amblyopsidee or

blind-fishes.

Hsiploscleridae (hap-lo-skle'ri-de), n.pl. [NL.].

A large family of hal'iohondrine Demospongix
The spiculation Is of a simple type, and the microscleres,

if present^ are never chelss. It contains Halichondria,

ChaliTta, Heniera, SpongUla, and many other genera.

haploscope (hap'lo-skop), «. [Gr. okMo^, single,

+aiamiuv, view.] tnphysiol. oaApsychol. optics,

a stereoscope which presents to either eye Ta

field invisible to the other. E. C. Sanford,

Exper. Psychol., p. 404.

haploscopic (hap-lo-skop'ik), a. [liaploscope

+-ic.'] Pertaining to the haploscope or to its

use.

This test is superior to the tests with haploscopic fig-

ures because it Is dependent upon true psychical fusion,

while the latter are dependent upon the mere matching
together of divided figures.

Optical Jour^ June 2, 1904, p. 963.

Haplosporidia (hap"l9-spo-rid'i-aO, n.pl. [NL.,

¥1 ot Saplosporidium.2 An ovAev ot Sporozoa.
he developmental lycle is very simple. The youngest

stage of the parasite is a minute rounded corpuscle with

single nucleus ; as growth proceeds, multiplication ot

nuclei occurs, and the mass finally separates into a num-
ber of spores of uniform structure, which give rise to uni-

nucleated corpuscles, thus completing the cycle. It con-

tains the genera Bertramia, Haplosporidium, and Caelo-

sporidium, parasitic in worms, rotifers, and crustaceans.

Haplosporidiuiu (hap"Io-spo-rid'i-um), n.

[NL., < Gr. dirXfiof, single,+ airopa, seed (spore),

+ dim. -iiiov.1 The typical genus of the order
Haplosporidia. Caullery et Mesnil, 1899.

haptere (hap'ter), n. [G. liapter, < NL. hap-

teron.1 Same as *hapteron.

hapteron(hap'te-ron),«.; pi. haptera(,-a,). [NL.,

irreg. <Gr. oTrTEti;, fasten.] Inphytogeog., a spe-

cial organ of attachment composed of non-vas-

cular tissue, developed by many aquatic Htho-

phytes, as Podostemacece and marine algsa. E.

haptic (hap'tik), a. [Gr. d7rri/«if,<07n-eiv, touch:

seeap«e.] Tactile; of or pertaining to haptics:

as, a hapUc sensation. Amer. Jour. Selig.

Psychol, and Education, May, 1904, p. 33.

baptical (hap'ti-kal), a. Same as *}Mptic.—
Haptlcal image. See -Mmage.

haptics (hap'ttks), M. [PI. of feapttc] lupaychol.
anAphysiol., the science of touch : as optics is

the science of sight and acoustics the science

of hearing. As generally used, the term includes the
physiology and psychology not only of the skin and the
adjoining mucous membrane, bat also of the kinesthetic

organs (muscles, tendons, joints).

As ageneral term forperceptions of touch in the widest
sense, M. Dessoir [1892] su^ests Haptics as an analogue
of Optics and Acoustics. This he further divides into
Contect^sense (including pure contact and pressm-e) and
Pselaphesia . . . (including active touch and ' muscle
sense'). E. C. Sanford, 'Exper. Psychol.,p. 1.

baptine (hap'tin), n. [Gr. airretv, touch, fasten,
-1- -j«e2.j A cast-ofi receptor. The haptines
are represented by the antitoxins, the agglutinins, the
precipitins, and the amboceptors of the hemolysins, the
bacteriolysins, etc. See -kimmunity.

haptogenlc (hap-to-jen'ik), a. [Gr. okteiv,

touch, + -yfM7f,-pr6daced.] Used in the teim
haptogenic membraTie, a hypothetical albuminous mem-
brane which according to Ascherson surreunds every glob-

ule of fat in milk. C.B. Simon, Physiolog Chem., p. 408.

haptOpMKhap'to-fil), a. [Gr anrew, fasten, -I-

(piTiciv, love.] Same as *haptophoric.

haptophore (hap'to-for), a. [Msohaptophore;
< Gr. airreiv, fasten, + -<t>opo(, < (^ipeiv, bear.]

Same as haptophoric. Also haptophor.

Ehrlich's hypothesis to explain such facts is usually

spoken of as the side-chain theory of immunity. He con-

siders that the toxins are capable of uniting with the pro-

toplasm of living cells by possessing groups of atoms like

those by which nutritive proteids are united to cells dur-

ing noi-mal assimilation. He terms these haptophor groups,

and the gi'oups to which these are attached in the cells he

terms receptor groups. The introduction of a toxin stimu-

lates an excessive production of receptors, which are fin-

ally thrown out into the circulation, and the free circula-

ting receptors constitute the antitoxin. The comparison

of the process to assimilation is justified by the tact that

non-toxic substances like milk introduced gradually by

successive doses into the blood-stream cause the formation

of anti-substances capable ot coagulating them.

Hep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sen., 1902, p. 778.
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haptophoric (hap-to-fo'rik), a. [As haptophore

+ -ic] Pertaining to that group of a toxin

molecule which unites with the corresponding

receptor of a cell. The same term is used to

designate that group of cell receptors which

unites with the immunizing substance. See

Mmmunity.
haptophorous (hap-tof'o-ras), a. [As hapto-

phore + - o««.] Same as *haptophoric.

haptotics (hap-tot'iks), n. [Irreg. < Gr. oTrretv,

touch, + -otic] Same as *hapUcs.

hapuku (ha'p8-k6), n. [Maori.] A fish, the

groper (Polyprion oxygeneios), found on the

coast of New Zealand. Ita average weight is about

46 pounds, and in some places it forms an important arti-

cle of trade. Also Aoputa.

harakeke (ha-ra-ka'ka), n. [Maori.] The
common variety of the New Zealand flax,

Phormium tenax.

harbor-deck (har'bor-dek), n. See *declc, 2.

harbor-pirate (har''bor-pI"rat), «. One who
robs vessels in port by coming alongside in a
small boat and carrying off portable articles,

such as brass belaying-pins, running-gear, etc.;

a thief whose trade is to steal cargo from
docks and vessels in harbor.

harbor-porpoise (har'bor-p6r"pus), ?;. The
small porpoise or pufEiiig-pig, Phocxna pho-
csena, or P. communis, frequently seen in bays
and estuaries.

Harcourt air-gas pentane standard. See
* air-gas.

hard, a., 10. (/») In vocalization, of a tone
made with a rigid attitude of the vocal organs,

so as to be wanting in mellowness and ym-
pathy.
hard, adv.—Baxi ashore, said of a vessel when it is

firmly fixed on the rocks or on a shoal or beach.—Hard
aweatlier ! a command to put'the steering-wheel over so
that the tiller will be turned toward the weather side and
the ship's head deflected from the wind: opposed to

hard alee f—Hard down! a command to put the wheel
over so that the ship may be brought to the wind : op-

posed to irhard aweather !—Hard over ! an order to the
helmsman to jam the wheel or tiller over as far as

possible.

hardback (hard'bak), n. 1. Any fish of the
genus Callichthys ; any catfish of the family
Loricariidse, found in the fresh waters of South
America.— 2. In the BritishWest Indies and
British Guiana, any large beetle, especially one
of the larger Scarabseidss.

hard-earned (hard'emd), a. Earned with
difficulty or hara work.
harden^, n. 2. A cloth of coarse fiber and
texture, made from hards.

hardener, n. 2. Inpfeoto^r., a chemical, such
as alum, which is added to the fixing-bath in

the malang of gelatin negatives. It prevents
the dissolving of the film in warm weather.
hardening-machine, n. 2. See '^heating-ma-

chine.— 3. Aheating-machine adaptedto heat-
ing small balls, parts of machines, saw-teeth,
nuts, bolts, etc.,and deliveringthem automatic-
ally while hot to oil or water hardening-tanks.
For heating balls for ball-bearings a spiral conveyer is

used to convey the halls through the furnace. Other ma-
chines employ different forms of link-belt conveyers, the
aim in each type ot machine' being to expose the things
to be heated to the direct action of the gas-flames and to
protoct the conveyer as much as possible from the de-
structive effects ot the heat This is accomplished by
supporting the things to be heatod on rods which pro-
ject through a slot in the bottom of the furnace, the con-
veyer carrying the rods being outside the furnace, or by
placing refractory bricks on the conveyer.

hardening-off (hard^ning-df'), n. In hort., the
process of inuring or habituating a plant to

untoward conditions, as to adapt it gradually
to cold before removing it from a hotbed or
forcing-house.

hardening-tank (hard'ning-tangk), n. A tank
or bath containing oil or water in which small
metal objects are hardened as they come from
the heating- or hardening-machine.
hardenite (har'de-nit), n. A name proposed
for the solid solution of iron and carbon con-
taining 0.9 per cent, of carbon : it has the low-
est transformation-point. The name has been
abandoned by many authorities on iron and
steel as being misleading.

Carbonists, however, hold that the pale areas are
hardenite containing dissolved cementito, the dark areas
being a mixture of hardenite and tree cementite (M. Os-
mond s methods are evidently not sufficiently delicate to
detect in the dark so-called martensite the constituent
last named). Nature, April 14, 1904, p. 554.

Harderian fossa. See *fossd^.
hard-grass, ». 2. See St. Augustine '^grass.

hard-gut (hard'gut), n. Miigil chbula, a fish
found in Australia.
hardhack, n. 2. The hop-hombeam, Ostrya
Virginiana. [Vermont.]

harifuku

hardhead, «• 3. The name is also applied to many
other fishes having hard beads : as in America to Chri-

odorus atherinoides of the family Hemiramphidae, and
Salmo gairdneri, a trout ; in England to Myoxocephalut
sctyrpius, a cottoid fish.

11. In the Bahamas, a shrub of the spurge

family, PhyllanthusEpiphyllanthus. Also called

seaside laurel. See laurel, 3.

hard-horse (hard'h6rs), n. A sailors' term for

a tyrannical officer.

hardie (har'di), n. [AF. : see hardy.'] 1 . An
English billon coin of Edward III. See hard-

head, 2.—3. A French copper coin of the year

1270, the liard of PhUip le Hardi.

Harding sandstone. See '''sandstone.

hard-meat (hard'met), «. Dry fodder; corn
and hay as fodder, asdistinguishedfromgrass.
[Prov. Eng.]

hardness, n. 2. "Water, as found in nature, containing
salts ot lime or magnesia or both of these in considerable
quantity, is said to be hard ; it curdles or precipitates

'soap by forming insoluble lime or magnesia salts of the
fatty acids. Any lime or magnesia present in the condi-
tion of carbonate is held in solution by carbonic acid, and
if this latter is driven off as carbon-dioxid gas by boiling

the water, the earthy carbonates are precipitated, so that

the water is to this extent softened. The part of the
original hardness which is thus removable by boiling is

called tempwary hardness. The part due to calcimn or
magnesium in the condition of chlorid or sulphate is not
thus removable, and is csXledjtennanent hardness. The
sum of the temporary and permanent hardness constitutes
the total hardness. Hardness is frequently stated in de-

grees, each degree representing hardness equivalent to
that caused by 1 grain of calcium carbonate in 1 imperial
gallon otwator; or, now more commonly, 1 part of calcium
carbonate in 1,000,000 parts of watfer.

hard-spun (hard'spun), a. Compactly twisted

:

said of yam.
hardtail, «. 2. See '*'Gila.

hard'WOOd (hard'wud), a. and n. I, a. Having
a hard wood (see ha/rd wood, under wood^, «.),

as a tree ; bearing trees 'with hard wood, as a
forest ; made ofhardwood : as, a hardwood&oor.

II. n. A hardwood tree.

hardyhead^ (har'di-lied),». Anatherinoidfish,
Atherina lucunosa, inhabiting Australian wa-
ters. E. E. Morris, Austral. English.
hardy-hole (har'di-hol), n. A rectangular hole
in a blacksmith's anvil for the insertion of the
shank of a cutting-tool or other piece.

hardystonite (har'di-ston-it), n. ISardyston
(see def.) -I- -ite^.'] A silicate of zinc and cal-

cium (Ca2ZnSi207) which occurs in white
granular masses at Franklin Furnace, in Har-
dyston township, Sussex coxmty, N. J.

hare^.w., l. So many new species and subspecies ot
hares nave been described ot late years that common
names have not kept pace with scientific names.—Desert
hare, a subspecies ofthe Texan hare, Lepus teaeensis desert-
icota, which like otherdesert-dwellershas a pale coat.—Po-
lar Bare, the white northern species which arepure white
in winter save the tips of the ears which are black. Besides
Lepus arcticus other species are now recognized differing
decidedly in the proportions of their ears and feet—Va-
rying hare, a name of several species of North Americai
hares, especially of Lepus americanus and L. campestris
which turn white in winter tn the northern portion ot
their ranges.

harebell, n—Australian harebell. Same as Tarma-
nian -kbluebell.

harelip-needle (har'lip-ne*dl), n. A slender
cannula with a spear-pointed trocar which is

passed through the two halves of the lip, the
freshened edges being in apposition : the tro-
car is then withdrawn and a figure-of-8 suture
is applied over the cannula.
harem, n. 4. The group of female fur-seals
(cows) controlled by a single male fur-seal
(bull) : the unit of life on the fur-seal rook-
eries. Jordan, Fur Seals and Fur-seal Islands.

Harengula (ha-reng'gu-la), n. [NL., dim. of
harenga, herring.] A genns of fishes of the
family Clupeidse, or herrings, characterized
by the firm, usually adherent scales. The spe-
cies are of small size and tropical in their dis-
tribution.

hare-'wallaby (har'woFa-bi), n. Same as hare-
kangaroo.
harf (harf), M. [Abyssinian.] An Abyssinian
silver coin, the dahab, equal to one twenty-
third of a dollar.

Hargeria (har-ge'ri-a), «. [NL.] A genus of
extinct toothed birds from the Cretaceous of
Kansas. They are closely related to Hesper-
ornis, but are distinguished by differences in
the quadrate and in having a more slender
femur. Ltwas, 1902.

haricot (har'i-ko), v. t. To prepare as, or con-
vert into, a haricot: as, to haricot a neck of
mutton.
harifuku (ha-ri-fo'ko), «. [Jap.] The Japa-
nese name of a fish of the family Diodontidae,
Diodon holacanthus.



harigue

liarigue, n. See *arigue.
Haring oeds. See *becP:
Hariota (har-i-o'ta), n. [NL, (Adanson, 1763),
named in honor ofThomas Sariot (also spelled
Harriot) (1560-1621), who accompanied Gren-
ville to Virginia and wrote an account of its

products. Compare *Harrioita.^ A genus of
plants of the family Cactaeese. See Rhvpsalis.

larisembon (ha-ri-sem'bon), K. [Jap.] Same
as *harifuku.
Harlequin caterpillar, pigeon, auail, ring,
table. See ^caterpillar, etc.

liarmalol (har'ma-lol), n. [harmal{ine) + -oW]
A brick-red compound, C12H12ON2.3H2O,
formed by the action of hydrochloric acid on
harmaline. It crystallizes in needles.

liarmamaxa (har-ma-mak'sa),n. [G^v.ipii&iia^a,

< ap/ioq, jointed, -f apui^a," wagon.] In Gr.
antiq., a covered wagon, much used bywomen,
which is mentioned by Herodotus and Xeno-
phon in descriptions of Persian luxm-y. It was
similar to the*apena (which see).

liarmiuic (har-min'ik), a. [harmin + -jc] De-
rived from harmin or harmaline Hannlnlo
acid, a colorless compound, CioHgO^Na, formed by the
oxidation of harmin or harmaline. It crystallizes in silky
needles and melts and decomposes at 345° C.

hannol (har'mol), n. \liarm{iri) + -ol.'] A
compound, Ci2HioON2, formed by the action
of fuming hydrochloric acid on harmin.
harmolic (har-mol'ik), a. \harmol + -«c.] De-
rived from harmol Harmolic acid, a colorless
compound, CjoHipOsNo, formed by fusing narmol with
potassium hydroxid. It crystallizes in small needles
melting at 247° C.

liarmonic. I. a—Harmonic analysis. (0) The res-

olution or analysis of a series of observed values of any
quantity into an equivalent summation of a series of sine
and cosine terms each pair of which represents the effect

of an imagmary force operating in a specific way. The
periods of the successive circles are in arithmetical pro-
gression; hence the term ha/rmonic.—Harmonic ana-
lyzer. See kanalyzer.—'EaxmoTAa axial pencil, the
four planes projecting harmonic points from an axis not
coplanar with their bearer.— Harmonic inte^ator, an
apparatus for mechanically summing up the individual
terms of the harmonic series representing any natural
phenomenon. The most important of these are Instru-
ments devised by William Ferrel for daily use by the
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, ajid by Wil-
liam Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in computing tidal tables,
tor use in England.—Harmonic law, in linguistics, the
law according to which the vowels in one word must be-
long to one class, so that 0, for instance, may stand in
«onjunction -with a and 11, but not with « and i.— Har-
monic minor mode or scale, in musie, that form of
the minor mode or scale that has a minor sixth and
a major seventh. Also called instrunuintal nvinor.—
Harmonic optimum. See -kopUmwrn.— Harmonic
planes. Same as itharmonic axial pencil.— Har-
monic points, (a) In projective getym.,. a 'harmonic
range. ^) In function theory, two pairs of points, one
pair the mtersections of a circle about with a circle

through the other pair.—Harmonic quadrangle. See
-Aguaarangle. — Harmonic range, four costraight
pomts,* if the first and third are codots of a tetrastigm
while the other two are on the connectors through the
third codot Also called harmonic points.—Harmonic
spheres. See *sphere.—'Eaxmonlo stralgbts. See
^straight, n.— Simple harmonic motion, that type
of linear vibratoiY motion which is defined by the
•equation x = a coBtw. If the path of the vibrating parti-

cle be taken ob the diameter of a
circle, the displacement of the
particle will always be such that
its position is the normal projec-
tion, upon the diameter, of the
position of a point moving around
the circle with uniform speed. P
Let a point starting from P move
xiround a circle P Q D at uni-

form speed, and another point
starting fromP move along the di-

ameter in such a manner that
when the fll-st point reaches Pj, simple Harmonic Motion.
Pa, Ps' otc-» the second will

reach Pi, P2, Ps, etc. The motion of the point along the
diameter is then a simple harmonic -motion.—Spherical
harmonic analysis, in math., the calculus of special
harmonic functions where values are given on a sphere.

II. n Electrical harmonics, electrical oscilla-

tions of higher frequency accompanying an oscillation of

lower frequency, usually of greater amplitude, and re-

lated to the latter as the harmonic overtones of a com-
plex sound are related to the fundamental tone.— Ellip-
soidal harmonic. Same as Lamp's fuvjction (which see,

under /MJicKon).—Higher harmonics, in alternating

currents, electromotive forces, waves of higher frequency,

or overtones, which overlie the fundamental harmonic
wave and more or less distort it— Perturbed har-
monic, in acoustics, an overtone the frequency of which
is so modified as to throw it out of harmonic relation with
the fundamental tone.— Solid zonal haxmonlc, r™ Pm
(cos e).— Surface zonal harmonic, Pm (x) or Pm (cos e)

:

also known as a Legendre's eoeffleient.— Tesseral har-

monics, cos n (j) Sinn 9 dnPm(>t)^^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^^^^ g
dnPm(>i)

.

dn" djin

special cases of the spherical harmonic.

liarmonica, n. 3. In organ-building, a mixture-
stop. [Eare.]

Iiarmonograph (har-mon'o-graf), n. [Irreg.

< Gr. dp/iovia, harmony, + j'pa<j)eiv, write.] An
apparatus in which two pendulums vibrate at

567

right angles to each other, the movement of a
stylus or pen attached to one making a record
on a plane surface supported by the other.

Moreover, the table carrying the paper can be rotated
and a variety of figures thus obtained, including the epi-

cycloids and hypocyoloids, and also curves similar to
those given Jiy a harmonograph with clockwork table,

but without the gradual decrease in amplitude.
Nature, March 6, 1902, p. 421.

harmony, ».—Dominant harmony, in mugie, either
the same as dominant chord (which see, under domi-
nant), or, more loosely, all chords for which the dominant
serves as the bass or Which are associated with it as a
general basis of reference.

harness, ». 8. Naut., an obsolete tei-m for
the furniture of a ship Cape harness, a harness
with a wide breast-collar connected with the breeching.
It has hip- and neck-straps, but no saddle or girth. It
is used in Cape Colony, South Africa.— Centered tie-
harness, a method of tying up the heddles of a Jacquard
loom for producing large effects from small pattern-
cards.—Coap6 harness, a heavy single harness, gener-
ally of a showy character, used with heavy closed plea^
sure-carriages.—^Double equal plain tle-hamess, a
method of tying up the harness of a Jacquard loom in
which four comber-boards are used to weave double
equal plain fabrics.—Double-scale harness, a loom-
hamess for weaving wide patterns with a set of small
Jacquard cards.—Pressure harness, a combination of
a Jacquard and heddles, in a loom, both moving inde-
pendently though acting on the same threads.

harness-room (har'nes-rom), n. A room in

which sets of harness are cleaned, repaired,
and stored.

harness-shaft (har'nes-shaft), n. A frame for
.holding the heddles of a loom.
harness-slip (har'nes-slip), n. In gauze or
doup weaving, that part of a doup-heddle
which controls the crossing of the warp-
thread. T. W. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving,
p. 234.

harp, n— David's harp, the gold florin of David of
Burgundy, Bishop of Utrecht (1455-96), with the effigy of
St. David and his harp.—Han> Instrument. See *m-
strument.— Pointed harp, a small triangular form of
zither, now obsolete, played in an upright position on a
table, having the higher strings on one side of the sound-
board and the lower strings on the other. Also called
arpanetia and spitzharfe.

Harpagodes (har-pa-go'dez), n. [NL., <

Gr. dpnay)!, a hook, + eldog, form.] A genus
of platypodous gastropod moUusks, belonging
to the family SiromMdee and closely allied to

the recent genus Pterocera, having an ex-

panded body-whorl with reflected canal and
the outer margin of the aperture produced
into a number of tubular spinous processes.
It occurs in the Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks.

Harpedidse (har-ped'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Harpes (assumed stem Harped-) + -idm.'] A
family of trilobites characterized by the broad
horseshoe-shaped expansion of the cephalon,
simple eyes on the fixed cheeks, numerous
thoracic segments, and very small pygidium.
Species occur in Silurian and Devonian rocks.

Harpes (har'pez), n. [NL.
,
perhaps < Gr. apn?;,

a sickle.] The typical genus of the Harpedidse.
harp-flle (hai-p'fil), ». A wire hook for filing

papers, attached to a harp-shaped piece of iron.

Stand. Diet.

harpy-bat (har'pi-bat), n. An East Indian
fruit-bat of the genus Harpyia, distinguished
by tubular, projecting nostrils. There are two
or three species of moderate size, the largest

being H. major of New Guinea and the adjoin-

ing islands.

Harriotta (ha-ri-ot'a), «. [NL., named after

Thomas Hariot or H'arriot (1560-1621), an Eng-
lish mathematician connected with Grenville's

expedition to Virginia under appointment of

hassar

II. n. A pupil or student in the college at
Harrow, England.

Sir Douglas Straight is credited with being "Sigma,"
the old Harrovian who wrote 'Personalia,' chiefly on the
strength of the Harrow Begister of his day, which con-
tains the names of many distinguished men, but of very
few who are both literary and legaL

Athenxum, Nov. 21, 1903, p. 686.

harrow^jM. 2. Aharrow-likemilitary formation;
also, thatassumed by flyiugflocks of wild geese.
— Fxilverizing harrow, a form of riding-harrow in which
broad elastic teeth resting on edge are suspended from the

Harriotta raUighana.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Ealeigh. Compare *Hariota^ A gemis of

ehimseras found in the deep waters of the Gulf
Stream, characterized by the long snout which
is produced in a soft flat blade. H. raleighana

is the known species.

Harris-buck (har'is-buk), n. The large sable
antelope, Hippotragus niger, of South Africa,

discovered by Sir C. Harris.

Harrison china. See Columbian Star *ehina.

Harris's bark-louse, butterfly, cormorant.
See Marlc-louse, etc.

Harrovian (ha-ro'vi-an), a. and n. I. a. Of or

pertaining to Harrow, England.

Pulverizing Harrow.

frame and are trailed over the ground, acting as small
plowshares.- Spring-tooth harrow, a harrow having,
in place of the fixed teeth used in the ordinary frame-har-
row, curved steel teeth bent into a half-circle and acting as
curved springs.

harry^ (bar'i), n. [Said to be so named from
King Harry or Henry VHI.] A playing-card
having a slight blemish on one surface.

Harry^ (har'i), n. [Also Harrie, earlier Herry,
Herrie, assimilated forms of Henry, OP. Henri,
etc.] A common personal name, also used in

various extraneous applications. See *'Arry,
and Old Harry, under old Black Hairy, the black
searbass, Centropristes striatus: so named along the At-
lantic coast of the United States.

hart, n. and v. A simplified spelling of heart.

hartbeest, n—^Bastard hartbeest. Secme as sassaby
(which see).—Hunter's hartbeest, B. hunteri, from
Somaliland, distinguished by the white A-shaped marks on
the forehead, and long horns.

harth, n. A simplified spelling of hearth.

Hartogia (har-to'ji-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1759), named in honor of John Hartog, an
early Dutch traveler in South Africa.] A genus
of plants of the family Butaceie. They are up-
right heath-like shrubs, the leaves usually alternate and
commonly small and entire, the small white, red, or lilac

flowers in terminal umbels or heads, rarely single in the
axils of the leaves. There are about 100 species, native
in South Africa, several of which are cultivated in green-
houses.

Hart's cell. See *cell.

Hartshillc[uartzite. See *guartzite.

hartshorn, n.— oil of hartshorn, the liquid product,
of oily consistence and immiscible with water, obtained
in the destructive distillation of the antlers of deer, as
formerly practised. It is essentially the same as bone-qil.
Thorpe, Diet. Applied Chem., HI. 8.

harty, a. and ». A simplified spelling of hearty.

Harveian (har've-an), a. Named, established,

or delivered in honor of the famous physician
William Harvey (1578-1657), the discoverer of
the circulation of the blood : as, the Harveian
Society of London; the Harveian lectures.

Lancet, June 6, 1903, p. 1608.

harvesting-ant (har'ves-ting-ant), n. An ant
of the genus Apheenogaster or of one of its im-
mediate allies, such as Pogonomyrmex They
form deep underground nests composed of many cham-
bers, in some of which are stored the seeds of grasses and
grains as provision against winter. Ca/mbridge Nat Hist.,

VL 164.

Harveyize (har'vi-iz), v. t. [H. A. Harvey, the
inventor of the process, + 4ze.'\ To subject
the face of (a steel plate, particularly a steel

armor-plate), for the purpose of chilling, to a
process of cementation which increases the
carbon in that portion of the plate and pro-
duces a plate with a comparatively soft and
ductile body and a very hard face.

harzburgite (harts'ber-git), n. [Harzburg, in

Saxony, + -iie^.] Same as saxonit^.

hash-house (hash'hous), ». A cheap boarding-
house. [Slang, U. S.]

haskinization (has"Mn-i-za'shon), n. Ihas-
hinize + -ation.'] A process by which heat of

over 212° P. is applied to green lumber under
pressure of 200 pounds to the square inch.
Wood thus treated becomes indurated and durable. The
process is sometimes substituted for creosoting.

haskinize (has'ki-niz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
haskinized, ppr. liaskinizing. [Hashvn, the in-

ventor of the process, + -ize.~\ To subject to

the process of *haskinization (which see).

hasp-hinge (hasp'hinj), n. In hardware, a com-
bined hinged plate and hasp used on trunks
and boat and yacht fittings.

Hassall or Hassall's bodies. See *body.

hassar (has'ar), n. [S. Amer., perhaps < Tupi
acara in a form *agara.'] Same as ^hardback.



Hassler's map-projection

Hassler's map-projection. See ^olyeonic map-
projection.

hassocky (has'ok-i), o. [hassocki + ^jS.-] 1.
Full of thick clumps of coarse grass or sedge.
See Ihissock^ 1, and hassock-grass.— 2. Of the
nature of the soft calcareous sandstone which
separates the beds of Kentish ragstone in Eng-
land.

haste^, n.—To make haste. (6) In cricket, to move
quickly after the pitch : said of a bail.

liastifoliate (has-ti-fo'li-at), a. Same as has-
tifolious.

hastingsite (has'tingz-it), n. IMasUngs (see
def.) -I- -Jte2.] j^ variety of amphibole from
the nephelin-syenite of Dungannon, Hastings
county, Ontario : its composition is analogous
to that of garnet.

liat^, n. 5. In bot, the pileus or cap of a mush-
room

—

Alpine hat. See •oi^ine.—Bee-gum hat, a
Bilk hat [Local, U. S. j Dialect Notes, II. vii.— Black
hat, a fresh immigrant; a new-comer; a 'new chum.'
[Slang, Australia.] JB, E. Morris, Austral English.

—

Cah-
bsige-tree hat. See *cabba9e-tree^^''Vai-tllsi, in

cricket, the feat of a bowler wlio gets out three batsmen
in three successive balls : so called because formerly it

was rewarded by the present of a new hat

It is the custom of many committees to give a sovereign

to every professional who scores fifty runs, and money to

those who perform the hat trick (i.e., take three wickets
with consecutive balls). Bncyc. Bnt., XXVIL 276.

Mackinaw hat, a very coarse straw hat. [U. S.]

—

Old hat, in Australian (Victorian) political slang, see

the exti-act

Mr. Frank Stephen was the author of the well-lmown
epithet 'Old Hats,' which was applied to the rank and
file of Sir James M'CuUoch's supporters. The phrase had
its origin through Mr. Steplien s declaration at an elec-

tion meeting that the electoi-s ought to vote even for an
old hat if it were put forward in support of the M'Culloch
policy.

The Argus, May 1, 1896, quoted in E. E. Morris,
[Austral English.

Tamsui hat [named from Tamisui, a port and river in

Formosa], a hat made of strips of the bleached leaves
of Pandanus tectorius, a species of screw-pine growing
everywhere in Formosa. It rivals the Panama hat in its

resistance to weather and hard usage.

hat-camera (hat'kam"e-ra), n. A detective
camera that may be concealed in a hat.

hatch^, ».—Taie care ofthe lee hatch, an obsolete

order to the helmsman which signified that he was not to
steer to leeward of the compass course given him.

Hatch Act. See *act.

hatch-beam (hach'bem), n. An extra strong
beam fitted across the deck of a vessel at the
ends of a large hatch, to compensate for the
reduction in strength caused by the opening.

hatch-boat, n. 2. A vessel of which the
hatches extend fore and aft ; a cargo-barge in

which the deck is composed almost entirely of

hatches.
hatch-coaming (hach'ko^ming), n. Same as
coaming.

hatch-davit (hach'dav'it), n. A small port-

able davit overhanging a hatch, used for load-

ing stores, ammunition, etc., below, by means
of a whip, the block of which is hooked into an
eye in the upper end of the davit.

hatchet-back (haeh'et-bak), n. A large river-

mussel, Symphynota complanata, having a
wing-like projection on one edge of the shell,

found in the Mississippi river. The shell is

used for the manufacture of pearl buttons.
Also called hackle-iack.

hatchetman (haeh'et-man), n. One who
wields a hatchet, in any tind of work.

The fear of a highbinder outbreak in Chinatown grows
as the activity of the dreaded hatchetmen is observed.

San Francisco Chronicle, Nov. 14, 1894.

hatchettite (hach'et-it), ». [Satchett (see

hatchettin) + -iie^.] Same as hatchetUn.

hatch-gate (hach'gat), «. A gate to regulate,

the flow of water through a dam or dike or

from a reservoir.

hatching-house (hach'ing-hous), n. A house
in which fish-eggs are hatched.

hatching-pen (nach'ing-pen), n. A pen for

drawing the fiue lines used in shading me-
chanical drawings and making hatchings.

hatching-station (hach'ing-sta"shgn), n. An
establishment where fish-eggs are hatched.

hatchling (hach'ling), n. [hatch^ + -ling^.'i

A very young fish, usually artificially hatched

and not old enough to take care of itself.

The young in a fish-hatchery are so called during the

period in which they are protected and given prepared

food.
, , .,.

hatch-rings (hach'ringz), n. pi. Large iron

rings in the corners of hatches used for lifting

the hatches on and off.

hatch-tackle (hach'tak'l), n. A luff-tackle.

Hat-finishing lathe. See *latheK

hath (hat), n. [Hind, hath, a hand, also a

Hathoric Capital.
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Eieasure of length, Prakrit hattho, < Skt. hasta,

a hand.] A Hindu unit of length, equal to 18

inches.

hatherlite (hath'er-lit), n. [Haiherley, in the

Transvaal, -1- -j*e2.] A syenite composed chiefly

of soda-microcllne (anorthoclase) with a little

brown hornblende, green pyroxene, and bio-

tite, found in the Transvaal. Renderson, 1898.

Hathor (hat'hor), n. [Also written Athor,
Bat-har (Gr. 'AOvpi), < Egypt. Hdt-Her, ' the
house of Horns.'] In Egypt, myth., a divinity,

the female counterpart of Osiris, patroness of

the cow: usually represented with the head
and horns of a cow surmounted with the solar

disk.

Hathoric (hat-hor'ik),

a. In Egypt, antiq.,

pertaining to the god-
dessHathor; decorated
with a face or head as-

sumed to be an image
of Hathor: as, a Hat-
horic capital or statue

;

a Hathoric column.
hat-maker (hat ' ma "-

kfer), 11. A maker of
hats ; a hatter.

hatoba (ha'to-ba), n.

[Jap.] A pier or wharf;
a landing-place.

hat-palm (hat'pam), n.

Any one of several spe-
cies of palms the leaves
of which are used for
making hats, especially
Inodes causiarum, I.

glauca, Thringis laxa,

and T. latifrons of Porto Eieo, and Tlirinax ar-
gentea of Panama.
hat-pin (hat'pin), ». A long metallic pin,
often with a fancy head, used for fastening on
a woman's hat.

hat-shag (hat'shag), n. A silk-plush fabric
for hats.

hatting, «. 3. Working by one's self and
without associates or helpers, specifically as
practised in gold-mining in Australia; one
who has everjrthing ' under his own hat.' See
hatter\ 2. [Slang, Australia.]

hat-tree, «. 2. in Australia, one of the trees
called sycamore, Pcecilodermis Inrida. It
yields a white, soft, easily split wood, occa-
sionally used for shingles, and a strong bast
fiber.

hat-wire (hat'wir), «. A specially tempered
wire used for hat-rims.

hau (hou), n. [Hawaiian.] The Hawaiian
name of the mahoe, Pariti tiliaceum, which oc-
curs in nearly all tropical countries and is

abundant in all Pacific islands, it is generally
planted near native habitations on account of its dense
shade. For its various uses in Polynesia, see *balibago
and */au, 2. In Hawaii a decoction of the flowers is used
as an emollient in bronchial and intestinal catarrhs.

hauchecornite (h6sh'k6r-nit), n. [Named for
M. Hauohecorne.'i A sulphobismuthide of
nickel, Ni7(S,Bi)8, occurring in tabular tetrag-
onal crystals of metallic luster and bronze-
yellow color.

hauhele (hou-ha'la), n. [Hawaiian.] Anative
name of a tall shrub or small tree, Hibiscus
ArnotUanus, belonging to the mallow family.
Also called kokio-keokeo.

haul, V. f.— Haullng-dOwnvacancy, formerly in the
British navy, a vacancy left on the (customary) promotion
of the fiag-lieutenant and senior midshipman on the con-
clusion of a cruise and the hauling down of the admiral's
flag.—Let go and haul, a command, used in tacking a
square-rigged vessel, signifying that the braces on one
side of the ship are to be let go and tlie braces on the
opposite side hauled on so as to reverse the bracing of
the yards.— To haul over, to shift (something, as a
sheet) across the deck.

haul, ». 5. The distance and route over which
something is hauled

—

Haul of all (wrat), the act
of swinging all the yards at once.

haulabout (h41'a-bout), n. A barge for coaling
ships. It carries its own hoisting apparatus,
derricks, etc., but has no propelling-engines.

Another type of coaling device which has proved highly
successful is what is known as the *' hatiidoout." These
havlabouts are plain steel hulls, similar to bar^s, with
hatchways extending nearly across the vessel. Fitted to
each haxdaJiovt are two self-contained Temperley travel-
ing towertransporters, the beams of which have a very long
over-reach on either side, and are Bufficientl;^ high to take
coal from a large collier, and deliver it directly to the
boat deck of the largest battleships or cruisers, & neces-
sary. Sci. Amer., July 28,-1904, p. 63.

haulage-'way(h&l'aj-wa), n. Apassagethrough
which material is tauled or drawn.

haw
Descending by means ofan elevator into the depth of the

soft-coal mine before mentioned, we flnd oui-selves in

front of a whitewashed haviageway which extends fai-

into the distance. Sd. Amer., May 23, 1903, p. 392.

haul-back (hWbak), n. In lumbering, a small

wire rope, traveling between the donkey-engine
and a pulley set near the logs which are to be
dragged, used to return the cable. Also called

trip-line, pull-back, and back-line.

hauling (ha'ling), n. In growing sea-island

cotton, the operation of drawingup to the foot

of the plant, with the hoe, the loose dirt left by
the plow.
This is called " hauling," and by it the new bed is com-

pleted, the cotton is kept from " flagging " (falling down),
and the grass is kept under.

U. S. Dept. Agr., The Cotton Plant, p. 280.

hauling-ground (h§,'ling-ground)^ n. The por-

tion of the shores of the fui'-seal islands which
is occupied by the youngmale or bachelor seals

:

contrasted with rookery, the ground occupied
by the breeding seals.

As this is a large AoKMTJS-s'rtmnd, . . . on which fifteen

or twenty thousand (seals) commonly rest
Elliott, Fur-Seal Islands of Alaska, p. 43.

hauling-line (h4'ling-lin), n. Naut., a small
line lowered to the deck from a top or yard to

be bent on to such articles as are needed for
work which is going on aloft, as a maul, a
marlinspike, or the like.

haul-up (h^l'up), n. In lumbering, a light

chain and hook by which a horse may be
hitched to a cable in order to move it where
desired.

haunch-bone (hauch'bon), n. The hip-bone,
or OS innominatum, which forms one side of the
pelvis ; also the ilium or the largest of the three
bones composing each innominate bone.
The skeleton of the hip, or haunch bone, is called the

OS innominatum, and there is one such on each side in the
adult man. Mivart, Elem. Anat, p. 177.

haunch-joint (hanch'joint), n. The hip-joint.

haunch-stone (hanch'ston), n. In a stone
arch, any stone placed at or near the haunches
of the arch. See haunch, 5.

Haussmannlze (hous'man-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. Haussmannized, ppr. Haussmannizing.
[Haussmann (see def.) -I- -ize.'] To alter
the appearance of (a city) by cutting long,
straight avenues, building fine fronts upon
these avenues, and setting up important build-
ings at either end, so that they will show from
afar, as was done in Paris under the control of
Baron Hanssmann during the Second Empire.
As Louis XIV. set the fashion to palace-buildeiB with

Versailles so Haussmaun, by the creation of a new Paris,
excited to emulation the shapers of cities, and to " Hauss-
mannize" has come to mean the substitution ofmonotonous
avenues and rectilinear spaces for tiie crooked ways and
irregular boundaries dear to the archaeologist and the his-
torian. Eneyc. Brit., XXIX. 286.

haustrum (hlts'trum), n.; pi. haustra (-tra).

One of the small pockets or sac-like folds in
the terminal division of the colon.
hautboy, n. 3. In organ-building, same as
oboe, 2.

hautecontre (6t-kontr'), n. [P., 'alto coun-
;ter.'] The obsolete alto viol. See viola da
braccio.

hautefeuillite (hot-fe'i-yit or hat-fu'i-lit), «.

[Named for M. P. Hautefeuille, a French min-
eralogist.] A hydrated phosphate of magne-
sium which resembles bobierrite but differs in
containing several percent, of calcium: it is
from Bamle, Norway.

haiiynite (ha'vrin-it), n. [haiiyne + -ite^.']

Same as haiiyne.

ha'v, V. A simplified spelling of have.
havers^ (ha'vSrz), «. Same as haver-grass.

The wild oat-grass, or havers, Avena fatua L., is a weed
of cornfields. Fream, Complete Grazier, p. 914.

Haversian fringes, system. See *fringe, *svs-
tem.

haversine (hav'6r-sin), n. \ha{lf} vers(ed) sine.i
In navig., half the versed sine. The word was
introduced by James Inman in the 1835 edition
of his "Navigation."
havier (hav'yer), n. [Also Imwr, haveer, hev-
ior, also halfer; origin uncertain .] A castrated
fallow-deer.

A poll Jiavier has no antlers, nor even the stumps, be-
cause he was added to the list in his infancy.

The Field, March 7, 1891, p. 332.

haW^, n—Black haw. (a) See *black-haw, 1 and 2.
(O) Crataegus tomentosa, the pear-haw, and sometimes C.
Doiiglasit, the Western haw.—Dotted ha'W, Cratmgus
punctata, a species of the more northern United States
east of the Mississippi, with obovate leaves and white-
dotted fruit Sometimes called large-fruited thorn.—
May-haw. See •JIfoy-AoMj.— Purple haw. Same as
bluewood and logwood, S.— Red haw, the scarlet haw or
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scarlet-fruited thorn, CraUegus coednea; also other red-
fruited species, especially C. mollis, C. Crui-galli, C.
cordata, and C. viridis.— Scarlet haw, Cratsegus coc-
cinea, a species, as now understood, ranging from New-
foundland to Connecticut and through the St. Lawrence
valley to western Quebec—Summer baw. (a) See
haw^, S. (6) Same as *lfas/-Aaw.— Tree-haw, Cratx-
pus viridis, a species with nearly the distribution of the
May-haw, largest (sometimes 35 feet high) in western
Louisiana and eastern Texas, where it often forms large
thickets. The foliage is extremely brilliant in autumn.
Also red Aaw.—Washington haw. Same as Washing-
ton thorn (which see, under tftorml).—Western haw,
Cratmgus Douglasii, of the northwestern United States
and British Columbia, a tree 30 or 10 feet high. Most
often called thorn-apple ; also black tkorn, etc.

haw^, n. 2. (6) The inner eyelid or nictitating
membrane of dogs: usually concealed, but no-
ticeable in the bloodiound.
Hawaiian subregion. See *subregion.

hawberk, n. See hauberk.

hawk^, ». 3. A double-hooked instrument for
drawing or moving about the cloth in the dye-
ing-liciuor of a hawking -machine Cooper's

Cooper s Hiwk W^cctpiter cooperi)

hawk, Accipiter cooperi, a small but strong and active
hawk, abundant in North America south of the Canadian
boundary : more destructive to chickensand young poultry
than any other species. It is bluish gray above, and white,
barred with rufous below, and about IS inches long and 30 in
spread of wings.— Harris's hawk, Parabuteo unicinctus
harrisi, a rather large species, found in the southern and
western United States. It has dark pluma£:e and tlie tail

i^ black with a white band at base and one at the tip.— Ked-
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hawk's-eye, n. 2. The dark-blue variety of

crocidolite found in South Africa: when cut
in a rounded form and showing the eat's-eye

effect, it is known as hawVs-eye stone,

hawkweed, n— mouse-ear hawkweed. Same as

mouse-ear, 1. This plant is adventive in Ontario and in

adjacent parts of the United States.— Orange or tawny
hawkweed. Same as golden mouse-ear (which see,

under mouxe-ewr). The orange hawkweed has become
established in parts of Canada and the Eastern and
Middle States, and is a bad weed in grass-lands. Called
also red da,i«g, laAy's-painfbrush, and dexnl's-pamOirush,
the latter names probably both referring to the peculiar
strong coloring of the heads, the last also to the noxious
character of the plant. Compare ki/ng-devil. See cut
under -kdevH's-paintbrush.

hawok (ha'wok), n. [Southern Maidu (in cen-
tral California).] Shell money of the Cali-

fomiau Indians, consisting of circular disks
of Padhyderma erassatelloides from a quarter of
an inch to an inch in diameter and perforated
in the center for stringing.

hawse^, n.— in the hawse, a short distance in advance
of the cutwater.— To have a bold hawse, said of a
vessel when its hawse-holes -are high above the-water.

liawse^, «. 2. A ridge or neck (generally at
the head of two oppositely-descending stream-
valleys) which connects two higher ridges or
summits, as on the Scottish border and in. the
Lake district of the North of England. [Local.]
N. E. D.
hawse-boxing (h&z'bok'''sing), m. Aa old-fash-

ioned method in ship-building bywhich a pro-
jection equal to the thickness of the inner and
outer planking was left upon the hawse-tim-
bers in the wake of the hawse-poles. Against
this projection the planking butted.

hawse-fallen (h&z'f&"ln),^. a. In the phrase
to ride hawse-fallen, said of a vessel when it is

at anchor and the water which reaeheb the
decks through the hawse-pipes is heavy in

volume.
hawse-full (haz'ful), adv. See to *ride hawse-
full.

hawse-jackass (haz'jak"as), n. A canvas bag
shaped like a cornucopia, stuffed with oakum
and thrust into the hawse-pipes when at sea
to prevent the waves from flowing inboard as

they break against a vessel's bows.
hawse-laid (h^z'lad), a. Naut., same as

hawser-laid.

hawser-bend (h&'zSr-bend), n. A bend for

joining two hawsers. It is customary to malce a
bowline in each hawser, so that the bight of one will pass
through the bight of the other, or to make a carrick-bend
(which see).

Hawthorn beds. Seebedi.— _,.,^
Hawthorn decoration, a
characteristic style of orna-
mentation on Chinese porce-
lain, having a blue, black,
green, or red ground. See
hawthorn china, under haw-
thorn.—Sawthom. lace-
bug. See -klace-bug.— In-
dian or East Indian haw-
thorn, a hardy, ornamental,
evergreen shrub of the apple
family, JRapMolepis Indica.

native of southern

/**"5^^

Red-shouldered Hawk t.Buiee Hneattts').

shouldered hawk, Bvteo Uneatus, a common species of

the eastern United States, of a dark reddish brown above

and rather rusty colored below : length about 18 inches

:

spread of wing about 42 inches. It is one of the most
omnivorous of hawks, eating frogs, fish, insects, and small

mammals.—Swainson'shawk, BMfeo swamsom, a west-

em species, about 20 inches long and 48 in spread of wing

:

usually distinguished easily by its rufous breast-band,

which contrasts sharply with the white plumage of the

underside.—Tarantolar-hawk. See* tarantula-hawk.

hawk', V. II. trans. To draw or to pull with

a hawk, as cloth through the dye-vat of a

hawking-machine

.

hawk-cuckoo (hak'kuk'''6), n. Any one of

six species of cuckoos of the genus Hierocoa

eyx which resemble small hawks in appear-

ance and flight. They are gray above, more
or less rufous below, and have a banded tail

and large yellow eye. All are Asiatic.

hawking-machine (h&'king-ma-shen'O, »._ A
cloth-dyeing machine constructed with guide-

rollers designed to keep the goods covered by
the dye-Uquor and protected from the air.

China and is often cultivated
in European gardens.

hawthorn - gooseberry
(h4'th6rn-gos"ber-i), n.

See ^gooseberry.
hayl, n— Sour hay, a form
of silage long produced in
Austria and Hungary by fill-

ing green fodder tightly into
pits, either lined or not, and
covering with a layer of earth,

^e resulting fermentation
renders the mass acid and
imparts a deep brown color,

whence the name brown
hay. In England ^oraeivaies pitted hay, and) fancifully.

Chinese Porcelain Jar
with Hawthorn Decoration.

In the Pennsylvania
Museum, Philadelphia.

It gives as its product what is known all over the Aus"
trian .Empire as sowr Aay.

J. Wrightson, Fallow and Fodder Crops, p. 246.

haya^ (ha'ya), ». [Jap.] A S.sh, Pseudoras-

bora parva, of the family Cyprinidx, found in

the waters of Japan. Also known as mordko.

hay-carrier (ha'kar"i-6r), n. Same as *Miy-
elevator.

haye (ha'ye), n. [Also hae ; Jap. haye, splen-

dor.] A Japanese name for small shiners or

minnows of the family Cyprimdse, belonging

to the genus Zacco, found iu the waters of

Japan. Also known as oikawa and zako.

hay-elevator, n. These machines, commonly called

hay-carriers, are used to lift, transport, and deliver hay,

straw, corn-stalks, or other material in bulk or in bales.

The simplest forms are hay-stackers, which employ a
derrick or a cableway, supported by struts, on which a

trolley carrier may run. Both employ a mechanical hay-

fork or sling for gathering the hay from a wagon and de-

livering it to a stack or to the cableway, on which it

hazelnut
trav^ to any part of a large and long stack. Those used
in bams employ lifting appliances and carriers traveling
upon fixed tracks suspended from the roof of the bam.
They are usually automatic, and gather the hay from the
wagon, elevate it, transport and deliver it, and return for
the next load with only slight attention from the operar
tor. See 'khay-fork and stacker^.

hay-fork, n. Hay-forks used with hay-carriers are
made in the form of spears or harpoons, or of hinged
grappling-irons resembling a clam-shell dredge. The
harpoons are single or double and are provided with barbs
which, when the shaft is thrust into the hay, can be
thrown out to gather and lift a large bunch of it. The
grappling-forks are opened and dropped upon the bay,
when a pull upon a cord draws the tines together, gather-
ing and lifting the hay.

hayko (hi'ko), n. A Russian name applied in
Alaska to the dog- or calico-salmon, Oncorhyn-
chus keta.

hay-loader, n. a hay-loader of the modem type,
consists essentially of a broad inclined elevator supported
on a pair of wheels, and designed to be attached to the
rear end of a hay-wagon ; some foiTU of raking or gather-
ing device for collecting the hay from the ground or from
windrows ; and a conveyer for carrying the hay, as fast

as gathered, up to the elevator and stacking it on the
wagon. The forward movement of the wagon causes the
wheels of the loader to communicate motion, by means
of belts, to some form of revolving or reciprocating hay-
rake and some form of conveyer that lifts the loose hay
gathered by the rakes and deposits it on the wagon.
Such machines have largely superseded hand labor in

gathering the hay crop.

haymaking' (ha'ma'''king), n. The mowing,
curing, and housing of the haycrops ; haying.
hayo (m'yo)i *• [Native name.] In Venezuela,
any one of several species of Erythroocylum,
the leaves of one of which, E. Coca, are known
as coca-leaves and yield the alkaloid cocaine.

hay-rigging (ha'dg'^ing), n. A temporary
wooden framework placed in a wagon to in-

crease its capacity for light loads, such as
hay or seaweed ; also, a cheap form of farm-
wagon having flaring stakes at the sides, used
to carry hay.

hay-rope (ha'rop), ». infoundry-ioork, a rope
form of tightly twisted hay or dried prairie-
grass, used in making cores.

hay-scales (ha'skalz), «. pi. Public weighing-
scales maintained by a town for general use,
as in weighing loads of hay.
haysel (ha'sel), n. The haying or haymaking
time. [Local, Eng.]
hay-spade (ha'spad), n. A hay-knife (which
see).

hay-stacker (ha'stak"er), «. A hay-elevator
specially designed for placing hay in stacks
out of doors. See *hm/-eIevator.

hay-sweep (ha'swep), n. A large hand hay-
rake. [Local.]

hay-tosser (ha'tos"er), «. A machine for
tossing hay in the process of drying it.

hay-worm (ha'werm), n. A caterpillar which
feeds on hay, as the clover-hay worm (larva
of Hypsopygia costaUs), which see, under
clover.

hazard, n. 8. hi- golf, a bunker, water, path,
road, railway, fence, or ditch Hazard'chase
or opening, in golf, a small opening in a hazard or
bunker to allow passage for the players.

haze^, n.—Aqueous haze, a hazy or misty appearance
of the atmosphere due to the presence of particles of
water. When the particles are the smallest possible,
this haze has a delicate blue tint, but when they are
larger a whitish tint. A haze due to dry dust is usually
yellowish or reddish. See water-haze, under hazel.

hazel^, n. 2. The wood of the sweet-gum,
Liquidambar Styramflua : a common use of the
word among lumbermen and builders of the
eastern United States.— 3. In Australia, either
of two small evergreen trees of the buck-
thorn family^, Pomaderris apetala and P. lani-
gera, yielding excellent wood. See bastard
*dogwood (6), cooper's-wnod, and Pomaderris.— Black-knot of hazel. See *Uack-kmit.— Snapping
hazel, the witch-hazel : so called from the elastic blunt-
ing of the ripe capsule by which its bony seeds are pro-
jected-

hazel^ (ha'zl), n. [Short for hazel-earth.] A
soil consisting of a mixture of gravel or sand,
clay, and loam.
hazel-carpet (ha ' zl - kar " pet), «. See ^car-
pet, 4.

hazel-dodder (ha'zl-dod"er), n. See *dodderi.
hazel-fly (ha'zl-fli), n. A British anglers'
name for a scarabseid beetle, Phyllopertha
hortioola, and for an artificial one made in
imitation of it.

+hazeline (ha'zl-in), «. IhaeeU + -ine^.'] A
trade-name of a toilet preparation said to be
distilled from the fresh leaves and twigs of
witch-hazel, Samamelis Vi/rginiana.

hazelly^ (ha'zl-i), a. [hazel^ -h -^i.] Consist-
ing of hazel-earth: as, hazelly \oa,m. N. E. D.
hazelnut, n— Chinese hazelnut, the lichi, Litchi
Chinensis. See lichi.



hazel-worm

hazel-worm (ha'zl-wferm), n. [A translation
of German 'haselwurm.'\ The bliudworm, or
slow-worm, Anguis fragilis.

hazzan, chazzan (cha'zan), n. [Heb. huzzan,
Aram, ha-^ana, prob. < Assyr. hazanu, hazannu,
overseer, director.] In Jewish use, an over-
seer; specifically, an official of a Jewish syna-
gogue. Formerly the functions of the hazzan "were
various : he was not only overseer but also dayan (judge),
saphra (scribe), etc. The chief function of the modem
hazzan is that of reader or cantor.

Hb. A contraction of hemoglobin.
H-bar (aeh'bar), n. A bar with an H section.

H. B. Curves. Curves exhibiting the variation
of magnetic induction (B) with the magne-
tizing force (H).
H. C. An abbreviation (6) of ITeralds' College.

H. 0. M. An abbreviation of Eis (or Mer)
Catholic Majesty.

he2 (ha), II. [Heb. fee.] The fifth letter (n) of

the Hebrew alphabet, corresponding to the
English ft. Its numerical value is 5.

He. The chemical symbol of helium.

H. E. An abbreviation (a) of Eis Eminence;
(6) of His (or Her) Excellency; (c) of Sydrawr
lie Engineer,

h. e. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin hie est,

'he is ' ; (6) of the Latin hoc est, 'this is.'

head. I. »., 6. (m) (2) a rubWe-drift capping a
cliff, on the coast of Devon and Cornwall.

This '}iead ' consists of a more or less coarse agglomera-
tion of angular debris and large blocks set in an earthy
matrix. J. GeiHe, The Great Ice Age, p. 389.

(u) In a bow for instruments of the viol class, properly
the end farthest from the player's hand; the point:
opposed to heel or nut. Sometimes, however, the term is

loosely applied to the projecting piece at the heel. («)

The flexible shank attached to a molded button ; a tuft of

clotli protruding from the back of a button, by which it

may be attached, (w) A rotating piece on a machine
which can'ies cutting-knives, as on a wood-planing mar
chine, [x) The ram in a quartz-crushing machine. [Min-
ing term, Australia.] (y) In archery, an arrow-head, (z)

All the lower part of a golf-club to which the shaft is

connected, {aa) The upper, or proximal end of a long
bone, which has a rounded articular surface, suggesting
the head of a man.

The upper end of the humerus shows a large, rounded
head. Mivart, Elem. Anat, p. 148.

ibb) The upper, or proximal end of a muscle where It is

attached to a bone, and whence its pull is transmitted to
another bone.

The biceps is the well-known muscle used in flexing
the arm. It arises by two heads.

Mivart, Elem. Anat., p. 293.

{cc) The upright timber of a gate which forms the front
or swinging end.

7. (6) Specifically, the verticalheightofthe sur-

face of a liquid in a reservoir above the center
of figure of an orifice through which efflux takes
place. When a liquid flows from a closed vessel under
pressure mechanically produced, as by the action of a pis-

ton, the pressure at the orifice is always equivalent to Uiat
which would be caused by a vertical column of the liquid of
requisite height and this height measures the virtual head.

(c) A unit for estimating amounts of water
usedin irrigation—the amount flowingthrough
an opening 33J inches wide and 3 inches high
imder a pressure of 4 inches. U. S. Dept. Agr.,
Div. of Veg. Pathol., Bulletin 2, 1892, p. 85.— 16. In astrol., the commencement of a
zodiacal sign, that is, the point where the sun
enters it. N.E.D.— 17. A quarrymen's term
for that direction in a massive crystalline rock
along which fracture is produced with the
greatest difficulty.—18. A local name in south-
em England for the residual products from
the weathering of rocks, more or less sorted by
the rains. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 460.— 19. In textile-manuf., a section in amachine
with completely independent functions, as in

a drawing-frame, eombing-machine, ribbon
lap-machine, etc. Thornley, Cotton Combing
Machines, p. 20— Effective head, the head or
pressure actually available for doing work ; the netbead ;

the static head minus the head lost in imparting velocity

and overcoming friction and other losses before reaching

the point where the force is applied to the motor.—Head
Of a ship, the extreme forward section of a vessel, from
the knight-heads forward, including the figure- or scroll-

head.—Head on. (&) The situation of a vessel when her
head is held dead against the sea and ivind. (c) Resulting

from the sudden impact of two trains meeting directly on
the same track: aa, a head an collision.—Heads and
posts, a cavalry exercise consisting in thrusting and cut-

ting at leather heads placed on posts. Encyc. Brit,

XXVI. 166.— Head to tide, the position of a ship when
itshead is pointing dead against the tide-stream.— Hydro-
static bead, the pressure due to a column of water when
at rest.— Knee Of the bead. See *tm«e.—Railway
bead, an attachment to several carding-maohlnes for

drawing and evening the card-sliver for the subsequent

process.—Rain-water bead, a center of a rain-water

supply, such as is provided by the large continuous roofs

of a public building.

A very laige field is also opening for cast-lead work,

whether associated with architecture, as in theleadeu-
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covered way over Northumberland Street, in London . . .

and tlie fine rain-water heads of the Birmingham Law
Courts. Encyc. Brit, XXX. 646.

Seamen's bead (naval), the crew's water-closets, usually

Slaced in
the bows of the ship.

—

Static head, the pressure

ue to a column of liquid of a given height when such
liquid is at rest—To pump by beads. See kpump.—
Universal bead, a device with jaws adapted for holding
a variety of work : used on the spindle of a lathe or milling-

machine.— Velocity bead, in hydraul., the effective

head at the orifice of efflux of a tube through which a
liquid flows ; the head which, if there were no friction or

otiier resistance to flow, would produce the existing

velocity of the liquid. If the velocity of efilux be v, which
v3

corresponds to a head of liquid, hv = — , then hv is called
'Sg

the velocity head.

II, n Head tide. See -ktidei.

head, ^'. I. iroMS.-Headlng-up machine, in tarreJ-

maHng, a maclmie for placing the head in a new bairel,

forcing it into the croze and holding it there while one or
more hoops are put on, and making it ready for the hoop-
driver.—To bead a trick, to play a better card than any
already played to a trick, but not necessarily the best
card.

—

'to bead back, in hort., to shorten or cut off the
shoots of (plants); head in.—To head In, in hort., to
reduce in length or shorten (the shoots and twigs of plants).

—To bead off. (c) To direct (a vessel's head) from the
course; to allow (a ship) to diverge suddenly from the
compass direction which it has been pursuing.—To bead
up, to bring (a ship's head) more in line with the wind or
wiUi an object.

II. intrans. 5. Said of the wind when it

changes so as to get more in line with the
direction that a ship desires to head, or when
it draws more ahead of a ship.—6. In geol.,

to slope upward when viewed from below:
said of inclined strata; the same as dip, 4,

but the beds are seen from the opposite direc-

tion. —To bead up, said of a vessel when it 'looks up

'

. closer to the wind.

headache, n,.— Blllons headache. Same as sick-

headache.—Oiganlc headache, a headache due to actual
disease of the brain or of the meninges.— Reflex head-
ache, a headache due to eye-strain, nasal disorder, in-

digestion, or some other cause outside of the bmin or its

membranes. See def. 1 (c).

head-ax (hed'aks), «. In whaling, an ax used
for decapitating a whale, when cutting in.

head-bander (hed'ban"d6r), n. A person who
fastens on the head-bands of books. N. E. D.

head-block, n. 3. In a railroad switch, the
timber on which the switch-stand and the ends
of the switch-rails rest.—4. The pivoted cast-

ing at the top of the mast of a derrick, to which
the guy-ropes, tackle-blocks, etc., are fastened.— 5. The log placed under the front end of
the skids in a sMdway, to raise them to the
desired height.

head-bolt (hed'bolt), n. A bolt having a head
by which it can be turned.

head-clip (hed'klip), n. An adjustable cUp,
usually of metal, for steadying the head:
used in photography and in certain psycho-
physical experiments.

head-cone (hed'kdn), n. A cephalocone.
head-course (hed'kors), n. Same as heading-
course.

head-cowl (hed'koul)^ «. In certain pteropods,
one of the two coverings of the head which
inclose and protect the cephalooones.

header, «. 10. A connection at the ends
of the tubes in a water-tube boiler. The water
usually descends in one header and steam rises in another,
thus keeping the current of water and steam flowing in
one direction and promoting gqod circulation.

Instead of having two headers, as is the case with the
latter type, the Niclausse has only one header, which is

divided so as to allow for both the upward and down-
ward flows. Sd. Amer. Sup., Jan. 24, 1903, p. 22624.

11. In a floor or roof, the timber used for
framing round an opening. It is supported by
two trimmers, one at either end, and, in its

turn, supports the ends of the two tail-beams.
— 12. Ahorse used in helping to haul heavily-
laden vehicles up heavy grades.— 13. In eigar-
maJcing, a workman who shapes or finishes
the head or mouth-end of a cigar ; also, an ap-
pliance used for the same purpose.

header-binder (hed'6r-bin"d6r), «. A form
of header in which the heads are delivered to
a binder.

head-fold (hed'fold), n. In embryol., a fold of
the amnion covering the head of the vertebrate
embryo ; also, a fold in the blastodisc which
marks off the head-region of the embryo. See
cut in next column.

head-footed (hed'fut''''ed), a. Having the feet
or locomotor organs attached to the head-re-
gion, as in eephalopods ; eephalopodous.

head-gear, n. 4. The head-riggingof a vessel.

head-gland (hed'gland), «. »Iu many nemer-
tines, one of the collections ofgland-cellswhich
lie in the head and open at the tip of the latter

head-rigging

in a disk-shaped group of cells bearing long

hairs or bristles. It may function as an organ
of taste. Also kaowa a,8 frontal gland. Proe.

Zool. Soc. London, 1901, II. 95.

^, Head'fold.

A median longitudinal, or sagittal, section through a rabbit em-
bryo and blastodermic vesicle at the end of the ninth day. (In
part after Van Beneden and Julin.)

a, tail-fold of amnion: *, hind-gut; c, mid-gut: rf. fore-gut: t.

pericardial cavity ; y. mid-brain ; £-, head-fold of amnion ; A, pro-
amnion; I, sinus termiualis :/. hypoblast : ^, epiblast; ^, epi-
blastic villi; nt, cavity of yolfc-sac, or blastodermic vesicle; ,/.

sinus terniinalis; tt, mesoblast;^, thickened epiblast by which the
blastodermic vesicle is attached to the uterus ; f, extra-embryonic
part of the coeloma or body-cavity; r, allantois. (From Marshall's
' Vertebrate Embryology.")

head-hole (hed'hol)^ n. One of the eyelet-holes
in the head of a sail by which it is secured to

a yard or gaff by robands which are passed
through the holes and the jack-stay, or by a
lacing.

head-house, n. 2. In railroading, the end of
a terminal station; that part of a terminal sta-

tion building which contains the tickel^offiees,

waiting-rooms, and concourse, and forms the
front or entrance to the train-shed, it is usually
much higher than the train-shed, the upper stories being
used as ofiices for the company, and the main floor con-
necting with the tracks and platforms and serving as the
entrance and exit for the outgoing and an-iving passen-
gers. Sci. Amer., Jan. 14, 1899, p.

heading-chipper (hed'ing-chip"er), ». A
pneumatic chipping-hammer used for heading
rivets or boiler-tubes.

head-kidney, n. 2. The primitive kidney of
annelid worms. ParJcer and Haswell, Zoologv,
I. 416.

^-

'

head-lacing (hed ' la " sing), n. The lacing
which confines the head of a fore-and-aft sail

to the gaff.

head-lifting (hed'lif^ting), n. A method of
divination, practised by the Eskimo andby the
Chukchee, in which the future is divined by
tying a thong around the head of a reclining
person. A second person tries to lift the head of the
first by this thong, and his questions as to the future ai-e

answered in the affinnative if tile head can be lifted, in

the negative if itcannot be lifted. Similar forms of divina-
tion by lifting stones and charms are found as far south as
the Amur river.

Head-lifting is one of the chief divining methods, not
less among the Chuckchee than among the Ameilcan Es-
kimo. Amer. Anthropologist, 1902J p. 635.

Headlight oil. See *oil.

head-line, n. 3. One of the lines in the title

of a newspaper article, printed in large type to

attract attention.— 4. Same as head-fast.

headline (hed'lin), v. t. ; pret. and pp. head-
lined, ppr. headlining. To announce, refer to,

or mention in the large print of newspaper
head-liues

;
give prominence to in head-lines.

My job is private secretaiy to the President of this
Republic, and my duties are running it I'm not head-
lined in the bills, but I'm the mustard in the salad dress-
mg. McClure's Mag., Feb., 1903, p. 431.

head-mark, «. 2. An unplowed ridge of land
left to serve as a boundary ; a balk.
bead-motion (hed'm6''shon), n. A mechan-
ism at the end of a fancy eassimere-loom or
dobby-loom embracing the pattern-chains for
operating, the warp-harnesses and shuttle-
boxes.

head-note, «. 2. See head-ton^ and head^oice.
Headon beds. See *hed\.
Headon Hill sands. See '•sand^.
head -pence (hed 'pens), n. pi. [See head-
pennyT] A tax of forty shillings or more
foi-merly collected from the people of the
county of Northumberland by the sheriff twice
in every seven years. The sheriff was not
accountable to the king for this tax. It was
abolished in the reign of Henry VI.
head -piece, ». 4. The figui-ebead, scroll-
piece, or fiddle-head under a vessel's bowsprit.
head-rigging (hed'rig*ing), ». The rigging
belonging to the foremast, bowsprit, and jib-
booms.



head-ring

head-ring, n. 2. In a four-in-hand harness,
a ring, fixed at the crown of the bridle of a
wheel-horse, through which the lead-rein for
one of the leaders passes.
head-room (hed'rom), n. 1. The vertical
distance from a floor to the ceiling or beams
above it: so named because this distance
determines whether or not a person has room
for his head when standing or walking on the
floor.— 2. Specifically, the space left above a
stair by means of which the head of the person
a,8cendiDg the stair is kept free from striking
or coming too near the superstructure. The
term may apply either to the vertical distance from the
noBing of the step below to the ceiling or any cross-beam
or the like above, or to the distance meaaured out diago-
nally from the nosing of a step.

head-scab (hed'skab), n. Any acariasis of the
head, as the sarcoptic scab (black-muzzle
head-scab) of sheep. The parasites give rise to a
violent itching, causing the sheep to rub and scratch
their heads : in advanced cases the eyes may be partly
closed, and breathing and even eating may become diffi-

cult because of the formation of crusts about the mouth
and nostrils.

head-shaping (hed'sha^ping), n. The practice
of changing the natural conformation of the
head by compression : common among many
uncivilized tribes and peoples.

Head-shaping has been universal.
Svnithfionian Bep., 1899, p. 516.

head-sill, ». 2. In a wooden window-frame
or door-frame, the horizontal strip or piece
which forms the top and holds the sides to-
gether.

head-snapping (hed'snap"ing), M. Same as
headrhunting. Ratzel (trans.). Hist, of Man-
kind, I. 447.

head-spanner (hed'span"6r), «. In anthrop.,
an instrument for measuring the dimensions
of the head.
In order to confine the cost of the inquiry within rea-

sonable bounds, a special head-BvanTier was devised.
K. Pea/rsorht in Biometrika, March-July, 1904, p. 134.

head-stock, «., 1. (d) The central frame of
a spinning-mule, containing the operative
mechanism of the machine. Nasmifh, Cotton
Spinning, p. 244.— 2. The wooden cross-beam
to which a bell is bolted and which serves as
the pivot on which it swings. Also called

stock.

head-wall (hed'wW). n. See head.

head-water (hed'w3,''t6r), «. One of the upper
tributaries of a river: usually in the plural.

Also used adjectively.

The headwater tributaries of Gila river drain the slopes
of several ranges of the MogoUon mountains.

Dept. Cam. and Labor, Bnr. of Census, Bulletin 16,

[Irrig. in U. S., 1902, p. 70.

Head-water mark^ a point or mark to define or limit

the maximum peimiBSible height of water above a dam,
or in a pond, reservoir, or waterway subject to artificial

regulation.

headway, n. 4. In railroading, the time which
elapses after one train passes a certain point
before the following train passes that point.

head-work, ». 3. pi. The group of artificial

works or constructions at the head of an arti-

ficial canal or channel necessary to divert and
regulate the flow of water from a river or

other body of water into the canal. For an irri-

gating canal, the head-works would include a diveraion

well', if any, with its accessories, a guard-boom to divert

floating objects away from the oa'nal-gates, head-gates or

sluices to regulate the admission of water to the canal,

and gaging or measuring appliances for determining the
quantity of water entering the canal. For a water-

power canal extending from a stream, reservoir, or mill-

pond to a water-power station, the head-works would In-

clude a dam to divert or raise the level of the water, a

guard-boom to divert large floating objects away from
the entrance, a rack or screen to prevent the entrance of

smaller floating material, and sluice-gates to regulate the

flow of water into the canal.

Headworks can be placed more easily along the banks

of smaller streams, or dams built across their beds, rais-

ing and controlling the waters.
Set. Amer. Sup., Jan. 10, 1903, p. 22697.

4. pi. A platform or raft with windlass »r
capstan which is attached to the front of a
log-raft or boom of logs for warping, kedg-

ing, or winding it through lakes and still

water, by hand or horse-power.

heady, a. 4. Intelligent.

health, «.—Diploma in Public Health. See -kdi-

ploma.

heapstead (hep'sted), n. The entire plant

above ground at the shaft of a coal-mine.

hearstt (herst), n. [Also hearse; origin ob-

scure.] In hunting, a hind in the second or

third year.
,

heart, n Accessory hearts, certain organs in braoh-

iopods erroneously supposed to function as hearts.

—

After one's own heart. See *after.

—

Athletic heaxt.
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See *athletic.— Tatty heart, (a) Fatty degeneration
or infiltration of the wall of the heart, (b) An excessive
deposit of fat around the heart— Heart and SOnl, en-
tirely ; wholly ; unreservedly ; with eager enthusiasm ;

enthusiastically: as, he ttaew himself heart and
soul into the worlc.—Iced heart. See *ice(i.— Irri-
table heart, a functional disorder of the heart marked
by rapid pulsations or palpitation, cardiac pain, shortness
of breath, etc., on sliglit exertion or following mental
excitement.—Left heart, the left auricle and ventricle
of the heart taken collectively as the center of the sys-
temic circulation.—Military heart, irritable heart in
soldiers.—Pulmonary heart. Same as right -kheart.

—Respiratory beart, the right auricle and ventricle,
which receive the blood from the system and send it to
the lungs. [Rare.]—R^ht heart, the right auricle and
ventricle of the heart taken collectively as the center of
the pulmonary circulation.— Sweepsta.ke hearts, a form
of the game of hearts in which the player who takes no
heaitswins everything on the table.—Systemicheart, the
left auricle and ventricle considered tiogether as furnish-
ing the blood to the body generally. [Bare.]-To lose
heart, to become discouraged. Wandering heart, an
abnormally mobile heart.

heart-block^ (hart'blok), n. Contraction of
the auricles of the heart which is not trans-
mitted to the ventricles, the auricular pulsa-
tions being sometimes of more than double the
frequency of the ventricular.

Stokes noted on the readmission of his patient a new
symptom— a remarkable pulsation in the right jugular
vein, more than double the rate of the ventricular con-
tractions. This feature has been studied by Chauveau,
by Quincke, by His, jun., and ciphers, wlio are of opinion
that the jugidar pulsations correspond to independent
auricular contractions which are not propagated to the
ventricles— a state of "heart-block," as Gaskell terms it.

Lancet, Aug. 22, 1903, p. 623.

heart-borer (hart'bor-fer), n. An American
nootuid moth, Anarta cordigera, found in
Canada, Labrador, and Colorado.
hearth-bottom (harth'bof'um), n. The stone
which forms the bottom of the hearth in a
blast-fumaee.
hearth-broom (harth'brSm), n. A small broom
used about a fireplace for sweeping up ashes,
cinders, etc.

hearth-brush (harth ' brush), n. A small
brush used to sweep up ashes, etc., on a
hearth.

hearth-pit (harth'pit), n. A pit under the
floor in front of a Lancashire boiler.

hearth-plate, n. 3. One of the floor-plates

over the hearth-pit of a Lancashire boiler.

heart-hurry (harfhur^i), «. Extreme rapid-
ity of pulse, appearing suddenly and of short
duration : a form of tachycardia.

There are certain peculiarities which distinguish true
tachycardia from the evanescent " heart-hurry " so fre-

quently produced by t^e most trivial causes.
Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 204.

hearting, ». 2. (a) The interior portion of a
mass of masonry, as the portion between the
up-stream anddown-stream faces of amasonry
dam. Commonly called the ftacifctofl'. (6) The
impervious vertical wall of masonry, concrete,
or even clay puddle which is placed inside an
earth embankment which forms a dam or a
reservoir bank, for. the purpose of preventing
leakage through the embankment. Commonly
called core-wall if of masonry or concrete, and
puddle-wall if of clay.

The tower is constructed with a facing of granite, all

the stones being dovetailed in the usual manner. The
heartmg of the base is largely composed of concrete.

Uncyc. Brit., XXX. 264.

heart-moth (hart'm6th), re. A British collec-

tors' name for a European noetuid moth,
Dieycla oo.

heaft-rot, n. 2. A fungous disease of beets,

due to Phoma Seise, which causes a decay of

the center of the root.

heart-sac (hart'sak), n. The pericardium.

heart's-ease, «-, 2. (c) In Australia, a small
sorophulariaceous plant, Gratiola pedunculata.

heart-sounds (hart ' sounds), n. pi. The
sounds caused by closure of the valves of the

heart during contraction and relaxation of the
muscular walls. The first sound is prolonged
and dull, the second short and sharp.—Redupli-
cation of the neart-sounds, a double in place of a single

first or second heart-somid, due to a lack of synchronism
in the closure of the valves.

heart-stroke (hart'strok), n. 1. The impulse
of the apex of the heart against the chest wall.

—2. Angina pectoris.

heart-trace (hart'tras), n. Same as cardio-

gram.
heart-trowel (hart'trou'el), n. A moulders'

trowel having a heart-shaped outline.

heart-water (hart' wfi."t6r), «. A serious, non-
contagious, infectious disease of sheep and

foats, rarely of calves, in South Africa. The
iagnosis depends chiefly upon the post-mortem appear-

ance of the viscera, the distinctive features of the disease

heat
being only feebly or not at all evident, until the animal is

very near death. The speciflc cause (doubtless a micro-
organism) is unknown. Transmission is by means of the
'bontrticfc' (^Amblyormna hebrsewm), which sucks blood
from the diseased animal, then falls to the ground to
moult, and after moulting attacks other sheep or goats
and infects them with the disease.

The Government entomologist, Mr. C. P. Lonnsbury,
records an important discovery in regard to the propaga-
tion of the South African sheep and goat disease known as
" heartwater." The bont-tick has been found to be the
only medium of spreading the disease.

Nature, Nov. 26, 1908, p. 91.

heart-wood, «. 2. The Tasmanian ironwood,
Notelsea ligustrina, the hard, close-grained
wood of which is used for turning.

heart-work (hart'wferk), n. Work that has
been prompted by the heart, or executed with
all one's heart.

With all the head-work that there is in these volumes,
and all the heart-work, too, I have not bitten my nails

over a single sentence which they contain.
Southey, Doctor, Iviii.

heat, n. 9. The quantity or weight of metal
undergoing a metallurgical process. See
heat. 4.—Blue lieat, in /or^in^, the temperature of the
heated metal which gives to the film of oxid which forms
on a bright surface of a steel bar a color whiclx is blue in

daylight. The temperature ranges with the quality of

the steel from 430° F. to 660" F.—Djmamical theory of
beat, the theory that heat is a mode of motion. See def.

2. The term is sometimes applied to the relations of heat
and work (thermodynamics), sometimes to the science of
radiation, and sometimes to the general theory that heat
consists of motions of the particles of matter.—Heat
center. See kcenteri.—B.ea.t Of combustion, the
amount of heat produced when a certain unit mass of
a substance is completely burned in oxygen. Fora fuel, the
miit mass may be one gram, for a chemical compound it

may be a gram-atom or a gram-molecule.—Heat Of dilu-
tion. See -kdUutian.— Heat of evaporation. Same as
•kheat of vaporization.— Heat Of formation, in phys.
chem. , the amount of heat set free when agram-molecule
of a compound is formed from its elements. It is positive
for exothermic compounds and negative for endothermic
compounds, and is measured in calories, that is, by the
number of grams (or kilograms) of water warmed one
degree, under specified conditions, by the heat produced
in the reaction. Commonly it can be experimentally
determined by indirect metliods ; by direct methods only
when the reaction of formation can be made to take
place rapidly, and without concurrent formation of other
compounds. The heat of formation of liquid water from
its elements is expressed by the number of grams of
water warmed one degree centigrade by the union of
sixteen grams of oxygen with 2.016 grams of hydrogen,
which is found to be 68400. — Heat Of fusion. See
latent heat of fusion, under fusion.— Heat Of neu-
tralization, inphys. chem., the amount of heat produced
when a gram-equivalent of a base or of an acid, in
dilute solution, is neutralized with a gram-equivalent of
an acid or of a base.- It is measured in terms of the
calory (which see).— Heat Of solution, in -phys. chem,.,
the amount of heat produced when one gram-molecule
(or one gram) of a substance is dissolved in a very large
volume of the solvent. It has the negative sign when
heat is absorbed in the act of solution.—Heat Of vapor-
ization, the heat, in calories, required to convert one
gram of a liquid into vapor. Also called laterit heat of
vaporization.— Heat rigor. See ierigor.— Heat siun,
the sum of the amounts of heat developed in any series
of chemical reactions. The total amount of heat de-
veloped in a chemical process is independent of the num-
ber of stages into which the process may be divided.
This principle, due to Hess, is ^own as the constancy of
the heat sum.— Irreversihle heat, (a) That part of the
heat in a thermodynamic cycle or process which cannot
be reconverted into mechanical energy. (6) In elect.,

that portion of the heat developed in an electric circuit
which cannot be converted directly into electric energy.
The total heat in an electric circuit is HJ = I8Bt -HPIt,
whereHisthe heat in calories, J is the mechanical equiva-
lent, I the current, R tlie resistance, t the time during
which the current fiows, and P is the difference of po-
tential due to the heating of any metal junctions that
may exist in the circuit. The term PRt represents the
irreversible heat. Also called ohmic heat. Compare re-
versible *Aeat.—Joulean beat, the heat developed by
flow of current in an electric circuit. It was shown by
Joule that the heat (H) produced by causing an electric
current of strength I to flow for t seconds through a re-
sistance r is H = 12rt. The quantity of heat thus pro-
duced, which is proportional to the square of the current
and to the resistance of the circuit, is called (in recogni-
tion of the discoverer of this law) Jovlean Aeafc—Latent
heat of precipitation, in meteor., that fraction of the
latent heat of vaporization which is set free when the
vapor is subsequently condensed or precipitated as water
and especially as a cloud. If the latent heatremains in the
cloud the water, the remaining vapor, and tlie air have a
slightly higher temperature. If the water-drops fall to the
earth the remaining vapor and air of the cloud have a still

higher temperature.-Latent heat of vaporization.
Same as -kheat of vaporization.—Law of constant heat
sums, the law, in thennochemical reactions, that the
total heat absorbed when certain substances are formed
from certain others is independent of the number and
nature of the intermediate processes. &gq -kheat sum.—
Low-red heat, a heat suiScient to impart to iron a
strong red color, its temperature being about 1290" F.

—

Molecular heat of fusion, the heat of fusion of a sub-
stance multiplied by its molecular weight. Also called
molecvXar latent heat.— Molecular heat Of vapori-
zation, the heat of vaporization of a substance multi-
plied by its molecular weight.— Obmic heat. See irre-
versible *Am(.— Reversible heat, in elect., thatportion
of the heat develojied by the flow of cmTent in a hetero-
geneous circuit which appears or is absorbed at the junc-
tion oftwo metals, according to the direction of the oun'ent

:

distinguished from the so-called irreversiMe heat of the



heat
Joule effect, which is due to the resistance of tlie circuit
and is independent of the direction of the current— Stag-
nation Ofbeat, an expression intended to mean ' accumu-
lation of heat ' caused by the laclc of conductivity in the sm*-
rouuding material : as, in the case of a bailer when the
boiler plate is coated with scale.

—

Stellar heat, heat
from the fixed stars or planets. Observations of the
spectra of stars show that many of these bodies are very
similar to the sun and that they probably have tempera-
tures comparable with the solar temperature. It is to
be expected, therefore, that heat radiated to the earth by
the stars bears the same proportion to their light-giving
power as the heat from the sun does to the light received
from that luminai7. Attempts to detect the heat from
the stars by placing the most delicate heat-measuring in-

struments, as the thermopile or bolometer, in the focus
of a telescope directed to a bright star such as Arcturus
or Vega have given, however, negative results. Edison,
in 1S78, made observations on Arcturus by means of the
taaimeter, but the indications of heat detected with this in-

strument in the image of that star have been seriously
questioned. In 1888, Boys brought a new instrument, tlie

radiomicrometer, to bear on this subject, and although
the sensitiveness of the apparatus was such that i^jj
of the heat received from the moon could have been de-

tected, no effects were obtained in observations upon
Jupiter, Satuni, Arctm-us, Vega, Capella, and other stars.

In 1888-190Q E. F. Nichols, using his Jorm of radiometer
and a concave mirror of 61 centimeters aperture, ob-

tained measurable indications of heat in the images of

Arcturus, Vega, Jupiter, and Satum. The sensitiveness

of the instrument was such that a candle placed at a dis-

tance of 633 meters gave a deflection of 67 millimeters.

Since it was possible to read deflections of one tenth of a
millimeter, it was computed that the heat from a candle
at a distance of 4.3 kilometers was capable of detection.

The mean intensity of the radiation from two fixed stars

and two planets, expressed in meter-candles, was as fol-

lows:
Vega, 0.51 X 10-8 meter-candles.
Arcturus, 1.14 " "

Jupiter, 2.3 " "

Satum, 0.37 " "

The total radiation of these stars stands in the ratio

:

Vega : Arcturus = 1 : 2.2

Vega: Jupiter = 1: 4.7
Vega : Satmii = 1 : 0.74

Since the photometric intensities of Vega and that of Arc-
turus are nearly equal it follows that the infra-red spec-
trum in Arcturus is proportionately much stronger than
that of Vega.—Thermometrlc heat, the heat of matter,
measurable in calories, as distinguished from radiant en-
ergy.— Total heat, (a) in thermodynam., the quantity
E -f- pv, where E is the intrinsic energy of a substance, p
its pressure, and v its volume.

The total heat as defined by Regnault . . . differs from
(B -I- pv) only by a quantity which is inappreciable in or-

dinary practice. Eneyc. Brit., XXXIII. 286.

(&) The heat in calones required to convert a gram of
liquid at its melting-point'into saturated vapor at a given
pressure.

heat-asphyzia (het'as-fik"si-a), n. Symptoms
of collapse caused by excessive heat.

heat-coil (bet'koil), n. Same as *heaUng-
coil, 1.

heater, n-, (d) in elect., that part of the Kemstlamp
which, m stai'ting, is heaiied by the electric current and
by its heat starts the glower. See Nernst ida/mp.^
Baltimore heater, a stove designed to be set in a fire-

place and, commonly, to heat a room overhead by means
of hot-air pipes.

heat-filter (het'fiFter), n. In photog., a cell

having parallel glass sides filled with water,
alum solution, or the like, interposed in the
path of rays with the object of removing heat-
rays but allowing those of light to pass.

Sun-light and a calcium burner, both of which throw
parallel rays, being out of the question for me, I have
taken a powerful projection lantern and set it as near to
the microscope as the intervening heat-filter will permit

Woodbury, Enoyc. Diet, of Photog., p. 367.

heat-gage (het ' gaj), ». An instrument for
ascertaining the temperature of furnaces, de-
pending upon the comparison of the incandes-
cent spiral of an electric lamp with that of the
furnace. When both glow alike, the reading of an
ammeter, in circuit with a rheostat, is taken. A table
gives theicorresponding degree of heat.

heath, n. 4. In Tasmania, the popular name
for several species of the genus Epacris, es-
pecially E. impressa, a beautiful slender shrub
bearing white or red axillary flowers. See
Epacris ^Alkaliheath, i^r(Mj*enmjrrandi/'oiio,a deep-
rooted perennial able to persist m cultivated ground, the
most characteristic plant of the 'gooselands ' of California.

It is a useful alkali indicator, its presence implying an
excess of Glauber's salts in the soil, incompatible with the
i-aising of wheat or stone fruits. Also called yerba reuma
from its medicinal properties.—AnstraUan heath, any
one of various species of the genus Epacris, which aie cul-

tivated in greenhouses, especially .B. longifiora.—Besom-
or broom-heath, the cross-leafed heath. See heath, 2.—
Comish heath, Erica vagans, a low gregarious species

ranging ai'ound the Mediterranean and up the Atlantic

coast to Cornwall. Also called moor-heath.— Vaise
heath. Same as false -kheather (a).—Mountain-heath,
Phyllodoce eserulea, an ericaceous shrub, with yew-like
evergreen leaves and clusters of pink or purple flowers of

the heather type. It is found In the northern Old World,
and on the high mountains of New England and far north

in North America.

heath-aster (heth'as"t6r), n—Rose heath-aster,
Leucelene ericmdes, a low tufted plant of the aster family

with terminal heads, the white tays turning rose-red in

drying, found on the plains from Nebraska to Texas and
west to California and Mexico.—Whiteheath-aster. See

kagterl.
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heath-butterflyCheth'buffer-fli), n. ABritish

collectors' name for several species of aga-

petid butterflies. See heath, 3.

heather, « Alaska heather, the Alaskan ericaceous
plant, Harnmanella Stelleri-

ana; also any Alaskan plant
of the genus Cassiope.—
Alpine heather, a low hea-
ther-like shrub, Phyllodoce
Breweri, fomid at the snow-
line on the high Sierras of
California. It forms a carpet
with a surface of rosy flowers.

[Parsons and Buck, Wild
Flowers of California, p. 246.)—Beach-heather. Same as

false -kheather.—Bell -hea-
ther, the Scotch heather.
See heath, 2.—False hea-
ther, {a) An American
clstaceous shrub, Hudsonia
tomantosa, found on sandy
shores of the Atlantic, in pine-
barrens, and on inland shores
northward. It is analogous
in habit and habitat to the Old
World heaths. Also called

faZse heath and beach-heather.

Xb) Menziesia pilosa. See

False Heather iHu</soma MenzieSW.--MOXmta^-iiear
tmnentBsa,. ther. Same as saiM-myrUe

a. plant, one third natural Cwhich see, under myrtle).-
size ; i, flower, enlarged. Bed heather, m northwest-

ern America, the ericaceous

shrub, Phyllodoce sianduK^ora.—Whiteheather, Phyl-
lodoce erhpetrifonnis, of the same region as the red hea-
ther. Compare alpine -kheather.

heather-honey {heTH'er-hun'i), n. Honey
gathered from heather.

heath-stone (heth'ston), n. A name used by
architects in England for certain sandstones
which occur in the Bagshot beds of the
Eocene.
heating, ».- counter-current heating. &ee paral-
lel kheating.— VaxaJilel heating, parallel-current
heating, the heating of a fiuid flowing through a tube or
flue by a substance on the outside of the tube flowing in

a direction parallel to the direction of flow of the fluid on
the inside : distinguished from counter-current heating,

in which the currents flow in opposite directions.

heating-coil (he'ting-koil), n. A coU of wire
heated by the passage of an electric current
and used for producingand maintaining a high
temperature in various scientific operations or
for industrial purposes. Also written heat-

coil.

heating-furnace (he'ting-f6r"nas), «. Same
as reJieaiing-furnaoe (which see, linder/Mrmace).

heating-machine (he'ting-ma-shen"), n. A
combined heating-furnace and'automatic feed-
ing- and conveying-machine. The leer, the reel,

and the rotary oven are heating-machines, but the term
is commonly applied to combined gas-furnaces and con-
veying-machines used in annealing, brazing, tempering,
and coloring small parts of machines, hai'dware, and metal
pipes, rods, and sheets.

heat-rash (het'rash), n. Prickly heat (which
see, under heat).

heat-ray (het'ra), n. A ray of heat ; specifi-

cally, one of the less refrangible, infra-red,

long-waved rays of the spectrum, discovered
by the elder Herschel, which are invisible and
have little actinic power, but are detected
by means of their thermal effects. In the normal
SMar spectrum as studied by Langley, they extend the
spectrum below the line A to adiste^ce nearly double the
length of the visible spectrum. Strictly, all rays of the
spectrum are heat-rays, since when absorbed they all heat
the absorbing sm-face.

heat-stroke (het'strok), n. Collapse or fever
caused by exposure to excessive heat of the
atmosphere. See sunstroke. Buck, Med.
Handbook, III. 195.

heat-tone (het 'ton), ». In thermo-chem.,
the sum of the heat developed in a chemical re-
action and of the heat-equivalent of the ex-
ternal work.

Since we have reactions which evolve heat . . . and
also reactions in which heat is absorbed, . . . the heat
tone may be positive or negative.

H. C. Jones, Physical Chem., p. 286.

beat-unit, t^.- Gram-centigrade heat-unit, the
quantity of heat required to raise one gram of water
from 0° to rc; a calory.—Eilogram-centlgrade heat-
Unit, the quantity of heat required to raise one kilo-
gram of water from 0" to r C. ; a greater calory.

heat-wave (het'wav), n. 1. A day or series of
days of unusually hot weather; a hot wave;
a broad area of descending wind, dynamically
warmed by compression, moving eastward over
the United States and often occupying several
days in its transit.— 3. Injj7i^s., an ether-wave
capable, by the transformation of the energy
of the vibratory disturbance into heat, of
raising the temperature of bodies placed in its

path. All ether-waves are heat-waves, but the tenn is

usually applied to the longer waves of the spectrum, be-
cause these alone possess, m general, sufficient energy to
produce a noticeable heating effect See heat, n., 2.

hehetic

heat-weight (het'wat), ». In meek., the en-

tropy-factor: an erroneous term used in dis-

cussions on the theory of heat-action upon
gases or othermedia for the conversion of heat-

energy into mechanical power. The energy in

heatrunits expended by a gas in expanding fiom a higher
absolute temperature Tj to a lower temperature Tg is the

product of the range or difference in absolute tempera-

tures multiplied by the change in the value of the entropy-

factor during the expansion. The temperature-range
measures the availabUity of the transformation, and this

range must be multiplied by the entropy to give a product
denoting the expended energy. In hydraulic-motor prac-

tice, the difference in heights of the head-race and tail-

race levels measuresthe availability of the water-power,

and this range of height multiplied by the weight of water
falling measures the energy expended. Now, by analogy,

the entropy-factor acts to multiply temperature, as the
weight acts to multiply height in feet : hence, the notion

of calling this entropy-factor the heat-weight in an effort

to give lio the entropy a physical presentation as a property
of heat-media, which is an impossibility.

heautophany (he-&-tof'a-ni), n. [Grr. eavTov, of

himself, + -govern, < -^aii^f, < (jtalveiv, show,
manifest.] Self-manifestation.

heautophonics (hf-a-to-fon'iks), n. [Gr. iav-

Tov, of himself, + tpuv^, sound, + 4cs.'] Same
as autophony.

heautotype (he-&'to-tip), n. [Gr. iavrov, of

itself, -f- riiTrof, type.] Any specimen identi-

fied with a species already described and
named, and chosen by the author as an illus-

tration of that species. Science, June 9, 1905.

heav, V. and n. A simplified spelling of heave.

heave, v. ».—Heave and awash! a call to the men at
the windlass or capstan signifying that one more turn or
heave will bring l5ie anchor-ring to the. surface of the
water.-Heave and awelgh! an order to the men at the
windlass or capstan toheave once more, in order to lift the
anchorfrom its bed.—Heaveandbreak ! Same as -kheave
and aweigh.—Heave and pawl ! an order to the men at
the capstan to heave untU the pawl drops into its socket—Heave and rally! an order to the men at the capstan
or windlass to exert themselves ; an encouraging cry to
the crew.

—

Heave In ! a command to get in some of the
cable; haul in the slack.

—

Heave kllllck! heave anchor.—Heave round! an order to turn the capstan around
by its bars or by steam-power.

—

Heave short ! a com-
mand to heave in most of the anchor-chain : the cable is

hove shortwhen the ship is riding nearly over her anchor
without having slack cable out— Heave up ! an order
to lift the anchor from the bottom.

—

To heave and set,
to rise and fall, as a ship, owing to the undulation of the
sea; the rise and fall of the waves.

—

To heave astern,
to move a ship backward by heaving in on fjie rope or

cable that leads astern.—To heave away, to commence
heaving in ; heave round the capstan ; work the windlass-
brakes.— To heave the ship ahead, to advance the ves-
sel by heaving in on the anchor-chain, or on the line lead-
ing aliead.

heave, n— Comwall heave, in wrestling, a throw in

which the ^vrestler seizes his opponent by placing one aim
in front of him and the other behind him, and lifts and
throws baokwai'd, failing with him.

—

Heave -of tAie

sea. When a vessel is sailing more or less in the trough
of a heavy sea the effect of it is to drive her to leewai-d

;

this drift, or lifting off, is expressed as heave of the sea or
send of the sea. A shallow vessel will be lifted off more
than a deep vessel, and forthat reason no general rule can
be given for tlie navigator.

heaved (hevd), p. a. In geol., horizontally dis-

placed by a fault: said of rock-masses or
strata. Contrasted with thrown, or vertically
displaced.

Heaven, n.—son of Heaven, a translation of Chinese
T'ien tse, one of tlie titles given to the Emperor of China,
who is supposed to rule by the will of Heaven.

heavs, «. A simplified spelling of heaves .

heavy, a. II. n. 1. The heavy part in a the-
atrical representation in which the dignity and
self-importance of successful middle life are
portrayed.—3. The aotorwho takes this part.—
3. A member of the heavy cavalry or artillery

:

usually in the plural.—Heavy liquor. See kligvor.

heavy-back (hev'i-bak), n. A Jamaican name
for a kind of helmet-shell. Cassis madagasca-
rensis.

he-balsam (he'bai'sam), n. See *baUam.
hebamic (he-bam'ik5', a. [G. hebamme, a mid-
wife, -f- -jc] Of or pertaining to a midwife or
midwifery; maieutie.
But the soul is far wiser and truer than itknows and

clmig to what concealed worth for itself through dark
ages and persecutions in a way our philosophy is too
SQiall to explain and which should forever make us treat
even superstition and the blindest and narrowest ortlio-
doxies with sympathy and if possible with the liebamic
art which Socrates praised.
Amer. Jour. Selig. Psychol, and Education, May,

[1904, p. 46.

hebbakhade (heb-a-ka'de), n. A gum-resin
similarto myrrh, buimore acrid, imported from
Africa. Also called besabol and (incorrectly)
East Indian myrrh.
hebephrenic (he-be-fren'ik), n. and o. Same
as hebephreniac.

HeberdTen's nodes. See *node.
hebetic (he-bet'ik), a. [Gi. ijPnriKdq, < ^pr/rrK,
youthful, <v^7i, youth.] Relating to or occur-
ring at the time of puberty.



Hebr.

Hebr. An abbreviation (a) o£ Sebrew; (&) of
Hebrews.
Hebraizer (he'bra-i-z6r), n. One who He-
braizes.

hecastotheism (he-kas-to-the'izm), n. [Gr.
£/iairrof, each, + eMf, God, "+ -(«»».] The type
of primitive belief in which supernatural
powers are attributed to both animate and
inanimate objects.

In classifying Indian myths Major Powell distinguishes
lour stages in the growth of mythic philosophy. To the
first of these he gives the name of hecastotheism, the
sta^e in which supernatural powers are attributed to

both animate and inanimate objects, an all pervading
animism which answered the questions of how and why
to the savage mind. In the second stage or zodtheism
this attribution of extra-naturaland mysterious potencies
is confined to animate forms and animals, usually by
reason of some special quality, as strength, swiftness,

cunning, etc., become deified. In the third stage, to
which he gives the name physitheism, the agencies of

nature, sun, moon, stars, rain and wind become per-

sonified and exalted into omnipotence. The fourth sl^e,
which includes the domain of the spiritual concept, has
not yet been reached by any of the Amerindian tribes.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., Jan., 1903, p. 63.

hecatolite (he-kat'6-lit), n. [Gr. 'Ekoit/, Hecate
(the moon), -1- Xidog, stone.] Same as moon-
stone.

hecdecane (hek'df-kan), n. Same as *hex-
adecane.

bechima (ha' ohe-ma), n. [Jap.] The sponge-
gourd, Imffa Imffa. It is grown everywhere
in Japan and large numbers of the common,
spongy, fibrous variety are exported, while a
slender, tender variety is cultivated exclu-
sively as an article of food.

Heckerism (hek'er-izm), n. [Hecker (see def.)

-t- -ism.l The theological views attributed to

Eev. Isaac T. Hecker, in which he was charged
with minimizing Boman Catholic doctrine to

suit American notions. See *Americanism.
heckler, yi. 2. One who severely questions
and cross-questions another; specifically, one
who severely questions a candidate for the
purpose of finding some weak point in his

political creed or professions, or of bringing
out his actual opinions or position. [Great
Britain.]

The man who asks questions and insists on their being
answered is afamiliar presence at all party meetings [in

England]. One of Eng^land's many debts to Scotland is

the loan of the expressive word used to describe him. He
is known as the heckler. The speaker is not allowed to

disregard him.
SidneyBrooks, in Harper's Mag., Aug., 1900, p. 338.

heckllng-machme (hek'ling-ma-shen"), n.

Same as heckle.

Hectarthropidse (hek-tar-throp'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Hectarthropus + -idee.'] A family of

caridean macrurous crustaceans having all

of the trunk-legs similar in structure, simple,

six-jointed, with the fifth joint not subdivided,

and with the first five pairs carrying exopods.
It includes the genera Procletes, Icotopus,

Eretmocaris, and Sectarthropus, the last being
the type.

Hectarthropus (hek-tar'thro-pns), n. [NL.,

< Gr. eicTog, sixth, -I- apdpov, jomt, + nolig ('"^oS-),

foot.] The typical genus of the family Sec-
tarthropidse. Spence Bate, 1888.

hecto-ampere (hek'to-am-par"), ». In elect.,

one hundred amperes or ten e. g. s. units: a
practical unit of current strength.

hectocotyliferous (hek"to-kot-i-lif'er-ns), a.

[NL. hectoeoiylus + L. ferre, bear, -I- -ous.]

Bearing or provided with a hectocotylus : as,

a TiectocotyUferous male among cephalopods.

hectocotylism (hek-to-kot'i-lizm), n. {hecto-

cotylus + -ism.'] The' formation or develop-

ment of a hectocotylus.

hectocotylize (hek-to-kot'i-liz),«. *.; pret. and

pp. hectocotyliged, ppr. hectocotylising. \Jiecto-

cotylus + -iee] To transform or modify into a

hectocotylus ; fecimdate with a hectocotylus.

bectol. An abbreviation of hectoliter.

hectowatt (hek'to-wot), ». [hecto- ¥ watt.]

In phys., a practical unit of power eqnal to

100 watts or 1 X 109 ergs per second. [Rare.]

hectowatt-hour (hek"to-wot-our'), »• In

phys., a practical unit of work, equal to 100

watt-hours or 360,000 joules. [Kare.]

hed, n. A simplified spelling of head.

hedake, «., a., and v. A simplified spelling of

lieadache.

heddle-setting (hed'l-sef'ing), n. An ar-

rangement of the heddles in a loom when a

change is made from a fine to a coarse reed,

or vice versa.

heddling (hed'ling), n. A set of heddle-frames

for a loom.
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Hedenstroemia (hed-en-stre'mi-a), «. [NL.,
< Hedenstrom, a Swedish naturalist.] The
typical genus of the family Bedenstrcemidee.

Heaenstroemidse ( hed"en-strem'i-de ), «.

pi. [NL., < Redenstrcemia + 4dse.] A family
of ammonoid cephalopods or ammonites in
which the principal septal sutures have lobes
and saddles with ceratitic outUnes. It occurs
in Triassio rocks.

heder (ha'dSr), n. [Heb.] In Jewish use, an
inclosure ; a chamber or secret compartment;
specifically, a primary school for Jewish chil-

dren where they are instructed exclusively in
Hebrew and the Jewish religion.

hederic, a. 2. Derived from Hedera helix.—
Hederlc acid, a colorless compound, CX6H2SO4, found in
the berries and leaves of the ivy, Hedera helix. It crys-
tallizes in needles or scales and melts at 223° C.

hederidm(he-der'i-din), n. \heder{ine) + -id

+ -inc.] A colorless cleavage-product, Cge
H40O4, of the glucoside hederine. It crystal-
lizes in prisms, and melts at 324° C.

hederigerent (hed-e-rij'e-rent), a. [L. hede-
riger, ivy-bearing '(< hedera, ivy, + gerere,

heax), +-ent.] Ivy-bearing; wreathed or gar-
landed with ivy, as the bacchantes in the
Dionysian festivals.

Ethel, by this time breathless, threw her tambourine
on the bed. and sat down. . . , The hederigerent Mse-
nads of old were never more filled with excitement.

Mortimer Collins, Marquis and Merchant, xxilL

hederinic (hed-e-rin'ik), a. [heder4c-t--in+-ic.]

Same as hederic.

hedge-bantling (hej'banf'ling), n. An illegiti-

mate brat.

"Oh, bathos 1" said Lady Bath. . . "Is this hedge-
bantling to be fathered on you, Mr. Frank? "

"It is necessary, by all laws of the drama. Madam,"
said Frank, . . . "that the speech and the speaker shall

fit each other." C. Kvngsley, Westward Ho I iL 41.

hedge-bill, n. 2. In entom., a British collec-

tors' name for a tineid moth, Cerostoma horri-

della.

hedgehog, n. 6. In elect., same as *hedge-
hog-transformer.

Hedgehog caterpillar, crystals. See ^cater-

pillar, ^crystal.

hedgehog-converter (hej"hog-kgn-v6r't6r), n.

Same as *hedgehog-transformer.

"

hedgehog - fish
(hej'hog-fish), n.

Anyofthe porcu-
pine-fishes of the
family Diodon-

^ tidie, found in
most tropical

seas.

hedgehog-mush-
room (hej 'hog-
mush "rom), n.

The edible fun-
gus Sydnvm
Erinaceum. See
hedgehog, 3.

hedgehog - shell
(hej 'hog-sbil),
n. A species of
Mwex, M. erina-

ceus,, bearing nu-

merous spines.

hedgehog-trans-
former (hej"hog-trans-f6r'mer), n. A type
of transformer with open magnetic circuit

and a straight core of iron wires, the ends
of which are separated from one another as
widely as possible, like little bristles : hence
the name. AIsd called hedgehog-converter.

hedge-hook (hej'huk), n. A local English term
for bill-hook (which see).

hedge-radish (hej'rad"ish), n. Same as wild
radish (which see, under radish).

hedge-rustic (hej'ms'tik), n. A British collec-

tors' name for a European noetuid moth, Lu-
perina cespitis.

hedionda (a-de-6n'da), M. [Amer. Sp. hedi-

oiida, fem. (parallel to Sp. hediondo, m., ap-

plied to another plant, Syrian rue), < Sp.
hediondo, fetid, stinking, < heder, < L. fetere,

stink: &eefetid.] 1. In Porto Eico and Span-
ish America, the coffee-senna, Cassia occiden-

talis. See Cassia, 1, and negro coffee (under
coffee).— 2. In New Mexico, the creosote-bush,

Covillea tridentata. See Larrea.

hedland, n. A simplified spelling of headland.

hedlong, adv., a., and v. A simplified spelling

of headlong.

hedonal (hed'o-nal), re. [Gr. ^Scn4, pleasure,

-t- -ail.] A hypnotic remedy; chemically,

Hedgehog-mushroom iffydnutn Erina.
ceum), one fourth natural size.

hefner-lux

the ester of methyl propylcarbinol-carbamic
acid.

hedonic, a. 3. Pertaining to sexual excite-
ment. —Hedonlo calculus, tone. See -kealculus,
•ktonel-.

hedrioblast (hed'ri-o-blast), n. [Gr. edptov,

dim. of edpa, a seat, a base, H- jS^aardg, a germ.]
A term proposed by Allman for the fixed medu-
soids or sporosacs of hydromedusans ; a gono-
phore. Compare planoblasi.

hedrumite (hed 'rum -it), n. [Bedrum, in

Norway, -f- -ite^.] In petrog., a variety of
syenite with little or no nephelite which has
a trachytio or laminated texture due to the
tabular form of the feldspar ervstals. Brogger,
1890.

Hedyscepe (hf-dis'e-pe), n. [NL. (Wendland
and Drude, 1875), < Gr. ijdig, sweet, charming,
+ aKkiiTj, shelter. The name alludes to the
beauty of the type species, B. Canterburyana,
which is called umbrella-palm in Lord Howe
Island.] A genus of palms. See Kentia.

heehaw (he'hft), n. The bray of an ass or
mule.
heeP, n., 2. (A) The extremity of a knife-blade or
of any tool (excluding the handle) which is opposite the
point, (i) In a bow for instruments of the viol class, the
end nearest the player's hand ; the nut : opposed to head
OT point. 0") The base of a tobacco-leaf : so called by
manufacturers.

—

Glome of the heeL See -^glome.—
Heel of the flat. See -kflati.—His heels, at eribbage, a
jack which is cut for a starter, and which counts two im-
mediately.

—

Lark heel, larkspur heel, in anthrop., the
prominent long heel of negroid races.

—

To go round on
her heel, to tmn short around : said of a vessel.

heel^, V. t. 6. In golf, to strike (a ball) on the
heel of the club. W. Park, Game of Golf, p.
100.

—

To heel In, to store (young trees) for planting by
laying (them) against the side of atrench and coveiing the
roots with earth.

heel^, V. t.—To heel the ship, to list the vessel over
on her side.

heel^, re.— Angleof heeL See*wngleS.

heel-brace (hel'bras), n. The iron shape on
the lower part of a rudder, which acts as a re-

inforcement to the lower pintles.

heel-chain (hel'chan), re. A light chain for-
merly used to secure the after end of the jib-

boom to the bowsprit. An iron band is now
generally employed for this purpose.
Heeled bet. See *bet^.

heel-fly (hel'fli), n. The
adult of the American
ox-bot or ox-warble, an
oestrid fly, Hypoderma
Uneata. It flies about the heels
of cattle and lays its eggs on the
hair, whence they are licked by
the animal.

heeling-indicator (he '
-

lingJn'di-ka-tor), n. An
instrument designed to

show the angle of heel or
the roll of a vessel : itmay ""'"LSr"""

be a pendulum, the lower pemale, slightly enlarged.

end of which is pointed c insect Life," u. s. d. a.)

and moves over a gradu-
ated arc, or a spirit-level, curved in an arc of a
circle, the bubble of which indicates the angle
on a graduated scale.

heel-lashing (hel'lash''''ing),re. A lashing passed
around the heel of a spar ; a number of turns
of line around the inner end of a studdingsail-
boom and its yard ; the rope that secures the
inner end of the jib-boom to the bowsprit.

heel-piece, «. 3. In irort s'hip-bvAlding, a short
lengfii of angle-bar which is used to connect
the heels of the two sections of a frame which
meet at the center-line of the vessel.

heel-string (hel'strine), n. The tendo Achillis.

heel-tackle (hel'tak''''^, re. A purchase hooked
to the heel of a spar; a tackle for securing the
heel of a sheer-leg.

heemraad (ham'rad), re. [D., < heem, home,
-I- raad, council.] A local petty court estab-
lished by the Dutch in South Africa in 1682 for

the settlement of minor disputes between the
burghers. It consisted of the landrost and
four unpaid assessors who held office for two
years.

Heersian (har'sian), a. andn. [Beers, a town
in Belgium. ] In geol. , noting the lowest divi-

sion of the Eocene Tertiary in Belgium, cor-

responding in part to the Thanet sand of Eng-
land.

hefer, n. A simplified spelling of heifer.

hefner (hef'ner), re. A unit of intensity of light

;

the light from a standard amyl-acetate lamp
of the form devised by Hefner-Alteneck. See
*light standard.

hefner-lux (hef'ner-luks), n. Same as *Z«a;3. 2.



hefner-meter

heftaer-meter (hefnSr-me'ter), n. A irnit of
illumination, the illumiDation from a source
of light equal in intensity to one hefner at a
meter's distance ; a lux.

heft^, 11. 2. A part or number of a serial publi-
cation, as of a magazine ; a division of a work
which is being issued in parts.

hegemon (hej'e-mon), n. [Gr. lyy^^uK, a leader:
see hegemony.'] A leader ; a ruling power.
The hegemon of the Western hemisphere is the United

States. Her power is paramount, as sil the world recog-
nizes. The Forwmt Jan.-March, 1904, p. 347.

hegemonist (he-jem' o-nist), H. An advocate
of hegemony.
Hegetotheriids (he^je-to-the'ri-i-de), n. pi.

[NL. Megetotherium, the type genus, t -idx.']

A family of extinct ungulate mammals, of the
suborder Typotlieria, from the Eocene'of Pata-
gonia. Ameghino, 1894.

H. E. I. C. An abbreviation of Honorable JEast

India Company.
H. E. I. C. S. An abbreviation of SonoraUe
East India Company's Service.

Height Index. Same as alUtiLdindt -Arindex.— Height
Of a homogeneous atmosphere. See •aimogpAerc.—
Height of land. See i^taiuii.—Metacentric height,
in naval arch., the distance from the center of gravity of

the vessel as a whole to the metacenter (which see). The
metacentric height is a measure of the stability of a vessel
when inclined to a small angle from the position of equi-

librium. Xegative tnetacentric height is that in which
the metacenter is below the center of gravity ; the vessel

is then in unstable equilibrium and will not remain up-

right although it may be stable at an inclination from the
upright.

—

Molax height, in cramom.,the height of the
lower jaw at the level of the second molar.

—

Nasal
uelght, in eraniom., the distance from the nasion to the
medial point of the level of the inferior margin of the
nasal aperture.

height-gage (hif-
gaj), n. A fine

steel measuring-
instrument for as-

certaining the
height of projec-

tions above a
plane surface. It

measures in thou-
sandths ofaninch.

height-measure
(hit'mezh'ur), n.

Aninstrument for
measuring the
height of a tree
The instrument is setl

up where the operator
can readily see both
the top and the base
of the tree, and the
oblique distance from
the center of the in-

strument to the base Height-measure.

of the tree is

measured. The sliding, weighted rule is then set on the
base rule at the graduation corresponding to4he measure-
ment just procured. A sight is then taken through the
eyepiece and the objective on the base rule to the base
of the tree, the hair of the objective being brought into
line with the base of the tree. A screw is set to hold
the instrument at this angle. A second sight, to bring
the hair of the objective on the oblique .rule in line
with the top of the tree, is then taken. The height
of the tree is indicated on the upright rule at the point
where the edge of the oblique rule passes it.

heimin (ha-min'), n. [Jap., < Jm, common, -I-

min, peopl(>.] In Japan, the common people,
as distinguinhed from the nobility.

heintzite (hlnt'zlt), n. [ff. heintzit (1890),
named after Prof. W. JEC. Seintze, of Halle,
a German chemist.] A hydrous borate of
magnesium and potassiimi occurring in color-
less and white monoclinic crystals, found
at Leopoldshall, Strassfurt, Prussia.

heir, n—irregular heir, in the civil law of Louisiana,
one who takes the succession by provision of law when
there are neither legal nor testamentary heirs.—Legal
heir, in dvU law, one of the same blood as the descen-
dant who takes the succession by force of law rather than
by will. There are three classes : (o) children and lawful
descendants ; (6) parents and lawful ascendants

; (c) col-

lateral kindred.

hei-tiki (ha-te'ke), n. [Maori, < hei, a neck
ornament, + UTci, a carved figure on the gable
of a house, also the name of a deity, the creator

of man.] Among the Maoris, a small jade fig-

ure or image worn aroimd the neck.

hel, n. and v. A simplified spelling of hell.

helbeh (hel'be), «. iAx.hilba.'] The fenugreek,

Trigonella Fcenum^griecum, and espeoiaUy its

seeds, which when made into flour and mixed
with dhurra form a food largely used by the

working classes of Egypt. See fenugreelc.

helcodermatous (hel-ko-d6r'ma-tus), a. [Gr.

£?.mv, draw, + dip/ia{T-), skin, + -ons.'] Boring

or tearing; given to boring or tearing

—

Helco-
dermatous spine. See *S2>ine.

Helderberg group. See *gr<mpK
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Helderbergian (hel-d6r-b6r'gi-an), n. Ingeol,

a group of strata, regarded by New York
geologists as of earliest Devonian age, lying on
the water-limes of the late Silurian and over-

lain by the Oriskany sandstone. It takes its

name from its typical development in the Helderberg

Mountains of New York, where its, members, from the

base upward, are Coeymans limestone. New Scotland

beds, and Becraft limestone. In the earlier nomenclature

of the S^ew York rocks it was temied first the Helderberg

group and subsequently the Lower Helderberg. See

ifgroup.

helenene (hel'e-nen), n. lhelen(in) + -ene.] A
yellow, oily hydrocarbon which is formed when
helenin is distilled with phosphorus pentoxid.

heleoplankton (he-le-6-plangk'ton), n. [Gr.

sTmc: (gen. £/Uo£), a marsh, + NL. plankton.']

The plankton of a marsh.
helepole (hel'f-pol), n. [F. MlSpole, < LL.
helepolis, < Gr. ektiroki^, a besieging engine,
prop, adj., 'city-taking' (applied to Helen and
Iphigenia), < fXdv, take, + Trd^if, city.] A
military engine anciently used in sieges', sup-
posed to have been invented by Demetrius Po-
liorcetes.

helianthic (he-li-an'thik), a. {Melianthvs +
-ic] Pertaining to the sunflower Helianthic
acid, a colorless compound, 0i4Hig08, which occurs in

sunflower seeds. It is resolved by dilute mineral acids

into a fermentable sugar and an acid-violet coloring-

matter.

helichryse (he'li-kriz), n. [= Helichrysum,
Anglicized.] Some golden-flowered plant, per-

haps ideal.

While curling tlu-ough lush grass one spies
Tendrils of honied helichryse.

Symonds, In the Key of Blue. N. E. D.

helicin (hel'i-sin), n. [Appar. < Gr. cA^f {elm-),

a spiral, + -j»2.] a colorless compound,

CeHiiOsOCgH^CHO, which is formed by the
action of nitric acid on salicin. It crystallizes

in slender, silky needles, melts at 175° C, and
is the glucoside of orthohydroxybenzaldehyde.
Helicina (hel-i-a'na), n. [NL., appar. < Gr.
eki^ (pim-), a spiral, -I- Ana.] The typical

genus of the family MeUcimidse. About 600 species

are known, most of which inhabit the Antilles, none
being found in Africa. Lamarck, 1799.

Helicinidse (hel-i-sin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Jleli-

eina + -idse.] A family of rhipidoglossate gas-

tropods of the order Streptoneura, having the
epipodium without tentacles, branchia absent,

mantle-cavity transformed into a pulmonary
chamber, heart with a single auricle, not
traversed by the rectum, and the operculimi
without apophysis. It contains the genera
Helidna, Hydrocena, and uhorissa, all terres-

trial and found in. warm regions.

helicoceran (hel-i-kos'e-ran), a. Having the
aspect of, or pertaining "to, the cephalopod
genus Helieoeeras.

Helicoceras (hel-i-kos'e-ras), n. [N.L, <Gr.
eXif (i/ifK-), a spiral, + liip'dQ, horn.] A genus
of ammonoid cephalopods showing phylogenic
senility in the open spiral, the coils of which
do not touch. It occurs in the Cretaceous
rocks.

helicoid, n. 2. A helicoid parabola Skew
hellcoid. Same as right helicoid.— Hellcoldal ane-
mometer. See •^anemometer.

Helicolenus (hel-i-kol'e-nus), n. [NL., said
to be < Gr. "^Ukoc, strong" (it means ' as big
as'), + " oiTihn/, elbow, arm."'] A genus of
scorpsenoid fishes, remarkable for their bril-

liant red coloration, found in the deep waters
of both the Atlantic and' Pacific. B. dactylop-
terus of the Mediterranean (extending to the Gulf Stream
and Japan) is the best-known species.

helicopepsin (hel"i-ko-pep'sin), n. [Gr. eXtf

(W(/c-), a spiral shell, + ^.pepsin.] A pepsin-
like ferment which is found in snails.

hellcoproteid (hel"i-ko-pr6'te-id), n. [Gr.

eX(f (i'/uK-), a spiral shell, + "E. prottid.] A
nucleoalbumin which is found in the albumi-
nous gland of snails. It contains a large

amount of reducing substance.
helicopter (hel-i-kop'ter), n. [Gr. e'M^ (e'^k-),

helix, + TTTepdv, wing.] A flying-machine in
which revolving screws or revolving heliooidal

surfaces are depended upon to sustain the

machine in the air.

helicorubine (hel"i-k6-ro'bin), n. [Gr. £?u^

(eXiK-), a spiral shell, + 'L.rtibus, red, + -ine^.]

An orange-red pigment found in the so-called

livers of certain invertebrates.

Helicosporium (hel"i-k6-sp5'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Nees, 1816), < Gr. eX(f, a spiral, + a-opd, seed
(spore).] A genus of hyphomycetous fungi
which have a creeping myceiium with short,

erect, dark-colored conidiophores bearing
curled or spiral, hyaline or colored septate

• lithe, < Gr. i.i6o(.

heliophotometer

spores. About 40 species have been described.

'Hiey occur mostly on decaying^ wood.

helictite (he-lik'tit), n. [Gr. e/U/crdf, twisted

(< eV.caew, turn about, twist: see helix), +
-ite^.] A twisted twig-like foi-m of calcium
carbonate which occurs in caves in limestone.

Helietta (he-li-et'a), n. [NL. (Tulasne, 1847),

named in honor o't Th. Helie. a French physi-

cian and pharmacologist.] A genus of shrubs
or trees of the family Butacex. It is related

to the hop-tree, Ptelea, but the iruit has three or four

carpels, with oblique wings similar to those of a maple.

There are two species, one in Colombia, the other (for

which see -kbarreta) in Texas and Mexico.

Heligoland yellow. See ^yellow.

Heliocentric parallax. See ^parallax.

heliocentrically (he"li-o-seu'tri-kal-i), adv.

In a heliocentric manner ; as if from the

sun's center.

heliochrome (he'li-o-krom), n. [Gr. v^ioc, the

sun, -I- XP^I^> color.] A photograph showing
an object m its natural colors; specifically,

the product of a process devised by Niepce.

See heliochromotype.

heliochromoscope (he'''li-o-kr6'mo-sk6p), n.

Gr. jjXiof, the sun, -t- ;fpU|Ua, color, -I- anonuv,

view.] A device for superposing three spe-
cially prepared photographs of an object, one
with red, one with green, and one with blue-
violet light, so as to obtain a picture in the
natural colors. See *ehromaseope, with cut.

heliofugal (he-U-of'u-gal), a. [Gr. ijltog, the
sun, -f L. -fug-us, < fugere, flee, + -al.] Moving
away from the sun, or tending to produce
such motion.
heliogram (he'li-o-gi-am), «. [Gr. ^'ti.io^, the
sun, -f- ypd/i/ia, a writing.] A message which
is transmitted by heliographio methods. See
heliograph.

Heliographio chart, paper. 8ee*chart,*paper.
heliographically (he"li-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. By
heliography; through the heliograph.
Helioutes (he'li-o-li'tez), TO. [NL., ^ Gr. ^Awf,
the sun, -t- -l-ites, after F,

a stone.] A ge-
nus of fossil

alcyonarian
corals of the
family Helio-
poridse. They
grow in massive
coralla in which
the autopores
have pseudosepta
or spinules and „ „ _ , .......
somethnes a col- ^"^' ^tf.Ll^SS V/ze"'"*'''"'nmeya ; the si- (Piom Nicholson and Lydelikcrs " Palxon-
phonopores be- toiogry.")

ing without septa
and multiplying by fission or intramural gemmation. The
genus is dbaracteristic of the Upper Silurian, but also
occurs in the Devonian.

heliologue (he'li-6-log), n. [Gr. ^;i(Of, the sun,
+ %6yoi, word.] Same as *heliogram. Pall
Mall Gazette, 3a.u.&,l90fi. [Rare.]

heliometiy (he-li-om'e-tri), TO. [As heliometer
+ -^3.] The art of using the heliometer; also
(rarely), the art of making measurements upon
the sun.

heliophobia (he'li-o-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
^A(Of, the sun, + -(pojiia, < <j>6J3elv, fear.] A mor-
bid dread of sunlight.

heliophobous (he-li-of'o-bus), a. [Gr. jlioc,

the sun, -I- -<pofiog, < (pojielv, fear.] In phyto-
geog., shunning full sunlight: said of plants
which i-equire shade. F. E. Clements.

heliophotography (he*li-6-f6-tog'ra-fi), n.

[Gr. ijXtoi, the sun, -I- E. photography.] Pho-
tography of the solar surface. Woodbury,
Encyc.Diot. of Photog., p. 304.

heliophotome-
ter (he-'li-o-fo-

tom'e-ter), n.

[Gr. rjXLog, the
sun, -I- ^uf
(^iuT--), light, -t-

nhpov, mea-
sure.] In me-
teor., a special
apparatus for
recording the
duration of
sunlight : con-
structed

j^- The Heliophotometer of Craven.
T^ The wheel a and drum # rotate once a day
Oy by clockwork, causing a long, narrow slit ofi, -. , ng a 1

Professor F. sensitized photographic paper to pass slowly

rVatr^..; «...1 ;« below and close to the narrowslittf, in a thin
V^raven ana in plate of platinum. The ends of the paper
use at the Ob- ^*"P ^'^^ damped at e. The mechanism is

cainrnfn^.,. „ 4-
"djustcd from the outside by the sctew rf. SOberyaiory at as to keep the paper strip at the proper dis-

Brd, near Tu- ''"'"
''°'J"-

a '""»bout 14x6x8 inches

rin, since 1874.
»"'««"« «»«"ne-pp»-tus.



heliophylUte

heliophyllite (he-li-of'i-lit), «. [Gr. jyJUo?, the
sun, + tjAUcv, leaf, + -ite'''.] Same as *ecdem-
ite.

Hehopliylliuu (he-li-o-firum), n. [NL., < Gr.
i?A(oc, the sun, + iplii,?Mv, leaf.] A genus of
tetraoorals of the family Cyathophyllidse, which
grow as simple, oooasionally eomposite co-
ralla, the septa bearing fine vertical ridges or
oarinsB It occurs in Devonian rocks.

heliopolar (he"li-6-p6'lar), a. [Gr. ^Tuoi, the
sun, + TrSTiog, pole : see polar.'] Belated to

the pole of the sun's rotation as determining
one axis of oo6rdinates.

The vector diagram in heliopolar coordinates takes the
form of a conical surface around the Sun.

Science, Feb. 7, 1902, p. 223.

helioscopy (he"]i-os'k6-pi), «. [Gr. ^/l(of, the
sun, + -aKowla, < aKoire'iv, view.] Observation
of the sun ; the use of the helioscope.

heliotactic (he'li-o-tak'tik), a. [Gfr. ^^«of, the
sun, + Tiifif, disposition (see tacUc).'] Sensi-
tive to or responsive to the sun's rays.

It would be extremely interesting to learn something
of the mating habits of these highly heliotactic males and
wingless females. Biol, Bulletin, May, 1904, p. 253.

heliotherapy (he'^li-o-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr.
^XioQ, the sun, + 6epaire'i.a, me'iJieal treatment.]
Treatment of disease by means of sunlight

:

a form of phototherapy. Lancet, July 11, 1903,

p. 104.

heliothermometer (he " li-o-th6r-mom'e-tery,
re. [Gr. ^/Uof, the sun, + E.' fhermomeier.'] Aji
instrument for determining the intensity of

solar radiation: usually a black-bulb ther-
mometer inclosed in a glass-covered case in-

ternally blackened.
heliotrope, n. 6. A direct coal-tar color of the
disazo type, derived from dianisidine. It dyes
unmordanted cotton reddish violet in an alka-

line salt.bath.—AUzaxln heliotrope, a mordant dye-
stuff which produces reddi&h-violet shades with an alu-

minium mordant. Its constitution has noii been pub-
lished.

—

Heliotrope 2B, a direct coal-tar color of ;.the

disazo type, derived from benzidine.

heliotropin (he-li-ot'ro-pin), n. [heUotrope +
-in^.'j Same as *jj«perb«aj.

heliotypography (he'li-o-ti-pog'ra-fi), ». [Gr.

iyAjof, the sun, + tvtto^, type, + -ypcupia, <

yp&pew, write.] The art of making heliotypes

;

phototypy; coUotypy; that process in photo-

engraving in which a gelatin film toughened
by the action of chrome-alum is employed.
heliozauthin (he"li-o-zan'thin), n. [Gr. ^lioc,

the sun, + ^dvBoc, yellow, + -im2.] An acid

coal-tar color: same as aiphewylaniine-orange

(wMch see, under orange^).

heliozincography (he"li-6-zing-kog'ra-fi), re.

[Gr. ^'kioQ, the sun, + E. zincography.'] In

photog., a method of reproducing directly on a
sensitized zinc plate in contact with a reversed

negative. See the extract.

For the rapid reproduction of maps photozincography
was, until a few years ago, the method invariably used.

Two new methods have now superseded photozincogra-

phy ; one of these, "heliozvncography," waa worked out

by the Ordnance Survey, and subsequently adopted by
the Survey of India ; the other, the "'Vandyke process,"

was invented by Mr. Vandyke, of the Survey of India,

and has now been adopted by the Ordnance Survey. The
first method consists in reproduction direct on a sensi-

tised zinc plate in contact with a reversed negative.
Nature, Nov. 19, 1903, p. 60.

helixigenin (he-lik-sij'e-nin), n. \Jielm(n) +
-gen + -in^.] A crystalline compound, Cge
H40O4 obtained, together with glucose, by
heating the glucoside helixin with dilute min-

helixin (he'lik-sin), n. [helix (see def.) +

helixoid (he'lik-soid), a. and». Same as lielicoid.

hell^, « Harrying or harrowing of hell. SeeAor-

rying.—The hound of hell. See -khownd.

hellandite (hel'an-dit), «. [Named after Prof.

AhmnuA Helland, Christiania.] Asilicate of cal-

cium, the cerium metals, aluminium, and iron,

which occurs in monoolinic crystals in peg-

matite veins near Kragero, Norway: related

to guarinite. The crystals are more or less

hydrated and have become optically isotropic

in consequence of alteration.

hell-box (hel'boks), ». The box provided for

the bruised or condemned types of a printing-

house. [Printers' slang.]

hell-devil (hel'dev"!), n. The hellgrammite-

fly or its larva.

helleborate (hel-e-bo'rat), a. [hellebore-

+

-ate^.] Mixed or prepared with hellebore.

helleborein (hel-e-bo're-in), n. [hellebore + -e-
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+ -M»2.] A colorless glucoside, C2flHA40i5,
the most important constituent of black and
green hellebore-roots {Helleborus niger, H. viri-

clis,_ and H. fcetidus) . It crystallizes in nodules
which carbonize at 280° C, has a sweet taste,

and is poisonous. Helleborin, C3aH420B (?J,
occurs with it. It is a powerful intestinal irri-

tant and is used in veterinary medicine.

he'Ueboresin (hel'''e-b6-rez'in), n. [helleboire)

+ resin.] A resinous substance, C30H38O4,
formed, together with glucose, by the action
of dilute acids on helleborin.

helleboretin (hel"e-bo-re'tin), n. [heUebore
+ Gr. lyrirlvq, resin.] A greenish amorphous
powdei; G19H30O5, formed, together with
glucose and acetic acid, by the hydrolysis of
helleborein.

helleboric (hel-e-bo'rik), a. Of or pertaining
to hellebore.

helleborism, ». 2. Symptoms due to poison-
ing by hellebore.

Helleno-Italic (hel'^en-o-i-tarik), a. Relating
to the ancient Greeks and Italians of Koman
afBnity.

heller, n. 2, A modem Austrian coin, the
one-hundredth part of a crown.

Helleria (he-le'ri-a), n. [NL. (Ebner, 1868), <

G. Seller, a surname.] The typical and only
genus of the family Melleriidm. The single
species, H. brevicornis, is found in damp moss
in Corsica and Italy.

Helleriidse (he-le-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sel-
leria + -idee.] A' small family of oniseoid crus-
taceans containing the single genus Helleria.

hellhoffite (hel'hof-it), n. [From a surname
Hellhoff+ -ite^.] An explosive consisting of a
mixture of dinitrobenzene and nitric acid: one
of the Sprengel safety-mixtures.

hell-matter (hel'mafer), n. Broken or bat-
tered type or printing-material that has been
condemned to or put in the hell-box. See
*hell-box. [Printer's slang.]

helm-^, n.—Hehn-angle indicator. See irhelTHrindi-

cator.—Helm circle. See -kcircle.—Lee helm, tlie

position of the tiUer when the forward end or head is

over on the lee side. See alee.—Port helm, the position

of the tiller when its head is on the port side of the mid-
ship line of the vessel,— Put the helm down ! an order
to put the tiller to leeward.— Put the helm up! an or-

der to put the tiller to windward.—Starboard helm, the
position of the tiller when its head is on the stapboard side

of the midship line of the vessel.—To carry a hard
helm, said of a vessel when the wheel turns hard orwhen
great effort is required to get it to respond to the rudder.
— To carry a lee helm, said of a vessel the tendency of

which is to go off from the T^d, and which requires a
lee tiller to keep its head up. This is a dangerous fault,

since it may be the means of sending a vessel off into the
trough of the sea.—To carry an easy helm, said of a
vessel which steers without effort or requires only a very
moderate whed (number of spokes) to change the direc-

tion of itshead.—To carry aweather hefin. (a) See
ca/rry. (fi) Said of a vessel the tendency of which is to
keep coming up into the wind, arid which requires
that the tiller be kept more or less to windward to coun-
teract it.

—

To meet the hebn, to put the tiller over to
the opposite side, so as to counteract the swinging of the
ship.—To put the helm alee. See alee.—To put the
helm amidships. See amddghips.—To put the helm
aweather, to shove the tiller over on the weather side
of the ship, so that the vessel's head will fall off to lee-

ward.

helmet, n. 6. In entom., the galea of an insect's

maxilla.—7. pi. Abreedof small, fancy pigeons
which have awhite body and the tail and top of

head black or red. The name is given in allu-

sion to this cap or helmet Helmet creamer. See
•fccrea/mer.

helmet-hornbill (hel''''met-h6rn'bil), «. See
*hornbill.

helmetrUrchin (hel '''' met -er' chin), re. Any
sea-urchin of the family GaleriUdse.

Helmholtz pendulum. See ^pendulum.

Helmholtzian (helm - holt ' si - an), a. Of or

pertaining to the German physicist, physiolo-

gist, and psychologist Hermann Ludwig Fer-

dinand von Helmholtz, or to his work or

theories: as, the Helmholtzian fundamental
colors, etc.

helm-indicator (helmln-'di-ka-tgr), re. Naut,
an electrical or mechanical apparatus for in-

dicating in the pilot-house or other steering-

station the position of the helm or rudder.

Also called helm-angle indicator and rudder-

telltale.

helminthite (hel'min-thit), m. [Gr. elfug

{B-juvd-), a worm, + -ite^.] A trail of a worm
on stone (a fossil), or a worm-like mark in

stone.

Helminthochiton (hel-min-tho-ki'ton), n.

[NL., < Gr. B,iui {i7i,/uvd-), worm, + NL. Chiton,

a genus of moUusks.] A geilus of chitons or

hemachromatosls

polyplaeophorous mollusks from the Silurian:

rocks.

helmintholite, n. 2. Same as *helminthite.—
3. Lumaehelle or flre-marble.

helminthophobia (hel-miu-tho-fo'bl-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. eXfiig (iX/uvd-), worm, -I- -^opia,

< fopeiv, fear.] A morbid dread of intestinal
worms, usually associated with an illusion of
being infested with them.
helminthous (hel-min'thus), a. [Gr. e?ifuc

{Pijuvd-), worm, -I- -ous.] 1. Infested with in-

testinal worms.—2. Relating to worms, espe-
cially intestinal worms.
helmltol (hel'mi-tol), n. A colorless, crys-
talline citrio-aeid derivative of hexametby-
lene-tetramine ; hexamethylene-tetramine-an-
hydromethylene citrate: recommended for
cystitis, urethritis, pyelitis, etc.

helm-kick (helm'kik), n. A sudden jerk of
the rudder in a seaway.
helm-port(helm'p6rt), n. Same as rudder-pwt,

helm-'wind (helm'wind), re. Any wind that
has the particular combination of moisture
and wind-direction necessary to produce helm-
clottd.

Helohyidse (he-lo-hi'i-de),' n. pi. [NL. Helo-
hyus, type genus,'+ -idm.] A family of extinct
artiodaotyl mammals which have distant afBni-

ties with the hogs whose remains occur in the
Bridger Eocene. Marsh, 1877.

helotism, n. 3. The maintenance, by animals
of one species, of individuals of another species
in return for their labor as servants.—4. In
bot., a peculiar form of symbiosis in which
one organism bears to another the relation of

slave to master ; noting especially the relation
of the algal to the fungal component of a
lichen : opposed to mutualistic *»

heloxyle (hf-lok'sil), re. [Gr. ehjg, bog, -I-

^iiTiOv, wood.] Peat-flber compressed and
hardened into various forms for use in building;
walls, ceilings, floors, etc. : esteemed where
dryness, warmth, and freedom from noise are
desired. Sci. Amer. Sup., May 21, 1904, p,
23735.

helth, helthy. Simplified spellings of health,
healthy.

helv, re. and V. A simplified spelling of helve.

Helvelius, great circle of. See *eircle.

helvellaceous (hel-ve-la'shius), a. Kesembllng
or pertaining to the family Hel/oeUaceie or the
order Behellales.

Helvellales (hel-ve-la'lez), n. pi. [NL., <
Hel/uella + -ales.] An order of discomycetous
fungi having ascomata of various forms and
including the families Geoglossaceee, Hel/oeh
lacex, and Bhieinacese. Also Hebjellinese.

h'elvellic (hel-vel'ik), a. [Helvetia H- -icj
Pertaining to or derived from Helvella Hel-
velllo acid, a highly poisonous organic acid found in
certain mushrooms of the helvella family : particularly
abundant in old plants.

Helvellinese (hel-ve-Un'f-e), n. pi. Same as
*Helvellales.

Helvetian epoch. See *eiPooft.— Helvetian stage, a
term employed by the French geologists to designate the
middle division of the Miocene 'Tertiary both in Sw>itzer-
land and in the Paris basin. These deposits are profuse
in remains of marine mollusks as well as in mammalian
remains—mastodon, hippopotamus, monkeys, cats, sea-
cow, dolphin, etc.

Helvidian (hel-vid'i-an), a. and n. [NL. Hel-
vidianus,<.Helmdius(eeedL6t.).] I. a. Pertain-
ing to the doctrine of Helvioius, a layman of the
fourth centurj', who denied the perpetual vir-
ginity of the mother of Christ.

II. re. One who holds the view of Helvidius.
Helygia (he-lij'i-a), re. [NL. (Blume, 1826),
irreg. (instead of *HeUcia) < Gr. eki^ (puK-), a
spiral. The name alludes to the twining habit
of the species.] A genus of dicotyledonous
plants belonging to the family Apocynacese.
See Parsonsia, 2.

helypsometer (hel-ip-som'e-ter), re. [Irreg.
< Gr. riTiiog, the sun, -I- E. hypsometer.] In
photog., a photographic instrument for deter-
mining latitude at sea. it consists of a hollow brass
hemisphere, about 10 inches in diameter, swung in gim-
bals, and has a closely fitting cover, pierced at its center
with a small round hole. The appai'atus is mounted on a
foot or base. The silvered interior surface is sensitized

with the vapor of iodine. When the cover of the instru-

ment is adjusted and placed in sunlight, the path of the
sun is traced on the sensitive surface. By applying a cir-

cular protractor after the exposure, the sim s altitude is

found in degrees and minutes.

hemachromatosls, hsemachromatosis (hem*-
a-kro-ma-to'sis), «. Bad forms for '^'hemato-

chromaibsis.



hemacite 576 hematoscopy

hemacite, haBmacite'(hein'a-sit), n. [Altered There is in the British Museum a certain lenticular a special study of the blood andof the changes
by blTmder or mtention from *Ama«te (which "*'»''««--^

^^ j„„^ Hellenic Studies, XIV. 133. 7""^ °?'='l''
^? "jj^ i'^*'^

^""^ '"^ ^'^*''«^-

IS used m another sense), < Gr. aW, blood, + „ ^ ....x tt j *., ., I . i Lancet, Juue 25, 1904, p. 1790.

-ife2.] A plastiematerial.'a substitute forhorn, f.^°Tre^«^''li^cfide^°b?Ih''Se mrx^l^'gtr'st;^^
made from blood -with the addition of sundry limonite and goethite. Thorpe, Diet Applied Chem., n. [Grr. ai/ia(T-), DlooQ, + M>oi(, dissolution.]

vegetable and mineral materials. I- 387. _ The breaking down or dissolution of the red

hemacyte, hsemacyte (hem-a-sit), ». Bad iematobiiun, haematobium (hem-a-to'bi-um), tlood-corpuscles with decreased coagulability

fovms for *hemoeyte, *hemato(Ate. ?i.
;

pi. hematobia, hsetnatoUa (-a). [NL. of the blood ; hemolysis.

hemacytozoon, hamacytozoon (hem'a.si-to-
\xmatohiuin,<Gv. mim{r.) UooA, + ^ioi,\ite.-\ hematolytic, haematolytic (hem"a-to-lit'ik),

z6'on)%.; v^.'hemaoytoloa, h^maeyiozoa (-a). J''°^''^t^^li?'^%^^^fJ^lSf'J^?^''>^^ ,- « Oforpertamingtohematolysis
;
hemolytis.

[Prop. Jie^o-; < Gr. aV, blood, + >d,rog, a hoi- ^^T^^^^-^}^^^h^fS^^°}^^^%
(hem/'a-to- hematomama, haBmatomama (hem"a-to-ma'-

low (a cell), + fvo-C animal.] An animal
^as'tik) o. VmnatoWast + -tc-l Pertaining ni-a), n [Gr. aVa(r-) blood +jmvia, mad-

microparasite of the hlood-cells. .B«cfc, Med. to or of the nature of a hematoblast
;
having ness.] A craze for shedding Wood.

Handbook, V.674 reference to theformation of blood-corpuscles. The mania for murder which seized the Parisian popu-
liamail hsomQil I'Viorv.'o,^ \ ». rOi. nTi,/, Wr.r.rl lematOCatnartlC, liaBmatOCatnartlC (hem-a- laoe in 1793 was a true pathological outburst Ifosensc

+ «5^1 A ir^iTot^^tri'T: l;i„;^^^^^^ to-ka-tMr'tlk), a. [Gr. ai/aztr-), blood, + of patriotism thrilled the crowds who ran by thetmnbrils+ -ad'i.J A hematoeyte or blood-eorpusele. -g-.^^. eathartie 1 TendiiiP' to niirifv thu and smrounded the guillotines. It was /uematomanin,
liemadromometer,haemadromometer(hem''- Kopapn/cof, catnartie.j lenmng to purity tne

the Wood-madness, iSat was upon them.

a-dro-mom'e-tfer), n. [Prop, hemo- ; < Gr. mfia,
°i00tt. BnnUm, Basis of Social Belations, p. Hc.

Blooa,+ Sp6,M>,, a running, + ^po. measure ] A«S*Jfr„f5^-«^Sl'li?|ff^fJl^^^^^ hematomphalocele, hsematomphalocele
A device tor measurmg the rapidity ot the of the uterus and adnexa, or into the cavity of the (hem-a-tom'fa^l6-sel), n. [Gr. aifta, blood, +
blood-current. peritoneum between the uterus and the rectum.—Pu- ou.ia>i6i, navel! + KTii/n, tumor.] Ablood-filled
hemarelutinative.hamagglutinati^^^^^^^^ St^a'SSS^'clSsedVetuSoS'rf^l'oSS'^n^o'^^e sac projecting at the umbilical opening.
a-glo ti-na-tiv), «. Causing agglutination or tunica vaginaUs testis or into the tissues of the scrotum. liematomyelia,haBmatomyelia(hem"a-t9-im-
clumpmg of red 'blood-corpuscles. hematochezia, hsematochezia (hem"a-t6-ke'- e'Ii-a),-». [Gr.al/«i(r-), blood, -I- /iw^df, mar-

I have also tested abrin and ricin, which are strongly zi-a), n. [m^. hamiatochezia,<Gi. "alila(T-), row. J Effusion of blood mto the substance of
hama^glvUTMtimvmoxLt finding a corresponding pro- t^Ioq^ +x^l^eiv, evacuate the bowels.] Passage the spinal cord.
tection. flt<fos,oAo^««ft..m Jour. Exper. Med., vfl. 201.

^f ijio'odVom'the bowels. hematomyelopore, hsematomyclopore (hem'-

hemagglutinin, haemagglntinin (hem-a-glo'- iematocMorin, haematoclilorin (hem"a-t6- a-to-mi'e-lo-por), m. [Gr.mim,\,\ooA,+ iivMq,
ti-nin), n. Same as *hemoagglutinin. klo'-rin), n. [Gr. oi//o(t-), blood, + x^P^^i ™a'"'0W, + irdpog, passage.] A cavity in the

Lemal. I. «.—Hemal axis. Same as aorta.— Hemal green, + -tn^.] a green pigment which has substance of the spinal cord remaining after

?„T?g-ecfS^Tiv-eSe^^iSU^.'''Ms^nyS.y been obtained from the marginal zone of the
*i>« ,t„'^^h™,f« Vi^a't^'^i-nhrn^i, rh.,.*

of the Fish Skeleton, p. 524.-Hemal ridge, seeirridgl placenta. liematonephrosis, haematonephrosis (hem'-

n. ». Same a,s hemal ^me. hematochromatosis, hsematochromatosis a-to-ne-fro sis), ra. IhT. m/ia{T-), blood, -I-

^ ,, .... ^, .,i_^,, (hem"a-t6-kr6-ma-t6'sis), «. [Gr. ai/io(T-), ve^pof, kidney, -I- -osj«.] Hemorrhage mto the
caudal with long neunas and^^.^^^^^^_ blood,"-l- ipS<«,, color, + -ok«.]

' The general pelvis of the kidney.

. , . 1 ,u / 1 X ri.™. 7 staining of the tissues with blood-pigment. liematonic, nsematoilic (hem-a-ton ik), a. and
hemalum, h8emalum(hem a-lum), » Ihemal, hematochrome, hsematochrome (hem'a-to- «• [Prop, hemo-; < Gr. a]/m, blood, + T6mg,Wa« -H-«™.] Sameasom7»oma*feematote. krom), ». [Gr. al//o(r-), blood, -I- ;rpV, eolor.'] tone, -I- -ic] I. «. Tending to improve the
Xance*, July4,1903,p.l3.

1, The red coloring-matter of the eye-spot or quality of the blood.
hemamoeba, n. See ^Hsemamoeba, 2.

_^ ^^^^^ „f ^^^^ Flagellaia and other Protozoa.— H. n. A blood-tonic.
Iiemangioma, naemangioma (nem-an-]i-o - g. The red coloring-matter of ^jftasreiZa and Iron and arsenic are invaluable A«ma«<mtM.
^^^'

x.t\-
' r?i

hemmgiomata hsunangimnalm ^ j^^ ^^her algro. It is contained in an oily J^*"*- -R^'^. J"Iy n. 1903, p. 66.

(-ma^ta). [NL. hsmiangioma, < Gr. omo blood,
g<,i„tion instead of a chromatophore. hematopathology, hsematopathology (hem*-

-t-IfL. angioma.} A tumor composed of blood-
hematocrit, hsematocrit (heiiat'o-krit), «. a-to-pa-thol'o-ji), n. [Gr. al/.a(r-), blood, + E.

vessels; an angioma.
. „, [Gl. at/«i(T-), blood, -I- Kp«T*f, judge', < /cpivEw, paifeotoow.] The science of the diseases affeet-

hemapophysiS.«. 2. A lateral processm fishes ^eparatX decide.] A centrifiige With accul Ing the eoistitution of the blood.

tlSs'^'-"-edbTv^»-™^^^^ rately graduated tabes, used for determining hematophagOUS. haBmatophagOUS (hem-a-

nam^ byDwen and for the bone called parapophym by the volume of the corpuscular elements m a tof a-gus), af [far. al/la{T-), blood,+ (jmyeTv, eat.]

Owen. Sfarfa, Synonymy ot the Fish siteleton, p. 625. given quantity of blood. Also hematoJcrit, 1. Feeding on blood-corpuscles : said of the

hemarthrosis, hsemarthrosis (hem-ar-thro'- hsematohrit. Plasmodium of malaria and kindred diseases,

sis), n. [Gr. aJ/zo, blood, -I- apdpmi, joint, + hematocyanin, hsematocyanin (hem'^j-to-si'- —2. Feeding upon blood, as do some insects

-osss.] Effusion of blood into a joint. a-nin), n. A more correct form of hembcy'anin. and the bats of the genus Desmodvs.
liemase,liaBmase(hem'as),». [Gr. al^o, blood, liematocyst, haematocyst (hem'a-to-sist), n. hematophilic, haematophilic (hem-'a-to-fil'-

-1- -ase.\ A eatalase found in the Wood. [Gr. al//a(T-), blood, -I- nvmig, bladder (cyst).] ik), a. [Gr. al//a{T-), blood, + (jiihi;, loving, +
hematacliometry, haematachometry(hem"a- !• A cyst with Woody contents.—2. Hemor- -ic] Same as Aemop/wKc.
ta-kom'e-tri), v. [Prop. Aemo-; < Gr. ai/ire, rhage into the bladder. hematophyte, haematophyte (hem'a-to-fit),

blood, + rax^, swift, -1- /iirpov, measure.] liematpcjrte, haematoc^e (hem'a-to-sit), to. n. [Gr. aiyKa(T-), blood, + <I>vt6v, plsLut."] Abac-
Measurement of the rapidity of the circulation [Gr. ol^a(T-), blood, -1- Kvrog, ahoUow (a cell).] terial parasite in the blood,

of the Wood. A blood-corpuscle. hematoplania, haematoplania (hem' a- to

-

liemataerometer, haemataerometer (hem"- hema,tocytometer, haematocytometer (hem- pla'ni-a), n. [Gr. m/ia{T-), blood, -I- jfAdw?,

a-ta-e-rom'e-ter), B. [Gr. al/ia(r-), blood, + -ato-si-tom'e-t6r), «. [Gr. o!i/ia(T-), blood,-!- wandering.] Discharge of blood from some
aijft air, + u^rpov, measure.] A device for ™rof, a hollo-w (a cell), -H /j^pov, measure.] A unusual locality, as in vicarious menstruation,
estimating the pressure of gases in the blood, device for counting the blood-eeUs. hematoplast, nsematoplast (hem'a-to-plast),

Buclc, Med. Handbook, VI. 950. hematodynamics, haematodTnamics (hem*- «. [Gr. m/j.a(T-), blood, -I- nXaardg, formed.]
hematate, haematate (hem'a-tat), TO. [Gr. a-to-di-nam'iks), TO. [Gr. oi//o(T-), blood, + Same as feeroato&tos*.

ol/ia(r-), blood, + -afel.] A compound of hem- 'E. dynamics.'] A more correct form of Aeroa- hematoplastic, haematoplastic (hem"a-t6-
atein.—Ammonia hematate, an unstable violet-black rf^TOOTOJcs (which see). plas'tik), a. Ihematoplast + -ic.J Same as
compound, Ci8H;2062NH3, of ammonia and hematein. hematodyilamometer, haematodynamom- *hematohiasUc.
It is used as a stam for microscopical preparations. gter (hem'a-to-di-na-mom'e -ter), to. [Gr. hematoporphyrin, haematoporphyrui (hem'-

lematnerapy, naematnerapy (hem-a-ther a- aiiia{T-), \AaoA, + 'Si. dynamometer.'] A more a-t6-p6r'fi-rin), to. [Gr. ama(r-), blood -1- iropAw-
pi), ». Bad forms for *hematotherapy. correct form of hemadynamomet-er (which see), pa, purple dye, + -itoS.] A purplish pigment ob-

Jiematicum, haematicum (he-mat'i-knm), n. hematodyscrasia, hsematodyscrasia (hem"- tained by treating hematin with concentrated
[NL. ft«ma*JCM!n, <Gr. oi/zon/cdf, of blood: see a-to-dis-kra'si-a), to. [NL. heemutodyscrasia, sulphuricacidsatnratedwithbydrobromicaeid,
hematic] Ared-brown, clear, aqueous-alcoholic < Gr. aifiaij-), blood, -I- SvcKpaaia, bad tempera- the iron of the hematin being split off as the
solution of neutral iron compounds. It is used ment : see dyscrasia.] A disease of the blood, result. Hematoporphyrin is thus hematin minos iron.
in medicine. hematogcn, naematogen (hem'a-to-jen), n. The substance is apparently related closely to a corre-

hematid, haematid (hem'a-tid), m. [Gr. [Gr. a\u.a(T-), Wood, + -yef^f, -producing, + sponding pigment which is derived from the chlorophyl

al/.a(.-), ^i°°d, + 4d2.] A red blood-corpus V.^.] An iron-containing nuclein which ^ay ^os^Si^XlSitSa^^rp'^a^ct'oTSUl^Sd ^^^Z
bematimeter, haematimeter (hem-a-tim'e- be obtained from the yolk of hens' eggs. It is mother-substance-a chemical evidence of the close ge-
ter), TO. [Properly^ *hematometer, < Gr. ai/ia supposed to be concerned in the production of netic relationship between animal and plant life.

(aJ^ior-), blood, + /iErpov,measui'e.] A form of hemoglobin. bematoporphyrinuria, hasmatoporphyriiiu-
hemoohromometer,hemoglobinometer, orhem- hematogenous, a. 2. Relating to the forma- ria(hem"a-to-p6r"fi-ri-nii'-ri-a), n. [ftematojpw-

atinometer. tion of Wood; derived from Wood.—Hemato- P^iyi^n + Gr. abpov, urine.] The presence of

hematimetry, haematimetry (hem-a-tim'e- genous jaundice. See*>imdice. hematoporphyrin in the urine when voided,
tri;, TO. [Properly *hematometry : see *7je»ia- liematoglobiimria.haematoglobimiria (hem"- ioTOce*, AprillS, 1903, p. 1097.

timeter.] The process of counting the number a-to-glo-bi-nu'ri-a), to. [Gr. alfta(T-), blood, + hematoporphyroidin, haematoporpliyroidin
of corpuscles in a given quantity of Wood. E. gloUn + Gr. owpov, urine.] A more correct (hem"a-t6-i)6r-fi-r6'i-diu), n. A decomposition-

hematinic, n. II. a. Kelating to hematin.— form of hemoglobinuria. product of hematoporphyrin, described by
Hematinlc acids, two acids, C8H9O4N and CgHgOs, Hematoid cancer. Same a,sfungus hematodes. Nobel,
discovered by Kuster, formed upon oxidation of hematin. hematokrit, haematokrit, TO. See *7l«>»ato- hematOSCOpe, hjematOSCOpe (hem'a-to-skop)
hematinon (he-mat 'i-non), TO. [Also erron. erit. to. [Gr. aj/ia(r-), blood, + moTretv, view.] A form
hsema.tinone(Wa,tts);<h.hsematinon(sc.vitrvm, hematolin, haematolm (hem-a-to'lin), to. A. of spectroscope used in examining the spec-
glass), <Gr.ai|UanTOV, neut. of atyuara of. Woody: dark-blue metallically lustrous compound, trum of the blood.
see hsematinnm and hematin.] Same as hxma- C63H78O7N8, obtained from hematin. See hematoscopy, haematoscopy (hem-a-tos'ko-
«»»'»; also, a shnUar red glass naade by mod- feejMotol.

, .,^ ,
pi), »• [Gr.al//a(r-), blood, -t- -morr,a, ^aKOTreZv,

em processes, fl. JFotts, Diet, ot Chem., 111. d. liematologist, haematologist (hem-a-tol'o- view.] Examination of the blood bymeans of
hematite, to. 2. An intaglio cut in hematite, jist), to. Ihermtolog-y + 4st.'] One who makes the hematospectroscope. Also hemoscopy



hematosepsis

liematosepsis, hsmatosepsis (hem^a-to-sep'-
sis), «. [Gp. aliia(T-), blood, + aTj^j/ig, putrefac-
tion.] Same as septicemia.

hematospectroscope, hsematospectroscope
(hem^a-to-spek'tro-skop), m. [Gr. al/ia(T-),

blood, + "E. spectroscope.^ A spectroscope
used to determine the presence and amount of
hemoglobin in the blood.

lematotherapy, haematotherapy fhem*a-to-
ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. ai/ia{T-), blood, 4- Bepaireia,

medical treatment.] Treatment of disease by
blood or some preparation from it.

hematotozic, lisematotoxic (hem'^'ai-to-tok'-

sik), a. [Gr. al/j,a{T-), blood,+ Toft/c((5i')','p6ison.]

1. Relating to toxemia; causing blood-poison-
ing.— 3. Same as *hematolyUc.
liematotympanum, hsematotyiupaiium
(hem'''a-to-tim'pa-num), n. [Gr.^ aifia(T-),

blood, + Tii/ivavoi, drum : see tym^Mnum.'] An
effusion of blood into the drum of the ear.

Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 200.

lematoxic, haematozic (hem-a-tok'sik), a.

Same as *hematotoxic.

hematozoou, hsematozoon (hem'''a-t9-zd'on),

ffl.
;
pi. hematoeoa, hsematoeoa (-a). [&r.*a(^a("r-),

blood, + iijxni, animal.] A blood-parasite, as
the organism of malaria ; a hematozpan.

iematuresis, hsematuresis (hem"a-tu-re'sis),
re. [Gr. ai//a(r-), blood, -I- mprjcig, urination.]
Same as hematuria.

hemautogram, hsemautogram ([hem-Ei'to-
gram), re. [Gr. aijia, blood, -I- airiif, self, -I-

ypd/i/ia, writing.] Same as *he'mautograp}t,.

hemautograpn, hsemautograpli (hem-a'to-
graf), re. [Gr. aifia, blood, + avrdg, self, -I:

ypa^eai, write.] A tracing made by blood
spurting from a punctured artery, used to

register the blood-pressure.

hemautographic, naemautograpliic (hem'S,-

to-graf'ik), a. Of or pertaining to hemau-
tography or the hemautograph ; traced by the
hemautograph : as, a hemautographic pulse
curve,

liemautograpliy, hsemautography (hem-^-
tog'ra-fi), re. [As hemautograph + -^3.] A
method of recording variations in blood-pres-
sure, by which an incision is made into an
artery and the escaping jet of blood is directed
against a moving strip of paper.

liemera (hem'e-ra), re.; pi. hemeree (-re). [Gr.

/ijj^pa, a day.] "Ivi geol., a subdivision of a zone
corresponding to the vertical distribution of

characteristic species. Dana, Manual of Geol.,

p. 407.

liemeralope (hem'e-ra-16p), re. [A back-for-
mation from hemeralopia.^ One who is suffer-

ing from hemeralopia. Buclc, Med. Handbook,
IV. 627.

liemeralopic, a. II, n. A hemeralope.

After the capture of Sebastopol the number of hemera-
lopicsvfSLB BO great in the French army that certain regi-

ments could not furnish the necesssiy number of men
to mount guard. Suckj Med. Handbook, II. 620.

hemeranthoas (hem-e-ran'thus), a. [Gr.

niiipa, day, -I- avdetv, bloom, + -ous. [In tot.:

(a) Opening only in sunlight : said of flowers.

(6) Bearing hemeranthous flowers : said of

plants. Pound and Clements.

liemeranthy (hem-e-ran'thi), re. [Gr. ii^ipa,

day, + avSelv, bloom, + -^3.] In bot., the
character of being hemeranthous.

liemeiistiid (hem-e-ris'ti-id), re. and a. I.

re. One of the Hemeristiidse.

II. a. Having the characters of, or pertain-

ing to, the Hemeristiidse.

liemerobaptism (hem"e-ro-bap'tizm), re. [NL.
hemerobaptista, < Gr. ^/lip'a, day, + PairTiaT^g,

baptist.] Daily baptism practised by certain

Jewish and Christian sects. The Bssenes (which
see) practised daily baptism. The pious among the
modem Hasidim still practise daily immersion before

morning prayers, so as to pronounce the name of Jehovah
in a state of purity. Some of the earlier Christians, in-

cluding the Ebionites, adopted the same practice.

lemerobiid (hem'''e-r9-bi'id), re. ando. I, n.

A member of the neuropterous ta.TniljSemero-
hiidse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the family Heme-
robUdee.

lemerology (hem-e-rol'o-ji),re. [Gr. as if

*ij/iepo?u>yia {fiii£poXoyu>v, a calendar), < ^/lepo-

Aoys'iv, count by days, < i/iipa, day, + ^6yoc, a
count.] The knowledge of calendars ; the art

of making calendars ; a treatise on calendars.

No better idea can be formed of the number and variety

of the Babylonian feasts than by reading a hemerology of

the intercalary month of Elul, where we find that every

day is dedicated to one or other of the gods, and certain

rites and ceremonies prescribed for each.

a Q(T A. H. Sayce, Anc. Babylonians, p. 69.
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hemerozoic (hem-e-ro-zo'lk), a. [Also errone-

ously himerozoic/'iiiT.ijfiepoi, tame, + ivov,

animal, -f- -ic] In geol., noting a division of

the Human period characterized by evidence
of domesticated animals.
hemerythrin, haemersrtliriii (hem-e-rith'rin),

re. [Gr. alfia, blood, + epvBpdg, red, + -*re2.]

A red coloring-matter found in the corpuscles
of the fluid in the body-cavity of gephyreans,
probablyhaving a respiratory function like the
hemoglobin of other animals. Also hemsery-

hemiachromatopsia (hem "i-a-kro-ma-top'-
si-a), re. [Gr. 71/j.i-, half, + xp^l^aij-), color, +
iip'i, view.] Partial or complete color-blind-
ness involving one half of the field of vision.

Micye. Brit., XXXI. 569.

hemialbumln (hem"i-al-bii'min), re. Ihemi- +
albumin.'] A hypothetical albuminous sub-
stance containing only the hemioomplex of
Kiihne, namely, that complex which is readily
digested by trypsin and is ultimately converted
into leucin and tyrosiu and related acids.

hemialgia (hem-i-al'ji-a), re. [NL., < Gr. ^lu-,

half, -I- dA)'Of,pain.] Neuralgia involving only
one side of the head or body.
hemiamaurosis (hem^i-am-^-ro'sis), re. [NI/.,

< Gr. jJ//<-, half, -1- aftaiipaac^, dimness (see

amaurosis).] Hemianopsia.
hemiamblyopia (hem''i-am-bli-6'pi-a), re.

[NL., < Gr. ^fu-, half, + a/if)Xiig, dim, -t-

6i/)(u7r-), eye. Defective sight in one half of

the visual field; incomplete hemianopsia.
Thus if the left occipital region be injured in a man, a

hemianopia of the left sides of both retinse follows, and
the patient sees nothing in the right half of his visual

field. If the same operation be performed in a dog, it

causes not a complete hemianopia but a heTtiiaviblyopia.

The dog is not blind for the right half of its visual Add,
but has only a reduced power of vision.

J. Loeb, Comp. Physiol, of the Brain, p. 271.

hemianatropous (hem-i-a-nat'ro-pus), a. Half-
anatropous. See amphitropous. Gray.

HemiancistrUS (hem"i-an-sis'trus), re. [NL.,
< Gr. ^fii-, half, + ayKiarpov, a hook.] A genus
of South American fresh-water fishes of the
family Loricariidee.

hemiangiocarpic fhem'''i-an'''ji-o-kar'pik), a.

-[Gr. Au«-j_^half, + ayyelm, a vessel, + Kaptrdg,

fruit.] Having the hymenium covered with
a membrane for a part of the time : said of the

conidiophore of a fungus.

bemianopia (hem"i-a-n6'pi-a), re. [NL., < Gr.

))|U(-, half, -i- av- priv. + &f (jwr-), eye.] Same
a.a. hemianopsia. J. Loeb, Comp Physiol, of

the Brain, p. 271.

hemianopic (hem"i-a-n6'pik), a. Same as

hemianoptic.

Hemiantbias (hem-i-an'thi-as), re. [NL., < Gr.

i}iUi-, half, + avfof, flower.] "A genus of tropi-

cal fishes, of the family Serranidm, related to

the sea-bass.

Hemiascales (hem'^i-as-ka'lez), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr. ^/ii-, half, + aaicdc, a bag (see aseus, 1), +
-ales.i An order containing what are regarded
as the lowest forms of ascomycetous fungi.
They produce a many-celled mycelium and bear sporangia
(asci) which contain a large and indefinite number of

spores. Also called HemiasHnew and Remiasci.

Hemiasci (hem-i-as'si), re. pi!. [NL., < Gr. ^lu-,

half, -I- amdf, a bag (see asms, 1).] Same as

*Hemiascales.
Hemiascineae (hem "i-a-sin'e-e),re. jo?.[NL.]

Same as *Hemiascales.
hemiaspidid (hem-i-as'pi-did), re. One of the

bemicrescentlc

order ] Incoordination affecting one side of
the body.
hemiataxy (hem'''i-a-tak'si), n. Same as *hemi-
ataxia.

Hemibasidiales (hem'^i-ba-sid-i-a'lez). re. pi.

[NL., < hemi- + basidium (which see) -r -ales.'J

Saxae a.B*UsUlaginales. A\ao Semibasidii and
Hemibasidieee.

hemibentbic (hem-i-ben'thifc), a. [hemi- +
bentMc] Incompletely benthicj floating or
swimming in the water at one tame or at one
stage of development and living upon or in
the bottom at another time or stage. Most
hydroids, which are sessile and give rise to swimming
medusae, and most echinoderms, which swim in their
larval condition and creep over the bottom when adult,

are hemibentbic. Also hemibenihonic. See -kbenthiCf

pelagic, -kplanktomc.

In the neritic epiplankton of polar Waters the larvie of
hemibenthic forms are almost absent ; indeed, the devel-

opment of cold-water benthos, whether shallow or abyssal,

appears to be in most cases direct, that is^ without a larval

metamorphosis. Encyc. BrU., XXXIII. 936.

hemibeutbonic (hem-i-ben-thon'ik), a. Same
as *hemibenthio.

hemibody (hem'i-bod-i), re. {hemi- + body.]

An albumin which is made up of hemigroups,
in the sense of Kiihne—for example, casein.

See *hemigroup.
Hemibrycon (hem-i-bri'kon), re. [NL., < Gr.
ij/ii-, half, -I- NL. Brycon.] A genus of South
American fresh-water fishes of the family Char-
adnidse.

Hemicaranx (hem-i-kar'anks), n. [NL., < Gr.

ijiii-, half, + NL. Caranx.] A genus of pom-

HemiaspididaB (hem'^i-as-

pid'i-de), re. pi. [NL., <

Semiaspis(-aspid-) +-idie.]

A family of fossil merosto-

matous crustaceans of

Erimitive character, tyjji-

ed by Hemiaspis, which
has a short cephalothorax,

nine thoracic segments,
and a long tail-Spine. All

members of the family are

from the Silurian rooks.

hemiaspidoid (hem-i-as'-
pi-doid), a. [Semiaspis

{-aspid-) + -oid.] Similar

or related to Semiaspis.

Hemiaspis (hem-i-as'pis),

re. [NL., < Gr. to-, half,

+ aairig, a shiela.] The „c,„,..a^^ „„.-...«.=^,

typical genus of the family
;S^--,li;?K,"d!V^:i'r

HemiaSpididie. woodward.) (From Zit-

hemiataxia (hem'i-a-tak'- ters-Pai^o-toiogy.-)

si-a), re. [NL., < Gr. ^pu-, half, + aTo^ta, dis-

Hevtiasfis limuleides.

Hemicaranx amblyrhynchus.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

panes, or fishes of the family Carangidse. H.
amblyrhynchus is the best-known species.

bemicelllllose (hem-i-sel'u-16s), «. \hemi- +
cellulose.] A form of cellulose which is easily
hydrolyzedby dilute acids andreadily attacked
by certain enzyms.

hemicepbalous (hem-i-sef'a-lus), a. [Gr. ^fu-,

half, -I- /c£0a/l^, head,+ -oms.] Lacking one side
of the head : as, a hemicephalous fetus. Buclc,

Med. Handbook, 1. 129.

Hemichorda (hem-i-k6r'da), re. pi. [NL., < Gr.

iip.1^, half, + xop^% string,"cord.] A group of
worm-like marine animals considered to be re-

lated to the Chordata, ovring to theii' possession
of giU-slits, a partly dorsal nervous system,
and a rudimentary notochord. It includes the
genera Balanogiossun, Cephalodiscus, and R?uibdopleura.
The name was introduced in 1884, by Bateson, as a phy-
letic name for the Enteropiwitsta, then regarded as a class

and containing only the genus Balanogloseue,

Hemicidaridae (hem"i-si-dar'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hemicidaris (-arid-) + -idle.] A family of
fossil sea-urchins, or Echinoidea, having very
large spine-tubercles decreasing in size toward
the poles, ambulacra increasing in width ac-
tinally, and few iuterambulacral plates. Its

species occur in the Permian, Jurassic, and
Cretaceous rocks.

Hemicidaris (hem-i-sid'a-ris), re. [NL., <Gr.
^fu-, half, + NL. Cidaris, a genus of sea-ur-
chins.] The typical genus of the Hemiddaridx.
hemiclastic (hem-i-klas'tik), a. [Gr. iiju-, half,

+ iOmct6q, broken.] Half clastic: in petrog.,

applied by Senft to volcanic tuffs and con-
glomerates.
bemiclistogamous (hem"i-klis-tog'a-mus), a.

[hemi- + clistogamous.] Opening only par-
tially, hence not easily cross-fertilized: said
of flowers. Hemiclistogamous flowers are
either chasmautherous or olistantherous.

Pound and Clements, Plant Life of Nebraska.

hemicoUin (hem-i-kol'in), re. [Gr. ^/j.i-, half,

+ KdXka, glue, + -ire^.] A vitreous compound,
C47H70O19N14, formed, together with semi-
glutin, by boiling glue for thirty hours with
water.

hemicomplex (hem-i-kom'pleks), re. Same as
*hemigroup (in the sense of Kiihne).

hemicrescentic (hem'i-kre-sen'tik), a. Hav-
ing the shape of half a crescent : applied to the
foi-m of the bill in some birds.



hemicrystalline

hemicrystalline (hem-i-kris'ta-lin), a. [Gr.
^/«-, half, + iifniBTaXh.voQ, ciystailine.] Same as
*hypocrystalline.

hemicyclone (hem-i-si'kl6n), 91. {hemi- + oy-
clone.'] In meteor., the upper or lower half of
the ideal theoretical cyclonic system, the divid-
ing plane being supposed to he horizontal.
hemidiorite (hem-i-di'o-nt), n. [Gr. ^/ii-, half,
+ E. diorite.2 A name given by Dana (1883) to
mica-diorite in order to limit the name diorite
to hornblendic varieties of the rook.
hemiepiphyte (hem-i-ep'i-fit), «. See *epi-
phyte, 1.

hemifacial (hem-i-fa'shal), a. \hemi- + L.
fades, face, + -aZi.] Of or relating to one side
of the face.

hemiglossitis (hem-'i-glo-si'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
^iUt-, half, + y^iiCTffo, tongue, + -itis.'\ Inflam-
mation of one lateral half of the tongue.
hemigroup (hem'l-grop), n. Ihemi- + group.']
Literally, a half-group. The terms hemigroup and
antigroup, in reference to the constitution of albumins,
were originally introduced by Ktihne. According to his
doctrine, two large complexes exist in most albumins,
which axe separated during the process of digestion. Of
these the hemicomplex is readily hydi-olyzed by trypsin,
while the anticomplex Is quite resistant. In the former
the monoamido acids prevail, in the latter the diamido
acids. Protoalbumose may be regarded as representing the
hemigroup, and heteroalbimiose the antigroup. Collagen
apparently contains no hemigroup, while casein is a pure
hemibody. Kiihne's original view is still upheld, but it is

now recognized that the majority of albumins contain a
third large complex, in which the carbohydrate group is

represented.

hemihedral, a. 3. In the relation of so-called
hemihedral crystals to crystal symmetry, see
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hemimellitic (hem''i-me-lit'ik), a. \liemi- +
meUitic.^ Noting an acid, a colorless com-

1.2.3

pound, CeHgCCOOH)^, sparingly soluble m
water, from which it is deposited in needles,

melting at 185° C.

hemimerid (he-mim'e-rid), ». and a. I.'«. A
member of the family Hemimeridie.

II. a. Of or belonging to the family Memi-

Hemimeridse (hem-i-mer'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Hemimerus + -idse.'] A remarkable family of

blind wingless OrtJwptera inhabiting Africa
and comprising the single genus Hemimenis.
The development is intra-uterine. H. hanseni lives on
the body of a large rat A distinct order, Diploglotmta,
,wafl erectedj by Saussure for these Insects, but has not
been accepted.

hemimetabolous (hem''''i-me-tab'o-lus), a.

[hemi- + metabolous.'] Undergoing partial
metamorphosis, as one of the JBemimetabola.
HemimorpMc classes of crystals. See *'sym-

hemiheterocercal (hem-i-het'e-r6-s6r"kal), a.

[hemi- + heterocercal.'] In fishes) having the
upperlobe of the externallysymmetrical caudal
fin partly or completely covered with scales.

hemiheterocercy (hem-i-het'e-ro-ser"si}, n.

[hemi- + heteroeercy.'] A condition denoted by
the existence of a hemiheterocercal tail, as in
fishes.

hemiliydrate ;hem-i-hi'drat), n. [hemi- + hy-
drate.] In chem., a compound containing
water in the proportion of half a molecule for
one molecule of another substance, as a salt.
Thus calcium sulphate aa thrown down in the crystalline
state from the water in steam-boilei's has the composition
CaSO^.iHoO—more correctly represented as (CaS04)2.
HgO—and is spolcen of as a hemihydrate.

lieiuiliyperaesthesia (hem"i-hi'''p6r-es-the'8i-

a), «. [hemi- + hypereesthesia.] Increased
sensitiveness limited to one side of the body.
henuhypertrophy (hem"i-hi-per'tro-fi), n.

[hemi- + hypertrophy.] Hypertrophy of one
half : as, facial hemihypertrophy.
hemi-idealism (hem"i-i-de'a-lizm), n. The
doctrine that secondary qualities are relative
to cognition, while primary qualities are inde-
pendent of it.

Hemilepidotinae (hem''i-lep''i-d6-ti'ne), n.pl.
[NL., < Hemilepidotus + Ansa.] A subfamily
of sculpins, or Cotidse, typified by the genus

Hemilepidotus (hem-i-lep-i-do'tus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ^/j.1-, half, + /iemduriif, scaled, scaly, <

/Umf , scale.] A genus of sculpins of the North
Pacific, characterized by the presence of two

HemilipidoiMS hemilepidotus.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

rows of scales along the side separated by a
naked area. The species are known in Bering Sea as

Irish l<yrds. H. hermlepidotus and H. Jordani are both
common. The former is distinguished by Its spotted

ventral flns.

.hemilogOUS (he-mil'6-gus), a. [hemi- + (ana)-

logous^ In chem. , a'term which has been sug-

gested for series of organic compounds the

terms of which differ by »CH.
hemilytic (hem-i-lit'ik), a. [hemi- + {dia)-

lytie.] Noting a stage or condition in which
evolutionary progress is retarded by inbreed-

ing and close selection which eliminates the

normal individual diversity of the natural

species, as in carefully selected domesticated

varieties. Compare *catalyUe, 2, *diatyUe, 4,

and *prostholyUc. 0. F. Cook.

hemimorphous (hem-i-m6r'fus), a. [Gr. ^/u-,

half, + lJtop(jyii, form, + -ous.] Same as hemi-
morjphio. Nature, Sept. 24, 1903, p. 520.

hemimorphy (hem'i-m8r-fi), n. [hemimdrph-ic
+ -y^.] Same as hemimorphism.

hemin. lisemin (hem'in), «. [Gr. al/m, blood,
+ -in*,] • A crystalline substance which may
be obtained from hematin on treating it with
salt and glacial acetic acid, its formula is Csi
HgaN^O^FeCl. The crystals are quite characteristic
in appearance, and their formation has for many years
represented one of the most importantv tests for blood-
coloring matter. See Teichmarm's •^crystals.— Hemin
test. See iKestl.

bemioctaliedral (hem-i-ok-ta-he'dral), a.

[hemioctahedr(on) + -aV-.] Tetrahedf'al ; of
or pertaining to a hemioetahedron.
hemioctahedron (hem-i-ok-ta-he'dron), n.

[hemi- + octahedron.] A tetrahedron;'also, a
hemipyramid.
hemiologamous (hem'''i-9-log'a-mus), a. [Gr.

^fu-, half, + 8/t c, whole, + yafioQ, marriage.]
Having one fertile and one neuter flower

;

sesquialteral: said of the spikelets of some
grasses, as species of Panicum. Brande.
N. E. D.
hemiope (hem'i-op), », [Gr. ^fiioTToc (so. aiiAdg,

flute), with half the usual holes, namely, with
only three holes, < ^iic-, half, + oTr^, hole".] An
ancient flute with but few holes.
hemiparabola (hem"i-pa-rab'o-la), n. [hemi-
+ paraiola.] That part of a 'parabola which
lies on one side of the axis.

Iiemiparsesthesia (hem-i-par-es-the'si-S/), n.

[hemi- + parsesthesia.] Perverted sensation on
one side of the body, right or left.

hemiparalysis (hem"i-pa-ral'i-sis), n. [hemi-
+ paralysis.] Same als hemiplegia.

hemiparasite (hem-i-par'a-sit), n. [hemi- +
parasite.] A partiailly parasitic plant.

Like hemisaprophytes, henviparasites, which obtain
only a portioii of their necessary carbon in an organic
form, more or less resemble autotrophic plants as regards
the amount of chlorophyll they contain amd as regards
the form of their leaves.

A. JF. W. Schim^er (trans.), Plant-Geog., p. 203.

hemiparasitic (hem'-'i-par-a-sifik), a. Pertain-
ing to or having the character of a hemipara^
site

The degree of connexion between the two and the de-
pendence of the parasite upon the host vary between the
completeness of that of holoparasitlc Bhizanths, in which
little more than the flower of the parasite is visible upon
the outside of the stem of the host and the parasitism is

absolute, and the limitation of that of the hemiparasitic
Bhinanthese, in which to all appearance there is an inde-
pendent autotrophic geophyte. Erieyc. Brit., XXV. 439.

hemipelic (hem-i-pel'ik), a. [Gr. ^ftc-, half, +
wiiUg, clay, + -ic] Of a medium fine clayey
consistency. See *pelogenous.

hemlpenis (hem-i-pe'nis), n.; Tpl. hemipenes
(-nez). [NL., hemi- + penis.] One of the two
intromittent organs of snakes.
Like the Sauria the Serpentes possess two intromittent

organs or heynipenes.

Cope, Eept r. S. Nat Mus., 1898, p. 700.

hemipeptone (hem-i-pep'ton), n. [hemi- +
peptone.] A hypothetical peptone containing
those groups of the albuminous molecule
which can be readily liberated on tryptic di-

gestion. According to Eiihne's doctrine, gastric diges-
tion leads to the formation of an amphopeptone In which
the hemipeptone and antipeptone are still united. During
tryptic digestion the hemi- and anti-group are at once
separated, the former giving rise to leucin and tyrosin, etc.

hemiphonon (hem-i-fo'non), ».; pi. hemi-
phona (-aa). [NL., < Gr. ^ijJ4avan>, a semi-
vowel, as r and s (Aristotle), neut. of i/i'upovog,

'half pronounced,' < ^/u-, half, + <jxmi^, sound.]
In phonol., a semivowel.

hemisphere

hemipic (he-mip'ik), a. [hemi- + (o)iJ(«i»0(*)

+ -ic] Same as *hemipinic.

hemipinic (hem-i-pin'ik), a. [hemi- + {o)-

vHum) + -jra + -io.] Noting an acid, a col-
4 6 'At-1-

orless compound, (CH30)2C6H2(COOH)2,
formed, together with opianic acid and meco-
nin, by the oxidation of narcotin and narceine.

It crystallizes with water of crystallization in
quadratic plates, melts at 182° C, and readily

forms an anhydrid.

hemiplane (hem'i-plan), n. [hernia + plane^.]

That part of a plane on one side of a straight

line of the plane.

hemiplankton (hem-i-plangk'ton), n. [Gr.

#(-, half, + [NL. plamkton.] In phytogeog.,

that part of a plant plankton which occurs
in shallow water and sinks to the bottom at
certain periods, and is thus not wholly inde-

pendent of the soil, as the typical plairiston is.

Some maerophytes {Hydrocharis, etc.) are in-
cluded with the microphytes.
hemiplanktonic (hem-i-plangk-ton'ik), a. Of
or pertaining to hemiplankton.

hemiplegia, n—Alternate hemiplegia, paralysis of
the face on one side and of the extremities on the other,

or of an arm and a leg on opposite sides.—Crossed
hemiplegia. Same as alteriiate •khemiplegia.— He-
ghestlc Eemlplegia. Same as hammier-irpalsy.—Spiaal
emlplegla, hemiparaplegia due to lesion of the spinal

cord.

hemiplegiac (hem-i-ple'ji-ak), a. and n. I, a.

Same as hemiplegia.

II. n. One who is suffering from hemiplegia.
Hemipristis (hem-i-pris'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

ijiu-, half, -I- npioTig, a large fish.] A genus of
selachian fishes or sharks of the family Car-
chariidsB. They have the principal teeth large and ser-

rated, and the lower ones slender, incurved, and smooth
on the edge. The genus is common in the Miocene and
Oligocene Tertiary, and is represented by one living
species.

hemiprotein (hem-i-pro'te-in), n. [hemi- +
protein.] Same as *hemidlbumin,
hemipsammic (hem-ip-sam'ik), a. [Gr. ^ju-^

half, + ijja/ifidg, sand, + -ic.] Of a medium
fine sandy texture. See *psammogenons.
hemipteroid (he-mip ' te-roid), a. and re. [He-
miptera + -oid.] 1. a. Baving the characters
of the Hemiptera or Memipteroidea,

II. re. One of the Memipteroidea.
Hemipteroidea (he-mip-te-roi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL.j < Hemiptera + -oidea.] In Scudder's
classification of the Paleozoic insects, an order
constructed on the same plan as the living
Semiptera, but distinguished in name because
of their more primitive expression.
hemipterygoid (hem-ip-ter'i-goid), n. A small
bone resting upon and fusing with the pos-
teroventral part of the palatine, with which,
the pterygoid articulates.

Hemipuccinia (hem"i-puk-sin'i-a), n. [NL.,
< hemi- + Puednia.] A group of species of the
genus Puceinia in which only uredospores and
teleutospores are known. Schroter.
Hemiramphidse (hem-i-ram'fi-de), n.pl. [NIj. ,

< Hemi/ramphus + -idle.] A family of soft-
rayed fishes characterized by the gi'eat elonga-
tion of the lower jaw, the upper jaw being

Hentirantphus brasiliensis.

From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

very short. The species are known as
l)eaks and are found in the tropical seas. Tfie
typical genus is Hemiramphus.
hemisaprophyte (hem-i-sap'ro-fit), re. \}iemi-
+ saprophyte.] A partially saprophytic plant.
See the quotation under *hemiparasite and
compare *holopa/rasite.

hemisomnambuUsm (hem "i- som - nam ' bu-
Uzm), n. In mental pathol., a partial somnam-
bulism; a state in which the subject, while
normally conscious and retaining his normal
personality, shows certain somnambulistic
symptoms (as writing automatically).
As to the persistency of the normal consciousness,

while these automatic phenomena are being accomplished.
It is the most curious and most discussed characteristic
of n£rnis(ymnambvli«m.

P. Janet (trans.), Mental State of Hystericals, p. 428.

hemisphere, re.— Blot's hemispheres, an apparatus
used to demonstrate that a charge of static electricity is
distributed on the surface. It consists of a polished
brass globe on an insulated stand, and of two hol-
low hemispheres of lacquered brass with insulating
handles. If the globe is charged and is then incased by
the hemispheres, the latter on being removed take the
cliaxge withUiem on their outer surfaces.—Hemisphere



hemisphere
of Illumination, that haB of a planet's or satellite's sur-
face npon which the sun is shlnine.—Hemlspliere Of
Vision, the hemisphere whicli anoDserrerseesi—Land
bemlsphere, in pAj/s. geog., that half of the earth's sur-

^totoft

faee which is chosen so as to include the greatest possible
area of land. The pole of the land hemisphere lies in
southeastern England or northwestern France.—Vege-
tative hemisphere, that half or portion of the egg
which contains the food-yolk, as distinguished from the
mivmal hemisphere, which consists of the more active
protoplasm and nuclear elements.—Water hemlBpheTe,
that half of the earth's surface which contains the greatest
area of water.

. Hemispheric anomaly, the departure of a local temper-
ature from the corresponding hemispheric normal for
the given latitude : the anom^y of Dove (1$46).

hemistater (hem-i-sta't6r), n. [Gr. '^/uardTfipov,

< ^fu-, half, + CTariip, stater.] An ancient
G-reek coin of the value of half a stater.

hemisternum (hem-i-ster'num), n.; pi. hemi-
sterna (-na). One of the two bars of cartilage
from which the sternum is developed.
hemisymmetric (hem"i-si-met'rik), a. Ihemi-
+ symmetric.'^ 1. Symmetrical with regard
to one axis only, as the parabola in contra-
distinction to the ellipse and hyperbola.—2.
Pertaining to or exhibiting hemisymmetry.
See *hemisymmetry, 2. Bateson, Study of
Variation, p. 35.— 3. In crystal., hemihedr&l;
characterized by hemisymmetry, that is, by a
grade of symmetry which requires only half
the faces that belong to the corresponding
form of the holosymmetric (holohedral) type.
See *symmetry.
hemisjnnmetrical, a. Same as hemisymmetric.
hemisymmetry, «. 2. In Mol., bilateral sym-
metry; the construction of the body of an
organism in such a way that one half is a
reversed copy of the other.

hemisystematic (hem ''
i - sis - te - mat ' ik), a.

Hemisymmetric.
hemitery (hem'i-ter-i), n. [Gr. ^/u-, half, -I-

ripag, monster, + -^3.] Congenital malforma-
tion which is not sufficient in degree to
amount to monstrosity.
Hemitomes (he-mit'o-mez), n,. [NL. (Gray,
1857), < Gr. iiiuT6}ui^, a half-eunuch (in allusion
to the atrophy of one of the anther cells) ; or a
mistaken form for *3emitomias, < Gr. ^fiiro/iiai,

half a eunuch. Of. ?}^lTo/iog) half cut through,
< )J|U(-, half, + -To/wg, < raiiEiv, cut.] A genus
of dicotyledonous plants belonging to the fam-
ily Monotropaceee. See Newberrya.
Hemitripterinse (hem''''i-trip-te-ri'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Hemitripterus + 4me.'] A subfamily
of gadoid fishes characterized by^the many-
rayed spinous dorsal fin, which is developed
into two fins, and by the rough surface of the
body. The typical genus is Hemitripterus.

hemitropism (hf-mit'ro-pizm), ». [hemitrop4c
+ 4sm.'] The crystallization characteristic of
ordinary twin crystals, in which one half of

the compound crystal has a position relatively

to the other half as if it had been revolved
through 180°. Also hemitropy.

Hemitrypa (hem-i-tri'pa), n. [NL., < Gr. )J/i(-,

half, -H rpvna, a hole.] A genus of fossil

Bryomoa, of the family Fenestellidm. it differs

from Fenestella in having a reticulate superstructure
corresponding in position with the apertures of the mesh
on the lower side. This structure rests on pillars which
rise at regular intervals from the carinse of the branches.

The genus occurs in Silurian and Devonian rocks.

hemi'vertebra (hem-i-v6r'te-bra), n.
;
pi. }tem,i-

vertebrie (-bie). [hemi- + vertebra.'] One of the
vertebrae, in fishes, in which ossification de-

velops below the notochord a hippocrepian
plate to which the hemal arches in the caudal
region are attached. The vertebral centrum is

represented by a pair of lateral plates which are usually

fused into a second hippocrepian half-ring, the vertebrae

thus consisting of two half-rings.

Hemizonia (hem - i - z6 ' ni - a), n. [NL. (De
CandoUe; 1836), < Gr. jm-, half, + f"i"7, girdle.

Each ray achenium is half inclosed by an in-

volucral bract.] A genus of plants of the

family Asteraceee. They axe erect branching annuals,

viscid-glandular and ill-scented, with narrow alternate
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leaves and yellow or white ray-flowers. There are about
12 species, natives of western North America. Like the
species of the closely related genus Madia, they are com-
monly called tar-weed.

hemlock, n.— creeping hemlock. Same as ground^
hemlock.—Western hemlock bark-borer. See -khark-

borer.— Hemlock bark extract. See kextract.

hemming-machine (hem'ing-ma-shen"), «•

In sheet-metal work, a machine for folding over
the edges of narrow strips of sheet-metal used
in making the handles for cans and other tin-

ware.
hemoagglutinin, hsemoagglutinin (hem'''p-a-

gl8'ti-nin)^ n. [Gr.al/io, blood, + E. agglutinin.}
An agglutmin which will cause the agglutina-
tion of red blood-corpuscles.
hemochromatosis, hsemochromatosis (hem^
o-kro-ma-to' sis), n. [Gr. al/.ia, blood, +
Xpafm(T-)j color, + -osis.] A condition, asso-
ciated with extensive blood-destruction, in

which a deposition of hematogenous pigment
occurs in the liver and other organs. The pig-
ment usually found is hemosiderin.
There was a profound . hxmochroTnatogis, consisting

mainly in the deposition of iron-free pigment granules in
the intestinal mucosa, the liver, the blood, the lymph
channels, and in the renal epithelium.

Jour. Exper. Med., March 17, 1902, p. 252.

hemochrome, hsemochrome (hem'o-krom), n.

[Gr. al/j-a, blood, -I- ;irpS//a, color.] The color-
ing-matter of the blood.

hemochromogen, hsemochromogen (hem-o-
kro'mo-jen), n. [Gr. ai/ia, blood, + xp^/^'^t
color, -t- -yev^f, -producing.] The iron-eoiv
taining pigment-radical of the coloring-matter
of the blood, hemoglobin, it readily combines
with oxygen to form hematin. The latter bears the same
relation to oxyhemoglobin which hemochromogen bears
to hemoglobin. In acid solutions hemochromogen loses
its iron and is converted into hematoporphyrin. In alkar
line solutions it presents a cherry-red color, and on spec-
troscopic examination gives rise to two. bands of absorp-
tion. The substance is crystallizable.

hemochromometer, hsemochromometer
(hem''''6-kro-mom'e-ter), n. [Gr. al/ia, blood,
+ xp^f^<^j color, -1- /lirpov, measure.] An ap-
paratus for determining the hemoglobin in
fluids by a comparison with standard solu-

tions ; a hemoglobinometer.
hemocoele, ». 2. A system of blood-sinuses
formed by the enlargement and union of blood-
vessels.

[The] blood-vessels have swollen and united to form an
extensive series of blood-sinuses, to which I have given
the name " hmmoccet.

"

E. R. Lankester, Nat. Soi., April, 1897, p. 268.

hemocoelic, hsemoccelic (hem" - o - se ' lik), a.

[hemocoele + -»c.] Of or pertaining to a hemo-
coele.

With regard to the development of the vascular system,
little can be said here, except that it appears to arise in
all cases from the spaces of the mesoblastic reticulum.
These acquire special epithelial walls, and form the main
trunks and network of smaller vessels found in animals
with a canalicular vascular system, or the large sinus-like
spaoes characteristic of animals with a hae-rtwcoelic

body-cavity.
ETUyye. Brit., XXVIII. 146.

hemocoeloma, hsemocoeloma (hem'''o-se-16'-
ma), n. [NL. ; also erroneously Jiemd-, htema-
edeloma, < Gr. al/ia, blood, -I- iwi/ia/ia, a hollow
(see cceloma).'] In embryol., the portion of the
true body-cavity, or coeloma, which in the mam-
malian embryo is constricted ofE to form the
cavity of the heart.

hemoconion, haemoconion (hem-o-ko'ni-on),

». ;
pi. hemo-, hsemoconia (-a). [Also hemoko-

nion; NL. hsemoconion, < Gr. aJ/ua, blood, -1-

k6vii, dust.] One of certain minute granules
which occur free in the blood-plasma and are
supposedly derived from leucocytes. Also
called dust-particles of Miiller.

hemoconiosis, hsemoconiosis (hem-o-ko-ni-6'-

sis), n. [hemoconi(pn) + -osis.] A condi-
tion in which there is an unusual amount of

blood-dust in freshly drawn blood.

hemocrystallin, haemocrystallin (hem-o-
kris'ta-lin), w. Same as hematocrystallm.

hemocyte, haemocyte (hem'o-sit), n. Same
as *hematocyte.

hemocjrtolysis, hsemocytolysis (hem^o-si-
tol'i-sis), n. [liemocyte + Gr. Xvatt, dissolution.]

A breaking down or dissolution of the blood-
corpuscles.

hemocytometer, hsemocytometer (hem-'o-si-

tom'e-tfer), n. Same as *hematocytometer. Na-
ture, Feb. 26, 1903, p. 388.

hemodynamics, hamodynamics (hem'-'o-di-

nam'iks), re. [Gr. aifio,, blood, + E. dynamics.']

A more correct form of hemodynamics (which
see).

hemodynamometer, hsemodynamometer
(hem-o-di-na-mom'e-ter), n. [Or. a'lim, blood,

hemolysis

-I- E. dynamometer.] A more correct form of

hemadynamometer (which see).

hemofemun, haemoferrum (hem-o-fer'um),
re. [Gr. al/ia, blood, -I- L. ferrum, iron.] A dry
organic compound of iron made from ox-blood
and consisting principally of oxyhemoglobin.
hemofuscin, haemofuecin (hem-9-fus'in), n.

[Gr. al/ia, blood -I- li.fusoits, fuscous, -I- -in'^.]

A pigment, derived from hemoglobin, which is

free from iron, its formation is often associated with
degenerative changes, as in atrophy of the heart and un-
stnped muscle-tissue.

hemogallol, haemogallol (hem-o-gal'ol), re.

[Gr. al/ia, blood, + gaU(ie)^ + -ol.] A reduc-
tion-product of hemoglobin which contains
iron. It is a reddish-brown.powder used, as a
hematogenous tonic.

hemogenesis, haemogenesis (hem-o-jen'e-sis),

n. [Gr. al/ia, blood, -t- yheaig, generation.]
Same as hemaiogenesis.

hemoglobinatea, haemoglobinated (hem-o-
gl6'bi-na-ted), a. [hemoglobin -f -ate^ + -ed"^.]

Containing or tinctured with hemoglobin.
Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 21.

hemoglobinometer, re— Cower's hemoglobinom-
eter, an apparatus for determinmg the percentage of

hemoglobin in blood. A small drop of blood (20 cubic
millimeters) is diluted with water to measure 2 cubic
centimeters. The color of this solution is then compared
with a standard color produced by dissolving plcrocarmine
in glycerin.

hemoglobinous, haemoglobinous (hem-o-gl6'-
bi-nus), a. [hemoglobin + -ous.] Containing
or tinged by hemoglobin, as the nervous sys-

tem of heteronemertines.
The hsemoglobinous nerve tissue is thus brought close

to the surrounding medium.
E. M. Lankester, Treatise on Zoology, IV. 186.

hemoglobinuric, haemoglobinnric (hem-o-
gl6-bi-nii'rik), a. Relating to or affected with
hemoglobinuria Hemoglobinuric fever. Same
as hemoglobinuria.

hemogregarian, haemogregarian (hem^o-grf-
ga'ri-an), re. [Eemogregar{ina) + -ja«.] A
hemogregarine ; any member of the family
Bsmiogregarinidse. Nature, Aug. 11, 1904, p.
360.

hemogregarine, haemogregarine (hem - 6-
greg'a-rin), n. [Gr. a^ma, blood, -f- E. grega-
rine.'] The trophozoite stage of some Hsemo-
sporid/ia, the organism having a fixed
body-form and, though motile, not being
amceDoid like a hemamoeba.
hemoid, haemoid (he'moid), a. [Gr. ai/ioeidric,

< di/ia, Ijlood, -)- ezdof, form.] Having the ap-
pearance of blood.

hemokonia,haemokonia,n.p?.See*feemocorejo>i.
hemol, haemol (he'mol), re. [Gr. al/xa, blood,.

+ -ol.] A reduction-product of hemoglobin
which contains iron. It is used as a hemato-
genous tonic Copper hemol, a dark-brown powder
consisting of a copper compound of hemol. It contains
2 per cent, of copper, and is used in tuberculosis, scrofula,
etc. Also called cuprohemol.—Hemol mercnrlc iodide,
a hemol compound said to contain 13 per cent, of mer-
cury and 28 per cent of iodine ; hydrargyri-iodo-hemol

:

used in syphilis.—Zinc hemol, a zinc compound of
hemol containing 1 per cent, of zinc : antidiarrheic and
hematinic.

hemolin (hem'o-lin), re. [Gr. alfia, blood, +
-ol + -irfi.] A trade-name for a solution of
the coloring-matter of logwood used in dye-
ingleather. Flemming, Practical Tanning,
p. 120.

hemolutein, haemolutein (hem-a-hi'te-iQ), n.

[Gr. ai/ia, blood, + L. luteus, muddy, + -i«2.]

A yellow lipochromic pigment which is found
in the blood-serum of some animals.
hemolymph, re. 2. The blood and the lymph
considered together.

_
In the second case (advanced cirrhosis) the lymphoid

tissue presented the characteristics of hyperplastic
hanwlymph nodes. Med. Itecmrd, May 30, 1903, p. 870.

Hemol3rmph glands or nodes. See *gland.

hemolymphocytotoxin, haemolymphocyto-
tozin (hem-9-lim'''fo-si-to-tok'sin), re. A
toxin which acts lipon the blood- and lymph-
corpuscles.

hemolysin, haemolysin (he-mol'i-sin), n.

[hemolysis + -in^.] A cellular product,
having the character of an amboceptor, which
causes the dissolution of the red corpuscles of
the blood in the presence of a suitable com-
plement. Certain hemolysins can be classed as cyto-
toxins. These result on immunization of one animal with
the blood-corpuscles of an animal of an alien species.
Also called hemotoxin.

hemolysis, haemolysis (he-mol'i-sis), «. [Gr.

a'lfiu, blood, -h Avmi, dissolution.] The process
of dissolution of the blood-corpuscles (nota-
bly the red cells) by means of specific lysins
(hemolysins). Also liematolysis.



hemolysis

An investigation of the effect of antitoxines (salta, pro-
teids, normal Berum, antitetanolysin, etc.) on the power
of toxines (ammonia, alkalieB, tetanolysin) to produce
luBrrwlysis of blood corpuscles, and an attempt to explain
the results on the basis of the mass law.

Jour. Phys. Chem., May, 1904, p. 366.

hemolytically, hsemolytically (hem-o-lif
kal-i), adv.

'
' ' - •• -

hemolysis.

r, usmoiynicaiiy (nem-o-ut'i-
In reference to hemolysis ; hy

hemol^zability, hsemolyzability (hem"o-li-
za-bil'i-ti), n. Susceptibility or liability to
hemolysis.
hemolyzable, hsemolyzable (hem'o-li-za-bl),
a. Ihemolyze + -able.'\ Capable of under-
going hemolysis.
hemolyze, hsemolyze (hem'o-liz), v. t. ;

pret.

and pp. hemo-, haemolyzed, ppr. hemo-, hsemo-
lyzing. [Also hemolyse; < lmnoly{sis) + 4ze.^

To bring about hemolysisin.
The blood of animals also is heemolysed by foreign sera
— the red corpuscles of the rabbit, for example, being
dissolved readily by dog's serum.

Jour. Exper. Med., March 17, 1902, p. 280.

hemomediastinum, hsemomediastinuiu
(hem"o-me''di-as-ti'num), n. [Gr. diiia, blood,

+ NL.' mediastinum.'] Effusion of blood into

the mediastinum.
hemometer, n. 2. Same as hemogloiinom-
eter.

hemopathology, hsemopatholo^ (hem"o-pa-
thol'o-ji), n. [&r. alfta, blood, + B. pathology.']

The science of the diseases of the blood.

hemoperitoneum, hsemoperitoneuiu (hem-o-
per"i-to-ne'um), n. [Gr. al/M, blood, + Trcpt-

rdvaiow,' peritoneum.] Effusion of blood into

the peritoneal cavity.

hemophile, hsemopnile (hem'o-fil), a. and n.

[Gr. al/ia, Wood, + (ptXelv, loving.] I. a.

Having reference to an abnormal tendency
tovrard hemorrhage.

II. n. One who is subject to hemophilia.
hemophiliac, haemophiliac (hem-o-fil'i-ak;, a.

and n. Same as '^hemopMle. Buck, Med.
Handbook, V. 361.

hemophobia, haemophobiaChem-o-fo'bi-a), n.

[Gr. alfta, blood, + -^pia, < ijiopeiv, fear.]

Same as JiematophoMa.
hemoplasmodium, hsemoplasmodium (hem"-
o-plas-mo'di-um), n. [NL., < Gr. aljM, blood,
+ plaamodmm.'] 1. The Plasmodium of a
hematozoan, or blood-parasite, such as the
malarial Plasmodium.— 2. Same as hemato-
zoan.
hemopoiesis, haemopoiesis (hem'^o-poi-e'sis),

n. Same as hematopoiesis.

hemopoietic, haemopoietic (hem*o-poi-et'ik),

a. Same as hematopoietic.

hemoptysic, haemoptysic (hem-op-tiz'ik), a.

Same as hemoptysieal.

hemoijyrrol, haemopyrrol (hem-o-pir'6l), n.

l&r. al/ia, blood, + irvppdg, reddish, + -ol.'] A
decomposition-product which can be obtained
from hematoporphyrin, as well as from phyl-
loporphyrin, on reduction with phosphonium
iodide.

hemorhodin, haemorhodin (hem-o-ro'din), n.

A rose-colored pigment found in the blood of
the sea-hare, Aplasia depilans.

hemorrhage, n.—primary hemorrhage, hemo-
rrhage occurring at the time the causal injury is received
or an operation is performed.— Punctate hemorrhage,
minute areas of blood effused into the tissues from rup-
tured capillary vessels.

Hemorrhage septicemia. Same as cattle-and-

gaw.e ^disease.

hemorrhagin, haemorrhagin (hem'o-raj-in),

n. {hemorrhage + -»»2.] The cytotoxin (en-

dotheliotoxin) which causes the destruction of

vascular endothelial cells and thus brings
about the occurrence of extravasations of

blood.

Hemorrhoidal arteries. See *artery.

hemoscope, haemoscope (hem'o-skop), n.

Same as *h,ematoscope.

hemoscopy, haemoscopy (hem-os'ko-pi), n.

Same as *hematoscopy.

hemosiderin, haemosiderin (hem-o-sid'e-rin),

n. [Gr. al/ia, blood, + aiSj/pog, iron, + -m^.]

A dark pigment containing iron which has
been found in extravasated bloodand thrombi.

It is undoubtedly derived from the blood-pig-

ment.
hemosiderosis, haemosiderosis (hem-o-sid-e-

ro'sis), m. [hemosider{in) + -osis.] A form of

hemachromatosis in which hemosiderin is de-

posited in the tissues or organs.

hemosozic, haemosozic (hem-o-s6'zik), a.

[Irreg. < Gr. al/ia, blood, + aiifEtv, save, + -ic]

Same as *antihemolytie.
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hemostat, haemostat (hem'o-stat), n. [Gr.

al/ia, blood, + mardg, < laravat, cause to stand.]

An instrument used to compress a bleeding

vessel in order to arrest hemorrhage.

Hemorrhage is arrestedby picking up the divided blood-

vessels •withhemostatg.
Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, p. 223.

Hemostatic forceps. See *forceps and *hemo-
stat.

hemotachometry, haemotachometry (hem*-
6-ta-kom'e-tri), n. [Gr. al/ia, blood, + t&xo^,

swift, + -/ierpia, measurement.] Measurement
of the rapidity of the circulation of the blood.

hemotoxic, haemotoxic (hem-o-tok'sik), a.

Same as *hematotoxic and 'hemolytic.

hemotoxin, haemotoxin (hem^o-tok'sin), n.

Same as *hemolysin.

hemotropic, haemotropic (hem-o-trop'ik), a.

[Gr. al/M, blood, + -rponoc, < rpiirecv, turn, +
-jc] A term sometimes applied to the cyto-

philie group of the hemolytic amboceptors.
—Hemotropic poison. See *poison.

hemp, n African hemp. (&) Same as South African
•khemp. See Sparmannia.—iuneijcanhemp. (o) The
common hemp as produced in America. (&) The Indian
hemp, Apocynwm, chiefly A. cannabinuTn. (c) Same as
Americam, jute (which see, underJMi«2).— BlacKfellOW's
hemp, in Australia, the fiber yielded by Commersonia
Fraseri, a hardy evergreen shrub or small tree belonging
to the family Sterculiaceie ; or, the plant itself. The bark
is used by the settlers as a tying material.— Bologna
hemp, a very fine, flexible, lustrous white Italian hemp.
— Canadian hemp. Same as American -khemp (6).—
CehU hemp. Same as Manila hemp (which see, under
hemp).—Colorado riverhemp, the plant Sesban macro-
carpa or its fiber product. This plant ranges in low
grounds from Pennsylvania to Central America, growing in

vast quantities along the Colorado river in Arizona, where
it is called wUd hemp, its bast hais been represented as a
fiber of great economic capacity, but as yet has no com-
mercial standing. See sesban, 2 [cap.].—Dekhan hemp,
a small herbaceous shrub of the mallow family. Hibiscus
cannabinus, a native of India, but largely cultivated
throughout the world for its fiber. It is also grown in Persia
and southeastern Kussia, where it is known as kanaff. See
Hibiscus, 1, and bastard jvie, under jute2.—Female
hemp, properly, the pistUlate plant of the common hemp,
as male hemp should be the staminate plant ; but, accord-
ing to Lyons (" Plant Names "), in popular use the appli-
cation of these names is reversed, doubtless from the more
fruitful appearance of the staminate panicle.—Hemp
broom-rape, canker, oil. See irbroom-rape, etc.

—

Ife
hemp, the filler of Cordyline cylindrica. See itife.—In-
dian hemp, (c) The Indian mallow or velvetleaf, Abu-
tilon Abutuon. Also called Americanjute, (d) The black
Indian hemp, Apocynum cannabinum. See Apocynum.
(e) The white Indian hemp, either of two American spe-
cies of Asclepias, A. incamata, the swamp-milkweed, and
A. pulchra, the hairy milkweed, which yield a white or
light-gray fiber of some commercial value.

—

Italian
hemp, Canrbdbis saliva, or common hemp.— EafiOr
hemp, the strong white bast-fiber obtained from the star-
bush, dtrewia occidentalis.—Eo hemp, the fiberobtained
from the succulent stems of a twining leguminous plant,
Piieraria Thimbergiana, native to China.— Malehemp.
See female -khemp.—Mauritius hemp, a commercial
name for the fiber obtained from the large fleshy leaves of
Furerseafcetida, a plant widely distributed in the tropics
of both hemispheres, but cmtivated on a commercial
scale only on the island of Mauritius. It is used in the
manufacture of bags, hammocks, etc., but principally for
mixing with manua and Sisal fiber in m&ing medium
grades of cordage.—New Zealand hemp. Same as Jfew
ZeaZa/ndJlax. See Phormium.—Pooa (orpna) hemp, the
fiber ofMaoutia Puya. ^eepooa.—^Russianhemp, a com-
mercialgrade of the ordinary hemp fiber, grown in Russia
or Poland.— South African }xemB,Voain,amthus Africa-
nus, a tall shrub of the linden familywhich yields a strong
bast. It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, but is widely
cultivated in greenhouses, and in Queensland is grown for
its fiber.— Swedish hemp, the common nettle, Urtica
dioica, said to be used as a fiber plant In Sweden. See
nettlei, 1.—Tampico hemp. Same as Tampieo -kflber.—Wild hemp. See Colorado river Tkhemp.

hemp-beater (hemp'be"t6r), m.'One who beats
retted stems of hemp to separate the fibrous
bast.

Hempel's gas-analysis apparatus. See *ap-
paraius.

Hemphill porcelain. See American *porce-
lain.

Hempstead beds-. Same usSampstead *lieds.
henl, n—Hen and chickens, a name for the Pleiads.— Native hen, Tribonyx mortieri, an Australian rail.

hen^ (hen), V. i.; pret. and pp. henned, ppr.
henning. To back down in a cowardly way;
funk out: as, he henned at the last minute.
[Scotch.]

henchwoman (hench'wum'''an), n. A female
attendant. [Nonce-word.]

Gudrun and her faithful henchwomam, Dalla, illustrate
in themselves the conservativeness of the feminine mind.

Daily Telegraph, April 20, 1886, p. 2.

hendecane (hen'de-kan), n. [Gr. MsKa, eleven,
+ -ane.] Another name for '^undecane.

hendecatoic (hen-dek-a-to'ik), a. [Qi. cvStm,
eleven, -f- -to- + -jc] "Same as '*'undeeylic.

hendecenoic (hen"de-se-n6'ik)# a. [Gr. ivScKa,
eleven, -[- -en + -o-'+ -ic] Same as *'unde-
cylenic.

hen-pox

hendecoic (hen-de-ko'ik), a. [Gr. Ivdem, eleven,

+ -o- -H -ic] Saine as *undecylie.

Hendersonia(hen-d6r-s6'ni-a), n. [NL.(Berke-

ley, 1841), named for E. 6. Henderson, an
English botanist.] A large genus of sphse-

ropsidaoeous fungi having the pycnidia borne

Hendersonia lineotans.

a, habit of the fungrus. somewhat enlarged ; b, hymenium with* " ' {From Engler and Praiitl's *' Pflanzeii-spores, highly magnified,
familien.")

beneath the surface of the host but becoming
erumpent at maturity. The spores are dark-colored,

more or less elongate, and 3- or more celled. Over 250
species have been described. They occur chiefly on the
dead branches of trees, but several species have been
found on living leaves. H. Cydoniee occurs on quince-
leaves in America and H. lineotans on branches of willow
(Salix).

heneicosane (hen-i'ko-san), n. [Gr. cv, one,
-I- elicom, twenty, + -dne.] A colorless hydro-
carbon, C21H44, found in brown coal parafBn.

It melts at 40.4° C, and boils at 215° C. under
15 millimeters pressure.

hen-feathered (hen'feTH"6rd), a. "Wearing
the plumage of the hen ; henny : said of a cook.
See henny.

hen-feathering (hen'feTH"6r-ing), n. The
plumage of the hen worn by the cock of the
domesticated fowl.

hen-flea (hen'fle), n. A cosmopolitan flea, Sar-
copsyUa galUnacea, especially injurious to

young poultry.

hen-frigate (hen'frig''''at), n. A vessel in
which the master's wife or daughter interferes
with the general rules, regulations, and cus-

toms on board ship. [Slang.]

Henicocephalidae (hen " i-

ko-se-fal'i-de), «.^t [NL.
Henieocephalus (Enicocepha-
lus, Westwood, 1837) +
-ddx.] A remarkable hete-
ropterous family, allied to

the Beduviidee, in which the
upper wings are entirely

membranous, as in Hymen-
optera, and the anterior pair
of legs is greatly enlarged.
Twelve species are known,
two occurring in the United
States; they are Senico-
cephalus culicis and S.
formicinis.

Henle's ligament, loops, spine.
msnt, etc.

hen-louse (hen'lous), «. A
wide-spread mallophagan,
Menopon pallidum, of the
family Idotheidse. Compare
*chicken-loiise.

hennotannic (hen-o-tan'ik), a.

[Iienna + tannic.] ' Noting an
acid, a brown resinous com-
pound resembling tannin, con-
tained in commercial henna.
henny, a. II. re. A cockwhich
has the plumage of a hen.— Henny game, a breed of game- Hen-iouse
fowls in which the cocks have the (hfenofm paiudum-i.
plumage of the hens. Enlarged.

Henoch's purpura. See '^'purpura.

henogenesis (hen-o-jeu'e-sis), n. [Gr. elf (&-),
one, + -ytvemi, generation.] The development
of the individual, or ontogeny, as contrasted
with the development of species. [Rare.]
henogeny (he-noj'e-ni), n. Same as'^'henogen-
esis.

hen-pox (hen'poks), n. A disease of ordinary
fowls, turkeys, pigeons, and more rarely
geese, chiefly affecting the head and appear-
ing as an eruption of round or oblong yellow
nodules having somewhat the appearance o£
warts. See also *bvrd-pox.

Heiticocefhalus culicis.
Much enlarged.

See *%a-



Henrietta cloth

Henrietta cloth. See *cloth.

nenry (hen'ri), ».; pi. henries (-riz). [From
Joseph Henry, 1797-1878.] An electrical unit,

the inductance in a circuit when the electro-
motive force induced in this circuit is one in-

ternational volt while the inducing current
varies at the rate of one ampere per second.
hense, adv. and V. Another spelling of hence.

Hensel, basilar length of. See *basilar.

henselion (hen-se'li-on), n. [Named for Sen-
sel, a German anatomist.] In anthroja., the
medial point back of the alveoli of the middle
incisors. 0. Thomas,
Hensen, canal of, plane of. See *canal^,
*plane^.

Hensen's disk, prop-cells. See *dislc, *prop-
cell.

hentricontane (hen-tri-kon'tan), n. [Gt. iv,

one, -I- Tpi (d)KovTa, thirty, + -arte.'] A color-

less hydrocarbon, CH3(CH2)29CH3, of the
methane series, contained in beeswax and in
petroleum. It melts at 68.1° C, and boils at
302° C. under 15 millimeters pressure..

hep* (hep), inter). [Var. of hip^. ] A quick ex-
plosive utterance, leading to a sonorous out-
burst, urging men or horses to more rapid
action.

heparins. 3. in thehomeopathic materiamedica,
calcium sulphid.—Hepar antlmonll, in old chem.,
liver of antimony, the product obtained by fusing to-

gether antimonious sulphid and potassium or sodium sul-

phid. This product consisted of a sulphantimonite of
potassium or sodium in a more or leas pm'e condition and
partially soluble in water.

hepatectomy (hep-a-tek'to-mi), n. [Gr. ^nap
(^jrar-), liver, -t- eicTo/iTi, excision,] Surgical
removal of a part of the liver.

Hepatic apoplexy, ceecum, ligaments, sugar.
See '^apoplexy, etc.

hepaticopulmonary (he-pafi-ko-pul 'mo-na-
ri), a. [Gr. ^iraTmog, of tlie liver, + L. puTmb-
narius, of the lungs.] Kelating to both the
liver and the lungs.

hepatitis, n.—[Acute parenchymatous hepatitis-
Same as acute yellow atrophy of the liver (which see,

under yellow).— CtXTordc Interstitial hepatitis, cir-

rhosis of the liver.

hepatochrome (hep'a-to-krom), n. [Gr. ^Trap

(?jiraT-), liver, -1- XP^I^) color.] Same as *eho-
lechrome.

hepatocolic (hep^a-to-kol'lk), a. [Gr. ^ap
{fimaT-), liver, -I- iuAnv, colon, + -jc] Relat-

ing to both the liver and the colon Hepato-
colic ligament. See •kliffament.

hepatoduodenal (hep"a-to-dii-p-de'nal), a.

[Gr. ijirap ()))rar-),liver, \-''E.'duodemim -i--aU.}

Relating to both the liver and the duodenum.
hepatodynia (hep"a-t6-din'i-a), n. [NL., <

Gv.ijrrap (^irar-), liver,' + bSijvri, pain.] Pain
in the hepatic region.

hepatogenic (hep-a-to-jen'ik), a. Same as hep-

atogenous.

Hepatogenous jaundice. See *jaundice.

hepatoid (hep'a-toid), a. [Gr. ^otowcS^C, <

ijTrap (jjvrar-), liver, + eldog, form.] Resembling
the liver in structure.

hepatolith(hep'a-to-]ith),». [Gr. lyTrap (^ttot-),

liver, -I- Woe, stone.] A gall-stone.

hepatolithic (hep'''a-to-lith'ik), a. [hepatoUth
+ -ie.'] Relating to or characterized by the
presence of gall-stones.

hepatological (hep'a-to-loj'i-kal), a. [hepatol-

og-y + -ie + -aP.] C)f or relating to hepatology.

hepatolysin (hep-^-tol'i-sin), n. \}iepatolys(^is)

+ -in^.] A cytolysin which results on im-
munization with liver cells.

hepatolysis (hep-a-tol'i-sis), n. [Gr. w<^f
{firar-), liver, + Xvaig, dissolution.] Destruction
of the cells of the liver.

hepatolytic (hep'^a-to-lifik), a. Causing hep-
atolysis.

The post-mortem findings resemble those of acute yel-

low atrophy, or of phosphorus poisoning. We have to

deal in this case with a hevatolytic serum.
MeA. Record, July 18, 1903, p. 84.

hepatomalacia (hep"a-t9-ma-la'si-a), n. [Gr.

rjirap ()/7rar-), liver, 4- liakaKia, softness, < iia7.a-

isAg, soft.] Softening of the liver.

hepatoperitonitis (hep "a-to-per'i-to-ni'tis),

». [Gr. ijirap {^irar-), liver," + Nli. peritonitis.^

Inflammation of the peritoneal coat of the liver.

hepatopezy (hep'a-to-pek-si), n. [Gr. v'^ap

IfiTTwr-), liver, + ir^fif, fastening.] Surgical
nxation of a floating liver.

hepatophlebitis (hep"a-to-fle-bi'tis), n. [Gr.
^irap (i/iraT-), liver, + pXif (li/le/S-), vein, + -iiis.'\

Inflammation of the veins of the liver,

hepatoptosis (hep'^a-top-to'sis), n. [Gr. ^ap
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(jJwaT-), liver, + wTumg, falling.] Displacement
downward of the liver.

hepatopulmonary (hep'^a-to-pul'mo-na-ri), n.

[Gr. tJKap (^irar-), ]iveT,
+

"L. pulniondrius, ot

the lungs.] Same as *hepatieopulmonary.

hepatorenal (hep"a-to-re'nal), a. [Gr. wap
(t/ttot-), liver, + L.Vem, kidney, + -aU.'] Re-
lating to both the liver and the kidney.

—

Hepatorenal ligament. See *Ugament.

hepatorrhaphy (hep-a-tor'a-fi), n. [Gr. n^ap
(jiwar-), liver, + paffi, sewing.] The operation
of suturing a wound in the liver.

hepatorrhezis (hep " a - to - rek'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Tj-irap {qirar-), liver, + pfj^ti, rupture.]
Rupture of the liver.

hepatosplenitis (hep"a-to-sple-ni'tis), n. [Gr.
^TTop {r/naT-), liver, + anXip, spleen, -l--jfis.] In-
flammation of both liver and spleen ; Banti's
disease.

hepatotoxemia (hep"a-to-tok-se'mi-a), ». [Gr.
riTzap (^JTor-), liver, -f- 'to^\ik6v), poison, + ai/ia,

blood.] Systemicfpoisoning through circula-
tion in the blood of toxic products normally
destroyed in the liver.

he^atotoxin (hep"a-to-tok'sin), rt. [Gr. wap
(r/iraT-), liver, -I- To^{m&v), poison, + -in'^.'] A
cytotoxin resulting on immunization with liver

cells.

Hephsestic, Hephestic (he-fes'tik), a. [He-
pksestus + -ic] Of or pertaining to Hephsestus,
the Greek Vulcan; hence, allusively, relating
to blacksmithing, or wielding of the hammer.
— Hephsestic cramp or Hephsestlc hemiplegia.
Same as kammer--kpai8y.

heplalid, ». and a. See *epialid.

Heppia (hep'i-a), n. [NL. (Nageli, 1854),
named for Philip Hepp, a German lichenolo-
^st.] A genus of lichens having a foliose thal-

lus and large disciform immersed apothecia.
The spores are unicellular and hyaline.

Heppiacese (hep-i-a'se-e), «. pi. [NL., < Heppia
+ -aeem.'] A family of gymuocarpous lichens

named from the genus Heppia.
Hepplewhite (hep'l-hwit), «. A style of fur-

niture based on the designs of A. Hepplewhite,
in England, in the later

part of the eighteenth
century. The Hepple-
white style is a delicate

" well-made adaptation of

the current French mo-
tives of the period.

heptacarbon (hejj-ta-

kar'bon) , a. [Gr. Ejrra,

seven, -I- carbon.'] Con-
taining seven atoms of

carbon.
hept a-compound
(hep-ta-kom 'pound), n.

A compound containing
seven atoms of some
element.
heptactin (hep-tak'tin),
n. [Gr. enrd, seven, +
d/crff (a/cTtv-), a ray.] A
sponge-spieule having seven arms.
Heptad axis of symmetry. See ^symmetry.
heptadecane (hep-ta-dek'an), m. [Gr. inrd,,

seven, + d^ra, ten, ^-ane.'] A colorless crys-

talline compound, CH3(CH2)i5CH3, found in
brown coal parafBn. It melts at 22.5° C. and
boils at 303°C. Also called normal heptadec-

ane.

heptahydrate (hep-ta-hi'drat), n. [Gr. ETTTa,

seven, -I- wJup (i(5p-), water, + -ate^.'\ In chem.,

a compound containing seven molecules of

water, as common copperas in crystals, or

ferrous sulphate heptahydrate (FeS04.7H20).
heptahydrated (hep-ta-hi'dra-ted), a. [As
heptahydrate + -ed^.] "In chem., containing
seven molecules of water, as heptahydrated
sodium sulphate (Na2S04.7H20). G. Lunge,
Sulphuric Acid, II. 22.

heptameral (hep-tam'e-ral), a. [NL., <Gr.
iirrd, seven, + jiepog, ""part.] Having seven
chambers or spaces, especially as applied to

septal divisions in the Anthozoa or corals.

heptametrical(hep-ta-met'ri-kal), a. In pros.,

consisting of seven feet or measures. Southey.

heptanone (hep'ta-non), n. A ketone, C7H14O,
derived from heptane. Three isomeric forms are
known : 2-heptan07ie, which boils at 161-162° C. ; 3-hepta-

none, wliich boils at 147-148° C. ; and i-hepta7Wne, which
boils at 143.6° C. These are also known, respectively, as

methylamyl ketone, ethylbutyl ketone, aaddipropylketone
or hutyrone.

Heptapla (hep'ta-pla), n. [Gr. E7rra5r?.(iof, seven-

foW, < firrd, seven, "+ -irAoog, -fold.] One of

the editions of the Old Testament, by Origen

Hepplewhite Chair.

herbivority

(third century) containing seven versions of

the Scriptures (or of parts of them) in parallel

columns.
Heptastadium (hep-ta-sta'di-um)^ «. [Gr.

iiTTacTdSiov, a space of seven stadia, neut. of

kiTTaar&Sioi, seven stadia long, < cTrrd, seven,
-t- ar&Siov, stadium.] A great mole, built by
Ptolemy Soter (117-81 B.C.), connecting
Pharos island with the mainland at Alexandria
in Egypt: so named from its length (seven
stadia). The region is now a wide isthmus
and occupied.

Any remains that may exist at the Emporium, the Apoa-
taaes, the Navalia, the Heptastadium, the buildings on
the Pharos island or round the Eunostus Harbour(i. e., the
present port), are either under the sea or beneath occu-

pied land. They cannot be explored and are probably
not in the least worth exploring.

K P. Benson, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XV., Sup., p. 11.

heptatonic (hen-ta-ton'ik), a. [Gr. mrArovoc,

seven-toned, < arrd, seven, -I- t6voq, tone.] In
music, consisting of seven tones to the octave :

said of scales: often contrasted with penta-

tonic.

heptavalency (hep-ta-va'len-si), n. [Gr. enrd,

seven, -I- E. valency.] In chem., valence or

valency equivalent to that of seven monad
atoms, as of hydrogen.

heptine(hep'tin),». [Gr. ctto, seven, -t- -jme^.]

A colorless liquid, G-jIli2, with a characteristic

odor, formed by the[distillation of colophonium
resin. It boils at 103-104° C, readily absorbs oxygen,
and is a homologue of acetylene. There are four other
isomeric compounds to which the tenn heptine is strictly

applicable and which differ according to the position of

the acetylene union.

heptoic (hep-to'ik), a. [hept(ane) + -0- + -ic.J

Pertainingtoorderivedfrom heptane.—Heptolc
acid acoloness liquid compound, CH3(CH2)5COOH, with
an odor of tallow, formed by the oxidation of castor-oil or
of oleic acid. It boils at 223-223.5° C. and melts at 10.6°

C. Also called oenanthie acid.

heptone (hep'ton), n. [Gr. iwrd, seven, -I- -one.]

A colorless liquid compound, CrjH^g, belong-
ing to the valylene series of hydrocarbons. It

boils at 115° C.

heptose (hep'tos), n. [Gr. ETrrd, seven, -I- -ose.]

Sugar containing seven atoms of carbon. Such
sugars closelyresemble the corresponding ones
of the hexose series.

heptoxid (hep-tok'sid), n. [Gr. iirrd, seven,
-I- oxid.] In chem., a compound containing
seven atoms of oxygen, as sulphur heptoxid
(SQO7), corresponding to persulphurie acid

(^28268).
Heptranchias (hep-trang'ki-as), n. [NL., a
blunder for *S(Spto6»'a)jc7M«s, < Gr. (Trra, seven,
+ PpO'l'X"') gills.] A genus of sharks of the
family Hexanchidse, remarkable for the pres-
ence of seven gill-openings instead of five, the
usual number. They are closely related to extinct
forms. U. ein£reu8 is found in the Mediterranean, H.
maeulatus on the coast of California.

heptylamine (hep-til-am'in), »t. [Gr. lirrd,

seven, + -^1+ amine.] A colorless compound,
CH3(C!H2)5CH2NH2, prepared by the action of

bromine and ;potassium hydroxid on caprylie
amide. It boils at 153-155° C. Also called
1-aminoheptane.

heraclin (her'a-klin), n. [HeracK^eum) + 4n^.]
A colorless indifferent compound, C22H220io,
obtained from the seeds of Heracleum villo-

sum. It forms long, silky, lustrous needles
melting at 185° C.

Hersea (hf-re'a), n. pi. [Gr. "H.paia, neut. pi.

of 'Hpoiof, adj. < ''B.pa, Hera.] In Gr. archseol.

,

a festival celebrated in honor of Hera.
Heraldic crab. See *crab^.

herapathite (her'a-path-it), n. IHerapath,
name of its discoverer, -I- -ite'^.] A little-used

name for a crystalline iodoquinine sulphate
used in medicine.
herbarismt (her'ba-rizm), n. [herbary + -ism.]

Herbalism; botany.

The very pith and marrow of herbarism.
. Southey, Doctor, xxiv. P. I.

Herbert river cherry. Same as Queensland
*cherry.

herb-impious (herb-im'pi-us), n. [NL. herba
impia, ^irreverent plant.'] .The cotton-rose,

G%fola Germanica: so called because each suc-

ceeding flower-head rises above the last older

one. This plant is related to the cudweeds
Gnaphalium.

herbivority (her-bi-vor'i-ti), n. \herbivor-ou.i

+ -ity.] The quality of being herbivorous;
herbivorous nature.

Admitting the herbivority of the fossil [Stereoguathus],

it is not certain that it was hoofed.
Owen, in Encyc. Brit. (8th ed.), XVII. 166



herbivorous ladybird

Herbivorous ladybird. See *ladyl)ird.

Herculaneum ware. See *ware'^.

Hercules metal, powder, stone. See *metal,
etc.

Hercynian, a. 2. In geol. i (a) Applied to a
division of the Precambrian crystalline roeks
in Westphalia, termed by Giimhel the Her-
cynian gneiss, lyiag above"more highly altered
rocks, and beneath those which are less altered
and consist of mica schists and shales. (6)
First applied to the lowest Devonian strata of
the Harz Mountains and Westphalia, but sub-
sequently restricted so as to refer to the cal-
careous or deeper water facies of these early
Bevonlan rooks and their organic contents.

herderite, ».—it occurs alsoat Parla and Hebron,Maine.
It iB shown by Penfleld to be morioclinic (pseudo-ortho-
rhombic) In crystallization, with a composition expressed
by the formula Ca [Be (F, OH) ] PO4. Pure flnor-herderite
has not yet been observed ; the mineral from Paris is a
hydrofluor-herderite, and that frotii Hebron a hydro-
herderite.

herd-header (h6rd'hed*er), n. The bull which
heads a herd of cattle.

The man who expects success as a breeder cannot look
upon the selection of his herd-header as a light matter.

iJep. Kan. State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 50.

herdwlck (h6rd'wik), n. [herd^ + wick^. Hence
the frequent village name Sardwick.'] If. The
tract of land under the charge of a herd or
shepherd.— 2. Applied to designate a hardy
breed of sheep, found in the mountaius of
Cumberland and Westmoreland, and usually
rented with the farm on which they are owned.
here^ (her), n. [here, adv.] That which is here

;

the present ; this world. [Poetical.]

A half-effaced inscription . . .

Full of hope and yet of heart-break.
Full of all the tender pathos
Of the Here and the Hereafter.

.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, Introd., 1. 113.

hereanent (her'a-nenf), adv. [here + anent.']

Belating to or concerning this ; having a bear-
ing on this matter. [Chiefly Scotch.]
Hereditarysubstance. See substcmce of*hered^
ity.

hereditation (he-red-i-ta'shon), ». [NL.
*h£reditatio(rir-), K LL. hereditar'e, inherit : see
heredity, inherit.'] Generation of like by like,

by regular course ; reproduction. [Bare.]
hereditist (he-red' i-tist), n. [heredit{y) + -4st.']

One who believes that children inherit their
character from their parents. [Rare.]

heredltivity (he-red-i-tiv'i-ti), n. l*herediUve
+ -ity.] Ability to reproduce or generate
descendants like the parents. [Bare.]

Ifatural selection resolves itself into two laws : heredl-
tivity and adaptivity, the latter being the accomodation
to circumstances, etc. Science, May 2, 1902, p. 711.

heredito-syphilitic (hf-red^'i-to-sif-i-lit'ik), a.

and n. I. «. Belating to or suffering from
hereditary syphilis.

II. n. One who suffers from hereditary
syphilis.

heredity, '^. 2. (c) Metaphorically, that which
makes living beings inherit ; the explanation
or cause of the kinship or resemblance to

ancestors which living beings exhibit, or the
force or agent or principle that brings about
this kinship or resemblance. This metaphorical
use of the word leads to forgetfulness of the fact that the
word is only a general term for formulating the facts'of

kinship, and to the regarding of heredity and variation

as independent and antagonistic principles or agents or
factors in the origin of species. Since we cau separate,

in our minds, the kinship of living beings, or their like-

ness to their kind, from their Individuality or difference

from their kind, and since we find this intellectual

analysis useful, some think that what is intellectually

separable must be separate in fact, and that organic
development is due to heredity and variation as antago-
nistic principles or agencies.—Amphigonlc heredity,
inheritence in organisms produced oy sexual reproduc-
tion. Weimumn (trans.^ Germ-plasm, p. 263.—An-
cestral heredity. See Urinheritance.—Cross heredity,
the resemblance of descendants to ancestors con-

sidered reciprocally. See heredity.—Gaiton'a and
Pearson's laws of heredity. See Mnheritance.

—Homocbronlc heredity, the development of the

organs and tissues in the same chronological order

in the offspring as in the parent, considered as a

distinct form of inheritance. Weimiann (trans.),

Germ-plasm, p. 76.—HomotoplC heredity, the devel-

opment of the tissues and organs of the offspring in

their parental positions, considered as a distinct form of

inheritance. JTeismojm (trans.).— Social heredity, the

acquisitions by social animals of the habits and customs

and traditions of their kind, through their power to profit

by experience and to use it to advantage, and quickly to

acquire the mode of life that is characteristic of their

species by imitation and example and instruction, with-

out the risk that attends trial and error : considered as a
determining factor in the origin of species. Since social

animals cannot acquire the customs of their kind without

natural aptitude, and since those that fail to find places

for themselves in society are at a disadvantage in the

struggle for existence, social heredity is rather a special
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case of natural selection than an independent determining
factor in the origin of species.— Substance Ofheredity,
heredltaiy substance, (a) The material basis of in-

heritance or the living matter that is transmitted from
parent to offspring in reproduction, and in the transmis-

sion of which reproduction consists. There is evidence,

which is accepted as conclusive by most authorities, that
the essential fact in reproduction is the transmission of

the chromosomes of the germ-cells, and this is commonly

heron

schools of instruction taught exclusively the physical pait

of the sciences, and that uie metaphysical part (which is

the real life and soul of the study) has been rejected under
the opprobrious name of occult science. This living as-

pect of science has, however, been studied in the secret

societies of the initiated, which have preserved the tradi-

tions of the kabala,, the mysteries of hermetimn, and tJie

practice of transmutation.
H. C. Bolton, in Smithsonian Eep., 1887, p. 213.

held to be proof tliat the chromosomes are the material TT„_~oHe+ Ch^r'triH-ti'st'* « To/in nvl f^ Ono
basis of inheritance, although this conclusion does not ilermetlSt (Her me-nst;, m. yiap. or t. C.J Une
- - - - who accepts the occult doctrines of the Her-

metic books ; a Hermetic philosopher.

The astral undulations determine the position of the

follow of necessity from the facts, if the term is under-
stood as implying thatthey are not also the material basis
of individuality. While descendants resemble ancestors,
they are never identical with them. Each living being is

unique : there is no other like it ; and while it resembles
its kind, it is different from all of its kind and from
everything else in nature. Proof that the chromosomes
are the substance of heredity is no proof that they are ..

not also the substance of variation. (6) Metaphorically, hermetologist (her-me-tol o-jist), n.

atoms or neutralize them. Herein liesthe secret of trans-

mutation, and it becomes the privilege of the herjnetigt to
acquire the power of controlling this agent.

H. C. Bolton, in Smithsonian Hep., 1897, p. 215.

AHer-
the substratum or support or bearer or giver or cause of
inheritance : that which makes the offspring tobe like its

parents or ancestors. This meaning (which depends
upon an uncritical use of the word substance, and upon
the opinion that we account for inheritance by calling it

heredity) leads to the belief that since resemblance to
parents may be considered by itself, it therefore exists
in nature separated from the individuality of living
beings.

Hereford (her^f-ford), «. A breed of beef herminiid (her-min'i-id), m. and a. I. n. One
cattle, mamtamed chiefly in Herefordshire, of the lepidopterous family Berminiirf*.
Jingland. The body color is a deep red, the ]J^ a. Of or belonging to the Berminiidx.
face, mane, throat and chest white, and the hermitage, n. 3. In landscape-gardening, a

metist; a believer in the Hermetic philoso-

phy-
The services of the new psychology to the Christian re-

ligion, I believe it is impossible to overestimate. Its

teachings of the manifold human degeneracies make the
doctrine of sin as vital as with the most ardent of the old
hermetologistSj and far more tempered and potent

G. S. Hall, in The Forum, Aug. 1894, p. 719.

horns are moderately long.
heregeld, m. Ay&iiantotheregild.
herem (her'em), n. [Heb. herem, < haram, to
ban, exterminate, forbid: see harem.] Ex-
communication from the synagogue. This pun-
ishment was specially meted out to those holding

secluded building, arbor, or other feature.

The hermitage being directly on the axis of the villa,

one looks out from the latter down the admirable per-
spective of the tapis vert and up tlie Scala Santa to the
little house at its summit.

Edith Wharton, Italian Villas, p. 66.

dootrmes contrai? to the Jewish religion. The reformed Hermits prOCeSS. See *process.
Jews, however, have abandoned the practice, but it 'u___,j+ inTio+ai. cT,&w/.vi;t ini»»a+A«\ » /i v..,-
is stiU a formidable weapon in the han^s of the rabbis hermit-lobstei (h6r"mit-lob Bt6r), n. A her-

of orthodox Jewish communities in Kussia and tjie mit-crab.
_0rient. AlsocAerem. hermophenol (her-mo-fe'nol), n. [Gr. 'Spji^s,
Heremetabola (her-e-me-tab'o-la), n. pi. Hermes, Mercury, -I- E. phenol.] Mercury-
[NL., . said to be formed (if so, properly phenol-disulphonate of sodium. It is anti-
*Eremometabola) < Gr. ^pe/io, quiet, -h iietafio^, septic and antisyphUitic.
change.] A group of insects including those Hermosilla (her-mo-sil'a), n. [NL., < Jler-
forms which have a gradual but incomplete mosilla, the capital' of Sbnora, Mexico, < Sp,
metamorphosis, with a resting-stage, as in the
Cicadidae.

hereticize (hf-ret'i-siz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

heretioized, ppr. Jieretideing. [heretic + -4ze.]

Same as heterieate.

Hering's and Wundt's figures. See -''figure.

herisseal (he-ris'e-al), m. [Appar. < F. h&risson,
hedgehog, +-e-at.] A lateral bone behind
the eyeball of the head of fishes connected

hermoso, beautiful, < L. formosus, beautiful.]
A genus of rudder-fishes of the family Kypho-
sidse, found on the coast of Sonora in the Gulf
of California. S. azurea is the known species.
hernani (er-na'ni), «. [Prom the (P.) per-
sonal name Sernani.] A grenadine dress
fabric woven in small meshes of coarse
threads of silk, cotton, or wool, and their
intermixtures.

t^'^% P*I2?^^^ S^ril""^L*¥.i^^#??i: ¥i?A^. ».-Completehenda._ahernia in Which the
Synonymy of the Fish

[Sp.] 1.

[Sp.] 1. A brother.

terygoid. Sta/rks.

Skeleton, p. 514,

heritage, «— Diligence against the
See 'Aduigence.

hermana (er-ma'nS),— 2. A sister-in-law.

Hermann's demarcation current,
-^current of injury.

hermano (er-ma'no), n.— 2. A brother-in-law.

Hermaphrodite
duct. See *duct.

Hermellidse (her-

mel'i-de ; , n. pi.
[NL., < Hermella +
idle.] A family of
oryptooephalous
Folychseta having the
peristomium enor-
mously developed
and in the form of
a bilobed hood capa-
ble of closing over
the mouth, the lobes
bearing defensive
chsetsB. It contains
the single marine
genus Sabellaria or
HermeUa, which lives

in tubes in the
sand.
hermeneutical (her-
me-nii'ti-kal), a.

Belating to herme-
neutics ; hermeneu-
tie.

Hermetic books. See
Hermetic, 2.

Hermetism (hfer'me-

herltage.

A sister.

Same as

contents have passed beyond the external ring of the
inguinal canal.— Concealed hernia, a form of incom-
plete hernia of such small size as to be impossible of de-
tection by ordinary examination.— Congenital hemla,
a scrotal hernia present at birth or appearing shortly
after.— Diaphragmatic hernia, hernia of a portion of
the bowel through a rUptured diaphragm into the chest
cavity.— Diverticular hernia, a hernia formedby a
diverticulum from the intestine, usually the ileum, and
not containing a complete loop of the boweL— Hernia
ObtaratOTl£Lhemia through the obturator foramen.

—

Hernia of the cornea. Same as ceratocele.— Hernia
testis, a fungus-like appearance of the testicle due to
rupture of the fibrous coat—Heaselbach's hernia, a
form of teijioral hernia.— Incomplete hernia, a hernia
in which the sac has notpassed beyond the external ring.—Llttrs's hernia. Same as diverticular -khernia.—
Uncoaal hernia, extrusion of the mucous membrane
of the intestine through a defect in the muscular coat

—

Peritoneal hernia. See*i7M«-ti?.—Elchtefs hernia,
hernia in which only a part of the circumference of the
bowel is involved : possibly an early stage of a diver-
ticular hernia.— Slu>ped or sliding hernia, hernia of
the csecom or sigmoid flexure, in which only a portion
of the bowel is in the sac, the outside part having no
peritoneal covering.— Tunicary hernia. Same as
mucosal •khernia.

hernia-knife (h6r'ni-a-nif), n. Same as
*hermotome.

"
'*

herniarin (hfer-ni'a-rin), n. [Herniaria + -iti^.]
A grayish powdery glucoside, C19H30O10,
found in Serniaria glabra and H. hirsuta. It
resembles saponin in general properties.
herniotome (her'ni-o-tom), n. [hernia + Gr.
-TOfiog, ^ Taiielv, out.] A knife resembling a
bistoury with a short cutting-edge, the rest of
the blade being rounded, used for incising the
constricting tissues in hernia.
herniotomist (hfer-ni-ot'o-mist), n. [hcrni-
otom^y + -ist.] One who" is skilled in herni-
otomy.

Sabeliaria al-veolatlt L. Yen.
tral view of anterior region.
Enlarged about six times.

a, multifid palp (gill filaments);
b, mouth J c, notopodial cirrus

;

d, neuropodium ; e, notopodium

;

/", ventral (tubiparous) gland
shield ; m k, J, h, and £r, seg-
ments following peristome ; /,

neuropodial cirrus; n, ridges
after removal of gill filaments

;

-^ -

^haeiTt'hood fPormed"!,^ Herodiauic (he-ro-di-an'ik), a. Of or per-
'" ,."Cam- taimng to Herodianus, a Byzantine gramma-

' rian of about 200 a. - -
-trsign.

leristomium. (From
,ridge Natural History.

, „^ ^j ^^out aOO A. D.-HerOdlanlO SlgUS. See

tizm), n. [cap or I. c] The philosophical, a-il^.S- » o rr • j.

theosophioal, and alchemical doctriSes of S'J? ^^-
.
^®« ^Z^'S "^f: . .

Hermes Trismegistus; hermetics. WnJ?" ?{.
-f.^implifaed spelling of fceroine.

^ ^ ' herom (her'o-in), n. Dmcetyl-morphia : a
The modem alchemists accept all the traditions of their remedv valuable in the tTpntrripTit ct varinna

ancient predecessors, but give them a new significance, fnrrn= V,* ,7oo^- f ^-
"^^e^tnient ot various

and interweave the novel phenomena derived from re- 1°™^ ot lespiratoiy disease. It aUays cough
searches in pure science. They claim that during the and acts as a hypnotic.
fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the ofiicial herOn, TO.—Purple heron. See purple.



Heronic

Heronic' (he-ron'ik), a. Of or pertaining to
Heron (about 250 b. c), an Alexandrian math-
ematician— Heronic cyclic polygon, cyclic qnad-
rUateral, paraJlelogram, pyramid. See *polygon,
etc.

lieronite (her'on-it), n. [Heron Bay, on the
north shore of Lake Superior, + -ifeS,] An
aphanitio dark-colored rock occurring in a
dike composed of analcite, orthoclase, pla-
gioclase, and segirite. The analcite forms a
matrix for the other minerals, which are in
radiating groups. Coleman, 1899.

Heros (he'ros), ». [NL., without evident al-

lusion, < L. heros, < Grr. ^puf, hero.] A
very large genus of perch-like fishes found
in the waters of Central and South America,
and characterized by the large number of
anal spines. The species are very numerous,
one of them, H. cyanoguttatus, extending
north to the waters of Texas.

Hero's lamp. See *lampK
lierotheism (he-roth'e-izm), n. [6r. ^puf, hero,

-I- 6e6g, god, -1- -MTO.] The worship of deified
heroes. N. E. B.

Herpes clrclnatus, ringworm.— Herpes iris, a form
of nerpea in whicn the vesicles are grouped in an
annular form.— Herpes prsBputialls, herpes affecting
the prepuce.

herpet. An abbreviation of herpktology.

Iierpetiform (h6r-pet'i-f6rm), a. [G-r. ipmerdv,
reptile, -I- L. fgrma, form.] Besembling or
having the characters of a reptile.

Jierpetography (h6r-pe-tog'ra-fl), n. [Gr.
ipirerdv, reptile, + -ypafjua, < ypdijieiv, write.]
The description of reptiles; also, in a gen-
eral sense, same as herpetology.

lierpetospondylian (h6r'''pe-t6-spon-dil'i-an),

a. and n. I. a. Relating to or taving the cliar-

acters of the Serpetospondylia.
II. n, A member of the reptilian subclass

Berpetospondylia.
Herpobdellida(hi5r-pob-del'i-de)j n. pi. [NL.,
< *jSerpobdella +'4dse.'i A family of leeches
in which the pharynx is without denticulate
jaws but has three unarmed chitinous plates.
It contains the genus Trocheta.

Herpotricllia(her-po-trik'i-a),». [NL. (Pnokel,

1869), irreg. < Gr. epnecv, creep, + 6pi^ (jpi^X-)!

hair, thread.] A genus of pyrenomyeetous
fungi having the perithecia usually seated
upon a brown mycelial layer, a subieulum.
'The spores are more or less elongate, several-celled,

and brown. H. nigra is parasitic on pines and other
conifers in alpine or subalpine regions. The mycelium
envelops the twigs and fastens them together in a dark-
brown mass.

lierring, n. 2. In Australia, Prototroetes ma-
rsena, the Tarra herring, fresh-water herring,

grayling, or cucumber-mullet, found in the
rivers of Victoria and Tasmania. Austral
English BJg-eyed herring, (a) The alewife, or

"branch herring, Pomotobuspseudoharengus. (6) The ten-

pounder, Elops saurus, found in all tropical waters.

—

.Blear-eyed herring, the alewife, Pomolobus pseudo-
Afflre»i7««.—Blueback herring, the lake herring, Ar-
yyrosormis artedi, of the Great Lakes.—Blue herring,
a species of alewife, Pomolobus chrysochloris, of the
family Clupeidse, found in all the larger streams of the
Mississippi valley.—Fresh-water herring, (b) Clupea
or Ha/rengula richmondia: so called in Sydney, Aus-
tralia ; elsewhere in Australia, and in Tasmania, the gray-

ling.—Gilibed herring, a pickled herring which has not
I
been split, but from whicli tlie viscera have been removed.
—Great Bear Lake herring, a whiteflsh, Argyrosomus
iwmdus, found in Great Bear lake.— Herring silver.
See itsaver.—Slne Of the herrings. (6) One of the

(«ommon names applied to the opah, Lampris guttatus,

.and to various other unrelated fishes.—Mountain her-

Mountain Herring (Corsgonus wiltiamsoni).

Upper figure, mature fish ; lower figure, young fisli.

(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Ting, the Kocky Mountain whiteflsh, Coregonus willicim-

soni, a small gamy fish of great excellence as food, found
in streams of the Eocky Mountams, the Siena Nevada,
and northward.- Perth herring, Dorosoma erebi, a clu-

peoid flsh found in Australia. Also called bony bream.—
Ticton herring, a name given to several fishes when
<lried (like 'kipper'), especially to the searmuUeli and the
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morayofNewSottthWales. E.E.ltorris, Austral English.
— Queen of the herrings. Atom alosa, a clupeoid fish

found on the coasts of Europe.—Rainbow herring, a
common name for OsTnerus dentex, a smelt found on the
coast of Alaska, and south on the eastern Pacific coast of

northern China—River herring, the alewife, Pomolobus
pseudoharengus.— Summer herring. Same as glupher-
rin^.- Tailor herring. Same as fall herring (which
see, under herring).^^giXTSi herring. Same as -kgray-
ling, i.

herring-bone, v. t. 2. In carp., to strengthen
(a floor) by herring-bone bridging, that is, with
short pieces of studding set diagonally from
the lower edge of one beam to near the upper
edge of the next.—3. In masonry, to build, as
a wall, of stone, tiles, or bricks laid at an angle
with the horizon so as to show on the face in
a series of diagonals, generally in alternate
courses so as to produce a continued zigzag.

herring-cale (her'ing-kal), ». In New South
Wales, the fish Olistherops hrunneus, of the
family Ldbridse, or wrasses. E. E. Morris,
Austral English.

herringer, n. 2. A boat engaged in the her-
ring-fisheries.

herring-pond (her'ing-pond), n. The Atlantic
Ocean. [Jocose.]

herring-salmon (her'ing-sam"un), n. A
whiteflsh, Argyrosomus artedi, found in the
Great Lakes. It is neither a herring nor a
salmon.
Herschel's fringes. See *fringe.

Herts. An abbreviation of Hertfordshire.
Hert'nrigia (hfert-wi^'i-a), n. [Named from
JBertwig.'] The typical genus of the family
Hertwigidx. O. Schmidt^ 1880.

Hertwigidse (h6rt-wig'i-de)^ n.pl. [NL., <

Hertwigia + -j(J«.] A family of lyssacine,
hexactinelUd sponges, having the skeletal
framework composed of hexactines and diac-
tines united by synapticnlse. It contains the
genera Hertwigia and Trachycauhis.
Hertzian (hert'si-an), a: Of or pertaining to
Heinrieh Hertz, (1857-1894) the discoverer of
electro-magnetic waves, or (specifically) to
such waves.—iHertzian exciter. See *exciter.—
Hertzian wave. See -kwave^.

Herzegovinian (hert'se-go-vin'i-an), a. and n.

[Hersegovina + -ian."] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Herzegovina.

II. n. A native of Herzegovina.
hesperetin (hes-pe-re'tin), n. [Appar. < Gr.
iankpa, the west, "+

ty>rri-i''l, resin. If this is

correct, the form hesperitin is an alteration.]

Same as *hesperitin.

hesperetol (hes-per'e-tol), n. [liesperet(in)

-f--o?.] A colorless crystalline compound,

CHg : CH . C6H3(OH)OCH3, formed by heat-

ing isoferulic acid. It melts at 57° 0.

hesperic (hes-per'ik), a. [Gr. hirkpa, the west,
-I- -jc] Noting an acid, a colorless, crystal-

line, tasteless compound, C22H28O7, extracted
from orange-peel by means of alcohol.

hesperidene (hes-per'i-den), n. \hesper{ic) +
-id + -eme.] Same as citrene' a.ud carvene.

hesperinic (hes-pe-rin'ik), a. lhesper(ic) +
^» + " . • - . - . - —
rinio
formed by the

Hesperioidea (hes-per-i-oid'e-a), «. pi. [NL.,

< Hesperia + -oidea.'] The butterflies of the
family Hesperiidx considered as a superfamily.

hesperitin (hes-per'i-tin), n. [See *hespere-

tin.l A colorless, intensely sweet compound,

h6c6Hs(OCH3)(52H2 . OCOC6H3(6h)2, which

is obtained by boiling hesperidin with dilute

aqueous-alcoholic sulphuric acid. It crystal-

lizes in plates and melts and decomposes at

226° C.

Hesperornithes (hes-pe-rfir'ni-thez), n. pi.

[NL., pi. of Hesperorwis.'] An order of toothed
birds representing the superorder Odontolcse

and represented by the genus Hesperomis
(which see).

hesperornithid (hes-pe-r6r'ni-thid), n. One
of the HesperornithidsB'or Hesperornithes.

hesperornithoid (hes-pe-r6r'm-thoid), a. and
n. [^Hesperornis {-ornmir-) + -oid.'] I. a. Hav-
ing the characters of or related to the Hespe-

rornithes.

II. n, A bird resembling Hesperorwis.

hessenbergite (hes'en-berg-it), n. [G. Hessen-

berg + -ite^.'] A silicate of undetermined
composition occurring in colorless tabular crys-

tals in the hematite of Mount Fibbia, St. Gott-

hard, Switzerland. It may be the same min-
eral as the more recently described bertran-

dite.

heterocarplc

Hessian^, a—Brmiant Hessian purple. See *pur-
jjfe.- Hessian bellows, blue, Bordeaux, brown,
violet, yellow. See -kbetlows, etc.

Hessian^, «.— Hessian of a curve (of the nth order),

a curve or the 3(«—2)tli order, which not only passes
tlirough the double points of the original, but has iteelf

double points which coincide with tliem.— Hessian ofa
net of plane curves, the locus of the double points of

tile curves of the net It is the locus of points whose
polars with regard to these curves are copunctaL— Hes-
sian of a surface (of tlie nth order), a surface of the
4(n—2)th order, which passes through the double and the
parabolic points of the original.

Hessle clay. See *clay.

hetseric (he-ter'ik), a. [Gr. iraipucds, < eraipog

or haipa, companion: see heteera.^ Of or per-

taining to the hetsersB. Also hetairic.

Heteractidee (het-e-rak'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

MeteraciAs + -idd.'] A family of actinia-

rian Zoantharia which have clavate knobbed
tentacles. It contains the genera Heteractis,

Stauractis, EhopalacUs, Bagactis, and Eloactis.

heteractinid (het-e-rak'ti-nid), a. [Gr. hepoQ,

other, + aKTtg (aicnv-), ray, + -J(J.] Having
more than the usual (five) rays, as an echino-

derm, especially one of the genus Asterias.

Heteractis (het-e-rak'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

erspog, other, + aia-tc (aariv-), ray.] The typical

genus of the family Seteractidse. Milne-Ed-

wards, 1857.

Heterandria (het-er-an'dri-a^, n. [NL., < Gr.

erepog, other, different, -t- 'av^p (avSp-), man
(male).] A genus of very small MUifishes

which belong to the family PoeeiTMdse. The males
are very much smaller than the females, and the anal fin

of the male is much modified, serving as an intromittent

organ. H. ftyrmosa is common in Ilorida, It attains a
length of a little more than half an inch, and is perhaps
the smallest known vertebrate.

heterandrous (het-er-an'drus), a. [Gr. erepog,

other, different, + av^p (avSp-), man, stamen,
+ -ous.'] In hot., having stamens of two kinds
as regards length or other characters.

heterandry (het-er-an'dri), n. [heterandr-oug
'+ -^3.] The character of being heterandrous.

heterazial (het-,e-rak'si-al), a. [Gr. erepog,

other, -I- L. axis, axis, + -afl.'] Having three
axes, of unequal length, perpendicular to one
another.

HetereupilCCinia (het'e-ru-puk-sin'i-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gv. hepog, different, + ei-, "true, +
NL. Fuccinia.'] A group of species of fuflgi of
the genus Pucdnia, in which the uredosppres
and teleutospores are developed on one host
and the spermogonia and eecidia on another.
heterism (het'e-rizm), n. [Gr. hepog, dther,
different, -I- -iiJB.] A general term for intra-
speeific differences of organisms not caused by
the environment. Diversified sexes and castes
are specializations of heterism. Coolc and
Swingle.

heterization (hefe-ri-za'shou), ». [heterize +
-ation.'] The act or process of heterizing or
making other or different.

The estrangement^ alienation or heterizathn of the in-
dividual from the whole and the ultimate reconciliation
is well illustrated in sex love, which from the stajidpoint
of intelligence seems the most personal thing in the world,
but is really,,when we penetrate the illusions, seen to be
in every item dominated by the interest of the species.'

Saunders and Hall, in Amer. Jour. PsychoL, XI. 674.

heterize (het'e-riz), v. t.; pret. and pp. heter-
ized, ppr. heterizing. [Gr. Irepoc, other, -I- -ise.]

To make other or different; change.

heteroagglutinin (hefe-ro-a-glo'ti-nin), n.
An agglutinin which will cause the coalescence
of cells from an animal of an alien species : in
contradistinction to *isoagglutinin.

heteroalbumose (het"e-ro-al'bu-m6s), n. A
primary albumose whicli is very closely related
to the original albumin from which it is de-
rived. On standing it becomes insoluble in part and
is then

, called dysalbumose. Heteroalbumose is an anti-

body, in the sense of Ktihne, and is thus related to anti-

peptone. See -kalbumose and peptone.

heterobiophorid (hefe-ror-bi-ofo-rid), n. See
*biophoria.

heteroblastically (het"e-ro-blas'ti-kal-i),|a(Zi;.

In a heteroblastic manner.
heteroblasty (het'e-ro-blas'''ti), n. [Gr. erepog,

other, -I- /3Aa(7r(ic, germ, + -y^.] In embryol.,
the origin, in allied animals, of organs, similar
in function and position, from different embry-
onic or germ layers.

Heterocardia (het'''e-r9-kai-'di-a),/i.j)Z. [NL.,
Gr. ETepog, other, -I- KapSla, heart.] A division
of the gastropod Mollusca now regarded as
equivalent to ihe suborder Docoglhssa; the
limpets. Perrier.

heterocarpic (het"e-ro-kar'pik), a. Same as
heterocarpous. jijwer. JVa*., Jan., 1904,p. 82.



heterocarpism

heterocarpism (het-e-ro kar'pizm), n. [heter-
ocarp(ous) + -izni]." The efiaracter of being
heterocarpous.

lieterocarpy (het'e-ro-kar''pi), n. Same as
^heterocarpism.

heterocaseose (het * e -ro - ka ' se - 6s), It. The
heteroalbumose derived from casein.
heterocerid (het-e-ros'e-rid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the coleopterous family Heter-
oceridse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the family Heter-

heterochiral (het^e-ro-ki'ral), a. [Gr. Irepoc,

other, + x^'i^P, hand, + -al^'.'] Reversed as re-
gards right and left, but otherwise identical in

form and size ; having the relations of an ob-
ject to its image in a plane mirror.

lieterochlamyaeous(het'''e-ro-kla-mid'e-us),a.
[6r. h-epog, different, + x^^'f'-^S (.X^f"^-)} ^

. cloak, + -eoMS.] In hot., ^chlamydeous, with
the inner whorl of a different color from the
outer. It applies to the most normal type of floral en-

velop, in which the calyx is green and the corolla of some
other color. In plant development the heterochlaraydeous

stage succeeds the homochlamydeous.

heterocbromatic (het'e-ro-kro-mat'ik), a.

Containing or consisting of more than one
color : opposed to numochromatic— Heterooliro-
matic phOtOmetlT. See ^photometry.

heterochrome (het'e-ro-krom), a. [Gr. irepoc,

other, + A'P^i""; color.] lapsycliol. optics, per-

taining to or concerned with different colored

lights or eolor-sensations: as, heterochrome

brightness ; heterochrome photometry.
beterocIirOJUOSOme (het"e-ro-kr6'mo-s6m), n.

.[Gv.lrepoc, other, + E. chromosome.'] lucytol.,
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other, + Koihii, hollow.] 1. having the gas-

tral layer discontinuous and restricted to

chambers, as the Seteroeoela: opposed to

*homocmlons.—2. Having the ends of the ver-

tebral centra concave in one plane and eon-

vex in the other, as the cervicals of birds;

saddle-shaped ; ephippic.

Both ends of each vertebra are saddle-shaped, ... a

condition which may be called heterocosloug.

Coues, Key to North Amer. Birds, p. 138.

heterocomplement (hef'e-ro-kom'ple-ment),

n. A complement furnished by an animal of a

species different from the one which yields the

amboceptor.
heterocomplementopliilic (hef'e-ro-kom'ple-

men-to-fil'ik), a . [heterocomplement + Gr.

^iXog, loving, -1- -jc] Having reference to an
affinity for heterocomplements.

Heterocotylea (hefe-ro-cot-i-le'a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. erepoQ, other,' + KOTvXrj, cup.] Au
order of ti-ematoids haying one or several

suckers at the posterior end. It includes sev-

eral families, among them the Polystomidse,

Gyrodactylidss, and MicrocotylidsB.

beterocyclic (het'e-ro-sik'lik), a. [Gr. erspo;

other, -1- (ci/c/lof, circle.] In chem., of a sul>-

stance the molecule is believed to consist of a
ring or continuous chain of atoms, containing
in such a ring atoms of more than a single

element. Thus the molecule of pyridine consists

of a ring of six atoms consecutively united with each
other, five of these atoms bein^ of carbon and one of
nitivgen (each carbon atom having also a hydrogen atom
attached to it)— thus

:

H

y h c\.

a. Heterochromosome.
Maturation-divisions in an insect, jinasa.

A. primary spermatocyte in metaphase ; B, equatorial plate,

showing ten large tetrads and one small one, the heterochromo-
some, at o; C. separation of the dyads; D, telophase, which is

also a prophase of the second division. (From Wilson's "The
Cell.")

a modified chromosome differing in form, size,

and presumably also in function from all the
other chromosomes in the same nucleus. T. H.
Montgomery, 1904.

heterochrosis (hefe-ro-kro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
srepof, other, + ;i;pu(rjf, coloring.] Organic col-

oring which is different from that which pre-
vails in the species; specifically, in ornith., an
abnormal coloration of the plumage which
may take the form of albinism, melanism, the
intensification of the normal colors or, more
rarely, the introduction of other colors.

heterocbthon (het-e-rok'thon), n. [Nil., <
Gr. trepoc, other, -I-

'x^^j earth.] That ele-

ment of the fauna of a given region which is

evidently derived byimmigration from another
region: contrasted with *autochthon, 3.

The parasitic worms of the holarctic region are not found
with the indigenous (autochthon) mammals or birds, but
only with the strangers (Jteterochthon) that immigrated at

a late period. Amer. Wat, May, 1903, p. 350.

heterocladic (het'^e-ro-klad'ik), a. [Gr. crcpog,

other, -t- K^ddof, branch.] Noting an anastomo-
sisbetween terminal twigs derived from differ-

ent arteries : opposed to *homocladic.

heteroclinous (bet"e-ro-klI'nus), a. Same as

heteroeline.

Heterocoela (hefe-ro-se'la), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

ertpog, other, -1- liot/iog, hoUow.] A sub-

order of calcareous sponges in which the col-

lared cells are restricted to more or less well-

defined flagellated chambers. It contains the

families Leucasidse, SycetUdse, Granttidw, Hete-

ropidse, and AmphimscidsB. Compare *Homo-
ceela.

Iieterocoelons (het''e-ro-se'lus), a. [Gr. Irepog,

Heterocyemida (het"e-ro-si-em'i-da), n. pi.

[NL., < *Heterocyemd 4- -jda.] An order of

Bhombozoa in which the ectoderm of the adult
is not ciliated and there is no polar cap, but at
the anterior end the ectoderm cells contain re-

fringent bodies and may give rise to four ter-

minal wart-like papillse. It contains the genera
Conocyema and Microeyema, both parasitic in

the renal sacs of cephalopods.

Heterocystese (het''e-ro-sis'te-e),»i.j9Z. [NL.,
< Gr. cTEpog, other, -1- lAcmg, a bag, 4- -eas.] In
Jtot., a suborder of the blue-green algse char-
acterized by the presence of heterocysts
(which see).

heterocytotozin (het"e-ro-sI-to-tok'sin), n.

[Gr. erepoc, other, + E'.' (k/totoiiyim.'] A cyto-
toxin which will cause the destruction of cells
from an animal of an alien species. Science,
May 2, 1902, p. 697.

heterodermatous (hefe-rp-der'ma-tus), a.

[Gr. hepog, other, -1- Skpilaij-), skin" -I- -ows.']

Having the skin of a different character in dif-

ferent parts of the body.
heterodesmotic (het*e-ro-des-mot'ik), a. [Gr.
IrcjOOf, other, -1- Ssa/i6c, aband, + -ot-ic] Noting
nerve-fibers which connect dissimilar centers
in the gray matter of the brain or spinal cord,
or connect a nerve-center with an end-organ.
heterodiphycercal (het^'e-ro-dif* i-sSr' kal), a.

[Gv. ETEpof, other, 4- 6tAg', of double nature,
-I- KipKog, tail, + -aZ.] In icAift., noting a form
of the caudal fin i» which the vertebral col-
umn is elongated in an upward curve and
fringed above and below with fin-rays, but the
rays of the upper lobe are much less devel-
oped than those of the lower.

heterodistyly (het"e-ro-dis'ti-li), n. [Gr.
hepog, other, + Si-, two, + arvhig, pillar (style),

-f- -y^.'] In hot., that form of heterostyiy in
which some of the flowers have long filaments
and short styles, and others short filaments and
long styles.

heterodontism (het"e-ro-don'tizm), n. [hetero-
dont ¥ -ism."] The condition of having teeth
of more than one kind, as in most mammals
where incisors, canines, premolars, and molars
may be present : opposed to *homodontism.
heterodrome (het'e-ro-drom), n. [Gr. erepog,

other, + Sp6fmg, a running, < (5/)a/iEZv,Tun.] In
physiol., a negative induction-current. Fhilos.
Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1901, ser. B, p. 184.

heterodynamous (het'e-ro-din'a-mus), a. [Gr.
Irepog, other, -I- (5w(z/"f, power.] " Of or pertain-
ing to the conditi«n of dominance inrespect to
a given character in ancestral inheritance.
(See *inheritance. ) When the cross-bred offspring of
two parental races or varieties produce descendants of

heterokinesy

which some are like one pai'entaJ race, and others like tlie

other, the parental races are said to be heterodynametie.

Correns proposes the terms " heterodynamous " and
" homodynamous " to express that an organism is domi-
nant or not dominant in respect of a given character.

Bateson and Saunders, Eep. EvoL Com. Roy. Soc, 1902,

[I. 120.

Heterodynajnons determinant. See *detemunant.

heteroform (het'e-ro-f6rm), a. Relating to
the heteroproteoses in contradistinction to the
protoproteoses. C. E. Simon, Physiological

Chem., p. 175 Heteroform ferment. See -k/er-

jnent.

heterogamic (hef'e-ro-gam'ik), a. Same as
heterogamous. Soienoe, Oct. 7, 1904, p. 472.

beterogamous, a. 2. Illustrative of or char-

acterized by heterogenesis, or alternation of
generations.— 3. Of or pertaining to hetero-

gamy, or the marriage or pairing of unlike in-

dividuals.— Heterogamons mating. See -kmating.

heterogamy, n. 2. In Hoi., heterogenesis, or

alternation of generations, considered as an al-

ternation between sexual and asexual repro-

duction or between parthenogenesis and bi-

sexual reproduction.— 3. Marriage or mating
or pairing between unlike individuals, as con-

trasted with homogamy, or the mating of like

with like.

heterogeneity, n. 2. A dissimilarity of struc-

ture in different parts of an organism LltUo-
logical heterogeneity, in geol., the commingling in

glacial drift of materials derived from rock formations of

different chaxactcrs.— Physical heterogeneity, in geol,

the mingling of unassorted constituents of unlike physical

character : especially characteristic of glacial till where
coarse and fine materials of all grades are deposited
together in a ma^s. R. D. Salisbury, in Geol. Surv. of
New Jersey, 1891, p. 48.

heterogenic (het"e-ro-jen'ik), a. Of other or

different origin;" characterized by hetero-
genesis.

heterogenicity (het^'e-ro-jf-nis'i-ti)^ n. Ihetero-

genic + -»ft/.] The character of being hetero-

genic. Jour. Exper. Med.,NoY. 29, 1901, p. 82.

heterogenite (het-e-roj'e-nit), n. [^heterogenic

+ -j*-e2.] A hydrated oxid of cobalt which oc-

curs in black amorthous masses. It is derived

from the alteration of smaltite.

heterogeny, «. 2. In iiol., mixed partheno-
genesis, the alternation of sexualand partheno-
genetic generations. See normal *partheno-

heteroglobulose (het"e-r6-glob'u-16s), II. A
heteroalbumose derived' from a globulin.

heterognath (het'e-ro-gnath), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to tfce suborder -fiisteroff»ai7B,

fresh-water fishes of the tropics related to the
CyprinidsB.

II. n. One of the Seterognathi.
Hetero^athi (het-e-rog'na-thi), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. srepog, other, "different, + -yvdBjg, iaw.]
A suborder of fishes typified by the South
American family of river-fishes, CharacmidsB.
They differ from the Cyprinidse in having teeth in the
jaws and an adipose fin.

beterogomph (het'e-ro-gomf), a. [Gr. ETcpog,

other, + yo/i^og, peg, tooth.] Having dis-

similar teeth, as the bristles of certain chsetop-
odous worms.

A more important point, however, is the occurrence of
heterogomph bristles at the Inferior border of the upper
series of bristles in the foot

Annals ami Mag. Nat Hist, Sept, 1902, p. 256.

heterogone, a. II, n. A heterogonous plant.

heterogenous, a. 2. In Hoi., characterized
by indirect development, with metamorphosis
or alternation of generations.

heterogony, n—law of the heterogony of ends.
See -Aend.

heterography, n. 2. The writing of another
word instead of the one intended by the writer:
analogous to heterophemy.

heteroicism, n. Same as hetercBcism.
heteroimmune (het"e-ro-i-mun'), a. Immune
to cells or cell-products of an animal of a differ-
ent species from the one which furnishes the
immune serum. Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 944.
heterokinesis (hefe-ro-ki-ne'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. erepog, other," + dvrjBtg, movement.]
The division of cells into daughter-cells which
are different from one another in their heredi-
tary tendencies and in the history for which
each is predestined. Belief in heterokinesis is an
essential part of Weismann's view of the nature of inheri-
tance, although some authorities believe tliere is experi-
mental evidence that all cell-division is into parts that
are essentially alike, and that the differences in their his-
tory are due to the presence or absence of food within
them and to their interactions among one ano^ier and
with the external world.

heterokinesyt, «• Action caused by something
else. See autoMnesy. Cudworih.



heterolalia

beterolalia (het*e-r5-la'li-a), n. [6r. erepoc,

other, + -'/.a^ia, '< -XaAof, < AaXtZi', talk.] A
form of aphasia in which the words uttered
are not those in the mind of the speaker.
heterolateral (hef'e-ro-lat'e-ral), a. [Gr.
erepog, other, + L. latus (later^, side, + -aU.]
Referring to opposite sides. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, II. 240.

heterolecitlial (hefe-ro-les'l-thal), a. [Gr.
'irepoq, other, + /(fratfof, the yolt' of an egg.]
In embryol., having the food-yolk distributed
unequally, as in teloleeithal and perilecithal

eggs: opposed to *homoleeithal. Baldwin,
Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., I. 476.

heterolitta (het'e-ro-lith), n. [Gr. hepog, other,
-I- Ai'Sof, stone.] A concretion in the intesti-

nal tract of animals, not formed from mineral
matter. Heteroliths are principally found in the stom-
achs of ruminants and are due to me accumulation of
masses of hair and dry vegetable matter. See ieJtair-bw^L

heterologous, a. 3. In researches in immu-
nity, originating, as cells or serum, from an
animal of a species different from the one un-
dergoing immunization : thus, in immunizing
a rabbit with the red blood-corpuscles of a
goat, the latter are of Iteterologous origin.
—Heterologous determinant, Id, tumor. See *de-
temhinant, etc.

beterolysin (het-e-rol'i-sin), n. \heterolys48 +
-irfi.'] A lysin which will cause the destruc-
tion of cells of animals of an alien species:
used in contradistinction to Msolysin or *ho-
molysin.

hete'rolysis (het-e-rol'i-sis), m. [NL., < Gr.
erepog, other, + Ivaig, dissolution.] The de-
struction of cells by heterolysins. See *au-
tolysis. Vaughan and Nbvy, Cellular Toxins,
p. 129.

heterolytic (hefe-ro-lifik), a. [heterolysis

(-lyt-) + -ic.2 Of or pertaining to heterolysis
or the heterolysins.

heteromaton (het-e-rom'a-ton), n. [Gr. erepoc,

other, + *uaT6g, movingj' moved : see automa-
ton.'] A thing that is moved by something
else.

heteromecic (hefe-ro-me'sik), a. [Gr. erepog,

other, different, +'V7«o£', length.] Having dif-

ferent lengths (or values).— Heteromecic num-
ber. See -knumber.

heterometabolic .(hefe-ro-met-a-bol'lk), a.

Same as heterometabolous.

Heteromi (het-e-ro'mi), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
erepog, other, different, + a/iog, shoulder, up-
per arm.] An order or suborder of fishes

which comprises the Notaoanfhidse and related
families ; eel-like fishes having a short girdle

inserted behind the head and spines in the
dorsal fin.

Heteromonadidse (het"e-ro-mo-nad'i-de), n.'pl.

[NL., < *Beteromonas {-monad-), a genus (?),
-1- -jdas.] A family of flagellate Protozoa which
consists of small colorless monads having one
or two accessory flagella in addition to the
chief flagellum. They are often colonial upon a stalk.

Reproduction is by longitudinal fission. Among the gen-
era included are Monas, DeridromonaSf and Anthophysa.

Heteromonadina (het"e-ro-mon-a-di'na), n.pl.

[NL.] Same as *Meteromonadicise.

heteromorph, n. 2. A decorative design rep-
resenting a certain object, but modified in
character by representing another object at

the same time, as, for instance, flower designs
the branches of which represent animals.

I propose to adopt tlie term Jieterovnorph for a confu-
sion frith one another of two or more diflerent skeuo-
morphs, or with the amalgamation of any two or more
biomorphs, or with the combination of any skeuomorph
with any biomorph. Haddon, Evolution in Art, p. 192.

heteromorphic, a. 3. Of or pertaining to hete-

romorphism, in any sense of that word. T. S.
Morgan, Eegeneration, p. 24.

beteromoipfiism, n. (d) in btol., the property of re-

placing lost parts by new parts which are different from
those that have been lost. See -kheteromorphosis.

heteromorphosis (het'''e-r6-m6r'fo-sis), n.

[NL., < Gt. erepog, other, + fidpfoaig, forma-
tion.] In biol.: (a) The replacement of a lost

part by a new part that is different from the
part that has been removed ; neomorphosis.
The processes of heteromorphoffis—that is, the transfor-

mation or substitution of one organ for a morphologically
differentone by means of certain external influences—force
us to the same view.

J. Loeb, Compar. Physiol, of the Brain, p. 203.

When the new part is diflerent from the part removed
the process has been called by Loeb heteromorphosis.

T. E. Morgan, Eegeneration, p. 24.

(6) The replacement of a lost part by a new
part that has its axes reversed as compared
with the old part of which it is a mirror image.

T. H. Morgan, Eegeneration, p. 25.
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heteromorphous, a. 2. Same as *heteromor-
phic, 3.

Heteromyidse (het"e-ro-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
Heteromys, the type"genus, +-idx.'] A family
of rodents which comprises the kangaroo-rats,
pocket-mice, and their allies. The name re-

places Dipodidse, which is not available. J.

A. Allen, 1893.

Heteronemertini (hefe-ro-ne-mer-ti'm;, n.pl.
[NL., < Gr. erepog, otKerj + NL. Nemertini.']

An order of nemerteans in which the lateral

nerves are in the dermal muscles outside the
circular muscles, and the body-wall consists
of ectoderm, dermis, an outer longitudinal
layer of muscles, a circular and an inner longi-
tudinal muscular layer. It includes the
families EupoJMdse and Lineidse. Compare
*ProtonemerUm, *Mesonemertmi, and *Meta-
nemertini.

heteronephrolysin (hefe-ro-nef-rori-sin), n.

[Gr. erepog other, + E. nepJirolysin.'] A neph-
rolysin which is directed against the renal
cells of animals of a different species.

heteronereid (hefe-ro-ne're-id), n. and a. I.

n. A heteronereis.

II. a. Of or pertaining to a heteronereis:
as, a heteronereid condition. Science, April 14,

1905, p. 570.

heteronereis (het"e-ro-ne're-
is),». [ML., < Gr. erepog, other,
-I- NL. Nereis.] The sexual
stage of some worms of the
genus Nereis: so named on
the erroneous supposition that
they are of a distinct genus.
Compare *heterosylUs.

In many species of Nereis, for in-

stance, those segments containing
the generative products undergo
more or less extensive changes (at

maturity) while the anterior ones re-

main unaltered. The body of the
ripe Nereis is then distin^ishable
into an anterior non-sexual region
and a posterior sexual region; and
so great are these changes in certain
species that the mature worms were
for a long time believed to belong to
a different genus^ and received the
name Heteronereis.

Camb. Nat. Hist, II. 276.

heteronomous, a. 3. Subject
to or governed by different

principles or laws.—4. In
eool., made up of dissimilar
segments or metameres: said
of annelids or arthropods in which the various
metameres differ in structure through the sup-
pression of certain organs and the unusual
development of others. Opposed to *homono-
mous.
heteronomously (het-e-ron'o-mus-li), adv. In
a heteronomous manner.
heteronomy, n. 3. In Uol., the state of di-

vergent modification in parts that exhibit
general homology or homonomy. When the se-

rially homologous, or homonomous, segments of an anne-
lid are modified in different ways they may be said to ex-

hibit heteronomy in so far as their modifications are under
consideration. Heteronomy is the secondary, or adaptive,
complication of homonomy.

Heteronymous diplopia. Same as crossed -kdiplopia.

-Heteronymous Images. S&e-kimage.

heteroparthenogenesis (het"e-ro-par'''then-o-

jen'e-sis), n. [Gr. erepog, other, + NL. par-
thenogenesis.'] 1. That type of parthenogen-
esis in which the unfertilized eggs produce
males and females: contrastedwith *fto»jopa»-

thenogenesis, or the production of only one sex
from unfertilized eggs. Parthenogenetic fe-

male animals which produce both males and
females are called sexupara. See normal *par-
thenogenesis and *sexupara.— 2. Mixed par-

thenogenesis, or the alternation of sexual and
parthenogenetic generations. See normal
*parihenogenesis.

Heterophlebia (hef'e-ro-fie'bi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. erepog, other, + ^?.'lf (^^ej8-), vein.] A genus
of fossil dragon-flies from the Jurassic litho-

graphic slates of Bavaria.

heterophony (het-e-rof'o-ni), n. Same as

heterophonia.

heteropboric (hef'e-ro-for'ik), a. Related to

or affected with heterophoria.

heterophthalmia (hefe-rof-thal'mi-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. erepog, other, + bipBaX/idg, eye.] A
want of similarity, as in color or in the direc-

tion of the axes, in the two eyes.

beteropbthalmy (hefe-rof-thal'mi), n. Same
as *heterophthalmia.

heteropbj^letic (hefer-o-fi-let'ik), a. [Gr.

Male Heteronereis" of
Nereis pelaffica.

A, non-sexual re-
gion ; B, sexual,
modified region.
Natural size. (From
" Cambridge Natu-
ral History.")

heterostacbyous

erepog, other, + <fmkov, tribe, family.] 1. Of
or belonging to different groups.— 3. In hiol.,

different in ancestry, but alike in appearance

;

convergent; isomorphic.
A few fundamental characters are better indications of

tlie affinities of a given group of birds than a great num-
ber of a^eements if these can be shown to be cases of
isomorphism or h^terophyletic, convergent analogy.

Encyc. Brit, XXVI. 265.

Heteropia (het-e-ro'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ere-

pog, other, -I- i)ip (uTT-), "eye, face.] The typi-
cal genus of the family Meteropidse. Carter,
1886.

Heteropidse (het-e-rop'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Se-
t^ropia + -ddse.] A family of heterocoslus Cal-
carea which have a poriferous dermal cortex
and subdermal sagittal triradiate spicules : an
articulate chamber skeleton may or may not
be present. It contains the genera Heteropia,
Grantessa, and Fosmseropsis.

beteroplasm (het'e-ro-plazm), n. [Gr. erepog,

other, -I- irTiaajia, anything formed.] Any het-
erologous tissue. See heteroplasia.

heteroplastid (het"e-r6-plas'tid), n. [Gr. ere-

pog, other, -I- 'E. plastid.] An organism con-
sisting of numerous cells differing from one
another in structure : opposed to *homoplasUd.
beteroplasty (het'e-ro-plas'ti), n. [Gr. erepog,

other, -I- irAaarSg, i' TT-ldaoecv, form.] 1. A sur-
gical operation, for the restoration of a lost

part, in which the new skin or other tissue is

taken from another individual.— 2. Abnormal
formation of tissue ; heteroplasia.

heteropodal (het-e-rop'o-dal), a. In neurol.,
of or pertaining "to nerve-cells which have
branches or processes of different kinds : op-
posed to *homoiopodal. Baldwim, Diet, of
Philos. arid Psychol., II. 155.

Heteropolar dynamo, a generator or motor the arma-
ture windings of which in revolving pass successively
poles of opposite magnetization.

Heteropora (het-e-rop'o-ra), n. [NL., < Gr.
erepog, other, -I- mpog, a pore.] A genus of
cyclostomatous Bryozoa of the family Cerio-
poridsB which have ramose or massive zoaria,
zooecia with rounded apertures, and abundant
interstitial tubes. It abounds in the Jurassic
and Cretaceous rocks and has existed to the
present time.

heteroproteose (het"e-ro-pr6'te-6s), n. [Gr.
erepog, other, -I- E. proteose.] 'A heteroalbu-
mose derived from/ any albumin in the nar-
rower sense of the term. See *proteose and
*albimiin.

It appears that the hetero-proteose molecule is about
five or six times the size of the molecule of proto-pro-
teose. Encyc. Brit., X3CXI. 720.

beterorhabdic (hefe-ro-rab'dik), a. [Gr. ere-

pog, othei, + ;5d/3(5of,"arod.] Having the gill-

filaments unlike in size, as in certain moUusks.
Compare *homorhabdic. Lankester.

The filaments of the same gill-lamella.may be arranged
in a flat, uniform series, or the lamella may be thrown
into vertical folds or plicae. . . . The filament that occu-
pies the bottom of the depression between two successive
plicffl of a plicate lamella is in most species of greater size
than the others. It will be spoken of as the principal
filament, the others as ordinary filaments. Homorhabdic
gills are those with all the filaments alike ; heterarhahdic
gills are those which exhibitthe above-mentioned differen-
tiation into principal and ordinary filaments.

Philos. Trans. Ray. Soc. (London), 1903, ser. B, p. 164.

heteroscope (het'e-ro-skop), n. [Gr. irepog,

other, -f- cKoirelv, view.] An instrument for
determining the degree of heterosoopy. Op-
tical Jour., March, 1904, p. 351.

heteroscopy (het-e-ros'ko-pi), n. [Gr. hepog,
other, -H -cKowia < aicoirelv, view.] Inequality
of vision in the two eyes.

heterosexual (het"e-ra-sek'gu-al), a. [Gr. ere-

pog, other, H- L. sexusj sex,+ '

-"al^.] Relating
to the opposite sex. Buck, Med. Handbook,
V. 184.

Heterosporium (het"e-ro-sp6'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Klotzsoh, 1832), < (Jr. erepog, other, + anopa,
seed (spore).] A genus of hyphomycetous
flinei. They have short simple orbranched conidiophores,
usually forming a layer on tlie surface of the matrix, and
the spores are dark-colored, 3- or more celled, and rough-
ened with warts or spines. Some species are regarded as
the cause of plant-diseases. H. echinulatum, a widely
distributed species, is said to cause the fairy-ring spot of
cai'nations.

beterospory (het-e-ros'po-ri), n. [heterospor-
ous + -y^.] The condition of being heteros-
porous.

heterostacbyous (het"e-ro-sta'ki-us), a. [Gr.
erepog, other, -1- ardxvg, an ear or spike of corn,
+ -ous.] In hot., having the flowers bisexual
and the sexes in different spikes : said of spe-
cies of Carex.



heterostachyous

Where a specieB with normally gynascandious spikes
appears as inseparable from others which are truly hetero-
stachyoifs. Amer. Jour. Sci., Dec., 1903, p. 452.

Heterosteus (het-e-ros'tf-us), «. (NL., < Gr.
ETepog, other, + bartov, bone.] A genus of ar-
throdirous fishes of very large size, similar to
Honwsteus, but with enormous anterior pro-
cesses on the dorsolateral body-plates. It oc-
curs in the Upper Devonian.

jEeterostichus (het-e-ros'ti-kus), 11. [NL., <

Gr. erepog, other, + orixoc, line.] A genus of

blennies found on the coast of California. They
are characterized by the scaly body and forked tail.

lieterostracan (het-e-ros'tra-kan), a. and )i.

I. fl. Of or pertainiig to tlie Meterostraci.

II. n. One of the Heterostraci.

Heterostraci (het-e-ros'tra-si), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. erepog, other, + darpamv, shell.] An order
of ostracodermous fishes. They have an exoskeleton

of shagreen, plates or scales without bone-cells, each plate

consisting of three layers, and bodies without paired ap-

pendages. They are all of Paleozoic age.

Iieterostracous (het-e-ros'tra-kus), a. Having
the structure of or pertaining to the Hetero-

straci.

heterostylous (het-e-ro-sti'lus), a. Same as
heterostyled.

lieterOBtyly (het-e-ro-stl'li), n. Same as het-

erostylism.

Heterosyllis (het'e-ro-sQ'ls), n. [NL., < Gr.

erepog, other, -I- Syllis.'] See the extract.
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ture of the environment ;
poeeilothermal : said

of cold-blooded animals such as reptiles. Op-

posed to *homwot}iermal.

heterothennic (het"e-ro-ther'mik), a. [As
heterotherm + -fc] 1. Noting a condition of

water, air, or other Uquid in which warm and
dry air are very much mixed without having
had time to come to an equilibrium.— 2. Of
or pertaining to heterotherms or cold-blooded

animals; cold-blooded.

Another class of organisms, representatives of which
are never foimd among birds or mammals, are called

heterothermic— cold-blooded— animals; creatures of va-

riable temperature, since, in their normal physiological

state,' their individual temperature follows closely the
changes in the atmosphere about them.

Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 407.

heterotonous (het-e-rot'o-nus), a. [Gr. erepog,

other, -t- Tovog, tone.] In musio, of scales or
ehori, having tones that are unlike.

heterotristyly (het'e-ro-tris'ti-li), n. [Gr.

erepog, otheT.+rpc-, three,-l-ffrSAof,pillar(style),

-I- -yi*.] That form of heterostyly in which
there are three kinds of flowers, namely, those
having a long style with medium and short
stamens, those having a medium style with
long and short stamens, and those having a
short style with long and. medium stamens.

heterotrophic (het*e-ro-trof'ik), a. [Gr.

erepog, other, -I- Tpo(^, nourishment, -I- -ic]

Not self-sustaining ; dependent upon others
for food. Since all animals depend, either inmiediately
OF ultimately, upon plants for food, they are sometimes
termed heterotrophic, in contrast with the autotrophic or
self-sustaining plants. See -kautotrophic.

The root-difference between plants and animals is one
of nutrition. Plants are autotrophic, animals heterO'

trophic.
Rep. Brit, Asi^n Advancement of Sd., 1901, p. 820.

heterotropia (het'e-ro-tro'pi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. erepog, other, +"TpiKog, a turning, < Tptmiv,

turn.] In ophtTiaVmol., strabismus or squint.

OpUcal Jour., March, 1904, p. 348.

heterotropy (het-e-rof'ro-pi), n. [Gr. erepog,

other, -I- -Tpoiria, K rpenelv, turn.] la embryol.,

same as *anisotropy, 2 (which see).

heterotype (het'e-io-tip), a. [Gr. erepog,

other, + Tvirog, type.] Or a different type or

of different types—Heterotype division or

mitosis, that form of mitotic orkaryokinetic cell-division

in which the chromosomes undergo a precocious longi-

tudinal splitting and form more or less regular rings.

Flemming, 1887.

Heterosyllis.

Diagram illustrating the various stages in the asexual formation
of a chain of zodids. (Modified from Malaquin.}

I, heteronereid .or heterosyliid stage ; a, non-sexual, a', sexual
region of the body, with modified paiapodia. a. Syitis, the hinder
sexual region ; ^ is similarly modified, and will separate from the
parent zooid, a, and become an independeutzofiid. 3, Autolytus

;

the hinder zo5id, j, develops a head by budding before separation.

4, Autolyius, etc. ; a zone of budding, f, makes its appearance in

front of the head of b. and by its growth will give rise to a series

of new segments in the middle of the body. 5. Myrianida, Ajtto-

lytus, etc. From the zone of budding, f, a very large number of

segments have been formed, which have, further, become grouped
so as to form three individuals, c, d,t ; b is the hindmost zooid,

which is either formed from the hinder segments of the parent
zoiiid or is produced by budding, like r, d, e. (From Cambridge
Natural History.)

In some genera [of the family Syllidm^, there occur
changes quite similar to those characterising " Heterone-
reis — that is, the posterior segments in which the geni-

tal organs exist become altered, so thatthe worm consists

of two distinct regions, and is tiermed a " Heterosyllis."
Camb. Nat. Hist., II. 278.

heterotelic (het'e-ro-terik), a. [Gr. erepog,

other, -I- Te?iog, eiid.] Directed upon or sub-
serving an external or foreign end : opposed
to *autoteUc. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and
Psychol., I. 96.

heterothallic (het'e-ro-thal"ik), a. [Gr. "erepog,

other, -t- 6a7ik6g, sprout, shoot, -t- -ic] Having
the zygospores formed only as the result of

the conjugation of hyphse from two different

strains : said of zygospore-forming plants.

heterotherm (het'e-ro-therm), n. [Gr. erepog,

other, -I- dipjiT], heat.] A cold-blooded animal,

or one whose bodily temperature differs little

from that of the surrounding medium and
changes with it.

With the others the (Ac*erotft«rm«) . . . there is a tem-

perature which is correspoiidiugly low.
Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 412.

heterothermal (bet'e-ro-ther'mal), a. [Gr.

erepog, other,-!- eep/iiy.lieat.-F-flri.] Having blood
which varies in temperature with the tempera-

Heterotype Division in Spermatocytes of Salamander.

A, first division in metaphase, showing heterotype rings ; B,
anaphase, longitudinal splitting of the daughter-loops.

(From Wilson's " The Cell.")

heterotypic (het''e-ro-tip'ik), a. [Gr. erepog,

other, dilferent, -f ronmlg, typical.] Belating
to the first nuclear division occurring after
mitapsis: so called because it is stnMngly
different from the ordinary mitoses (nuclear
divisions). Coolc and Swingle.

heterotypical (het"e-ro-tip'i-kal), a. Same
as khetetotypie.

heteroxanthin (het^e-rok-san'thin), n. [Gr.
irepog, other, + ii. xanfhin.'] Axanthin deriv-
ative, CgHfiN402, which contains one methyl
group. It nas been found in the urine.

heterozetesis (het-e-ro-zf-te'sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. erepog, other, -I- Z^?iaig, seeking, inquiry,
investigation.] The confusion of what one
has really proved with a different proposition

;

the opinion that one has proved what one has
not proved: a fault of logic substantially the
same as an ignoratio elenchi. ff. S. Hall,
Adolescence, 11. 533.

heterozonal (hefe-ro-zo'nal), a. [Gr. erepog,

other, -I- ^iyti, belt (zone), + -aL] Belonging
to different zones: said of the faces of a
crystal. Compare tautozonal.

heterozygosis (het'e-ro-zi-go'sis), «. [NL.,
< lieterozyg(_ote) + -osis.^ Development from a
heterozygote.

Special attention has been given to the illustrations of
reversion following heterozygosis.

W. BcOeeon, Exper. Studies, II. 4.

heterozygote (het''e-ro-zi'g6t), n. and a. [Gr.
erepog, other, 4- B. zygote.'] l.in. 1. A zygote
formed by the union of two unlike gametes.— 2. In Mendelian phraseology, a hybrid

Hexaceratina

animal orplant which combines the characters

of two dissimilar parents; a mule-form.

Consequently if .4a's breed together, the new jl gametes
may meet each other in fertilization, forming a zygote

AA, namely, the pure A variety again. Similarly two a
gametes may meet and form aa, or the pure a variety

again. But if an .4 gamete meets an a, it will once more
form Aa, with its special character. This Aa is the
hybrid or " mule " form, or, as I have elsewhere called it,

the heterozygote, as distinguished from AA or aa the
homozygotes.

W. Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p. 23.

II. a. Of or pertaining to a fertilized egg,

or to origin from a fertilized egg, which is

formed by the union of two opposite allelo-

morphic germ-eeUs : as, heterozygote charac-

ters. Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com.
Boy. Soc, 1902, L 127.

heterozygous (hefe-ro-zi'gus), a. [Gr. erepog,

other, -I- ^vydv, yoke.] 1. Of or pertaining to

germ-cells with opposite allelomorphic charac-
ters. Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com.
Roy. Soc, 1902, I. 147.— 2. Of or pertaining

to characters which will not become fixed or
constant under continual selection.—Heterozy-
gous fonnSj certain forms which, as has long been
known to breeders, cannot be fixed by selection.

heth (chat, chath), n. [Heb. heth, het. From
the corresponding Phen. name was derived the
name of the Greek ^a, used for long B.] The
eighth letter (n) of the Hebrew alphabet, cor-

responding in sound to the Scotch ch in loch.

Its numerical value is 8.

hether, n. A simplified spelling of heather.

hetocresol (het-o-kre's61), n. [Gr. irepog, other,

-I- E. cresol.]
' A non-poisonous crystalline

compound, the cinnamio aeid ester of meta-
eresol: used in treatment of tuberculosis.

hetol (he'tol), n. [Appar. < he{e)t(ic) + -ol.]

Cinnamate or sodium, a remedy which has
been used in the treatment of tuberculosis.

Eettangian (he-tan 'ji-an), a. Of Hettange in

Luxemburg : applied, ii. geol., to a stage of the

Lias in France and Switzerland which lies at

the base of the series. The rocks are marls,

sandstones, and limestones which abound in

invertebrate fossils and remains of ferns and
cycads.

heubachite (hoi'baeh-it), n. [Namedfrom (G.)

Heubachthal in Baden.] A hiydrated oxid of co-

balt and nickel occurring as a black incrus-

tation on barite.

heumite (ha'6m-it), n. IHenm, in Norway, -I-

-4fe2.] In petrog., a name given by BrSgger
(1898) to a dark-colored aphanitie rock with-

out phenocTysts, composed of abundant soda-
orthoclase or soda-microcline and barkeviJdte,
with considerable biotite and a small amount
of nephelite, sodalite, and diopside, and acces-
sory minerals.

heuristic, a. II, n. Same as heuretie.

Many analogies of this change are, and more may'be,
drawn from the metamorphosism of insects, and here biol-

ogy supplies the best heuristic.

G. S. Bail, Adolescence, II. 331.

Heuskara (hiis-ka'ra), n. Another form of

Euskara (the Basque language).
Heuskarian (hiis-kS,'ri-an), a. and n. Another
form of Euskarian.
heyeeue (he've-en), n. [Hevea + -ene.] An
amber-yellow oil, C]i;H24, belonging to the
sesquiterpenes ; the least volatile product of

the destructive distillation of caoutchouc and
gutta-percha. It boils at 255-265° C.
heven, n. A simplified spelling of heaven.
hevy, a. and n. A simplified speUing of heavy.
Hewers of wood and drawers of water, persons who
perform the humblestkind of work; drudges; slaves.

And the princes said nnto them, Let them live ; but let
them be hewers of wood and drawers of water unto all the
congregation. Joshua ix. 21.

hex-, hexa-. [Gr. ef, in comp. ifa-, six.] In
chem., in compound words, signifying the pres-
ence of six atoms of an element or six mole-
cules of a compound.
hexabasic (hek-sa-ba'sik), a. [Gr. cf, six, -I-

ISdaig, base, + -icV] Having a basicity of six

;

capable of combining with a proportion of base
or metal equivalent to six atoms of hydrogen.
hexacanth (hek'sa-kanth), a. [Gr. «f, six, -1-

oKavda, thorn.] Having six hooks : as, the hexa-
canth embryo of some tapeworms.
hexacanthous (hek-sa^kan'thus), a. Same as
*hexacanth.
hexacarbon (hek-sa-kar'bon), a. [Gr. ef, six,

+ E. carbon.'] Containing six carbon atoms.
Hexaceratina (hek*sa-se-rat'i-n'a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. ef, six, -h Kepag'XnepaT-), horn, + -ina'^.']

An order of eeratose sponges proposed by
Lendenfeld to contain the families Aph/siUidfe



Hexaceratina 587 hexone
and SalisarcidsB. it includes sponges with large hexagonize (hek-sag'6-niz), V. t.

;
pret. and hexaradial (hek-sa-ra'dj-al), a. [Grr. ef, six,

skeVtarS^pSl,1softhSS?fl^^Ji;aSta^ VV.nemgonized VV^. hexagonmng. [hexagon + NL.mdm., radius, + -a/l.] Having six para-

paaled by horny spicules. The 8keleti)n may be absent. +-»«e-J lo change into a hexagon
;
make meres or structural radn.

hexachlorid (hek-sa-klo'rid), «. [Gr. tf, six, ^exagonal. N. E. D.
Th„iiw.,„ f,, , * • w ., .+ E. chlom.-] In bAew., a compound contain- HexagramminaB (hek"8a-gra-mi'ne), n. pi. r^^i^'^l^Z^^^lirs"^^-

^^'^"'^^°'^^'^^'^'^''"'

m% six atoms of ohlorin united to a more l^^;<~ Hexagrammos +-»»«.] A subfamily Haecfe('(trans.), Wondeis ofliie, p. I7i.

electropositive element or radical : as, tung- o* nshes typified by the genus Hexagrammos.
sten hexacMorid (WCle). Jour. Soc. Chem. In- nexanedrite (hek-sa-he'drit), n. [hexahedr-on nexarch (hek'sark), a. and n. [Gr. i^, six, +
dustry, XI. 599.

"'" -*<b2.] A meteoric iron having a cubic or i-pxh, beginning (used for a vascular strand).]

hexachordal {iiek-sa-k6r'dal;, «. ihexcuihord liexahedral structure and cleavage. Iron me- I. a- Having six strands: as, a /texarc/* stele.

+ -ail.] Pertaining to or consisting of hexa- ^sorites of this class are much less common II. n. In hot., a stele which has six plerome
chords. than the octahedrites. See *meteorite. strands.

hexacid (heks-as'id), a. [Gr. £f , six, -1- B. add.] hexahemeron (hek-sa^hem'e-ron), n. Same hexasepalous (hek-sa-sep'a-lus), a. [Gr. ef,

Used, in contrast with *hexal)asic, to denote *s Jiexaemeron. six, + NL. sepalum, sepal, -t- -oms.] In lot.,

that a substance is capable of combining with nexaliydrate (hek-sa-hi'drat), n. [Gr. i^, six, having six sepals,

six equivalents of an acid. +B.li^dr(ogen) + -ate^.'\ In cfee»i., a compound hexastigm (hek'sa-stim), re. [AXso Jiexastim

;

hexacompound (hek-sa-kom'pound), n. A- containing six molecules of water, as crystal- Gr. ?f, six, + ariy/ia, a point, dot.] A poly-
compound containing "six similar atoms or lized calcium chlorid or calcium ehlorid hexa- stigm of 6 dots, that is, a system of 6 coplanar
groups. hydrate (CaCl2,6H20). pomts, with all the ranges they determine
hexacontahedron (hek"sa-kon-ta-he'dron),re. licxahydratedr (hek-sa-hi'dra-ted), a. In (connectors).
[Gr. iliiKovTa, sixty, + e'Spa, seat, base.] A cAew., containing six molecules of water, as , , ,. ., ,^ , ^ ,, , , ,
^^MA ^tLi^i.J„iA..„ ' .J ,J^,^ l-^ '

"""•J " fho TTiiTifirnl r-ni-nalHtQ wTiinVi io l>ovali^/Ir.oto/l In a fteicaatom there are 16 connectors and 45 oodots. In
®°14 °*/^^^J sides.--Deltoidal hexaoontahedron,

™* mineral camallite, which is hexahydrated ^ hexagram there are is fans and 46 diagonals.
a ao-faoed solid, formed by a deltoidal bossing of the ico- potassium-magnesium chlond (KCl.MgCl2. Merriman and Woodmard, Higher Mathematics p 77
sahedronandreoiprocal to the small rhombicosldodecahe- 6H2O). G. XMregie, Sulphuric Acid, II. 44.

Hexacrinus (hek-sak'ri-nus), n. [NL.,<Gr. l»«^t?ydrocarvacrol Oiek'sa-M-ioJka^V^^ ihexa^tyU + 4c.-]

ef.six,-l-«A,alily(8eecr^»d).] A genus ^^ol)' » C*^"-" 'f' «^^' + ^^ '^^'•''(^^) +
««'^«- tlxasuYnM^^^^^ fhek sa-sul'fid

of camerate Cnnoidea belonging to the family croZ.] A colorless oily compound, CHgCeHg or -fid), re. [Gr." , s^ + E. s«iM»ti.] In

^TZTA'^'^^^l'^^^^^^^^^^l'^^S^^ (C*3H,)0H, formed by the action of hydro- «'^*»;. a compound containing fx atoms of

plate. It is found in the Devonian of Europe and iforth gen on carvacrol. It boils at 220° C. sulphur, as tnphosphorus hexasulphid (P3S6).
America. hexahydrothymol (hek'sa-hi-dro-ti'mol), n. hexatetrahedral (hek"sa-tet-ra-he'dral), a.

hexact, a. II. n. Same as *hexactine. [Gr. If, six, -I- B. hydro(gen) + 'thymol.} Of or pertaining to a hexatetrahedron or the
hexactine (hek-sak'tin), «. [Gr. ef, siK, +fl;/cWf _i ^ rr /o\3- \/^tt ^ j ,. class of crystals of which it is the charaoter-
(anTiv-), ray.] In the nomenclature of the spie- compouna, iJa.3;.^yQi±g{L3^±^)Otl, formed by igtio form. See ^symmetry, 6.

ular elements of sponges, a six-rayed or tri-
the action of hydrogen on thymol. I* ^?sely

jjg^ 1 ,j^^.'' , f/ -v .„ .,

axial form typicall/ expressed as six arms at
resembles hexahydrocarvacrol in properties,

''^^f^SV^ ] In Ifte^.,"valenie orvalency
right angles to one another. The hexactine is the texaicosane (hek-sa-i ko-san), re. [Also hexev- equivalent to that of six monad atoms, as of
fundamental form in the silicious skeletons of the Hexac- Kosoree, and erroneously called «ea;aco«o»8e, «ea;- iivrlTnirpn w Ttntnunn in l\r v Snn T\an ^n
ti»«i«id«andi«susceptibleofmodiflcationintoava8tTari- dkosane; Gr. ef, six, + «Ko<j(, twenty, -I- -oree.l iqnn

^ w. /toTOsai^, in jn. l. bun, uec. du,

ety of shapes, anchors, umbels, pine-trees, flsh-hooks, ro- A onft wni-o- nnmnniiTi/l P TT "f.1nonlxr ™ J-nuu.
„ , , , „ _

settes, etc. The fusion of thea™» of adjacent hexactines ^ ^?^' waxy compound, Cge^Usi, closely re- hexazane (hek-saz'an), n. ' [Gr. If, six, -t- E.
produces a latticed supporting skeleton in some orders of B9™°™gparamn. It melts at 44 C. aziote) + -ane.] Same as ofeertcKme.
Hexaclmellida. BexaKlSOCtanedral (hek'^sa-kis-ok-ta-he- ^oTrayenB OibV Bsl»'on^ « r«r ^e oiV -1- IP

ll«actmeJhek-sak'tin),a.[Por«/,««c*mi^^^^
"

af(oteT+ -6«i^] A ooU^^^
Gr. ff, SIX, -I- o/cTif (a/cTiv-), ray, + -ireei.] 1. hexakistetrahedral (hek"sa-kis-tet-ra-h6'- -^„,CHo CHo
Having six rays : same as feea!ac<Jna^—2. Hav- dral), a. Of or pertaining to a hexakistetrahe- NH<(~ig2-j^>(;;H2, which decomposes when
ingthecharacters of or pertaining to a hex- driin; same as *fee™te«ra^d^^^^^^ foiled. Also called tefra%<fo-owrtd*ree andaotme.—3. Hexaetmelhdan. hexakistetrahedron (hek'-'sa-kis-tet-ra-he'- piperidei/ne

u • j/s '" »<>

hexactinellidan (hek-sak-ti-nel'i-dau), a. and dron), n. [Gr. Ifdfcicsix times, + T^T/Da-,"four, hexeikosane n See ^hexaieoxanf
n. I. a. Pertaining to or characteristic of the + Mpa, base.] In crystal., the hemihedral hexene fh^'sen) n FGr flsix + ene 1 A
HexacMnelUda. form of the hexaMsoctahedron; same as feeica- oolorleaa linuifl olBfinin onTyinniinA rw irvs \

n. n. Any sponge ot the oMevSexacmel. tetrahedron. ^^^ . CH:CHrXcd'o^\T^^^^^^
J"^"- V • .1. 1 , ^- /• ^ ., T J®^^S?^i?'^l' \ See*hejcmcosane. p^red from hexyl chlorid and is homologousiexactiman (hek-sak-tm'i-an) a. and re. la. hexaldfihyde (hek-sal'de-hid), n [Gr./f, six, ^nh ethylene. Also called hexylme and reofZ?
Pertaining to or having the characters of the + E. aldeh/de.] A colorless liquid, CH3(CH2)4 butyletJwlene
Hexaetinise ; having six mesenteries or tenta- CHO, prepared by the distillation o£ a mixture Jxexine (hek'sin) re rG!r eB six -I- -«me2 1 A
cles, or a multiple of that number, as some an- of calcium formate and calcium caproate. It colorless unstable liquid, ChLc I 'C(CHo)9CH„
thozoans 1^°^^^* 128° C. Also called fceo^j/J a?tfo%(fo, ^liioh boils at 83-84^ C. It^s preparld^^^^

II. re. Anyanthozoan of the group Hexac- oaprmc aldelmde a.Tid_hexanal. hexylene bromide and is homologous with
Umss. hexamere (hek sa-mer), re. [Gr. £f, si^, -I- acetylene. Also called meaj,? «oma? prwi-

hexad. I. n. 3. A hexagon. f^ipos, part.] In the nomenclature of the acetylene
-«.' j/- >^yt-

Given two opposite points of a regular AeaMd (namely, skeletal parts of reticulate sponges, or DJctwo- TioTindiila OiaIt oi's ,^i,^^ « m^ sc c,;.,, j. i?
the corn^ a,, a^, of a regular hexagon). spongidie, a reticulum mesh of the sixth order. Mi^^ YnehZ n inmrmiii-fl nnitpl^-'r,!^;Harlmess and Morley, Analytic Functions, p. 26. ,

"^ " .' ,, , , . . ^,
watae.j in cnem., a compouna containing six

II. a. Having a combining power equivalent liexamensm(hek-sam e-nzm),re. Ihexamer-ous atoms of iodine: as, sulphur hexiodide (§!»).

tosixtimesthatof hydrogen. Same as ^exara- + -««™-] The condition or state of having hexite (hek'sit), re. [Gr. If, six, -I- -ifeZ.] An
lent and sexivalent. *?® organs arranged according to the number alcohol, such as mannitol, containing six hy-

hexadecane(hek-sa-dek'an),re. [Gr. If , six, -1-
six or to a multiple of that number, asm some droxyl groups. The compounds are some-

dim, ten, +-a««.] 'A colorless compound, CH3 anthozoans, especially corals. 5aerece, July times termed /8ea;a%(?ric a?co*o?« and ^erracifj

(CHo)i4CHo, oontaiuedin petroleum. It forms .J^'
1""^' P- **"•

,, , ,, , , ,„ alcohols.

pearly fustrous leaflets, which melt at 19-20° Hexaineroceras(hek^sam-g-ros e-ras),». [Gr. hexobiose (hek-s6-bi'6s), re. [Gr. If, six, -(-

6. and boil at 287.5° C. Sometimes called ^f^WW, of six chambers, + /cl/)af, horn.] A E. Siose.] A disaccharide which yields two hex-
cetans.

Silurian gemi^s of nautiloid OepfeaJopoda, be- ose molecules on decomposition, as cane
hexadecoic (hek"sa-de-k6'ik), a. [Gr.lf,six,-f- l°^g^°f *.» f^

fa,mily Tr^meroceraUdse, and sugar, which yields one molecule of dextrose
dl«a, ten, + -o-+-ic:'] Containing sixteen carbon characterized by having six lateral sinuses m ^nd one of levulose.

atoms. — Hexadecoic acid. Sameaapalmitioaeid. i.^^J'S.^-^f't.^A /v,„i, „. <.i,/- isi jn „ „ hexoctahedial (hek-sok-ta-he'dral), a. [hex-

hexadecyl (hek-sa-de'sil), «. [Gr. if, six, + \examet^ylated ^het^^^^ octoAe*-o» -^ -aV.] Of orpertainii'gtoahex-
.JiKa, ten, + -yl.-] The radical C16H33. It is t^^'^' S^'Jl^tJ^J!^..^ ;7!o^T„'„i=

-^ m?X octahedron or to the class of crystal! of which
derived irom hexadecane, and. is' also called mIa L^HWt^vf 78?

"r radicals. Buck,
it is the characteristic form. Biei'symmetry,6.

cetyl.
Med. Handbook, yi 785. hexode (hek'sod), a. [Gr., < If, six, -I- iX

hexadecylic (hek"sa-de-sil'ik), a. [feeMdec^? lexamethylene (hek-sa-meth i-len), «. [Gr. way.] In e^ec*., six-way; sixfold ; such that
+ -»c.] Psrtainingtohexadecylorhexadeoane.

f«) ^^/li^
'"^"^''^"^•J t'Ontaimng six methy- sixmessages can be sent at the same time over

liexadrachm(hek'sa-dram), OT. [Gr. Ifd(}pa;i^/i0f,
Icne (CH2) groups. „, .,

.

^^ ._ .
the same wire, as in a multiplex telegraph,

ofthe value of six drachmas, < If, six, -I- (Jpa;rw, ^i^^PP'^f??
(hek-sa-nef nk), a. [Gr. If, six, iexoic (hek-so'ik), a. [Gr. If, six, -I- -0- +

drachma.] An ancient Greek gold coin of the +>'*'if, kidney.] Having six Malpighian ves- .j^.] Pertaining to hexane.-Heioic acid Same
value of 6 drachmas. sels, as nine of the orders of insects. as normal m,™o lad

"exoicacia. bame

hexaedral (hek-sa-e'dral), a. See hexahedral. nexaped (hek sa-ped), ». [Gr. ef, six,-l- L.jjes hexone (hek'son), re. [=G. hexon; < Gr. If, six,

hexagon, re.-Brlanchon hexagon, ahexagoncircuni:(Pf«-^j*°°t-Jo^^ rPrSSci^ j.
+ -o»«-] 1. A term applied by Kossel to any

scribed about a conic. See Ae3;ae'ram,2.—Lemolnehex- nexapnase (neK sa-taz), a. L^r. e^, six, + Q^g gf several bases, such as arginin Ivsin
agon, the hexagon whose vertices are the 6 intersections Mmg, phase.] Having SIX phases: said of etc which fontnin six ntoms nf parhnTi i^ t>,o
^th the siderS a triangle of the parall^s to the sides certain types of alternating currents. moiec^lpdrawn through the symmedian point (the Lemome point i,__„_nJnf/>,pi, oan'o-dall a [hexanod + -all 1

™°^S<'^'S-

K).— Pascal hexagon, a hexagon inscribed ma conic. JiexapoaanneK-sap o aai;,o. Lnea;apoa -I- -a(i.
J ^. ^ ,. ,,-

' -
""""" " "o

.

-=
Same as hexapodous. This gave a solution which should contain the hexon

Hexagonal number.
,
See_*««re.6«r hexaprotodont (hek-sa-pro'to-dont) a [Gr ''--. --'

^'^"'°^r^"a£*'5?«^A%Wol; p- 378
hexagonite (hek-sag o-nit), Js. lhexagon+ «f, six, + Trpurof, first, + odotif (odovr-), tooth.] >

i-
. >

i-

-j<e3.j A pink variety of tremolite from St. Having six lower incisors ; resembling or hav- 2. A liquid mixture of hydrocarbons, CeHg,
Lawrence county, New Ydrk, supposed at first ing the characters of Hexaprotodon, a genus of obtained by compressing illuminating gas,

to be a new hexagonal species. It contains a extinct hippopotamuses distinguished by the which has been prepared by heating fats and
small amount of manganese. presence of six lower incisors. resins. It boils at 70-85° C.



hexonic

hexonic (hek-son'ik), a. [hexone + -Jc.] Of or
pertaining to the hexone bases arginin, lysin,

and histidin. See *hexone, 2.

hexosazon (hek-soa-az'on), n. [Gr. ef, six, +
E. osazon.^ Theosazon of ahexose sugar; that
is, a sugar containing six carbon atoms.
hexose (hek'sos), n. [Gr. ef, six, + -ose.J A
simple sugar (monosaccharide) containing six

atoms of carbon.

hexoside (hek'so-sid), n. [Jiexose + -idei.] A
glueoside derived from a hexose.
hexotriose (hek-so-tri'6s), n. [Irreg. < Gr. £f,

six, + -o- + Gr. rpi-, three, + -ose.'] The class

name of sugars which contain eighteen atoms
of carbon in the molecule and are capable of

resolution into three molecules of a sugar
which contains six atoms of carbon in the
molecule. Thus raffinose is a hexotriose and
may be decomposed into equal molecules of

fructose (levulose), glucose, and galactose.

hexoylene (hek-so'i-len), n. [Gr. cf, six, +
-o- + -yl + -ene.'\ A colorless liquid, CH3
(CH2)3C: CH(?), prepared from hexylene bro-

mide. It boils at 80-85° C. Also called 5-7jexime

and normal-iulylncetylene.

hextetrahedral (heks-tet-ra-he'dral), a. Same
as *hexatetrahedral.

bextetrahedron (heks"tet-ra-he'dron), n.

Same as hexatetrahedron.

hexylamine (hek-sil-am'in), n. [Gr. Ef, six, +
-yl + amine.2 A poisonous ptomajtne (Cgp.^
N) found in cod-liver oil and also obtained
from yeast.

hexylene (hek'si-len), ». [Gr. Ef, six, + -^Z +
-ene.'i A colorless liquid, CH3(CH2)3CH:
CH2, prepared from hexyl chlorid and formed
during the distillation of boghead coal or from
superheated paraffin. It boils at 68-70° C.

Also called 5-hexene.

hexylic (hek-sil'ik), as. [hexyl + -ic.] Per-
taining 'to hexane or hexylie acid. Same as
hexyl.— Hexylic acid. Same ss cwprtria acid.

Heyduck, ». Same as HaiduJc (which see).

hf. A contraction of lialf.

hf. bd. A contraction of half-iowud.

hf. cf. A contraction of half ealf.

hg^. A contraction of hectogram.

H. Gr. An abbreviation (a) of Sis Grace ; (6)

of Sorse Gruards.

H. G. D. H. An abbreviation of His (or Her)
Grand Ducal Highness.

H. I. An abbreviation of HcmaUan Islands.

hiagua, «. See *haigua.

hialoa (he-a-16'a), n. [Hawaiian.] A common
weed, Waltherm Americana, of the family
Sterculiaeeie, occurring in many of the Poly-
nesian islands and most tropical countries.

hiant (hi'ant), a. [L. hians Qdant-), ppr. of

Tiiare, gape: see feiafus.] Gaping: said of the

jaws of certain insects.

Hiatus aortlcns, the aortic orifice in the diaphragm.
See aortic orifice.— EUatus ventrieull, a term proposed
by A. Hill as synonymous with choroidal fisKwre, or the
lateral portion of the rima transversa cerebri. PhUos.
Tram. Ray. Soc. (London), 1S93, ser. B, p. 425.

hiba (he'ba), n. [Jap.] A species of cypress,

Ihuyopsis dolobrata, easily distinguished from
other species by the yellow-green of the upper
side of the leaves and the blue-green and
peculiar marking of the under side. Its wood is

yellow, and is remarkably durable in water, so tliat it is

much used for stakes as well as in ship- and bridge-

building. It is also used for lacquer-ware. ^eeThuyopsis.

hibachi (he-ba'-

che), n. [Jap.

hibachi, < hi, fire,

+ hachi, a bowl,
basin, pot.] In
Japan , a pan or
box in which
charcoal is kept
burning for the
purpose of

warming the
hands or heating
an apartment;
a brazier.

Mbemant (hi'-

ber-nant), a. and
n. I. a. Hiber-
nating or lying
dormant during
winter. [Eare.]

II. n. An animal that hibernates; a resi-

dent of a given locality during the winter
season only. [Rare.]

hibernate, v. i— Hibernating gland. See *gUmd.

hibernator (hi'b6r-na-tor), n. An animal that
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hibernates or lies dormant during the winter;

contrasted with *esUvator.

The Fanrde is really one of the Mbernators like our

own hedgehog. Sunday Mag., 1883, p. 674.

Hiberno-Celt (M-ber'no-selt"), n. A native

Irishman of Celtic stock.

hibschite (hib'shit), ». [Named after J. E.

Hibsch.'] A mineral oeeurring vrith green mel-

anite crystals iu the phonolite of the Marien-

berg near Aussig, Bohemia. It is isotropic,

has an. octahedral form, and, in composition,

is near lawsonite, having perhaps the same
formula (H4CaAl2Si20io).
hickory, n. 3. In Australia, a name applied

to several trees the wood of which is used for

the same purposes as that of the American
hickories, especially the hickory-acacia. Acacia
leprosa, the blackwood of Australia, Acacia
Melanoxylon, and the hickory-eucalyptus, Eu-
calyptus punctata.— 4. In Tasmania, a shrub
or small tree of the rue family, Phehalium
sguameum, conspicuous for its strong smell,

silvery under-surfaee of tiie leaves, and .small

pink-and-white flowers— Big-bud bickory, Hi-
coria alba. See white-heart i^hickory and . mockernut.
[Morida.]—Bitter talckoiy. Same as oitterairf.—Black
hickory, (a) Same as pignut, 2. (6) Same as white-heart
AAictorj/.—Broom-Mokory, the pignut, Hicorm^Zadra;
so called from the use of its finely split wood in making
brooms.—Brown Mckory. See pignia, 2.— Hickory
gall-lonse, bomed-devll caterpillar. See kgali-
Touse, -kcaterpiUar.—Nutmeg-bickory. See*mitmeg-
hickory,—White hickory, (a) Same as white-heart
-khickory. (b) Same as pignut, 2. (c) Same as bittemut.
(d) The sheUbark, Hicoria mata wMte-beart hick-
ory, the mockernut, Hicoria alba, a timber-tree distrib-

uted from southern Ontario and southern New England
over the eastern TTnited States, abundant only southward.
The leaves have a conspicuous resinous fragrance. The
wood is heavy, hard, tough, and flexible, and, like that of
the shellbarks, is of great value in the manufacture of
agricultural implements, carriages and wagons, ax-helves,
etc., and for fuel. The heart-wood is of a rich brown, the
thick sap-wood nearly white. Also called buUnvt.

hickory-aphis (hik'o-ri-a,*fis),

n. A plant-louse, Lachnus
carysB, which infests the twigs
and small branches of the
hickory.

hickory-borer (hik'g-ri-bor"-
6r), n. Any one of more than
forty species of cerambyeid,
ptinid, or scoljrtid beetles
whose larva bore into the trunk
and limbs of hickory-trees.
A common hickory-borer is

Dicercalurida Fainted bick-
ory-borer, a cerambyeid beetle, CyUene pictus.

hickory-moth (hik'o-ri-mdth), n. Any one of

several moths whose larvse feed on hickory

Hickory-borer

CSicerca iurida).

Hibachi, with Tongs.

Hickory-moth {^rchifis seniiftyana^.

a, moth; b, larva; c, chrysalis. About twice natural size.

leaves. Among them are the hickory tussock-
moth, HaUsidota caryee, of the family Arctiidie;
Mnnomos subsignarius, of the family Geomet-
ridse; Acrobasis rubnfasdeUa, of the family
PhyciUdse; and Archips {Caccscia) semiferana,
of the family TortriddsB.

hickory-pole (hik'o-ri-pol), n. A pole of hick-
ory, often used as a flagstaff, rrom 1828 to i860
a pole of this kind with a brush at the top was the em-
blem of the Democratic party in the United States

:

in allusion to Andrew Jackson's popular name of 'Old
Hickory.' Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, Oct.-Dec, 1902, p. 246.

hickory-shad, n. 2. A fish, Pomolobu^ medlo-
oris, of the Atlantic coast of the United States.

Hicks's bottles. See *bottle^.

Hicoria (hi - ko ' ri - a), n. [NL. (Rafinesque,

1808), < hickory, the Aimerican name.] A genus
of dicotyledonous trees belonging to the fam-
ily JugtandacesB. Until recently it has been known as
Carya,'a name given it by Ifuttall, but now Kafinesque's
name Hicoria, from the aboriginal Indian name, has been
restored, and all the species have been renamed under
this latter generic name. The species of Hicoria are all

native to eastern Korth America, and arte about fifteen in
number. The shellbark hickory, pecan, pignut, mocker-
nut, and bittemut all belong in this genus. See Carya.

hieropcei

hidalga (e-dal'ga), n. [Sp.] A Spanish noble-

woman. See hidalgo.

Mdalgoism (hi-dal'go-izm), n. Same as hidal-

gism (which see).

Mdated (hi'da-ted), j>. a. Measured by or

reckoned in hides. See hide^, n.

An elaborate hidated survey, which possesses a pecu-

liar value from its references to the Domesday survey.
AtTieneeum, Sept. 28, 1889, p. 421.

hidation (hi-da'shon), ». Measurement or as-

sessment by hides.

hideling, a. II. n. A person or a thing that

is in the habit of hiding itself. N. E. D.

hideondo (e-da-on'do), n. [Amer. Sp.] The
creosote-bush,' CovUlea tridentata.

hidradenitis (M-drad-e-ni'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

ldp(&g), sweat, + aiiiv, gland, + -rtis.] Inflam-

mation of the sweat-glands.

hidroadenitis (hid'"'ro-ad-e-ni'tis), n. Same as

*Mdradenitis.
hidropoiesis (hid'''ro-poi-6'sis), n. [Nl.., < Gr.

ISpuQ, sweat, + irolriBti, making.] Secretion of

the sweat.
hidropoietic (hid'^ro-poi-et'ik), a. Pertaining

to or characterized by hidropoiesis; sudo-

riparous.

hielaman (he'la-man), n. [Australian elimang

(Hunter), e-lee'^ong (Collins), hilaman (Rid-

ley).] Anarrow, elongated shield used by the

Australian aborigines. E. E. Morris, Austral

English.

hielaman-tree (he'la-man-tre''), n. The bat's-

wing coral-tree, Eryihrina VesperUUo, so called

from the' use of its wood by the Australian na-
tives for making their hielamans or shields.

See hat's-wing *coral-iree.

Hieracian (hi-e-ra'shan), n. Same as Hieracite.

hieratica (hi-e-rat'i-ka), n. [Xi. fem. of hie-

raticus, hieratic] A grade of papyrus, used
for religious writings in Egypt.

hieratite (hi'e-ra-15t), n. pSTamed from Hiera,

an ancient name of Vuleano.] A mineral con-

taining silicon, fluorin, and potassium, ob-

tained in isometric crystals from the aqueous
solution of stalaetitic concretions found at the
crater of Vuleano, one of the Lipari Islands.

hierocratic (hi''''e-ro-:krat'ik), a. [hierocracy

{-crat-) + -jc] ferlaining to or of the nature
of a hierocracy

J
hierarehal : as, hierocratic rule.

hierodulic (hi*e-ro-du'lik), a. [hierodule +
-»c.] Of or pertaining to the hierodule or tem-
ple slave.

merogamy (M - e -rog ' a - mi), n. [Gr. lepoe, sa-

cred, -I- yd/wg, marriage.] A sacred marriage.
Stand. Diet.

We must now recall the fact thatthe hieroga/my of Zeus
and Europa was annually celebrated at Gortyna in Crete.
Lenmrmant (trans.). Beginnings of Hist, App. i, p. 550.

hieroglyphic. I. a. 4. Of or pertaining to cer-
tain vermiform structures which occur in the
flyseh, in Carpathian sandstone, and in the ma-
rine faeies of the Cretaceous and Jurassic for-
mations of the Alps. See H, 2.

H. n. 3. One of certainvermiform structures,
abundant in the Cretaceous and Jurassic rocks
of some countries, probably in part the trails
of mollusks or worms.
hieroglyphism (hi-e-rog'li-fizm), n. [hiero-
glyph + -ism."] The use of hieroglyphs in ex-
pressing ideas.

It is far beyond the scope of the present article to de-
scribe fully the development of hieroglyphism in Egypt

Encyo. Brit., I. 606.

hieroglyphology (hi^e-ro-gli-fol'd-ji), n. [hi-

eroglyph + Gr. -TMyia, < Tiiyuv, speak.] The
scientific study of hieroglyphs.
hieroglyphy (hi-e-rog'li-fl), n. [hieroglyph +
-jl.] The art of ' writing in hieroglyphs; the
use of hieroglyphs.
hieroglyptic (hi'-'e-ro-glip'tik), a. [Gr. hp6Q,
sacred, + yAnTrrMof, carved: seBgJyptic.'] Same
as hieroglyphic.

Two other characteristics of hieroglyptic script are also
to be noted.

A. J. Evans, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIV. 300.

hieromania (hi''''e-ro-ma'ni-a), M. [NL., < Gr.
'tepdg, sacred, reli^ous, +" ^avia, madness.]
Religious mania.

hieropcei (hi'-'e-ro-pe'i), b. p?. [NL., < Gr.
iepcnroioi, pi. of UpoTrotSt:, <. iepa, sacred rites, -I-

TToielv, do.] In Ch:antiq., secondary officers of
temples, usually grouped in colleges, charged
with assisting the priests, and with various
duties about the temples.
They are the accounts of the Hieropcei of the Delias

temple of Apollo, and they give, amongst other things,
the salaries of various officials.

F. B. Jemms, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XV. 246.



bigh

high. I. a. 16. Noting the strength of a
suit, as in whist or bridge: as, queen high,

in spades, and ten high in diamonds.— High
roof, tide, vacanm. See *roo/i, etc.—No Ugher
(naut.), an order to the helmsman not to bring the ship

any closer to the wind.— Tlie sun Is high. See *SK»il.

— To point high. See -kpomtl.

II. n. 3. One of the points in the game of

all-fours.—4. The area of high barometric
pressure shown on the daily weather map,
usually moving eastward and toward the
equator, its front being marked by suddenly
falling temperature, drier air, strong polar

winds, and spits of rain or snow, followed by
clear weather and by a temperature that may
be either high or low depending on the balance
between radiation, isolation, connection, and
thermodynamic action.

The hot wave had its inception in the wake of a high
area, which dropped down from northern New York over
Virginia and the neighboring States. Here it seemed to
join forces with the permanent high over the ocean and
remained nearly stationary for a number of days.

Tearbook, U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 382.

Tropical high, the area of high pressure under the
tropics of Capricorn or Cancer, which prevails over the
continents in winter, but over the oceans in summer.

high-ball (hi'b&l), ». 1. A method of settling

who shall pay for som^ething, in which the num-
bered balls that are used in the game ,of pin-
pool are thrown out from a receptacle, the
highest ball winning and the lowest paying.

—

2. A ' long drink,' consisting of a modicum of

wiiisky diluted with club soda or mineral
water, and served with cracked ice in a tall

glass. [Slang.]

high-blower (f3.'\>\o" kx), n. A horse that
' blows ' vigorously in galloping : a healthy
habit, entirely different from ' roaring.' tf. S.

Dept. Agr., Kep. on Diseases of the Horse,
1903, p. 118.

high-oilty (hi'du'''ti), a. Performing a high
percentage of service ; high-economy : used of

gumping-engines. A high-duty pump is one that de-

vers a proportionately large number of foot-pounds of

work, in the form of water pumped, per million heat-units

furnished by the boiler. The American basis for mea-
suring duty is now the million heat-units furnished by the
boiler, instead of (as formerly) a given quantity of coal

burned,

high-five (M'fiv), n. See *einch, 4.

high-flier, n. 3. A phaeton with low front

roeela, arched reaches, and boxes over both
axles. The body was hung high upon four S-springs.

It was popularized by the Prince of Wales (afterward

George IV.) and other young sporting men of his day.

high-grade (hi'grad), a. Of a superior grade
or quality; specifically, having more than
three quarters pure blood : applied by stock-

breeders to animals.

high-handedness (hi'han*ded-nes), n. High-
handed, arbitrary, and unreasonable conduct
or treatment.

The "free-choice" system in club practice was generally

recommended as supplying the relatively best protection

against the high'ha/nded/ness of the clubs.

Lancet, April 4, 1903, p. 997.

high-heeled (M'held), a. Made with or hav-

ing high heels : as, high-heeled shoes.

hign-Mlted (hi'MF'ted), a. Having the sMrt
or petticoat kilted or tucked up.

Hignland Scotch. See *Seotch^.

highlander, n. 2. A playing-card having
slight blemishes on both surfaces. Sousehold
Words, VI. 332.— Arctic WgManders, the Eskimo
tribe of Smith Sound, Greenland, so called by their dis-

coverer, Sir John Roas.

high-low-jack, n. 3, A form of billiard-pool

with fifteen object-balls, based in part on the

card game of all-fours: once popular, but now
obsolete.

high-pressure, a. 2. Noting an engine which
exhausts at atmospheric pressure as distin-

guished from a condensing-engine ; hence,

non-condensing. This use of the term is con-

fusing and inadvisable.

high-roller (hi'r6"ler), n. A recklessly ex-

travagant, high-living 'sport.' [Slang.]

high-warp (hi ' warp), a. A translation of

French haute-Usse (which see).

All three of the tapestry looms at Merton are con-

structed on the high-warp system.
A. Vallance, William Morris, p. 92.

Higo pottery. See ^pottery.

higuera (e-ga'ra), ». [One of the extended

uses of Sp. higuera, a flg-tree, < higo, < L.

ficm, a fig: see fig'^.l In Porto Bico, the cala-

bash-tree, Crescentia Cujete. See Crescentla.

In Mexico and other Spanish-American coun-

tries it is commonly called >'cara.

hike Qak), v. [Also hyke; a widely used dia-

lect word, parallel to hiek^ and hitch, recently
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emerging into some colloquial use; prob.
orig. an imitative word, parallel to hit, ex-

pressing a quick stroke or motion; compare
E. Pries, hikhen, thrust, push, punch. See
hick^ and hitch. \ I. trans. 1. To thrust;
push; punch or gore with the horns.— 2. To
toss u^ and down; swing; jolt.— 3. To lift

out with a sharp instrument; move with a
jerk

; puU ; raise ; lift.— 4. To snatch away

;

run off with.— 5. To dismiss peremptorily.
II. intrans. To move suddenly or hastily

;

go away; walk off; decamp. [Prov. or coUoq.
Eng. and U. S., in all uses.]
hiker (hi'ker), ». lhike,v. + -er'^.'] An over-
drawn bridle-check. [Local, southern C S.]

hikllli (he-ko'le), n. [Tarahumar, a Piman dia-

lect spoken in Chihuahua, Mexico.] In the
state of Chihuahua, Mexico, the name of the
narcotic cactus Lophophora WiUiamsii, a plant
held in high esteem by the Indians. See *mes-
cdlr-hutton.

At one of the feasts which I witnessed I wished to
taste hikvZi, as it was new to me. . . . The man who
carried the gourd first danced in front of the shaman,
then around the fire, and finally brought it to me. The
liquid tasted somewhat bitter, but not exactly disagree-
able ; and while I drank, the man looked at me with
astonishment, as if he had expected that hikuli would
refuse to be taken by me.

C. LumhoUz, Unknown Mexico, L 374.

hil, n. and v. A simplified spelling of Mil.

hilaria (hi-la'ri-a), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of
hilaris, joyful : see hilarious.'] In Bom. a/ntiq.,

a joyous festival in honor of Cybele, cele-

brated at the vernal equinox.
hilasmic (hi-laz'mik), a. [Gr. l^a/iSg, propi-
tiation, < iMaKeadai, appease, propitiate.] Pro-
pitiatory. [Kare.]
Hildebrandic (hil-df-bran'dik), a. Same as
Eildebrandine.

hilU, n., 3. (6) The cluster of plants in
a hill. Formerly, the practice of 'hilling' was gen-
eral, when only hand tools were used ; but latterly the
imiveraal tendency is to practise level culture. While
the hill itself has disappeared, the group of plants has
taken the name. A 'hill,' therefore, is a more or less

separated or detached group of two or more plants, in
contradistinction to the single plants that follow each
other regularly in a drill.— Lenticular hUl, a drumlin,
or drumloidal hill.

They exhibit many variations in size and shape, how-
ever, some being nearly circular, mammillary hills, and
others lenticular hills, in which the longer axis is two or
three times as great as the- shorter axis.

I. C. Russell, Glaciers of North America, p. 24.

Manunlllary hill, a hill of rounded form. J. C. Rus-
sell, Glaciers of Ifoith America, p. 24.— Bemnant hill,

a residual hill remaining when the neighboring surface is

worn down to a peneplain ; a small monadnock. W. M.
Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog.

hilU, V. i. 2. To assemble on rising ground.
[Bare.]

In the spring the Buffs hill, as it is termed ; that is

they assemble upon a rising spot of ground contiguous
to where the Beeves propose to deposit their eggs

.

O. Montagu, Omith. Diet., p. 444.

hill-engraver (hil'en-gra''''ver), n. A man
skilled in representing topography by means
of hachures or contours on an engraved plate.

This course, in addition to being, I believe, the best
method of representation, would have the additional ad-

vantage of continuing for a time the employment of hill-

engravers, who are, as already stated, so much required
for the completion of the hill-engraving of the 1-inch

map. Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 689.

hill-fox (hil'foks), n. A fox, Vulpes montanus,
very similar to the common fox of Europe,
but paler : found in the Himalayas.
hill-grub (hil'grub), n. A British gardeners'

name for the larva of a European noctuid

moth, Charseas graminis. It injures pastures

and meadows.
hill-map (hil'map), n. A topographic map
showing the relief of the land surface.

Progress of the 1-inch hill-map of the United King-
dom. Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 678.

hill-planting (h^'plan-'ting), n. Same as

*mound-plan1Ang.
Hillsboro sandstone. See *sandstone.

hill-shading (hil'sha"ding), n. A conventional

graphic device for representing the slopes of

the earth's surface.

The map is clearly drawn, and printed in four colours—
sea, blue ; hill-shading, brown ; forests, green ; and rivers,

roads, and lettering, black.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 678.

hilum, n., 2. (d) a protrusion of a portion of the iris

through a rupture of the cornea, (e) A depression on the

ventrolateral surface of the mammalian brain in the re-

gion of the vallecula Sylvii. Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc.

pLondon), 1899, ser. B, p. 297.

hilus (hi'lus), n. Same as hilum. Proc. Zool.

Sac. London, 1902, I. 226.

hinterland

H. I. M. An abbreviation of Sis (orSer) Im-
perial Majesty.

hind^, n. 3. A small bass-like fish, Cephalo-
pholis cruentaUs, of the family Serranidse, found
in the West Indies. Those found in deep waters
are red, and are known as red hinds ; those found near
the shore are dai-k brown, and are known as brown hinds.—Rock hind, a species of grouper of the family Serran-
idse, Ej^nephelus adsensionis, found in the West Indies.—Speckled hind, a species of grouper, JEpinephelus
drvm/mond-hayi, characterized by dark-brown color
marked with bright white spots, found in the Gulf of
Mexico.

hind-castle (h!nd'kas''''l), n. The high poop,
or after-castle, on old-fashioned vessels, as
distinguished from the forecastle; formerly
the elevated structure on the after part of a
ship, the top of which was used as a fighting-

platform.

hinder^ (hin'der), n. In hand-lall, a ball

struck by a player which afterward strikes

his opponent ; or one with which the server
hits his opponent while standing in the aee-
line ; or one which strikes the opponent, who
thus hinders it from reaching the front wall.

Hindia (hin'di-a), n. [NL., named after G. J.

Sinde.] A Silurian genus of lithistid sponges,
belonging to the suborder Eutaxicladina, char-
acterized by the spherical body and the
composition of the skeletal elements which
consist of three single rays and a reduced but-
ton-like fourth ray.

hind's-foot (hinds'fut), n.
;

pi. hind's-feet

(-fet). A crossbow bent by a lever composed
of two articulated pieces. See goafs-foot lever,

under lever^.

Hind's nebula. See *nebula.
Hindu numerals. See '•numeral,

hindwing (hind'wing), n. A moth of the fam-
ily NoBtuidse.—^American copper hindwing, Pyro-
phila pyramidoides, a noctuid moth of wide range in the
United States, where its larvas feed on the foliage of the
grape and the Virginia creeper.

hinge, n. 6. In 6o<., the flexible lamella of the
guard-cells of a stoma which renders them
mobile.

—

Frontonasal hinge, in ornith., a transverse
groove which more or less completely separates the nasals
and frontals, permitting considerable freedom of move-
ment, in a vertical plane, to the beak. It is most marked
in parrots, where the separation is nearly or quite com-
plete, but is found to a lesser degree in many other birds,
such as cormorants. This arrangement permits the beak
to serve to some extent as an organ of prehension, and
facilitates the capture andmanipulation of food. Alsonasal
hinge.— Nasal hinge. Same as frorUonasal iehinge.— Parliament binge, a simple form of hinge or
butts in which the joint projects from the door and &ame,
keeping the door when open away from the molding or
edge of the door-frame.

hinge-area (hinj'a're-a), n. The space between
the beaks of the dorsal and ventral valves of
a bivalve moUusk.
hinge-ligament (hini'lig^a-ment), n. In bi-
valve mollusks, a tough, uncalcified, elastic
membrane which connects the two valves, it
consists of two parts, the external, or ligament proper,
and the internal, or cartilage. The former is inelastic,

while the latter is very elastic and is composed of parallel
fibers.

The opeTSLtionot[thehinge-ligam£nt] . . . is in opposi-
tion to that of the adductor muscles. When the latter
close the valves, they compress the ligament, an action
which its elasticity resists : thus its operation tends in
part towards keeping the valves open. But when liga-
ment and cartilage are both fully developed, they work in
opposition to one another, tlie ligament, by its resistance
to compression, preventing any straining of the adductor
muscles when the valves are open, and the cartilage, for
the same reason, preventing the ventral margins of the
shell from closing too rapidly upon one another when the
valves are being shut. Cambridge Nat. Hist., III. 272.

hinge-plate (hinj'plat), to. Inthe Brachiopoda,
a plate which bounds the elevated sockets of
the dorsal valve ; in the Peleeypoda, the hori-
zontal lamina of the cardinal margin onwhich
the teeth are set.

Hinnites (hi-ni'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. Imog, a
mule, + -ites, E. -iie^.] A genus of prionodes-
maceous pelecypod mollusks belonging to the
family Pectinidx, characterized by an adherent
and more or less distorted shell. It extends
from the Trias to the present time.

hinoki (he-no'ke), n. [Jap. hi-no-M, ' fire-tree '

:

hi, fire, no, of, H, tree.] A variety of the
Japanese cypress, Chamseoyparis obtusa, hav-
ing foliage of a golden color. See Eetinospora.
This tree is particularly sacred in Shinto worship, and on
this account is cultivated more than any other. Its wood
is white or pink, smooth, light, and very tough. It is

preferred to all others for lacquer-ware, and is used ex-

clusively in building Shinto temples.

hinterhand (hin't6r-hand), to. [G.] In skat,

the last player on the first trick.

hinterland (hin'ter-land), TO. [G., < hinter,

back, + land, country.] Territory that lies



hinterland

back of and is tributary to a coast region or
port.

The province of Shantung is the hinterland of the very
large harbor the Germans have seized.

Bulletin Amer. Geog. Soc, XXX. 57.

hintzeite (hint'se-it), n. [G. hinUit, named
(by L. Milch, 1890) after C. H. Hintue, a Ger-
man mineralogist.] Same as *hemtzeite.

Hiodon (hi'o-don), ^. [KL. (Le Sueur, 1818),
erroneously for Hyodon, < Gr. v(oet6^g), Y-
shaped (see liyoid), + bioiig (oSovt-), tooth.]
A genus of mooneyes, herring-like fishes of a
brilliant silvery color, remarkable for a row of
strong teeth on the tongue : found in the
Mississippi basin and neighboring waters.
H. tergisus is the common species.

Hiodontidse (hi-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Hiodonlt-) + -id«.] A family of herring-like
•fishesknown asmooneyes, typified by the genus
Hiodon. Three species are known, all of

which are confined to the Mississippi valley

and neighboring waters.

hi-Ogi (he-6'ge), n. [Jap. hi-6gi, < hi, fire (in

hi-noM: see *feJnofc8), + dg'*, a folding fan.] In
Japan, a folding court-fan made of hinoki, a
dencate brown wood used in its natural color.

Mortdahlite (he-6rt'da-lit), n. [Named for
Prof. Th. Hiortddhl of Christiania.] A rare

silicate containing zirconium, calcium, and
sodium, with fluorin, which occurs in yellow
trichnic crystals : found in southern Norway.
bip-disease (hip'di-zez"), n. Same 3,s hip-joint

disease (which see, under disease).

hipe (hip), V. i. In wrestling, to effect a fall

by pressing the knee against the inside of one
of the opponent's legs after liftinghimfrom the
ground. Also spelled hype.

hip-pain (hip'pan), n. Sciatica. [CoUoq.]
hippalectryon (hip-a-lek'tri-on), «. [Gr.

horse, + aXenrpviiv,

cook.] In Gr. anUq.,
an imaginary ani-

mal which combines
the head and front of
a horse with the tail

and feet of a cock.
Its representation in art is

not .common. The most
important example is a
fragment of late sixth-cen-

tury sculpture found upon
the Acropolis at Athens.

hipparaffin (hi-par'a-fin), n. lhip(puric) +
paraffin.'] A colorless compound, CHg(NHC
OCrH5)2, formed by the oxidation of hippuric
acid or from benzonitrile and methylal. It

crystallizes in long needles and melts at 220.5-.

221° C. Also called methylene-dihensamide.

Mpparch (hip'ark), n. [Gr. IwirdpxK, also
iTTKapxoQ, < iirjrof, horse, + &px£iv, lead.] In
Gr. antiq., a leader of cavalry, in the .aitolian

and Achean leagues this officer was charged with other
functions.

Hipparchia (hi-par'ki-a), n. [NL.] Same as
~

3.

Hippalectryon.

From an amphoia in tlie Louvre.

Hifparionyx proximus.

Orislcany sandstone,

(From N. Y. Geol. Reports, after
Hall and Clarke.)

Hipparionyx (hi-pa-

ri-on'iks), n. [NL., <

Gr. iKjrapMv, a colt, +
«TOf, a hoof.] A ge-

nus of Devonian Bra-
ehiopoda which at-

tained a large size, it

is named from the singular
resemblance of the cast of

the ventral valve to the
impression of a colt's foot.

It belongs to the family
Strophomenidaff and is

abundant in and very
characteristic of the Oris-

kany sandstone of New
York and the equivalent horizon in other regions.

hipped'', JJ. a. 2. Having hips: said of a roof,

or of one end of a roof. A roof may be
hipped at one end and gabled at the other.

Hippelates fly. See *Jty^.

hippiatrical (hip-i-at'ri-kal), a. Same as hip-

piatrie.

luppiatrics (Mp-i-at'riks), n. Same as hip-

piatry.

luppic (hip'ik), a. [Gr. lirmKSc, < Iviroc, horse,

= Ii. equus, horse: see equine.] Of or per-

taining to horses or horse-racing : as, hippie

Hippidium (hi-pid'i-um), TO. [NL., < Gr. iw-

wStov, dim. of mmg, a horse.] Same a,sPlio-

hippus.
. .

hippo^ (hip'o), n. A colloquial abbreviation

of hippopotamiis.
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In broad daylight a hippo charged the steamer that

was towing my diahbeeah,
j x>. • m

Sir S. W. Baker, Wild Beasts and their Ways, p. 247.

hippoboscid (hip-6-bos'id), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the family Sippobosddse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the dipterous

family Sippoboscidse.

HlppocampaJ commissure. See*commissure.—Bip-
pocsampal lobule. See *lobus pyriformis.—Bip'BO-

campal tubercle. See ^tubercle.

Hippocampus ni^US, a small portion of hippocampus
which appears onme median surface of the brain, filling up
the concavity of the arc formed by the subsplenial bend-

ing of the fascia dentata,

hippocentaur (hip-o-sen't&r), n. [Gr. Urnoidv-

ravpoi, < jTTTrof, horse, + nhravpoQ, centaur.] A
fabulous animal, part man and part horse ; a
horse-centaur.

Hippocephalus (hip-o-sef'a-lus), to. [NL., <

Gr. jirTTof. horse, + ni^TJi, "head.] A genus of

sea-poachers of the family Agonidse. They are
remarkable for the external distortion of -the head. H.
japonicus is found in the Kurile Islands.

hippocoprosterin (hip * o -ko - pros ' te - rin) , TO.

[Gr. iTTirog, horse, + K&Kpog, dung, + artap, fat,

+ -tn2_] A form of cholesterin obtained from
the feces of the horse.

Hippocratic fingers or nails, oath. See ''fin-

ger, *oath.

hippodamist (hi-pod'a-mist), TO. [Gr. ijnrdda-

fWQ, horse-taming, + -ist.] A horse-breaker.

Mppodamous (hi-pod'a-mus), a. [Gr. lww6Sa-

lioQ, horse-taming, < ivrsrof, horse, + dafidl^eiv,

tame.] Eelating to the taming or breaking
of horses.

hippo-fly (hip'o-fli), TO. An undetermined gad-
fly of the family Taianidse, common in the
upp^r NUe valley and in wet places in equa-
torial Africa. i

Owing to the numerous swamps, flies of various kinds
are abundant, and as early as September the lai'ge biting fly

called the "hippo "
fly was a great annoyance. Our stock

suffered severely from the thousands of these flies which
attacked them every evening.

Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XVIII, 76.

hippoform (hip'o-f6rm), TO. [Gr. Imzog, horse,

+ L. forma, shape.] Having the form of a
horse. Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1903,

p. 138.

Hippoglossina (hip^'o-glo-si'na), TO. [NL., <

Gr. iffTTof, horse, + 'yfiZmaa, tongue, + -iroal.]

A genus of flounders of the shores of tropical

America. S. macrops, of the west coast of
Mexico, is the species longest known.
hippoid (hip'oid), a. and to. [Gr. tn-Trof, horse,

-I- eMof, form,] I. a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Sippidx.

II. TO. An animal which is related to or
resembles the horse.

hip-pole (hip'pol), TO. A beam which supports
an angle-rafter.

hippological (Mp-o-loj'i-kal), a. Eelating to
hippology or the scientific' study of the horse.

Hippolyte (hi-pol'i-te), TO. [NL. (Leach, 1813),
< Gr. 'iT^irolbrri, a female name.] The typical
genus of the family HippolyUdsB.

mppolytidse (hip-o-litl-de), to. pi. [NL., <

Hippolyte -f- -idse.] A family of macnirous
decapod crustaceans. They have a large rostrum,
the eyes not covered by the carapace, the mandibles with
or witbout a cutting-edge and palp, and the iirst and
second pair of trunk-legs with chelae. It includes about
a dozen genera, among them being Cryptocheles, Hippo-
lyte, and Platybema.

hippoinelanin(hip-o-mel'a-nin), TO. [Gr. iirsrof,

horse, -I- /i£/lac {/leXdv-), black, + -ire^.] Ablaek
pigment which has been obtained from mela-
notic tumors of horses.

Hipponychids (hip-o-nik'i-de), TO. pi. [NL., <

Hipponyx (-onyeh-) + -idse.] A family of
tsenioglossate pectiuibranchiate gastropods.
The visceral mass and shell are conical, and the foot is

reduced, secreting a thin calcareous plate on its ventral
surface. The family contains the genera Hipponyx and
MitrvZaria.

Hipponyx (hip'o-niks), to. [Gr. "uktcoq, ahorse,
-I- bvv^, hoof.] A genus of oapulid Gaste-
ropoda characterized by a thick, obliquely
conical shell and an internal hippocrepian
muscular impression. It has existed from the
Cretaceous period to the present time.

hippophagism (hi-pof'a-jizm), n, \Jiippo-

phag-y + -ism.] Same as hippophagy.
mi)popotainian(hip*o-p9-ta'mi-an), a. Kesem-
bling or suggesting a' hippopotamus.
hippotragine (hi-pot'ra-jin), a. Related to,

resembling or having the characters of the
genus Hippotragus : as, the hippotragine sec-
tion of the Bovidse.

^

hippurin (hi^'u-rin), to. \hippur-ic + -i»2.] A
colorless oxidation-product of hippuric acid.

histioclastic

C8H9O2N. It ctystalUzes in large needles and
melts at 45.7° C.

Hippurite limestone. See Mimestone.

hipsy (hip'si), TO. [Origin obscure.] A sailors'

punch composed, of wine, water, and brandy.

Drinking of Hipsy, a liquor compounded of wine, water,

and brandy, which, by the admirers of it, is also call'd

meat, drink, and cloth.

W. Betagh, inN, and Q., 10th ser,, III. 81.

hip-truss (hip'trus), TO. A truss erected to

sustain the angle-rafters of a hip-roof.

Hirado porcelain. See *porcelain^.

Hircic acid. See *hiroin.

hircin (her'sin), to. [L. kirc-us, goat, + -in'-i.]

A fatty principle found in the fat of goats and,
to a certain extent, in -that of sheep^ The
corresponding fatty acid is termed hircic add.

hircocei^ (er-ko-serf), to. [F., < L. hircus,

goat, -t- cervus, deer. The word translates Gr.

TpayiTM^oc: see tragelaphus, n., l.] A fabulous
animal, the same as tragelaphus.

Kenan described himself as "a tissue of contradictions,

recalling the classic Air[c]ocer/with two natures. One of

my halves is constantly occupied in demolishing the
other, like the fabulous animal of Ctesias, who ate his
paws without knowing it."

C. LornbroBO (trans,), Man of Genius, p, 25.

hiro (he'ro), TO. [Jap.] A Japanese unit of
length equal to 4.97 feet ; a 'fathom.'

E-iron (ach'i'''em), to. An I-beam with flanges
very wide relatively to the vertical depth.

hirrient (hir'i-ent), to. [L. hirriens, ppr. of
hirrire, snarl, as a dog: an imitative word.]
In phonetics, a strongly trilled sound, like the
snarl of a dog.
hirschgulden (hirsh'goFden), TO. [G. : see
hart^ and gulden.] A coin of Wiirtemberg of
the seventeenth century, so called from the
figure of a hart on the reverse.

hirsinghar (her-sing-gar'), TO. [Hindi.] A tall

Indian shrub of the olive family, Nyctantlies
Arbor-trisUs. Also called sad-tree, night-flower,

and night-jasmine. See Nyctanthes.
hirst-frame, «. See *hurspframe.
hirsuties, to. 2. In pathol., excessive hairi-

ness, especially in women.
hirtic (her'tik), a. [hirta (see del) + -tc]
Derived from JJsnea hirta Htrtic acid, an acid
found in the lichen Usnea fiirta.

hirudine (hi-ro'din), a. [For *hirudinine, < L.
hirudo (hirudin-), a leech, -1- -mei.] Relating
to or characteristic of the leeches.

hirudinean (hir-p-din'e-au), TO. IHirudinea +
-an.] Any leech of the group Hirudinea.
hirudinicmture (hir-o-diu'i-kul-tur), n. [L.
hicudo (-din-), leech, -I- cultura, culture.] The
art or occupation of propagating leeches.

hislopite (his'lop-it), to. [Named (1859) after
theKev. Ste-phen Hislop, who brought the min-
eral from fiidia.] A gi'ass-green cleavable
caleite from India which derives its color from
inclosed glauconite.
Eispa, TO. 2. [I. c] A beetle of the genus

ja.—Rosy lllspa, an American cbrysomelld beetle,
Odontota rosea, whose larvae damage the leaves of apple-
trees,

Hispano-MoresOLUe (his-pan'o-mo-resk'), a.
Pertaining to the art of the Moors in Spain or
to Spanish art as influenced by that of the
Moors.— Hispano-Moresque potteryt pottery made
in Spain which shows Moorish influence. Much of this
ware was covered with a metallic glaze or luster.

Hjspano-Portnguese (his-pan*o-p6r-tu-ges'),
a. Belonging or common to both Spain and
Portugal.

histerid (his'te-rid), to. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the family Histeridse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the coleopterous
family Histeridse.

histic (his'tik), a. [Gr. Jtrrdf, a web, tissue, -I-

-ic] Eelating to or having the properties of
a tissue.

histidin (his'ti-din), TO. [Gr. iariov, web, tissue,
-I- -id + -m2.] A colorless compound, CeH^
O2N3, formed by the hydrolysis or decompo-
sition of many proteids and albuminoids, such
as casein, albumin, and horn. It crystallizes
in plates.

Histiobranchus (his"ti-o-brai^'kus), to. [NL.,
< Gr. Iariov, web, + Ppdyxoq, gUl.] A genus
of deep-sea eels of the family Synaphobranch-
idsB.

histioclastic (his"ti-o-klas'tik), a. [Gr. ioTuxv,

a web, tissue, -1- iAa(n-6;, < ic?i.av, break.] Break-
ing-down tissues: said of certain cells, like
the osteoclasts, which destroy cartilage and
produce a medium in which the osteoblasts
can live and produce bone. Proc. Zool. Soc.
London, 1902, I. 208.



Histiocottus

Histiocottus (liis"ti-o-kot'iis), m. [NL., < Gr.
icTiov, web, + K&TTog, a fish (see cottus).] A
genus of seulpins of the family Coltidx found
in the North Pacific.

Ustionic (Ms-ti-on'ik), a. [Gr. iaTwv, a web,
+ -ic] In hiol., pertaining to or derived from
a tissue or unitarily functioning cell-group.

If a single etimulus may . . . leave a permanent im-
pression, which can be spontaneously reproduced later
on. we are bound to assume, in explaining the phenome-
non, a histionic presentation, dependent on the psycho-
plasm of the associated tissue-cells.

Haeckel (trans.). Kiddle of the Universe, p. 118.

histoblast (his'to-blast), n. [Gr. larSg, a web,
tissue, + p^-aoT'dc, a germ.] 1. The cell or
morphological unit which is distinctive of a
particular tissue.— 2. An imaginal disk, one
of the formative cell-centers in the insect
larva which give rise to the appendages and
other organs of the imaginal or adult insect.

histocyte (his'to-sit), n. [Gr. iardg, a web, +
KiiTog, a hollow (a cell).] A tissue-forming
cell, as in sponges.

histodialytic (his"to-di-a-lit'ik), a. Ihistodi-

alysis (-lyt-) + -ic.2 Of or pertaining to histo-

dialysis.

histogeography (his"td-je-og'ra-fi), n. [For
*Msto(jrio)geography, < Gfr. laropia, history, -I-

yeaypa^la, geography.] Same as *anthropo-
geography. [Rare.] W. Z. Bipley, Races of
Burope, p. 6.

histogram (his'to-gram), n. [Gr. lardg, a web,
-I- ypd/i/ia, a writing.] A diagram of struc-
tural form-elements.

We should like to protest against any such crude pro-
cess of determining goodness of fit as that of placing a
normal curve down on seven or eight blocks forming a
"histogram," and judging the look of the fit.

Nature, Dec. 17, 1903, p. 149.

histographer (his-tog'ra-fer), n. [histo-

graph(y) + -ei-2.] One who is versed in his-

tography ; a histologist.

histographical (his-to-graf'i-kal), M. Of or
pertaining to histogra'phy.

histology, n— Pathological histology. Same as
•khistopathulogy.

histometabasis (his"to-me-tab'a-sis), n. [Gr.
jirriSf, web, -I- /iera^aaig, exchange.] That con-
dition of fossilization in which an entire ex-
change of the original substance, for another
has occurred in such manner as to retain or
reproduce the minute and even microscopic
texture of the original. C. A. White, Smith-
sonian Rep. (Nat.illus.), 1892, p. 264.

histomorphotic (his"to-m6r-fot'ik), a. [7j4"s-

ixymorphosis {-phot^ + -ic.'] Of or pertaining
to histomorphosis, or the formation of tissue

in plants or animals.
histon (his'ton), n. [Gr. lardg, a web, tissue.]

An albuminous substance which occurs in

combination with certain radicals, such as
hematin (in hemoglobin), and nucleinic acids
(nuoleoproteids). Bodies of this order have been ob-
tained from the thymus, the lymph-glands and spleen,

the red corpuscles of the goose, etc. Globin, the albu-
minous radical of hemoglobin, is a histon. The histons
are closely related to the protamines, and, like these, are
markedly basic : they both form precipitates with iilbu-

mins. The thymus histon is said to have the composition
C27,'*H459N8lSOg4.

Histona (his-to'na), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. lard;,

tissue, + -ona.'] A term proposed by Haeckel
to designate the multicellular organisms, or

those vrith tissues, as contrasted with the
Protista.

histonal (his-to'nal), a. lSistona + -aU.'] 1. Of
or pertaining to" the Histona.— 2. Same as
*histionic (which see).

We have cellular ideas, histonal ideas, unconscious
ideas of the ganglionic cells, ... all of them being physi-
ological functions of their psychoplasm.

Pop. Sci. Mo., Sept., 1902, p. 416.

Histonal selection. See -kselection.

histopathologic (his"to-path-6-lo3'ik), a. [Gr.

hrdg, a web, tissue, + E. p'atholog-y + -ic.']

Pertaining or referring to diseased tissues in

animals or plants.

The histopathologic states of the finer structures of the
labyrinth. Detroit Med. Jour., Feb., 1903, p. 705.

histopathological (hii-to-path-o-loj'i-kal), a.

Same as *Mstopathologie.

histopathology (his"to-pa-thol'o-ji), n. [Gr.

Icrrdc, a we b, tissue, + 'E. pathology.] The study
of morbid changes in minute structures. Med.
Record, March 28, 1903, p. 511.

histophysics (his-to-fiz'lks), n. [Gr. iardc, a
web, tissue, + ipvauA, physios.] The physics of

the animal and plant tissues.

histophysiology (hisno-flz-i-ol'o-ji), «. [Gr.

KTTdf, a web, tissue, + E. physiology.] The
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physiology of the cells and tissues as dis-

tinguished from the physiology of the organs.

historical, a. 5. In ftioJ., ancestral or inherited,
or due to conditions which existed in the past
history of an organism.

So far as the definition given above of historieal proper-
ties concerns the inherited speciilc peculiarities of plants,
the term is not metaphorical from the point of view of
the Theory of Descent, but must be taken in its literal

signification. Sachs (trans.). Botany, p. 697.

Historical painting. See itpaimting.

historicocritical (his-tor"i-k6-krit'i-kal), a.

Based on both historical and critical investi-
gation: as, "the historicocritical reconstruc-
tion of primitive Christianityj" Schaff.

histories (his-tor'iks), n. History conceived
as a division of social science ooSrdinate with
statistics, economics, and polities. [Rare.]

I classify the sciences of sociology as statistics, economics,
civics, histories, and ethics, and shall attempt to character-
ize them for the purpose only of setting forth their nature.
J. W. Powell, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1898-99,

[p. l3£.

ihership (his-to-ri-og'ra-f^r-ship).
The offfce of historiographer.

historionomer (his-to-ri-on'o-mer), n. [OiT.

IdTopla, history, -f- vdjwq, law, -I- -er'^.] A
historian who is versed in both the facts of
history and the principles which regulate its

course. Lowell, Leaves from Journal in Italy.

Histosporidia (his"t6-spo-rid'i-a), n. pi. [NL.

,

< Gr. IotSq, a web, tissue, + cTcopa, seed (spore),
+ dim. -idiov.] The Myxosporidia and the
Sarcosporidia taken together. Also Histozoa.
LdbM.
histotherapy (his-to-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. larog,

a web, tissue, + BepaTreia, medical treatment.]
A method of treating disease by the use of
substances derived from the tissues or organs
of animals. Buc'k, Med. Handbook, VI. 409.

histotomy (his-tot'o-mi), n. [Gr. (ffrrff, a web,
tissue, -I- -To/im, < ra/ielv, cut.] The dissection
or analysis of animal and plant tissues; histol-

ogy.

Histozoa (his-to-z6'a), n. pi. Same as *Histo-
svoridia.

Histrionic paralysis. See -'•paralysis.

histrizite (his'trik-sit), n. [Erroneously
formed; properly *hystrichite, < Gr. varpi^
(iiarpix-), a porcupine, + -ifeS.] x doubtful
sulphid of bismiith, antimony, copper, and iron
occurring in radiating groups of crystals:
found in Tasmania.

hit^, V. t.—To hit off. (c) In cWcftei, to score (a required
number of runs) by hitting or forcing the game.— To hit
off the neck, in golf, to strike (a ball) on the neck of the
club.

hiti, n. 8. In archery : (a) The act of hitting
the target. (&) An arrow which hits the target.
Usually a hit is scored according to its near-
ness to the center.— 9. In base-ball, a safe hit
(see below); also, though not usually, any
kind of stroke wherein the bat hits the ball.

—

Base hit, in base-ball, a ball hit fairly by the batsman to
such a place that it cannot be caught on the fly or thrown
by a finder to first base before the runner can reach that
point— Fair Mt. See */a«Vl.— Free hit, in field-
hockey and similar games, a hit allowed, as a penalty or
otherwise, with which the opponents cannot interfere.— Half-hit, in cricket, a mistimed or misdirected hit
which sends the ball into the air.—Leg-hit, in cricket, a
hit to leg, that is, to that part of the field which is directly
behind the batsman as he is batting. JR. H. Lyttelton,
Cricket and Golf, p. 33.— Safe hit, in base-ball, a base hit

;

a ball that is hit within the foul-lines with such force or
in such a direction that a fielder cannot catch it before it

strikes the ground, or cannot, even with the most accu-
rate play, get it to the first-baseman before the runner
reaches that base.—Two-base hit, in base-ball, a ball hit
under such conditions as enable a runner to reach sec-

ond base before the ball can be caught or fielded there.
Similarly, three-base hit, etc.

hit-and-catch (hit'and-kach'), n. A difficult

shot in billiards. With the three balls almost in a
straight-line * tie-up,' with no cushion to aid, and too far

out for a mass^, the striker is required to carom by double
contact, so as not wholly to saerifice position. He must
drive the first ball nearly full upon the second or his own
will go wide of the mark. Out in the open the force com-
municated to the second ball will almost equal that im-
parted to the first, and the striker's ball has to travel

about fifteen inches to catch up.

hit-and-miss (hit'and-mis'), a. That some-
times hits and sometimes misses. Used specifi-

cally in describing a type of governor much used on in-

ternal-combustion engines. This governor controls the
engine by making it miss an impulse as occasion de-

mands.

hitch^, t'. I. intrans. 5.. To catch or dig into:

said specifically of a tool that digs too deeply
into a piece of work that is being cut. This

action is usually due to an incorrect form of the cutting-

tool, but it may be due to the fibrous structure of the
material.

II. trans. 4. In mining, to dig or pick
(pockets) to receive the ends of timbers.

hobbing

hitch^, n. 4. In mining : (6) A hole or pocket
made to receive the end of a timber, (c) The
sudden stoppage of apumping-engine.— 8. In
yachting, a tack MailiiieBpike hitch (naut.), a
simple way of catching the point of the marlinespike in
the seizing-stufl whereby it may be hove taut.— Slid-

Midshipman's
Hitch.

In piano-

Marlinesptke Hitch.

shlpmau's hitch (^naut), several turns
wim the end of a rope under and over
around the bight. — Slippery hitch
(naut.), a hitch that will not hold ; a
landsman's effort.

hitch^ (hioh), n. [Appar. Cali-

fornia Indian : see *ehi^, *chigh.]

A large chub, Lavinia exilicauda,

found in the waters of California.

Also dhi.

hitch-pin (hioh'pin), n. In piano-
forte-making, the pin to which a
string is fastened at the end
opposite to the tuning-peg.

hitchpin-block (Mch'pin-blok), n.

forte-mahing, the bar or brace in which are the
hitch-pins.

Hitopadesha (hi-to-pa-da'sha), «. [Skt. hitopa-
desa, good instruction, < hiiii, good, lit. 'put,'

+ upadesa, instruction, rule, reference.] Th&
Sanskrit name of a collection of tales and fables
compiled from the larger collection known as
the Panchatantra, and forming one of the
sources of the .^sopio fables of Europe.
Hittorf rays. See obscure Mays.
Hittorfs transport numbers. See transport
*numbers.

hive, n. 6. In oyster-culture, an artificial bed
prepared for spat— Bar-hive, a hive in which the
honeycomb is hung from bars.

hive-evil (hiv'e'''vl), n. A sickness to whichbees
are liable. N. E. D.
hive-syrup (hiv'sir"'up), n. A syrup contain-
ing squill, senega, and tartar emetic; com-
;gound syrup of squill ; croup syrup.

hjelmite, n. See hieVmite.

hkl. See *lc, 6.

hi. An abbreviation of hectoliter. See metric
system.

hlonipa .(hld-ne'pa), n. [Zulu hlonipa, act re-
spectfully or modestly ; inhloni, shame.] A
custom among the Zulus and certain other
tribes of South Africa according to which they
must show respect to certain of their relatives
and to the head men of the tribe. This is done
in several ways, but especially by refraining from men-
tioning their names and from using any word similar in
sound. This necessitates the substitution or coinage of
new words, and leads to many changes in the vocabulary
of the language.

That strange custom (by no means unknown elsewhere
in Africa) of " hlonipa," by which a constant local change
of vocabulary takes place owing to the dislike to mention-
ing names of things which resemble the names of relatives ;
so that if there be a prominent person in the tribe, for
instance, whose name is actually equivalent to "ox," or
even whose name sounds like the word for ox, in that vil-

lage or community the ox will henceforth be known by a
paraphrase or by a substituted word.

Nature, May 19, 1904, p. 67.

hm. An abbreviation of hectometer. See metric

H. M. An abbreviation (6) of Hallelujah Meter;
(c) of Horns Mission or Hom.e Missionary.

H. M. P. An abbreviation of the Latin hoe
monumentum posuit, erected this,monument.

Hoar-frost line, a curve indicating upon a diagram the
pressures at which, for different temperatures, a solid
and its vapor may occur simultaneously.

hoary-edge (hor'i-ej), n. An American hes-
periid butterfly, Achalarus b/cidas, occurring in

the United States from the Mississippi valley
eastward. Its larvse feed on Meibomia.

hob^j n., 3. (6) A miUing-maehine cutter
used in forming the teeth of worm-gears. It is

of the shape of me worm which is to mesh in the inter-

dental spaces of the gear, and in use cuts out of the blank
gear this space, leaving the teeth correctly formed.

7. A master die ; a steel punch cut to a certain

design, used for making coining-dies.

hobbing (hob'ing), n. The process of cutting

the threads of worm-wheels, dies, or chasers
with a hob or master tap in a milling-machine
or a lathe. See *feo6l, 3 (6).



hobbing-machine

hobbing-machine (ho'b'ing-ma-shen"), n. A
milling-machine specially designed to cut
gears by means of a hob. See *hob^, 3 (6).

hobo (ho'bo), n. [Origin obscure.] A tramp.
[Recent slang, U. S.]

hobson-jobaon (hob'sgn-job'son), «. [An
Anglo-Indian corruption of the'cry Ya Hasan!
Ya Hosain! of the "Mohammedans as they beat
their breasts in the procession of the Mohar-
ram." Yule and Burnell.^ In India, a native
festal excitement ; especially the Moharram
ceremonies. Yule and Burnell,

hock^, n— To cap the hocks. See *<;api.— Vulture
hock, in fanciers' language, a tarsus clotbed with stiff

feathers.

While the feathering should be abundant, all semblance
to mdture hock, or stifl feathering, should be avoided.

IT. S. Dept. Agr., Standard Varieties of Chickens, p. 14.

hocking (hok'ing), n. The feasting and merri-
ment of the annual hocktide festival formerly
observed in England.
Hock-Tuesday money. See *m<mei/.
Hodgson's disease. See ^disease.

hodometric (hod-o-met'rik), a. Pertaining to
or measured by a hodometer; hodometrical;
odometric.

hoe-*-, n,— D-hoe, a scuffle, or Dutch hoe, in -which the
blade is secured to the handle by curved prongs, which
have, with the blade, the form of a capital D. See Aoel,

Fig. 6.

hoe', V. i. 2. To play or dance a hoe-down.
[CoUoq., southern U. S.]

hoe^, n. See *lwey.
hoe-mother (h6'muTH"er),»i. [hoe^ + mother'^-.J

The basking-shark, Cetorhinus maximus, found
in the arctic seas. It reaches a length of
nearly 40 feet.

hoe-plow (ho'plou), V. t. To dig and turn
over (earth) with a hoe as a preparation for
planting. [West Indies.]

The land should be ploughed or hoe-ploiighed twice in
the wettest season of the year.
Letter of John Castles frvm Qrenada, read before the

[Roy. Soc, May, 1890.

hoernesite (hfer'ne-sit), «. [Named for Dr.
Somes, an Austrian mineralogist.] A hy-
drated magnesium arseniate, MggAsgOQ +
8H2O, occurring in snow-white monocunic
crystals: found in Hungary. Aiso hornesite.

hoe-tusk (ho'tusk), n. A shark, Mustelus canis,

of the family Galeidse: found in the Atlantic
on the coasts of the United States and Europe.

hoey, hoe" (ho-a', ho-e'), n. [Chinese hwui,
Amoy Me, Jiiii, Swatow hui, Pu-chau hwi, etc.]

A society of Chinese, especially a secret society
of Chinese resident in a foreign community.
Hoffman kiln. See *kiln.

Hofbnann's anodyne. See *anodyne.
hogl, n. 11. A small locomotive used for haul-
ing cars about mines; a hogback locomotive.
[Slang.]

In anthracite drifts steam locomotives of a small and
peculiar type known as "'Aoas" haul the trains.

Sci. Amer., May 23, 1903, p. 392.

12. A machine for grinding logs. [Western
U. 8.] Dialect Notes, II. vi.— 13. In sMp-
lymW/ing, the condition of being hogged : gen-
erallyused quantitatively with reference to the
amount of deflection from the normal condi-
tion. See hog'^, v. i., 1.

hogi, V. t. 4. To act as greedily and as self-

ishly as a hog in regard to (something) ; take
more than one's share of: appropriate sel-

fishly. [Slang, U. S.]

hogan^ (ho-gan'), n. [Navaho gpglidn.1 A
hut of the Navaho Indians, consisting of a
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!(\°^?Sf?ig'sKo&*onthS?e-T^^^^ f^'^^^' °f ^^^Jt^^^J
TriacantUdm, found on phore unbroken and either circular or horse-

lumbeHng, a means of obtaining increased power, in m'ov- .
''''f

coast Ot Cuba. slioe-sliaped.
ing a log by tackle, by passing the cable throngh a block llOllOW-backed (hol'o-bakt), a. Having the holocaine (ho-lok'a-in), n. [Gr. h\og, whole,
attached to the log and fastening the end to a stationary back abnormally curved downward: a com- + E. (eo)eaihe.'] 'A local anesthetic, resem-

folt'4wchto''urdt^tTainerby'litaTw^^^^^^^
°^°° deformity- in horses. Less properly, bling in its action, and employed as a snbsti-

rectly to the log. same as *oroken-oaekecl, 3. tute for, cocaine ; a combination of paraphe-
hold^, ?i—Hold stanchions. See *s(a»i(!Ai(m.—Lower follower (hol'6-er), ». A maehiue for hollow- netidin and phenacetin.

liold-all (hold'ai), ri. A portable bag or ease
used in traveling, etc., for holding miscellane-
ous articles.

hold-down (hold'doun), n. A device to prevent

wares in the form of cups, tumblers, tea-pots, vegetative body into a sporangium or a spore,
etc. : in distinction from flat ware, such as holocarpous (hol-o-kar'pus), a. [Gr. 8;iof,
plates, saucers, or the like.

Democracy, II. 685.

Wehb, Industrial

a machine or piece of apparatus from lumping hqlluschick (hol'us-chik), n.; Tpl. hoUus-
chiekie (-chik-i). An American corruption, in
Alaskan waters, of holostiak, a young male
fur-seal. See *holosUak.

The "holluscMclde " are the champion Swimmers of all
the seal-tribe. Elliott, Fui--Seal Islands of Alaska, p. 46.

hoUyl, «.— Cape hoUy, the saffronwood, El^oden-
drum croceu?)!.— Grouna-hoUy, the pipsissewa or
prince's-pine, Chimaphila umbellata.— Native holly.
(a) In Australia, Tricondylus ili&ifolius, a small tree of
the family Proteacese. (b) In Tasmania, a shrub of the
madder family, Coprosma hirtella. See -kcoffee-berry, 2. , , ,
New Zealand holly, a spiny-leaved shrub or small nolocnoraate

or shaking : as, the hold-down of a saw-table.
holder-up (hol'dfer-up), n. One who holds a
sledge or anvil against a rivet which is being
headed; also, a device for holding rivets by
air-pressure while they are being driven.

holdfast, n. 3. The root-like organ of attach-
ment developed by many of the algae. Also
haptere and rhizoid.

Kelp hold-fasts, of which none grow in the immediate
vicinity, were taken in abundance by the dredge.

Science, Jan., 1902, p. 69.

holding, n. -6. In archery, the short pause
after drawing a bow to fix the aim and make
ready for. loosing the bowstring. See Moldh
V. i.j 6 (6).

'

holding-boom (hol'dipg-bom), n. See *storage-
boom.

holding-plate (hol'ding-plat), n. Same as an-
chor-plate, 1.

hold-on (hold'on), n. Any weight, base, or other trees and plants,

heavy casting which serves to hold a portable HOllyHocK-aisease (hoi i-hok-di-ze:

tool or machine in place while it is in use Mae- ****<'**•
, o j.

netlc hold-on, an electromagnet which serves to hold a Holman S formula. S0e*formula.
tool to any iron or steel s-i.rface. See magnetic *chuck. ' - - -

- ~

hold-over (hold'o'v^r), n. 1. A place of de-
tention; a lock-up. New York Times, July 15,
1905.— 3. An office-holder who remains in of-

tree of the aster family, 'Shawid ilieifoKa (Olearia Uici-
folia of Hooker), valued by the Maoris on account of its
musky odor.

HoUybusli sandstone. See *sandstone.
holly-cherry (hori-eher"i), n. Same as islay.

hollyhock-bug (hol'i-hok-bug), n. An Ameri-
can capsid bug, Orthotylm deUoatus, bright
green in color. It sucks the juicesof young hollyhock
plants, causing them to wilt, and is also found on ash and

whole, -t- KapiTdg, fruit, -I- -ous.} Same as *hot-
ocarpie.

Holochoanites (hol"6-k6-a-ni'tez), n.pl. [NL.,
prop, singular, < Gr. Mof, entire, + ;t;<5ai;of, a
funnel, + -ites, B. -ite2.] A suborder of the
nautiloid cephalopods in which the funnels of
siphun cular segments reachfrom tb e septum of
origination to the next septum apiead or be-
yond this.

holochoanitic (hol"o-k6-a-nit'ik), a. Of or re-

sembling the Holochoanites ; having the struc-
ture of the siphuncttlar .wall as in the Holo-
choanites.

(hol-6-k6r'dat), a._[Gr. bXoc,.

whole, -I- xop^^! chord, -I- -ate^.} Having the

"), See

Holochordate.

Young Ampkioxus during the adolescent period. (After Kowa-
levsky.) a, notochord extending entire length of body ; b, spinal
chord; r, anus ; d, intestine; e, atrial pore ;

y*. liver; ^, gill-slit,

with tongue-bar in ,act of formation ; AigillrSlit; i', oral tentacles.
(Magnified.) (From Marshall's " Vertebrate Hmbryology.")

holm-berry (h61m'ber"i), ». See *bGrry^.
holm-gang (holm'gang), n. A going to a
holm to engage in mortal combat; the duel
then fought. Kingsley.

fice, or in ptJssession, beyond his regular term : Holmgren test. See *to«i.
sometimes used attributively. Holmiai (hol'mi-a), n. [NL., named after G.

hold-Stringer (hold' string "er), n. Naut., a Holm, a S-ssredisfi geologist.] A genus of
combination of angle-bars

. and .
plates, fitted trilobites belonging to the family Olenidie and

on the inside of the frames of a vessel between characterized by possessing 10 free segments
the upper turn of the bilge and the lowest com- and a small unsegmented pygidium. It occurs holoclastic (hol-6-klas'tik), a. [Gr. h%og, whole,
plete tier of beams. in the Lower Cambrian rocks. -f Klaardc, broken.] Noting clastic rocks of

hole', ».—Tap-sized hole, aholeof such a diameter as holmia^ (hol'mi-a) n. [NL. : see *Holmia'^.'] In aqueous origin as distinguished from those of

tep'lnT^''.Ytri;ttS^^?l7,SlLta1?nS"of?^^^^^^
cfem., .One of the rare earths, fonnd mth volcanic ori|in (hemiclaltic). Senft,im.

has the diameter of the tap measured between the bot-
y*tna m gadolmite, and supposed to be the Holocystis (hol-6-sis'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. bhic.

chorda or notochord extending the full length
of .the body^ as Amphioxus.

holochroal (ho-lok'rg-al), a. [Gr. b^g, whole,
+ Xp6a, the skin, +'

-aP-.l In the compoimd
eyes of trilobites and other crustaceans, hav-
ing a corneous layer extending continuously
over the entire visual surface, as in Proetus,
Asaphus, etc. Contrasted with *schizochroal.

toms of the threads on opposite ends of a diameter.

holel, V. i—To hole out. (a) in golf, to play the baU
into one of the holes of the course : as, to hole out in four
strokes. (6) In billiards, to win by pocketing. Some bil-

liard games of mixed pockets and caroms require the final

oxid ot a (Jistinet element, holmium : but it

may be an as yet imseparated mixture. What
was first called holmia has been shown to contain dys-
prosia, and the name now applies to what remains after
.this has been separated.

shot to be a carom
;

others insist upon a pocket.—To holmic (hol'mik), a. [holm(ium) + -icA In
hole up, to retire to a burrow for winter ; to den up. - ^ ...",. .•-

v . '_ .

J.

hole, a., n., and adv. A simplified (and the
earlier) spelling of whole.

holectypoid (ho-lek'ti-poid), a. IHolecty-
poid-a.'i Having the characters of, or related
to, the Holectypoida.

Holectypoida (ho-lek-ti-poi'da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Holectypus + -oidd.'] Ad. ord'erof sea-urchins

coutaining holmium : as, holmic oxid
holmic salt.

holmos (hol'mos), n.
;
pi. holmoi (-moi). [Gr.

oX/iog, a sound, smooth stone, a mortar, etc.]

In Gr. o»*ig'., a mortar; also, a drinldng-vessel.
The name is also applied to a bowl-like crater sometimes
supported on a trumpet-shaped foot. The holmos fre-
quently had two handles set low and horizontally.

or Buechlnoidea. They have an actinal, central peri- holoacid (hol'o-as-id), n. [Gr. 81of, whole, + E.
stome, the periproct situated beyond the dorsocentral sys-

tem in the posterior interambulacrum, and a pair of pores,
or only one pore, to an ambulacral plate.

Holectypus (ho-lek'ti-pus), n. . [Gr. 8/lof, en-
tire, + EKTviroc, worked in relief, < ek, out) +
Hmrew, strike.] A genus of EuecMnoidea typ-
ical of the Holectypoida. They have straight, nar-
row ambulacra and wide interambulacra ; large decagonal

entire, + hvotl^, a bladder.] A genus of Cre-
taceous corals having characters of the Tetra-
coralla, four of the septa being larger than the
rest and the visceral chamber containing
tabulsB.

holoedric (hol-o-e'drik), a. [Gr. 8Xof, whole,
-I- Mpa, seat, base.] la group-theory, designat-
ing isomorphism in which two groups are
simply isomorphic.

hologonic (hol-o-gon'ik), a. [Gr. bXoi, whole,
+ yavia, angle, -I- -ie.^ Same as *holoacral.

hologonidium (hol"o-g9-nid'i-ura), m.
;

pi.

hologonidia (-a). [Gr. bXo'c, whole, -(- NL. gonid-
ium.'i A grdiip of algal cells invested with
fungus threads which, under proper conditions,
may reproduce the thallus of a lichen. Also

acid.} In chem., a hypothetical product of the
union of an acid oxid, not merely with the ele-

ments of water, but also of hydrogen dioxid.

holoacral (hol-o-a'kral), a. [Gr. '6~Aog, whole,
-I- aKpov, summit, -I- -(iU.] In math., having all

the summits opposite to similar summits. See

row amuuiuciu aiiu wtue iiiuiraiiiuuuucra ; large uecagunai SUmmil, O.
i. "i -u — ' i"/i- m- -l i /- ^ i\ V.-.^

. peristome; and pyriform periproct situated between the holoaXial (hol-6-ak'si-al), a. [Gr. 8;tof, whole, + nOlOhexagOnal (,hol*o-hek-sag O-nal), a. [Gr
peristome and the posterior edge of the test Theyoccur L. ows, axis, 4-' -aA.] "Noting a form of crystal "''of) whole,-)- cfayuvof, six-cornered, + -aJl.]

having all the axes of symmetry which can See *holosymmetric, 2.

coexist, but without planes of symmetry. S holohyaline (hol-o-hi'a-lin), a. [Gr. 8/lof,

A. Miers. whole, -I- ialivog, of glass.] In petrog., com-

bolohedron (hol-6.-he'dron), n. [Gr. b'kog,

whole, -t- sSpa, seat, base.] *Aholohe(lral (holo-
symmetric) crystal. See *holosymmetric, 2.

in Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks.

holely, adv. An amended spelling of wholly.

holesale, »., a., and V. An amended spelling of

wholesale.

hoiesumra. An amended spelling of «;ftoZe5ome. holobaptist(hol-6.bap'tist);«. [Gr8;iof, whole,
>f*fy|[^?«y; Tifi^^fiVjwtfV^ ;, <*.„

holetrouk (h__o-le'trus), a. ^Havifg the charac- ^^^Zly'; a?'l^tlrs?o"rdst""'
'''^*"" ''''

^*tu^mm^tc,
2^°' ""•"'* "'^' " '^^

ters of the Holetra.

holflute, n. Same as *hohlflute,

holiday, n The holidays. Specifically—(a) School
vacation. (i>) The Christmas season. [U. S.]

holidayer (hol'i-da-er), n. One who takes or

makes a holiday ; an excursionist or picnicker

on a holiday; a holiday pleasure-seeker.

holkion (hol-ki'on), «..; pi. holMa (-a). [Gr.

dhcsiov, also i/l/caiov.] In Gr. archseol., a large

bowl.
Holland process. See *process.

Hollander, n. 2. [I. c] In paper-manuf., a
beating-engine or beater; a Holland beater.

See beating-engine.

HoUardia (ho-lar'di-S,), n. [NL. (Poey, 1858

holobenthic (hol-6-ben'thik), a. [Gr. 8;iof, en- holometabole (hol^o-me-tab'S-lf), n. [NL.]
tire, + E. benthie!'] Completely benthic ; Uv- Same as holometaboty.

ing onthe bottom under the water andnowhere Holometopa (hol-o-met'6-pa), n.pl. [NL., <
else. See '^benthos, '^benthic.

Another hindrance to the extension of many deep-sea
species is that they are holobenthic, that is, do not pass
through a free swimming larval stage.

Encyc. Brit, XXXIII. 936.

holobranch (hol'o-brangk), a. andm. [Gr. 8Aof,

whole, + flpdyxm, gills.] I. a. Having each
branchial arch provided with a pair of hemi-
branehs or half-gills : said of the gills of fishes.

A gill having filaments on both of itsII. n. _
__„_ _^ ,. __ , „, lower and posterior edges

or*i861),"named for 'fienri Bollard, a French Holobranchia, n. pi. 3. A subclass of the holomorphosis (hol-o-m6r'fo-sis), n. [NL., <

professor of zoSlogy.] A genus of trigger- ^ryoaoa, characterized by having the lopho- Gr. 8/lof, entire, + ii6p^uaiQ, formation.] In

Gr. bloQ, whole, + /iertjTfov,"front, face.] . In
Brauer's system, a group of dipterous inset^ts
including the family ConopidsB and the acalyp-
trate Muscidee.

holomorphic, a. 2. (b) Noting a function of
a complex variable which is continuous, one-
valued, and has a derived function when the
variable moves in a certain region of the plane

:

so called to indicate that it is like an integer
function for which this property holds through-
out the entire plane.

1.— 38
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iiol., the peifeot replacement or regeneration Holops (hol'ops), n. [NL., < Gr. oAof, whole,

of a lost part, as contrasted with *meromor-
pilosis.

Under this heading we may distinguish two cases, in

one of which the entire lost part is at once, or later,

replaced

—

holcfmorphosis ; in the other the new part is

less than the part removed— meromorphosis.

+ u^, the face.] A genus of crocodiles from
the Cretaceous rocks of North America.

holoptic (ho-lop'tik), a. [Gr. 6;iof, whole, +
birnicdg, of seeing.] In entom., having the eyes

of the two sides meeting in a line on top of

the head, as in many male dipterous insects.

•* ,1. f-^'
^';'-''«"'««««°««:«°°-?:2*- holoptyckid (hol-op-tik'i-id), n. One of the

loloparasite (hol-o-par'a-sit), n. [Gr. o;iof, Soloptyclmdx.
whole, + irapdaiTog, parasite.] A completely holorachischisis, holorrhachischisis (hoKo-
parasitic plant. Compare *hemiparasite

Holoparctsites, which live entirely at the cost of the
organic substance of their host, like holosaprophytes are
devoid of chlorophyll and, if phanerogams, develop scales

in the place of foliage-leaves. •

A. F. W. Schimper (trans.), Plant-Geog., p. 203.

holoparasitic (hoHo-par-a-sit'ik), a. [liolo-

parasite + -ic.] Pertainingto or of the nature

of a holoparasite.

The degree of connexion between the two and the

dependence of the parasite upon the host vaiy between

ra-Ms'ki-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. b^g, whole, +
Mxii, spine, + axioic, division.] Spina bifida

extending the entire length of the spine.

holorluny (hol-o-ri'ni), n. [Gr. &/io(, whole,
+ l>i( (ptv-), nose, + -^3.] In ornith., the fact

or condition of having holorhinal nostrils,

that is, of having the narial openings more or

less oval in shape and with their posterior

margin in advance of the posterior ends ol the
premaxillaries.dependence of the parasite upon the host vaiy Between premaxillaries.

the completeness of that of holoparasitic Rhizanths, in liolosaprophyte (hol-o-sap'ro-fit), n. [Gr.
which little more than the flower of the patMitei^^^^^

8Aof, whole, + E. saprophyte.^ A completely
upon the outside ol the stem of the host ana the para- »i .' 'a^^ 'Li „*. j„_ *i,^7„
sitism is absolute, and the limitation of that of the hemi- saprophytic plant. See extract under *holo-

parasitio Khinanthese, m which to all appearance there is parasite.
an independent autotrophic geophyte. holosaprophvtic (hoFo-sap-ro-fit'ik), a. Per-

Encyo. Brvt, XXV. 439.
^^^^^^^^ or relating to a holosaprophyte.

Holopea (hol-o-pe'a), n. [NL., < Gr. oPlof, holospneric (hol-6-sfer'ik), a. [Gr. b7u>g, whole,
entire, + l)f (u^-), face.] _

A genus of Gas- + atjiaipa, sphere,' + -jc] Of the entire globe
teropoda belonging to the ia,mily LittonmdsB.
It is charaoterized by a short conical shell and roundly

oval aperture with entire margin, and occurs in the

Silurian and Devonian rooks.

holophane (hol'o-fan), ». [Gr. »Xof, whole, +
-(pavtig, < faiveaBat, appear.] A trade-name of

Holophane.

j4, meridian lamp with liolophane reflector ; a, bulb; 6, holo-
phane reflector; c, reflector-holder; d, socket-cover; e, socket-cap;
y; key. B, holophane globe.

a glass globe or reflector for electric or other
lights, 01 clear glass, pressed, either only on ^^^^ ^^ ^^
the outer surface or on both surfaces, with TrrilotnmTm'
prismatic corrugations : in the latter case the ^o^osTiomum

I)risms of the inner surface are at right angles
to those of the outer surface and are arranged
so a^ to scatter the transmitted light in the
special manner required.

holoptarase (hol'o-fraz), n. Same as *liolo- hoiostyiic"(hol-6-stirik), a.

— Holospttenc anomaly, the departure of a local tem-
perature from the holospheric normal for that latitude.

—

Holospheric isabnormal, a line connecting places hav-
ing the same holospheric anomaly. S^la, 1S96.— Holo-
spheric normal, the average temperature of the whole
of any two circles of equal latitude in the northern and
southern hemispheres. SeUa^ 1896.

holostiak (ho-los-tyak'), n.; pi. holostiaks or

(after Russian) holosti-dki (-tya'ki). [Buss.
fcholostydJcU (pi. -Jdi), a ba.ehelor.] A young
piale fur-seal ; a bachelor seal. Compare *ltol-

lusehick.

He carefully distinguishes the various classes of seals,

. . . the polusikatchi, or young bulls ; the holustiaki, or
bachelors. Z. Stejiheger^ Russian Fur-seal Islands, p. 60.

Holostomatidae (hol"6-sto-mat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.]. An erroneous form for Holostomidse.

Holostomidse (hol-o-stom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Holostomum + -iclie.'] A family of trema-
toids of the order Malaeotylea. They have two
suckers and a peculiar adhesive
apparatus behind the ventral
sucker on the anterior region of
the body, and the body divided
into an anterior flattened and a
posterior cylindrical region. The
family contains the genera Ho-
lostmnum, Diploetomum, Hemi-
stomumt and Polycotyle, foimd
mostly in the alimentary canal
of birds, reptiles, and mammals,
rarely in amphibia and fishes.

(ho-los 'to-
mum), n. [NL., < Gr. bh)g,

whole, + crd/ia, mouth.]
The typical genus of the
family SolostomidsB.
mtzsch, 1816.

phrasm. See holophrasis.

holophrasm (hol'o-frazm), n. [Irreg. formed
from holophrasis.']' A holophrastie expression.
Amer. Anthropologist, Oet.-Dec, 1900, p. 615.

Iiolophsrte (hol'o-fit), ». [Gr. o/iof, whole, -I-

ipvTdv, plant.] fn hot., a plant which manufac-
tures its own food, being in no sense sapro-
phytic or parasitic.

holophytic, a. 2. In hot., having the charac-
ter of a complete plant in point of nutrition

;

autotrophic : said of ordinary green plants as

opposed to parasites and saprophytes.

holoplankton (hoi - o - plangk ' ton), n. [Gr.

8/lof, entire, -I- Nh. piankton.'] The plants and
animals that pass their whole life swimming
or floating in the water, considered eoUec- holosymmetric, a. Spe-
tively and in contrast with those that float or oifieally— 2. Having the
swim for only a part of their lives, passing the highest degree ofsymmetry
rest upon or in the bottom. See *hemibenthic, possible under the given
*holobenthic, *hemiplankton, *holoplanktonic, system, and hence show-
*planktonic.

[liolostyl-y + -jc] Kelating .

to or having the condition
of the visceral arches g
known as holostyly.

holostyly (ho-los'ti-li), n.

[Gr. bAog, entire, -I- arvhig,

pillar, + -yS.] The con-
dition of having the pala-
toquadrate fused with the
cartilaginous cranium and
the second visceral arch
entire and free from the
cranium. It occurs in the
chimseras or Holocephali.

W. K. Gregory, 1904,

holoplanktonic (hoi '' 6 -plangk- ton 'ik), a.

[holoplankton + -ic] Living in the water
of the sea throughout life: contrasted with
*meroplanktonic (which see). Haechel (trans.),

Planktonie Studies, p. 583.

HotostotnidcE {Metasta-
tica) Hcmistomum of

Birds. Hemistomum
ciathratum Dies., from
the gut of Lutra brasi-
liensiStY&ntTaX view (from
Bronn, after Brandes).
a, oral sucker; 6, open-

ings of glands, c: d,

ventral adhesive appara-
tus (the ventral sucker is

just in front of this) ; e,

uterus (the opening of
the uterus is rather indis-
tinctly rendered, just be-
low the lowere).;y, ovary

;

ff, testis ; h, shell-glands;
r, vesicula seminalis ; J,
yolk-glands.

(From Sedgwick's
" Zoology.")

ing the maximum number
of faces for each form.
The holosymmetric forms under each of the crystalline
systems are sometimes designated, respectively, as Iwlo-
isometric (also kolotesaerat, etc.), hoCotetragtmal, holo-

hexagonal, etc.-

metry, 6.

-Holosymmetric group. See *iym-

holopnexistic (hol-op-nii'Btik), a. [Gr. 8;Wf,en- holosystematic (hoFo-sis-te-mat'ik), a. Same lograph-y

.:.rP^#„.„.iri: /™„7,, ^l^^tit^i rr^'^r.^ _a,s*holosymmetnc,2. homaloer
[Gr. 8;iof,

an.] See

tire, + *wvevaT6g, < irvelv, breathe.] Having, ,. - , /i,„i';; *„,'„ ™i\ ,.

many pairs of external ooenings to the air ^°l°Jf«5f tlSn I L^ll'.
MostiiSt insects are holopneus^ic,beilg provided with j}°}^, + ^-tessera, a square

a tracheal system which communicates with the outer air ^Holosymmetric, J.

through many pairs of stigmata or external apertures. holotetragOnal (boFo-te-trag'o-nal), a. [Gr.

holopodous (ho-lop'o-dus), a. Belonging to or bXoc, whole, + rerpayavog, foiir-comered, +
characteristic of the family Solopodidx. -aP-.] See *holosymmetric, 2.

homalography

holotonia (hol-o-to'ni-a), Ji. [NL., < Gr. 8Aor,

whole, -I- t6vo(, tension.] General muscular

spasm of the entire body.

bolotonic (hol-o-ton'ik), a. [holotoma + 4c.]

Relating to or affected with holotonia.'

holotricnal (ho-lot'ri-kal), a. Same as holot-

richous.

bolotrochal (ho-lot'ro-kal), a. [Gr. bWoq, whole,

+ Tpoxk, a wlieel, -f -dP-.] Having the body
covered with eiUa : said of certain invertebrate

larvae : opposed to *atrochal. Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1901, II. 716.

holotropical (hol-o-trop'i-kal), a. [Gr. 8Aof,

whole, + -Tpowo(, < Tpenetv, turn, + -jc-aU.}

Same as tropicopolitan.

holotype (hol'o-tip), n. [Gr. 8Aof, entire, +
ruffof, type.] A particular individual selected

as the type of a species, or the only specimen
known at the time of publication of the spe-

cies.

A holotype, therefore. Is always a single individual, but
may embrace one or more parts, as the skin, skeleton, or
other portions. Science, April 23, 1897, p. 638.

holozid (hol-ok'sid), «. [Gr. SXof, whole, +
oxid.] In chem., a compound assumed to con-

tain as a constituent molecular instead of

atomic oxygen.
Holstein-Friesian cattle. See'*cattle.

Holy City. (6) A nickname tor Adelaide, South Aus-

tiatia. & B. Morris, Austral English.— Holy-Oross
toad. Same as Catholic *frog.

holzin (holt'sin), n. [G. Hols, a German sur-

name (?), + -i«2.] A Solution of formalin in

methyl alcohol, used as a deodorizer.

holzinol (holt'si-nol), n. [holzin + -ol.] A
mixture of menthol and formalin.

homS* (horn), ». Same as *homa.
homa (ho'ma), n. [Middle Pers. homa, Aves-
tan hifoma, =^ Skt. soma : see soma^.] Same
as soma^.
The Soma or Homa ceremony consisted in the extrac-

tion of the juice of the Homa plant by the priests during
the recitation of prayers, tlie formal presentation of the
liquid extracted to the sacrificial fire, the consumption of

a small portion of it by one of the oiliciating priests, and
the division of the remainder among the worshippers.
As the juice was drunk immediately aiter extraction and
before fermentetion had set in, it was not intoxicating.

The ceremony seems to have been regarded, in part, as
having a mystic force, securing the favor of heaven ; in

part, as exerting a beneficial influence upon the body of
the worshipper through" the curative power inherent in

the Homa plant.

G. Ramlinson, Seven Great Monarchies, The Third
[Monarchy, II. iv.

The word is used erroneously in the following
quotation:

Persia was accustomed to set her own peculiar seal

upon her figured webs by mingling in her designs the
mystic" Aoma." . . . Borrowed perhaps originany from
Hebrew tradition, this symbol of "the tree of life" had
in it nothing objectionable to th^ Cliristian, the Jew, or
the Moslem.

D. Rock, S. K. Handbook, Textile Fabrics, p. 52.

HomacantllUS (hom-a-kan'thus), n. [NL., <

Gr. 6/i(ic, equal, + aicavda, a spine.] A group
of slender, bilaterally symmetrical fish spines
(probably belonging to the cestraciont sharks)
found in the Devonian and Carboniferous
rocks,

Homacodontids (hom"a-ko-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL. Homacodon, the type genus, -I- -idee.] A
family of small, extinct, artiodactyl, ungulate
mammals, which contains species about the
size of rabbits. The brain-case is lai]ge, the orbit
open, and the molars have conspicuous, conical tubercles.

Nanomeryxand Butunneryx are other genera. The speciea
occur in the Eocene of North America and Miocene of
Europe. Mar«A,^ 1894.

Homalocenchrus (hom'''a-lo-sen'krus), n. [NL.
(Mieg, 1760), in allusion to the compressed
spikelets and the general resemblance of the
plant to millet-grass, Milium effusum; < Gr.
ijjxMQ, flat, compressed, -I- ntyxpoQ, millet.] A
genus of grasses. See Leersia.

Homalodontotheriidae (hom"a-lo-don-to-thf-
ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL. JSomdlodontotherium,
the type genus, + -idsB.] A family of extinct
artiodactyl mammals, of the suborder Ancylo-
poda, which contains a number of genera of
large mammals from the Santa Cruz (Mio-
cene ?) of Patagonia. The skull is massive,
limbs stout, and vertebral centra slightly flat-

tened. Ameghino, 1889.

homalograpnic (hom"a-lo-graf'ik), a. [homa-
lographry + -ic.] Pertaining to or by means of
homalography : noting a method of anatomical
demonstration by means of a series of plane
sections, usually of a frozen body.
homalography (hom-a-log'ra-fi), «. [Gr.

djuMf, level, plane, -1- ypaipew, write.] In anat,
the study of anatomical structures by means
of plane sections of the body.



homaloid

homaloid (hom'a-loid), n. [Gr. d/iaMc, level,

plane, + eZdof, form.] A homaloidal space or
universe.

Homaloidal surface. See^surface.
Homalonotus (hom"a-lo-no'tus), n. [Gr. S/xa-

Ug, smooth, + Kurof, "back.] A genus ot trilo-

bites belonging to the family CalymmenidSB.
They are characterized by a broad, flat body in which the
lobation is very indistinct^ and are usually of large size

;

they prevailed in the late Silurian and early Devonian.

homalotropous (hom-a-lot'ro-pus), a. [Gr.
6/mX6;, level, +-TpoKog, <J rpk^zuv, turn, + -oiis.']

In hot., growing in a horizontal direction.

Noll.

homazial (ho-mak'si-al), a. [Gr. hjid^, the
same, + L. axis, axis, -P -aP-.'] Same as homax-
onial.

Home counties. See *county^.

home-bird (hom'bferd), n. A bird raised or
cared for in the home ; hence, a child nurtured
at home, and under home influences.

The child is still a kome-Mrd, and in the humanities
above all, this sentiment must find a place right through
into boyhood. Mature, Teh. 5, 1903, Sup., p. v.

homelyn (hom'lin), n. [Also Mmlin, homme-
lin; origin obscure.] The rough ray, Baja
maeulata, found on the coasts of Europe.
homeochronous (ho-me-ok'ro-nus), a. [Gr.
bfioioc, of the same appearance, like, + xp^to^i
time.] Same as *1iomochronous.
homeophony (ho-me-of o-ni), n. [Gr. bfwiog,

of the same nature, + <pui>^, voice, sound.]
Similarity of sound.
homeopraxis (h6"me-o-prak'sis), n. [Gr. b/iowg,

of the same nature, + trpa^tf, doing, action. ]A similar action or a like development; a par-
allel evolution.

This is a phenon^enon of "dynamic, convergence,"
which the author calls " htymeopraans," It is, indeed, very
striking that the rightful tenant and the insinuated para-
site which replaces it should have similar adaptations,
both structural and functional, securing emergence.
There is a parallel adaptation of host and parasite to the
same conditions.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Dec, 1904, p. 649.

homer^, n. 2. In hose-ball, a home run.
Homerist (ho'me-rist), «. l. A Homeric
scholar ; a student or an admirer of Homer or
his poems.— 2. An imitator of Homei" or his
style.

Homerologist (ha-me-roro-jist), n. One who
is versed in Homerology.
homested, n. and v. A simplified spelling of
homestead.

homester (hom'stSr), ». [home + -ster."] One
who belongs to or represents the locality;
especially, a member of the local or 'home'
team in any sporting contest. [Eng.]
Homesthes (ho-mes'thezj, n. [NL. (Gilbert),

< Gr. ifi6Q, the same, + eaSieiv, eat.] A genus
of blennies found on the coast of Panama.
homethrust (hom'thmst), v. i. To thrust
home ; deliver a home thrust ; hit the mark di-

rectly and with effectiveness.

hominal (hom'i-nal), a. [L. homo (homin-),
man, + -aA.] Pertaining to or characteristic
of man or mankind ; human. [Bare.]

hominian (ho-min'i-an), n. [L. liomo (homin-),
man, + -»«».'] Oneof thejHbmm(i«; a human
being.
hominify (ho-min'i-fi), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. ho-

minijied, ppr! hommifying. [L. homo (homin-),

man, + -fioare, < facere, make.] To render
manlike or human ; attribute human qualities

to; make man.
hominocentric (hom " i - no - sen ' trik ), a. [L

.

homo (homin-), man, + centrum, center, -I- -ic]

Pertaining to the doptrine or idea that all

things are created or designed to please or

satisfy man. [Rare.]

It was the old idea that all things exist merely to please
man ; this hxyminocentric doctrine Darwin disproved.

L. E. Bailey, Outlook to Nature, p. 272.

homobiophorid (ho'^mg-bi-ofo-rid), n. [Gr.

6fi6g, the same, + E. hiophorid.^ See *biophorid.

homobranchiate (ho-mo-brang'ki-at), a. [Gr.

6u6g, the same, + ^payxta, gills, + -afel.]

Having gills of uniform structure, as decapod
crustaceans

;
pertaining to or having the char-

acters of the Homohranchia.
homobront (ho'mo-bront), n. [Gr. i|Ui5f, the
same, + ^povHi, thunder.] Aline connecting
points around an advancing thunder-storm at
which the first thunderis heard simultaneously

;

an isobront. Von Besold.

homocamphoric (hd"mo-kam-for'ik), a. [Gr.

ili6(, the same, + ((yjian)camphor + 4c.'] Not-
ing an acid, a colorless crystalline compound,
HO.COC8H14.CH2.COOH, formed by boiling
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cyancamphor with potassium hydroxid. It

melts at 234° C, and was at one time called,

incorrectly, kydrocamphocarhoxylie acid.

homocentrically (ho-mo-sen'tri-kal-i), adv.

Concentrically.

homocerebrin (ho-mo-ser'f-brin), n. [Gr.

d/idg, the same, + L. cerebrum, brain, + -«»2.]

A colorless compound, C7oHi3gO]^2N2(')>
formed by the action of barium hydroxid solu-

tion on brain matter. It crystallizes in transparent
spheres, melts at 170-176° C, and is also called phrenosin.

homochelidonin (ho"mo-ke-lid'o-nin), n. [Gr.

6/idg, the same, + CheUdon(ium) + -irfl.'] An
alkaloid, C21H21O5N, obtained from the root
of Sanguinaria Canadensis. Two compounds
with this formula are known, distinguished as
/3- and y-homochelidonin. Both crystallize In needles

;

the former melts at 169° C, the latter at 169° C. The lat-

ter is also found in Chelidonium majus.

homochiral (ho-mo-ki'ral), a. [Gr. 6n6c, the
same, + x^i^Pt hand, + -oil.] Belated in the
manner of one right hand to another right
hand, or of one left hand to another left, that
is, formed in the same way and turned in the
same direction; identical in form and direc-

tion.

homochirally (ho-mo-ki'ral-i), adv. In a homo-
chiral manner.
homochlamydeous (ho^mo-kla-mid'e-us), a.

[Gr. i/idf, the same, + x^ajiig (xf^fivd-), cloak,
+ -e-ous.] In hot., dichlamydeous, but with all

the members of the perianth similarly colored.

In plant development, the homochlamydeous
stage succeeds the homoiochlamydeous, and
is followed by the heterochlamydeous.
homochromosome (ho-mo-kro'mo-som), n.

[Gr. &ii6g, the same, + zP^J"^j color, + aa/M,
body: see *chromosome.'i An ordinary or typ-
ical chromosome, as contrasted with an acces-
sory chromosome.

Montgomery's (26) terms koTnochromosoin^ and hetero-
chromoBometo distmguish between the ordinary chromo-
somes and the accessory. Biol. BuLletin, Dec, 1904, p. 6.

homochromy (ho-mok'ro-mi), n. [Gr. (i//i5f, the
same, + xp^/^^t color.] The coloring of organ-
isms in resemblance to the prevailing color of
their normal environment

;
general cryptic col-

oring.

honlochronic (ho-mo-kron'ik), a. [As 7w-
mochronr-ous + -»c.] Appearing in the offspring
at the same point of development as in the
parent.— Homochronlc heredity. See -kheredity.

homochronous (ho-mok'ro-nus), a. [Gr. iii6-

Xpovog, of the same time, < 6/i(if, the same, +
Xpimg, time.] Appearing in the children at

the same age as in the parents. See the ex-

tract.

This kind of inheritance (of characters of the parents in

such manner that they appear in the latter at the same
age in which they occur in the former) has been called

homochrorMus. Elmer, Organic Evolution, p. 167.

homocladic (ho-mo-klad'ik), a. [Gr. ifiig, the
same, + likadoQ, branch.] Noting an anasto-
mosis formed between terminal twigs of the
same artery : opposed to *heterocladic.

Homocoela (ho-mo-se'la), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
d/idg, the same, + Kol/wg, hollow.] A suborder
of calcareous sponges in which there are no
fiagellated chambers, the entire internal sur-

face being lined by collared cells. It includes
the family Asconidse. Compare *JIeteroeoela.

homocoelous (ho-mo-se'lus), a. [Gr. 6/j6(, the
same, + /coj/lof, hollow, + -o«s.] Having the
gastral layer of cells continuous, as in sponges
of the family ClatJirinidse; resem cling or having
the characteristics of the Homocoela: opposed
to *heterocoelous.

homoconine (ho-mo-ko'nin), n. [Gr. 6/i6;, the
same, + E. conine.'] A colorless liquid, CgHg
(NH)CH2.CH(CH3)2, closely allied to conine,

which it resembles m odor. It boils at 181-
182° C. Also called a-isobutylpiperidine.

homocyclic (ho-mo-sik'lik), a. and n. [Gr.

6/i6g, the same, + /cii/cAof, circle.] I. a. Having
the same or only one circle or cycle.

Spectra of the' third variety. These show absorption
bands,, and the substances yielding them are generally
constituted on the type of benzene, naphthalene, anthra-

cene, phenanthrene, &c ; but the rings may be either

h&mocyclic or heterocyclic without the character of the
spectra being altered. Nature, Sept 17, 1903, p. 476.

II. «. A closed-chain compound in which
the ring consists only of carbon atoms, as ben-
zene.

Homocystese (ho-mg-sis'te-e), n. pi. [Gr. o/zdf,

the same, + Kvang, a bag, + -ese.'] A sub-
order of the blue-green algsB characterized by
the absence of heterocysts.

homoeosis

homodermatous (ho-mo-der'ma-tus), a. [Gr.

6ft6(, the same, + 6ipfta(T-), skin, + -ous.']

Having the skin of uniform structure through-
out the body.
homodermy (ho-mo-der'mi), n. [Gr. 6p6(, the
same, + Sip/xa, skin.] In biol. : (a) Similarity
in relation to the germ-layers. (6) The doc-
trine or opinion that homologous parts always
stand in the same relation to the embryonic
germ-layers, and that embryonic origin is the
final and decisive test of homology.
homodesmotic (h6"mo-des-mot'ik), a. [Gr.

6fi6g, the same, + 6ea/j6g, a bond, + -otic.'\

Joining similar parts of the central nervous
system : noting nerve fibers which perform this

of&ce.

homodontism(ho-m6-don'tizm), n. [homodont
+ -««m.] The condition of having a dentition
in which all teeth are alike, as toothed whales.
[Bare.]
homodoxia (ho-mo-dok'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ifidt;, the same, +66^0, opinion.] The holding
of opinions in common ; or, opinions held in
common. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, H. 133.

homodrome (ho'mo-drom), n. [Gr. Sfidg, the
same, + ipofiOQ, a running.] In physiol., a
positive induction current. Proc. Boy. Soc.

(London), July, 1902, p. 190.

hemodynamic (ho'mo-di-nam'ik), a. Same
as homodynamous in all senses.

homod^namous, a. 2. Noting the absence of

a condition of dominance in respect to a given
character in ancestral inheritance, when the
cross-bred offspring of two parental races or varieties
breeds true or produces oflsprmg like itself, the parents of
-the cross-bred offspring are held to be homodiynanwv^.—
Homodynamous determinant. See *determimimt.

homoeocephalic (ho"me-9-se-farik), a. [Gr.
ili6i, the same, + Kt^aTi^j head, + -ic] Ee-
lating to skulls of similar type.
homoeochromatic (ho'^me-o-kro-mat'ik), a.
[Gr. 8/jowc, like, + xP'^ua(T-y, color.] Exhibit-
ing similar colors (in different adjacent
species) ; of or pertaining to homoeochroma-
tism.

homoeochromatism (ho'me-o-kro'ma-tizm), n.
[homceochromat(ic) + -ism.] In 6JoZ.,similari1y
in the colors of different species of animals or
plants that occur in the same locality. Athe-
nmum, Oct. 24, 1903, p. 552.

homoeocrystalline (h6"me-6-kris'ta-lin), a.
[Gr. bfwiog, like, + E. crystalline.] "Inpetrog.,
composed of crystals or grains of equal size

:

sometimes applied to evenly granular crystal-
line rocks.

homoeo^enesis (h6*me-6-jen'e-sis), n.
< Gr. 6/ioiof, like, + 'yeveate, genesis.]
munity of origin or ancestry. [Bare.]
homoeogeneous (ho-me-o-je'ne-us), a.

[NL.,
Com-

[Gr.
-eous.] Of a similardfiotoyev^S, of like kind,

kind.

homoeokinesis (h6"me-6-ki-ne'sis), re. [NL.,
< Gr. o^ofof, like, -f-' Kivr/mg, motion.] The
form of karyokinetic or mitotic cell-division
in which the two daughter-nuclei receive
chromosomes of the same kind : opposed to
'^heterolcinesis.

homoeomorphic (h6"me-6-m6r'fik), a. [Gr.
o/wid/iopfog, of the sanie" form, + -ic.] Of
similar type or order.
In a remarkable proportion of cases of mental and other

nervous disturbances we find a history of antecedent
nervous conditions, either homceomorphic, i.e., of the
same order, or heteromorphic, of different type.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. eOO.

homoeomorphous,' a. 2. Of like shape and
structure.

homoeoplasia (ho'-'mf-o-pla'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
b/iotog, like, + wXacig, forming.'] The assump-
tion by the tissues of one part of the body ot
the form of those from another region, as when
the skin of the arm is grafted on the cheek to
heal a wound.
homoeosis (ho- me -6 'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Sfioiaaig, a hecoming like, likeness, < 6/xoiovv,
make like, < b^coiog, like.] In biol, the presence
in an organism of a normal member of a me-
ristic series of parts in an abnormal position,
as the presence, in a crustacean, of an antenna
in the place where the eye is normally situated.
When homoeosis is exhibited in the part that replaces a
part that has been removed, as when the amputated eye
of a crustacean is replaced by an antenna, the phenome-
non is termed heteromorphom. See -kheteromorpho^
and irmetam/orphy, 2.

For the term ' Metamorphy ' I therefore propose to sub-
stitute the term Homoeosis, which is also more correct ; for
the essential phenomenon isnot that there hasmerely been
a change, but that something has been changed into the
likeness of something else.

W. Bateeon. Study of Variation, p. 85.



homoeotlierm

homoeotherm (h6'mf-o-th6rm), «. [MGr.
6/iotd6epiiog, of like warmth, < Gr. b/iow(, like,

+ dipjiri, heat.] An animal with a bodily tem-
perature which is nearly constant and inde-
pendent of, and usually higher than, that of
the surrounding medium; a warm-blooded
animal. [Rare.]

These phenomena, which are numerous . . . in animals
of tile higher class (homceotherrns), are much less so in
cold-blooded animals. Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 411.

homoeotliermal (h6"me-o-ther'mal), a. [As
hommotherm + -aA.] Having blood which re-

tains a uniform temperature notwithstanding
the temperature of the environment : said of

warm-blooded as opposed to cold-blooded,
poecilothermic, or heterothermal animals.

homoeothermic (h6"me-o-th6r'mik), a. IhomoB-
otherm + -ic] Of or pertaining to horaoeotherms
or warm-blooded animals ; homceothermal.

Man, mammals, and birds are called . . . homoeother-
mic — that is, warm-blooded— animals.

Smithsonian Sep., 1890, p. 407.

homoeotheTmism (h6"me-6-ther'mizm), n.

[As homceotherm + -ism.'] The maintenance
by warm-blooded animals of a bodily tempera-
ture which is independent of that of the sur-

rounding medium.
homoeotic (ho-me-ot'ik), a. [homceosis {-ot-)

+ -«c.] Pertaining to or characterized by
homceosis.

Though in some of these examples there may be change
in the total number of vertebrse shewing that true
Meristic change has occurred, they cannot well be
treated apart from the more distinctly Homoeotic cases.

W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 106.

Homoeotic variation. See -kvariation.

homceotopy (ho-me-ot'o-pi), n. Such a, simi-
larity of words as leads to errors in copying.
homoeotype (ho'me-o-tip), ». [Gr. b/ioio^, like,

-I- TiiiroQ, type.] A specimen identified by a
specialist from comparison with the original

type, or a subsequently selected eotype : de-
signed to replace homotype, which is in use
for another purpose.
homoeotypical (h6"me-o-tip'i-kal), a. [Gr.

. d/wioc, like, -1- tvitoc, type", + -ic-dP-.i In cytol.,

of or pertaining to a form of mitosis occurring
in the secondary spermatocytes of some ani-
mals, such as the salamander, and di^ering
from the typical form of mitosis only m the
shortness of the chromosomes and their ir-

regular arrangement in the daughter-nuclei.
Flemming, 1887.

homogamic (ho-mo-gam'ik), a. Same as ho-
mogamous.

homogamous, a. 2. Of or pertaining to homog-
amy or assortative mating. Also nomogamic.

[The] whole range of effects from pure random mating
to perfectly hom^gamous unions.

Biometrika, Kov., 1903, p. 481.

Homogamous mating. See -kmating.

homogamy, n. 3. Assortative mating; the
pairing or mating of animals, or the marriage
of human beings, with some common distinc-

tive characteristic considered apart from the
question whether the mating is due to con-
scious selection of, or preference for, this

characteristic or is unintentional or uncon-
scious ; sexual selection in its widest sense.

If the male class of a given character tends to mate
with a female class with generally like character, we have
a tendency to homogamy. Biometrika, Nov., 1903, p. 481.

bomogen, «. 3. A homogenoiis or homoge-
netic part or organ.

Homogeneous part. See *part.

homogenetical (ho'mo-je-net'i-kal), a. Of or

pertaining to homogeny.

bomogenic (ho-mo-jen'ik), a. Of or pertain-

ing to homogeny; exhibiting homogeny or

sameness of nature.

bomogenist (ho-moj'e-nist), n. [homogen-y +
-ist.] One who believes that the races of man-
kind have had acommon origin or ancestral his-

tory and that they constitute a single species.

bomogenize, v. (.— Homogenized milk, a trade-

name for milk which has been heated to 185° F. and forced

by heavy pressure through a number of very fine open-

ings, the jets impinging upon a porcelain plate. It is

asserted that the result is to divide the fat into globules

much smaller and more nearly uniform in size than those

of the original milk, so that the product may be kept for

a long time without the emulsion being broken up by the

separation of cream in a distinct layer. Sei. Amer., April

16, 1904, p. 316.

bomogentisic (h6"m9-jen-tis'ik), a. [Gr. 6/i6s,

the same, +E. gentiele.'] Notingan acid,a color-

less compound, H02CgH3CH2COOH.H20,
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found in small quantity in normal urine and in

plant-roots. The amount is increased in cases where
alkapton is present in the urine, or when the roots are

geotropically stimulated. It crystallizes m prisms and
melto at 146.6-147° C. Also called dihydroxy-phenylacetic

acid.

bomogentisin (ho-mo-jen'ti-sin), n. An incor-

rect term for *hoinogentisic acid.

bomogentisinic (h6"mo-jen-ti-sin'ik), a. An
incorrect term for *homogentisic.

bomoglot (ho'mo-glot), a. [Gr. (i/«Sf, the same,
+ yXorra, tongue.] Possessing the same Ian-,

guage. N. E. D.
bomogompb (ho'mo-gomf), a. [Gr. i/idq, the

same, + yd/i^oQ, a bolt, a nail.] Having simi-

lar spines or 'teeth.'

The setigerous region ends in a conical papilla behind
that for the spine, and bears a single brown spine and a
series of homogomph bristles.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Sept., 1902, p. 269.

bomogonous, a. 2. In Mol., characterized by
direct development, without metamorphosis
or alternation of generations.
bomogony, n. 2. In biol., same as homogenesis.

bomograpnic, a. 3. In phildl., of or pertain-
ing to homographs.—Homographlc division. See
^division.

bomoiocblamydeO'US (h6"moi-o-kla-mid'e-us),
a. [Gr. ofiotoc, like, + x^a/iv; (;f^a/uii(5-), cloak,
+ E. -eous.'] In bot., having a single but fully
developed floral envelop, as the oaks, the
nettle family, etc. In plant development the
homoiochlamydeous stage succeeds the hap-
lochlamydeous, and is followed by the homo-
chlamydeous.
bomoiopodal (ho-moi-op'o-dal), a. [Gr. ifioiog,

like, + TTotif (to(!-), foot, + -oil.] Jn neurol.,

noting nerve-cells which have branches or
processes of only one kind : opposed to *het-
eropodal. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psy-
chol., II. 155.

bomoiotbermal (h6"moi-o-ther'mal), a. Same
as *hommotherm,al.
Homola (hom'o-la), n. [NL. (Leach, 1815).]
The typical genus of the family Homolidse.
bomolecitbal (ho'mo-Jes'i-thal), a. [Gr. iii6g,

the same, -I- MkiSoq, yolk, 4- -a?l.] In em-
bryol., having the food-yolk uniformly dis-

tributed throughout the egg, as in alecithal
eggs ; opposedl;o *heterolecithal'. Mark, 1892.

Homolidae (ho-mol'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Hom-
ola + -idas.] Afamily of anomalous Srac%Mra
in which the carapace is quadrangular or sub-
triangular, the eye-stalks usually very long

Latreiliia -valida (de Haan).

a, female ; *, head of male ; c, head of female ; d, sapie, from be-

low; e, abdomen of male; ^, abdomen of female.

and slender, the orbits incomplete, and the
first antennae not retractile into special fos-
settes. There are 6 genera, Homola, Dicranodromia,
Latreillia, LatreillopHs, and Hom^logenus, and the va-
rious species extend to moderate depths.

bomolinolein (h6"mo-li-n6'le-in), n. [Gr. ifidg,

the same, + E. linolem.'] In chem., the sub-
stance C3H5.(Ci^3Hs^02)3, which forms the
chief constituent of Iinseed-oil. The name lino-
leiiiis reserved for the corresponding glycerid
of an acid with 16 atoms of carbon.

bomologen (ho-mol'o-jen), n. {homolo{gov^)
+ -gen.'] The group of atoms by which a
member of a homologous series differs from
the one immediately preceding, or succeeding
it. In the methane series of compounds the
homologen is CH2.
bomologenic (ho-mol-o-jen'ik), a. {homologen
+ -ic] Noting the molecule or group to which
the homologen is successively added.
bomolOgOUS, a. (e) in pathol., noting a neoplasm
composed of tissues of the same type as those of the part
from which it springs : distinguished from -kheterologous.— Homologous detennlnaat, id, series, tumor,
twins. See -kdet^rminant, etc.

bomology, n. (c) in chem., the relationship which the
members of a homologous series bear to one another.

—

Genetic bomology, special homology regarded as a re-

bomosexual

suit of descent from a common ancestor.— Meristic
homology the similarity between corresponding or re.

peated parts in the same individual ; nearly equivalent
to serial homology. The five rays of a starfish are meris-

tically, but not serially, homologous. E. B. Wilson, BioL
Lectures, 1895, p. 101.— Parameter of homology, the
coefficient of homology.

bomolysin (ho-mol'i-sin), n. [Gr. <5/«if the

same, + 'Aiiaig, dissolution, + -jn2.] a lysin

which will cause the destruction of the cells

of an animal of the same species.

bomomorpb fho'mo-mdrf), n. [Gr. 6/idf, the

same, + f^pwit form.] In the study of primi-

tive art, a term used to describe characters,

types, or motives which are essentially the
same in form.

Characters substantially the same, or " homomorphs "

(to use Colonel Mallory's term) made by one set of people,

have a different signification among others.
Haddon, Evolution in Art, p. 215.

bomomorpbosis (h6'''mo-m6r'fo-sis), «. [NL.,

< d/idg, the same, + /idpfoms, formation.] The
replacement of a lost part in an organism by
a part that is like the one that has been lost:

opposed to *heteroniorphosis.
,

When the new part is like that removed, or like a part
of that removed, as when a leg or a tail is regenerated in

a newt, the process is one of " hom&morphosis."
T. H. Morgan, Eegeneration, p. 23.

bomonataloin (h6"mo-na-tar9-in), n. [(Jr.

6/i6c, the same, + (?5 L. natus, born, -I- E.

aloin.] A colorless compound, C^sHieOY, ob-
tained from aloin.

bomonoia (ho-mo-noi'a), n. [Gr. 6/i6voia, agree-
ment, concord, < 6/i6voos, of the same mind, <

(5(udc, the same, + voof, mind.] 1. The sharing
of thoughts and sentiments ; or, thoughts and
sentiments mutually shared. G. S.Sall, Ado-
lescence, II. 133.— 2. [cap.] A Greek divinity
equivalent to the Eoman Concordia. She is

often represented on coins.

bomonomous, a. 2. In eool., made up of like

segments or metameres: said of annelids or
arthropods in which the various metameres
are of the same or similar straeture. Opposed
to *heterouomous.
bomonomously (ho-mon'o-mus-li), adv. In a
homonomous manner.
bomonym, n. 3. Specifically, in systematic
biology, a name given to a group (usually a
genus or species) at a later date than that at
which the same name had been gives to an-
other group. Such a name is said to be preoccupied.
In order to avoid confusion with the earlier names, all

homonyms are rejected. Thus the use of Torreya by
Uaflnesque in 1818 as the name of a genus of plants be-
longing to the family MenthacesR prevents the recognition
of Torreya, published by Amott in 1838, as a valid name
for a genus of the family Taxacese, the latter genus con-
sequently taking its next older name Tumion, published
in 1840. Similarly Agriotheriwm was used by Wagner
for a genus of carnivores and by Scott for a genus of

ungulates ; and Brachyurus was applied by Fischer to a
genus of rodents and by Spix to a genus of monkeys.

Homonymous images. See *image.
bomopartbenogenesis (ho " mo - par - the -no -

jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. d/i6c, the same, + NL.
parthenogenesis.] That type of parthenogenesis
in which the unfertilized eggs produce only
one sex, as contrasted with *heteropattheno-
genesis, or the production of both males and fe-

males from unfertilized eggs. When the unfer-
tilized eggs produce only males, as in the bee, the phe-
nomenon has been called arrhenotoky or androgenetie
parthenogenesis. When females alone are produced it

has been called thelytoky, or gynogenetic parthenogenesis.

bomoperiodic (h6''mo-pe-ri-od'ik),o. [Gr.

ifiii, the same, + neplodog, period, + -ic.]

Having the same periods.
bomopbene (ho'mo-fen), n. [Irreg. < Gr. i/id^,

the same, + ^alveiv, show, appear.] A word
having the same visible form or spelling as
another ; a homograph.
bomopbenous (ho-mof'e-nus), a. Having the
character of a homophene.
bomoplastid (ho-mo-plas'tid), n. [Gr. ofiSg,

the same, + 'E.plastid.] An organism consist-
ing of numerous cells of uniform structure

:

opposed to *heteroplasUd.
bomoplasty (ho'mo-plas-ti), n. [Gr. 6ii6g, the
.same, -I- TrAaoriif, formed, + -y*.]» Same as

bomopolar, a. 2. In elect, same as unipolar, 1.

Jour. Brit. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1901-02, p. 948.

bomorbabdic (ho-mo-rab'dik). a. [Gr. i/idf, the
same, + pdjiSog, ro'd.] Having the gill-fila-

ments of the same size, as certain moUusks

:

opposed to *heterorhabdic. Lanlcester.

bomosexual (ho-mo-sek'gu-al), a. [Gr. 4/*(if,

the same, + L. sexiis, sex,'+'-aZi.] 1. Of or
pertaining to the same sex or to individuals of
the same sex.— 2. Belating to homosexuality.



homosexual
In one of our cases, hovwsexwil impulses were a fea-

ture of degeneracy. Med. Record, June 13, 1903, p. 925.

homosexuality (h6"mo-sek-su-al'i-ti), n. [hom-
osexual + -ity.'] Perverted sexual desire for

one of the same sex. C. H. Hughes, in Alien,

and Neurol., Feb., 1903, p. 74.

Homosteus (ho-mos'te-us), n. [NL., < Gr. d/i6c,

the same, + '

bariov, bone.] A genus of ar-

throdirous fishes belonging to the family Coc-

. COSteidse. They are of veiy large size, with slender

and toothless jaws, and orbits completely inclosed in the

head-shield. They are found in the Old Red Sandstone.

homostyly (ho-mos'ti-li), n. [homostyl(ed) +
-y^.] In bot., the condition of being homo-
styled.

homosystemic (h6"mo-sis-tem'ik), a. [Gr.

i/idg, the same, + E. system + -»c.] Of or per-

taining to the same system, as organs derived
from the same germ-layer in the embryo.
homotaxia (ho-mo-tak'si-a), n. [NL.] Same
as homotaxis.

homotenous (ho-mot'e-nus), a. Noting insects

which have incomplete metamorphoses, as op-

posed to the polymorphous groups. A. S.

Packard, Text-book of Bntom., p. 597.

homothallic (ho-mo-thal'ik), a. [Gr. dfidg, the
same, + daXMg, sprout, + -ic] Having the
zygospores formed only as' the result of the
conjugation of hyphsB from a single plant or

strain : said of zygospore-forming plants.

homothermic (ho-mo-th^r'mik), a. Same as
homothermous.
homothetic, a. II. n. A transformation which
changes every plane figure into a homothetic
figure.

For example, the group of the projective transformar
tlons of the plane and the group of Jwmotlietics, that is

to say, transformations which change every plane figure

into a homothetic figure [a figure similar and similarly

placed]. Science, Sept 16, 1904, p. 360.

homotonic (ho-mo-ton'ik), a. Same as ho-

motonous.
homotopic (ho-mo-top'ik), a. [Gr. 6/idc, the
same, + tSttoq, place, -I- -ic] Occurring at the
same place in the offspring as in the parent.

—

Homotopic heredity. jSee ^heredity.

homotopy (ho-mot'o-pi), n. [Gr. i/i6g, the
same, + t6w'oq, place, + -y^.'i The develop-
ment of an embryo into an adult organism by
a series of changes which occur in the parts of

the body in which they occurred in the develop-
ment of its parents. [Rare.] Cope, in Amer.
Nat., Jan., 1878.

homotype, ». (c) Same as "^hommotype.

homotypic, a. 2. In cytol., relating to the'

second nuclear division after mitapsis: so

called because it is very similar to ordinary
mitosis. Cooh and Swingle.

homotyposis (h6"mo-ti-po'sis), n, [NL., <Gr.
(i|Ud£-, the same, -t- Tuwoai^, < tvkoi, type.] In
biol., a forming after a model : a; term proposed
byPearson for the correlation between meris-
tically repeated parts.

On Homotyposis in Homologous but Differentiated Or-

gans : Prof. Karl Pearson, F. B. S.

Nature, Feb. 12, 1903, p. 360.

Cross-bomotyposlS, homotyposis considered recipro-

cally. Biometrtka, April, 1902, p. 344.

homozygosis (h6"m9-zi-g6'sis), n. [Gr. i/i6g,

the same, + i;iyuaig, joining. See zygote.^

Development from a homozygote.
In such cases .. . proof of homozygosis of resolved foi-ms

will furnish the only reliable criterion.

W. Bateson, in Rep. Evol. Com. Boy. Soc, 1906, II. 126.

homozygote (ho-mo -zi ' got), n. [Gr, 6fi6g, the

same, + E. zygote.) A zygote formed by the

union of two gametes of the same kind or

stock: opT^oaeA to *heterozygote. See extract

under *heterozygote.

homozygous (ho-mo-zi'gus), a. [Gr. ifidg, the

same, + C,vy6v, yoke, + -oms.] Of, pertaining

to, or derived from like zygotes or germ-cells.

The hybrids produced by pairing a heterozygous waltz-

ing form G'iG'b mt\i a, hmnozygoiis albino GG will be of

two kinds, GG'i and GG'2. Biometrika, Jan., 1904, p. 16.

Hon. An abbreviation (6) of honorary.

Honble. A contraction of Honorable. Same
as Hon. (a).

Hond. An abbreviation of Honduras.

Honduras rubber. See ^rubber.

honey, ».—Date honey. See the extract.

Other varieties [of dates], such as the Khars, which are

full of sugary juice when ripe, are not so easily handled.

The Arabs usually hang up the bunches and allow the

juice to drain off into jars. This juice, which they call

date honey, is preserved and used, and the fruit, which
has become somewhat dry, is then packed in boxes, or

more often in skins.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 482.

Extracted honey, honey which has been separated from
the comb.— Sham honey, a hard glossy body found in

the flowers of Lopezia, Pamassia, and Cleome, resem-
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bling drops of nectar, and so placed as to promote cross-
fertilization through the agency of the attracted insects,

which are deceived by it.—White honey, honey that
flows from the cells spontaneously without pressure, being
that made by bees that have not swarmed. N. M. D.

honey-board (hun'i-bord), n. In bee-keeping,

a partition of perforated sheet-metal placed
in a hive to confine the queen bee to the
brood-chamber and yet permit other bees to
pass from one division of the hive to another
through the perforations.
honey-box (hun'i-boks), «. In bee-Tceeping, a
folding wooden box in which the bees in a
hive form a comb and flU it with honey.
At the end of the season the filled box is removed from
the hive witliout distni'bing the bees. Also called a honey-
section.

Honeycomb coral. See *cora!.—Honeycomb scall or
tetter. Same as favus, 2.

honeycomb-radiator (hun'i-k6m-ra"di-a-tor),
n. A radiator much used on motor-ears for
abstracting the heat from the cooling-water.
It is made up of a series of small hexagonal passages
surrounded by thin walls, and in appearance somewhat
resembles a honeycomb.

honeycomb-weave (hun'i-kom-wev), n. A
style of weave resembling the colls of a honey-
comb,
honey-creeper, n—^Baiiamahoney-oreeper,asmall
bird, Coereba, or Certhiola, baha/mensis, belonging to the
family Coerebidse. The general coloration is gray" and
yellow.

honey-crop (hun'i-krop), n. The distended
crop of the honey-bearers among the so-called
honey-ants.
honey-drop (hun'i-drop), n. Amole orsimilar
spot on the skin.

honey-evaporatoi (hun'i-e-vap'''o-ra-tor), n.

An apparatus for removing any excess of
liquid from the honeycomb for the safe trans-
portatioE of the latter.

honey-extractor (hun'i-eks-trak"tor), n. A
honey-strainer.

honey-flower, n. 2. Same as *honey-plant, 2.

See Hoya.— 3. In Australia, a tall evergreen
shrub of the family Proteacese, Lambertia.

formosa : so named from the large quantity
of nectar contained in its flowers.

honey-gate (hun'i-gat), n. A gate-valve made
particularly for drawing off honey, molasses,
or other thick liquids from barrels, extrac-

tors,' etc.

honey-guide, n. 2. In hot., a marking or a
streak of nectar or honey in a flower serving
to guide the insect to the nectary.

honey-holder (hun'i-h61"der), n. Same as
honey-bearer.

honey-mark (hun'i-mark), n. 1. A spot of a
different color from the rest of the corolla of

a flower, supposed by Sprengel to guide insects

to the nectary.— 2. Same as *lioney-drop.

honey-mushroom (hun'i-mush"r6m), n. The
fungus Armillaria mellea, which produces a
form of root-rot in trees.

honey-plant (hun'i -plant), n. 1. The bee-
balm, Melissa officinalis.— 2. A plant of the
genus Hoya.— 3. In Tasmania, a shrub, Cystan-
the soopa/ria {Bichea scoparia of Hooker), of the
family Epacridacese, growing in the form of a
very dense bush, one and a half feet high, and
bearing small honey-scented flowers which
vary in color from white to pink and orange.
honey-section (hun'i-sek"shon), n. Same as
*honey-box.

honey-stopper (hmi'i-stop"er), ». An arrange-
ment of enitinous valves fringed with bristles

at the entrance of the proventriculus or honey-
stomach of the honey-bee.
honeysuckle, n. 4. The color of the flowers

of the common honeysuckle; "a combination
of pale pink and even paler yellow." Daily
News (London), Nov. 20, 1890. N. E. D.-Cape
honeysuckle, Leucadendron melliferum. See Leuca-
dendrorj.—Honeysuckle oma,ment, in the Jin^ arts, a
peculiar type of decoration, in which there is a resemblance
to a sprig or flower of the honeysuckle : found especially

on late Greek vases. See anthemion (a), with cut.

honey-weasel (hun'i- we"zl), n. The ratel or

honey-badger, Melli/vora ratel, a large member
of the weasel f^mUy found in Africa. A near
relative, M. indiea, occurs in India. The api-

mal is fond of honey, whence the common
name.
honeywood. (hun'i-wud), re. The Tasmanian
dogwood. See dogwood, 3, and Tasmanian.

Honiton braid. See *braid^.

honky-tonk (hong"ki-tongk'), n. Alow grog-

gery : a slang name among the negroes of the

southern United States.

honoki (ho-no'ke), n. [Jap.] A tall Japanese
timber-tree, Magnolia hypoleuca. The light, gray-

ish-white wood, which graduallychanges to a deeper shade.

hook-book
is soft, easily bent, and elastic, and has a fine, even grain,
making it applicable to many uses. It is used for the
groundwork in the manufacture of lacquer ware, for pat-
tern-blocks in printing cloth, and from it is prepared the
soft, fine-grained charcoal which is used throughout Ja-
pan for rubbing the lacquer, and for polishing the enamel
of cloisonne ware.

honor, n. 11. In golf, the right to play off first

fromthetee— simple honors, inbridge, three out of
the five honors which may be held.— To do the honors,
to act as host or hostess on any occasion, as in presiding at
a banquet or in dispensing hospitality.

honoris causa (ho-no'ris ka'za). [L.] See
*causa.

honthin (hon'thin), n. A tasteless, odorless
compound of tannin, keratin, and albumin
claimed to be unaffected by the gastric juice
but deoom])osed into its components by the
intestinal secretions: an intestinal astringent.

hood, n. 6. (6) The rise in the quarter-deck
which gives more head-room to the cabin, (c)

A covering over a hatchway to protect the
openingfrom the weather.— 7. (a) Aprojecting
shelter-like canopy over an outer door, usu-
ally carried by corbels or brackets. See ho( d-
mold. (b) A similar projecting member over
a hearth, intended to direct the smoke inward
toward tne flue, in houses the flre might be built on
a wholly open hearth without projecting jambs, and the
hood six or seven feet above it was conical or pyramidal
in form, leading to the flue above. This hood might hang
free in the room, but was more commonly attached to the
wall, from which it projected, and supported on corbels,

(c) In mo&em ventilation, a projection above
a range or furnace, intended to carry off the
smell of cooking or noxious gases, {d) In chem-
ical laboratories, a flxed appliance consisting
of an inclosed and covered space within which
offensive gases or vapors may be evolved and
carried off by a connected flue without escap-
ing into the room. It is usually provided with
a sliding or hinged door in front for the intro-
duction and removal of apparatus, (e) A
curved cover for a machine or for any part of
one. (/) The cover for a blacksmith's forge.

(g) In elect., a protecting cover, also sometimes
serving as a reflector, placed over an arc-lamp.
—Naval hoods, in ship-building, heavypieees of timber
which encircle the hawse-holes.— 0raIhC0d,the fringed
membrane which surrounds the vestibule or mouth-open-
ing of amphioxus {Branchiostoma).

hood-cover, M. 2. Naut., a covering of wood
or canvas for a hatch, companionway, or sky-
light.

hOod-nozle (hud'noz"l), n. A nozle having a
hood or hinged cover which may be swung
across its mouth to cut off a part or all of the
stream of water.

hoof, n— Dished hoof, a hoof in which the wall is con-
cave from the coronet to the plantar surface.—Hoof-and-
mouth disease. Same aafoot-and-mouth disease (which
see, under /oot).— To beat the hoof. See *(ien«l.—To
pad the hoof. See padT-.

hooflet (hof'let), n. [hoof -I- -lef] One of
the small or false hoofs found in many rumi-
nants, especially in deer, on either side of the
pair of principal hoofs ; a dew-claw. They may
have their supporting bones ifi a very v stigial condition,
as in the ox and bison, or of considerable size, as is the
case with the moose and reindeer. Smithsonian Hep.
(Nat. Mus.), 1896, p. 666.

hook, n. 10. In golf: (a) The angle of the
face of a club when it lies in to the ball, (b)

A ball played with a distinct curve to the left.—11. In cricket, the *hook-s'troke (which see).—12. A curved or angled line added to a
written or printed letter, or forming a part of
it, or, as in phonography, used as a distinct
symbol.— 13. In well-boring, a fishing-tool in
the form of a horizontally curved hook which
engages the shoulder of rods or tools that may
have become unscrewed Malgalgne's hooks,
sharp hooks used to hind togetlier the two parts of a frac-
tured patella.

hook, V. t. 6. In golf, to play (a ball) so that
it curves more or less to the left.

When standing too far, the ball is apt to be ' drawn ' or
'hooked'— that is to say, struck with the point or *toe'

of the club, in which case the ball flies in to the left.

Chambers' Inform., II. 606. S. E. D.

7. In cricket, to hit (the ball) to the 'on' side

with a horizontal bat, after stepping back : said
of the batsman.—To hook Jack, to play truant.

[Slang.]

The boy "hooked Jack" ioT a whole day.
Joseph Lincoln, Pai-tners of the Tide, iv.

hook-and-strap (huk"and-strap'), V. A hinge-
strap in which the hook or pintle is an in-

tegral part of the strap. It is more custom-
ary to form the eye on the strap.

hook-book (huk'buk), n. In angling, a case in
the form of a book, with leaves of cloth or

other material, in which fish-hooks are kept;
a fly-book.



hooker

hooker^, ". 3. [cop.] See *Amish.
Hookera (huk'e-ra), n. [NL (Salisbury, 1808),
named for William jffoofcer (1779-1832), a Brit-
ish botauieal artist.] A genus of plants of the
family Liliaceee. There are about 15 species,
natives of western North America, chiefly of
California. See *Brodisea.

hooker-on (huk'6r-on'), «. In mining, a bot-
tom-man ; a man who puts mine-cars on a cage.
Barrowman, Grlossary.

Hooke's law. See *ia«;i.

hookey^, «.— Blind hookey, a gambling game, fre-

quently played on txansatlantic steamers. The banker of-

fers the pack to the players and they divide it into several
packets, face down. One of these, chosen at random, is

aasigned to the banker. Bets are then plffced on the re-

maining piles and all are then turned face up. The bot-

tom cards of each pile that are higher than that of the
deaier's win ; those lower lose. Also called Dutch hank.

hook-gage (huk'gaj), n. An instrument for

measuring the head of water on the crest of a
weir. See *gage^.
hook-gear (huk'ger), n. A valve-gear for en-

gines, in which the eccentric-rod is hooked on
a pin on the valve-stem.

hooklet, n. (c) One of the hook-shaped bodies which
foi-m a circle about the head of the echinococcus, and are

found floating free in the fluid of a hydatid cyst.

hook-plate (huk'plat), ». A casting forming a

long and narrow plate from the face of which
progeets a line of curved hooks ; an expansion-

Elate. It is fastened to a wall to support a series of steam-
eating pipes. When rings are substituted for hooks it is

called a ring-plate.

hook-stroke (huk'strok), n. In cricket, the
stroke in which the batsman steps back and
hits the . ball round to the ' on ' side with a
horizontal bat.

hook-tender (huk'ten'dfer), n. The foreman of

a yarding-crew ; specifically, one who super-
vises the attaching of the cable to a turn of logs.

hook-worm (huk' werm) , n. An in testinal para-
site, Uncinaria americana or Aukylostoma duo-
denale : so called originally from the presence
of rays or ribs, interpreted as hooks, in the
membranous expansion or caudal bursa, at the
hinder end of the male worm. It infests man,
cattle, dogs, foxes, sheep, seals, and other animals.

hooligan (ho'li-gan), n. Originally, a member
of a South London gang of young street

rowdies said to have been led by one named
Hooligan, who indulged in boisterous horse-
play and breaches of the peace; hence, any
street ruffian, especially one who is a member
of an organized gang; a 'hoodlum.'

hooligan (ho'li-gan), V. i. and t.
;
pret. andpp.

hOoliganed, ppr. Iiooliganing. I. intrans. To
play the hooligan.

II. trans. To assault in the manner of the
hooligans.

hooliganism (ho'li-gan-izm), n. Indulgence
in the boisterous horse-play and ruffianism of

the hooligans of South London and other
large centers of population.

There is a good deal of moralizing in print over the dis-

orderly scenes and outbreaks of " Hooligani»m " at Lon-
don's patriotic town show. N. Y. Tribune, Oct. 31, 1900.

HooppunlslllXieilt, a former punishment of boys on ship-
boi^in which their left wrists were seized to a loose sail-

hoop, and each of them ,was provided with a nettle or
lash made of rope-yams. At the word of command the
boatswain gave the boy nearest to him a cut with his cat,

and he in turn hit the boy ahead of him, and so on. This
form of mutual punishment was also adopted for quarrel-
some members of the ship's company.

hoop-machine (hop'ma-shen''), n. In wood-
working, a power-macHine for cutting bari-el-

hoops and the long thin strips used in making
coiled barrels, and also in cutting thin veneers
or strips used in making wooden fruit-baskets.

hoop-stick (hop'stik),». 1. A thin, pliable stick

or sapling used for making barrel-hoops.— 2.

A light stick used by children for rolling a
hoop.
hoop-wood (hop'wud), n. 1. In the United
States, the hoop-ash, Framnus nigra.—2. In
Jamaica, a tree of the mimosa family, Pithe-

colobium latifolium. Seehorsewood.— 3. Same
as *can-hoop.

Hoorebekia(h6-re-bek'i-a), n. [NL. (Cornelis-

son, 1817), nanied for "Charles Joseph van
Boorebeke, who in 1818 published in Ghent a
memoir on the relation of broom-rapes to the

cultivation of clover.] A genus of dicotyle-

donous plants belonging to the family Aster-

aeese. See Haplopappxis.
hootl, n. 2. The cry of an owl.

The lover, skulking in some neighbouring copse, . . .

Curses the owl, whose loud, ill-omen'd hoot

With ceaseless spite takes from his listening ear

The well-known footsteps of his darling maid.

J. Baillie, A Summer's Day.
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hoot2 (hot), n. [Maori ntu, money.] Money
paid as compensation ;

payment ; recompense;
remuneration. [Slang, New Zealand.]

'Hoot' is a very frequent synonym for money or wage.

I have heard a shearer . . . enquire of the giltedge clerk

behind the barrier, ' What s the hoot, mate ?
' The Maori

equivalent for money is utu, pronounced by the Kgapuhi
and other northern tribes with the last syllable clipped,

and the word is very largely used by the kauri-gum.dig-

gers and station hands in the North Island.

Truth (Sydney), Jan. 12, 1896, quoted in E. E. Morris,
Austral English.

hop'"^, n.—Hop plant-louse. Same as -khop-aphis.—

Native hop. (a) In Australia, same as hop-bxxxh. (6) In

Tasmania, a leguminous shrub, DameHa lat^olia. Also

called bitter-le^.—WQA hop. W See wUd hop, under
mldi. (6) Same as native *hop (b).

hop-aphis (hop'a'''fls), n. A plant-louse of the

family
Phorodon
common toEurope
and the United
States. It winters in

the egg state on plum-
trees and develops a
winged generation in

spring which flies to

the hop-plant, a return
migrant generation be-
ing developed in the
autumn. Also called
kop-Jly, hop-louBe, and
hop-plant louse.

hop-borer (hop'b6r*6r), n. The larva of an
American noetuid moth, Gortyna immanis,
which bores into young hop-shoots in the
nort;heni United States. See *hop-grub.
hop-disease (hop'di-zez*), n. See *disease.

hop-dog, n. 2. The larva of a European liparid
moth, Dasyehira pudibunda. [Eng.]
hop-dresser (hop'dres*6r), n. A hop-grower;
one who cultivates hops.

hop-gland (hop'gland), TO. One of the glands
on the fruit of the hop-yielding lupulin; a
lupulinie gland. See lupulin, 3.

hop-grub (hop ' grub), n. The larva of an

Hop-aphis (.Phoradon hutnult) of
the ^feneration which ilies to the
hop, enlarged; a, head, still mote
enlarged.

hopping-fish

the sea-bream.] A genus of snappers of the

fa.mi\y Lutianidse: distinguished by the form
of the nostrils and by the presence of molar
teeth in the jaws. The single known species,

H. giintheri, abounds on the west coast of

Mexico.

Hoplopteryx (hop-lop'te-riks), n. [NL., <

Gr. bT!-?.ov, a shield, + wripv^, a wing.] A
genus of the teleost acanthopterygian fishes

belonging to the family Berycid«. it is charac-

terized ny a short head, a deep dorsal fln, and large ctenoid
scales : common in the Upper Cretaceous.

Hoplosaurus (hop-lo-s3,'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
bn%)v, a shield, -I- aavpo^, a lizard.] A genus
of dinosaurian reptiles from the Upper Cre-
taceous of Austria. It is based on fragmentary
remains and is of uncertain systematic posi-

tion.

Hoplostethus (hop-los'te-thus), n. [NL., <

Gr. '6tt?mv, a shield; -I- ar^Bo^, breast, thorax.]

A genus of deep-sea fishes of the family Tra-
chiehthydse. H. mediterraneiis is the impor-
tant species.

hop-louse (hop'lous), n. Same as *hop-aphis.

Hoplunnis (hop-lun'is), to. [NL., < Gr. bn^v,
a shield, -t- iw^g, vwri, iivig, a plowshare.] A
genus of eels of the family Mursenesocidse,
found in the Caribbean Sea.

hop-merchant (hop'm^r'chjnt), n. Any one
of several species of vanessoid butterflies,

supposedly so named by hop-growers because
of the silver-and-goldmarkings of the chrysalis.
The comma butterfly, Polyffonia cirnima, and the violel>
tip, Polygomia interrogationis, are two of the most abun-
dant forms in the hop-yards. Cormtoek, Manual of In-
sects, p. 405. See violet-tip, with cut.

hope (ho'po), TO. [African.] An African V-
shaped trap for game, it consists of two converg-
ing hedges between which the game is driven into a pit
at the point.

hopperi, TO. and a. I. to. 9. In geol., a hop-
ger-shaped pit or depression in the land.

—

, team-hopper, a hopper-bottomed barge propelled by
its own steam. It is used to receive the excavated ma-
terial from dredging operations and carry it away for
dumping in deep water by the opening of the hopper-
bottom.

II. a. Having the form of an inverted pyra-
mid: as, a hopper ship, the bottom of which
consists of a series of hoppers : a type of ves-
sel used on the Great Lakes for carrying bulk
cargoes—Hopper crystal See *<!rs/sJoi!.— Hopper
salt. See ifsaltl,

hopper-apron (hop'er-a'^^run), n. In cotton-

manuf., an endless traveling apron, or lattice,

in an automatic hopper for feeding cotton to

an opening-machine.
hopperdozer (hop'6r-d6'''zer), n. [hopper^, 1

(c), -I- lbuU)dozer.2 In agri., a large shallow
pan partly filled with tar or kerosene and

Hop-grub IGortyna im?nairis).

u, enlarged segment of larva ; d, larva ; f , pupa ; tf, adult.
(Three fourths natural size.)

American noetuid moth, Gortyna immanis.
See '^hop-borer.

Hopldnson effect, the sudden loss of magnetic suscepti-
bility by iron at or just above the critical temperature
(775° C.) : discovered by Hopkinson in 1889.

Hopntes (hop-Ji'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. InzliTr/^, an
armed man: see hoplite.] A genus of Creta-
ceous ammonites belonging to the family flop-
Utidse of the suborder Pachycampyli. it is char-
acterized by high volutions and forked ribs with promi-
nent tubercles.

Hoplitidse (hop-lit'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Hoplites
+ -idse.'\ A family of the ammonoid cephalo-
pods belonging to the suborder Pachycampyli.
It is characterized by having the costfe bifurcated on the
sides and by umbilical shoulders and prominent tubercles
at the forks.

hoplomachy (hop-lom'a-ki), to. [6r. dnlo/mxia,
< 6irh)fcdxoi, adj., fighting in armor, < onAa,
armor, -f /i&xsadai, fight.] In Gr. antiq., a
battle, or mimic battle, fought in heavy armor.

Fighting in full and heavy armor, hoplomachy, which
Plato praised as a noble art, came somewhat later.

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, IL 259.

Hoplomytilus (hop-lo-mit'i-lus), n. [NL., <
Gr. bTrXov, a weapon, -I- Mytilus, a genus of
moUusks.] A genus of prionodesmaceous
Pelecypoda belonging to the family Myalinidx.
It is characterized by a triangular shell with a thickened
plate below the umbo, in front of which there is a tooth
in the right valve. It occurs in the Devonian.

Hoplopagrinse (hop*lo-pa-gri'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Hoplopagrus + -irne.'i A subfamily of snap-
pers of the family i««iaTOi(f*,, typified by the
genus Hoplopagrus.
Hoplopagrus (hop-lop'a-gnis), n. [NL., < Gr.
birMiv, weapon, -I- irdypoi, var. of (jidypog, a fish,

Canvas Hopperdozer, to be drawn by a horse. (Riley, U. S. D. AA

mounted upon nmners, or a canvas frame,
similarly mounted, and smeared or saturated
with tar or oil. See the extract.
Hopperdozers are long, shallow pans of any convenient

dimensions, made of galvanized iron or other material,
mounted upon runners about an inch thick. The pan is

partly filled with water, a small quantity of kerosene is
added to form a film, and a screen is placed upright on
the back to prevent the locusts from jumping over the
pan. As hopperdozers aie drawn over the ground by
either men or horses, the young locusts jump into the
air, fall into the pan, and are wetted and killed by the
kerosene.

U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Entom., 1904, Cir. 63, p. 2.

hopper-feeder (hop'er-fe"der), to. In textile-

manuf., an automatic feeder and supply-regu-
lator of raw stock to some one of the pre-
paratory machines, as the opener, picker,
scouring-apparatus, cardiag-engine, etc.
hopperings (hop'6r-ingz), n.pl. The residue
which remains in a hopper.
hopper-punt (hop '6r- punt), m. A flat-bot-
tomed mud-lighter fitted with a movable bot-
tom for celerity in dumping. See hopper^, 5.

hopping-fish (hop'ing-fish), TO. Same as *olimb-
ing-fish, 2.



hoppity

ioppity (hop'i-ti), n. [hop^ + -ity, a termina-
tion expressive of quick motion.] Same as
*halma.

hopple, v. f. 2. To harness (a horse) so as to
change its gait meehanioally.

hop-pocketing (hop'pok'et-ing), n. A coarse
material of cotton, or jute and linen: used for
the packing of hops. N. and Q. 10th ser., II.

268, 312.

hoppo-men (hop'o-men), jj. pi. Chinese cus-
tom-house officials.

hop-sack (hop'sak), n. Same as ^liop-sack-
iiig, 2.

hop-sacking, n. 2. A wool dress-fabric of
coarse texture.

hop-toad (hop'tod\ n. A toad. [Colloq.]

hop-vine, ».— Devil's hop-vine. See irdeviL—Map-
vfiie hypena, thecla. See -icHypena, -kThecla.

hor. An abbreviation (o) of horizon; (6) of
horology^

Horse (ho'rej, n. pi. [L. Horse, < Gr. 'Qpot: see
hour.'] The Hours. See hour, 5. in Greek
mythology the Hor» are
personiflcations of the same
class as the Mcerae, Chari-
tes, and Musse. They pre-
sided over the meteoro-
logical phenomena which
regulate vegetation and ani-
mal life and were almost
invariably benignant They
served Zeus by opening and
closing the doots of Heaven.
In Homer and the Homeric
Hymns their number is

vague. Hesiod makes them
three, and calls them Euno-
mia, Dike, and Eirene. On
the vases, early and late,

either two or three Horse
are represented. The Hone
are prominent in thepoems
of Pindar, who retains the
names and number of He-
aiod. He uses them to ex-
press the beauty of spring,
and youth, and all loveli-

ness. The city of Corinth
was their preferred abiding- Hora;.

place. In later mythology the Horse were merged in
the Seasons and their number was fixed at four.

Horary prediction. See ^prediction.
horbachite (hor'bach-it), n. An iron-niekel
sulphid related to pyrrhotite : from Horbach in
the Black Forest.

hordeic (h6r-de'ik), a. [L. horde-um, barley,
+ -ic] Noting an acid, a colorless compound,
C12H24O2, prepared by the action of dilute
sulphuric acid on barley. It crystallizes in
plates, melting at 60° C.

hordeiform (h6r-de'i-f6rm), a. [L. hordeum,
barley, + forma, form.] Having the form of
barley-grains ; resembling barley in form.

horismascope (ho-ris'ma-skop), n. [Irreg. <

Grr. dpia/M, limit, bound, -i- anoirelv, view.] An
apparatus for detecting albumin in urine. See
-''albumoscope.

horizon, ».—Apparent boilzon. See horizm,, 1.—
Axis of the horizon, a perpendicular to the plane of the
horizon at the point of observation.— Contracted hori-
zon, a horizon whose limits are less than normal because
of mist, rain, snow, or smoke.— Mean horizon, the
middle position in any irregularity of the horizon-line.—Obllo[ue horizon, the horizon of a place so situated that
the celestial pole is neither in its zenith nor on itfi horizon.
This is the case for all stations except at the equator or
the poles of the earth.—Paradoxldes horizon. See
•kAmdian, n., 2.— Real horizon, the astronomical hori-
zon : distinguished from the apparent horizon, which is

affected by dip and refraction.— Eight horizon, the
celestial horizon of a place on the equator, the plane of
which is perpendicular to that of the equinoctial circle

:

opposed to oblique horizon, that of any place between the
equator and either pole. N. B. 2).— Sensible horizon,
the plane which touches the earth at the place of the
observer and extends to the celestial sphere.

horizon (ho-ri'zon), V. t. Tp limit or bound by
a hoi'izon. ' Mary Mowitt.

horizontal. I. a— Horizontal candle-power,
moon. See -kcantUe-power, -Mnoon^.

II. n. 3. Anodopetalum Mglandulosum, a
Tasmanian plant of the family Cunoniacese,

which sometimes forms a tree 60-70 feet high,

with a trunk 4 feet in eircumferenee. it is

named from its peculiar habit of growth. The main stem
after reaching a certain height assumes a horizontal or
drooping position, from which the branches ascend and
repeat the action of the stem. The same is done by the
secondary branches, all of which interlock and form an
almost impenetrable thicket known as horizontal scrub.

horizontalism (hor-i-zon'tal-izm), n. The
quality or state of being horizontal ; horizontal
character.

horizontalize (hor-i-zon'tal-iz), V. t. and i.

;

pret. and pp. horizontaliged, ppr. horizontaliz-

ing. To place in or to assume a horizontal
position.
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hormion (h6r'mi-qn). n.
;

pi. hormia (-a).

[NL. dim. of Gr. ipfV, onset, attack ( ?).] In
craniom., the point where the lower border of
the vomer touches the base of the skull. Von
ToroTc.

Hormogoneales (h&r'mo-go-nf-a'lez), n. pi.

[Gr. bpfioc, necklace, -f- ydvog, offspring, + -ales.]

An order of blue-green alga which always con-
sist of more than one cell. The cells may or
may not be branched, and either have or have
not an outer gelatinous sheath.
horn, n., 4, (t) In sJt^et-mstal work, an attachment to
a press which, in its most simple form, resembles the hom
of an anvil. In seaming and pressing locked sheets of tin
together it serves as the anvil on which the joined sheets
are laid while the press bends the seams down. It gives
name to the work of homing, or seaming with a hom, and
to the homvng-presB, a press on which homing is done, (u)
In organ-buitdtng, a reed-stop with a tone like that of the
French horn. (») In golf, same as itbonel, 10. (w) The
bare branch of a leafless tree. [Figurative.] Tennyson, In
Memoriam, cvii. (x) One of the branches ofthe v-shaped
comb found in such breeds of poultry as the Polish and
La Flfeche.

7. In archery :. (o) The tip at each end of a
bow, usually made of horn and provided with
a nock for fastening the bowstring. (6) A re-
inforcement at the butt of an arrow, fitted with
a nock to receive thebowstiing: usually made
of hom. (c) The portion of a composite bow
which is made of hom: see how^, 2.— 8. In
mach., a curved lever, pivoted on the side of a
planing-machine, which, onbeingknocked over
by the tappets on the moving table, gives,
through a linkage, the reversing movement
to the driving mechanism Cntaneons hom, a
horn-like excrescence on the skin of the head or other part.— Following horns, in dynamo-electric machinery, ^ose
horns of a generator away from which the armature moves
in its rotation.

—

Hollow hom. Same as khom^ail.—
Horn alligator. See *aJ%a«or.—Hom of a dyna-
mo, in elect., that edge of the face of the pole-piece of a
generator or motor which runs parallel to the axis of the
armature.—Hom Ofconsecration, in Myeensean art, a
pictographic type representing a cmt-form found in con-
nection with the double ax and pillar. It is a compound
of a rectangular base with two horn-like projections at
either end. The horns are usually quite conventional, but
sometimes resemble the homs of oxen. The object was
evidently portable and placed upon altars. It is frequently
set at the foot of a sacred tree or column.
The columns are clearly indicated as aniconic images by

the homs of consecration placed beside them and at their
feet A. J. Evans, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XXI. 123.

Horn tenure. See *«e««re.—Impressed hom, hom
molded into various forms after it has been softened in
boiling water. It is common in the industrial arts. As a
fine art the impressing of hom has been carried to a high
state of perfection in China and Japan, and in Europe,
where it has been much used for snuff-boxes.

—

Leadhlg
boms, in dynamo-electric machinery, those horns of a gen-
erator ormotortoward which the armature is carried in its

revolution.— Miners' hom, a shallow spoon of hom, rub-
ber, or metal for collecting particles of gold by washing.—
FerlopUc bom, a thin varnish-like layer of glistening
hom secreted by the perioplic band of the hoof and form-
ing the outer surface of its wall. It prevents evaporation
of moisture from the wall of the hoof.— gpontlng born,
a sea-cave which penetrates far into an overhanging cliff

and pierces the roof, so that an opening is made to the
surface. Incoming waves force their way through the cav-
ern and dash spray through the funnel-like opening on
top of the cliff.

—

To take a bom, to take a drink of
liquor. [Colloq.]

horn, V. t. "6. To operate upon by means of a
horn-press or homing-press. See '*'horn, n.,

4(«).

horn-ail (h6rn'al), n. An imagined disease of
cattle, having no scientific foundation. Also
called hollow horn.

horn-beetle (h6rn'be'''tl), n spotted bom-
beetle, Dynastes iityus. See Dynastes and rhinoceros-
beetle.

hornbill, ».— Helmet-bomblll, Buceros gaZeatiis, a
species characterized by having a thick and nearly vertical

homy outgrowth from the top of the beak : found in Borneo
and Sumatra. Also helmeted hornbill.

Hornblende schist. See hornblende rocfc"and
schist.

hornblenSdite (hdrn'blen-dit), n. [hornblende
4- -ite'^.'] A rock composed entirely or almost
entirely of hornblende, a variety of igneous
rock closely related to the peridotites.

hornblock (hdrn'blok), n. A steel or iron cast-

ing riveted to a locomotive frame to receive

the axle-box, which it constrains to move only
vertically.

horn-blower, «. 2. In entom., a southern United
States tobacco-growers' name for the tobacco
sphinx-moth, Phlegethontius Carolina, the pa-
rent of the horn-worm of tobacco.

horn-cell (hSrn'sel), n. One of the ganglion-

cells belonging to the anterior or posterior

cornua of the spinal cord.

Most of these fibres run upwards, but some descend to

form synapses with dorsal horn-cells on a lower level.

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 400.

Hornera (h6r'ne-ra),re. [NL., fromasurname
Sorner.] A genus of cyclostomatous Bry-

horn-worm

ozoa belonging to the family Idmoneidx. it has
free or anastomosing zoaria, subcylindrical branches, and
irregularly distributed zooecial apertures. It extends
from the Cretaceous to recent time.

hornerah (h6r'ne-ra), n. [Native Australian

:

ef. *woomera.'\ A throwing-stickwith apeg at
one end which fits into a socket in the spear-
shaft. By swinging the throwing-stick the spear is pro-
pelled by this peg and thrown with greater force than can
be given to it by the hand alone. Similar devices are used
by the Eskimos, the Mexicans, and some South American
Indians. See -Aatlatl, throwing-stick. [Austi-alia.]

Horneridse (h6r-ner'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Hor-
nera -)- -idse.] A family of cyclostomatous,
gymnotomatous Polyzoa, in which the zooecia
open on one side only of a ramose zoarium
and are never adnate and repent. It contains
the genus Eornera.
hornesite, n. See *hoernesite.

Homets'-nest beetle. See *6eeeie2. —whlte-faced
bomet. Same as white-faced, itwasp.

hornet-hawk (h6r'net-h&k), n. Same as h^>r-

net-clearwing.

hornfels (hdm'felz), n. [G. horn, hom, +fels,
stone.] In petrog., a dense, aphanitic rock
composed of feldspar, quartz, and other min-
erals, usually a product of the contact-meta-
morphism of an intrusive rook upon shale or
other sedimentary rock. Sometimes called
hornstone.

hornfelsed (hdm'felzd), a. In geol., changed
to hornfels in contact-metamorphism.

The Old Ked Sandstone is indurated and often horn-
felsed to a varying distance from the mamin.

Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of SeC., 1901, p. 634.

horn-flint (hdm'flint), n. A flint resembling
horn in appearance and translucency.

horn-fly (hom'fli), n. 1. An injurious muscid
fly, Hsematdbia serrata, common to Europe and

Horn-fly iHtsmatobia serrata).

a, egg ; 6, larva ; c, puparium ; d, adult in bitini^ position.
All enlarged.

the United States: named from its habit of
clustering on the homs of cattle, it annoys cattle
greatly by its bite, and lays its eggs in freshly dropped
cow-dung in which its larvae live.

2. A sphingid moth : same as *horn-blower, 2.

horn-hipped (hfim'hipt), a. Having the point
of the ilium (haunch-bone) projecting too
high: said of a horse.

horning, n. 4. See *horn, n., 4 («).

horning-press (hdr'ning-pres), n. See *'hwn,
n., 4 («).

horn-nut (hdrn'nut), n. The homed fruit
of any species of Trapa, or the plant itself.

See Trapa.
horn-ore (h6m'6r), n. Horn-silver or cerar-
gyrite.

horn-ray (h6m'ra), n. A fish, Ehinohatys
banksU, one of the thick-tailed rays found in
Australia and New Zealand. Also called
shovel-nosed ray.

Horn's azotometer. See *azotometer.
horn-shell (hdm'shel), n. A hom-shaped,
many-whorled univalve shell of the genus

horn-slate (hdm'slat), n. Same as hornstone.
horn-snake, n. 2. The bull-snake or pine-
snake of the central United States, Pityophis
melanoleucus, a large species marked with
black and white.

horn-socket (h6ru'sok'''et), n. In well-boring,

a fishing-tool terminating in a hollow cone
or bell which is rammed down over the broken
ends of rods or tools to bring them to the
surface.

hornswoggle (h6rn'swog-l), v. t.; pret. and
pp. hornswoggled, ppr. hornswoggling. To hum-
bug; bamboozle; bedevil. [Slang.]

horn-worm (h6rn'w6rm), n. Any sphingid
larva which bears a hom at its anal extremity

;

specifically, the tobacco.horn-worm, larva of
Phlegethontius Carolina.



horny

ItOmy, (l-i 2. (6) In bot. : (2) More or less translucent
and of a flinty texture ; glassy : said chiefly of the gi-aius

of the harder wheats, characterized by a large gluten
content. Compare *8iarcAi/2, 2, and see ir/arinatoTne.
(d) In petrog, , nint-like ; having a compact, homogeneous
texture like that of horn or flint.

horoeka (ho'ro-a^ka), «. [Maori.] In New
Zealand, a very variable tree of the ginseng
family, Pseudopanax crassifoUitSj sometimes
called grass-tree. See "^grass-tree, 4 (a).

horografy, etc. A simplified spelling of horog-
raphy, etc.

horopito (lio'ro-pe-to), n. [Maori.] A small
evergreen New Zealand tree, Drimys axillariSj

belonging to the magnolia family. The flowers
are very fragrant, and the whole plant is aromatic and
stimulant. It is used by the Maoris for various diseases.
Also called pepper-tree.-

horoscopal (ho-ros'ko-pal), a. \horoscope +
-a?i.] Of or pertaining to a horoscope.

horoscopOgrapliy (hor^o-sko-pog'ra-fi), n.

[Grr. upoGKOireloVj horoscope, -I- -ypaipiaj < ypd-

iftecvj write, draw.] The ai*t of drawing horo-
scopes. [Rare.]

horrescent (ho-res'ent), a. [L. horreseens,

ppr. of horrescerej "< horrei'Cj bristle, shake,

shudder : see horrent.^ Bristling with horror

;

shuddering. [Rare.] N. E. D.

horripilant (ho-rip'i-lant), a. [L. horripilans

{-ant^)y ppr. of horripitare : see horripilation.']

Causing goose-flesh.

horripilate, v. t. II, intrans. To have goose-
flesh.

llOrse^,^' 1. The researches of Ewart, Osborn, and
others show the probability that the modem horse, like

the dog, has been derived from several sources. Prje-
valsky's horse is considered to be one of these, while two
other forms are recognized— the Celtic pony and the
Norse horse.

5, (i) One of the inclined timbers in a staircase which
support the steps.

6. In mining: (6) A lenticular bed of shale
or old channel fillings which cuts out coal-
seams.—12, In cAes5, same as fcwifif/ii. [Rare.]
Staunton, Laws and Practice of Chess, p. 4.

—

13. In astron.j the constellation of Pegasus
(see flying "^horse); also, the equine part of
Sagittarius (represented as a centaur).—14.
A Danish silver coin of the value of Is. 2d.—
Celtic hotse, the variety characteristic of western Eu-
rope, found in a pure state in Iceland, and called by
"Ewaxt E. caballus celticus. The Shetland pony is an ex-
ample of this lai^e-headed, rough-haired variety or
species.— Curly hOrse, a local breed of Indian ponies
having a rough, curly coat.— Catting horse, in stock-

raising in the western United States, a horse trained to
cut cattle out of a herd. See to cutout (g), under cut.—
nylng horse, the mythic^ winged horse of the Muses,
Pegasus ; hence, in aistron., the constellation Pegasus.
N. B. i>.—Fore-sheet horse (naut.), an iron span set
athwartships at the middle of the deck under the after
end of the fore-boom on a schooner, for the fore-^eet
block to travel on ; also, a like span for a forestaysail-
sheet block to travel on when the latter sail has a boom
to which its foot is laced. See fore-sheet -ktraveler.—
Grass horse, a horse which has been living entirely on
pasture. N. E. D.^RoTBe and horss, equally divided
or matched; no one better than the other. [Colloq.,

U.S.]—Irish horse, old pickled beef. [Sailors' slang.]

—

Iron horse (6), naut., the deck-horse on which the
traveler of the fore-sheet or boom-sheet slides horizon-
tally across the deck.— Line horse, in lumbering, the
horse that drags the cable from a yarding-engine to the
log to which the cable is to be attached.— Little horses,
the modern substitute for rouletta See petits chevame,
under -kcheval.—^Norse horse, the variety of horse pecu-
liar to northern Europe and assumed by Ewart to be that
on which Linnaeus based his species Equus caballus

:

called by Ewart E. cabatlv^ typicus.— Prjevalsl^'S
horsCf Equus prjevalskyii, the only true horsenow found
in a wild state : discovered in 1881 in the desert region
of Central Asia near Zaisan. It is of small size, of a dun
color, without a dorsal stripe, and with an erect mane.

Pijevalsky's Horse (Mguus ptjevalskyii).
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horsei, v. t 8. To hang (as skins) over a

wooden horse or stand. Mod. Amer. Tanning,

p. 169.—To horse logs, in river-driTing, to drag stranded

fogs back to the stream by the use of peaveys.—To
horse out, in carp., to cut, as a plank or beam, with a

saw : used chiefly in connection with the string-piece of

a stair, which is said to be horsed out when the support

of the treads is got by cutting material away in the form
of a notch, hMt plowed cut when a broad groove or slot is

cut to receive the ends of the treads.

horse-ambulance (h6rs'am*bu-lans), n. A
vehicle used for the conveyance of sick or

wounded liorses or other large animals. That
used by the New York Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals has a large padded box hung very low
and a windlass attached at the front end.

horse-bean, «. 2. In the soutl^westem United
States, either of two species of palo verde,
Parkinsonia aculeata and P. miorophylla, the
twigs of which are eaten by horses.

horse-bee (h6rs'be), n. Same as horse-bot.

horse-bucket (h6rs'buk'''et), n. A covered
bucket for carrying water or spirits. [Sailors'

slang.]

horse-bush (h6rs'bush), n. In the Bahamas,
a tree of the family Csesalpiniacese, Baryxylum
adnatum (Peltophorum adnatum of Grisebach).

horse-conch (hSrs'kongk), n. A large univalve
shell, Strombus gigas.

horse-course (hors'kors)) n. A race-course;
also, a horse-race. Swift.

horse-cradle (hdrs'kra'dl), n. A device, con-
sisting of narrow strips of wood connected by
leather straps, placed about a horse's neck to
prevent him from turning his head sideways.
horse-daisy, n. 2. The mayn-eed.
horse-dam (h6rs'dam), n. A temporary dam
made by placing large logs across a stream, in
order to raise the water behind it so as to float

logs on the rear.

Horse-eye jack. See *jacW-.

horse-fiddle (hSrs'fid'l), n. A device for mak-
ing a noise, usually consisting of a large, open
packing-box across the rosined edges of which
a rough plank or rail is drawn like a hugebow.
[Colloq.]

horse-fig (h6rs'fig), n. See *fig^.
horse-flesh, ». 4. In Guiana, the dark-red flesh-
colored wood of the bully-tree, Mimvsops Ba-
tata, or that obtained from panocoeo, Tounatea
tomentosa. See bully-tree and panoeoco, 2.

horse-fly, n—Black horse-fly, any black dipterous in-

sect of the familyra&amd«; specifically,Tahanus atratus,
a large species having a wide distribution in the United
States.— Mourning horse-fly. Same as black -kgadjly.

Horsefoot oil. See*oj/.
horse-gentler (hdrs'jen'tler), «. A horse-
breaker.
horse-gold (hdrs'gold), n. Same as *gold-^eecl.

horse-grease (hors'gres), n. Pat obtained from
the carcasses of horses: used in soap- and
candle-making.

Horsehair case, a bag or envelop made of horsehair in
which the meal produced by grinding oil-seeds (colza-
seed, cotton-seed, etc.) is subjected to pressure in orderto
extract the oil.— Horsebalr snake. Same as *hair-
snake.

horsehead, n. 5. In mack., a lever, so named
because of its shape, used on a Heilmann cot-
ton-combing machine as part of the detach-
ing mechanism. Thornley, Cotton Combing
Machines, p. 163.

horsehoof, «• 2. A horseshoe-crab, or king-
crab, lAmnhis polyphemus.

horse-laughter (hdvs'laf"ter), ». Coarse, loud,
vulgar laughter.

horseless (hors'les), a. \horse+-less.'\ Having no
horse ;

propelled without the aid of horses
Horseless carriage, a carriage not intended to be drawn
by horses, but propelled by an electric or other motor.

horse-lily (h6rs'liFi), ». Same as beaver-*lihj.

horse-louse (hdrs'lous), «. l. A pediouUd,
Rxmatopinus asini, com-
monly known as the
sucking horse-louse.— 2. A
mallophagan, Trichodectes

pilosus, commonlyknown as
the biting horse-louse. Both
of the above species occur
also on asses and mules.
horse-mackerel, ». (*) in
Sydney, Australia, Awds ramaayi,
of the family SeombridsB; in

New Zealand, Trachurvx trachu-
ruSf which is the same fish as the
horse-mackerel of England. Aus-
tral English.

horseman-crab (h6rs'man-
krab), n. Same as chevalier ^'"^^'ZVj.r^''"^"""
*crab.

horse-nicker (h6rs'nik"6r),
n. {horse^, n., 11, + nicker^, Z.I A seed of the

pilosus).

Much enlarged.

horticulture

nicker-tree. The lead-colored seeds of Guilandina
Crista, and especially the yellow seeds of G. major, are

used by children in the West Indies for playing marbles.

horse-platform (h6rs'plat'f6rm), n. In min-

ing, the switches and crossing used with the

rails of a horse-road.

horse-power, «—Brake horse-power, the net.

horse-power developed by an engine, motor, or turbine

as shown by a friction-brake or dynamometer ; the horse-

power actually delivered by the engine or motor. Trans.

Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1899, p. 34.— Effective horse-
power in naval arch., the net horse-power required to

drive a'vessel at any given speed, or the work expressed

in horse-power that would be necessaiy to tow the vessel

without screw-propellers or paddle-wheels at a given

speed. It is that part of the indicated horse-power of

the propelling engines which remains after deducting the
losses due to engine-friction, inefficiency of the paddles

or propellers in the water, etc.— French horse-power,
the work done in raising 75 kilograms one meter in one
second, or 4,500 kilograms one meter in one minute ; it is

about 14 per cent, less than the horse-power founded on

the En^ish foot and the avoirduppis pound. See metric

ithorse-power.— Gross horse-power, the theoretical

horse-power of a motor, made up of the net horse-power
together with tiiat wasted on its own friction : same as

indicated horse-power (which see).—Horse-powerhour.
See -kliour.— Horse-power of water, the horse-power
developed by falling water, one horse-power of water be-

ing equal to 15 cubic feet of water acting for one second

with a head of one foot— Metric horse-power, the

French horse-power, the unit of work in countries where
the metric units are in use. It equals 32.549 foot-pounds

per minute, 4,500 kilogram-meters per minute, or 0.9863

horee-power in the British units.

—

Net horse-power,
the horse-power which an engine or a motor develops
above that needed to overcome its own friction.

horseradish-tree, n. 2. In Australia, a tree

of the pokeweed family, Gyrosteinon cotinifo-

lius, so called from the taste of its leaves.

The bark contains a bitter principle, for

which reason it is also known as quinine-tree

and medicine-tree.

horseshoe, n., 2. (d).Araue., a composition strap bent
in the form of a horseshoe and used for fastening the
stem to the keel.— Horseshoe nehnla. See ^nebula.

horseshoe-fern (h6rs'sho-fem), n. See *feml-.

horseshoe-grass (hdrs'shS-gras), n. See *side-

oats.

horse-sickness (hdrs'sik^nes), n. An infec-

tious disease of horses, mules, and asses, ob-

served only in South Africa, characterized by
extensive serous exudations, and caused by
an organism so minute as to pass through the
pores of a filter.

An interesting interim report upon Cape horse-sickness
has been published by Dr. Watkins Pitchford, the Govern-
ment bacteriologist of Natal. In some respects this dis-

ease resembles human malaria, for it especially attacks
horses kept on low-lying marshy gromid, and those ani-

mals left to graze all night. In affected districts horses
maybe moved during the day without contracting the
disease. Dr. Fitchford now suggests that a mosquito,
probably of tSe genus Anopheles, is responsible for the
conveyance of the infection. Nature, June 4, 1903, p. 110.

horsetail, n. 5. In meteor., a form of cirrus
cloud.—Horsetail agaric, an edible musliroom, Copri-
nu8 comatus, having a shaggy pileus. *

horse-tamer (hdrs'ta'mer), n. One whose
business is the taming of unruly horses ; a
horse-breaker.
horse-towel (hfirs'tou'el), n. An endless
towel for general use, hung on a roller ; a jack-
towel.

Horsetown beds. See *6edi.

horse-tub (hdrs'tub), n. A harness-cask.
horse-watcher (h6rs'woch'6r), n. One who
is in the habit of observing the performance
of race-horses, in order to come to some conclu-
sion as to their chances of winning.
horst (hdrst), n. [G. horst, a wood, grove,
thicket, highnest, aery, retreat, also sandbank,
sandy islet.] In geol., a term introduced by
E. Suess to denote areas of the earth's surface
which have acquired immobility and have
served as buttresses against which surrounding
areas have been pressed and dislocated in the
general rupture and subsidence of the terres-
trial crust.

The region has occasionally been much faulted, and
locally crushed up against a " horst " of Archa;an rock.

Nature, June 4, 1903, p. 106.

hort., hortic. Abbreviations (a) of horticul-
tural ; (6) of horticulture.

Hortensia (h6r-ten'si-a), n. The greenhouse
hydrangea. Hydrangea opuloides {M. hortensis
of Smith, H. Hortensia of Siebold), of which a
freatmimber of horticultural forms are known,
he species is Chinese and Japanese. It varies into two

fairly well marked groups : the hortensia group, witli
globose flower-trusses and nearly all the flowers sterile
and enlarged, and the japonlca group, with the trusses
nearly or quite flat and bearing both fertile and sterile
flowers.

horticulture, «.— Landscape hortlcnltnre, that
part of horticultuial discussion and practice that has to
do with planting and lawn-making for artistic effects. It

'.J^



horticulture

is one of the crafts on which landscape gardening or land-
scape architecture depends. L. H. Bmley.

Horton series. See *series.

hose, n. 9. ia entom., a peculiar organ or
gland at the base of the tarsal claws of the
Psooidse.— 10. The wide trousers formerly
worn by seamen

—

Armored bose, rubber hose about
which steel wire is wound spirally to protect it from injury.

hospital, n., 3. The term is now extended to include
cBtablishments for the cai'e and cure of sick or injured
animals, such as horses, dogs, cats, etc.— Hospital bed,
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New Zealand of two /trees belonging to the
mallow family. Both of them have tough baric,

which in former times was used by the natives for making
tapa, or bark-cloth. One, Hoheria populnea, known also

as the lacebark or thousand-jacket, has bark which readily
separates into many thin, lace-like layers. It is distin-

fuiahed by having fruit composed of 5 separable carpels,

he other, Plagianthus betulinits, known commonly as
ribbonwood, is a much larger tree than the preceding.
It has fruit consisting of a single naked capsule. Also
called houi and whauwhi. See ribbonwood and lace-

bark, 3.

sore throat, tax. See*6ecil, -Mhroat, •taa;.— state hound, n Cat-hound, a breed of hounds used for
bOBpltEH, an institution for the insane conducted by a
State government.

hospital (hos'pi-tal), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. hospi-

taled, hospitalled, ppr. hospitaling, hospitalUng.

To receive and care for in a hospital.

hospitant (hos'pi-tant), n. [Gr. hospitant, <

L. hospitans (-ant-), ppr. of hospitari, be a

hunting wildcats and panthers.— Orion's hound, the
constellation of the Greater Dog.— Rampur hound, an
Bast Indian breed of dogs, resembling the Great Dane,
used for hunting.— Smooth hound, a small blunts
toothed shark, Mustelus muatelus.—The hound Of hell,
Cerberus, the three-headed watch-dog who, according to
Greek mythology, was stationed at the entrance of hell
to see that the living did not enter or the dead escape.

guest: see hospitate.} A special unmatrieu- houndflsh, n. 5. A name applied to fishes of
lated foreign student at a German university the genus Tylosurus, especially to T. raphidoma
who enjoys all the privileges of a regular stu- and T. acus, both of the West Indies.

««°^^^^B«?"^''*°^^''^'^"''*™^^^'"^'*™''°-^^''^ ^°^' »• 6. In astron. and geog., an angular
""' " '

measure of right ascension or longitude, being
the twenty-fourth part of a great circle of the
sphere, or fifteen degrees. JSf. E. D Eight-
hour movement. See *e{ghn.— Horse-power hour,
a compound unit, used in comparing efficiencies, equiva-
lent to one horse-power maintained for one hour.—
Lon^ hours, the hours which are struck with a great
number of strokes, as eleven and twelve.—Lunar hour,
the twenty-fourth part of a lunar day, that is, of the
interval time between two successive transits of the moon
across the meridian.—Metric horse-power hour, an
amount of work equivalent to a metric horse-power
exerted for one hour.— Planetary hour, in aetrol., the
twelfth part of the time occupied between the sun's
rising and setting, or vice versa : supposed to be ruled in
rotation by the seven planets.—Shop-hour, (a) A
unit of the time required for doing a piece of work, con-
sisting of the total number of hours spent by all the men
who have worked upon it divided by that number. (6^ One
hour in a shop. In many technical schools students are
required -to spend a certeiin number of hours in work-
shops. These are called shop-hours, to distinguish them
from the hours spent in the recitation-room.— Short
hours, the- hours which are struck with few strokes,
as one and two.— The hour, the time in question or
particularly referred to ; the time being ; the moment.

Hour-glass screw, spring, stomach. See
*screM)i, etc.

An index or

' guest.

These figures, however, include only the lawfully im-
matriculated students ; to them must be added those who
are enrolled as hospitants, of which 9,187 are reported in
the foregoing table, including 7,874 male and 1,313 female
attending as special students. .:

Science, April 8, 1904, p. 695.

Hosselkus limestone. See *limestone.

hOSt^, n—Definitive host, in the life-cycle of parasites
which, during their course of development, inhabit dif-

ferent hosts, that host in which the sexual phases of the
parasite are passed.

hostly (host'li), a. {host^ + -ly^.l Pertaining
or proper to a host.

hoS'^plant (host'plant), n. In hot., same as
host'', 2 (a).

hof^, a. 9. Ardently or earnestly supported,
as indicated by the betting: as, a hot favorite.

[Racing slang.]—Hot air, wasted breath ; talk that
will res^t in nothing : applied often to anything said or
threatened which the hearer or the criticized does not
like. [Recent political slang, U. S.]

hot-closet (hot'kloz"et), n. 1. A closet, at-

tached to a stove or some other source of heat,

in which dishes and food are kept warm.— 2.

In cancUe-maleing, a heated chamber in which
candle-molds are kept warm previous to being hour-index (our'iu'''deks)

used, to prevent the chilling of the stearic acid, pointer which can be turned to any hour

hot-drawn (hot'dran), a. That has been drawn marked on the hour-circle around the pole of

through dies while hot : said of pipe or rods: an artificial globe.

Hotel (ho'ta), n. [Jap.] One of the seven hour-stroke (our'strok), n. One of the strokes

beneficent beings of the Japanese pantheon : or marks which indicate the hours on a dial-

represented as a fat,' smooth-faced man, with plate.

a protruding, naked abdomen, and usually car- hour-watch (our'woch), n. A watch with a
rying a big hempen bag. single hand which indicates only the hours.

Botei, the Japanese transcription of the Chinese Putai, hour-ZOUe (our'zon), ». One of the strips or
re^resents^Putai Hoshaug, ttw " Monk with the Hempen lunes of the earth's surface separatedby merid-

S. W. Bushell, Oriental Ceramic Art, p. 767.

hotfoot (hot'fut), V. t. To chas6^>r pursue in

hot haste ; follow at a hot pace. [Colloq.]

Zul^ma discovers her irate father, who . . . [has] been
hotfooted up hill and down dale by the bloodthirsty Ang-
lais. F. B. Smith, How Paris Amuses Itself, p. 103.

hot-plate, n. 2. In gas-fitting, a small port-

able cooking-appliance consisting of an iron

table supported on short legs and having one
or more Bunsen burners for boiling, etc

ians 15 degrees apart on the equator, begin
ning with the standard meridian of Greenwich
The standard time for all places within any one hour-
zone is the same, or should be, except when local
circumstances make it convenient to shift the dividing-
lines a little. The minutes and seconds on this system are
everywhere identical with those of Greenwich time.

The groups of 15 degrees of longitude form naturally
the 24 hour-zones into which the circumference of the
equator is divided, and which, numbered from to 23, will

give the time of all places on the Earth in terms of the
initial hour. Geoff. Jour. (K. G. S), XI. 677.

hot-pot, n. 3. A local name in Utah of certain iougel, ».-Blaok house, a rude house built of stone,
hot calcareous springs which have built up ...!*i,...*' ._:_j. .j .•_'. .- .. ci,...i.„j »

—

mounds of tufa around their orifices, within,

the waters bubble with carbonic-acid gas, and, unless

artificially tapped below, flow off over the rim, thus con-

stantly adding tula to the mounds. Sd. Amer. Sup.,

Sept. 12, 1903, p. 27167.

hot-stoking (not'st6"king), n. Inglass-manuf.,

the operation of raising the temperature of the

furnace until the batch or frit in the melting-

pot, is completely fused. Same as fining or

refining. Compare cold-stohinq.

Hottentot apron. Same as -ktablier, 2.— Hottentot
rice. See*ni!el.

Hottentot's-god (hot'n-tots-god), m. A South
African mantis, worshiped formerly by the

Hottentots.

hot-tube (hot'tub), n. and a. I. n. A tube

which is kept red-hot by a flame and is used

for igniting the charge in an internal-combus-

tion engine.

II. a. Using a red-hot tube as a torch or

igniter Hot-tube Igniter. See *igniter.

hot-well, n. 2, A hot spring, especially one

at whose orifice there is a pool of relatively

quiet water.

hot-windy (hot'win"di), a. Characterized by
the presence or the prevalence of the 'hot

wind' of Australia: as, hot-windy weather.

See *wind^. [Australia.]

houhere (h6-6-ha'ra), w. [Maori, < feoM, bind _

or fasten together, + here, tie.] A name in house-ant (hous'ant), n. Any ant which habit

without windows, used in some parts of Scotland for a
habitation and for sheltering domestic animals.— Down
the bouse, up the bouse, two terms used to denote the
direction with reference to the iron pots employed in the
Pattinson process (which see, under process) for the ex-
traction of silver from lead. The former denotes the
direction toward tlie market-pot, while the latter refers

to the contrary direction. The process is now almost
obsolete.— House bum. See itburn^, n., 6 (*).—House
of eternity, or of graves, or of life, a Jewish cemetery.
— Keeping house, in Erig. law, the act of aman in busi-
ness, who indicates by his keeping away from his place
of business and remaining at home an intention to evade
his creditors : implying an act of bankruptey. [Slang.]
— Tied house, an establishment engaged in retail trade,

particularly a public house or saloon, which is under
contract to sell the goods of a particular producer (a

brewer or distiller) who is usually its backer. [Bug.
]

The consumer has (owing to the '* tied house " system)
in many cases no choice but to drink the beer offered him,
and is therefore practically not a free agent.

JEncyc. Brit, XXVI. 363.

To make ahouse, in parliamentaiy parlance, to see that
a quorum is present.

And in the absence of partygovernment, it was nobody's
business to inake a house.

Jour. Hellenic Studies, VIII. 108.

house^, «. 3. In some tunicates, as Appendicu-
laria and Oikopleura, a temporary gelatinous
envelop, representing the tunic of other forms.
It is formed with great rapidity as a secretion
from the surface of the ectoderm and is fre-

quently thrown off and renewed.

howdenize

ually enters houses, or nests in the walls, such
as Monomorium pharaonis, M. minutum, and
Tetramorium csespitum.

house-barge (hous'barj), n. A house-boat.
house-bound (hous'bound), a. Confined to the
house, as with sickness; 'shut in.'

housebreaker, ». 2. Same as *house-wrecker.
house-builder (hous'biFdSr), «. One whose
business is the building of houses ; specifically,

a carpenter who gives special attention to the
construction of wooden dwelling-houses
House-buUder moth. See -kmothi.

house-burn (hous'bern), n. See *burn^, 5 (6).

house-carpenter (hous'kar'*'pen-ter), n. A
carpenter who works upon the trim and inte-

rior finish of a house, as distinguished from a
ship-carpenter. [Great Britain.]

house-fly, ».— Little house-fly, a small anthomyiid
fly, Bomalomyia brevis, found commonly about houses and
breeding in decaying vegetable material and dung.

house-mosquito (hous'mus-ke"t6), n. The
common cosmopolitan mosquito, Culex pipiens,

which usually breeds in and about houses.

house-mover (hous'mo''''ver)^ n. A man en-

gaged in raising and moving buildings by
means of jack-screws and rollers moving upon
prepared wooden ways.
housesmith (hous'smith), ». A mechanic who
works upon the ironwork of buildings.

house-staff (hous'staf), n. The resident phy-
sicians and surgeons in a hospital.

housework (hous'werk), n. Domestic work;
the work of housekeeping.

house-wrecker (hous'rek'''to), n. One who
takes down old buildings and sorts out and
saves the materials for future use. In Eng-
land, called a hoiisebreaher.

housing!, «. 8. (b) The inboard end of the
bowsprit; also, that part of a mast that is be-
low the upper or spar-deck.

housing-bolt (hou'zing-bolt), n. A bolt above
a gun-port on a war-vessel, used in housing a
gun.

housing-line (hou'zing-lin), n. Naut., a line
used in housing an awning.

housing-pivot (hou'zing-piv'ot),??. Naut., the
bolt which locks a gun-carriage in the desired
position.

housing-topmast (hou'zing-top'''mast), m. A
topmast rigged so as to be lowered without
loss of time.

houtberg (hout'berg), n. [D., (.hout, wood,
-I- ierg, hill, mountain.] A wooded mountain.
[South African Dutch.]

Hovenia (ho-ve'ni-a), n. [NL. (Thunberg,
1781), named in honor of David Soven, a
senator of Am-
sterdam and a
patron of Thim-
berg's botanical
expedition to Ja-
pan.] A genus
of trees of the
family Rhamna-
cese. There is only
one species, B. did-
cis, remarkable for

tlie curious fleshy,

edible pedicels of the
fruit. It is occasion-
ally cultivated in the
United States and is

hardy as far north as
Washington. It is

known as Japanese
raisin-tree and coral-
tree. See *cora^free,

hover, «. 3. Same
as hoverer.

hover-fly (huv'-
er-fli), n. Any
one of verymany
flies of the fami-
lies Syrphidse and

Coral-tree {.Hmituia dulcis).

Floweringf branch, one fifth natural

T, ' j,"~ 7 . • J size Cupper figure) ; cluster of fruit, oneJSOmO y III a Se third natural size (lower figure).

which hover over
flowers, rapidly vibrating their wings while
searching for honey. Nature, Dec. 17, 1903,

p. 158.

howardite (hou'ard-it), n. [Named after Ed-
ward Howard, who first showed (1802) the
presence of nickel in meteoric iron.] A kind
of meteoric stone or aerolite. See *meteorite.

howarditic (hou-ar-dit'ik), a. [howardite -1-

->c.] Relating to or resembling howardite.
howdenize (hou'dn-iz), v. t.

;
pret. and pp.

howdenized, ppr. howdenizing. To equip with
the Howden system of forced draft, in



howdenize

wUicli the air supplied to the furnace is heated
by the waste heat from the products of com-
bustion.

howell (hou'el), )(. [Perhaps for *howl, dial,

valiant of hole^.'] The upper stage of a porce-
lain kiln. Also called crown and cowl. Wag-
nsr, Chem. Teohnol.
howl, i>. i. 4. Of an organ-pipe, same as
dyher, v., 4.

howler, ». 3. A calling device employed in
telephony in place of the magnetic call-bell;

a buzzer. [Slang.]

When a subscriber leaves his receiver oflE the hook, no
busy signal is made should a call for that telephone be
made. By means of a "howler" current the diaphragm
of the hanging receiver is vibrated rapidly to attract the
subscriber s attention.

Elect. World and Engin., July 4, 1903, p. 12.

howo (ho'wo'), n. [Jap. howo, < Chinese fiiiig-

hwang : see *f^g-hwang.'] A fabulous bird

used as an imperial emblem in Japan; the
phenix. See *fSng-hwang, with cut.

H. P. An abbreviation (6) of halfpay; (c) of

Migh Priest; (d) of high-pressure, when applied

to cylinders : when applied to engines it means
horse-power, and, to prevent confusion, when
a high-pressure engine is meant the words
should be written out.

H. P. M. An abbreviation of halleluiah par-
ticular meter.

H. Q. An abbreviation of headquarters.

hr. A contraction of hour.

H. R. An abbreviation '(6) of Rome Buler.

h. r. In elect., an abbreviation of high resis-

tance.

H. R. E. An abbreviation of Holy Soman
Empire.
H. R. I. P. An abbreviation of the Latin hie

requiescii in pace, here rests in peace.
H-section (aeh'sek'shon), n. A rolled piece
of iron or steel the cross-section of which
resembles a capital H, the flanges being wider
than the depth of the beam.
H. S. S. An abbreviation of the Latin Historim
Societatis Socims, Fellow of the Historical
Society.

ht. A contraction of height.

h. t. An abbreviation of hoc titulo, 'in (or

under) this title.'

H. T. L. An abbreviation of half-tide level.

huaca (hwa'ka), n. [Quichua.] 1. Originally
the generic name for the spirits thought by
the Peruvian Indians to be disseminated
through the whole visible and perceptible
world ; also applied to every object, natural
or artificial, supposed to be the abode of such
a spirit. Hence— 3. A fetish. The sun, moon,
and stars, all meteorologic phenomena^ the
mountains, rivers, in short, everything striking
in nature, and every idol, were huaca.— 3. An
aboriginal ruin : now the common use of the
word. Any ruin of ancient Indian architecture
is a huaca. See *huaco.
huaco (hwa'ko), n. [Also guaco: Quichua.]
In Peru, Bolivia, and Chile, pre-Columbian
pottery or other Indian antiquities.

huajillo (hwa-he'lyo), n. [Mexican.] An ever-
green shrub or small tree, Havardia hrevifoUa,

of the mimosa family, growing in southern
Texas and northern Mexico.

huantajayite (hwan-ta-ha'yit), n. Argentif-
erous sodium chlorid) found at Huantajaya
mountain in Arequipa.
Huanuco bark. Same as Cuenca *bar}c.

huascolite (hwas'ka-lit), n. [Euasco (see

def
.
) + Gr. ^Wog, stone.] A sulphid of lead and

zinc allied to galena, found nearHuasco, Chile,

and elsewhere.

hub, n Hub-boring machine. Seeirboring-machine.

Hiibl process. See ^process.

Eubrechtia (hii-brek'ti-a), n. [NL, (Burger,

1892), from a surname, Hnbrecht.'\ The typical

genus of the family Subrechtidas.

Hubrechtidse (hii-brek'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Hubrecht + -idse.'] A family of nemerteans,
of the order Protonemertini. The lateral organs are

spherical structures which lie deep within the body-wall

and project into the lateral vessels; the brain and lateral

nerve-cords lie beneath the reticular dermis ; a dorsal ves-

sel is present, and the excretory organs constitute a richly

branched canal-system. The family contains only one

genus, Hubrechtia.

huckleberry, «.—Bear-hnckleberry. Same as

kbuckberry, 2.—Blue huckleberry, in general, same as

blueberry (a) ; specifically, VacciniumvacUlans, also called

low blueberry, a small stiff shrub of eastern North Amer-

ica bearing an abundance of blue-glaucous fruit of me-

dium quality.—Box-huckleberry, Gaylussami brachy-

cera, alow stiff huckleberry, with somewhat the habit and

foliage of box. It is found in dry woods from Pennsyl-

vania to Virginia.—Dwarf or bush huckleberry, OoJ/-
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lussacia dmnosa, a low species, with a horizontal creeping

root found along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the

United States.— Hairy huckleberry, (a) Vaccinium
Ursvtum, a blueberry of shady mountain slopes in North
Carolina, Tennessee, and Georgia. Nearly all the growing

parts aie pubescent or hirsute, and the fruit is covered

with short glandular hairs. This plant, early described by
Buckley, was lost sight of formany years. Ifi) Gaylmmcia
hirtella, a true huckleberry, related to the dwail huckle-

berry, but with the young parts and even the fruit hispid.

It is found along the lower Atlantic and the Gulf coasts

of the United States.— He-hucklebeixy. Same as *lea-

therwood, 3.—Tree-huckleberry. Same SLs/arkleberry.

huckleberry-lily (huk'l-ber-i-lil"i), n. The
red lily.

hucklebone, n. 3. pi. A game played with
hucklebones. The («eeks used the astragalus

for the same purpose.

huck-shoulderea (huk'shol^derd), a. Hump-
backed.
huddling-chamber (hud'ling-cham'b^r), n.

A space in which a fluid gathers; specifically,

an annular space under the projecting collar

of a pop safety-valve, in which the steam col-

lects as soon as the valve opens at all and, by
thrusting on the ring, forces the valve open
wider and holds it open until the pressure
drops. See safetij-valve. [Colloq.]

hudge (huj), n. In mining, an iron or steel

hoisting-bucket.

Hudson-Champlain trough. See *trough.

Hudsonian zone. See Ufe *zone.

Hudson River shale. See *shale^.

huemul, n. Same as *gv,emvl.

huf, v., n., and a. A simplified spelling of huff.

Hiiiner's apparatus. See ^apparatus.
hug, V. t.—to hug the land (naut.), to keep in close
touch with the shore ; sail as close to the land as the
depth of water and other features will allow.

—

To hug
the wind (ruiut.)f to sail close to the wind ; have the
yards braced up and the ship steered as close to the wind
as she will lie.

Huggins series. See *series.

Hughes's induction-balance. See MnducUon-
balance.

huila (hwe'la), n. [Mex.] A stimulating
liquor distilled from a species of the mescal
agave.

Other liquors distilled from various species of the Mes-
cal Agave are known as "tequila," "huila" and "comi-
teco." Set. Amer. Sup., Deo. 12, 1903, p. 23365.

huisache (hwe-sa'cha), n. In Texas, the opo-
panax. Acacia Farnesiana. This is a small thorny
tree with pinnate leaves and small globose heads of flow-

ers, with a rich fragrance of the violet type. It is widely
diffused, either as native or introduced, in the warmer
parts of the earth, and under the name caasie is exten-
sively cultivated in the south of France for perfumery-
makuig. A]sojuisache.

huiscoyol (hwes-ko-yol'), «• [Nahuatl huitzo,

thorny, + coyolU, a nut-bearing palm.] A
name applied in Mexico and some parts of

Central America to spiny palms of the genera
Acrocomia, Astrocaryum, and Bactris ; espe-
cially to Bactris acuminata, B. horrida, and
Acrocomia aculeata. Also huiscoyul and bis-

coyol. See gru-gru, 2.

hula-hula (ho"la-ho'la), n. [Hawaiian hula-
hula, music, dancing, singing, etc.] A native
Hawaiian dance, aoeompanied by singing and
drumming. Deniker, Races of Man, p. 208.

hule (o'la), n. [Nahuatl ulli or oUi, caout-
chouc] 1. Same as ule.— 2. Any one of
several species of Central American rubber-
producing trees of the genus Costilla, espe-
cially C elastica.— 3. A shrubby composite
plant, Parthenium argentatum, which has a
milky juice containing considerable caout-
chouc. The latter is usually obtained by-

grinding up the plants and extracting with
chemicals.

huU^, v. t. 3. To shell (oysters). [Southern
U. S.]

huU^, n.— Hull sunk, sunk to the bulwark rail below
the horizon : said of a ship.— Hull up, said of a vessel
when her entire hull appears above the horizon line.

—

To
lie a hull (nawt.), to be stripped down to bare poles

;

have no sail set.

hull-cytode (hul'si"t6d), n. A eytode or non-
nueleated cell with a cell-membrane.

hull-efficiency (hul'e-fish'eu-si), n. In naval
arch., the ratio of the net work or horse-power
required to drive a ship's hull at a given speed
when towed without her propeller, to that
required to drive the same vessel at the same
speed through the water by means of her pro-

peller.

hull-strained (hul'strand), a. Showing weak-
ness in timbers or planking after being sub-
jected to rough handling as at sea in heavy
weather : said of a wooden ship. An iron vessel

is hvll-strained when from any cause her framing or plat-

ing shows buckling or separation.

humify

Hulme porcelain. See American *porcelain.

huma (hu ' ma), n. [Pers. Hind. Imma, a

phenix.] A febulous bird of Persian legend,

similar to the phenix.

human, a. 3. In geol., noting the period of the

later beds of the Post-tertiary or Quaternary
series (the recent, alluvial, and post-glacial

periods). The mammals are all, or nearly all, of still

living species. The epithet human is not strictly appli-

cable to this series, for it is quite certain that man coex-

isted with the fauna of the Pleistocene period.

humanism, n. 4. The body of opinions which
characterized those scholars who, in the early

sixteenth century, decried the medieval the-

ology and logic and sought inspiration from
ancient Greek and Eoman sources, and in par-

ticular objected to the use in Latin, which was
then the common language of philosophy and
science, of any words not found in the writings

of the early Latin writer Cicero.— 5. Since

1903, the doctrine that there is no absolute

being or absolute truth not relative to human
faculties and needs. The term was proposed by F. C.

S. Schiller to designate the general philosophical opinion
of himself and Professor William James. These writers

deny infinity of every kind ; and it is likely that this

denial will be considered as implied in the term. It is not
logically implied in the above definition.

I propose to convert to the use of philosophic terminol-

ogy a word which ha£ long been famed in history and
literature, and to denominate Humanism the attitude of

thought which I know to be habitual in William James
and in myself.

F. C. S. Schiller, Humanism, Pref., p. xvi.

Humaria (hu-ma'ri-a), TO. [NL. (Fuckel, ]

< L. humu^, soil.] X genus of diseomyeetoiis
fungi, of the family Pezieaceee, having sessile,

variously colored ascomata and hyaline one-
celled smooth or roughened spores. The name
refers to the usual habitat of the plants, which
is vegetable mold.
Humata (hu-ma'ta), TO. [NL. (Cavanilles, 1801),

named from the village of Humatag (Sp.

Humata), now called Umata, on the west
coast of the island of Guam, where first col-

lected.] A genus of polypodiaeeous ferns of

the tribe Davalliese, widely distributed among
the Malayan, Philippine, and various othfir

Pacific islands. There are about 15 species, mainly
epiphytic, with chaffy creeping rhizomes and thick coria-

ceous more or less dimorphous fronds, varying in form
from simply lanceolate to pinnatifld and deltoid bipin-

natifid. The sori are terminal upon the veins near the
margin, the roundish or reniform thick indusia being
attached basallyand thus free apically toward the margin.

humect, v. II. intrans. In chem., to become
moist by attracting vapor of water from the
atmosphere ; to deliquesce.
humectation, n. S. Same as edema, 1.

humeral. I. a Humeral gland. See*gland.

II. n. 3. The clavicle ; a large bone of the
shoulder-gltdle of fishes. Not homologous with the
bone called humerjil by Agassiz, nor with that called
humerus by Geoffroy or Owen or ErdL Starks, Synonymy
of the Fish Skeleton, p. 621.

humerofemorai (hii'''me-ro-fem'g-ral), a. Be-
lating to both the humerus and tte femur.—
Humerofemorai index, in anthrop., the length of the
humerus expressed in percentages of the femur. Amer.
Anthropologist, July-Sept, 1901, p. 572.

Humeroradial index. Same as radiohumeral
* index.

humerus, n—perforated humerus, the condition of
the humerus in which the olecranon fossa is perforated to

form the entepicondylar foramen.

humidifier (hu-mid'i-fi-er), TO. One who or
that which humidifies or moistens; specifically,

a mechanical device for moistening the atmos-
phere, as in a textile-factory, to keep it at a
desired degree of relative humidity.
humidity, n—complement of the humidity, the
difference between one hundred per cent, and the actual
percentage of relative humidity ; the percentage by which
the actual relative humidity falls short of complete satm-a-
tion.—Humidity wind-rose. See *wvnd-rose.

humidor (hii'mi-ddr), n. A box, often orna-
mental, in which cigars are kept moist or
prevented from becoming too dry.
humidostat (hu-mid'o-stat), TO. [L. humidustoc
umidus, moist, '+ Gr. urariif, < iardvai, cause to
stand.] A small chest or cabinet lined with
sheet-metal and fitted with some device for
holding a damp sponge or piece of felt : used
to keep cigars moist.
humification (hii-mi-fi-ka'shon), n. [L. humus,
soil, -f- -ficatio(n)-, < facere, make.] The pro-
cess by which humus is formed from vegetable
matter in the soil or on top of the ground and
then percolates into it by the action of rain-
water.
humifyi (hii'mi-fi), V. i.

;
pret. and pp. humified,

ppr. humifying. [L. humus, soil, + -fimre,
<facere, make.] To become humus or soil.



humify
From a chemical standpoint the soils of thetwo regions

are similarly characterized ; (1) By an exceptionally large
amount of thoroughly humified organic matter.
U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Industry, 1901, Bulletin 3, p. 19.

humify^ (hu'mi-fi), v. t. Same as humefy.
humillfic (hu-mi-lifik), a. [L. hnmilis, humble,
+ -fimis, <facere, make.] That humiliates or
tends to humiliate ; humiliating.

Rural life and city life, houoriflc employments and
humili/ic employments.

E. A. Jioss, in Amer. Joiu-. of Sociol., IX. 192.

Immiriaceous (hu-mir-i-a'shius), a. In hot.,

belonging to or resembling the BwmiriacesB.

Humist (nii'mist), n. A follower or supporter
of David Hume or of his philosophical doc-
trines. See Sumian.

llUinitG, ra> The relation in chemical composition 'of the
species of the humite group is shown hy the following
tormulsB, established by Penfleld and Howe: chondro-
dite, Mg3[Mg(FiOH)]2[SiOi]2 ; humite,Mg5[Mg(FiOH)]2
tSiOiIa ; clinohumite, Mg7[M«(FxOH)]2[Si04]4. In these
formulas the magnesium atoms present are, respectively,

5, 7, and 9, and these numbers also express the ratio of
the vertical crystallographic axes of the three species.
The fourth possible compound, Mg[Mg(FiOH)]2Si04, is

probably represented by the species prolectit^, which,
though not yet analyzed, has been shown (Sjogren) to be
crystallographically the first member of this series whose
vertical axes are in ratio of 3:5:7:9. See ieprolectite.

hummer, n. 4. A calling device eiliployed in
telephony in place of the magnetic call-bell ; a
buzzer.

humming-bee (hum'ing-be), n. Same as bum-
blebee and humhlebee. Kirby and Spence.

humming-bird, n— Hermit humming-bird, any
species of the genus Phaethornis, rather dull-plumaged

Hermit Humiiiing.bird iP/taHthornis guyi).

birds with wedge-shaped tails.— Htunmlng-blrds'
trumpet, ^vae sts California irfuchsia.— King hum-
mlng-blrd, a humming-bird of the genus Topaza, which
has the outer tail-feathers long and curved inward.

—

Saw-beaked bamminf;-blrd, any one of a group of
humming-birds distinguished by having the edges of
the front part of the upper mandible slightly notched.—
SwOTd-blUed humming-bird. Same as swordbill
(which see).—Vervain bummlng-blrd, UelUsuga
minima, a species found in Jamaica, almost the smallest
of the group.— wblte-orowned humming-bird, one
9f the few species of the genus Microhera, which have
the top of the head pure white.

humming-stick (hum'ing-stik), n. Same as
oull-roarer.

hummock, n. 3. A low hill of sand on the
sea-shore. Compare dwte^.

hummocking (hum'ok-ing), n. The produc-
tion of mounds and ridges of broken ice when
two floes crowd upon each other.

humor, n— Glacial humor, vitreous humor.— Hya-
line humor. Same as glacial -khnmor.— Scarpa's
burner, endolymph.

humor, v. t. 3. To give a slight direction or

turn to (a fly, in fishing, or the like). N. E. D.

hump, n. 2. A sailors' name for a worthless
member of the crew; a green hand.—3. A
long tramp with a load on the back. [Aus-
tralia.] E. E. Morris, Austral English.

hump, V. t—To hump bluey. See *Muey.

Humpbacked sucker. See *sucker.

humphed (humft), a. Altered by contact with
igneous rock: said of eoal. Barrowman, Glos-

sary. [Scotch.]

hump-shouldered (hump'sh61"derd), a. Hav-
ing high and humped shoulders.

humus, n Acldhmnus. SeesoMr*A«mt(s.—Mild hu-
mus, humus in a condition favorable to forest growth.
— Sour humus, humus harmful to forest growth,

owing to the presence of humic or similar acids, pro-

duced by decomposition under excess of moisture,and
laclc of air.

Hun. An abbreviation of Hungary.
hunakai (hS-na'ki), n. [Hawaiian, < huna,
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very small or fine, -I- kai, the sea. The plant
bears white flowers and grows on the sea-
beach, almost within reach of the surf.] A
native name for a species of morning-glory,
Ipomcea acetoseefolia, which creeps in the sand
along the sea-beach. It is a native of the
'West Indies, Guiana, and Brazil.

Hundsriickian (hunts-rii'ki-an), n. [G. Sunds-
rilck, a local name, lit. ' dog's back.'] In geoL,
a subdivision of the Lower Devonian, includ-
ing the graywacke of Montigny in Belgium
and the Hundsriick and Taunus slates near
Coblenz. It forms the lowest member of the
Coblenzian stage.

Hungarian blue-grass. See irUue-grass.—'Baagar
rlan mill. See -kmiui.

Hungaritidae (hung-ga-rit'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
*Hungarites + -idee.J A family of the am-
monites belonging to the suborder Disco-
eampyli. it is characterized by a Iceeled or acute venter,
an extensive series of auxiliary lobes and saddles on the
septal sutures, and a few adventitious inflections.

hunger-cure (hung'gfer-kur), n. The treatment
of disease by means of a greatly restricted
diet.

hunger-evil (hung'g6r-e"vil), n. Sudden at-
tacks of extreme hunger in the horse : it oc-
curs also, as a manifestation of epilepsy, in
man.
Hungry quartz. See *quartz.
Hunnemannia (hun-e-man'i-a), n. [NL.
(Sweet, 1828), named in honor oiF John Hun-
nemann, an English botanist.] A genus of
plants of the family Papaveracese. it contams a
single Mexican species, H. fumariiefoUa, now somewhat
cultivated under the name tviip-poppy. It is treated as
a garden annual, being closely allied to the California
poppy {Eschscholzia), from which it differs in having
distinct sepals. The flowers are tulip-like, large, and
yellow ; the foliage is finely cut.

hunt, V. i. 4. In mech., to jump back and forth
instead of remaining steady. Thus an engine gov-
ernor is said to be * hunting ' when it goes too far In cut-
ting_ off steam or putting It on, making the speed of the
engine vary a little each way from the designed speed.

—

To hunt at the view, to pursue game by sight, as the
greyhound.

—

To hunt riot, of foxhounds, to run a scent
other than that of the fox.

hunt, B.i 7. In bell-ringing, a bell which is

taken out of its order and then hunted by the
others in the peal. See Jiunt, v. i., 3.— 8. In
elect., the see-sawing, surging of speed, or os-
cillating which sometimes occurs in synchro-
nous motors or other electrical apparatus.
Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1901, p. 374.

hunter, n. 5. A watch having a double case,
that is, two single covers, one covering the
works and the other the dial ; a hunting-watch.
Many antique watches were made with two distinct
parts, the one an inner watch with a back of metal and a
face of glass, and the other an outer case with only one
metal back. In this manner the watch could be used 'as

an open face, or else the dial or glass side of the watch
could be reveraed and thus protected by its hunting-case.

Hunter's moon. See*moo>ii.
hunting, n. 3. An arrangement in the num-
ber of teeth of gears in contact such that the
same teeth come into touch with each other
only after a number of revolutions. Taggart,
Cotton Spinning, II. 5.

hunting-cat (hun'ting-kat), n. The chetah,
Cynselurus jubatus, which is used for hunting
deer and other game.
Huntingdon Connection. See *connection and
Huntingdonian.
hunting-horse (huu'ting-hdrs), n. A horse
used for hunting ; a hunter.

hunting-lodge (hun'ting-loj), n. Same as
hunting-box or shooting-box.

hunting-match (hun'ting-maoh), n. A com-
petition between shooters of game. Usually the
several species of game killed are scored by a scale of

pouits, and the match is won by the side scoring the
higliest number of points.

hunting-piece (hun'ting-pes), ». A represen-
tation of a hunting scene.

Hunts. An abbreviation of Huntingdonshire.

huntsman, n. 3. In Honduras, the foreman
of a gang of slaves, whose duty it is to search
the woods to find employment for his men.

hurdle, v. II. intrans. To jump oveft a
hurdle, as in a hurdle-race; hence, to jump
over anything as if it were a hurdle.

hurdler (her'dler), >J. 1. One who hurdles, or

runs a hurdle-race.—2. A hurdle-maker. T.

husker
is required for hurdles than for a steeplechase course, and
there is more money to be won over hurdles than over
"a country." Encye. Brit., XXIX. 333.

hurdle-screen (h^r'dl-skren), n. In mining, a
curtain or brattice hung in a roadway to divert
the air-current upward and so free a hole in
the roof of gas. Barrowman, Glossary.
hurdy-gurdy, n. 1. in a flve-strlnged instrument
the lowest open string is called the bourdon, that next
above the mouche, and the highest the trovivpette, and the
melody strings are called chanterelles.—Hurdy-gurdy
house, a dance-house in a mining-camp. [Western U. S.]

Hurlet limestone. See *limestone.

hurley^ (hfer'U), n. In mining, a box on wheels

;

a mine-ear. Barrowman, Glossary.

Huron shale. See *shalis^.

Huronia (hu-ro'ni-a), n. [NL., < Huron, one
of the Great Lakes.] A genus of the nautiloid
cephalopods of the family Actinoceratid«

:

known by its siphuncle, which is very wide
and consists of ling-like segments inflated

directly behind the septa. It occurs in the
Silurian.

Hurricane distance. The following table shows the ap-
proximate distance that has been calculated for the
center of the hurricane, according to the average fall of
the barometer per hour. Although admittedly 'a rough
calculation, it has been found to possess a certain value
for the navigator.

Average fall of barometer
per hour.

From 0.02 in. to 0.06 in.
" 0.06 " " 0.08 "
" 0.08 " " 0.12 "
" 0.12 " " 0.15 •

Distance in miles from
storm-center.

From 250 to 150.
" 150 " 100.
" 100 " 80.
" 80 " 50.

hurdle-racer (h^T'dl-ra'^sfer), n. A horse that

competes in hurdle-races.

It has been remarked that -steeplechase horses are usu-
ally in the first place schooled over hurdles, and many
animals remain hurdle-racers till the end. More speed

Hurricane range. West India hurricanes, as a rule,
range between me paraUels of 10° and 50° N. and the
meridians of 55° and 85° W.— Hurricane track. In the
northern hemisphere a hurricane originating between
the parallels of 10° and 18° N. advances in a northwesterly
direction, and between the parallels of 25° and 30° if.

curves to a northeasterly direction. In the southern
hemisphere the cyclone has its origin in the equatorial
regions and advances in a southwesterly direction.
About the parallel of 25° S. it curves to a southeasterly
direction.

—

Hurricane wind. See *m7Mj2.— paddy's
hurricane, when there is no wind, so that the pennant
hangs alongside the mast, it is said that a Paddy's hurri-
cane is blowing, or that the wind is up and down the
mast.

hurricane-beach (hur'i-kan-bech), n. See the
extract.

At the windward comer of an atoll parallel lines of
shingle beaches are usually found. As these beaches
appear to be due each to a single storm they are termed
hurricane-beaches, and they may be used to supply some
approximation to a chronological system for measuring
the rate of growth of coral formations.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XI. 674.

hurricane-bird (hur'i-kan-b^rd), n. The
frigate-bird : so named from a popular belief
that when it flies near the water a hurricane
will follow. [Bare.]

hurricane-lamp (hur'i-kan-lamp), n. A tall
glass chimney or shade placed over a lighted
candle or lamp to protect it from the wind.
hurry, m. 4. in phys., a proposed unit of ac-
celeration ; an acceleration of one foot per sec-
ond per second.

hurry-gum (hur'i-gum), m. In mining, dross or
fine coal passed through a hurry. Barrowman,
Glossary. [Scotch.]

hurst-frame (hferst'fram), n. The framewhich
carries the bearings for the trunnions attached
to the helve of a trip-hammer. Also spelled
hirst-frame.

Hurter and Driffield's actinograph. See
*actinograph.

husi (hS'se), n. [Philippine Sp., aisojusi; <
Tagalog Jmsi.'] In the Philippine Islands, a
thin fabric woven from the fibers of the Man-
ila plantain, Musa textilis, andpineapple leaves,
to which filaments of imported silk are some-
times added and sometimes a little cotton. It
is woven principally in Iloilo and western Lu-
zon : used for women's dresses and, to some ex-
tent, for men's shirts.

huski,M. 5. Corn-meal bran. [Southern U. S.]— 6. A cup-shaped form composed of short
leaves, common in Greek, Roman, and Ee-
naissance decoration, from which rineeaux'and
other motives usually start. There are about
84 of these starting-points. Arch. Pub. Soc.
Diet.

husk^, re. 2. The verminous bronchitis of cat-
tle, found particularly in calves, and caused by
roundworms belonging to the species Meta-
strongylus micrurus.

husker, re. 2. improved power-machines now sepa-
rate the corn in the husk from the stalks and leaves, strip
the husks from the unshelled cobs, clean and cut tlie

stalks, leaves, and husks into convenient form for feed.
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or for other purposes, and deliver the com, by means of a
conveyer, to a wagon, bin, or coni-sheller. See ifcom-
shelter.

hnskie, n. See * husky^.

huskjr^, a- 2. Rough and big; rough and en-
ergetic ; 'buTly : as, a husky fellow. [Slang,
U. S.]

II. 11. A 'husky 'fellow; an energetic man;
a hustler. [Canadian Northwest.]
husky^, n. 2. An Eskimo.

Before leaving, arrangements were made for Eskimo
(or Huskies, as I shall in future call tiiem) to meet me at
Churchill in the following spring.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 64.

3. The Eskimo language.
hussakite (ho'sak-it), n. [Named after E.

Hiissak of the Geological Survey of Brazil.]

Xenotime in prismatic crystals* first described
from Brazil. It is a common microscopic con-
stituent of crystalline rooks elsewhere.

hustle, V. t. 2. To inveigle into dishonest
games. [Slang.]

hustler, n. 2. A strong, heavy turning-chisel.

hut^, n. 4. The cottage of an Australian shep-

herd, sheep-shearer, or miner. E. E. Morris,

Austral English.
hutch-cleading (huch'kle"ding), n. In min-

ing, the bottom-, side-, and end-boards of a

hiitoh or mine-car. Barrowman, Glossary.

Hutchinsonian^ (huch-in-s6'ni-an), a. Relat-

ing to or discovered by Jonathan Hutchinson
(born in 1828), an English surgeon: noting
various diseases and symptoms of disease dis-

covered or first described by him.

hutchinsonite (hueh'in-son-it), n. [Named
after Arthur Hutchinson, a demonstrator of

mineralogy, Cambridge.] A rare sulph-

arsenite of thallium, lead, silver, and copper,
occurringin orthorhombic crystals of prismatic
habit and red to grayish-black color : found in

the dolomite of the Binnenthal, Switzerland.

Hutchinson pupil. See *puyiP.
Hutchinson's teeth. See *toofh.

hutch-road (huoh'rod), n. In mining, a mine
road. Barrowman, Glossary.

hut-circle (hut'ser"kl), n. In archsBol., a ring
of stones or of earth left after the destruction
of a hut or tent and marking its circumference.
hutia (h8'ti-a), n. [NL. hu1Aa, uUa, < West
Indian (Tainb) huU, CMij, otherwise aguti: see
agouti.^ A name for the large rat-like rodents
of the genus Capromys. The seven species are con-
fined to the larger islands of the West Indies and are re-

markable as being the only native land mammals save
the curious Solenodon.

hut-keep (hut'kep), v. i. To take care of an
Australian station-hut or cottage. E. E.. Mor-
ris, Austral English.
Hnttonian character, the style of Arabic numerals in

which they are all the same height, as 12345G7890 : first in-

troduced by Dr. Charles Hutton in 1785.

Huttonianism (hu-to'ni-an-izm), n. In geol.,

the views advocated by James Hutton (1726-

1797), a Scotch geologist, and his followers.

They emphasized igneous phenomena, are col-

lectively called Plutonism, and are contrasted
with * Wemerianism or *N^tv,nism.
hutu (ho'to), n. Same as *futu.
Huxleianjhuks'le-an), a. Of or pertaining to
Thomas Henry Hiixley, an English naturalist

and comparative anatomist (1825-95).

Yet it is worth while, now and then, to take stock of

advances subsequent to, and largely consequent on, the
HwxUiam. declaration. Science, March 22, 1901, p. 453.

Huxley'slayer ormembrane. See *membrane.
Huygens's construction, zone. See -^eon-

struetion, half-period ^element.

Huzvarish, Huzvaresh (huz-va'rish, -resh),

n. [Middle Persian.] A name applied to the
later form of Achsemenian dialect of the an-
cient Persian.

huzzard (huz'Srd), n. [Poss. a dial, form of

uzzard for izzard.\ A British anglers' name
for an undetermined yellow fly used as bait.

hy-. In math., a prefix used as an abbrevia-
tion of hyperbolic : as, hyein x for sinh x, etc.

hyacinth, n—oaUfomla hyacinth. Same as *Bro-
aieea, 2.—Hyacinth bacteriosls. See -kbacterioiis of the

hyacinth.— Oriental hyacinth, a variety of corundum.
—Water-hyactnth. See *PiaropMs.— Yellow disease
of hyaclnUl. Same as -kbacteriosis of the hyacinth.

Hyacinthda (M-a-sin'thi-a), n. pi. [Gr. 'Ta-

alvdia, ueut. pi. of "XadvdioQ, < "TaKivBog, Hya-
einthus.] In Gr. antiq., a Spartan festival

celebrated at Amyclse, in Laconia, in honor of

the hero Hyacinthus and of Apollo. It was
probably held in the latter part of July. Its

duration is not known.
hyacinth-stone (hi'a-sinth-ston), n. 1. The
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sapphire.— 2. A red or orange-red variety of

zircon; also, as used by the jewelers, the

orange-red or honey-red variety of hessonite

garnet.

Hyaenanche (hi-e-nang'ke), n. [NL. (Lam-
bert, 1797), < vaiva, hyena, + ayx^t", to

strangle. The name alludes to the use of the

fruit for poisoning hyenas.] A genus of plants

belonging to the family EuphorTnacex. See

Toxicodendron.

hysenictine (hi-f-nik'tin), a. Pertaining to

or typified by the genus Hysenietis: as, the

hysenicUne group of the HyasnidsB.

Hysenietis (hi-e-nik'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. vaiva,

a hyena, + lurk, a ferret.] A genus of hyeng,s

(Bysenidie) which shows, in the character of

its teeth, a transition from the genus Palhy-

xna of the Lower Pliocene to the Euhymna or

living species of Sysena. Its remains have
been found in the Pliocene of Europe and
India.

hya-hya (hi-a-hi'a), n. [Native name.] The
name in British Guiana of the milk-tree,

Tahernsemontana utilis. See milk-tree, 2, and
Tabernsemontana.
Hyaline humor. Same as glacial *humor.
Hyalodidymse (hi"a-16-did'i-me), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. va/Mc, glass, -V &iSv/ioi, twin.] A name
applied by Saeeardo to artificial divisions of

various families and orders of fungi, espe-
cially those of the Pyrenomycetes and Fungi
ImperfecU, to include the genera which have
hyaline and uniseptate spores.

hyalogen (M'a-lo-jen), n. [Gr. iiaMs, glass, +
-yevijg, -producing.] The name of a class of

compounds which possibly belong to the albu-
minoids. Some members are found in edible

bird's-nests, others in the vitreous humor from
the e.ves of oxen and pigs.

hyalographer (hi -a - log ' ra - fer) , to. {hyolog-
raph-^ + -ej'l.] • An etcher on glass or other
transparent substance.
Hyalola body, the vitreous humor of the eye.

hyalomicte (hi'a-16-mik"te), TO. [Gr/ vak)g,

glass, + lUKTdq, mixed.] Same as greisen.

Hyalonematidse (hi''a-lo-ne-mat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < HyaXonemait-) -^ 4dee.'] Same as Hya^-
lonemldse.

hyalophagia (hi"a-l9-fa'ii-a), TO. [Gr. va7j>g,

glass, + ^ayelv, eat.] Glass-eating.

hyalophane (hi'a-lo-fan), to. [Gr. *a2of, glass,

+ -(pavi/g, < (paivcaBai, appear, shine.] A mono-
clinicbarium feldspar (K2BaAl4(Si03)8) occur-
ring sparingly, in glassy crystals resembling
adulana, in the dolomite of the Binnenthal,
Switzerland. Related, but less distinctly char-
acterized, barium feldspars occur elsewhere.

Hyalophragmise (hi"a-lo-frag'mi-e), to. pi.

[NL., < Gr. iiahii, glass, -I- ippayfia, partition.]

A name applied by Saeeardo to artificial divi-

sions of various families and orders of fungi,
especially those of the Pyrenomycetes and
Fungi Imperfecti, to include the genera which
have hyaline and 2- or more septate spores.

hyalopilitic (hi"a-lo-pi-lit'ik), a. [Gr. iia^o^,

glass, + irlhig, felt, -I- -4te^ + -ic.'] Jupetrog.,
noting the structure of some lavas in which
microscopic prisms are crowded in a glass
matrix. Bosenbusch, 1887.

hyaloplasma (hi"a-lo-plaz'ma), n. [Gr. vaXog,

glass, -I- irTida/ia, anything formed.] Same as
*, •

-

hyalose (hi'a-los), to. [hyal(in) + -ose.] A
sugar said to be formed by the hydrolysis of
hyalin. .It is almost certainly identical with
glucose.

hyaloserositis (M^a-lo-se-ro-si'tis), to. [Gr.
vaXoc, glass, -I- NL. " *seros«s, serous, + -«fe's.]

Chronicinflammation of a serous membrane ac-
companied by an exudation of a fibrinous ma-
terial which undergoes hyaline degeneration,
giving rise to the condition called idng liver,

icing heart, etc., according to the membrane
involved.

hyalosome (hi'a-lo-s6m), n. [Gr. ia/lof, glass,

+ (7u/ia, body.] In c^toi., one of thenucleolus-
like bodies which stain only faintly in nuclear
or plasmic stains.

Hyalosporae (hi-a-lo-sp6're), to.oZ. [NL., < Gr.
va7vOQ, glass, + an'cpa, seed (spore).] A name ap-
plied by Saeeardo to artificial divisions of

various families and orders of fungi, especially

those of the Pyrenomycetes an^ Fungi Impei--

fecti, to include the genera which have unicel-
lular; ovoid or oblong, and hyaline spores.

Hyalostelia (hi"a-lo-ste'Ii-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

hydatomorphic

iio;iof, glass, + ar^2,t!, a pillar.] A genus of

Paleozoic lyssacine hexactinellid sponges pos-

sessing regular hexactine and stellate skeletal

elements with reduced vertical ray and with
inflated nodes and root-tufts composed of long

fibers.

hyalotype (hi'a-lo-tSp), to. [Gr. uaAof, glass,

-f TiiTTOf, type.] A positive photograph on
glass copied from a negative; a photographic
transparency. [Obsolete.]

hyawaballi (hi-a-wa-bal'i), to. [Carib name.]
In Guiana, same as zebra-wood, 1.

Hybocrinus (hi-bok'ri-nus), n. [Gr. i/Sdf,

humped, -f- Kpivov, a lily (see crinoid)."] A
Silurian genus of the fistulate Crimoidea be-
longing to the family Hyboerinidee. it is char-

acterized by a large infeixadi^ plate, a small superradial,

and simple arms devoid of pinnulse and composed of

quadrangular joints. It occurs in the Lower Silurian.

Hybognathus (hi-bog'na-thus), «. [NL., < Gr.

ipSq, humped, + yvaSoi, jaw.] A genus of

small minnows, abundant in the eastern United
States, characterized by the elongate intes-

tines and the herbivorous habit. S. nuchalis

is the commonest of the numerous species.

Hybopsis (hi-bop'sis), to. [NIj-, < Gr. tl/3of,

blunt, + oTJiLq, face.] A genus of minnows of

the eastern United States, characterized espe-

cially by the presence of barbels at the corner
of the mouth. H. kentuckiensis is the com-
monest of the numerous species.

hybrid. I. n—^Attenuated hybrids, tihose hybrids in

which the blood has been weakened by being subsequently
again crossed. Even when the cross is much attenuated

—

or three or four or even more times removed from a pure
hybrid origin by means of subsequent crossings—it may
still produce marked effects in a cross without introducing
such contradictory characters as to jeopardize the value of

the offspring.

—

Blgeneric hybrid, a hybrid between spe-
cies of differentgenera ;bigener. SeeHgeTier.— Extracted
hybrid, an extracted dominant or an extracted recessive
considered as a Mendelian hybrid. See -kdominant, 2.—
False hybrid, a cross-bred organism which exhibits, and
transmit^ to descendants, the characteristics of only one
parent to the exclusion of those of the other.'—Mendelian
hybrid, a cross-bred organism, the offspring of parents
which belong to two pure races or varieties differing from
each other in respect to characteristics which are antago-
nistic or incompatible, and which transmits to some of its

descendants the characteristics In question of one parent
and to others those of the other ; a cross-bred organism
which conforms to or illustrates Mendel's principles of
ancestral inheritance. See ancestral -kinheritance (c).

II. a—Hybrid purple. See-lrimrple.

hybridism, n—False hybridism, the exhibition of
only one parental type, to tlie exclusion of the other, by
cross-bred organisms and their descendants. Bateson and
Saunders, Hep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soc, 1902, L 155.

hybridogam (hi'brid-o-gam), n. [hybrido-

gam(y).i A hybrid between different species.

hybridogamy (hi-bri-dog'a-mi), «. [E. hybrid,

+ Gr. yd/w^, marriage.] ' Hybridization be-
tween different species.

hyd., hydraul. Abbreviations of hydraulics.

hyd., hydros. Abbreviations of hydrostatics.

hydantoic (hi-dan-to'ik), a. []iydanto(in) +
-ic] Of or pertaining to hydantoin or hydan-
toic acid.— Hydantoic acid, a colorless compound,
HgNCONHCHoCOOH, prepared by boiling hydantoin or
a mixture of glycerol and urea with barium-hydroxid so-

lution. It crystallizes in monoclinic prisms and melts and
decomposes at 15^156° C. Also called urea.^m^hyl-car-
hoxylic acid.

hydantoin (hi-dan'to-in), to. {hyd(rogen)+ (all)-

NH-CHo
antoin.1 A colorless compound, CO < i ,

formed by the action of alcoholic ammonia on
bromacetyl urpa, or by the action of concen-
trated hydriodic acid on allantoin. It crystal-
lizesin needlesand melts at 215° C. Also called
glycolyl urea.

Hydaspian (hi-das'pi-an), a. and TO. [Of By-
aaspes, a river of India, now Jhelum.'] I. a.

In geol.,- designating the lowest stage of the
Dinarian of upper division of the Lower Tri-
assie formation as classified by the Austrian
geologists. It lies beneath the Anisian and
above the Jakutian stages.

II. TO. The Hydaspian stage.
Hydatid fremitus. Same as hydatid thrill (which see,
under tAriiU).— Hydatid pregnancy. See Jrpreg-
Tiancy. *

hjrdatogenic (hi'da-to-jeu'lk), a. [Gr. Mop
{vdar-), water, -t- -y'ev^g, -producing, + -ic]
In petrog., relating to precipitation from
aqueous solutions: a term applied by Renevier
(1882) to rocks precipitated from water, as
rock-salt, gypsum, etc. in connection with the de-
position of ores it is used in contrast with *pneumato-
genie.

hjrdatomorphic (hi"da-tp-m6r'fik), o. [Gr.tiiJup
{idar-), water, + p.op(tiii, form, -I- -ic.'] In geol.,

metamorphic processes involving solution in
and crystallization from water.



hydatopneumatic

hydatopneumatic (hi"da-top-uu-mat'ik), a.

[Gr. vSup (idoT-), water, + Kvevjiaij-), wind, or
air, + -jc] In petrog., resulting from the ac-
tion of gases and water: used in conneotion
with the formation of ore deposits.

hydatopneumatolitliic (hi"da-top-nu"ma-to-
lith'ifc), a. [Gr. iidup (Mar-), water,+ rcvevfta{T-),

wind, or air, + Vi8o(, stone, + -Jc] Same as

*hydatopneumaiic.
hydatopyrogenic (hi"da-to-pi-ro-jen'ik), a.

[Gr. voup (Mar-), water, +
' Tzvp, fire, + -yevi/q,

-producing, + -ic] Same as "^aqueo-igneous.

Hydnacese (hid-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Ilyd-
num + -acese.'] A family of hymenomyce-
tous fungi, named from the genus Hydnum,
having the hymenium covering the surface of
spines or teeth which are sometimes flattened
or reduced to mere tubercles. See Sydnum
and *Irpex.

hydnocarpic (hid-no-kar'pik), a. [Bydno-
carpus + -ic] Derived from Hydnoearpus
Kurzii— Hydnocarpic acid, an acid, CigHagOa, found
as a glyceride in tlie oil from the seeds oi Hyanocarpits
Kurzii, from Indik. It crystallizes in leaflets which melt
at 59-60" C, and is a homologue of chaulmugric acid.

Hydnoearpus (hid-no-kar'pus), n. [NL.
(Gaertner, 1788), < Gr. vdvov, truffle, -I- Koptrdg,

fruit. The name alludes to the superficial ap-
pearance of the fruit of Hydnocarpusvenenata.^
Agenus of plants of the family Flacourtiacese.
They are trees with alternate, pinnately veined, shoit-
stalked, toothed or entire leaves, dioecious flowers in small
axillary racemes, and berry-like capsules with woody walls.
There are about 23 species, native from eastern India to
Sumatra and Java. The seeds of H. anthel-mintica are
used in China as a remedy for leprosy and skin-diseases

;

those of H. venenata, the Ceylon flsh-poison, for similar
purposes and as a source of lamp-oil. See Ceylon irJisTi-

poison,

Hydnoceras (hid-nos'e-ras), n. [Gr. Mvqv, a,

tuber, prob. a trufle, + "idpaq, a horn.]
A genus of lyssaoine hexactinellid
sponges belonging to the family
Dictyospongidse and originally de-
scribed by Conrad as a oephalopod.
It is characterized by an obconical shape with
eight prism (aces and prominent tufted nodes
arranged in horizontal and vertical rows. It
was very abundant in the Upper Devonian,
frequently growing in extensive plantations.

Hydnora (hid-no'ra), n. [NL. f^^f^fX?'
(Thunberg, 1775), named because mmig'Jroup!

of the resemblance of the flower to (From n.y.

a fungus of the genus Hydnum, the po°,s,

origiaal sjiecies of Hydnora, B. Afri- Haii

'

eana, having, on the inner surface
<-'"'"•'

of the perianth lobes, soft spines similar to

those of the hymenium of Bydnum.^ A genus
of plants, typical of the family Hydnoracese.
They are leafless parasites which grow on the roots of

trees and shrubs. The large tubular flowers are borne
singly on root-like, subterranean, branching axes. There
are about 8 species, natives of Africa, Madagascar, and the
island of Bourbon. H. Africana is known as jackals-

kost (which see).

Hydnoracese (hid-no-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
(Solms-Laubach, 1874), < 'Hydnora + -acese.]

A small anomalous family of dicotyledonous
archiohlamydeous plants of the order Aristo-

lochiales, allied to the Raffiesiaceie and formerly
included in it, and typified hj the genus *Byd-
nora (which see for principal characters).
There is only one other small genus, a n.iiive of Argentina,

Hydnora being chiefly South African. They ai-e thick,

sucoiient, leafless root-parasites of strange aspect

Lydracetin (hi-dras'e-tin), n. \hydr(j>gen) +
acetin.'] Same &s pyrodin.

hydradenitis (hi"ara-de-ni'tis), n. [Gr. vSop

Wp-), water, -t- aSijv, a gland, + -itisj] 1. In-

flammation of a lymph-gland.— 2. Same as

605 hydrobenzoic

HqbOiiC?), found in the root of Bydrangea ar- andsubstitutedhydrazinesaregenerallyfomiedwithease

hnrpsnAi<i Tt mBl+a at 998° (1 ^^^ crystallize readily, consequently they are widely used
uorescens. u me ts ai J^o i..

. , , , for the identification and separation of aldehydes and ke-
nydrant-cock (hi'drant-kok), n. A hydrant- tones,

valve; a valve fitted with a waste-pipe and hydrazulmine (hi-dra-zul'min), n. [}iydr(ogen)
used to control the supply of a fire-hydrant. + (Sp.) azuL blue, -I- (a)mine.] A black oom-
When closed it shuts off the supply and opens a waste-
pipe to release the water standing in the hydrant above
the valve. When opened it closes the waste-pipe.

hydrant-valve (hi'drant-valv), n. A special
long-stemmed valve used to connect a hydrant
with a water-main.
hydrarenite (hi-drar'f-nit), «. [Gr. i6o)p (Mp-),
water, + L. arena, sand, + -Jie^.] Any sedi-
mentary hydroclastic rock of somewhat fine or
medium grain; a sandrock; a granular sedi-

ment. Grabau.

^n-ij^.y M/A-wc. uj.u.^f I iu jiiiii/n,G,j .ca. Kr±t»,\ji^ vvhjj

pound, NC.C(NH2)NHNHC(NH2)CN, formed
by mixing dry cyanogen with dry ammonia. It

crystallizes in plates, with a luster resembling
pitch, and decomposes, without melting, when
heated.
hydrencephalic (hl-dren-se-fal'ik), a. Belat-
ing to or dependent upon a hydrencephalon.
hydresculin (hl-dres'ku-lin), m. \}iydr(ogen)

+ esoulin.'] A compound obtained by the
action of sodium amalgam on esculin.

hydrargillutite (hi-drar-jil'u-tit),». [Gr.iiJup hydriatric (hi-dn-at nk), a. V^v.vdup {ydp-J,

(vdp-), water, + apyuXog, clay', + L. lutum, mud, water, + larpucdc, curative.] Relating to the

+ -j«e2.] A hydroclastic sedimentary rock of water-cure or hydrotherapeutics.

extremely fine grain, whose chief constituent hydriatrics (hi-dri-at'riks), n. Same ashydro-

is clay ; an argillaceous shale. therapeutics.

hydrargyrosis (hi-drar-ji-ro'sis), n. [NL., < hydriatrist (hi-dri-at'nst), n. [hydnatr-ic +
hydrargyrum + -osis.'] Same &ahydrargyriasis. -»«*] One who treats disease by means of

hydrargyrous (hi-drar'ji-rus), a. Containing hydrotherapeutics.

mercury; mercurial. [Kare.] hydriatry (hi'dri-at-ri), n. [Gr. Mop (Mp-),

Hydrargynun ammoniatum, white precipitate; am- water, -t- larpeia, medical treatment.] Same
moniated mercury.- HydrpgjTl oMprldum cor- as hydrotherapeuUcs.
rosivum. corrosive sublimate: bichlorid of mercury. i_ j ^ /-i^-/^ ^^ \ m »j /'s \ j.

-HfdStgyrlcmorldum mite, calomel; protocmS hydncs (hi'dnks), ». IGr. v6ap («<?/,-), water,

or subchlorid of mercury.— Hydrargyri oxldnm + -ics.] That branch of physics which deals
rubrum, red precipitate.— ardrargyil snbsnlphaa with the properties of water.

Sgg{gk*^htps mrne"?i-H^rT^ iSShwZ hydridl, «.- Nitrogen hydrld, an improperly formed

powder.

hydrarthros (hi-drar'thros), n. Same as hy-

imide.— FaXladiom liydrld, the remarkable product ob-

tained by heating metallic palladium in hydrogen gas or

drarthrosis.

bydrastinic (hi-dras-tin'ik), a. \hydrastm{ine)
+ -ic] Pertaining to hydrastinine Hydras-
tinlc acid, a colorless compound.

doNHoCHo
COCOOHCH2<5>C6H2<

grepared by the oxidation of hydi-astinine. It forms
road needles which melt at 164° C.

hydrastinine (hi-,dras'ti-nin), n. {hydrastine
+ -ine^.] A colorless crystalline compound,

CHa < Q > CeHa < cHaCHaNHCHg'
formed by the oxidation of hydrastine. It

melts at 116-117° C.

hydrastinum (hi-dras'ti-num), n. [NL.] Same

bringing the metal in contact with nascent hydrogen.
Palladium absorbs several hundred times its own volume
of hydrogen, the gas being expelled again on ignition. In
this product the existence of a definite compound, Fd4 [jg,

has been assumed, but it is more probable that the
hydrogen is physically occluded in or dissolved by the
metal, which undergoes notable expansion in absorbing it.

-hydrin. In chem., this termination indicates
a compound formed by replacing with a halo-
gen atom or the cyanogen group one or more
hydroxyl groups in a compound containing
several of the latter.

hydrindene (hi-drin'den), ». [hydr(ogen) +
1.2

CHo

after
and

indene.'i A colorless oil, OgH4^<)!'!^^'>CH.2,

formed by the reduction of indene. It boils at
176° C

hydrastonic (hi-dras-ton'ik) a Ihydrastiine)
iiydriodide(hi'dri-6-did,-did),». Asaltof hydri-

-+- -one + -»c.] Notmg a colorless acid, ^^^ ^^^^ \^^^^^ .^ sometime^ applied, also, t^ sub-
stances, other than salts, formed by the addition of hydri-
odic acid to compounds.—Trlethylsunlne tLvdriodide,

" " a, Df(CpH5)3HI, formed by triethyl-

CH2 <5> C6H2(CH:CH2)CH2COC6H2(OCH3)2
2

COOH, prepared by the action of potassium
hydroxid on hydrastine .methiodide. It crys-

tallizes in plates.

hydrate, V. £.-Hydratedsoap. Sameasfllled-ksoap.

hydration, »—water of hydration, water chemi-
cally combined, as distinguished from hygroscopic mois-
ture.

hydratropic (hi-dra-trop'ik), a. [Gr. Map {vSp-),

water,+ atropic.'] Koting a colorless acid, CHq
CH(C8H5).COOH, formed by the reduction of

atropic acid. It boils at 264^265° C. Also called

a-phenylpropionic add.

a colorless compound,
amine and hydriodic acid^ or "from diethylamine and
iodide of ethyl. It resembles ammonium iodide in its

general properties. Also called triethyla/mnwnium iodide.

hydroacridine (hi-dro-ak'ri-din), n. [hydro-
+ acridine.'i A colorless compound,
N

Cells <^g>C6H, formed by the action of

hydriodic acidand phosphorus on acridine. It

crystallizes in leaves or long plates, melts at
48° C, and boils at 320° C. Also called ocio-

hydroacridine.

Hydraulic foot-bond. See .

giant, in minvng, a large stream of water under a high
head, used for washing down a bank containing minerals.

See cut under hydravMc mining.— Hydraulicgradient,
lift, limestone, mining-cartridge. See -kgradient,

*lift^,-klimestone, *car()-idse.— Hydraulic-recoll car-
riage. See irmrriage.

hydraulic (hi-dr9,'lik), v. t. In mining, to work
by the hydraulic-mining process.

hydrazobenzene (hi''dra-zo-ben'zen), n. [hy-

dr(ogen) + azo- + benzene.'} A colorless crys-

A^oo«-i.o«<i.-Hydraullc
hydroalcoholic (hiMro-al-ko-hol'ik), « [Gr.

im of water under a high Map (v6p-), water, + B. alcohol + -JC] Con-

hydradenoma (hi"dra-de-n6'ma), n.; pi. hydra-

denomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. Map {Mp-),

water, + aSi/v, a gland, + -o«a.] A tumor due

to hypertropihy of the sweat-glands.

hydradephagan (hi-dra-def'a-gan), n. One
of the Hydradephaga.

hydramide (hi-dram'id), «. Ihydr(ogen) +
amide.] The name of a class of crystalline

compounds, N2R3 (where R is any alkyl radi-

cal), formed by the action of ammonia on alde-

hydes, chiefly those of the aromati* series.

hydramine (hi-dram'in), n. [hydr(ogen) +
amine.] The name of a class of liquid, strongly

alkaline compounds, such as ethylene hydra-

mine (HOCH2CH2NH2), formed by the action

of ammonia on alkaline oxids. Also called

hydroxylalkyl bases.

hydramnion (hi-dram'ni-on), n. [NL.] Same
as hydramnios.

hydrangin (M-dran'jin), n. [hydrang(ea) +
-i»2.] A colorless crystalline glucoside, C34

sisting of water and alcohol : applied to solu-
tions in this medium.
hydroanisoin (hi"dro-a-nis'o-in), n. \hydro-
(gen) + anis(ic) + -0- + -in'^.] A colorless com-

pound, CH36C6H4CH0HCH(0H)C6H40CH3,
prepared by the reduction of anisic aldehyde
with sodium amalgam. It crystallizes in very
thin rhombic plates and melts at 172° C.

talline compound,CeHgNH.NHCgHs, prepared hydroanthracene (hi-dro-an 'thra-sen),
by the action of zinc dust and alcoholic potas - ' -

•• -

slum hydroxid on azobenzene or nitrobenzene.

It melts at 126° C. and is readily converted

into aniline or into benzidine.

hydrazoic (hi-dra-z6'ik), a. [hydr(ogen) + azo-

+ -jc] Noting an acid, a colorless, very poi-

sonous liquid, NoH, prepared from nitrous oxid

and sodium amide or from hydrazine sulphate

\hydro{(jen) + anthraeene.] A colorless com-

pound, C^A&p''>QiS.,, formed by the re-
0±i2

duction of anthracene by hydriodic acid and
phosphorus, or by sodium amalgam. It crys-
tallizes, in large monoolinic plates, melts at
108.5° C, boils at 313° C, and sublimes in
needles. Also called dihydroanthracene.

and nitrous acid, it has a penetratmg, unbearable hydroarion (hi-dro-a'ri-on), n.\ pi. Iivdroaria
odor, closely resembles hydrochloric acid m general prop- f ..-. rr, -i /-lUn ^ wntPT- A- iVinm,, a Uttlo
erties, and its metallic salts resemble the chlorids, with (."!!)• L^r. v6ap{v6p-), water, -t- uapfov, a little

the exception that they dissolve in concentrated mineral egg, used for NL. ovarium, ovary.] Watery
acids and all explode with extreme violence when heated, cyst of the ovary.
Theacid, both in theliquidstateand in solution, laone of ., ..

/-M'/drn Br-o-mat'ik'l n rhii
the most highly explosive substances known. It boils at nyarO-aromaTlC (,ni oro-ar-O-matlK;, a. ^ny-

87° C. A\so called azo-imidemdhydronitric add. dro{gen) + aromatic.] Noting certain Organic

hydrazone (hi'dra-zon), m. '[hydr{pgen)-¥ az(o-) compounds which contain reduced aromatic

4- -one ] The name of a class of organic nuclei, that is, benzene or condensed benzene

compounds with the group R'CH:NNHE or nuclei to which hydrogen has been added.

R'K"C : N.NHR, formed by the action of a hy- hydrobenzoic {lu"dro-ben-z6'ik), a. [hydro-

drazine on a compound containing a carbonyl {gen) + benzoic.] Derived from hydrogen and
group, water being eliminated. The hydrazines benzoic acid: descriptive of a class of com-



Iiydrobenzoic

pounds formed by the addition of varying
amounts of hydrogen to benzoic acid. One of
the best-known of these is A2-tetrahydrobenzoic acid or

benzoleio acid, CH2<cH2.'ct > CHCOOH, formed by

the reduction of benzoic acid by means of sodium
amalgam. It is a colorless liquid, with an odor of
valerian, and boils, in an atmosphere of carbon dioxid,
at 234-235° C.

hydrobenzoin (hi-dro-ben'zo-in), n. Ihydro-
(gen) + benzoin.'] A colorless compound,
CeHjCHOH-CHOHCeH^, prepared by the re-
duction of benzaldehyde. It crystallizes in
lustrous leaves or monoeUnic plates, melts at
134° C, and boUs above 300° C.
hydroberberine (hi-dro-ber'be-rin), n. [fty-

aro{gen) + herherine.] A colorless compoimd,

(CH30)2C6H2<

o

CHa-CH

—

CH2.ir.CH2.OH2
>C6H2

< > CH2, formed by the reduction of

berberine, into which it is readily converted
by oxidizing agents. It erystallizes in dia-

mond lustrous grains, in long, flat monoelinic
needles, or in octahedra, and melts at 167° C.

Hydrobia (hi-dro'bi-a), n. [NL. (Hartmann,
1821), < Gr. vSap {iS'p-), water, -I- pioq, Ufe.]
The typical genus of the family BydrohiidsB.

Hydrobiidse (hi-dro-bi'i-de), n. pi. IHydroiia
+ -idee. ] A family of tsBnioglossat« gastropods,
having the operculigerous lobe without fila-

ments and the shell small and acuminate. It

includes the following genera, found in brack-
ish or fresh water : Hydrobia, Bifhynia, lAtlio-

glyphus, Fomatiopsis, Bithynella, and Assi-
minea.
hydrobilirubin (hi''dro-bil-i-r8'bia), n. [%-
dro{gen) + bilirubin.'] A reddish-brown pow-
dery compound, C32H40O7N4, found in the
urine of fever-patients andin feces. It is generally
supposed to be a reduction-product of bilirubin, formed
by the activity of bacteria in the intestinal canal. Ac-
cording to others, and notably Garrod, it is a laboratory
product and occiu^ neither in the urine nor in the feces.

h^droblepharon (hi-dro-blef'a-ron), n. [Gr.
v6<jp (iSp-), water, + fi/iefapov, eyelid.] Edema-
tous swelling of the eyelid.

Eydrobromic ether. See *efteri.

hydrobromide (hi-dro-bro'mid), n. [hydro-

brom-ic + -ide^.] The class name of the salts

of organic bases with hydrobromic acid. The
term is sometimes applied to compounds, other than
salts, which are formed by the direct addition of hydro-
bromic acid to some substance.

hydrocalcirudite (hi^dro-kal-si-ra'dit), n. [Gr.
v6up (iSp-), water, -I- L'. calx {cole-), lime, -I-

rudes, rubbish, -I- -ite^.] A coarse hydro-
clastic rock made up in large part of limestone
pebbles; a limestone conglomerate.
hydrocampid (hi-dro-kam'pid), n. and a. I.

n. A member of the lepidopterous family
HydrocampidsB.

II. a. Of or belonging to the family Hydro-
campidse.

Hydrocarbon gas. See*gra«.
hydrocarbonate, n. 2. La modern chem. and
mineral., an acid carbonate or carbonate of
hydrogen and a metal : as, hydrocarbonate of
magnesia (magnesium acid carbonate), HaMg
(003)2 ; also, but improperly, applied to a
compound of a metal with hydroxyl and the
radical of carbonic acid : as, hydrocarbonate of
copper (of the mineral malachite) equals cop-
per hydroxyearbonate, Cu2.(HO)2.C03.
hydrocarbostyril (hi'dro-kar-bo-sU'ril), n.

[hydro(gen) + carboOn) + styr(ax) + -il.] A
CTT CH

colorless compound, C6H4 <„tt^" i„
,

pre-NH . CO
pared by melting hydrocarbostyril-/3-carbox-
ylic acid. It crystallizes inlarge lustrous prisms
and melts at 163° C.

hydrocarotin (hi-dro-kar'o-tin), n. \hydro-
(gen) + L. carota, carrot, -t- -i/n^.] A colorless

compound, CigHsoOCJi formed in small quan-
tity in carrots. It closely resembles cholesterol,

crystallizes in monoelinic plates, and melts at 137. 4"* C.

Also spelled hydrocarrotin.

hydrocaulus, n. 2. The atheciferous stem of

the hydroid corals : sometimes applied to the
filiform process by which the sioula of the
graj)tolite is suspended.
Hyiurocele agar. See *agar'^.

Hydrocephalic cry. See *ery.

hydrocephalis (hi-dro-sef'a-lis), n. [NL., <

Gr. vdup (v6p-), water, -1- ne^aM), head.] In
hydroid polyps, the oral and stomachal regions,

considered together. Compare *hydroeope.
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hydrocephalocele (hi-dro-sef'a-lo-sel), n. [Gr.

vdop {v6p-), water, + /cf^oX//, head, -I- niiyni,

tumor.] Same as hydrencephalocele.

hydrocephalus, ".—internal hydrocephalus, a

collection of fluid in the ventricles and at tlie base of the

brain, usually an accompaniment of tuberculous menin-

gitis, but occasionally independent of tuberculosis.

hydrocephaly (hl-dro-sef 'a-li), n. [NL.
*hydrocephalia.] The proper form for hydro-

cephalus.

hydroceramic (hi'''dro-se-ram'ik), a. [Gr.

vSup (i(Sp-), water, + Kepa/uKig, of pottery:

see ceramic.'] Of the nature of, or consisting

of, clay which remains porous after baking.
Unglazed vessels of this material are used to

cool liquids by evaporation.

hydrocharidaceous (hl'dro-kar-i-da'shius), a.

Belonging to or having the characters of the
plant family Hydrocharidacese.

hydrocharidiaii (hi'dro-ka-rid'i-gm), a. ISy-
drocharis (-i(i-) + -an.'] lb phytogeog., having
the ecological character of Hydrocharis, that
is, swimming free in water, either submerged
or more or less emerging, whether small like

Lemna or larger like StraUotes. See quotation
under *Umnean.
hydrochlorid (hi-dro-kl6'rid), n. Ihydrochloric
+ -itP-.] The class name of salts of organic
bases with hydrochloric acid, it is occasionally
applied to compounds, other than salts, formed by the
direct addition of hydrochloric acid to a substanca

hydrochore (hi'dro-kor), n. [Gr. Map {Up-),

water, + xopelv, spread abroad.] In phyto-
geog., a plant distributed exclusivelyby water,
as by ocean currents, streams, etc. F. E.
Clements.

hydrochorous (hi-dro-ko'ms), a. {hydrochore
+ -ous.] Having the character of, or pertain-
ing to, hydroohores. F. E. Clements.

hydrocinnamic (hi-dro-sin'a-mik), a. [hydro-
(gen) + dnnamic.] derived from hydrogen
and cinnamic acid.—Hydrocinnamic acid, a color-

less compound, CgHsCHoCHoCOOfl, prepared by the
reduction of cinnamic acid and formed during the puti'e-

faction of ox-urine or fibrin, and by the pancreatic
putrefaction of albumin. It crystallizes in monoelinic
prisms or long needles, melts at 48.7° C, and boi^s at
279.8° C. Also called homotoluic acid, benzyl-acetic a^id,
and p-pkenyl-propionic acid.

hydrocinnamide (hi-dro-sin'a-mid), n. [hy-

dro{gen) + einnam{on) + -ideX.] A colorless
compound, N2(CeH5C3H3)3, prepared by the
action of ammonia on cinnamon-oil. It crys-
tallizes in needles melting at 106° C.

hydrocladium (hi - dro - £la ' di - um), re.; pi.

hydrocladia (-3,). [NL./^< Gr.Map (iSp-), water,
-i- K^dof, branch.] One of the hydrotheca-
bearing branches or ramuli of the coenosaro of
Plumularidse.

hydroclastic (hi-dro-klas'tik), a. and n. [Gr.
iSup (i(5p-), water, -I- /dacmif, broken, -I- -ic]

I. a. In petrog., noting clastic rocks formed
by the action of water.

II. n. A fragmental rock produced by the
action of water.
Hydrocleys (M-drok'le-is), n. [NL. (Eichard,
1815), irreg. < Gr. Map (Mp-), water, -I- Kleig,

bolt, key. The allusion is apparently to
the obstruction of waterways by the plant.]
A genus of
plants of the
family Butoma-
cese. H. nymphoi-
dfs,the only species,

is an aquatic plant
of tropical America,
often cultivated in
tanks and ponds
under the name
lAmTwcharis Huith-
boldti. It has ovate,
cordate,entire float-

ing leaves, similar
to those of a small
water-lily, and a
pale-yellow flower
about 2 inches in
diameter, much re- ^=^
Sembling a poppy, HydrocUys nymphoiOes, one fifth natural

whence thecommon size,

name water-poppy.

hydroclistogamy ihi"dro-klis -tog' a-mi), re.

[Gr. vSap (v6p-), water,' + E. cUstogamy.]
Thattype of pseudoclistogamy in which flowers
remain closed under adverse conditions of
moisture, found and Clements, Plant Life of
Nebraska.
hydrocoel, re. See *hydrocaele.

hydrocoele (hi'dro-sel), n. [Gr. iSap (idp-),

water, -I- KocAog, hoUow.] In embryol., the
portion of the left enterocoelic sac which in
echinoderms gives rise to the radial vessels
and the ring-vessel of the ambulacral system.

hydro-extractor

He [Bury] describes the origin of the ampulla of the stone-

canal from the anterior coelomic cavity of the left side,

and the growth of the leftposteriorsegment of thecoelom

so as to completely encircle the hydrocoele or rudiment of

water-vascular system.
Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1903, ser. B, p. 288.

bydrocolUdine (hi-dro-kol'i-din), «. [hydro-

(gen) + Gr. K6?.Aa, glue, + -id^ + -ine^.] A
colorless oily ptomaine, CgHisN, formed by
the distillation of nicotine with selenium and
by the putrefaction of flesh. It has a pene-
trating aromatic odor and boils at 205° C.

hydrocope (hi'dro-kop), n: [Gr. iiSap (v6p-),

water, + niimi, handle.] The peduncle of a
hydroid polyp, as distinguished from the
*hydrocejphalis (which see).

hydrocoridine (hi-dro-kor'i-din), re. [hydro-
" + Gr. K6ptg, a bug, + -id + -ine^.] A

crystalline ptomaine, CiqHi7N, obtained from
the cultures of certain kinds of bacteria on
peptone agar.

hydrocorisan (hi-dro-kor'i-san), a. and re. \Hy-
drocorisiB + -an.] 1.. a. di or belonging to
the heteropterous series Sydrocorisae.

II. n. A member of the series Hydrocorisse.

hydrOCOtoin (hi-dro-ko'to-in), «. [hydro-
(gen) + Goto + -i«2.] Apale-yellowcompound,

h6c6H2(OCH3)2COC6H6, found in Goto bark.
It crystalnzes in large prisms or long thin needles, and
melts at 98° G. Also called benzoyl;phloroglucin^l diTnethyt
etker, bemocotoin, orprefera-hlytrihydroa^diphenylketone
dimethyl ether.

hydrocoumarin (hi-dro-ko'ma-rin), n. [hydro-
-I- coumar-ic + -in^.] A colorless com-

pound, C6H4<q ^q >CH2, formed by the dis-

tillation of orthohydioooumaric acid, it crys-
tallizes in plates, melts at 25° C, boils at 272° C, and has
an odor of coumarin. Also called orthophetiolpropylie
anhydrid or melUotic anhydrid.

hydrocroconic (hi*dro-kro-kon'ik), a. [hydro-
(gen) + croconic] Noting an acid, a yellow-
ish-brown compound, 0C:CHCH(C00H)2(t),
formed by the reduction of croconic acid with
hydriodic acid. Most of its salts are red.

hydrociircumin (hi - dro - ker ' ka - miu), n.

[hydro(gen) -I- curcumin.] A brownish-white
powder, C24Hj^604, obtained by the action of
sodium amalgam on curcumin. It melts at
about 100° C.

hydrocyanate (hi-dro-si'a-nat), re. [hydroey-
an-ie + -ate^.] A disavowed synonym of
hydrociyardde.

Hydrocyanic acid. This compound has recently been
prepared by passing an electric discharge through a
mixture of carbon monoxid, nitrogen, and hydrogen. Such
gaseous mixtures are manufactured on a large scale under
le name of gencraUir gas. Gaseous hydrocyanic acid is

used to an increasing extent as an insecticide. It is

specially employed for the fumigation of citms- and apple-
trees as a specific against the San Jos^ scale (which
see).— Hydrocyanic ether. See*e«A«ri.

hydrocyanuric (hi-dro-si-a-nfl'rik), a. Noting
an acid, CsHsNsO^, whicfi results from heat-
ing biuret, ammonia being liberated at the
same time.

hydrocycle (hi'dro-si-kl), re. [Gr. vSap (idp-),

water, -I- hvkaoq, wlieel.] A velocipede adapted
for propulsion on the surface of the water.
N. E. D.
hydrocyst, «. 2. A cyst containing a clear
watery fluid.

Hydrodamalldse (hi^dro-da-mal'l-de), n. pi.
[NL. Hydrodamalis, type genus, + -idse.] A
family of sirenian mammals whose only known
member is the northern sea-cow or Bhyima. By
the rule of priority this name takes the place
ot Mhytinidas. Palmer, 1895.

Hydrodamalis (hi-dr6-dam'a-lis),K. [NL.,
< Gr. iiSup (id/)-), water, -t- S'd/ia^g, a young
cow.] The earliest generic name of the arctic
sea-cow, Rhytina. Eetzius, 1794.
hydrodiffusion (Wdro-di-fu'zhon), re. [Gr.
vdup (v6p-), water, + E. diffusion.] The inter-
mingling of fluids.

hydro-economics (hi'dro-e-ko-nom'iks), n.
The economics of waters, water-rights, and
the uses of waters, particularly in their indus-
trial and sanitary relations. Science, April
21, 1905, p. 618. '

^

hydro-electric, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the
generation of electric currents by means of
water-power.- Hydro-electric bath. See *bathi.

hydro-electricity (hi«dr6-e-lek-tris'i-ti), n.
Electricity generated by means of "water-
power or steam,
hydro-electrothermic (W^dro-e-lek-tro-thSr'-
mik), a. A name given by Slavianoft to a
method of electric welding devised by him.
hydro-extractor (M'dro-eks-trak'tor), n. 1.A centrifugal machine, specifically one used



hydro-ertractor

by dyers, bleachers, and scourers to extract
water from textile material. The wet material is

placed In a perforated drum or basket and revolved at a
speed of from 500 to 1,000 or more revolutions per minute,
thus causing the wat«r to he expelled through the per-
forations by centrifugal force.

2. In tanning, a wringer for removing water
from, skins. Modern Jmer. Tanning, p. 36.

hydroferricyanate (bi"dr9-fer-i-si'a-nat), n.

A salt of nydroferrieyanie acid: riiore com-
monly called aferricyanide: as, potassium /er-
rieyanide.

hydroferrocyanate (M-dro-fer-6-si'a-iiat)i »
A salt of hydroferrooyanio aoid: more com-
monly called Siferroeyanide : as, potassium/er-
roeyanide.

hycuofobia, n. A simplified spelling of hydro-
phobia.

hydrofranklinite (hi-dro-frangk'lin-it), n. A
nydrated oxld of iron, manganese, and zinc,
occurring at Franklin Furnace, N. J. it was at
first supposed to be an independent Isometric species, but
is in fact identical with chalcophanite, having a rhombo-
hedi'al, not octahedral form.

hydrogallein (hi-dro-gal'f-in), n. [hydro-
galle-ic + -in'^.\ A colorless crystalline com-

pound, O < g«i^gij2 > c <
g6H£>

CO, pre-

pared from nydrogalleic aoid, of which it is

the auhydrid.

hydrogel (hi'dro-jel), n, [Ur. v8up iySp-),

water, + L. gel(a/re), cool (see *gel, ».).] A
gel in which the individual gelatinous par-
ticles are supposed to be surrounded by water

;

the gelatinous hydrate formed by a colloid.
The inorganic colloids or so-called hySrogelB have been

studied by Van Bemmelen. They are chiefly oliaracter-
ized by the peculiar structural relation they bear to
water. They can be hydrated and rehydrated indefinitely
unless by heating to too high a temperature the colloid
structure is destroyed. Baence, Feb. 6, 1903, p. 213.

hydrogen, n. Hydrogen compounds with strongly
electronegative elements or radicals, easily exqhangin^
hydrogen for strongly electropositive elements or radi-
cals to form salts, are the same as acids : as hydrogen
chlorid (hydrochloric aoid), hydrogen sulphate (sulphuric
acid), etc.— Cosmic bydroeen, the peculiar form of
hydrogen discovered by Pickering in i Puppis. The
lines of this series lie between those of the long-known
ordinary series, and in their arrangement follow a very
similar but not identical law.— Hydrogen dlozid, a
substance occurring in traces in the atmosphere, and
produced to some extent during the oxidation of tur-
pentine and otlier materials in presence of water, pre-
pared in quantity by the action of dilute sulphuric acid
on barium dioxid. It is a somewhat viscid, colorless
liquid (in mass of deeper blue color than water), of
density 1.5, with an irritant smell and harsh, acrid taste,

coiTosive to the skin and capable of bleaching colors
of organic origin, less volatile than water (boils at 184° F.

under 68 millimeters pressure), and easily decomposed
by heat or by contact with sundry substances, such as
spongy platinum, silver qxid, etc., into oxygen gas and
water. Its composition is represented by the formula
H2OQ, or, when acting as a radical in combination, HO.
Used hi certain processes of bleaching, in chemical
analysis, and as an antiseptic. Also known as hydrogen
peroxid and by a number of trade-names.— Hydro-
gen disease, a weakness in metals or alloys caused by
tlieir being permeated with hot and reducing gases.
Jour, of Franklin Iiist, July, 1905, p. 20.—Hydrogen
dlsulphld, a liquid of oil-like appearance and yellow
color, specific gravity about 1.7, obtained by addition of
dilute hydrochloric acid to a solution of calcium poly-
sulphids. It decomposes very easily into free sulphur
and sulphureted hydrogen, making it dit&cult to determine
its exact composition ; this is probably HgSg, analogous
to that of HjOo, or hydrogen dioxid.—Hydrogen mon-
OXld, the technical name of the common substance
water. Also called hydrogen protoxid. — Hydrogen
nitrate. Same as nitric acid (HNOo). — Hydrogen
nitride, a name which has been applied to nydrazoic
acid, but which might also be used for ammonia or for
hydrazine. — Hydrogen peroxid. See -khydrogen di-

oxid.—Byi.TOBea persulphld. Same as -khydrogen
disu(j>Aid.—Hydrogen protOXld. Same a.s, -khydrogen
monoxid.—Hydrogen selenlde. Same as seleniureted
hydrogen or hydroselenic acid (which see, imder hydrose-
Jemc).- Hydrogen sodium phosphate, sodium acid
phost>hate, either NaHaPOi or Na«HP04, more frequently
the latter of these, the common phosphate of soda of the
shops.—Hydrogen star. See *s«<iri.— Hydrogen sul-
phate. Same as sulphuric acid (H0SO4).— Hydrogen
trlnltrlde. Same as hydrazoic acid. See if^ydrazoic.—Hydrozyllc hydrogen hydrogen in combination
forming a part of the radical hydroxyl (HO). In com-
mon alcohol (CoHflO) one out of the six atoms of hydro-
gen is hydroxylic, the substance being ethyl hydroxid
(CaH6.H0).— Liquid hydrogen. The early experiments
of Cailletet and Piotet only indicated the probability

that hydrogen gas might be liquefied. Since then Ols-

zewski and Dewar have accomplished its liquefaction and
also solidification on a scale amply sufficient to permit
the study of its properties in the liquid and solid states.

Hydrogen at about —368° C. (or 16° above the absolute
zero of temperature) is a clear, colorless solid, which
melts at about—266.3 C. to an equally colorless liquid of a
density only .07 of that of water, boiling under common
atmospheric pressure at —252.5° C. Its critical tempera-
ture is about—220° C

—

Ozone hydrogen, a name given
by Osann to hydrogen liberated by^he action of an electric

current on water containing a little sulphuric acid. He
believed (hat it exhibited greater chemical activity than
ordinary hydrogen, thus resembling the more active form
of oxygen, ozone.— Fhosphureted hydrogen. See
^AocpAureted.— Tellnreted hydrogen. See tellureted.
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hydrogenase (hi'dro-je-nas), n. [hydrogen +
-ase.^ A type of reducing ferment.
hydrogenic (hi-dro-jen'ik), a. [hydrogen +
-jc] Same as hydrogenous, in any sense.

hydrogenization (hi'dro-jen-i-za'shon), n.

[hydrogenize + -ation.']
' In chem., the pro-

duction of combination with hydrogen.

hydrogeological (hi"dro-je-6-loj'i-kal), a. Of
or pertaining to hydrogeology.
hydxogode (hi'dro-god), n. [hydrog(en) +
Gr. (ioof, way.] In isteci., a negative terminal of
an electrolytic cell.

hydrografy, etc. A simplified spelling of hy-
drography, etc.

hydrograph (hi'dro-graf), n. [Gr. vSup {Up-),
water, + yp6}j>eiv, write.] 1. A diagram show-
ing the heights of water in a river day by day
during any interval.

The highest and lowest water, mean stage, and monthly
range at 134 river stations are given in Table VII. Hy-
drography for typical points on seven principal rivers are
shown on Chart V.

U. S. Mo. Weather Rev., Jan., 1902, p. 3.

2. An apparatus for automatically record-
ing the height of water in rivers or in wells,
analogous to the limnograph for lakes or to
a self-recording tide-gage for oceans. It has
a vertical scale for the height of water and a
horizontal scale for the time.

HydrograpMc chart, engineer. See *chart,
"^engineer.

hydrographically (hi-dro-graf'i-kal-i), adv.
By the art or methods of hydrography.
hydrohemia (hi-dro-he'mi-a), n. Same as Ivy-

dremia.

hydroherderite (hi-dro-h6r'der-it),
*herderite.

hydroholozid (M"dro-ho-lok'sid),

«

(gen)i+ Gr. 8Aof, whole,'+ E. oxid.']

thetical product of the union of a basic oxid
not merely with the elements of water but also
with those of hydrogen dioxid.

hydrohyalus (hi-dro-hi'a-lus), n. [Gr. viap
(vdp-), water, + iiaXoQ, glass.] A kmd of fix-

ative used to preserve the color of marble and
poros statues in the National Archaeological
Museum at Athens. It is a solution of calcined
soda in water in the proportion of one to two.
Jour. Hellenic Studies, X. 275.

hydroid, n. 2. A hydropolyp.
hydroidean (hi-droi'df-an), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the' Jbyd/roidea.

It. n. A hydroid polyp.

hydro-igneous (hi-dro-ig'ne-us), a. Same as
*agueo-ignemis.

hydroiodic (hi"dro-i-od'ik), a. Same as hy-
driodic.

hydroisatin (hi-dro-i'sa-tin), n. A colorless
unstable compound, CgH7N02 (?), formed by
the reduction of isatin.

hydrokineter (hi'dro-ki-ne'tSr), n. [Gr. vSup
(iSp-), water, + uvrfriip, a mover.] A device
for circulating the water in a steam-boiler
while the fire in the furnace is being started,

or when natural circulation or convection is

inadequate, it consists of a nozle, located below
the water-level, through which a jet of steam is thrown
inix) the water in the boiler, thus warming it and keeping
it in circulation. Marine Rev., Nov. 17, 1898, p. 16.

hydrol (hi'drol), n. [hydr{ogen) + -oZ.]. Ahy-
pothetical hydroxylated derivative of phenol-
phthalein. In general the name might be used
for compounds with a number of hydroxyl
groups, particularly if they are tautomeric.

HydrolagUS (hi-drol'a-gus), n. [NL., < Gr.
iidop {vdp-), water, + /toyZc, hare.] A subgenus

n. See

[hydro-
A hypo-

Hydrolagus coUUi.

(From Bulletin 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

of the genus CUmseira, typifiedby the elephant-

fish of the California coast, usually called

Chimsera colliei.

hydrolatry (W-drol'artri), ». [Gr. vSap (vdp-),

water, + Aarpeta, worship.] The worship of

water. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, April-June,

1903, p. 132.

hydrolutidin (M-dro-lu'ti-din), n. [Gr. Mop
(Mp-), water, + L. lutum, mud, + 4d + -m2.]

A ptomaine, C7H11N.

hydroneurosis

hydrolutite (hi-dro-lu'tlt), n. [Spelled, with
intended distinction, hydrolutyte ; < Gr. Mop
(vSp-), water, -I- L. lutum, mud, + -ite^.'] A
hydroolastic rock-flour; a water-transported
mud. Amer. Geol., April, 1904, p. 247.

hydrolymph (hi'dro-limf), ». [Gr. vSup (vdp-),

water, -I- L. lympha, water, lyiaph.] A more
or less colorless, watery fluid which consti-
tutes the blood of many invertebrates, espe-
cially the lower forms. Buck, Med. Hand*
book. III. 95.

hydrolyse, v. See *hydrolyee.

hydrolyst (hi'dro-list), n. [hydroly(,sis) +
-(i)st. ] A hydrolytie agent ; a substance which
causes hydrolysis. N. E. D.
hydrolyte (hi'dro-lit), n. [Gr. vSup (irfp-),

water, + Xvt6(, < Xvsiv, dissolve.] A substance
which is undergoing hydrolysis.

hydrolyze (hi'dro-nz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
hydrolyzed, ppr. hydrolyeing. [hydroly(sis) +
-(i)ze. Of. analyze."] To cause (a substance)
to undergo hydrolysis. This is often done indirectly
by the action of bases or acids, the metal or acid being
subsequently replaced by hydrogen and hydroxyl respec-
tively. Thus, if fat is treated with steam, fatty acids and
glycerol are formed : this is direct hydrolysis. If the
fat is heated with a solution of a base, glycerol and the
fatty acid salts of the base are produced, from which the
free fatty acids are liberated by the addition of a mineral
acid ; this is indvrect hydrolysis. The reaction is one of
extreme importance in chemistry.

The formation of starch, its chemical composition and
the changes it undergoes when hyd/rolysed.

Nature, April 16, 1903, p. 663.

hydromania, n. 2. A morbid impulse to
excessive drinking of water.
hydromase (hl'dro-mas), n. A ferment found
in the hyphse of certain fungi which is capable
of destroying the lignified walls of vegetable"
cells.

hydromechanical (hi"dro-me-kan 'i-kal) , o. Of
or pertaining to the science of liquids in
motion, or tomechanical devices in whichwater
is employed.
hydromeconic (hi"dr6-me-kon'ik), a. [hydro-
{gen) + meeonic.'] looting an acid, a color-
less, syrupy compound, CyH^QO^, which is

formed by the reduction of meconic acid. It
decomposes when heated.

hydromellitic (hi'''dro-me-lit'ik), a. [hydro-
{gen) + mellitic.'] Noting an acid, a colorless
compound, CJ2H12O12) prepared by the reduc-
tion of mellitic acid. It crystallizes with con-
siderable difficulty.

hydromellonic (hi*'dr6-me-lon'ik), a. [hydro-
(gen) + mellone + -jc. j Same as *cyamellonic.
hydromeningocele (hi'''dro-me-ning'go-sel), n.
[Gr. vdup (vdp-), water, + ' urjvLy^ (pLtiviyy-),

membrane, + Kipai, tumor. See meningoceU.^
A tumor caused by protrusion of the mem-
branes of the brain or spinal cord. It contains
cerebrospinal fluid, but no nerve substance.
hydrometallurgical (hi''''dro-met-a-ler'ji-kal),

a. Noting the performing of a ni'etallurgibal

process by hydraulic power.

hydrometamorphic (hi"dro-met-a-m6r'fik), a.
In geol., characteristic of, or produced by,
hydrometamorphism.

'hydrometeoric (hi"dro-me-te-or'ik), a. [hydro-
nieteor + -ic] Of or pertaining to the aqueous
phenomena of the atmosphere Hydrometeoric
equator. See kequator.

hydrometer, »— Tralles hydrometer, a hydrometer
so graduated that in a mixture of alcohol and water at
60° F. each degree of the scale represents 1 per cent, by
volume of pure alcohol of sp. gr. 0.7939. The indications
of this instrument ai'e legally in use in the United States.

hydrometrical (hi-dro-met'ri-kal), a. Same
as hydrometric.

hydromineral (hi-dro-min'e-ral), a. [Gr. Map
(iiip-), water, + E. mineral.'] Ifeelating to min-
eral waters ; noting the treatment of.disease by
means of medicinal springs.

hydromuconic (hi"dro-mu-kon'ik), a. Noting
two acids (dihydromuconic acids), which may
be obtained by the reduction of muconic aoid.
The A«P isomer, HOCOOH2CH2CH:CHCOOH, crystal-
lizes in plates, melting at 168-169° C. The A^V isomer,
HOCO.CHaCHiCHCHgCOOH, forms long, columnar crys-
tals, which melt at 196° C.

hydromuscovite (hi-dro-mus'ko-vit), n. See
muscovite.

hydromyelocele (hi-dro-mi'e-lo-sel), n. [Gr.
iidop (i6p-), water, + /iveUg, marrow, -I- K^Xr;,

tumor.] An excess of fluid in the central canal
of the spinal cord; hydromyelia.
hydronephros (hi-dro-nef'ros), w. [NL., < Gr.
v6(jp {Mp-), water, + ve<j)p6(, kidney.] Edema-
tous infiltration of the kidney.

hydroneurosis (hi"dro-nu-ro'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. iidup (iip-), water, +' NL. neurosis.'} An



hydroneurosis

exaggerated or pathological fondness forwater

;

an extreme tendency to hydropsyohoses. G.
S. Hall, Adolescence, 11. 194.

liydronitric (hi-dro-ni'trlk), a. [G-r. vSap
(Mp-), water, + NL'. niiricus, nitric.]— Hydro-
nitric acid. Same as -khydrazoic acid.

hydroparacoumaric (hi'dro-par-a-ko-mar'ik),

a. [hijdro(gen) + paracoumarie.'i Noting an
4 I

acid, a colorless compound, HOC6H4CH2CH2
COOH, found in urine and in the putrefaction-
products of tyrosin, and prepared by the re-

duction of paracoumaric acid. It forms small
monoelinic crystals and melts at 128-129° C.

hydropathic, a. II, n. [Short for hydropathic
estailishnmnt.'] A sanatorium in which the
treatment is chiefly hydropathic ; a water-cure
establishment.
There are also mud-baths and hydropathics.

JEncyc. Brit., XXX. 125.

hydroperoxid (Wdro-per-ok'sid), n. Same as

^hydrogen dioxid : a term not in general use.

hyd^ophil (hi'dro-fil), a. [Gr. v6op (HSp-),

water, -I- i^j/lof, loving.] 1. Capable of readily

taking up water ; hygroscopic ; bibulous.

Two electrodes of 10 sq. cm. surface were applied to the
ends of a space 10 cm. by 6 cm. on the shaven skin of a

rabbit, contact being made by means of hydrophil cotton
impregnated with a 1 per cent solution of zinc chloride.

Elect. World and migin., Nov. 28, 1903, p. 888.

2. In hot, same as hydrophilotcs.

hydrophilia (hi-dro-fil'i-a), n. [NXi., < Gr. iiSap

{i6p-), water, -I- -<l>i?.ia, < '^iXo(, loving.] Fond-
ness for being wet, for playing in or with
water, for watching and hearing the flow of

water, etc. 6. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 195.

hydrophilic (M-dro-fil'ik), a. Same as *hy-
drophil. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 694.

hydrophilous, a. 2. In phytogeog.-. (a) Requir-
ing much moisture : said of plants. (6) Less
properly, presenting conditions favorable to
such plants; hydrophytic. (c) Aquatic: applied
by Pound and Clements to a class of fungi.

Also hydrophil.— 3. In ewtora., having the char-

acter of a beetle of tlie genus HydropMl/us or
family Hi/drophilidx.

hydrophily (hi-drof'i-li), n. Same as *hy-
drophilia.

hydrophlorone (hi-dro-flo'rou), n. \hydro-
{gen) + phlorone.2 A colorless compound,

1 4 2.S

(CH!))2C6H2(OH)2, prepared by the action of

sulphur dioxid on phlorone. It crystallizes In

pearly, lustrous leaves, melts at 212° C, and sublimes.
Also called hydroparaxyloquirume, or l.i-diniethylphen-
diol(2.6).

hydrophobiac (hi - dro - f
6

' bi - ak), n. [hydro-

phobia + -oc] One who is affected with hy-
drophobia.
hydrophobian (hi-dro-fo'bi-an), n. [hydro-
phobia -¥ -an.] Same' as *hy^rophobiao.
hydrophobist ( lu-dro-f6'bist), n. [hydropho-
bia + -jsi.] One who has a morbid dread or
fear of water. N. E. D.
hydrophobous (hi-drof'o-bus), a. Same as hy-
drophofne.

hydrophone (M'dro-fon), ». [Gr. Map (iSp-),

water, -t- 0ui4, a sound.] 1. An instrument
for detecting the flow of water in a pipe
(thus locating waste) by the sounds produced
in a microphone.—2. An instrument used in
ausciiltation whereby sounds are conveyed
through a column of water.
hydrophore, n. 2. A flattened, or saucer-

shaped, pedunculate appendage, in campanu-
larian hydroids, representing a reduced hydro-
theca.

hydrophoria (hi-dro-fo'ri-a), n. [Gr. vSpo^pla

(fem. sing.), water-carrying, also, like the
usual iidpo^dpia (neut. pi.), a festival so called,

< vdpo(p6pog, carrying water: see hydrophore.^

In Gr. antiq., a water-carrying; a group of

women carrying water from a fountain: a
subject often represented on the Greek hydria,

or water-pots.

hydrophthalic (M-drof-thal'ik), a. [hydro-

(gen) + phthalic.l Noting an acid, a sub-

stance formed by the addition of hydrogen to

phthalic acid. Seventeen such compounds are known.
They differ (1) by the number of atoms, 2, i, or 8, of hydi-o-

gen added to the phthalic acid ; (2) by the different posi-

tions of the double unions in the molecule; (3) by the

spatial arrangement of the groups, which leads, in some
cases, to J^he exhibition of optical activity. The com-
pounds have proved to be of extreme importance in the

study of the constitution of benzene.

hydrophyte, «. 2. In phytogeog., a plant

adapted to live under conditions of abundant
moisture, or, in late usage, abundant physio-

logical moisture. Compare *mesophyte and
*xerophyte.
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hydrophytic (hi-dro-fit'ik), a. [hydrophyte +
-jc] 1. Having the character of a hydro-

phyte : as, a hydrophytic plant ; composed of

hydrophytes : as, a hydrophytic formation.— 2.

Presenting conditions favorable to hydro-

phytes: as, a hydrophytic locality.

hydrophyton, «. 2. A chitinous or calcare-

ous skeleton frequently secrete'' at the base
of the polyp-stocks of the Hydrozoa.

hydropicoline (hi-dro-pik'o-lin), n. [hydro-

(gen) -t- piooUne.~] A colorless liquid,

^Ji2^CH2.CH2 ^^^"'

prepared by the reduction of the correspond-
ing methylpyridine. It boils at 125-126° C.

Also called 13-pipecoline, or 3-methylpiperidine.

/TTi

hydropiperic (hi"dr6-pi-per'ik), a. [hydropi-

per-ine + -ic] Pertaining to hydropiperiue.
— Hydropiperic acid, a colorless compound, C11H12O4,
prepared by the reduction of piperic acid. It crystallizes

in long, thin needles and melte at 75-76° C.

hydroplane (hi'dro-plan), n. [Gr. vSup (idp-),

water, -t- E. plane^, ?i.] A name given by its

inventor to the horizontal side-submerging
rudder of the Lake type of submarine boat.
There are two of these horizontal rudders on
each side of the boat manipulated m unison

;

when they are inclined forward and downward
they cause the boat to be submerged bodily
instead of having a diving motion.
hydroplastics (hi-dro-plas'tiks), n. Same as
*hydropla:Sty.

hjrdroplaiSty (hi-dro-plas'ti), n. [Gr. vSop
(iiSp-), water, + -rrAaardc, formed, -f- -!/3.] The
electric deposition of metal upon molds or

forms; hydroplastics; galvanoplasty.
hydroplutonic (M'dro-plo-ton'ik), a. [Gr.

Map (i6p-), water, + E. Plutonic.'] In geol.,

noting deep-seated igneous processes which
involve water as well as heat.

Hydropneumatic brake. See *irake3.

hydropolyp, n. 2. A hydrula.

hydropore (hi'dro-por), n. [Gr. Map (Up-),
water, -H Trdpoc, pore.] In larval echinoderms,
a pore opening from the left hydrocele to the
exterior.

hydropot (M'dro-pot), n. [Gr. iSpoirorrig, a
water-drinker, <t v6ap (Mp-), water, + v&njg,

drinker.] A water-drinker ; a teetotaler.

hydropotassic (M'dro-po-tas'ik), a. [hydro-
(gen) + potass-ium + -io.'] In chem., contain-
ing both hydrogen and potassium as constitu-
ents : as, hydropotassic sulphate (KHSO4).
hydropsical (hi-drop'si-kal), a. [hydrops{y) -f-

-ical.'] Same as dropsJcaZ. .Bacfc, Med. Hand-
book, V. 332.

hydropsychosis (hi-drop-si-ko'sis), n.
;
pi. hy-

dropsyohoses (sez). [NL., < Gr. Map (ydp-),

water, -1- NL. ^syeftosis.] In psychol., a speci-
fic mental process aroused by and referring to
water; especially, in genetic psychol, a mani-
festation of interest in and fondness for water,
supposed to be atavistic.
Youth works a sea change and the hydropsychofies strike

inward. ... I can not read these youttiful ebullitions
without inclining to believe in residual traces that hark
back through ages, and that the soul is still marked like
our body by vestiges of pelagic life.

O. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 196.

hydropyridic (hi"dro-pi-rid'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to the hydropyridines.
hydropyridine (hi-dro-pir'i-din), n. [hydro-
(gen) + pyridine.} A' class name applied, in
organic chemistry, to compounds derived from
pyridine by the addition of two, four, or six
atoms of hydrogen, respectively, giving deriv-
atives of dihydropyridine, C5H7N, tetrahydro-
pyridine, C5H9N, and hexyhydropyridine,
C5H11N. Many of the compounds are closely
related to alkaloids and to ptomaines.

hydrocLUinine (hi-dro-kwin'in),«. [hydro(gen)
-^ quinine.'] 1. A bitter, alkaline, levorotatory
alkaloid, C20H26O2N2.2H2O, found in cinchona
bark, together with quinine, which it closely
resembles in medicinal and general chemical
properties. It crystallizes m needles, and,
when dehydrated, melts at 172.3° C— 2. A
greenish resin, 0203^603^3-^20, formed by
the reduction of quinine m acid solution. It

softens at 35° C. and melts at 100° C.

hydrorhabd (M'dro-rabd), n. [Gr. Map {Mp-),
water, -I- fta^Sog, rod.] The rhabdosome of the
graptolites.

hydrorudite (hi-dro-ro'dit), n. [Spelled with
intended distinction hydrorudyte, < Gr. Map
{Mp-), water, -I- rudus, rubble, + -ite^.] A
fragmental rock of coarse grain, formed by the
action of water; a conglomerate. Amer. Geol.,

April, 1904, p. 247.

Hydroscope,

hydrostatist

hydrosalt (hi 'dro -salt), n. [hydro{gen) +
salt^.] Same as add salt (which see, under
salfi^).

Hydrosauria (hi-dro-sa'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Map {Mp-), water, -I- aaiipog, a lizard.] Same aa

Crocodilia (which see).

hydroscheocele (hi-dros'ke-o-sel), n. [Gr.

Map {Mp-), water, -1- E. oscheocele.] Scrotal

hernia containing fluid.

hydroscope, n. 3. An apparatus for observing

objects in tie sea or on the sea-bottom, it (

sists of a steel tube caiTying

twelve lenses acting as an
objective and a series of mir-

rors arranged within the
tube to reflect light to a sort

of camera-obscura house
above. The platform of the
float can carry four people.

The apparatus was invented
by Giuseppe Pino. Elect. .

World and Engin., Jan. 24,

1903, p. 181.

hydroscopic (hi - dro-

skop'ik), a. 1. Same
as hygroscopic, 2.— 2.

Of or pertaining to the
hydroscope.
hydroscopical (hi-dro-

skop'i-kal), a. Same as
^hydroscopic.

hydroscopist (hi'dro-
sko-pist), n. [As hy-

droscope + -ist.] One
who searches for water
with the. assistance of

a divining-rod.

hydrosilicarenite (hi'dro - sil - i - kar'f - nit), «.

[Spelled with intended distinction -y'te ; < Gr.

Map {Mp-), water, + NL. .lilica + L. arena,

harena, sand, -I- -ite^.'] A medium-grained

silieious hydroelastic rock; a sandstone.

Amer. Geol., April, 1904, p. 247.

hydrosilicate (hi-dro-sil'i-kat), n. [Gr. Map,
(Mp-), water, + B. silicate.] A silicate which
contains water, particularly one which gives

off water readily upon heating. It is impossible
to draw the line between true hydrous silicates and those

basic (or acid) species containing hydro^l (or hydrogen)
and which give off water on intense ignition.

hydrosilicilutite (hi^dro-sil'i-si-lo'lat), n.

[Spelled with intended distinction -yte; < Gr.

Map ( Mp-), water, + L. silex, flint, -I- lutum,

mud, -1- -ite^.] A fine-grained silieious hy-
droelastic rock ; a fine silieious mud ; a fine

silieious shale. Amer. Geol., April, 1904, p.

247.

hydrosilicirudite (hi'''dro-sil"i-si-r8'dit), ji.

[Spelled with intended distinction -yte; < Gr.

Map {Mp-), water, + L. silex, flint, + rudus,

rubble, H- -ite^.] A coarse silieious hydro-
clastic rock ; a silieious conglomerate. Amer.
Geol., April, 1904, p. 247.

hydrosodic (hi-dro-s6'dik), a. [hydro{ge^ +
sod-ium -I- -ic.] In chem., containing both hy-
drogen and sodium as constituents:' as, hy-

drosodic sulphate (sodium-acid sulphate,
NaHSOi).
hydrosol (hi'dro-sol), n. [hydr{ate) + sol-

{uble).] In chem., a term proposed by Graham
to signify the soluble hydrate of "a colloid

substance, it has been used to include metals, as gold
or silver, in a state of extreme subdivision and perma-
nently suspended or apparently dissolved in water.

hydrosorbic (hi-dro-s6r'bik), a. [hydro{gen)
+ sorbic.] Derived from hydrogen and sorbie
acid— Hydrosorbic acid, a colorless liquid, CH3CH2
CHiCHCHgCOOH, formed by the reduction of sorbic
acid. It boils at 208° C. Also called p-y-hexenie add.

hydrosphy^ograph (hi-dro-sfig'mo-graf), n.

[Gr. Map {Mp-), water, -I- fi. sphygmagraph.]
A device consisting of a cylinder containing
water and connected with a registering tube,
used torecord the amount of blood forced with
each pulsation into a limb incased in the a.p-

paratus.

With the sphygmograph (or, rather, the hydrotphygrm-
graph) he observed the degree of excitement produced
on various individuals by the sight of wine, cigars, food,
money, and photographs of nude women. »

H. H. Ellis, The Criminal, p. 122.

hydrospiric (M-dro-spi'rik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the hydrospires of the Blastoidea.
Amer. Geol., Jan., 1904, p. 46.

hydrostatic, a. 2. In phytogeog., taiking'pla.ae
under conditions of substantially uniform
wetness : said of a succession of vegetations.
F. E. Clements— Hydrostatic head. See*head.

hydrostatist (hi'dro-sta-tist), n. [hydrostat-
{ic) -I- -ist.] Same as hydrostatician.
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liydrostome (hi'dro-stom), n. [Gr. vSup (vdp-), hydrotimetry (U-dio-tim'e-tri), n. [Gr. i6p6-

water, + <TT(5/«i, mouth.] The mouth of a hy- T»7f, moisture, + -//er/jfo, </i^rpoi', measure.] In
droid polyp, or hydranth. chem., the determination of the degree of hard-

hydrosulpnid, n. 3. A compound in -which ness of a natural water. See hydrotimeter.
one of the atoms of hydrogen in hydrosul- hydrotropic, a. 2. In phytogeog.. governed
phurie acid (sulphureted hydrogen) is re- by conditions which change from dry to wet
placed by a more strongly electropositive •

- -
- _ _

element or radical : as, sodium hydrosulphid
(NaHS). Jour. Soo. Chem., IX. 804.

iydrosulphite, hydrosulfite (hi-dro-sul'fit), n.

[hydrosulph(uroiis) + -ite^.l In chein., a salt

of hydrosulphurous acid, now called hyposul-

said of a succession of vegetations. F. E.
Clements.— 3. Inpsychol., interested in water;
tending to hydropsychoses.

In the normal Soul there is now an outcrop of the same
psychic strata which once created and gave life and
sacredness to lustrations, baptisms, oracles, water deities,
philosophemes like those of Thales, who made waterphurous acid (H2S2O4)

hydrosulphocyanic (hi-dr9-8ul"l9-8i-an'ik), a.

[hydro(gen) + sulphooyame.'] In chem., same
as sulphoeyanie, more properly thiocyamc : as,

hydrosulphocyamc acid (now tMocyanic acid).

hydrosatphuric (Wdro-sul-fu'rik), a. [hydro-
(gen) + sulphur + -»c.] In chem., containing
hydrogen and sulphur as constituents : as, hy-
drosulphurie acid.

hydrosyriagomyelia (hi"dr6-si-ring"g6-mT-e'-
h-a), ». [!^L., <_Gr. Map -(Wp-), waiter, + j^^ See*hydroxy.
avpLyHcvpcrY-), a pipe,+ /.t;eAdf, marrow.] The hidJoxanthic (^-drok.
formation of cavities in the spinal cord, to- "/'"."'.""•"•'j-.v".' ^""
gether with accumulation of fluid in the cen-
tral canal.

hydrotachymeter (hi"dro-ta-kim'e-t6r), n.

lhydr(aulic) + tachymeteir.']
' A governor or

regulator for indicating and controlling the
speed of a hydraulic turbine. Nature, March
5, 1903, p. 431

the source of all things, or of Heraclitus, who saw in
vapor, water, and ice the key to the universe which was
constantly fluxing up or down the long way of lureflca-
tion and condensation between ether and rock. So, too,
the stream is in a hundred ways the type of life. The
soul is hydrotropic, and this is the sacred hour of oppor-
tunity for bringing these dim and dumb molimena of the
soul to their issue, for wedding the individual prompt-
ings to the best that literature, art, history, of the races
have to offer in a way that makes teaching at its best
such a high and sacred calling.

O. S. Hall, Adolescence, ,11. 197.

san'thik), a. [liydro-
(gen) + xanthic.'] Same as xanthic.

hydroxid, n—sodium hydroxld, caustic soda (NaHO),
extensively manufactured, especially for soap-boilers' use

:

often but improperly called sodlura hydrate.—Strontiuin
hydroxid, a material used in the strontic process for
treating beet-root molasses ; chiefly prepared by strongly
heating the mineral strontianite in a gas-flred kiln with a
basic lining, and afterward slaking the strontia thus ob-
tained by addition of water, dissolving, and crystallizing.

hydrotactic (hi-dro-tak'tik), a. [hydrotaxis liydroxidated (hi-drok'si-da-ted), a. ihydroxid
(-toct-) + -ic] Of or pertaining to the move- + -ate\ + -ed^."] In c^i»., converted into a
ment of cells or of organisms in relation to hydroxid.

hydroxy- (hi-drok' si-). [hydr{ogen)+oxy{gen).]
An initial member in many compound terms
in chemistry, often written as if a separate
word, hydroxy, indiea4;ing that the substance
designated contains the hydroxyl radical or
group, HO. The term oxy- is often used, less
correctly, with the same meaning.—Hydroxy
add, an organic acid which 'contains, in addition to
carboxyl, one or more hydroxyl groups. These give alco-
holic properties to the compound in addition to its char-
acter as an acid. Such compounds are often, less correctly,
called oxj/acjds.—Hydroxycomponnd, m chem., acom-
pound of which the radical hydroxyl is a constituent.

—

jj
Hydroxy group. Same as hydroxyl.

name hydroxyacetone (hi-drok-si-as'e-ton), n. Same
as *acetol.

moisture ; exhibiting hydrotaxis
Itydrotasimeter (hi"dro-ta-sim'e-t6r), n. [Gr.
vSup (iSp-), water, + E. tasim^ter.'] An electric
device for indicating the level of water in a
tank or reservoir.

hjdrotaxis (hi-dro-tak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
vSup ivdp-), water, + rafif, disposition.] The
movement of a cell or of an organism in rela-

tion to moisture.
hydrotechnic (hi-dro-tek'nik), a. Of or per-
taining to hydrotechny; relating to hydraulic
engineering.

hydrotechnical (hi-dro-tek'ni-kal), a.

as *hydroteahnio.

hydrotechnics (hi-dro-tek'niks), n.

*}wdrotechny.
hydrotechnologist (hi"dro-tek-noro-jist), n.

[Gt. v6ap (iidp-), water, + E. technolog-y + -is*.]

hydroxyacid (hi-drok'si-as"id), n. See *oxy-
acid.

hydroxyanunonia (hi-drok'si-a-mo'ni-a), n.

A j • iv, 4. e t.
4^ .T- J. -v J.-

°*™^ ^s *hydToxylamine.
One versed m the art of storing and distribut- hydroxyaromatic (hi-drok"'si-ar-6-mat'ik), a.
ing water, or in the general problems relating Noting any organic compound, of the aromatic
to water-supply. series, which contains one or more hydroxyl
As to the physics of running water, hydrotechnologists groups. Nature, Feb. 5, 1903, p. 832.

have recognized the dependence of velocity on the de- hvdrOXVaZO-. A prefix in chemistrv. See
olivity of the water surface and depth. iZZZZi.

(}eog.Jaiir.(R.Q.S.),X.m.*0^y«'^0--
,r.- ., , i^ , - shydroxybenzene (hi-drok-si-ben zen), n. A

hydrotechnology (M "dro - tek - nol '6 - ji),

[Gr. v6ap (lidp-), water. + E. teci

The scientific study of hydrotechny,

phenol.
] hydroxycarbamide (hi-drok^si-kar'ba-mid), i

See *hydroxylearbamide.
hydrotechny (hi'dro-tek-ni), n. [^. Mop hydroxycomenic (lu-drok"si-ko-men'ik), a.
(i(5p-), water, + t^OTj art.] That brtmoh of "• ~

' .,„/.'
hydraulic engineering which deals with the
storage and distribution of water; the tech-

nics of water-supply.

In Arizona, Mexico, and Peru reservoirs and aqueducts
prove that hydrotechny was underatood.

Bncyc. Brit., XXV. 374.

hydrotherapic (hi"'dro-the-rap'ik), a. [hydro-
therap-y + -ic] Same as hydn

Hydrothermal fusion. See ^fusion.

hydrothionsmia (hi'dro-thi-o-ne'mi-a), n.

[Gr. vSop {vSp-), water, + Belav, sulphur, +
alp.a, blood;] The presence in the blood of

\hyd/r{pgen) + oxy(gen) + eomenic.'] Noting a
colorless compound, C6H40e, formed by the
oxidation of meconic acid by hydrogen peroxid.
It crystallizes in small modular pnsms, or long, fine

needles, melting at 275° C.

hydroxydimethylpyrone (hi-drok^si-di-meth-
il-pi'ron), n. \hydr(ogen) + oxy{gen) + (iJ-2

+ methyl + pyrone.l A colorless compound,

CO < cH^C(^CH )^^ ^ ^' ^o'«ied by the axida-

tion of dimethylpyrone in hydrogen peroxid.
It crystallizes in needles, melts at 162.5° C,
and may be sublimed. " " See

hygrology

hydroxylated (M-drok'si-la-ted), p. a. Con-
taining the hydroxyl group or radical.

hydroxylation (hi-drok-si-la'shon), n. [hy-
droxylate + -ion.} In chem., combination with
the radical hydroxyl, HO.
hydroxylcarbamide ( hi-drok-sil-kar'ba-mid),
n. A colorless compound, H2NCONHOH,
prepared by the action of hydroxylamine ni-
trate on potassium cyanate. It crystallizes in needles
and melts at 130° C. Also called hydroxycarbmnide,
hydroxyurea, and, formerly, hydroxylurea.

hydroxylic (hi-drok-sil'ik), a. [hydroxyl +
-ic.] Pertaining to or containing the hyc&oxyl
group; Ehdyc. Brit, XXVIII. 364 Hydroxylic
Hydrogen. See *hydrogen.

hydroxylinolein (hi-drok"'si-li-n6'le-in), n.

\hydr{ogen) + oxy(gen) + L. Unmn, flax, -I-

oleum, oil, + -im*.] in chem., a neutral sub-
stance believed to be formed during the dry-
ing of linseed-oil by the absorption of oxygen
from the air: essentially the same as *Unoxyn
(which see).

hydroxylurea (hi-drok-si-lu'rf-a), n. Same as
*hydroxylcarl)amide.

hydroxypyrone (hi-drok-si-pi'ron), n. \}w)dr{o-

gen) + oxy(gen) + Gr. irvp, fire, + -one.2 A
COH • CH

colorless compound, CO < q^ . A^ > O, pre-

pared by the distillation of meconic acid.

It crystallizes in large prisms, melts at 117°

C, boils at 227-228° C, and sublimes at the
ordinary temperature.
hydroxysulphid (hi-drok-si-sul'fid), n. In
chem., a compound, containing both hydroxyl
and sulphur, as calcium hydroxid and hydro-
sulphid occurring combined (or merely
mixed) in the tank waste of alkali works.
G. Lunge, Sulphuric Acid, II. 817.

hydroxyurea (hi-drok-si-fi'rf-a), «. Same as
*h/udroxylurea and *hydroxytedrbamide.
hyuozone (M'dro-zon), n. lhydr(ogen) +
ozone.'] A trade-name for hydrogen dioxid.

hydrula (hi'drii-la or hid'ru-la), n.; pi. hy-
drulee (-le). [NL.'J dim. of liydra, hydra.] In
the development of hydroid polyps, the stage
succeeding the planula, the simple polyp
having a disk of attachment at its proximal
end, and at the distal end a manubrium and
a circlet of tentacles. By the budding of
the hydrula a branched colony is produced.
hydruresis (hi-drO-re'sis), n. [Gt. Map (iSp-),

water, + (Aprjaiq, urination.] Same as hy-
druria.

hydrureted, hydruretted (hi'dr5-ret-ed), d.
In chem., combined with hydrogen an anti-
quated term at no time in general use.

hydurilate (hi-dii'ri-lat),m. [hyduril4c + -o<e^.]

A salt of hydurilic acid.

hydurilic (hi-du-ril'ik), a. \hyd{rogen) + ur(ic)
+ 41 + -»c.] looting an acid, a colorless com-

pound, CO < ^^38 > CH :CH < 3oNH ^ C0(?),

formed by the oxidation. of uric acid and by
the prolonged boiling of alloxan and alloxantin
with dilute sulphuric acid. It is obtained in
small tetragonal columnar crystals with2H20,
or pulverulent with IH2O, and is a strong
dibasic acid.

hyenasic (hi-e-na'sik), a. [Iiyen4c + -ase +
-ic.'\ Same as *hyenic, 2.

hyenic, a. 2. In cftem., derived from the hyena.
—Hyenic acid, a colorless compound, C24H49COOH:,
found in combination with glycerol in the anal granalar
pouches of the striped hyena {Hysena striata) and in the
fat of sheep's wool. It crystallizes in nodules and melts
at 77-78° C.

Hyetal coeflS.cient. Beeplumometric ^coefficient.

hyfen, ». and v. t. A simplified spelling of

hydrogen s^phid, as in certain forms of auto- hydroxyketone (hi-drok-si-ke'ton),

intoxication. JSMcfc. Med. Handbook. I. 642. *oxyJce1one.
intoxication. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 642. . ,- , . /i.- j 1 ., /. ^ r,

hydrothionic (hi"(ir6-thi-on'ik), a. [Gr. Mop hydroxylamine (hi-drok-sil-am'm), n. [hy-
".•'."J'Y"""', > „. , , '.' ] jfotinff droxyl + amine.] A colorless basic compound,

NH2OH, prepared by the reduction of various
oxygen derivatives of nitrogen, it ciystallizes in

scales, or hard needles, melts at 33° C, boils at 68° C.

under 22 millimeters pressure, and easily explodes when
heated. In its general properties and in those of its salts

it closely resernbles ammonia, with the exception that it

readily reduces certain metallic salts such as those of sil-

ver or mercury. It is much used in organic chemistry
for the isolation of ketones or aldehydes. Occasionally

called Aj/droajs/ommomo.—Hydroxylamine nitrate, a

colorless crystalline compound, HONH3NO5, the salt of

nitric acid and hydroxylamine. It is readily soluble in

absolute alcohol and decomposes into water and nitric

oxid when heated.

hydroxylate (U-drok'si-lat), v. t; pret. and
pp. hydroxylated, ppr. hydroxylating. \hy-

droxyl + -afei.] In chem., to cause to com-
bine with the radical hydroxy!. Eep. Brit.

Ass'n Advancement of Set., 1900, p. 298.

{ySp-), water, 4- deXm, sulphur, + -jc] Noting
an acid discovered by Sehiltzenberger and first

called by him hydrosulphurous add, now gen-
erally called hyposulphurous acid, this latter

name having formerly been used for a different

substance now known as thiosu^hurie acid,

H2S2O3. The formula for Schtitzenberger's

acid is probably H2S2O4. It is an energetic,

reducing agent.

hydrothionuria (hi'^dro-thi-o-nu'ri-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. irfu.j {iSp-), water, +' delov, sulphur, +
oiipov, urine.] The elimination of hydrogen
sulphid in the urine.

hydrotic, a. 2. Noting an acid, a syrupy com-
pDund, C5H9O7N, found in perspiration.

hydrotimetric (hi*'dro-ti-met'rik), a. Relating
to hvdrotimetry.

S.— 39

hygiastic (hi-'ji-as'tik), a. [Gr. iyLoaTiKdQ,
serving to heal, < vyid^eiv, heal, < vyi^g, healthy

:

see hygiene.] Same as hygienic.

hygiastics (hi-ji-as'tiks), n. Same as hygiene.
hygric (hi'grik), a. [Gr. iyyp6g, moist, + -ic]
Relating to moisture or humidity.

HalluciiKttions of cutaneous and thermal sensibility, of
pain, of the muscular sense, hallucinatory sensations of
moisture on the skin (hygric hallucfnations).

LoMnet, April 18, 1903, p. 1115.

hygrinic (hi-grin'ik), a. [hygrine + -ic] De-
rived from hygrine— Hygrinic acid, a colorless
compound, CH3NC4H7COOH, prepared by the oxidation
of the base CgHiBON (from hygrine). With IH2O it

crystallizes in needles, softens at 85° C, and melts at 130°

C; when dehydrated the melting-point is 164° C.

hygrograph, n—Halr-hygrograph. an instrument,
based on the principle of the hair-hygrometer, used for
recording variations in the moisture of the air.

hygrology, n. 2. The study of the origin and
properties of aqueous vapor, including its



hygrology

evaporation, condensation, pressure, relative
humidity, density, weight, and all the rela-
tions of vapor or moisture to the atmosphere.
hygroma, ».—nelschman's hygroma, an enlai^e-
ment ol a bursa lying to the outer side of tlie genioglossus
muscle in the floor of the mouth.

hygrometer, «—Dnfonr's hygrometer, a porous
diaphragm through which the vapor diffuses at a rate
which varies with the difference of the elastic vapor pres-
sures on either side of the diaphragm. The air within the
diaphragm is kept saturated. Schidlofski modified this
by using a metallic vessel containing water and having a
porous cap over the opening, and a similar vessel contain-
ing air that is dried by a chemical absorbent The differ-

ential rate of diffusion is the basis of the calculation of
relative humidity.—Edelmann'B hygrometer, a hy-
grometer which determines the tension or volume of the
vapor present in a gaseous form, without taking account
of any particles of fog that may be present in the atmos-
phere.—Hair-hygrometer, an instrument for the mea-
surement of humidity in which the influence of moisture
upon the length of a hair is used. A human hair, freed
from fat by treatment with alkali, is suspended vertically.

The lower end passes around a pulley, to which a pointer
is attached, and is held taut by means of a weight In
moist air the hair absorbs water and increases in length.
Changes of length, indicative of variations in the humidity
of the sun'ounding atmosphere, cause a rotary movement
of the pointer along a circular scale.—Mason's hygrom-
eter, the wet-and-di-y bulb or psychrometer as arranged by
Mason, now replaced by the whirled, sling, or ventilated
psychrometer.—Renoux-Matem hygrometer, 'a hy-
grometer which determines the deficit of tension or the
quantity of water-vapor needed in order to saturate a
given space, whence follows the quantity that was already
present—Trouton's electrical dew-point hygrom-
eter, an apparatus in which the deposit of the slightest
film of moisture on a polished metallic surface is an-
nounced by the completion of the electric circuit through
the dew.—Trouton's gravimetric recordinghygrom-
eter, an apparatus in which the weight of a hygromet-
ric body with its varying amount of moisture is recorded
by an inked stylus on a revolving drum of graduated
paper. The weight is assumed to vary with the hygro-
metric state or relative humidity of the atmosphere.

Hygrometric water. See *water.
hygrometrically (hi-gro-met'ri-kal-i), adv. In
a manner pertaining or relating to the mois-
ture of. the air; by means of hygrometry or of
the hygrometer.

hygrometricity (hi*gro-me-tris'i-ti'), n. {hy-
grometric + -}*!/.] The property of being hy-
grometric or of becoming moist by the absorp-
tion of water from the atmosphere.

hygrOJ)hant (hi'gro-faut), n. [Gr. iypiSf, wet,
+ -(l>avTriQ, < (jialvuv, show.] A special form of
hygrometer graduated to indicate humidity
and temperature directly.

hygrophll (hi'gro-fil), a. [Gr. iypdf, moist, +
<piAo(, loving.] Same as *hygropidlous.
hygrophilous (M-grof'i-Ius), a. [Gr. irypS^,

moist, -I- 0i/lof, loving, + -ous.'\ Moisture-
loving; in phytogeog., having the character of
a hyerophyte. First used by Thurmann (1849), who
regarded hygrophilous plants as correlated with eugeogen-
ous soils. Also hygrophll. See quotation under -Axe-

rophiloits.

hygrophily (hi-grof'i-li), n. \hygrophil + -^3.]

Adaptation for life in damp places. Encyc.
Brit., XXV. 432.

h^grophthalmic (;hi-grof-tharmik), a. [Gr.
vyp6;, moist, -t- ixpdaXfidf, eye.] Eelating to
moisture in the eyes ; laerymal.
hygrophyte (M'gro-fit), n. [Gr. vypd^, wet, -1-

(fivrdv, plant.] In phytogeog., same as *hydro-
phyte: apparently first used by Wiesner (1889),
in the form hygrophyta, by him opposed to hy-
drophyta.

Typical hygrophytes have weakly developed roots, elon-
gated axes, and large thin leaf-blades.

A. F. W. Schimper (trans.), Plant-Geog., p. 17.

hygroplasm (hi'gro-plazm), n. Same as hygro-
ptasma.
hygroscopically (hi-gro-skop'i-kal-i), adv. In
tlie manner of a bygroscopie substance.

hygroscopy (hi-gros'ko-pi), n. [hygroscope +
-i/S.] 1. The art of using the hygroscope.

—

2. The art of making hygroseopes.— 3. The
actual observation of the general condition of

the atmosphere as to moistness or dryness.

—

4. The art of making the presence of aqueous
vapor apparent by some one of its visible ef-

fects, such as cloud, haze, change of color,

change of form or shape, expansion, etc.

hygrothermal (hi-gro-ther'mal), a. [Gr. iyp6c,

moist, -I- Bipfo;, heat, + -al^!'] Relating to a
special combination of hygrometric and ther-

mal conditions: as, a hygrothermal area, one
whose condition is included within given lim-

its as to temperature and humidity.

Hylaeohatrachus (hi"le-o-bat'ra-kus), n. [Gr.

vkaloi;, pertaining to the forest, + ^arpaxoi, a
frog.] A genus of anurous Amphibia repre-

senting the earliest known urodeles. It occurs

in the Lower Cretaceous of Belgium.

hylegiacal (hi-lf-ji'a-kal), a. [hyleg + -i-ac-

610

al.1 In ostroZ., belonging to^the hyleg. Zad-
iciel. Gram, of Astrol., i. 15.

hylic (M'lik), a. [Gr. vh-Kog, < vTai, matter.]

Pertaining to matter ;, material : among the

Gnostics opposed to psychic and pneumatic.
hylogenesis, «. 2. The manufacture or pro-

duction of substances by a cell: for example,
the production by a cell of substances which
are to be secreted or removed from the cell,

as contrasted with their secretion or removal.

The process of the manufacture of substances by a cell

I have . . . proposed to call '^hylogetiem," literally

meaning the formation of substance.
A. Mathews, BioL Lectures, 1899, p. 166.

hylonism (hi'lo-nizm), n. [Gr. i/l;?, matter, -1-

-» -t- -ism.'\ Theoretical materialism. Haeckel
(trans.). Wonders of Life, p. 82.

hylopathian (hi-lo-path'i-an), a. [hylopath-
ism + -i-an.'i Same as hylopathic. Cudworth,
Intell. Syst., III. 402.

hylophyte (hi'lo-fit), n. [Gr. vlri, wood, -I-

ipvTuv, plant.] A woody plant. Hylophytes
are treated by the authors of the term as a
subdivision of the mesophytes. Pound and
Clements.

hylotropic (hi-lot'ro-pik), a. [Gr. vh/, matter,
+ TpdTzoQ, turn, + -jc] Capable of change
from one phase into another, without varia-
tion of the properties of the residue and of the
new phase ; not separable into two or into frac-
tions having different composition. The term
hylotropic body is the same as chemical indimduai or
substance, but is broader than this.

Bodies of the first description we will call solutions,

and of]the second, hylotropic bodies. You will be inclined
to call the latter substances or chemical individuals, and
indeed both concepts are most nearly related. However,
the concept of a nylotropic body is somewhat broader
than that of a substance. Jfature, May 5, 1901, p. 16.

hylotropy (hi-lot'ro-pi), «. Ihylotrop-ic +
-^3.] 'The condition of being hylotropic.

Thus the chemical element is defined as a substance
which retains its hylotropy under all conditions ; and the
difference between elements and compounds lies, not so
much in the ultimate nature of the two classes of sub-
stances, as in the extent to which they possess .a cei'tain

quality

—

hylotropy.
Bleetrochem. Industry, Sept., 1904, p. 361.

hylozoic, a. 2. Same as *zodm,imetic.

Hymenocallis (hi " men - o -kal ' is ), to. [NL.
(Salisbury, 1812), < Gr. iti^, membrane, -I-

/cd/l/lof, beauty. A membrane connects' the
stamens.] A genus of plants of the family
Amaryllidacese. it is closely related to the Old World
PaneratiUTn, but is distinguished by having 2 instead of
many ovules in each cell of the ovary. There are about
30 species, natives of America and chiefiy tropical, but 7
of them extend into the southern United States. Several
species are in cultivation. They are showy plants with
umbels of mostly white fragrant fiowers, and are favorites
with painstaking gardeners who desire bright winter
bloom. &ee pancratium, 2.

hymenocarid (hi"men-o-kar'id), «. One of
the Hymenocaridx.
Hymenocarids (hi"men-o-kar'i-de), ,1. pi.

{Hymenocaris {-rid-) + -idse.'] A primitive
family of malacostracous Crustacea belonging
to the suborder Bymenocarina. The carapace is

pod-shaped and not divided by a median suture, the body
segments are 8 or 9, and the caudal spines are in 3 pairs.
The species are of Cambrian age.

Hymeaocaris (hi-men-
o-kar'is), n. [NL. , <Gr.
vfiifi), a membrane, +
Kap'iQ, a shrimp.] The
typical genus of the
iymenocaridie.

Hymenocephalus (hi'-

men-o-sef'a-lns), n. %';^ri.t^Zl%^iS:
[JnL., < Gr. VjlilV, mem- (From Nicholson and Lydek-

brane, -I- ks(^\^, head.]
^"'^ " rai^on'oioBy.'-)

A genus of grenadier-fishes of the family Mac-
ruridss, characterized by the thin and papery
bones of the skull. Numerous species are
found in the deep sea.

Hymenochaete (M'-'men-o-ke'te), n. [NL. (L6-
veiU6, 1846), < Gr. v/ir,v, a membrane, -f xair?!,
mane (NL. bristle).] A large genus of hy-
menomycetous fungi of the family Thelephora-
cese, having leathery or corky sporophores of
various shapes either resupinate or- pileate.
The hymenium bears simple cystidia intermingled with
the basidia. The species are widely distributed and
occur commonly on the trunks and branches of fallen
trees. The name refers to the downy appearance of the
hymenium of some species, caused by the projecting cys-
tidia.

hymenodictyonine (hi"men-o-dik'ti-o-nin), n.
\_Hymenodictyon (see def.) -f -ine^.]

" A crys-
talline alkaloid, C23HioN2, contained in the
East Indian shrub Hymenodictyon excelsum.
Also hym^nodyctine.

Hyolithidse

Hymenogasteres (hi'men-o-gas'te-rez), «. pi.

Same as *Hymenogastrales.
Hymenogastrales (hi'^men-o-gas-tra'lez), «.

pi. [NL.] An order of subterranean gastero-
mycetous fungi including the single family
SymenogastracesB. Also Hymenogasteres and
Hymenogastrineie.

Hymenogastrinese (hi^men-o-gas-trin'f-e), «.

pi. Same as *Hymenogastrales.

Hymenomycetineae (M'''men-o-mi-se-tin'e-e'),

n. pi. [NL.] Same as Hymenomycetes.
HymeUoptera, n.pl— Sttnglng Hymenoptera, the
hymenopterous insecra of the suborder Aculeata.

hymenopterological (hi"me - nop'te - ro - loj'i

-

kal), a. Of or pertaining to hymenopte'rology.

Hymenosoma (hi 'men -o- so 'ma), n. [iftj.

(Demarest, 1823), < Gr.' v/4v, membrane, +
ca/m, body.] The typical genus of the family

HymenosomidSB (hi'''men-6-som'i-d6), n. pi.

[NL., < Hymenosoma + -idse.'] A family of

crabs having a flat, more or less triangular,

and usually thin carapace.

Hymenostomata (hi"men-o-st6'ma-ta), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. vi^ijv, membrane, 4- aT6/ia{T-),

mouth.] A suborder of holotriehous Ciliata,

in which the mouth is usually situated at the
bottom of an elongated, gutter-like, peristo-

mial depression and opens into a short eso-

phageal tube which is never supported by a
palisade of rods, in many, perhaps all, forms there
is a small undulating membrane at the margin of the
mouth. The families included are ChUifera, Microtho-
racina, Paranwecina, Urocenirina, Pleuronemina, Iso-

triehina. and Opalinina, found mostly in infusions,

though the last two are parasitic. Velage.

Hymenula (hi-men'u-la), n. [NL. (Fries,

1825), dim. of Gr. v/i7pi, membrane.] A genus
of hyphomycetous fungi of the family Tuber-
culariaceee, having the sporophores congluti-

nate in a disciform layer. The conidia are unicel-

lular and oval or elongate. Over 40 species have been
described. They occur mostly on decaying herbaceous
stems.

hymnic, a. II. n. A hymn-like composition.
Lamb. N. E. D.
Hynnis (hin'is), n. [NL.,< Gr.**!^!^ vvig, inivi/g, a
plowshare.] A genus of cavallas of the family
Carangidse, typified by the compressed body.
They are found m warm seas. H. hopkinsi occurson the
west coast of Mexico.

hyocephalous (hi-o-sef'a-lus), a. [Gr. if, swine,
pig, hog,-t- Ke-^aA;7,'head.'i] Pig-headed. [Bare.]

We coined . . . the adjective "hyocephalous," which
is a euphemism that comes in very conveniently when
talking about Englishmen. BooJcman, July, 1905, p. 452.

hyocholalic (hi"o-ko-lal'ik), a. [Gr. vc, swine,
+Xo}i^, bile, + -dl^ + -ic (see chohilic).'] Noting
an acid, C26H40O4, which results, on decom-
position, from hyoglyoocholic acid, it resembles
cholalic acid, and like this is transformed into dyslysin in

' the intestinal canal.

hyocholic (hi-o-kol'ik), a. [Gr. ic, swine, +
X"^^, bile, -i- -ic.'] Pertainingto hyocholic acid.—Alpha-hyochollc acid, a bitter compound, C25Hip04,
obtained from a-hyoglycocholic acid by the action of po-
tassium-hydroxid solution. It forms grannies which melt
somewhat above 100° C. and otherwise resembles the IB-

acid.—BetarhyochollC acid, a compound, C24Hio04.
iHa0(?), formed by prolonged treatment of /3-hyoelyco-
cholic acid with sodium-hydroxid solution. It melts at
about 100° C, exhibits absorption bands, and is dextro-
rotatory.

hyoglycocholate (hi*6-gli'k6-kol-at), «. [hyo-
glycochol-ic + -ate\] 'A salt 'of hyoglycocholie
acid.

hyoglycocholie (hi'o-gll-ko-kol'ik), a. [Gr. if,

swine, -I- yXvid%, sweet, -1- x"^^! hUe, + -ic]
Noting an aeid, a solid, dextrorotatory com-
pound, C26N43O5N, obtained from swine's
bile, in which it is present as a sodium salt.
It forms resinous drops and exists in two modifications,
termed a- and ^-hyoglycoohollo acid, which differ in the
solubility of their salts.

Hyohippus (M-o-hip'us), n. [NL., < Gr. if, pig,
-1- ZffTrof, horse.] A genus of Miocene Tertiary
ungulates having affinities with the horse, but
generally regarded as belonging to the family
PalsBotheriidai.
^Old arch, the chain of hyoid bones in the skull of a
iish, which lies just anterior to the branchial arches and
terminates anteriorly in the tongue.—Hyold bar, the
cartilaginous rod on either side in the hyoid or first post-
mandibular arch of sharks or of the embrjos of higher
vertebrates.

hyolithid (hi-6-Uth'id), n. One of the HyoUfh-
idse.

Hyolithldae (hi-p-lith'i-de), n.pl. lHyolithus +
-idse.] A family of fossils, of doubtful system-
atic position, which are currently placed with
the Pteropoda. it includes symmetrical conical or py-
ramidal shells, the aperture of which is completely closed
by a free operculum. It extends from the Cambrian to
the Permian.



hyolithoid

hyolithoid (M-o-lith'oid), a. IHyolith(us) +
-did.] Having the characters of the genus
Hyolithus.

Hyolithus (hi-ori-thus), n. [NL., <Gr. k, pig,

+ Aifoc, stone.] The typical genus of the Syo-

Hyomandibular cleft. See *cleffi.

hyoplastral, a. II. n. One of the two bones
which form the hycplastron of turtles. See
cut under Clielonia, 1. Annals and Mag. Nat.
Hist., Jan., 1903, p. 120.

Hyopsodidse (hi-op-sod'i-de), n.pl. [NL. Hyop-
sodus, the type genus, + -idas.J A family of
small lemur-like animals whose fossil remains
occur in the Wasatch and Bridger Eocene.
Schlosser, 1887.

hyosternal, a. II. ». Same as epihyal.

Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p.

hyostyly (hi-os'ti-li), ». []iyo(id) + Gr. ariXog,

pillar, + -«3.] That condition of the cranium
in which the palatoquadrate articulates with
the cartilaginous cranium and the hyoman-
dibular serves, to a greater or less extent, as a
suspensorium for the jaws : found in sharks
and rays

—

Hyostyly proper, a condition in wliioh
the second visceral arch is intact, the hyomandibularand
hyoid segments together forming a movable support fot
the jaws : found in most sharks and, typically, in Squatina.
CoiTelated with -keuhyostyly.

hyosuapensorial (h!"o-sus-pen-s6'ri-al), a.

[hyo(ia) + suspensorium + -aft.] Eelafing to
the hyoid and suspensorium. Proc. Zobl. Soc.
London, 1894, p. 636.

hyotaurocholic (hi - o - ta - ro - kol ' ik), a.

[Gr. if, pig, + ravpoi, bull (see taurin), +
XoXij, bile, + -jc] Noting an organic acid,

C26H45NSO6, found in the bile of pigs. On
decomposition it yields taurin and hyooho-
lalic acid.

hyothyroid (hi - o - thi'roid), a. \hyo{id) +
ikyroid.} Same as thyrohyoid.

bypabyssal (Mp-a-bis'al), a. [Gr. vir6, under,
+ E. abyssal.'] in.petrog., a term applied by
Brogger (1894) to igneous rocks intermediate
in texture between coarse-grained (abyssal)
forms and extrusive lava. They occur as facies of

the coarse-grained forms in some instances, and in dikes
and sheets. They correspond to Bosenbusch's 'dike-
rocks' (Qangffesteine). Geikie, Text-book of Geol. (4th ed.),

p. 197.

faypactic (M-pak'tik), a. [Gr. iivaKrcicdg, <

vKuyeiv, carry off below, < vTrd, under, + ayctv,

lead, carry.] Purgative ; cathartic. "

hypacusia (hi-pa-fcu'si-a), n. [NL.] Same
as hypacvMS.
hypsethros (M-pe'thros), n. Same as hypse-

thron.

hypalbuminosis (hip-al-bH-mi-no'sis), n.

\hyp{o-) + albumen {-min) + -osis.l The pres-

ence of a subnormal amount of albumins in

the bloodplasma.

hypallactic (hip-a-lak'tik), a. \G:v.v'Ka}Cki«.TU!AQ,

exchangeable, < ma7Ji,6.Bauv, exchange.] Per-
taining to or of the nature of hypallage.
Fitsedward Hall.

hypallelomorph (hip^-lel'o-mfirf ), ». \hyp[o-)

+ allelomorph.'] In hiol., one of the constitu-

ents of a compound allelomorph. See the
extract.

To sum up the phenomena ofcompound aJlelomorphism,
we may say that the evidence shows that the characters
of a pure form when crossed with another may be broken
up into compound chai-acters or hypalleloinorphs, and
that the decomposition may take place in various degrees
of completeness.

Bateson ctnd-Saunders, Eep. Evol. Com. Roy. Soc,
[1002, I. 148.

hyparcuale (hi-pSr-kii-a'le), «.; pi. hyparcualia
(-li-a). [NL., < Grt ind, under, -I- L. areus,

arcH. ] Abony arch, developed on the superior
side of the notochord, which forms the neui'al

arch: the equivalent of the *T>asidorsale of

Gadow.

The whole nettrapophysis consists originally of a
hyparcuale (my basidorsal proper) and of an eparcuale
(my supradorsal).

PhUos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1896, ser. B, p. 13.

Hypaxial actinophores. See *actinophore.

hype, V. i. See *kipe.

Hypena, ». 3. [l. c] A moth of this genus.
—Hop-vine hypena, Hypena humuli, whose larvse live

on the leaves of the hop-plant and sometimes do consider-

able damage.

Hypenantron(hi-pe-nan'tron), n. [NL.(Corda,
1829), a typographical error for *HypenanUon,
< Gr; vTrevavTioQ, opposite, < inrd, under, -f-

havriog, opposite.] A large genus of liver-

worts of the family Marchantiaceee, distin-

guished from Marchantia chiefly by the inner

Hypenitntron tenetla.

a, plant, two thirds natural size

;

b, cross-section of fruiting head,
enlarged; c. capsule dehiscing; d,

elater ;«, spore, f, if, and f, magni-
fied. (From Gray's '* Manual of

Botany.")
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or false involucre
being split at matu-
rityinto 3-many-lan-
ceolate lobes. There
are 44 species grow-
ingon rocks or on the
ground in nearly all

parts of the world.
hypencephalon (hi-

pen-sef 'a-lon), n.

[NL., < Gr. vk6, un-
der, + iym^ahiq,
brain.] The infun-
dibular region in the
brain of the embryo

;

the cerebellum.
Buek, Med. Hand-
book, II. 271.

hypenchyme (hip'-
eng-kim), n. [Gr.
mo, under, -1- NL.
enchyma.] In em-
bryol.

,
primitive con-

nective tissue developing in the cavity of

the archenteron, as distinguished from mesen-
chyme.

A process of cell-proliflcation then causes the formation
of mesenchyme and hypenchyme (the latter filling the
archenteron). Nature, April 10, 1902, p. 561.

hypenid (hi-pen'id), n. and a. I. n. A member
or the lepidopterous family Hypenidse.

II. a. Of orbelonging to the taiwiljHypenidss.

hyper-, (d) in mod. math., chiefly denoting extension,

generalization, or complication, as in Aj/j)erspaoe, hyper-

geometrical.

hyperahsorption (hi'-'p^r-ab-sdrp'shon), ».

Excessively active absorption. Philos. Trans.

Boy. Soe. (London), 1902, ser. B, p. 59.

hyperacid (hi-per-as'id), a. Extremely or
strongly acid.

hyperacusia (hi'-'pfer-a-kii'si-a), n. [NL.]
Same as hyperacusis.

hyperacute (hi'''peir-a-kut'), a. Extremely
acute. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 40.

hyperalbuminosis (hi"per-al-bu-mi-n6'sis), re.

The presence of an unusually large amount of

albumins in the blood-plasma.
hyperalimentation (hi"per-al''i-men-ta'shgn),

n. The taking of food in excess of the ordi-

nary needs of the body.
hyperalkalinity (hi'''p6r-al-ka-lin'i-ti),'n. Ex-
cessive alkalinity.

hyperanabolic (hi'''per-an-a-bol'ik), a. Abnor-
mally or excessively anabolic.

[The] ash and smoke ... of the combustion of the
products of a hyperanabolic activity.

e. S. Hail, Adolescence, I. 486.

hyperaphia (hi-per-a'fi-a), /(. [NL., < Gr. mip,
over, -I- aijyli, touch.] Abnormal aeuteness of

touch.

hyperbola, n— imaginary semi-axis of a hyper-
bola, the conjugate semi-axis, b.

hyperbolatoid (hi-per'bo-la-toid), n. [hyper-

bola + -ate^ + -oid.] The solid out out

between two parallel planes by a straight line

which intersects them and so moves as to

return to its initial position.
HyperboUc area, the lateral areas of the proostracum of

the shell of Belerrmites, situated on either side of the

dorsal area and separated from it by the asymptotes. It

is covered with very obliquely arched lines in a hyper-

bolic foi-m.—Hypertjolic cosine, function, involu-
tion, paraboloid. See *conne, -kfunetion, -^involution,

*paraboloid.—E.TBetbo'lia secant of X, sine of X. See

kseaant, *m»2.— H3rperbollo substitution, tangent
of X. See -ksubstitution, -Ata/ngent.

hyperbolo-parabolical (hi - per'-'bo - 16 - par - a-

bol'i-kal), a. Like the hyperbola or parabola,

or like fcoth at once.

hyperbrachynranic (hi-per-brak'"i-ii-ran'ik),

a. \hyper- + brachyuranic] Having an ex-

cessively short palate, that is, in craniom.,

having an excessively high palatomaxillary

index.

hyperbulia (M-p6r-bu'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr
vmp, over, -h jSmiAv, ynW.] The possession of

abnormally great will force.

hypercarbiireted, hypercarburetted (M-per-

kar'bii-ret-ed), a. Charged with carbon in

excess, as illuminating-gas containing such a

large proportion of carbon as to bum with a

smoky flame.

hypercementosis (hi-per-se-men-to'sis), n.

[Gr. iwip, over, + NL. csementum, cementum,
4- -osis.] An overgro-svth of the cementum of

a tooth.

hyperchlorhydria (hi-'per-klor-hi'dri-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. imip, over, + chlor{in) + hydr{o-

-1- -ia.] The presence of an abnormal

hypergaseous

proportion of hydrochloric acid in the gastric
juice.

hyperchlorhydric (hi''''p6r-kl6r-hi'drik), a. Ec-
lating to hyperchlorhydria. Med. Record,
Feb. 7, 1903, p. 229.

hyperchloridation (hi''per-kl6-ri-da'shon), re.

[hypei-- + chlorid + -ation.] The charging in
excess with ohlorin or one of its compounds,
as the administration to a patient of an exces-
sive amount of common salt, sodium chlorid.
Lancet, June 18, 1904, p. 1758,

hypercholia (hi-p6r-k6'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
mep, over, + x°^, bile'.'] An abnormally
profuse secretion of bile.

hyperchromatic (hi'''p6r-kro-mat'ik), a. [Ivy-

per- + chromatic] 1. Excessively pigmented.
— 3. Staining -with extreme facility.

hyperchromatopsy (hi-p6r-kr6'ma-top-si), n.

[Gr. inrtp, over, + %pafia(T-), color, -I- dfti,

view.] -A.n anomaly of vision in which all ob-
jects appear to be colored.

hyperchromatosis (hi^per-kro-ma-to'sis), re.

[hyperchromat-ic + -osis.] The state or condi-
tion of containing more than the normal
amount of chromatin : said of certain cells.

Opposed t<x*hypochromatosis.

hypercomposite (hi^pfer-kom-poz'it), a. Ex-
cessively composite ; composed of an exces-
sive number of ingredients.

The receipts collected in . . . books for domestic practice
are some of them so hyper-compoBite that even Tusser's gar-
den could hardly supply all the indigenous ingredient.

Soutkey, Doctor, xxiv., P. L

hypercycle, re. 3. Same as ^'equidistantial.

hypercycloid (hl-p&r-si'kloid), re. [hypercycle
+ -oid.] In Bolyaian geom., a surface generated
byahypercycleorequidistantial Hraercycloid
of revolution, the straight equidistant surface or tube
of revolution with rectilinear axis.

hyperdactylia (hi'per-dak-til'i-a), re. [NL.,
< Gr. vjzsp, over, -t- daKrvhyg, finger.] The pres-
ence of more than five fingers or toes on a
hand or foot.

hyperdicrotism (hI-p6r-dik'ro-tizm>, re. [hyper-
+ dicroUsm.] A condition of very pronounced
dicrotism or rebounding of the pulse.

,

hyperdissyllable (hi"per-di-sira-bl), re. ando.
I. re. A word of more than two syllables.

II. a. Of more than two syllables : as,, a
hyperdissyllable participle. N. E. D.
hyperdistension (M'-'per-dis-ten'shoh), re. Ex-
treme distension.

hyperdinresis (hi''''p6r-di-u-re'sis), ». [NL.,
{hyper- + diuresis.] BB,Ta.e as polyuria.
hyperdolichocephalic (hi-per-dol'i-ko-se-fal'
ik), a. [hyper- -)- dolichocephaUc] In dnthrop.,
having a cephalic index from 65.0 to 65.9.

Keane, Ethnology, p. 147.

hyperdolichopellic (hi-per-dol''''i-ko-i)el'ik), a.
[hyper- -h dolichopellic] In anat, having a pel-
vic index more than 116, as found in anthro-
poid apes. Amer. Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec,
1901, p. 713.

hyperdynamia (hi"p6r-di-nam'i-a), re. [NL.,
s Gr. vjrep, over, -I- Svvaiuq, power.] Abnor-
mally great nervous or muscular force.

hypereosinophilia (hi'''per-e'''o-sin-o-fil'i-a), re.

[NL. , < hyper- -f eosinophilia!] The presence
in the blood of a larger number of eosinophilic
leucocytes than is normal.
hyperequatorial (hFp6r-e-kwa-t6'ri-al), a.

More than equatorial in temperature.
If you strip Peter, you will see a fellow
Scorched by Hell's hypereqiiatorial climate

Into a kind of a sulphureous yellow.
Shelley, Witch of Atlas, To Mary, st 6L

hypererethism (hi-p6r-er'e-thizm), re. Exces-
sive irritability.

hyperesthete (M-per-es'thet), n. One who is
affected with hypersesthesia ; one who is ab-
normally sensitive.

hypereutectic (H'-'per-u-tek'tik), a. Having
an excess of cementite over the eutectic ratio
of 7 to 1 ; containing (as steel) more carbon
in the form of cementite than 0.90 per cent.

The percentage of the excess of ferrite or cementite for
hypo- and hyper-eutectie steels respectively.

Encyc. Brit, XXIX. 672.

hyperexcitability (hi"p6r-ek-si-ta-bil'i-ti), ».

An excessive degree of excitability.

hyperextension (lu"per-eks-ten'shon), re. The
extension of a_ joint beyond the straight 'line

or the normal limit of such movement.
hypergas (hi'p6r-gas), re. See fourth state of
^matter.

hypergaseous (hi-per-gas'e-us), a. Of orper-
taining to a hypergas or to the fourth state of
matter (Crookes). See *matter.



hypergeometric

Hypergeometric equation. Same as Gauss's
•^equation.

hypergeometrical (hi-p&r-je-o-met'ri-kal), a.

Same as hypergeometric.

hypergeometry (hi*p6r-jf-om'e-tri), n. 1.

Geometry of poiat-spaee of more than three
dimensions.— 2. The geometry of non-
Euclidean space.

His [Lobatchewsky's] first contribution to the theory of
hyper-geoinetry is believed to have been given in a lec-

ture at Kazaft in 1826. Eneyc. Brit, XXX. 306.

hyperglobulia (hi*p6T-glo-hu'U-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. in-ip, over, + L. globulus, globule.] A
condition in which the red blood-corpuscles
are in excessive amount.
hyperglycemia (hi"p6r-gli-se'mi-a), n. The
presence in the blood of a large quantity of

sugar. Also hyperglylcemia.

hyperglycemic (hi'pfer-gli-se'mik), a. Belat-
ing to or affected with hyperglycemia. Med.
Eeoord, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 123.

hypsrgon (lu'p6r-gon), n. [Gr. iiirip, over, +
yavia, angle.] In photog., a wide-angled
lens, devised by Goerz, embracing an angle of

135°. It is a double anastigmat, the symmet-
rical doublet consisting of two very thin semi-

spherical single lenses.

hyperheredity (hi'pfer-hf-red'i-ti), ». The
hypothetical accumulation or culmination of

inheritance in the offspring of delayed mating.

ConveiBely, . . . hyperheredity due to long delay of
propagation maybe a factor for accounting for . . . some
of the monsters of the geologic past

6f. 5. UaU, Adolescence, IL 607.

hyperhezapodous (hi'pSr-hek-sap'o-dus), o.

Same as hyperhexapod.
hyperiastian (hi"p6r-i-as'ti-au), a. [Gr. tiTrao-

liarioQ, < imipj over, + 'loofiof, Ionian, < 'lof,

Ionian.] See mode'-, 7 (a) (1).

hypericaceous (hi-per-i-ka'shius), a. Belong-
ing to or having the characters of the plant
family Hijpericacex.

Hypericales (hi"per-i-ka'lez), m. pZ. [?TL.

(Small, 1903), < Hypericum + -ales.'] A laj^e

order of dicotyledonous, chiefly ehoripetalous
plants, characterized by regular flowers (ex-

cept in the Violaeex), usually numerous sta-

mens, a compound ovary, and parietal pla-

centae (whence often called Parietales). it

includes 31 families. They are mostly herbs, but some
are shrubs, and there are a few tropical trees. The piln-

cipal families are the Hypericacese, Theaoex, Clusiacese,

Cistacea, Violacese, Flacourtiacex, Tumeracex, and
Begoniacea.

hyperinvolution (hi^pSr-in-vo-lii'shgn), n. In
physiol., involution which is excessive in either

extent or rapidity. See itwolution, 7.

hyperisotonic (lu"p6r-i-so-ton'ik), a. [hyper-

+ isotonic.'] Exerting greater osmotic pres-

sure than an isotonic solution. Simon, Physi-
ological Chem., p. 327.

hyperkeratosis (hi'p6r-ker-a-t6'sis),m. [NL.,

< Gr. iirip, over, + Ktpag (/cepa--), horn, + -osis,]

1. Hypertrophy of the horny layer of the
epidermis.— 3. Same as conical *cornea.

hyperlactation (hi'p6r-lak-ta'shon), n. Secre-

tion of milk in excessive amount or for an ab-
normally prolonged period. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, II. 224.

hyperlethal (hi-p6r-le'thal), a. More than
sufficient to cause death : noting an amount of

a poisonous drug. Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc.

(London), 1898, ser. B, p. 269.

hvperleucocytosis (hi'''p6r-lu'''k9-si-t6'sis), n.

Same as leucocytosis.

hypermastia (hi-p6r-mas'ti-a), n. [Gr. imep,

over, -I- jmariz, breast.] Excessive develop-

ment of the breasts.

hypermature (hi^'pSr-ma-tiir'), a. Overripe,

as a cataract in the eye. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, II. 720.

bypermegacranious (hi'pfer-meg-a-kra'ni-us),

a. In eraniom., having a skull or very large

volume, over 2,280 cubic centimeters In males,

over 1,960 cubic centimeters in females.

hypermegaprosopous (hi*p6r-meg-a-pros'o-

pus), a. In anthrop., having a facial skeleton

whose volume exceeds 790 cubic centimeters

for males, and 630 cubic centimeters for fe-

males. E. Schmidt.

hypermesaticephalic (hi'''per-mes'a-ti-se-far-

ik), a. In anthrop., having a mesatieephalic

form'of head, but approaching brachycephal-
ism.
hypermetropia, n Total hypennetropia, the

siun of the latent and manifest hypermetropia.

Hyperodafedon Gordoni.

Left lateral view of the skull, as restored
by Professor Huxley, from the Trias of

^gin. Or, orbit; i, infratemporal fossd.

(Reduced.) (From Nicholson and Lydek-
ker's " PalseoQtolo^.")
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hypermicroprosopous (hi'p6r-mi-kro-pros'o-

pus), a. In anthrop., having a facial skeleton

whose volume is less than 460 cubic centi-

meters for males, and 400 cubic centimeters

for females. E. Schmidt.

hypermnesis (hi-perm-ne'sis), n. [NL.] Same
as hypermnesia.

hypernephroma (M-per-nef-ro'ma), «.; yl.

hypernephromata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. inrsp,

over, + vs^p6g, kidney, -f- -om^.] A tumor of

the adrenal gland.

hypernidation (hi"p6r-ni-da'shon), n. [hyper-

+ nidation.] Formation in abnormal amount,
during menstruation, of a membrane analo-

gous to the decidua. G. S. Hall, Adolescence,
1. 483.

hypernitrogenous (hi"per-ni-troj'e-nus), a.

Containing nitrogen in excess of the normal
amount, as soil or other substances.

hypernormal (hi-p6r-n6r'mal), a. In excess
of the normal ; above the normal.

The temperature Is reduced from 1-1". 6 C, but this is

recovered from in 2-2J honrsf^and become[s} thereafter
slightly hypernormal.

Philos. Trans. Hoy. Soc. (London), 1902, ser. B, p. 101.

hypernutrition (hi"p6r-nu-trish'on), n. Nu-
trition beyond the normal needs of the body.
Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 227.

Hyperoartii (hi"p6r-o-ar'ti-i), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. inrepijmv, upper room (palate), + aprios, com-
plete (entire).] The order or subclass of the
Marsipobranchii, typified by the lampreys, in
this group the nasal duct is a fluid-sac, not penetrating
tile palate. «

Hyperodape-
don (hi^pfer-o-

dap'e-don), n.

[OTj.; < Gr.
tmip, above, +
daireSov, pave-
ment.] A ge-
nus of rhyn-
chocephalian
reptiles from
the Upper Tri-
as of Europe
and India, which attained a length of from 10 to

14 feet. The skull is triangular in form, flat on top, and
bears a long curved premaxillary beak, and its upper den-
tition is spread over a compound triangular bone, termed
the palato-maxiUa, in several rows of pyramidal teeth with
grooves between for the reception of the edges of the
mandible.

hyperope (hi'per-6p), «. [Gr. mkp, over, -I-

ui\> (uTT-), eye.] Same as hypermetrope.

hyperoithognathous (hi ' per - 6r - thog ' na-
thus), a. [Gr. imip, over, + bpBd^, ri^ht, +
yvoBog, jaw.] In a»!.<fercip., having a facial angle
exceeding 90°.

hyperosmic (hi-p6r-os'mik), a. [Gr. imtp, over,
+ bapji, smell.] 1. Relating to or affected with
hyperosmia, or abnormal acuteness of smell.

—

2. Noting an acid, osmium tetroxid.

hyperosmotic (hi'p6r-os-mot'ik), a. Produced
by or inducing increased rapidity of osmosis.
Med. Record, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 121.

hyperosteogenic (hi"per-os'te-o-jen'ik), a.

Pertaining to or affected with hyperosteogeuy.
G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 81.

h^^erosteogenjy (hi-per-os-tf-oj'e-ni), n. [Gr.
inrip, over, + oariov, bone, 4- -yevua, < -yevr/i,

-producing.] Hypertrophy of bone.
hjrperostotic (hi-p6r-os-tot'ik), a. [hyperosto-
sis l-ot-) + -ic] Relating to hyperostosis or
hypertrophy of bone.
Hype'rotretl (hi'per-o-tre'ti), n. pi. [NL.,
irreg. < Gr. inep^ov, upper room (palate), +
rpvrdg, perforated.] The order or subclass of
the Marsipobranchii, typified by the hagfishes.
In this group the nasal duct is a tube with cartilaginous
rings penetrating the pa.late.

hyperoxid(hi-p6r-ok'sid),re. [hyper- + oxid.'] In
chem., an oxid containinga larger proportion of
oxygen than some other analogous compound
referred to : as, hyperoxid of lead, lead dioxid,
Pb02, in which the proportion of oxygen is

larger than in litharge, PbO, or red lead, Pbs
O4 : same as peroxid.

hyperoxygenate (M-p6r-ok'si-jen-at), v. t;
pret. and pp. hyperoxygenated, ppr. hyperoxy-
genaUng. In chem., to charge with oxygen in
excess.

hyperozygenize (hi-p6r-ok'si-jen-iz),B.t.; pret.

and pp. hyperoxygenized, ppr. hyperoxygenizing.

Same as *hyperoxygenate.
h^erpepsia (M-per-pep'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
mip, over, -^ 'irt\\)iQ, digestion.] Indigestion re-

sultingfrom an abnormal proportion of chlorids
in the gastric juice.

Hyperprosopon

hyperpeptic (hi-p6r-pep'tik), a. Relating to

or affected with hyperpepsia.

hyperper (hi-p6r'per), n. [ML. hyperpernm

(sdso perperum, perperus), hyperpyrum, < MGr.
hripirvpov, a coin so called as macie from gold
considered as highly refined by fire, < virip,

over, + irvp, fire.] m mtmis., a Byzantine gold

coin somewhat heavier than a half-sovereign

;

the gold soUdus. See solidvs, 1.

In return he was to receive 1,000 silver marks, and as

much land in the west, that is, in Epeiros, as will yield an
annual revenue of 10,000 gold hyperpers.

J. B. Bury, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, VIL 312.

hyperperfection (hi'pfer-pfer-fek'shon), ».

[hyper- + perfection.] Perfection to excess;

perfection, m the parts or functions of animals

or of man, which is considered to be beyond
the limits of usefulness.

hyperperistalsis (M-'per-per-i-stal'sis), n.

[NL., < hyper- + peristalsis.] Abnormally
rapid peristalsis.

hyperpnalangeal (hi'per-fa-lan'je-al), a.

[Gr. virip, over, + (Sd?.ayf, phalanx, + -e-alK]

Having more than the normal number of

phalanges in a digit.

Embryos are hyperphalangeal, the fourth toe develop-

ing six phalanges.
E. Gadoio, Amphibia and Reptiles, p. 441.

hyperphalangism (hi'per-fa-lan'jizm), n.

[Gr. mlp, over, + ijidXayS (ipahiyy-), phalanx, +
4sm.] The oeourrenoe of more than three pha-

langes in a digit. There are as many as four-

teen phalanges in the fingers of some cetaceans.

The number of the phalanges of the second and third

digits (in whales) always exceeds tile normal number in

mammals, sometimes very considerably (hyperphalan-
gism). Flower and Lydekker, Mammals, p. 226.

With regard to hyperplialangism he agrees . . . that it

is a result of rel^rded ossification and the foimation of

double epiphyses.
Jour. Soy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1904, p. 65.

hyperphalangy (hi*p6r-fa-lan'ji), n. Same
as *hyperphalangism.
hyperphoria (hi-per-fo'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

v7!-ip, over, + -^opla^ < -<l>opo;, < (pipetv, carry.]

A condition in which one visual axis tends to

be inclined upward more than the other. See
*hyperiropia.

hyperphoric (hi-per-for'ik), a. [Gr. iirip, over.

+ -(popiKog, < (pipeiv, carry.] In petrog., noting

changes in a rock or mineral produced by
addition or subtraction of material.

hyperphosphorescence(hi''p&r-fos-fo-res'ens),
n. [hyper- + phosphorescence.] The emission
of obscure rays, capable of affecting the photo-

graphic plate, by certain bodies that have been
previously exposed to light.

hyperphrenia (hi-per-fre'ni-a),,n. [NL., < Gr.

mtp, over, -I- (j>pin>, mind.] Extreme mental ex-

citement.

hy^erpiesis (hi"^6r-pi-e'sis), n. [NL., ' Gr.

imep, over, + vitaiq, pressure.] Increase of

blood-jjressure beyond the normal degree.

hyperpigmentation (hi"p6r-pig-men-ta'shon),
n. An excess of pigmentation.
hyperpigmented (hi-p6r-pig'men-ted), a. Ex-
cessively pigmented. Buck, Med. Handbook,
V. 485.

byperplane (M'per-plan), n. [hyper- -t-^iamei.]

An (n— l)-dimensional plane, defined in n-<&-

mensional space by a homogeneous linear equa-
tion between its homogeneous coordinates.

hyperplasia, n. 2. In hot., an abnormal in-

crease in the volume of cells, due to their

unusual multiplication. Compare *hypoplasia.

hyperplasm (hi'per-plazm), n. 1. Same as

hyperplasia.— 2. Same as hyperinosis.

hyperplatyrrhine (hi-p6r-plat'i-rin), a. [hy-

per- + platyrrhine.] In anthrop., having a

nasal index of the skull over 58.

hyperporosis (M^pfer-po-ro'sis), «. [NL., <

Gr. iwep, over, -t- irupiMni, formation of callus:

see pm'osis.] Excessive callus-formation in

the healing of a broken bone.
hyperprazia (hi-per-prak'si-a), M. [NL., <

Gr. v-ntp, over, -I- Trpofif, action.] Excessive ac-

tivity. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. andPsychol.,
I. 64.

hyperpresbyopia (hi ''pfer- pres-bi - 6 'pi -a), n.

[hyper- + presbyopia.] Same as liypermetropia.

hyperprochoresis (hi*per-pr6-ko-re'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. imip, over, -I- wpoxiiipwi, going
forward.] Abnormally rapid propulsion of

food from the stomach into the intestine.

Hyperprosopon (hi-p6r-pros'o-pon), n. [NL.,
< OrT.vTTsp, above, -I- 7rp(5<T(.»roi', face.] A genus
of surf-fishes of the family Embiotocldie, known
as walleyes on the coast of California. H. ar-

genteus is the common species.



hyperpyretic

hyperpyretic (hi''p6r-pi-ret'ik), a. [Gt. imp,
ovei', + Kvperd^, fever, + -tc] Same as %-
perpyrexial.

hjrperpyrexic (hi''p6r-pi-rek'sik), a. Same as
hyperpyrexial.

hypersolid (M-p^r-sol'id),™. [hyper- + solid.']

A solid of fouv or more dimensions.
hyperspace, n. 2. Non-Euclidean space.

ll. a. Pertaining to either genus of hy-
perspace, «-dimensional or non-Euclidean.

This strictly logical tendency has been muchmore influ-

ential in buildine up the hypenpace geometry and the
modem theory of numbers than the layman recognizes.
Jour, of PhUas., Psychol, and SeC. Methods, Feb. 4, 1904,

[p. 60.

hypersphere (hi'p6r-sfer), n. [Gr. virip, over,
+ a^alpa, sphere.] 1. Bquidistantial surface.

—

2. In four-dimensional space, the three-di-
mensional quadrie spaces through the inter-
section of X5=0 and S^, where SJ is a three-
dimensional space which is met by any line
of 84 in two points.

hyperstatic (hi-p6r-stat'ik), a. [hyper- +
static.] In elect., noting that the potential of
the static current is very high.

When near enough (one or two centimeters), a spark
jumped from the electrode and impinged on the skin.
The electric current then traversed the body, seeking
the most convenient path to earth. To this spark I later
gave the name " hyperstatic," to imply that the poten-
tial of the static current had been raised, and to the in-
strument the term " hyperstatic transformer" has been
applied. Med. Record, March 7, 1903, p. 363.

hyperstrophic (hi-p6r-strof'ik), a. [Gr. inrtp,

over, -h-(Trpo0oc, < orptfEiv, turn.] In snail-shells,

reversed sinistrally or dextrally, or abnor-
mally sinistral or dextral, as in Lanistes and
Idmacina; ultra-dextral or ultra-sinistral.

Encyc. Brit., XXX. 795.

hypersurface (M"per-s6r'fas), n. [hyper- +
surface.] In space of »-dimensions, Sn, the
aggregate of points whose coordinates satisfy
a rational homogeneous equation with inte-
gral coefficients.

hypertely (hi'p6r-tel-i), n. [NL. *hyperteUa,
< Gr. iwEprileioQ, beyond completeness or per-
fection, < inkp, over, -f- TE%su>q, complete, per-
fect, < r^Aof, end.] In hiol., a development of
protective resemblance which transcends use-
fulness: a term proposed by Brunner von
Watten wj;l and generally adopted . For example,
where the wing of a locUstid resembles in color and shape
the leaf of a tree on which the insect feeds, the further
resemblance of certain clear spots on the wing to fungous
spots on the leaf, or to spots nibbled by an insect^ is

hypertely.

hypertension (hi-p6r-ten'shon), n. [hyper- +
tension.] Extreme tension.

hyperthermal (ha-p&r-th6r'mal), a. Same as
*n/yperihermic.

hyperthermia (hi-p6r-th6r'mi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. imep, over, + Blpiai, heat.] "Same as hyper-
pyrexia. ' '

hyperthermic (hi-p6r-th6r'mik), a. [Gr. vtrtp,

over, -I- 8ip/iji, heat, + -ic] Relating to a
high temperature, or to a condition of great
excess of heat; having a tendency to raise the
temperature.
hyperthymia (hi-per-thi'mi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. *{mepdviila, < mzipBviioQ, high-spirited, very
angry, < virtp, over, -t- Su/idf, spirit, mind.]
Insanity marked by violence and an impulse
to acts of cruelty.

hyperthyroidation (hi-per-thi-roi-da'shon), ».

[hyperthyroid + -ation.] Same as *hyperthy-
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In which the pressure is first increased, sometime

before the cleavage, which takes place after the return
from the hypertonic solution to the sea water.

Biol. Bulletin, April, 1904, p. 233.

hypertonicity (hi"per-to-nis'i-ti), n. [As
hypertonic + My.] Same as ^hypertonia.

hypertrophy, n—compensatory hypertrophy,
increase in the muscular tissue of the heart by which it

is enabled to maintain the circulation in spite of a defect
in the valves: applied also to analogous conditions in
other organs or parts.— Eccentric hypertrophy, in-

crease in size of a hollow organ, due to greater thickness
of the walls as well as to dilatation of its cavity.— False
hypertrophy, hyperplasia of the connective-tissue
stroma, but not of the functional elements of the struc-
ture.—Functional hypertrophy, increase in size of
a part following upon increased use.— NmneriCEil hy-
pertrophy. Same as hyperplasia.— VhjBlOlOSloal
hypertrophy, hypertrophy from increased use-
Quantitative hypertrophy. Same as hyperplasia.

hypertropia (hi-pfer-tro'pi-a), n. [Gr. iTvep,

over, -I- rptmo^, turn, direction.] A condition
in which one visual axis is inclined above the
other.

hyperthyroidism (hi-p6r-thi'roi-dizm), n.

[hyper- + thyroid + -ism.] A condition of

over-activity of the thyroid gland. Also called

hyperthyroidation and hyperthyroidieation.

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 396.

hyperthyroidization (hi " per - thi " roi - di - za '-

shon), n. Same as ^hyperthyroidism.

hyperthyrum (hi-p6r'thi-rum), ».; pi. hyper-

thyra (-ra). [L. hyperthyrum, the lintel or
cornice over a door; < Gr. inipSvpov, also imep-

dbpvov, the lintel over a door, < inrip, over, +
Bhpa, door.] The lintel or the cornice over a
door.

hypertonia (hi-p6r-t6'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

*vne.p!Tovia, < iiwiprovof, overstrained, < iwep,

over, -f t6v6c:, tension, strain : see tone^.] Ex-
treme reflex irritability. Also called hyper-

tonicity and hypertonics.

hypertonic (hi-p6r-ton'ik), a. [Gr. iirip, over,

-I- rdvog, strain, tension, -t- -ic.] laphys. chem.,

having a greater osmotic pressure than some
solution regarded as a standard. See iso-
tonic, 2.

See *hyperphoria. Med. Eeeord, April
18, 1903, p, 610.

hjrpertype (M'p6i'-tip), n. [Gr. ivip, over, +
Tvnog, type.] An individual possessing the
characteristics of a' type in an excessive
degree.

Exaggerated specimens, hypertypes, as they are called,
do however occur, but only in one or two respects ; such
are the Fijian Kai Colos, who are said to be "hypertypi-
cal Melanesians," because of the excessive dolichocephaly
of theu: crania (Flower). Keane, Ethnology, p. 12.

hyperuresis (hi"p6r-u-re'sis), ». [Gr. virip,

over, -I- ovpjiaig, urination.] Same a,spolyuria.

hypervenosity (hi"p6r-ve-nos'i-ti), n. [hyper-
+ venosity.] An abnormal development of the
venous system. Buck, Med. Handbook, IH. 754.

hypha, ».— Woronln's bypha, the peculiar curved
hypha, crowded with protoplasm, which is found in cer-
tain fungi at the base of the forming perithecium before
the devdopment of asci.

hyphen, ri. 3. The symbol -I-, = plus. pBare.]
hypho (hi'fo), n. [cap. and I. c] An, abbrevia-
tion of Syphomyeetes or *hyphomycete.
The largest order of the fungi imperfecti is the group

of fungi often known as the Hyphomycetes, and called
" Hyphos " for short;

Underwood, Moulds, Mildews and Mushrooms, p. 74.

Hypholoma (hi-fo-16'ma), «. [NL., < Gr. iiji^,

web, -I- AM/ia, fringe.] A genus of agarica-
ceous fungi having fleshy pilei or caps and a
membranous or cobweb-like veil, part of which
usually remains attached to the margin of the
pileus. The spores are dark or purplish-brown, and the
stipe without a distinct annulus. The species are nu-
merous, growing on the ground or decayed wood. S.
faedculare is a common species with a tawny pileus said
to cause a root-rot of the raspberry in Australia.

hyphomycete (hi-fo-mi'set), n. Any member
of the Hyphomycetes.
hyphomycetic (hi"fo-mi-set'ik), a. Same as
hy2)homycetous.

hyphydrogamic (hip-hi-dro-gam'ik), a. [Gr.
WTTii, under, -h vSap, water, + yapjo^, marriage,
-f- -ic.] In 60*., hydrophilous, with the polli-

nation taking place below the surface of the
water.
hypisotonic (hip-i-so-ton'ik), a. [Gr. viii,

under, -I- tcrof, equal, + rdvof, tension, -1- -ic]

Same as *hypotonic, 1.

Hypleurochilus (hip"lu-ro-ki'lus), ». [NL.,
so called in allusion to the Y-shaped lateral

lips; < i, the letter Y, -I- irAEvpa, side, +
xeuoc, lip.] A genus of small blennies found
in tropical America, having the gill-openings
restricted to the sides and with the body
naked.
hypnagogue (hip'na-gog), n. [Gr. vTTVog, sleep,

+ dyayoe, leading, bringing.] Somethingwhich
induces sleep ; a hypnotic.

As a hypnagogue, the reading [to the British troops in

1796] of Pye's translation of Tyrtseus seems to have held
its own with tliat of the Articles of War in our own day.

N. and Q., 10th ser., III. 346.

hypnal (hip'nal), n. [Gr. mrvog, sleep, -I- -al^.]

A trade-name for a compound of antipyrin

with chloral, used as a hypnotic.

hypnesthesis, hypnsesthesis (hip-nes-the'sis),

n. [NL. hypnsesthesis, < Gr. mvoQ, sleep, +
aladrjatQ, perception, feeling.] 1. Blunted sen-

sibility.— 2. Sleepiness.

hypnic (hip'nik), a. [Gr. mvoq, sleep, -I- -ic]

Relating to or causing sleep ; hypnotic.

hypnocyst, n. 2. In iot, same as *akmete.

hypnody (hip ' no -di), n. [F. hypnodie, < Gr.

vKvaSla, sleepiness, < iirv&drii, sleepy, < mvof,
sleep, + citJof, form.] An excessively long rest-

ing-period in the life of an insect, or the condi-

tion of the insect during that period.

The larvie of the host and of the parasite are thus both
in that state of somnolence which I have called "hyp-

hypohenthos
nodie "

; on the other hand, the clirysalis of the former
and the nymph of the latter are both active and capable
of developing the most extraordinary energy in order to
escape from their prison.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Uitt., Oct., 1904, p. 311.

h^noid (hip'noid), a. [Gr. vwvog, sleep, +
eiSog, form.] Resembling hypnosis; akin to
the hypnotic state.

Some, again, are now seeking to vindicate or probabilize
the fact of inspiration ... by a new scrutiny of not only
genius but of ecstatic and hypnoid states in which the
ordinary mental processes are quickened and exalted.

Ainer. Jour. Relig. Psychol. andEducation,
[May, 1904, p. 2.

By the term hypnoid I indicate the coexistence of two
or more fully independent functioning constellations of
moments-consciousness, such as is presented in the phe-
nomena of automatic writing and of hysteria.

B. SidiB, Psychol, of Suggestion, p. 234>

hypnoidal (hip-noi'dal), a. [hypnoid + -alK]
Resembling sleep or hypnosis Hypnoidal
state, a pathological condition in which fragments of
unrecognized past experience rise to clear consciousness
from the subconscious life. See the extract under "khyp-
noidic,

hypnoidic (hip-noi'dik), a. See the following
phrase.— Hypnoidic state, a pathological condition in

which more or less systematized experiences, implying
personality, rise sponf^neously from the subconscious life

into clear consciousness.

While the hypnoidic states form complete systems of
experiences, whole personalities, the hypnoidal states are
mere bits, chips of past experiences.

B. Sidis, Psychol, of Suggestion, p. 239.

hypnoidization (hip-noi-di-za'shqn), n. [hyp-
noid + -iee + -ation. ] A method' of inducing
light hypnosis. See the extract.

The method which I term hypnoidization . . . consists
in the following procedure : The patient is asked to close
his eyes and keep as quiet as possible, without, however,
making any special effort to put himself in such a state.

He is then asked to attend to some stimulus, such as
reading or singing. When the reading is over, the patient,
with his e^es still shut, is asked to repeat it, and tell

what came into his mind during the reading, during the
repetition, or after it. Sometimes . . . the patient is simply
asked to tell the nature of ideas and images that entered
into his mind at that time or soon after. This method,
simple as it is, I find to work wonders, especially in cases
of amnesia. B. Sidis, Psychol, of Suggestion, p. 224.

hypnoleptic (hip-no-lep'tik), a. , [Gr. iiTrvog,

sleep, + /.!?7rTiK(if, < Xfip'it taking.] Character-
ized by the oncoming of hypnotic sleep.
—Hypnoleptic state, an intermediate state, of short
duration, which occurs between the two phases of double
consciousness or double personality.

This intermediate state was an attack ; it was sudden in
its onset, and may be termed hypnoleptic.

B. Sidie, Psychol, of Suggestion, p. 2E7.

hypnologic (hip-no-loj'ik), a. Same as hypnc-
logieal.

hypnosophist (hip-nos'o-fist), n. One versed
in hypnosophy or the science of sleep and its

phenomena.
hypnosophy (hip-nos'o-fi), n. [Gr. vmiog, sleep,
+ ao^ia, wisdom.] The scientific study of the
nature, cause, and mode of production of
sleep, and of all the phenomena of this state.

hypnotherapy (hip-no-ther'a-pi), n. [hypno-
(sis) + therapy.] The therapeutic use of hyp-
notism. Alienist and Neurologist, Nov., 1907.

hypo^, n. 2. In the manufacture of india-rub-
ber goods, a trade-name for lead thiosulphate,
used as a vulcanizing material. Also known
as black hypo.

hypoacidity (hi"po-a-sid'i-ti), n. [hypo- -h

acidity.] Acidity in an inferior degree, as less
acidity of the gastric juice than is usual or
normal. Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 551.

hypoactivity (hi"po-ak-tiv'i-ti), n. [hypo- +
activity.] A diminished degree of activity.

hyposeolic (hi"po-e-orik), a. Same as *hypo~
eutectic. Electrochem. Industry, March, 1904.
p. 120.

hypohenthic (hi-po-ben'thik), a. [hypolenthos
+ -ic.] Same s,B *hypobenthonic.

hypobenthonic (hi"po-ben-thon'ik), a. [hy-
pohenthos + -on-ic] Ot or pertaining to the
animals of the deep sea, orhypobenthos, below
the 500-fathom line. See *henthos, *hypoben-
thos. Encyc. Brit., XXXIII. 935.

hjrpobenthos (hi-po-ben'thos), n. [NL., < Gr.
,v7r6, under, -i- fivBog, depth (see ^'benthos).]
The animals that live upon or in the bottom
of the deep sea, below the 500-fathom line,

considered collectively: contrasted with the
epibenthos, or fauna and flora of the bottom
in shallow water, and the mesobenthos, or the
inhabitants of the bottom between 100 and 500
fathoms ; the abyssal benthos. One of the most
remarkable results of the exploration of the deep sea is

the discovery that the bottom, even under more than five
miles of water, supports a rich fauna of characteristic
animals, living under conditions which had long been
supposed to be incompatible with life. Their bodies
support a pressure which, in the greatest depths, is more



hypobenthos
than five tons to the square inch, and they live in water
that is always near the freezing-point, in total darkness
except tor the light which they themselves produce by
means of luminous organs. Since plants are completely
absent in the depths, the only ultimate source of the food
of these animals is the rain of dead plants and animals
which is constantly falling upon them from the higher
levels. See -kberuhos, -^epibenthos, -tcmesobenthos.

In this zone, which extends from about 600 fathoms to
the greatest depths (which may in some cases exceed
5,000 fathoms, or more than 5^ miles), the temperatm-e at
any given point is miiform throughout the year. The dark-
ness is probably absolute ; for food the animals are de-
pendent upon each other and upon the incessant i-ain of
dead plankton from higher levels ; the pressuie may be
anything between half a tonand five tons per square inch.
To the fauna which lives in these remarkable circum-
stances the name hypobentJios may be applied.

Eneyc. Brit, XXXIII. 933.

hypobulia (M-po-M H-a), n. [NL., < Gr. vird,

under, + Pov^, Vill.] Impaired will-power.

hypocarp (M'po-karp), n. [NL. hypoearpium,
v&r. mo, under, + icapirSi, fruit.] An en-
larged growth of tlie disk and peduncle be-
neath a fruit. See Anacardium (with eut).

hypoearpium (hi-po-kar'pi-um), n.
;

pi. hypo-
earpia (-a). Same as *hypooarp.
hypocatHartic (M^po-ka-thar'tik), a. {hypo-
+ cathartic.'^ Laxative.

hypocentrum (hi-po-sen'trum), n.
;

pi. hypo-
centra (-tra). [Gr. im6, beneath, -I- nivrpov, cen-
ter.] Ordinarily the same as intercentrum, a
bone wedged in between the centra of the
vertebrae : usually mora or less wedge-shaped,
and appearing on the ventral side of the ver-

tebral column, but in the mud-fish Amia of

about the same size as the true centrum, it is an
important component of the vertebrae in the extinct Stego-
eephala. By some authorities the chevron-bones of mam-
mals are considered as developed from the hypocentra.

—

Hypocentrum arcuale, an arched band of bone on the
under, ventral, side of the notochord, formed by the union
of two arcualia: the basiventralia of Gadow.

—

Hypo-
centra pleuraUa, a pair of bony plates, or arcualia,

which lie on the under side of the notochord behind the
hypocentrum arcuale: the 'interventralia' of Gadow.
Some confusion exists in the use of the term hypocentrvsa,
but it is ordinarily as given above.

bypocephalid (hi-po-sef'ar-lid), n. and a. I. n.

A member »t the coleopterous family Sypo-
eephaUdse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the family Hypo-
eephalidse.

hypochlorhydria (hi'po-klor-bi'dri-a), ». [Gr.
vwo, under, + ehlor{in) + hydr(ogen) + -ia.]

The presence in the gastric juice of an amount
of hydrochloric acid less than normal.
hypochlorin (hi-po-kl6'rin), n. [Gr. iird, under,
+ x^"P°St green, -f- -in^.'] A term used by
Fringsheim to designate an organic substance
found in cells containing ehjorophyl.

bypocUorization (hi"po-kl6-ri-za'shon), n.

[hypo- + dhlor(id) .+ Aze -I- -ation.'] Reduction
in the amount of teible-salt, sodium ohlorid, in

the dietary of epileptics.

Hypoclinaceae (hi-pol5-iia'se-e),_ n. pi. [NL.,
< Sypochnus + -aeeee.'] A family of hymeno-
mycetous fungi named from the genus Hypoch-
nus. See *Sypoehnus.
Hypoclmus (M-pok'nus), n. [NL. (Ehren-
berg, 1818), < Gr. m6, under, + x''^oC7 X"'"'?}

down.] A genus of hymenomycetous fungi,

type of the family Hypochnacese, having the
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Hypochnus Solani.

a, section of the fungus showing hyphae, basidia, and spores;

b, spores. Much enlarged. (From Engler and Prantl's " FflaDzen-

familien,")

hymenium consisting of a thin arachnoid layer

spreading over the surface of the matrix. The
basidia bear 2, 4, or 6 sterigmata. About 30 species have

been described, most of which are saprophytic. H. Solani

has been found on potatoes and H. cucumeria is said to

attack cucumbers.
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hypochordal (hi-p6-k6r'dal), a. [Gr. vw6,

under, -I- xop^'/, cord, 4- -aU.] Lying beneath,

on the ventral side of the spinal cord.

A second or hypochordal arch connected with the bases

of the neural and visceral arches, lying on the ventral side

of the perichordal elements. Eneye. Brit, XXV. 397.

hypochromatic (hi"p9-kro-mat'ik), a. \hypo-

+ chromatic.'] Containing less than the nor-

mal amount of chromatin or than the normal
number of chromosomes : said of certain cell-

nuclei ..

hypochromatosis (hi"po-kro-ma-t6'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. vtt6, under, + ;i;pu/ia(r-), color, +
-osis.] 1. The state or condition of contain-

ing less than the normal amount of chromatin

:

said of certain cells : opposed to *hyperchroma-
tosis.— 2. A pathological condition in which
there is an abnormally small amount of pig-

ment in the skin or other structures. Also
called hypochromia.
hypochromia (hi-po-kro'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
w6, under, -t- xP'^H^i color.]" Same, as *hypo-
chromatosis.

taypocinesis, n. See *kypoJcinesis.

Hypocistis (hi-p6-sis'tis), n. [NL. (Adanson,
1763, adopted from Tournefort, 1700), < Gr.
imoKiarig, the Greek name of the plant, < iTro,

beneath, -t- k'utto^, the rook-rose, on the roots
of which the plant is often parasitic] A
genus of dicotyledonous plants of the family
BafflesiacesB. See Cytinus.

^Tpoclydonia (hi"po-kli-d6'ni-a), re. [NL., <

Gr. mi, under, + kaMuiv, wave, billow.] A
genus of deep-water fishes of the family
Apogonidie.
Hypocoma (hi-pok'6-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. md,
under, + k6/iti, hair.^ The typical genus of the
family Bmooomidse. Gruber, 1884.

Hypocomiase (hip-o-kom'i-de), n. pi. [Hypo-
coma + -J£?«B.] A' family of freely moving,
unattached Suctaria having a permanently
ciUated. ventral surface and one suctorial
tentacle, and reproducing by cross-division.
The typical and only genus is Hypocoma, found as an
ectoparasite on ZoothaTrmiwrn, another protozoan.

hypocondylar (hi-po-kon'di-lar), a. [Gr. iirS,

under, + kMv^;, condyle.] " Situated below
a condyle. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 260.

hypocone (hi'po-kon), n. [Gr. m6, under,
+ (cSvof, a cone.] A cusp or point developed
on the postero-internal angle of an upper
molar. It arises from the cingulum, but soon
takes its place on the crown. See cut under
*tooth, 1.

hypoconid (M-po-kon'id), n. [Gr. iw6, under,
+ Kmio(, cone, + -id.'] A point or cusp de-
veloped on the postero-extemal angle of a
lower molar. See cut under *tooth, 1.

bypoconule (hi-po-kon'ul), n. [Gr. vn6, un-
der, -I- NL. conidus, dim. of conus, cone.] A
small or intermediate cusp, developed on the
cingulum of the posterior portion of an Tipper
molar.
hypoconulid (hi-po-kou'u-lid), n. [hypocon-
ule + -id.] A small intermediate cusp or cusp-
ule^ developed on the cingulum of the pos-
terior portion of a lower molar. See out under
*tooth, 1.

hypocorism (hi-pok'o-rizm), n. [Gr. moKS-
piafM, a coaxing name, a diminutive, < imoieo-

pl^eadai, use childish names, use coaxing lan-
guage, < iTrS, under, + Ktipog, m., Kdp^, i.,

child.] A pet name.
hypocotyleal (hi*p6-kot-i-le'al). n. [Gr. imd,
under, + Kori^T;, cup, socket, -r -aH.] The
bone to which the lower jaw is attached in the
teleost fishes ; the quadrate bone. Starks,
Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 513.

Hypocrea (hi-pok're-a), n. [NL. (Fries, 1825),
< Gr. m6, under, -f- Kpiac, Kpia, flesh.] A
large genus of pyrenomycetous fungi having
more or less cushion-shaped fleshy stromata
in which the perithecia are embedded. The
spores are hyaline and 2-celled, separating at the septum
at maturity. The species are widely distributed and
occur mostly on decaying wood.

Hypocreacese (M-pok-re-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Hypocrea + -aceee.] ' A family of pyreno-
mycetous fungi coextensive with the order
Hypocreales. See *Hypdcreales.
hypocreaceous (hi-pok-re-a'shius), a. Per-
taining or belonging to the fungus family Sy-
pocreaceie. See *Hypo<yreacese and *Hypo-
creales.

Hypocreales (hi-pok-rf-a'lez), n. pi. [NL., <
Hypocrea + -ales.] An older of pyrenomy-
cetous fungi, containing the family Hype-
creacesB only, for the greater part light- or

hypogeic

bright-colored and fleshy, or tough and hav-

ing the perithecia buried in or seated upon a

stroma. See *Hypocrea and *Hypomyces.

hypocrit, n. A simplified spelling of hypo<yi ite.

hypocritism (hip'o-krit-izm), re. The conduct

ofa hypocrite ; habitual hj^pocrisy.

hypocrystalline (hi-po-kris'ta-lin), a. [Gr.

m6, under, -f- E. crystalline.] In petrog.,

partly crystalline, partly glassy: a texture

frequently developed in volcanic lavas. Also
hemicrystalline. See ^msrocrystalUne.

hypocycloidal (hi"po-si-kloi'dal), a. [hypo-

cycloid + -al^.] Of the nature of a hypo-
cycloid.

hypocystic (hi-po-sis'tik), a. [Gr. iw6, under,
-I- Kvarig, bladder, bag (see cyst).] Situated be-

low the air-sao or pneumatophore : as, a hypo-

cystic air-funnel in some siphonophorans.
hypoderma, re. 4. [cap.] A genus of ascomy-
cetous fun^, type of the family Hypoderma-
tacese, having the aseoearps elongate and
opening by a longitudinal slit. The spores are
hyaline, spindle-shaped, and 2-celled. About 30 species

are known, occurring mostly on dead ^ants. H. Bubi is

frequentlyfound on canes of Hubus in Europe and Amer-
ica. De Candolle, 1805.

hypodermalium (M*po-d6r-ma'li-um), ».; pi.

hypodermalia (-a). [NL. : see hy^odermale.]
In sponges, one of the spicules which support
the dermal membrane and have their axial

cross beneath it. Compare *autodermalium
and hypodermale.
Hypodenuataces (hi'^po-der-ma-ta'se-e), n.

pi. [Nh., < Hypodermalt) -i- -ace'se.] A family
of ascomycetous fungi named from the genus
Hypoderma. See *hypoderma, 4.

Hypodermella (hi"po-d6r-mera), n. [NL.
(Tubeuf, 1885), < Hypoderma (Bee *hypoderma,
4) -I- dim. -ella.] A genus of ascomycetous
fungi closely related to Hypoderma, but differ-

ing in having 4^spored asci and unicellular
spores. H. Laricis is a parasitic species which attacks
the needles of the European larch, Larix Europaa. See
•khypoderraa, 4.

Hypodermic impregnation, needle. See
MmpregnaUon, *needle.

hypodermoclysis, ». 2, Subcutaneous in-

jection of large quantities of a physiological
salt solution in the treatment of shock and of

certain acute affections.

hypodynamic (hi'po-di-nam'ik), a. [Gr. im6,

under, + S{n>a/icc, power.] Of diminished
power: weak.
hypo-eliminator (hi"p6-f-lim'i-na-tor), n.

[hypo^, n.., 1, -1- elimirtator.] In photo'g., any
solution used to remove the last traces of

sodium hyposulphite (hypo.) from plates or

prints after fixing. Zinc hypochlorite, alnm,
hydrogen peroxid, etc., can be employed.
Nature, Aug. 14, 1902, p. 368.

hypo-ellipsoid (hi^po-e^ip'soid), re. [hypo- +
ellipsoid.] In geom.', a curve describeoiby a
point on the circumference of a circle or

ellipse which rolls upon the inside of an
ellipse.

hypo-eosinophiUa (hi''po-e-6-sin-o-fil'i-a), n.

[hypo- + eosinophilia.] A diminution in the
number of the eosinophilic leucocytes of the
blood.

hypo-esophoria (hi"p6-e-so-f6'ri-a), re. [NL.,
<Gr. imOf under, -I- £<j<j, within," -I- -^/uia, <

-^poQ, < ^puv, bear.] Inward and downward
deviation of the visual axis.

hypoesthetic, hypoaesthetic (M'^po-es-thef-
ik), a. Same as hypsesthesic. Nature, Oct.

15, 1903, p. 570.

hypo-eutectic (M'po-u-tek'tik), a. Contain-
ing more than 0.90 percent, carbon in the form
of ferrite ; having an excess of ferrite over the
eutectic ratio of 7 to 1 : said of steel.
They [steels] are called hyper-eutectic or kypo-euteetic

according a^ this excess is cementite or ferrite.

Encyc. Brit, XXIX. 572.

hypogaeic, a. Same a.s *hypogeic.
hypogastrale (hi'po-gas-tra'le), re.

;
pi. hypo-

gastralia (-li-S.^. [NL., < Gr. hr6, under, +
yaariip {yamp-), belly.] A sponge-spieule
whose tangential rays are contained in the
gastral wall.

Hypogastric fossa, ganglia, etc. See *}ossa,
*ganglion.

hypogastrodidymus(hi«'p6-gas-tr6-did'i-mus),
re.

; pi. hypogasWodidymi '(-mi).
' [NL., < Gr.

vKo, under, -I- yamiip, belly, + dldvftoc, twin.]
A twin monster in which the point of union is

at the abdomen below the umbilicus.
hypogeicl (hi-po-je'ik), a. [LL. hypogew,
hypogaeus, < Gr. inrdysiog, iin&yaioc, under the
earth (see hypogeat), -I- -tc.] Of or pertaining



liypogeic

to that deep-seated portion of the earth which
is not open to observation. Dana, Manual of

Geol. (4th ed.), p- 118.

hypogeic^ (M-po-ie'ik), a. [hypogsea (see

def.) + -tc.] Derived from Arachis hj

— HypogelC add, a colorless compound, CigH^o^ai ^^^
to occur as a glyceride in peanut-oil, Arachis hypogma,
and formed by tile oxidation of axic acid. It crystalllzeB

in aggregates of needles melting at 33° C.

hypogenesis (hi-po-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
vk6, under, + yevtmg, generation.] That form
of reproduction in wmoh the product of each
egg or each bud is a single organism like the
parent; direct development without alterna-

tion of generations, as contrasted with meta-
genesis (which see). Eneye. Brit., XXVII. 131.

hypogenetic (hi-po-jf-net'ik), a. {hypogeneMs
(-et-) + 4e.'] Of or pertaining to development
by hypogenesis. Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 131.

hypogemc (hi-po-jen'ik), a. [Or. itrd, under,
+ -yevijq, -produced, + -jc.] Originating in
the depths of the earth : applied to volcanoes,
earthquakes, and kindred phenomena.

A discussion of the movements along this and other
fault lines in Macedonia, and of changes in level which
are apparently in progress at Saloniki and its neighbour-
hood, leads to the conclusion that hypogenic geological
processes have in this part of the world a marked activity.

Nature, Deo. 17, 1903, p. 160.

hypoglobulia (hi"po-glo-bii'li-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. vird, under, + L. globulus, globiie.] A
pathological condition in which the blood-cor-
puscles are decreased in nxmiber.
Hypohomus (hi-p6'ho-mus), «. [NL., errone-
ously formed (intended to mean 'not quite
uniform') < Gr. in6, under, -I- bjiSq, the same.]
A genus of darter-fishes of the family Persidse,

found in the upper Tennessee river. H.
aurantiacusia the common species.

hypohyal (hi-p9-lu'al)) n. [Gr. itrd, under,
+ E. hyal."] In fishes, one of two pairs of bones
situated on each side of the anterior end of
the hyoid arch. Tliey are attached one above the
other to the ceratohyal. Between the superior pair is the
glossohyal and between the infeiior pair is the m'ohyal.

hsrpohyaline (M-po-M'a-lin), a. [Gr. iTrS,

under, -I- valtvoQ, of glass.] Partly glassy;
semivitreous : noting igneous rooks which are
partly glassy, partly crystalline. See *mero-
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hypomnestic (hi-p6m-nes'tik), a. Relating to

or characterized by defective memory.
Hypomyces (hi-pom'i-sez), n. [NL. (Tnlasne,

1860), < Gr. iw6, under, -H iimm, fungus.] A
genus of hypocreaceous fungi having the peri-

thecia seated upon or embedded in a thin

stroma, and the spores elongate, pointed, and
2-celled. The species are mostly parasitic upon agari-

caceous fungi. Conidia and ohlamydospores are frequently
found. H. Lactijluorum occurs on species of Lactarius.

hvpomyotonia (hi"po-mi-o-t6'ni-a), n. [NL.,
^Gr. md, under,-!- a^C, muscle, -H rdvof , tone.]

Diminished tone in the muscles.
hypomyxia (hi-po-mik'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

vttS, under, + //tfo, mucus.] Diminished se-

cretion of mucus.
hyponoStic (hi'po-no-et'ik), a. [Gr. vrrd, under,
+ voirriKds, < v(i5?iTif, 'understanding.] In psy-
ehol. , unconsciously logical : opposed to *noetie

or consciously logical.

The conception of "distance between" answers, then,

to what we have called a hyponoetic relation, and this is

plainly distinct from the analysis of discrete complexes,
with which, as said, noetic comparison is alone concerned.

Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 64.

hyponomic (H-po-nom'ik), a. [hypotiome +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the hyponome—Hy-
ponomic slnHB. See -kbrachial stnuses.

hyponychial (hi-po-nik'i-al), a. [Gr. im6, un-
der, -t- ovuf C<"">X-)t nail, + -ioZ.] Situated be-

neath a nail ; subunguial.
hyponychon (hi-pon'i-kon), ».; pi. hypony-
cha (-ka). [NL., < Gr. imd, under, + ivvg

(pwx-), hail.] A collection of blood beneath
a nail.

hyponychum (hi-pon'i-kum), n.; pi. hyponycha
(-ka). [NL., < Gr. m6, under, -1- ovv^ (ovvx-),

nail.] The nail-bed.

hyponym (hi'po-nim), n. [Gr. iTrd, under, -I-

bvo/ia, 5vv/ia, name.] A systematic name ap-

plied to an undetermined group of animals or

plants, and thus not fully or finally estab-

lished.

inrd, un-

hypo-inosemia (hi"p6-in-6-se'mi-a), n. [Irreg.

< Gr. iff^under, + Zf'(gen. Ivoq), Aher, + miia,

blood.] Diminished coagulability of the blood.

hypo-iodite (hi-po-i'o-dit), n. [Gr. {m6, under,
+ iod(ine) + -ite'^'.] A salt of hypo-iodous
acid. Such a salt seems to be formed by the action of

iodine on thesolufiion of an alkali, the solution possessing

bleaching power and probably having a composition anal-

ogous to that of Javelle water or Labarraque's fluid.

taypo-iodous (hi-po-i'6-dus), a. Noting an acid

analogous to hypoehlorous acid, which has
probably been obtained in solution but is not
known in the pure state.

hypo-ischium (hi-po-is'ki-um), n.; pi. hypo-is-

chia (-a). A rod oi bone or cartilage which
arises "between the distal ends of the ischia

and is directed backward fromthp inferior part

of the pelvis : found in reptiles.

hypokinesia (hi"po-ki-ne'si-a), n. Same as

*hypokinesis.

hypokinesis (hi^po-M-ne'sis), n. [NL.^ < Gr.

md, under, + Kivnai^, motion.] Dimmished
power of movement ; muscular weakness. Also
hypodnesis, hypokinesia.

hypolemniscus (hi"po-lem-nis'kus), n. [Gr.

virohi/JviaKOi, < vTtd, under, + TiTi/ivioKog, a band

:

see lemniscits.'i A critical mark (-^), namely,

a lemniscus (j-) with a dot below only._

hyppleucocytosis (hi"po-lTi"ko-si-t6'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. vir6, under,' + leucocyte + -o«w.]

A diminution in the number of the leucocytes

of the blood. See Uucocytosis.

hypolithic (hi-p6-lith'ik), a. [Gr. i'n-d, under,

+ Wog, stone, 4- -ic] In iot., growing under
stones.

, , ,
hypologism (hi-pol'o-jizm), n. [Gr. wTrd, under,
4- Tuoytafidg, reckoning, calculation.] The rela-

tion of four magnitudes when the ratio of the

first to the second is less than the ratio of the

third to the fourth.

hypoinania(hi-po-ma'ni-a),n. [Gr. im6,^mAeT,
4- imvia, madness.] A mildly maniacal state of

short duration. Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 91.

hypomere, n. 2. In embryol., the portion of

the mesoderm from which the walls of the

pleuroperitoneal cavity of vertebrates arise.

hyponmesis (hi-p6m-ne'sis), ». [NL. (cf. Gr.

iTrdfivriaig, a reminding), < Gr. mrd, under, +
uvvati, memory. ] Defective memory.

I have listed 486 names that were proposed between
1763, the first edition of Linnaeus's 'Species Plantarum,'

and 1821, including the first volume of Fries's 'Systema
Mycologicum.' Of these, 242, or one half, are to be re-

jected for various reasons. Some are hypohyms, never
having been associated with a recognizable binomial spe-

cies. Science, March 26, 1904, p. 609.

hypo-osmious (hi-po-os'mi-us), a. [hypo- +
osmi-um + -o«s.] In oMm., a term sometimes
applied to compounds of osmium in which that
metal has the lowest apparent valence : as, Jiy-

po-osmious chlorid orosmium dichlorid (OSCI2).

hypopal (hi-po'pal), a. [hypopm + -aU.] Per-
taining to or res'embling thehypopus stage of

an acarid. Also spelled hypopial. See Sy-
popus.

Hypoparia (M"po-pa-ri'a),-». pi. [NL., < Gr.

VTTd, under, + napeidj the'cheek.] In Beeeher's
classification of the trilobites, an order char-

acterized by the cheeks forming a continuous
marginal plate in the cephalon and by the ab-

sence of compound eyes. It is regarded as the
primitive order of the group, and is repre-

sented by such genera as Agnostus and IW-
nucleus.

^ .

hypopepsia (hi-p6-pep'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. mrd,

under, + irefig, digestion'!] Weak digestion.

hypopepsy (hi'po-pep-si), n. [NL. hypopep-
sia.'] Same as *'kypopepsia:

hypopeptic (hi-po-pep'tik), a. Relating to or

affected with hypopepsia.

liypophalangia (hi"po-fa-lan'ii-a), n. The
state or condition of having less than the

normal number of phalanges in a digit: Con-

trasted with *hyperphalangism.

In man, a condition of hypophalangia (two-jointed in-

stead of three-jointed digits) is dominant over the normal
condition. Pop. Sd. Mo., July, 1906, p. 195.

hypovihaxe (hi'po-far), n. [Gr. vird, under, -I-

(jiapog, a web (f).] In the rhagon stage of de-

velopment of Demospongix, the lower region

of the body, devoid of chambers or pores. Com-
pare *spongophare. Lankesteir.

hypophonic (hi-po-fon'ik), a. Same as *'hy-

pophonous.

hypophonous (hi-pof'o-nus), a. [Gr. ijrd, un-

der, + i^vii, sound.] In music, subordinate or

subsidiary: said of an accompaniment or re-

sponse.
hypophosphoric (hi*po-fos-for'ik)^ a. Noting

an acid, a distinct tetrabasic acid, H4P2O6,
produced, along with phosphorous and phos-

phoric acids, by the slow oxidation of phos-

phorus in moist air at ordinary temperatures.

Hyporhamphus

hypophrenic (hi-po-fren'ik), a. [Gr. iv<

der, -I- ijipnv, the diaphragm.] Situated below
the diaphragm.
hypophysin (hi-pof'i-sin), ». {hypophys-ia +
-j»^.] The dried and powdered hypophysis
cerebri.

hypoplankton (hi-po-plangk'ton), n. [Gr. mr6,

under, + ^\j. planlrion.'^ Organisms that swim
or float in the water immediately above the
bottom, considered collectively and in contrast
with those that creep or run over the bottom

;

the bathybic plankton. See ^plankton, *6e»-
thos. Nature, Nov. 5, 1903, p. 23.

hypoplanktonic (hi'''po-plangk-ton'ik), a. Of
or pertaining to the hypoplankton; floating or
swimming in the water below 100 fathoms.
hypoplasia (hi-ps-pia'si-a), m., [NL., < Gr.
*ir(i, under, -I- ir'k&at^, forraation.] Deficient

growth or Atrophy of a part through exces-

sive destruction or defective formation of

cells.

hypoplasm (hi'po-plazm), n. [NL., < Gr. imd,

under, -I- TrAdir^a, anything formed.] 1. Same
as *hypoplasia.— Z. Same as hypinosis.

hypoplastic (M-po-plas'tik), a. [Gr. in-d, un-
der, 4- TrAaordf, formed, + -Jc] Relating to or
characterized by hypoplasia. Btuik, Med.
Handbook, I. 140.

hypoplastral, a. II. n. One of the two bones
forming the hypoplastron of turtles. See cut
under* CfteJoHJa, 1.

hypoplasty (hi'po-plas-ti), n. [As hypoplast-

ic + -y^.'] same as *hypcplasia.

hypoplasy (hi-pop'la-si), n. [NL. 'hypoplasia,

< Gr. v7c6, under, -I- jr^lamf, molding.] A pathor-

logical process, due to disturbances of any
'kind, in which cells fail to attain their normal
size, number, or differentiation; hypoplasia.

hypoplaz (hi'po-plaks), n. [NL., < Gr. irrd,

under, -1- irXof, a plate.] In the shell struc-

ture of the pelecypod mollusk Pholas or Mar-
tegja, an accessory plate lyingventrallybetween
the valves.

Hypoplectrus (hi-p6-plek'tru?), n. [NL., <

Gr. vir6, under, + TcTiijKTpov, a striker, spear-
point, spur.] A genus of small bass-like
fishes known as vacas in Cuba. The species are
numerous in the West Indies, and are subject to extrar

Hypoplectrjts unico/er.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

ordinary variation of color, some of them varying from
deep blue to yellow, with or without checkers and stripes
of brown or blue. H. unicolor is the most - important
species.

hypoprazia (hi-po-prak'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
vir6, under, + irpa^tg, action.] Deficient activ-
ity. Baldwim,, Diet, ol Philos. and Psychol., ;/

L 64.
-'

Hypoprion (hi-po-pri'on), n. [NL., < Gr. iird,

under, + vpiuv, saw.] A genus of sharks
of the West Indies, of the family Galeidse, in
which the upper teeth only are serrate. H.
irevirostris is the common species.

hypopteral (hi-pop'te-ral), a. \Jvypopter-on +
-a?i. J Of or relating 'to the hypopteron or axil-

lary feather-tract.

hypopteron (hi-yop'te^on), n. ; pi. hypoptera
{-raj). [NL., < Gfr. dtti^,' under, + insp6v, wing.]
The linear tract of feathers which runs from
the axilla outward, on the under side of a
bird's wing.
hypQptyallsm (hi-pop-ti'a-lizm), n. [Gr. vn6, ^

under, + TtrvaTiov, spittle, + -ism."] Diminished
secretion of saliva.

hyporadiolus(hi'''po-ra-di'o-lus), n. The sin-

gmar of hyporadioli.

hyporadins (hi-po-ra'di-us), «. The singular
of hyporadii.

Hyporhamphus (hi-po-ram'fus), n. [NL., <
Gr. iird, under, + 'paji^^, beak.] A genus of
halfbeaks, of the family Hemiramphidse, com-
prising the commonest American species, S.
roberti, and many others.
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hyposarca (hi-po-sar'ka), n. [NL., < Gr. im6,
under, +aip^ (a'apK-), flesh.] Excessive edema
of the skin and subcutaneous tissues.

hyposcleral (M-po-skle'ral), a. [Gr. inr<i, under,
+ aKkrip6(, hard, + -a^i.] Same as subscleroUc.

hyposcope (hi'po-skop), n. [Gr. iird, under,
+ oKomlv,^ view.] An attachment for a small-
arm consisting of a number of mirrors placed
at such angles and in such manner that the
piece can be aimed accurately from behiad a
breastwork without exposure of the head.
hyposecretion (hi*'po-se-kre'shon), n. ihypo-
+ secretion.^ Secretion in diminished amount.

byposoda (hi-po-s6'da), n. [hypo- + sdda.'i A
trade-name for sodium thiosulphate, formerly
known as hyposulphite of soda, usedby tanners
in the processes of mineral tanning with salts
of chromium.
hyposphenal, a. II. n. The parasphenoid, a
bone in the cranium of fishes which connects
the vomer and basioccipital. StarTcs, Syn-
onymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 512.

Hypostatic pneumonia. See *pneumonia.
hypostemal, a. II. n. Theceratohyal, aboneof
the hyoid arch in fishes. Starks, Synonymy
of the Pish Skeleton, p. 517.

hypostheniant (hi-po-sthe'ni-ant), o. [hypos-
men-4c + 4- + -a»ti.]' Beduci'ng the strength
or vital force.

hvpostbenic (hi-po-sthen'ik), a. and n. [Gr.
*7rrf, under, -I- ffSEvof, strength, -f- -jc] L o. 1.
Properly, havingan inferior degree of strength.— 2. Eeducing the strength in general or the
force of any vital action, such as the cardiac
pulsations.

n. ». A debilitating agent, or one that di-

minishes the force of the heart's action.

hyposthenuria (hi-pos"the-uii'ri-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. md, under, 4- adhoc, strength, + bvpov,

urine.] Suppression, partial or complete, of
the urinary excretion.

Hypostomata, n.pl. 4. A superclass of ex-
tinct, fish-like vertebrates, the Ostracodermi
of Cope and other writers: contrasted with
Cyelostomata, the lampreys, and Gnathosto-
matttj vertebrates with true jaws. They have no
true limbs, and no jaws ; the vertebral column is acen-
trous and the dermal skeleton greatly developed. Gadow.

hypostomial (hi-po-sto'mi-al), a. [hypostoma
+ -j-aZl.] Of or pertaining to the hypostoma.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, 11. 177.

Hypostomins (hi"po-sto-mi'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< aypostomns + -ink.']

' A subfamily of small
mailed catfishes of the rivers of South Amer-
ica, typified by the genus Bypostomibs.

hypostracum (hi-pos'tra-kum), n. [Gr. wt6,

under, -I- iarpaKov, a shell!] The third layer of
the integument of mites, lying under the ec-
tostraoum. Jour. Boy. Micros. Soc, April, 1903,

p. 177.

hypostroma (hi-po-stro'ma), n. [Gr. iirS, un-
der, -f- arpo/ia, a bed.] Same as mycelium.
hyposulphate (M-po-sul'fat), ». lhyposulph{yr
ric) + -ate^.'] A salt of hyposulphurie acid,

H2S2O6, now called dithionie acid; dithionate.

hypOSUlpllite, n—^Alkaline hyposnlplllte, a com-
pound ob^ined by the action of hyposulphurous acid on
the alkaline bases, as sodium hyposulphite.—Hyposnl-
pliite silver-extraction process. See *silver.

hypotension (hi-po-ten'shon), n. [Gr. im6,

under, + E. tension.] Diminished tension.

hypotetrarcb (hi-po-tet'rSrk), n. [hypo- +
tetrarch.] Li hot., a triarch stele in which the
protoxylem of the median strand is divided.

hypoth. An abbreviation (a) of hypothesis;

(6) of hypothetical.

hypotheca (hi-po-the'ka), n.
;

pi. hypothecse

(-se). [Gr. iiKd, under, + 6^ic^, a case.] The
inner half of the fmstule of a diatom.

hypothecal (hi-po-the'kal), a. [Gr. imo, un-
der, + dr/ict/, case (test), "+ -aP^. In del 2, <

hypotheca + -aU.] 1. Situated beneath or
within the test, as the radial water-tubes of

echinoids. Compare *epithecal, 2.— 2. Of or
pertaining to the hypotheca of a diatom.

Hypotheria (hi-po-the'ii-a), k.^jZ. [NL., < Gr.

imti, under, -I- dripwv, beast.] The hypothetical

but probable ancestors of the Mammalia : small
animals combining the characters of reptiles

and mammals and closely related to the Ano-

It is true that no small forms . . . have hitherto been
discovered which can be regarded as ancestral types of

the Mammalia il^potheria or Fromammalia).
Eneyc. Brit., XXX 505.

hypothermal (hi-po-th6r'mal), a. [Gr. vn6,

under, -t- tiepiiT), heat, + -aP-'.'\ Same as *hypo-
thermic.
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hypothermia (hi-p6-th6r'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

vTrd, under, -I- Bip/iVi heat.] A condition of re-

duced temperature, especially of animal heat.

hypothermic (hi-po-th6r'mik), a. [Gr. ino,

under, -I- 6ip/ai, heat, -I- -ic] Relating to a mod-
erate or lower temperature; having a tendency
to reduce the temperature.

hypothesis, n Difference, filar, glacial hypothe-
sis. See *difference, etc.—Meteorltlc hypothesis, the
theory (of late specially elaborated, though not originated,

by Sir Norman Lockyer), that the nebulae consist of

swarms of meteorites, and that stars and systems have
been formed by the slow aggregation of these bodies. It

is in contrast with the nebular hypothesis of Laplace,
which presupposed an original ma^s of heated gas. Pro-
fessor George Darwin has shown that in the long run such
a meteoritio assemblage would behave in most respects

like a gaseous mass contracting under its own gravita^

tion, llrst rising in temperatm'e to a maximum and then
cooling after solidification. According to the meteoritic
hypothesis the light of nebulae is explained by the col-

lisions between the meteors, and the bright lines that
characterize the distinctly gaseous spectra of many nebulfe
are attributed to gases liberated from the meteors them-
selves by these collisions, possibly illuminated by electric

discharges, no general high temperature of the nebula
being required. The theory finds plausible applications
in explaining the phenomena of temporary (novse) and
variable stars, as due to the encounter of two or more such
meteoritio clouds.—Planeteslmal hypothesis. See
IrplanetesimcU.— Prout'S hypothesis, in phys. chem.,
the hypothesis, put forward by William Prout in 1816 and
1816, that the atomic weights of the elements are multi-
ples by whole numbers of the atomic weight of hydrogen
—from which follows an obvious suggestion as to the re-

lation of different elements to each 'other. It was shown
that chlorin by no means agrees with the hypothesis, and
the hypothesis was modified so as to assert that atomic
weights are integral multiples of the half or of the fourth
part of the atomic weight of hydrogen ; tliis experimenta-
tion has disproved. It is possible to put smaller and
smaller fractions in place of one half and one fourth, but
the point is quickly reached where experiment cannot de-
cide whether the suggested numbers are correct or not,
and the new hypothesis ceases to be verifiable ; so that
Prout's hypothesis has failed tobe of any direct service in
revealing the natme of matter.— Sness's hypothesis,
the hypothesis of Edward Suess, of Vienna, in explana-
tion 'of the large inequalities of the earth's surface. It
involves the conception that certain portions, called
by Suess horsts (see -khorst), early acquired a marked sta-

bility and solidity, and thatagainst these as buttresses, the
remainder were crowded in the contraction of the globe.

—

Working hypothesis, a hypothesis suggested or sup-
ported in some measure by features of observed facts,

from which consequences may be deduced which can be
tested by experiment and special observations, and which
it is proposed to subject to an extended course of such
investigation, -with the hope that, even should the hypo-
thesis thus be overthrown, such research may lead to a
tenable theory.

hypothesize, v. II. trans. To assume as a
hypothesis.
This anatomical relation is the basis of the ''avalanche

conduction" hypothesized by Kamdn y Cajal.
Bvj:k, Med. Handbook, II. 334.

h^Othyroidism (hi-po-thi'roi-dizm), n. [Gr.
iijri}, under, -1- E. thyroid + -ism.] A patho-
logical condition in which there is diminished
activity of the thyroid gland.
hypotonia fhi-po-to'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. vk6,
under, H- Tovof, tension, tone.] A condition of
diminished tension or tone in a part or in the
body in general.

hypotonic (hi-po-ton'ik), a. [Gr. vn6, under,
+ Tfivof, tone, -I- -ic] 1. Less than isotonic

;

specifically, noting a solution of} salt when it

contains a smaller amount than a second so-
lution with which it is compared : applied in
this sense to the blood-serum. Also hypisotonic.— 2. Eeducing tension or tone in a part or in
the body in general.

hypotonus (hi-po-to'nus), n. [NL.] A less
proper form for ^hypotonia.

hypotrichosis (hi"p9-tri-k6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
vk6, under, -t- apig (rptx-), hair, + -osis.J De-
ficient growth of hair.

hypotrochanteric (lu'''p6-tro-kan-ter'ik), a.

[Gr. inrd, under, + trochanter + -ic.] Situated
helow the trochanter.
The third trochanter is almost always accompanied by

a hypotrochanteric fossa. Denilcer, Kaces of Man, p. 89.

hypotrochoidal (M-pot'ro-koi-dal), a. [hypot-
rochoid + -aP-.] Like or pertaining to a hy-

- potrochoid.

hypotrophy (hi-pot'ro-fi), n. [Gr. vw6, under,
-t- Tpoijrti, nourishment.] 1. Same as atrophy.—3. An abnormal state due to defective nu-
trition.

hypotype (hi'po-tip), n. [Gr. imd, underj -I-

TWrof, type.] A specimen of a natural ob,ieet

which has been employed in supplementary
illustration or description of a species: con-
trasted with the type or original specimen on
which the species is founded.

hypovanadate (hl-po-van'a-dat), n. [hypova^
nadic + -afei.] A cbmpoivid of hypovanadic
oxid or vanadium tetroxid, V2O4, with a more
strongly electropositive metallic oxid.

hypsographic

hypovanadic (hi^po-va-nad'ik), a. [Gr. imd,

under, + E. vanadic.] Containing less oxygen
than a vanadic compound.—Hypovanadic oxid,

vanadium tetroxid, V2O4, which behaves both as a basic

and as an acid oxid; in the former case it forms with

acids hypovanadic salts.

hypovanadious (hi*po-va-na'di-us), o. [Gr.

vKd, under, + E. vanadious.] Containing less

oxygen than a vanadious compound—Hypo-
vanadious oxid, vanadium dioxid, V2O2 or VO, which

forms with acids hypovanadious salts.

hypozygal (hi-po-zi'gal), a. [Gr. vit6, imder,

H- ^vy6v, yoke.]
' Noting the lower and non-

pinnuliferous joint in the arm of a crinoid

when the arms consist of alternating joints,

one with and one without a pinnule : the up-

per is the epizygal. Each pair constitutes

morphologically but one joint, and the suture

between them is a syzygy.

Hypsagonus (hip-sag'o-nus), n. [NL., < Gr.

vTpi, high, + NL. Agornts.] A genus of sea-

poachers or Agonidse found in the North
Pacific.

hypsalograph (hip-sal'o-graf), n. [Gr. vi)o(,

height, + dAf, sea, -t- yp&feiv, write.] An ap-

paratus for automatically recording the vary-

ing height of the ocean.

hypselodont (hip-sel'o-dont), a. [Gr. if^Xdc,

high, -I- bdoig (bSovT-)', tooth.] Having teeth

with long crowns and short roots : an amended
form of hypsodont. Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1897, p. 699.

hypselodonty (hip-sel'o-don-ti), n. [hypselo-

dont + -!/S
: an amended form of hypsodon^.]

The fact or condition of having teeth with
long crowns and short roots. I^oc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1902, II. 229.

hypsibrachycephalous (hip - si -brak -i - sef ' a -

lus), a. Same as hypsibraehycephalic.

hypsicephalic, a. 2, Having a dolichoce-

phalic high slodl, with high forehead. Aitken

bypsicepbalous (hip-si-sef 'a-lus), o. [Gr.

vtIh-, high, + lutjia/.^, head, + -ous.] Same as

*hypsicephalic, 2.

bypsiconchic (hip-si-kong'kdk), a. Same as
*hyp_siconchous.

bypsiconchous (hip-si-kong'kus), a. [Gr. ift-,

high, 4- ndyxv, shell.] In anthrop., having an
orbital index exceeding 85. See megaseme.
bypsiconchy (hip-si-kong'ki), n. [hypsiconeh-
(ous) + -y'^.] The quality or condition of being
hypsiconohous. Biometrika, March-July, 1904,

p. 236.

bypsicranial (hip-si-kra'ni-al),a. [Gr.iV'-i
nigh, + Kpavlov, skull, -I- -aP.] lia.anthrop., char-
acterized by or exhibiting a skull of more than
middle height. Biometrika, March-July, 1904,

p. 240.

bypsidont (Mp'si-dont), n. Same as fejipsodon*.

hypsilopbodontid(hip-si-lof-o-don'tid). ». and
a. I. n. One of the HypsilophodontidsB.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the fl2/i>sJZ(>pAo<Jo»»-

hypsilopbodontoid (hip-si-lof-o-don'toid), a.

[Hypsilophodon{t-) + -aid.] Having relations
with the reptilian genus Sypsilophodon.
bypsistegoid (hip - sis 'te -gold), a. [Gr. iV«-,
high, + arkyri, roof, -I- rfdof, form.] In anthrop.,
high and roof-shaped : said of a cranium. G.
Sergi (trans. ),Var. of the Human Species, p. 53.

bypsistenocephalic (hip-sis"ten-o-se-fal'ik),
a. [Gr. iV^i-, high, + arevSg, narrow, + Keijiaii,

head.] In anthrop., characterized by great
height combined with narrowness: said of
skulls and heads. Keane, Man Past and
Present, p. 127.

bypsistenocephalism (hip - sis * ten - 6 - sef ' a-
lizm), n. Same a,s*hypsistenocephaly.
bypsistenocephaly (hip-sis"ten-6-sef'a-li), n.
The quality or condition of being hypsisteno-
cephalic. Keane, Ethnology, p., 363.

Hypsoblennius (hip-so-blen 'i-us), «. [NL.,
< Gr. vxpt, high, -f L.' blennius, blenny.] A

.
genus of small blennies found in tropical
America, it differs from Blennius in having no canine
teeth. H. hentzi is common on the South Atlantic coast

hypsocephalic, bypsocepbaloos, hypsocepb-
aly. See *hypsicephaKe, *hypsieephalous,
hypsicephaly.

bypsograpmc (hip-so-graf'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to hypsography, or the science which
deals with the altitudes of different portions
of the earth's surface : as, a hypsographicraap,
one showing by contour-lines, or other sym-
bols, the relative elevation of the different
portions of the territory mapped. See hypso-
graphy. Amer. Geol., Aug., 1903, p. 79.



bypsographical

hypBOgrapllical (hip-so-grafi-kal), a. Same
as *hypsographic.
Hypsometric formula. See ^formula.
hypsometrist (hip-som'e-trist), n. One -who
practises hypsoinetry, or measures the alti-

tude of the land above the sea-level, or who
illustrates the earth's relief by models or maps.
Sd. Amer. Sup., Jan. 1, 1898, p. 18354.

hypsometry, ».—Barometilc Iiypsometry, the art
of determining the altitude above or below sea-level by
the use of the barometer. The rough method known to

Torricelli and his followers was perfected by the construc-
tion of the proper hypsometric formula, expressing the
relation between pressure and altitude, by Laplace, and
by the use of the accurate Fortin barometer. Modern
improvements have been due to Aneot's study of the
eSect of the variation of gravity and ofatmospheric tem-
perature and to the gradient correction given by the daily
weather-maps.

hypsophobia (hip-so-fo'bi-a), ». [Gr. inpog,

height, + -fopia, < '^o^elv, "fear.] A morbid
fear of great heights.

bypsophyllous (hip-sof'i-lus), a. [hypsophyl
+ -otts.'] Same as hypsophyllary.

Hypsopsetta (hip-sop-set'a), »; [NL., < Gr.
{njio-, vijit-, high, + ijj^Ta, a flatfish.] A genus
of small flounders, of the family PleuronecUdx,
having the teeth in more than one row : found
on the coast of California. H. guttulata is the
common species.,

hypsothermometer (hip"so-th6r-moin'e-t6r),

n. Same as hypsometer.

It was first discovered by the hypso-tTiemumieter, which
shewed toBogdanovichthe quite unexpected temperature
of boiling water, 212.03° Fahr.

Geog. Jour. (B. G. S.), IX. 652.

Hypsurus (hip-sti'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. vft-jhigh,
+ ovpd, tail.] Agenus of surf-fishes of the fam-
ily EnMotocidse, remarkable for their brilliant

red and blue colors, and for the elongation of

the body-cavity : found on the coast of Cali-

fornia. H. caryi is the common species.

ops (hii)'si-pops), m. [NL., orig. Hypsi-
i Gr. vtju-, high, + vTrd,pops (Gill, 1861), irreg,

below, + Cnj) (uT-), face.] A genus of damsel-
Hysteresis Loop.

Hypsyfiops rubicunda.

(From BuUetin.47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

fishes of the family Pomacentridx, remarkable
for their relatively large size and brilliant col-

oration. B. rubicunda is the garibaldi of the

coast of California. When full grown it is of

a uniform bright scarlet.

bypural, a. II. n. Li ichth., the bone which
supports the caudal fin. Starlcs, Synonymy of

the Fish Skeleton, p. 526.

Iljrracodoiltid (hi-raJt-a-don'tid), n. and a. I.

n. Amember of the family .fiyracodomtid^.

II, a. Of or pertaining to the HyracodonUdss.

hyracodontoia (hi-rak-o-don'toid), n. and a. I.

n. A mammal like Syrdeodon.
II, a. Having the characters of Syracodon.

SyraCOidea, n.pl. Xhlr^-two species and subspecies
or this order are now recognized, all placed in the genus
Procavia (Storr, 1780), this name antedating Hyrax by
three years. A fossil species, Pliohyrax kruppii, has

been described from the Pliocene of Greece and the Isle

of Samoa, and Areheeohyrax, from the Miocene of Pata-

gonia, has been assigned to this group.

Hyrcanian (hSr-ka'ni-an), a. Of or pertaining

to the ancient Hyrcania in Asia. Shdk., Ham-
let, ii. 2.

hyssop, n. 4. In the western United States,

sage-brush, ArtSmisia. [Only in old writings.]

N. E. D,— Anise-hyssop, the fragrant giant hyssop,
Agaatacheamthiodora.—Oiixat hyssop, any plant of the

labiate genus Agastache, especially^, wnethiodora, some-
times distinguished aafroigrant giant hyssop. It is na-

tive to the western plains of the United States. A. nepe-

toides and A. scrophvXarisefolia of the eastern United
States are called respectively catnip aadjigwart giant

Hystatoceras (his-ta-tos'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr.

vuTOTog, the hindmost, + Hiepa^, horn (used as a

generic termination in fossil Cephalopoda).']

A genus of ammonoid Cephalopoda, or ammo-
nites, characterized by compressed, smooth,

keeled young shells and oostate, unkeeled later

volutions.
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hystazarin (his-taz'a-rin), n. An orange-yel-

low compoimd, C6H4 < ^q > C6H2(OH)2, pre-

pared from pyrooateehol and phthaUc anhy-
drid. It crystallizes in slender needles, melts at 260° C,
and, in the form of its monometbyl ether, occurs in the
root of Oldenlandia umbdlata. Also called diohydroxy-
cmthraquinone.

Hysterangiaces (his-te-ran-ji-a'se-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Bysterangimm +"-aceie.] A' family of
subterranean gasteromycetous fungi named
from the genus Hysterangium.
Hysterangium.(his-te-ran'ji-um), n. [NL. (Vit-

.
tadini, 1831), so called in allusion to the form
of the sporocarp ; < Gr. varkpa, uterus, + ayyeiov,

vessel.] A genus of subterranean gasteromy-
cetous fungiwhichhave the peridium separable
from the gleba.
hysterectomy, n—Csssareaubysterectomy. Same
as Porro's operation (which see, under operation).

hysteresial. (his-te-re'si-al), a. [hysteresis +
-aU.'] Same as *JiystereUc.

hysteresic (his-te-re'sik), a. Same as *hyste-
reiic.

hysteresis, n— Dielectric or electrostatic hyste-
resis, the loss of energy in an electrostatic condenser with
an alternating electromotive force.

—

Elastic hysteresis,
an effect, analogous to magnetic hysteresis in iron, ob-
served in the relation of strain to stress when the stress to
which an elastic body is subjected is alternately in-
creased and diminished.

—

Electrolytic hysteresis, the
loss of energy in a polarization-cell traversed by an alter-

nating current.

—

Hysteresis coefflcient. See itcoefficient.

—Hysteresis loop. See magnetic
lthyst,eresis. — Magnetic hystere-
sis; thelag of magnetic ilux behind the
magnetomotive force which iathe elec-

trical equivalent of the energy con-
sumed by molecular magnetic friction

during amagnetic cycle and gives rise

to the phenomena of permanent and
remanent magnetism and coercitive
force. The area of the hysteresis loop
equals the energy consumed as heat,

if no other energy is consumed or sup-
plied, and the term magnetic hyste-

resis is therefore frequently used as
synonymous with loss of energy by
molecular magnetic friction. It is of
very great importance in alternating
magnetic fields of transformers, electric generators, etc.

Magnetic hysteresis is closely proportional to the 1. 6power
of magnetic induction. See Tnagjietic -kdrcuit. The hys-
teresis loop, or magnetic loop, is a closed curve, a, b, c, d,

which represents the changes in magnetic induction (£)
in a piece of iron or steel when'the magnetizing force (H)
is progressively varied in intensity and direction. The ar-

rows indicate the direction in which the cycle is followed.

hysteresis-meter (his-te-re'sis-me"t6r), n. In
elect., a device for measuring the hysteresis
losses in samples of iron or steel. It consists

of a spindle by means of which the sample may
be revolved between the poles of a suspended
magnet.
hysteresis-receiver (his-te-re'sis-re-se'''v6r); n.

In wireless teleg., a magnetic receiver which
depends for its action upon hysteresis in iron.

hysterestic (his-te-res'tik), a. Same as *hys-

teretic.

hysteretic (his-te-ret'ik), a. [hysteresis {-et-)

+ -jc] Pertaining to or exhibiting hysteresis.

If it is desired to annihilate the hysteretic effects of

previous magnetization, . . . it [the metal] maybe demag-
netized by reversal. Uncyc. Brit., XXX, 433.

Hysteretic coefi&cient. Same as hysteresis -kcoeffi-

cient.— Hysteretle constant, a constant which defines

quantitatively the property of a sample of iron or steel as

regards hysteresis.—Hysteretic cycle, the cycle of op-
erations, consisting of magnetization in the + direction,

demagnetization, magnetization in the reversed or
— direction, and demagnetization, which makes up the
hysteresis loop.

hysteretically (his-te-ret'i-kal-i), adv. [hys-

teretic + -aZi + -ly^.] "In a manner involving or

exhibiting hysteresis.

The actual condenser dissipates enerey hysteretically in

its dielectric. Elect. World and Engin., XLIV. 163.

hysteriac (his-te'ri-ak), n. \hysteri-a + -ac]

A hysterical person.

l^Steriacese (.his-te-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Systerium + -acese.'] Same as Hysterineee, of

which it is the proper form.

HysterialeS (his-te-ri-a'lez), n.pl. [NL., <

Systerium + -ales.] An order of asoomycetous
fungi having the ascomata elongate or boat-

shaped, closed at first, but finally opening by
a longitudinal slit. See Hysterium and^Hys-
terographium.

hysteric^, n. 2. A hysteric person ; one who
suffers from hysteria.

And again, the murder with an apparently snfllcient

motive, may be nothing more after all than the work of a

maniac, epileptic, hysteric, etc.

Smithxoman Sep., 1890, p. 667.

hysteric^ (his-ter'ik), a. Same as *hysteretic.

Hysterical hreast, a circumscribed swelling of the

hysteroneurasthenia

breast, changeable as to size and location and painful on
pressure, occurring in a hysterical subject.— ^rstOIlcal
insanity. Joint, spine, etc. See -kineanity, etc.

hystericism (his-ter'i-sizm), n. [hysteric^ +
-ism.] The group of symptoms recognized as
hysterical.

HysteriineaB (his-te-ri-i'ne-e), n.pl. [NL., <
Systerium + -dnese.] Same as *Hysteriales.

hysterism (his'te-rizm), ». [hyster(ic) + -ism.]

The hysterical state; hysteria. Amer. Jour.
Psychol., n. 593.

hysterocarcinoma (his"te-ro-kar-si-n6'ma), «.;

pi. hysterocarcinomata (-ma^ta). [NL., <! Gr.
varipa, uterus, + KapKlva/io, cancer.] Cancer
of the uterus.

Hysterocarpinse (his"te-r9-kar-pi'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Systerocarpus -t- -inee.] A subfamily
of the Embiotoeidse typified by the genus Hys-
terocarpus.

Hysterocarpus (his^'te-ro-kar'pus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. varipa, uterus, -f-' Kapirdg, fruit.] A genus
of fishes of the family EmMotocidse. it differs

from all American surf-flshes in the very large number of
its dorsal spines, and in its exclusively fresh-water hab-
itat. H. trasH is found in the tributaries of San Fran-
cisco bay. Like the marine species, it is viviparous, the
young being about an inch long when bom.

hysterocrystallization (his*te-ro-kris"ta.-li-

za'shon), n. [Gr. varepoi, later, + E. crystal-

lization.] Secondary crystallization in for-

merly compact rocks through the chemical ac-
tion of aqueous solutions. Naumarm, 1858.

hysterocystic(his"te-r9-sis'tik), a. [Gne.vaTepa,

uterus, + niiang, blaSd'er, + -ic] Relating to
both the uterus and the bladder.

hystero-epileptic, a. II. n. One who suffers

feom hystero-epilepsy. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, IV. 833.

hysterogen (his'te-ro-jen), a. [Gr. varepog,

later, + -yevrj^, -produced.] Same as *h

h^sterogenetlc (his*te-r6-je-net'ik), a. [Gr.
iffTCjoof, later, + yheaig, genesis, + Ac] Oflater
origin orformation ; inpetrog., noting that part
of an igneous rock which crystallizes last in the
Process of solidification of the molten magma,
he term is applicable to the quartz and orthoclase In a

diorite which crystallized after the plagioclase and ferro-
magnesian minerals. It also applies to contemporary
veins of like composition that cut diorite masses, to many
pegmatite veins, and to certain kinds of schlieren. Zir-
kel, 1866.

hysterogenic^ (his"te-To-jen'ik), a. [Gr. iiara-

pog, later, + -yevTig, -produced, + -ie.] Same
as *hysteroger,etic.

hysterogenite (his-te-roj'e-nit), n. [Gr.
varepog, later, + -yevr/g, -produced, 4- -ite^.] A
mineral deposit of secondary or later forma-
tion, that is, one derived from the debris of
other rocks. Compare *idiogenite and *xerw-
genite.

Hysterographium (his"te-ro-graf'i-um), n.

[NL. (Corda, 1842), < Hysterium + 'graphium.]
A geuas of asoomycetous fungi of the family
Systeriacese. They have black carbonaceous ascomata
with a longitudinal opening and colored muriform spores.
About 70 species have been deBcribed.^H. Fraxini occui's
frequently on dead or dying branches of ash.

hysterolaparotomy (his'^te-ro-lap-a^rot'o-mi),
n. [Gr. varipa, uterus, + E. laparotomy.]' Sur-
gical exseetion of the uterus through an in-
cision made in the abdominal wall.

hysterollth (his'te-ro-lith), «. [Gr. iaripa,
uterus, + Aifof, stone.] A concretion within
the cavity of the uterus.

hysteromalacia (his"te-ro-ma-la'si-a). n. [Gr.
varipa, uterus, + fwXaKia, softness.] Suftening
of the uterus, especially the pregnant uterus.
hysterometry (his-te-rom'e-tri), n. [Gr.
varipa, uterus, + /iirpov, measure.] Measure-
ment of the uterus.

hysteromorphous (his'''te-ro-m&r'fus), a.

[Gr. varepoQ, later, + p-op^, form.] In petrog.,
noting those ore-deposits which have been
formed by chemical and mechanical influx

enees from previously existing deposits.

hysteromyoma (his'te-ro-mi-6'ma), TO.; pi. hys-
teromyomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gif. varipa, ute-
rus,+NL. myoma.]" A myoma of the uterus.
hysteromyomectomy (his"te-rp-mi-o-mek'to-
mi), n. [NL. hysteromyoma + Gr. iicTop^, ex-
cision.] Excision of a myoma of the uterus.
hysteroncus (his-te-rong'kus), TO. [NL., < Gr.
varipa, uterus, + dyKog, a mass.] A tumor of
the uterus.

hysteroneurasthenia (his'te - ro - nil - ras -the-
ni'a), TO. [NL., < Gr. iffri'pa, uterus, + NL.
neurasthenia.] A conditionin which the symp-
toms of hysteria and of neurasthenia are both
present.



hysteroneorosis -

lwrsteroneurosis(his'te-ro-nu-r6'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. imrepa, uterus, + v'eipov, nerve,+ -o«ts.]A nervous disorder oeourringas areflex in dis-
ease of the uterus.

hystero-oSphorectomy (his'te-r6-6*6-f6-rek'-
to-mi), n. [Gr. iaripa, uterus,"+'E. oophorec-
tomy.^ Surgical removal of the uterus and
ovaries.

liystero-oTariotomv (his'te -ro - o - va'ri - ot'o-
mi), ». Same as *hystero-oopHor'ectomy.
nysteropathic (his*te-r6-path'ik), a. [hyste-
ropath-y + -ic] Suffering from a disease of the
uterus. Alien, and Neurol, Feb., 1903, p. 72.
nysteropathy (his-te-rop'a-thi), ». [Gr.
varipa, uterus,+ -nadia, < Trddog, disease.] Ute-
rine disease.

hysteropexy (his'tgrro-pek-si), n. [Gr. iaripa,
uterus, -t- mjffjj, fastening.] Operative fixa-
tion of the fundus of the uterus to the an-
terior abdominal wall forthe relief of prolapse.
nvsteropbrte. n. 2. In ;gkytogeog., a herba-
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eeous plant which does not elaborate its own
nourishment, that is, a saprophyte or parasite

:

opposed to *autophyte.

hysterophytic (his'te-ro-fit'ik), a. [hystero-
phyte + -ic.] Having the character of a hys-
terophyte, or pertaining to hysterophytes.
hysteroptosis (his-te-rop-to'sis). ». [NL., <
Gr. vmfpa, uterus, + wraai^, falling.] Falling
of the womb.
hysterorrhapliy (his-te-ror'a-fi), n. [Gr.
varipa, uterus, -I- pa^, sewing.] 1, Same as
*hysteropexy.—2. The closing of a wound in
the uterus by sutures.

hysterorrhezis (his'te-ro-rek'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. varipa, uterus, -i^ p^^if, rupture.] Rup-
ture of the uterus.

hysterotraumatic (his^'te-ro-tra-mat'ik), a.
[Gr. iaripa, uterus, + Tpav/m{T-), wound, + -ic.j
Relating to or suffering from nysterotrauma-
tism.

hysterotraumatism (his'te-To-tra'ma-tizm),

iiyther

n. [hysterotraumat(ie) + -ism."] Hysteria
following injury.

hystricomorphine (his-'tri-ko-mdr'fin), a.
Same as hystrieomorphic.

hystricomorphons (his'tri-ko-mdr'fus), a.
Same as hystrieomorphic.

hystrizite (his'trik-sit), n. Same as *histrix-
ite.

Hythe beds. See *hedX.

hyther (hi'thfer), n. [hy(gronieter) + ther-

(mometer).'] A line of equal comfort or dis-
comfort so far as our sensations depend upon
the conditions indicated by the hygrometer
and the thermometer. See the extract.

Bat one generalization seems to be allowable, namely
that the lines of equal comfort, or the zones of hythen
all ran in approximately parallel directions, shoving tiia£

the law governing the rdation of hamidity to tempera-
ture is similar in all cases.

W. F. Tyler, in U. S. Monthly Weather Eer., May 1904

[p. 217.



2. (d) The usual symbol for
the moment of inertia, (e)

In elect., a symbol for cur-

rent. (/) In math. : (1) The
symbol (i or i) for the neo-
mon, the square root of mi-
nus one (V—1, (—1)"'^). (2)
In quaternions, the symbols
i, j, Jc denote a system of

three right versors in three mutually rectangu-
lar planes; thus i is a particular quaternion
having for its amplitude one right angle, (g)
In chem., i- before certain compounds has ref-
erence to their inaction as distinguished from
dextro-rotation (d-) or levorotation (1-).—3. An
abbreviation (i^) [cap.^ of Idaho; («) [cap.]
of the Latin Jwjperotor, emperor; (/) [cap,'\ of
Island; (g) of intransitive.

-ii (-1, or as L., -e). [L -i (whence It. -»), OL.
-ei, -e, -oe, -oi (-eis, -es, -is) = Gr. -oi = Skt.
-as = Uoth. -OS = AS. -as, B. -es, -s, etc., Indo-
Eur. -OS, -as, contracted from *-o-es, *-a-es.

The original ending -s, which appears in other
Latin and Greek declensions, was lost in the
second declension through conformity to cer-
tain accompanying pronominal and adjective
forms (L. isti, illi, Gr. ol', etc.).] A nomina-
tive plural ^ending of Latin masculine nouns
and adjectives' of the 'second' declension,
with nominative singular in -us, or without
suffix, many of which have come into English
nse, literary or technical. Examples are adni,
cyathi, denari»,"/oci,i^emi, hiptopota/mi, illumimiU, liter-

ati, loci, ocelli, radii, OcUU, Jheri, Chatti, etc. In some
instances there is also a regular English plural in -ee

after the ending -U8, as /0CUW9, geniuses, hippopotatnuses,
etc. This plural suffix appears in many classnames in
zodlogy and botany which are plurals of individual or
generic names in -us which are less often used in the
singular. Examples are Acwnthopterygii, Chondroptery-
gii (sc. pisees, fish), Acrocarjri (sc. imisci, mosses), etc.

See also 'ini, etc.

-i^ (e). [It. -i, <L. -i: see *-ii.] A nominative
plural sufifix of Italian nouns sometimes used
in English, as banditti, dilettanti, lazzaroni,

seudi, soprani, etc.

-13 (-1, or as L., -e). [L. -4 = Celtic -i, of dif-

ferent origin from Gr. -ov, etc., and L. -is

(*-es-is, > -er-is, etc.), AS. -es, Eng. -es, «,'«.]

The ending of some Latin genitives singular
of nouns and adjectives of the second declen-
sion, occurring in some ancient, medieval or

modem Latin phrases used in English, as
genitis loci, lapis lazuli, quid novi, etc.

la. An abbrevation of Iowa.
iambist (i-am'bist), n. [iamb + -ist.'] A writer
of iambic verse ; hence, a satirist ; a lampooner.

"With a malignity of personal slander not inferior to the
lamMst ArchUochus. Orete, Greece, VIIL il. 67.

lanassa (i-a-nas'a), n. [NL., < Gr. 'lavaaaa,

a name of a Nereicl.] A genus of extinct fishes

of the family PetalodonOdas, having a body
shaped like a ray, with shagreen skin and the
dentition consisting of pavement teeth ar-

ranged in longitudinal rows, each tooth over-

lapping the next in front. It is from the
Carboniferous rocks in various parts of the

, world.

ianthine (i-an'thin), a. [L. ianthinus, < Gr.

lavdtvog, of the color of violets, < lavBoq, lavBov,

a violet, < lov, violet, + Mog, flower.] Violet-

colored. Treas. Sot., p. 616. N. E. D.
iatrarchy (i'a-trar-ki), n. [Gr. larpdq, physician,

-f- -apxia, < apxetv, rule.] The order or profes-

sion of physicians. 2f. E. D. [Nonce-word.]

The chiefs of the Hierarchy, the latrarchy, ... the
Hoplarchy. Southey, Doctor, VII. 498.

iatrochemistry (i-a*'tr9-kem'is-tri),». [Gr.

iarpdc, physician, + B. chemistry.'} The chem-
istry of the sixteenthand first half of the seven-

teenth centuries. In that period the substitution of

remedies prepared by artificial chemical processes for the

roots and herbs of earlier medicine greatly changed the

practice of that art, while, on the other hand, medical or

medicophysiological theories to a great extent stimulated
and guided chemical investigation. Among the more
prominent iatrochemists were Paracelsus, Libavius, Van
Helmont, Sylvius, Tachenius, and Glauber.

It is difficult to realize at the present time how the
iatrochemistry developed and flourished as long as it did.

Science, July, 1904, p. 2.

iatromathematics (i-a'tro-math-e-raafiks), n.

[Gr. iarpd;, physician, -I- /ladTj/iaTiKd, mathe-
matics.] Bavae as *iatrophysics.

iatrophysics (i-a-tro-fiz'iks), n. [Gr. larpSc,

physician, + ifivaiKa, physics.] The theory and
practice of the iatrophysical school of physi-
cians.

Ibanag (e-ba-nag'), n. [Ibanag (Cagayan)
name.] 1. The language spoken by the Ca-
gayans of northernLuzon.— 2. One whospeaks
the Ibanag language.
I-bar (i'bar), ». 1. Ametal bar having a cross-
section like the capital letter I.— 2. Amistaken
spelling for eye-bar.

Iberian^. La. 3. In ontArop., of or pertaining
to the dolichocephalic dark type inhabiting the
greater part of southern Europe and parts of
northern Africa. Also called Mediterranean.
It comprises the Ibero-insiUar and Atlanto-
Mediterranean type of Deniker.

II. m. 3. In aM<Arop.,amember of the Iberian
race.

Iberian^, a. II. n. An inhabitant of Iberia,
a country of ancient Asia corresponding to
what is now called Georgia.
Iberianism (i-be'ri-an-izm), n. [Iberian^ +
-ism.'] The desire td'unite Spain and Portugal
under one crown, with the ancient name of
Iberia. Lit. World, Oct. 3, 1880, p. 234.

Iberic (i-ber'ik), a. and n. [L. Ibericus, < Gr.
Ip^piKdg, < 'l^r/peg, Iberians.] Same as Iberian^.
This form of construction seems to be quite typical in

the Iberic West,
A. J. Evans, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XXI. 187.

Iberism (i'ber-izm), n. [Iberia, ancient name
of the Spanish peninsula, + -ism.] The prin-
ciples of the Iberists; Iberianism.

Iberist (i'ber-ist), n. [Iberia + -ist.] An ad-
vocate of the political union of Spain and
Portugal.

Iberite^ (i'b6r-it),_ n. [Iberia + - ite'^.] An ad-
vocate of Iberianism.
Ibero-Celtic (i-be"ro-sel'tik), a. Iberian and
Celtic. Keane, Ethnology, p. 201.

Ibero-Celto-Teutonic (i-be^ro-sel'to-tu-ton'-
ik), a. Iberian, Celtic, and Teutonic'. Keane,
Ethnology, p. 201.

Ibero-insular (i-be"ro-iii'gu-lar), a. In an-
throp., of or pertaining to a race or type in-

habiting a large part of Spain, Portugal,
Corsica, Sardinia, and southern Italy, includ-
ing SioUy, characterized by short stature, long
heads, tawny white skin, and black hair. Deni-
ker, Races of Man, p. 285.

ibex, n.—Al)yssliilaiilbex,C<iwawa2ie, a rare species
with strongly curved horns.—Arabian ; Ibex, Capra
sinaitica, a species
of ibex which has
much bompressed
horns with the
knobs at irregular
intervals: found in
Arabia, Palestine,

and upper Egypt.

—

Himalayan Ibex,
Capra nbirica, a
large species of the
mountains of cen-
tral Asia, distin-

guished by its size

and heavy beard.

Ibidium (i-bid'-

i-um), n. [NL.
(Salisbury,
1812), < Gr. ypig

(Ij3i6-),ms. The
anthers were
compared to the
head of an ibis.]

A genus of mon-
oootyledonous

Ibidium cemuum.
(From Britton and Brown's " Illus.

Flora of the Northern States and Can-
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plants belonging to the family Orchidacese.
See Spirantlies.

ibis, n. 4. In angling, an artificial hackle-fiy,

ribbed with silver tinsel, with body, hackle,
wings, and tail scarlet.— straw-necked Ibis, Car-
philns spinicollis, an Australian species which has the
feathers of tlie lower neck developed as slender yellowish
spines. Very similar species occur in South America.

-ible. See -ble.

iboga (e-bo'ga), n. [W. African.] A name,
in the Songo region of West Africa, of a shrub
of the dogbane family, Tabernanthe Iboga.
Though growing wild in this region, it is frequently
cultivated near the native villages for the sake of its

medicinal and narcotic roots, which contain an alkaloid
similar in its action to cocaine.

ibogaine (e-bo'ga-in), n. [iboga + -ine^.] An
alkaloid extracted from the Kongo-plant and
iboga. It produces aniesthesia like cocaine
and acts upon the medulla like cola.

I. C. An abbreviation of the Latin lesus
Christus, Jesus Christ.

icacin (i-ka'sin), n. [icaco + -in^.] A color-

less compound, C46H7eO or C^yHygO, found in
elemi resin. It crystallizes in needles which
melt at 175° C.

ice, TO.—Brash lee. See hrashl, 4 (6).—Dead Ice, an-
cient ice reigned in 'fossil glaciers ' or elsewhere under
the soil and not moving downward.—Rock Ice, ice of
ancient origin, interbedded with detrital layers. Oeog.
Jour. (R.O. S.), XII. 167.— Sludge Ice, soft crystals
which are formed by the frost when it first attacks the
rufiled surface of the ocean.— Stone ice. Same as dead
•kice,—The great lee, an ice-sheet ; a continental glacier,
as in Greenland.—To cut Ice. See ircut,

I, 0. E. An abbreviation of Institute of Civil

Engineers.
Iceberg tbeory, the theory that the distribution of
drift and of erratic boulders and the scoring of the under-
lying rock-surface are accounted for by the movements of
icebergs during a period of continental submergence :

now generally replaced by the -kglaeial theory (which
see).— Tabular Iceberg, an even-topped iceberg of con-
siderable size. Such bergs are common in the antarctic
seaa and are derived from the south polar ice-sheet.

ice-bird, n. 2. The Indian goatsucker, Capri-
mulgus asiaUous: so called because its note
resembles "the sound of a stone scudding
over ice."

ice-blindness (is'blind"nes), n. Same as snow-
blindness. BucJc, Med. Handbook, IV. 13.

ice-block (is'blok), n. In geol., a portion of a
retreating glacier, isolated by melting.

ice-bolt (is'bolt), n. A sudden descent of ice

;

an avalanche ; figuratively, a sensation as of
the sudden chill of piercing cold.

The fearful iceboltg of the mountain.
H. MacMillan, Bible Teachings, iv.

ice-borne (is'bom), a. Borne or conveyed by
ice: especially applied to a boulder which has
been carried and deposited by ice during the
glacial period. LyeU.

ice-brea£er, n. 4. A hand- or power-machine
for breaking ice into small fragments for
various uses.

ice-calk (is'kftk), n. Same as ealks, 2.

ice-can (is'kan), «. A large, deep, and narrow
sheet-iron can designed to hold the distilled
water used in making ice. The can is sunk in the
cold brine of the freezing-tank and remains there until
its contents are frozen.

ice-cave (is'kav), n. 1. A cave in which ice
is formed in sufficient quantity to outlast the
warm season; aglacifere.— 2. A hollow under
the end of a glacier, whence the glacial stream
flows out.

The term "ice-cave," in the author's opinion, should
especially apply to the hollows in the ice at the lower end
of glaciers, whence the glacier waters make their exit

Geog. Jour. (R. 6. S.), IX. 67a

ice-chipper (is'chip'''6r), n. A hand-tool con-
sisting of a combined knife and chisel for
chopping ice into fragments.

ice-cliff (is'klif), n. 1. The precipitous front
of a tide-water glacier.— 2. A cliff formed by
marine erosion, in arctic regions, where the
land consists of ice with more or less inter-
stratified and overlying detritus.



ice-cloud

ice-cloud (is'kloud), ». A cloud composed of
fine globules of ice, or of globules of water
colder than ice, which on touching any solid
body adhere as frostwork; a frost-cloud; a
rime-cloud: often a very low stratum of ice
fog.

ice-craft (is'kraft), n. Skill in traveling on
ice, or in dealing with its dangers, as in arctic
exploration ormountain-climbing. DailyNews,
March 5, 1890. N. E. D.

ice-creeper (is'kre^per), n. Same as creeper,
6{h).

Iced liver, beart, etc._, chronic inflammation of the se-
rous membrane covering the liver, heart, etc, accom-
panied by a fibrinous exudation resembling the icing on
cake. Xed. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 273.

ice-dike (is'dik), n. A crevice in a glacier
which becomes filled with ibe of secondary or
later development and strongly resembles a

;
mineral vein. W. M. Sherzer.

ice-dock (is'dok), n. A basin in the ice,

either natural or sawed out with ice-saws,
sufficiently large to accommodate a ship.
Such 'docks are often made by navigatori in the polar re-

gions in order to avoid being pinned or nipped between
_ two closing floea

ice-drag (is'drag), n. A hooked iron instru-
ment planted in the ice ahead of a vessel,
used like a kedge-anchor in warping her along.

ice-dump (is'dump), n. A shee^iron tank

620 ice-scooter

The ice-pans appear to drift capriciously backward and
forward, without any apparent cause.

Geog. Jour. (B. G. S.), XVIII. 40.

A breed of small

center of the field of play. This consists in placing the

puck on the middle point of the field between the sticks

of two opposing center forwards. The referee calls

play, and each man then strives to gain possession of the Jpp.nip'pnTl fis'Dii'onl. n.
Duck and oass it to players of his own side. The for- ICe-pigeon Vis pij vu), n.

w^ds^e uraally divided into two centers and two domesticated pigeons whose prevailing colors

wings, and the puck is shot diagonally across the surface are pale bluish lavender, with faint lacings or
from one player to another. The players use both hands spangles. The feet are heavily feathered
on the stick, and a good player rarely resorts to a one- .i^_..''_ thfi vsirietv known as the TTrnl
hand use of the stick. No player is allowed to raiseliis .

save in tne variety Known as tne Urai.

stick above the shoulder. The puck may be advanced by ICO-piUar (IS piFar), M. The pedestal of a
the use of the stick, but it may be stopped by the skate glacier table.
orUiebody. Thegoal-t«nderstandsbetweenthego^^

ice-pilot (is'pinot), n. Same as ice-master, 1.
and the rule Provides thaj; he must not h^^l^or kneel

jgg.^ipe (^g-fip);-
„'.' A projecting tube of ice

which is produced by frost in regions whose
upon the ice, but must maintain a standing position.

His play consists in defending the goal and shooting the
puck off from one side to t£e other when the goal is in

danger. There is a referee who has charge of the play

:

two goal-umpires, one at ea«h end, decide whether
the puck passes through the goal. Kules for off- and
on-side play prevail in hockey ; that is, a player must
always be on his own side of the puck, and is off-side if he
is nearer the opponents' goal-line than the player of his

surface soil is a tough, water-soaked clay.
The upper layer of the soil is first frozen solid for a shal-
low depth. As the frost solidifies and expands the lower-
lying layers, the neighboring water is forced to spurt
through the crust at innumerable points, freezing as it

emerges and forming the ice-pipes. Van Hise, V. 8.

1. -1- i.i.i.iu- 1 • I,. V - ii. i Geol. Surv. Monographs, XIVII. 444.
own team who last hit the puck, m which event he IS not ;-- _i__t. /;~'„i«V,„v\ „ a t,.,;/!™,, „„ ti,.
allowed to touch it or interfere or obstruct an opponent Ice-plank (is plangk), n. A bndge on the
until a«am on-side. He is put on-side when the puck deck of an arctlC vessel, crossing from one
has been touched by an opponent, or when he has skated side to the Other ; a spike-plank.
behmdoneof his own side who either has possession of ice-plant, n.-New Zealand Ice-plant. Same asthe puck or played it last when behmd the offender, yp^ 7ealamli ."''r,_^':^~'""'? i'-'"^"- _"""«! »
Body-checking, blocking, and interfering when on-side
are allowed. Charging from behind, tripping, collaring,
kicking, and cross-checking are not allowed. "^" "—, uuuiuiug.

The final
resultisdetenninedby the numberof goals scored in the jj'/Jrrjt.i. /i„/_„j„+\ „ rm,„ „„• j.

two halves. ICC-pOUlt (is'point), m._ The pomt

New Zealand spinach (which see, under spinach).— Tas-
manlan lce-l>lant, the Victorian bower-spinach, Tetra-
gonia imptexicoma. See Australian spinach, under
spinach.

upon a
thermometric scale which corresponds to the
melting-point of ice. The ice-point is 0° C.
-I- 32° F., and + 273° (absolute). PUlos.
Trans. Boy. Soc. (London), 1903, ser. A, p. 108.

temporary channel ice-prow (is'prou), n. A temporary structure
" "

" fitted in front of the stem and around the
bows of tugboats and similar vessels in winter
to assist in breaking the ice and to protect the
bows from injury. Also false bow and ice-

ram.
ature a" mixture of ice and water wiU be in ice-pyramid (is'pir^a-mid), n. The form as-

ice-jam (is'jam), n. A mass of fragments of
river ice piled irregularly by the current, so

containing a slopiig grid in which an ice-can rTj^fl^I^tl '*
s!2 *;„„/.2

with its ile-blook is upset to cause the block }SfrJ^^P'^-^^^ '^^^"'T
to slip out of the can. See *ice-caM. Ice-lead (is led), n. Ate; ._
ice-fam (is'farm), n. A body of water with '«^?^ into or entirely through an ice-field,

the necessary buildings, devoted to the pro- 7^!^°^ ^^
^'^H®

*° ?« ''}°^^ ^* »"y moment by

duction of ice for the market; in India, a place .
the povemeut of the ice.

where ice is obtained by allowing water to we-line (is'hn), n. hithernwdynam.,aaurve

freeze, at night, in shallow earthenware pans,
showing the pressure atwhich for any temper-

fim Ampr Tbti 9t iQns t% "iS ature a mixture of ice and water will be in _. ....
ice-fender Vis'fen"'ierr« A fender stable equilibrium. W. JTateom, Text-book of sumed by a pedestal of ice on a glacier, after
ice-ieuaer (IS ten aer;, «. a tenaer or guard

phygies, p. 267. the protecting slab of stone or debris has
ice-lobe (is'lob), n. A forward-reaching part fallen from it.^

of an ice-sheet with a convex front, the advance ice-ram (is'-

of which is due to its having moved along ram), n. Same

A fender or guard
for protecting a vessel from injury by ice.

ice-flsh (is'flsh), n. 1. A little fish, the eapUn,
Mallotusvillosus, ot\heta,-naij Argentiniclse, liv-

ing in arctic American waters and much
valued as food. See capZinS. [Rare.]— 2. A
small translucent fish, Salanx microdon, of the
rivers of Japan and China.

ice-fo^ (is'fog), n. A fog produced by wind
blowing over fields of ice.

ice-front (is'fnmt), n. The border of a glacier
or ice-sheet.

ice-gorge (is'g6rj), ». l. A blockade of ice in
a river.— 2. A narrow, steep-sided gorge in
whose bottom, amid large fallen rocks, ice
forms in the winter and endures until late in
the summer or longer. Ice^gorges occur in a
number of localities in New England and New

_ York.
ice-guard (is'gard)j n. In lumbering, a frame
or fence of heavy timbers set sloping about a
cluster of boom-piles, to prevent the destruc-
tion of the boom by ice. The timbers are securely
fastened to the top of thelioom-piles : the other end reslis

on the bed of the lake or stream, at an angle of about
thirty degrees to the surface of the water. The ice is

forced to mount the guards and -is so broken up.

ice-gush (is'gush), n. A mass of mingled ice
and water standing at the bottom of a crevasse
in a glacier.

Now and then a horse will lose his footing and slide
down to the bottom with a rush, but never once did one
of them refuse to climb out of an ice-gush when called
upon to do so, although many times they left a trail of
blood behind them where they had been cut and bruised
in their fall. Jour. Franklin Institute, Oct, 1904, p. 304.

ice-hill, n. Z. A large mass or mound of ice of
indefinite height.— 3. An artificial toboggan-
slide.

The Russians are extremely fond of this amusement,
and often have these ice-hUls erected at some village at a
little distance from the town.

Englishwoman in Russia, p. 215. N. E. D.

ice-hockey (is'hok'i), n. A game, developed
from

lower ground than that on either side. Thus as *ice-prow.
the continental ice-sheet of the glacial period in North Icerya
America was divided into various ice-lobes, along its n'a) 71.
southern margin, known as the Michigan lobe, the &reen ~"-

'

Bay lobe, etc. See -klobe.

The relation of the Michigan, Saginaw and Huron-Erie
ice-lobes in lower Michigan during the Wisconsin stage of
glaciation. Science, Feb. 6, 1903, p. 224.

ice-lpcomotive (is'16-ko-m6"tiv), n. A loco-
motive or motor-car having spurs or teeth on
its driving-wheels to enable it to travel on
ice.

Icelns (is'e-lus?), n. [NL. (Bioyer, 1845), <
(Jr. 'I/ceAof, Icelus, son of Hypnus, the god of

Icelus sfinigtr,

(Fiom Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

(is-e-
[NL.

(Signoret,
1875), <F. /cm/,
a proper name.]
A noted genus
of Cocci& of
the subfamily
Monophlebinse,
usually covered
with wax and di
secreting their

Fiuted scale (/„n„ ^„..*a«,.
eggs m a long malesefles.

waxen mass ** ™^'^ insect, with greater enlaij^e-1.1. ., ments of base of wing and foot at 6 and
WUlOn IS Otten c;<f, second stage ollarva; <, pupa; /;

longitudinally ('^feyV I'd'^aI
°''°"' '"' ''°"^'

ribbed. Twenty
species are known, and some of them are noted pests. I.
purchasi of Australia, Sonth Africa, New Zealan<{ Califor^
nia, and Poiiiugal is the famous fiuted scale, white scale, or
cushion-scale (see cushion-scaZe) which was brought under

sleep.]

family
A genus of fishes belonging to the
CotUdsB, found in the North Atlan-

tic and Pacific. I. bicornis is the best-known
species . /. spiniger is a species found in Bering
Sea.

iceman, n. 3. An of&cial whose duty it is to
keep the ice on a; skating-pond in order and to
assist those who meet with accidents while
skating. See *ice-Jmaster, 2.

A rescue by the iccTnen belonging to the Koyal Humane
Society. All the Year Round, 1880, p. 292.

ice-marker (is'mar*k6r), n. A plow-shaped
device for marking a groove in ice which is to

^ ^ ^, ... ._ ^ ^ ^ be cut into blocks. It is guided by a gage
field-hockey, played on ice, either on .

which runs in the last-plowed groove,
open ponds or in rinks, it is usually specified that ice-marking (is'mar'king), n. Same as ice-
the rink shall be at least 112 feet long by 58 feet wide. mark.
AteamUcomppsedof 7 men, 4 /orworito or rtMfters, who ice-master, n. 2. An ofaeial appointed to
carry the attack, and 3 others, called cover-pmnt, point, ]_.„„ at,, j '. ..„ „ „„i,ij„ „T,„ij ri'"f"''=>* •'"

and goal-keeper, whose work iT principally <fefensife, al^
|eep the ice on a public skating-pondm order.

though the cover-point often backs up or 'feeds' the oee *iceman, A.

rushers or forwards. The ice-surface for this game may icC-mill (is'mil), n. Same as mouUn.
vary in length or breadth. If played in a rink, goals are Tr-pnian fi-sS'iii-aTi^ n n, TnonS a-r, n»„:»«^
erected at either end and the surface is bomded by ^^^^}f!Z,^^Z''^'t .L^;

""^t
*' ^f

ancient
pUnkmg 2 feet or more in height The sticks which the people ot southern Britain.] In geol, a name
players use are made of ash, curved at the end; the which has been occasionally applied to the
curved part is formed into a blade less than 13 inches in Norwich crag of the English Pliocene forma-
length and 3 in width, which rests upon the surface of +4«t, Qoo />^nnl 9
the ice, allowing about a foot of the stick upon the ice. ."""•. ,5°*'. »'^-_,

. . - „ „ j. ,-,,..., ,
The puck, as it & called, is a disk of vulcanized rubber 3 ICC-nip (IS mp), n. The mp or gnp of the ice iCe-SCOOter (is sko*t6r), n,

inches in diameter and 1 in thickness, which is slid along upon a vessel which is caught and squeezed
the ice, although it can be lifted by a wrist motion so as between two floes
to fly through the air. Two halves of 20 minutes each j„. _„_ /;„/„„„\ „' a „ ii i. i i t. »
constitute tlie time of play, with an intermission of 10 ICp-pan (18 pan), n. A smaU sheet or slab of
minutes. The game is started by facing the puck in the floating ice

; pancake ice.

Flutad Scale i/cgrya fiurchasi), female series illustrating
development of female insect from young

larva to adult giavid stage.
3, newlyhatched larva; *, secondstage; c, third stage; tf.full-grown female

; e, /, same after secretion of egg sac. All (except
antennae) about twice natural size. (Riley and Marlatt, U. S. D. A.)

control in California, South Africa, and Portugal by the
mtroductaon of the Australian ladybug, Vedalia (Novius)
°"

I « "" *'*'""' °°**"* species are /. xgyptiacum. I.
seychellarum, and /. mtmtserratensis. See Australian
Kladybug, with cut

. -—„ .. A craft, a combina-
tion of sailing-yacht and ice-boat, peculiar to
Long Island, it sails as weU m water as on ice, andmay be run from one element to the other without
change of rig or appliances. On the flat hull of the boat
steel runners are fitted, as on an ice-boat The boat may



Ice-scooter

j4, boat in motion : S, boat, placed so as to show bottom of hull
with steel runners.

be Steered either by the one head-sail or by an oar-shaped
metal blade trailed over the stern, which acts as a rudder
when in the water, and when on the ice cuts into the sur-
face on one side of the keel-line or the other as may be
required for turning the boat's head. These scooters may
be run alternately through water and over ice, as their
speed allows them to climb out of the water without any
assistance other than their own momentum.

ice-scouring (i3'skoiir'''ing), ». The general
process of abrasion and erosion by means of
glaciers.

loe-scouring during maximum glaciation reached far up
the mountain slopes above the trough walls, but was with-
out great influence on form.

Science, April 5, 1901, p. S52.

ice-scraper, n. 2. An implement of the Alas-
kan Eskimos consisting of a handle to which
are attached several seal claws: used by-

hunters, who imitate the movements of the
seal, to produce the noise made by basking
seals.

ice-shed (is'shed), n. The dividing-line from
which the ice of a continental glacier moves
in opposite directions.

ice-sky (is'ski), n. A bright whitish sky in
polar regions, near the horizon, indicating the
existence of a distant field of ice or snow.

ice-spur (is'spfer), n. A device worn on a shoe
to prevent slipping on an icy surface. Minsliev,.

ice-storm (is'stdrm), n. A fall of ice, or of

sleet turning to ice, or of hailstones and larger
agglomerated masses of ice ; a storm in which
falling rain freezes upon the objects which it

touches.
ice-tongue (is'tung), n. l. A lobe of a gla-

cier. See *ice-ldbe.

This book will consist of a detailed description of about
fifteen Greenland ice-tOTigues, and of a portion of the
main ice cap, dwelling especially upon the significant

features. Science, Aug. 5, 1904, p. 188.

2. A submerged mass of ice which projects
horizontally from an iceberg.

,

ice-tub (is'tub), n. A tub-shaped receptacle

of earthenware or glass for holding cracked
ice. E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of

U. S., p. 286.

ice-vein (is' van), n. Same as *ice-lead.

ich. An abbreviation of ichthyology.

Ichabod (ik'a-bod), n. [LL. Ichabod, < Heb.
Ikhdbod, < f/'not, + khabod, glory. The allu-

sion is to 1 Sam. iv. 21 : "And she named the
child Ichabod, saying, The glory is departed
from Israel."] A Hebrew name (see etym.)
used allusively in various connections, espe-

cially in the phrase to say Ichabod (to or of a
thing), implying that its glory has departed.

"Whenever Wilmot Edge is away, the curries of this

club go to the devil." ... He pushed away his plate.

"Bring me some cold beef," he commanded, and the
waiter brought it with an air that said "Ichabod " for the
Imperira. Anthony Hope, Tristram of Blent, xxL

ichaboiiad (ik-a-bod'i-ad), n. [Ichabod + -i-

ad, as in Iliad', Jeremiad, etc. The allusion

is to 1 Sam. iv. 21 : see *Ichabod.'\ A lamenta-
tion for the fall or deterioration of something.

Leader-writers, contributors to magazines, British con-

suls, popular authors of jeremiads and ichabodiads write

on this subject [geographical conditions affecting British

trade], if not with unanimity, at least, for the most part,

with a harmony that must be, and in fact is, very com-
forting to our competitors, but far from cheering to the
representatives of British trade and industry.

Beog. Jour. (R. G. S.); XVIII. 425.

ichhu (ech'ho), n. [Also ichu ; Quichua ichhu.']

Same as '^puna-grass.

ichiban (e'ehi-ban), a. [Jap. ichi-ban, number
one, the first, the best, < ichi, one, + ban, a

suffix indicating number.] Number one ; the

first ; the best.
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ichneumonid (ik-nii'mo-nid), m. and a. I. n.

An insect of the hymenbpterous family Ichneu-
monidse.

II. a. Of or belonging to this family.

ichneumonize (ik-nii'mon-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. ichneumonized, ppr. ichneumonizing. [ic/i-

neumon + -i«e.] To parasitize, as with a
member of the family Ichmeumonidx.
ichneumonoid (ik-nii'mgn-oid), a. and n. I, a.

Belonging to or having the characters of the
supertamxly Ichnsumonoidea.

il. n. A member of this superfamily.
Icbneumonoidea (ik-nu-mo-noi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL., (.Ichneumon + -aided.'] Thetymenop-
terous family Ichneumonidse considered as a
superfamily.

ichneumonologist (ik-nu-mo-nol'o-jist), n.

[ichneumonolog-y -t- -jg«.] One who' is versed

_
in the study of the Idmeumonoideu.
ichneutic (ik-nii'tik), a. [G-r. Ixvevrindg, <

IxvsvTtif, a tracker, < Ixveveiv, track: see ich-

neumon.] Relating to tracking, or to the

_
hunter who tracks his game.
ichnograph, n. 2. A treatise on tracks, spe-
cially fossil trails, such as those found in the
sandstones of the Connecticut valley.— 3. A
fossil track or trail of an extinct animal.
ichnomancy (ik'no-man-si), n. [Grr. ixyoQ,

footprint, + /lavTeia, divination.] Divination
by observation of footprints.

icho (e'cho), n. [Jap.] The gingko or maiden-
hair-tree of Japan, Ginkgo biloba. It is culti-

vated partly for its fruits, the kernels of which
are eaten, but principally for the adornment
of temple courts and cemeteries. Its wood is

of a bright-yellowish color, fine-grained, capa-
ble of polish, tender and easily broken, and
therefore not so highly prized as the woods of
many other native trees.

ichthalbin (ik-thal'bin), n. [:lehth(yol) -I- al-

b(umen) + -in^.] A grayish-brown, odorless
and almost tasteless powder made by precipi-

tating a solution of ichthyol and albumen with
mineral acids ; ichthyol albuminate : used as
an antiseptic (internal and external).

ichthargan (ik-thar'gan), n. [ichth(yol) +
Gr. ap-y(vp6g), silver, -I- -an.] A trade-name
of silver ichthyol sulphonate. It is used in
medicine.

ichthoform (ik'tho-f6rm), n. [iehth{y)o-(sul-

phonic) -I- form{dldehyde).] A dark-brown,
odorless and tasteless powder obtained by
treating iehthyosulphonic acid with formalde-
hyde solution : a surgical and intestinal anti-

septic.

ichthulinic (ik-thu-lin'ik), a. [ichthulin +
-ic] Derived from ichthulin: applied to an acid
obtained by treating ichthulin with alkalies.
It is similar in composition to avivitelllnic acid ; like this

it is probably a paranucleinic acid.

ichthyal (ik'thi-al), a. [Gr. lx8i)C, fish, -I- -oZl.]

Same as ichthyic.

Icbtliydildse (ik-thi-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ichthydium -1- -idss.] A family of Gasirotricha
having the skin either naked or beset with
scales or papillse, but never with spines. The
typical genus is Ichthydium.

Ichthydium (ik-thid'i-um), n. [NL. (Ehren-
berg, 1830), < Gr. ix6v6iov, <Um. of ixSvc, a fish.]

The typical genus of the family Ichthydmdse.

ichthyization (ik"thi-i-za'shgn), n. [Hchthyze

(< Gr. Ix^vg, fish, -I- -ise) -(- -^tion.] The pro-

cess of evolution of the typical fish-like char-

acters ; the development of those traits which
render an organism more and more definitely

and completely a fish. D. S. Jordan.

ichthylepidin (ik-thi-lep'i-din), n. [Gr. ixSvg,

fish, + /isnic {\em6-), scale, + -in^.] An albu-

Tj^inoid found in the scales of fishes.

ichthyobatrachian (ik"thi-o-ba-tra'ki-an), a.

[Gr. ixSv;, fish, -I- ^arpaxog, frog, -1- -fare.] Com-
bining the characters of fishes and batrachians

;

iehthyopsid.

Ichthyobdella (ik " thi - ob - del ' a) , re. [NL.
(Blainville), < Gr. IxP^?, a fish, '-f- ^SDO^a, a

leech.] The typical genus of the family Ich-

thyobdelUdx.

Ichthyobdellidse (ik"thi-ob-del'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Ichthyobdella + -idas.] A family of

marine and fresh-water leeches, parasitic for

the most part on fishes. The body may be cylindri-

cal and consist of a naiTower anterior and a wider posterior
region, or it may be dorsiventrally compressed. The
anterior and posterior suckers are distinct from the body.
It includes several genera, among them being Ichthyob-
della, JSrcmchellion, Pontobdella, Cystibranchus, and
Macrobdella.

Ichthyotsniidse

ichthyodont (ik'thi-o-dont), re. [Gr. ix8v(, fish,

-I- bdovg (odofT-), tooth.] A fossil fish-tooth.

ichthyofauna (ik'thi-o-f4'''na), re. [NL., <

Gr. ixSiig, a fish, -H NL. /aMrea'.'] The fish fauna
of any given region.

ichthyographer (ik-thi-og'ra-ffer), n. [ichthy-

ograph-y + -ej-i.] A naturalist who writes
on fishes.

Ichthyoid curve. See *owrve.

Ichthyoldea (ik-thi-oi'df-a), re. pi. [NL., <

Gr. IxBiiq, fish, -I- ritfof, form.] A suborder of

anurous aquatic Amphibiayia,ymg amphicoelous
vertebra, _ three pairs , of perennial external
gills or, in their absence, a persistentbranchial
apertxrre, and small eyes without distinct lids.

ichthyolate (ik'thi-o-lat), n. [Gr. Ix^^j fish,

+ -ol + -afei.] The trade-name of magnesium
ichthyolate. It is used in medicine.

ichthyol-oil (ik'thi-ol-oil), re. A brownish-
yellow, syrupy liquid, with penetrating bitu-

minous odor and taste, which results from the
destructive distillation of a bituminous rock
containing fossil fish found near Seefeld in
the Tyrol.

Ichthyomethia (ik^thi-o-me'thi-a), n. [NL.
(Patrick Browne, 1756), so called in allusion

to its use as a fish-poison, < Gr. (^6if, fish,

+ liiBri, drunkenness.] A genus of dicotyle-

donous plants belonging to the family Fabacem.
See Piscidia.

ichthyomorphic, a. 3. In decorative art, noting
motives based on the forms of fishes.

Ichthyomyzon (ik"thi-o-mi'zon), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Ix^bi, fish, -1- fifi^ai, ppr. of /iv(etv, mut-
ter.] A genus of lamprey eels which inhabit
the fresh waters of the eastern United States.

ichthyonomy (ik-thi-on'6-mi), re. [Gr. IxSvi,

fish, -I- v6/we, arrangement.] The arrangement
of fishes according to their relationships.

ichthyophagian (ik'''thi-o-fa'ji-an), a. [ich-

thyophagi + -ian.] Of or pertaining to ichthy-
ophagi, or fish-eaters ; characterized by the eat-
ing of fish, as " ichthyophagian banquets,"
Sadham, Halieutios, p. 137.

ichthyophagic (ik"thi-6-faj'ik), a. Same as
ichthyophagoug.

ichthyophagite (ik-thi-of'a-jit), re. \iehthyo-
phag-y +-ite'^.] Same as ichthyophagist.

ichthyophagize (ik-thi-of'a-jiz), v.i.
;
pret. and

pp. iehthyophagized, ppr. ichfhyophagizmg.
[ichthyophag^ +-ize.] To feed on fish.

ichthyophobia(ik"thi-9-f6'bi-a), re. [NL., < Gr.
Ix^vQ, fish, + -^o^ia, < tjiopEiti, fear.] An ex-
treme dislike either of handling or of eating
fish.

ichthyopolism (ik-thi-op'o-lizm), re. [ichthyo-
pol4st + -ism.] The business of selling fish.

ichthyopolist (ik-thi-op'o-list), n. [Gr. IxSvo-

7r6?i7ii, a fish-seller, < IxSij;, fish, -1- TruAeZi), sell,

-I- -ist,] A fish-seller ; a fish-dealer.

ichthyornithoid (ik-thi-6r'ni-thoid), a. llch-
thyornis(-ornith-) -I- -oid.] Resembling Ich-
thyornis.

ichthyosaurid (ik"thi-o-sa.'rid), re. One of the

Ichthyosis hystrix. Same as hystrimsmus.
ichthyosism(ik'thi-6-8izm), re. [ichthyos(is) +
-ism.] A name given by Jacques Pellegrin to
a disorder produced by the eating of decaying
fish. It is usually accompanied by diarrhea and erup-
tion of the skin, and is caused by the formation of leu-
comaines through the influence of bacteria. Jordan,
Study of Fishes, 1. 183.

ichthyosulphonate (ik"thi-o-sul'fo-nat), n.

lichthyosulphon{ic} + -ate^.] A salt derived
from iehthyosulphonic acid.—ichthyosulpho-
nate of ammonium. Same as ichthyol.

iehthyosulphonic (ik"thi-o-sul-fon'ik), a.

[ichthy(ol)+ sulphonic] Noting an acid, a dark
resinous compound, C28Hs6S30^H2, prepared
by treating crude ichthyol-oil with an excess
of sulphuric acid and then shaking repeatedly
with a saturated solution of common salt,

whereby sulphurous and sulphuric acids are
removed. Also ichthyol-sulphonic acid.

Ichthyotsenia vit" thi-o-te'ni-a), re. [NL.,
<Gr. ix^S, fish, -I- raivid, a worm (see isenia).]

The typical genus of the family Ichthyotseniidse.

It contains several species parasitic in fresh-
water fishes. Lonnberg.

Ichthyotseniidse (ik"thi-o-te-ni'i-de), re. pi.
[NL., <. Ichthyotaenia + -id'sB.'i Afamilyof ces-
tode worms, ol the order Tetracotylea, having
aeetabulate suckers. It contains the genera
Ichthyotsenia and Corallobothrium, parasitic
in fishes. See cut on next page.



Ichthyotomi

Ichthyotomi (ik-

thi-ot'o-mi), )i.pl.

[NL., '< Gr.lxBk,
a, fish, + -To/iog,

< -afielv, cut.] AJi
order of selachian
fishes having a
well-ealcified en-
doskeleton, ptery-
goquadrate mova-
bly articulated
with the cranium,
pectoral fins with
segmented axis,

and diphycereal
tail. Members of
the order aro
mostly of late
Paleozoic age,
but some ooctir in
the early Meso-
zoic.

ichthyotoxicon
/•I //4-C" -

i. 1 / - Coralialrothrium lodosum 'Rigg., out of
[IK. tni-0-tOK_^l- Pimeledus pati latter RigKenbjch), of

the family Ichtkyotaniida,
A, side view ; B, viewed from above

(compiled from Riggrenbach's descrip-

tions and figures): a, acetabulum ; b,

rostellum ; c, notched lobes rising up
from below the scolex and hiding
it : rf. groove between them. (From
Lankester's " Zoology.")

- kum), n.

Same as

kgn), H. [Gr,

(£ffuc, a fish, +
to^lk6v, poison.]
A poisonous sub-
stance in some
fishes, the cause
of poisoning by the eating of fish.

and Novy, Cellular Toxins, p. 188.

ichthyotoxicum i (ik"thi - o - tok'si
Same as *iehthyotoxicon.

ichtbyotoxin (ik''thi-o-tok'sin), n.

*iehthyotoxicon.

ichthyotoxism (ik'thi-o-tok'sizm), n. [NL.,
ichfhyotoxismus, < 0:t.'Ix6vq, fish, -l-.Tof(i/cdv),

poison, + L. -isrmis, E. -ism.'] Fish-poisoning

;

poisoning resulting from the eating of fish.

ichthytaxideriny (ik-thi-tak'si-der-mi), n.

[Gr. ix^iiQ, fish, + E. taxidermy.1 Taxidermy
as applied to fishes.

icican (is'i-kan), n. \i&,ca + -an.] ~ A crystal-
line resin obtained (by further concentration
after the separation of brean) from the alco-
holic solution of the oleoresin of ieica.

Ida shales. See *sliale'^.

Icon. An abbreviation (o) of iconographic

;

(6) of iconography.

iconodlllic (i-ko-nod'u-lik), a. [iconodul-y +
-ic] Relating to the veneration df icons or
images.
iconodulist (i-ko-nod'u-list), n. [As iconodul-y
+ -ist.] A venerator of icons or imagest

iconoduly (i-ko-nod'u-li), n. [NGr. *elKovoSov-

?ieia, < Gr. cIk6v, an image, -I- dovTieia, service,
worship.] The veneration of Images.

iconological (i'kon-o-loj'i-kal), a. liconolog^
+ -ic-aU.2 Relating to iconology.

One of the most remarkable features of this restoration
[of Spire's cathedral] has been the entire ornamentation
of the interior with frescoes. . . . [A] . . . detailed
account of this great iconological work is fi'om the pen
of an a<}complished correspondent.

The Ecclesiologist, XV. 26.

icpnomania (i'^kon-o-ma'iii-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
c'ikSv, an image, -I- /mvta, madness.] An exag-
gerated devotion to icons or images ; a mania
for collecting icons.

iconomatically (i-kon-o-mat'i-kal-i), adv. With
reference to an icon, image, or picture. [Rare.]
That it [kan symbol] is not used ikoiwrmttically here is

evident, as kan in Maya is not a name for maize or grain
of maize. An. Sep. Bur. Am. Ethnol., 1894-95, p. 227.

iconometer (i-ko-nom'e-t^r), n. [Gr. dniiv,

an image, -I- /drpov, measure.] An instru-
ment used to facilitate . the determination of
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iconometry (i-ko-nom'e-tri), n. [As iconome-

ter + -yS.] The' science of determining the

relative positions of several unknown points

by means of perspectives, usually photographs
of those points, from two known points : espe-

cially applied to the photographic determina-
tion of points for topographical purposes, or

phototopography.
iconqphile (i-kon'o-fil), n. [Gr. uKav, an image,
-H fiA.eiv, love.] Same as iconophilist.

iconopbily (i-ko-nof'i-li), H. [iconophile + -y^.]

Same as iconophilism.

iconoplast (i-kon'o-plast), n. [Gr. ehav, an
image, + K'kaBTo^, formed.] One who makes
images or icons. [Rare.]

He [Pattison] could not, like Renan and especially like
Matthew Arnold, be a thorough iconoclast, and yet delude
himself into thinking that he was (if I may coin such a
word) an iconoplast all the time.

LiteraturCy Jan. 8, 1898, p. 24.

iconoscope (i-kon'o-skop), n. [Gr. elu&v, an
image, + okokeIv, view.] A device attached
to a camera, which shows in reduced scale an
image of an object to be photographed; a
finder. It permits a choice of point of view
and arrangement.
icosane (i'ko-san), n. [Gr. elKoai, twenty, -I-

-o»e.] A colorless hydrocarbon of the methane
series, C20H42, obtained from brown coal
paraffin. It melts at 36.7° C. and boils at
205° C. under 15 millimeters pressure. Also
called eicosane.

icosinene (i-kos'i-nen), n. [Gr. elKoat, twenty,
-I- -m2 -I- -ene.] Same as *eicosylene.

icositetrahedroid (i"ko-si-tet-ra-he'droid), n.

[icositetrahedr-on + -old.] Tli'e four-dimen-
sional analogue of the ieositetrahedron.
icotype (i'ko-tip), n. [Gr. ei/cdf, likely (like),

-t- Tujrof, type.] In the nomenclature of types
in natural history, a specimen that has not
been used in literature but serves for identi-
fication with the original.

I. C. S. An abbreviation of Indian Cioil Ser-
vice.

Ictalurinse (ik*ta-lu-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ic-
taVurus + -inse.l A subfamily of oatfishes
characterized by having a barbel on the pos-
terior nostril: found chiefiy in the eastern
United States.

IctalUTUS (ik-ta-lii'rus), n. [NL. , a contraction
of *Iehthyselurus, < Gr. IxSvc, a fish, + aih>vpo(,

the true relative position of a series of un-
known points from two perspectives, usually

photographs of those points, taken from two
known points or stations. A pipe graduated in

millimeters and about 20 centimeters long is fitted

with a diopter and a movable light frame. Both of these

may be placed within the pipe for convenient carrying.

iconometric (i-kon-o-met'rik), a. Oforpertain-
ing to the iconometer or to iconometry; ob-

tained by means of the iconometer.

IctaluruspHTtctaius.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

a oat.] A genus of fishes of the family Siluri-
dcB, commonly called catfishes. They are notable
for the forked tail and silvery coloration, and are confined
to the eastern United States. The commonest species is
the channel-cat, /. pwnctatus.

icteric, ». 3. One who is suffering from icterus
or jaundice.

icterode(lk'tg-r6d),a. [Gr. iKTepiidrig, < Urepog,
jaundice, + eWof, form.] Affected with jaun-
dice

;
jaundiced.

icterofenic (ik'^te-ro-jen'ik), a. [Gr. iKTEpog,

jaundice, -I- -yevfe, -producing.] Causing ic-
terus or jaundice.

Icteroid bacillus. See *bacillus.

ictic, a. 2. In pros., produced by or relating
to the ictus.

ictuate (ik'ta-at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. ictuated,

ppr. ictuating. [ictus (iotu-), stroke, + -ate^.]
To put the ictus on.

Ictus cordis, the pulse.— Ictus sanguinis, a stroke of
apoplexy.

id (id), »/. [G. id (Weismaun, suggested by
idijyplasm), \G:i. iSicg, own,proper,peouliar : see
idiot] InWeismann's doctrine of germ-plasm,
the substance of inheritance or the bearer (a),
in the germ-plasm, of the hereditary qualities
of a single complete organism, or (6), in the
somatic idioplasm of the hereditary quali-
ties of a group of cells or a part of a
developing embryo or growing organism.
The term is used therefore with two meanings— to
designate the bearer of the hereditary qualities of the an-
cestral idioplasm, or germ-plasm, which may give rise to
a new and complete organism, and to designate the bearer
of the hereditary qualities of the idioplliam of successive
stages in the development and growth of the organism
that arises from the egg. The id of this somatic idio-
plasm is held to be at first identical with that of the germ-

idea

plasm, but to become broken up into simi>ler and sim-

pler ids as development advances. See idioplami, doc-

trine of -kgerm-plasm.

The supposed function of the ids as tile bearers of
hereditary qualities in fertilization.

Encyc. Brit., XXVIL 336.

Heterologous id, in Weismann's doctrine of germ-plasm,
one of the ids which are the bearera of the hereditary
qualities of groups of cells which are not homologous.

—

Homologous Id, in Weismann's doctrine of germ-plasm,
one of the ids which ai-e the bearers of the hereditary
qualities of homologous groups of cells. Weismann
^rans.), Gemi-plasm, p. 265.

-id^. 2. This termination is to be given to the rela-

tively electronegative constituent of a compound : as, hy-
drogen oxid (not oxygen hydrid), calcium sulphid (not
sulphur calcid).

-id^. 2. This termination affords a simple and reg-
ulai- method of transforming a family name ending in -ida
into a common ' English ' noun serving as a name for any
member of the family. Thus, any member of tlie Felidae
is a felid, any of the BradypodMse a bradypodid, any of
the Gadidse a gadid, etc. This overcomes the ambiguity
of using the popular name of some member of ttie family
as a common name for all. The popularname is often not
conterminous in meaning with the New Latin name and it

always has a set of cross associations that are absent from
the New Latin name. The two kinds of names do not
cover the same ground. Every member of the Bradypo-
didse is a sloth, but not every member of the Gadidse is a
cod, as several other well-known fishes, such as the pol-
lack and haddock, are members of that family.

3. A termination used by Osbom to desig-
nate the cusps of the lower teeth : for example,
the cusp on a lower molar that corresponds to
the hypocone of an upper tooth is the hypo-
conid, etc.

Ida. An abbreviation of Idaho.
Idsean, a.—The Idsean mother, the goddess Cybele,
who had her sanctuary on Mount Ida.

idant (id'ant), n. [id + -ant.] 1. A group of
ids or bearers of the hereditary qualities of an
individual organism in the germ-plasm or sub-
stance of inheritance. Weismann holds the con-
ception of the idant, or group of ids, to be necessary to ac-
count for the production of germ-cells in the body of an
organism developed from a single id. In asexual organ-
Isms all the Ids in an idant are supposed to be ^ike, but
different in organisms that have long multiplied by sexual
reproduction, so that the children of the same pai'ents are
not commonly identical See -kWeismannism, doctrine
of •kgerm,-plaem.

In the first plaoe, the mass of germ-plasm which is the
starting-point of a new individual consists of several,
sometimes of many, pieces named **idants" which are
the chromosomes, into a definite number of which the
nuclear material of a dividing cell breaks up. I^ese id-
a/nts are a collection of "ids," which Weismann tenta-
tively identifies with the microsomata contained in the
chromosomes. Encyc. Brit., yYTX 256, 257.

2. Figuratively used in sociology to desig-
nate certain naturally selected individuals of
differing classes or races, who seek each other
in reproduction, and so create a new stock, as
idants (chromatic bodies) in the reproduction
cell do in biological reproduction. X. F. Ward,
Pure Sociology, p. 208.

iddingsite (id'ingz-it), n. [Named after Pro-
fessor Joseph P. Iddings, an American miner-
alogist.] A siUcate of iron, calcium, and mag-
nesium found in the augite-andesite of Car-
melo Bay, California. It is probably an altera-
tion-product of olivin.

idea, n—Dominant Idea, m psychol., an imperative
or insistent idea ; an idea that dominates or besets the
mind, in spite of all effort to inhibit it and in spite of one's
assurance of its unreasonable character.

There is no end to the strange performances whichmay
be thus called forth ; but they are all referable to the one
simple principle already laid down as the characteristic
of this state, the possession of the mind by a dominant
idea. W. B. Carpenter, Mental Physiol., p. 566.

Extensive Idea,, in psychol., a temporal or spatial idea.

Spatial and temporal ideas are immediately distin-
guished from intensive ideas by the fact that their parts
are united ... in a definitely fixed order . . . Ideas
with such a fixed arrangement are called in general exten-
sive ideas. W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines ofPsychol, p. 102.

Fl^^^i^®^ (a) A delusional idea or train of thought
which dommates the mind in certain forms of insanity

;

a monomania. (6) S&meaa imperative *idea (.a).—Tiigbt
Of ideas. See *JUghtl.—'PTee idea, in exper. psychol.,
an Idea or representation which is dissociated from sense-
perception or presentation, and from the organic impulses
connected with sense-perception, and which may there-
fore take its place in an associative train, may be utilizedm the process of discrimination, etc.

It [the investigation] has denied the existence in animal
consciousness of any important stock otfree ideas or im-
pulses, and so has denied that animal association is homolo-
gous with the association of human psychology.

E. L. Thorndike, Animal Intelligence, p. 108.

Imperative Idea, (o) A persistent or obsessing idea or
train of thought which the subject cannot banish or escape,
though he recognizes its falsity or trivial!^. Imperative
Ideas exist in all degrees of intensity, from the tune that
runs in the head ' to such obsessions as agoraphobia. (6)
Same iLBjixed *idea (a).— Implicit idea, in psychol., the
Idea or group of ideational elements that fuses with the
presentation in the act of perception ; the ideational asso-
ciate that raises a datum of sensation to tlie rank of per-
ception. Boffding.



idea 623 idiophrenic

It [the idea] is, so to say, embryonic, something addi- or in which, as in the ideogenetie thinking o( artists, the idioblast, fl. Z. In iiol., one of the hypothet-
tional to the mere sensation assimilated, and yet some- word-symbols are not used. .„.„,,, ^.„. ^^ ical, ultimate elements of living protoplasm,
thmgless thana "freeor mdebendent idea It is, as it Jour. Philos., Psyclwl. OMd Sm. Methods, Jmy 21, 190i, „•„!,„ . j.u„ ,.«™™ 7^„ „* r\„,..„;„ +v>o ,v>Ji«/o/

has been happily caUed, a tied (gebundene) or implicit [p- "2- Similar to the gemmules of Darwin, the physi-

idea. £«.i/«. Bri(., xxxfi. 69.
j^ Ig^jj^^l^j. (i^dg-o-glan'dii-lar), a. [Gr. o^officaZ ««to of Herbert Spencer the ftwi^Awes

Insistent Idea. SameastmperaMi,e*i<i«a.-Inteiuilve Wka, iAea., + -£,. glandular.-] litelating to glan- °^ ^T^'^™*^."' .6*?% . \^^^«''*"''%/**'^^
,,

Idea, in Wundfs psychology, a combination of sensational ^^' „„tion as the reBiilt of mental imnres- WlOChelyS (id-i-ok'e-hs), n. [NL., < Gr. Wioc,
elements, in which the order of the elements may be in-

amar action as tne result 01 mental impres
^^j + vai;f, a tortoise.] An extinct

definitely varied. (T. TTmtmJ* (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., Sions.
MTiiisnf-nlBnTTirlirnii«p>iplnTTinTis nrturt.lpdhav-

p.93.-Muslcalldea.Seei<««a,9,and*m«to7>M)rMo««,5. ideogram, n. 2. In cfeoweWcs, the visual sym- genus olpieurodirousclielonians or turtles nay
- Secondary Idea, in Wundt's psychology, any idea sue- lool of a word or Dhraae that is nereeived as a ™S a deeply emargmate nuchal plate, neural
cessively associated with the aasimUation which forms the „?„?„ „r^^u°f ^^^^1^+ x;i^„P®^?f^7^^ plates shOrt and interrupted, not exceeding
core of mediate recognition or the starting-pohit of an whole and thus constitutes a Single idea. ^

. ^^^y^^^ ^^^ ^„^ reaching the single
associative train. Ideograms are distinguished as sensory or smratiTOalina found in the JuS
The principal idea may be assimilated first, the >econ- motor, according as the word or phrase is seen !!J^„JJfi' stone of Bavaria

<fa»-u ideas coming later as revivals of earlier experiences; or written. See *ideo»AOMe. (Scm)*Mre, Bxper. .§. 5-u„__ j.-", 7-^«- - i _- '^j-z-i n „ rri„
this is a case of 'Ssociation by contiguity.' Phonetics B 132

r
,

i^ idlOChromatlC (id'i-o-kro-mat ik), a. [Gr.

F. B'wTCde (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 306. .. ' '^ „'
.

.
, - Wioc, own, + »(aua(r-), color, + -JC] Or the

iilMl T a k Tn «row««^ «^om infi
^®°^^^P?' "' 3- Same as *jdeosfram, 2. same color, whether existingm a large mass or

nftelv distant %^^.J^^JTl''in^I^nf^^^°^^'^^'^%\-f 1° P'»<w«fe«s, Pertaining to ^^^^^^^ to a fine powder f said of a mineral

i^a^if»«^^Td*ealKo''i^^^?%a.?t?.'"™ "
iS;oToX't-de-ol'6^izv" t pret and pp ^^"^^'^r'^

nptahlyf lazuUte and lapis lazuli,

II. n. 4. In math., an ideal number. loeoiogize (i-ae-oi o-jiz), y. t.
,

pret. ana pp. ^.j^g ultramarine of the ancients.

idealics(i-de-al'iks),» Sociological knowledge ^tfi^^l VvL^t Vw^itSfn^^."^ f f^^^^^ idiochromosome (id"'i-o-kr6'mo-s6m), n. [Gr.

applied to • the reaUzation of social ideals, if"^ :Z"rt^^™ ^ ^ ^
'-'"'f' °^'^' + XP^/""' ""^o''' + ""f""' ^°^y (''^e

£. if. J^ord, OutUnes of Sooiol., p. 204. jj^f^i+oil'^j^ «*Jk ;. „+ u ^,, \ „ rr<r.
*cfo-omo«ome).] A chromosome that forms the

Ideational rivalry, in exper. psychol., retinal rivalry ;
iQeomenaDOilc (1 a^-o-me^a-Doi iK), a. |.w- distinctive characteristic between the male-

the alternation andpartial mutual suppression of different "J™, Idea, + ih. meta0ollc.\ Kelatmg to meta- ^jroducine and female-producing spermatozoa

tSVae'tWo^'es""'''"*"^
™'*'' stereoscopic condi- bolic changes as the result of enaotional im- f^ certain insects (Semiptera and Coleoptera).tions to tne two eyes. pressions. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and rpj^g idioehromosomes which are usually

In addition to lustre and ideatitma^WwaZrw, there exists Psvchol., 11. 436. n •„ 4.i,„ „„„i„ « 'a..^^ 4-t,«« 4« +!.«*«
yet another form oJ the apprehension of binocular peroep- ideomiiscillar (i " de - 6 - mils 'kH - lar) a TGr

smaller in the male-producing than m the fe-

tions.
loeomuscuiar (1 ae-o-mus Ku-iar;, a. lw. male-producing forms, are supposed to be

W. Wundt (trans.). Human and Animal Psychol., p. 205. "'^f )
Ilea, -t- iL. muscular.J Kelatiiig to mus-

defiuitelv correlated with the sexual charae-

Ideational type. Snm^ ^ *m^mory type. M JB.
cular action as the result of mental impres- ^^8. E. B. Wilson, m5.

Titohener Exper. Psych., I, i. 195.- Ideational unity, sio°/- Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol.,
jdiocrasis (id-i-ok'ra-sis), ». [NL. < Gr. Wiog,

in Wundt s psychology, the prmoiple in accordance with 11. idb. riPpiilinT + unnmr TniTrtnrp t.PTrmprBTnpTit, 1
which the sensations aroused at a given moment are not ideophone (i-de'o-fon), n. [Gr. Uka, idea, -t- Same as idir»-Sy

'
°"^*'"^' t^^'Pe'^ament.J

perceived as a mere medley, but are associated to form ^ f sminrl 1 Tri nioMcftc? tlin aiirlitorv svm- .^T ^ as laioeraay.
ideas, which are then set in temporal and spatial rela- J™7,

souna.J in pnoneucs, tne auaitory sym-
j^jopy »._ mongolian idiocy, a form of congenital

tions ; the principle which, under certain abnormal condi- DOl 01 a wora or pJirase tnat is perceivea as a idiocy m which the subject has a flattened skull, slanting
tions of stimulation, leads in the case of vision to the whole and thus constitutes a single idea. Ide- eyes like a Mongolian, and abnormally shortthumbs.
phenomena of luster and ideational rivalry. 1^. Fandt ophones are distinguished as se»so™ or TOOfof, idiogenesis (i^'di-o-ieu'e-sis), n. [Gr. M(Of,

&t^ini-i'tZ)Xrvl°^"^a^\^l.., according as the |und or group If. soundj ow5, -H y^.Jr, ori^nation ] brigination withl

neut^ HdSatus, pp. of 'ideare, form'an idea
correspondmg to the word or phrase is heard out apparent cause; spontaneous originatiom

see ideate, «.] We thing as imagined, as °/
fP^^?"^- See *e(foo3mm, 2 First used by idlogenite.Cid-i-oj'e-nit'),™ [Gr .d<of own, +

opposed to datum, the thin| as given; theory, .;^- Jfll^s. Scr^J^r., Exper Phonetics, p. 132. yivemc, origin.] An ore-deposit contempora-

as opposed to observed fact. Science Fe^b. 26 ideophonetics (i"de-o-fo-net'iks)^. [6r. c6ea neous in origm with the inclosmg rock as m
1904 1)336

"1..C .^o, i cp^.
, idea, + 0iw;;T(/c(if, phonetic] The method of the igneous iron ores : contrasted with *a;enofir-

Identic&ipoliits. See •»oina.- Identical twins. See direct representation of ideas by vocal sounds, mite. F. Posepny, in Trans. Amev. Inst. Min.
ktwini. . ideopuonous (i-de-of 0-nus), a. [As ideophone Bngiu., 1893, p. 211.

identically, aa!v. 2. In a?g'., for all values of + -ous.'] Representing ideas by vocal sounds ; idiographic, a. 2. Concernedwith the individ-

the literal quantities. pertaining to ideophonetics. ual ; descriptive and interpretative of single

identifier (i-den'ti-fi-6r), n. One who reoog- ideoplastic (i'^de-o-plas'tik), a. [Gr. ISia, idea, and unique facts and processes : opposed to
nizes and proves the identity of others, espe- -t- TrAoordf, formed, + -«c.] 1. Pertaining to *nomotheiic. Windelband.

cially of criminals. ideoplasy, or the suggestive function of the idiohypnosis (i'di-o-hip-no'sis), n. [NL., <

It was finally determined that the prisoner, attorneys imagination.— 2. Noting those physiological Gr. JJtof, own, -1- NL. hypnosis.2 Hypnosis by
and identMexs should step into a side room. functions and processes which are supposed autosuggestion ; the self-mduction of the hyp-
£Mm»£r 7)jsi;a«cft (Columbus, Ohio), May 11, 1889. if. i?.Z>. to be directly modifiable by mental sugges- notic state.

identity, «. 2. In math. : (a) The relation of tion. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., idiohypnotism (i'-'di-o-hip'no-tizm), n. [Gr.

an expression to another symbol for itself: 1'. 507. '''"'f) own, + hypnotism.} Same as Mdiohyp-

often denoted by three short parallel hori- ideoplasty (i'de-o-plas"ti), m. Same as *»(Jeo- .»?*»*•
. ,.,.,;.. .

zontal lines, = (derived from the mark of plasy. idiologism (id-i-ol o-jizm), n. [Gr. ldio(, own,
equality, =). ideoplasy (i-de-op'la-si), n. [Gr. Idea, idea, + + Myog, word, -I- -isw.] A word or phrase

The symbol = of identity . . . indicates that the single T^'^'^'f, formation.] ' The faculty or process of pecidiar to the individual and often repeated

letter on one siSe of it is used to represent the expression forming mental images ; imagination : used .
07 nim.

or thing defined on the other side of it. especially of imagination in its supposed sug- idiomere (id'i-o-mer), n. [Gr. ISwg, own, -1-

Newcomb, Calculus, p. 2. ggg^^yg capacity, as directly modifying certain f^pof, part.] In cytol, a vesicle formed from
(b) In alg. : (1) A relation of equivalence physiological processes and functions. Bald- an individual chromosome at the time when
dependent only upon the very nature of the win. Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., I. 507. the daughter-nuclei are about to reconstitute

operations iav'olved, and not at all upon the ideo-unit (i"de-o-ii'nit), n. A group of ele- themselves after karyokinetic cell-division,

particular numbers operated with : for ex- ments that is perceived as a whole and there- ^- -ffaecA;©-, 1902.

ample, the identity of ab with ba. (2) An fore constitutes a single idea : used especially The nuclear stages in which the idiomcm (partial

identical equation ; an equation for any letter i^ phonetics as a gen!ral term covering Mdeo- JSS.^-"^
^"""""^^^^

^^°Xl "oa'^lX^fiZl ful
in which any number whatsoever may be sub- pfeowe and ^ideogram. SoHptme, Exper. Pho- ,•jJn~-+o_ ka ; „„-„ 4.a„n „ rp„ .,„, „„„
stituted without destroying the equality or -^etios p. 133.

-f
.

i:- idiometer (id-i-om e-ter), n. [Gr. i6i.og own,

restricting the values of an| other letter! for Mporascular fi"de-6-vas'ku-lar^ a FGr ISia ^J^-^''-""' f^^^"""^^-^
^"^ mstrumeut for de-

fixamnlfl (a -I- b^ -h p - a -I- (b -I- cl Tdpntltv
lAeOTascuiar (1 ae 0-vas Ku-iar), a. [,isrT. wea, termining the personal equation of an ob-

^?5™P'®'J* ^ "' T^'^T T (^'' T-, -'
J . "^ idea, + E. vascular.} Relating to vascular server usmff a transit-instriimpnt >>v nV.oPTTrQ

of forces, the assumed unchangmg quality and axjtion of .i,„'_.„ „„ .},. -g„ui(., of emotional imnres-
°.6'^^6'™™g a transit-instrument, by observa-

any physical, mental, or social force.— Identity symbol, enanges as tne result or emotional impres tion of the transit of an artificial sfkr whose
the symbols See *f(ien«jsj/, 2 (a).— Old Identity, in sions. ^atatem, Dicu. of Philos. and Psychol., motion is known.
New Zealand, a well-known inhabitant or frequenter of a JJ 435 iiUntnnrn'hnoio (iri i n mAi-'f;^ c^oN «, m,. -A,„-
place: first used in a popular song in which "Old tjVo

"
2 The tvT.ipal ffenus of the familv

"liomorpnosis (id-1-o-nior to-sis), ». [Gr. «5(0f,

identity" was carefully clistinguished from "New Wia./"
"t- ^^^J^J'^^ail ^ one's own, peculiar, -I- /jop*^, form, shape.] A

Iniquity," one who came from Australia.— Ruleofiden- IMiasB. iMmourowx, Lovo. special kind of metamorphosis, as the petals of
tlty, therule by which it is inferred that y is x if it IdiacanthldaB (id"i-a-kan thi-de), n. pi. [NL., Camellia, from bundles of stamens, or petaloid
has been proved that x is y, that no two x8 are the ^ Miacanthus + 4dx.} A family of eel-like sepals of Polvaala (Delpino'l
same J/, and that there are as many mdividuals m class a; j„._ „„„ fi„i,oa

sepais 01. i-ot(^(/«ia l^ueipmo;.

as in class M.
,o?ep-sea nsnes. Jackson's Glossary.

ideo-emotional (i''de-9-e-m6'shon-al), a. Not- Idiacanthus (id^i.-a-kan thus), m. [NL., < Gr. ifliomorphous (idn-6-m6r'fus), a. Same as
ing a mind predoininkntly emotional and 1-S">h peculiar, + arnvda, spine.] A genus of idiomorphic.

imaginative, but lacking high intellectual fishes of the tamdy Idiacanthidie. idioneural (id"i-6-nu'ral), «. [Gr. ldio<:, own,
development : one of four types of mind each idlC ("i i^), a. lid + -«c.] Of or pertaining to + ^^ypg^^ ^^^y^^ + .„;!/] Pertaining to a single
of which is widely enough distributed to consti- ids. See *««. nerve or to the nervous system exclusively.

tute a recognizable class in a civilized popula- Idiidae (i-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Idia + -idie.} idioneurosis (id"i-o-nii-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
tion. Compare ideomotor. Giddings, Induotiye A family of campanularian Sydromedusas, idio;, own, 4- vevpov, nerve, + -osis.'] A func-
Sociol., p. 63. having the hydrotheca adnate to the hydro- tional neurosis.

ideoeenetic (i"de-6-ie-net'ik), a. [Gr. ma, caulus and the coenosarc divided into segments idionym fid-i-o-nim), n. [Gr. ISioc, own, -I-

idea, -I- yW?,' production (see genetic).-] which form two longitudinal series of inter- bm/j-a, name.} A word, in the vocabulary of

Productive of mental images or developed communicating chambers, each ot which con- anatomy, which refers to but one anatomical

in terms of mental images: said of a process Mcts with the gastr^ cavity of a hydranth. part. Wilder.

of thought or active imagination in which It contains the genus Jd»a, found m the south- idiophanic (id"i-o-fan'ik), a. Same as idio-

verbal (that is, symbolic) ideas are not em- em seas. jpfeomows.-idiophanic rings. See *ringi.

ployed idiobiology (id'i-6-bi-ol'''6-ji), n. [Gr. Mwf, idiophrenic (id'i-o-fren'ik), a. [Gr. hhog, own,

The other extreme is that in which images constituting own + B. biology.} The biology of any par- + ^pH mind, -I- -ic. ] Noting a form of insan-

the meaning of thbperceived words are eisily presented^ tioular organism. ity due to demonstrable disease of the brain.



idioplasm

idioplasm, n— Acceaaoiy idioplasm, the idioplasm
to which (according to Weismann) budding and the replace-
ment of lost paits are due.

The mechanism for regeneration is certainly a very com-
plicated one, for each separate bone is controlled by a
number of different determinants, and not by a single one

;

and all these special determinants are contained in the
accessory idio^asm.

Weismann (trans.), Germ-plasm, p. 104.

Blastogenic Idioplasm, the idioplasm to the presence of

which the development of a bud into a new organism is

held by Weismann to be due. TTeismann (trans.), Germ-
plasm, p. 157.

idioplasmatic (id*i-o-plaz-mat'ik), a. Same
as *idioplasmic.

idioplasmic (id'^i-o-plaz'mik), a. Of or per-

taining to idioplasm.

On this view the locality of the pre-established organ-
ization is shifted from the cytoplasm to the nucleus,

though it may still be admitted that in certain cases a cy-

toplasmic predetermination arises as a secondary result

of idioplasmic influence. Encyc, Brit., XXXIL 213.

idioplastic (id*i-6-plas'tik), a. [6r. Idioc, own,
+ TT^offrff, < ni.£aaeiv, form, + -ic] Same as

*idioplasmic.

idiopsychology (id^i-o-si-koro-ji), n. [Gr.

Miof, own, + E. psychology.^ 1. Personal

psyohology ; the specific psychology of one's

own mind. K E. D.—2. Psychology con-

structed on the basis of a study of one's own
mind; psychology in whicli one's own indi-

vidual mental processes are generalized as

common to all normal minds.— 3. Same as

differential or individual ^psychology.

Idioreflex (id'i-o-re'fleks), n. [Gr. Wiog, own,
-I- B. reflex.'] A reflex provoked by a cause
arising within the same organ or system : as,

contraction of the pupil following the incidence
of light-rays upon the eye. Alien, and Neurol.,

Feb. 1903, p. 23.

idioretinal (id^i-o-ret'i-nal), a. [Gr. l6toQ,

own, + NL. reUnd, retina, + -oJi.] Pertain-
ing to the retina exclusively : as, idioretinal

light, a subjective sensation of light originat-

ing in the retina itself.

Idiosepiidse (id'i-o-se'pi-i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Idiosepi-on + -idsB.] A famUy of chondro-
phorous, decapodous cephalopods, having the
fins very small and terminal, and the fourth
pair of arms in the male hectocotylized and
bare of suckers, it contains the single genus Idio-

sepion. I. pygmaeus, found in the Indian Ocean, is the
smallest cephslopod Imown, measuring only about 15 mil-
limeters in lengUi.

Idiosepion (id''i-o-se'pi-on), n. [NL. (Steen-
strup, 1881), < Gr. idioc, own, + arfjria, the cut-

tlefish.] The typical genus of the family Idio-

sepiidsB. Also called Idiosepius.

Idiosepius (id'i-o-se'pi-us), n. Same as *Idio-
sepion. '

idiosome (id'i-6-som), n. [Gr. l6tog, own, -I-

aa/m, body.] In biol., a hypothetical unit or

ultimate element of living matter, *hich is

imagined as independent of cell-boundaries, as
the real builder of the organism, as the bearer
of heredity, and as the seat of all growth, as-

similation, reproduction, and regeneration.
C. 0. Whitman, Biol. Lectures, 1893, p. 123.

idiospasm (id'i-o-spazm), n. A spasm affect-

ing a limited area.

idiosyncratical (id'i-o-sin-krat'i-kal), a. Same
as idiosyncratic.

idiot, n.— Mongollaii Idiot, one who is the subject of

Mongolian *idiocy (which see).

idiothermic (id"i-o-th6r'mik), a. Same as

Mdiothermous.
idiothermous (id''i-o-th6r'mus), a. [Gr. Wwf,
own, + BipfiTi, heat, '+ -ous.'] Same as homo-
therinous.

idiotrophic (id*'i-o-trof'ik), a. [Gr. idiog, own,
-I- rpoij)?/, nourishment, -I- -ic] Possessing the

faculty of selecting its own nutrition: noting

certain cells.

Idiotrophic means, strictly speaking, from its derivation

(when applied to a neurone or group of neurones making a

nerve center), a peculiarity of nutrition or selection of its

nutrition.
C. H. Hughes, in Alien, and Neurol., Feb., 1903, p. 23.

idiotype, n. 2. In the nomenclature of types

in natural history, a specimen, not a holotype,

identified by the nomenolator himself.

idiozome (id'i-o-z6m), n. [Gr. Wroc, own, -j-

fa,ua, girdle.] A. body in the spermatids of ani-

mals, supposed, in some cases, to be concerned

in the formation of the aorosome and the mid-

dle-piece of the spermatozoon, and in others

to disappear without giving rise to any por-

tion of the spermatozoon. The idiozome is

sometimes regarded as the equivalent of the
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Figure showing idiozome in Spennatid of the Amphibian j4m-
phiuma,

A, spennatid of Amphiuma, showing sphere-bridges and ring-

shaped mid-bodies. B, later stage ; outer centrosome ring-shaped,

inner one double ; idiozome, s, converted into the acrosome, a.

C, migration of the centrosomes. D, middle-piece at base of

nucleus; m, middle-piece: w, head derived from nucleus of

spermatid. E, inner centrosome forming the end-knob within the

middle-piece, which is now inside the nucleus. F. enlargement
of middle piece, end-knob within it ; elongation of the ring.

(After McGregor.)
(From Wilson's " The Cell. ")

attraction-sphere of other cells besides the
spermatids. Mexies, 1897.

idite (id'it), n. [Gr. Mtof, own (or L. idem,

same?), -1- -ite^.] a colorless syrup, C6HX4O6,
formed by the reduction of idose. Two opti-

cal isomers are known.
idle, a. 9. Of machinery, doing no direct

work ; merely changing the direction of mo-
tion: as, an idle gear; also, running merely to

carry transmission-elements : as, an idle pul-
ley (which see).

idler, n. 4. In railroaSing, an empty car; an
empty.

I. D. N. An abbreviation of the Latin in Dei
nomine, ' in the name of God.'

idol, )i.— Moorish Idol, the common name of a fish,

Zanclus ca/nescens, of the South Seas and East Indies. It
has a horn-like appendage on the forehead, and is held in
great reverence by the fishermen of the Moluccas, who
bow to it when it is captured and then restore it to the
water. OUl, Standard Natural History, p. 210. See Zan-
clus, with cut.

idoloclastic (i'dol-o-klas'tik), a. [Gr. uSolav,
image, idol, + Khi(!T6c;, < kMv, break.] • Break-
ing images or idols; pertaining to the breaking
of images ; iconoclastic.

idolograpnic (i-dol-o-graf 'ik), a. Same as
idolographical.

idolomania (i"dol-o-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. elda?/)v,

image, idol, -I- fiavia, maSness.] Excessive
adoration of idols.

idolomancy (l-dol'o-man-si), n. [Gr. eliu^ov,

image, idol, H- (uavreia, divination.] Divination
by means of images or idols.

idolotliyte (i-doro-thit), a. and n. [Gr. eida2.6-

BvTOS, < eISuaov, idol, + *0vT6i, < fltetv, sacrifice.]

I. a. Offered to an idol: as, i(ioZo*%te meats.
n. n. Anything offered to an idol.

idoneal, a.— Idoneal number, one of a claas of num-
bers, discovered by Euler about 1778, such that if an odd
number, N, be expressible in only one way in the form
(mx2-|-ny2) [with mx prime to ny] or (x2-l-mny2) [with x
prime to mny], the positive idoneal being (mn), thenN is

either a prime or the square of a prime.

II. n. An idoneal number.
idoneity (i-d6-n§'i-ti), n. [LL. idoneitas, <
L. idoneus, fit : see idoneoiis.] Fitness ; suita-

bleness; adequacy.
They want the . . . meetness, the aptitude of idoneity

for the inheritance of the Saints in light.

Howe, Blessedness of the Eightebus, p. 139. N. E. D.

idonic (i-don'ik), a. [id{ose) + -one + 4c.']

Derived from idose.—idonic acid, a colorless com-
pound, C«Hi207, formed from xylose. It exists in two
isomeric forms.

idose (i'dos), n. [id(ite) + -ose.] A colorless

carbohydrate, CgHiaOe, related to glucose.
It is prepared by the reduction of idonic acid
and exists in two isomeric forms given under
*-

idryl (id'ril), n. [Formation not obvious.]
Same as *fluoranthene.

igasurine

Idsumo pottery. Same as Idzumo *pottery.

idunium (i-du'ni-um), n. [NL.] In chem.,

the name of a supposed new element forming

a constituent of a vanadium ore. There has

been no confirmation of its existence.

idyler, idyller (i'dil-er), n. Same as idylist.

idylism, idyllism (i'dil-izm), n. [idyl + -ism.]

Idyllic character; rural or pastoral simplicity.

The omission of these dramatic contrasts . . . makes
your masterpiece soothing and tender almost toidt/Ut'tm.

S. Ward, in Life of Longfellow, III. 219. N. E. D.

idylize, idyllize (i'dil-iz), v. t.; pret. andpn.
idyllised, ppr. idyllizing. [idyl(l) + -ize.] To
give an idyllic, naturalj or simple charm to;

make idyllic or make an idyl of. J. A. Symonds,

The Renaissance in Italy, VII. 12.

idyllian (i-dil'i-an), a. [L. idylU-um -f -an.]

Same as idyllic.

-ie. The earlier form of the termination now
usually written -^, of various origin (OF. -ie,

-ee, -e, etc., L. -ia, -as {-at-), -es i-ed-), etc.:

see -Jel, -ie2, -ie^, -yi-, -^2, -y^, etc.), as inog-

tronomie,familie,fancie, merde, eitie, companie,

beautie, etc. The spelling -ie is retained in the plural

(^families, fancies, cities, etc.),- and in certain diminu-
tives, chiefly Scotch, as birdie, doggie, mousie, etc, and
in diminutive personal names, as Charlie, Willie, Jennie,
Annie, etc.

I. £. E. An abbreviation of Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers (British).

ie-ie (e-a-e'a), n. [Hawaiiaji ie-ie = Samoan
'ie He (see def.) = Maori Melcie, another
species of the same plant ; a reduplication of

Hawaiian ie, the plant, also a mat made from
it = Samoan He, a fine mat used by the na-

tives as money = Tongan fete, a mat, etc.] 1.

In Hawaii, a climbing screw-pine, Preycinetia

arborea, from the aenal roots of which bas-
kets (called hinae opae) are made by the na-

tives, who use them for catching shrimp in

the mountain streams. In Samoa the name is

applied to Freycinetia Reineckei, from which
fish-baskets are made.— 2. Grarlands made of

the leaves of the ie-ie.

I-ety (i'e-ti), n. [J2 + -ety for -ity in abstract

nouns, as in egoity, etc.] The sense of be-

ing ' I
'

; consciousness of one's personality.

[Nonce-word.]
In spite of the honestest efforts to annihilate my I-ety,

or merge it in what the world calls my better half, I BtUl

find myself a self-subsisting, and, alas, self-seeking me.
Mrs. Carlyle, Letter of June 1, 1835, in Letters, -L 14.

ife2 (i-fa'), n. [W. African (Angola).] A
plant of the lily famUy, Cordyline cylindrica

\Sansevieria cylindrica ot Bojer). its firm, fleshy,

cylindrical leaves are all basal and attain a length of 6

feet. The flowers are cream-white tinged with pink, and
are borne in fascicles in a raceme a foot or more in length.

The plant is a native of tropical Africa and yields from
the leaves a strong cordage fiber known as ife hemp,

ifil (e'fil), n. [= Chamorro ifil, Tagalog ipil,

Samoan ifi-lele.] In Guam, Intsia Mjuga, the

most valuable timber-tree growing on the

island, it has abruptly pinnate leaves, usually with
two pairs of leaflets, and bears a rigid, flat pod containing
from one to five seeds. The heart-wood is very hard and
heavy but not elastic. It is tough and cross-drained and
very difiicult to plane, of a yellowish color at first but
gradually turning darker untU it resembles black walnut
in color. Though of rather coarse grain it takes a fine

polish and is much used for fumitm'e and for the floors

of houses of the better class. It resists the attacks of

white ants (termites), and is used for posts. At Agafia,

the capital of Guam, the pillars of the church are single

straight trunks of this tree. See vest.

I. G. An abbreviation (a) of Inside Guard or

_
Guardian; (6) of Inspector General.

iganouwo (e-ga-no-o'wo), TO. [Jap., 'prickle

fish .'] A fish, El<ms saurus, of the family
ElopidsB, found at Nagasaki. Also known as
OWconoshiro (off-shore shad).

igasud (e'ga-s8D), n. See the extract.

Igasud or Fepita de San Ignacio (Strychnos ignatii
Berg.), a trailer which is only found m Visayas, princi-
pally near Catbalogan ; the seeds of its fruit have various
medicinal or antidote uses— stomachic, emetic, styptic,
for paralytics, for women during parturition, lor malarial
fever, for rheumatism and indigestion, for contractions of
the nerves, and pains in the body.

Pro^i. Qaz. PhUlipine Is., p. 78.

igasurate (ig-a-su'rat), n. [igasur4c + -afcl.]

_
A salt of igasuric acid.
igasuric (ig-a-su'rik), a. [F. igasuriqiie, given
as from a Malay name, *igasur, applied to St.
Ignatius' bean.] . Noting an amorphous as-
tringent acid combined with the alkaloids in
the seeds of Strychnos Nux Vomica and
S. Ignatia, and probably identical with caffeo-

_
tannic acid.

igasurine (ig-a-su'rin), n. A substance found
in Strychnos ignatia (St. Ignatius' bean) : once
thought to be a distinct alkaloid, but found to
be impure brucine.



igazol

igazol (ig'a-zol), n. Same a,8 *formalina.
igelstromite (ig'l-stT^-mit), n. [Named after
li.J.Igelstrom, a Swedish mineralogist.] 1. A
silvery-white variety of pyroaurite from Scot-
land.— 2. A ferruginous variety of knebelite.

igloogeak (ig'lo-ge-ak), n. [Eskimo igUmgak,
a snow-house, < iglo, a house : see igloo."] An
igloo with a dome-shaped roof, especially a
structure made of blocks of frozen snow.
These igloos are commonly built in one continnons layer,
rising spirally to the top. There is no chimney or open-
ing for smoke, as seal-oil burned in lamps is the only fuel.

Light comes through the snow it8elf,or through a piece of
smooth ice sometimes set in above the door.

Ignacio formation or quartzite. See *forma-
tion.

Igliatianist(ig-na'shan-ist), ». [IgnaUan, adj.,

< IgnaUus, + -ist.'\ "A follower or adherent of
Ignatius Loyola, or of the Jesuit order estab-
lished by him.

Igneous rocks. See *rock^.

igniferouB (ig-nif'e-rus), a. [L. ignifer, fire-

bearing (< igrds, &?e, + ferre. Bear), -t- -ous-l
Bringing, bearing, or producing fire. Dekker,
Owl's Almanack, ii.

igniflc (ig-nif'ik), a. [NL. *ignifims, < L. ig-

nis, fire, + -fieus, </acere, make.] Producing
fire ; fire-making.

igniform (ig'ni-f6rm), a. [NL. *igmformis, <
L. ignis, fire, -1- forma, form.] Having the form
of fire or flame. Berkeley, Sins, $ 322.

ignipotencet (ig-nip'o-tens), n. [NL. *ignipo-
tentia, < L. ignipotens, ruling fire: see ignipo-
tenf] Prevalenoy against, or power over,
fire. Bailey, 1727.

igniter, n. 2. An electric apparatus, spark-
coil, or induction-coil, which is used in gas- or
gasolene-engines to ignite the charge in the
engine-cylinder by means of an electric spark
produced in the cylinder at the proper point
of the piston-stroke— Flame-lgnlter, an igniter
for explosion-engines in which the mixture of gases is

fired by means of a flame.— Hot-tube Igniter, a metal
tube heated by a flame, used for igniting the compressed
charge in the cylinder of an internal-combustion engine.
When the mixture is of constant quality the ignition can
be properly timed by the fact that the mixture will ignite
at a certain point of compression in contact with a hot
surface. When the mixture varies in volume or weight
with varying loads a timing-valve system must be used.
No such variation is possible as with electric ignitions in
which ignition may be retarded and advanced relatively
to the dead-point of the piston-travel.—JablOChkoff
l^llter, the bit of conducting material between the ter-

minals of a Jablochkoff candle which serves to carry the
current when the candle is first put in circuit, and which,
by burning away, establishes the arc—Jump-spark
Igniter, an igniter in which the electric sparkfrom an in-

duction-coil is made to jump between fixed terminals.
Sd. Amer., Jan. 17, i9oa— Make-and-break Igniter,
an igniter for explosion-engines, in which the terminals
between which the spark is to pass are automatically
brought together and separated during each cycle.

Sd. Amer. Sup., July 23, 1904, p. 23880.— Spark-igniter,
an igniter for an internal-combustion engine which lights

the charge by means of an elebtric spark. See *igniter, 2.

—Tube-lgnlter, an igniter for explosion-engines, consist-

ing of a tube rendered incandescent by means of an elec-

tric current in a platinum wire.

igniter-lead (ig-ni't6r-led), n. That which de-
termines the time, in the cycle of an explosion-
engine, at which ignition shall occur. Sci.

Amer., Nov. 29, 1902.

ignition, ». 5. In internal-combustion motors,
the setting fire to the mixture of air and hy-
drocarbon vapor in the cylinder, so that the
air shall expand and increase its pressure and
perform the work required, ignition is mainly
effected, in modem motors, by an electric spark which
jumps across a gap between terminals and in so doing
raises the temperature of the mixture to the igniting-

point. Such electric ignition may be by the jump-spark
system, or by the make-and-break system. In the jump-
spark system, the terminals on the secondary circuit of
a Buhmkorff or induction-coil are used. The cur-

rent is made and broken on the primary or bat-

tery circuit, and this sends a secondary current of
high intensity through the secondiur line, in which
are the gap-terminals. The ' primary make-and-
break effect may be either by mechanical or by elec-

trical vibrators, timed at will by the revolution of the
motor-shaft. The hammer-break or arc system ignites by
causing a flowing primary current to be mechanically in-

terrupted by the separation of two contacts in the cir-

cuit The cuiTent arcs across the break until the gap be-
comes too wide and the arc sets fire to the mixture
around it. The make-and-break gives a < fat 'or copious
spark, but considerable battery-power is needed ; the
jump-spark gives a tenuous high-tension spark, with less

battery-power. Magneto-elecmc machines or small dy-
namos are much used for electric ignitions. Ignition
may also be effected by compressing the mixture and at

the right time allowing it to enter a hot tube of refractory

material heated to redness by an exterior flame ; or simple
compression within the hot walls of the containing-cham-
ber will fire an easily ignited mixture.—Advanced
ignition, the ignition which is made to take place while
the piston is at some distance from the end of the com-
pressing-stroke, or before the crank has reached its dead-
center.- Automatic lotion, that method of igniting

the compressed combustible mixture of fuel and air be-

S.—40
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hind the piston of an internal-combustion motor in
which the fuel is ignited by raising the temperature by
the compression in the heated cylinder so that the mix-
ture takes fire without a flame or spark. (See -Mgnition, 6.)

It is objectionable in that the cold combustion- or mix-
ture-chamber must be preheated to start, and that under
variable loads and variable charges ignition is uncertain
and explosive charges may either escape into the exhaust-
piping, or be pre-ignited.— Ignition timing, the act or
process of sotiming the ignition that itwill teke place at a
certain instant ; speciflcwy, in a gas-engine, the timing of
the ignition to take place when uie piston is at a certain
point in its traveL— Retarded Ignition, ignition which
is made to take place after the crank has passed the dead-
center and the compressed mixture has begun to expand
in volume. See ingmtion, 5. The spark is always ad-
vanced in starting &e engine. To advance or to retard
on either side of the most advantageous angle is to di-

minish the power of the working-stroke.-Temperature
Of Ignition, the lowest temperature at which a sub-
stance will bum or enter into combination, usually with
the oxygen of the air, with production of heat and light.

Very commonly the substance needs to be heated to
attain this temperature, but in some cases the ignition-
point is at or below the common temperature of the air,

so that the substance takes fire as soon as it comes in con-
tact with air. Such substances are said to be spontane-
ously combustible. Rosooe and Schorlemmer, Treatise on
Chem., 1,228.

ignition-box (ig-nish'on-boks), n. In gas-
engines, the chamber in which the charge of
mixed air and gas is ignited in an internal-

combustion engine.
The ignition of the charge is effected by heating the

nickel tubes projecting about 2^ inches from the rear
ends of the cylinders into the ignition box.

Hiseox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 184.

ignition-point (ig-nish'on-point), n. The time
at which ignition takes place ; that point in

the stroke of an internal-combustion engine
at which the charge is ignited.

ignition-slide (ig-nish'on-slid), n. Same as

*igniUon-valve.

ignition-tube (ig-nish'on-tub) , m. 1. A tube
which is kept not to serve as an igniter for

the charge of an internal-combustion engine.
To start the motor cycle, the reservoir, G, is partly filled

with gasoline *, the door at the back of the ignition box
is opened and the burner for heating the igmtion tube is

started by giving it a preliminary heating by means of an
alcohol torch. Hiseox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 187.

2. In chem., a small glass tube, closed at one
end and often at this end expanded into a
bulb, used to ignite or strongly heat in a blow-
pipe flame a fragment of mineral or other
substance in order to observe the evolution of

gas or vapor.
ignition-valve (ig-uish'on-valv), «. A valve
which opens communication between an ig-

niter and the charge to be ignited. It closes

as soon as ignition is effected.

ignitive (ig'ni-tiv), a. [ignite + -ive.l Hav-
ing the quality of ignition ; capable of pro-

ducing flame.

ignobility, n. 2, The body of persons not of

noble rank; the commons: opposed to Mo6i<-

ity. [Nonce-word.]
The ceorl was an ignoble freeman, the gentleman was

a noble freeman; for file nobility, like the tfl'noiniiti/, then
and now, was divided into two ranks.

Frazer's Mag., XI. 315.

ignorance, ».— InvlnclWe ignorance, in Roman
Catholic theology,an ignorance of the truth ofCatholic doc-
trine which cannot be overcome in the ignorant person,

either owing to inherent limitations or to circumstances

which deprive him of the possibility of enlightenment.

ignoration, n. 2. The act of ignoring ; also,

the state of being ignpred.

It is accustomed to simplify its problems by the method
of abstraction. . . . And by a long course of successful

igTioration it may have acquired a nabit of thinking that

it can actually exclude, instead of only abstract, these

disturbing causes.
Sir Oliver Lodge, in Proc. Soc. Psychical Research,

[XVII. 43.

ignotobranchiate (ig-no-to-brang'ki-at), n.

[L. ignotas, unknown, -t- hranehise, giUs, 4-

-ofei.] See the quotation.

The number of the branchiae has been used for the pur-

pose of nomenclature, so that while the Nautilus Order

belongs to the Tetrabranchiata, the Cuttle-fish Order be-

longs to the Dibranchiata. Besides these two orders

there is an immense number of foasU forms, of whose

branchisD nothing is ever likely to be known, and they

have accordinglybeen sometimes classed as Tetrabranchi-

atea and sometimes as Dibranchiates, but they ought

rather to be called Ignotobranchiates.
Eneye. Brit., XXVII. 319.

Igorrote (e-go-ro'te), n. and a. [A Sp. spell-

ing of one form of the native name.] I.

n. 1. A member of one of the tribes speaking

the Igorrote language, including the Igorrotes

proper, the Buriks, and the Busaos.

—

Z. In a

generalized sense, a member of one of the un-

civilized tribes of northern Luzon imtil recently

known as head-hunters; also rarely used to

designate those of central Luzon and Min-

danao.— 3. In local Philippine usage, a

savage ; a pagan native. See *Indio and *£<;-

iliofemoral

montado.—4. The language, or any language,
spoken by Igorrotes. There are many dialects
which have been only scantily recorded or
studied.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Igorrotes.

iguanodontoid (i-g^<i°-9-don'toid), a. and n.

1. a. Having the characters of or pertaining
to Iguanoclon.

II. n. A reptile allied to Igucmodon.
ihi (e'he), n. [Maori.] A name in New Zea-
land of the fish Hemiramphus intermedins, of
the family Hemiramphidse.

I. H. N. An abbreviation of In Bis Name, the
motto of the Order of King's Daughters and
Sons.

I. H. P. An abbreviation of indicated horse-

power. See horse-^ower.

ijolite (e'yo-lit or ij'o-lit), n. [Ijo, a district

in northern FinlandJ -I- Gr. Wog, stone.] A
phanerocrystalline igneous rock composed of

nephelite and pyroxene with small amounts of
apatite, titamte, and ivaarite. It corresponds
in composition to nephelinite, and occurs in

dikes associated with nephelite-syenlte.

ikoik (e'ko-ek), «. [Native name.] In the Caro-
line Islands, Cordia suheordata, a handsome
tree of the borage family, it has ovate, subcor-
date leaves and corymbs of orange or red funnel-shaped
fiowers. The heart-wood is dark brownish red, often
marked with lighter bands ; it is durable and is used for
boat-building. See itltou and -kbamago (6).

il, a., n., and adv. A simplified spelling of ill.

ilang-ilang, n. [Bisaya.] See ylang-ylang.

ileocolostomy (il"e-6-ko-los'to-mi), n. [NL.
ileum + Grri kimov, colon, + ard/ia, mouth, -I-

-^3.] The establishment, by a surgical opera-
tion, of a permanent communication between
the ileum and colon.

ileo-ileostomy (il"e-6-il-e-os'to-mi), n. [NL.
ileum + ileum + Gi! ard/ia, mouth, + -a^.] The
establishment, by a surgical operation, of a
permanent communication between two pre-
viously non-continuous portions of the ileum.
ileoproctostomy (il"e-o-prok-tos'to-mi), n.

[ileum + Gr. irpuKrdQ, anus, + ordiia, mouth,
+ -^3.] The establishment, by a surgical
operation, of direct communication between
the ileum and the rectum.
ileosigmoid (il"e-6-sig'moid), n. [ileum +
sigmoid.] Relating to both the ileum and the
sigmoid curvature.

When a colectomy is impossible because of the site of
the lesion, as, for instance, in the splenic fiexure, an anas-
tomosis is indicated, either colo-colic or ileosigmoid.

Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 16, 1903, p. 102.

ilet, n. A simplified spelling of islet.

Ilex, n. 3. [I. c] The holm-oak or holly-oak,
Quercus Ilex, the leaves of which somewhat
resemble those of the genus Bex. See cut
(fig. 4) under oak, 1.

lifracombe slates. See *slate^.

iliac^, a—ntac index. See *2«dex.—mac pocket or
recess. See -krecess.

Iliadic (il-i-ad'ik), a. [Iliad + -ic] Of or
pertaining to Homer's Iliad.

I have given the British Museum a copy of the Odyssey
with the Iliadic passages underlined and referred to in
MS. /S. ButUr, tr. of Odyssey, Pref., p. ix.

Iliadist (il'i-ad-ist), ?i. [Iliad + -ist.] 1. A
writer of Hiaiis.

' I think all real Poets, to this hour, are Psalmists and Ili-

adists after their sort ; and have in them a divine impa-
tience of living among lies."

Carlyle, Frederick the Great, L i. 1.

2. Same as rhapsodist, 1.

iliahi (e-le-a'hf), n. [Hawaiian name.] The
Hawaiian sandalwood, Santalum Freycineiia-
num, the aromatic wood of which was once an
important article of export from the Hawaiian
Islands but ha,s now become scarce. See san-
dalwood.

ilicate (il'i-kat), n. [fKc-Jc + -ateK] A salt

of ilioio acid.

ilicic (i-lis'ik), a. [ilex (ilic-), holly, -I- -ic]
Derived from holly : as, ilicic acid.

ilima (e-le'ma), n. [Hawaiian name.] In Ha-
waii, a general name for plants of the genus
Sida, applied especially to S. fallax, S. cordi-

folia, and S. Meyeniana, which grow spontane-
ously on the island and are also cultivated by
the natives, who string their yellow flowers
into wreaths and- garlands for adorning them-
selves.

Iliofemoral triajlgle, the area bounded by a perpen-
dicular line running upward from the greater trochanter
of the femur, a horizontal line running backward from
the anterior superior spine of the ilium, and a line drawn
between the anterior superior spine of the ilium and the
greater trochanter of the femur.



ilio-ischiadic

ilio-iscbiadlc (il"i-o-is-ki-ad'ik), a. Same as
ilio-ischiatlc— Dlo-lsohladlc Assure, foramen. See
kjissure, •kforamen.

iliopubic (il*i-6-pu'bik), a. [NL. ilium +
puoes + -ic] Relating to both iliac and pubic
bones

—

Hlopnblc ligament. Same as Poupart's liga-
ment (which see, under ligament).

illoscrotal (il"i-6-skr6'tal), a. [NL. ilium +
scrotum + -oP.] Relating to both ilium and
scrotum ; speeiically, noting a small nerve.

iliotrochanteric (il*i-6-tro-kan-ter'ik), a. [NL.
ilium + trochanter + -ic] Relating to the
ilium and the trochanters of the femur; spe-
cifically, noting the gluteal muscles attached
to these parts.

Ilisha (i-lish'a), n. [NL. (Bleeker, 1866), from
an East Indian name of Sardinella lisha (Jor-
dan and Evermann).] A genus of fishes, of the
family Clupeidee, found on the tropical coasts
of America and Asia.

-ility. A termination {4-li-ty, L. -i-li-tas) of

nouns from adjectives in -le, -We, -ile, etc., as

ability, agility, civility, prohdbilHy, etc. See
-hie, etc.

111., Ills. Abbreviations of Illinois.

ill., illus., illust. Abbreviations of illustrated

or of illustration.

lUsenus (i-le'nus), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. 'Mai-

vuv, look awry, squint.] A genus of Silurian

trilobites with large subequal and smooth head-
and tail-shields, large compound eyes, and
Senerally 10 thoracic segments.
sesive, illesive (i-le'siv), a. [L. il- for i«-3

priv. -I- IsBsus, pp. of Isedere, hurt, -I- -iw.]

Not injurious ; harmless: as, «Ba5si!)e games.
illapsive (i-lap'siv), a. [illapse + -we.] Re-
lating to an illapse, or inflowing of the Holy
Spirit.

illatire. I. a. 4. In gram., noting the case
expressing motion into. See *introessive. Gat-
schet, Gram, of the Klamath Lang., p. 482.

II. n. 3. In gram., the illative case.

illaudatory (i-14'da-to-ri), a. liUtorin-S priv.
+ laudatory.^ Not given to praising: opposed
to laudatory.

[The text of Tyrwhitt's] edition of the Canterbury Tales
. . . wrung enereetic and unqualified praise from the
Ulaitdatory pen of Ritson. Blackwood's Mag., LVII. 787.

ill-breeding (il'bre'ding), n. Bad breeding;
bad manners ; rudeness ; bad bringing up : as,

"the iU-breeding of modem young men." [Ori-
ginally written as two words.]
ill-come (il'kum'), ffl. Not well come; having
come at a wrong time.

You are not ill come, neighbour Sordido, though I have
not yet said, well-come.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

illegitimate, a. n. n. An emigrant who has
come of his own volition and has not had 'legal

reasons' for his voyage. See ^legitimate, n., 2.

[Australia.]

iUeism (il'f-izm), n. [L. ille, he, + 4sm.'i
The unnecessarily frequent use of the pronoun
fee by a writer, especially in reference to him-
self in the third person; also, an instance of

this use. Coleridge.

illeist (il'f-ist), n. [L. ille, he, + -isf] One
who is given to illeism.

ill-gendered (il'jen'dSrd), a. Gendered un-
naturally or irregularly. [Rare.]

The creature I had killed seemed to he of an ill-gen-

dered kind, between a tiger and a leopard.
Defoe, Captain Singleton, viL

ill-given (il'giv'n), a. Given to evil courses

;

having 'ill parts'; ill-disposed.

Salust was no soch man, neyther, for will to goodness,
no sidll by learning : but ill geuen by nature, and made
worse by bringing up, spent the most part of his youth
ver misorderly. Roger Ascham, The Scholemaster, ii.

Illinoisan. I. a. 2. Specifically, in geol., not-

ing an epoch or subdivision of the glacial

period, of which the deposits are well devel-

oped in Illinois.

II. n. 2. One of the Illinois, an Indian
tribe of AlgonMau stock.

ilUpe (il'i-pe), n. [Tamil name.] Same as il-

lupi. This name properly belongs to Madhuca
Imgifolia of southern India, but when the

more northern mahwa-tree, M. Indica, is found
in the same region, the same name is applied

by the Tamils to both species.

illoyalty (i-loi'al-ti), ». [ti-S + loyalty.'] Dis-

loyalty ; want of loyalty.

A piece of cowardice and illoyaUy.
The Standard, Sept 25, 1882.

illncidate (i-lu'si-dat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. il-

lueidated, ppr. illucidating. [il-^ + lucidus,

626

clear, + -ate^.2 To shed light upon; eluci-

date. Blount, Glossographia.

illucidation ( i-lii-si-da'shon), n. The act of

throwing light upon something; elucidation.

Phillips, 1658.

illucidative (i-lu'si-da-tive), a. [illucidate +
-ive.'i Ten(Ung to make clear. Talfourd,

Lamb's Final Memoii'S, p. 256.

illuminating-shell (i-lii'mi-na-tuig-shel), n.

A shell charged with combustible composition
as well as a small bursting charge, designed to

be fired at night and on bursting to illuminate
the enemy's position long enough to permit
accurate pointing.

illumination, ». 1. Specifically, the measure
of the amount of light falling on a surface.
The illumination of a surface is proportional to the inten-
sity of the source of light producing it, and it varies in-

versely as the square of the distance between the source
and tlie illuminated surface. ' The unit of illumination is

tile lux, the illumination produced by a source of kght
having an intensity of one hefner and situated at a dis-

tance of one meter from the illuminated surface. Illumi-
nation is sometimes expressed in candle-m£ters (also
^vritten Tn^ter-candles), the candle-metei* being the illu-

mination 'produced by a standard candle at a distance
of one meter. In countries where the standard candle
has been defined as equal to the hefner, the candle-meter
is the same as the lux. In those countries where British
units still prevail, the unit of illumination is the candle-
foot (also foot-candle), the illumination produced by a
British standard candle at a. distance of one foot. One
candle-foot equals 12. 2 luxes. The total flux of light from
a given source is expressed in lumens, the lumen being
the flux of light in a beam which subtends one unit of
solid angle, the intensity of the source being one hefner.
Since the unit .solid angle subtends one square centi-
meter at a radius of one centimeter, the lux is the illu-

mination produced by one lumen of light-flux per square
centimeter of surface. Since the primary object of arti-

ficial ligliting is to produce illumination, the establish-
ment of a unit such as the lux, by means of which the
illumination can be definitely measured and expressed, is

of great importance in photometry. Instruments em-
ployed for the measurement of the intensity of the sources
of light are called photometers. Any special form of pho-
tometer used for the direct determination of illumination
is called a lumirumieter (sometimes written illuminom-
eter). The illumination produced by different sources of
artificial light under like conditions varies through a wide
range. The following table gives results of tlie compari-
son of the light-sources commonly used in the projecting
lantern, determined by measurement of the illumination
received upon a screen.

Source of light.

Petroleum fiame
Acetylene flame
Lime (freshly ignited)
Lime (old)

Electnc arc, alternating 550 watts
Electric arc, direct carbons parallel 660 watts
Electric arc, direct carbons at 90° 660 watts
Electric arc, direct carbons at 164° 500 watts

Lumens of
flux.

3.79
20.82
66.71
16.65

330.00
464.80
700.00
921.60

The amount of eneigy necessary to produce an illumina-
tion of one lux varies with the temperature of the source
of light and with the character of the radiating surface.
The art of artificial illumination consists in fum&hing the
requisite amount of light of suitable color at the place
where illumination is required. To fulfil these conditions
it is requisite to know the illumination adequate for a
given purpose in definite measure '. for reading and writ-
ing, for example, it is found that the minimum illumina-
tion of the page permissible varies from 6 to 60 luxes,
according to the size of the type and the character of the
paper. For each purpose for which artificial light is used
there is a proper illumination, and only when this is defi-
nitely known may methods of precision be applied.

7. In the pictorial arts, the quality and quan-
tity of light expressed.

The illumination is tlxat of the open air, tempered and
modified by an overhanging canopy of green.

C. Phillips, in Portfolio, N. S., July, 1898, p. 24.

Equivalent Ulomtnatlon, the ratio of the Ulnminatmg
power of a light to that of a standard light—Hemi-
sphere of Illumination. See ithemisphere.

Illuminatist (i-lU'mi-na-tist), n. One of the
Illuminati.

illuminator, n—Monochromatic Ulnmlnator, in
optics, a device for isolating an approximately monochro-
matic region of the spectrum and concentrating the rays
thus obtained.—Vertical Illuminator, an apparatus ac-
cessory to a microscope which adapts it to the observation
of opaque objects. A simple form consists of a cover-
glass mounted at an angle of 45° in a nose-piece placed
between the objective and the body-tube. Light admitted
through a side aperture is reflected from the cover-glass
through the lenses of the objective upon the object under
examination. The light is then reflected back in a verti-
cal beam through the objective and the cover-glass to the
eyepiece. This attachment is indispensable for the exam-
ination of metals in metallography.

illuminist (i-lii'mi-nist), n. [illumine + -ist.l
1. An illuminator of manuscripts, books, etc.
[The cuts] are generally no more than rude outlines,

having been intended to pass through the hands of the
Illuminist, without whose aid some portion of the subject
or design would be totally unintelligible.

5. W. Singer, Hist Playing Cards, p. 104.

illusion

2. [eap.J A member of the Illuminati; a
believer in illuminism. See ilhmiinati, 2.

illuminometer (i-bi-mi-nom'e-ter), n. [iUu-

min{ation) -t- Gr. //^rpow, measure.] An instru-

ment for measuring the intensity of illumina-

tion. See *luminometer.

illusion, n. 2, In recent years, much attention has
been devoted by experimental psychologists to the phe-
nomena of optical illusion, more particulaily to the
group known as the geometrical optical illusions. Al-
though it is impossible, at the present time, to offer any
final classiflcation of these illusions, the following list

may be regarded as fairly complete. (1) Illusions of re-

versible perspective. There are certain figures, of the sort
represented by Schroeder's stair figure (which see, under
•^figure), which are capable of two or more perspective

interpretations. It is character-
istic of these figures that, as one
looks at them, the shift of per-
spective occurs spontaneously
and at irregular intervals. Tlie
figures are best drawn in white
lines on a black background, the
black affording a roominess or
spaciousness which favors the
perspective effect Two further
examples are here given. Fig. 1
may be seen either as a square

box resting upon the ground, or
as a block projecting upwai-ds
and to the left from the plane
of the paper; Fig. 2 may be seen
with the lower plane nearer or
farther than the upper. (2) 11-

lusions of extent. These are of
two kinds, variable and constant
Typical of the foiiner is the
MiUler-Lyer figure (which see,

under -kflgure). Further exam- pig. =. Titchener's Planes,
pies are given m Figs. 3 and 4.

Although the dimensions in these figures ai'e objectively

Fig. I. Wheatstone's Cube.

Fig. J. Oppel's Lines.

Fig. 4. Helmlioltz's Squares.

equal, the filled^spaces appear larger than
the open. Typical of the latter are the
illusions embodied in Fig. 5, where, in spite

of objective equality, the vertical line seems
longer than' the horizontal, and the upper
half of the vertical longer than the lower.

(3) Illumons of direction. These, like the
illusions of extent, may be variable or con-

stant Instances of the former class have
been given under -kjigure {Bering's and

Wund^s -kfigures ; Miinsterberg's -kfigure ; Poggendorff's
-kjigure ; Zollner's icfigure). Typical of the latter class is

Fig. 5-

Fig. 6. Von Recldinghausen's Illusion.

Von Recklinghausen's illusion, shown in Fig. 6. If the
figure is held a short distance from the eye, and its cen-
ter steadily fixated, the hyperbolas become straight lines,

so that the figure resembles a chess-board. (4) IllvtUms

Fig. 7. Wundt's Lines.

of association. These have been subdivided as assimila-
tive and pontrastive. Fig. 7 shows an assimilative illu-

sion : the lines of the
lower part of the fig-

ure appear larger than
those of the upper.
Fig. 8 shows a con-
trastive illusion: t^e
space between the
narrow rectangles ap-
peara wider than that
between the broader.
(5) Mixed illusions,
derived from a com-
plication of the above
conditions. Thus in
Fig. 9 there is a vari-
able illusion of direc- Fig. 8. Mijller-Lyer's Rectangles.



illusion 627 immersion
tion : the smaller arc seems to be-
long to a circle of greater radius
than the larger arc. There is also
an illusion of assimilation : the
larger and smaller arcs are referred
to the same center. This class of
illusions is, naturally, very wide.
Finally (6), we may perhaps add,
since by certain theorists they are
connected with the geometrical
optical illusions, the group of vis-

ual illusions of movement, one of
which has been described under
the term •kantirrheoscope. Explanations of these il-

lusions range, as explanations of such phenomena always

end of the body rounded. It includes the image, + -ate^.] In entom., to transform
genera Ilyanthus, Halcampa, and Peachia. from a pupa into an imago.
Ifyanthus (il-i-an'thus), ». [NL. (Dana,1846), imagination, n. 5. In entom., the act of

Fig. 9. Miiller-Lyer's
Broken Circle.

transforming into an imago or of reaching the
imaginal stage: said of insects completing
their metamorphosis Imagination consclons-
ness, in psychol., consciousness as it is constituted andl
disposed during the exercise of imagination ; the contentsi
and arrangement of contents characteristic of theimagiU'
ing mind. R B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 1.

CGr. Ui'f, mud, + avBo^, flower.] The typical
genus of the family Byanthidee.

ilyogenic (il"i-o-jen'ik), a. [Gr. llh^, mud, +
-yev^g, -producing, + -ic] liipetrog., of argil-

laceous origin : applied to rooks derived from
mud. Benevier, ISSl. __^ ._. , ^... _..._.

Ilyophidse (il-i-of'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < llyopUs imbalance (im-bai'ans), m. [im-3 + balance.J
+ -»<?«.] A family of deep-sea eels from the Defective balance ; specifically, a lack of

have ranged,- between the two poles "of physiology and rf^^w/f^r-' fl °T'°''rL®''"/^
"^

n'**^' A
equalityinthe tension and contractile stren^h

psychology. Some investigators make them entu:ely a llyopilis (i-li o-fis), n. [NL., < Gr. tAvg, mud, of the eye-muscles, leading to heterophona.
matter of perception, conditioned upon the structure + <l^£f, snake.] A genus of deep-sea eels of Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 211.

the,ta,Tm\j Uyophidie. They are found in the Imbauba ant. See *a»jtl.

eastern Pacific. imbe (im-ba'), n. [Brazilian, < Tupi imhi.'] A
Ily^nus (i-lip'nus), M. [NL., <Gr. Utif, mud, liana.
+ VTTVOQ, sleep.] A genus of small fishes, of Imbibition theory, in hot., the theoiy that the sap of

the family GoUidx, which inhabit mud-flats P'^** ascends by a chemical process in the oell-waUs.

on the western coast of the United States.

Dermal Image, in psychol., an image of

and function of the sense-organ ; they work with such
factors as the nature of the retinal im^e, the direction of
fixation, the movements of the eye. They point out, for

instance, that reversal of perspective in class 1 can al-

ways be brought about by a shift of fixation, and that the
spontaneous reversals noticed in ordinary observation are
invariably connected with such shift, unconsciously made.
They point out, again, that the extension and contraction
of the lines in the Miiller-Lyer figure may very well image,
depend upon furtherance and arrest of eye-movement,
according to the direction of the oblique end-pieces.
Others, on the contrary, appeal, if not outright to such
mental faculties as 'will' and 'imagination,' at any rate
to purely psychological conditions ; they make the illu-

sions a matter not of perception but of judgment and
association. The Miiller-Lyer lines lengthen and shorten
with the nature of the end-pieces because we read our
own mechanical activities into the figure, feel ourselves
in it as free or as constrained : eye-movements, save pos-
sibly as the vehicle by which these activities, eflorts, and
tensions come to expression, have nothing to do with the
illusion. Between these extremes lie various forma of
mixed interpretation ; and it may be said definitely that,

in the present state of our knowledge, recourse must be
had for explanation both to physiology and to psychology.
The illusions of class 4 have never been accounted for
in physiological terms; while, conversely, the most ar-

dent champions of the judgment theory cannot deny the
influence of fixation in the illusions of class 1. Nor is

there any reason for regarding the one mode of explana-
tion as more 'scientific' than the other. The illusions

have, admittedly, a physiological substrate : the question
is only whether this substrate is altogether peripheral,
given with the structure and function of the eyes, or is in

part central, depending on connections within the cerebral
cortex. The study of the optical illusions, if it has not as
yet enabled us to decide this question, has at any rate
brought to light a large body of interesting facts as well
as a long list of possibilities of explanation ; it has helped
to illuminate various vexed problems in the perception of
visual space ; and it has thus cleared the ground for a
future synthetic survey of space psychology.

5. In the pictorial arts, an imitation of the
appearance of nature which is intended to

create the impression of reality.

You cannot go beyond illusion in that direction, and yet
illusion win only give you tile sort of pleasure you derive
from looking at a rope-dancer.

W. Armstrong, in Portfolio, N. S., Feb., 1895, p. 73.

Arrow-head and featber Illusion, the illusion of the
Miiller-Lyer figure. See *fi.gure.—V0Ti. Recklinghau-
sen's Illusion, See *illimon, 2.

illusionary (i-lu'zhon-a-ri), a. ^illusion +
-or^i.] Having the'charaeteristics of an illu-

sion ; fallacious ; illusory.

The altered and illusionary perception of these nu-
merous sensations increases with the concentration of the

attention upon the self. Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 131.

illusorily (i-lu'so-ri-li), adv. In an illusory

manner ; by way of illusion.

It is not that we see aright but judge wrongly : we
actually see illusorily.

E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. i. 162.

Illusory form. See -kform.— Illusory power or ap-
pointment. See -kpowerl.

illustration, n. 5. InwiMsic, same as develop-

ment. [Rare.]

lUyrian, ». 4. Thelanguageof lUyiia, orthe

group of ancient dialects represented by the

modern Albanian; also applied to the modern
. . , ,. • / ,s

Slavic dialects of the same or adjacent dis- ^^Sf^B,l(im-a.-jeTi-^),a.

tricts.

Illyric (i-Hr'ik), a. and n. Same as niyrian.
' '""

^ " --" Same as *Ilo-

and not by a physical process carried on by the vessels ;

proposed and defended by Sachs.—Water Of imblbl"
tlon. (a) The water held by the action of the molecular
forces within the pores of a substance which is soaked!
but not submerged ; specifically, the maximum amoun1>
of water which the soil is capable of retaining above the
level of ground-water. (6) Same as quarry-water.

" "
Same as *e»»-

a dermal sensation ; an image of pressure, cold, warmth,
or cutaneous pain.—Generic Image, in psychol., a com.
posite image derived from a number of like perceptions
and standing to these much as the composite photograph
stands to its originals: regarded by many psychologists imbrocado (im-bro-kk'do), »
as the vehicle or representative of tlie abstract idea. hrocado 2
Abstraction and generalization with no possible aid from imesatin (i-mes'a -tin), n. UmUde) + isaUn.']

language. These are called se»iertc ijiMSfl'es by Huxley, .- - V- "^''° ^ „iuy,_.„._i^n^,^^y i,<,i*i,w..j

Galton and Bibot. They are the same as Romanes's re-
cepts, and are intermediate between the pure image on
the one hand and generalizations on the other.

A dark-yellow compound, CgHgONg, prepared
by the action of ammonia on isatin. It crystal-

„ , ,
lizes in prisms.

Cfustatory image, in/4X^.fTre|;^dted^e"atZ Imhofia (im-ho'fi-a) » [NL.
.
(Heister, 1753-

-' ' ' .
-° ' ..."

. . .
K

. - .. 1755), named after imfto/, a pnvy councilor of
Braunschweig and a patron of botany.] A
genus of plants of the family AmarylUdacese.
See Nerine.

[imide +ag{o)- + -oZ.]

of iaste ; an image 'which stands to ihe peripherally ex-

cited sensation of taste as the image of a color stands to
the peripherally excited color-sensation.— Haptlcal Im-
age, in psychol., a reproduced haptical sensation ; an
image that stands to the peripherally excited haptical . .

sensation as the image of a color stands to the peripher- imidaZOl (l-mid-az ol), »
ally excited color-sensation. Same as *glyoxaline.

Haptical images, TaesiHe yieingiasae and ill-defined, imido-acid (i'mi-do-as^id),
offer peculiar difficulties. Amer. Jour. Psychol., XI. 26. form of *iminoaeid.
Heteronymous Images, in physiol. optics, the two imido-ether (i'mi-d6-e''''th6r)
images seen in binocular vision when the eyes are focused fnrm nf -kimivin^iif^

'

uponapointbeyondtheobject.-Homonymouslmages,
i<"^™ °i zrmnoester.

in physiol. optics, the two images seen in binocular vision
when the eyes are focused upon a point nearer than the
object.—Ktaesthetlo Image, in psychol., a mental repre-
sentation in kind of a peripherally aroused kinesthetic
sensation, or group of kinesthetic sensations ; a centrally
excited kinesthetic sensation or sensation-group.

I have no doubt, in my own case, of the existence of
visual and auditory images ... I have no doubt, from the
reports of others, of the existence of free Hrmesthetic im-
ages, verbal or other.
Jour. PhUos., Psychol, amd Sci. Methods, Jan. 21, 1903,

[p. 38.

Latent Image, in photog., the invisible image resulting
from the action of light upon a sensitive photographic
surface, which quickly becomes perceptible when treated

An incorrect

An incorrect

imino-. [A combining form of *imine, <im-
(ide) + -ine'^.'] A combining form used in
chemistry to indicate the presence, in the
compound, of the divalent group NH. Incor-
rectly imido-—Imino-aold, an acid which contains the
group : NH combined with the hydrocarbon radical of
the acid.

imino-ester (i'mi-no-es'''ter), n. A class of
compounds, HN : EdE,, prepared bythe action
of gaseous hydrogen ctilorid on a mixture of a
nitrile and an alcohol. The substances are
basic and stable toward water. Also called,
lesB coTveotlj, imido-ether.

with a reducing'agent or developer.— Olfactory Image, imitation, « Laws of Imitation. See •tomi.

factory sensation.
^""^ "*"'*

In the two following cases, the olfactory image only
exists in a single instance, and appears to be produced by
the combined operation of concomitant circumstances.

Ribot (trans.), PsychoL of Emotions, p. 145.

Pure Image, in psychol., an individual mental represen-
tation in kind ofa peripherally aroused sensation or sen-
sation-group ; a concrete idea, as opposed to the generic
image or the concept. Amer, Jour. Psychol., XIII. 201.

—Pnrklnje's image. <a) Same as Purkinje's figures
(which see, under figure). 0) Images (as of a candle

and pp. immatriciilaied, ppr. immatriculating.
[inir^ + matriculate, v. (after G. immatriculie-
ren).'] To matriculate.
immatriculation (im-a-trik-u-la'shon), n. [G.
immatriculation.'] Matriculation, "especially
in a German university.

immedial (i-me'di-al), a. [vmmedi{ate) + -aP-.']

A trade-name applied to certain coal-tar col-
ors of the s^dphid type— Immedial black, blue.
See -khlack, irblue.

Ilocan (i-lo'kan), a. and n.

cano.

Ilocano (il-o-ka'no), a. andm. [Philippine

<. Hocos, name of two provinces, prop '-<

men' (Tagalog ilog, river).] I. a. Of or per-

taining to the Iloeanos or their language.

II. n. 1. A member of one of the Malay

fiame)reflectedfromthe anterior and posterior surfaces immediatism, n. 2. In U. S. hist., the prin-
of the crvstallme lens and from the front of the cornea, ^jpjgg ^^ ^^^ immediatists.

The speaker [H. G. Otis] was prepared to denounce the
Society [for the immediate abolition of slavery] as a "dan-
gerous association." . Its im/m^diatism makes it a
revolutionary society.

Garrison, Life of William Lloyd Garrison, I. 499.

immediatist (i-me'di-a-tist), n. [immediate +
-ist.'] One who believes in immediate action

;

specifically, in U. S. hist., one who favored the
immediate abolition of slavery.

He [H. G. Otis] denounced the " higher law " ; denied
that the Scriptures were anywhere opposed to Slavery

;

repeated that Christ " was not an immediatist."
Garrison, Life of William Lloyd Garrison, I. 600.

recoil, cross-cuirent"; morally they are repentance; immediatorial (i-me'di-a-to-ri-al), a. Hn-3 -t-

of the crystalline lens and from the front of the cornea.
The middle image (that from the anterior surface of the
lens) varies in size'and position as the eye is alternately
accommodated,fora farther and anearer point. E. C. San-
ford, Exper. Psychol., p. 93.—Reil image, any image
formed at the actual intersection of rays brought to focns
by an optical system : opposed to virtual image (which
see, under virtual).

[Irreg. < imagery
+ -aZl.] Eelating to imagery ; symbolic ; em-
ploying figurative illustrations.

Herat is called, after the imagerial way ofthe Easterns,
the key of India. Household Words, IV. 230. N: E. D.

imagerially (im-a-je'ri-al-i), adv. Figuratively,

river Ladies are creation's gloiy, but they axe anti-climax.

penance ; imagerially, the frozen North on the young
brown buds bursting to green. G. Meredith, Egoist, xx.

Not mediatorial.

tribtsonh;>hili>prnrfsrandi,"irfiaIuinF^e ™tfe1?*r^^oKertrfn\ to any optical sys-

In optics, the

mediatorial.'\

When the object of the present Kingdom of Christ has
been attained in the conquest of evil, there will be no
longer need of a mediator. Then God will beknownimme-
diately. We shall know Him, when the mediatorial has
merged in the inumediatorial, in a way more high, more
intimate, more sublime than even through Christ.
F. W. Robertson, Lectures on Epistles to Cor., Lecture xxx.

Immemorial usage. See *%sage.

See immergence (i-mer-jens), n. [immerge +
-ence.] The act of immerging or plunging or

II. n— Qalols Imaginary, a kind of imaginary sinking into or under anything ; immersion

:

number occupying the same position in the theory of „a immprnptirp \n water
congruences that is occupied by the ordinary complex .

^^' immergence Ya water.

numbers in the theory of equations.—Pure tmaglnary, inuncrsement (i-mers ment), n. Same as *%m-
„„,.„...„. -.w«-.j ., , aneomonic number.

_^. ^ ^ ^
mergence.

of the order Aetinndea, which have free forms imaginate (i-maj i-nat), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. immersion, n. 7. An antiquated term for the

not adhering by a basal disk and the aboral imaginated, ppr. imaginaUng. [L. imago (,-gvn-), introduction of a solid substance into a liquid

extreme northwestern part of Luzon.— 3, An
inhabitant of Ilocos without reference to race.

— 3. The language of the Iloeanos.

I. L. P. An abbreviation of Independent Labor

Party,

tem within which the images of all the points
of a given space, called the object-space, are
situated. P. Drude, Theory of Optics, p. 15.

Imaginal buds. See Almdi.— imaginal fold. Same as
imaginal disk.

ilumba (i-lom'ba), n. [Aboriginal name in imaginary. I. a.—Imaginarynumber, unit,

central Australia.] An Australian timber- -kramber, etc.

tree, Eucalyptus tesselaris, by the settlers

commonly called Moreton Bay ash. See *ash^.

Ilyanthidse (il-i-an'thi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Il-

yanthus + -idx.'] A family_ of zoantharians,



unmersion

reagent in order to produce chemical change,
as the calcination of tin by immersion in nitric
acid.— Center of immersion. Same as center of dU-
placement.—Immersion system, in microscopy, an
objectdve lens system designed for use with a layer of
liquid between the objective and the cover-glass. See
immersion^ 5.— Oll-lmmerslon lens. See irleTis.—
Wedge of Immersion. See *wedgei.

immethodic (im-e-thod'ik), a. [im-s + me-
thodic.'] Same as immethodical,

iiomigratioii, 7i<—Bureau of Imml^ation. See
ifbureau.

immigrator (im'i-gra-tor), n. An immigrant.
Lytton. N. E, J).

immigraiory (im'i-gra-to-ri), a. [immigrate
+ -ory.] Pertaining to immigration.
Both immigratory and em^ratory [movements of

birds]. The Naturalist, Jan. 13, 1897.

immissivity (i-mi-siv'i-ti), n^ [in-^ + missive

+ -ity.'] Absorbing power for radiation, ex-
pressed either in terms of that of a black body
or in absolute measure. Like emiaaivity, which is

the corresponding physical constant for radiation, immis-
Bivity is defined In various ways : sometimes as the quan-
tity of heat absorbed per second by a square centimeter
.of suriace when the difference of temperature between
the absorbing body and its surroundings is r C. A more
usual measure of immissity is by means of the coefficient

of absorption. See absorption of light.

immixture^ (i-miks'tur), n. [in-^ + mixture.']

The action of mixing :' commingling ; the con-
dition of being mixed up in (something).

It [a principle] has enabled the court to avoid an ith-

mixture in political strife which must have destroyed its

credit. Bryce, Amer, Commonwealth, L xxiv.

immoderacy (i-mod'e-ra-si), n. Want of mod-
eration. Sir T. BrowTie, Christian Morals, ii. § 1.

immodulated (i-mod'u-la-ted), p, a. [iip-^ +
modulated.] Unmod^uiated.

His voice was harsh and immodulated.
J. A. Symonds, Shelley, p. 11. N. E. D.

immolation, w. 3. The title of the eucharis-
tie preface in the Gallioan liturgy : so called
because it is an introduction to the sacrifice

of the mass. See preface, 2.

immoralist (i-mor'al-ist), n. [immoral + 4st,]

One who opposes or disregards the principles
of morality.
That arch im-moralist . . . Goethe. Mrs. Craik.

immoralize (i-mor'al-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
immoralized, ppr. immoralising. To demoral-
ize; make immoral.
Immortal flower. Same as immortelle.

immotive (i-mo'tiv), a. [iw-3 + motive.] In-
capable of moving or of beingmoved. Felthamy
Resolves, I. 190. N. E, D.
immundity (i-mun'di-ti), n. [L. *immundi-
taSf besides immunditia and immundiUes, < im^
mundus, unclean : see immund.] ITnclean-
i^ess ; an unclean or impure thing.
The ascription to Sappho of the various extravagances

and imm>U7iditie8 of the common myth.
S. H. Peniber, Tragedy of Lesbos, Pref., p. IL N. E. D.

immune. I. a.— immune body. Same as *am&o-
rjiptnr —Tmmn Ti ft proteld, any protective albuminous
substance, in the sense of an antitoxin or a bacteriolysin.

—Immune senUDj the aemm of an immunized animal,
containing the specific antibody to the substance used in
immunization. ^eeifiTrvmunity, 5.—Partial Immune
bod^f one of [a number of bodies of which, according to
Ehrlich, each immime body is composed. See "kiimnuii-
ity, 5.

II. n. One who is exempt ; specifically, one
who is protected from a particular disease by
inoculation or by a previous attack.

immunify (i-mii'ni-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. im-
munified) ppr. immunifying. [L, immuniSf safe,
+ -ficare, ifacere^ make.] Tomakeimmune;
immunize.
immuilist (i-mu'nist), n. [immune + -ist.]

One who ecjoys a certain exemption or im-
munity. See immunity^ 1.

It is conceded that the ' inmvu/nist ' (it is convenient to
borrow a term that French writers have coined) is entitled
to many of the fines and forfeitures that arise from offences
committed within his territory.

F. W. Maitland, Domesday Book and Beyond, p. 277.

immunity, ». 5. In pathoh, a lack or absence
of susceptibility to djsease. This may be either

natural or acquired. Natural immunity may be of the
most varied character. Thus it is found that animals are

altogether insusceptible to many diseases which are

common in man, such as yellow fever, smallpox, scarlet

fever, measles, etc. ; the cold-blooded animals, as a class,

are free from many diseases which are common in the
warm-blooded animals ; birds and reptUes are exranpt
from tetanus, mice and rats from diphtheria. Again,

children are much more prone to certain diseases (as

meaales, scarlatina, diphtheria, etc.) than adults. Certain

individuals appear immune affiiinst diseases to which
others of the same species- readily succumb. A familiar

example of acquired immunity, on the other hand, is

that which follows an attack of yellow fever, or smallpox,

typhoid fever, scarlet fevw, etc. Immunity of this

character, which depends upon actual infection, is called

active immunity, since the body itself is active in its pro-

duction. This is in contradistinction to passive immunity,
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which is referable to the introduction of protective sub-

stances from without Such immunity is seen, for ex-

ample, following protective iiyeetions of diphtheria

antitoxin. Knowledge regarding the essential factors

which are operative in the production of immunity to

disease is still very defective, but many points have been
worked out from which a general idea of the process can

be formed. Through the researches of Ehrlich and his

pupils in Germany more especially, and of Metchnikoff

and Bordet in France, besides many others, the concept

of immunity has been materially amplified ; for it has

been shown thai the animal body has a mechanism of

self-protection which Is of the most extensive character

and is directed not only against the harmful effects of

bacteria but also against all alien cellular elements and
cell-products of whatever kind, in so far, at least, as these
latter are of an albuminous character. Thus it has been
ascertained that the injection of certain soluble toxins
leads to the production of corresponding antitoxins, as in

diphtheria, tetanus, botulism, and poisonmg witli certain
vegetable toxins, as riciL, abrin, crotalin, etc. Similarly,

the introduction of various tissue-cells of an alien species
leads to Uie formation of coii'esponding cytolysins orcyto-
toxins, such as hemolysins, leucolysins, neurolysins, endo-
theliolysins, spermatolysins, and so on apparently without
limit. Then, again, it was shown that the injection of cer-

tain cells calls forth the production of corresponding ag-
glutinins, which cause the clumping or coalescence of the
cells in question. Various albuminous substances similarly

lead to tile production of bodies which, when brought to-

gether with the first, cause the formation of precipi&tes

—

the precipitins. There are also the coagviins, which result
on injection of certain albumins ; the antiferments; and so
on. Thus it is seen that the introduction into the body of
almost any foreign substance of an albuminous character
(antigen) is followed by the production of a corresponding
antagonistic or antibody. It is accordingly necessary to
extend the meaning of the term immunity to include the
general defensive reaction on the part of the body to the
action of foreign cellular elements or their constituents.
As regards the mechanism by which the various antibod-
ies are formed and immunity is accordingly produced
opinions differ, but there is a general tendency to accept
the explanation offered by Ehrlich and his pupils, which
is based upon the now famous lateral-chain theory (see
below). The general study of immunity has led to a vast
amount of experimental research, and to results of the
utmost pi'actical importance. Thus the discovery of
diphtheria antitoxin has furnished a cure for one of the
most fatal diseases to which man is subject. Tetanus is

now successfully combated hj an antitetanin. Snake-bite
poisoning, which in India is annually responsible for
many thousands of deaths, is readily amenable to specific
treatment in a large percentage of cases. Antirabic
treatment has lowered the fatality percentage of rabies
to nearly one per cent. In many other diseases to which
man is subject altogether sati^actory antisera have not
as yet been developed, but a certain degree of protective
immunity can be established in some, as in pla^e,
typhoid fever, and dysentery. In these cases immuniza-
tion is effected by means of attenuated cultures of the
corresponding organisms. Of vast economic importance
is the successful immunization of certain animals against
diseases which would otherwise prove highly fatal, as of
sheep against anthrax and of cattle against rinderpest.
Importantfrom the standpoint of prophylaxis, also, is tiie

possibility of promptly recognizing the existence of
tuberculosis in cattle by the injection of tuberculin, and,
to judge from recent reports, it now seems possible also
to immunize actively against the disease in question.
Ehrlich's lateral-chain theory, upon which the modem
doctrine of immunity is lai^ely based, explains better than
any other the various experimental data ttiat have been
elaborated witliin recent years. According to itj the liv-

ing cell contains a formative central nuclear complex,
the Leistungskem of Etu-lich, to which other molecular
groups, the so-called sid-e-chavns or receptors, are united.
Through the union of food material with these side-
chains tlie nutrition of the cell is maintained. Through
tiiese same side-chains, however, the cell is also open to
attack by the most diverse foreign agents, provided that
the chemical constitution of the latter is analogous to
that of the usual food material of the cell, or, as Ehrlich
puts it, provided that the deleterious agents possess

General Scheme Illustrating Ehrlich's Lateral^chain Theory.
A, action of immunizing: substances {J. S.) upon receptors/, //,

and /// {rl, rll, rl/I) of the body-cells ; S, cast-oif free receptors
(haptins) ; C, action of antibodies upon the soluble products (toxins)
of cells or the cells themselves ; D, action of anti-agglutioins, anti-
immune bodies, anticomplements. which result on injection of
agglutinins, hemolysins, etc.; £, soluble products— toxins, fer-
ments;-/^, insoluble substances, producing agglutinins andcoagu-
tins; G, insoluble substances, leading to production of cytotoxic
(bacterk:idal) immune substances ; b, toxophoric group ; c, hapto-
phoric group; d, h, p, body-cells; fc (k-i to *-j). cells used in
immunization; o, complement; e, antitoxin, antiferment; «, hap-
tophoric group ; y, zymphoric group— coagulins, agglutinins; *,
cytophilic group; r, complementophilic group— immune body of
the hemolysins, bacteriolysins, etc.; f. toxin; g, antitoxin; /,
agglutinin; J, complement ; ^, immune body; m, agglutinin; «,
anti-agglutinin: w, complement ; w, anticoiflplement; w, immune
body; x, complement; y, immune body; z, anti-immune body
(Drawn from "Zeitschrift f. allgem. Physiologie.")
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groups, or Tiaptophores, which will fit the receptors of

Sie cell. Ehrlich recognizes three varieties of receptors,

which he classifies as belonging to the first, the second,

and the third order. Those of the first and second
orders contain only one combining group for the alien

material, which is to act upon the cell ; for this reason
they are termed unicepiors : while the receptors of the
third order have two combining groups and are called

amboceptors. In the case of the receptors of the second
and third orders the alien material, antigen or immu-
nizing body, as it is generally termed, is capable of pro-

ducing its specific effect upon the cell only in the presence
of a ferment-like substance which must be especially

supplied, as the so-called complement in the case of

receptors of the third order, whue in those of the second
such a complex represents an integral component of the
receptor (the zymophoric group). If, now, a foreign

substance of a harmful nature effects a union with some
of the receptors of a cell, these receptors are practically

lost to the ceU. In accordance with Weigert's over-

production theoiy, this loss, unless the cell has been
injured beyond the possibility of recovery, is then not
only made up by the production of other receptors of the
same kind, but an overproduction occurs. The super-

numerary side-chains are thi-own off, and now circulate in

the blood in the free state. In this condition they are
known as haptines, and, like the original sessile recep-

tors, they may be of the first, second, or third order, as

already described. As their presence in the blood in

the free state prevents the access of foreign cellular pro-
ducts to the cell, these haptines are antagonistic in their

action to that of the alien material, and thus constitute

true protective bodies. For this reason they are termed
antibodies, or adaptationyproducts, the latter term indi-

cating thatl^ey are formed as a result of an effort on the
part of the body to adapt itself to the presence of ttie

foreign substances. The sera in question are similarly
known as antisera or immune sera. Upon this basis

natural immunity is readUy explained by the assumption
that receptors corresponding to the infecting agent are
lacking, so that an attack upon the cell is unpossible.
Acquired immunity, on the other hand. Is the result of
infection and the consequent formation of antibodies. It

may be antitoxic or bactericidal in nature, according to
the character of the infecting agent. Antitoxic immunity
is thus far known to develop in only three conditions,
namely, in diphtheria, tetanus, and botulism. Bacteri-
cidal irrvmunity, in contradistinction to antitoxic inunu-
nity, depends upon the production of more complicated
antibodies, namely, haptines of the third order (ambo-
ceptors, immune bodies, etc.), in which a coaction of a
ferment-like complement is necessary to produce the
specific effect Passive immunity depends upon tiie

introduction of specific antibodies from without, and can
also be of the antitoxic or bacteriolytic t3rpe, according to
the nature of the subs^nces employed.—Atreptlc Im-
munity, immunity which is dependent upon the absence
of a specific substance x, which is essential to continued
growth, in the case of malignant tumors.— Opsonic Im-
munity, immunity which is dependent upon t^e pres-
ence in the body of opsonins, to which, in turn, tiie

phagocytic activity of the leucocytes is refraiible.

immunization (i-mu-ni-za'shou^, n. [immunise
+ -ation.] The artificial adaptation ofan animal
to foreign cells or cell products, "brought about
by the injection of such foreign material. See
Mmmunity^ 5.

immimizator (i-mu-ni-za'tor), n. One who or
that which immunizes or renders immune.
immunize (i-mu'niz), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. immvr-

nised} ppr, immuni0i7ig. [immune + -ize.] To
produce immunity in ; render immune.
immunochemistry (i-mu-no-kem'is-tri), n.

[immune + chemistry.] The chemical study
of immunity. Arrheniiis (trans.).

immunotoxin (i-mii-no-tok'siii), n. [immune
+ toxin,] Antitoxin employed in the preven-
tion of disease.

immure, v. t 3. To build into a wall ; imbed
in masonry.

In them [the walls] are imbedded a lai:ge number of
marble blocks, many of tiiem square bases, stuck end out-
niost into the masonry. A curious decorative effect is

^ven by a course of small marble columns similu'ly
immured, the ends showing as a string of white circles.

Geol. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 160.

imo (e'nao), n. [Japanese name.] In Japan,
a generic name for edible roots, such as yams,
potatoes, sweef-potatoes, and tare. Used alone
without a qualifying prefix, it is especially
applied in Japan and in Korea to the taro,
Caladium CoMcasia. which is also called in
Japan sato-imo. See Colocasia, taro^. and
'^gabi.

linoutlies (i-mo'thez), n. [Gr. 'l/jovdnc, also
'I/zo(»e, repr. Egypt. I-emr-hotep.] I-em-hotep, an
Egyptian god of medicine.
imp, n. 7. The length of twisted hair in a
fishing-line.

Imp. An abbreviation (a) oftheLatin /wpcrator,
emperor; (6) of /w2?cra/na;, empress,
imp. An abbreviation (a) of imperative; (6) of
imperfect (tense); (c) of imperial; (d) of im-
personal; (e) of the liaXin imprimatur, let it be
printed.

Impatrt^-figure (im'pakt-fig'«'iir), n. Same as
perciissionr-Jigure (which see, -oJadeT percussion).
impair^, a* 2. Not one of a pair; odd: un-
matched. Toddy Cyc. Anat., ifi. 829.
n. n. 1. An impaired or odd thing; an

article without a mate.

—

2, In roulette, an odd
number.



impair
The [roulette] wheel ia divided into thirty-seven oom-

partmente, . . . numbered from one to thirty-six, the
thirty-seventh being zero. Fair indicates even numbers,
impair odd numbers. Encyc. Brit, XXXIL 3M.

impala (im-pa'la), n. [Also impalla, impallah,
and pala ; from an African name.] An African
antelopeofthegenusJSp^ceros,whiohhasrather
long, divergent, lyrate horns. The best-lcnovm
species is ^. itielam/pus of Soutli Africa, of a dark-red
color, white below, standing about 3 feet high. A small
race of this species inhabits Kyassaland. Another species,
^. peterai, with black marking on the'faee, is found in
West Africa, in Angola. Also known as pala,

impaludism (im-paru-dizm), n. [L. in, in, +
paltis (jaalud-), marsh,'+ 4sm.'] Chronic malaria

;

malarial cachexy.
impanel^ (im-pan'el), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. im-

paneled, impanelled, ppr. impaneling, impaiiel-

Ung. [in-^ + panel.'] 1. To decorate or fit

with panels : as, a house impaneled with oak.

—

2. To place as a panel in a wall.

Telford used to take much pleasure in pointing out to
his visitors the painting of Westminster Bridge tm-
panelled in the walL Smiles, Engineers, II. 474.

imparasite (im-par'a-sit), ». [in-^ +parasite.']

An insect which is predatory and carnivorous,
but is not a parasite. Kirby and Spence.
imparlance, »•— CSeneral special Imparlance, in
law, an imparlance in which the defendant reserves all

advantages and exceptions whatsoever, including the right
to a plea that the court has no jurisdiction of the cause.

impartance (im-par'tans), n. [impart+ -ance.]

The act of imparting';' impartment.
The balance between two opposing impartoTicei of

morality.
Shelley, Letter to Elizabeth Hitohener, Oct. 18, 1811.

[jr. B. D.

imparticipable (im-par-tis'i-pa-bl), a. andm.
[JB-3 + partidpable.] I. a. That can not be
shared or divided.

In radiant thousands, each star reigns
In im/partieipoMe royalty
Leaderless, uncontraated with the light
Wherein their light is lost.

Bailey, Festus, x. 88.

II. n. A thing that can not be shared or
divided.
Every imMartieipable produces twofold orders of things

participated. T. Taylor, Proclus, II. 369. N. £'. JO.

impartivity (im-par-tiv'i-ti), n. Imparting
power; specifically, the pow^er of an electric

heater to impart heat to its surroundings.

Where high temperatures and rapid rates of impartivity
are required lower variable volteges are used.

Elect. World and jmgin., Jan. 9, 1904, p. 86.

impasto, » 2. In ceram., enamel colors or slip

laid so thickly on the ware, in decoration, as

to stand out from its surface in relief.

Impatientacese (im -pa"shi- en -ta ' se-e), n.pl.

[Nil. (Bornhart, 1895), < Impatiens '+ -acesB.]

A family of dicotyledonous choripetalous
plants of the order Sapindales, the jewel-weed
family, typified by the genus ImpaUens (which
see). There is only one other monotyplq genus, Bydro-
eera, a native of the East Indies. The family has gen-
erally been called Balsaminacex, a term based on an
untenable genus name and therefore invalid.

unpayable (im-pa'a-bl), a. [OP. empayable,
unappeasable, not to be paid for, < i/n- priv. +
payable, payable.] 1 . That can not be paid : as,

irmayable debts or obligations. Monthly Bev.,

XXIII. 60.— 2. Beyond payment; priceless.

[CoUoq., French use.]

The cheese, the fruits, the salad, the olives, . . . and the
delicious white wine, each in theii way were vmpayables

:

and the good marquis . . . observed that his guests did
sincere homage to their merits.

Scott, Quentin Durward, lutrod., p. xxix.

impecuniary (im-pe-ku'ni-a-ri), a. [Jn-3 +
pecuniary.'} 1. Impecunious.

This day have I received information from my man of

law of the non— and never likely to be— performance of

purchase by Mr. Claughton of vmpecuniary memory.
Byrmt, Letter 188, Works, IIL 95.

2. Having no relation to money; not pecu-
niary.

It is in vain that in this hemisphere we endeavour after

impecuniary fancies.

Bagehot, Literary Studies, L 268. X. E. B.

imped (im'ped), n. [NL. *vrKpes {imped-), tr.

Gr. offowf (Aristotle), < «»-* pnv. + pes (ped-),

foot.] An animal without feet.

Aristotle had divided tlie group (warm-blooded verte-

brates) into bipeds, quadrupeds, and impede. The quad-

rupeds formed the great bulk. The impeds living in the

sea, as fishes, were warm blooded and breathed air ; the

bipeds were ourselves. Owen, iu Life, IL 119.

impedance, n. impedance is the apparent resistance

of an alternating-current circuit, or the ratio of the elec-

tromotive force consumed by an alternating current, di-

vided by the current. On account of the electromotive

force consumed by self-induction, the apparent resistance

with alternating currents is greater than that with direct

currents, though the power-consumption is the same. The
impedance consists of two components

—

resistance, which
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consumes power, and reactance, which is the wattless re-

sistance due to self-induction. See resistance, 3, and -kre-

actance.—Absolute Impedance, impedance expressed
in the absolute units of the c. g. s. system.—Impedance
factor. See Ti^/nctor.— Internal impedance, in elect,

the square root of the sum of the squares of the internal
resistance andreac^nce.

A synchronous motor of internal impedance Z.

Steinmatz, Elements of Electrical Engineering, p. 102.

impediment, n— prohibitive impediments, in Iom,
impediments to marriage which subject the offending
party to pimishment in case of marriage in spite of them,
but which are not sufficient to annul or avoid the mar-
riage.—Relative impediments, in law, impediments to
marriage caused by the parties being withm the prohib-

^
ited degrees of consanguinity.

impeller, n. 2. Specifically, the revolving
wheel or pumping element of a centrifugal fan
or pump.
The conoidal pump is especially designed for pumping

large volumes against low heads. In general appearance,
it is somewhat different from the ordinary centrifugal
pump, due partially to the widening of thepump chamber
to admit a special form of impeller.

Elect Rev., Aiig. 27, 1904, p. 318.

impenetrate (im-pen'e-trat), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. impenetrated, ppr. impenetrating. \in-^ +
penetrate.'] To penetrate

;
permeate.

Love . . . surrounding and inypenetrating the beloved
with radiance.

Mrs. Craik, Romantic Tales, p. 318. N. B. D.

imper. An abbreviation of imperative.

Imperata (im-pe-ra'ta), m. [NL. (Cyrilli, 1792),
named in hon'or of Ferrante Imperato, an
Italian apothecary who in 1599 published a
natural history of Naples.] A genus of
grasses related to Saccharwm. They are erect,

often tall perennials with long, cylindrical, spike-like
terminal panicles, each spikelet surrounded by long, sil-

very, silky hairs. There are five species, widely distrib-

uted in tropical and subtropical regions. /. arundinacea
is the cogon of the Philippine Islands and the alang-alang
of the Malay Archipelago. Seer'kala'nff-alang.

imperation (im-pe-ra'shon), n. [NL. "imper-
atU)(n-), < L. imperare, command : see impera-
tive.] The power or action of governing ; com-
manding.
What is dominion? It Is either the power of contrecta-

tion, or else that of imjperation. . . . Under the head of
the T^ovTQV otimperation is comprised all the power which
the sovereign is accustomed to exercise.

Bentham, Prin. Intemat. Law, Works, II. 540.

imperative, n— social imperative, social constraint
and sanction within the domain of belief and action.

imperf., impf. Abbreviations of imperfect.
Imperfect square, cube, etc., a number whose square
root, cube root, etc., is irrational.

imperfective (im-p6r-fek'tiv), a. [imperfect +
-ive.] 1. Imperfect.— 2. Serving to express
action not completed (either continuous or re-

peated at various times) : applied to a form
or ' aspect' of the Slavic verb.

imperforate, a. 2. As applied to the shells of

the gastropod Mollusca, having the inner parts
of the whorls coalesced into a columella leav-

ing no opening or perforation. In the Echinoi-

dea, or sea-urchins, the mamelons which sup-
port the spines are imperforate when not
pierced by a central foramen.
imperial, n. 11. A member of the imperial
or emperor's party; a soldier of the imperial
army.
The Emperor and Germans, or if you please the Itti-

perials.

R. Johnson, Kingdom and Commonwealth, p. 101. N. E. D.

12. An imperial personage ; an emperor.

I have received my proportion, like the prodigious son,

and am going with Sir Proteus to the Imperial's Court.
Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 3.

At twelve the Imperials [the Emperor and Empress of

Bussia] retired and dismissed us.

Motley, Correspondence, I. 89. iV. E, D.

imperialine (im-pe'ri-a-Un), n,. [NL. imperialis

(see def.) + -ine^.] A colorless, very bitter

levorotatory alkaloid, C35H60O4N, contained

in the bulbs of Fritillaria imperialis. It crys-

tallizesin short needles, darkens at248° C, and
melts at 254° C.

imperialism, «. 3. Specifically—(a) "lure-
cent British politics, the principle or policy

(1) of seeking, or at least not refusing, an
extension of the British Empire in directions

where trading interests and investments re-

quire the protection of the flag ; and (2) of so

uniting the different parts of the Empire hav-

ing separate governments, as to secure that

for certain purposes, such as warlike defence,

internal commerce, copyright, and_ postal

communication, they shall be practically a
single state." JV. E. D. (6) In United States

pohtics, the extensiop of the rule of the

American government over foreign countries

acquired by conquest or purchase, without a

impregnation

corresponding grant to them of the constitu-

tion or of a republican form of government

;

the governing of other peoples on the monar-
chical principle, as siibjects rather than as
citizens.—Liberal Imperialism, in recent British

politics, the views of the Liberal imperialists.

imperialist, n. 3. Specifically, in recent and
particularly in British and United States poli-

tics, one who favors the principles and prac-

tices of imperialism—Liberal imperialist, in re-

cent British politics, a Liberal who is in sympathy with
the imperialistic ideas usually associated with the Conser:

vative party.

impers. An abbreviation of impersonal.

imperscriptible, a. A mistaken form or mis-

print for imprescriptible, admitted into some
dictionaries.

impersonalize (im-p6r'son-al-iz), v. t.
;
pret.

and pp. inipersonalized, ppr. impersonalizing.

[impersonal + 4ee.] To make impersonal.

N.E.D.
impersonative (im-per'son-a-tiv), a. [imper-

sonate + 4ve.] Eelating to dramatic im-

personation; capable of impersonating: as,

impersonative talent.

impi (im'pi), n. [Zulu.] A band of African

warriors; a native military expedition.

implantation, n. 2. Union of the two ends
ofintestine, after exsection of a segment, by
the insertion of one into the other and reten-

tion by sutures.

implementiferous (im"plf-men-tif'e-rus), a.

[implement + L. ferre, bear, + -ows.] Bearing
implements or tools ; containing stone imple-

ments made by early races of men, as certain

geological deposits.

Collections from implementiferous gravels at Swans-
combe, in Kent. Nature, Oct. 29, 1903, p. 636.

implexed (im'plekst), a. [L. implexus, en-

tangled, +-ed^.] In bot., entangled or inter-

laced ; implex. F. V. Coville.

Implication texture. Sa,raea,sgraphic'*'texture.

implode (im-plod'), v. ;
pret. and pp. imploded,

ppr. imploding. [im-^+lex)plode.] I. intrans.

To burst inward : opposed to explode.

This oulb implodes, then the pressure is applied to the
interior of the protec1>ed bulb, which, in its turn, explodes.

ITature, Nov. 24, 1881, p. 92.

II. trans. To pronounce by implosion.
N. E. D.
implosion, n. 2. Too-phonol., see the extract.

The implosion consists in closing the glottis simultane-
ously with the stop position, and then compressing the
air between the glottis stoppage and the mouth one.

H. Sweet, Handbook of Phonetics, § 224,

implosive (im-pl6'siv), a. and n. [implos(ion)
+ 4ve.] I. a. iaphonol., produced by implo-
sion : as, implosive stops.

II. n. A sound formed by implosion.

Some sounds are produced without either out- or in-

breathing, but solely with the air in the throat or mouth.
The ' implosives "... are formed in the former, the suction-
stops or * clicks ' in the latter way.

H. Sweet, Primer of Phonetics, § 90.

impluvium, n. 2. Same as oompluvium.

imp. meas. An abbreviation of imperial mea-
sure. Dunglison.

impost-block (im'post-blok), n. An impost
taking the form of a separate member with a
definite character, as iu Byzantine and early
Italian architecture where it rises like a sepa-
rate capital above the capital proper of a
column. The term is also used for the two
blocks from which an arch in a continuous
wall seems to arise and upon which it bears.

imposure (im-p6'zur), n. [impose+-Mre.] The
act of imposing oir of laying on : as, the im-
posure of a decree.

impound, v.t 3. To gatherand retain (water)
in a reservoir, basin, or pond.
impredicable (im-pred'i-ka-bl), a. [in-S +
predicdble.] 1. That cannot be predicated
or affirmed. Cockeram.— 2. That cannot be
predicted. [An erroneous use, doubtfully
ascribed in the following case.]

There is, no doubt, one constant element in the reckon-
ing, namely human nature, and perhaps another in hu-
man nature itself— the tendency to reaction from all ex-
tremes ; hut the way in which these shall operate, and the
force they shall exert, are dependent on a multitude of
new and impredicoMe circumstances.

Lowell, Prose Works, V. 126.

impregnation, n—constitutional impregnation,
the impression upon the constitution of an organism as a
whole which is supposed by Eimer to be made by a char-
acteristic of long standing. See the extract.

If a form remain stationary at a low phyletic stage,

then, from purely constitutional causes, the longer it re-

mains at that siage the more does it become different,

because its characters stamp themselves more and. more
deeply on the organism {constitutional impregnation).

Eimer (trans.). Organic Evolution, p. 51.



impregnation 630 inbreather

Hypodermic ImpregnaUon, in some leeches, as CUp- sentiferous lead by exposing the molten metal 1™^^^-T°^'^^.^^''^t' til.£; ^ 1^?J?"'

i^:^7^f)^iE^^^uZ^'?^.X foTheoS^zTng i^flSnce If the air The im- ^^^^^^'^"^l^.r^t^^j'^^^tfXfot^^l
ikhi into ae ?SlS^irsra(fes?nTtSe nmhaWv f? ^l pnrities, m they become oxidized, are removed from the ^tically active substance, vmder active.

OT^cS "^ ^"™ P™"*"^ *° "'^
surface of the bath by an iron luke, and the operation is s "^„toSO (in-ak'tos), n. li,,act(ive) + -ose.]

im^eacience (im-pre'shiens), n. [in-S + pre- SSLtef Tl^o cVeW^^W ' " "" An optically inactive, syrupy sugar, said to be
science.} The condition of being without fore- improvisatrice (im-pro-ve-sS-tre'che), n. ;

pi. formed by the action of silver nitrate on cane-

knowledge or prescience, improvisatrici {-tre'cbe). [It. improwisatrice, sugar. _ _ /- 1,„- • n
Improvidence, impresciejwe, and selfish eaae. tela, ot improvvisato7-e : see improvisatore.} A inadequative (in-ad'e-kwa-tiv), a. [in-S +
De Qwincey, Posthumous Works, I. 235, note. N. B. D. -^gman who improvises. adequate + -we.] Not of the same equiva-

impress^, v. t 5. In elect, to apply electro- ^, ^u not speak of the enthusiasm ezcited by ac-
.^euce ;

inadeoj^te
;
insuffiewnt

motive force to (a circuit) from some outside tresses, fm»r(wisa«r.«, female singers. made^uatively (m-ad e-kwa-tiv-li), adv. In-

source or to create difference of potential in Jrarg. t'uller. Woman in the Nineteenth Cent, p. 48. sufficiently. F. Hall, Hindu Philos. System,
(a conductor). impsonite (imp'son-it), n. [*Impson, a proper p. 120.

impressed, p. a. 2. In elect., supplied to a name (f), + -iteK'] A kind of asphalt resem- Inadimata (m-ad-u-na ta), n. pi. [Nh., neut.

circuit by some outside source : for example, bling albertite : it occurs in Indian Territory, pi- of inadunatus : see Mnaaunate.} In the

the impressed electromotive force of a circuit impubescent (im-pu-bes'ent), a. [im-S '+ currentclassiflcationof the CriMOjrfea, an order
is the electromotive force supplied to it by a pubescent.'] Not possessing pubescence : said, characterized by having the arms free above
generator. for example, of the elytra of certain Coleop- the first radial plates and the topmost joint of

impression, ».—Method of impression, in exper. tera. the stem the youngest. The order contains
psyehol: (a) Any method of psychological analysis which Tjivt™ cnnvpx not widened noatpriorlv uttainimrthBir only very primitive Paleozoic forms.

tri:^LdlLPrv^*r n f^ t,^.™e^?i"'fJfirre gre^^cSSvILVat tZ Sdmr^J^^Se^fZ°faa'S inadunate (in-ad'H-nat), a. [NL. inadmatns,

l'a?tI?riraSe?S.dCX°rdro^^tra^ect?^eTr^^ fXS^JZ^^^i,^^, "ULtpST,'^''''
^"^'^

< ^- '^ + "t^M*"?' ^ "/ '^""^«^^' T^'^cesses, consisting in the presentation to the observer of a ^P'*"'^
' ^T^/' Soc SK^iooa T i8fi

see adunation.] Not united; specifically, as
lai-ge number of stimuli, seriaUy or in pairs, and in ttie

.

... ,»u^, 1.100.
^ppjjg^ jg tj^ galyxes of certain fossil crinoids,

recordmg of the affective judgments, absolute or rela- unpUlSC, re.— Cardiac Impulse, the heart-beat ha^-nir tViA arms free above the first railia
tive, passed upon these presented sthnuli: opposed in Impulsive action. See *acUon. ^fj?!?

*"* ^^^ ^^^ ^""^^ ^"^ ^^^ ™'"**
thiBsense, to the rM(ftodo/*ea5)r«s«ton.— Sulphur Im- r~J;,,ir;%^^ ». r«™«,.7™„c«N plates.
presalon, an impression or cast made on so-ollTed plastic impillsivity (im-pul-siv 1-ti), m. [im»M?sw(e) _^ ^ A terminal oombining-form in botani-

^^^^^J^' mass produced by pouring +-.^] Impulsiveness ;h^^^^
, classification, chiefly i^nglei^s system,

impressionalistic (im-presh-on-al-is'tik), a. STpXe or transient emotion. C SrS .^XJnfl?'°Z^^l^i oateTn On'e oAt'V,,Same as impresm>nisMc. (trans.), Man of Genius, p. 348. ^^^^Bf ^
twi-palp), n. One of the In-

impression-cyUnder (im-presh'on-siFm-d6r), i„ the execution of many of those acts denominated TnlSaTliia fin-e-kwi-Dal'pi-a) n vl FNLn. The oylmdncal surface m a printing or crimes the offender exhibits the phenomenon of a brief
in«auipaipia (\a e kwi pai ma;,K.|«. isnu.,

other press which carries the type or the pat- period of violent activity, extreme MrepMiMBity. ^ Ij- inse^lts, imequai, t JNIj. palpus, pal-

tem to be impressed upon the paper or cloth ^- ^- OtiamJierlain, in Pop. Sci. Mo., March, 1902, p. 419. pus.] A group of tnchopterous insects or

fed to it by the feeding-rolls. &ee cylinder, 2 {c). impunctate, a. 2. Having no punctse or per- caddis-flies in which the number of joints in

impressionism, n. The name was first given to an forations ; imperforate: technically applied the maxiUaiy palpi differs in the two sexes,

advanced school of modem painting in l^nce, based on to the shells of Brochiopoda, which may be " includes the families Phryganeidse, Limno-
the principle that effects of light in nature are momen- either punctate or impunctate. phUidse, and Sericostomatidse.
tary, and that the painter, II he wishes to be true to na- ,-„„,_j4.^_j /.„ -F. . . . r- 3 _i_ inaia Cin si ^a'\ n TTiini ««n7rf 1 Sbb innin
ture! should confine his attention and effort as closely as impuntanism (im-pu'n-tan-izm), n. [«n-3 + inaja ^in-a-ja ;, n. L^-upi tnata.j Bee maja-

possible to the moment of their occurrence. In order to puritanism.'] Principles and practices opposed jpo-i™. ... ...
express the high key otnatural light, acotorie of extreme to those of the Puritans ; unscrupidousness in inamovability (in-a-mo-vj,-bil'i-ti), n. The
impressionists, caUed pointUHsts, have used pure color

relieious matters property or state of not being removable : as,
laid on m pomts or dotH. See the extract. loxigiuixo luautcAo.

xi, . •^ x-,-^ £ • ji
'aia inpomLso. ao« ee e e rac^

imputation, «. 3. The erroneous ascription of .
the iKaBJOTflWitj^ of judges.

ha™Snfr^TSI toSfprTace to^a"et^'4£ effect to cause : as, the imputation of a disease inamovable (in-a-m8'va-bl), a. [in-S + amov-

logue of his pictures exhibited in 1867 during the Exposi- to witchcraft. [Bare.] «oie.] Incapable of being removed
;
not sub-

tlon Univereelle, from which he was excluded. ;'It is /mjmfaefon, then, is the reference of a sense-impression, 3^®* *° removal: applied to Eoman Cathohc
the effect, he wrote, " of sincerity to give to a pamter s of which the mind is conscious as an effect, to a mistaken rectors who are not removable at the will of

X'Sat ?i;rp1.^te*,!'C"Sl1 Sg^rrJ^X^iSfht Z^"^^- ^
Sep.BurAr,^r.MknoL. 189^99, p. clxxiiL the bishop, but only by due process of canon

impression." An alternative origin is a catalogue In Impx. A contraction of the Latin Imperatnx, law, that IS, by a formal and solemn canonical
which Claude Monet entitled a picture of sunrise at sea Empress. trial under grave charges.
j'lJne Impression." The word was probably much used I Jj. S. An abbreviation of Indian Medical inanga (i-nang'ga), n. A name in New Zealand
in the discussions of the group, and was caught up by the oa,.,.s^a „fit5 4. t ti ii i. ^ i ^ 1 j
critics as characteristic. Encyc. BriL, x^^US.. .^^ ^'^-

.
, ,

of two trout-likeflshes, GaioiEja* a*teBaa««sand
.... ,, - . i/,N imsomc (im-son ik), a. [im(itation) + L. Betropinna retropinna. They are also called

impression-resist (im-presh on-re-zist"), n. sonus, sound, -I- -ic.] Characterized bywords whitebait and minnow, and in Tasmania the
la. printing, the material used as an elastic imitative of sounds : an artificial word, not in GaUxias \s osAleA jolly-tail. Aisoindka.
aid to give pressure to the paper which covers actual use. Max Miiller, Science of Language inangulate (in-ang'ga-lat), a. [JB-S -I- angu-
the luKcd type upon a printing-press. For strong (ed. 1891), H. vli.

*
Zate.J 1. AngledTin'aii inwai-d directioH, as

elastic pressure that overlaps the face of the type, woolen jJL,, / = > 'k\ «, rxr ...
, -,

,-'. 1 f"*e^°>* "^ 0,11 luTroriu uuoy^.u,., co

blankets and mdia-rubber cloth are preferred; for a imu (e mo), n. [Hawauan imM, also umu.} certain stnpes on the wings of Lepidoptera.
truly flat surface impression, as is needed in aU engrav- In the Hawaiian Islands, a pit used for baking Proc. Zool. SOC. London, 1898, p. 441.— 2. Hav-
ings in relief, better results are obtained from the resist meat or vegetables by means of heated stones, ing no angles.

4mn™i=t^^°Sji-«l, «rr, ,^vo=l,'nn =H«l,-i « Tr,
™^- ^- i"'«P--To De In It, to be actually engaged or inanimate^ a. 8. In gram., denoting inani-

inipression-Stltcll (im;presh on-stich) ». In participating in the matter or enterprise in quStion: mate things: applied to a phase of 'gender'
sfeoe-)«an«/., an imitation or false stitch on the usually with a negative, and often used exaggeratedly to Hiatinptin^

<i.l>i)"<="^ ''" <i P"»»« "J- {,eiiuei

soles of shoes.— Impression-stitch machine, a imply 'not counted in the distribution of credit or honors
•^is'^me^on.

machine for marking shoe-soles in any form of fair stiteh **' gains. [Slang.] The distinction between animate and inaniynate gender
or other fancy sewing. II. adv—Well in, profitably engaged (in speculation "^ ^*'^ preserved in both Penobscot and Abenaki.

impressive o. 3. In BSWCfeoi., directed inward; .orl'usiness);hence,ingenera^welloff. [CoUoq.,Australia.] ^Tner. ^ntAi-oiJoJofftgt, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 27.

producing an internal effect, or carrying &W'<'^-^^°-^-. A simplified spelling of inre. inao (e-na'6), re. [Aino(Ainu).] A ceremonial

meaning for the subject of the experience: inaccentuation (m-ak''sen-tu-a'shon), to. [ot-3 object of the Ainos (Ainu), consisting of. a

opposed to eapremwe. Bee method of ''expres-
+accentuati<m.] Lack of accentuation or em- wooden stick, often shaved, or with shavings

ston{a) phasis; equableness. C. J. Smith, Accent, attached, set up as an offering or considered

My fear or anger may chance to be expressive to an- i^l^^^^F^^^^n^^T^'^I^l' "^J' r- « a. A^-f-
"messenger which conveys prayers to the

other, but they must of necessity be imi»-empe to me. inacceptaDle (m-ak-sep ta-bl), a. [tTO-S + ac- deities. J. Ba«c7ieJor, The Ainu and their Folk-
Encye. Brit, XXXII. 65. acceptable.] Unacceptable ; not proper to be Lore, p. 92.

imprest^, ».—Auditor of the Imprest, an official of received. inappertinent (in-a-p6r'ti-nent), a. [iw-S + ap-
the department in charge of imprests. See imprest o/- Propositions for peace ... appeared utterly inocccpta- pertinent.] Not appertinent. Coleridge.
flee, under imprest.~Bm Of imprest, an order for the hie. Lecky, England in the Eighteenth Cent., II. 445. inaugnrative fin-a'au-ra-tiv') a Vinaumirate
drawing of money in advance. [Bug.] ., ,., ,. ,/.-,-, , „„ , a.

p"^™"'" V"' " e'^ '?^''" /»."•• l""*"W''""'^

i-tnnrimitiTO (\m nrim'i tiv^ a Hn-S + vrimi- InachldsB (i-nak'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Inachus + -»"»•] Inaugural
; inaugurating : as, an tnav-

^flT^ot ^^^m^e^^' math ia^Zv + -'^'^ AfamUyof braehyurouspodophthal- d^raUve ball; the inaugnrative lecture of a

theorv annlied to a l;ou^ such that itfX- "^""^^ crustaceans, havingthe eyes non-retrac- .""^''se.
^.

mentTcan be ^vfdS^to sets of an equal *il« or retractile against the sides of the cara- ^axon (in-ak'son), n. [Gv. k (Iv-), nerve +

ZmberTelemente so that every s4stitXn Pace, the carapace varying from subtriangular "f"^- axis.] In neurol., a nerve-cell with a

?eXces 4e eTemeXof eL^^^^^^
*° suborbicular, the rostrum simple or bifid, .long axon, or axis-cylinder process.

+^? fiT^:^f= if ?taf and the walking-legs often very long. It ini mbark (in'bark), n. In forestry, a condition of
tne eiemenDS ot a sei.

^j^^^g ^^^^^ ^ genera, among them Inachus, '^ood in which portions of the external bark

cl^?esTeobtet?'oYf'sSbset^?ng%'^^^^^^^^ Macropodia, Huenia, KnA Euprognatha. are included within the wood. It often occurs

' Si tLVSlil1hloSfecto7sTige*Sr subset Inachus (i'na-kus% «. [NL. (Fabricius, 1798), X^Z^^^^^\^l^^^t^yi'J^,'^^H^T''^^
WheS this is the case the group is called imprirmtive in < Gr. 'I,'a;|;or, a river-god, son of Oceanus.] ^^rS Italh 26 iSs^o 24^^respect of the set; otherwise the group IS caUed primi- The tvnioal ?enus of the familv TMfl^ZiWa. iTiVin!....J .i'^^r ' i' '^l j i.u • -j t
tive. A group which is doubly-transitive, in respect of a .

^ ueuypu/ai genus or xne lamuy maciiiax. inDOard, a. 3. In mech., toward the inside ; to-

setof objects, obviously cannot be tmjjrimiKce. inactlvate (m-ak ti-vat), V. t; pret. and pp. ward the main center or center-line: as, an
Enxyc. Bra., XXIX. 121. inactivated, ppr. inactivating, [inactive + -ate^.] inboard stroke of the piston ; an inboard bear-

imprimitivity (im-prim-i-tiv' i-ti), n. The To render inactive: applied to an immune .ing— Inboard profile. See Apro/iJe.

state or character of being imprimitive, as a serum the complement of which is being in-DOOk (in'b^it), to. Short for *in-clearing book.

group. destroyed by heat or by age. Such a serum inbound (in'bound), a. Boundhomeward; com-
improbative, a Articles improhatlve. See can be reactivated by the addition of fresh ing in, as to a place or harbor : as, an inbound
karticle. serum. fishing-fleet.

improving, n. 2. In nwtal., an operation for inactive, a. (e) in chem., causing no rotation in the inbreather (in-bre'TH6r), n. One who in-
removing a portion of the impurities from ar- plane of polarized light—Inactive molecnles. See breathes.



inbreather

Man was not so mnch made, as breathed into life, by the
qulcltening Spirit of God. He wasformed in the very Image
of the Maker, the Inhreather, having In measure the
thoughts, faculties, emotions of God.

A. ScUeigh, Way to the City, p. 280.

inc., incorp. Abbreviations of incorporated.

Incaic (ing-ka'ik), a. [Inca +4c.'] Same as In-
ean.

in-calver (in'ka"v6r), n. A cow that is preg-
nant. [Rare.]

In no case should a cow be allowed to calve in a byre
with other in-calvers.

Rep. Ecm. State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 347.

in-calving (in-ka'ving), a. Said of a cow when... ...
^^^^bringing forth her cal

Incandescent gas-lamp, lamp, mantle, oil-vapor
Immer. See -kgae-lamp, incandescent light, under elec-
tric light, also •klamp'i-, itmantle, •khumer.

incardinate^, v. t. 2. To institute formally as
cardinal.'

When he had accepted the office of Cardinal, but before
he was incardinated.

Hook, Lives of Archbishops, II. 663. N. E. D.

incardination_ (in-kSr-di-na'shon), n. The
formal act of institution or incorporation in a
church or clan.

The form of tonsure affected by the un-Romanised clans
[of Wales], about which we hear so much later, is shown
to have been originally a tribal badge, symbol of inecM-di-
nation in the sept. DiiMin Ren., Oct., 1897, p. 483.

Incarian (ing-ka'ri-an), a. {Inca + -arian.'\

_
Same as Incan. [Rare.]

incarnadine, a. II. ». A color ranging from
flesh-color to blood-red.

Incarnadine or flesh-colour.

PeaelMm, Compleat Gentleman, p. 156.

The field of Liitzen, . . . not then for the last time to
take the rich incarnadine of blood, was the spot which
his death should make memorable for ever.

Trench, Gustavus Adolphus, i. 49.

incarnationist (in-kar-na'shon-ist), ». Imcar-
nation + -j«f.] One who holds the doctrine
of incarnation, that is, that the Divine Being
has assumed human nature.
incasement, n— Theory of Incasement. (6) Swam-
merdam's theory of the preexistence in an insect's egg of
the form of the larva, pupa, and imago, eacli stage being
a distinct animal and one being contained inside tne other
like a nest of boxes.

incast, n. 2. A casting or throwing inward

:

as, a fan-blower works by incast when it blows
or forces the air into a space. Also used adjee-
tively: as, an incast fan. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, I. 519.

Inca-stone (ing'ka-ston), n. A piece of iron
pyrites poUshed for use as a mirror, as by the
Incas. Such objects are frequently several
inches across.

inceal (in'se-al), n. [F. inc4al, referring to the
incus, a bonie of the internal ear, irreg. < L.
incus (inoud-), anvil: see incus.2 One of the
bones forming the gill-cover in fishes; the
suboperculum. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish
Skeleton, p. 515.

incense^, n— Aftlcan incense, an oleoresin from Bos-
wellia Frereana. Also known as Luban eleml or Oriental
or African elemi.

incense-spoon (in'sens-spon), «. A spoon used
for incense.

Specially dainty and richly worked spoons to serve spices
and sweets were used in the fourteenth century. ... An
incense spoon with rock-crystal shaft, dating from about
14S0, and several of agate are in the Ferdinand Kothschild
bequest in the British Museum.

J. S. Gardner, Old Silver Work, p. 32.

incense-tree, ». 3. A tree of the genus JBos-

wellia, especially B. Carterii and B. serrata.

See oUbanum.— 4. In Australia, aname applied
to some species of Pitto^orum, on account of

their fragrant flowers.

in-center (in'sen'ter), n. [in^ + center^.'] The
center of an inscribed circle.

incept, V. t. 2. Specifically, in biol., to take
in (nutriment) : said of organisms or cells.

incept. An abbreviation of incepUve.

incn^, n.— Circular inch, the area of a circle one inch
in diameter, which equals 0. 7854 square inch. One square
inch equals 1.2732 circular mches. The circular inch is

used in electrical calculations which involve the diameter
and area of wires.— Inch Of mercury, a unit of gaseous
pressure; the pressure exerted by a vertical column of

mercury one inch in height. It is .03342-1- (or approxi-
mately ^) atmospheres.— Paris Inch, a former measure
of length, occasionally referred to in optics, the equiva-
lent of 2.7 centimeters or 1.062 English inches.

inch., incho. Abbreviations of inchoative.

inch-DOnes (inch'bonz), n.pl. [inch'^ + bones.}

Bone-fragments (as distinguished from bone-
dust) used as manure. J. B. Baxter, Lib.Praet.
Agr., II. 353. N. E. D.

incil-gauss (inch'gous), n. A practical unit of
magnetic induction; a magnetic flux-density of
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one line of force (or maxwell) per square inch
of cross-section.

inchman (inch 'man), n. The bulldog ant:
so called from its length. [Tasmania.]
inchoacy (in-ko'a-si), n. [inchoa(te) + -cy.']

The state of being incipient or inchoate.

So ill satisfied was he [Clough] with his striking poem
[" Amours de Voyage "], that fie kept it nine years in MS.
. . . What he doubted about in it was ... its vigor and
execution. Yet no execution could have been more per-
fect of the picture— a picture of mchoacy, I admit—
which he Infiended to draw.

R. H. Button, Clough, in Literary Essays, p. 297.

inch-ton (inch ' tun), n. A compound unit
equivalent to one ton lifted one inch.

iuchworm, n— Unden Inchworm, the larva of an
American geometrid moth, Erarmis Uliaria. It is yel.

Linden Inchworm iErannis HHaria).

a, male moth ; b. wingless female ; c. iatva : slightly enlarged.

loTi^ striped with black, and feeds on the leaves of the
linden.—Bed-head inchworm, Seejnne -kspam-worm.

incide^ (in-sid'), v. i. [L, incidere, fall upon:
see iiicident.'] 1. To fall upon, as a ray of
light upon a surface ; impinge; have incidence.— 2. To have effect upon.

The cruel inequality with which the gabelle indded
upon certain rural districts.

JIf. Bridges, Pop. Mod. History, p. 423. N. E. D.

incidence, ». 6. The actual fall of taxation
upon a particular individual or piece of prop-
erty, in distinction from its nominal or sup-
posed distribution Grazing incidence, in optics,

incidence of a ray of light upon a reflecting surface in a
direction such that the angle of incidence is nearly 90°.—
Principal incidence, in optics, incidence at such an
angle that the difference of phase of the two components

of the reflected ray is -=
: said of the metallic reflection

of light.
^

incident, a. 5. Same as afferent (c) : noting
the nerves which convey impressions from the
periphery to the nervous centers Incident
train. See -ktrainl.

incinerant (in-sin'e-rant), a. [Mil. incinerans,
ppr. of incinerare, incinerate.] Incinerating;
being reduced to ashes ; burning to ashes.

incinerate, v. II. intrans. To be reduced to
ashes by the burning off of organic matter.
[Rare.]

incipial (in-sip'i-al), a. [Irreg. < L. incipere,

begin, -t- -ia?.] "Of the beginning; initial.

[Bare.]

The ineipial words of the Preambnlum.
Way, Promptorium Parvulorum, 1843-65, Pref., p. xvi.

incipient, a. 2. In Heb. gram., noting the ver-
bal tense or form with prefixed servile letters,

otherwise aaWeA future, present, and imperfect.

incipit (in'si-pit), V. [L. inelpit, 3d pers. sing,

pres.ind. act. of incipere, begin : seetmcipiewt]
'(Here) beginneth': the first word in a pre-

liminary formula common in medieval manu-
scripts and early printed books, introducing
the title or name of the work or of the preface
or other part of it : as, "Incipit preambnlum "

;

"IncipH prologus in libellum qui dicitur

Promptorius Parvulorum," etc. Compare ex-

plicit^, V.

incipit (in'si-pit), n, \ineipit, ».] The intro-

ductory words of a book or section of a book.
Compare *expUoit, n.

The contents of each volume are fully given, for the
most part with incipits and explicits.

Dublin Reo., Oct., 1897, p. 473. N. E. D.

Incised work. See *worlc.

incisodentate (in-si-so-den'tat), a. [L. ind-
sus, out in, + dentatus, toothed (see dentate).}

Having sharply cut teeth.

incisooenticulate (in-si-so-den-tik'u-lat), a.

[L. incisvs, cut in, -f NL. denticuJatus, having
fine teeth (see denticulate).] Having fine,

sharply cut teeth.

incisura (in-si-sii'ra), n. [L.: see incisure.']

An incisure; a ^ fissure; a notch.— incisura

incognoscent

Ischiadlca, the notch or emargination in the pelvis
which marks the point of union of the ilium and ischium ;

or, as in the pelvis of an ostrich, the elongate space be-
tween these bones.— Inclsura pajlll transversa, the
space between the cerebrum ana cerebellum into which
the tentorium dips.

incisural (in-sizh'u-ral), a. [incisure + -aU.]
Pertaining to fin incisure.

incitability (in-si-ta-bil'i-ti), n. Capability
of being stimulated or incited. Syd. Soc. Lex.

incitable (in-si'ta-bl), a. [incite + -able.]

Capable of being stimulated to action.
incivic (in-siv'ilg, a. [in-^ + eivie.] Lacking
the qualities of good citizenship : the opposite
of cmic.

Ye rise above the base Incivic herd, like Cato and Bm-
tus, superior to a senate of cowards and hirelings.

W. Taylor, in Monthly Kev., XVIL 605. N. E. D.

incl. An abbreviation (a) of including; (J) of
inclusive.

inclavation (in-kla-va'shon), re. [inclav(ate) +
-ation.] The condition of being held in a
socket by .curved roots, as a tooth. [Rare.]

in-clearer (in'Mer^fer), n. [»»i + clearer.] In
London, the bank-clerk whose duty it is to

represent his bank in the clearing-house and
receive through it aU the bills of exchange,
checks, etc., jjayable by his bank; the in-

clerk. Called in New York seitU/ng-clerk. See
*in-clearing.

in-clearing (in'kler"ing), n. [W + clearing.]

The bills of exchange, checks, etc., payable
by a bank in any one day's clearing-house
transactions, and received by that bank's in-

clearer or settling-clerk for settlement. Com-
pare *out-clearing. [Eng.]—in-clearlng books,
the books in which a bank s in-clearings are entered.

in-clerk (in-'kl^rk), n. [mJi -t- clerk.] An in-

clearer or settling-clerk in a clearing-house.
[Eng.]

Inclination of a straight to a plane, the angle between
_
the straight and its projection on the plane.

inclinational (in-kU-na'shon-al), a. [inclina-

tion + -aP-.] Relating to" inclination, either
mental or physical.

inclinatory (in-kH'na-to-ri), a. [incUnat(ion)
+ -ory.] Relating to the inclination or dip of
the magnetic needle Inclinatory needlet (««««.),
the dipping needle.

incline-car
(in-klin' kar),
n. A freight-
er passenger-
car adapted
for use on an
inclined or
m o u n tain
road or in-
clined eleva-
tor. The plat-
form and seats
are horizontal,
while the truck
or frame sup-
ported by the
trucks may

than at the other,
to accommodate tile car to the grade on which it is used.
The illustration represents ah incline-car on a narrow-
gage industrial cable-railroad.

incluse, a. II. n. A monk ormm who, with the
permission of the superior, was (in the mid-
dle ages) voluntarily immured for life within
the monastery.

inclusion, «. 3. The contents of vesicles, of
all sizes, in protoplasm as an emulsion, envel-
oped by pellicles of the continuous substance
or plasma ; the discontinuous portions of pro-
toplasm.

Discontinuous elements or inclusums. In character
these are most heterogeneous. . . . They are fluids of
various degrees of viscidity. . . . Even very small areas
are found to containmany chemically different inclusions.

G. F. Andrews, in Sup. Jour, of Morphol., XII. 14.

Inclusion cyst. See *cyst.

inclusory (in-klo'so-ri), a. 1. Inclusive : as,

between the two inclusory extremes.—2. In-
cluding several elements: as, one inclusory
statement.

incoercible, a. 2. In phys. -. (b) Incapable of
reduction to tangible condition by pressure

:

applied to forms of energy, such as heat and
electricity, when they were thought of as ex-
tremely subtile fluids.

incognitet (in-kog'nit), a. [L. incognitus, un-
known.] Unknown.
incognitive (in-kog'ni-tiv), a. [»n-3 -I- cogni-
I tive?] Without the faculty of cognition.

God made the soul cognitive ; and who shall make it

incognitive ?

Fitzedward Hall, Hindu Philos. System, p. 154. N. E. D,

incognoscent (in-kog'no-sent). a. [L. mi- priv.

. A""e ^
Incline-car.

:, steel frame of car; *, platform with tracks

]}g for small cars ; c, lock for keeping' car on plat-

I
form; d, hauling-cable; e, inclined track of
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+ cognoscens{-ent-),T?pT. of cognoscere, know.] incorporator, ». 2. SpeoifloaUy, a memberof incuneation (in-ku-ne-a,'sh9n), \^P±j^>P,
IgnoJant; unaware rwithout knowledge (of), one university who is Sieorp.orated in, thatis, + mneus,

/,,^«^f '

+ -«*^«''-]
Jji^/.f

gi^^^

incoherent, a. 3. in geol., noting tixtures has received an incorporating degree from, together of the fragments m a certain form of

consisting of loose sediments which have never another university.
. "'^ V-^™i^Af„\°^" t„ h„^^ h,,i7 7/,.,™ i,-,. 7

been cemented. Geikie, Text-book of Geol. Having further been aUowed by the Keeper of the in-CUrve (in
^^f^)',

«•
^^.f"^f-J"""' '^^^^^

(4th ed ) D 138 Archives to extract all the names and particulars relative bowUng, etc., a ball SO pitched or rolled by a

inpohfiMve hn-k'o-he'siv'l a HnS- + rnhpxim 1 *« Incorporators, as well as honorary and nominal mem- right-handed man as to curve to the right.
mcoaesive (.m Ji9 ne siv;, a. imo- ^ conesive.i

bgrg [of the university], I ... proceeded to transcribe j5j_„j fin-kervd'), « Bent or curved in-Not cohesive; not cohering. list of degrees conferred.
incUTvea S'" *"'" '5 ^/ ";" i-utvou m

Incommensurable number. Same as irro-
"

j-. i^-oster, AiummOxoniensis, Pref., p. vi. .ward: in oof., towaraine axis.

^nal*nu^er incorporeal, a. II. «. An incorporeal thing; md. An
''J'^^/^i^i"" («) 1^ ff^ 'iflfl'^

incommobility(in"kom-o-bil'i-ti),«. [m-3 + '^fXaterial being.
tTr.'-''AaTlottl^ma'^^^ ^^'^ °^

*commoUle {see commove) + -iiy.-] The quality The divine nature of taie celestial bodies camiot be seen J":^"^ An abbreviation of the Latin In
of not being moved to anger or other emotions, through the telescope, and incorporecUs are not to be i. i*; "• An aODreviamon oi line LMm In

T t.-7: 1.. V iT J • ^ , . • vipwpd with a microscopic eve. normne Dei, in the name 01 lioa.

dif^s1Krn^SaS^'S?b'lin"g^elfciSd''Sl'^ger
''"' "

"

^ ^^^^' '- »' ^^^. ^-^o^- ^™--. P" ^^^- tadaba (in'da-ba') »», [Zulu.] Among the

T. Taylor, tr. of Apuleius, PhUos. Plato, II. 346. If. E. D. incorporeaUzet (in-k6r-p6're-al-iz). v. i. [irtr natives of South Ainoa, a council or eonfer-

incommunication(in-ko-mu-ni-ka'shon),TO. corporeal + 4ze.:\ To Wd the tWry that .
enee for the discussion of affairs.

[Sp. incomunieadon; as in-^ + communicaUon.'] gouls are an incorporeal substance distinct mdamine (m da-mm), n. \ma{igo) + amine.]

In Sp. law, the state of a prisoner who, by from matter. Cudworth, Intell. System, I. 22. A basic coal-tar color of unknown oonstitu-

order of a judge, is not permitted to see or incorrosible (in-ko-ro'si-bl), a. Same as in- tion, produced when nitroso-dimethyl-amlme

hold communication with any one during his corrodible.
"

hydrochlorid reacts with toluidine.-inaaminB

confinement or until further order. incorrosive (in-ko-ro'siv), a. [mj-3 + corro- .''j xlfi* ?%„ .q„^»ti,«;5«s « r.v^/.-„„Nj_

incommntative (in-ko-mu'ta-tiv), a. [in-3 '"^"l^'kt susceptible of corrosion: rarely, ^SST A coS tar coior jrffted l^^+ commutatwe.] Non-commutative. and incorrectly, used instead of incorrodible *ll'^Ji''J^''^;^,^t
Incompatible eauation. See *equaUon. or *incorrosible.

thracene made by fusing beta-aniino-anthra-

tacZpensated(in-kom' pen-la-ted), a. ^cr. An abbreviation (a) of mcr.a.e<i; (&) of ^^J^XrvlXbl. fiWin « W^nLlnhH^
Marked by lack of compensation: said of increasing. ^"^^

"l^^""
^%^^^^^^^ ^}'ZUf %^F ^^^^

heart lesions. See *compensation, 6. increment. ». 6. In /oresfrj,, the volume or '^'^T*'°^-''^i*SL^I?L?Jjff'^^^"^'- ^^?''
Any of the organic heart lesions when incompensated value of wood produced during a given pe- 2Zi?™]^>r,nwn ^ °^ ^^^

may be followed by ascites. riod bv the growth of a tree or of a stand. See . "^T ? & . j / \ r- j/- n j_ /.x .b™* Med. Handbook, I. 564.
*„„^./fio„, f- 7. A uniform variation; a reg- l^^dazm (m-daz'm), «. [,^nd(.^go) + ^(ote) +

incompetent, a. II. ». An incompetent per-
^i^r increase. Elect. World and Eiigin., Feb. . „

-, a „„i„,i.== ..,r,„„„r„i r tt / i swttson; one who is mentally or physically deft-
^i, 1903, p. 333.-inorement borer. See *6orer.-

-"**•] ^ colorless compound, CgHi < I > NH,
cient. Maxglnal Uicreinent, in 27oi*i. eccm., the leastimportant ....
This wretched person— a dauber, an incompeteni, not increment or unit of a commodity in the possession of an prepared by heating orthohydrazin-cinnamic

fit to be a sign-painter— receives this morning an . . . individual, or the last unit he is induced to produce or acid. It crystallizes in slender needles, melts
offer ... of a clerksfiip with nearly one hundred and acquire. See the extract. ^^ 246 5° C and boils at 269-''70° C Also
"'I''

P2°."5' t y^*""' »"*••• ^^ refuses it I ... For the ^^e increment of the commodity which he is only just palled 'inporVfictlv indasole - Tnilairtti hl'ne s™sake of Arti he says. induced to acquire (whether by his direct labour ir by
eaUea, incorrectly, tMOa^Ofe.- Indazln blue. See

R. L. Stmemon, New Arabian Nights, p. 326. pmehase) may be called its Marginal Increment; be- , *J,!t„,„ , ^„,,„in „ r4«^fir,n\ ->- n^l^u\ -1-

incomplexity (in-kom-plek'si-ti), re. [ira-S + cause he is on the margin of doubt whether it is worth inaaZOle.(in-<Jaz ol), n. \j,rM[igo) -t- az{file) +

comp^x4ty.-f Simplicity; lack of complexity. '''^ ''''"« *°
*"5';L?iS°,"i7Jf'^^,^*„VS!?™^^^ -"j ^

I?eorrect for *iM<toOT.

Artlessness and iMom^xii/ of fable
4^red Jlf«r«/KiJJ, Pnn. of Economics, in. 3. mdazUTine (m-dazh'u-rin), ». [znd(igo). + azu-

V. Knox, Essays, III. clxxvi. 278. N. E. D. Incremental lines of Salter, concentric lines in the rine.^ 1. The name given to several direct

inpomnrphPTisihlp a II re A thine or be- dentin in the region of the crown of the tooth, analogous coal-tar colors which dye unmordanted cottonincOmprenenslDie, o. ii. re. a Dmng or oe to the rings m the trunk of a tree, marking the successive varvincr shn^nd nf Wiip Thev are all of thnmg that cannot be eircumscnbed withm limits growths of this substance. varying snaaes or mue. lueyare au oi me
or that cannot be grasped by the intellect. incrimination (in-krim-i-na'shon), re. The diazo-sulphomc-acid type of colors.— 2 A
As also there are not three uncreated : nor three in- act of charging with a Crime ; the fact of being Wue basic dyestuff of uninovra constitution

camprefienHbles [mflnites], but one uncreated : and one involved in a crime. which dyes tannm-mordanted cotton navy-

%T7tt^^^'°^.^it^n The creeds of Christendom, ^^ iSi'^JtiSf tl;in"Sj^f's^olS^e^^^r^lSc^rol i^feKLda-zU'lk), a. [inda.(in) + ^l +
incongruous, a. 3. Inthe«feeort,.o/re«m6«.*,not Z^X^4,'^^:i'^t'^t,i^t°'

''''"''"''''''

tou^i^'^m^M ^ef'iTfdOS vm'^"
"°'^'

congruent: thus, 7 and 8 are incongruous to
^"^

De Q«f»cej/, Three Memorable Murders. .
Pj°®' -'^^iv *'."??: ^'' ^''"?; P'.iV' ,• n

the modulus 3, giving different remainders iacroas fin'kr6s^ « The nrocess of breeding
ladecomponible (in"de-kom-po m-bl), a. [iM-S

.when divided by' tfe xnldulus. "f^orilreiSs wili* a^e clSsrbTood-rSn'^ declpos^abir-^"""''
"°"^°"'' '^

inconscience (in-kon'shens), re. [^n-S + con- „igo A,„ offsnrinff of such narents
ueoumpusauie.

scii^nee.-] Unconsciousness; lack of self-con-
jj,;,„t resultjfrom incrosses ^d outcrasses lead to u>^' '"'"''^Sol^e^^S'S'l^i^^n"?h^''J^Kt

SClOUSness. the belief that hybridizing is of paramount importance to .j^.. ex *i,4. i

The genuineness and inconscience of these elemental supply the best stocks for the more laborious work of inaefinite, a. 5. In gram., not such as tomaJje

motifs. .4. iyjicA, Modem Authors, p. 96. N.E.D. selection. U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Veg. Physiol, and definite or determinate the person, thing,

Inconsistent eauations. See*egMaWore. ,
.

Pathol-. Mietin 29, moi,
p^

bs
„tt ,- place, time, or manner in question : appUed to

Sconsolate (in-kon'so-lat), a. [L. in- priv. + mcruciation (in-kro-shi-a shon), re. [NL. Hn- certain adjectives, pronouns, and adverbs, as

consolatm.vp. of cbnsokire, console.] Un- 7MC»»««o(re-), < Wttm«, place on a cross, < the indefinite article (see a»-*Jc?e, 11), a«2/, wme,

consoled- disconsolate ^- *"' ?"' '^^ {crue-), cross.] Same as de- such, anywhere, anyhow, otherwise, and to cer-

The despLt of Cremona dying mconsoJ«te because, hay- .«"f*^f^"-, . „ t„ 7,„„,w„, +„ ^i^pp r=. r.7,1

t^intenses of verbs, as the Greek aorist (which

tag had the Pope and the Emperor on the tower of his incuDate, v.t. ^. In Daeterwl., to place (acui- means 'indefinite') and the simple past m
cathedral, he had forgotten to hurl them down. ture) m a thermostat or a similar apparatus English.

The Academy, Dec. 9, 1882, p. 407. for the purpose of obtaining the maximum indefinitive (in-de-fin'i-tiv), a. [Jre-3 + defini-

inconstructible (in-kon-struk'ti-bl1, a. [Jn-3 growth of bacteria by keeping them at a con- jj^e.] Not definitive ; indefinite.
+ construcUble.-] That cannot be constructed.

_
stant optimum temperatYe. In a very few years a school of opinion [founded by the

inCOntinuity' (in-kon-ti-nu i-ti), re. [in-B + incubational (m-KU-oa snon-al), a. {ineuba- Anglo-Catholic party] was formed, fixed in its principles,

continuitu.^ The quality of being incontinu- tion + -o?l.] Relating to incubation. indefinitive and progressive m their range; and itex-

ous incubator, re. 2. Same as C0M»ej««e, 2.-Bao- toioed into every part of the counts'.
.

inpontinuoilg fin-kon-tin'u-us) a Hn-S + con- terlologlcal Incubator, an apparatus con'structed to •^- ^- -»f«™«™. Difficulties of the Anglicans, Lecture it.

^^«^^1 Wp^^t^^iinuR^- dla'pontWouT B '"™**" V""!"!-?
temperature at which bacteria may indeflectiblc (in-de-flek'ti-bl), a. [in-3 + de-Unmus.j JNOt contmuous

,
mscontinuous. a.

jeyelop. The triple-walled copper oven is provided with «p/.«ftZp 1 Not, tn he rlfiflBc+BilfrnTTi tTiestraiiyht
i. Stevenson, Across the Plains, 230. N. JE. B. a space for water, which is heated to the proper degree, J<^™P'^-i -^ot to De oenectea trom tne straigni

incor An abbreviation of irecorporated. and fluctuations of temperature are prevented by an in-
or right way: as,^ Jrede/fecfeOJc justice

;
mOe-

iTinnrnnaHnn Cin-lrnT-fi-nS'shonV TC Hn-^ + sulating air-space and by a cover of insulattag material, ^ecftOte loyalty.

"^^S^nf^oroZtll"^'
^

iAcuSi^e (tn!kul'pa-tiv) a Hnculr>ate + '"'1^'^'^^^
^'^i''^,'^-^-'^'''^'^-

"" °"'

J^t^^Lf°^:^l^Zf^jS^ZV.^y''lf'^e -Zli ^^^t^i inculpatory. %dney indem'SSt^ry (in^d:^nTfi-ka-to-ri),a. Ee-
Virgin to her Assumption and Ineoronation. .

jjmjtn, ueiiers, in. it. js,. u. latmg to indemnification ; tending toward in-
Mrs. Whitney, Sights and Insights, II. 426. mcumbent, a. 4. In geol., resting upon : said demnitying : as, indemnifieatory actions.

incorporable (in-k6r'po-ra-bl), a. That may of one series of strata which is supported by Indemnity lands. See *landi.
be incorporated.

' " a subjacent one. indene (in'den), re. nnd(«oo) -I- -e»e.] A color-

Chelsea, Knightsbridge ... and Mile-end were not incunable (m-ku ' na-bl), re. [P. tncunabl^

:

GH]
leany incorporate. Daily News, Sept 19, ISM. If. E.D. see mcunabula.i A book printed m the m- less viscid liquid, CgHi < > CH, found in

incorporation, «. (/) in phUol., the inclusion into fancy of the art, before the year 1500. See CHo
one apparent whole of the verb or noun rcwt with generic incunabula, 3. COal-tar oil. It boils at 179 5-180 5° C
particles and affixes, or fragmmts thereofjlormingwnai One of the early »jMit?Mi6ie« or "flfteeners.- indents re 4 Arnmiisiition forTnilHarvstoTBa
is, to effect, compared to Indo-European types of speech Tfe Jfonfft, May, 1894. Df. E. D.

l^ae^l^. »-*--^ requisition tor military Stores,

a reduced sentence, but having the appearance of a long
. ,. , . ,,,..> ^..

LAnglo-indian.]
word; polysynthesis. lUCUnabular (in-ku-nab u-lar), a. Of or per- indenter (in-den'ter), n. 1. One who binds
This bond is to be looked for in the inner structure of taining to incunabula. or engages by indenture.— 2 One who orders

ttie dialects a structure characterised ew^^^ (in-ku-nab'u-lum), re.; pi. in- goods by indent.

SpSidk th?mo.SSe1u'SSeof%Sw onto- cunabula (-la). [I«L. a back-formation (as iSdentor (in-den'tor), re. See Mn4enter, 2.

tions (verbs) than of ideas of existence (nouns), and as a singular) from incunabula: see incunabula.'^ indentwlse (in-dent'wiz), adv. Like an in-
consequence the subordination of the latter to the former 1. A book printed in the infancy of the art of denture: with two interlnclcinD' edann or

?r£sSSr.o?;e^*Sl'l?J:^c^S=?^ printing, lee incunabula, 3:-l In entom., ^ edges flki^rintoeaSiotWrinS^^
tagpolysynthetic. DerUker, Races of Man, p. 618. cocoon. tickets cut off indentwise. N. E. D.



independable

independable (in-de-pen'da-bl), o. [«»-3 +
dependable.'i Not to be depended upon ; not
trustworthy.

Capricious, independable, and exacting.
Geog. Jour. (R.G.S.), IX- 122.

independence, n. 3. In bot., the abnormal
separation of organs or parts which are usu-
ally united.

indesignate (in-des'ig-nat), a. [in-S 4- desig-

nate.'] Not designate ; indefinite.

indeterminacy (in-df-ter'mi-na-si), ». [in-

determina{te) + -ey.']
' The quality of indeter-

mlnateness ; vagueness ; indefiniteness.

Ambiguity is a confusion between ideas quite distinct.

. . . Vagueness is an indeterminaoy in tlie limits of the
application of an idea.

TAc Nation, Oct 27, 1892, p. 324.

index, n. 3. (5) In instruments having gradu-
ated circles for angular measurement, the
pointer or mark on the movable arm which is

so placed as to move in close proximity to the
graduated circle and thus to indicate the angle
passed over between any two given positions
of the arm ; also, the arnj or revolving member
pivoted at the center of the graduated circle,

which carries the index-mark or pointer.— H.
The numerical value of a measured object or
process, orofaoountedplienomenon, expressed
in percentage of another measured object,
or process, or counted phenomenon : applied
particularly in measurements of organisms for
expressing the ratio between the sizes of two
organs. Qe& craniometry.—12. la forestry, the
highest average actually found upon a given
locality.—Altltudlnal Index, the height of the skull
expressed in percentage of its length : same as vertical
tTioex(which see, under vertical).—Antebraclllalindex.
Same as radiohumerdl irmdex.—Breadtll Index. Same
as cephalic index (which see, under cephalic).—Bureau
Of Indexes and ArcMves. See *bureau.— CephaMa
index, (a) See cephalic, (p) See cram^icd -kindex.—
Cepbaloracial Index. See -kcephaiofaeial.— 01a,-
ylcular index. Same as claviciuohwmeral -kindex.
Duckworth, Jonr. Anthiop. Inst., 1900, p.l4S.— Clavicu-
lohnmerai index, in anthrop., the length of the clavicle
expressed in percentage of the length of the humerus.
Turner.— Color Index. See *<!i)i[or.—Ooronoid index,
the condyloooronoid width of the lower Jaw expressed
in percentage of its condylosymphysial length. A. Thamp-
son, in Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XXXIII. 141.—Cranial in-
dex, in craniom., the breadth of the skuU expressed in
percentage of its length. This index is often called
cephalic index, although, strictly speaking, the cephalic
index gives the corresponding proportion on the head in-

cluding the soft tissues.—Cubic index, in craniom.,
the proportion between one half of' the product of the
length, breadth, and height of the skull, and its capacity.

Broca.— Dental index, in craniom., the distance be-
tween the anterior surface of the first molar and the
posterior surface of the third molar expressed in percent-
age of the basinasallength.— Extraordinary index of
refraction, the index of refraction of the extraordinary
ray in a crystal, taken when the optical axis is perpen-
dicular to the plane of incidence.—Femorobumeral
index, in anthrop., the length ofthe humerus expressed
in percentage of the length of the femur.— Femoro-
tibial index, in amthrop., the length of the tibia

expressed in percentage of the length of the femur.

—Frontal index, the ratio between the maximum trans-

verse and the minimum frontal diameters of the skull, the
transverse being represented by 100.— Frontozygomatic
index. Same as gtephanozygotnatic -kindex.—Height
index. ^9xae aa altitudinaX -kindex.— Hinrichs's cli-

matic index, a number,deduced from the theory of proba-
bilities by the method of least squares, which shows the
probability that a total rainfall of a given amount will

occur witliin a given interval of time.— Iliac index, in

anthrop., the distance between the superior spines of the
ilium expressed in percentage of the distance between the
angle at the bottom of the acetabulum and the summit of

the crest—Index Of a surface or system of surfaces,
two more than the excess of the number of cross-cuts ne-

cessary to reduce it to simply connected surfaces over the
number of those resulting surfaces.— Index Of the nat-
ural scale, in math., a symbol ut associated with the
whole of the natural scale, or with any equivalent mani-
fold similarly arranged : thus (ij=ind. N=ind. (vi, v^, "3,

. . .) when ui, U2, V3, etc., is any manifold similar to

the natural scale (N).— Index Of the pelvic brim, in

avihrop., the anteroposterior diameter of the pelvic brim,
measured from the posterior margin of the symphysis
pubis to the promontory of the sacrum, expressed in per-

centage of the transverse diameter. Turner.—Index Of
variability, a numerical expression for the diversity

among the mdividuals of a species or race or population
considered as statistical deviation from the mean standard
deviation. It is found by squaring all the deviations

from the mean, adding, extracting the square root, and
dividing by the number of cases. H. K Crampton, in

Biometrlira, March-June, 1904, p.H7.— Infrasplnous in-
dex, in anthrop., the breadth of the scapula expressed

in percentage of its infraspinous length. Broca.—Innomi-
nate index, in anthrop., the breadtll of the innominate
bone expressed in percentage of the height of the pelvis.

Turner.—Intermembral index, in anthrop., the length
of humerus plus radius expressed in percentage of the

length of femur plus tibia.—lachio-lnnominate Index,
the ischial length expressed in percentage of the pelvic

height— Iiatltodinal index, in anthrop. Same as

cephalic index (which see, under cephalic).— I.a.w Of ra-
tional indexes. See #2awi.—Lumbar index. Same
as lumbovertebral -kindex. Amer. Anthropologist, 1901,

p. 36.— Lumbovertebral index, the proportion be-

tween the sum of the posterior depths of the lumbar ver-

tebrae divided by the sum of their anterior depths. In
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accordance with the value of the index. Turner distin-

guishes kurtorachic, orthorachic, and koilorachic spinal
columns, Hie dividing points between these three groups
being 98 per cent andl02 percent—Mandibular Index,
the condylosymphysial length of the lower jaw expressed
in percentage of the intercondylio width. A. Thompson.
— lUaxlllary index, in craniom. : (a) The width of the
palate, measured,at the outer border of the alveolar arch
immediately above tiie width of the second molar ex-

pressed in percentage of the length of the palate, mear
sured from the alveolar point to the posterior border of the
maxillary bones. Flower, (p) S,taae aa palatamMxillary or
palatoalveolar -kindex. Tura^r.-Nasomalar index, in
anthrop., the length of the jugonasal arc expressed in per-
centage of thejugonasal chord.— Obturator index, in
anthrop., the length of the transverse diameter of the ob-

turator foramen expressed in percentage of its vertical

diameter. Sir W. Turner, in Challenger ilep., XVL xlvii.

7.—Occipital index, in anthrop., the length of the arc of
the brain from the parieto-occipltal fissure to the most
prominent point of the occipital pole expressed in percen1>
age of the mesial arc. Cunningham.—FalatomaxlUary
index, the palatomaxillary width expressed in percent
of the palatomaxillary length. — Farietal index, in
OMthrop., the length of the arc between the central and
parieto-occipital fissures of the brain expressed in per-
centage of the mesial arc. Cunningham.—Phagocytic
index. Blood-serum is mixed with a bacterial cul-
ture and with blood-cells washed in a 0.6 per cent
solution of sodium citrate in physiological saline solution,

in definite quantities, and after ingestion in an incubator
for twenty minutes a drop of the mixture is examined
under the microscopa The average number of bacilli

ingested by each leucocyte is estimated, and the result
is called the phagocytic index. It is an indication of
the degree of opsonic power of the serum. — Platy-
meric index, in anthrop.. the sagittal diameter of the
femur expressed in percentage of its transverse diameter,
both being measured immediately below the lesser tro-

chanter. This index determines the degree of platymeria.
— Fubo-innominate index, the length of the os pubis
expressed in percentage of the breadth of the innominate
bone. Turner.—'Raai.otaaneiaX index, the length of

the radius expressed in percenl^e of the length of the
humerus.— Scapular index, the breadth of the scapula
expressed in percentage of the length.— StaphyUniC
index, the internal width of the palate measiu'ed at the
second molar, expressed in the percentage of its length.

—

Stephanozygomatic index, the interstephanic breadth
expressed m percentage of the bizygomatic breadth.
—Subspin^ ^dex. ^ameaain^aspinous -kindex.

index-bar (in'deks-bar), n. The flat bar on a
navigating-instrument of reflection, whicb has
the mirror on one end and the vernier on the
other.

index-eyepiece (in'deks-i'''pes), n. See *e^e-

piece.

index-hand (in'deks-hand), n. A movable
pointer or hand of a clock, watch, or other in-

dicating- or measuring-machine
;
particularly,

a two-armed pointer on an indexing-device for

spacing or dividing.

index-head (in'deks-hed), n. An attachment
for a milling-machine, gear-cutter, or similar

machine for rotating at regular intervals,

through definite angles or aliquot parts of a
circumference, the piece of material worked.
index-learning {in'deks-16r"ning), m. Learning
which depends upon the use of indexes (and
goes no further) ; that is, knowledge acquired
for the occasion, from books of reference.

Compare the quotation from Puller, under
indical.

How prologues into prefaces decay.
And these to notes are fritter'd quite away

:

How index-learning turns no student pale.

Yet holds the eel of science by the tail.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 277.

index-machine, »». 2. A machine provided
with an indexing mechanism by which the
teeth of gear- or ratchet-wheels can be spaced.

index-plate (in'deks-plat), n. A disk in a
gear-cutter, milling-machine, or dividing-en-

gine, having holes in its face to aid in dividing

a gear-wheel or other piece into aliquot parts

of a circumference and securing the desired

number of teeth on the periphery ; a division-

plate.

index-wheel (in'deks-hwel), n. 1. An index-

plate.— 2. A wheel having graduations and
notches on its periphery, used to regulate the

advance or feed of a machine.— 3. A wheel
with 80 teeth, divided into 20 sections of four

teeth each, attached to the combing-cylinder

of a cotton-combing machine to facilitate the
adjustment of the time for the action of the

various parts that act on the cotton. Thornley,

Cotton (Jombing Machines, p. 37.

India china, India cotton (6). See *cMna,
^cotion,^.

Indian. I. a.— Indlanbeard-grass. Samea8*6rooi-
graes. Indian bread, (a) See Indian, 3. (I>) See tticto-

hoe, 2. (c) Laige, fiat cakes made of cassava meal and then

roasted. See cassava, 2. —Indian butterfly-plant.

Same as motA-ptomt.-Indian butter-tree, Cetonia,

cherry, cholera, cut, gift. See kbutter-tree, etc.— Ind-
ian cedar, the hop-hornbeam or ironwood, Ostrya Vir-

giniana.—Indian cigar. Same as Indian bean (which

see, under deiml).—IndiandOOb. Same as doob.—Indian
dye Same as Indian paint (6) (which see, under paint).

— Indian fig. See *as2.— Indian filbert. See soap-

indicator

fterry.— Indian fOg, the dwarf houseleek, Sedum re-

jlexum.— Indian head, loaf. See tuckahoe, 2.— Indian
mallow, meal -moth, melon, money, mozemize,
oats, orchard, paint-brush. See m(ulow, -kmothi
etc.—Indian paper-birch, pine, pink, potato,
puccoon, purge. See kbirch, kpinel, kpink^,
potato, -kpuccoon, kpurge.—Indian redroot. Same as
redroot, 2.— Indian sage, sanlcle, shamrock. See
sage2, etc.— Indian strawberry, tobacco, wheat,
whort. See kstrawberry, etc. — Indian turmeric.
Same as turmeric-root, 2.—Indian tumip. (6) Same as
prairie-turnip.

II. n. 4t. A native of Australia or New
Zealand, or of Polynesia.— 5. Any native
language of America. See *Amerindian.—
6. A constellation (Indus) lying between
Sagittarius and the south pole Copper Indian,
a member of the native race of America ; a red Indian.

—

Speckled Indian, an Indian affected with partial
albinism.

Indian-chief (in'di-an-ohef),'ra. The shooting-
star, Dodeoatheon Meadia.
Indian-cup, n. 2. Same as cv^-^lant.

Indian-leaf (in'di-an-lef), n. Same as kmala-
bathrum,!,
Indian-moccasin (in'di-an-mok"a-sin), n.

Same as Indian-shoe.

Indian-pitcher (in'di-an-pioh"er), ». The
pitcher-plant or sidesadiile-flower, Sarracenia
purpurea.
Indian-posy (in'di-an-p6"zi), n. 1. The com-
mon life-everlasting, Gnaphalium obtusifoUum.— 2.The large-flowered everlasting, Anaphalis
margaritacea.—3. The butterfly-weed or pleu-
risy-root, Asclepias tuberosa.

Indian-slipper (in'di-an-slip"6r), a. Same as
Indian-shoe.

Indian-soap (in'di-an-sop), n. The American
soapberry, Sapvndus marginatus.
Indian-warrior (in'di-an-wor"i-6r), n. A Cali-
fornian species of lousewort, Pedicularis densi-

flora, with fern-like leaves and a thick spike
of red flowers.

Indian-weed (in'di-an-wed), n. Tobacco: a
name common in colonial times.

indic^ (in'dik), a. Hnd(igo) + -ic] Noting a
hypothetical acid which, in the form of its

potassium salt, C]_6HiiN203K, is obtained by
boiling indin, an isomer of indigo, with alco-
holic potassium hydroxid. The salt is depos-
ited in small black crystals.

indie. An abbreviation of indicative.

indical, a. 2. Belating to the index finger or
the second digit of the forefoot.

indican, n. 2. The alkali salt of indoxyl-sul-
phuric acid, CgH6NS04H. It occurs in urine.
See the following phrase. — urinary Indican.
The indol which is formed during the process of intestinal
putrefaction is in part oxidized to indoxyl and absorbed.
In the body it then unites with sulphuric acid, namely,
sodium or potassium sulphate, and in this form is known
as animal indican. As such it appears in the urine.
Normally the amount which is thus eliminated is small

;

larger quantities are met with in those pathological con-
ditions which are associated with an increased degree of
intestinal putrefaction. The test for indican in the urine
is based upon the decomposition of the substance by means
of a mineral acid, and the oxidation of the liberated
indoxyl te indigo blue.

indicanine (in'di-ka-nin), n. [mdican + -ine^.J

A syrupy compound, C20II23O12N, prepared
by the action of barium-hydroxid solution on
indican.

indicanuria (in"di-ka-nu'ri-a), ». [indican +
Gr. oipmi, urine.] Tte elimination of indican
in the urine. Normally only of slight degree,
larger quantities are excreted especially in
conditions associated with an excessive degree
of intestinal putrefaction.

indication, n—Letter of indication, a letter of
advice given by a banker to the holder of a letter of credit
or circular note when issued. It contains the signature
of the holder for identification, a list of the bank's corre-
spondents where the holder may draw money, and other
information.

indicator, n. 1. (?) in c?iem., a substance used in
volumetric chemical ansdysis, or some other chemical pro-
cess, to indicate the condition of a solution, or to indicate
exactly the point at which a certain reaction ends aud
another begins. The point at which this change takes
place is called the end-point. Indicators are most fre-
quently used to detect the presence of acids or alkalis.

The most important indicators are litmus, lacmoid, phen-
ol-phthalein, methyl orange, and cochineaL

An indicator, to be of service in acidimetric processes,
must be a substance of basic or acid character, which, like
litmus, will show by a change of color, the presence of the
slightest excess of free acid or alkali.

H. P. Talbot, Quantitative Chem. Analysis, p. 66.

(h) In railroad signaling, a device for informing the lever-
man in a signal-cabin that a train is about to start from
the station and indicating which track it will take ; in its

broadest sense, any appliance for displaying, in the signal-
cabin, the condition of a track or of all the tracks in a
yard, the position of the signals, semaphores, switehes,
and signal-lamps, the trains at rest, or moving, or about
to enter or leave any block, ete. The indicator may be a
number on a drop-plate, a disk or banneret, or a minia-
ture signal-arm, and it may give information by its ap-



indicator

pearaDce or disappearance or by its positioa Itmay also
give a signal by means of a bell. An indicator may be
operated from a distant station or cabin by a push-batton,
or it may be automatic, or it may be controlled by a train
through a trade-circuit, (i) In mimng, an appearance of
the surface of the ground which shows the presence of a
mineral underneath.

The 'indicators' of the Ballarat Qoldfleld, Victoria, are
thin beds of dark-coloured shales and slates.

Rep. Brit. Ast'n Advancement oif Sci., 1901, p. 662.

(0 Xavril: (1) An apparatus used in conjunction with a
transmitter, operated by mechanical or electrical means
for signaling orders from a central position to the various
places on a war-ship at which the orders are to be exe-
cuted. The transmitter is manipulated by the operator
in the central station or in the conning-tower to show any
desired order, and the same order is shown on one or more
Indicators connected to the transmitter by wires or shaft-
ing. A range-indicator shows the range of the object at
which the guns are to be fired-; a battle-order indicator
shows various orders such as ' commence firing,

'

' load with
shell,' etc. (2) An apparatus to show at a convenient
point the position of any mechanism : as, a revolution-
indicator to show the direction of revolution of the main
engines', a rudder-i»iica£or, to show the position of
the helm or rudder ; a turret-indicator, to show the po-
sition of the turret guns with reference to the fore-and-
aft line of the ship; etc.—BatUe-order Indicator, an
app.iratu8 placed near the gnus of a war-ship to indicate
mechanic£^y the orders ofme captain, such as ' commence
firing,' 'load with common shell,' etc. It is worlied by
electrical or mechanical means from a battle-order trans-
mitter in the conning-tower or station of the captain on
the bridge. See iHndieator (j) (1).

—

IntegratlnS in-
dicator, an engine-indicator combined with a recording
apparatus for measuring, and usually for recording, the
power developed by the engine in a number of revolutions.
It consists of an indicator on the drum of which rests
A wheel carried at the end of the arm of a planimeter.
This planimeter-arm is moved up and down by the pen-
oil-motion, and the recording-wheel is operated by the
wheel at the end of the arm. A revolution-counter is at-

tache.! which records the number of revolutions of the
engine. There are many other forms. This indicator is

used when power is rented to tenants and users, as a
meter to determine the consumption to be paid for.

—

Leevay Indicator. See -trleeway.— Printers' bidl-
cator, m photog.f a dialed instrument used to indicate to
tlie printer the number of proofs desired and the number
taken.

Indicator-caTd (in'di-ka-tor-kard'), n. A dia-
gram vrhich shows the pressure in the cylinder
of an engine at any point of the stroke, it is

made by an engine-indicator. This card is made to a
definite quantitative scale for both height and length, and
its area is therefore proportional to the work performed
by the engine in one stroke. The hoi'se-power calculated
from the area of such a card is called the indicated home-
power. Its area divided by its length gives the mean
height, and such mean heiglit is the mean pressure dur-
ing that stroke when multipliel by the scale of ordinates
as related to the pressures. See indicator, 1 (a),

indicator-cock (in'di-ka-tor-kok''), n. A three-
way ooek so arranged that any steam left in
the pipe after making a diagram (indicator-
card) will be exhausted into the atmosphere
when the valve is turned to cut off steam from
the end of the cylinder, it also establishes atmo-
spheric pressure-ordinates upon the indicator-diagram,
and by comparison with a bai'ometer-reading absolute
pressures can be established.

indicator-drum (in'di-ka-tor-drum*), n. The
cylinder or dram of an engine-indicator for
holding the paper on which the diagram is to
be traced as the piston makes its traverse.

indicator-piston (in'di-ka-tor-pis''''ton), n.

The piston of an engine-indicator on which the
pressure in the cylinder acts when making an
indicator-diagram.

indicator-planimeter (in'di-ka-tgr-pla-nim'''e-

t6r), n. A special form of polar plainimeter
for finding the mean height of the curved line

of an indicator-card. See Mndicator-card and
diagram.

indicator-point (in'di - ka - tor-point'*'), n. In
thermodynamics, a point upon a diagram which
represents the instantaneous state of a sys-

tem. E. Buckingham, Theory of Thermo-
dynamics, p. 20.

indicator-post (in'di-ka-tor-post''''), n. In afire-

service (particularly in a mill or factory which
employs sprinklers for drenching the walls or

partitions), an upright casting containing the
key-stem and valve of the service-pipe and
fitted vrith an indicator or movable sign to

show instantly the position of the valve.

indicator-valve (in'di-ka-tqr-valv'''), n. A ser-

vice-gate or valve in a fire-service system
which indicates the exact position of the

gate (whether it is shut or open).

indicatrix, n. 3. In crystal., a surface, in

general (for a biaxial crystal) an ellipsoid

having axes proportional to the principal re-

fractive indexes, whose geometrical characters
serve to exhibit the optical relations of the

crystal: for a uniaxial crystal the surface be-

comes a spheroid and for an isotropic crystal a
sphere. The indicatrix bears a simple relation to

Presnel's ellipsoid the axes of which are proportional to

the reciprocSa of the refractive indexes, ttiat is, directly
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proportional to the light^velocities in the given axial di-

rection. L. Fletcher, The Optical Indicatrix, London, 1892.

indicial^ (in-dish'i-al), a. [L. indicium, amark,
sign: see indicia.] Indicative.

indicial^ (in-dish'i-al), a. [Irreg. < L. index (iri-

dic-), index, + -iai"] Of or pertaining to an
index. Compare indical.

indictional (in-dik'shon-al), a. [indiction +
-al}.] Of or pertaining to an indiction or
cycle of years. See indiction, 2 and 3.

indictment, n—joint indictment, in law, an in-

dictment in which two or more parties are together
charged with the commission of the same crime.

indiflEerence-point (in-dif'e-rens-point), n. In
psj/chol., a term used in several more or less

technical meanings : (o) The point at which, with
gradual increase of temperature of a stimulus, the sensa-
tion of cold gives place to tlie sensation of warmth. It is

a matter of dispute whetlier this indifference-point is

psychological (that is, appears in sensation) or whether it

is simply mathematical, (b) In Wundt's curve of pleas-
antness-unpleasantness, the point at which decreasing
pleasure passes over into unpleasantness. It is, again, a
matter of dispute whether the point is psychological or
merely geometrical, (c) In work upon the reproduction
of time-intervals, the point at which reproduction is ac-

curate, involving neither underestimation nor overestl-
mation of the standard time.

Indifferent point. See *poinfl:

indifferential (in-dif-e-ren'shal), a. and i\

[in-S + differential.'] l.'a. Indifferent; neither
one thing nor the other.

II. n. A thing which may be done or not
done, indifferently; anon-essential.

indifulvin (in-di-ful'vin), n. [indi(can) + L.
fulvus, fulvous, + -!M.2.] A brittle reddish-
yellow resin obtained, together with indi-

fuscin, by heating indican with dilute mineral
acids.

indifuscin (in-di-fus'in), n. [indi(can) +
L. fusciis, fuscous, -t- -j»2.] A. brown amor-
phous compound, C21H20O9N2, obtained by
heating indican with dilute mineral acids.

indifuscone (iu-di-fus'kon), ». [indifusc-in
+ -one.] A dark reddish-brown pulverulent
compound, C22H2oOgN2, contained in crude
natural indigo.

indigen (in'di-gen), «.. [indi(go) + -gen.] Same
as spirit-soluble induline. See induline.

indigenity (in-di-jen'i-ti), m. [indigen-ous +
-ity.] Indigenousness.
Manylnew species, but mostly of doubtful indigenity,

have their line for the flrat time.
The Naturalist, No. 241, 1895. N. E. D.

indigenous, a. 3. In geol., noting a rock or
a mineral which has originsfted as such in the
place where it is found, such as granite or
basalt in situ. A glacial boulder brought
from a distance is exotic or erratic.— 4. In
physiog., noting a stream which developed
originally in its present surroundings: it is a
consequent one in most cases.

The second class may be called the indigenous streams,
as they are probably consequential and lie wholly within
the bounding watershed of the basin-like area.

W. S. Tight, Drainage Modification, p. la

indigenousness (in-dij'e-nus-nes), n. The
state of being indigenous or native to a place

;

not exotic.

indigestion, n—Acid indigestion. Same as irhyper.
cWorAi/drio.—Intestinal Indigestion, arrest or retar-
dation of digestion after the food has left the stomach.

indigitation, ». 2. The interlocking of fibers
at the junction of muscle and tendon or
aponeurosis; digitation; invagination.

inoiglycin (in-di-gli'sin), n. lindi(can) -h
glydn.] A name formerly given to the sugar
obtained by the hydrolysis of indican. It is

now known to be d-glucose. Also called indi-
gluoin.

indignatory (in-dig'na-to-ri), a. \indignat(ion)
+ -ory.] Expressing indignation : as, indigna-
tory answers; indignatory muscles.

indigo, n—American Indigo, the wild indigo, Baptisia
tinctoria.—Antmal IndlgO, indigo resulting from the
oxidation of urine indican or indoxyl.

—

Artificial Indigo
indigotin or indigo blue, manufactured from coal-tar
products. In 1880 Baeyer obtained indigo blue in various
ways from cinnamic acid. Since that time the methods
of manufacturehave been greatly improved and cheapened
and the artificial is now a serious competitor of the natu-
ral indigo.—Blue, blue false, or blue wild Indigo.
Same as false indigo (6).— Chinese green indigo, a
green dye obtained from the bark of any one of several
species of Rhamnus, especially R. aaxtilis. See Rham-
nus.-Chinese Indigo. (,a) Isatisindigotica. Seelsatisl.
(6) Same as Japanese -kindigo.—Dwarf false Indjgo.
Same as fragrant false -kindigo.—Fragrant ^se
Indigo, Amorpha nana, a leguminous plant of the prairie
region of western North America.

—

;GaIlaJlll indigo,
a mordant coal-tar color of the oxazin' type, prepared by
the action of aniline upon gallanil violet . It gives an
indigo-blue shade upon chromium^ordanted wool.

—

Green Indigo. See Rhanrnus-.—Iumgo extract. See
indigo extract (under indigo). The chief constituents of
indigo extract are indigo-monosulphonic acids and indigo-

individual

disulphonic acids, the former being produced by the
action of ordmary sulphuric acid and the latter by the
action of fuming sulphuric acid upon indigo blue.—
Indigo salt, a yellow crystalline mass consisting of the
sodium-bisulphite compound of orthonitrophenyllactoke-

tone : so called because it is readily converted into indi-

gotin when treated with a dilute alkali. The free ketone
18 sold, under the name of indigo salt T, in the form of a

buff powder which is insoluble in water but dissolves in

sodium bisulpliite solution. It is used in calico-printing

for the production of indigo blues.-IndlgO substitute.
Same as -kkaiserschwarz.—Japanese Indlgo, Poly,

gonum tinctorium. See Polygonum.— Va,tive Indjgo,
(a) In Tasmania, Indigofera australis, a congener of the
common indigo. (6) In Australia, any plant of the genus
Swainsona of the Dean family, especially 5. galegifolia.

See Swoinsona.-Paraguay Indfeo, ablue dye obtained
from the leaves of a composite shrub, Eupatorium lave.—Pegu Indigo, Marsdenia Unctoria, a tall, climbing
shrub of the milkweed family, distributed from Burma
to China. Its leaves yield indigo.— Prajrie-lndlgo,
Baptisia alba, a white-fiowered species of the south-

ern United States and Mississippi valley.— Reduced
IndlgO. Same as indigo white.—Vat IndlgO, a name
given to an indigo blue dyed in a reduction-vat to dis-

tinguish it from a blue dyed with indigo extract—
Wbite wild indigo, any of the white-fiowered species of
Baptisia, especially B. alba. See f>rairie--trinaigo. B.
leucantha is the large white wild hidigo.—Yellow
IndlgO, yellow wild indigo, BavHsia tmctoria, the
common wild indigo with yellow flowers. Also called

yellow broom.—Yoruba IndlgO, the blue dye ob^ined
from a twining leguminous shrub of tropical West Africa,

Lonchocarpus cyanescens.

indigoferous (in-di-gof'e-rus), a. [indigo +
L. -fer, -bearing, + -ous.] Producing indigo

:

as, indigoferous plants.

indugro-gelatin (in ' di -go - jeFa - tin), n. The
glutinous matter contained in crude natural
indigo.

indigo-glntin (iu'di-go-glo^'tin), n. Same as
*ii

indigO-purpurin (in'di-go-p6r"pu-rin), n.

Same as indigo red.

indigO-sappmre (in'di-go-saf'ir), n. The dark
or indigo-colored sapphire from Ceylon or
Australia.

indigo-vat (in'di-go-vat), n. 1. A vat or
cistern specially constructed for dyeing raw
material or cloth with indigo.—2. An indigo
liquor prepared for dyeing raw material or
cloth.

indigrubin (in-di-grii'bin), n. Same as
urrhodin.

indileucin (iu-di-lu'sin), «. lindHcan) + 6r.
Aevicdi, white, -I- -in'^.] A colorless compound,

CfiH^ < §(0^>> CC <^^ > NH, prepared by

the action of zinc dust and acetic acid on
indirubin. It crystallizes in lustrous needles.
indimensible (in - di- men'si - bl), a. [L. indi-

mensus, unmeasured, -i- -ible.] Not capable of
being measured ; not measurable.
indimensional (in-di-men'shon-al), u lin-S+
dimension -i- -aU.] Not having" dimensions

;

not having extension in space.
indin-potassium (in^din-po-tas'l-um), n. See

Indio (iu'di-6), TO.; pi. Jndios (-os). [Sp. Pg.,
<India,lnA\a,.] 1. In Spanish use, an ' Indian,'
that is, one of the various native peoples of
Asia or America; specifically— (a) in the
Philippine Islands, a native and especially a
Christian native

; (6) a Malay of the Philippine
Islands, as distinguished from members of
other races living there.—2. A Portuguese
silver coin, ordered to be struck in 1499, on
the model of the Venetian mareella.

indispensable, a. II. to. l. An. indispensable
person or thing.

Necessai-y Linneu and those Indispensables tliat belong
to youngWomen.

Mrs. Manley, Power of love, vi. iV. S. D.

2. Specifically, trousers. [Humorous.]
He slapped his hand against his yellow leather indis-

Comic Almanack, June (1842), (Farmer). N. E. D.

3. A bag or pocket, frequently of silk and
much decorated, worn by women in the first
years of the nineteenth century, on the out-
side of the gown, instead of inside, as an
ordinary pocket would be.
Kows of pretty peeresses who sat eating sandwiches

from silk indispensaUes [at Lord Melville's trial, 1806).
C. K. Sharpe, Correspondence, L 265.

individual. I. a.-lndlvldual telesls, teUcs, va-
riation. See Irtelesis, ete.

II. TO. (d) In biol. : (2) A living being considered as
unique or different from its kind and from the rest of
nature, without reference to its morphological or physio-
logical independence or dependence. It is in this sense
that an organism is termed an individual with reference
to reproduction and inheritance.
[When amongst] individvMls, apparently exposed to the

same conditions, any very rare deviation, due to some
extraordinary combination of circumstances, appears in
the parent—say, once amongst several million inmviduals



individual 635 inductance
—and it re-appeara in tlie cliild, the mere doctrine of India and tO Australia or the Austral regions. believed to constitute one element of the mixed popula-
ohancea almost compels us to attribute its re-appearance _, „„..„„ ,„ . . ,, , , .„, , n„„„„.7„ /o„„n, *'<"» o' 'he Malay Archipelago, and to be found in a nearly
to inheritance. iJarwin, Origin of Species, p. 10. The possible fus on of Melanochroid Caucasic (South pure state on some of the idaAds.
nanooiiurinoi i»,ii^.i„.i *!,. „..!„.„« .f„™ KitLoo,, Induui) aud Austral NcgH) Wood at a rcmots cpoch IH soniB ^ o-^™ ""=""= ui t^H! i»""=.

r«ggW?J|Mtpf.°'i^^^^ nowpirhapssubmerge^d.„.o..^™.r^gio| IL» An individual belonging to the Indo-

individuality. TO. 5. In bwl. : (a) Physio- ,.^ „ ,.. ,, „.
^e«/Mi, ^umoiogj, p. o. nesian race,

logical compieteness or independence ; the Indo-Celtic (in"do-sel'tik), a. Same as Indo- Indo-Oceamc (m'''do-o-she-an'ik), a. Eelatmg

abiUty of an organism to perform its normal »«r™?™« and Indo-Ewropean : a term distm- or pertaining to the Indonesian Archipelago

functions or live out its l&e without the co- ?,^^T5^ S®^*^°
^^ *^® most western member of and to the islands of the Pacific Ocean,

operation of others. The independence of a T!^A^?,'^°;^,,TP;*"**TAy^ ^ T r>
I^door base-ball See *6a*e-6a2J,

unicellular protozodn is an example of physio- inOlO-DUtcn (in"do-duch ), a. and re. I. a. Ke- Inao-Facinc, a. 2. Of or pertaining to the
logical individuality, as contrasted with the dependence lating to India and to Holland, or to the Dutch group of languages, sometimes called Malayo-
of one of the cells of a metazoftn upon the others and in India. Polynesian, spoken from Madagascarto Easter
the whole. A physiological individual is sometimes Talorirl ^o-s-nln^ino- Aiiofnoi'o\
termed a Mora, aa contrasted with a morphological indi- On some Indo-Frenoh and /Kdo-ButeA coins.

J-siauu iHii-iuu.ing Ausirana;.
vidual or morphon. See ittnon and irmorphon, 2. Jour. Anthrop. Soc. Bombay, Jan. 29, 1890, p. 102 IndOpelagia (m"QO-pe-la jl-a), n. [NIj., < Gr.

(6) Structural independence, or homology u. n. pi. Dutch who are born orwho reside
'I'«5'>f,. Indian, + ^f;iayof, "sea.] A zoBgeo-

with or morphological equivalence to a jj, jndia grapnical division which consists of the Indian
physiological individual. The homology of each indo-Effvnt.iaTi CiTi"fln s iin'shnn'i n Havinw Oceannorthof the tropic of Capricorn. Sclater.
of the dependent members of a siphonophore with SIt ^^^•'''*? ^ ? ao-e-Jipsnan), a. Having

„^ ^ ^. ^ . , ^ , . ......
an independent hydra is an illustration of morphological ^"^ comDineu. cnaracteristlCS Ot Indian and. The Indian Sea^region, or Indopelagia, contaming the

individuality. So far as each of the constituent cells Egyptian culture. Indian ocean down to about the same degree of south lati-

in the body of a metaoon is homologous with an inde- Indo-Eur. An abbreviation of Indo-European. tS Airt^ilfa''Ind^ttllmXv a?PW?f^^'„tff?S«''pi?°
^^*'

pendent protozoSn it IS a morphon, or morphological Tn<1n_T'».ar.nli n-,,iiA^t^a„^\.'\ « „„.q ^ T «
to Australia and the Malay M'ohipelago on the east,

individual Morphologists recognize and give names to IndO-FrenCll (mfdo-french ). a. and n. la. Q^g.Jmir. (B. G. S.), X. 219.

several grades or categories of morphological indivldu- xCelating to India and to France, or to the ._.__, /• /;j- js x r- j/- > j_ n
^lity. See j)!m(M, Morgan, person, 8, and HreormMs, 3. Frenchin India. inaoplian (in do-fan), TO. lmd(.tgo) + Gr.

(c) The uniqueness of a living being, or its II. n. pi. French who are bom or who re- -<*'"^f> < fai-veaeai, shme, appear.] A violet

differenee from others of its kind and from the side in India. compound, C22H10O4N4, prej)ared from 2, 4,

rest of nature. It is in this sense that the ofE- Indo-Gangetic (in"d6-gan-iet'ik), a. Of the dmitro-o-naphthol and potassium cyanide. " It

spring is said to inherit the mdividualiiy or Indus and the Ganges: a,8, the Indo-Gangetie has a green metallic luster and forms a purple-

constitution of a parent Mtatlplelndlvidnallty, plain of northern India. ^^? solution with certain acids.
atermusedbyL. r. Ward to designate the structural or ^ , „^,^ ... .. , , indophenin (in-do-fe'nin), TO. [ind(igo) +
physiological independence of the units which make up Ingeneral "the extra-peninsular ranges, the great /ndo- jykenM) +-in!i'\ ' A blue Wverulent eom-
the structure of a compound organism, such as the cells fa^gehc plain, the northern margin of the peninsula, and f^'^Jl^r'r, t? nwH ^'t^^oLVl 'v.^I^V^i^^^-TcT
which compose the body of a metazoOn. the western coast owe their origin to another great series POUnd, Cj2U7t'Nb, prepared by the condensa-

ir I..' . r J. -J ,-. ^ ,. „ .„ . J
of earth-movements which took place during the tertiaiy tion of isatm and thiophene. It crystallizes in

Mulhple Indimduality. Bach cell stdl acts and era." /eaiw. Ethnology, p. 296. smallneedles whinhhavna oormfirvliistfir whpn
feelsforitself, and maintains Its individuality within the . . . , ,. , ., . ,, , ,

femaiineeaies wnicn nave aooppery luster wnen
higher individuality. indogenid (m-do] e-nid), n. \indogen + -jai.] ruDbect— Indophenin reaction, a reaction causing the

L. F. Wa/rd, Dynamic Sociol., I. 373. The olass-name of a series of compounds 'ormation of indophenin and used as a test for thiophene.

Individuation, to. 3. InWoi. : (a) A general formed from indogen and certain aldehydes, ^""^^^il^ (in'do-fll), to. [Gr. 'Ivdrff, Indian

term summarizing the conditions for the CO ^"^r^l'
"* ^'^1' lo^^gO One who supports

maintenance and perpetuation of an indi- They contain the group CgHX >C:, which and advances the interests of India and her

vidual organism, when these conditions are -NH people. Paiiilfa/? GoseJte, Sept. 19, 1865

considered collectively and in contrast with is called the indoxylie or indogenic radical. Indopnilism (in-dof i-lizm), to. \_IndophiU +
those which coAduceto the generation of new Indo-German (in"d6-j6r'man), a. and to. I. -^If-i .

Strong feeliug for and championship

beings. a. Same a.a Indo-Germanic." r J ^^Jii^l^f}^ °j l^?^f-
Mr. Herbert Spencer has shown. . . that with all H. TO. A German who was bom in or who ladophllist (in-dof .i-list),TO. Same as *i-TO<io-

organisms a ratio exists between what he calls indimdua- resides in India. Keane, Ethnology, p. 395. JJn'te-

««ojs and genesis. Zlarwin, Descent ot Man, I. 318. Inflo-ffreek (in'^do-grek'), a. and TO. I. a. indophor (in 'do -for), to. [md{igo) + Gr.

(6) A unifying principle or a cause of Individ- Exhibiting the combined influence of India :<I>'>P'>C, -bearing.] A mixture of indoxyl and
uality. and Greece ; also, pertaining to Greeks residing mdoxylic acid which^ when padded upon cotton

Such an animal is really the theatre of some unifying in India : specifically, noting a large number and steamed, yields indigo blue. It was intro-

power which synthesizes its varied activities, dominates of monuments in northwestern India, and duced m 1895 for calico-printing and was a
its forces, and is a principle of indimduation. many sculptured decorations in the same step toward the introduction of artificial

, ^^ ., . ,, «™rt. The Cat, p. 376^ region which show traces of Greek influence, indigo.
4. Ihe unification of two distinct types of due to the invasion of Alexander and the com- Indo-Saracenic (in'do-sar-a-sen'ik), a. Per-
organismsinto an individual whole, such as the mercial supremacy of the Greeks in the East, taining to the mixture of Indian and Saracenic

_
liehep-thaUus. Tuoeuf. II, ». A meinber of the ancient Greek race elements.

'«K"^*rf ^Th^tTn-diVidSze""- a^ Zt "^^^-ii^gi^I^di^- IndO:Scythian (in"d6-sith'i-an), a. Oforper-
^ r !i -'i J

' A veiTinterestmg invention of the /«do-eree*s. taining to India and Scythia.
OT*«aai)e development. pTSardMr, Types of Greek Coins, p. 210. t„j„ tj„-„,-„i, /)„//j= '„„'4„i,\ „ •
The eighteenth century having been an age of indi- t„j.,-_ v,,,-. o.. ^ft,' wt l,?ii,^-lT;

(l"^' "^""SPan ish), a. Having
OTd«a«™J; the nineteentfi necessarily became an age ot

IIl^Ol? "ilie.
. °^^^^^ T. f

• • +
hoth Spanish and American Indian traits;

associative or coinonomic development. IndO-lraniC (in"ao-i-ran ik)j a. Jr'ertaining to particularly, of mixed Spanish and American
J. H. Burton, Book Hunter, iii. 224. the Indic and Iranie divisions of the Aryan Indian blood.

Individuum (in-di-vid'u-um), TO.
;
pi. individua stock.

. . ^ . a.,

,

Indo-Teutonic (in"d6-tu-ton'ik), a. Same as
(-a). [L., an undivided thing, an atom, neut. of Indol blue, bame a,a mao^n*blue. Indo-Enropean.
indiuiduus undivided: seeindividual.} 1. An indolin (in'do-lin), to. Undol + -^^.l A pale

i^dotype (in'do-tip), n. In pJwtog., a -print by
undividable entity; one thing, inseparable into yellow compound, C6H4<i:S-)^5-.p„>C6H4, the gelatin process : a name not now in use.

SreUdiVXalTerioiio?^^^^^^ prepared by the reduction Sfgo white. It indoxyl (in-dok'sil), to. Unmo) +o,iygen)

the same kind. sublimes in long needles which melt at 245° C. -I- -yl^ A colorless oil, C6H4 <iiCT>CH,

^Sf^kK- ^"^ ^^^--^*-- °* ^"'^^^^"'^-*'STliJ^'^:''-"'"^'"
t-'^^'--^-^-] occurring, in combination with sulSSric acid,

Indo-Abyssinian (in"d6-ab-i-sin'i-an), a. and indoloid (in'do-loid), « [indol + -oid^ Per- ^^t—"hy^rdaiiK?frs\'c'}faigf^^^^^^
n. I. a. In ei/moi., including both the curly- or taming to indol; specifically, noting the odor by the action oi air or oxidizing^ent™® itiScXd
wavy,-hairedblackpeoplesofIndia(Dravidians) of this compound. 3-hydroxyindole.

and those of northeast Africa (Hamites). Another group of flowers have nauseous or indoloid indoxylcaiboxylic (in-dok"sil-kar-bok-sil'ik).

Again, what is to be made of the expression "Indo. ^^a^''^^J'^^^ZTs^Z^!iZ^i?!rdm''S^ "• ^Vf""^^ +
,
Carboxyl + -ic] Noting

Aby^m^n," or even "Abyssinian^' at all as^^^^^^ Se or'^^'^ Stmrttoes^iT/tre^^^^^^ an acid a colorless crystalline compound,
term? The very word (Habeshi) means "mixed, and in Jtrinea nr snnt» Rv anme nnthnra thev are reirai-ded an ^ TT ^COHi^ « ~„„TT
African ethnology "Abyssinian •conveys no more meaning SbltagTutrify^Vfle^hoT&ying?^^^^^^ C6H4<^^ >-C.COOH, prepared by the re-
than does " Hungarian ' m European ethnology ;

both are ^^'^ IJerjrai Julv 1903 d 476. .1,, 4-- * iu 1 .1. -^ t, 1
national not racial designations, and as a Hungarian may ^™^^- -""'• '"^'' ^""°' P' "°- duction of ethylorthonitro-phenylpropionate.
beaMagyar, aSIav, aBumanianoraTeuton, soan Abys- Indo-Malayan (in'''d6-ma-la'yan), a. Relating It sublimes, melts at 122-123° C, and is
sinian may be a Hamite (Agao and others), or a Semite ^^ ^^th India and the IVfalayan islands.-Indo- readily converted into indigo. Also called in-
(Tigr^ and others). iTeans, Ethnology, p. 170. Malayan SUbreglOn, in zooflreop., the region comprised doxyUc add.

II. n. One who belongs to either of the in the Malay Peninsula, the Philippines, Ceylon, Formosa,
i_ j„__,,.- ,. ^„t <,il',-M ., a«.v,<, »= *.-»,w„^. 7oWo T^onr,lQc Sumatra, Java, and Borneo, together with many islands lUdOXyllC (m-dok-sil ik), a. Same as*mdoxyl-

aoove peoples.
x. 1 4. j . of minor area. carboxyUc.

Indo-African (m-do-af n-kan) a. EeMedto indo-Malaysian (in"d6-ma-la'si-an), a. Same Indra's sheep. See*sfteepi.
or connected withlndia and Africa :apphed to ^s*Indo-Mala.yan. inductance to. it is the property of an electric cura continent supposed to have existed between .^^^^^ (in'don), to. [ind(igo) + -one.] The ^?en?to ?c®'cSt (cdUd th^S^^ 5rS™ p?o
India, Africa, and Australia, and now covered class-name of a series of dyes of the type ducing a magnetic field surrounding the circuit, which
by the Indian Ocean. >t N ,-1 tt when changing induces an electromotive force in a oir-

It is admitted by all ethnologists that Asia is the origi- 0:C6H3 <^^> C6H4, or HOC6H3<
j^ > C6H4, cuit surromded by tto fe^^^^ thereof (called the

nal home of the Mongolic divilion, a fact which harmon- ^^" tio isR ^^^.1 fh^fL ?h„^rXJ?v1« .Pit^!;/ • S?"!^
"""'

isBs well with the vilw that the vanished /ndo-.Vn'Jai ,. ^ . . ^ • ,
™>t a™ the same, the property is caUed gey'-Mi<J«ctonce,

Continent was the cradle of mankind. formed by the action of concentrated mineral otherwise m»j«ai induotance. Umt inductance is theouuiimcuu .rao uuc i, »
Rva^^ Ethnolnffv n SB'S „„!/!„ „« i„,q„n„oo number of lines of magnetic force produced by unit£«<m«, Ethnology, p. 296. acids on indulmes. ^.. ^ current in the inducinglircuit and interlinked with the

Indo-AfHcan continent. See*conJi»e7i«. Indonesian, a. 2. Of or pertaining to a conductor ot the induced circuit : los times this unit is

Indo-Arvan ('in'''d6-ar'van), a. Of or pertain- supposed aboriginal race of southeastern Asia the practical unit of inductance called a A«jht/.—Ferric

ing to L In'dic divisiSi ol the Aryan'family. an^';he Malay Archipelago, resembling Euro- ^^r^'^'&^^'SiT^t%f^^J.^J^W!'^
Torrens. peans m general appearance and believed by mutual induction ; the coefficient of mutual induction.

IndO-Austral (in^'do-fts'tral), a. Related to some authors to be related to them. They are See-kinductaru:e&nd.-kunitofiMduetance.



inductance-coil

inductance-coil (in-duk'tans-koil), n. A coil

which resists the passage of alternating or os-

cillatory currents on acoonnt of its inductance

;

a choke-coil.

inductance-reactance (in -duk ' tans - re - ak "-

tans), n. The reactance of an' inductance-
coil as distinguished from that of a condenser.
inductance-shunt (in-duk'tans-shunt), n.

See *shunt.

induction, n, 6. Magnetic induction is the flux den-
sity in a medium such as iron when subjected to a mag-
netizing force. It is expressed in terms of a unit called
the gausBf namely, the numbei' of lines of force per square
centimeter of cross-section of the substance. Induction,
thus numerically defined, is usually designated by the
letter B ; the magnetizing force to which it is due, by the
letter H. Induction is frequently determined by wind-
ing a ring-shaped piece of ti^e iron to he tested with two
coils of wire, the primary and the secondary coil. The
secondary coil is connected to a ballistic galvanometer
and a known current is suddenly sent through the
prunary coil. The magnetic field thus established within
the iron induces a flow of electricity through the secon-
dary coil and through the galvanometer, which aifords a
measure of the induction. The relation is expressed by
the equation

B = .ffi,
ngS

where Q is the quantity of electricity as measured by the
deflection of the galvanometer, B is the resistance of the
secondary circuit, S is the cross-section of the iron, and
no is the number of turns of wire in the secondary coil.

Tile relation between induction and the magnetizing
force may be expressed graphically by means ol a curve,

called the curve of inductiony in which ordinates repre-

sent the values of the induction B and abscissae the
corresponding val-

ues of the magne-
tizing force H. The
curve rises slowly
for small magnetiz- """
ing forces and then
sharply, for a time, aooo
until the iron ap-
proaches Saturn-
tion, after which *""
the sl(^e of the
curve diminishes.
These changes in

a ^e

the direction of the Curve of Magnetic Induction in Iron.

curve are due to va-
riations in the permeability of the iron, which increases
with the magnetizing force, reaches a maximum, and then
diminishes again indefinitely. The induction B is not
identical with the magnetization I which is deflned by
the equation

j_ B-H
4Tr

7. The leading or admission of steam into a
cylinder.— Bipolar Indnction. See unipolar irinduc-
tum.— Chemical indnction, mphye. aniphotog. chem.,
the phenomenon in which light, falling on a sensitive sub-
stance, does not at once act with its full intensity, but
at a much less rate, and attains its maximum action only
aftera certain time—measured in thousandths of a second
in the case of a photographic plate, but in minutes in the
case of a sensitive mixture of chlorin and hydrogen.

A second very remarkable phenomenon, first pointed
out by the authors, is that of chemical induction. This
refers to the fact that the action of light on the sensitive
mixture of chlorine and hydrogen does not begin in its

full intensity, but that it slowly increases, until after the
lapse of a certain time it attains its regular and maximum
rate. Smiths&niwn Rcp.t 1899, p. 620.

Coefficient of induction, the numerical value of self-

induction or mutual induction ; indnctance.

—

Coefficient
of mutual induction, the numerical value of the in-

duction produced by a changing current in a neighboring
circuit; mutual inductance.

—

^Consilience of induc-
tions. See -kconsilience.— Curve of induction. See
iri-nductimiy 6.

—

Dynamic Induction, induction in which
the conductor moves or revolves in the constantmagnetic
field or inversely. All dynamo-electilc machinery is

based on this principle.— Forward induction, in elect,

induction, due to the action of the current in the arma-
ture of a generator or motor upon the field, such as to
strengthen instead of to oppose the field.— mathemati-
cal induction, (a) See induction, 5. (&) In general,

the principle that, given any class of terms 8, to which
belongs the first term of any progression, and to which
•-belongs the term of the progression next after any term
of the progression belonging to 8, then every term of the
progression belongs to 8.— raotochemlcal induction.
See chemical •^induction.— Simultaneous light induc-
tion, in phsysiol. and psyckol. optica, a phenomenon of

local adaptation. If the boundary line of two contrasting

siutaces is steadily fixated, contrast gradually changes
into its opposite ; the sensory effect of the local stimula-

tion spreads more and more widely over the background.
This is nnvultaneoue light induction.— Successive light
Induction, in physiol. and psychol, optics, the persis-

tence of the phenomenon of smiultaneous light induction
after removad of the inducing stimulus, or closure of the

eyes.—TotsU magnetic induction, the total flux in

any space, measured in maxwells or unit lines.

—

Tube Of
Induction, in magnetism, an imaginary tube the gene-

rating lines of which are the lines of force or lines of in-

duction in a magnetic field, and whose form is such that

the surface integral over any cross-section has a constant

value.

Let us imagine two very narrow tubes of induction

whose normal sectional areas are very small.

Du Bais, The Magnetic Circuit, p. 89.

ITnipolar Induction, induction due to any movement of

a conductor in a magnetic field such that the cutting of

lines of force occurs continuously in the same sense and
the mduced current flows always in the same direction in

the conductor : opposed to so-called bipolar induction, in

636

which there is reversal of current in the conductor every

half-revolution.

induction-balance, ».-Hngbes's indnction-bai-

anje, an apparatus for detecting the presence of con-

ducting or magnetic substances by their disturbing effect

on a system of balanced induction-coils.

induction-booster (in-duk'shpn-bos'tfer), re.

An induction-generator connected in series in

an alternating-current circuit to regulate the

voltage. Such a machine when driven above synchro-

nism raises the electromotive force of the circuit; when
below synchronism, it diminishes the voltage.

induction-current (in-duk'shon-koT'ent), n.

A current in a body of water induced by the

flow of another current. The induction-cur-

rent flows in a direction opposite to that of

the main current.

When the area over which a wind acts is small rela-

tively to the size of tjie sheet of water, or when a part of

the water is sheltered, e.g. by a headland, the return
current may principally flow by the side of the drift in-

stead of underneath. There is, besides, the polarization

current due to gravity, a second sort of reverse current,

viz. the induction currents (induced by viscosity), which,
with eddies interposed as friction wheels, flow parallel

with and in the opposite sense to the primary ocean
currents. Oeog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XL 629.

induction-furnace (in-duk'shon-fer''nas), «.

Same as electric *furnace.

induction-generator (in - duk'shon - jen'' e-ra-

tor), n. In elect., an alternating-current gen-
erator, consisting of an alternating, single-

phase, or polyphase stationary and a short-

circuited revolving winding, that is, of the
same construction as an induction-motor (see

electric *motor). An induction-motor, when
speeded up above ita motor speed, becomes
generator and produces electric power.
induction-meter (in-duk'shon-me'''t6r), re. A
meter based on the principle of the induction-
motor. See electric machine, under electric.

induction-motor (in-duk'shon-mo'tor), n. In
elect, an alternating-current motor" in which
the armature is short-circuited upon itself and
the armature current is an induced ciuTent
produced by the field or exciting current.

induction-regulator (in -duk ' shgn - reg " u-la-

tor), re. A voltage or electric-pressure re^-
lator consisting of two coils or sets of coils

which can be moved against each other so as
to change their inductive relation and thereby
their voltage.

induction-top (in-duk'shgn-top), re. A metal
disk which, wiile spinning about a vertical axis
in a magnetic field, inclines under the influence
of currents induced in the disk itself.

induction-wattmeter (in-duk'shon-wofme-
t6r), re. See ^wattmeter.
inductiv, o. andn. A simplified spelling of in-
ductive.

inductive, a. II. n. An electric circuit con-
taining considerable self-induction. See in-
duction.

inductometer, ».—Differential Inductometer, an
inetnunent devised by Latimer Clark for the discharging
current from a cable.

inductophone (in-duk'to-fon), n. [Irreg. <
L. inducere (pp. induetvis), induce, -I- {tele)-

phone.'\ A telegraphic device invented by
WUloughby Smith for signaling between mov-
ing trains and stations along the line by means
of induced currents.

inductor, n. 2. Specifically : (a) The revolv-
ing element of an inductor-alternator. (6) An
induction-coil.

The 40-inch inductor is connected up, and demonstra-
tions and lectures on all the apparatus are given every
day at three o'clock.

Elect. World and Bngin., Sept 24, 1904, p. 614.

inductor-alternater (in-duk ' tor-aP'tfer-na-
tfer), n. See *alternater.

inductor-d3mamo(in-duk'tgr-da*'na-m6), re. A
type of electric generator in whict field-coils
and armature are fixed, and in which fluctua-
tions are periodically caused in the magnetic
field, thus inducing currents in the armature-
windings, by the movement of masses of lam-
inated iron (inductors).

inductorium, re—Double indnctorinm, ia physiol.,
an instrument devised by M. von Vintschgau, consisting

Double Inductorium.

of two sets of primary and secondary coils mounted on
the same base, and so disposed that the same electric cui^
rent can he sent through both, at once or in immediate
succession, or can be confln&d to t^CeOne or the other ac-
cording to the requirements of experiment. The Wagner
hammer is either mounted on a wooden block between
the coils, or is set up upon a separate base.

^ inemulous

inductory (in-duk'to-ri), a. fNL. *inductorius,

< L. inducere, lead in : see indtict.'] Serving

to induct or bring in ; introductory : as, laws

inductory to a new regime.

Induline scarlet. See *searlet.

indulto, re. 2. In iSp. law, pardon for a crim-

inal, or a remission of the sentence or penalty

imposed upon him.

induna (in-do'na), re. [Zulu.] An officer

under the chief, among the Zulus'and other

South African tribes. There are usually several

indunas in each tribe : they act both as councilors and
ministers of the chief, being responsible to hun only.

The chiefs are possessed of arbitrary power, but In

practice the advice of a numerous body of councillors is

invariably sought in all matters of impoitance. These
councillors, or vndunas, are in turn responsible to the

chief for the conduct of affairs in the various districts in

which they exercise authority.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XL 514.

indurable^ (in-diir'a-bl), a. [in-S -t- durable.]

Not durable.

Soft wood blocks are insanitary and indurable.
The Hub, Oct 28, 1899. N. E. D.

indurated, p. a. 2. In geol., hardened ; con-

solidated: applied specifically to fragmental
sediments such as sandstone, clay, or shale.

induration, re primary or primitive induration,
the syphilitic chancre.

indurite (in'du-rit), n. [indur{ate) + -ite2.]

An explosive ; a variety of smokeless powder
consisting of one part guncotton blended
with from one to two parts nitrobenzene.
The paste is passed through rollers and granulated or

pressed into the form of cords, and flnally hardened or
'indurated ' by the action of hot water or steam.

Indus (in'dus), n. [L. Indus, < 6r. 'IvS6q : see

Indian.] The 'Indian,' a moderately large

southern constellation between Gtms andPavo,
containing, however, no conspicuous stars, its

brightest being only of magnitude 3ig.

indusiform (in-du'zi-fdrm), a. Same as *in-

dusiiform.

indusiiform (in-du'zi-i-f6rm), a. Having the

form or shape of an'indusium,
indusioid (in-du'zi-oid), a. [indusHum) +
-oid.] Besembling an indusinm.

indusium, n. 5. A layer of gray matter cov-

ering the corpus callosum in the brain: also

indusium griseum.—6. One of the embryonic
envelops developed, in addition to the amnion
and serosa in certain insects, such as the Locus-

tidsB. Wheeler, 1893 Indusium verum, the thin,

vestigial cerebral cortex present on the dorsal surface

of the callosum.

industrial, re. 2. A share of stock in an in-

dustrial (manufacturing or commercial) en-

terprise.

Great bales and bundles of " industrials " have had to

be thrown over also for protective purposes.
N. Y. Times, July 22, 1903.

-ines (i'ne-e). [NL., fem. pi. of-in-ea-s: see
-inel and -ese.] A terminal combining-form
much used in botanical classification : usually
denoting large groups. In Bugler's system it

denotes groups with the rank of suborders,
called by him subseries ( Unterreihen).

in6e (e-na'e), re. [W. African.] An arrow-
poison used by the natives of the Gaboon
country. It is prepared from the seed of

Strophanthus hispidus. Also called Konibe
arrow-poison.

ineffable, a. II. re. l. pi. Trousers. [Humor-
ous.]

Shoes off, ineffables tucked up.
W. Cory, Letters and Journals, p. 196.

2. One who is not to be named ; one who is

too high in his profession or in the fashionable
world to be named with others.

Two white-hatted and pigtopped ineffables had taken
refuge under the colonnade from a transient shower of
rain. It was a by-race, and there was little doing, so the
ineffables put up their betting-books and relaxed mto
general conversation.

Illus. London News, June 15, 1861, p. 649.

ineffulgent (in-e-ful'jent), «. [in^ + efful-

gent.] That is not effulgent; lacking power
to illuminate.

inemotivity (in-e-mo-tiv'i-ti), re. [i«-3 +
emotive + -ity.] Incapacity of showing emo-
tion ; lack of emotional sensibility.

The latter [Prof. James] himself candidly obser%'es,
"We must remember that the patient's inemotiviti/ may
have been a co-ordinate result with the anaesthesia of his
neural lesions, and not the anaesthesia's mere effect"

Encyc. Bra., XXXIL 66.

inemulous (in-em'u-lus), a. [ire-S -h emulous.]
Without emulation ; not emulous: not envious
(for).



inemulouB 637 infinitesimalism

He treads, tn«OTuZoi« of fame or wealth, inezpllcate, a. 2. Not explained. Infericomia (m-fer-i-k6r'm-a), ». J>2. [Nil.,

wTmToft Z'aaTve^lol^etfexp^d^ inexpugnabmty.(m-eks-pug-na-bil'i-ti), n. <L inf^v^ lower, + cornu, llom.] The group

Power's rigid heartjand opes hia clenching hands. J- "6 State of Deing inexpugnaDle, or imoon- of neteropjerous insects now known as tile ram-
Dr. M. Darwin, Botanic Garden, ii. 2. querable. ily lA/gmdse. Amyot and Serville.

inequality, «—Ineaualltles tn altitude, the slight He himself, behoving to stand firm if the worst was not Inferior, a. 8. In anaU, lying on the ventral
errors due to the expansion and contraction ofthe sextant to realize itself, had to draw largely on what silent cour- side of the body ; farther from the dorsal line,
frame from changes of temperature. age, or private iwa^ffMMitu of mrad, was in him. or back, than some other organ or part of an
ineqiuactinate (m-e-kwi-ak'ti-nat), a. [L. ^n- Carlyle, Jredenck the Great, III. xv. 6.

^ ^ ' ^ ^
neg. + eequv^, equal, + E. aeUne + -ateL] In inexpungible (in-eks-pim' ji-bl), a. [««-3 + infemalize (in-f6r'nal-iz), v. t.

;
pret. and pp.

sponge-spioules, having aetines or rays of nn- expunge + -able.} Incapable of being rubbed infemalized, ppr. inhrnaUzina. Unfernaf+
equal length or size. out or obliterated. .fee.] To imbue with infernal character or
Oxeas in great variety of size and form . . . often im- The law is on the statute book of human thought, imx- traits : make hellish,

e^mactinafe, the large oxeas very broad in the middle and pwngible. CAica^o .Advance, Feb. 20, 1896. N. E. D.
tapering gradually to fine points. 3_ r k „>,v,_„,„-„f;__ „p iu„ t ofiri Sm Sno ot To infernalize human nature by poisoning the very

Proe.Zooi:Soc. London, 1W&, 11. 21i. ^i- An abbreviation Ot the liatm MS >»e, at sources of morality and peace.

inequianchorate (in-e-kwi-ang'kor-at), a. [L. ^^p fiI.,«„^ „ r.„i + f„„i . Th« ^ward
^''^''^''' "^ '^™''' ™' "*'

i»-neg. + U^uus, equal, + E. anchorate.-]
'?^^e ? snecifloallv i^vhmatoa the steZer infero-external (in"fe-ro-eks-t6r'nal), a. Be-

Unequally anchorate. See^equianchorate. „w ' ^fjl„^j:I' 1 „^^^^^ low and on the outer side.

ineauiaxela (in-e'kwi-akst), a. [L »- neg. + jSnranWsin^) a Fifi +fS^ Pa'
inferofrontal (in"fe-ro-fron'tal), a. Situated

xqmis, equal, + axis, axis, + -ed2.] Charac- ™-5?*PS (iQ
.^V„w,!;'+.?™Js +T.Z^,C^!ff"L ^f „ on the lower part of the frontal region of the

terized by uiJequal axes. Also ineqmaxial f^i^Zf^^ '
^"""^ *°'''''* *^^ "'"^^' *' °* ^

oranium.-taferofrontal fissure. See Iflsmre.

ineauiazial (in-e-kwi-ak'si-al), a. Same as
io^™^»'''io"-

infero-intemal (in"fe-r6-in-ter'nal), a. Below
*inequiaxed. " ™^ =*««P "^""^^

^""^"^^V™,, ™ r «my s« and on the inner side. '

inequilaterality (in-e- kwi-lat-e-ral'i-ti), n. . . ,, „ . . , .
^-

-"^J:,).
^- ^'' '^

.

inferolaterally (in^fe-ro-lat'e-ral-i), adv. To-
limquilateral +-*<«.] The condition oE being IMaU, «. ^. A junction; a tailing or running ^^j.^ ^j, (,jj ^^le lower portion "of the side of
inequilateral, as the shells of the peleeypod together, as of streams; the joining of one „ ^^ g^iggt.
Mollusca. road with another. inferomarginal (in"fe-ro-mar'ji-nal), a. and

inequilaterally (in-e-kwi-lat'e-ral-i), adv. it was near to the jyoHi of the road from Loch Dee that „. j-l_ inferus, lower, ' + margo, margin.]
With the sides unequal ; speeifleally, i5i ^ol. : ^' *^'* «°' ''sM <"p^o|« -«^ought^^

^^^^ ^^.. g^^^ ^^ Mnframarginal
(a) unequally on two sides : as, meqmlaterally o Tj^e i„iot, or Tilaoe wherp watpir pnters a inferradial (in-fe-ra'di-al), a. [For *infero-
rounded; (ft^ so as to have two sides unequal: ^ervoi^^r basing genoTS^^^ radial oT'^infraradial; <h. inferus lowevjov
as, tneqmlaUraUy produced or developed, where the water in Interitiinonrs or fall sTn »»/ra, ^elow), + NL. ra&aZis, radial.] Noting
Bmh, Med. Handbook, I. 191. infemato?7 «n-fam'a-tTrif ^a 1 Defama ^^^^ 1°^«' ^^''^''1 °' P^'^ <>* ^^^ "^^^ial plate in

inergetic (in-er-jet'i^) a. [For "inenergeUe, < Zv^''lt^ri%^atVy ^LLnt-2 Tel some of the orinoids These are present when
m-3 + energetic] Without energy. Tapper.

Serine infamous
" " » ""^''"""^''

'^" °' the radial plate is transversely divided, the

inerroneous (in-e-ro'ne-us), a. [J»-3 + erro- infancy, ».-Topograpmc infancy, the stage of a.
^°^^'' "Jivision being termed ;i«/e»Tod;»ai, the

neous.} Not erroneous ; without errors. land fonn which, in 16 present relation to base-level, has upper superrodial.

There are many thoughtful, although possibly not Ml- .
very recently been subjected to the processes of erosion, infldclic (in-fi-del'lk), a. [infidel + -jc] Of

erroneous students of the subject. infant, n. 4. A royal pnnee or prmeess of or relating to infidelity : as, immoral and in-
iJ. O. ITAite, Bvery-day English, p. 127. N. E. D. Spain or Portugal: as, the i»/a»« Don Philip: j^eJeZjc tendencies. Somiletic Monthly, July,

inertia, «.—Electric Inertia. (6) inertia over and not necessarily the heir to the throne. See 1882, p. 596.
above that ascribable to the ordinary mass of a body and infante, infanta. iTifiilpliVnl CiTi-fi-rlfil'i Irall « Tin-flrlelif -t-

due to existence of an electric charge Also called ei^rtro- infantile, a. 3. In ff«o?., of a land form, having -aZl 1 Same as CVdel.^ CoUriinp\^Z^^Z
Sric^^rS""^^'"*™"''^*"''

^''***- beensub56ctedtotheprocessesoferosion,initl Letters, p 95
GoUr^dge, Vu^uM.

The smaller the sphere to which the electric charge is
present relation to base-level, for a very short

infideliz'e (in'fi-del-iz), v.
;
pret. and pp. infidel-

^^^f^^X^^^. iXtilism (inWtil-izm),.™. [.^«„.. -H ^Jeffi^fZ; ^S^t.^ftL^wri^d^^"
Inertlacnrve. See*OT™.—Inertlaofattentlqn.m -js,«.] Arrested or retrogressive development; Medwin Shellev II 2iq n M TtpsyohoL, the tendency of the attention to hold fast to a ^, TiprsistflTinfi or repnfrpTiPfi in the aVIiilt nf

^®"™"> ="ieuey, 11. Jia. JM. Ji. n.
given object or topic, or to recur to this object or topic, ™^ persisienoe or recurrence m tne aauit or

^^ ^^^ „j disrespect publicly affixed upon it by individ-
in spite of distractions : the counterpart and corrective of tnose cnaracteristics wnicn are normal, but uais or bodies of men of high lead and authority, lets the
the veraatility of attention, that is, of its tendency to range transient, in the child. anti-religionista loose at once, and the work of infidelizing

tTo!,^s'"a\i;Ste«rfsL°ifThe^SSV'^^^,'^1 ^^^^^ JS^Tc'j'SdioX^S^??^'i? 'S.^l^r
'
'^'"''"^ '' "''° """ '"'^

'^^So<^'> ^a,., XL. 691.

nef-toeS1u^i^-SSrent'1^=Sf'enS"X feftthlrchMLS'Jhld"S^l^^^^^ II. intrans. To become an infidel; adopt
tZing-momeSt du^to^hffn'S.^Vjhe mo?fng partL? ^*<" ('™"=0, Psychol, of Emotions, p. 422. disbelief in the divine origin of Christianity,
partioulariy those parts which have a reciprocating mo- A case of Infantihm, m a child, aged ten years, who in-fielder (in'feFdfer), n. In iase-lall, a base-
tion.-InltIal Inertia, in psychophys., that quality of had not grown since four years old. ^fiier weight was 26

ghort-stOD or intcher when he ia fieldine-
nerve-substance or of the tissue of the end-organ in vktue pounds and her height was three feet.

S" i ri
^' P"""™ wnen ne IS neioing

of which a sensation does not rise at once to its fuU strength iomoet. May 30, 1903, p. 1526. tne ball.

on the presentation of stimulus, but requires an appreoi- Psychological Infantilism, in psyehol, a term intro- in-fighting (in'S'^ting), n. In ioxing, fighting
able time to attain its maximal intensity.—Mec&anlcaJ duced by Bibot to characterize the type of mind which is at close quarters, where only short-arm blows
Inertia, inertia due strictly to the mass of a body, as unstable, unquiet, nervous, and self-contradictory, on the „„-,, i,-, (qolivfippH
distinguished from the extra electrical or electromagnetic ground that the distinctive mark of the childish character . SYj. *• o t r ii. • j. j x- ^
inertia which it acquires when the body is electrically is mobility. Mbot (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 422. inniuraiion, n. <S. In geol., the introauction 01
charged.—Rotational inertia. Same as moment of mir if ^ » —nsjit fnfatitrv infantrv trained and vvater into porous or open-textured rock. The
eHia (which see, under inertia). '?JSSor rapid^mLS ^ihfb^^gl.S ofIt^^^ term is specially employed in the discussion
The rotational inertia of the body = miriZ + mgraS —Mounted Infantry, infantry which does not march of ore-deposits to describe the introduction of

-1- maraS -I- . . . = 2 (mrz). This quantity 2 (mra) is on foot, but is transported from point to point, usually on newTninfiralsiTi snliitinn Tr,mtr.atin-„-h-^a„^^„
generally called the Moment of Inert;ia of the body. horses. Abbreviated M. I.

i-

: ^ So^ S^^^^V/^r^wi^ /w7^fii^^^^^
A. M. Worthington. Dynamics of Rotation, p. 20. Mounted infantry are not cavalry but simply mobile l&i.!S?yTm^lr^Z,T^lo^Iu^^^^X^!^'^l

Terminal Inertia, in psychophys., that quality of nerve- infantry ; they may be on horses, bicycles, or carried in introduction of ore and gangue into fissures by uprising
substance or of the tissue of the end-organ in vu'tue of carts ; but are usually mounted on horses for convenience water. The process is often called infiltration byasoen-
which a sensation does not cease at once with the removal in conveying them from point to point. sion.—Waxy Infiltration. Smxe as lardaceous disease
of stimulus, but requires an appreciable time to disappear. United Sermee Mag., April, 1901, p. 108. (which see, under lardaaeous).

St'of^'^e^^Tm^elVofitirtuttnc'^^^l'^t infantfs-breath (in'fants-breth), n. Same as infiltration-vein (in-fil-tra'shon-van'O. n. A
couple will give unit angular acceleration. *oaoy s-oreatn. vein produced by the introduction of the min-

inescatory(in-es'ka-td-ri),o. [ineseate + -ory.'\ infect, «. t. 4. In ^Mo?., to affect the quality erals in solution: contrasted with those filled

Pertaining or adapted to ineseation; baiting; ©f a sound in a following or preceding sylla- by volatilization, or by replacement of wall-

alluring
'^1®' ^^^" especially m reference to the m- rook.

Mousrtiaps,inesm*or2, traps.
^^enee of prominent vowels, and phonetic infiltrative (in-fil'tra-tiv), a. [infiltrate +

Enayc. Antiq., L 390. N. E. D. changes, m the Celtic language. -me.] Producing infiltration ; of the nature of

inesculent (in-es'ku-lent), a. [im-S + esc«- infectant (in-fek'tant), a. [infect + -ant.] infiltration.

Si Not esculent; "not eatable. Peacock, I^feotingj ha-^ng the power of communicat- infln. An abbreviation of infiniMve.

Crotchet Castle, ii.
ing infectious disease. .,,,.,. inflnit, o. and m. A simpUfied spelling of j»-

inessivr(in-es' V), a. [L. imsse, be in (< in, infection, n. 4. In bwl., the hypothetical m- firate.

il,+ esse, be), + ^«e.] In gram., expressing fl>ience upon the tissues of the mother animal infinitarily (in-fin-i-ta'ri-ly), adv. In an in-

'position in' locative. Amer. AnLopoh- by the sperm of a male, such that subsequent flnitary way.

oF«< Jan.-Maroh, 1903, p. 26. ?^'P^i''?.^^i''® ?"'*''? ^y.-°*H^1^™l T-"^' '"'^ ^^ '^'° '^^ 'W '^ i^flrvitaray smaller than g (x).

,-£ii.'„„™ «, rir.Tno lili cin Rlrs to mil 'Tii-ka,-bl") a feoted with the characteristics of the first sire

:

in symbols f («)< g (x). ^^
'

^^^sTroZS": ffteannotbe^'ex^ a hypothesis invented to account for telegony.
. ^ .^ ^

V^X4^o„, Theory of Eunctions, L 314.

nn^irniXatfiT 8ee*teUgom/. Eneye. Sr^i., XKXll. 215. infinite. I. a.-Doubly Infinite, in bhjja., contain-oommumcaiiBu.
infectioniSt (in-fek'shon-ist), n. [infection + ing two parameters, to each of which independently an

A
^''^^^''^Ij^^^^f^^f^l';^. X. 631. JV. E. D. -»s*.] One who believes in the origin of dis- ^i^i^^i™!";^'

°' ^^"'^ "^^ "" assigned- Infinite

inexigible (in-ek'si-ji-bl), a. [NL. *j»ea»g'«- . ^fe through infection
».,,„ t,,.x ,, II. ». 2. In.̂ eom., the plane on which lie allS <"»- neg. -1- *exigiUUs, < h. exigere, ex- inferably (m'fer -a -bli or m-f^r a-bli), adv. points at infinity ank all straights at infinity.

^t: see exact, v.] Th^at cannot be exacted. %W of inference ;m
a', and «. I. «.-inflnitesim^

From admiration of the degree of perfection In which .^«'-''«'-f^«^f»'-'S^*««'
I- 340^ nmnber, operation. See *number, ^operation.

these m«a»j?i6ie services have been rendered by a Parish inferent (m fe-rent), a. [ij. mjerens {-en,t-), II, n—Method Of Infinitesimals. See -kijnethod.

Priest, a Patron bestows upon him ... the rich living, ppj_ ^f inferre', carry in : see infer.] Same as infinitesimalism (in"fi-ni-tes'i-mal-izm), n.

*' Sf^i^ChS-of.E?^Xsm and its Catechism afferent: noting a nerve,, a lymphatic vessel, The doctrine that the potency of a drug is
jsemnam, i^nuiou ui ^ [Examined, App., p. 281. Or a blood-vessel. increased in proportion as the amount con-



infinitesimal

tained in a given quantity of the triturate or
solution approaches the infinitesimal.

infinitinomial (in-fin'i-ti-no'mi-al), a. and n.

[L. infinittis, infinite, + Bom(en), term, + -ial.

Cf. Mnomial.] I. a. Having an infinite

number of terms. [Bare.]

II. n. A function which has an infinite

number of terms.

infinitivally (in-fin-i-ti'val-i), adv. In the
manner or with the foroe of an infinitive.

On the English Perfect Participle used Infinitivally.

Amer. Jour. Philol., 1882, p. 297.

infinitive, ».—Oenmdlal infinitive. See *gerun-
dial.— Split (or cleft) Infinitive, a name conveniently
used to designate briefly the iuflnitive phrase consisting
of the infinitive proper (for example, 'designate,' below)
and the so-called 'sign,' the preposition 'to,' when
separated by a qualifymg adverb or phi-ase, as in 'to

briefly designate,' ' to readily understand,' ' to suddenly
and completely change one's attitude.' This use is in

high disfavor with literary critics and purists who write
upon the subject, but it occurs abundantly in English
literature from the seventeenth century down. Nearly
every 'standard author' is 'guilty' of itj as Fitzedward
Hall and others have shown, and it is thoroughly estab-

lished in popular speech. It is often dictated by a sense
of rhythm, the placing of the adverb after the verb and
before the week adjunct or object which follows the verb
resulting often in disharmony of rhythm and teess. The
idiom is a perfectly natural development of the conditions
given—a verb to be qualified, a stress qualifier, and an
unstressed syllable (to) of no definite meaning. This syl-

lable to is instinctively treated as a or the is treated in a
similarly stressed sequence of adjective and noun (' a brief

designation, ' 'the proper order,' etc.)

infinito-absolute (in-fin"i-to-ab'so-lut), a.

Both infinite and absolute. &»' tV. Hamilton.

infinito-infinitesimal (in-fin"i-to-in'''fi-ni-tes 'i-

mal), a. Infinitesimal of the second order.

infinity, n. 4. An infinite number : as, an
mfinity of straight lines. Its symbol is Qo.

On each of the oo2 points on a plane are the oo2 straights

of a straight-sheaf ; so there are just co4 straights.

Merriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p. 97.

Infinity of a fonction, in funetion^theory, a value x
which makes the function infinite.

—

Infinity plug, in
elect., a plug in a resistance-box which when removed
from its seat opens the circuit (makes the resistance
infinite).—Point at Infinity. See *pointi.

infissile (in-fis'll), a. [in-3 + fissile.'] Not
capable of being split, ff. Spencer, Prin. of
Psychol., II. 210.

inflame, v. i. . 2. To become inflamed.
inflamer, n. St. Specifically, a bookkeeper
employed in inns to run up, increase, or in-

flame the bills of customers: called the in-

flamer of reckonings. Jonson introduces a man
of this kind in " The New Inn."

inflammation, n.^-Obliteratlve Infiammation, in-

flammation of the lining membrane of a cavity, such for

example as the pericardium or pleura, causing adhesions
between the opposing surfaces and consequent oblitera-

tion of the cavity.

inflatant (in-fla'tant), a. [inflate + -ant.}

Inflating; serving to inflate : also used sub-
stantively.

inflected, p. a. 4. Serrated, or bent inward, as
contonr-lines representing deep ravines or

narrow valleys cutting into an escarpment.

inflection, «. 6. In eecles. chanting, same as

accent, 7.

inflector (in-flek'tor), n. and a. [inflect +
-or.] I, n. That" which inflects or bends;
specifically, a muscle that flexes or bends the

joints of the limbs. The more commonly used
word is flexor.

II. a. Inflecting or bending: as, the in-

flector muscles.
inflood (in-flud'), V. i. [in-i- + flood.] To flow

in
;
pour in, as a wave.

inflorescence, n. 2. In hot. : (6) The portion

of a plant devoted to reproduction, including

the flowers, peduncles, rachides, general axes,

flower-stalks, scapes, etc.

The inflorescences, as well as the leaves, contribute

largely to the formation of mould, and vegetable mould
is said to be capable of absorbing almost twice its ovra

weight of water. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 497.

inflorescent (in^flo-res'ent), a. [LL. inflores-

cens{-ent-), ppr. of inflorescere,"be^n to blos-

som: see inflorescence.] 1. Flowering;

beginning to flower : said of plants or trees

:

as, early inflorescent grasses.— 2. Of or per-

taining to blooming or flowering : as, inflores-

cent forces.

The flowering of man's spiritual nature is as natural

and as strict a process of evolution as the opening of a

rose or moming-gloty. The vital infioreseerU forces are

from within, andare continuous from the root up.

J. Burroughs, in Pop. ScL Mo., May, 1887, p. 10.

influent, a. 3. Noting that through which
air or other fluid enters, either to cleanse or

aerat* : used of a pipe or duct, or channel.
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II, n. A tributary stream, looked at from

the point of view of the receiving stream.

influenza, n. 1 . influenza is an aeute infectious dis-

ease of which the most prominent symptoms are fever,

general prostration, pains m various parts of the body,

and inflammatory processes attacking the serous or

mucous membranes, the lungs, or the nerves. The onset

is usually abrupt with headache, backache, fever, and
loss of strength. According to the organs most affected

in its further progress, the disease is said to be of the

respiratory, nervous, or gastro-intestinal form. In-

fluenza is noteworthy for the rapidity with which an

epidemic sweeps over entire countries and even from one
continent to another, and for the large proportion of the
population attacked when it is prevalent. The disease is

caused by a small, non-motile bacillus which occurs in

great numbers in the nasal and bronchial secretions

of the patients. Influenza has a low death rate, but its

effect on the general health is often severe and lasting,

and many grave sequelae are possible. One attack does
not protect against a second. The ordinary influenza or
'grippe,' though in some ways simulating true epidemic
influenza, is a different and much milder disease.

3. An infectious specific fever of horses, asses,

and mules, characterized by alterations of the
blood, great depression of the vital forces, and
inflammatory complications, especially of the
lungs, intestines, and brain. It usually as-

sumes an epizootic form influenza bacUlns.
See Maotlm.— Laryngeal influenza, a form of in-

fluenza among horses in which sore throat is the pre-

dominating symptom.

influenzal (in-flo-en'zal), a. [influenza + -a^i.]

Of or relating to influenza. Jour. Exper. Med.,
Oct. 1, 1901, p. 621 Influenzal pneumonia, a
form of pneumonia associated with the presence of the
bacillus of influenza instead of that of the pneumococcus
— the usual form.

influxible (in-fluk'si-bl), a. [i«-3 + fluxible.]

Not liable to undergo flux or continual change.

infold, V. t. 3. To inclose within a fold.
—Infolding the stomacli, an operation for ulcer of the
stomach, in which a fold, with the lesion at the bottom, is

made by stitching together the walls of the organ on
either side. Lancet, Aug. 29, 1903, p. 692.

infolio (in-fo'li-o), n. [NL. in folio, 'in (one)

leaf: see/oKo.|| A book or large leaf made
by folding the sheet once only in its center.

infooted (in'fiit"'ed), a. [iijl + foot + -ed^.]

Having the feet pointed inward; pigeon-toed.

infr. An abbreviation of the Latin infricare,

to rub in.

infra-anal (in-fra-a'nal), a. [L. infra, below,
+ anus, anus, -i- -at^-.] Situated below the
anus Infra-anal lobe, a fleshy conical lobe, often

with a homy point, directly beneath the vent in certain
caterpillars. Its purpose is apparently to aid in pushing
the excremental pellets away from the body.

infrabasal (in-fra-ba'sal), n. [L. infra, below,
+ Gr. I3dmc, base, + -aA.] In the dieyelic

crinoids, one of the lowest series of plates in

the test or calyx adjoining the column or stem
or, where that is absent, the single centrodor-
sal plate. The infrabasals and the basals to-

gether constitute the base of the crinoid in
dieyelic forms. Sometimes termed under-
basal.

Sphserocrinus geometricus : abnormal specimen having
the basal plate irregularly six-sided by reason of the fla£
tening of the external angle of an infra-basal piece.

W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 437.

infrabass (in'fra-bas''), n. In organ-building,
same as subbass.

infracaUcular (in'^fra-ka-lik'n-lar), a. [L.
infra, below, + NL. cizlimtla 4- -ar^.] Below
the calyx : as, the infracalicularhnds in madre-
porarian corals.

InfractUicular buds of the polyps.
Philos. Trans. Bog. Soc. (London), 1896, ser. B, p. 165.

infracentral (in-fra-sen'tral), a. Situated on
the inferior, or ventral side, of the centnxm.

The infracentral keel or spine of such vertebrse as those
of the turtles, rabbits, etc. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1891.

infraclavicle (in-fra-klav'i-kl), n. [infra- +
clavicle.] A backward projecting part of the
hypocoracoid in the hemibranchiate fishes,

long supposed to be a separate bone and ho-
mologized with the interclaviele of certain
reptiles ; an interclaviele.

But it has also been shown, by Starks, that such a
thing as an infraclavide does not exist even in the stickle-
back, the bone so-called being only a part of the coracoid

;

and as, in most of the sticklebacks, the pelvic bones join
the latter, the resemblance between them and Lampris
remains.

Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., March, 1904, p. 173.

infraconscious (in-fra-kon'shus), a. Below
the level of consciousness ; subconscious

;

subliminal.

Those impulses or irritations which are infra-dominant,
... in the psychical sphere, . . . bring about infracon-
seisms or extra-margiuEd psychical activities.

BuOc, Med. Handbook, III. 260.

infraction, «. 3. An incomplete (greenstick)
fracture.

infra-oral

infradiapliragmatic(in''£r|-di''a-frag-mat'ik),

a. [L. infra, below, + 3iaphragma{t-), dia-

phragm, + 4c.] Situated below the dia-

phragm.
infradominant (in-fra-dom'i-nant), a. In

tieurol., weaker than subdominant. Domi-
nant excitations are said to correspond to

focal mental processes ; stibdominant to mar-
ginal ; infra,dominant to extramarginal or in-

fraconscious processes.

Those impulses or irritations which are infra^dominant
act, in tlie psychical sphere, below the threshold of con-

sciousness. Buck, Med. Handbook, IIL 260.

infraglacial .
(in-fra-gla'shial), a. [L. infra^

below, + glades, ice, + -aU.] Subglacial.

J. GeiMe, The Great lee Age, p. 91.

infragranitic (in'fra-gra-nit'ik), a. [L. infra,

below, + granite +-ic.] In geol., situated be-

low granite, or coming from lower depths than
those occupied by granite: as, Suninfragranitic

source of volcanic lavas.

infralabial (in-fra-la'bi-al), a. and n. I. a.

Lying below the lips.

II. n. One of the series of homy plates

which cover the edge of the lower lip in rep-

tiles such as snakes and lizards; a lower
labial or inferior labial: correlated with *»t(-

praldbial.

The gastrosteges in one instance are 154, a common
number in Sirtalls sirtalis, and the supralabials are some-
times seven, the normal number for Sirtalis sirtalis which
also occasionally has nine infralabials, as occurs in two
specimens of butleri. Biol. Bulletin, Nov., 1904, p. 295.

Infralias (in-fra-li'as), n. [L. infra, below,
+ E. Xias.] In geol., an extensive series of

strata in the Tyrolese and Swiss Alps and in

England lying between the Trias formation
and the typical Lias above: more generally

known as Bhsetie beds, and in England as the

Penarth beds. English geologists generally
include this formation with the Trias, but on
the Continent it is usually placed with the

Lias.

infralittoral (in-fra-lit'o-ral), a. [L. infra,

below, + littus (littor-), shore, + -aU.] Noting
that zone of marine deposits which extends
from below low-water mark over bottoms
which are the wasted remains of former conti-

nents and are for the most part of relatively

shallow depth, though they may lie at some
hundreds of fathoms. These deposits are of

terrigenous origin and are intermixed with re-

mains of marine animals.

inframammillaiy (in-fra-mam'i-la-ri), a. |Ti.

infra, below, + mammilla, nipple, + -ary^.]

Situated below the nipple : as, the mframammil-
lary region. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 51.

infiramarginal, a. 3. In 3o67., lyingbelow the
margin, as the plates in the test of certain
starfishes. Also inferomarginal.

II. n. 1. One of the plates in the lower row
of marginal plates in certain starfishes.— 2.

One of the homy plates which cover the under
side of turtles, lying between the marginals
and abdominal scutes.

inframolecular (in*fra-mo-lek'u-iar), a. [L.

infra, below,+ NL. molecuia, moleciile, + -ar^.]

Lying within the molecule or within the sphere
of molecular influence. Modern speculation
concerning the constitution of matter regards
the molecule as a more or less complex sys-
tem the relations between the parts of which
are said to be inframolecular.

All her [nature's ] operations upon an ultra-stellar scale,
all her activities at i^frarmolecular degrees of proximity,
are kept from our view by that heavy veil of Isis which
man's limited senses and his restricted intellectual pow-
ers cannot lift Smithsonian Sep., 1899, p. 212.

inframontane (in-fra-mon'tau), a. [L. infra,
below, -1- mons(mont-), mountain.] Situated
under a mountain, as a tunnel.

infraneolithic (in''fra-ne-o-lith'ik), a. [L. in-

fra, below, + E. neolithic'.] Of or pertaining
to deposits or strata below those of neolithic
age. Man, 1901, p. 94.

infranodal (in-fra-no'dal), a. [L. infra, be-
low, -I- nodm, node, +"-al>:] Situated below
the node or joints of a stem.
infranuclear (in-fra-nu'klf-ar), a. [L. infra,
below, + nucleus, nucleus, '-f -arS.] In histol.,

below the nucleus: said of the part of an
epithelial cell beneath the nucleus.

infra-occipital (in"fra-ok-sip'i-tal), a. [L.

infra, below, + E. occipital.] Situated below
the occipital.-infra-occlpltal salens. See*«KfciM.

infra-oral (in-fra-o'ral), a. [L. infra, below,



infra-oral

+ OS {or-), month, + -o^i.] Situated below the
mouth: used in ichthyology in describing any
barbel or other appendage below the mouth.
Jordan and Ilvermann, Amer.Pood and Game
Fishes, p. 536.

Infta-orbltal neuralgia. Same as facial imeuralgia.—Infrarorbltal vacuity. See ^vacuity.

infra-ordUiary (in-»a-6r'di-na-ri), a. [L. in-

fra, below, + E. ordinary.'] Selow the ordi-

naiy ; lower than ordinary ; inferior.

infraperipheral (in"fra-pe-rif'e-ral), a. [L.

infra, below, + E. periphery + -oJi.] Lying
below the periphery: used in describing
various organs of small invertebrates.

infrapharyngeal (in"frai-fa-rin'je-al), n. [L.

infra, below, + pharynx, pharynx, + -aP.}
The lower pharyngeal, a bone situated behind
the fourth gUl-arcn in fishes, usually bearing
teeth. Starks, Synonymy ofthe Fish Skeleton,

p. 519.

infrapsychical (in-fra-si'ki-kal), a. [h.infra,
below, + E. psychical.'} In neurol., below the
level of the psychical or psychophysical ; auto-
matic: as, infrapsychical cerebral centers.
Lancet, June 25, 1904, p. 1810.

infrapubian (in-fra-pu'bi-an), a. [L. imfra,
below, + pubes, pubes, + -an."] Same as ««&-

pvMc.
infrapubic (in-frS-pu'bik), a. Same as sub-
pubic.

infraquantivalent (in"fra-kwon-tiv'a-lent), a.

[infra- + quaniivalent.'] Below the normal
quantivalence.

We must ascribe to the affect the attribute of so chang-
ing the normal quantivalence of ideas that certain ones
become supraquantivalent, others inframut/ntivalent in
comparison. Alien, and Neurol., Feb., 1903, p. 5L

Infraspinous indez. See *index.

infraterrene (in'^fra-te-ren'), a. [L. infra,
below, + terra, eaifth, + -ene (ef. terrene).]

Subterraneous.
Infratongrian (in-fra-tong'gri-an), a. [L.
infra, below, + E. Tongrian.J Situated be-
low the Tongrian: applied, in geol., to the
earliest stage of the Oligocene Tertiary series
in southern Europe.
infratrochanteric (in-fra-tro-kan-ter'ik), a.

[infra- + trochanter + -»c.] Situated below
either of the trochanters. Syd. Sac. Lex.

infratubal (in-fra-tu'bal), a. [L. infra, below,
-(- tubus, tube, -f- -al^.'i .

Situated beneath a
tube, especially the Fallopian or Eustachian
tube. Buelc, Med. Handbook, "VII. 157.

infraturbinal (in-fra-t6r'bi-nal), n. [infra- +
turbin(ate) + -aP-.] The inferior turbinate
bone.

infreoiueilt, a. 3. In bot., distant; sparsely
placed : said of punctures, glands, hairs, etc.

infructescence (in-fruk-tes'ens), n. [L. in-^

+ fructus, fruit, -I- -escence.1 1. The mature
stage succeeding inflorescence: used con-
cretely for the fruit with its immediate sup-
ports.

Spinifex squarrosus, a rigid bluish grass, with large
globular inflorescences and in^ructescences.

A. F. W. Schimper (trans.), Plant-Geog., p. 181.

2. A collective fruit. Jackson, Glossary.

inflimba (in-fdm'ba), n. [Swanili.] Same as

*fumba.
Infundibular canal. See *canaU.
infus. An abbreviation of the Latin infusus,

poured in. See infusion.

infuser, n. 2. A funnel-shaped vessel,' usually

of glass, employed to contain a fluid used in
intravenous Infusion,

infusile (in-fii'sil), a. [in-^ + fusile.] Incapa-
ble of fusing ; not fusile. Coleridge.

infusion, n. 6. The introduction into a vein of

a quantity of saline solution or other fluid for

therapeutic purposes.

infusionism (in-fu'zhon-izm), n. [infusion +
-M»(..] The doctrine that the soul has existed

in a previous state and was infused or poured
into the body at conception or birth, piato,

Fhilo, Origen, and, in modem times, many philosophers

and theologians, have held this view.

infusionist(in-fii'zhon-ist), n. [infusion+ -iit.]

One who holds the doctrine of infusionism.

infusion-jar (in-fii'zhon-jar), n. A vessel,

commonly a cyUndrieal jar of porcelain or
earthenware, in which an infusion is prepared
by pouring water or some other solvent over
herbs, roots, etc., in order to extract their ac-

tive principles. Frequently a false bottom or per-

forated partition serves to retain the insoluble residue,

while the infusion may be poured off in a clear state.

infusion-pot (in-fu'zhon-pot), n. Same as *in-

fiision-jar, except that an infusion-pot is usu-

ally oif such material and so shaped as to
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admit of being placed over a fire in order to

keep the contents heated.
infusor (in-fu'sor), ». [G. i»/««or.] Same as
infusorium. Parker and Saswell, Textbook of
Zool., I. 83.

infusorigen (in-fu-s6'ri-jen), n. [infusorium
+ -gen.] a. gastrula-like phase in the devel-
opment of rhombogenous Dieyemida.

infuze, v. t. and n. An amended spelling of in-

fuse.

ingatherer (in'gaTH'''6r-6r), n. One who col-

lects or gathers in ; a harvester. F. D. Hun-
tington.

inga-tree (ing'ga-tre), n. See Inga.
ingenital (in-jeii'i-tal), a. [L. ing&nitus, in-

born, -I- -al^.] Ingeherate; innate.
In all cases where, population not being homogeneous,

the dtlferent portions of a country . . . are variously col-

oured as by race, or religion, or history, or employments,
the argument against centralisation acquires new force,
in proportion as the central agent loses the power of
sympathy and close adaptation to peculiar wants and
wishes, and may lose also, where relations have not been
altogether kindly, even the consciousness of this ingenital
defect. Gladstone, Irish Question, ii. 49.

inglaze (in'glaz), a. [in^ + glaze.] In ceram.,
marked by the incorporation of the decorative
colors with the glaze. By printing or painting on

,
the glaze with underglaze colors and then firing the ware
a second time in tlie glost-kiln, an effect is produced
which it is difficult to distinguish from real underglaze
printing or painting.

JS. A.Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the U. S., p. 14.

inglutition (in-gl6-tish'pn), n. [L. in, in, -I-

glutire, swallow, + -tion'."] Same as degluti-

tion.

ingoting (ing'got-ing), n. [ingot +-ing^.2 The
process of melting brass or bronze scrap and
casting it into ingots to purify the metal by re-
moving the dross from the surface while it is

molten.
ingot-iron (ing'got-i"6m), n. Mild steel ; a
steel, low in carbon,which cannot be tempered,
made either by the Bessemer or the open-
hearth process, and poured in a fluid state into
molds after leaving the producing-vessel. See
*ingot-metal.
Owing to the method of its production it might in

truth be called a soft steel with a very small percentage
of combined carbon. The best description of this mate-
rial is conveyed by the German term " Flusseisen," but its

nearest British equivalent is " in^ot-iron."
Erwye. BHt., XXVIII. 118.

ingot-metal (ing'got-met'''al), n. A general
name for iron or steel which is poured into
molds in a fluid state after the completion of
the manufacturing process. If too low in carbon
to harden or temper it is vngot-iron; if it has carbon
enough to temper and harden it is in^ot-steel.

Slagless or " Inffot-metal " Series.

Encyc. Brit., XXIX. 671.

ingot-pitch (ing'got-pich), )(. The pitch at
which ingots are cast; noting a variety of
tough-pitch copper in which the poling for

the removal of dissolved oxygen has not been
carried on as long as it has in the wire-bar
pitch variety. The longer the poling is continued the
freer will the copper be from oxygen. See -kover-pole.

For ingots or cakes the amount of oxygen may be greater
than for copper which is to be cast into wire-bars, which
are rolled into rods and then drawn into wire for
electrical conductors. As impurities reduce the conduc-
tivity of copper for electricity very greatly, the oxygen
in such cases must be low. Blectrochem. I-ndustry,
March, 1904, p. 90.

ingot-saw (iug'ggt-s&), n. A saw especially
constructed for sawing hot ingots. These saws
are made several feet in diameter and are run at a very
high speed. ' They have a fusing action at the cutting
edge.

ingot-steel (ing'got-stel), n. Steel which is

cast in an ingot "when it comes from the
furnace. It may be Bessemer, open-hearth, or cruci-

ble-steel, and must have carbon or other hardness in suf-

ficient percenta,ge to exhibit the properties of hardening
and tempering. See -kyngot-metal.

Half-hard and High-Carbon Steels, sometimes called
"ingot-steel." They may be either Bessemer, open-
hearth, or crucible steel. Malleable cast iron also often
belongs here. Encyc. BHt, XXIX. 671.

Ingrain colors, in modern dyeing, colors which are pro-

duced by definite chemical change of dyes already at-

tached to the yam or cloth : thus, cotton dyed yellow with
primulin, by exposure to the diazotizing action of nitrous

acid and afterward to an alkaline solution of |3-naphtliol,

acquires a deep-red color.

Ingrassial (in-gras'i-al), a. and n. I, a. Same
as Ingrassian.

II. n. In ichth., a bone in front of the prootio

in the cranium ; the alisphenoid of Parker.

Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p.

513.

ingratiatory (in-gra'shi-a-to-ri), a. [ingrati-

ate + -on/.] Insinuating; serving to render
acceptable or to ingratiate one with another.

ingravescence (in-gra-ves'ens), n. [L. ingra-

inheritance

vescere, grow heavy ( < in-, in, +gravis, heavy),
+ -ence^ The process of becoming more
severe ; specifically, the period of increase of

a fever.

ingress, v. i. 2. In astrol., to transit the place
which any of the four moderators has reached
by direction. Zadkiel, Gram, of Astrol., ii. 17.

ingrown (in'gr6n),a. [in^ + grown.] 1. Grown
from within ; innate : as, "Art with Language
lived ingrown," L. Morris.—2. Grown inward :

as, an ingrown nail.

inguino-abdominal (ing " gwi - no - ab - dom' i -

nal), a. [L. inguen, groin, -I- abdomen
(
-min-),

aBdomen, -I- -oil.] Relating to the groin and
the abdomen.
inguinocrural (ing^gwi-no-krc'ral), a. [L. in-

guen, groin, + crus (crur-), leg, -f -aV-.] Ee-
lating to the groin and the thigh.

inguinocutaneous (ing"gwi-n6-ku-ta'ne-us), a.

[L. inguen, groin, -t- eutaneus, of the skin, +
-ous.] Eelating to the groin and the skin of the
adjacent portion of the thigh : noting a branch
of the first lumbar nerve.

inguinoscrotal (ing"gwi-no-skr6'tal), a. [L.
inguen, groin,-!- soroturn, scrotum,-)- at^.] Re-
lating to the groin and the scrotum.
inhalant, a. II. n. That which is inhaled.

inhang (in'hang), n. [jwl + hang.] The tum-
bling home of the ship's bulwarks ; the leaning
inboard of the bulwarks from the perpendicu-
lar : opposed to wall-side.

I . , . settled myself for the night, being very weary,
under the inhang of [the ship's] heavy bulging side.

T. A. Janvier, Sargasso Sea, xxiii.

inhaul (in'h&l), n. [inT- + haul.] A line for
bringing a spar inboard : applied to the brails
of a spanker, in distinction from the outhaul,
which spreads the sail by hauling the head out
to the gaff-end.

inherit, v. t— inherited drainage. See *drainage.

inheritance, n.—Alternative inheritance, the
transmission to descendants of the characteristics of one
parent by certain individuals, and of those of the other
parent by others.

It must, however, be remembered that what is accepted
as evidence of alternative inheritance, is not a proof that
the dominance of either allelomorph is imperfect.
Bateson and Saunders, Eep. Evol. Com. Hoy. Soc, 1902,

[1. 129.

Ancestral Inheritance, the contiibution of each an-
cestor to the characteristics of descendants, (a) According
to Gallon's law of ancestral inheritance, the two parents
contribute between them, on the average, one half of each
inherited faculty, each of them contributing one quarter
of it; the four grandparents contribute between them
one quarter, or each of them one sixteenth ; and so on:
(6) According to Pearson's law, the contribution of the
grandparents and great-grandparents is greater 1han
Galton's law calls for, and the difference increases rapidly
for more remote generations. Parental characteristics
are sometimes strongly hereditary, sometimes slightly or
not at all so ; and while Galton and Pearson assume that
these differences will, on the average, balance each other,,

the facts of inheritance show that this is not the case, and
that the statistical laws, while no doubt useful for statis-

tical purposes, are compiled from data some of which are
data of inheritance and some not, and that they are
of little value to the breeder who deals with individuals,
or to the student of inheritance who seeks to distinguish
hereditary from non-hereditary characters. So far as a
parent resembles collateral relatives, such as brothers,
Bisters, and cousins, the resemblances are often tians-
mitted to descendants with nearly or quite four times
the frequency which these laws require, (c) ifendel's law
of ancestral inheritance. In 1865 Gregor Johann Mendel
(1822-84), an Austrian prie st, published an account of ex-
periments which he had undertsken for the purpose of
determining the numerical value of parental characters in
inheritance. Having obtain ed seed fron) the cross-breeding
of two races or varieties of the garden pea which
differed from each other in some one characteristic (for
example, those with round and those with wrinkled seeds),
he found that the cross-bred plants raised from these
seeds manifested only one of the characteiistics (round-
ness of seed, for example), which he called the dcwinant
(D), to the iiotal or almost total exclusion of the other (ir-
regularity of seed, for example), which he called recessive
(iJ). The second generation, produced from the cross-
bred plants which were allowed to fertilize themselves,
instead of being uniform like their parents, broke into
the two original forms in the average ratio of three domi-
nants to one recessive. The recessives are themselves
pure, and, if allowed to fertilize themselves, give rise to
recessives only, for many generations. One third of the
dominants are also pure, while the other two thirds pro-
duce descendants of which two thirds are dominants and
one tliird pure recessives. Each successive generation
consists of dominants and recessives in the ratio, for each
100, of 26 dominants of pure blood, 26 recessives of pure
blood, and 60 dominants which produce descendants in
the ratio of three dominants to one recessive. This
result is expressed by Mendel in the formula, for
each successive generation, 26 DD; 60 DE; 25 R; but it

may also be expressed as x2 -f- 2xy + y2 ; and the result
of cross-breeding with any number of characters conforms
closely to the algebraical binomial theorem, or the ex-
pansion of (a -I- b -I- c -1- x)"i. More recent study
tends to show that Mendel's results hold good pretty
generally, but by no means universally, in similar cases.
Experiments and observations for the purpose of discover-
ing the structural eqnivalentforthe numerical law tendto
supportMendel's opinion that there are, fortwo characters.



inheritance 640 inopectic

four sorts of germ-oeUs in the reproductive organs of tlie referendum. In Switzerland the initiative is in the in lim. An abbreviation of the Latin in limine,

cross-bred individuals— dominant ova, recessive ova, '
form of a petition which is signed by a certain number of on the threshold.

dominant male cells, and recessive male cells— and that voters and which demands a popular vote upon a measure. j_ ijj„ ^^ abbreviation of the Latin in loco
these are, on tte average, equal in number, so that

Besides the former "facultative K«ferendum" in certain iti the nlaceone quarter of the descendants are bom from dommant »jL "^nd the "/mMoMiie" at the demand of 1000 oitizeM ,, ... * i.i,„ t .• •

ova fertilized by dominant male cells and are pure domi- S of amendmS to the cantonal constitution, there is in lOC. Clt. An abbreviation of the Latin m
nants ; one quarter are bom from recessive ova fertUized ^ _ „ jrdtiative " in case of Bills, to be exercised loco citato, in the place Cited

.

by recessive male ceUs and are i^^^^^^ at the demand of 80O citizens. Encyc. Brit, XXXm.»iS. jn JqcO. 3. Specifically, in music, denoting
half are born from the union of an ovum of one sort with a s^:*.s^^^^^ /i «;oV,'rt-n 5 r*\\ n Tivtifinn 4--njful 1 ^ *"»'*'• r,

.^

•/?
^ 7 e

male ceU of the other sort, and are able to produce pure initionaxy (i-iush on-a-ri}j a. limuon-r-ary .J ^j^g^j g, passage IS to be performed as written,

dominants, pure recessives, and cross-bred descendants Relating to inition, especially to tue Deginnmg ^^^ transposed : used only after a passage with
in the original ratio. — Blpaxental Inheritance, in- of or entrance into college Me. tjig gijm al Sva or 8vi. Also simply loco.

Sf/iS%T<JSo^°-Ble^lted°tShS?^ct°th°e'^^^^^ (i-as'i-bl), a [LL. innascimis,

manifestation by descendants of an uninterrupted ot con- -»«««•] Inflammation ot tne muscular or liDrous
^ ^^_ jjgg_ + nascibilis, that may be born, <

tinuous series of combinations of parental characters, tissues.
_ nasd be born.l Not subject to birth; self-

See quotation under *6Je»MfX,».i., 3.— Crossed Inherl- jni An abbreviation of the Latin Mi;ecfoo, an .„;ai.i„f
tance, the inheritance by a child of one sex of the con- ^^4„„i;„„ exisieni.. i-i-i,
stitution of the parent of the other sex. [Eare.]- Exclu- ."njeciion.

ri„i^„f j. „7,;, i innate, o. 3. In Oioi., characteristic of a speeiea
slve Inheritance, the manifestation by the offspring of injectaDie un-]eji la- Di;, o. [inject -r -auK.i

^j. gommgn to the individuals of a species, or
features of resemblance to one parent to the partiid or 1. Capable of receiving an injeetion.

—

2. „i:ijq ;„ parent and in offsDrine' hereditarv
complete exclusionof those of the other. Capable of being injected constitutional; congenital. So far L the develop:
On another occasion, or mother offsprmg of one and injection, «. 7. In geol, the penetration of a ^ent of an individual organism from the egg is considered

the same mating, it may not be prepotent, or evm the "^g^^^y g, molten magma. Van Sise, V. S. Geol. as characteristic of its Kind, it is termed mnate or m-
other parent may be prepotent. Such prepotency might

o,,_."-^|^--,-„„^l.s XLVH 646 -1.11>.r.ar-llt ferra*; so far as it is considered as takmg place in an in-
exhibit Itselfm "alternative" or 'W«*«.e »«fe"'««^-

?J^T7ei b^2!'d°.fTSFeet{on o7 aato dividual external environment with whi^h'^it is in eon-

» * _ , w , ,. r. ^.
».om««rtte, 1903, p. 390 ^^: °?*;''y-»^^^^^ Sifled tinual reciprocal interaction, it is termed adventitims or

Materlai basis of Inherltaace, that which is handed "ij^^tion of ""o"en iwyetween the layers ot a straimea .^^^ ^ contrast or distinction being in the miud of

o^which^effiSctta^oS^ iiauthorSrnow mS.gl^VetZTT!l^^^.ofaZlZ"v'T^^^ the observer lather than in the facts of embryology.

4r"^S='ihT?he"trr?n^isrftnl"ri2Scfr^^^^ (in-jek'tor-kon-den'sto), ^^^^f^T^^* f,„»"Le Zi^P^oS^ra "SSa
Sitt J)'i,^^^dl""^-^^.fo l^lrtSice'- S^ie . "• f^""^

*« injecUpn-C^denser
_ £^SS?1LpT^d'?4laSns*o? theTJnM bon5e,u™e1

^^Zir^Lt ^^t^t^J^%^^^ i^-^^'^O^-^^'^^^ (in-jek'tor-f6r"nas), n. See theco-opeAtionof many factors external to the develop-

t1^?eTthTtC,ya:^rhrd?sc7n?IJ?'fnt^^
, ',/ „ ", , ,. ^''^^^°-'^^'''"''^"'"""i^lT^t''^$]l''^,-

particles from the parts of the bodies of a number of injunct (in-Jimgkt'), V. t. [A baok-formation '°™- Jincyc. am., aaia. ay.

ancestors. See anoettraX Mnhmtance.— Vsa-ixibsA- trom injunction.l Sstme a,a enjoin, 3. [Colloq. innaturate (i-na'Jiir-at), ». *. ;
pret. and pp. «-

tstnce, the hypothetical traismission to descendants of a
or humorous 1 nalmated, toot. innaturaUng. [J«-2 + nature

parental change which is the result of its own activity ."; uuiuuiuuo.j i t^
j_,v„,i +>.q ^oti^r.^ «f ft. v,oi„„\

the inheritance of an acquired character. injunction, m— Penjetnal Injunction. Same as + -ateZ.] To imbue the nature ot (a being)

Darwin seems always to have regarded the direct permanent injumtion (vhioh Bee, xmder injunction). with something. [Kare.J
action, ot the environment and use and disuse as, at the injunctive (in-jungk'tiv), a. \injunet{ion) + If those . . . who . . . orushthe young shootings of the
most, subsidiary causes of variation ; but Mr. Herbert ^e.] Having the force of an injunction ; heart, and blight its growth . . . would but innaturate
Spencer and his followers regard ' ute4nherttanee as an

enioininff —TTifnTiptlTO relief in law the annlication it with thefr poison and make it barren for ever

!

all-hnportant factor in evolution; while Cope and his fol- o,Ti^g:ri?^!E^"^fi^S i^-rowde. Nemesis, p. 167. N. E. D.
lowers in America, by a mixture of • use-vnhmtemee' .01 tne eqmtaDieremeay 01 injunction.

_ ' , , ^ \

(Kinetogenesis) and Lamarck's neck-stretehing theory injury, w— Cnrrent Of injliry. See •mrr«««l. limeity (i-ne 1-ti), n. L^rreg. ^mn(ate) + -e-

(Archsesthetism), apparently see their way to account itilrlj «.—Solid Inlt, pigment of any color in ita dry or ity.'] Innateness; the quality of being innate,
for the evolution of animals with but little help from solid state, as in a cake of India ink. It is often preferred inborn, or congenital. JJiSoS (trans.), Psychol,
natural selection. by lithographers for its adaptability to rubbed tints and .« ii'~,„f;nT.o vT 057

Rep. Brit. Asa'n Advancement of Sci., 1901, p. 667. imitated pastel work.—Vanadium Ink, a writmg-fluid .
""^ J'-mouons, p. <so/.

in'hi'hi+inTi « 4. Tn mruphnl thp siinnosod prepared by adding gaUic acid to an aqueous solution of inneif, a.—Imier ajlhydrld, a compound formed by
inniDltlOn, M. 'k.i^psycnoi., tne supposea

J^^onjmn'nietavanadate slightly thickened with gum. the elimination of water and the formation of a rmg of

restraint or cancelation or a mental process Thorpe, Diet Applied Chem., m. 896. atoms from one molecule of the compound. It is con-

by other concurrent mental processes. ink^, v. «.—To ink In, in tech. drawina, to trace over trasted with ordinary anhydrids, which are formed from

The second law deals with inM6«wn or arrest: "Every and shade (a pencil drawing) with ink. *he pen for this two molec^^^

psychical phenomenon tends to prevent the production purpose is called an znlang-m pen. innei^ (m er;, n. yin'-, V. I., J -er-^.J une
or development, or to cause the disappearance of psychi- II. intrans.— To Ink up, to carefully apply ink to who takes in or reclaiins land from water or
cal phenomena which cannot be united to itself according type preliminary to its first impression. This isbegun with marsh. See '^inning, 4.
to the law of systematic association, that is to say, which pate, or low color, and is gradually increased after sue- jtith'tut «i 0. TTio -nrnoesia nf +alrin» in • ana
cannot be united with it tor a common end "(Paulhan). cessive trials. "^^{

4.1, -^^f
.P'po^SS 01 laKing in, spe-

.7oAn4doms,HerbartianPsychoL Applied to int-cap (ingk'kap), n. A mushroom of the cifically, the reclaiming of marshy land by

CoemclentoflnniMtlon. See^.^Sr ^^
^^^ f^^/co^us. Bee inlc^usnroom ..A Cop- ^,t^Xt^^^ioreel^^^.-5!^^^^^^^^

Inhomogeneous (m*ho-mo-ie'ne-us), a. [«»-^
infe-dict. «. 3. In oephalopods, the duct or process of getting in, as crops ; harvesting.

+ homogeneous 2 Not homogeneous. Jour,
through which the ink is discharged. innocence,™. 6. (6) A pretty American scro-

rh,ys. L/iem.,June,iyv%p.id!a.
inkeer (in-kar' ), 4). «. [D. inifceerem, turn in, < fe, phulariaoeousplant, Co2?i»maj)erKa,theflowers

mhumanize (m-hu'man-iz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. "^''^ ^^^^ ^Jjj_ Icehren), turn: see chw^K v.] of which have the lower lip blue and the upper

inhumamzed, ppr. tnhumamzmg. [mlmman + j_' ^^ ^^^ X^^^ ^^^^^ ^('^ stream) into a &eld P^irple or nearly white.
-126.] lo make inhuman. „„.„-„7 for purposes of irrigation.— 2. To corral innocent, a. 8. Ini>otfeoi!., benign ; not malig-
iniac(m'i-ak),a. [m8-o» + -ac.] SameasmaZ.

/gattie). nant.- innocent ball. See *6om.
imad (m'l-ad), a. iirn-on + -ad3.] Toward

i^tle-weaver (ing'kl-we"v6r), n. linkle^ + Innominate index. See Mndex.
theimon.

r- -^^ .. „„„ j. weaver.2 A weaver of the strong, coarse tape innovational (in-o-va'shon-al), ffl. [irnnovaUon

^}^0^%P (^-:}:^9-^^
^f}'

-^^
C*T'^.T;?,^J!' known as inkle. See feWe2 _as(» so) thick as + -«'^0 Bringing in new forms or methods

;

.^ty. ] The quality of unfitness. Chwreh Times, imae-weavers, very intimate, or friendly. introducing new things
;
pertaining to innova-

_Jan. 19, 1894. N.E.D. ..„.., , When tapes had to be hand-woven, a single tape to a tion.
inidoneOUS(m-i-do ne-us),a. [»«-» + «doneo««.J loom, the weavers had naturally to work very close innovatory (in'o-va-to-ri), a. [innovate +
Unfit. £i0M?l*, Glossographia. together, and hence the common saying to express crowd- .nrii ^ That iTmovatBam-haa n tnTirlAtipvt.o in-

iniOglabellar inn-6-g&-bel'ar), a. [imon+ .ir^gtogethev,' so thick as mkle-weaver,.- Eng. Dial. Soc. ZVte-Z innma^viZTin^^ie^^
^nhpn«m+ arS -\ (tamp ai'*<jLbeno-m.ial in-knce (m'ne), rt. Same as fcwcfc-fojee.

novate
.
as, inJiovawrj^ lOeas in pontics.

gtabetlum + -ar'i.i feame as "flfWOetW-MiOJ.
j_t.gii-.e/in„]5.4lis) n Same as «ZJw qM m innutrient (i-nii'tri-ent), a. [in-S + nutrient.^

An inio-glabellar line can be drawn which will cor-
inj-Sllce ^mgK siis;, n. aame as Slice, 6 (c) (I).

>i,,*n,,t_!tioii<i Rinl" B«llj>fi» Sinv IQfU t. m5
respond viry closely to the lower boundary of the Inkstand, M.-Fountaln inkstand, an mkstand hav-

.^^ot nutritious. J*lOJ..BM««efe», JNov.,19lM,p.dU0.

cerebrum. Science, Oct 30, 1903, p. 554. ing a supplementary reservoir. mOCUlatlOn, n.—Cmatlve Inoculation, the injec-

inirritant (in-ir'i-tant), a. and». [in-S + ir- ^^^J^^^S^
(ingk'tr6f), ». Same as inMng- \^l,°^^^Z?Taim^^l^^^VB^^&

ritant.] I. a. That does not cause imtation: .'""*£/»• ing, inoculation with the con-esponding antisera.—Jen-
as, an imirritant drug. ink-value (mgk vai»u), re. The properly ex- nerian Inoculation, vaccination.—Protective Inocn-

TI n That which d OPS not irritatfi- snfi- pressed light and shade of a picture in colors latlon. (o) The injection of an antiserum for protective

i^"n t? ""i^f^, <10es not irmaie
,
spe- r

, °, , , .K „,U„t;_
° purposes, that is, to prevent disease, as diphtheria. (6)

oificaUy, a therapeutic agent which does not »» proaucea in one coior ot inn on a printing- Vaccination agahist disease, as against smaUpox, anthrax
produce irritation. press. rinderpest, and to some extent against typhoid fever,

init. An abbreviation of the Latin initio, in mlawry (in la-ri), re [mlaw + -vy.-] The plague, dysentery, ete.

the beginning. state ot restoration to the protection of the inogenesis (in-6-jen'e-sis), re. [Gr. k (iv-),

initial, re. 4. In steam-engines, an abbrevi- .!»«'= *'^«°PP°site of OMflawi^. fiber, -I- ^-^emc," production.] Production of

ation of ireife'aZ *^res«Mre (which see). inlay, f. r.—Inlaid tile. Same as niogaio *(«« (which fibrous tissue.

initialist (i-nish'al-ist), n. [«"«'<*«? + -««*•] Inlay casting. See*cos<jreo. Inolith (in'o-lith), re. [Gr. Jf ((V-), fiber, +
One who is known by his initials and not by Sniavinff re 2 In hnnVUnMnr, tl,p npa+ i,> .°^> stone.] A circumscribed calcareous
his full name. Blacl^ood^s Mag., XIV. 438. ^?S^'(^thVoper cuttSfshtinra'i

.deposit in fibrous tissue
^, _^ ^ ^^- ^- " pasting) of a leaf or print inTlarger leaf with ^P''^^

(i-no'ma), n. [Gr tf (tv-), fiber, + -o»w.]

initialize (i-nish'al-iz), «. ;
pret. and pp. iniUal- intent to give the inlaidmatter greater security . • . ^^ tumor

; scirrhus.

ized, ppr. initializing, [initial + -ize.\ I. trans, and a wider margin.—3. In primUng, the in- mominous (in-om'i-nus), a. [«re-3 -I- ominous.'\

To designate by initials instead of by the full sertion of the overlay made for an illustration lU-omened; unfortunate,
name. between the sheets of the printing surface or ^^ * kind of moral provision for such an inominous

II. intrans. To use an initial or initials (in- between the plate and its support. ''"""^'S^i.^' ?''?'?.^°V?*oJP^*™'^P™&*'i^-7.
o+„r^ ^4! „«„>„ *„ii \ :_i..i. o mi. 1 1 S ,. . , tr. Jfactmfosft, Life of J. Sheddon, p. 32. N. E. D.
stead of one's full name). inleak, re. 2. The leaking of a gas or liquid ,•_„„„ /• /\ ., i. j j
Nobody had successfully inUialized till L. E. L. arose, into an inclosed space or pipe. ^^°°®. (^'Y^ h «• <•

!
Pret. and pp. monsd.

New Monthly Mag., L. 78. JT. E. D. ^„^.^. ~i™ /i^'int „„it,i „ At.-^ ^o1™ „^„ PP^' ^^o«^^9- [«"^ + one. Compare the earlier

initiary (i-nish'i-^ri), a. [L. iniUu., begin- '^^iS^ttultwarl; rhro^h^J^aXS ''^T"^ 7° ^t«
\'^^' "^^ ^^'J'^ ^ ,_ning,+-ar2,i.] Sameasim«aZ. may pass into a vessel; specifically, in motors, liv??^i^Urm^U7*3''S^'J^^a?^"' ^'^ ""'

initiative, n. 3. Specifically, the right to a valve through which motor flmd enters a Pmey, Minor Prophets, p. I9i.

propose legislation, supplementary to the cylinder. inopectic (in-o-pek'tik), a. [Gr. l; (iv-), fiber.



inopectlc

+ nrjKTd^, fastened, + -ic] Of or relating to
inopexia; affected with inopexia.

inopexia (in-o-pek'si-a), n. [NL., <Gr. k ('»"-),

fiber, + TT^ftV, fastening.] A tendency to

spontaneous coagulation of. blood.

inopportunism (in-op-or-tu'nizm), n. [inop-

portune + -imn.'] The quality of being inop-
portune; inopportune action; specifically, the
policy of the inopportunists.

inopportunist (in-op-or-tii'nist), n. and a. [in-

opportune + -ist.'] I. n. A member of the inop-
portanist or opposition party; one who dis-

approves of a certain policy on the ground of

its inopportuneness ; specifically, one who
was opposed to the declaration of the dogma
of papal infallibility at the Vatican Council
in 1870, on the ground that its publication
was inopportune.
H. a. Belonging to the inopportunists.

His [Leo XIIL'b] similar recognition of two of the most
distin^uislied "itu^aportunut" members of the Vatican
Council, Haynald, archbishop of Kalocsa, and Prince
Filrstenberg, archbishop of Olmtitz, was even more note-
worthy. Eneyc. Brit., XXX. 197.

Inopsetta (iii-op-set'a), n. [NL,, < G-r. Zf (iv-),

strength, + if^rra, "flounder.] A genus of
flounders found off the Pacific coaA of the
United States.

Inopsetta ischyra,

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

inorderly (in-6r'd6r-li), a. Not orderly; dis-

orderly.

inorderly (in-6r'd6r-li), ado. In a disorderly
manner.

Inorganism (in-dr'gan-izm), n. [j»-3 -1- organs
ism7\ An object which is not an organism.
[Bare.]

It is difficult ... to avoid the theoretical conclusion
tliat . . . the earliest primitive organisms [were] neces-
sarily more like inorga/nism^.

Hyatt, Biol. Lectures, 1899, p. 128.

inorganography (in-6r-ga-nog'ra-fi), n. [L.

in- neg. + Gr. opyavov, organ, + -ypa^la, <
ypi^siv, write.] The scientific discussion of
inorganic things : a term not in general use.

iuoriginate (in-o-rij'i-nat), a. [L. in- priv.

-f- NL. originatus, pp. of originare, originate:

see originate, ».] Not originated; self-exis-

tent; having no beginning.
inoscleroma (in-o-skle-ro'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

Iq (iv-), fiber, -t- (jK^ipa/ia, a hardened part:

see scleroma.'] Hardening of the fibrous tis-

sues.

Inosclerosis (in^o-sMf-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

k ('>'-)i fiber, -I- (SKyjpoaig, a hardening, indura-
tion.] Fibrous induration or sclerosis.

inosin (in'o-sin), n. ' \ynos{ite) + 4n^.'i An
incorrect name for inosite.

inosinate (in'o-si-nat), n. [inosin + -afel.]

A salt of inosiiiic acid.

inosinic (in-o-sin'ik), a. [inosin + -»c.] Noting
an acid, an amorphous compound, C^qHisOs
N4P, obtained from the flesh of certain ani-

mals. Some of its salt^are crystalline.

inositoria (in'^o-si-tu'ri-a), n. [inosite + Gr.

oipov, urine.] Same as Mnosuria.

inosuria (in-o-su'ri-a), n. [NL., < inos(ite) +
Gr. abpov, urine.] Thfe excretion of inosite or

muscle-sugar in the urine.

inotagma (in-o tag'ma), n.
;

pi. imotagmata
(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. k (»"-), muscle, + rayixa,

order, "constitution.] One of the hypothetic

ultimate elements of living protoplasm: simi-

lar to *plasome, *biophore, physiological *unit,

etc. Engelmann.

In other cases the assumption of invisible protoplasmic

units has been inspired by a desire either to explain the

general vital and assimilative powers of protoi)lasm . . .

or the mechanism of some one function as the inotagmas
of Englemann, assumed to be the agents of contractility.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIL 41.

inotropic (in-a-trop'ik), a. [Gr. tf (tv-), muscle,

+ -Tponog, < Tpineiv, turn, + -ic] Impairing

S.— 41
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the contractile power of muscular tissue. See
the extract.

The movement of a muscle depends on the simulta-
neous operation of three functional properties of its con-
stituent elements, i. e., excitability, conductibility and
contractibility. . . . The author [T. W. Engelmann]
describes as bathmotropic (from piOfio^ = threshold)
such influences as aSect excitability, as dromotropic,
such as interfere with conductibility, and as inotroinc
such as lessen or destroy contractibility.

Sci. Amer. Sup., July 4, 1903, p. 22992.

inotropism (i-not'ro-pizm), n. [inotrop(ic) +
-i«mi.] Interference with the contractility of
a muscle.

The centrifugal cardiac nerves influence the . . . force
of contraction . . . of the excitatory wave ( . . . inotrop-
ism of Bnglemann). Eneyo. Brit., XXXL 733.

inoxidize (in-ok'si-diz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. in-

oxidized, ppr. inoxidieing. To protect from
oxidation : an ill-formed word and one not in
general use.

in petto.— Caxdlnal in petto. See itcardimU.

in-player (m'pla'fer), n. Inraelcets, the server;
the man. in.

in pr. An abbreviation of the Latin in prin-
cipio, in the beginning.

inpuwed (in'p&ht), a. Pushed inward.
The epithelium lining the mouth becaautt ^pushed

into the deeper layersrwlwu tooth luu to be formed. .

J. S. KingiUy, Vert. Zool., p. 19.

input, n. 2. Specifically, the power which is

received by any machine. It includes the power
actually required to dothework performed by themachine
and the power necessary to run the machine itself.

The useful return or "output "at the terminals of a
large machine may amount to as much as 96 per cent of
the mechanical energy which forms the "inpui."

Encyc. Brit., XXVIL 574.

3. The amount of food material introduced
into the body. Philos. Trans. Soy. Soc. (Lon-
don), 1892, ser. B, p. 228.

inquartate (in-kwftr'tat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
inguartated, ppr. inguartaiing. In metal., to
add silver to (an alloy of silver and gold) in

order to give (it) the proportion required for
the process of parting, that is, one part of

gold to about three parts of silver. See quar-
taUon. Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of
Metallurgy, p. 815.

inquest, «— Sheriff's Inquest. See aheriff'a jury
(under i«ry).

inquilinity (in-kwi-lin'i-ti), n. [inguiline +
-ily.'] The state or habit of being inquiline

;

specifically, in zool., the habit of living in the
nest or home of another, but not as a parasite.

See commensal, 2.

inquisitionist (in-kwi-zish'on-ist), n. [inquisi-

tion + ist.'] 1. One who "makes inquisition
or inquiry; an inquisitive questioner.— 2. An
inquisitor; one who upholds the practices of
the Inqidsition.

inquisitiv, a. A simplified spelling of inqms-
itive.

inquisitriz (in-kwiz'i-triks), n. [NL. *inquis-

itrix, fem. of L. inquisitor: see inquisitor.'} A
female inquisitor.

in-radius (in'ra"di-us), m.
;
pl.iTO-rad!iJ(-i). [in^

+ radim.] The radius of an inscribed circle.

inrun (in'run), n. [j»l -I- rmO-.'] 1. A running
in ; an inrush ; an influx: as, an inrun of the
sea.— 2. A place of inrunning.

inrunning (in'run*ing), n. 1. Sameas*mrM».— 2. Inflowing.

ins. An abbreviation (o) of inspector; (6) of
insurance.

insalvability (in-sal-va-bil'i-ti), «. [i»-3 -t-

sal/vability.] Impossibility of being saved.
Bp. Watson, Life, II. 239.

Insane ear. See *ear'>:

insane-root (in-san'rSt), n. The henbane.

insanity, )i.—Alcoholic inssmtty', mental disease

caused by the abuse of alcoholic beverages.—Anticipa-
tory insa^ty, hereditary insanity occurring at an
earner age in me second generation than it did in the
first.- Compulsive Insanity, insanity in which imper-
ative ideas, or obsessions, completely dominate the pa-

tient.—Confuslonal Insanity, a form of temporary
insanity marked by acute failure of the mental powers,

sometimes with hallucinations, following exhausting dis-

ease or a profound nervous shook.—Delusional insan-
ity, a form of insanity which follows exhausting fevers,

such as typhoid, seeming at times to be a continuation of

the delirium of the fever.—Hysterical Insanity, a
form of insanity marked by sudden and short-lived emo-
tional outbursts resembling hysterical symptoms.—Ma-
nlc-depresslve Insanity, a form of insanity in which
there are alternations of mania and melancholia : it differs

from circular insanity in the absence of deterioration.

—

Simultaneous InsaJllty, mental disorder occurring co-

incidently in two or more persons who live together or

belong to the same family.—Tozlc Insanity, mental

inshining

disease caused by the prolonged action of some poison,
such as lead or alcohoL

insanoid (in-sa'noid), a. [insane +-oid.'] Ke-
sembling insanity ; also nearly insane : neuro-

_
pathic. Alien, and Neurol., Aug., 1907, p. 397.

insapiency (in-sa'iji-en-si), n. [insapien{t) +
-cy.] Lack of sapieiicy, wisdom, or sagacity.

insapient (in-sa'pi-ent), a. [«n-3 + sapient.

Compare insipienf] " Lacking sapiency or wis-
dom j foolish.

inscnpt (in'skript), n. [L. inseiiptus, pp.: see
inscrwe.] 1. An inscription.— 2. liigeom.,a.
line or flgure inscribed within another figure.

inscription, n. 8. In geom., the inscribing of one
figure in another ; also^ the state of being so
inscribed.—9. A tendinous line interrujjting

the fieshy fibers of a muscle : seen especially
in the abdominal muscles.
inscriptionist (in-skrip'shgn-ist), n. [inscrip-

tion + -!«<.] An inscriberl F. Hall.

inscriptured (in-skpp'Jurd), a. [in-^ + scrip-

ture+ -edi.] Hayi^^ scriptures or inscriptions

upon it, as a atene; inscribed.

insect, %.-£ace-wlnged Insects, insects of the order
Neuroptffa.

insect (in'sekt), V. i. [insect, ».] To seek or

catch insects, as a bird does.

We discovered the bird . . . {meeting in the top of a
newly-fallen hemlock.

J. Burrougha, Locusts and Wild Honey, p. 203.

insectan (in-sek'tan), a. [Insecta + -an.] Of
or pertaining to insects or the Insecta,

insect-beds (in'sekt-bedz), n. pi. See *6e^.
insect-box (in'sekt-boks), n. A box used in

collecting insects.

insect-flowers (in'sekt-flou"6rz), n. pi. The
heads of half-expanded flowers of the plants
from which insect-powder is made ; the pyre-
thriflores of pharmacy. Buck, Med. Haud-

• book, V. 151.

insecticide^, n.—Bollene insecticide, a trade-name
for an insecticidei consisting essentially of carbon disul-
phid and crude petroleum with a very small quantity of
other ingredients.

insectiierous (in-sek-tif'e-rus), a. [L. in-

sectrnn, insect, -I- -fer, -bearing, + -ous.] Pro-
ducing, containing, or infested with insects

:

as, insectiferous amber ; an insecUferous log.

insectine (in'sek-tin), a. [insect + -dne^.] Per-
taining to or characteristic of insects.

insection (in-sek'shon), n. [L. *insectio(n-),

< i/nseca/re, cut into : see insect. ] A cutting
up ; division into segments ; also, a^ segment
or section.

insectologist (in-sek-tol'o-jist), n. [*vnsectol-

og-y + -ist.] One who studies insects ; an en-
tomologist.

insenescence (in-sf-nes'ens), n. [L. insenes-
cere, grow old (< in- + senescere, grow old, <
senex, old), -f- -ence.] The process of growing
old; aging.

insenescible (in-sf-nes'i-bl), a. [LL. insenes-
dbilis, < in- neg. + *senescibiUs, < senescere,
grow old.] Not capable of growing old.

insentience (in-sen'shi-ens), n. [insentien(f)
+ -ce.] IJnoonseiousness ; lack of sensation.
F. Hall.

insequent^ (in-se'kwent), a. [L. in-, not, -I-

sequens (-ent-), following.] Inphys. geog., not
following any manifest control: said of irregu-
lar streams, in contrast to consequent, obse-
quent, and other systematic classes of streams.

insertable (in-ser'ta-bl), a. [insert + -able.]
That may be inserted.

insertion-joint (in-ser'shon-joint), n. Apacked
joint ; a joint rendered steam- or water-tight
by the insertion of a disk or ring of packing.

insertion-plate (in-s^r'shon-plat), n. In the
polyplaoophorbus Mollusca, or chitons, a pro-
jection of the inner orporcellanous shell-layer
(articulamentiim) beyond the margin of the
plates into the girdle or flexible band which
holds the plates together. Insertion-plates
serve the function of binding the valves firmly
to the girdle.

inset, V. t. 2. To add (a leaf or leaves) with-
in the folded sections of a book, or between
the sections, as a map, a printed illustration,

or an advertisement.

inset, n. 1. (6) A small picture or diagram in-
serted within the border of a larger one.

insetting (in'set'ing), n. In binding, the plac-
ing of a leaf or leaves (as maps, illustrations,

or advertisements) between or within the sec-
tions of a printed book, magazine, etc.

Ins. Gen. An abbreviation of inspector-general.

inshining (in'shi"ning), n. The act or fact of
shining m; permeating with light.



inshining

When the soul feels the Divine inshining, all that is no-
ble in it rises efflorescent and victorious.

H. W. Beecher, Yale Lectures, 2d ser., lii. 68. N. B. D.

insMp (in'ship), adv. On board; on the ship;
embarked.

' Can't be too hard on a Home draf',' aez he ; 'the great
thing is to get thim inship.'

S. Kipling, The Big Drunk Draf', p. 69.

inshoot (in'shot), n. The aet of shooting or
moving rapidly inward, as a base-ball that is

pitched with a curve. Sci. Amer., Jnly 16, 1904,

p. 42. •

inside, ». 4. In field Iwckey, the position be-
tween the center and the wings.

inside-fired (in'sid-fird), a. Internally fired

;

having the fire-box surrounded, or nearly so,

with that which it is desired to neat, as is the
fire-box of a locomotive-boiler.

insidiosity (in-sid-i-os'i-ti), n. [L. insidioaus,

insidious, + 4ty.'] Insidiousuess.

insink (in'singk), V. i. In embryol., to become
invaginated or folded in, like the saucer-shaped
depression which forms the otocyst in embryo
vertebrates. Buck, Med. Handbook, III. 823.

insistency (in-sis'teu-si), n. Same as insis-

tence.

insititious (in-si-tish'us), a. [L. insiUcius, <

insitus, grafted, pp. of inserere, insert, ingraft.]

Ingrafted; inserted; not natural to the place.

There are other passages in the poem [Paradise Lost]

which have the air of being [printed] ingitious in the
place where they stand. The lines in Boole iv., now in
question, may reasonably be referred to 1640-42.

Mark PattiBon, Milton, xiii. p. 167.

insolation, n—Asphyxlal insolation, exhaustion
due to heat See sMnstrofte.— Pyrexial insolation,
thermic fever. See sunstroke and/ewerl.

insole-machine (iu's61-ma-shen"), n. In shoe-

manuf., a hand- or power-machine for stamp-
ing, forming, and shaping canvas in-soles.
Under this general term may be included a series of tools,

dies, and machines for making and building up by cement
several layers of canvas, rendering them flexible by scor-

ing one side and bending the material and pressing, and
trimming and finishing Uiem ready for insertion.

insolubilize (in-sol'u-bi-liz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
insGlubilized, ppr. insolvMUzing. \lj.insoluhilis,

insoluble, -f- -»«e.] To render insoluble. BvAsk,

Med. Handbook, VIH. 351.

insolvency, n—open insolvency, such inability to

pay debts as will enable creditors to proceed against the
sureties, guarantors, or indoraers of the debtor without
-first proceeding against the debtor himself.

insomniac (in-som'ni-ak), n. One who suffers

from insomnia.
insonorous (in-so-no'rus), a. [m-3 -t- sono-
roits.] Not sonorous or resonant.

Insp, An abbreviation of inspector,

inspeak (in-spek'), » * ;
pret. mspoke {inspahe

archaic or poetical), pp. inspoken, ppr. inspeak-

ing. [wi-i + speafc.] To speak into; instil

into: as. to inspeak hope in the soul.

inspection, n. 2. A district subject to official

inspection.

In France . . . the forests of the country are first di-

vided into cantonments and then into about 500 inspec-

tiam. PaU Mall Gazette, April 4, 1888.

inspectoral (in-spek''''tg-ral), a. [inspector +
-a?^.] Pertaining to inspectors or to their du-
ties. See inspectorial.

inspectorate, n. 3. The position of an inspec-

tor; the duty or work of an inspector.

inspectorate-general (in-spek "tor-at-jen 'e-

ral), n. The office, position, and duties of an
inspector-general; the staff of an inspector-

general.

inspirationalist (in-spi-ra'shon-al-ist), n. [in-

spirational + -i«i.] One who inspires^ or who
aims to inspire, others; one whose beliefs tend
to inspire others ; also, one who professes to

speak or aet under spiritual guidance.

inspirationally (in-spi-ra'shon-al-i), adv. With
inspiration ; in a manner tending to infuse in-

spiration.

inspirator, n. 2. An apparatus for inhaling

or drawing in air, gas, or vapor.

inspirometer (in-spi-rom'e-t6r), n. [Irreg. <

inspirare, inspire, + Gr. /iirpov, measure.] Ail

instrument for measuring the amount of air

inspired.

inspissant (in-spis'ant), a. and n. [NL. *in-

spissans (-ant-), ppr. of *inspissare, thicken,

< ill- -(- spissus, thick: see inspissate.] I. a.

Inspissating ; thickening.

n. TO. That which thickens ; a remedy which

causes a thickening or concentration of the

fluids of the body.

inspissator(in'spi-8a-tor), TO. [NL.] A double-

walled copper vessel containing water and
employed in evaporating water from blood-
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serum, etc.. used in bacteriological labora-

tories.

inst. An abbreviation (e) of institute or of

insiitutioti.

Inst. Act. An abbreviation of Institute of
Actuaries.

installant (in-stal'ant), a. and to. [NL. in-

stallans (-ant-), ppr. of installare, install.]

I. a. Having power to install or invest with

office; installing.

II. n. One who invests or installs.

instaminate (in-stam'i-nat), a. [iTO-3 -1- stamir

nate.'\ Inftof., destitute of stamens. [Obsolete.]

instance, to— court of first instance, a court of

original jurisdiction in which a cause is first heard or

(having been heard and reversed upon appeal) to which
it is sent back for retrial.

instanding (in'stan'ding), a. Growing inward
or with an inward tendency: as, instanding
teeth.

Instantaneous center. See *centeri.

instantograph (in-stan'to-graf), TO. [instant-

(aneous) + {phot)ograph.] An instantaneous
photograph. Encyc. Diet.

instar'-^ (in'star), TO. [L. instar, likeness, im-
age. Compare the similar modern use of L.
imago (see imago)."] Any one of the periods
of an insect's fife between two molts. The
period immediately after hatching is said to be the
first instar, and that after the first molt the second
instar. If a caterpillar molts four times the pupa is the
sixth instar and the adult the seventh. The term origi-

nated with Fischer in 1853, but has only recently been
generally adopted.

Hence he adopts a term suggested by Fischer, and
calls the insect as it appears after leaving the egg the
first iTistar, and what it is after the first moult the sec-

ond instar, and so on.

A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 594.

in statu nascendi (in sta'tu na-sen'di). [L.,
' 'in the condition of being bom.'] In chem.,
in the nascent stage ; in the condition of a
substance at the moment of its separating
from a compound, when it frequently ex-
hibits a greater degree of chemical activity
than it does aftei: complete isolation: thus
nascent hydrogen will decompose silver chlo-
rid at atmospheric temperature, though hy-
drogen gas will not. This may be explained by
the assumption that the hydrogen is evolved from com-
bination as an immense number of single atoms, freely
capable of uniting to those of some other element, but
that they do not remain single, but promptly unite into
molecules consisting ea£h of two similar atoms, there
being evidence that 'ordinary hydrogen gas consists of
such diatomic molecules, and that subsequently these
molecules must be broken up if their constituent atoms
are to become combined witii those of another element.

Inst. C. E. An abbreviation of Institute of
Civil Engineers.

insted, prep. phr. A simplified spelling of

instep, ft. 3. In entom., the first joint of an
insect's tarsus when it is very long and broad

;

the planta.

instep-brake (ia'step-brak), TO. Same as
*erimping-brake.

instigant (in'sti-gant), TO. [L. instigans (-ant-),
ppr. of instigare, "instigate.] An instigator.

instigative (in'sti-ga-tiv), a. [instigate + -ive.]

Having power to incite or instigate: as, insti-

gative suggestions ; specifically, noting a type
of disposition which achieves ends by inciting
others to act. Giddings, Inductive Soeiol.,

p. 63.

instinct, TO. 1. The definition of 'instinct,' and the
demarcation of the range of instinct in the individual
life, have long constituted a serious difficulty, both for
the biologist and for the psychologist. Popular psy-
chology (which rests upon a Cartesian du^ism, and
operates with the 'faculties* of eighteenth-centuiy psy-
chology) distinguishes i'nstinct, as the dominant faculty
of the animal mind, from reason, which is the preroga-
tive and characteristic of the human mind. The divi-
sion of labor among ants and bees, the ' prevision ' of
the caterpillar in spinning a cocoon, the bird's skill in
nest-building,— all these things are ascribed to the guid-
ing power of instinct. And the general faculty is sub-
divided into such minor faculties as the instinct of
self-preservation, the parental instinct, the play instinct,
etc. Here, of course, is no attempt at analysis, but
merely a more or less complete logical classification
under a common term. Some change, no doubt, has
been wrought in this popular view by the doctrine of
organic evolution. The gap between man and the lower
animals has been bridged ; instinct and reason are in-
cluded under a 'generic identity'; rudimentary reason
is ascribed to animals ; and there is greater readiness
to admit an instinctive factor in human conduct. But,
in pi-inciple, the common-sense notion of instinct is the
faculty-notion. It must be said now, that the term instinct
cannot, in scientific usage, be regarded as a psychological
term. The phenomena covered by the word are bio-
logical, in the widest sense of this adjective; specifi-
cally, they belong to the class known as psychophysical,
that is to say, they have two sides, a physiological and
a mentaL If instinct is defined simply as a physiologi-
cal phenomenon, it cannot be differentiated from other.
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non-instinctive activities. But similarly, if it is defined

simply in psychological terms, it cannot be distinguished

from other mental complexes,— from other modes of tlie

action-consciousness. An adequate definition must pay
regaid both to psychology and to physiology ; in oUier

words, must he biological. Taking the objective or

physiological side of instinct first, we find that it pre-

sents four chief characters : it is a mode of response to
stimulus that is inherited ; that is common to a group or

species ; that is relativeljr complex ; and that is obviously

adaptive. So regarded, it is not markedly different from

the reflex, on the one hand, and the secondary or ac-

quired reflex (such activities, for example, as bicycle

riding), on the other. Its differentiation from the
former must^ in the last resort, depend upon its relative

complexity; its differentiation from the latter, on its

being inherited and not acquired. The former difference

is, at best, only one of degree ; the latter need be no more
than a difference in the date at which the, race acquires

a certain habit of reaction. To these, however, must be

added the psychological or subjective characters. The
instinct-consciousness is an associative consciousness in

which the situation-stimulus (the first termj is followed

by a series of organic sensations, the sensations accom-
panying the instinctive movements. These processes,

the perception of the situation and the organic conse-

quences, hold the attention; the performance of the
instinctive movements is highly pleasant, their inhibition

highly unpleasant. In other words, the instinct-con-

sciousness is a complex 'feeling,* not differentiable in.

type from other serial feelings. Putting together, how-
ever, the two sets of characters, objective and subjective,

we have a biological or psychophysical phenomenon
which is distinctly marked off from othere of the same
class. Two remarks may be added, by way of caution

:

(1) In animals endowed with memory, and therefore

especially in man, the 'pure' instinct will occur only on
the first presentation of the appropriate situation. When
the situation recurs, the reaction to it will be compli-

cated by memory of the foregone instinctive activities.

(2) Many biologists would reduce such reactions as those

of ants and bees to mere reflexes, denying the presence

of mental processes in these creatures. The question can-

not hexe be discussed : the answer to it, however, does-

not affect the definition of instinct just given. Of the

origin of instinct there are three current theories. The
first regards them as developments from the reflex,— as-

reflexes into whicli mental process has in some way been
' imported. ' The second regards them as reductions from
the impulse: actions, at mst performed with full con-

sciousness, have gradually been mechanized, retaining

only so much of the impulse-consciousness as is indicated,

above ; and the half-mechanized actions have become
ingrained in the nervous system, and so inheritable. The
third theory suggests that individual accommodations,
conscious or unconscious, may serve the purpose of the
species until congenital variations (the material of natu-
ral selection)^ appeal- i» replace them by permanent en-

dowment This last is the most recent theory, and also,

perhaps, the theory -which stands in the forefront of

current discussion.— Acquired Instinct, an mstinct
developed by definite individual experience during a
single lifetime.— Instlnct-action, in psyehol., the hy-

pothetical mode of reaction of an isolated living ceU.

See the quotation.

If we could isolate a living cell we must assume that
it would react in a definite way to appropriate stimuli,

and its reactions we may, if we choose, call its 'in-

stinct-actions.'

Jour. Philos., Psychol, and Sci. 3f efAods, June 9, 1904,

[p. 313.

Instinctive action. See -kaeUon.

institor (in'sti-tor), n. [L. institor, < insistere

(pp. institus), set up, press upon: see insist.]

In civil law, an agent ; a factor ; a steward.

institute, to— Fanners' institute, a localedua«tionaI
gathering of farmers, conducted eitlier by a State agri-

cultural college or by a special officer, in which lectures

on agricultural subjects are given byspecialists, questions
asked^ and the subjects discussed. Such institutes are
held in large numbers in most of the States, usually

occur in winter, and occupy from two to four days.

[U. S.]—Naval Institute, a society whose object is to
bring interesting naval professional subjects under dis-

cussion. Ijhe headquarters of the United States Naval
Institute is at Annapolis, Maryland.

institutionalist (in-sti-tii'shon-al-ist), n. [in-

stitutional + -ist] A writer on institutes or
elementary rules, especially on legal institutes.

Same as institutist.

institutionality (in'sti-tii-shon-ari-ti), TO. A
stage of social evolution marked by the conver-
sion of customary relations into true institu-

tions. J. F. Crowell.

institutionalize (in-%ti-tii'shon-al-iz), )'. t.;

pret. and pp. institutionalized',\rpc. institution-

alizing, [institutional + -ize.] To turn into an
institution

;
give institutional form or order to.

Inst. M. E. An abbreviation of Institute of
Mechanical Engineers.

Inst. N. A. An abbreviation of Institute of
Naval Architects.

instratified (in-st.rat'i-fid), a. [;n2 + strati-

fied.] Same as interstratified. [Eare.]

instroke (in'strok), TO. [in>- + stroke^.] In an
engine, that stroke during which the plunger
enters into the cylinder; in a single-acting
engine, the exhaust stroke.

Suction during an entire outstroke of the piston ; . .

.

compression during the following instroke.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 183.

instructionary (in-struk'shon-a-ri), a. [in-

struction -i- -ary.] Instructional; instructive.

instruction-car (in-struk'shon-kar), n. 1. A



instruction-car

railroad-car arranged for the instruotion and
examination of engineers, firemen, and train-

hands. It is fitted with a steam-boil er, heating
apparatus, and working models of air-brakes,
train-signals, and other train appliances.

—

2. An electric car on a short track, in a
car-bam, for the instruction of motormen in
the control of electric cars, signaling, the
rules of the road, etc.— 3. A working electric

car used in technical schools for demonstra-
tions and practice in the building and handling
of electric cars.

instrument, n—Harp Instmments, in music, a
general term for stringed instruments played by plucking
or twanging : opposed to bowed instruments. Harp in-

struments include those of the harp, lyre, lute, and zither
classes.— Pravaz Instrument, a form of syringe for hy-
podermic injections.—Tensile Instnunent. Same as
stringed instrument (which see, under instrv/ment, 3).—
Time-sense inatmment, in exper. psychol., an instru-
ment designed for use in the study of the time-conscious-
ness, more especially in the study of the temporal differ-

ential senaitivitj^,' of temporal illusion, of the dependence
of temporal estimation upon sense department, etc. A
typical time-sense instrument consists of a metal spoke or
radius, rotated at various speeds and with uniformity of
rate, within a ring which carries projecting contact-pieces.
As the radius strikes a contact-piece, an electrical circuit
is momentarily made, and the making of the circuit coin-
cides with a sound, Hash, pressure, electric shock, etc.
Very brief intervals of time, marked oft by various sense-
stimuli, are thus produced. Theymaybe minii^ally varied,
by the shift of a contact-piece ; they may be variously
tilled, by continuous or discrete stimuli ; they may be

Cross-section of a Triple-

petticoat Insulator.
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insulator, n.—Fetticoat-lnSTllatOr,an insulator with
flaring annular base, used on
overhead electric lines. Petti-

coa1>-insulators are sometimes
made with deeply corrugated
bases and are then called double-
petticoat or triple-petticoat in-
sulators, according to their
form. — Pigtail-Insulator, an
insulator for electric lines
which is provided with a piece
of iron of double curvature to
which the wire is fastened.

In the 'pigtail ' insulator an additional iron piece iii the
shape of an S is moulded in the top.
Beber, in Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect Engin., 1902, p. 721.

Shackle-Insulator, a special form of insulator used for
the support of overhead lines where great strength is re-
quired.— Slot-insulator, an insulator provided with a

channel through which the wire
passes.— Straln-insnlator, an
insulator placedbetween an over-

head wire or cable and the guy-
wires or supports by means of
which it is kept stretched.

—

ITmbrella-insulator, an insu-
lator for high-tension circuits

which is provided with a broad
umbrella-shaped cover of glass or
porcelain. The lower parts of the
insulator are thus protected from
rain, and the distance over the
surface which leakage currents

must traverse between the wire and its support is greatly
increased.

Umbrella-insulator.

Neumann's Time-sense Instrument

a, time-sense disk ; *, kymograph drum ; c, rotating spoke
;

rf, of, li, contact-pieces.

gresented for comparison in direct succession, or separated
y variable blank intervals, etc. The time-sense instru-

ment, in some form, has become a standard feature of the
psychological laboratory.— Tubular instrument, a
wind-insfrument which consiste of a tube.—Vowel In-
strument, in acoustics, an instrimient designed to deter-
mine the resonance tones of the voice, and thus by instru-
mental synthesis to reproduce the vowel sounds. Scrip'
ture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 290.

insufficiency, ?>.—Aortic, mitral iiisiifflcleuc7. see
valvular -kinsuficteney. — Mnscular lnsnfficlenc7.
Same as kimbdUmce.—Pulmonary Insufficiency'. See
valvular itinsufficiency.—Pyloric insufficiency, inabil-
ity of the stomach to retain food to be acted upon by the
gastric juice, through defective closure of the pylorus.

—

IMcnspld insufficiency. See valvular itinsujici'ency.

—VaJ'TUlar insufficiency, defeciive closure of one or
more of the valves of the tieart, resulting in regurgita-
tion of the blood : called, according to the valve affected,

aortic, mitral, pvXmonary, or tricuspid insujidency.

insufflation, n. 4. The process of decorating
pottery or porcelain by blowing color on the
surface of the ware through a hollow tube over
the end of which gauze has been stretched.

See souffli decoration, under souffle.

insula, n. 3. In a Eonlan city, especiallyRome
itself, a building composed of distinct apart-
ments let to several families ; an apartment-
house or tenement-house, in distinction from
domus, an independent residence. Originally
insulse were separated by passages at least 12 feet wide,
or by streets. In the later republic, however, stout par-

titions were considered sufficient. Augustus fixed the
height of an insula at 70 feet, and Trajan at 60. Shops
usually occupied the ground floor front

3. In a smaller Roman city, especially

Pompeii, a block of houses entirely surrounded
by streets.

insular, a Bureau ofinsularAffairs. See*bureau.

insulated (in'su-la-ted), p. a. Being in a state

of insulation, in any sense of that word ; in a

restricted sense, so remote from other bodies

as to be beyond the reach of any sensible

attraction, as solitary or isolated stars.

insulating-tape (in'gu-la-ting-tap"), » Tape
impregnated with aninsulatmg compound and
used as a covering for electric wires or other

conductors.
insulating-tube (in'su-la-ting-tiib'''), a. A tube

of non-conducting material, used to protect a

conductor, around which it is placed, from
electric leakage.

insulation-meter (in-gu-la'shon-me*t6r), n.

A direct-readinginstrument for the determina-

tion of electric insulation.

insuliform (in'gu-li-f6rm), a. [L,

island, + forma,' tovm.'] Like an island or
suggesting an island on a map : used in
reference to markings on the skins of animals.

insulite (in'gu-lit), ». [insul(ate) + 4te^.'] A
substance madeby impregnating sawdust with
paraffin-oil under pressure : used for electrical

insulation.

insult, v.f. 3. Inpathol., to injure; inflict trau-
matism upon.
The patient's vitality is greatly reduced when the in-

- testines are irbsulted, and there is great danger of the
loops adhering in malposition and giving rise to intestinal
obstruction. Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 15, 1903, p. 129.

insult, n. 5. In patJiol., external violence
which causes a lesion.

insur. An abbre'Wation of insv/rance.

insurance, n—cost, freight, and insurance. See
•costs. —Mutual life-insurance company, an insur-

ance company whose fund fcr the payment of expenses
and of amounts to be paid upon policies issued consists,

not in capital subscribed or furnished by outside parties,

but of premiums mutually contributed by the parties in-

sured, each of whom, by virtue of being a policy-holder,

is a member of the company.— Insurance agent, one
who solicits business for an insurance company.

insurant (in-shor'ant), TO. One whose prop-
erty or life is insured.

insurgescence (in-s§r-jes'ens), n. [L. insurgere,

rise, be insurgent, -r -escence.'] The begin-
nings of insurrection ; incipient revolt against
authority.

Int. An abbreviation (c) of interior ; (d) of in-

terpreter; (e) ot interval; (f) of interjection.

intactile (in-tak'til), a. [m-^ + tactile.'] Im-
perceptible to the touch ; not tactile.

intake, n. 8. Land taken in from a waste place,

or from a common or tidal river.

intake-'valve (in'tak-valv), n. A valve for
controlling the supply of a fluid (air, gas, oil,

steam^ or water) to an engine or machine.
intarsia (in-tar'si-a), TO. [It. intarsia, < in-

tarsiare, inlay, < in-"+tarsia,mlaid.W0Tk, mar-
quetry : see tarsia."] A highly developed form
of inlay or marquetry in wood practised in
Italy duringthe Renaissance period. The earliest

examples are found on ivory boxes made in Venice in the
fourteenth century. By using various colored woods and
by staining with different colors, excellent pictorial
effects were afterward produced, as in the doors of the
audience-chamber in the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence.

intarsiatura (in-tar''''si-a-t8'ra), TO. [It. intar-

siatwra, < intarsiare : see *intarsia.] The pro-

cess ofmaking tarsia ; also, the reeultingwork.

integer, n—critical integer, an integer m so con-
nected with a function 0t that

J-Zl^Lf^rat,
2iri'^t-zVt/

for increasing contours inclosing successive singulari-

ties of 0t (of which there is an infinite series) tends toward
zero.— Ordinal Integer, a mark attached to an object to
indicate its place in a series or row.

Integrable group. See *gronp^.

integral. I. a. 4. (c) Total.— integral curve,
equation, series. See -kcurve, etc.

II, TO,—^Elemetltary integral, a fundamental inte-

gral, one of the simplest of its kind.—Fresnel's inte-
grals, the two integrals

X = /cos ds, and y = / sin i^ ds,

in which x and y are the cobrdinates of any point on a
Comu spiral, (jt is the inclination of the tangent to the
spiral at that point to the axis of x, and ds is an element
of arc. Fresnel's integrals are used in the theory of dif-

intension

fraction for computing the intensity of illumination.

—

Gauss's integral, according to Gauss, for a surface, the
total curvature of a part bounded by a closed curve is
the value, when the integration is extended over this

part, of the double integral //"Kd<r, wherein K is the

measure of curvature of the surface at every point and
dtr the surface element.—Probability Integral, the in-
tegral which expresses the area of me normal curve or
curve of error whose equation is

1 -lirZy=:;;=e 5=^
.

V2n-

Time integral, the integral of a function taken over an
interval of time or between two time limits.—Variation
of an Integral, the excess of the value of the integral
along the varied curve above its value along the origmal
curve.

integralization (in'-'te-gral-i-za'shon), ». [in-
tegraUze + -ation.] I'he'act of bringing into

_
the form of an entire function.
integrand (in'tf-grand), TO. [L. integrandus,
future perf. part, of i/ntegrare, make whole : see
integrate.] A mathematical expression inte-
grated or to be integrated.

In this case the first integrand is Poynting's Energy
Flow function. Physical Rev., Aug., 1904, p. 101.

integraph (in'tf-graf), n. linte(gral) + Gr.
ypdfeiv, wvite.] 1. An instrument for measur-
ing the area under a curve combined with a
recording de'viee which draws the integral
curve of the curve traced by the point of the
instrument ; an integrator.

Areas may be measured by means of a planimeter or an
integraph. Thus time values coiTesponding to different
speed values are known, and the speed time curve may be
plotted. Elect. World and Engin., July 18, 1903, p. 96L

2. An instrument for determining the value
of an indefinite integral.
IntcgrapM have also been constructed, by aid of which

ordinary differential equations, especially linear ones, can
be solved. Encye. Brit., XXX. 683.

integration, n. 4. The determination of the
average rate of flow of a stream. On account
of the varying friction against the bottom,
sides, and overlying air, this value, as a rule,
differs from the rate at any particular place
in the cross-section of the stream. J. W.
FoweU, 11th An. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
11. 13— Graphic integration, integration by means
of the integraph, or by graphical construction of the
integral curve.—Law Of Integration. See Mawl.—
Mechanical Integration, integration by an integraph.
—Reciprocal Integration, the mutual union of a male
cell and a female cell to form a Unit or fertilized egg.
[Kare.]

Or interbreeding and crossing, with care or under
nature, may unite by means of reciprocal integration—
(fertilization)—two molecular mechanisms.

J. A. Ryder, Biol. Lectures, 1895, p. 49.

integrator, to— Amsler's integrator, an instrument
by means of which not only the area but the moment and
moment of inertia about a given axis of any plane figure
are obtained. By running a pointer on the instrument
around the outline of the figure, and taking readings from
certain wheels, these quantities are ascertained by a simple
numerical operation.

integripallial (in^te-gri-pal'l-al), a. [L. inte-
ger, whole, -I- NL. pallium + "-aU.] Same as
intt

integritivet (iu-teg'ri-tiv), a. [Irreg. integ-
rit-y + -ive.] Possessing integrity. Bwns.
N. M.D.

intellect, to—Economic theory of intellect, an
extreme form of pragmatism set forth by Dr. Ernst Mach,
according to which genei'al concepts and intelligence
generally serve a purely economical purpose in eniwling
us to foresee how a given line of conduct will be adapted
to our wishes. More moderate pragmatists maintain that
desires and ends of all kinds essentially involve general
concepts, so that, since [economy is the adaptation of
means to ends, and supposes that there are ends, it is
incorrect to say that general concepts have only an eco-
nomic utility. Common sense refuses to believe that the
human mind can create ideas entirely unlike anything

'

real, and therefore it is incredible that purpose should be
purely illusory.

Intellectual aura, memory. See *awa^, etc.
Intellectualistic psychology. See *p8y-
chology.

Intelligence officer, an officer of abureau or department
of intelligence.

intelligize (in-tel'i-jiz), v.; pret. and pp.
intelligized, ppr. intelUgizing. [lj.intellig{ere),
understand, + -dze.] I. intrans. To think;
use the intellectual powers.

II. trans. To receive or take into or by the
intellect ; assimilate mentally.

intend, v. t. 9. To manage; superintend;
supervise. N. E. D.
intendment, n—Double intendment, double mean-
ing : said of a word or phrase which has two meanings.
See double entendre.

intens. An abbre'viation of intensive.

intensioUi n. 4. In Uol, the origin of a new
variety, race, or species from individuals which
are restricted from free interbreeding -with
their kind.



intension

1 DOW call the certainty that some form of divergent
transformation will arise when intergeneration is pre-
vented, the principle of interision.

J. T. Oulick, in 'ti'ans. Linnean Soc. London, Zool., 1888,

[p. 216.

intensionally (in-ten'shgn-al-i), adv. So as to

denote the sum of the characters given as a
definition of a term.
A class may be defined either extensionally, by an

enumeration of its terms, or intermonaUy, by the concept
which denotes its terms. Nature^ Sept. 3, 1903, p. 411.

intensity, n.— Caloriflc intensity. Seeircalorific—
CommnnsU intensity, increase of numbers or activity,

as of insects and parasitic fungi, in conditions of increased
population and cultivation.

It is no doubt true that insects and fungi spread more
rapidly than formerly because of the greater number and
continuity of orchards, just as contagious diseases spread
faster in cities than in the country. In the small and
isolated orchards of former days, fungi and insects were
confined within closer areas. This phenomenon of rapid
distribution, due to greater extent of host-plants, may be
termed com9»una7 iTitensity,

L. H. Bailey, Survival of the Unlike, p. 185.

Intensity-rhytlim, intensity-TSise. See *rhythm,
ifverse^.—Mean sphexlcal Intensity, in photom., the
value of the intensity of a source of l^ht, obtained by
averaging the intensities in all directions ; the total flux

from a source of light, in lumens, divided by 4 ir ; the mean
radius vector of the surface of spherical distribution from
a light source.— Unit of inmlnons intensity. See
Atmit.— Unit of photometric Intensity. See*umt,
and photometric standard, under photometric.

intensive, a. 5^ In. agri., eoQcentrated (euLti-

vation) : designating mgh culture, or the prin-

ciple of a small area well tilled, the purpose
being to secure the inost from every acre of

land by means of the application of labor and
fertilizers and the most thorough tillage. Com-
pare *extensive, 5.— 6. In palhol., noting the
treatment of disease by very large or fre-

quently repeated doses, or by remedies of

greatly increased strength or activity. Lancet,

June 6, 1903, p. 1605— Intensive Une, feeUne,
magnitude. See -tthlue, ete.

intention, ». 10. In Mmn. Cath. theol., in ref-

erence to the administration of the sacraments,
the actual will, on the part of the one admin-
istrating, to perform seriously the rites pre-

scribed by the church, and to do nothing to

show contrary intention.

intentionally, adv. 2. In intention only.
In this manner I quitted the fact [of murder] intention-

ally a hundred and a hundred times.
D^oe, Capt. Singleton, p. XL

interacademic (in-t6r-at-a-dem'ik), a. [»»t-

ter + academy + -ic] Common to or ex-

changed between two or more academies or
' academic institutions.

interacinar (in-tfer-as'i-nSr), a. linter- +
acimis + -ar^.J Same as mteracinons.
Lewaschew . . . thought that he was able to transform

small groups of acini into typical ijiteracinur islets, thus
increasing their number at the expense of the secreting
tissue. Jour. Exper. Med., Jan. IS, 1901, p. 398.

interactionism (in-t6r-ak'shon-izm), n. [in-

teraction + 4sm.'] The metaphysical opinion
that body and mind, havinglike modes.of exis-

tence, act and react upon each other some-
what as two bodies may do, and that this is

the manner in which forces acting upon the
organs of sense affect the mind and in which
volitions produce contractions of the muscles.
Those who hold this opinion do not consider themselves as
materialists for several reasons, among which is their
belief that matter can not feel, as the soul can ; hut they
do hold the mind to be, in important respects, similar to

' matter. The principal advocate of this opinion is I.otze,

who is particularly explicit in details in his " Microcos-
mus" and "Medicinal Psychology."
IrUeroGtionism seems almost to necessitate two juxta-

posed realities exchanging influences, and thus to imply a
metaphysical dualism.

C. A. Strang, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 33.

IrU&racti&nism has to maintain, in this concrete form of

the ' survival theory,' that the mental process as such is

an aid to evolution.
Pop. Sci. Ho., March, 1902, p. 459.

interactionist (in-tfer-ak'shon-ist), n. and a.

[interaction + -ist.2 I. n. Aa adherent of the

metaphysical theory of interactionism. C. A.
Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 33.

II. a. tlonsonant to the metaphysical
theory of interactionism. C. A. Strong, Why
the Mind has a Body, p. 23.

interadventual (in''ter-ad-ven'tu-al), a. Of
or pertaining to the interval between the first

and second advent of Christ. Warfield.

interagglutinate (in^tfer-a-glo'ti-nat), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. interaggVuUnated, ppr. interag-

gluUnating. [inter- -\- agglutinate. '\ To cause

interagglutination.
Varieties of bacilli, related closely in morphology and

cultural reactions, do not, as a rule, produce serums which
, inter.agglulinat£.

Jour. Exper. Med., Oct 1, 1901, p. 642.

interagglutination (in"t6r-a-glb-ti-na'shon),

n. [inter- + agglutination.'] The agglutina-
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tion of one variety of cells by the agglutinins

produced by a closely related variety.

These results will be seen to bear out Cushing's results

in his experiments upon Bacillus O, that inter-aggluHna-

tions do not necessarily occur between closely related

varieties of bacilli.

Jour. Exper. Med., Oct 1, 1901, p. 640.

interalar (in-t6r-a'iar), a. [L. inter, between,

+ ala, wing, + -arK] Situated between the

wings.
Thorax. Dark metallic green above, with all the su-

tures and the interalar space blacki-
Proe. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, L 86.

interambulacral, a. II. n. In eehinoderms,

one of the plates which form the skeleton.
The interwmbvlaerals lie in single columns between the

ambulacra. Encyc. Brit, XXVIL 621.

interanode (in-t6r-an'6d), n. [inter- + anode.]

That one of two metal plates, placed between
the terminals of an electrolytic cell in the path
of the current, from which metal is dissolved

away.
interantennary (in'ter-an-ten'a-ri), a. [L.

inter, between, + NL. antenna 4- -art/.] Situ-

ated between the antennee.

interapertnial (in-t6r-ap'er-tur-al), a. [L.

inter, between, + apertwra, aperture, + -aU.]
Situated between the apertures: as, the in-

terapertural spaces in the zoaria of the Bryozoa.

interarcuaJis (in-t6r-ar-ku-a'lis), TO.
;
pi. inter-

arcuales (-lez). [NL.] One of the muscles
lying between the upper ends of the branchial
arches. •

The iii/terarcuales are divided into two systems of

muscles. Amer. Nat. Dec., 1905, p. 914.

interassociation (in*t6r-a-s6-si-a'shon), n. In
psychol., reciprocal or mutual association.
The perceptions of the various parts of a letter shoot

together into the perception of the whole letter, the part
perceptions muti^ly assisting each other according as,

from being often presented together, they have habits of
interassociation, Amer. Jour. Psychol., XII. 300.

interasteric (in*t6r-as-ter'ik), a. [L. inter,

between, + NL. asterion + -»c.] Situated be-
tween the two asteria. See asterion.

interastral (in-t6r-as'tral), a. [h. inter, be-
tween, -1- astrum, star, + '-aU.] Situated or tak-
ing place between or among the stars.

Interatlieriida (in'tfer-ath-e-ri'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Interatherium, the type genus, + -idee.]

A family of the Typotheria which contains ex-
tinct mammals of moderate size, with com-
plete dentition, from the Santa Cruz Forma-
tion (Miocene ?) of Patagonia. Ameghino, 1887.

interaural (in-t6r-S,'ral), a. [L. inter, between,
+ auris, ea.i, + -dP-.] Situated between the
ears.

interbed (in-ter-bed'), v. i. and *. ; pret. and
pp. interiedded, ppr. iiiteriedding. To take or
cause to take a position of conformable strati-

fication in a sedimentary series : chiefly used
in the passive : as, to be interiedded.

interbedding (in-ter-bed'ing), n. In geol., the
process or property of forming a member in a
conformably stratified series of rocks.
There is no sharp line of division between the igneous

and sedimentary rodra, and along the contact there is

more or less interbedding as thon^ sedimentation was at
times interrupted by lava flows and then again was re-
sumed under more favorable conditions.

Amer. Geol., March, 1904, p. 136.

interbody (in'ter-bod'i), n. [inter- + body.]
An amboceptor of normal blood-serum, in con-
tradistinction to those which result on special
immunization.
interborongh (in-ter-bur'6), a. [inter- -^- ior~
ough.] Existing or forming a communication
between boroughs: as,

the interborough railway
in New York.

Interbracblalmembrane, in
certain cephalojiods, the web-
like fold which unites the
arms and sometimes reaches
nearly to their extremities, as
in Amphitretui.

intercadence (iu-ter-

ka'dens), n. [inter- -i-

cadence.] The intereur-
rence of an extra pulse-
beat between two nor-
mal pulsations.

intercadent (in-ter-ka'-

dent), a. [inter- -f- ca-
d!ent.] Intercurrent

;

falling between : said
of an occasional pulse-
beat coming between
two beats of the normal rhythm
intercalarimu (in"t6r-ka-la'ri-um), n.

;
pi. in-

tercalaria (-a). [NL.: see intercalary.] A seg-
ment interesilated or inserted between two
vertebrse, on either the dorsal or ventral side

iQterbrachial Membrane.
{Amfihitretus petasUus.)

a, funnel ; b, pouch in the
mantle; c, eyes; d. inter-
brachial membrane. (Cooke,
after Hoyle.) (From Parker
and Haswell's " Zoology.")

intercompany

of the vertebral column, in the latter case the in-

tercalarium would be homologous with an intei-centrani

or hypocentrum : in the first instance it would be the

equivalent of the interdorsalia of Gadow. Intercalaria

occur typically in the vertebral column of sharks. Philos.

Trans. Boy. Soc. (London), 1893, ser. B, p. 83.

intercalary, a. 4. In anat., additional; su-

pernumerary; inserted between other parts,

as the cartilages on the dorsal side of the

vertebral column in many elasmobranchs.

In all recent forms the neural arch is converted into a

closed canal by the insertion of intercalary pieces be-

tween the neural processes and the spine.

Ji S. Kingaley, Vert Zool., p. 284.

intercalicular (in''t6r-ka-lik'u-lar), a. [h. in-

ter, between, + caliculus, a cup, + -arS.] Situ-

ated between the calyces: as, intercalicular

gemmation in corals. Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1899, p. 752.
Intercanal system, in calcareous sponges, a system of

irregular spaces, really external to the sponge, in which
the'water circulates before passing through the pores into

the gastral cavity.

intercanalicnlar (in''t6r-kan-a-lik'u-lar), a.

[L. inter, between, + canaliculus, a small

channel, + -ar^.] In some of the silicious

sponges, noting a series of cavities or inter-

stices on the sponge-body lying among the

tubes or foils constituting the skeleton, as in

the Mseemdrospongidse.

iateccapitlary (in-t6r-kap'i-la-ri), a. [inter-

+ capillary.] ^Between or among the capillary

blood-vessels.

intercarpellary (in-t^r-kar'pe-la-ri), a. [in-

ter- + carpellary.] In bot., situated between
carpels.

intercatenated (in-t6r-kat'e-na-ted), a. [in-

ter- + catenate + -ed^.] Chained together;

linked firmly together : as, intercatenated ideas.

intercathode, interkathode (tn-tdr-kath'od),

n. [L. inter, between, -I- E. cathode.] That
one of two metal plates, placed between the

terminals of an electrolytic cell in the ^tath of

the current, upon which metal is deposited.

intercentnun, n. Z. Same as centrum, 2 (a).

Amer. Nat., May, 1890.

intercepter, n. 2. Speeifleally, in maeh., a T-
shaped oyliudrical vessel employed in connec-
tion with engines to prevent particles of water
from being carried into the cylinder with the

steam; a steam-separator. The steam, in its

passage through the intercepter, meets a diapliragm-
plate by which the water is thrown out and is subse-
quently drawn off by a drain-cock.

interception-band (in-ter-sep'shon-band), n.

In physiol. a.nd psycTiophysics, a narrow band of

color produced, under certain conditions of

experiment, by the passage of a pendulum or

other light rod across a bicolor disk observed
with the resting eye : so called, as opposed to

illusion-band, because it is due to the purely
geometrical relations of the disk and the in-

tercepting pendulum.
Harvard Psychol. Studies, 1, 190.

interceptor (in-ter-sep'tgr), TO. Same as inter-

cepter.

interchanger, to. 2. That part of an appara-
tus for the liquefaction of air wherein the

compressed air is allowed to expand and is

thus cooled to its point of liquefaction.

intercivic (in-ter-siv'ik), a. [L. inter, be-
tween, -t- civis, citizen, -I- 4c.] Existing or

taking place between citizens of the same
place : as, an intercivic contest.

intercollision (in'ter-kg-lizh'on), n. [inter-

+ collision.] Inphys., a collision between the
independently moving particles of a gas or

other medium. Elect. Bev., Aug. 8, 1903, p. 172.

intercolunmiary (in"ter-ko-lum'ni-a-ri), a. [L.

intereolumnium, space between columns, +
-ary^,] Same as intercolumnar.

interconinussural(in''t6r-ko-mi§'u-ral), a. [in-

ter- + commissural.] Situated "between com-
missures: as, the intercommissural recess, a
depression between the dorsal and ventral
commissures in the lamina terminalis of the
reptile brain. Trans. Linnean Soc. London,
Zool., July, 1903, p. 471.

intercommuner (in''t6r-ko-mu'ner), «. 1. In
Scots law, one who intercommunes with a de-
nounced person or a rebel. See letters of in-

tercommuning, under intercommune.— 2. One
who communicates or conducts negotiations
between other parties ; an intermediary.
intercommunicative (in*t6r-kp-mu'ni-ka-tiv),
a. [inter- -I- communicaUve.] "Inolined "to be
communicative with each other; disposed
toward mutual exchange of opinions, know-

_
ledge, or facts.

intercompany (in-ter-kum'pa-ni), a. [inter-



intercompany

+ eompany.'] Existing between, or among,
two or more companies.
Within a great corporation proper co-operation allows

of many "intercompwny " economies.
Electroehem. and Metal. Industry, May, 1905, p. 167.

intercomparable (in-t6r-kom'pa-ra-bl), a. [in-

ter- + comparable.'] Capable "of" being com-
pared.
intercompare (in''t6r-kom-par'), v. t.

;
pret.

and pp. intercompared," ppr, intercomparing.
[inter- + compare.'] To compare.
The labors of Bessel, Clarke and others in intercompar-

ing geodetic standards. Science, Jan. 13, 1905, p. 46.

intercomparison (in''''t6r-kom-par'i-8gn), n.

[inter- + comparison.] The act of intercom-
paring or comparing.
The opportunities for intercomparison afforded of late

years. Burlington JUag., HI. 267.

intercondylic (in''t6r-kon-dil'ik), a. [inter-

+ condyle + -de.] In anthrop., relating to the
distance between two condyles.

interconvertibility(in''t6r-kgn-v6r"ti-bil'i-ti),
n. Mutual convertibility; interchangeable-
ness.

interconvertiUy (in^t6r-kon-v6r'ti-bli), adv.
In a reciprocally convertible manner.

intercooler (in-t6r-k6'16r), n. [inter- + cooler.]
A device for cooling air as it passes from one
cylinder of a compressor to the next : similar
to a condenser, it usually consists of a cylindrical
shell in which are fitted tube-plates and tubes for the
cooling water.

intercortical(in-t6r-k6r'ti-kal), a. [L. inter,

between, -I- cortex {eortid^), bark, + -aP-.]

Within the cortex: as, the mtercoriicaZ cavities
in certain sponges. Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1902, p. 215.

intercostal, a. 2. In iron skip-building, noting
a structural member composed of a number of
short pieces fitted in the spaces between a
series of other continuous structural mem-
bers which it crosses : as, an intercostal floor-

plate, one in which the floor is in short pieces
between the longitudinals ; an intercostal
keelson, intercostal longitudinal, one in short
pieces between the frames; an intercostal

angle-bar, intercostal seam-strap, one in short
pieces between frames or deck-beams, etc.

When the deep vertical transverse plates forming the
fioors only extend between the keelsons, girders or longi-
tudinals, and are attached to them by angle bars, tiie

floors are called intercostal floors . . . when the keel-
sons, girders, or longitudinals extend only between the
frames and floors, they are called intercostal keelsons,
girders, and longitudinals. Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 591.

intercostally (in-ter-kos'tal-i). adv. In iron
ship-building, (worked or fitted) in intercostal

pieces. Marine Rev., Nov. 17, 1898.

intercotylar (in-ter-kot'i-lar), a. [L. inter,

between, + NIi. cotyle -l-'-o»"3.] In anat.,

lying between two cotylte ; specifically ap-
plied to the region between the cup-shaped
depressions on the upjjer end of the tarso-

metatarsus of a bird which receives the articu-

lar faces of the tibiotarsus.

[The tarso-metatarsus] of the Grebe may be distin-

guished from that of the Diver by the larger size of the
intercotylar tubercle.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899, p. 1041.

intercourse, ».—Intersubjective intercourse. See
-kintersvh^^ective.

intercrinal (in-t6r-kri'nal), a. [L. inter, be-
tween, + orinis, hair, -I- -aP-.] Between hairs

;

specifically applied to the material cementing
or uniting the nairs to form the horns of some
ruminants.
Xitsche has shown that the sheath [horn of the prong-

buck] is an aggregation of sparse hairs connected by
much iniercrinm hom-substance . . .

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 213.

Intercniral ganglion. Same as *i

istlimi.

intercupola (in"t6r-ku'p6-ia), n. [inter- +
cupola.] Same as *interdome.

intercurrent, a. 3. Noting a pulse in which
tliere is an occasional supernumerary beat.

intercuspidal (in"ter-kus'pi-dal), a. [L. in-

ter, between, + cuspis (cuspid-% point,+ -aU.]

Situated between cusps.

interdeal (in-t6r-del'), » *• [inter- + deaU,
v.] To deal together or reciprocally.

interdenominational (in"t6r-de-nom-i -na'-

shpn-al), a. [inter- + denomination + -aU.]

Taking place between religious denomina-
tions ; having the common support of such
denominations.
Interdental splint. See *splmt.

interdepend (in"t6r-de-pend'), v. i. [inter- +
depend?] To depend upon each other.
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interdependently (in"t6r-de-pen'dent-li), adv.
In a reciprocally dependent way.

interdespise (in"'t6r-des-piz'),«'. *•; pret. andpp.
interdespised, ppr. mterdespising. [inter- + des-

pise.] To despise reciprocally.

interdestructive (in^tfer-de-struk'tiv), a.

[inter- + destrucUve.] Causing mutual de-
struction ; reciprocally destructive.

interdict, n. 5. In law, an incompetent ; one
judicially declared to be incapable of earing
for his person or estate. See interdiction, 2.

interdictor (in-t6r-dik'tqr), n. In Scots law,
one who causes an interdiction, that is, a legal
restraint upon a person of weak mind who
is liable to be imposed upon.

interdiffusive (in'tfer-di-fu'siv), a. [inter- +
difftisive.] Mutually diffusive.

interdiffusivity (in"t6r-dif-u-siv'i-ti), n. [in-

terdiffusive +-ity.] The physical" constant or
coeflcient which expresses the rate, in cubic
centimeters per second, at which two fluids
diffuse into each other through the unit area
of a horizontal plane separating them : as, the
interdiffusivity of CO2 and O2 is about 0.140
cm2
sec. PoynUng and Thomson, Properties of
Matter, p. 196.

interdiglt (in-t6r-dij'it), n. [inter- + digit.]

The fold between any two adjacent fingers or
toes.

interdiscal (in-t6r-dis'kal), a. [inter- + dis-
cal.] In entom., situated between the diseal
spots on the wing of a lepidopterous insect.
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., May, 1903, p. 504.

interdistichal (in-t6r-dis'ti-kal), n. [L. inter,

between, -I- E. distichal.] Iii'the calyx of the
Crinoidea, one of the plates lying in the inter-
radial areas between the distichals of the rays.
See *distichal.

interdome (in'tfer-dom), n. [inter'- + dome.]
In a masonry cupola, the space between the
inner and outer shell ; by extension, the space
between the inner masonry cupola and the
outer dome-like roof of wood or metal, as in St.

Paul's Cathedral, London. Also called inter-

cupola.

interdorsale (In''t6r-d6r-sa'le), n.
;
pi. interdor-

salia (-li-a). [NL., neut. of interdorsaUs, < L.
inter, between, -I- dorsum, back.] One of a
pair of cartilages on the dorsal side of the noto-
ohord, posterior to the basidorsalia : commonly
used in the plural.

interelectrode (in'tSr-e-lek'trod), n. [L. inter,

between, -i- E. electrode.] A metal plate in-
serted between the terminals of an electrolytic
cell.

interest, n—Law of interest, in j>s!/cAo2. See-Alawi-.

—Beverslonary Interest, the future interestone has in
lands now in the possession of another ; also the remainder
of an estate after a lesser estate has been taken out of it

interestuarine (in-ter-es'Ju-a-rin), a. [L. in-

ter, between, -I- lestwxrium, estuary, + -ine^.]

Situated between estuaries.

interfanlt (in't6r-ffi,lt), a. In geol., situated
between two faults : applied to the contained
block of rock.

interfelted (in-t6r-fel'ted), a. [inter- + feW
+ -ed^.] In geol., a descriptive term some-
times applied to beds or layers of sedimentary
or metamorphio rocks which are closely in-

volved with one another.

interfenestral (in"ter-fe-nes'tral), a. [L, in-

ter, between, +fenestra, window," -t- -aP.] Situ-

ated or placed between the windows or be-
tween any two windows : as, an interfenestral

panel ; the interfenestral space.

interfenestration (in-t6r-fen-es-tra'shon), n.

[NL., "interfenestratio^n-), < inter, between,
+ fenestra, window.] The space between
two windows; by extension, the treatment
of a front so that the windows and the space be-
tween them shall be artistically proportioned.

interferant (in-t6r-fer'ant), n. [Prop, in-

terferent; < interfere + -ant {-ent).] In
Amer. patent law, a party who goes into in-

terference. See interference, 4.

interfere, v. i. 5. In base-bad, to obstruct un-
fairly; a runnerwhen he is endeavoring to reach
a base ; also, so to obstruct a catcher or fielder

who is endeavoring to handle or throw the
ball.— 6. In foot-ball, to interpose between a
runner and would-be tacklers in order to assist

the former.

interference, n. 6. In base-ball a,ndfoot-ball,

the act of interfering. See *interfere, v. i., 5
and6.—Interference comparator. See*camparaior, 1.

interferometer

interference-bands (in-t^r-fer'ens-bandz), ».
pi. In optics, bands of color produced by the
interference of light-waves. Where the bands are
due to diffraction at a straight edge they are straight and
parallel ; in other cases they may oe annular, as in New-
ton's rings, or hyperbolic, or they may have a variety of
other forms determined by the conditions under which
interference occurs. Also called interference fringes. See
diffraction, 1, and interference, 5.

interference-fringe (in-t6r-fer 'ens -frinj), n.

See interference, 5.

interference-tube (in-t^r-fer'ens-tub), n. A
tube of such form as to afford two paths, ad-
justable as to lengtn, to a train of acoustic or
electrical waves, thus producing the phenom-
enon of interference.
Through vnterference tubes with two branches only

those vibrations are transmitted which are pai-allel to the
plane of the branches.

G. Quincke, in Rep. Brit. Ass'n, 1901, p. 39.

interferential (in'^ter-fe-ren'shal), a. [inter-

ference + -dal.] Of or pertaming to the
interference of wave-systems, specifically,

of light-waves.—Interferential methods, methods
specincally for the measurement of small distances, in
which the phenomena' arising from the interference of

light are employed. See irinterferometer and refractom^
eter.

interfering-shoe (in-t6r-fer'ing-sho](j n. A
horseshoe designed to cure or prevent inter-

ference in a horse ; an interference-strap.

See interference, 3.

interferometer (in'tfer-fe-rorn'o-tfer), n. [Irreg.

< interfer(ence) ,+ Gv. /lirpov, measure.] An
instrument for the measurement of lengths by
means of the phenomena resulting from the
interference of two rays of light. The develop-
ment of the interferometer is chiefly due to Michelsou,
but the instrument in its modem form is based upon
an extension of the principle used by Jamin in his
refractometer. The Jamin refractometer was designed
for the measurement of the indexes of refraction of trans-

parent bodies by means of the retardation of a ray of
light passing through a given thickness of the substance
as indicated by its manner of interference with a ray not
thus retarded. In this refr?ctometertwo plates of parallel
glass of equal thickness, silvered on the back, are mounted
in a vertical. position with their faces parallel as shown
in Fig. I. One of these plates, AA, makes--an .angle of 45°

with the axis of the instrument ; the second, BB, can be
turned about a vertical axis and its distance from AA can
be altered at will. A beam of light passes through the
slit S and a portion of it reflected from the flrst face of
AA reaches the other plate BB. That portion of this
ray which penetrates the second plate and is reflected
from the silvered surface at the back (D) is shown in the
diagram. That portion of
the incident ray which is

transmitted by the plate
AA is similarly reflected
from the silvered back (C)

of that plate and likewise
reaches BB, a portion of
it being reflected from the
first simace of that plate.
This ray and the one re-

%
Fig.;

^ '

fleeted from the back of BB follow the same path after
leaving the second plate. When the plates are parallel
the two ^ays will have followed equal and similar paths
and will be in the same phase. If now the plate BB is

slightly displaced from its vertical position there will be
a difference of phase between the rays and a series of
horizontal diffraction-fringes will appear. If a thin plate
L of any refracting substance is placed in the path of one
of the rays between AA and BB the retardation of the
light in transmission through it will produce a shifting
of the diffraction-fringes from which the index of refrac-
tion of the substance may be computed, if its thickness
is known ; or its thickness, provided the index is known.
The Instrument therefore may be used either as a refrac-
tometer or an interferometer.—Mlchelson's IZLter-
ferometer. The principle of thi^ instrument, which is

given various forms according
to the use to which it is to be _p
put, may be seenfromFig.il.
Four plates of plane parallel
glass are mounted with their
surfaces perpendicular to the
bed of the instrument. Parallel
rays of light from a source S
reach the plate A at an angle fi

—

of 45°. The back of this plate
is covered with a thin film of
silver, the density of which is

such that approximately half £
the light is reflected to the Fig.ii.
plftte D while the remainder is

transmitted through the plate B to C. C and D are
heavily coated with silver on the front face, forming two
plane mirrors adjusted so aa to return the light falling
upon them on the same path. The returning ray from
C is in part reflected toward E and the retm'nin'g ray
from D is in part transmitted along the same patti. An
observer at E, when the instrument is in adjustment,
sees a system of bands or fringes due to the interference
of these two rays. The plate B, which should be as nearly
as possible identical in thickness and optical quality with
A, is used to compensate for the difference in the path of
the two rays when the distances of C and D from A are
equal. To an observer at E, rays turned from the plate
B and transmitted by A will be seen to interfere with the
rays from C reflected by A, provided the distance tra-

versed by the light in traveling from A to D and back is

very nearly equal that from A to C and back. Any
relative change in these distances, comparable in ^nount
to a wave-length of light, will produce a shifting of the
interference-mnges in the field of view, and it is by the

7^^—^



interferometer 646 interlocutive

observation of this shift, by means of a micrometer eye- intereluteal (in't6r-gl5-te'al), a, [L. inter, interjUgal (in-t6r-j6'gal), a. \intm-- + ju^al]
piece not shown in the diagram, that measurementa of hfitiB^on + alutseus + -CtP- 1 Situated between In craniom., relating to or situated between the

=rdi'n^a^S°aJy*'^f1k*rSKrcretb.e?l the buttoeks^r nates, ^t^,*, Med. Handbook, .two jugaJ points of the skuIL

akiUed observer to detect a movement of either of the I. 404. interjugulax (in-tSr-jo .^-lar), a. Itnter- +
mirrors C or D amounting to the one hundredth of the interelVDhnn'tfer-glif), «. fL. inter, hetween, jugular.'] In oma*., divioing the jugular for-
wave-length, or about .0000006 centimeter, has led to the j_ r^f f-u^ „ „,,ffiSo. onrviTiir 1 Thp !na<>B he- amen
use of tffe interferometer for refined determinations of + ^^- J^'W, » cutting, caiymg.Jine space be-

f'™'™- . , „ *mterrathode
various physical Constanta. tween any two grooves or incisions ; espeeially, interkatnoae, K. bee ^intercatnoae.

• 4. -r _j / XA i! /•! X r- ^ J v> -. in a triglvph, one of the two spaces separating interlabial (in-t6r-la bi-al), a. [U infej^ be-
mterfernc (in-t6r-fer'ik), a. Imter. +femc.]

the thrie hooves. tween, + labium, lip, + -alK] Situated be-
In dynamo-eleotne machinery, lying between .^^f (in-tfer-gra'di-ent), a. [inter- tween the two lips, or labia, or any two lip-like
the pole-piece and the iron of the armature of "^^^^ienfi f,, the tHeory of evolution, said parts. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 321.
agenerator or motor: said of the air-gap of

^f forms or species that grade or vary into each interlacustrilie (inner-la-kus'trin), a. [L.
such a machine or of any magnetic circuit.

^^^^^^ ^j. ^f |pades between two given forms, inter, between, + lacus, lake (see lacustrine).-]

pe whole interferrie gap between the iron of the yf ^^^^ ^^^^ evidence of inUrgradient formsfrom very Situated between two lakes.

J?!f;^,.'f.°!L''.?J*
^^ "°° °'

*l*
annature may be treated ^^^ differences to very small ones. The great mterlac«Mr{r,e plateau,

as an air-space. Encye. Bnt., XXVII. p. 686. y^^ Independent, Jan. 26, 1899, p. 259. Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XV. 179

^S^ofthfh'o^^S'b^'^of §ssrwhLtc™uS mtergrafting (in-ter-graf'ting),». [inur- + interlamellation (in-ter-lam-e-la'shon), n.

the ^-filaments and cause externally the appearance of grafting.] The practice ot grafting, as be- [L. inter, between, + lamella, lamella, -I-

.
longitudinal striation. tween two given forms or species: usually -ation.] The placing of one lamella or layer

interfilar (in-t6r-fi'lar), a. [L. inter, between, employed with the idea of reciprocal grafting between others, or the state of being so placed.
+ ^Z«(»i, thread, + "-ar3.] In c^to?., situated between the two.

'

interlaminated, a. 2. In greof., interstratified.
or occurring between fibrils or fibrillse : as, the intergranular (in-ter-gran'u-iar), a. [inter- ^ ^^^ „„^ everywhere interlaminated with lime-
mterfilar substance of the cytoplasm of a cell. -I- granule + -ar^.] In neurol., lying or situ- stone. Oeog. Jour. (E. G. s.), xiil 37.

Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc. (London), 1894, ser. B, ated between the gi-anule-ceUs of the brain. ,-_4._^i.n.;4.„ js„_i /;„ +&„ lof : f,-,/^,- „„i\ „ rr

V'!- r Z. •! r- J. n ^"^'^r (--^^-i^"')' f- '
W^t. intergre. ''^l^l'^^^:'}l'tm^^1^ntl£^i:de?Z

'^^f^i^:^tttA'^JCetor:t'o^ fr-JT^oZ^^Z^^^.'"^'"'-
'^"*"'

-JJ-I^Lylng between designated parane^ of

bm measured parallel to the axis. intergrowth, n. Specifically— 3. In crystal., interleav, v. t. A simplified spelling of inter-
interflow (in'tfer-flo), n. [inter- + flow.] The intercrystallization ; the intimate union of leave.
flowing of seas or rivers into each other or two mineral species, often in parallel position, interleaved (in-t6r-levd'), p, a. Having
between boundaries, as between islands. produced by simultaneous crystallization; leaves placed within; specifically in geoL

interfluence (in-t6r'flo-ens), n. [L. interfluere, also, one of the snbindividuals involved in a interstratifled in very thin laj'ers or folia. '

fiow between, + -ence.'i A flowing into each composite growth of this character— Craphlc interligamentary (in"ter-lig-a-men'ta-ri), a.
other, as rivers; the state of being interfluent, .tntergrowth. s™eas_sTapAi(!*(errt«TO. Same as *interUjamentous.

interfluve (in't6r-flov), ». [L. to<er, between, '^*3^i'LltS|SetVeenoTfurt battt^^ interligamentous (in"ter-Ug-a-men'tus), a.

+ flumus, river.] Inphys. geog., an upland or ^^''J-^^ laying between or ]ust baoKottne
gjtuated between or among the Ugaments.

group of hillsbetween two neighboring vaUeys.
^iiar snieias 01 wrties.

interlineally (ia-ter-lin'f-al-i), adv. By inter-

iTit.orflinrinWiTi-t.6T-fln'vi-!il^ n rT. intfir hn- With the exception of one species, which lacks homy lineation.inuernuyiai (in-ter-no vi-gi;, a. L-Li- »»fej-, DO-
s^elds on the sh&, the whole of these tortoises are char- ."?"":?""• .,. ..,.

f . r.^^t „„,,tween, + flumus, nver, + -alK] 1. Situated acterizedbythepresenoeof an interptrfar shield, between mterlineate (in-t6r-lin e-at), «. t.j pret. and
between rivers. the two gnlars on the front of the plastron. pp. ^nterl^neatea, ppr. %nternneatmg. [ML.

A deposit of the flooded rivers during a stage ofabundant ii. i!/<Je»er, New Nat Hist., V. 90. interlineare (jg/f. -atus): see foterMwel.] To
Ice melting, with considerable redistribution over the H. n. 1. In Jierpet., a median, unpaired, write or print between the lines of; insert
TOt«r/!«ma? upland areas by irinds. horny plate covering the anterior end of the between lines; write or print in alternate

o a +T,

aei.Mmer.&up.,>!ea.ii,i.wa,v- »'»•
plastron in some of the PteMrodira or side- lines.

a. See the extract. neokedturtles.—2. In icftft., a bonyplate lying interlingual (in-ter-ling'gwal), a. Relating
Accordingly, -frhen referring to non-glaciated regions I just back of the chin, between the rami of to two or more languages : as, interlingual

f^.'^^:S^ll^^^^^^:i'£^'£^x:i^^^ .the jaw, as in the fresh-water dog-fish, Amia. .alphabet; mter2m^«a« geographical data.

«poch8 ordinarily known as "glacial" and "interglacial" internemal, »—^Aggiegated interheilial. Same as interlobar (in-ter-lo bar;, a. [inter- + lobe

+

In Europe and America. *Ayi)«ra(. S«ort8, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 526. -a/r^.] Situated between two lobes, as of the
Bvll. Amer. Qeog. Soc.,'Sm.,WM,^.S!3. interhemisplieral (in-ter-hem-i-sfe'ral),o. [JK- lung

interfoliar (in-t6r-f6'li-ar), a. [L. inter, be- ter- + hemisphere + -a^] Sameas*w*erAe»BJ- interlobate (in-t6r-16'bat), o. [inter- -\- lole

tween, +/okm, leaf, + -arS.] 1. Situated f^f^J^Si^ c,*?l^,±'
" 187.-ln- + -afci. The proper /orm is interlohar.].

between or amoig the leaves.-3. Sameasin- i^XS™hirS^A ^Ir h^r^i sfer'ik^ a
Situated between lobes; specifically, mgeol.,

Jerlam^lUr. En,^c. Brit X^.79S. "^^^^^TSL-i + -^!] SUulted beti'een ^J''""''^
*'^^^««'^* S'^"'^' """''' ^^

interfuiTOW (in-t6r^r'o), »^ [mter- -t^fur- two hemispheres; specifically, between the
"deposits.

row.] The open furrow between two ridges; two cerebral hemispheres. £«cfe, Med. Hand- These at length united in one general ice sheet, but

a water-furrow or dead-furrow. hook TT S^ifi
when they retired they assumed again their lobate forms

The for™ of the old rid.es. and tt.esitm.«on of the ™- interim. «. 3+. Something done in an inter- ?;;atS^SeTS^^ke"4^^L^aru? Z'^^T^
ter-/«rro«>«, are preserve! i<mdon. Encyc. Agr.. p. 627.

^^-^
^

the Upper MississippL l«e«ce, March 29, 1901?p. 510.

Interfusion disk. See*dislc. This chad of fancy that Armado Wght, Interlobate moraine. See *moraine.

intergenerant (in-ter-jen'e-rant), a. [li.inter. For interim to our studies shall relate interlocal (in-t6r-J6'kal), a. [L. inter, he-

\>etweei., + generans i-an^);-p:pv ot gemrare, ^\^^tZyCl^\SIin^'Z^^.t^' ^r°' +Joc«*, place, +-an.]_ Situated

generate.] Intergenerating; interbreeding. SAa*., l. l. L., i. i.
between, belonging to, or connecting several

An intersreneront, or intergenerating group, is a group interimistic, o. 2. Provisional ; occurring in . I'i?®' „ /. j.. ,-„ , .,

of individuals so situated and so endowed that they freely the interim- as a,n interimistic truee interlocally (m-ter-lo kal-i), aa«. In an inter-

"™'T^ e^«?S- Trans. Linnean Soc. London, ZooL.interinSUlaif (m-t6r-in'su-lar), a. [L. inter,
local position; byway oJ connecting places or

[1888, p. 200. between, -I- i««a?a, island.] OceuiTing or ex- .
' ^ ,

'*":
,. ^, ,-„ -,^,.,.,. ^. . T isiHno' hfitwfifin isianfia interlocate (lu-tfer-lo'kat), V. t.; pret. and pp.

*?&edin|Wr^enS""'' "^^'^ "" iiSoK'tSwik), a. [inter- + ion + t'^ff'^T^'
?P" '^^T^f^K ^'"T;.-"terbreeding, intergenerant. .j-. Acting between ions. locate.] To place or locate between (other

intergeneratlon(m-t6r-jen-e-ra'shon),m. [m- „, J . t- K t «, * 1 u things),

ter- 1 ffe«era*io.«.) The interbreeding or cross- „2^r„i7slS'y%'^YaLTbK°coSll^^o^rth^^^^^ I. inirans. 2. In ^.o^., to be
ing of the mdividuals that compose an inter- (crionic forces, which probably exert an eflect even at di- involved together: specifically appUed to the
generant group. lutioM at which the intermolecular forces are negligible, headwaters of two different drainage systems

intergenetic (in-ter-je-net'ik), a. [mter- + JS^X^^'oiutL*' "'"^^"'ISe.my^rimvT ^^^''^ <i°^«tail together yet flow iS opposite

genetic.] Generated or introduced during the . ..,,,.+. -,,,,
r;w««- -I- ,«7/7«^ T

•'ojrses.

^dividual life-history, or the ontogeny of the ^Xeen isCds • bllonttni r^oTZTrTtl ^.^- *"""' ^- ^o cross-lock or lock in corn-

individual, or during that of ancestors. [Bare.] fevS^ands
''®'^°°^™S m common to bination; lock so that unlocking can be

Becurring to an earUer suggestion we may note that all sherthe'-Reliefiwasflnallyabandonedforhosmtalnur
^f/^ted only under certain conditions, or

three of the^e conceptions are inter^eneiic- or 'oni^^^^^
poles Sdt,5^edoleT to tSr^i^eStertD^^^^ ?;"«'^ "e^^^in other motions have previously

letic (the former term being the one which I prefer, and j^ use as an mter-islamd trajisport in the Philippines. "e^" made.
^"^ Tm. BoUmn. Development and Evolution, p. 11. ^-*. Med. H^mdbook. IV. 73a l^terlocker (in-t6r-lok'fer), n. Any mechani-

'.,,.,. rr t interjacnlatory (m-ter-jak'u-la-to-n), a. Of "^'j electric, or pneumatic device for lockmg
intergential .

(m-ter-jen shial), a. [n. inier,
^^^^ nature of an inserted ejaculation : as, inter- t°e levers of a railroad switching or signaling

between, + gens (gent-), tnbe, nation, -t- -8at.j jaculatory comments. system ; any device for controlling mechanism
Existing between tribes or nations

;
interna-

interjectionalize (in-ter-jek'shon-al-iz), v. t.
;

designed to perform only one movement at a
tional. pret. and pp. interjecUonalized'j ppr. interiec- t™^ to the exclusion of all other movements.
Interglacial climate, epoch. See *climate, Uonalizinq. To turn into an interiection. The most simide are catches, locks, or other meohanicia

*epo%. interjectorily(in-t6r-jek'to-ri-li),W Inter- tSteril^^^^^^^^^^
interglaaaUsm(m-t6r-glashial-izin),n. Lp- .gectionally.

^. ^_ . , , .^ interlocking (in-ter-lok'ing), m. The act of
terglaeial + -^sm.] The belief that the glacial mterjectory (in-tfer-jek'to-n), a. [interject + locking together or in combination as in a
period was made up of glacial and mterglacial -ory.] Of the nature of an interjection in either railway-switch and signal system. See inter-

epoehs. .
sense

;.
mterjeotionary. locking system of signals, xmieT interlock, ani

intergladalist (in-tSr-gla'shial-ist), n. [tm- interjomtal (in-t6r-join'tal), a. [inter- + joint *signaling.

terqlacial + -ist] One who beUeves in inter- + -aZi.] Iii ^eoZ., between joints
; occurring interlocutive (in-tfer-lok'u-tiv), a. Relating

glacialism. between joint-planes of rocks. to interlocution; interlocutory.



interlocutor 647 interpenneate

interlocutor, n. 3. In negro minstrelsy, the intermuscular, a. Tl. n. One of the ray-like Ophthalmologists of high repute and many internists

middleman, ^^e, middleman, ^. 6pipleural bones in fishes that are attached to
^'^^^'^^''''^'"'^"''^"'^''^^^^"/AOTiiaa'^i"^' ggg

interlude (in'tfer-lud), «.; pret. and pp. iwter- the ribs or just above them. Storfcs, Synonymy . . v i / 4.;^ - i.-/ ' i\ ' rr \.

lMed:vV^.interludi^g/i. trans. t5 insert of the Fish' Skeleton, p. 525. '«Eff°t«?n^'iUTi^ri?;«^^^^^^^
betweeSfas an interlude. intermutant (in-ter-i^'taut), n. [L. inter-, be- «««, eternal, + 6a«s, base, + -a?!.] In enimK,

II. i»ira««. To act as an interlude; come tween, -I- mutans (mutiint-),-pp^. ot mutare, pertaming to the hind border of the wmg next

between other things.
'

chang^.J In matt.,\ permutant having th^ Proczl'oi\^?'^^\t^iT!^
some pretty int^rluding discourse. .

Wanks of each set in one column Caytey. .^'I'^fjf
^"^^ ^"''^^'

.^^^IP^^lfl^ ,.
Quoted in Southey, Doctor, interchapter xiT. intermutule (in-ter-mu'tul), «. [inter- -t- «M- mternoaai. 1. a. 3. laying between (ana

interlunation (in"tfer-lu-na'shon), n. [inter- tule.] In cia«*8caiarcfe., the space between two ^f."^l'y alternate with) the nodal joints: ap-

+ iM»a«o«.] In astrori., the period between mutules, as on the under side of a cornice. Plied to joints or segments comprising the

the old and the new moon ; figuratively, a intern, w. «. 3. Specifically, to confine (a ship folumii of the Cn«04(feo (those bearing no

blank or dark interval. N. E. if. of a belligerent) in a neutral port into which it lateral appendages or cirn).

intermammary (in-t6r-mam'a-ri), a. [L. mayput: adutyoftheneutralpower,underthe II. ». Anintemodal joint.

inter, between, + mamma, breast, + -ary.-] provisions of international law, in time of war. internode, re. W ^
Sitnatfid betwfifiD thfimammffior breaat.H At Woosung are now anchored seven Russian ooUlers, of the shaft of a feather between the slight sweUmgs where

l^crMed^Hrndbook^I ?" "^ '*'•
-^„f

wUl do^uhtless he ........ ^. r. «™. June t!' Sl^,SS£|fS;S'Akwel^^"rdr:-*S^&°L^^^
intermammiUary (in-t^r-mam'i-la-ri), a. internal, a. 6. To be taken internally, as a ^r^i^'t-:^t^:'l^l^nm'''""^'"''''^'""'^'''bameas mtmrnimrmry. medicine.— 7. Applied to a student who has intemodular (in-t6r-nod'u-lar), a. [inter- -I-

intermandlbular (m"tet-man-dib u-lar), a. studied in a college of an examining university, nodule + -ar3.] Situated'between two nodules.
[inter- + mandibular.^ Lying between the as opposed to an exfer»a? student, or one who Buck Med Handbook, I. 605.
mandiblesor rami of the under jaw. has studied in a college not belonging to that internuclear, a. Z. Situated between the nu-

intermarginal (in-t6r-mar ]i-nal), a. [inter- institution— Internal armor, a backing for mam or clear layers of the retina.
+ marginal.] Situated between the margins, outboardarmor, orfortransversebulkheadswhich extend ,•_+„,,_„„.,•. i.„__ CiTi.tAr-Tiiin 'ni-a -tn-ri^ a

. ,^^ . . . , ,, ,.t . from side to side and mclose the battery, protectmg it li'^™l™<?l*''°'^y (m-ter nun gi a xo n;, a.

Longer spmes with mtermosrfl'Mmi plates, purplish and against a raking fh'e. These bulkheads extend fromihe Same &S mtemunmal.
bluish color and larger-sized individuals, are the characters water-line tothelowerpartoftheupperdeck.— Internal intemUDtial fin-tfer-nup'shal). O. 1. Relatine
usually distinctive of A. ermaceus. contact, speech. See *c<m«<w^ *«p«eaA.- Total 1? ^*7°teS^Science, Jan. 10, 1902, p. 61. temal reflection. See refraetim,!. to intermamage.— <s. iteiating to toe penoa

Intermarine (in"t6r-ma-ren'), a. [inter- + internalist (in-ter'nal-ist), ». [i«te™aZ + -is*.]
elapsing between two marriages of the same

marine.^ Situated between seas ; carried on Same as *J»jtej-Mi«<.
" peisou.

between seas or on the sea. internalization (in-t6r"nal-i-za'shon), n. 1. Interocular distance. See *di8tance.

The contention has been raised that large power sta- The act of internalizing ; the fact or condition interopercular, a. II. n. Same a,a interoper-
tions producing electric waves will therefore play havoc of beinginternalizedormadesubiectiveandin- culum. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skole-
with Hertzian wave telegraphy on a smaller scale, such as j,„ Sl^t „t +„j/i„ „-i,j„„i.„ o mi.^* ™,i,j„i, ton -n 515
the ship to shore and fa«erm(^e communication. dependent of outside objects.— 2. That which J^o", p. 010.

.^ „ .

Pop. Sai. Mo., Nov., 1903, p. 66. is internalized. Interorbltal vacuity, bee *vacmty.

Intermaxilline (in-t6r-mak'si-lin), n. [inter- internalize (in-t6r'nal-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and jip. interosculate, V. i. 2. In biol., to form a con-

+ maxilla -I- -ine^.'\ The premaxillary bone internalized, ppr. internalizing. To make in- nection between two species or varieties by
the anterior of the two large bones which form temal; invest with subjectivity or with in- interniediate forms.— 3. In anat., to form a
the upper jaw in fishes". It usually bears ''hardness ; bring into the perception of the communication between different structures,

teeth in the Acanthopteri. ' Starks, Synonymy world of thought. such as blood-vessels.

of the Fish Skeleton, p. 516. intemasal, a. II. n. One of a pair of dermal Interosseous arteries, veins. See *artery,

intermedial,*. 11. n. A fissure in the parie-
shields which form part of the head-covering *m».

tal lobe of the brain. Amer. Anthropologist, °* some reptiles, lymg between the nasals or interossicular (m-ter-o-sik'u-lar), a. Interos-

Oct.-Dec 1903 p 626
.r » , nasal shields. Proe. Zool. iSoc. London, 1903, seous— Interossicular ligament. aee*Hgament.

t-ni-al~rY,aA'il,,.^ T ,. T a. J. ^ J o p. 128. interpalatine (in-t6r-pal'a-tin), a. and ». [in-

^^^^M^^ «— Intermediary body. Same i^ternat (an-ter-na'), n. [F., < interne, an in- ter- -1- palaUne^.;] I. a. 'Lying between the

Ii; n. 2.' Same as nerve of Wrisberg (b)
*6rn. The E. form would be Hnternate.'] The palatines : as, the interpalatine vacuity, found

(which see under nerve). °™"^ "'^^"^ ^^ ^° intern. m the skulls of many birds.—Interpalatine
._. J- i <-> T • 7 J i- J!

^oi"" years later, he obtained the witernoJ, in^which splne. See*spMs«.
intermediate, a. a. in musical notation, ot capacity he spent four years more in the hospitals of II. M. In om»«fe., the antero-intemal angle
Sharps or flats, accidental; not in the signa- Paris, after which he was graduated doctor mjdlc. of the palatine where it rests against Qie
ture.-lntermedlate moraine, yield. See *mora«rj«. Nature, June i, 1903, p. 106. gphenoid rostrum
^v^^"^- internat. An abbreviation of i»«er»ai««o»ai. ,•„*„„, i™-, /;„ 4-a- „„i/„a,.N « o^/i », n^t^^

intermediatory (in-t6r-me'di-a.to-ri), a Per- international Bureau of the American EepubUcs. '^*S^1 T « fc" 4 thTi"erKlltainingtoorof the nature of an intermediator. See *6«rea«.—international code. See itcmle.-^ln- ^ !'«'»»«/ J *• «• Joying in tne interraoiai

intermental (in-t6r-men'tal), a. [L. inter, be- tematlonal Polar Commission. See •commimoni. areas between the palmars of the rays (in the

tween, -f- mens (ment-), mind, + -a?i.] Be- InternationaUsm, n. 2. [I. c] Specidcally, ''^}^^ °* ^^^ Cnnoidea). See palmar.

tween mind and mind. See the extract. tte principle of forcing a somewhat disorgan- . ^^- »• An mterpaimar piate.

Sui)po* that you communicate your ideas to me by ized or weak country to submit to the com- interpalpobral (m-t6r-pal pe-bral), a. [L.

means of language. Here an event in your mind is fol- bined control or protection of several stronger ^^ter, between, -r palpebra, eyend, -I- -aU.']
lowed by an event in mine, and the relation is obviously nations Situated between the eyelids. Buck, Med.
causal. On such inter-mental causal relations all human ™ .

'
^ , . TTn rKHinnlr T 8(1

intercourse depends. The investment proved most remunerative, and helped J-i»">iuuuJs-, J-. o".

C. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 242. very materially to save the country from bankruptcy and interpanol (in-ter-pan'el), n. In mwal deco-

intermetallic (in-t6r-me-tal'ik), a. Interme- tT'l'^onnin^^^l^li°L^tgSnZt'^f^ Zt^ln
«P^«e ^et^^en panels. See *inter-

diate as regards two metals
;

partaking of great, for the London Convention contained a stipulation paneiing.

the nature of two metals; formed by the to the effect that if Egypt coiUd not pay her way at the interpaneling (in-t6r-pan'el-ing), n. Inter-

combination of two metals. Sep. Brit. Ass>n '^^H^'j^j^JS.
'°°*''''

^m^tZt Sv?l toT P^^^}^ collectively; ornamentation between
Advancement of Sci., 1900, y. 131. ,-„+»,„o4.s„„,Ha* „ o a,. *i,„i/i' „*;„<.„, panels, m mural decoration.

intermittence-tone (in-tlr-mit'ens-ton), n. '?!!fo°S hf e'lther 4nse
'"P^"^'^^' °^ '°*^'- The paintings by Natoire of the stoiy of Psyche, rest

See *tone^ .
"a^onajism, m eitner sense. on the mter-panelling which separates the recesses.

. r ... . „ , ^, , X .ii i internationallty (in-t6r-nash-o-nal'i-ti), «. iadyiWJJre, French Fomiture and Decoration of XVIIIth
intermittent, n.- Anticipating tatemlttent, an r^Yie character or quality of being international [Cent., p. 17.
intermittent malanal fever in which the paroxysms ap- i, x. . x. j -ii. . t.

^ j.. i j_. .,. ....... „
pear at an earlier hour in each recurring period. or of being imbued with mtemational senti- Interparietal shield. See *sMeld.

intermodiflcation(in-t6r-mod"i-fi-ka'shon),». .fi^°*-..„„„,.„..„ ,. ,. ,,, ,. -, interparliamentary (in-t6r-par-li-men'ta-ri),

Reciprocal modification. internationalization .(in-tSr-nash-'on-al-i-za'- «. Existing between or mutually pertaming
From the balance or m«erm<p<ff/Seafc-o» between the two. *^S„!!W«««7^.^ 9 ° ^^ ° ™^" to parliaments of various nations, or legisla-

i)e Qwincey, Logic of Polit Boon., p. uo. . ™^""."'''*'"?f™>
''• _ „ , . „ tive bodies in general.

intermont (in-t6r-mont'), a. [L. inter, be- '?*®^^ak'coui\^' «; temLv^^ (in-tto-pai-ok-siz'mal), a.

tween, +mLs(mont-), iiountaL] Saie as LYoTprXti^nS se^iZl^ger ^^^^^^^^^^^ lZ7;.t^TlTrJo:'^i J^.T^''^
'"^ ''''

intermontane. See ^internationalism, 2.
interval between successive paroxysms.

The third, introduced by an uplift of less amount, a intemervular (in-t6r-n6r'vii-lar), a. [inter- Interpeduncular ganglion, bame as *gan-
relatively brief episode up to to-day, inasmuch as it has + „„imJp + -arS 1 In enfom 'sifnatfirf hptwppti glion isthmi.
permitted only the erosion of narrow vaUeys in the floor "^ werwfe 1- -aro.J in raWTO., situatea Detween •",. ,, x «„ **„ „„i /a-tl « rw i^t^^^^i
ot the weak-rock ijitermon* peneplains. the nervules or wing-vems : said of the macu- interpellant (in-ter-pel ant), «.. [i . mterpel-

W. M. 'Davis, in Science, March 8, 1901, p. 396. lation of a lepidopter's wing. Froc. Zool. Soc. ''"**• PPr- 01 mterpeller: see mterpel.] In Conti-

intermorainic (inner-mo-ra'nik), a. [inter- London, 1897, p. 13. nental polities, a member of a legislative

+ moraine + -ic.l Situated or existing intemidal (in -ter -nid'al), «. [L. mfer, be-
assembly who interpellates or demands an

between moraines
;
pertaining to the region tween, -f- nidus, nest, -I- -a'a.] Between differ- .

explanation from the government,

between two moraines, or to the time inter- ent nests: as, the relationships of a symbiotic interpellator (in"ter-pe-la tor), n. Same as

vening between the formation of successive character between different colonies of insects, *interpeUant.

moraines. J. Geikie, The (Jreat Ice Age, such as ants or termites occupying different interpenetrant (in-t6r-pen'e-trant), a. [in-

p. 593. nests. ter- -I- penetrant.^ Interpenetrating. , W. J
intermountain (in-t6r-moun'tan), a. Situated internist (in-t6r'nist), ». [L. internus, inter-

_
ieteis, Crystallography, p. 463.

between mountains ; intermontane. ^lal, + -»s*.j One who treats systemic diseases mterpermeate (m-t6r-p6r'me-at), v. «.;.pret.

„ , , ^ , ,/ i , , »u it, ,
.or those of the internal organs not amenable and pp. interpermeated, ppr. intirpermeatina.

tl.fln^r^XtUi.'i^^^la^ret^^'^ *? "P.^^^l ^^<''^'^'' ^ Physician, as dis- To pass into or through reciprocally
; pervade

,

Science, June 12, 1903, p. 962. tinguished from a surgeon. penetrate reciprocally.



interpetiolary

interpetiolary (in-t6r-pet'i-o-la-ri), a. Same as
interpetiolar.

interpilastering (in-t6r-pi-las't6r-ing), n. In-
terpilasters collectively.

interplait (in-Wr-plaf), v. t. To braid or plait
together, as locks of hair ; braid or plait with
something else, as locks of hair with ribbon

;

intertwine.

interplical (in-tfer-pU'kal), o. {UAnter, be-
tween,+ plica, fold,+ -ai'i.] Situated between
folds or plications : as, the interpUeal spaces
in the gills of lamellibranehs. Philos. Trans.
Boy. Soc. (London), 1903, ser. B, p. 161.

interplicate (in-tfer-pli'kat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
interplicated, ppr. interplicating. To fold to-

gether : fold up between. Cotgrave.
interpolative (in-t6r'p6-la-tiv)j a. Of the na-
ture of or producing interpolation.

interpolator, n. 2. In eZec^., a form of relay for
the automatic transmission to a submarine
cable of signals received through another such
cable!

interpolypal (in-ter-pol'i-pal), u. [inter- +
polyp + -aP-.'] Situated between polyps : as, an
interpolypal surface. Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc.

(London), 1896, ser. B, p. 165.

interporiferous (in't6r-po-rif'e-rus), a. [in-

ter- + poriferoiis.'] Lying between poriferous
areas: applied to the imperforate plates in
the test of some echinoids or sea-urehias.

interpose, v. t. 3. In chess, to put (apiece) be-
tween the checked king and the cheeking
piece.

interposition, ». 4, In mineral., same as in-

clusion, 2.

interpretational ( in-t6r-pre-ta'shon-al ), a.

Pertaining to or of the nature of interpreta-
tion.

interpretive (in-t6r'pre-tiv), a. Same as in-

interprotoplasmic (in-t6r-pro-to-plaz'mik), a.

[inter- + protoplasmic.'] Between or connect-
ing the cytoplasmic portions of adjacent or
contiguous cells : distinguished from intrapro-
toplasmic. Pop. Sci. Mo., Dec, 1901, p. 175.

interprotoplastic (ia-t6r-pro-to-plas'tik), a.

Same as *interprotc^lasmic.

interprotovertebral (in - t6r -pro - to - v6r ' tf-
bral), a. [h. inter, between, -1- NL. ^rotouerte-
hrd + -aA.] In enibryol., occurring between
successive protovertebrse, or mesoblas^c so-
mites in the vertebrate embryo. Philos. trans.
Boy. Soc. (London), 1895, ser. B, p. 186.

interpterion (in-t6iy-te'ri-on), n.
; pi. inter-

pteria (-a). [NL., < jwter, between, -I- pterion.']

In anthfop., the space between the two pteria.

Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1901, p. 36.

interpterygial (in-t6rp-te-rij 'i-al), a. [Ij. inter,

between, -I- Gr. Tnepbyiov, wing, '•\- -oU.] In em-
bryol, Ipug between the regions that give rise

to the paired limbs in the vertebrate embryo:
as, the interpterygial myotomes. Pop. Sd. Mo.,
Oct., 1902, p. 542. -

interpterygoid (in-t6rp-ter'i-goid), a. Lying
between the pterygoid bones Inteipterygold
vacuity. See -injcuiutty.

interpterygoidal ( in " t6rp - ter - i - goi ' dal ), a.

Same as *interpterygoid.

interpunct (in't6r-piingkt), n. [L. inter, he-
tweeQ,+punctum, point.] A mark or point of
punctuation. Amer. Jour. Philol., XIX. 92.

interpunctuate (in-t6r-pungk'tu-at), v. t.; pret.

and pp. interpunctuated, ppr. mierpunctuating.
[inter- + punctuate.] To put points between
(words); punctuate.

interOLUarter (In-t6r-kwfl.r't6r), n. The space
between two quarters; specifically, the space
between one stud (quarter) in a partition, or

the like, and the next.

interradiate (in-t6r-ra'di-at), v. i. [inter-era-

diate.'] To radiate into each other : as, an in-

terradiaUng connection and dependence of the

parts. N. E. D.

interradiation (in^tfer-ra-di-a'shon), n. The
state of interradiating; the interpenetrating

with rays of light.

interradimn (in-t6r-ra'di-um), n,; pi. interra-

dia (-a). [NL. inter, between, -t- radiuf, ray.]

1. Tliat portion of the disk of an ophiurau or
' brittle-star which lies between adjoining arms.

— 2. The space between the radial plates in

the calyx of a crinoid. Also called interray.

interray (in't6r-ra), n. Same as *interradium.

interregional (in-t6r-re'jon-al) a. [inter- +
region + -aV^.] Situated between different re-
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fions : as, interregional zones. J. P.

our. of Geol., VHI. 695.

interregnal (in-ter-reg%al), a. [inierregn(um)

+ -aP-.] Relating to or of the nature of an in-

terregnum.

interrenal (in-t6r-re'nal), a. and n. [L. inter, be-

tween, + re», kidnej-, '4- -aP.] I. a. Situated

within the kidneys or the renal organ. Nature,

Sept. 18, 1902, p. 516.

II. n. One of two long, slender bodies, ly-

ing in the median line of the ureter, which re-

place the suprarenals in elasmobranchs.

interresist (in"t6r-re-zist'), »• »• [inter- + re-

sist.] To react mutually, offering resistance

as the particles of matter do when stress is ap-
plied which tends to bring them into closer

proximity than that for which equilibrium
exists.

In the case of attractive forces we know nothing of their
modus operandi except by the analogy of the collision of
inter-resietinff bodies, which makes us believe that some-
thing similar, we know not what, takes place in gravity,
magnetism, electricity, etc. Encyc. Brit., XXX. 667.

interresistance (in^t^r-re-zis'tans), n. Mutual
impenetrability: as, the interresistance of the
neighboring particles of a substance. Encyc.
Brit., XXX. 667.

interrog. An abbreviation (a) of interrogation;

(6) of inierrogatioe ; (c) of interrogalmely.

interrogant (in-ter'o-gant), n. An interro-

gator.

interrogational (in-ter-o-ga'shon-al), a. Of
the nature of interrogation ; interrogative.

interrupter, n. (a) in elect, & device lor periodically

making and breaking the primary circuit of an induction-

coil. The simplest form of interrupter, and that usually
employed with small coils, is the Neffhammer (Fig. 1).

It consists of a small block of iron, b, mounted at the
free end of a vertical metallic strip or spring, d. When
no current is flowing through the primary coil the position
is such that the contact-point c is closed. When current
flows through the primary coil, however, the core, a,

attracts b and the contact-points are separated. The
attraction between the iron armature, b, and the core
ceases as soon as contact is broken ; the springjs released,

contact is renewed, the armature -i&^i^^/aitiiracted, and
in this way the spring -is maintained in rapid vibration,

openingand closing the primaiy circuit at every oscillar

tion. When it is desired to regulate the frequency of

interruptioni^tbeVeff-hammer is modified by the additi^
of a veMiiL rod, attached to the free end of the spring,

which cairies au adjustable,weight, and upon the position
of this -weight the ra-

'3»H,

:^!C

Krille's Interrupter.

pidity of interruption
will depend. For large
coils requiring heavy
currents in the primary
circuit, which would
soon bum out the me-
tallic contact-points of
the interrupter just
described, the form of
mercury - interrupter
devised by Foucault,
shown in Fig. 2, is fre-

quently used. It con-
sists of a vertic^ spring
of flat steel, i, fixed '

below and can7lng a
cross-arm. To this is

to

w=i
1

s
Fi(;ure I.

attached the armature, 6, and the contact-points, c and
d, which dip from above into glass cups containing mer-
cury. The height of the mercury is so adjusted that when
the interrupter is at rest the contact-point e is slightly
submerged. The current in the primary cireuit, which
flows through the mercury into e, thence through the coil
of the small electromagnet^ a, causes the latter to attract
the armature, 6, whereupon e rises, breaking circuit as it
leaves the mercury. The spring is then released, contact

Figure s.

Foucault's Mercury-interrupter.

intersegmentally

turbine-interrupter, a centrifugal pump forces a jet of
mercury against a metal plate, thus furnishing a path for
the current, The cireuit is made and broken by the inter-
vention of a motor-driven toothed wheel, the speed of
which determines the frequency. In other forms of rotary
motor-driven interrupters a platinum contact-point is

plunged into uircury at each revolution of an eccentric
movement attached to the shafts or a well-insulated com-
mutator is made to revolve in contact with brushes under
oil. In the electrolytic interrupter of Wehnelt (Jig. 3), a
lead plate, a, and a platinum wire, b, the latter entirely
incased in a glass tube with the exception of one or two
millimeters at the tip, are immersed in an electrolytic cell
containing dilute sulphuric acid. When an electromotiye

-l^ force of from 25 to 80 volts is applied, the
^ r direction of the current being such that

the lead plate is a cathode, the flow of cur-
rent becomes rapidly intermittent and the
cell forms a very effective interrupter. At
higher voltages the platinum wire becomes
surrounded with gas and the action ceases.
The frequency of interruption increases
with the voltage and it depends likewise
upon the surface of platinum exposed.
Another form of electrolytic interrupter,
devised by Caldwell, consists of a cell with
electrodes of lead between which an insu-
lating partition with a small opening isFigure 3. mounted. The flow of current under these

circumstances is intermittent, and the frequency of
interruption depends upon the size of the hole. Inter-
rupters of the vibrating-hammer type, in which the con-
tact is made and broken in a vacuum, were used as early
as 1S59 by Foggendorff, and recentforms have been devised
by McFarlan Moore. In vacuo sparking is eliminated and
oxidation of the contact-points
is prevented. The suddenness
of interruption when no spark is

present to can? the current is

moreover advantageous in many
lines of work with the induction-
coil.—Electrolytic intermp-
ter, in elect, an interrupter for
use with induction - coils, in
which the current is interrupted
by tke formation of bubbles of
gas by electrolysis at a point
where the current isma4e topass
through an electrolyte. The for-
mation ot the bubble, the cessa-
tion of the current, the escape of
the gas, and the reestablishment of the current can be made
to take place at very short intervals.— Foncault inter-
rupter. See -Ainterrupter (a>-^ Krille's JnteEmpter, a
device 'for'breakirig an electncal -circuit which is auto-
matically remade after -interruption. The bob of a heavy
pendulum canaes. below a plate of mica, which, as the
pendulumiswings, cuts through a fine mercury bridge join-
ing two adjacent mercury pools. .After the pendulum has
passed, the bridge is remade by.tbe flow of the mercmy.—
Bosapelly*s interrupter, an instrument for recording
movemen&of-thaditryilx.'atcaiililts ofasmall weight on a
spring, whose inertia closes an electric circuitwhen its sup-
portingframe is jarred. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 267.— Struig-lntermpter, an interrupter for induction
coils in which a vibrating string is used for periodically
making and breaking circuit—Turblne-lntermpter.
See *tnterrupter (a).—Vapor-interrupter, a mercury
arc in a vacuum. Heuntt—Welmelt Interrupter. See
^interrupter (a).

interrupter-clock (in-te-mp'ter-klok), «. A
clockwork provided wit£ attachments whereby

an electric circuitmay
be interrupted at re-

curring intervals of

time. In Bowditch's inter-

rupter-clock, as made by
B^tzar, a metal tongue is

drawn over a series of pins
set in a contact-disk. There
are ten sets of pins ; and
inteiTuptionsot the circuit

may be effected, according
to the position given to the
tongue, at intervals ot 1, 2,

3, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 30, or 60
seconds.

interscapular, n. 2.

In the calyx plates of

certain Cystoidea, like

CaryocrinuSjOne of the
plates of the third cy-

cle representing the
Interrupter-dock. intCPTadialS Of the

Interrupter-clock showing the Crinj^/Jfin
metal tongue in position upon .

^"™<""™.
the contact-disk. A movement ofintCrSCendental (in*-

Slkrr'Hrh't"rie[;.°Sr^?n° ter-sen-dent-al). a.
Tersely, brings the tongue into [interSCendcnt + -fljl.]
contact with different sets of pins, cj • j j *
The pendulum andweight-chains Oamo aS tnterSCenOent.

dicated'in'^th^°figu°r" Th"^resill'''CrSCllOlaStiC (iu-
of the electric circuit are brought tfer-sko-las'tik), fl. Be-
to the two binding-posts at the j.

'
i_ i

bottom of the fig-jre. tWOeU SChOolS : aS,

. interscholastic games.
intersect (in-ter-sekf), n. [intersect, v.] In
geom., a point of intersection.

intersegment (in-tfer-seg'ment), n. [inter- +
segment.] The space or area between two
segments, as in earthworms.

is again made at c, and the interrupter continues to os-
cillate with a frequency determined by the position of the
weight, A. To prevent the formation of an arc and the
evaporation of the mercury, a thick layer of spirits of
turpentine, alcohol, or oil fills the npper portions of the
mercury cups. In the modem devdopment of the in-
duction-coil, particularly as applied to file production of . .

electric waves and of X-rays, numerous other forms of mtersegmentally (in-t6r-8eg'men-tal-i), adV.
mtermpter have been devised. In one of these, the Between segments

"

Fapillffi with the arrangement just described were only
round in one example ; in another, the intersegment bore
but a smgle median [genital] papilla.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, IL 211.
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interseminal (in-tfer-Bem'i-nal), a. [L. inter, Umgue.] To fit into each other, as do the pro- interventional (in-tfer-ven'shon-al), a. [inter-

between, + semen (semin-),' seed, + -aji.

]

jections and grooves in tonguing and groov- venUon + -uP-.'] Of the value of or character-

iSituated between or among the seeds, as the ing in carpenters' work. ized by intervention,
scales in the spadices dl fossil cyeads. An intricate series of iatertonffums areas. interventive(in-t6r-ven'tiv),a. \intervent(ion)

inteTSeptum(in-t6r-sep'tum),».
;
pi. «nter«epto Amer.Jour. Sci.,'Eal.,wo^,^.li^. + -ive.'] Pertaining to, characterized by, or

(-ta). Same as septum. ' ihtertonic (in-t6r-ton'ik), a. [inter- + tone^- + tending to intervention.

intersertal (in-tfer-sfer'tal), a. [L. intersertus, -jc.] Oeeurring between two tones or stresses : interventral (in-t6r-ven'tral), n. [L. inter,

put between, + -ail.] tapetrog., a texture in as, the first i in tesHimo'nial, merHto'rious; between, + venter (ventr-), belly, + -al^ (see

igneous rocks produced by the presence of the second o in monotone, etc. ventral).] One of a pair of cartilages on the
numerous small crystals in spaces between intertrabecula (in'tfir-tra-bek'u-la), n.; pi. ventral side of the notoehord whose develop-
tabular or prismatic crystals of feldspar. It intertrabeeulie (-\e). [NIi.,'<L. tjjter, between, ment forms the intercentrum or hypocentrum

:

is oftenest found in basalts. + NL. trabecula.] In anat., a cartilaginous commonly used in the plural.

intersesamoid (in-t6r-8es'a-'''oid)> «• Lying rod lying between the trabeeulse in the em- Interventricular furrow. See *furrow.
between sesamoid bones. bryonic skull: present also in the skull of the Intervertebral ring. See *ringi:

interset, v. t. 2. To diversify or adorn (a lamprey, where it is in two portions, termed intervertebrally (in-tSr-vfer'te-bral-i), adu. In
thing) by placing or setting objects about or respectively the anterior a.ad posterior intertra- an intervertebral manner; between vertebrse.
uponit. lecula. intervesicular (in-ter-ve-sik'fl-lar), a. [L.

T^AjZ^'"^^^ilS^n^'St^fn^^'^^8 i^tertraiisversal (m"t6r-trans-v6r'sal), a. inter, between, + vesicula, vesicle; + -ar3.]

ir^tLt^,Z^7{n^^^^^nV^^tiZZ' [»»<«'- + *"«*»«'««+-«''•] Situated between Situated between little cavities or vesicles;
jntersexual(in-t6r-sekgu-al),a. Existing be- the transverse processes of the vertebrse; speoifieallv. in «eo/., noting the walls of thetween the sexes ;exeri;edt,y one sex upon the noting the intertransversalis muscle. See ml Sies of'^k puSous rool. •

A subtle but potent intergeamoJ influence is among the mtertrannean fin"t6r-trati'fi-aTi^ n U/nter-
intervisibilitv (in-t|r-viz-i-bil'i-ti), «. The

strongest faotoreol all adolescent sport.
mjerBrappean (in ler-irap e-an;, a. imier- possibility or fact of being mtervisible or mu-

g .actors
*°°e"°^f°^^,°'j4oie,„g„„g^ I. ggg. + trap^ + -e-an:] In geol., occurring between I'^^uy visible.

intersow(in-t6r-86'),v.«. 1. To sow orsprinMe j^r!^;^",!!^-,. t- .-,„,..> „ r- . ... intervocal (in-t6r-v6'kal), a. Same as inter-

between other things; intersperse: as"to in- '^M^^Tr« T^^o'^j}}^-^^^^.^,!^, «<'««^»''-

Ursow tares with thi wheat.-2. To plant (a ^^fA^ trielv^hr Alsfcalld S,,« iTich intervolute (in"t6r-vo-liit'), n. In arch., in an

Iti^J'^'r-T'^V'^f'T^' r^^'
'*''•' teL!Towlv?s norusidcWeflfC he Jomc or composite capital, the space between

the heavens, iJitereoww. With stars.
is used to fill that space interzonal (m-tfer-zo'nal), a. [L. wter, be-

interspace, n. 8 In o^ol^ one of the inter-
intertrinltarian (i£-t6r-trin-i-ta'ri-an), a. [in-

t'^een, + zona, zone, -f -aJl.] Being or lying

_
stices of bone between the Haversian systems ^^. + trini^+.nrian.-\ Existing of occurring between zones.-mterzonal fibers. See *;!6.ri

.

interspinal, a. n. ». One of the mterhemal between the persons of the Trinity. intestin, a. and n. A simplified spelling of
or intemeural bones of the fish skeleton, intertrude (in-t6r-trud'), v. t.; pret. and pp. intesttne.
^dan andMermann, Amer. Food and Game intertruded, ppr. imtertruding. [LL. intertru- intestinal, a. 4. Domestic: same as intestine,
iishes, p. 536.

o ^.r i
<^''*) thrust between, < L. infer, between, + a., 3. [Rare.]

Interstate commerce law. See *lawi. trudere, thrust.] To thrust (something) forci- " 'T is the sword of Castruccio, o King,-
interstepnanic (in"t6r-ste-fan'ik), a. [inter- bly between. N. E. D. in that strife of inustinal hate,

+ stephan4on + -»c.] Situated between the intertuberal (in-t6r-tu'be-ral). a. PL. inter.
Vegr famous!"

• r. * • * =_i__t,„„f„ - iiireiuuMcioii vf" ""f'
III uc iijiy, tt. ^±j. inm

,

Jfr«. BrotOTiiTMr, Sword of Castruccio Castracani, St. 6.
stephania. between, + tuber, knob, + -aU.] Situated or , . ., ,

'

„ ^ , ^ .

Frontal diameter, maximum (mter.«epft<mic).'. .11.4. lying between tuberosities.- Intertuberal di-
. I^testlnaa croup, slnns. See*croupi,*nnus.

Hep. Bur. Amer. Mthnol., imb-oe, p. in. amefer. See *diameUr. intestinO-VesiCal (in-tes''ti-no-ve8 I-kl), a.

intersterili^ (in"ter-Bte-ril'i-ti), n. [inter- + intertubercular (in-ter-tu-bfer'ku-lar), a. [L.
_
Relating to the intestine and the bladder.

sterility.'} The sterility of individuals when i^tei; between, + tuberculum, tubercle, + intimal (in'ti-mal), a. [intima + -oH.] Re-
crossed or interbred ; mutual infertility, in-

-a^S.] Situated or oocurriag between tuber- lating to the intima or lining membrane of a
dividuals of different species usually exhibit intersterility, cles. Xawcei, March 16, 1901, p. 760. blood-vessel. ^Mcfc, Med. Handbook, 11. 98.

hiin hS^°^h»'^^ii5*t^?irLfe„ Ji?.f*fJf':f"°'i.'T intertwinement (ih-ter-twin'ment), n. The intimidative (in-tim'i-da-tiv), a. [intimidate

lZn^^y^oS!r?^LuJ^y<aTZ*^^^V:^^7l state or action of intertwining; an in'tertwined -t-ive.] Having power to intimidate: as, an
characteristic cannot count in the struggle for existence enlaoement or network. intimidative policy. Giddings, Prin. of Sociol.,
unless it is transmitted to descendants. intertwist (in-t6r-twist'), n. An intertwisted p. 112.

suSubUH^^'orthe renro&?tocMZ*th1ch^^^^ •T^^ ' ^''^i
*"*.?' intertwisting or tangling intimity (in-tim'i-ti), n. [F. intimite, < intime,

Kpratable t?;ft thi%o^moS.'S^^^ luterungu^r (m-ter-ung'gu-lar), o [L tmter < l. mti^us, intimate: see intime.] If. Inti-
accidental result Encye. Brit, XKIK. SIS. oetween, + ungula, boot, + -ar^.] Situated mate association; intimacy.— 2. Intimate

Interstitial cell. See *cell. °^ growing between the hoofs: as, the inter- quality; inward or inner nature ; close seelu-

interstitium (in-t6r-stish'i-um),«.; pi. inter- ."?«'""'' glands of sheep. sion or privacy.

sUtia (-a). [L.: see intersUee.] in c7j«rcft »I»te"ingulate (in-t6r-ung gu-lat), a. Errone- j^.^^g /j^^to), ». Same as *haUux valgus.
orcft., tVe place where the transept meets the .°^s form for jTOferttns'Miar.

,. . , ^ in-toed (in'tod) a Hn^ + toe+-edA Hav-
nn vB and cTioir this snaee often beinff covered mterurban (in-ter-6r'ban), a. [L. mfer, be- '?*"f,"V" +!!., /i

• 7 ro« T "«» -J -"av-

bratoweroreunoL? the cross t^een, + uris, city, + -'an.] Existing between .^"S ^^^ *r« *"™e-i ^'^ <"• ^"^^'^

iitersSSr^ig'lcanicsurface- ^i^^jiXr^K^^^ '"*°'"''"°°-
''""^^

flows which become interbefded between sed- ^ PiS^^tirra":™" "*'" °''°"""
intoxicative (in-tok'si-ka-tiv), a. [intoxicate

iments, being thus younger than those below,
t .^ tt * ., o* ^ *v • , * , v. ..

+ 4ve.] Causing intoxication; specifically,
anil nlilarfhaTi thnaa aTinva {ifiikij' Tfixt hnnlr In the United States the ongmal city hues have been „„;„„„„„„ " '

r jy
and Older tdantHoseaDove. Milcw, lext-DooK ^^^^^ i„jo ^^^ suburbs, aid inuArbam. lines have poisonous.
or Lreol., p. IIM. been built, so that there are continuous electric lines of intr. An abbreviation of intransitive.
interstream (in't6r-8trem), a. [inter- + several hundred mUes to length. The mtenirftoji ser-

i^tj.3^a,cinOUS (in"tra-as'i-nus), a. [Ij. intra.
Stream.] Lying between two streams.

,
™''""''^™"'P^'*^'«'=*"'="''^S^,. BW«., xxvill. 92. within, -i-N^.a^nm"+-ous.] Situated within

interstriation (in't&r-stri-a'shon), TO. A long ..^ -,.„..-- .,.,. ' p., an acinus, in any sense.

narrow iMge between two narrow grooves or + ^^^^ + J-^
^

Situated between the ureters. intra:appendicular(in^tra-ap-en-dik'u-lar),
stnsB. [Rare.] ^^^ jjg^_ Handbook, I. 784. «• ^^ »«*';«> within, + appendicula, dim. of
Itsaelicateridgesor.-„..«W».^.^_^^^^^^^_^

^^^ iutervagiual (in,t6r-vari-nal), « [L. inter, ^^nSetppS ve'r^^o^is"
'""^""''"^

interSUbiectiye (in-to-sub-iek'tiv), a Exist- Ll^'n'two'ad&fshtl^
'" ^^ ^"^ Mn.e,stein ha! suggested the possibility of the pro-

ing or obtauung between different individual .
"" ^"^"^ ""'" aujaceuu sueaLus.

duction of a diverticdum from increased intra-apperulic-

minds: used only in the phrase intersubjecMve interval, n— Caralq-axterial Interval. See *oor- yiar pressure following occlusion of the mouth of the
i«rf/.»./.ni/i.o«. fiao tha nnnfafiim (Jto-artertat— Interval Of Sturm, in opticg, the distance appendix and consequent collection of secretion.inuirwarse. ooo iiue quui/auuu. between the two principal meridians of the maximum m. H. Fischer, in Jour. Exper. Med., Jan. 16, 1901, p. 347.
Two forms of experience have emerged in the course of and minimum curvatures of a refracting surface. Also . j. --onl.»./«{J / « f /i\ a-t

our previous discussion : the experience of a given indi- called focal iwterjjai.—Post-Kansan Interval, an in- inira-aracnnoia (m. ira-a-raK noia;, a. oitu-

vidiMl, and Experience as the result of interimojecHiie in- terglaeial epoch or period which followed the Eansan ice ated within, or pertaining to the interior of,
tercoune. J', fr'ard. Ifaturalism and Agnosticism, IL 162. advance of the glacial period. ./. ffeiM«, The Great Ice the arachnoid membrane.

intersuperciliary (in-tto-su-p6r-sil'i-a-ri), a. ^^^' p-
'^J; „ t. _i • •

i. i intra-articular (in''tra-ar-tik'u-iar), a. [L. in-

[inter- + superciliary.] In a«*ferop.," located intervallic, a. 2. Pertaimng to an interval ira, within, +ar«icMZ««s^ a joint, + -or3.] Situ-

on the median line between the superciliary in any sense. ated or occurring within a joint,

ridges. inter-valve (in'tfer-valv), a. In steam-engines, intra-atomic (in''tra-a-tom'ik), a. [intra- +
intersystematical (in-t6r-sis-te-mat'i-kal), a. noting the space which is between the throttle- atom-^-ie.] Situated or acting within an
Situated between systems (of stars). See and slide-valves. atom. Nature, June 16, 1904, p. 151.

''solitary, 12. Sir W. Herschel. intervalvular (in-ter-val'vu-lar), a. Lyingbe- iiitra-aural(in"'tra-a'ral),a. [L. iw«ra, within,
intertemporal (in-ter-tem'po-ral), a. Situated tween valves. + auris, ear, + -ali.]" Situated or occurring
between the temporal fossse.- intertemporal jntervascular (in-tfer-vas'ku-lar), a. [L. inter, inside of the ear.

i^«rtina^B"^n-t6r-til'ai) n [inter- -if til-
between, -I- «asc«?«m, vessel, '-^-arS.] Lying jntra-auricular (in"tra-a-rik'u-lar), a. [L.

«Sff«<7^-.,tiUage or cultivation between ^ftween blood-vessels or other vascular »>fe-o within + NL. a«ric««o, auricle + -arS.]

plants (as corn and potatoes), in contrast to structures. Situated within an a,uricle, specifically within

ttllage of the entire surface when no growing intervem (in-ter-van'), v. t. [mter- -H vem.] one of the auricles of the heart,

crop is on it. X. B. Bailey. To intersect with or as with veins. intrabiontic (in"trarbi-on'tik), a. [L. intra,

intertongue (in-t6r-tung'), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. interveniency (in-ter-ve'nien-si), n. Same as within, + Gr. /3iof, life, + 6v (6vt,), neut, of

imtertongued, ppr. intertonguing. [inter- + intervenienee. i)v, being.] Of or pertaining to that which
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exists or takes place within an organism, ated within the stomach. Atheneeum, Sept. intransitable (in-tran'sit-a-bl), a. [»»-3 +
FfeJs»»o»»(trans.), Germ-plasm, p. 107 intra- 26, 1903, p. 419. transit + -able.^ Not possible for transit

; im-
biontic selection. &ee *8electim. intraglacial (in-tra-gla'shial), a, [intra- + passable.

intrabred (in-tra-bred'), a. [inira^ + brecl^.'} glacial.^ Situated' or ooourring within the lnin(ro7m'(aWegorgeaof the coast range of mountains.

Bred within the" limits of the pure stock or mass of a glacier; englaeial: as, intraglacial Geog. Jmr. (R. a. s.), x. et.

race or tribe. drift. Dareo, Manual of Geol., p. 958. intransitive, a. 1. Ingram.: (6) Noting the

The " pureat •• race Is for me the one which has been intraglandular (in-tra-glan'du-lar), a. [Ij. case which expresses the subject of the intraoD-

i8olatecl,ijitro!)re(J, and selected for the longest period. intra, withm, + Nh. glandula, gl&nd, + -ar^.^ sitive verb Or the object of the transitive
Biometrika, Nov., 1903, p. 611. Situated or occurring within a gland. verb, (c) In Eskimo gram., noting the thing

intrabronchial (in-tra-brong'ki-al), a. [L. in- intraglobular (in-trarglob'u-lar), a. [L. intra, possessed. Also called olgective. Barnum, In-

tra, within, + hroncfiia + -aZi.]" Situated or within, + globulus, globule, + -ar3.] Within nuit Language, p. 12.

occurring within the bronchial tubes. Jour, a globule, specifically within a blood-cor- intransitivity (in-tran-si-tiv'i-ti). n. [intran-
.Baiper. Jlfed., Oct. 25, 1900, p. 182. pusele. sitive + 4ty.'\ The quality of" being intransi-

intracanalicular (ui''tra-kan-a-lik'ii-lar), a. intraligamentary (m"tra-lig-a-men'ta-ri), a. tive, in any sense. Specifically, in motA. and iojic

[L. intra, within, + canaliculus, a litlle "chan- [L. intra, within, + ligam,entum, ligament, + (a) The quality or ckaracteristic of being not transitive,

nel, + -or3.] Situated or oeourrine within a -ary.'] Situated within a ligament, specifieaUy that is, not neoessMily transitive; that characteristie of a

can'aliculus.'
^

.
tJ^road ligament.of the Sterns. '

^ / Sl'trtoKt^a^^SV^ri'^^t'^^^^^^^^
IntracanaUiyular grbwth is to be noted compressing intralingtial (in-tra-ung gwal), a. \u. intra, quality or characteristic of being necessarily intransitive;

some of the ducts. within, + Kreoita, tongue, + -oA.] Situated that characteristic of a relation by which A's having it to

Jour. Med. Setearch, Dec, 1907, p. 306. -within the tissues of the tongue. •^' ^^ .^'^ having it to C together always exclude A'b

intracanonical (iu''tra-ka-non'i-kal), a. pM- intralocular '(in-tra-lok'ii-lar), a. [L. intra, J!"^'' ^.
'

_. ^ «„ ..v

X'-+^?^+ -^«+.-«'>l .Of or perlainingto within, + nL. iSculus +" -^arS]^ Situated heISS,^lS/^Toi^^f''"A%ISrg?5^rgS^';i
that which is contained withm the canon of withm the loculi (chambers or cellular spaces) order a power of a prime, Sylow's theorem and its exten-

Holy Scripture. of any structure. sions, Hamiltonian groups, transitivity, intramitivity.

intracarpal (in-tra-kar'pal), a. [L. intra, intramammary (in-tra-mam'a-ri), a. [L. in-
Science, June 5, 1903, p. 904.

mthin, + Nh. carpus,+ -alKi Situated within ira, within, -I- moTOma'; breast! -I- -arw.] Sit- intransparency (in-trans-par'en-si), n. [in-

the tarsus, or among the bones of the wrist uated within the breast. trans^aren{t) -f- -cy.'] Opacity; also, an opaque
in man. SucJc, Med. Handbook, L 553.

intramatrical, a. (b) Noting that part of a ^°^y-
intracellular pangenesis, bee *pangenes%s. fungus or parasitic growth which lies within Centrally placed intraiispareneies, which cover the

intrachordal (in-tra-k6r'dal), a. [intra + the host plant. See *extramatrical. v^-v^- Eneyc. Brit., xxxi. 670.

chord(a)+ -all.-] Oecumng or situated withm ^he connection of the aacus-layer thus formed with the intransparcnt (in-trans-par'ent), a. [in-S +
tne chorda, or notoonord or tne vertebrate em- intramatrical mycelium can be seen even when the asci transparent.} Opaque ; not transparent,
bryo. Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc. (London), 1896, are mature. „,,,.,«., ,x, . This newly-formed tissue [cicatricial in cornea] is al-
ser. B, p. 10. »« ^'^^ (trans.), Compar. Morphol. and Biol, of Fimgi, .^^ys intrwnk>arent, and remiins so, except in very young

infn-annilial CHn fpn aS'li all n TT, iTitrn
[p. 266. chUdren, in whom it gradually, to a great extent, clears

wf??f„ i r,^^„^'t LiV^^i A71 1 a-+ ./^^^ (in-tra-men'tal), a. [L. intra, «P- Encyc. Brit., xxli. in.

r^il,t^.JwHt/.'=^t^;;tj;fiv^
Situated ^thin, -l-me«s(m^«-),miid,-l--a?l.] Exist^ Intranuclear cycle or stage, the life-cycle which is

?WMfTf^^^Jal^ ^ body-cavity or a ven-
j„ ^^j^j ^^j^ ^^ opposed to *extramental. passed through ty a paraaitic micro-organism in the nu.

tncJe 01 the brain. B. .

^^ cleus of one of the cells of its host : opposed to itcytoplat-

iTitrapolic fin-tra,-kol'ik'> n TTi infrn -arithin The tnera-meniiM and the extra-mental objects are not mic cycle or stage.injracouc (,mira-KOi lKJ,o. Ilj. »«w-a,wlTmn, different in kind as the Cartesians supposed, but rather, . . 1 /•*..-/ in rr •
..

-I- trr. KdAov, colon, -I- -ic] Situated or occur- as AristoUe and the scholastics maintained, they differ mtra-oral (m-tra-o'ral), a. [Ti. tntra, within,
ring within the colon. only in position and in relational context -(- OS (or-), mouth, -f .^A.] Situated or occnr-

intracoUegiate (in*tra-ko-le'ji-at), a. [L. in-
^''"'- ^''*'°'-' P'y^^- «»'' *<* Methods, May 26, 1904, ring within the cavity of the mouth,

fro, within, -I- E. coZteotok] Taking place or . ^ ^.. , ,. „^ .. ^., \r^' Intra-orbital sulcus. See*sulous.
occurring within a college or university: op- mtrameseHtenal (in"tea-mez-en-te n-al), a. intra-osteal (in-trS-os'te-al), a. Same as in-

posed to intercolUgiate: as, intracollegidte t"?*"" .+ mfentery + -ail.] in eoelente- tra-osseous.

sports. New Torh Evening Post, Dec. 22, 1905. ™f*' "tuated within a mesentery or inclosed intra-ovular (in-tra-6'vii-lar), a. Situated

intracorporeal (innra-k6r-po're-al), a [L. Sfe*s^XrlSlp*^^.SStSt\l?h?Sa^e^?nts wHWn the egg or "ovum. " dompare *exfr«-

intra, withm, -1- corpus (corpor-), body, -t- and corals, an endocoBle. Also called intraseptal space. ,
ovular.

-e-aP-.'\ Situated within the body or within any intramorainic (in^'tra-mo-ra'nik), a. [intra- iutraparenchymatous (in'tra-par-eng-kim'a-
anatomical structure called corpus. -I- moraine -\- -ic] Situated within, or re- tus); «• [intra- -f parenchyma(t-) + -oW.]

intracorpuscular (in*tra-k6r-pus'ku-lar), a. lating to the area within, the curve of a Situated within the parenchyma of an organ.

[L. intra, within, -I- eorpilsculum^ corpuscle, + lobate moraine. Geikie, Textbook of Geol. -SMcft, Med. Handbook, 11. 109.

-flwS.J Situated or occurring within a corpuscle, (4th ed.), p. 1342. intrapaxochial (in'tra-pa-ro'ki-al), a. [L. iB-

especially a blood-corpuscle. intramyocardial (in"tra-mi-6-kar'di-al), a. *™> within, -f- ML. pm-6chia, parish, -f -al^.J

inttlacutaneous (in'tra-ku-ta'ne-us), a. [L. [L. intra, within, -I- Gr. jki^, muscle, -VimpSla, Occurring or existing within a parish,

intra, within, -I- CM<i«,s]£in:' see CMfeiTteoMs.] Ly- heart, -f- -a?i.] Situated within the muscular intra partum (in'tra par'tum). [L.] During
ingwithinthe substance orbetween the layers wall of the heart, ^itcfc, Med. Handbook, II. childbirth,

of the skin. HO. intrapericardiac (in"tra-per-i-kar'di-ak), o.

intrad (in'trad), adv. [L. i»«ro,within, -I- -o(?3.] intranarial (in-tra-na'ri-al), a. [L- intra, be- Same as *intraperieard£al.
In a direction toward the interior of the body, tween, + na/res, nb8trils,"+ -ioi!.] Within the intrapericardial (in 'tra-per-i-kar'di-al), 0.

:intradennic (in-tra-der'mik), a. [h. intra, nostrils
:
usually with some qualifying phrase [L. intra, within, -f- Nt'. pericardium -t-'-oA.]

within, -1- Gr. Sipjla, skin, -I- -ic.2 Same as to indicate whether the anterior openings or Situated within the pericardium. Buck, Med.
*intracutaneous. the posterior nares are meant. HandbooTs:, I. 406.

intraduodenal (in"tra-d1i-o-de'nal), a. [L. intranatal (in-tra-na'tal), a. [L. infra, vrith- intraperineal (in*tra-per-i-ne'al), a. [L.

intra, within, -I- duodmum 4- -aJ^'.] Situated in, + natus, bom, -(- -aP-.'] Occurring during i»fro, within, -I- "S^di. perineum -t- -aP-.} Situa-
oroecurringwithiuthecavity oftheduodenum. birth. ted within the tissues of the perineum.
intradural (in-tra-dU'ral), a. [L. intra, within, Ante-natal, intra-natal, or neo-na1al conditions. intraperiosteal (in'tra-per-i-os'te-al) a Situ-
-^ Nh. dura + -an.} Lyingbetween the layers Encyc. Brit., xxxi. soi. ated or occurring within or beneatfi the perioa-
of the dura mater. intraneous (m-tra ne-us), a. [uL.intraneus,< teum

intra-ecclesiastical (in"tra-e-kle-zi-as'ti-kal), wfra, within: see infra-. Compare extraneous.} These weapons with an increasing tendency of intra-

a. [L. intra, within, -I- ecclesia, church: see Jixisnng wicmu
; internal; inner. i)erfoeteo2 growth reached a large size in width and length

ecclesiastical.} Of or pertaining to that which intraneural (in-tra-nu'ral), a. [L. infra, with- '^^ remained permanent structures,

occui-s or exists within the church. in, + Gr. vevpov, ierve,"-!- -aU.} Situated or . . .. .f'"'"-
^''°'- ^'"'- ^""^'^ !*«• P- ^i*-

intra-epiphyseal (in"tra-ep-i-fiz'e-al), a. [L. occurring within the substance of a nerve. ^^^T,^P®&vOIieally (m-tra -per 'i-tp-ne'al-i),

intra, Mh&, -1- epiphysik -f -e-aZi-.]" Situated -B«cfc, Med. Handbook, H. 110.
pf.' ^^^^I oo^o^l"*°°/n^^

"^^^^^ ^*^'

or occurring within the epiphysis : noting re- intranidal (in-tra-nid'al), a. [L. intra, with-
.-"*'"'™' Ma-rch 28, 1903, p. 495.

section performed through the epiphysis of a in,-»-m(iMS^nest, -I- -ail.] 1. In wcMro?., being '^'^^.P^f'^
(in-tra-pi'al), o. [L. infra, within,

long bone : opposed to extra-epiphyse'al resec- within a mdus or aggregate of nerve-cells : as, .S!? (™''**'") *" -aP-l Situated or occurring

tion, in which the division is made through the intranidal fibers.— 2. Imool., being or occur- ''"thin the meshes of the pia mater,

shaft of the bone. ring within a nest or colony of insects: op- intraplacental (in"tra-pla-Ben'tal), a. [L. in-

intrafetation (in^tra-fe-ta'shon), ». [L. infra, posed to *i»<ermi(iai. fra, within, + placenta -^- -dii.] Situated

within, -i- fetus + -aU'on.} 'the development in trans. An abbreviation of the Latin jto fran- .'"ithin the substance of the placenta,

of a fetus or part of a fetus within another siia, in course of transit. intrapleural (in-tra-pl8'ral), a. [L. i«frn,

fetus. Also called /etoJ i»ci!tsio» and /fls*Jts intransigeance (an-trou-se-zhons'), n. [F. :

^thin, -f-^?eMra -I- -ail.] Situated within the

infcetu. see *intransigency.} 1. feame as *infra»si- _
Pleural cavity.

intrafllamentar (in'tra-fll-a-men'tar), a. [in- greJicy.— 2. Intransigentism, especially in art. intraplical (in-tra-pli'kal), a. [L. infro,

tra- + filament -i- -ar^.^ Situated within a fila- See *intransigeant. within, -1- ^iica, a 'fold, -1- -ail.] Lying within
ment : as, the intrafilamentar septum in the gill- intransigeant (an-tron-se-zhon'), n. [F. : see ^ ^°^^ °^ plication ; interlaroellar.

filaments of some mollusks. Philos. Trans, intransigent.} An intrans'igentist; specifically, .
Ciiiate* discs are situated on the sides of long spurs or

iJw/. /Soc. (London), 1896, ser. B, p. 166. a Parisian name for an ultra-independent gj^^^''°™thelnterlamellar(tnirai)Jicai)eageof the

intrafiSSUral (in-tra-fish'ur-alO, a. [intra- -I-
_
among artists. puaos. Trans. Soy. Soo. (London), 1903, ser. B, p. 210.

fissure + -oil.] Situated within a fissure, as intransigency (m-tran'si-jen-si), «. InpoUUcs, intrapolar (in-tra-p6'lar) a In elect Ivine
of the brain. £«cfc, Med Handbook, H 189. the quahty of absolute irreconcilableness ; between the polet:'^^sa I ohhe region b^^^

intragastric (in-tra-gas'tnk), a fL mtra, dogged hostility; obstinate refusal to make the terminals of an electrolvtio cell oV be-
within, +GT.yaar^p, stomach, -t- -ic.} Situ- compromise. tween the poles of a naa^et



intrapontine 651 invariant

intrapontine (in-tra-pon'tin), a. [L. intra, intratympanic (in'tra-tim-pan'ik), n. [L. f«- forced their way between older rocks and
within, + jpons (porii-), bridge, + -snei.] Sit- tra, within, + tympanum + -iC] Situated or have never reached the surface : contrasted
uated within or passing tlirough the pons Va- occurring within the tympanic cavity or drum with *extrusive. See intrusive rooks, under in-

rolii. PWtos. 2Vans. iJo^. /Soc. (London), 1894, of the ear. trusive intrusive sheets. See*«Aee(i.

ser. B, p. 765. At this moment ... the intra- and eidTa-tympanic II. n. In geol., a mass of igneous rock which
intraprecuneal (in"tra,-pre-ku'ne-al), n. A pressuresare equalized. Buck, Med. Handbook, 1. 619. has forced its way between older walls or
fissure in the precuneal region of the human intra-urethral (in"tra-u-re'thral), a. [L. in- strata, but has never reached the surface of

brain anterior to the cuneus. Amer. Anthro- tra, within, + urethra -\- -aP-.] Situated within the earth. Intrusives occur as batholiths, lac-

pologist, Oot.-Deo., 1903, p. 623. the urethra. eoliths, intruded sheets, and dikes.

intraprOStatiC (in"tra-pros-tat'ik), a. [Jn«ra- intravaginal (in-tra-vaj'i-nal), a. [L. intra. Believing tliat assimilation by magmatio action of some

+ p™*to«. + -ic.] Sitiiatedorocourringwithin within,. + vagina + -aJi.]" Situated within ^S^ {.'/STtl^S/^^IJL^ t' i^^'Zrl^Tes^
the prostate gland. tne vagina. intimately acquainted.

Intrapnlmonory respiration, the respiration of the intravertebral (in-tra-v6r'te-bral), a. [L. in- R. A. Daly, in Amer. Jour. Sci., April, 1903, p. 272.

mitTo™Suhf'bSdy^'"''^'^
'"^'^ " ™ respiratory

j^„_ .^^hin, + vertebra + -aP-.l Situated or intubate (in'tu-bat), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. in-

intrapyretic(in"tra-pi-ret'ik), a. [L. intra, .
occurring within a vertebra ; intraspinal. tubaUd, ppr. intubating. [L. in-^ + tubus,

within + Gr.iruperic fever + -icA Occurring mtraverteDrally (in-tra-v6r'te-brgl-i), adv. tube, + -ate2.] To insert a tube into; spe-

during the continuance of fever.
' Within the body, or centrum, of a vertebra. cifloally, perform intubation of the larynx.

Intraracial (in-tra-ra'gial) a Occurring ^•'•^ intravertebrally situated cartilage has been erro- Med. Record, July 25, 1903, p. 129.

within a race. Compare wit'h iriterracial.
"--•"

'''"''''I'^att^SilTand Heptiles, p. 12.
intubator (in'tu-ba-tor),

_
n. An instrument

The interracW correlation of the mean numbers of sta- intravital (in-tra-vi'tal), a. [L. i««ra, within, ^°l
inserting the tube in the operation of

mensandpi»tilsi8verymuchgreaterthanthemean»n«ra- *'"'<»;»*•'?;* \'"''^!rY'-!»'y) «• l^. ""«., ""'""') intubation.
raomi correMion between st^ens and pistils, being to + Ji**«J

.'™' ,t jf '..
"J., 0«<'^™? ^™?g }]|^- intuent (in'tu-ent), a. [L. intuens {-ent-), ppr.

the latter nearlym the ratio of 12 to 7. intra Vltam (in 'tra vi'tam). [L.] During life, of )«/5/wi poni^emnlate- see mtoYiOM 1 KnowBimmtrika, Feb., 1903, p. 162. —Intra-vltam staiiing, the staining of tissues auring ?! JJUMen, contemplate
.
see ireiMiMOra. J Ji.now-

iTitrnro<-ta1 Ci-n t™ rot ' foR n FT, intrn the life of the organism, m contradistinction to staining mg by intmtion; intuitive.

^y?iJr 1 Li*;L !u" ^71 1 sr-V'.?I.q i^il,- S °' '•'s isolated parts after death. Such staining is more intuitionalist, n. 2. Same as intuiUomist.
within, + rectum + -aU.] Situated within the commonly spoken of as vital staining. „ " ° .' ,„.,

., „ .„
rectum j_ 4.— /•• /* -\ m • j_ j t Hutcheson, Reid . . . Wilson and Hamilton . . . were

-.-itvVio^w^io^ /4r,//+«B ,„ ti/l'^ .„N « r,-«,w
in-tree (m tre), re. [Burm. ewgr or »Jl + <ree.] aU, more or less distinctively, m«tti(ionaii«««.

intraracludian (mnrS-ra-kid i-an), a. [tjifo-a- Sameasemp. Contmiporary Rev., xi. 2m. N. E. D.
+ racMsJracUd-) + -ja».] Situated within intrench, v. t. 5. To incise; cut down or intussuscept (in"tu-su-sept'), v. t. and i. [L.
tne spmai cana,!. deepen the valley of (a stream). intus, within, + suscipere {pv.susceptus),ta,^e

intraSCrOtal (m-trk-skro tal), a. [U. intra, If uplift permits a mature or old meandering river to in Compare *i»fro««SCei>i 1 To taie up into
within, + scrotum '+ -a^i.J Situated within e««r«ncA itself beneath its former flood plain, its new

j^ j^ or into somethine else- invasinate
the sorotnin valley will be regularly curved, instead of irregularly ^'-"o'^ "^ ^"i-" Bomeimng eise

,
mvaguiauB.

. V , rr" ,. ,,. .. -1 ,, , , r. ^ crooked, as in its first youth. A haunting tendency of modem conservatism to make
intraseiection (in'tra-se-lek Sbon), n. imtra- w. M. Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog., p. 263. the post and ante-mortem life intusmscept with each
+ selection.} In WoJ., a hypothetical struggle T„f. p-Tr Ati nhhrmHat.in-n nf rH/(^«n7 7?«i^««^ other.

for existence between/the constituent elemlts ?Kant. n. II T intSng f P^Sg ';

^'""- •'""'• ^''''- ^'"''^'- ""^
^'l^S'^p'

'^''
of an organ or organism, with the survival of manmnvfirintr

s s> x- ^'
. ^ ^ ,. „, ,^

ii»u», p. »o.

those fittest for the organ or organism under i^S^^^n tin'), .. *. : pret. and pp. intrined, "^^^^TiX^ ^TO??\he^noSl'noi?oweithe conditions in which it is placed. ^tir intrimnn hn-2 4- irinpS 1 To nnite in n
f^suseepta (-X,&). L-^iJ.J

_
ine pornon ot powei

Weismann's "7»tr«.,«i..Mo«- also involves struggle, S^oip Sre^. rEare.l
" ^° "^^^ ''^ "^ which is contained within the other in mtus-

J. M. BaXd^n, Development and Evolution, p. 218. ^^l i^tft^lo^i^^l^i^l^t^^li'^f^l intUSSUSdpienS (in'tu-SU-sip'i-ens), n.
.
[NL ]

mtraseminal (m-tra-sem'i-nal), a. [L. imtra, which with them is ininjied, through Its own bounty col- ^iie portion ot bowel which contains the
within, +se/«ere(«em»-), see(3L. + -aZi.] Lying lects its radiance. .„ . „ ,.

other in intussusception,

within a seed; also, admixed with the spermatic . ^ . .

t?. i?. ifortra, tr. of Dante, Paradise, xm. 84. Jnula camphor. Same as aUnt camphor
fluid. Nature, April 3, 1902, p. 519.-intra- intrinsic, a. 5, In pathol., pertaining to the (which see, under camphor).
seminal development, the entire series of changes internal parts or to the structures proper of inulaceous (in-u-la'shius), a. Belonging or
undergone by the embryo in the transformation of an an organ— Intrinsic pressure, strain, variation, relating to the plant genus Inula, or to the
ovule mto a mature seed. See -kpressme, etc.

tyj-)jg ffiulex
intraseptal(in-tra-sep'tal),a. [m«»-a-+septem intro. An abbreviation of i»ft-odMC«Jore.

inulase (in'fl-las), w. {imiUn + -ase.-\ A+ -aA Situated within a septum: as, the mtro-active (in-tr9;ak'tiv), a. iintro- + ac- ferment which converts inulin into fruit
intraseptal space between a pair of mesenter- woe.} Acting within or upon itself; loosely, gug^r
ies in ^»«Ao^oa.- intraseptal space. Same as _

reeiproeally active. ... innlat'p fin'ii lat'* « Hm^il^n -^ nun A
*intrarmsenterial space. Introceptive (in-tro-sep'tiv), a. [mtro- + Inujare (.in u-la,t), n. [yml^c + -afei.] A

Intraserous (in-tra-se'ms), a. [intra- + serum (re)cepi4/ve.'] Eeoeiving within itself or jta •
^ait ot muuc acid.

+ -ow.] Occurring within the senim of the own bounds. Iniuese (i-nii'le-e), n. pi. [NL. (Cassini, 1812),
blood.

.

introducer, n. 2. An instrument for introdu- ^ Inula + -e«0 A large tribe of composite

intraspecific (in*tra-spe-sif'ik), a. [L. intra, cing an intubation-tube ; an intubator. plants typified by the genus iroate, the elecam-

within, + B. specific.'] 'Relating to characters introessive (in-tro-es'iv), n. [L. intro, within, P^ne family, it embraces 16« genera, subdivided into

orproc'esses which have to do with the internal +esse, be, + -ive.-] In ^ram., noting the case ?„n^w'e?ed plSTit'SiSSTe^^SL"^^^^
organization of species. Thus evolution is an waich expresses motion 'mto.' Better called everlasting, which have a very different aspect
intraspecific phenomenon and heterism is in- _

illative.
_ _

inulin, n—soluble inulin. Same as -kinvlmd.

traspecific diversification. Cook and Swingle, introitus (in-tro'i-tus), n. [L.: see introit.2 inuloid (in'u-loid), to. [imul-in + -oid."] A
Intrasporal (in-tra-sp6'ral), a. Taking place 1° «»<»*> t^ie entrance leading into a canal or colorless compound, CgHioOg, differing in
within the spores!'

"

.
cavity. /...,, i. \ rr

properties from inulin only byits greater solu-

Intrastitial (in-tra-stish'al), a. Situated or mtrwection (m-tro-jek shon), n. [L. ^nfyo, bility. It is contained in unripe Jerusalem
occurringwithintIlecells'6r^bersofanorgan: mthin, + -;ecfoo(»-), throwing.] The act of artichokes. Also eailei soMle inulin.

ovvoaed to interstitial .t^''o^™g.?ltH'^- . .,.,,, ,. ., inutile, a. II. ». A useless thing.

intraatriate fin-tra-stri'at) a A term used
mtronuSSlble in-trorms i-bl), a. [Jm irUro- ^ "what-not,' whose shelves bore a mock orange, a

^v ft ^llioi- Sm^tno^^hisize the disHnctive 2??**"*' PP^ °^ introimttere, intromit, + wj6?e.] piece of glass iS a curious chunk ... and other inutil'es,by (x. Jiilliot Hmitll to empbasize tlie aistmetive ^1^^^. ^^^ ^g intromitted or introduced. which kept their place merely because long occupancy
relations of the various occipital sulci ot the intromiSSive (in-tro-mis'iv) a That can in- ^^ Siven them a permanent right of existence,

human and ape brain to the cortical area tromit or let in (light) ; reiating to intromis- . , ^^
C. ^. Stewart Fugitive Blacksmtth, ii.

which contains the stna Gennan. gj^^
= /

;

o my_ ^jj abbreviation (a) of invented; (6) of

intrastromal (in-tra-stro'mal), o. [L. ire«ra, jntrorsal (in-tr6r'sal), a. Same as i»i!ror«e.
inventor; (c) otinaoice.

.within, -f- NL. stroma + -aV-.'] Lying within introspectional (in-tro-spek'shon-al), a. Per- mvaccination (iu-vak-si-na'shon), n. [in-^ +
the stroma of any organ or other part. taining to or of the nature of introspection. vaccination.'] Inoculation with some other

intrasynovial (in"tra-si-no'vi-al), a. [L.in- introsuction (in-tro-suk'shon), n. [intro- + _
disease during the process of vaccination.

tra, within, + NL. "synovia -f -al^.'] Lying suction.] A sucking inward. invaginator (in-vaj'i-na-tor), n. An instru-

within the synovial cavity of a joint. introsuscept (in'tro-su-sepf), «. «. and j. [L. ment used to introvert the"tissues in the radi-

intratellural (in^'tra-te-lu'ral), a. Same as intra, within, + susdpere (pp. susceptus), take _

cal operation for hernia.

intratelluric.
" "

in.] Same as *intussuseept. invar (in-var'), n. [invar(iable).'i The trade-

intratesticular (in"tra-tes-tik'ii-lar), a. Sit- introtraction (in-tro-trak'shon), n. [imiro- + name of an alloy of steel and nickel which,

uated or occurring within the testicle. traction.] The process or act of drawing in- when made with 36.2 per cent, nickel, has a

intratrabecular (in"tra-tra-bek'u-lar), a. [L. ward. coefficient o£ expansion for heat which is vir-

jniro, within, + *ra6ec««ia + -a>-3.]'B'eingwith- introverse (in-tr6-v6rs'), a. [L. introversus, l^^iyi;?;!?," li^^'^'i^ "i^*"^®;, " "^-^ discovered

in the trabecuto or supporting tissue : as, an ullo + versus, turned iAward- see introvert.] K-so*'rrSKo,,S*EacUhatSvSgSn
intratrabecular network of blood-vessels. Introverted. of its properties was made at Sevres.

intratracheal (in-tra-tra'kf-al), a. [L. intra, introvision (in-tro-vizh'on), re. [intro- + vi- invariant. I. a. 2. In phys. chem., having
within, + frac^a + -a^i.] Situated or occur- sion.] Introspection ; inward vision. a variance equal to zero. The variance (V) of a

ring within the trachea. intrOVOlution (in'tro-vo-lu'shon), re. Tintro- chemical system is expressed by the equation V = c-l-2-

intratubal (in-tra-t^'bal), a. [L. intra within, -^. voluUon.] 'the act.of involving, infolding, tirthr^uSb^^r^Thaa'sIn' w'hTcht?^^^^^^+ tubus + -an.] Being within a tube : usu- or mwrapping one thing withm another; the TT „ a An entitv comTimiTidfid of pnt,
ally noting the Fallopian or Eustachian tube.

,
coiling of something around itself.

,tj?„-J",^ some of thei su^^cHo chairo;
intratubular (in-tra-tti'bu-lar), a. [intra- + intrude, v. f.-lntruded sheet. See *«ten. variation, which, despite this change, remains
tubule + -ar3.] Being within a tubule, espe- intrusive, a. 3. (6) Specifically, in oeoJ. itself unchanged.- Natural Invarlaat, an invari-

oially within the renal tubules. applied to those igneous masses which have ant constituted fy the very nature of the thing to which



invariant

it pertains : thus, the product of an altitude by its ba£e
is a natural invariant for the triangle ; the product of an
^titude by the ai-ea of Its base is a natural invariant for
the tetrahedron.

invasion, ». 4. In phytogeog., the phenomenon
of the movement of plants from an area of one
character into one of a different character, and
their colonization in the latter. It includes, ac-

cording to F. £. Clements, the ideas both of migration
and of ecesis. (See-Mnigration, 5, and'*«ce8t8.) The same
author distinguishes invasions as continuous or inter-

mittent, complete or partial, temporary or permanent
First thus used by Goeze, 1882.

inventorize (in-ven'to-riz), V.
;
prep, and pp.

inventorized, ppr. inventorizing, [inventor-y +
4ze.] I. trans. To inventory; catalogue: as,

to inventorize the furniture in a house.
II. intrans. To make an inventory.

Inverness coat, overcoat, or cape. See
*coa<2.

inverse. I. a. 3. In logic, with conclusion as
hypothesis and hypothesis as conclusion.

If, in the true statement x is y, we simply interchange
the subjectand predicate, without any restriction, we get
the inverse statement y is x, which may be false.

6. B. Halsted, Iheoret. Elem. of Geom., p. 4.

Inverse point. See -kpoinn.

II. n. 2. In logic, a proposition made by
simply Interchanging the hypothesis and con-
clusion of another, without any restriction.

—

3. In math., an inverse point, curve, function,

ratio, proportion, etc.—4. lurouge-et-noir, the
triangular space in which bets are placed when
wagering that the first card dealt for a color
will not be the same color as the one that
wins the coup: opposed to *couleur. See
rouge-et-noir.

inversion, n—^Absoluteinversion, the substitution of

I
ajx

I
for j x/a I , where |

x
\
denotes the absolute value

of X.— CenterofInversion. See geometrical inversiont
under invereian.—'Dianial Inversion of the wind.
See itunnd^.— Inversion of temperature. See *(em-
perature.— Origin Of Inversion, center of inversion.

—

Kadlns of Inversion, the side of the square equivalent
to the rectangle of the sects from the center of inversion
to two inverse points.— Rule Of Inversion, the rule
that if the hypotheses of a group of demonstrated theo-
rems exhaustively divide the universe of discourse into
contradictories, so that one must be true, though we do
not know which, and the conclusions are also contra-
dictories, then the inverse of every theorem of the group
will necessarily be true.—Thermo-electrlc Inversion,
the change of direction of the electromotive force of a
thermo-couple when the mean temperature of the junc-
tions passes the neutral point of the two metals of which
the thermo-couple is made.

inversor (in-v6r'sor), n. [inverse + -oj-l.] That
which transforms into the inverse.— Peaucel-
ller's Inversor, Feaucellier's cell.

invert, v. t. 3. In ehem., to convert (cane-
sugar) into a mixture of glucose and fructose.

The operation, chemically considered, is a hydrolysis,
that is, addition of water. The process is accompanied
by a reversal of the direction of deflection of a ray of
polarized light by the sugar solution : hence the term.

4. In music ; (o) Of an interval, to transpose
the lower tone an oetave higher, so that it falls

(usually) above the higher tone. (6) Of a
melody or theme, to take its intervals in order
downward instead of upward, thus making a
new melody, but one whose relation to the
first is exact and intelligible, (c) Of a chord,
to arrange its tones in any order in which the
root is not in the bass.

Invert. An abbreviation (a) of Invertehrata ;

(6) [l. c] of invertebrate.

invertase (in-vfir'tas), n. {invert + -ase.'\ A
ferment which inverts higher sugars to lower
forms; specifically, a ferment which inverts

cane-sugar to dextrose and levulose. invertase
occurs in many yeasts and other fungi, in pollen-grains,

in the beet-root, in many of the higher plant^ and in

some of the animal digestive juices. Also invertin. The
specific ferment is also termed sucrose.

Invertebrate determinant. Same as zeroaxial deter-

minant (which see, under determinant).

Inverted converter. See ^converter, 3.

invertive (in-v6r'tiv), a. \imoert + -ive.'] Ca-
pable of producing inversion.

invertor, «. 3. That which turns in: said of

certain muscles.
For if either the evertor or invertor is out of use the

combined action of these muscles (as contrasted with their

single action) becomes impossible.
LanMt, July 4, 1903, p. 56.

invest, v. t investing cartilage. Same as articular

cartilage (which see, under cartilage).

investigation, »s.— unit of investigation, the sim-

plest form of the subject-matter of a science : a term

employed chiefly in sociological discussion.

investigational (iu-ves-ti-ga'shon-al), a. [in-

vestigation + -aP.'] Pertaining to or of the

nature of investigation.

Investigational apparatus of great importance.
Science, Sept 29, 1906, p. 387.
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investigatory (in-ves'ti-ga-to-ri), a. [imesti-

gate + -ory.] Of or pertaining to investiga-

tion
;
given to investigation.

invigilate, ». i. 2. To watch students in an
examination-room. See *invigilator. [Eng.]

invigilator (in-vij'i-la-tor), n. One appointed

to watch students during examination: proc-

tors, examiners, and others are selected for

this purpose. [Eng.]

iodinated

evidence of inverse or retrograde evolution.

[Kare.]— Hyperbolic involution, an involution which
has real double points (or lines).— Involution axis, in

projective geom., the bearer of the crosses of coupled tan-

gents of two conic pencils forming an involution.— Invo-
lution center, in projective geom., the bearer of the joins

of coupled points of two conic ranees forming an involu-

tion.— Involution form. See *form.—Parabolic In-

volution, an involution which has coincident donUe
elements.—Point Involution, in geom., one in which
the elements are points.

tnis purpose. Lf^g.j ,. . , , -, involution-sporC (in-v6-lii'shon-sp6r), n. Same
invigprant (m-vig or-ant), n. [wwsror + -a«(.] i^J°J^"" i^^^^

An invigorating beverage of some kind;
tonic.

invigorative (in-vig'or-a-tiv), a. [invigorate +
-me7\ Invigorating; "imparting vigor.

invinate (in-vi'nat), v. t.; pret. and pp. irmi-

nated, ppr. invinating, [ML. invinare, embody
in wine, < L. in, in, + vinum, wine.] To em-

as resting-spore.

involutoric (in"vo-lu-tor'ik), a. Same as in-

volutorial.— Involutoric transformation, that given

by (X - a)/(x - b) = - (y - a)/(y - b).

involv, V. t. A simplified spelling of involve.

inwrought (in-rat' ), p. a. Wrought or worked
in or into; having something (specifically,

figures or patterns) worked into it.

body in wine: used in reference to the doe- inyala,nyala(in-ya.'la,nya'la),». [S.African
trine of transubstantiation. See *invinaUon. native name.] A South African antelope, 2Va-

invination (in-vi-na'shon), n. [NL. *invina- gelaphus angassi, related to the bushbuck or

tio(n-), < Mil. invinare: see *immuite.^ In the harnessed antelope. The males are little over three-

eucharistio controversy, the doctrine that after feet high at the shoulder, of a bluish gray, with faint

consecration the blood of. Christ is locally
iJ'^'^TabTeviation of Jo«>a.

loa (i-o'S.), n. [Nil., < Gr. i6(, an a,rrow.] A
genus of fishes known as darters, inhabiting

the fresh waters of the southeastern United

Sta4;es.

iodacetanilide (i^'od-a-set-au'i-lid), n. [io-

-Invlnclble Ignorance. See *igno-

present or infused in the wine, which remains
unchanged.

invincible, a.

ranee.

II. n. 1. One who is invincible. Spe-
cifically—2. A member of an Irish society,

organized in 1881, whose avowed object

was "to remove all tyrants from the coun-
try."

invirile (in-vir'il), a. [in-^ + virile.']

manly ; effeminate ; not virile.

Ovid in Pontus, paling for his Rome
Of men invirile and disnatured dames.

LoweU, Cathedral, 1. 292.

d(ine) + acetanilide.'] A crystalline compound,
C6H4.I.NH.C2HgO, prepared by the action of

iodine on acetanilide. Also iodantifebrin.

Not iodamide (i-6'da-mid), n. A violently explo-

sive black powder produced by the interaction

of iodine and aqueous ammonia. The substance

so produced, however, varies in composition and is prob-

ably in the first instance nitrogen tri-iodide (NI3, or rather

Njle), readily changing to compounds containing hydro-

gen, of which the only one for which th6 name iodamide

should be used is NHgl or N2H4I2.

iodantifebrin (i''6-daii-ti-feb'rin), n. [iod{in^)

+ anUfebrin.1 Same as *iodaMtanilide.

iodantipyrin (i'o-dan-ti-pi'rin), n. [iod{ine)

+ antipyrin.'] A colorless crystalline com-
pound, diiHii.I.N20, obtained by the action

of iodine chlorid on anti pyrin. Also iodopyrin.

[iod(ine) + -ate^ +
e(i2.] In ehem., charged with iodine as a con-

stituent.

inviscation (in-visrka'shon), n. [NL. *invis-

caUo(n-), < li. inviscare, catch with bird-lime,

< i»t- + viseum, bird-lime.] The act of smear-
ing or mixing with glutinous matter ; specifi-

cally, the act of mixing the foodwith the mu-
cous secretion of the mouth.

invital (in-vi'tal), a. [in-^ + vital.'] Having
no vitality; lacking life or lifelike appearance.

in vitro (in vi'tro). [L.] Within glass that wdated |i
9;dt*'f2'„?;,f;

IS, a test-tube : said of chemical reactions,
bacterial cultures, etc., obtained experimen- . , ^. .. _ ,_, , , ,-. j .. » 1 -it
tally in the test-tube as contrasted with those lodation (i-o-da'shon), n. [iodate^ -1- -wn.] In

occurring in vivo, that is, within the living cfeem., the process of causmg iodine to be taken

bodv. up as a constituent, as in the production of

„...,.. ... j.^ ,. iodo-benzene from benzene.
Serum obtamed by immunismg with one race didnot . -, , . /-«-j i.- j .. ,• -4.\ t

necessarily give more than a trace of reaction in i«"tro and lOOnyarargyrate (l^Od-bl-drar gi-ratj, ». In

none whatever in vivo when tested with another race, ehem., a double salt containing mercuric iodide
H. E. Durham, in Jour. Exper. Med., Jan- 15, 1901, p. 355. ^g qjjq component.

in vivo (in vi'vo). [L.] Within the living iodhydrate (i-6d-hi'drat), n. [iodhydr-ic +
body. See *in vitro. -ate'.'] In ehem., a salt of iodhydrie or hydri-

invocable (in'vo-ka-bl), a. [NL. "invocabilis, odic acid. Same as hydriodate or iodide.
^

< L. invocare, in'vote.] That may be invoked iodhydric (i-6d-hi'drik), a. [iod(i)ie) + hy-
or called on supplieatingly. dr{pgen) + -ic.] Samfe as hydriodie acid.

invocant (in'vo-kant), n. [L. invooans (-ant-), iodide, n Alkaline Iodide, a compound obtained by
ppr. of ineocare, invoke.] One who calls upon the action of iodine on alkali-metal, as potassium

[invocate + -ive.]

or invokes.

invocative (in-vok'a-tiv), a.

Invocatory; invoking.

involucruia, «. 3. In pathol., a wall of new
osseous tissue inclosing the sequestrum in a
case of necrosis.

involute, a. 3. Noting a form of tooth-profile,
used in gearing, traced by a point at the end
of a tangent as it is unwrapped from a base-
circle. The base-circle is the circle at the root of the
teeth. All involute teeth of the same circular pitch will
work together. They are much used in cases where the
distance between the centers of the two shafts has to be
slightly variable.

involute (in'vo-liit), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. invo-

luted, ppr. involuting. [L. involvere (involutus),
roll up: see involve.] To return to a normal
condition.

The mvasion of the non-hairy skin by the trichophyton
fungus, all varieties of which cause at the beginning of
infection a circular scaly pink patch that spreads peri-
pherally with a pinkish border, and clears up or involutes
in the central portion, leaving a faintly yellowish tinge
in its wake, thus forming a ring,

Buck.tiei. Handbook, VII. 782.

involuted, a. 2. Having returned to the nor-
mal state: noting specifically the uterus after
pregnancy.—3. Having undergone the retro-
grade processes peculiar to old age.

involution, «. 7. (6) The atrophic or regres-
sive changes oecurringin old age.—8. 'InUol., iodiferous, a
the possession byan organism whichis adapted stituent.
to eonditionsthat are simpler thanthose under iodUiated (i'6-din-a*ted^, a. [iodine + -ate^
which its allies live, of an organization that -1- -ed?.] Charged with'iodine, either in ad-
is simpler than that of its allies, considered as mixture or chemical combination.

sodium iodide.— Green Iodide of mercniy, mercnrons
iodide, Hg2l2-—I«ad iodide, a solid of bright yellow

color, little soluble in cold water, more freely in boiling

water. Its production by precipitation serves as a test for

lead or for iodine.—Hercurlc iodide, a substance obtain-

able in two conditions which are dimorphous in crystal-

lization, the one red, the other yellow in color. The bril-

liant scarlet of the former of these makes its production
a valuable test for mercury and iodine respectively. The
solution of mercuric iodide in an aqueous solution of po-

tassium iodide, with the addition of a caustic alkali, forms
the Kessler solution used to detect and determine minute
quantities of ammonia, as in the examination of drinking

water.—Nitrogen iodide, aheavy blackpowder ptoducea
by the interaction of iodine and aqueous ammonia. It ex-

plodes violently by friction or slight heating, being
resolved into nitrogen gas and vapor of iodine. It readily

undergoes change, wlUi replacement of iodine by hydro-

gen atoms, and the derivatives so fonned are sometimes
referred to rather loosely as iodides of nitrogen or iod-

amides.—Palladlous iodide, a substance obtained as a

very dark-brown precipitate on addition of a soluble iodide

to the solution of a palladious salt Its production is

often used as a delicate test for iodides, as in mineral
waters.—Fbosphonlmn Iodide, the prodnct of the

union of phosphine or phosphureted hydrogen with
hydriodie acid (PH3 -f HI = PH4I), analogous to ammo-
nium iodide, with phosphorus in place c^ nitrogen.—
Potassium iodide, a colorless solid, readily soluble in

water and easily crystallized in cubes : manufactured, on
a large scale, for use in medicine and photography.—
Sliver iodide, one of the haloid salts of silver extensively
in use by photographers, forming an important part of

the sensitive film to be exposed to the action of light It

occurs sparingly in natiu-e as the rare mineral iodyrite.—
Sulphur lodde, the compound S2I2 : used externally in

medicine to a limited extent

2. Containing iodine as a con-



iodine

iodine, w.— CborchlU's iodine caustic. See Chunks
kill's Mincture of iodine.—Iodine absorption,the taking
up of iodine, usually into chemical combination, as by fali

and oils, in which the quantity of iodine taken up by a
given quantity of the oil is used as a means of identifying
the latter. See Bail kprocesa.—Iodine candle. See
koandle.— Iodine number, the number expressive of the
quantity of iodine absorbed by a given amount of a partic-

ular fat or oil. See -kiodine absorption and Hiibl irpro-

ces8.— Iodine pentozld, a compound of two atoms of
iodine and Ave of oxygen (loOs). Also known as iodic

anhydrid. It is decomposed by heat into iodine and
oxygen.— Iodine trlcMorld, a compound of one atom of

iodine with three of chlorin. It foims lemon-yellow
crystals, easily decomposed by heat into chlorin and the
more stable iodine monochlorid.— Iodine Tlolet. Same
as dahlia, 3.— Iodinewater, a solution of iodine in water.
When saturated at common temperature it only contains
one part of iodine for about 5,500 parts of water, but has
a decided brown color.

iodinize (i'o-din-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. iodin-

ized, ppr. iodinieing. [iodine + -ise,'] Same
as iodate ov iodize.

iodinophilous (Vo-di-nofi-liis), a. [iodine +
Gr. 0iA«(v, love.] Readily staining mthiodine.
—^lodlnophllons vacaole, in sporozoans, as the ifyxobol'
idx, a vacuole in the sporoplasm containing a substance
which stains reddish brown with iodine and gives some of
l^e reactions of glycogen.

iodiodide (i-od-i'o-did), n. In chem., same as
*iodo-iodide.

iodipin (i-o'di-pin), n. A yellow, oleaginous
addition-product of iodine and sesamennl, con-
taining either 10 or 25 per cent, of iodine : used
in syphilis, scrofula^ et6.

iodo-. An element m chemical terms, used In
forming names of addition- and substitution-
compounds of iodine which are made by add-
ing iodine solutionto other bodies as alkaloids,
as iodooinchomne, iodomorphine, iodostrychnine,
etc.

iodochlorid (i^o-do-klo'Tid), «. In chem., a
compound in whichiodine and chlorin areboth
combined with the same metal or basic radical

:

as, mercuric iodoehtorid('H.glCl).

iodo-engenol (i'o-do-u'je-nol), n. Same as
*eugenol-iodide.

iodoform, n. This substance, much used in surgery, is

now prepared electrolytically trom a mixed solution of
alcohol with an alkaline carbonate and iodide.

iodoformism (i'6-do-f6rm-izm), n. [iodoform
+ -ism.'] A condition induced by the poison-
ous action of iodoform,

iodogallicin (i'^o-do-gari-sin), n. [iod(ine) +
galUcin.'] A light, amorphous, gray powder,
prepared by the action of bismuth oxyiodide
on gallicin. It is an antiseptic.

iodoglycerin (i*o-do-glis'e-rin), n. [iod(ine)

+ glycerin. J A solution of iodine and potas-
sium iodide in glycerol.

iodohematin (i"o-do-hem'a-tin), n. [iod(ine)

+ hematin.'] A substance analogous to hemin,
in which hydriodic acid is combinedwith hem-
atin in the place of hydrochloric acid.

iodohemol, iodohsemol (i"o-do-hem'ol), n.

[iod^ine) + hemol.l An iodine comj>ound of
hemol containing 16 per cent, of iodine ; used
in syphilis, seroftila, etc.

iodohydrargyrate (i"o-do-hi-drar'ji-rat), n.

[iod(ine) + hydrargyrate.'] In chem., a double
iodide of mercury and a more electropositive

metal : as, (KI)2.Hgl2, potassium iodohydrargy-
rate.

iodo-iodide (i'o-do-i'o-did), ». [iod(ine) + io-

dide.'} In chem., a compound of iodine with a
basic radical of which iodine is a constituent.

iodomercurate (i'o-do-iiifer'ku-rat), n. [io-

d(ine) + mercurate.] Same a.a'*ibdohydrargy-

rate.

iodometrical (i*o-do-met'ri-kal), a. Same as
iodometrie.

iodometry (i"o-dora'e-tri), n. [iod(ine) + Gr.

-/ierpia, < fiirpov, measure.] In chem., properly,

the quantitative determination of ioiine, usu-
ally by means of a standard solution of a thio-

sulphate or an arsenite, iodine acting in the

presence of water as an indirect oxidizing

agent. The term is often applied to the same process

used in inverse form to determine, by means of a standard
solution of iodine, some one of a number of substances
capable of undergoing definite oxidation ur deoxidation.

Starch and the Dextrins in Relation to Iodometry.
Science, Sept. 5, 1902, p. 366.

iodonium (i-o-do'ni-um). n. [iod{ime) + -one

+ -ium.l Tlie hypothetical, univalent, basic

radical, IH2. It is analogous to the radical

ammonium, NHi.
iodophen (i'o-do-fen), M. [iod{ine) + phen(yV).']

Same as *n6sophen.

iodophenin (i"6-do-fe'nin)_, n. [iod(ine) +
phen{pl) + -in^.] A brownish powder or crys-

talline compound, Cw)H25l3N204, obtained by
precipitating an acioulatea aqueous solution
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of phenacetin with a solution of iodine and
potassium iodide; iodophenacetin ; tri-iodo-

diphenaeetin : an external antiseptic.

iodiophile (i'o-do-fll), a. [iod{me) + Gr. tpiXeir,

love.] Having' an afilnity for or readily ab-
sorbing or combining with iodine.

iodophilia (i'o-do-fil'i-a), n. [NL., < iod{ine)
-I- -(fii^ia, < 0«/l«(i>,'love.] A pathological con-
dition in which the leucocytes stain readily in
iodine solution : noted in certain eases of sup-
puration.

iodophthisis (i-o-dof'thi-sis), n. [iod(ine) +
Gr. tjidiaic; wasting.] Emaciation due to the
action of iodine.

iodopotassic (i"o-do-po-tas'ik), a. [iod(ine) +
potassium -t- ^.] Involving the use of potas-
sium iodide, as in the production of a strong
solution of iodine in water (Lugol's solution),
by adding potassium iodide.

iodopyrin (i^o-do-pi'rin), ». [iod(ine) + (anti)-

pyrvn.2 A trade-name for iodo-antipyrin, a
substance used medicinally as an antipyretic

_
and resolvent.

iodoso (i-o-do'so), n. [iod{ine) + -ose + -o.]

The univalent radical, 10 iodoso benzene, an
amorphous, explosive, basic compound, CkRqIO, prepared
by the action of alkali on phenylchloriodonium chlorid,
C6H5ICI2.

iodo^permifl (i'5-do-sp6r'min), n. [iod(ine) +
Gr. awep/ia, seed, -f -in2.] Asubstance formed
on treating seminal fluid with a modified
Lugol's solution (an iodine preparation). The
reaction is supposedly due to the presence of

choline.

iodosulphate (i'''o-do-sul'fat), «. [iod(ine) +
sulphate.'] An iodine compound or addition-
product of a sulphate: as, iodosulphate of
quinine, or herapathite.

iodosulphid (i"o-do-sul'fid), n. [iod(ine) +
sulphid.'] In chem.', a compound in which io-

dine and sulphur are both united to the same
metal or basic radical. Also called sulphiodide.

iodotherapy (i"o-do-ther'a-pi), n. [iod{ine) +
Gr. Bepaireia, medical treaifment.] The thera-

peutic use of iodine or the iodides.

iodothyrin (i'o-do-tbi'rin), n. [iod{ine) +
thyreoid) + -ra*.]

" A complex substance con-
taining iodine, obtainedfromthe thjrroidgland,

in which it exists in combination with a globu-
lin as thyreoglobulin. Together with another
albuminous substance belonging to the nucleo-
proteids thyreoglobulin forms the colloid

substance of the gland. Also thyro-iodine.

iodous (i'o-dus), a. [iod(ine) + -ous.'] In
chem., related' to, containing, or resembling
iodine. Iodous oxid and iodous add are terms
which by analogy would be given to com-
pounds containing less oxygen than iodic oxid
or add, but no such substances are known.
iodozy (i'o-dok-si), n. [iod(ine) + oxy(gen).']

The univalent radical, IO2.

iodozone (i'o-do-z6n), n. [iod(ine) + ozone."]

A name given to an imaginary substance as-

sumed to be a compound of iodine with ozone,
or an iodine substitution product of ozone.

iodum (i-6'dum), to. [NL. : see iodine.] The
pharmacopoeial name for iodine.

ioduret (i-od'u-ret), n. [iod{ine) + -uret] In
chem., same as iodide : a form notnow in gen-
eral use.

I. 0. F. ' An abbreviation of Independent Order

of Foresters.

I. of M. An abbreviation (a) of Instructor of
Musketry; (6) of Isle of Man.

loglOSSUa (i-o-glos'us), n. [NL., < Gr. I6g, an
arrow, + y^Maaa, tongue.] A genus of gobioid

fishes inhabiting the Gulf of Mexico.

I. 0. G-. T. An abbreviation of Independent
Order of Good Templars.

ion, TO. 2. In phys. chem., one of the particles,

bearing electric charges, which carry electric

currents through the air or other gas. See
*electron, 2.

Preston . . . and Kunge and Faschen . . . think it

possible that atoms of related elements are composed of

the same kind of ions, and that the properties of these

elements are determined by the arrangement of the ions

in the atom. Eneyc. Brit, XXXII. 781.

Electronegative Ion, electropositive ion. T^aphys.

chem., the ion, consisting of an atom or of a group of atoms
called a radical, which is produced by the electrolytic dis-

sociation of an electrolyte and which moves toward the

positive pole or anode is the electronegative ion or the

anion. That which moves toward the negative pole or

cathode is called the electropoHtive ion or cation.— Migra-
tion ofIons, in phys. chem., the movement of electrically

charged ions toward the anode and towai'd the cathode
in electrolysis, which is the means by which an electric

current is carried through an electrolyte. The frictional

resistance to the motion of bodies as small as ions is

enormous, and the velocities produced are small. A fall

-lor

of potential of one volt per centimeter causes the ions of
hydrogen at 18" C. to move at the rate of less than 12 cen-
timeters an hour, and all other ions move less rapidly.

See Hittorfs itphenomenon.

-ion'''. In phys. chem., the word ion added, as
a suffix, to the abbreviated name of an atoni

or radical to form a name for the atom or radi-
cal in the ionic state : thus chlorion means an
atom of chlorin in the ionic condition ; cupro-
ion or cujyrilon, the ion of univalent and of
bivalent copper.

Ion. An abbreviation of Ionic.

ionic^ (i-on'ik), a. [ion -I- -ic] Inphys. chem.,
of or pertaining to an ion or the ions which
carry an electric current in electrolysis : see
Arrheniu^s theory of electrolytic or ionic *dis-

sodation.
The frictional resistance of the liquid to the passage of

the ions, the reciprocal of which is called the ionic fluid-

ity. J. A. Fleming, in Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 14.

Ionic concentration. See -kconcentration Ionic ve-
locity. See migration of -kions.

lonicism (i-on'i-sizm), to. [Ionic + -ism.] Same
as lonism.

ionium (i-6'ni-um), TO. [NL. See *ion, to., 2.]

A supposed disintegration-product of actinium
from the disintegration of which radium, in

turn, results. See the extract.

It haff-been found that nranium minpralR contain a new
radio-active element, to which the name "umiura" has
been given. The chemical behavior of ionium is similar
to that of thorium, from which it can not be separated by
the usual reactions characteristic for thorium. loniwm
emits an a radiation having a range of about 2'Scin in air,

and probably also a /3 radiation. Kesults obtained on the
growth of radium in solutions of ionium indicate that it

IS the immediate substance from which radium is formed.
It is therefore undoubtedly a disintegration product of

uranium intermediate between uranium X and radium.
The relative activity of radium and ionium in minerals is

in agreement with this assumption.
B. B. Boltwood, in Amer. Jour. Science, May, 1908,

p. 381.

ionizable (i'o-m-za-bl), a. [ionize + -able.]

Capable of being ionized: used both of elec-

trolytes and of gases.

ionization (i"o-ni-za'shon), TO. [ionize + -ation.]

In phys. chem. : (a) The electrolytic dissocia-

tion of an electrolyte by solution or by fusion.

(6) The process by which a gas is converted
into a conductor of electricity; the state or
condition of being ionized. See ^electron, 2,

*electron theory.

The very large ionization of mercury vapour is interest-

ing, as this is a monatomic gas ; the process of ionization
must, therefore, involve much ilner subdivision than the
splitting of a molecule into atoms.

J. J. Thomson, in Encyc. Brit., XXVIII. 39.

Ionization coefficient. See *coefficient.

ionize^ (i'o-niz), v. t.; pret. and pp. ionized,

pT^T. ionizing. [ion + 4ze.] hi phys. chem.: (a)

To separate into ions : said of the solvent in
which an electrolyte is dissolved.
Sulphuric acid, which in the fairly strong solutions used

by Thomson is only about half dissociated, gives a higher
value for the heat of neutralization, so that heat must be
evolved when it is i(mi2«d. . . . The problem of the cause
of solubility still remains unsettled, but towards the ex-
planation of ionizing power some advance has been made.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 16.

(6) To produce ions in (air or other gas) : said
of Kbntgen rays, of cathode and various other
rays, of the electric field, of a glowing metal,
and of violet light.

This equation has been verifled in the case of a gas ion-
ized by the EOntgen rays by Kuthertord.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 26.

ionizer (i'o-ni-z6r), n. Any device for pro-
ducing the ionization of a gas or liquid.

ionograph (i-on'6-graf), TO. [ ion + Gr. ypd^eiv,

write.] An apparatus for recording automat-
ically the state of ionization of the air or of
any gas. It consists of an air-condenser, one
pJate of which is grounded through a high
resistance while the other is connected to an
electrometer. Sd. Amer. Sup., Dec. 24, 1904,
p. 24, 230.

ionone (i'o-non), to. [Gr. lov, violet, + -one.]
In chem., a hydro-aromatic ketone, made arti-
ficially from the citral of lemon-grass and
other oils, possessing in a marked degree the
odor of violet flowers, and hence used with
advantage in modem perfumery.
ionoplasty (i'o-no-plas-ti), to. [ion + Gr.
TrXaardg, formed, + -^3.] The deposition of
metals by means of the cathodic discharge.
Jour, of Phys. Chem., Nov., 1904, p. 583.

I. 0. 0. F. An abbreviation of Independent
Order of Odd Fellows.

-ior^. [Also -ioMr; < L. -jor, in comparatives, as
inferior, superior, ulterior, junior, senior, etc.

See -or*: and -er^.] A suffix of Latin origin
occurring in adjectives and nouns from original
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Latin adjectives in the comparative degree,

as inferior, superior, interior, exterior, junior,

senior, etc.

-ior'*. [Also -iour; < ME. -iour, -eour, -eyour,

etc., < OF. -eior, -eiur, later -ieur, etc.] A
suffix, the same as -or^, with a preceding vowel,
representing a type derived from Latin -dt-or.

Examples are savior, warrior, etc., and currior,

curriour, etc., now currier, etc. In some
words the termination -ior, -iour has been
substituted for a simUar suffix of other origin,

as in havior, behaviour.

I. 0. R. M. An abbreviation of Improved Order

of Red Men.
1. 0. S. M. An abbreviation of Independent Order
of the Sons of Malta.

-iburi, suffix. See *-Jori.

-iour'-^, suffix. See *-i(»'2.

lowan, a. 2. In geol., noting an epoch or subdi-

vision of the glacial period of which the de-

posits are well developed in Iowa.
ipado, n. Same as *ipadu.

ipadu (e-pa-do')> M. pTupi name.] In Brazil,

same as cocai.

I. P. D. An abbreviation of the Latin in prse-

sentia Bominorum, 'iu the presence of the

Lords' [of session].

ipecaiC, ».—Bastard U)ecac, the St Andrews cross,

Atcyrum hypericoides.— ¥3lse Ipecac. Same as Amer-
ican ipecac, under ipecac.— WUl-tpecae, the flowering

spurge, Euphorbia corollata.— Spurge-ipecac, white
Ipecac, the American ipecacuanha, Euphorbia Ipecac-

uanha.—'WHS. ipecac, (o) See vnldl. (b) The spread-

ing dogbane, Apocynum androssemifolium.—Wood-ip-
ecac, Triosteum perfoliaXum.

ipecacuanha-wine (ip-f-kak-u-an'a-win"), n.

1. A medicated wine made by macerating
ipecac in wine.— 2. A medicinal wine made
by adding 10 parts of- fluid extract of ipecac

to a mixture of 100 parts of alcohol and 800

parts of white wine: an emetic and expec-

torant.

ipecacuanhic (ip-f-kak-u-an'ik), a. [ipecac-

uanha + -ic] Of or relating to ipecacuanha.

—

Ipecacuanhic acid, a glacoside, related to tantiic acid,

found in the dried root of Evea Ipecacuanha.

Ipnopids (ip-nop'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Ipnops +
-id*.] A family of deep-sea fishes widely
distributed.

Ipnops (ip'nops), n. [NL., < Gr. tTrvdf, a lantern,

-I- ui|j, eye.] A genus of deep-sea fishes of the
family tpnopidse.

Ipo (i'po), n. [NL. (Persoon, 1807), < Macassar
ipo, the upas-tree, Ipo toxicaria.'] 1. A genus
of dicotyledonous plants belonging to the

family Moraceas. See Antiaris.— 2. [I.e.'] An
aiTOw poison prepared from upas-sap, Ipo
toxicaria, by the Kenyahs in Borneo, who also

use it internally as a medicine for malaria.

ipomeic (ip-o-me'ik), a. [Ipomcea + -ic] Per-

taining to or derived from plants of the genus
J^omosa.—Ipomeic acid. Same as Iripomic or sebaeic

add.

ipomein (ip-o-me'in), n. [Ipomcea -I- -in^.] A
colorless amorphous glucoside, CygHisaOse,
found in the root of Ipomcea pandurata. It

is nearly related to convolvulin and jalapin.

Also ipomCBin.

ipomic (i-po'mik), a. [Ipom(cBa) + -Jc] Same
as ipomeic—Ipomic acid. Same as sebaeic acid.

ippi-appa (ip-e-a'pa), n. [Jipijapa, a town in

I&uador where fine Panama straw hats are

made.] In Jamaica, a name applied to Car-

ludovica Jamaicensis, from the leaves of which

hats are braided. For making the hats only the finest

straw is selected, the coarser being utilized for brooms
and hand-baskets. The older leaves form an excellent

and durable thatch for houses. Also called broom-thatch.

Ipseity (ip-se'i-ti), n. [L. ipse, oneself, +
-ity.] The quality of being oneself or itself;

the essential element of identity.

ipsographic (ip-so-graf'ik), a. [L. ipse, oneself,

-I- Gr. ypdipeiv, wnte, + -ic] Self-registering;

self-recording.

Ir. 3. An abbreviation of Ireland.

iractmdity (i-ra-kun'di-ti), ». [li.iracunditas,

iiracundus, angry: see iracund.'\ Anger;
irascibility.

Iran. An abbreviation (a) of Jrowian; (6) of

Iranic.

irascent (i-ras'ent), a. [L. irascens {-ent-}, ppr.

of irasci, be angry- see irascible.] Growing

angry ; tending toward anger.

I. R. B. An abbreviation of Irish Republican

Brotherhood.

Ire. An abbreviation of Ireland.

irenarchical (i-re-nar'ki-kal), a. [dr.Apnvap-

Xiii6Q, < clpnvapxm, irenareh, + -aV-.] Kelatmg
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or pertaining to the ancientpeace-officerknown
as irenareh, or to his functions.

irenarcliy (i're-nar-ki), ». [vrenareh + -y^.]

The office or position of irenareh (which see).

iretol (i're-tol), n. [ir(igenin) + -et + -ol.]

A colorless compound, CH30C6H2(OH)3, ob-

tained, together with iridic and formic acids,

by the action of alkali on irigenin. It crystal-

lizes in needles and melts at 186° C. Also
called 1, 2, 5-trihydroxy-2-methoxybenzene.

iridal, «• 2. Relating to the iris of the eye.

iridate (i'ri-dat), ». [irid-ic + -ate^.] In

chern^ a salt of iridic acid, the hydroxid,

Ir(0H)4. Also iridiate.

iridectomize (ir-i-dek'to-miz), V. i.
;
pret. and

pp. iridectomiged, ppr. iridectomising. [i/ridec-

tonir-y + -iee.] To perform iridectomy.

irideous (i-rid'e-us), a. Same as iridaceous.

iridial (i-rid'i-al), a. Same as iridal.

iridic^ (i-rid'ik), a. [Gr. Ipig (Ipci-), rainbow,
iris, + -ic] Same as iridian.

iridic^ (i-rid'ik), a. [irid-ium -(- -ic] Pertain-

ing to or containing iridious irigenin.—iridic

acid, a colorless compound, (CH30UC6H2(6H)CH2C00H,
obtained, together with iretol, by the action of alkali on iri-

genin. It crysi^Uizes in prisms and melts at 118° C. Also
called 4, 5-dimethoxy-3-hydroxyphenylacetic add.

iridico-. A combining form of iridic^ used in

compound names of double salts in which
iridium with apparently tetrad valence is pres-

ent as a constituent : as, iridico-potassic chlorid,

same as potassium chloriridate, K2lrCl6.

iridin (i'ri-din), n. [irid-ic + -in^.] A color-

less glucoside, C24H26O13, found in orris root.

It crystallizes in colorless needles.

Iridic (i-rid'i-o), to. [NL., < Gr. Ipig Ctpti-), the

rainbow.] A genus of labroid fishes, com-
monly known as doncellas. They abound in

kelp in the tropical seas of America.

Iridie radiatus.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

iridic-. A combining form of iridium, used
in compound words, signifying the presence of
iridium as a constituent: as, iridio-platinum,
the alloy of 90 per cent, platinum with 10 per
cent, iridium adopted as the material for the
international standard meter and kilogram.
Iridio- or irido- is used more specifically in the
names of compounds in which iridium is pres-
ent with apparently triad valence, as in iridio-

chlorid of potassium, same as potassium chlor-
iridite (KglrCle).

iridic-platinimi (i-rid"i-o-plat'i-num), TO. The
alloy of iridium with nine times its weight of
platinum, it is remarkably hard, elastic, and suscep-
tible of high polish, and is attacked by very few chemical
reagents. Besides itfi use for international standard
weights and measures it has been employed to make
telegraph-contact buttons, electrodes to be exposed to
acid liquids, and wires to form part of high-temperature
pyrometers. Also called platino-iridium^

iridious (i-rid'i-us), a. In chem., containing
iridium : applied to compounds in which
iridium is trivalent, as IrCls. Compare
'''iridic^.

iridite (i'ri-dit), to. [irid-ium + -ite^.] In
chem., a salt of iridious acid, the hydroxid
Ir(0H)3 or Ir2(OH)6.

Iridium blue. See *blue, n.

iridize'-' (ir'i-diz), v. t.
j
pret. and pp. iridized,

ppr. iridizing. [irid-ium+ -ize.] To cover
with iiidium ; tip with iridium.

iridoceratitis (ir"i-d6-ser-a-(S'tis), n. [NL., <
Gr. Iptq (£/)«?-), iris, -1- /c^pof (/cEpoT-), horn (cor-
nea), + -itis.] Inflammation of the iris and
cornea.

iridccyclcchcroiditis (ir''i-d6-si"kl9-k6"roi-

dl'tis), TO. [NL., < Gr. lptiQ.oiS-),\xSa, + aiKlog,

circle, + E. choroid + -itis.] Inflammation of
the iris, ciliary body, and choroid coat of the
eye.

iridocyst (ir'i-do-sist), TO. [Gr. Iptg (IpiS-), iris,

-I- Khcmc, bag (cyst).] A cell which, in Sepia
and other cephalopods, produces iridescent
colors by the diffraction of light.

iroko

In addition to the chromatophores, the subepidennal

tissues contain other modifled connective tissue cells

known as iridocysts ; these cells are so modifled as to pro-

duce iridescent colors by diffraction of light

A. E. Shipley, Zool. of the Invertebrata, p. 220.

iridocyte (ir'i-da-sit), n. [Gr. Ipic (tpwJ-), iris,

+ fcvTog, a hollow (a cell).] A refracting sub-

stance arranged like a plate in the skin of

some •fishes. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1898,

p. 299.

iridcdialysis (ir*i-do-di-al'i-sis), to. [NL., <

Gr. tfif (Ip'f'-), iris, + itoKvaiQ, separation.] A
form of coretomy or iridectomy in which the

iris is torn awaj[ from the ciliary ring.

iridokeratitis (ir"i-d6-ker*a-ti'tis), n. Same
as *iridoceraUtis.

iridokinesis (ir'i-do-ki-ne'sis), n. [NL., < 6r.

Ipit (IpiS-), iris, + Kivnmi, motion.] Muscular

movement of the iris causing dilatation or con-

traction of the piipil.

iridol (I'ri-dol), TO. [Gr. IpiQ (ipti-), iris, -I- -ol.]

A colorless compound, HOC5H2 (OCH3)2CH3,
prepared by the dry distillation of iridic acid.

It is deposited in large crystals, melts at 54'

C, and boils at 239° C. Also called 4, 5-dime-

thoxy-Z-hydroxytoluene.

iridolin (i-rid'o-lin), TO. [iridM + -jm^.] a col-

orless basic compound, CiqHqN, contained in

coal-tar oil. It boils at 252-257° C.

iridomalacia (ir^i-do-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. IpiQ (ipt6-), iris, + imTiOKta, softness.] Soft-

ening of the iris.

iridomotor (ir'-'i-do-mo'tor), a. [Gr. Ipi^ ('pi^-),

iris, + L. motor, mover: see motor, a.] Eclat-

ing to movements of the iris.

iridoptcsis (ir''i-dop-t6'sis), TO. [NL., < Gr.

Iptg {ipiS-), iris, + irramg, falling.] Prolapse

of the iris..

irigenin (i-rij'e-nin), to. [iri{din) + -gen +
4n^.] A colorless compound, CiaHigOg,
formed by the action of acids on iridin. It

crystallizes in rhombohedra and melts at

186° C.

iris, TO. 10. The root of a species of iris cul-

tivated in India and sold in the bazaars of

Calcutta to be used, like the Florentine orris-

root, in perfumery and medicine.—11. The
iridescence in fractured pieces of rock-crystal.
When the fractures are cut out with the upper crystal

itself and polished, they show a beautiful j)lay of color.

The name is also applied to rock-crystal and the cheaper
stones to which color Is applied by means of a coating on
the back to produce the effect of a play of colors. A sim-

ilar effect is produced by cementing various colored

glasses together and then coating them.

Quartz crystals are occasionally met with which are

iridescent within, an effect due to fractures and cavities

in the interior. Such crystals are cut and sold under the
name of iri9. The irised effect is frequently produced
by artificial means, usually by heating iind then suddenly
cooling the specimen.

Smithsonian Rep. (Nat. Mus.), 1900, p. 62&

Florentine iris, iris Florentina. See Iris, &'—Ms
camphor, the solid portion of oil of orris, cousisting
principally of myristicin.— IrlB Of a lena system, the

stop or aperture which limits the divergence of the beam
of light entering the system ; the aperture of which the
entrance-pupil is the image.— Scorpion Irifl, Iris alata,

a handsome blue-flowered species of tlie Mediterranean
region.

iris-coffee (i'ris-kof'e), TO. The seeds of Iris

Pseudaoorus, sometimes used as a substitute

for coffee.

Irish ague, cross, deer, diamond. See Prague, etc.—
Irish lords. See*HemUepidotus.—Iriahveimy. See
*penny.

irisln (I'ri-sin), n. [Iris + -in^.] A colorless

compound, C6Hio05.iH20, contained in the

rhizomes of the water-Ely, Iris Pseudacorw,
and in other plants, it closely resembles starch in

appearance and consists of microscopic spheres which

_ melt at 218° C. and are not doubly refractive.

iritis, TO— nastlc iritis, a form of iritis in which there

is an exudation of flbrinous material.

iritomy (i-rit'o-mi), to. Same as iridotomy.

irksiim, a. An amended spelling of irksome.

irofa (e-ro-fa'), n. [Jap. i-ro-fa, otherwise
i-ro-ha (Jcana) : named from the first three

syllables », ro, ha, later /a.] The Japanese
syllabary.

The nido is exactly analogous to the Japanese Katakana
script, in which modified forms of Chinese ideographs
are used phonetically to express 47 syllables (the so-

called I-ro-Ja syllabary), raised to 73 by the nigori and
maru diacritical marks.

Eeane, Man, Past and Present, p. 308.

irck (e'rok), n. [Philippine name.] Same as

'^kauon.

iroko (i-ro'ko), TO. [Yoruba name in Lagos.]
A valuable timber-tree of West Africa,

Chlorophora excelsa, of the mulberry family.

Its wood has a finely mottled grain and is
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much used for building purposes on account
of its resisting the attacks of termites.

iron. 72. «3. (e) In ^oi^. a club with an iron head consid-
erably lofted so as to raise the balL— A-lrOllf a compact
and extremely hard form of iron made electrolytically,

using an electrolyte of ferrous chlorid, ferrous sulphat«,

or ferrous ammonium sulphate and an iron auode.
It diflers from B-*iron (which see) in that it is harder,

more compact, and of a silver-white instead of a grayish
color. The use of the terms A-iron and B-iron should
be discouraged, since they are liable to be confused with
the alpha and beta modification of iron.— Alpb^lTOn,
the allotropic modification of pure iron normal at all

temperatures below Arg (760" C). Alphariron is the
most magnetic substance known. It crystallizes in the
cnbic system. On being heated above a temperature of
760° C, it changes into beta-*iron (which see), with ab-
sorption of heat.— Beta-iron, an allotropic modification
of iron existing between the temperatures of 760° and
900° C. (Ar2 and Ars). Beta-iron is almost without mag-
netism ana crystallizes in the cubic system isomorphically
with alpha-iron. On heating above 900° C. beta-iron
changes into gamma-iron, with absorption of heal; un-
dergoing also a critical change in electric conductivity.

—

B-lron, a form of iron produced electrolytically. It dif-

fera from A-*iron (which see) by the fact that higher vol-

tage and higher current density are used, and that the
electrolyte contains bivalent iron in some complex form,
while the anodo is made of platinum Instead of iron.

—

Carbide of iron, iron chemically combined with car-
bon. The only known carbide of iron is cementite. See
kcementite and combined -^carbon,— Chilled iron, cast-
iron which has been quickly cooled. The effect of this
rapid cooling is to retain the whole, or the greater part,
of the carbon (amounting to 3 or 4 per cent.) in solution
or in chemical combination with the iron, as distinguished
from graphite, which is separated in thin plates and
flakes. Chilled iron is usually chilled only on the sur-
face. The effect of this is to give an extremely hard and
brittle surface, with a relatively soft and ductile center,
where the slow cooling has permitted the carbon the
necessary time to separate in the form of graphite. Thus
railroad-car wheels are chilled on the tread and flange
by being cast against cool iron placed in the molds at
these parts. The hard exterior serves to resist the wear
of the wheel against the railroad-track, while the more
ductile web of the wheel consists of gray iron.—Gam-
ma-iron, an allotropic modiflcation of iron existing
above 900° C. (Ars). It is almost without magnetism,
but on heating above the temperature 1130° C. its mag-
netism suddenly increases by 50 per cent, of itself. Gam-
ma-iron crystallizes in the cubic system, but is not iso^

morphous with either beta- or alpha-iron. It forms an
isomorphouB mixture or solid solution with carbon in all

propoi-tions up to 2 per cent, of the latter.— GJray Iron,
pig- or cast-iron which shows a gray, coarsely ciystalline

structure when fractured. It is generally used for cast-

ings when fine uniform ones are desired. When mixed
with a proper proportion of scrap-iron it produces strong,
tough castings.—Iron and Iron, iron to iron, in mech.,
actual contact of one piece of metal against the other, no
space being left between and no packing inserted.—Iron
bacteria. See*6ae8eniim.— Ironbyhydrogen. Same
as reduced iron (which see, under reduce).— lion car-
bide. See -kearbide.— Iron carbonyl, a compound of
iron with carbonyl (carbon monoxio). Two such com-
pounds are known, one a viscid liquid, Fe(C0)5, the other
a crystalline solid, Fea(C0)7. Possibly the vapor of still

another may occur in water-gas, which sometimes, on
being burned, deposits oxid of iron.— Iron sulphate,
a sale in which iron replaces the hydrogen of sulphuric
acid. The two best-known salts of this character are
ferrous sulphate, FeSOi, and ferric sulphate, Fe2(S04)s.
The former of these crystallizes with 7 molecules of water,

as copperas or green vitriol. Both are largely used in

the arts, copperas especially being applied to a number
of different purposes in dyeing, tanning, disinfecting,

purifying co^-gas, the manufacture of pigments, etc.

—

Magnetic iron, magnetite.— Metallic Iron, the metal
iron as distinguished from iron ores.— Meteoric Iron.
See *meteortte.—Mltls Iron, a very pure iron obtained
by melting the best Swedish malleable scrap in plumbago
crucibles. It is used for small castings, and about 1 per
cent, of aluminium, in the form of ferro-aluminium, is

added to insure sound casting.— Nitrate Of Iron, a salt

of iron, ferric nitrate ; also, a workmen's name for impure
ferric sulphate made by oxidizing ferrous sulphate or
green vitriol with nitric acid, and much employed as a
dyers mordant.— Parallel iron, a plane-iron of uni-

form thickness throughout its length : so called to dis-

tinguish it from those that are thicker at the lower end.

-Passive iron, iron rendered non-corrosive by being
heated or treated with acid.—PisOlltlC Iron ore, concre-

tionary iron ore, usually limonite, in individual masses of

about the size of a pea.— Pyrollgnlte of iron. See
•kpyrolignite.

—

Quevenne'S iron. Same as reduced iron

(which see, under reifMce).- Russia Iron, a form of

sheeHron which has a smooth, glossy surface and does
not rust. It is made in Russia (although imitations are

also made in other countries) by a secret process which
consists essentially of hammering the sheets when laid in

piles with powdered charcoal between the various sheets.

Also called Russian iron..— Silvery Iron, a flne-grained

quality of cast-iron which has a light-gray color when
fractured. The color is usually due to the presence of

silicon as an alloy.— Strong Iron, a name used by British

foundrymen for a grade of cast-iron made by melting pig-

iron and scrap-castings in the cupola. By increasing the

proportion of scrap, the tensile strength is raised. The
pig-iron used must be low in phosphorous, and the scrap

must be taken from high-grade strong castings. Such
iron will be indented by a hammer-blow without breaking
and will have a tensile strength of 20,000 to 24,000 pounds
per square inch.— Structural iron, a name applied to a
variety of shapes of cross-sections of rolled iron and steel,

such as angles, channels, tees, and Z-bars, used in strno-

tural ironwork.— Tally iron, a corruption of Italian

iron (which see, under iron).—White iron. See whitel.

ironbark (i'em-bark), n. In Australia, certain

trees having a solid, close bark, especially

species of Eucalyptus. See ironbark-tree.—
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Broad-leaved ironbark, Euealyptui sideropMaia, the
heavy, ligh,>colored wood of which is especially preferred

for spokes, heavy beams, cross-ties, and uses where
great strength is required.- Graylronbark,BM«o2s«'(MS
crebra. See ironbarh-tree.—'LeKaminOTlB ironbark, a
Queensland tree of the bean famuy, Erythrophieum chlo-

rostachys, the red wood of which is considered the hardest
in Australia.— Lemon-scented Ironbark, Eucalyptus
Staigeriami, the foliage of which yields a large quantity
of volatile oil, having the odor of lemons or of the lemon
verbena, lAppia citriodora.— Narrow-leaved iron-
bark. Same as gray inronbark.

iron-blue (i'6m-bl6), n. 1. A blue pigment
made from the mineral vivianite.— 2. In
angling, a name applied to several artificial

flies having a steel-blue color.

iron-clad, a. 3. Noting an electrical apparatus
or machine in which the iron part of the
structure completely or partly surrounds and
thereby mechanically protects the electric

conductors: as, an iron-clad armature, one
having the conductors embedded in slots or
holes.

The two-pole ironclad type [of field-magnet], so called
from the exciting coil being more or less encased by the
iron yoke. Encyc. Brit, XXVII. 684.

Iron-clad inductance, wire coil surrounded by lami-
nated iron to givehigh self-induction.—Iron-elad motor,
a motor in which the iron of the field surrounds and pro-
tects the armature field-coils, etc. . See cuts of railway
motors at 'kmotor.

irone (i-ron'), n. [Iris + -one.'] A colorless
dextrorotatory oil,

CH.CH2.CH.CH3
II N
CHC(CHs)2CHCH: CHCOCH3,

the odoriferous constituent of orris-root. It

boils at 144° C. under 16 millimeters pressure.
Also called 3, 3, 5-trimethylcycloheioane (l')-4'-

butenylone.

iron-fall (i'em-fai)^ n. The fall of a sidero-
lite, or iron meteorite. N. E. D.

iron-free (i'6rn-fre), a. 1. Free from or not
containing iron.— 2. In a metaphorical sense,
free from the danger of iron weapons.
ironhead, n. 2. Same as Mronweed, 3.

iron-headed (i'6m-hed"ed), a. 1. Fitted with
an iron head or tip, as a spade or a nail.— 2.
Determined; stubborn; resolute; hard-headed.

ironheart (I'fem-hart), n. Same as pohutu-
kawa. [Australia.]

iron-holder (i'ern-hol"d6r), n. 1. A holder,
made of cloth or other material, with which a
hot flat-iron is handled.— 2. An iron-stand.

iron-hole (i'em-hol), n. The hole through
which the iron is run out of a blast-furnace,
as distinguished from the '''slag-hole.

ironing, ». 2. In metal., the adherence of
imperfectly fused masses of iron to the twyers.
Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal-
lurgy, p. 250.

ironmongery, n. 2. Firearms. [Jocose.]
All men have their delicate side, and it was Mr. Alli-

son's to regard the open wearing of one's vron-rrumgery
as bad form. A. H. Lewis, Sunset Trail, x.

iron-pan (i'em-pan), n. A variety of hard-pan
whose particles are cemented by oxid of iron.

,
[Rare.]

iron-red, n. 2. In chem., an oxid of iron, ferric
oxid, or eolcothar, used as a pigment.

iron-shears (i-'iim-aheTz), n. sing. a,iad pi. 1.

A machine for cutting iron bars, plates, or
rods; a power-shears.— 2. Hand-shears for
cutting thin sheet-metal or wire.

iron-shot (i'6m-shot), a. Inclosing grains or
streaks of iron, as an iron ore.

iron-stand (i'Sm-stand), n. A cast-iron sup-
port upon which a hot flat-iron is rested.

iron-steel (i'^m-stel), n. A material made by
welding steel surfaces upon an iron back.
The latter remains tough when the steel face is hardened,
thus giving strength or toughness combined with a hard
cutting-edge. It is used for shears, etc.

ironstone, »— Ball-lronstone. Same as *6ffl«l, 27.

— Cleveland ironstone, a kind of clay ironstone (im-
pure iron carbonate) found in the North Kiding of York-
shire, England: used as an ore of iron. Thorpe, Diet.

Applied Chem., I. 670.— Ironstone china, (b) Same as
white -kgranite (which see).

iron-tree, n. 2. A name sometimes given to

several species of the genus Metrosideros

(which see)—Anstrallaa iron-tree, any one of sev-

eral species of the genus Notelsea, especially N. longi-

folia. See Notelsea.—Java iron-tree, Metrosideros
vera.— Norfolk Island iron-tree. Same as Australian
•kiron-tree.

iron-turner (i'ern-ter''''n&r), n. A person who
turns iron or steel in a lathe.

ironweed, n. 1 . AIso, any of the species of the genus
Vernonia, handsome composite plants of North America.
See Vernonia.

irredential

2. The blue vervain. Verbena hastata.— 3.
The black knapweed, Centaurea nigra. Also
called ironhead Devil's Ironweed. See *devil's-

ironweed.

ironwood, n. 2. In Polynesia, Casuarina equi-

setifolia, a littoral tree with jointed leafless

branches and very hard and heavy wood: used
by the natives for making spears. See horse-

tail-tree and *agoho Ceylon Ironwood, the Indian
rose-chestnut, Mesuaferrea. See Mesua and nagkassar.
—New Zealand ironwood. (a) Same us puriri. (by

A large tree of the myrtle family, Metrosideros lucida,
yielding a very hard, strong, red wood, which is used for
ship-building, spokes, hubs, and cross-ties for railways.

—

(Jneenslana ironwood, any one of three trees of north-
em Australia, Acacia excelsa, a tall tree, the wood of
which has the odor of violets ; the ridge'myrtle, Melaleuca
genistifolia ; and Myrtus gonoelada, a small tree with
angled branches.— Santa Cruz Ironwood, Lyonotham^
nus floribundue, a rosaceous tree or shrub found on tb&
islands of Santa Cruz, Santa Oatalina, and San Clemente,
offthe coast of southern California. It sometimes attains-

Santa Cruz Ironwood {Lyonothamnus fioribundus').

a, upper part of a flowering branch showing inflorescence and
pinnate leaves ; b-, a simple leal ; £. a fruiting corymb.

(From Sargent's " Manual of the Trees of North America.")

a height of 40 feet and a diameter of 10 inches. It bears
very peculiar odd-pinnate leaves, as well as simple ones,
andcymose corymbs of white flowers.—Scrub ironwood,.
a shrub or small tree of Queensland, Myrtus Hillii, yield-

ing close-grained, hard wood of a light-gray color.— Sey-
chelles ironwood, Northea Seychdlana, a large tree of
the family Sapotacese, which yields valuable timber for
building purposes.— Small-leaved ironwood, Mouriri
nvyrtilloides, a low tree or shrub of Jamaica, Haiti, and.
Cuba, belonging to the family Melastomacex.

Irpex (fer'peks), n. [NL. (Fries, 1825), < L.
irpex, hirpex, a kind of harrow.] A gtscus of
hymenomycetous fungi of the family Eydna-
cese. The sporophore is usually resupinate orpileate and
attached at one side, and the teeth are more or less.

irregular and flattened. About 70 species have been de-
scribed, occurring on fallen trees and branches.

irradiate, v. t. 4. To subject to the therapeutic
action of the Rontgen or other rays.

The patient suffeiing from malignant disease is irradi-
ated without first submitting to tentative exposures.

Med. Record, Jan. 31, 1903, p. 168.

irradiation, n. 3. In newrol., the diffusion of a.

nervous impulse to parts outside the normal
path of conduction. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos.
and Psychol., I. 574.— 4. In therap., subjec-
tion to the influence of X-rays or other form,
of radioactivity.

Still it seemed to be preferable to extirpate the tumor-
ous portions, as far as it was possible, before resorting tO'

irradiation. Med. Record, Jan. 31, 1903, p. 169.

5. In anat., the disposition of fibrous or other
structures in stellate form. Syd. Soe. Lex.—
6. Jjxchem., exposure to radiant light: as, some
substances are said to phosphoresce by irradi-
ation.

irrational. I. a— irrational equation, number.
See -kequation, -knum^er.

II. n. 2t. A prime number.— 3. In math.,
an irrational number, that is, the mark of a
cut which separates all rauonal numbers into-
two classes, the first having no greatest num-
ber, the second no least— Transcendental Ir-
rational, a number which cannot be the root of an al-
gebraic equation with integral coefficients. Such are e
and TT.

irrationalism (i-rash'on-al-izm), ?i. lirrational
+ -ism.'] The principles of a system of thoujfht
opposed to rationalism ; irrationality ; the
quality of not being guided by reason.

irrationalist (i-rash'on-al-ist), ». [irrational
+ -'ist.] One who believes in irrationalism.

irrationality, ». 3. In ma*fe., incommensur-
ability— Algebraic irrationality, urationality such
that the number having it can be a root of an algebraic
equation with integral coefficients.

irrationalize (i-rash'on-al-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. irrationalized, ppr. irrationalising. [In-a-
tional + -J2e.] To deprive of rational prin-
ciples ; make irrational.

irrecognizant (ir-e-kog'ni-zant), a. [!»-3 -i-

reeognizant.] Incapable of recognizing; not
able to use the perceptive powers.

irredential (ir-e-den'shal), a. Pertaining to
or advocating irredentism.



Irre^ulares {Eieuthero-
crinns Cassedayi).

(From Zittel's "Palaeon-
tology.")

irregular

Irregular opening, reflection. See *opening,
*reflecUon.

Irregulares (i-reg-u-la' rez), n.pl. [NL., pi.

of irregularis, irregular.]

An order of the Blastoidea

inwhich one ambulacrum
and the corresponding
radial are diflerent in

form and size from the
rest. This order embraces
only 3 genera, Eleuthero(ynnu8,
Pentephyllum, and AstrocrinuSf
all rare, from the Devonian and
Carboniferous rocks.

irrelative, a. 3. In biol,
of or pertaining to the re-
duplication or repetition
of like parts or organs without in\itual rela-
tion.

irrepressive (ir-e-pres'iv), a. [j»-S -I- repres-
sive.} Same as irrepressible. Mrs. Browning,
Aurora Leigh, iii.

irrespirate (i-res'pi-rat), a. [in-^ + respirate.']

Not respired. Stm. Yale Psychol. Lab., X. 103.

irrespondence (ir-e-spon'dens), n. [fe-s +
respondence.} The' state of not responding
(to something) ; lack of respondence or re-

sponse.

irrestrictive (ir-e-strik'tiv), a. [mi-S + restrie-

tvee.] Not restrictive or subject to restriction.

irresultive (ir-e-zul'tiv), a. [in-S + resvlt +
-we.] Useless; without result; done in vain.

irreticent (i-ret'i-sent), a. [in-S -I- reticent.}

Having no reticence.

irretractile (ir-e-trak'til), a. [ire-3 + retractile.']

Not capable of 'being retracted or of retracting,

as a metal.
irrevertible (ir-e-v6r'ti-bl), a. [tro-S + reverti-

ble.] Not reverting, as a lease; not alterable.

Irrg. E. An abbreviation of irrigaUonengineer.

irrigation, n— overhead irrigation, a method of
applying water by pipes, flames, or troughs supported
above the surface of the ground.— Sewage Irrigation,
the use. in irrigation, of sew^e or waste waterfrom towns
or institutions, the object being the innocuous disposal of
the waste water and jdso its use as a fertilizer.

irrigational (ir-i-ga'shon-al), a. [irrigation+
-aP.} Of or pertaining to irrigation; irriga-

tive.

irrigationist (ir-i-ga'shon-ist), n. [irrigation +
-ist.] One who is interested, theoretically or
practically, in irrigation ; a student of irriga-

tion.

irrigative (ir'i-ga-tiv), a. [irrigate +-ive.'] Re-
lating to irrigation or serving to irrigate.

irritability, n. 4. In pathol., morbid respon-
siveness to stimuli Chemical Irritability, the
property of functional reaction to chemical stimulation on
the part of an organ or a cell, as contrasted with mechan-
icat or electricai irritability.

Irritable ulcer. See *ulcer.

Irrotational ellipsoid. See *eUipsoid.

irrotationally (ir-o-ta'shon-al-i), adv. Not in

a rotational way.
irrumpent (i-rum'pent), a. [L. irrumpens
(,-ent-), ppr. of irrumpere, break in ; see irrup-

tion.'] Irruptive ; bursting in. [Bare.]

irrupt (i-rupf), V. [h.irrumpere (pp. irruptus),

break in: see irruption.] 1, trans. To break
or force through : generally used as a parti-

cipial adjective : as, irrupted barriers.

II. intra)is. To enter forcibly ; rush in : as,

the enemy irrupted, into the town.
-is3. A northern, and especially Scottish, form
of -isfei, as in Scottis (contracted Scots) for

Scottish, Inglis iovlnglish {English), etc.

is. An abbreviation of island.

I. S. An abbreviation (a) of inside sentinel;

(6) of Irish Society.

Isabel, n. 2. One of the pigmy pouters : so

called because of its general color (Isabel

yellow).

isabelita (iz"a-be-le'ta), n. Same as isabelite.

isabella-moth (iz-a-bel'a-mdth), n. Same as

Isabella tiger-moth" (which see, under tiger-

moth). J. B. Smith, Kcon. Entom., p. 266.

isabelle, ».— Manteau Isahelle, the trade-name for

the reddish layer formed by exposure to the atmosphere

on the outside of Marseilles mottled soap. Its produc-

tion is due to oxidation of the iron which is present in

small quantity.

isabelline, a. II. n. Same as isabel. Proc.

Zool. Sac. London, 1902, II. 316.

isacoustic (i-sa-kSs'tik), a. and n. [Gr. laoQ,

equal, + aKauarmdc, of hearing: see acoystic.]

I. a. Of or pertaining to equality of sound :

as, an isacoustic line or surface.

The isacauitic lines (or lines of equal sound-audibility)

are very elongated curves, distorted along the rectilmear

Dand. Jfottire, March 17, 1904, p. 47&
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IsacoOBtlC curve, a curve passing everywhere through

points of equal sound-intensity; specifically, in the

acoustics of buildings, a curve indicating the positions in

a room in which the hearing is equally good.—Isacous-
tic surface, a surface passing everywhere Hirough points

of equal intensity of sound. Such surfaces are used, in

architectural acoustics, in determining the proper ar-

rangement of sittings in an auditorium.

II. n. A line or curve, upon a diagram of

acoustic intensities, drawn everywhere
through points of equal intensity of sound.

isactinic (i-sak-tin'ik). a. [Gr. laoc, equal, +
oKTii (dicTiv-), ray, -r -ic] Having equal
intensity of actinic action Isactinic line, aline

connecting points of equal actinic intensity.

isadelphia (i-sa-del'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. laog,

equal, + a6e?uf6i, brother.] A condition in

which well-formed twins, capable of inde-

pendent existence, are united by bands of

little or no vital importance.

Isaian (i-za'yan), a. [Isaiah + -an.] Of or
pertaining to the prophet Isaiah.

isametral (i-sa-met'ral), a. and n. [Gr. laog,

equal, + /lirpov, measure, + -a?i.] I. a.

Having the same abnormal climatic features
during any specific season or year or average
of years.

II. n. A line connecting stations on the
earth so characterized.

isamic (i-sam'ik), a. [is(atin) + am{moma)
+ 4c.] Noting an acid, C16H13O4N3, pre-
pared by the evaporation of ammonium
isatate. it crystallizes in rhombohedral laminee of the
color of sublimed mercuric iodide, or in ruby-red thick
hexagonal prisms, and is readily converted into isamide.

isamide (i-sam'id), n. [isam-4c + -j(fei.] A
yellow pulverulent compound, CieHii03N4,
formed, together with isatic acid, by the
evaporation of ammonium isatate.

isangelicalt (i-san-jel'i-kal), a. [Gr. laog,

equal, + ayye'AjK6g, < ayyekog, angel.] Equal
to an angel.

We may venture to call this resurrection-body of the
just also an "angelical" or "isangeliml body."

Cudworth, Intell. Syst., III. 314.

isanomal (i-sa-nom'al), n. [Gr. laog, equal,
-I- av6/iaXog, irregular.] A line connecting
places having equal anomalies of temperature,
pressure, or other meteorological element.

isanomalous (i-sa-nom'a-lus), a. [Gr. laog,

equal, + av6/ja}iog, irregular, + -oms.]
Saving equal anomalies or departures from
average values.— Isanomalous line, a line passing
through places which have equal departures from the
normal

Maps of isotherms and iscmomalous lilies for January
and July. Geoff. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 662.

isanomaly (i-sa-nom'a-li), n. [Gr. laog, equal,
-t- ava/iahji, irregularity.] An equal anomaly or
departure from the average.

isanther (i-san'th6r), n. [Gr. laog, equal, -(-

avBijpdg, blossoming, blooming.] A line con-
necting places at which a given variety or
species of plant blossoms at the same date.
Quetelet, 1845.

isantheric (i-san-ther'ik), a. [isanther + -ic]
Of or pertaining to an isanther ; having the
property or habit of blossoming simulta-
neously.

isapiol (i-sap'i-ol), n. [Gr. laog, equal, -I-

E. apiol.] The methylene-dimethyl ether of 2,
3,4,5-tetrahydTOxy-l-propen - 1' - ylbenzene,
CH2:02:C6H(OH)2CH:CHCH3. It is formedby
heating apiol with sodium ethylate, and crys-
tallizes in prisms which melt at 44° C.

isat-. A combining form used in chemistry to
designate compounds related to isatin and
indigo.

isatan (I'sa-tan), n. [isat(in) + -an.] A col-
orless compoundj C52H26O6N4, prepared by
the reduction of isatin, by means of sodium,
in acid solution. It crystallizes in small cubes.

isatate (i'sa-tat), n. [isai^c -I- -afei.] A salt
of isatic acid.

isatid, n. Same as *isatyd.

isatimide (i-sat'i-mid), n. [isat(in) + imide.]
A yellow compound, C24H17O4N5, formed, to-
gether with imasitin, by the action of ammonia
on isatin. It crystallizes in rhombic plates.

isatinic (i-sg^-tin'ik), a. [isatin + -ic] Per-
taining to isatin.

isatinsulphonic (i"sa-tin-sul-fon'ik), a. Per-
taining to a sulphonic acid derived from isatin.
—Isatlnsnlphonlc acid, a yellow compound, OSH4O0-
NS0aH.2HgO, prepared by the oxidation of indigosul-
phonic acid. It forms silky, lustrous crystals.

ischomenia

isatogenic (i*sa-to-jen'ik), a. [isat(m,) + -gen
-^ -ic] Noting an acid, a highly unstable com-

PO
pound, CgHi^ ^C— COaH, formed by the

"^N-O
intramolecular rearrangement of orthonitro-

phenol-propiolic acid under the influence of

sulphuric acid.

isatoic (i-sa-to'ik), a. [isat{in) + -0- + -ic]

Noting an acid, a colorless compound,
CO COO

CbH4< I , or C6H4< \ , prepared
NCOOH^ NHCO

by the oxidation of isatin, or Tay the action of

ethyl chlorformate on anthranUic (orthoam-
inobenzoic) acid. It crystallizes in small nee-

dles and melts and evolves carbon dioxid at
230° C. Also called anthranMcarboxylie add.

isatropic (i-sa-trop'ik), a. [Gr. laog, equal, +
E. atropic] Noting three isomeric acids desig-

nated y, S, or e, according to the position of the

substituting groups. They are colorless compounds,
CsHsCH-CHCOOH

I I

, ,,meltingat274°C.,206°C.,and228"C.,
HOCOCH-CHCrHb
respectively. They are formed by the prolonged heatuig

of atropic acid, and axe somewhat closely related to ec-

gonine and cocaine. Also called diphenifl'Cyclobutane'-di-

methyl adds.

isatyd (i'sa-tid), n. The preferred form of

isathyd.

I, S. C. An abbreviation of Indian Staff Corps.

Iscariotism (is-kar'i-ot-izm), n. [Iscariot +
-ism.] An act characteristic of Judas Iscariot

;

treachery or meanness and over-economy, as

in the application of charitable or church
funds.

ischiac (is'ki-ak), a. An erroneous form for

ischiatic lachiac border, the free margin of the is-

chium. In .birds there is a lower ischiac border adjoin-

ing the pubis, a posterior border, and, in ostriches and
their allies, a superior border.

ischialgic (is-ki-al'jik), a. [ischialgia + -ic]

Belating to or affected with ischialgia or sci-

atica.

Ischiatic foramen. Same as ilio-ischiadic*for-

amen.
ischiatica (is-ki-at'i-ka), n. [NL., a medial
form between isehiadiea and its altered phase
sciatica : see sciatica.] Same as sciatica.

ischiodidymus (is"ki-6-did'i-mus), n.
; pi. isehi-

odidymi (-mi). [NL., K Gr. laxiov, the hip-joint,

-I- Sidvfiog. twin.] A double monster in which
union exists in the region of the hip.

ischiofemoral (is^ki-o-fern'o-ral), a. [6r.

laxUyv, hip-joint, -I- L.' femur, thigh, + -aA.]

Pertaining to both the ischium and the thigh.

ischio^atllite (is-ki-og'na-thit), n. [Gr. 'laxiov,

hip-joint, + yvddog^ jawj' + -ite^.] In crus-

taceans, the third joint of a gnathite or footr

jaw.

ischio-innominate (is"ki-6-i-nom'i-nat), a.

In anaf., relating to both the ischium and the
innominate bone.—Ischio-innominate index. See
Aindex.

iscMopagUS (is-M-op'a-gus), «. ;
pi. isohio-

pagi (-ji). [NL., < dfr. laxiov, hip-joint, +
n-7iyvi)vai, fasten.] A double monster united
by fusion of the ischia.

iscMopubiS (is"ki-6-pii'bis), n.
;
pi. ischiopubes

(-bez). [NL., < ischium + pubis.] A bony
plate, in the pelvic arch in the extinct stego-
cephalian Amphibia, produced by the union of

the ischium and the pubis.

ischiosis (is-ki-6'sis), n. [NL., < ischium +
-osis.] Same as sciatica.

Ischnocliitonidae (isk'no-ki-ton'i-de), ». pi.

[NL. *Ischnochiton ( < Gr. laxyAg, thin, lean, +
NL. dhiton, a genus of moUusks), + -idee.]

A family of mesoplaoophorous chitons having
the surface of the intermediate valves divided
by a diagonal rib. It occurs in the Tertiary
rocks and present seas.

ischnophony (isk-nof o-ni), «. [Gr. laxviijiuvog,

thin-voiced (< laxyig, thin, + (bav^, voice), +
-y^.] Weakness or feebleness of voice.

ischochymia (is-ko-ki'mi-a), n. [NL., irreg.

< Gr. laxeev, hold' back, '+ xv/i^, juice (see

ehyme^).] Eetention of food in the stomach in

consequence of aiTCst of"the process of diges-
tion.

ischogalactia (is*k6-ga-lak'ti-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. laxew, hold back, -I- yahi (yaXanT-), milk.]
Suppression of the secretion of milk.

ischomenia (is-ko-me'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
laxeiv, hold back, + /ivveg, menses.] Same as

amenorrhea.
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Ischuric (is-ku'rik), a. [ischuria + -ic] 1. isoagglutinate (i'so-a-glo'ti-nat), «. «. andl;
Of or pertaining to ischuria.— 2. Same as pret. and pp. isoag'glutinated, ppr. isoaggluti-
ischitretic. nating. lQrv.laoQ,eq}i&\, + 'E,. agglutinate.'] To
Ischyodus (is-ki'o-dus), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. produce isoagglutination in; undergo isoag-

la;(uEiv, be strong] + bdovf;, a tooth.] A genus glutination.

of extinct selachian fishes, belonging to the The serum from such blood was also feoojr.criMtmoMns' to

family Chimxridx, which has been found in s^me^lJteuMhat is, it would agglutinate the red cells ol

nearly complete skeletons in the Jurassic 'Alien, and Neurol, Aug., 1904, p. 386.

f^hltfl\^'^m^XTo!^^iS^^Z tCelp isoagglutinatioii (i"so-a-^o-ti^a:shon), n.

the mouth sharp. Both lower and upper dental ^ates L^r. iffof, equal, + E. agglnUnation. ^ The ag-
bear four rough tritora. glutination of cells of an animal of one species

lschyromyid8e(is"ki-r6-mi'i-de), n.pi. Afam- ^7 t^e corresponding agglutinins of another
ily of small, extinct, rodent mammals whose .

ani™al of the same species,

remains occur in the White Biver Oligocene. isoagglutinative (i"so-a-gl6'ti-na-tiv), a.

Alston, 1876. Causing isoagglutination. Science, Nov. 28,

iseidomal (i-si'do-mal), a. [Also isoeidomal, .
^^^^> P- ^?^-

iseidonal, isoeidonal (the original formation be- isoagglutinin (i"so-a-glo'ti-nin), n. [Gr. iaoc,

ing erroneous and thus subject to conjectural equal, + E. apgiiMtofe.J An agglutinin directed
emendations) ; irreg. < Gr. laog, equal, + elSoiiai, against cells of animals of the same species,

I see, + -aJi.] Affording an equally good as the one furnishing the agglutinin,
view: applied to a curve or surface passing isoamyl (i-so-am'il), n, [Gr. laoQ, equal, + E.
through the various points, in a theater or
hall, from which the view of the stage is

equally good.

Isenergic, a. II. n. In thermodynam., a line
which denotes graphically an operation such
that the system operated upon nefther gains
nor loses energy.

isenite (i'sen-it), n. [NL. Isena, the Eis, a
small tributary of the Rhine, Germany, +

.] A univalent organic radical,

Cg3>CH.CH2CH2.
Its derivatives, such as isoamyl alcohol, iso-
amyl iodide, etc., are prepared from certain
portions of fusel-oil.

isoamylamin (i^so-a-mira-min), n. lisoamyl
+ -M|2.] A poisonous ptomaine, C^HisN,
probably derived from leucin : found m cod-

»te2.] Injjeirofl'., anoUvin-bearingamphibole "'^eroi].

and biotite-andesite with basaltoid character. isoaniylate(i-so-am'i-lat),». [isoamyl +-ate^.]
Bertels, 1874. The name of a' metallic derivative of isoamyl

Isentropic curve. See *eurve. alcohol.

'^.f ==''-"^' "• P-(*») + -*'^^-] Same^^^i(^^;^-o?^-J<^,J''^

t^iJ^f <:^
Pertaining to an isomeric of anemone camphor from ^«e»20«ei)&aWiia.

variety of ethyl-sulphunc acid isethlonlc j _. i /- - /-n r^ - i _l
acid, a colorless compound, HPCH0CH2SO3H, isomeric ISOapiOl (l-SO-ap l-ol), n. [Gr. STOf, equal, -|-

with ethyl-sulphuric acid, prepared by the action of Bul- E. aj)iol.\ A colorless Compound, CeH(CH:
phurtoioxidonetherorabsolutealcohol. It is crystalline, CHCHo)Oo : CHorOCHo),, prepared by the

S'arr'""^^-'""''''^''"'^''''-'""™*'-'^- action Of \leoholic p&siam%ydroid on

Ishmaelitic (isl^We-lH'ik), a. lIshm<.Ute H- X^ll^^SraV^^Se^^^^^^^^^^^^^ bo^at
-jc.j »a.ni&a.a IshmaeUtish.

303-3(M:° C
Isidse (is'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < Ms + idx.'i isobar, n. 2. In thermodynam., a line or curveA family of gorgonaeean alcyonanans having determined by the equation of state (pv= ET)
an axis consisting of alternating homy and of a system when p has any constant value

:

calcareous portions. It includes several gen- a line of equal pressures. E. Buckingham,
^
era, among them Bathygorgia, Ms, and Mopsea. Theory of Thermodynamics, p. 23.

Isinglass,, «.— Bengal isinglass, agar-agar (which isobaric, a. 2. In math., having all terms of
equal weight—Isobaxlc algorism. See kalgorism.

isochrone

face passing through all points in a body of
water which have the same depth below the
surface.
Warm currents follow the trend of deepest itobatha, ice

currents exist only in shallow seas, where no warm cur-
rent can melt them. , Nature, Oct. 29, 1903, p. 632.

isobathic (i-so-bath'ik), a. [isobath + -ic]
Pertaining to an isobath; indicating equal
depths below the surface of a body of water.

Towai'ds the west this wall of limestone does not rise as
high above the water, although the adjacent soundings
are still so deep that the 100-metre isobathic line ap-
proaches to within 200 metres of the shore.

Geog. Jour. (B. G. S.), XXII. 128.

isobathymetric (i"so-bath-i-met'rik), a. [Gr.
Img, equal, +_ ^adig, deep, -1- jiirpov, measure,
-I- -ic] Having the same depth below sea-
level.

a. [Gr.
Indicating cor-

responding weights of two different food-
stuffs which have equal dynamogenic and
thermogenic values.
The dynamogenic and thermogenic value of the aliment

is at the same time its biogenetic value. Two weights of
different aliments for which these numerical values are
the same are said to be isodynamogenic, isobiogetietic, or
iaoenergetic weights. They are equivalent from the poiut
of view of their alimentaiy value.

A. Dastre, in Smithsonian Rep., 1898, p. 543.

isoborneol (i-so-b6r'ne-ol), n. [Gr. Icrog, equal,
+ E. borneol.'] A colorless compound,

isobiogenetic (i'so-bi-o-je net'ik),
iffof , equal, + E. biogenetic.']

(CH3)2C
/CH2

^C(CH3)/ CHOH

—Brazilian Island, a height of land in the southern isobase (i'so-bas), «. [Gr. to-of, equal, + /Wirif, igocephalOUS (i-s6-sef'a-lus)," a. [Gr. jo-of

'OM/, head',' -1- -oiis.] Same as

See also isinglass, 1,

Isis, n. 2. The typical genus of the family
Isidse. lAnnieus.

Isl. An abbreviation of island.

Islamist (is'lam-ist), re. [Mam -^ -ist.] An
adherent of Islam ; an Islamite.

Island^, n. 4. In anat., any circumscribed
portion of tissue or aggregation of cells differ-

ing ill structure from the surrounding parts.
—Brazilian Island, a height of land in the southern
part of the state of Gfoyaz, Brazil, from which the drain-

.age radiates into several of the great rivers of South
America. Geog. Jour. (B. 6. S.), IX. 64.—Continental
Island, an island adjoinmg a continent and strictly a part
of the same elevated mass, although separated by shallow
sea. Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 22.— Islands of
Langerhans, collections of cells in the interstitial tissue
.of the pancreas, thought to be independent ductless
glands furnishing an internal secretion.—Island Of
.safety or refuge. See -kisle of safely.

II, a. Isolated; separate.— island case, a
special, isolated case in which particular specimens for
scientific coUectious are packed for transportation.

—

Island platform, in railroading, a platform between two
tracks : used at way-stations for convenience in transfer-

rmg passengers and jfor safety in preventing passengers
from crossing the tracks. It is reached from the waiting-
rooms by means of bridges over or subways under the
tracks, and connecting stairways.— Island universe.
See -kuniverse.

Isle or Island of safetjr, a short platform, generally pro-
tected by posts, placed in the middle of a busy street as
a convenience and a temporary stopping-place in crossing

the street and as a place of safety in avoiding passing ve-
hicles. Also called refuge.

islet,re. 3. An isolated piece of organic tissue;

a cluster of cells; specifically, one of the islands
of Langerhans.

I. S. M. An abbreviation of the Latin lesus

Salvator Mundi, Jesus Saviour of the 'World

I. S. 0.
Order.

Iso-. 2. In the names of chemical compounds,

II, n. In thermodynam., a line or surface of
equal pressures ; an isobar.
The isobarics of evaporation happen to be isotherraals

—

not by reason of anything that can fairly be called physi-
cal accident, because it is the conjunction of correspond-
ing critical pressures and temperatures that determines
the evaporation always by controlling and steadying the
pressure and never by controlling and steadying the tem-
perature. The Engineer, July 24, 1903, p. S3.

firepared by the action of sodium on camphor.
t crystallizes in hexagonal plates, melts at 216° Cl, sub-

limes with extreme ease, and resembles bomeol in gen-
eral properties.

iSObutyl (i-so-bu'til), n. [Gr. iaoc, equal, +
E. butyl.] An organic univalent radical,

^D^ > CHCH2, occurring in a number of com-

pounds, most of which are prepared from iso-
butyl alcohol, a constituent of fusel-oil.

isobutylate (i-so-bu'ti-lat), n. [isdbutyl +
-ate^.] A metallic derivative of isobutyl al-
cohol.

isobutyric (i"so-bii-tir'ik), a. [Gr. laog, equal,
+ E. butyric.] Noting an acid, a colorless com-
pound, (CH3)2CHCOOir, found in CeraUmia
Siliqua and, combined with alcohol, in croton-
oil. It closely resembles butyric acid in general proper-
ties, boils at 155° C, aud is also called dimethylaeetic acid
or methyl propanoic add.

isocepnalic (i-so-se-fal'ik), a. [Gr. laog, equal,
+ Kt^aMj, head, + -jc] Noting a figure-com-
position, especially a Greek bas-relief, in which
the heads are placed nearly on the same hori-
zontal line without considering the propor-
tions of the figures. See isocephaly.

isocephalism (i-so-sef'a-lizm), n. [isoc^hal(ie)
+ -ism,] Same as isocephaly.

base.] An imaginary, line passing through all

points which have undergone the same amount
of deformation from their original position.
B. D. Salisbury, in Geol. Surv. of New Jersey,
1893, p. 321.

^
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A line eonueoting points at which the same crystallizes in lustrous leaflets which decom- concentric teeth and sockets which cannot be
events occur simultaneously. Thus the isochrone pose at 230-240° C, without melting. separated without fracture, as in Spondylus.
of travel is the line connecting points attainable by a isocrotonic (i"s6-kra-ton'ik), a. [Gr. laog, In Pecten and other less specialized forms the
person riding or an army marching from a given center

j + j;. crotbnic'.l Noting an acid, a col- apparatus is not so intricate,
forward durmg a given mtervalot time; the phenologi- vKniai, -r ^.viuiuii,,,.^ ^w ^ , j„iX.«*-.«o /t =« .q^ri't^Ql n TTnTrincr oil tlio
cal isochrone, the line connecting points at which plants CHgCH

, ,., ,
.

ISOdontOUS (l-SO-don tus), a. liavmg all the
of any species attain simultaneously the same stage of orless oil, II

. with an odor like Dutync teeth alike; ISOdont.
development g CCOOH

'

isodulcitan (i-so-dul'si-tan), n. [Gr. tffof, equal.
Specifically— 2. In hydrol., the line bound- acid, it is found in crude acetic acid from wood, boils + E. daWtonVf).] A colorless amorphous
ing an area of watershed whose river-flow at 75-76° c. under 23 millimeters pressure, and is in part compound, CrHioO^, prepared by heating
will concentrate in a given time at a central converted into crotonic acid by boiling under the ordmary

rhamnose at lOOS C. The reverse change
point to form a flood.

isocrymal, ". (6) In Jtydrog., a line joining takes place in the presence of water.

isochronize (i-sok'r^-niz), v. t.; pret. and pp. places where the meanminimum temperatm-es isodulcite (i-sp-dul'sit), n. [Gr. laog, equal, +
isochronieed, ppr. isochronizing. \isochron{om) of the ocean water are the same. E. dulcite.'] Same as *rhamnose.

+ -ize.'] To cause to vibrate in equal times; II. a. 1. Having equal degrees of colder isodulcitic (i"so-dul-sit'ik), a. lisodulciie +
adjust to equality, as to frequency (any peri- equal low temperatures at any time or under -jc] Derived from isodulcite.—laodulcitic
odie operations or cycles). any condition; having equal freezing tempera- acid, a colorless compound, CeHioOa, prepared by the

Isochronous vibration. See *rt6mtto«. tures.-2. Having similar physical properties ^«™ of niMc^eid
^^^S^Xeh de'co^po^s™wS

isoclasite (i-s6-klas'it), n. [Gr. i-rof, equal, at specific low temperatures. gently heated.

-I- /cAoffif, breaking, -I- -ite^.] A hydrated cal- isocrymic (i-so-kri mik), a. Same as *isocry- isodnlcitonic (i-so-dul-si-ton'ik), a. lisodulcite

cium phosphate occurring in colorless or snow- »*<''• + -one + -ic.'] Derived from isodulcite.

white crystalline and cleavable masses. isocyanate (i-so-si'a-nat), n. [isoq/atUc + Same as *rhamnomc.
Isoclinal line or ray, in geom., a ray from the vertex .-o*ei.] A salt of isocyanic acid.

_ isodynamic, a. 2. Having the same value in
of an angloid equally inclined to the edges.- Isoclinal ISOCyaniC (i"so-si-aii Ik), a. HjtT. icrog, equal, + reference to the production of energy: said
plane, in geom., a plane equally inclined to the edges E. cyanic.'] Noting au acid, a very volatile qj different articles of food
of an angloid liquid, HNCO, formed by heating cyauMC

jgojiynanjica,! (i'/go-di-n^ Same as
ISOCnemiC (i-so-ne'mik), a. [Gr. loof, equal, acid, or by the action of phosphoric anhydnd isodynamic.

"

+ Kvijfui, tibia,, + -ic] In anthozoans, a term on carbamide (urea). It has an intense odor of j„„jZ_„_,-_-_,.„ «//.« .q? „o Ty,s -io^'ii-i „
used to distinguish a unilateral pair composed acetic acid, the vapor rapidly attacks the mucous mem- isuuynd,iuosemi, ^i By-ui-na-mo-jen ik;, u.

of two equal mesenteries : contrasted with brane of the eye, and the liquid produces paintiU blisters [Gr. toof, equal, -HE. (JwowoffeTOC] Equally
yL /i; on the skin. It quickly polymerizes, even at 0° C, into dynamogemc: said of the coiTesponding
unisuLiwnuv. cyamelide, and is also called cttrSommide or corMmide. weights of two different food-stuffs if their
In Madrepora and Pontes the new mesenteries arise isocyanido (i-s6-si'a-nid), n. [Gr. loof, equal, dvnflmocfiTiip values a™ alifefi

as complete or incomplete bilateral pairs within one or +^^rr,j» ^ Cnmo !,a*i<,n'n'ifri7j>
aynamogenio values are ailKe.

both of'^the directive entocoeies ; but'^in Cladocora, ste- .
+ *- eyanzde.] Same a.a *isomtnle.

isodyne (i'so-din), a. [Gr. Im, equal, -I- 6iv(a-
phanocoenia. Solenostrsea, and Oculina they arise as uni- ISOCyanuriC (i-so-si-a-nu nk), a. [Gr. Zffof,

^,j,)' ^^er.] Having equal force : specifically

^^^r7ZL^aM7^''^at°^\s^^Z:i9S?:^.t,'. :re'as'^«L»TS'-^ ^ ^^ '"'
' aplildbyWessof O^iroKitaoof^Tokio l^

isoCOdeine(x"so-ko-de'in),„.. [Gr.^.oc, equal, i^^^Uf^ZA, a. [Gr. r.oc, equal, + Z'i^o^Zt^ol Zl':V^:Z^Jut':^l'''"+ E. codeine.] A colorless amorphous basic KinXog, ring.] Contaming a ring of atoms of .

tlie movement or torce ot ttie wind is equal.

compound. CH30(OH)Ci6Hi40NCH3, pre- one element, especially a ring composed ex- isoeidqmal, isoeidonal (i-so-i do-mal, -nal), a.

pared by the action of dilute hydrochloric acid clusively of carbon atoms. It is practically °^^ *%seidomal.

on dihydrothebaine. It softens at 55-60° C, identical in meaning with *carbocyclic (which isoelectric (i"so-e-lek'trik), a. [Gr. iaog, equal.

and melts at 70-80° C. see). + E- electric.] Inphys. chem.j possessing equal

isocoelous (i-s6-se'lu8), a. [Gr. iffoc, equal, -I- isocytic (i-s6-sit'ik), a. [Gr. Zffof, equal, + quantities of the two opposite kinds. of elee-

\olXo(, hollow,' + -ousl] In orniife., noting an «irof, a hollow, a cell.] Pertaining to organ- t^icity
;
acted upon by equal and opposite elec-

arrangement of the intestine in which the as- isms in which no speciaUzatiou of cells has *PL^?„^?j^°J?,f;)rA°h^i"^^j.^ J, J J. 1. T. J. xu AT 1 j_T 11 1. n 1 _j of colloids in solution, the point where the electrolytic
cending and descending branches of the sec- taken ^lace, the cells being all equal and motion of the dissolved colloid, which in certain oondi-
ond and third loops are in contact, and the similar in size, form, and function. CooTc and tions takes place in the direction of the electric current

descending part lies to the left of the other. Swinqle. '^^ " o*l>er conditions takes place in the opposite direc-

_ , , , X r-^TT ,'^'r . ,, -tf^M-.^ ' —1 A • /- - - A - J. 1 / • \ m - tiou, IS mddc to vauish, as by the addition of a minute-
ISOCOma (i-sok 0-ma), TO. [NL. (Nuttall, 1841), ISOCytOtOXin (i-so-si-tp-tOK sm), m. [brr. «toc, quantity of an electrolyte. It is supposed that the colloid

< Gr. iffoc, equal, + kS/iti, hair. The allusion equal, -I- E. cytotoian.] A cytotoxin which can exist in solution only as long as its particles preserve

is to the equal length of the florets in the causes the destruction of homologous cells of their elecirio charges. When an electrolyte is added it
IB uu KxiD jiiiio,! .cugi/ii ui .juo .""'^.'^° tr *!,„ „„.^ „ „i„„ »s supposed that the particles of the colloid have their
flower-head, the genus differing in this oharac- the same species. chaises neutralized by the conjunction with them of the
teristic from Lessingia] A genus of dicoty- isodemic (i-SO-dem'ik), a. [Gr. laoc, equal, -I- mobile ions of the electrolyte and coagulation then occurs,

ledonous herbaceous or woody plants belong- S^fwg, people, + -ic] Of equal density of At the isoc^eciWcjjoini, for a distinct small quantity of

ing to the tmnljAsteracese. They are rather rigid, population.—laodemlo lines, lines drawn upon a map barium chloride or acid, (jhe electric movement vanishes

tufted, erect plants with somewhat viscid, entire, toothed, fijrSugh points at all of which the density of population »mi
""^S^f^BwrLX^i^S^.™^"?' j- e toa, «,

or piniatifld leaves and a corymbose terminal cluster of ia the same.
ll£p. Bnt. Ass n Advancermnt of So,., msi, ii. 61.

rayless heads of yellow Aottms. There are about 11 spe-
igodiabatic. a. II. n. A curve which repre- isoemodin (l-s6-em'6-din), n. [Gr. laog, equal, +

SASwcf™ ^""^ ^'"°°- '"' •°'^'"'™
senttthefsothe^al changes of pressure and ^.emodm.] AcrystkUine compound, CiBHgO^,.

<<.»o»^«loin<in+ Cisn VnTr,'T>15TYiBTif> M TOr volumo of a substanco while the samc quantity related to emodin, contained in buekthom

^^^iT+l^$^ntrTll\:;\Atn^ of heat is being transferred to it or from it. bark, Bfea«»»«.^a«,.?a It i. laxative. .

furnished by the same animal, or one of the isodialuric (i-so-di-a-lii'nk), a. [Gr. Zooc, equal, ISOenerget^ (i-sp-en-feMet ik), a. [Gr. Imc,.

same species, which yields the amboceptor. + B. dialaric] Noting an orgamo acid of equal, + E. energetic] Same as *%soUoge-

isocomplementophilic (i'so-kom-ple-men-to- the uric-acid series, C4H4N^04. On conden- netic
_

fil'ik), a. [isocomplement +' Gr. 0iAof, loving, sation with urea it forms uno acid. isoenergic (i'^so-e-nfer'jik), a. [Gr. laoi, equal,

+ -40.] Having reference to affinity for iso- isodiazo-. A combining form which has been + ivepydg, working (see energy), -^ -ic] Of
complements. suggested to designate compounds containing equal energy. The isoenergic lines of a diagram may

. ,. -,_,..., r-KTT y r< t M thn oTniiTi T?,N -NOM whfiTB M ia an alkali metal show changes of any kind except intrinsic energy, which,
isocona (l-so-ko'n-a), n. [NL., < Gr. lao^ tne^oupKlN .INUmwnereMis anaiKaiimetai

remains constant dnring the change of the othfrquanti-
equal, + K<ip7, pupil.] Equality in the diam- and R an aromatic hydrocarbon radical. ties,

eters of the pupils of the eyes. isodictyal (i-so-dik'ti-al), a. [Gr. Jsof, equal, igogphedrine (i-so-ef'e-drin), n. [Gr. laou.

isocoumarin (i-s6-ko'ma-rin), «. [Gr. 2<rof, +.f''^"'^'.
''®*'/,,-"^-]

„^^Ti.,v!f-PfiLr« eqiml, +-E.ephedrim.] A crystalline alkaloid,

equal,+ E. eoumdrin.] A colorless compound ?"'*o™> si=e and shape, as a network of fibers C10H15NO, isomeric with ephedrine contained

CO.O in a sponge skeleton. in Ephedra distachya, and other species of
CrHa ( ' I . prepared by the distillation Skeleton consisting of . . . and a dermal isodictyal net- Ephedra. It is a mydriatic,

of silter^'^oc'^umarin carboxylate it crystallizes l^^^^^S.t^oT'^''
*"*' "'*'' ""'^'"=""'*^

i^oeugenol (i-so-ii'je-nol), n. [Gr. lao,, equal,

?n\'~ pSs"Zrat?7=Ss,VsS^^^^ ^™"- ^'""- S""' ^"'^^ ^^- ^- ^^- +. B. e^enol.] A colorless liquid, HOCeHg:

riXViSi'-' '"" " "" "^'' ^o-«--^
''d°i!SS**'

P"«?-'^^-'^^'^-^^>' «• ^^""^ '^'**''-
(&CH3)CH.CHCH3, prepared by the action of

isocracy (i-sok'ra-si), ». [Gr. Ico,, equal, + igodipyridine (i-s6-di-pir'i-din), n. [Gr. loo,, S^o^To'JT.Sfi°.° 1^^.^^
Kparm, < uparelv, rule.] A system of govern- eauaX -f K m/Vj*»e.J A colorless liquid,

258-262° C. and is used in the manufacture ot

mentii which political power is equally vested
equal, -h ji._pj,na»^j_o q , yanillm. Also called l'-i>r()i)«n2,?pfee«yi*(>?-

in all ; equality in government. NC5H4S < || ,

(^' *) ^-methyl ether.

isocrat (i'so-krat), n. lisocrat{ic).] An ad- N(CH3)CH isoform (I'sp-fdrm), n. [Gr. iaoQ, equal, -I- E.

vocate of isocracy. N. E. D. prepared by the gentle oxidation of nicotine. J°™y^'-\ 1. Same as p-80(toa:2^aM«soZ, CHjOCe;

isocratic (i-s6-krat'ik), a. Usoeracy {-crat-) + It has a characteristic odor of mushrooms and ^41^2-—3. An antiseptic powder composed of

-°c ] Of or pertaini4 to isocracy; beUeving boils at 280-281° C. Also called nicotyrine, or equal pari;s of lodoxyanisol and calcium phos-

in isocracy. n-methyl^p-pyridyl pyrrole pnate.

isocratize (i-sok'ra-fiz), v.; pret. and pp. isoc- isodomic (i-s6-dom'ik), a. Same as isodomous. isogamete (i-so-gam'et), n. [Gr. laog, equal, -t-

ratized,pvv. isoeratizing. [isocrat-ic + -iee.] isodont, a. 2. Having a series of teeth of W*m, spouse: see oawiete.] One of two equal

I. intrans. To be isocratic. equal length, as many snakes: used by Cope .«ells that unite to form a zygote.

H. trans. To force (others) to be isocratic as a diagnostic character of various genera of isogamic (i-so-gam'ik), a. [Gr. hoc, equal, +
or hold isocratic principles. snakes. Compare diacranterian. y^i, marriage, + -ic] Concerning or per-

isocreatinine (i''s6-kre-at'i-nin), n. [Gr. Zffof, Isodonta (i-so-don'ta), ' n. pi. i [Gr. iopf, equal, taining to like gametes or germ-ceUs.

equal, + icptac (Kpear-)', flesh. + -j«2 + -ine^.] + bSovg (odovT-), tooth.] In the Pelecypoda, a isogen (i'so-jen), «. [Gr. iaog, equal, + -yevr/c,

A yellow basic compound, C4H7ON3, obtained group in which the hinge-structu/e consists of < yiuog, offspring.] A statistical curve of sim-
from the muscular tissue of the haddock. It an elaborate interlocking arrangement of two ilar birth-rates in a natality-table.



isogen
In natality tables, the ages ot the lather and mother

take the place of the longitudes and latitudes in weather
charts, and the lines of similar birth rates, or, as I would
call them, 'isogens,' take the place of Isobars.

Francis Gallon, in Proo. Roy. Soc. London, Jan. 18, 1894.

isogonal. I. o. 2. Orthomorphio Isogonal
conjugates. See ^conjugate.

II. n. 2. pi. Any two straight lines which
are symmetrical with regard to an angle-bisec-
tor: called isogonals with reference to that
angle.

isogonality (i-so-go-nal'j-ti), ». \j,sogonal +
-ity.l The quality of being isogonal.

isogonic^, a. II. n. In terrestrial magnetism,
a line or surface connecting places where the
magnetic needles have equal magnetic decli-
nations.

isogonism, ra. 2. Similarity in crystalline form;
specifioaJly, that existing between the crystals
of chemical compounds which are not closely
related in composition. See isomorphism.

isogjrre (i'so-jir), n. [Gr. taof, equal, + yvpog,

circle.] In optics, one of the lines or curves in
the interference pattern produced when a crys-
tal is viewed in the convergent field of a polari-
seope; aline of constant direction of polari-
zation. The principal isogyres are heavy black

Isogyres.

markings upon the interference pattern, some-
times in the form of a cross, sometimes appear-
ing as hyperbolae which pass through the optic
axis. P. Brude, Theory of Optics, p. 354.

isogyric (i-so-ji'rik), a. \isogyre + -«c.] Of or
pertaining to isogyres ; having constant direc-
tion of polarization: said of certain curves in
the interference patterns of crystals. See
*isogyre. P. Drude; Theory of Optics, p. 352.

isohaline (i-so-ha'lin), n. [Gr. Img, equal, -(-

d/lf, salt, + -iJiei.] An imaginary line con-
necting all parts of the ocean that have the
same salinity.

South of the Tropic of Capricorn the isohaliTies run
neai'ly east and west, salinity diminishing quickly to the
Southern Ocean. Eneye. Brit., XXXI. 404.

isohelic (i-so-he'lik), a. and n. [Gr. inog, equal,
+ ij^ioQ, sun, -I- -»c.] I. a. Having equal
amounts of clear sunshine.

Probably, the observations of sunshine are still more
complete in the British Isles than in any other country,
but Herr Helmuth Konig, of Hamburg, has found suifi-

cient material for a lirst attempt to draw Hsofielic ' lines

lor Western Europe. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), X. 306.

II. n. Aline connecting points which' have
equal variability or equal annual amounts of

sunshine.

isohemagglutination (i - so -hem - a - gl6 - ti -

na'shgn), n. [Gr. laog, equal, -f- al^a, blood,

+ E. agglutination,.'] Normal agglutination of

the red blood-corpuscles. See the extract.

The power of the blood serum of certain individuals to

agglutinate the red blood cells of certain other individuals

has interested clinical pathologists for some time. . . .

Whereas the earlier observers of human isohemagglutina-
tion asserted that isoagglutinins occurred only in the sera

of pathological states, and was of specific and diagnostic

importance, the later researches of Landsteiner and oth-

ers have shown conclusively that the sera of normal indi-

viduals quite a£ frequently clump the corpuscles of other
normal or diseased persons.

F. P. Gay, in J'our. Med. Research, Dec, 1907, p. 321.

isohemagglutinate (i -so-hem -a - glo' ti - nat),

V. i. and t. [See Msohemagglutlnation,.'] To
produce isohemagglutination.
The isohsmagglutinating power of serum resists heat-

ing to 66° C. lor thirty minutes, although the serum used
in these experiments was freshly obtained and not
heated.

F. P. Gay, in Jour. Med. Research, Dec, 1907, p. 321.

isobemolytic (i"so-hem-o-lit'ik), a. [isohemol-

ysin {-lyt-) + 4c.] Having reference to the

action of an isohemolysin.

isohesperidin (i''so-hes-per'i-din), n. [Gr.

laoc, equal, + B. hesperidin.'] A yellowish,

crystalline glucoside, C22H260i2.2H20, said to

be present in the bitter-orange peel.

isohomovanillin (i"s9-ho"mo-va-nil'in), n.

[Gr. iaog, equal, + dfk, same, + E. vaniVm.']

A colorless compound,

CH36C6H2(0H)(CH3) CHO,
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prepared by the action of chloroformand alkali
on the compound CH30C6H3(0H)CH3. It crys-
tallizes in needles and resembles vanillin in
odor.

isohumic (i-so-hu'mik), a. [Gr. laog, equal,+ E.
humic.'] Having equal percentages of humic
acid.

isohydric (i-so-hi'drik), a. [Gr. laog, equal, -1-

E. hydr(ogen) + -jc] In phys. ehem., possess-
ing equal concentration of hydrogen ions.

_
Some acetic acid is formed, and-this process will go on

till the solutions of the two acids are isohydric : that is,

till the dissociated hydrogen ions are in equilibrium with
both. Eneye. Brit, XXVIII. 14.

isohyet (i-so-hi'et), n. [Gr. img, equal, + ierSi;,

rain.] Same as isohyetal. Also isohyetose.
The increase of goats, mules, and asses in the drier areas

IS graphically shown on the maps, and would have been
made clearer by a series of isohyets.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 66.

isohygrometric(is'''o-hi-gro-met'rik), a. [Gr.
tffof, equal, -I- E. hygrometrie.'] Alike in aver-
age conditions of atmospheric moisture.
The flora of California may be likened to a checker-

board, the lines between the squares representing isohy-
grometrie and isothermal lines.

F. V. Coville, contrib. Nat. Herb., TV. 20.

isohyp (I'so-hip), n. [Prop. Hsohyps or Hso-
hypse, < Gr. iao(, equal, -I- iifo;, height.] A line
joining isohypsometrio localities.

isohypercytosis (i"s6-hi-p6r-si-t6'sis), n.
[NIJ. < Gr. iaog, equal,' -t- inip, over, + kvtoc, a
hollow (a cell), +-osis.] An increase of lie
number of leucocytes, with normal percentage
relations of the neutrophilic cells as regards
the distribution of the different nuclear forms.
isohypocytosis (i"so-hi-po-si-t6'sis), m. [Nil.,

< Gr. ZiTof, equal, + D7r(i, under, -t- /cirof, ahoUow
(a cell), -H -osis.i A decrease in the number of
leucocytes, with normal percentage relations
of the neutrophilic cells as regards the dis-
tribution of the different nuclear forms.

isohypsometric (i"so-hip-so-met'rik), a. [Gr.
Img, equal, + E. liy'psometr-y + -jc] Having
the same altitude above mean sea-level.

iso-iwashi (e"s6-e-wa'she), n. [Jap., <wo,
shore, + iwashi, sardine.]' A Japanese name
of one of the atherine fishes, Iso flos-ma/ris,

a little fish of the surf. Also known as nami-
no-hana, 'flower of the wave.'

isolactose (i-so-lak'tos), n. A colorless sugar,
C12H22O11.H2O, prepared synthetically from
glucose and galactose. It is isomeric with lac-
tose and is fermentable.

isolate, a. II. n. In psydhol., a feature or
quality abstracted by attention from the com-
plex of qualities constituting an object and
considered by itself alone ; the result of an
analysis of a construct.
We may call the process by which we select a certain

quality, and consider it by itself to the neglect of other
qualities, isolation, and the products of the process we
may term isolates.

C. Jj. Morgam., Animal Life and Jntelligence, p. 322.

Isolated pa\ni. See *^awrfi.

isolation, n. l. Specifically, removal from
communication or contact with others ; also,
the condition of being so removed, x-aisolation
ward, hospital, or eamp is a ward, hospital, or camp in
which isolation of the sick or of those who nave been ex-
posed to infection is secured.

Isolation of Blastomeres.—As long ago as 1S69 Haeckel
divided the blastulse or morulse of Siphonophora with a
fine needle into two, three, or, four pieces, and observed
that each developed into a complete larva.

Encyc. Brit., XXXIL 212.

2. In psychol., the process whereby one se-

lects a certain quality of an object for consid-
eration, to the neglect of other qualities ; selec-

tion by attention. C. L. Morgan.
Discriminate isolation, the separation or isolation of a
race or variety from its parent stock in such a way as to
preventfree intercrossing.— IndlscTimlnate Isolation,
the separation of the individuals that compose a species
into two or more sets without segregation or the selec-

tion of those that differ.

isolationist (is-o-la'shgn-ist), n. [isolation +
4st.'\ 1. One wto believes that a new race or

variety cannot become fixed or established

through natural selection unless its represen-

tative individuals are locally or topographi-
cally separated or segregated from the re-

mainder of the species.

This way ol accounting lor progress in one or more di-

rections may prove as inadequate as the onesuggested by
isolationists.

Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sei., 1901, p. 676.

2. In recent United States politics, an advo-
cate of the policy of non-interference or non-
participation in iiitemational affairs.

isometropia

isolichenin (i-so-li'ken-in), n. [Gr. laog, equal,
-I- E. lichenin.'] An amorphous water-soluble
carbohydrate contained in Iceland moss, Cet-
raria Islandica.

isolysin (i-sol'i-sin), n. [isoh/sis + -j«2.] A
lysin which will cause the destruction of cells

of an animal of the same species as the one
which furnishes it.

isolysis (i-sol'i-sis), n. [Gr. laog, equal, +
Mate, dissolution.] The dissolution of cells

of a given species by the homologous cells of
an animal of the same species. Vaughan and
Novy, Cellular Toxins, p. 129. .

isolytic (i-s6-lit'ik), a. [isolysis {-lyt-) + -tc]
Causing or having reference to isolysis.

It was found, in fact, that under these circumstances
lytic substances are sometimes, though not uniformly,
developed. The possibility of the formation of isolytic

substances was thus established.
Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 247.

isomagnetic (i'so-mag-net'lk), a. and n. [Gr.
laog, equal, -I- E'. magnetic.'] I. a. Having
the same magnetic elements.

II. n. A line joining places which have
the same magnetic elements. Terrestrial iso-

magnetics refer specifically to the earth's
surface.

Riicker and Thorpe's next step was to obtain formulce
giving smooth curves of continuous curvature, approxi-
mating as closely as possible to the district lines. These
smooth curves are called terrestrial isoinagnetics ; they
may be supposed to show what the magnetic elements
would be in the absence of disturbances peculiar to
special parts of the survey area or its immediately coter-
minous regions. Encyc. Brit., XXX. 461.

isomaltose (i-so-mftl'tos), n. [Gr. laog, equal,
-I- E. maltose.] A substance formed together
with maltose from starch on diastatic diges-
tion. It has been produced synthetically
from dextrose, does not ferment, and is iso-
meric with maltose, C12H22O11.

isomeric, a. 3. In petrog.^ noting phanero-
crystaUine rocks composed of a single kind of
mineral. Brongniart, 1827.

isomerism, n. in the widest sense this term is ap-
plied to any two or more chemical compounds having the
same percentage composition. Various degrees and kinds
of isomerism are distinguished, the primary distinction
being between chemical and physical isomerism. Chemi^
cal isomerism may be subdivided as follows : Polymerism,
which is applied to compounds with the same percent^e
composition, but with molecular weights differing by
some constant value : example, ethylene, CgH^, and
butylene, C4Hg, molecular weights 28 and 66 respectively.
Polymerism may be either accidental or generic, accord-
ing to whether the compounds belong to the same or dif-

ferent classes. Metamierism is applied to compounds
with the same percentage composition and molecular
weight, but containing homologous radicals in the mole-
cule : examples are propylamine, CsH^lfHa, ethylmethyl-
amine, C2H5NHCH3, and trimeidiylamine, N(CH3)3.
Chain or nucleus isomerism characterizes compounds
which have the same number of similar atoms in the
molecule, but in which the carbon atoms forming the
nucleus are differently grouped : as, normal butane,
CHsCHgCHaCHs, and isobutane, (CH3)3CH. Position or
place isomerism exists in compounds which have simi-
lar nuclei but differ in the relative position of certain
substituting atoms or radicals in this nucleus : as, prim-
ary or a-propyl chlorid, CHoCHqCHoCI, and secondary
or p-propyl chlorid, CH3CHCICH3. Struetural isomer-
ism applies to compounds which have the same percent-
age composition and molecular weight but differ in the
arrangement of atoms in their molecules. Physical iso-
merism characterizes compounds which consist of vary-
ing aggregations of chemically similar molecules. It was
first used of substances which are now termed geometri-
cal, stereo-isomeric, or optically isomeric. AUoisomer-
ism is a term occasionally applied to geometrically iso-

meric compounds one of which can pass into the other by
the action of heat. Dynamical isomerism is applied to
compoimds which have perfectly similar linkage and
spatial arrangement ol atoms, but which differ in energy
content, that is, in atomic motion. {TanMar, Ann. Chem.
(Liebig), 273, 56.) Geometrical isomerism or stereo-iso-
merism marks compounds which have the same constitu-
tion, but which differ in the spatial an'angement of cer-
tain constituent radicals or atoms. Optical isomerism
is applied to stereo-isomeric substances which diifer in
their action on a ray of polarized light : they either de-
flect it to the right (dextrorotatory), to the left (levo-
rotatory), or are optically inactive (racemic or mesofomi).

isomerization (i-som''''e-ri-za'shon), n. [iso-

merize + -ation.] In chem., the production of
isomeric forms of a given substance or class
of substances. [Rare.] Natwe, Nov. 13, 1902,

p. 48.

isometric, a. 3. lapetrog., evenly granular

:

as, an isometric texture in which the crystal
grains are of nearly the same size Isometric
contraction. See •kcontraction.— Isometric line, in
tfiermodynam,., a curve showing the relation between
pressure and temperature in a body or system the volume
ol which remains constant. W. Watson, Text-book of
Physics, p. 274.—Isometric texture, in petrog. See
•kanisometric texture.

isometropia (i''so-me-tr6'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
laog, equal, + nirpov, measure, + iif (uw-),
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eye.] A condition in which refraction is the rivers, harbors, lakes, or the ground are frozen A genus of fishes of the family Scieenidx, the

same in the two eyes. or covered with ice during the same number of croakers, found on both coasts of tropical

isomorphic, a. 2. In Uol: (6) DifEerent in days continuously in winter. America,
ancestry, but aUke in appearance; heterophy- isoparaffin (i-so-par'a-fin), n. [Qv. laog, equal, isoplere (i'so-pler), n. [NL., < Gr. laog, equal,
letie; convergent.— 3. In group-theory, re- +E. paraffin.^ The class-name of hydrooar- -I- TrXijpw, full.] In therm odij)iam., a curve
lated, as the group r to the group G, so that bons of the paraffin series which have a showing the variations of temperature with
to every substitution 3 of G corresponds one branched carbon chain. pressure of a gas or other body the volume of

substitution y of Tj and to the product gg' of isoparthenogenesis (i''so-par''then-6-jpu'e- which remains constant ; an isometric line. W.
any two substitutions of G corresponds the sis), n. [NL., < Gr. iffof, equal, 4- NL. par- Watson, Text-book of Physios, p. 274.

product yy' of the two corresponding substi- thenogenesis.'] Parthenogenesis, or develop- jsopleth (i'so-pleth), n. [Gr. laoTrX^/^, equal in
tutions of r.— Multiply laomoiphic, said of two ment from unfertilized eggs, as part of a number, quantity, or magnitude, < iaof, equal,
groups when r is isomorphic to G, but to a substitation normal life-history; normal as contrasted -I- TrA^Sof, fullness.] A line, on a chart, showing

8i™rt?^^i=2™«™2?„°l'?^*f*t™^*"''^'""K'"',?''^~ ^tli occasional or exceptional parthenogen- the occurrence of equal quantities, conditions,S^ toTa^d^'&vfrJ'el^' S'^vS^^uUKo'o?? . e^i^. See ju>rmal *parthenogene^. / or frequencies of any phenomenon in its rela^
corresponds but one substitution of G. isopathic (i-so-path ik), a. iisopath-y + -ic] tion to two independent coSrdinates. This

isomorphism, n. 2. In Uol., the state or eon- .Of or pertaining to isopathy. term was first used by Vogler (1880), but the

ditiou of being different in ancestry, but alike isopectic (i-so-pek tik), n. [Gr. Jffof, equal, + lines themselves had long been familiar.

m appearance. See •''isomorphic, 2 (6).— 3. In ^Vt^o^, fixed, stiflened, frozen
:

see *isopag.;] isopolite (i-sop'6-lit), a. [Gr. iaonoVTm; a cit-

group-theory, the state or character of being
f»-

"^e, on a chart, connecting places at which j^en with equal rights, < laog, equal, + ttoXittic,

isomorphic.-Meriedrlc isomorplUsin, multiple .
^lie festieeof winter forms simultaneously. citizen.] Ss,me as *ismioUtical.

isomorphism. See multiply *isomorpA«!.- Multiple isopelletierme (i-8o-pel-e-ter in), re. [Gr. Zffof, j.„_»ij*j_-i (i^so-po-lit'i-kal), a. [As isopo-

s^JS^hl°ik^^vkU°^
"''"^ ""'**"' *'°'"'"^'"'=-

f'lT^A+^- K^l^*^"-^-^;, ^ «°1°^1««« oily all?*-
iite + -ic + -an.] Relating to the possession

_

see mviupiy insanwrphic loid CsH,gDN obtained together with peUe- of „,„tual political rights.
isomorphous, a. 2. In math., same as tso- tienne, from the rind of pomegranate root. ,-„„„„„,•„{«„ ««.„= „J „;„/; +,-^n „ rr-- r^nr
morphie,4. It boils at 125° C, under 100 millimeters, and "°?,^f'E*^ ^.aT2^^ A^'JlLLtL wWh

-ison. tut-'E. -ison, -isovn, < OF. -aison, -eison, has exactly the same properties as pelletier-
equal, + E.prmiJ»fo».] A precipitin which

-eson, -io», < L. -aMo(n-) (whence the 'learned'' ine, except that it is optically inactive.
'^'H '^act with the serum of an animal of the

form -o<to», which is thus a doublet of -i«o»), iaopentyl (i-s6-pen'til), a. [Gr. ieroc, equal. + .
sa™e species^

. , , v /n
.e«o(n), -i«o(«).] A suffix, reaUy -son, with E.«Z.] S^e b,s *isoamyl. ' ^

' "^?P^"^„1V'X?^«1^^• „fl„^l™^°f;^^^^^
an element (-»-) belonging to the stem in isopepsin (i-so-pep'sin), «. tGr. (W, equal, -1-

Hg). one of the hemiterpenes,,produced m the

some nouns coming from latin through the E.^oS] A Apposed modifierfOTm of
destructive distilation of mrfia^bber or gut-

Old French. It is Equivalent to -atto»,-e«<,«, pepl^, effected by heat.
"^"^^a lorm or

ta-percha, and also obtamable from oil of tur-

-i«o», in nouns orpially abstract. Examples is'opericOBlous (i'so-per-i-se'lus) a. [Gr. J.«f Cs^otii"ti?e^st°?™S''^%'fl^^fhI?a*^*^^^^^^^
are comparison, Jerrmson, garrison, jettison, equal, -I- mpt, around, + (coZXof, hollow, +-o«s.] india-rubber by prolonged contact at ordinary tempera-
orison, venison, warnison. In benison and In ornith., noting an arrangement of the in- tire with strong hydrochloric acid or nitrosyl chlorid.

malison doublets of benediction and maledic- testlne in which all the loops are left-handed SodHe>-, Handbook of Indust. Chem., p. 99.

Uon, the -i- belongs to the reduced radical. In and the third is inclosed by the second. isopropyl (i-so-pro'pil), re. [Gr. laos, equal, +
caparison the termination is eonformative. isoperimeter (i'so-pe-rim'e-tfer), n. [Gr. laoc, E.propyi.] A hypothetical univalent radical,

See -son, -tion. equal, + E. perhneter.'] A figure equal in (CH3)2CH, occurring in many organic com-
isoneph (i'so-nef), n. [Gr. tcrof, equal, + perimeter to another. " pounds. Also called secondary propyl— lao-

ve^(d,)^ clou^.] A line joining places that isoperimetric(i-so-per-i-met'rik), a. Same as "Sf/iy'^h^e^SSo'Se^XdlSl^d'of^^Sod^^^^^^
have the same percentage of cloudiness; an isopenmetneal. seconda^ propyl alcohol or 2-hydroxyT)ropane. ItboUs
isonephelic line. isophenomenal (i'so-fe-nom'e-nal), a. [Gr. at 82-sb° C. and yields acetone when oxidized.

isonephrotoxin (i*s6-nef-r6-tok'sin), n. [Gr. laog, equal, + ^aiv6ilevd, phenomena, -I- -oA.] Isopsetta (i-sop-set'S,), n. [NL., < Gr. laoq,

ioof, equal, -I- E. »epferotoa»re.] Anephrotoxin Having th« same or very similar phenomena ; equal, -HViyrra, a flounder.] A genus of Call-

directed against the renal cells of animals of specifically—(o) InjjfeejJoJogr^, having the same fomiau flounders.

the same species as tbe one furnishing the dates of sprouting, budding, flowering, fruit- isopsvchric (i-so-si'krik), a. and re. [Gr. iuof,

nephrotoxin. ing, ripening, etc. (6) In terrestrial magnet- equal, + TJnixpdg, cold, + -ic] I. a. Equal,

isonicotic (i'so-ni-kot'ik), a. Hgonieotivne) ?»'»,' haying the same magnetic declination, as to moisture
:
said specifically of a thermo-

+ -ic] Noting an acid, a coloriess compound, mchuation, force, secular variation, diurnal dynamic process or state m which evaporation

CHCH . variation, etc. (c) In j»eteor., having the same and condensation are both absent or precisely
N < (igfjg y CHCOOH, prepared from luti- frequency of cloudy or rainy weather, or balance one another. Jour. Phys. Chem.,

dine it crvstaliizaa in eronnaof slender needles or bv similar atmospheric Conditions in general. May, 1904, p. 344.

ISI^SJ^'^f'l^fM£S33M| isophone (i'so-fon), n. [Gr.. loo, equal, -f L^a^^jS ^^^Sih" ^J^ATT^Si^ SnTLt^^-
at 298-299 C. Also called pyromtichmnfrmic acid, or, E. (tele)phone.l A form of microphomo tele- {,?= condensation
pielerably.i-oTypi/ridinecarboxylicacid. nhone transmitter

izes conaensation.
,^. ,

{.;...{»«+;«» /; =;; t„-i-'a t;r.^ « m.. r^,.^ o,^*.,!
P'io"e iransmiiier. Curves of constant Mo [mass of vapor] being termed

ISOmcqtine (i-so-nik o-tm), n. [Gr. img e^al,
isoplioria(i-s6-f6'ri-a),re. [NL., <Gr. laoc, equal, iBcpsyohric curve,.

+E.re»cotoe.] Aeolorless compound, CioHji- +%„„,„< ^opof, <-&„sii, bear.] Normality J- -&'• iVe^or, in Jour. Phys. Chem., May, 1904, p. 344.

N2, prepared by the reduction of dipyndyl. j^ the direction of the visual axes in the two II. re. An isopsyehric curve.
It crystallizes in slender, very hydroscopic

eyes, the tension of the ocular muscles being Thiscurveisthelocusof the points of mutual tangency
needles melting at 78" C.

equal. "f **« adiabatics and impgi/ehrtCB.
'—1.!-!- /;ir_:; _ji. ;; «_/,-i.\ „ r.--„„.„„*...« 1 _ J. £. Treuor, in Jour. Phys. Chem., May, 1904, p. 344.

isopter (i-sop't6r), n. [Gr. tirof, equal, -I- bir-

..v..>..w V /, -- L— • ---=7 -n 7 - ....iuxu „^ ^ t»-.»^ v.^ ^^ ^^ T(jK<if), of seeing.] A curve denoting the points

*K"»itriie.]" "the name of a class 'of organic ig^ftofazTine?'"""""'
"" "" """"• ""'"" on the retina of equal visual acuteness.

compounds isomeric with the nitriles and cy- IJ. n. Inphotom., aline or surface, inafield isopurpurate (i-so-p6r'pu-rat), n. [isofmrpur-
anides, containing the univalent group NO. of light-flux, drawn everywhere through points ic + -ate^.'i A salt of the hypotheticalisopur-
They are also called isocyanides and, less of equal illumination. Also called isophote. puric acid: the potassium salt, CgH406^6.K,
correctly, carft^Zomines, and are distinguished Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., July-Dec, is prepared by the action of potassium cyanide
by their highly objectionable odor. 1902, p. 74. oii picnic acid, it forms brown-red rhombic scales

isonitro (i-so-m'tro) re. [Gr. Zaof, equal, + jgopiote (i'so-fot), re. [Gr. teof, equal, + ^Sf X^*^ fi^^eiirrw^u !,^l^t%tto c';Sa?f Sli^rc^il
E. mtro.^ A hypothetical divalent radical, (^ur-), light.] Same as *isophotal. centrated sulphuric acid.

>N <f^,wMchoccurs in certain organiccom- isophotographiy (i"so-fo-tog'ra-fi), re. Photog- isopyc (i'so-pik), m. lisopyc(nic).'] Anisopyc-
,'-'^_,, . • . ... ., .. _ raphy of objects in'their exact size. Encyc. nioline. Also isopwfc.

pounds. They are isomene with the nitro- jJ'^J ' " . „„„„ , ,- - ., , ,. j o
dATivfitivps flTid are -nHBudo-aeids ."^ ,\, ,. ,- i, i, ,,., x ,.t i. .

ISOpycnal (i-so-pik'nal), a. and Jt. Same as

isoSso(iS-i^-tra's"!n [Gr^^
isophthallC (i-sof-thal'ik), a. Noting an acid, _*i.„,,,e»ic.-lsopycnai- gradient. See*.™.i.»t.

-fE.w<ro«o.] 'A hypothetical bivalent radical, a colorless compound, C6H4(C0CH)2, pre- isopycmc (i-so-pik nik), a. and ». I. a. Relat-

> NOH, which occurs in certain organic com- pared by the oxidation of various meta (1.3) mg to or indicating equality of density: as,

pounds. These compounds are identical with the cor- dialkyl substituted benzene derivatives. It an Mopj/creic line.

responding oximes, the only difference being in the mode crystallizes in long hair-like needles, melts II. n. A line or surface, in a substance or
of formation, isonitroso derivatives are formed from above 300° C, and sublimes without decompo- medium, at every point of which the densitv
nitrous acid and compounds containing the group >CH2; jy. is the same. Alsoi«OB«c.
oximes from hydroxylamme and compounds containing »»"""

„,, ,- s .-„ , • /-, -
^'°" '""^V'^

thegroup>CO. ISOphytotone (i-BO-n to-ton), n. [Gr. laog, ISOpyro (1 so-pir), re. [Gr. laog, equal, -t- jriip,

isonormocytosis (i"so-n6r'''mo-si-t6'sis), re. equal, + ^uriii', plant, -f fiiwoc, tension, stress.] fire.] An impure _form of opal occurring in

[NL., < Gr. lao(, equal, + L. norma, norm, + In phytogeog., a line connecting the latitudi- black compact masses, occasionally spotted

Gr. kIitoc, a hoUow (a cell), -I- -osis.] A con- nal points of the same maximum or minimum red like heliotrope : sometimes used as a semi-

dition in which there is a normal number of temperature and, therefore, accordingto Pound precious stone.

the leucocytes with normal relations of the and Clements ([the authors of the term), limit- isopyromucic (i"so-pi-ro-mii'sik), a. [Gr.
neutrophilic cells as regards the percentage ing on either side the zone of the occurrence laog, equal, -I- F,. pyromucic.'] Noting an acid,

distribution of the different nuclear forms. of plants of like maximum and minimum en- acolorlesscompound,C5H403.2HoO, prepared

iso-orcinol (i-so-6r'si-nol), n. Same as *isor- durance. Compare Ji/e *^qne. by the distillation of mucic acia withpotas-
a,nol.

'

Isopiestic line. See *line^. slum hydrogen sulphate. It melts at 80-85°

isopag (i'so-pag), re. [Gr. ioof, equal, -1- Isopisthus (i-so-pis'thus), re. „[NL., < Gr. i<rof, C^; when dehydrated, at 90-95° C. A^otoe, Dec.

iriiyvvvai, fix, stiffen, freeze (cf . ir&yoq, scum).] equal, -I- omadev, behind. The name alludes to I'l 1903, p. 168.

A line, on a ciart, connecting places at which the equality of the soft dorsal and anal fins.] isorcin (i-s6r'sin), re. Same as *isorcinol.



isorcinol

isorcinol (i-s6r'si-nol), n. [6r. Zuof, equal, +
E. orcinol.] A colorless compound, CHsCeHs
(OH)2-H20, prepared by fusing toluene-2,4-
disulphonic acid with potassium hydroxid.
It crystallizes in slender needles, melts at 87° C., boils' at
260" C.j and has a slightly sweet taste. Also called iso-
orcinot, cresorcinolf or y-orcirwil.

isorropesis (i-so-rop'e-sis), n. [Gr. itrof, equal,
+ jioKij, downward inclination, balance of the
scale.] See the extract.

The make-and-break contact between the oxygen atoms
would give marked activity to these atoms. Such a pro-
cess other than tautomerism, where a wandering of a
labile atom is suggested, has been named by Stewart and
Baly "MOJTope«»»"(equipo8e), and differs from the former
in that the head .of its absorption band lies much nearer
the red end of the spectrum or almost in the visible vio-
let region. Pop. Set. Mo., Feb., 1908, p. 132.

isorroi)ic (i-so-ro'pik), a. [Gr. Zooc, equal, +
poTT^, inclination downward, + -ic] Noting
a line or curve which passes through the co-
planar points for which the value of a function
is the same.

isorubine (i-so-r5'bin), n. [Gr. laoi, equal, +
E. rubine'^.^ A' basic coal-tar color : same as new
*magenta.

iSOSafrol (i-so-saf'rol), n. [Gr. Zcrof, equal, +
E. safrol.'] A colorless liquid,

CHgCH : CHCeHg < ^ > CHg,

prepared by heating salrol with alcoholic
potassium hydroxid. It boils at 246-248° C.

iSOSCOpe (i'so-skop), n. [Gr. lao;, equal, +
aKOTTElv, view.] An appliance for determining
the changes in position of the vertical and
horizontal lines in movements of the eyeball.

isoseist (i'so-sist), n. [Gr. laog, equal, +
asiardc, shaJien, < aeieiv, shake, quake: see
seismic] 1. A line drawn through points
that experience an earthquake shock at the
same moment ; an isoseismal. Bep. Brit.

Ass'n Advancement Sci., 1900, p. 64.— 2. Any
event that occurs simultaneously with a given
earthquake shock.

isosmotic (i-sos-mot'ik), a. [Gr. laof, equal,
+ E. osmotie.'i Inphys., of equal osmotic pres-
sure.— Isosmotic solutions, solutions which hold the
same nnmber of molecules of a dissolved substance per
unit volume at the same temperature. Since the lawsiOf
gases hold for osmotic pressures, the number of mole-
cules thus contained is that contained in a unit volume of

an ideal gas at the given pressure and teihperature.

Isosoma, ». 3. [l. c] An insect which be-
longs to the genus Isosoma vine isosoma, the
^^rape-seed isosoma, now referred to the genus Evoxysoma
(K vitis), a phytophagous chalcidid whose larva feeds in

grape-seeds.—Wheat isosoma, an American phytophag-
ous chalcidid, Isosoma (Philachyra) grande, whose larva

lives in the stems of wheat.

wheat Isosoma Usosoma {Pkilachyra) grande').

a, *, larva ; c, female ; d, fore-wing ; e, hind-wing.
All enlarged.

(Riley, U. S. D. A.)

isospore, n. 3. One of the non-sexual spores,

of uniform size, formed by certain rhizopods

:

contrasted with *anisospore.

isostasy (i-sos'ta-si), n. [Gr. iaog, equal, +
ardaig, standing, station.] In phys., balance

or equilibrium ; the property of attaining a

condition of stable equilibrium when under

the action of permanent stress.

According to the doctrine of isostasy, which has found

much favor with geologists in recent years, the crust of

the earth is in a delicately-balanced condition of equilib-

rium between forces which are tending on the one hand
to depress and on the other to elevate it.

R. D. Salisbury, in Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1893,

[p. 323.

isostath (i'so-stath), n. [For Hsostathm, < Gr.

ladaradiMg, evenly balanced, < Iaog, equal, +
aTodfiT!, rule, plumb, plummet, < 'iaraadai,

stand.] A line connecting distant points in

the earth's atmosphere which have the sarne

buoyancy after allowing for the change in

the force of gravitation. Abbe, Preliminary

Studies.

isostathmic (J-sd-stath'mik), a. [isostath

(isostathm-) + -ic.) Of or relating to isostaths

;
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having the properties of isostaths ; illustrating
the course of isostaths at any particular
moment.— Isostathmic line, a line of equal atmo-
spheric buoyancy, as distinguished from a line of equal
density; namely, the line that divides the lighter air

from the heavier air, or the air that must go up from that
which must go down in the interchange due to buoyancy.

isostatic, a. 2. Kelated to or produced in
accordance with isostasy.

isostatically (i-so-stat'i-kal-i), adv. In a
manner accordant with "the principles of

isostasy.

The elevation of the land caused an ice-sheet to form
gradually over it until the surface was depressed, isostat-

ically, by the weight of accumulated ice and the cooling
of the crust itself. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVIII. 517.

isostere (i'so-ster), ». [Also isoster; Gr. Iaog,

equal, + orepeiSf, solid.] 1. Aline connecting
points of equal specific volume in the ocean
or atmosphere : the inverse of *isopyc. See
*isostath.

He [Professor V. Bjerknes] simplifies the hydrodynamic
conceptions by dealing with density directly instead of
temperature and pressure, and uses charts of " isosteres,"

or lines of equal density, very much as was proposed by
the present writer in 1889 in his Preparatory Studies,
where he utilized lines of equal buoyancy or "isostaths."

Cleveland Abbe, in Encyc. Brit., X£X. 719.

2. In chem., a term applied to compounds
possessing equal moleciiar volumes.

isosteric (i-so-ster'ik), a. [isostere + -ic.'] 1.

Pertaining to or of the nature of an isostere:
See *isoster«, 1.— 2. In phys. chem., having
equal atomic volumes.

isosterism (i-sos'te-rizm), m. [isostere +
-ism.] The property of being isosteric or an
isostere, in either sense of that word.

isostylous (i-sos'ti-lus), a. [Gr. Iaog, equal, +
arvhjg, pillar (style), + -ous.] In bot., same
as homostyled.

isotalantosan (i"so-tal-an-t6'sau), n. [Gr.
Iaog, equal, + TokavTuaig, oscillation, + -ore.]

In meteor., a line or region of equal annual
ranges of temperature ; a line of equal varia-
bility of mean daily temperature. Supan.

isote (e-so'ta), n. Same as *ieote.

Isotelus (i-Sot'e-lus), n. [NL., also Isoteles;

< Gr. Iaog, equal, -t- reXog, an end.] A genus
of Silurian trilobites closely allied to Ulsenms,
but having eight thoracic segments.

isotheral, a. II. n. A line joining places on
the earth's surface that have the same mean
temperature during the summer season.

isotherm, n. 2. In nmth., a curve represent-
ing phenomena which happen at constant tem-
perature.—Dissociation isotherm, the curve showing
the relation of concentration and amount of dissociation
at constant temperature.

isothermal. I. a. 2. In crystal., applied to

the lines on a crystal face, or more gener-
ally to the surfaces in a crystal, which mea-
sure the rate of heat-conductivity, these lines

or surfaces being characterized by equal de-
grees of temperature when heat is applied at

a certain point. The isothermal lines on a crystal bear
a simple relation to the molecular structure ; for ex-

ample, they are circles on the base of a hexagonal crystal,

but ellipses on a prismatic face.

Isothermal coefficient of compressibility. See
*coeficient.—Iso13ieim.al combustion, compression,
curve, expansion. See itcombustion, etc.— Isother-
mal surface, a surface every point of which has the
same temperature. The line of interaection of an isother-

mal surface and any plane not parallel to it is an iso-

thermal line.

II. n. 2. In thermodynam., a line or curve
determined by the equation of state (pv = ET)
of a system, when T has any constant value

;

a line of equal temperatures.— 3. In spectro-

photometry, a curve showing the distribution

of intensities in the spectrum of a source of

light maintained at constant temperature.
Also called isotherm.

In diagram A are drawn isothermals, curves of equal
temperature in which the abscissss are wave lengths, the
ordinates intensities.

K L. Nichols, in Amer. Jour. Sci., XVIII. 446.

isothermally (i-so-ther'mal-i), adv. In a man-
ner involving no change of temperature : said

of any process which involves changes of vol-

ume and pressure of a thermodynamic system,

such as a gas or vapor, where there is no
change of temperature.

isothermic (i-so-ther'mik), a. Same as iso-

thermal.

isothermobathic (i"so-ther-mo-bath'ik), a.

[isothermobath + -ic] Pertaining to or of the

nature of an isothermobath.

isothiocyanic (i'''so-thi"6-si-an'ik\ a. [Gr. Iaog,

equal, + delov, sulphur, -t- Kvavog, blue, + -ic]

Pertaining to the isothiocyanates.—Isothlocy-

isoxazole

anic acid, a hypothetical acid, HNCS, the esters of which
constitute the mustai'd oils. Also^called thiocarbylamine.

isotomic (i-so-tom'ik), a. [Gr. Iaog, equal^ +
roiiij, a cutting, -(- -ic] Cutting a line at points
equally distant from its opposite extremities.
-Isotomic conjugate. See -kconjugate.

iSOtonia (i-so-to'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. laorovia,

equal tension, < ladi-ovog, of equal tension, <

Iaog, equal, + rSvog, tension, tone. ] Equality
in tension between the different elements of
living matter or between two solutions divided
by a dialyzing membrane. Isotonia of the blood
is the state of equal tension in corpuscles and plasma, by
which the integrity of the former is preserved. Isotonia
in muscle is exhibited when the muscle shortens on the ap-
plication of a stimulus, the two ends being approximated

;

it is destroyed when the extremities are fixed. Isotonia
exists in two solutions separated by a porous membrane
when no osmosis occurs. See osmose. Med. Record, Aug.
1, 1903, p. 189.

isotonic, a. 2. In phys. chem., possessing or
producing equal osmotic pressures; especially,

having salts dissolved in such proportion as
to occasion no change of volume in red blood-
corpuscles put in contact with the solution.
Solutions having less concentration are called hypotonic;
thosehaving greater concentration, hypertonic. Foynting
and Thomson, Properties of Matter, p. 190.

3. Belatin^ to isotonia.—Isotonic contraction.
See -kcontraction.

isotopic (i-80-top'ik), a. [Gr. Iaog, equal, -(-

rdvog, place,' + -ic] Similarly substituted:
used of compounds containing similar atoms
or groups in the same position with reference
to some other atom or group, as m-chlortolu-
ene and m-bromtoluene. Cohen and Miller,

in Jour. Chem. Soc. (London), 1904, p. 1624.

isotonic (i-so-tok'sik), a. [Gr. Iaog, equal, -l-

To^Mdv, poison.] Same as *isolytic. Science,

July 3, 1903, p. 9.

isotoxin (i-so-tok'sin), re. [Gr. Iaog, equal, -I-

E. toxin.] A toxin directed against cells of
individuals of the same species. Vaughan and
Novy, Cellular Toxins, p. 144.

Isotricha(i-sot'ri-ka),M. [NL.j<Gr. jCTOf, equal,

-I- 6pi^ (rpix-), hair.] The typical genus of the
family Isotrichidse. Stein, 1859.

Isotrichidffi (i-so-trik'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Isotricha + -idse.] A family of holotrichous
ciliate infusorians, having a more or less plas-
tic but not contractile body, the cuticle thick,
and the mouth posterior and accompanied by a
distinct pharynx. It includes the genera Isotricha
and Dasytricha, parasitic in the digestive tract of rumi-
nants'. Also Isotriehina.

isotrimorphic (i"so-tri-m6r'fik), a. Same as
*isotrimorphous.

isotrimorpjlism (i''so-tii-m6r'fi3m), »». \iso-

trimorph-ous + -ism.] isomorphism among
the members of trimorphous groups.

isotrimorphous (i"so-tii-m6r'fus), a. [Gr.
Iaog, equal, -1- rpt-, three, -1-.. iiop^, form, -1-

-ous.] Exhibiting isotrimorphism.

isotropal (I-sot'ro-pal), a. Same as isotropic.

isotropism (i-sot'ro-pizm), re. [isotrop-y +
-ism.] Same as isotropy.

isotropy, ». 2. In embryol., the property
whereby all the parts of the imsegmented egg
are alike capable of giving rise to any portion
of the embryonic body : opposed to anisotropy.

isotropy1-cocaine (i-S9-tr6"pil-ko'ka-in), re.

Same as *tnixilline.

isouric (i-so-u'rik), a. [Gr. Iaog, equal, + E.
uric] Noting an acid, a colorless, pulverulent
compound, C5H4.Ni03, prepared by the inter-

action of cyanamide and alloxantin. It is iso-

meric with uric acid.

isovalerianic (i"so-va-le-ri-an'ik), a. Same as
^isovaleric

isovaleric (i"so-va-le'rik), a. [Gr. iaog, equal,
H- E. valeric] Noting an acid, a colorless oily
compound, (CH3)2CHCH2COOH, prepared
from isobutylcyanide or by the oxidation of
isoamyl alcohol. It boils at 174° C. and has
an odor of valerian. Also called 3-:

tanoic a(id.

iSOVOluminal (i"so-vo-lii'mi-nal), n. [Gr. Iaog,

equal, + L. volumen (voluminr-)'hi modem phys-
ical sense of 'volume,' -I- -al^.] A curve or sur-
face of equal volumes upon a thermodynamic
diagram or model. Physical Rev., April, 1905,

pp. 264, 265.

iSOXazole (i-soks-az'61), re. [Gr. iaog, equal,
-I- E. ox{ygen) -h ae{ote) + -ole.] The name
of a class of organic compounds containing the
complex CE : CK^

CE: N ^°-
They are anhydrids of the oximes of ^-diketones or
3-ketoaldehydes, and correspond to the pyrazoles. Many
of them have a strong odor resembling that of pyridine.



, isozime

isoxime (i-sok'sim), n. [Gr, laog, equal, +
E. oxime.'i The name given to one of two or
more forms in which some oximes are ob-
tained.

issue, n.— Failure of Issue. See failure.— issues on
sberUfs, in Eng. law, amercements or fines to which
sheriffs were subjected for neglect or omisBlon to perfonn
their duties. They were levied and collected out of the
issues or profite of their lands : hence the name.

-ister^. [L. -isteTj a comparative suffilx, con-
sisting of -is, representing the original com-
parative suffix -OS, -lis (as in min-us, etc.), -(-

-ter, a secondary comparative suffix (see -ter).]

A termination of several English words from
the Latin, representing a comparative forma-
tion not felt in English use. Examples are
minister, sinister, etc.

-ister^. [ME. Astre, < OP. -istre, a by-form of

4ste (E. 4st), prob. due to conformity with
agent-words in -istre, from L. -ister, -is-ter, as

in ministre, < L. minister (see *-ister^).'] A
suffix, a variant of -ist, occurring in chorister,

palmister, sophister, and other words now ob-

solete, as atchemisUr. It may exist also in the

English formation barrister.

istesso (i-stes'6), a. [It. istesso, stesso, the

same ; < L. *iste ipsus, iste ipse, ' that self '

:

iste, he, that; ipse, he, one's self.] In music, in

the expression I'istesso tempo, the same time
or pace (as that of some preceding move-
ment). Also called medesimo tempo.

Isthmiad (ist'mi-ad), n. [Gr. 'ladiu&g (,-a6-),

prop, adj., < 'laBfua, the Isthmian games: see
Isthmian.^ In Gr. antiq., the period of two
years between dates of recurrence of the Isth-

mian games. The Isthmian games were held
in the first month of the second and fourth
years of each Olympiad.

isthmian, a. II. n. One wio lives on an
isthmus, as an Indian of the Isthmus of

Panama.
isthmic (isf- or is'mik), a. [Gr. ladjundg,,

< ((7ff/i(5f, isthmus.] Baxne a.s isthmian.

isthmoplegia (ist- or is-mo-ple'ji-a), n. [NL.,

< Gr. laBi^Q, isthmus, ridge, + nXriy^, stroke.]

Paralysis of the soft palate.

isthmus, n. 4. In fishes, the lower part of the
septum between the opposing gill-openings.

It IS supported and stiffened by Qie urohyal.

Istieus (is-ti-e'us), n. [NL.] A genus of

Cretaceous teleost fishes of the family ATbuli-

dse, having an elongate body with much-ex-
tended dorsal fin, small anal fin, and forked

tail. It closely resembles the living deep-sea
fish Bathythrissa.

istle, tl.—Jaomave Istle, the commercial name of the

best grade of Tampico fiber. It is obtained from the

young inner leaves of Agave lophwnttM, a plant native to

northeastern Mexico. The center of production is the

Jaumave valley, in the state of Tamaulipas.—Falma
Istle, a commercial grade of Tampico fiber, obtained from
the inner leaves of several plants known in Mexico as

palmas. The plants yielding the most of this fiber are

the palma samandoca, Sammela Camerosana, and the

palma pita, Yucca TrecvZeana. See -kpalma pita and
kpaima samandoca.—Tula Istle, a commercial grade of

Tampico fiber, so called because produced most abun-

dantly in the vicinity of Tula, in the state of Tamaulipas,

Mexico. The fiber is obtained frdm the inner leaves of

the lechuguilla. Agave Lecheguilla. It is from 12 to 30

inches long and nearly white in color.

istle-machine (is'tle-ma-shen''), n. Same as

leaf-fiber machine (which see, under *fiber^).

Isnret (i-su'ret), n. Same as *isuretine.

Isuretine (i-sii-re'tin), n. A colorless com-
pound, H0N:CHNH2, prepared bjr the action

of hydroxylamine and hydrocyanic acid. It

forms rhombic columnar crystals, melting and
partly decomposing at 104-105° C. Also called

methenylamidoamne.

Isuropsis (i-su-rop'sis), n. [NL., <Isy/rm +
Gr. 4^(f, appearance.] A subgenus of sharks

belonging tothe family Sa»»»wd», the mackerel-

sharks.

Isurus (i-sii'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. laoc, equal, +
ovpA, tail.] A genus of the mackerel-sharks,

found on both sides of the northern temperate

Atlantic.

Isurus dekayi.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

Isvara (is-va'ra), n. [Skt. isvard (ig-), lit. ' able

to (do), capable.'] Lord; master: an epithet
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of Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, Avalokiteshvara,

and other deities.

I. S. W. G. An abbreviation of imperial stan-

dard wire-gage.

It. An abbreviation (6) of Italy.

I. T. An abbreviation of Inner Temple.

itaballi-wood (e-ta-ba'li-wud), n. [itaballi,

native name of the tree in Guiana, -H wood.'}

The wood of Vochy Guianensis, which is used
by the natives for making canoes. See Vochy
(Vochysia).

itabo (e-ta'bo), n. [Native name.] In Costa
Rica, T^leca elephanUpes, a plant with trunk
swollen at the base and growing to the height
of 8 or 10 meters, with many compact branches
and rigid, spreading, linear, minutely denticu-
late leaves. The flowers are creamy white,
growing in a panicle. It is much planted about
houses and in the hedges of native gardens.
In Guatemala and Honduras called izote.

itaconic (it-a-kou'ik), a. Noting an acid, a
colorless compound, H0C0CH:C(CH3)C00H,
formed by the hydration of citraconic an-
hydrid at 150° C. It crystallizes in rhombic
octahedra, melts at 161° C, and is closely
related to citraconic and mesaconic acids.

itadibrompyrotartaric (it ''a - di -brom -pi '' ro-
tar-tar'ik), a. Noting a crystalline acid,
p5Hg04Br2, prepared by the addition of bro-
mine to itaconic acid. When boiled with water
it gives aconio acid.

Italian. I, a—Italian defense, green, pool, sumac.
See -kdefense, etc.

n. n. 3. Amember of a race of honey-bees
imported into the United States from Italy and
having at least three yellow bands across the
abdomen when the latter is distended with
honey.

Italian-May (i-tal"yan-ma'), n. The meadow-
sweet, Filipendula Ulma/ria.

itamalic (it-a-ma'lik), a. [ita(conic) ? + malic.']

Noting an acid, a hypothetical compound,
CH20HCH(COOH)CH2COOH, known only in
the form of salts, the calcium salt being pre-
pared by heating calcium paraeonate with
water and calcium carbonate.

it<^, n.— Barbers* Itcll, ringworm of the beard ; tinea
sycosis.—Farmers' itch, usually the same as winter
itch.—Norwegian itch, an ulcerative disease of the
skin, thought by some to be syphilitic, by others lepric

;

also, a form of scabies caused by the presence of the
Norway itch-mite, Sarcoptes ecaMei var. lupi Megnin.

—

Prairie itch, usually the same as wirUer itch.— Sngax-
bakers' It^ dermatitis aifecting workers In sugar-
refineries.—Water-itch, a form' o£ itch affecting the feet

of coolies working in the rice-fields.—White ItOh, in
leather.^man'uf., an imperfection,on skins caused by some
skin-disease. C. 7. Dam's, Manuf. of Leather, p. 96. [Rare.]

itch-tick (ieh'tik), n. The itch-mite.

itch'wood-tree (ich'wftd-tre), n. A forest-tree

of the Fijian Mauds, Semecarpus Vitiensis, be-
longing to the sumac family : called ha/a-haro

(itdi-tree) by the natives. It has an acrid,

poisonous milky juice and produces an erup-
tion on the skin like that caused by Shus
Vernix.

-ite^. (e) In chem,., a sufttx used not only in the names of

salts derived from sulphurous acid, as eaJciuni sulphite,

but also in the names of certain substances belonging to the
class of sugars, as mannite and dulcite, though these latter

names are now systematically made to end in -ol (indicat-

ing chemical relation to the alcohols), as mmmitol and
dmeitol; also used without technical precision in names
of pharmaceutical and commercial products, as glycerite,

dynamite, vulewnite, etc.

-itic. [L. -itieus, Gr. -itikA^, -ir-i-Kd-g.'] A termi-

nation of adjectives of Latin or Greek origin or

type, from nouns or adjectives in -ite^, as in

anthracitic, dendritic, hematitic, pyritic, etc.,

and Mamitic, Semitic, etc. It is sometimes
used without an intermediate form in -ite. In
granitic the termination is -ite^ + -ic.

itin. An abbreviation of iUnerant or itinerary.

itinerate (i-tin'e-rat), a. Itinerant.

-itiOUS^. [Also, more prop., -idous ; < L. 4cir^us,

-icitts (later often written -itius) : (a) 4cius,

-ic-iu-s, from nouns, as ciner4a,us, of the na-

ture of ashes, genlM-idus, of the clansmen,
tribunAnvs, of atribune ;'(6) -ieius, -ic-iu-s, from
perfect participles, as advent-ieius, character-

ized by having come in from without, adscript-

icius, of the class of the adscripti, comment-
idus, conduct-idus, fact4cius, fiet-imis, sup-

posit-icms, etc., of an invented, hired, made,
feigned, substituted, etc., nature.] A com-
pound suffix in adjectives of Latin origin, as

in adseriptiMovs, adventitious, commentiUous,
cnnducUttous, factitious, fictitious, suppositi-

tious, etc., or formed on the Latin type, as

dbstractitious, adscititious, excrimentitious, etc.

-itish. A termination of some patrial adjec-

ivy

tives equivalent to the simple -tfe2 suffix, as

Ishmaelitish, Israelitish, MoabiUsh.

itmo (it'mo), n. Same as *buyo.

itoubou (e''to-bo'), n. [AP. spelling of a Carib
name.] One of the plants which yield white
ipecacuanha, Calceolaria Calceolaria, of the

violet family. B^e lonidium.

-itous. [F. -iteux, < L. 4t-6sus, for 4t-at-dsus.']

A compound suffix, composed of elements an-

swering to 4ty and -ous, occurring in some ad-

jectives, as calamitous, felicitous, gratuitous,

iniquitous, necessitous, etc.

itrol (it'rol), re. i{c)itr{,ate) + -ol."] The trade-

name of silver citrate, a substance used in

medicine as an antiseptic.

itui (e-t6'e), re. [S. Amer.] An eel-like fish,

of the family Sternopygidse, found in the fresh
waters of South America.

itzcuintli (ets-kS-en'tli), n. [Nahuatl.] The
indigenous Mexican dog.

itzli (its'li), re. Same as iztli.

iulid (i-u'lid), re. and a. I. re. A member of
the family lulidse or Julidae.

II. a. Of or belonging to the myriapodous
family lulidie or JuUdse.

lulidae, re. pi. [NL.] See *JuMdse.

lulus, re. [NL.] See ->'Julus.

-ium. [L. -ium, -iu-m, orig. *4o-m, = Gr. -lov,

-lo-v, composed of suffix 4o, -yo, + neuter end-
ing -OT.] 1. A teiTaination of many Eng-
lish nouns and adjectives from the Latin and
Greek. It is usually without significance (in English)
as a sujfix. Examples are medium; minimn, etc. In
some words of Greek origin it represents an original di-

minutive form, as in ircephalium, geranium,, megathe-
rium, etc.

2. In chem., this suffix occurs especially in the
names of the larger number of the metallic
elements. The Latin names of some of the principal
metals end in -itm, as argentujn, aurum,, cuprum^ fer-
rum, plumbum, etc. In forming names for the metals
obtained from potash and soda, Davy, their discoverer,

seems to have adopted the termination -ium merely for

the sake of euphony. This ending has commonly pre-
vailed In later formations, as cad/mvwm, iridium, lithium,,

etc. ; but lanthanum, molybdenum, plaAim/wm, tantalum,
etc., occur, and aluminum besides atuminium.

i'vain (i'va-in), re. [itia + -jre^.] A dark- yel-

low resinous bitter compound^ ^24114203, ob-
tained from iva, the leaves and stems of Achil-

lea moschata, gathered before flowering.

Ivernian (i-ver'ni-an), a. [L. Iverna, Iv/verna,

Hibernia, -f -an. &. Hibernian.'} Relating to
the supposed pre-Celtie population of Ireland.

i'Tigtite (iv'ig-tit), re. [Imgt(ut) + 4te^.'} A
kind of potash mica occurring in seams in the
cryolite of Ivigtut, Greenland.

i'7orine (i'vo-rin), a, [vvor-y + -ireei.] Like
ivory in consistence and color.

i'VOry-^, n.—Morse Ivo^, ivory taken from the tusks
of the walrus. See morgei, 1.

i'VOry-eater (i'vo-ri-e*t6r), re. Saine as *i/oory-

rat.

ivory-nut, »—Caroline Island I'vory-nut, the seed
of Ccelococcus Amicarum, a ninnate-leaved palm indige-
nous to the Caroline Islands. The fruit has a hard glossy
brown pericarp tesselated with overlapping scales after
the manner of that of Raphia and Calwrntm. The albu-

men of the seed is hard and ivory-like and is used for
making buttons and other objects. Allied species occur-
ring in the Pacific aie Ccelococcus Salomonensie of the
Solomon Islands, C. Vitiensis of Fiji, and O. Warburgi of
the New Hebrides. See -kapple-nuts.

ivory-plant (i'vo-ri-plant), re. Any one of the
three species of palms belonging to the genus
Phytelephas, especially P. macrocarpa. See
Phytelephas and i/vory-nut.

ivory-plum (i'vo-rt-plum), re. 1. The creep-
ing wintergreen 01 oheckerberry, Gaultheria
procumbens.— 2. The creeping snowberry,

ivory-rat (i'v6-ri-rat), ». An African squirrel,

Xerus stangeri, named Sdu/rus eborvvorus by
Du Chaillu, and known as ivory-eater from its

habit of gnawing elephant-tusks.

ivory-saw (i'vo-ri-sS.), re. A thin saw mounted
in a steel frame, similar to a hack-saw, used
for cutting ivory.

ivorywoott (i'vo-ri-wud), re. The wood of an
Australian tree, Smiionodon australe, of the
staff-tree family. It is close-grained, flrin, and
easily worked, and is an excellent wood for the
cabinet-maker.

ivyl, n. 2. In Australia, the cultivated varie-
ties ot Pelargonium peltatum, commonly known
as ivy-leaved geraniums, which are there
trained over fences and waUs, sometimes to a
height of 20 or 30 feet, supplanting the English
or common ivy in this use. See ivy-leaved

*geranium—Big-leaved ivy, the mountain-laurel or
calico-bush, Kalmia latijolia,—^Boston ivy. Same as
Japanese -kivy.— Gape Ivy, Senecio mikanioides. Called



ivy

Oerman ivy in cultivation. See Seneelo, 1.—Cllmbillg
iTy, the poiBon-lvy, Ehus radieani.—EngUsb Ivy, the
usual name in America of the common ivy, Hedera Helix.
—PlTe-flngered Ivy, flve-leaved Ivy, the Virginia
creeper, Parth&nodssutsquinquefolia.—GroiUldlvy. See
»r(m»d-t«!/.— Ivy catiKer. See -kcanker.—Japanese
ivy, Parthenomemx tricuspidata, a very ornamental
vine which clings to walls and climbs freely over houses,
churches, etc. Though a native of Japan, it thrives in
most parts of Europe and America. In the United States
it is often called Boston ivy.—Lanrel-lvy, Same as big-

leaved 'kivy.— Mexican ivy,, lioseiibergia socmd&ns, a
tender, showy, climbing plant, often cultivated in gardens.
See Co6»o.— Native Ivy, in Australia : (a) TheMac-
quarie Harbor grape, Catamnum adpressum. (b) The
naturalized Gape or German ivy, Senedo mikanioides.
See Seneeio, 1.—Spoonwoodivy, the sheep-laurel or
lambkill, Kalmia amgustifolia.—Three'leaved Ivy. See
p<»»(m-ii>y.—West Udlan Ivs.Maregraviawmbmata, a
climbing shrub with thick, leathery leaves and curious
long-stalked flowers in terminal umhels. SeellaTegrama.

ivy^ (i'vi), v. t.; pret. and -pp. ivied, ppr.
•ivymg. [fc^i, ».] To cover with ivy.

Earth with her twining memories iviev o'er
Their holy sepulchres ; the chainless sea.

In tempests or wide.calms, repeats their thoughts.
Lowdl, Prometheus, iv.
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ivy-berry (i'vi-ber^i), n. The oheekerbeny,
GauUheria procmmbens.

ivy-chickweed (i'vi-ehik^wed), n. See *cMck-

ivy-flower (i'vi-flou*6r), n. The liverleaf,

JaepaUca Hepatiea.
iyy-geranium (i'vi-je-ra"ni-um), n. Same as

ivy-leaved *geranium'.
ivy-leaved (i'vi-levd), a. Having leaves which
resemble those of the ivy.— ivy-leaved chick-
weed. Same as ivy •kchickweed.

ivy-weed (i'vi-wed), n. The Kenilworth ivy,

Cymbalaria Cymbalaria.
ivy-wood (i'vi-wud), n. The mountain-laurel,
Kalmia laUfolia. [South Carolina.]

I.W. An abbreviation of Isle of Wight.
I.W. G. An abbreviation of Indian wire-gage,

I. X. An abbreviation of the Latin lesus
Christus.

Izioniail (ik-si-6'ni-an), o. llxion + -ian."]

Belating -to Ixion, in <5reek legend, a king of
Thessaly whose punishment in the lower

izote

regions was to be whirled forever on a revolv-

ing wheel.
ixodid (ik'so-did), n. and a. I. n. A member
of the family Ixodidse.

n, a. Resembling or belonging to the family
Ixodidx.

ixtli, n. See isile, Mstle, and *isote.

izote (e-tho'ta), n. [Mex. Sp. izote, < Nahuatl
iczotl, or ioxotl, a generic name for yuccas.]
In Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras, a name
of several species of Yv^ca and their allies,

especially Y. Treculeana, which yields a fiber

of commercial importance called ixtli de Coa-
huila; Y. SchottU Jaliscensis, the source of

the fiber called ixtU de Jalisco; Samuela
Camerosana, yielding^ the ixtli de Cameras;
and Y. baccata, which bears edible fruit often

called datiles. In Gruatemala and Honduras
the name is appUed to Y. elephantipes, a
species cultivated in gardens and planted
in hedges, which in Costa Rica is called

itabo.

( (



3. An abbreviation (a)

[I. c] of the Latin judex,

judge
; (6) of Jupiter ; (c) oi

Justice.— Wlllte J, aii American
nymphalid butterfly, Eugonia j-

album : so called from a white maric
resembling tbe letterJ on the under
side of the hind wings. It occurs

in Canada and the northern United
States east of the Eocky Mountains,

and its larveo feed on the birch and willow. It is also

]£nown as the Compton tortmse.

white J {EugeniaJ-alium).

J. A. An abbreviation otjudge-advocate.

jab, n. 2. Naut., a net used in catching the fry
of fish.

ja,biru, n. This name has also been applied to two
large, stork-like birds of the Old World, somewhat smaller
than the South American jabiru and having the head and
neck feathered instead of bare. The African jabiru,

Ephippiorhynchits BenegalensiSt is glossy black above,
white below ; the primaries are also white. The Australian
jabiru, Xenorhynehus auatralis, is ot a greenish black
above.

jabon (ha-bon'), n. [Cuban use of Sp. jabon,

soap.] A serranoid fish, Eyptious saponaceus,

found from Florida to Brazil.

jaboncillo (ha-bon-thel'yo), n. [Sp. dim. of

j'ofton.] Same as ^jahon.

jabonine (jab'o-nin), n. {jaho^randi) + -n +
-tMe2.] A colorless oily basic compound,

0^14^2, prepared by the action of Darium
hydroxid on pilocarpine or piloearpidine. It

boUs at 235-240° C.

jaborandine (jab-o-ran'din), n. \jdborandi +
-imel.] Same as ^jaboridine.

jaboric (ja-bor'ik), a. \Jabor(andi) + -ic]

Derived from jaborandi.—Jaborlc acid, a solid

compound, C19H2BO6N3, formed by heatmg pilocarpine,

of which it is a condensation-prodacb

jaboridine (ja-bor'i-din), n. [jabor(andi) +
-id + -me^.i An amorphous, poisonous, my-
driatic alkaloid, C32^204N4, one of the three

found in jaborandi (Pilocarpus). Physiologi-

cally it is antagonistic to pilocarpine. Also
gaboridine,

jabot, n. 2. In entom., the crop of any herbiv-

orous orthopterous insect.

jabnl (M-bei9, ». [Sp. spelling for "habiil,

"habol, < Bisaya habol,- *habul, a garment (see

def.), a, blanket, sheet (habol-habol, a mem-
brane) : of. habol, to weave, kabdl, a woven
piece, thick and coarse.] A garment, worn by
Moro women, formed of a long piece of cloth,

sewed together at the ends, which is wrsipped

about the body in various ways. [Philip-

pine Is.]

jabuticaba (zha-b8-te-ka'ba), n. [Tupi,

< jdbuti, tortoise, +co6a, fat.] Any one of three

species of myrtaeeous trees belonging to the

genus Myrciaria, M. Jaboticaba] M. fruneiflora

and if. cauliflora, yielding edible berries.

jacal (ha - kal'), »• [Also jaeale ; < Mexican
xacalli, a straw hut, <xaUi, sand, + ealli,

house.] A native Mexican house or hut of

which the walls are constructed of rows of thin

vertical poles, covered and chinked with mud.
Also applied to this method of building.

On the western margin of the rain, and nowhere else

within it, there are traces of another Idnd of constraction

wUcb was no* found elsewhere within the canyon. This

method is known to tiie Mexicans as "jacal," and much
used by them. It consists of a row of sticlcs or thin poles

set vertically in the ground and heavily plastered with
mud. At present not one of these walls remains to a
height of 6 inches above the ground, but the lines of poles
broken off at the ground level are still ;isible.

Sep. Bur..Amer. Ethnol., 1894-95, p. 108.

jacaranda, n. 2, [i.e.: Pg. pron. zhak-a-ran-
da'.] A name of certain large Brazilian trees
which yield the rosewood of commerce ; also,

the wood itself. The 'trees so called include
species of the bignoniaeeous genus Jacaranda,
Dalbergia nigra, and several species of the
genus Machserium of the bean family, espe-
cially M. scleroxyUm, M.flrmum, andJf. legale.

The last two species are usually distinguished
as jacaranda roxa (red jacaranda) and jaco/-

randa preto (black jacaranda). See rosewood,
I, Jacaranda, 1, and Machserium, 1.

jack-^, n. 9. (/) Carangus bartkolmmei, a fish found
in the West Indies and northward to North Carolina.

II. (Z) (2) In feZepAony, a device for making switchboard
connections. It consists of an Insulated ring, to which
one or more springs are attached, whioii is mounted upon
the switchboard frame. . Conneetions are made by insert-

ing in the ring a conical metal plug to which the conduc-
tors to be brought into circuit are attached. «(m) A device
for transmitting motion from a-horse-power or treadmill
to a machinCi (n) Any device consi&ting essentially of a
roller or barrel used as a winch, crab, or hoisting- or
hauling-derrick. (o) A machine in which skins are- pol-

ished under pressure. '

(p) A device for winding the warp
on the warping-beam of a loom.

22; Same as ilaek-jacJc, 3 Answering Jack, a
jack used by operators in a telephone exchange in answer-
ing the calls ot subscribers.— Chlsel-mouth jack.
Same as irchieelmouth and Imrdmoitth.— Goal-lireiUE-
Ing jack. Seej'acii, 11 (t) (1).—Horse-eyejack, a com-
mon name applied to certain fishes of the family CaraTi.

gidee.—Jatsli bean. See MeanI:— Jack Frost, frosty

weather; freezing cold personified.

—

Jack's alive
(naut\ an old-fashioned seaport dance.

—

Jack strip-
pers, m euchre, two knaves, usually of the same color, so
trimmed that they can be withdrawn from the pack (for

the purpose of cheating) and placed on the top at will.

—

multiple jacks, jacks connected in multiple to each line

of a tetephone exchange and so placed along the switch-

board as to enable any operator to reach any line.

—

Natural Jack, in poker, a jack- pot which arises from
some circumstance of the play, such as that of no one com-
ing in^ against the age, as distinguished from jack:pots

which are made by the circulation of a buck.—FendlUum
jack, in leather'^man^f,, a machine with an arm which
swings like a pendulum. C. T. Davie, Leather, p. 271.

—

Pneumatic Jack, a device consisting essentially of a cylin-
der closed'at one end, and aplungerwhich fits it, the plun-
ger being forced out by pneumatic pressure and thereby
exerting a lifting or pushmg force : similar to a hydraulic
jack, but using air instead of water.— Ballroad Jack.
Same bb itrail-jack.— Yellow Jack, (b) Acommonname
of certain fishes ot the family Carangidee. (c) The jonquQ,
Narcissus Jonguilla.

jack^, V. t. 3. In leather-manuf., to roll by
means of a roller attached to an arm. Modern
Amer. Tarming, p. 118.

jackanapes, n—Jackaaapes-on-Hionieback, the
marigold, Calendula officinalis.

jackaroo (jak-a-ro')) »• «• {Jaclcaroo, ».] To
learn one's business by bush-farming: said of

an inexperienced greenhorn in Australia who
assumes the position and duties of a jackaroo
before taking up a station of his own. See
jackaroo, n. [Suing, Australia.]

jac^aSB-nare (jak'as-hSr), n. A book-name
for the "jack-rabbit, Lepus callotis.

jack-bird, «. 2. A passerine bird, Creadion
cinereus Buller, of the South Island, New
Zealand: placed near the starlings.

jack-box (jak'boks), n. .A box" or frame in

which is carried a jack-shaft. Such a box
carrying one or more shafts, each supporting

a bevel-pinion, is used in the bevel differential

gearing of motor-cars or self-propelling fire-

engines.

jack-boy (jak'boi), n. A boy serving in a low
capacity; often a contemptuous epithet.

jack-card (jak'kard), n. A hand-instrument
for carding cotton or wool ; a hand-card. C.

VicJcerman, Woollen Spinning, p. 144.

jack-chain, n. 2. In lumbering, an endless

spiked chain which moves logs' feom one point

to another, usually from the mill-pond into the

sawmill; a bud-chain.

jacket, n. 8. The loose wrapper of paper
which protects the binding of abook.—9. The
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sheet of cardboard or thick paper which cov-
ers the impression surface of a printing-cylin-

der.— 10. The hide or other natural covering
of various animals, as sheep, seals, fish, etc.

—

11. The skin of a potato.—To obtabi one's
Jacket, to secure, as an officer, appointment to the
horse lui^illery. [£ng.]

After serving with a field battery for a few years, Lieut-
T. obtained his "jacket," and was the beau ideal of a
horse-artillery officer. Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XI. 566.

Magellan Jacket («»«*.), a heavy, warm watchcoat pro-
vided with a hood, and used by officers and men in cold
latitudes. It was designed by Captain James Cook of the
British navy.—Ifask and smoke jacket, a device sim-
ilar to a diving helmet and jacket, but much lighter,

worn over the head and upper part of the body to enable
the wearer to enter a place filled with smoke or poisonous
gases.—Ragged Jacket, a young harp-seal during his
rat molt. Ooode.— Sajrre's Jacket, a sort of corset

made of plaster of Paris, used to support the spine in

cases of Potts' disease.

—

Yellow jacket, a jacket(makwa)
of imperial yellow brocaded silk bestowed as a distinc-
tion by the Emperor of China on a high official, usually in
acknowledgement of some important service rendered.
See makwa.

- For these exploits he [Li Hung Chang] was made gov-

.

emor of Eiangsu, was decorated with a Yellow Jacket,
and was created an earL Encyc. Brit., XXX. 2G8.

jacket-casing (jak'et-ka"sin^), n. In engines,
the jacket; the cover which incloses the
steam-space about the cylinder of a steam-en-
gine ot the water-space about the cylinder of
a gas-engine.

jacketing, n. II. a. Surroimding or protect-
ing as a jacket: in phyi., said of a layer of in-

sulating material surroiinding a calorimeter or
other chamber to prevent the inflow or egress
of heat.
Beyond the point at which the jacketing water is taken

oflr. Jf. W. Travers, Exper. Study of Gases, p. 316.

jacketing-machine (j^k'et-ing-ma-shen*), n.

In candy-making, a machine consisting of two
hoppers, placed side by side, each containing
liquid chocolate or other syrup or candy mate-
rial and delivering its contents between rolls
and through dies, in slender streams, to a
paper-covered traveling apron, one stream is in
advance ot the other; the isecond jackets or envelops
the first and forms a double stick which is drawn out
.by the movement of the apron into a long thread which
is cat into the required lengths by an automatic knife.

jacket-pipe (jak'et-pip), «. The pipe which
. conveys steam or water to or from the jacket
of an engine.

jacket-pump (jak'et-pump), n. A pump used
to circulate the water! in the water-jacket of
an air-compressor or a gas-engine.

Jackfleld ware. See ^^ware'^.

jack-flange (jak'flanj), [n. In pianoforte-mak-'
ing, the projection from the whip to which the
jack is attached. See cut under pianoforte.

jack-flj^ (jak'fli), n. Same asj'acfci, 11 (a).

jack-flier (jak'fli*6r), n. A wheel attached to
a roasting-jack for the purpose of keeping it

turning by the inertia of the wheel.
jackrframe, «. 2. In cotUm-manuf., a roving-
frame used for fine. yams.—3. A frame for
holding ajack or winch.
jack-in-a-basket (jak'in-a-b&s*ket), n. Naut.,
a basket or beacon placed on top of a pole to
mark a shoal or other danger. Sometimes a
tub or a barrel is used instead of a basket.

jack-in-a-boz, n. 9. A very small but power-
ful screw-jack used by burglars to force locks,
particularly to pull the spindle of a combina-
tion lock from the door.—10. A de-vice for
holding the tool on a planing-machine in posi-
tion while cutting.— 11. In Australia, same as
hairtrigger-flotver. Also called trigger-plant.

See hairtrigger-flower and Stylidlum.— Jack-ln-
arbOZ motion, an epicyclic train of wheels, an essential
feature In the mechanism of a cotton-roving frame tor
regulating the relative speed ot the bobbin and flier.

Also called differential, equating, and sun-and-planet
jmativn.

jacking, n. 2. An extra draft given to the
roving (in spinning fine cotton yam on the
mule) near the end of the outward traverse of
the spindle-carriage. Nasmith, Cotton Spin-
ning, p. 253.



jacking-motion

jacking-motion (jak.'iiig:-md''''shoii), n. An op-
eration (on a cotton-spinning mule) for put-
ting supplementary drawing and twisting into
the roving toward the end of the outward
traverse of the spindle-carriage. Nasmith,
Cotton Spinning, p. 319.

jack-in-trousers (jak'in-trou"z6rE), «. The
wild red columbine, Aquilegia Canadensis.

jack-ladder, n. 2. Same as *gangwa/y, 4.

jack-light (jak'lit), v. i. To hunt game or to
fish with a Jaok-light: same aajack^, 2.

jack-lighting (jak'li-ting), n. The method or
practice of hunting or fismng with a jack-light.

jack-nut (jak'nut), n. One of the nut-like sepa-
rable Dortions of the jackfruit. See jack-tre^

jack-I>lne (jak'pin), n. The gray pine, Firms
divarieata,

jack-pot, n. 2. In lumbering, an unskilful
piece of work. [Slang.]—r3. A pile of logs.
—To open a jack-pot, in poker, to announce that the
necessary qualification, jacks or better, is held.

jack-press (jak'pres), n. A baling-press for
baling in which the pressure is exerted by
means of a jaek-screw or lever.

jack-pulley (jak'piil"'i), n. 1. The belt-pulley
on a roasting-jack by which it is made to
turn.— 3. The principal pulley On a jack-shaft.
See *jackshaft.

jack-rod (jak'rod)', n. In ship^huilding, a long
iron rod, supported at frequent intervals by
eye-bolts on the surface of structural parts,
to which is secured by lashings the edges of
awnings, weather-cloths, canvas covers, etc.

jack-rope (jak'rop), n. The wire tope by
which the foot of a fore-and-aft sail is secured
to the boom, it runs fore and aft through the eyes
screwed in on top of the boom, and through small thim-
bles sewed on the bolt-rope,, oii the foot of the sail, at
every seam. • '

jack-shaft (jak' shaft),.™. The first shaft from
the prime mover from which the main or line-

shaft is driven. It is usually of a short length,
and is connected to the turbine or engine by
bfeltinsc, gearing, or by a rope-drive. Meet.
World' and Engin., June 11, 1904, p. 149.

jack-shafting (jak'shaf'ting), n. ' Same as
*jack-shaft.

jack-shark (jak'shark), n. A sailors' term for

a shark.

jack-shay, jack-shea (jak'sha), n. In Aus-
tralia, a tin quart-pot.

Hobbles and Jack Shays hang from the saddle dees. . .

.

A tin quart-pot, used for boiling water for tea, and con-

trived so as to hold within it a tin pint-pot.

A. C. Grantj Bush Life in Queensland, I* ^09.

Jackson (jak'son), v. t. To bother; annoy.
[Whalers' slang.]

Jackson heds. See *bedK
Jackson-vine (jak'son-vin), n. The matri-
mony-vine, LydfUm viilgare.

jack-spaniard, n. 2. In the British West
Indies and Guiana, a large wasp of the genus
Polistes which suspends its nests from the

roofs of houses or the branches of trees.

That long black wasp, commonly called a Jack Span-
iard, builds pensile paper nests under every roof and
shed. Kingsley, At Last, v.

jack-spring (jak'spring), n. In pianoforte-

making, a. spring that pulls the jack back or

down after it is released. See cut under
pianoforte.

jack-strip (jak'strip), n. A strip of ins.ulating

material which forms the support of a group
of jacks upon a telephone switchboard.

jack-the-painter (jak^'the-pan'ter), n. In

Australia, a very acrid green tea that leaves a

stain on or in the mouth. E. E. Morris, Aus-
tral English.

jack-wMp (jak'hwip), n. Id. pianoforte-mak-

ing. Same as *whip, 12. See cut under
pianoforte.

jacky, n. 2. A familiar name for an enlisted

man in the navy. .

jack-yard (jak'yS'rd),, n.

A lignt yard used to ex-

tend the head of a square-
cut gaff-topsail: common
on English yachts, it

differs from a sprit in that the
latter is kejt parallel with the
topmast, while the jack-yard
is carried a-cockbill— the high-
est end raking toward me
stem when the yacht is on the
wind. Also known as a, gaff-
topsail-yard.

jacky-breezer (ja-k'i-

bre"z6r), n. A dragon-fly.

jacky-wiiiter (jak ' i -

win'tSr), n. A small flycatcher, MicrsBca

a, jack-yard.
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fascicans, supposedly named because it is

abundant ana sings in the winter. [New
South Wales.]

Jacob, n. 2. A jacobus, a gold coin of James I.

of England.— 3. (a)t. A housebreaker who
carried a ladder. (6) A ladder. Grose, Diet.
Vulg. Tongue.— 4. A half-witted person.
Vaux,_ Plash Diet.

Jacobian^, n. Z. Short for Jaeobian curve.
—Jaeobian of a net of plane curveB. Same as -kEes-
sian of a net ofplane curves.

Jacobi's unit of current, unit of resistance.
See *um,it.

Jacobitish (jak'6-bi-tish), a. [Jacobite + -ish.']

Same as Jacobite.

Jacob'S-ladder, n. 2. Also, any plant of the genus
Pol&monvwm, especially P. eeeruleum and P. reptans.
(b)^ The yellow toad-flax or butter-and-eggs, lAnaria
Linaria. (c) The climbing bittersweet, Celastrus scati-
dejM.—American Jacob's-ladder. (o) Polemonium
Van Bruntise, of northeastern North America, long con-
founded with P. cxrvZeum. (&) The carrion-flower,
Smilax herbacea.

Jacobson's canal, cartilage. See *eanal\
'^'cartilage.

Jacob's-shell (ja'kobz-shel'), n. The scallop-
shell worn by pilgrims who had visited the
shrine of St. James the Greater, whose em-
blem it is.

Jacob's ulcer. Same as rodent *idcer.

Jacquard. An abbreviation of Jaequard loom
or Jaequard attachment (which see, under
loom). '

Jacqueminot (zhak-mi-no'), n. [Named Gen-
eral Jacqueminot (after J. P. Jacqueminot,-
1787-1865), a Prench general.] The name

- (General Jacqueminot) of a deep-red variety of
the rose. Often called jack-rose orjack.
Jacques cell. See *ceH.

Jacquet'srecording chronometer. See *chro-
nometer.

jactant (jak'tant), a. [L. jactans {-ant-), ppr.
of jactare, .boast: see jactation.^ Boastful;
given to bragging.

jactus (jak'tus), n. [L., a throwing, < jacexe,

throw: see jeti.] d law, same as jettison

(which see).— Jactus lapllll [Latin, 'throwing of a
stone 'J, in ciml law, a method of preventing the acquiring
of title by prescription. The real owner of the land upon
which another was building went upon the building and,
in the presence of witnesses brought for the purpose,
threw down a stone upon the land, thus challenging the
builder's right.

jaculator-fish (jak'u-la-tor-fl_sh"), n. A fish,

belonging to the family i'oxotidie, which has
been credited with the faculty of shooting
drops of water at insects on low-hanging
branches and thus securing them. This story

has, not been confirmed. See arcJier-flsh.

jaculiferous (jak'n-lif'e-rus), a. [L. jacidurti.,

dart, -t- ferre, bear, + -ous.'] Bearing prickles

or spine-like darts. Syd. Soc. Lex.

jacupirangite (jak''u-pi-ran'jit), n. IJacupi-
ranga, Sao Paulo, Brazil, -I- -ite^.'] Inpetrog.,

a group of phanerio igneous rocks of some-
what variable composition associated with
nephelite syenite. One variety consists of titanifer-

' ous augite, with magnetii>e, ilmenite, nephelite, and pe-

rovskite. Another variety contains a subordinate amount
of augite : others are nearly pure ilmenite with scattered

crystds of augite. Derby, 1891. ,

jade^, V. t. 4t. To make a fool of; scorn.

I do not now foole my selfe, to let imagination iade

mee. Shak., T. N., ii. 5. 178.

jadeitite (ja'dit-it), n. [jadeite + -ite^.'j In
petrog., a rock composed of the mineral ja-

deite. Also called jadeite-pyroxenite.

Jadelot's furrows. See *furrow.

jadoo (ja'do), n. [Hind. Peis.jddii, Avestan
ydtu.'] In' ]:«dia, magic ; conjurers'' tricks ; an
exhiliition of apparently supernatural per-

formances.
Suddhoo . . . said that Janoo had told him that there-

was an order of the Sirkar against magic. . . . I said that,

if there was any jadoo afoot, I had not the least objec-

tion to giving it my countenance and sanction, and to

seeing that it was clean joiJoo— white magic, as dis-

tinguished from the unclean jadoo which kills folk.

Kivlina, In the House of Suddhoo, in Plain Tales from
" " [the Hills, p. 135.

jadOO-flber (3a-do'fi"b6r), n. A prepared cocoa-

nut-fiber used in greenhouses for potting

plants.

j'adoube (zha-d8b')- [F., 'I adjust': see

adub.l An expression in chess by which a

player notifies his adversary that he is merely

adjusting one or more pieces on the board

without intending to play either. Any form

of stating the fact may be used.

jady (ja'di), a.
.

[jade^ +
-f.\

Vicious;

tricky; ill-conditioned: said of a noise.

jambava

jag2, n, 6. A rustic ; a farm-hand : as, a plow
jag. [Dialect, Eng.]

The North Lincolnshire "plough-,;ofl'«"have gone from
house to house this season [1901] fantastically attired
... for the Plough Monday mummeries.

N. and Q., 9th ser., VTL 322.

J. A. G. An abbreviation of Judge Advocate
General.

jag-bolt (jag'bolt), V. t. To fasten by the use
of a serrated or jagged bolt, as in *jagging
(which see).

jagger^, ». 4. The rough projection raised by.
nicking a piece of metal with a chisel; a jag.
—Jagger wagon. Ste*wagon.

jagging (jag'ing), ». The use of a jag-bolt to
secure or fasten something ; the insertion of
a jagged or serrated bar, bolt, or shaft in a
casting, by casting the metal around it.

jagging-board (jag'iug-bord), n. An inclined
board or box for washing ore-slimes.

jagong (ja'gong), n. [Malay.] Same as TOai^e,

1 and 2.

jahad (ja-had'), n. ^ee jihad.

Jahveism, n. See *Jakvism.
Jahvism (ja'vizm), n. l-Jahve, Tahweh (see

Jehovah),+ -ism.'] The religion of the ancient
Hebrews, as based on the worship of Jahve
(Yahweh) as the national deity.

jai-alai (hi'S^H'), « Same as *pelota.

jaiba (ha'e-baV n. [W. Ind. Sp.. from the
aboriginal W. Indian name.]' A west Indian,
name for the common crab, Callinectes sapidus.

Jainist (ji'nist), n. and a. [Jain -(- -^sf.] Same
as Jain.

Jakutian (ya-k8'ti-an), n. In geol., a stage of
the Lower Pelagic Triassic series in India pre-
ceded by the Brahmanian and followed by the
Hydaspian stage.

jalap, »— Cancer Jalap. See *cancer-jalap.—Taiaa
Jalap, (a) The I'oot of the four-o'clock or marvel-of-Peru,.
Mir^Mis Jalapa. (6) Ipomeea Jalapa, of the southern
United States and tropical-America. See Mechoacan root,

underrootl.—FuslformJalW, themale jalap or Orizaba-
root, Ipomeea Orizabensis.— Sierra, GotAoiala.'p. Same
as Tampico jaZap. See^fflJaji.-Wild Jalap. Same as
mavrof-the-earth.—Woody Jalap, the male jalap.

jalapate (jal'a-pat), «. [jalap + -ate.] A salt-

of jala;^ic or jalapinic acid.

jalapinic (jal-a-pin'ik), a. Same asjalapio.

jalpaite (harpa-it), ». [Jalpa, in Mexico, -t-

-ite^.'] A cupriferous argentite from Jalpa,
Mexico.
jam^, V. t. . 4. To push (a bill or measure)
through the regular routine of a legislative
body by the brute force of a majority con-,
trolled "by ' the machine,' without proper con-
sideration or discussion. [Political slang.]
_N. Y. Com. Advertiser, April 11, 1901.

jam^, W.— Center Jam, in lumbering, ajam formed on
an obstacle in the middle of a stream, but which does not
reach either shore.

—

Streainjam. Same as center •kjam.—^To shoot ajam, in lumbenTig, to loosen a log-jam with
dynamite.

—

Wing Jam, in lumbering, a jam which is-

formed against an obstacle in the stream and slants up-
stream until the upper end rests solidly against one shore,
with an open channel for the passage of logs on the oppo-
site side.

jam^, n. 2. An extra pool in the game of na-
poleon.
jam^ (jam), v.; pret. and pp. jammed, ppr.
jamming, [jam^, m.] I, trans. To smear or
spread with jam: as, a slice of bread thickly

H. intrans. To become jam; thicken to
the consistency of jam. [Colloq.]

And I did so want that jam tojam properly.
R. Kipling, Fatima, in Indian Tales, p. 737.

jam*' (jam), ». [Sindhi jam.] The title of cer-

tain native, chiefs in northwestern India.

K. 3. Banjitsinhji, the cricketer, had been adopted by
the late Jam, but the adoption was set aside, with Brit-

ish sanction, in favour of a son by a'Mahomlnedan mother.
1 Eneyc. Brit., XXXI. 112.

jam^ (jam), n. [Hind. Pers. jd'^ah, jama, a
gown, a robe. Cf. pajamas.] In' England, a
kind of dress worn by children : so called from
the Hindu jama, a long muslin.gown. worn, in
India by both Mohammedans and Hindus.
Jam, An abbreviation of Jamaica.

jama (ja'ma), ». [Hind.' Peva. 'jamah, jama.
Cf. *jam^ and pajamas.] In India, a gown,
especially one that is long and very full, folded
into many plaits.

Jamaica cucumber, discipline, wood. See
^cucumber, etc.

jamaisine (jarma'sin), ,«. Same as berberine.

jaman (ja'm'an), n. [Hindi.] The fruit of the'

jambolana, Syeygiurn Jambolana.

jamba'va (jam-ba'va), b. [Hind. *jambava, <

jambU, jainbu.] In'India, a liquor prepared
bom the finiit , of the-jambu by fermentation.



jambava

It is stimulating and tonic in its action and is

a favorite beverage with the natives. Buck,
Med. Handbook, V. 244.

jamb-lining (jam'li'ning), n. A piece of light

woodwork set>»Hp against a door-post or the
like, one side of it forming the jamb.

jamborine (jam'bo^h), «. }ijambo{lana) + -r-

+ ^me'^.'\ A white crystalline substance of
unoertain composition, said to be contained in
the seeds of jambolana {Syzygmm, Jambolana).
jambos (jam 'bos), n. [Prop. pi. of jambo, a
form of janibu. Hence, Nti. Jambosa.'] The
rose-apple, Caryophylhis Jambos, a tree of East
Indian origin, now widely cultivated through-
out the warmer regions of the globe for the
sake- of-its-fragrarttt-fruit, and- also-grown as a
greenhouse subject. In Mexico and Central
America it is called ^Jomarosa. See rose-apple.

Jambosa (jam-bo'saVm. [NL.(A.P.de CandoUe,
1828, adopted froni'Eumphius), <Jam6os, a Eu-
ropean form, properly pi. of jambo, jambu, the
rose-apple.] An untenable name for CaryophyU
lus, a genus of plants of the family Myrtaeess.

' The Malay apple, Caryophyllus Malaccensis, tlie clove,

C. aromaticu8j and the rose-apple, C JamboSt are well
known species.

jambosade (jam'bo-zad), n. ijambos, native
name.] The rose-apple, Caryophy^ifs Jarm/b^g.

Also Bailedjambu and JamrdscCde. '"*'' " '
'

jambosine (jam'bo-sin), m. \ja,witma.+ -t»e8.]

_
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sent beautiful surfaces. W. Matthews, Mod-
ern Bookbinding, p. 81.

Janus, n. 4. A double monster with the two
heads looking in opposite directions. Also
o&iledjanic^s—Janns blue, brown, colors. See
•kblixe, etc.— Janus green. Same as diazin -kgreen.—
Janus orange, red, yellow. See *orangei, etc.

Jap. An abbreviation (6) of Japan.
japaconine (jap-a-ko'nin), n. [japacon(it)ine.'i

A pale-yellow amorphous alkaloid, C^gHiiOjn-
N (?), prepared by heating japaoonitme with
alcoholic potassium hydroxid.

japaconitine (jap-a-kon'i-tin), n. [Jap(<inese)

+ aconite + m^.'l' A colorless, toxie, crystal-

line alkaloid, 0666^8021^2 or more probably
C34H4gOiiN, found in Japanese aconite (kuza-
uzu) from Aconitum Japonicum. It melts at
184-186° C. and closely resembles aeonitiu iu
many respects.

Japan cedar, moth. See *oedar, *motW-.
japan, v. t. 2. To invest with the black coat
of a clergyman; ordain. [Slang.]
My friend's son had just been ordained Deacon, or, in

the language of the day, 'japanned.'
Sporimg Mag., XVIIL 283. N. E. D.

Japanese banana, belladonna, oak-motli. See *ba-
\ etc.—Japanese sardlne-oll. See -kmi.

A colorless, tasteless, crystalline alkaloid, C
~ " ' I the bark of the root or

It is without physiolog-CaryophyUus Jambos,
teal action.

jamb-stone (jam'stdn), n. A block or slab of
stone set upright at the side of a doorway or
window, so that one of its faces forms the
jamb.
James (jamz), n. A sovereign; the sum of
twenty shillin^gs. [Slang.]—James Boyal (or

Byall), a silver coin of the reign of James Tl. of Scot-
land, having the figure of a sword onone side, and vulgarly
called the sword-dollttr. Jamieeon, Diet Scot. Language.

James-Lange theory. See MJieory.

Jamin's tube. See *tube.

jammer (jam'6r), n. In logging, an improved
form of gin, mounted on a movable frame-
work and used to load logs on sleds and cars
by horse-power.
jamon (ha-mon'), n. [Sp. jamon, leg, thigh,

ham: see gammon^."] 1. A ham; bacon.—3.

A guitar. [Southwestern IT. S.]

jam-pin (jam'pin), n. A pin driven into a hole
which is drilled or out in a joint, to prevent
one part shifting on the other.

jam-riveter (jam'riv*et-6r), n. A pnetmiatie
riveting-hammer when used in a frame : so
called because the riveter is used in a con-
tracted space.

Janella (ja-nel'a), n. [NL. (Gray, 1838).]

The typical and only genus of the family Ja-
ntllidx.

Janellidse (ja-nel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Janella

+ -idse."] A family of pulmonate gastropods
consisting of slug-like animals with no lower
tentacles and having the shell in the form of

an internalplate. It containsthe genus c7ane2ia.

jangada, «. 3. The tibourbou, Apeiba Hbour-
bou : so called on account of the use of its very
light wood for catamarans. See jangada, 1,

and *tibowrbou.

janiceps (jan'i-seps), n. [NIi.,< L. Janns, Janus,
+ caput, head.] A joined twin monster the
two heads of which face in opposite directions.

Janiform (jan'i-f6rm), re. Eesembling Janus

;

two-faced.

janizary, ». 3. A common name of ClepUeus

Janizary {Clepticus fiarru^.

(From BuUetin 47, U. 5. Nat. Museum.)

parrse, a labroid fish of the West Indian fauna.—JaalzazypedaX Se&itpedal.

Jankd keyboard. See *Jeeyboard.

Jansenist, ». II, a. 1. Of or pertaining to

the Jansenists.— 3. Noting a style in decora-

tion, especially in bookbinding, characterized

by extreme, plainness: especially adapted to

levant morocco and other materials which pre-

japanesquery (jap-a-nes'ke-ri), n. [Japan-
esque + 7-fJ(J - Japanese style j the Japanese
spirit or geflilis.

.Tapaaiiyni, n. 2. A Japanese idiom, custom,
or «peouliarity.—3. Fondness for Japanese
things or cuistoms,

Japanize (ja-pan'iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. Ja-

panized, ppr. Japanizing. [Japan + -ize.'] To
make, conformable to Japanese ideas or cus-
toms ; render Japanese.
Japanologist (jap-a-nol'o-jist), n. [Japanolo-

gy + -is*!] A student of Japanology.

Japanology (jap-a-nol'o-ji), «. [Japan +
-o-logy.'] The scientific study of the people of
Japan, their language, literature, history. Cus-
toms, art, etc.

Japhetite, Japhethite (ja'fe-at, -thit), re. A
descendant of Japheth, the son of Noah.

japish (ja'pish), a. [jape + -ish^.] Like a
buffoon or jester; inclined to jokes or tricks;

Japoniant (ja-po'ni-an), re. [NL. Japonia, Ja-
pan, -I- -are.] A Japanese. Hakluyt.

japonic! (ja-pon'ik), a. [NL. Japonicus, < Ja-
ponia, Japan.] Pertaining or relating to
Japan or to Japanese customs.

japonic^ (ja-pon'ik), a. [japonica, re., 3.] No-
ting an acid, a black compound, C12H5O5 (?),

formed by the oxidation of cateehin.—Japonic
earth. See kearthl.

japonica, n. 3. Same as terra Japonica
(catechu).

Japonism, re. [P. Japonisme, < Japan, Japan,
+ -isme, E. -««»».] Same as Japamstn.

Japygidse (ja-pij'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < Japyx
(Japyg-) + -iSas.] A curious family of thy-
sanurous insects of the suborder Cinura, hav-
ing the mouth-parts free and the anal end of
the body provided with a pair of forceps.
They are slender in form and resemble young earwigs.
They are found in moss and in shady places at the edges
of woods. The-type ^ewi&Japgxrv^W& sniyone known.

Japyx (ja'piks), re. [NL., < Gr. 'Tawui, son of
the mythical DsedaluB, and founder of Japygia
(Italy).] The tjrpical and sole genus of the
thysanurous family Japygidse.

jaquemase (jak'we-mas), re. A reducing fer-

,

ment obtained from Eurotivm Orizm,

jari, V. t. 4. To drill by impact or percussion
;

use an impact drill or drill-jar upon.— 5. To
shock or surprise (one) with some sudden or
extraordinary remark, statement, or fact.

[Humorous.]
jar^ re. 6. A tool, used in drilling wells in rock,
consisting of two long and flat links capable
of sliding the one within the other, in order
tha-t the drill-bit may be loosened on theup
stroke in ease it has become jammed^ in the
look.

jar^, re

—

Oradnated jar, in chem,, a glass jar, usually a
tall cylinder of moderate diameter, with its internal capac-
ity and the subdivisions thereof etched upon the-outside,

used in measuring off definite volumes of a liquid.-
Nessler jar, in chem., a cylindrical jar of light glass
with a flat bottom, usually about nine inches high and
one inch in diameter, used in the determination of
ammonia by means of the Nessler reagent, and in general
for the comparison of two or more liquids as to the depth
of color presentedby them in consequence of the presence
of various quantities of the same coloring-substance.-
Species jar, a glass jar of cylindrical shape and with a
wide mouth, usually made of rather light glass and
furnished with a tin-plate cap or covfer, used by druggists
and apothecaries to hold solid materials, chiefly dried
herbs, roots, etc.

jasmone

jararaca (ja-rft-ra'kS), re. [TupiJamroca, also

jiraraea, geraraca, a large serpent.] A ven-

omous snake, THniesurus jararaca, which in-

habits a large portion of Brazil south of the

Amazon. It reaches a length of six feet and
is of a gray color with darker cross-bands.

jarave (ha-ra'va), n. [Tarascan.] A national

dance of the Tarascan Indians in Mexico. C.

Lumholtz, Unknown Mexico, II. 382.

jardiniere, re. 8. A mixture of vegetables

stewed in their own sauce; also, various vege-

tables used together as a garnish—^A laJardi-
niere, seiTed wiUi a few vegetables, as peas, two or
three slices of carrot, etc. : said of a roast

jarganee (jar-ga-ne'), re. [Origin not ascer-

tained.] A sea-shore worm us§d for fish-bait.

jargonaphasia (jar"gon-a-fa'zi^, re. [TTE., <

"E. jargon^ + NL. aphasia.] A defect of

speech in which several words are run into

one so as to be unintelligible. Buck, Med.
Handbook, I. 414.

jargonesaue (jar-go-nesk'), a. [jargon^ +
-esque.l Havingthecharacterofjargon. N.E.D.

jargonic^ (jar-gon'ik), a. [jargon^ + -jc]
Resembling a jargon ; nonsensical : as, a
jargonic phrase.
jarE[oning (j8r'gon-ing), re. A confused chat-
tering or gabbling; a twitteiing of birds.

jarganium (jar-go'm-um), ». [NL. : see
jargon^.2 A supposed new chemical element
announced as associated with zirconium in

the mineral zirq^on or jargon. Its existence
has not been confirmed.

jargonization (jar-gon-i-za'shon), n. [jar-
gonize + -aUon.i The using of a jargon ; the
act of turning into a jargon.

jarOSite, re. varieties of this mineral in which the
potassium is replaced by sodium and by lead have been
called natrqjaroeite and pluTtibojaro^te respectively.

jarosse (zha-ros'), re. [P.] Same as cWcfcKreg'

vetch (which see, under vetch).

jaroul, re. Seejarool.
jarul, re. Seejarool.

jarvey (jar'vi), v. i.; pret. and pp. jarvied,

ppv. jarveying. [jarvey, n."] To drive along,
like a hackney-coachman or jarvey.

jarvll (jSr'vil), re. Same as chervil,

jas (zhas), n. [P.j'os, in sense defined, also the
stock of an anchor, < Pr. jas, jatz, lit. a layer
or bed, (.jazer, lie, < L. jacere, lie.] A storage
reservoir or basin constructed on the coast of
a tidal sea, into which sea-water flows at high
tide and is concentrated by evaporation to
furnish the feed for the vats or basins in which
salt is made. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 229.

jasmine, re—^American Jasmine, (a) In the West
Indies, the cypress-vine, Quamoclit QtmmocHt. Also called
Indian and Barbados pink. (6) The red morning-glory,
Quanutclit eoecinea. —Bastard Jasmine, (b) The ma-
trimony vine, Lydian vvlgare.— Crape Jasmme, Taber-
nsBmontana coro-

nariOj a tender,
ornamental shrub
ofthe dogbane fam-
ily, wiwi glossy
green leaves ana
fragrant, white
flowers 1-2 inches
acrossj clustered or
single in the forks
of the branches

:

so-called from the
* criin\>ed niargins

'

of tlie petals. Also
called • East In-
dian rose-bay and
Adam's apple.—
Katlve Jasmine,
in Australia, asmaU
erect shrub, Hicvno-
carpos pinifolvw,
of the spurge fam-
ily. Its seeds re-
semble those of the
castoi>oil plant and
yield an oil.

—

Red
jasmine. (6) The
cypress-vine, Qua-
Ttioclit QuaTnoclit.
— Rock -jasmine.
See -MAnBaeosace.—
Wlldjasmlne. (!>)

Crape Jasmine
{Taiemamantana corowxria).

One third natural size.

In the Bahatnas, a naturalized shrubby plant, Clerodend-
rum fragrams. See Clerodendrum and kglary^ree. (c)

In the West Indies, (1) Faramea odoratissima, a shrub
or small tree of the madder family, one of the plants called
wild coffee ; (2) species of the genus Ixora (which see).

jasmine-wood (jas'min-wud), re. Diaoridmm
MauriUanum, a tree of the family Oohnaeem,
occurring on the Island of Mauritius ; or its

wood. So called from the fragrance of its

showy white flowers.

jasmone (jas'mon), re. [jasm(ine) + •one.'] A
ketone, CjiHjeO) found in jasmine-oil. It

boils at 258° Cf. and has, when diluted, an odor
like that of jasmine.



jasper

Ijasper, m.] Same as

a. [Jasper + -oid.']
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together as in the self-centering cliucl:, but are movable
and adjustable independently.— Inside ]aw-Clinck, a
chuck in which the jaws for holding the work move from
within radially outward to grip hollow cylinders on their

jasper (jas'p^r), v. t.

jasperize.

jasperoid (jas'per-oid),

Same asjaspoid. inner surfaces!

The Townsend ridges are described as a long narrow jaW-clutch (i&'kluoh), »,
line of outoroppmg jasperoid rocks.

~*.»uK»i vj™ i^,^^-^/,

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 648.

jaspilite (jas'pi-lit), n. [Gr. Zoom?, jasper, +
Xi'ftjf, stone.] In petrog., originally an acid
igneous Toek more silicious than rhyolite; as
now used, in the Lake Superior region, a rook
consisting of bands of red chert and hematite.

jasp-opal (jasp'o'pal), n. Same as jasper-opal.
jassid (jas'id), n. and a. I. n. An insect of the
homopterous family Jassidse.

II. a. Of or belonging to the Jassidse.

jassoid (jas'oid), a. and n. I. a. Of or belong-
ing to the homopterous superfamily Jassoidea.

II. n. One of the Jassoidea.

Jaw-clutch,

shaft carrying fixed collar c ;

A device for joining
the end of one
shaft to the
end of another.
It consists of a pair
of collai's one of

which is keyed to

the end of each
shaft One of the
collars 18 free to
slide axially on its

shaft, the other
being fixed. When
the movable piece
slides toward the

Jassoidea (ja-soi'df-a), n.pl. [NL., < Jassus
+ -videa.'] The homopterous family Jassidee
considered as a superfamily.

jatahy (zha-ta-he'), ». [Brazilian.] Same as
*jatoba.

jati (ja'te), n. [Malayja*j, in pohon jdti, teak-
tree, and Jcayu jdti, teak-wood.] The East
Indian teak, Tectona grandis. See teak and
Tectona.

jatoba(zha-t6-ba'),»- [Brazilian.] Any one of
several Brazilian species of large leguminous
trees belonging to the genus Bymensea, espe-
cially S. sUlboearpa. They yield resins sim-
ilar to that obtained from the more northern
B.Courbaril. See Hymensea. Called a,\aojcetahy.

jatropha-oil (jat'ro-fa-oil), n. An oil, resem-
bling castor-oil in composition and properties,
obtained from the seed of Jatropka Curcas
(Curoas purgans) anA. J. mulUfida. Also known
as curcas-oil and purgueira-oil. '

jatrophic (ja-trof'ik), a. iJatroph{a) + -tc]
Eelating to the plant genus Jatropka, espc;
cially to J. Cv/roas or to its medicinal seeds,

jaun^ (jAn), n.

J .. ,x
'^".'T"'E fixedcollarj:,- J, key; other, tongues On

d, collar monngr axially on shafts, pre- „„„ ontpr isiWB onrented from rotating by feather «/>, sliatt ??f ^^r^ ^^^i
°°

to be driren by (he engagement of the the Other and SO
clutch; ^, arm for throwing clutch in or out, unite the two

shafts.

jaw-fish (j^'fish), n. A name of fishes of the
family OpisthognaMdse, small fishesfound near

Jaw-fish" f^Ofiisthognathus macrognatkiis),
(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

the rooky bottoms of tropical seas and re-
markable for the great length of the upper jaw.

jaw-hole, m. 2. An opening in the ground; the
entrance to a cave or cavern. Whitby Glos-
sary. [Prov. Eng. and Sc]
jawing-tacks (j&'ing-taks), n. pi. Same as
jaw-tackle.

jaw-me-down ( j&'me-doun"), n. A domineer-
[Naut. slang.]mg arguer,

[Beng. ydn (pronounced ya»), jaw-twister (ji'twis^ter), n. A jaw-breaker
Hind, ydn, a vehicle, < Skt. ydna, a vehicle, < jay'^, n. 1. In England the name, is locally given to

vya, a going, walking, way, course, go, move,
walk.] A small palanquin-carriage such as is

used in Calcutta by business men in going to
their offices.
My work . . . wa3 sedentary, save for an occasional run

in an office jaun to the Customhouse t>r elsewhere.
JE. Braddon, in Blackwood's Mag., Oct, 1S9S, p. 499.

jaundice, ». 3. Same as *grasserie Catarrhal
janndlce, jaundice occurring as a symptom of catarrhal ia,v-bird 71 2
'Inflammation of the bile-ducts.— Heinatogenonsjann- "TiLI^ll+A,,

."
a 1^

dice, a yellowish coloration of the skin due to blood-
="^"i«'^^"" " "

changes and not to the presence of bile-pigments in the
tissues.- Hepatogenous Jaundice, jaundice resulting
from disease of the liver.— Maltenant Jaundice, acute
yellow atrophy of the liver.^^bstmotlve Jaundice,
jaundice due to impediment to the flow of Dile in the
ducts.— SimpleJaundice. Same as catarrhal -kjaundice.

jaundice-root (jan'dis-rSt), n. The orange-
root, Hydrastis Canadensis.

jaune antique (zhon on-tek')- [P., ' old yel-
low.'] A variegated and crystalline terra-

cotta, seen in vases. The colors are black and
rich saffron. Meteyard, Hand-book of Wedg-
wood Ware, Glossary.

jaune brilliant (zhon bre-yon'). [F., 'bril-

liant yellow.'] A trade-name for cadmium
salphill used as a pigment. Also known as
cadmium yellow.

. -n / - /^ •!«
jaune Clair (zhon klar'). [F., 'clear yellow.'] jeanette-twiU (ja-net twiF), ».

A clear yellow or canary-color seen in Sevres jeanette.
. , .,^ „

porcelain. jean-twiU (jan'twil), n. Same asjean, 2.

Jav. An abbreviation of Javanese. jebaru (zha-ba-ro'), » [Brazilian.] Eperua

Java wax. Same as^g" *wax. purpurea, a large leguminous tree of northern

javali (ha-va-le'), «• t^lso javari ; S. Amer.] Brazil, congeneric with the wallaba of Guiana.

The South American peccary, Dicotyles labia- The natives use the tough bark in the manu-
tus. faeture of certain musical instruments.

Javan, a. II. n. A native of Java. Jebb process. See ^process.

javanine (jav'a-nin), n. [NL. javan{ica) (see jebel (jeb'el), n. [A European rendition of

def.) -l--w«2.] "A colorless alkaloid contained Ar.jabal, a mountain.] Mountain; mount: a
in the bark of Cinchona Calisaya javanica. It term occurring in some geographic names of

crystallizes in rhombic plates. Arabic origin. It is concealed in Gibraltar.

javelin-fish (jav'lin-fish), n. A fish, Powodas^s jecolein (jek-6-le'in), w. [L. yec(Mr), liver, +
hasta, of the family Hsemulidse, found along oleum, oil, -t- -in^.] One of the fatty princi-
the East African coast and through all the In- pigg contained in cod-liver oil

dian seas.
"~

javilla (ha-ve'lyS), n.

Sp. hdbilla.'] In Panama
jaw^, n—Big Jaw or lump Jaw, actinomycosis in

cattle. BMcArMed. Handbook, 1.97.— Phossyjaw, ne-

crosis of the jaw in phosphorous poisoning.

A case of death from phosphorus poisoning that oc-

curred at the Poplai- and Stepney Sick Asylum, due to a jgel^ (jel)i "• [Manx JeeyZ, jeeill,jeeU, It. diogh-
recent attack of "phossy jawr ^^^ ^^^^ j,j^^^^ Qael.dlobhaU, damage, loss, digbail dim-

inution, < Ir. Gael, dt^ neg. + gabhail, takmg
(see gaveP-)."] Damage; trouble.

birds that are not jays at all, including the Cornish chough
and the mistlethrush, TurcLus msdvorus.

4. In angling, a variety of artificial fly dressed
with blue jay feathers California Jay, Apliela-
coma californica, a species much like the Horida jay,
but lighter below.— Siberian Jay, Perisoreus infaustus,
a bird allied to the Canada jay or whisky-jack of North
America, and the only jay belonging to a genus common
to the Old and New Worlds.

A stupid person; a country
simpleton; a hay-seed: same as jay'^^, 3 (6).

[Slang.]
From the land of logs and peaches
Came a, caUoyf jay-bird dressed

In homespun coat and breeches
And a gaudy velvet vest

Eugene Field, in Chicago Daily News, July, 1886.

jayhawk, «. *. 2. To strip one 4-foot length
of bark ttom (a tan-bark oak), leaving the tree
standing.

J. 0. An abbreviation (a) of Jesus Christ; (b)

of Julius Csesar; (c) [I. c] of the Latin ju/ris-

consultus, jurisconsult; (d) ot justice clerk. .

J. 0. D. An abbreviation of the Latin Juris
Civilis Doctor, Doctor of Civil Law.

J. D. An abjareviation (a) of Junior Deacon ;

(6) of the Latin Juris Doctor, Doctor of Law.
Same as

jeniguana

jeer-bitts (jer'bits), n. pi. The bitts to which
the jeers are made fast. Seejeer^.

jeer-block (jer'blok), n. A block which forms
part of the jeer-fall. Seejeer^ and *jeer-fall.

jeer-capstan (jer'kap"stan), n. A capstan
placed amidships between the foremast and
mainmast for general use, as for stretching
rope, etc.

jeer-fall (jer'fftl), «. A rope rove through the
jeer-blocks which together form the jeers.

jeetee, n. Same as jetee.

jefflng (jef'ing), 71. IjeffJ-, v.;\ A game of
chance played by type-setters. See jeff\ v.

Jeffreysia(je-fre'zi-a),m.[]SrL. (Forbes, 1850).]
The typical genus oi' the family Jeffreysiidx.

Jeffi-eysiidae (jef-re-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Jeffreysia + ddse.'] A family of tsanioglossate
gastropods, of the order Prosobranchiata.
They have the mantle with two pointed ciliated appen-
dages in front, the tentacles also ciliated, eyes sessile and
situated far behind the base of the tentacles, marginal
teeth sometimes absent, and the shell small, thin, and
pellucid. The family contains the genera Jeffreysia and
Dardania, marine forms living on algee.

jehad (jf-had'), n. See jihad.

jeju (zha-zhB'), n. [Tupi (southern Brazil)
jej^ (Martins, 1863).] A food-fish belonging to
the family Charadnidx, found in the rivers of
South America.
The "jeju " and agulha, which are valued as food fishes.

Hep. U. S. Nat. Mm., 1901, p. 199.

jejunectomy (jf-jo-nek'to-mi), n. pJL. j^u-
num + Gr. i/cro/i^, excision.] Excision of a
portion of the jejunum.

jejunitis (jf-jo-ni'tis), «.. [NL., < j^unum +
-itis.2 Inflammation of the jejunum.
jejunostomy (je-j6-nos'to-mi), ». [NL. jeju-
num + Gr. ardfM, mouth.] The establishment
by a surgical operation of an opening from the
exterior of the body into the jejunum.

jelab, jellab (je-lab'), ''• [Ar. jallabvya, a
long blouse, connected with JaWaftf, imported,
jalba, a foreign country, <.jalaba, import.] A
cloak with a hood worn by men in Morocco.
Also jelib.

jelba (jel'ba), n. [Appar. < Ar. jalba, foreign
country : see */eZa6.] A large coasting-vessel
of the Eed Sea.

jelloid (jel'oid), a. and .n. {Jell{y) + -oid.']

I. a. Having the property of jelly; similar to

n. A medicated tablet or lozenge of

. jecorin (jek'o-rin), M. [L. Jecur (jecoj--), liver,
[Another spell"ig of • + ^„2.] An organic substance possibly de-

a, same as*hamlla,l. ^^^^ from protagon, containing both sulphur

and phosphorus. It is found in nerve-tissue,

in the liver, in muscle-tissue, and in the blood.

It reduces euprie oxid in alkaline solution

jaw-chuck, ».—independent Jaw-ohnok, a chuck in

which the jaws for holding the work do not move radially

a jelly,

gelatin

jellyJ, n. 4. A jellyfish, as Aurelia or Cyanea.
—Mineral Jelly, a soft semisolid product from petro-
leum, the best &ee from crystalline paraffin, extensively
used as a basis for salves and ointments. It is pre-
pared by different processes, and sold under various trade-
names, as vaseline, eosmoline, etc. Also called petroleum
jelly.— Royal Jelly, the especial food with which queen
larvae are fed by the worker honey-bees.

jellyi (jel'i), V. I. trans. To make a jelly of

;

reduce to the consistence of jelly.

II. intrans. To solidify or congeal ; become
a jelly.

jelly-rleaf (jel'i-lef), ». The Queensland hemp.
See Sida, 1.

jelly-nut (jel'i-nut), n. Anunripe cocoanut in
which the kernel is still so soft that it can be
scraped out in the form of a custard or jelly.

See cocoa^.

jelly-powder (jel'i-pou"der), n. 1. A form
of gelatin dynamite.— 2. A powdered prepa-
ration of gelatin, of various flavors, used in
making puddings, etc.

jelly-press (jel'i-pres), n. A device, worked
by hand, which presses the juice from fruits
in jelly-making.

jelous, jelousy. Simplified spellings ofjealous,
jealousy.

Jemmy Donnelly (jem'i don'el-i). Any one
of three large, valuable timber-trees of Queens-
land, Myrsine variabilis, Euroschinusfalcatus of
the cashew family, and Eucalyptus resinifera.

The last is also called Jimnvy Low and forest
mahogany. See ironbark-tree. [CoUoq., Aus-
tralia.]

Jemmy Jessamy (jem*i jes'a-mi). A dandy

;

a fop. Also used attributively. See Jessamy, n.

Jena glass. See *glass.

je-ne-sais-quoi (zhe-n(e)-sa-kwo'), M. [F., 'I

know not what.'] A something one can not
describe; usually, something too attractive

to be expressed.

jeniguana (ha-ne'gwa-na), n. [Cuban Sp.
heniguana, from a native West Indian name
(Piehardo).] A hsemuloid fish, ffiemulon me-
lanurum, reaching a length of about one foot,

found in the West Indies and southward.



jeniguano

jeniguano (ha-ne'gwa-no), n. [Cuban Sp.
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found in Tasmania and the desert regions of jessakeed (jes'a-ked), n. [Ojibwa jessakUd.'^

The best-known species is JS. A seer and prophet whose functions are those

of a shaman : used to designate a particular

class of shamans of the Ojibwa.

The birch-bark records of the soojety, and the mnemo-
nic songs on birch-bark, employed by the Mide' priests,

Jeniguano {Bathysioma aurotineatum).
(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

heniguano (Pichardo).] A West Indian fish,

Bathystoma auroUneatum.
Jenkins (jeng'kinz), n. [A common English
surname used (like Brown, Jones, or Bobinson)
as a generic name for an otherwise anonymous
person.] The imaginary name of a reporter
of "society news" and social gossip.

Jenkinsia (jeng-kin-zi-a), n. [NL., named
after Oliver P. Jenkins, an American ichthy-
ologist.], A genus of herrings found on both
southern coasts of North America.

jenkinsite (jeng'kinz-it), n. [Named after J.
Jenkins of Monroe, New York.] A ferriferous
serpentine, near hydrophite, occurring as an
incrustation on magnetite in Orange oountyj
New York.
Jennerian (je-ne'ri-au), a. Relating to Edward
Jenner (1749-1823), "the discoverer of the pro-
tective value of vaccination, or to vaccination
or other similar methods for the prevention of
infectious diseases.

Jennerization (jen'''e-ri-za'shon), n. \Jenner-
ize + -ation.l Inoculation for the preven-
tion of an infectious disease; vaccination; re-
centljr, the inoculation of cattle with tubercle
bacilli from the human being, for the purpose
of inducing a modified form of tuberculosis as
a protection against the more violent form
peculiar to cattle.

Jennerize (jen'e-riz), ». *. ; pret. and pp. Jen-
nerized, ppr. Jennerizing. [Jenner (see *Jen'-

nerian) + -ize.] To vaccinate or inoculate,
in the manner practised or initiatedby Edward
Jenner. See *Jennerization.

jennet^, n. 2. The female ass; a jenny.
Tegetmeier and Southerland, Asses and Mule
Breeding, p. 14S.

jenny, n. 5. A locomotive-crane; a self-propel-

ling crane used for carrying heavy weights.

—

6. Compasses with one end bent inward.—7.
A stroke in English billiards, originally a
losing hazard made from balk into a middle
pocket, the object-ball being near the pocket,
but below it: now applied to any acute-angled
pocketing placed from balk to a ball outside,
and thence into any of the four pockets beyond
balk.

—

Silver Jenny, a common name of EuciTioatomua
giUa, a fish of the family Gerridee, found from Carolina
to Brazil.

jentacular (jen-tak'u-lSr), a. [NL. *jentami^

laris, < L. jentaculu'm,'a,n early breakfast, <

jentare, breakfast: see *jentation.'\ Relating
to breakfast.

jentationt (jen-ta'shon), n. [liL. jentaUo(n-),

< jentare, breakfast, "ap;gar. contracted from
*munitare, <j^'m«ms, fasting. Cf. dine, dinner.']

Breakfast.
jeopardy (jep'Sr-di), v. t.

;
pret. and pp.Jeopar-

died, ppr. jeopardying. [jeopardy, n.'] To
jeopardize: as, he jeopardied his fame.

jepard,jepardy. Simplified spellings ofjeopard,

jeopardy.
jequitiba (zha-ke-te-ba'), n. [Brazilian.] Any
one of several species of large Brazilian trees

belonging to the genus Cariniana, of the family
Lecythidacese; especially C. Brasiliensis and C.

excelsa. They yield an astringent bark useful

in bowel complaints, and a highly prized

hard, tough, dui'able wood.
Jeranmeelite (je-ra'me-el-it), n. [Jerahmeel
+ -ite^.'\ One of the descendants of Jerah-
meel, the brother of Caleb (1 Chron. ii. 9),

living on the southern border of Judah : prob-
ably an Amalekite or Edomite tribe which
afterward was absorbed by Judah.

jerboa-kangaroo (j6r'bo-a-kang-ga-re'0, »
One of the bush-tailed rat-kangaroos, Betton-

gia cuniculus, found in Tasmania.

jerboa-mouse, n. 2. The North American
jumping-mouse, Zapus hudsonicus.

jerboa-rat (jer'tjo-a-rat'), n. A common name
for the small rodents of the genus SapatoUs,

Australia,

mitehelli.

jerfar (jer'far), ». A fish, Gt/mnarchtis niloti-

cus, found in the Nile, the only representative
of its family, remarkable for the cellular struc-

ture of its air-bladder, which resembles that
of certain ganoid fishes and probably func-

.
tions similarly as an imperfect lung.

jessamin, n. A simplified spelling otjessamine.
jenb (]e-reb'), ra. [Pers. Hind. Ar. jariS.] A •: lir , , .' ,,„.,, ^ p. Ji ^ /n t i.-

Persian measure of surface equal, in various Jestfal (jest'ful), a. [jesfl + -ful.] .Jesting;

localities, to from 1,000 to 1,066 square zar or J°^'' g^^en to jesting.

from 1,294 to 1,379 square yards. ff^Mu^^^^^*^'
^^^' ^'^ ^""^ high-water shrub,

jerkl, n. 6. In gol^, a stroke in which the
Jesiritize°Tiez'ii it-iz) v • pret and pp Jesuit-

club-"head, after striking the ball, digs into i^^a, ppr. JeUtizing. (jesuit + -fee.] L trans.

as well as those of the Jg'ssakki'd aiid the W&b6n6',
which represent two otljer grades of Shamans.

Smithsonian Hep., 1890, p. 48.

To Jesuit.

IL intrans. To speak or act as a Jesuit.
ir (3erk fing^gferj, «. Same &s trigger- j^ ^^ g g^e ^ryjSreH.
J«cA, Med.^andbook, IV. 526. jet-black «. II. «. A
a), n [Also^ germe; F. djerme. It. -"cificallv. an acid coal-i

the ground.— 7t. An abrupt witticism

;

sudden sally of wit.— 8. pi. Chorea or tic.

jerk-finger (jerk'fin;

finger. Buck,
jerm (j6rm;

, . . , . ,

germa, (.Ai.jarm.} A trading-vessel in the Le-
vant; a vessel rigged with large lateen sails

and used on the Egyptian coast for carrying
passengers and freight.

jerrawicke (jer'a-wik), n. [Origin obscure.]
A name formerly given in Australia to beer or
ale made in that country. E. E. Morris, Aus- jet-burner (jet'b6r"ner), n

deep black color; spe-
cifically, an acid coal-tar color of the disazo
type, derived from disulpho-azo-benzene-
alpba-naphthylamine. It dyes wool a deep
bluish black in a mildly acid or neutral bath.
—Diamine jet-black Cr, 00, BB, and SS, direct cot-
ton coal-tar colors. They dye unmordanted cotton a jet-
black in a salt bath.

A hollow iron or
tral English

jerry, «. 3. A machine for shearing fabrics.— 3. The jocular uproar or noise made in a
printing-house by compositors on any extraor-
dinary occasion. [Printers' slang.]

steel casting pierced on its upper surface with
a number of small holes, a mixture of air and
vapor comes through these and forms jets of combustible
vapor or gas, which, meeting additional air from tubes in
the center of the groups of small holes, gives complete
combustion and a blue flame.

II. a. Defectively or flirasily constructed; jet-COndenser (jet'kon-deu"s6r), n. An appa-
jerry-built: as, a jerry house ; & jerry ship,

jerryism (jer'i-izm), ». Building in an unsub-
stantial, flimsy manner

;
jerry-building.

Jerry Sneak (jer'i snek'). [Jerry Sneak, the
cowardly henpecked 'Mayor of Garratt,' in
Poote's play of that name.] A henpecked,
mean, sneaking fellow.

jersey, n. 8. [cav^ A celebrated breed of

dairy cattle which originated in the island

ratus for condensing steam by injecting into
it a jet of cool water. This can be done in a vessel
or chamber or in a pipe. The injected water mixes with
the steam, and no. attempt is made to keep them apart
as in the surface-condenser.

jeterus, n. A spurious word, due to a mis-
reading or typogrsiphical error fcr icterus, as
used in botany. The mistake was made by
BischofE and copied by Lindley and others.

of Jersey, in the English channel, and is noted ;-x _{i. //A/'m „ a ^a „« j« _ji„
f„™ t\.^ Jin\A ^t ™iii, T \^ „ /. < jet-pue (jet pu), n. A wooden or iron pile
tor the yield or miiJc. Jerseys are the smallest of ' i\.Ii „„„ V. i„/i„ „„„^+^„„ >,„„,„„«=. „*„!„*
dairy oattfe, with rounded bodies, slender, rather shoit ^^^.t can be set m position by means of a ]et

01 water : so named to distinguish it from one
driven into place by means of a pile-driver.
The pile to be set in sand, either above or below the Sur-
face of the water, is placed upright, with the point rest-
ing on the sand. A length of gas-pipe is placed close
beside the pile, the upper end being connected to a hose.
When a powerfuT stream of water is forced through the
pipe, the jet of water escaping at the lower end stirs and
loosens the sand, and the pile, no longer supported by
solid sand, sinks slowly downward by its own weight, the
pipe sinking at the same time. When the pile is deep
enoogh, the stream is cut oif, and the sand compacts
around the pile, holding it flimly in place. A less pow-
erfiU jet loosens the pipe, and it can be withdrawn and
used again. Iron piles are sunk by forcing the water
through the hollow pile, the jet escaping from the point
or toe of the pile. This process of pile-sinking is called
jet pUe-drimng.

jet-propeller (jet'pro-peF^r), n. A device on
an air-ship or a vessel for throwing a jet of
air or water in a direction contrary to that in
which it is desired to propel the vessel. The
fluid is taken in at the forwara end of the vessel and
thrown out at the other end, the reactive energy of t^e
jet being thus utilized to drive the vessel ahead.

jet-propulsion (jet'pro-puFshon), n. The act
or process of propelling a vessel or an air-ship
by the reaction of a jet of water or air which
is set in motion by machinery contained in
the vessel.

jet-pump, n. 2. Same as filter-pump.
Jet-slug (jet'slug), n. A kind of slug.

jet-valve (jet'valv), n. 1. A starting-valve
in an injector or inspirator.— 2. The valve
controlling the water-jet in a jet-condenser,

jeudertele (zh6dera'gl). [F., 'play of rule.']
In icaru, a hand on wmch it is right to stand,
or play without proposing; also, one with

legs, small, broad head, and small, waxy horns, often which it is right to refuse, or play without
crumpled. The color is variable, preferably fawn with giving cards.
dark legs; but there are pure-bred animals of various jew-balance (jo'baFans), n. The name given

tt%^l'^^^Y^^T<^^^ ' ' ^y «f°^« ^" *^« Mediti^anean to theW-
jersey-blue (jer'zi-blS'), n. An American if^fi'^HK^^ „ ''^'tto

• •

breed of large-sized fowls which resemble the J^^f.^ (3°% " H^PSS ? je^ing, or jew-

langshan, but are of a bluish color, with the ^a«le, at the base of the lower mandible, as

hackle- and sickle-feathers neariy black. .
^ome breeds of domesticated pigeons.

Jerseyman (j&r'zi-man), «.; pi. Jerseymen Jewel-cup (jo'el-kup), n. The agate fixed in

(-men). An inhabitant of the State of New ^}^ °!';*!,y„°'Lll^'l°^??:!!:«i'^.^^_5_]}?«3J>?Rf?:

Jersey Cow.

See *cftom6er.— Jemsalem
jersey,
Jemsalem chamber,
com. See itKafir-com.

jervic (j^r'vik), a. [jerv(ine) + -jc]
ehelidonic.

jeso (je'so), n. [Sp. yeso = It. gesso, < L. gyp-
sum, gypsum.] In petrog., a bed of decom-
posed gypsum.

sion or socket which rests upon the upright pin in the
center of the compass-bowl and on which the card re-
volves.

SnrriB na Jewelers' gold, grain. See *gold, *graini.—3evrel-oame as e^g. lathe, yiae. See *lathel, *mael.

jewel-house, n. 2t. A house or place in which
treasures or jewels are kept; henee,atreasury.
—Master ofthejewel-boUBe, an ofllcial who had charge
of all the plate used for the table of the king or of a .great



jewel-house

noble ; specifically, one who had charge of all plate and
jewels in the Tower of London. PhiUipg, 1706.

Thomas Cromwell

;

A man in much esteem with the king, and truly
A worthy friend. The king has made him master
0' the jewel house.
And one, already, of the privy council

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

jewely, a. 2. Covered or adorned with jewels.
jewfish, 11. (h.) In New South Wales, a name of two
or more species, all fishes of large size, as Seissna cmtarc-
tica and Glaucoscnna hebraicum, Sciasna antarctica is
the kingflsh of the Melbourne market Sdaena is called
dewflsh in Brisbane. It belongs to the family Sdmnidae,
E. E. Morris, Austral English.

jewhood (jo'hiid), n. Judaism; the state or
condition of l)eing a Jew. Carlyle.

Jewish fasts, festivals. See *fast3, -t-fesUml.

Jewism, n. 2. A characteristic of the Jews
or of their method of speech ; a Jewish idiom.

jew-lizard (j5'liz"ard), n. A large lizard, Am-
phibolurus barhatus, of the family Agamidx.
It is found in Australia, where it is known
also as the bearded lizard from the frill of
spines beneath the throat.

jew-monkey (j8'mung"ki), n. A name for
two very different species of monkey, one,
Pitheda cMropotes, from northern South Amer-
ica, and the common macaque, Macacus cyno-
myigus, of southern Asia: supposed to be
given on account of the beard.

Jews'-stone, n. 3. Crystallized iron pyrites
or pyrite, early used as a gem.

jew-wattle (j8'wot"l), ». Same as jewing.
The next important point is the beak wattle, which

should appear (in the Dragoon) on the upper mandible
alone, lower or^ew wattle being a fault. Book of Pigeons.

jezail (je-zil', or -zal'), «• [Also jizail, juzail

;

< Pers. jazcCil.'] A long and heavy musket
fired from a rest, used by Asiatic tribes. It

is of the same character as the jingal.

All night the cressets glimmered pale
On TJlwar sabre and Tlon]s. jezail,

Hewar headstall and Harwar mail.
That clinked in the.palace yard.

R. Kiplvng, The Last Suttee, st. 2.

Kublee Baksh Punjabi Jat found a hide-bound fiail,

Chimbu Singh from Bikaneer oiled his Tank jezail.

R. KipUng, What Happened, st. 8.

Jezebelian (jez-e-bel'ian), a. Having the
character of a Jezebel ; impudent ; wicked.

Jezebelish (jez'e-bel-ish), a. Same as *Jeze-
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which carries the hoisting-tackle. The boom is

supported by a rotating colimin and by a bracket and

jeziah (jez'ya), n. [Pers. At. jizyah.'] A poll-

tax imposed by Mohammedan law on non-
Mohammedan subjects ; specifically, that ex-
actedby the Mogul emperors in India. N. E. D.

J. G. W. An abbreviation of Jwnior Grand
Warden.

jharal (ja'ral), n. [B. Ind.] The East Indian
thar, Bemiiragvs jemlaicus, one of the wild
goats.

jhobu (jo'bo), n. [A Tibetan name.] A small
breed of cattle, used as beasts of burden in
Tibet : a local name adopted by various writers.

A cross-breed of homed cattle called j'Ao&ti.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 163.

jhow (jou), 11, [Anglo-Ind., < Hindi jhau,

< Skt. jhawuka.'] The Indian tamarisk, Tama-
rix Indica, a shrub or small tree found
throughout India in the marshes of rivers and
along the sea-coast. Its wood is used princi-

pally as fuel and the smaller twigs are used
for thatching and basketry.

JHVH. See Jehovah.
jibi, n. 2. The boom of a derrick ; the inclined
strut in a derrick, which can be swung in a
vertical as well as a horizontal plane—Flylng-
]lb halyards. See*Aaiya)-d.—Jlb-and-staysall-Jack,
a sailors' name for a nervous, fussy officer who keeps the
watch unnecessarily on the move trimming and making
and shortening sail.—Up Jib ! (naut.), a command to

start oft.

As soon as I told him that, he up jib and went off.

Dialect Notes, II. vi.

jibaro (he'ba-ro), n. [Also giharo; W. Ind. S^.

jibaro, rustic, savage, wild : from an aborigi-

nal word; of. Taino eibao, mountain region.]

One of the poorer class of native peasantry in

Porto Rico. F. A. Ober, Our West Indian
Neighbors, p. 231.

jibbah (jib'a), n. Same Sbsjubbah.

jibber^ (jib'6r), v. i. See gibber^.

jibbong, n. Same as *geebung.

jib-boom, «.—Plylng-Jib boom, the light spar that

rests on the jib-boom and that is rigged out ahead, of the

latter.—Jib-boom guys. See kguy'i-.

jibby-horse (jib'i-h6rs), n. A showman's
horse covered with gaudy trappings.

jib-crane (jib'kran), n. A crane having a

horizontal boom on which travels a trolley

Jib-crane.

a, mast pivoted below and above ; *, jib or boom supporting trol-
ley: f, troUe/ traversingjib ; i^, strut; e, hoisting-chain and block;
/, motor; ^, controller for handling hoist, traverse of trolley, and
wing-gear of mast.

counterweights, or is pivoted to a fixed column. Many
types are in use, operated by hand or by electric or pneu-
matic motors.

jib-foresail (jib'for'sal)-, n. The first head-sail
forward of the foremast on a fore-and-aft ves-
sel, which sets on the forestay.

jib-headed (jib'hed'-'ed), a. Having, as a sail,

its head shaped like that of a jib, namely,
pyramidal or like an inverted V. All head-sails
and gaff-topsails are jib-headed, with the exception of the
English style of square-headed gaff-topsail. See *jtKk-
yard.

jib-header (jib'hed"6r), n. A sail whose head
is shaped like the head of a jib. See *jib-
headed.

jib-iron (jib'i"6rn), n. Naut., the thimble in
the clue of a jib.

jib-machine (jib'ma-shen"), n. In mining, a
machine for cutting coal, in which the frame
carrying the cutting-tools is mounted on the
end of a jib, so that it may be swung around
and worked at various angles.

jib-netting, n—nylng-Jlb netting, a safety netting
rigged under the flying-jib boom.

jiboggan (ji-bog'an), n. [From a variant form
of the AlgonMii original of toboggan.^ A
large sled on runners. [New Eng.]

jiboo (ji-b8'), V. t. In lumbering, to remove a
grab from (a log).

jiboya (ji-bo'ya), n. [Tupi (Martins).] The
boa-constrictor.

jib-post (jib'post), n. The post of a jib-crane
or derrick; the vertical member which sup-
ports the arm or jib of a crane or derrick.

jib-traveler (jib'trav"el-er), n. Naut., the
large iron ring to which the tack of a cutter-

yacht's jib is made fast. This ring encircles the
bowsprit, and is run in and out on that spar by means of

an outhaul and an inhaul respectively. The jib is always
set flying, the halyards and sheets being hooked in and
unhooked as the sail is set and taken in.

jicama (he'ka-ma), n. [Nahuatl xieama, or
xicamatl.2 In Mexico, a name applied to sev-

eral edible roots, especially to that of the
yam-bean, Cacara erosa, a leguminous plant
with a sweetish, tumip-like root, which may
be eaten either raw or cooked. "This plant is

now widely spread throughout the tropics.

jicara (he'ka-ra), n. [Amer. Sp. jicara, <

Nahuatl xiealli, the calabash-tree.] 1. Same
as calabash-tree. Compare *higuera.—3. Same
as calabash, 1.— 3. In metal., a small bowl
used in testing silver amalgam. "fhilUps and
Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 743.

jicote (he-ko'ta), n. [Mex. Sp.] The name
given in Mexico to any stinging burrowing
bee.

jicotera (he-ko-ta'ra), n. [Mex. Sp.] The
nest of a jicote.

jiff2 (jif), n. Short for jiffy : as, he was off in

a jiff.

jiffle (jif'l), V. i.
;

pret. and pp. jiffled, ppr.

jiffling. [Imitative variant of shuffle.^ To
shuftte with the feet. [Prov. Eng.]

jig n., 6. (d) An applislnce used in the manufacture of

articles on the interchangeable system, whereby exact

uniformity of dimension is secured. The blank to be

operated on is attached to the jig, and the latter compels

all holes to come at determinate distances, and all profiles

to measure alike when machining is completed, with-

out calibration and measurement, (e) Naut, a tackle

made fast to one end of the throat and peak halyards so

as to get an extra purchase after the regular hauling part

has been belayed.— CoUom Jig, in mining, an ore-jig in

which the plungers are depressed by the blows of a heavy

cast-iron rocker : much used in the lake Superior copper
region.

—

Harz Jig, in mining, the side-piston jig which
had its development in the Harz mountains of Germany.—Erom jig, in mining, an air-jig in which the sepai-ation
of minerals of different specific gravity is effected by
pulsating blasts of air.

jig, V. t.—lo Jig up (naut.), to set up with the jig : said
of the throat and peak of a sail.

jiga (je'ga), n. [Given as from "Chinese
jiga, mini'io me."] The name in China for any
wasp which stores up caterpillars as food for
its young. Cambridge Nat. Hist., VI. 92.

jig-backed (jig'bakt), a. Having a crooked or
twisted back.

It was discovered that, from a wrench, she [a mare] was
atao jig-baeked. Sporting 3Iag., VIII. 262. N. E. D.

jig-brow (jig'brou), n. In mining, an under-
ground railroad operated by gravity: same as
jig,Q{b). [Eng.]

jig-drilling (jig'dril'''ing), n. The process of
drilling holes the location of which is deter-
mined by a jig or templet. The holes may be
located very accurately in this manner, and any number
of pieces can be drilled with the holes in the same rela-

tive position.

jig-dyer (jig 'di ' er), n. A dyeing-machine
largely used for dyeikig cloth a solid color in
the open or full width, it consists of a dye-vat above
which are two rolls upon which cloth may be wound.
The cloth passes through the dye liquor back and forth
from one roll to the other until the dyeing process is

completed.

jig-filing (jig'fi"ling), TO. The process of filing

to a definite size or outline by the use of a jig

or templet.

jigged (jigd), a. Made in a jig; lience, accu-
rately made. See *jig, 6 id).

jigger^, n. 2. (m) A clutch for attaching mine-cars
to a haulage rope, consisting of a vertical rod with side-

hooks which hold by biting the rope as the rod turns.
Barrovtmum, Glossary.

7. An illicit still.— 8. A leaded hook or
gang of hooks used without bait for catching
fish by jigging. See Jig', 6 (c).— 9. A machine
used for dyeing cloth. See *jig-dyer.—10. In
golf, a club with an iron head, between a
mashy and a mid-iron, used for approaching.
— 11. In wireless teleg., a small transformer
used for regulating and maintaining the differ-

ence of potential between the terminals of a
coherer.— 12. In the Eoyal Mint, a small
weight which it is necessary, in certain cases,
to add to a given number of coins to make an
exact pound in weight. W. J. SosTcing, Eoyal
Mint. N.E.D.

jigger^, v. t. 2. To pull (a log) by horse-
power over a level place in a slide.

jigger-block (jig'6r-blok), n. A block having
the strap, whether of rope or metal, continued
out so as to furnish a convenient means of se-
curing it.

jiggering (jig'6r-ing), TO. In ceram., the pro-
cess of making plates and saucers, and other
fiat-ware, on the jigger. Se6jigger\ 2 (e).

jigger-sail (jig'&r-sal), to. A sail that sets on
a jigger-mast.

jigger-tackle (jig'Sr-tak^l), to. Naut., ahandy-
buly used about decks ; a watch-tackle.

jigging (jlg'ing), TO. The sifting, dressing, or
sorting of ore by means of a jigging-machine.

jiggle, «. JI, trans. To jerk or joggle slightly.

jiggle (jig'l), TO. A slight joggle; a quick jig-

gling movement.
jig-saw (jig'sS,), V. t. To cut with a jig- or
scroll-saw.

jiguagua (he-gwS'gwa), to. [W. Ind. Sp., from
an aboriginal name.] A West Indian name
of Caranx hippos, a carangoid fish found on
both coasts of tropical America.

jilt, «. 2. Same as gillet. Scott, Old Mortal-
ity, viii.

jim-bang (jim'bang), to. Same as *jing-bang.

jim-binder (jim'bin*der), TO. Same as *6i»der,
10.

jim-crow, to. 2. In mining, a crowbar having
at one end a claw similar to a hammer-claw.

jimjam, to. 3. pi. Oddities; fads.

jimmy-legs (jim'i-legz), to. A cant name for
the master-at-arms in the United States navy.

Jimmy Low (jim"i lo')- The timber-tree
called forest-mahogany, Eucalyptus resinifera.

See Eucalyptus, ironbark-tree, and *Jemmy
Donnelly. [Colloq., Australia.]

Jimmy Sauarefoot (jim'-'i skwar'fut). A
sailors' name for the devil; the nautical Luci-
fer or Satan.

jin (jin), TO. [Perhaps another use of gin^ (a
machine).] A tall pole used in connection
with rope and tackle to raise heavy objects.
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jina (jia'a)) n- [Skt.] The overcomer: a jiudo (je-do'), ». [Also ju-do; < Jap. jiu,ju, Job's coffin (jobz kof'in). A popular name
Buddha, or a Jain saint. < Chin. jeu,jou, soft,+ do, < Chin, tao, way.] for the constellation Delphinus or the Dol-

jing (jing), V. [Imitative, like rin^^, ting, chink, A modern modification of *jiu-jutsu (which phin.

etc.] I. iidrans. To ring. see). jobsmitll (job'smith), n. A smith who does
II. trans. To ring or jingle. Some confusion has arisen over the employment of the Jobs of all kinds.

.ling (jing), «. [jing,v.'i A short, sharp ring. UnWjiudo." Tomakethematterclearl will state that Job's-tears,' «.—WUdJob's-tears, the Virginia false

iinCT-Dane (iing'bane), n. [Also Hm-hana an i'''"^ ^ t*"* *«™ selected by ProfessorKano as descnbmg gromweU, Onomnodium Virginianum, so called from the
;„S„„*„.?*„ . T < en, I,

If^^J J'ln ""'I'y, tt"
his system more accurately than ]iu-]itsu does. ahininff nntletsinvented term ] 'Shebang'; concern; thing: ™ ISct arwi H^asAi, The Complete Kano Jiu-Jitsu, ,'„™jf

"°^^^^^ „ , ^j . c<v» ,•-.,„.; iusedonly in the phrase, 'the whole nJw-6a»o.' [iges, p. xi. JOCalia (]o-ka li-a), b.
i)«.

[ML.
: see jeweZ.l

[Slang.] The art of jiu-jitsu, soC. K. Moriya, the editor of the J",
^«"'; Jewels

;
more especially, ornaments

jingle, n. 6. A two-wheeled ear (like the Irish Japanese Times, said last night by way of introduction to belonging to a married woman as her sepa-

iinffle'* used in some nni-tHof Aiistralin W, W, an exhibition of native athletes at the Columbia TJniver- rate property, which, if not in keeping with

SllXEnl^r ^'^^*'''"- ^- ^- ^^^^mirir^tX^^oT.^. ^- f/o- £ life, could be seized ?o fatisfy

^S-'ofa^^SS a"be^\fn| T^'l
- last au^r-centnr.^

^ ^_.^^ ^^^^_ ^^^ ^ ^^
Her Jbte

^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^
spring and controlled by a cord or we from jiU-jitsU (jo-jit'sB), n. See *jiu-jutsu. Austrian land-measm-e, equal to 1,600 square

the pilot-house. When rung, its jingling sound sig- jiu-jutsian (jo-jut'si-an), ». [Also jiu-jilHan ; _
flatter, or 1.4J acres.

nifles that all is clear or 'full speed ahead, 'or, after enter- <. jivrjutsu + -ian.'\ One who practises or JOCk^ (jok), TO. [j'ocfcl, «).] An iron rod, usually
ing a slip or dock, that the boat is fast teaches the Japanese art of wrestling called pronged, which is attached to the rear end of

jingle-jangle (jing'gl-jang"gl), b. i. To make jiu-Jutsu. a train of mine-cars ascending an incline, and
a jingling sotmd. jiu-jutsu (jo-jut'sij), n. [Also, less correctly, trails behind, to stop the descent of the cars if

jingling (jing'gling), «. 1. A continued ring- jiurjiisu; < J&Tp. jiu-jutsu, otherwise jiirjtctsz the rope breaks. [Scotch.]

ing; a lively noise of bells, or the like cUnk- (Hepburn), <,/JM or jjt (not used in Jap. alone), Jock^, n, 3. A nautical name for a Scotch
ing.— 2. A game in which the players are < Chin, jejt (Williams)^OM (Giles), soft, yield- seaman.
blindfolded and try to catch one, called the ing, pliant, + jutse (Hepburn), art, science, jockey, n. 9. Same as *joekey-weight.

'jingler,' who is not blindfolded and who jin- rules, principles, artifice, trick, < Chin, shu Along the bar runs a rubbing "jocJ-ej/," which is worked
gles a bell to attract their attention and, if (Canton and Hakka shut, Wunchow jiie, ziie, *» ™d fro by the regulator lever and a counter-weight

skilful, to divert it. Also calledJmpilingr-mateft. etc.), an art, a trick, a mystery, a precept.] *"*'"• world and Engm., Dec. 19, 1903, p. 1017.

jingling-match (jing'gling-maoh), n. Same The system of wrestling practised in Jaj,an. aSi°t&,SS^\tS'£.|f^^^SL'iL'"o?S:
as*jingUng, 2. In its latest developments it has become an x-shaped frame, two arms of which extend down the

Jineo fiine'eo) v t To force to a certain course elaborate system of physical training directed animal's sides and are secured by girths ; the upper arms

oraction by the'iafluenee of the Jingo spirit, particularly to the practice of certain holds .^J^P
1°°P^ ^-^ ^^Jf^Z^l^T^^^

the reins

that is, an aVessive belUcose patrio^tisi^. and 'tricks' by which an adversary may be ^""^^^Z'^i.i'-J^.^^.Ui'oht^Zt
'"'" "'

Jingoist (jing'go-ist), n. and a. I. n. Same as t^own or oveieome. jockey-bar (jok'i-bar), n. The broad, flat top
Jinqo, 2. Associated with sword-play was an art variously known ij^r of a Mtohen-grate. fProv. Eng.l

I'*
'„ -o \,M „„i,„,^ 4.T „ij4.: J as shmobi, yawara, and nwufSM, names which unply the „ e l &j

I. a. Besembling or having the qualities of exertion of muscular force in such a manner as to produce The table was laid with cups and saucers, the kettle
Jingoism. a maximum of effect with a minimum of effort, by direct- was singing on the Jockey-bar, and Auntie Nan herself,

iink^ (iinek), n. flmitative ; cf . jina, chink, etc.! ing an adversary's strength so as to become auxiliary to • :
"^^^ fluttering about with . . . the light gaiety of a

•"The sharp jingle of coins hence,' coin i'tself ;
""^'^ <>™- ^^'- ^^*- ^^^ "" . *"? ^ ,,.,,.,T ^''''^: ^^ ""r™""'

" ''

chink. [Slang.] jiva (je'va), n. [Skt. jwd, akin to L. vivus, JOCkey-bOOt (30k i-bot), ™. A top-boot at one

jinker,».2.i)i. An Australian contrivance much living: see ««<?.] In Hindu philosophy, the time worn by jockeys. Also called jocfcei/.

used in the bush for moving heavy logs and individual soul or principle of life. .•J'- ,,,,.
trunks of trees. It consists of two pairs of wheels jivan-mukti (je'van-mok'te), m. [Skt. ./«t)a»- JOCkey-cap (jok i-kap), n. A cap with a long
with their axletrees joined by a long beam, under which mukti, < jivana, life, + mukti, release, deliver- peak, worn by jockeys.
the trunks are suspended by chains. Its structure is ance, beatitude.] In Hindu philosophy, a jOCkeysMp, n. 3. The practice of deceiving

E^ti\^S!°'^"Iifo,^rA™st?£"Efglisr^''" release from evil obtained by means if -true in horse-^ealing
;

hence, in trade, trickery;

jinket(jing'ket), «.j. [Imitativeof quick mo- knowledge obtained m this life. _
sharp practice,

tion; ef. Hnk.Y To frolic and romp] fling or JJ. An abbreviation of Justices. jockey-weight (jok'i-wat) n Aweightwhich

dance about in. A contraction ofjMnctore. is slid along a beam m a testmg- or weighmg-

jinkle (jing'kl), v. i.; pret. and pp. jvnUed, JO^ (jo), n. [Jap../o, < Chin, chang, a measure machine, to obtain accurate adjustment, or to

ppr. jmfcimo. [Imitative; cf. *«/<.] To of ten Chinese feet.] A Japanese measure of secure finer readings than will be given by

move with quick, nimble action; dart and lengthlegally established as 9.94 English feet. .
baJance-weights.

swerve The cloth measure of the same name is said JOCKO, n. Originally adopted by Buflon as the proper

jinny, ». 3. The traveler on the arm of a crane to be a fourth part longer. Hermg, Conver- ,™rS'nSm'rfort;»e*SliJiJ;^k''er^^dZ
from which the bight of the chain and the sion laoies, p. 04. original use of the word has been forgotten. The name
hook-block of the crane depend. joan, n. 2. [cap.'] A familiar name for a is a sophistication of a West African name, Buffon's jocto

:.-.«.. .y....,] /•;;«'; »;;/i\ „, Tr, ™i«i«« o ii™- « pnnntrv ot'tI standing for enjocto, and that for West Afiican enjeco.
Jinny-road (Jini-rod), re. in mMl»»flr, a Jig, a country gm.

ncheko, nshiego, erwhe-eko, etc, n aiuava.m.ee.
gravity-road in a, coal-mine. Now can I make any Joan a ladj^

j^g^ (j^^.tg^j _ [W. Ind. Sp. >c^i, from an
jumy-spinner (3m'i-spin"er) n. A sailors'

„ _. t)nt-ut) lob a hoax^ cheat ^eek^' aboriginal nLme.] A local name ofVeom^ms
_name/or the cockroach found on board ships J?o^eCd : Vae^d^wo'maSrwtadtsfwTS^plf^P joeu, t lutianoid fish of the West Indies.
Jinrikisna (jm-nk i-sna;, «;. I. logoaooutin ^04 to excite pity. [Colloq.]-To doone'Bjobortodo jocundryt (jok'un-dri), m. [jocund + ^y.]
ajinnkisha. the Job for.to killor rain one. [Slang.]-To pntup Cheerfulness

;
jocularity ; a jocund action.

iin-sen (iin-sen'), n. The camp fan, an old a Job on one, to cheat or hoax by some prearranged
, rj-J™ "'"'„ y " 2 .

/' „ J T r, nr scheme rColloa.l And favour our close JocorMfn«,
type of flat feather fan used m Japan. C. Jf. ^^^^f^ t>l°"®«-J

A Ht„nl,l Till all thy Dues be done and nought left out
Salweu, Pans of Japan, p. 20. JObbemOlUsmt (job 6r-nol-izm), ». A stupid j^^toi. Corrections of Tlomns. Jf. K D.

jipijapa (he-pe-ha'pa), re. [Yunca Indian, in .act or speech, charactenstic of a jobbernoU.
^^.-^^-i, (js'bush), re. In the Bahamas,

Ecuador; the name of a town m Ecuador.] Jobbing-house (job ms-^ow:), re. A merean- jaquinia Keyensis, a, common shrub growing
1 . A kind of grass used in Ecuador for making tile house that buys in bulk from the importer l^ go^al limestone, and also found on thi
hats.- 3. A hat made of the jipi japa grass. _

or manufaoturer and sells to the retailer. Florida keys. Compare ioewooti.
These hats are not of the best grade. The name is fre- jobbing-plate (job mg-plat), re. The trade- joepye-Weed, ».- Spotted loepve-weed Same as
quently given t» aU the straw hats more commonly name for gold, silver, and other metals when ''^Mted *eye^Mght

"*'""*" Joepye ween, oame as

known as Panomo Auto. rolled into thin plates for jewelers' use. joey, re. 3. A young kangaroo. [Australia.]

,^^^:.lS'i;r^^X^t!'^''^'^"^^r:TT^^30h\>le HoVl^n. a choppy sea; a jabble. In' the case of the larger%ngaroos, the young,-'or

America the hat is k£own under the name otjipijapa, in See jobhls^. ^o^> win* may be the size of a hare before it flnaQy

honor of the city where its manufacture was tot started, job-book (job'buk), re. In job-printing, a book JS^ wheSTsneTd KZZledoTmJ'fm^^^''
It is only in Europe or outside of the producmg countries •". ™.v,j„i, thn TinrtipnlaTS of «flph iob as the

""""^ ^°™ *' *P«<*d- Anowfedpe, May, 1905, p. 106.

that this hat receives the name of a city which does not ^jfir+ln^^f^W Jri^ti^ ^fj «Vf Jtl *• '^ tewer of wood and drawer of water.'
make it The finest hats are made in Jipi^apa and at charges, the number printed, size, etc., are ^ ^ Morris Austral En°-lish rAiiatralia 1
Monteoristi, in the province of Manabi, Ecuador, this in- entered for reference. .

" ,._,." ^' -^^s™^ linglisn. [AustraJia.J

dustrybeing one of the greatest resources of the country. s„T„-,,„ /ish'iTiffl « [ioh3 + .4nn^l A Bcoldini? J?®^ ^1° ^h '" *' fJ^ey, re., 4. Cf. kid^, v., to
^m«r.x»«Aropo%i«^ Jan.-March, 1901, p. 206. JObmg (job ing), re LJOO<' + -»i^ .J A scorning

y^^^^^ ^^ insult (a person) by the cry of
jiquiUte(he-ke-le'ta),re. [Nahuatl rrfa/^mMiUO^-^an (job man) » A

^^^
,j , [Slang, Austoalia.] ' l E. MSrris,

^C xihuitl, turqaowe^ + quiUtl, pla,nt.-] In J9l>-moaSer (job mung'ger), re. Same as
_
^^gt^al Englisfi.

Mexico and Central America, the inddgo- J"^"^ '
"•

•,, . j..
jog, «.*.—To Jog the loo, (jumt) to work the pump-

plants Indioo/era ^rei? and J. tmctona. job-press (job pres), re. A small printing-
_
handles.

iiVMp CiAr'hn « • Tirpt and T>n iirbled nnr nr- machine, usually with platen movement, eon- jog, re. 5. In mwotng, a short post or piece of

^S/[Iin?ti\w;.rL *^^^^ structed for the rapid printing of the small timber placed between two Ws fo ieep

as Uquid from an unsteady vessel, with appal cards and pieces of paper used m merean- them apart
; a studdle. [Eng^

rently some reference to its gurgling soi&d: .tile work. „.„„„.. ^ J0ggle,«.t. 3 In jrore sto-6ttii*rej7, to make a

as a«r6Z«re(7tub
see

job-printer, «. Specifically—2. A type-setter joggle m (a plate or bar).

il. «rare« To pour out (a liquid) with an ^l^o composes cards circulars, posters, and joggle, re. 4. In mech.: (a) A pin or tenon

unsteady hand: as, he jirbles out a. dram, commercial forms with types made for that projecting from a casting to hofd it when set

K V T)
>

J purpose. m place. (6) A raised rib or ridge on which

jirga,jiTkah (jer'ga), re. [Afghani?] A council Job-printing (job'prin^'ting), re The custom- restsaplummer-blockor other bearing.-5. In

of elders or head men amoni the Afghans. ^-^
"^f^^ °{ a

^^^Tu^^i^^'vT? ""^ ^^^ P.™*" Tt «^^i''»'^"^f'
a setting back of part of a

.- ,. ^ J, *- i„.ft«>,=o.i™<.„ «K of cards, handbills, bill-heads, posters, plate or of a barto obtain aflush surface where
ol'-dZtn^o!.^^^'lfr^^:'o°^'^Ug\n^^Z etc. The ter^n is also applied to ^.amphlet- other parts cross, or to enable it to fit around
affairs. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XII. 351. catalogues, illustrated or m colors. a projection, as a butt-strap.



joggling-board

joggline-board (jofe'ling-bord), n. A plank,
"uspended between supports at each end,
upon wMeh one sits and ' joggles ' up and
down for amusement or exercise. See the
extract.

A "joggling-board" is the latest contrivance for exer-
cise tliat lias made its appearance in tiiese paits and it

is liable to become the poor man's horse. ... [It is]

a hardwood board some 20 leet long, with solid supports
at each end that allow the board to move freely and yet
keep it from becoming detached. One sits on the board,
waves his arms up and down and then "joggles," the
board sending him up and down as on a horse.

Kansas City Daily Star, Aug. 18, 1904.

joggling-machine (jog'ling-ma-shen"), ». A
power macMne for making aJoggled edge on a
steel plate. (,8ee*joggle,n.,5.) it consists of two
massive rollers, one above the other, on parallel axes.
Bach roller has two diameters, the large part of the top
roller being over the small part of the bottom roller, and
vice versa. The rollers being suitably adjusted, the edge
of the plate is passed between them, thus pressing a jog-
gle into the edge as the plate is rolled tlu'ough.

A more recent appliance for reducing weight [of the
butt-strap] is the joggling-Tnachine.

Encye. Brit, XXXII. 593.

joggling.
To go at a jog-trot or

joggly (jog'li), a.

jog-trot Oog trot), V. i.

monotonous pace.
jog-trotty (jog'trof'i), a. Of a jog-tyot, easy-
going, monotonous character.

" And how do you get on, Eiohard 7 " said I.

"Oh! well enough!" said Bichard. . . . "It's rather
jog-trotty and humdrum. But it'll do as well as anything
else." Dickens, Bleak House, I. xvii.

John Day beds. See *6edi.

John Doe proceedings. See ^'proceeding.

John-dory, n. 2. A name given in New South
Wales and Tasmania to Zetis australis, of the
family Zeidse. It is nearly the same as Zeus
faber, the John-dory of Europe. Also called
lastard dorey, boar-fish, and dollar-fish. E. E.
Morris, Austral English.

John Gilpin jug. See *jug^.

John-mariggle (jon"mar'i-gl), n. Same as
ten-pounder, 3.

johnny, ». 5. {cap.'^ A hanger-on about a
theater.

He was for years a Johnny in the green room.
Daily Newspaper,

Jolinny Crapaud, a name (meaning 'Johnny load')
sometimes given to a French seaman.

—

Jolmny Fresll, a
member of the ship's company who is making his, maiden
voyage.

—

Jotmny Newcome. Same as *Johnny Fresh.—JOhimy on the spot, one who is always up to time or
never caught napping. [CoUoq.l

The Reader, May, 1904, p. 602.

johnny-cake, n. 3. In Australia, a cake baked
on the ashes or cooked in a frying-pan. E. E.

Morris, Austral English.

Johnny-jump (jon'i-jump), n. The shooting-
star, Dodeoafheon Meadia.
Johnny-jumper (jon'i-jum'''p6r), n. Same as
Johnwy-jump-up. Both names are loosely ap-
plied to violets in general.

johnny-smoker (jon'''i-smo'ker), n. The long-
plumed purple avens, Sieversia ciliata, of North
America: so called from the smoke-like aspect
of the plumose styles in the fruit.

Johnsonella (jon'-so-nel'a), n. [NL. (Wight,

1905), a diminutive of JoJmsonia.'] A ^enus of

monocotyledonous plants of the family Lili-

acese. See JoJmsonia.

Johnson grass. See *grass.

jphnsonite (jon'son-it), n. Same as *masrite.

Johnson's mixture, powder. See *rmxtwre,

*powder.
johnstrupite (jon'str-it-pit), n. [Named for F.

Jolmstrup of Copenhagen.] A fluosiUeate

containing titanium, the cerium and yttrium
metals, calcium, and other elements. It

occurs in brownish-green monoclinic crystals

and is found in southern Norway.
John's-wort, ».—False John'B-wort, the pineweed
or orange-grass, Sarothra gentianoides.

join, V. t. 7. To draw, as the sect of which A
and B are the end points.

"Join FC." Custom seems to allow this singular ex-

pression as an abbreviation for " draw the straight line

FO," or for "join F to C by the straight line FC."
Todhunter, Euclid, p. 254.

To Join up, to join ;
join together.

Where gaps occur between different surveyed blocks,

Siese have been joined up by triangulation.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 59.

join, n. 2. In geom., the straight determined
by two points.

1. A line determined by two points on it is called a

'straight.' 2. On any two points can be put one, but

only one, straight, their 'join.'

Merriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p. 70.

join. An abbreviation ot joinery.

joint, n. 5. In racing or betting slang, an out-
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side book-maker's paraphernalia of list-frame,
umbrella, etc., some of which are joined,

together in movable pieces. N. E. D— Bell-
and-splgot Joint. See *WH.—Bonded Joifit, a rau-
road-joint having a metal bond designed to unite the ends
of the rails when they form an electric circuit as in block-
signaling.— Cardan Joint, a universal joint; one which
pennits of motion about two axes at right angles to each
other.— Chamfered Joint, a joint in carpentry or
cabinet- or pattern-making in which the two elements to
be joined are cut and ilnished so that the joint is at an
angle with the face or edge of the piece.—Chaxcot's
Joint. Same as Charcot's karthropathy.—Ch.O'paxVB
Joint, in anat, the joint between the two rows of tarsal
bones.— Condyloid Joint. Same as -kcondyla/rthroeie.—
Hysterical Joint, an affection of a hysteriqal nature
which simulates an arthritis.— Inserted Joint, mphtmb-
ing, etc., any form of joint in which one pipe is made to
ilt inside of another, as a common soil-pipe leaded joint

:

owosei ^jUmge-jmnt.—Insulated Joint, in railroad-
ing, a joint in which a non-conducting material of the
same section as the rail is placed between the ends of the
rails and non-conducting guards and washers under the
nuts of the joint-bolts. It is used at the ends of blocks
to close the rail-circuit controlling a signal.—Jolnt-mo-
tion sensation. Beejoint-pressure -ifsensation.— Joint-
pressure sensation. See Asmmticm.- Metacaxpal
joints, attachments between the last four metacarpal
bones.-Metatarsal Joints, the articulations of the
metatarsal bones one with another.— Pasteboard Joint,
a joint made steam- or water-tight by pasteboard packing.— Fatty-Joint, in mech. : (a) A pipe-joint in which
muslin covered with putty is used for packing. (6) A
joint between two metal plates, made water-tight by
injecting thin putty into the crevices.— BoUed Joint, a
wiped solder-joint which connects two pipes, made by
holding the wiper stationary and turning or rolling the
pipes upon supports.- Saddle-shaped Joint. Same as
saddle-joint, 2.— Socket-and-splgot Joint, a bell-and-
spigot joint. See -kbell and smgot.— Struck Joint, in
masonry, a joint that is finished by striking or smoothing
the mortar with a jointer, no mortar being used but what
is necessary to make the joint.—Stmck-and-trimmed
Joint, a trimmed joint—Tarsometatarsal Joint, the
articulation between the metatarsal bones and the bones
forming the second row of the tarsus.—Telescopic
Joint, a joint in which one member of a two-part joint is

free 1^ slide in and out of the other member, as in the
joints of a telescope.—Trimmed Joint, in masonry, a
joint between two adjacent bricks or stones which has
been filled with mortar and struck or finished with a hol-
low-faced jointer, thus making a joint that rounds out.

Joint action. See '''action.

Joint cost. See '*'cosl!^.

joint-bolt (joint'bolt), n. In car-building, any
sorew-bolt employed to bind together timbers
that meet at a right angle. One form of it is

called a lug-bolt (which see).

joint-collar (joint'koF'ar), n. A flanged collar
used for making a joiiit ; a flanged coupling.

joint-coupling, n. 2. A shaft-coupling which
permits ttie shafts to be more or less out of

line ; a flexible coupling joining two shafts.

See flexible coupling, under coupling.

jointer^, n. 3. In the West Indies, Piper ge-

niculatum, a shrub with much swollen nodes or
joints, and which sometimes forms almost im-
penetrable thickets.

jointer-plane (join'ter-plan), n. Same as
jomti/ng-plane.

joint-iU (joint'il), n. A pyemic inflammation
of the joints of young animals which occurs
within the first month after birth and is usu-
ally connected with disease of the navel. The
microbes from the infected navel pass into the
system through the veins, causing local in-

flammation and abscesses in and around the
joints.

jointing (join'ting), n. Joints collectively, as
in geology.

joint-pin (joint'pin), n. A pintle; the pin
which is rove through the eyes of a hinge to

connect the two parts.

joint-pine (joint'pin), n. See *j)JMei.

joint-plane (joint'plan), n. The surface of

rock exposed on one side of a joint ; also, the

assumed plane followed by a joint in develop-

ment. The latter use is figurative, since the

surface is never a mathematical plane.

Messrs. Cole and Lamplugh theh show that the caves

depend for their form on the joint-planes in the massive
limestone, and that they were excavated by solution in

pre-Glacial times. Nature, Dec. 24, 1903, p. 189.

joint-rule (joint'r51),n. 1. A rod with the joints

of brickwork or stonework marked on it, to

guide a mason in laying up material ; a ruler

or straight-edge so used.— 2. Same as joint-

Jonah

joint-sensation (joint'sen-sa'''shon), n. In
psydhol., an articular sensation

;

' a sensation
proceeding from the sense-organs distributed
over the articular surfaces.

The joint-sensations of the fingers are less fine than
those of the elbow. E. C. Sanford, Exper. Psychol., p. 32.

joint-sense (joint'sens), n. In psychol., the
sense whose end-organs (possibly Pacinian
corpuscles) are distributed over the articular
surfaces, and whose adequate stimulus is the
friction of one articular surface against the
other ; the articular sensibility.

This 'group of [kinesthetic and static] senses ... in-
cludes some senses, whose existence or efficiency is dis-
puted (innervation sense and muscle sense), and others
whose independence has only of late been generally recog-
nized (joint-sense and tendon-sense).

E. C. San/ord, Exper. Psychol., p. 25.

joint-vetch (joint'vech), n. Any plant of the
genus MscJiynomene.
joint-water (joint' w&'''t6r), n. Any clear fluid

contained in a joint.

joisting (jois'ting), n. Ijoist + -ingKI The
system of joists supporting a floor, etc.

joker, n. 3. Figuratively, something con-
cealed that wins the game ; a trick under an
innocent guise : as, a joker in a legislative bill.

jokul (yS'kul), m. [leel. joJcull: see icMe^.J In
Iceland, a snow-covered mountain ; also, a gla-
cier.

jollify (jol'i-fi), «.; pret. and pp. jolUfied, ppr.
jollifying. [jelVy -f -fy.'] I. trans. To make
jolly ; intoxicate to a slight degree ; make
'happy.'

II. imtrans. To become 'jolly'; be exhila-
rated by drink.

joUyi, a. 6. Slightly exhilarated by drink.

—

7. Pine ; pretty ; great ; big : used vaguely, often
ironically : as, that's a jolly way of doing
things; what a joUy fool he looked! & jolly
shame. [CoUoq.]

II. n. 1. Good-natured bantering talk in-
tended to cheer a person or to induce him to
comply with the wishes of the speaker.— 2. A
cheer ; a hurrah.
On a suggestion to give him a jolly . . . they cheered

the hero loud and long.
Mayhew, Great "World of London, p. 46. N. E. D.

3. A sham bidder at an auction ; a confederate
of cheats.— 4. A British slang name for a
marine: not used with reference to United
States marines.

Sez 'e, " I'm a Jolly— 'Er Majesty's Jolly— soldier an
sailor too

!

"

joint-runner, (joint'run''''6r), n. In

a short piece of rope saturated with wet clay

and fastened round a cast-iron pipe just at the

joint where two pipes are to be calked with

lead. It serves as a guide and dam for the hot lead

which is poured into the bell ot the pipe to make the

joint. Joint-runners are al^ made of asbestos.

joint-rust fjoint'rust), n. A disease of grass-

stems due to the ftingus Epiehloe typhina. See

' E isn't one o' the reg'lar Line, nor 'e isn't one o' the
crew.

H. Kipling, Seven Seas, p. 152.

Royal Jolly, a royal marine.—Tame Jolly, a militia-
man. [^Eng.]

joUy^, 11. i. 2. To make a false offer or bid at
an auction.

II. trans. 1. To ridicule ; make fun of ; chaff,— 2. To be jolly or good natured to (a person),
with the idea of cheering him up or of getting
something out of him ; flatter. [Slang, in both
uses.] •

jolly^ QoYi), n. Ijolhi^, a. It is a kind of syno-
nym of jigger, as a 'lively, quick-moving
thing.'] In ceram., a machine used for mak-
ing plates; a variety of the jigger. See the
extract.
A "jolly " is a. somewh&t similar contrivance, consist-

ing of a revolving disk or wheel on which the mould is

placed. This is used principally for making plates, sau-
cers, and articles termed "fiat ware," its speed being-
regulated by a lever pressed by the foot of the workman.

E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the U. S., p. 7.

joUy^ (jol'i); n. [Short for jolly-boat.} A jolly-

boat.

jolly-jumper (jol'''i-jum'per), n. Naut., a
name for the fancy light sails which, accord-
ing to tradition, were carried on very lofty

ships, and were set above the moon-sails and
sky-scrapers.

joUytail (jol'i-tal), n. A fish, Galaxias attenu-
atus, in Maori called inanga, found in fresh

.

waters of New Zealand and Tasmania. It

spawns in the sea. The young form the white-
bait of New Zealand.

jolter (j61't6r), V. I. trans. To jolt; trans-
port with jolts.

II. intrans. To be transported with jolts.

jolter-headed (j6rter-hed''''ed), a. [jolterhead
+ -e(J2.] Having a stupid head; stupid

j

doltish.

Joly steam-calorimeter. See *oalorimeter.

Jonah, n. 2. In games of chance, a player
who can never win anything; a very unlucky
person.



Jonab

Jonah (jo'na), v. t. To play the part of a
Jonah to ; spoil the luck of ; bring ill luck to.

Jonah-crab (jo'na-krab), n. A large crab,
Cancer borealis, found off the Atlantic coast of
North America.
Jonathanization (jon"a-than-i-za'shon), ».
The process of making CJohii Bull) similar to
Brother Jonathan ; Americanization. [Nonce-
word.]
John Bull interests you at home, and is all your sub-

ject Come and see the Jonathanization of John.
Emerson, in Corres. ol C'arlyle and Emerson, II. 235.

jonkheer (yongk'har), n. [D., the original
form of jonker, whence E. younker, q. v.] In
South Africa, a young gentleman ; a country
squire ; spsoifically, a member of the Volks-
raad.

jonquil, n. 4. A light-yellow color much
favored in the French mnral decoration of the
eighteenth century.

joran (zho-ron'), n. [Swiss P., < Jorat (G. Jwr-
ten), name of a mountain-chain adjacent to
Lake Geneva.] The descending mountain-
wind blowing toward Lake Geneva during the
night, but rarely reaching the surface of the
lake. Analogous winds are experienced on
the shores of the deep-lying finger-lakes of

New York State.

Jordanella (j6r-da-nel'a), n. [NL., named for

David S. Jordan, "an American ichthyologist.]

Joubert Disk.

Jordanella Jlaridee,
(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

A genus of fishes of the family Pwciliidie, found
in fresh waters of Florida.

Jordania (j6r-da'ni-a), n. [NL., named after
David 8. Jordan, an"American ichthyologist.]
A genus of eottoid fishes found on the north-
western coast of the United States.

Jordaniinse (j6r-da-ni-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Jordania + -insE.'] A subfamily of eottoid
fishes found on the northwestern coast of the
United States.

Jdrden beds. See *6edi.

Jorobado(h6-r6-ba'd6), n. [Sp. 'humpbacked,'
(.jorobo, humpback.] A common name ap-
plied to both Vomer seUpinnis and Selene vomer,
fishes of the family CarangidsB.

joseite (ho-sa'it), n. [Sp. Pg. JosS (see def.)

-I- -jte'^.] A bismuth telluride related to
tetradymite. It isfound near San 3os6, Minas
Geraes, Brazil.

Josephia (j6-se'fi-a), n. [NL. (Robert Brown,
1809), named in honor of Sir Joseph Banks
(1743-1820), a distinguished patron of botany.]
A genus of dicotyledonous shrubs belonging
to the family Proieaeese. See Dryand/ra.

Josephine (jo'ze-fin), a. Pertaining to Joseph
II. 'of Austna, or to the ecclesiastical reforms
which he introduced. See *JosepMnism.

Josephinism (jo'ze-fin-izm), n. [Josephine +
-Mm.] The policy of ecclesiastical reform in-

troduced into Austria by Emperor Joseph II.

(1780-90). It aimed at the establishment of a national
church in immediate connection with the centralized
state government and independence of Borne.

josephinite (j6'ze-fin-it), n. [Josephine (see

def.) + -i*e2.] An iron-nickel alloy (Fe^Nie),
similar to awaruite, which forms the metallic

portion of pebbles found in placer gravel in
Josephine and Jackson counties, Oregon.

josh (josh), V. t. [Prob. in allusion to Josh for

Joshua, regarded as a homely name.] To
chaff; make fun of.

josser (jos'6r), M. [Origin obscure.] A booby.
See the extract.

"That 'something must be daring, startling, essentialljr

histrionic, and calculated to make the Parisian ' badaud

'

— read 'booby,' unless the more up-to-date *jogger' be
preferred— show his teeth."

Westminnter Gazette, Dec. 1, 1898, p. 2.

Joturus (j6-tu'rus), n. [NL., < W. Ind. Sp.

joturo, also hoturo, the name of this fish at

Havana.] A genus of fishes of the family
Mugilidse, living in streams of tropical Amer-
ica.
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Joubert disk, a device for the study, by the step-by-step

method, of alternating currents and of similar periodic

phenomena. It consists of a disk or collar of insulating

material with a naiTOw radial sector of metal. The disk

is mounted upon the shaft of the machine or generator

for which the type of the wave-form of current is to be
determined ; or in some cases it is driven synchronous^
with the machine by
means of a separate
motor. An adjustable
brush, b, makes contact

with the metallic sector,

a, once in every revolu-

tion, and the Instantane-

ous electromotive force

for the portion of the
cycle corresponding to
the position of the brush
is measui'ed by means of
a condenser and ballistic

galvanometer, or by
means of some other suit-

able instrument placed
in circuit with the wires
-I- and —. By shifting
the brush successively
to different points on the periphery a series of
measui'ements is obtained from which a curve repre-
senting the cyclic fluctuations in the current generated
by the machine may be drawn. This method, which is
known as the etep-by-step (or point-to-point) method, is
applicable only to cases in which the form of the curve
is constant and the wave-form repeals itself over and over
without sudden changes.

Joubert's process. See *process.
jough (joeh), n. [ManxjoMffTissGael.Ir. deoch,
Olr. deug, a drink.] Drink.
The tragical purpose usually lasted him over the short

mile and a half ... [to] the 'Three Legs of Man,' and
then it went down with some other troubles and a long
pint of MaaKjouffh. Hall Caine, The Deemster, xv.

joulad (jij'lad), n. [joule + -ad^.'] Same as
*joul6, 2. [Bare.]

joule, n. 2. A practical unit of work or energy
equal to 107 ergs, 0.10197-1- kilogram-meters,
0.2388+ calories, or 0.7376-F foot-pounds. It
was formally adopted as a unit by the Inter-
national Congress in Chicago (1893) and was
legalized in the United States in 1894.

joulean (jou'lf-an), a. Relating to the ratio
of the units of 'teat and at work known as
a joule.

Joule effect, Joule-Thomson effect. See *ef-
/eet.

jour. An abbreviation (a) of journal; (6) of
Jowney ; (c) ol jov/rneyman.
journal, n— Yellow Jonmal, a newspaper which is
devoted to sensationalism ; specmcally, one which seeks
to increase its circulation by appealing to the tastes,
morals, and morbid curiosity of the lowest or least intelli-

gent portion of the community.

journal, v. t. 2. To enter in a journal.

journalese (j6r-na-les'), w. [journal + -ese.2

A style of writingfit only for rapid newspaper
work ; a style abounding in pretentions words
and sudden colloquialisms and making crude
bids for popularity.

An unknown hand threw in a copy of a Kansas paper
containing some sort of an interview with^arvey. . . .

The joyf\njournaleBe revealed that it was beyond question
their boy, and it soothed Mrs. Cheyne.

it. Kipling, Captains Courageous, ix.

joumalistics (j6r-na-lis'tiks), n. The things
pertaining to journalism ; the profession of
journalism.

journeyman, n. 3. In astron., a secondary
clock in an observatory : used^ generally, as
an intermediary in the comparison of standard
clocks : more tnllj,journeyman clock. N. E. D.

jOUrney-'WOrker (jer'ni-w6r''''ker), TO. A jour-
neyman.
journey-workman (jfer'ni-wSrVman), n.

Same as *journey-worker,

Jovellana (j6-ve-la'na), TO. [NL. (Ruiz and
Pavon, 1798), named in honor of the Spanish
statesman and patron of botany, Gaspar Mel-
chor de Jovellanos (1744^1811).] A genus of
dicotyledonous plants of the family Scrophu-

Jovellania (jo-ve-la'ni-a), ji. [NL.] A genus of

Paleozoic nautiloid oeplialopods having curved
shells with subtrigonal cross-section.

Jove's-beard (jovz'berd), to. Same as Jupi-
ter's-beard, especially the fungus Bydmim
Barba-Jovis.

joviology (j6'''vi-oro-ji), n. [L. Jovis, gen.,

+ -ology."] The study of the planet Jupiter;
zenography. L. F. Ward, Pure Sooiol., p. 69.

jowar (jou-ar'), TO. [Anglo-Ind., < Hind, jawar.]
The Indian millet, Andropogon Sorghum.
Also called juar.

jowaree, jowari (jon-a're), n. [Anglo-Ind.,

< Hind, j'otoan.] Same as */owor.

jower (jou'fer), V. i. [Also jour,jowr; vaguely
imitative.] 1. To scold grumblingly

;
growl.

— 3. To speak in a muttering dialect.

judgment

jowering (jou'6r-ing), to. [jower + -j«fifl.] A
scolding ; a vituperative quaiTel.

jowk, V. i. SeejoMfci, v. i.

joy, n. 5. In astrol., an inferior fortitude, as
when a planet is in the dignities of another
planet congenial to him.
joyancy (joi'an-si), «. Same a,8 joyance.

joyant (joi'aiit), a. Joyous.
joy-fire (joi'lHr), m. [Tr. F. feu de joie.'] A
bonfire to celebrate some joyful day or occur-
rence.

J. Prob. An abbreviation of Judge of Probate.
jua (zhs'a), n. [Brazilian.] A small Brazil-
ian tree of the buckthorn family, Zizyphtis Joa-
zeiro. Its fruit is edible and forms an impor-
tant fodder for cattle in times of drought, and
its root-bark is used medicinally.

juar (jb-ar'), to. [Hind.] Same as *jowar.

jubilancy (jo'bi-lan-si), to. Same b.s jubilance.

jubilarian (j6-bi"-"la'ri-an), n. [As juUlary +
-an.'] One who celebrates his jubilee or fifti-

eth year in some state of life or profession

;

specifically, a priest, a monk, or a nun who has
passed fifty years in the sacerdotal office or
the monastic life.

jubilated (jS'bi-la-ted), a. In the Bom. Cath.
Ch. , having celebrated a jubilee or fiftieth year

_
in the religious life.

jubilatory (jo'bi-la-to-ri), a. [Jubilate + -ory.l
Jubilant.

jubilean (jo-bi-le'an), a. [L. jubilsms, jubilee,
-I- -OTO.] !ftelatin"g to a jubilee; resembling
the celebrations of a jubilee.

jubilee, to.—Diamond jubilee, the celebration of the
sixtieth year; speciflcally, in Etig. Mat., the celebiution
in 1897 of the sixtieth year of the reign of Queen Victoria.—Sliver Jubilee, the celebration of the twenty-fifth an-
niversary of an event, especially of a wedding.

jubilize (jS'bi-liz), k. %.; pret. and pp. jMMKsed,
ppr. jubilizing. [L. jubilum, shout, or E. ju-
bilee, + -iae.]. To rejoice; exult; celebrate a
jubilee.

jud. An abbreviation otjudicial.

Judas-color (jo'das-kuF.or), TO. Red or yellow-
ish red : a name fleriyed from the early belief
that Judas Iscariot had red hair. See Judas-
colored.

There was a little pragmatical exciseman, with a hungry
face, sharp nose, red eyes, and thin, coarse, straggling hair
of a yellow cast (what was formerly called Judae-colour),
whom he pronounced to have been a ferret in his last
stage. Southey, Doctor, cxxviL

Judeo-German (jo-de'''o-j6r'man), a. and to.

German with Jewish elements." See Yiddish.
The great majority of Jews are unacquainted with He-

brew, which is a dead language ; .they speak, according to
the country they inhabit, particular kinds of jargon, the
most common of which is the Jvdeo-Germam..

Deniker, Baees of Man, p. 424.

judex (jS'deks), n. [L., a judge : Bee judge, to.]

A judge (in various phases) ; specifically, (a)
a civil judge

; (6) an ecclesiastical judge
;

(c)

a juror—Judex ordlnarins, in civil law, a judfee who
has jurisdiction in his own right and not by appointment
of another.—Judex pedaneus, in eivU law, an inferior
judge or magistrate appointed to hear small causes or
such particular suits as might be assigned to him.

—

Judex
cinsestlonls, in civil law, a judge or magistrate having
criminal jurisdiction under the direct supervision of the
pretor.—Judex selectUB, in Bom. law, the judge se-
lected by the pretor to try criminal cases.

Judg. An abbreviation of Judges.
judge, TO. 9. In arigli/ng, the name of an arti-

_
fieial fiy— Judge's certificate. See -ttcertijicate.

judge, V. t. 6. To govern or regulate by right
of authority, as the judges of Israel who held
office between Joshua and the kings.
Now Deborah, a prophetess, the wife of Lapidoth, she

jvdged Israel at that time. Jvdges iv. 4.

judge-martial (juj'mar'shal),TO. A judge who
presides over a oourt-maftial.
judgmatic (juj-mat'ik), a. Same as judg-
matical.

judgmatically ( juj-mat'i-kal-i), adv. With a
judicious manner; in the manner of a iudee.
[CoUoq.]

judgment, to.—Foreign judgment, in law, the judg-
ment of a court of a different and independent j urisdiction,
whether in the same country or territory, or not.— piee
Judgment, in exper. pgychol., judgment by absolute im-
pression, without the intervention of a prodfess of com-
parison.

Both introspection and the numerical results in our
work point to the form of discrimination which we may
term free judgments (as opposed to 'bound '),

— the kind
commonly given in ordinary life, when we speak of 'a
heavy book' or ' a tall man,' etc.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., XIL 69.

Judgment book, in law, a book, required to be kept by •

the clerk of a court, which contains an index of the judg-
ments filed in the court.—Judgment nisi, in law, a
judgment entered upon the record of a suit which is to
become absolute unless some condition required by law
be complied with, or unless an order to the contrary be
made by the court within a specified time.— Judgment



judgment
of ouster, in law, a judgment in quo warranto prooeed-
ings which determines a right to a public office and puts
out an incumbent who holds the office without right.—
Judgment recovered, in law, a plea in bar of an action
that a former judgment has been entered in which the
plaintiff's rights have been once judicially determined.—
Xast jBdsment, in theoL, the judgment erpected at the
last day (doomsday), when all mankind shall appear at
the judgment-seat of God, the good be chosen, and the
evil be condemned to punishment.— Perceptual judg-
ment, the judgment that a present percept has a
perceived character.- Reliability Of judgment, in
Btumpfs pgj/oftoDftj/s., the degree of confidence that may
be placed by others in the truth or accuracy of a judg-
ment as expressed. Objective reliability is identical, ac-
cording to the form of the judgment, either with degree
of probability or with degree of accuracy, that is, ofap-
proximation to truth. It IS conditioned upon two general
factors : sensitivity, the degree in which sensation corre-
sponds to exciting stimulus ; and subjective reliability,
or the reliability of judgment in the apprehension of sen-'
sations as such, without regard to their correct reference
to external objects. E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol.,
II. ii. p. clxi.—To perfect judgment, to record or enter
judgment and docket the record.

judication (j8-di-ka'slion), n. [lj.jii4icatio(n-),

ijudicare, judge.] Tlie action of judging;
judgment.

judicator (je'di-ka-tor), n. [NL. judicator, <
L. judioare, judge.] "One who judges ; a judge.

judicatores terrarum (jo'di-ka-tc'rez te-ra'-
rum). [L., 'judges of lands.']' In Mng. law,
certain tenants who, by a custom in Chester,
held their tenures hy performing judicial
duties. From their judgment a writ of error could be
obtained from the Court of Chancery, and in case of error

^
an order from the latter court was given for its coiTection.
The judicatores terrarum then had one month in which
to reconsider the matter, and if during that time they
failed to reform the judgment, the matter came by writ
of error to the King's Bench. If the King's Bench held
the judgment erroneous, the judicatores terrarum for-
feited £100 to the king, according to the custom.

judicatorial (jo"di-ka-t6'ri-al), a. ^LL. jndi-
catorius, judicatory, 4- -aZi.'j Pertaining to a
judicator.

Judicial documents. See ''document.

[Judicial +judiciality (JQ-dish-i-al'i-ti), n.

4ty.2 Judicial character.

judicialize (ji?-dish'al-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
judidalized, Tppt. juddcializing. [judieial + -fee.]

To arrive at a correct judgment upon ; treat
in a judicial manner.

judicio sisti (je-dish'i-o sis'ti). [L., 'to ap-
pear for trial': see ^judicium and sist] In
iSoots law, an undertaking, or security, in which
the surety becomes responsible that the prin-
cipal will abide within the jurisdiction of the
court and appear for trial {judicio sisti) when
required, in the usual form the principal was bound to
appear and answer any suit thatshould be brought within
six months.

judicium (j8-dish'i-nm), n. [L., a trial or sen-

tence by a judge, a judgment, <. judex, a judge

:

see judicial.^ In Bom. law, a proceeding to

obtain the decision of a judge upon an issue

of law.—Judicium capltale, in Eng. law, sentence
of death.—Judicium Del. Same as jvdg7ne7},t of God
(which see, under judgment).— JuSiainm. parlnm
[judgment of one's peers], in ling, law, trial by jury.—
Judicium vltSB amlsslonls. Same as -kjudieiiim capi-

tate.

Judy-cow (je'di-kou'O, n. A ladybird. [Local,

Eng.]

juey (ho'a-e), n. A large land-crab, Cardisoma
guanhumi. ' [Porto Eico.]

jUgl, n.—A, R. Jug, a salt-glazed stoneware vessel, bear-

ing the letters aTE. (Anna JRegina) in a medallion on
the front, made in England and (Jermany during the reign

of Queen Anne.— C. R.Jug, a salt-glazed stoneware ves-

sel, bearing the letters C. B,. (flarolvs Rex) in a medallion

on the front, made in England during the reten of Charles

11.-Ellsworth jug, a pitcher made in Trenton, New
Jersey, in 1861,

with relief dec-
orations illustrat-

ing the shoot-
ing of Colonel E.
E. Ellsworth at
Alexandria, Vir-

ginia, at the com-
mencement of the
CivUWar.— G. R.
jug, a salt-glazed
stoneware vessel,

bearing the let-

ters G. E. {Geor-
giut Rex), usually
accompanied by
a crown, made in
England and Ger-
many during the
reigns of George I.

and George 11.—
Hound - handle
Jug a pitcher
or jug of Rock-
ingham or brown-
glazed pottery,
with hunting-

, , ^ , ...

scenes in relief and a handle m the form of a dog with

forefeet resting on the top : first made at the Jersey City

S.—43

I^ound-handle Jug-, of about 1850.

(From Bennington, Vermont.)

In the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia.
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Pottery from a model by Daniel Greatbach, and later re-

produced at several other American potteries. Also called
hunting-jug (which see).—John GUptn Jug, a jug, pro-
duced about 1886 in England, with embossed designs illus-

trattag Cowper's ballad of John Gilpin.—Tam 0' Shauter
Jug, a pitcher or jug with relief designs illustratmg
Bums's poem " Tam o' Shanter," first produced at Hanley,
England, in 1835. They were made in various sizes and
in at least two colors, gray and light blue.—W. R. jug, a
salt-glazed stoneware .vessel bearing the letters W. E.
(Wilhelmus Rex), in a medallion on the front, made in
England, Holland, and Germany during the reigns of Wil-

_ ham III. and William TV.

jug* (jug), n. [Hind, jag, a religious ceremony,
the world, alsojagat, < Skt. jagata, the world.]
An act of worship by a Brahman supposed to

_
give him preternatural power.

jugal. I, a—Jugal bar. Same as zygoma.—Jugsd
cup. See *eup.

lI. n. 2. Same as suborMtal (6). Storks,
Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 520.

jugale (j6-ga'le), n. [NL. : see jugal.'] 1.

Same as Jugal point (which see, under crani-
ometry).— 2. In icMh., a dermal bone situated
in front of the eye and connected with the
suborbitals ; a preorbital.

Jugatse (jo-ga'te), re. pi. [NL., fem. pi. of ju-
gatus, yoked: see jugate, o.] A suborder of
lepidopterous insects proposed by Comstock to
include the families Mepialid^ smA Microp-
terygidsB, which have the fore and hind wings
connected by a jugum or yoke.

jugate, a. II. n. One of th.BJugatee.—jAttle-
^nged Jugate, any member of the lepidopterous family
Micropterygidse of Comstock's suborder Jugatse.

jugate (jo'gat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. jugated,
ppr. jugating. [L. jugare,' joke : see jugate,
a.] To join or yoke together ; couple together.
Bailey, 1721.

juge d'instruction (zhiizh dan-striik-syon').

[ 'Judge of instruction,' that is, a magistrate
Who collects and formulates the preliminary
information.] In French law, an officer ap-
pointed to receive the complaints of parties
injured by criminal offenses, and thereupon to
summon and examine witnesses and draw up
the forms of accusation.

jug-fish (jug'fish), n. A flsh, Lagoceplialus
pachyeephalus, belonging to the family Tetra-
odontidee, found from the West Indies to
Brazil.

Juggernaut (jug'^r-nftt), v. t. To crush as if

by Juggernaut.

juggins (jug'inz), re. [A homely use of a homely
English surname.] A dull fellow; a chump.

jugglement (jug'1-ment), re. IjuggUi- + -menW]
Jugglery ; a particular instance of jugglery.

jug-handled_ (jug'han"'dld ), a. Placed, like the
handle of a jug, on one side ; hence, one-sided.
[Slang.]

French writers realize that the alliance with Eussia is

a jug-handled arrangement by which France holds the
handle and Eussia obtains all the outpouring.

The Forum, Jan.-March, 1904, p. 342.

juglandaceous (je-glan-da'sHus), a. Belong-
ing to the walnut family, Juglandaceie.

Juglandales(j6-glan-da'lez), n.pi. [NL. (Eng-
ler, 1892), iJuglans (Jutland-) + -ales.] An
order of dicotyledonous plants containing the
single family Juglandaeese (which see).

juglandic (jg-glau'dik), a. Noting an acid,

same as *juglone.

juglandine (j8-g!an'din), re. [L. juglans {jug-

land-), walnut, -I- -iree^.] A compound, sup-
posedly an alkaloid, contained in the green
shell or leaves of the walnut-tree, it rapidly

turns brown on exposure to the air and consequently is

used as a hair-dye. It is also employed in medicine for

certain cul^neous and scrofulous diseases.

3. A name sometimes given to juglone.

juglolidine (jo-glol'i-din), re. [L. jugl{ans),

walnut, + -ol + -id + -iree^.] A colorless crys-

talline compound, CeB^^^^^^T^,

prepared by the action of aniline on 1,3-chlor-

brompropane. It melts at 40° C, boils and
partly decomposes at 280° C, and is unstable.

The vapor causes sneezing.

juglone (jo'glon), n. [L.jugl{ans), walnut, +
-one.] A yellowish- or brownish-red com-
pound, HOC10H6O2, prepared by the oxida-

tion of o-hydrojuglone from the green parts of

the walnut-tree ; o-hydroxynaphthoquinone,

nucin, or regianin. It crystallizes in needles

or prisms and melts at 151-154° C.

juglonic (j8-glon'ik), a. [juglone + -4^.] Not-

ing an acid, a yellow crystalline compound,

HOC6H(N02)2(OOOH)2, formed by the action

jumbuck
of nitric acid on juglone. Also called dim-
trohydroxyphthalie add.

jugomaxillary (jo-go-mak'si-la-ri), a. [L.
jugum, yoke, + maxilla, maxilla, -i- -a/ry.]

Same as malarimaxiUary. Syd. Soc. Lex.
jugonasal (jo-go-na'zal), a. [L. jugum, yoke,
+ nasus, nose, 4- -aX^'.] In anthrop., relating
to the jugal points and the nose.—Jugonasal
arc, Jugonasal cord, the arc and cord passing over
the nose from one jugal point to the other.

jugulate, V. t. 2. To arrest suddenly, as the
progress of a disease, by therapeutic measures.
jugum^ n. 3. In the Brachiopoda, such as
Spiri/er, CyrUna, etc., a part of the shelly
internal supporting skeleton which joins the
bases of the two spirally coiled ribbons or
spiralia.— 4. A small lobe projecting back-
ward from the basal inner margin of the fore
wing in the Jugatse, which extends under the
costal margin of the hind wing, holding the
pair together.

juice-canal (jSs'ka-naF), n. See *canal'^.

juice-root (jos'rut), re. Same as Spanish juice
(which see, xmder juice).

juice-wood (jSs'wud), re. Same as *ju4ce-root.

juicy, a. 2. In oil-painting, a word used to

express a brilliant liquid quality of technio.

[Slang.]

They are painted on smooth grounds, with attiiok juicy
impaito, detail being indicated rather more freely than
in his second manner.

C J. Holmes, in Burlington Mag., IV. 73.

juju (jo'jo), re. [West African; perhaps not
native, but a repetition of the Pg. deus, God
(cf. joss).] Anything supernatural or mys-
terious, and an object of religious fear or
veneration; a oharm; a fetish; also, an ob-
servance of mysterious significance like the
taboo : used in relation to the religious ideas
of the negroes of West Africa.

juju-house (jo'jo-hous), re. A fetish-house.

Their ideas are considerably more advanced than
those of the "West Coast of Africa generally. There are
no juju-houses on the plateau [Nyassa-Tanganyika
plateau], no juju ceremonies, no priests nor medicine-
men. Qeog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XIII. 688.

jujuism (J8'j8-izm), re. [juju + -ism.] The
system of beliefs and practices relating to
the juju.

jujuist (J8'j8-ist), re. [juju + -ist.] An ad-
herent of jujuism. ,

juke-neckit (j6k'nek*it), re. [A Sc. form of
'duck-necked.'] In golf, a modem club with
a neck shaped like that of a duck. W. Parle,

Game of Golf, p. 39,

Jul. An abbreviation of July.

Julian, a. 2. In geol., noting a group of the
pelagic Triassie system in Europe and Asia,
forming the middle part of the Carinthian
stage preceded by the Cordevolian group and
followed by the Tuvalian. In the Mediter-
ranean Triassie province it is represented by
the Raibl beds.

II. re. The Julian group.

Julidse (j8'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Julus + -idse.]

A family of myriapods of the order Diplopoda,
having from 30 to 70 or more rings. The body
is more or less cylindrical and smooth, with a glistening
surface. The legs are numerous and short. The mem-
bers of this family are sluggish in movement, and when
disturbed or at rest coil the body in a spiral. They feed
largely upon earthworms, snails, and other small crea-
tures, and sometimes damE^e garden and field crops.
Their eggs are deposited in the ground. They are known
also as cutworms or gally-worms. Sometimes written
Ivlidse.

Jul. Per. An abbreviation of Julian period.

Julus (jo'lus), 11. [NL. (LinnEeus, 1748), prop.
lulus (cf. L. iulus, catkin), < Gr. IovTloq, down.]
An old genus of myriapods, typical of the
family Julidse, containing many of the forms
known as wireworms. See wireworm, 2.

jumble-sale (jum'bl-sal), re. A sale of second-
hand articles of every description for the
benefit of the poor ; a rummage sale.

jumbo^, ». 2. Any large, cumbersome ma-
chine; in particular, a home-made windmill
built for lifting water for irrigation on the
Great Plains.

jumbo^ (jum'bo), n. [Also jumby; short for
mumio-jumbo.] In the West Indies, same as
mumbo-jumbo. In the torm.jumby it is used in
various compounds.
jumboism (jum'bo-izm), re. [jumbd^ + -ism.]

Admiration of liigness, or for things or enter-
prises remarkable only for their size. [CoUoq.]
jumbuck (jum'buk), n. [A native Australian
name, thus explained :"" "The word 'jumbuck'
for sheep appears originally ssjimba, jombock,
dombock, and dumbog. In each case it meant



jumbuck
the white mist preceding a shower, to which
a flock of sheep bore a strong resemblance. It
seemed the onLj thing the aboriginal mind
could compare it to." Mr. Meston, in the
Sydney Bulletin, April 18, 1896 (quoted in
E. B. Morris, Austral English).] A sheep.
[Colloq., Australia.]

jumby (jum'bi), n. Same as *JumJ)o^.

Jumby beans. See *ieanK
jumby-bead (jum'bi-bed), n. See */wm6o2.]
1. In the West Indies, a seed of the bead-,
necklace-, or jumby-tree, Ormosia monosperma.
These seeds are nearly globular, half an inch
in diameter, very hard, and in color a brilliant
scarlet with a large black spot. They are the
largest of the various kinds of coral beans
often brought by travelers from the West
Indies.—2. Same a,s jumble-bead.

jumby-tree (jum'bi-tre), n. [See *jumio^.'\
The bead- or necklace-tree, Ormosia mono-
sperma, of the West Indies, which yields red
and black seeds called jumby-beads. See
*jmnby-bead and coral bean, under beati^.

jumentous (jij-men'tus), a. [L. jumentum, a
beast of burden, -I- -ous.'] Relating to or
characteristic of a beast of burden: applied to
urine having a peculiar odor.

jump''-,®. I. intrans—To Jump to a conclnsiou, to
arrive at a conclusion illogically and without considera-
tion ; frequently, to arrive at an erroneous conclusion.

n. trans. 9. To estimate in the gross, as
weight.— 10. To get on or off (a train or boat
in motion) by jumping: as, he jumped the
express as it left the station. N. E. D.— 11.
In quarrying, to drill by means of a jumper or
hand-drill.—To Jump a ship, to desert from a vessel.

—To Jump on or upon, to attack violently, suddenly,
or wim vituperation. [Slang.]—To jump the masts, of
a vessel, to lose its spars, as in a heavy sea, or upon strik-

ing the bottom with great force.

jumpl, n. 6. pi. Nervous twitching of the body;
delirium tremens.—To make a pier-head jump,
to desert a ship as soon as it hauls alongside a dock.

jump-drill (jump'dril), n. A form of drill for
boring into rock of which the bar is lifted by
two men and then forced downward, so that it

has a jumping motion. The bar is often made more
massive by a lump or enlargement of section above
where it is expected to enter the ground : used in rough
work, or where straight holes are not essential.

jumper^, w., 5. CO ^^ telephony^ a piece of wire or
other conductor used to make temporary connection be-
tween points on the switehboard of an exchange, (fir) In
elect., a temporary shunt or short-circuit put around a
source, lamp, or receptive device on a series-connected
circuit, to enable it to be readily removed or repaii'ed.

HovMon, Elect. Diet.

8. One who is registered and votes fraudu-
lently in several places. [Polit. slang.]

There are more 'jumpers' than there were two years
ago. These 'jumpers ' vote in widely separated parts of
the city. N. Y. Tribune, Oct. 27, 1903.

9. One who is affected with the jumping-dis-
ease.— RankingJoimper, a wood-shod sled upon which
tan-bark is hauled.

jumper-stays (jum'per-staz), n. pi. Extra
stays leading from the lower mastheads to the
sides of a vessel, where they are set up with
tackles. Aiao 'known, as preventer stays.

jumping (jum'ping), n. In ceram., the stain-

ing of the glaze on the under parts of pieces
of ceramic ware : a potters' term. This effect

is sometimes noticed on pieces decorated with
flow-blue color.

jumping-beetle (jum'ping-be"t]), n. The flea-

beetle; specifically, the turnip flea-beetle of

England, Phyllotreta nemorum.

jumpingniisease (jum'ping-di-zez"), m. a ner-

vous affection occasionally observed, espe-

cially in woodsmen in Maine, sufferers from
which involuntarily jump, regardless of where
they are or where they may land, as in response
to a sharp command.

jumping-hare, m.— Oape Jumplng-haxe. Same as

jumpmg-hare, Pedetes caffer.

jumping-jack (jum'ping-jak), n. A toy con-

sisting of a human figure which is caused to

jump, dance, or go through various contor-

tions, by pulling a string attached to its limbs.

Jumping-Johnny (jum'ping-jon'''i), n. A ma-
chine for cutting rolled metal bars or plates

into equal lengths. It has an automatic stop

which comes back to its place quickly after

being displaced to allow a piece to be taken
from the machine. [Eng.]

jumping-net (jum'ping-net), n. A stout net
usually about 12 feet in diameter, having a
heavy cord or rope around its edge: used for

catching people who fall or jump from burn-
ing buildings.
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The Jumping Net is made of stout tarred hemp rope,

and is about 10 to 12 feet in diameter. It is essential

that it be held firmly and fearlessly by a sufficient num-
ber of strong men. Firemen are drilled in its use.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 406.

jumper-swamp

mosses. It embraces 184 genera, of which 18 belong to

the -kAnacrogynse and 116 to the -kAcrogynse (see these
terms). In Schiffner's revision, adopted by Bugler, the
genus Jungermannia is no longer recognized, being
divided up among a large number of genera belonging
to different tribes, but especially to the tribes Lejeuneex
and Frtdlaniea.

lT^^f^r.^\f^^l^^^^!iZ<^illM jungle-cat, ».-Omate jungle-eat, a small Eastm-
hammering it in the direction OI its length

•'aiaJspeoies Wing a short taillnd very even spots,

when it is heated,
dian species

A^ jungle-fowl,

aving i I very (

-Gray jnngle-fqwl.

spots.

Sonnerat's
Jungle-fowl, Qailus sonnerrati, a species which lias the
neck-hackles black, edged with gray, each with a spot at

the end resembling a spot of yellow sealing-wax : found

jumping-weevll (jum'ping-we'''vl), n.

eurculionid beetle of the genus Orchestes.

jump-jointed (jump 'join"ted), a. Flush-
jointed : said of a oarvel-buUt vessel.

jump-spark (jump ' spark), n. An electric

spark which jumps a gap in a previously
open circuit : frequently used for igniting the
charge in an internal-combustion engine.

jump-stroke (jump'strok), n. 1. A stroke in
billiards by which the ball is caused to jump
or rebound. There are two ways of accomplishing
this: one is by thrusting the cue-tip under tbe ball,

which in effect is lifted rather than bounced at the out-
set, though it will jump later; the other is by a down-
ward blow of the cue, held obliquely, which drives the
ball against the bed, whence it rebounds once or oftoner.
Indention of the cloth is a probable penalty. The stroke
is now seldom used.

2. In croquet, a stroke, played in sending a
ball through a wicket at an oblique angle, by
which the ball is made to strike the further
wire of the hoop.

June. An abbreviation otjunction.
juncite (jung'sit), n. [Juncus + -ite^.'] A fos-
sil plant supposed to belong to the rush, Jun-

_ cus, or closely resembling it.

jUnCO^,.n. 1. Several species of these little birds are
now recognized, in plaee of the so-called varieties.—Pink-
sided junco, Jwnco annectens, a species which has
pinkish sides : from the mountains of Colorado, Idaho, eto.—^Wbite-winged junco, Junco aikeni, a rather large
species from Colorado, having the wings marked with iunffle-lien (iunfif'el-hen), n.
broad, white bars. f^wl2'

jUnco2 (hSn'ko), m. [Mex. Sp. use of Sp. rawco, .'i . ,. ,, -v a * i

a rush: eeejun^.-] 'a thorny shrub or smali JUngle-rice (juug'gl-ns), n See *rice\

tree, £fls6eri»«jasp«raosa, of southwestern Texas jungle-wood (jung gl-wud), n. [liast Indian

and northern Mexico, with numerous almost name.] Same as saj.

leafless branches, the branchlets ending in Junimist (y8'ni-mist), n. [Bum. Junimea,
spines—Junco family, the plant family Koeberlinia- name of a literary society, + -ist.l In recent

Sonnerat's Jungle-fowl {Calltu saunerraii).

in western, southern, and central India.—Javan jungle-
fowl, G. varius, a very dark species, with the edge of the
comb entire and a single wattle on the under side of the
throat— Sonnerat's jungle-fowl. See gray -kjungle-

fowl.

Same as jungle-

See 'kKaeberliniacese.

Juncoides (jung-koi'dez), n. [NL. (Adanson,
1763), < Jumeus + -oides, having a resemblance
to the genus Juncus."] A genus of monocoty-
ledonous plants of the family Juncacese. See
Lunula.

junction, ii—luterlamellar junction, in the giUs of
bivalve mollusks, one of the vertical bars of tissue which
extend between the two lamella3 and divide the interven-
ing space into distinct compartments called the water-
tubes, and which also cause the appearance of vertical
striation.

junction-box, ». 2. In elect, the appliance
used to connect underground or concealed
electric conductors.

junction-plane (jungk'shon-plan), TO. A sur-uncraon-piane yungK snon-pian;, to. a sur- j^ ^ (.g,^ ^.^^t), to. ^T.. junioratus,
face proauoed by the contact of contrasted J^t^tus or benefice of a junior cleric, < ll.

Eumaniau history, a member of the party of
young conservatives, moderately liberal in

views and an offshoot from the old conserva-
tives. The name is derived from Junimea, a
literary association.

Another party [in Kumania] which now attracted con-
siderable attention was that of the JunimiHs, or Young
Conservatives. The name was taken from a literary so-

ciety formed in Jassy in 1874 by Messrs P. Carp, Kosetti,
and Maiorescu, and transformed into a political association
in 1881. Their programme for home aifairs involved the
amelioration of the position of the peasantry and working
classes, whose progress they considered had been over-
looked, the irremovability of the magistracy, and a revi-

sion of the communal law in the sense of decentraliza-
tion. Uncyc. Brit, XXXIL 324.

the

geological formations.

The Scottish thrust-planes are eroded like ordinary
jwnctiorirplaneft between strata.

Cfeikie, Text-hook of Geology, p. 1370.

junction-valve (jungk'shqn-valv), TO. All ordi-
nary steam- or water-valve which joins two
pipes.

juncture, «. 4. In geom.^ either the instan- jumper,
taneous union of a collection of objects which """" —

'

are just moving in coincidence of place, there-
after to be for some lapse of time one object,
or the instantaneous loss of one or more di-

mensions by the gradual shrinkage of a body,
this smaller dimensionality lasting through a
period of time—Degenerative juncture, that mode
of Juncture which consists in the diminution of the dimen-
sionality ot a moving object, as when a fll^ent shrinks to
a particle and remains such.—Ordinary juncture, that
mode of juncture which consists in the arrival at a com-
mon place of two or more objects.

June-beetle, to. Same as Jime-bug.
June-bug, «—^western green Jnne-bng, Allarhina
mutcMlis, a species resembling the southeastern June-
bug, A. nitida, and occurring in the southwestern United
Staiies where it sometimes does considerable damage to
ripe peaches.

June-flower (jon'flou"6r), n. The Canada vio-
let, Viola Canadensis, which blooms in June.
June-grass, to—Prairle Jnne-^asB, a hunch-grass,
Kaelena cristata, which ranges from Pennsylvania to JUmper-pug (jO ni-per-pug),
Texas and California, and is also found in the Old World, lectors' name for a Europeai

.Zing, especiaUy on account of its Tephroclystia sobrinata.It is of some value for - .^, - .

earliness, and on irrigated ground it makes excellent hay.
See Kceleria.

Jungermanniales (jung-g6r-man-i-a'lez), m.

pi. [Nil. (Engler, 1892), < Jungermannia +
-ales.] An order of cryptogamic plants of the
class HepatiCcB, coextensive with the family
JungermanniacesB, and therefore including both
the anacrogynous and the acrogynous scale-

junior cleric, \ Li. ju-
nior, a junior: see junior and -ate^.] The sta-
tus of a junior; specifically, in the Society
of Jesus, a two years' course devoted to the
review of classical studies preparatory to en-
tering upon the course of philosophy; also,

the house where such a course is given.

2. The American larch, Larix lari-

oind.— 3. The black spruce, Picea Mariana.
—Alligator-juniper or checkered-bark juniper, the
thick-bai'ked juniper, Juniperus pachyphlaea, found in
high altitudes from Texas to Arizona and Mexico. The
names allude to the checkered bark, which is sometimes
nearly four inches thick.— Gallfonila juniper, Junipe-
rus Califomica, of California and Nevada.— Checkered-
baik juniper. Same as alligator-*juniper.— Creeping
juniper, (o) The savin or slirubby red cedar, Juniperus
Salnna. (b) The ground-hemlock, Taxus Canadensis.—
Drooping juniper, Juniperus flaccida, of southwest-
ern Texas and northeastern Mexico, which has long, slen-
der, diooping branches.-Juniper bay. See *bay2.—
Juniper swamp. See'Ajuniper-swamp.—Native Jiinl-
per. Same as iipalberry.—Red juniper, the red cedar,
Juniperus Virginiana.—Western jVJOipeT, Juniperus
ocddentalis, the common juniper of the western United
States, especially of mountainous districts and foot-hills,
attaining its maximum development in the Sierra Ne-
vadas at from 6,000 to 10,000 feet altitude.

juniperin (j6'ni-p&r-in), TO. [juniper + -vn^.]
A black resinous compound obtained from
jumper befties.

A British col-
ean geometrid moth.

juniper-swamp (jo'ni-per-swomp), to. In the
southeastern United States, a swamp, or more
commonly an area in a large swamp, in which
the white cedar, Chamsecyparis thyoides, there
called juniper, is the dominant tree. In the
Dismal Swamp these areas are distinguished
from the *gum-swamps.



juniper-water

jnniper'Water (36'iii-p6r-w£i''t6r), n. An aro-
matic cordial flavored with juniper-berries.
juniper-worm (jo'ni-pfer-wferm), n. The larva
of an American geometrid moth, Syssaura in-
fensata, which feeds on the foliage of the juni-
per.

junk-board (jungk'bord), ». A heavy and
close-textured kind of millboard.
Owing to the weight of the junk-board, and the ex-

treme irregularity of form of certain discs, it is better to
let the disc rotate in the horizontal plane.

M. B. Titchener, Bxper. Psychol., I. ii. 360.

Junker calorimeter. See *calorimeter.
junket^, TO. 1. (6) Milk artificially coagulated
with rennet.

junk-hook (jungk'hnk), n. A hook used for
extracting the junk from the head of a whale.
junk-wind (jun^k'wind), n. A south or south-
west monsoon wind of Siam, China, and Japan,
favorable for sailing junks.

Junonia(jo-iid'm-a),TO. [NL. (Huebner, 1816 ?),

< L. Juno : see Jmtoo.] A genus of butterflies or
the family NymphdlidsB, of wide geographic
distribution, occurring in India, Africa, Cmna,
the West Indies, and North and South Amer-
ica. The commonest species in the United
States is J. omnia, which occurs also in Central
America.

junr. An abbreviation ot junior.

jupe, n. 2. A skirt : generally used in fashion
notes.

juramentado (ho"ra-man-ta'd6), ».; pi. jura-
mentados (-dos). [Sp.j ppr. of juramentar,
make oath, < juramento, < L. juramentum, an
oath : see *juramentum.'] One who has taken
an oath; specifically, a Mohammedan Malay
or Moro who has sworn to die in killing as
many persons, especially Christians or ene-
mies, as he can. Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, July-
Sept., 1902, p. 147.

_
juramento (ho"ra-man't6), TO. [Sp., < L. jv/ra-

me«*M»}, an oath : see *juramentum.'] An oath
or declaration under oath.

juramentum (j8-ra-men'tum), to. [L., < jurare,
swear : see jurats, jwry.l In civil law, an oath.
—Juramentum calumnise ['oath of calumny'], in dvil
and canon law, an oath required of parties to an action,

and of the attorneys of the parties, that in prosecuting or
defending the action they are not influenced by malice,
but believe in the justice of tlieir cause.

jurata (j6-ra'ta), n. [ML.: see jury.'] In old
Eng. law, a jury.

juratorial (jo -ra-to ' ri-al), a. [As juratory +
-aU-.'] Pertaining to a jury: as, ,;MratonaZ priv-

ileges.

Jura-Trias (j8'rai-tri'''as), n. In geol; a rock
series which is regarded as representing, in
part or whole, deposits of both Triassic and
Jurassic time' (as in the case of the Red or

Newark sandstones of the Connecticut valley,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and southward),
or in which the distinction of age is obscure
(as in the Burrum and Ipswich formations of

Queensland).
jure (jSr), V. t. [A back-formation frpm juror.}

A mocMng word in the passage quoted, con-

veying a vague threat.

You are Grand Jurors, are ye ? We'lljure ye, i' faith.

Shak., 1. Hen. IV, ii. 2.

jurisp. An abbreviation otjurisprudence.

jurnal, jurnalism, jurnalist. Simplified spell-

ings oijournal, journalism, journalist.

jurney, ». and v. i. A simplified spelling of

journey.

jurubeba (zho-r6-ba'ba), re. [Braz.] Solanum
paniculatum, a medicinal plant of the night-

shade family, much used in Brazil, especially

for affections of the liver and spleen.

jury, TO Common jury. See trial jury, xmieTJury.
—Hung jury, in law, one that fails to agree upon a
verdict.—Jury of the vicinage, a jury drawn from the
county where the trial is to be held. In former English
law it meant a jury drawn from the immediate neigh-

borhood, hence its name.— To poll a jury, to call upon
each juror individually to know it the verdict given by
the foreman is the verdict of each one.

jury-coat (j5'ri-k6t), to. a substituted coat, or

one used for the occasion. See jury-mast,

jury-rudder.

The skipper winked his Western eye, and swore by a

China storm :

—
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* They ha' rigged him a Joseph's jury-coat to keep his

honour warm.'
a. Kipling, The Three Captains, in Barrack-room Ballads,

[p. 184.

jury-mast,«. 2. In sargi., a metal rod attached
to a plaster jacket and supporting a sling in
which the head rests by the chin and occiput:
employed to relieve the sprue of the weight
of the head iu caries of the cervical or upper
dorsal vertebrae.

jury-sail (jo'ri-sal), n. A temporary sail
which fills the place of one that has been
blown away or damaged ; a sail that best suits
certain conditions that are out of the ordinary.
jury-wheel (jS'ri-hwel), re. A circular re-
volving box iu which the names of persons
subject to be drawn to serve as jurors are
placed to be mingled and then drawn out by
lot.

JUS2, TO—Juris et de jure, in law, of right and by right.
A presumption^'uris etae jure is a conclusive presumption
of law or fact—Jus abutendl ['right of using up "], in
JRom. law, the right of absolute dominion over property.
—Jus actus [' right of driving '], in Rom. law, a servitude
by which a right of passage for carriages or cattle over
the servient estate was given.—Jus ad rem, in civil law,
the right to a thmg. It exists only relatively, and can
be exercised only through another, as distinguished from
jus in re, in which dominion over the thing is such that
the right can be absolutely exercised without reference
to another.—Jus .Sllannm, a body of laws, published
about 200 B.o. by Sextus iSlius, consisting of three parts :

the first two related to the law of the twelve tables and
their interpretation and the third was a description of
forms of procedure.—Jus SSquum, in Rmn. law, equita-
ble law, as distinguished fnom the jus striatum.— Jns
anglorum, in Eng. law, the laws and customs ot the
West Saxons during the time ot the heptarchy.— Jns
aquseductus, in civil law, a servitude or easement by
which the owner of the dominant estate had the right
to receive water over the land of the servient estate.

—

Jus aquashaustus, in Rom. law, a servitude by which
was given the right to water cattle on another's land or to
draw water from another's well.— Jus bellum dlcendl,
in international lam, the right of declaring war.— Jus
civile, in Rmn. law ; (b) The local law of Rome, (c) Pri-
vate as distinguished from public or international law.—
Jus clvltatls, in Rom. law ; (a) Full citizenship with
all its prerogatives and privileges. (6) The law ot a par-
ticular state as distinguished from the jus gentium, or
law of nations.—Jus CloacS9, in civil law, a servitude or
easement by which the owner ot the dominant estate has
a right to have the waters which fall upon it conducted
over the land of the servient estate.— Jus deliberandi,
in law, right ot deliberation ; a time given to an heir in
which to determine whether or not he will accept an in-

heritance.— Jus devolutum, in old Scots eccles. law,
the right of the presbytery to present a minister to a
vacant parish or benefice provided the patron did not
exercise his right to fill the vacancy within the time pre-
scribed by law.— Jus dlsponendi, in law, right of

disposing of a thing : in general, it means the right of
alienation. The term is used specifically with reference
to—(a) the right of a married woman to dispose of her
separate property ; (6) the right of a vendor in a condi-
tional sale where possession is given to the vendee but
title is reserved as security tor payment.—Jus distra-
hendl, in law, right to sell pledged goods in case they
are not redeemed.— Jus dlVldendl, in law, the right to

dispose of real estate by will.— Jus fideiciarum, in civil

law, the right of a fideicommissary to that which was
held in trust tor him.—Jus Flavlanum, in Rom. law,

a publication of the law of procedure by Cneius Flavins,

305 B.O.—Jus fodlendl, in civil law, a servitude by
which the right to dig upon the land ot the servient

estate was given.— Jus Itluerls, in Rom. law, a servitude

by which a right to ride or walk over the servient estate is

given.—Jusmarltl. (a) In/Scots 2aw, the right ofahusband
TO administer his wife's goods and the rents of her heri-

tage during coverture. (6) In common law, the rights of

a husband.— Jus Fapltianum, a collection of royal

laws said to have been in force in early Roman times dur-

ing the reigns ofRomulus, Numa, and other ancient kings.

—Jus protegendl, in dvU law, a servitude or easement
by which a part of the roof or structure ot one house was
made to extend over that of another.—Jus quMtium, in

RoTn. law, the right of a Roman citizen to own property.

—Jus rellctSB, in Scots law, a wife's right, upon her hus-

band's death, to one third of his personalty it he has issue

and to one halt if he has none. Compare -^jus relicti.—
Jus rellCtl, in Scots law, a husband's right, upon his

wife's death, to one third ot her personalty if she has issue

and to one halt if she has none.—Jus singulars a law
applicable to an individual ease or class of cases. It is an

exception to the ordinary law, and when beneficial to par-

ticular classes of persons is called a privilege. It it con-

fers a particular right upon a particular person, it is called

a special law.—Jus utendi, in law, the right of usmg the

property ot another without materially altering or destroy-

ing it, as distinguished from -kjus abutendi.

jusi (ho'se), TO. Same as *husi.

juslik (yoz'lik), n. [Turk. *yuzliq, < yuz, one

hundred, -1- -liq, an adj. suffix.] A Turkish

coin : (a) the white juslik, of the value of 100

paras; (6) the jellow juslik or 100-piaster gold

piece; the lira Tuxoa.

J. V. D.

Jus. P. An abbreviation of Justice of the Peace.
jussion (ji:3h'on), TO. [L. jussio{n-), order,

<.jubere {pp. jussus), order, command.] Order-
ing; commanding; command Letters of jus-
sion, letters sent by the king ot France ordering the
Parliament to register ordinances.

Just. An abbreviation (a) of Justice; (6) of
Justinian.

justice, n—Distributive justice, in law, that which
governs the distribution ot rewards and punishments,
assigning to every man the reward his merit deserves or
proper punishment for his crimes : in contradistinction to
commutative justice, or justice in barter and exchange
generally.—Justice Of oyer and terminer, a justice of
the court of oyer and terminer. See court of oyer and
terminer, under oj/er.— Justices Of the pavilion, in
Eng. law, justices of a certain piepowder court established
by the Bishop of Winchester at the fair ot St. Giles Hills
during the reign of Edward IV.— Pr«ventive justice,
in law, justice administered with a view to preventing a
wrong or crime, as by injunctive relief, putting under
bonds to keep the peace, etc.

justiceman (jus'tis-man), n. In mining, a
check weighman acting on behalf of the
miners. Barrowman, Glossary. [Scotch.]

justice-weed (jus'tis-wed), n. Either of two
American species of Eupatorium, E. leucolepis

and M. hyssopifolium.

jnstifier, n. Z. In printing: (c) The wooden
wedge once used in old forms of hand-press to

'keep together parts about to separate.

justify, 1). *.—Justifying velocity. See -kvelodty.

JUSto (zhos'to), TO. [Pg.] A gold coin of John II.

of Portugal (1481-95), apparently equal to from
540 to 600 reis. The name was suggested by the
reverse legend " Et Justus ut palma florebit.

"

justo-major (jus'to-ma''''jor), a. [Short for NL.
pelvis eequabiliter justo-major, 'a pelvis uni-
formly larger than normal.'] In obstet., a term
employed to denote a pelvis of normal shape,
but the diameters of which are greater than
normal.
justo-minor (jus't6-mi''''nor), a. [Short for
pelvis sequabiliter justo-minor, ' a pelvis uni-
formly smaller than normal.'] In obstet., a
term employed to denote a pelvis of normal

_
shape but unusually small.

jute"'', TO.—China jute, the fiber of Abutilon Abutilon,
cultivated in China See Americanjute, under j«ic2,

JuTavian (j6-va'vi-an), a. and n. [G. Juvavisch,
< ML. Juvavum ovjuvavia, name of Salzburg.]
Taking name from the old Juvavum. See the
etymology.— Juvavian province, in geol., a province
of the Alpine Trias occupying the northeast slopes ot the
Alps and extending into Hungary. It is characterized by
its extensive ammonoid cephalopod fauna, comprising
species of many genera.—Juvavian stage, in geol., a
stage of the upper pelagic Triassic system in Europe and
Asia, preceded by the Carinthian and followed by the
Rhsetic stage, and forming the earlier part of the Bajuva^
rian series. It is represented in Europe by the Juvavian
Halstatt limestone and the Dachstein limestone, and in
India by the zones of Clydonautilus griesbachi and Stein-
mannites undulostriatus and the beds with Spiriferina
griesbacM.

juvenilia (jo-ve-nil'i-a), TO. pi. [NL. prop. neut.
pi. of juvenilis, juvenile.] Things done (espe-
cially written) in youth

;
juvenile writings or

works of art. Atheneeum, June 24, 1905, p.
776.

juxta-articular (juks''''ta-£ir-tik'u-lar), a. In
the immediate neighborhood of a joint.

juztabasal (juks-ta-ba'sal), a. Near or next
to the basal parts.

Juxtaposed t'Win. Same as contact-twin. See
twinJ; 3.

juxtapositive (juks-ta-poz'i-tiv), a. and n. In
g^ram., noting a syntactic case expressing posi-
tion by the side of an object. A. S. Gatschet,

Gram, of the Klamath Lang., p. 470.

juxtapositer (juks-ta-poz'i-ter), TO. An attach-
ment to the spectrophotometer, designed by
Milne, for bringing together, along parallel

paths, the two beams of light the spectra of
which are to be compared.

juxtaspinal (juks-ta-spl'nal), a. Alongside the
spinal column or a spinous process anywhere.

juxtaterrestrial (juks''ta-te-res'tri-al), a. Near
the land : said of the ocean-bottom.
Under the most favorable conditions, therefore, the or-

ganic remains actually preserved will usually represent
little more than a mere fraction of the whole assemblage
of life in ^ese jvxta-terrestrial parts of the ocean.

QeiUe, Text-book of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 826.

J. V. D. Same as J. U. D.



3. As an abbreviation : (d)

In elect, of kathode (cathode,

whicli see) and kathodic
(cathodic).—1. In math.: (&)

[co_p.] The Lemoine point in

geometry.— 6. In mineral.,

the middle letter of the gen-
eral symbol hkl, given to the

face of a crystal in the system
of Miller. Bee*syml}oU,7.— 7. In. phys.: (a)

The symbol usually employed for moment of
inertia. The letter K is used by some writers

as a symbol of electrostatic capacity, but C is

now almost universally adopted for this quan-
tity. (6) A symbol usually employed to de-

signate magnetic susceptibility.

K. A. An abbreviation of Knight of St. An-
drew (Russia).

kabaoDa, n. Same as kohaoba.

kabaya, «. See cabaya.

kabiki (ka-be'ke), n. [Philippine name.] In
the Philippine Islands, Mimusops Elengi, a
tree having sweet-scented flowers, which re-

tain their odor when dried and from which a
scent is prepared by distillation. The .wood is

hard and heavy and of a pinkish-red color, and the bark is

bitter and is used medicinally. The berries are sometimes
eaten by the natives, and the seeds yield an oil which in
India is used for cooking. See Mimusops.

kabuto (ka-bo-to') n. [Jap., a helmet.] The
pot-helmet of old Japanese armor.
kachina (ka-che'na), n. Same as *katoina.

kackle (kak'l), v. t. ; pret. and pp. hackled,

p^r. kacklimg. [Origin unknown.] To secure
(rigging) against chafing by making fast one
end of a rope, then hitching alternately right
and left.

ksempferid (kemp'ff-rid), n. [Kxmpferia +
-idi.] A sulphur-colored bitter pnnciple,

CibHi206.H20, contained in galangal-root,
radix galangee. It crystallizes in flat needles,
melts at 221-222° C, and sublimes with some
decomposition.

kaffeeklatsch (ka'fa-klaeh), n. [Gr., < kaffee,

coffee, + klatsch, < klatschen, chat, chatter.]

An afternoon party in Germany at which
coffee or tea is drunk; an 'afternoon tea' in

Germany.
German married women are fond of meeting in knots of

three or four in the afternoon at each other s houses for

the purpose of enjoying a social cup of coffee. To these
innocent gatherings their unfeeling liege lords have given
the name of kaffeeklatsch.

J. M. Hart, Gennan Universities, p. 162.

Kafir. I. n. 5. pi. The stock-exchange term
for South African mine shares. [Eng.]

II. a Kaflr batter. See -kbutteri.— Eaflr chest-
nut. Same as vnld chestnut, under chestnut.— Kafir
cotton. See *co<(orel.— Kallr piano. Same as zanze.

Kafir-corn, n. see Indian millet, under millet, and
sorghuTn, 2. In the semi-arid regions of western Kansas
and in other places Kafir-com has become of great agri-

cultm'al importance on account of its ability to resist

drought. Some varieties—for example, red Kafir-corn

—

are adapted to use as forage ; others, particularly that
known as Jerusalem, corn, furnish grain.

Eafir-plum (kaf'er-plum), n. Either of two
spiny South African shrubs of the family
Flacourtiaoese, Dovyalis rham,noides and D.
rotundifolia, yielding edible, pulpy fruits

which make good preserves.

Kafir-thorn (kaf'er-thdrn), n. The African
tea-tree, Lydum Afrum. See Lydum.
kaguan (ka-gwan'), n. [Native name.] The
native name of the flying-lemur or colugo,

Galeopithecits, adopted as a book-name.

kagura (ka'g6-ra or kang'o-ra), n. [Jap.] One
of the oldest dances of Japan, which is still to

be seen in certain temples. The dancers wear
curious gowns and masks. The step is solemn, dignified,

and slow, and set to sweet music. It is supposed to be
the dance by which the sun-goddess was lured from the

cave in which she had secluded herself. C. M. Solwey,

Pans of Japan, p. 71.

kagurazame (ka-gS-ra-za'me), «. [Jap.,
< kagura, a dance, + same, a shark.] The
frill-shark, Chlamydoselachus angmneus, of
the family Chlamydoselachidee. A)so called
rabuka.
kagyos (kag'yos), «. [Tagalog kagyos.'\ In
the Philippine Islands, the pigeon-pea, Cajan
Cajan.

kahail (ka'hou), ». [MalayM/jam, so called from
its cry. Compare Dyak kahau, call, kahio, the
orang-utan. See 'Journal of the Amer. Oriental
So.c.,' 1897, vol. xviii., p. 63.] The proboscis-
monkey, NasaUs larvaius : adopted as a book-
name.
kahawai (ka'ha-wi), «. [Maori.] A fish, Arripis
salar, the salmon of Australia and New
Zealand.

kahikatoa (ka-he-ka'to-a), n. [Maori name.]
The New Zealand tea-tree, Leptospermum
scoparium, a large, heath-like shrub or small
tree belonging to the myrtle .family. See tea-

tree, 2.

kahikomako (ka-he-ko'ma-ko), ». [Maori.]
A small New Zealand tree, Pennantia corym-
bosa, of the family Olacacese. It has simple, alter-

nate, leathery leaves and fragrant white flowers. The
wood is used by the Maoris for kindling fires by friction.

kahuna (ka-ho'nil), n. [Hawaiian.] A priest
or medicine-man.
kai (ki), ». [Maori.] Pooii. [Australia and
New Zealand.] E. E, Morris, Austral English.
kaid (ka-ed'), «. [Ar. qdid: see alcaidJ] In
northern Africa, the head or chief of a tribe,

or the governor of a town or local district.

kaik(ka'ik), n. [Maori fcaifca (southern dialect),
kainga (northern dialect), a place of abode, a
village, = Tongan kaiaga, a place where food
has been eaten, a table, a manger; connected
with Maori and Tongan kai, food : see *kai.']

A Maori-village.' [New Zealand.]
kaikai (ka"i-ka'i), n. [A repetition of Maori
kai, food.] Feasting. [CoUoq., Australia and
New Zealand.]
kaimeh (ka'i-me), n. [Turk, qdimeh, < qdim,
upright, firm.] Turkish paper money ; notes of
the Ottoman Bank.
kainga (ka'in-gS,), n. Same as *kaik. E. E.
Morris, Austral English.

kainosite, n. See *cenosite.

kaigiie, n. See caique^.

kai-ri (ki-re'), n. [Jap., < kai, sea,+ ri, mile.]
The Japanese name for the nautical mile
(6,080 English feet).

kairocoU (ki ' ro -kol), n. [Gr. Katp6(, the right
time, + (cd/l/la, glue.] A colorless compound,
CiiHi]N02, prepared by the action of tetra-

hydroxyquinoline on chloracetio acid._ It

crystallizes in long, slender needles and inelts

at 66° C.

kairolin (kl'ro-lin), n. A colorless liquid, Cg-
HigNCHs, prepared by the action of methyl
iodide on tetrahydroquinoline ; methyltetra-
hydroquinoUne. It boils at 242-244° C. under
720 millimeters pressure, and is used in medi-
cine as a febrifuge.

kaisergelb (ki'zfer-gelp), n. [6., 'imperial
yellow.'] One of the modem coal-tar products
used as a yellow dye on cloth and to a larger
extent on leather. It is the sodium or ammonium
salt of hexanitrodiphenylamine. Also known as aurawtia.
Thorpe, Diet Applied Chem., II. 377.

kaiserroth (M'zer-rot), n. [G., 'imperial
red.'] A coal-tar derivative used in dyeing
red. It belongs to the class of phthalelns, and is the
sodium salt of dinitro-dibromfluorescein. Also known as

eosin scarlet and sa/rosin.

kaiserschwarz (M'zfer-shvarts), n. [G., 'im-
perial black.'] A black dyestuff consisting of

logwood extract oxidized by boiling with salts

of copper, iron, or chromium, and oxalic acid.
There are several preparations sold under this name, vary-

ing in detail as to the process used in making them. Also
known as indigo substitute and noir imperial.
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kaiserzinn (ki ' z6r -tsin), n. [G., ' imperial
tin.'] A pewter-like material that takes a
high polish. It is used for making utensils,

dishes, and ornaments.
kaitaka (ka-i-ta'ka), n. [Maori.] A mat of
fine texture made tiy New Zealanders and often
worn by them as a cloak. E. E. Morris, Austral
English.
kaivel (ka'vel), n. [Variant of caveP, kevel^.J

A lot. See caveP, and the extract.

The fishermen of northeast Scotlaud, when they return
after a successful haul, divide the spoil into as many
shares as there are men in the boat, with one share more
for the boat. Each man then procures a piece of wood or
stone, on which he puts a private mark. These lots are
put in a heap, and an outsider is called in who throws one
lot or kaivel upon each heap of fish. Each fisherman then
finds his kaivel, and the heap on which it lies is his. This
system of " casting kaivels," as It is called, is certainly of
great antiquity. Eneyc. Brit., XXXIII. 899.

kaiwhiria (M -whe - re' a), n. [Maori name.]
In New Zealand, an ever^een shrub or small
tree, Hedycarya arborea, belonging to the
family Monimiacese, with opposite leaves, axil-

lary panicles of dioecious flowers, and fruit in
the form of red drupes. The wood is finely

' marked and is suitable for -veneering.

kaka-bill (ka'ka-bil), n. Same as parrotbeak.
See *kowhai,
kakaguate (ka-ka-gwa'ta), n. In Guam, same
as *cacahuate.

kakahuete (ka-ka-hwa'ta), ». In the Philip-
pine Islands, same as *cacahuate.
kakalaioa (ka-ka-li-6'a), n. [Hawaiian, lit.

' thorny.'] A native name in Hawaii for the
nioker-tree, Guilandina Crista. See *bayag-

kakariki (ka-ka're-kf), n. A Maori name,
adopted to some extent for a small green par-
rot of the genus Platycercus. P. novsehollandise
is the more common species.

kakawahie (ka-ka-wa-he'a), n. [Hawaiian.]
One of the honey-suckers, Oreomy^a flammea,
peculiar to the Sandwich Islands, which in-
habits the island of Molokai.

kakerlak, n,. See *kakkerlak.

kaklstocrat (ka-kis'to-krat), n. [kakistocracy
(-cr-at-).] One of the governors in a state ruled
by a kakistocracy.

Kakiyemon (ka'ke-ya-mon) , n. The name of a
Japanese artist, Sakaida Kakiyemon, of Arita,
about the middle of the seventeenth century :

applied to a characteristic style of decoration
on Japanese porcelain, consisting of a few
simple motives, such as flowers, twigs of trees,
and a couple of small birds, scattered sparingly
on the white ground, and painted in enamel
colors, usually red, green, andblue. This style
was later employed at Chantilly, Chelsea,
Bow, Worcester, and elsewhere.

kakke (kak'ka), n. [Jap.] Same as beriberi.

kakkerlak ^a'k^r-lak), n. [Also kakerlak,
kakerlac; < D. kakkerlak, G. kakerlak (F. ka-
kerla, cancrelat, cockroach, kakerlaque, chacre-
las, albino), said to be of S. Amer. origin, but
perhaps representing a perversion of the orig-
inal of Sp. cucaracha, E. cockroach. The
sense ' albino' seems to be an allusion to the
cockroach's shrinking from the light.] 1. A
cockroach. Cassell, Nat. Hist.,VI. 132. N. E. D.— 2. An albino.

kakkerlakism (ka'k6r-lak-izm), »i.' \kakker-
lak + -ism.] Same as albinism. Buck, Med.
Handbook, I. 165.

kala-azar (ka"la-a'2,ar ), n. [Hind, kdld-azdr,
< kola, black, 4- dzar, sickness.] ' The black
sickness'; a fever of India marked by an in-
termittent or remittent stage and a stage of
continued fever,with progressive anemia, pros-
tration, and dropsy.
Kala-azar has for a number of years been one of the

riddles of tropical medicine. There have probably been
tew diseases so frequently Investigated durhig so short a



kala-azar
period in which such varying conclusions have been ar-
rived at by those who have been occupied with the work
of investigation. Jour. Trop. Med., Jan. 1, 1903, p. 8.

kalaite, n. See calaite.

kalamalo ^a-la-ma'16), n. [Hawaiian hala-
malo.l A Hawaiian grass. Same as *emoloa.
kalamansanai (ka'la^man-sa-m'), n. [Also
calamansanai ; < Tagalog calamansanay.^ A
name in the PHlippine Islands of several val-
uable timber-trees, especially of TerminaUa
Calamansanay, of the family Combretaeeae, with
simple pointed leaves clustered at the ends of
the branches, spikes of inconspicuous flowers,
and winged, nut-like fruit. The wood is close-
grained, hard and brittle, and of a color varying from light
pink to dark red, often variegated in shades of red. B is

susceptible of high polish and is valued for floors by the
natives, who, as a rule, take great pride in having fine
polished floors in their houses. Though common in sev-
eral provinces, it la not often found in the markets of
Manila.

kalamein (kal-a-me'in), n. [ealam(ine) (G. Ical-

mei) + -e4n.'\ A compound of tin, antimony,
bismuth, lead, and nickel used in the manufac-
ture of a particular form of galvanized iron.

kalamias (ka-ia-me' as), n. [Tagalog name.]
Same as ^Icamias.

kalamismis (ka-la-mes'mes), re. [Tagalog
Tcalamismis.'] A twining, herbaceous, trifoliate
bean, Botor ietragonoloba, having a tuberous
root and legumes with four longitudinal rufSed
wings. The tender, green, succulent pods are
cooked as a vegetable in the Philippine Islands
and the island of Guam. In India they are
pickled and the seeds are also eaten. Also
called seguidillas.

kalantas (ka-lan-tas'), «• [Also calantas ; <

Tagalog calantas.~\ In the Philippine Islands,
Toona Toona, a valuable timber-tree with fra-

grant red wood often called cedar on account
of its color and odor. The wood is soft and easily

worked, and resembles mahogany in texture, though much
lighter in weight. It is very durable, is not subject to
the attacks of termites, and is chiefly used for cigar-boxes,
chests, and fine interior woodwork, and sometimes by the
natives in the construction of canoes. See toonS.

kalapia (ka-ia-pe'a), re. lAlso calapia; aPhUip-
pine name ; ef . Tagalog calap, the name of a
tree.] A name in Mindanao of several trees

of the family Sapotacese, especially of Payena
Leerii and Palaquium Celebicum, which yield a
milky latex from which gutta-percha is made.
See gutta-putih.

kalchoid (kal'koid), n. [An erroneous form
for *chalcoid, < Gr. ;);oA«;oEid;^f, like copper, <

XahidQ, copper, -I- euSoq, form.] An alloy of

copper, zinc, and tin, intermediate between
brass and bronze.

kale, re—Thousand-beaded kale orcabbage, a much-

Thousand-headed Kale.
Much reduced.

branched and leafy form of cabbage with many subvarie-

ties, valued in Europe for feeding stock.

kalekah (ka-le'ka), re. [Skt. 1m, the letter K,

the first letter ofthe Sanskrit alphabet,+ lekha,

stroke, line, written document.] A name for

the Sanskrit alphabet.

kale-time (kal'tim), n. The hour for dinner.

[Scotch.]
Kaleyard school, a recent school of fiction which com-
prises works describing, with a sufficient use of dialect,

the lives of the homely people of Scotland. The name
alludes to the Scottish song, "There grows a bonnie
brier-bush in our kaUyard," from which John Watson
(" Ian Maclaren ") took the title of a series of short stories

("Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush"), in 1894.

kaleyarder (kal'yar-der), re. One ofthe writers

of the *kaleyard school (which see).

kalgoorlite (kal - gor ' lit), n. [Kalgoorlie (see

def.) + -ife2.] A supposed telluride of gold,
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silver, and mercury from Kalgoorlie, West
Australia. The homogeneity of the mineral
has been questioned.
kaliblodite (kal-i-bl6d'it), re. [kalium + Uod-
ite]. Same as *leonite.

kaliborite (kal-i-bo'iit), re. [kalium + boron
+ -iie^.] A massive borate of magnesium and
potassium : probably identical with *hemtzite.

kalios (ka'le-6s), re. [Also calios; a native
name.] In the Philinpine Islands, Streilus
asper, a small tree of tlie nettle family, widely
distributed in the eastern tropics, it has a milky
latex, rough, alternate, coriaceous leaves (sometimes used
in place of sandpaper for polishing), and small edible yel-
low fruit. In the Philippine Islands it is of no economic
importance, but in Siam it is one of the principal paper-
yielding trees. See Streblus and paper-tree, i.

kallaite (kal 'a -it), re. [callai{s) + -ite^.']

Same as twquo'ise.

kallilite (kal'i-lit), re. [Gr. mTiXi-, beautiful, -f-

Woc, stone. A translation of Gt. Schimstein:
see the definition.] A sulphobismuthid of
nickel, NiBiS, which occurs in bluish-gray
metallic masses at the Priedrieh mine near
Schonstein, Germany.
kalo (ka'16), re. [Hawaiian kalo = Samoan
talo = Maori taro = Fiji dalo, etc.] Same as

kalog (ka ' log), n. QProb. native Alaskan.]
A soulpin, Myoxoceplialus polyacantJiocephalus,
of the North Pacific.

Kalosanthes (kal-o-san'thez), re. [NL. (Ha-
worth, 1821), < Gr. KaUg, beautiful, + avBog,

blossom.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants
of the family Crassulacese. See Bochea.

kalotrope (kal'o-trojp), re. [Gr. KaM(, beauti-
ful, -I- rpdivoc, a turning.] A foi-m of thauma-
trope for the projection of various effects due
to persistence of vision.

kalumban (ka-lum'ban), re. [Tagalog name.]
Same as *balolcanag.

kalumpang (ka-lum'pang), re. [Philippine Sp.
calompang, oalumpang, caVumpan, < Tagalog
*calumpang=Bis3.y3, calompang. '\ In the Phil-
ippine Islands, Sterculia fmttda, a tree with
horizontal whorls of branches and digitate
leaves, it obtained its specific name from the disgust>
ing odor of its flowers. These are followed by scarlet
pods, or follicles, usually radiating in fives from a com-
mon center and split open on one side so . as to show the
black seeds, which are very oily. They are sometimes
eaten when green, and when ripe are roasted and eaten
like chestnuts. The wood is soft and easily carved. It
is sometimes used in construction, but is not durable.
See stamwoqd, 2, tad Sterculia, 1.

kalumpit (ka-lum-pef), n. [Also ealumpit;
Philippine Sp., from a native name.] In the
Philip^jine Islands, TerminaUa Belleriea, a tree
belonging to the Combretaceee, and yielding
edible almond-like nuts. See belleric, ink-nut,
and myrobalan.

Kama(ka'ma),re. [Skt. Kama.] In the Hindu
Puranas, the god of love ; in later Hindu writ-
ings, sensual desire.

kamachiles (ka-ma-che'las), re. [Mex. Sp.
guamuchil, a name of the species in Mexico.]
In Guam and the Philippines, Pitheeolobium
dulce, a Mexican tree introduced into those
islands for the sake of its edible pods and of
its bark, which yields 25 per cent, of tannin.
Also eamanchile. See *guamuchil.

kamagon (ka-ma-gon'), re. [Also camagon,
Bisaya oamagong.'] In the Philippines, Dio,i-

pyros discolor, a valuable timber-tree the
heart-wood of which resembles ebony in hard-
ness and texture, it is found in the markets in the
form of logs 9 feet and upward in length and 12 inches
in diameter. The wood is black wltti yellow streaks,

dense and brittle, taking a fine polish, and is highly prized
for cabinet work. The tree has simple alternate leaves,

small 6-parted flowers, and large hairy fruil^ usually con-
taining 8 oval compressed hard seeds.

kamalayka (ka-ma-la 'i-ka), re. [Alaskan.]
A waterproof shirt made of intestines of seal

or walrus. [Arctic Alaska.] Jour. Amer. Folk-
lore, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 26.

kamalin (kam'a-lin), n. [Formation not obvi-
ous.] A resinous substance found in the rhi-

zome of the male fern ; one of the active prin-

ciples to which the vermifuge action of the raw
product is supposedly due.

kamangsi (ka-mang-sf), »*• [Philippine Sp.
camansi, camangsi, < Bisaya eamansi.'] A form
of the breadfruit, Artoearpns communis, grow-
ing in the Philippine Islands, it has lobed leaves

two feet long and heads of fruit larger than a man's head,
containing numerous edible, chestnut-like seeds. The
tree yields a milky latex which is used medicinally as an
application to ulcers ; also for economic purposes. From
the fleshy, club-like male inflorescence sweetmeats and
preserves are made.

kan

kamanja (ka-man'ja), re. [Ar. kamanja.] A
rude viol common in Mohammedan countries.
It has a small body made of a halved cocoanut-shell

covered with snake-skin, a long turned wooden neck
with an ornamented head, a slender metal
foot, and two or three strings. It is usu-
ally rested on the ground and played from
a sitting position. The kamanja and the
rehab are sometimes confused, since one
form of the latter resembles the former.

kamarezite (kam 'a - re - zit), re.

[Eamareea in Greece, + -ite^.]

A hydrous copper sulphate allied

to langite: found near Laurinm,
Greece.
kaman (ka ' mou), re. [Appar.
Hawaiian.] Phseornis myadestina,
one of the shrikes peculiar to the
Sandwich Islands.

kamazite (kam'a-zit), n. Same as
kamacite.

Kamchatka salmon-trout. See
salmon-trout.

Kama moraine, terrace. See
*moraine, ^terrace.

kamias (ka-me-as'), re. [Tagalog
kamias.] In the Philippine Is-

an^bSw lands, the bilimbi, Averrhoa Bi-
limbi, a small tree belonging to

the sorrel family, having pinnately compound,
sensitive leaves, clusters of crimson flowers,

and pleasantly acid fruit, with the flavor of
sorrel, which is eaten in the form of pre-
serves. Also called kalamias. See bilimbi and.
Averrhoa.
kami-dana (ka'''me-da'na), re. [Jap. kami, god,,

-I- tana, shelf.] In Japan, in the Shinto cult, a.

'shelf' of white unpainted and unvarnished
wood attached to a wall as a sort of a household
shrine, it contains several strips oi paper, each inscribed
with the name of a god, including one with the name of
Amaterasu, the sun-goddess, the principal deity of the
Shintoists. Among Buddhists the corresponding * shelf

"

is called Butsu-dana or Buddha-shelf.

Next to the uji-gami comes the kami-dana or shrine in
which are worshipped the Penates. Every Japanese,
with the exception of the more bigoted members of the
Buddhist sects called Nichiren-shiu and Ikkd-shiu, pos-
sesses such a shrine in his house.

Trans. Asiatic Soc. Japan, III. App. i., p. 92.

kamik (k^'mik), re. [Eskimo kamik.] Eskimo
boots of sealskin or caribou-skin reaching up
to the knee or to near the hip.

Eamloops trout. See *trout^.

kammatograph (kam ' a - to - graf) j re. [Irreg.

formed from the name of the inventor L.
Kamm + Gr. ypaipEW, write.] In photog., a
form of cinematograph, in which the negatives,
numbering about 600, are taken on a revolving
circular glass plate 12 inches in diameter. A
transparent positive from this enables the
operator to project the pictures.

The photographs are taken at intervals, varying accord-
ing to the rapidity of the movements of the plants during
several days and sometimes weeks ; they are then shown
on the screen in the kammxitograph, which is a kind of

' kinematograph, and thus the movements of many days
can be followed in a few seconds.

Lancet, June 26, 1904, p. 1815.

kEmmererite (kem'e-r6r-it), re. See jierereirette.

Kampecaris (kam-pek'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr
Kdpnr?!, a caterpillar, -I- Kapi;, a shrimp.] Agenus
of large myriapods occurring in the Old Red
Sandstone of Scotland. Their body-segments
possess two dorsal and two ventral plates,

with two pairs of legs.

kampherol (kam'fe-rol), re. [G. kampher,
kampfer, camphor, -t- -01.] A yellow coloring
matter, 5 i< 4-

O.CC6H4OH

gocoH
contained in Java indigo. It can be made
synthetically, and is also called 1, 3, 4'-<n-

hydroxyflavonol.

kampilan, re. See *eampilan.

kamptoderm (kamp'to-derm), re. [Gr. Kaftirrdg,

ilexible, + Sip/ia, skin.] Same as tentacular

sheath (which see, under tentacular).

kamuning (ka-mo'ning), n. [Philippine Sp.
camuning; given as a Tagalog name.] In
the PhiUppine Islands, Chalcas paniculata, a
shrub or small tree belonging to the Eutaoese,

with clusters of fragrant white flowers and
odd pinnate leaves, its wood is close-grained, hard,

and of an ocher-yellow color, with undulating lines and
gray streaks. It la very highly prized by the Moroa, who
use it for making handlea for their krisaes and boloa.

See -kChalcas.

kan^ (kan), re. [D. kan, a can, etc. : see ean^,

re.] 1. In Holland, the name given to the

(h6)2



kan
liter when used as a measure of capacity for
liquids.— 2. In Java, a measure ol capacity
equal to 0.35 of a United States gallon.

K. A. N. An abbreviation of Knight of St.

Alexander Xevski. [Russia.]

kanae (ka-na'e), «. [Maori hanae = Manga-
revan kanae, name of a fish, Tahitian and
Hawaiian anae, the mullet.] A fish, Mugil
cephalus, of the family Mugilidse, found in
New Zealand waters; also, less frequently,
Mugil perusii and Agnostoma forsteri.

kanaff (kan'af), n. [Native name in Cauca-
sus.] See DeMan *hemp.
kanaut^ (ka-nl,t')>«- [Pers. Mndt, pi. of
kdn, a mine, a quarry (a tunnel).] The name
applied to the Persian artificial subterranean
channels formed by tunneling in water-bear-
ing gravel or drift, for the purpose of inter-

cepting and securing water for water-supply
or irrigation.

It is on the gravel slopes that the principal trade routes
run, anditis in them that are tunnelled the "kanauts"
or "karezes," the artificial subterreanean channels from
which the water-supply for towns and for irrigation is

largely derived. Nature, Aug. 28, 1902, p. 420.

kangaroo, n. 3. An early form of 'safety'
bicycle which had a large wheel in front and
a small one in the rear, the forks being con-
nected by a curved backbone, as in the ordi-

nary 'high' bicycle, but with the saddle back
of the large wheel, it was propelled by treadles
connected to cranks on the front a^e by connecting-rods.
This allowed the weight of the rider to be kept always
back of the center of the front wheel.

4. pi. In stock-exchange slang. West Aus-
tralian mining shares -Antllopine kangaroo, a
hook-name of Macropits antilopinug, one of the larger

kangaroos. Also known in books as the osphrcmter.—
Dorca or Dorcas kangaroo, any kangaroo of the genus
Dorcopsis, a group characterized by having the hair on
the nape directed forward. They are of moderate size,

have various anatomical peculiarities, and are found tin

New Guinea. See cut under Dorcopsis.—Foreat-kanga-
roo, the great kangaroo, Sfacropus major. Also known
as /orcgter.

kangaroo (kang-ga-ro'), i>. [kangaroo, ».] I.

intram. 1. To leap as a kangaroo, either
literally or figuratively.— 2. To hunt the
kangaroo. E. E. Morris, Austral English.
TT

, trans. To whip with a kangaroo-skin
whip-lash.

kangarooer (kang-ga-r6'6r), n. One who
hunts kangaroos.

kangaroo-fly (kang-ga-r8'fli), ». A name
given in Australia to. a' small biting fly said to

belong to the genus Cdbarus.

kangaroo-grass, n. 2. Any one of several

species of Australian grasses belonging to the

genus Themeda, especially T. trianOra, a tall

perennial grass, valued for fodder.

kangaroo-nop (kang-ga-rS'hop), n. An af-

fected gait. [Australian slang.]

The young lady that affects waterfalls, the Grecian
bend, or the kangaroo hop.
Spectator (Melbourne), May 22, 1875, quoted in E. E.

[Morris, Austral English.

kangarooing (kang-ga-ro'ing), n. The chase
of the kangaroo.
In chasing kangaroos, or, as it is technically termed,

kangarooing, large powerful dogs are used.
Mrs. Meredith.

kangaroo-net (kang-ga-ro'net), n. A net made
by Australian aborigines to catch the kan-
garoo. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

Kan., Kans. Abbreviations of Kansas.

kannume (ka-no'me), n. [At.] A fish, Mor-
myrus kannume, of the family Mormyridse,

found in the Nile. It was an object of vener-

ation to the ancient Egyptians.

kanoon, n. See kanun.

Kansan (kan'zan), o. and n. I. a. 1. Of or

pertaining to file State of Kansas.— 2. In

geol., noting an epoch or subdivision of the

glacial period of which the deposits are found
in Kansas.

II. n. A native or inhabitant of the State of

Kansas.
Santem, ri. See *cantem.

kapa (ka'pa), n. [Hawaiian kapa,=Marquesan,
etc., topa.] 1. Same as tapa (which see).— 2.

In Hawaii, cloth of any kind; clothes gen-

erally.
kapellmeister mnslc, music written according to rule,

but without originality or genius.

Kapenaar (ka-pe-nar'), n. [Cape D., < kaap,

cape.] In South Africa, among the Dutch, a

white person dwelling in Capetown; in the

Netherlands, a white person dwelling in Cape
Colony.
Kaph2 (kaf), n. [Heb. kaph, kaf, orig. hap.']

The eleventh letter (3) of the Hebrew alpha-
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bet, corresponding to the Greek koppa and
English k or c. Its numerical value is XX.
kapp (kap), n. [From Gisbert Kapp, a designer

of electrical machines.] In elect., au obsolete

practical unit for magnetic flux, equal to 6,000

maxwells or c. g. s. units.

kappa (kap'a), n. [Gr. kovko, < Phen. (Heb.)
kap: see .K", and *kaph'^.^ The Greek letter /c:

represented in English by k, and sometimes
by c.

kapparah (ka-pa'ra), n.
; pi. kapparoth (ka-pa'

rot). [Heb. (Yiddish kappore), < kappar, for-

give, cover over, atone. The phrase is kap-
paroth (Yiddish kappores) shlogen (G. schlagen,
beat), lit. ' beating the atonement.'] A Jew-
ish custom by which, on the eve of the Day of
Atonement, a fowl (a cock for a man and a
hen for a woman), after several passages from
the Scriptures treating of atonement, confes-
sion, and prayer have been repeated, is

moved aroimd the head three times. The fol-

lowing declaration is then repeated ; " This is my substi-
tute, Uiis is my commutation, this is my atonement. This
cock goeth to death, but I shall be gathered in and walk
into a long and happy life and into peace." The fowl is

then killed. This custom is discarded by the reformed
Jews, but is still in vogue among the strictly orthodox
members of the synagogue.

kapta (kap'ta), n. [Lappish?] A shirt of
remdeer-skin worn by the Laplanders.
kapu (ka'pS), n. [Maori kapn, the hollow of
the hand, a curved adz.] Ai adz used inNew
Zealand.

Earaitism (ka'ra-it-izm), n. Same as Kara-
ism.

karaka (ka-ra'ka)^ n. [Maori karaka, = Man-
gaian karaka, ilji qalaka, names of trees.]

A New Zealand tree, Corynocarpus Iseoigata,

of the cashew family, yielding orange-colored
berries two or three inches long. The pulp of
the berry is eaten raw, but the kernel is poisonous unless
cooked for several days. Thus prepared it forms an im-
portant article of native food. Called also cow-tree.

karakin (kar'a-kin), n. \karaka + 4n^.'] A
colorless glucoside contained in the kernels of
karaka-tree berries. It forms pearly lus-

trous crystals, melting at 90° C.
karamu (ka-ra-mo'), n. [Maori.] Any one of
several species of Australasian trees andshrubs
belonging to the genus Coprosma, especiaHy
C. lueida. See orangeleaf, *coffee-bush, and
'^Coprosma—Bnsh karamu, the orangeleaf or look-
ing-glass bush, Coprosma hieida.

karamushi (ka"ra-m6'shi), n. [Jap.] Same
as ramie.

karanja (ka-ran'ja), n. [Bengali, < Skt. kit-

runja.'] Same as *kurung.

Karatsu pottery. See *pottery.

karbi (kar'bi), n. [Native Australian.] A
small stingless bee, probably Melipona car-
bonaria, about t^ of an inch in length, which
builds its comb in the shape of a spiral stair-

ease. If, fights desperately with its mandibles
and is apparently of a very fierce disposition.
Cambridge Nat. Hist., VI. 63.

kareau (ka-ra-ou'), n. [Maori kareao, < kare,

a whip-lash, -i- au, cord.] In New Zealand,
Bipogonum scandens, a climbing shrub of the
smilax family, the slender wiry stems of which
form interwoven thickets in the forest. The
long underground rootstooks of this plant have
been used as sarsaparilla by the settlers, and
the stems as cord and for weaving baskets.
Also called pirita.

Karelian (ka-re'U-an), a. and n. [NL. *Ka-
relia (6. Karalier,'n. pi.), < Finn. Karjalaiset

(karja, flock, herd).] I. a. Of or relating to

the Karelians.

11. n. 1. One of the eastern divisions of

the Baltic Finns.— 2. The language of these
eastern Finns.

Karian, a. and n. Same as Carian.

karimata . (ka-ri-ma'ta), n. [Jap.] In old
Japanese armor, a bifurcated arrow, some-
times combined with an apparatus for giving
the weapon a whistling sound in the air.

kariskls (ka-ris'kis), n. [A Philippine name,
prob. < Tagalog and Bisaya cdliskis, a scale,

to scale off. The small leaflets fold together
in an imbricating manner when asleep.] In
the Philippine Islands, the silk-tree, or pink
siris, Albizzia JuUbrissin, the bark of which is

sometimes used by the natives to produce a
dark dye: the wood is used for furniture.

See silk-tree and siris.

Karoo beds. Same as Karoo series (which see,

under karoo).

Karoomys (ka-ro'mis), n. [NL., viciously

karyomicrosome

formed < E. karoo + Gr. /zwf, a mouse.] A
genus of small fossil mammals from the Karoo
beds of South Africa, believed to represent
the oldest known mammalian. The only spe-

cies is -ST. browni.

karoro (ka'ro-ro), n. [Maori.] One of the
smaller black-backed gulls, Larus antipodum,
which occurs on the coast of New Zealand.

karri (ka'rf), n. [Aboriginal Australian.]

In Western Australia, a gigantic tree. Eucalyp-
tus diversicolor. it attains an average height of 200

feet, and several feet from the ground a diameter of 4

feet The wood is red, hard, heavy, strong, tough and
wavy in the grain, which makes it difficult to work, but
it is much used for paving blocks, and the tall, straight

trunks make good masts. See karri wood, under woodl.

karst (karst), n. [Cf.^Lith. karsti, Lett, kdrst,

grow old: Pol. karslak, a stunted tree.] A
region whose surface features are produced by
the solvent action of water on limestone.
Also used attributively.

.

The author [Dr. Cvijic], who is well known for his useful
monograph on the phenomena of the "Karst."

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 427.

The character of the country around these parts of the
lake [Frespa] resembles that of the Dalmatian islands,

while the lake itself is of the nature of a "Karst " lake.

Geog. Jour. (&. G. S.), XV. 174.

kartel (kar'tel), n. [Cape D., prob. < Pg.
catel, catle, eatre, little bed, said to be < Tamil
kattil, a bedsteaa.] A wooden hammock used
in an ox-wagon. [South Africa.]

karunda (ka-run'da), n. [Hindi.] A low,
spiny bush of the dogbane family, Arduina
Carandas, much cultivated in India for its

edible fruits. Thgse are pale-green when
young, white and pink when approaching
maturity, and nearlj black when ripe. The
unripe fruit is astringent and is then only
made into pickles, wMle when ripe it has a
pleasant acid taste and is always eaten un-
cooked.
karyapsis (kar-i-ap'sis), n. [Gr. xapuov, a nut,

a nucleus, + i-^ic, a joining.] The fusion of

the nuclei of conjugating cells, viewed as
marking a stage in the process of sexual
conjugation. Karyapsis comes between plas-
mapsis and mitapsis. Cook and Swingle.

karyaster (kar-i-as'tfer), n. [Gr. Kdpmv, nut,
kernel, + aar^p, star: see aster^.'] In cytol.,

the star-shaped cluster of chromosomes in the
karyokinetic spindle: opposed to "^eytaster.

See *a,ster'^, 7, with cut.

karyenchyma (kar-i-eng'ki-ma), ». [NL.,< Gr.
Kapmv, nut, kernel, + iyxv/ta, an infusion: see
*enchj/ma.'i Same as *karyolymph.
karyobasis (kar-i-ob'a-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
K&pvov, nut, nucleus, + pdaig, basis.] Same
as ^karyomitoplasm.

karyochrome (kar'i-o-krom), n. [Gr. Kapmv,
nut, + XP^n color.] In neurol., anamegiven
by Nissl to certain nerve-cells in which the
cell-body is very small but in which the nu-
cleus is as large as in ordinary nerve-cells or
at any tate larger than that of a neuroglia
cell. See *caryochrome.

karyogamy (kar-i-og'a-mi), n. [Gr. napvov, nut,
nucleus, + yap-og, marriage.] In embryol., the
union of two nuclei, as during the fertilization
of the egg by the spermatozoon.

karyobyaloplasm (kar"i-o-hi'a-lo-plazm), n.

[Gr. K&pvov, nut, nucleus, + "vaTiof, glass, +
TzMapa, anything formed.] Same as *karyo-
lymph or *karyenchyma.
karyolyma (kar-i-o-li'ma), jt.

;
pi. karyoly-

mata (-ma-ta). [SL., (.' Gr. aapmv, nut, nu-
cleus, + (appar.) Ivpa, a pledge (a thing to be
released), taken in sense of Xvmg, loosening.]
The karyokinetic or mitotic figure in cell-divi-
sion. Auerbach, 1876.

karyolymph (kar'i-o-limf), n. [Gr. Kdpvov, nut,
kernel, -I- L.' lymphd, water: see lymph."] The
liquid contents of the cell-nucleus, as distin-
guished from the less liquid or more stable
linin reticulum, chromosomes, and nucleoli.
Also called karyenchyma.

karyolysis, n. Same as *caryoVysis.

karyomerlte (kar-i-om'e-rit), n. [Gr. Kdpvov,
nut, kernel, + pipoc, a part, + -ite^.] A plas-
mic nucleolus which serves as a temporary re-
pository for a chromosome in the eggs of some
animals.

karyomicrosoma (kar*i-6-mi-kr6-s6'ma) , n.; pi.
karyomicrosomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr'.' Kdpmv,
a nut, kernel, + pmpdq, small, + aopa, body.]
Same as *karyomicrosome.
karyomicrosome (kar"i-9-mi'kr6-s6m), n. [Gr.
Kd(>vov, nut, nucleus, + ptKpdc, small, -I- co/ia,



karyomicrosome

body.] One ot the minute granules or micro-
somes supposed to constitute the karyoplasm
of the cell, as the cytomicrosomes are sup-
posed to make up the cytoplasm.
karyomite (kar'i-o-mit), n. [Gr. K&pvm, nut,
nucleus, + tiiroc, thread.] One of ttie threads
which constitute the reticulum of the cell-
nucleus.

karyomitome (kar-i-om'i-tom), n. [Gr. nd-
pvov, nut, nucleus, + iiito^, thread: see *mi-
tome.} In cytoL, the fibrillar net or reticulum
which extends through the nucleus of the cell
in the resting-stage;

karyomiton (kar-i-om'i-ton), n. [Gr. mpvov,
nut, nucleus, + iiiroq, thread.] Same as
*karyomitome.
karyomitoplasm (kar"i-o-mi'to-plazm), n.

Gr. mpvov, nut, nucleus, 4- lUiVof, thread, +
•Klaana, anything formed.] In cytol., the sub-
stance of which the karyomitome, or nuclear
reticxdum, consists: opposed to *haryolymj)h
or *karyench,yma.
karyomitotic (kar"i-o-mi-tot'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to karyomitosis.
karyon(kar'l-on),m. [NL.,also*car!/oji (caryo-),
< Gr. Kapvov, a nut, kernel, nucleus.] The
cell-nucleus.

karyophan (kar'i-6-fan), n. One of the nu-
cleus-like granules in the microsomes of the
strand of contractile substance in the stalk of
Vorticella and other related inlusorians.

karyoplasmic (kar'''i-o-plaz'mik), a. Of or
pertamingto the karyoplasm, or nuclear plasm
of the cell.

karyorhexis, karyorrhexis, n. See *cary-
orrkexis.

karyosoma (kar'''i-6-s6'ma), n.
;

pi. Jcaryoso-
mata (-ma-ta). [NL.] Same as *lcaryosome.

karyosoide (kar'i-o-som), n. [NL. karyosoma,
< Gr. Kapvov, nut, nucleus, + adfia, body.] 1.
A nucleohis-like mass of chromatin in the cell-

nucleus : distinguished from the plasmosome,
or true nucleolus.—2. A chromosome.— 3. A
micronueleus of the Infusoria.

karyostehosis (kar"i-o-ste-no'sjis), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kapvov, nut, nucleus, +; qTsvaaig, narrowing:
see stenosis.y Amitosis, akinesis, or direct
cell-division, as distinguished from mitosis or
karyokinesis: so called because the nucleus
divides by simple constriction without forming
a spindle. See *am,itosis, with cut.

karyostenotic (kar'^i-o-ste-nofik), a. Of or
pertaining to karyostenosis, or amitotic cell-

division.

karyota (kar-i-6'ta), n. pi. [Gr. xapvoTdg, hav-
ing nuts (as a tree or a cup), < K&pvov, a nut,

nucleus.] A general term tor nuoledted cells,

as opposed to alcaryota, or non-nucleated cells.

Flemming, 1882.

karyotheca (kar'''i-o-the'ka), n. See *caryo-
theca.

kaseelee (ka-se'le), n. [E. Indian.] The black-
bellied darter, or snake-bird, Plotus melano-

• gasier, found on the coast of southern Asia
and also in the Philippine Islands.

kaselle (ka-sel'); » [NGr. Kaai^^hi, a box,

case, trunk, compartment, < It. casella, a
small room, closet, compartment, dim. of casa,

a house : see casemate^ and casula.'] A com-
partment or cell beneath the floor: used in

reference to stone receptacles or cists which
were found in the Minoan palace at Gnosus in

Crete and probably were used for treasure.

Nature, Aug. 21, 1902, p. 392.

kashern (ka'shfem), v. t. [Yiddish kaskem,
koshern, with G. inf. ending, < Heb. kashar.

Compare kosher-l To make fit or clean ac-

cording to the precepts of the rabbis. Tor
example, to prepare meat mid cleanse it from blood, blood

being strictly forbidden to the Jew (Lev. xix. 26 et

passim). To kashern utensils, tables, etc., before Pass-

over festival is to scrab and wash them with boiling water

if they have been used during the year with hamets or

leavened food. Also koshern.

Kashmiri (kash-me'ri), n. [Hind, and Kash-
mir Kashmiri, from Kashmir, Kashmir, Cash-

mere.] The principal Indian (Aryan) dialect

spoken in Kashmir.

kashya (kash'ya), n. [Aram. Heb. haslia,

hard, diflSeult, severe, etc.] A word which

occurs frequently in the Talmud, when a point

under discussion cannot be solved, or when
there is an objection to a proposition. The
word in modern Jewish usage signifies 'ques-

tion.' Thus the four questions a child asks

his father at the seder service on Passover eve

j,re called kashyas.
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kasidah (ka-se'da), n. [Pers. Ar. qasidah,, an
ode.] A form of Persian poeti-y composed in
distichs. Burton.
Kaskaskia ^roup. See *group'>^.

kasoi (ka-s6'i), n. [See cashew.] In the Phil-
ippine Islands and Guam, the cashew, Ana-
cardium ooddentale. See Icaju-apple, cashew,
1, cashew-nut (with cut), and Anacardium
(with out).

kassaba (ka'sa-ba), n. [Ar. qasaba, a reed, a
standard of measure.] A measure of length
used in northern Africa and in Arabia. In

kau-karo

parting with the lime the red color to the
teeth and lips. Compare catechu, *khirsal,
andjjanB.

kathembryo (ka-them 'bri-6), n. [Gr. Kara,
down, + iiijipvov, embryo.] A stage in the em-
bryonic polyaoan characterized by a compli-
cated degenerative metamorphosis and lead-
ing from the typembryo to the phylembryo
stage. Cumings, 1904.

kathembryonic (ka-them-bri-on'ik), a. [kath-
embryon + -ic] Of or pertaining to a kathem-
bryo. Amer. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1904, p. 53.

taf^VUa'Sl^-V^^-^^^r^*- t. p- Katlietostoma(kath-e-tos't6-ma),«: [NL.,<
k^l^ i?thfT ^-V p- •/ '^^ °''

^^^^-f
^"^^ Gr. Kde^Tog, lit. down, perpeiidieu ar, + crdU,

fcejwyei, of the familyifajtd«, common in Japan ., - ". j f.f . . .' '' >

kat2 (kat), n. [Ar. khat.] Same as kafta.
See Catha.

kata-. The increased use of this spelling, instead of cata-,
in scientiflo terms is due in great part to the mechanical
copying of German forms. Uniformity requii'es cata- in
the EngHsh fonus.

katabolite (ka-tab'o-llt), n. [Better catalolite,

< catabolAc + -ite^.] A resultant of catabolic
processes.

katacrotic, a. Same as catacrotic.

katadicrotic (kat-a-di-krot'ik), a. Same as
catacrotic.

kataforite, n. See *cataphorite.

katalase (kat'a-las), n. \Jcatal{ysis), catal(ysis),
+ -ase.'] An intracellular oxidizing ferment.
—Blood katalase. Same as *hemase.

katainorphism(kat-a-m6r'fizm),»}. [Gr. Kara,
down,+ |Uop0^,form, -^-ism. ] In geol. ,anychange
in the texture of rocks produced by fracturing
and granulation, with recrystallization, where-
by rocks become finer-gained and foliated, as
the production of gneisses and schists from
franites. Chamberlin and Salisbury, 1904.
ccording to Van Hise, katamorphism is that phase of

metamorphism in which simpler compounds result from
the alteration ot more complex ones. He includes under
such changes weathering and cementation, accompanying
oxidation, nydration, and carbonation, chiefly of silicate
minerals. The reverse process of metamorphism is called
anamorphism.—Zona Of katamorphism, the outer
zone in the solid earth "in which the alterations of rocks
result in the production of simple compounds from moie
complex ones. It is subdivided into an outer belt of
weathering and an inner belt of cementation." Van Hise,
U. S. Geol. Surv. Monographs, XIVII. 43.

katana (ka-ta'na), re. [Jap.] A Japanese sword
which, in its modem form, has a single edge
and is slightly curved toward the point.

katapetasma, n. See *catapetasma.
kataphoresis, n. Same as *catapJioresis.

kataphoria, n. Same as *cataphoria.
kataphorite, re. Same as *cataphorite.

kataplexy, n. Same as cataplexy.

katapositive (kat-a-poz'i-tiv), 're. Ikata- +
positive.} Jnphotog., a positive on an opaque
base, in contradistinction to a transparency
or diaposiiive. Wall, Diet, of Photog., p. 424.

katatonic (kat-a-ton'ik), u. Pertaining to or
afiected with iatatonia; profoundly melan-
cholic. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 301.

katatrepsis (kat-a-trep'sis)j re. [NL., < Gr.
Kara, down, + Tpiipig, < rpeneiv, turn.] The
movement of certain insect embryos which
brings them to the ventral surface of the
yolk after they have left this to develop for a
time within the yolk or on its dorsal surface.
Wheeler, 1893.

katatype, re. Same as *cataiype.

katcina (ka-che'na), m. [An offtcial spelling,

in the inethod used by the Bureau of American
Ethnology, of what would be more properly
*katchina or *katshina ; a Hopi (Mold) word.]
1. Among the Hopi, a supernatural being re-

garded as a clan ancestor, and impersonated
in certain ceremonials by masked men wear-
ing totemie designs characteristic of the clan.

Inasmuch as these tihus represent Katdnas and as
these Katdnas play a very important part in the religious
life of the Hopi the importance of a collection of this
magnitude, carefully arranged and labelled, can not be
overestimated. Even more dif&cult than these tihus to
obtain are the masks which are worn by the Hopi as they
personate deities in the Katcina dances.

Science, Feb. 8, 1901, p. 222.

3. A masked man who impersonates the clan
ancestor.— 3. A figure or image made in imi-
tation of one of the masked impersonators.

katk (kath), re. [Hindi katha.l In northern
India, a gray, crystalline substance prepared
from a concentrated decoction of the wood of

Acacia Catechu, by placing in it a few twigs
and allowing the decoction to cool. The
twigs are removed and the crystalline sub-
stance collected. It is a refined form of

catechu, consisting of almost pure oatechin,

and is eaten by the natives in their pan, im-

mouth.] A genus of fishes belongiug to the
family Uranoscopidse, found in Australian
waters and on both coasts of America.

Kathetostomatinse (kath-e-tos"t6-ma-ti'ne),
n. pi. [NL., < Kathetostoma(,t-) '+

-inee.] A
sub-family of uranoscopid fishes.

katbodic, a. 2. Same as *cathodic, 2.

kati (ka'te), re. [Malay kati.] Same as
catty.

katipunan (ka-ti-po'n^n), re. [Also catip^man.
Tagalog catipunan, catiponan.] Among the
Filipinos, a secret society: sometimes one
formed for a political purpose.
A secret organisation known as the Katipunan was

therefore started to secure reforms by force of arms.
Each member enrolled was bound by the ancient "blood
compact" Encye. Brit., XXXI. 669.

katmon (kat-mon'), re. [Also catmon; < Bisaya
catmon.'] A handsome evergreen tree, Dil-
lenia Philippensis, with large, coriaceous,
shaiply serrate leaves, and fine large flowers
composed of an imbricating calyx, flve white
petals, and numerous yellow stamens arranged
in two series so as to form two cup-shaped
masses. The carpels cohere at the axis and are in-
closed when ripe by the enlarged and thickened sepals
which overlap, forming a large globose fruit. This is

pleasantly acid and is used by the natives for seasoning
in place of lemons or vinegar. The wood is used for cab-
inet-work.

katoikogenic (kat"oi-ko-jen'ik), a. [Gr. Kara,

down, + 04/cof, house, 4- -yevriQ, -producing.]
Of or pertaining to eggs which have little food-
yolk and complete their development in the
follicle in which they were formed. [Rare.]
There are two types of development among scorpions

which Laurie describes as apoikogenic and katoikogenic.
Natural Science, Oct, 1896, p. 232.

katun (ka-tbn'), « [Maya.] In the ancient
calendar of the Maya Indians, a period of
twenty years.
Moreover, in A 3 we find the Katun sign with the

number 1, which may be a declaration that the date is in
a first Katun or beginning Katun^ for I see no reason why
the beginning Cycle, Katun, Tun, TJinal, and Kin should
not have been called the first

G. B. Gordon, in Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1902,

[p. 136.

katurai (ka-
t6'ri),re. [Also
caturai, katii-

dai; a Phil-

ippine name.]
In Guam and
the Philippine
Islands, Agati
grandiflora, a
small tree of
the bean fam-
ily, of East
Indian origin,

havingpinnate
leaves, large
papilionaceous
flowers, and
long, slender,

sickle -ehaped
pods. The flow-
ers, tender youiig
leaves, and green
pods are eaten
as pot-herbs and
salad, but are lax-

ative if partaken
of too freely. The
leaves are used for
forage, and in India the astringent bark is used as a
remedy in smallpox and other eruptive fevers. See
pea-tree, 2.

katydid, n. 2. Same as *logging-wheels Cran-
berry katydid, an American locustid, Scudderia
texensis, especially abundant in the cranberry-bogs of
New Jersey, where it eats into the hemes and devours
the seed.

katzev (kat'zef), n. [Yiddish.] A butcher.
See *shohet.

kau-karo (kou-ka'ro), re. [Fijian kau, tree,
+ karo, itch.] See Mtchwood-tree.

Katurai {Ag-ati grandiflora).

One third natural size.



Eaulfussia

Eaulfussia (koul-fos'i-a), n. [NL. (Nees von
Bsenbeck, 1820), named in honor of G. P.
Kaulfuss (died 1830), a German botanist.] 1.

An untenable name for Cliarieis, a genus of
plants of the family Asteraceee.— 2. [I. c] A
hardy annual, Charieis heterophylla, consider-
ably grown in flower-gardens for its many
blue, red, or purple heads, it is native to South
Africa. In catalogues the plant is known as Eaulfussia
amelloides, with Latin-named varieties.

kaulosterin (ka-los'te-rin), n. [Gr. kovIS^,

stalk, + E. (ehole)sterin.'] A variety of cho-
lesterin found in plants.
Eaunitz (kou'nits), n. 'The bureau h oylindre,'
or roll-top desk, supposed to have been in-

vented by Prince Wenzel Anton von Kaunitz,
minister of Maria Theresa to France about
1750, and frequently called by his name.
kauon (ka'8-6n), n. [Bisaya caong.'] In the
Philippine Islands, the sago-palm, Saguerus
pinnaUis, which yields toddy and a fiber. Also
called pugahan. See areng (with out), ejoo,

gomuti, 1, and *eabo-negro.

kavain (ka'var-in), n. [In G. spellings hawcnn,
kawahin; < tiava + iifi.'] A colorless com-
pound,

CH2<^>C6H3cb: CHCH: CHCOCHgCOOCHs,
4

contained in kava root. Piper metliysUcum. It

crystallizes in small, silky needles and melts
at 137° C. Also called methysUcin or methyl

kava-ring (ka'va-ring), n. A ceremonial feast
at which kava is drank.
kawaka (ka-wa'ka), n. [Maori.] The New
Zealand or cypress-cedar, Liiocedrus Doniana.
See New Zealand *cedar.

kawamutsu (ka-wa-mSt'su), n. [Jap. kawa-
mutsz, < kawa, river, -1- rawtss, name of a fish.]

A shiner or minnow, Zaeoo temmmcM, of the
family Cyprinidse, found in the waters of

Japan,
kawata (ka-wa'ta), n. [Jap., < ka, plant, +
wata, lint, = lint-plant.] The cotton-plant.

kawauke, n- See *wauke.
kawika (ka-we'ka), n. [Fijian.] The native
name for the Malay apple, Caryophyllus Malao-
censis. See *a}iia and Malay apple, under
Malay.
kayak (ka'yak), V. i. [kayak, ».] To hunt or
travel in a kayak.
Eskimo kayaking near Amadjuak Bay, Bafiinland.

Beog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVIII. 42.

kaziasker (ka-ze-as'k6r), n. [Turk, qdzi-'asker,

lit. 'judge of the army': qazi, judge (see kadi),

+'asker, army (see lascar).^ One of the two
chief officers of the Tvirklsh ulema who have
equal jurisdiction^ one in Europe, one in Asia.

E. JB. An abbreviation (c) of Knight Bachelor.

E. B. E. An abbreviation of Knight of the

Black Eagle (Prussia).

E. 0. An abbreviation (a) otKing's College; (6)

of King's Counsel; (c) of Kmght of the Crescent

(Turkey).
K. 0. Bt. An abbreviation of Knight Com-
maiider of (the Order of) ffanover.

E. 0. 1. £. An abbreviation of Knight Conir-

mander of (the Order of) the Indian Empvre.

E, 0. M. G. An abbreviation of Knight Com-
mander of St. Michael and St. George (Ionian
Islands).

E. 0. S. An abbreviation of Knight of Charles
III. of Spain.

E. 0. S. I. An abbreviation of Knight Com-
mander of (the Order of) the Star of India.
E. 0. T. An abbreviation of kathodal closure

tonic. Dunglison.
E. 0. V. 0. An abbreviation of Knight Com-
mander of the (Boyal) Victorian Order.

E. D. An abbreviation of Knight of the Banne-
brog (Denmark).
E. fi. G. An abbreviation of King's Dragoon
Guards.

E. D. T. An abbreviation of kathodal dwra-
Uon tetanus.

E. E. An abbreviation (a) of Knight of the

Eagle (Prussia)
;
(J) of Knight of the Elephant

(Denmark).

Eeb. An abbreviation of Keble College, Ox-
ford.

kebob, V. t. Same as cabob.

ked^ (ked), M. [A variant of catfei.] A sheep-
tick, Melophagiis ovinus; a sheep-louse.

keddah (ked'a), n. Same as *kheda.

Bar-keel and I-girder Keelson.

a, keel-bar; 6, flanged gar-
board-plate : «, frame-bar ; a,

reverse frame-bar ; e, keelson
composed of a vertical plate
yrith^ double angle-bars at top
and bottom ; J", floor-plate ; ff,

butt-strap uniting floor-plates.
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kedjeree, n. 3. Cold flaked fish treated and
served with a sauce, and rice cooked in

highly seasoned stock.

kedlock (ked'lok), «. 1. The charlock, Bros-
sica arvensis.— 2. The -white mustard, Sinapis

alba.

keek, «. 2. One who keeks or peeks ; in the
clothing trade, one who spies out the newest
designs from rival dealers and reports them
to his employer.

keekwilee-hoTlse (kfk'wi-le-hous"), n. [Chi-
nook jargon, keekwilee, keekwillie, low, below, <
Chinook proper gegwalih, below.] An under-
ground house of the Indians of the interior of
British Columbia and of Washington. Bep.
Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1900, p. 485.

keel^, n. 3, In iron ship-building, owing to the
facilitywith which the plates and bars can be combined
in a variety of shapes, the forms of keels are very
numerous. There are two principal classes, the bar-keel
(also called ha/nging keel), which projects below the bot-
tom, ?nd the Jlat-pla^ keel, which forms part of the bot-
tom surface. The ordi-

nary bor-keeX is formed of
lengths of heavy iron or
steel bars scarfed together
at the ends. Thegarboard-
plates are flanged down
against the sides of the
keel-bar and the whole is

riveted together. (See cut.)
The side-bar keet consists
of a central vertical keel-
plate extending up to the
top of the frame-floors,
which are secured to the
keel-plate by short angle-
bars on each side. Below
the bottom of 'the frame,
on each side of the vertical
keel, are heavy iron side-

bars, and flanged down
against them are the gar-
boai'd-plates as in the
ordinary single bar-keel.
In modem war-ships and
large merchant steamers
the flat-plate keel is used
almost exclusively. (See
cut.) The keel consists of an outer flat keel-plate, an in-

ner flat keel-plate, a vertical keel-plate, upper keel angle-
bars, uniting the vertical keel to the flat keelson-plate, and
lower keel angle-bars, uniting the vertical keel to the flat

keel -plates. The
vertical keel-plate
in war-ships is fre-

quently lightened
with large holes.
In medium-sized
merchant vessels
there is buta single
flat keel-plate in-

stead of an Inner
and outer plate,
but the general
construction is

otherwisethe same.
In some ships there
is a comparatively
narrow flat plate
attached to the
outside of the flat

keel -plate, called
a rutbbing-plixte or

Y rubbing -strip, to
prevent chafing

Keel of a Large War-ship with a Double touchestheground.
Bottom and Center-line Bulkhead. ^ slab-keef is a

a, outer flat keel-plate; *, inner flat keel- heavy flat bar with
plate; f, vertical keel-plate ; df, flat keelson- it,- £„i. _|j_ v,^„;
plate; «, garboard-plate ; /-.frame-bar; r,

tne flat Side hori-

reverse frame-bar; A, upper keel angle- ZOntal, attached to
bars ; y, lower keel angle-bars ; Ji, flanged the OUtSlde of the
bracket floor-plate ; /, center-line bulkhead fla1>-plate keel for
plate; f»,stiflener of center-line bulkhead; ^^q same purpose
«, bracket-plate on stiflener; o, lower an- t„ 4.u_ Dnr^iprT;-™
gle-bars on center-line bulkhead; >. inner ^° ™^

fl t
bottom plate ; r. lightening-hole in bracket vessels Otner types
floor-plate. of keel Were used.

See -kbox-keel. A
dish-keel is one in which the horizontal keel-plate has a
U- or trough-shaped cross-section. A bilge-keel may be
made of a projecting bulb-plate secured to the outside
plating by angle-bars, or in large ships, particularly war-
ships. It is of V-shaped cross-section formed of plates
riveted together at their outer edges and secured at their
inner edges to the outside plating by angle-bars, the
interior of the V-shaped space being filled with wood.
See also *doek^ng-keel.

8. In arch., the projecting arris of an
edge-m.olding.

—

Inner keel, in iron ship-buUding,
same as fiat-plate, keelson (which see, vji&er -^keelson, 2).

keel-band (kel'band), n. A strip of iron, used
principally on rowboats, which extends from
the top of the stem to a short distance back
on the keel, to prevent the stem from chafing

and to give additional strength.

keel-bill (kel'bil), n. The large "West Indian
ani, Crotophaga ani, one of a peculiar group
of cuckoos having a very high, sharp-edged
bill. See ani.

keel-boat (kel'bot), n. 1. A (jargo-lighter

built, with a keel and decked over ; a flat-

bottomed freight-vessel with,no power of pro-

pulsien,— 2. Same as keel^, 6.—3. Any boat

Eeewatin

built with a keel, as distinguished from a
center-board boat.

keel-line (kel'lin), ». 1. The line of a vessel's

keel.—2. The lacing which secures a bonnet
to the foot of a sail.

keelman, n. 2. The skipper of a keel-boat or
barge used around Newcastle, England.

keel-piece (kel'pes), n. One of the timbers
or sections which compose the keel of a boat.

keel-plate (kel'plat), n. See *keeP; 2.

keel-rabbet (kerraij^et), ». A groove cut in

each side of the keel of a vessel for the pur-
pose of receiving the edges of the garboard-
strakes, or lowest lines of planking.

keel-riveter (kel'riv"e-t6r), n. A hydraulic
or pneumatic machine for riveting together
the various parts of an iron or steel keel.

keel-rope (kel'rop), ». A rope or small chain
rove through the limber-holes to clear the

latter of dirt, being pulled back and forth, and
thus to allow the bilge-water to circulate

along the keel.

keelson, n. 2. In iron ship-building, a lon^-
tudinal reinforcement of plates and bars in
the interior of the vessel above the framing
in the bottom. The eenter-line keelson, or eenter-

keelson, is immediately over the keel, and is frequently
built in combination with it. The simplest form is a
girder entirely on top of the frames riveted to the reverse
bars. The girder is formed of various combinations of
plates, bulb-plates, and angle-bars. A boj>-keelson is one
in which the plates and angle-bars are combined in afornn
of rectangular cross-section. X fiat-plate keelson is formed
by a flat plate laid ,on top of the frames and riveted
to them and to the vertical keel-plate. There may be
additional reinforcements of bars above the fiat-plate keel-

son, or there may be a center-line bulkhead above it. (See
cut at -tekeell, 2.) An intercostal keelson is one built up*
of a series of ini^costal plates between the frames, the
upper edges of which project above the reverse frame-bar
and are riveted to a line of continuous plates and bars
above the frame. A side-keelson is one in the bottom on
either side between the center-line and the turn of the
bilge. A bilge-keelson is one just below the turn of the
bilge near the heads of the floors.— Middle-line keel-
son, the longitudinal girder in the bottom of a vessel,,

fltted in the line of the keel.

keelson-capping (kel'sgm-kap"ing), n. The
timber bolted on top of the main keelson:
generally referred to as a rider.

keel-staple (kel'sta'pl), n. A large staple used
to fasten the false to the main keel.

keen^, a. 11. n. The angle to which the wire
tooth of card-clothing is bent between the
foundation material and the point.

keep, V. I. trans. 22. In printing, to save
(composed type) from distribution; also, to
follow rigidly the capitals or other peculiari-
ties of (manuscript copy).—To keep away (««!««.),

to put the helm up ; to alter the course of (the ship) so as
to avoid another vessel or some danger.—To keep cases,,
in faro, to keep account of the cards as they come from
the dealing-box, so that it shall be known when any card
is a case. When this record is kept on a sheet of paper
it is called 'keeping tab on the game.' See -kcase^, 19,
and/aro.— To keep her own, said of a vessel when her
speed against a current is equal to the velocity of the
stream ; to maintain position.—To keep her own way,
to maintain herwaythrough the water afterher propelling
force, of either sail or steam, has been withdrawn : said of
a ship.—To keep In. (.d) In prinMng, to space (words*
thinly, so as to keep the composed type within prescribed
limits.— To keep the sea, to hold mastery over the sea;
to control the navigation of the sea.

II. vntrans. 6. In cricket, to act as stumper
or wicket-keeper. [CoUoq.J—To keep off, to di-
rect a vessel's head more away &om the wind,

keep, n. 10. In mech. : (^a) A cover to protect
a part of a machine from injury. (6) A chock

j

a stop ; a block to prevent a piece from mov-
ing, (c) On a locomotive, a part of the axle-
bearing which is fitted below the journal of
the axle and serves to hold an oiled pad against
it to furnish constant lubrication.
keeper, «. 6. (*) a keep; a cover; a protector. See
kkeep, 10 (os). (Q A pawl ; a stop ; a catch.

7. In cricket, a wicket-keeper or stumper.
[Colloq.]— Keeper of the exchange and mint.
Same as master ofthe mint (which see, under mijitl).

keep-ring (kep'ring), n. A ring for holding
something in place ; specifically, a ring which
serves to keep a locomotive- or car-journal
from getting out of the box, and also holds an
oil-pad against the journal.

keer-drag (ker'drag), n. A drag-net in which
the meshes of the bag are very small: used for
collecting small fishes. [Prov. Eng.]
keeving (ke'ving), n. In mining, the process
of preparing fine ore-slime in a keeve.

Eeewatin (ke-wS'tin), n. A name proposed
in 1886 by A. C. Lawson for a series of pre-
Cambrian schists near the Lake of the Woods,
Ontario. An. Bep. Geol. a/nd Nat. Hist. Surv.
Canada, 1885, 1. 5oc.
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kef (kaf), n. [At. fee/, a variant pronuncia- kemangeh (ke-man'ge), n. See ^kamanja. parasite attaches itself to the host by an
tion of to/ (kif;.J Same as fco»/. kemp'-^.ra Flatkemp, a wool-flber that is partly kemp. antenna, throws off its whole trunk, leaving

kefir (kef'6r). n. [Also Tcefyr, Icephir; of kempy (kem'pi), a. [kemp^ + ^^.J Having only its head, and undergoes other modifioa-

Cauoasian origin.] An effervescent drink a solid, non-eellular structure, as some fibers tions including the formation of a hollow
pi'epared from the fermented milk of cows : of wool or cotton. Hannan, Textile Fibres of arrow-like process or borer through which the

used by the natives of the northern Caucasus Commerce, p. 87. parasite enters the body-cavity of the host,

region, and now extensively used elsewhere as ken^, v. i—To ken to the teres, in Scou law, to assign kent-tackle (kent ' tak " 1), n. Same as canP
a food for invalids. It contains from 1 to 2

'1'>S'«''
*« ^ widow ; to fix the precise lands to which a „

j^_

per cent, of free lactic acid and from 1 to 3 wrfowwaa^e^rtled, consisting of the terce or third of the
^^^^^ (ken'it), n. [Mt. Kmya, East Africa,

per cent, of alcohol. The original ferment jj-gnS (ken), ». [Jap.] The straight two-edged + -Jte^, gpelled perversely -!/te.] In petrog., a,

used is a particular fungus called *kefir grains Japanese sword. volcanic rock resembling pantellerite but more
(which see). Ken. An abbreviation of Kentucky. basic, it is porphyritic, with phenocrysts of soda-

Small pebble-like or seed-like masses, occurring in the kena fka'na>. n. [Also auena- Avmard and microcline
;
ground-mass glassy or hyalopilitic

;
subordi-

Caucasus region, . . . used for the fermentation of milk On^lina of •Rnli^inBTiTpS™^^^ A srnsll fltite
nate minerals agirite, augite, and olivm. Gregory, mo.

into a substSnce called te/ir, the equivalent of koumyss.
ymchua ot Bolivia and Feru.] A small flute Keokuk grOUp. See *orowl.

Buck, lied. Handbook, V. 302. of reed or cane, blown from the end: a com- g-g
"jjaii^^ „. %^^^ ^s i'cepialin.

Kefir BraiM or grajmles, the name, in the dried state, monm^icalinstru^ ^^ ^ unstressed introductory syllable,
of a funguB-like growth found on the branches of bushes Kendal COttOn. See *COtton': narVia-na Tiettpr writ.tfi-n ]rn nr ke iispd in somp
below the snow-fine in the Caucasus, used as the original KpTidal ffrppn Cken'dal erRTi") A ffreen dve

Pf^naps Oetter written Ba- or Be-, usea in some
ferment in making kumiss. It is a mixture of several

^enaai green (.Ken aal-gren ;. A green aye dialectal words, without meaning in itself but
micro-organisms— a kind of yeast capable of producing ODtamea Dy mixing woaa witu tne yellow aye serving to introduce an emphatic stress, as in
alcoholic fermentation a bacterium producing lactic acid obtained from the flowers of the dyer's-broom,

jcerslav. kerchunk, kerplunk, kerwhack, etc. It
fermentation, and another body which acts on casein so Genista tiiietoria i. rS _; l^^ -^ 4.i,„ j„„„i,,»4.r...„ ,,4^4»«
as to render it imperfectly coaiulable. When dried the fcendir rken'S' n FKirffhiz name in Turkes- P^^^-^i^

on^nated m the involuntary utter-

whole mass foims yeUowish grains about aslarge as peas : Kenoir (,Ken aer), TO. I J^irgniz name in xuTKes- j^^^g -jyineli often precedes a sudden physical
these are soaked in water before adding them to the milk tan. J A plant ot the dogbane tamily, Apo-

effort as in striking with an ax or hammer or
to be fei-mented.—Water kefir, keflr made from water cynum venetum, which yields a strong fiber, -navincr Tammer
;j??eSVtink ttwie?s?'ThrffiTs'noriVoS^ ^^^ ^^ *^«

"^^T-
°^ T'"^^^*^" ^°' ^'^^^ kVace^S (ker'a-sel), n. Same as *keraphyllo.

germ culture medium, and is therefore more healmtul lines, rope, ana twine.
, ,,^ cele.

than the water from which it is made. Theformulaistwo kennebecker (ken-e-bek'er), m. [Ae««eoec(B) teraTlhvllocele (ker-a-fil' 6-sel) n [Gr.
liters of water to one liter of kefir grains and fifty grams + -er. See*kennelnmker.] Same &a *kenne- „(nnr hnr^ + a/A2m "ipaf '+ idiin tumor 1
of brown sugar. It is stirred in an open pitcher, and 7,„„i.™

tepof, nom, -t- <mAMm, lear, -r (oyA)?, ijumor.j

after three days stirred again and bottled, the corks being ,"""'''V , ,, -i^ ^,,.s at A sharply defined horn tumor projecting trom
fastened as in champagne bottles. After being bottled kenueounker (ken-e-bungk 6r), n. A valise ^^ inner surface of the wall of a horse's hoof
for three days it is dnnkable. The keflr grains can be for clothes which Maine lumbermen take with „„j annoariTur of flia nlnrifav aurfapn as a spmi-
usedagainand again, and if well dried can%e put away them into the wood ('up the Kennebunk' and rir^„TftMckenLTortheS 1^^^^^
to keep for months. Ar^yar^^a^J^r.,M.,.,V^,

„ther rivers). AvaUt form, K^neUcker, ^^^^l^^j^^l^^lV^'i^'^Xl^a^'^

.

keg-lard (keg'lard), «. Lard put up in kegs assumes an ongm in the Kennebec river. tgj^tectomy"(ker-a-tek'to-mi), m. Same as

for sale : usually understood, in a eommercill ,
'^''«'--

(f
'»«''• Folk-lme, p^\,.-Ji^<t., 1902, p. 245. *cera«ectoms..

sense, to be a more fusible material than ^Il^eli, »• 4. A head-dress worn by women ^gjatiagjs (ker-a-ti'a-sis), «. Same as *cera-

bladder-lard and of an inferior quality. See .^''t^Vfg^i /i -^OfT" a w r —

•

*bladder-lard, 2.
kennel-bopk (ken el-buk), «. A publication

]j.gra,tin (ker'a-tin), m. Same as ceraiin.

keg-spring (keg'spring), n. A wire spring so ™ "^^""^ is given the pedigree and record of kgratinization (ker"a-tin-i-za'sh6n), n. Same
collea as to be full in the center like a keg ,

^°SS. Compare herMook andstud-iook ^s *ceratimzation.

kehoeite (ke'ho-it), n. [Named (1893) Ifter tenner (ken er) ». One who knows or kens, keratinize (ke-rat'i-niz), v. i. Same as *cera-

Mr. Heniy ffefeoe, who first obseAed it.] A Rennets (ken'et), ». [Late }!.&. kannette;
finize.

hydrous phosphate of aluminium and zinc P'"^", < 9?- *c^»eWe, »fee«ette, m central OF. teratinoid (ke-rat'i-noid), «. Same as *cer<i-

found in South Dakota. It occurs in white, '^'!^i*^^^-L^J::T^.Z'A^^,^,J^Vy^ *^'"^-

massive, amorphous forms with galena. °^ coarse texture; a kmd of gray cloth. keratinose (ke-rat'i-nos , n. Same as *ceraU.

keir-house (kl^'hons), n. The house or build- tennick (ken'ik), n.
.
[Given as a Gipsy term.] „„,,.

ing in which the keirs are located. ,
^^e pargon of Gipsy tinkers. C O. Leland

fegratitis (ker-a-ti'tis), n. Same as ceraUtis.

kelene (ke'len), n. [Formation not evident.] ^^^f ^^J^n^f'Jl^J^'''t<2'T''l'.%^9 kerato-angioma (ker"a-;to-an-ji-o'ma), n.

Pure methyl ehlorid, CH3CI, used as an tmctive poetical name
;

also a mark of Same as *o»piocera«owo.

anesthetic L place of^ ethe? and chloroform :
recognition, a doctrine, a teaching, < kenna teratoconus (ker"a-to-k6'nus), n. Same as.

a trade-name
know,reeogmze, call, name: seefcemi, „., and *ceratoconus.

kelep (kel'ep), n. [Guatemalan Indian.] A ^^fP^^^H ¥ °"^ Norse, Anglo-Saxon, and fegratode (ker'a-tod), ». Same as ceratode.

carmvorous ant
other old Teutonic poetry, a distinctive poetical ^gr^toderma, keratodermia (ker'Vto-dSr'-

Krtatomma tuherciZ t '" ^*™®' ^^sually periphrastic in form, used m ^^ -mi-a), n. Same as ^eeratoderma.

latum which wrevs &»MtM&^!SSk.
addition to, or substituted for, the usual name kefatohyalin (ker"a-t6-hi'a-lin), n. Same as

on tiie cotton-boll imSS^'^^Bk of a thing or person. Such terms form a usual oma; -kceratohyalin.on tne cotton 0011 »y**»^ ^T'^'^P ment ot Anglo-Saxon verse, as m 'Beowulf,' 'Exodus,' ,^x.»,. ,T^<.+= ^5, i;n Samfi asweevil and other J^ / T«L ete. Examples are 'whale-road,' and 'gannet's bath' for KeratonyaUne (Ker a-to-ni a-lin;, a. oame as

insects and which r \ ^v 'the sea,' 'ward of the bone-house '(that is 'keeper of the *oeratohyaline.

has been imuorted a » breast'), for 'heart 'or 'mind.' keratoid (ker'a-toid), a. Same as ceratoid.

iTitn Tfiiras kenning-glass (ken'iug-glas), Ji. Anoldname ^gratoiditis (ker-a-toi-di'tis), n. Same aslULU X OJ^as.^ Kelep (Ectatomma tuberculatum').
fqj. ^ gp_ gjg^gg ceratitiS

Samf isLtocfc 2
^''"'"'"" -'""' ='" kenogenic (ken^o-jen'ik), a. [Also ce«o^«»ic ; fegrato-iiidocyclitis (ker'a-to-ir'^i-do-si-kli'-

S. Kipling, Captains Courageous, iii. [New < Gr. Jflivd;, recent + -yevri^ -producing.] Of tis), n.
_
Same &% *cerato^idoeycliUs.

Enff -i-*^
"' •'^

B
;

L
Qj. pertaining to the recent or mdividual his- kerato-iritis (ker'^a-to-i-n'tis), n. Same as

kelfiiti-weed (kel'uD-wed) n The oxeye- tory of an organism, as distinguished from its *cerato-iritis.

daisv^ Chrysai^tkerr^ul l^nt%emum. l^Ztl^^^^^^HZlZf^:"- ^^^^'^ keratolysis <ker.a-tol'i-sis), ». Same as*c«m-
" T>A m. 2. ThB ash left from the bumine of seaweed. . ^.T- „ ^,-
^^ilSLl;toV?los'?Mthe%tolSS"S^^ kenoticism (ke-not'i-sizm), n. Xkemtic+ keratoma (ker-a-to'ma), n. Sameas*c«ratoma.
thechief source of supply of oartionate of soda in western -ISW.J The doctnne ot the kenosis ot Onrist, kgratomalacia (ker''''a-to-ma-la'si-a), «. Same
Europe, is now valuable almost solely aa a source of iodine, that is, of the limitations implied in the incar-

a,s *ceratomalacia.

I?i»:!:;^^*n2»f^f s^n£d aSdSdS^ Ka™"^^^^ "^^^i"^- ^^^ ^^^^- keratome (ker'a-tom), n. Same as ceratome.

pSct^rZaet°^?"o^Brittora^^^^^ kenotisni (ke-no'tlzm), ». Ucenot(ic) + 4sm.l keratometer (tbr-a-tom'e-ter), n. Same aa
from the Spanish coast. Same as *kenoUcism,. *eeratometer.

kelp-crab (kelp'krab), «. A spider-crab, kenotist (ke-no'tist), re. \kenot{ic) + -«««.] keratomycosis (ker'Vto-mi-ko'sis), re. Sam©
. Epialtus vroductus, found along the coast of Same as feraoWmfc a,s*ceratoniycom.

California. kenrei (ken-ra'), »• [fap., < ken (Chin. Men,
fegratophyre (ker'a-to-fir), re. [Gr. Kipag(icep-

kelper (kel'p&r), ». Same as kelpie. prefecture), + m (Chin. Img, direct, lead).] ^^ n j^^^^ + j;_ '(por)phyrM.l In petrog.,

kelp-fish, ». 4. A name applied to a number of The governor of the admimstrative division
^^^^^^ compact porphyry, composed of alkali-

other, unrelated fishes living among the kelp, of Japan known as a ^en. bee fce)i*>. feldspars and diopside. A variety containing
as rock-fish is applied to those living in rocky Kensington stitch. See *stitch. quartz is called guartz-keratqphyre. Gumbel,
places. In Australasia : (o) The butter-flsh, Coridodax kentallenite (ken-tal'en-it), re. [Kentallen, 1874.
fuUua, of the family ioSrite. (6) The giound-muUet, Scotland, 4- -jfeS.] In petrog., a phaneroorys- keratoplasty (ker'a-to-plas-ti), re. Same as

Z"±iZ:it'i^'tl£S^%S^t. %''^7^^, talline ro'ck comp'osed ^f orrh;.clfse and lii^e- cerato^lasty^ ' " '

"^

Feeudolabrus bothryocosmusi soda-feldspar m nearly equal proportions, to- fcgratoscope (ker'a-to-skop), re. [Also cerato-

kelp-hen (kelp'hen), re. The weka rail, Ocy- gether with augite, biotite, _and ohvin: an g^g^g. ,; q^ i^^p^^ (nepaT-), horn, -I- oKonetv,

dromus troglodytes, ot lifew Zealand: Txamed olivin-monzonite. Mill and Kynaston, 1900. view.] A device for determining the presence
from frequenting the sea beach in search of Kenticism (ken'ti-sizm), re. An expression of iiTegularities in the anterior surface of the

food. See Oeydromus, 1. characteristic of the Kentish dialect. Pegge. cornea.

kelp-shore (kelp'shor), re. Same as slwre^, 2. Kentish cousins, distant cousins or relatives. Eeratosis foUlcnlorum, a disease marked by papules

belpware (kelp^var), ., The bladder-wrack fce^tlgdge, 2. In the British service, con-
-^imn^hig^^^

^^^^ ^^
or black tang, Fucus vesiculosus. demned shot, shell, and similar unserviceable *™^„oorai5X

^ "

KeltolOffist, etc. See CeZtoZog'W*, etc. articles.— Kentledge goods, such heavy parts of a •> ^'
„„„„,„,/..

kSvinfkel'Vin), re. A name proposed, in honor ship's cargo as may be used for {.allast. keraunoid (ker'4-noid), a. [Gr. /cepawdf,

of Lord Kelv£, for the kilowatt-houi whiehis kentrogon (ken ' tro-gon), re. [Gr. «^.rpo., a thunderbo t _+ -<nd.] In peiro^., noting bjfur-

the British Board of Trade unit of work. point, -I- 7<5,.of, generation.] In rhizoeeph- cate microlitio cr^tals of augite feldspar, or

Kelvin's law. See *law\ alous crustaceans, a larval stage in which the other minerals. Washmgton, 1896.
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feeraunophobia (ke-ra-no-fo'bi-a), K. Same as elamation; preaching; specifically, Christiau ketol (ke'tol), n. \Jcet(one) + -ol.'] The name

. Same as

K^pySepof.]

garden-

*cerau,rMphobia

.

keraunoscoptsion (ke -rft " no- sko
Same as cerauiioscope.

keraunoscopy (ke-ra-nos'ko-pi), n.

*ceraunoscopy.

Kerberos (k6r'be-ros), n. [Qr.
Same as Cerberus.'

kercMef-plot (ker'chif-plot), n.
plot no bigger than a handkerchief.

Gentle breezes bring
News of winter's vanishing,
And the children build their bowers.
Sticking Icerchief-plots of mould
All about with full-blown flowers.

Wordsworth, To the Same Flower [Small Celandine], st S.

kerchunk (kSr-ehungk'), adv. {ker- + chunk^.J
With a sudden heavy blow or thump. [Slang
or colloq., U. S.]

preaching. " of a class of organic compounds containing

pe'on), n. keryktics (ke-rik'tiks), re. [A bad form (with the group

a worse one, kerysUcs) for what would be reg. g, > COC(OH) < S„ •

*kerykics, or rather *cerycics, pi. of "cerycie, < K ^ Ji
'

Gr. K^pvKiKdg, adj., < Kijpv^ (ictipvK-), a herald.] They are also called ketone alcohols.

That department of practical theology which ketole (ke'tol), ». Same as indol.

treats of the science of preaching, it includes ketone, re Ketone blue. See *6(Me.— pimellc
missionary preaching and preaching to believers, as dif- ketone. Same as ifcyclohexanone.
ferentiated from homiletics, which deals only with the fcetOSe (ke'tos), n. [ket(one) + -0Se.^ A class-
latter. BaMm«, JH^ <^ PhUos. and P^ohoi, L 160 ^^^^ ^^^^^ >!^ „^L^J-^ chemistry to sugars,

kerystlC (ke-ns tik), a. [A bad form, m- . r."^
.

" •'

tended to be formed from Gr. laipvaauv,

proclaim, herald, < lajpv^, a herald.] Of or
pertaining to preaching.

kestrel, n—Nankeen kestrel, the Australian spar-
row-hawk, Tmnwnculus cenchroides; so named on ac-
count of its yellowish color, which suggests that of
nankeen.

such as fructose, containing a ketone group.

ketozime (kf-tok'sim), n. [ket{one) + oxime.']

A class-name applied in organic chemistry to

compounds of ketones and hydroxylaminp,

containing the group tj( > C :NOH.

or bar of wood) with one or more kerfs for the
purpose of bending it.

kernummux (ker-flum'uks), v. t. and i. [ker-

+ flummiix.'] To 'flummux' completely.
[Slang or colloq., U. S.]

Eermanji (kfer-man'je), n. The language of
the Kurds ; Kurdish.

'

kermes, «. 3. Short for kermes-mineral, or,

more properly, minaral kermes.

kembut (kSrn'but), n. [Kern, a river in CaU-
fomia, -I- 6M<(ire«s).] A name suggested by
A. C. Lawsou for a peculiar topographic form
in the Kern Biver valley, California,— a but-
tress projecting from one side of a canon and
crowing the river against the opposite wall.
From the fact of their being buttresses of a peculiar

^., _. _.j , i ., -,x..N A 1 TT kettle-boiler (ket'l-boi"Wr), n. An obsolete
kerf2 (k6rf), V. t. [kerf^, «.] To cut (a strip

^^^J'^,^'^^ XI' "j„ Tf™^^"3?'"
°™®

i" 7™' *yP^ °* steam-boiler the general form of which---•'•• " " " '^
T...- J—V- ^as spherical like that of a kettle, with a flat

founrfronrTaii'FrancisTO"'to"KsmchatkiC bottom over the fire.

streams in the fall and spawning at no great distance kettle-bottom (ket'l-bot''''um), n. 1. Naut., a
from the sea. „ , > , , , „, vessel having a flat floor.— 2. A hill the out-
ketate (ke tat), n. [ket{one) + -afei.] The ijne of which suggests an upturned kettle,
name of a class of organic compounds contain- [Rare.]

ing the complex y > ^ < OE " '^^^^ ^^^ ^^'^ kettle-broth (ket'l-brdth), n. See the quota-

called ketone ethers.

ketazin (ke-taz'in), n. [ket{one) + az{ote) +
-in'^.'i The name of a class of organic com-
pounds eontainiog the complex
R R"
jj, nC:NN:C>^,„. They are crystalline

tion.

'Kettle-broth.' . . . consists of pieces of stale bread
liberally moistened with boiling water, and besprinkled
with salt and pepper.

Eleanor 6. O'Reilly, Sussex Tales, IL 187. N. E. D.

kettled (ket'ld), a. In geol., worn into pot-
holes or 'giant-kettles.'

and stable and are prepared by the action of kettledrum (ket'I-drum), v. %.; pret. and pp.
hydrazine on ketones. kettledrummed, ppr. kettledrumming. To drum

type recognized for the first lime in Kern Caaon, the ketch-yacht (kech'yot), re. A small pleasure- (on the kettledrum); sound like a kettledrum.
feature is called a Tcemhut.

Bulletin Oeol. Sept. Univ. of Cali/omia, 1904, III. 332.

kern-curve (kem'kferv), n. liiprojeetwe geom.,
the conic of reference whose every tangent is

dual to its own contact-point.
kerned (kemd), a. [kern'i- + -ed^.'] Said of a
printing-type that has a small projection be-
yond its body, as the knobs at the ends of
f and j.

kernel^, n. 4. (6) An enlarged lymphatic
gland.—6. In metal., a nucleus of a double
sulphid of copper and iron obtained in roast-
ing cupriferous iron pyrites. The kernels are
separated by hand from the lumps of pyrites
and are melted for copper. Phillips and
Bauerman, Elements of Metallurgy, p. 485.
— Waxing Kernels, (b) Swollen tonsils.

kernel-roasting (k^r'nel-ros^ting), re. The
process of roasting cupriferous iron pyrites
for the extraction of copper. See *fcer«e?i,

6. Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal-
lurgy, p. 485.

kern-soap (kfem'sop), «. Soap separated from

vessel with two masts and three fore-and-aft kettle-maw (ket'1-mfi,), n
kettle-net (ket'1-net), re.

Ketch-yacht.

Same as angler, 2.

Naut., a net for
catching mackerel.

Eetton-stone (ket'on-ston), re. In petrog., an
oolitic limestone foiind at Ketton, England.
ketuba (ke'to-ba), re. [Heb., < katab, -write]
Among the Jews, a written marriage contract.
The pkraseology of tjie document follows a set foi-m, the
particulars .relating- to dowry and. marriage settlement
varying in individual cases. ' The language is always
Anuhaic. . After the date, the names of >the'conti-acting
couple and those of their parents are fully given thus

:

"N, son of N, of the city of N, said to the virgin N,
daughter of S, 'Be thou my spouse according to tSe law
of Moses and Israel, and 1 will labor, honor, nourish, and
support thee according to the custom of Jewish men
who labor, esteem, nourish, and support their

. wives
truthfully.'" Then follow the particulars of amount, etc.

(200 sus to a virgin and 100 sus to a widow), the husband
binding himself to pay that amount in full " from the
best pmi of his possessions, . . . even from the garment
upon his shoulders." The document is signed by the
bridegroom and two witnesses, and is then read by the

the original solution by the addition of salt or feetine (ke'tin), re'. [ket(one) + -iree2.] i . The

sails, the mainsail being smaller than the fore- ^^^^ " ^^^ presence of all concerned, at the marriage

f^i;.^"tnw«.rif
^^"^'^''^ ^*^' ^"^^"^ ^^^^"^ ""^ Keupemergel (koi

'
p6r-

a short bowsprit.
-mer-gl), [G.,

a strong brine: same as cwrd soap (which see,

under soap). Sci. Amer. Sup., May 20, 1899.

kern-stone (kern'ston), n. A coarse-grained
sandstone.

Kerosene emulsion. Soe^emulsion.
'kerosene-engine (ker'a-sen-en^jin), re. An
engine using kerosene as a fuel ; strictly, an
internal-combustion engine using kerosene-
oil as a source of hydrocarbon fuel.

kerosolene (ker'o-so-len), re. [keros(ene) + -ol

+ -eree.] A trade-name for petroleum ether
which at one time was proposed for use as
an anesthetic.

kerplunk (k^r-plungk'), adv. [ker- +j>limk.'\

With a sudden ' plunk ' or plunge. [Slang or
colloq., U. S.]

Eerr effect, Kerr's constant. See *effect,

^constant.

Kerry2 (ker'i), «. A breed of small, active,
black cattle having its origin in the southwest
of Ireland: of considerable value for dairy
purposes.
kerseymere-twill (ker'zi-mer-twil"), n. A
four-harness twill-weave : same as *cassimere-
twill.

kershaw, re. Same as *cushaw.

kerslap (ker-slap'), (M?^. [fcer- -I- sZfipl.J With
a sudden slap or loud slapping blow. [Slang
or colloq., U. S.]

kerslop (k6r-slop'), adv. [Var. of kerslap.']

Same as ^kerslap.

kerwallop (k6r-wol'op), adn. [ker- + wallop'^

and wallop^.'] With' a sudden wallop or on-
rush. [Slang or colloq.]

kerygma (ke-rig'ma), re. [Gr. x^pvyfta, < xT/pia-

(TEiv, herald, proclaim : see caduceus.'] Apro-

N<: 'N.

'Keupermarl.'] In geol., a subdivision of 'the
Triassic system in Germany which attains a
thickness of 1,000 feet, it is underlain by the
Lettenkohle and overlain by the Khsetic, and is the middle
division of the Keuper.

kevel* (kev'el), re. [Also keval, kevil; origin
obscure.] Alocalname in Derbyshire, England,
for the calcareous gangue of lead ore (galena).

keweena'Wi'te (ke'we-nMt), re. [Keweenaw
+ -ite'^.'] An- arsenide of copper and nickel,
(Uu,Ni)2As, found in Keweenaw county,
Michigan.

found in commercial fusel-oil and prepared keyi, re. 3. (Jc) In pnn«j«flf, the circular ratchet

name of a class of organic compounds con-
taining the complex

.CH.CH
CH:CH

They are prepared by the reduction of nitroso-ketones,
closely resemble the pyridine bases in general properties,
and are also called pyrazins and aldin£8. See ifcudineZ.

2. A colorless, crystalline, basic compound.

N <• C(CH3).CH .^ .^T

^CH:C(CH3)^ '

by the action of ammonia on glycerol.
It crystallizes in lustrous plates or rhombohedra, melts
at 19° C, and boils at 165° C. Also called 2,5-dimethyl.
pyrazin, dirnethyldiaian, glyeoKne, and dimethylaldine,

ketipic (ke-tip'ik), a. Noting an acid, a col-
orless amorphous compound, HOCOCH2CO-
COCH2COOH, prepared by the action of di-

ethyl oxalate on two equivalents of ethyl
dichloracetate. It decomposes at 150° C,
without melting, into carbon dioxid and di-

aeetyl. Also called diaceiyl-dicarboxylic acid.

keto-- A combining form used in organic
chemistry to indicate the presence of the ke-

R'
tone group t, > CO.

keto-aldehyde (ke-to-al'de-hid), re. An or-

ganic compound whicli contains both an alde-

hyde (COH) and a ketone (CO) group, as in
the osons, CHi;(OH)[CH(OH)]3CO.COH .

ketohezose (ke-to-hek's6s), re. lketo(ne) -I-

Gr. ff, six, -t- -o«e.] A ketone-alcohol con-
taining 6 atoms of carbon, a member of one
class of the glucoses. Fruit-sugar or levulose
is the most familiar example of such a sub-
stance.

that closes or uncloses patent quoins of iron.— 11. A wooden pin for fastening hides to-
gether while they are being limed. Modem
Amer. Tanning, p. 207._ Cross keys, in her., keys
borne crosswise as in the papal arms : a frequent sign in
Europe.— Gold key, the office of groom of the strte.—
Key of the sea, the pelican's-foot shell, Aporrhaig pes-
pelecani. See cut under Aporrhais.—Keys Of the
-weather, the twelve days of Tuletide (December 25-
January 5\ popularly considered as the keys to the
weather of the coming year, month by month.

—

Reverse
keys, wedges or keys used for driving apart or separat-
ing two pieces of a machine. They are made of two steel
plates, one of which has a projection on one side and the
other a recess in one edge of the same lengtli as the pro-
jection on the first key. They are frequently used for
forcing tapered rods out of their sockets.—jRlnglUg-
key, in telephony, a key by which an operator makestne
necessary connections to send calling-currentand operate
the bell of any subscriber : frequently combined with a
listening-key, in which case the device is called a listen-
ing-and-ringing Itey.—Si. Peter's keys, the emblem of
the papal authority and of the spiritual power of bind-
mg and loosing ; the cross keys in the papal crown. See
power of the keys, under tej/i.— Secondary key, in
immc. Same aa relative OT parallel key.— Split key, a
split pin ; a pin made of half-round wire which has a
loop for a head and the ends of which can be easily
spread apart to prevent its falling out.— Stepped key,
a key which has separate and movable bits : used with
permutation locks.



key

keyl, V. *.— To key up, to drive in tlie Iceya (in the
sense of wedges) so as to cliange the shape of the strnc-
ture. Thus, to key up an arch is to drive in the last
stone (compare keystone), bo that the whole arch will
hold itself off the centering, which may then be strucl£
and removed.

keyboard, « 1. Pedal keyboards in the organ are called
radiating when the keys are made to converge somewhat
below the player's seat, like the ribs of a fan, and eonoave
when the general level of the inner keys is lower than
that of the outer ones. In the best organs the pedal
keyboard is both concave and radiaUTig.

2. The set of keys for operating the letters of

a type-writing,or tyEje-settingmaohine.—Jankd
k^t>oard, a form of pianoforte keyboard, invented in
1382 by Jank6, then of Berlin. It consists of six rows,
or three double rows, of peculiarly rounded keys, closely

Jank6 Keyboard.

terraced bo that the player may pass readily from one to
another or use two rows at once. The three double rows
are duplicates of each other, and are connected with the
same levers : they are provided simply to give the
maximum ease of shifting and coml>ining. Each double
row is arranged thus

:

C« DS r G A B
C D E F| Gt AJ

The keys corresponding to the black keys of the ordi-

nary keyboard are distinguished by black bands. The
utility of the invention lies (a) in its compactness, an
octave being about equal to a sixth in the ordinary key-
board, so that intervals longer than an octave may be
spanned

;
(b) in its adaptability to the hand, so that by

shifting &omrow to rowthe shorter fingers can be favored

;

(c) in the fact that the fingering for every tonality is the
same, thus facilitating transposition and the playing of
pieces in 'remote' keys; and (d) in facilitating special

effects, like the glissando.—Unlyersal keyboard, a
particular arrangement of letters on the keyboard of a
type-writer, adopted by most of the manufacturers in the
TJnited States, so that any operator may use any machine
without special practice. Another arrangement is called

the ' ideal keyboard.'

key-center (ke'8eii"t6r), n. In the keyboard
of a pianoforte or organ, the center of a key
or digital: used as a point of reference in
measurements.
key-chuck (ke'chuk), n. A jaw-chuck the

screws of which are actuated by a key-wrench.

key-clog (ke'klog), ». A wooden clog, or a
metal strip or plate, attached to a key to pre-

vent it from being overlooked or lost.

key-coupler (ke'kup''''16r), ». In orgatt-build-

ing, a coupler between two keyboards or be-

tween octaves on the same keyboard, when the

coupled keys actually move. See coupler (a).

key-frame (ke'fram), n. In the organ and
the pianoforte, the board underneath and sup-

porting the keys. See out Mndei pianoforte.

key-gage (ke'gaj), n. A plate-gage, either

male or female, used for cheeking the width of

keys and key-seats, the female or receiving

gage being notched the exact width of the

key and its mate being the e^act width required

for the keyway.

key-hammer (k^'ham^^r), n. A hand-hammer
used for driving keys or wedges.

Keyhole nebula. See *nebula.

keyhole-urchin (ke'h61-6r"chin), n. Any flat

sea-urchin having
keyhole - like open-
ingsthrough the test,

as Scutella and Met-
Uta.

key-horizon (ke'ho-

ri'''zon), n. An easily

recognized geolog-
ical surface which
serves as a plane of

reference from which
measurements canbe
made.
By connecting the

points of equal elevatiffli

a contour map of the key
horizon was constructed.

Keyhole-urchin lyScutelUi sex-

fgris). Test from the apical

side (original).

(From Lang's "ComparatiTe
Anatomy.")

Cmitrib. to Boon. Qeol., U. S. Geol. Surv., 1902, p. 339.

key-lead (ke'led), n. In the organand the piano-

forte, a small piece of lead let into a key-tail

to insure the prompt rise of the key when it is

released. See cut under pianoforte.

keyless (ke'les), a. [hey^ + -less.'] Having

no key (in any sense).
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key-loader (ke'16''''der), ». In the making of

pianofortes or organs, a workman who inserts
the key-leads.

key-log (ke'log), n. In lumbering, a log which
is so caught or wedged that a jam is formed
and held by it.

key-model (ke'mod''el), n. The model of a
vessel cut from a block composed of various
layers of wood fastened together by wooden
keys.

key-money (ke'mun''i), ». Money exacted from
a coming tenant before the keys of the house
are delivered to him. [Eng.]
key-move (ke'mov), n. The first move in the
solution of a chess problem or end-game study,
as intended by its author. Another such move,
not intended by the author, is called a cooh.

key-plan (ke'plan), n. A diagrammatic or
abridged plan giving simply the emplacement
of the chief points of interest. It maybe a key
or index to more elaborate plans.

key-plate, n.—Drop key-plate, a key-plate having a
pivoted cover or guaidover the keyhole.

key-recorder (ke'rf-kdr'dfer), n. A clock com-
bined with a time-registering mechanism op-
erated by pressing numbered keys. Engin.
Mag., Jidy, 1904, p. 618.

key-seater (ke'se't6r), n. A machine for cut-
ting a keyway or slot for a spline. Portable
machines designed to cut a keyway in a piece of shafting,
while in position, are essentially small milling-machines
operated by hand or by a motor, or by means of flexible

shafting, and having narrow-face cutters for milling out
the slot Larger machines are modifications of the slot-

ting-machine or draw stroke shapers. Also called key-
way cutter.

key-seating (ke'se"ting), a. 1. A key-seat;
a keyway.— 2. The process of cutting a key-
seat.

Keyser cup. See *ci»p.

key-stringed (ke'stringd), a. Of musical in-

struments, having strings andplayed by means
of a keyboard.
key-tube (ke'tiib), TO. 1. A tube in a lock de-
signed to support the key.—2. The hollow
shank or stem of a pipe-key.

K. F. An abbreviation of Knight ofFerdmand
(Spain).

kg. An abbreviation (o) of Tceg; (6) of Mlo-
gram:
K. Or, C. An abbreviation of Knight of the

Golden Circle (United States).

K. Q-. C. B. An abbreviation of Knight of the

Grand Cross of the Bath.

K. Q. H. An abbreviation of Knight of the

Grnlfs of Hanover.
kgm. An abbreviation of Mlogrammeter, the
gravitational imit of work.
K, G. V. An abbreviation of Knight of Gus-
tavus Vasa (Sweden).
K. H. An abbreviation of Knight of (the Order
of) Hanover.
khaki. I. a. 2, Made of the cloth known as
khaki (without direct reference to color).

He descended in a new kTmki suit of a delicate olive-

green. R. Kipling, Arrest of Lieut. Golightly, in Plain
[Tales from the Hills, p. 124.

II. n. 1. On account of its neutral color and other
conveniences, khaki is now used extensively for unifoims
in the British and United States armies, especially while
they are engaged in active operations in the field. It

was originally a cotton twill, but it is now also made of

wool and of various colors.

2. A soldier clad in khaki. Hence—3. The
cause and the policy represented by the
khaM-elad military forces operating in South
Africa in 1899-1902, and support of the Brit-

ish government in its war policy at that time

:

as, to vote Tchdki, that is, to support the gov-
ernment and its measures in carrying on the
Boer war.—4. The bonds issued by the Brit-

ish government in raising money to continue

the Boer war.
The market does not know whether the new war loan.

Khakis, will be offered at 97, 98, 99, or 100.

Westminsttr Gazette, March 9, 1900. IT. E. D.

khakied (ka'kid), a. Clothed in khaki. Daily

Express (London), June 26, 1900.

khal (kal), n. [Hindustani Maid, a creek, in-

let, rivulet, watercourse.] A creek, pool, or

tank.
This is steeped in the big kbal at Ishapup, and during

the fermenting stage mosquitoes are generated very plen-

tifully. Jour. Tropical Med., June 16, 3903, p. 200.

khalifa, khalifah (ka-le'fa), n. [Ar. khaUfa.]

Same as eaUf.

khalil (kSr-lel'), n. Same as chalil.

Khamitic (ka-mit'ik), a. Same as Hamitie.

khandjar, khanjar (kan'jar), n. Same as

handjar.

kick

khat (kat), n. See kafta.

khatri (kat'ri), n. [Hind, khatri, < Skt. ksha-
trvya.'] A member of the second or military
caste among the Hindus. N. E. 1).

kheda (ka'da), n. [Also keddah, < Hind, khddd,
< Skt. dkheta, hunting.] In India, a snare, in
the form of an inclosure, in which adult wild
elephants are captured.
The custom in Bengal Ib to construct a strong enclosure

(called a keddah) in the heart of the forest.

Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, II. 342.

khediviate (ke-de'vi-at). n. [khedive + -i- +
-ate^.^ The office, dignity, or government of
the khedive; the dominions of the khedive.
An account is given of the reforms instituted during

the .^AecJi'Diatd of Ismail Pasha.
Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 703.

khersal, n. See *khirsal.

khirsal (kfer'sal), n. [Also khersal, khairsal;
E. Indian: cf! Hind, khair, the tree Acacia
Catechu.] Nearly pure cateehin found in
pockets of the wood of Acacia Catechu, the
Bast Indian tree yielding catechu, and used by
the natives in betel-chewing.

Ehlisti, n. Same as KhUstie.

khoja (ko'ja), n. [Also khodja, khodgea, cojah,

hoja, hqjah','hodja, etc., < Turk, khawdja, pron.
kohja^ khaja, = Hind, khudjah, in popular pro-
nunciation khdjd, < Pers. khawdja, pron. Jchd-

jah, a rich merchant, a gentleman, a man of

distinction, in Turk, also specifically a teacher,

a scribe.] 1 . In Persia, a gentleman ; a man
of distinction.— 2. In Turkey, specifically, a
teacher in a school attached to a mosque.

khubber (kub'fer), n. [Also khuber, khaVbar,
khdbar; < Hind. Pers. Ar. khabar.] Informa-
tion; intelligence; report.

Khussak beds. See *bed^.

Ki. An abbreviation of Sings.

kiang2, n. See

kibWle^ (kib'l), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. kibbled,

ppr. kibbling. [Mbbk^, n.] To hoist ore or
refuse in a mine-bucket or kibble.

kibosh (ki-bosh' or M-bosh'), n. [Also kybosh,
kye-bosh; origin obscure, but prob. a spon-
taneous emphatic word of purposely indefinite
character, < hi-, ka-, ker-, a vague introductory
syllable (see *ker-), + *bosh, an emphatic
syllable (prob. sometimes associated with the
historical word bosh, nothing, stuff, nonsense,
a word of Turkish origin which came into
English use at about the same time). As the
word never had a definite meaning, it served
as a convenient substitutionary word where
emphasis was to be conveyed or precise words
were lacking at the moment. Compare the
similar vague substitutionary uses of thing,

jig,bob, thingumbob, stuff, eie.] 1. Something
indefinite ; a thing of any kind not definitely
conceived or intended : as, I 'II give him the
Mbosh. [Slang.] JV.a»£? e.,9thser., VII.277.—
2. The thing in question ; the stuff: as, that's
the proper kibosh. [Slang.] Hence, spe-
cifically— 3. The stuff used in filling cracks
or giving finish or shadow to arcMtectnral
sculptures, namely, Portland cement.
"Where's the *j/6i)sft?". . . is a query . . . constantly

overheard where architectural sculptors are at work.
N. ondQ., 9th ser., VIL 277.

4. Wages; money. Eng. Dial. Diet. (s. v.
Jcybosh). [Cornwall.]—5. Affectation; display;
pretense. Eng. Dial. Diet. (s. v. kybosh).
[Cornwall.]— 6. Stuff; nonsense; rubbish;
bosh. [Slang.]— To put the kibosh on. (a) To
subject to the thing vaguely threatened, that is, to put
an extinguisher on ; finish off ; do for (a person) ; put to
silence. [Slang.]

"Hoo-roar," ejaculates a pot-boy in parenthesiB, "put
the kye-bosk [read Iqjebosh?] on her, Mary I

"

Dickens, Sketches by Boz, Seven Dials.

It was attending one of these affairs which finally put
the 'kibosh ' (mme. C. Roberts, Adrift in America, i.

(6) To put the finishing touches on ; perfect (one) in his
trade. N. and Q., 9tli ser., VII. 277. (c) Intransitively,
to do one's best. [Slang.]

kibosh (ki-bosh' or ki-bosh'), v. t. [Mbosh,
«.] 1. To finish off; knock out; squash com-
pletely; end. Eng. Dial. Diet. [Slang.]— 2.
To throw kibosh, or Portland cement, upon
(carved stonework) with a blowpipe and a
brush, so as to -enhance the shadows. N. and
Q., 9th ser., VII. 277.

kick, V. I. trans. 6. In cricket, to cause (the
ball) after pitching to rise higher than usual

:

said of the bowler, and also of the ground
or the wicket. —To kick down, to bore (a well) by
a dHll worked as follows : A wooden casing is sunk in
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the ground or rock for a few feet aud the boring-tool
workB inside of and is guided by this casing. The tool

is suspended from the free end of a horizontal hickory
pole which is supported only at one end. One or more
stirrups are suspended by ropes from the pole near the
drill, and each operator places a foot in a stirrup.

The tool is moved or kicked down by the pressure of

the operators' feet and rises by the spring of the hickory
pole. The tool is rotated somewhat at each stroke by
the operators.

II, inVrans. 6. In cricket, to rise after being
Tjowled higher than usual from the pitch;

bump : said of the ball.

kick, n. 11. In arcfter?^, the unsteady motion
of an arrow at the beginning of its flight

caused by the faulty drawing or loosing of

the bow.— 12. In elect, a high-voltage cur-

rent or discharge of short duration appearing
in inductive electric circuits when the condi-

tions of the circuit are changed, especially

when it is opened— Free kick, in foot-iall, a

kick made when the opponents are restrained by rule

from advancing upon the kicker.—Kick Of the rudder
(nautx the jerk of the rudder.— Kick Of the thun-
aer-cload, in Ttneteor,; the sudden outward, and there-

fore also downward, push due to the hypothetical sudden
expansion of the rapidly ascending air within a thunder-
cloud. To this 'kick' the sudden temporary rise of

pressure recorded on barograms is attributed, as is

also the outblowing squall-wind.— Kick Of the wheel
\rmut.), the jerk of the wheel due to a sharp movement
of the rudder-head caused by the action of the sea on
the rudder.— Place kick. Usually, in a place kick, a
player lies at full length on the ground, holding the
ball and pointing it as directed by the kicker, who gives

a signal for it to be placed on the ground and immedi-
ately kicks it before the opponents can advance to block
the kick. Ordinarily a try at goal, after a touch-down,
is made by a place kick.

kick-ball (Mk'b&l), n. A name for foot-ball.

kick-down (kik'doun), n. The apparatus used
in kicking down. See to *kick down.

kicker, n. 3. Naut., the propeller of a small

launch.—4. In cricket, a ball which kicks or

bumps, that is, which rises higher than usual
after pitching.— 5. In poker, a card held
up with a pair, usually an ace or king.—6.

The reversing gear of some direct-acting steam
and hydraulic pumps.

kicking-COil (kik'ing-koil), re. In elect., a re-

active coil.

kicking-COlt (kik'ing-kolt), re. The spotted
touch-me-not or jewel-weed, Impatiens iiflora.

Also called kicking-horses.

kicMng-horses (kik'ing-h6r"sez), re. Same
as *kicking-cclt.

kicking-jacket (kik'ing-iak'''et), ». A de-

vice to prevent a horse from kicking, it con-

sists of two wide straps which pass over the horse's

rump, one at the crupper, the other at the loin, con-

nected at the ends by straps secured to rings at the

ends of the main straps, to which are also attached

two looped straps at each end. The loop-straps buckle
around the shafts.

kick-out (kik'out), 7t. Infoot-ball, a. iropkick,
punt, or place kick made by a player of that

side which has made a safety or a touch-back

:

it is the method of again putting the ball in

play.

luck-plate (kik'plat), re. A broad metal plate

placed at the bottom of a door to protect it

against injury.

kick-wheel (kik'hwel), n. A primitive form
of the potters' wheel operated by the foot of

the workman.
In 1863 a great demand sprang up [in the Southern

States] for earthen jars, pitchers, cups and saucers, and
the fire-brick works were partially transformed into a

manufactory of such wares, which were produced in lai'ge

quantities by negro men and boys, who employed the old-

fashioned "kick-wlieel " in their manufacture.
E. A. Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the U. S., p. 260.

kid^, n. 7. pi- In astron., a pair of small stars

in the constellation Auriga, represented as

kids held in the hand of the charioteer— Un-
dressed Md, light goatskin finished on the flesh side,

usually intended for gloves.

kid-bmsh (kid'brush), n. A soft brush used

for brushing the grain of goatskins during the

process of finishing. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of

Leather, p. 367.

kidder^ (kid'6r), re. A fence of stakes in a

river used as an obstruction to vessels ; also,
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a series of stakes placed across a river for en-

tangling fish,

kidder-net (kid'&r-net), n. Afish-net stretched

between stakes in a river.

kiddly-benders (kid'H-ben-'dferz), n. Same as

Mttly-benders. Also tiddly-benders and tids.

kiddush (kid'osh), ». [Heb., < kadash, sanc-

tify.] In Jewish use, a form of sanctification

of the Jewish sabbaths and festivals. At the
end of the evening prayer on Friday, the hazzan, or reader

of the synagogue, 'makes kiddush,' that is, he says a bless-

ing over a cup of wine. The same ceremony is performed
at home by the master of the house, who recites the last

two words of verse 31 of the first chapter of Genesis and
the following three verses (Gen. ii. 1-3). He then says a
blessing, sips a little of the wine, and passes the cup to

the other members of the family.

kid-finished (kid'fin''''isht), a. Dressed and fin-

ished so as to be soft and pliable.

kid-kill (kid'kil), n. Same as *kill-kid.

kidney, re. 5. In min., a concretion shaped
like a kidney.
The coal has been intensely crushed and affected, prob-

ably by a shearing movement of the inclosing sandstone,
so that the bed is not well defined, but the coal was found
in lenses and kidneys often as large as 8 feet thick and 13
feet long.

Contrib. to Econ. Geol., U. S. Geol. Surv., 1902, p. 278.

Amyloid kidney, a kidney which is undergoing larda-
ceous or waxy degeneration.—Hind kidney, the posterior
portion of the vertebrate kidney ; in amniote vertebrates,
the metanephros, or true kidney.—Wandering kidney.
Same as floating kidney (which see, under kidney).—
Waxy kidney. Same as amyloid -Alcidney.

kidney-paved (kid'ni-pavd), a. Paved with
cobblestones. [Eng.]
kidney-piece (Md'ni-pes), n. A cam having an
outline somewhat resembling that of a kidney.

kidney-table (kid'ni-ta'"bl), re. A table,

usually a writing-table, the top of which is

kidney-shaped or is imagined to be so.

kidney-worm (kid'ni-w6rm), re. Any parasitic
worm which infests the kidneys of man or
lower animals, as Eustrongylus gigas, the giant
strongyle or giant kidney-worm found in the
horse, and ScUsrostoma pinguicolum, which in-

fests the kidney, lungs, and other parts of the
hog, and is called lard-worm when found in
leaf-lard.

kies (kes), «. [G., gravel, etc.; see ehes^l.'\

A (Jerman term for the sulphid ores, espe-
cially those involving iron and copper: now
adopted into English. J. F. Kemp, Handbook
of Rocks, p. 196 (1904).

kieye, «. [Amer. Ind.] A fish, Argyro-
somus hoyi, of the family Salmonidse, found in
the deep waters of Lake Michigan.

kifussa (ki-fo'sa), re. [W. African.] A dis-

ease of the natives of West Africa, probably
the sleeping-sickness.

kiku (ke'ko), «. [Jap. kiku.^ The chrysan-
themum, extensively used as a decorative
motive in Japanese art. In conventionalized
form it constitutes the imperial crest of Japan.
See kikumon.

kil, v. and n. A simplified spelling of kill.

kilampere (Mram-pSr*), n. Same as *kilo-

ampere.
kileh (ke'le), re. [Turk. Meft.] A Turkish
measure of capacity equal to 0.912 of an im-
perial bushel.

kilem (M'lem), re. The term proposed in 1860
by G. J. Stoney, as an English equivalent of

the French kilometre.

kiley (ki'li), re. [Also kylie; aboriginal Aus-
tralian.] A boomerang. [West Australia.]

kiUm, khilim (Ml'im), re._ [Turk, kilim, a
Turkish carpet (of various kinds) ; Pers. kilim,

a carpet.] An Oriental rug, made in Turkish
Kurdistan and the neighboring territory. It

is woven with a flat stitch and is made alike

on both sides.

kilU, V. t. 6. In leather-nmnuf., to remove the
natural grease from (the skin) in making furs

or robes from hair skins. G. t. Davis, Manuf.
of Leather, p. 496.— 7. In tennis, to strike

(the ball) with such force as to make it im-
possible for the opponent to return it.—Killed
spirits of salts. See *«irfH.—To kill the sea («««(.),

to reduce the violence of the sea : said of a heavy rain,

which sometimes acts upon the surface of the water in

such a way as to keep it from breaking.—To kill the
wind ivAiut.), to cause the wind to die away : said of a
heavy shower.

kill^, re. 3. An animal that has been killed,

as by a beast of prey or by a sportsman ; a
bag of game.
killcrop (kil'krop), re. [G. kielkropf. Origin

uncertain.] In popular tradition, a child bom
with an insatiable hunger; one who can eat

and eat and is never the fatter: supposed to

be a fairy changeling.

kiln

kill-devil, re- 3. Among sailors, etc., alcoholic

spirits of bad quality ; a strong raw liquor. See
the quotation under rumbullion.

killer, n. 4. A contrivance for killing large

ferocious animals. It consists of an elastic strip

of hard material, which is coiled up, tied together with

sinew, and inclosed in a bait. When swallowed the sinew

is digested, and the coil unwraps and teai's the intestines

of the animal. It is used by Eskimos and Chukchees
for killing wolves, and by the Samoans for killing shaiks.

Amer. Anthropologist, April-June, 1901, p. 391.

5. The technical name among house-painters

for a"nything used to prevent resin, locally

present in woodwork, from exuding and mak-
ing visible spots on the painted surface ; also,

. in a more general sense, any substance used
to remove spots on such surfaces.

killing, re. 2. In the manufacture of steel,

the practice of stopping or preventing the

evolution of gas in the steel. Steel is most
commonly killed with silicon or aluminium.
Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal-
lurgy, p. 348.

killing-circle (kil'ing-s6r"kl), n . See pattern,

10.

kill-kid (kil'kid), re. The lambkiU, Ealmia
angustifolia.

kill-time (kil'tim), n. anda. I. n. Something,
as a social amusement or a more serious occu-
pation, entered into to kill time or the sense
of time ; a pastime.
That which as an occasional pastime he might have

thought harmless and even wholesome, seemed to him
something worse than folly when it was made a IdU-time,
—the serious occupation for which people were brought
together. Southey, Doctor, Ixv.

II. a. Capable of killing time: as, a kill-

time sport ; a kill-time novel.

kill-wart (kil'wS,rt), n. The celandine, Cheli-

donium majiis. Also called wartweed.

kiln, re..—Annular kiln. Same as -kring-kiln.—Bee-
hive kiln, a roimd, up-draft kiln used by potters for

burning common ware.

—

Calcining kiln. See -kcalcine.

— Continuous kiln, a brick-kiln so constructed that the
heat which passes away from the already burnt brick is

utilized to heat the green brick entering the kiln. See
railway irkiln, Hofman -kkiln, and -^ring-kiln.—Dletsch
kiln, a vertical cement-kiln, siuiilar to the lime-kiln,

having certain conveniences for exposing the material at
different stages of the burning, so that the burner can
have access to it; used chiefly in Germany.—Down-t
draft kiln, a brick- or pottery-kiln in which, by a pecu-
liar construction, the draft is deflected downward. See
the extract.

The most rational kilns, then, are those working on
what is knowu as the " down dravght " principle. In
these the gases rise from the fire-places to the crown
against which they strike and are compelled to descend
between the bungs of saggars or of ware to the flues

under the floor wnich lead to a center tunnel connected
with the stack. The striking against the crown of the
kiln, the horizontal movement under the same, with the
mixture eifected by the impeding tops of the bungs of
the ware and the downward movement, most effectually
breaks up any tendency of the gases to move in separate
channels. Langenbeck, Chem. of Pottery, p. 183.

Dueberg kiln, a variety of the Hoflman kiln in which
the Are travels around a continuous circuit. CarS' are
loaded with green brick, which remain at rest during the
process of firing and are drawn out after the kiln has suf-
ficiently cooled.

—

Dnnnachle kiln, a variety of regene-
rative kiln .for burning fire-bricks, invented by James
Dunnachie of Lanark, Scotland.'—Dutch kUn, an open
brick-kiln having a temporary roof which is removed
when the kiln becomes sufficiently heated.— GSersten-
hofer kiln, a.form of pyrites-burner used in the manu-
facture of sulphuric acid by the lead-chamber process. Jl
vertical shaft of ftre-biick has arranged in it a number of
fire-clay bars in successive tiers, from one to another of
which the pyrites, crushed to a moderately flhe powder,
drops in the midst of an ascending current of hot air, the
sulphiu' becoming converted into sulphur-dioxid gas,
which is drawn off through a flue at the top, while the
oxid of iron formed is removed at the bottom of the
shaft—Hoffinan kiln, a kUn of the ordmary type of
continuous-burning kilns, devised by Frederick Hoffman
of Berlin : one of the most valuable inventions in ceramic
art. See the extract.

The burning chamber of the Hoffman kiln consists of
an endless tunnel of an annular shape, either circular, or
elliptic, or oblong in plan. This endless tunnel is succes-
sively filled with green brick, and after the fire has
passed through, leaving the burned brick behind, they
are successively taken out when sufilciently cooled down ;

soon afterward they are replaced by green brick.
C. T. Davis, Manuf. of- Bricks, p. 266.

Mendhelm kiln, a variety of continuous brick-kiln. See
the extract

The Mendh£im kiln consists of a combination of a
series of arched bvaning chambers, connected with each
other by flues, so as to form a complete circuit These
kilns are flred by gas and the fire proceeds from one
chamber to another, passing through the flues, thus trav-
elling around similarly as in the Hoffman kiln.

C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Bricks, p. 272.

Railway kiln, a continuous kiln in which the bricks
are slowly moved on cars, by means of a screw, during the
process of burning. The green bricks are loaded at one
end of a lon^, straight tunnel m the middle of which the
fire is burning. As they near the other end they are
gradually cooled by a current of air which flows in the
opposite direction, passes through the fire, and escapes
through a chimney where the green bricks are introduced.
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—Regenerative win, a brick-kiln of peculiar construc-
tion. See the extract.

The objects of all late improvements in the regenerative
kilns are to thoroughly mix the air and gas burned in
such kilns and to effect a better diffusion, regulation, and
equalization of the heat obtained from their combustion.

C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Bricks, p. 272.

King kiln. See kring-kiln.—'Rotary kiln, an appara-
tuaaevised for the burning or calcination of cement. It
consists of a cylinder slightly inclined, supported by rol-

lers, and revolving slowly— about once a minute. The
material is fed in at the upper end and works gradually
downward, falling out at the lower end.

—

Rnnnmg kiln,
a lime-kiln that is fed from above and delivers continu-
ously below.—Up-draft kiln, a kiln in which the draft
and burning gases are introduced at the bottom, pass
through the ware, and escape at the top.

kiln-dry (Ml'dri), v. t. To dry in a kiln, as
lumber, fruit, etc.

kilnman (kil'man), «.; pi. kilnmen (-men). A
workman who tends a kiln oroven in a pottery;
an ovenman.

kilo-. [F. Tcilo-, a definitely phonetic spelling
of chilo- (with cli = Jc), this standing for chilio-,

< Grr. ;t'i/i(o<, a thousand : see oMUasm, etc. ]

In the nomenclature of the metric system, a
prefix meaning 'thousand,' as in hilogram,
Kilometer, etc.

kilo-ampere (kil'o-am-par"), n. One thousand
amperes or one hundred o. g. s. units: a prac-
tical unit of current.

kilocalory (kil'o-kal"o-ri), n.
;

pi. Tcilocalories

(-riz). [kXsohiiocalorie; MI0- + calory.'] The
quantity of heat required to raise one kilo-

gram of water from 0° C. to 1° C. or, some-
times, from 15° C. to 16° C. ; one thousand
gram-calories or lesser calories ; a greater
calory.

kilo-erg (kH'o-^rg), «. [Tcilo- + erg.'] A prac-
tical unit of energy equal to 1000 ergs.

kilogauss (kil'o-gous), n. \lcilo- + gauss.] A
flux-density of 1000 lines per square centime-
ter : a practical unit of magnetic flux-density

or magnetic induction.
Kilogram calory. See *<!aZor!/. — Kllogram-centl-
graae beat-nnlt. See kheat-unit—Vaxis kilogram,
a name by which the international standard of weight or
prototype preserved in the Archives of Paris is sometimes
designated.

kilogram-molecule (kil'S-gram-moFe-kiil), «.

A quantity of an element or compound whose
weight in kilograms is numerically equal to its

molecular weight; one thousand gram-mole-
cules.

kilojoule (kil'o-joul), n. \Mlo- + joule.] A
practical unit of energy equal to 1000 joules or

to 1 X 1010 ergs.

kilom. An abbreviation of 'kilometer.

kilomaxwell (kil'o-maks"wel), n. [Tcilo-

+

maxwell.] A unit of magnetic flux equal to

one thousand maxwells.
kilometric (kil-o-met'rik), a. Of or pertain-

ing to a kilometer; measured in kilometers.

kilometrical (kil-o-met'ri-kal), a. Same as
'''Tcilormtrie.

kilovolt (kil'o-volt), n. [Tcilo- -I- volt^.] A
practical unit of electromotive force equal to

1000 volts or 1 X 1011 e. g. s. units.

kilovolt-ampere (kiro-volt-am-par"), n. In

elect., a practical unit of power ; a kilowatt.

kilowatt-hour (kil'o-wot-our), n. The energy
developed in one hour by a kilowatt of power
or activity: a practical unit of energy.

kilowatt-meter (Idl'o-wot-me'ter), n. An
instrument for the measurement of electrical

power so graduated as to read in kilowatts.

kilowatt-minute (kil'o-wot-min"it), ». A
practical unit of work ; the work done m one
minute by a machine developing one kilowatt

of power; 60,000 joules.

kilowatt-second (kiro-wot-sek'''und), n. A
practical unit of work ; the work done in one

second by a machine developing one kilowatt

of power ; 1000 joules.

kilti, V. II. intrans. To step lightly and
ninibly, as if with the skirts kilted out of the

way.
kilter, ». 2. In poTcer, a hand with no card

above a nine, no pair, and no chance to make
either flush or straight.

Kiltorcan beds. See*6edi.

kilty (kil'ti), n.
;
pi. Ulties (-tiz). [Tdlt^ + -J/2.]

In the British army, a nickname for a High-

land soldier. J. BalpTi, An American with

Lord Roberts, p. 55.

kimberlite (kim'b6r-lit), n. [Kirfilerley +
-ite^.] In petrog., a dense porphyritic perido-

tite, occurring at Kimberley, South Africa,

partly serpentinized with phenocrysts of oli-

vin and with a few of biotite, bronzite, ilme-

nite, perovskite, and pyrope. In places it has a
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sphemlitic texture resembling chondri. It is partly
brecciated and carries diamonds and fragments of car-

bonaceous shales. CarvUl Levm, 18S7.

kimisa (M-me'sa), n. [Indian adoption of Sp.
camisa : see camise, cTiemise.] In British

Guiana, a coarse cotton garment worn by the
semicivilized Indian women and sometimes
by the negresses. It is made like a petticoat,

but is drawn up and fastened over one
shoulder, the other being left bare.

kin^ (kin), n. Same as *ii»neS.

kina (ke'na), n. Same as guina.

kinaesthesiometer (kin-esrthf-si-om'e-t6r), «.

[Tcinsesfhesia + Gr. iiirpov, measure.] An in-

strument for determining the degree of mus-
cular sense or MnsestheSia.
Kinah (ke'na), n.

;
pl.imo*fe(ke'n6t). [Heb.

qtndTi.] In Jewish use, lamentation: the
name of the liturgy for the fast, on the 9th of

Ab, commemorating the destruction of the
temple. It contains dirges and the book of

Lamentations.
kinaki (ke-na'ke), n. [Maori.] Anything
eaten with other food for the sake of variety
or as a relish.

kina-kina (ke"na-ke'na), n. Same as Tcin-Tcina

and quinaquina.
kinase (kin'as), n. [Gr. Ktv(eiv),jnoYe,+-ase.]

A ferment-like body which is capable of

rendering physiologically active another fer-

ment and thus produces chemical changes in

a third body while in itself it is apparently
inert. Enterokinase, which occurs in the intestinal

juice, renders the pancreatic trypsin active and thus
brings about the digestion of albumins. Kinases prob-
ably occur widely distributed both in the animal and the
vegetable world.

kinch* (kineh), n. [A variant of MnTc'^.] A
slip-knot ; figuratively, a hold ; an advantage.

kinch^ (kinoh), V. t. [A variant of Wwfti.] To
twist a cord about, as about the tongue or
nose of a horse..

kind^, n— Consciousness of kind. See -kconBcious-

nesB.— Course of kind. See -kcoursei:— Out Of kind,
out of the original or natm'al breed or variety.

Their stubbornness is but a strong hope malignifled, or,

as we say, grown wild and out of kind.
T. Jackson, Eternal Truth of Scripture.

Kinderhook group. See *group^.

kindlel, v. i. 2. To be with young: an Eng-
lish fanciers' term applied to rabbits. N. E. D.
kindlingl, n. 2. The bringing forth of young:
appliedby English fanciers to rabbits. N. E. D.
kine^ (kin), ». [Also fcJB/ < Gr. dv{ricis), mo-
tion. Compare dyne, < Gr. 6vv(a^ig), power.]
In phys., the c. g. s. unit of velocity. Since in

the c. g. s. system the units of distance and
time are the centimeter and second, respec-

tively, the kine is a velocity of one centimeter
per second.
Kinematic curve, geometry. See *curve, ^geometry.
— Kinematic method. See altitude of a -kcloud.

kinematograph (kin-e-mat'o-graf), n. Same
as *GinemdtograpTi.

kinematographic, kinematograpbical, a.

Same as '^cinematographic, '*cinematographical.

kinemometer (Mn-e-mom'e-tfer), n. An in-

strument for determining the speed of vehicles.

kinenegative (kin-f-neg'a-tiv), n. [Gr. dvti-

(ffif), motion, + E. negative.] In pJiotog., the

negative of a film, ribbon, or other support

from which pictures are taken for projection

in a cinematograph.
kinesalgia (kin-f-sal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

KlvrjciQ, motion, + aAyof; pain.] Pain excited

by movement.

kinesiatrics (ki-ne-si-at'riks), n. [Gr. dvriaig,

motion, + larpucdQ, of healing. ] Same as Tcine-

sitherapy.

kinesigraph (ki-ne'si-graf), n. [Gr. dvriaiq.

kinetoscopic

an instrument devised by G. S. Hall, and de-

scribed in 1885 by H. H. Donaldson, for the
exploration of the cutaneous surface. The kinesi-

meter consists essentially of a metal table the top of which
is furnished with sUt and grooves for the reception of a
traveling car. The car is connected by belting to a set

of friction-gears turned by an electric motor. On its

under surface, the oar carries a swinging point of hard
rubber or metal, so counterooised as to move without
friction or acceleration over the surface of the skin. The
skin may thus be examined for sensations of pressure and
temperature, or for the limits of the perception of move-
ment.

kinesiology (ki-ne-si-ol'o-ji), n. [Gr. Kcvriaig,

motion, -t- -Aoyia, < ?iiyeiv, speak.] The sci-

ence of exercise, especially as a hygienic or
therapeutic agent.

kinesiometer (ki-ne-si-om'e-ter), n. Same as
'^kinesimeter.

kinesipath (ki-nes'i-path), n. Same as kinesip-

athist.

kinesis (ki-ne'sis), n. [Gr. idviimc, motion,
movement, < Ktmv, move.] 1. Any manifesta-
tion of dynamic energy.—2. In cytol., a short

expression for karyokinesis.

Before the formation of the protetrads the thread pre-

pared for the first maturation division undergoes a first

longitudinal division, which effaces itself. At the first

metaphase there is a second division (? longitudinal)

which appears preparatory to the second kinesis and does
not efface itself, but is useless, since it separates two
demi-dyads which will pass into the same spermatid.

Jour. Boy. Micros. Soc, Oct., 1904, p. 629.

kinesiscope (M-ne'si-skop), n. [Gr. dvriaK,

motion, + ammiv, view.] An instrument
designed to rest on the sea-bottom and detect
electrically the approach of steamships.

kinesthetic, a.— principle of kinesthetic equiva-
lents. See *ejMii;fflien(.—IClnestlietle memory. See
•kmcmory.

Kinetic center, stability. See ''center^, *sta-

motion, -F ypd^ecv, write.] In pTiotog., a form
of kinetograph.

kinesimeter (kin-e-sim'e-ter), «. [Gr. dvijats,

motion, + fierpov, measure.] In exper. psychol.

,

kinetically (ki-net'i-kal-i), adv. In a kinetieal

manner.

kinetocamera (ki-ne-to-kam'e-rS), n. A
camera so arranged as to photograph suc-

cessive phases of a movement ; a cinemato-
graph. Scripture, Exper. Phonet., p. 30.

kinetogenetic (ki-ne"to-je-net'ik), a. [Gr.

tavrfrdq, movable, + yivsacg^ origination (see

genetic).] Developing or bringing about move-
ment.

Its action is so constant an accompaniment of develop-
ment that the forces of the latter may be divided into
the Tdmetogenetic, or those that develop movement, and
the statogenetic, or those that develop rest or equilibria
amongst the parts of the germ.

J. A. Ryder, Biol. Lectures, 1895, p. 46.

kinetogram (M-ne'to-gram), n. [Gr. uvrfrdq,

movawe, + ypd/i/iaj anything written.] In
pTiotog., a picture for projection by the cine-
matograph.

kinetograph (ki-ne'to-graf), TO. [Gr. kiv?!t6(,

movable, + ypaijieiv, write.] A device for tak-
ing a series of photographs of a moving ob-
ject.

kinetographer (kin-f-tpg'ra-fer), n. One who
takes pictures for or'uses a kinetograph.

kinetographic (ki-ne-to-graf'ik), a. Of or
pertaining 1;o the kinetograph; obtained or
made by means of the kinetograph.

kinetography (kin-f-tog'ra-fi), n. [Gr.
KivT^rdg, movable, + -ypcupia, ( ypa.(l>£iv, write.]
In pTiotog. : (a) The art or practice of taking
pictures of moving objects for projection by
the kinetograph or cinematograph. (6) The
projection of such pictures on a screen.

kinetophonograph (ki-ne-to-fo'no-graf), n.

A combined phonograph and kinetograph.
By the use of these instruments a scene enacted may be
reproduced at any other time and place, the voices of the
actors being heard while their performance is witnessed.

kinetoscope, «. 3. An apparatus invented by
Edison for exhibiting photographic pictures
of objects in motion, its essential parts are a
ribbon containing the pictures, a mechanical device for
causing the pictures to pass rapidly in succession under a
lens or sight-piece, a lamp for illuminating the pictures,

and a mechanical device for causing a circular revolving
screen to move rapidly before them. A slot is cut in this

screen, and its revolutions are so timed that the slot

passes before each picture just as it is in line with the
eyepiece. The effect is to give a view of each picture in
succession, and to cut off the view as the picture is

moved forward. The apparent result to the eye is a con-
tinuous picture in which the objects photographed ap-

pear to be in motion.

kinetoscopic (ki-ne-to-skop'ik), a. Pertain-
ing to or having the nature of a kinetoscope.

This method has been so simplified that little books of
cinetoscopic views are sold, from which the moving effect



kinetoscopic

is obtained by simply letting the leaves escape rapidly
from the thumb as the book is bent backwards.

yc. Brit, XXVIL 95.

kin-fun (kim-pung'), ». [Jap. hin-pun, pron.
Mm-puti (kim-pimg'), from kin, gold, + fun,
powder.] A powdered gold lacquer.

kingi, n. 6. The male of a termite or white
ant.

Virgin queens show marked preference or dislike to-

ward certain kings ; queens having once mated permit no
close approach ofan alien kmg, and do not respond to the
attentions of kings of their own lineage ; they may drop
their wings without assistance fi-om workers ; light and
warmth appear to be required for the stimulation of the
king and queen to mating.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1903, p. 36.

7. The perfect female bee. The queen 'bee

was formerly known by this name. Also Imng
bee.

Bees served me for a simile before
And bees again—"Bees that have lost their king,

Would seem a repetition and a bore.
J. H. Fnre, Monks and Giants, iv. 22 (1817).

King Axthnri a game played by British man-of-war's-men
in the tropics. One of the crew is chosen by lot to repre-

sent the 'king,' and allows buckets of sea^water to be
thrown overhim until one of his fellows is detected laugh-
ing at his absurd efforts to dodge the deluge : the one so

detected then takes the king'splaoe.—King bird Of par-
adise, Cicainurus regitis, a small species, which occurs in

New Guinea and several other islands. The male is of abril-

liantredcolor.—King of the herrings, (c) In Australia,

the elephant fish.— fflng of the mackerels, Rwazania,
truneata, a fish of the famUy Molidae : regarded by the
Hawaiian Islanders as the king of the mackerels and
tunnies.— King Of the mullets. (6) Apogon imbertris

;

a flsh of the family Cheilodipterida, found in the Medi-
terranean Sea.

—

King's bargain (TMut), a meritorious
sailor on a British naval vessel.— King's bencher
(naue.),asearlawyer: a trouble-making member of the crew
of an English man-of-war. [Eng.]— King's blue. See
Itblue.—'Kiae's gambit declined. See -kgarnbit.—
King's Knight's defense. Same as Berlin •^defense.—
King's Knight's gambit, opening. See -tcgamibit,

openm^.—Klng'S-letter man, formerly, in the British
service, an officer of the rank of midshipman who held the
sovereign's word that a letter of recommendation from
his captain, after a certain period of experience, would
secure for him a lieutenant's commission.— King's own,
any article, issued from the British royal storehouses for
naval or army use, which is distinguished by the mark or
brand of a broad arrow.— King's regulations. See irreg-

ulation.—King's Rook's Fawn's gambit. See -kga/m-

Mt.—King's side, in chess, that side of the board on
which the King stands, embracing the King's, King's
Bishop's, Kings Knight's, and King's Rook's files.

—

King's widow, in feudal law, a widow of a principal
tenant or vassal of the king, who was compelled to take
an oath in Chancery that she would not marry again with-
out the king's consent

king-ball (king'bai), n. In hcigateXle and simi-

lar games, the object-ball.

king-bolt, n. 3. An iron rod in a roof- or

bridge-truss, used in place of a king-post to

prevent the inclined members from allowing
an increase of the distance between the tie

and the compression pieces.

king-conch (Mng-kongk), ». A helmet-shell,

Cassis madagaseariensis, from the West Indies,

used in cameo-cutting.

kingcup, n. 2. The
marsh-marigold, Caltha
palustris.

kingdom, m.—The Flowery
Kingdom, the Chinese em-
pire : a partial translation of
Chinese Chung hwa ,lewoh,

Middle flowery kingdom.'
The usual term is Chung kwoh,
'Middle kingdom,' a geogra^
phical expression. 'Flowery'
is a rhetorical addition.
— The mddle Kingdom,
China.

king-eagle (king'e'''gl),m.

The imperial eagle. See
eagle, 1.

Eingena (king-e'na), n.
__ _

fossil braohiopods of the family TereiratuUdee.
They have round or oval shells with a large foramen and
a loop the descending and ascending lameuee of which are

wholly or partly coalesced with the median septum.

king-fluke (king'flok), n. Same as turbot, 1.

kinglessness (king'les-nes), n. The state of

having no king: used by Carlyle to denote a

state of anarchy.

And everywhere tiie people, or the populace, take their

own government upon themselves; and open 'kingless-

ness,' what we call anarchy, ... is everywhere the order

of the day. Such was the historj-, . . . from end to end
of Europe, in those March days of 1848.

Carlyle, Latterday Pamphlets, No. 1.

king-lory (king'16''''ri), n. Same as *Mng-
parrot.

king-monkey (king'mung'''ki), n. One of the

African horse-tailed monkeys, Colobus poltj-

King-conch (Cassis mada-
gaseariensis).

[NL.] A genus of
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comus, related to the guereza. its general color is

black, but a mark on the forehead, a fringe ou the throat

and chest, and the tuft on tlie end of the tail are white.

king-of-the-meadow (Mng^ov-the-med'o), n.

The joepye-weed, Eupatorium purpureum.
Also queen-of-the-meadow.

king-parrakeet (king'par"a-ket), ». Same as
*Mng-parrot.

king-parrot (king'par'ot), re. A name of

somewhat vague application, but generally

given to an Australian lory, Aprosmictus scapu-
latus, which has a brilliant red head and
neck, green back and wings, and dark blue
tail. Also known as Mng-parrakeet and Tmng-

lory. The female, of a dull green, with dull

blue tail, is known as the queen-parrot.

king-pot (king'pot), n. The central and largest
crucible used in the manufacture of bronze.
Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal-
lurgy, p. 503.

king-row (king'ro), n. In draughts or checkers,
the last row oi squares on each side on wffioh
the pieces which are to be crowned or made
king are placed or which they must reach.

king's-crown (Mngz'kroun), n. Same as kvng's-

clover.

king's-cure (Mngz'kur), n. The pipsissewa or
prince's-pine, Chimaphila umbellata; also, the
spotted wintergreen, C. maculata.
king-spoke (klng'spok), n. Naut., a spoke of
the steering-wheel, usually distinguished by a
mark of some kind, which is directly over the
barrel-hub when the rudder is amidships.

king's-rod (kingz'rod), n. A hardy, herba-
ceous perennial of the lily family, AsphodeJ/us
ramosus, a native of southern Europe, bearing
large white flowers having a reddish-brown
line in the middle of each perianth segment
and arranged in very long, dense racemes.

kingston (Mng'stuu), n. [Also hiiigstone, Mn-
son; origin conjectural.] The angel-fish or
monk-fish, Squatina vulgaris, one of the elas-

mobranchiate fishes found on the coasts of
Great Britain.

king's-tree (kingz'tre), n. A medium-sized
tree of the family Loganiaceie, Strychnos Ather-
stonei, native to South Africa, the twigs of
which are used by the Kafirs for preparing
ceremonial staffs.

kinit (kin'it), re. [kine^ + (Mw)«t] Same as
povmdal.

kin-kan (ken'kan'), re. [Jap.] A Japanese
name for the little orange-like fruit more
commonly known as cumquat. It is a dwarf
speeieSj Citrus Japonica, now grown to some
extent in the southern United States.

kinko (ken'ko), re. The trepang or b6ehe-de-
mer.

kinnor (kin'or), re. [Heb.] An ancient He-
brew instrument, probably of the zither or
lyre class, but possibly a harp : translated
'harp' in the English Bible.

kinocentrum (kin-o-sen'trum), re.
;

pi. kino-
centra (-tra). [NL., irreg. < Gr. kivsIv, move,
+ Khirpm, center.] The centrosome regarded
as a motor center of the kiuoplasm. The move-
ment of cilia and of tlie tail of the spermatozoa is sup-
posed by some cytologists to have its origin in the centro-
some. Opposed to -kchertiocentrunh (the nucleus of the
cell).

kinodrome (kin'o-drom), «. [Gr. dv(7!aic),

motion, -I- Spo/wq', < Spaficlv, run.] An instru-

ment for exhibiting moving pictures. Kansas
City Daily Times, Oct. 14,-1903.

kinoic (H-no'ik), a. [kino^ + -Jc] Of or per-

taining to Mno.

kinoin (ke'no-in), re. [kino^ + 4n^.'] Acolov-
less crystalline substance, C^^Si20q, obtain-

able in small quantity from kino. It does not
precipitate a solution of gelatin, but is con-

verted by heating into kino-red.

kinoplasm (kin'o-plazm), n. [NL. kinoplasma,

irreg. < Gr. Ktveiv, move, + Tulda/ia, anything
formed.] In cytol., a general term for the

more active portion of the cell-cytoplasm.
The kinoplasm is regarded as having fibrillar structure

and as giving rise to motile structures like cilia and
fiagella. Opposed to -ktrophoplasm (nutritive plasma).

Strassburger also regards protoplasm as composed of

two portions : a motile kinoplasm which is fibrillar, and
a nutritive trophoplasm which is alveolar, in structure.

Entyyc. BrU., XXXII. 42.

kinoplasma (kin-o-plaz'ma), h. [NL.] Same
as *kinoplasm.

kiri

kinoplasmic (kin-o-plaz'mik), a. [kinoplasm

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to kinoplasm.

The first indication of a spindle in these cells is the for-

mation of a felted zone of kinoplasmic fibers surrounding

the nucleus. Bot. Gazette, Aug., 1903, p. 81.

Kinoplasmic'Fibrillae In Plant-cells. Division of spore mother-
cells in Effuiseiufn, showing spindle-formation. (Osterhout.)

j4, earl3^prophase, kinoplasmic fibrillse in the cytoplasm ; B, multi-
polar fibrillar figure invading the nuclear area after disappearance
of the nuclear membrane ; C, multipolar spindle ; D, quadripolar
spindle which finally condenses into a bipolar one. Higlily magni-
fied. (From Wilson's " The Cell.")

kinoplastic (kin-o-plas'tik), a. [Gr. uvelv,

move, Hh TrAauTiif, K. v^aaaetv, form.] Same as
*kin(^lasmic.

kino-red (ke'no-red''''), n. A red substance of a
somewhat resinous character forming a con-
stituent of kino and producible artifieally from
kinoin. It precipitates a solution of gelatin.

Kinorhyncha (ki-no-ring'ka), re.p?. [NL.,
irreg. < Gr. mvelv, move, + l)vyxo;, snout.] A
class and order consisting of the single genus
Mchinoderes. Dujardin.

kinosthenic (Mn-os-then'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr.
Kivelv, move, -h aBhoq, force, -t- -ic] Entering
into a mathematical expression only through
a fluxion: applied to a coordinate as entering
into an expression for a Lagrangian function.

kinotannic (ke-no-tan'ik), a. \kino^ -f- tannic.']

Noting an astringent acid contained in kino.

kinovin (ki-no'vin), re. [Also chinovin, quinovim ;

< kina{=china^, quina) + L. ovum, egg (white),
-f -m^.] An organic substance of neutral
character, found in cinchona-bark, which on
boiling with dilute acid yields kinovie acid and
a sugar-like substance called Mnovite. it appears
to exist in two isomeric forms, the one occurring in true
cinchona-barli:, the other in cuprea-bark. Also called
kinova bitter.

kinsen (kin-sen'), re. [Jap., < kin, gold, -I- sen,

thread.] In Japan, gold wire, used for cloisons
in enamel.

kinspeople (kinz'pe-pl), re. pi. Kinsfolk.

kinzigite (Mnt'sig-it), re. [Named from Kimzig
valley. Black Forest, -I- -ite'^.] In petrog., a
gneissio rock composed of oligoelase, biotite,
garnet, andaometimes graphite. Fischer, 1860.

kioea (ke-o-a'a), re. [Maori.] The Sandwich
Island curlew, Numenivs tahitiensis.

Eionoceras (ki-o-nos ' e-ras), re. [NL., < Gr.
lituv, a pillar, -I- icepaQ, Horn.] A genus of fossil
nautiloid cephalopods characterized by its sur-
face-sculpture, which consists of longitudinal
ridges in the earlier stages, after which incon-
spicuous annuli appear which become obsolete
before the ephebic stage. It ranges from the
Silurian to the Carboniferous.

kip*, re. 2. A lodging-house; a bed in a lodg-
ing-house; hence, a bed in general. N. E. D.
kip-leather (kip'leTH''6r),re. Bark-tanned side-
leather finished on the flesh side with a wax
finish.

kipper^ (ldp'6r), ». [Queensland Australian
dialect.] A young man who has been initiated
and is classed with the men of his tribe. See
^bora"^. [Australia.]

kipperer (kip'6r-6r), re. One who kippers or
cures fish. Nature, Sept. 4, 1902, p. 435.

Kipp's apparatus. See ^apparatus.
kiri (ke'ri), re. [Jap.] A large tTee,Paulownia
tomentosa, of the family Scrophulariaceae, cul-
tivated in Japan for its extremely light wood.
It is never found in groves or in forests, but occurs scat-
tered in more open places, growing like fruit-trees. Its
grayish wood, in comparison with most other woods of
light weight, is remarkably strong and does not warp or
split easily. On account of its lightness and softness it is
used in many ways, especially for the manufacture of
small, light boxes, wooden shoes, lacquer ware, and toys.
From its seeds an oil is obtained which in Japan is used
for waterproofing paper. See Patdovniia and kirimon.



kirin

killn (ke-ren')j n. [Jap. Mrin, Chinese kiH0,

a fabulous animal said not to tramp on live

insects or to eat live grass.] Same as Mlin.

kirk^ (k6rk), V. t. Same as Mne.
The constrained attitudes which coal miners are com-

pelled to assume while '^kirking" or undercutting the
coal seams result in nystagmus.

Buck, Med. Handbook, VL S23.

kirkify (k6r'ki-fi), v. t; pret. and pp. IHrMfied,
ppr. kirMfying. [fcirfci + -i-fy.'] To make like

tne Scottish kirk in principles or like a kirk in
architecture. N. E. D.
kirkward (kerk'ward), a. and adv. [fcirfci +
ward.'] Churchward ; toward the church.

kirn^, v. t. 2, In mining, to bore with a hand-
jumper or kirner. [Scotch.]

kirner (k6r'n6r), n. [See *kirn, v. t., 2.] In
mjniBg', a handjumper; a churn-drill. [Scotch.]

kiroumbo (ki-rom'b6),»i. ^Malagasy.] A com-
mon name for the two species of peoiiliar birds
included in the genus Leptosama, found in
Madagascar.
kirri (kir'i), n. [Also Tceerie, kerrie, S. Afri-
can D.fcien; from the Kafir name.] A short,

heavy stick or club with a knob on one end,
used as both a striking and throwing weapon
by the Bushmen and other natives of South
Africa. Also called knobkerrie.

Kirtlandia (kert-lan'di-a), n. [NL., named
after Jared P. Kirtland, an American iohthyol-

Kissing'bug
( Rasahus bigttttatus),

(Howard, U. S. D. A.)

Kirtlandia Tiagrans.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

ogist.] A genus of fishes, belonging to the
family Atherinidse, found on the coasts of
North and Central America.
kirwanite (k6r'wan-it), n. [Named (1833)
after E. Kirwan, an Irish mineralogist.] A min-
eral, related to the chlorites, occurring in
green fibrous forms in the basalt of Ireland.

kischtimlte (kesh,'ti-m5t), n. [Named orig. in
Gr. Kischtim^arisit, 'parisite of KyshVymsk' (G.
Kischtim), in the Ural, in Russia.] A fluocar-

bonate of the cerium metals, related to

parisite.

kisher, kishr (kish'er, kish'r), n. [Ar. qishr,

rind, peel, sla.e\\, husk.] A favorite drink of

the Arabians, esjieeially in Yemen, made of an
infusion of the husks or pods of the coffee-

berry. Batsel (trans.), Hist, of Mankind,
III. 210.

Eishiu pottery. See ^'pottery.

kisUak (kesh'lak), w. [^Maa kishlag ; <Turk.
Mshldgb, kishldq, kishld, < Turki qish-ldq, lit.

' winter place,' < qish, winter, + -Idq, a suffix

forming nouns of locality (as also in yai-ldq,

'summer plaoe,'mountain pasture).] In Tur-
kestan, a place inhabited during the winter;
winter quarters ; also, any settlement or vil-

lage.

Bight opposite the Indieh Bashur, on the right side of

the Shakh-Dara, there is a small kishlag, abandoned.
9eog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVI. 674.

kism (kizm), n. A subdivision of an Egyptian
province.

MSS, n. 4. A very slight, glancing touch.—5.

A small drop of sealing-wax accidentally let

fall upon a letter near the seal—Electrical kiss,
an early experiment with the Leyden jar in which one per-

son, standing on an insulating support, held the outer

coating of a charged jar, while a second person touched
the knob or wire connected with the inner coating. The
jar was then discharged by bringing together the lips

of the two operators.

We encrease the force of the electrical kiss vastly.

Franklin, Experiments and Observations on Electric-

ity, p. 10.

Kisses out and kisses In, in billiards, extra contacts

that (sometimes foreseen without being meant, or feared

without being guarded against) either prevent a count or

cause one. As affecting position merely, 'kiss out' and
'kiss in' may be either designed or accidental.

kiss, V. t To kiss the book, to take an o^th by kissing

the Bible. „,
kissable (kis'a-bl), a. [Mss + -able.] That can

be kissed ; attractive, so as to invite a kiss.

kissably (kis'a-bli), adv. In a manner to sug-

gest kissing.

kissage (kis'aj), ». Kissing. [Nonce-word for

the sake of a rime.]
Ere they hewed the Sphinx's visage

Favouritism governed kissage

Even as it does in this age.

R Kipling, Departmental Ditties, Gen. Summary, st. 3.
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kissing-bug (kis'ing-
bug), n. Any one of

'

several species of pred-
atory bugs of the fam-
ily Beduviidie. Applied
notably to Opsicoetes perstm^
atus, Melanolestes picipes,
Rasahus biguttatus, and Co-
norhinus sanguisugus. The
name Hssing-bug originated
in the newspapers in June,
1899, many persons being
bitten that summer and often
on the lip.

kissing-gate (kis'ing-
gat), n. A narrow
gate, not wide enough
for two to pass as
strangers.

kiss-me-quick (kis'me-kwik'O, » A name
given to vajdous things of a presumably co-
quettish or attractive nature : a small becom-
ing bonnet fashionable about the middle of
the nineteenth century; a lady's cap with
ribbons that tied under the chin on one side
with 'kissing-strings'; a short lock of hair
curled in front of each ear, etc. The name is

also given to the wild pansy. See kiss-me.

kissyblon (M-sib'i-on), «. ;
pi. UssyUa (-a).

[Gr. Kiaaipiov.'] In Gr. antiq., a drinking-cup
made of ivy-wood or decorated with ivy-leaves.
It is mentioned several times in the Odyssey.
It probably had a single long handle like the
cyathus.
kisu (ke'su), n. [Jap. Msz.] Same as ^oMg-
isu.

kisutch (ke'such), n. [^Also keeniteJi ; a native
name.] The vernacular name in Alaska and
Kamchatka, and also the technical specific
name, of a kind of salmon.

kiti, n. 5. An English fanciers' term for a
small flock of pigeons, particularly tumblers.

kits (kit), n. [Maori kete, Samoan and Tahi-
tian ete, a basket, = Hawaiian eke, a bag.] A
bag or basket woven of native flax, used by
the Maoris. [Australia.]

kitamakura (ke-ta-ma'kb-ra), n. [Jap. kita-
makura, implying 'one who sleeps with the
head to the north,' < Mta, north, -I- makura,
pillow.] A Japanese name of a gymnodont
fish, Emmycterias Hvulatus. Also known as
yokobuku and akamebuku.

kitar, kittar (ki-tar'), n. [Ar. kiidr: see
giMtar.] An Arab guitar or lute, commonly
with four pairs of strings.

kit-bag (kit'bag), n. A bag to hold a soldier's

or sailor's kit.

We're bearded and we're dirty.

As well as broken down ;

So why the dickens don't they send
Our kit-bags from Capetown?

Grumbles from the Ranks, st. 5, in War's Brighter Side,

[p. 280.

kitchen, n. 3. In metal., the space between
the fire and flue-bridges of a reverberatory
furnace in which the work is performed. Also
called the laboratory.

kitchen-court (kich'en-kort), «. In a large
house, the court upon which the kitchen and
its dependencies open by doors or windows,
or both. The arrangement may be such that only one
opening from the service part of the house communicates
with the grounds.

kit-dressing (kit'dres'^ing), n. A rustic fes-

tival in which girls carry on their heads kits

decorated with willow.

kite^, n. 7. A variety of tumbler, black, with
the inner webs of the primaries red or yellow.
—8. Something thrown out as a suggestion to

see 'how the wind blows'—what the condition

of public opinion is on a certain subject, or

what conclusions may inferentially be drawn.

A few suggestions have been tlirown out by various

students which must be regarded more as trial hypotheses
than as definite conclusions, indeed they should be
looked upon rather as "kites."

Nature, Aug. U, 1902, p. 380.

9. Ingeom., a deltoid: so called by Sylvester

from its resemblance to a spear-kite—Aero-
curve kite, a cellu-

lar kite invented by
C. H. Lamson. Ii

this kite the forwari
supporting surfacei

are curved like tlii

wings of a bird,while
the rear cell is fiat

and smaller in size,

forming a tail-like

rudder. The frame-
work which holds

the cloth covering
slides on two sup- ......
porting rib-like cross-bra<:es, thus permitting the kite to

Aerocurve Kite.

kite

be folded when not in use.—Auxiliary kite, a kite at-
tached by a clamp or safety-catch and a short line to the
main kite-line of the highest or main kite, for the purpose of
supporting the line and relieving the mam kite of unneces-
sary strain.—Box kite, a form of cellular kite in which
the front and rear cells are rectangular paraUelepipeds.
The differenttypes of this kite in use are: (1) The Ilargrave
box kite, the framework of which consists of a backbone
of wood or other rigid material, with diagonal struts or
braces which may be collapsed when desired for folding
or packing. (2) The Bltte Bill box kite, designed by
H. H. Clayton, the essential principle of construction
being comer-posts extending from end to en^l of the kite,
with the girder form of bracing. This form of construc-
tion is now almost universally used in kites designed for
scientific purposes. (3) The Weather Bureau kite, de-
signed by C. F. Marvin. It embodies the essential features
of the Blue Hill box kite, with the added novelty of a
collapsible frame and a supplementary smtace in the front
cell.—Boys' or unlplane kite, a single-plane kite,

usually formed by two sticks crossing each other at an
angle and tied so as to form a support for a smlace of
cloth or paper. In some forms a third stick is used.
The surface of this form of kite is fiat, and a tail is re-

quired in order to maintain equilibriujn in the air. The
best-known fonus are the bow kite, the dia/mond kite, the
hexagonal kite, and the star kite.—BraJiminy kite. See
brahminy.— Cellular or multiplane kite, a kite
the first forms of which were invented by Lawrence
Hargrave about 1892. He made a variety of forms, the
essential principle of construction being an open cell of
circular, triangular, rectangular, or other shape, joined
by a rigid rod orbackbone to another celL The flying-line

is att^hed near the inner edge of one cell, which thus
becomes the front cell. The wind blowing through the
cells exerts a lifting elfect on the upper and lower sur-

faces, while the side surfaces give great stability. The
cells are usually formed of a framework of sticks covered
with cloth. The scientific principle involved is the com-
bination of a superposed plane and a following plane. See
cut at -kbridle, 10.

The celluZa/r or tmUtiplane kites are also far steadier
than single-plane kites, and we believe they are better
adapted than the latter to maintain their equilibrium
under great variations of wind force.

C. F. Marvin, Kite Exper. at the Weather Bureau, p. 27.

Chinese kite, a kite (made in China) resembling a bird, a
man, a dragon, or other object, formed of lig^t paper
or cloth stretched on aframework ofbamboo orwood. They
are extensively flown in China, Japan, and the Malay
Peninsula.

The most curious style of Chinese kite is the dragon
kite. It consists of a series of small elliptic, very light
disks formed of abamboo frame covered with India paper.
These disks are connected by two cords which keep them
equidistant.

0. Chanute, Progress in Flying Machines, p. 194.

Collapsible kite, a kite that can be folded up for con-
venience in transportation.— Hargrave kite. See celhi-

lar -kkite.— Malay kite, a form of kite used in the Malay
Peninsula. The frame-
work consists of two sticks
crossing each other at right
angles, one of which is

made so elastic that it

bends in the wind and
forms a bow ; or else the
stick is tied with a cord so
as to retain the form of a
bow. This bow, when prop-
erly placed, balances in
the wind, so that the kite
flies without a tail. The
best-known type of this

kite in the United States is

the Eddy kite, in which
the bowed cross-stick .is

placed at a point distant
18 per cent, of the length
of the vertical stick from the top of the kite. This was
the first kite to be used for scientific purposes in America,
except the boys' kite used by Franklin and his followers.
— Faxiab kite, Milvus (or Milvulus)govinda, a bird of
prey common in southern India, where it plays to some
extent the part of a scavenger ; not to be confused with
the brahminy kite, Haliastur indus, which is a very dis-

tinct bird.—Spear-klte, a kite built upon a frame con-
sisting of one vertical and one horizontal stick : named
from its resemblance to a spear-head.— Soiuare-tailed
kite, Milvus (or Lophoictinia) isurus, an Australian spe-
cies.—TetraJiedral kite, a kite the skeleton or frame-
work of which forms a tetrahedron, or a kite built up of

individual parts, the
skeleton of each part
forming a tetrahedron.
This kite is an invention
of Alexander Graham
Bell. In its developed
forms it involves the
principle of the cel-
lular kite of superposed
planes and following
surfaces.

Tetrahedral kites

combine in a marked
degree the qualities of
strength, lightness, and
steady flight ; but fur-
ther experiments are
required before decid-

ing that this form is the best for a kite, or tliat winged
cells without horizontal aeroplanes constitute the best
arrangement of aero-surfaces.

A. G. Bell, in Nat Geog. Mag., June, 1903, p. 229.

War or observation kite, a kite used to elevate men
for the purpose of reconnaissance or observation. Several
forms of kite have been used for this purpose by Baden-
PoweU, Wise, and Cody.

For some time past attempts have been made'to devise
kites 0^ sufiicient dimensions and lifting power to carry a
person into the air, either for meteorological observations,
or simply to reconnoiter the surrounding country, the lat-

Malay Kite.

(The Eddy Kite.)

Tetrahedral Kite.



kite

ter object naturally constituting for the moBt part an
acquisition to a military equipment. Major Baden Powell
of the British army has devised a kite which will lift a
man into the air, but ita scope, as frequent experiments
have shown, is somewhat limited. Mr. Samuel Franklin
Cody, however, has devised an observation kite which has
been submitted to several exacting tests in England, and
has proved practical and successful for general observa-
tion and meteorological experiments.

Sm. Amer. Sup., April 11, 1903, p. 22804.

Wblstllng kite, Baliattur gphenurus, an Australian
bird of prey related to the brsUiminy kite of India- Its
general color is ashy brown above, nifous on the head,
and dull yellowish with dark markings below.

Mte^, V. i. 3. To fly a bird-shaped kite over
a grouse moor: an English sporting-term.
The birds, taking this for a hawk, lie close,

until the dogs are near.

Mte-balloon (kit'ba-lon'^), n. A captive bal-
loon so constructed as to act partially as a
kite. Archibald's kite-balloon was an ordinary balloon
fitted with a cone-shaped structure to support it Par-
seval's kite-balloon, used by the Germans for scientific

and also for military purposes, consists of an elongated
balloon held rigid by anair-sacli infiated by the wind, the
sack being a pMt of the rear end of the balloon.

kite-boat (kit'bot), n. A boat propelled by
the pulling force of a kite.

A few weeks ago S. F. Cody, in thirteen hours, safely

crossed the English Channel between Dover and Calais in

a "kite-boat," described as a miniature submarine boat
weighing four tons, and propelled by a modified box-kite.

Amer. Inventor, Dec. 16, 1903, p. 276.

kite-fish (Mt'fish), n. A gurnard, Trigla cucu-

lus, found in the Mediterranean and off the

western coasts of Europe.
kite-meteorograph (kit'me"te-5-ro-graf), ».

A small apparatus, designed to he carried by
a kite, for obtaining records of atmospheric
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monial chambers or kivae, but aa yet no one has definitely

indicated their positions.

Rep. Bur. Amer. Sthnol., 1896-96, p. 611.

kiver^, n. 2. A sunfish or pumpkin-seed. See
puvipkin-seed, 2. Also Icivy. [Local^ U. S.]

kivu (ke'vo), n. [African.] A native name
for one of the tsetse-flies which communicate
the nagana or sleeping-sickness in Africa.

kl. An abbreviation of kiloliter.

K. L. An abbreviation of Knights of Labor.

K. L., K. L. A. Abbreviations of Knight of
Leopold of Austria.
klafter (klaf't^r), n. [G. Uafter, MHG. Uafter,
OHG. cte/(ira,the stretch ofthe arms,afathom.]
The German fathom, a measure containing 6
local feet. The square klafter contained 36 square
feet and the cubic klafter 216 cubic feet. The equivalent
value in English measure varies with the lengUi of the
local foot which was the basis of the klsSter. The
Austrian klafter was about 74f English inches, that of
Hamburg about 6Gf inches.

klahowya (kla-hou'ya), n. [Connected with
Chinook jargon Mahowya, Mahowyam, poor,
wretched, pitiable, < Chinook tlakauyam. its

poverty.] Good-by. [Washington and Brit-

ish Columbia.]
klaprothium (klap-ro'thi-um), n. [NL., <

M. H. Klaproth (174a-1817), a German mineral-
ogist.] An early name for the metal cadmium.
klaprotholite (klap'roth-o-lit), n. [Named
after M. H. Klaproth (1743-1817), a German
mineralogist.] A sulphobismuthite of copper,
CueBT4Sg, occurring in steel-gray orthorhom-
bic crystals.

Elebs-Iioeffler bacillus. See *bacilJm.
kleidograph (kli'do-graf ), n. [Gr. (tXeif (/c^«(5-),

key, + ypaijisiv, write.] A form of typewriter
for embossing paper by the New York point
system of writing for the blind. It consists
essentially of a carriage for the paper, a small keyboard,
and embossing mechanism operated by the keys. The
keyboard contains fourteen keys and a space-key. Tlie

keys are arranged in three ranks of four each, with two
keys for capitals placed at the left, and with a space-key
at the right. The two upper ranks are for the points
used in forming small letters, and are numbered, the first

rank being numbered 1367 and the second rank 2468, these
numbers corresponding to the numbers of the fourth base
of the New York point system. The third or lowest rank

Marvin's Kite-meteorograph.

a, record of the pressure ; b, record of the temperature of the air

;

r, record of the temperature of the wet-bulb thermometer ; d,

record of the Telocity of the wind; e, e, revolvinirdrum.

conditions at considerable altitudes : made in
various forms devised by Fergusson, Bichard,
and Marvin.

kite-photograph (kiffo'-'to-graf), n. A pho-
tograph taken by means of a camera attached
to a kite.

kittel2 (kit'el), n. [Yiddish Uttel, < G. Mttel,

MHG. kittel, kitel, a frock, blouse, shirt-waist

;

origin unknown.] A Yiddish name for an
ample linen or cotton robe which orthodox
Jews wear on three solemn occasions, namely,
at nuptial ceremonies (by the bridegroom)

;

at the seder service, on the flrst two evenings
of Passover (by the master of ceremonies);
and on the Day of Atonement. Pious Jews
are also buried dressed in a kittel.

kittereen (kit-e-ren'), n. [Also hittareen, Jcit-

terine, kittering ; origin unknown. It has been
referred, without proof, to Kettering, a local

name, and Kit Treen, a man's name.] It. A
kind of omnibus. [Western England.]— 2. A
one-horse, two-wheel chaise or buggy, with
or without a movable top. [Jamaica.]

kittle^, V. t. 2. To confuse with questions or

statements.

kitty-'Witch (kit'i-wich), n. A small swimming-
crab, Poreellana platycheles, found in the North
Sea and the Mediterranean.

ki'va (ke'va), n. [Also spelled kib-va. Moki.]
A sacred chamber, wholly or partly under-
ground, in which many of the religious cere-

monials of the Pueblo Indians are performed.
Also estufa.

A pueblo of thesize of Awatobi, with so many evidences
of long occupancy, would no doubt have several cere-

Kleidograph.

a, carriage ; b, keyboard ; c, small-letter keys ; d, compound
keys; c, capital-letter keys; y, space-key.

consists of compound keys for making two impressions
at one stroke, called first, second, third, and foiuiih com-
pound key. The blind operator uses the left hand in

handling the keys and moving the carriage, the right
hand being free to read any form of tangible print or
writing by touch. The characters are formed by com-
binations of the eight keys, each stroke or pressure on a
key indenting the paper with one dot : a large percentage
of all the letters are formed by touching two keys in suc-

cession and all can be formed by four motions. The keys
of the lower rank make two indentations for one stroke
at a grea,t gain in the speed of the work. The machine
automatic^y spaces the letters and the space key is used
to separate the words and sentences. See 'klypewriter, 1,

and -kpoinfi-, 31.

Kleiniau (kli ' ni - an), a. Of or pertaining to

Felix Klein (1849-), the German geometer.

—

Kleinlan function, group. See -^function, *groupi.

Klein solution. See heavy solution, under

klementite (klem'en-tit), n. [Named after

Dr. C. Klement of Brussels.] A silicate of

aluminium and iron, related to the chlorites

and occurring in dark olive-green scales at

Vielsalm, Belgium.

kleptic, kleptocracy, kleptophobia. See
*elepUc, etc.

K. L. H. An abbreviation of Knight of the

Legion of Honor.

E-light (ka'lit), n. In spectroscopy, the li^ht

of the K-line of the spectrum, due to the in-

candescence of calcium vapor. This line, which
lies in the extreme violet of the spectrum, is of high
actinic power. Its presence in the light from the sun's

atmosphere is utilized in the photography of the solar

prominences and in similar work.

klinker, ». See clinker.

klinocepbalic, klinocephalism, klinocepha-
1ns, klinocepnaly. See *elinocephalic, etc.

klinostat, n. See clinostat.

EneifGla

kliphok (klip'hok), n. [D. klw, cliflf, + hok,

pen or dungeon.] In South Africa, a ruined

native stone hut.

klon, »• See *clon. •

klonal. a. See *elonal.

klootcn (klech), n. [A back-formation from
klootchman.] Same as *klootchman.

klootchman (kloch'man), n. [Chinook jargon

klootchman, < Nootka tlotsma, woman.] A
woman, particularly an Indian woman. [Wash-
ington and British Columbia.]

klop (klop), n. [Also clop; imitative.] A
sound made by the fall or regular beat of a

soUd on a hard surface, as a horse's hoofs on a

Savement. Also repeated, klop-klop.

umene (klo'men), n. [Appar. Gr. Mfisvoi,

famous: see Clymenia, *clymene.'\ In ehem.,

the name first given to acetylene by its discov-

erer, E. Davy, who obtained it as a product
of the action of water on crude potassium car-

bide formed in the preparation of metallic po-

tassium.

knacker^, «. 4. A man who dismantles and
sells the materials of old houses, ships, etc.

knackery (nak'e-ri), n.
;
pi. knackeries (-riz).

[knacker^ + -yK'] A yard for slaughtering
worn-out horses ; a knacker's yard.

knacky (nak'i), a. [knack + -^l.] Adroit;
clever ; adaptable ; having a knack.

Knapsack sprayer. See *sprayer.

knee, n. 3. (e) in meeh., the middle joint or elbow in

a toggle-joint. (/) In anat., a knee-shaped part See
genu (6).

5. In graphics, a break or abrupt change in a

plotted curve.
On the rising curve there is seen to be a more or less

well defined "knee " where the relation of stress to strain

undergoes a marked change.
Phyeical Mev., Aug., 1904, p. 114.

6. A natural prominence ; a rock, hill, or part
of a hill Capped knee. See *capj>ed.— Knee of the
head, in ehip-ouHding, the large iiat timber which is

fayed edgewise upon the fore pai-t of the stem.— Sprung
knee, a forward bowing of the knee of the horse, mule,
or ass, caused by the shortening of the flexor tendons be-

hind as a result of inflammation.

knee, v. i.—to knee out, to break out at a right angle
and return to the original direction.

knee-ball (ne'bUl), n. Same as *molula.

knee-board (ne'bord), n. A drag or tension-
board on a cotton-yam winding-machine. JJ.

Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 257.

knee-boot (ne'bSt), n. 1. A compressed
leather shield for covering the side of a horse's

knee. The wrapper is of soft leather or felt.

—2. A boot which comes to the knee.

knee-hole (ne'hol), n. The space under a desk
occupied by the knees of one seated at the
desk. [Local, Eng.]

knee-ill (ne'il), ii. Same as navel-ill. Also
Joint-ill.

kneeing (ne'ing), n. An angular beifding or
knee-shaped projection. Buck, Med. Hand-
book, HL 624.

knee-knapt (ne'napt), a. Same as knock-
kneed. [Prov. Eng.]

kneelet (ne'let), n. [knee + -Ze*.] A knee-
piece in medieval armor, sometimes carrying
a spike.

knee-lyre (ne'lir), n. Same as lira da gamba
(which see, under lira^.)

knee-movement (ne'm6v'''ment), n. A device
for operating a toggle-joint."

kneepan, n. 2. In entom., the femoral con-
cavity into which the tibia is inserted. Kirby
and Spence.

knee-pipe (ne'pip), ». An elbow; a bent pipe.

knee-plate, n. 3, In ^hip-building, a sniall
triangular plate fitted at the point of connec-
tion of the beam and frame to strengthen it.

knee-protector (ne'pr6-tek'''tor), n. A pad
used to protect the knee in fbller-polo, foot-
ball, and similar games.
knee-punch (ne'pnnch), ». A punch which is

bent to allow its being used through a narrow
opening. '

knee-stake (ne'stak), v. t. pret. and pp. knee-
staked, ppr. knee-staking. In leather-manuf,
to stake or soften by aid of the knee. Fleni-
ming. Practical Tanning, p. 51.

knee-viol (ne'vi*ol), n. Same as viola da
ganiba (a) (which see, under viotei).

Kneiffia (kni'fi-a), n. [NL. (Spach, 1835),
hamed in honor of F. G. Kneiff (-1832), an
apothecary and botanist of Strasburg.] A
genus of plants of the family Onagracese. They



Kneiffia

differ from (Enothera in their dlumEil ilowers, unequal
etamens, and usually club-ahaped and often winged cap-
Bulea. There are about 12 speoieB, belonging chiefly to the
eastern United States, commonly known as sundrops.

kneip (knip), v. i. [Q. Icneipen, carouse, tip-
ple, booze, fuddle, < kneipe, a pot-house, beer-
shop: Bee *kneipe.'i In German universities,
to drink andbe convivial at a ' kneipe,' accord-
ing to the German ' beer-code.'

In whatever other respects the German student may be
irregular, he always kneips according to rule.

J, M. Hart, Oerman Universities, p. 139.

kneipe (kni'pe), n.
;

pi. Icneipen (-pen). [G.
kneipe, a pot-house, beer-shop, bar-ro'om, stu-
dents' club.] In German universities : (a) A
room, or sometimes a house, where beer-drink-
ing is carried on. (6) A beer-drinking ; a
carousing ; a booze ; especially, a semipro-
fessional carouse of students according to a
complicated set of more or less humorous
rules, which are somewhat strictly observed.

knel, v: and n. A simplified spelling of knell.

knez (knez), n. [Serv. Slov. knez, Bohem. kn&
(kniez), Russ. knyazu {kniaz) (Albanian knez),
MGt. KvtZrii, etc., a prince; connected with
OHG. eJmning, etc., AS. eyning, E. king.']

Prince: a Slavic title of nobility equivalent
to prince or duke, and sometimes implying
sovereignty. ''

knickers (nik'ferz), n. pi. A contraction of
kn/lckerhoekers. Also used adjectively, in the
form knicker: as, a knicker suit.

knife, ra.—Sarlow knife, a pocket-knife having the
name 'Barlow' on the handle. These knives were ex-
tensively used for many years, since they had excellent
steel blades and were inexpensive. Also called Billy
Barlow /mt/e.— Graefe knife, a slender knife used in
the operation of linear extraction of cataract.—Kecord-
Ing knife, the sapphire cutting-point of the phonograph.
Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 35.

knife-bar, n. Z. A metal bar with an acute
edge employed on different machines with dif-

ferent functions.

knife-box, «. 2. Same as *griffe^, 3.

knife-bracelet (mf'bras'let), n. A narrow
bracelet of iron, with a sharp edge which is

usually covered with a strip of hide. The edge
may be uncovered and the bracelet used to inflictwounds
by a blow. Such knife-bracelets are woni by the Irenga
and other tribes of the upper Nile. In othei' parts of
Africa bracelets or arm-rings with attached knives or
spikes are worn.

To guard themselves from capture, they [Keshiats or
Darsonichs] wear a very sharp knife bracelet, and when
flghting they remove the sheath.

Geog.'Jour. (K. G. S.), XI. 383.

knife-fish (nif ' fish), n. A cyprinoid fish,

Felecus cultratus, found in eastern Europe.

knife-man (nifman), n. A special workman
employed in the more delicate and important
part of archsBologieal excavations in which it

is necessary to substitute a knife for a spade.

The patience of the few picked "knife-men" who lay or
crouched in the trenches cutting through the compost of
bones and pottery inch by inch, was sometimes rewarded
with unexpected treasures.

R. 0. Bomnquet, in An. Brit. School at Athens, VIII. 294.

knife-roller (nif'r6'''16r), n. A roller with
blades or knives, arranged spirally or other-

wise, as on the knife-roller cotton-gin. Tag-
gart, Cotton Spinning, I. 28.

knife-switch, (nif'swioh), n. In elect, a form
of switch in which the circuit is closed by the
insertion of a metallic strip pivoted, like a
knife-blade, between metallic clips or springs.

knife-worm (nif'wferm), n. Any cutworm.
Knlgbt of tbe brush, a painter.— Enieht of the
pestle, an apothecary.— Knlgbt of the qnlll, a writer

;

an author.—EnlglltS Of Pythias, a secret fraternal

order founded at Washington in 1864. It has an insurance

or beneficial branch.—TWO Knlghta' defense. See
openirtg, 9r

knight-cross (nit'krSs), n. The scarlet lych-

nis or cross of Jerusalem, Lychnis Chalce-

donica.

knight-fish (nit'flsh), n. A common name
applied to Monocentris glorse-maris, a bery-

coid fish found in Australia. Also called

pine-con^ fish.

knismogenic (nis-mo-jen'ik), a. [Gr. Kviofd^,

tickling, + -yevT/Q, -producing.] Productive

or provocative of tickling: as, knismogenic

sensations. &. S. Sail, Adolescence, II. 95.

knitting-bur (nit'ing-b6r), n. In a knitting-

machine, a wheel with blades for carrying the

yam to the needles and clearing it from then!

while the web is forming.
knob, n. (t) a small flock, less than 30, of ducks : an
English sporting-term.

knobble (nob'l), n. [Dim. of knob.] A small

knob or lump.
S.— 44
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knobbling-fire (nob'ling-fir), n. Abloomery
for refining oast-iron.

knob-fly (nob'fli), n. A natural fly used in
angling ; also, an artificial fly. Also called

knop-fly.

knob-grass (nob'gras), n. Same as *knob-
root.

knobkerrie, knobkerry (nob'ker-i), n. [Cape
D. knopMeri; as knob + kerne, kiiri.] See
*Mrri.

knob-root (nob'rst), i

Unsonia Canadensis.
The horse-balm, Col-

knobstones (nob'stdnz)^ n.pl. The local name
in Kentucky for the silicious group. Jmer.
Jour. Sei., 1866, p. 105, cited in Bialect Notes,
n. vi.

knock, V. I. trans. 3, To speak ill of one.
[College slang.]— To be knocked off (naut), to be
turned to leeward : said of a vessel when, by reason of
the sea hitting heron the weather bow, her head is sent to
leeward of the point toward which she had been looking.
—To knock down, (c) To take to pieces (as a machine
or a barrel), for storage or for purposes of transportation

;

as, for barrels AmocAreddouin— so much, (d) See the ex-
tract.

A systemknown as "knocking down one's cheque " pre-
vails all over the unsettled parts of Australia. That is to
say, a man with a cheque, or a sum of money in his pos-
session, hands it over to the publican, and calls for drinks
for himself and his friends, until the publican tells him
he has drunk out his cheque.
H. Fineh-Hatton, Advance Australia, p. 222, quoted in

[E. E. Morris, Austral English.

To knock up. (e) In cricket, to score runs by hitting.
[Colloq.]

II. intrans. 4. To keep up a system of
annoying attacks ; to keep striking or hitting
until the other side capitulates or buj^s the
' knocker' off. [Political slang, New ^ork.]

There are several ways of getting iuto Tammany Hall.
One is to be bom there ; and another is to work yourway
up in ; a third is to lower yourself down in. The fourth,
and a very successful way, is what the Tammany men
call "knockin'." This is to fight Tammany Hall until the
organization opens and receives you, paying in return al-

most anything within reason.
N. Y. Cam. Advertiser, May 11, 1901.

knockabout (nok'a-bout), a. and n. I. a. 1.

Noting something which knocks (other things)
about; rough; buffeting; boisterous: as, a
kmockabout game of foot-ball.— 2. Accustomed
to knock about or to be knocked about : as,

a knockabout globe-trotter; suitable to be
knocked about in : as, a knockabout coat.— 3.

Noisy ; full of horse-play : as, a knockabout
entertainment ; knockabout business. [Theat.
slang.]— 4. In Australia, applied to a Jack of
all trades on a station.

II. n. 1. A traveler ; one who has knocked
about.— 2. A performer in a knockabout
play or sketch; the sketch itself. [Theat. slang.]
— 3. In Australia, a hand on a station who
does a little of everything.—4. A small sail-

ing-yacht of light construction and simple sail

rig, the latter consisting of a mainsail and

knot-pound

knocker, n. 5. One who keeps up a system
of 'knocking' or persistent attack, with ulte-

rior motives. See*fc«ocfc,«. j., 4.— 6t. A sort of
gendantto a wig Newgate knocker, a lock of
air worn by thieves and others in such a manner as to be

supposed to resemble the knocker on the prisoners' door
at Newgate.

knocker-up (nok'6r-up), n. A person em-
ployed, especially in mill towns, to go about
and waken those whose work requires them
to be up early.

knocking, n. 5. The practice of persistent at-

tack with ulterior motives. See *knoek, v. i., 4.

[Political slang. New York.]

knock-off, n. 2. In mec%., a releasing device;
a tappet or cam for releasing some part of a
mechanism. It is used in some forms of engine
valve-gears to operate the admission-valves.
knock-out, a.—Eaock-ont attachment, an attach-
ment to a sheet-metal press used to knock the finished

wamoff the dies ; a form of ejector. It is automatic and
is mde in several forms. — Enock-Ont drops. See
icdrop.

II. n. 1. In pugilism, the act of rendering
insensible ; a blow which produces insensibil-

ity.—2. A knock-off; a release; specifically,

a device for allowing a valve in a spring-test-

ing machine to open when the ram encounters
a resistance.

knop, n. 6. A loop or tuft in two- (or more)
ply yam produced in doubling for ornamental
purposes.
knop-fly (nop'fli), n. Same as *knob-fly.

knopite (knop'it), n. [G. knopit (1894), named
after Professor A. Knop of Karlsruhe.] A
titanate of calcium and cerium occurring in
lead-gray isometric crystals. It is intermefflate
in composition between perovskite and dys-
analyte.

Knorria (nor'i-a), n. [NL. (Sternberg, 1820),
named after Georg Wolfgang Knorr, a Ger-
man paleontologist.] A supposed genus of
Paleozoic fossil plants consisting of trunks
whose surfaces present inclined overlapping
ridges. They are now known to be, for the most part at
least, decorticated trunks of Lepidodendron in which the
whole bark has been stripped off, the course of the leaf-

trace bundles through the middle cortex being repre-
sented by these ridges, and presenting an appesrance
wholly differentfrom that of the real surface of the trunk.

knot^, n. 3. («) In musical instruments of the lute,

viol, and similar classes, same as rosel, 15. — Double
overhand knot, a common landsman's knot made by
imiting two pieces of string or rope. It is decried by
Bailors because it will slip when a strain is put upon it.

See the illustration.— Hangman's knot, a knot formed

Double Overhand Knot.

a jib bent on a stay that is set up on the stem

of the boat. These boats, as a rule, are flat-

bottomed, with a fln-keel, and can be handled

very quickly, going from one tack to another

without apparently losing speed. Some knock-

abouts are provided with a center-board in-

stead of a fin, for use in shallow waters.

—

5. A small launch.

by laying back the bight of a rope near the end,
then winding seven turns around it from left to
right, and passing the end back under all the
turns. This makes a slip-noose and a long cy-

lindrical knotthrough which the hauling part of

the rope travels freely.

—

Loop-knot, any knot
which forms a loop, such as a bowline.— Old-
franny knot. Same as granny's-krwt, —
topper knot. See stopper-knot.— Vital

knot, the 'nceudvital'of Flourens; a small area
of the oblongata, destruction of which means
instant death, and which has therefore been
regarded as preeminently the vital center.

The vital ktwt of Flourens is the vital center
and must also be the center of pleasure and
pain, which are merely alterations in the func-
tions of organic life. Hangman's

G. Sergi, quoted in Bibot (trans.), FsychoL Knot,
[of Emotions, p. 28.

knot-grass, n. 3. (e) The joint-grass, Paspalum dis-

tichum. See Paspalum.— Enot-^ass motU. See
kgrass-^moth.

knot-hole (not'hol), n. A hole in a board or
plank formed by the falling out of the piece of
a knot, node, or knur left when the plank was
sawed.
knot-horn (not'h6m), n. A collectors' name
for any phycitid moth : so called because the
males of this family frequently have a swollen
basal antennal joint. Cambridge Nat. Hist.,

VI. 424.

knotless (not'les), a. {knot + -less.] Without
a knot, in any sense of the word; with the
knots removed or untied.

knot-maul (not'mfi,l), n. A maul which has a
head made from a knot or other tough piece of
wood.

knot-pound (not'ponnd), n. A unit in terms
of which the wei^t of copper and, indirectly,

the electrical conductivity of a submarine or
underground cable are expressed ; one pound
per nautical mile or knot.



knot-root

knot-root (not'rot), n. Same as *hnob-root.
knotter, n. 2. In textile-manuf., a hand-device
for mechanically tying together two ends of

yarn or thread.— 3. The me-
chanism in a
harvester and
binder which
ties the knots
in the binding-
cord.

knotty-horn
(not'i-h6rn), n.

An American
cerambycid
beetle (the

cloakedljnotty-
Baiber Knotter. hom), DeSMO-

a, strap for fastennis on the hand ; *, ^„„„„ „„T7„-„4.,„
thumb.piece; c, knotter and cutter; d, CeVUS paUiatUS,
thread.guide. dark-bluc in
color, with the basal part of the elytra
orange. Its larvje bore into the stems of
elder. Comstoek, Manual of Insects, p. 570.

knotty-pated (not'i-

pa"ted), a. A doubt-
ful term, either
genuine and meaning
'having a knotty or
lumpy pate,' or, sim-
ply, 'having a hard
(wooden) pate,' or a
mistake for not-pated
(which is also used
by Shakspere).

"Why, thou . . . knotty-
pated fool, thou . . . ob-
Bcene, greasy,tallow-catch.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

Knotty-horn
{Desmocerus fiaUiattts.)

Enlarged one third.

knotwork, n. 2. A kind of fancy-work made
of thread, yam, etc., by tying knots. It is

usually finished with a crocheted edge.
knot-writing (not'ri"ting), n. A mnemonic
device consisting of strings in which a num-
ber of knots are made, the number and order
of knots serving the end of recalling certain
ob.ieets or events: used by many primitive
tribes unfamiliar with the art of writing— for
instance, by the Australians, the California
Indians, and also by the Peruvians. See quipu.
Ratzel (trans.), Hist, of Mankind, I. 344.

knowability (no-a-bil'j-ti), n. The quality or
condition of being (easily) recognized, known,
or comprehended.

One of the few advantages that India has over England
ia a great knowaUUty. ... At the end of twenty years
[a man] . . . knows, or knows something about, every
Englishman in the Empire.

R. Kipling, Indian Tales, p. 489. N. E. D.

knowledge, n—^Dynamic teiowledge, knowledge
that effects changes, especially in conduct and social
relations. Ward, Dynamic SocioL,_ II. 509.

Knox beds, dolomite. See *6edi, *dolomite.

Knoxville beds. See *bed^.

knoxvillite (noks'vil-it), «.. IKnoxville (see
def.) + -ite^.'] A hydrated sulphate of ferric
iron, chromium, and aluminium occurring in
greenish-yellow rhombic plates : found at the
Eedington mercury-mine, Knoxville, Califor-
nia.

K. N. S. An abbreviation of Knight of the
North Star (Sweden).

knuckle, •'». 8. A sharply bent loop, as of
intestine, especially when imprisoned, as in a
hernia.

When a small knuckle of intestine has slipped into a
narrowing there is no strangulation at once and fecal
matter enteiB the knuckle through its upper entrance.

Med. Record, Feb. 28, 1903, p. 350.

0. In mech., the swinging leaf or hook used
for the coupling device in certain automatic
car-couplings, particularly in the Janney or
M. C. B. (master car-builders') type. A hole
is usually provided in the knuckle so that the
common link-coupling may be used vrilh it.

knuckle, v. i—to knuckle to. (a) To acknowledge
one's self convinced, in the wrong, or beaten. (6) To
apply one's self earnestly.

knuckle-bone (nuk'l-bon), n. 1. A bone in a
knuekle-joint, especially of a sheep : used in
the game of knuckle-bones. See dii^.— 2. pi.

The game played with dibs or knuckle-bones.

He became one of Idle leading players at knuckle-hones,
which all jhampanis and many saises play while they are
waiting outside ... of nights.

R. Kipling, Indian Tales, p. 34.

knnckle-kneed (nuk'1-ned), a. Having very
prominent knees.
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knuckle-post (uuk'l-post), n. Oue of the two
cross-arms in a knuckle-joint ; specifically, the

vertical post carrying the stub-axle in the

steering-knuckle of an automobile.

knuckle-thread (nuk'l-thred), n. A screw-

thread which has a large round at the top' and
bottom.
knuckling (nuk'ling), n. A deformity of the
fetlock-joint, caused by a shortening of the

tendons behind, which results in throwing
the joint upward and forward, making the foot

more upright than is normal. U. S. Dept. Agr.,

Sep. on Diseases of the Horse, 1903, p. 346.

knurl, n. 3. In photog., a milled-ed^e roller

used for dotting and softening outrunning lines

and making dark spaces lighter.

knurled, a. 3. Milled: said of the serrated
edgeofacoin. Also called fc»arM. See»»Mi,4.
ko^ (ko), n. [Chinese Tco, prop, the culm of the
bamboo, hence a stick, piece^ thing, as a con-
ventional term of enumeration.] A Chinese
unit of customary enumeration, in connection
with certain classes of things: as, yi ko jin, a
man or 'one man' (usually rendered in pidgin-
English ' one piecey man').
koae(k6-a'a),n. [Hawaiian.] The white-tailed
tropic-bird, Phaethon leucurus, which is found
in the Sandwich Islands.

koali (ko-a'le), re. [Hawaiian koaU, < koali, koai,
creep around.] In Hawaii, a name for several
vines belonging to the genus.^omao Eoall-al
(edible convolvulus), Ipomoea tuberffidata, a stout twiner
with a tuberous loot which was formerly used by the
natives as food in times of scarcity. The stems are strong
and durable and are used by the Hawailans as cordage.
The plant is distributed over tropical Asia and parts of
South America.

—

Koall-awahia (bitter convolvulus),
Ipomcea congeeta, a stout twiner, the root of which is

a po^rful cathartic, much used in native medicine. It
occurs in the Hawaiian, Tongan, and Fijian islands, the
Ladrones, Norfolk Island, and on the east coast of Aus-
tralia.

kobbera, n. See *e6bhra.
Eobell's test. See *testK
kobong (ko'bon^), n. [Aboriginal Australian.]
In West Australia, the totem animal of a clan.

kobu (k6'b5), n. [Jap.] An important broad-
fronded, edible seaweed, Laminaria saeeharis
(which see, under Laminaria), found on the
coasts of Japan, and especially of Tezo, the
most northerly of the four largeislands, where
it is known as '^kombu (which see).

kobza (kob'za), n. [Euss., liittle Euss., Pol.
kobza^ Turk, kopuz, a pandora.] A rude lute
used in Little Eussia.
E. 0. 0. An abbreviation of kathodie opening
contraction.

kochelite (ko-ke-lif), n. [(J. kocheUt (1868),
named from Kochetwiese, in SUesia.] A min-
eral closely related to fergusonite : found in
the granite of the Koehelwiese, Silesia.

Koch's comma bacillus, Koch-Weeks bacil-
lus. See *bacillus.

kodak (ko'dak), n. [Invented by the maker
of the camera as a distinctive name for trade
use.] A small hand-camera, designed espe-
cially for taking instantaneous photographs.

kodak (ko'dak), V. Ikodak, n.] I. trans. To
photograph with a kodak.

II. intrans. To take photographs with a ko-
dak ; use a kodak.

kodaker (k6'dak-6r), n. One who uses a
kodak.

Koeberlinia (k6b-6r-lin'i-a), n. [NL. (Zuc-
carini, 1832), named after C. L. Koeberli/n, a
Bavarian botanist.] A genus of dicotyledon-
ous shrubs or small trees, the type and only
genus of the family KoBberUmacese. The only
species, K. spinosa, is a native of western Texas and
northern Mexico. It is characterized by the stiff green
branches ending in firm thorns, scale-like caducous leaves,
and small white flowers in lateral racemes near the ends
of the branchlets. See 'kjwnco^.

KceberliniacesB (keb-er-lin-i-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Bngler, 1895), < KcBberlinia' + -acess.']

A family of American shrubs or small trees of
the order Bypericales, the junco family, con-
sisting of the single monotypic genus Koeber-
linia. See *K(xherUriAa.

Koellia (kfel'i-a), «. [NL. (Moeneh, 1794),
named in honor of Johann Ludwig Christian
Koelle (1763-97), a German physician and
botanist.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants
belonging to the family Menthacese. See Pyc-
nanthemum.

koenenite (kfen'e-nit), n. [Named after Dr.
A. von Koenen.'] A hydrated oxychlorid of
aluminium and magnesiufu occmring in red
cleavable masses.

kokoon

koettigite (k6t'ig-it), n. [Named (1850) after

Otto Koettig, who first analyzed it.] A hydrous
arseniate of zinc, cobalt, and nickel, related to
vivianite in form and composition.

Koheleth (ko'ha-let), n. [Heb. gpheleth, a
word of uncertain meaning, but appar. con-
nected with qahal, congregate, and hence
translated in the Septuagint version of Eocle-

siastes 'member of an assembly,' but un-
derstood by Jerome and later authors as
'Preacher.'] 1. The book of Ecclesiastes,
traditionally ascribed to King Solomon.-^ 2.

One of the six traditional surnames of King
Solomon : said to have been appUed to him
because his words were spoken in public gath-
erings. The other five were Jedidiah, Agur,
Jakah, Lemuel, and Itiel.

Kohlrausch's law. See *law^.

kohua (ko'hS-a), n. [Maori.] 1. A native
Maori oven. This consisted of a hole in the ground,
containing heated stones, in which the food was placed in
baskets. Water was then poured on the stones, and the
whole covered up to keep in the steam till the food was
properly cooked. See -^um/u.

2. A three-legged iron pot or kettle; a 'go-
shore' or 'go-ashore.' [New Zealand.]

koi (ko'e), n. [Jap.] The common carp, Cy-
prinus carpio, found in the rivers of Japan.

koilonychia (koi-lo-nik'i-a), n. [Gr. KO(/,of,

hollow, -I- 4wf (bwx-), finger-nail.] A spoon-
shaped finger-nail with surface concave instead
of convex.

koilorachic (koi-lo-rak'ik), a. [Gr. Koi?Mg, hol-
low, -t- l>dxic, the spine.] Having a spinal
column with a lumbar curve concave forward,
or with a lumbovertebral index of more than
102. Turner.

koji (ko'je), n. [Jap. koji.'] A ferment used
by the Japanese in making sake or rice-wine.
It is produced by leaving steamed rice exposed to the air
at ordinary temperature until a fungus growth makes its

appearance. Used as an infusion, it acts upon starch, con-
verting it into maltose and dextrine, and ultimately into
glucose susceptible of alcoholic fermentation.

kokam (ko'kam), n. [Hindi.] Same as *cor-
copali.

kokio (ko-ke'o), n. [Hawaiian, prop, a shrub
or tree.] A name in Hawaii of several spe-
cies of malvaeeous shrubs or trees belonging
to the genus Hibiscus Eokio-keokeo ['white ko-
kio '], HibitscuB Arnottianus, with white flowers : same
as irhauhele.

koklass (kok'las), n. A native name of pheas-
ants of the genus Pucrasia, which are dis-

' tinguished by the long crests and ear-tufts of
the males. These pheasants are found through
the Himalayas from Afghanistan to Man-
churia.

Common Koklass. .

{Pttcra'sia fttacrolopha.,

kokoi (ko'ko), n. [W. African.] Same as
cocco.

koko^ (ko'ko), TO. [Hawaiian koko, a particu-
lar use of koko, blood (sap). These plants yield
an abundance of milky sap or latex. ] Aname in
Hawaii of several shrubs and small trees be-
longing to the genus Euphorbia, and particu-
larly of M. lorifoUa. This is a tree 12 feet
high, found at high elevations, and is much

' used as fire-wood.
kokong (k6-k6ng'), n. [Also kokoon, cocoon ; <
Sechuana khokong or kgokofl.^ The brindled
gnu, Catohlepas taurina.

kokoon (ko-kSn'), n. Same as cocoon^ and
*kokong.
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kokopu (ko'k6-p5) M. [Mapri.] A fish, Ga- waiian Islands, interrupting the northeast
laxtanfasciatus^ ot the family Galaxidse, found trade-winds and usually lrin|ing rain.

^e6*cockabully. Also konarite, m. An incorrect spelling of *co«-
narite.

in Australian waters
sometimes applied to other fishes of tlie same
family.

kokowai (ko-ko'wi), n. [Maori.] Red ocher.
[New Zealand.]
koku (k6'k5), n. [Jag,] A liquid and dry
measure used in Japan. As a liquid measure it is
equivalent to 47.6 United States gallons: as a dry mea-
sure, to 5.H United States bushels.

kola, kolanine, kola-nut, kola-red. See
*cola^, *eolanine, cola-nut, *cola-red.

korora

distinct rows, large and without cells, and the
ventral streak of the rachis
without polyps. It includes
the genera Kophobelemnon,
Sclerobelemnon, and Bathyp-
tilum.

a),

Kongo colors. Same as direct cotton *colors.
Komiprusian (ko'ni-a-pro'si-an), n. IKonU-
prus + -ia».] In geoL, a term adopted by komopla (ko-pi-6'pi-a), n.
J<reneh geologists for the lowest division of [NL., irreg. < Gr. kokAv,
the Devonian formation when expressed as a he tired (fcdjrof, tiredness,
pelagic fauna in limestone facies. it is repre- fatignie), + ui/i (aw-'), eve 1
seated by the Koni^prus limestone of the Bohemian basin, A ecmA^inn iVi- wliii>! tlioand is essentially equivalent to the Hercynian stage and ^ oonttition in wniCJl the

,„ limestone of the German geologists. eyes quickly tire.

kolea (ko-la'a), »'. [Hawaiian.] The Pacific ^i?.°i'lC^i?id (ko-ning' kin-id), M. One of kopje (kop'i), »; [D. We
golden plover, Charadrius dominicus fuhus lu

^""i^e^^nidsB, or a braehiopod related ([pron. kop ye,_m_Cape D,

Pertaining
which makes a wonderful trip from Alaska to

™ereto._
_

the Sandwich Islands. koninckmoid (ko-ning'ki-noid)* a. „ , -
i ,

kolkol (kol'kol), n. [Southern Maidu (Call-
^po^ leaving the characters of the Xom«cfc*m- and copi

] A
fornia).] Shell money of the Californian t„^-,.„wt;, -' -^ n.^ • n t t.t ,7 ^^^1.,
Indians, made of Olwella hmlicata. The word '^°¥?\l^°-?<'^^h »• [Maori.] In New Zea- KomeB,

land, the fruit of the kotukutuku or native
fuchsia. Fuchsia excorticata. it is an ovoid, fleshy,
four-oelled, pendulous black or purple berry, which is

edible and pleasant and forms the principal food of the
wood-pigeon.

kop'i), orig. *koplcenj dim.
of kop, a hill: see *fcopi

_
"

" small hill.

[South Africa.]
short, thicic, volcanic-

looking liills, often with a squared-
oif summit or a crater-like bowl on
the top, Buch as Majuba has. They
are . . . hills made of rock so that
the surface is a fretwork of the
outermost boulders.
J. Ralphs An American with Lord

[Boberts, p. 4.

Indians, made of Olwella Uplicata.
was in use in central California.

koUoxyline, n. 2. A substance closely re-
lated to eelloidin, and used like it in histo-
logical technic: said to be more readily . -

soluble. komology (ko-ni-ol'6-ji), n. [Gr. k6vc(, dust,

kol nidre (kol nid'ra). [Heb., 'aUvows.']
+ -'^o^a <'>ikyEiv, apeak.] The science which.. -,

The opening words of the most solemn prayed t^f^^ f •J^f*
and its components, especially '^°^}^l^^;°Jll) l^^^i

of the Jewish ritual for the eve of the atone- ,
°^ ^}^^ ^ust floating in the atmosphere. SlI . . _ iirff!fA^l!., *" '^

ment fast, it is chanted three times by three pious fODlSCOpe,
n. See *comscope.

members, including the hazzan, or cantor. The reformed konjO (kou'je), n. [Native African name.]
commmiitiesof America and Europe have discarded it, A valuable fiber-plant, Cordyline Guineensis,
owing to the fact that it seems to release the supplicants Trioi/iiTicr Afmnar. i^.%n.o^«inr. i^^n.^. c^o o^«,
from all vows from one Day of Atonement untU the next,

yielding Atncan bowstring hemp. See San-
according to one of its declarations. S&Vieria,

kolokolo (ko-Io-ko'lo), n. [Hawaiian, & T^OTOHSxitQ, n. See *connarite.

creeper, < kola, creep.] A name applied by konzi (kon'zi), n. [African.] Lichtenstein's
the natives in Hawaii to a number of plants hartbeest, Bubalis Uchtensteini, a large Afri-

can antelope which inhabits the Zambesi re-

Kophobeletnnon
teuckartii.

With a creeping or prostrate habit Kolokolo
knalliwl ('mountain creeper,') Lyimnachia SUlebrancLi,
a species of loosestrife with dark-purple sweet-scented
flowers, found on the highlands of Eauai.

kolpoliysterectoiny, n. See *colpohysterec-

komatik (ko-ma'tik), n. [Labrador.] A
sledge used by the people of Labrador.
kombe (kom'ba), n. [Native African name.]
A rambling or climbing shrub of the dogbane
family, Sirophan-
thus Kombe, native
of East Africa. It

furnishes a part of
the officinal Stro-
phanihus seeds used
in medicine. See
Strophanthtis.

kombic (kom'bik),
a. Noting an acid,

a little-known com-
pound of uncertain
properties and com-
position, found in
Strophanthus seeds.

kombo (kom'bo), n.

[African.] A cere-
' monial form of

greeting, employed
by chiefs in many
parts of Africa.

kombu (kom'bo),
«. [Jap. ; Chin.
¥un-pu.'\ A Japan-
ese coarse, edible
seaweed, also called
*kobu (which see).

Same as *koprosterol.

koprOsterol (ko-pros'te-rol), n. [Gr. Kdirpof,

dung, -I- (chole)sterol.']" A colorless dextroro-
tatory compound, C25H44O, found in human
feces. It is a derivative of cholesterol, which it resembles
in general properties, and is possibly identical with ster-
corin. It forms long, slender, pliable needles melting
at 95-96° C. Also called koprosterin.

Koptj n. See Cop't^.

_, ^ ,.^„„„^„„ „„„„„„„„„ .V,-
Koptic, a. andn. See CopUc.

glon. it'has rather 'smalTringelThornrtliat koradjl (ko-ra'ji), n. [Also coradgee, kardji,

bend upward and outward, then inward, and, «?"• '
native Australian.] A shaman or medi-

finally backward cme-man of the Australian aborigines.

koobery (ko'be-ri), n. [Also kooberry ; from ^S^A^.L^"?^^*^' % ^?T^ ^C'ffA
^°

an aboriginal" Australian name.] A fish, 5**!^ ****;' a descendant of Korahjl Chron

Tlierapon richardsonii, of the family Ssemu
UdsB, iovind. in Australia.

koodoo, n. 2. One of the busbbucks, Tragela-
plmg seloud, which inhabits the swampy re-
gions of central and eastern Africa— Greater
koodoo, Strepgioeros kudu, rapidly being exterminated
in most parts of its range.—Lesser koOdOO, Strepsiceros
imberbis, a species smaller than the common koodoo, ^ ^_ ..„^^^
lacking the fringe of hair beneath the throat, and having lrnrann\atrv (\n-ra-n nl'o tl^^ n 'WnToliir. «*
horns more closlly twisted. It appears to be confined tS

^oranoiaiiry (KO-ran-ol a-tn), n. Worship of
'

. . .
CK,. or reverence for the Koran,

vi. 22, etc.), the m-eat-grandson of Levi. The
Korahites ("sons of Korah ) distinguished themselves
in the Levitical services as singers in the temple. Cer-
tain Fsalms (xlii., xliv., xlv., ete.) are superscribed aa
"for the sons of Korah."

korakora (ko-ra-ko'ra), TO. [Also coracora,
korocora, etc. ; < Malay kora-kora : see *cara-
coa.2 A Malayan boat, formerly in use, hav-
ing a high curved stem and stern.

Kombe i^Strophanthus Kombe).

a, branch with leares and flowers,

one third natural size ; b, corolla,

laid open, the attenuate lobes re-

moved, one third natural size ; c,

stamen, front and-^ide view, natural
size; d, pistil, natural size; e, por.
tion of follicle, one sixth natural

size.

Somaliland and the region about Kilimanjaro.

kookaburra (ko-ka-bur'a), to. [Also gogobera,
goburra, gobera ;

" aa alsoriginal Australian
name.] The native name adopted as a com-
mon name for the laughing-jackass, Dacelo
gigas, a large species of kingfisher. The
name is extensively used about Sydney and is

given byE. P. Kamsay in his "Catalogue of
Australian Birds." See cut under Dacelo.
koolaman, kooliman (kol'a-man, -i-man), TO.

Same as *coolamin.

koontee, koonti, to. See coontie.

koosin (ko'sin), n. Same as *kosin.

kootchar (ko'ehar), TO. [Aboriginal Austra-
lian.] An Australian stingless bee probably
belonging to the genus Melipona. Cambridge
Nat. Hist., VI. 63.

kopi (kop), TO. [D. kop = E. cop^. Compare
*«oi

great quantities of which are gathered on the
coasts of Yezo and elsewhere and prepared kop^ (kop), n.

for use as pickles, seasoners, relishes, vege-
tables, sweetmeats, and, in powdered, form,
as tea. See the extract.

Ernnbu is one ot the Staple foods of the country [Japan],
entering into the dietary of almost tevery family and being
eaten ^one as a vegetable or as a seasoning for meats,
flsh, stews, etc. ' Hat. Geog. Mag., May, 1906, p. 218.

Eome beds. See *bed^.

komenic, a. Incorrect form for *eomenic.

kommers (ko-mars'), n. [G. kommers, also

kommersch, a particular pronunciation, among
students, of kommers, commerg, commerce,
trade, intercourse, society, drinking-olub, etc.;

<L. commercium, commerce : see commerce.] A
social gathering of German university students

at some place of entertainment.

Come in ; Come in. You shall see some sport. A Fox
[Freshman] commerce is on foot and a Regular Beer-

Scandal. Longfellow, Hyperion, iv.

kommos, n. See commos.
kona (ko'na), ». [Hawaiian fcoTOO.] The south-

west wind that sometimes occurs in the Ha-

From Lully down Mohammedans have been the hard-
est to convert. Heresy and apostasy from koranolatry
is here treason. O. S. Hall, Adolescence, II. 729.

korigum, korrigum (kor'i-gum), «. [African.]
The Senegal hartbeest, Bubalis senegalensis,
a species with rather short, heavy, lyrate
horns, which inhabits Central Airioa from
Senegal to Somaliland.
korimako (k6-ri-ma'k6\ TO. [Maori.] A Maori
name for the New Zealand bell-bird, An-
fhornis melanura,

korin(k6'rin),TO. [W. African.] A species of ga-
zel, Gasella rufifrons, found in Senegal, Africa.
kornerupine (kor'ne-ro-pin), TO. [Named (1885)
after A. N. Kornerup,. .a. Danish geologist.]
A silicate of ailuminium and magnesium,
MgAl2Si06, occurring in from colorless to

^g^ white fibrous

^4*- *fe4^'*' I/^^aBi
™a.tine, from

land,'thename~given to the liter when used as
| ^^gtJSil^ •iaSSimfeMiBB

Waldheim,

kopang (ko'pang), to. [Malay kopang, kupang; ^Ŝ ^^^̂ ls^S^S^tXm „-„j
''

'n^'^'

cf. cobang, hobang.] An old money of account ^^S^^^EJewg^rtflB^ koro'^ fko'ro'^
at Penang, equal to a tenth of a United States ^riHHlH^^ragHHflp

rJan kdriii

1
° ^^',^ - n -»^ TA, I. TT -u

^m •* JWEW^^g AJapanesein-
koph (kop, kof), TO. [Also goph; Heb. qpp, Mjm 1^ cense-burner
qoph, Phen. *qdp, whence Gr. qiSffira, xAwKa.] KB ^g or censer usu-
The nineteenth letter (n) of the Hebrew alpha- ^B H ^| allvof brnn^a
bet, corresponding to the Boman g. Its nu- BB| H |n \j,qj^ or pot-
merical value is C. MB m ^^ tery!

Kophobelemnon (ko-fo-be-lem'non), TO. [NL., wk H 3| korora (ko-ro-
< Gr. KUDOS', dull, dumb, + pi/u/ivov, dart.] A ^9 ^H ra'), n. [Ma-
widely distributed genus of sea-pens, typical ^H H mH ori.] A Maori
of the family Kophobelemnonidse. Asbjornsen, mt H ^B name, to some
1856. ^S H^* ^1 extent adopted
EophobelemnonidsB (ko-fo-be-lem-non'i-de), ^9 _^„-^^^ Hi^ ^® * com-
n. pi. [NL., < Kophobelemnon + -^idse.] A ^B^^^^^^ ^Br Jnon name, for

family of pennatulaoean aleyonarians having Japanese Koro. iron, inlaid with gold. the little pen-
the polyps on both sides of the elongate (in thePennsyivaniaMuseum, Philadelphia.) guin, Eudyp-
cylindrical rachis in a single series or in in- tula minor, the smallest member of the group.

opje.] A small hill. [South Africa.]

The three field batteries then came into action against
a high tableland kop which formed the right of the held
position, the advance remaining checked the while.

L. James, in War's Brighter Side, p. 347.

[D. kop = E. cop^, cup.] In Hoi-



korrel

korrel (kor'el), n. [D., a grain, a decigram,
a particle, crumb ; = E. Jcemel.] In Holland,
the name given to the decigram.
korroboree, n. and v. See corroboree.

kommburra (kor'um-bur-a), %. [Aboriginal
Australian.] A brown-and-yellow flesh-fly.
E. E. Morris, Austral English.

kosher (ko'shfer), v. t. To make 'kosher,' or
ceremonially correct.

kosin (ko'sin), n. Ikoso (kosso, kusso) + -jto2.]

A sulphur-yellow tasteless compound, C23H30
O7, obtained from cusso. It does not preexist
in the dri^, but is a decomposition-product
of kosotoxin. It is physiologically inactive.
Also hassin, houssin, kosein, kmsein, and
tasniin.

kosmochlore, n. See ^cosmochlore.

kosmochromite (kos*mo-kr6'mit), ». [Gr.

k6cx/ioc, ornament, + xp^l">-y color, + ite^.']

Same as *cosmochlore.

kosotoxin (ko-so-tok'sin), n. [koso, otherwise
ousso, + toxin.']

' A yellowish, amorphous com-
pound, C2eH340iO) obtained from cusso, tbe
pistillate flowers of the Abyssinian tree Bray-
era anthelmintica. It is anthelmintic.

koswite (kos'wit), n. lKosw(insky), a locality

in Perm, northern Ural, + -ite^.] In petrog.,

a variety of pyroxeuite composed of diopside-
diallage, with small amounts of olivin, horn-
blende, magnetite, and chrome-spinel. The
characteristic feature isthete>:ture produced by the mag-
netite, which iB about 16 per cent of the rock and forms
a matrix for the other constituents.

kotal (ko'tal), n. [Pushto kotal.] In Afghan-
istan, a mountain pass ; the summit of a pass.

We . . . reached the kotaJ In an hour.
Lord Roberta, Forty-one Yeara in India, II. 147.

Kotari (ko-ta're), n. One of the minor Dra-
vidian languages of India spoken by the Ko-
tars.

kotschubeite (kot-shS'be-it), m. [Named
after a Eussian count, P. k.. von Kotschubei.'\
A rose-red variety of olinochlore containing
several per cent, of chromium oxid.

kottigite, n. See *koeUigiie.

kotuku (ko'to-ke), n. [Maori.] The New
Zealand white heron, Ardea tmoriensis : like

other herons miscalled a crane.

kotukutllku (k6-to-ki5-to'ko), n. [Maori.] In
New Zealand, a small ornamental tree, Fuchsia
excorUcata, which belongs to the evening-prim-
rose family. Its trunk is covered with ragged, papery
bark, and its wood, which is soft and useless, conning
much tannic and gallic acids. It bears red-purple flowers
about an inch long and a pleasant, edible fleshy berry
called by the natives konini. The name is more com-
monly sliortened to tookytook, a corruption of the abo-
riginal name. Also called native /uc^a.

kotwalee (kot-wa'le), n. [Also kotwallee, eut-

wallee, < kotwol, cutwal, a police officer : see
eutwal.'] A police station. [Anglo-Indian.]

kou (ko'S), n. [Hawaiian.] In the Hawaiian
Islands, a name of Cordia subcordata, a tree
belonging to the borage family, from which
the natives make wooden bowls, or calabashes,
for holding their poi.

koueme (k3-a'me), n. [Native name in East
Africa.] A tall, climbing plant of the gourd
family, Ampelosydos scandens, with stems from
50 to 100 feet long and bearing large, fleshy

fruits which sometimes reach 60 pounds in

weight. It is a native of eastern tropical Africa
and is much cultivated by the natives there
and in the Masoarene Islands for its large oily

seeds, which are boiled and used for food.

kourgan, kourgane, n. Same as *kurgan.

kouse (kous), n. [Also cous, cows, and cow-
ish, of Amerindian origin: see cowish?.'] A
native name for Lomatium Cous and other
species of the same genus, tunbelliferous food-

plants of the Columbia River region.

The Sioux Indians beat dried wild cherries with buffalo

meat to form their winter stock of pemmican. In Oregon
andWashington an immense amount of food wa£ gathered
from the camass root, and also from iiie'koitse root.

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1899, p. 308.

koussein, koussin, ». Same as *ko»in.

kowdie (kou'di), n. An imperfect rendering
of kauri, a New Zealand tree. See Icauri-pine.

kowhai (ko'hwi), n. [Maori.] In New Zea-
land, either of two trees of the bean family,

Sophora tetraptera and Clianthus punicms.
The first has yellow flowers, and is further distinguished

as yellow kowhai or locust-tree, while the second, with
red flowers, is called scarlet kowhai, parrot's-btll, or
kaka-bilL See Clianthus and -kgoai.

kowl (kouT), n. [Also cowl, cowle ; < Hind, Ar.
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gaul, speech, word, saying^ vow.] A written

engagement. [Anglo-Indian,]

Things for which we need a konol.

R. Kipling, in Pearson's Mag., Dec., 1897, p. 622.

koyan (ko'yan), n. [Malay koyan.'] A
Malayan measjire used in stating heavy
weights, as of cargoes, it varies fi'om 30 to 40
piculs. In the Straits Settlements it is equal to 40piculs
or 6,333.333 pounds avoirdupois ; in Fenang it is equal to

5,706.143 pounds.

kozo (ko'zo), n. [Jap. kozo.] The paper-
mulberry, Papyrius papyrifera. See Brous-
sonetia.

K. P. An abbreviation (a) of Knight of St.

Patrick; (i) of Knights of Pythias.

Kr. 1. The chemical symbol for the element
krypton.— 2. [I. c] An abbreviation of
kreutzer.

K. R, An abbreviation of Knight of the

Reamer (Greece).

kra (kra), n. [Malay kra.] A Malayan name
of the crab-eating macaque, Macacus eyno-
mulgus, widely adopted as a book-name.
kraal (krfil or kral), v. t.; pret. and pp. kraalecC,

ppr. hraaling. {kraal, n. Compare corral, «.]

To place (cattle or sheep) in a kraal or shed
for shelter or safe-keeping. See kraal, n.

If goats are to produce the best fleeces they are ca-
pable of they must be maintained in uninterrupted
good condition. They must have a variety of food,
principally slirnbs and aromatic plants, and lead an
active life ; they must, if possible, have running water to
drink, and be kept free from dust ; they must not be
kraaled (or shedded) except when absolutely necessary ;

they must haye clean sleeping places, and must not be
crowded together.

Yearbook V. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 278.

krach (krash), n. [F., < E. crash, ji.] A 'crash'
in finance.

It must suffice to say that in the followingMay the
great Vienna "Krach " occurred, and the colossal bubble
of speculation burst, bringing with it all the ruin foretold
by Lacker and Bamberger. Eneyc. Brit., XXV. 472.

krait (krit), n. [Also karait, korait; < Hind.
karait.] A small snake, Bungarus c(xruleiis

or B. candidus, extremely venomous, and
common throughout the greater part of the
Indian subregion. It is all the more dangerous on
account of its small size, and is believed to beresponsible
for a large share of the 20,000 deaths caused by wild ani-
mals that occur annually in India.

At the end of an hour he died as they die who ai-e bitten
by the little karait.

Kipling, The Recrudescence of Imray.

Krakowiak (kra-ko'vi-ak), n. Same as
Cracovienne,

kral (kral), TO. [Bulg. Serbian kral, Serv.
hralj, Bohem. krtil, Pol. krol, Buss, koroli,

Albanian feroZ;, Turk, kral, keral, MGr. KpdTiiK,

Lith. karalius, Lett, kralits, a king; < OHG.
Karl, Karal, ML. Carolus, the name of Karl
the Great, Charlemagne the emperor of Ger-
many : see earl. Compare csesar, Russ. tsar,

emperor, etc., from the name of Julius Csesar.]
The title of the kings of southern Slavonic
countries.

Brought Sisvan the Kral of Bulgaria to his knees.
Poole, Turkey, p. ii.

krameric (kra-mer'ik), a. {Krameria + -»c.]

Derived from ratany Krameric acid, a crystalline
astringent compound contained in the root of ratany,
Krameria triandria : used in medicine.

krameroform (kra-mer'o-f6rm), re. A product
similar to tannoform, made with kramero- or
ratanhia-tannio acid.

kran (kran), «. The monetary unit of Persia
and a current coin, valued at 7A United States
cents or one tenth of a toman.
krans (kr^ns), n. [D. krans, wreath, rim, cor-
nice, in S. Africa the overhang of a cliff : see
crants."] The overhang of a cliff; a precipi-
tous wall of rock which surrounds a valley.
Also krantz. [South Africa.]

Behind the boulders, a narrow belt of trees in full dark-
green foliage ; and above, hemming in the view, the grim
rusty-brown or purple krantzes and alternating slopes,
clad at the dry seasons with faded scrub and trees, rising
grandly up to the even edge of the plateau.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.\ Feb., 1908, p. 140.

Kratmllia (krou'ni-a), n. [NL. (Eafinesque,

1808), probably frdin a personal name.] A
genus of climbing leguminous plants com-
monly known as Wistaria (which see).

Erause's corpuscle or end-bulb. See ''cor-

puscle.

kraut-cutter (krout'kut"6r), n. A hand-ma-
chine for slicing and shredding cabbages in
making sauer-kraut. One type employs a
revolving disk having radial knives.

krautweed (krout'wed), n. Either of two
cruciferous plants, Brassica arvensis, the char-

krypteon

lock, also called crowdweed, and Baphanvs
Raphanistrum, the wild radish, sometimes
called white charlock.

K. R. C. An abbreviation of Knight of the Bed
Cross.

K. R. E. An abbreviation of Knight of the

Bed Eagle (Prussia).

kreatinic, kreatoxicon, kreatoxin. See
*creatinic, *creatoxicon, *creatoxin.

krebspest (krebs'pest), re. [G., < krels, craw-

fish, + pest, disease.] Abacterial disease of

crawfish, prevalent on the continent of Eu-
rope.

The crayfish disease, ' Krebspest," for years past wide-

spread and destructive in Europe, but here unknown.
The author and his assistant have made a special re-

search on this subject and have described as the cause of

the disease Bacterium pestis astaci.

Sciejice, July 1, 1904, p. 16.

kreoform, «. See *creoform.

kreolin, kreopliagisin,kreosol, kreotoxism,
kresol. See *creolin, *creophagism, ereosol,

*creotoxism, cresol.

Eressenberg beds. See *6edi.

kriegspiel (kreg'spel), re. [G. krieg, war, +
spiel, game.] A game designed to teach the

principles of strategy and tactics. Two oppos-
mg combatant forces are represented by blocks made to
the scale of the map upon which the game is played.
These blocks represent the tactical units of each arm.
The game is played by the commander of each force, and
is supervised by an umpire. Until the forces are actually

in sigtit of each other they are so screened that neither
commander sees the operations of the other. Each move
or change of position corresponds to a ^iven interval of
time. As chance is an element of warfare, it is represented
in the game by the throwing of dice and reading the con-
sequences in a table of possibilities.

krinin, krinogenic. See *crinin, *crinogenic.

Krishnaism (krish'na-izm), re. [^Krishna +
-ism.'] The worship of Erishna (which see).
Krishnaism is of comparatively recent origin. A mass of

absurd and licentious rites and practices, it enjoys a
corresponding popularity throughout a great part of
India.

Krishnaist ([krish'na-ist), re. One who wor-
ships the Hindu deity Krishna. See Krishna
and ''Krishnaism.

kriss, re. Same as creese.

Erolm's gland. See ''gland.

kromskop (krom'skop), n. A trade-name of
the *chromascope (which see).

krone, re. 3. A current silver coin of Austria
and the Austrian dependencies, equal to 100
heller or W-?-^ United States cents.

Kronocentrlc (kron-o-sen'trik), a. [Gr. Kp6vo;,

Saturn, + uhrrpov, center, + 4c.] Relatingto
the planet Saturn as a center, or to the center
of Saturn. Science, Jan. 29, 1904, p. 163.

kroumatic (kro-mat'ik), a. [Prop, (in Latin-
ized form) *crvmatic; < Gr. Kpov/iartKdg, < Kpov-

Im(j-), a stroke, a beat, < Kpovuv, strike, beat.]
Sounded or produced by striking: said of
musical instruments or tones. Hence^ Krou-
matic music, instrumental music in general.

Erupped (krupt), a. Hardened by the Krupp
process; Kruppized.
One calibre of Harveyed steel, or f calibre of Krupped

armour. Eneye. Brit., XXXI. 366.

Eruppize (krftp'iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. Krupp-

ized, ppr. Kruppizing. [Krupp (see def.) -I-

-ize.J To subject a steel armor-plate to the
Krupp process of manufacture, by which the
face IS made very hard to a considerable
depth, while the body of the plate remains
softer.
' Owing to the great severity of the ballistic tests, which
necessitates the employment of a Kruppized process, it

is impossible ... to furnish the armor at the prices
stipulated by Congress as the maximum that can be paid.

Army and Navy Register, June 3, 1899.

kruzhka (krSzh'ka), re. [Spelled erroneously,
in G. and F. style, kruschka, kruchka, etc., <
Russ. kruzhka, a jug, tankard, cup, also a
liquid measure ; dim. of Pol. kruzh, Polabian
kreuz, a jug, etc. : ef. MHG. krUse, G. krause;
E. crtise.] A Russian liquid measure equiva-
lent to 0.32 of a United States gallon. Also
krouehka.

kryofine (kri'o-fin), m. [Gr. Kpdof, frost, -I-

(paraf)fine.] ' A colorless, crystalline com-
pound formed by heating paraphenetidin and
methyl-glyoolie acid together: it is antipy-
retic and analgesic,

kryogen, kryokonite, kryoscopy. See eryo-
gen, cryoconite, *cryoseopy.

krypteon (krip'te-on), n. [Gr. Kprnrd;, hidden,
+ -eon, as in ac'cordeon.] In exper. psychol.,
an exposure apparatus of simple construction,
introduced by E. C. Sanford in 1896. The
krypteon consists of a board set obliquely
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upon a base, and having a flap of cardboard
hinged along its lower edge. The flap can be
turned up and down for successive exposures
of visual stimuli.

lo^tol (kiip'tol), n. [Qr. Kpmrds, hidden, +
-ol.j A trade-name for a loose, granular
material, a mixture of graphite, carborundum,
and fire-clay, having a high electrical resis-
tance. It is used in electric stoves and furnaces, partica-

tions with nephelite ; another contains andesin, with leu-
cite and nephelite. Washmgton, 1894.

kuliat (ko-le-af), n. [Also cuUai; said to be
Tagalog.] A name applied in the Philippines
to Chietum scandens, a climbing shrub with
opposite leaves and catkin-like infloresence.
The seeds are roasted' and eaten by the natives, and the
stem yields a fiber which is used for cordage and, in the
Andaman islands, for malting fishing-nets. Also called
Tnala-itmo (false betel-pepper) and itmtmg-oudk (crow's

larly those for scientific purposes, as a means of producing ,
betel-pepper.) Also cidiat. See Gn^tum.

high and easily regulated temperatures by the paasage tUlp (kulp), ». [Origin obSCure.] A species

S?t"f™"
"' "" ®^'°*'^° current. Amer. Jour. Psychol, of shark or dogfish, Squalus spinax niger.

XILS02.
. kultlirkampf(kul-tor'kampf"),m. [G.',<fcM?««r,

krypton (krip ton), n. [NL. krypton, prop, culture, civilization, -I- )l;a»Hp/, fight.] Astruggle
"orypton, < Gr. Kprnrrdv, neut. of Kpmrdg, hidden, for civilization : aname given to the conflict be-
seeret: see cryp«.] A chemical element, one tweentheimperialgovemmentofGermanyand
of the five recently discovered gaseous eon- " ~

- - ---- ---

Btituents of the atmosphere, first obtained by
Eamsay and Travers in 1898. it la colorless,
transparent, without observable taste or smell, of density
40.88 as compared with hydrogen, liqueflable at— 161.7° C.
under atmospheric pressure, and occurs in the atmo-
sphere to the extent of but 1 volume in 20,000,000 volumes
of air.

the Roman Church, which lasted from 1872 till

1886. The name was first given to it by Virchow, in one of
his electoral manifestos, to imply that it was a struggle of
principle between the teaching of the Eoman Church and
that of modem civilization.

In Germany, when the Pontificate of leo XIII. began,
a disastrous confiict between the Imperial Government
and the Church was in progress. It was called the Ktd-
turkwmjfff as professing to be undertalcen on behalf of
civilization and culture ; but it had originated in the be-
lief, instilled into the Government by interested persons,
that the Vatican Decrees on Infallibility were issued for
a political purpose. Emsyo. Brit, XXXII. 271.

On June 6, 1898, the discovery of yet another element
was announced, in a communication made by Prof. Bam-
say, of London, to the Academy of Sciences, of Paris. The
communication was read to the Academy by M. Berthelot.
This new element is a gas, and makes a fifth constituent - - - . .

of theatmosphere; it is,however,presentin very minute Iriimgra CkK'Tnij-rii') « TMnni-i Alan I'mim/^/j
quantities, viz., one part in ten tlTousand of its volume. 7 17 \^° 1^^^^'' "• LJ«laori. Also Kum&ra,

Krypton belongs not to the argon, but the helium group; ^«>narrah; < kumara = Samoan umala, = Ta-
its density is greater than that of nitrogen, being, accord- hitian uniara, etc.] The aboriginal name in
ing to the corrected measurement, 22.47. New Zealand for the sweet potato.

, .. „ .

^«-^"»«'-.-July9,1898,p.26. kumascope (ko'ma-skop), «. [Irreg. < Gr.
krystlC, o. See *erystic. Kv/ia, wave, -I- oKon-'elv, view.] An instrument
K. S. An abbreviation (a) of King^s Scholar; for detecting electric waves; a receiver or co-
(6) of Knight of the Sword (Sweden).
S. S. A. An abbreviation of Knight of St.

Anne (Russia).

E. S. G, An abbreviation of Knight of St.

Georm (Russia).

K. S.F. An abbreviation of Knight of St.

Stanislaus of Poland.
kt. An abbreviation of Tonight.

K. T. An abbreviation (a) of Knight Templar ;

(6) of Knight of the Thistle (Scotland).

Kt. Bach. An abbreviation of Knight Bachelor,
ktypteite (tip'te-it), n. [Appar. irreg. < Gr.
KriivoQ, a loud noise, + -t- + -e- + -ite^.'] Cal-
cium carbonate occurring in pisolitie form at
Karlsbad, Bohemia, and elsewhere: it is prob-
ably a kind of aragonite, and is converted into
ealcite by heat.

kuan-liao (kwan-le-ou'), n. [Chinese TcvAin,

of the state, official, -f- liao, flux of glass, col-
ored glass.] Imperial glass made at Peking,
China.
kubong (ko-bong'), n. [Malay hubong.'] The
flyingJemur. See *eolugo.

kudu, n. See hoodoo.

herer : used in wireless telegraphy.
Dr. Fleming said that the-time had aiTived to introduce

a new word into the art of wireless telegraphy. The
whole apparatus by which the messages were translated
was called a receiver, which was too wide a word to be
considered as a definition. The arrangement by whicli
the electric impulses in the receiving aerial were utilized
was called a "coherer"; but since that word had been
introduced, contrivances for the purpose had been de-
vised which did not cohere, and therefore the word was
too limited in its application. He had therefore ventured
to coin a fresii word, which was ^* kumascope,'' derived
from the Greelc word jcOjiia, a wave ; it was similar to elec-
troscope and many others of a like kind.

Sci. Amer. Sup., July 18, 1903, p. 23033.

Contact kumascope, a receiving instrument, in wireless
telegraphy, which depends for its action upon changes in
contact-resistance under the action of electric waves, that
is, upon coherer action.—Magnetic kumascope, a re-
ceiving instrument, in wireless telegraphy, which depends
for its action upon the magnetizing or demagnetizing
effect of electric waves.

kumascopic (kS-ma-skop'ik), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the kumascope.
Kumassi (kS-mas'i), n. [W. African; also
spelled Goomassie.'] The name of a town in
West Africa, used as a label for several colors.

J1.UU.U ... N^v^^ ...i-^^i,,^. See *hlaek, *blue, etc.

kuh(5£8),». [Achinese?] Atin ooinof Achin, kumatologist (k6-ma-tol'o-jist), re. [fcMmas-

Sumatra, equal to one four hundredth of a tolog^ + -ist.^ A student of kumatology;
peso or dollar. one who makes a special study of oceanic and

Euhlia (k5'li-a), n. [NL., named after Hein- atmospheric waves and of their influence on

rich Kuhl, a "naturalist who discovered the geologic and geographic phenomena.

typical species in the streams of Java.] A kumatology (kS-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [Irreg. < Gr.

genus of fishes, belonging to the family Kuh- K-vim{T), wave, -I- -Tioyia, < Myeiv, speak.] The
~ " science of the forms and characteristics of

waves. See the extract.

I [Vaughan Cornish] think the time has come when it

will be for the advantage of our science that there should
be a distinctive word for the study of the waves and wave-
structures of the Earth as a special branch of geography.
KOjua, genitive Kv^aro?, is Greek for 'a wave.' I propose
that the word 'kumatology' be added to the vocabulary
of our science, to designate that department of geography
which deals with the waves and wave-structures of the
Earth. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 624.

kumera, n. See *lcumara.

kummeter (ko'me-tfer), n. [Irreg. < Gr. kvim,

wave, + [lerpov, measure.] A form of cymom-
eter for measuring the lengths of the waves
used in wireless telegraphy. J. A. Fleming,
in Trans. Internat. Elect. Congress, 1st ser.,

1904, III. 616.

kUDlQUat, w.—Native knmqnat, in Australia, a small
tree of the rue family, Atalaiitia glauca, bearing round,
acid fruits about one half inch in diameter, from which an
agreeable beverage or preserves can be made. Its wood is

of a bright yellow color with brown streaks or vems. '^""—

'

also desert lemon. See cumquat

liidse, found in the tropical Pacific.

Kohliidse (k6-li'i-de), n. [NL.. < Kuhlia +
-idsB.'i A family of fishesof the tropical Pacific.

kuja'Wiak (ko-ya'vi-ak), n. [Pol., < Kujaw,
G. Kujau, a town in Silesia.] A Polish dance
resembling the mazurka; also, the music for
such a dance.

kuku (ko'kS), n. A large and handsome fruit-

pigeon, Gaijaophaga novee-zelandise, found in

New Zealand.

kukui (k6-k5'e), n. [Hawaiian KuJcui ( = Ta-
hitian tutui), < kui = Tahitian, Tongan, Mar-
quesan, etc., tui, pierce or thread upon a
skewer, = Maori tuitui, sew.] In Hawaii, the
candlenut-tree, Aleurites Moluccana, which is

easily recognized among the trees of the for-

est by its silvery foliage. The leaves are either un-
divided or lobed, and are usually cordate at the base, with
a pair of glands at the junction of the blade and the
petiole. Throughout Polynesia the oily nuts are roasted
and strung upon a reed or the rib of a cocoanut-leafiet,

and used by the natives for illuminating their houses. _ ,., j. j. i ci j. ^ ^ 0.7 i

These nuts also furnish the lampblack used for painting KuUttt'S Constant, law. bee -"constant, *law>:
and tattooing. In Hawaii the roasted kernels are chopped kungU (kong'go), n. [^Also nkungu ; a native
fine, mixed with certain seaweeds and salt, and used as a ^ ^ _

. .

relish at native feasts. The oil derived from the kernels
is amber-colored, odorless, and very fluid ; it acts as a
mild cathartic. See Aleurites.

Called

kulaite (kfi'la-it), n. [Eula, in Lydia, Asia
Minor, -I- -ite'^.'] A group of basalts from the
Kula basin, Asia Minor, containing more

name near Laie Nyassa.] A winged aquatic

insect supposed to belong to the culicid genus
Corethra. It arises in swarms from Lake
Nyassa.— Enngn cake, a cake made of the dipterous

insect kungu and eaten by the natives near Lake Nyassa,

who gather the insects in large numbers for this purpose.

^ V,
"'^^i"', ^^^'^

''^t ' /T;.'^ .'"«. Tr Kunkel's phosphorus. See -"phosphorus.
hornblende than augite, and differing in the ,

"" .°* ,,*: " £lt Vvr 3 c n -di

kinds of feldspathie eoistituents. One variety kunzite (konts'it), n. [Earned after George F.

contains orthoclase and bytownite in nearly equal propor- Kum, a New York mineralogist.] A trans-

kurtorachic

parent piuk-and-purple lilac variety of spodu-
mene. it is found in crystals near Pala, San Diego
county, California, and affords gems weighing from 1 to
200 carats each. Described byBaskerville in "Science"
for August, 1904. It is veiy phospliorescent when exposed
to radium rays, theBdntgen rays, etc.

kupang (ko'pang), n. [Philippine Sp. cupang,
prob. counected with Bisaya copang, a skein of
cotton or silk.] In thePhilippine Islands,Parfcia

Boxburghii, a tree belonging to (he mimosa
family, with bipinnate leaves having minute
leafiets and one or two glands on the petiole.
The flowers are borne in dense heads at the end of long
peduncles, and the pods are about a foot long bearing
numerous seeds smTounded by a sweet pulp. The tree
is said to yield a resin used for illuminating. Also
written cupang and copang.

kupfernickel (kup'fer-nik'''el), «. [G. : see
copperand nickel.'] The common German name
of the mineral niceolite: so called because,
though an ore of nickel, it has a coppery-red
color.

kura (kS'ra), ». [Jap. a storehouse.] In Japan,
a building without large windows and unfit for

residence, arranged as a thoroughly fire-proof

storehouse for valuables. It forms a separate
place of storage, where the proprietor's works
of art and other treasures are kept. Compare
godown.

kurakkan (ko-ra-kan'), n. [Cingalese.] In
Ceylon, same as raggee. See Eleusme.

kurbash, n. See koorbash.

kurdaitcha (kor-di'eha), n. [Also coordaitcha,
goditcha (def. 2); aboriginal Australian.] 1.

Among the tribes of central Australia, a man
chosen to avenge the death of one who has
died, every death being supposed to be due to
the magic influence of some enemy.— 2. A
kind of shoe, made of emu-feathers matted
together -with human blood, worn by the kur-
daitcha when on his errand. See def. 1. E.
E. Morris, Austral English.

kurgan (k6r-gan'), n. [Russ. kurganii, Pol. kur-
han,—Peis. kurkhane, amound, tumulus, < North
Turk, kurgan, a fortified place.] One of the pre-
historic burial-mounds in Russia, found from
the Carpathians eastward into Siberia. Most
of the kurgans belong to the stone age and contain re-
mains of a dolichocephalic type which preceded the
present brachycephalic type of Russia. They were, how-
ever, used as late as the tenth century of our era.

To the British barrows, of which there are two types,
the older long and the later round-shaped, correspond
the Kurgans oi. the Russian steppe lands, and the sdready
descriljed mounds of North America. Both the Kurgans
and the mounds reacli far into the historic period, and the
Kurgans were still used as burial-places in the 10th and
nth centuries of the new era. Keane, Ethnology, p. 126.

kurhaus (kor'hous), n. [G., < kur, cure, +
haus, house.] The principal building at a
watering-place ; a house arranged for the con-
venience of persons who resort to mineral
springs and the like.

Kurlbaum's process. See -"process.

kuromatsu(k6'''ro-mat'so), n. [Jsrp.kuromatsu,
kv/ro matss; < kuro, black, -I- matsu, matsz,

• pine.] A valuable timber-tree, Pimis Thun-
hergii, yielding a durable wood, used for
bridge-construction and engineering-work,
particularly below ground.

kuromoji (k6'ro-m6'''ji), n. [Jap. *kuromoji
< kuro, black, -(- m^ji, cotton gauze.] Any one
of several species of shrubs or small trees be-
longing to the laurel family, especially Ben-
zoin sericevm, B. umbellatum, B. dtriodorum,,
and Litsea glauca. Several of the species,
particularly the first named, yield a grayish-
white, sUky, fragrant wood which is used for
the manufacture of toothpicks. From the
foliage of several species a volatile oil is ob-
tained.

kurrajong (kur'a-j6ng), TO. Same sacurrajong:
the name is also applied to a number of other
malvaceous and stereuliaceous trees or shrubs
yielding strong bast-fibers from which the na-
tives make cordage, nets, or matting. See the
phrases below— Black kurrajong, any one of sev-
eral species of trees belonging to the genus Sterculia,
especially 5". diver»^olia, and another stereuliaceous tree,
Eulingia pamnosa.—'BTOwn kurrajODg, a small tree of
the family Sterculiacese, CoTmnersonia echinata, having
soft, light, white wood.— Green kurrajong, a tall
malvaceous shrub, Hibiscus heterophyllus. Called also
Queensland sori-e!.-Tasmanlan kurraJong, Plagian-
thus sidoides. See currajong.

kurtorachic (ker-to-ra'Mk), a. [For "cyrto-
rhachic; < Gr. Kvpr'Sg, curved, -I- pdx'^t spine.]
Having a spinal column with a lumbar curve
convex forward, or a lumbo-vertebral index of
less than 98. Turner.



kunima
kanuna (ko'r8-ma), n. [Jap.] A Japanese
cart ; a vehicle of any kind, including the jin-
rikisha.

The . . . charm of Japan . .^. began for me with my
first kuruma-tiAe out of tile European quarter of Yoko-
hama into the Japanese town. . . . The jinrikisha, or
kuruma, is the most cozy little vehicle imaginable.

L. Heam, Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan, L 1, 2.

kurung (kti-rung'), n. See * Jcurunj.

kurunj (kil-rCinj'), n. [Also Mrung ; < Marathi
kurunj, Hindi hurung, < Skt. kurunja.^ A
tall, erect leguminous tree or climber, Pongam
pinnata, of the family Leguminosse. See
Pongam (Pongamia).

knniuj-oil (ku-rtoij'oil), n. A fixed oil ex-
pressed from the seeds of the East Indian tree
Pongam pinnata: used in medicine. Also
caUed poola-oil.

kurvey (k6r-va'), v. i. [A back-formation
from Icurveyor.'] To conduct a transport by
bullock-wagon. [South Africa.]
The journey to De Eaap by bullock-waggon occupied

about six weeks. " Kurv&fing " (the conducting of trans-
port by bullock-waggon) in itself constituted a great in-

dustry. Erusyc. Brit, XXXI. 81.

kurveyor (k6r-va'or), n. [An accommodated
form (after conveyor) of D. Icarweier, < harwei,
a job, MD. corweie, < OF. corvee, forced labor

:

see corvee.'] In South Africa, a traveling
carrier or trader who carries the goods of
others from one point to another in his heavy
ox-wagon, and who also peddles his own
wares.

Eushite, kusso. See Cushite, eusso.

kusimanse (ko-si-maa'se), n. [W. African.]
A small West African civet-cat, Grossarchus
obscurtis,

kusum (kus'um), n. [Hind. Iciisum, also Jca-

sum, kasum, Ictisumih, kusumbha, < Skt. Ms-
umbha.] The safflower, Carfhamus Unetorius.
See CarthamViS.

Eutorgina (kii-t6r-ji'na), n. [NL.] A genus
of Cambrian protrematous braohiopods with
incipient cardinal area, great delthyrium, and
very rudimentary processes and deltidium.

kv-amp. An abbreviation for Tcilovolt^ampere.

k. W. In elect., an abbreviation of Idlowatt.

kwan^ (kwan), n. [Also quan; Annamese.]
A silver coin of Annam and Cambodia,
equivalent to a string of 600 cash or to 4
francs.

kwan^ (kwan), n. [Jap.] A Japanese unit of
weight, equal to 1^000 momme or 8.28 pounds
avoirdupois. C. Bering, Conversion Tables,
p. 61.

kwazoku (kwa-zo'k8), n. [Jap.] One of the
two classes of modem Japanese nobility, cor-
responding to the old territorial nobility.
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K. W. E. An abbreviation of Knight of the

White Eagle (Poland).

kw-h. An abbreviation of Mlowatt-how:

Ky. An abbreviation of Kentucky.

kyang (kyang), n. [Also Mang, < Tibetan
Icyang.'] The wild ass of Tibet, Equus hemi-

onus. It is over four feet high ax the shoulder,

of a dark-reddish color, with a narrow stripe

along the back.
It is, perhaps, worth while for me to say that this ani-

mal, the kyang, is a decided ass, and not a horse. '

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 397.

kyanism (ki'an-izm), n. [Named after J. H.
Kyan, the inventor of the process.] Impreg-
nation (of wood) with a solution of corrosive
sublimate to prevent decay.
kyanopsia (ki-an-op'si-a), n. [NL., < 6r. icvavoc,

blue, + iipis, vision.] Blue vision; a patho-
logical condition in which all objects appear
of a blue color. Also, and more commonly,
written cyanopsia or cyauopia.

kyar (ki'Sr), n. Same as coir.

kybosn, n. and V. See *kibosh.

kychtymite (kieh'ti-mit), n. [Kychtym, in
Russia, +-ite'^.'\ Same as *kischti/mte. Moro-
ziewicz, 1897.

kyesamechania (ki-e'''sa-me-ka'ni-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kw/aic;, conception, + d/ii?;favra, helpless-
ness, incapacity, < d/i7ixavog, without means,
helpless, \ a- priv. -I- fiTJxavri, an instrument,
machine, contrivance, means : see machine,
mechanic] In biol., a hindrance to impregna-
tion ; the inability of a certain group of indi-

viduals to impregnate others than themselves,
due to morphological or physiological changes
in the seed or ovum, or both, or to a change
in the time of maturity of the seeds or ova.
Eimer, 1895.

kytomitome
form of the physiological kymogra])h of C. Ludwig, bnllt

by the mechanician Q. Baltzar : it is remarkable for its

extreme accuracy and wide ran^e of utilits^. The instru-

ment is now supplied by practically all dealers in phys-
iological and psychological apparatus.

kymographion (ki-mo-graf'i-op), ». Same as

kymograph.

kynanthropy (ki-nan'thro-pi), n. Same as

kylie, n. See *kiley.

kylin, m. See kilin,

*kirin.

kyliudrite, n. See
*<^Undrite.

kyllo^S (M-lo'sis),

n. [NL., < Gr. /ci/U

?UM!i(, crooking,
crippling, < KvXhjvv,

crook, cripple,

< KvTMg, crooked,
crippled, as a leg
bent outward.]
Same as club-foot.

^^^i^}S^^krr,^I: '• =^^^0,^: *. kymograph-
matOiOgy. same as drum ; c, face of stage for horizon-

*kumatolOgiSt, *kU- •»' position of drum ;< mechanism
. - i7 7 for automatic lowering of drum dur-

ing rotation. The instrument is

also furnished with a device for the
talcing of records upon an "endless-
paper" strip, which is not shown
in the figure.

Ludwig-Baltzar Kymograph.

kymograph,
Lndwi£- Baltzar
mograph,

n
ky-

a perfected

kynite (ki'nit), n. A dynamite containing
about 25 per cent, of nitroglycerin.

kynophobia (kin-o-fo'bi-a), n. Same as *cyno-
phobia, 2.

kynurenic (kin-u-ren'ik), a. Same as *cynu-
renic.

kymirine (kin'u-rin), n. Same as *cynurine.

kyphos (ki'fos), n.: pi. kyphoi (-foi). [Gr.

Kiifoc, a hump, hunch.] The hump or bend of
the spine in kyphosis.

kyphoscoliosis (ki"fo-skol-i-6'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kv^dc, humped, + anoXiutu^, crookedness. ]
Combined lateral and posterior curvature of
the spine.

Eyphosidse (ki-fos'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ky-
phosiis + -idse.] A family of fishes inhabiting
chiefly the Mediterranean Sea and the Pacific
Ocean.

Eyphosins (ki-fo-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ky-
phosus + -inse.'] A subfamily of fishes belong-
ing to the isim&jKyphosidie.

Eyphosus (ki-fo'sus), n. [NL., < Gr. icv^df,

humpbacked, -I- L. -osus, E. -ous.] A genus
of fishes belonmig to the family Kyphosidse,
inhabiting the Pacific Ocean, some of them
American, but most East Indian.

kyphotic (M-fofik), a. [kyphosis {-ot-) + -ic]
Relating to or affected with kyphosis Ky-
photic pelvis. See *pelms.

k^^OO (ki'po), B. An astringent solid extract
similar to gambler or catechu, made in Ceylon.

Eyrielle (kir-i-el'), n. [P. hyrielle, dim. of

kyrie: see Kyrie eleison.'] If. Same as ^^ne
eleison.— 2. [/. c] A verse form in French
poetry, divided into equal couplets ending
with the same word, which serves as a refrain.

N. E. D.

The leyrielle, of which we have three specimens, . . .

ought to nave been discarded.
Saturday Rm., Dec. 3, 1887, p. 770.

kyrin (ki'rin), n. [Appar. < Gr. Kvpog, supreme
powei- (?), + -jm2.] An end-product of pro-
teolytic digestion, of the type of a polypeptide,
as glutokyrin.

kytomitome (ki-tom'i-tom), n. Same as *ciy-

tomitome.



3. A symbol: (o) (2) In
ehem., 1- before certain com-
pounds has reference to their
levorptation, as distinguished
from dextrorotaUon (d-) or
inaetion (i-). (c) In mineral.,
the final letter of the general
symbol Kkl, given to the fade
of a crystal in the system of

See *symbol, 7. (d) In elect., the symbol
(e) In phya.,
An abbrevi-

Miller
for *induotance (which
tov length: used in formulae.— 3,
ation (I) of Lady; (m) of Lake; {'t) U- c] of
lane; (o) of Latitude; (p) [I. c.J of law; (g)
[I. c] of league or leagues; (r) [I. c] of
leave; (s) [?. c] in a ship's log-book, of length;
(t) of Liberal; (u) [1. c] of the Latin libra, a
pound in weight; (v) II. c] of Unk or ZJKfcs;

(w) [I. c] of Mter; (a;) of London; (y) [I. c] of
long; (») of Lord; (aa) [I. c.l of tow.

L^ (el), n. Used colloquially for el., an ab-
breviation of elevated, shortened from elevated
railway.

1. 1 e., 1. 2 e., etc. Abbreviations of left first
entrance, left second entrance, etc.

La. 2. A contraction of Louisiana.

L. A. An abbreviation of Literate in Arts.

laager, i>. II. intrans. To halt and form a
laager; encamp in a laager: as, we laagered
five miles farther on,

laap(lap), n. Same a.a*laarp, Zerp. [Australia.]

laap-insect (lap'in'sekt), n. Same as *lerp-

insect.

laarp (larp), n.. Same as lerp. [Australia.]

laavenite, n. Same as *lavenite.

Lab. An abbreviation (a) of Labrador; (b)

II. c] of laboratory.

labarri (la-ba're), n. [Also labaria : from a
native name.] A very deadly snake, Trigono-
cephalus atrox, of Guiana and eastern Brazil.

It is grayish brown with darker markings, the
coloration harmonizing with the dead leaves
and fallen branches.
The Labarri is usually found coiled on the stump ol a

tree, or in some other plfice where it can hardly be distin-

guished from the object on which it is lying. It is

mortally poisonous when adult. It may be described as

rainbow-colored in life, but its brightness fades soon after

death. It is said that specimens eight feet long have
been killed. Sel. Amer., Alarch 7, 1903, p. 176.

labba (lab'a), a. [Arawak la;ppa (Martins,

1863, p. 3li).] In British Guiana, a name
appl'ed to the paoa, Ccelogenys paca. It seems
fori^erly to have been also used for the agouti,

as the name occurs in books of West Indian

travel, and the paca was never a resident of

the West Indies.

Labechia (la-besh'i-a), «. [NL.] A genus of

Stromatoporidse of the Silurian period, char-

acterized by the plate-like expanded coenos-

teum, the surface of which is covered with

wart-like prominences which are the ends of

solid vertical pillars. Between these develop

irregular laminee.

labefactt (lab'e-fakt), v. t. [L. labefacere, pp.

labefactus, cause to totter: see labefaction.]

Same as labefy.

labefact (lab'e-fakt), a. [L. labefactus, pp.1
Weakened : tottering ;

giving way.

label-card (la'bel-kard), n. A card with name
of owner, destination, or other particulars

attached to something for identification or

direction; a label.—Label-card slide, a slide of

metal containing a label-card : usually applied to such a

slide on a mail-pouch.

labellate (la-bel'at), a. [NL. 'labellatus, <

labellum, a 'little lip : see labellum.'] Long-

lipped. J. D. Dana.

label-stop (la'bel-stop), n. In arch., the termi-

nation of a label or dripstone: usually a

decorated boss or corbel.

Labial cartilage, one of several cartilages, occurrmg in

pairs, attached to the anterior part of the cranium or to

the cartilages bounding the mouth : typically present in

sharks.

labialatet (la'bi-a-lat), a. and n. [labial +
-ate^.] Same as labiate.

labiality (la-bi-al'i-ti), n. [labial + -ity.] The
character of being labial, especially in pho-
netics and music.

labiatifloral (la-bi-a-ti-flo'ral), a. Same as
labiaUflorous.

labichorea (la"bi-ko-re'a), n. [NL., < L. la-

bium, lip, + NL. ch'orea^i A form of dyslalia
or speech defect, due to a spasmodic closing
of the lips in the enunciation of the labials, so
that the latter are separated by an interval
from the succeeding vowels. Also called labi-

choreic stuttering.

labichoreic (la"bi-ko-re'ik), a. Pertaining to
or affected with labichorea.

Labidesthes (lab-i-des'thez), n. [NL., irreg.

< Gr. /.a^ic (Xa/3«5-), forceps, + eaBieiv, eat.]

A gQnus of fishes of the family Atherinidse,

found in the Great Lakes and the lakes of the
upper Mississippi valley.

labile, a. 3. In med., noting a mode of appli-
cation of electricity in which the active elec-

trode is passed back and forth over the nerve
or muscle to be acted upon : opposed in this

sense to *stabile,— Labile equilibrium. See -kequi-

libriwm.

lability, n. 2. Instability, as, in chem., the
quality of being easily broken down to form
simpler chemical compounds or even elements.

By combining these two methods there is induced a
"nuclear lability," which renders these eggs susceptible
to the influence of carbon dioxide as a provocative of

cleavage. Jour. Soy. Micros. Soc, April, 1904, p. 188.

labilize (lab'i-liz), v. t.; pret. and pp. Idbilized,

ppr. labilizing. [labile + -ize.'] In chem., to

make labile or more readily susceptible of

change ; make unstable.

The rdle of the oxygen must have been that of a labilis-

iltg agent, directly producing the condition for explosive
decomposition in the active biogens.

Nature, Feb. 28, 1903, p. 385.

labiobidental (Ia"bi-o-bi-den'tal), a. and n.

Pronounced with the lips and two teeth : a
phase of labiodental. Stud. Yale Psychol. Lab.,

X. 104.

labioglossolaryngeal (la"bi-o-glos'''o-la-riu'je-

al), a. [L. labium, lip, + Gr. jAaaaa, tongue,
'+ 'Kapvy^, larynx, + -e-a^l.] Eelating to the
lips, tongue, and larynx. Bulbar paralysis,

affecting these parts, is sometimes so desig-

nated.

labiograph (la'bi-o-graf), n. [L. labium, lip,

+ ypaij>nv, write.] In physiol. and psychophys.,
an instrument for recording the voluntary (in

speaking) or involuntary movements of the

lips.

labioguttural (la"bi-o-gut'u-ral), a. [L. la-

bium, lip, + guttur, throat, + -aP-.'] In pho-
netics, sounded in the throat and shaped by
the lips.

labiomancy (la'bi-o-nian"si)^ n. [L. labium,

lip, + Gr. imvTela, divination.] Divination

or interpretation by means of the motions of

the lips ; specifically, lip-reading.

labiomental (la"bi-o-men'tal), a. [L. labium,

lip, + mentum, chin,' + -aP-.'] Eelating to the

lips and the chin.

labionasal (la"bi-9-na'zal), a. and n. [L. 7a-

bium,'\vp, +nasus,'jiose,+-aP:2 l.a. Formed
or pronounced by the cooperation of the lips

and the nose.

II. 71, An articulate sound produced by the

coSperation of the lips and the nose, or the

letter or character representing such sound,

namely, m. In pronouncing m, the lips are

closed and nasal passages are open.

labiopalatine (la^bi-o-para-tin), a. [L. la-

bium, lip, + palatum, palate, + -imel.] Ee-

lating to the lips and the palate.

labioplasty (la'bi-6-plas"ti), n. [L. labium,

lip, + Gr. ir^arSc, termed, + -2/3.] A plastic
^
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operation to replace the whole or a part of a lip

which has been lost.

labipalp, n. (6) In lamellibranchs, an exten-
sion of the margin on each side of the mouth
into a more or less elongated structure having
a grooved and ciliated surface and serving to

collect food-particles and conduct them to the
mouth.
labization (la-bi-za'shon), n. Same as bebi-

zation.

labor^, ».—Bureau of Labor. See *6«reati.—Dry
labor, childbirth attended with little or no discharge of
liquor amnii.— Federation of Labor. See -kfederatton.
— Induced labor, labor in which the uterus is incited

to contract by artificial means.—Labor party, any po-
litical party formed of working-men, or professing to
represent the interests of labor, that is, of working-men.
— Missed labor, a condition in which the fetus is re-

tained in the womb beyond the normal period of gesta-

tion.— Postponed labor, labor occurring after the term
of normal gestation is past— Socialist Labor party,
a political and socialist party in the United Staties. l£
was formed in New Jersey, in 1877, out of an earlier or-

ganization (the Social Democratic Working-men's party,
formed in Philadelphia in 1874), and since 1888 has fig-

ured in National and State politics with a ticket of its

own.

—

United Labor party, a political party organized
in the interests of labor, which, in 1888, nominated a can-
didate for President.

laborage (la'bor-aj), n. [lahorT- + -age.] If.

Plowing
;
plowed' land.—2t. Labor ; work.

—

3. Payment for labor.

laboratorial (lab'o-ra-to'ri-al), a. [laboratory
+ 401.] Eelating or IJelonpiig to a laboratory.

laboratorian (lab'o-ra-to'ri-an), a. and n. [lab-

oratory + -an.] I, a. Of or pertaining to a
laboratory.

II, n. One who conducts scientific investi-
gations in a laboratory.

laboratory, ». 3. The space between the fire

and the flue-bridges of a reverberatory furnace
in which the work is performed Laboratory
milk. See *mfl*.—Marine laboratory, a laboratoiy
or observatory situated upon the ocean or its shore, and
equipped with appliances for collecting, observing, and
experimentingupon marine animals and plants; a marine
zoological station.

labor-day (la'bor-da), «. In some pf the
States, a legal holiday, commonly the first

Monday in September, established for the
benefit of the laboring classes.

laborist (la'bor-ist), M. and a. I, n. Amem-
ber of a labor party or one who is an advocate
of the interests of labor.

II. a. Pertaining to labor and its interests.

laborite (la'bgr-it), n. In British politics, a
member of the Labor party.

The heavy vote given to the Liberals in England by the
Labor Party, the "Laborites" as they are there called,
does not at all mean that the issue of protection is not the
main one. N. Y. Times, Jan. 16, 1906.

Laboulbenia (la-bol-be'ni-a), n. [NL. (Mon-
tague andEobin, 1853), named after Alexan-
dre Laboulbine, a French entomologist.] A
genus of minute ascomycetous fungi contain-
ing numerous species parasitic upon insects,
especially beetles. The perithecium is borne on a
stalk-like receptacle with appendages and one or more
antheridia at one side. The reproduction is sexual and
resembles that of the red seaweeds. The asci are 4-spored.
L. elongata is a cosmopolitan species found on beetles of
the genera Platynus, Colpodee, etc.

Laboulbeniacese (la-bol-be-ni-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., <:Laboulbenia + -aceee.] A large family
of peculiar ascomycetous fungi named from
the genus Laboulbenia.

Laboulbeniales (la-bbl-be-ni-a'lez), n. pi.

[NL., < Laboulbenia + -ales.] An order of as-
comycetous fungi containing the single family
LaboulbeniacesB. Also called Laboulbeniinese.

Laboulbeniinese (la-bol-be-ni-i'ne-e), n. pi.

[NL.] Same as *Laboulbeniales.
labradophyric (lab"ra-do-fir'ik), a. [labra^

dor(ite) + (por)phyr(it)tc.] Noting porphy-
ritic igneous rocks whose phenocrysts are
labradorite. Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th
ed.), p. 77.

Labradorean (lab-ra-do're-an), a. and n.

Same as *Labradoridn.



Labradorian

Xabradorian (lab-rardo'ri-an), a. and n. [^Lab-
rador + -»a».] I. a. Of or pertaining to Lab-
rador.

n. n. In geol., a subdivision of the Arcbsean
rocks of New Hampshire: proposed by Hiteh-
eoek for a OTOup below tbe Huronian. Dana,
Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 446.

labrador-rock (lab'ra-d6r-rok"), n. A roek
composed almost wholly of labradorite. Same
as *anorthosite.

labrador-stone (Iab'ra-d6r-st6n"), n. Same as
labradorite,

labrdsaiirid (lab-ro-s&'rid), n. and a. I. n. One
of the LabrosauridsB.
H. a. Of or pertaining to the Labrosauridse.

labrosauroid (lab-r9-8S,'roid), a. Belated to
or having the characters of the genus Labro-
sawrus.

Labrosomus (lab-ro-s6'mus), n. [NL. Labro-
somus (Grill) for earlier Labrisomus (Swainson,
1839), < NL. Labrus + Gr. <tu//o, body.] A
genus of blennioid fishes, found in the Atlan-
tic from the West Indies to Brazil.

labrum^ (la'brum), n.; pi. lahra (-bra). [L.
labrum, contraction of lavabrum, i'lavare,
wash: see lave^ and compare lavatory,
Jo»eri.] In Bom. arehseol., a bath-tub, espe-
cially one of those of hard, fine material more
or less richly sculptured, rather common in the
museums of Italy. Also called lavabrum.
labrys (lab'ris), n. [Gr. ^^aPpvg (given as a
Lydian word), same as viTiexvg, an ax.] See
*double ax.

This discovery in the Palace of a shrine of the Doable
Axe, and its associated divinities, derives a special inter-
est from the connection already estehlished on philolog.
ical gionnds hetween labrys, the Carian term for l^e
sacred Double Axe, and the name Labyrinth.
A. J. Evcma, in Jom:. Key. Inst of Brit Architects, X

[103.

laburnic (la-bfer'nik), a. [laburnum + -ic]
Pertaining ' to or derived from laburnum.

—

Litbumlc acid, a substance contained in the seeds and
bark of laburnum. Laburnum Labumwm, It is probably
a mixture of organic and inorganic acids.

laburnum, ».— Native labomum. SameasAcZover-
tree.— Sea-coast laburnum, in Australia, a cosmopoli-
tan shrub or small tree of the warmer regions, Sophora
tomentosa. See Sophora.

labyrinth-beetle (lab'i-rinth-be"tl), n. Any
beetle of the family Bostrychidae (which see)".

Kirby and Spence.

labyrinthitis (lab"i-rin-thi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
?Mpipiv0og, labyrinth, + -itis.'i Inflammation
of the labyrinth of the internal ear.

labjrrinthodontoid (lab-i-rin-tho-don'toid), a.

andm. [labyrinthodont + -oid.'] "I. a. Pertain-
ing to or having the characters of the genus
Laburinthodon.

II. n. A stegocephalous amphibian related
to the genus Labyrinthodon.

labyrinthous (lab-i-rin'thus), a. [labyrinth +
-ous]. Having a labyrinthine or meandering
arrangement, as the tubes in the interior of
certain extinct sponges.

lac^, n.—Arizona lac, the product of an insect, Cartei'ia

LarresB, belonging to the Coecida, which infests the cre-

osote-bush, Covillea trideTitata. It resembles the gum-
lac of commerce and yields a red coloring matter showing
the reactions of cochineal. The substance is found as an
incrustation on the twigs of the bush and contains dead
bodies of the insects by which it was secreted. The In-

dians use it to cement their arrow-heads to the shafte,

and for various medicinal purposes. This lac is also

found on the twigs of a leguminous shrub. Acacia Oreg.
gii, growing in the arid regions of Arizona.—Bleached
lac, the decolorized resin obtained by dissolving seed-lac

in a boiling alkaline lye and passing chlorin gas through
the liquid until the lac is precipitated.—Mexican lac,
the resinous exudation from a species of Croton.— Sonora
lac, the product of Carteria Mexicana, an insect infest-

ing a leguminous shrub (Coursetia glandvlosa) wliich

grows in northwestern Mexico. The crude substance,
which occurs on the twigs in the form of a brick-red in-

crustation, is collected by the Indians of Sonora and sold

in the markets. It resembles grain-lac, but is less vividly

red and has the taste of succinic acid. The natives use it

in makiug cement and a£ a remedy for affections of the
lungs, for fevers, and for other maladies. It consists in
part of a substance similar to the shellac of commerce and
yields a fine red coloring matter.

Laccadivian (lak-a-div'i-an), a. Of or per-

taining to the Lacdadive Islands.

laccaic (la-ka'ik), a. [laeca + -ic] Same as

*laccic, 2.

laccase(lak'as), n. [lacca + -ase.'] An oxidizing

ferment which is concerned in the production
of the black Japanese lacquer. It is obtained
from the Japanese lac-tree, Bhus vernicifera,

and from various fungi.

laccate, a. H. ». The general name of salts

of laeeio acid.

laccic, a. 3. Noting an acid, a brownish-red
compound, Ci6Hi208(?), obtained from lac-
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dye by the action of dilute hydrochloric acid.

It crystallizes in minute plates, decomposes
without melting at about 180° C, and resem-
bles carminic acid.

lac-cochineal (lak'kooh'''i-nel), n. Same as

lac4nseet.

laccol (lak'ol), n. [lacca + -ol.'} A compound
contained in the juice of|.the lac-tree, Bhus
vernicifera. It is probably an ^matic polybasic phe-
nol. Utader the influence of laccase it absorbs oxygen
from the air and yields a black substance.

laccolite (lak'o-lit), n. Same as laeeolith.

.

The ontogeny of the volcano may be viewed in the light

of the phylogeny traced through its fossil remains—lava
sheets, tuit beds, laccoUtes, volcanic necks like those of the
Mount Taylor plateau, and other products of organic ac-

tion during the ages past Pop. Sci. Mo., July, 1902, p. 279.

lace, «.—All-over lace, lace of any kind which is 18 or
more inches in width and in which a pattern is repeated.
—Antique lace, a hand-made pillow-lace of heavy linen
thread in a large, open, rectangular mesh : used mostly
for curtains, bed-spreads, and draperies.—Arabe lace,
a kind of coarse bobbin-lace with a large cable-edged
pattern, made in Arabia and also in France and Belgium.— Arabian lace. Same as Arabe *2ai;e.—Battenbeic
lace, a kind of flne linen-thread lace in which are worked
rings, picots, cords, etc., with connecting bars or brides.

—

Bincbe lace, a flne pillow-lace withouta raised edge, the
ground of which resembles a spider-web with small dots

:

named after Binche, Belgium.—BOQTdon lace, amachine
lace of silk and cotton with scroll-like patterns cable-
edged on a regular mesh.—Bretonne lace, a cheap nar-
row pillow-lace, used for edging, etc.— CarrlckmacroSB
lace, an Irish lace made in both guipure and appliqu^.

—
Lachenalia

bin-net lace, chiefly for curtains, originally made at Not-
tingham, England.— Open lace. Same as punto in aria
Mace.— Oriental lace, a kind of lace made ou an em-
broidering-machine in which the needle and shuttle act

in combination, producing both simple and complex de-
signs.— Point de G6ne lace, a machine-made lace imi-
tating point de Veuise.— Fomt de nelge lace, a form of
lace into the border of which patterns are worked with a

.Carrickmacross Appliqu6 Lace.

Graponne lace, a kind of inferior, stout thread guipure
lace forfumiture, etc.— Cut lace. Same as punto tagliato
klace.—Bscnrlal lace, a silk lace made in imitation of
rose-point, with its patterns outlined with lustrous cord.

—

Fayal lace, a delicate and beautiful lace made by the
peasant women of Fayal (one of the Azores) from the
ilbers of the American aloe. Agave a/mericana.— Filet
lace, any lace made with a square mesh.—Gimp lace,
a coarse lace made by winding threads of silk, worsted,
or cotton around a foundation of wire or twine, more or
less open in design : chiefly employed in upholstery,
though sometimes used for trimming wearing-apparel.

—

Hand-embroidered lace, point-lace embroidered with
floral or fancy designs.- Irish crochet lace, an Irish linen

Irish Crochet Lace.

hand-made lace distinguished for its beauty of work-
manship and design.— Luxenil lace, a hand-made lace
of Luxeuil, France; specifically, a stout heavy fabric.

—Maltese lace, (a) A hand-made lace made in the
island of Malta. (6) A machine-made lace of coarse
cotton thread, (c) A pillow-lace with geometric designs.

—Medici lace, a variety of torchon lace, like ordinary in-

sertion, with one edge scalloped.—Melange lace, a heavy,
black, hand-made silk pillow-lace, characterized by a
blending of Spanish patterns with ordinary Chantilly ef-

fects. The edge is usually plain and straight but is some-
times ornamented with a flne silk fringe.— Net-lace.
Same aa punto a reticello *Zace.—Normandy lace.
Same as Valeneienn^ lace.—Nottingham lace, a bob-

Maltese Lace.

flat thread or tape.-Point de Venlse. Same as rosepoint
(which see, under pointi).—Funto a reticello lace, lace
in which the groundwork of linen is first prepared by
pulling out vertical and horizontal threads until an open
network is formed. This is then filled in with pattema in
various stitches. Also called net-lace.— FuntO di Ve-
nezia lace,Venice point This is essentially apunto in aria
lace of great richness of design. Venice point appeared at
about the beginning of the seventeenth century. The
manufacture was introduced by Colbert into France and
the style called French point.—FuntO in axia lace, lace
in which the design is llrst drawn on a piece of paper and
the outlines laid down in coarse thread. This thread is

covered with buttonhole stitch and the pattern within
the outlineworked out with various stitches. Also called
open ioce.—Punto tagliato lace, the simplest of all

needle-made laces. The pattern is transferred to linen
and worked out with various stitches, the linen being
afterwards cut away from the finished work. Also called
cut lace and point coup4.—Repouss^ lace, a variety of
lace in which the designs or patterns are so worked or
formed aa to give a cup effect— Rococo lace, an I^ian
lace with rococo designs.— Seville lace, a pillow-lace re-
sembling torchon.— Swiss lace, imitation Brussels lace
made in Switzerland.—>Wood-flber lace, artificial silk
lace made from wood cellulose.— Toughal lace, an Irish
needle-point lace of coarse thread, made in Munster
county, Ireland.

lace-bowl (las'bol), n. A bowl of Oriental por-
celain delicately ornamented with pierced de-
signs of intricate lace-like pattern which are
filled in with translucent glaze in the rice-
grain style.

lace-bug (las'bug), n. Any member of the
family Tingitidse (which see;. L. 0. Howard,
Insect Book. p. 299 Hawthorn lace-bug, an
American tingitid, Corythuca arcuata, which lives upon
leaves of the hawthorn.

lace-button (las'buf'n), n. The daisy-fleabane
or sweet scabious, Erigeron annuus.
lace-flower (las'flou"6r), n. The wild carrot,
Saucus Carota.

lace-glass (las'glas), n. Venetian glass with
lace-like designs.

lace-grass (las'gras), n. See *grass.
lace-pod (las'pod), n. See Tliysanocarpus.
laceration, n. 4. La Actinozoa, the formation
of a new polyp by the separation of a portion
of the basal expansion by contraction of the
body.
lacertofulvin (la-sSr'to-ful-vin), n. [L. lac-
ertus, lizard, -t-' fulvus, yellow, -I- -m2.] a
yellow pigment, probably a lipoohrome, found
in the skin of certain reptiles.
lacery (las'e-ri), n. [lace + -en/.] 1. Laces
collectively.— 2. Laoe-like work or embroid-
ery.— 3. An enlacement ; an interlacement.
lacet (la'set), n. [lace + -eA.] In needle-
work, a trimming made of a braid known as
lacet braid fashioned into various designs with
lace stitches.

lace-wing (las'wing), n. Same as lace-winged
fly-

Lace-winged insects. See *insect.

lacewood (las'wud), n. Same as lacebarTc, 3.

Lachenalia (lak-e-na'li-a), n. [NL. (Jacquin,
1787), named in honor dJ Werner de Lachendl
(1736-1800), professor of botany in Basel.] A
genus of bulbous plants of the family lAliacese.
The leaves are few and radical, the fiowers are several to
many on a short scape, either drooping or erect in colot
ranging from white through blue, red, and yellow ; and
the perianth is usually very uregular, the outer segments
often sepal-like. There are about 30 species, natives of
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South Africa, several of which are cultivated as cool
greenhouse subjects. A form of h. tricolor is probably
best known among gardeners under the horticultural
name L. Neleoni. The species of Lachenalia are some-
times called Cape cowslip^ and a spotted form of L. pen-
dula is known as leopara^lily,

Lachnolamus(lak-iio-le'mus), re. A corrected
spelling of *Laehnolaimus.
Lachnolaimus (lak-no-li'mus), n. [NL.] A
genu3 of labroid fisbies found in the West
Indies.

Laclinuia (lak'num), re. [NL. (Retzius, 1779),
< Qr. yi.axvri, down, hair, fur.] A genus of
aseomycetous fungi of the family Pesizaceee,
having more or less hairy sessile or short-
stipitate apothecia and hyaline ellipsoid or
spmdle-shaped spores. About 130 species
have been described. They are widely dis-
tributed and occur on dead sticks and stettns.

lacing, n. 10. Instructuralwork, particularly
bridge work, the system of slender, diagonal
members which connect the two opposite
parallel members or flanges of a structural
iron or steel beam, column, or stmt. In
lacing the several members form a single,
continuous zigaag line, but do not cross one
another as in latticing.

lacing-bar (la'sing-bar), n. See *lattice-bar.

lacing-eye (la'sing-i), n. In marine hardware,
a ring or eye of metal secured to the edge of
a sail and used to retain the lacing which
holds the sail to the boom.
lacing-maclline (la'sing-ma-shen''''), n. An
apparatus for automatically lacing into a
continuous chain the pattern-cards of a
Jaoquard loom.
Lacinlaria (la-sin-i-a'ri-a), re. [NL. (Hill,

1768), < lacmid (which see)-l- -aria (see -ary^),
in reference to the lacerate or laciniate in-

volueral bracts ofsome of the species. ] Agenus
oT plants of the family Asteraceee. There are 40
or more species, all natives of eastern and central North
America. L. equarrosa and other species are called
olazing-8tar on account of their handsome rose-colored
flowers. Several species have been in popular use as
medicinal plants under the names button-snalceroot, rat-

tleenake'maeterfbackache-rootf and eolic-root. SeeLiatris.

Laciniata (la-sin-i-a'ta), re. pi. [NL., neuter
pi. ot *laeiniatv^ : see' laciniate.'] A suborder
of Lepidoptera ptoposed by Packard to in-

clude only the aberrant family Erioceplialidx,

in which the mouth-parts differ greatly from
the normal lepidopterous type. The man-
dibles are fairly well developed, and the max-
illee do not form a proboscis, having each two
separate rather short lobes and a long five-

jointed flexible palpus.

laciniation (la-sin-i-a'shon), re. 1. The state

of being laeimate.—2. A' laciniate projection

or lobe.

lacinule (la-sin'ul), re. Same as la^vimla.

lacinulose'(la-sin'u-16s), a. [lamiula + -ose.']

Same as lacinulate.

lacistemaceous (las'''i-ste-ma'shius), a. Be-
longing to or having tie characters of the
Ladstemacese.

lackage (lak'aj), ». [iacfci + -age.'] Shortage
or deficiency in weight; lightness when com-

• pared with the standard of weight: said of

coins.

lackent (lak'en), V. t. [laek^ + -erei.] 1. To
belittle; disparage; depreciate.— 3. To lack;

to be without.

"It is certain," the Italian historian continues, "that
the Portuguese of the fifteenth century entirely laclcened

knowledge of any land to the south-west"
Oeog. Jour. CR. G. S.), IX. 189.

lackey-caterpillar (lak'i-kat'fer-pil-ar), n.

The larva of the lackey-moth.

lackland (lak'land), re. and a. [iocfcl, v., +
land^.] I. re. One who lacks land or landed

possessions ; one who, like a younger son, in-

herits no territory: as, John Lackland, King
of England.
n, a. Having no land.

;

lackmoid, re. Same as lacmoid.

lackmus, ». Same as laemiis. ^

La Couy^re slates. See *stofe2.

lacauer, re Ee-ncM lacqner, lacquer which has been

allowed to stand several months to become thick. It is

used for drawing fine lines in the decorations without

dangerof spreading.—Ki-seshlme lacquer. Seeieshime

lacquer, under «acj«er.—Ki-urushi lacquer [Jap. la,

tree, + urushi, lacquer], crude lacquer. Hie sap of the
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a pure lacquer freed from water, exposed to the light, and
stirred till it becomes black : used as a basis, or under-
coating, on which the finishing lacquer is afterward
placed.— Nashijl lacquer [Jap. nashi, a pear], a variety
of Japanese lacquer sprinkled with gold, in imitation of
the skin of a pear. Also called aventurin lacquer.— Nurl-
tate lacqner [Jap. nuri, lacquer, + tate, stir], a pure
lacquer to which has been added water which had been
used with a. whetstone and contains fine particles of the
stone in suspension : used on cheap ware.

—

Rolro
lacqner [Jap. ro-iro, greenish black], a variety of Jap-
anese lacquer of a pure black or greenish-black color.

—

Ro-umshl lacqner [Jap. ro, dark green, + urushi,
lacquer], a dark-green vaniish made by adding to branch-
lacquer a small proportion of iioth-dye, which is pre-
pared by boiling rice-vinegar in which iron filings have
been placed, and by afterward exposing it to the rays of the
sun for several days.— Shunkellacquer [Jap. Shun-Eei,
name of the hiventor], a variety of Japanese lacquer pro-
duced by mixing oil with the sap of the laoquer-tree
{Rhus vernicifera). It is of a yellowish color and needs
no polishing. When applied to furniture, being trans-
parent, it shows the natural grain of the wood beneath.

—

Shunuxl lacquer [Jap. shu, vermilion, -I- nuri, varnish],
a Japanese lacquer of a pure red color : same as coraX
or vermilion lacquer (which see, under coral).— Shu-
umshi lacqner [Jap. shu, vermilion, red, + urushi,
lacquer], a red lacquer which requires no final polish-
ing. See shunuri *lacquer.— Su-Chau lacquer [named
from a city in ChinaJ, a red cinnabar lacqner with
carved decoration, made in China.

—

Tsugaru lacquer
[Jap. Tsugaru, name of a district in uie province of
Mutsu], a variety of Japanese lacquer with marbled or
veined effects in various colors.— Tsni-kolni lacqner.
See

.
T»ui-shu lacquer, under lacquer-.—Yeda-uraBbl

lacqner [Jap. yeda, branch], varnish obtained from the
branches of the lacquer-tree ; branch-lacquer, ^eeseshime
lacquer, under lacquer

lacrymal. I. a.— Lacrymal bay, the recess at the
internal angle of the eye.

—

Lacrymal groove. See
-kgroove.—Lacrymal passages, all the parts traversed
by the tears from the lacrymal gland to the opening of the
duct'in each nasal fossa

II. re. 4. In ichfh. : (a) A bone lateral to the
ethmoid in fishes, the prefrontal : not homol-
ogous with the bone called 'lacrymal' by
Parker. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skele-

ton, p. 509. (6) A bone in front of the eye in

fishes, part of the suborbital ring ; the pre-
orbital : not homologous with the bone called

'lacrymal 'by Geoffrey. Starks, Synonymy of

the Fish Skeleton, p. 520.

lacrymist, lachrymist (lak'ri-mist), re. [L.

lacryma, tear, + -ist.] One who weeps easily

or constantly.

lacrymomalar, lachrymomalar (lak"ri-m6-

ma'lar), a. Relating to the lacrjTual and
malar bones: as, the tecr^momator articulation.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1901, I. 139.

Lacxymonasal pillar or process, a slender splint of bone
projecting forward and downward from the lacrymal into

the nasal vacuity in the skull of the iiftea.—Lacrymo-
nasal vacuity. See *vacuity.

lacrymosal, lachrjrmosal (lak-ri-mo'sal), a.

Same as lacrymose.

lacrymosity, lachrymosity (lak-ri-mos'i-ti),

«. (lacrymose + 4ty.] The condition of

tearfulness; the quality of causing tears.

lacrymous, lachrymous (lak'ri-mus), re.

Same as lacrymose.

lac sulphtiris (lak sul'fu-ris). [NL., 'milk

of sulphur.'] In chem., an old name for sul-

phur precipitated at common temperature by
an acid from the solution in water of an alka-

line or calcic siilphid: a white, not yellow,

powder.
lactacidine (lak-tas'i-din), re. [lact-ic + acid
+ -ine'^.] The trade-name for a mixture of

lactic and salicylic acids used as a food-pre-

servative.

lactagogue (lak'ta-go^), re. [L. laeQact-),

milk, + Gr. ayayo;, < ayeiv, lead.] Same as

lactalbiunin (lak-tal-bii'min), re. [L. lac (tact-),

milk, -I- E. albumin.] An albuminous sub-

stance resembling serum albumin which is

found in milk.

lactam (lak'tam), m. [L. lac (lact-), milk, +
B. amimonia).] The name of a class of

organic compounds containing the group

HllfCHgCHgCHadO

or HlyrCHaCHaCHgCHatO.

Rhus

They are formed by the elimination of water
from y- or d-amino acids respectively, the re-

action being characteristic of these two
classes of compounds. They are simple cyclic-

acid amides.

lactanuc (lak - tam ' ik), a. [lactam + 4c.]

..™.^™"-orJapan.- Kum-a-urushi lacquer Noting
a^Q^^of

'

-Xr"""""'
'""'' '''''"

kuma, border, + urushi, lacquer], lacquer colored CllJN±l2-<^<J*^-tli °^ aianm.
.

'. . , ,__ . «_. ,.-„„„<„ «,„ ..,„.),„„
Lactaria (lak-ta'n-a), re. [NL. (Persoon, 1797),

< fern, of L. lactarius, milky: see lactary.] A
genus of fungi of the family Agaricacese. They
nave the hymenophore continuous wiui the stem, and the

pileus usually depressed at the center. When broken the

[Jap. terjia, , - .. . - ,.- . -,, ...
with lampblack, used for drawrae fine Imesra the shading

of feathers, hair, etc., on gold lacquer.— Muranasnijl
lacquer [W- mura, clustered, + nashi, a pear],

variety of Japanese lacquer with small gold flakes in

irregular clusters. See nashiji -klacquer.—SWiasxxai.

lacquer [Jap. naka, middle, + nuri, lacquer, varnish].

lactopepsin

gills and fiesh exude a variously colored milky juice,

whence the name. The species ai-e numerous and some
are edible. Also written Lactarius.

lactaric (lak-tar'ik), a. lLactar(ins) + -ie.]

Noting an acid, a colorless compound, C15-
H30O2, contained in the mushroom Lactarius
piperatus. It crystallizes in small needles and
melts at 69.5-70° 0.

lactarium (lak-ta'ri-um), re.
;
pi. Lactaria (-a).

[NL., neut. of L. lactarius, a.] Same as lactary.

lactase (lak'tas), n. [L. lac (lact-), milk, +
-ase.] A ferment which inverts lactose to

dextrose and galactose.

lactatic (lak-tat'ik), a. and re. [lactate + -ic]

I, a. Promoting the secretion of milk in the
breast.

II. n. A galactagogue.
lactational (lak-ta'shgn-al), a. [lactation +
-aO-.] Relating to tiie period of lactation.

Med. Record, Feb. 28. 1903, p. 337.

lactescency (lak-tes en-si), re. Same as lac-

tescence.

lactification (lak-ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [L. lac

(toe*-), milk, -I- -ficatio{n-), C-ficare, < facere,

make.] The production of lactic acid in milk
and other fluids by the lactio-aoid bacteria.

lactifluous (lak-tif'16-us), a. [L. lac (lact-),

milk, + fluere, flow, + -ous.] Yielding a
thick milky juice; flowing with milk.

lactiformt (lak'ti-f&rm), a. [L. lac (lact-),

milk, -1- forma, form.] Like milk.

lactigenous (lak-tij'e-nus), a. [L. lac (laclh),

milk, -I- -genus, -producing.] Having the
properties of a galactagogue.
lactim (lak'tim), re. [ia.ct(am) + 4m.] The
name of a class of organic compounds con-
taining the group -C(OH):N-. It is a tau-
tomeric and, occasionally, isomeric form of

the lactam radical.

lactimide (lak-ti'mid), re. [Iact4e + imide.]

A colorless neutral compound, CH3CH-

<j^]CT|.fiQ>CHCH3, prepared by heating a-ami-

nopropionio acid in a current of hydrochlo-
ri^acid gas. It crystallizes in needles or
plates, melts at 275° C, and sublimes.
lactite (lak'tit), n. [L. lac {lact-), milk, -I-

4te^.] The trade-name of a substitute for bone
or celltdoid, prepared by gelatinizing casein
with borax solution and treating the product
with acetic acid and lead acetate and dry-
ing it under pressure.

lactivorous (lak-tiv'o-ms), a. [L. lac (lact-),

milk, -f- vorare, feed upon.] Feeding on milk.

lactoalbiunin (lak'to-al-bu'min), re. Same as
*lactalbumin.

lactobutyrometer, re.-uarcliand's lactobuty-
rometer, an instrument for determining the quantity
of butter-fat in milk. It depends upon the solubility
of the fat in ether and the formation of a layer of
liquid fat at 40" C. when the ether is shaken with al-

cohol of 86-90 per cent. The volume of the layer of
fat is measured by a scale, and the percentage of the
same in the milk is obtained by a simple calculation.

lactocaramel (lak-to-kar'a-mel), re. {lact-ic

+ caramel.] Caramelized'lactose.

lactocholine (lak-to-kol'in), re. [Iact4c -i-

choline.] A compound of choline and ethyli-

dene lactic acid.

lactochrome (lak'to-krom), re. [L. lac (lact-),

milk, -t- Gr. xpa/iaj color.] In chem., a name
given by Blyth to a nitrogenous substance
of an orange color, obtained in very small
quantity from the whey of milk after casein
and albumin had been removed, and believed
by him to be the source of the yellow color
of milk and of butter.

lactoglobulin (lak-to-glob'u-lin), re. [L. lac

(lact-), milk, + E. globuUn.] A globulin
found in milk.

lactol (lak'tol), re. llact-ic + -ol.] A color,
less, tasteless compound, the lactic-acid ester
of /3-naphthol: an intestinal antiseptic.

lactolase (lak'to-las), re. [lactol + -ase.] A
ferment of vegetaljle origin which supposedly
causes the formation of lactic acid during
anaerobic fermentation.

lactometric (lak-to-met'rik), a. Of or per-
taining to a lactometer or to the measure-
ments and tests of a lactometer. Sadtler,
Handbook of Indust. Chem., p. 265.

lactonic (lak-ton'ik), a. [lactone + -ic] Per-
taining to a lactone Lactonic acid. Same as
kgalactonic acid.

lactopepsin (lak-to-pep'sin), re. [lacto(se) +
pepsin.] A solution containing various di-

gestive ferments and lactose: a commercial
preparation.
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lactophen (lak'to-fen), ». [lact(ic) +phm(yT).'i
Same as *lactophenine.

lactopheiune (lak-to-fen'in), n. \lactophen +
-i«e2.] A colorless crystalline compound,

C2H66C6H4NHCOCHOHCH3, used in medi-
cine as a febrifuge and sopormo.
Lactophrys (lak'to-fris), n. [NL., < *lact{pria),
a milk-cow (< L. lac (lact-), milk), -1- Gr. bippig,

eyebrow. The allusion is to the projecting
horns of L. iricomis.'] A subgenus of fishes
of the family Ostraciidse, most of them found
in American waters.
lactopicrin (lak-to-pik'rin), n. [L. lact(uea),
lettuce, + E. picrin.'\ An amorphous, bitter
substance, one of the active principles of
Canadian lettuce, Lactuca Canadensis.
lactoproteid (lak-to-pro'te-id), n. \lact4c +
proteid.'] Any one of the albumins which
occur in milk.

lactoprotein (lak-to-pro'tf-in), n. Same as
'''lactoproteid.

Lactoridaceae (lak"t6-ri-da'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Engler, 1887), < Lac'toris {Lactorid-) + -acex.~\

A family of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous
plants of the order Banales, containing the
single monotypic genus *Lactoris (which see).

lactoridaceous flak"to-ri-da'shiu8), a. Be-
longing to the plant-family Lactoridaceee.

Lactoris (lak-to'ris), n. [NL. (Philippl, 1865),

< L. lactoris, the Latinname of some unidenti-
fied plant.] A genus of plants constituting
the family Lactoridaceie. it consists of a single

species, L. FernandeziaTia, from the island of Juan Fer-
nandez, a low, diffusely branching shrub with smooth,
obovate, entire, stipulate leaves, the short-pediceUed, in-

conspicuous flowers borne singly in the axils of the leaves
or in small leafy axillary racemes. The perianth segments
are three, calyx-like ; the stamens six, in two series;

the carpels three, only slightly united with each other.

lactosazone (lak-tos-az'on), n. \lact(ose) +
azo- + -one.] A yellow compound, C24H^209
N4, prepared by the action of phenylhydrazine
on lactose. It crystallizes in needles and
melts at 200° C. Also called lactose-osazone.

lactOSCOpe, n—Peser's lactoscope, an apparatus
for determinmg the quality of milk. A known volume of
mUk is diluted with a meaBured volume of water until
the graduations on a central white staff become visible.

The extent of dilution determines the value of the milk.

lactose-osazone (lak'tos-os-az''''on), n. Same
as *lactosasone.

lactoserum (lak-to-se'rum), n. ; pi. lactosera
(-ra). [L. lac (lact-), milk, -I- NL. serum.] A
serum, obtained by immunization with milk,
which contains precipitins (coagulins) corre-
sponding to all the albumins of the mUk and
some rdated albumins of the body of the
animal.

,

lactosin (lak'to-sin), n. [lactose + -m^.] a
colorless, dextrorotatory, non-reducing com-
pound, C36Hg203x.H20, found in the root of
Sileruiceie. It forms small lustrous crystals

which give off water at 110° C.

lactottaermometer (lak"t6-ther-mom'e-ter), n.

[L. lac {lact-), milk, + E. thermometer.] A
small thermometer inclosed in a glass tube
and used in testing milk.
lactotoxin (lak-to-tok'sin), n. [L. lac (lact-),

milk, -t- Gr. to^(ik6v), poison, -I- -in^.] A
ptomaine found in milk : supposedly the same
as the tyrotoxicon of cheese.

lactoviscometer (lak "to - vis -kom ' e - t6r), n.

[L. lac (lact-), milk, '+ viscus, viscus, +
metrum, measure.] An instrument for indi-

cating the quality and composition of milk by
its rate of flow through a capillary tube. Sd.
Anmr. Sup., Nov. 7, 1903, p. 23285.

lactucerin (lak-tu'se-rin), TO. [L. lactuca,

lettuce, + -er -h -4n^.] 1. The dried milky
juice of the European lettuce, Lactuca virosa.

It consists of a mixture of a- and ^-lactuoerol
acetates and has the formula C20H32O2.

—

2. A colorless dextrorotatory compound,
C28H44O2 (t), contained in the juice of the
European lettuce. It crystallizes in micro-
scopic needles and melts at 210° C. Also
called laetucon.

lactucerol (lak-tH'se-rol), to. [Iactucer4n +
-ol.] A bitter, colorless, dextrorotatory com-
pound, (Ci8H3qO.H20)2, obtained from the
dried juice of the European lettuce, Lactuca
virosa. It exists in two modifications termed a- and /3-

lactucerol. The former crystallizes in long, silky, lus-

trous needles, melts at 166-181° C, and may be distilled

in an atmosphere of carbon dioxid ; the latter crystallizes

from ether in long needles with a silvery luster, from
alcohol as a gelatinous mass.

Lactucic acid, (a) A bitter, acrid, brownish-green,
amorphous compound obtained from the juice of Lactuca
Canadensis, (b) A light-yellow crystaUine compound,
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CioHssOii (7), formed by the action of dUnte sulphuric

aSd on laotcuarium. It gives a wine-red color with
aIItaI JD

lactucin (lak-tu'sin), n. [L. lactuca, lettuce,

+ -in^.] A colorless compound, C40H48O13 or

C22H26O7 or C22H28O8) obtained from the

dried juice of the common lettuce, LactMa
sativa and L. sagittata. It crystallizes in

pearly scales.

lactucol (lak-tu'kol), TO. [L. lactuca, lettuce,

-I- -ol.] A colorless dextrorotatory compound,
C13H20O, prepared by fusing lactucerin with
potassium hydroxid. It crystallizes in needles
melting at 162° C.

laetucon (lak-tii'kon), n. Same as *lactucerin.

lactucone (lak-tii'kon), ». Incorrect for *lac-

tucon.

lactttcopicrin (Jak-ta-ko-pik'rin), n. [L. lac-

tuca, lettuce, + E. picrin.] An amorphous
bitter principle, not well known, said to be
contained in lactucarium.

lactumen (lak-tu'men), TO. [NL., < L. lac

(lact-), milk.] Same as milk-ilotch.

lacturamic (lak-tii-ram'ik), a. [lact-ic + ur-ea
+ am(ine) + -ic] Derived from lactic acid
and urea—Lacturamic acid, a colorless compound,
NH:2C0NHCH(CH3)C00H, prepared by boiling lactyl
urea with barium-nydroxid solution ; UTein-2-propanoic
acid. It crystallizes in small rhombic prisms and melts
at 166° C.

lactyl (lak'til), TO. [L. lac (lact-), milk, -I-

-yl.] A lactic-acid radical : as, lactyl chlorid,

CH3.CHCI.CO.CI.
lacunary, a. 2. Consisting of laounes, as, for
the most part, the circulatory system in Mol-
lusca.

lacuscular (la-kus'ku-lar), a. [L. lacuscuTms,

a small lake (dim. ot'lacus, lake, pool), -t-

-ar^.] Relating to or inhabiting small pools.

Lacustrine age or period. See *ageK
ladder, n. 3. A series of buckets for dredging
and filling which are carried up and down an
incline ; a bucket-conveyer.—4. In railroads,

a track which connects by switches the ends
of a series of parallel tracks and is used in
sorting ears in a drill-yard. See *dnll-yar&.

—^Adjustable ladder, a ladder used in gymnasiums for
exercising, so swung on supports that it may be placed in
anuprighi^ horizontal, orslamting position, andmay hang
against the wall when not in use.— Indian ladder, a
ladder having a single pole with steps or footholds on the
sides ; a tree-ladder ; so called because, as used by the In-
dians of the southwestern United States, it isformed from a
tree-stem by lopping off the branches afew inches from the
stem. A firemen's scaling-ladder is essentially an Indian
or tree-ladder. See ladder, 1.—Pneumatic extension
ladder. Same as aerial -ktruck.—Rope ladder. See
ropei, n.—Telescopic aerial ladder. Same as aerial
AtrtLCk.

ladder-back (lad'6r-bak), to. A chair-back
which is made of horizontal slats passing from
one side to the other.

ladder-beetle (lad'6r-be"tl), to. An American
ohrysomelid beetle, CalUgrapha scalaris, which
feeds on elm, alder, and willow. It is yel-

lowish-white in color, with ladder-shaped
dark markings. Also linden leaf-beetle.

ladder-cell (lad'6r-sel), n. A scalariform cell.

See scalariform, 1 (6), and scalariform vessels,

under scalariform.

ladder-hook (lad'er-huk), to. A double hook,
with a set-screw, used to hold a ladder in place
on a roof or against a building.

laddering (lad'6r-ing), to. [ladder + -ing^.] A
narrow insertion 01 lace or muslin used in

dressmaking, consisting of alternate bars and
open spaces, somewhat resembling a ladder.

Kibbons may be run in and out through these
for ornament. Also called heading,

ladder-point (lad'6r-point), to. Akind of stitch

resembling ladder-stitch.

ladder-tape (lad'er-tap), to. A woven tape
consisting of two long pieces connected by
short ones, something like the crosspieces of a
ladder: used for making Venetian blinds.

ladder-track (lad'fer-trak), n. See *drill-yard.

ladia (la-di-a'), to. [Also lodia, lodja, etc. ; <

Buss, ladiyd, ladvyd, also lodiyd, lodiyd, a
decked boat with a mast.] Same as *lodja.

la-di-da (la-di-da'), a. and n. J^Also extended
*ladidad^, spelled lardy-dardy; syllables sug-

ladybird

gestive of a languid or mineing speeeh or

manner.] I. a. Languidly genteel in speech

or manner : foppishly affected.

II. TO. A languidly genteel person ; an af-

fected fop or ' swell.' [CoUoq.]

la-di-da (la-di-da'), v. i. [Also extended lardy-

dardy; < la-di-da, a.] To act in a languidly

genteel manner ;
pose as a ' swell.'

I like to la-di-da with the ladies.

For that is the style that suits

The noble name and glorious fame
Of Captam de Wellington Boots.

Stirling Coyne, The Widow Hunt, quoted in N. & Q., 9th
(ser., VIII. 19.

Ladinian stage. See *stage.

ladle, TO. 5, A burghal duty charged on grain,

meal, and flour brought to market for sale ; the

proceeds obtained from that duty: from the

dish or vessel used to measure the grain or

meal. JamiesoTO, Scottish Diet., Sup. [Scotch.]
—Safety-ladle, afoundry-ladle which is tipped by means
of a worm, thus facilitating the steady and safe pouring
of the metal. Only large ladles are thus equipped.

ladUng (la'dling), TO. Same as lading, to., 3.

ladling-hole (la'dling-hol), to. Same as lading-

hole.

Lad'p. A contraction of Ladyship.

ladrone.TO. 2. InthePhilippine Islands, among
American soldiers, a hostile Filipino soldier

or ' insurgent.'

Thus we not only get ladrrme as a substitute for " in-

surgent," which in turn is a substitute for "the enemy,"
or "the Filipino forces," but "ladronism " appears in the
news dispatches as a harmless equivalent for resistance to

.

an armed invader.
Springfield Sepublican, quoted in N. Y. Evening Post,

[April 4, 1903.

ladronism (la-dron'izm), to. [ladrone + 4sm.]
The character or conduct of a ladrone or rob-

ber. See extract under *ladrone, 2.

Ladronism reached its maximum early last spring,
when a dozen provinces, some of them near Manila, were
infested with them. ... At present there are scarcely any
ladrones left, only a few in Albay Province, in southern
Lnzon, where they have not been pursued with as much
vigor as elsewhere, but recent advices indicate that the
constabulary have since destroyed their bands.

Nat. 6eog. Mag., March, 1904, p. HI.

lady, TO. 10. In o«<ro?., a term designating the
planet Venus whenin the circumstances under
which, if a masculine planet, she would be
termed lord: as, lady of the ascendant Lady
altar, the altar in a Lady chapel dedicated to the Virgin
Mary.—Lady In waiting, a lady who is in attendance
uponaqueen. SeemaidQrAonor{a).—Lady's clOth. See
*rfo(A.— Lady's friend. See */H«7i(J.—Lady's look-
ing-glass. Same as Yenus's looking-glass (which see,

under Venus).

ladybird, «.-Ashy-gray ladybird, a coooinellid

beetle, Cycloneda abdOTnvnalis, of ashy-gray color, orna-

mented with seven black spots on the thorax and eight on
each wing-cover. It is often found in abundance upon
orange-trees, where its larvse prey upon plant-lice and
young scale-insects.—Bean ladybird. Same as irbean-
beetle (which see).

—

Blood-red ladybird, an American
Goccinellid beetle, Cycloneda sanguinea, with blood-red
elyira and a black thorax spotted with orange.—Boreal
lEUiyblrd, an American coccinellid beetle, EvUaehna
borealis, of phytophagous habits. It feeds upon the leaves
of cucumber, melon, and other cucurbitaceous plants.

—

GactUB ladybird, an American coccinellid beetle,
Chilocorus cacti, occurring commonly in the southwestern
United States, where it feeds on scale-insects.—Comely

Cactus Ladybird iChiliKonis cacti],

a, beetle ; d, pupa ; c, larva. Enlarged.

ladybird, an American coccinellid beetley Cocdmella
venwsta, pink in color andmarked with 10large black spots.— Convergent ladybird, an American coccinellid
beetle, Hippodamia convergens, of wide distribution ; a

CooTergent Ladybird iHippadamia contiergens).

a. adult : b, pupa ; c, larva: all enlarged.

(Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

noted enemy of tojurious plant-lice.—Eyed ladybird, an
American coccinellid beetle, CyeUmedaocvlaia, occurring
in the Southern States, California, and Mexico.— Five-
spotted ladybird, an American coccinellid beetle, Coc-
cinella guinquenotata.— MBtbivoiOUB ladybird, any
species of the coccinellid genns Epilachna, afl of which,
in both larval and adult stoges, are phytophagous and not
carnivorous ; specifically, in the eastern United States, the



ladybird

smash -ttladyUrd (which see).—Nlne-spotted lady-
bird, Coccinetla TwveTniwtata, a brick-red species with 9
blaolt spots.— Painted ladybird,
llarmonia picta, straw-yellow
marked with black.— Plain lady-
bird, Cyeloneda mnguinea, light
red without elytral markings.

—

Squash la&SftArO., Bpaaehnabore-
alls, a phytophagous species whose
larvse feed on the leaves of squash
and other cucurbits.—Tlilrteen-
BPOtted ladybird, HippodamCa
tredecimmmctata, brick-red with
13 black spots,—Twlce-stabbed
ladybird, Chilocorus Mvulnerus,
black with two red spots.—Two-
spotted ladybird, Aaalia bipunc-
tata, red with one black spot on
each wing-cover.
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The

See

Nine-spotted Ladybird
iCoccinella novem-

noiata).
Two and a half times

natuial size.

Two-spotted Ladybird {AdaEia bi^unctata).

a, larva; d, pupa; c, adult; d, antenna of same: all enlarged.
(Marlatt, U. 5. D. A.)

ladybng, «.—Australian ladybne, specifically, in
California, Vedalia (Kovius) carainaMs, an Australian

Australian Ladybug {Vedalia iNovius) cardinalis),

a, ladybug larvse feeding on female and egg-sac of fluted scale;

&, pupa ; c, ladybug ; d, orange twigs showing scale and ladybugs

:

a, &, c, enlarged; d, natural size.

(Marlatt, U. S. D. A.I

ooccinellid beetle brought by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture to kill off the white or fluted scale

(Icerya purohasi). See -klaerya, with cut.

lady-by-the-gate (la"di-bi-THe-gat'), n. The
soapwort or bounoing-bet, Saj^onaria offici-

nalis.

lady-crab, «. 2. (a) See oraW-, 1. (&) In the
Channel Islands, Portunus puber.

ladyfish, n. 4. A traehinoid fish, Sillago

domina, found in the Bay of Bengal and gen-

erally throughout the East Indian archipelago.

— 5. The ten-pounder.—6, A mermaid. [Hu-
morous.]

"A judge of mermaids, he will find

Our ladyfish of every kind
Inspection will repay."

W. S. Gilbert, 'Bab Ballads,' Captain and the Mermaids.

ladyish (la'di-ish), a.. Somewhat like a lady;

having the a,irs of a fashionable lady. N. E. D
ladyism (la'di-izm). The condition and
manners of an affected "fine lady." N.E.D.

ladykind (la'di-kind), w. The women of a

family or party. Compare womankind. Scott.

lady-laurel (la'di-14"rel), n. See *laurel.

Lady-mass (la'di-mas), n. A mass said spe-

cifically in honor of the Virgin Mary.

lady-pea (la'di-pe), n. See *pea\
Lady-quarter (la'di-kwfl.r"t6r), n. In Eng-
land, the quarter of the year in which Lady-
day occurs.

lady's-laces (la'diz-la"sez), ». The ribbon-

grass, Phalaris arunclinacea. Also called

lady's-lint (la'diz-lint), n. The greater stitch-

wort, Alsine Solostea.

lady's-milk (la'diz-milk), n. The milk-thistle,

Mariana Mariana. Also called Virgin Mary's

thistle.

lady's-needlework (la'diz-ne'-'dl-wferk), n.

The hedge-parsley, Torilis Anthrisous.

lady's-nightcap (la'diz-nit'kap), n.

hedge-bindweed, Convolovlus sepium.

lady s-paintbrush (la'diz-panfbrush), n.

*Emilia.
lady's-pocket (la'diz-pok''''et), «. The spotted
touch-me-not, Impatiens biflora : so called
from the saccate sepal of the flower.

lady's-purse (la'diz-p6rs), n. The shepherd's-
purse, Bursa Bursa-pasioris.

lady's-slioes-aiid-stockings(la'diz-sh6z'and-
stoVingz), n. The bird's-foot trefoil, i'ottcs

comiaulatus. Also called shoes-and-stockings.

lady's-tllimble (la'diz-thim"bl), n. The hare-
bell or bluebell, Campanula rotundifolia. The
name is also applied to the foxglove.
Laekeuian sands. See *sandK
Lseliorchis (le-U-dr'kis), n. [NL. (Wight,
1905), < Lselia, an untenable name for the
genus, + Orchis.'] A genus of monoeotyledo-
nous plants of the family Orchidaceie. See
Lselia.

Isemoparalysis (le"mo-pa-ral'i-sis), n. [NL.,
< 6r. hii/iog, throat, + irapdhiaig, paralysis.]
Paralysis of the pharynx or esophagus.
Isemoscirrhus (le-mo-sir'us), n. [NL., < Gr.
Xaifidi, throat, -r adppoc, a tumor.] Cancer of
the gullet.

Isemostenosis (le"mo-ste-n6'sis), n. [NL.,
Gr. hufiog, throat, -I- arivuing, narrowing.]
Temporary or permanent constriction of the
esophagus.
LaSnnec's cirrhosis. See *eirrhosis.

Iseotropism (le-ot'ro-pizm), n. ilieo1irop4e +
-ism.'] The s£ate oi being Iseotropio.

Isesio enormis (le ' sio e - n6r ' mis). [L. ,
' ex-

cessive injury.'] In cwil law, the injury sus-
tained by one party to a contract who has
suffered a loss of more than one half the value
of the contract by reason of the fraud or over-
reaching conduct of the other party.

Lsestadia (le-sta'di-a), n. [NL., named for
Lars Levi ZaestodJMS,'aclergyman and botanist
of Lapland.] An untenable generic name for
Grmgnardia, still much used.

Isetic (le'tik), a. [LL. Iseticus, < Isetus, a foreign
bondman, appar. from the OTeut. term repre-
sented by AS. lest, in a similar sense.] Per-
taining to the Iseti, foreign cultivators of the
soil during the later Roman Empire, who paid
tribute for their land.

leetificant, a. See *leUficant.

Lafayette group. See *growp^.

lag^, ». 6. A term of hard labor or transpor-
tation. [Australia.]— 7. In elect., the dis-

placement of phase of an electric wave back,
or behind (in time), to another electric wave:
used mainlywith regard to alternating-current
circuits.—8. See lagging of the tides, under
lagging.—Angle of lag. (a) in elect., the angular dis-

placement by which an alternating current follows tiie

electromotive force. This lag occurs in alternating-cur-

rent electrical circuits when there is inductance at any
point in the line. (6) The angle corresponding to the lag
of the tides ; the hour-angle between the lunar transit

and the flood-tide ; the shifting of the earth's magnetic
system from a symmetrical distribution about the noon
meridian into the observed eccentric position.—^Lag Of
brashes, in elect., the backward shift of brushes on the
commutator of an electric machine.—Magnetic lag.
See magnetic irhystereHs.

lag-angle (lag'ang"gl), ». See angle of ''lag.

Laganidse (la-gan'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Laga-
nmm + 4dse.] A family of irregular echi-

noids, of the order Gnathostomata, typified by
the genus Laganum,
Laganium (la-ga'ni-um), n. Same as *Laga-
num.
Laganum (lag'a-num), TO. [NL. (Gray, 1855),

< Gr. Tuayavov, a broad cake of meal and oil.]

The typical and only genus of the family

Laganidie. Also Laganmm.
lagarto, n. 2. A common name of two differ-

ent fishes belonging to the family Synodontidse,

both of the Atlantic.

lag-barrel (lag'bar"el), n. An octagonal barrel,

or bar, having an intermittent rotary motion
for the pattern-chain of a dobby-loom.

lag-bolt (lag'bolt), n. Same as lag-screw, 1

and 2.

laggardism (lag'ard-izm), n. [laggard + -ism-.]

Sluggishness; t£e characteristic of hanging

back; lagging.

laggardly (lag'ard-li), adv. Loitenngly; laz-

ily; sluggishly."

laggeri, n. 2. Same as lag^, n., 5.

laggerS (lag'^r), n. A sailor.
. ^ ^^ ^

lagging, n. 4. (S) A covering for the face

of a pulley, designed to increase its effective

diameter or to augment the adhesion of the

lake

belt.— 5. 8a,mea,s*lag\n.,7.— 6. Naut, fhe
part of a barrel-stave beyond the head.
Also spelled laggin.

lag-last (lag'last)j n. and a. I. n. One who
hangs back; a loiterer; one who falls behind.

II. a. Lingering ; hanging back: lagging.

lagna (lag'na), n. [Skt. lagna. Hind, lagan,
point of intersection, point where the sun and
the planets rise, pp. of \/lag, adhere to,

pierce, touch, etc.] The point on the eoUptio
which is rising at any given moment. Geog.
Jour. (E. G. S.), XVi. 703.

Lagoa, n. 2. [l. c] A moth of this genus.
—Waved lagoa, an American megalopygid moth, Lagoa
crispata, yellowish in color, with wavy lines running
from near the base to the tips of the wings. Its larvce

feed on the plum, apple, blackberry, and other trees and
plants.

Lagochila (lag-o-ki'ia), n. [NL., < Gr. ?taj6i,

hare, -I- x^'uog, lip.] A genus of fishes belong-
ing to the family CatostomidsB, the suckers,
found in the Mississippi valley.

lagomorph (lag'o-m6rf), n. Any member of
the Lagomorpha,'a,BTiperia,niilyot rodents con-
taining the hares and pikas.

No sufliciently primitive stages of the teeth of either the
Histricomorphs or the Lagomorphs have to my knowledge
as yet been found. ATner. Jour. Sci., Nov. 1903, p. 367.

lagomorphous (lag-o-m6r'fus), a. Of or per-
taining to the Lagomorpha: same as lagomor-
phic.

lagophthalmyt (lag-of-thal'mi), n. Same as

lagopous (la-go'pus), a. [Gr. /Myimovg, hare-
footed (< Tiay&g, hare, -I- rrovg, foot), + -ous.'\

In hot., soft and hairy like a hare's foot.
Lagrange beds. See Lafayette -kgroup.— Lagrange
d&k. Same as interfiiHon -kdisk.—Lagrange's map-
projectlon. See map-projection, under projection.

lag-ship (lag'ship), n. A transport used for
taking convicts to New South Wales, or one
used as a prison. [Cant, Eng.]
lag-spike (lag'spik), «. A form of spike in

which the part that enters the wood has a thread
like that of a wood-screw or lag-screw : used
for holding railway-rails to the ties or other
substructure. The spike maybe driven into the wood
by a maul or sledge, but it can be taken out only by un-
screwing. The thread has a ratchet-tooth section, with
the long slope on the advancing side, and the straight
radial helix opposed to motion toward the end where the
head is. Also called screw la^-spike.

laguana(la-gwa-na'))"- [8p. la guandbanajiihQ
soursop ?the fruit), < guandbano, the sour-sop
tree, of Carib origin.] In Guam, the sour-sop,
Anona murioata. See Anona.

lag-wood (lag'wM), n. In ship-building, the
wood obtained from large branches of the oak
near the head of the tree.

L. A. H. An abbreviation of Licentiate of the
Apothecaries' Mall.

laid, p. a. 3. In embroidery, stitched upon a
ground. Gold and silver thread, and silk

cords, are frequently treated in this way.
On the satin Stuart bindings we find a prevailing use

of fine coloured floss silks, . . . and in later times an ex-
tensive use of 'laid' silver thread backgrounds; metal
cords, wires and metal threads of numberless patterns.

C. Davenport, in Burlington Mag., Mai'ch, 1904, p. 268,

Laid and set, in plastering, finished ready for paint-
ing or papering : said of plaster-work on lath as dis-
tinguished from that done on solid masonry.— Laid
down, an expression used with reference to British war-
vessels in connection with the date of placing the first

keel-plates on the blocks: as, the battleship was laid
down June 10th, 1905.

Laille shales. See *shale^.

laiose. (li'os), n. [Gr. 7M.i6g, left, + -ose.]

Same as Leo's '''sugar.

lair^ (lar), «J. [lair^,n.] I. trans. 1. To put
or have put in a lair or den.

—

2. To shelter;
hold as in a lair.

A mountain seems
To dwellera round its bases but a heap
Of ban'en obstacle that lairs the storm
And the avalanche's silent bolt holds back
Leashed with a hair.

Lowell, The Cathedral, p. 62.

n. intraris. 1. To lie (on) ; rest inactively.
— 2. To enter a lair ; lie down (in) ; lurk.

lairage (lar'aj), n. Space where cattle may
lie down and' rest. N. E. D.
laissez-aller (la-sa-za-la'), n. [P., impv. of

laisser, let; aller, go.] A letting go; unre-
straint : implying sometimes a little too much
unoonventionality. Also laisser-aller.

laitance (la-tons'), n. [F., < lait, milk.] The
milky wastings from the surface of concrete
which has recently been laid under water.

lake^, m.— Capillary la*e. Seeircapaiary.— Giacial
lake, a lake formed by the damming of the natural drain-

age of a region by a glacier, which tlius hinders the dis-



lake
charge of the water.—KaiBt lake. See *ior8«.—Lake
country, a country abounding in lakes ; specifically, a
district in England comprising paita of Lancashire,
Cumberland, and Westmoreland. See Lake School, un-
der lakel.—hake poet. See Lake School.—Ox-bOW
lake, a crescentio or nearly circular lake, occupying a
meander that has been deserted by the river that formed
it.— Relict lake, a lake remaining on a land-surface
from which the sea has withdrawn.- Soda lake, a saline
lake in which the salinity is due to sodium carbonate-
Walled lake, a lake provided with a wall of gravel
and boulders which nearly or quite encircles it and which
is heaped up at the upper edge of the strand by the ex-
pansion of the ice when freezing in the winter. Walled
lakes are not uncommon in Wisconsin and Minnesota.

lake^, M^—Carmine lake. See *carrmne.
Iake3 (lak), V. \lake^, m.] I. intrans. To be-
come laky, or like a lake (pigment) in color.
See *laky'^.

In a case of leuksemia, laktng was almost complete in a
short tune. Med. Record, June 13, 1903, p. 963.

II. trans. To cause to resemble a lake
(pigment) in color; specifically, discharge (the
hemoglobin) rapidly from the erythrocytes
into the blood-plasma.
For the preparation of hsemoglobin the blood was col-

lected in ammonium oxalate, washed, laked with distilled
water, centrifugallzed to get rid of the stroma, treated
with 25 per cent, absolute alcohol, upon the addition of
which the crystals of oxyhsemoglobin are deposited at 0°

Centigrade. Science, March 6, 1903, p. 369.

lake-basin (lak'ba"sn), n. 1. The area occu-
pied by a lake.— 2. The area from which the
waters of a lake are collected.

lake-bass (lak'bas), n. The large-mouthed
black-bass, Micropterus salmoides WMte lake-
bass, Raccus chryaopSj a serranoid fish found in the Great
Lakes and southward in the Mississippi valley.

lake-carp (lak'karp), n. The carp-sucker of
the Great Lakes, Carpiodes thompsoni.
lake-land (lak'land), n. Same as '*'lake coun-
try.

lakelander '(lak'lan-d^r), n. One who lives
in the lake-land or lake country of England.
lake-ore (lak'or), n. A peculiar type of brown
hematite which is deposited in certain Swedish
lakes and possesses a concretionary oolitic or
pisolitie texture. After being dredged or dug
the layer is renewed in 25 or 30 years. J. F.
Kemp, Ore Deposits of the IT. S. (4th ed.

), p. 92.

lake-pitch (lak'pich), n. A commercial name
of the softer, less altered, and more valuable
kind of asphalt obtained from the pitch lake
in the island of Trinidad. Compare *l(md-
piteh.

Lakeri, n. 3. p. c] On the Erie Canal, a
large canal-boat, one that could be towed on
the Great Lakes with safety.—4. [I. c] A
log-driver whose work is chiefly on lakes.

lake-sheepshead (lak'sheps'^hed), n. A fresh-
water scisenoid fish, Aplodinotus grunniens,

Lake-sheepshead {Aplodinotus g^runnitns).

(From BuUetia 47. U. S. Nat. Museum.)

found in the Great Lakes and southward to
Texas. Also known as drum or thunder-
pumper.
lake-trout, n. 3. A fish, Galaxias auratus, of
the family Galaxidse, found in Tasmania.
lakism (lak'izm), n. \lake^ + -ism.l Imita-
tion of the style of the Lake poets. See Lake
School, under lake^.

lakmoid, n. Same as lacmoid.

lakmus, n. Same as lacmus.

Iaky2 (la'ki), a. [laJce^ + -^i.] Eesembling
a lake (pigment) in color ; laked : specifically,

noting the change of color of the blood caused
by a sudden discharge of hemoglobin into the
blood-plasma in consequence of destruction of
the erythrocytes.

la-la (la-la'), a. [Syllables suggestive of lan-
guor or weakness : compare *la-di-da. There
is an allusion to tra-la-la, tra-la, meaningless
syllables used in singing.] So-so; poor;
languid. [CoUoq.]

lalP (lal), V. i. [Imitative, like Gr. Aa^UZv, speak,
etc. : see lallation.^ To speak unintelligibly;

speak childishly. See lallation.

lalling (lal'ing), n. Same as lallation.
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laloneurosis (laFo-nu-ro'sis), «. [Gr. X6.la^,

talkative, -I- vcvpov, nerve, -f- -osis.'] A neuro-
sis which affects articulation.

lalophobia (lal-o-fo'bi-a), »i. [Gr. MWoi, talk-

ative, + -tjiopui, < ipo^'elv, fear.] A morbid
dread of speaking.

laloplegia (lal-5-ple'ji-a), n. [NL., Gr. < li-

/iof, talkative, t t^Arryii, stroke.] Paralysis of

the muscles which take part in articulation.

Lam. All abbreviation of Lamentations.

lama^ (la'ma), n. [Samoan lama = Tahitian,
Maori, etc., ramas, a torch, alight.] In Samoa,
the candlenut-tree {Aleu/rites Moluecana) or its

nut. See *kukui.

lama-deity (la'ma-de'''i-ti), n. The deity rep-
resented by the lama.

Gratitude to the lama-deity for life and safety.

Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 62L

Lamaitic (la-ma-it 'ik), a. Same as Lamaistic.
Lamanism (la'inan-izm), n. [F. lamanisme.'i
Same as Lamaism.
Lamanite (la'man-it), n. According to the
Book of MormonJ a descendant of Laman, the
son of Lehi, a righteous Jew of the tribe of
Joseph, who fled with his sons from the de-
struction of Jerusalem to America. Because
of their wickedness the Lamanites lost their
fair skin, sank into barbarism, and became the
red Indians.

Lamarckian, a. II. n. One who holds the La-
raarokian theory. See Lam<i/rcMsm.
Lamarckism,n. 2. The doctrine that the gen-
eration of anorganismfroman egg is epigenesis
or new formation. [Rare.]-New Lamarcklsm.
Same as •kNeo-Lamarckmndi

Lamarckite (la-mar'Mt), n. One who holds
the Lamarekian theoryi; a Lamarckian. See
LamarcMsm.
lamb, V. i—To lamb down, to lose or spend money

;

be cleaned out. [Australian.]

11. trans.—To lamb down, to knock down [spend]
a check or a sum of money in a spree. E. E. Morris,
Austral English. [Australian slang.]

lambardar, lumberdar (lum-bar-dar'), n.

[Hind, lambar, number, < E. number, + Pers.
-ddr, suffix of agent.] A village head man of
northern India who is registered by a nimiber
in the collectors' roll and receives and pays
over the government dues.

lambda, TO. 3. A British collectors'name for a
common Old World noctuid moth, Plusia
gamma, occurring in Europe, China, Japan,
and India, and also, probably by introduction,
in South America.
Lambdoid ridge or crest. See *ridge.

lambdoidean (lam-doi'de-an), a. Same as
lambdoid.

lamber (lam'fer), n. [lamb + -erl.] 1. A
shepherd whose business it is to take care of
the young lambs and ewes at lambing-time.

—

2. A ewe when lambing.
Lambert's law of cosines. See *i;osi««.— Lambert's
method. See altitude of a -kcloud,

Lambeth degree, delf. See *degree, *delf^.
lamblness (lam'i-nes), to. The conventional
characteristics of lambs.

I confess I have always abominated the lamb, and
nourished a romantic feeling for the wolf. O, be done
with lamMness ! Let ns see there is a prince, for I am
weary of the distaff. R. L. Stevenson, Prince Otto, ii. 4.

lambitive (lam'bi-tiv), a. and to. Same as
lambative.

lamb-lily (lam'liL"i), n. The Scotch asphodel,
Tofieldia pal/ustris.

lamb-mint (lam'mint), n. Either peppermint
or spearmint.
lamb's-cress (lamz'kres), to. The hairy bitter
cress, Cardamine hirsuta, an Old World plant
common, and perhaps native, in the eastern
United States.

lamb's-foot (lamz'fut), n. The common plan-
tain, Plantago major; also, occasionally, the
lady's-mantle, AUhemiUa vulgaris.

lamb's-tail (lamz'tal), n. The common club-
moss or running-pine, Lycopodium clavatum.

lamb's-tongue, to. 3. See Scolopendrium.

Lamb's-wool sky. See *skyi.

lamdan (lam-dan'), TO. ; pi. lamdanim (-da'nem).
[Yiddish, < Heb. lamad, learn.] A Talmudioal
scholar.

lamed (la'med), TO. [Heb. Idmed.'i The twelfth

letter ('7) of the Hebrew alphabet, correspond-
ing to the Syriae lomad, the Arabic lam, the
Greek lambda, and the English X. Its numerical
value is XXX.
lamella, to. 2. pi. The British pharmaeopceial
name for medioated gelatin disks used in
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ophthalmic practice.—Appunn's lamella, in

psychophys., a strip or band of soft steel, held in a

wooden vise and vibrating (according to its position in

the vise) between the limits i and 24 in the second

:

used to determine the lower limit of tonal hearing.—

Oylgerous lamella, in cirripeds, one of the sheets or

plates of ova.—Pleurapophyslal lamella, the thin

plate of bone which bounds externally the vertebrarterial

canal on either side of the neck in birds. Mivart—
Supportli^ lamella, in hydroid polyps, the delicate,

transparent, non-cellular film or membrane lying between
the ectoderm and the endoderm : same as mesogloea.—
Vascolax lamella. See kcathmmmal, 2.

Lamellar cataract. Same as zonular cataract

(which see, under zonular).

Lamellaria (lam-e-la'ri-5.), n. [NL., < L.

lamella, a thin plate, + -aria.^ The typical

genus of the family Lamellariidee. Oken.

Lamellariidse (lam-e-la-ri'i-de), to. pi. [NL.,
< Lamellaria + -idle.'] A family of taanioglos-

sate gastropods, having a mantle which covers
the shell more or less completely, no oper-

culum, and dorsally fused jaws, it includes the
genera Lamellaria, Harsenina, Velutina, and Onchidi-
opsis. They are carnivorous, living on hydrozoans, al-

cyonarians, and colonial ascidians. With the exception
of the first genus, they sxe boreal forms.

lamellation (lam-e-la'sbon), to. The charac-
ter or state of being lamellated ; speeiflcally, in
geol., an arrangement of the minerals of a
metamorphic rock in parallel lamellss or folia.
'Lamellation' and 'foliation ' are employed in preference
to 'bedding' or 'stratification,' because the structure
may have no connection with sedimentation, but be the
result of crushing and shearing. Geikie, Text-book of
GeoL, p. 789.

Lamelllcom leaf-chafer. See *leaf-ehafer.— Lamelll-
com scavenifer. See -kscavenger and Laparosticta.

lamellicomous (la-mel-i-kdr'nus), a. [lamelli-

corn + -ous.'i Saine as lamellicorn.

lamelligerous (la-me-lij'e-ms), a. [L. lamella,

a thin plate, -1- gerere, Sear, + -ous.] Bear-
ing lamellae or ridges : as, the lamelUgeroun
lobe in NauUlus.
lamelloid (la-mel'oid), a. \lamel{la) +-oid.']
Having the character of a thinplate or lamella.
Nowaa we proceed up the neck to the head, these trans-

verse processes project less and less from the bodies of
the vertebrae, and become less robust and angular, at the
same time that they are antero-posteriorly elongated

;

and possess regular la/melloid waUs, so as to form lather
canals than simple foramina for the artery.

Armr. Nat., Jan., 1904, p. 3L

lamellose-stellate (lam'-'e-los-stel'at), a. With
lamellsB or plates arranged radially or in star-
shaped groups or clusters.

lamellous (la-mel'us), a. [lamella + -ous.}
Same as lamellose.

lamellule (la-mel'ul), n. [NL. lamelluJa, dim.
of L. lamella, a thin plate: see lamella.'] A
small lamella.

lamentational (lam-en-ta'shon-al), a. [lamen-
tation + -al^.] Pertaining to of of tie nature
of lamentation.
lamiid (la-mi'id), n. and a. I, to. A beetle of
the coleopterous family Lamiidee.

II. a. Eesembling orbelongingto the family
LamMdse.
lamin (lam'in), TO. [L. lamina : see lamina.]
1. SameastewJTOO.—2. A thin plate (of metal)
used as a charm, or in old astrological work.
JSr. E.D.
lamina, to.—Dental lamina, an ingrowth of ectoderm
from the edge of the jaw, from which in turn are given
off the cells which form the enamel-organ of the devel-
oping teeth ; the dental ridge.—Dorsal lamina. (6) In
ascidians, aprominent median longitudinal ridge running
along the middle of the dorsal surface of the phai'ynx to
the opening of the esophagus.—Lamina chorloldea,
an irregular fold of connective tissue and blood-vessels
invaginated into the third ventricle of the reptilian brain,
between the lamina terminalis and the paraphysis. It is
prolonged laterally through the foramen of Monro into
the lateral ventricle, where it is known as the choroid
plexus.—ijaxaiDs. commlssuralls mesencephall, a
wide commissure of white fibers in the roof of the
meseiicephalon, limited in front by the posterior com-
missure and behind by the decussation of the fourth
nerves.—Lamina papyracea, that portion of the eth-
moid bone which appears in the orbit, partaking in the
formation of its inner wall ; the os planum.—Sutnral
lamina, in the polyplacophorous moUusks or chitons, one
of the double projections on the anterior margin of each
valve, except the first These projections are processes
of the articulamentum or inner layer of the test

laminal (lam'i-nal), a. [lamina + -al'^.] Per-
taining to or of "the nature of a lamina'; dis-
posed in laminse.

laminariaceous (lam-i-na-ri-a'shius), a. Be-
longing to the family of seaweeds Laminari-

laminarite (lam'i-na-rit), to. [Laminaria +
-jfe2.] A fossil seaweed resembling Laminaria.
See Laminarites.

Laminated spring. See *spring.

lamination, to. 2. In elect., the constructing
of the iron part of a magnetic circuit of thin
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laminga or sheets of iron or steel, for the pur-
pose of eliminating, in an alternating or rotat-
ing magnetic field, the induction of currents
in the iron and the loss of power resulting
therefrom. The lamination for this purpose
must be at right angles to the direction in
which an induced current would flow, but
pariillel to the direction of the magnetic flux.
—Oblique or transverse lamination, m geol., false
bedding.

laminectomy (lam-i-nek'to-mi), n. [L. lam-
ina, lamina, 4- Gt. eicTofi^, excision.] In surg.,
exsection of the laminee of one or more of the
vertebrsB to relieve pressure upon the spinal
cord.

In a recent case in which there was anterior dislocation
of the fourth cervical vertebra, laminectoTny was done for
pachymeningitis. Med. Reoord, July 11, 1903, p. 78.

laminous (lam'i-nus), a. [NL. laminosns: see
laminose.'] Same as laminose.

lampl, n— Alcohol lamp. Same as spirit-lamp.—
Alemblcallamp. See kalewMcal.—UioTm.asA lamp,
an apparatus, invented by Sobering, in which parafonn is

converted into formaldehyde-gas by the heat from an
alcohol lamp.—Annealing-lamp, an alcohol lamp for
heating dentists' foil,—Automatic lamp, a heating-
lamp which extinguishes itself when the object to be
warmed reaches a certain temperature. A lamp of this
kind is commonly used by dentists in heating vnlcan-
izers and in other work of this nature.— Berzellus's
lamp, an Argand lamp for burning alcohol, much used
in chemical laboratories before coal-gas became gener-
ally available for heating purposes. It was brought
iniio use by the Swedish chemist Berzelius early in the
nineteenth century.—BlOW-tbrongll lamp, a form of
flash-light apparatus used in photography m which the
material used to produce the flash is blown through the
flame of a lamp.^ Brehmer lamp. See electric *arc.
— Cooper-Hewitt lamp, a form of mercury arc-lamp.
See itmercury Irnnp and electric -karc.—Dibdin's pen-
tane Argand lamp, a form of standard lamp which
bums a mixture of air and pentane. A screen on the metal
chimney of the Argand steatite burner may be moved to
2.15 inches (64.6 millimeters) above the steatite ring, thus
affording a source of light of ten caudle-power.^—Dnboscq
lamp, a self-regulating electric arc-lamp especially
adapted to lantern projection and lighthouse illumination.

—nnsen lamp, an electric lamp of peculiar construction
used for the administration of the Finsen light treatment.
See FiTiaen -klight treatment and Finsen's irapparatus.
—Fluorescent lamp, a lamp consisting of a glass bulb
coated interiorly with calcium tungstate or some other
substance which fluoresces under the influence of an elec-

tric discharge.— Focus-lamp, an incandescent electric

lamp with closely coiled filament : designed for use in
projection-lanterns and for other optical purposes.

When incandescent lamps are used for optical purposes
it is necessary to compress the filament Into a small space,
so as to bring it into the focus of a lens or mirror. The
filament Is then coiled or crumpled up into a spiral or
zigzag form. Such lamps are called focus Imnps.

Fncyc. Brit., XXVIII. 88.

Formaldehyde lamp, a flameless lamp in which methyl
(wood) alcohol, as a flquid or a vapor, is brought with
air, into contact with platinized asbestos wicks or pferfor-

atod sheets. Formaldehyde results from the incomplete
oxidation of the alcohol. It is used in ifisinfecting.

See kformaldehyde-gcnerator.—dixacA'a lamp, a lamp
for burning illuminating-oil, so constructed as to main-
tain the supply of oil at a constant level.—Harcourt
lamp. See *Ught standard.— Sefaei lamp. See
Might standard.— Sero'a lamp, a form of lamp de-

vised by Hero 200 B. 0. The raising of the oil is

effected by the pressure of a
liquid of greater specific grav-
ity acting through a column of
air. A solution of brine in a
chamber, o, flowing through a tap
drives the air from a vessel, d,

through a pipe, e, into an oil-reser-

voir, a. Oil is thus forced from
the reservoir, a, into the bird's

beak, whence it drops into a re-

ceptacle, 6, supplying a wick burn-
ing at the tail.—Incandescent
lamp. See incandescent light,

under electric light.— Keats's
lamp, a moderator lamp burning
sperm-oil, used as a stendard of

illumination : devised by Eeats
in 1869. It was first adjusted to

give a light of ten candle-power,
ut was afterward so modified by

Sugg as to give a light of sixteen

candle-power, burning oil at. the
rate of^925 grains per hour.—
Lamp battery. See *battery.

—Lmnmerlamp.aformof mer- Hero's Lamp.
CUry arc-lamp designed with Spe- (Drawn from Groyes and
cial reference to spectroscopic Thorp's " Chemical

work. See itmercury lamp.^ Technology.")

Magnetite lamp. See electric karc.— Mercury-
vapor lamp, an electric lamp in which the source of

li^t is an arc formed in mercury vapor at very low pres-

BUi'es within a vacuum-tube. See -kmercury lamp.—
Nemstlamp, an incandescent electric lamp the filament

of which consists of a cylindrical rod made from a mixture

of metallic oxids. This lamp, which was invented by
Professor Ifemst of Gftttingen, depends upon the fact

that many oxids such as CaO and JtgO, and also the oxids

of the rare earths, in particular thorium oxid, which have
very high specific resistance when cold, begin to conduct

the electric cmrent when heated. The filament or so-

called glower is made from a mixture of the rare earths

powdered, mixed with a binder, and pressed through a

die BO as toform a cylindrical thread, which is then baked.

The diameter of the glower is about .63 millimeters and
its length depends upon the voltage of the lamp. The
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terminals are of platinum wire joined to the ends
of the glower by fusion in the electric arc. The
glower when cold is an insulator, but when heated it be-
comes an electrolytic conductor. When traversed by a
direct current the heat generated appears chiefly at the
positive pole and platinum-black is deposited at the neg-
ative pole. When alternating currents are used the dis-
tribution of heat is uniform and the life of the lamp is

greatly increased. Since the resistance of the filament,
as shown in the curve in Fig. 1, falls rapidly with ris-

1000*-

500°

lamp-room
energy only about half that for a carbon lamp, but the cost
of the lamp itself is (at any rate at present) higher, and
the illuminating power is not as generally acceptable as the
16 candle-power in general use. The resistance of the
tantalum filament increases with rise of temperature,
the durability is as great as that of carbon, and the liabil-

ity to injury by mechanical shocks or accidental increase
of voltage is, it is claimed, less.

Lampadena (lam-pa-de'na), «. [NL., < Gr
Mfim/, a torch, + aSr/v, a gland.] A genus ot

deep-sea fishes found in the Gulf Stream.
Lampanyctus (lam-pa-nik'tus), n. [Nil., ir-

reg. < Gr. M/imi, a torch,-!- vi>^ (wkt-), night.]
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ing temperature, the lamp when placed in a constant-
potential circuit tends to take increasing cmrent as the
filament becomes hotter. It is therefore necessary for
purposes of regulation to place in series with the filament
a metallic resistance called the ballast. This consists of
a very fine iron wire mounted in a glass tube and sur-
rounded with hydrogen. Its resistance increases with
rise of temperature and thus counterbalances the loss of
resistance in the filament. Upon starting the lamp it is

necessary to bring the filament to a temperature such that
it begins to carry a current sufficient to keep itself hot.
The device used for this purpose in Kemst lamps of the
American type is called the heater. It consists of a porce-
lain tube, about 80 millimeters long, around which a fine
platinum wire is spirally wound. The coil is kept in
place by a paste or enamel. Two or more, such heaters
are placed horizontally above the glower, and heat the
latter by radiation to the temperature necessary to start
the lamp. The glower begins to take current at about
700° C. The electrical connections are shown in Fig.
2. The heater, ft, is in multiple circuit with the slower,

g. So long as the lat-

ter is cold the entire
current between the
lamp terminals flows
through the heater.
In series with these
are the lamp-ballast,
b, and the cut-out, c.

The cut-out is a small
electromagnet which
tends to attract the
contact-spring, s, thus
opening the glower
circuit. When the
heater begins to take
suiflcient current to
maintain its tempera-
ture the current of
the coil in the cut-
out magnet becomes

Figure 2. strong enough to
break the circuit, after which the entire current flows
through the glower. The electrical efficiency of the Nemst
lamp is about the same as that of the ordinary incandes-
cent lamp (when used with an opal shade about 3.47 watts
per mean spherical hefnei^. The radiant efficiency of the
Nemst filament, obtained by integration of the energy
curve by Coblentz, was found to be .033 as against .04 for

the acetylene fiame. The temperature of the filament is

somewhat lower than that of the ordinary incandescent
lamp—^from 1,400 to 1,700" C. The candle-power, however,
is high on account of the large diameter of the filament,

and the form of the lamp is well adapted for lighting from
overhead, since no shadows are cast downward. The color

of the light of the INemst lamp differs but little from that
emitted by carbon at the same temperature. It is some-
what stronger in the red than the light from the acetylene
fiame, and is free from the marked selective radiation char-

acteristic of the Welsbach mantle.—Open-arc lamp.
See electric -karc.—Osmium lamp, an incandescent
electric lamp having a filament of metallic osmium in-

stead of carbon. Devised by Auer von Welsbach.—Phase-
lamp, in elect., an incandescent lamp used to indicate

the phase rehition between alternating-current gen-
erators.—Pilot-lamp, (p) An electric lamp upon a
BWitehboard, used to indicate the position of switches.

g) In telephony, an auxiliary signaling-lamp placed in

out of the switehboard and serving to indicate to the
chief operator delay in responding to any one of a group
of call-signals.— Platinum lamp, (a) A lamp having a
platinum filament which is made incandescent by an
electric current (b) A lamp having a spiral of platinum
placed above the wick. The vapor from the alcohol (ethyl

or methyl) drawn up by the wick unites with the air

through the agency of the platinum, which is thus made.
toglow.— Pyro-electrOlytiC lamp. Same as Nermt
*J(M»p.— (luartzlamp,a mercurylamp in which the arc

is formed within avacuum-tube effused quartz. See -kTner-

cwryJomp.- Relchsanstalt lamp, a modified form of

the Hefner lamp. See Might standard and -killumina-

tion, 1.—Rose lamp, a modified form of the Berzelius

alcohol lamp for use in chemical laboratories: mounted
upon an upright metallic rod so as to admit of adjust-

ment as to height Named after the German chemist, H.

Rose.— SynclUDnlzlng lamp. Same as phase-Mamp.—
Tantalum lamp, an incandescent electric lamp of which
the filament is a wire ot metallic tantalum, .05 milli-

meters in diameter, instead of carbon. On account of

relatively high conductivity the tantalum filament for a

110-volt lamp has to be about 6B0 mm. long, and is

supported by being stretehed in zigzag fashion up and
down between the ends of the radial arms of two star-

shaped supports. It gives a clear, white light of 25 nor-

mal candle-power with an expenditure of electrical

Lampanyctus crocijdUus.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

A genus of deep-sea fishes commonly known
as lantern-fishes : widely distributed.

lamp-ballast (Iamp'bal''''ast), n. In eleet., a
resistance placed, for purposes of regulation, in
series with the filament of an electric lamp.
In the case of the Nernst lamp the ballast con-
sists of a very fine iron wire in an atmosphere
of hydrogen within a sealed glass tube.

lamp-bank (lamp'bangk), n. A number of in-

candescent lamps mounted in rows upon a
frame and connected together either in multi-
ple circuit or in multiple series. Also called a
\)ank of lamps. Trans. Amer. Inst. EUct.
Engin., 1900, p. 171.

lamp-bend (lamp'beud), ». A bent or curved
pipe-elbow, used to connect two pipes which
meet at an angle greater than a right angle.
lamp-changer (lamp'ohan"jer), n. A device
with a long handle for removing incandescent
electric lamps from, or placing them in, their
sockets when the latter are difficult of access.

lamperina (lam-pe-re'na), ». [Amer. Sp.]
A common name of Polistotrema stouU, one of
the eel-like lower vertebrates found on the
California coast and north to Cape Flattery.
Lampeter Brethren. A small sect established
in 1846 among some students of Lampeter Col-
lege at Lampeter, Cardiganshire, Wales, by
Henry James Prince, one of the extreme evan-
gelical school. His fanaticism led him to declare his
doctrines to be the new dispensation of the Holy Ghost,
superseding the dispensation of Christ He and thooe
who believed him lived in an abode called the Aga-
pemone, or ' abode of love.' Also Princeites.

lamp-fish (lamp ' fish), n. A deep-sea fish,

Scopelus resplendens, of the family Myctophidie,
having luminous spots, or photo'phores, on the
head and body.
lamp-foot (lamp ' fut)^ n.; pi. lamp-feet {-fob).

A unit sometimes employed in computing the
wiring of an installation of electric lights. The
product of the number of lamps by the feet of
wire necessary to supply them gives the num-
ber of lamp-feet.

lamp-hour (lamp ' our), n. The ener^ re-
quired to maintain one electric lamp in nor-
mal operation for one hour: a practical unit
sometimes employed in electric lighting.

lampic (lam'pik), a. [lamp^ + -ic. The acid
was first obtained by burning ether in a lamp.]
Derived from a lamp : applied specifically to
an acid, a mixture of acetic acid and aldehyde,
formed by the oxidation of alcohol.

lamp-indicator (lamp'in"di-ka-tor), n. A
device consisting of a Wheatstone li'ridge one
arm of which contains an incandescent lamp.
The adjustment is such that when the electro-
motive force of the circuit to which the indi-
cator is applied reaches proper value the
bridge is balanced.

lampistry (lam'pis-tri), n. [lampist + -ry.'\

The art of making and decorating lamps; the
work of a lampist.

lamp-post (lamp'post), n. A post or pillar,

usually of iron, designed to support a street-

lamp or other outdoor lamp.
lamprey, n—Brook-lamprey, a small lamprey which
inhabits the brooks of Europe and North America. Five
or six species are known.— Silvery lamprey, small
black lamprey, common names of the lampreys.

lamprey-eel (lam'pri-el'O, n. A lamprey.
lamprite (lam'prit), n. See *meteorite.

lamp-room (lamp'rom), n. A room or com-
partment, as on a vessel, especially fitted for
filling and trimming lamps and storing them
when not in use.
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lamprophyllite (lam-pro-fil'it), n. [Gr. Xa/i-

Kf)6g, shining, + ipv?Mw, leaf, + -ife2.] j^
mineral from the nephelite-syenite of Kola,
Russian Lapland, related to astrophylUte in
form, cleavage, and probably in composition.
Lamprops (lam'props), m. [NL., < Gr. hi/i-

irpdf, shining, + uf^oir-), eye.] The typical
genus of the family Lampropsidee. L. quadri-
plicata is found off the northeastern coast of
America. Sars, 1863.

Lampropsidee (lam-prop'si-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Lamprops + -idse.'] A family of eumacean
crustaceans in which the first antennse have
both flagella well developed and nearly equal,
the male has three pairs of pleopods or none,
and the telson is distinct, with three or more
terminal spines. It includes the genera Lam-
props, Semilamprops, Paralamprops, Platyas-
pis, and Chalarostylis.

lamp-station (lamp'sta^shon), n. In coal-

mining, an underground cabin where safety-
lamps may be opened and trimmed : a place
beyond which no naked lamps must be taken.

lampyrid (lam'pi-rid), n. and a. I. n.' A mem-
ber of the coleopterous family Lampyridse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Lampyridse.

lEln (Ian), n. [Sw., a fief, a fee, an adminis-
trative district, = AS. Ism, a grant, fief: see
Isen.'] An administrative division of Sweden;
a government at the head of which is a prefect
nominated by the king.

Lana phUoaophica, an early chemical name for the light,

woolly flakes of white zinc oxid, produced by buruing
vapor of zinc which is allowed to escape into the air.

lanacyl (lan'a-sil),i n. A trade-name of sev-
eral acid coal-tar colors Lanacyl violet. See
kvioleO:

lanal (la'ni), n. [Hawaiian.] In Hawaii, a
bower, piazza, or porch.
Lancashire boiler. See *boiler.

Lancaster yellow. See ^yellow.

lance^, n. 9. A pointed stick of light timber
used for the erection of a temporary telegraph-
er telephone-line : used especially in military
operations.

The second truck is loaded with four or five hundred
lances of well-seasoned cypress or spruce, each a trifle

over fourteen feet in length.
Sci. Amer., Dec. 27, 1902, p. 459.

Sable lance, a fish, Melloius villosuSf of the family
Argentinidse, found in the northern parts of the Atlantic
and Pacific.

lanceated (lan'se-a-ted), a. [L. lanceatus

(< lancea, lance/ + -ed^.] Shaped like a
lance

;
pointed and long.

lance-fish (lans'fish), n. A fish of the genus
Ammodytes, which includes small carnivorous
fishes inhabiting sandy shores of cold regions.

lance-head, n. 2, Lachesis mutus, a venomous
snake of South America. See bushmasier.

lancelet, w.—Bahama lancelet, a lancelet, Asyrmne-
tron lucayanum, found in the Bahamas.— California
lancelet, Branchiostoma- californiense, found from San
Diego Bay southward.—West Indian lancelet, Bran-
chiostoma caribsBwrrb, found in shallow waters, buried in

the sand, from Beaufort, North Carolina, to the mouth of

the La Plata.

Lanceola (lan-se-6'la), n. [NL., < LL. lanceola,

dim. of L. lancea, lance.] The typical genus
of the family Lanceolidse. Say, 1818.

LanceolidSB (lan-se-ol'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lanceola + -idse.'\ A family of amphiijod
crustaceans, of the tribe Syperidea, having
the first antenna straight and the first joint of

th6 flagella swollen. It is typified by the genus
Lanceola.

lance-ovate (Ians'6*vat), a. In iot, very
narrowly ovate.

lancet, n. 4. In entom., one of the lower pair

of piercing organs in the dipterous mouth; the

scalpella: supposed by Kirby and Spence to

represent the maxillse of the haustellate mouth.
lanceted (Ian' set -ed), a. Having a lancet-

window or a lancet-arch.

lancet-headed (lan'set-hed"ed), a. Having a

Eointed head like a lancet : said of windows,
ee cut of lan^et-windoiv.

lancet-plate (lan'set-plat), n. In the structure

of the Blastoidea, a long narrow plate, pointed
at both ends, which extends along the center
of each ambulacrum. Its proximal end is inserted
between the deltoids and takes part iu the lip around the
summit opening. The upper surface is excavated along
the median line, and this groove probably served to con-
duct food to the mouth. The plate has an interior axial

canal which communicates by means of the ambulacral
opening with an oval ring belonging to the water-vascular
system. In some cases there is a smaller plate beneath
which is called the under lancet-plate.
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lancet-tooth (lan'set-t6th), n. A fleam-tooth.

lancewood, n Cape lancewood, a tough wood
obtained from Curtina ^aginea of South Africa. It is

used for spokes, shafts, spears, and turnery. See assagai-

wood.

lancha (lan'cha), n. [Philippine Sp., Pg.

lancha, sometimes derived from the Malay
lancha, but this is in turn referred by others

to the Pg. or Sp., which, in that case, is per-

haps referable to the Eng. launch, lanch. But
the history is not clear. Prob. E. lanch, a
boat, has nothing to do with launch, verb.] .A
launch or barge; a medium-sized boat used in

the Philippine Islands for the transportation

of merchandise and native products.

Lanes, An abbreviation of Lancashire.

land^, n. 9. One of the strips into which a
field IS divided in plowing : same as ridge, 3.

See quotation under *cut, 24. Compare dead
^furrow.—Tijm. land, in Devonshire, England, a soil

which haa resulted from the decomposition of the schistose

rock of the district

—

Height Of land, a line or belt of
land between the opposite slopes of two river systems ;

a divide ; a water-parting. Eneyc. Brit., XXXI. 332.

—

Indemnity lajlds, in UnUed States law (in the con-
struction of land-grants made in aid of railroads), those
lands which are selected in place of parcels lost by pre-
vious disposition or reservation for other purposes, the
title to which does not accrue until the time of their
selection.

—

Judge Jeffrey's land. See Mn^/'s -kland.—
King's land, a child's outdoor game in which the king
stands within certain boundaries until he succeeds in
touching one of the other intending players, who then
becomes king. The game, with variations, is known by
various other names, as Van Diemeiis land, Dixie's
land, golden pavement, Judge Jeffrey's land, Tom
Tiddler's ground, etc.— Land hemlsplieie. See
•khemisphere.— Land In severalty. See severalty.

—Land of Promise. See promise.— No man's land.
(&) Naut., an article or space left uncleaned or uncared
tor on account of its not falling within the limits of the
work assigned to individuals of the crew.— Nook Of
land. See nook.—Poison land, in western Australia,
land so covered with a growth of plants poisonous to
sheep and cattle that it cannot be used for pasture.—
Running with the land, being of force by association
with theland affected : a phrase applied to covenants in
deeds of real property. See covenants which run with the

land, under covenant. A personal covenant is binding on
the covenantor only. A real covenant—one running with
the land -^ is created where the maker binds himself and
his heirs, executors, or administrators.— Scab land, in
Washington and Oregon, land originally covered with fine

volcanic dust which has been blown away by the wind,
leaving on the surface only a mass of sharp fragments
of stone.— Seated lands, in IT. S. law, lands occu-
pied or cultivated; public lands of which actual pos-
session has been taken by private persons under
proper authority of law.— Staple Of land. See staple^.

—The land of nod. See nod.—To hold the land
(naut.), -to keep a vessel within sight of the coast.— To
hng the land. See *hug.—To make free with the
land (naiU.), to sail close to the shore.— Torrens land
system, a system of governmental registration and
guarantee of land titles, named from SirK<>bertIMchard
Torrens who established it in South Australia in 1857. It
has been adopted by most of the Australian colonies, by
New Zealand, British Columbia, California, and a few
other western States.

—

To see howthe land lies, to find
out the exact state of things.

—

To settle the land.
SeesetUei, ii.— Unseated lands, (a) Land once seated,
but abandoned, (b) Ilncultivated land subject to taxation.
[Pennsylvania.]—Van Dlemen's land. See king's
•kland.

land-agent (land'a'jent), n. A real-estate
agent; in England, also a steward or manager
of an estate or landed property.

landamann (lan'da-man), n. The chief mag-
istrate of a Swiss canton ; also the chief
officer in some of the smaller districts.

landau, n.—Canoe landan, a landau in which the
lower lines of the body have a contmuous sweep. The
term is used to distinguish this form from the angular
quarter and drop-center types.— Five-glass landan, a
landau with a leather top over the rear seat. The front
section has large glasses in fi-ames which can be dropped
down in the body. The supports of the top are hinged
to fall down upon the boot, and leave the front seat un-
covered. There are three windows in the front section
and two In the doors : hence the name..

landboc (land'bok), n. [OE. landboJc, (.land,

+ hoc, book.] In old Eng. law, a deed or grant
of land, usually Saxon. Such deeds had little

weight against the king's claims.

land-breast (land'brest), n. The frontage or
face of the wall which forms a bridge-seating
or abutment and acts as a retaining wall to
the bank behind it. It includes both the
abutment-pier proper and the wing-walls at

each side of it.

land-chain (land'chan), n. Same as Gunter's
chain (which, see, under chain).

land-crab, n. 2, A burrowing crayfish, En-
gseus fossor, of 'Tasmania and Victoria (Aus-
tralia), which forms crab-holes.

landdrost (land'drost), n. [!>.,< land, land, -f-

drost, bailiff, steward.] In South Africa, a
magistrate.
Landenian (1an-de'ni-an), a. and n. [Landen,
a town in Belgium, -t-"-iam.] I. a. In geol.,

pertaining to the basal deposits of the Lower

land-pitch

Eocene in France and Belgium, correspond-

ing to the Woolwich and Reading beds of

England. The lower deposits are fluvio-

marine, while the upper beds contain only
marine fossils.

II. n. The Landenian deposits.

landfall, ?>—To make a good landfall (.rmut), to

sight a certain point of land at the time calculated.

land-form (land'fdrm), n. An area of land
having certain topographic features which dis-

tinguish it from neighboring areas. W. M.
Davis.
landgraveship (land'grav-ship), n. The office,

territory, or authority of a landgrave. N. E. D.
landgravess (land'grav-es), n. Same as land^

gramme. N. E. D.
landing,?!. 9. In Utmhermg: (6) A place towhich
logs are hauled or skidded preparatory to

transportation by water or rail, (c) A plat-

form, usually at the foot of a skid-road, where
logs arecoUectedandloadedon cars. Alightning
landing is one having such an incline that the logs may
roll upon the cars without assistance.

—

TO break a land-
ing, to roll a pile of logs from a landing or bank into the

' water.

landing-box (lan'ding-boks), n. In mining,
the box into which the mine-pump delivers

water.
landing-party (lan'ding-par"ti), n. An armed
boat's crew sent on shore for offensive or de-

fensive operations, such as engaging an enemy,
or for protecting life and property.

land-junker (Iand'y6ng"k6r), «. [G., < land,

land, + junker, junker.] In Germany, one
who owns lands or estates ; a squire.

land-lane (land 'lan), «. An open water-
passage in the ice of the polar oceans leading
toward land.
We discovered new islands in l^e west as far as our

range of vision admitted, and, to judge by the laige open
lajim-lane which ran in that direction, one might suppose
that the land there was of considerable extent.

6eog. Jour. (B. G. S.), IX. 482.

land-law (land'lfl,), «. 1. The law of a land
or country ; the ' law of the laud.'

—

2. Law, or
a law, relating to land considered as property.
land-lead (land'led), n. Same as *lana-lane.
See the extract.

This open water must rather.be regarded as a land-lead,
which, like all other la/nd-leads, is formed and opened by
a land-breeze, and is closed again by the wind blowing in
shore. Oeog. Jour. (R. G. 8.), IX. 486.

land-line (land'lin), n. 1. An overland tele-

graph-Une, as distinguished from a marine
cable.—2. In fishing, a line passing from the
end of a seine to the shore. Knight, Diet.

Mfich. Sup., 1884.

land-lobster (land'lob''''ster), n. A land-crab
or robber-crab.

land-lock (land'lok), n. If. The state of be-
ing shut in, or almost shut in, by land.—2.
A landlocked place, as a harbor or valley.

landlordly (land'16rd-li), a. [landlord +
-Jji.] Like a landlord or pertaining to a land-
lord.

landlordship (land'16rd-ship), n. The posi-
tion or duties of a landlord.

land-marker, n. 2. [cap.'] One of the sect
called Landmark ^Baptists (which see).

land-^marshal (land'mar'shal), n. 1. A pro-
vincial marshal in Prussia and some other
parts of the German Empire.

—

2. The speaker
or presiding officer of the first Chamber of the
Swedish Diet.

land-mere (land ' mer), n. A boundary of a
parish, county, etc.

landocracy (lan-dok'rarsi), n. lland^ + Gr.
-KpaTia, < Kparelv, rule.]"A class which rules or
controls by virtue of its ownership of landed
property. [Humorous.]
landocrat (lan'do-krat), n. One who belongs
to the landocracy.

land-office, n—a land-office basiness, a 'rushing'
business ; a boom. The allusion is to the brisk work of
the local government land-offices in the western United
States Tsrhen they are besieged by applicants for land
patents on the occasion of opening new lands to settle-

ment. [Slang.]

It [the Santiago mill] is owned by the Union Mill and
Mining Company, which once did aland-oJfUe business in
ore crushing.
Bep. to House of Bepresentatives, Precious Metals, 1881,

[p. 153.

land-packet (land'pak'et), n. A nameformerly
given jocosely, in the newly settled parts of
the western Tjnited States, to any vehicle un-
dertaking a passage across the plains : later it

had some specific applications.

land-pitch (land'pich), n. A commercial name
for the harder, more altered by exposure to the



land-pitch

air, and less valuable kind of asphalt obtained
from the pitch lake in the island of Trinidad.
Compare *lake-pitch.

land-rail, n. 2. A general name for any mem-
ber of the rail family that, like the New Zea-
land weka rail, frequents uplands instead of
marshes.
Two ol the most interesting birds are land rails of tlie

genus Cahalus. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1898, p. 90.

land-relief (land're-lef"), n. Surface form;
topography.
The relation ol rain, wind and land-relief was, in fact,

strikingly illustrated by our experiences.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XV. 463.

land-sale (land'sal), n. In mimng, a sale of
coal at the pit, as distinguished from disposal
by sea.

landscape, «'.— classic landscape, a term used to
describe the landscapes painted in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, especially in Italy, which were
based on a feeling for architectonic arrangement of lines
and masses rather than for the effects and qualities of
nature.—Landscape-architect, an architect skilled in
the arrangement of parks and gardens, and especially of
their architectonic features, such as fountains, terraces,
etc.— landscape architectnre, a term introduced to
denote the treatment of landscape in a formal way, with
especial attention to the exact disposition of paths, lawns,
^oups of trees, flights of steps, vases, statues, etc. It
unplies a more formal style of work than landscape-gar-
demng. It may also include the haiiuonious arrange-
ment of buildings in groups.

landscape-marble (land'skap-mar''''bl), n. A
dense limestone in which, along cracks or
cleavage-planes, there has been deposited oxid
of manganese in dendritic forms.
land-scot t (land'skot), n. A tax on land for
the support of the church, formerly levied in
some parishes. [Eng.]
land-sculpture (land'skulp'tur), n. The pro-
duction of the forms of the land by the various
processes of erosion ; earth-sculpture.

land-service (land's6r"vis), ». l. The service
of the army on land, as opposed to that of the
navy on the sea.— 3. The army; that branch
of the armed forces of a country which serves
on land.

landstaard (land'sh^rd), n. A strip of grass or
unplowed land between two plowed pieces.

[Prov. Eng.]
land-side, n. 2. The side of the land facing
the water; the shore.— 3. The side (of an
object) which faces the land rather than the
water.

Land-slip terrace, an irregular bench on a slope, result-

ing from a land-slip.

landslipped (land'sUpt), a. Marked or dam-
aged by land-slides or -slips.

landslippy (land'slip'^i), a. Liable to land-
slides or -slips. N'. E. D.
land-take (land'tak), «. See the extract.

Until a Parliament for Iceland was established in 930

these chieftains were the rulers of the island, each in his

district or land-take (land-n&m), as it was called.

Smithsonian Rep., 1906, p. 287.

land-tied (land'fid), a. Said of coast forms
which have been joined to the mainland or to

A Land-tied Island near Genoa, Italy,

each otherby the growth of reefs or sand-spits.

W. M. Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog., p. 314.

Landward climate. See *cUmate.

landward-bred (land'-ward-bred), a. Coun-

trv-bred; rustic. /Sco«, "Old Mortality, xiv.

[Scotch.]

landwardness (land'ward-nes), n. Country-

breeding; rusticity. Stevenson, Earn. Stud.,

61. [Scotch.]

. land-water (land'-wA'ter), K. 1. Freshwater
flowing over the land ; flood water; the water
of lakes, rivers, springs, etc., as opposed to

sea-water.— 2. Open water between the ice of

a frozen sea and a coast.

703
Fortunately a south-westerly gale sprang up, which

opened up the ice, and on September 7 let us through
into the land-water. Geog. Jour. (E. 6. S.), XL 116.

lane^, n. 4. In sprint-races, the space be-
tween cords, strung about 18 inches apart,
which mark the straight courses of the com-
petitors. The cords are held by iron stakes,
about two feet in height, driven into the
ground.
Lane's law. See *lawi.
lane-snapper (lan'snap'^fer^, 'n. A common
name of I/utianus synagris, a lutianoid fish
found from the Florida keys to Brazil.
Lang. An abbreviation (o) of Zanguedoc; (b)

II. c] of language.

langbeinite (lang'bin-it), n. [Named after A.
Langbein.'i A potassium-magnesium sulphate
(K2^S2(S04)3) oecurringin colorless isometric
crystals. It is found with rock-salt at various
localities in Germany.
Lange-James theory. See *James-Lange
theory.

Langen's apparatus. See ^apparatus.

Langerhans's island. Same as Langerhans's
cell. See also *island.

Langhian (lang'ge-an), a. and n. [LangJie,
in Italy, -f- -ian.'] i" a. In geol., pertaining to
the lowest division of the Miocene Tertiary in
France. The formation is also known as the Burdi-
gdlian. Its deposits are of iluviatile origin and contain a
great abundance of terrestrial mammalian remains.

II, n. The Langhian division.

langka (lang-ka'), n. [Ilocano name.] Same
as *nangha, 2.

Langobardic (lang-go-bar'dik), a. See Longo-
baraian.

langoor, langour^, n. Variants of *langiMr, a
name applied to several large monkeys of the
genus PresbyUs.
langosta (lan-gos'ta), n. [Sp., a locust: see
Zoc««<l.] Any injurious locust or grasshopper

:

so called in Spanish America and, to some ex-
tent, in the southwestern United States.

langoti (lun-go'ti ), n. [Also langoty, la/ngotSe,

lungoti, < Hind, langoti.^ In India, a narrow
strip of cloth passed between the legs and
fastened before and behind to a string around
the waist : worn by men and boys.
Langton's forester. See *forester.

language^, ».—Drum language, a method of com-
munication oy means of drum-signals, employed particu-
larly by the negroes of West Africa—Logistic language,
language represented by characters which express quan-
titative values, such as the plus, minus, and root signs,

with many others, in mathematics. Music is written in
logistic language. The sciences of astronomy and chem-
istry have developed elaborate languages of this kind and
the other branches of science less complicated ones.

Tables of measures are all examples of logistic speech.

The essential characteristic of logistic language is that
its sematology is universal, so that the meaning of any
character depends on the meaning assigned to it by the
user— it is i^e special language of reasoning and avoids
all ambiguities of other languages due to the multifarious
meanings of single words.

J. W. Powell, in An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1898-99,

[p. clxix.

Negrito languages, dialects spoken by K^egritos, Pa-
puans, or^^lanesians.

—

Sign language, a means of
communication in which signs made with the hand and
other gestures take the place of articulate speech. Sign
language is used by deaf-mutes, but also by many primi-
tive tribes. It is highly developed among the Indians of

the Great Plains of North America.—Whistlelanguaf^e,
communication between individuals by means of whistlmg
with the mouth, the sound being varied and used to con-

vey definite ideas : practised on the Canary Islands and
among the Berbers in Tunis.-Zone Of language, the
area of the brain in which are located the centers of sights

hearing, vocal speech, and the muscular movements neces-

sary in writing.

language^, « 2. Same as languet (a).

langue de boeuf (lang de b6f'). [P. 'ox-

tongue.'] 1. A kind of spear or pike used in

the middle ages, which had a rather broad,

double-edged, pointed head.— 2. A sword or

knife having a large, flat, double-edged blade,

broad at the base and tapering toward the

point.

languidus (lang'gwl-dus), n. [L. languichis,

' (he is) sick' : see languid^.^ In lata, a sheriff's

return to a process, that the person it requires

him to take into custody is too dangerously ill

to be moved.

langur (lang-g5r'), n. [Hind, langur, < Skt.-

go-langula, a land of monkey.] Anativename
for several large Indian monkeys of the genus
PresbyUs, or Semnqpitheous, the two best known
being the hanuman or entellus, P. enteUus, the

sacred monkey of India, and the black NUgiri

langur, P.johnii.

Lang yao glaze. See *glaze.

laniatorial (lan"i-ant6'ri-al), a. [Laniator-es

lantern

+ -aP.] Belonging to or resemblingthe Lani-
atores.

lanific (la-nif'ik), a. [L. lanificus, < lana, wool,
+ faeere, make.] 1. Producing or bearing
wool.—2. Spinning wool.

laniflorous (la-nif'lo-ms), a. [L. lana, wool,

+flos (jflor-), 'flower, -H -o«s.] In bot., having
woolly flowers.

lanoform (lan'o-fdrm), n. [ lan{ol) + form-
(aldekyde).'] Lanolin which contains 1 per
cent, of formaldehyde.
lanoresin (lan-o-rez'in), n. [L. lana, wool, +
resina, resin.] 'A dark-colored resin contained
in the waste liquors from wool-washing.
lanosity (la-nos'i-ti), 91. llanose + -ity.^ Wool-
liness.

lansdowne (lanz'doun), n. [Named from a
marquis of Lansdowne. ] A light-weight fab-
ric of silk and wool for women's wear.
lanson (lan-son'), n. Same as lansa. [Philip-

pine Islands.]

lant^, n. 2. Specifically, Ammodytes ameri-
canvs. See sand-eel, 1.

lantaca tll^n-ta^'ka), n. [Bisaya.] Among
natives of the Philippiue Islands, a piece of ar-

tillery.

lantado (lan-ta'do), n. Short for adelantado.

lantalic (lan-tal'ik), a. [Xal)lant{uric) + -al^

+ -ic.'] Same as allanturic.

lantanine (lan'ta-nin), n. [Lantana (see def.)

-t- -me^.'] An alkaloid found in Lantana Bror-

siliensis. It is used in medicine as a substitute
for quinine.

lantanuric (lan-ta-nii'rik), a. [_{al)lant{uric)

+ -an + -uric.'] 3ame as allanturic.

lantern, n. 9. The misshapen proboscis (for-

merly supposed to be luminous) of many tropi-
cal Fulgoridx or so-called 'lantern-flies.'

—

ArdOls lantern, one of the electric lanterns in an
Ardois signaling apparatus. See ifsignal.— Ballarat
lantern, a rough-and-ready lantern formed by knock-
ing oif the bottom of a bottle and sticking a candle in
the neck. [Local, Australia.]-Navylantern,a heavy lan-
tern, well protected against injury by contact with ropes,
etc., hung in a ship's rigging as an anchor-light.— Fosi-
tlon-lantem, a light exhibited from a gaff-end or other
conspicuous place, for the purpose of defining a ves-
sel's position at night ; a light shown to demonstrate the
position of a vessel or other object afloat or ashore.—
Frojectlng-lantem, an instrument for throwing upon
a screen an enlarged image of a diagram, pictme, or ob-
ject, or of exhibiting by such projection to observers at a
distance the progress of a scientific experiment or dem-
onstration. The projecting-lantem is the development
of the magic lantern invented by Kircher in 1646 (which
see, under lantern). The modern form of this instnimeut
as designed for the projection of lantern-slides is known
as the stereoptieon (see stereopticon). To adapt the lan-
tern to the general purposes of scientific demonstration.

\"\ -Q-^

Fig. I.

the form of the instrument is so modified as to admit of
the introduction of apparatus in front of the condensing-
lenses. The essential parts of such a lantern are shown
in Fig. 1, in which S is the source of light, C a pair of con-
densing-lenses, O the object-lens, and A the field in which
the object to be projected is placed. The light employed
is usually that of the electric arc ; but the lime-light is

frequently used, and in some cases other and less power-
ful sources of lights such as a bank of acetylene burners
with reflector, a Nemst lamp, a glow-lamp with coiled
carbon filament, or even a gas or oil flame, may be em-
ployed. To secure the best possible
illumination from the electric arc,

the carbons are commonly set atan
oblique angle, as shown in Fig. 2,

thus exposing the crater, C, of the
positive carbon to view ; or a lamp
is used in which the positive carbon
is horizontal, as shown in Fig. 3.

Arc-lamps for use in lantern work
are either provided with an auto-
matic focusing-feed which holds
the arc in a constant position as the
carbons bum away, or are regu-
lated by hand. The heat from a powerful source of
light such as the electric arc is very great, and to pre-
vent damage to lantern-slides, or to pieces of appara-
tus placed in the field, a ^lass cell mled with water

(w. Fig. 1) is often placed be-
/ tween the condensing-lenses and—^——* the object. The real image thrown

upon the screen by means of the
object-lens is inverted. In the case
of transparencies or lantern-slides,
the object is therefore placed in the
field in an inverted position, thus
giving an erect image upon the

Fig. 3.
screen. Where aijparatus is to be
projected, however, and an erect

image is desired, a reflecting-prism (^, Fig. 1), known as
the erecting-prism, is placed between the object-lens and
the screen. Many phenomena, such as capillary action
as exhibited with floating needles, cannot be projected
upon a screen by means of the ordinary form of lant^n.
For such experiments the 'vertical attachment' is used.

Fig. 2.

1^
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Fiff. 4.

lantern

an arrangement in which the front condensing>lens is re-
moved, and a mirror (Jf, Fig. 4) is mounted in front of the
inner condenser so as to
throw the light vertically up-
wai-d. The other condens-
in^-lens is mounted above
this mirror, and the appara-
tus or object the image of
which it is desired to project
is placed in the path of the
vertical ray at A. The ob-
ject-lens, 0, is placed in tlie

path of the vertical beam at
the proper distance and the
rays after emerging from it

are reflected to a screen by a
second mirror or reflecting-
prism, P. In the forms of lantern already described
transmitted light is used, but it is likewise possible by
the use of reflected light from the surface of opaque ob-
jects to project images of these upon the screen. Various
devices for the projection of opaque obj ects have been em-
ployed, and reflectiug-lanterns are known under vai'ious

names, such as the Tnegascope, an early foiTn, the refiecto-

scope, and the epidiascope. The last-named instrument,
in which the difficulties of projection by reflected light

have been as completely overcome as in any of the lan-
terns of this type, will serve to illustrate the features es-

sential to them all. In the epidiascope, Fig. 5, the
illuminating arc, S, is placed in the focus of a parabolic

reflftitor, R, the
parallel rays
from which pass
through a large
water-cell or
cooling cham-
ber, W, and are
reflected ob-
liquely down-
ward by a plane
mirror, I, upon
the object at A,
which is placed
in a horizontal
position. The
principal diffi-

culty in the pro-
jection of objects

-^

Fie- 5-

by reflection is that arising from laclc of sufficient liglit,

a'ud tliis is obviated by tlie use of a powerful arc-lamp re-

quiring from 30 to 50 amperes of current, sucli as is em-
ployed in search-lights and hy the use of larger mirrors
and prisms than those commonly employed in projecting-
lanterns. The greater size of the apparatus makes it

possible, moreover, to show upon the screen objects hav-
ing a diameter of 22 centimeters, whereas iu ordinary
lanterns the diameter of the field is 10 or 12 centimeters.
When transmitted light is to be used, mirror J, which is

hinged at the top, is swung upward out of the path of the
rays, which then fall on mirror /i and are reflected down-
ward to a third mirror. III, at the base of the instrument.
From the surface of this mirror the rays pass vertically
upward through the condeusing-lens and the object, and
finally thi-ough the object-lens, 0, to the erecting mirror,
E, as before. For the projection of microscopic objects
by means of a lantern, the ordinary object-lens Is removed
and a microscope objective is mounted at a suitable dis-

tance from the coudensing-lenses in the axis of the rays.

The real image of the object instead of being formed in
the eyepiece of the microscope, which in this case is usu-
ally removed entii-ely, is focused directly upon the
screen. For the demonstration by projection of the phe-
nomena of polarized light, polarizing- and analyzing-
prisms, which should be of large size, are similarly
mounted in the path of the rays in front of the condens-
ing-lens and between it and the objective. For the pro-
jection of spectra a vertical slit is mounted in place of the
slide-holder and a dispersing-prism is placed in front of
the object-lens.—Frojectlon-lantem. See projecting-
•klantern.—TomadO-lantem, a lantern in which the
flame is so protected that it will not be blown out in a
heavy wind or f>omado.

lantern-brace (lan't6rn-l)ras), n. Naut., the
metal fixture which, secures a lantern in its

place.

lantern-brass (lan'tfem-bras), n. A skeleton
casing placed in the stufSng-box of a steam-
engine cylinder and supplied with steam to

prevent air from leaking into the cylinder.

lantern-fish, n. 2. Any fish belonging to the
iamilyMyctophidsB : most ofthem are ofthe deep
seas, and have luminous spots or photophores.
lantern-gear (lan'tfern-ger), n. Same as lan-

tern-4oheel.

lantemist (lan't6r-nist), n. [lantern + 4st.']

One who uses pictures projected on a screen
by a magic lantern, in illustration of a lecture,

or the like.

lantern-man (lan'tfem-man), n. 1. One who
carries a lantern.— 2t. One who empties
privies by lantern-light ; a night-man. N.E.D.
— 3. One who operates a projection or magic
lantern.

lantemoscope (lan't6r-no-sk6p), n. [lantern

+ Gr. aiamuv, view.] In photog., a contriv-

ance for viewing lantem-sfides.

lantem-servlce (lan'tern-s6r*vis), n. A re-

ligious service in which pictures thrown by
a magic lantern are used to illustrate the sub-

ject of the address. N. E. D. [Eng.]

lantem-sUde (lan'tfem-slid), n. A plate

prepared for use in a stereopticon.

lanthana (lan'tha-na), n. [Nil., < lanthanum.']

In chem., one of the rare earths, lanthanum
oxid.
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lanthanate (lan'tha-nat), n. [lanthanum +
-afei.] In chem., a'compoimd of oxid of lan-

thanum with the oxid of a more electropos-

itive metal, as sodium lanthanate (NaLaOg).
lanthanin (lan'tha-nin) n. [Gr. ?iav6dvetv, es-

cape notice, + -jrn^.] 8a,me a,a*oxychromatin.

Heidenhain, 1892.

lanthopine (lan'tho-pin), n. [Gr. }Mv8(aveiv),

escape notice, + imov, opium, + -j»e2.] A
colorless alkaloid, C23H25O4N, contained in

opium. It crystallizes in microscopic prisms,
melting at about 200° C.

lanugic (la-nu'jik), a. [L. lanugo, wooUiness,
down, -I- ^c] Derived from wool : noting an
acid, a colorless compound, said to be formed
by the action of barium hydroxid on wool. It

precipitates substantive dyes.

lanzarotte (lan-za-rof), n. [Sp. Zamarote,
name of one of the Canary Islands.] A breed
of large domesticated pigeons, almost as large
as the runt, but having more of the reddish
color of the archangel.
laodah (lou'da"), n. [Chin, loo, old, vener-
able, -t- to, great.] In Anglo-Chinese, a chief
boatman ; a skipper. Also lowdah.
Iap3, V. t—To lap out, to grind out or enlarge with a
lap : hence to grind with anything resembling a lap.

lapS, «. 10. The tops of trees left in the woods
in logging. Also lapwoocl.— 11. The act of
winding or being wound round a drum ; the
length of rope necessary to go round it once

;

also, the length of silk, tape, wire, or the like,

necessary to go round anything once Lap ser-
vlce,in thepostalservice, a postal route on arailroad where
several mail services pass on the same line for different
destinations.— Kegative Inside lap, in a steam-engine

:

(a) The failure of the valve, when in mid-position, to cut
off the exhaust from either end of the cylinder. (6) The
distance by which the valve, when in mid-position, fails
to cut off the exhaust, or the distance the valve would
have to travel from mid-position before the ejEhaustwould
be closed.— Steam lap, in a steam-engine: (a) A pro-
jection on the valve reaching beyond the outside edge of
the steam-port when the valve is in its mid-position. It
is designed to close the port before the end of the stroke
of the piston, thus utilizing the expansive force of the
steam, (b) Same as outside lap. See lap3, 3.

lapacho (la-pa'cho), n. [Native name.] The
name, in Argentina and Paraguay, of several
trees belonging to the ^enus Tecoma, of the
BignoniatsiVaQy, and^articularlyof T.Lapacho,
a tree 50 to 70 feet high, yielding a bark used
iu tanning and a valuable heavy wood, much
sought for building and naval construction.
lapachoic (lap-a-cho'ik), a. [lapacho + -jc]
Pertaining to lapachol.—Lapachoic acid. Same
as -klapachol. -n'

*

lapachol (lap'a-chol), ». [lapacho + -ol.'] Ayel-

COCCHgCH: C(CH3)2
low compound, CcHi < II ,

COCOH
2

found in lapacho wood from South America,
and greenheart wood, Ocotea Modieei, from
Surinam. It crystallizes in monoclinic prisms
and melts at 140° C. Also called hydroxy-
amylene-naphthalene-quinone.

lapactic(la-pak'tik), a. and n. [Gr. >iawaKnic6g,

< }iairdaaeiv, empty, evacuate.] I. a. Causing
evacuations ; laxative.

II. n. A laxative.

Lapagerla (lap-a-je'ri-a), n. [NL. (Buiz and
Pavon, 1802), named in honor of the Empress
Josephine, Marie Jos^phe Bose Taseher de la

Pagerie{176S-18U),th.e first wife of Napoleon.]
1. A monotypic genus of the family Liliacese,

comprising a brilliant-flowered and ^aoeful
twining plant, L. rosea, a native of Chile. The
fiowers are lily-like in form, hanging singly from the up-
per leaf-axils. There is also a white-flowered form in
cultivation. Lapagerias are considered to require much
skill in the growing, although they thrive well if a cool
greenhouse is given them and they become well estab-
lished. In the southern United States they^may be grown
in the open.

2. [I. c] A plant of the genus Lapageria.

laparocolpotomy (lap"a-r6-kol-pot'o-mi), n.

[Gr. lairdpa, the flanlk, + K6?iirog, womb
(vagina), + ro/i^, a cutting.] In surg., the
operation of opening into the vagina, after

the abdominal section, in order to remove a
child which cannot be bom through the
natural channel: a substitute for Ceesarean
section in which the uterus is incised.

laparocystidotomy (lap^a-ro-sis-ti-dot'o-mi),

n. [Gr. ?MTrdpa, the flank, -I- Kiari^, bladder,
-1- TO/ii/, a cutting.] In surg., the operation of

opening into the bladder through an incision

iu the abdominal wall just above the pubes.

laparo-el^rotomy (lap"a-ro-%l-i-trot'o-mi), ».
[Gr. hnrapa, the flank, -f ihrrpov, sheath (va-

lappet

gina), -t- To/i^, a cutting.] Same as *laparo-

colpotomy.

Dr. Thomas was a bold and skilful operator. In ob-

stetrics he was an advocate of laparo-elytrotomy as a sub-

stitute for csesarean section.

Med. Record, March 7, 1903, p. 383.

laparohysteropexy(lap"a-rp-his-te-rop'ek-si),
n. [Gr. }Mivdpa, the flank, + itrripa, womb,
+ TT^^ig, fastening.] Operative fixation of the

fundus of the uterus to the anterior abdominal
wall for the relief of falling of the womb.
laparOSCOpy (lap-a-ros'ko-pi), n. [Gr. Tiavdpa,

the flank, -r -aiiowia, <' cKcmelv, view.] In-

spection of the abdomen.
laparotome (lap'a-ro-tom), n. [Gr. TMizdpa, the
flank, + -To/ioc, < rapLtlv, cut.] A form of

scalpel employed in laparotomy.
lap-bobbin (lap'bob'''in), n. A spool or bob-
bin upon which something is wound or lapped,

as the fleecy web or lap on a cotton-combing
machine.
lap-drum (lap 'drum), n. A cylinder upon
which a lap or web is wound, or which gives
motion to a spool or bobbin upon which
a lap or web is wound, as on some machines
in a textile-mill. Thornley, Cotton Combing
Machines, p. 17.

lap-end (lap'end), n. That end of a cotton-
picker or scutching-maohine at which the
cotton emerges in the form of a web, ribbon,
or lap.

lap-game (lap'gam), n. Any game in which
the scores made on ono hand are carried to
the next game if more than enough to win the
first game; a variation of railroad euchre.

See euchre, 1.

lap-gllide (lap ' gid), n. A device, in a cotton-
combing machine, to guide the unwinding of
the laps or webs, of cotton.

Lapham or Laphamite markings. See
'^marMng.

lap-head (lap'hed), n. That end of a scutch-
ing- or picking-maehine where the cotton lap
is formed into a roll.

lapidicolous (lap-i-dik'o-lus), a. [It. lapis

(lapid-), a stone, + colere, inhabit, -t- -ous.]

Living under stones: a term applicable to
many insects, and especially to certain blind
ground-beetles so accustomed to this life that
they have assumed the characteristics of true
cave species.

lapillo (la-pel'lo), n. [It. lapillo, < L. lapillus,

a stone : see lapilli.'] Matter ejected from a
volcano in the form of lapilli.

lapis^, n.—Lapis Lacedsemonins, the name given
by the ancients to a basalt found in the Peloponnesus,
much used for gem-cutting. A. J Evans, in Jour, of
Hellenic Studies, XIII. 220.—Lapis specularls, an old
name of the mineral selenite, or hydrated calcium sulphate
(CaS04.2H20), in distinct crystals, the surfaces of which
reflect light regularly as from a mirror.

lapis^ (la'pis), n. [Tagalog.] A large boat of
small draught used for carrying merchandise.
[Philippine Is.]

lap-knee (lap'ne), n. Same as *l>osom-Tenee.

Laplace's theory of capillarity. See *capil-
larity.

Laplacian, a. II. n. A Laplace's coefficient

;

a form Pto (cos y), where y stands for the
angle between r and the radius vector r^ of
some fixed point.

lap-love (lap'lav), n. The small bindweed,
Convolvulus arvensis.

lap-machine (lap'ma-shen"), n. A machine
for preparing cotton"in the form of laps for
combing.— Sliver lap-machine, a machine for con-
solidating, attenuating, and forming into laps a number
of slivers of cotton in the preparatory processes of
combing.

lapon (la-p6n'), n. A common name of one of
the scorpeenoid fishes, Scorpsena mystes, of
the Pacific coast of Mexico and Central
America.

Lapp. An abbreviation of Lappish.

lappacouitin (lap-a-kon'i-tin), n. [L. lappa,
a bur, -I- E. aeotiiUn.'i A crystalline alkaloid,
C34H48O8N2, contained in the tubers of
Aconitum septentrionale.

lappet, n. 4. In Uol., a smaU lobe-shaped
organ, such as the lappets of certain nemertean
larvsB, etc.—5. Same as tegula.—6 . In paleon.,
an ear-like crest formed in some nautiloid
cephalopods, as lAtuites and Ophidioceras, by
an extension of the lateral margins of the
aperture of the shell.-Amerlcaii lappet, a lasio-
campid moth, Malacoiioma amerieana, common in the
Atlantic United States, where its larvse feed on the foliage
of apple, cherry, oak, birch, maple, and ash.— Esopba-



lappet

geal lappet, in actinozoans, as the sea-anemone, a lobe
projecting from the lower, tree edge of the gullet at each
end of its long diameter.—Marginal lappet, in
Seyphozoa, as the common jellyfish, one of the delicate

American Lappet {Maiacosoma americana).
a, &, larva on section of nest ; c, eg^g-mass on twig ; di cocoon i

e, female motli : a-d, reduced one third ; e, slightly enlarged.

marginal processes, a pah: of which is located In each of
eight notches occurring at equal intervals around the
eSae of the umbrella. In each notch a sense-organ is

lodged and Is protected by the lappets.

lappet-caterpillar (lap'et-kat"6r-pil-ar), n.

The larva of a lappet-moth.
lappet-loom (la^'et-lSm), n. A lopm for
lappet-weaving, in which needle-frames are
carried in front of the reed for producing the
figured efEects.

lappet-moth, n—Velleda lappet-motb, an Ameri-
can lasiocampid moth, Tolype velleda, found throughout
the United States. Its larvse live on apple, pear, poplar,
and other trees.

lappet-muslin (lap'ot-muz^'lin), n. A muslin
in which figures have been woven on the
lappet-loom.
lappet-shedding (lap'et - shedding), «. A
system of dividing the warp-threads in a
loom to allow certain other warp-threads to

move transversely to form a figure by means
of gaging-needles.

lappet-TlHieel (lap'et-hwel), n. A part of a
lappet-loom for weaving lappet figures.

lappin (lap'in), n. A crystalline substance of

glucosidaf nature, said to be obtained from
burdock fruit.

lapping-machine, n. 3. In harreUmaMng, a
machine for cutting, pointing, and cutting the

],ap in barrel-hoops, preparatory to placing
them in the coiling-maohine.

Lapponic (la-pon'ik), a. [NL. Lapponims, <

Lapponia, Lapland.] Same as Lappish.

lap-rivet (lap'riv"et), v. t. To lap and rivet;

to fasten with rivets, as two parts or edges
which are lapped one over the other.

lap-riveting (lap'riv'-'et-ing), ». A method of

riveting in which two parts are lapped and
riveted together. See *huU-rmeUng.

lap-robe (lap'rob), n. A fur robe or a blanket

used to cover one's lap and feet when riding

in a carriage or sleigh. [U. S.]

laps, n. and V. A simplified spelling of lapse.

lapse, V. t. 2. To be found lapsing or erring.

[Rare.] „ , „ x j ^" Only myself stood out

;

For which, if I be lapsed in this place,

IshaUpaydear.
SAat., T. X., iii. 3.

lap-valve (lap'valv), n. A slide-valve with
lap, used in an engine or pump.
lap-wheel (lap'hwel), n. Same as lap^, 5.

lan-TtriTirliTicr non'-win'''fliTlor'>. m. See *mM«Ziilap-winding (lap'win'''ding), to. See*mMdinflri.

lapwing, «.— Wattled lapwing. Same as wattled

plover (miich see, under viattled).

lapwood (lap'wiid), n. Same as *Zap3, lo.

laquearian (lak-wf-a'ri-an), a. [L. laquea/ri-us

+ -an.'] Same as 'Haguearifi, a.

laquearyl (lak'we-ar-i), n. Same as laquear.

laqueary^ (lak'we-a-ri), a. [L. laquearius, <

laqueus, a noose.]' Armed with a noose, as a

gladiator.

lagueche (la-kash'), »• [A Canadian F. form

of an Indian name.] A name of Hiodon alo-

soides, a elupeoid fish of the family Hiodontldse,

found in the upper Mississippi valley.

S.-45
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Laramide (lar'a-mid), a. A descriptive term
used by Dana for those mountain-ranges or
other rock-foldings which involve the Laramie
beds of the Cretaceous as their uppermost
member.
This mountain system of North America, which stands

as the Mesozoic time boundary, is the Laramide system.
Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 874.

larbolines, n. pi. See larhowUnes.
larcenic (lar-sen'ik), a. Same as larcenous.

larch, n. 2. A commercial name for the lumber
of the noble fir, Abies nohilis. See noMe *fir.
—Lareh blister, canker, saw-fly. See -kblister, etc.

larch-scale (larch 'skal), n. A scale-insect
found on larch, probably Aspidiotus abietis.

Larcoidea (lar-koi'df-a), n. pi. [NL., < Grr.

Mpicog, a charcoal-basket, -1- eldog, form.] A
family of spumellarian radiolarians having the
skeleton irregularly lenticular or discoid.
Laxd butter, compound. See *butterl, *compoundl.—
Neutral lard, a product obtained from the leaf-lard of
the hog, by treatment similar to that by which oleo oil
is made ffom beef fat, except that no stearin is extracted

:

used in making the kind of imitation of butter known as
butterine.—Rough, lard, lard from the smaller portions
of adipose tissue cut away in butchering the hog.

larder^ (lar'dfer), n. One who lards, as meat.
larder-fiy (lar'der-fli), n. Same as larder-beetle.

lardiform (lar'di-f6rm), a. [L. lardmn, lard,
-I- forma, form.] Same as lardaceous.

lardine (lar'din), n. [lard + -ine'^.] An imi-
tation of lard, consisting chiefly of the more
solid portion of cotton-seed oil.

larding-money (lar'ding-mun"i),. n. In Eng.
law, a small sum paid by the tenants, accord-
ing to the custom of the manor of Bradford,
for the privilege of feeding hogs with acorns
in the lord's woods.
lard-insect (lard'in'sekt), n. Same as bacon-
beetle.

lardite (lar'dit), n. [lard + -ite^.] An occa-
sional synonym of steatite,and also of pagodite.

Lardizabala (lar-di-zab'a-la), n. [NL. (Kuiz
and Pavon, proposed in"l7i94, established in
1798), named in honor of Michael Lardizabaly
tJribe, a Spanish patron of botany.] A genus
of plants, type of the family Lai'dizabalacese.
They are twining shrubs with alternate, once to thrice
ternately compound leaves, and dioecious flowers, the pis-
tillate ones borne singly on axillary axes, the staminate in
axillary racemes. There are two species, natives of Chile,
one of which, L. biternata, is cultivated out of doors in
southern California and the warmer parts of Europe.

Lardizabalacese (lar'^di-zab-a-la'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Lindley, 1847), < Lardizabala + -acesB.]

A family of dicotyledonous choripetalous
plants of the order Ranales, based on the
genus Lardizabala. it has been included by some
authors In the BerberidaceXj from which, however, it

. dhfers in its many-seeded fruit, extroi'se anthers, and di-

clinous flowers. It contains 7 genera and about 18 spe-
cies, chiefly Asiatic, but Lardizabala and one other genus
are Chilean. They are mostly woody climbers, with pal-
mate or pinnate leaves. See Akebia.

lardizabalaceous (lar"di-zab-a-la'shius), a.

Belonging to the plant family Lardizabalacese.

lard-worm (lard'werm), n. See *kidney-worm.

lardy-dardy (lar"di-dar'di), n. and a. [Another
form of "ladidady, < la-di-da : see *la-di-da.']

I, n. A swell ; a dandy ; a fop. The word
first appeared in or about the early sixties in
the theaters, and later in London music-halls.

N. and Q., 9th ser., VIII. 19. •

II. a. Fashionable; dandified; 'killing.'

[Slang.]

With our lardy-dardy garments we were really " on the
spot,"

And Charlie Vain came out so grand in a tall white
Chimney-pot.

A. C. Hilton, in The May Exam., quoted in N. and Q., 9th
[ser., VIII. 270.

lardy-dardy (lar"di-dar'di), V. i.
;

pret. and
pp. lardy-dardied, ppr. lardy-dardying. To
linger or dangle about in an affected, 'lardy-

dardy ' way.
larentiid (la-ren'ti-id), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the lepidopterous family Lareniiidse.

II, a. Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the family Larentiidse.

large, 'i.— statutes at large. See -kstatuu.

largemouth (larj'mouth), n. Same as large-

mouthed blaclc-bass. See blaclc-bass.

largish (lar'jish), a. [large -t- -JsW.] Eather

larnaz
the smaller branches of larch-trees which are not more
than from 20 to 30 yeara old. It is volatile with steam
and sublimes at 93° C, forming lustrous monoclinic crys-
tals which melt at 163? C.

Larimus (la-ri'mus), ». [NL., < Gr. Idpi/wg, a
different reading of Mpivo, some sea-fish.J A
genus of fishes belonging to the family Scise-
nidse, the croakers, found on both coasts of
America.
laxinoid (lar'i-noid), a. [Gr. htpLv6g, fat, +
cMof, form.] Same as lardaceous.

laris (la'ris), n. The Atlas cedar, Cedsrus At-
lantica. See cedar, 1.

larixinic (la-rik-sin'ik), a. Same as *laricic.

lark^, n—^Brown song-lark, CincMoramphuacruralis-

lark-heel (lark'hel), n. A long projecting heel.
Neither the colour nor the hair are regarded as impor-

tant ethnical tests, and the length of the heel alone [Negro
" lark-heel "] is held to be an undoubted proof of Negro
origin. Eeane, Ethnology, p. 390.

lark-heeled, a. 2. Having a long, projecting
heel. See *lark-Jieel.

larking (lar'king), a. Larky ; frolicsome ; of
the nature of a lark.

I have learned to leap, . . . which is a larking thmg for
a don. J. B. Newman, Letters, 1. 182. JT. B. D.

larking-glass (lar'king-gl&s"), »• A device
with mirrors, used to attract larks to the net.
At that place [Dunstaple]^ persons go out with what is

called a larking glass, which is, . . a machine made
somewhat in the shape of acucumber.

S. H. Jackson, in Hone, Every-day Book, II. 118.

larkish (lar'kish), a. \lark^ + -i«^i.] Eather
larky ; inclined to be larky.

larkishness (lar'kish-nes), «. The quality or
condition of being larkish.

lark's-claw ( larks 'kia), n. See larlc-spur.

lark's-head (larks'hed), n. A knot
made by doubling the bight of a rope,
passing it around a spar, or through a
ring orhook,andthenbending itdown,
spreading it out, andslipping a toggle
through the four parts (across the two
outer and under the two inner). It is

finished by a half-hitch around the
standing part with the loose end so
that it will not slip when a strain is

put upon it.
Lark-s-head

larksome (lark'siim), a. [larh^ + -some.'] Dis-
posed to be larky; frolicsome.
larkspur, ».—Azure or blue larkspur. Same as
CaroUnalrlarkspv.r.—Caxo'iiiia, larkspur, Delphiniuim
Carolinianum, a blue-flowered species of the southern
United States.—Dwarf larkspur, DeZpAirw'ujn tricome,
a low but stout species ranging fi'om Pennsylvania to
Georgia and west to Minnesota and Arkansas. The flow-
ers are deep blue, but sometimes vary to nearly white.—
Nelson's larkspur, Delphinium Nelsoni, a blue-flow-
ered species of the Great Plains.

—

Fralrie-larkspnr,
Delphinium albescens, a species with white flowers
slightly tinged with blue and bluish spots on the sepals,
found in prairie regions from Illinois to Manitoba and
south to Kansas and Arkansas. It was formerly regarded
a£ a white-flowered form of the Carolina larkspur.

—

Tall
larkspur. Delphinium urceolatum, a tall species wjth
purple or blue flowers, ranging from Pennsylvania to Ala-
bama and west to Minnesota and Nebraska.

larkspiirred (lark'spferd), a. Said of sheep.
See tne extract.

The old shepherds had a comical notion, that sheep
blind in the summer were larkspurred; that the sheep
having trod upon a lark's nest, the old one . . . had spurred
the intruder in the eye.

J. Lawrence, Cattle, p. 631 (ed. 1809). N. E. D.

larmoyant (lar-mwo-yon'), a. [F., pp. ppr. of
larmoyer, be tearful.] Tearful ; exhibiting a
tearful sentimentality.

larnax (lar'naks), n,; pi. larnakes (-na-kez).
[Q-r. Mpva^, a box, chest, ark, coffin.] In Gr.
antiq., a chest or box; a box-like receptacle of
terra-cotta, found in early Greek or Mycensean
tombs : often painted.

largitional (lar-jish'on-al), a. [LL. largition-

alis, < L. largitio(n-)" bounty : see largition.]

Of the nature of largess ; bountiful

lariat (lar'i-at), V. t. [lariat, n.] To catch or

fasten with a lariat; lasso.

laricic (la-ris'ik), a. [L. larix (lane-), larch,

-I- -»e.] Derived from the larch—Larlclc acid,

a colorless compound, CiqHioOb, found in the bark of

Larnax.

Terra-cotta, from I'alaikastro, Crete.

(From " Annual of the British School at Athens.")

Nearer the city two tombs of the same period were dis-

covered ; the one, a square chamber withadromos, yielded
parts of two painted larnakes, thoroughly Mycenean
in design, a gold ring, a crystal sphere, parts of a silver

vase, and a quantity of iron swords.
Hep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sei., 1901, pp. 444, 445^



larrid

larrid (lar'id), TO. anda. I. n. A member of
the hymenopterous family Larridse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Larridse.

larrigan (lar'i-gan), TO. [Origin unknown.] A
boot of undressed leather, worn principally
by lumbermen. Cleveland Plain Dealer, Deo.
21, 1902.

larrikinalian (lar"i-ki-na'li-an), o. [larrikin
+ -alian as in bacehanalian.'i Larrikin ; char-
acteristic of a larrikin.

In the larrikijialian din "which prevailed from start to
finish.

Mvening Standard, July 5, 1893, p. 4, quoted in E. K
[Morris, Austral English.

Iarry2 (lar'i), to. [Origin obscure.] 1. Con-
fusion ; tumult.— 2. A scolding; a lecture.
[Prov. Eng.]

larryS (lar'i), a. and to. [Origin obscure.] I.

a. Misty : applied in the Teign valley, Eng-
land,_ to a land-fog coming down the estuary,
as distinguished &om a sea-fog running up
the river. Eng. Dial. Diet.

II. TO. The fog itself, latere, quoted in.»r..E.Z).

larva, «—Desor's larva, a type of larva occurring
among Nemertinea, It resembles a pilidium, but lacks

the free-swimming phase.—Mltrarlalarva, in chtetopo-

douB annelids, a larva having long provisional setee which
are later replaced by permanent structures.— Miiller's
larva, in some polyclad
turbellarians, aa Yungia, a
larva having finger-shaped
ciliated lobes, which be-
comes transformed into
the young polyclad by the
gradual diminution of the
lobes.—Pbantom larva,
the aquatic larva of a non-
bitingmosquito of thegenus
Corethra, which possesses
no hemoglobin and is so
nearly transparent that,

resting below the surface of
a pool of clear water, it can
hfU'dly be distinguished.

—

Queen larva, the larva of
a queen-bee, a queen-anl^
or a queen-termito.

larvaceous (lar-va'-

shius), a. \larva +
-aceous.'] 1. Resem-
bling a mask: said of

extensive cutaneous
diseases of the face.— Mmier's latva of yunffla. seen

2. Same as *larval, 2. '">» *>=
,
"»; suf'"',, "'"'»

- , rt X _., T Lankester's " Zooloey, after

larval, a. 2. In pat«0J. , LanB.fromv. Crair.)

masked ; not clearly

defined : said of a disease of which the symp-
toms are indeterminate.-Larval eye. See *e^ei.

larvalian (lar-va'li-an), a. and to. Of or per-

taining to the Larvdlia; one of the Larvalia.

larvicidal (lar'vl-si-dal), a. [larvicide + -aP-.']

Pertaining to the killing of larvae or having
the property of killing them.
We are practically reduced to the use of oils in this

larvicidal work. L. O. Howard, Mosquitoes, p. 197.

larvicide (lar'vi-sid), n. [NL. larva + L. -dda,

< csedere, kill.] One who or that which kills

larvBB ; specifically, any substance used for

the destruction of the larvae of mosquitos.
The same authorities [Celli and Casagrandi] recommend

{for killing mosquitoes] a powder composed of tarmdde
(an aniline substance), chrysanthemum flowers, and vale-

rian root, to be burnt in bedrooms. Sricyc. Brit,XXX 485.

larvicolous (lar-vik'o-lus), a. [NL. larva + L.

colere, inhabit.] Living within insect larvae

:

said of many hymenopterous and dipterous

parasites.

larvigerous, a. 2. Giving birth to living larvae,

as certain flesh-flies.

larvule (lar'vul), to. [NL. larvula, dim. of larva,

larva.] One of the early stages of certain

ephemerid larvae in which there is no circula-

tory system and no apparent nervous system.
Laryngeal chorea, crisis, vertigo. See -kchorea, etc

—Laryngeal mirror. See -kmirror.

laryngitis, n—Membranous laroigltis, croup.—
Phlegmonous laryngitis, severe inflammation of the

submucous connective tissue as well as of the mucous
membrane of the larynx.

laryngograph (la-ring'go-graf), to. [Gr. U-
pvy^, larynx, + ypa^iuv, write.] In physiol. and
psyehophys., an instrument for recording the

movements of the larynx, voluntary (in speak-

ing) or involuntary.

laryngometry (lar-ing-gom'e-tri), to. [Gr. M-
/ouyf, larynx, + -iieTpta, < nirpov, measure.]
Measurement of the larynx.

laryngopharyngeal (la-ring"go-fa-rin'je-al),

a. Relating to both larynx and pharynx.

laryngqpharyngitis (la-ring"go-far-in-ji'tis),

TO. [NL., < Gr. Mpvy^, larynx, + (Japt/yf,

pharynx, + -itis.'] Inflammation ofbothlarynx

and pharynx.
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laryngoplegia (la-ring-go-ple'ji-S), n. [NL.,

< Gr. AapuyJ, larynx, + irlnYVt stroke.] Paral-

ysis of the laryngeal muscles.

laryngorrhagia (la-ring-go-ra'ji-a), «. [NL.,

< Gr. Adpvyf, larynx, + -payia, < frnyvvvai, break.]

Hemorrhage from the larynx.

laryngospasm, to. 2. Same as laryngismus.

laryngostasis (lar-ing-gos'ta-sis), TO. [NL., <

Gr. Adpuyf, larynx, + ardaic, standing.] Con-
traction of the vocal cords in spasmodic croup.

laryngostroboscope (la-ring-go-strob'o-skop),

TO. [Gr. Upvy^, larynx, + arpd^og, a twisting or
whirling, + okotteIv, view.] A form of strobo-

scope usedin observation of the vibration of the
vocal cords. Scripture, Bxper. Phonet., p. 250.

laryngostroboscopy (la-ring'go-stro-bos'ko-
pi), TO. [laryngostrohoseope + -y^.} Inspec-
tion by means of the laryngostroboscope of
the vocal cords in action or while vibrating.

laryngotracheitis (la-ring"go-tra-ke-i'tis), TO.

[Nli., < Gr. lapvy^, larynx, + rpaxcla, trachea,
+ -itis."] Inflammation of the larynx and the
trachea.

laryngotyphoid (la-ring-go-ti'foid), to. [Gr.
lapvyi, larynx, + El. typhoid.'] Typhoid fever
with marked laryngeal complications.

L. A. S, An abbreviation of Lord Advocate of
Scotland.

lascar, n. 3. An artilleryman of an inferior
class; a gun-lascar. N.E.D.

lascaree, n. 2. An East Indian sailor. See
lascar, 2.

laserpitin (la-s6r'pi-tin), TO. [LaserpiUwm, +
-ine^.'] A colorless compound, C24H3607,
found in the root of LaserpiUum latifoUum. It

crystallizes in rhombicprisms, melts at 114° C,
and sublimes without decomposition.

lash-cell (lash'sel), TO. Aoellprovidedwith cilia

orflagella. L. F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol., 1. 343.

lashing, n. 4. pi. In mining, planks spiked
on the inside of shaft-timbering to hold the
frames in place. [Eng.]
lashkar (lash'kar), TO. [Pers. Ioshkar, a camp,
an army: see lascar.] If. A camp of the
native Indian regiments.— 2. A body of Afridi
soldiers: so used in BngUsh newspaper ac-
counts of the Afridi campaign, 1897. N. E. D.
lash-pole (lash'pol), to. A cross-pole which
holds logs together in a raft.

lasianthous (la -si -an' thus), o. [Gr. TiAmog,

hairy, woolly,+ avdog, flower, + -oils.'] In hot.,

same as *laniflorotis.

Lasianthus (la-si-an'thus), TO. [NL. (Adan-
son, 1763). THe allusion is to the silky hairs
of the calyx ; < Gr. ^daioc, hairy, woolly, +
ovflof, flower.] Agenus of dicotyledonous trees
or shrubs of the family Ikeacex. See Gordonia.
lasiocampid (Ia''''si-o-kam'pid), TO. and a. I, n.

A member of the lepidopterous family Lasio-
canmidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Lasiocampidse.
lasiocarpous (la'^'si-o-kar'pus), a. [Gr. kdaiog,

hairy, wooUy, + Ka'pnSg, fihiit.] In iot., hav-
ing woolly fruit.

Lasiograptus (la " si -o - grap ' tus), to. [NL.,
< Gt. ^datog, hairy, + ypairrdg, engraved: see
graptolite.] A genus of Lower Silurian grap-
tolites of the family Setiolitidse, which is pecu-
liar in so far as the flber-like processes of the
apertures unite to form an outer network.

Lasiosphaeria (la"si-o-sfe'ri-a), n. [NL. (Ce-
sati andDe Notaris, 1863), < Gif. Maiog, hairy, +
ai^alpa, sphere.] A
large genus of py-
renomycetous
fungi of thefamily
Sphseriacese, hav-
ing separate su-

perflcial perithe-

cia clothed with
brown hairs. The
spores are cylindrical,

hyaline or brownish,
and several-septate.

About 40 species have
been described, occur-
ring mostly on decay-
ing wood. L. hirsuta
is acommon species in

Europe and America.

lassitudinous(las-
i-tu'di-nus), a. [L.

lassitude (-din-),

weariness,-)- -OJ^S.] Lastosfhsria hirsuta.

1 ,a-ntm\t\ ' ant t.n o. habit of the fuagus: *, perithe-
JjangUia, apt lO

^^^^ enlarged; c. ascus with imma-
be languid; snow- luresporesandparaphyses.magnitied;

inff thfi pftpptK of rf. ascospores, more highly magnified.
ing ine eneeiS OI (f„„ ^nglli and Prantl's " PSanzen-
languor. famllien.")

lateralia

lasso-harness (las'6-har"nes), TO. A working-

tackle, consisting of a girth with a long rope

attached, used especially to enable a cav-

alry-horse to assist draft-horses in moving
field- or siege-guns. etc.

lasting-machine (las'ting-ma-shen"), TO. In

shoe-manuf., a machine for drawing, stretch-

ing, and bending the upper of a shoe over the

last and preparing it to fit and join the sole

and heel. It repeats, essentially, the operations per-

formed by handwithalaster, and insei-tsand drives tacks

into the edge of the upper, to hold it in place while the

shoe is sewed, wi^ed, or nailed.

lata (la'ta), TO. [Jav. lata, Malay Idtah.] A
form of "'hysteria' or nervous disturbance
common among the people of Java and other

parts of Malaysia, in which they echo or imi-

tate in a silly manner the words or actions of

other persons and chatter absurdly.
The nervous affliction called Idtafi, to which many

Malays are subject, is also a curious trait of the people.
The victims of this affliction lose for the time all self-con-

trol and all sense of their own identity, imitating the
actions of any person who chances to rivet their attention.

Mncyc. BHt., XXX. 496.

latch^ (laeh), TO. A tanners' pit, sunk below
the general level of the ground, in which ooze
is prepared from tan-bark or other similar
material by leaching it with water. A con-
traction of latch- or leach-pit.

latch-bolt (lach'bolt), n. Any latch or door-
bolt, controlled by a spring and having a
beveled head which, when the door is closed,

is pressed back by meeting the strike and
is thrown out again when the door is shut:
the common form of self-locking bolt.

latchet^ (lach'et), TO. [Also latchett; origin
obscure.] A fish, Trigla cuculus, of the family
Triglidse, found on the west coast of Europe
and in the Mediterranean Sea.
latching-key (lach'ing-ke), m. Naut., the
center lasket which prevents the others from
unreaving.
latch-needle (lach'ne'dl), n. A knitting-
machine needle with a hinged latch or catch
so arranged as readily to take on
and throw off the yarn-loop in
the process of knitting : invented
by Matthew Townsend, Leices-
ter, England, in 1849.

latch-pin (laoh'pin), TO. 1. A pin
for raising the latch of a door.

—

2. A pin which catches some
part of a mechanism and holds it

loosely ; a catch-pin.

late^, a. 8. Slow or backward in
bearing crops, because heavy,
clayey, cold, sour, or imfavorably
situated as regards the sun, or
the like : as, late land.
The superfluous water which tended to

make the land cold, sour, and " late " is

removed, thus making the soil warmer ,,„„.^,^, „...._,
and earlier; and by the admission of air ^, hinge; A, hook,
the acidity is slowly overcome.

Yearhook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 436.

Latebms (lat'e-brus), to. [NL., < L. latebra,

a hiding-place, < latere, hide.] A subgenus of
fishes, belonging to the Ciieilodipteridse, found
in the West Indies.

laten^ (la'ten), r. i. and t [tafei + -em.] To
grow late, or to cause to grow late.

Latent light, motions. See *light\ ^moUon.
latentize (la'ten-tiz), v. i. ; pret. a-'l pp. la-

tentized, ppr. latenUzing. To render latent.
G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 266.

Lateolabraz (la'tf-6-la'braks), TO. [NL. , appar.
< L. latere, hide, 4- 'Gr. Tidppa^, a sea-fish.] A
genus of serranoid fishes found on the coasts
of China and Japan.

lateral. I. a—Lateral aberration. See*at)erration.—Lateral chain. Same aa icreceptor. See also *i7re-
munity, 6.—Lateral masses of the sacrum, lateral
organ. See ^mcrum, orfl'ani.— Lateral process.
Same as parapophysis.—La.teTal secretion, septum,
sinus. See -kiecretion, etc.

II, n. 3. A small ditch or distributary from
a main or principal irrigation ditch.
The location of the laterals furnishes an opportunity

for the irrigator to show his skill. While the land is new,
spreading water over it will be a difficult matter. It may
be impossible to properly locate the main laterals at first,
and supplemental laterals and dikes may have to be con-
structed. Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1900, p. 605.

4. pi. In the pelecypod moUusks, the lateral
hinge-teeth, those lying at the sides or ends of
the hinge-plate, anterior or posterior to the
median or cardinal teeth—Farm lateral, a smaU
distributing-ditch leading to or across the farms to be
irrigated.

lateralia (lat-e-ra'li-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of L. lateralis', of the side: see lateral] In

Latch-needle.

a, latch; 6, cheek;
c, throat; d, stem;
f. butt;/; shank;



lateralia

the eapitulum or head of a bamaele, the lateral
plates. These take on various shapes and are usually
distinctly designated. Thus in the acorn-bamacles, or
Balanidae, there are rostrolateralia and carinolateralia,
according to their position near the rostral and carinal
plates.

Iiateralis accessorius. See *aecessorius.

lateralize (lat'e-ral-iz), v. t; pret. and pp.
lateralized, ppr. idteraliemg. [lateral + -fee.]

To turn to the side
;
place on one side ; make

lateral. Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 15, 1903,

p. 74—Lateralized operation. See lateral opera-
turn (under lateral) and lithotomy.

lateralizer (Iat'e-ral-i-z6r), «. A muscle whose
action serves to move the jaw sidewise, or
laterally. [Bare.]

There can be no doubt that in animals which chew the
cud the internal pterygoid acts as a powerful lateraliser
ol the Jaw. Proc. Zool. Soe. Londori, 1901, II. 665.

lateriflora! (lafe-ri-flo'ral), a. [L. latiM
(later-), side, +flos (flor-), flower, + -aV-.'] In
&o£., having lateral flowers. Also lateriflorous.

lateriflorous (lat-e-ri£'lo-rus), a. Same as
*laterifloral.

lateripulsion, lateriversion. See *lateropul-
sion, lateroversion.

laterization (lafe-ri-za'shon), n. In geol.,

the process of subaSrial decay in certain rocks
which yields laterite. Geiicie, Text-book of
Geol., p. 169.

lateromedial (lat'''e-ro-me'di-al), a. Toward
the middle of the side.

lateroposition (lat"e-r6-po-zish'on), n. [L.
latvs (later-), side, -f- poAtio(n-)', position.]
Displacement to one or the oth6r side.

lateropulsion (lat''''e-r9-pul'shon), n. [Also
lateripulsion; < latus"(ldter-), side, +pulsio(n-),
driving.] A constant tendency to lateral
movement.
laterotemporal naf'e-ro-tem'po-ral), a. [L.
latus (later-), side, +"E. temporal^'.] Pertain-
ing to the lower or outer part of the temporal
region, according as the skull is compressed
or depressed.
In contrast to the Synapsida the cranium is short ; the

temporal region is primitively fenestrated by two dis-

tinct openings, the supra- and latero-temporai fenestrse,
bounded by the supra- and latero-temporat arches, one or
both of which may secondarily disappear.

Amer. Nat, Feb., 1904, p. 105.

Laterotemporal arch, the lower of the two bony
arches found in such a cranium as that of Hatteria.—
Laterotemporal vacuity or fenestra. See *vacuity.

lateroventral (lat"e-r6-ven'tral), a. [L. latus

(later-), side, + E'.' ventral.']" Situated low
down on the side; toward the belly. Amer.
Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec, 1903, p. 634.

lath^, n. 3. In mining, one of the sharpened
planks driven in advance of the excavation in
sinking shafts in loose ground. See *forepale, 2.

latbe^, m.'—Back-geared lathe, a lathe in which the
work held between the centers is driven by a reducing
train of gears from the cone-pulley, so that a high speed
of belt IS made to give a powerful turning effect against
the cutting-tool. The cone-pulley carries a small gear
which drives a large pinion on a shaft at the back of the
bead-stock, and a second small pinion on this back-gear
shaft drives a larger gear on the spindle. The back-gear
reduces speed and increases power.—^^Ball-tumlng
lathe, a form of turning-lathe fitted with a special ar-

rangement of its tool-holder for turning spherical surfaces.

—Barrel-turning and -smoothing (or -sanding)
lathe. See ksanding-machine.—Hat-flnlsning latne,
a machine for brushing, ironing, smoothing, and otherwise

finishing a hat—Jewelers' lathe, a small precision-

lathe for use on a bench : much used by watch-makers and
jewelers.— Lathe test-Indicator. See -Mest-indMiator.

—Necking- and bnlglng-latbe, a spinning-latlie which
has special attachments forforming the necks of spun-ware
vessels and bending them into shapes having a bulge or

swell at some point on the sides.— Slide-rest lathe, a

lathe equipped with a slide-rest, an attachment used
principidlyfor turning to exact dimensions and redupli-

cating sizes. See duplex lathe, under lathei.— Spberlcal
lal^e. a lafiie which has an attachment for turning balls

or spheres.—Variety lathe, a high-speed wood-working
lathe adapted to a variety of work, such as turning wood

Variety Lathe.

a, work in place between live- and dead-centers ; *, table with

lateral traverse to bring work to cutters ; c, revolving forming-

cutters, under dust-hood.
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in intricate forms, as in making ornamental chair-legs,
balusters, piano-stool posts, etc. The stock to be turned
is placed between centers and is rotated as in any lathe,
and by means of a sliding table is made to approach a long
horizontal cutter-head, parallel to it^ which carries a series
of cutters. This cutter-head revolves at a high speed, and
when the revolving stock is brought to the cutters it is

rapidly turned to a formcoirespondingtothe shape of the
blades of the cutters. The cutters take the place of the
chisels or other tools of the ordinary turning-lathe. Since
the cutters admit of many changes, the machine is capable
of doing a great variety of work. Capacity, 3,000 pieces in
a day.—V'a of a latbe, the V-shaped ways on a lathe-
bed on which the tool-carriage and tail-stock slide.

lathe-bed (laTH'bed), n. The upper or main
part of the framework ot a lathe, on which
rest the head- and tail-stock and the tool-
carriage.

latheman (lasn'man), n.
;
pi. lathemen (-men).

A brass-flnisher who is employed solely in
.turning at the lathe and not in fitting at the
bench or vise. Labow Commission, Glossarv.N.E.D.-
lathe-race (lasn'ras), n. In weoOTJtflf, the track
in which a shuttle runs.

lather-fungus (laTH'6r-fung'''gus), n. Any of
the basidiomycetous fungi belonging to the
genus Clathrus.

lathery (laTH'6r-i), a. llather'^ + -^i.] 1.
Covered with soapy lather.—2. Covered with
sweaty foam, as a horse.—3, Besembling
lather; figuratively, unsubstantial, lite foam.

lathe-standard (laTH'stan"dard), n. A leg or
A-frame used as a support"for a lathe-bed.
See cut under lathe^.

lathing-saw (lath'ing-sfi,), n. A saw for cut-
ting metal laths.

latmng-Staff (l£ith'ing-staf), n. A lathing-
hatchet ; a hammer having a cutting-edge for
trimming laths.

lath-rending (lath'ren"ding), n. The process
of making laths by splitting.

lathvric (la-thir'ik), a. [Lathyrus + -ic]
Producing lathyrism (which see).

lathyrin (lath'i-rin), n. [Lathyrus + -irfi."]

A yellowish compound found in the seed3 of
Lafhyrus syleestris.

latifimdian (lat-i-fun'di-an), a. [L. latifun-
dium, a great estate, + -are.] Pertaining to
or possessed of great estates or a great estate.

See latifundium.

latigo (la'tf-go), n. [Sp. latigo.] A strap for
tightening a saddle-girth.

latilamina (lat-i-lam'i-na>), n.; pi. latilaminae

(-ne). [L. latus, broad," -t- lamina, a thin
plate.] Ijipaleon., a term denoting one of the
thick concentric strata of the hydroeoralline
Stromatoporoidea, in distinction from the thin-
ner laminsB which are formed out of processes
given off horizontally by radial pillars.

latimeandroid (lat'i-me-an'droid), n. [LaU-
meandra + -oid.] A coral of the genus Lati-
meandra, of the family ITiamasteriidsB and
group Madreporariafurigida.

Latin. I. a.-Latin school. See kschooll.—'La.tia
square, Latin square problem. See *sgt«irei.—
Latin union. See Latin. Sy the treaty (1865^, gold
coins and a silver coin based upon the five-franc piece, of
uniform weight and fineness, were authorized, and it was
provided that such coins should be of unlimited legal
tender in the countries issuing them, and that these coins
issued by any one of the states should be receivable in
payment of public dues in all of the signatory states. It
was provided that the minor silver coins should be of a
uniform fineness of .835, that they should not be issued
by any state in excess of six francs per capita of the popu-
lation, and that they should be legal tender to the extent
of fifty francs in any one payment in the issuing state.

Each state agreed to accept, in payment of public dues,
such coins issued by the other states in payments not ex-
ceeding one hundred francs, while the issuing states were
required to receive these coins in any amounts. By an
agreement of 1874, renewed hi 1875 and 1876, the quanti-
ties of silver to be coined in the several states were
limited. In 1877the coinage of the five-franc piece prac-
tically ceased, and gold became the monetary standard,
although the silver five-franc pieces still retain their
legal-tender quality.

II, n False Latin, Latin not academically correct

;

hence, any blunder, as an error in good breeding.

Our captain . . . answered that he would not [put on
his hat before the king], that they should not cause him
to commit th&tfaXse Laiine.

G. Haven, tr. of P. della Valle, Travels in E. India, p.
[186. N. E. D.

Latin-American (lat'in-a-mer"i-kan), a. and
n. I. a. Of or pertaining to those peoples of

America that speak Komance languages : par-

ticularly applied to the nations that speak
Spanish or Portuguese.

II, n. A native of a Latin-American nation.

Latinic (la-tin 'ik), a. [Latin + -ic] 1. Latin

in a political sense; of or pertaining to the

Latin nations, whether ancient or modern.

—

2. Latin in a large sense; largely Latin : as,

latron

"the prevalent Latinic character of the vo-
cabulary," J. A. H. Murray, in N. E. D.

Latinity, n. 2. The condition of being a
Roman citizen.

Latinizer (lat'i-ni-z6r), ». 1. One who trans-
lates into Latin ; one who makes conformable
to the Latin Church ; one who habitually uses
Latin forms or idioms.— 2. A Latin scholar;
a Latinist.

latiplantar (lat-i-plan'tar), a. [L. latus,

broad, -)- planta, sole, + "-arS.] In ornith.,

having the tarsus rounded behind : contrasted
with the laminiplantar tarsus of most birds.

[Rare.]

latisellate (lat-i-sel'at), a. [L. latus, broad,
+ sella, saddle, + -atei.] Having a broad
saddle : used of the first or earliest suture in
ammonoid oephalopods, and contrasted with
*asellate and *angustisellate. The latisellate condi-
tion is not a primitive but a secondary st^e in the phy-
logeny of the ammonoids, and does not appear in the
earliest representatives of the group.

latisept (lat'i-sept), a. [L. latus, broad, +
sseptum, septum, partition.] Same as *latisep-

late.

latiseptal (lat-i-sep'tal), a. [latisept + -oJi.]

Same as *MUseptate.
"

latiseptate (lat-i-sep'tat), a. [latisept + -ofel.]

In hot., having broad partitions, as in the sili-

cles of many cruciferous plants.

latite (la'tit), n. [Latmm, an ancient province
of Italy, + -ifeZ.] Jnpetrog., a name given by
Ransome (1898) to volcanic rocks intermediate
in composition between trachyte and andesite

:

the lava equivalent of monzonite. They are
characterized by the presence of orthoclase and lime-soda
feldspar in nearly equal amounts, with subordinate ferro-

magnesian minerals. The term embraces trachyandesite,
trachydolerite, ciminite, and vulsinite.

latitude, n—^Apparent celestial latitude, the appar-
ent angular distance of a heavenly body from the ecliptic

as viewed by an observer, and uncorrected for parallax,
etc.— Geodetic latitude, latitude as determined by
astronomical observations corrected for station error.

See -kerror. The correction seldom exceeds a few seconds.

—GeograpMcal latitude, the angle between the polar
axis of the earth and the direction of a radius drawn to
the earth's center : the geodetic or geocentric latitude, as
distinguished from the astronomical.—KronocentllC
latitude, distance on the planet Saturn north or south of
its equator.—Magnetic latitude, the angular distance
north or south of an imaginary line passing around the
earth midway between the magnetic poles.—Mean lati-
tude. Same as middle latitude (which see, under Zati-

««d«).—Meridional difference of latitude, the amount
which represents the same proportion to the difference
of latitude that the diiference of longitude represents to
the departure.-Variation of latitude, a minute
change in the latitudes of places on the earth's surface,
discovered at Berlin in 1889 and since fully verified. It
never exceeds 0.3", and appears to be made up of two
superposed periodic variations with periods of one year
and of tonxteen months respectively. It is caused by a
motion of the earth's axis within the globe, in conse-
quence of which the pole of rotation wanders in an appa-
rently irregular curve around its mean position, never,
however, receding from it by more than about 30 feet.

See cut. This motion causes corresponding changes of

+0T25 ^aio -0110
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Variation of Latitude.

Course of the pole of the earth from 1900 to 1904. (Albrecht.)

longitude as well as of latitude. It is supposed to be
mainly the result of periodical changes in the distribu-
tion of matter on the eaith's surface, due to the seasons
and other causes ; but the exact explanation is still ob-
scure.

latitudinary (lat-i-tti'di-na-ri), a. [NL. lati-

tudinarivs, < L. latitudo, latitude.] Same as
latitudinarian.

latomy (lat'o-mi), n. [Gv. 'karofda, a stone-
quarry, < TMrifw^, a stone-cutter, < lag, stone, -I-

-ro/Mf, (.Ta/iEiv, cut.] A stone-quarry: applied
especially to one of those of ancient Syracuse.
latreutic (la-tro'tik), a. Same as latreuUeal.

latront (la'tron), n. [L. latro(n-), a robber.
Compare torfrome.] A brigand; a robber.



latronage

latronaget (la'tron-aj), n. \latron + -age.l
Brigandage; robbery.
latnmciilar (la-trung'ku-lar), a. [L. latrun-
culus, a pawn at a game resembling chess, +
-ar3,] Kelating to or like the pawns in a
game resembling chess.

latten, «. 3. A sheet-iron plate prepared for
tinning, and ranging in thickness from .020 to
.016 of an inch. Phillips and Bauerman, Ele-
ments of Metallurgy, p. 340.—white latten, thin
sheet-metal of the bronze claaa, usually in rolled plates,
made of an alloy of copper, tin, and zinc : distinguished
from black latten, which is a true brass of copper and
zinc.

lattermost (lat'er-most), a. Last; latest.

lattice, n. 4. In texUle-manuf., an apron or a
conveyer made of laths or slats, and designed
to carry material into a machine or from one
machine to another.—5. In math., a net made
of straight lines, vertical and horizontal, and
inclosing rectangular compartments.
lattice-apron (lat'is-a"prun), n. A flexible

feed-table constructed of narrow slats, em-
ployed on textile-machinery to carry the raw
material into the machine ; a lattice.

lattice-bar (lat'is-bar), ». In structural work,
particularly bridge work, one of the slender
diagonal memberswhich connect the two oppo-
site parallel members orflanges of a structural
iron or steel beam, column, or strut, and which
are arranged in two or more distinct, continu-
ous, zigzag li»es, the bars of one line crossing
those of the other: in distinction from lacing-
hars, which form a single, continuous, zigzag
line, no two members of which cross one
another.

lattice-beam (lat'is-bem), n. A beam, gene-
rally of structural iron or steel, composed of a
top and a bottom flange, commonly of channel-
irons, united on each side by diagonal latticing.

See *lattice-bar.

lattice-frame (lat'is-fram), n. A frame, re-
sembling a deep and narrow lattice-girder,
composed of two parallel members, frequently
T-irons, nnited by a system of diagonal lat-

ticing.

lattice-girder, n.— Half-lattlce girder, a girder or
truss in which the tension-bars run only one way across
the panels. They are symmetrical about the center, as in
a Warren truss, and there is a perpendicular compression-
member at the end of each panel.

lattice-stitch (lat'is-stich), n. In needlework,
an embroidery stitch formed of straight lines
crossing and recrossing.

latticing (lat'is-ing), n. In structural work,
particularlybridge work, the system of slender
diagonal members whichconnect the two oppo-
site parallel members pr flanges of a structural
iron or steel beam, column, or strut, and which
are arranged in two or more distinct, con-
tinuous, zigzag lines, the bars of one line

crossing those of the other: in distinction
from lacing, in which the adjacent bars form
a single consecutive, zigzag line, no two bars
crossing one another.

latUS^, n.—Latns rectnm. (c) The chord through the
focus of a conic perpendicular to the transverse axis.

latus^ (la'tus), n. [ML. latits, Gr. Tiirog.'] A
serranoid fish, Lates niloUeus, found in the
NUe. It attains a large size and is used for
food.

laudanidine (IS^dan'i-din), n. {laudan-um +
-id'+ -ine^.'\ A colorless alkaloid, C2oH260^N,
contained in opium. It forms crystals melting
at 177° C.

laudanine (l&'da-nin), n. \laudan-wm + -ine^.']

A colorless alialoid, HOCi7Hi6N(OCH3)3,
contained in opium. It crystallizes in small
trimetric prisms melting at 166° C.

laudanosine (14-dan'o-sin), n. [laudan-mn +
-ose + -»ne2.] A colorless, slightly bitter

dextrorotatory alkaloid, Ci7Hi5N(OCH3)4,
contained in opium. It crystallizes in needles
melting at 89° C.

laudatio (l&-da'shi6), n. [L. : see laudation.^
In law, evidence tending to prove the good
character of one accused.

laudator, n. 2t. In old law ; (&) A witness to
the good character of an accused person.

Laudianism (l&'di-an-izm), n. Same as *Lau-
dism.

laudification (l&"di-fi-ka'shgn), •«. [NL. "lau-

dificatioin-), < laudificare, praise, < laus (laud-),

praise, + facere, make.] The act of praising
or extolling with praise.

Laudism (lS,'dizm), n. The policy of William
Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury in the reign
of Charles I. of England. He sought to restore the
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Church of England to what he regarded as its primitive

doctrine aud worship, and to this end vigorously perse-

cuted dissenters and nonconformists,

laudistl (la'dist),«. llaud + -ist] One who
writes lauds or ascriptions of praise.

Laudist'-' (la'dist), n. ILaud (see def.) + -isf]

One who supported the policy of Archbishop
Laud. See Laudian and *Laudism.

Laugerian (16-je'ri-an), a. [Laugerie (see

def!) + -an.] Of Laugerie-Basse, in France,
or of a prehistoric race represented by one
skeleton of a man and two skulls of women
there found belonging to the later paleolithic
(Magdalenian) period, and characterized by
thick, dolichocephalic skulls.

After tracing the steps in the industrial evolution of
the Paleolithic period, the authors [Gabriel and Adrien
de Mortillet] pass in review all the discoveries of fossil

human bones supposed to belong to the same period.
The existence of two races is recognized—an earlier,

referred to the first three epochs of the Paleolithic period
and called Neanderthal, and a later, referred to the last laurel (lS.'rel), V
three epochs of the same period and named Laugerian, laurelled "Dor '

or race of Laugerie-Basse. The Laugerian race is derived - ™ ' "" '

from the Neanderthal without intermixture from any
foreign source. The transition may be traced in the
human remains from Aroy, Eguisheim, Marcilly and
Br^champs. Science, March 1, I90I, p. 344.

Laugerie-Chancelade race. See *raceK
laughful (laf'ful), a. [laugh + -/«?.] Full of
laughter or merriment.
laughing-falcon (la'fing-fa"kn), n. See */a?-
con.

laughsome (laf'sum), a. [latigh + -some.']

Ready to laugh; fitted to excite laughter.
laughy (la'fi), a.

laughing. fNonce-

lauroxylic

are always found for sale in the markets of the larger
cities of Mexico.—Moreton Bay laurel, Cryptocarya
australie, sl tree of the laurel family. Also called ffraj/ aae-

n^ras.— Native laurel, in Australia: (a) The Victorian
laurel, Pittoaporum undutatum. Also called mock-orange,
(6) A tree of the ginseng family, Polyadas elegans, yield-

ingalight, softwood. Alsocalledwnitesj/camore.—New
Zealand laurel, Laurelia Novse-Zeelaridiee, a large tree
of the family Monimiacese, having sofl^ yellowish wood,
which is used for boat-building.— Rose-laurel, (a) The
great laurel, (b) The American laurel, (c) The oleander,

-Sassafras-laurel, the California lauiel, UmbellvJaria
Californica.— Small laurel, (a) The American laurel.

(b) The laurel-magnolia, Magnolia Virginiwna.—Sweet
laurel, the poison-bay, Illicium Floridanum.—TO re-
pose or rest on, one's laurels, to cease striving for a
while and enjoy the honors won.— To retire on one's
laurels, to cease and be satisfied with the honors
won, retiring voluntarily.— Victorian laurel, Pitto-

aporum undulatum. Also called native laurel. See
Pittoaporumand*mook-orange, 3.—White laurel, CrM>-
tocarya glauceacena, one of the trees called beech in
Australia. See irbeechl, 2, and black irsaeaa^ras.—Win-
ter laurel, the Carolina cherry-laurel, Prunua Carolini-
ana.

t. ; pret. and pp. laureled,

reling, laurelling, [laurel,

] To crown with, or as with, laurel as a
distinction.

Laureled by some exclusive society of select spirits.

Science, Feb. 6, 1904, p. 232.

laurel-butter (U'rel-buf'Sr), n. Same as
hay-oil.

laurel-camphor (14'rel-kam''''for), n. Same as
^laurinol.

laurelic (la-rel'ik), a. [laurel + -ic] Noting
an acid, a compound said to occur in bay-

rj 1 _L in -n- 1- ,•, berries, the fruit of ZoMr«s »o6W»s.
\laugh + -2^1.] Feeling like laurel-ivy (m'rel-i"vi), n. Same as Ug-leaved
i-wora.j *ayu.

Why need there be a reason for laughing? Letuslaugh laurel-magnoUa (U'rel-mag-no'U-a), «,when we are laughy, as we sleep when we are sleepy. tmt
i">»6"viicii v^c ^o^ u^cg ^^ ^ aj,

Thackeray, Ravenswing, i. .
^"ynoua.

lauia (la-8-e'a), n. [Hawaiian.] A native
Hawaiian name for several species of the
gejmB Searus ; a parrot-fish

See

laurene (l&'ren), n. A mixture of hydro-
carbons, chiefly ethyl xylenes, C2H5CeH3-
(CH3)2, formed by the distillation of Japan

liunch, «.-Naphttia-fnel launch, a launch which x'oC'^^+jJ'm w»i?^\°1'^' r«o. r. .» .- i
generates steam in its boiler for motive power and uses Ijaurentia (la-reu shia), n. [See LaurenUan.]
naphtha for firing. The land area of Archaean rocks around whose
launching-cleat (lan'ohing-klet),M. Awooden shores the Paleozoic sediments were de-
cleat, used either in dry-dock or in the launch- posited. See Lanrentian. Amer.Geol., Sept.,

ing of a vessel, secured to the ship in such a 1903, p. 148.

manner that it will catch the head of the Laurentide glacier. See *glacier.

shore. . Laurer's canal. See *co»aZi.

launching-planks (lan'ching-plangks), n. pi. laurestinus (l^-res-ti'nus), n. Same as laurus-
A set of planks forming the platform on each tinus.

side of the ship on which the bilgeways slide lauretin (14're-tin), n. [L. lawrus, laurel, -f-

in the launching of the vessel. -et- + -ire^.] A compound said to occur in

launching-ribband (Ian ' ching-rib "band), n. bayberries, the fruit of Laurus noMlis.

See launching-ways. Lauretta whitefish. See *whiteflsh.

launder, n— spinning launder, a launder which lauric (1^'rik), a. [L. laurus, laurel, -f- -ic]
revolves; a device composed of one or more troughs, ar- Noting an acjd, a colorless compound, C^ iH,,-
rang.ed to be revolved. PUmp, and Banemmn, Elements gOO^ homologous with acetic acid, it ij found,

in combination with glycerol, in bayberries, the fruit of
Laurua nobilia, in Pichurim beans, in croton-oil, in sper-
maceti, and in cocoanut-oil. It crystallizes in tufts of silky
needles, melts at 43.6° C, and boils at 225° C. under 100
millimeters pressure. Also called dodecatoic add.
— Laurlcester. See*e«ter.

of Metallurgy, p. 864.

laundry-net (lan'dri-net), n. A net used to
hold fabrics while they are cleaned by boiling.

laundrywoman (lau'dri-wum'-'an), n. A
woman employed in a laundry; a laundress.

laurdalite (l&r'da-lit), n. [Laurdal, Norway, laurinol (la'ri-nol), n.

+ -ite'^.'] A coarse-grained rock composed of
soda-orthoclase or soda-microeline, or crypto-
perthite, with nephelite, a small amount of
lepidomelane, and augite, rarely olivin. Brog-
ger, 1894.

laureate, n. 3. In some educational iustitu-

[L. lawrus, laurel, +
-in + -oL] A colorless, odorless, indifferent
compound, C22H30O3, obtained from the wood
of the bay-tree, Laurus ndbilis. It crystallizes
in prisms. Also called laurel-camphor.

lauristic (l&-ris'tik), a. [L. laurus, laurel, +
-M*-4c.] Same as *laMric.

tions in the United States, a degree given to laurolene (la'ro-len), n. [L. laurus, laurel, +
women instead of 'Bachelor' and 'Master': -ol + -etie.] A hydrocarbon, CgHjA, formed
as. Laureate ot Science, etc.— 4. In numis., by the distillation of camphanic acid. It is
same as laurel, 5. probably a 1, l-dimetltylcyclohexene.

laurel, ». 3. (6) In Porto Rico, Mexico, and laurone (la'ron), n. [L. laurus, l&mel, -I- -one.}
Central America, a name applied to ma,ny A colorless ketone, (Ci]_H23)2CO, prepared by

the distillation of calcium laurate. It is aspecies of Ocotea, Damburneya, and allied

genera otLauracex ; especially, in Porto Rico,
to Ocotea fcmiculacea, 0. florihunda, Dambu/r-
neya Sintenisii {Nectandra Sintenisii of Mez),
D. Krugii (Nectandra Krugii of Mez), and L>.

coriacea (Nectandra coriacea of Grisebach).
—Alezan^iau laurel, Calophyllum, Inophyllum. See
domba, tamanu and -kbitanhol.—Black laurel, the lob-

lolly-bay, Lasianthue Lagianthus.— Caxa.phoi-la.xaeil,
the camphor-tre^ CinnamoTmiTn Camphora.—Deer-lau-
rel, the great laurel or rose-bay, Jthododendron maxi-
muTn,

*" ^ --»- ^

tree.

homologue of acetone,. crystallizes in plates,
and melts at 69° C.
lauronoUc (Ift-ro-nol'ik), a. [L. laurus, laurel,
+ -one -I- -ol -i- -i'c] Noting an acid, a colorless

liquid, H0C0C(CH3)<^^^^;^^^^^^^^,

prepared by the repeated distillation of cam-
phanic acid. It boils at 233-235° C. Also

^, ., , ,, ,- . . „ eslled trimethyl-cyclopentene-carboxylie acid.—Diamond-leaf laurel, an evergreen Australian i..^,.". ;^., . .
a^ ""'"

Pittoaporum rhxmMfoUum. See Pittoaporum.— laurOSteanU (la-ro-Ste a-nn), TO. [If. laurus,
laurel, -1- 6r. artap, tallow, + -j»2.] a color-
less compound, C3H5(Ci2H2302)3, containedin
laurel- or bay-leaves (Laurus nohilis) and in
cocoanut-oU. It crystallizes in needles and
melts at 45° C. Also called trilaurin and tri-

ani^ Pittoaporum Horse-lanrel, the great laureL— ,
"," '

Lady-laurel, the spurge-laurel.- Mexican laurel, lauroxyllC (lar-ok-Bu'ik), a. [L. laurus,
Litaea glauceacena and L. parvifolia, aromatic shrubs laurel, H- ox(ygen) + -«Z H- -ic 1 Notinff an
belonging to the LffiUTOce* and called to«r^ by the Mexi- ogjj a, er^nrfaaa onmT,n-nr,A n TT n ™„
cans. The leaves are used as a flavoring for certain „""', t^ir'^., «fmpound, CgHigOa, pre-
dishes and are taken as a tea, sweetened with brown parea Dy the oxidation of laurene with nitno
sugar, for medicinal purposes and as a beverage. They acid. It forms warty crystals melting at 155° C.

Dodder laureL See itrdodder-laurel and •^deml'a-guta,

3.—Dog-laureL Same aaitdog-Tiobble.—'DwaXfla.'aiel,
the sheep-laurei Kalmia anguati/olia.—Florida lau-
rel, the sweetleaf, Sumplocoa tinctorfoj.-Hairy laurel,
Kalmia hirauta, a shrub with villous-hirsute leaves and
rose-purple flowers, found in moist pine-barrens from
Virginia to Florida.—Hedge-lanreL See hedge-laurel



laurvikite

laurvikite (l^r'vik-it), «. ILaurvik, Norway,
+ -iie"-^.] A coarse-grained syenite composed
of flattened feldspars witha somewhatrhombic
cross-section which are microperthite or soda-
microoline. Thereare, besides, small amounts of soda-
lite and nephelite in some varieties, and variable amounts
of ferroraagnesian minerals—pyroxene, lepidomelane, and
barkevilcitic hornblende. Brogger, 1894.

laurylene (U'ri-len), «. [L. Vmrus, laurel, +
-^l 4- -e»e.] A colorless levorotatoiy terpene,
OinHiR. contained in hay-oil. It boils at
164° C.

lautarite (l&'ta-rit), n. [The Oficina Lautaro,
owner of the' deposits, -I- -ite^.'] Calcium
iodate, Ca(I03)2, occurring in from colorless
to yellow monoclinio crystals: found in the
sodium-nitrate deposits of Atacama, Chile.

lautite(lou'tit),ii. [LaMto(seedef.) + -«te2.] A
metallic mineral containing copper, arsenic,
and sulphur, but of doubtful homogeneity:
found at Lauta, near Marienberg, Saxony.

lautverschiebung (lout'fer-she-b8ng), n. [G.,

< laut, soundj + verscMebung, shifting.] In
pMlol; 'shiftmg of sounds': applied to the
changes which a series of regular Indo-Eu-
ropean mute consonants of the same class
imderwent in the Teutonic languages, as if

each consonant were shifted forward one de-
gree in its class. See Grimm's law, under to«i.

A later shifting, sometimes called the second
lauteerschiebwng, appears in the Old High
German.
lauwine, n. See ^lawme. Syron.

Lauzon (16-zon.'), n. ILamon, Quebec] In
geol., a term introduced by Logan for a divi-
sion of the rocks near Quebec, in the Quebec
group, the age of which has been shown to ex-
tend from the Cambrian to the close of the
Lower Silurian.

lava, n.—Block lava, in geol., a structure sometimes
observed in lava-streams, where the surface zone of the
flow has been shattered by explosive escape of gases from
the cooling rock.—Ropy lava, lava with a fluted or
corrugated surface due to flowing while viscous and
thiclc.

lavabo, n. 4. The psalm in the mass service
which the priest recites at the washing of his
hands.
lavabo-dish (la-va'bo-dish), n. A shallow
basin used for' the ablution of the priest's

hands in the mass service.

laTabrum (la-va'brum), n. [L.] Same as
*labrum^.
lava-caldron (la'va-kai"drgn), n. An open,
pit-like crater which contains molten lava.

Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 329.

lava-cone (la'va-kon), n. In geol., a volcanic
cone built up ofsuccessive flows of lava rather
than of the fragmental products of explosive
outbreaks. Opposed to tuff-eone.

Lava-cones, that is, volcanos with a slight angle of

inclination, and built up entirely of lava.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 604.

lavacret, »• [L- lavacrum, < lavare, wash.] In
phrases referring to baptism, a font; a bath:
as, the lavacre of spiritual regeneration.

lavadero (la-va-da'ro), n. [Sp., < lavar, < L.

lavare, wash.] Apparatus for washing silver

amalgam from ore. Phillips and Bauerman,
Elements of Metallurgy, p. 744. [Mexico.]

lava-field (la'va-feld), n. A consolidated lava-

flow covering a considerable area.

The most extensive lava-iield in the island.

Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 601.

lava-lake (la'va-lak), n. An expanse of mol-
ten lava, in a 'crater, so extensive as to be
called a lake. The Hawaiian volcanoes afford

the best examples. Nature, Sept. 4, 1902,

p. 441.

lavallifere (la-val-yar'), n. [F., from a per-

sonal name.] A pendent ornament consisting

of or set with one, two, or three gems, gen-

erally attached to a thin chain.

lava-streak (la'vS-strek), n. A dike of lava

which is contrasted in appearance with its

inclosing walls.

lava-stream (la'va-strem), n. A flow of lava

while it is still molten ; also, congealed and
cold lava which originally flowed in a stream.

These lava-streams, which the Icelanders call apal-

hraun, are relatively narrow with high edges, looking,

when viewed from a distance, like fences or ridges on flat

land. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 507.

lava-terrace (lava-terras), n. One of the es-

carpments of lava-sheets which surround the

pits of molten lava in some volcanic craters,

such as those of the Hawaiian Islands. Geikie,

Text-book of Geol., p. 329.
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lavational (la-va'shon-al), a. [lavation + -aU."]

Pertaining to or of the nature of washing or
lavation.

lavatorial (lav-a-to'ri-al), a. [L. lavatoriwm, a
lavatory, -I- -aP'.'] Pertaining to a lavatory or
to washing. [Recent.]
lava-torrent (la'va-tor"ent), n. A torrential
flow of lava, whetfier molten or congealed.
Large quantities of salt, especially sal ammoniac, are

often deposited on the lava-torrevls during eruptions in
Iceland. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIII. 610.

lavatory, n. 4. The ceremonial washing of
the hands of the priest in the celebration of
the holy communion.—5. In plumbing, a per-
manent wash-bowl of marble, enameled iron,
or porcelain, fltted with hot- and cold-water
pipes, a waste-pipe, and other conveniences
and fixtures. It may be affixed to a wall or
stand upon the floor.—6. A room, especially
in a hotel or public building, provided with
means for washing the hands and face, and
often including a water-closet.

lava-waste (la'va-wast), ». A barren area
composed of lava'.'

Notwithstanding the plenteous fall of rain and snow,
there is scarcely any water to be found in the lava-
wastes. Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XIIL 608.

Iave2 (lav), n. [loMe^, v.] 1. The act of wash-
ing or laving.—2. The sea.

lavender^, n—compound tincture of lavender, a
red, aromatic, hydro-alcoholic tincture of cinnamon,
cloves, nutmeg, and red saunders, which contains small
quantities of oils of lavender flowers and rosemary. It is

carminative in its action.— Native lavender, in Tas-
mania, Styphelia a/ustraiis, a tall, bushy shrub or small
tree of the family Epacridaceee. The whole plant when
drying smells like new-made hay.

lavendol (lav'en-dol), n. [la/vend(er) + -oZ.]

A colorless liquid, CioHiaO, contained in
lavender-oil. It boils at 197° C.

lavendulan (la-ven'du-lan), n. [ML. laven-
dmla, lavender, + -an'.'] "X hydrated arseniate
of copper, cobalt, and nickel occurring in
lavender-blue amorphous masses: found
with cobalt ores in Saxony and elsewhere.
lavendulite (la-ven'du-lit), n. [ML. laven-
dula, lavender, + -ite^.'] Same as ^lavendu-
lan.

liiVenite (la'ven-it), «. [Also laavemte, loven-
ite; named after the island of Ldven, in* south-
ern Norway.] A silicate and zirconate of
manganese, iron, calcium, sodium, and other
elements occurring in from yellow to brown
monoclinio crystals. It is related to pyroxene
and, more closely, to woehlerite.

laver''-, n. 3. Figuratively, the baptismal
font ; the spiritual regeneration of baptism

;

any cleansing of the spirit.

Laverania (la-vf-ra'ni-a), n. [NL.] A genus
of sporozoans of the order Seemosporidia,
one species of which, Z. malarix, is para-
sitic in the red corpuscles of human blood
and is the cause of pernicious malaria. Also
HsemamoBba. See *RsBmam(iBba and *malaria.
Grassi et Felettt, 1890 Laverania danllewsky,
a protozoan blood-parasite of pigeons and certain other
birds.—Laverania ranamm, a protozoan blood-parasite
of the frog.

laverick(lav'e-rik), n. [Origin obscure.] In
the western "CJnited States, a contemptuous
term for a greenhorn or stranger ; a tender-
foot.

lavinia (la-vin'i-a), ra. [NL.] 1. An Ameri-
can nymphalid butterfly, Vietori/na steneles,

formerly known as V. lamnia. It occurs in
Florida and South America.— 2. [cap.'] A
genus of minnows inhabiting the coast streams
of California.

lavoisitun (la-voi'zi-um), n. [NL., named
after Lavoisier, a French chemist.] A sup-
posed new chemical element announced by
Prat in 1877 as occurring in pyrite. There is

no confirmation of its existence.

lavrovite (lav'ro-vit), n. [G. lawrowit (1867),

named after N.' von Lavrov, a Kussian.] A
variety of pyroxene colored green by vana-
dium : found near Lake Baikal in Siberia.

law^, ».—AlMte law. See *oi6ite.—Antitrust laws,
a name given to statutes enacted for the purpose of regu-

lating trusts or vast combinations of capited.—AragO'S
law of polarization. See kpolarization.—'Baisfs law,
(b) The rule that rivers flowing northward or southward

form deposits and sand-banks most frequently on the

right>hand side of the stream owing to the influence of

the rotation of the earth on the moving water : a rule de-

duced by K. E.von Baer, in 1860, for the rivers of Russia,

and rather hastily generalized for the whole northern

hemisphere.—Balmer'B law, in spectroscopy, the law

that the bright lines in the spectra of metals occur in se-

ries, the frequencies of vibration being in simple numer-

ical relation to one another. The wave-lengths of lines

of the visible spectrum of hydrogen, for example, may be

law
computed by multiplying a constant (h = 3645.6) by the
series of coefllcients, % l«2, 2%i, 3%2.—Barlo law Of
the wind. See AwiTUi!!.—Baveno law. SeeBavenotmn,
under tm»l.—Biogenetic law, the doctrine or opinion
that the ancestral histoid of organisms is recapitulated in
their development as individuals. See ifrecajritvlation, S.

—Blot-Savart law, the law established by Blot and
Savait (1820) for the magnetic force due to an electric
current flowing through a straight linear conductor of in-
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finite length. It is given by the formula H =—, in which

I is the current, r the distance from the conductor, and
H theforoe.—Brazil law. See Mwini; 3.—Brewster's
law, in optics, the law that the tangent of the angle of
complete polarization for a substance is equal to the in-
dex of refraction of that substance.— Broun's law.
Same as Broun's rule. See -krulcT-.—Buchan'S law.
Same as Buchan's rule. See *nifel.— Buys Ballot's
law, in meteor., the law announced by Buys Ballot, in
1860, that "if on any morning there is a difference be-
tween the barometrical readings at any two stations, a
wind will blow on that day in the neighborliood of the
line joining those stations which will be inclined to that
line at an angle of 90° or thereabouts and will have the
station where the reading is lowest on its left hand side."
See BmcA(to'« */«!«.-CarlalJad law. See Carlsbad twin,
under ewi«i.— Carrlngton's law of solar rotation,
the law of the 'equatorial acceleration,' the explanation
of which is still uncertain. It is generally supposed from
the researches of Sampson and Wilsing to be a slowly dy-
ing survival from past conditions, but Ebert considers
that he has shown it to be a necessary consequence of the
suu's radiation of heat.— Constitutional law. See
•^constitutional.— Cosine law. See Lambert's law of
kcosines.— CR law. Same as Kelvin's -klaw.— Cou-
lomb'S law, in elect., the law that the force with which
two electrostatic charges attract (or repel) each other is

inversely proportional to the square of the distance be-
tween them and directly proportional to the product of
the two quantities of electricity. The coiresponding law
for mf^netic poles, namely, that two poles of strength
mi anOL m2 respectively attract (or repel) each other
with a force directly proportional to their product mj,
m2, and inversely proportional to the distance between
them is also known as Coviomb's law.— Bonders'S law,
in physiol. optics, the law, formulated by the Dutih
oculist P. C. Donders, that the. orientation of the eye for
any position of the line of vision is constant, no matter
by what path the line of vision may have been brought
to this position.—Dove's law Of the rotation of
winds. See *M)i7irf2.— Draper's law, the law that all

bodies begin to become visibly incandescent at the same
temperature— the temperature of initial visibility, stated
by Draper to be 626° C., but really dependent upon the
condition of the eye. The first visual sensation received is

now known to be a sense of brightness, which precedes
all color-sensation, instead of the sensation of red as
described by him. The first color-sensation, as the body
observed increases in temperature, is that of the region
of maximum luminosity in the spectrum—a yellow-
green.—Engel's law, in polit. earn., the principle that
with the increase in the income of a family the percent-
age of expenditure for food decreases; the percentage
for clothing remains approximately the same; the per-
centage for rent, fuel, and light does not, vary; and the
percentage for education and other higher needs in-
creases : named from Dr. Ernst Engel, who established
this principle by means of a detailed study of family
budgets.— Fermat'S law, in optics, the law that when
light from a point Pj, is reflected to a point Pj, or

refracted to a point Pq,
the path of the ray is

that which can be trav-
ersed in a minimum of
time. Also called the
principle of least time.
-Ferrers law, in me-
teor., a law, announced
by William Ferrel in
1854, in accordance with
which a body moving in
any direction along the
surface of the rotating
earth experiences a de-

flecting force pushing it toward the right in the northern
hemisphere and toward the left in the southern by an
amount that varies directly as the velocity of the body
and as the sine of the latitude. From this law Ferrel, in
1856, deduced his theory of the general circulation of the
atmosphere and the ocean, and the rotation of the winds
in storms. Ferrel's law had also been recognized bjr
Poisson in 1827 as applicable to cannon-balls, but its im-
portance to meteorology was first perceived by Ferrel.

—

Fourier's law. (a) lu math., a law stating that any
periodic function of a single variable period p, which does
not become infinite at any phase, can be expanded in the
form Of a series consisting of a constant term i»gether
with a double series of terms, one set involving cosines
and the other sines of multiples of the phase. Thus, if

c(i(a;) is a periodic function of the variable xImving a period
p, then

Feimat's 1-aw.
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(6) In acoustics, the law that " any vibrational motion of
the air in the entrance to the ear, corresponding to a
musical tone, may be always, and for each case omy in a
single way, exhibited as the sum of a number of simple
vibrational motions, corresponding to the partials of this
musical tone." H. von Helmholtz (trans.). Sensations of
•Tone, p. 34.— Fonrler'a law of conduction, the law
that the quantity of heat w, passing across a given area,

, dx
q, within a conducting substance is mi = qk -r-, where

dt Jy
k is the conductivity of the substance and — is

dt
the temperature gradient.—Fresnel-Arago law, the
law that rays polarized at right angles to each other do
not interfere when brought into the same plane of polari-
zation, provided that they come from an unpolarized ray.
Such rays, if they come from a polarized ray, interfere
when brought to the same plane of polarization.— Fres-



law
nel'S law, the law that in crystals the velocities of the
two liffht-waves are proportional to the largest and smaU-
^t radii vectors of tne oval section of the wave-surface,
made by a plane tlirough the center of the surface and
parallel to the wave-front— Proude's law, in Tiaval
arch., a particular case of the general mathematical law
of geometrical and dynamic similitude, but independently
derived by W. Froude from the study of resistance of
ship-models towed in an experimental model basin. In
the statement of this law, considering a model and a
vessel of identical form but of different dimensions, the
corresponding speeds of the model and the vessel are in
the same ratio as the square roots of the homologous
dimensions (as the lengths). At corresponding speeds,
the wave-systems set up in the water are of the same form
and, by Fronde's law, the wave-making resistances of the
model and of the vessel are in the same ratio as the cubes of
the linear dimensions, or as the displacements. The fric-

tional resistance of the model and of the vessel are deter-
mined by appropriate calculations at the corresponding
speeds. From the total measured resistances of the model
towed intheexperimentalbasinatvai-ious speeds, the curve
ofresistance (which see, under ifcurve) ofthe full-sized ship
at corresponding speeds can thus be determined and from
it the effective horse-power required to drive the ship at
any given speed can be obtained. Also called the taw of
compamofi.—• Galton-Fearson law of ancestral he-
redity. See a/ncestral *inAeritajice (a) and (6).— Gal-
ton's antlcyclonic law, the law that in regions where
barometric pressure is above the average, the wind is

blowing outward and around in the direction of the move-
ment of the hands of a watch and opposite to the cyclonic
circulation. The law was announced by G^dton in 1863

from the study of synoptic weather-charts.— Galton's
law of imceslxal lolieiltaiice. See ancestral -Mnherit-

OTtce (a).— General pnbllc laws. Same as -^statutes at
large.— GompQTtz's law of mortality, a law of mor-
tality based upon the assumption that there is with
increasing age "an increasing inability to withstand de-

struction, the force of mortality therefore increasing in

geometrical progression. This is expressed by the formula
/AX = Be, in which /tx represents the force of mortality,

B the basic constant number, and c the constant number
involved in the geometrical increment, x being the age
and indicating the power to which c is raised. See mor-
tality.— Granazn'S law, the law that the rate of efflux

of a ^as is inversely proportional to the square root of its

density.

—

Grassmann's law, a fact stated by Hermann
Grassmann in 1863, to the effect that where in an Indo-
European word there were two aspirates in the same or
successive syllables the first of these aspirates was in
Sanskiit changed into the corresponding media, and in
Greek into the corresponding tenuis. An example is

Greek *0pix6^ (gen. of flpt|, hair), changed to rpt^^os.

—

Haeckers law. Same as biogenetic *law.— Hann's
law, an expression for the diminution of moisture with
altitude in the atmosphere according to the law that the
vapor-tension is an exponential function of the altitude
above sea-level, quite analogous to the ordinary atmo-
spheric pressure.

—

Henrys law, in phys. chem., the law
that a given volume of any solvent at constant tempera-
ture will dissolve quantities by weight of a gas in contact
with it which are proportional to the pressures of the
gas : thus, water at 15° will dissolve five times as much
carbon dioxid having a pressure of five atmospheres as of
carbon dioxid having a pressure of one atmosphere.

—

Hess's law, in phys. chem., the law that the amount of
heat developed in a chemical process is the same whether
it takes place in one step or in several steps. It is a
special case of the law of uie conservation of energy, and
was discovered before the latter law was formulated : it

is the foundation of thermochemistry.— Hlnrlclis's law,
the law of distribution of large and small rainfalls in

accordance with the law of chance.

—

Hooke's law,
the law that in elastic bodies the ratio of stress to

strain is constant. Hooke's law is rigorously true
only for very slight deformations of a body.

—

^Interstate
commerce law, an act of the United States Congress,
passed February 4, 1887, and since amended, by which
the Interstate Commerce Commission was created. (See
interstate.) Its principal objects were to prohibit dis-

crimination in freight-charges and the pooling of freights

by competing raiuroads, and to secure the arbitration

of diJEferences between corporations and employees.

—

JacoM's law, in elect, the law that the power of a
motor reaches its maximum when the counter electro-

motive force is one half the impressed electromotive

force, or when the speed of the motor is such that the
current tiirough the armature is one half that which
would flow if me motor were at rest.—Jevonian law, the
economic law of marginal utility (see -futility), formulated
by W. Stanley Jevons (but also by others before and after

him), that Uie satisfaction aJfforded by successive incre-

ments of a commodity, when consumed, diminishes
toward zero, or, passing through zero, becomes a negative
utility or pain. The descending curve is usually assumed
to be hyperbolic in form.

—

Jndg'e-made law, judiciary

law. The term is frequentiy used with some degree of

opprobrium to indicate the overriding of the intent of

legislatures byjudiciid construction of s&tutes.

—

EelTln'S
law, in elect., the law that the time-constant which ex-

presses the speed of signaling thi'ough cables is pro-

portional to the capacity of the line multiplied by its

resistance. Also called the KR (or CR) Zaw.— Klrch-
hOflTs law. See laws of itradiation.—V3x)swoo6.*B

law or analogy, a supposed law, published in 1840, con-

necting the distances of the planets from the sun with
their masses and axial rotations. It is discredited by
later and more accurate data.— Kocll'S law, a rule for

establishing the specificityofa pathogenic micro-organism:
namely, it must be present in every case of the disease ; in-

oculation of a susceptible animal with a pure culture of it^

must cause the disease ; and it must be discoverable in the'

animal suffering from the disease so acquired.

—

Eobl-
rausch'S law, in phys. chem., the proposition that the

molecular conductivity of an electrolyte at infinite dilution

is the sum of two numbers, one of which depends solely

on the cation and the other of which depends solely on
the anion ; or, that the velocity with which a given ion

travels is constant for a given solvent and a given electro-

motive force, and does not depend upon the nature of the

other ions which are present in the solution.—KR (or

CB)law. Same as Kelmn's -klaw,—Enndt'S law, the
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law that, in anomalous dispersion, the index of refraction

is abnormally increased as we approach an absorption-

band from the infra side or side of greater wave-lengths

and abnormally diminished as we approach the band from
the ultra side.—Lane's law, the apparently paradoxical

law that a gaseous sphere contracting under its own cen-

tral gravity on account of the radiation of heat to outer

space wUl rise in temperature as long as it remains purely

gaseous, that is, so long as it does not become partially

liquid or solid, or so dense that the laws of Boyle and
Charles nolonger hold good.

—

Law of adaptation. See
•odap(ati(m.—Lawofaggregation. See -kaggregation.

—Law Of ancestral heredity. See ancestral *vnheri-

tancc—Law Of comparison. Same as Froude's -klaw.

—Law of constant heat snms. See *Aeai.—Law
of constant proportion, in ch£m., the general fact

that any particular compound substance m a pm-e
state consists invariably of the same constituents united
in the same proportion by weight.—Law Of DelarOCtae
and Berard, in phys. chem., the law that for all ele-

mentary diatomic ,'gases approximately in the periect

state, and for all gaseous compounds formed without
condensation and approximately in the perfect state,

the product of the molecular weight and the specific

heat at constant pressure has the same value.

—

Law
of differentiation. See -kdifferentiation.—Law of
dlff^lon. See irdiffusion.—La.'W Of discrimina-
tion. Same as Weber's law (which see, under
Zawi).

—

Law of equilibration. See ireqwUibration.—
Law of frequency. See probability curve, under proft-

abUity, 2.—Law Of Gladstone and Dale, a law for the
relation between the index of refraction of liquids and
their density. The law is expressed by the formula

n—

1

= const

;

d
where n is the index of refraction and d the density of

theliquid.—Law Of greatest gain. See^j/ainl.—Law
of great numbers, the law that if a great number of
elements, each independentiy varying according to almost
any law, are added, their sum will in general vary accord-
ing to the ordinary law of error.—Law Of Goldberg and
Waage, Same as-klaw of mass action.—hSiW Of inte-
gration, the law that a social population tends to increase

by excess of births over deaths, by excess of immigration
over emigration, or by annexation of neighboring peo-
ples, according to some relation of ita culture and stan-

dard of living to its surplus energy. Oiddings, Frin. of
SocioL, p. 370.—Law Of interest, inpsychol., the law or
principle that those elements of a past experience are the
most effective for recall which at the time of the experi-
ence received the greatest share of attention or aroused
the highest degree of interest.

The infiuence of emotional states must be stated as a
principal, but not an exclusive cause. It is summed up
in what Shadworth Hodgson has called the Law of Inter-
est. Ribot (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 174.

Law Of inverse sanares, the law governing the relation

between the intensity of an effect, which emanates from a
center and is transmitted equally in all directions, and
the distance from the source! The intensity in such cases
is inversely proportional to the square of the distance.

The intensity of sound, of light, and of every form of
radiation, when transmitted in isotropic media, is deter-

mined by the law of inverse squares. The gravitational
attraction of two masses, the electric attraction or repul-
sion of two charged bodies, and the attraction or repul-
sion of two magnetic poles follow the same law.— Law
of least action. Same as principle of least action
(which see, under ocewm).—Law Of least patb. Same
as Fermat's *?aw.— Law of likeness, in psychol., the
principle of association by simi^rity.

This . . . discussion . . . has led to the classification

of the associations of memory, and two laws have been
formulated : the one called the law of likeness, and the
otJier the law of contiguity.

J. W. Ptnoell, Truth and Error, p. 30a

Law of Mains, in optics, the law that when a beam of

light, polarized by reflection, falls upon a second surface

at the polarizing angle the intensity of the beam after the
second reflection is proportional to the sqtiare of the
cosine of t^e angle between the two planes of reflection.

The law that " an orthotomic system of rays remains
orthotomic after any number of reflections and refrac-

tions " (Drude's " Theory of Optics," p. 12) is also some-
times termed the lam of Malus.—Law of mass action.
See -kaction. Also called law of Gtddberg amd Waage.
—Law of mental growth. See •kmentaH.—jAW of
migration. See •kmigration.— La.'W Of OCtaves, in

chem., the generalized fact pointed out by Newlands in

1864 that if the elements are arranged in the order of their

atomic weights, each member of the list presents a close

analogy in properties with the eighth preceding and the

eighth sncceeding it. This a few years later in the hands
of MendelSjeff and Lothar Meyer was developed into the
now generally recognized periodic law.— Law of paral-
lelism, a varying degree of probability that similar stages

of human culture, or like institutions, in different parts

of the world have sprimg from like conditions rather

than from any historic intercourse of now separated
communities.— Law Of parsimony. (&) The law that

conscious beings try to attain a maximum of satisfaction

with a minimum of effort or pain.

But the fundamental law of everything psychic, and
especially of everything that is affected by intelligence,

is the law ofparsimony. Ward, Pure SocioL, p. 341.

Law of periodicity, the universal law of rhythm (Her-

bert Spencer, " First Principles ") in its organic and social

manifestations.—Law Of possession, m psycJiol., the

principle that what is already in consciousness tends to

remain. Psychol. Rev. Mon. Sup., xiv. 85.—Law Of
preference, (a) The law of the relative influence of the

ideals of force, pleasure, austerity, and self-realization in

determining social choice. In populations as ttiey are

the lower ideals dominate, but in normal social evolntion

the higher ideals become increasingly influentiaL 6id-

din^'sTElementfi of SocioL
, p. 168. (b) In the psychol^ of

association, same as irlaw of interest.—Law Of priori-

ties, the body of laws, decisions, and customs giving the

distribution of water for irrigation in accordance with

the order of first use. This law exists in various forms

in most of the western arid States and protects the first

law
users of water for irrigation against subsequent appropri-

ators of it.—Law Of priority, the principle that m the

formal, or Latin, nomenclature of taxonomic or syste-

matic biology the firat name published for any group is to

be taken as the valid, tenable, or correct name of that

group. Any name subsequently applied to the same
group is rejected, and is termed a synonym. In botany,

formal nomenclature is treated as beginning with the

general application of binary, or binominal, names to

plants in Lmnseus's " Species Plantarum" (17&3). The law

of priority is applied to the names of genera, species,

and subspecies, and by some writers to the names of

families, but not to the higher groups, A name dates

not from the time when it was first used in a public

lecture, or in manuscript, or as a garden or herbfuiura

label, or even from its mere occurrence in a printed book,

but from the time when it was established by publication

in the nomenclatorial sense of that word- A corollary of

the ^w of priority is the principle of the rejection of

homonyms. See irestablim,, 8, itpublication, 5, and
ithomonym, 3.—Law of progression. See -kprogres-

sion.—LB.W of psycbical contrasts. See -kcontrast.

—Law of psycnical relations, in Wundt's psythol.,

one of the tm'ee psychological laws of relation. Its

essential content is "the principle that every single

psychical content receives its significance from the rela-

tions in which it stands to other psychical contents,"

and its most complete expression is to be found in the
processes of apperceptive analysis and the simple relat-

ing and comparing functions upon which this is based.

See law of psychical ircontrasts and -klaw of psychi-
cal resultants. W. Wundt (trans.), Outlines of Psy-
choL, p. 323.—Law Of psycbical resultants, in

Wimdt's psychology, one of ttie three psychological laws of

relation. It finds its expression in the fact that every
psychical compound shows attributes which may indeed
be understood from the attributes of its elements after

these elements have once been presented, but which are
by no means to be looked upon as the mere sum of the
attributes of these elements. W. Wundt (trans.). Outlines
of Psychol., p. 321.—Law Of psychopbyslcal correlar
tion, in psychol., the principle that " consciousness is

inseparably bound up with the brain-process, and cannot
take place in its absence." C. A. Strong, Why the Mind
has a Body, p. 38.—Law Of rational indexes, in crys-
tal., the fundamental law which states that the numbers
expressing the ratios between the intercepts on the
cryst^ographic axes of a crystal face must be rational

:

this law holds true for axes taken parallel to any
three edges of the crystal.-Law Of recapitulation.
See -krecapittUati^n, 3.—Law Of reciprocal action,
in sodoL, the assumption that "social groups exhibit
reciprocal effects that are fundamentally the same
always and everywhere," and that groups behave toward
each other otherwise than individuals normally do. Gurih-
plowicz.—Law Of regularity, the tendency of normal
progress towai'd regularity of developmental change to
follow a course mathematically expressed by a smooth
curve.— Law of relativity, in psychol., same as the
doctrine of the relativity of knowledge (c). The doctrine
of relativity goes back to the formula of Hobbes : "sentire
semper idem et non sentire ad idem recidunt " (to think
always the same thing and not to think at all amount to
the same thing). Stumpf, in his "Tonpsychologie," dis-

tinguishes and criticizes five forms of the 'law* which
plays a considerable part in certain psychological sys-
tems, for example in those of Wundt, Lipps, and Hbffding.

We may now subsume all these phenomena—tonal in-
tei'vals, light contrast, the geometrical increase of stimu-
lus-intensity for equally noticeable sensation-differences
—under one general law: the law of relativity. . . .

We shall expect to find that the law of relativity is not
restricted to the sphere of sensation, but is applicable
in every case where the intensity of a mental process
is quantitatively apprehended and compared with that
of others.

W. Wundt (trans.), Human and Animal PsychoL, p. 119.

Law of repetition, in psychol., the principle of associa-
tion by contiguity.

The law of association by contiguity would hold that
letters or words occurring in relatively close succession,
or simultaneously, . . . tend to fuse or coalesce. This
is called also the law of repetition.

Psychol. Rev. Mon. Sup., xiv. 7L

Law of restraint, the law of the normal restraint of
impulsive social action. Impulsive soci^ action varies in-
versely^iththe habit of attaining endsby indirectand com-
plex means.—Law Of retaliation. Same as lez talionis
(which see, under lex).—Jaw Of segregation, (a) Tlie
tendency of like units to collect in one puice, group, or ar-
rangement^ under the common action of incident forces.

(&) The numerical law to which the descendants of Men-
delian hybrids conform. See ancestral itinheritance.—
Law of sensation-intensities, in psychophys., Weber's
law. W. Wundt (trans.), Human and Animal PsychoL, p.
33.—Law Of Slip, in phys., the law that, at low pressiu'es,
the movement of a gas along a solid surface isthe same as
though the solid were withdrawn to a distance equal to
twice the mean free path of the particles and were replaced
by a layer of ^ at rest.-Law Of Storms {naut.). See
•khurricane distance.— Law Of substitution, in polit.
ecoTLj the law according to which producers who are not
using the most economical methods are impelled to substi-
tute those methods for the more costly ones which they
are using ; also, the law according to which society substi-
tutes the more efficient employers of labor and capital
for the less efficients Alfred Marshall, Prin. of Econom-
ics (4th ed.), p. 420.—Law Of sympathy, the law that
"the degree of sympathy decreases as the generality of
resemblance increases," Giddings, Elemenw of Soclol.,

p. 67.—Law of the circle. See *circZe.—Law of the
Modes and Persians, something impo^ible to alter:
referring to Dan. vi. 12.—Law Of zones, a law relating
to_ the appearance of sun-spots on certain zones, at cer-
tain times in the period of spot-frequency : often referred
to as Spoerer's law.—jAWB Of imitation, the laws (for-
mulated by Tarde) of the causes and progress of imita-
tion and of the relation of imitations to one another

;

especially the laws (1) that in the absence of interference
Imitations spread in a geometrical progression, and (2)
that imitations are refi-acted by their media, so that the
copy never exactly reproduces the original, whence arise



law
rariations and iuventions among all social forms and pro-
ducts.—Laws Of liberty, the laws of the social causes
detenninlng the amount of liberty enjoyed in any given
population ; especially the laws (Giddings, " Elements of
Sociology ")(1) that liberty is proportional to the predom-
inance of rational over sympathetic and dogmatic like-

mindedness, and (2) that coercion diminishes with the
decrease of ethnic and moral diversity and of inequality.
—Laws Of radiation. See itradiatian.—'La.VB of
twinning. See tmnl; also, *twini.— 'Le Cliatelier'B
law of radiation, the empirical law that the intensity
of radiation of red light is

I = 106-'.T-§?i2,
T

'

where I is the intensity and T is the absolute tempera-
ture of the radiating body.— Listing's law, in iiAi/noJ.

optics, a law of eye movement, first suggested by J. B.
Listing, and phrased by Helmholtz as follows: "if the
line of regard travel from the primary to any other posi-
tion, the torsion of the eyeball in this second position is

the same as if the eye had turned about a fixed axis at
right angles to the first and second directions of the line

of regard." S. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., L ii. 244.

See JJonders's *2aw.—]tlakeliain'slaw Ofmortality, a
modification of Gompertz's law, expressed by the formula,
juix = A + Bc^ in which A represents chance, or the
constant element in the force of mortality.—Manebacll
law. See -ktwivX, 3.—Mazwell-Boltzmann law of
tbe distrilmtlon of velocities, the law, due to Maxwell
and, in more general form, to Boltzmann, that the final

distribution of the velocities of the molecules of a gas in
equilibrium is of the same mathematical form as the dis-

tribution of errors of observation as determined by the
theory of errors.—Maxwell's law Of partition, in the
kinetic theory of gases, the law that in a mixture of gases
the average kinetic energies of the different sets of mole-
cules tend to approach a common value, and that when
the mixture is in equilibrium the kinetic energies of the
various kinds of molecules are the same.—llazwell's
law of viscOBities, the law that the viscosity of a gas is

independent of its pressure.—Mendel^jetTslaw. Same
M periodic law.—lOxsnAA's law. Of ancestral Inberl-
tance. See ancestral iHnheritance.— MitsclierliClI'S

law. See the exti-act.

Already the researches just alluded to have afforded a
final and irrefragable proof of the accuracy of Haiiy's orig-

inal conception that to every definite chemical substance
there appertains a distinct and characteristic crystalline

form, and have reconciled this with Mitscherlich's dis-

coveries in isomorphism by revealingan exquisitely beauti-

ful relationship, connecting very snutll angular differences

which are found to occur between the crystals of the vari-

ous members of isomorphous series with the atomic
weight of the interchangeable elements composing them.
This generalisation not only defines the real meaning,
extent, and scope of Mitschertich'B law, but also proves
that the supposed exceptions are not such, and, therefore,

the absolute truth of the rule that difference of chemical
composition does in all cases involve difference of crystal-

line form. Nature, April 4, 1907, p. 629.

Moses's law, a piratical term for the laying on of thirty-

nine lashes on the naked back. The order was, " Lay on
foi-ty, less one."—Mullerian law. See the extract.

A very interesting set of phenomena are connected with
the acanthin skeletons (of Acantharia) where the spicules

are not deposited in the calymma, but are formed at the

centre of the central capsule, growing out centrifugally

into the extra-oapsular plasm and resulting in a skeleton

of radiating spines. With a few exceptions these spines

are twenty in number, and are arranged in a certain geo-

metrical order which has been characterized as the Mul-
lerian law. The points of the spines fall in five circles

parallel to the equator, and there are four spines to each

circle. The spines are named, according to this scheme,
polar, tropical, equatorial, sub-tropical, and sub-polar.

Calkins, Protozoa, p. 77.

Mliller's law. Same as XiUlerian*iaw.—Nysten's law,
the rule that rigor mortis appears first in the facial mus-
cles and passes downward, involving the muscles of the

lower extremities last.— Ostwald'S dilution law. See

*dilution.—Oswald's law, in Eng. law, a law, named
from Oswald, Bishop of Worcester, passed about 964,

which caused the ejection of married priests and the intro-

duction of monks into the churches.—Pamphlet laws.
Same as -kstatutes at large.— Pascal's law, in hydros.,

the law that in a fluid at rest the pressure is the same m
all directions and that, aside from the differences of pres-

sure produced by the action of gravity, the pressure

within the fluid is everywhere the same.— Pascnen'S
law. See Jaws o/ *rffl<«jatio«.— Pearson's law of an-

cestral Inlieritance. See ancestral Mnheritance.—

Fericline law. See pericline twin, under tm»i.—Per-
sonal-liberty laws. See personal.- Pflugert law,
the law that stimulation of a nerve occurs with the dis-

appearance of anelectrotonus and the appearance of cat-

electrotonus.—Phonetic law, a law supposed to govern

phonetic changes. The phrase has been taken much too

seriously by some writers, who treat it with a reverence

not deserved by a figure of speech. The phrase properly

expresses the fact that certain changes affect or appear to

atfeotall members of the same class, in the same period

of the same language, or universally, and the fact that all

phonetic changes and sequences are restricted by physio-

logic conditions within a certain range of variation.

Wliat appear to be exceptions to an ascertained or ac-

cepted law are explained by the interference of otherlaws

or facts. In this way there is a basis for the frequent

statement that phonetic laws are invariable. The law is

often only a general tendency, liable to be checked by

any accident of speech or time. Thus, the law that Indo-

European t shall be Teutonic th (as in latin tenuis=^
thin) is nullified by the law that an Indo-European t after

s is thereby preserved (Indo-European sta-, E. sta-nd,

etc.).

The word law has been ill chosen for use in this con-

nexion. In phonetic laws there is no element which can

be identified as coming under the definifion of a law as

propounded by a jurist like John^Austin^^^^
^^^^ ^^^

Polseullle's law, the law that the quantity of liquid

which will flow through a capillary tube vanes directly
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as the pressure and the square of the cross-section of the
tube, and inversely as the length of the tube and the
coefficient of viscosity.- Pole's law, in photom., an
empirical law or rule for the variation in the light from a
gas-burner, with the supply of gas. It is given by the
formula Ln = Lo -I- A (c — q) where Ln is the intensity

when the supply of gas is normal and equal to c, Lo is the
intensity when the supply is q and A is a constant de-

pending on the quality of the gas.— Poyntlng'S law, in

elect, the law that when a conductor carrying current is

in an electrostatic field (as in the case ofa wire connecting
the plates of a charged condenser, or in the case of a
cable), the transfer of energy takes place through the
dielectric along paths which are the intersections of the
equipotential surfaces of the electrostatic field with the
equipotential surfaces of the electromagnetic field due to

the current.— Prevost's law, the law of the exchange of

radiation between neighboring bodies by virtue of which
a body approaches the temperature of its surroundings
and tends to maintain that temperature indefinitely. The
radiation received when that condition is reached must
then always equal.that emitted. See-kradiation.— Public
laws. Same as Ustatutesat large—VmMnie'B law, in

physiological optics,^ thelaw that oftwo surfaces, differing in

color but equally bright when moderately illuminated, the
one which sends light ofgreater wave-lengths to the eye will

appear relatively brighter under intense illumination and
darker under feeble illumination than the other.—Quete-
let'slaw, in phenology, thelaw thatagiven stage ofgrowth
requires a given definite preceding climatic condition.

—

Raines law, a law (named from Senator John Baines,
ite chief promoter), enacted in 1896 and amended in 1897,

governing the sale and taxation of liquors in the State

of New York. Among its provisions are the abolition

of the existing excise boards, the appointment of com-
missioners of excise, high taxation of the liquor-traffic,

local option of towns, etc.—BaouIt'S law, in phys.
chem., the important empirical law that if the same
number of molecules of different substances be dissolved

in a given number of molecules of the solvent the de-

pressions of the freezing-points of the solutions are equal
A similar law is that in the conditions specified the dim-
inutions of the vapor-pressure of the solutions are

equal. The importance of these laws consists in the fact

that they put us in possession of methods of determining
the molecular weights of substances whose vapor densi-

ties cannot be measured.—Religious association or

corporation law. See -kreligious.— Richter's law
of neutralization, in chem., the general fact pointed
out by Kichter at the close of the eighteenth century,

that when any two neutral salts undergo 'double

decomposition' by interchange of their acid and basic

constituents the two new salts resulting from such inter-

action are also neutral in chai'acter.— Rudolphi's dilu-
tion law, van t'HoS's dilution law. See Ostwald's

*dilution /aw.— Session laws. Same as -kstatutes at

large.—Siemens's law, in elect. , the law that the efficiency

of a motor approaches unity as the ratio of the counter-

electromotive force to the impressed electromotive force

increases ; or, expressed mathematically, that — = —>

where ^ is the efficiency, e the counter-electromotive
Vv

force,andE the impressed electromotive force.—Sine law,
in the theory of lenses, the law which defines the condi-

tions under which a system of lenses will produce images
free from aberration. The law is that the sines of the

angles of inclination of any two conjugate rays passing

through a point in the object and taie corresponding

point in its image must have a constant ratio. Lens
systems for which the sine law is fulfilled are said to be
aplanatic.— Snell'S law, in optics, the law that in the

refraction of light the sines of the angles of incidence

and refraction bear a constant ratio to each other ; the

law of refraction.-Spinel law. See spinel twin, under
tM)M»l.— Spoerer'S law. Same as -klaw of zones.— Ste-
fan-Boltzmann law. Same as Stefan's -klaw.— Ste-

fan's law, the empirical law, established by Stefan,

that the total radiation from a body varies directly as the

fourth power of the absolute temperature of the body.

See loMS of *raiJiaM(m.—Stokes's law, the law that the

wave-length of the light emitted by a fiuoresoent body
always exceeds that of the exciting light. See -klumi-

nescence.- Talbot's law, Talbot-Plateau law, in

psychol. optics, the principle that the color and
brightness of the uniform field produced by a rapid

succession of variously colored and variously bright

stimuli are the same as they would have been had the

refiected light been, from the first, uniformly distributed

over the field ; and that increase of rapidity of succession,

beyond the point required for fusion, produces no change

in the result. The law was formulated by Talbot in 1834

and verified by Plateau in the following year. E. C.

Sanford, Exper. PsychoL, p. 146.—The great law, a

name given to the first code of laws of Pennsylvania. It

was esteblished in 1682 and is celebrated for the provisions

it contained for liberty of conscience.— Thomsen's law,
in phys. chem., the supposed rule that the electromotive

force of a galvanic cell, in volts, is equal to the chemical

energy of the reactions going on in the cell, measured in

calories, divided by a constant; The rule holds good

when the electromotive force of the cell does not change

with change of temperature. Since this is approximately

the case with the Daniell cell, which was first studied,

the rule obtained a certain recognition.—To go to law,
to seek legal redress or relief iii acourt of Taw.—Tor-
ricelli'S law, in hydravl., the law that the velocity (v) of

efflux of a liquid flowing out of a vessel under a constant

head A is v = t'2ih, where g is the acceleration due to

gravity. It follows from this law that the velocity of

efflux is that which the liquid would acquire by fall-

ing freely under the action of gravity from the level

of the surface of the liquid in the vessel to the ori-

fice; also, that for a given head the velocity of efflux

is independent of the density of the liquid and for a

given pressure at the orifice is inversely proportional

to the square root of the density.—Van der Eolk's

law, in neurol., the law that the motor fibers in any

nerve are distributed to |the muscles which move the

part to which the sensory fibers of the same nerve pass.

—Von Bauer's law. See Baer'« -klaw (6).—Watt's law,
the law that the vapor pressure in two connecting vessels,

differing in temperature but containing the same liquid.

laxitude

is that determined by the lower temperature.— Weber-
Fechner law, in psychophysics, the Fechnerian state-

ment or formulation of Weber's law, that sensation

increases as the logarithm of stimulus.

Fechner gave this law a precise phrasing and a mathe-
matical formulation, and . . . put it to elaborate experi-

mental test. Although his modesty led him to name it

after Weber, we might more correctly term it Fechner's
Law or the Weher-Fechner Law.

E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., IL i. 29.

Wien's law, the law of the variation of radiation with
temperature expressed by the equation

Ix = CiA-^B AT

where Ia is the intensity of the wave-length A in the spec-

trum of a glowing body, e is the logarithmic base, T the
absolute temperature of the body, and Cx, eg are constants.

See laws of Eradiation.—Wnndt-Lamansky law, in

physiol. optics, the law that the line of vision, in travers-

ing a vertical plane parallel to the frontal plane, follows
straight lines in the vertical and horizontal directions,

but takes curved paths for all intermediate movements-
The law was formulated by Wundt in 1862 and by La-
mansky in 1869.

L. A. W. An abbreviation of League of Amer-
ican Wheelmen.
law-hand (Ift'hand), n. The form of hand-
writing customarily used in legal documents.

lawine (13,'win, (J. la-ve'ne), to. [G. lawine

(lawlne), lauwine (lauwine), lamne, loewin, <

Sw. dial, lawme (lAwlne), lauine (laiiine), lau-

win, lauwi, laui, in Appenzell Iduena, Iduela,

older lewe, in Tyrol Idn, lane, in the Bavarian
Alps leeuen, Iseun, Iseunen, lam, Isenen, etc., an
avalanche; OHG. lewinna, a torrent, MHG.
lene, an avalanche, liune, a thaw; appar. <

ML. lavina, lavine, an avalanohej < L. labi,

fall : see lapse. But the forms in part seem to

depend on Gc. lau, tepid : see lew^, a.] An
avalanche.
law-lordship (l&'16rd"ship), n. The official

position of a law-lord.

lawman, «. 3. A lawyer.
law-merchant (lS.'m6r"ohant), n. See law^.

lawn-grass (l&n'gras), to. A grass suited to
forming lawns and used for this purpose.
A good lawn-grass must make a close and permanent turf

and must therefore be a perennial creeping by rootstocks
or otherwise ; it must be of a pleasing color, a deep rich
emerald green (lasting through the season) being themost
desirable ; and it must be soft in texture, this depending
partly on width of leaf and partly on flexibility. The
principal lawn-grasses of the United States are Kentucky
blue-grass (with which white clovermay be mixed), creep-
ing benii and Bhode Island bent ; but where these cannot
be grown substitutes are employed, as Bermuda grass in
the South, and St. Augustine grass on the South Atlantic
and Gulf coasts.— Charlestonlawn-grass. Sameas £e.

^.Augustine -kgrass.- Japanese or Korean lawn-grass,
a creeping grass, Zoysia pungens, native on the shores of
tropical and eastern Asia, Australia, and New Zealand.
It is both a good sandbinder and a good grazing-plant,
and, though of harsh texture, an excellent lawn-grass for
sandy soils: specially prized in the far East, for tennis-
courts.—Mexican lawn-grass, Opizia stolon/ifera, an
extensively creeping dicecious grass, similar in habit to
Bermuda grass but more delicate. It forms a thick sod
over all exposed surfaces, and is suitable for use in public
squares, etc., while it is also liked by cattle and is useful
for pasturage.

lawn-hockey (lin'hok"i), n. A lawn-game, a
modification of field-hockey.

lawn-party (14n'par"ti), n. An outdoor party.

lawsonite (la'son-it), n. [Named after Prof.
A. C. Lawson of the University of California.]
A silicate of aluminium and calcium occurring
in grayish-blue orthorhombio crystals in crys-
talline schists in California and elsewhere,
lawyer, n. 3. (6) Same as gray snapper. See
snapper—Bush lawyer. See hush-lawyer-^eaxas
lawyer. See penang-lavyyer. In England the name is

often misapplied to the Malacca cane.

lawyer-cane (lS.'y6r-kan), to. Same as *lawyer-
palm.
lawyer-palm (l&'y^'^-P^™)! "• In Australia,
Calamus australis, a strong, climbing palm,
with stems several hundred feet long and less
than an inch in thickness. Its long leaves and
tendrils are covered with sharp, recurved
spines and make it a serious obstacle to
travelers.

lawyer-vine (l&'yfer-vin), to. In Australia, any
one of several spiny, trailing or climbing
vines, as the bush-lawyer, Bubus australis, the
lawyer-palm, Calamus australis, and Flagel-
laria Indica. See Flagellaria.

laz-fisher (laks'Ssh^fer); n. One who catches
salmon at the time of their ascent of rivers in
the spawning season.

laxifoliate (lak-si-fo'li-at), a. Same as laxi-

folious.

laxism (lak'sizm), TO. The principles or inter-
pretations of the laxists.

laxitude (lak'si-tiid), n. [L. Haxitudo for laxi-

tas, < laxus, lax.] Laxity. [Eare.]



Laxmannia
Laxmannia (laks-man'i-a), n. [NL. (Porster,
1776), named in honor of' Eric LaxmannQlSl-
96), a Finnish priest who made extensive
botanical collections in Siberia.] A genus of
plants of the family Asteracex. See Petro-
bium.

layi, V. I. trans. 20, To aim or point, as a
cannon.
At the moment of firing [coast-defense guns], their po-

sitions of course become defined ; but the difficulty of
locating them sufficiently for accurate laying on board
ship may nevertheless be considerable.

Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 452.
To lay away. W In tanning, to spread (hides) in vats
with harli between the layers, tan liquor being added. C.
T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 179.—TO lay dOWIL (g)
In oyster culture, to plant, as an oyster-bed.—To lay In.
(h) In oil-painting, to plaee the first masses of color on a
canvas, (c) To eat (somethmg) voraciously ; tuck in a large
amount or : as, he laid in dinner enough for two days.
[Colloq.]—To lay on. (d) Inprinting, to place, as paper
to be printed, upon the feed-board ; also, to place (a chase of
type) upon the bed of the printing-press. («) To acquire,
as flesh or weight : said of catUe which are being fattened,
etc.

—

To lay nnder, to put or place in a condition speci-
fied or indicated by a following complementary word or
clause : as, to lay (one) under the necessity of doing some
particular thing ; to lay (one) under obligation (to some-
body) ; etc.

n. intrans.— Lay aft (nwut.), an order to the crew to
proceed toward the stem of the ship.

—

Lay In inaut.),
an order to the men on the yards to gather m toward the
mast; a command to leave the yard-arms and 'lay in'
toward the slings.

—

To l{urforward (naut\ an order to
the crew to go toward the head of the ship.—To lay In. (b)

To shut down or stop work : said of coal-mines.

—

To lay
out on one's oars (naut.), to pull a more powerful stroke
and drive the boat faster through the water.

layi, m. 9. Terms or conditions, as of a bar-
gain. [U. S.]

Lay, terms or conditions of a bargain ; price. Ex. I
bought the articles at a good lay ; he bought his goods on
the same lay that I did mina Pickering, Vocabulary.

Lang's lay, a method of laying the strands, in making a
rope, in which they are twisted in the same direction as
the individual wires or fibers instead of in the opposite
direction.—Lay of a cable, the distance, measured along
the axis, within which ^e helically wound strands of a
cable make one complete turn around the axis.

lay-away (la'a-wa"), n. [lay away : see lay^, v."]

The vat in which hides are laid for tanning

;

also, the liquor in which they are steeped. C.
T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 383.

lay-band (la'band), n. A band or string for
tying a skein or lea of thread or yam.
lay-boat (la'bot), n. A boat at anchor.
lay-by (la'bi), n. 1. A sluggish place in a
river, or still water artificially inclosed, in
which barges can be laid by when out of com-
mission.— 2. Something laid by or saved,
especially money. N. E. D.

lay-day, n. 2. pi. Same as Mie-days.

lay-down (la'doun), a. Said of a collar which
is laid or folded over on itself ; not standing

;

lay-over. Also used substantively.

layer, n. 7. lu oyster culture, an artificial

oyster-bed.—8. In cattle^aising, afield oryard
in which cattle ready for shipment are kept.

—

9. In pkytogeog., one of several strata of plants
of different vegetation forms met with in some
formations, especially in forests. Thus in a
forest, beneath the facies, or primary layer consisting of
large trees, there may be successively a layer of small
trees and shrubs, one of bushes, then upper, middle, and
lower herbaceous layers, and finally a ground-layer of
mosses, lichens, etc. F. E. Clements regards these layers
as vertical zones. See itzone, 6. Pomm and Clements.—BaUlaiSer's layer. Same as Baillarger's Mine.—
Bowman's layer, a layer of connective tissue between
the cornea and the conjunctiva. Also called Bowman's
Tnem^rane.—Crookes's layer, the layer of vapor under-
lying aliquid in the spheroidal state and insulating it from
abetter surface beneath ; also, the dark space at the cathode
of a vacuum-tube, usually known as Crookes's space.—
Huxley's layer. Same as Huailey's icm,ernbranfi.— Lan^-
bans'S layer, the epithelial layer of the villi of the
chorion.— I^opliail layer, in certain ciliates, as Stentor
and Vorticella, the fibrillated ectoplasmic or cortical por-
tion of the body or of the contractile stallc Also myo-
phane layer.— Prismatic layer, in mollusk-shells, the
middle layer, consisting of minute prisms of calcium car-

bonate separated by thin fibers of conchioUn. It lies be-
tween the periostracum and the nacre.

—

Sauber's layer,
the outermost of the three cell-layers which form the very
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line from it to the striker's ypicket and would
have hit it. Hutchinson,, Cricket, p. 63.

slowly rolling along the wall of the vessel, while in the cen-

ter of the stream the red corpuscles are propelled rapidly.

ull^'a'lt^lr'of nirvl-flbtT?htv^T5?r"£^^^^^^ L. 0. An abbreviation («) of iordCAa«6erte»;
of the caUosum. (6) of Lord Chancellor; (c) of Lower Canada.

layerage (la'er-aj), n. In hort., the subject of l/c An abbreviation of letter of credit.

making layers : the process of layering and all L. 0. B. An abbreviation of Lord ChiefBaron.

that is connected with it. L. B. Bailey. L. 0. C. An abbreviation of London, County

layer-cake (la'6r-kak), n. A cake made in Council.

layers, generally with a filUng between the L. Oh. An abbreviation of the Latin Licentia-

layers and an icing over the top. tus Chirugise, Licentiate in Surgery.

layered (la'erd), a. Arranged in layers; con- L. C. J. An abbreviation ot Lord Chief Justice.

Bisting of a specified number of layers; covered 1. cm. An abbreviatioii of least common
with something: as, towereti with mud Layered multiple.

formation. See */ormation. L. 0. r. An abbreviation of Licentiate of the

layer-stool (la'6r-st6l), n. A root from which College of Preceptors.
layers are produced. .A'^. E. D. Ld. An abbreviation of Lord.
laying-away (la'ing-a-wa')) n. The process L. D. An abbreviation (a) of Lady-day; (6)
of tanning hides for sole-leather by spreading of Ldght Dragoons ; (c) of Low Dutch ; {d) [I. e.J
them in vats with alternate layers of bark, of the Latin litera dominicalis, dominical
C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 179. letter; (e) same as X. H. D.

laying-house (la'ing-hous),w. In rope-MioKM/., L. Div. An abbreviation of Licentiate in
the building in which the laying of the strands Divinity.
for the completed rope is done. Ldp. Lp. Contractions (o) of Ladyship ; (6)
laying-tool (la'ing-tel), n. A rectangular flat of Lordship.
trowel used by plasterers in laying and L. D. S. An abbreviation (a) of Latter-day
smoothing plaster. Saints; (6) of Licentiate of Dental Surgery.
laying-trowel (la'ing-trou"el), «. Same as leach^, v. *. 3. To extract metal from (an ore)
*layvng-tool. by subjecting it to chemical reagents which
laying-walk (la'ing-w&k), n. A ropewalk ; a take the metal into solution.
long building where ropes are laid. The experiments in the concentration and in the leach-

layka (la'i-ka), n. [Aymar^i and Quichua.] in^ of the ore have taken shape in the erection of a small

A society of shamans, among the mountain ™^|*'i!"«*<'f! plant
. _

Indians of Bolivia and Peru, who are diviners ^- ^- '^«'«^«'V. "> GeoL Surv. of New Jerseyj^lQOO.

by means of coca-leaves, spiders, and other i_._i,o„ /• .. ,. i,-i,i,j.'i
tWs. They also are shamans of the hunt,

leacha, n 4. A tank in which hot water is

and ?ain makers
»"»""<' » "

> passed through ground bark to obtain tannm.

lay-OVe? Tllwr), «. l. Ir. raUroading, . S^ltfiS^^'^' '' ^«° ^""-^^^^
tram, particularly a freight- or local passen- leaciiliioig (lech'hol), n. A tubular cavity
ger-train, which is detained on a siding to dissolved out of rocks by circulating waters.
aUow an express-tram to pass. [Colloq.,

leaching (le'ching), n. 1. Same as lixiviation.

lI^riTns'StT^ T^^;1?Z".f+>,»i„.™i„, -2^le process of obtaining tannin from
lay-race (la ras), ». That part of the loom-lay ^ ^ (, J ^ . jj j ^ Leather, p. 48.
or lathe upon which the shuttle travels as it i._-v x„„v /is»i,'*.! ^,\ J a +„ i Ti.'„v.;„i,
j„ +i,„„,^ t ~ ,.:a„ „t *!,„ i„„ +„ +!,„ leacn-tanK (lecn tangJs), n. A tank m which
IS thrown from one side of the lay to the metaUic oresars ReT,»™t«d 1

other.

lay-shaft

metallic ores are separated by subjecting them
/is/„i,s.«.N „ A„ t^A A * to chemical reagents and subsequently wash-

>; ft i\^t^]l^- A^ "^'i|Pej^<Je°t ing and draining,
shaft; a shaft which turns independently of , %, .

°

the adjacent machinery, such a shaft, driven by ^^^? !A-.i-~,TS 1«S*
througll, in whist wa&hridge, to

.„ (n,i.i„„fl=„t ..„"„.. hoA=,.,f!t.;,i t^"^» „^*nt.w make It difficult for the second plajrer on a tnck to know
what to do : as, to lead through a singly guarded king in
the dummy, the position of the ace not being Imown.

—

To lead up to. (!>) in card-playing, to make a player
fourth hand in any trick, as, in bridge for the pone to
lead up to the dummy's weakness in a suit.

t^If^f^I.tlttt^r^°f:i^^ leaiil, n. 3, (c) In Australia, an old or 'dead' river-bed

an ind9pendent engine, has been used to some extent for
operating the valves of marine engines to secure constant
speed ; hence the term has come to be used for any sh^t
that operates the valves of an engine, as, for instance, 'Uie

cam-shaft of a gas-engine.

The one
through cams7 all of the valve movements of the engine.

II. a.

Elect. Beo., Sept 17, 1904, p. 466.

Having a loathsome disease

;

Rauber's Layer.

A vertical section across the embryonal area of the blastodermic
vesicle of a rabbit at the end of the fifth day, highly magrni^ed.
(After Kdlliker.) a, outer layer of cells of the embryonal area, or
Rauber's layer; h, eptblast; c, hypoblast.

(From Marshall's " Vertebrate Embiyology.")

young mammalian blastodisc This external layer, which
later disappears completely, covers the ectodenn.— Skele-
togenous layer, in ewbryol. , the layer of condensed meso-
derm cells immediately surrounding the notochord of the
vertebrate embryo and giving rise to tlie axial skeleton.

—

Sluggish layer, the portion of the blood-stream, in the
smallest vessels, in which the white corpuscles are seen

lazar, n.

leprous.

Lazaret fe'ver. Same as typhus fever.
lazera (laz'e-ra), n. A catfish, Clarias lazera,

found in African rivers.

lazuli-bunting (laz'u-li-bun*ting), n. Same
as lazuli-finch.

lazuline (laz'u-lin), a. [lazuli + 4ne^.'] Of
the color of lapis lazuli; bluish.

lazulitic (laz-u-lit'ik), a. [lazulite + -ic]
Pertaining to, resembling, or containing lazu-
lite.

lazurite (laz'ii-rit), n. [ML. lazur {azure lapis

lazuli) + -jie^.] The sodium-aluminium sili-

cate which forms the essential part of the
ornamental stone lapis lazuli.

Lazy brand, in stock-raising, a cattle-brand so placed
on the animal that its longer axis is horizontal, as h,
<, etc.

lazy-bar (la'zi-bar), n. A portable iron bar
placed across the opening of the fire-door of a
furnace to serve as a rest for the fire-tools

when they are in use in cleaning the fire.

lazy-jack, n. 2. Naut., a length of rope rove
through a thimble, seized on to the boom-
topping lift, and made fast to the boom. When
the sail is lowered the jacks prevent the folds

of canvas from falling on the deck.

lazy-scissors (lar'zi-siz'''orz), n. sing, and pi.

Same as lazy-tongs.

L. B. An abbreviation (6) of the Latin Legum
Baccalawreus, Bachelor of Laws.

L-bar (el'bar), n. A bar of metal, which has
a cross section resembling the capital letter

L; an angle-bar; an angle-beam. Also called

L-heam.

L-beam (el'bem), n. Same as *X-lior.

1. b. w. In cricket, an abbreviation of leg before

wicket. A batsman is out leg before wicket if

with a,nj part of his person he stops a ball

which, m the opinion of the umpire at the
bowler's wicket, has been pitched in a straight

in which gold is found.

7. In elect. : (c) The advance of phase of one
electric wave over another: a term used
mainly in alternating-current circuits.— 10.
la forestry, a snatch-block with a hook or loop
for fastening it to convenient stationary ob-
jects: used for guiding the cable by which
logs are dragged.— 11. A flock of flying wild-
fowl.

After the sportsmen were in the hole and everything
was ready, Stewart called " Here comes a lead from the
west." Forest and Stream, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 68.

Albany lead, in whist, an opening to show four trumps
and three of each plain suit: so named because made
populai" by the Albany "Whist Club.

—

^American leads,
in whist, leads that show the number of cards in the suit
led. They are never used in bridge.—Angle Of lead, in
elect, the angular displacement by which an alternating
current leads the electromotive force : the opposite of Mag
in an alternating-current circuit.

—

^Angular lead, in de-
scribing a valve-motion operated by an eccentric, or in
adjusting it, an angular displacement of the center line
of the eccentric ahead of its normal relation to the center
line of the crank, which is given so that the opening of
the port may precede or lead the beginning of the piston-
stroke by a determined amount.

—

^Blne lead, a blue-
stained stratum of gold-bearing graveL [California.]

—

Deep lead, in Australian gold-mining, an ancient river-
course,which is now only disclosed by deep-mining oper-
ations.—Forward lead in efec«.,arotation of the brushes
of a generator or motor from the neutral position in the
direction of rotation of the commutator.—Hysteretlc
lead, in elect, the difference of phase between the mag-
netic fiux.and the magnetomotive force in an alternating
circuit containing iron.

Due to the hyateretie lead a, the lag of the current is
less . . .

Steinmetz, Elements of Elect Engineering, p. 50.

Irregnlar lead, in whist and bridge, a lead which is
a departure from the usual custom, such as the 8 led from
10, 8, 6, and 4.—Linear lead, in a steam-engine, the lin-
ear distance by which the port is open when the piston
iegigs Its stroke.— Negative lead, in a steam-engine:
(a) The angle through which the crank has turned from
the dead-center when the valve opens to admit steam.
(M The linear distance which the valve has to travel,
alter the crank has passed the dead-center, before the
valve opens.—On the lead, held by a chain or leather
thong, as a dog.— Original lead, in bridge and whist, the
snit first opened.—Stringer lead, a small veinlet, which
is followed in the hope that it will conduct to larger
bodies of ore.



.lead

lead^, n.—Chemical lead, lead which is free from
alloy of other metals, notably zinc and antimony:
used In the assay processes and where the presence of
other metals would unfit the lead for the required
purpose.—Corroding lead, refined lead suitable for
the production of white lead by the corroding pro-
cess.—FUntslllre process of lead-smeltins. The
reverberatory furnace employed in this process is pro-
vided with a bottom of gray slag and a low roof with a
hopper for charging. The fire-bridge is always au'-cooled,
and there are uiree working-doors on each side. The
cast-iron well in which the metal collects before tapping
is placed in front of the middle door at the front of the
furnace, and the cast-iron pot into which tile metal is

tapped is usually heated by a separate fireplace. The
ore is roasted for about three hours, and is then reduced,
and after being thickened with lime the charge under-
goes a second calcination and is finally reduced and
tapped. This sequence of operations is varied in accord-
ance with the richness of the ores treated.—Hard lead,
impure lead as it comes from the smelting-tumace.—
Lead cbamber, 8ee*cAo»»E>er.—Lead-chamber crys-
tals, process. See *orj/stal, *proeees.—'LeaA Chlond,
PbCIg, a white crystalline substance, soluble in hot water
and to a small extent in cold water.—Lead dlOZld, a heavy
dark-brown powder, having the composition PbOo, ob-
tained by the action of nitric acid on red lead : usedm the
manufacture of friction-matches and in some forms of stor-

age galvanic batteries. Also called 2i2um!>i<; dioxid.—'LeaA
fame, the dust which is mechanically carried away with
the gaseous products of combustion from a lead'smelt-
ing lumaee. It consists chiefly of sulphate and oxid of
lead, with small quantities of oxidized zinc, arsenic, and
antimony, and the ash of the fuel. It is collected by de-
position in flues, often of great length, and resmelted to
recover the lead.—Lead iodide. See itiodide.—Lead
perozld, the brown or puce oxid of lead, Fb02 : used in
the manufacture of lucifer matches and in some storage
batteries for the production of the electric current.—^Lead
white. Same as white lead (which see, under lead^).—
Oleate of lead, a substance, commonly made by boiling
together water, olive-oil, and litharge, which when melted
and spread in a thin layer upon cotton cloth forms the
lead-plaster or diachylon of the surgeon, valuable on ac-
count of its strongly adhesive character.—Fattlnson'S
white, lead, the trade-name of a white pigment, hy-
droxy-chlorid of lead (Pb(HO)Cl), made by precipitating
a hot solution of lead chlorid with calcium hydroxid.

—

Radioactive lead, a [substance formed by the disinte-
gration of radium and the fourth of the series of radio-
active disintegration-products following the emanation,
for which reason it is Iniown as radium D. It has
not been found to emit a radiation, but slowly changes
into other products, radium E, radium F, and radium G
(polonium), which are always present unless the radio-
lead has been freshly prepared and are the source of
both <t- and /3-rays. See *radio-?ea(i.— Silver lead. See
ksUver-lead.— Slag-lead, an inferior lead obtained from
smelting rich lead slag in a slag hearth.—Spongy lead,
metallic lead separated from a solution of one of its

salts in a loosely connected, imperfectly coherent mass,
as in the working of some forms of storage galvanic
batteries.— Subluaed white lead, the trade-name
for a white pigment which consists of lead sulphate,
made by roasting galena in the air under proper con-
ditions, and collecting and purifying the fume given

' off. It is sometimes sold with an admixture of lead
carbonate and zinc oxid.

leadage (le'daj), n. [lead^ + -age."] The dis-

tance from a coal-mine to the point where the
coal is shipped.

lead-bar (led'bar), n. The swingletree or
equalizing-bar used for the leading horses of a
four-in-hand team. See swingletree.

leaden (led'n), v. t. [leaden, a., or lead^ +
-enX (3).] If. To fasten or cover with lead.
—2. To weigh down with or as with lead, as
one's spirits.

leader^, n. 5. (M in marine hardware, an eye, ring, or

pulley used as a guide for a rope or chain. It may be a
simple casting having an eye and designed to be bound to

a wire rope ; or an eye in a screw-plate, as the tiller-rope

Uader of a boat ; or an eye swiveled to a deck-plate, as a

Jib-JeiMter; or a simple Jhalf-ring screwed to the deck, as

a sheet-Je(t(fer, a bell chaiu leader, a cross-tree leader.

10, The first player on any trick in a game of

cards ; the playerwho sits on the dealer's left.

leader-block (le'd6r-blok), n. In marine
hardware, a deck-block used to guide or lead

a rope from the sail to the cleat, as the jib-

sheet leader-hlodk of a small yacht where the

sheets are led aft to the cockpit.

leaderette (le-der-ef), n. A short leader in

a newspaper. [Bng.]

lead-flat (led'flat), n. A nearly flat roof

covered with sheet-lead. A similar rooflng, in

which tin plates are used instead of lead, is called in

tlie United States a deck. [Eng.J

leading^, p. a- 4. In naval are%. , saiji of the edge

or ena of a surface or blade, as a propeller-

blade, which is in advance when moving
through water : opposed to *fallowing.

In the case of a plate set obliquely to its line of motion

through water, it has been explamed that the centre of

pressure is nearerthe Jeadinfli edge than the after edge (see

p. 439). White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 499.

Leading part (natU.), the part of a tackle that is hauled

upon.

leading-beam (le'ding-bem), n. One of two

or more beams adjusted in position to serve

as guides for placing the other beams of the

series.
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leading-pile (le'ding-pil), n. One of two or
more piles driven into position to serve as
guides for driving the other intermediate piles
of the series.

leading-staff, n. Z. A staff with a hook in
one end, used to lead a bull by putting the
hook through a ring in his nose.

leading-strings, » jpZ. 3. Naut., a,n old -aaxae

for yoke-lines.

leading-truck (le'ding-tmk), n. A fair-lead
or guide for leading a rope or cable to a wind-
lass; a leading-block or pulley-bloek used to
lead a rope to a capstan or so that it can be
easily hauled.

lead-light (led'lit), n. 1. A single piece of
glass prepared for a window, to be put in a
lead sash, as of a decorative window.— 2.
The whole of a piece of sash with lead bars
prepared to fill a light, that is, a separate
window-space.

lead-line^, n. 3. InjiaifeoZ., abluishmark at
the edge of the gums occurring in cases of
lead-poisoning.

lead-line^ (led'lin), n. In T/wmberimg, a wire
rope, with an eye at each end, used to anchor
the snatch-block in setting a lead.

lead-off (led'df), «. In exper. physiot, the pas-
sage of a constant current through a nerve,
while the latter is connected with a galva-
nometer, by means of two electrodes placed
either both along the course of the nerve, or
one along its course and the other at its trans-
verse section. Philos. Trans. Boy. Soc. (Lon-
don), 1897, ser. B, p. 7.- Longitudinal lead-off,
the passage of a constaiit curreUt tlirough a nerve which
has been arranged upon two electrodes so connected with
a galvanometer that neither is in contact with a trans-
verse section of the nerve, both touching the nerve along
its course.— Transverse lead-off, the passage of a con-
stant current through a nerve which has been arranged
upon two electrodes so connected with a galvanometer
that the transverse section of the nerve lies upon one and
its body upon the other.

lead-paper (led'pa"p6r), n. White paper
whion has been dipped into a solution of a
colorless salt of lead and dried, it serves as a
test for sulphureted hydrogen or for soluble hydroaulphid,
being blackened by exposure to tliese substances.

lead-reeve (led'rev), n. In mining, an official

with whom aggrievedminers lodge complaints.
[Prov. Eng.]

lead-reins (led'ranz), n. pi. In a four-in-hand
harness, the reins used to guide the leaders.

lead-riveting (led'riv"et-ing), n. In minmg,
a method of locking a safety-lamp by fasten-
ing it with a lead pvet which receives an
impression and acts as a seal, so that any
tampering with the lamp may be detected.

lead-spar, n. 2. Anglesite or other similar
lead compound.—Bed lead-spar, crocoite.

lead-tree, n. 2. Arbor Saturni, or tree of

Saturn: an old name for the arborescent
growth of metallic lead, in thin crystalline

leaflets, which forms on a strip' of sheet-zinc

placed in a solution of a lead salt, as lead
acetate or nitrate.

lead-wash (led'wosh), n. Same as lead-water.

lead-work (led'wferk), n. In building, work
other than ordinary plumbing, in which lead
is used, as in gutters, roofing, etc. [Kare in

U. S., but common in (Jreat Britain.]

leaf, n. 2. ( j) The frame or shaft which holds the com-
plement of heddles for weaving ; the harness.—Coppery
leaves. See *co^i>«n^.—Comnte leaf, a leaf in which
the midrib is projected in the form of a horn or spine,

sometimes in a different plane.—Floral leaf, one of the
divisions of the perianth; a petal or sepal; also, less

properly, a bract or leaf which subtends a flower.

—

French leaf, a liard yellow-brass leaf, used in overlaying

with brass.—Indian leaves. See -irmalabathrujn.—
Sibylline leaves. See sibylline.— Soaj? leaves. See

, -ksoap.— Standing leaf, that leaf of a hinge which is

secured to a stationary object, as a door-post.

leaf-areole (lefar'-'e-ol), n. Same as *leaf-

scar.

leaf-bar (lef'bar), n. A transverse slat or grid,

in different parts of the scutching- or picMng-
machinery in a cotton-mill, for the arrest, and
separation from the cotton, of leaves and other

foreign matter.

leaf-base (lef'bas), n. That part of a leaf, or

rather of its stalk or petiole, which remains

within the trunk or stem after the leaf has
fallen : used chiefly of fossil trunks, as of Zepi-

dodendron, Cycadeoidea, etc.

leaf-beetle, n. particular leaf-beetles (and so with
leaf-cutters, root-borers, eto.) are known by some distinc-

tive adjective or attribute prefixed, as bean leaf-beetle

('leaf-beetle of the bean"). All such three-word names
may be taken also as beam-leaf beetle ('beetle of the bean-

leaf-bug

leaf'), etc—Bean leaf-beetle, a chrysomelid beetle,

Cerotoma trifurcata, which feeds on the foliage of the

bean and pea in the United States, from Maryland and

Bean Leaf-beetle (Ceroioma trifurcata).

a, beetle; d, pupa; f, larva; cf, anal seg^meiits of larva ; f, leg^ of

same ; ^, egf : a,d, e, enlarged about five times ; d, e,f, more en-
larged. (Chittenden, U. S. D. A.)

Illinois southward; also, Cerotoma camAnea.— Cheriy
leaf-beetle, an American clirysomelid beetle. Golem-
cella eamcoltie, which feeds on the foliage of the cherry.

—Clover leaf-beetle. Same as clmer^uieeml.—Cotton-
wood leaf-beetle. Same as poplar icleaf-beetle.— 'Elm.

leaf-beetle, a European chrysomelid beetle, Galerucella
luteola, first introduced into the United States near Bal-
timore about 1840. It has spread north and south, and is

Elm Leaf-beetle {Galerucella luteola).
'

a, eggs ; *, larvae ; i:, adult ; e, eggs (enlarged) ; X, sculpture of
egg ; £, larva ; ^, side view of greatly enlarged segment of larva

;

t, dorsal view of larva ;/, pupa ; ^. adult; /, portion of elytron of
beetle (enlarged). (Riley, U. S. D. A.)

the principal enemy te the elms grown as shade-trees in
most eastern cities. It is commonly known as the im-
ported elm leaf-beetle, and is frequently referred to in
literature as Gateruea xanthometxna and Galerucella
aaintAomeJ«jw!.—Four-marked leaf-beetle. Crypto-
eephaluB quudrimaculatus.— Larger Bugar-beet leaf-
beetle, Monoxia puncticolUg.— Linden leaf-beetle.
Same as idoMer-beeOe. — LOCUSt leaf-beetle, Odom^
tota dorsalis.-jMBg-hOTBSd leaf-beetle, any member
of the genus Dormcia.- Orange leaf-beetle. See *lea/-
noicAer.—Peach leaf-beetle. Same as plum kleaf-
iieetle.-Flum leaf-beetle, an American chrysomelid
beetle, Sodonota tristis, which feeds on the foliage of the
pear and the plum.—Poplar leaf-beetle, a chrysomelid
beetle, ~i^*na gcripta, which defoliates poplars in the
United States. Also called cottonwood leaf-beetle.— Rose
leaf-beetle, Nodonota puncticoUis.— Southern com
leaf-beetle. See *cotoi.— Spotted strawberry leaf-
beetle. Same as spotted v^paria.— Strawberry leaf-
beetle, Typophorus camellus.—'WOlOW leaf-beetle, an
American chiysomelid beetle, lAna scripta.

leaf-blight, n, a few of the hosts, with their specific
leaf-blights, are as follows : buckwheat, Ramvlaria rvfu-
maculans; cabbage, Ma^crosporium Bra&sica; celery,
Cercospora Apii; cotton, Cercospora gossypina; pear,
Entomosporium macviatwm; tobacco, Cercospora Nico-
tian«.—Leaf-blight Of almond, a fungous disease of
the almond caused by Cercospora drcwmsdssa.—Leaf-
blight Of com, a disease which affects the leaves of
com, causing them to turn yellow and die. It is caused
by the fungus Helminthosporium inctynspt^uwrn.—Leaf-
blight Of grape, a disease of n-ape-leaves caused by the
fungus Cercospora vitzcoZa,— Leaf-blight Of migno-
nette, a disease of the cultivated mignonette, especially
when grown under glass, due to the fungus Cercospora
Resedse, which causes brownish spots on the leaves.—^Bed
leaf-blight, a disease of cotton, due to the impoverished
condition of the soil, which produces an autumn-like
coloration in the leaves.—Yellow leaf-blight. Same as
mosaic -kdisease.

leaf-blotch (lef'bloch), n. A blotch on the
leaves of plants caused by the attacks of cer-
tain fungi.—Leaf-blotch of rose, a fungous disease
attacking the leaves of roses, caused by Actinonema Mo-
sse, which produces dark blotehes on the leaves and soon
causesthem to drop off. ^^q-^Actinonema.—Leaf-blOtch
Of strawbeny, a fungous disease of the strawberry, due
to Ascochyta Fragarise, which attacks the leaves, produc-
ing dead spots.

leaf-brass (lef'bras), n. Very thin sheet-brass.

leaf-bug, M.—Four-lined leaf-bng, an American cap.
sid, Poecuooapsus lineatus, wide-spread in the United
States. It damages gooseberry-bushes, currant-bushes,
and many garden plants, puncturing leaves and small
twigs and sucking sap. The eggs are inserted in slits cut
lengthwise into the stems of plants. Also called the



Pear Leaf-chafer {Sericct
tricolor). Enlarged.

leaf-bug

black-lined plant-bug.—Pear leaf-bng. Same as «or-
nished plant-bug (which see, tmder plant-bug).

leaf-cast (lef'kast), n. A disease of young
pine-trees and seedlings which causes the
leaves to fall: due to the fungus iopAoderwJMw
Pinastri. See *Lophoclermium, *needle-cast,
and *easUng, 11.

leaf-caterpillar (lef'kat*6r-pil-ar), ». The
eotton-eaterpiilar, the larva of JXdbama argil-
laeea. See *Alabama. [Southern TJ. S.]
leaf-chafer (lef'cha"f6r), n. Any leaf-eating
soarabseid beetle LamelUcom leaf-chafer, any
scarabseid beetle which feeds on leaves ; specifically, any
member of the subfamily Melolonthinse, which includes
the May-beetles, and of the subfamily Pleurosticta of
Horn. See pleurosHct.— Margined leaf-Chafer, a
rather small American scarabieia beetle, Anovnala mar-
ginata, which attacks the foliage of fruit-trees and grape-
vines in the southern United States.— Pear leaf-Chafer,
an American scarabseid
beetle, Serica iricolor, which
often defoliates pear-trees,
especially in the eastern
United States.— Shining
leaf-Chafer, the goldsmith-

leaf-climber (lef'kli"-

m6r), n. A liana in
which the petiole or
blade of the otherwise
unmodified leaf is the
irritable supporting
organ. Thus Clematis
Vitalba and other species are
petiole-climbers, varieties of
Futnaria ojlcinalia are leaf-blade climbers, and Flagel-
laria Indioa is a leaf-tip climber. See ^endril-cliTnoer.

leaf-cover (lef'kuv"6r), n. Same as *litter, 8,

and duff^, 3.

leaf-cure (lef'kiir), v. t. To cure (tobacco)
after removing the stalks. See extract under
*stalk-cure.

leaf-curl (lef'k6ri), n. A disease of the cherry,
peach, and plum, due to various species of
Mxoasous— Potato leaf-eurL Same w potato early
•kblight.

leaf-cushion (lefkusVon), ». See ^cushion.

leaf-cutter, 7i. 1. (6) A leaf-cutting ant; one
of the tropical or subtropical ants which de-
foliate trees, b,sAttafervens Maple leaf-cntter,
an American tineid moth, Incurvaria acerifoliella,

whose larva perforates the leaves of the maple with
elliptical holes, using the removed leaf-substance aa a
case.

leaf-door (lef'dor), ». A folding door,

leafery (le'fer-i), M. \leaf+-ery.'] Leafage;
foliage.

leaf-fall (lef'fai), n. The fall of the year;
the autumn.
leaf-fat (leffat), n. The fat which occurs in
folds or leaves in the body-cavity of an animal
such as the ox or hog.

leaf-fiber (lef'fi"b6r), n. The fiber of leaves.
—Leaf-flber machine. See -kfiberi.

leaf-filter (]ef'fil"t6r), n. See *filter\

leaf-flea (lef'fle), n. A flea-beetle or any hom-
opterous insect of the family PsylUdse ; a flea-

louse.

leaf-folder, n— Lesser apple leaf-folder, a tortri-

cid moth, Alceris minuta, whose larva folds the young
leaves of the apple and skeletonizes them. It is common
throughout the southern Atlantic United States.

Leaf-foot bug. Same a.a leaf-footed*plant-bug.

leaf-frog (lef'frog), «. A small tree-fi-og of the
genus Hylodes, peculiar to tropical America.
The most common species, B. marimicensis, is

noteworthy from the fact that it was the first

known instance of a frog the metamorphosis
of which took place within the egg.

leaf-gall (lef'gal), n. A gall of leaves Trum-
pet Ieaf-ga.ll. Same as trumpet-gall.

leaf-gneiss (lef'nis), n. Gneiss composed of
quartz and feldspar, in which the quartz is

disposed in little parallel leaves among the
grains of feldspar.

leaf-gold, «. 2. Native gold in thin, leaf-like

forms.
leaf-green (lef'gren), n. Chlorophyl.
leaf-hopper, 1—Brown leaf-hopper, AgalUa son-
guinolenta.—Destructive leaf-hopper, an American
leaf-hopper of the family Jaseidse, Cicadula ex-

itiosa, which sometimes seriously damages winter
wheat in the southern United States.— Grain
leaf-hopper, Diedroeephaius JUtmceps.—Rose
leaf-hopper, Empoa rosse, frequently swarming
on the leaves of the rose.—Sadue-hacked leaf-
hopper, Thamnotetiix clitellaHus, which occa-
sionally damages the plum and other fruit-ti^es.

leaflet, «. 4. (c) One of the thin plates
or leaves contained in the lung-books
of certain spiders, (d) One of the leaf- ,?|t'eaf-
like brauohisB of certain aquatic insect- hopper

leaf-midge (lef'mij), n. A midge that <>!«).

infests leaves.— Clover leaf-midge, a ceoidomyiid
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fly, CeddAmiyia trifolii, common to Europe and the United

States, whose larvse live in the folded leaves of white

clover, Trifoliwm repent.

leaf-mildew (lef'miFdu), n. A mildew of

leaves Cherry leaf-mildew. Same as cherry-blight.

leaf-miner, ra.—Apple leaf-miner, a tineid moth,

Tischeria malifolieUa, whose larva mines the leaves of

the apple, blackberry, raspberry, and other rosaceous

plants inthe eastern United States, foi-ming its pupa withiu
the folded leaf.—Beetleaf-miner, the larva ofa fly, Pejo-

nvuia vicina, of the family Anthomyiidx.—Cahbage leaf-

miner, (a) An American drosophilid fly, Scaptoimyza

adusta, whose larva mines the leaves of cabbage and other

cruciferous plants in the southern United States. (6) S.

graminum, a congeneric European insect, also occurring
in the United States. It is also called imported cabbage
leoif-miner.— ClO'ver leaf-miner. See -kAgramyia,
with cut.—Gai leaf-miner, any one of several species
of tineine moths whose ^vgs mine the leaves of oak. More
than fifty European species have this habit. Lithoeolletis

hamadryadella and L. fitchella are two of thecommonest
North American examples.— Palmetto leaf-miner, the
larva of an American tineid moth, Homaledra Babalella.

It feeds on the upper surface of the leaf of the saw-pal-
metto in Florida, destroying the skin as well as the fleshy
part of the leaf.— Parsnip leaf-miner, the larva of a
trypetid fly, Addia fratria.— Pear leaf-miner, the larva
of an American tineid moth, Ornix qimdripv/nctella.
—Fine leaf-miner, the larva of an American gelechiid
moth, Paralechia pinifoliella. It is very small and eats
the interior of the needles or leaves of pitch-pine and other
stont-leaved species of Pinus, causing the needles to
turn white.—Tobacco leaf-miner, the larva of a gel-

leakance

and the tennis chiefly used bypaleobotanists.

See scar^, 4, and compare leaf-*<yushion and
*leaf-})ase.

One [specimen] represents an upper portion of the stem
with lea/sears and remains of petioles ; another a lower
portiou, with aerial roots.

Dawton, Geol. Hist of Plants, p. 94.

leaf-scorch (lef'skdrch), n. A fungous disease

of the leaves of the cherry, causing a scorched
and withered appearance. It is most destruc-

tive in Europe and is attributed to Gnomonia
erythrostoma. See *Giiomonia, with out.

leaf-sewer (lef's6"6r), n. Same as leaf-4-oller.

—Chapln'B apple leaf-sewer, an American tortricid

moth, Ancylis rmheeuloma, whose larva sews together
the leaves of the apple.

leaf-spot, n. 2. The common name given to a
large number of fungi which produce spots

upon the leaves of plants. A few of the hosts,

with their speciflc leaf-spots, are as follows : alfalfa,
" ' • " '-

• - apple, PhyUosticta pirivia;

Tobacco Leaf-miner i,Fhthori?naa opercttleliai).

a, moth ; d, larva ; c, pupa : all enlarged.
(Howard, U. S. D. A.)

echiid moth, PhthorimaBa operculella, common to the
southern United States and Europe. It makes blotches
in the leaves of tobacco and other solanaceous plants. It
is known to Southern tobacco-planters as the split-worm.
—White-blotch oak leaf-miner, the larva of an Amer-
ican tineid moth, I/ithocolletis hamadryadeUa. It mines
between the two surfaces of the leaves of several species
of oak, making white blotches, which are often so abun-
dant as perceptibly to whiten the foliage of a large tree.

leaf-mite (lef'mit), n. 1. Any mite of the
family Tetranychidie ; a red spider.— 2. Any
blister-mite, rustmite, or gall-mite of the
family Eriophyidse (formerly PhytopUdse).

leaf-mold, «. 2. Any.one of various fungi
which turn brown the leaves of carnations,
cotton, grapes, melons, and other plants.
Also called -white mold, because of the white patches
produced on the under side of the discolored leaves.
Some of the hosts, with their speciflc leaf-molds, are as
follows : carnation, Heterosporium ecMnulatum ; cotton,
Rojimda/ria areola; grape, Septoeporium> heterosporuTn;
horse-radish, Macrosporlimi h^rculeum.

leaf-mosaic (lef'mo-za'^ik), n. Same as mosaic
*disease.

leaf-notcher (lef'noch"6r), n. An American
curculionid beetle, Artipus floridamis, green-
ish blue or copper brown in color and covered
with white scales. It eats jagged notches in
the leaves of the orange. Also ea,lled ora/nge
leaf-^noteher and orange leaf-beetle.

leaf-red (lef'red), n. A red pigment found in
leaves; erythrophyl.

leaf-roller, n—Basswood leaf-roller, an American
pyralid moth, PaTdographa linrnata, whose larvse roll the
leaves of basswood into tubes, within .which they live.

The moth is straw-colored, with olive markings and a
purplish iridescence, and occurs in North, Central, and
South America.—Box-elder leaf-roller, the larva of
Archips »emj/erami.—Fruit-tree leaf-roller, a moth,
Arckips argyrospila, whose larvae injure the foliage and
fruit of the apple, pear, and strawberry.—Grape-vine
leaf-roller, a pyralid moth, Demda funeralis, whose
larvae live in folded grape-leaves.—Neat Strawberry
leaf-roller, the larva of Exartema permuTidanum'.—
Obliqne-banded leaf-roller, a tortricid moth, Archips
rosaceana, inhabiting the northern United States from
Colorado eastward, where its larvae roll the leaves of va-
rious rosaceous plants, including many important fruit-

trees. The adult is brown in color, with its fore wings
banded with contrasting shades of the same color,

—

Orange leaf-roller, the larva of Platynota rostrana.
—Peach les^-roller, the larva of Archips persicana.—
Raspberry leaf-roller. Same as neat strawberry -kleaf-

roBer.—Red-banded leaf-roller, the larva of BuUa
triiferana, infesting clover.

leaf-rust, n—orange leaf-mst, a disease of wheat
and similar grasses^ due to Uredo rumgo-vera.—Pine leaf-
rust, a fungous disease of pine-leaves, caused by Coleo-

sportum Pini.

leaf-scar (lef'skar), n. The scar left on a
trunk after the fall of the leaf. In fossil

trunks these are of high diagnostic importance.

acericola. — Angular
leaf-spot, abacterial
disease of cotton
leaves characterized
by the formation of
watery angular spots
bounded by the vein-
lets of the leaf.—
Black leaf-spot, the
fungous disease of ma-
ples produced by -flAj/-

tisma acervnwm.^
Cherry leaf-spot, a
fungous disease of the
cherry due to Cylinr
drosporium Padi or
Cercospora cerasella.

—Clover leaf-spot,
a disease of clover due
to the fungus Phyl-
laehora Trifolii.—
Leaf-spot of pea, a
fungous disease due to
Ascochyta Pisi, occur-
ring upon the leaves
and vines of the pea.
See "kAscochyta.—
leaf-spot of violet,
a fungous disease of

strawberry Leaf-spot {.Mycosphtzrella
Fragaria).

., " . i J t - '* diseased leaf (one fourth natural
the Violet caused by size) ; b, tuft of conldlophores and con-
either PhyUosticta idia which have broken through the

ViolsR or Altema/ria upper epidermis (enlarged); c, section

Violle. See spot-itdis- ?' perithecium, showing asci within
.„_- At.i««« i-«* (enlarged); rf. four asci containing as-ease.—ymnce leai- oospores (ranch enlarged); e, ascospores
spot, a fungous dis- (still further enlarged).. (U. S. D. A.)
ease of quince-leaves
caused by ^SntoTnosporiummaeteZatum.—Rose leaf-spot,
a fungous disease of rose-leaves caused by Mycosphserella
rasifl'eTwi.—Strawberry leaf-spot, a fungous disease of
strawberry-leaves caused by Mycospheerella Fragarise.

leaf-table (lef'ta,"bl), n. A table with a leaf
or flap which can be turned up or down ; also,
an extension-table, that is, one with leaves
which can be slipped in or out to vary its size.

leaf-tier, «— Green apple leaf-tier. Same as lesser
apple *iect/'-/o?(fer.—Greenhouse leaf-tier, the larva of
a pyralid moth, PMyctsenia, rvMgalis, common to Europe,
Asia, and the United States. It feeds on the leaves of
various plants, especially in greenhouses, and ties the
leaves together.

leaf-wasp (lef'wosp), n. Any saw-fly.
leaf-worm (lef'werm), n. Same as *leaf-cat-
erpillar.

leag, n. and v. A simplified spelling of league.
league-hut (leg 'hut), n. A rude shelter for
ejected tenants provided by the Land League
in Ireland. See Zand League, under league^.
leaguer* (le'gSr), n. [Also leager, legar; prob.
< D. UggeVj G. leger, also leager, a, large cask

;

cognate with E. ligger, lier'-.'} A large cask: a
tun ; specjifically (naut.), a cask for water hold-
ing 159 imperial gallons, carried on vessels
before the introduction of water-tanks.
Leaia (le-a'ya), n. [NL., named after Isaac
Xea.] A genus of fossU phyllopodous crus-
taceans of the family LimnatUidse, character-
ized by a bivalved carapace, each valve of
whi(jh is marked by two diagonal ridges ra-
diating from the anterior end of the dorsal
margin. Forms of this genus are very nu-
merous in certain Carboniferous beds of Eu-
rope and North America.
leak, n.— Electric leak, escape of current from a con-
ductor through its insulation.

leakage, n.— Magnetic leakage, in elect., that part of
the magnetic flux of a magnetic circuit which does not
traverse tlie desired path, as in dynamo-electric machines

;

the magnetism which strays from fleld-pole U) fleld-pole
without passing through the armature ; in alternating-
current apparatus, the self-inductive flux.

leakance (le'kans), n. [leak -I- -ance.'\ In
elect., conductance due to leakage through a
dielectric or insulator.

It follows that any ordinary telegraph circuit may be
made approximately distortionless by adding a certain
amount of leakance, or leakage conductance.
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leak-stopper

leak-stopper (lek'stop*6r), n. Nant., a device
for temporarily covering a hole in the bottom
or side of a vessel below water while it is afloat,
thus stopping the flow of water into the in-
terior.

The ship must sink : unless the power of her pumps is
BUfHcient to overcome the lealc ; or some means is devised
lor checlcing the inflow, by employing a sail, or a mat, or
some otl^&Eleak-stopper.

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 24.

leall (lei), adm. {lean, a.] 1. Loyally.—2.
Thoroughly; exactly.— 3. Lawfullv.

Ieal2(la-ai'), n. [Pg., orig. 'legal': see lealKa.']
1. A former silver coin of Portugal, worth 15
cents.— 2. A colonial Portuguese copper coin,
worth 16 cents, struck at Goa.

leain* (lem), v.
f
Also leem, leme, Umb ; perhaps

ult. identical with limlfl; v. ; cf . Norw. lema,
lemma, Uma, Icel. lima, dismember.] I. trans.

To separate or remove the shell or husk from
(nuljs) ; shell ; husk.

II, intrans. To become separated from the
shell, as nuts; to separate easily from the
shell or husk. [Prov. Bng.]
leam^ (lem), n. [Also Umb ; appar. a variant
of Umb^, with a form and sense depending on
the verb leamS.'] The shell or husk of a nut.
[Prov. Eng.]
leam^ (}em), n. [Origin obscure.] A drain

;

a cut; iu the feu district, a watercourse.
[Eng.]

leaning-stock (le'niug-stok), n. In organ-
building, a horizontal bar or brace against
which the pipes of a stop lean so as to be kept
firmly in place : sometimes it is indented to fit

the pipes.

leap-day (lep'da), n. An intercalary day,
especially the 29th of February in leap-year.

leaper, n. 4. Naut., a sea that breaks on
board a vessel ; a wave that leaps over the
rail.

leaping (le'ping), p. a. [ME. lepynge.'] That
leaps; jumping— Leaping cncnmber. Same as
squirting cucumber (which see, under cucumber).

leapingly (le'ping-li), adv. By leaps and
bounds.

leaping-pole (le'ping-pol), n. A pole used to

aid a jumper to increase the length or height
of his jump.

Ieaping-spider(le'ping-spi"d6r), n. Anysalti-
grade spider; a jumpiug-spider.
leap-work (lep'wSrk), n. Any mechanical
device for producing intermittent motion.

Learic (ler'ik)j n. [Lear (see def.) + -ic; in
punning allusion to lyric.) A name given to

a five-line nonsense-verse of the kind used by
Edward Lear in his "Book of Nonsense":
now called a *Umerie1c (which see).

The Academy (29 July, 1899) and Truth put the word in

circulation by proposing competitions on the model of my
' tiah Literary Learics, which they named expressly.

M. Russell, in N. and Q., 9th aer., XIL 8.

lea-rig (le'rig), ». A grassy ridge left unplowed
at the end of a plowed field. N. E. D. [Eng.

dial.]

lease^, n. 4. In Australian mining, a mining
leasehold; a piece ofground leased for the pur-

pose of mining BeverslonaiT lease, one which is to

become effective at some time in the future.

lease-band (ies'band), n. One of the bands or

rods which alternately separate the warp-

threads in a loom ; a lease-rod.

lease-pin (les'pin),«. Awarping-pin; a pin on

a warping-beam for holding the yarn.

leash, n. 4. In physiol., an aggregation of

similar cord-like structures, such as fibers,

nerves, blood-vessels, etc.

A man for many years had chronic ulcers, small leashes

of vessels running across the cornea to the ulcers.

Lancet, May 30, 1903, p. 1616.

leashing (le'shing), n. 1. The forming of a

leash (or lease) in the warp-threads in a loom

between the warp-beam and the heddles.-:r2.

Same as *shaft-lashing.

leasing* (le'sing), m. An erroneous form of

*leashing (in weaving).

leather, n. 5. In cricket, the ball. [CoUoq.]—
6. pi. (a) Wearing-apparel made of leather,

as breeches, leggings, etc. (6) One who wears

'leathers.'

"All the coaches are full with the men going down,"

Spavin said. . . . "Get into my yellow; I'U drop you at

Mudford. . . . Come along; jump in, old boy— go it,

leathers I
" Thackeray, Pendennis, xx.

Acid leather, leather which retains an appreciable quan-

tity of sulphuric or other mineral acid used to plump or

raise the hide in preparation for tanning. Such leather is

objectionable for military purposes, as it corrodes soldiers

socles and causes their accoutrements to rust.—Bastard

leather, a skin used in bmdmg books. It is as strong as
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goatskin in resisting tearing, but the surface is tender and
shows many imperfections.—Leather-flnlslUiig ma-
chine, a machine for glazing, rolling, or pebbling leather.— Leather-measnrmg machine, a machine for ascer-
taining the number of square feet in a hide or skin.— OU-
tanned leather, leather made, chiefly from the skin of
the sheep, calf, or deer, by pai-tly removing or roughening
the grain side of the skin, liming, thorouglily saturating
with fish- or seal-oil forced in by beating, exposing to
heated air until much of the oil has become oxidized, and
removing the surplus unaltered oil by expression or by
washing with an alkaline solution. The product is very
soft and pliant, and is extensively used for lining cases for
silverware, etc., for gloves, for lining articles of clothing,
and in various other ways.— Satin leather, in shoe-
manuf. , black leather for uppers, made from hide finished
on the flesh side. JIfodera Ar^er. Tanning, p. 112.—
Spanish leather. ({>) Decorated leather made in Spain,
where the art of stamping and working leather was
brought to a high state of perfection.

leather-awl (le5H'6r-&l), %. A tool for piercing
holes in leather.

leather-bark (leTH'6r-bark), n. Same as leatlier-

wood, 1. [Rare.]
leather-brown, «. 2. Same as Bismarck or
phenylene brown.— 3. A basic coal-tar color of
the disazo type, prepared by combining two
molecules of diazotized para-acetanilide with
one molecule of meta-phenylene diamine : par-
ticularly suited for the coloring of leather and
jute.— 4. A name occasionally applied to

*phosphene.
leather-buffer (leTH'er-buf'er), n. A machine
for grinding or fleshing hides or skins.

leatner-bush (leTH'6r-bush), n. Same as
leatherwood, 1.

leather-ear (leTH'er-er), n. One of the sun-
fishes, Lepomis megalotis, having a long dermal

lechosa

spreading tree of bottom-lands, with a hard
wood and, at the base of the trunk, a spongy
pUable bark, recommended for a styptic.

Leather-ear (Lepomis vnegalotis').

(From Bulletin 47. U.S. Nat. Museum.)

opercular flap, found in the fresh waters of the
eastern United States.

leather-fish (lesn'^r-fish), n. The file-fish,

Monacanthus liispidus.

leather-hunting (leSH'er-hun"ting), n. In
cricket, fielding, especially fielding while a
large number of runs are made by the oppos-
ing side. [Slang.]

leather-jack, n. 2. Any species of the genus
OUgoplites, fishes of the family Carangidse.

leather-jacket, n. 2. In bot.: (6) In Aus-
tralia, any one of several other trees, so called

from the toughness of their bark ; especially the

cooper's-wood, Alphitonia excelsa, the coach-
wood, Ceratopetalum apetalwm, Cryptocarya
Meissneri of the laurel family, and Wemman-
nia rubifolia of the family Cunoniacex.— 3.

The larva of any one of several species of

crane-fiies of the family Tipulidee. It lives

underground in pasture-lands and has an es-

pecially tough skin.

This will kill slugs and leather-jackets.

Massee, Plant Diseases, p. 45.

4. In Australia, a thin pancake made of flour

and water.
leatherneck (leSH'6r-nek), n. A marine.

[Eng. naval slang.]

When we played ship's theatricals of Vigo, Glass 'ere

played Dick Deadeye to the moral, though the lower deck
wasn't pleased to see a leatherneck interjJretin' a strictly

maritime part.

R. Kipling, The Bonds of Discipline, in TraflBos and
[Discoveries, p. 47.

leather-paste (lesH'Sr-past), n. Paste used
in attacning leather to the surface of other

materials, as in bookbinding.

leather-powder (leTH'er-pou"'der), «• Scrap

leather ground to powder, for use as a manure.
The nitrogen which alone gives it value as such is not

readily given up ii. a condition available for plants.

leather-presser (leTH'er-pres'''er), n. In

leather-manuf., a press used to remove the

grease from skins which are to be used for

fancy stock.

leatherwood, TO' 2. (&) The Tasmanian pink-

wood, Eucryphvi Mllardieri. See *pinku)ood,

2.— 3. In the southeastern United States,'

Cyrilla racemiflora, a bush or small, wide-

Leatherwood (Cyrilla racemifiora).
(From Sargent's " Manual of the Trees of North America.")

More often called ironwood and sometimes
ke-huckleberry, bwrnwood, or burn/wood-bark,
and red or wMte Uti. Sometimes called South-
ern leatherwood. See Cyrillacese.

lea'7, V. and n. A simplified spelling of leave.

leave^, v. t.— lo leave over, to leave for future use,

consideration, ur decision.

leawill (le'arwil),w. [_A1bo leeawell ; < aborig-
inal Australian ledwil, le-ow-el, forms of the
aboriginal word otherwise represented by
*leeangle, q. v.] Same as *leeangle.

Leber's plexus. See *plexus.

lebes (le'bez), n. [Gr. M^tj^.I In Gr. antiq.,

a metal cal-

dron, usually of
bronze, but
sometimes of

gold and silver,

often offered as
a prize.

lebis(leb'is),M.
"-'""•

[Ar. libis.'] A cyprinoid fish, Labeo niloUous,

inhabiting the Nile.

Lebistes (le-bis'tez), «. [NL., said to be based
on Gr. Ae/3/af, L. lebias, a kind of fish.] A
genus of fishes of the family Pceciliidx, found
off the island of Barbados.
lebrancho (le-bran'cho), n. [Cuban Sp.] A
Cuban name of Mugil brasiliensis, one of the
mullets, found in the West Indies and south
to Patagonia.

Lecanactidacese (le-ka-nak-ti-da'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Lecanactis (Lecanactid-) + -acese.'] A
family of gymnocarpous lichens named from
the genus Lecanactis.

Lecanactis (le-ka-nak'tis),»i. [NL. (Eschweiler,
1824), < Gr. yi£K.&vri, a dish, disk, -1- d/crif, a ray.

The name alludes to the form and appearance
of the apothecia.] A genus of simple crus-

taceousgymnocarpous lichenshaving disciform
scattered or gregarious apothecia and hyaline,

spindle-shaped, 2- to 16-celled spores. About
50 species are known. They occur on rooks
and tree-trunks.

Lecanitida (lek-a-nit'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

"ksKavri, a dish, -f-"-ite« -1- -i^o.] A subdivision
of the ammonoid cephalopods of the suborder
LHscocampyli. It comprises genera with com-
pressed discoidal and involute shells. The
primitive representatives have entire sutures
with broad, rounded saddles and narrow lobes,

while the more complicated have prolonged
lateral suture-lines and an indefinite number
of inflections of the saddles.

Lecanium, n. 2. [I. c] A scale-insect of

the genus Lecanium or of an allied genus.

—

Peach lecanium, Eulecanium persicse, which occurs in

Europe, Australia, Nova Scotia, and the United States.

—

Plum lecaJlium, Eulecaniumpmnastri, a cosmopolitan
species which occurs in Europe, Japan, and the United
States.— Tullp-tree lecanium, Eulecanium iulipiferse,

an American species which occurs on the tulip-tree,

magnolia, and rarely on clover. It forms large masses on
the twigs of infested trees and secretes a large amount
of honeydew.

Lecanocrinus (lek-a-nok'ri-nus), n. [NL., < Gr.
T^K&vri, a dish, + icpivov, a lily (see crinoid).']

A crinoid genus belonging to the family
Ichthyocrinidse, which, like Ichthyocrinus, ap-
pears as a solid bodywhen the arms are closed,

except that the posterior rays of the six

brachials are not in contact, but are separated
by anal plates. Thegenus occurs in the Silurian

of North America.
Lecanoracese (lek''''a-no-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Lecanora + -aced.'] The proper form of the
name of the lichen family, based on the genus
Lecanora. See Lecanorei.

Le Ghatelier's law of radiation. See Maw^.
leche^, n. Same as *ZJcfe<2.

Lecher system. See ^'system.

lechosa (la-cho'sa), n. [Sp. lechosa, milky, <

leche, milk.] In Porto Eieo, the papaya, or



lechosa

papaw, Carica Papaya, a tree with milky juice
and melon-shaped fruit. See papaw, 1, and
Caricu.

lechriodont (lek'ri-o-dont), a. [6r. Uxpu>u
slanting, + bSoi'Q (oSovr-), tooth.] Having the
vomerine teeth in transverse or posteriorly
converging rows: contrasted with *OTecodo» J.

Lechriodonta (lek*ri-o-don'ta.), n.pl. [NL.: see
^'lechriodont.'] A division of tailed amphibians
in which the palatal teeth are restricted to the
posterior portion of the vomers andform trans-
verse or posteriorly converging rows.

lechuguilla (la- cho - gel ' ya), n. [ Sp. leehu-
guilla, dim. of lechuga, lettuce, < L. laetuca,
lettuce: see lettuce.'] The name of several
species of Agave, especially of A. Lecheguilla,
which yield a valuable fiber and a sapona-
ceous substance of various forms called amole.
They are characterized by comparatively naiTow, rigid
leaves from 10 to 30 inches long which have along
their margin a continuous toothed homy border. The
flower-stalky rising to a height of from 5 to 8 feet, bears a
comparatively slender spike of flowers. Generally speali-

Ing, these plants grow on the high table-land of north-
em central Mexico, western Texas, and Arizona. Their
flber is often called istle, or Tampico fther.—3aama,ve
lechUgUla, Agave lophantha, the source of Janmave
istle.

lecimicroonin (les-i-mi-kro'o-nin), n. [Gr.

XiulfioQ), the yolk of an egg, + /tucp6(, small, -I-

^i>, egg, -I- -m2.] A substance obtained by
B^champ from the yolk of hens' eggs. It is

insoluble m water, but may be dissolved by a weak solu-
tion of sodium carbonate, and precipitated from this

solution by acetic acid.

lecimicrozymase (les-i-mi-kro-zi'mas), n. [Gr.
Mki(6os), yolk of an egg, -I- fimpog, small, -I- i^iijiri,

ferment, + -ose.] A substance obtained by
B^champ from the yolk of hens' eggs. It is

precipitated by alcohol from the acetic-acid mtrate from
lecimicroonin, and acts as an enzym, liquefying starch
paste.

lecithal (les'i-thal), a. [ledth-in + -aP.] Of
or pertaining to lecithin.

lecithalbunun (les"i-thal-bu'min), n. [ledth-
in + albumin.'] A compound of leeithin with
an albumin: widely distributed in the animal
world, but individually little known.
lecithoblast (les'i-tho-blast), n. [Gr. UKiSoq,

yolk, -f- ^/Laard;, germ.] A name given to the
yolk-cellswhen they constitute a discrete layer
in the embryo : same as endoderm in many
animals.

lecithoonin (les-i-tho'o-nin), n. [Gr. MiaBo^,

yolk, -1- (^v, egg, + -in^.] A substance ob-
tained by B6ehamp from the yolk of hens'

eggs. It is soluble in water, but is coagulated
by alcohol.

lecithoproteid (les*i-tho-pr6'te-id), n. [Gr.

TiiiaOoc, yolk, -I- B. prot^d.] Same as '^'ledt'h-
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rangement of fishing-tackle in which the lead leg, n. Z. (&) In telephony, a wire used for con.

In mining, the

+ dim. -it

OsO),

lecithoprotein (les-i-tho-pro'te-in), n. [Gr.

MiaBog, yolk, + E. protein.] A compound al-

bumin which results from the union of lecithin

with a protein radical.

lecithozymase (les"i-tho-zi'mas), «. [Gr.

MKidoQ, yolk, + fV^i ferment, -f- -ase.] A sub-
stance obtained by B6ohamp from the yolk of

hens' eggs, it is precipitated by alcohol from an aque-
ous solution, but is not rendered permanently insoluble

in water, and acta as an enzym, liquefying starch paste.

leck-stone (lek'ston), n. [leelc, dial, form of

leak, + stone.] A granular variety of trap-

rook found in Scotland and used for the bot-

tom of ovens.
Leclaire limestone. See *Umsstone.

lec-lez (lek'leks), n. [Prob. southwestern
American Indian.] An American tenebrionid
beetle, Asida sordida, found on the alkaline

plains of the southwestern United States.

Smitltsonian Eep. {Nat. Mus.), 1892, p. 568.

lectica (lek-ti'ka), n.
;

pi. lecticx (-ke). [Xi.

lectica, < lectiis,a, couch, bed.] InJSom. antiq.,

a litter, closed or open, borne by slaves.

lectotype (lek'to-tip), n. [Gr. Tie/crdg, chosen,
-1- riTTog, type.] In the nomenclature of types
in natural history, a syntype selected subse-
quently to the original description, to take the
place which in other eases is. occupied by a
holotype.

lecyttaidaceOUS (les"i-thi-da'shius), a. Belong-
ing to the plant-family Leoythidacex.

Ledbury shales. See *shale^.

leden, a. A simplified spelling of leaden.

ledger'^ (lej'fer), v. i. In angling, to fish with
le(^er-bait.

Ledger bark. See *barJc^.

ledgering (lej'er-ing), n. [ledger(-bait) +
-ing^.] In angling, fishing with ledger-bait. '

ledger-line (lej'fer-Hn), n. In angling, an ar-

rests on the bottom.
ledge-rock (lej'rok), n. Eock in place as dis-

tinguished from loose fragments.

ledger-stone (lej'er-ston), n. A slab covering
an altar-tomb.

ledger-wall (lej'6r-wai), n.

wall underneath a vein.

ledgit (lej'it), n. [Appar. <

for-e*.] 1. I'hetopof the inner half of a win-
dow. Banffshire Glossary. [Scotch.]— 2. A
slip of paper or parchment projecting from
the edge of a leaf in a book, upon which notes
or memoranda may be written. [Scotch.]

leditannic (le-di-tan'ik), a. [Ledum (see def.)
+ tannic] Noting an acid, a tannin, CikH20-

obtained from wild rosemary, Ledmm
It is possibly identical with esoulo-

tannic acid.

ledizanthin (le-dik-san'thin), n. \ledi(tannic)

+ xanthin.] A compound, C^f^siPisi^)! pre-
pared by the action of dilute acids on ledi-
tannic acid or on esculotannic acid.

ledouxite (le-do'it), n. [Dr. A. E. Ledoux, of
New York City, -f- -«te2.] A copper arsenide,
CU4AS, containing cobalt and nickel in small
amount : found in the Lake Superior copper
region.

Ledum camphor. See *eam^hor.
leei. I. ». 3. In geol., the side of a ledge of
rocks which is turned away from the approach
of an eroding agent, such as a glacier. The
other side is the stoss or shock side.

II. II.—Lee anchor, the anchor on the lee bow of a
vessel when it is' under way : when the ship is at anchor,
the lee anchor is the one that is not dropped.—On the
lee beam, bearing to leeward (of a vessel) at or nearly at
right angles to the line of the keel.

leeangle (le'ang-gl), «. [Also leangle, liangle,

langeel, leonile; < Australian langeel, leanguel;
also in other forms, represented by Meawill,
q. v.] A club of the native Australians, bent
at the striking end : similar to a pickax with a
single pick. M. E. Morris, Austral English.

leech^, n— Skate leech, a large, spinose, greenish
leech, Pontohdelia muHcata, parasitic upon
skates and sharks.

leechery (le'chfer-i), n. [leech''- +
-ery.] The healing art.

leech-extract (leeh'eks"trakt), n.

An extract prepared from leeches : it

has hemolytic properties.

leech-glass (lech'glas), n. A glass
tube in which a leech is placed, the
open end being applied to the part
where it is desired to make the leech
take hold.

Leech-line block (naut.), a block, secured
to the yard, through which the leech-line is

reeved.—Mlzzen leech-lines, the leech-
lines which lead from the leeches of the
square sails to their respective yards on the
mizzen, and thence to the decks, and are used
for gathering the sides (leeches) of the sails
toward the yards and masts in furling.

leechwort (leoh'wfert), n. The rib-
wort or ribgrass, Plantago laneeolata.

Leeds ware. See *ware^.
leefang, n. (6) A deek-horse. See

SkateLeech hOTSe'-, 8 {6^.

'^uricata)' leek, n. 2. PolyteUs harrabandi, a
One half

natural size
(after

Bourne).
(From

"Cambridge
Natural

History.")

necting a subscriber's line directly with the
main switchboard.— 8. Same as water-leg.— 9.
lamach.: (a) The movable case which contains
the bucket-belt or -conveyer of a grain-ele-
vator. (6) The tube in which the grain is

lifted into an elevator.— 10. In mining, a pe-
culiar form of quartz-reef, forming a nearly
vertical prolongation of the saddle. E. E.
Morris, Austral English.— 11. A tongue-like
portion of some geologic formation which pro-
jects from the main mass or intrudes others.
The term is a local one used in England for
such relationship in different drift deposits.
J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 362.— 12. A
playin which 'leg-business ' is a prominent fea-
ture. [Theat. slang.]—Deep square leg, in cricket

:

(a) A flelder at right angles with the batsman's wicket
and at a distance from it on the legside. (6) His position
in the field. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 65.— Good leg
(naut), a satisfactory course.

—

Lawn-tennls leg, rup-
ture of some of the fibers of the muscles of the calf Dy
overstrain in playing lawn-tennis.— Leg along (naut),
the leading out of a rope that is to be hauled on. [Eng.j
—Legs and wings (naut.), said of a ship when its masts
are of extraordinary height and its yards very wide, that
is, an oversparred and oversailed vessel.—Leg ball. See
*6oi?l.— Leg-before-Wloket, in cricket. A batsman is

out leg-before-wicket if with any part of his person he
stops the ball which, in the opinion of the umpire at l^e
bowler's wicket, has been pitched in a straight line from
it to the striker's wicket and would have hit it.

The law of leg-before-wicket has also been much dis-
cussed, owing to the general objection to the growing
habit of deliberately putting the body or legs in front of a
breaking ball instead of playing it with the bat.

Encyc. Brit., XXVII. 277.

Leg-of-mutton sail. Same as ahoidder-qf-mutton mil
(which see, under eaili).—Legs Of the martinets
(noMt.), an old name for the two ropes fastened to the
leech-rope of a course and spliced together.— Off the left
leg, in golf, that stance assumed by a player by which the
baU is played on a line with the left foot.— Off the right
leg, in golf, .that stance assumed by a player by whicli the
ball is played relatively near to the right foot^ with the
right leg advanced.— Scissors legs. Same as *scieeor-
leg.—Shear legs, the spars which form a pair of shears.— To keep one's legs. Same as to keep one's feet (which
see, under*eert.—Tomakealeg. (b)Navt., to sail on a
tack.—To pull a person's leg, to fool or humbug him ;

to 'do' or obtain money from a person by imposing on his
credulity. [Slang.]

leg. An abbreviation (6) of legislative or legis-

lature; (c) of legal; (d) of legate; (e) of the
Latin legit, he reads

; (/) of legunt, they read.
legacy, n—Absolute legacy, a legacy, without condi-
tion, which vests immediately upon the death of the tes-
tator.—Alternate legacy, a legacy in which one of two
or more things is bequeathed without designating which.— Conditional legacy, a legacy which will vest only
upon the fulfilment of some condition precedent or sub-
sequent-Indefinite legacy, a legacy in which things
not enumerated or ascei-tained as to amounts, quantities,
etc., are bequeathed, as a bequest of unenumerated
chattels, or idl shares in a certoin company, or a fund
that may be on deposit in a certain bank, etc. A re-
siduary legacy is usually of this class.—Lapsed legacy,
a legacy which, by the death of the legatee before the
testator dies or before some certain event, can never vest.—Legacy by damnatlonf, in dvU law, a legacy in
which the testator charged his heir to give a certain
thing to a certain legatee. It aifordeifthe legatee a claim
against the heir, but prior to delivery no right of property
in the thing bequeathed.—Modal legacy, a legacy in
which the will directs a particular method of applying
the legacy tor the benefit of the legatee, as a certain sum
to be used for educating a certain person, etc.— Substi-
tutive legacy, a gift by will or codicil intended to take
the place of one already made in either.— TJnlversal
legacy, in dvU lam, a single bequest by which a testator
disposes of his entire estate,

small parrot, green mth a scarlet legacy (leg'a-si), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. legaded,

breast. Also called nreenJepM.
p^^. legat^irig. '[lega^,n.] 1. To beqUeath;
assign as a legacy.—2. To leave a legacy to.

legalistic (le-gal-is'tik), a. [legalist + -jc]
Pertaining to legalism or to legalists.

It [book of Jubilees] is really an Eaggadic commentary
on Genesis, and is practically the sole monument of legaX-
istic Pharisaism belonging to the latter half of the 2nd
centuiy B.C., and is a characteristic example of that form
of religion against which the Pauline dialectic was di-
rected. It has a secret apologetic aim. It defends and
justifies the assumption of the high priesthood by the
Maccabees. Encyc. Brit., XXV. 487.

legality, n. 3. A gambling game. [Slang.]
In a sly, immodest, Le Gascon style of bookbinding. iiee*styleK

legatary, n. n. a. Pertaining to or of the
nature of a legacy.

legate (le-gaf), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. legated, ppr.

legating. [L. legare, pp. legatus, send, appoint,
bequeath: see legate, n.] To bequeath; give
by will; give and bequeath.
legatee, ».— Residuary legatee.
isee, under residuary.

breast. Also called green-leek.

[Local, Australia.]— Native leek, in
Australia, BiiUnne bvlbosa, a plant of the lily

family, bearing bright-yellow flowers. It is

very poisonous to horses and cattle. Called
^izovMtive onion and, in Tasmania, yellow lily.

leelite (le'lit), n. [Named (1818) after J. F.
Lee.] A variety of orthoclase feldspar, from
Sweden, having a flesh-red color and waxy
luster,

leering (ler'ing), «. [leer"! + -mg^.] In glass-

manuf., subjection to the action of an anneal-
ing-oven or leer.

leeringly (ler'ing-U), adv.

leering way ; with a leer
"How do you do, Mr. Oagin? " said the old hag leeringly.

"Eat a bit o' currie-bhaut,"^— and she thrust the dish
towards me. Thackeray, Major Gahagan, i.

leery^ (ler'i), a. Empty, in any sense : as, a
leery cart; to be leery and tired.

'I 've been strolling in the Walks and church-yard,
lather, till I feel quite leery.' . . .

'I won't have you talk like that!' he thundered.
* "Leery," indeed.
farm l ^ . tjLuuiu/y, ji^mju^ ui \^aauduxxu(gc, a.a. — ... "d''_j.* .' ^ a "

i'

Leeway indicator, a metal segment of a circle marked ""n'^-J Pertaining to a legation,
with the pohits of the compass and placed on the taflraU legative (leg'a-tiv), a. and n. [ML. leqativus,
of sailing vessels. Its zero-line agrees with the keel line / i, ipf,f,^o aanA /la-mi+a «-n«»4U4-. . i *J
of the sW, and the bearing of th^axis of the wake I ^- 'efl^i/e. send, depute, appoint: see legate,

from this zero point shows the leeway, which is reckoned ^;
^^" \1 1. «• 1 • Possessing power to confer

in points and quarter-points. the authority of a legate upon : as, a legative

See residuary dev-

One would think you worked upon a ^arrtl^innanT ns ™k'o1,«-., s --x ~ n.. .i.- _l
T. Hardy, Mayor of Casterbridge, xx.

legationary (le-ga shon-a-ri), a. [legation +
. a metal seirment of a circle marked -"n'^-J Pertaining tO a 1



legative

bull; a legative comiuission.— 2. Same as leg-
atine, 1 and 2.

lit. n. A legate. [Once, in a figurative
use.] N. E.D.

Legato touch, a style of playing, especially on the piano-
forte or organ, that produces a smooth, legato effect:
opposed to staccato touch.

legatorial (leg-a-to'ri-al), a. [legator + 4al.'\

Of or pertaining to oiie who leaves a legacy;
pertaining to a legacy.

legatoryti «• An obsolete form of legatary.
leg-break (leg'brak), n. in cricket, a ball
which breaks from the leg, that is, a ball which,
after it has pitched, alters its course, or
twists (as viewed by the bowler), from right to
left. E.H. Lyttelton, Cricket and Golf, p. 100.

legendarian (lej-en-, orle-jen-da'ri-an), n.

[legendary + -an.'] 1. The writer of alegen-
dary; a chronicler of the saints.— 2. One who
regards early history, especiallygospel history,
as legendary.
legendry (lej'en-, or le'jen-dri), n. [legend +
-ry.] The realm of legend; legends collec-
tively; mystic inscriptions or symbols.
leg-gland (leg'glaud), n. A gland in the basal
joint of the leg of Branchippw, and in the ter-
minal joint of the leg in many insects.

legicide (lej'i-sid), n. [L. lex{leg-),\&yf,+
-cida, < csedere, kill.] An abolisher or destroyer
of law or the laws.

legific (le-jif'ik), a. [L. lex (leg-), law, + -ficus,
(.facere, make.] Law-making.

legiformalt (lej'i-f6r-mal), a. [L. lex (leg-),

law, + forma, form, + -oA.] Of a legal form or
character. N. E, B.

leg-ill (leg'il), n. An inflammation of the in-
terdigital space of the feet of sheep, followed
by swelling, erosions, and severe lameness.
legionry (le'jou-ri), n. [legion -I- -rj/.] Grath-
• ered lemons; legions collectively. •
legislation, n—Attractive legislation, legislation
which puts a premium on socially useful conduct ; op-
posed to negative or repressive legislation, which enacts
penalties for socially harmful conduct; especially, leg-
islation which fosters education and enlightenment. L.
F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol., II. 235.

legislational (lej-is-la'shon-al), a. Pertaining
to, resultingfrom, orofthe nature oflegislation.

legitimate, a. II. n. 1. By ellipsis, legiti-

mate drama (which see, under legitimate).—
2t. An emigrant to Australia who had 'legal
reasons' for emigrating. [Slang.]— 3. A le-

gitimate child.— 4t. Something to which one
has a legal right. MWo», Eikon., 31. N.E.D.
legitimature (le-jit'i-ma-tur), n. [legitimate,

v., + -ure.] An." office or dignity to which one
has a legitimate title. Carlyle, Fred, the Great,
VI. 144. N. E. D.

legitime, n. II. a. 1. Legitimate.— 2. Gen-
uinej,as opposed to adulterated or spv/rkms. —
3. Orderly; conforming to legal usage.

legitimistlC (If-jit-i-mis'tik), a. [legitimist +
+ -jc] Maintaining or inclined to the princi-

ples of the Legitimists.

legitimity (lej-i-tim'i-ti), n. [F. UgiiimitS; as
legitime + -ity.] Legitimacy. Landor, Imag.
Con., m. 457. N.E.D.
legoa ' (la'go-a), n. The Portuguese form of
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ducts of the superficial decay of rocks which
resemble loess.

The true loess is distinguished from another, lehm,
which Falsan recognizes aa the product of atmospheric
action, formed, in fact, in place from the disintegration
and decomposition of the suhjacent rocks.

Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 227.

lehlia (la-ho'a), n. [Hawaiian.] A native
name for a myrtaceous tree, Metrosideros poly-
morpha, found in the Hawaiian, Marquesas,
Society, Samoan, Fiji, and Kermadec islands.
It hears beautiful red flowers, which are much prized by
the natives. The wood is very hard, furnishes the best
fuel, and is also used for building purposes. Many of the
old idols were made of it. Also called ohia-lehua. See
•^ohia.

lei (la'e), n. [Hawaiian.] Any ornamental
dress for the head or neck, especially a neck-
lace or a wreath of leaves and flowers.
leibzoU (lip'tsol), n. [G., < leii, body (see
life), + noil, tax (see to&i).] A personal tax
formerly imposed in Germany upon a Jew
whenever he crossed the boundary of a city or
petty state. It was removed in Prussia in
1790 and in other German states in 1803.
He [Joseph II.] abolished the LeibzoU, night-notices,

passport regulations, and gave the Jews permission to
learn trades, art, science, and, under certain restrictions,
agriculture. Bneyc. Brit., XIII. 685.

Leicester (les'tfer), n. The name of a shire in
England : appUed distinctively (a) to a breed
of sheep having a long, tapering head, deep
ohest, round body, thin skin, and fine white
wool ; and (6) to a breed of cattle, practically
the same as the longhom. This breed, as also
the Leicester sheep, was brought into promi-
nence by Kobert Bakewell, a noted breeder
of the eighteenth century.

LelcllliardvB bean. Same as Que&nslanA ifbean.—
Lelclihardt's tree. See *tree.

leidjrite (li'di-it), n. [Named after Dr. Joseph
Leidy (1823-91) of Philadelphia.] A hydrous
silicate of aluminium, ferrous iron, magnesium,
and calcium, occurring in green incrustations
consisting of fine silky scales : found in Penn-
sylvania.

Leimacopsidae (li-ma-kop'si-de), n. pi: [NL.,
< Leimacopsis + -idle.'] A family of terrestrial

trielad turbellarians, having the dorsal face
veiT convex and themouth in the anterior part
of the body. It contains the genus Leimacopsis.

Leimacopsis (li-ma-kop'sis), n. [NL. (Die-
sing, 1862), < Gr. XeZ^of, a snail, + 6i//«c, ap-
pearance.] The typical genus of the family

legplek (lag'plek), n. [Cape D., < leggm, lie,

+ pleh, a place.] A pen or inolosure for cat-

tle. j;South African Dutch.]
leg-rope (leg'rop), v. t. In Australia, to rope
or lasso by the leg with a noosed rope.

leg-ropes (leg'rops), n. Same as *.Ba«era, 2.

leg-stump (leg'stump), n. See stump, 5.

leguant (le-gwan'), n. [D. leguaan, < F. Vi-

gvane or le guane: le, the, iguana, guane,

iguana: see iguana and gwana^.] The iguana.

legumelin (le-gu'me-lin), n. [legume + -el +
4n^.] A prdteid which is said to be present
in the pea and other leguminous seeds : it is

probably a mixture consisting chiefly of nu-
eleo-albumins.

leg-vise (leg'vis), n. In msch.,, a bench-vise

which is partly supported by a leg reaching to

the floor.

leg-worm (leg'wferm), n. A guinea-worm, the

female of which lives coiled up in the subcu-

taneous tissues, usually of the legs, and gives

rise to painful tumors.

lehal (le-hal'), n. [N. Amer. Indian.] A
guessing game of the Indians of Oregon, Wash-
ington, and British Columbia, played with two
small bones one of which is marked. The bones

are hidden in the hands of the players, and the object of

the game is to guess in which hand the marked bone is.

lehm (lam), n [Gr.] Loam : sometimes used
technically for untransported fragmental pro-

leimtype (Km'tip), n. [G. *leimtyp, levmtypie,

< Mm, glue, gelatin, -1- typ, type.] 'hi.pjiotog.,

a process in which gelatin prints in high relief

are used for direct printing in the ordinary
letter printing-press. JFbodliw^, Encyc. Diet,

of Photog., p. 259.

leiocome (K'o-kom), n. [Gr. AeZof, smooth, -t-

K6/i/ii, gum.] Dextrine or starch-gum: made
by heating starch cautiously until it becomes
entirely soluble in water, furnishing a thick
mucilaginous solution.

Leiocottus (li-6-kot'us), n. [NL., < Gr. /leZof,

smooth, + NL. Cottus.] A genus of Pacific

shore-fishes belonging to the family CotHdse.

leiodermia, n. See *liodermia.

Leio giun. See *gum^.
leiomyoma, n. See Uomyoma.
Leiopathes (li-op'a-theS;), n. [NL. (Gray,

184(^, < Gr. XeioQ, smooth, + irddog, condition,

quality.] The typical genus of the family
LeiopatMdee.

Leiopathidse (li-o-path'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lei<mathes + -idle.] A family of zoantharians,
of the order Antipathidea, in which 12 mesen-
teries are present in the oral cone. It contains
the genus Leiopathes.

leiopnyllous (li-of'i-lus)i a. [Gr. leloi, smooth,
-t- ^Mov, leaf, + -o^s.] Having smooth leaves.

leiopus, n. See *liopiis.

Leiostomus (li-os'to-mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xetof, smooth, + CT6(m, mouth.] A genus of

Leiostomus xanihurus.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

lemon

scieenoid fishes found on the South Atlantic
and Gulf coasts of the United States.

leiphamic (li-fam'ik), a. [NL. leiph(semum) +
am(ine) + 4c.] Derived from the lichen Sxm-
atomma leiphiemum Leiphamic acid, a bitter

compound, C^gHigOs, contained in the lichen Hasma-
toTrnna leipharmtm.

Leishman-Donovan body. See *l>ody.

Leiter's coil. See *coiP:
Leithakalk (li't a-kalk), n. [G., 'Leitha
limestone.' The river Leitha is a tributary of
the Danube.] In geol., a subdivision or phase
of sedimentation of the Miocene series in
Austria. The rock is a reef limestone largely composed
of corals, calcareous alga;, and bryozoans, with great num-
bers of mollusks, sea-urchins, and other reef-inhabiting
animals. At the edges of the Vienna basin, in which it

lies, the rock becomes sandy and conglomeritic {Leitha-
conglomerate).

leitmotiv (lit ' mo -tef")) n. [Also leitmotif,

leitmoti/ve ; < G. leitmotiv, < leiten, lead, -F motiv,

motive.] In music, a leading motive (which
see, under leading^).

leitneriaceous (]it"ne-ri-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to the plant family Leitneriaceie.

Leitneriales (lit - ne - ri - a'lez), n. pi. [NL.
(Engler, 1897), < Leitneria + -ales.] An order
of dicotyledonous arehichlamydeous plants
embracing only the family Leitneriacese.

lek (lek), n. [lek, v. i.] An assemblage of

black cocks, Tetrao tetrix, during the pairing
season, when the birds select their mates.
As many as forty or fifty or even more birds congregate

at the leks ; and the same place is often frequented during
successive years. Darwin, Descent of Man, p. 460.

lekane (le-ka'na), n. [Gr. \eK&vrj, a dish.] In
Gr. archsBol., a covered pottery vessel in the
form of a tureen, with two handles, sometimes
used as a basket or box.
L. E. L, An abbreviation of Laureate in Eng-
lish lAterature.

lembergite (Iem'b6rg-it), n. [Lemberg (see def
.

)

+ -ite^.] An artificial mineral, a hydrous
silicate of aluminium and sodium, SNaAlSi-
O4 -I- 2H2O, first described by J. F. Lemberg as
nephelin hydrate.
lemmanee (lem-a-ne'), n. [Also lemone; from
an East Indian source.] A fine cotton mate-
rial made in India. Yule and Bumell, Hobson-
Jobson (s. V. piece-goods).

"Lemone Handkerchiefs " were advertised in the Boston
Gazette (in 1756). These were of the India cotton ma-
terial Icnvmanee.

A. M. Earle, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 124.

lemming, n. The North American lemmings, 8 or 10
species of which are now recognized, have been divided
into two genera, Lermmis and JHcrostonyx, and the spe-
cies once familiar as Myodes obensis is now Lemmus ala-
scensis. The black-footed lemming, L. nigripes, is pe-
culiar to St. George Island, Bering Sea. The common
northeastern species is D. hudsonius.

lemming-mouse (lem'ing-mous), n. One of
the small, short-tailed roice of the genus S^-
naptomys, the best known and most widely
distributed being S. cooperi. Nine species are
now recognized, five of which are included
in the subgenus Mictomys Cooper's lemming-
mouse, Synaptofmys cooperi, a small mouse resembling
the deer-mouse in general appearance, but having a
shorter taiL It is common in the eastern United States,

and is fotmd from Massachusetts west to Minnesota and
south to Georgia.

lemnaceous (lem-na'shius)l a. Belonging to
the plant family Lemnacese.

lemniscate, n. (e) The locus of the point in
which the straight thiough the center and the
projection of a point of a circle on a fixed tan-
gent are cut by the perpendicular from this
?oint to the diameter from the contact point,
his is the lemniscate of Gerono, a curve of the form of

an 8, whose equation in simplest form is y4 = y2 — x2.

—

Lemniscate of BemonlllL See lem,niscate, n. (a).

lemniscoid (lem-nis'koid), n. [lemniscus +
-oid.] A curve resembling the lemniscate,
that is, shaped like a figure eight. Amer. Jow.
Sci., July, 1903, p. 55.

lemniscoidal (lem-nis'koi-dal), a. [lemniscoid
+ -aP-.] Resembling a '^lemniscoid (which
see). Amer. Jour. Sci., July, 1903, p. 58.

lemniscus, n. 4. A kind of reference-mark
such as the modern asterisk, obelisk, etc., con-
sisting of a straight line drawn between two
points or dots (-^), formerly used by textual
critics in their annotations.

Lemoine circles, parallels, point, straight.
See '*'circle, etc.

lemon, n.—Desert-lemon. Same as native •kJnvmquat.
— Syrup of lemon, a cane-sugar syrup of lemon-juice
flavored with lemon peel. It is used as a vehicle in phar-
macy.— Wild lemon, in Australia, Plectronia latifolia,

a small tree of the madder family, yielding a hard, close-
grained, streaked, pinkish wood.



Same

lemoncito

lemoncito (la-mon-se'to), n. Same as *Umon-
eito.

lemonet, »• See *lemman^e.
lemoniia(le-m6'ni-id),m. ando. I. ». Amem-
ber of the lepidopterous family iemoreiMte.
n. a. Having the character of or belonging

to the family llemonUdse.

lemon-kali, n. Z. A mixture of bicarbonate
of potash with citrio aoid (originally obtained
from lemon- or lime-juice), both in powder and
flavored with a little oil of lemon. On addition
of water it effervesces from escape of carbon-diozid gas
and produces a drink of mildly laxative effect See
lemoTirkali, L
lemon-lily (lem'on-liFi), n. See *lihj.

lemon-lobelia (I'em'on-lo-benia), n.

as lemon-balm,

lemon-monarda (lem'on-mo-nar''''da), n. A
plant, Monarda atriodora, of the dry plains of
the western United States. It has somewhat
the odor of lemons.
lemon-rob (lem'on-rob), n. Lemon-juice that
has been thickened or concentrated by evapo-
ration. [Eng.]
lemon-scab (lem'on-skab), n. See *sco&.
lemon-sole, n. 3. "In New South Wales, Para-
plagusia unicolor, of the family PleuronecUdse
or flatfishes; also, in New Zealand, the New
Zealand turbot. E. E. Morris, Austral English.
lemonweed, n. 2. In the southwestern United
States, Pedis filipes, P. papposa, and P. long-
ipes, small yellow-flowered lemon-scented
composites with linear leaves dotted with oil-

glands. These plants are used medicinally by
the Indians and the white settlers, in the form
of a decoction. See '^Umoncillo, 2.

lemon-wood (lem'gn-wud), n. 1. See Z«oto»
wood, under wood^"—2. In New Zealand, the
hedge-laurel or tarata, Pittosporum, eugenioides.
Also called mapau and New Zealand oak. See
*mapau and *tarata.

lemony (lem'on-i), a. \lemon + -yi.] Like
lemon in taste or smell.

lemoparalysis, n. _ Same as •''Ixmoparalysis.

lemuravid (lem-u-rav'id), n. One of the
Lemuramidse.
Icmuravoid (lem-u-rav'oid), a. Related to or
having the characters of Lermiravus.
lemurian^ (le-mu'ri-an), a. Resembling or
characteristic of a lemur ; lemurine : correlated
with cebian, pithedan, etc.

Frontal sinuses well marked, cheek and jaw bones very
large, orbits large and distant, an unsymmetrical face, the
nasal overture of a pheleiform type, and lemurian attach-
ment of the under jaw. Smithsonian JRep., 1890, p. 621.

lemuiiform ^le-mu'ri-f6rm), a. Resembling
a lemur: having the characteristics of a lemur.
lenad (len'ad), n. [le{ucite') + n(epheUte) +
-ad.'\ In petrog., in the quantitative system
of igneous rocks (see *rock^), a standard
felds^athoid mineral— leucite, nephelite, or a
sodaute.
Lensa (If-ne'a), n. pi. See Lenaia.

Lenard effect, ray, tube, window. See
*effect, etc.

lending-house (len'din^-hous), n. A chari-
table institution for lending money to the poor
at a very low rate or gratis.

lendofelic (len-do-fel'ik), a. [len^ad) + do-
(minant) + fel{dspar) + -jc] In petrog., in
the quantitative classification of igneous
rocks (see ^roclc^), noting a division in which
the normative feldspars are dominant over
the normative lenads (leucite, nephelite,
sodalite) within the limits <f> |.

lenfelic (len-fel'ik), a. [len{ad) + fel(dspar)
+-jc.] Jnpetrog., in the quantitative classi-

fication of igneous rocks (see *roelc^), a
division in which the normative feldspars and
lenads are in equal, or nearly equal, propor-
tions, that is, are within the limits <5> J.

lengenbacMte (leng'en-baeh-it), n. [Gr. Len-
genbach, a small stream in the Binnenthal,
Switzerland.] A siilpharsenite of lead with
antimony, silver, andcopper in small amount;
it occurs in thin-bladed crystals, probably tri-

clinic, of steel-gray color and metallic luster:
found in the dolomite of the Binnenthal,
Switzerland.

length, n. 9. (a) In the braehiopod shell,

the distance from the apex of the more pro-
jecting valve axially to the anterior margin.
(&) In the peleeypod shell, commonly the
greatest distance across the shell fore and
aft, but more correctly the distance from the
beak obliquely along the crescence-line, or
line of most rapid growth.— 10. In cricket:

(a) The distance between the bowler's wicket
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and the spot where the ball pitches : said of a
ball bowled. (6) The proper distance at

which a ball bowled should pitch; a good
pitch. [Colloq.]—At arm's length. See •arml.
—Basal length, in craniom., the distance from the

basion to the gnathion.—Basilar length, in craniom.,

the length from the baaion to the henselion.— Clear
length. See Aclear.—Dental length, in craniam., the
combined lengths of the crowns of the premolar and
molar teeth.—Fundamental length, in thermom., the
distance between the fiducial points of a thermometer
after correcting these to what they would have been
under the standard atmospheric pressure.—length hall.
See *6aKi.— length bowling. See -kbowling^.—
Length of an arc. See Aorci.-Measure of length.
See Ameosure.—merchantable length, in forettry,
the total length of that portion of the stem of a tree
which can he used under given conditions.—Mesial
lei^Ul, in anat., the distance between the frontal and
occipital paints. HrcUiika, in Amer. Anthropologist 1901,

p. 491.- Optical length of a ray, the product of the
distance tmveraed and the index of refraction.—Palatal
length, in craniom., the distance from the medial point
on the inner side of the alveolar arch to the posterior
medial point of the palatal bones, excluding the posterior
nasal spine.—Possible merchantable lengui. See
mercTiantable irlength.— Prince's lengths, in arcAeri/,
the ranges of 100, 80, and 60 yards : so named from
the Prince of Wales, afterward George IV.—Rupture
length, a constant used to express the strength of paper.
The breaking stress of a sample is measured by stretching,
and the length of a strip of the same paper, equal in
width to the sample and having a weight equal to the
breaking load, is computed. This length, in kilometers,
is the rupture length.

length-height (length'hit), n. Same as alti-

tudinal *index.

Lenham beds. See *bed?:
lenic (len'ik), a. [leOucite) + n(ephelite) +
^c] Ixi petrog., in the quantitative classifi-

cation of igneous rocks (see '^rock'^), having
the character of or belonging to the group of
lenads (leucite, nephelite, and the sodalites),
equivalent to the feldspathoid minerals.

lenigallol (len-i-gal'ol), n. [L. lenis, smooth,
+ B. gallol.'] The trade-name for pyrogallol

1. 2. 3.

triacetate, CeH3(C2H302)3, prepared by the
action of acetyl chlorid on pyrogallol. It forms
a colorless crystalline powder and slowly liberates pyro-
gallol in contact with inflamed skin, hence it is used as a
remedy for eczema and similar diseases.

lenirobin (len-i-ro'bin), n. [L. lenis, smooth,
+ E. {chrysa)robin.'\ The trade-name for
ehrysarobin triacetate, C3qH2304(OCOCH3)3.
It is used instead of ehrysarobin in the
milder forms of various skin diseases.
lennilite (len'i-lit), n. [Lenni (see def.) -t-

Gr. MBog, stone.] A greenish orthoclase from
Lenni, Pennsylvania.
leno-weaving (l^'no-we'ving), n. Same as
*ga'uae-weaving.

lens, n. 5. [cap.] [NL. (Stickman, 1754).]
A genus of dicotyledonous plants of the fam-
ily Mimosa,cese. There are about 14 species,
of which the best-known is L, phaseoloides, the
match-box bean or simitar-pod. See Entada,
*gogo, seor-bean, 1, and simitar-pod.— 6. In
entom.: (a) The crystalline lens or eone. (6)
One of the facets of the compound eye.—7.
In geol., a body of ore having a lenticular
shape. This type is specially common in metamorphic
rocks, such as schists or slates, and is very frequent with
magnetic and specular iron ores, pyrites, and some gold-
qu^z veins. Xenses of magnetite or pyrites often over-
lap like shingles.

They have revealed valuable ore bodies of two great
types, those which occur as lenses, roughly parallel to the
bedding, and those which occur in fracture or fissure zones.

U. S. Geol. Surv., Contrib. to Econ. Geol., 1902, p. 113.

8. A surface-condenser made of two round,
dished plates bolted together, resembling in
form a double-convex lens. [Local, U. S.]

There are no coils in the stills, but the steam is con-
ducbed into what are termed "lenses," which resemble a
double-convex lens. Sci. Amer., Sept 5, 1903, p. 165.

Bifocal lens, a lens the up-
per part of which is ground
for the correction of distant
vision, the lower part for
that of near vision in read-
ing, writing, etc. The several
parts are either cemented
or fused together.—Billet's
split lens, an instrument

' for producing interference-
fringes, and showing the ef-

fect of a plate interposed in
the path of one of the inter-

fering pencils in displacing
the fringes. It consists of a
lens, I, V, cut in halves, which " ""'• *• separate pans

;
f

,

can be separated or brought ^'"^ '""""^ together,

close together at will by means of a micrometer-screw.
Light from a luminous source, o, produces two images,

' 6

Billet's Split Lens.
(From Preston's "Theory of Light.")

lentamente
a and &, close together. The light diverging from these
images produces fringes on a screen placed anywhere ui

their common path, and it is easy to interpose plates of
any transparent substance in the path of either or of
both simultaneously.—Bull'3-eye lens, a very convex
lens used In the bull's-eye lantern.— Coiivei^ent lens,
one which bo refracts rays of light that they converge
toward a single point.— Convertible lens, mphotog., a
type of objective consisting of tliree separate systems,
each of which can be used alone, each being corrected for
spheiical and chromatic aberration and for astigmatism.
— C09.uille lens, a lens of uniform thickness, convex on
one side and equally concave on the other : used mei'ely
as a shield to the eye.—Dispersion lens, a diverging
lens ; any lens having greater thickness in the axis than
at the edge.—Equivalent lens, a single lens which is

equivalent to a given lens system in that tlie image
formed by it is of the same size as that formed by the
entire system.—Field Of a lens, in photoff., theillumi-

* nated space on a screen produced by any lens working
with full aperture. Woodbury.— JUidSOigle lens, a lens
having a focal length greater than that of a wide-angle
lens and leas than mat of a long-focus lens.—Minus lens,
a negative, concave, or diverging lens.—Karrow-an^le
lens, a photographic lens having an angle of view of from
40° to 50° : opposed to ivide-angle lens.— Oll-lmmerslon
lens, a microscope objective of high power which
when used is immersed, in focusing, in a drop of oil

placed on the cover-glass of the slide.— Planar lens,
in photoff., a special anastiematic objective. AVhen of
short focal length it is well adapted for instantaneous
photography, for enlarging and reducing pictures, and for
projection apparatus; when of greater focal length it

serves for photomechuiical reproduction processes.

—

Polyscoplc lens, a multiplying lens.— R. R, lens, in
photog., an abbreviation for rapid rectilinear lens. Wood-
Dury, Encyc. Diet, of Photog,, p. 433.— Stelnliell'B perl-
SCOplC lens, in photog., a. non-achromatized symmetrical
doublet introduced by Steinheil in 1865. The lens included
an angle of 90°, bitt neither lens of the combination was cor-
rected for chromatic aberration.—TelephotO lens. Same
as t^ephotographio -klens. — Telepbotograpbic lens, a
lens, or more strictly a lens
system, for photographing^
distant objects in detail.

Such a system consists of two
parts, a positive element (P), _
which may be any ordi-"
nary photographic objective.

Telephotcgraphic Lens.

id a negative element {N\ which increases the effective
f8cal length of the system, giving a greatly magnified
'image but a correspondingly smaller angle. The figure
shows a combination designed by Dalhneyer. Also duled
telephoto lens.—Telescopic lens, a lens adapted for use
in a telescope.—Toric lens, a lens in which the differ-

ence of refraction of the two principal meridians is

Bifocal Lens.

C
Toric Lens.

A, front ; B, section on c, d : C, section on a, b.

ground on one surface, the other surface being ground
concave. A periscopic spherocylindric lens is ttius pro-
duced which is much superior to the universal grindings.

lens-board (lenz'bord), n. In photog,, the
board which forms the front of the camera
and carries the lens.

llie focusing arrangement should be by rack and
pinion at the side of the lensboard, instead of by a release
at the back of the camera, or under the lens and shutter.

Photo-Miniature, Sept., 1901, p. 243.

lensed (lenzd), a. liens + -ed^,^ Pitted with
a lens or lenses.

lens-hood (lenz'hud), n. Same as^lens-screen,

lens-screen (lenz'skren), n. ln.photog», a con-
trivance fitted to the front of the lens to
screen off side-light in making exposure. It
may be of cardboard.

lens-star (lenz'star), n. A star-shaped figure
formed by radiating fibers of the crystalline
lens of the eye,

-lent. [L. -lentus (sometimes -Utis), usually
with the vowel of a preceding stem -u-tentus,
-o-lentus, sometimes -ir-lentus, a compound com-
posed of -Z(o)- or -1(1)-, + -entusj -ento-, a suffix
conneetedwith the participial suffix -ens {-ent-):
see -enf] A suffix in some adjectives of Latin
origin, as flatulent pestilent, pulverulent, tur-
bulent, vinolent, violent, virulent, etc. It is not
used in new English formations.

lentamente (len-ta-men'ta), adv. [It., < lento,
< Xj. lentus, slow.] In mtisic, slowly; with de-
liberation.



lentelliptical 719 lepidopteric
lontolUptical (lent-e-lip'ti-kal), a. [L. lens oied leonine aspect producedby it— Leontlasls the asteroid ^cfetjiodemato, belonging to the
(Jent-;, lentU, + Jii. eHipfecai.] Lenticular and OSSea,no(iularenliirpementof the bones of the head and ovAen Cryptozonia. It has a rather large disk and 13
elliptical. lace.

arms, and its lower side is covered by imbricating plates
Lenten kail, or pie, broth or pie made without meat ieoparfl, >>.— Clouded leopard. Sameaadoudedtiger which run in two series alongside the ambulacral furrows.

iKniide (len'ten-t-id), n. The season of l^ard^p'S-it), n. iUopara + -Ue^.^ ^^^StZ.2,^"^'%'f$oAJu^^n\
I-ent- Inpetrog., afine-grained feldspathio quartzite, x\clZ^ )^ fth^l^^^^ZJE ll. ffo ,f^i\^f^d
lenticle (len'ti-kl), n. [L. lenU,yula, dim. of or

"^
quartz-porphyry, spotted^ith ^ oxid of wldo^^belon^ to he fS Xc**^^^^^

?e,«,a lenfcU: see lenUl.l Ingeol.: (a) Astratum manganese, occurring in North Carolina Bpo^LsesSw^blcT^oi^isi'^^o^^^^
or sedimentary rock, which from its central leopara-lizard (lep'&,rd-liz"ard), n, A large, imbricating plates and broad interambulaora. The genus
point of maximum thickness tapers to a thin spotted species of lizard, "Crotaphytus wisli- is found in the Devonian and Carboniferous of North

edge in every direction: a common form of «emi, common on the dry plains of the western -.*^'°!™^..
,, . , ,,, . _.^ , ^

limestone in shales. (6) A mass of eruptive United States from Nevada to Texas.. IfePldestlies (lep-i-des thez), n. [NL., < Gr.

rock squeezed and sheared into a shape like leopard-mackerel (lep'ard-mak'e-rel), n. A ^^Z'?
(Aemd-), scale, + £(76)??, dress.] A genus of

the typical sedimentary lenticle. scombroid fish, CyUum "guttatum" ot East In- .echinoids or sea-urohms of the family Melo-

LentiOcB or eyes of uncrushed diorite may be traced, dian seas. »»*»«!«, characterizedby having a large test and
round which the more crushed parts have moved and leopard-marmot (lep'ard-mar"mot), n. A broadambulacraconsistmgot eighttoeighteen
have assumed the schistose condition book-name for the 13-li'ned spermophile, Sper- columns of small imbriea,ting plates. The

Enoyc.Bnt.,xxvui.m. mophUus tridecemlineatus.
^ ' ^ genus is foundm the Subcarboniferous rocks of

lenticula, n. 4. The lenticular nucleus in the leopard-plant (lep'ard-plant), n. See *Erv- ^0^*11 America,
brain. throchieU.

^ ^ •• *- ''
»

lepidinei (lep ' i - din), m. [?L. Zepidtw, fine,

lenticular, a. 3. Of or pertaining to lenses leopard-rock (lep'ard-rok), ». A metamor- ^^^at, + -ine^.'] A colorless compound,
generally. phosed augite-syenite, characterized by oval r< tt ^ 1

The lenses revolve at a given speed so proportioned to spots of granular feldspar encircled by dark- ^ ^''^N-CH CH-COHo'the diameter of the illuminant, and the lenticular ap- oinnn nnStB- nsanMnfofl witli <.t,o«+o ™iT,a «f ^1 ^'^^ • ^^-^^i^s
paratuB, that the light is made to show continually. '^ f^^lt^^ '

^^^°<^^^^^°- "^^"^ aP^t™ veins of
obtained by the distillation of cinchonine with

5n. 4m«r., Feb.7,1903,p.98. y°™"0-
/• ^ i,-. , ^ * ^ i potassium hydroxid ; py-4-methylquinoline. It

Lentlomarlied, a stratum of sedimentary rock in the leopard-shark (lep'ard-shark), n. A shark, f.TT'Z, -j.J of auiiioiine melts below 0° C
form of a broad,' thin lens, as in the case (frequently) of ScylUorhinus canicula, a small species abun- ^^% t^-i„ ?f ori^SSo?. ' fi!i „„ii„T.?,«h'
limestones in shales: more commonly caied^mMi-tW. dant in the Mediterranean and vicinity: so f"*

^JO^ls at 261-263° C. Also called qmno-
See*i«ntjci« (a).— LentloiaarlOOP,ore. See*(ooj>l, named from the sunts Rrr raf <ihnrlf

lepiaine.

Z^.^^^"1Z^7X";^.T'„*''1m leTard^^e Gerard-trl,'"*^*^^^^^^
[Gr.;^^./, (-.<?-), scale,.

lenticulans (len-tik-u-la ns), a. [NL.: see tvBo, FUndersia maculosa, ^e^ FUndersia.
-+ ".^ -^ ,

^ealy-.
, pxtt / « . -^

lenticular.^ In meteor., a term adopted by the leonold fle'o-nold^ n \ The ffold ducat of Lepidion (le-pid'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr. ^smdiov,
International Conference at Innsbruck 'sep- ^ffiLTunderDi^e Leopold (1^^^^^^^^^ ^f;°.*^1^^",5^«-\T^^-^.

A genus of fishes

tember, 1905 for clouds having an ovoid form ^ Belgian gold coin with an issie-value of 25 r«\^*«^ *»
t^« "^.^^^S Jr°T? '^fi*^ n^

^^^"^ ^'^

with sharp edges: as, cumulus lentiewlaris, cu- ira,-aas

""'"^° ya.iu.c uj. ^
ijqj.jj ^j^^ Atlantic and the Pacific Ocean,

mulo-stratus lenticulaHs. Such clouds occur leonoldino aa"6-T)61-de'n6'> n ritl A Tus- Lepidocentrus (lep'i-dg-sen'trus), n. [NL., <
especially in connection with sirocco, mistral caS sUver coin ofthevalue of"5 paoli. Gr. ;i£7r«f(^£,r*<5-), scale, + «^^po^, center.] A
and foehn winds, and frequently show ram- r .^,„ ns ^i'c-ht s^ «, rivrr /TTm T7fii\ / n^ genus of Devonian echinoids or sea-urchins
bow colors.

^
^j!?*'*=it.tw:i;!L^" p^^fV^^^^^ which belong to the family ^rc;i«ocidarW»,

lenticulate (len-tik'u-lat), a. [NL. *lenUcu- ir/=.Z?Ati,^ l7^'<^ Wi^^t?»^ characterized by 5 to 11 columns of interam-
2ate, < lenticula, lenfil.] 'game as lenUcular. '^,^^^^r^^^ll^^^^7ll!t^^lt^^}^^' T^ulaeral plates and very narrow ambulacra
lenticuliform (len-tik'u-li-f6rm), a. [< L. len- °"^ r^itr-fiilVJ. f^„t;= T zAw^fffl'

^Wch continue beyond the peristomial margin
«c«Za, lentil, -t- /oma, form.] Lentiform;

and hyahne elongate spores. i.J«Bnca is a
to the true mouthf

lenticular. ' ' '
' common species, of a greemsh-yellow color, x emdocoleus aeT)"i-d6-k6'le-us^ » [Gr TisTrlc

IPTitiVnln nntiV CIbti tik'/fi In nr^'titl n TTnir lepachys (le-pak'is), n. [I'rom Lepachys, an IjepiOOCOieus (,wp i-ap-Ko \^^^h "• LW. Mm^

in^rrfe™ffio the lentWT^^^^^^^ untenable genus nlme, < Gr. ^^k,^ scale, + (i^^^"). ^eale, + koM^, sheath.] Avery primi-
mgreterence to tne lenticular nucleus. ^ny,v thipV- in alliiRiori tnthfithiplcBTifi.1 btiby tive Paleozoic genus of cirnped crustaceans be-
lent^ulpthalamic (len-tik"u-16-thal'a-mik),

of the reoentaeiJar br^^^^^
longingtotheftmilyXep«tocoJei(««. it ischarac-

a. Having reference to the lenticular nucleus p„2i^Z®''®P** „ J
'''^acts.j Any species ot ^^& ^ | ^^^ elongatl, bl^e-shaped form of the shell,

and the optic thalamus. Matibida, a genus of plants of the family Aste- which is composed of two series of plates interlocking on
lontimilno /'loTi +ilr'vi Ina^ « nVFT / T 7/.m *'(ICe«, especially it. COtM»mans. Se6*Batimaa. the dorsal edge but only in apposition on the ventral edge.

1,S"lM] sfn^easo/orsSto^^^ Lepadocrinus (lep-a-dok'ri-nus) ». [NL.,<Gr Lepidodendracea (lep^-i-do-den-dra'se-e), ».

inntil « A. \ >>n^-n^ «,. ,v„== i,o,r:«„ 4.i,;> „„„ Aevrdf, limpet, + Kpivov, a lily (see cnnmd).^ pi. [NL. (Bugler, 1892), < Lepidodendron +
l?a'form otadoSconrx LnralenticT^ ^ ^^"^5^ P^"^'^*': ^^"''^ °^ 'y^*^"^^' °* *^« ^^^^^^ -'^'^*-] ^ ^^^^^^ °* Paleozoic fossil plants of

Wv n.^^=^ « w?X '
*^«°*''''''^'

Caitoc3/s«j<i«, with oval or pyriform calyx, con- the order Lycopodiales, typified by the genusDoay or mass
,
a lentieie.

. . sisting of 20 plates (arranged in five rows) and Lepidodendron (which see). Several other

limeston%7^Mr4^™h miVbe'^c^diTtrm^^^^^^ a column which consists of two parts, thereby genera have been described as Enorria, Hal-
raptions for over 100 miles. durering trom all other associatedgenera. The omo, I7to<Zen(iro«, etc., which, however, arenow

Ainer. Jour. Sci., May, 1903, p. 344. genus occurs in the Upper Silurian of North believed to represent so many parts or aspects
Lentil-bed. See -klenticular bed. America. of Lepidodendron; but LepidopJiloios seems to

Lentilla (len-til'a), n. [NL. (Wight, 1906), a lepamine (lep'a-min), n. \lep(idine) + amvne.2 be a distinct genus. The roots belong to
diminutive of lens (lent-), the lentil.] A genus ^ colorless liqui(L C2QH32N2; prepared from SUgmaria, but do not constitute all that is in-

of leguminous plants. It contains about 6 isoamyl iodide and lepidine. It boUs at 275° C. eluded under that name. See all the above
species, one of which is the lentil. See Zens, 4, lepard, ». A simplified spelling of teooard. terms.

and UnUl, 1. lepargylic (lep-ar-jil'ik), a. [Gr. Ufr^iq), scale, lepidodendrid (lep"i-d6-den'drid), n. Same as
lentil-powder (len'til-pou"d6r), n. Knely + apy«(/)of), silver, + -Z- + -ic. The acid crystal- *lepidophyte.
powdered seeds of the common lentil.

l^'^^-^x™
'white leaflets.] Same as *a0e?ajc j^epidogobius (Iep"i-d6-g6'bi-us), w. [Gr. ;i£5rif

Lentinus (len-ti'nus), n. [NL. (Fries, 1825), (aeid).
_ (lemS-), scale, + NL. GoUus.S A genus of

< L. lentus, tough, lasting.] A genus of agari- Lepargyrea (ley-ar-31-re a), n. [NL. (Bafin-
^gj^es of the family Gobiidx, found on the west

eaceous fungi having a tough, leathery pileus ^sque, 1818), <Gr. ^wii scale, + apyvpeog, sil- ^gast of North America,
and deourrent gills. The species occur on de- very The name alludes to the character of

Lgpidomeda (lep-i-dom'e-da), n. [NL., < Gr.
cayingwood. iz.^f.a«.isacommonspecies.

^^aif^le^s^o 'diXernTus' piant^s ^}kA^'^^^-) '\^' t^^^^^^^
^^^^

lentlSCO (len-tis'ko), n. An extract of the ll^Z,J^„ to^+he fumilv JSls^aaTm^pa' See of minnows found in Arizona,
leaves of the masti<j-tree, Pistocia LenUseus: «Sf^fa ^ Mlseagnace^.

,

bee
lepidophyte (lep'i-do-fit), ». [Gr.;iem'f (^UttM-),

said to be used as a substitute or adulterant for
J g^i .j/gj., ^^ [Ze«ej-i m ] To strike with scale, + 0jjr(iv, plant.] Any fossil plant of the

sumac.
.„ ., „ X , leprosy ;leperlzeVtaint with leprosy. great group supposed torepresent the ancestors

'—••-'—'I— iT/4..-\ ~ rxTT /'7«„„/I™,*^ i„„- r J, c
rNL from a

^ 'ne modem order iycopoojates, including the

Lsenus of fossil ostra-
families iepi(iode»draceffi, Sigillariaceee, Both-

..,..,_,. ^„- .„.„..,.„_.„.„,„. „„JamilyXg,erd»«nc?*,/«f!«'*;««ff'«*^'°f^^^^^^
A gold com of 2 soudi, struck by Leo XII., characterized by oblong unequal valves with lepidopbytic (lep"i-do-fit ik), a. Belonging or

1823-29. straight dorsal edge and rounded ventral out- relating to thelepidophytes.^

leonine, ». 2. pi. Leonine verse. line, overlappingventral edge of the rightvalve, lepidoporphyrin (lep"i-do-p6r'fi-rin), m. \lep-

The Speculum is not . . . written either in classical eye-tubercle, and subcentral interior muscular ido{Uo) + Gr. Kop^pa, purple, -1" -m2.] A
metre or in leonimes. imprint. The genus extends from the Lower purple product which results from the yellow

Saturday Rev., Sept 21, 1861, p. 306. N. E. D.
gji^^jan to the Carboniferous. pigment in the wings and excrement of but-

leonite (le'o-nit), «. [_Leo{pold) (seedef.) + Leperiza (lep-e-ri'za), «. [NL. (Herbert, 1821),
terries (lepidotie acid) on warming with di-

-n- + Mf.-\ A hydrated sulphate of potas- ^^«4_ .^^^^ \-^^ -P^'fa, root.] A genus 0I l-^^ sulphuric acid.

Slum and magnesium, K:2b04.Mg!5U4 -h 4H2O, monocotyledonous plants of the family^maraZ- Lepidopsetta (lep"i-dop-set'a), ra. [NL., < Gr.
analogous to blodite in formula, and hence ^^^g^^

'
gee Urceolina. ^m O^mS-), scale, + ilwrra, flounder.] A

also called haliblddUe. It occurs in massive form, t »_-4.„ hfin'e-tal n TNL fGrav 18471 1 The genus of flounders found on the Pacific coast

^l^^JhSirr^'ll^r^^t^y.^^''^^'^"^"'^'"- ^&~^l'^\^e&iS^^^ ff the United states. See Ka«ro.ec«<i., with

leontiasic (le-on-ti'a-sik), a. [Zeo««asJs + -Jc.] Lepetidse(le-pet'i-de), w.^Z. [NL., <Xepeto+ out.
,, „. , , ,.,

,

^r -^

Marked by or"affected with leontiasis. -&.] A famUy of doeoglossate gastropods in lepidopteric (lep'i-dop-ter'ik), a. ILepidop-

iMtitia-si/cie-on-ti'a-sis) » [ML < Gr As- which the ctenidia, pallial branchiae, and eyes tera + -tc] Pertaining to or derived from
leontiasiS ue-on ti a sis;, ». L^i^v

/^
w. At

„^a argent It contains the genus Xepeto. iepjeioptera.- Lepidopteric acid, a derivative of uric
ovriaaic, < Aiav (Aeovr-), hon.] The bloating 0.7 are aosent. 11 contains ine genus x-ej/e™.

aciB whi^h forms thegreen pigmentfiund in severallepi-

enlargement of the head, especially of the Lepidaster (lep-i-das ter), n. [JNij., k trr. dopterous insects. It is converted into uric acid by pro-

face, due to tubercular leprosy : from the fan- AeTrif, scale, + aar^p, star.] A Siluriangenus of longed boiling in hydrochloric acid.
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lepidopterological (lep-i-dop''te-ro-loj'i-kal),
a. Of or pertaining to lepidopterology.

lepidopterologist (lep-i-dop-te-rol'o-jist), n.
Same as lepidopterist.

lepidopterology (lep-i-dop-te-rol'o-ji), n.

fNL. Lepidoptera + Gr. -?i/yym, '(.Uyeiv] speak.]
That branch, of entomology which treats of the
Lepidoptera, or butterflies and moths.

lepidosis, n. 2.
A scaly out-
growth ; specifi-

cally, the 'horn'
on thenose of the
sand-viper, Vi-

pera ammodytes.
Lepidospermse
(Iep"i-d6-sp6r'-
me), n. pi [NL. (Ward, 1904), < Gr. Xenig

(Xcwid-), scale, + airippia, seed.] A class of
fossil plants of the phylum Pteridosperma-
phyta (CycadoMices). They have the external as-

pect of lepidophytes, but bear seeds instead of macro-
spores. The genus Lyginodendron, which is now Imowii
to have borne the seeds called Lagenostomaf seems to be-

long to this class.

Lepidostemidae (lep'i-do-stsr'ni-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Lepidoster7wn + idee.'] A division of

the AmpMsbsenidse, or footless lizards, formed
by Gray for the reception of the genus Lepi-

dosternon and its relatives.

lepidosternoid (lep"i-d6-st6r'noid), a. [Lepi-

dosternon + -oid.'i Kelating to or having the
characters of Lepidostemon, a genus of Am-
phisbseaidse.

lepidotic (lep-i-dot'ik), a. [lepido{p)t(er)ic.']

Noting an acid, similar to uric acid, said to be
present in the pigments of many species of
Lepidoptera.

lepidotrichium (lep"i-do-trik'i-um), n.; pi.

lepidotrichia (-S). [NL., < Gr. /Uirif (Aem(t),

scale, + 8piS (rptX-)> hair.] One of the rays
that form the fins of the bony fishes.

In Teleostomi (bony fishes and ganoids), on the other
hand, we find small unjointed, homy rays (actinotrichla)
on the edges of the fins, which are probably remnants of
the ceratotrichia,and, in addition, branched, bony lepido-
trichia, developed externally to the actinotrichla, and in
piimitive forms closely resembling the body-scales.

Nature, May 5, 1904, p. 13.

LepidotUS (lep-i-do'tus), TO. [NL., < Gr. <lfm-

Surrdi, scaled, scaly, < lercig {lewiS-), scale.]

A genus of fossil ganoid fishes of the family
Semionotidx, characterized by thick, deeply
imbricating scales with more or less pro-
duced ovexlapping edges, and numerous hemi-
spherical sucoessional teeth which make a
revolution of 180° in passing from the incipi-

ent to the mature concfition. The genus ranges
from the Keuper to the Lower Cretaceous, and
is widespread in Europe, India, Siberia, and
Brazil.

Lepiota (lep-i-6'ta), n. [NIJ. (Fries, 1821), ir-

reg. < Gr. AeTrif,

a scale, + oij

(ur-), ear. The
name refers to
the scales on
the pileus.] A
large genus of
agaricaceous
fungi having a
fleshy pileus,

white spores,
and an annu-
late stipe. Over
250 species, dis-

tributed 'through-
out the world, have
been described. L.
procera, the par-
asol mushroom, is

a large and beauti-
ful edible species
which has a movable annulua.

lepismatid(le-pis'ma-tid),m. anda. I. ». An
insect of the thysanTirous family Lepismatidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family LepismaUdse. Also lepisnM.

lepismid (le-pis'mid), a. and n. Same as

720 leptomatic

of plants of the family Asteraceee. It is closely

related to Erigeron, but has very small paaicled heads,
with ray-floweis not longer than the diameter of the disk.

There are about 20 species, natives of America and Asia.

lepocytode (lepro-a'tod), «. [Gr. Uiroi, scale,

+ Kurof, a hollow (a cell), + eUoq, form.]

Same as lepocyte. Be Bary.

lepolite (lep'o-Iit), n. [Gr. Umq, scale, +
Woi, stone.] A gray to pink variety of anor-

thite from Finland which occurs in complex f''^™'^'
**«. hoiseweed or Cajiada fleabane,

r. , T J _:j.., /i:«j«o;*„ „«n««„)*„f4„ _ known species. See horeeweed.

^7m1^tt^CTvie '
^ I??*^^^^

Lepomin«(lep-o-mi'ne)fn.^Z. [NL., < X«po- H^.'^d^^- ^ •'^J^^'^^' '^^^'^'^ ^
mis + -^nse.] A subfamily of srmnshes.

The name was originally applied to LepUlon divaricatum,
the dwarf fleabane of the eastern United States. L. Caii-

is the best-

Lepophidiuin (lep-6-fid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
Xirog, scale, + ofiStov, dim. of 40<f, serpent.]

A genus of fishes of the family Ophidudee; the
cusk-eels : found in deep water on both coasts
of America.

suborder of Jurassic or Cretaceous ammonoid
cephalopods, characterized by peculiar crenu-
lated ornamentation, diseoidal shells, and
extremely complex sutures with much reduced
saddles and excessively developed lobes.

leptocephalia (lep^to-se-fs'li-a), n. [NL.]

half the number being from North America, where the
geographic and climatic conditions are favorable for the
production of local races. They have been divided, by

Leporidse, n. pi. somewhat over 160 species and sub- Same as leptoeephaly.

species of this family have been described, just about one leptOCephalid (lep-to-sef'a-lid), n. and a. I.

n. A member of the iamily Leptooephalidie.

^ _^ II. a. OforpertainingtotheXeptocepftaMa?.
Dr. Lyon, into 10 genera : tepua'Oryctolagus, Sylirilagus, leptOCephalOUS (lep-to-sef'a-lus), a. Same as
Limnolagus, Srachylagus, Pronolagus, Somerolagus, leptocevhalic

SXrifatar.grrof4"^,'Sl.ao?;Sa^ le^ocelrid (lep-tos'e-rid), n and a I. ». An
cles and resembles the pikas somewhat, and the heavily insect of the tnchopterous lamuy Leptoceriase.

II. a. Pertainingto or havingthe characters
of the family Leptoceridse.

leptochlorite (lep-to-kl6'rit), n. [Gr. Xe7n6g,

thin, + x^P^^! green, + -ite.2 A name pro-
posed by Tsehermak for those members of the
chlorite group which commonly occur in fine
scales or indistinctly fibrous forms. See also
*orthochlorite.

jl leptoclase (lep'to-klas), n. [Gr. Xei/rog, thin, +
KAaatg, fracture.] A name proposed by A. Dau-
br6e for the smallest fractures or cracks in
rocks. GeiMe, Text-book of Geol. (4th ed.),

p. 658.

Leptoclinus (lep-tok'li-nus), n. [NL., < Gr.
XeirjSc, thin, + NL. CUmis.'i A genus of blen-
nioid fishes found in arctic seas.

[NL., < Gr.

pikas somewhat, and the heavily
built Pentalagug from the Loochoo Islands.

leporine, a. II. n. Same as leporide.

lepospondylous (lep-o-spon'di-lus), a. [Gr.
MtroQ, a husk, scale, '+ air6vdvXog, vertebra.]
Having vertebrse consisting of a thin shell of
bone surrounding the notoohord, a type found
in some extinct batrachians.
leprarin (lep'ra-rin), n. [Lepraria + irfi.'] A
colorless bitter compound, CgiHgoOio, con-
tained in the lichen Lepraria late^atvm.
crystallizes in small lustrous plates or prisms
which melt at 155° C.

leprolin (lep'ro-lin), n. {Upra + -oU + -irfi.']

A toxin which is obtained from cultures of the
leprosy bacillus.

leprologist (lep-rol'o-jist), n.^ . - .... [leprolog^ +
-isf] One who devotes special attention to
the study of the nature and origin of leprosy Leptocoelia (lep-to-se'li-a), n.

and to its treatment. /lenrdf, thin, -I- KolXog, hollow.] A genus of

leprology (lep-rol'6-ji), n. [Gr. Uirpa, leprosy, extinct BracUopoda with plicated shallow
+ -hryia, < Veyetv', s^o&'k..1 The pathological valves and an internal spiralium. The genus
study of leprosy.

leproma (le-pro'ma), n.
;
pi

ta). \JSli.,\lepra'+ -oma.']

oles which occur in leprosy.

leprosy, ».— Anesthetic leprosy.

lepromata (-ma-
One of the tuber-

vtyrum, (which see, under lepra, 1).—Leprosy baclUns,
See klaeiUm.—lnim'bax&i.axi leprosy. Same as pel-
lagra.—Tubercularleprosy. Same as lepra tubercuhea
(which see, under lepra, 1).

Leptsena (lep-te'na), n. [NL., < Gr. lenrdg,

thin, + -atva, a fein. suffix.] A genus of ex-

is widespread throughout the world in the
faunas of the early Devonian.
Leptoconger (lep-to-kong'ger), n. [NL., < Gr.
Mkrdg, tMn, + li.' conger.'] A genus of eels
of the family Mursenesoddse, found in West
Indian waters.

Leptocottus (lep-to-kot'us), n. [NL., < Gr.
AcffTdf, thin, + KL. Cottus.'] A genus of
oottoid fishes found on the Pacific coast of
North America.

tinet brachiopods of the family Sfrqpfeojwemiiias, Leptodera Intestlnalls or stercora,lls, synonyms for
the more common term Strongyloides inteatiTialig, an
intestinal parasite occasionally found in man.

leptodenuia (lep-to-der'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
X^irrdg, thin, fine, + Sipim',' skin.] Fineness
or delicacy of the skin.

leptodermic (lep-to-dfer'mik), a. Having a
thin skin ; relating to leptodermia.

leptodenuous (lep-to-d6r'mus), a. Lepto-
dermic: specifically, in lot., thin-coated:
plied especially to the capsules of mosses.

leptogastrula (lep-to-gas'-
Leptaim rhombmdali, vnickens. Silurian. trO-la), ?}. : pi. leptOOOS-

(From Niclioison and Lydelclcer's " Palaeontology.") - ••.,_*' £..-^ -*^ . ^-~

ap-

Parasol Mushroom {Lefiota procera").

One fourth natural size.

characterized by convexo-concave shells, the
flatter portions of which are covered with
corrugations and wrinkles. It ranges from
the Silurian to the Carboniferous, and is very
common in certain formations.

leptsenoid (lep-te'noid), a. [Leptsena + -oid.]

Resembling or related to the brachiopod
Leptsena. x .j ,,

Leptagonus (lep-tag'6-nus), n. [NL., < Gr. leptoid (lep toid), n [Gr

;i«ffr,5f,thin sma,ll, + NL.^{;onMS.] Agenusof 't^77*f,. thin, + -oid.] A
agonoid fishes of the North Pacific Ocean.

Leptanmium (lep-tam'ni-um), n. [NL. (Eafin-

1818), < Gr. terrdf, small, + " '

(-le). [NL., < Gr.
le-ardg, thin, small, -I- NL.
gastrula.] In embryol., a
gastrula, like that of Am-
phioxus, which has no fooii-

yolk in the gastrocele and
in which the entoderm con-
sists of a simple layer of
cells.

cell of an alga which is

differentiated in some way
fromthe surrounding cells.

Lepisosteidse (lep"i-sos-te'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Lepisostetis + -idse.] A family of fresh-
water ganoid fishes commonly known as the
garpikes, which are found in North .America
and China.

Lepisosteus (lep-i-sos'tf-us), n. [NL., irreg.

< Gr. /t-ETT/'f, scale, + bariov, bone.] A genus
of ganoid fishes which inhabit fresh waters of
North America and China, and are commonly
known as garpikes.

ror^rrcyci^fk^d^VhT:VrermTle^ 1^^^^^^
a cup.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants be- S!ffd„„ «.„!P„^?.?^™'^
longing to the family Orohanchacese. See
Epiphegw.
Leptictidse (lep-tik'ti-de)^ n. pi. [NL., < Lep-
tictis + -idse.] A family of small, extinct

insectivorous mammals, having trituberculate

molars : found from the Eocene to the Oligo-

oene of North America. Gill, 1872,

The fully formed gas-
trula of Amphioxus bi-
sected horizontally : the
ventral half is represented
as seen from above. Mag-
nified. (After Hatschelc.)
a, gastrocele; b, ecto-
derm ; c, entoderm ; d.
blastopore. (From Mar-
shall's "Vertebrate Em-
bryology.*')

conducting tissue in ma-
rine algas, whose function
it is to transmit organic
nitrogenous substances.
The tissue developed to meet the demands tor conduc-

tion in such cases always shows some of the characters
described. It is known as leptom, each constituent cell
bemg a leptoid. Eneyc. Brit., XXV. 409.

Leptictis (lep-tik'tis), n. PSTL., < Gr. ;i,e;mSf, leptoma,tic (lep-to-mat'ik), a. [NL. *leptoina

small, + iKTig, weasel.] A genus of small Insec-

tivores from the Oligocene (White River) of

North America.

Leptilon (lep'ti-lon), It. [NL. (Raflnesque,

1818), < Gr. Xeirrdg, small, delicate.] A genus

(t-) + -ie. See leptome.']
of the value of leptome.

Of, pertaining to, or

The primary leptome is no longer visible, but three
secondary leptmnatie strands have become developed
outside each of the primary and secondary rays of
hadrome. Amer. Jour. Sci., Sept, 1907, p. 248.



leptomeningeal

leptomeningeal (lep"to-me-niii'if-al), a. [Gr.
'Mtzt6(, thin, + fiijvfy^, membrane, + -a?i.]

Relating to the pia mater and the arachnoid
membrane.
leptomeninx (lep-to-me'ningks), n. The
singular of leptomeninges.

leptomere (lep'to-mer), n. [Gr. ?iem-(if, thin,
small, + /iipoQ, part.] One of the innumer-
able minute particles of which Asclepiades
supposed the body to be composed.
Leptomeria, n. 2. [J. c] A delicacy of bodily
structure.

Leptomitaceae (lep'to-mi-ta'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Leptmnitus + -aced.'] A family of fungi of
the order Saprolegmales : named from the
genus Leptomitus.

Leptomitus (lep-tom'i-tus), n. [NL. (Agardh,
1824), < Gr. MiTTdfiiTog, of fine threads, < Aewrd^,

. thin, + /liroc, thread (filament).] A genus of
aquatic fun^, typical of the family Leptomi-
taeeae, containing the single species L. lacteus,

which occurs on the bottoms of watercourses
and on submerged branches, etc.

Leptonacea (lep-to-na'se-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
XeiTTov, the small intestine, neut. of AeirT6g,

thin, small.] A superfamily of teleodesmaceous
pelecypoda which is characterized by having
the inourrent and exourrent openings between
the mantle-lobes at opposite ends of the body.
It comprises Tertiary and recent species, and
numerous commensal and parasitic forms.

leptonacean (lep-to-na'shian), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Leptonacea.

II. n. A moUusk of the superfamily Lepto-
nacea.

leptopellic (lep-to-pel'ik), a. [Gr. XEirrd;, thin,

-P irOiAa, bowl (pelvis), + -ic] Relating to

or characterized by narrowness of the pelvis

;

dolichopelvic. Brinion, Races and Peoples,

p. 49.

Leptophidium (lep-to-fid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

/lETTTiif, thin, small, -t- b^ldiov, dim. of b^iQ, ser-

pent.] A genus of fishes of the family Ophi-
dUdse, found in deep water on both coasts of
North America.
leptophonia (lep-to-fo'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ileirrdf, thin, + (jxM^', sound, voice.] Weakness
or thinness of voice.

leptophonic (lep-to-fon'ik), a. [leptophonia+
-jc] Having a voice of small volume or car-

rying power
;
pertaining to leptophonia.

leptopiyllous (lep-to-fil'us), a. [Gr. ^tttSc,

slender, + ^wA/lov, leaf, + -OMS. ] In 6oi., hav-
ing slender leaves.

leptoprosope, n. 2. A leptoprosopio skull or
individual.

leptoprosopous (lep-to-pros'o-pus), a. [Gr.

?i£KT6g, thin, small, + 'irpdaimov, face, + -ovs.l

In anit^fop., having a skull with a facial index
of 90 and over. [German anthropologists.]

See leptoprosopio.

leptoprosopy (lep-to-pros'o-pi), n. [leptopro.i-

op-ovs + -^3.] The quality or condition of

being leptoprosopous. W. B. Macdonell, in

Biometrika, March-July, 1904, p. 214.

leptopterous (lep-top'te-rus), a. Having small,

fine, delicate wings. Mncyc. Diet.

Leptopuccinia (lep^to-puk-siu'i-a), n. [NL.,

< Gr. Amrdg, thin, + N'L. Puccinia.^ A division

of the genus Puccinia, proposed by Schroeter

to include those species which form only

teleutospores.

leptorthinian, a. II. n. A person or race

having narrow nasal bones. Deniker, Races
of Man, p. 63.

Leptosphseria (lep-to-sfe'ri-a), «. [NL. (Cesati

and De Notaris, 1863), < Gr. AeTrrof, thin, small,

-I- a^aipa, sphere.] A large genus of pyreno-

mycetous fungi of the family Pleosporaceee.

The perithecia are small at first and embedded in the

& host, but finally become more or leas superficial. The
spores are elongate, three or more septate, and colored.

Nearly 600 species have been described. L. Doliolum

and many other species are found on dead herbaceous

stems. L. Tritiei and a few other species are regarded

as the cause of certam plant-diseases.

Leptospondyli (lep-to-spon'di-li), w.^jZ. [NL.,

< Gt. Aevrriif, thin, + anovdv^M!, vertebra.] A
subgenus of the stegoeephalous Amphibia hav-

ing a persistent notoohord inclosed in con-

stricted bony cylinders and simple conical

hoUow teeth. The group includes chiefly

small lizards from the Carboniferous and Per-

mian formations.

leptospondylous (lep-to-spon'di-lus), a. [Lep-

S.—46
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us + -ous.l Having the notoehordal
characters of the genus Leptospondyhis.

leptosporangiuin(lep "to -spo -ran',ii-nm), n.

;

pi. leptosporangia (-3,). [NL., < Gr. lenT6Q,

slender, -I- NL. sporangium.'] A sporangium
of the leptosporangiate ferns, that is, one
derived from a single epidermal cell.

leptostaphyline (lep-to-staf'i-lin), a. [Gr.
'kenrdg, thin, small, + arafv^^, the uvula.] In
anthrop., having a skull with a narrow palate
the width of which is 80 percent, or less of its

length.

leptostaphylinic (lep"to-staf-i-lin'ik), a.

Same as ^leptostaphyline. Jour. Anthrop.
Inst., 1901, p. 258.

leptostaphyly (lep-to-staf'i-li), ». [lepwsta-
phyl4ne + -y".] The quality or condition of
being leptostaphyline. W. B. Macdonell, in
Biometrika, March-July, 1904, p. 237.

leptostracous (lep-tos'tra-kus), ii. [Gt. Tievrdg,

thin, + barpaKoii, shell.] Having a thin shell,

as Nebalia.

Leptostroma (lep-to-stro'ma), ». [NL. (Fries,

1815), < Gr. TisTTTdg, thin, +"aTpo/ia, layer (see
stroma).'] A genus of fungi, typical of the
family Leptostromatacese, having dimidiate
pycnidia which suggest a thin stroma, whence
the name. The pycnidia open by a more or less elon-
gate slit. The spores are hyaline and one-celled. The
species occur chiefly on dead leaves and stems. L. punc-
tlforvfie is regarded as a parasite on leaves of the willow,
rose, etc.

Leptostromatacese (lep^to-stro-ma-ta'se-e), n.

pi. [NL.^ < Leptostroma {Leptostrom'at-) +
-acesB.] A family of Fungi ImperfecU of the
order Sphseropsidales, characterized by the
dimidiate or shield-shaped pycnidia.

Leptostropbia (lep-to-stro'fi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. /leTTrtf, thin, + arpo^^, a turning, < arpiipeiv,

turn, twist.] A genus of Devonian Brachio-
poda of the family Strophomenidse, remarkable
for its large plano-convex or flat shells. It has
two pustulose diverging ridges in the pedicel-valve which
bound the sides of the muscular area, and broad and
flabellate cardinal scars.

Leptotbyrium flep-to-thi'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Kunze, 1823), i Gr. Tiem-dg, thin, + Bvpe6(, an
oblong shield. J A genus of Fungi ImperfecU of

the family Leptostromatacese, closely related
to Leptostroma, from which it dififers chiefly

in the irregular manner in which the pycnidia
rupture. About 100 species have been described,
mostly found on leaves. L. acerinum occurs on maple
leaves in Europe.

leptynite (lep'ti-nit), ». [F. leptynite (Hauy,
1822), irreg. < Gr. lEnriivuv, grow thin, + -ite^.]

In petrog., same as gramuUte.

leren, n. See *lleren.

lern, lemd, lerning. Simplified spellings of

learn, learned, learning.

lerpamylum (Wr-pam'i-lum), n. [lerp + Gr.
a/ivTiOv, fine flour.] A compound resembling
manna, said to be present in lerp, the sweet
exudation of the leaves of the Australian
mallee, Eucalyptus dumosa.

lerp-insect (Iferp'tn'sekt), n. Any one of a
number of Australian homopterous insects of

the family Psyllidee whose larval cases are
composed of a secretion known as 'lerp' or
'laap' and are eaten by the natives. The
genera SpondyUaspis and Cardiaspis are espe-
cially noted.

lenet (ler'it), n, [Also lerrett, lerrit; etym.
unknown.] A boat of great strength, built for

the heavy seas : used about the Isle of Port-
land.

The trip in the stem of the lerret had quite refreshed
her. T. Hardy, Trumpet-Major, xxxiv.

leshalom (le-sha-16m'), n. [Heb. (Yiddish,

I'sho'lem): le, prep, to, unto, + shalom, lit.

peace.] A toast among the Jews. The one
who treats says (in Yiddish), "lehayim."

The reply is, "lesholem," "unto peace," equiv-

alent to "your welfare." Sometimes both
terms are used : as, "lehayim u-lesholem," "to
your life and peace."

lesion, n Trophic lesion, a morbid change due to

alteration in the blood supply of the part, which causes a
disturbance of nutrition.

Lesq.uerella (les-ke-rel'a), n. [NL. (Watson,

1888), named in honor of Leo Lesquereux, an
American botanist of Swiss birth.] A genus

of plants of the family Brassicacese. See Vesi-

ca/ria and bladder-pod, 2.

lessive (le-sev'). »• [F. lessiee, < L. lixiva, lye.]

An adopted French name for lye : used mainly

Lethostole

for an alkaline lye with soap, employed in
washing.
lesson-piece (les'n-pes), n. A piece of mate-
rial on which to practice needlework. N. E. D.
leste (las'ta), n. IPg. leste, ea,at wind: Z', the,

este, east : see east.] Xte dry, hot, and dusty
east wind of the Madeira Islands in the winter
season.

lestiwarite (les-ti-wa'rit), n. [Lestiware,
Finland, + -ite^.] Inpeirog'., aphanerocrystal-
line granular syenite composed of microperth-
ite, withvery subordinate amounts of pyroxene
or amphibole. These rocks have also been called syen-
ite-haplites, and are associated with nepbelite-syenite in
Norway and Finland. Rosenbusch, 1896.

Lestrigon (les-tri'gon), n.; ip].Lestrigones(}eB-

trig'6-nez). [An early modem E. spelling Of
"Lestrygon, < L. Laestrygon, Lestrygon, < Gr.
Aaiarpvy^v, pi.Aai(7Tpu)'dwf,alegendarypeople.]
In Gr. legend, one of a race of cannibal giants
mentioned in Homer's Odyssey; hence, any
inhuman monster.

Lestrigoniant (les-tri-go'ni-an), a. and n. [L.
Lsestrygonius, < Gr. AaiaTpvy6'viog,<. Amarpvydvec:
see *Lestrigon.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Lestrigones.

II. n. Same as *Lestrigon.

Lesueuria (les-u-ii'ri-a), n. [NL., < Lesueur, a
French naturalist.] The typical genus of the
family Lesuewridie. Milne-Edwards.

Lesueuridae (les-u-ii'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Les-

ueuria + -idle.] A family of lobate otenopho-
rans having the lobes and the lobe-windings of
the vessels rudimentary, and the auricles long
and ribbon-shaped. It contains the genus
Lesueuria.

let'^, V. t.—To let draw {vMut.), to slack away the
sheets of the head-sails when tacking ship, so as to letthe
clues travel across the deck ready to be sheeted down
again to leeward when on the new tack.—To let zo and
haul (naut.)y when tacking a square-rigged vessel, to let

go the fore-bowline and lee-head braces, and to haul around
the head-yards.—To let go by the run (jM'ut.'). Same
as to let run (which see, under runl).—To let go under
foot (naut), to let go (the anchor) so that it drops and re-

mains directly beneath the hawse-pipe.—To let In. (c)

To fit, as one timber or plank into another.—To let Into.
(6) To pitch into ;

' go for.' [Slang.]-To let Off. (c) To
lease in portions ; let. [Eng.] (a) In cricket, to miss a
chance of catching (a batsman) out.

—

To let (one) down
gently, to let one know something derogatory to himself
(letting him down to a lower plane of self-esteem) with-
out damaging his self-respect; spare.

—

To let One's self
go, to abandon self-restraint ; allow imagination, animal
spirits, or emotion full course. [Colloq.]

He fretted under the severe dmdgery of copying plaster
casts, and yearned- "<o?eiAim8ei!/g'o " in a color way, . . .

and so, ... he set himself to painting that which his
fancy dictated.

J. C. Vwn Dyke, Modem French Masters, p.- 138.

let^, n. 2. In latvn-tennis, hand-tenms, and other
games playedwith a net, a service-ball which
strikes the top of the net and then goes into,

the proper court; also, any unforeseen or ac-
cidental hindrance of a like nature which the
umpire may on appeal so designate.

Let., Lett. Abbreviations of Lettish.

let-down (let'doun), n. A blow to one's
self-esteem ; a ' come-down

'
; a circumstance

calculated to let one down, or to act as a
drawback. [Colloq.]

Lethal chEimber, a chamber filled with noxious gases in
which animals are put to death painlessly.— Lethal
coefficient. See ikcoej^dent,

lethality, n. 2. Mortality.

lethalize (le'thal-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. lethal-

ized, ppr. lefhatizing. [lethal + -ize.] To put
to death by placing in a lethal chamber.

LetharcIlUS (If-thar'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.
X^Eadai, 7M.v66.veiv, escape notice, + apx6g, rec-

tum. 'The anal fin is wanting.] A genus of

ophiohthyoid eels found in rather deep water
on the Florida coast.

letheomania (le"the-o-ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. TJfiij,

forgetfulness, + iiav'm, madness.] Addiction
to a narcotic drug.

letlier^, lethern. Simplified spellings of
leather, leathern.

lethiferal (le-thif'e-ral), a. [L. Je^fcam, prop.

Utum, deatt, + f'er're, bear, + -al^.] Death-
bringing; deadly; fatal.

A singular loadstone for theologians, also, is the Beast
of the Apocalypse, whereof, in the coui'se of my studies, I

have noted two hundred and three several inten>retations,

each lethiferal to all the rest.

J. R. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., vii.

lethomania, n. See *letheomania.

Lethostole (le-thos'to-le),». [NL., < Gr.
'fjfieadai, escape notice, + aroTiii, stole.] Agenus
of atherinoid fishes found in fresh waters of

Mexico.



Lethotremus

Lethotremus (le-thot're-mus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tjficadai, escape notice, + rp^/ja, aperture.] A

Lethotremus tnutictts.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

genus of fishes of the family Cyclopteridee,

found on the north Pacific coast of North
America.
letificant (le-tif'i-kant), a. [L. Isetificans

{-ant-), ppr. of IxUficdre, make glad : see letifin

cate.'] Tending to stimulate or make cheer-

ful : said of a medicine.
let-off, n. 3. A festive occasion; a let-off of

youthful spirits.— 4. Part of a property which
is leased or let ofE. [Eng.]— 5. A failure to

utilize some manifest advantage in a game

;

for example, in cricket, the failure on the part

of a fielder to get the batsman out when he
has the opportunity. N. E. D.

Lett, m. 2. The Lettish language; Lettie.

See Lettish.

letten (let'en), p. a. Let; rented; leased.

[Rare.]

Lettenkohle (let'en-k6"le), n. [G., < letten,

loam, -f- kohle, coal.] In geol., a division of

the Keuper in the Ti lassie system in Germany.
The name, though usually applied to the formation other-

wise termed the KohlerOceuper, has special reference to

the thin seams of earthy coal which this formation con-

l^ins.

letter^, n— Before the letter or before letters. See
proof be/ore letter, under jjroo/.— Chromatic letter.
Same as chromatic type.— Letter Of absolution, in

eccles. law, a writing whereby formerly an abbot dis-

missed a monk to another religious order.— Letter Of
Indication. Seeinndication.—Letter Of recaJl, an offi-

cial notice from one government to another, that an
ambassador or other diplomatic representative sentby the

former to the latter has been recalled.— Letter Of recre-
dentials, an official communication in reply to a -kletter

of recall (which see). It is delivered to the recalled

representative by the government to which he is accredi-

ted and addressed to the executive of the representative's

country.—Letters of safe-conduct, in law, passports

issued under the great seal of England to citizens of a coun-

try at war with her, whereby the bearers and their mer-
chandise were free from molestation. English ambassadors
can now issue passports having equal value.—Letters Of
supplement. Stee eupplemjent.— Letters retniisltory.
Same as lett£r& rogatory (which see). [Rare.]—^o affect

the letterf, to devote oneself to alliteration.

I will something affect the Utter, for it argues facility.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 2.

letter-ballot (let'er-bal"ot), n. See *'ballotT'.

letter-board, n. 3. The board or part of a

vessel which carries its name and hailing-

port.

letter-bound (let'6r-bound), a. Bound by
the letter and not the spirit of a law, a text,

etc.

letter-card (let'6r-kard), «. A card (not a

postal card) which can be closed, stamped,

and sent as a letter.

letter-head,". 3. A postage-stamp. [Dialect,

Eng.]
letter-high (let'er-lu), a. la. printing, descrip-

tive of an engraving in relief, properly

mounted, as high as the type about it.

lettering, n. 3. Speoifieally, in ioohUnding,

the act or process of affixing the alphabetical

letters to the notched front margin of an
indexed book ; also, the addition of the name
of the book on its back.

lettering-block (let'fer-ing-blok), ». The
stamp, usually of engraved brass, which eon-

tains the letters stamped on the cover of a
book.
lettering-book (let'6r-ing-buk), n. A drafts-

man's, card-writer's, or sign-painter's sample-
book, showing styles and varieties of letters

used in lettering and (sometimes) also the

conventional sighs used in map-making, sur-

veys, etc.

lettering-pen (let'6r-ing-pen), n. A steel or

quill pea adapted to making letters for signs

or on cards and maps.

lettering-templet (let'6r-ing-tem"plet), n. A
guide used in making letters on cards, signs,

or maps with a pen or pencil. It is marked
with the letters that can be formed with each

of the angles in which the guide is out.

722

lettering-triangle (let'fer-ing-tri'ang-gl), n.

A form of lettering-templet.

lettiga (let'i-ga), -m. [It. lettiga, lettica, < L.

leetica, a litter," sedan : see Utter, ».] A kind

of sedan-chair, for two persons, who sit facing

each other: carried on long poles by two
mules. W. Irving, in Life and Letters, I. 114.

Lettonlan (le-to'ni-an), a. and n. Same as

Lettish.

lettuce, n.—American lettuce. Same as wild lettvm (fi).

—Airow-leaved lettuce, Lacluca sagittifolia, of eastern

North America, the lanceolate-acuminate stem-leaves of

which are sessile with a sagittate clasping base.

—

Canada
orCanadian lettuce. Same as wiWf«tti«!e(6).—Canker-
lettuce, the round-leaved wintergreen, Pyrola rotundi-

folia.— Florida lettuce, Lactwia Floridana, of the
eastern and southern United States, with blue flowers and
lyrate-pinnatifld leaves.— Hairy lettuce. Same as red
wood 4^2etime.—Indian lettuce, (b) Same as miner's
AZettuce.-Uverwort-lettuce. Same as canTcer--klet-

tnce.— nUner's lettuce, Claytonia perfoliata, an an-

nual American plant, ranging from British Columbia to
Mexico and now established at
one locality in Ohio. It is re-

markable for the pair of large,

connate upper leaves forming a
cup out of which the panicle
rises. It is used by the Indians
as a salad plant and has long
been grown in England for this

use.-Bed wood lettuce, Lac-
tuca hirsuta of the eastern and
southern United States, having
reddish-yellow flowers, more or
less hairy stems, and sinuate pin-
natifld leaves. The involucre is

often red or piuple.

—

Spanish
lettuce. Same as miner's -klet-

tuee.—Tall lettuce. Same aa
wild lettuce (b).—'taXl blue let-

tuce, Lactuca spicata of eastern
North America, a tall, blue-flow-

ered species with large, deeply
pinnatifid or lobed leaves.

—

Western lettuce, Lactuca Lu-
doviciana, of the prairies and
plains of the western United
S^tes. It is a biennial plant
with spinulose-denticulate leaves
and showy yellow heads, the rays
reflexed.

Miner's Lettuce
{Claytonia per/oliata).

One third natural size.

lettuce-shark (let'is-shark), n. See sharle-

moth.
lettuce-'water (let'is-w&'''t6r), n. A decoction
of crushed lettuce-leaves.

leubra, n. Same as *lubra.

Leucsethiop, «. See *Leuce(hiop.

leucsthiopia, n. See *leuce{hiopia.

leucsethiopic, a. See *leucethiopic.

leucaniid (In-ka'ni-id), n. and a. I. n. A
member of the lepidopterons family Leucan-

II, a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Leucaniidse.

Leucascidse (lu-kas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Leu-
cascus + -i(?as.] A family of heteroooelous
calcareous sponges having the flagellated

chambers branched and opening into the ex-

halant canals which converge toward the
oseula, the outer ends being covered over by
a dermal poriferous membrane, and the skele-

ton being composed of irregular radiate spic-

ules. It includes the genus Leucaseus.

Leucascus (lu-kas'kus), n. [NL. (Dendy, 1892),

< Gr. XevuSg, white, + aaxdi, a bag.] The typi-

cal genus of the family Leucasoiaas.

leucaurin (lii-k&'rin), n. A colorless com-
1

'

4

pound, CH(CeH4.0H)s, prepared by the reduc-

tion of aurin by means of zinc dust and
sodium hydroxid. It crystallizes in prisms
and is readily reconverted into aurin. Also
called triphenylolmethane.

leucein (lu'se-in), n. [Gr. %evK6g, white, -I- -e-

in.'] One of a group of substances related to

the leucins, but differing from them in having
two atoms of hydrogen less : they are possibly
amido-acrylio acids.

Leucethiop (lii-se'thi-op), n. [L. Leucaithiopes,

otherwise Leiicosethijmes, and Leucoe JEthiopes,

'white Ethiops,' < Gr. ?isvic6c, white, -f- Al6i-

oTvsi, Ethiopians: see Ethiop.'\ 1. One of a
people located by Pliny south of the Maurita-
nian Getulians : identified by some authors as

the nanistic people of the northern Sahara.

—

3. [I. c] An albino negro ; also, more gener-

ally, an albino.

leucethiopia (lu-se-thi-6'pi-a), n. [NL. leu-

csethiopia, < leu'cothiop, n., 2.] Albinism oc-

curring in negroes.

leucethiopic (lu-se-thi-6'pik), a. lleuesethiop

+ 4c.'] Characterized, as a negro, by leuce-

thiopia or albinism.

leucic (lu'sik), a. [Gr. i^evKog, white, + -ic]

Pertaining to leuein or leucic acid

—

Lenclc
acid, a colorless compound, CH3(CH2)3CH(0H)C00H,

leucocytiform

prepared by the action of nitrous acid on leuein. It crys-

tallizes in needles, melts at 73° C, and sublimes at 100 C.

Also called 2-hexanoUc add.

leucinic (lu-sin'ik), a. \leucin + -Jc] Derived
from leuein : as, leucinic acid.

leucinosis (lu-si-no'sis), n. [NL., < leuein +
-osis.] Acute yellow atrophy of the liver, in

which there is an excessive production of

leuein.

leUCite, «• 1. This mineral has been shown by C.

Klein (1903) to be an essential constituent of the meteoric

stone which fell at SchafstSdt, in Saxony, in June, 1861.

It is associated with anorthite and augite in a brown,

glassy ground-mass, and this type has been named leu-

Hturanolite. Leucite probably also occurs in the Pav-

lovka meteoric stone (1882).

2. A small yellowish body found in the cotyle-

dons of a germinating plant that has not been
exposed to sunlight.

leucitis (lu-si'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. TlevKdg, white,

-I- Mis.} Same as sclerotitis.

leucitophyric (M'^si-to-fir'jk), a. [leucite +
(por)phyr(itie) + -«e.]' Noting a porphyritie

rock whose phenocrysts are leucite. Dana,

Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 77.

leucituranolite (lii"Bi*-\'-''*'i'9-'^*')) "• t®^-
'XevKdg, white, 4- -irm,

' E. -Me^, + ovpavdg,

heaven, -I- TJSog, stone.] A rock type repre-

sented in the meteoric stone of SchafstSdt,

Saxony (1861). See *leucite, 1, and *meteorite.

Leuckartia (la-kar'ti-a), n. [NL., named after

Prof. Leuckari of Leipzig.] The typical genus
of the family Leuclcartiiaie. Monies, 1878.

Leuckartiids (lu-kar-ti'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Leuckartia + -iaee.2 A family of dibothridiate

cestoid worms, of the order PseudophylUdea,
lacking evident bothria. It includes the genera
Leuckartia ajxdBlanchardella, parasitic in fishes.

leuco-agglutinin (lu''''ko-a-gl6'ti-nin), n. An
agglutinin directed against the leucocytes.

leucobase (lu'ko-bas), n. A colorless base
which gives a dye on oxidation and which is

formed by the reduction of the dye..

leucoblastic (lu-ko-blas'tik), a. Relating to
a leucoblast. Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 23.

leuco-body (lu'ko-bod''''i), n. Same as *leuco-
compound.
leucochalcite (lii-ko-kal'sit), n. [Gr. Aew/cdf,

white, + x^-^i^Qj copper, + -ite^.] A basic
copper arseniate which occurs in white silky
aoicular crystals.

leucochroi (lu-kok'ro-i), n. pi. [NL. pi., < Gr.
/UuKiixooof, of white complexion, < /Ifmdf, white,
-I- xpoa, color, complexion.] In anthrop., per-
sons of a white skin.

In this essay [** Geographical Distribution of Mankind "]

Mr. Dallas proposes Leucochroi, Mesochroi and .iBtho-
chroi as substitutes for White, Yellow and Black respec-
tively. Kea/ne, Ethnology, p. 234, note.

leucochroic (lu-ko-kro'ik), a. [As leucochroi
+ -jc] 1. In au'tferoj?., having a light-colored
sMn: contrasted with *mesochroie and seXho-

chroic ('black-colored').—2. Abnormally light
in color ; albinotic : contrasted with melano-
chroic.

leucocidic (lu-ko-sid'ik), a. [leucoicyte) + L.
-cida, < csedere, kill. -I- -ic] Causing the de-
struction of leucocytes.

leucocidin (lu-ko-sid'in), n. lleueocid-ic +
-«»2.] ^ bacterial cytotoxin which causes the
destruction of leucocytes.

leuco-compound (lu-ko-kom' pound), n. A
colorless organic compound formed by the re-
duction of a dye and giving the dye again by
oxidation.

leucocratic (lH-ko-krafik), a. [Gr. }ievK6(,

white, + KpaTEiv, dominate, + -z'c] In petrog.,
aterm proposed by Brogger (1896) to designate
igneous rocks characterized by a preponder-
ance of light-colored minerals, or rather of
minerals that are normally light-colored
(chiefly feldspar and feldspathie minerals, and
quartz), as contrasted with those {melano-
oratic) in which there is a preponderance of
dark-colored minerals.

leucocyclite (lu-ko-sik'lit)j«. [Gr. Aemiic,white,
+ Kii/tAof, circle, -t^ -iteK] A variety of apophyl-
lite. See *chromoeyclite.

leucocytal (lu'ko-si-tal), a. [leucocyte + -aJi.]

Same as leucom/tic.

leucocythemic, leucocythaemic (lu*k6-si-the'-
mik), a. Same as Uucemic.

Leucocytic crystals. See ^crystal.

leucocytiform (Ifl-ko-sit'i-fdrm), a. [leucocyte
+ L. forma, form.]" In histol., shaped like a
leucocyte, as the cells found in the reticular
tissue of the phagocytic organs of the Gryl-
lidse and certain Locustidse.



leucocytolysis

leucocytolysis (lu"ko-si-tol'i-si8), n. [leu-

cocyte + Gr. ^{/CTif, dissolution.] The destruc-
tion of leucocytes by specific leueocytotoxins.
leucocytolytic (Ifl-ko-M-to-lit'ik), a. [leucocy-
toTysis (-iyt-) + -ic] Having reference to the
action of leueocytotoxins.

leucocytopenia (lii"k9-si-to-pe'ni-a), n. [NL.,
< leucoeyte + (jr. nevla, poverty.] Same as
*leucope'ma.

leucocytopenic (lu^ko-si-td-pen'ik), a. lleu-

eoeytopenia + -ic] In paihol., of or relating
to a decreased number of leucocytes, or color-

less blood-corpuscles.

leucocytosis, n. 2. The number, actual or
relative, of white corpuscles in a given speci-
men of blood, an excess being designated
tt/yperleucocytosis, and a number belcw the
normal hypoleucocytosis or leiicopenia.

The highest leucocyte count observed in this case was
22,000, and occurred on January 10 ; the average had been^
17,000, and at present the leucoeytons was 16,600.

Med. Sewrd, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 169.

leucocytotic (lu"k9-si-tot'ik), a. {leueoq/tosis

(-ot-) + -ic] Of or pertaining to leucocytosis,
or the production ofleucocytes.
leucocyturia (lii"ko-si-tu'ri-a), n. [NL., < leur-

oocyte + Gr. oiipov, urine.] The presence of
leucocytes in the urine.

leilCOderivative(lu"ko-de-riv'a-tiv), n. Same
a8*leuco-compound.
leUCOdermatOUS (M-ko-d^r'ma-tus), a. [Gr.
i£vK6c:, white, + Sipjw.{T-), skin, + -o««.]

Marked by deficient pigment in the sMn.
leucodrin (lu'ko-drin), n. [_Leucod(endron) +
4n'^.'\ A colorless, very bitter, levorotatory
conipound, CigH2oOg, contained in the leaves
of Protea eondnna (Leucodendron condnmim
of Robert Brown). It crystallizes in prisms
and melts at 212° C.

leucoenceplialitis (lii"ko-en-sef-a-U'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. ^evicdg, white, + eyfci^'a^f, brain,
+ -iUs.'] Same as *forage-poisotiing.

leUCOgallol (m-ko-gal' ol), m. [Gr. Aeu/cdf, white,
+ E. gallol.'] JL colorless compound, CigHg-
Oi2Cli2-2H20, prepared bythe action of chlorin
on pyrogallol. It crystallizes in small needles
which melt at 104° C.

leucolinic (lii-ko-lin'ik), a. [leucoUne + -ic]
Pertaining to leucoline or leucol ^ucollnic
acid, a colorless compound, CgHgNOs, prepared by the
oxidation of quinoline from cosd-mr (leucoline). It crys-

tallizes in needles which melt at 162° C.

leucolysin (lu-kol'i-sin), ». lle^Mlolys-^s+ -j«2.]

A substance that produces leuoolysis.

leucolysis (lu-kol'i-sis), n. \Teiico{cyte) + Gr.

Aiffif, dissolution.] The destruction of leuco-

cytes by means of specific leucotoxins or

leucolysins Veno'm leucolysis, the destruction of

leucocytes' by means of snake-poison.

leucolvtic (lii-ko-lit'ik), a. [leucolysis {-Iyt-)

+ -jc] Causing the destruction of leucocytes.

leucomaine, n Toxic leucomaiue, a leucomaine
having toxic properties.

leucomelanic (lu-ko-me-lan'ik), a. Same as

leucomelanous.

leucomyelitis (lii"k6-mi-e-U'tis), «. [NL., <

Gr. %evii6Q, white, +' iiveU^, marrow, + -iUs.']

Inflammation of the spinal cord confined

wholly or chiefly to the white matter.

Leucon (lu'kon), n. [NL. (Kroyer, 1846), <

Gr. 7xvK6i, white.] 1. The typical genus of

the family Leuconidse.—Z. [l. B.j Any sponge

belonging to the group Leuconaria.

leuconecrosis (Iu"k6-ne-kr6'sis), «. [NL., <

Gr. ?i£vic6c, white, + NL. necrosis.'] A form of

dry gangrene in which the dead tissue is

white instead of black.

leuconic (lu-kon'ik), a. [Gr. TievKog, white, +
-n- + -ic]

' Noting an acjd, a colorless sweet

compound, CsHgOg, prepared by the action of

chlorin or nitric acid on an alkali orooonate.

It crystallizes, with IH2O, in small needles

which become anhydrous at 100° C.

Leuconids (la-kon'i-de), n. pi [NL., < Leu-

con + -idx."]
' A family of cumacean crusta-

ceans which have an elongated body and no

telson. It contains the genera Leucon, Eudor-

ella, and IJudorellqpsis.

leuconoid (lu'ko-noid), a. [leucon + -oid.1

Pertaining to or resembling a leucon : as, the

leuconoid type of canal system in sponges.

Contrasted with *syconoid.

Leuconostoc (lu-ko-nos'tok), n. [NL. (Van

Tieghem, 1878), < Gr. Ara/tdf, white, + B.

nostoc.l A genus of bacteria. The ceUs are

spherical and united in chains which are inclosed in a

Slimy envelop. L. nwsenterioides occurs m beet-juice

and syrups, forming gelatinous masses.
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leiiconuclein (lii-ko-nu'kle-in), n. [6r. ?^vic6c,

white, + NL. nucisus + .'i2.] A decomposi-
tion-product of nucleohiston.

leuconychia' (lH-ko-nik'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
/lED/crff, white, + fiTOf {ivvji-), nail.] The con-
dition of having white lines or patches be-
neath the nails.

leucopenia (lu-ko-pe'ni-a), n. [leu^o(cyte) -I-

Qr. nepla, poverty.] A diminution in the
number of white corpuscles in the blood.
Also called hypoleucocytosis.

The leiicopenia is of diagnostic value, especially in chil-

dren, in whom most febrile affections produce a leucocy-
tosis. Mor data are needed to determine the priority of
appearance of a " positive " serum reaction or a leucope-
nia. Med. Reeord, July 11, 1903, p. 66.

leucopenic (lu-ko-pen'ik), a. [leucopenia +
-*e.] Relating to or characterized by leucope-
nia or paucity of the white corpuscles of the
blood.

leucophanite (lu-kof'a-nit), n. [leucophane +
-ite^.] Same as leucophane.

leucophlegmasia (lii^ko-fleg-ma'si-a), n. [NL.,
prop. leueophlegmaUa : see leucophlegmcLoy.l
Same as leucophlegmacy.

leucophoenicite (lii-ko-fen'i-sit), n. [Gr.
?i£VK6g, white, + ijiolvt^ ((^iviK-), purple, -I-

-»te2.] A basic orthosilicate of manganese
chiefly, also zinc and calcium, related to
hiunite in formula. It occurs in crystalline
masses of a raspberry-red color at Franklin
Furnace, New Jersey.

leucophyllous (lu-ko-fil'us), a. [Gr. 'KevK6^u%7M(,

white-leaved (< /lem'iic, white, + ^XAm, leaf),

+ -OMS.] In oot., having white leaves.

leucopliyre (lu'ko-fir), n. [Gr. 7ievK6q, white,
+ {por)phyr(jj).']' In petrog., a name given
by Giimbel (1874) to certain light-colored
altered diabases, with saussuritized feldspars,
pale-green augite, and much chlorite. The
name having fallen into disuse it has been proposed in
the quantitative system of classiUcation of igneous rocks
(1902) to apply it, in the classification for field use, to any
light-colored porphyry, in distinction to a dark-colored
porphyry (metaphyre).

leucorrbagia (lu-ko-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
?isvK6g, white, + -payia, < briymvcu, break.] Pro-
fuse leucorrhea.

leucoryx (Iti'ko-riks), n. [NL., < Gr. levKdg,

white, -f- 6pv?', an antelope.] The specific

name of the saber-horned antelope. Oryx leu-

coryx, adopted as a common name.

leucosin (lu'ko-sin), n. [Gr. /lemiif, white, +
-ose + -irfij] An albuminous substance found
in various cereals.

leUCOSism (lo'ko-sizm), n. [Gr. T^inocsLg, a
whitening, a white spot, < T^vmybv, whiten, <

7i.Evii.6g, white.] The presence of white color-

ing in parts of the bodies of animals in which
the normal coloring is not white

;
partial al-

binism.
Leucosolenia (lii"ko-so-le'ni-a,), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Asmdf,

white, -I- aakiiv,

pipe.] The
typical genus
of the family
Leucosoleniidie.

Bow erhank,
1862.

Leucosolenii-
dSB (lii-ko-so-

le-ni'i-de),' n.

pi [NL., <

Leucosolenia -I-

-jdas.] A fam-
ily of homoeoBl-
ous, calcareous
sponges hav-
ing an erect

form, with
monaxon spic-

ules always present, the triradiate, if present,

alate, the collar-cells with an apical nucleus,

and the larva an amphiblastula. It contains

the genera Leucosolenia and Ascyssa.

leucosphenite (lii-ko-sfen'it), n. [Gr. levudg,

white, + a^v, wedge, + -ite^.] A titano-

silicate of barium and sodium, which occurs

in wedge-shaped monoelinic crystals, white

to grayish blue in color, with vitreous to

pearly luster: obtained from southern Green-

land.

leucosphere (Wko-sfer), nJ [Gr. AfuKOf, white,

+ aipalpa, sphere.] A name coined by Lock-

yer for the inner portion of the sun's corona

:

so called because of its whiteness, in contrast

with the scarlet chromosphere.

level-constant

leucospheric (lu-ko-8fer'ik\ a. [lencosphere

-i- -ic] Of or pertaining to the leucosphere.

leucotephrite (Ifl-ko-tef'rit), n. [leucite -\-

tephrite.] Same as leudte-tephrite. See tepfe-

rite. Nature, March 24, 1904, p. 492,

leucotin (lu'ko-tin), n. [Gr. Aevadg, white, -I-

E. coio + -in^.] In ehem., a crystalline sub-
stance which forms the cliief constituent of

the extract of paraeoto bark. See Goto tarJc.

leucotoxic (lu-ko-tok'sik), a. [leucotox-in -^

-jc] Same as *leucolyUc.

leucotozin (lu-ko-tok'sin), n. [Gr. Aeu/ciif,

white, + E. (c2/«o)ioa;j».] A eytotoxin spe-

cifically directed against leucocytes.

leucotrichia (W-ko-trik'i-a). n. [NL., < Gr.
%evii6g, white, -1- 6p'i^ (jpi^X-), hair.] Marked
diminution or absence of pigment in the hair.

leucoturic (lii-ko-tu'rik), a. [Gr. IcvKdg, white,
+ (?) L. tus (.Uir-), incense, -I- ie.'] Noting
an acid, a colorless crystalline compound,
CgHeOgNi, prepared by the reduction, of para-
banic acid m acid solution.

leukemia, leukaemia (lu-ke'mi-a), n. Same
as leucemia.

leukopenia, n. Same as *leucopenia.

Leuresthes (lu-res'thez), n. [NL., said to
allude to the' toothless jaws, irreg. < Gr.
Xevpdg, smooth, -t- iadieiv, eat.] A genus of

atherinoid fishes found on the coast of Cali-

fornia.

Leuroglossus (Ifl-ro-glos'us), n. [NL., < Gr.
?^vp6(, smooth, + yWooaa, tongue.] A genus

Creeping colony of Leucosolenia vari-
abilis. H., with numerous erect, and for

the most part simple, oscular tubes, aris-

ing from a basal creeping stolon. About
four times natural size. (From Lankester's
"Zoology."J

Leuroglossus stilbius.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

of fishes of the family Argeniimidse, found in
rather deep water off the coast of California.

leva (la'va), n. [Bulg.] A current silver coin
of Bulgaria, of the value of 20 cents. One
hundred stotinM equal one leva,

levancy (lev'an-si), n. [See levant^.'] The
act or state ofrisingup. See levantand couchant,
under couchant.

It may be measured, like a manorial right, by Uvwncy
and oouchancy, or it may be limited to a fixed number of
animals. Bneyc. Brit., XXVII. 168.

levant^jM. 4. In feaifeer-mawM/., artificial blood
used instead of real blood for obtaining a per-
fect blaok. Mod. Amer. Tanning, p. 109.

Levantine stage. See *stage.

levator, »— IiOvatores capitis, in entom., the ex-
tensor muscles of the head. There are two pairs ; one
arises from the middle of the pronotum, diverges, and is

Inserted on the anterior upper margin of the occipital
foramen; the other arises from the prophragma and is

inserted near the middle of the upper margin of the
occipital foramen. This applies to the European May-
beetle, Mdolontha mdgairiis, and doubtless to many other
Coleoptera.

levee^, n. 3. In irrigation, one of the small
continuous ridges of earth surrounding the
fields, or compartments, of land that is to be
irrigated. The levees are usually from three to five feet
wide at the bottom, and a foot or more in height, being
broad and low, so that wheeled agricultural implements
can pass over them without injury.

levee-clieck(le-ve'chek),». Sameas*cftecfci, 20.

levell, n. 1. (6) The correction for level of
an astronomical instrument; the deviation of
its axis from exact horizontality. Science,

Jan. 4, 1901, p. 13.—4. (6) In landscape-garden-
ing, one of the horizontal surfaces in which an
irregular piece of land may be arranged. By
the use of different levels the designer may
place various features of his design above or
l9elow the eye—Level of no strain, a neutral sur-

face, within the crust of the earth, in which the strains

due to temperature and the action of gravity neutralize
each other.— Flfizometrlc level, the relative level or
altitude of two layers of air measured in standard baro-
metric pressures, as distinguished from orometric levels,

which are measured in linear units; or therm(ymetrie
levels, which are measured in temperature units; or
pyemymetric levels, which are measured in density units.

level-"^, v. f.— To level out (naut), to continue a hori-
zontal line from a given base or point.

levelage (lev'el-aj), n. [leveU -i- -age.] In
mining, leveling.

level-constant (lev'el-kon*stant), n. The de-

viation from exact horizontality of the axis of

an asjtronomical instrument. It should be
sensibly constant if the instrument is well
made and firmly mounted. Science, Jan. 4,

1901, p. 13.
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level-course (lev'el-kors), a. In mining, in which the necessary force is obtained ty the lot, -I- apxeiv, rule.] One of a board of six
the direction of the strike; at right angles to use of levers. officers at Athens who attended to the regis-
the line of dip or rise. leviathanic (le-vi-a-than'ik), a. Like alevia- tration of citizens, assigned the young men

leveler, m. 3. Icap.^ (J) One of a secret so- than; vast or monstrous. to their ^laoe on the list of the deme, and
ciety of rebels in Ireland in the latter half of levir (le'ver), m. [L. levir, brother-in-law.] A were stationed at the entrance to the Pnyx,
the eighteenth century: named from their brother-in-law; a male relative of a man who, to prevent the intrusion of those who were
principles and the leveling of park palings after the latter's death, has the right, and the not citizens. They were assisted by thir^
and walls, practised bythem.— 6. In currying, duty, to marry his widow. armed officers. Jour. Hellenic Studies, VIII.
a composition used to eradicate the grease be- levirate, m. ll. «. Of or pertaining to the levi- 107.

fore leather is dyed. Mod. Amer. Tanning, rate : as, levirate marriagej levirate law. lexlc (lek'sik), a. [Gr. ?.e^m6s, of or for words,
p. 151.— 7. In golf, a hole of such length that Levit. An abbreviation of Leviticus. < M^tf, a saying, speech, phrase, word, a par-
no player can reach the green in one stroke levitant (lev'i-tant), ». [levit-ate + -ant.'i One ticular word, <Myetv, say, speak: see lexicon,
aad any player can reach it in two strokes.— who exhibits or professes to exhibit the spiri- etc.] Of or pertaining to words, as to the vo-
8. A person who uses an engineer's level ; a tualistic phenomena of levitation. cabnlary of a language ; consisting of words

;

member of an engineering or surveying party, levitative (lev'i-ta-tiv), a. \lemtate + -fee.] lexical.

level-error (lev'el-er'or), n. In work with Having the power of using- or causing other Primitive languaees are essentially structural or mor-
astronomioal and geoSetic instruments the thmgs to nse m the au-; having the alleged phologic, only incidentally lexic. . . . With the attain-

small error inaouantitativp nhaPTvatinn i^arte power of levitation. ment of writing, the function of linguistic associationmiiau eiior m a quanuiarive ODservation maae
xIpTitinioTn CIp vit'i si^ml « r Tp,,ifir A- ^s™ 1 largely disappears, and speech becomes essentiaUy lexui,

with a transit instrument due to the fact that l^VltlClsm (ie-vit i-sizm;, n. \_LemUC -t- -Jsm.J ^^^ ihcidenfeUy morphok)gie.
the horizontal axis is not truly level. bame as LemUsm. jigp_ £„y. Ainer. Ethnol., 1897-98, p. 832.

level-free (lev'el-fre), a. In wining, drained levocampliene. Iffivocamphene (le'vo-kam-
lexicalic (lek-si-kal'ik), a. Same as lemcal.

by a water-level.
"' fen ), «. See *camp&e«e, 1.

^^ G. P. Jl/aVsfe, Lect. Eng. Lang., p. 141.

'tTSK;ii§lr°i!*'Sf '^t^U^l^^^^l tt V0^)^^'^tlf:':^Z\!Zfrtil^7 a le^cog ^abbreviation (a) of U^^cograplu. ;

distant points on the earth's surface, by observing at one substance which produces left-handed rotation * '.
mxtcograpny.

pomt the angle of elevation or depression of the other of the plane of polarization of light. leXlCOgrafer, lezlcografy. Amended spel-

»e?S?^^v^earo'S?e"J;^r"^i^'?t£rfttSion levogyral, IffiVOgyral (le-vo-ji'r|l), a. Same iingsot lexicographer, lexicography.

and for curvature of the earth. as levogyrate.
_ _ lexigrapMcally (lek-si-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In

leveling-maclline (lev'el-ing-ma-shen"), n. In levolactic, Isevolactic (le-vo-lak'tik), a. [L. such a maimer that each character represents
shoe-manuf., a machine for pressing down the ^«"«s, -left, -I- E. lactic.] Noting an acid, the a word.
sole of a shoe while on the last, to give the variety of lactic acid which rotates the plane of Iey2^ n. Leym this spelling (see leal) is used specifl-

shoe its correct form. Some machines employ a * ''*? "^ polarized light to the left. cally of a plantation of grasses or other plants grown for
roll that passes over the sole of the shoe under heavy levoracemate, IseVOraceiuate (le"v6-ras'e- ""^"^ herbage (clovei-s, etc), to serve either as meadow or
pressure. In others, direct pressure is used. Also called Tn5f\ r> FT 7a»in/<! loft -4- V. i-nft^m'/r X /.//il'l

as pasture. Leys are planned for one or a few years or
leating-owt machine.

maT,), n. IL,. ismus,ieil, -I- JU.iacema -f -ate^.j for permanency, theu- composition being governed ao-

leveling-stand (lev'el-ing-stand), ». Aiiin-/^*VJ^''°*?'**"''fi^.- ,,-, ., cordmgly. [Great Britam.]

strnmBTit, for sii-nnortiTio' CTlnssTilat.Bsnrvpsaola levorOtatlOn, ISBVOrotatlOn (le '' VO-ro -ta - The extended duration of the Zey justifleB the addition

iTahorizontaTSion^^ ^ shon), n. [L. l^us, left, + £.. rothUon.^ of thnothy and an increase of coclfsfoot.

li™l wr^wS 1- \ : T 7 ,. .,,
THe rotation of the plane of polarization of

Jf- H. 5«tto,^ Permanent and Temporary Pastures,

level-line (lev el-lin), n. In naval arch., the ij„ht toward the left »
*'

curved hue out by a horizontal plane on the ,...,.„ »J , ........ Leyden's crystals. Same as Charcot's crys-
surface of the hull A serines of such lines .ei,'?^"s'^,^il^rrvl3etVTor4r^?uL7ti™^^^^^^ *t* ^l^^^"^ «««' ^<^«>- ^n^^*"')-
out by equidistant horizontal water-planes is aromadendral exists in the oil of E. corymbosa. L. F. P. S. An abbreviation of licentiate of the
used to define the form of the vessel in the Nature, AprU 2, 1903, p. 626. Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons.
half breadth plan of the sheer-draft. Also levosin, Isevosin (lev'o-sin), ». [f L. lieivis, L.G. An abbreviation (a) of X^Te (?ttflr(fe; (6)
called M)ate»--ime. smooth, -I- -ose -I- ^to^.] A colorless amor- oi Low German l,onen LG.).
levelman (lev'el-man), n. Same as*iCTeter, 8. phous compound, (CeHioOs.HaO)^, obtained L. Gr. An abbreviation of Late Greek (often
level-point(lev'el-point),TO. 1. Anyfixedpoiut, from grain. It becomes anhydrous at 110° C, LGr.).
as a bench-mark, stake, point of rock, or point and melts at about 160° C. L_ H_ ^ ^^ abbreviation of Lord Hiqh Ad^
on any permanent material or structure, levotartanc, Isevotartanc (le'vo-tar-tar ik), miral.
whose elevation above a given datum, as the a- [L. Isbvus, left, + E. tartaric.'] Noting an t. IT f! An a>i>iT-o-<Hafi,^„ ^f r/,».^ -crs^r. m.
sea-level, is determined and referred to in acid, a form of tartaric acid which turns the ^^M^'

^^"^^^^^^^"^ of Lord Htgh Chan-

comparisous of elevations.— 2. Oneoftwoor plane of polarized light to the left. ii,j._v_ ,i- •. »v"^ t-kt i. .t.
more points having the same elevation above levotartrate, IffiVOtartrate (le-v6-tar'trat), iXn h^emr Ca^aJ* 7»XJ^ Sb« T*^„^;^

^ltZt.n '^ ,-, T • f fartKtl?^"^''^"^''-"'''-^
A salt ofW ^/a^^a.^^SaftS^LS"" ^'^ *'""^'

level-stone (lev'el-ston), K. In mmmg, one ot tartaric acid. Tho iJ^^^w- /i
•

i, *v a. ^
the stones on the surface marking the direc- levnlan. Isevulan (lev'u-lan), n. llevuHose) J^t i^^^t,?m^7lce^l^bSxSlo4. ' *""" ^
tion of levels underground. -I- -o».] A colorless, amorphous, levorotatory Hary Kmgsley, West African Studies, p. 667

leverl, «.— Change-speea lever. See *i:hange- carbohydrate, CbHioOb, found in beet-sugar L. H. T. An abbreviation of iord Biofe 2Vea«-
speed.— Compensating-lever, a beam or lever with molasses. It is quantitatively converted into urer.
equal or unequal arms, used to obtain a mean effect of Ipviilnqe bv bnilinir with i1ilii+.B apiria nnrl tt a t-t. j.- , < „ r. , -^ ^
two equal or unequal efforts. In the locomotive the

^^^uiose Dy DOUmg witn Oilute acias, ana L. I. An abbreviation (a) of Light Infantry;
weight of the frame is applied at the fulcrum of such a mei™ at aoouT MV L,. (J) of licentiate of Instruction (c) of Long
lever, and the ends of the lever are attached to the levulosan, IseVUlosan (lev-ii-16'san), n. [lev- Island.
springs which transmit the load on each to the axle- u7/)op + .an 1 A pnlnrloaa' avmn P TT n i-
bearing. Any unequal reaction of the track is followed "„„„/i v"'

-^.i-.^'OF,'®®?. ^^^P' ^6^10'-'6> liana, ». In pAytoseogr., a liana is a plant which roots
by a descent of one or the other end of the lever, and yj^P^®*^-. "7 rapidly heatmg cane-sugar at m the ground and, by means of lon^ stems with long in-

hence the load on each spring is always the same, no 160° C. It IS optically inactive, and is con- temodes and the assistance of various devices, climbs
matter how the track-surface varies. This compensating- verted into levulose bv boiling with water °^^ other plants and, more rarely, over rocks. The name
lever is usually called the equalizing-lever, and it not i„„,i„„„_j_ i ^ ._ „ ,/- ,- -, . ..\

'"^ formerly given only to woody plants: but its use
only mitigates shocks by dividing them between the leVlUOSUria, IseVUlOSUna (lev"u-lo-SU n-a), n. haa been broadened to include herbaceous annuals and
two springs but also delivers to each wheel its share [levulose + Gr. oipov, urine.] Presence of perennials, thus becoming synonymous with climber.
of the weight for adhesion, and slipping is lessened, levulose in the urine when voided jf^ ^leaf-climber, *root-ctimber, hBcramMer, 2, twiner
The whiffletree of a two-horse wagon is a compensating- 1 j4.« /i i- -i\ rt _i_ '.. o t o (o), and phrases under *(<i7Mjrii-rfim6er.

lever. The arms may be unequal, if the loads are nnequi. levymte (lev 1-mt), n. [levyne + -tte^.J Same Wangle n. Same as *leeanale—Dead lever. See Zi»eJe»«r, under iiues.—Equalizing- aa levyne. y ..'.,. ,.

lever. See compemotmf^-^feser.— Locking-lever, a T,p™ioian flii-is'i-anl a Noting the oldest -"^^^^^a? (li-as i-an), ji. [F. Uassien : as Lias
lever connected with the faller of a spinnmg-mule,

^jewiBian liu is i an;, a. ^^O'-y'S J^e oiaesii
.f ^(j,j i j } + J- j,„„i|.,^ !,„ jiz-v...

which locks the faller in position at the beginnm|of the rocks in Great Bntam: so named by Murehison Wmv and othpr pVp^pI? J^^l^^cit t.. tl ^
winding of the yam on the cop or bobbil-Mendoza from the island of Lewis where they are ex- ?}^? ^^P- ot"er J' rench geologists to the mid-
lever, a hinged lever on a cotton-spinning mule con- posed. They consist chiefly of gneisses _ .

"^vision ot the Lias in i ranee.

^^^^^^Hn^U^l''^rTSt^^^in?tSi^^Ll^^^!',S,Zi similar to the Laurentian types of North LiassiC, a.- Upper Uaaalo clay, the upper member
nage.— optical lever, a aevice for the measurement or ^ . oi t • • j. of the Lias, which is itself t.hft Inwf^at i^iviainn nt t\.^
anllea by means of a beam of light reflected from a America. See Lewman *group. Jurassic

division of the

mirror, the Mnount of deflection being shown on a scale These lines of movement traverse the Ze«««i<m plateau With the aid of other shallow wella in tbo T!„„^i^.v,i...

Wen?g^vL°oS^''^
Such a lever is used m the i„ various directions, producing planes of disruption, Limestone!thfs?Lk ifsK^toCerdedd^rd^^^^tangent galvanometer .... ,

molecular re^rangement of the mmerals and the de- west down the face of the escarpment, m though it had
lever-fly (lev'er-fli), m. A machme for punch- velopment of foliation. ,,„.,„„, „, settled down upon the eroded surface of the PjMieriiaS"
ing or shearingmetal plates, in which a con- ^^P- *"<: ^^ » Advancement of Sci., 1901, p. 617. day. Nature, Nov 27fl9C«27^ 96?

"

stantly rimning fly-wheel is temporarily lewisite (lii'is-it), n. [Named for Professor lib. An abbreviation (6) of librarian • (c) of
connected to the punch or shear by moving a "W. J. Lewis of Cambridge.] A titano-anti- library; (d) of the Latin libra pound

'

lever ; a power-punch. monate of calcium occurring in minute yellow libaniferous (lib-a-nif'e-rus), a. [LL.' libanus
lever-motion (lev'fer-mo'shon), n. A motion *» ,^™wn octahedrons: foimd in the gravels frankincense, + "fer, < ferre, hekr,iZl7]
transmitted by one or more levers ; a motion oi Inpuhy, Mmas Lreraes, Urazil. Same a,s libanotovhorous.
taken from a moving lever. Lewis's counter-gambit. See *counter-gam- libanophorous (fib-a-nof'9-rus), a. [Gr. ma-

leverrierite (le-ver'i-6r-it), n. [Named for "** voc, frankincense, -i- -^poq, < &ineiv, bear -I-

Le Verrier, a French mining engineer.] A lewisson (M i-son), n. Same as letins, 1. -ous.l Same as Ubanotophorous.
'

hydrated silicate of aluminium, allied to kao- lex^n. 2. Inmitmis., themoney standard fixed libate v. i. 2. To take a drink FSlano'

1

Unite : it occurs at several localities in France, by imperial or other constituted authority. o.„t= *i,j1 j. .1, 1 »v •..,.'
Loiang.j

i_ 1 ,1 r- t -^ \ 70 TO-/-' rr„^ii*t "™VS, this IS shorely the sociablest crowd I've crossed
lever-scales (lev'er-skalz), n. pi. Same as fV. C UasttU. up with as yet Lefs iiiote.' ^. ff. iem. Sunset TtailxL
steeVyard^. Lexell's circle. See i'eircle. libational (U-ba'shon-al), a. [libation + -an ^
lever-shears (lev'6r-sherz), n. sing, and pi. lexiarchus (lek-si-ar'kus), n.

;
pi. lexiarchi Pertaining to Ubations ; of the nature of a

Hand- or power-shears, for cutting metal, in (-ki). [Gr. h/^iapxos, < A^fif, assignment by libation.



lib^tion-table

Ubation-table (li-ba'shon-ta"bl), 91.

liar form of altar eoii-

neeted -vrith the tree-and-
pillar cult of Mycensean
civilization. It has four
le"s surrounding a sacred
pillar or bsetylus.

libel, ». 7. In law, a peti-
tion for a decree in di-

A peeu-

Libation-table.

"Journal of Hel-
lenic Studies,
sion of the Council.)

by permis-
1.)

govern-

vorce.— Mutation of libel,
in admiralty and ecdes. law,
an amendment allowed which
changes the substance of a
libel, BO that a new cause of
action is introduced, or another
remedy demanded.

libelee, libellee (li-be-
le'), m. In law, the de-
fendant in actions or suits
in which the complaint or
first pleading is libel,

See libel, 2.

libella, n. 5, A Koman brass coin, the as of
diminished weight.
Llbellatic (li-be-lat'ik), n. [L. Ubellatici, pi.,

< L. Ubellus, a paper, a certificate: see libel.]

One of the class of Christian apostates who,
during the Decian and Valeria^ persecutions,
secured from the magistrates by bribery a
false certificate (libellus) testifying that they

' had satisfied the requirement of sacrificing to
the heathen gods.
liberal. I. a—Llberal-Sepabllean party. See
Republican.—TAbeial science. See science.

II. n. 3. One who holds liberal views in
theology. [U. 8.]

L.'.ln Boston a minister is called a liberal when he rejects
„the Andover creed, and, perhaps, the Apostles' creed.

The Beacon (Boston), Jan. 8, 1887. N. E. D.

liberal-legal (lib" e-ral-le'gal), a. Noting a
,
st&ge of civilization marked by freedom of

. tliought and criticism, liberty of personal
action, freedom of contract, and the estab-
lishment of constitutional law and
ment. Compare *religiotis-miUtary.

Prin. of Sociol., p. 309.

liberative (Ub'e-ra-tiv), a. [liberate + -ive.]

Sa,me as Uberaiory.

liberticidal (lib'6r-ti-si"dal), a. [liberticide +
-aJi.] That destroys liberty.

liberticide^, n. II. a. That destroys liberty;

liberticidal.

libertin, n. and a. A simplified spelling of

libertine.

libertine, n. 8. At Aberdeen University, a free

scholar; one who has no bursary. See bur-

sary, 2. N. E. D.
liberty, «—Laws of lllierty. See •iawi.

liberty-day (lib'6r-ti-da), n. Naut., a day on
which li'.jerty is granted.

liberty-liquor (lib'6r-ti-lik"or), n. Formerly,

a certain limited amount "of liquor (rum)
which a member of the crew of an English
man-of-war was permitted to purchase from
the purser for the purpose of entertaining a
visitor.

liberty-party (lib'6r-ti-par'''ti), n. Members
of a ship's company to whom leave to go ashore

has been granted.

liberty-ticket (lib'6r-ti-tik'''et), n. A written

or printed paper given to a man-of-war's-man,

on which is specified the date and period of

his liberty. The possession of it insures him
against arrest as a deserter.

liberty-tree (lib'6r-ti-tre), n. See Ti-ee of
lAberty, under tree.

Libonia (li-bo'ni-a), n. [NL. (C. Koch, 1863),

named in honor dl Libon, a traveler in Brazil.]

An untenable generic name still frequently

used by florists for certain species of Jaco-

Mnid, a genus of plants of the family Acan^

thacex. They are half-shrubby greenhouse subjects

bearing a profusion of slender, tubular, irregular red

or orange flowers. The commonest species is JacoMnia
pwueiflora, often known by florists aa Libonia Jloribunda,

,a native of Brazil. It is a very floriferous plant, with

, small, and entire, elliptic-oblong leaves and drooping, or

declined, scarlet, yellow-tipped flowers an inch long.

The plant known to florists as Libonia Penrhosiensis is a

hybrid between JacoMnia paiiciflora and J. Ohiesbregh-

tiana, with still more showy flowers.

libra ». 4. A money of account at Alicante

in Spain; the peso, worth 10 reals.— 5. A
new gold coin of Peru, struck under a decree

of January 10, 1898, and of the same standard

and weight as the pound sterling.

library, n Travellne library, a selected set of

books sent from a central source to a club or school in

some place where there is no public library. The books

are returned when read and another collection is sent to

take its place.
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librational (li-bra'shgn-al), a. [libration +
-a/1.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a libra-

tion ; in astron., pertaining to the librations
of the moon or of the planets Mercury and
Venus.
libroplast (li'bro-plast), n. [L. liber, free, -1-

Gr. -KiiaaTdc, formed.] A stabiloplast which
lies free from the chromatophore along the
middle line of some diatom cells.

Libyo-Teutonic (lib"i6-tu-ton'ik), a. Libyan
as related (in theory) to Teutonic peoples:
applied to the blond type of man in Morocco
and Algiers in its supposed physical rela-

tionship with the blond Teutonic type of north-
ern Europe. Brinton, Eaces and Peoples,
p. 106.

licarene (lik'a-ren), n. A colorless cyclic, op-
tically active hydrocarbon, CjoH^g, prepared
by the dehydration oflicareol. Itisalimonene.

licareol (li-kar'i-ol), n. Same as *Knalool.
Licea (li'sf-a), n. [NL. (Schrader, 1797),
< L. lidum, thrum, thread.] A genus of
slime-molds which have sessile sporangia
containing brownish or reddish spores and
no capilhtium. Nine species have been de-
scribed.

Liceaceae (li-se-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Licea +
-acese.'] A family of slime-molds named from
the genus Licea.

license, ri. 1. (f)N'aut., a certificate issued to a
merchilnt-marine officer showing him to be qualified for

the position named on the paper ; also, a certificate issued
to a vessel testifying that it has been inspected by gov-
ernment ofilcials and pronounced seaworthy in hull, boil-

ers, machinery, and equipment.— License system, a
term used to denote the laws governing the conditions
under which the sale of alcoholic or intoxicating bev-
erages may, or may not, be carried on.— Steamship
license, a document granted to a steam-vessel, speci-

fying the waters on which she is permitted to sail, the
pressure of steam allowed, etc.

lichadid (li'ka-did), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the family Lichadidse.

II. a. Pertaining to or resembling the Li-

chadidse.

Licbadidse (li-kad'i-de), n.pl. [lAchas (Lichad-)

+ -idee.'] A family of trilobites typified by
the genus Lichas.

lichadoid (li'ka-doid), a. Allied to or resem-
bling the triloiiite genus Lichas.

Lichas (li ' kas),

». [NL., < Gr.

Alxa;, a personal
name.] A genus
of trilobites of

the familyLichad-
idse, including
some of the larg-

est known of

these organisms.
All are thin-shelled,

and so loosely articu-

lated that entire
specimens are ex-

tremely rare. The
anterior lobe of the
glabella dominates
the other lobes,which
are reniform and
small. The genus
occurs in the Silurian
and Devonian of

Europe and North
America.

lie-days

lichenivorous (li-ke-niv'o-rus), a. [L.

lichen, -t- vorare, eat, -I- -ous.'\ Feeding on
lichens, as reindeer.

lichenize (li'ken-iz), v. t.; pret. andpp. Hchen-
ized, ppr. lichenizing. [lichen + -ise.] To
cover with lichens.

licbenologic (li"ken-9-loj'ik), a. Same as
lichenological.

Licbenopora (li-ke-nop'o-ra), n. [NL. (De-
france), < Gr. Mtxvv, licHenj + n6poc, pore.]
The typical genus of the family Lichenoporidse.

Lichenoporidae (li"ke-no-por'i-de),9i.jj«. [NL.,
< Lichenopora + -idse.']

' A family of cyclosto-
matous ectoproetous polyzoans. The zoarium is

discoid, simple or composite, adnate or partially free and
stipitate; the zocecia are tubular, erect or nearly so, ar-

ranged in more or less distinct series radiating from a
free central area ; and the Intermediate surface is cancel-
late or porous. It contains the genera Lichenopora and
Domopora.

lichi^ (le'chi), n. [Also leehe; S. African.]
Kobus lichi (leche), one of the larger antelopes
of South Central Africa : related to the water-
buck, but with shorter, more recurved horns.
See fco&.

Lichnophora (lik-nof'o-ra), «. [NL., < Gr.
XixyoQ, a glutton, -I- -fopog, < fipsiv, bear.] The
typical and only genus of the family lAchno-
phoridse. it occurs as an ectoparasite on various ma-
rine animals, as arthropods, medusse, snails, and worms.
Claparide, 1867.

Lichnophoridse (lik-no-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lichnojahora + -idse.^ Afamilyofperitrichous,
ciUate infusorians. They have a secondary circlet of
cilia around the opposite end in addition to the adoral
zone, which is a left-wound spiral, and the hinder end of
the body forms a sucker for attachment. The family
contains the genus Lichnophora.

Lichnophorina (lik"no-f6-ri'na), n. pi. [NL.,
<Lichnophora + .ina^.'} Same as ^Lidhnophor-
idse.

licht-coal (licht ' kol), n. Canuel-coal
;

gas-
coal. [Scotch.]

Lichtenberg's alloy, an alloy of cadmium,
bismuth, tin, and lead which has a low melting-
point.

lick, V. i. 2. To tear along ; ride at full gallop.
[Colloq.]

lick, n. 7. An aberration of the appetite, with
a morbid desire to eat foreign substances hav-
ing no food value, which attacks nearly all

the domestic animals. In the ox it is called
pica, in the sheep wool-eating, etc.

lickety-whittle (lik'e-ti-hwit'l), adv. Reck-
lessly fast. Dialect Notes, II. vi. [Vulgar.]
lick-fingers (lik'fing"g6rz), n. 1. A greedy
fellow; a glutton.— 2. A cook: often used by
the Elizabethan dramatists as the personal
name of a cook.

licking, '«. 3. The adhesion of textile fibers

(cotton) to any surface in the process of man-
ufacture.

lick-ladle (lik'la"dl), n. A parasite; a lick-

platter.

Lie. Med. An abbreviation of Licentiate in

Lichas Boltoni (Hall).

One fourth natural size.

Ucben planus, in pathol., a form of lichen, occurring on
the forearm and on parts of the body which are constricted

by the clothing, in which the papules are fiattened and
smooth and are the seat of much itching.

lichen (li'ken), v. t. [lichen, m.] To lichenize.

lichenal (li'ken-al), a. Of or pertaining to the

Lichenales or licEens. lAndley— Llclienal alli-

ance, the name proposed by Lindley for the Lichenales

or lichens.

Lichenales (li-ke-na'lez), n. pi. [NL., < lichen

+ -ales."] Same as Lichenes.

Lichenalia (li-ke-na'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ?ieix^,

a lichen, + -alia.] A genus of cyclostomatous
bryozoans of the family Mstuliporidse. They
possess massive or ramose zoaria, the zocecia of which have

ovoid or pyrifoim apertures, thin walls, and complete
horizontal diaphragms. The genus extends from the

Silurian to the Permian. Also Fistvlipora.

lichenate (li'ken-at), n. [Uchen-ic + -afel.]

A salt of lichenic acid.

lichen-fungus (li'ken-fung"gus), «. Anyfungus
which enters into combination with an alga to

form a lichen.

lichenification (li-ken-i-fi-ka'shon), n. [NL.

lichen, lichen, + -ficatio(n), < -ficare, make.]

Conversion of a portion of the skin, usually

about the flexures of the joints, into a con-

dition resembling lichen planus.

In some cases the lesions had flattened and left a state

of marked lic?ienification. Lancet, July 18, 1903, p. 165.

licorice, n—WUd Ucorlce. (e) In the West Indies
and British Guiana, any one of several species of trees
belonging to the genus Cassia, having fruits which con-
tain a sweet pulp tasting somewhat like licorice ; espe-
cially C. fisttda and C. grandis.

licorice-juice (lik'o-ris-j8s), n. The extract of
Spanish or Russian licorice-root, Glycyrrhiea
glabra.

licorice-powder (lik'o-ris-pou'''d6r), n. Finely
ground licorice-root : used as a mild laxative.

licorice-sugar (lik'6-ris-shug"ar), n. Glycyr-
rhizine-ammonia, tte sweet principle of lico-

rice and monesia bark. Sci. Amer. Sup., Jan.
18, 1908, p. 43.

lid (lid), V. t.; pret. andpp. lidded, ppr. lidding,

[lid, n.2 To put a lid on (something)
;
put a

cover on; hide.

lie^, V. j.—To lie to the dogs or to the gun, to permit
the near approach of a dog or a sportsman before flying

:

said of game-birds.

lie^, n. 4. In golf: {a) The angle which the
shaft of a club makes with the head. A club has
aflat lie when the angle is very obtuse, and an
upright lie when it is less obtuse, (b) The
position of a ball at rest on the course Hang-
ing He, in golf, the position of a ball when it rests on a
slope downward in the direction of play.

liebenerite (le'ben-er-it), n. [Named after L.
Liebener.'] An alteration-product, probably
of nephelite, allied to gieseckite

—

Uebenerite-
porphyry, a nephelite-porjuiyry which occurs near Pre-

aazzo m Tyrol, and in which the nephelite has been
altered to a dense aggregate called liebenerite, approach-
ing muscovite in composition.

lie-days (li'daz), n. pi. See -''lie-time.



liefly

liefly (lefli), adv. llief + -i

gladly. [Arebaic]
And liefiy, mine own vassal folk

Do yield their fealty.

M. J. Preston, Cartoons, Bishop's Ban, st. 7.

lie-key (li'ke), n. In well-boring, a, tool on
which boring-rods are hung when being raised
pr lowered. [Scotch.]

lien'"*, «

—

Tax lien, a charge or encumbrance upon
Sroperty which attaches by reason of failure to pay taxes
uly assessed thereon ; the claim of the stateupon property

to idle amount of unpaid taxes and interest thereon. Ithas
precedence over all other encumbrances on the property.
The property may be sold by the state to satisfy the claim.

lienitis (li-e-ni'tis), n. [NL., < L. lien, spleen,
+ -itis.'i Inflammation of the spleen.

lienogastric (li"e-n6-gas'trik), a. [L. lien,

spleen, + Gr. yaar^p {yaarp-), stomach, + -ic]
Same as gastrosplenie; specifically, in ichth.,

noting an artery which supplies the stomach,
spleen, and part of the pancreas of sharks and
other fishes.

lienomyelogenous (li"e-no-mi-e-loj'e-uus), a.

[L. lien, spleen, + Gr. /auEWf, marrow, + -yevri^,

-producing.] Originating in the spleen and
hone-marrow : said of a form of leuoocythemia.
Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 69.

lie-time (li'tim), n. In mining, the time for
making up accounts, payment for which has
to lie over till the following pay-day. Also
lying-Ume. [Scotch.]

Lieut.-Col, An abbreviation of Lieutenant-
Colonel as a title.

lieutenancy, n. 4. In archery, a rank or prize
at a shooting-match : usually awarded to the
archer who makes the second greatest number
of hits without regard to score, or who first

hits the second or next to the innermost circle
of the target.

lieutenant, n. 3. In archery, the winner of a
lieutenancy in a shooting-match.— Additional
Becond lieutenant, a supemiunetary second lieutenant
in the United States army : a grade created by Congi'ess,
and filled only when the number of graduates in any class
of the United States Military Academy exceeds the num-
ber of vacancies in the grade of second lieutenant in the
army.

lieutenant-at-arms (lu-ten'ant-at-armz'), «.

An old English term for'the jiinior lieutenant,
on a man-of-war, whose duty it was to drill

the crew in musket and broadsword exercise.

Lieut.-Gen. An abbreviation of Lieutenant-
General as a title.

Lieut.-Gov. An abbreviation of Meutenant-
Governor as a title.

life, n. 17, In base-hall, an opportunity given
to the batsman or base-runner, through an
error of the opponents, of continuing without
being put out ; in sports in general, an unex-
pected or undeserved opportunity Good life,

m iTis., an insurable risk; one who, according to his

present age and condition of health, can secure ordinary
life-insurance.—Joint lives, in law, the duration of an
es^te limited upon the natural lives of two or more per-

sons.— Life zone. See irzone.—Natural life, in law,
life the duration of which is determined by actual rather
than civil death.

life-buoy, n—Luminous life-buoy, a buoy which is

self-lightmg when thrown into the sea, or one which is

coated with a phosphorescent paint and shows against the
water.

life-class (lif ' klas), n. A class in an art

school or academy for which the living model,
usually nude, is posed.

life-form (lif'fdrm), n. In phytogeog., same
as *vegetation-form.

(Ecological Plant Geography, which considers the life-

forms of species, their associations, and their relations to

the life conditions. H. Smith, Nat. Science, XIV. 110.

life-guard, n. 3. A man employed on a bath-
ing-beach to guard against accidents to bath-
ers. [U. S.]

Ufe-holder (lifh61"der), n. One who holds
property for a life or lives.

life-horizon (lif'ho-ri'^zon), ». In geol., a stra-

tum characterized by one or more fossils which
in their range are restricted to it.

life-kite (lif'kit), n. Naut., a Mte flown from
a vessel wrecked on a lee shore, for the pur-
pose of sending a line to the beach, when,
owing to the severity of the wind, a line can-
not be shot to the ship.

life-line, w. 3. A line used by firemen to lower
people from a burning building.— Ufe-llne gun.
See -kgunX.

life-net (lif'net), n. A large net, attached by
steel springs to a stiff ring, held by firemen at

the height of their shoulders, into which per-

sons may jump from a burning building.
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.] Willingly; life-of-man (lif'ov-man''), TO. The name of lifting-arms (lif'ting-armz), »t.i)?. 1. A pair
-

'
• ~" ' " o,_,

. of arms in a locomotive valve-gear for lifting

the links.—2. Arms for raising valves which
are opened by the action of cams, as in some
internal-combustion motors.

lifting-cam (lif'ting-kam), n. A cam or lobe

on a revolving or rocking shaft which imparts
a lifting movement to valves or other mechan-
ism.

lifting-cog (lif'ting-kog), n . A curved lever or
cam-shaped arm for lifting a poppet-valve in

an engine.

lifting-crane (lif'ting-kran), ». 1. A crane for
lifting weights.— 3. A swing-crane or derrick
in which the arm moves up and down to raise

and lower the load, the hook being attached
directly to the arm without the interposition
of a hoisting-device.

lifting-jet (lifting-jet), n. The steam-jet
which lifts and forces the water in an ejector

several plants: "(a) Tie live-forever, Sedum
Telephvam. (6) The Auorican mountain-ash,
Sorbus Americana, (c) The American spike-

nard, Aralia racemosa. {d) The bush-honey-
suckle, IHervilla Diervilla.

life-plasma (Uf'plas"ma), n. The ifundamental
plasma or substance in which lite or vital force

resides.

It is possible that the first life-pla»ma was stationary.

L. H. Bailey, Survival of the Unlike, p. 17.

life-ring (lif'ring), n. Naut., the ring to which
the under part of a breeches-buoy is attached.

life-safe (lif'saf), ». A safe-conduct.

The Advocate . . . has wrung your life-safe out of Simon
and the Duke. R. L. Stevenson, Catriona, ix.

life-saver (lif'sa"v6r), n. A man employed in
the life-saving service.

Life-saving station. See station.

life-school (lif'skol), n. See *life-class.

life-slide (lif'slid), n. A shallow glass cell ,.'I.™J^«*°^- „.„,.
used to retain minute living organisms while Inting-nozle (lif tmg-noz'l), n. The combi-

they are under microscopic examination. ™"g °'^ lorcmg nozle m an injector or inspi-

lifesomely (lif'sum-11), atJu. Ina lively way; i.-.._' ,, . ,,.„,.. ,« ,, . ,

with abounding animal Ufe. Mting-pallet (lif'ting-palfet), n. A pawl or
,.- ,,.., r. „ ^ projection on a lever or .other part of a mech-
llfe-ZOne(bf'zon),n-. See*zone. anism used for lifting.

Iiffc2 V. t. 10. In mcket, to hit (the ball) high lifting-poker (lif'ting-p6"k6r), m. Same as
into the air.— 11. In archery, to shoot at an ^poker^ {d)
elevation, or with a high trajectory, in order lifting-sail (lif'ting-sal), n. A head-sail the
to cover the required distance: said of an tendency of which is to lift or raise a vessel's
arrow.— 12. In forestry, to pry up (seedlings bows out of water.

ITvh^r/'fr.^ Ll°«^l''nH^^'' T^^Tn^^v'^nff^ liftiug-shaft (lif'tiug-shaft), n. The shaft in a

t\\erffi^amortS) [^'.i.]
"^ ^

'
'""""^"""^ vUe-.elr whiii carries the arms

So then the spectral mortgage could never be lifted.

F. R. Stockton, the Spectral Mortgage.

14. To bring (a constellation) above the hori-
zon in sailing, etc. N. IS. D. [Colloq.]

It's the Barralong, to Australia. She'll lift the Southern
Cross in a week,— lucky old tub

!

S. Killing, Light that Failed, vii.

15. To drive (sheep or cattle) to market.
[Australia.]

Well, Masther John, ... I won't deny that 1 have n't liftman (lift'man), n.
; pi. liftmen (-men). An

locomotive valve-gear which carries the arms
for raising and lowering the links or link-
blocks.

lifting-toe (Uf'ting-to), n. The revolving arm
of the rock-shaft of a valve-gear. T!t takes
against the toe on the lifting-rodand transmits
motion.

lifting-valve (lif'ting-valv), ». Seeroice, 2.

lift-jigger (lift'jig"6r), n. A double and a
single block-tackle made fast to the hauling
part of a lift to multiply its purchase.

lifted a finer mob this season.
Molf Boldrewood, Squatter's Dream, iv.

Lifting magnet. See -kmagnet.

lift^, n. 7. (c) In coalrmiming, a slice or cut
taken off a pillar in stoping. [Scotch.]—9.
In texttle-rnanuf., the extent of the traverse
of a guide-eye or bobbin, as on a spinning-
frame.— 10. In lawn-tennis, a little added
power at the end of the stroke Hydraulic
lift, a hydraulic elevator; an elevator or lift worked
by hydraulic pressure

elevator attenclant. [Eng.]
lift-smoke (lift'smok), n. A game of cards
played by from four to six persons, with the
lull pack. The cards are dealt one at a time, six to
four players, five to five, and four to six. The last card
that comes to the dealer is the trump. The play is as at
whist. The winner of each trick draws the top card from
the stock and leads again. As soon as a player's cards are
exhausted he withdraws from the game. The one who
outlasts the others, having a card when his adversary has

f. ., 1- - . A , r-r. > none, wins the pool.

'rai^mtsrrSf,\SlSt.^^.yl.t^^^iJ^^^-)igp^h »• ^«««-, a combination fish-hook
mast ; the supports for the yards : specifically, the lifts and sinker.
of the main yard.—Mlzzen Ufts, naut., the lifts of the litramoTif. « ria««T4«ai i4«.«*«#.«+« *™„ u ™ *
yards on the mizzenmast ; the supports lor the yards. "l^^'^fJ^h 3:-p?^°^Pea3aeJltB, two ligaments,

lift-battery (lift'bat''''6r-i), n. A coast-defense
disappearing battery in which the guns and
their carriages are placed on platforms which
are raised and lowered like those of piston
elevators.

The first 12-in. guns to be installed were the'two in the
lift battery, which was finished in 1896. In this each gun,
with its carriage, is mounted on a platform which can be
raised and lowered by a direct-acting hydraulic ram.

Eneyc. Brit., XXVIIL 464.

lift-bridge, n—Rolling lUt-bridge, a form of lift-

bridge which carries a highway or railway over a naviga-

the anterior of which connects the basilar fissure of the
occipital bone with the bodies of the first few cervical
vertebrse, and the posterior of which is the same as the
ligamentum nuchee.—Douglas's ligament. See Doug-
las's ^oM.— Gastropancreatlc ligament, gastro-
phrenic ^ament. See Irgastropamsreatic, -kgastro-
phrenic—Sepatlc ligaments, folds of peritoneum,
passing from the liver to adjacent parts, which serve to
prevent displacement of the organ.— Hepatocollc llga/-
ment, a peritoneal fold passing between the liver and
the colon.—Hepatorenal ligament, a peritoneal fold
stretchmgfrom the liver to the right kidney.— niopublc
ligament. Same as Poupart's ligament (which see,
under ligament).— Jnteiossloxilax ligament, a liga-
ment connected with the Weberian ossicles of cei-tain
fishes.-Ligament of Bertln, the iliofemoral ligament—Ligament of Henle, the internal portion of the rectus
abdominis muscle.—Ligaments of Cooper, fibers pass-
ing between the skin and the mammai'y gland ; that part
of the fascia of the trajisversalis which passes from the
ileopeotineal eminence to the spine of the pubes : fibers
passmg, on the inner side of the elbow, from the coronoid
process to the olecranon.—Metacarpal ligament, a
ligament connectmg the lower ends of the last four
metacarpal bones.—Fancreatlcosplenlc Ugament, a
fold of peritoneum passing between the tail of the pan-
creas and the spleen. —Khombold ligament, (b) A

Rolling Lift-bndge. ligament passing from the lower end of the radius to the
a, foundaHon of concrete resting on piles i i, i. spans ofbridge, Jmoiform and cuneiform boneS.

closed and fonning a cantaliver arch ! c, track on which SDan rolls llgatiOU, n,— DlstSl ligation the tvinB of an arterv

r.ci:Tf,rXnteK:a^r«'=?:h™u'ir'fJrm\«rrd^roTfi.°; ?^i^s\Tom°th^Te^'°£nt^^ii^tl^^fender-piles. Dotted lines show spans rolling backward and Jannest Irom the heart—Immediate ligation, the
upward and half open. Jying ot an artery by a ligature passed around tlie iso-

lated vessel which takes in none of the surrounding
ble channel or other passage to be temporarily opened, in tissue.- Mediate ligation, the tying of an artery by a
which one end of the lift-bridge remains on the abutment "gature which mcludes also some of the surroundmg
and the other lifts or revolves vertically about the sta- tissues.— proamal ligation, the tying of an artery,

tionary end, which is curved like a hoop and rolls back- '°F™ "="6 ?£ aneurism, by a ligature around the ves-

ward along a track on the abutment Frequently the
'^J

between the heart and the dilated portion of the
bridge is divided at the center into two half-bridges, each artery.

halt revolving vertically about the end of the abutment ligature forceps, needle. See*/orcej)s,*jiee<««.—Liga-

lifterl,». 2. (b) In founding: (1) A tool used KL?^^l.*^5Si^.^l™.l!.8?i'i™!i™\°'^Wch is placed

by molders for lifting loose sand from the bot-

toms of flange-and nb-molds. t (2) One of the
hooks suspended from the bars of a molding-
box into the mold to support the sand.

between the sinus venosus of a frog's heart and the auri-
cles, causing both auricles and ventricle to cease beating
while the veins and the remains of the venous sinus con-
tinue, and the second of which is then placed between
the auricles and ventricle, causing the latter to begin
to beat again while the auricles remain quiescent—Pro-



ligature

-visional ligature, a broad ligature passed around a
large artery and tied during an operation, but removed
when this is completed.— Soluble ligature, a ligature,
made of catgut or other animal material, which is ab-
sorbed after remaining a time in the tissues.

Iiigerian (li-je'ri-an), n. [L. Liger (F.
Loire) + -mb.] In geol., a substage of the
Cretaceous system on the continent of Europe
taking its name from the Loire river. It consti-
tutes the lower division of the Turonian stage,
and lies immediately above the Cenomanian
beds. Also used attributively.

light^, n. 15. In mech., an opening; a space
clear of obstructions.— 16. In an acrostic puz-
zle, each of the words which are to be guessed,
their initials (or initials and finals) forming the
word or words in whichthe answer to the puzzle
consists. N. E. J5.- Actinic Iteht, light capable
•of affecting a photographic film or of producing other
chemical effects. This property belongs chiefly, but not
•exclusively, to the violet and ultra-violet regions of the
spectrum. The longer wave-lengths, such as those trans-
mitted by ruby glass, are chemically so inactive as to be
commonly termed noTi-aetinic.—Asben light, a transla-
tion of lumiire cendrie, a French term for me earth-shine
seen on the moon when it is a narrow crescent.

—

Astral
Ugbt. See •astrai.—Auer llgbt, an Auer or Welabach
burner.—Borrowed light. See •oorrowed.—Combina-
tion light, a lantern tor a launch which shows a bow-
light in front and red and green side-lights.—Cone Of
Ifiht. Same as kligM-ipot.— Costen lights {ncmt.),
colored fireworks of special design used for signaling at
sea. They are named from their inventor. Also Cf^ed
Cogten signals.—Efficiency Of a source of light. See
Aetficienc;/.- Electro-ethereal theory of light. See
•kaectro-ethereai.— Feast or Festival or Lights.
See *Hcmukah.—Flnsen light treatment, thetreat-
ment of diseases of the skin by exposure to the violet and
ultra-violet rays of the spectrum, a method devised by Dr.
Niels Finsen of Copenhagen. Either sunlight or the elec-

tric arc-light may be used, but the latter is usually pre-
ferred. See itapvaratus.— Holme's light, a device used,
in practice, to show the movements <^ a locomotive tor-

pedo. It is an arrow-headed canister pierced with several
holes and filled with phosphide of calcium. The contact
of water with this chemical produces bubbles which burst
Into flame on reaching the suiface and also emit dense
smoke having the odor of garlic.

—

Latent light, in pho-
tog. J the light or actinic influence (suiflciently powerful
to affect a photographically sensitive surface even after
the lapse of several months) which is found to be stored
up in paper that has been saturated with uranium nitrate
exposed to sunlight, and inclosed in an opaque tube.

—

Light -contrast. Same as brightnem- contrast. See
•koontrast, 6.

—

Lteht induction leim/ultaneous and suc-
ceesive). Seeitin^iction.—Light-sensatiOn, inp»ychol. :

'a) A visual sensation, whether of color or of brightness.
'&) A brightness-sensation ; a member of the achromatic
,1>lack-gray-white) series of visual sensations.— Light
standard, a source of light used as a standard of inten-

sity in the photometry of the various flames and other
sources employed for £ui;ificiai illumination. The proper-
ties essential to a light standard are constancy of illumi-

nating power and a quality of light as nearly as possible
identical with that of the light sources with which the
standard is to be compared. It is also important that a
light standard be reproducible. Aside from the standard
candle (see itcandZe), which has been abandoned in prac-

tice on account of its unreliability, although it is still the
legal British and American unit, the earliest well-known
light standard is the Carcel lamp, a modified form of Ar-

gand burner with a central draft. Colza-oil is supplied
fo the wick by means of a pump driven by clockwork.
The character of the wick, the diameter of the wick-
tube and air-duct, and the dimensions of the chimney.are

specified exactly in order to secure the greatest attainable

constancy of performance. The behavior of the Carcel

lamp depends upon a multitude of factors, and it has

been found a difficult standard to manage except in ex-

pert and experienced hands.

The brightness of the flame is

approximately 8 candle-power.
According to Mounier, the Brit-

ish standard candle is equal to

0.120 caroels. Various types of

getroleum flame have likewise

een used as photometric stan-

dards, and an Argand burner

—

supplied with ordinary illu-

minating-gas and provided with
a screen (S S, Fig. 1) having an
openjng (a) of such size as to

permit the passage of an amount
of light from tlie center of the

flame suflicient to give an in-

tensity approximately equal to

twice the light from a standard

candle—has been widely em-
ployed in gas-photometry. This

device is known as the Methven
screen. On account of the vari-

able character of the fuel em-
jloyed, it affords results but

xittle better than those obtained
, ,.

with the standard candle or with ordmary oil or gas

flames, all of which are deficient in constancy. It is now
universally recognized that in order to obtain a flame

suitable for a light standard it is necessary to use a fuel

of definite chemical composition in a lamp of accurately

specified construction. The only light standard thus

far produced which fulfils these conditions is that

obtained by the use of the lamp invented by the late

Yon Hefner Alteneck and known as the Wmer lamp.

The fuel employed is amyl acetate (CsHnOailsUa), a

volatUe organic liquid which burns with a luminous flame

simUar in color to the flame of petroleum and gaa but of

slightly greater relative intensity in the red than the

latter. The Hefner lamp (Fig. 2) is of simple construc-

tion. It has a wick-tube (w) of German saver, the length.

<bis

a^
ii

im

lii

Fig. I. Methven Screen.
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diameter} and thickness of wall of which are carefully
specified, since the brightness of the flame depends
upon these details.
The flame (/), which
burns in free air, is

similar in size and
shape to a candle
flame, and its height,
which under normal
conditions should be
precisely 40 millime-
ters, is controlled by
turning the wick up
and down and is meas-
ured by means of a
flame-gage (g). (See
Aflame-gage.) The
principal variation in
the brightness of the
flame of this stan-
dard is that due to
atmospheric moist-
ure, the intensity

Hefner Lamp.

m dry air being about 10 per cent greater than in
an: containing 20 liters of moisture to the cubic
meter. The effect of the temperature and pressure of
the air and of the amount of carbon dioxid present are
scarcely appreciable under working conditions. It has
been found that Hefner lamps constructed in accordance
with the mechanical specifications give light-values
which when corrected for the humidity of the atmo-
sphere agree with each other within 2 per cent., and
since this is the best result obtained with any primary
light standard, this lamp has been adopted as the refer-
ence standard in photometry. To reduce measurementft
made with the H^ner lamp to British standard candle-
power, the relation 1 hefner = 0.88 British standard
candles is used. This ratio has been obtainedby averag-
ingmanythousands of comparisons of the two sources. The
Harcowrt pentane-lmnp, extensively used In'gas-photom-
etry in England and in a modified form in the United
States, Jhas a flame of pentane-vapor burning within a
metal chimney. An aperture in the chimney is so ad-
justed as to give light of either 1 or 10 candle-power.
The pentane-lamp is not reproducible with accuracyj
and is usually calibrated by means of some other stan-
dard, such as the Hefner lamp. VioUe's platinum stan-
da/rd was proposed by Violle to avoid the uncertainties to
which all flame standards are necessarily subject. The
primary standard of light is the light emitted from a
square centimeter of surface of a mass of platinum at its

temperature of solidification. The brightness of this
stondard, which is called the violle, is approximately 20
candle-power. The bougie dictmale or pyr, which was
Intended to supplant various standard candles as a unit,
was defined by the Geneva Congress in 1896 as one
twentieth of a violle. It was, however, found imprac-
ticable to determine this unit accurately by means of
the platinum standard, and the bougie d^cimale was ac-
cordingly provisionally defined as equal to one hefner.
The light from the crater of the electric arc issuing
through an aperture of one square millimeter has like-

wise heen proposed as a standard of photometric in-

tensity, but the use of this as a standard has been
found to be impracticable. Incandescent glow-lamps
supplied with steady current afford the most convenient
and reliable standards for secondary use. Such lamps
can be brought into perfect agreement with one another,
and when one such standard lamp has been carefully
compared with a primary standard it can be copied
or reproduced indefinitely.— Maenesliua light, the
intensely white light obtained bybuming me^llic mag-
nesium. The source of this light is the combined incan-
descence and luminescence of the solid magnesium oxid
formed by the combustion of the metal, and has, there-
fore, a continuous spectrum. The magnesium light is

of exti'aordinary actinic power because of the great in-

tensity of the violet and ultra-violet regions of its spec-
trum. It is the only known light having a continuous
speclanim of greater energy in these regions than in .the

regions of less refrangibility.— Masthead. Uflxt (riaut),

the white light carried in front of the foremast by
steamships when under way. It shows over an unbroken
arc of the compass from right ahead to two points abaft
the beam on either side.— Mechanical equlyalent Of
light. See irequivalent—New Lights. Speciflcally—
(a) The Campbellites. See Campbellite, 1. (&) The Socin-
lan party in the west of Scotland during the last part of

the eighteenth century. See Socinianism. (c) The Fifth
Monarchy Men in England. See fifth, (d) The Freewill
Baptists, an American sect. See baptist, 2. (e) The Sepa-
rates, a sect of Calvinistic Methodists in America (1750).

See Separate, 2. (/) The Edwardsians. SeeieEdwardsian.
(g) The champions of the revival in New Englandand other
Eastern States in the middle of the eighteenth century.— Non-actinlc light. See actinic *%Af.— Patent
light, a light or window for pavements or vaults, consist-

ing of thidc translucent glass fixed in a metal frame so as

to resist weights and blows, while transmitting light. A
pavement or vault-light— Platinum standard light.
See irlight standard.— Vyramid Of light. Same as
iflight-^ot.— Sodiiun light, the light emittedby sodium
vapor in a state of incandescence. It is yellow in color

and nearly monochromatic. Its source is the pair of

bright lines, in the spectrum of the metal, of wave-lengths
.5896 ju, and .5890 jli. It is produced by volatilizing a salt

of sodium or the metal itself in the flame of the Bunsen
burner or in the electric arc.—Strontium light, the

intense red light emitted by glowing vapor of strontium.

It is by no means" monocliromatic, there being many
bright lines in the spectrum of the vapor. It owes its

color chiefly, however, to the lines of wave-length .6550 /x,

.6408 ju, and .6386 fj.,
lying in the red of the spectrum.

—

Thallium Ught, the monochromatic light emitted by
the green line, of the wave-length .6350/i in the spectrum

of the metal thaUium.— UltrarVlolet light, radiations

of a wave-length shorter than that of visible light, but

still of sufficiently great wave-length to be reflected and
refracted. Many substances, as glass, are opaque for

ultra-violet light Ultra-violet light acts on the photo-

graphic plate and produces powerful fluorescence.

—

Velocity of light, the velocity of progression of the

wave-motion to which luminous sensations are due. The
first estunations of the velocity of light were made by

lightage

lUSmer (1676) from observations upon the eclipses of the
moons of Jupiter. The observed times when the satel-

lites of Jupiter disappear behind the disks of the planet
and reappear again are several minutes earlier when Ju-
piter and the earth are in conjunction than when they
are in opposition. From such obsei-vations Homer found
the time required for a wave of light to cross the earth's

orbit to be 16^ minutes. The diameter of the earth'c

orbit being known, the velocity of light could then be
computed. The velocity as thus determined was 302,-

300,000 meters per second, a value now known to be too
large. Another astronomical method of computation
(Bradley's method) is based ujpon aberration, a phenome-
non consisting in the apparent displacement of a star due
to the motion of the earth in its orbit This displace-
ment depends upon the velocity of light, which, com-
puted from such observations, is found to be 299,300,000
meters. The first direct measurements of the velocity of
light by a method independent of the motion of the earth
in its orbit, was made by Fizeau (Fizeau's method), who
introduced into the path of a beam of light a rapidly re-

volving toothed wheel. Light passing between two ad-
jacent teeth of this wheel is refiected back upon its path
by means of a distant mirror, and when the wheel is

driven at a certain speed thb returning light is intercepted
by the adjacent tooth. To an observer looking through
the teetili of the wheel toward the mirror the light coming
from the mirror to the eye will be extinguished when the
proper speed has been attained. The arrangement of the
essential features of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1, in

Fig, I. Velocity of Light—Fizeau's method.

which S is the source of light, G an unsilvered glass plate
reflecting the light in a horizontal direction, W the re-

volving wheel, so placed that the apertures between its

teeth Tie in the focus of the lens Li. This lens renders
the beam of light pioalle], and Lq focuses it upon a con-
cave mirror H. lliis mirror returns the light through
the lenses Lo and Li, and a portion is transmitted through
the glass plate G to the eye at E. At the proper speed,
as mentioned above, the returning light is intercepted by
the wheeL In 1850 Foucault devised another method of
determination (Foucault's method). He employed a re-
volving mirror driven at a high rate of speed by means
of an air-turbine. The essential features of this method
are indicated in Fig. 2. A beam of light from S, tluown

Fig. 2. Velocity of Light—Foucault's method.]

upon the revolving mirror B, is refiected to a distant
mirror M, thence back to the revolving mirror, and thence
to the glass plate G, from the surface of which a portion
is refiected to the scale ss. If in the interval occupied
by the beam of light in traveling from the revolving mir-
ror to the fixed mirror M and back again the revolving
mirror moves through an appreciable angle, the portion
of the scale reached by the returning ray will not coin-
cide with that which it would have reached had the re-

volving mirror been at rest From the deflection of this
beam of light along the scale, the angular velocity of the
mirror, and the distance between the revolving mirror
and the fixed mirror, the velocity of light is computed.
In 1874 Comu made a determination of the velocity of
light by a refinement of Fizeau's method, and obtained
tlie value 300,400,000 meters per second in vacuo. In
1879 Michelson repeated Foucault's measurements with
a greatly improved apparatus set up upon a sea-wall at
the Naval Academy in Annapolis. The speed of the re-

volving mirror was 256 revolutions per second, and this
was determined with great accuracy by comparison with
the period of a standard tuning-fork. The distance be-
tween the revolving mirror and the fixed mirror was very
great (about 500 meters) and the deflection of the return-
ing ray was 133 millimeters. Michelson's result for the
velocity of light was 299,944,000 meters per second.
These experiments were afterward repeated by New-
comb. That the velocity of light in vacuo and in air is

nearly the same, whatever be the wave-length of the
light, is well established. -Any considerable difference of
velocity would show itself in l^ichelson's observations by
dispersion of the different colors of the spectrum of the
returning ray, but no such effect was observed. That the
different wave-lengths reaching the eye from the stars
ti'avel at the same rate is shown by the fact that no mo-
mentary color effects are produced in the occultation of
the stars by the moon or in the eclipse of Jupiter's
satellites. In refracting media such as glass, however,
the velocity varies with the wave-length, the shorter
wave-lengths being more retarded than the longer, a fact
which gives rise to the phenomenon of dispersion.

—

Z^con llghtpthe light produced by the incandescence
of a disk or cylinder of zirconium oxid heated in the
oxyhydrogen fiame. The light is very similar in color
and intensity to the calcium light or lime-light, but zir-

con is much less rapidly disintegrated by the action of
the flame, and does not slake, like lime, on exposure to
moist air.

lights, v,i.—To light in, to run lightly or easily: ap-
plied m the inward traverse of the spindle-carriage of a
spinning-mule.

lightage (li'taj), n. llight^ + -age.'] 1+. A
toll paid by a ship coming to a port wher^
there is a lighthouse. N. JS, D,— 2. A system



lightage

of lighting ; the supply of gas, electricity, or
other illuminant used for lighting.

light-buoy (lit'boi), n. A life-buoy which au-
tomatically ignites a flare upon striking the
water, or a channel buoy which carries a light
from sunset to sunrise.

light-contiast (lit'kon'''trast), n. Same as
briglitness-contrast. See ^contrast, 5.

lightening-hole (lit'ning-hol), m. In iron ship-
building, a hole cut in a plate which forms a
part of a vessel's structure, to reduce its weight
without reducing its strength for the purpose
intended. See cut at *keel^, 2.

light-eqtuation, ».— constant of Ught-equation.
See irconstant.

light-filter (lit'fil"t&r), n. Inphotog., a screen
which transmits light selectively and is used
to control the composition of the radiation
which falls upon the sensitized plate.

Ught-horsemail, n. 2. A fish, Cheetodipterus

faber, of the family Ephippidse : found from
Cape Cod to Eio de Janeiro. See Cheetodip-

teruSj with cut.

lighting-station (li'ting-sta'^shgn), n. An es-

tablishment for the generation of electric

cxirrent to be used in lighting.

light-line (lit'lin), ». Naut., the water-line at

which a vessel floats when at light displace-
ment. See *dispZaceOTe»<, 3. Jffeiie, Manual of
Naval Arch., p. 47.

light-liquor (lit'liVor), n. The liquid obtained
in the manufacture of glucose or starch-sugar
by sufficiently boiling starch with dilute sul-

phuric acid, neutralizing the acid with calcium
carbonate, and separatingthe calcium sulphate
by subsidence, before filtration and the con-
centration which produces ' heavy-liquor.'

light-mill (lit'mil), n. Same as radiometer, 2.

Sncyc. Brit., XXXH. 128.

lightning^, n—Dark llgbtnlng, dark liuea which
Bometimes appear on photographs of lightning. They
are sometimes due to the excessive actinic intensity of
the light from the flash which caoses a reversal, giving a
positive or bright line on the negative plate and a bla^k
line on the positive.

lightning-beetle (lit'ning-be"tl), n. Same as
lightning-bug.

lightning-bone (lit'ning-bon), n. Same asful-
gurite.

lightning-gap (lit'ning-gap), n. The air-gap
of a lightning-guard placed in an electric

circuit.

lightning-hopper (lit'ning-hop"6r), n. A ho-
mopterous American insect of the family Ful-
goridm. See Falgora—Frosted Ughtslng-hopper,
a lightning-hopper, Ormenis pruinosa, of a pale green or
lead color, covered with a whitish powder which makes it

seem frosted.

lightning-pains (lit'ning-panz), n. pi. Sharp
darting pains of brief duration experienced in

locomotor ataxia.

lightning-recorder (lit'ning-re-k6r"der), n. A
modification of the Marconi apparatus for wire-

less telegraphy which serves to record auto-

matically the occurrence of distant lightning
or weaker electric discharges. The natural elec-

tric discharge produces an induced current in a locEd re-

ceiving radioconductor or circuit of wire including some
form of coherer, tapper, and relay. The latter actuates

the recording apparatus proper. Various forms of the
lightning-recorder are in use.

lightning-stone (lit'ning-ston), «. Same as

fiilgurite.

Ughtning-tree (lit'ning-tre), n. In the Baha-
mas, the West Indian coral-tree, Erythrina
Corallodendron. Its leaves are deciduous and
at certain seasons the bright scarlet flowers

cover the tree before the new leaves have ap-

peared. See coral-tree and Erythrina.

light-port (lit'port), n. Naut., a port-hole ; an
opening in the side of a vessel for admitting
light into a cabin, state-room, or other com-
partment.
light-pressure (lit'presh"ur) , n. The mechan-
ical pressure due to the impact of light-waves
upon a body placed in their path. See pres-

sure, 2 (6).

light-sensation (lit'sen-sa'shon), n. See
*Ught^.
lightskirts (lit'skfertz), n. A woman of lax

behavior. fEare.]
Hath not Shor's wife although a light skirts she,

Given him a chast loiuf lasting memory?
Returnfrom PernoBsus, XL i. 2.

light-spot (lit'spot), n. 1. See the extract.
In view of the recent work of Haberlandt on the light

sense-organs of leaves, it may be of interest to record the
discovery of similar organs in xerophilous stems. Certain
of the epidermal cells of the young stems of the EphedreEe
have on their external wall conical structures of the nature
of papillae, the core of the papilla being mucilaginous.
This structure acts as a collecting lens focussing the in-
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cident rays of light, and a definite area of the cytoplasm
of the back wall of the cell is thereby illuminated. Fig.

1, whichls a photomicrograph taken in diffuse light of a

mounted preparation of epidermis, shows the appearance
of these light-spots as seen under j objective. Of any ob-

ject held in the path of the incident rays an image is

formed by each of these light sense-organs.

n. J. D. Graham, in Nature, April 4, 1907, p. 635.

2. A cone-shaped area of reflected light on
the drum-membrane. Also called cone ofUght
and pyramid of light.

light-stuff (lit'stuf), n. A trade-name for a
volatile liquid obtained in rectifying commer-
cial coal-tar benzine in aniline-dye works:
used to some extent as a solvent for india-

rubber.
light-telephony (lit'tel"e-f6-ni), n. See fete-

light-vector (^fvek'tor), n. A vector or line

which indicates by its length and direction the
magnitude and character of the disturbance
of the ether (the so-eaUed light-disturbance)

at any point in a region traversed by polar-
ized light. The light-disturbance s is defined
by the equation

s = A sin (24 + *),

where A is the amplitude, t the time, T the
period of the disturbance, and 1^ the constant
of phase
light-year (lit'yer), n. The distance traversed
by light in one year ; the unit usually employed
in expressing the distances of the fixed stars

:

for example, the distance of a Centauri is 4^
light-years. In terms of the smaller astronomical unit
(the mean distance of the earth from the sun), it is found
by dividing the number of seconds in a sidereal year by
the number of seconds occupied by light in coming from
the sun to the earth. According to our best present de-
terminations, it is 62,243 astronomical units. It bears to
the smaller, astronomical unit very nearly the ratio of the
mile to the inch.

Ligia, n. 3. A genus of plants of the family
Daphnacese. See Thymelaa.
lignicolous (lig-nik'o-lus), a. [L. lignum, wood,
+ eolere^ inhabit.] ' Living in wood: applied
to certain bivalve mollusks, as Teredo, the
ship-worm.

lignilite (lig'ni-lit), n. A columnar or cylindri-

cal structure in limestone. It occurs across
the bedding and is due to pressure. Same as
stylolite. GeiUe, Text-book of Geology, p. 420.

Lignin dynamite. See *dynamite.
ligniriose (lig-nir'i-os), «. A term applied to
a substance said to be a variety of lignin.

lignite, n—Bovey Tracey lignites, a deposit of sands
and clays containing lignite, of Oligocene age, occun'ing
at Bovey Tracey in Devonshire. These beds are from 200
to 300 feet thick, and are isolated, lying on a granite base,
the deposits having been formed in an old lake-basin.
The organic remains are chiefly of terrestrial plants, on
the basis of which the age of the beds was inferred by
Heer to be equivalent to that of the Molasse of Switzer-
land.— Hotting lignites, lignitic beds in the Inn valley,

near Innsbruck in the Tyrol, which overlie ancient
moraine stuff and are surmounted by scattered erratic

blocks. They are thought to represent an interglacial
period. They contain plant remains of species still grow-
ing in the aunoundiug country.— TTtznach lignites,
beds of the Pleistocene or glacial series in Switzerland
(St. Gall) which are intercalated in moraine deposits and
represent an interglacial period. The lignites contain
pines, flrs, larch, yew, oak, sycamore, and other trees,

and bones of Elephas, Rhinoceros etruseus. Bos taurus
(var. primigenius), and other mammals.
lignocellulose (lig"no-sel'u-lds), n. [L. lig-

num, wood, + E. cellulose.^ The material of
which woody tissue principally consists. It is

commonly associated with more or less cellulose proper,
but is distinguishable from it by several reactions, among
others by being stained yellow or brown by iodine. Also
called bastose.

lignoceric (lig-no-se'rik), a. [L. lignum, wood,
+ cera, wax, -1- -ic] Noting an acid, a color-

less compound, C24H4g02, contained in beech-
wood tar and in the sapouiflcation-products of

earthnut-oil. It crystallizes in needles and
melts at 80.5° C.

ligno-eosin (lig-no-e'o-sin), n. Atrade-namefor
a product said to be the sodium salt of lig-

none-sulphonie acid, it is obtained from the waste
digestor-Uquor of the sulphite process for making wood-
pulp, and has been proposed for use as a reducing agent
in chrome-mordanting wool for dyeing.

lignoin (lig'no-in), n. [L. lignum (ligno-), wood,
+ -m2,] A brown compound, C20H23O8N,
prepared from old Huanaco cinchona bark.

,

llgnone (lig'non), n. [L. lignum, wood, -I-

-«n2.] Same as Ugnin.

lignose, n. 2. [L. lignum, wood, + -ose."] A
colorless compound, Ci8H2eOii, prepared by
the action of dilute acids on glueolienose.

lignosity (lig-nos'i-ti), n. \lignos(e) + dty.']

The character or condition of being ligneous

or woody.

Lillales

(hite (lig-no-sul'fit), 11. [L. lignum,

wood, -F sulph(ur) + -ite^.'i A brown liquia

obtained as a by-product in the manufacture
of cellulose, it consists of sulphur dioxid and aro-

matic compounds which are probably derived from the

fir. It is used for inhalation in cases of tuberculosis, the

air of the room in which the patient remains being' satu-

rated with a lO-per-cent. solution of the sulphite.

lignosulphuric (lig"n6-sul-fu'rik), a. Pertain-

ing to fignin and sulphuric acid, or to sul-

pholignic acid Llgnosulplimlc acid, a syrupy
compound formed by treating cellulose with concentrated

sulphuric acid.

lignum^, n. 2. A contraction for lignurrMntse:

applied in Australia to several species of trees

because of their tough and hard wood. See
the Australian species mentioned under lig-

num-vitee.

lignum^ (lig'num), n. [An abbreviated pro-

nunciation ol polygonum.'] Any species of the

wiry plants of the genus Polygonum. [Aus-
tralia.]

ligulate-flowered (lig'u-lat-flou'''erd), a. Same
as Uguliflorous.

liguloid (lig'u-loid), a. [L. ligula, a var. of

lingula, a little tongue, + -oid.] Having the
form of a ligula or little tongue ; tongue-
shaped.

Ligurian. I. a. 2. Pertaining to a division

of the Oligocene Tertiary in the southern Alps
and the Bigi. These beds lie at the base of the
series, consist of marls and limestones with marine fos-

sils, and form a part of the great series of deposits
termed Molasse or Flysch. Included in the division are
the GlaruB shales, celebrated for their abundant fish

fauna.

II. n. 2. The Ligurian division. Also
known as the Eigi beds.

Ligurianize (li-gii'ri-an-iz), «. t.; pret. and pp.
Ligurianized, ppr. lAgurianizing. [Ligurian +
-ize.] To render Ligurian ; specifically, make
(an apiary or a colony of bees) Ligurian By in-

troducing Ligurian queen bees.

ligustrone (li-gus'tron), n. [Ligustrum (see
def.) + -one.'] 'A colorless bitter compound
contained in the bark of Ligustrum vulgare. It

crystallizes in needles, melts a little above
100° C, and boils at 260-280° C.

lija (le'ha), n. [Sp., a dogfish, etc., orig. a
fish whose dried skin was used for polishing
wood, < lijar, polish, make smooth.] Any one
of several fishes of the genus Monaeanthus. See
leather-jacket, 1 (6).—nja barbnda, Alutera nw-
noceros, a fish widely distributed in tropical seas.—LlJa
COlOTsiASifCantherines putlus, a flsh found from the West
Indies to Brazil—Uja trompa, -^^utera seripta, a fish
found in tropical waters along both coasts of America
and in the East Indies.

likari (le-ka're), n. A native name of the
Cayenne cedar—Essence de llkarL See linaloa-
-kou.

like^, n. 2. In golf, a stroke which equalizes
the number played by the other side.

like^, adv. 5. As well as ; as also.

I can counterfeit the deep tragedian ; . . .

Tremble and start at wagging of a straw,
. . . ghastly looks

Are at my service, like enforced smiles.
Shale, B,ich. IIL, iii. 5.

Like a lampllgbter, with long, rapid strides. Dialect
Notes, II. vL [Colloq.]—Uke all possessed, as if be-
witehed. Direct Notes, IL vL [Colloq.]—Lllce anything,
like everything, with such rapidity and intensity of
effort as to preclude comparison. [Colloq.]

The Walrus and the Carpenter
Were walking close at hand :

They wept like anything to see
Such quantities of sand.

Lewis Carroll, Tlirough the Looking Glass, Walrus and
• . [Carpenter, st. 4.

Like Sam Hill. Same as -kWce mn.— Like sin, in-
tensely ; very hard : as, to work like sin. [Slang.]—Like
smoke. See smoke.

likeness, n. — Law of likeness. See *lawi.
lil, lill (lil), n. [Said to be Romany.] 1. In
Gipsy language, a book ; a pocket-book.— 2.
A five-pound note. Farmer. [Slang.]— 3. A
bad bill. Farmer. [Slang.]

lilac, n. 3. A fanciers' name for a peculiar
bluish-gray color shown in the coats of some
domesticated mice— California lilac, the blue
myrtle, Ceanothus thyrsijtorus.—Cape lilac, in Aus-
tralia, a variety of Meha Azedarach, the tree called white
cedar by the colonists. See JIfeiw.— Native lilac, in
Tasmania, Prostanthera rotundifolia, a strong-smelling
bush of the mint,family, bearing quantities of deep-lilac-
colored fiowers.— Summer lilac, the dames-rocket,
Hesperis matronalis. See cut under rocket^, 2.

lilial (lil'i-al), a. [NL. Hilialis, < L. liUum,
Uly.] Designating plants of the lily kind or
related to the lily: as, the lilial alliance. lAnd-
ley.

Liliales (lil-i-a'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,
1833), < Lilium + -alesT] A large order of
monocotyledonous plants it includes the lily



Red Lily
{Liliutn Pkiladelphicufn"),

(From Britton and Brown's '

Liliales

family and 11 others, the most important being the
J-uMcacem (rushes), CamtMariaceie (lilies-ol-the-valleyV
Smilacaceae, Amaryliidacex, Diosemreacese (yams), and
Iridaeea. The lilial alliance of Lindley embraced only
the Idliaoese, and the Pontederiaeese, the latter of which
is now referred to the order Xyridalee.

liliatedt (lil'i-a-ted), a. [L. UUum, lily, +
-ate^ + -ed^.] Ornamented with lilies, espe-
cially with the lilies of Prance.

Lille pottery. See *poUery.
lillianite (lil'i-aii-it), n. [Lillian, name of a
mining company in Colorado, + -ite^.'] Alead
sulphobismutite, PhsBigSg, which occurs in
steel-gray crystalline masses : found in Sweden
and in Colorado.

Lillienthal coefficients. See ^coefficient.

lillikin (lil'i-kin), n. [Also lelUcins, lellokans;
origin obscure.] A special size of pin the
name for which began to be common in New
E^land about 1775.
^rriot Paine . . . had "corkins, middlings, short

whites, lilUHne, and lace pins."
A. M. Earle, Costume of Colonial limes, p. 188.

lilliputianize (lil-i-pu'shan-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. liUmuUanizedj ppr." UlUputianizing. To
make like the Lilliputians in size ; dwarf,

lilt, V. i. 3. To sway up and down, as a bird
on a spray.

Young— of a reddish face— with blue eyes, and he
lilted a little on his feet when he was pleased, and cracked
his flnger-joints. . . . He went to England, and he became
a young man, and back he came, lilting a little in his walk,
it Kipling, A Sahibs' War, in Traffics and Discoveries,

[p. 73.

lily, ».—Asa Gray's Illy, LUium Orayi, a delicate
plant with oblong-lanceolate leaves and long-peduncled
red Howers tinged at the base and spotted within ; found
on the Peaks of Otter and on high mountain summits of
North Carolina.—Barbados lUy, the common name of
Hippeastrum equestre, a member of the family Amarylli-
daeeee. It is a globular bulb 2 inches in diameter, produc- ,.,.. /i.i/. j. - „^ r, j. ,
ing offsets, with brown scales and a short neck ; the leaves llly-fllSease (M 1-di-zez"), «. See *aisease.
aie from 6 to 8 in number and develop fully after the lilyWOTt (lil'i-wfert), It. A plant of the lily
flowers. It is an old garden-plant, and one of the best for familv
winter and spring blooming. The varieties swZentiens./'wZ- ij.„

''' „j „ a * . t^ j -it j. t- t.

gidum, and rgnescens are some of the more common forms i^' "; *°" *• *• *• Simplxhed speUlDg of hmi.
of this species. The Barbados lily is found m the region Umacin (hm a-sin), ». [h.Umax,sa&A, + -itfi."]

extending between Mexico, Chile, and BrazO.—Beaver- An organic substance obtained bv Braconnot
Illy, the yellow pond-lily, jrj/m»A«aa(jBe7ia. Alsocalled from tSn ffHrdfin-BTinil fT^/mnr nnr'psfis^&V-root—Bermuda lUy, fee Easter lily, a cultural ,P°™ Me garaen-snail (Jywraox agrestu).

form of iiitemJonfft/SorMm: so named because it is exten- limaCOaia(lim-a-ko did), a. and«. J. a. Hav-
sively grown in Bermuda.—Brisbane Illy, Eurydes ing the characters of or belonging to the lepi-
Cunninghami, a Queensland plant of the amaryllis family, dopterous family lAmacodidx

uf^A&. X^l^yT-C^^i^^.X'^ti^li .
n. n. A member of the family Limacockd^.

CaroWmanuTJi, of the southeastern United States, a rather lima-lima (l6-ma'''le-ma'), n. [Tagalog lima-
showy species with orange-red flowers nodding on long u^a, a reduplication of lima, five, = Bisaya
peduncles, the long, acummate, recurved penanth-seg- 7,„,_' a„„„rl „j.„ 7j».,„ Ti/r„„_' «.i™„ 4i„X ^
mentspuitle-spottld below.- ciiamlse-my, the naiJe «;»»« = Samoan, etc., hma, Maori nma, five.]

on the Paciflo coast of America for plants of the genus See *galamai-nmo.
Erythronium. See*/aw»i-Jt7!/.— Chaparral-lUy.atrue liman (le-man'), ». [Russ. Kmanit, an estuary,
lily, iiit'Mm ruiiescem, of the northern half of California in _ rr„-,i, 7,-™„„ har'hnv <"fjftr 'iiiiAm dr ymirni
the Coast Range. Its stem sometimes rises 7 feetormore r" V ^ a

' ^*?''°'' ^ ^,^^- ^I'^iivt, brr. Aijiriv

and often bears as many as 25 flowers, these at first pure narbor.J A marsh, usually salt, at the mouth
white dotted with purple, soon pink, and finally of a deep of a river; especially applied to the delta of
ruby-purple. It is said to be the most fragrant of lilies, the Dnieper river Russia
Kear the coast called reeiwood-IiJj/; inland by this name. - . ^... '

Also rviiy lily.— CUnton'S lUy; CUntonia borealis, a
plant of northeastern North America related to the lily-of-

the-valley. See CUntonia.—Com-llly, the small bind-
weed, Convolvulus arvensis.— Cow-lIly. (a) Same as
beaver-*lily. (b) The marsh-marigold.—Darling Illy,

Crinumjlaccidum, a handsome white-flowered Australian

plant of the amaryllis family. Its bulbs contain starch Limatula (li-mat u-]a),». [NL.,dim. OtIAma.J
in such quantity that it is sometimes extracted for food. A. genus of Jurassic prionodesmaceous peleey-
Also called Murray ^y.-Da^-my. .(?) See EunMa.

^^^^^ characterized by valves which are medi-
ally ribbed,
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Illy, the day-lily, Hem«rocaUig/uiva.—Uvei-]ilj, the
blue flag or flag-lily. Iris versicolor.— Lotus-lily, any
species of Nelumbo.— May-lily, the lily-of-the-valley.

—

MeadOW-llly, Same as Canada -klUy.— Mound-Uly,
Yucca gloriosa. See Yucca (with cut).—Murray Illy.
Same as Darling -klily : so named from the Murray river
in Victoria.— Noddlnis llly> either the Canada lily or the
American Turk's-cap lily.—Northern Illy. Same as
Clinton's *J«!/.— Philadelphia Illy, the red lily, Lil-
ium PAaadei^Aieajn..- Pine -Illy. See bear--kgrass
(c).— Prairie-llly. (a) Either of the two species of
Cooperia, C. Drunvmondii and C. pedwnculata, of the
southwestern United States and Mexico. They are bul-
bous amaryllidaceous plants, with narrow, grass-like
leaves, and one-flowered scapes, the large terminal
flower having a salver-form, white or pinkish perianth.
(&) Same as gunebo -klUy.—Red Illy, lAlium Phila-

delphicum, of the eastern
United States, one of the
commonest and most attrac-

tive of American lilies. The
flowers are red or orange-
red, the perianth segments
reflexed and purple-spotted
below. The southern red lily

is L. Cates6«i.—Redwood-
lily. See cftaparral-irlily.

—Rice-root Illy. Same
as •kmissionr bells.—Ruby
Illy. See chaparral-irlily.—
Snake-lUy, the blue flag.

Iris versicolor.— Speax-llly.
See spdar-lily.—Splder-lUy,
the spiderwort, Tradesca/ntia
Virginiana.—SpotteA Illy,
in the West Indies, Cordyline
hyacinthoides : so named
from the spotted leaves. See
Sanseviena.— Spring lUy,

• illustrated Flora of the the white dog-tooth Violet or
Northern States and Canada.") adder's-tongue, Erythronium

albidum, which flowers in
early spring.-Straw-lily, the sessile-leaved bellwort,
Uvulana sessUifolia.—Tnillty illy, the lai^e-flowered
wake-robin, TrUlium grandifiorum.—'iTO'ia-iM.y, the
yellow dog-tooth violet or adder's-tongue, Erythronium
Americanum—TellOW Illy. (6) In Tasmania, same as
native irleek.

Limanda (li-man'da), n. [NL., < L.
mud.] A genus of "flounders found on both
coasts of northern North America and in
eastern Asia: known as "dabs."
Lima oil. See *oil.

—Dog Illy. See *dog-lily.—'Eaatei Illy, (a) Lilium
longiflorum, a showy, fragrant lily, native of China and
Japan, much cultivated and now exhibiting several varie- gape.
ties. (6) ikliwrn candidum, the white or annunciation liiiibl.

ircr^a fcetida. See -kcocuim, pita, 2, and Fur- ~~~. ' „ , '-.

(6) In Australia, same as spear-lily.— GlaAe-JOy, pan or a leai.

id lily.—Gordon' Illy, Blandfordia marginata, limbation (lim-ba'sho:
oanian plant of the lily family, bearing long, pen- ^ l limbatus, edged, "l

lUy : originally from the Mediterranean region, but long

in cultivation, (c) The daffodil, (d) The atamasco lily,

Atamosco Atamasco.— Fairy-'iily, the atamasco lily.—

Field Illy. Same as Canada *««s/.— Flame-lily, the

red lily, Lilium Philadelphicum.-'Flas. lily. See

*fiax-Uly.— Frog lay. See irfrog-iay.—G,iajit Illy.

(a) Furcraea fcetida. See kcocuiza, pita, 2, and Fur-

craa. (" ' '----" f-'-

the red
a Tasmaniah _

dulous racemes of con-

ical, orange-red flowers

;

^so other species of the
same genus : bo named
from George Gordon, Mar-
quis of Blandford.— Great
yellow lily, the Ameri-
can nelumoo or water-

chinkapin, Nelumbo lute.

— Guernsey lily, Imhofia
Sarrdensls. See Serine.
— Gunebo Illy, Mentze-
lia decapetala, of the fam-
ily Loasacese, native of

the Great Plaihs. It has
very large and showy,
mostly solitary, and termi-

nal yellowish-white flow-

ers.- Harvest-lily, the

hedge-bindweed, Convol-

vulus sepium.— Hedge-
Illy. Same as harvest-

*J»V— Horse-Illy. Same
as beaver--klUy.— Huokle-
berry-llly, the red lily.—

Jameato-wn illy, the jimson-weed, I)a««ra

ntum; also the purple stramonium, D. Tatula.-

laterally smooth, and without

n. 6. In geol., that portion of an auti-

Prairie-lily iCaoperia Drum-
mondii).

One fourth natural size.

(From Britton and Brown's
" Illustrated Flora of the North-
ern States and Canada."^

Stramo-
Lemon-

cline or synoline which lies on either side
respectively of the arch or trough. Also
called leg amA flank Pectoral Umb, pel'vlc Itmb.
See pectoral, pelvic.

limD^, «. 4. In hot. : (i) The blade or broad
part of a leaf.

shgn), n. [NL. limiatio(n-),

^dd, "bordered, < limbus, edge :

see limb^.'] 1. The formation of a distinct

border or margin.— 3. A margin or border.
Smithsonian Bep. (Nat. Mus.), 1897, p. 331.

limber-hook (lim'ber-huk), n. Same stspintle-

liooJc.

limber-passage (lim'b6r-pas''''aj), n. A chan-
nel on each side of the keelson of a wooden
vessel to permit the bilge-water to fiow to the

pumps. Same as Umber^, 3. See cut under
Jceen, 2.

limber-plate (lim'bfer-plat), n. Same as lim-

ber-board.

limbo^, ».—Limbo of fools (lirribus fatuxirmn), a fools'

paradise.

limbo^ (lim'bo), n. [Zulu ulembu, web.] A
kind of coarse cotton cloth worn by South

Africans.

limbous (lim'bus), a. [NL. *limbosus, < L.

limbus, edge ; see limb^.'] Having a definite

border.

limen

limb-ray (lim'ra), n. A comprehensive term
for the iimb of a vertebrate. [Rare.]

Those [muscles] which extend to the first, second, or to
the terminal elements of the lim^ ray.

Encyc. Brit., XXV. 399.

limbus, n. 3. In conch., the circumference of

the valves of a bivalve shell from the disk to
the border or margin. Syd. Snc. Lex.

lime^, n. 3. In leather-manuf., a vat contain-
ing a solution of Ume for unhairing skins.

C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 331 Bicar-
bonate of lime, calcium acid-carbonate, CaH2(CO<))2,
assumed by some chemists to exist in water which contains
carbonic acid and in consequence has dissolved a quantity
of calcium carbonate greater than could be taken up by the
water alone. It is very doubtful whether such an acid
salt really exists ; it has never been obtained in separate
form.— Caustic lime, calcium hydroxid ; also, calcium
oxid.— Ohlorid Of lime. Same as Meaching-powder-

It probably has the composition Ca- < q, : not to be con-

founded with chlorid of calcium (Ca Clg). ^ee calx chlo-
rata, under calxK— Dead-burnt lime. See itdead-
bumt—Dead lime, a lime that does not slake with
water ; opposed to quicHivne.— Lime cylinder, lime in
the form of a cylinder which is from time to time re-
volved, and upon which a jet of oxyhydrogen flame is
throvm in producing the so-called calcium light. See
calcium' light.—Ume silicate. Same as 'kcalcium sili-

cate.— Lime, sulphur, and salt wash. See irwash.—
Lime uranlte. Same as autuntte.— Overbumt lime,

'

lime made from limestone containing silicious matter,
such as clay, and heated so strongly in the kiln that
silica and alumina have entered into combination with a
part of the lime, causing it to slake slowly and imper-
fectly.—Permanganate Of lime, the chief ingredient
in the mixture recommended by Crookes for use in puri-
fying the dangerous drinking-water which was en-
countered by British troops in the Ashanti campaign of
1873-74. The mixture, intended also to clarify the water,
consisted of 1 part of lime (or calcium) permanganate, 10
parts of aluminium sulphate, and 30 parts of fine clay.

—

Vienna lime, a mixture of caustic potash and slaked
lime used surgically as an escharotic, and also in scouring
metals to remove grease. See Vienna caustic.

lime^.—Finger-lime, Ct(r««.iu«trai(m'c<c, a small tree
of eastern Australia, bearing slender thorns, and ellip-

soid or almost cylindrical &uits, 2-4 inches long, tast-

ing like lemons.-Native lime, in Australia : (a) The:
finger-lime; (6) An evergreen tree. Citrus australik,
which reaches a height of from 30 to 60 feet and bears
globular, acid fruits about the size of walnuts. Its
eautiful light-yellow wood is hard, close-grained, and

takes a high polish. Called also native orange,—
Queensland liine, Citrus inodora, bearing sharply
acid fruits and inodorous flowers.—Lime-oU. See *ou-
lime-berry (lim'ber''''i), n. In the East Indies,
same as *Ume^myrfle.
lime-bus (Hm'bug), n. A scale-insect found
on the lime-tree, either Eulecanium tilise or
Pulvinaria tilise.

lime-coal (lim'kol), n. Small coal used for
lime-burning: one of the grades formerly made
at collieries in the east of Scotland.

lime-craig (lim'krag), n. Limestone rock in
situ : the face of a limestone quarry. [Scotch.]

lime-juicer, n. Hence— 2. A British ship on
which the lime-juice law is carried out.

The working of the ship, the life of the men, their
trials and amusements are all combined in the story ; in
fact, the book gives a better idea of the life on a " time-
Juicer " than any previous work we have seen.

Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1903, p. 153.

3. In Australia, a new-comer; one who has
made the voyage on a Ume-juicer; a green-
horn ; a ' new chum.'
lime-liniment (lim'lin'^i-ment), n. A mixture
or emulsion consisting of equal parts of a
solution of lime or lime-water and linseed-
oil ; carron-oil : used for bums.
lime-mud (lim'mud), «. Same as *lime-sludge.

lime-myrtle (lim'mer'''tl), n. In the West In-
dies, ^iphasia trifoliata. See Triphasia.

limen (li'men), n.
;
pi. limens (-menz), L. Umina

(lim'i-na). [L. limen, threshold.] 1. In ex-
per. psychol. and psychophys., the threshold;
the dividing line between notioeableness and
iinnoticeableness of stimulus. The limen is de-
fined in physical or physiological terms as that amount of
stimulus or degree of excitation (or as that stimulus
difference or difference of excitation) which, after com-
plete elimination of all errors, remains just noticeable to
an accurate observer ; or again as that amount of stimu-
lus (or stimulus difference) which, after elimination of
constant errors, remains just noticeable to the observer
in one-half of a long series of observations. The term
may be applied to any one of the four possible aspects of
stimulus and excitation (intensity, quality, duration, ex-
tension), and to any stimulus that serves as the condition
of mental state or process ; so that we may speak of the
intensive limen, the temporal limen, the affective limen,
the limen of attention, etc. It is clear that the correlate
of the limen, upon the mental side, is not a part of real
experience, not a state or process that can be ideated
and remembered and voluntarily reproduced : liminal
values are always ideal values.

The object of these experiments was to determine the
limens of approach and recession of the fixation-object
for various distances.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., April, 1903, p. 173.

The term limen (Schwelle, threshold) was introduced
into psychology by Herbart in 1811; a liminal stimulus.



limen

or liminal stimulus difference, is 1:hat which lifts the
BensatioD or the sense-ditlerence over the threshold of
consciousness.

K B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. i. 37.

2. In anat, tlie portion of brain-substanoe sit-

uated between the base and the island of Eeil.
—Absolute differential llmen or difference Ilmen.
See -kabaolute and -kdiference.—Discrlinlnatlve Ilmen
or tbreshold, in psyehophys., the just noticeable stimu-
lus difference or difference limen.

—

Llmen nasi, the line
of junction in the nasal cavity between the cartilaginous
and the bony portions.— Uinitlng llmen, in psycho-
phys., the upper or lower limit ra the stimulus limen
or differential limen. Thus, in esthesiometric deter-
minations, the upper limiting limen is given with the
least separation of the compass-points which invariably
evokes the judgment 'two points ' : while the lower limit-
ing limen is given with that separation below which the
observer always reports 'one pointy' and above which he
always reports * doubt ' or 'two points.' The value of the
lower limiting limen may be accurately determined ; the
4letermination of the upper appears to be dubious. E. B.
Titchener, Exper. Psychol., II. ii. 19.— Mixture llmen,
in Fechnerian psyehophys., a limen which is modified by
the addition of a qualitative to a merely quantitative
change of stimulus, or by the concurrence of other stimuli
<(or excitations) with the stimulus or stimuli to be sensed
or compared. The mixture limen includes the ordinary
homogeneous stimulus limen and differential limen as
limiting cases.

—

Partial limen, in psyehophys., the
positive or negative division of the total limen in
Feclmer's method of right and wrong cases.— Quotient
limen, quotient mixture limen. See ^quotient.

limene (li'men), n. [lime? + -ene.J A sesqui-
terpene, C15H24, contained in oil of limes and
in bergamot-oil. It boils at 130-140° C. under
17 millimeters pressure.

Hme-nitrogen (lim'ni"tr6-jen), n. See the
extract.

Prof. Adolf Franlc and Dr. Caro, of Berlin, found that
when nitrogen is passed over red-hot calcium carbide it

is absorbed with formation of calcium cyanamide. This
latter, when treated with water under high pressure, is

made to yield ammonia ; but it is not necessary to do this,
since the crude product^ which they have called "Ivme-
nitrogen," can serve directly as nitrogenous fertiliser, and
is in that respect equivalent to its own weight of am-
monium sulphate. Nature, April 25, 1907, p. 619.

lime-pot (lim'pot), n. A pot for holding lime,
which was formerly employed in naval en-
gagements for blinding boarders.

limerick (lim'e-rik), n. [Said to have origi-

nated in the words "Will you come up to
Limerick," ooeurring in the chorus of conviv-
ial sougs of the character described in def. 1.

See N. and Q., 9th ser., n. 470 (Dee. 10, 1898).]
1 . A nonsense song or verse, one of a series
of impromptu productions of a free character,
simg at convivial parties in Ireland.

"But come, give us a Limerick. Cheer us up now!
give us a good lAmeriek. You must Isnow thousands.

"

"J assure you I do not. I have never been in Ireland.

"

The Dul?e burst out into a mirthless laugh. "Well,
upon my—What's Ireland got to do with it?"

jR. Bichens, The Londoners, xvi.

3. A nonsense verse of a fixed type, more or
less amusing, of the pattern of those written
by Kdward Lear in his "Book of Nonsense."
See *Learic. The following is an example

:

There was a young lady of Niger,
Who rode, with a smile, on a tiger

:

They returned from their ride,
With the lady inside,

And the smile on the face of the tiger.

limerickite (lim'e-rik-it), n. A name given
by Meunier to the type of gray ohondritic
meteorite illustrated by the meteorite which
fell in Adare, in the county of Limerick, Ire-

land, in 1813. See *meteorite.

lime-rock (lim'rok'*, n. Any rock in which
caloite is a prominent constituent Vermicular
lime-rock, in New York geol., a name ^iven by A. Eaton
to certain impure dolomites appertainmg to the Salina
formation which are perforated by numerous small irreg-

ular cavities produced by the crystallization and removal
of sal^ gypsum, and celestite.

lime-sliells (lim'shelz), n.pl. Calcined lime-

stone.

lime-sludge (lim'sluj), ». A manufacturers'
name for the precipitate of more or less

impure calcium carbonate produced in the
conversion, by means of lime, of sodium-car-
bonate liquor into solution of caustic soda.
Also called lime-mud,.

lime-soap (lim'sop), ». Same as oalmim soap.
See soap.

limestone, n—Agoniatlte limestone. See*agoma-
tite.—Anseremme limestone^ a division of the Lower
Carboniferous formation in Belgium and northern JTrance.—Augusta limestone, a name introduced by Eeyesto
include tlie Burlington and Keolcuk limestones in Iowa
as exposed along the Mississippi river from Burlington to
the mouth of the Des Moines river. These roclcs are of
Lower Carboniferous age and equivalent to Osage lime-
stone.— Austin limestone, a limestone lying near the
middle of the Cretaceous series in Texas.

—

Aymeatrey
limestone, in the Silurian system of England and Wales,
a subdivision of the uppermost or Ludlow group, lying
between the Upper and Lower Ludlow rock. It is an
argillaceous limestone liavlng a total thiclmess of 50 feet.
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but is essentially a lentil in the vicinity of Aymestrey,

Herefordshire. It abounds in fossils, but less so than

the Wenlock limestone beneath, and in the faunae of

these two there is relatively little difference.

—

Bachant
limestone, a division of the Lower Carboniferous forma-
tion in Belgium and northern France.

—

Bamegat lime-
stone, a name given by the early New York geologists to

the limestone which, intercalated in shale, crosses the

Hudson river near Newburgh and which was correlated

by them vrith the Calciferous sandstone. It is now
taiown to consist of Cambrian, Beekmantown, and Tren-
ton limestones. Its thickness is probably not less than
600 feet

—

Becraft limestone. [Name taken from Be-
cra/t Mountain, near the city of Hudson, New York, where
the rock has long been quarried.] A limestone in the
New York series of formations, originally called the Scu-
tella and Upper Penta/merus limestones of the Lower
Helderberg group of strata. It belongs to the lowest or
Helderliergian division of the Lower Devonian, lying near
the top, beneath the Port Ewen beds and above the New
Scotland limestone. It abdunds in fossil remains, and
from its purity is highly esteemed both as a construction
stone and as a flux in smelting.

—

Beekmantown lime-
stone. [Named from Beekmantown, in Clinton county.]
A division of the Lower Silurian of New York State and
the adjoining regions, originally termed by Eaton the
"Calciferous sandrock." It is regarded as the lowest
member of the Lower Silurian, resting on and graduat-
ing by easy changes from the Potsdam sandstone beneath.
The rock in northern New York and the Lake Champlain
basin is largely a limestone, at times magnesian, and car-
ries a profuse and highly interesting marine fauna. In
the Mohawk valley the beds are almost devoid of organic
remains, are higlily dolomitic, and have been locally
designated as the Little Falls (JoiJomite.—Black River
limestonej a division of the Lower- Silurian ofNew York
lying below the Trenton and above the Lowville lime-
stone. It is well developed only on the western side of
the Adirondacks and typically along the Black river.

—

BlacksViUe limestone, a subdivision of the Carbonife-
rous system in Pennsylvania. It is regarded by Pennsyl-
vania geologists as equivalent to a part of the Dunkard
series (Permocarbbniferous).

—

Bossardville Umestone,
a subdivision of the Upper Silurian in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey, regarded by some geologists as equivalent to
the Lewistown limestone and to the Lower Helderberg
formation, while others place itbelow the Cobleskill lime-
stone of New Yorlc. It attains a thiclmess of 100 feet and
is underlain by the Poxono Island shale and overlain by
the Decker Ferry formation. It is barren of fossils.—
Briasse limestone, a division of the Upper Silurian in
northwest France.—Cai>rina limestone, a division of
the Cretaceous system in Texas, regarded by Texas geolo-
gists as equivalent to a part of the Fredericksburg group.
It is underlain by the Comanche Peak chalk and overlain
by the Wichita division, and is characterized by an
abundance of caprinas, lehthyosarcolithes {Ca^prina)
anguis, I. cranifibra, and /. planatus.— Caprotinalime-
stone, a subdivision of the Lower Cretaceous rocks of
Texas, regarded as the lower part of the Wichita division
and characterized by the fossil JRequienia (Caprotina)
texomn.— Cedarville limestone, a subdivision of tlie

Upper Silurian formation of Ohio, regarded as equivalent
to the Guelph beds of Canada. Its thickness varies from 50
to 200 feet. It is underlain by the Niagara limestone and
overlain by the Hillsboro sandstone.

—

Chester lime-
Stone, a division of the Lower Carboniferous beds of the
Mississippi valley or the Mississippian series, regarded
as the uppermost member of the Subcarboniferous and
essentially equivalent to the Kaskaskia limestone.

—

Choteau limestone, a local subdivision of the Kinder-
hook group^ the lowest division of the Subcarboniferous
formation in the Mississippi valley. It attains a maxi-
mum thickness of 100 feet.— Cobleskill limestone, a
stage of the Cayugan group of the Silm-ian, in New York,
characterized by its abundant corals and recurrent Guelph
foims. Formerly known as coralline limestone,— Coey-
mans limestone, in the geology of New York, the lowest
element of the Devonian formation, named by the early
geologists the Lower Penta/merus limestone.—Golumbus
limestone, a division, of Lower Devonian age, of the
Onondaga or Comiferous limestone of Ohio, constituting
the lower part of this formation.

—

Comanche Peak
limestone, a division of the Cretaceous formations in
Texas.- Coralline limestone, in the geology of New
Yorlc, a formation of Upper Silurian age, so named be-
cause of the abundance of its corals. Now termed the
Cobleskill limestone.—Bayton limestone, a local bed of
compact crystalline limestone in southwestern Ohio, con-
stituting a very valuable building-stone. It is inclosed in
the Niagara shales of Upper Silurian age, has a variable
thickness, and its fauna is that of the Niagara formation.— Delthyils Umestone. See *Delthyris.—T3lvihya.
limestone, a Jurassic limestone in the Alps, Carpa-
thians, and Apennines, which is largely composed of the
shells of the brachiopod TerebratuJa (Pygope) diphya.
—Dun limestone.. Same as BedesdMe •klvmestone.—
Echinosphs&rite limestone, a subdivision of the Lower
'Silurian- of the Baltic provinces in Kussia^ regarded by
Russian geologists as equivalent to the uppermost ortho-
ceratite limestone of Sweden. It has a thickness of from
20 to 50 feet, and Is underlain by the Vaginaten limestone
and overlain by the Kuckers shale. It is characterized by
the abundance of the fossil cystid Echinosphseritesauran-
tium.—Encrinal limestone, any limestone in the com-
position of which a chief element is the comminuted
remains of encrinites. In New York the name was origin-

ally used for a subdivision of the Hamilton (Devonian)
formation lying beneath the Moscow shale ; but this is

now called the Tiehenor limestone.—Encilnite lime-
Stone, a term denoting a rock composed in ^eat part of

crystalline joini}s of encrinites, with Foramvn%fera, corals,

and moUusks. It is especially abundant among Paleozoic
formations.

—

^Eolian limestone, a subdivision of the
Silurian rooks in Vermont, taking its name from; Mount
Eolus. It is regarded as equivalent to the Chazy and
Trenton limestones of New york and probably to the
Stockbridge limestone of Massachusetts.

—

Fetid lime-
stone, a limestone which gives off a fetid smell (sulphu-

reted-uydrogen gas) when struck with a hammer. Such
rocks contain either decomposable sulphlds or organic

matter.

—

Foraminiferal limestone, a limestone es-

sentially composed of the calcareous exoskeletons or

exuviso of the Fmamdnifera. Such limestones are oom-

limestone

parable in origin and mode of formation to the organic
deep-sea oozes which cover the floor of the preset
oceans.

—

Fresh-water limestone, a compact deposit
formed in lakes and ponds by the accumulation of the
remains of fresh-water algse, shells, and Entomoslraca.
— Crlenrose limestone, a subdivision of the Lower
Crstaceous beds in Texas constituting the middle part
of the Trinity formation, underlain by the Trinity
sands and overlain by the Paluxy sands.— Grenville
limestone, a limestone occurring at Grenville, Can-
ada, the chief member of the Grenville series : Pre-
cambrian in age. In it was found the supposed early
fossil Bozoon caiMdense.— fintenstein ifmestone, a
subdivision of the Triassic system in the northern Al-
pine basin in upper and lower Austria, which is under-
lain by the Beichenhall limestone, overlain by the Beifling
limestone, and equivalent to the lower Mnschelkalk of
Germany.

—

Hippurite limestone, a limestone which
contains in abundance the singular pelecypod genus
Hippurites. Such beds occur at various horizons m the
Upper Gretaoeous strata and give a distinctive facies to
certain developments of these rocks as contrasted with
the Chalk facies. The beds with Hippurites are highly
developed in southern Europe, where they have been
rather closely subdivided according to the prevailing
species. They also extend into southern Asia, and a
hippurite limestone has been determined in the Lower
Cretaceous beds of Texas.— Hollies limestone, a sub-
division of the Upper Silurian in England, consisting of
limestone beds composed of shells (mostly the brachiopod
Pentamerus) and intercalated in the May Hill sandstone
(Upper Llandovery).— HosseUtUS limestone, the upper-
most division of the Triassic system in California. It is

underlain by the Halobia bed and is referred by American
geologists to the Lower Oamian of the Alpine Trias. It
abounds In cephalopods, and its upper part contains
Rhaibdoceras, Tropites, and Haiorites.— Hurlet lime-
stone, a term applied to a seam of encrinal limestone in
the Carboniferous limestone series of Scotland. It attains
a thickness of 100 feet, lies near the base of the series,

and is underlain by a seam of coal and overlain by shales.
It is the great repository of the fossils of the series and
consists in some parts of sheets of lithodendron corals.

—

Hydraulic limestone, a limestone which contains 10
per cent, or more of silica, and usually alumina, and,
when burnt and mixed with water, forms a cement that
hardens under water. See hydjraulie lime.— I,eclalre
limestone, a division of the Upper Silurian roclcs in
Iowa, partly equivalent to the Lockport limestone of
New York and containing a representation of the Guelph
fauna.

—

Limestone sink. Same as sink-hole, 3.—Limont
limestone, a subdivision of the Carboniferous system in
France, lying just below the Yis^ limestone at the top of
the lower division or Dinantian. It is the Napoleonmarble
of Boulonnais and abounds in marine fossils.

—

Lpckport
limestone. Same as Niagara limestone. See lifmemme.—LowvlUe limestone, a division of the Lower Silurian
series in the Appalachian region, underlying the Black
Kiver limestone and equivalent to the formation desig-
nated byEmmons the bird's-eye limestone.

—

Main lime-
Stone. Same asScaur irlimestone.—Manliuslimestone,
one of the New York series of formations lying at the
summit of the Upper Silurian, between the Helderberg or
Oriskany above and the Kondout or Cobleskill water-hme
below.—Newland limestone, a series of strata 2,000 feet
thick in the Belt Mountain region of Montana, regarded
by Walcott as lof Precambrian age.

—

Palndina lime-
stone, any fresh-water limestone containing large num-
bers of shells of Paliidina, a fresh-water gastropod.
Examples are the paludina limestone of the Upper
Purbeck and Wealden of Sussex, England, much used
for architectural [marble, and the marly limestones,
with paludinas, of the Pliocene series of Austria.

—

Pentremital limestone, an old name for the Pen-
tremites-hetLTing limestones of the Chester or Kaa-
kaskia group of the Mississippian series of the North
American Carboniferous system. See Kaskaskia irgroup.— Phrygania limestone, a series of limestone beds,
with associated marls, in the Oligocene series of the
Paris basin, which are crowded with the cases of caddis-
fly larvte, Phrygania. These beds contain an abundant
vertebrate fauna.— Port Ewen limestone, a series of
argillaceous limestones forming the uppermost member
of the Helderbergian series of Lower Devonian age in
southeastern New York and northern New Jersey. Its
typical oocurrenoe is at Port Ewen, near Kingston, Ulster
county. New York, where it is about 150 feet thick. Its
fossils are more closely related to those of the underlying
Becraft limestones than to those of the superjacent
Oriskany beds.— Redesdale limestone, a subdivision
of the Carboniferous limestone series in Northumberland,
England, forming the base of the Lower Calcareous group
and resting on the Scremerston coals. It is the same as
the Dun limestone.—Sandusky limestone. See Col-
umbus Mimeatone.— Scaur limestone, in the Carbon-
iferous limestone; series in the south and center of
England and Ireland, a thick limestone which passes
northward into sandstones, shales, and coals. Also
termed the main limestone.- Stockbridge limestone,
a belt of crystalline metamorphic limestone in western
Massachusetts, probably largely of Lower Silurian age,
though m part Cambrian, but without fossils. It is re-
garded by Dana as coextensive with the Eolian limestone
of Vermont.— StrlngoeeplialUS limestone, a sub-
division of the Middle Devonian formation in the Eifel,
characterized by the presence of the brachiopod Stringo-
cephalus Cartiwi.- StyliOla limestone, a more or less
nodular limestone in the Genesee shales of the lower
Upper Devonian in western New York, chiefly composed
of the exuvias of the pteropod Styliolajissurella, and
representing an ancient pteropod ooze. It also carries a
pelagic fauna like that of the overlying Portage shales.
Also named Gennmdewa limestone.—Taconlc lime-
stone, a general name for a series of mostly dolomitic
limestones intercalated between shales, slates, sandstones,
or their metamorpUc equivalents, along the line of the
Taconlc Mountains in eastern New Yoirk and western
Vermont, Massachusetts, and Connecticut^ the lower
part of which belong to Emmons's Taconlc system.
Their ages as determined from their fossil contents range
from Lower Cambrian to middle Trenton, but the larger
part of them forms the transitional series of Upper
Cambrian to Beekmantown age. I^hese limestones out-
crop in roughly parallel belts along the line indicated
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and various local names have been given them. In
places theyare of great economic v^ue aa marbles. The
more important varieties are the Stockbridee limestone
of Vermont and Massachusetts, the Eolian limestone of
Vermont (which affords tlie marble beds), the Wappinger
limestone of Dutchess county. New York, the Neely-
town limestone of Orange county, New York, the Kitta-
tmny limestone of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and the
Dover and Tuckahoe marbles of southeastern New York.— TOTlnOBU llmeBtone, a limestone at the base of the
Cretaceous systfim of Japan, containing an abundant
marine fauna, apparently of Neocomian age.— Tus-
cumbia limestone, a member of the Mississippian
aeries of the Carboniferous system of Alabama. It forms
the upper part of the Fort Payne chert and is supposed
to be equivalent to the St. Louis limestone of the interior
States.—TWBlve-fatllom llmeBtone, a member of the
Carboniferous limestone series of Yorkshire and North-
umberland, England.— Ute limestone, a formation in
the Wahsatch Mountains regarded as equivalent to the
Beekmantown limestone (Lower Silurian) of New York.—
yilglorla limestone, a division of the Triassic system
in the southern Alps, lying on the Werfen beds and below
the Frezzo limestones : regarded aa representing the
Muschelkalk in the'Carinthian Alps and southern Tyrol.
— Vls6 limestone, the uppermost division of the Lower
Cai'boniferous (Culm or Dinantian) aeries in Belgium,
attaining a thickness of about 200 feet.—Warsaw ume-
Stone, a division of the Lower Carboniferous or Missis-
sippian series of Iowa and adjoining territory, lying
above the typical Eeokuk beds or the 'geode-bed ' of
that formation. See geode.— WlllOW Blver limestone,
a division of the Lower Silurian in Iowa, of the age of
and included in the St. Peter's sandstone group, and
regarded as in part equivalent in age to the Chazy lime-
stone of NewYorlc.—Wlnooskl Umestone, a reddish
mottled limestone of Lower Cambrian age in eastern
Vermont, worked for marble at Swanton and elsewhere.
—WOOlhOpe limestone, in the geology of England, the
lowest division of the Wenlock group of the Upper
Silurian, lying beneath the Wenlock shale and resting
on the Upper Llandovery rocks. This limestone takes a
lenticular form, swelling and decreasing in thickness
through its course in the typical Upper Silurian district
of Shropshire and adjacent counties.

Ume-tower (lim'tou"6r). n. A piece of appa-
ratus used in chemical laboratories for drying
gases or absorbing from them acid gases or
vapors. It consists of an upright cylinder of glass, with
two tubulure^ one at the top, the other at one side at the
bottom. This being loosely filled with fragments of lime,
the gas is brought in at the one tubnlure, usually at the
bottom, and drawn out at the other, and is thus brought
into contact with a large surface of lime, which acts as a
drying and purifying agent. The same apparatus is often
filled with calcium chlorid instead of lime when desicca-
tion only is desired.

limettic (li-met'ik), a., [NL. limetta {Citrus
Umetta) + -ic] Noting an acid, a crystalline
eompound, OnHgOg, obtained by the oxidation
of oil of limes or oil of rosemary. It is crystal-

line and volatilizes without decomposition.

limettin (li-met'in), n. [NL. limetta + -i»2.]

/ 0-CO
Acolorless compound, (CHsO)2C6H2\Q-g-_/'(-g)

contained in the ethereal oil of Citrus Umetta.

It crystallizes in small prisms or needles melt-
ing at 147.5° C.

liminal, a. Specifically— 2. lii psyohophys.,
pertaining to the stimulus limen or differential

limen. See *limen.

We may also introduce the concept of the limen, defin-

ing the just noticeable deviation from indifference as a
liminal pleasantness or unpleasantness.

0. Killpe (trans.). Outlines of Psychol., p. 248.

The average liminal value obtained in these preliminary

series gives us a norm or standard for the later work.
E. B. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., L i. 85.

liminary (lim'i-na-ri), a. [L. Uminaris, < limen,

threshold: aee U'minal.'i Being at the thresh-

old
f
introductory; preliminary.

liming-box (li'ming-boks), n. A vessel for

holding a thin solution of lime to be used in

the process of bleaching cotton cloth and the

like.

liming-maclline (li'ming-ma-shen"), » In

bleaching, a machine for washing cotton cloth

in a solution (or milk) of lime.

limit, n. 7. Inpoker, an amount, agreed upon
before play begins, by which any one player

may increase his bet over that of another.

Sometimes called the raise Limit class, a class

or division limited to animals possessing certain qualifi-

cations or characters : usually employed with reference to

some exliibition or contest in which prizes are given.

— Limit of resolution, the smallest visual angle which
two points may subtend if they are to be separated in the

image formed in the eye or by any optical instrument.

The actual limit for the eye is about a minute of arc ; for

a telescope having an objective of 20 centimeters in di-

ameter it is 0.7 seconds of arc— Natural limit, a Imiit

beyond which the series representing a function cannot

be continued.—nie limit, the utmost that is possible ;

the worst there is ; as applied to a person, one so queer

or so objectionable as to be almost beyond toleration.

[CoUoq.]
" What with your spook horses and cats you've got me

going, I can tell you. You're the limit. You— you—

'

he sputtered, so furious he could not finish the sentence.

C. S. Pearson, Romance of the Eace Course, iv.

Uniform limit, in math., a one-valued limit.

limit, V. < Limiting point. (6) See*pointl.
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limital (lim'i-tal), a. Pertaining to or of the
nature of a limit or boundary.
Limited administration, express. See Ad-
ministration, *express.

limit-line (lim'it-lin), n. In the Bolyai geome-
try, a circle with infinitely great radius. Called
by Xobachevski bounda/ry-Une (.Qnnzlvnie) or orieyele

;

by Bolyai, the L line of S. See extract imder -klimit-

surface.

limit-man (lim'it-man), n. In athletics, the
man who has the farthest distance t6 go in a
race, or the greatest handicap to overcome; a
scratch-man.

limitrophe (lim'i-trof), a. and n. [LL. linur

trophus, prop, limitotrophus, applied to lands
(agri.) set apart for the support of the soldiers
on the frontier (limitanei), < LGr. ?i,i/ut6tpo<j)os,

< XiiuTov, < L. limes (limit-), border, limit, +
Gr. -rpodof, < Tpc(j>eiv, nourish, feed, support.
The modem use is slight, literary, and errone-
ous.] I. a. Situated on the borders ; on the
frontier line (of another country) ; bordering.

II. nf. A bordering country; a frontier
land.

limit-surface (lim'it-s6r''fas)j n. In the Bolyai
geometry, a sphere with infinitely great radius.
Called by Lobacnevski boundary-surface ^btrenzfliiche) or
oH«phere ; by Bolyait the surface F in S. The charac-
teristic geometry of the orisphere is Euclidean, with the
orieyele aa its straight.

When the radius of the circle or sphere becomes infinite
all these normals become parallel, but the circle or sphere
does not become a straight line or plane. It becomes
what Lobatchewsky calls a limit-line or limit-surface.

Eneyc. Brit., XXVIIL 665.

limivorous (li-miv'o-ms), a. [L. Umus, mud,
+ vorare, eat, -(- -bus.] Feeding on mud in
order to get the organisms contamed in it, as
certain worms.
limnanthaceous (lim-nan-tha'shius), a. Be-
longing to the plant family Limnanthaceee.
Limnatis (lim-na'tis), n. [NL., an error or
altered form for *IAmrnUs, < Gr. ^i/iv^nc, fern.

of Xi/iv^7ig, living in marshes, < M/ivi;, marsh,
lake: see Unmetis.'] A genus of leeches of
the family GnathobdelUdas, found in the Nile.
Its members are small in size and If swallowed may
become attached to the hinder part of the mouth-cavity
and cause various objectionable results, such as spitting
of blood and retarded re^irotion.

limnean, limnaean Qim-ne'an), a. [Gr.
?.i/j.valog, of or from the marsh or standing
water (< /Ij/ivj?, a marsh, lake, pool), -f -am.]
In phytogeog., same as *UmneUc.
These all, with fioating stems and leaves, form with

Eleocharis interstincta, E. mutata, and E. cellulosa a
mingling of the Hydrocharidian and lAmnsehn classes of
hydrophytes. C. Mohr, Plant Lite in Alabama, p. 126.

limnemia, limnsemia (lim-ne'mi-S,), n. [NL.
Umneemia, < Gr. Mfiv^, marsh, + al/ia, blood.]
Malarial cachexia.

limnemic, limnaemic (lim-ne'mik), a. [lim-

nemia + -jc] 1. Relating to or suffering
from malarial cachexia.— 2. In hiol., adapted
to live in marshes or marshy places.

Limnerpeton (lim-n6r'pe-ton), M. [NL., < Gr.
M/ivr/, marsh, + ipTrerdv, reptile.] A genus of
branchiosaurian Amphibia with naked body
and broad frog-like skull, from the Permian
rocks of Bohemia.
limnetic (lim-net'ik), a.. [Gr. XifivifrnQ, living
in marshes, + -ic] 1. Living in fresh
water; pertaining to fresh-water life.

The development of limnetic copepods.
Amer. Nat., July, 1903, p. 503.

Specifically—3. Noting the free-floating or
free-swimming microscopic organisms found
in rivers, lakes, pools, and other bodies of

fresh water. Sometimes used synonymously
YiiXh. pelagic.

The limnetic or pelagic organisms are those that make
their home in the open water. They float or swim freely

and are drifted about by every current . . . Then there

are organisms that may be said to be facultative limnetie

foims, that is, they are sedentary or free-swimming at

wUl.
6. C. Whipple, Microscopy of Drinking-water, p. 106.

Limnetic plankton. See -kplankton.

(lim'ni-graf), n. An erroneous

limnological

biology + -ic.] Of or pertaining to limnobi-

ology or the scientific study of the animals and
plants that live in fresh water. Smithsonian
Sep., 1898, 5. 510.

limnobiological (lim"no-bi-o-loj'i-kal), a.

Same as *limnobiologic.

limnobiology (lim-no-bi-ol'd-ji), n. [Gr. M/ivt;,

marsh, lake, + E. iiology.] That branch or

science which deals with the animals and
plants which live in fresh water as contrasted
with those of the ocean.
Prom having been the special study of geologists in its

physical aspects, limnology is now rapidly becoming the

'

peculiar study of biologists, and attempts are even being
made to limit the meaning of the word to the study of

organic life in lakes, which would be denoted more cor-

rectly as linynoMology. Eneyc. Brit., XXX. 272.

limnobiOS (lim-no-bi'os), n. [NL., < Gr. Tdiivri,

marsh, lake, ponS, -I- /3iof, life.] The animals
and plants of fresh water considered collec-

tively and in contrast with the animals and
plants of the ocean and those of the land.

Haeekel (trans.), Planktonic Studies, in Bep.
U. S. Fish Com., 1889-91, p. 580.

limnobioilS (lim-no'bi-us), a. [Gr. ^.i/ivdpws, liv-

ing in a marsh or lake, < i-i/ivT/, a marsh, lake,
-1-

/3«)f, life.] Living in malrshes or pools.

Limnocnida (lim-nok'ni-da), n. [NL., < Gr.

XifivT), marsh, lake, + Kvidij', nettle.] A genus

Limnocnida, from the oral surface (after Giinther).
(From Lankester's " Zoology.")

of fresh-water hydromedusans known only
from Lake Tanganyika.
Limnocodium (Tim - no -ko ' di - um), n. [NL.

,

< Gr. ^i/ivTi, marsh, lake, + (?) K&dixiv, a fleece.]

A genus of Hydromedusse occurring in fresh

limnigrapb
form of *li7>

limnimeter (lim-nim'e-t6r), n. An erroneous

form of *Umnometer.

limnimetric, a. An erroneous spelling of *lim-

nometric.

limnobatid (lim-nob'a-tid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the heteropterous family lAmno-

batidsB.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the family JJimnobaUdse.

limnobiologic (lim%o-bi-o-loj'ik), a. \limno-

A, Limnocodium as
seen floating ; about
three times natural
size. MR, marginal
nerve and cnido-
blast ring ; Ve, ve-
lum; FT, perradial
tentacle. (After
Lankester.) B, po-
lyps of Limnoco-
dium on weed.
(After A. G. Bourne.)
(From Lankester's
" Zoology.")

water and foimd up to the present time only
in the Viietoria regia tank of the Royal Bo-
tanical Society of London.
The discovery and description of the Okapi, Csenolestes,

Nyctotherus,Khabdopleura, Cephalodiscus, Limnocodium,,
and Felagohydra, . . . werethe work of British zoolo-
gists. Bep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sd., 1903, p. 673.

limnogram (lim'no-gram), n. [Gr. M/ivn, marsh,
lake, + ypa/ifia, a writing.] The curve of
height of water for each moment of time as
recorded automatically by a limnograph.
limnograph. ^lim'no-graf), n. [Gr. M/o/ti, marsh,
lake, + ypa^uv, write.] An apparatus for
keeping a continuous record of the height of
water, especially in a lake. See *limnometer.

In order to study the seiches in Loch Ness, a limnograph,
constructed in Geneva under the supervision of Dr. Ed.
Sarasin, was setup. Nature, Jan. 7, 1904, p. 236.

limnologic(lim-no-loj'ik),a. [limnolog-y+ -ic.]

Of or pertaining to limnology. Smithsonian
Mep., 1898, p. 506.

limnological (lim-noJoj'i-kal), a. Same as
*limnologic.



limnology

limnology (lim-noro-ji), n. [Gr. yifivrj, marsli,

lake, pond, + -'Koy'ia, < 'Xkyeiv, speak.] The
scientifio study of lakes and ponds, with es-

pecial reference to the organisms which live

iu them.
In the last quarter of the 19th century the study oflakes

. . . wasraised to the rank of a special science, mainly
by the exertions of Prof. F. A. Forel, to whom is due the
generally accepted name limnology. Limnology includes
the complete study oflakes, geographical, physical,chemi-
cal, and biological, so conducted as to throw light on the
mutual relations of all the natural conditions affecting
them. Encyc. Brit, XXX. 271.

limnometer (lim-nom'e-ter), n. [Gr. M/ivii, a
marsh, lake, + fikrpov, measure.] A form of
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especially P. papposa, P. diffusa, and P. uni-

arisiato, smaU, yellow-flowered composites,

with linear glandular-dotted leaves, and a

strong odor of lemon. In many localities

these plants are used for making beverages
and are administered in the form of decoc-

tions as a remedy for fever and ague and for

other maladies. Also called lemonweed and
romerillo.

limoncito (le-mon-the'to), n. [Sp. limoncito,

diminutive of Umon, lemon.] In the Philip-

pine Islands, Guam, and on the west coast of

Mexico, the orangeberry, Triphasia trifoliata,

a shrub with glossy, dark-green, trifoliate

leaves, white flowers with the fragrance of
hyacinth, and globular berries of an orange-
scarlet color filled with a somewhat gummy,
bitter-sweet pulp, which has the flavor of

Curasao liqueur. The plants send up many
shoots from the root and form dense thickets
if undisturbed. They are much used for
hedges, and from the fruit marmalade and
jelly are made, of an orange-like flavor, but
having a constipating effect if eaten in any
quantity. Also called Umonmto de China and
lemoneito.

Dense thicket of lemoneito (Triphasia aurantiola) not
now in bloom, thorny shrubs with glossy trifoliate leaves,
sending up shoots from the roots and consequently well
adapted for hedges. Found a few lemoneito berries re-
maining on the bushes, orange-scarlet in color, filled with
a somewhat gummy, bitter-sweet pulp, witli a flavor like
Cura^oa liquor. PloMt World, Feb., 1903, p. 26.

Sarasin's Limnometer.

a, table supporting box d, containing tlie self-registering ap.
paiatus, wtience a rotating rodyextends to a pulley-wheel near c,

around which is wound a flexible copper band attached to the rod
d, and moving with the float e which is surrounded by a large cyl-

inder (not shown in figure), to ward off objectionable waves, np-
ples and winds. The rotations of y are recorded on a long sheet
of paper wrapped about the roller^, which revolves by clockwork.

tide-gage, first devised by Forel and Sara-
sin for recording small oscillations in Swiss
lakes and applied by Nakamura and Yoshida to

tidal oscillations in Japanese harbors ; specifi-

cally, Sarasin's limnometer of 1901, which is

properly a *Umnograph (which see).

Umnometric (lim-no-met'rik), a. [Also Umni-
metric; < Gr. Vfivri, marsh, lake, + fiirpov,

measure, + -Jc] Pertaining to the measure-
ment of bodies of fresh water, such as lakes
or ponds.
A Federal hydrographic office has, with the help of

some Cantonal governments, spread over the territory of
Switzerland a net of Ivmimnetric stations, where observa-

tions on the slope, depth, discharge, width, and variations

of the watercourses ai-e regularly carried on.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 318.

The following table gives some of the Umnometric
values communicated by the author or obtained provision-

ally from the material now available.
Geog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XVL 219.

limnophilid (lim-nof'i-lid), n. and a. I. n.

A member of the trichopterous family Limno-
philidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family LimnopMlidx.

linmoplankton (lim-no-plangk'ton), n. [NL.,
< Gr. 'Ai/ivri, marsh, lake, + NL.jjZonftion.] The
floating and swimming organisms of fresh

water, considered collectively and as con-
trasted with the floating and swimming fauna
and flora of the ocean, or haliplankton. See
*haUplankton.

The totality of the swimming and floating population
of the fresh-water may be called livnnoplankton, as op-

posed to the marine haliplankton which we here briefly

call plankton.
Haeckel (trans.), Planktonic Studies, in Hep. U. S. Fish

[Com., 1889-91, p. 580.

limon^ (le-mdn'); n. [F. Umon, OP. lim-un,

< MXi*H«»o(k-), < L. limus, mud, slime : see U/me^

and limous.'] A deposit of detritus along the
borders of rivers ; loess.

At the foot of the Alps, where black schists are largely
developed, the loess is dark gray ; but west of the sec-

ondary clmfn the same deposit is yellowish and composed
almost entirely of silicions materials, with only a very
little carbonate of lime. This tiTmrn, or loess, . . . is gen-
erally modified towards the top by the chemical action
of rain. Smithsonicm Rep., 1890, p. 226.

limoncillo (le-mon-thel'yo), -n. [Sp. dim. of

Umon, lemon.] 1. In Porto Eieo, any one of

several trees of the myrtle family, especially

Pimenta racemosa, from the leaves of which is

distilled the oil used for making bay-rum.

—

2. In the southwestern United States and
Mexico, any one of several species of PecUs,

limonene (li'mo-nen), n. [NL,
lemon, -I- -ewe.] Ageneral term applied to cer-
tain terpenes, CxoHjg. The dextrorotatory deriva-
tive is also called heeperxeCene, carvene, and ettrene. The
inactive compound is termed dipevAene, cajvputene,
ei.n£7ie, diisoprene, isoterebentene, etc.

limonillo- (le-mo-nel'yo), n. [Amer. Sp., dim.
of Sp. {tttion, lemon : see Vernon.] A composite
plant, Ficradenia odorata, of the southwestern
United States. It exhales the odor of lemons.
Also Umonilla.

limonitization (li"mo-ni-ti-za'shon), n. lUmo-
nite + 4ee + -aUon.'i In petrog., the change
of a mineral or rock into limonite.

Limonium (li-mo'ni-um), n. [NL. (MJler,
1759) (L. Umonion, lemonion), < Gr. Tiei/iiiviov,

sea-lavender or snakeweed, prop. neut. of
^ifi&vioc, adj., < ?iei/i6v, a moist meadow.] A
genus of dicotyledonous plants of the family
PlvmbaqinacesB.

LImont limestone. See *Umestone.
limophthisis (li-mof'thi-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
?ii/i6s, hunger^ + <p6taig, wasting.] Emaciation
due to inability to take sufficient nourishment.

limotherapy (li-mo-ther'a-pi), n. [Gr. Ai//(if,

hunger, -I- depaneia, medical treatment.] The
treatment of disease by reduced diet.

limousine (lim-o-zen'), n. [P., fem. of Um-
ouain, a., of Limousin (or Limoges).] 1. A
cloak of goats' hair or coarse wool worn by
peasants and wagon-drivers.— 3. A type of

automobile body, in which the rear seats are
inclosed by fixed sides, back, and top. The front
seats are commonly separated from the rear part of the
body by movable glass windows.

limpet-hammer (lim'pet-ham"6r), n. In
prehistoric arehseol., one of the oblong flak-

ing-hammers found in kitchen-middens and
believed to have been used to knock limpets
off rocks.

limn (le'mo), n. [= Polynesian Umu, or rirmi,

moss or seaweed, Ohamorro and Malay lumut.']

Throughout Polynesia, a generic name for
mosses and seaweeds

—

Limn faafaa, in Samoa,
Caulerpa davifera, an alga with a pepper-like taste simi-

lar to that of La/urenda pinnatifida : used by the natives
for food and said to be much relished by turtles.

—

Llmu
llpoa, in Hawaii, Dietyopterisplagiogramma, the favorite

seaweed of the natives, who always have It at their feasts

and celebrate it in their songs.

limule (lim'ul), n. [NL., < Limulus.'] A king-
crab, Limulus.

limillid (Um'u-lid), ». One of the lAmvlidse.

lin* (lin), n. A provincial pronunciation of

Und^.

linage^ (li'naj), n. [Also Uneage; < Une^ +
-age. Compare Uneage^.] 1. Lining; ar-

rangement in line.— 3. In printing : (a) The
quantity of maiter estimated in lines. (6)

Payment or rate of payment by the line.

linaloa-oil (lin-a-16'a-oil), n. See *oil.

linalool (lin-a-16'ol), n. [linaloa + -ol.] A
name of two chemical compounds, differing in

their effect on polarized light. The dextrorotatory

isomer is identical with coriandrol. The levorotatory

derivative, which is also called licareol, is contained
in llnaloa-oil, from the white cedar of Cayenne, and in

Lindssea

the oils of spike, lavender, thyme, sassafras-leaf, and
many other ^anta. It is a colorless liquid, boiling at

190-195° C.

linamarin (li-nam'a-rin), )(. [L. Unum, ffax, +
amarus, bitter, -t»"-iM.] A bitter glueoside

contained in Linum vMtatissimum. It crystal-

lizes in needles, melts at 134° C, and yields

hydrocyanic acid when hydrolyzed.

Line, Lines. Abbreviations of Lincolnshire.

linch* (linch), V. t. {Unch(-pin), «.] To fasten

with a lineh-pin.

lincrusta (lin-krus'ta), «. llin(seed-oil) + L.

crusta, crust.] A trade-name for a kind of

linoleum or oil-cloth, embossed and colored in

various designs, intended as a covering for

the surface of walls and ceilings. It is made
with wood-fiber, oxidized linseed-oil, resinous

matter, and pigment. In full, Uncrusta Walton.

lindackerite (lin-dak'e-rit), n. [G. Lindaeher,

name of the first analyzer, +>-ite^.] A hydrous
arseniate and sulphate of copper and nickel,

occurring in green tabular crystals and reni-

form masses: from Joaohimsthal, Bohemia.
Linden Incbwonn. See *i)icAworm.— Linden leaf-

beetle. Same as itladder-beeUe.SoutheTa llndeiL
Tilia pvbeicens, a small tree of the eastern United

. States, chiefly southward, but rangmg from Long Island

to Florida and Texas. It has small leaves, often not heart-

shaped, and sometimes densely woolly beneath.

—

White
ij^en, the white basswood, Tilia lieterophylla, a large

tree of the Appalachian region, having large leaves which
are white beneath and have a fine downy pubescence.

linden-borer (lin'den-

b6r"6r), n. An Ameri-
can cerambycid beetle,

Saperda veetita, whose
larvsB bore into the
trunks and branches
of the basswood or
linden.

linden-worm (lin'den-

werm), n. Any one of
several lepidopterous
larvsB which feed on
the foliage of the lin-

den, notably the larva
of the lime-tree winter-
moth (which see, under
winter^), the larva of the notodontid Datana
ministra, and} that of the pyralid Pantographa
limata.

Lindemia (lin-d6r'ni-a), ». [NL. (Allioni,

1755), named in honor of P. B. von lAndern
(1682-1755), a German botanist and physi-
cian.] A genus of plants of the family
SerophMariaeesB. See VandelUa, Mtter-blam,
and *haMMirada.

lindesite (lin'dez-it), n. Same as *Undsayite.

Lindia (Un'di-a), M. [NL.] A genus of fresh-
water rotifers, of the family Notommatidse.
The body is elongated and cylindrical, with a
projecting tail, but not annulose, the corona
IS obliquely truncated, the head bears auri-
cles, and the trophi are virgate. Also Notom-
mata.

lindiform (lin'di-f&rm), a. \_Lmdia + Ti. forma,
form.] In entom., having the shape of the
genus of rotifers Lmdia: said of certain insect
larvsB.

Lindleyan (lind'li-an), a. Kelating to John
Lindley, professor of botany at the University
of London, 1829-60, and author of a " Natural
System of Botany," which was published in
several editions, the first in 1830. The system
was based on that ox De CandoUe. It was characterized
by the use of a new style of nomenclature, with unifoi-m
suffixes, from which corresponding English terms were

Linden-borer (.Saperda vestitaS,

Enlarged one half.

boniferous I

even Lei)idodendr6n)'overthrew the oldXindZ^aTi
fication into endogens and exogens, which was supposed
to be fundamental. Science, July 1, 1904, p. 26.

lindoite (lin'do-it), n. [Lindo, au island near
Christiania, N'orway, -I- -ite^.] In petrog., a
name given by Brogger to certain fine-grained
syenites, sometimes having a tracbytic tex-'
ture, composed chiefly of alkali-feldspar, with
little or no ferromagnesian constituents. They
are in part highly feldspathic facies of s61vs-
bergite. Bosenbusch classes them with bos-
tonites.

Lindssea (lind-ze'a), n. [NL. (Dryander, 1793),
named after John Lindsay, a surgeon in Ja-
maica.] A genus of small polypodiaceous
ferns of the tribe DavalUeee, with mostly pin-
nate or bipinnat« fronds, having oblong or
lunate, unilateral pinnae or pinnules with
linear marginal sori borne in a continuous or
interrupted line at the summit of the radiat-
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ing forked veins, aud uniting two or more of
them. There are about 30 species, mainly
tropical, im appearance closely resembling
Adiantum of the tribe Pterideee, but readily
distinguished by the presence of a special
iudusium attached on the interior side, form-
ing with the plane margin a bilabiate furrow
within which the sori are borne.
lindsayite (lind'za-it), n. [From a proper
name, Lindsay, + Ute^.] See MepoUte.

line^, n. 4. Specifically—(6) pi. In naval
arch., the form of a vessel as shown by
the lines formed by the intersections of its

surface with three sets of parallel planes. The
intersections with the transverse vertical planes give the
square stations or frame-lines corresponding to the frames
shown in their true fonn in the body-plan ; the intersec-
tions with the horizontal planes give the water-lines or
level-lines shown on the hall-breadth plan ; and the inter-
sections of the vertical longitudinal planes give the bow-
and buttock-lines shown on the sheer-plan. Besides these
three sets of planes, diagonal planes are used to assist in
defining the form by the diagonal lines (which see, under
kdmgonal). See cut showing the lines of the forward
half of a vessel, under /ore&oay.
18. In elect. : (a) Short for Wne of magnetic
force. See magnetic *circmi and magnetic
force, under magnetic.

This machine has a flux of 2,100,000 lines. At this flux
the density In the pole piece will be 2,100,000 divided by
47^ equals 44,210. Practical Blectricity, p. 68.

(b) That part of an electric circuit which
connects generating and receiving stations or
apparatus, it may be overhead and consist of electric

conductors supported by insulators on poles and brack-
ets, or it may be underground and consist of insulated

cables.

19. In fencing, that part of the body directly

opposite to the enemy, in which the central

,
part of the right side, the right arm, and the
sword ought always to be found, and in which
are also to be placed the feet, at the distance
ot' 18 inches from each other. In this sense,

a fencer is said to be in his line, to go out of

his line, etc. Chambers.— 20. In printing, a
straight row of type or of print as it appears
in the page of a book or the column of a
newspaper. With letters or characters it is a line of
print; without them it is a white line; if partly print

and partly blank it is a broken line.

21. In boat- or yacht-racing, an imaginary
line extending between two fixed points and
marking the beginning or end of the course, or

both.—22. In art, the conventional represen-

tation of the theoretical limits of surfaces or of

their elements, it is usually a mark made by a dark
substance upon a light one ; but the reverse may be true.

It may represent the contour of an object, in which case

it is called outline, or the direction of action, orbe simply

decorative. A series of lines may give the impression of

light and shade, as in engraving or etching.

At the present time all criticism of art is determined by
the "line." All caprices and whims of the "fo«e" are

now ridden as much to death, and with the same enthu-

siasm, as were formerly those of "light."
Encyc. Brit., XXXII. 448.

All along the line, (a) XUit., from one end to the

other of the line in a military formation. Hence— (6) At
every point.—BaUlargefs line, a band of nerve-ttbers

in the cortex of the brai^. Also called Baillarger's layer.

Encyc. Brit, XXXI. 544.—Basal lines. Same as basal

•stroiyAts.—BlackiSton'S Line, an imaginary line pass-

ing through Tsugaru Strait, between the main island

of Japan (Hondo) and the island of Hokkaido (formerly

called Yezo), separating the temperate and semitropical

fauna of southern Japan from its subarctic fauna This

line marks the northern limit of monkeys, pheasants, cat-

flshes, and numerous other forms of life of warm regions.

—Black line. See *s«(U!i.—Blood line, blue line.

See -kblood, •!)!««.—Bottom-set line. Same as *bot-

«(»«-&««.-Break line. See */ull line (6).—Brocard
line. Same as Brocard *straight.—'&y line, with per-

fect accuracy.

Yes, sir, to carry quarrels.

As gallants do ; to manage them by line.

B. Jonson, The Alchemist, ii, 1.

Center-line, (a) Seeircenter-Hne. (6) In ship-building,

the central fore-and-aft line of a vessel at any level:

loosely used for the central vertical longitudmal plane.—

Conjugate lines on a surface, in geom., lines whose

directions at any point are those of the conjugate diam-

eters of the indicatrix at that point.—Dimension lines,

the lines on a mechanical drawing which indicate the

points or planes whose distance apart is expressed by a

given dimension. These lines are drawn very lightly, or

with colored ink, to distinguish them from the outlines

of the figure.—Douglas's line. See Douglas's *fold.—

Dressed line, hackled flax, consisting of the loiig fibers.

Nearly all of the best grade of long fiber, " dressed line,
"

is used for making twines, yacht cordage, etc. ; cheaper

grades are made into binder twine,graues
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 642.

Enhanced line, a line which is made more conspicuous

relatively to other lines in the same spectrum by substi-

tuting a strong electric spark for the electric arc in pro-

ducing the spectrum. It has been very generally assumed

that the spark is hotter than the arc and that the enhance-

ment is due to the increase in temperature, but this is not

true in all oases.— Enler's line. Same as Eulers

*««raioM.— Farre'sllne, a whitish mark on the ovary

indicating the line of attachment ot the mesovarium.—

Fast line in sun., a line determined in position and
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measured.— Fr^gler line. Same as Frigier -kstraight.—
Halleyan line, an imaginary line which passes through
all points on the earth's surface that have the same mag-
netic declination; an isogonic line.

—

Influence line, In
engvn., a line or curve having as abscissse the distances
of a load from one end of a girder and as ordinates the
bending moment or shear due to the load.— In line, in
stock-breeding, from a particular or definite family : as,

to breed in line.

Seek your stock bull with little regard to whether he is

bred strictly "in line" or not Don't be afraid of any
good outcroBB.

Rep. Km. State Board Agr., 1901-02, p. 56.

Isoplestlc line, in themwdynam, a curve showing the
relation between volume and temperatm'e in a body or
system the pressure of which remains constant ; an isobar.—Lemolne line. Same as Lemmne -kstraight.— Light
water-line. See water-line.— Llne-complex. See
•kconvplex.—Line-Of-battle ship. Same as ship of the
line (which see, under «Aip).— Line Of departure, in
gunnery, the line in which a projectile is moving when it

leaves the muzzle ot the gun.— Line of march, the route
followed, as by a column of troops or other body of people.
—Line of regard, in optics, the line of vision or line of
sight.

—

Line of slope, on a surface, the line of least in-

clmation to the horizontal plane.

—

Line of BYZygles, in
astron., in an orbit, the diameter containing the syzygies.—Line of Vlcq d'Azyr, a continuation, near the calcarine
fissure, of the line ot Baillarger. Also called Yicq d'Azyr's
band.— Line of weakness, in geoL, a line ot disturbance
on the earth's suriace, so called because along it relief has
been afforded for internal strains.

' Lines of weakness are
marked by upheavals (as of mountains), faults, and vol-
canoes.

—

Line with Intervals, a line ot torts, redouts,
or other disconnected field-works.— Loaded line, in
elect, a telephone-line or cable in which distributed in-

ductance is made to counteract distributed capacity, thus
improving the conditions for the transmission ot speech.

To the electrical engineer there is no such word as
"fail," and the "loaded line " in which objectionable in-

ductance is made to counterbalance and neutralize
equally destructive capacity, has produced a circuit
whereby even trans-oceanic telephony seems within grasp.

Elect. World and Engin., March 6, 1904, p. 447.

Load water-line. See water-line.— juajninaxy line.
Same as ma/tmnilla/ry -kline.—MammlUaxy line, an
imaginary vertical line bisecting the nipple.

—

Median
line. See -kmedian.—Meridian line, (a) See merid-
ian, a. (&) A north-and-south line.

—

Moment Of tWQ
straight lines, the product ot the sine ot their angle
and the length of their common perpendicular.

—

Multi-
station line, in telephony, a line which connects several
stations ; a party-line. Also calle£2 a polystaiion line.

Abbott, Telephony, v. 895.— Nasal line, a line running
on each side from the point of junction of the ala nasi and
the cheek downward, encircling the comer of the mouth :

noted prominently in intra-abdominal disease.

—

Nasola-
bial Une, the furrow marking the boundary between
the lip and the cheek on each side, extending from the
ala nasi to the angle of the mouth.— Nebular line, a
bright line in the spectrum of a nebula.

—

Neumann
lines. These lines are due to the presence of fine twin-
ning lamella3 (perhaps ot secondary origin) parallel to the
faces of the trisoctahedron (221). It is uncertain whether
the twinning-plane is a face of the octahedron or ot this

trisoctahedron.— Neutral line, in elect. See neutral
points, under point"^.—One-way line, in telephone prac-
tice, a line or trunk wire designed to transmit messages
in one direction only.

—

On the line. See the -kline.—
Oppel's lines, in exper. psychol. , a figure which embodies

I I I I I I I I I I

Oppel's Lines.

a variable optical illusion of extent, described by J. Oppel
in 1856-57. The two lines of the accompanying figure are
objectively equal; but the 'filled' line to the right ap-
pears longer than the 'unfllled ' line to the left. See Fig.

3, under irillusion, 2,— Paris line, an unit of length,

equal to yj^ of a Paris foot.—Party-line, in telephone
practice, a circuit which supplies several customers.—
Pascal line or Pascal straiglit, the three opposite pairs

in every complete set of connectors of a hexastigm whose
dots are in a conic intersect in thi-ee co-straight codots
whose bearer is called a Pascal straight. This hexastigm
has 60 Pascal straights.— Philo'S Une or Fhilo's sect,
the smallest sect between two given intersecting strMghts
through a given point in their plane. The given point
and the foot of the perpendicular upon the Philo sect

from the cross of the given straights are equidistant from
the mid-point of the Fhilo sect—Polystation line.
Same as multistation -kline.—Slmson line or Siznson
straight, of the point P with respect to the triangle

ABC or of ABC for P, where P is on the circumcir-

cle, the straight through the feet of the three pei-pen-

diculars from P upon the straights containing the sides

of ABC— Singular line, of a surface, a line all of

whose points are multiple.— Steam line, in thermody-
nam., a curve
which indicates the
pressure corre-

sponding to any
temperature at
which a liquid and
its vapor are in

equilibrium and at

which consequently
both phases may be
in contact without
change of propor-

tion. — Telluric
line, any line in a
solar or stellar spec-

trum that is pro-

duced by selective

absorption in the

earth's atmosphere.

—The line. (6) in

art-exhibitions, a

line opposite the

u40

to
If)

^20

LIQUID /



line-displacement

the line of sight. Displacements may also occur
from intense pressures in stellar atmospheres, but in that
case different lines are not affected alike.

The Une-dimlacements of the bright star acquaint us
merely with its rate of motion as projected upon the
visual plane ; they correspond to a mean orbital radius of
^(^000 miles, the real path being perhaps six or eight
times wider than that spectroscopically indicated, while
the companion-ellipse traversed by the
may be of any imaginable size.
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the companion-ellipse traversed by Uie dark satellite
, f ^jjy imaginable size.

A. M. CUrke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. 321.

line-firing (Uii'fir"ing), to. In vet. surg., a
method of treating chronic inflammations, con-
sisting in burning parallel lines in the skin,
over the seat of inflammation, with a feather-
edge firing-iron or thermocautery: used prin-
cipally in cases of chronic tendinitis, spavin, „ ^^
etc., of the horse. U. 8. Dept. Agri., Eep. on liM-acale Clin
Diseases of the Horse, 1903, p. 331.

Une.scaie (un

line-hunter (lin'hun"t6r), to. A hound which
trails the game by scent alone.
line-hunting (Un'hun"ting), a. Trailing game
by the scent alone, as distinguished from
hunting by sight.

The old slow Ivne-huntiTig staghound.
Saturday Sev., Feb. 1, 1890, p. 136.

line-knife (lin'nif), n. In wJiaUng, a knife
used for cutting the harpoon-line when it is

foul.

lineless (Un'les), a. iUneH + -less.-] Having line-screen (Un'skren)

no lines ; without hues.

line-linkage (lin'ling^kaj), to. See mnkage.
linen-drapery (lin'en-dra"p6r-i), TO. The es-
tablishment, occupation, or goods of a linen-
draper.

skal), TO. In
printing, a
measure, simi-
lar to a foot-
rule, used to
show the length
of a line.

r\

raised strake of outside plating. A wide liner or water- Linglllella (linff-ffU-lera), n. [NL., < Lingula,

^^l^l^^^-^^^^'^^'^'^^^^^^y^^ 2, + dim. •elUi?\' A "genus of atrematous
water-tight bulk-
head and the raised
strake of outside
plating. It ismuch
wider than the
flange of the bar to
compensate for the
weakness in the
outside plating due
to the close spacing
of rivets necessary
forwater-tightness.
See cut. A taper
liner is one having
a wedge shape to
fill up a triangular
space.

Water-tight Bulkhead-Kner.

A, elevation ; B, section ; a, raised or
outer strake of outside plating; 6, b.

sunken or inner strokes of outside plat-
ing ; f, liner ; </, bulkhead bounding-bar;
e. water-tight bulkhead plate.

A line of matter is progressively perforated and charged
until, as the end is approached, the lim-icaX& shows that
the next word or syllable can not go into that line.

CenxM Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. S8.

In. photog., a, BCTeeu
upon which fine lines are ruled, used in photo-
engraving for the manufacture of half-tone
blocks. The lines are ruled with a diamond, and are
filled in with black pigment. Two sheets of such ruled
glass are cemented together, face to face, with the lines
crossing at right angles, to form the screen.

A line-shaft Oin' shift), to. Amain
A long shaft, in a factory or shop, which fur.

nishes power to the countershafts for the
various machines. It may be driven directly
by the engine, by a belt from the engine, or
by a motor, (o) In marine engin., the part of
the propeller-shaft which reaches from the
thrust-shaft to the tail-shaft,

Same

linenette (lin-en-ef), n. [linen + -ette.'}

cotton fabric made in imitation of linen,

linen-tester (lin'en-tes"t6r), n. Same as Unen-
prover.

lineocircular (lin'e-o-sfer'ku-lar), a. [L. Unea,
line, + eircularis, circular.] "A term used by
Sylvester as descriptive of the Peaucellier ad-
justment or linkage for converting circular line-shaffing "(lin' shM™ting), n.
into rectilinear motion, or vice versa. *line-shaft.

line-officer (lin'of"i-s6r), n. See Une^, 14. linesman, TO. 2. In Amer. foot-hall, one of

genus
brachiopods having a linguloid form -and
characterized by a more or less elevated
ventral cardinal area which is bisected medi-
ally by a narrow pedicel-furrow. It occurs
in the Cambrian of North America and
Europe.

</ Lingulepis (ling-gu'le-pis), n. [NL., Lin-
gula, 2, + Gr. AEfft'f, a scale.] A genus of
atyematous linguloid brachiopods character-
ized by having the pedicel-valve much pro-
duced at the beak with no distinct cardinal
area. It occurs in the Cambrian of North
America.
linguliform (ling-gu'li-fdrm), a. [L. lingula,

lingula + forma, foi-m.] Besembling a ling-

ula.

linguolabial (ling-gw6-la'bi-al), a. and «.

[Prop. *lingtdldbial, < L. lingua, tongue, +
labium, lip, + -oZi.] I. a. Of, pertaining
to, or formed by the tongue and Ups, as a
sound or letter. Stud. Tale Psychol. Lab., X.
113.

II. TO. A letter or articulation produced by
the tongue and lips.

linguonasal (ling-gwo-na'zal), a. and to.

[Prop.. *lingmnasal, < L. lingua, tongue, -t-

nasus, nose, -1- -aO-.J I. a. Of, pertaining to,
or formed by the tongue and the nose, as a
sound or letter.

II. n. A sound or letter formed by the
tongue and nose,

shaft- fal
lioguopalatal (ling-gwo-pal' a-tal), a. and w.

ivhich'fiiT-
[P"""?- "linguipalatal, < L. Ungua, tongue, -I-

palatum, palate, -I- -aU.] I. a. Of, pertaining
to, or formed by both tongue and palate;
said of various sounds or letters.

II. TO. A sound or letter produced by the
tongue and palate. Keane, Man Past and
Present, p. 124.

linie (lin'i-e), TO. [G., MHG. Urwa, OHG.
Unea, < L. Imea, line : see line^.] The twelfth
part of the zoll or inch

;
J-

-

—

— , a line. C. Bering,

lineoid (Un'e-oid), to. [L. Unea,\me, -i- -oid.] the forwards; also, the man who has charge i?'5yi™°o ''i^i'i^!'„SU^„^,;„^ ^v,i„v, *„ ™ *i,„
In math., the assemblage of points of anordi- of the measiiements of the distance gainid H^Jp-

?• ^- 7?^ substance which forms the

nary (liiJear) 3-space (fpace of three dimen- and assists the umpire in various wayl-3. XomaZ. "" ' ™
sions) of point ^space. A workman engaged in the erection or main- ,. . , .

'. .,., . ,,»,, „
lineole (lin'e-61), n: A lineola. tenance of the line-wires of a telegraphic or Iming-cloth (h mng-M6th), to. Extra pieces

line-pair (lin'p^), «. 1. A degenerate form of
telepl^°?i« «y«tem, or of electric circuits of ^f ^^^^'^ja^^^ewed on the back of square sails

t^SV"rr^tlo%uioT°the'sefonfd'^^^^^^ Aspectrmn Uninoplast (li'nin-o-plast), n. [Uni., -f Gr.togetner term a locus ot the second degree.
consisting of bright lines, as distin^iished T^<^<if, < wMaaecv, form.] The plasmosome
from a band-spectrum or continuous spectrum, or true nucleolus. G. Eisen, 1899.
A contmuous spectrum, like that of the sun, crossed by Unity (lin'i-ti), TO. Vlme^, n., + -itii.l See the
the dark hues of Fraunhofer is also sometimes referred to extract
OB a line-^ectrum. See spectruTn.

tj laauL.

linp-anlipre (^lin' aferl a PertfliTiinff t.n or The theory of the "!tmi«3/," analogous to the linear vector

n«n^S^fn„ ti;» cf-™f.^v,f 1?;» „^^ ti.^^5l,„l function m quaternions or to the matrix in algebra, is de-
, . ,, - ,-, connecting the straight Ime and the sphere. veloped in considerable detail.

in the monotype type-setting and -casting line-SWitch (lln'swioh), to. In eZec*., a switch JVature, April 26, 1907, p. 623.

machine that pushes the finished lines from for opening and closing the main line of an link^, to. 8. Inmath. : (a) A piece of a straight

Of sections of the cone, he [Eepler] says, there are five
species from the "recta linea" or line-pair to the circle.

Eneye. Brit, XXVIII. 668.

2. A curve of the second order which breaks
up iuto two straight lines.

line-pusher (lin'push"6r), to. The appliance

the type-channel to the galley.

Fur "leading" matter automatically there is a recep-
tacle^ which the operator can easily keep supplied with
leads— out of which, by the action of a small lever, a

electric circuit.

In athletic games such asline-up (lin'up), TO

base-ball and foot-ball, the order in which the
,.... ... ., ,. --,.-- players take their positions.

cririesrt tato the g%e?
^ hne-pusher ifngWOrk (Un'w6rk), n. In art, drawing exe-

CenmsBulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 61. cutedwithapenorpeneil,as opposed to 'wash.'

linen, TO. 6. A fine-pointed red sable brush, ^^fij?/
^- Same as *6ear<i2,, 3.-Ung-Uver oU.

with a metal ferrule and wooden handle.— 7. ling?,- to.—Draw-ling, piill-Unff. Same as Aare's-taiJ,

A vessel engaged in line-fishing at sea.— 8. l—wire-llngj the crowberry.

One who writes items for the press, which are lingasarira (luig"ga-sa-re'ra), to. [Skt. U/nga-

paid for by the line ; a penny-a-liner.—9. A carira, the imagined typioal"or subtle body, <

picture hung ' on the line,' at an exhibition, tinga, mark, token, image, in the Vedanta
[CoUoq.] N. E. J).—10. In law, one whose philosophy the typical or subtle body (the

legal domicile must be determined by some supposed indestructible original ^f the gross
specific legislative or judicial act, by reason of visible body), -I- garira, body.]
the fact that his place of residence is situated name for the supposed astral body,
upon a boundary line between different juris- ling-gowan (]ing'gou"an), m. See *gowan.
dictions. lingoS (ling'go), n. [Cf. Pg. Knga, a strap by

ThatJ... M.N..., a Z.«€r between the counties of Cham- ^^'^^ anything is suspended. See lingo^.]

bers and Lee, is declared to be a citizen of Lee County. J-he weignt attacned to the heddle-cord m a
Laws of AlabarAa, i866-«7, p. 175. Jacquard loom. B. Marsden, Cotton Weaving,

liner^, «. 3. In mach.: (6) A cylinder or ves- ,p- ^^^i _ _

sel placed inside another cylinder or vessel Imguale, to. 2. In cramom., the upper termi-

as a lining: frequently used in engines or nal point of the symphysisjif the lower jaw on

pumps to protect the main cylinder from wear
and injury and to facilitate making repairs.—5. In iron ship-building, a piece of plate used
to fill up a narrow space between a plate and
a bar or in the seam of two plates so that they
can be riveted solidly together in places ^ _„_
where, owing to the arrangement of the parts, l^gtlist to 4
the adjoining surfaces cannot be brought into linguistic, 'a. if n. Same as Ungmstics.
close contact. A/rame-linerU one whose width is Unguistical (ling-gwis'ti-kal), a. Same
that of the flange of the framcbar, ertendmg between 7il„r,-„Ji,;

^^ "

the edges of adjacent sunken strakes of outside plat- ""ffwJS^C.
ing and fllliug the space between the frame-bar and the LingUla flags. See *Jlag*.

its lingual surface. Von Torok.

lingualize (ling'gwa-liz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

lingualized, ppr. linguaXizing. [lingual + -ize.]

To make lingual,

line joining two given points. (&) A double
tangent.—9. In mime, a connecting passage
of one or more measures, intervening between
two well-defined sections or phrases Link
polygon. Same as funicvlanr polygon.—Open link a
Cham-link having an opening in one side, the ends la'p-
pinfebutnot in contact; achain-luik in which the ends
are brought together and butted against each other, but
not fastened ; an open ring.— Stepbenson link, a slotted
link or bar in an engine valve-gear, each end of -which is
connected to an eccentric by a rod. A slider or sliding-
block on the link ia connected to the valve-stem and may
be shifted so that it is moved by either of the two eccen-
trics, one of which malies the engine revolve in one
direction and the other in the opposite direction : so
called from its inventor, George Stephenson. See Ste-
phenson irlink-motion.

The Sansla?it link'^, v. «.—To link up. (a) in an engine fitted with
Stephenson link-motion, to shorten the cut-off (of the
engine) by shifting the link-blocks nearer to the middle of
the links, thereby increasing the expansion of the steam.
(0) To join or connect with other pai-ts of the same or
similar systems : as, in topography, to connect two iso-
lated surveys or systems of pomts and geometrical lines,
with one another, by joming one point in each of the two
systems by a line of measured length and direction.
Oeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), IX. 364.

link^, TO. 3. pi. The ground on which golf is
played.

linka,ge, to. 3. In chem., the hypothetical con-
nection between two atoms. Same as bond^-,
II-—4. In elect., the product obtained by
multiplying the magnetic fiux through a coil

Tlie final i or u of a preposition or other like prefix bvthennmbfirnf f.i7rnaiiirli^<.li tli/» o^ii ^ZS^TZT
ordinarily lingualizes the initial s of the root to which it -^wirtS -MJibt^o wf„ h ,^ n S?!^*?™^-- • irfcf«M«/. a»n«k. Or«n. T. 1SR ._H^8 UJUta^e.. Same as Hart 8 *cea— Line llnk-is prefixed. Whitney, Sansk. Gram., p. 186.

An interpreter. N. E. D.
~ n. ~

as

age, in dect., thelinkage of the lines of force of the mag-
netic Cttouit of a generator, motor, transformer, or other
apparatus, vrtth the electric cu-cuit in which current is
mduced.

We may, with Faraday, make the transition from line-Mntam to the precisely equivalent conception of "line-cut-tmg asthesourceof E. M.F. Encye. Brit.,'S^yII 574



linkage

Same as PeauceUier cell (whichPeancelUer'g llnkaee,
see, under cell).

link-belt (lingk'-
belt), n. Same
as *Unk-beUmg.
link-belting
(lingk'bel"-
ting), m. A belt
for the trans-
mission of pow-
er, composed of
a series of de-
tachable links. Li„k.beit.

Itok-Carrier (lingk'kar"i-6r), n. A metal
piece which carries the link in a locomotive
valve-gear: a stirrup.

link-form (lingk'fdrm), n. A transitional form ,
.°rpo^t

5 a flag-staff or flag-pole,

between two races or groups of organisms. '^•'^)?'^®
i. S_ *.' "•

,
'^„ *^^ Bahamas,

Some stress was laid on Haeokel's discovery of CtenariaM a possible link-form between HydromedusEe and
Ctenophora. Emiyc. Brit, XXVII. 301.

link-grate (lingk'grat), n. An endless grate
made up of links so that it can be run like a
belt over sheaves or pulleys. The coal is put on
the grate at one end or over one sheave, and is burned
''.?"®tJP'™'"S to the end where the ashes are dumped
off. Elect. World aniEngin., May 7, 1904, p. 883.

link-hanger (lingk'hang"6r), n. In a loco-
motive, the suspension-rod fastened to the
link-saddle in a Stephenson link-motion valve-
gear by which the weight of the link and of

735

Stephenson link-motion for a locomotive or
other reversing-engine. This member is called
the link, and in the opening or slot slides the
Imk-block by which the valve is operated as
the two eccentrics operate the link itself. See
Stephenson *link-moU(m.
link-slotter (lingk'slot*6r), n. A machine or
attachment for slotting or finishing the curved
links for steam-engine valve-gears.
link-staff (lingk'staf), n. A slender staff or
rod graduated into feet or links, used in sur-
veying: employed both as a visible object to
sight to when held vertically overa given point,
and also as a rough Unear measuring-scale for
short distances such as offsets from a given line

lion-gate

Vanilla artimiXata, a tall, leafless climber of
the orchid family, growing over trees and
shrubs : so called from its stems, the joints of
which are smooth, fleshy, and from 8 to 10
inches long.

linkwork, n. 2. A mechanism or device in
which motion or power is transmitted by rods
and levers, instead of by gearing or by pulleys
and belts ; a linkage ; a link-motion.
link-worming (lingk'w6r"ming), n. Naut.,
the operation of worming rope-cables with
chain, as a protection against cutting on a

t^e ecoWrio-rods is borne,"anrV wiiioh'th^B if^v^ n^^^ „ rzi^ta a. .in t • i vi
link itself is raised and lowered. ^^^iS'S^. ^il' "A.i'l'^LtjlL^i^A?!!
Lmkia (ling'ki-a), n. [NL. (Cavanilles, 1797),
named after Heinrich Friedrich Umk (1767-
1851) , professor of botany at Berlin.] A genus
of dicotyledonous shrubs of the family Fro-
teaeese. See Persoonia and *geehung.

linking-lip (ling'king-up), n. The act or pro-

Mergenthaler Linotype Machine.

At matrix magazine ; B, rods from finger-keys to matrix-releasingr
device ; C, keyboard ; D, matrix channels ; E, traveling-belt to con-
vey matrices to F; is assembling-stick for matrices; G, rack con-
taining spaces; H, space-releasing bar; /, mold-wheel J, melting-
pot;^, pump-plunger for forcing metal into mold; /^, receiving:
galley for finished lines.

linter^, w. 2. SameasZJ««-doc«or.— 3. pi. The
short fibers of cotton which are removed by a
second ginning process, from cotton-seed
which has been once ginned. Also called regins.

Linters, or delint, as the short fiber is also called, find
extensive application in the arts.

L. L. Lamborn, Cottonseed Products, p. 34.

having the character or appearance of links.
See K«fc2.
steering by this ... we made our way across country,

and won forth at last upon the linky, boggy muirland that
they call the ITiggateWhins. S. L. Stevenson, Catriona, xii.

linn^, n. Same as *lm^ Black linn, yellow
_ _ __ __^ ^^ ^^_ linn, the cucumber-tree, ^a^no^ia acummata.

cess oJ aTtering the'pos'ition of the links or Linn. An abbreviation (a) of Linnseus; (6) of lintonite (lin 'ton-it), n. [Named after Miss
link-blocks in a reversing and cut-off engine Limisean. L. A. Linton, who analyzed it.] A variety of
fitted with Stephenson links, to produce an linography (li-nog'ra-fi), n. [L. linum, flax thomsonite,oecurringin green spherical forms,
earlier cut-off and greater expansion; hence, (see linen), + Gt. ypd^eiv, write.] The process of derived from the amygdaloid of Grand Marais,
the making of the cut-off earlier in any engine, photographing the outlines of a picture on Lake Superior.
Also called hoohimg^p. linen or cotton cloth, as a basis for painting linty (lin'ti), a. [K»il + -i/l.] 1. Like lint or
link-motion, ».- Allan's llnk-motlon, a form of ,}' ™ o^- •'<""• ^o<^- Chem. Industry, VII. 588. fiax; soft.— 3. Covered with or full of lint.
valve-gear for steam-engines in which the link is raised linoleniC (lin-6-len'ik), a. [L. linvm, flax, -f-

as in Stephenson's and the v^ve-rod lowered as in Goooh's, oleum, oil, +'-ene + -fc] Noting an acid, a
to reverse and produce out-ofi

; but smce the link and /.nin-ioiao i;r,„iH r TT r> «l,+oiWi/l *„/>,« ™
slider-block are both moved, each need only be moved oo'orless liquid, tigJIgoUg, obtained from va-
half as far as in either of the other forms. The link is i^ous Oils, such as linseed and cotton-seed,
straight and not a part of a circular arc, and is more It has an odor of blubber and combines with
easily manufactured.— Goooll's Unk-motion, a form of gjx atoms of bromine
unk-motion, derivedfromStephenson's, inwhichtheslot- TJ„™1,™» /•!,•„ s p™' as „ t-ntt /-/-i t
link was not lifted and lowered, as in Stephenson's, but Lmopiryne (hn-o-fn ne), n. [NL., <Gr. li.vov,

Liocetus ni-o-se'tus^
the rod to the valve was so adjusted in the slot of the link, a net, -h 0/9w^, a toad.] A genus of fishes of the i ^r^;"" „ io-»„Q Jl,
The valve-rod had to be long enough to be jointed, but no family CeraiiidflS, found in the mid-Atlantic.

"'z™'' a large ses

variation in lead occurred, because the eccentric-straps T.J-„„*-_,•- ciT-nnn' +.b tihI n TNT, CPr-ool

1838), < Orr. Mvov, net, -r vrepig, fern.] A ge-
nus of fossil ferns with biplnnate fronds, the
pinnsB oblong and multijugate, and the pin-
nules subfalcate, obtuse at the summit and
cordate at the base, with a reticulate nerva-
tion. It was called Bietyopteris by Gutbier in

were not swung around the shaft in adjusting the position
of the sliding-block. The radius of the link was that of
the length of the first section of the valve-rod.— Stephen-
son link-motion, a form of valve-gear for steam-engines
which enables the engine to be reversed easily and to

linusic (li-nii'sik), a. Noting an acid, a color-
less compound, Ci7H29(OH)gCOOH, prepared
by the oxidation of llnoleie acid with potas-
sium permanganate. It crystallizes in rhombie
plates or needles and melts at 203° C. Also
called hexahydroxystearie add.

[Gr. TieloQ, smooth,,
Knrog, a large sea-animal.] A genus of

deep-sea fishes of the family Ceratiidse.

liodermia, leiodermia (li-o-d6r'mi-a),«.
siness of the skin.

Lioglossina (li'o-glo-si'na), n. [NL.,
"keiog, smooth, -I- yXwaaa, tongue, -f -ina.^
nus of flounders known only from the Gulf°of
California.

Glos-

< Gr.
Age-

1835, but that name was preoccupied. See Liognathus (li-og'na-thus), m. [NL., < Gr.

Dictyopteris, with cut, and *Dictyopteris, 2. ^^^"S, smooth, -I- yvafiof, jaw.] Same as Coe-

linotype (li'no-tip or lin'o-tip), «. and a. I.
costeus.

n. A machine in which stereotyped lines (of llOU, n. 5. (o) A silver and a gold coin of the
words) are produced, for use in printing. See Belgian provinces, struck in_1790. The value

Stephenson Link-motion,

cut in next column.
II. a. Composed with the linotype machine.

linotype (U'no-tip orUn'o-tip), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. linotyped', ppr. linotyping, [linotype, n.']

To set with a linotype machine.
operate with a variable cut-ofl. It was first designed by Ijnotyper (ll'no-ti-per or lin'6-ti-p6r), «. One
Howe and was used by Stephenson in early English loco-

motives. The elements consist of (a) one eccentric set at
the proper angle ahead of the engine-crank for forward
movement ; (6) another set for baclcward motion j

(c) two
eccentric-rods or -blades from these two eccentrics to the
top and bottom respectively of ((2) the link or slot-link

;

who uses the linotype machine

of the gold lion was about $6.50 Essex Hon a
calf.—Order of tlie Golden Lion, an order for civil
and military merit in Luxembm'g : founded in 1858.

lion-fish (li'on-flsh), n. A name applied to
Pterois Iv/natus, Scorpsena grandicornis, and
other stinging fishes of the family Scorpee-
nidx, from their mane-like spines.

the dangerof plumbism are the following ; lead miners,
painters, potters, calico printers, compositors, pressmen,
stereotypers, linotypers, printers.

an*d (e) the sUding^block ii the slot of this Unk which ,,.„„.,.™ /,,•« „V'=fT,\
^^'''

ff*^' ^^!i^\J^ ^^t
carries the pin to which the valve-stem (/) is fitted, either UnOXyn (lin-ok sin), m. [L. hnum, &a.x, +
directly or through a rocker-shaft and arms. When the oxiygen) + -Ml^.] The name given by Mulder

Among the trades in irtiich the workers are exposed to lion-gatC (li'on-gat), n. An entrance portal
decorated above by a pair of sculptured lions

to the amorphous, tough, and elastic material,

somewhat resembling india-rubber, which is

left as the product of the ' drying ' of linseed-

oil which has been exposed to the air, from
which it absorbs oxygen. He found it to be a
chemically neutral subs^nce which on analysis gave
figures leading to the formula CMHsiOii, but later

researches have made it doubtful whether it is a single,

definite substance.

linlc is lowered, the forward eccentric (a) drives (/);
when the link is raised, the backward eccentric (p)

drives (/). In intermediate positions the block (e) is

actuated partly by both (a) and ((), and, as these are in

opposite phase or nearly B<x the motion of (/) becomes
less, and the port is opened during a smaller portion of

the piston-stroke, and an earlier cut-oft results. Stephen-
son's is differentiated from other link-motions by having
the link raised and lowered, and with it the eccentric-

blades or -rods, to vary cut-off and reverse ; hence, the „„„^.„„ „„„„..„„.,„
slot-link has a curvature formed by an arc struck with i,-„__-j *»- /lin'ofirl \S,«\ « An infnsioTi ni'lin-
the center of the engine-shaft as a center. The swing of the linseeO-tea (iin Sea-te ), M. An mtusion ot

1^^^^^

eccentric-straps and -blades around the eccentrics in the seed ; flaxseed-tea. It contains mucilage, and
cutting-ofl and reversing adjustments of the link makes is therefore demulcent.
the lead of the valve increase, as the cut-off in forward JJntl n Fairy lint, Laverock's lint, the mountain-
gear is made earlier, flax or purging-flax, iinum cirtAortwum.—Lint cotton.
link-saddle (lingk sad''l), n. The plate or bar gge *cotto»l.—Patent Unt. Same as irsJieet-lini.

bolted to the side of the link and to which the lint-bells (lint'belz), n. The flax plant, Linum
link-hanger is attached on a.looomotive or other usitatissimum.
engine fitted with the Stephenson ralve-gear. lint-box (lint'boks), n. That part of a cotton-

link-slot (lingk'slot), n. In a steam-engine, baling press in which the lint (ginned cotton)

the slot or opening in the curved member of a is packed. Lion-Gate at Mycenae, Greece.



lion-gate

facing each other. The motive appears in
early Hellenic or Myceuaaan decoration and is

especially common in early Phrygian art.

The most important example is at Myeense
in the Peloponnesus.
lionization (li*gn-i-za'shon), n. The act of
lionizing or malang a 'lion' of some one.
The lionization of the German marines by the Bus-

sians at Vladivostock some time ago.
The Forum, Jan.-March, 1904, p. 470.

lion-monkey, ». 3. The wanderoo, Silenus
veter: so called on account of its tufted tail

and neck-ruli.— 3. Macacus leoninus of In-
dia, which is of a yellowish cast.

Liopistha (li-o-pis'tha), ». [NL., < Gr. ?^log,

smooth, + dmaffe, behind.] A genus of Creta-
ceous anomalodesmaceous peleeypods charac-
terized by equivalve, oval, thin shells which
are gaping in front and compressed behind
and are held together by a hinge with a nymph
and projecting process on each side.

Liopleurodon (li-o-plo'ro-don), n. [NL., < Gr.
Xslog, smooth, + irTievp&v, rib, + odoif (ooovt-),

a tooth.] Same as Pliosaurus.

Liopropoma (li-o-prop'o-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
?i£log, smooth, + 7rp6, before (pre-), + n-a/ia, lid

(operculum).] A genus of Serranoid fishes

found only on the coast of Cuba.
Liopsetta (li- op -set 'a), n. [NL., < Gr. /leiof,

smooth, + fiJTTa, flouri&er.] A genus o£ floun-

ders found on both sides of the Arctic Pacific.

liopus, lelopus (li'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. Aciof,

smooth, -1- TToJif, foot.] One who has flat feet.

liotheid (li-oth'f-id), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the mallophagous family lAotheidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Liotheidse.

liotrichan, leiotriclian (li-ot'ri-kan), a. and
n. [Uotrieh-ous + -an.} I. a. Same as liotrieh-

ous.

II. n. A liotrichous person. See LiotrieM.

liotrichian, leiotrichian (li-o-trik'i-an), a.

Same as liotrichous.

lip, n. 6. In sool. : (6) In the Blastoidea, one of

tne distal ends of the radial sinuses, (c) In the
Gastropoda, the outer or thickened inner mar-
gin of the aperture of the shell.— 12. In metal.

,

the part of a ladle or forehearth over which
the metal flows. Phillips and Bauerman, Ele-
ments of Metallurgy, p. 673 Baelz's disease of
the Up, an infiltration and ulceration of the mucous
glands of the lips. Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 722.

lip, V. I. trans. 4. In mach., to flange ; turn
over a lip on (a piece of sheet-metal).

The oil box covers are lipped and hinged, and fitted with
springs thatkeep the lids tightly closed or hold them open

Elect. World and Engin., March 28, 1903, p. 633.

5. To lap; touch the edge of (anything)

with a slight rippling sound.

We left the dying ebb that faintly lipp'd

The flat red granite. Tennyson, Audley Court, IL

The dory heeled until the water lipped the rail.

J. C. Lincoln, Partnere of the Tide, xviii.

II. intrans. 2. To project in the form of"

a broad tab or lip.— 3. To have an irregular-

ity of the surface caused by overlapping of

molds : said of a casting.

lipacidsemia (lip"as-i-de'mi-a), n. [NL., <Gr.
XtTToc, fat, -I- NL. acidum, "acid, + Gr. al/ia,

blood.] The presence of fatty acids in the

blood.

lipaciduria (lip"as-i-dii'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Aiirof, fat, + NL. acidum, acid, + Gr. oipov,

urine.] The elimination of fatty acids in the

urine.

lipanin (lip'a-nin), n. [Gr. AiVof, fat, + -an +
-in^.'i A mixture of 94 parts of oUve-oil and 6

parts of oleic acid, used as substitute for cod-

liver oil.

liparid (lip'a-rid), •«. and a. I. n. A member
of the lepidopterous family Liparidse.

n. a. Having the chara.cters of or belong-

ing to the family Lipa/ridd.

liparoid (lip'a-roid), a. [Gr. Xiirapdg, fatty, -t-

EHof, form.] "Fatty.

Liparops (lip'a-'ops)) "• CNL., < Gr. Xiwapdg,

fatty, + u^', eye, face.] A genus of fishes be-

longing to the family Cyclopteridse ; it is found
in Kamchatka.
liparous (lip'a-rus), a. [Gr. /uvapSg, fatty, +
-OV3.'] Same as *liparoid.

lipase (li'pas), n. [Gr. Ainog, fat, -1- -owe.] A
widely distributed ferment occurring in both

the animal and the vegetable world, which
splits fats into fatty acids and glycerin,
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is also capable of bringing about the syn-

thesis of fats, and is tlms reversible in its

action. The synthetic activity of this ferment
was first demonstrated by Kastle and Loeveu-
hart, and Hanriot.

Since the discovery of diastase, in 1814, a large number
of enzymes have been recognized, and what is of still

greater interest and physiological significance, a large
number of them, such as diastase, Kvase, trypsin, etc., etc.,

have been found in both the vegetable and the animal or-

ganism, and, for that matter, in nearly every living cell.

Science, May 17, 1901, p. 767.

lip-brace (lip'bras), n. A brace or stay having
a lip or fiange to provide means for fastening:
used in a steam-boiler or tank.

lip-bulb (lip'bulb), n. In phonetics, a rubber
bulb placed between the lips and connected
with a recording apparatus : used to teach the
lip-pressure proper for a certain articulation.
Scripture, Bxper. Phonetics, p. 398.

lipemia, n. See lipsemia.

lip-fern, n—Hairy lip-fern, ChdlantAes lanosa, a
species of the eastern United States which has its segments
more or less closely covered with rusty hairs.

lipic (lip'ik), a. [Gr. AiVof, fat, -I- -ic] Noting
an acid, a colorless compound, probably iden-
tical with succinic acid, said to be formed by
the oxidation of oleic acid.

lip-key (lip'ke), n. In psyehophys., a form of
key used in the reaction-experiment, in which
an electric circuit is made or broken by a move-
ment of the lips. Amer. Jour. Psychol., XIU.
257.

liplap (lip'lap), n. A half-caste, the off-

spring of a native of the Dutch East Indies
and a Dutchman.
The question is, therefore, not as to the acclimatisation

of the Dutch race, whose numbers apart from the ofiBcials

and military, are insignificant, but as to that of liplaps,

signos, and mannas, as the Dutch half-castes are variously
called. Academy, Feb. 11, 1893, p. 122.

lipochrin (li'po-krin), n. [Gr. 7J.tco^, fat, +
";rp<'f, yellow,' + -JM^.] X yellowish-green
pigment found in the fat-droplets which occur
in the retinal epithelial cells of some of the
lower animals : for example, the frog.

lipochroine (li'po-krom), n. [Gr. AiTrof, fat, -f-

;i;pu/ia, color.] A pigment found in fatty tissue,

commonly of a yellow or red color. Such pro-
duets occur widely distributed both in the
animal and the vegetable world. The yellow
color of the blood-serum, of the corpora lutea,

and of the yoke of birds' eggs, and the reddish
pigment of carrots and tomatoes belong to

this order. Their composition is for the most
part unknown.
lipochromic (li-po-kro'mik), a. [Upochrome +
-ic] Of the nature of a lipochrome.

lipochromogen (li-po-kro'mo-jen), n. [lipo-

Sirome + -gen, -producing.] A substance
which gives rise to the formation of a lipo-

chrome.

lipochromoid (ll-po-kro'moid), n. [lipodhrome
+ -oid.] A pigment of the order of, or resem-
bling, the lipochromes.

lipocyanine (li-p6-si'a-nin), n. [Gr. /lOTOf, fat,

+ miavog, blue, + -me'^.'\ A blue lipochrome.

lipodystrophy (li-po-dis'tro-fi), n. [Gr. AiTTOf,

fat, -1- E. dystrophy.'^ In pathol., a disturb-

ance of the metabolism of fat.

A new clinical entity— intestinal lipodystrophy.
Med. Record, Nov. 16, 1907, p. 82L

lipogastrism (li-po-gas'trizm), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xmog, fat, -f- yaarijp {yaarp-), stomach, -I- -ism.~\

Lipogastrosis.

lipogastry (li'po-gas-tri), n. [Gr. Xiiroi, fat,

+ yaoT^p (jaarp-)', stomach, -t- -v*.] In sponges,

the temporary obliteration of the gastral cavity

by the contraction of the surrounding walls.

See *lipostomy, 2.

In the tint place, any sponge, whether of simple or com-
plex form, may under certain conditions contract itself and
close up ite pores and osculum. In extreme cases even
the gastral cavity becomes obliterated. Such changes of

form are of course only of temporary duration and are of

no morphological or classiflcatory value. Sooner or later

the sponge expands again. . . . Nevertheless, sponges

in a state of contraction have . . . been described

... as a distinct species, genus or family ; while the

temporary obliteration of the osculum or gastral cavity

has been dignified by the coinage of the terms liposUnny

and lipogastry respectively. Lankester, Zoology, IL 4.

lipogenic (li-po-jen'ik), a. [Gr. Vmoc, fat, +
-yew(, -producing, + -ic] Forming or tend-

ing to form fat ; relating to lipogenesis.

Lipogenyidse (li"po-je-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL. <

Lipogenys + -idse.'i A family of fishes known
only from a single specimen taken in the Gulf

Stream in the deep sea.

liq[uation

Lipogenys (li-poj'e-nis), n. [NL., < Gr. ;iwof,

fat, -I- yciwc, under jaw.] A genus of deep-sea

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

fishes of the family Lipogenyidx, found only

in the Gulf Stream.

lipography (li-pog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. T^inetv, Amelv,

leave out, + ypa^eiv'j write, -I- -y'^.} Same as

dittography.

lipohsemia (li-po-he'mi-a), n. Same as lipsemia.

lipoid (lip'oid)," a. and")!. [Gr. Unoi, fat, -f-

eWof, form.] I. a. Having the appearance
of fat.

II. n. The fat of the nerve-cells. It con-

sists chiefly of cholesterol and lecithin.

UpolysiS (li-pol'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Xmoq,

fat, + liiaiQ, dissolution.] The cleavage of

fats into fatty acids and glycerin.

Since the bile salts are known to increase lipolysis,

the effects of the sodium salts of cholic, glycocholic and
taurocholic acids in 71/6OO solutions were tested on lipo-

lytic hemolysis. Science, Sept. 27, 1907, p. 413.

lipolytic (lip-0-lit'ik), a. [Gr. ^otoc, fat, -)- ?.vaii,

^ssolution, + -ic] Capable of causing the

cleavage of fats into fatty acids and glycerin

;

for example, lipase.

lipomatoid (li-pom'a-toid), a. [lipo'ma(t-) +
-Old.'] Besembling a lipoma.

lipomorph (Ii'p6-m6rph), n. [Gr. Tielirnv, Ai-

welv, leave out, -f- ptop^, form.] An organism
which characterizes a district by its absence
from it. See the extract.

In many cases the absence of certain forms of animal
life in countries where they might be naturally expected
to occur is a marked feature of certain parte of the world's
surface. For example, bears (Ursus) and deer (Cervus) are
altogether absent from the .Ethiopian regions, and cats
(Felis) from Australia, though these forms are widely dis-
tribu1>ed over other lands. It is proposed to designate
such forms as " lipomorphs " (AetVu, ' deflcio, and it-op^^,

forma) as regards the particular areas in which they are
not found.

P. L. Sclater, in Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), IX. 673.

liporhodin (li-po-ro'din), n. [Gr. Xmog, fat,

+ pddov, rose, +' -in^.] A red lipochrome.
lipostomism (li-pos'to-mizm), n. [lipostom-y
+ -ism.'] Lipostomosis.

lipostomy, n. Z. In sponges, the temporary
obliteration of the osculum by the contraction
of the walls. Compare ^lipogastry.
lipothymial (li-po-thi'mi-al), a. Relating to
lipothymy; syncopal.
lipotropic (li-po-trop'ik), a. [lipotrop-y +
-ic] Promoting an increase of fat.

lipotropy (li-pot'ro-pi), n. [Gr. Ximg, fat, -1-

-TpoKia, < rpiweiv, tiim.] The increase of fat
in the body.
Lipowitz's alloy. See *alloy.

lipoxanthin (U-po-zan'thin), n. [Gr. Aotoc,
fat, -1- ^avB6g, yellow, -I- -jm2.] a vellow li-

pochrome.
lipperings(lip'er-ingz), n.pl. The mixture of
oil, water, and blood that drains from the blub-
ber when cutting in a whale, and the pieces
of blubber used to wipe up the deck. See
lipper^, 1.

After the solid matter has been disposed of, both the
deck lippervngs and blubber-room lipperings are usually
deposii-'d in barrels or tubs and there scalded with hot
oil. Sci. Amer. Sup., March 6, 1904, p. 23562.

lip-speaking (lip'spe-'king), n. Speaking to a
deaf person, with a somewhat emphasized
movement of the lips, in the course of instruc-
tion known as lip-reading.

lip-stop (Up'stop), 71. In organ-building, same
&s flue-stop. See siopi, 6.

lip-turner (Iip't6r''n6r), n. In shoe-manuf., a
machine for cutting and turning back a lip on
the in-sole of a shoe, to form a shoulder against
which the sewing-machine sews the upper and
the welt.

lipuria (li-pu'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Aiwog, fat,
+ ovpov, urine.] The elimination of fat in
the urine : a pathological event.
lip-worship (lip'wer"ship), n. Insincere wor-
ship, coming from the lips and not from the
heart.

lip-worshiper (Up'w6r "ship-6r), n. One who
worships with the Ups only ; an insincere wor-
shiper.

lici. An abbreviation (a) of liquid: (h) of
liquor.

liquation, n. 4. In mixtures of fluids, a sepa-



liquation

ration by differences of specific gravity. The
lightest rises to the top and the heaviest goes
to the bottom.
liquefaction, n. l. Of the gases, chlorln, ammonia,
and others were first liquefied by I'araday. The experiment
ot Andrews with carbon dioxid led to the conclusion that
for every gaa there is a certain temperature sucli that if

the temperature of the gas is above it, no increase in pres-
sure, however great, will produce visible liquefaction.
This is called the critical temperature. If the gas has this
temperature a certain pressure, the critical pressure, will
produce liquefaction, and the volume per unit mass at this
instant is the criticcd volume. If the temperature of the
gas is below the critical value compression produces grad-
ual increase in pressure until (the temperature being
kept constant) liquefaction begins at a definite pressure.
Further decrease in volume produces very slight in-
crease in pressure until all the gas is liquefied, after which
a slight decrease in volume necessitates a large increase
In pressure, liquids being, in general, almost incompress-
ible. From these experiments it was predicted that all

the so-called permanent gases could be liquefied if they
could be cooled below their critical temperatures, and in
fact, with the possible exception of helium, this has been
accomplished. The critical constants of some of the
most important gases are as follows :

Crit. Tpiiip.



literal 738 Litoptema

literal. I. a. 6. Affecting or relating to a colorless compound^ CspHsgOe, contained, to- Lithological heterogeneity. See *heteroge-

letter: as, KieraZ errors, KteraZ rhymes. gether with lithofellic acid, in oriental bezoars, neity.

The manuscript misceUanies of the time of James I. the gall-stones of an antelopS. It forms mi- lltholysls (li-thol'i-sis), n. [Gr. Wo(, stone,
and Charles I. contain several copies of literal rhymes croscopic crystals, melts at 199° C, and gives + 'Miai^, dissolution.] Same as *Uthoelialysis.
not very unlike "A, BC, tumble down D." an intense red-violet color with hydrochloric lithometer (li-thom'e-t6r). n. [Gr. aWoc,

,.. , ^. ^""T ' f?'"^
^""^^ ^'

acid. stone, + iierpov, measure.] An instrument for
Uteral^aer^pWa. 8ee^*^r»^^^^^^^

is a wronelvDlaced letter- a misDrint Mo^dAoc, throwing stones, < h-doQ, stone, -I- hthometra (h-thom'e-tra), n. [NL., < Gr.

literaS art'^^^^^^^^ + /''i^^"', t'^'-o^-] Stone-throwing, as a super- m?, stone, -h «^,>a, uterus.] A condition in

?„ n CT„i?.,i +l.rJ^„i.Ji -it-^'c, V 1-t T t stitious ceremony or traditional custom. This which there are more or less extensive calca-
-ic] Having the characteristics of a hteralist custom was common in ancient Greece, but was especially rebus or osseous concretions in the wall of the
or of literalism. associated with the Damia and Auxeaia at TroBzen, m ,

literate, ». 3. One who can read and write

:

^l^'* thejfom™ pelted each other with stones.
_
Ttore "^^

nT,T.«a<»/5 +« i;;j*»r/»*/. seems to have been also a lithobolia at the Eleusmia. The lltnonepuritlS (llth"0-nei-n tis}, «. |.JMj., \

«*--»*-!. ..-/rT? - * 1 /^ n-, t J. custom appears in the Soman festivals of the Nonse (Jr. lifoq, stone, + veAptTie, inflammation of
llterateSQUe Cht'e-ra-tesk'), a. Uit^ate + Caprotjn^andLupercalia. It has been found in Poland

^^e Mcfeev.] inflammation of the kidney
-esque.] Having a literary quality : fit to he and other countnes. 1„ „„^ i!t;+v.i i.™!+„ti,>r, /^^' «<.i/.,,i;

considered literature. [Rare ] lithocarbon (lith-o-kar'bon), n. [Gr. Wag,
, f
aused by the in-itation of calculi

literator, ». 3. One who concerns himself stone, -f E. caj-6o».] An asphalt-like mate- lithonephrotomy (lith"o-nef-rot o-mi), n.

with verbal and textual criticism. [Bare.] rial which is extracted from a bituminous lime- [Gr. AiSof, stone, + w^/3(ir, kidney.] Irx surg.,

JV. E. D. stone occurring in Uvalde county, Texas

:

incision into the kidney for the purpose of

literature, n. Specifically.— 5. In scientific used in making varnish and in insulating
,
removing a stone. •

usage, the body of monographs, original electric conductors. lltnopaeoion, llthopedion (lith-o-pe di-on), n.

papers, etc., dealing with a particular topic: lithochromography(Uth''o-kro-mog'ra-fi),». Same as ?aA^«*jm.
as, the iiiemtore of the scale-insects and mealy [Gr. Aifof, stone, -t- xp^f^, color, -I- -ypafia, llthopnany (li-thot a-ni), ». Hx. Mhophame

;

bugs; the literature of the reaction experi- < r/"^^™, write.] Same a,a chromoUthography. as Mhophane + y<ij The art of making
ment.—6. Printed matter of any kind in- llthocnromy (lith'o-kro-mi), n. [Gr. Wo(, porcelain transparencies for lamp-shades or

tended for circulation, as the circulars and stone, + xp^fia, color.] Same as chromo- vTindows, by mtaglio and relief modeling: m-
pamphletsof a political party, of an insurance lithography. Also lithochrome. vented at the Berlin Eoyal Poreelam Manu-
oompany, or of a quack advertiser. [Colloq.] lithoclase (lith'o-klaz), ». [Gr. A^'flof, stone, fa^to^: See ?»«feo»fea«e.

Lith. An abbreviation (a) of ii«fe«a»to; (6) + 'cM^^f, breaking.] A fracture in a rock, httioplul, hthoplule (lith'o-^^^^^ htho-

U. c-i of lithograph s.j,d lithography. '
^ ' Se^Miaclase. ph^^<Gr.Meog,stoJle,+^L7iecv,loye.] Li-

litham (le'tamf), ra. [Tuareg?] A cloth wound The occurrence In many mbm of similarly regular net- ?/l°P""°^^^^ rn„ I'fl >+„ „
tvvipo around thehpad and floe so a,s to lpa,vfi ™*' °' streams in which the elements are essentiaUy lltUOphllOUS (ll-tbof l-lus), a. [Gr. Mog, stone,,
iwiee arouna tne neaa ana laee, so as to leave

straight lines in parallel series over considerable distances -H rtMeiV, love.] Living among, under, or upon
exposed only the eyes and nose

:
used by the has now long been known, and hae been given an adequate gtoues: said of certain insects and plants.

Tuaregs of the Sahara. explanation by Daubr^e as conditioned by the system of
"'""<=°-_ °"'""'- »-«"''"*" '"°^>^lo <• .^

t^^-iiuo.

The Touareg always keeps his face covered with a J'f''SL^&°hW»S^*X'/?^?,?;=^^^^^
llthophlll (llth 0-fin), n. [Formation not ob-

Z«/iam, a sort of mask; he lives in it, he sleeps in it, and ^'w*°^'i>Z ,-n ?n^ n'i olT^i Tw i^ „ rsr
^»0«S.] A trade-name for a solution of as-

when eating or drinking merely pulls it away from the ^- ^- ^'''''"' ™ J""^- "' °^^-' Nov.-Dec, 1902, p. 886. ^^^ ^ benzin, used in the transfer of a
lower part of his face and passes the food or cup up to his lithoclasty (lith'6-klas-ti), M. [Gr. Xfflof, stone, design to the surface of a plate of zinc or
mouth from beneath it The lUlwm waj undoubtemy + Khiardg, broken, < kUv, break.] The crush- aluminium from which imnressions are after-ongmallymtended as a protection against the sun and the ;„„„«„„!„„„,„ ti,„ vio.qj„-. n+v,„+«;+,r

aiuiuiuiuui iiuiu wuiv/iiimj^ioBHiuiiB aic aiuoi

BcOTching winds, and according to Sir Frederick Lngard, ™g °t * ^tone in the bladder; lithotnty. wards to be printed. Elect. World and Engirt.,
especially against the impalpable dust of the Sahara, but lithOCOUa (lith-o-kol'S), n. [Gr. TJjBoQ, stone, Sept. 12, 1903, p. 442.

th?oS2f't^abLfot'^usSthatth^ToSSrl^ noTcm" "*" '"^''•''"' Sl"e.] ' A tifade-name for a cement lithophone (lith'o-fon), n. [Gr. Wog, stone,

siders it immodest to show his face even to members of ^^sed to unite broken pieces of marble or other + 0ui^, sound.] A surgical instrument which
his own family. Jour. Franklin Inst., May, 1904, p. 326. stone. gives forth a plainly audible sound when it

lithanthracic (lith-an-thras'ib), a. [Ma^js- lithoculture (lith'o-kul-tnr), n. [Gr. ;i^9of, touches a calculus in the bladder.

thrax (-ac-) + ^c] Of lithanthrax; noting an stone, -1- L. CMZiwra, culture.] In o»«ftj-op., that lithophotOgraVBre (lith''o-f6-to-gra-var'), re.

extract formed of those portions of coal-tar *ype of culture in which stone is used as the [QT.M6og,stoiiie, + 'E.photogravure.J Aphoto-
which are soluble in benzol and ether. most important material for making imple- mechanical printing-process in -which a litho-

lithatic Oi-tha'tik) a TUthate + -ic^ Per-
""ents. graphic stone is uniformly etched with fine

+oiVvS«« i/x r,- ,.r>r,o/o«T,'« n* o i4+v,o+o The Serf Indians of the Gulf of Califomiaas typical of lines; a photographic transfer is then applied,

Uthla wate^XeSl wX LntaiS^^^^^
the beginnings of «itAoc»Jtore ,..,,_ ,„,

and the stone etched a second time, and a
portSn^f litCsalte fo^ ™naS spSngs in thi , .^^ ^ „ .,^ . ^J^:'

^^'^'^'^ropolosutim. p. 561. ^nt is taken as in ordinary lithography.
,

rnited States. The name is also applied to artificial llthodesma (hth-o-des ma), re^ pi. ?j<Ao<fos»w
uthophyte. n. 2. In phytogeog., any plant

mineral waters of simUar constitution. (-ma-ta). [Gr. AiSof, stone, -1- deaua, a bond.] „tr,-„%. ^™™„ „J!^l, tt.„ ™_Z-„ '„« i«i*^
lithicl. I. a._LitIllc age. the stone age. See L Certain pelecypod mollusks, a deposit of ZZ^. ?i^„l ^r=V^!J^ t^Vl/^fL,^?
orchMological ages, under agei. lime in the form of an accessory shelly piece ??°''^^' *^™^

?l
submerged, with or without

11.. «. A remedy supposed to cause the which serves for the reinforcement of t& re- ^^l^Il^^ZJ'f^^i^ll!^'^^^'"^^°^''^
solution of stone m the bladder or ki^^^^^ silium. Also caUed os«ic«Z«m. W. H. Ball. .^St^^^^l^ 'i^^^f^^^^l .,-, „ .p, ,,.

lithical (lith'i-kal), a. [lifhic^ + -aP-A In i;4.,,„j,.„i„„,.„ ^,,<.i.//- ^^ „„. . v „ rNrr /n- lltnosiderite (lith-o-sid e-nt), n. [Gr. Aidog,

ve^oq., a term proposed by Fletcher (1895),
llthodialysiS(Wo-di-al i-sis), re. [NL., < Gr. gtone, -I- aidnpog, iron, 4- -ifeS.] A meteorite

lor the texture of ?ocks, including the size 1'^"^' ^^"""^i
+ fa^«/'C, separation.] The solu- intermediate in character between the stones

shape, and arrangemen of the lomponent i',°^^^;'^^"'*l?„>°,*„,^;j,l^^^
condition (aeroUtes) and the irons (siderites), charac-

mkierals: textural. v°l^i"Jv '^.^L'^-^f?'}-,''?' "'"''^m i-a *
terized by niekeliferous iron which forms a

l,>i^fWlith'im 7- nret andnn lithiiied nnr ^l\°f«J.H°/i\^^"°'*^V,'''^i "- p- ^j?"?' .^to^f- coherent mass even in sections, the silicates.iaiM7(M,0.^U),y., ^iex,.&iia^^.limijwa,^^T. + Jj. fel (jell-), gall, -1- -jc] Pertaining to ^resent annparinff as senai-atp orains- liv
lithifying. [Gr. AiBog, stone, -I- -fy.^ I. trans. eaU-stoues -Llthofeuio acid a colorless comnSund P™^^"'^^ appearing as separate grains

.
by

To concert into stone : more commonly i,e«- &H3XX0, coKldTtolf&^w^^^^^^^
many authors included under the broader

rify. in onln&l BeMars, the gall-stones of an antelope. It term stderohte (which see). See also *meteor-
%;.... xi- J- i. _! .1 *». *•„ A - forms microscopic hexagonal crystals, melts at 204° C, ite.

ir^^r'^t^^^^^l'^LurorV^V^.'^Zet »?f,
^"^ - '"*«°- '«'^-™'^* -'- -"•' hydrochloric Uthosis (U-tho'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Wog, stone,

f^^mS^^^^^^^ecirio'^^Zlithoe. AnabbreviationofK*feo^raj,^or?i««o^- tu^i^TF^^rZZteTS^i ^•"-
planes of sedimentation are partly or largely obscured raphy. lit.linaTiPTni ClitVi'S sT>i.rrnli n A rvlonf ,^f fl.^Ld the beds of l^olites, intrusive sheets, coulees dikes, Uttogenesis (Uth-o-jen'e-sis), re. [Gr. Wog, ^'J?nTl^ao™m»tm^ ' ^
chimneys, and tuffs have a new structure imposed upon .innS -I- vrupmr oriein 1 1 The tiroduetion •,???? ^^"'O^ermum.
them,anda.ethenknowna.metam™jphicrock^

^^ f^^^^llZ&^^rJJ^f^^C^^f^ LlttlOtomy forceps
^^eYrtTreproducin^

II. intrans. To become converted into
f-

^pa^o?., the formation of concretions in ^^°Sing prini;"L^ liVotaphic'^s?or"of
«*°°^- 1,-+WoT.ot,V n»h"n is net'iki a Xlithoaeneiis

al'™i°i'™ plate. (6) An apparatus or ma-
lithionite(Uth;i-o-nit),re [Gr.mov,dim.oflJ^op'l^c(lg^„Vpert^^^^^

^tl^T^.'^^^^Z
'""''^ operations. (c>

Wog, stone. + -«te2.] In mineral., a lithia nV^inin-nftr litlinoraTpr etc Amended anell- JP^^ K'°* ^^ produced,

mica; lepi<folite. Lithionite is used as a pre- l^*^°^fa,fy, htt^^^ ^^_ An abbreviation of the Latin
fix beiore the names of rocks characterized by 1JJ^^^Vi^lT Z.'=i.HTw?i^^^ -^««''* ^'•^^irmres, humane letters.

it : as, Kftio^fe-granite. MSS?^' ^l^h'^h'eTsl^^^wfrtfl'bSt ta Xfon Hthuresis (lith-u-re'sis) re. [NL., < Gr. Wo,,
lithiODhorite (lith-i-of'6-rit), re. n^. lithium black instead of black on white. The entire stone is first Stone, -i- oi>p;?o«r, urination.] In Jjaftoi., the
A- n? rfmnnr -hea.rincr -h -ifeZ 1 An imnure covered with lithographic ink and the lights are scraped passage of calculi in the urine.

J^aied^^iiiganJ^^ore rePat'eiltopSe- f^^T^°^'-
^i^or ani Stra^. ^^^>-B. ^r^<^nn,. ifthurfc (li-thix'rik), a. lUthnria + -ie.^ Per-

i>r;'':^rr'-.f'''"rr'r^^
"'?""+

.,,,-,
LithoVaphlcslates. see *.tofe2 ^S'an^^^g^c'^^^^fth'e^LSnX'^^S^?

llthlte (hth'lt), re. [Gr. Affloc, stone, -1- -jfeZ.] Uthoidite (lith'oi-dit), m. [llfhoid + -l<e2.] which has been found in the urine o? oxen. ^^ i» « .

In zool., a calcareous particle contained m a in j^e^TOff., a rhyoUte having a lithoidal ground- Uthywale (lith'i-wal), re. Same as mttlewale.
sac, as an otohth, especially of medusee. mass, thatis, one like fine porcelain, aphanitic. Lit. M Litt. M. An abbreviation of the
Parlcer and Samell, Textbook of Zool., I. p. and not vitreous. Latin Litterarum Magister, Master of Letters

i-^i^'-u-.j /I- ...T.-/1,- •J^ J T A litiol. An abbreviation of ZJ*fto%^. (or Literature).
lltuODlld (ll-tho bl-ld), re. ana a. 1. re. A jjtjjoiogjg jndlviduai, an important geological forma- Lttmns-mllk, in SocterioZ., a medium used for detecting
_ member of the myriapodons family lAthdbiidse. tion in a given district, consisting of one kind of rock. acid-producing organisms.

* n. a. Having the characteristics of or be- a map whose cartographic units were discriminated Litopterna (lit-op-t6r'na), n. pi. [NL., SO
longing to the family LithoUidse. flely on the lithplogicchjraoters of the so-called 'htho- named in allusion to the character of the cal-
i.iC^f?- ri-iA. - T.-!/-! \ rn t!o i. iootc iTKfimVfjMiis was not entitled to be called a geo- „„.„„„-„. ^ /-,„ 5,/, _„„„4.i, ^iT- j_ i
llthoblhc (lith-9-ba'ik), a. [Gr. ;i«tof, stone, loricmap. Itwasreallyalithologicmap. caneum ,< Orr. ^iTdf, smooth, plain, -H n-T^ppa,

-I- L. Ulis, bile, H- -ic.] Noting an acid, a Science, Feb. 28, 1902, p. 861. heel.J A suborder of extinct ungulate mam-
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mals from the Miocene and Pleistocene of monoclinio crystals in the dolomite of the Bin-
boutn Amenea of which Macrauchenia is a nenthal, Switzerland.
typical example. The canines are small or wanting, lively, a. 7. In golf, bose-hall, and similar
ends of cervicals flattened, femur with a third trochanter, Barnes filastic- a-rmlifid tt, a hall nnssfissiTKr
bones of carpus and tarsus not interlocking or altemat^

games, eiasue
.
appiiea to a oau possessing

ing. In general build the members of the group re- ,
special elasticity.

sembled horses or llamas. Ameghino, 1889. lively-ardent (liv'li-ar"dent), a. Inpsychol.,
Llt-par-Ut (le'pSr-le') injection or satura- noting a mixed type of character. See the
tion. See ^injection. extract.
litron (le-tr6n'), Ji. [F., < litre, liter.] A dry Perez has proposed a classification of characters, based
measure rormerly used m Prance, equal to solely on an objective phenomenon,—viz., the movements,
about 1^ of a liter. C. Herima, Conversion *^°''' rapidity and energy. He distinguishes, in the first

Tables n 55 place, the lively, the slow, and the eager; further, as

T sii J
^' V.^ ... „ i, T, , , ,

mixed types, the lively-ardent (vifs-araents), the slow-
Iiltt. An abbreviation of the French htUra- ardent, and the deliberate (pondiris).
teur, a literary man. Hibot (trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 384.

litter, n. 8. In forestry, the rubbish of dead liven, v. II. intrans. To become lively or
leaves and twigs scattered upon the floor of more lively

;
generally with up: as, he livened

the forest. up a bit after dinner.
litteratrice (lit-e-ra-tres'), « [F. Iitt6ratrice, liveness (liv'nes), n. [Uve^, a., + -ness.1 The
< NL. *litteratrix, fern, of litterator: see Utera- quality of being alive; energetic ; alert.
tor.] A woman engaged in literairy work; a The '2iMMs8' of the New Scholarship. N. E. D.
woman whose profession is literature.

.
Saturday Rev., March 22, 1890, p. 357.

little-good (lit'1-gud), n. 1. See little-gude.— live-oak, n— Cafion live-oak, Quercua chrysolepis,

2. The sun-spurge or wart-spurge, Euphorbia *" evergreen oak of the Pacific coast, which ranges from
southern Oregon to Lower California, New Mexico, Ari-
zona, and Sonora, but attains its maximum development
in central California, both in the Coast Ranges and the
Sierras. It is a very valuable tree, its wood being exten-
sively used in the manufacture of agricultural implements
and wagons. The under surface of the leaves is fulvous
with a thick tomentum of stellate hairs. Also called

Tj4.„__:_ /Ti - -I • "K r-KTT /T7 1 •
goldeti oak, TnavZ-oalc, sxii. Valparaiso oaTc

il?m"H ^:^"""^'"- [NL. (Valenciennes; Uver^, ». 3. Temper, or irritation, as a result
1850), < L. htum, a crooked staff, a curved of a disorder of the liver. [Slang.]

Helioscopia.

little-peach (lit'1-pech), n. See ^peaciO-.

littlewale (lit'1-wal), n. The gromwell, Litho-
spermwm officinale. Also Uthywale.

Littoral benthos. SeeMentAos.— Uttoral race. Set
•kAtlanto-Mediterranean.

The typical genus of
, < L.

trumpet: see Utuus.']

the family Lituaridse.

Lituaridas (lit-n-a'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Litu-
aria + -idae.Jt A family of sea-pens with
short spicules, it contains the genera Lituaria,
VeretUlum, PoliceUa, and Clavella, found mostly in the
Atlantic and Indian Oceans.

lituitoid (li-tii'it-oid), a. [Lituites + -oid.']

Resembling or related to the genus Lituites.

Liturg. An abbreviation of liturgies.

liturgician (lit-6r-jish'an), n,. [Uturgie +
-JOTO.] A student of liturgies or liturgies.

liturgiological (li-t6r'''ji-o-loj'i-kal), a. \litur-

giolog-y + -4001^ Of or pertaining to liturgi-

ology.

liturgistical (lit-6r-jis'ti-kal), a. [liturgist +
-Jc-flsT.] Of or pertaining to liturgists.

liturgize (lit'6r-iiz), v. i.; pret. and pp. litur-

gisea, ppr. liturgiging. [liturg-y + -ize.'] To
perform a liturgical act; celebrate litnrgi-

cally. [Rare.] N. E. D.
Litvak (lit'vak), n. [Yiddish, < Pol. LitwaJc, a
Lithuanian.] A name given to Jews of the

The Colonel . . . carries a power av liver undher his
right arrum whin the days are warm an' the nights chill.

. . . 'Tis he sez so. ' I'm all liver to-day,' sez he ; an* wid
that he ordhers me ten days.

Ji. Kipling, The God from the Machine, in Soldiers
[Three, p. 11.

Aberrant duct of the liver. See *aberrant.— Brim-
stone liver, a condition observed in certain cases of con-
genital syphilis in which the liver is enlarged and is of a
deep-yellow color.— Gln-drlnkers' liver, cirrhosis of
the liver.—Iced liver. See iWced.—Liver loaf. See
*!oa/i.—Livers of antimony. See klhio-antimonite.
—Nutmeg liver, a liver which on section presents a
mottled appearance, the result of cirrhosis.- Sago liver,
a liver which is the seat of amyloid degeneration, the
changed acini resembling boiled sago.—Wandering
liver. Same as floating liver.

liver-berry (liv'6r-ber"i), n. Airy plant of the
genus Streptopus. See Streptopus.

liver-cylinder (liv'er-sil'''in-d6r), n. In ent-

hryol., one of the originally solid cords of cells

proliferated from the walls of the liver diver-
ticulum in the embryos of higher vertebrates.

liver-flllke, n—Asiatic liver-fluke, Opisthorchie
HnenHs (Cobhold, 1875), a trematoid worm 10 to 20 mil-
limeters long, found in the liver, spleen, and intestine of
man and of cats, in Asia, and producing a serious incura-
ble disease known as opigthorcMagis.

'er-ish), a. {liver^ + -ish^.'] 1.

Like liver in consistency or color.— 2. Having
symptoms of a disordered liver; bilious.

[CoUoq.] HenCe— 3. Bad-tempered; irritable,

as if having a disordered liver. [CoUoq.]
liver-lily (liv'er-lil"i), n. See Mily.

L. L. I.

livor, n. 3. Lividity ; the mark of a blow.

li'vyere (Uv'yer), ». [Also liveyere; lit., one of

those who ' live here.'] In Labrador, and hence
in Newfoundland and elsewhere, a native or a
permanent resident of that country : a term
universally used between themselves and
others. [Local.]

Even tea and molasses, usually found amongst the
"livyeres" (live-heres) of the coasts were lacking.

Dillon Wallace, The Long Labrador Trail, xxiii.

liza, n. See *lisa.

lizard, >t.—Bearded lizard. See*jew-limrd.—'Bow-
llne-llzard (naut), a short pendant with a thimble
spliced in each end : a part of the bowline-bridle on the
leeches of square sails.—Buntllne-llzard, a piece ofrope
having two legs, with thimbles spliced into the ends,
through which the buntlines reeve.— Greaved lizard,
an American lizard of the family TeiidsB, a group charac-
terized by the absence of a bony roof to the temporal
foBsse, and by the shields of the head being completely
free from the underlying bones ; while there are no bony
plates on the body.

The greaved lizards comprise over one hundred species,
arranged in thirty-five genera.

Jt. Lydekker, Nat. Hist., p. 153.

Homed lizard, a book-name for the horned toad, coined
with the idea of correcting the wrong impression that
might be conveyed by the commonly used name.— Knob-
nosed lizard, Lyriocephalus scutatus, a Ceylonese spe-
cies.— Pine-tree lizard, Sceloporus undvlatus: more
commonly known as fence-lizard (which see).—Ring-
necked lizard, Crotaphytue coUaris, a common and
beautiful species of the southwestern United States, which
has a conspicuous black mark just above the front legs.

—

Rough-tailed lizard. Same as starred itlizard (a).—
Sall-talled lizard, Lophurus aviboinenms, a laige spe-
cies from Java, Celebes, and the Moluccas, having a high
crest on the front half of the tail.— Scale-fOOtedllzara,
any one of the family Pygopidse in which the fore limbs
are wanting and the hind legs are represented externally
any one of the family Pygopidae in which the fore limbs

tg and the hind legs are represented externally
by rounded, scaled fiaps.— Spiny lizard, Moloch hor-

Lithuanian provinces, by their coreligionists

of the PoUsh government. The former, iu vl-t'-'aT^n""'
turn, call the latter PollaeJcsoTPollackim. See "™"^" ''^^

*Pollack. There is a marked difference in

the Yiddish jargon as well as in the manner-
isms of the two classes.

liv A simplified spelling of live.

liv. An abbreviation (a) of the French livre, ,. „. ,. „, - >

book; (6) of the French liore, pound (weight liver-pancreas (liv er-pan*kre-as), «.. Ahepa-

or coin) topancreas.

Uvel, V. i.-ToUve with hounds, in *«»*«!,, to keep liverpool (liv'6r-p61V «. [Named in reference

up with the hounds ; live the pace. to the 'Liverpool Grand National' steeple-

The check ... was most welcome to the contingent chase, run at Aintree near Liverpool, since
"

1839.] In s*eepZe-c/iOsi9ig', a jump constructed
(according to the rules of the National Steeple-
chase and Hunt Association) of a ditch five

feet wide and two feet deep, guarded on the
taMng-ofl side by a single rail, and having on
the landing side a fence of not less than four
feet and six inches in perpendicular height.

who still lived with hounds.
St. Jameses Gazette, Nov. 15, 189a JT. E. D.

live^, a. 7. In mack., having motion, as dis-

tinguished from fixed or stationary: as, a lioe

axle.

Of course, this construction carried with it the live rear

axle, a large majority of the oars shown being equipped
.... , . , , , , ^ ,___ ^_ii.i: emacy

J spur.
with these, which has led to a close fight for supremacy y .,,. ,,. A_.™/q'li an'> a a.r\(i h
between the spur and bevel differential gear, the spur, lilVerpuaiian (IIV- er-puQ 11-an), a. ana «.

however, being still in the lead.

Sd. Amer., Feb. 7, 1903, p. 91.

8. In elect., connected directly or indirectly

with a source of electric power, whether car-

[Liver{pool) +puddle (humorously substituted
for pool in allusion to the city's muddy waters)
-I- -ian.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to Liverpool.

II. n. An inhabitant of Liverpool.

rying current or not: said of a circuit.-Uve liver-rock (liv'6r-rok), w. Homogeneous sand-

load, a moving load ; a load which is not fixed in posi- stone devoid of planes of stratification,

tion, but may move: as, the load on a bridge when a rgggtch.]
vehicle passes over it, as distinguished from the load due .

I

. -L, ci,-T,'Ar shiirk'* n Same as fia?ifc-
to the weight of the bridge itself, called the dead load. llVer-SnarK (.uv er-snarn;, n. oame as oasK-

It is designed that these stiifening trusses shall carry P^-*™2™' ..... t.x o 7

their own weight, neither more or less-the live load, llver-Starch (liv'er-starch), «. Same as glyco-

that is the elevated cars, trolley cars, etc.^ and the load of gen.
the fioor system, being oairied by^e m^n rablesk

^ liverWOrt-lettUCe (liv'er-w6rt-let"is), n. See

LlveprImer(»<TO«.),aloaded primer; onethathasbeen i,Vprw2 ',4 _nnnrt of 'Wards a.nd Liveries See
filled and not used or discharged.—Live rook. See llverv , »«.- conrt 01 wards and Jjvenes. see

•rocifcl.-Llve roller, a roller which moves along a path *<!<)««• ,. . „ , rrT.„ «„„ „„,M „„
or track as it tums,instead of merely rotating on a spmdle: hvery-flno (]iv'6r-i-fin), m. The fine ^aid on
used for roller-bearings, et«. entering one of the livery companies in Lon-

live-car (liv'kar), n. Same as live-box. don : the entrance fee. N. E. D.

livedo (li-ve'do), «. [L. Iwedo, < livere, be blu- live-trap (liv'trap), n. Same as liue-box, 2.

ish or livid : see livid.-] Cyanosis. living-wage (liv'ing-waj), n. A wage on which

liveindte (liv'ing-it), ». [Named after G. it is possible for a wage-ea,rner to lye.

D^»j»^, an English chemist.] A lead livlong, «• and ». A simplified spelling of Z»»e-

sulpharsenite, Pb^AseSis, which occurs in long.

ridus, a curious little Australian species. Also called
mountain devil.— Starred lizard, (a) Agama stellio, ot
southeastern Europe and northern Africa. Also known
as the rough-tailea lizard. (6) The thorn-tailed lizard,

Uromastix acanthinurus.

lizard-canary (liz'ard-ka-na"ri), n. A breed
of canary-birds having the top of the head
marked with a well-defined cap of clear gray
or yellow. The body feathers have dark cen-
ters, and are almost black at the tips ; they are
edged with the color of the cap and their over-
lapping gives the bird a spangled appearance.

lizard-catcher (liz'ard-kach"6r), n. One of
the larger American cuckoos, Saurothera domi-
nicensis, found in Hayti : a near relative of the
rain-bird, of Cuba, S. vetula.

L. J.; pi. L. JJ. "An abbreviation of Zord
Justice.

L. L, An abbreviation of limiting Umen.

LL„ L. L., L. Lat. Abbreviations (a) of Late
Latin ; (6) of Law Latin; (c) of Low Latin.

L. L. A. An abbreviation of Lady lAterate in
Arts. See the extract.

The St. Andrews diploma of L. L. 4.— which means
'lady literate in arts' !

— has been given this year on ex-
amination to 101 candidates. Science, Aug. 9, 1904, p. 256.

Uama-t'will (la'ma-twil), n. A three-harness
twill. Also called drilling-, regatta-, jean-,
jeanette- (etc.) twill.

Llanberis (thlan-ber'is), n. [W., a local name.]
In geol., the lowest sedimentary division of
the Lower Cambrian in Wales. It rests on
volcanic rocks.

Uancliaina (lyan-cha'ma), n. [Native name.]
On the upper waters of the Marauon river in
Peru, Couratari Tauari, a forest-tree belong-
ing to the family Lecyt^idacese, widely spread
in tropical South America. It yields an excellent
bast-fiber, and the inner bark is used by the Indians for
blankets, sleeping-mate, and clothing, after having been
prepared by soaking, washing, and pounding, somewhat
in the same manner as tapa is prepared from the bark of
the paper-mulberry by the Polynesians. Articles of
clothing and ornament made of llanchama bark exhibited
at the World's Columbian Exhibition, are now in the col-
lection of the United States National Museum. Also
called tahuari and tau^Lri.

Llanvirn (thlan-vem'), n. [W., a local name.]
In geol., a term introduced by Hicks to include
certain Lower Siluric strata in Wales, which
comprise the upper part of the Arenig and
the lower part of the Llandeilo, about 2,000
feet in all.

Lib. An abbreviation of the Latin librse,

pounds.

lleren (lya-ran'), n. [Native name.] In Porto
Rico, Calathea allouia, a plant about three
feet high, belonging to the Marantaceee. It

bears numerous crisp, egg-shaped, edible
tubers ha'ving an agreeable nutty flavor. Also
written leren.

L. L. I. An abbreviation of Lord Lieutenant

of Ireland.



LL.M.
LL. M. An abbreviation of the Latin Legum
Magister, Master of Laws.

IilOya'S numbers. Same as ^Lloyd's numerals.—
Lloyd's numerals, in sHp-huilding, numbers used in
determining the scantlings of all parte of a merchant ship
of any given size and type according to Uoyd's rules (see
^Lloyd's rules). Thefirst, transverse, ov/raming numeral
ia the number obtained by adding together the depth,
half-breadth, and half-^irtli of the vessel measured in
feet; by entering the tables in the rules with ttiis num-
ber, the sizes of all transverse parts such as frames, floors,

and bulkheads may be found. The second, loiigitudinal,
or plating numeral is the product of the first numeral
by the length of the vessel in feet ; this number is used
in a similar manner to determine tlie sizes of longitudinal
parts such as outside plating, keel, keelsons, etc. Also
called Lloyd's numbers.—JAoyd'a Rules, a book issued
by Lloyd's Register containing detailed rules and regula-
tions for the building and classification of merchant ves-
sels. In this book the sizes of all parts of Uie various
types of vessels are specified in detail and requirements
as to the qualities of material used and methods of in-

spection and classification are given. Separate sets of
rules are published for iron vessels, for steel vessels, for
wooden vessels, and for yachts.

llucllU (lyo'cho), n. [Aymard,.] See *chuUu.

L. M. An abbreviation (a) of licentiate in

Medicine ; (6) of Licentiate in Midwifery ; (c)

[Gap.'\ of long meter.

load^, n. 8. In elect, the output of a genera-
tor, motor, or power-station. The load of a direct-
current generator depends upon the ohmic resistance of
the receiving circuit and is measured in watts, kilowatts,
horse-power, or any convenient unit of activity or power.
If the electromotive force of the generator is E and the
current in the line is I, the product EI gives the load in
watts. If there be any source of counter-electromotive
force in the circuit, the electromotive force used in over-
coming resistance, E', is less than E and the load is E' I.

Ill the case of a direct-current motor the load, w, or use-
ful output, is given by the equation

w = 27rnT,

where T is the effective torque and n is the speed of the
motor. The load of such a motor varies with the current
supplied to it and is expressed by means of a load curve.
In uie case of a series-motor on a constant-potential cir-

cuit the load carve has the form shown in Fig. 1. It rises

to a maximum for a
certain value of the
current and then
falls gradually to
zero as the current
is further increased.
Such a curve is

sometimes called
the load characteris-
tic. The term UacL
curve is also applied
to any curve indicat-

Load Curve of a Series-niotor.

ing the load of a machine, as a function of i\& speed, elec-

tromotive force, field excitatidh, or of any factor upon
which in operation it may depend. In the case of an
alternating-current machine, as a generator or trans-
former, the energy consumed in the receiving circuit,

which measures the load of the machine, depends on the
impedance of the circuit, the difference of phase between
the electromotive force and current, and the wave form.
We have therefore to distinguish, in such cases, between
the iTiductive load of a circuit having inductance as well
as resistance and the non-indv£tive load of a circuit

whose impedance is solely that due to resistance. The
load of a power-station or lighting-station, which varies
with the time of day, is likewise represented by a load
curve. The maximum of this curve, which indicates the
time when the demand for power is greatest, is called the
peak of the load. The area inclosed by the curve affords

a measure of the total energy supplied from the station.



lobe-angle 741

^?ente?«\®i^t&n^^^'"-^'?^® ""^'^ *V^^ Lobulusappendicularis. S^ae &s *lobus floe-center ot a shaft occupied by a cam or by a culi.
lobe on a wheel attached to the shaft; the
angle through which the shaft turns while the
cam or lobe is acting.
lobelacrin (lo-be-lak'rin), «. lLohel(ia) +
aer{id) + -ij}2.] gaid to be the acrid lobelie-
acid salt of the alkaloid lobeline, contained in
Lobelia inflata.

Lobelia, ».- Bladder-pod lobeUa, the official lobe-
lia, mpuntmm ijyJatem.—Blue lobelia, Ravwnlmm
eiphiMicum. Also called great lobelia and blue cardi-
nal-flower.— CamonOa. lobelia, BoMia pvlchaia, a
low-spreading annual plant ot the Sacramento Valley,
Nevada, and Oregon, closely related to Rapuntiwm. It
has intensely azure-blue flowers with a large whitish or
yellow center.

lobelianin (lo-be'li-a-nin), n. [Lohelia
+ -in'^.'] A volatile'oil contained in con

+ -an
I commer-

cial lobelia from Indian tobacco, LobeUa in-
flata. It is crystalline and melts at 71° C.
lobelic (lo-be'lik), a. ILoheUa + -ic] Per-
taining to lobeline.— LobeUc acid, a colorless com-
pound, present in combination with lobeline in Indian
tobacco, Lobelia inflata. It forms non-volatile acicidar
crystals.

Lobites (lo-bi'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. %o06g, a lobe,
+ XSoQ, a rock.] A genus of ammonoid cepha-
lopods from the Alpine Trias, constituting
the family LoUUdie. it is an isolated group with a
phylogerontio construction of the living-chamber like the
Anarcestidse and sutures like the Prolecanitidae ; with
entire saddles, but bifid lateral lobes in the young.

loblolly-wood (lob'lol-i-wud), re. See *guaraS.
lobola (lo'bo-la)^ n. [Zulu?] A present, usu-
ally of cattle, given by the bridegroom to the
father of the bride^ as is customary among the
Zulus and other tnbes of South Africa ; also,
the custom itself. Bep. Brit. As^n Advance-
ment of Sci., 1900, p. 905.

lobous (16'bus), a. Same as lobose.

lobscouser (lob'skou-sfer), n. One who eats
lobscouse ; a sailor.

lobster^, n. 6. A dull fellow, who is easily im-
posed upon; an irritating blockhead; a foolish
bore ; a chump : a vague term for contempt.
[Slang.]—UnboUed lobster, in England, a policeman, i_._i,-i„ „
so called from his blue coat : in distinction from a boiled '"''••Uuyi '}•

loco

lochoperitonitis (16*ko-per-i-t6-ni'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. Mxoc, childbirth, + llLi. peritoni-
lobus, ».—LoM Inferlores, small lobes or diverticula *>«•] Puerperal peritonitis.
in the brain of fishes, which arise from the floor of the InpTinnTra Cln Irn Tii'rn\ r> TNT, < d-r TiAvnr
mesencephalon and lie just behind the infundibulum. ^°?M??y^?' l'0-^?-Pi /a;, «. U^^-. ^ >?r. Mxog,

in flshes the so-called ioMmfeWor.«anne»rh«hin^th„
cl'il<"'irth, + nvp{eTig), fever.] Puerperal
tever.

lochus (16'kus), n.; pi. lochi (-ki). [NL., also
lochos; < Gr. Mxoc, a company of men, an
ambush.] In Gr. antiq., a body of infantry;
in Sparta, one of the larger divisions in which
able-bodied men capable of bearing arms were
grouped.

locfci, m. 10. A receiver of stolen goods; also,
the house in which such a 'fence' receives
stolen goods. [Thieves' slang.]— 11. Atrans-
position or duplication of pages on the printed
sheet of a book—BuUders'loOk, the general name
of acla£B of house- and store-locks.—Chubb lock, a lock
of a special type made by an English inventor of that
name.— Cnvelier lock, a lock for safety-lamps, consist-
ing of a curved tubular catch which can be opened by
hydraulic pressure which expands the tube and springs it

open.—Duplex look, a lock of the cylinder type, having
two keyways and requiring two keys to open it, one of
which is a master-key opening all of a series, and the
other is adapted to its particular lock and no other. See
*guard-lock, 2.— Magnetic lock, in mining, a lock for
safety-lamps which can only be opened by the application
of a powerful magnet.— Pasqull lock, a roll-top desk
lock having two long bolts that engage the sides of the
desk, the lock itself being in the. center of the roll-top,
at the middle of the desk.—Vacuum lock, a locking
device operated by a vacuum ; a device for utilizing the
pressure of the atmosphere to hold a movable piece in
position.

In flshes the so-called lobi inferiores appear behind the
infundibulum. Buok, Medical Handbook, II., 271.

Lobns anticns, the anterior azygons lobe of the cerebel-
lum. Tram. LinneanSoc. London,Zool., Jan., 1899, p. 303.
—Lobns fioccnll, a lateral appendage of the cerebellum
in mammals supposed to correspoid with the flocculus
in the human brain. Also known as lobidiLS appendicu-
laris. Trans. Linnean Soc. London, Zool., Jan., 1899, p.
362.—LobUB posticus, the posterior azygous lobe of the
cerebellum. Trans. JUnnean Soe. London, Zool., Jan.,
1899, p. 365.— Lobns pyrifonnis. (a) The base of the
hemisphere of the mammalian brain, which is of a pyri-
form shape, broadest at the posterior end and tapering to
the olfactory bnlb. By some the term is restricted to the
posterior area which has been variouslyknown as natiform
eminence and hippocampal lobule. (6) A small elevation
near the middle of the inferior verraifonn process of the
cerebellum, between the biventral lobes.—LobUS pyrl-
formls anticus, the tapering portion of the pynform
lobe anterior to the vallecula S;^vii.— LobuS psrrlfoimls
posticus, the expanded portion of the pyriform lobe pos-
terior to the vallecula Sylvii. Also known as natijorm
eminence, hippocwmpal lobule.

local. I. a— Complex, simple local sign, local
deattt, local express, local stamp. See irsign,*death,
*express, irstamp.

II. n. 3. A local train ; an accommodation
train which stops at all stations.—4. A local
examination : as, the university locals.

local (16'kal), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. looaled, lo-

ca(teti,_ppr. healing, tocalUng. llocal, o.] In

lobster, or red-coated British soldier. See def. 5. [Slang.]

lobster^ (lob'stfer), «. [ZoJl, v., + -ster; in hu-
morous allusion to lobster''-, re., 5 or 6.] In
cricket, a bowler of lobs or underhand balls.
See lobh 8.

lobster-basket (lob'ster-bas"ket), re. A bas-
ket-trap for catching lobsters.

lobster-boat (lob'ster-bot), re. A boat used in
lobster-fishing.

The lobster boats may be conveniently divided into two
classes ; first, the smaller boats, with or without sails, . . .

used by the fishermen in tending their pots, and, sec-
ondly, the smacks acting as carriers to the different mar-
kets. Fisheries of the U. S., Sec. 6, II. 669.

Scots lull) : (a) To apportion (an increase of lock^, re.— In the look, with the tufts unopened, as

the stipend of a minister of the established ' ' """ "'" "" '"" ""'-'- '—
'- - '—

'- -' "-'-

church) among the different heritors or land-
holders. Jamieson. (6) To lay the charge of
such a stipend on or upon (a landholder or his
•laud). N. E. D.

localist (16'«kal-ist), n. llocal + -ist.2 One who
has much regard for local conditions ; on e who
studies what is local, or is inclined to treat
things from a local viewpoint; specifically, in
med., one who regards every disease as having
a local origin.

5. In phytogeog., the approximate
geographic position of an individual specimen
less definite than stoMore. F. V. Coville Bnmp
of locality, a phrase borrowed humorously from phren-
ology, to denote the power of finding one's way easily
and certainly amid novel surroundings : as, I have ab-
solutely no bum^ of locality.— Sense Of locality, (a)
In general, the power of imding one's way easily and
certainly amid novel surroundings, as in a city visited
for the first time, (b) In psychol., a phrase loosely formed
on the analogy of 'sense of space,' 'sense of time,' etc.,
to denote the power of cutaneous localization, that is, of
referring a cutaneous stimulus to the area of the skin ix)

which it is applied.—Type locality, in zool., the place
where an animal which was described as a new species
was taken; the locality where a type specimen was
obtained.

lobster-caterpillar (lob'st^r-kaffer-pil-ar), re.

The larva of the lobster-moth.
lobster-crab (lob'ster-krab), re. A porcelain-
crab.

wool. Also in the fleece.—Vai&te lock, a lock of hair
over the frantal fontanelle, tied up firmly by negroes of
the Southern States in cases of sore throat, because it is

believed to draw up the palate and thus to give more
breathing-space.

lock-bedder (lok'bed''6r), re. A machine or
tool for making a recess 'in a gun-stock for the
lock and tangs.

lock-culvert (lok'kul"v6rt), n. A culvert or
conduit below the floor of a hydraulic lock,
connecting the lock-chamber with the sections
of the canal or basin both above and below
the lock. The flow of water to or from the
lock-chamber is regulated by two wickets
placed in the culvert, one on each side of the
outlet or connection from the culvert to the
lock-chamber.
lock-gate, re. There are various forms of lock-gates,
the more common of which are the miter gate and the slid-
ing gate. In the former, the gate at each end of the lock
is composed ot two leaves, each turning about a vertical
axis at the side wall of the lock, when open standing par-
allel with the side wall, and when closed abutting together
at an obtuse angle, the surface of contact between the
two gates forming a miter. A sliding lock-gate is one
which, when the lock is to be opened, slides horizontally
into a recess in the masonry.

locking (lok'ing), re. A split pin. Barrow-
man, Glossary.

locking-bar (lok'ing-bar), re. 1. A bar or rod
used to lock a door or mechanism.— 3. Inrail-
roacUng, same as *detector-bar.

locking-bolt (lok'ing-bolt), re. Same as *loclc-

fi;

Canis latrans Say [Coyote]. Type locality.—Vicinity
of Council Bluffs, Pottawattamie County, Iowa.

Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist, Dec, 1901, p. 20a

localization, re— Germinal localization. See *ger-
Tnijial.

lobster-flower (lob'ster-flou''''6r), n. The localize, v. t—Localized capacity, electrostatic

Christmas flower, or flor de Pascua, of Mexico g?;'?^!^^f^rcSnfeil'Tdisih^^^^^ '.ociing-pin (lok'ing-pin), re. A pin that locks
and Central America, Poinsettia pulcherrima : ZCt^S\t^^SyoiZkfi,o^^u^-j]^S:^l Z- °yf P^eoe of a mechanism to another; spe-
so called on account of its conspicuous bright dnctance, inductance introduced into an electric circuit cifically, naut., a pin used to lock the forward
floral bracts. See Poinsettia, 2. by means ot properly wound coils, as distinguished from rudder of a double-ended ferry-boat in a line

lobsterling (lob'stfer-ling), re. [lobster -I-
the distributed inductance of the circuit itseU. with the keel. Also locMng-bolt.

-Ung^.-\ A young, undeveloped lobster at locate, «. I. trans. 3. hi the Meth. Ch., to lockless (lok'les), a. " "'

about the fifth molt, at which time it more appomt to a fixed charge or station. a lock or locks.
II. ireirares. 2. In the Jlfeife. Cfe., to settle as lock-lug (lock'lug), re. The raised portion on

a permanent preacher; cease to be itinerant, the upper surface of a gun to which the lock is
location, n. 6. An intuitive perception of dis- secured,
tance and direction. lock-net (lok'net), re. A large cylindrical hoop-

These birds [penguins] must have a wonderful power of Mt used to eatch crawfish.
location, as the male dived when about 60O yards from lock-SCat (lok'set), re. 1. The excavation pit
the vessel, reappearing close by the floe where his mate or foundation for a hydraulic lock.— 2 The
was seated, -the intervenmg space bemg covered with ice- ^ - • -"^ - -

<«. j-uo

floes. Geog. Jour. (ft. G. S.), XVI. S82.

[Jocfci + -less.'] Without

-aP-.']

nearly resembles the adult in shape and habits
than at earlier stages.

After one failure 5,000 larvae were successfully hatched

;

but of these, despite every care, vei-y tew attained the
"lobsterling" stage. Nature, Jan. 12, 1905, p. 255.

lobster-net (lob'st&r-net), re. 1. A hoop-net
for catching lobsters.— 2. A lobster-pot of

netting supported upon a framework of

hoops.
J ,, . , .. .-,s „ « „„„„•„„ „* locational (16-ka'shon-al), a. [location +

lobster-toad (lob'ster-tod), re. A species of
?)f ^^ pertaining to'loSation; locative.

lobule, re. 3. A terminal bronchus, with the locative,.a. 3, Serving to indicate the location

air-ceils, vessels, and nerves related to it.-3. »* aiiythmg
:
as, a locative object m the neigh-

lnbot.,sameas*disoulus—Hlppocampal lobule.
,"°''°" .... r/^ ^ , ., , ,

See*ioii«Si?j/n^i)r7»i«.— Petrosal lobule, the floccular lochage (lok'aj), re. [(xr. Ax>xay6i, Mxnyii, <
appendage of the cerebellum; the flocculus. Trans. Lin- Mxo(, loohus, + ayetv, lead.] In Gr. antiq.,
man Soe. London, Zool., Feb., 1903, p. 333. ^-^^ commander of a lochus. See *lochus.

lobulet. lobulette (lob ii-let, lob-u-let ), n. , ,. , . ,,.,., . . _,.. ... _,„ . .,

[Muh'+^m-eh AA ultimate -bronchial lochiorrhagia (lo"ki-o-ra']i-a), n [NL < Gr

twig, with the air-ceUs in relation with it. ^;tr«', lochia, + -W'<r,<Aw,n;,;a<, break, burst.]

Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 580,
An excessive lochial flow.

lobulization (lob''''u-li-za'shon), re.

-ise + -ation."] Same as lobulation.

lobulose (lob'u-los), a. [lobule + -ose.] Hav-
ing lobules.

lobulons (lob'u-lus), a. [lobule + -(MM.] Same
as *lobulose.

[lobule + lochioschesis (16-ki-os'ke-sis), re. [NL., <

general location or place intended or suitable
for a hydraulic lock. Also lock-site.

lock-site (lok'sit), re. Same as '^'lock-seat, 2.

lock-turbine (lok ' ter « bin), re. A hydraulic
turbine placed in or near the walls of a hy-
draulic look, driven by water flowing from the
upper to the lower level of the basin, used
for the purpose of furnishing power with
which to operate the wickets and gates of a
lock and to draw boats into or out of a lock.
lock-wicket (lok'wik'et), re. A wicket, gate,
or valve placed in a lock-gate or in a lock-
culvert, for the purpose of regulating the flow
of water into or out of a hydraulic look.

GrAteriochrT;Zf iefen i^^^
l"*'"''"- ^- " Derivedfr5m loco-weed,

trr./'0;r'«, ipoma, -t- ax^oii, retention, j Arrest ajj^ a compound isolated from loco-weed. t/> wi
of the lochial flow.

lochometritis (16''''ko-me-tri'tis), re. [NL., <

Gr. /i<i;i;of, childbirth^ + lifirpa, uterus, + -ife.]

Metritis following childbirtb.

acid, a compound isolated from loco-weed, to which the
poisonous properties of the plant are attributed.

loco^, r. *. Hence— 2. Tomake crazy or in any
way eccentric : as, he 's plumb locoed. [Slane
western U. S.]

^'



loco

loco^ (lo'ko), n. An abbreviated form of loco-
moUve. [Little used in the United States.]

Locofocoism (lo-ko-fo'ko-izm), n. llocofoeo +
-ism.'i The principles of the Loeofoco party.
locoism _(16'ko-izm), n. A disease of cattle in
the semi-arid" region of the western United
States, due to eating certain weeds known as
loco-weeds, and characterized by peculiar
nervous symptoms which are followed by
paralysis, emaciation, and finally death.

locomarine (16"ko-ma-ren'), a. lloco(motive)
+ marine.'] Of a locomotive type, but used
in a ship : as, a locomarine boiler.

locomobile (lo-ko-mo'bil), a. and n. [L. lo-

eus, place, -I- molklis, movable.] I. a. Having
the power to change its place by its own
motor, or without the aid of power or appara-
tus outside of itself.

H, n. A commercial name for a form oC
motor-ear.
locomobility (16"k6-mo-bil'i-ti), n. \locomo-
hile + -ity.'] The cliaracter of being locomo-
bile ; the capacity or power to move from one
place to another.
locomote (lo'ko-mdt), V. i.

;
pret. and pp. lo-

comoted, ppr. locomoUng. [A back-formation
trom locomotor.'] 1. To move from one place
to another. [Humorous.]— 2. In iiol., to
effect a change of place : as, a medusa which
locomotes toward the light.

locomotility (16"ko-nio-tiri-ti), n. [L. locus,

place, -I- E. moUUiy.] ' Same as locomotmity.

locomotive, I. a.— Locomotive chair. See -kchair.

—Locomotive crane. See raUway-crane (b), under
*crane2.— Locomotlve-rod borlng-macblne. See
•kboring-machine.

II. n.—Camel-back locomotive. Sameaa-trmmel-
back, 2.—Fairlle locomotive, a double-endedlocomotire
having four cylinders, two boilers with a double flre-box

^tween them, and, a Bwivelin; arranzement for the
trucks to allow it to run around curves : designed for use
on narrow-gage roads where high tractive power is called
for with small diameter of boiler.—Fomey locomo-
tive, a locomotive in which the tank and coal-bunker are
carried on an extension of the engine-frame, back of the
flre-box, supported by a swiveline-truck. These locomo-
tives were used in suburban traffic and on the elevated
railways in New York city before the introduction of
electricity.—Mason locomotive. Same as dovble-
truek tank-locomotive (which see, under locomotive).—
Rack-rail locomotive, a locomotive for use on a rack-
raUroad ; onTe having a pinion, driven by engines, to

engage with a stationary rack on the road-bed instead
of depending on the adhesion of smooth wheels to rails :

used on roads which have excessive grades, as on moun-
tain ascents.— Single-driver locomotive, one having
only one pair of driving-wheels, and intended for high
speed with low tractive power. It avoids the use of side-

or coupling-rods.— Strong locomotive, a locomotive
(named for its inventor), which had gridiron slide-valves,

separate exhaust- and steam-valves, and a valve-gear by
which it could be run either forward or backward, with
only one eccentric for each side. It also had a cylindrical

flre-box, arranged to form a twin furnace, corrugated to
resist collapse, and with a combustion-chamber to secure
complete combustion before the gases entered the tubes.

locomotive-balance, n. 2. A weight placed in
the driving-wheel of a locomotive to balance,

as much as possible, the inertia of the recip-

rocating parts.

locomutation (lo'ko-mu-ta'shon), n. [L. locus,

place,+ mutatio(n-), change.] Change ofplace

;

moving from place to place. [Nonce-word.]

I should be glad to speculate also on the effect of the

tendency of population towards great cities ; no new
thing, but intensified as never before by increased and
increasing ease of locomutation.

Lowelly Latest Lit Essays and Addresses, p. 184.

locor (16'kqr), n. [L. loc(us), place, -I- E.

(vect)or.] K vector whichhas definite position,

but does not indicate rotation or any rotative

function.

In the review of Prof. Henrici's "Vectors and Rotors"

in NATURE of October 29 (p. 617), it was mentioned that

Prof. A. Lodge had suggested the use of the word "locor"

to indicate a vector which has definite position, but does
not indicate rotation or any rotative function. Prof. R.

H. Smith writes to say that the word "locor" is used in

this way throughout his book " Graphics," published by
Messrs. Longmans in 1888, "rotor" being used for rota-

tive quantities. Nature, Nov. 19, 1903, p. 64.

locoto (lo-ko'to), TO. [Sp. corruption of Ay-
inard loeoti, Quiohna roccoto, erroneously de»

scribed by Tschudi as green pepper.] A
variety of the ajl or red pepper, botanicaUy
known as Capsicum pubescwis (Raimondi),

growing in the warmer valleys of Peru and
Bolivia. It is plum-shaped and has but one
large seed.

loculamentous (lok'''u-la-men'tus), a. Full of

loculaments, or little cells.

lOCIilUS, K. 1, In zoiil. : (c) Same as *air-cAom-
ber, 4.

locum (16'kum), TO. llocum(-tenens).] 1. A
locum-tenens (in medical practice). The Laiv-
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cet, June 6, 1903 (advt.).— 2. The temporary
place occupied by a looum-tenens. The Lancet,

June 6, 1903 (advt.).

locum-tenent (16'kmn-te'nent), m. Same as

locum tenens (vsrhich see).

I met with a serious accident ... in consequence of

which I had to engage a locuTn-tenent, as I was obliged to

leave home for a complete rest
Lancet, Aug. 19, 1899, p. 647.

locupletativet (lok-u-ple'ta-tiv), a. [L. locu-

pletatus, pp. of locupletare, make rich, < locuples,

rich : see *locuplete.] Tending to make rich.

locupletet (lok'u-plet), a. [L. locuples (-plet-),

rich in lands, rich, opulent, < locus, a place, 4-

/pte- in*plere,t.ll,plenus,tvM.] Rich; wealthy;
well stored. Blount.

locus'-, TO. 6. The words and figures, in the
signature to a quotation or in a reference to a
passage, which designate the particular place
or division of the work (book, chapter, page,
section, verse, line, etc.) where the passage in
question occurs. The locus properly follows
the title of the work or piece cited, and the
title follows the name of the author.— 7. In
geom., the place of all the points, and of only
those points, which satisfy a given condition.

All points in a plane which satisfy a single geometric
condition make up often a single straight or a single
circle, in rare cases more than one. Neglecting these rare
cases, we may call such straight or circle the locus (place)
of the points satisfying the given condition.

6. S. Bttlsted, Rational Geometry, p. 269.

Cusp-locus. Same as cuspidal locus.— Lexell*B ?Ocns.
Same as LexeWs-kcircle.—Locus communis, a con mon-
place.

locus^ (16'kus), V. t.
;

pret. and pp. locfused or
locussed, ppr. locusing or locussing. [Appar.
adapted from locoi, v., associated with hoou^
v.] To stupefy with drink.—To locus away, to
carry off while stupefied. l.Slang.1 <

locus'^ (16'kus), TO. [See *locus^, v.] Some-
thing which stupefies, as liquor. [Slang.]

locust^, TO.—American locust, Schistocerca amsri-
cana, one of the largest of the long-winged American

Lodge
Afelanophisfemur-rubrum. See red-thighed locust, under
locusfi-.— Sprinkled locust, Chloealtis conspersa.—
Two-Striped locust, Melanoplue bivittatus.

locustt^, n Locust leaf-beetle. See *leaf-beetle.—

Locust saw-fly. See •8aw-/!y.—Elver-locust, Amor-
pha fruticosa, a North Amencan leguminous shrub with
spike-like racemes of violet-purple flowers. Better known
as bastard or false indigo.— Sweet lOCUst, thom-
locnst, the honey-locust

locustal (lo-kus'tal), a. Of or pertaining .to

locusts.

locust-beetle (lo'kust-be'^tl), to. An American
cerambycid beetle, Cyllene robinise, whose
larva bores in the trunks and branches of lo-

cust-trees.

locust-bird, to. 2. In South Africa, applied to

several very difierent birds, speciflcafly to one
of the graokles, Creatophora carunculata.—
Oreat locust-bird, the stork, Ciconia alba.- Little 10-

cnst-bird, Glareola nordmanni, a pratincole, or member

American Locust {Schisteeerca americana). Reduced.

grasshoppers, allied to several of the most destructive
migratory locusts in other parts of the world.—Cali-
fornia devastating locust, a western American acri-

. California DeTastatingr Locust.
(.Melanoplus tUvastatar'i.

diid, Mela/noplus devastator, which frequently does
great damage to grasses and grains in California.

—

Carolina locust, an American acridiid, Dissosteira
Carolina, of wide distribution, rust-brown in color,

found commonly along dusty country roads in August.
—(near-winged locust, CarrmulapeHucida.—Clouded
locust^ an American acridiid, Encoptolophus sordidus,
dirty brown in color and occurrm^ abundantly in

Sastures in the eastern United States in the autumn.

—

lifferentlal locust, a common North American grass-

hopper, Mela/noplus differentialis, chiefiy notable from tho

DifTerential Locust {.Melanoptus dijffirentiatis^.

(Sanderson, U. 3. D. A.)

great damage it occasionally does to cotton-plants in cer-

uiin of the southern United States.—Dog-Uay lOCOSt,
an American cicadid insect, Tibicen pruinosa. Also
called ha/mest-Jly and ij/rmutn.-Dudley lOCUSt, a local

name in England for the Dudley tiilobite (which see,

under triMnte).—Qreen-faced locust, an American
acridiid grasshopperor locust, Chortophagaviridifasciafa,
common in me^ows and pasture-lands in many of the

United States.—Hooded lOCUSt, a curious locustid of

^e genus Typhoptera, inhabiting the Malay Peninsula,
which has a bladder-like membrane between head and
thorax, which when alarmed it can throw out into ahood-
like organ over the head.—Leather-COlored lOCUSt,
Schistocerca alvtacea.—Lesser migratory locust, an
American acridiid, Melaru^us atlanis, occasionally in-

jurious to crops, especially in a restrictedTegion in south-

em New Hampshire.—Migratory lOCOBt. See Bocky
MourOain locust, under locust^.—Red-lQgged lOCUSt,

Littl^ Locust-bird (Giareola nerdmanni).

or tne ploverlamUy, wnich has something cue appearance
of a long-legged swallow.

locustid (lo-kus'tid), n. and a. I. to. A mem-
ber of the orthopterous family Locustidee.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the famify ZocusUdse.
locust-lobster (lo'kust-lob'stfer), n. A crus-
tacean belonging to the family Scyllaridx.

locust-mite (lo'kust-mit), to. a red mite, Trom-
Indium locustarum, which destroys grasshopper
eggs in the United States.

locust-moth (lo'kust-mdth), to. An American
tineid moth, Depressaria roTnnieUa, whose
small, green, black-headed larva defoliates
locust-trees in June.

locust-tree, «. 2. In New Zealand. Sophora
tetraptera. See *kowhai African locust-tree,
Parkia A/ricana. Also called nitta-tree. See Parkia.

locutory, TO. II. a. Pertaining to or producing
speech.

lode^, TO—Comstock lode, a very noted mineral lode
formerly worked on a large scale at Virginia City, Ne-
vada. It is a great fissure-vein, four miles long, tlm>ugh
igneous rocks of Tertiary age, on the western flank of
Mount Davidson. This lode has produced more than
$326,000,000 in gold and silver.—Uve lode, a lode con-
taining ore which it is profitable to work.— Peachy
lode, a lode which has a bluish-green color that, in some
lights, presents a deep pink color.— Right-running
lode, a lode which runs parallel, or nearly so, to the axis
of elevation of the district.

lode-Ught (lod'lit), TO. See the extract.
Appearances of flame above mineral veins are said to

have been seen, and at all events are sufficiently well es-
tablished to have received a special name 'lode lights' in
ComwaU. C. Le N. Foster, Ore and Stone Mining, p. 107.

lode-mining (16d'mi"ning), TO. The taking out
of ore which occurs in lodes or veins.

lodge, TO. 8. In Cambridge, England, the resi-
dence of the head of a college.—9. In mining,
a cabin at the pit-head for workmen. Bar-
rowman. Glossary—Cavate lodge, a dwelling cut
out of soft rock. Such dwellings are found, lor instance,
in the canons of the southwestern United States. See
itcavate.

Cavate lodges comprise a type of structures closely re-
lated to cliff houses and cave dwellings. The term is
a comparatively new one, and the structures themselves
are not widely known. They differ from the cliff houses
and cave dwellings principally in the fact that the rooms
are hollowed out of cliflfi and hills by hfinian agency,
being cut out of soft rock, while the former habi^ions
are simple, ordinary structures built for various reasons
within a cove or on a bench in the cliffs or within a cave.
The difference is principally if not wholly the result of a
different physical environment, i. e., cavate lodges and
cave dwellings are only different phases of the same
thing ; but for the present at least, the name will be used
and the cavate lodges will be treated as a separate class.

Smithsoniam Sep., 1892, p. 217.

lodge-moraine (loj 'mo-ran"), n. 8ee*moraine.
lodge-pole (loj'pol), to. A pole used in the
framework of a lodge.
Lodge wave. See *'wovei.
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lodging-money (loj'ing-mun'i), n. In the
Britisn service, a money allowance in lieu of
quarters. Called commutation of quarters in
the United States.

lodgment, n. 5. In mmmg, same as lodge, 7.
[Scotch.]

lodgment-level (loj'ment-leVel), n. Same
as ''lodgement, 5, and loclge, 7.

lodhranite, lodranite (lod'ra-nit), n. [Forma-
tion not ascertained.] A "type of meteoric
stone or aerolite. See *meteorite.

lodja (16d-ya'), n. [Also lodia, ladia (see
^ladia); < Euss. lodayd, lodiyd, also lamyd,
ladiyd, = Pol. lodgia (barred Q = Bohem. loai
= Serv. ladya = Bulg. ladya = OBulg. ladiya,
aludiya = Lith. eldvya, aW/ya, a ship.] A
Russian boat, long, flat-bottomed, and pro-
pelled by oars, but in some forms provided
with a deck and a mast.
Thursday at 6 of the clocke in the morning there came

ahoord of us one of the Russe Lodiaes, rowing with
twentie oares, and there were foure and twentie men in
her. Steven Burrowe, in Hakluyt, Voyages, I. 276..

loess, n—Remodlfled loess, loess which has been re-
deposited alter its first foimation.

All that we know of the loess and its fossils compels us
to include this accumulation as a product of the Pleisto-
cene period. It is not of post-glacial age, even much of
what one may call the "remodijied loess" being of Late
Glacial or Pleistocene age.

Smithsonian Sep., 1890, p. 227.

loessial (Ifes'i-al), a. [loess + -ial.'] In geol.,

belonging to or derived from loess.

loessic (16s'ik), a. [loess + -ic] Same as
Moessial.

loeweite (16've-it), n. [G. Idweit (ISil), named
after A. Loeioe of the Austrian mint.] A
hydrated sulphate of magnesium and sodium,
found at the Ischl salt-mine, Austria.

loewigite (16'vig-it), n. [G. lowigit (1861),
named after K. J. Loemg, who fiisi; analyzed
it.] A hydrated sulphate of aluminium and
potassium, occurring in straw-yellow rounded
masses.

lofti, n. 5. (a) A pigeon-house. (&) The
flock of pigeons kept in it.

loft2 (16ft), V. t. [loft\ TO.] To lift ; in golf, to
play (the ball) into the air in making a stroke.
[Scotch.]

loft'-i (16ft), n. In golf: (a) The act of lofting.

(6) The stroke so made, (c) The degree of
slope from the vertical of the face of a club.

loft-dried (16ft'drid), a. A trade-term applied
to hand-made paper air-dried, usually in lofts

or rooms arranged for the purpose.
lofter (16f't6r), n. A lofting-iron.

lofting, ». 2. In mining, lagging or longitudinal
timber resting on caps to support the roof of

a working. [Eng.]

lofting-iron (16f'ting-i"6rn), n. In golf, a form
of club used in lofting a ball. See cut under
golf-club.

logs n. 8. pi. A jail (formerly built of logs).

[Slang, Australia.]

'Let's put him in the logs,' says Jim. 'My word I just

for a lark; turn for turn.' . . .

We pushed him into the farthest cell and locked both
doors. . . . The lock-up, like most bush ones, was built

of heavy logs.

£olf Boldrewood, Robbery under Arms, xxv.

In the log, before cutting into planks or boards ; unhewn.

One connected with lumbering operations at Bangor
told me that the largest pine . . . was worth ninety

dollars vn the log. Thoreau, Maine Woods, p. 148.

Prize logs, in lumbering, logs which come to the sorting-

jack without marks denoting ownership.—TO Stock logs,
to deliver logs from the stump to the mill or railroad.

log^, n. 1. The taffirail-log has three main parts,

namely, the register or dial, the rotator or propeller, and

Taffrail-iog.

the braided line. The rotator is towed astern, and owing

to the pitch of its blades it revolves as the vessel moves

ahead. These revolutions turn the line which connects

with the horizontal bar of the register, which in tm'n

revolves a series of cog-wheels, and these move the hands

in the respective circles on the (ace of the register, on
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the principle of the gas-meter. Some registeis are pro-
vided with two, and some with three Imnds. In the
latter case the first hand marks quarters, each division
representing one quarter of a mile, or two furlongs ; the
second marks even miles, recording as high as ten miles

;

and the third marks ten-mile divisions and is graduated
to one hundred miles. When the century point is reached,
the three hands all indicate zero. Where the register
has only two hands, as shown in the engraving, one of
the hands marks either quarter-miles or tenths of a mile,
and the other hand marks single miles extending as high
as one hundred.

3, In tailoring, a document which fixes the
time to be credited to journeymen for making a
specified kind of garment, the men being paid
nominally by the hour. N. E. D. Also at-
tributive : as, a log shop Boat's log, an instru-
ment used in surveys for measuring the distance
run by a boat. It is a small copy of the taflrail-log em-
ployed generally at sea for recording the number of
miles logged by a vessel—Current-lOg. Same as ground-
log (which see, under logi).—Harpoon log, a distance-
recorder named from its peculiar shape, which resembles
that of a harpoon.— Patent log, one of a large variety of
patented instruments for recording the speed of and dis-
tance runby a vessel.—Spring log, a speed-measurer con-
structed on the prineiple of a common spring-scale, the
strain upon the spring mjMking the velocity of the
vessel through the water. ,- This log has a specially de-
signed chip which is towed astern by a fine silk cord,
the other end being hitched to the hook on the spring.—Submarine log. Same as svbmerged -klog.— Sub-
merged log, a log with a propeller and dial in one
length, both towed astern : it is necessary to haul in the
entire instrument when it is required to read the dis-
tance run.—Taffrail-log. See *log2, 1.

log2, v. t. 1. (&) Naut., to enter in a log-book
the name of a man, with his offense and the
penalty attached to it; hence, to fine.

logagrapbia (log-a-graf'i-a), n. Agraphia, or
loss of the power to express ideas in writing.

logan^ (lo'gan), n. [Algotkianpokologan, etc.

:

see *pokelo'lcen.'] See *pokeloken.
Began : A word very much used by guides and others

who go into the 14'ew Brunswick woods is bogan— a still

creek or bay branching from a stream — exacwr the 8am<>
thmg the Indians call a pokologan—and 1 think the
former is a corruption of the latter word. Now curiously
enough, exactly the same thing is generally called in
Maine a logan—which must be another form of the same
word. These words are in good local use, and occur in
articles on sporting, etc.

Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, April-June, 1903, p. 128.

logan-apple (16'gan-ap''''l), n. A small Queens-
land tree of the nie family, Jambolifera add/ula,
bearing acid fruits.

loganberry (16'gan-ber*i), n. [Named for
Judge J. H. Logan, the originator.] A dew-
berry-like plant said to be a hybrid between
Buhus vitifoliMs (the dewberry of the Western
States) and B. Idseus (the European rasp-
berry). It originated in California in 1881. The fruit
is blackberry-like, very large, dark red in color, and
promises well as a garden fruit in some localities.

loganetin (16-ga-ne'tin), n. [logan(in) -I- -et

-I- -»»2.] A cleavage-product of the glucoside
loganin.

loganiaceous (lo-ga-ni-a'shius), a. Pertain-
ing to or having the characteristics of the
LoganiacesB.

loganin (16'gan-in), n. [Appar. < Logan, a
person's name (?), -H -i«2.] A colorless gluco-
side, C2BH34O1A, contaiued in the pulp which
embeds the seeds of Strychnos Nux-vomica. It

crystallizes in prisms and melts at 215° C.

loganite (16'gan-it), n. [Named after Sir Wil-
liam Logan (1798-1875), at one time director

of the Geological Survey of Canada.] An
altered amphibole from Calumet Palls, Quebec

:

akin to penninite in composition.

logaphasia (log-a-fa'zia), n. [NL., < Gr. UyoQ,
word, -I- NL. apfenm.] Loss, through brain-
disease, of the power to express ideas by
articulate speech.

logarithmetically (log" a-rith-met'i-kal-i),

adv. An erroneous form for logarithmically.

logarithmic, a. 2. Pertaining to the logarith-

mic cui-ve Logarithmic decrement, differentia-
tion, paper, etc. See -kdecrement, etc

II. n. A logarithmic curve.

Log-cabin china. Same as Columbian star

*china.

log-deck (log'dek), n. 1. In a sawmill, the

main fioor, where the logs arriving by the log-

slide are turned out of the slide by the flipper

and assembled ready for sawing, it consists of a

sloping floor down which the logs roll on rails to the log-

loader, which delivers them one at a time to tlie saw-car-

riage. See -ksaw-earriage. Hog-slide, -^flipper, 5, and
klog-loader.

2. The platform on a loading-jack.

loge^ (lozh), n. [F. : see lodge &niloggia.'\ 1.

A booth or stall.— 2. The French name for

a private box in a theater,_ used in English

with the French pronunciation.

Logger.

a, temporary base or bridge over
track ; i, hauling-boom ; c, loading-
boom ; ti, sluing-table ; e, hauling-
ropes ; y, lifting- and loading-block,
ropes and hook ; £', engine-house ; h.
guy-ropes. About 35 feet high.

log-haul

logeion (16-ei'on), ».; pi. logeia (-a). [Gr. Tujyeiov,

speaking-pTaoe (L. pulpitum), < Myo^, speak-

ing, speech.] The speaking-place or stage of
the ancient Greek theater.

-loger. The ending of some words which de-

note the person concerned with the indicated

science or subject ending in -logi/. It is equiva-

lent to -logue, which represents the origmal Greek noun,
or -logist, which is more used than either. It occurs first

in astrologer (which was probably formed from astrology

H- -erl, after astronomyer, astronomer, rather than directly

from L. aatrologus -I- E. -erl), chronologer, geologer, phiU
ologer (obsolescent), theologer. The suffix is no longer a

living formative, being superseded by -logist.

log-gatherer (log'gaTH'fer-er), n. A hauUng-
device for collecting logs into piles ready for

shipment.
logger^, n. 2. A machine for gathering freshly

cut logs and loading them upon railroad flat-

cars. It consists of

two derricks having ,
^.J[

A-frame booms, the ^—
larger and l^ler,

called the hauling-
boom, being fixed to

the machine, and the
smaller, called the
loading-boom, stand-
ing under it upon a
sluing-table. The
machine, with its two
engines, rests upon
a base which is as
long as a flat-car

and as wide as the
whole length of a
lailroad-tie. Placed
upon a flat-car, it can
be taken to tiie log-

ging-camp, where the
logs lie upon the
ground on each side
of the way anywhere
within a thousand
feet of the track. It
is then jacked up
ana me car lemoveo.
Guy-lines are run out
on each side of
the track to hold
the hauling-boom in
place, and lines are
run out on each side
and the logs are
hauled over the
groimd to the track,
ready to be lifted and
loaded ui>on flat-cars by the loading-boom, empty cars
being added to the train by running them under the
loader.

loggerhead, n. 4. (6) In the southern United
States, the common snapping-turtle, Chely-
dra serpentina.— 6. SpecificaUy—(6) in the
British West Indies, a name applied to two
large tyrant flycatchers, Pitangus caudifas-
ciatus, and Myiarchus crinitus.— 10. The
steamer-duck, Tachyeres cinereus, a flightless
water-fowl of the Falkland Islands and Straits
of Magellan.— 11. A lever or walking-beam
which connects the piston-rod of an engine to
the pump-plunger.— 12. A pewter inkstand,
circular and very heavy.
Pewter is now chiefly used for office mkstands and pub-

lic-house or other tankards. The inkstands of this large
collection are most varied, and include many of the pro-
totypes of the circular heavy inkstand, still used, and
known to many under the old name of "loggerheads."

Athenxum, Feb. 27, 1901, p. 280.

13. A large, heavy head, out of proportion to
the body.
Why, dear madam, did you not spare your especially?

said Mr. Greville. Come, Fenwick, let us retire and lay
our two loggerheads UigetheT, and live over again the paat
hour, and then hang ourselves.

Bichardson, Grandison, I. Letter iv.

logging-car (log'ing-Jjar), n. In car-building,

a car having two trucks which support an un-
derframe but no floor or car-body, it is used on
light- and standard-gage roads tor logs and lumber. An-
other type, for narrow-gage roads, consists of a truck
supporting a pivoted bridge for carrying long logs and
telegraph-poles, the load being supported between two
cars.

logging-wheels, (log'ing-hwelz), n. pi. A pair
of wheels, usually about 10 feet in diameter,
for transporting logs. Also called big-wheels,

katydid, and timber-wheels.

loggy (log'i), a. [Appar. %i + -y^; but per-
haps only a variant of logy.1 If. Of strong
growth; rank: said of a crop.— 2. Heavy;
stiff ; sluggish : said usually of movement.
They were beati however, by their oars, and by their

slow, loggy stroke, and by their cheekiness.
niui. London News, Aug., 1817, p. 142.

log-haul (log'hdl), n. Id. a sawmill, the con-
veyer used to lift logs from the water on which
they float into and through the mill to the saws.
It consists of a V-shaped spout or guideway open at the
bottom. In this slot travels an endless conveyer-chain. A
log floated into the open end of the conveyer is caneht by
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pointa on the chain and drawn upward in tbe apout until
it rests on tlie chain, when it slides along the spout until
it reaches the end of the conveyer ; there the chain turns
downward, leaving the log free to be rolled off sidewise
upon the rails, down which it rolls to the saw-carriage.
The capacity of a log-haul is about 1,800 logs in a day.

logia, n. Plural of *logion.

-logian. An ending oeeurring in theologian and
some laterwords that form nouns of agent go-
ingwith names of sciences in -logy. Examples
are theologian (the firgt of the type), geologian,
pMlologian, etc. See *-loger, *-logist.

logic, n.—Byzantine Logic, a name given to a develop-
ment of logic which Dr. Carl Prantl supposes to have
taken place in Constantinople, solely on the evidence of
one book which he supposes to be written in Byzantine
Greek, but which Professor E. A. Sophocles regarded as
plainly belonging to a later stage of the language. It is

loaded with Latinisms and appears to show plain marks
of the influence of Friscian. It was possibly written in
Italy after the fall of Constantinople. This work and the
Latin Summvlee Logimles of Petrus flispanus are iden-
tical ; one is a literal translation of the other.

Logical aggregate, sequence. See *aggre-
gate, 4, *sequence.
logie^ (lo'ji or -zhi), n. [D., < F. loge: see
lodge, m.] In British Guiana, a shed or hut
open at the sides.

logion (log'i-on), n. ; pi. logia (-a). [Gv. 7u6yiov,

a saying, < '^6yoc, a saying, a speech, a word

:

see Logos.'] A saying or maxim, as of a teacher,
handed down traditionally: speoifloally used
with reference to sayings attributed to Jesus.
Collections of such sayings are supposed to have existed
in the fli'st century. Fragments of such a collection,
ascribed to the third century or earlier, have been discov-
ered in Egypt
A great store of fragments of literary works, among

which occur the now well-known " Logia "or " Sayings of
Our Lord." Eneyc. Brit., XXXL 441.

-logist. An ending forming nouns of agent
used in connection with abstract nouns in

-logy. The formation is mainly English.

logistic. I. a. 4. In math. : (a) Logarithmic.
(o) Pertaining to a logarithmic curve logistic
language. See AJan^iia^ei.—Logistic nnmberst,
ratios or fractions.

H. n. 2. A logistic curve. See cut under
logistic.

log-jack (log'jak), n. Same as ^gangway, 4.

log-kicker (log']rik*er), n. In a sSwmill, an
appliance, operated by steam, for throwing
the logs out of the log-slide upon the log-deck.
It performs, in a different way, the same work
as the flipper.

log-loader (log'lo''d6r), ». In a sawmill, a
device, operatedby steam, placed at the bottom
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Of or relat- lokaetin (16'ka-e-tin), n. \lolca{in) + -et +logogriphic (log-6-grif'ik), a.

ing to logognphs.

logolatry (lo-gol'a-tri), n. [Gr. Uyog, word,
I- \aToda, worship.] A blindregard for words
or verbal truthfulness.

logolept (log'6-lept), n. [Gr. Uyoq, word, -I-

Tiiprrdg, taken.^ One who has a mania for using
words in extraordinary, strijdng senses. N.
Y. Independent, June 8, 1899 (quoted).

logology (lo-gol'o-ji), n. [Gr. Adyof, the Logos,
+ -h>yia, iUycLv, speak.] The doctrine of the
Logos.
logomach (log'o-mak), n. A logomachist.

logomachic (log-o-mak'ik), a. [logomach-y +
-tc] Characterized by logomacliy or verbal
fencing. Biometrika, April, 1903, p, 321.

logomachical (log-o-mak'i-kal), a. Same as
*logomachic.

logomachize (lo-gom'a-kiz), v. i.y pret. and
pp. logomachieed, pj^v.'logomaehizing. To en-
gage in verbal fencing or a war of words.

logomania, n. 2. A form of mental unsound-
ness characterized by excessive garrulity.

logomaniac (log-o-ma'ni-ak^, n. [Gr. Myog,
word, -I- E. maniac.'] One who is insanely
devoted to words rather than ideas.
The customs of those logo^maniacB or word-worshipers.

H. Oreen, Shakspeare and the Emblem Writers, p. 103.

logonenrosis (log'o-nu-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Adyof, word, -I- vevpov, nerve, + -osis.] A nerv-
ous disorder which impairs the enunciation of
words,

in'^.] A reddish-brown compound, CgHgOs,
prepared by the action of dilute acids on lo-

kain.

lokain (16'ka-in), n. [tofea(o) -1- -in^.] A gln-

ooside, C2sfl340i7, found in lokao, or Chinese
green, a lake prepared in China from the buck-
thorn, Bhamnus utilis and R. chlorophorus.

lokanic (lo-kan'ik), n. [loka{o)nic.] Noting
an aeid, a violet-black pulverulent crystalline

compound, C36H36O21, prepared by the action

of dilute aeid on'lokaonic acid. It assumes a,

bronze lusterwhen nibbed.
lokao (16-ka'o), n. [Chinese luh kao, green
dye wafers prepared in the province of Che-
kiang: luh, green; kao,ta.t, grease, ointment.]
A green dyestuff of Chinese origin, obtained
from a decoction of the bark of Bhamnus
chlorophorus and B. utilis, apparently by pre-
cipitation as an aluminium lake. It hasbeen used
by European dyers, but is now laid aside in favor of the
artificial coal-tar colors. Also called Chinese green and
'green indigo.

lokaonic (16-ka-on'ik), a. [lokao + -n- +-ie.]
Noting an acid', a dark blue-black compound,
Ci2H43027, constituting the coloring-matter
of lokao.
lokaose (lo'ka-os), n. \loka{o) + -ose.] An
optically inactive sugar, CgHjoOg, formed by
the action of dilute acids on lokaonic acid. It

crystallizes in needles.

Lollardize (lorar-diz), v. i.
;

pret. and pp.
Lollardized, ppr. LoHaraising . [Lollard + -J0e.]

To think or act with the Lollards.
logopathy (lo-gop'a-tW), n. [Gr. Adyoq, word, lolling-bit (lol'ing-bit), n. A bit with a de-

-I- TToSof, disease.] A defect in speech due to vice attached at the center of the mouthpiece
cerebral disease. Baldwin, Diet, of Philos. and to prevent the horse's tongue from protruding
Psychol., II. 30. from his mouth or getting over the bit.

logorrhea (log-o-re'a), n. [Gr. Myos, word, -I- lollop (lol'op), n. [lollop, v.] A sprawl ; a
/)oia, flux.] Morbid loquacity and rapidity of flop.

speech. £aWmm, Diet, of Philos. and Psychol., loU-sliraub (lol-shr&b'), n. [Englishmen's
11. 30. Hind. Idl shrdb, ' red wine ' : see shrub^.]

log-rule' (log'rol), n. 1. Same as log-scale.— In India, a name for claret.

2. A graduated stick for measuring the diam- loma^ (16'ma), n. [Sp., a hill, ridge, slope, <
lomo, loin, back, ridge, < L. lumbus, loin: see
loin.] In Spanish-speaking countries, a minor
hill or ridge; a foothill.

The vegetation [of Peru] diminishes and varies as soon
as the coast is left behind and the foothills or lomae of the
Cordillera are reached.

Nat. Geog. Mag., Aug., 1904, p. 316.

Lomanotidse (16-ma-not'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Lomanotus + 4dse.] A "family of nudi-
branchiate gastropods having a slug-like body,
the dorsum prominent, undulating or lobed,
with one row of small cerata, no tentacles,
and the rhinophores much foliated. It coil-

olthe genus Orthonyx, foTmerly considered as T^^l^lli^lfi"?/?
European genus L^anotus.

related to the lyre-bird, but now placed in that 'i,°'°*^°.*'^S
(lo-ma-no'tus), « [NL., < Gr

heterogeneous group the JYmeZMtfa. There are
^"*'°, triage, + '"'™C, back.] The typical and

about half a dolen species, the type of the ge- ??]{
^enus of the family Lomanotidse. Virany,

nus being 0. spiwicatttia. They are almost as t„Z.„4.,-„„ „-_-/ i,- \ t-ntt r-o ^
large as sparrows, and have large feet, straight ^°?Q^ "^/i

°'"
f^™™)-'?-

[NL. (Eafmesque,

claws, ana a spiny tail, whence thename spine- \^3' l°^^^ll,"°° *° ^^^ wing surrounding the

Log-rule.

eters of logs. The number of board-feet in
logs of given diameters and lengths is shown
on the stick.

log-runner (log'run'er), n. An Australian bird

tail, frequently ^ven to them.
log-slide (log'slid), re. In a sawmill, a long,
narrow wooden channel up which logs are
drawn by a chain. It leads from the place
where the logs are floating or lying up to the
log-deck.

-logue. [Also -log, -loge; ME. -Zogie (in cate-
loge) ; P. -logue, < L. logus, < Gr. -/ioyof, -/.oy-of,

the verb stem (in some cases a separate word,
Adyof) in composition.] An element in several

fruit ; < Gr. 'Xaiiiriov, dim. of Ati/io, the border
of a robe, a fringe.] A genus of dicotyledon-
ous plants belonging to the family Apiacese.
They are nearly or quite acaulescent perennial herbs,
with fusiform or tuberous roots, lobed or dissected leaves,
and yellow, white, or purple flowers. The genus differs
from Peucedanum, to which it has sometimes been re-
ferred, in its acaulescent habit, usually single umbels,
and in the absence of a stylopodium. About 60 species
are known, all natives of the drier regions of western
North America. The roots of several, eailed eotis, cowieh,
or biscuit-root, were eaten by the Indians and early

Log-loader.

a, inclined tog.deck of sawmill (logs roll down on rails) ; 6, saw-
mill-carriage; c, log-loader delivenng log to carriage; d, log-
stop combined with loader, holding back next log ; e, pivot on
which loader and stop turn ; ^, steam-motor operating combined
log-loader and stop through piston-rod and connecting-rod : descent
of piston draws stop down, allowing log to roll on loader; ascent
of piston lowers arm of loader, allowing log to roll down to car-
riage and interposing stop to check advance of next log; ^, roller-

conveyer removing planks froiji saw, plank passing'under loader;
A, gearing operating live roller.

of the log-deok, which selects one log at a time
from the mass of logs on the deck and delivers
it to the saw-carriage.

logodsdalus (log-o-ded'a^lus), re.; pi. logo-
dsedali (-li). [Gr. ?i.oyo6ai6a^c, < A6yoc, speech,
-^ SaiiaXoQ, sMUed.] One who is cunning in
words. iV. E. D.

logogrammatic (log^o-gra-mat'ik), a. [logo-
gram + -atic (cf. grammaUc).] Of or relating
to logograms.

logograph (log'o-graf), v. t. [logograph, re.]

To print with logotypes.

were

decalogue, dialogue, duologue, epilogue,prologue.
It occurs also (instead of -2o{7er or -Josriat) in some obso- t „^-u.:,./i;' „ 4.

=. i,
' 'L"!— 7

lescent designations of persons, related to abstract nouns -Lioinoaiaje art, especially architecture.
m 4ogy, as Astyriologue,astrologite,philologue, Sinologue, IiOmoardian (lorn-bar 'di-an), a. Same
theologtte, etc.

logway (log'wa), re. Same as ''gangway, 4.

logwood, re.—Cream of logwood, a concentrated
liquor extracted from Ic^wood chips, |ised for blackening
leather. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 559.

loi (lo'e), re. [Hawaiian.] A taro-pateh; an
artificial pond where tare is cultivated.

Loja bark. Same as Loxa bark (which see,

under hark^).

loka (16'ka), re. [Skt. loka, an open space, a
place, a rM^on, a division of the universe, a „„^. ^^„ a^/uiDviauiuu
world.] El Hindu philos., a division of the Lonchiurus (long-ki-ii'rus)
universe ; a world. The three chief lokas or divisions /USyv^ a spear -1- " '

Lonibardic.

Lombardism (lom'bar-dizm), re. [Lombard
+ -ism. J An idiom characteristic of Lomb^rdy

'

or the Lombardic dialect.

lomentariaceous(16-men-ta-ri-a'shius), a. Be-
longing to the family of seaweeds Lomentari-
acese.

lomita (16-me'ta), n. [Sp., dim. of loma, a
ndge.] In Spanish-American countries, a
hillock.

Lon. An abbreviation of London.
n. [NL., < Gr.

a spear, -t- ovpa, tail.] A^ genus of
scisenoid fishes found from the West Indies
to Guiana.

are heaven, the earth, and the lower regions, of which
there are seven ; but the tei-m is more particularly ap-

plied to seven superior worlds inhabited by different

orders of beings, which, beginning with Bhur-loka, the LoUChopisthUS (long-ko-pis'thus) n TNIj
earth, rise in succession one above the other above the / (i- M-vvn anoa,. £ A^.i/l. „4- *i _ v.' i ^n V
lower world, and cuhninate in Sat)/a-loim, or BmAma- „ ",,' *HVP^^^' J T ! ^i *^% ^&e^.] A
loka, the abode of Brahma and the superior deities, genus or tisbes ot the family Opisthognathidae,
Buddhism adopted a similar classification. known Only from Cuba-



[ML.
Of or Greenwich time best [aheiul], longitude west

;

Greenwich time least [behind], longitude east

Longltllde Star* a term used to denote ceitain bright
-' -"'-- • '»- ,_ ^-.-—

th(stars which have been selected for use in determining the
longitude by the method o( lunar distances—now nearly
obsolete.— Slean longitude. See itmeanK
longitudinal, a.— Longitudinal aberration, mag'
neuzatlon. See -kaberration, irmagtietization.

II, n. In iron ship-building, one of the fore

Lond
Lond. An abbreviation of London.
Londinensian (lim-di-nen'si-an), a.
Londinensis, < Londinium, London.]
characteiistio of London.
He feels them big ; he thinks them human in their

bulk ; they are Londinensian.
G. Meredith, One of our Conquerors, i.

Londinian (Inn-din'i-an), a. [NL. *Londin-
ianus, < L. Londinium, London.] Of or per-
taining to London : in geol., aa,me&8*Tpresian.
London-lace (lun'dun-las), n. The reed ca-
nary-grass, Phalaris arundinacea. Also lady's-
laces, hride's-lacea.

London particular. See *parUcular.
long^. 1. flf. 9. Having a long time to fun
before maturing : as, a long bill ; long (eom-
meroial) paper.— 10. Well- or over-supplied:
as, to be long in some commodity or stock.
See long of stock, uncjer long'i- Long and short
work, long odds, price, train, vacation. See *work,
etc.— Long-distance telephone. See *telephone.

II. ».— Longs and shorts, cards trimmed at differ- , . , ,,. ,. , .

ent lengths, so that in such games as cribbage a sharper lOUg-jaCK (long'jak), n,
canliftoff a_ portion of the pack and leave a Known card low-wood, Flindersia Oxleyana
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ti?i^J'*S*j'™*i5"*"*-'',°'"°*'"T'°°°"Pl*"°^'l'?'™T? l002, ».-Domlno loo, a game resembling loo, played

™l..f'n""**
"^"'^ working a chronometer sight It with* dominoes instead of cards.

runs as follows:
j^^^j^^ j^j^jj^^j^ (]o'fa), ». The sponge-gOurd,
Luffa Luffa. See l!uffa.

look^, V, i.—to look out of wind (naut.), the act
of sighting several objects with the eye to ascertain if

they are in alinement, such as in the lining up of the
propeller-shaft.—To look up. (a) Said of a ship when, by
the shifting of the wind, it is enabled to point closer to
the point of its destination. (&) To cheer up ; take cour-
age, (c) To advance ; Improve : as, business is looking-
up. [Colloq.]

on the top of the cut ; also used in blind hookey, so that sia and vpJjMw.mnni]
the dealer may always get a high card. 1„L„;^„*?,a /^??

longbeak, n. a. Any butterflv of the family longjaw (16ng jft), n
Lytytheidie: so called from tljeir very long,

herr,T>c- » ^r«,/r«<,„™«

appressed, beak-like palpi.

long-butt (Idng'but), n. The longest of four
cues employed in English billiards, it was also
employed in American games until tables were reduced in
size from 6x 12 to SJ x 11 feet and then to 5 x 10 feet as
the standard.

longe^ (Ioiid)i »>• An abbreviated form of ma,i-
kalonge.

long-ell (18ng'el), n. A coarse woolen cloth
made in long pieces.

Square acres of Yorkshire lastings and long-ells, wrecked

and-aft members in the framing of a cellular looker-OUt (liik'6r-out'), n. In faro-banks, the
double bottom, consisting of a plate, an inner person who sits at the dealer's right hand and
angle-bar by which it is connected to the gees that all bets are properly taken and paid,
inner bottom, and an outer angle-bar by which look-in (luk'in), ». 1. A hasty look or glance

;

It IS coimected to the outside plating. In war- ^ gijort stay.- 2. A chance of success,
ships, the plate and inner bar are usually con- [Sporting slang.] Bell's Life-tmuous; in merchant vessels the plate and Looking-glass bush, thebush karamu.CoijrogmaiMcJda:
both bars are more frequently worked inter- so called from its shining leaves.—Looldng-glass ore.
costally between the frames. Also called Ion- .

See *orei.

gitudinal frame. See cuts under double *T>ot- lookout, n. 6. In oar-lutlding, a glazed olear-

tom. story on the roof of a caboose, designed to
enable the train-hands to obtain a clear view
over the tops of the cars in a train.

lookout-platform (luk'out-plaf'fdrm), n. A
small platform built high up on the forward
side of the foremast for the use of the lookout;
a crow's-nest.

lookout's-nest (luk'outs-nest), n. Same as
crow's-nest.

In mining, a receptacle for ore-

The Queensland yel-

See Flinder-
[Australia.]

1. A fish, the "lake
heiring,"Argyrosomu^prognathus, found in the
Great Lakes.—2. A fish of the genus Tylosurus;
a garfish.

long-jawed (ISng'jM), a. Extended; long- , ,,.ndrawn: said of a long-winded person or a great '""i (/.°^)>
'"-

talker; also (naut.), of a rope that has been
stretched out until its lay is lengthened.
long-legged, a.' 2. Having a great draft of
water: said of a vessel of great length, or
long in comparison with its beam.
long-legs, n. 2. The European stilt, Himan-
topus candidus.

washings.
loom^, n— Crompton loom, a powerJoom, for weav-
ing fancy designs, having a so-called 'head-motion'

Oeog. Jour. (R. Q. S.), X. 195. Longmyndian(16ng-min'di-an), a. ILongmyndcargo spread out to dry.

Longevity pay. See*pa!/l. (see del) -I- -fore.] In Erig. geol.~, noting a
longfin (Idng'fln), n. A common name given series of sedimentary strata, constituting
to Caprodon longimanus, a serrauoid fish found Longmynd ridge in Wales, which are assumed
in Australian waters. to be of Cambrian age. See Longmynd group.
Iraghead (Idng'hed), ra. In on*^op., one who Longobard (long'go-bard), n. and a. [L.
is doliehooephalous. Longobardus, in\>l. Longoiardi: see Lombard^.']
long-hop (Idng'hop), n. Same as Mong-hopper. I. n. A Lombard.
long-hopper (16ng'hop'''er), n. In cricket, a II. a. Of the Longobards or Lombards;
ball bowled or thrown so that it reaches the Longobardian.
batsman or wicket-keeper after a long flight Longobardian, a. II. n. In geol., a division
from the pitch Rank long-hopper, a ball bowled of the pelagic Trias in the Mediterranean
much «hort of the proper length. basin equivalent to the Upper Norie or the

longhorn, n. 4. An English breed of cattle Wengen beds and constituting one of the
• with long, drooping horns. They are large lower elements of the Upper Trias.
and rather clumsily built, but are good beef Longobardic (long-go-bar'dik), a. Same as
cattle and fair milkers. In the United States Lombardic.
the name is also applied to the long-horned long-pated (16ng'pa"ted), a. Same as long-
Texas cattle, now almost entirely replaced headed.
by breeds with shorter horns.— 5. An old in- Long-range forecast. See *forecast.
habitant, shrewd and knowing. [Slang, west- longshucks (16ng'shuks), a. The lobloUy-piue,
era U. b.] Pj„„s j^^^o,

Tliere was a big chief on the range, an old longhorn long-SlceveS (Idng'slevz), n. In Australia, a
called Abraham, and his 111' ole squaw Sarah. They'd a ,°

slfinrlpr rlri^Wn<T fflnBs- alsn tlin rlri^lr
boy in their lodge like me, another woman's kid, not a ^°°^' .sienaer ariuKing-giass, also, tne oriuK

son; but good enough for them. contained m such a glass. [Slang.]
JT. Y. Times, May 28, 1906. long-spoou (16ng'spon), n. In golf, a wooden

long-house (Idng'hous), n. A house of great club with a long, lofted, face and a shaft

length, particularly a communal dwelling of slightly longer than a baffy-spoou,

the Iroquois and of other North American *baffy-spoon.

tribes, or a communal house of the natives of lon^SpUT, ».— Fainted lon^spur,_Sinlth's loi^spuj^

Borneo
"" — -'-- - ' " • " — *— —' * --"

Crompton-Kiiowles Loom.
It, head-motion for operating: the harnesses or warD-lhreads ; d.

raclc for sustaining: the warp pattern-chain; c, shuttle-boxes; rf,

piclcer-sticlc ; e, breast-beam ; /, talce-up
; £', cloth-roller.

mechanism for raising and lowering the harnesses at
will by means of levers operated upon by a pattern-
chain consisting of shifting rollers or pegs : invented by
William Crompton in 1837.- Cross-border Jacquard
loom, a Jacquard loom built to weave handkerchiefs
and other bordered fabrics with the least number of
cards.— Northrop loom, an automatic loom invented

See cut at

This paper contains a detailed account of the life in a
Kayan long-house in Sarawak.

Cfeog. Jour. (R. G. S.), XL 196.

longicone, a. II. n. A long straight or slightly

curved cephalopod shell with a slow rate of

growth, as in drthoceras.

longicostate (lon-ji-kos'tat), a. [L. longus,

long, -f- costa, rib, + -afei.] Having long ribs,

as the wings of insects.
'

longilabrous (lon-ii-la'brus), a. [L. longus,

long, + labrum, lip, -I- -oms.] In entom., hav-

ing a long labrum.
longing-mark (Idng'ing-mSrk), n. A birth-

mark ; a strawberry-mark.

longipalatal (lon-ji-pal'a-tal), a. [L. longus,

long, + palatum, palate, + -aiZl.] Same as
* doUchuranic. Turner.

longipalpate (lon-ji-pal'pat), a. [L. longus,

long, + NL. palpus + -ateK'] In entom., hav-

ing long palpi.

longipedate (lon-ji-ped'at), a. [L. longipes

(ped-), long-footed (applied to insects, and so

in effect equivalent to 'long-legged'), < longus,

long, 4- pes (ped-), foot, 4- -ofel.] In entom.,

having long legs.

longitarsal (lon-ji-tar'sal), a. In entom., hav-

ing long tarsi.

longitude, »>.—circle of longitude, see *cirae.—

Catcarius pictus, a bird found m the interior of jiorth

America : so named from its blaclc, white, and yellowish
markings.

longstone (16ng'ston), n. A menhir.

long-timbers (16ng'tim"b6rz), n. pi. Naut.,
timbers in the cant-bodies which reach from
the dead-wood to the head of the second fut-

took.

long^tom (Wng'tom), n. In Sydney, a name
given to Tylosurus ferox, a species of garfish

which has both jaws prolonged to form a
slender beak. E. E. Morris, Austral English.

longueur (16ng-g6r'), n. [F., < long, long.]

Something that is long-drawn-out and tedious,

as a passage in a book.

Longwy enamel, pottery. See Cluny '^enamel,

*pottery.

lonja (lon'ha), ». [Sp., a shop, warehouse,
exchange, orig. a booth or shed, = Pg. loja =
F. loge, E. lodge, k.] In Sp. arch., a_publio

Northrop Loom,
a, hopper with cops of yarn ; ^.harness; c, f, piclcer-sticlcs.

by James H. Northrop and accepted as a practical suc-
cess in 1896. Its advent established a new epoch in
power-loom weaving. Its principal feature is its mechan-
ism for automatically supplying weft to the running
shuttle.—Pneumatic loom, a loom in which the beat-
ing up of the weft in weaving is effected by compressed
air acting on the fonvard motion of the slay.

exohanle^or'the" FrenerboureeT oTtenTnTm" ^°°£iV„L*:^?- ^° P"* ™*? °'' ^iJ'^s' ™ ^ loom.
r^ i° . —To loom the waxp or web, to make ready the warp,

portant architectural monument. or web, in a loom for weaving.

Lonsdaleia (lons-da-le'ya), n. [NL., < ions- loomed (lomd), 2?. a. Made in a loom.
dale, a local name.]'

_
A genus of fossil corals loomer (16'mer), «. In weaving, one who takes

belonging to the farnily Cyathophyllidse. it con- the warp as it comes from the taper and pre-
sists of composite coralla the coraUites of which are pares it for the loom
characterizedby a large columella composed of vertically 1 £_____.,,;.„,-„, ~, .

roUedlameUffi and an interior dissepimental wall. The lOOm-race (lom ras), ». The raceway or track
genus is very characteristic of the Carboniferous rocks. over which the shuttle is thrown in a loom.



loom-weight

loom-weight (lom'wat), n. A weight used in
primitive looms to stretch the warp ; fre-
quently found in excavations.
One small tomb containing only red ware and a dia-

coidal lo&m-weight.
J. L. Myres, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XVII. U3.

loon^, n. 2. A name used locally for several
very different birds : in England, for some of
the grebes, including the large JPodiceps eris-
tatus and the little dabehick, P. minor; by
sailors often in the form loom, for the murre,
Lomvia arra.

lOOpl, ». 2. 0) In brachiopods : (2) The calcareous
support of the biachla which assumes various loop-like
forms in the Terebratvlida, a superfamily of the brachi-
opods. (i) The okouit formed by the path in a centrif-
ugal railway or loop-the-loop mcline, around part of
which the performer or passenger travels with head
downward. See to -kloop the loop. (I) In archery, the
eye of a bowstring, which is slipped over and held by the
neck when the bow is strung. 0)i) A recurved sand-spit
which, having developed through the form of a hook,
again joins the shore in a closed curve. CharnierUn and
Salisbury, Geol., I. 841.

7. In phys., that region, in a standing wave
system, for which the amplitude of vibration
is a maximum : opposed to node, which is the
region of zero amplitude Binocular loop, an in-
strument consisting of two loops whose fields of view ac-
curately superpose, giving a masniflcation of about four
diameters : used in the exammation of specimens.—
Flemish loop. Same as Flemish eye (which see, under
fyel).—Henle's loops, portions of the uriniferous tubules
in the kidneys which are turned upon themselves, forming
loops.— Hysteresis loop. See magnetic *loop.—Len-
ticular loop, nerve-fibers which pass between the lem-
niscus and lenticular nucleus.— Magnetic loop, the area
inclosed between the ascending and descending arms of
the curve of magnetization of a piece of iron or steel. .
Also called hysteresis loop. See magnetic 1<:hysterem.-~ lOOSe, V. t.

746 lophophorine

blood. The word/reels more commonly used lophiodermic (16''fl-o-d6r'mik), a,

in this sense.— 12, In geol., incoherent, as taining to the lophioderm.
unconsolidated sands. GeHde, Text-book of
Geol. (4th ed.), p. 138.— 13. In coalmining,
free at the ends or sides : applied to a working-
place when the coal has been previously mined
on both sides: as, loose at one end, loose aX one

Of or per-

The median " lopkiodermic raphe " of the limbs consti-
tutes a Bufiicient apparatus of support to admit of the re-
generation of the cord. The connective fibrous neural
and aortic canals are powerless, with the organs they in-

close, to supply the place of the missing cord or to regen-
erate it. Jour. Boy, Micros. Soc, Feb., 1905, p. 35.

side, etc—Loose card, a card of no value; hence, the lopModontoUS (16"fi-o-don'tus), a. [Gr. AMiov,
best to discard. Hoyle. ,._„.,, , , erest, mane, bristled' back, -I- a.Wf (bdovr-),

the A t ^MfA^^m^l'^e^^ teeth>-,^.] Having hairy or-bristlVteeti
II. n. 5.

ft.
- r +1 tall travels ireeiy

gyd. Soc. Zex.
from player to player, as distinguished from L/ptionmg (l6-fl-6'mus), n. [NL., <Gr. M,t>cov,

^^^JrZT- A^-A£;-^^i°TH?„'i^! crfst + vVBl'OHl/er.J aLuus of iishe's of
the family Zop/mdse, found m rather deep
waters of China and Japan and off Panama.

end of a shift. Also loosing-time. When the
workmen leave, the pit is said to be 'loosed
out.' [Eng.]— 7. In archery: (a) The act
of releasing the _bow-string and discharging
the arrow,
act, which
In the prima/ry or Jin^er-and^thwmb loose ^e arrow
is grasped by the finger and thumb and pulled back
against the string to draw the bow. The

(6) The mode ot performing this
lophocaltrop (16-f6-kal'trop),

It is allied to the goose-fish (LopMus), but has
fewer vertebrse.

[Gr. /I(i0oc,

tetraxon sponge-
spiciile in which all of the rays are branched.

-- -- — ^ Also lophotrisene.
and tertiary looses are sunilar, but the second and InnTinivnlialir* ^n"fo-sfi.fal'ik^ n TInnlinfn
third fingers aid in pulling the bowstring. In the

^opnOOeP'iaMp ^° lo se-rai IK;, a. Wnoce-
Xecbiterranean 01 finger-loose, in use by European PMlMS + ^C.^ In ajltArop., having a high head
archers, the arrow is held between the first and second with a sagittal crest; scaphocephalic. G.
togers, md the string is pulled by the fingers, usually 5erm (trans.), Var. of theHuman Species, p. 43.
three, without the aid of the thumb. In the Jlfon^oZwTj ,„„.,f^„„„,,_,„„ /,s f- „ «/ i„\ rurr y ri
loose the string is drawn by the thumb, usually by the lOphOcephalUS (lo-fo-sef a-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.
aid of a drawing-ring. See *dravnng-ring.—Ty\ia. or ^o^Of, crest, -t- Ke^Af/, head.] In anthrop., a
wooden loose, a sluggish, poorly executed loose.

— ' "' ...
Fisher loose, a finger-loose with the first three fingers

high head or cranium with a sagittal crest.

placed in a skntini direction"o-ntLs"- to Ihl lophocercal .(lo-fo-ser'kal), O. [Gr. Xd^og, crest,

loose, in bulk ; not made up in any particular shape for *" K^f>ia>C, tail, -r -aP-.] Pertaining to or cl
the trade: aa, tobacco in the loose.— Keen loose, in
archery, a quick, well-executed loose.—On the loose,
with no restraint ; ready for anything ;

' on a spree '

;
'on a

loose keel.'

5. In archery, to release (the bow-

acterized by lophocercy.
• char-

string) after the bow is drawn, thus dis-
charging the arrow—To loose for sea, to loose sails
for getting under way ; cast off gaskets, etc., and have the
sails ready for spreading.

A lost ODportnnity for

loose-shaft (los'shaft), n. A barbed harpoon-
head which fits into a socket of the foreshaft lophocome (lo'fo-kom), n. [NL. lophoeomus.']
and which becomes detached when it strikes One of the lopho'eomi. Deniher, Baces of Man,

. _ the game. p. 41.

incliirannito??e'^tm^''c^edTat 1°°^*^^®!, »».-Bulb-bearimr loosestrife,^ Lysi- lophOCOmi (lo-fok'o-mi), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

-i*!L«.'~PlA''.-t^««%«J-twasre- K^bfaJ^'Tr^^irb'S? g^ pe^fiTuTb^L'fnTe
^'"'f' «™«t' M*- + «>?- .^^^J In a

axils of the leaves.— Creeping loosestrife, the money-
wort, Lynmaehia Nuimrmia/na.—Frlneed loosestrife, I/ynmachia Nwnvm/ularia.—Fringed loosestrife
Steironema dliatum, of North Ajnerica. It is closely

Fotential loop, the antinode of a curve showing the
fluctuations of electromotive force in an alternating-cur-
rent circuit.— Shelly loop, in brachiopod shells, one of
the delicate calcareous ribbons, each in the form of a
loop, attached by »ta twn Rnrtp tn th« calnarenuR prncpRR - * ii »

"
tjia%

~
sa either side of the base of the latter ami formins; the lOOSe-iall (lJ3s fal). n.
brachial skeleton.—Trail-Wheel loop, the aperture in harpooning a whale
the trail of a field-carriage into which the wheel enters. -

lOOpl, V. t.—To loop the loop [an imitation of the
phrase to shoot the chute], to pass round the inner side of
a circular path or track set vertically : originally in a car
on what was known, about 1840, as the centrifugal rail-
way, of which such a loop formed a part. "'

at the top of an inc" '
"'

great speed around
vived, and was performed on a bicycle. In 1904 the upper
part of the loop was removed, and the rider leaped the
gap of open space. In 1905 this feat was successfi^ly per-
formed by a woman in an automobile. Other variations of
the act have followed. See -kawtobolide.

(?. E. Mogridge ('Old Humphrey's Walks in London,
. . . 1843') [says]: "First a pail of water, next a hun-
dred-weight piece of metal, and, lastly, a human being
. . . passed roimd the circle. . . . Tlie water was un-
spilt, the weight unmoved, and the attendant uninjui-ed,
thoughhe passed round the upright circle, head over heels,
performing a complete summerset, at the rate ... of a
hundred miles an hour." JT. and Q., 9th ser., X. 366.

loop-bolt, n. 2. Naut, the bolt which passes
through the loop and the lugs of the carriage
when a howitzer is secured in position.

loop-cut (lop'kut), n. The puncturing of a
surface followed by a cross-cut so as to excise
a piece. Also called retrosection.

looper^ (lo'per), n. [D. looper, lit. runner
(see loper).2 In the plural, buck-shot of large
size.

loopful (lop'ful), n. [loop^ + -fill.'} In bac-
terial., the amount of liquid which can be held loosish (16s|ish), a. [loose + -j«fel.] Rather
within the loop of platinum wire used tor loose; tending toward looseness.
transferring cultures. lop5 (lop), v. i.; pret. and pp. lopped, ppr.

looping (lo'ping), n. In metal., the running lopping. [Vaguely imitative, and associated
together or fusing of ore when heated for cal- """th chop^. Hence *loppyS.2 To break in
cination. short, * loppy' waves.

loop-lace (lop'las), n. 1. A lace which has lop^ (lop), n. ZlopS, ».] A short, 'loppy' sea
a ground of very fine net.—2. A braided lop-comb (lop'kpm), n. In poultry, a comb

that turns over to one side. ^

The second stage of development of the median fin
system of Ichthyopsida is what I have called lophocercol,
when it consiste of continuous, or exceptionally of dis-
continuous folds, which do not include permanent laj s,

but may at about the close of this phaae contain the
numerous fine embryonic rays.

J. A. Ryder, in Rep. TJ. S. Fish'Com., 1884, p. 987.

lophocercy (lo'fp-ser-si), «. [ Gr. Ad^of, crest,
— lUuiuK, tail, + -j^8,] A degenerate or em-
bryonic conaition of the cauaal-fin elements
of certain fishes.

anthrop.,
races of man with tufted hair.

Ulotriohes (Woolly-haired) : Lophocomi (Tufted) : Pap-
uans ; Hottentots. Keane, Ethnology, p. 167.

r. M^oQ, crest,

_ ... , ... _ , - crested or spiny
North and South America. It is sometimes called grass- back.
poij/.-Southern loosestrife, Steironema tonmm, of LoDhodermium (16-fo.der'Tni iiTn'l «
the southeastern United Stated— Spotted loosestrife /^-"--iiTr^TSor" ^S "

, ,™^ "™^'. "•.

Lysimachia pwactata, of Europe, adventive in America
from Nova Scotia to New Jersey.— Trailing loosestrife
Steironema radicans, of the southern United States. It
has a more or less decumbent habit—Whorled loOSC'
strife, I/ysimachia quadrifolia. See *five-ststers and
cut under Joosesti^e.-Wing-angled loosestrife, Lyth-
rum aXatum, of eastern North America. It has wing-
angled stems.

loosing-hand (lo'sing-hand), n. In archery,
the hand which looses the bowstring in dis-
charging the arrow, ordinarily the right hand:
opposed to how-hand. Also drawing-hand,
shaft-hand.

loosing-time (lo'sing-tam), n. Same as
*loose, 6.

(Clievallier, 1826), < Gr. A(i0of, crest, -I- dipim,
skin.] A genus of ascomycetous fungi of the
family Eypodermatacese, which resemble Hy-
poderma, but have filiform uniseptate spores.
L. Pinastri is a species common on pine-needles, causing
casting. See -^casting, 11, and *Hypoderma, i.

Lophogaster (lo-fo-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr.
Mi^o^, crest, + yaar^p, belly.] The typical
genus of the family LophogastridsB. it contains
but one species, L. typieus, known only, from the North
Atlantic and the South Atlantic, but not from intermedi-
ate positions. M. Sars, 1856.

Lophogastridse (16-f6-gas'tri-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Lophogaster + 4dse.2 A family of schizo-
podous crustaceans. They have a lai^e, more or less
calcareous carapace, loosely covering the trunk, the first
maxiUipeds robust, with the exopod small or wanting, and
the epipod large, the second maxillipeds with the tenninal
joint obtuse and the six following pairs of appendages'
uniform and ambulatory. The branchiss are large md
arborescent. It contains the genera Lophogaster, Cerato-
lepis, Onathophausia, and Chalaraspisf

Lophogobius (16-fo-g6'bi-us), n. [NL., < Gr
;i<i^of, crest, + NL. gobius, goby.] A genus of
gobioid fishes found in West Indian waters,
the head having a fleshy crest.

ornament formed of loops.
^^,^,, ^^ that turns over to one side. This may be a merit

lOOp-pm (lop pin), «. The pm that holds the or a defect, according to the breed or sex. The black Lonhonbora'ns i'nf'T'^a\""^°''" rivrr ,^ ,,wheel of a howitzer in place. Leghorn cock has an upright comb, the hen a lop-comb. , oS?>"P,''S^"' -V • ""^ 9"™), n. [NL. (Coulter,

loop-plug (lop'plug), M. In tetefir., a device for lophine (lof'in), n. [Appar. < Gr. Uio;, a ir!r''a ^^^St?^h^. ?^^H' ^^J^P,^^' ^^^^-
connectmg or disconnecting a loop-circuit ; a crest, + -ine^.] A colorless, feebly basic

i « ^ -v.
.. ~ - ._ „ .

compound,
NHCCgHg

CeHgC < II

6^^5 Ml » uiUBWjr ana Dealing pink flowersT Tlip' sfx^Hif
preparedbythe distillation ofhydrobenzamide; Pj^,*^ ^^ar spines, but the mature plants have noue/Sf

loop-switch,

loop-stitch (lop'stieh), n. 1. In needlework,
an open stitch through which the needle draws
the thread and leaves a loop on its way to the
next stitch.— 2. A stitch with loops; a kind
of fastening stitch.

loop-switch (lop'swich), n. In teleg., a switch
which introduces a loop into the main circuit
or disconnects it. See switch, 2 (6).

loor (lor), n. [Also loore, lore, lure, lower, etc.

;

origin and normal form unknown.] Foot-rot.
[Prov. Eng.]
Loor, Loo, Lo, sb. Sore on a cow's hoof.

CHouceitershire Glossary, 1890.

loose. I. a. 11. In cAem., not combined with
anything else : as, carbon dioxid loose in the

5S,^'
\S6miB of plants of the family Cactaeex

V^ftrS ^"^ ""^
'"f

•"«=' ^- ^^^iO'mm, a native of Bouth-westem Texas and northern MexicJ, known to theMexicans as peyote. It has a thick, fleshy stfbteminea^stem, the part above ground appearing m a SiXdSpressed, green, spineless cushion, growing singlHra' fewin a cluster and beaiing pink flowers: •rSJ^IkiSl

feplienylimi'dazole. itcrysti'izesinslenderneedre's,' The 'Sied tSn^rf ?Jff^i"'
4.*°"* ot iott, white Sair^

mefts at 276' C, and boils at a high temperature without nal tribes a?^ ini^xIc^T lee *^,o^6j«S,
*'"'*'

decomposition.

lophioderm (16'fi-o-d6rm), n
of A<i0of, a crest,'+ dip/ia, skin.] The fold

meni^rycanaL It is characterizedby the presence of a
special development of the lophioderm or median fln-sys-
tem, namely the ventral fin. Encyc. Brit, XXV. ^6.

r^h^n 1a i'
,<=o?taiDed in the cactus Lopho-



lophopbyte

lophophyte (16'fo-fit), n. [6r. Uipog, crest, +
ipvrdv, a, plant.] In the sponges, a special ap-
pliance, such as a bundle or tuft of spicules,
which serves for the attachment of the sponge
hody to extraneous objects.
lophophytic (lo-fo-fif ik), a. [lophophyte +
-Jc] Characterized by or possessing lopho-
phytes.

Lophopsetta(16-fop-set'a),re. [NL.,<Gr. Arf^oj,

crest, + f^ra, flounder, j' A genus of flounders
which inhabit the Atlantic coast of the United
States ; the window-panes.

Lophoserids (16-fo-ser'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Lophoseris + -idse.] A family of madre-
porarian corals consisting of simple forms
with the wall neither perforated nor eohin-
ulated. It contains a score or more of genera,
among them Lophoseris, Agarima, Bathyactis,
and Pachyseris.

Lophoseris (lo-fo-se'ris), n. [NL. (Edwards
and Haime, 1849), < Gr. Mtjioi, crest, + aijpe^

(m/piKd), silks.] The typical genus of the family
Lophoseridee.

lophospore (lo'fo-spor), n. [Gr. ?i6(poc, crest,
plume, -I- uTopd.seed.] In phytogeog., a plant
whose fruit is provided with a plume, usually
the modified style, to assist in dissemination.
F. E. Clements.

lophotriaene (lo-fo-tri'en), n. [Gr. W^of, crest,

+ Tpiawa, trident.] Same as ^lophoealtrop.

lophotrichic (16-fp-trik'ik), a. [Gr. Utpog, crest,

tuft (ciliaV, + 6pi^ {Tptx-), hair, -f- -ic] Hav-
ing polar flagella in tufts of two or more, as in
Spwillum (which see).

Fischer, distingiuBhes two types of polar flagella, i. e.

monotrionic, where they occur singly as in Fseudomonas,
and lophotrichic, where they occur in tufts of two or
more, as in Spirillum.

Chester. Manual of Determinative BacterioL. d. ft

lophotrichous (lo-fot'ri-kus;, a. [lop/iotrich-^c

+ -o«s.] Having a tuft of several flagella at
one end of the body, as certain bacteria.

strict reliance cannot be placed on the distinction be-
tween the Monotrichous, Lophotrichoug, and Amphi-
trichous conditions, since one and the same species.may
hare one, two, or more cilia at one or both poles.

Eneye. BHt., XXVI. 62.

loppy^ (lop'i), a. [Zo/jS -(- -^1.] Short; lumpy:
said of the sea. See *lop^.

loq. An abbreviation of the Latin loquitur, he
.(or she) speaks. See *loquitur.

l0C[lia;t, n,—Native loquat, in Queensland, Rhodomyr-
tils macroearpa, a alirub of the myrtle family, bearing
fruits about one inch long and yielding a hard, tough
wood of a light-gray color.

loq[ue (lok), n. [F. loque, a piece of cloth, a
rag, tatter, also a disease of bees.] An infec-

tious disease of bees caused by a small bacil-

lus found in the intestines of the diseased

insects and in the honey oi the hive.

V. Lambotte finds that the Bacillus alvei, described by
Watson-Cheyne and Cheshire as the cause of the "loque"
disease of bees, is merely a variety of the widespread
Bacillus mesentericus. The bacillus occurs in healthy

hives, being found in the comb and in the intestinal con-

tents of the bees. The characteristic appearance of the

disease is brought about by the budding of the bacillus in

tlie tissues of the larva.

Jour. £oy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1903, p. 77.

loquent (16'kwent), a. [L. loquens (loqtient-),

ppr. of loqui, speak.] Speaking ; that speaks.

[Bare.]
loquentl^ (16'kwent-li), adv. By way of

speech; in speech. [Bare.]

An imposed secretiveness, . . . which comes of an

experience of repeated inefiicienoy to maintain a case in

opposition, on the part of the loqnently weaker of the

JS. O- Meredith, One of our Conquerors, xii.

loquitur (lok'wi-t6r). [L., 3d pers. pros. ind.

of loqui, speak: see *loquent, locution.'] 'He

(she) speaks ' : in plays, a stage direction in-

dicating that the person named enters aud

speaks: as, Enter MarUtt, loquitur. Abbre-

viated loq.

Loral sMeld. Bee:*shieU.

lorandlte flor'an-dit), n. A rare sulpharsen-

ide of thallium, TLAsSg, which occurs it: com-

ple-t monoclinic crystals of a cochmeal-red

color : found with realgar at AUchar, Mace-

donia.
, , i i,. 1

lord n. 8. In astral., a planet that exercises

dominion : thus, the ruler of the sign or the

cusp of the first house in a nativity is termed

lord of the ascendant or of the geniture. See

lf>rd of the ascendant, under ascendant, 1.— 9.

[A punning use, resting upon Gr. ?i.op66c, bent

backward.] A hunchback. [Slang.]-As a lord

or Ulra a. lord in a superlative state of the condition

noST as, to live like a lord, to live in Injury ;
dnmk «»

almd entirely drunk ; to swear hke a lord, to drink hhe

a Zd, Itcl-ClvUtorf. See *«W.-Irl8!i lord, a com-
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mon name of various species of fish of the genus
'kHemilepidotvs (which see), especially H. Jordani.—
Lord ordinary. See ordinary.— laiA Rector. See
Sector.—Lords appellant, the five peers who super-
seded Bichard IL in his government, andwhom he super-
seded after a 'brief contrd of the government. Bouvier,
Law Diet.— Lords In waiting. See waiting.— Lords
of creation, men.— Naval Lord, one of the commis-
sioners of the British Admiralty who is also a naval
ofScer. See iradmiralty, 1 (!>).— Sea Lord. Same as
Ifaval -kLord. See -kadmiralty, 1 (6).—Very lord, one
from whom the tenant takes directly, and to whom he is

very tenant. The lord paramount is not very lord to the
tenants of a mesne lord.

lord-borough (Idrd'hur^o), n. One who has
quasi-manorial rights in certain English bor-
oughs. N. E. D.
lord-farmer (16rd'far"m6r), n. One who holds
an episcopal manor by a rent paid to the
bishop. N. E. D.
lordotic (16r-dot'ik), a. [lordosis {-ot-) + -ic]
Pertaining to or affectedVith lordosis ; caused
by lordosis : as, Im'datic curvature.

lord-rectorship (16rd-rek' tor -ship), n. The
ofBoe of Lord Rector of a Scottish university.
See Lord *Bector.

lordship, n. 5, In mining, a mineral property.

lorenite (lo're-nit), n. A yellow compound,

HOCg H4NI. SO3H, prepared by the action of
iodine on 5-hydToxyquinoline-8-sulphonic acid.
It crystallizes in needles or leaves, and melts
and decomposes above 210° C.

lorenzenite (16-ren'ze-nit), n. [Named after
J. Loremen, a mineralogist of Copenhagen.]
A rare silicate containing titanium, zirconium,
and sodium (perhaps Na2(Ti, Zr)2Si207), oc-
curring in violet to brown needle-like ortho-
rhombic crystals : from southern Greenland.

loretine (lor'e-tin), n. A yellow, very stable,

crystalline compound, HOCgHiNI. SO3H, pre-
pared oy tne action of iodine on 8-hy-
droxyquinoline-5-sulphonic acid : used as a
substitute for iodoform.
lorettism (lo-ret'izm), n. [lorette + ism.]
The condition or characteristics of the lorettes.

The brilliant ball given by the aristocracy of the
Pai'isian lorettes— for even lorettism has its aristocracy.

Pall Mall Gazette, Sept. 9, 1866.

lorica, n. 4. An old name for a paste or Itrt-e

with which vessels were coated in order to

protect them when very strongly heated.

—

5, In 6o<.: (o) Same as testa, 2. [Obsolete.]

(6) The silioious covering of the frustules of
diatoms.

Loricati (lor-i-ka'ti), n. pi. [NL. : see lori-

cate.] A suborder of fishes characterized by
the development of a bony stay from the sub-
orbital bones backward across the cheek:
commonly known as the mail-cheekedfishes.

lorilet (16'ri-let), ». [Dim. of Zoj-^.] Anyone
of several small parrots of the genus Cyclop-

sittacus&nA alliedgenera, foundinNew Guinea,
North Australia, and some of the adjacent
islands.

Lorinseria (Id-rin-se'ri-a), n. [NL. (Presl,

1852), named for Gustavionnser, a Bohemian
physician (1811-1863).] A genus of polypodi-
aceous ferns allied to Woodwardia but well dis-

tinguished by its dimorphous fronds and
copious areolate venation. There is a single

species, L. areolata (Woodwardia angustifolia), of the
eastern and southern United States. It grows 2 feet or

less high, and has green-stemmed, deeply pinnatifid,

ovate-deltoid, sterile fronds, much resembling those of

the sensitive fern, and fertile fronds longer and stifily

erect, with dark castaneous stipe and rachis and much
contracted pinnse. The linear sori are borne aa in Wood-
wardia.

loriped (lor'i-ped), n. [Also loripede; L. loripes

(-ped-), < lorum, a strap, thong, + pes (ped-),

foot.] A bivalve mollusk which has a very-

long, strap-shaped or vermiform foot, as

Lucina.

lore (lo'ro), «. [Sp., a parrot, a parrot-fish. Cf.

lory.] A Spanish name of different fishes of

the genus Searus.

lorry, n. 3. A troUey for carrying coal, ore,

etc., upon an overhead railway. Also written

larry.

lorum, n. 2. In entom., same as lora^ and
lore*, 4.

lory, n. 2. In Africa, the white-crested tura-

koo, Turacus corylhaix or T. alho-cristatus, one

of the plantain-eaters : probably so called on
account of its green color and high crest,

which suggest a parrot.

lose-out (loz'out), n. Infaro, a card that loses

the last time out of the box.

losong, n. See *lusong.

lotus-lily

losophan (16's6-fan), n. The trade-name of a
3 1

tri-iodometacresol, HOCgHIsCHo, formed by
the action of iodine on metacresol. It is used
in medicine as an antiseptic in certain skin-

diseases.

loss, n—Dead'lOBS, a loss that cannot be recovered or
made good, either directly or indirectly.— Iron loss,
the loss of energy in the operation of motors, generators,
transformers, or other electrical apparatus, due to the
existence of hysteresis and of eddy-currents within the
iron parts of the machine.— Utter I08B, in marine in-

surance, an actual total loss, as distinguished from a con-
structive total loss (which see, under constructive).

lossenite (los'e-nit), n. [G. lossenit (1894),
named after Professor C. A. Lossen of Berlin.]

A mineral near scorodite in form, but consist-

ing of lead sulphate and ferric arseniate with
water: from Laurium, Greece.

lost, p. a.—Lost or not lost, in marine insurance, a
phrase in a policy signifying that the risk is assumed
whether or not the vessel insured is lost at the time the
policy is made, provided that neither the insured nor the
insurer has at i3ie time any knowledge or information of

the fact not equally known or available to the other.

—

The lost tribes. See -ktribe.

lot, n. 10. An individual person : usually
with bad. [Colloq.]

I 'm a bad lot, I know,—well, an idle lot— I don't think
I am a bad lot. Mrs. Humphry Ward, Marcella, iv. 6. 346.

lotase (lo'tas), n. [Lotus + -ase.] A ferment
found in the plant Lotus arabicus. it decomposes
lotusin (a glucoside) into prussic acid, glucose, and a yel-

low pigment^ lotoflavin.

Lotella (16-tel'a), n. [NL., dim. of Lota.] A
genus of gadoid fishes found in the deep seas.

lotiform (16'ti-f6rm), a. [L.
lotus, lotus, + forma, form.]
Similar to the lotus: noting
a large class of decorative
motives found in Egyptian
and Oriental art.

lotlo (lo'shio), n. [L.] A
lotion—Lotioflava. Sameasj/eJ-
low irlotion.— LotlO nigra. Same
as black irlotion.

lotion, n. 4. Drink (humor-
ously conceived as a 'wash'
or 'remedy'). [Slang.] —
Black lotion. Same as black-

wash.— YeUow lotion. Same as
yellow wash (whicli see, under
wash).

lotoflavin (16'to-flav-in), n.

A yellow coloring-matter,

CisHioOe, obtained by the
hydrolysis of the glucoside
lotusin from the leaves of
Lotiis arabicus.

lotophagOUS (16-tof'a-gus),

a. [Gr. TiUTofayos : see Lo-
tophagi.] Lotus-eating; per-
taining to or characteristic
of the Lotophagi,

lotophagously (lo-tof'a-gus-li), adm. In the
manner of lotus-eating or of the lotus-eaters.

lotur (lo'tur), n. Same as lodh-bark.

loturidine (lo-tii'ri-din), n. [lotur, a form
equiv. to lodft, + -id + -ine^.] A yellowish-
brown amorphous alkaloid contained in Indian
lotur-bark, Symplocos racemosa. Its solutions
in mineral acids exhibit a strong blue-violet
fluorescence.

loturine (lo'tu-rin), ». [lotur + -ine2.] A
colorless alkaloid contained in Indian lotur-

bark, Symplocos racemosa. It crystallizes in
lustrous prisms, melts at 234° C., and sub-
limes.

lotus, m.—American lotns, Nelumbo lutea. See Ne-
I«mJ>o.—Egyptian lotus, (b) The sacred lotus, itretumlio

ifeiumiio.-European lotus, the lotus-tree, Zizyphus
Z/ottis.-Indian Lotus, the sacred lotus.— Lotus capi-
tal or column. See *capitali.— SajCieA lotus. (a)

See sacred and lotus, 1. (b) Nelumbo Nelwm^o, a native of
the warmer parts of Asia and of Australia, apparently not
of Egypt, though long cultivated there and often called
Egyptian lotus. It is a superb plant with large, showy
pink or sometimes white flowers. It is very common in
cultivation, and flgures extensively In Indian mythology.
—Lotus ware. See •kware'^.

lotus-bird (lo'tus-b6rd), n. The Australian
jacana, Parra (Bydralector) gallvnacea, a small
water-bird with enormously long toes, related
to the rails : so named from being found about
the lotus and water-lily. Its long toes enable
it to run over the leaves of the water-lilies.

lotusin (lo'tu-sin), M. [Irreg. < lotus + -in"^.]

A yellow glucoside, C22H19O10N, contained
in Lotus arabicus, a poisonous leguminous
plant indigenous to Egypt. It yields hydro-
cyanic acid, d-glucose, and lotoflavin when
hydrolyzed.

lotus-lily (16'tus-lil''i), n. See *lily.

Stian Lotiform
ecoration.
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An exelamatioulou (16 or lou), re. [Chin.] In China, a two- 'good gracious!']
story ixonse, or the upper story of such a prise. [Scotch.]
house ; also, a tower, of square or oblong sec- Lovenenty me ! but she'U hae gi'en ye anither kind o' a

tion and one, two, or three stories in height, kiss than an auld wife lilce me. Crockett, Raiders, xxi.

which surmounts a city gateway or ornaments love^, n. 12. In Tasmania, the blue-ereepel',
the angles of a city wall. Comesperma voluMle.—Leablsua love, lewd practices

Among the later representatives of the t'al are the between women.

—

Love alL See /ovel, n., 9.

towers of the great wall, which are built of stone with love-entangle, love-entailgled (luv ' en
arched doors and windows— the Chinese would seem tanff"ffl -ffld) n 1 —
always to have employed the arch in stone architecture— " s s ; 6 Ji '

c^j..™ „™.^ o" T^t^ „
the storied buildings dominating the gateways and angles mossy stonecrop, Sedumacre.— 2. Ihe vir-

of the city walls, often used to store arms, lind the ob- gin's-bower, Clematis VltalOa.
servatory of Peking, ^oh is also a square tower mounted love-grasS, n. In the southern United States, one of
upon the city walL When tlie tower is planned of oblong severS species of EragroitU forming part of the natural
section, broader than it is deep, it is technically called
a "lou." S. W. Bushell, in Smithsonian Rep., 1904, p. 679.

Lou. An abbreviation of Louisiana.

loubra, «. Same as Muhra.
louche (losh), a. [F. louche, OF. lousche, < L.
lusca, fem. of luseus, one-eyed.] Squinting;
not straightforward ; sinister.

There is something Imiche about him, which does not
accord with the abandon of careless intimate intercourse.

Lady Morgan, Autobiography, p. 318. N. E. D.

louden (lou'dn), v. \loud + -en^.'] I. intrans.

To become loud or louder : also figuratively.

1 can recall, nay, they are present still.

Parts of myself, the perfume of my mind,
Days that seem faii^her off than Homer's now
Ere yet the child had loudened to the boy.

Lowell, The Cathedral, L 17.

II. trans. To make loud or louder : as, to
louden one's voice.

lougheen (loeh'en), n. [lough^ + -een, Ir. -in,

dim. suffix.] A small lough.

Louisianian area. Same as
*area.

Louis Philippe porcelain. See *porcelaini

lubberland

of sur- Loxoceras (lok-sos'e-ras), «. [NL., < Gr,

Aotof, slanting, + Ktpaq, horn.] A genus oi

fossil nautUoid cephalopoda of the family

Loxoceratidse (suborder Cyrtochoanites), in-

cluding orthooeracones and eyrtoceracones

having highly nummuloidal central sipbuncles
with short and crumpled funnels. It ranges
from the Lower Silurian to the Carboniferous.

The wall-pepper or loxodograph (lok-sod'o-graf), n. [Gr. /lof<*f,
_:_

slanting, oblique, + '6d6g, way, + ypaifieiv,

write.] An apparatus for electrically record-

ing, by the aid of photography and magnet-
ism, the actual course of a ship.

Ing?S^r^Vf«S"fhmtog ioTO.°^s!lind£?"%LrJ«a loxodroinica,lly (lo'^-S9-drom'f-kg,l-i),_orfi'.

as many-flowered love-grass.

love-hood (luv'hud), n. It. Same as love^,

n., 8. It was worn by persons in mourning.
I shall make no more dark things ; after three months

black silk is worn with love hood.
Mrs. Delany, to Mrs. Dewes, in Life, p. 478. N. E. D.

2. A light hood made of silk and gauze,
worn in colonial days in New York. A. M.
Earle, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 133.

love-in-a-chain (luv'in-a-chan'), n. The re-
flexed stonecrop, Sedum'reflexum.
loye-in-wlnter (luv'in-win'tfer), n. The pip-
sissewa or prince's-pine, Chimaphila wmbelCata.
Lovejoy china. Same as anU-slavery *china.
loveuhead (luv'ii-hed), n. ~

quality of being lovely,

love-me (luv'me),
Myosotis palvstris.

lovenite (lov'e-nit), n.

The

a loxodromic curve or line ; according to

loxodromic rules.

Loxomma (lok-som'a), n. [NL., < Gr. Aof(if,

slanting, oblique, -f biiim, eye.] A genus of

stegocephalian Amphibia from the coal-meas-

ures. See *Gastrolepidoiidse.

Loxonema (lok-so-ne'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

AofiJf, oblique, + v^/m, thread.] A genus of

extinct platypodous gastropods of the family
PyramidelUdte, which liave turreted shells with
arched whorls bearing sigmoid growth-lines
and a long aperture. It ranges from the Silu-

rian to the Trias and is particularly abundant
in the Carboniferous.

_
Loveliness; the loxonemoid (lok-so-ne'nioid), a. [Loxonema

+ -oid.'] Kesembllng or related to Loxonema.
(lok-sof-thal'mus),

bipBa'^lioQ, eye.]

n. [Gr.
Same as

forget-me-not, loxophthalmus
Aofdf, oblique,

See *ldvenite. squint,

austrorivarian
lo^e-pea (luv'pe), n. The Indian licorice or loxotlc (lok-sot'ik), a. [Gr. Aofdnyc, obliquity

•f rosa^-pea, Abrus Abrus. (< ;iof<if, oblique), + -ic] Same as *loxic.
loverliness (luv'6r-li-nes), n. The condition loyalist, n. Z. \_cap.'\ Specifically, in the
and quality of a lover i

dith. The Egoist, I. 154.

loverhood. G. Mere-
loukoum (lo'kom), n. [A French spelling of
Turk. luqUm, a name for various kinds of lover's-pridi (luv'erz-prid"'), n. The heart's-
small cake and confections, lit. mouthfuls, pi. ease orlady's-thnmb. Polygonum Persioaria.
of loqma, a mouthful.] Fig-paste. love-shell (luv'shel), n. , A species of Cy
lound (lound), a. Same as lown^. prma.

loup3, n. 2. A sort of grapple used in ancient love's-test (luvz'test), n. The plantain-leaved
times by the defenders of a fortress to seize everlasting, Antennaria plantaginifolia.

and lift a battering-ram and thus prevent its love-vine (luv'vin), to. Any species of dodder
action. {Cuscuta).

loupe, n. 2. A lens or magnifying-glass. love-worthiness (luv-wer^rai-nes), n. The
Optical Jour., Sept., 1903, p. 384. quality of being worthy of love.

Loup Fork beds. See *6edi.

loupthu (loup'tho), TO. pi. [Samc/ed ?] Stock-
ings made of fawn-sMns, worn by the Sa-
moyeds.
As the result of his experience, Mr. Jackson fitted out

his party for Franz Josef Land with furs cut in London

The nobility and loveworthiness of human nature.
Daily News (London), May 27, 1899.

lovey (luv'i), TO. llove^ + -y2.] Love : a term
of affection, used especially to children.

You don't look pretty in it, lovey, indeed you don't.
Fielding, Letter Writers, etc., i. 6.

on the Samoyede pattern. These models have evidently lOW^, a. 3. Specifically, in phonetics, of a
come to stay, for one of the London eqoipment stores now
advertises soviks, malitzas, loupthu and pimmies.

Jotcr. Franklin JnM., May, 1904, p. 323. ^n^utj-unietM sail

loutron (lo'tron), ».; pi. lojitra (-tra). [Gr. glass. 8ee*glass.

Tuwrpov ^also hivrpini), <. Aoveiv, wash, bathe.] lowan (16'an), to. The Australian brush-turkey
In Gr. aniig., a bathing-place; a bath: some- or mallee-bird, Leipoa ocellata, one of the

2.
.American Kevolution, a Tory.
lozenge, n— Spberlcal lozenge, m geom., an equilat-

eral spherical quadrilateral.— Ursine lozenge, the tri-

angular area of the cerebral cortex between the cruciate
and precruciate fissures in certain caniivora, especially
the bear.

Lp., Ldp. Contractions (a) of Ladyship; (6)
of Lordship.
L. P., 1. p. An abbreviation of low-pressure.

L-piece (el'pes), to. a piece of metal tubing
bent to a sharp turn ; an elbow.
L. P.'M. An abbreviation of long particular
meter.

L. P. S. An abbreviation of Lord Privy Seal.

L. JSi. An abbreviation of Lloyd's Segister. See
Lloyd's and *free-board.
L. R. 0. P. -An abbreviation of Licentiate of
the Royal College of Physicians.

L. B. 0. P. E. An abbreviation of Licentiate
of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh.

times a solid structure in masonry, like that
discovered at Salamis in Cyprus in 1890;
more often a large shallow terra-cotta basin
with or without a support.

loutrophoros (lo-trof'o-

ros), ».; pi. loutrophoroi

(-roi). [Gr. TiximpoipdpoQ,

bringing water, < lovrpdv,

a bath, water for a bath,
-I- -fopoi, < ipepuv, bear.]

In Gr. aatiq., a vase used
to carry water to a bath,
especially the nuptial
bath. It is an amphora of
a special form, both body
and neck being much elon-

gated. The subjects found upon
black-figured loutrophoroi are
usually funereal; those upon
red-figured loutrophoroi have
reference to marriage. A lou-
trophoros, sometimes carved
in mai'ble, was frequently
placed upon the grave of a
young pereon who died un-
married.

louver-work (lo'vfer-

werk), n. Same as lou-

ver, 3.

lovably (luv'a-bli), adv.

In a lovable way.
He imagined her coming

towards him in her radiant

vowel sound, produced with the tongue, or L. E. C. SC An abbreviation of Licentiate of
part of it, in a low position.—Low and aloft the Royal College of Surgeons.

Ifli full spread of canvas.-Low l,.rest (el'rest), TO. An L-shaped rest for
hand-turning, used when the ordinary T-
shaped rest would be inconvenient.

L. S. An abbreviation (6) of lAnnean So'deiy ;
(c) \l. c] of leftside.

L. S. A. An abbreviation of lAcenUate of the
Society of Apothecaries.

L. S. B. An abbreviation of London School-
board.

L. T. An abbreviation (a) of lira Twrca, the
Turkish pound

; (6) \l. c] of long ton.

Lt. Batt. An abbreviation of light battery.

Lt.-Col. An abbreviation of lAeutenant-Col-

megapods or mound-birds.
lowbell, V. t. 2. To serenade with noisy,
rough music. See charivari.

low-doors (lo'dorz),' n. pi. In mining, the
lowest of two or more landings in a shaft.
Barrowman, Glossary. [Scotch.]

loweite, n. See 't'loeweite.

Lower Helderberg group. See *groupi.

Lowestoft decoration, porcelain. See *dec-
oration, armorial '^'porcelain.

lowigite, ». See ^loewigite.

Lowitz, arcs of. In meteor., two short oblique Lt.-aen.
eral.

An abbreviation of Lieutenant-Gen-

bands of rainbow colors attached to the par- - x «
helia of the halo of 22° and inclined to the Lt.-Gov. An abbreviation of Lieutenant-Gov-

An abbreviation of Licentiate in The-

horizontal parhelio circle: due to sunlight
passing through ice prisms whose axes are
oscillating about a normal vertical position.

ernor.

L. Th.
ology.

First observed by Lowitz at St. Petersburg in Lu. The symbol for *hitecium.
1790. L. U. An abbreviation (a) of Liberal Union •

low-pitched (16'picht), a. 1. Pitched in a (6) ot LAberal-JJnionist.
'

low key, as a voice.— 2. Ot a low or degraded luau (Ib-a'B), n. [Hawaiian luau, boiled herbs
nature: as, low-pitched desires.— 3. Having (kalo-leaves), the leaf of the kalo the nptal
very little angular elevation, as a roof,

Having a low ceiling, as a room,

lowrie, «. Another form of lory (which see).

Loxlan^ (lok'si-an), to. [Gr. Ao^iag, an epithet
of Apollo, commonly supposed (perhaps

,

wrongly) to be connected with Aofiif, oblique,
f''i5.''®'j?

mark.

' Die Attischen Grab,
reliefs.")

majesty, made so loeably raor- (From
tal by her soft hazel eyes.

George Eliot, Komola, xvii.

lovanenty (luv-a-nen'ti), interj. [Also love-

nenty, loveanendie; an extension of love att-

end (see an-end, 3), that is, 'almighty love!'

Funerary Loutrophoros. ambigUOUS.] An epithet of Apollo.

The coSer-Iid
Is fastened, and the coifer safely hid
Under the Loxian's choicest gifts of gold.

Browning, Sordello, t 80.

loxic (lok'sik), a. [Gr. ^ofiSf, slanting, oblique,
+ -tc] Distorted ; drawn to one side.

of a plant.] In the Hawaiian Islands, a dish
or dinner of boiled herbs with additions.
A luau is a square meal with roast pig and pol in it

Hartford (Conn.) Cmirana, quoted in
[N. Y. Times, April 27, 1906.

~ —. Same as lubber-line.
lubber-fiend (lub'er-fend), to. In folk-lore, a
house-elf or brownie who repays tolerance or
kmdness by doing the harder part of the
housework, m the night, for his benefactors.
Iubberland2 (lub'er-land), n. The place of
future existence of lubbers: a kind of nauti-
cal purgatory.



lubber-lift

lubber-lift (lub'6r-lift), v. t. In
to raise the end of a log by meaDs of a piy!
and by the use of weight instead of strength!
Lubish (lo'bish), a. [G. lubisch, < Mbeek.]
Ot or pertaining to Liibeok (Lubeok), one of
the Hanse towns of North Germany: applied
particularly to certain moneys of account in
mercantile use there: as, the mark Zubish;
the shilling Lubish.
lubra (16'bra), n. [Also loiibra, leubra; native
Australian, but prob. orig. Tasmanian, from
lasmanian loa or Jowa, woman.] A native
Australian woman: originally used in Tas-
mania, but later adopted in Australia south
of the Murray. North of the Murray the fonns of dToritrterm ffw was in use. Both terms are now luSeter« n.n ,, . *

eograjhical restriction. H. l^Srl^.tT^^^J'^M'^^Jj

lumbering

II. intrans—To luff and lie, to lufl and remain
close to the wind.—To luff and touch her, to Infl until
tile sails shake.

luff-cringle (luf'kring"gl), n. An iron ring
spliced into the bolt-rope of a gaff-sail at the
junction of the head and luff.
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lucigraph, (lu'si-grM), n. [L. lux (luc-), light,
-I- Gr. ypafpciv, write.] An apparatus tor dis-
playing the letters and numbers of the inter-
national maritime code: used in signaling.
It consists of a powerful electric light, the rays of which
arefocused by suitable lenses, and of a series of stencils, j^^^^^^:^ ul uuc iitsau aiiu iiui.

Sr1|^X%''rdrunltraj.n™Ja^'^S l^g-^^^^^^ aufing-mach), n. In yacht-
screen. Electrieity, XV. 226. racing, a struggle to get to the windward of a

luciite (16'si-it), TO. [G. lumit (Chelius, 1892), competitor.
< lM<3i{berg), Hesse, Germany, + -it, E. -ite^.'] llS .

"— Standing lug, a lug-sail that does riot require
In petrog., a fine-grained phaneric, igneous '!>« y^? to be lowered and shifted to leeward of the mast

ho^blendrfn'^ «f-
"'"^?.°1?^

^?i1'^^" ^f' liVTr- Eccentric lug, a seat or projection on annornoienae, sometimes with a little quartz, eccentric-strap to which the eccentric-rod is attached.

S'aJ.*^fu^1t^%?rZ.??^'S.=Sih'l??'^ro?^^^^^^^^ lug-chair (lug'chSr), TO.. A high-backed easy-

used

E. E.

without ^
_ .

Geotfrey^ i^amlyii, xxxix
Morris.

lubrication, '(.--Forced Inbricatlon, lubrication in
wliich oil 18 furnished to the bearings under pressure.

. -,. , ™ .»w.uurox, » form of acti-
nometer devised by BeUani, consisting of a bright and a
blackened glass bulb connected by a glass tube and partly
mied with water. The higher temperature of the black
""P oauses the liquid within it to evaporate more
rapidly than that in the bright bulb, where the surplus
IS condensed:Splash lubrication, a method of BUpplying'oirto the i"°

-"'"="«="'

bearings of an engine-mechanism, by inclosing the crank lUCmoid (lu'si-noid), a. TLucina, 2, + -oidA

?SilTv»tt-VaSk1j^?n'tS'1t^ Z%^^^\{r. It^^^
*° °' ''''^"''^^ *^« P^^'^'^yP"^ ^--

oil upward over the surfaces to be lubricated: much used tT-^ „. . ,,
in smaU high-speed motors, and especiaUy in engines for •"UClOCnaraX (lu-si-ok'a-raks), TO. [NL., < L.
motor-cars. lucius. a pike, -(- Gr.'^iipaf, a sea-fish (see

lubricator, TO.-pisplaoement lubHoator, a device

a pike, -^-

Characinus).2 A genus'of fishes of the family
Characinidie, found in streams near Panama.

for feeding oil in which the difference in specifle gravity
of the oil and water is utilized to regulate the feed! Im^sT,'^""/!.-?''-

""""" '

, t , „ ,

Lucan (lu'kan), a. [Also z4a»,- < l! Leas, ^S^ff? QS:.^':"'^'' »• fN^^u < h ^"^ ('»«-)>

Luke, -1- -aw.] Of or pertaining to Luke the
Evangelist.
Lucania flu-ka'ni-a), n. [NL., a meaningless
term.] A genus of fishes of the family Pced-
liidse, found in the coastwise swamps of the
eastern United States.
lucanid (lu-kan'id), n. and a. I. to. A mem-
ber of the coleopterous family Lucanidee.
n. a. Having the characters of or belonging

to the family Lucamdee.
Lucasian (lu-ka'zi-an), a. Pertainini

light.] The name given by Barrifere to a sup-
posed new chemical element obtained from
the yttria of monazite. Its existence has not
been confirmed.
lucivee (lu-si-ve'), to. [Also lucifee; a cor-
ruption (simulating Lwaifer) of loup-cervier,
q. v.] The Canada lynx, Lynx canadensis.
See loup-cervier.

The liicifee'i eyes snapped fire, and she advanced right
along the log to within fifteen feet of the sitter.

Forest and Stream, Jan. 24, 1908, p.

chair with side-pieces for the head,
luge^ (lo'ge), TO.; pi. lugen (-gen). [Swiss
(Grisons).] A Swiss form of coasting-sled of
small size, steered by short iron-pointed sticks.
Two of these lugen are often combined into a bob-sled
with steel frames of tubular construction and fitted with
a wheel steering apparatus.

The "luge" is a small sled peculiar to the Grisons
(Switzerland), which recalls the schlittes of the Vosges,
and which up to the present has been steered by hand
through the intermedium of short, iron-pointed sticks.

SH. Avuer. Sup., April 16, 1906, p. 2448a

luggar, luggur, to. Same as lugger^.

lug-nooks (lug'hiiks), TO. pi. in lumbering, a
pair of tongs, attached to the middle of a
short bar, used to carry small logs.

, ,. 67.

foiiTiflfifl >>i^'TT»T,r,rr,;;.oV/.i"i''BBQV'~S *°.tu'' ^"<^^^3'° (W-kuran), a. [L. Lucullanus,founded by Henry Lucas (d. 1663). Seethe < iMCM^tog (see defi).] " "

extract.

The opportunity which gave to tlie world the 'Philo-
sophise Naturalis Principia was not due to the state sub

,„ Of or pertaining to L.
Licinius LucuUus (110-57 B.C.), a Boman,
whose luxurious banquets became proverbial.

vention of the deputy mastership of the mint, but to the i^UCUllean (lu-kure-an), a. [L. Luculleus,
modest provision of a professorship by one Henry Lucas,
of whose pious benefaction Cambridge has made such
wonderful use in her LiuMeian professors.

Science, Oct 16, 1903, p. 490.

lucca (lok'ka), TO. [Appar. named from Lucca
in Italy.] A cotton fabric printed in imita-
tion of an East Indian shawl.
lucently (lu'sent-li), adv. Clearly; translu-
eently; luminously.

lucerne, to— Native lucerne, in Australia, Sida re-
tusa, a weed of the mallow famUy, which yields a fiber
somewhat like jute. Also called paddy-lucerne. See
Sida, 1.— Paddy-lnoeme. Same as native *lucerne.—
Sand-lucerne, Medicago media, a deep-rooted perennial
forage-plant, closely related to lucerne, of which it is
sometimes regarded as a vaiiety. It is less stiff in habit,
its flowers are sometimes yellow, and its pods less coiled.
In Michigan it has proved to possess the great advani^e
of enduiing the winters.—Tree-luceme, Medicago ar.

ancient times, now wild in Greece. It serves for forage
and as a bee-plant— Yellow lucerne, Medicago falcata,
botanically close to alfalfa and sand-Iucenie, but valued
only on dry and barren soils.

lucerne-dodder (lu-s6rn'dod"6r), n. See
*dodder'^.

Lucianic, Lucianical (M-shi-an'ik, -i-kal), a.

Of or pertaining to Lncian, a Greek satirist of
the second century, or characteristic of his
writings and style.

Lucianist''^ (lii'shian-ist), n. An imitator of
Lucian, the Greek satirist.

lucible (lii'si-bl), a. [LL. lucibilis, < lucere,

be light: Bee lucent.] Emitting light ; lucent.

luciferase (lii-sif'e-ras), n. [L. lucifer, light-

bringing, 4- -ase.] One of the two special
substances by the reactions of which light is

supposed to be produced by fireflies, it is sup-
posed to be of the nature of an enzym and to exist in the
form of minute granules only in the luminous organs. t,,j,-_j„ /i- a- /• .. -v

The other substance, luciferine, exists in tlie blood, and -MUUlSia { lu-ais 1 - a,), TO,

light is produced as the blood enters the luminous area.

It is affirmed by Dubois that luminescence is due to the
reactions of two special substances, luciferase and htci-

ferine. Eneyc. Brit., XXIX. 499.

luciferine (lii-.sif'e-rin), to. [L, lumfer, light-

bringing, -i- -ine^. i See *luciferase.

luciferose (W-sife-ros), n. [L. ludfer, light-

bringing, -f- -ose.'i' Same as *luoiferase.

Lucifuga'(lu-sif'u-ga), TO. [NL., fern, of L.

hmfugus, shunning light: see lueifugous.'] A
genus of blind brotuloid fishes inhabiting cave
streams in Cuba. These fishes are not related to the

blind cave-fishes ot the United States, but are derived

from marine types.

lucifugal (lu-sif'u-gal), a. Same as luoifugotis.

Lug-hooks.

lug-pole (lug'pol), TO. A pole on which a kettle
is hung over a fire.

lujaurite (16'you-rit), to. ILujaur mountain,
Kola Peninsula, Finland, -I- -ite^.] Inpetrog.,
a variety of nephelit'e-syenite composed of tab-
ular alkali-feldspars in parallel aiTangement,
with nepbelite, abundant segirite in thin
needles, and variable amounts of eudialyte.
Bamsay, 1894.

lul, V. and TO. A simplified spelling of lull.

lulab (16-lab'),TO. [Syr. Z«ia6a.] A green palm-
branch. It is intertwined with boughs of myrtle and
willow, and carried, together with a perfect and spotless
ethrog, during the morning services of the Feast of Tab-
ernacles. See irethrog.

lullaby, TO. Hence— 3f. Goodnight; good-by.
Duke. You can fool no more money out of me at this

throw : if you will let yom- lady know I am here to speak
with her, ... it may awake my bounty further.

Clo. Marry, sir, lullaby to your bounty till I come
again. Shak., T. N. v. L

_ , _., A canvas chute used on
whale-ships for guiding the blubber into
casks.

I

LuUianist (lul'yan-ist), TO. A LuUist.
luUiloo (lul-i-15'J, V. t. audi. [Imitative ; ct.
halloo, hullabaloo, etc.] To utter a shrill cry,
with vibrations made by hitting the mouth
with the hand: used in reference to African
aborigines.

The women [of a tribe in northwestern Rhodesia],
when saluting an important stranger, do so by luUilooing,
a word coined by Livingstone to express a peculiar shrill
scream, the sound being made to vibrate by hitting the
mouth with the hand. Geog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XVlft. 74.

lulu (lo'lo), TO. [W. African.] A cyprinoid
fish, Labeo longipinnis, which reaches a large
size : found in the Kongo river.

lumbago, TO. 2. Same as cfeJTOe-g'aK.
ludibundf (lii ' di-bund), a. [L. ludibundiis, lumbago (lum-ba'go), v. t.; pret. and pp. lum-

To afflict with lum-

< LucuUus.] Same as *Lucullan Lucnlleam
marble [L. Tnarmor LucvUewm], fire-marble : same as
luniachelle.

Lucullian (lu-kul'i-an), a. [L. Lucullianus,
< LucuUus.'] Same as *Lucullan.
lucuUite (lu-kul'it), TO. [L. LucuUus + -ite^.]
Same as *LucuiUean marble or lumachelle.
lucumony (lu'ka-mo-ni), n. The domain of
a Lucumo, or ancient Etruscan prince.
[Modem.]
It [Santa Tarsilla] was a dreary place at the best of

times ; antiquaries said that the sea had receded nearly a
mile since the days when the Etruscan pirates had sailed
from that bay, and Etruscan lucomonies had had their
fortresses and their tombs away yonder where the shore- i„ii r^„„ /i„i/i,„„\ „
line grew dusky with thickets of bay and rosemary and luli-Dag ^lUl DagJ, TO.

the prickly marucca, or holy thorn, so common here.
Ouida, In Maremma, ii,

iorea, a shrubby alfalfa cultivated in the Old World from luderick (lu de-nk), n. [Also ludrick ; abori
"""'""' "~ "" '- " " ' - '

ginal Australian (Gippsland in Victoria).] A
local variety of the Australian blackfish, Jto-

cisidens simplex. E. E. Morris, Austral Eng-
lish.

Ludian (lo'di-an), n. [Named from Ludes, in
the Montague de Bheims, Prance.] In geol.,
theuppermost division of the Eocene Tertiary
in the Paris basin, consisting of gypsum and
marls, and containing mammalian remains in
great abundance (dormice, opossums, pachy-
derms, and various eamivora which partly
have marsupial characters). Also called fri-
abonian and Paris gypsum.

Playful ; sportive!< Indus, play, sport.]
N. E. D.

ludicrosity (in- di - kros ' i - ti), TO,

ness.

[NL. (A. Richard,
1825), of unknown significance.] A genus of
mouocotyledonous plants of the family Or-
ehidacese. See Hsemaria.

Ludolf number, ir. Same as Ludolphian number (which
see, under num-ber).

ludrick (lo'drik), n. See *luderick.

1. u. e. An abbreviation of left upper entrance.

luf, TO. and V. A simplified spelling of luff.

bagoed, ppr. Iwmbagoing.
bago.

Ludicrous- liunbang (lum'bang), to. [Tagalog lumbang,
Bisaya tombang.] In the Philippine Islands,
the candlenut-tree, Aleurites Moluccana. See
^Iculcui.

lumbang-oil (lum'bang-oil), TO. Same as ^can-
dlenut-oil.

Lumbar index, puncture. See *index, *punc-
tvre.

lumbers (lum'ber), o. t. [lumber^, to.] To put
in pawn ; hence, to put in prison. N. E. D.
lumberer^ (lum'ber-er), TO. [lumber'^ -(- -erl.]
1. One who lumbers clumsily about.— 2.A swindling tipster. Barrere and Leland.

er2.J

luff^, TO.—To hold the luff, to keep tlie vessel's sails

shivering.— Rlgglng-luffs, a tackle used for setting up i™t,rvoir.l3"/'i,!Ilii"'Ki' it^\"!,°' r?"'.!^'^*'
i

lower ri|ging.-Tochoke the luff. See*cAo)iei.-To ^lj"l"6'^6r'' (lum ber-er), TO. [lumber^ +
hold a good luff, to steer so as to keep a vessel's sails A pawnbroker.
trembling along the leeches, or along the luffs. lumberingl (lum'bfer-ing), ^. a. 1. Awk-

luff2, V. I, trans. 2. To lift (the boom of a ward ; cumbrous
; heavy in action : encum-

derrick). baring,— 2t. EumbliBg.



lumbering

lumbering^ (lum'bfer-ing), n. The business
of cattiug timber in a forest and preparing it

for market.
lumberjack (lum'bfer-jak), n. One who
works in a logging-camp. [Eastern U. S.]

lumber-piet (lum'b6r-pi), n. Same as lum-
iard-pie.

lumbersome (lum'b6r-sum), a. [lumber^ +
-some.'\ Cumbrous; lumbering.
lumboabdominal (lum"bo-ab-dom'i-nal), a.

[L. lumhus, loin, + abdomen, abdomen, -t- -aV-.]

Relating to both, the lumbar and the abdominal
regions.

lumbodorsal (lum-bo-ddr'sal), a. [L. lumbus,
loiu, + dorsum, back, + -o^l'.'] Eelating to both
the lumbar and the dorsal regions of the spine.

lumbovertebral (lum-bo-vfer'te-bral), a. Ee-
lating to the lumbar vertebree.—Lnmbovertetoal
index. See irindex.

lumbricaria (lum-bri-ka'ri-a), n.pl. [NL., <"

L. Iwmbrieus, an earthworm.] In paleon., a
name under which are included certain obscure
remains from the Jurassic Lithographic slates,

which may best be regarded as the excrements
of Annelida. They occur as irregularly con-
torted bands or strings, and are usually of
considerable length.

Lumbriconereidse (lum"bri-ko-ne-re'i-de), n.

pi. [NLi., < Lumbriconereis + -idk.'] A family
of phanerooephalous Polychseta, without bran-
chiae or tentacles and with the cirri reduced or
wanting. It includes the genera Lumbricone-
reis, Arabella, Drilonereis, Notoeirtus, Laranda,
and Ophryotroclia.

Lumbriconereis (lum'^bri-ko-ne 're-is), n. [NL.

,

< Lumbrimis + Nereis.'] The typical genus of
the family Lumbriconereidse : a. marine group,
though one species has been found in fresh
water in Trinidad. Orube, 1840.

lumbrous (lum'brus), a. llvmber^ + -ous."]

Lumbering. [Rare.]
Six hours after Hommy-beg had set out on his six-mile

journey, a lumbroits, jolting sound of heavy wheels came
from the road below the Curragh, and soon afterwards the
Archdeacon entered the room.

Hall Caine, The Deemster, ii.

lumen, ». 3. Theunitof flux of light; the flux
of light in a beam subtending unit solid angle
where the source has an intensity of one hef-
ner. See Mllwmination, 1, and light *flux.— 4.
The hollow tube of an operating-needle or of
a hypodermic syringe.

In all such operations the difficulty is the tendency the
parafBn has to solidity in the lumen of the needle.

Lancet, Aug. 29, 1903, p. 611.

Lmnen phllOSOphicnm, an early name for the flame of
a jet of nydrogen gas allowed to bum in the air as the
hydrogen is generated by the interaction of zinc and
dilute sulphuric acid.

lumen-hour (lu'men-our), n. A compound
unit, one lumen of light flux for one hour. See
*lumen, 3.

Lumifere process. See color- ^photography.

luminal (lii'mi-nal), a. [L. lumen (lumin-), a
light, air-hole, -I- -aU.] Relating to the lumen,
of any tubular organ or cell.

luminance {lu'mi-nans), ». \luminan{t) +
-ce.] Luminousness : as, the luminance of
the stars.

luminarious (lii-mi-na'ri-us), a. Same as lu-

minotis.

luminative (lu'mi-na-tiv), a. \luminate +
-ive.'] ni aminating ; illuminative.
Cat fear is more readily understandable [than mouse

fear], for In the peculiar formation and luminative quality
of the cat's eye there is, as in the eye of the. tiger, a spe-
cies of fascination.

N. Y. Com. Advertiser, May 7, 1903, p. 7.

luminator (lu'ml-na^tor), n. [L. luminator
(cf. OP. luminier), an official who kept the
accounts of expenditure for the lighting of a
church, < L. luminare, lighten : see luminate.']

In St. Andrews University^, a student (one in
each class) who was privileged to attend the
professor's lectures without payment, and to
receive certain dues from the other students,
in return for services rendered by him. N. E. D.
luminesce (lu-mi-nes'), v.i.; pret. and pp.
luminesced, ppr. luminescing. [L. lumin-are,
shine, + -esce.'] To emit light other than that
due to ordinary incandescence. See *lumi-
nescence. Smithsonian Sep., 1899, p. 147.

luminescence (lii-mi-nes'ens), n. [lumines-
cen(t) + -ce.] The emission of light from
causes other than that which produces incan-
descence. Badiation is emitted by all bodies at all

temperatures ; but below a certain temperature, that of
the red heat, the wave-lengths emitted do not affect the
ey& At that temperature (about 450° C) wave-lengths of

750 lung-sac

the visible Bpectmm begin to have sufBcient intensity to luminometer (lii-mi-ixom'e-tfer), n. [L. lumen

f^^Zr^e^'^ko^^'l^nL^^ZcflieTJul i^^f^)'
"ght, + Gr. ^^rpov, measure.] An

bodies increases rapidly with further rise of temperature, instrument for the measurement ot the mten-
the total radiation being proportional to the fourth power sity of illumination at any point in a field of
of the temperature, and theJuminouB intensity increasing Ijght flux. The method employed in moat luminom-
at an even greater rate. See -kradiation, 1. There are
numeivius cases in which bodies emit light at temperatures
below that of incandescence, and in which at higher tem-
Seratures the intensity and character of the light emitted
iflers from that which we should expect from the law

of ordinary radiation. All such cases of extraordinary

eters, of which there are various forms, is to expose a
white mat surface to the light the illumination from
which is to be measured, and to compare its brightness
with that of a similar surface illuminated by a source of
known intensity placed at a known distance. Also called
iUwminometer.

lightemission are mcluded under the term JMmjncs- mmlnouB aro. See aectrio *or<;.—Luminous efl-
cewe, and the phenomenon is variably descnbed as pho- denoy. See •cjciency.-Luminous organ, an organ
ttllum^ne8cence, thermolummeseenee, chemUumi,n^Bcence,

i„^ t^e production of li|ht : often termed phoTphorescent
tnimlumznescence, pzeailuminescence, lyolumtneBcence, „^^„„_ '^Luminous orgaSs are present in many groups of
eathodolumimscence, X-lumijiesoence, or autolurmrm-

animals, those commlnly called fireflies being the most
cence, accordmg to the excitmg cause to which the familiar
phenomenon is ascribed. Luminescence produced by t ..».».^.. n.nJT...^ v...j» c„„ ^»>.«..^.,„i,^<.<«,
the exposure of the substance to light or to ultra^vio- Lummer-BroOllUn body. See *speetrophotomr-

let rays is called pkotolv/miTieecenee. "When observed eter.

while the substance is still under exposure to light, it is lump^, n. 7. In mining, a coarse fragment of
known Bsfi'mrescanee, a name proposed by Stokes (1867), ore, ooal, phosphate rock, or any useful min-who first systematically studied the luminescence of
fiuor-spar, whence the name. However, the phenomenon
had previously been observed by Herachel and others.
When, as is sometimes the case, photoluminescence per-
sists alter the removal of the exciting light, the phe-
nomenon is termed phosphoreseence, on account of an
imagined analogy to the power of phosphorus to shine in
the dark. The glow of phosphorus is, however, a form of

eral, as contrasted with the fines, spalls, or
otherwise designated smaller pieces. Sep. XJ.

S. Geol. Surv., 1897-98, vi. 550.

II. a. Noting the coarser grade of bitumi-
nous coal which is picked out as it comes from
the mine.

2. To appear larger by aggrega-chemiluminescence. Since the luminous energy emitted iTininl ^j *
by a photoluminescent body has its source in the exciting +; r. V *n' , ,- - , , - . - ,-,-i .-

light, it foUows that a portion of this light must have ""^i D^i^: aS; he lumped large in pubho im-
been absorbed by the body ; and, in fact, it is found that agination. [CoUoq.]
photoluminescence is associated with the presence of an l^namhiiliBtn Hfi -nsiTn'Tifi li^Tnl n rT 7««/»
absorption-band in the transmission-spectrum of the sub-

-ittliamDUUSm Uu-nam Du-lizm), n. [L. luna,

stance, and that light of wave-lengths corresponding to ™09n, T ambulMire, walk, + -!«m.] Somnam-
this band is chiefiy active in producing the luminescence, bulism or sleep-walking supposed to be induced
Luminescent light is not monochromatic, but forms an by the influence of the moon. [Rare. 1 N.E.D.
emission-band m the spectrum having a well-defined ,. ot.ii. ..":„,,
maximum the wave-length of which is always greater iUnar, a. B. In Arabic gram., a fanciful term
than the wave-length corresponding to the minimum of

li-j'^.
the absorption-band "to which the luminescence is due.
It was thought by Stokes that the shortest wave-length of
the fluorescent light always exceeded tJie longest wave-
length of the exciting light (Stokes's law), but subsequent
measurements have shown that the absorption-band and
the luminescence-band frequently overlap. Photolumi- lunarium, n. 2. In paleon., a more or less
nescence is exhibited not only by fluor-spar, butbynu- j.i,;„v„„„j „„_+;„„ „*+i;„„„=,4.„..;„„„„ii • „
meroua other solids, of which sane sulphiS ind calcium

thioseiied p^ortion of the posterior wallm many
sulphid are perhaps the best-known examples. The
phenomenon of fluorescence is more readily observed,
however, in the case of the solutions of certain organic
dyestuffs, such as eosin, resorcin blue, and naphthalene

applied to the class of consonants before which
the ? of the article al is not assimilated in pro-
nunciation: so called because including q, the
initial of qamar, moon. Opposed to solar.—
Lunar day, nour. See kdayl, irhour.

Paleozoic bryozoans which is curved to a
shorter radius and usually projects above the
plane of the zocecial aperture,

red. One of these substances has received the name lUncart (lung kkrt), n. In mining, a lenticular
Jiuoregcein on accomit of the extraordinary green fluor-
escence exhibited by it. The color of the fluorescent

Also called lunker.mass, nodule, or ball.

light depends upon the position of the absorption-band i';_j_S_*l ,1 tji-ji.^\ m j ^i t- j
to which it is due ; but it is noteworthy that not all sub- lUndyiOOt (lun'di-fut), n. [Named after Lundy
stances the spectra of which show absorption-bands are .Foo*, a tobacconist of Dublin in the last quar-
fluorescent, and ttiat a substance may have several ab- ter of the eighteenth century.] Akind of snuff.
sorption-bands only one of which has the corresponding i.,__, ij.«/t-/ v -4.\ m t- t. •..

fluorescence-band. The cause of fluorescence in organic lUneDUrglte (lu ne-bor-glt), n. [tr. luneowgit
solutions has not been satisfactorily determined, but it is (1870), \ IMneburg + -it, E. -ite^.] A hydrated
known that the photoluminescence of most, if not all, phosphate and borate of magnesium occurring
inorganic solids IS due to the admixture m mmute quan- f_ JTooooc -.nitv. f^^,^ ...,„&»ii:«„ 4.« „„_ii,E
tities of certain impurities, such as the salts of copper, ™ masses With from crystalline to earthy
manganese, bismuth, lead, nickel, antimony, zmo, etc., structure: found at Liiueburg in northern
and that eaeh of these metallic salts produces its own Germany.
characteristic photoluminescence. Many inorganic com- lunel2 dii-nel'') n TP hj/iuiJ < Sin hmpi <hinn
pounds, when exposed to light or to the action of cathode '^t 7. „^ • " '' '" 7

" 1V t ^V ' V""'
rays and then heated, emit light far below the temperature ^- ™'"«> moon: see lune^.\ In her., a, figure
of incandescence, or, when red-hot, radiate light other formed by four crescents placed point to point,
than that due to ordinary incandescence. Such emission resembling a rose with four leaves
of lights in which previously stored energy is set free, is I i. ,, 5 .,..

.

„ i .^ a
termed thermolumineBcence. Many specimens of fluorite J-Uneiixa (lu-net a), n. oame as lunette, 4.

5^^£l"h^L?Hlu=™f"^'r^ ^??!'" t^e phenomenon, as lunette, n. 12. The circular hole in a gnil-do the haloid salts of the alkalis and the sulphates of !„«_„ ;• „i,j„i, ii ^ c 1, j 6""
zinc, calcium, barium, magnesium, etc. rreqnently a sub-

^otme in wtHCh the neck of the condemned
stance which shows thermoluminescence will emit light rests.

maun and Schmidt observed all three types in the case
of sodium chlorid and potassium chlorid : thermolumi-
escence and lyoluminescence in the case of lithium
chlorid ; and thermoluminescence and triboluminescence
in the case of potassium bromide. The salts had in
all cases been previously exposed to the cathode rays.
Many substances, when exposed to the electric discharge
within a vacuum-tube, emit light Such luminescence.

Criinders', ma^
sons', or fmillers' lung, pneumonoconiosis.—Lung
suction ma^k, a mask-like apparatus, fltting over the
mouth and nose, provided with valves by means of which
respiration is slightly impeded ; this causes a negative
air-pressure in the lungs and consequent congestion:
used in the application of Bier's hyperemic method to
the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis. Med. Record,
Nov. 9, 1907, p. 767.— Miners' lung, anthracosis.

which is sometimes spoken of as electrolvmiinescence, Innir-'hnnTr nrnip-'hiilf ^ •« ftnTna aa Itmn
is, however, due either to the ultra-violet or visible rays , ^ ,

"^ ^ „ ^ ,
'' ''^™® ^^ '""S", ^•

from the discharge (m which case it is to be classed as lUngO^, n. 6. A long rope used to train a
photoluminescence) or to the action of cathode rays (in horse ; also, the circular track or ring where

:S''^^'^^^'.^ot^^^f^^^.cri^ZSi ^ZT, fV/Tf^"-*^
by cantering them around

cence) in many substances, such as calcium tungstate, ^-^f
edge ot tHe nng m one direction with the

platinocyanide of barium, and Sidot-blende, from which aid of a lunge,
the screens of fluoroscopes are made. The glow of ra- lungee, «. See loonqhee.
dium, and other radioactive substances, which appears to i„_ „«_f> n /• \ ^ r\ i

be mdependent of excitation from without, is termed ilUlger^ (lung er), B. (Jne who comes to a eli-
autoluminescence. The term chemiluminesceTice is ap- matio resort on account of his lungs ; a con-
plied to all cases in which chemical changes accompany sumptive. [Slang.]
the emission of light by a Imninescent body When, for i„j,„j™{_. (lunp''iH<!'> » Rormio H„iA „v,
example, sodium chlorid is exposed to cathode rays, un- '"^S JUlce (lung jos;, n. berous fluid ob-
stable subchlorids, giving the surface a brown or blue tained from the lung,
color, are formed. Heating or friction restores the sub- i-ij,™,,*; „ fistmR na -kljitinMi
stance to its original color and composition, and the ^""60*1. "• »ame as -^langotl.

thermoluminescence or triboluminescence, respectively, lUng-plagUe (lung plag), »!. Contagious pleuro-
which accompanies the reaction is classed as chemMu- pneumonia or lung-sickness. See rtleurorinpii.
minescence. Whether all luminescence is of the nature mnnin ^ Tt is a >.f<r>,l-,7 fofol o„il„"« .q-^

of chemilumlnescence has noti as yet, been definitely
»«0»M0, 1. It is a lllglily fatal, epizootic disease

determined. wnicn attects Dovme animals only and is

luminist (lii'mi-nist), n. [L. lumen (himin-), characterized by an extensive inflammation
light, + -ist.'\ A painter who affects brilliancy of the lungs and pleura. It was eradicated
of light in plein-air effects. from the United States in 1892.

His [Courbet's] canvases hang more harmoniously on a lung-SaC (lung'sak), n. One of the Daired
wall with Itousseau and Diaz than with the high-keyed resuiratorv orxrans nf n oniHoT • 00 i<n,„ 7

productions of the luminists, unpressionists, and other ,„^P
„„ r,,^S"i •

^ spider as, "Oielung-
ecoentrics of to-day.

sacs on the eDmastnorfionoTi." Prn/, ir/>-,7 e^„

J. C. Van Dyke, Mod. French Masters, p. 200.

sacs on the epigastric region," Proc. Zool. Soc
London, 1903, 1. 49.



lung-sick

lung'Sick (Inng'sik), a. Noting cattle suffer-
ing from contagious pleuropneuTuonia, an ex-
tremely contagious and deadly disease of these
animals.

lung-sickness (lung'sik-nes), n. Contagious
pleuropneumonia of cattle. See ^lung-plague.
lunlcurrent (lii'ni-kur-ent), a. Changing pe-
riodically with the position of the moon.
luniolatry (lu-ni-ol'a-tri), «. [Irreg. < L. luna,
moon, -I- Gr. TMrpeia, worship.] Moon-worship.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., Xm. 314.
limkah (lung'ka), n. [Hindi IMka, 'islands,'
the local term for the islands of the Q-odavery
delta, where the tobacco is grown ( Fule, Hob-
son-Jobson).] A kind of strong cheroot.
2f. E.D.

If you can say . . . that some murder has been done
by a man who was smokuig an Indian lunkah, it obviously
narrows your field of search. Doyle, Sign of the Four, i.

lunker Clung'kfer), n. Same as *luncart.
lunn (lun), n. A tea-cake : short for sally-lunn.

lunoid (lu'noid), a. [L. luna, moon, + -oicl.'\

Shaped like the new moon ; somewhat re-
sembling the new moon ; erescentiform.
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so abundant as to givA a yellow hue to large areas during
its flowering time. It is suspected of being poisonous
to stock. See ifbitsh-pea.

lupinidine (lu-pin'i-din), n. [lupine + -id +
-ine^.'\ A viscid, oily, intensely bitter alka-
loid, CgH^sN, contained in the yellow lupine.
It has an odor of hemlock.
lupinosis (Ifl-pi-no'sis), n. \Vupvne^ + -o«j«.]

A disease of cattle, supposed to be caused by
poisoning with one of the lupines, usually the
white lupine. It is probable that the symp-
toms (fever, weakness, and distention of the
abdomen) are due to the poisonous action of
a fungus on the plants, rather than to any
principle in the lupine itself.

lupoid (lii'poid), a. [lupus^ + -aid.'] Eesem-
bliog lupus.
The sphere of x-ray treatment should be limited to the

treatment of lupoid growths.
Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 234.

lupoma (lu-p6'ma), n.
;
pi. lupomata (-ma-ta).

\lnp-us + '-oma.'i' The initial lesion of lupiis
vulgaris, consisting of a discolored elevation
above the surface.

lupous, a. 3. Relating to lupus.
lunula, n. ^^^^-^^;^l^^^l<^^^^-ont^ lupuiic ^^Y^;ar[Lupy^+ -icl Same

-LnnulSB Hlppocratls, thefrons of a dipterous insect.— iiunuisB nippucraus, uie „- i,,„,,j,:-;:
lunes of Hippocrates ti^tiitmo.

lunular. a. 2. In conch., pertaining to the 'fS^fl^i^^L^^^^^^^S^^^t'^^°'''"'-''''^''°'-
lunule of pelecypods. lupusi, n. 3. (c) Lupus exedens, a form of
lUnule, n. (e) One of the perforations formed by lupus inwhichthereis ulceration ofthe affected

the union of digitate „„,,4.„ « ^^ _* .

processes of the test of P^^S

—

Butterfly lupus, lupus erythematosus of the

certain thin forms of ^*'" °' ^^^ °°^8 ^o* cheeks.— Lupus verrucosus, a

echinoids as JRotulx ''"'™ °' lipus in which the surface is warty instead of

Augusti.

'

smooth. Called also tuberculosis verrucosa cutis.

Lunulicardium '^^^^^^^ '' *• ®- To take (game) with a lurcher,

(lu " nu - li - kar ' di- ,
Seel«rcher\2.

um) n [NL < L lureful (Itir'ful), a. Pull of enticement

;

lunula', lunule, + »ll"ji5,B-
, „ .

NL. Cardmm, a lurefully (lur'ful-i), adv. In an alluring way.
genusof shells.] A luresome (lur'sum), a. [lure^ + -some.^ En-
genus of extinct tioing; alluring.

prionodesmaceous lurk, n. 2. The act of lurking or prowling,
pelecypods with —^^ *he lurk, on a swindling or fraudulent prowl.

whln^'fha !^!i'5iv lurryiaan (lur'i-man), m.
;
pi. lurrymen (-men).

^rfacetflattS J^ '-««^' ?- i^" ^^^l- - --««- -

and carries a very large byssal opening. It
occurs in the Silurian and Devonian forma-
tions.

lunuliform (lu'nu-li-f6rm), a. [L. lunula,
' lunule, + forma, form.] Having the form of
a lunule.

Lunz sandstones. See ^'sandstone.

lupamaric (Ifi-pa-mar'ik), a. [lup(ulus) +
amarie.'] Noting a white crystalline acid con-
tained in lupulln.

lupanar (lii-pa'nar), n. [L., < lupa, a prosti- lush-ken (lush'ken), ;,. Same as -klush-crib
tute^ a she^wolf, fern. otUpus, a wolf: see i^gw „. 'g. Luxuriant; tender; soft. Also

Marbled Luster.

Candlestick, Sunderland, about
iSoo. In the Pennsylvania Mu-
seum, Philadelphia.

Jiotttia Att^sti, with posterior digi.
tations and a pair of anterior lunules.

(From LanKester's " Zoology.")

lurry. See Iwrr'^.

Lusatian (lu-sa'snian), a. andn. [NL. Lusatia,
P. Lusaee, Qc. Lausitz.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Lusatia (G. Lausitz), a district, or two dis-

tricts (Upper and Lower Lausitz), inGermany,
belonging in part to Prussia and in part to

II. «. 1. An inhabitant of Lusatia.— 2. The
native language of Lusatia. Same as Sorbian, 2.

lush-crib (lush'krib), n. [lush^ + crib.'] A
low pubUc-house or bar-room. [Slang.]

wo^.'] In Bom. antiq., a brothel.

lupanarian (lii-pa-na'ri-an), a. ^ ^
< lupanar, a brothel : see '^lupanar.'] Of or per-
taining to a brothel ; fit for the surroundings
of a brothel.

used figuratively,

lusingando (lo-sin-gan'do), a. [It., ppr. of
lusingare, flatter, wheedle, < lusinga, flattery,

= 0P. tosew(7e, flattery: see ZoaeM^e.] Platter-
ing ; coaxing ; in music, noting passages to be
rendered in an affectionate or coaxing style.

. _ ... Compare amoroso.
loid, C1PH24ON2, contained in the seeds of lusingato (16-sin-ga't6), a. [It., pp. : see *lu-

lupanine (lii'pa-nin), n. [L. lup(inu.s), lupine,

-I- -an + -in^."] A pale-yellow syrupy alka-

singando.l Same as *lusingando.

fluorescence,

lupeol (lii'pe-ol), n. [L. Vwp{inu^), lupine, +
-e- + -01.] A erystallizable substance, anal-

ogous to cholesterol or cholesterin, extracted

from the husk of the seed of the yellow lupine,

Lupinus luteus.

lupeose (Wpe-os), n. [L. lupHnus), lupine, +
-ose.] An amorphous sugar, C12H22O11, from
the seeds of Lupinus luteus. It is not changed by .

=
',,'_V ; ,

Fehling's solution or by diastase. Dilute acids hydro- lUS17e (lu Sly), a,

lyze it to galactose and fructose. " ' '

'
'

' ^ ^'

blue lupines, Lupinus angustifolius. It has an „ ™
extremely bitter taste and exhibits a blue Lisitano^American (]fi-stta"n6-a-mer'i-kan),

a. and n. I. a. Of mixed Portuguese and
American Indian descent, as the Portuguese-
speaking people of Brazil.

II. ». A person of mixed Portuguese and
American Indian descent ; a Brazilian.

The present inhabitants of Central and South America,
the immense majority of whom are confessedly mixed
peoples

—

Lu^tano-Americans with a considerable strain

of !Negro blood in Brazil. Keane, Ethnology, p. 15L

[L. lus(iis), pp. of ludere,

play, + -ive.] Playful.

lusol (16'sol), n. The trade-name of impure
benzene, obtained by distilling coal-tar : used
as an illuminant. Sci. Amer., Dec. 29, 1906,

p. 484.

lusong (lo-song'), n. [Also losong. Tagalog
and Bisaya losong.] A wooden mortar for

pounding or husking rice. [Philippine Is.]

The grain is separated fromthe straw by thrashing, or

by use of wind whenever possible, and is finally separated
from the husk by pounding two or three times in a
wooden mortar, called a 'lusong,' or by making use of a
sort of hand-mill, called 'guilingan.'

Gaz. Philippine Is., 1902, p. 71.

lussatite (lo-sa'tit), n. [P. lussatite (1890), <

Lussat, Puy-de-Dome, Prance, + -ite^.] A
peculiar form of quartz which resembles
chalcedony but differs from it in optical char-

acter: it has been referred to tridymite.

Fehling's solution or _„

lyze it to galactose and fructose. Also called p-galactan.

lupetazin (lii-pet'a-zin), n. [lupiinin) + -et-

+ azu- + -ire^.] A trade-name for dimethyl-

piperazin, NH <
g^^CHjCHsj^NH, a white

crystalline powder used in medicine as a sub-

stitute for piperazin. Also called dipropylene-

diamine and dimeihyl-diethylene-diamine.

lupiform (lii'pi-fflrm), a. [L. lupus, lupus, +
forma, form.] Resembling lupus.

lupigenin (W-pij'e-nin), n. [lupi(nin) + -gen

+ -in'''.] A yellow crystalline compound,

C17H12O6, formed by the action of dilute min-

eral acids on the glucoside lupinin.

lupine^, n ^False lupine, any plant of the leguminous

BCTius Thermopsis; the bush-pea. The plants of this

Senus are perennial herbs, unlike lupines m having but

fliree leaflets to the leaf. The praine false lupine, r.

rhombifolia (known in Montana as yellow pea), is often

lutecium

lust^, n. 5t. Pleasure ; delight ; a source of

pleasure.

The lookers now at me, poors wretch, be mocking,
With mowes and nodds they stand about me flocking:
Let God help him, say they, whom He did trust;
Let God saue him in whom was all his lust.

Sir P. Sidney, Fsalmes of David, xxii. 5.

luster^, ». 7. A material applied to the surface
of something in order to produce a lustrous
appearance.— Brlanehon luster, in ceram., a nac-
reous luster formed of salts of bismuth mixed with resin
and oil of lavender, colored with metallic oxids: patented
by J. J. H. Brianchon, a French potter, in 1867. A simi-
lar luster is used on Eelleek ware. — Copper luster,
in ceram., a coating of copper applied to a red potteiy
body.— Gold luster, (a) See gold. (6) In ceram.,
a metallic glaze containing gold applied to pottery
or porcelain.- Marbled luster, a pink - and - white

mottled luster often seen
on old Sunderland (Eng-
lish) earthenware. The
ground is a clouded, lus-
trous pink, and the white
spots are surrounded by
heavy outlines of metallic
luster.—MexlcaiilnBter,
an iridescent, lustrous
glaze, usually of a green
color, found on some of
the pottery of the native
tribes of Mexico. — Pearl
luster, in ceram., an iri-

descent luster imparted to
the glaze by applying salts
of bismuth colored with
metallic oxids and filing in
the euamel-kiln, as seen in
Belleek china and some of
the so-called majolica
ware made at Phoenix-
ville, Pennsylvania. See
Brianchon -kluster and
madreperla luster, under
his(er2.—pink luster, in
ceram., athin wash of gold,
of a pink color, on old Eng-

lish cream-colored ware and porcelain. Also called rose
luster, Sunderland luster, and purple, luster. — Purple
luster, a metallic glaze of a purplish color, darker than
gold luster, on English pottery.— Rose luster. Same as
pink *2««ter.— Spotted luster. Same as marbled
-kluster.—Steel luster. Same as platinum luster
(which see, under luster^).— Sunderland luster. See
marbled -kluster.

Lustered ware. See *ware'^.

luster-mottlingS (lus't&r-mof'lings), n. pi.
The mottling of the cleavage-surface of a
mineral produced by numerous inclusions of
other minerals: aoTa.-pax& pmcilitie.

lust-house (lust'hous), «. [Gr. lusthaus.] 1. A
pleasure-house ; a country-house ; a summer-
house in a garden.— 2. A tavern with a beer-
garden. N. E. D.
lustracellulose (lus-tra-sel'u-los), «. \lustr-

(ous) + cellulose.] A peculiar derivative of
cellulose.

lustrative (lus'tra-tiv), a. llustrate^ + -ive.]

Pertaining to purification by lustration
;
per-

taining to washing.

lustratory (lus'tra-to-ri), a. [lustrate^ -I- -ory.]

Pertaining to lustration ; lustral.

lustrify (lus'tri-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. lustri-

fied, ppr. luslrifying. [luster^ -(- -i-fy!] To give
luster to : as, to lustrify the complexion.

lutaceous (lu-ta'shius), a. [NL. *lutaceus, <
L. lutum, mud: see lute^.] Pertaining to or
composed of mud.
lutany (M'ta-ni), «. [ML. lutana, lute, -(- -y^.]

Lute-musio.'-Sr. E. D.
[Minstrels] without end

Keel your shrill luta/ny.

F. Thompson, New Poems, p. 41.

lute^, n— Llnseed-meal lute, linseed-meal made into
a paste with water, milk, glue, or lime-water.— Lute
d'&ne, a mixture of recently slaked lime with strong glue
and a subsequent addition of white of egg.

—

Wulis's
lute, a paste made with slaked lime and a solution of two
ounces of borax in one pint of water. This paste is applied
to earthenware with a brush, and, when dry, is covered
with a pasty mixture of slaked lime and linseed-oil.

lutecine (M'te-sin), n. [L. luteus, of mud, -I-

-c- + -ine^.] A form of anhydrous silica, Si02,
which has a fibrous structure and which differs

from quartz in lower density and in optical
characters. Also called quartzine.

lutecite (lH'tf-sit), n. Same as *hitecine.

lutecium (18-te'gium), w. [L. Lutetia, Roman
name of Paris.] See the extract.

A Hew Element, Iiutecium—By means of a long series
of fractional reorystallizations of the nitrate of Marignac's
ytterbium, using nitric acid of density 1-3 as a solvent, G.
Urbain has succeeded lu separating the material into two
distinct substances, one of which gives a characteristic
spark spectrum. This new element he calls luteGtv/m,
Lu, from an ancient name for Paris, and he finds thai, its

atomic weight is not much greater than 174. The other
element present he calls neo-ytterbium, Ny, in order that
it may not be confused with Marignac's ytterbium. Its
atomic weight cannot differ much from 170. Two spec-



lutecium 752

tmm bands obtained by Lecoq de Boiabaudran's method < XiiEW, release.] The looser or deliverer:

an epithet of Bacchus.

lycaconitin (li-ka-kon'i-tin), «. i{g)lyeifirol )(»)

+ aconite + -Jn^.] An amorphous alkaloid of

undetermined composition, obtained from the

tuberous roots of Aconitum lycoctonum and A.

are probably characteristic of neo-ytterbiuin, while a
third^band appears to belong to lutecium.

Am. Jour. Sd., Feb., 1908, p. 146.

luteic (lu-te'ik), a. [L. lute-us, of mud, + -ic]

Noting an acid, a yellow compound, C20H20-
O12 (')) resembling luteoleine, contained in the
flowers of Euphorbia cyparissias. It crystal-

lizes in slender needles, sublimes at 220° C,
and melts at 273-274° C.

lutein (lu'te-in), n. [(corpus) lute (M/B)(seedef
.

)

+ -irfi.'\ A. yellow pigment contained in the
yolkof eggs, in the tissue of the corpus luteum,
in blood-serum, etc. It forms orange crystals.

luten (lu'ten), n. Same as iflutein.

luteocobaltic (lu"tf-o-ko-b&l'tikJ, a. In chem.,

containing a cobalf-hexammine constituent

:

as, a luteocobaltic salt.

luteofilin Oti-te-of'i-lin), n. [L. luteus, of mud,
-1- filum, thread, + -ire^.] A eomponnd said to

occur in monocotyledons and in Lobeliacese.

Lutetian, a. II. n. In geol., the Middle
Eocene Tertiary of the Paris basin, which
takes its name fromLutetia, the Roman name
of Paris. This stage is regarded as the probable
equivalent of the Lower Bagshot and Brackle-

sham beds of England.
Luth. An abbreviation of Lutheran.

Lutberanic (lii-th6r-an 'ik), a. Same as

Lutheran.
IiUtheranize (lii'th6r-an-iz), v.

;
pret. and pp.

Lutheranized, ppr. Liitherardzing. I. trans.

To render Lutheran in character ; convert to

Lutheranism.
II. intrans. To become Lutheran; favor

Lutheranism.
Lutianidae (M-ti-an'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lu-
tianus +-idse.'\ A family of fishes related to
the percoids ajid commonly known as snap-
pers.

IiUtianus (lil-ti-a'nus), n, [NL., also iMtjanus,
< lutjang, D. spelling of Malay "luchang:
see •klutjang.'] A genus of fishes of the family
t/aUanidsB.

lutidine (lii'ti-din), n. [L. lutum, mud, + -idi

+ -»ne2.] The collective name of the various
isomeric dimethylpyridines, (CHo^gCsHsN.
They are present in coal-tar oil and in animal-
and bone-oil, and resemble pyridine in gen-
eral properties.

lutite (lii'lit), n. [L. lutum, mud, -I- -ite^.']

In petrog., a term introduced by Graban (1904)
for an indurated rock of any composition or
origin.

lutjang (lo'chang), n. [A D. spelling of Malay
luchang in ikan lutjang (luchang), appar. lit.

'bell-fish,'] A Malayan name {ikan lutjang)

of the fish Lutiamis lutianus.

lltrln (lu'trin), n. [F.: see leclern.l Same as
lectern.

lutulence (lu' tu-lens), n. [lutulent + -ce.]

Muddiness; turbidity.

luv, V. and ». An amended spelling of love.

luvar (lo-var'), n. Same as *luvaro.

luvaro (16-va'r6), n. [Sp.] A pelagic scom-
broid fish, Luvarus imperialis. See Luvarus.

luTly, a. and adv. An amended spelling of
lovely.

\\a?, n. 2. The unit of illuminajaon ; the illu-

mination received by a surface at a distance of

one meter from a light-source the intensity of
which is one hefner. See Mllumination, 1.

luxograph (luk'so-graf), n. [A trade-name

;

irreg. \ L. Ivjc, light, + Gr. ypa^Ew, write.]

In photog., a large lantern-like device -with a
tissue-paper front, in which pyrotechnic ma-
terials can be burned to give an artificial light
for portraiture. Wall, Diet, of Photog.

, p. &6.
luxus (luk'sus), n. [L. luxus, excess : see lux^.']

In physiol., the consumption of more nitro-
genous food-material than is necessary to
maintain nitrogenous equilibrium, that is, to
cover the actual wear and tear of the nitro-
genous constituents of the body tissues : in
such an event the term ' luxus consimiption ' is

used.

lUZOnite, n. This supposed independent species has
been shown to be only a variety of enargite.

Iv. A contraction (a) of leave; (6) of livres.

LXX. The Roman numeral for 'seventy';
hence, the ' Seventy ' (L. Septuaginta) who, ac-
cording to tradition, translated the Hebrew
Scriptures into Greek; also the translation—
the Septuagint itself. See Septuagint.

Lyaean (li-e'an), n. See ^Lyseus.

Lyseus (li-e'us), n. [L., < Gr. \valo;, appar.

lycsenid (li-se'nid), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the dipterous family Lycsenidse.

II, a. Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the family Lycsenidie.

lyceal (li-se'al), a. llyce-um + -aP.] Pertain-

ing to a lyceiim, in any sense.

Mari'o tabulated the coudnct of 8012 boys In gymna-
sial and lyceal classes in Italy from 11 to 18 years of age.

&. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 346.

Lycenchelys (li-seng'ke-lis), m. [NL., < Gr.

'AiiKoc, wolf, + lyxe7i.vg, an eel.] A genus of

fishes of the family Zoarddse, found in deep
water on both coasts of North America.

Lycengraulis (li-seng-gr4'lis), n. [NL., < Gr.

A{i/£of, wolf, + NL. Engraulis.'] A genus of

fishes of the family EngrauUdidse, found on
both coasts of tropical America.
lycetol (li'se-tol), n. [{g)lyc{erol) + -et- + -ol.'i

The trade-name for dimethylpiperazintartrate,

NH<3h2;CH(0H3)^jj2.H2C4H4O6, which is

prepared from glycerol. It is a white odorless

powder and is used in medicine to effect the elimination

of uric acid, with which it forms a readily soluble com-
pound.

lyceum, n.—united states Naval Lyceum, an asso-

ciation organized in 1833, at the Brooklyn navy-yard, by
naval and marine oflacers.

lychnisk (lik'nisk), n. [Gr. JvxfloKos, applied to

a kind of fish, dim. of ^ix^oe, a lamp.] One of

the swollen nodes formed at the junction of

the rays in the skeletal structure of the dic-

tyonine hexactinellid sponges, especially when
uese nodes are hollow and inclose an octahe-
dral space.

ly-chow (li'chou), n. [Origin not ascertained.]

Boasted potato starch, similar to crommelin
and leio gum, used as a thickener in calico-

printing. Georgie/oies (trans.), Chem. Teohnol.
of Textile Fibres, p. 251.

Lycian^ (lis'i-an), a. [Gr. ?i.iKeu)c, of a wolf, <

^(iKof, wolf. Also taken as Lydan^.'] Wolf-
slaying : an epithet applied to Apollo.

lycine (li'sin), n. l(g)lyc(erol) + -ine^.'\ Acolor-
less compound, HON(CH3)3CH2COOH, or, in

the anhydrous form, (CH3)3N<__. >C0,
OXI2

contained in sugar-beet juice, cotton-seeds,

and other vegetable products, and in urine.

It forms large crystals which become anhyd-
rous at 100° C. and attract moisture from the
air, and is of considerable importance in plant
physiology. Also called betaim,, hydroxyneurine,

or trimethylglydn.

Lycocara (li-kok'a-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. Xbrng,

wolf, + K&pa, head'.] " A genus of fishes of the-

family Zoarcidx, found in Baffin Bay.
lycoctonine (li-kok'to-nin), n. ^Lycoctonum
(see def.) + -ine^.] A substance resemblii^
aconitin, found in Aconitum Lycoctonum. It

is possibly a mixture, and not a chemical in-

dividual.

Lycodalepis (U-ko-dal'e-pis), n. [NL., < X2/-

codes + Gr. a'Aewig, without scales.] A genus
of fishes of the family Zoarddse, found in the
Arctic Ocean.
Lycodapodidae(li-ko-da-pod'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Lyco^pus l-pod-) '+ ^dse.l A family of deep-
sea fishes found in North Pacific waters, which
includes one genus and four known species.

Lycodapus (li-kod'a-pus), n. [NL., < Lycodes
•+• Gr. OTTotif, footless.] A genus of deep-sea
fishes of the ta,rDily Lycodapodidse, found in the
North Pacific.

Lycodontis (li-ko-don'tis), n. [NL. , < Gr. ?Aicog,

wolf, + bSoiig (bSovr-), tooth.] A genus of eels

of the family Murienidse, found in shallow
water about rooks and reefs : properly called

Gymnothorax.
Lycodonus (li-kod'o-nus), n. [NL., < Lycodes
+ Gr. 5vof, akindoffish.] Agenusof zoarcoid

Lycodonus tnirabiiis.

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.)

fishes, found in the deep sea off the New Eng-
land coast.

Lycodopsis (li-ko-dop'sis), n. [NL., < Ly-

codes + Gr. d^(f, view, appearance.] A genus

lydite

of fishes of the family Zoarcidic, found on the

Pacific coast of the United States.

Lyconectes (li-ko-nek'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

'AiiKog, wolf, + v^/a-T/g, swimmer.] A genus of

fishes of the family Cryptacanthodidas, found in

rather deep water on the Alaska coast.

Lyconema (li-ko-ne'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. ;ifc/cof,

wolf (see X^code«), + i^uo, thread.] A genus
of zoarcoid fishes, found in rather deep water
on the coast of Alaska.
Lycoperdales (li"ko-p6r-da'lez), n. pi. [NL.,

< Lycoperdon + -aVss.l An order of gastero-

myoetous fungi, including the single family
Lycoperdacese. See I/ycoperdacese.

lycoperdoid (li-ko-p6r'doid), a. [Lycoperdon
+ -oid."] Eesemliling the fungus Lycoperdon.

lycopin (li'ko-pin), m. [Lycop-us + -in'^.'\ A
colorless amorphous compound obtained from
bugleweed, Lycopus. It has astringent,

styptic, and sedative properties.

Lycopodiales (li-ko-p6-di-a'lez), n. pi. [NL.
(En^er, 1892), < Lycopodium + -ales."] An
order of vascular cryptogamic plants of the
phylum Pteridophyta, coordinate with the
Mlicales and Eguisetales. it is divided into two
groups, according to the presence or absence of the
ligule in the leaves. Vi contains four families of living
and two of fossil or extinct plants. The Lycopodiaeem
and Psilotacea are destitute of the ligule {Lycopodiales
eligvlata of Engler). The Selaginellacea and Jtsoetacex
are ligulate {Lycopodiales ligulatep of Engler). The two
extinct families, Le^idodendraceae and SigUlariacex,
are placed by Engler in the ligulate group.

lycopodine (li-kop'o-din), n. [_Lycopodr4um +
-ine^.'] A colorless bitteralkaloid, C32H52O3N2,
contained in club-moss, Lycopodium ' compla-
natum. It crystallizes in long, monoclinic
prisms and melts at 114-115° C.

Lycopodium, n. Z. [I.e.] A fine powder
consisting of the spores of Lycopodmm elav-

atum and other species, used in pharinacy as
adusting-powder on the sMn and on excoriated
surfaces, and in other ways. On the application
of a flame, it bums with a flash, and does not become
wet in contact with water. It is used In physical ex-

periments, especially with sound.

lycorexia (li-ko-rek'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
MiKJog, wolf, + ipe^ig, appetite.] In pathol.,

a morbid state characterized by a constant,

excessive hunger.
lycorine (lik'o-rin), n. [Lycoris + -ine^.l

A colorless crystalline alkaloid, C32H320gN2,
contained in Lycoris radiata (Nerinejajionica),

melting at 250° C. It affects the central ner-
vous system.
Lycoris (li-ko'ris), n. [NL. (Herbert, 1821),
\ Lycoris, a Roman actress celebrated in Ver-
gil.] A small genus of bulbous plants of
Japan and China, of the family Amaryllidacese,
distinguished from Bippeastrvm by its turgid
seeds, few in a compartment. Four species are
known in gardens, usually as greenhouse subjected but in
mild climates as border plants. The flowers are lily-like,

red, lilac, or orange, in umbels on long scapes, appearing,
wi^out the leaves. In the United S^tes they bloom in
summer or autumu. L. eanguinea, L. radiata, L. aurea,
and L. squaanigera are grown, the last being sometimes
known to florists as AmarylliB HalHi.

Lycosaurus (li-ko-sS,'rus), n. [NIj., <Gr. Amog,
wolf, + aavpog, lizard.] A genus of fossil thero-
morphous reptiles belonging to the family
Galeosauridse. Only the skull Is known, and this

shows, like that of other reptilian genera from the Karoo
formation in South Africa, a remarkable similarity to the
carnivorous mammals. In this genus the molariform
teeth are all in single cones, though more or less com-
pressed and with finely serrated edges.

lycosid (li-kos'id), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the araneid family Lyoonidse.

II. a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Lycosidse.

lycotropous (li-kot'ro-pus), a. Same as h/cot-

ropal.

Lycurgan (li-ker'gan), a. [Lycurg-us + -an.']

Pertaining to or characteristic of J^ycurgus,
the Spartan lawgiver, or to his laws, which
are proverbial for their severity.

lyddite (lid'it), «. [80 called from Lydd, in
Kent, England.] An explosive, consisting of
picric acid melted and cast into a shell. It is

diflciJt to detonate,
lydine (li'din), n. A violet compound, pre-
pared by the action of potassium ferrioyanide
on aniline hydrochlorid. Also called mauvein.
lydite (lid'it), a. [L. Lydia, < Gr. Av6ia, an
ancient country of Asia Minor, + -ite^.] In
petrog., Lydian stone, a black or darkTColored
compact, hard rock composed of minute grains
of quartz with carbonaceous matter. It was
used by the ancients as a touchstone JEor

testing gold.



3.

lye

lyeS n. 2. In a general sense, water charged lymf, lymfatic.
with soluble solid matter by contact with a lymphatic.
nuxture of solid substances, partly soluble,
partly insoluble.— concentrated lye, the trade-
name in the United States for caustic soda, sold for
scouring.— Solid Ijre, a trade-name for a very impure
caustic soda (two-tnirds common salt), sold for domestic
use in scouring, etc.

lye-boil (li'boll), n. The boiling of cotton
cloth in a dilute solution of soda-ash, prepara-
tory to bleaching.

Lyellian (li-el'i-an), a. Of or pertaining to
Sir Charles Lyell" (1797-1875) or to his geo-
logical theories and investigations
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Amended spellings of lymph,

Any antitoxic serum, as vac-
ed lymph. See -kglycer-

,ph. Same as -kglycerinatttd
-Clycerlnated lymph. See *glyeer-
irlnized lymph. Same as -kglyceHnated

lympu, essentially a solution for the

lymph,
cine virus.
tnate.— 01ycer_
is/mj)A.—Koch's , ,

metabolic products of the tubercle bacillus grown for
from 4 to 6 weeks in nutrient bouillon containing 5-6 per
cent, of glycerin. The bacilli are removed by filtration
through porcelain filters. Inoculation with this fiuid
constitutes an attempt at active immunization. The
material is extensively utilized in the diagnosis of tuber-
culosis, and is of great value in the recognition of the
disease in cattle. Same as tuberculin, 1.— Plastic
lymph, lymph, exuded during inflammation, which shows
a tendency to become organized.

Lynceus

of the entire number of white blood-ceUs.
There are two varieties, the lai'ge (11 to 14

Isnnpliagogiie
water (lymph).

The old Lyellian theory of the marine origin of the lymphadenia (lim-fa-de'ni-a), n. [NL.. < L-
boulder clay thus finds conftanation. lympha, water (lyniph), +' Gr. afimi, eland.]

Oeog. Jowr. (R. (J. s.), XV. 173. Enlargement of the lymphatic glands in gen-
eral : a symptom of Hodgkin's disease.

lymphadenosis (lim-fad-e-no'sis), «. [NL.,
< L. lympha, water (lymph).] Same as Hymph-
adenia.

(lim'fa-go^), n. [L. lympha,
. . . . , + <3r. ayuydg, leading.] A

therapeutic agent which promotes the forma-
tion of lymph.

It seems highly probable that the reparative lymph
exudation which follows exercise is produced by the
agency of chemical substances generated by muscular
contraction, just as the digestive lymph flow is caused by
exogenous lymphagogues. Creatin and lactate of ammo-
nium produce the doable curve of arterial pressure
induced by exercise and rest

Nature, May 26, 1904, p. 92.

lymphan^ectodes (lim-fan-ji-ek'to-dez).

Lyellism (U-el'izm), n. [Sir Charles Lyell, a
distinguished geologist, + -ism.J In geol.,

uniformitarianism (which see) or the general
doctrine, advocated by Lyell, that the events
of the past are to be explained by the pro-
cesses of the present, and that the course of
nature has been essentially uniform.

Indeed, Lyellism, with its essential doctrine of the
alternate elevation and subsidence of the land under
the agency of local causes, seemed inconsistent with the
existence of any general cause governing the geographi-
cal evolution of the globe as a whole.

,Oeog. Jour. (E. G. S.), XIII. 226.

Iyer (li'6r), n. [Cape D. leier, a reduction of
leider = E. leader.'] In South Africa, the lad
who walks before a team of oxen, guiding the
leaders with a rope.

lygseid (li-je'id), n. and a. I. n. A member of
the heteropterous family Lygseidse.

II, a. Having the characters of or belong-
ing to the family Lygseidse.

Lygeum (U-je'um), n. [NL. (LinnsBus, 1753,
adopted from Lofling), < Gr. 7ivy6ei.v, bend, tie

fast.] A genus of grasses, containing but one
species, L. Spartum, found on stony soils in lymphangiotomy (lim-fan-ii-ot'o-mi), n..

the Mediterranean regon^^ particularly in lympha, water (lymph), -I-
'

Lymphocyte.
CQTer-glass preparation from the bone-mariow of a dog, highly

magnified (from preparation of H. F. MiiUer). a, mast-cell ; 6,
lymphocyte ; c, eosinophil cell ; d, red blood-cell ; e, erythro-
blast in process of dirision; y, normoblast ; f , erythroblast.

iFrom Huber's trans, of BOhm-Daridoff, " Histology.")

microns in diameter), and the small (7.5
microns in diameter), the latter being the
more numerous. «

Abscess of some variety was saspected, but later a
dififerential count of the white blood cells showed the
lymphof^tea in a proportion of 93 per cent. ; the second
case was that of a young woman who had been delivered
of a child a short time before, in whom the leucocytes
ranged between 200,000 and 400,000, the lymphocytes were
later found to be in a proportion of 98 per cent.

. - . . Med. Becord, May 30, 1903, p. 810.

ioKaka) + :c..fe;%er*'J5^S"Si.ertr^y l^fhocytJienua (Iim"fo-si-the'mi-a), «.
-• - ^- • ---

.tJ^^T, nf +>.« P,fv<L-%™PKwater(^^^^^
hollow (a cell), + at/ia, blood.] Same as *lym^

of the skin associated with dilatation of the
lymph-spaces.

lymphaugiomatous (lim-fan-ji-om'a-tus), a.
[lymphangioma(t-) + -ous.'] Eclating to or
affected with lymphangioma. Buck,
Handbook, L 227.

,. .. [L-
Gr. ayyelov, vessel.

+ Tofiij, section.]
vessels.

Dissection of the lymphaticSpain and Algeria. It is often called esparto
because of confusion with the true esparto,
SUpa tenacissima, \,ut its proper name is lymphatici a. -waldeyer-s lymphatic throat-
alhard%n. Its tough, slender leaves are used rlnfr Se,e*{hroat-ring7

lymiiuaui.

in making baskets and for other coarse textile lymphatism (lim'fa-tizm), n. Uymphat^e +
purposes. See *aloardin. ". *, - .^ . • . " .

•-i r-

Lygodesmia (li-go-des'mi-a), n. [NL. (Don,
1829), < Gr. ^iiyog,' withe, H- 66a/ai, bundle ; in
allusion to the fastigiate, naked stems of the

phocytosis.

lymphocytic (lim-fo-sit'ik), a. Pertaining to
or of the nature of lymphocytes.

Med. lymphocytosis (lim"fo-si-t6'sis), n. [NL., <
L. lympha, water (lymph), -I- Gr. K{rrof, a hol-
low (a cell), + -om.] The formation of
lympt-cells; specifically, increase, actual or
relative, in the number of lymphocytes in the
blood.

There may be an increase in the proportions present in
the blood of lymphocytes (lynvphocytositi).

Encyc. Brit., XXXI. 668.

type species, L. juncea.] A genus of plants lymphatolysin (Um-fa-tol'i-sin),».

-isTO.] 1. A depressed physical condition, lymphocytotic (lim'fo-si-tot'ik)^ a. Belating
marked by low vitality, associated with the to lymphocytosis, or the formation of lymph-
lymphatic temperament. Buck, Med. Hand- cells,

book, Vn. 446.— 2. Scrofula. lymphocytotoxin (lim-fo-si-to-tok'sin), n.

of the family, Cichoriacese, perennial or annual
herbs with usually rush-like stems, inconspio-

[lymphoeyte + toxin.}

against lymphocytes.
lymphoedema, n. [NL.]
edeyna.

A cytotoxin directed

Same as *lymph-

Same as

ic + Vysin.l A cytotoxin directed against lym-
phatic tissue.

nous linear or scale-like leaves, and mostly lyjnpliatolytic (Km-fa-to-lit'ik), a. [lympha-., . . ,,. ... ,.,

,

,^ , ^
terminal, narrow, erect heads of pink flowers. toly%in (-hit-) -H -ic] iJelating to the action of lymphogenic (hm-f9-]en'ik), a. [L. lympha,

There are about six species, all North Ameri-
a, lymphatolysin water (lymph), + Gr. -ytv^g, -producing.] Pro-

"^S- ., '^H
best-known is L. juncea (often lymphedema (liia-fe-de'ma), n. [L. lympha,

called skeleton-weed ^ndgern^eed), a native *,^4 (lymph , + &r. oW^^^, sweUing.]^ A
of the Great Plains, which now occurs as a dropsical condition of the tissues due ti ob
weed m the cultivated fields of that region.

struotion to the flow of lymph.
lygOSinate (li'go-sin-at), n. JVygosm + -ate\] lymph-giU (limf'gil), n. In certain worms, as
The trade-name for an antiseptic compound ?he CopJteiKtia and the Glyceridx, one of the

parapodial respiratory processes containing LsmphoiTtuberCliTosis
continuations of the body-cavity, and carrying
hemolymph:in
or pap se.

inution in the number of the lymphocytes of
y^- the blood.

The trade-name of di-

of lygosin

lygosin (li'go-sin), n.

orthoeumaketon e.

lying-time (li'ing-tim), n.

lying-wall (li'ing-wai), n.

lymantriid (li-man'tri-id), n. and a. I. n. An
insect of the lepidopterous family Lymantrir-

Same as *lie-time.

Same as foot-wall, lymph-gland (limf'gland)

ducing lymph or lymphocytes.
lymphogenous (llm-foj'e-nus),
^lymphogenic.
lymphogonion (lim-fo-go'ni-on), n.

;
pi. h/m-

phogonia (-a). [L. lympha, water (lymph), -I-

Gr. y6vo(, generation.] A more or less hypo'
thetical ancestral cell of the lymphocytes.
Lymphoid tuberculosis. See ^tuberculosis.

11. Same as lyn

. . the great vessels.

II. a. Having the cha,racteristics of, or be- lymph-node (limf'nod), n.

pfta«ic s'?a«d._Marrow-lymph glands, a form of lyj^pho^iiagia (lim-f6-ra'ii-5), n. [L.hemolymph glands found in the retropentoneal adipose f.'~*'^„"„rSr?i_^ \.\ X. n ' /tL. j^
tissue neir tie brim of the pelvis and in relation with lympha, water (lymph), -I- Gr. -payia, < inryviniai,

break.] Discharge of lymph from a wounded

longing to, the LynumtrUdse.

Lymantriidse (li-man-tn'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

iLymantria + -id^"] A family of lepidopter-

ous insects founded on the type genus Lymari-

tria and its allies.

lyme-grass, n. 2. In entom., a British col-

lectors' name for a noctuid moth, Tapinostola

elymi Creat lyme-grass, Elymus robwifus, a coarse

species of the interior, without specM v^ue.--Sea tinguished from the *my'eloblast.
iTme-eraas a stout species, Elymus arenwnus, found °, , , .. ,,. „- ^, ,.., , r? i
northwMd on the shores of Europe and on both coasts of lymphoblastic (lim-fo-Was'tlk), a. [lympho-

North America. It is useful as a sand-binder, especially blast + -Jc] Relating to a lymphoblast

;

in conjunction with beach-grass (maram), making fast the cAyiTis origin to lymphocytes. Jour. Med.
sand which the_latter arrests.. Its. seeds yieldedfood to

%,^J^^j, ^^^ igoyf p. 261

One of numerous lymphatic vessel.

roundish, somewhat resistant bodies found lymphorrhea, lymphorrhcea (lim-fo-re'J.), n.

along the course of the lymphatic vessels and [L. lympha, water (lymph), + Gr. /5o/a, flow.]

composed of a mass of round cells in a delicate Same as irlymphorrhagia.

fibrous network. lymphostasls (lim-fos'ta-sis), n. [L. lympha,

lymphoblast (Um ' fo - blast), «. [L. lympha, '^ater (lymph), + Gr. ariiji;, standing.] Arrest

water' (lymph), + 'Gr. pTuurrdg, germ.] A of tlie flow of lymph. „
, ,

leucocyte of lymph-gland origin, which lymphous (lim'fus), a. [lymph + -ous.] Con-

possesses feeble phagocytic properties: dis- .taming lymph; of or relating to lyi^h.
lymph-scrotum (limf'Bkr6"tum), n,

asis of the scrotum.

mp.
ELlephanti-

lymphuria (Um-fii'ri-a), n. [L. lympha, water
(lymph), -t- Gr. oipov, iirine.] The presence of
lymph in the urine when voided.

the Indians of Northwestern America, and, springing up Jtesearcra, iJec. i»u/, p. .ioi.
i _ %. , ,,. ,, ,„ - ,..\ „,

about deserted lodges, it has been cSed bylhe settlers lymphOCOle (lim'fo-sel), n. [L. lympha, water lymph-VaSCUlar (limf'vas"ku-lar), a. Eelat
rancheria grass. Also upright, or upright sea, lyme-grass.

The soft sea lyme-grass is E. innavatus, a similar species,

downy below the spike, found along the Great Lakes and

northward on both American coasts,

lymexylonid (Ii-mek-si-lon'id),».anda. I. n.

A member of the coleopterous family Lymexij-

lonidse.

II. a- Having the characters of or belong-

ing to the family Lymem/lmidse.

S.— 48

(lymph), -I- Gr. Ktjhi, tumor.] A cystic tumor
containing lymph.

lymphocyte (lim'fo-sit), n. [L. lympha, water
(lymph), + KiiTOQ, a hollow (a cell).] A type

of leucocyte found in the blood of all verte-

brate animals. It is colored blue or purple with
Ehrlich's triple stain, and occurs, in man, nor-

mally in the proportion of about 30 per cent.

mg to or containing lymphatic vessels.

Lynceidse (lin-se'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lynceus-
+ -idse.] A family of cladocerous phyllopod
crustaceans, having 3 -jointed antennal
branches and a convoluted intestine. It in-
cludes the genera Lynceus and Ew icercus.

Lynceus, n. 2. The typical genus of the family
Lynceidee. Miiller, 1785.



lynch-court

lynch-COUrt (linoh'kort), «. A so-called 'court'

nastily but illegally organized by an enraged
mob for the Inal and summary punishment,
according to lynch-law, of some obnoxious
person.

lyncher (lin'ohSr), «. [lynclA v., + -erl.]

One who lynches or takes partm a lynching.

lynching (lin'ehing), n. [lynch^, v., + -ing^.'}

The act of executing lynch-law upon a person

;

the killing of a person by a mob under pre-
tense of summary justice.

Lynton group. See *group^.
lynx, «—Iaal)elllneorTibetlyiuc,i»na!i«a6eJJiTCO, the
Tibet wildcat, of a pale-yellowisn color.— Pardlne lynx,
Felis (Lynx) pardinOj of Boutheru Europe. It is rufous
above, white below, with black spots on the body, limbs,
and tail.

lyoluminescence ( li^'o - lu - mi - nes ' ens ), n.

[Irreg. < Gr. Twuv, dissolve, + E. Ivminescence.']

The emission of light by certain substances
when in process of solution. See Mwminescence.
Lyonetia, n—Apple lyonetla, a tineoid moth of the
family ElachistidSBj CoptotMsca spleridoriferellailoTmerly
known as Lyonetia saccatella), whose larva lives on
apple-leaves, forming a sac-like case which it carries

about with it. Also formerly referred to as Aspidisca
^lendoriferella.

A Sheraton Lyre-back.

Apple Lyonetia (Co^todisca s^lendorifereUa.'),

a, work on apple leaf; bt summer larva ; c, larra in case
traveling; d, cases tied- to twig for hibernation; «,

hibernating: larva ; f, chrysalis ; g, moth ; h, parasite : ail

much enlarged except iz and (/, which are slightly reduced.
(Comstock, U. S. D. A.)

lyonetiid (li-o-net'i-id), «. and a. I. n. A
member ofthe 1epidopterous family I/yonetmdse.

H. a. Having the characters of or belonging
to the family Lyonetiidse.

Lyonsia (li-on'si-a), n. [NL., (Turton, 1822).]
The typical genus of the family Lyonsiidse.

Lyonsildse (li-on-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lyon-
sia + -idse.^ A family of anatinaeean bivalve
moUusks having a cylindrical byssiferous foot
and short siphons. It contains the genus
I^onsia.

Lyopomi (li-op'o-mi), n. pi. [NL., irreg. < Gr.
Xheiv, loosen, -I- iro/j.a, lid (operculum). ] An
order of deep-sea fishes, containing the single
family Halosauridse.

Lyopsetta (li-op-set'a), n. [NL., < Gr. lieiv,

loosen, + ijifrTa, flounder.] A genus of floun-

ders found on the west coast of the United
States.

Lyosphsera (li-o-sfe'ra), ». [NL., irreg. <Gr.
Xiiciv, loosen, -f- <T^ajpa,ball, sphere.] A genus
of fishes of the family ZHodontidse, found on
the Atlantic coast of the United States.

lypemania (li-pf-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., irreg. <
Gr. Mini, grief, -(- //ovia, "madness.] Insanity
marked by an extreme degree of melancholy.
lypothymia (li-p6-thim'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Mm^, grief, + Bvfid^, spirit, mind.] Extreme
depression of spirits.

lyr. An abbreviation of lyric.

lyrachord (li'ra-kord), n. [Irreg. < Gr. Mipa,

lyre, + x°p^> string.] A form of pianoforte
invented in England about 1850, in which the
hammers were directed against the middle
point of the strings. Compare * cembalo
d^amore, v^-hich may have suggested the idea.

lyre^, n. L. (e) lu pianoforte-making,^B\yxei-
Blm)ed frame to which the pedals are attached
and through which the pedal-rods work.—6.
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The posterior portion of the under surface of

the fornix of the brain, marked by a number
of lines bearing a fancied resemblance to a
lyre. Also called lyre ofDavid or lyra Davidis.

lyre-backed (lir'bakt), a. In old English fur-

niture, said of a chair in which the center-

piece of the back has the form of a lyre.

lyre-fish (lir'fish), n. A
gurnard, Trigla lyra, of

the family Triglidse,

found in the Mediterra-
nean and on the coasts

of England andFrance.
lyre-flower (lir'flou"6r),

n. A handsome, hardy
perennial plant, Biku-
kulla spectabilis, with
rosy-crimson flowers ar-

ranged in graceful ra-

cemes. See Dice»<ra and
bleeding-heart, 2.

lyre-tree (lir ' tre), n.

The tulip-tree, lArioden-
dron TaUpifera: so called from a distant resem-
blance in the shape of the leaves to a lyre.

lyrically (lir'i-kal-i), adv. In a lyric manner.
lyricize (hr'i-slz'j, ».«.; pret. and pp. lyrioized,

ppr. lyricieing: {lyric + -ize.'] To write lyrics

or write lyrically.

Isrrid (U'rid), n. [Lyra + -idl^.] Same as
lyraid, and now the more usual form of the
name. Nature, April 23, 1903, p. 584.

Lyrodesma (li-ro-des'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. Xipa,

a lyre, + iiaim, band," hinge.] A genus of
fossil prionodesmaceous pelecypods having an
oval shell with narrow cardinal border and a
hinge-armature which radiates like a fan from
below the umbones. It is restricted to the
Silurian of Europe and America.
lyrula (lir'u-la), n. [NL. dim. of lyra, lyre.]

In polyzoans, a tooth-like process behind the
avicularium. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist.,

July, 1903, 1). 120.

lysactinic (lis-ak-tin'ik), a. [Gr. Mja(tQ), so-
lution, + (wtIq (iiKTiv-), ray, + -ic] In echino-
derms, as the starfishes, having the podia
limited to the lower surface of the body. Also,
erroneously, Ussaclmic. Compare *desj»ac*iMic.

lysalbic (li-sal'bik), a. [Gr. lva{ig), solution, +•

albiumen) + -ic] Noting an acid, a com-
pound prepared by the action of caustic alkali
(alkali hydroxid) on egg-albumin. With com-
pounds of the heavy metals it gives pre-
cipitates which are soluble in alkali, the
metal passing into the colloidal state.

Lysarete (li-sar'e-te), n. [NL., < Gr. AvaapiT?;,

a feminine personal name.] The typical genus
of the family LysareUdse.

Lysaretidse (lis-a-ret'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Lysarete + -idse.^ A family of polyohsetous
annelids having a prestomium with three ten-
tacles and four eyes, the first two segments
without appendages, the parapodia uniramous
with one set of setae, and the dorsal cirri foli-

aceous and branchial. It includes the genera
I/yswrete, Danymene, and Halla.

lysatine(lis'a-tin), K. [lys(in) + -ate^ + -ine^.']

A colorless tiasio compound, CeHi302N3, ob-
tained, together with lysatinine, by the action
of stannous chlorid and hydrochloric acid on
albuminous compounds. It is said to yield
urea when decomposed, and it may be a mix-
ture of arginin and lysin.

lysatinine (li-sat'i-nin), n. [lysaUne + -jne^.]

A colorless basic compound, CgHjiONs, ob-
tained, together with lysatinej by the action
of stannous chlorid and hydrochloric acid on
albuminous compounds.

lysidine (lis'i-din), n. [lys(in) + 4d^ + -Jne2.]

NHCHg
A brightred basic compound, CH3C -< . 1 ,

prepared by the action of ethylenediamine
hy(frochlorid on sodium acetate. It melts at
105° C, boils at 195-198° C, and is used me-
dicinally in cases of gout to remove uric acid,

its salt vrith which is extremely readily solu-

ble. Also called ethylene ethem/ldiamine and
fi-methylgiyoxalidine.

lysimeter, «. 2. An instrument for determin-

ing the quantity of matter held in solution in

a liquid.

lysin (li'sin), n. [Gr. /[.ia-ig, loosening, solution,

dissolution, -I- -in?.'] 1. laphysiol. chem., one
of the hexon bases; a diamino acid of the
composition CeHj4N202, resultingson decom-
position of most aJbumins, including the prot-

lyttonioid

amines. It is the mother-substance of the
ptomaine cadaverin.— 2. A substance, found
in blood serum, which, when injected into
the body of an animal, will cause the disso-

lution or destruction of cellular elements.
Such lysins may be produced artificially by
immunization with various cells in animals
of different species, and are then lytic for
the corresponding cells. Such bodies are the
hemolysins, the leuoolysins, endotheliolysins,

etc.

lysine (li'sin), n. [Gr. Xva-ig, loosening, so-

lution, dissolution, + -»>!e2.] A colorless

compound, CHg (NHo) CHgCHgCHgCH (NH^)-
COOH, formed by the action of dilute acids
or of trypsin on albuminous substances of
both vegetable and animal origin. It crystal-
lizes in slender needles and forms salts" with
both acids and bases. Also called a-e-dia-

minoeapric acid.

lysis, n. 3. The dissolution of various cells

by means of lysins.

That complete agglutination has no effect upon subse-
quent solution (lysu) of the corpuscles will be shown
when treating of the latter phenomena.

Jour. Exper. Med., March 17, 1902, p. 4.

lysoform (U's6-f6rm), /I. [lyso(l) + form-
(aldehyde).'] A clear, yellowish, odorless,
soapy liquid containing formaldehyde and ly-
sol : used as an antiseptic.

lysogenesis (li-so-jen'e-sis), n. [lysiin) + Gr.
yiveaic, production.] The production of a ly-
sin, or the initiation of the process of lysis.

It has been completely established that in this phe-
nomenon^ of lysogeiheHs there are two substances con-
cerned, one specially developed or developed in excess,
and the other present in normal serum.

Encyc. Brit., XXVI. 68.

lysogenetic (li"so-jf-net'ik), a. [lysogenesis
{-et-) + -ic] Of or "pertaining to lysogenesis.

Sera from those bacteria which produce, so far as we
know, no soluble poison, are not antitoxic, having no
effect upon the toxines already formed in the system in
case of disease, but bactericidal acting directly upon the
bacteria causing their disintegration and complete solu-

tion, to which tile term bacteriolysis or lysogenetic action
has been applied, and to this really marvellous property
we have no analogy in the whole domain of chemicals,
antiseptics or disinfectants.

Columbus Med. Jour., Jan., 1903, p. 11.

lysogenic (li-so-jen'ik), a. [ly^iin) + Gti.

-ysvj/g, -producing, -I- -ic] Same'J.as *lyso-

The first of these is the lysogenic action, which consists
in the production of a change in the corresponding bac-
terium whereby it becomes granular, swells up, and ulti-

mately may undergo dissolution.
Encyc. Brit., XXVL 68.

lysol (li'sol), n. [Gr. Xiia-tg, solution, + -ol.']

A 50 per cent, solution of the eresols of tar-oil ,

in neutral soap : used as an antiseptic, in 0.25
to 2 per cent, aqueous solution, and also in

histological work, as a macerating and isolat-

ing medium.
lyssi (lis'i), n. pi. [NL., < lyssa, q. v.] Little

blisters on the tongue, occurring in the early
stage of rabies.

lyssic (lis'ik), a. Belating to lyssa or rabies

;

hydrophobic ; rabic.

lysulfol (li-sul'fol), n. lly(sol) + sulf^ur),

sulph^wr), + -01.] A thick, black, viscous li-

quid containing lysol and sulphur. It is mis-
cible with water and is used externally in

certain skin diseases.

lysnric (li-su'rik), a. [lys-in + uric] Noting
Jan acid, C6Hi2(COC6H6)N202, a derivative of
lysin.

Lythrulon (lith-ro'lon), n. [NL., < Gr. \v6pav,

gore, + oilov, gum (of the mouth).] A genus
of fishes of the family Hsemulidse, found on the
Pacific coast of tropical America.

lytic (lit'ik), a. [Gr. /.vriKdg, acjf^ < Aiiatg, loosen-
ing, ivrdc, loosed ; see lysis.] Relating to lysis

or the destruction of the cells of a part; pro-
ducing lysis.

The factors required for producing solution of cells are
similar to those for causing solution of bacteria imder
like conditions. Only when the lytic serum is very fresh
will solution be effected ; the addition, however, of peri-
toneal exudate or fresh normal serum to immune serum
which has lost the solvent property, suffices to restore it.

Jour. Exper. Med., March 17, 1902, p. 281.

Lyttonia (li-to'ni-a), n. [NL., from the sur-
name Jetton.] A genus of very peculiar bra-
ehiopods of the family ThecidUdee, occurring
in the Carboniferous formation of China and
India, it possessed very large and highly inequivalve,
irregular shells, with broad lateral expansion and nu-
merous laterally directed brachial ridges in the ventral
valve, with corresponding grooves in the dorsal valve.

lyttonioid (li-to'ni-oid)^ a. [,Lyttord{a) + -oid.]
Belated to or resembling the genus lyttonia.














